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P. R. E. F. A. C. E.

To the L O N D ON O C T A V O.

A V ING been long employed in the ſtudy and cultivation of the

Engliſh language, I lately publiſhed a dićtionary like thoſe compiled

by the academies of Italy and France, for the uſe of ſuch as aſpire to ex

actneſs of criticiſm or elegance of ſtyle.

But it has been ſince conſidered, that works of that kind are by no means

neceſſary to the greater number of readers, who, ſeldom intending to write

or preſuming to judge, turn over books only to amuſe their leiſure, and to

gain degrees of knowledge ſuitable to lower characters, or neceſſary to the

common buſineſs of life: theſe know not any other uſe of a dićtionary than

that of adjuſting orthography, or explaining terms of ſcience or words of

infrequent occurrence, or remote derivation.

For theſe purpoſes many dićtionaries have been written by different

authors, and with different degrees of ſkill; but none of them have yet

fallen into my hands, by which even the loweſt expectations could be

ſatisfied. Some of their authors wanted induſtry, and others literature:

ſome knew not their own defects, and others were too idle to ſupply

them.

For this reaſon a ſmall didionary appeared yet to be wanting to com

mon readers: and, as I may without arrogance claim to myſelf a longer

acquaintance with the lexicography of our language than any other writer

has had, I ſhall hope to be conſidered as having more experience at leaſt

than moſt of my predeceſſors, and as more likely to accommodate the na

tion with a vocabulary of daily uſe. I therefore offer to the publick an

abſtract or epitome of my former work.

In comparing this with other dićtionaries of the ſame kind, it will be

found to have ſeveral advantages.

I. It contains many words not to be found in any other.

II. Many barbarous terms and phraſes by which other dićtionaries may

vitiate the ſtyle, are rejected from this, -

A 2 III. The
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III. The words are more correàly ſpelled, partly by attention to their

etymology, and partly by obſervation of the practice of the beſt authors.

IV. The etymologies and derivations, whether from foreign languages or

from native roots, are more diligently traced, and more diſtinctly noted.

V. The ſenſes of each word are more copiouſly enumerated, and more

clearly explained.

VI. Many words occurring in the elder authors, ſuch as Spenſer, Shake

ſpeare, and Milton, which had been hitherto omitted, are here carefully

inſerted; ſo that this book may ſerve as a gloſſary or expoſitory index to the

Poetical writers.

VII. To the words, and to the different ſenſes of each word, are ſub

joined from the large dićtionary, the names of thoſe writers by whom they

have been uſed; ſo that the reader who knows the different periods of the

language, and the time of its authors, may judge of the elegance or pre

valence of any word, or meaning of a word; and without recurring to

other books, may know what are antiquated, what are unuſual, and what

are recommended by the beſt authority.

The words of this dićtionary, as oppoſed to others, are more diligently

colle&ted, more accurately ſpelled, more faithfully explained, and more

authentically aſcertained. Of an abſtraćt it is not neceſſary to ſay more;

and I hope, it will not be found that truth requires me to ſay leſs.

N. B. The Editors of this Dublin Edition have endeavoured to render

it more worthy of the public attention, by adding at full length, the Au

thor's curious preface to the Folio Edition, his Hiſtory of the Engliſh lan

guage, and by inſerting in their proper places, above 500 Words from the

Folio Edition, none of which are contained in the London O&#avo: As to

the Paper, Print and Correótion, they will be found, on compariſon, much

ſuperior, although the Book is given for near one half of the price of the

London Edition, -

P R E F A C E
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2

To the F O L IO E D IT I O N.

T is the fate of thoſe who toil at the lower employments of life, to be ra

ther driven by the fear of evil, than attracted by the proſpect of good; to

be expoſed to cenſure, without hope of praiſe ; to be diſgraced by miſcar

riage, or puniſhed for neglect, where ſucceſs would have been without

applauſe, and diligence without reward.

Among theſe unhappy mortals is the writer of dićtionaries; whom mankind

have conſidered, not as the pupil, but the ſlave of ſcience, the pioneer of litera

ture, doomed only to remove rubbiſh and clear obſtructions from the paths of

Learning and Genius, who preſs forward to conqueſt and glory, without be

ſtowing a ſmile on the humble drudge that facilitates their progreſs. Every

other author may aſpire to praiſe ; the lexicographer can only hope to eſcape re

proach, and even this negative recompenſe has been yet granted to very few.

I have, notwithſtanding this diſcouragement, attempted a dictionary of the

Engliſh language, which, while it was employed in the cultivation of every ſpecies

of literature, has itſelf been hitherto neglected, ſuffered to ſpread, under the di

rection of chance, into wild exuberance, reſigned to the tyranny of time and fa

ſhion, and expoſed to the corruption of ignorance, and caprices of innovation.

When I took the firſt ſurvey of my undertaking, I found our ſpeech copious

without order, and energetic without rules: wherever I turned my view, there

was perplexity to be diſentangled, and confuſion to be regulated; choice was to

be made out of boundleſs variety, without any eſtabliſhed principle of ſelection;

adulterations were to be detected, without a ſettled teſt of purity; and modes

of expreſſion to be rejected or received, without the ſuffrages of any writers of

claſſical reputation or acknowledged authority.

Having therefore no aſſiſtance but from general grammar, I applied myſelf to

the peruſal of our writers; and noting whatever might be of uſe to aſcertain or

illuſtrate any word or phraſe, accumulated in time the materials of a dictionary,

which, by degrees, I reduced to method, eſtabliſhing to myſelf in the progreſs of

the work, ſuch rules as experience and analogy ſuggeſted to me; experience,

which practice and obſervation were continually encreaſing; and analogy, which,

though in ſome words obſcure, was evident in others.

In adjuſting the Orthoc Raphy, which has been to this time unſettled and

fortuitous, I found it neceſſary to diſtinguiſh thoſe irregularities that are inherent

in our tongue, and perhaps coeval with it, from others which the ignorance or

negligence of later writers has produced. Every language has its anomalies,

which though inconvenient, and in themſelves once unneceſſary, muſt be tole

rated among the imperſections of human things, and which require only to be

regiſtered, that they may not be encreaſed, and aſcertained, that they may not be

confounded: but every language has likewiſe its improprieties and abſurdities,

which it is the duty of the lexicographer to correct or proſcribe.

As language was at its beginning merely oral, all words of neceſſary or com

mon uſe were ſpoken before they were written ; and while they were unfixed

by any viſible ſigns, muſt have been ſpoken with great diverſity, as we now ob

ſerve thoſe who cannot read to catch founds imperfectly, and utter them negli

gently. When this wild and barbarous jargon was firſt reduced to an alphabet,

cVery
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every penman endeavoured to expreſs, as he could, the ſounds which he was ac

cuſtomed to pronounce or to receive, and vitiated in writing ſuch words as were

already vitiated in ſpeech. The powers of the letters, when they were applied to

a new language, muſt have been vague and unſettled, and therefore different

hands would exhibit the ſame ſound by different combinations.

From this uncertain pronunciation ariſe, in a great part, the various dialects of

the ſame country, which will always be obſerved to grow fewer, and leſs dif

ferent, as books are multiplied ; and from this arbitrary repreſentation of ſounds

by letters, proceeds that diverſity of ſpelling obſervable in the Saxon remains,

and I ſuppoſe in the firſt book of every nation, which perplexes or deſtroys ana

logy and produces anomalous formations, which, being once incorporated, can

never be afterward diſmiſſed or reformed.

Of this kind are the derivatives length from long, ſtrength from ſtrong, darling

from dear, breadth from broad, from dry, drougth, and from high, Height, which

Milton, in zeal for analogy, writes hight ; Quid te exempta juvat ſpiniº de plu

rºbus una ; to change all would be too much, and to change one is nothing.

This uncertainty is moſt frequent in the vowels, which are ſo capriciouſly pro

nounced, and ſo differently modified, by accident of affectation, not only in every

province, but in every mouth, that to them, as is well known to etymologiſts,

little regard is to be ſhewn in the deduction of one language from another.

Such defects are not errours in orthography, but ſpots of barbariſm impreſſed

ſo deep in the Engliſh language, that criticiſm can never waſh them away; theſe,

therefore, muſt be perinitted to remain untouched; but many words have like

wife been altered by accident, or depraved by ignorance, as the pronunciation of

the vulgar has been weakly followed; and ſome ſtill continue to be variouſly writ

ten, as authors differ in their care or ſkill: of theſe it was proper to enquire the

true orthography, which I have always conſidered as depending on their deriva

tion, and have therefore referred them to their original languages: thus I write

enchant, enchantment, enchanter, after the French, and incarnation after the

Latin ; thus entire, is choſen rather than intire, becauſe it paſſed to us not from

the Latin integer, but from the French entier.

Of many words it is difficult to ſay whether they were immediately received

from the Latin or the French, ſince at the time when we had dominions in France,

we had Latin ſervice in our churches. It is, however, my opinion, that the

French generally ſupplied us; for we have few Latin words, among the terms

of domeſtick uſe, which are not French ; but many French, which are very re

mote from Latin.

Even in words of which the derivation is apparent, I have been often obliged

to ſacrifice uniformity to cuſtom ; thus I write, in compliance with a numberleſs

majority, convey and inveigh, deceit and receipt, fancy and phantom ; ſometimes

the derivative varies from the primitive, as explain and explanation, repeat and

refetition.

Some combinations of letters having the ſame power are uſed indifferently with

out any diſcoverable reaſon of choice, as in choak, choke; ſoap, ſofte; fewel, fuel,

and many others; which I have ſometimes inſerted twice, that thoſe who ſearch

for them under either form, may not ſearch in vain.

In examining the orthography of any doubtful word, the mode of ſpelling by

which it is inſerted in the ſeries of the dictionary, is to be conſidered as that to

which I give, perhaps not often raſhly, the preference. I have left, in the exam

ples, to every author his own practice unmoleſted, that the reader may balance

Íuffrages, and judge between us: but this queſtion is not always to be determined

by reputed or by real learning; ſome men, intent upon gºater things, have

thought little on ſounds and derivations; ſome, knowing in the ancientº:
a VC:
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have neglected thoſe in which our words are commonly to be ſought. Thus

Hammond writes fecible neſ, for feaſibleneſs, becauſe I ſuppoſe he imagined it de

rived immediately from the Latin ; and ſome words, ſuch as dependant, dependent;

dependance, dependence, vary their final ſyllable, as one or other language is pre
ſent to the writer.

-

In this part of the work, where caprice has long wantoned without controul,

and vanity fought praiſe by petty reformation, I have endeavoured to proceed

with a ſcholar's reverence for antiquity, and a grammarian's regard to the genius

of our tongue. I have attempted few alterations, and among thoſe ſew, perhaps

the greater part is from the modern to the ancient practice; and I hope I may be

allowed to recommend to thoſe, whoſe thoughts have been, perhaps, employed

too anxiouſly on verbal ſingularities, not to diſturb, upon narrow views, or for

minute propriety, the orthography of their fathers. It has been aſletted, that for

the law to be known, is of more importance than to be right. Change, ſays

Hoºker, is not made without inconvenience, even from woºle to better There

is in conſtancy and ſtability a general and laſting advantage, which will always

overbalance the ſlow improvements of gradual collection. Much leſs ought our

written language to comply with the co, ruptions of oral uttelance, or copy that

which every variation of time or place makes different from itſelf, and imitate

thoſe changes, which will again be changed, while initation is employed in ob

ſerving them.

This recommendation of ſteadineſs and uniformity does not proceed from dh

opinion, that particular combinations of letters have much influence on human

happineſs; or that truth may not be ſucceſsfully taught by modes of ſpelling fan

ciful and erroneous: I am not yet ſo loſt in lexicography, as to forget that words

are the daughters of earth, and that things are the ſºns of heaven. Language is

only the inſtrument of ſcience, and words are but the ſigns of ideas: I wiſh, how

ever, that the inſtrument might be leſs apt to decay, and that ſigns might be per

manent, like the things which they denote.

In ſettling the orthography, I have not wholly neglected the pronunciation, which

I have directed, by pºinting an accent upon the acute or elevated ſyllable. It

will ſometimes be found, that the accent is placed by the author quoted, on a

different ſyllable from that marked in the alphabetical ſerics; it is then to be un

derſtood, that cuſtom has varied, or that the author has, in my opinion, pro

nounced wrong. Short directions are ſometimes given where the found of letters

is irregular ; and if they are ſometimes omitted, defect in ſuch minute obſerva

tions will be more eaſily excuſed, than ſuper fluity.

in the inveſtigation both of the orthography and ſignification of words, thcir

ETYºo Lo G Y was neceſſarily to be conſidered, and they were therefore to be di

vided into primitives and derivatives. A primitive word, is that which can be

traced no{. to any Engliſh root; thus circumſped, circumvent, circumſiance,

&lude, concave, and complicate, though compounds in the Latin, are to us pri

mitives. Derivatives, are all thoſe that can be referred to any word in Ergºſº

of greater fimplicity.

The derivatives I have referred to their primitives, with an accuracy ſon:-

times needleſs; for who does not ſee that remoteneſ comes from rerote, lovel,

from love, concavity from concave, and demonſ/rative from demonſtrate P but this

grammatical exuberance the ſcheme of my work did not allow me to repreſs.

It is of great importance in examining the general fabrick of a language, to

trace one word from another, by noting the uſual modes of derivation and in

flection ; and uniformity muſt be preſerved in ſyſtematicai works, though ſome

times at the expence of particular propriety.

Among other derivatives I have been careful to inſert and elucidate the an: -

Juaicus
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malous plurals of nouns and preterites of verbs, which in the Teutonick dialects

are very frequent, and though familiar to thoſe who have always uſed them, in

terrupt and embarraſs the learness of our language.

The two languages from which our primitives have been derived are the Ro

man and Teutonick : under the Roman I comprehend the French and provincial

tongues; and under the Teutonick range the Saxon, German, and all their kindred

dialects. Moſt of our polyſyllables are Roman, and our words of one ſyllable

are very often Teutonick.

In aſſigning the Roman original, it has perhaps ſometimes happened that I

have mentioned only the Latin, when the word was borrowed from the French ;

and confidering myſelf as employed only in the illuſtration of my own lan

guage, I have not been very careful to obſerve whether the Latin word be pure

or barbarous, or the French elegant or obſolete.

For the Teutonick etymologics I am commonly indebted to junius and Skinner,

the only names which I have forborn to quote when I copied their books; not

that I might appropriate their labours or uſurp their honours, but that I might

ſpare a perpetual repetition by one general acknowledgment. Of theſe, whom I

ought not to mention but with the reverence due to inſtructers and benefactors,

junius appears to have excelled in extent of learning, and Skinner in rectitude of

underſtanding. jurius was accurately ſkilled in all the northern languages,

Skinwer probably examined the ancient and remoter dialects only by occaſional

inſpection into dictionaries ; but the learning of junius is often of no other uſe

than to ſhow him a track by which he may deviate from his purpoſe, to which

Skinner always preſſes forward by the ſhorteſt way Skinner is often ignorant, but

never ridiculous: junius is always full of knowledge ; but his variety diſtraćts his

judgment, and his learning is very frequently diſgraced by his abſurdities.

The votaries of the northern muſes will not perhaps eaſily reſtrain their

indignation, when they find the name of junius thus degraded by a diſadvantage

ous compariſon: but whatever reverence is due to his diligence, or his attain

ments, it can be no criminal degree of cenſoriouſneſs to charge that etymologiſt

with want of judgment, who can ſeriouſly derive dream from drama, becauſe life

is a drama, and a drama is a dream ; and who declares with a tone of defiance,

that no man can fail to derive moan from gº, monos, who conſiders that grief

naturally loves to be alone *.

* That I may not appear to have ſpoken too

irreverently of juniuſ, I have here ſubjoined a few

Specimens of his etymological extravagance.

BAN 1sh, religare, ex banne vel territºrio

exigere, in exilium agere, G. bannir. It. ban

dire, bandeggiare H. bannir. B. bannen AEvi

medii ſcriptores bannire dicebant. V. Spelm in

Banum & in Banleuga. Quoniam verö re

gionum urbiumq; limites arduis plerumq; mon

tibus, altis fluminibus, longis deniq; flexuoſiſq;

anguſtiſfimarum viarum amfračtibus includeban

tur, fieri poteſt id genus limites ban dici ab co

quod Bayváral & B4Wºlpo. Tarentinis olim, ſcuti

tradit Heſychius, vocabantural Acº wai un ºv

** 332, “ oblique ac minimè in recturn ten

“ dentes viz.” Ac fortaſe quoque huc facit

quod B-ve:, endem Heſychio teſte, dicebant

** reazyvar, montes arduos.

EMP ry, emtie, vacuus, inanir. A. S. AEmtly.

Neſco an ſint ab slºw vel ºzélaw. Vorno, evomo,

vomitu evacuo, Videtur interim etymologiam

hanc non obſcure firmare codex Ruſh. Mat. xii.

21. ubi antiqué ſcriptum invenimus $emocteo,

bit emetiX. “ Invenit earn vacantern.”

Hill, mons, collis. A. S. hyll. Quod videri

poteſt abſciſſum ex x0xxºn x0xxx;;. Collis, tu

mulus, locus in plano editior. Hom, ſl. b. 81 1,

ir 2; tı, ºrpºráčo,3s rºxsº diriſa, wox&n. Ubi

authori brevium ſcholiorum ×oxæwn exp. rotrø tº

tº avºxwy, y.º. 2;3 ºxh.

Nap, tº take a nap. Dormire, condermiſcert.

Cym. heppian. A. S. hnappan. Quod poſtremum

videri poteſt deſumptum ex xvi Paº, obſcuritas,

tenebra : nihil cnim a que ſolet conciliare ſom

num, quam caliginoſa profunda notis obſcuritas.

STAMME RER, Balbus, blufus Goth STAMMS.

A. S. rºamen, rtamun. D. ſtam. B. ſtameler:

Su. ſtamma. Iſi, ſtamr. Sunt a reº vel

roºty, nimiä loquacitate alios offendere ;

quod impedite loquentes libentiflime garrie ſo

leant; vel quëd alfis nimii ſemper videantur,

etiam parciſſimé loquentes.

Qur
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Our knowledge of the northern literature is ſo ſcanty, that of words un

doubtedly Teutonick the original is not always to be found in any ancient language,

and I have therefore inſerted Dutch or German ſubſtitutes, which I confider not

as radical but parallel, not as the parents, but ſiſters of the Engliſh.

The words which are repreſented as thus related by deſcent or cognation, do

not always agree in ſenſe'; for it is incident to words, as to their authors, to de

generate from their anceſtors, and to change their manners when they change

their country. It is ſufficient, in etymological enquiries, if the ſenſes of kindred

words be found ſuch as may eaſily paſs into each other, or ſuch as may both be

referred to one general idea, -

The etymology, ſo far as it is yet known, was eaſily found in the volumes

where it is particularly and profeſſedly delivered ; and, by proper attention to

the rules of derivation, the orthography was ſoon adjuſted. But to collect the

Words of our language was a taſk of greater difficulty: the deficiency of dićti

onaries was immediately apparent; and when they were exhauſted, what was yet

wanting muſt be ſought by fortuitous and unguided excurſions into books, and

gleaned as induſtry ſhould find, or chance ſhould offer it, in the boundleſs chaos

of a living ſpeech. My ſearch, however, has been either ſkilful or lucky; for I

have much augmented the vocabularly. - -

As my deſign was a dictionary, common or appellative, I have omitted all

words which have relation to proper names ; ſuch as Arian, Socinian, Calviniſt,

Benedicine, Mahometan ; but have retained thoſe of more general nature, as

Heathen, Pagan. -

Of the terms of art I have received ſuch as could be found either in books of

ſcience or technical dictionaries; and have often inſerted, from philoſophical

writers, words which are ſupported perhaps only by a ſingle authority, and which

being not admitted into general uſe, ſtand yet as candidates or probationers, and

muſt depend for their adoption on the ſuffrage of futurity. -

The words which our authors have introduced by their knowledge of foreign

languages, or ignorance of their own, by vanity or wantonneſs, by compliance

with faſhion, or luſt of innovation, I have regiſtered as they occurred, though

commonly only to cenſure them, and warm others againſt the folly of naturalizing

uſelets foreigners to the injury of the natives. -

I have not rejected any by deſign, merely becauſe they were unneceſſary or

exuberant; but have received thoſe which by different writers have been diffe

rently formed, as viſcid, and viſcidity, viſcius, and viſcºſity.

Compounded or double words I have ſeldom noted, except when they obtain

a ſignification different from that which the components have in their ſimple ſtate.

Thus highwayman, woodman, and horſecourſer, require an explication; but of

thieflike or coachdriver no notice was needed, becauſe the primitives contain the

meaning of the compounds. -

Words arbitrarily formed by a conſtant and ſettled analogy, like diminutive

adjectives in iſh, as greeniſh, bluiſh, adverbs in ly, as dully, ºftenly, ſubſtantives

in neſ, as vileneſs, faultineſ, were leſs diligently ſought, and many ſometimes

have been omitted, when I had no authority that invited me to inſert them ; not

that they are not genuine and regular offsprings of Engliſh roots, but becauſe their

º: to the primitive being always the ſame, their ſignification cannot be

miſtaken. .

The verbal nouns in ing, ſuch as the keeping of the caſtle, the leading of the

army, are always neglected, or placed only to illuſtrate the ſenſe of the verb,

except when they ſignify things as well as actions, and have therefore a plural

number, as dwelling, living; or have an abſolute and abſtrait ſignification, as

rºkuring, painting, learning.

[b] - 'The
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The participles are likewiſe omitted, unleſs, by ſignifying rather qualities than

aćtion, they take the nature of adjectives: as a thinking man, a man of plu

dence ; a pacing horſe, a horſe that can pace : theſe I have ventured to call

participial adjectives. But neither are theſe always infºrted, becauſe they

are commonly to be underſtood, without any dange of miſtake, by conſulting

the verb. -

Obſolete words are admitted, when they are found in authors not obſolete, or

when they have any force or beauty that may deſerve revival.

As compoſition is one of the chief characteriſticks of a language, I have endea

voured to make ſome reparation for the univerſal Regligence of my predeceſſors, by

inſerting great numbers of compounded words, as may be ſound under after, fore,

new, night, fair, and many more. Theſe, numerous as they are, might be

multiplied, but that uſe and curioſity are here ſatisfied, and the frame of our

language and modes of our combination amply diſcovered.

Of ſome forms of compoſition, ſuch as that by which re is prefixed to note

repetition, and un to ſignity contrariety or frivation, all the examples cannot be

accumulated, becauſe the uſe of theſe particles, if not wholly arbitrary, is ſo

little limited, that they are hourly affixed to new words as occaſion requires, or is

imagined to require them. -

There is another kind of compoſition more frequent in our language than per

haps in a ny other, from which ariſes to foreigners the greateſt difficulty. We

modify the ſignification of many verbs by a particle ſubjoined ; as to come off, to

eſcape by a fetch ; to fall on, to attack; to fall off, to apodatize; to break off,

to ſtop abruptly; to fear out, to juſtify 5 to fall in, to comply ; to give over, to

ceaſe; to ſet off, to embelliſh ; to ſet in, to begin a continual tenour; to ſet out,

to begin a courſe or journey : to take ºff, to copy; with innumerable expreſſions

of the ſame kind, of which ſome appear wildly irregular, being ſo far diſtant

from the ſenſe of the ſimple words, that no ſagacity will be able to trace the ſteps

by which they arrived at the preſent uſe. Theſe I have noted with great care;

and though I cannot flatter myſelf that the collection is complete, I believe I

have ſo far aſſiſted the ſtudents of our language, that this kind of phraſeology:

will be no longer inſuperable ; and the combirations of verbs and particles, by

chance omitted, will be eaſily explained by compariſon with thoſe that may be

found.

Many words yet ſtand ſupported only by the name of Bailey, Ainſworth,

Philips, or the contracted Dići. for Dictionaries ſubjoined : of theſe I am not

always certain that they are read in any book but the works of lexicographers. Of

ſuch I have omitted imany, becauſe I had revcr read them; and many I have

inſerted, becauſe they may perhaps exiſt, though they have eſcaped my notice :

thcy are, however, to be yet conſidered as reſting only upon the credit of former

dictionaries. Others, which I conſidered as uſeful, or know to be proper.

though I could not at preſent ſupport them by authorities, I have ſuffered to ſtand

upon my own atteſtation, claiming the ſame privilege with my predeceſſors of

leng ſometimes credici without proof. . . .

TÉe voids, thus ſelected and diſpoſed, are grammatically conſidered : they

are referred to the different parts of ſpeech ; traced when they are irregularly

inflected, through their various terminations; and illuſtrated by obſervations, not

indeed of great or ſtriking importance, ſeparately conſidered, but neceſſary to

he elucidation of our language, and hitheiro neglected or forgotten by Pºgºſº

granºrarians. - - -

The part of my work on which expect malignity moſt frequently tº faſten,

is the Explºmation ; in which I cannot hope to ſatisfy thoſe, who are peºps nºt

inclined to be pleaſed, ſince I have not always been able to ſatisfy tºyſ ºf To
* * interpret
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interpret a language by itſelf is very difficult; many words cannot be explained by

ſynoniines, becauſe the idea ſignified by them has not more than one appellation;

nor by paraphraſe, becauſe imple ideas cannot be deſcribed. When the nature

of things is unknown, of the notion unſettled and indefinite, and various in va

rious minds, the words by which ſuch notions are conveyed, or ſuch things de

noted, will be ambiguous and perplexed And ſuch is the fate of hapleſ, lexico

graphy, that not only darkneſs, but light, impedes and diſtreſſes it; things may

be not only too little, but too much known, to be happily illuſtrated. To ex

plain, requires the uſe of terms leſs abſt:uſe than that which is to be explained,

and ſuch terms cannot always be found ; for as nothing can be proved but by ſup

oſing ſomething intuitively known, and evident without proof, ſo nothing can

be defined but by the uſe of words too plain to admit a definition.

Other words there are, of which the ſenſe is too ſubtle and evaneſcent to be

fixed in a paraphraſe; ſuch are all thoſe which are by the grâmmarians termed

expletices, and, in dead languages, are ſuffered to paſs for empty ſounds, of no

other uſe than to fill a verſe, or to modulate a period, but which are caſily per

ceived in living tongues to have power and emphaſis, though it be ſometimes ſuch

as no other form of expreſion can convey.

My labour has likewiſe been much increaſed by a claſs of verbs too frequent

in the Engliſh language, of which the ſignification is ſo looſe and general, the

uſe ſo vague and indeterminate, and the ſenſes detorted ſo widely from the

firſt idea, that it is hard to trace them through the maze of variation, to catch

them on the brink of utter inanity, to circumſcribe them by any limitations, or

interpret them by any words of diſtinét and ſettled meaning: ſuch are bear, freak,

come, caſt, full, get, give, do, put, ſet, go, run, make, take, turn, throw. If of

theſe the whole power is not accurately delivered, it muſt be remembered, that

while our language is yet living, and variable by the caprice of every one that

ſpeaks it, theſe words are hourly ſhifting their relations, and can no more be aſ

certained in a dictionary, than a grove, in the agitation of a ſtorm, can be ac

curately delineated from its picture in the water.

The particles are among all nations applied with ſo great latitude, that they

are not eaſily reducible under any regular ſcheme of explication; this difficulty is

not leſs, nor perhaps greater, in Engliſh, than in other languages. I have la

boured them with diligence, I hope with ſucceſs ; ſuch at leaſt as can be ex

pected in a taſk, which no man, however learned or ſagacious, has yet been able

to perform.

Some words there are which I cannot explain, becauſe I do not underſtand

them; theſe might have been omitted very often with little inconvenience, but I

would not ſo far indulge my vanity as to decline this confeſſion: for when Tully

ownshimſelf ignorant whether lºſſus, in the twelve tables, means a funeral ſong,

of ºurning garment ; and º: doubts whether tº, in the Iliad, ſigni

fies a mule, or muleteer, I may freely, without ſhame, leave ſome obſcurities to

happier induſtry, or future information. -

The rigour of interpretative lexicography requires that the explanation, andthe

wºrd explained, ſhould be always reciprocal ; this I have always endeavoured, .

but could not always attain. Words are ſeldom exačtly ſynonimous; a new term

was not introduced, but becauſe the former was thought inadequate : names,

therefore, have often many ideas, but few ideas have many names. It was

then neceſſary to uſe the proximate word, for the deficiency of ſingle terms can

very ſeldom be ſupplied by circumlocution; nor is the inconvenience great of

ſuch mutilated interpretations, becauſe the ſenſe may eaſily be collected entire

from the examples.

[b 2 1 In
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In every word of extenſive uſe, it was requiſite to mark the progreſs of its

meaning, and ſhow by what gradations of intermediate ſenſe, it has paſſed from

its primitive to its remote and accidental ſignification ; ſo that every foregoing

explanation ſhould tend to that which follows, and the ſeries be regularly conca

tenated from the firſt notion to the laſt. -

This is ſpecious, but not always pračticable; kindred ſenſes may be ſo inter

woven, that the perplexity cannot be diſentangled, nor any reaſon be aſſigned

why one ſhould be ranged before the other. . When the radical idea branches

out into parallel ramifications, how can a conſecutive ſeries be formed of ſenſes

in their nature collateral The ſhades of meaning ſometimes paſs imperceptibly

into each other; ſo that though on one ſide they apparentlyj. yet it is im

poſſible to mark the point of contact. Ideas of the ſame race, though not ex

actly alike, are ſometimes ſo little different, that no words can expreſs the diſii

militude, though the mind eaſily perceives it, when they are exhibited together ;

and ſometimes there is ſuch a confuſion of acceptations, that diſcernment is

wearied, and diſtinétion puzzled, and perſeverance herſelf hurries to an end, by

crouding together what ſhe cannot ſeparate.

Theſe complaints of difficulty will, by thoſe that have never conſidered words

beyond their popular uſe, be thought only the jargon of a man willing to mag

nity his labours, and procure veneration to his ſtudies by involution and obſcu

rity. But every art is obſcure to thoſe that have not learned it: this uncertainty

of terms, and commixture of ideas, is well known to thoſe who have joined

philoſophy with grammar; and if I have not expreſſed them very clearly, it

muſt be remembered that I am ſpeaking of that which words are inſufficient to

explain.

º original ſenſe of words is often driven out of uſe by their metaphorical

acceptations, yet muſt be inſerted for the ſake of a regular origination. Thus I

know not whether ardeur is uſed for material heat, or whether flagrant, in Eng

fiſh, ever ſignifies the ſame with burning; yet ſuch are the primitive ideas of

theſe words, which are therefore ſet firſt, though without examples, that the

figurative ſenſes may be commodiouſly deduced.

Such is the exuberance of ſignification which many words have obtained, that

it was ſcarcely poſſible to collect all their ſenſes; ſometimes the meaning of deri

vatives muſt be ſought in the mother term, and ſometimes deficient explanations

of the primitive may be ſupplied in the train of derivation. In any caſe of doubt

or difficulty, it will be... to examine all the words of the ſame race;

for ſome words are ſlightly paſſed over to avoid repetition, ſome admitted eaſier

and clearer explanation than others, and all will be better underſtood, as they

are conſidered in a greater variety of ſtructures and relations. -

All the interpretations of words are not written with the ſame ſkill, or the ſame

happineſs: things equally eaſy in themſelves, are not all equally eaſy to any

ſingle mind. Every writer cf a long work commits errours, when there appears

neither ambiguity to miſlead, nor obſcurity to confound him; and in a ſearch

like this, many felicities of expreſſion will be caſually overlooked, many conveni

ent parallels will be forgotten, and many particulars will admit improvement from

a mind utterly unequal to the whole performance. -

But many ſeeming faults are to be imputed rather to the nature of the under

taking, than the negligence of the performer, Thus ſome explanations are una

voidably reciprocal or circular, as hind, the female of the flag; flag, the male of

the hind: ſometimes eaſier words are changed into harder,jºjº.
or interment, drier into deſiccative, dryneſ into ſºccityor aridity fit intoparoxyſm;

for the caſieſt word, whatever it be, can never be tranſlated into one more eaſy. But

caſineſs and diſiguity are metely relative, and if the preſent prevalence of our lan

guage

|
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guage ſhould invite foreigners to this dićtionary, many will be aſſiſted by thoſe

words which now ſeem only to encreaſe or produce obſcurity. For this reaſon I

have endeavoured frequently to join Teutonick and Roman interpretation, as to

chee R to gladden, or exhilarate, that every learner of Engliſh may be aſſiſted

by his own tongue.

The ſolution of all difficulties, and the ſupply of all defects, muſt be ſought

in the examples, ſubjoined to the various ſenſes of each word, and ranged ac

cording to the time of their authors.

When firſt I collected theſe authorities, I was deſirous that every quotation

ſhould be uſeful to ſome other end than the illuſtration of a word; I therefore

extracted from philoſophers principles of ſcience ; from hiſtorians remarkable

facts; from chymiſts complete proceſſes; from divines ſtriking exhortations;

and from poets beautiful deſcriptions. Such is deſign, while it is yet at a diſ

tance from execution. When the time called upon me to range this accumula

pion of elegance and wiſdom into an alphabetical ſeries, I ſoon diſcovered that

the bulk of my volumes would fright away the ſtudent, and was forced to depart

from my ſcheme of including all that was pleaſing or uſeful in Engliſh literature,

and reduce my tranſcripts very often to cluſters of words, in which ſcarcely any

meaning is retained ; thus to the wearineſs of copying, I was condemned to add

the vexation of expunging. Some paſſages I have yet ſpared, which may relieve

the labour of verbal ſearches, and interſperſe with verdure and flowers the duſty

defarts of barren philoſophy.

The examples, thus mutilated, are no longer to be confidered as conveying

the ſentiments or doctrine of their authors; the word for the ſake of which they

are inſerted, with all its appendant clauſes, has been carefully preſerved; but it

may ſometimes happen, by haſty detruncation, that the general tendency of

the ſentence may be changed: the divine may deſert his tenets, or the philoſo

pher his ſyſtem.

Some of the examples have been taken from writers who were never men

tioned as maſters of elegance or models of ſtile; but words muſt be ſought where

they are uſed; and in what pages, eminent for purity, can terms of manufactur,

or agriculture be found Many quotations ſerve no other purpoſe, than that of

proving the bare exiſtence of words, and are therefore ſelected with leſs ſciupu

louſneſs than thoſe which are to teach their ſtructures and relations.

My purpoſe was to admit no teſtimony of living authors, that I might not be

miſled by partiality, and that none of my contemporaries might have reaſon to

complain; nor have I departed from this reſolution, but when ſome perfor

mance of uncommon excellence excited my veneration, when my memory ſup

plied me, from late books, with an example that was wanting, or when my

heart in the tenderneſs of friendſhip, ſolicited admiſſion for a favourite

name. -

So far have I been from any care to grace my pages with modern decorations,

that I have ſtudiouſly endeavoured to colle&t examples and authorities from the

writers before the reſtoration, whoſe works I regard as the wells of Engliſh unde

fled, as the pure ſources of genuine diction. Our language, for almoſt a cen

tury, has, by the concurrence of many cauſes, been gradually departing from its

original Teutonick character, and deviating towards a Gallick ſtructure and phraſe

ology, from which it ought to be our endeavour to recal it, by making our an

cient volumes the ground-work of ſtile, admitting among the additions of later

times, only ſuch as may ſupply real deficiencies; ſuch are readily adopted by the

genius of our tongue, and incorporate eaſily with our native idioms.

But as every language has a time of rudeneſs antecedent to perfection, as well

as of falſe refinement and declenſion, I have been cautious left my zeal for anti

quity
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quity might drive me into times too remote, and croud my book with words now

no longer underſtood. I have fixed Sidney's work for the boundary, beyond

which I raake few excurſions. From the authors which roſe in the time of

Jº caſetº, a ſpeech might be formed adequate to all the purpoſes of uſe and ele

gance. If the language of theology were extracted from Hooker and the tranſla

tion of the Bible ; the terms of natural knowledge from Bacon; the phraſes of

policy, war, and navigation from Raleigh; the dialect of poetry and fiction from

3.9% uſer and Sidney ; and the diction of common life from Shakeſpeare, few ideas

would be loſt to mankind, for want of Engliſh words, in which they might be

expreſied.

It is not ſufficient that a word is ſound, unleſs it be ſo combined as that its

meaning is apparently determined by the tract and tenour of the ſentence; ſuch

paſſages I have therefore choſen, and when it happened that any author gave a

definition of a term, or ſuch an explanation as is equivalent to a definition, I.

have placed his authority as a ſupplement to my own, without regard to the

chronological order, that is otherwiſe obſerved.

Some words, indeed, ſtand unſupported by any authority, but they are com

monly derivative nouns of adverbs, formed from their primitives by regular and

conſtant analogy, or names of things ſeldom occurring in books, or words of

which I have reaſon to doubt their exiſtence.

There is more danger of cenſure from the multiplicity than paucity of ex

amples ; authorities will ſometimes ſeem to have been accumulated without

neceſſity or uſe, and perhaps ſome will be found, which might, without loſs,

have been omitted. But a work of this kind is not haſtily to be charged with

ſuperfluities: thoſe quotations which to careleſs or unſkilful peruſers appear only

to repeat the ſame ſenſe, will often exhibit, to a more accurate examiner, diver

fities of ſignification, or, at leaſt, afford different ſhades of the ame meaning :

one will ſhew the word applied to perſons, another to things; one will expreſs

tn ill, another a good, and a third a neutral ſenſe; one will prove the expreſſion

genuine from an ancient author; another will ſhew it elegant from a modern : a

doubtful authority is corroborated by another of more credit; an ambiguous

fenience is aſcertained by a paſſage clear and determinate ; the word, how often

foe, er repeated, appears with new aſſociates and in different combinations, and

very quotation coºtſibutes ſomething to the ſtability or enlargement of the lan

£uſ

...tº words are uſed equivocally, I receive them in either ſenſe; when they

are metaphorica], I adopt them in their primitive acceptation.

I have ſometimes, though rarely, yielded to the temptation of exhibiting a

genealogy of ſentiments, by ſlewing how one author copied the thoughts and

&ction of another: ſuch quotations are indeed little more than repetitions, which

night juſtiy be cenſued, did they not gratify the mind, by affording a kind of

jº'ciº. Stual hiſtory,

The various ſyntactical ſtručtures occurring in the examples have been cars

fºly noted, the licence or negligence with which many words have been hi

therto uſed, has made our ſtile capricious and indeterminate; when the different

“ombinations of the ſame word are exhibited together, the preference is readily

given to propriety, and I have often endeavoured to direct the choice.

Th:5 ſ have lºi-cured to ſettle the orthography, diſplay the analogy, regulate .

the ºucture, and aſcertain the ſignification of Engliſh words, to perform all

the parts of a faithful lexicographer : but I have not always executed my own

ſchººne, or ſatisfied my own expectation. The work, whatever proofs of dili

gence and attention it may exhibit, is yet capable of many improvements: the

c::hography which l ; ºccmmend is ſtill controvertible, the etymology which I

adopt
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adopt is uncertain, and perhaps frequently erroneous ; the explanations are ſome

times too much contracted, and ſometimes too much diffuſed, the ſignifications

are diſtinguiſhed rather with ſubtilty than ſkill, and the attention is haraiſed

with unneceſſary minuteneſs.

The examples are too often injudiciouſly truncated, and perhaps ſometimes,

I hope very rarely, alleged in a miſtaken ſenſe ; for in making this collection 1

truſted more to memory, than, in a ſtate of diſquiet and embarraſſment, memory

can contain, and purpoſed to ſupply at the review what was left incomplete in

the firſt tranſcription.

Many terms appropriated to particular occupations, though neceſſary and figh

ficant, are undoubtedly omitted; and of the words moſt ſtudiouſly conſidered and

exemplified, many ſenſes have eſcaped obſervation.

Yet theſe failures, however frequent, may admit extenuation and apology.

To have attempted much is always laudable, even when the ente prize is above

the ſtrength that undertakes it : To reſt below his own aim is incident to every

one whoſe fancy is active, and whoſe views are comprehenſive ; nor is any man

ſatisfied with himſelf becauſe he has done much, but becauſe he can conceive

little. When firſt I engaged in this work, I reſolved to leave neither words ºr

things unexamined, and pleaſed myſelf with a proſpect of the hours which I

ſhould revel away in feaſts of literature, the obſcure receſſes of northern lean

ing which I ſhould enter and ranſack, the treaſures with which I expected every

ſearch into thoſe neglected mines to reward my labour, and the triumph with whic."

I ſhould diſplay my acquiſitions to mankind. When I thus enquired into the

original of words, I reſolved to ſhow likewiſe my attention to things ; to pierce

deep into every ſcience, to enquire the nature of every ſubſtance of which I iſ:-

ſerted the name, to limit every idea by a definition ſtrictly logical, and exhibit

every production of art or nature in an accurate deſcription, that my book might

be in place of all other dićtionaries whether appellative or technical. But the:e

were the dreams of a poet doomed at laſt to wake a lexicographer. I ſoon fotid

that it is too late to look for inſtruments, when the work calls for execution, aſ:

that whatever abilities I had brought to my taſk, with thoſe I muſt finally pc

form it. To deliberate whenever I doubted, to enquire whenever I was igno

rant, would have protracted the undertaking without end, and, perhaps, with

out much improvement ; for I did not find by my firſt experiments, that what I

had not of my own was eaſily to be obtained: I ſaw that one enquiry only gave

occaſion to another, that book referred to book, that to ſearch was not always

to find, and to find was not always to be informed; and that thus to purſue pc

fection, was, like the firſt inhabitants of Arcadia, to chaſe the ſun, which, wren

they had reached the hill where he ſeemed to reſt, was ſtill beheld at the ſame

diſtance from them. -

I then contracted my deſign, determining to confide in myſelf, and no longer

to ſolicit auxiliaries, which produced more incumbrance than aſſiſtance: by this

I obtained at leaſt one advantage, that I ſet limits to my work, which would in

time be finiſhed, though not completed.

Deſpondency has never ſo far prevailed as to depreſs me to negligence ; ſome

faults will at leaſt appear to be the effects of anxious diligence and perſevering

activity. The nice and ſubtle ramifications of meaning were not eaſily avoided

by a mind intent upon accuracy, and convinced of the neceſſity of diſentanging

combinations, and ſeparating ſimilitudes. Many of the diſtinctions which to

common readers appear uſeleſs and idle, will be found real and important by men
verſed in the ſchool philoſophy, without which no dictionary ever ſhall be accu

rately compiled, or ſkilfully examined

Sºuc ſenſes however there are, which, though not the ſame, are yet ſonca:---

allic: ,
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allied, that they are often confounded. Moſt men think indiſtinctly, and there

fore cannot ſpeak with exactneſs; and conſequently ſome examples might be in

differently put to either ſignification: this uncertainty is not to be imputed to
me, who do not form, but regiſter the language ; who do not teach men how

they ſhould think, but relate how they have hitherto expreſſed their thoughts.

The imperfect ſenſe of ſome examples I lamented, but could not remedy, and

hope they will be compenſated by innumerable paſſages ſelected with propriety,

and preſerved with exactneſs; ſome ſhining with ſparks of imagination, and ſome

replete with treaſures of wiſdom.

The orthography and etymology, though imperfect, are not imperfect for want

of care, but becauſe care will not always be ſucceſsful, and recollection or infor

mation come too late for uſe.

That many terms of art and manufacture are omitted, muſt be frankly ac

knowledged ; but for this defect I may boldly allege that it was unavoidable. I

could not viſit caverns to learn the miner's language, nor take a voyage to pcr

fect my ſkill in the dialect of navigation, nor viſit the warehouſes of merchants.

and ſhops of artificers, to gain the names of wares, tools, operations, of which

no mention is found in books; what favourable accident, or enquiry brought
within my reach, has not been neglected ; but it had been a hopeleſs labour to

glean up words, by courting living information, and conteſting with the fullenneſs

of one, and the roughneſs of another.

To furniſh the academicians della Cruſca with words of this kind, a ſeries ofco

medies called la Fiera, or the Fair, was profeſſedly written by Buonaroti ; but

I had no ſuch aſſiſtant, and therefore was content to want what they muſt have

wanted likewiſe, had they not luckily been ſo ſupplied.

Nor are all words which are not found in the vocabulary, to be lamented as

omiſſions. Of the laborious and mercantile part of the people, the diction is in

a great meaſure caſual and mutable ; many of their terms are formed for ſome

temporary or local convenience, and though current at certain times and places,

are in others utterly unknown. This fugitive cant, which is always in a ſtate of

increaſe or decay, cannot be regarded as any part of the durable materials of a

language, and therefore muſt be ſuffered to periſh with other things unworthy of

preſervation.

Care will ſometimes betray to the appearance of negligence. He that is catch

ing opportunities which ſeldom occur, will ſuffer thoſe to paſs by unregarded,

which he expects hourly to return ; he that is ſearching for rare and remote

things, will neglect thoſe that are obvious and familiar : thus many of the moſt

common and curſory words have been inſerted with little illuſtration, becauſe in

gathering the authorities, I forbore to copy thoſe which I thought likely to occur

whenever they were wanted. It is remakable that, in reviewing my collection,

I found the word Se A unexemplified.

Thus it happens, that in things difficult there is danger from ignorance, and

in things eaſy from confidence; the mind, afraid of greatneſs, and diſdainful of

littleneſs, haſtily withdraws herſelf from painful ſearches, and paſſes with ſcorn

ſul rapidity over taſks not adequate to her powers, ſometimes too ſecure for cau

tion, and again too anxious of vigorous effort ; ſometimes idle in a plain path,

and ſometimes diſtracted in labyrinths, and diſſipated by different intentions.

A large work is difficult becauſe it is large, even though all its parts might ſing

ly be performed with facility; where there are many things to be done, each muſt

be allowed its ſhare of time and labour, in the proportion only which it bears to

the whole; nor can it be expected, that the ſtones which form the dome of a

temple, ſhould be ſquared and poliſhed like the diamond of a ring. -

Of the event of this work, for which, having laboured it with ſo much appli

Cation,
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cation, I cannot but have ſome degree of parental fondneſs, it is natural to form

conjectures. Thoſe who have been perſuaded to think well of my deſign, re

quire that it ſhould fix our language, and put a ſtop to thoſe alterations which

time and chance have hitherto been ſuffered to make in it without oppoſition.

With this conſequence I will confeſs that I flattered myſelf for a while ; but

now begin to fear that I have indulged expectation which neither reaſon nor ex

perience can juſtify. When we ſee men grow old and die at a certain time one

after another, from century to century, we laugh at the elixir that promiſes to

prolong life to a thouſand years, and with equal juſtice may the lexicographer

be derided, who being able to produce no example of a nation that has preſerved

their words and phraſes from mutability, ſhall imagine that his dićtionary can

embalm his language, and ſecure it from corruption and decay, that it is in his

power to change ſublunary nature, or clear the world at once from folly, vanity,

and affectation.

With this hope, however, academies have been inſtituted, to guard the ave

nues of their languages, to retain fugitives, and repulſe intruders; but their vigi

lance and activity have hitherto been vain; ſounds are too volatile and ſubtile for

legal reſtraints; to enchain ſyllables, and to laſh the wind, are equally the un

dertakings of pride, unwilling to meaſure its deſires by its ſtrength. The French

language has viſibly changed under, the inſpection of the academy; the ſtile of

Amelot's tranſlation of father Paul is obſerved by Le Courayer to be un peu paſse;

and no Italian will maintain, that the diction of any modern writer is not per

ceptibly different from that of Boccace, Machiavel, or Caro. -

Total and ſudden transformations of a language ſeldom happen; conqueſts

and migrations are now very rare : but there are other cauſes of change, which,

though ſlow in their operation, and inviſible in their progreſs, are perhaps as much

ſuperiour to human reſiſtance, as the revolutions of the ſky, or intumeſcence

of the tide. Commerce, however neceſſary, however lucrative, as it depraves

the manners, corrupts the language; they that have frequent intercourſe with

ſtrangers, to whom they endeavour to accommodate themſelves, muſt in time

learn a mingled dialect, like the jargon which ſerves the traffickers on the Medi

terranean and Indian coaſts. This will not always be confined to the exchange,

the warehouſe, or the port, but will be communicated by degrees to other ranks

of the people, and be at laſt incorporated with the current ſpeech.

There are likewiſe internal cauſes equally forcible. The language moſt likely

to continue long without alteration, would be that of a nation raiſed a little,

and but a little, above barbarity, ſecluded from ſtrangers, and totally employed

in procuring the conveniencies of life; either without books, or, like ſome of

the Mahonetan countries, with very few: men thus buſied and unlearned, hav

ing only ſuch words as common uſe requires, would perhaps long continue to

expreſs the ſame notions by the ſame figns. But no ſuch conſtancy can be ex

pected in a people poliſhed by arts, and claſſed by ſubordination, where one part

of the community is ſuſtained and accommodated by the labour of the other.

Thoſe who have much leiſure to think, will alwaysbe enlarging the ſtock of ideas,

and every increaſe of knowledge, whether real or fancied, will produce new

words or combination of words. When the mind is unchained from neceſſity,

it will range after convenience; when it is left at large in the fick's of ſpecula

tion, it will ſhift opinions; as any cuſtom is diſuſed, the words that expreſſed

it muſt periſh with it ; as any opinion grows popular, it will innovate ſpeech in

the ſame proportion as it alters practice.

As by the cultivation of various ſciences, a language is amplified, it wiłł be

more furniſhed with words deflected from their original ſenſe; the geometrician

will talk of a courtier’s zenith, or the excentrick virtue of a wild hero, and the

ſc l phyſician
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Phyſician ºf ſarguine expeciations and phlegmatick delays. Copiouſneſs of

! coch will give of portunities to cºpiicious choice, by which ſome words will

le pic ferred arºd cinels degraded ; viciſhtudes of failion will enforce the uſe

of row, or extend the ſignification of known terms. The tropes of poetry will

1, ake hourly encroaclimchts, and the metaphorical will become the current ſenſe:

pionunciation will be varied by levity or ignorance, and the pen muſt at length

ccupiy with the tongue; illiterate writers will at one time of other, by publick

inctuation, riſe into Ienown, who, not knowing the original import of words,

will uſe the in with collºquial licentiouſneſs, confound diſtinction, and forget pro

| litty. As Politeneſs increaſes, ſome expreſſions will be conſidered as too groſs

: d vulgar for the delicate, others as too formal and ceremonious for the gay

tº daily; now phia's are therefore adoptcº, which muſt for the ſame rea

ſons, be in time diſmiſſed. Sº if, in his petty treatiſe on the Engliſh language,

allows that new words muſt ſometimes be introduced, but propoſed that none

ſhould be ſuffeic d to become obiolcte. But what makes a word obſolete more

than general agreement to forbear it and how ſhall it be continued, when it

conveys an offenſive idea, or recalled again into the mouths of mankind, when

it has once by diſuſe become unfamiliar, and by unfamiliarity unpleaſing.

There is another cauſe of alt; ration more prevalent than any other, which yet

in the preſent ſtate of the world cannot be obviated. A mixture of two lan

guages will produce a third diſtinct from both, and they will always be mixed,

where the chief part of cducation, and the moſt conſpicuous accompliſhment, is

ſkill in ancient or in foreign tongugs. He that has long cultivated another lan

guage will find its words and combinations croud upon his memory; and haſte

and negligence, ref:ed.cnt and afie clation, will cºtrude borrowed terms and

exotic expre ficts.

The great pett cf ſpeech is ſequency of tranſlation. No book was ever turned

ſom one language into another, without imparting ſomething of its native

idicu, ; this is the rºoſt miſchievous and comprehenſive innovation; fingle words

may enter by thouſands, and the fabrick of the tongue continue the ſame, but

new phraſeology changes much at once ; it alters not the ſingle ſtones of the

Luilding, but the order of the Columns. If an academy ſhould be eſtabliſhed

for the cultivation of our ſtile, which I, who can never with to ſee dependance

multiplied, hope the ſpirit of Engliſh liberty will hinder or deſtroy, let them,

inſtead of compiling grammars and dictionaries, endeavour, with all their influ

erce, to fiop the licence of tranſlators, whoſe idleneſs and ignorance, if it be

ſuffered to proceed, will reduce us to babble a dialect of France.

If the changes that we fear be thus irreſiſtible, what remains but to acquieſce

with fi!once, as in the other inſurmountable diſtreſſes of humanity ? it remains

that we retard what we cannot repel, that we palliate what we cannot cure. Life

may be lengthened by care, though death cannot be ultimately defeated: tongues,

like governments, have a natural tendency to degeneration ; we have long pre

ſeived our conſtitution, let us make ſome ſtruggles for our language.

In Hope of giving longevity to that which its own nature forbids to be immor

tal, I have devoted this book, the labour of years, to the honour of my country,

that we may no longer yield the palm of philology to the nations of the continent.

The chief glory of every people ariſes from its authors: whether I ſhall add

any thing by my own writing to the reputation of Engliſh literature, muſt be

left to time: much of my life has been loſt under the preſſures of diſeaſe ; much

has been trifled away; and much has always been ſpent in proviſion for the

day that was paſſing over me: but I ſhall not think my employment uſeleſs or

ignoble, if by my aſſiſtance foreign nations, and diſtant ages, gain acceſs to the

Iropagators of knowledge, and underſtand the teachers of truth; if"...
allotſ
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afford light to the repoſitories of ſcience, and add celebrity to Bacon, to I.2/er,

to Milton and to Boyle.

When I am animated by this wiſh, I look with pleaſure on tºy book, howev,

defective, and deliver it to the world with the ſpirit of a man that has exica

voured well. That it will immediately become popular I have not promic d to

myſelf: a few wild blunders, and riſible abºvities, from which no wo:k of

ſuch multiplicity was ever ſee, may for a time ſurniſh folly with laughter, aid

harden ignorance into contempt; but uſeful diligence wiłł at laſt prevail, and

there never can be wanting ſome who diſtinguiſh deſert ; who will conſider

that no dictionary of a living tongue ever can be perfect, face while it is hallen

ing to publication, ſome words are budding, and ſome falling away; that a whole

life cannot be ſpent upon ſyntax and etymology, and that even a whole lic

would not be ſufficient ; that he, whoſe deſign includes whatever language can

expreſs, muſt often ſpeak of what he does not undel ſland ; that a writºr will

ſometimes be hurrica by eagerneſs to the end, and ſometimes ſaint with weari

neſs under a taſk, which Scaliger compares to the labours of the anvi; and the

mine ; that what is obvious is not always known, and what is known is not al

ways preſent ; that ſudden fits of inadvertency will ſurprize vigilance, ſlight avº

cations will ſeduce attention, and caſual eclipſes of the mind will darken learn

ing ; and that the writer ſhall often in vain trace his memory at the moment of

need, for that which yeſterday he knew with intuitive readineſs, and which wiłł

come uncalled into his thoughts to-morrow.

In this work, when it ſhall be found that much is omitted, let it not be for

gotten that much likewiſe is performed ; and though no book was ever fpated

out of tenderneſs to the author, and the world is little ſolicitous to know whence

proceeded the faults of that which it condemns; yet it may gratify curioſity to

inform it, that the Engliſh Dicţionary was written with little aſſiſtance of the

learned, and without any patronage of the great ; not in the ſoſt obſcurities of

retirement, or under the ſhelter of academick bowers, but amidſt inconvenience

and diſtraction, in ſickneſs and in ſorrow ; and it may repreſs the triumph of ima

ſignant criticiſm to obſerve, that if our language is not here fully diſp a "d, I have

only failed in an attempt which no human powers have hither to completed. I,

the lexicons of ancient tongues, now immutably fixed, and compriſed in a f wº

volumes, be yet, after the toil of ſucceſſive ages, inadequate and deluſive ; if the

aggregated knowledge, and co-operating diligence of the Italian academicians,

did not ſecure them from the cenſure of Beni ; if the embodied criticks of 'rºn, ,

when fifty years had been ſpent upon their work, were obliged to change it

oeconomy, and give their ſecond edition another form, I may ſurely be co

tented without the praiſe of perfection, which if I could obtaia, in this go ºn

of ſolitude, what would it avail me I have protracted my work till moſt of tho's

whom I wiſhed to pleaſe, have ſunk into the grave, and ſucceſs and mi.carriaº

are empty ſounds: 1 therefore diſiniſs it with frigid tranquility, having little to

fºur of hope from cenſure or from praiſe.

I c 2 J T H E
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HO U G H the Britain, or Welſh were

the firſt poſſeſſors of this iſland, whoſe

names are recorded, and are therefore in civil

hiſtory always conſidered as the predeceſſºrs of

the preſent inhabitants ; yet the deduction of

the Engliſh language from the earlieſt times of

which we have any knowledge to its preſent

ſtate, requires no mention of them . for we

have ſo few words, which can, with any prob:-

bility be referred to Britiſh roots, that we juſtly

regard the Saxon, and Welſh, as nations totally

diſtinét. It has been conjećtured, that when

the Saxons ſeized this country, they ſuffered the

Britains to live among them in a ſtate of vaſſal

age, employed in the culture of the ground, and

other laborious and ignoble ſervices. But it is

ſcarcely poſſible, that a nation, however depreſ

fed, ſhould have been mixed in conſiderable

numbers with the Saxons without ſome commu

nication of their tongue, and therefore it may,

with great reaſon, be imagined, that thoſe, who

were not ſheltered in the mountains, periſhed by

the ſword.

The whole ſabrick and ſcheme of the Fngliſh

Janguage is Gothick or Teutonick : it is a dialect

of that tongue, which prevails over all the nor

thern countries of Europe, except thoſe where

the Sclavonian is ſpoken. Of theſe languages

Dr. Hickes thus exhibited the genealogy.

G O T H I C K.

*--
n

Ax G lo-Saxon, FR a N c 1 c k, C+: Bf 1 c k,

rº-A->h *~A→h *~~~".

Dutch, German. Iſlandick,

Friſick, Norwegian,

Engliſh. Swediſh,

Laniſh.

Of the Gºthick, the only monument remain

ing is a copy of the goſpels ſomewhat mutilated,

which, from the ſilver with which the chara&ters

are adorned, is called the ſºur book. It is now

preſerved at Upſal, and has been twice publiſhed.

Whether the diction of this venerable manuſcript

be purely Gothick, has been doubted; it ſeems

however to exhibit the moſt ancient dialect now

to be fºund of the Teutonic race, and the Saxºn,

which is the original of the preſent Engliſh, was

e.ther derived Irom it, or both deſcended from

ſome common parent.

What was the ferrn of the Saxon language

when, about the year 459, they firſt cntered

Britain, cannot now be known. They ſeem to

have been a people without learning, and very

probably without an alphabet; their ſpeech

therefore, having been always curſory and ex

temporaneous, muſt have been artleſs 2nd un

connected, without any modes of tranſition or

involution of clauſes; which abruptneſs and in

connection may be obſerved even in their later

writings. This barbarity may be ſuppoſed to

have continued during their wars with the Bri

tarns, which for a time left them no leiſure for

foſter ſtudies ; nor is there any reaſon for ſup

poſing it abated, till the year 570, when Al

guſtine came fºom Rºme to convert them to

Chriſtianity. The Chriſtian religion always im

plies or produces a certain degree of civility and

learning ; they then became by degrees ac

quainted with the Rºman language, and ſo gain

ed, from time to time, ſome knowledge and e

legance, till in three centuries they had formed

a language capable of expreſſing all the ſenti

ments of a civiliſed people, as appears by king

Alfred's paraphraſe or imitation of Beethiur, and

his ſhort preface, which I have ſelected as the

firſt ſpecimen of ancient Engliſh.

C A P. I.

N Sene tºe pe Iſozan op Sºu max}e

pip Romana nice £epin upahoron. I mip

hºona cyninxum. Raebyota anb Gallenica paº

non hatne. Romane bung abnºecon. ano eall

Iraha nice ºf r betpux parn muntum j Sicilia

§ain ealonde in anpalo 3enehton. J pa axten

pam ponerpnecenan cyninKum Deobnic pen;

to pain ilcan nice re. Deoenic pap, Amulinga.

he pair Inrten, peah he on pam Anni

aniptan Keepolan Sunbpunobe. Pe gehet

Romanum hir pneonorcipe. rpa # h mortan

hecna ealonihta pyrièe beon. Ac he pagebat

riºc yFele gelaerte. J. rpiðe pnape seenbobe

mºb manegum mane. }; par to eacan oppum

unanimebum yPlum. j he [ohanner pone

papan het orrlean. Ba per rum conrul. p.

pe henetoha hatap. Boetiur pººr hazen. re

pur in bocºnsertum 1 on ponuio peapum re

nihtpiperca. 8e ºa or:eat pa manºrealban

ypel pere cyninz; †)ecenic pºp jam Linurce

nanoome j pi} }am Romanircum picum bybe.

he pagemunde &ama#. J bana eaſon:hta

be hi unben Öain Larenum hapbon hecna

eabhlaFondum. Đa of San he rmeasan -)

lecna San on him relrum hu he j; nice Sam

º unſubtypan
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nnn!htpiran cyninge apennan mihte. J on

nytt &e earpulna anb cn nihtpºrna anpalb

Februrºan. Senbe pa erºellice aenenezepnitu to

yarn Larene to Lonſtantinopolim, pan ir

Ineca heah bun; I heana cynercol. Fon pam

re Larene pºr hecna cynertol. Fon pam re

Larene prſ beona ealbhlap no cynner. haebon

hine pit he him to heana Inrterbome 7 to

heona eaſºn.htum ſepultumebe, Da 5 onxeat

re prlheneopa cyning Deobnic. Sahet he hine

#. on cancenne. I per inne belucan.

hit Sa Keiomp 5 re anpynta pºr on ppa

micelne neananerre becom pa par he pra

micle rpſbon on hir Qobe zebnereb. rpa hur

CDoo an ſpºon to pam ponulb racijum un

źepoo pºr. I he ºa nanne Fncrime be unnan

pam cancenne ne zemunbe, ac he gereoil

npol op tune on pa pion I bine artnehte

rpipe unnot, anoonmob, hine Felpne on3an

pepan I pur ringenbe cya).

C. A. P. iſ

PA hoº, he ic pnecca geo lurcharnlice rony.

ic reeal nu heaplenbe ringan. I mºb rpi un

*enabum pendum gerettan. Peah ic Xeo

hpilum gecoplice punte, ac ic nu pepenbe J

Pºrcience of Senaena ponta mirro. me ablen

ban par ungerneopan ponulo relpa. I me pa

Ponlezan rpa blinone on pir bimme, hol. 3)a

beneapooon alcene lurchannerre Pa Sa ic

him arpne betrt thupcbe, ºa pendon hime

heona bec to ano me mºb ealle pnom&eptan.

To phon reeoban la mine prueno reggan part

iczera lº mon p+ne. huma:3 rebeon Kerally

re 5e on Sam &eraelpum Sunbpuman ne

mot '•

Of the following verſion of the goſpels the

age is not certainly known, but it was proba

tly written between the time of Alfred and that

of the Nºrman conqueſt, and therefore may pro

perly be inſerted here.

Tranſlations ſeldom afford juſt ſpecimens of a

language, and leaſt of all thoſe in which a ſcru

pulous and verbal interpretation is endeavoured,

becauſe they retain the phraſeology and ſtructure

of the original tongue; yet they have often this

L U C. A. C.A. r. I.

O R D A Q) be problice maneza Pohton

Fana punga face ge-entebynban pe on ur

serellebe rynt.

i sp. uſ beczhtun pa Se hit or rnym Se

Ferapon. ano pene rpmaece benar Panvn

3 ºne zepuite [of Pylºse. Fnom rhuma]
Recnn ice eallum.§§§ºre pnitán

Se Puče relurta Theophilur.

4 Det pu oncmape jana ponba roºrtre

aerre, of pam be pugines eant :-

5 on Penober oagum Iubea cyninešer. Prr

run racene on naman. Zachaniar. of Abian

tune. H hir pip pººr of Aaroner bohrnum.

anohjne nama pri ehzabeth . . .

6 Šoºlice hig pinon butu n|htpire beronan

Iſobe. Xangenbe on eallum hºr bebobum I

fuhtpurnerrum butan Prohte :-

C A P. III.

PA ic pa ºr leop. cpa.º. Boetiur. geom

nie n'e arungen hºepoe, ºa com 32 n gan in to

me heorencumb J2foom. It man munnenes

QoS mºb hir Ponbum 3e3.nette. I pur crºp.

Eu ne eant Pu re mon je on minne reoſe

pane areb I felt neº. Ac hyonon punte bu
mib lºſſ. penuld rongun pur rpºpe ger

penced, buton ic patj Pu ha-frt Saná plpha

to hinape ponticen ºe ic je ºn rease. Ea

clipobe re}. I cy-P Liepitap nu apin

Sete ponuld porºa of miner ježeier (), de.

Fonpam gº rºb Pa martan reea; an Larap
hine ept in peonyan to minum lanum. Da eobe

re J2 room rican, cpz), Boetiur minum

tneo, rienban & Pohte: I hºc rpa m, pehlkpart

hpega upanº nee, abnºe Fa mirener (péter

e-5an, and he pnan bºpum pinbum. hpºp, n

bic orcheope hir Fºrtenmoden, mºb bam be

8a tºok p) befense, Sa Kecheop hit rpje

rpeotele hºr ačne mºbon. † pry re jjirbóm

pe hit lange ºn tºe J lenbe achit onzeac

hur lane rpm}e cocºnenne J ryire tobnocenne

mb tyrºna horbum, J hire Ja rnan hu ;

zepunee. Ba anerfyněe re jºirºm him
rabe. 5 hur 3ingnan herbon hime ſpa toto.

nenne pain panhi cechnobon f hi hine eallne

habban reeolbon. achi Sexabenlaº monlpeaſo

bynis on pºne Fontnupunga. J on pam

3upe butan heana hpelcert co hyme boxe

3ecinne :-

Thia may perhaps be confidered as a ſpecimen

of the Saxon in its higheſt ſtate of purity, for

here are ſcarcely any words borrowed from ſhe

Roman dialects.

convenience, that the ſame book, being tran

ſlated in different ages, affords opportunity of

making the gradations of change, and bringing

one age in compariſon with another. For this

purpoſe I have placed the Saxºn verſion and that

of Wickliffe, written about the year 13So, in

oppoſite columns, becauſe the convenience of

eaſy collation ſeems greater than that of regular

chronology,

I, U K, CH ar. I.

N the days of Froude kyng of Judec tº re

was a preſt Zacarye by name : of the ºt

of Abia, and his wyf was of the doughtris &

Aaron ; and hir name was Elizabeth.

2. An bothe weren juſte bitore God: goyner

all the maundementis and juſtifyingis of the

Lord withcuten playnt.

-- - - 7 Ato
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7 Ånº his nepson nan beann. ronjam &e

€hzabeth pair unbenenbe. J by on hymā bagum

bucu ponº-ecoun . .

8 Sºlice pºr Keponben pa Zachaniar hyr

racenohaber breac on hir şepnixler ente

... tyrºnerre ber, nan Irore.

9 Aºrten sepunan pºr racenthaver hlorer.

he e be p he hir oppºnunge rºtte. Sa he on

Irºr tempeleore *

to €all pen o her rolcº r pºr ure Kebb

©ence on pººne of pnunye timãn . .

1 Pa trºpºse him Dnihtner enzel rean

&eece on p ºr peop ter rpiðnan healpe.

12 Da peans Zachanar resnerce : ge

reenbe. I n 5e ontºnear . .

13 Dacy tº re errel him to. Ne orSned

Ju Se Zachan ar. Fonjam pin ben ºr 5ehynes.

J } in pir €lizabeth pe runu cenº, aſſo pu

neinric hyr naman Iohanner

14 J he bºº, he to Reſe n - to blºrro. J

manest on hyr a en eba, I re Sepayola' . .

1 5 8oblict he by 5 mºne befonan #2nuhtne.

ar's he ne Snir cº, pin me b on - he bºxerylles

on eolºum I arre. ponne Syc op hir inco, n

innoºe

16 And maner. Trnahela beanna he ſecºn's

to Đnthrae hyma Iſote.

17 And he 3: 5 coponan him on garte J

€har mihre it he rabena he ntan to hyna

beannam Recynne. J un-cle. Frulle con:ht

p:rna glea preype. Inhune pulpmemeb polc

& Seaſhpian :-

18 t)a cpa.º. Zachan ar to jam cnºcle. Ppa

nurn patic pr. 1e eom nu eaſo. anºo min plp

on hyme baguin poſtºeote :-

19 F)a arºbryanode htºn re erzel. Ic eom

Labriel. ic pertake bef nan Irobe, ano ic

rom areno piè, je rinecan. J je pir boolan.

zo Xn's nu fu bºrr repºenke. J jurine

can ne miht objone on 3 } e Far jing epun

545. Fonjam pu minum persurn ne 5e lyrecre.

}a becº on hyma rim an 5e ryū, be ..

2 : Ānd 5 folc pºr Rachontain ze-anbit:-

Xenoe. are pudent boa , he on jam templc

lat pºr:-

zz #)a he ur-eode ne mihre he him co

rpnecan. , hºonene, ſon ; he on ham temple

ume gerihtºe Keſeah. I he pair bicnience

ym. Journb pur.hpurede :-

13 papa r <eycreen pa hiſ penurga bagar

gery.jcce Paſton, he renee to hir huſ e :-

24 So?uce arren & Zum 6 lizabeth hºr pir

zsearn: ce. ano hºo bºok,lude h; Fiſ mon}ar.

~ corº.
J . 8 *fice roe ºn:hten zeº, jur on pam

zar in he he ºr reah in une hºſp bet pux man

duº a ſynſ...a... ."

26 toºlke on pain ryx ran monºe per areno

ſ: abnel re enzel ſnain fººtne on Iſſah.e.

<---ºne. ; encrana rrr Nazarº,

3 And thei hadden no child, for Elizabeth

was bareyn and bothe weren of greet oge in her

dayes.

4 And it biſel that whanne Zacarye ſchould

do the office of preſthod in the ordir of his courſe

to fore God.

5 Aſtir the cuſtom of the preſthod, he wente

forth by lot and entride into the temple to en
cºn' em.

6 And at the multitude of the puple was

without forth and preyede in the hour of en

cenly ing.

7 And an aungel of the Lord apperide to

him ; and flood on the right half of the auter ef

encºnſe.

8 And Zacarye ſeynge was aſtayed; and drede

f. I upon him.

9 And theaungel ſayde to him, Zacarye drede

tº ou not : for thy preier is herd, and Elizabeth

thi wif ſchill bere to thee a fone : and his name

ſchal be clepid Jon

i o And joye and glady.ng ſchal be to thee :

and manye ſchulen have joye in his natyvyte

i i For he ſchal be great bifore the Lord :

and he ſchal not drinke wyn ne ſydyr, and he

ſchal be fulfild with the holy goſt yit of his mo
dr wombe.

12 And he ſchal convert manye of the chil

dren of Iſrael to her Lord God.

13 And he ſchal go bifore in the ſpiryte and

vertu of Helye : and he ſchal turne the hear tis

of the fadris to the ſons, and men out of be

leeve; to the prudence of juſt men, to make re

dy to preſer puple to the Lord.

14 And Zacarye feyde to the aunge!: where

of ſci al Y wyte this for Y am old : and my

wyí hath gonfer in hir dayes.

1 5 And the avngel anſwerde and ſeyde to

him, for Yam Gabriel that ſtonde nygh before

God, and Y am ſent to thee to ſpeke and to e

vangeliſe to thee theſe thingis, and lo thou ſchalt

be doumbe.

16 And thou ſchalt not mowe ſpeke, til into

the day in which theſe thingis ſchulen be den.

for thou haſ not beleved iny to wordis, whiche

ſchulen be fulfild in her tyme.

17 And the puple was abidynge Zacarye: and

thei wondriden that he tarye'de in the temple.

18 And he gede out and myghte not ſpeke to

hem : and the i knewen that he hadde ſeyn a

viſioun in the temple, and he bekcnide to hem :

and he dwellide ſtille doumbe.

19 And it was don whanne the days of his

office weich fulfillid: he wente into his hous.

zo And aftir theſe dayes Elizabeth his wif

confeyvede and hidde hir ſyve monethis and

ſ' voie,

. . For ſo the Łorde dide to me in the days in

whiche he bheld to take away my reprof among

incin.

2.1. But in the ſixte monethe the aungel Ga

briel was ſent from God: into a cytee of Gali

!' evºr or .aine was Nazareth.
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-

1: To bepºebuene remnan anum Pºne.

}ºr nana per Iorep. of Dauiser bure. I

pine Eemnan nama per ‘pania.

is £a cr tº re eczel inxangenbe Bal Fer

burn's gºre sepylleb Druhten mºb }.e. ou

eant zebetrue on pipum :-

19 paren's hea on hurrin-ce getnereo.

are Fonte by-treo Enecins Pane.

33 E. cp-3 re enzel. Ne onenib Pu Se

ſpina roºke ºu type mio Love &emettert.

3 : Scºice nu ju un innoke 3e eacher:

ano runu ceart. ane hie manian }}.c.e.no

5e exert.

3. se his mºne. I her behrtin ruqu şe

Leºnes. ads him ryū Lnihcen Iſot hºr

rteen Dauber retl

33 Åre he nicrº on eccerre on lacoter

bure. J hur nicer else ne biö ."

34 Da crit (pania to pam engle, hus pynt;

jºr ronpan ic Pene ne onchape :-

3: Ba ans nose hyne ge engel Se halsa

Eart on he becyºnº. 7 par Beahrpan miht

he openrcéabº. at b, Fºnjam 4 halise he or

}e aleaſes biº. b3 Iſober runu &enemies.

36 AES nu, elizabeth pin mage runu on

hyme yºe 3eacnose. ano per monaö ºr hyne

ſyrta reo iſ unbenenbe £enemnce

37 Fºnjan nir alc poſio into Iſobe unmi

hte:c ... •

38 jacpa.º. (Tania. Ben ir Dnihtner pinen.

zepanºe me a Fren pinum ponte :- Ano re

enzel hyme pnam-32pat . .

39 Sºlice on jam başum anar (Dania J

pense on muntlant mºb oppte. on Iubeirche

ceartne

45 - eobe into Zachaniar hure. - Inette

€lizabeth :-

41 +) a pry 5e ponten pa €lizabeth Yehynbe

Tanian ºne close ºa Seragnuse ºf cils on

ºne inncºe. ano pa peaſo €izabete hairyum

Liſte §erylieb.

A1 T heo clypobe micelne rºepne, ano

crº Pueant betpux p. Frnx 5eblecrub. and

Webletrus ºr piner innºer percm.

43 hpānun ºr me pr. ; miner Druhtner

mobºn to me cume . .

44 Sona ſpa pinne Smetinge rvern on mi

aum eanum 3eponben pººr. Pa rahnute [in

31-enre; rain ci b on minum innoye.

4; Ano eaelp Pu eant Pu je gelypeert, ºf

Furnemeterync pa Pin& Pepe ſnam lºn:htne

Jerzte ſyno ..

46 Da cpeº (Dania. (Din rapel m'enrab

Druhten.

47 j man part gebliſrube on Iſobe minum

Prlente. -

48 Fonpam pe jºb £reah hir pinene eab

m Serre. Soºjice heonum-ponº ºne eadwse

ſe:315 ealle cheonerra,

23 To a maydun wedid to a man: whos

name was Joſeph of the h us of Dauith, and the

name of the maydun was Marye.

24 And the aungel entrºde to hir, and fryde,

heil ful of grace the Lord be with thee: blefid

be thou among wymmen. "

2: And whanne ſche had Îe herd: ſche was

troublic in his word, and thoughte what manner

ſalutacioun this was.

16 And the aunge! frid to hir, ne drede not

thou Marye; for thou halt founden grace anentis

Gºd

17 Lo thou ſchalt conſeyve in wombe, and

ſchalt be e a fune: and thou ſhalt clepe his

name Jheſus.

2.8 This ſhall be gret: and he ſ-ball be clepid

the ſone of higheſte, and the Lord God chai

geve to hin the ſette of Dau,th his fadir.

- 9 And he ſhal regae in the hous of Jacob

withouten " 'e, and of his rewme ſhal be

noon ende.

3o And Marye feyde to the aungel, on what

ma.,er ſchal this thing be don for Y knowe

119t. Ina n.

31 And the aunge! a ſwerde and ſºyde to

hir, the holy Goſt chal come fro abºve into

thee: and the vertu of the higheſte ſchal ouer

ſchadºwe thee; and the fore that holy thing that

ſchººl be borun of thee: ſchel be clepide the ſone
of God

3 - And to Elizabeth thi coſyn, and ſche alſo

hath conley'ved a fone in hir eelde, and this

monethe is the fixte to hir that is clepid bareyn.

33 For every word chal not be impoſſy ble

anentis Gºd,

34 And Marye'e','e to the hond maydun of

the Lord: be it doon to me aftir thi word, and

aungel departide trol.ir.

35 And Marye roos up in tho dayes and

wente with haſte into the mountaynes into a

citee of Jude.e.

36 And ſche entride into the hous of Za

carye and grette Elizabeth.

37 And it was don as Elizabeth herde the ſt

lutacioun of Marye the young childs in hºr

wombe gladide, and Elizabeth was ſuild with

the holy Goſt.

38 And cryede with a gret voice and ſevde,

ble did be thou amºng wymmen and bleſlid be

the fruyt of thy wombe.

39 And wherot is this thing to me, that the

modir of my lord come to me?

40 For to as the vois of thy ſalutacioun was

maad in myn eeris: the yong child gladiče in

joye in my wombe.

4 : And bleſlid be thou that haſt be!eeved:

for thiike thing is that ben ſeid of the Lord tº

thee ſchulen be parly ly don.

4. And Marye feyde, my ſoul magnifieth

the Lord

43 And my ſpiryt hath gladide in God myn

helthe.

44 For he hath behulden the mekeneſſe of

his handmayden: for to this alle generatiouns

ſchule: eye that I am bleſlid. ' -

- 49 Foſh
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49 Fonpam pe me mycele pins bybe rebe

mihtrix ir, J hir nama ir hall;

5o j nºr mile hecntner op cmeonerre on

cneonnerre hine onen etenbum :-

5 i Be ponhte magne on hir canne. he co

beke ba oper-m ban on mote byna hecncan

52. He apaanp pa nucan op retle, ano pa

eat moban upahop.

53 Binxn&ente he mib gooum gerylee. I

cpenmote teele ponct.

54 Be apen; Irnahel hºr cniht. J gemunee

hiſ mile-hecntnerre.

55 Spa he rinaec to unum parbenum. Åb

nahane ano hur rate on a peonuib . .

56 Soºlice (D.nia punube mºb hyne rpylce

}ny monºar ~ xerence Pa to hyne hure :.

57 Da par 5e, ylie's Elizabethe cenning-cle.

anbheo runu cer be.

58 j hype nehchebunar. T hype cutan +

Xehynoon. † Pruhren hir milk-leontnerre

mºbhync manruce Jhiz mic hyne birrodon :-

59 Ba on pam ehteočan daze his comon

* cºlo ymbrničan. anè nembon hire hir patten

naman Zachaniam . .

6o Da anerypanobe hir mob. n. Nere roter.

ac he hiº Iohanner genermneo :.

61, Pa cpabon hi to hyne. Nir nan on pirne

maºe Pyrrum naman genermnes :-

61 Da bicnobon hi to hir paten hyet he

polte hrne genemneone heon :-

63 J2a pnat he xebecenum per-bnebe.

lohanner iſ hir nama. Sapunonobon hirealle :-

64 pa peanº rona hiſ mu3 - hir cunze

3e-openob. J he rpnec. Dnihten blecrºente . .

65 Da peanº eye reponben open calle hyna

nehchebunar. ano apen calle Iubea munic-lano

panon par prinb &epſomanrobe.

66 jealle pate hit gebynbon. on hyna

heoncan recrun j cy-bon, Joenre ºu hret

byö per cnapa. pizoolice Druhtner hano par

mib him : .

67 Ano Zachaniar hir rºben pººr mib

lºgº Itarte gerylleb. ) he piteşoce ano

cpa.o.

68 Ireblecrub ry Dnihten Irnahela Iſob.

Fonpam je he geneorube. J hir polcer

alyrebnerre bybe.

69 Ano he ur hale honn anxnbe on

Bauter hure hur cnihter.

7o 8pa he rpmaec punh hirhalezna pitegena

muº, pa be opponleer pnym Serpraecon.

7 I he alyrbe ur op unum peonbum. ano

•p ealna pana hanba peur barebon.

72 (Dilbheontnerre to pyncenne mile unum

Fabenum j žemunan hir halegan cyºnerre.

73 Byne by to ryllenne bone at pe he

unum patten Abnahame rpon

74 Bart pe butan ege. or une peonba hanba

alyrebe. him peoplan.

75 On halignerre beponan him eairm unum

bagum : . -

76 Arb pu cmapa birt per hehrtan Piteşa

genenneb pupaert bepoman pnihtner anryne.

bir Pešar 3eanplan.

45. For he that is mighti hath don to me grete

thingis, and his name is holy.

46 And his merly is fro kyndrede into kyn

dredis to men that dreden him.

47. He made myght in his arm, he ſcateride

proude men with the thoughte of his here.

48 He ſet down myghty men fro feete and
enhaunſide meke men.

49 He hath fulfillid hungry men with goodis,
and he has left riche men voide.

50. He havynge mynde of his mercy took up

Iſrael his child.

5 i As he hath ſpokun to our fadris, to Abra

ham, and to his ſeed into worldis.

51. And Marye dwellide with hir as it were

thre monethis and turned again into his hous.

53 But the tyme of beringe child was fulfillid

to Elizabeth, and ſche bar a ſon.

54 And the neyghbouris and cofyns of hir

herden that the Lord hadde magnyfied his mercy

with hir, and thei thankiden him.

55 And it was doon in the eightithe day thei

camen to circumſide the child, and thei clepiden

hirn Zacarye by the name of his fadir.

56 And his modir anſweride and ſeide, nay :

but he ſhall be clepid Jon.

57 And thei ſeiden to hir, for no man is in

the kyndrede that is clepid this name.

58 And thei bikenyden to his fadir, what he

wolde that he were clepid.

59 And he axinge a poyntel wroot ſeiynge,

Jon is his name, and alle men wodriden.

6o And anoon his mouth was openyd and

his tunge, and he ſpak and bleſfide God.

61 And drede was maad on all hir neighbouris,

and all the words weren publiſchid on alle the

mounteynes of Judee.

62 And alle men that herden puttiden in her

herte, and ſeiden what manner child ſcal this be,

for the hond of the Lord was with him.

63 And Zacarye his fadir was fulfillid with

the holy Goſt, and profeciede and ſeide.

64 Bleſſid be the Lord God of Iſrael, for he

has viſitid and maad redempcioun of his puple.

65 And he has rered to us an horn of helthe

in the hous of Dauith his child.

66 As he ſpak by the mouth of hiſe holy pro

phetis that weren fro the world.

67 Helth fro oure enemyes, and from the hond

of alle men that hatiden us.

68. To do merſy with oure fadris, and to have

mynde of his holy teſtament.

69 The grete ooth that he ſwoor to Abraham

our fadir.

7o To geve himſelf to us. that we without

drede delyvered fro the hond of oure enemyes

ſerve to him.

71 In holineſſe and rightwiſneſſe before him,

in all our dayes. -

72 And thou child ſchalt be clepid the pro

fete of the higheſte, for thou ſchalt go before the

face of the Lord to make redy hiſc weyes.

73 To
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77 Toryllene hur polce hºle zepit on hyna

Tºnna Fontypnerre.

78 Dunb innºar uner Iſober mile heo

Titnºrre, on pam he ur geneorube op eartbale

up-rinuxenbe.

79 Onlyhtan pam pe on pyrrnum j on

beater rease rtraº. une pet to geneccenne

on Tibberez :.

So Sºlice re cnapa peox. 1 per on Farce

xerrnang 5 -] pier on percenum oº pone

Saš hyſ atypebnerrum on Irnah, :-

Of the Saxon poetry ſome ſpecimen is neceſ.

ſary, though our ignorance of the laws of their

metre and the quantities of their ſyllables, which

it would be very difficult, perhaps impoſſible, to

recover, excludes us from that pleaſure which

the old bards undoubtedly gave to their contem

poraries.

The firſt poetry of the Saxon was without

rhyme, and conſequently muſt have depended

upon the quantity of their ſyllables ; but they

gan in time to imitate their neighbours, and

cloſe their verſes with correſpondent ſounds.

The two paſſages, which I have ſelected,

contain apparently the rudiments of our preſent

lyrick meaſures, and the writers may be juſtly

confidered as the genuine anceſtors of the En

gift poets.

Be mai him rone abneben,

Bet he ºanne one bisbe ne mugen,

Uon + bilingº, Ilome.

Be iſ prºp bit ano bite

Anb bet bluonen Rome.

Deiº corn on Sir mibelano

Dunº, ºr berler onbe,

Anbrenne an’s rorge and irpinc,

On re anb on lonbe.

ic am elben Sanne ic per,

A pintne I ec a lone.

Ic earbi mone banne ic bebe,

tº pit oxhte to bi mone.

Sep hine relue uonger,

Uon plue open uon chilbe.

Beral comen on euele Ftebe,

Bute 5 o hurn b1 milbe.

Ne henie pup to hine pene,

Ne ºne to hir prue.

B ſon bim relue eunuch man,

Brn pºle he bie?, aliue.

€unich man mib j be haueð,

Ta bergen beuenſche.

Sete erre-J rete mone,

Bene aſben iſiche.

Beuene ano ente he ouenricº,

Brezhen biº Fulbn.ht.

£unne - mone J aliercennen,

Be?, berrne on hir libre.

Be pot hpet Öencheº anohyet bop,

Alle quike pihte -

Nir no loueno rpich ir xºrt,

Ne no king rpich iſ enſhte.

Beuene -, enbe. I all ºat ºr,

Biloken r on hir house.

73 To geve ſcience of heelsh to his puple in

to remiſſioun of her ſynnes.

74 By the inwardeneſs of the merſy of oure

God, in the which he ſpringyng up fro on high
hath viſited us.

75 To geve light to them that fitten in derk

neſis, and in ſchadowe of deeth, to dreſſe cure

feet in the weye of pees:

7%. And the child weside, and was confortid

in ſpiryt, and was in deſert placis till to the day

of his ſchewing to Yſrael.

Be Seº al j hr pilleir,

On rea anbec on lonbe.

Be Irono albuzen onbe,

Ano ense alburen ense.

Be one ºr eune on eche rtebe,

illenbe pen Yu pense.

Be r buuen uranº bineºen,

Bluonen ano ec bihino.

Se man ºf Kober pille bºº,

Pie inai hine aſhpan unbe.

eche nume he hºnē,

Ano poc eche bebe.

He ºunh rº, echer banc,

Ua hpat relur to nebe.

Seman neune nele bon 558,

Ne neune zoo lip leben.

Gn be? I bom come to hir bune,

Be mai him rone abneben.

Bungen ] Sunre hete J cheld,

€ebe ano all unhelye.

Punh beº com on ºr micelans,

Ano oben unreloe

Ne mal non hence hit ºpenche,

Ne no tunge celle.

Be muchele pinum ano hu uele,

Bleº, inne helle.

Louie Iſob mºb une hience.

An's mio all une mihte.

Aub une emcrurtene rpo ur relr,

Spour lene? bruhce.

Sume Sen habbet, lerre menºe,

Ano rume Sen habbe's mone.

€ch epten San he bebe,

€rren j he rpanc rone.

Nerel Čen b1 bneb ne pin,

Ne open kenner erce.

Iiod one rel bi ccher lir,

Ano blirce ano eche merce.

Ne ral Yan b1 ree ce ne renue,

Ne ponſeer pele none.

Ac ri men;}e 5 men up bihar,

All rail ben $oo one.

Ne maino menºpe birpo muchel,

8 poir zoºr rhNe

Bur rop rune anb Emiht,

Alſo bai bute nthre.

+)en iſ pole buze pane,

A S Herte buren ºr pinche.

Sep mat ano nele Rescn come,

Some hit reluonoenche

iden ir blirte outen tPeše,

A b iſ buten beaºe.

+)ct cune rullen punie jº,
L d
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Blºe hi blep ano ease.

Pen Ir Seugepe buten elee,

Ane elde buten unhelpe.

Nir Sen pop;e ne rôn mon,

Ne non unurel'če. .

Ben merel onſhten Iren,

8poare he ſp mib pirre.

Pe one mai ano rel albien,

€n&ler and manner blirce.

To Sape blirce urbnins 50b,

3Dec ruxe', buten enbe.

i)anne he une paula unbint.

Op lichamlice bend.

Ln:rt geue ur lebe rpich lip,

Ano habbe rpichne ende,

i)ec pe moten 8bin cumen,

Banne pe henner penbe.

About the year 11 go, the Saxon began to

take a form in which the beginning of the pre

fent Engliſh may be plainly diſcovered, this change

ſeems dot to have been the effect of the Morman

conquett, for very few French words are found

to have been introduced in the firſt hundred years

after it : the language muſt therefore have been

altered by cauſes like thoſe which, notwithſtand

ing the care of writers and ſocieties inſtituted to

obviate them, are even now daily making in

novations in every living language. I have ex

hibited a ſpecimen of the language of this age

from the year i 135 to 14o of the Saxºn chro

nicle, of which the latter part was apparently

written near the time to which it relates.

Drzene pon he king Stephne open re to

Nonnai.e. j pen per unben-rangen. Foſtºl p

hi pencen p he reuſoe ben alruic alre peeom

per. Fon he habee ſet hirtneron ac he co

Selo it j reat, ned rotice. “Dicel habbe Benni

kin; Sabeneo sole - ryuen ano na šob ne blee

me rom hiſ raule part of Đa peking, Scephne

to Engla-1a, 8 com pa macob he hir Sabenins

at Oxene penc. - jºin he nam pe bircop Rosen

of 8 ner-beni. J. Alexanben bircop of Lincoln.

‘Jºe Lancelon Royen hime neuer. I bibe elle

in ſºn run. til hijaren up hene carrier Da pe

J waker uddenţeton p he milbe man pºr. J

roºte f ; S. j na jurtiſe he bºoe. pa ober

i., aiie punken, t), baboºn him inaunco maki o

a.º. at ºr runen. achi nau cneube ne beoben.

a!e he punon pot-rponen. I hene cneoter

} on 1 Juen. F. n a unic nice ºn hºr car cler

nakete aro agentſ him he oiben, an’s Hyº-en

pe lane Full of cºſtler. P. ruencten ſuite

pe Pnecce iren of pe lane mio caſtle peop

cer, pape cart!er panen makes, pa ryben hi

In S beculer anº yuele men. Pa natuºn hi pi

men peel penben p am sº herben. babe be

ninter anº be die, r. can! men - pimmen ano

bioen heom in ſnipon erren Solo adoryluen.

I pinec hearn un telle.olice mining. Ponne

pºenen natune ran manrynr rpa pinco aire hi

paenon. Qe henyºr up by pe pec and rmokeb.

heom mib pul rmoke me henS d b ye pumber.

očen by je hereb. ) hen;en bºynºyer on hen

pet (Debºev nortco runenger abuton hºne

trueo. I uunyèen to p it gree ye haſuer.

Bibben heam in quantenne pan nabner ºf

rmaker J pàber panon inne. I napee heom

rpa. Sume hi biben in chucet hur. § r in

an certe # par rcont J naneu. J. un-bep. T

bibe reznpe rtaner pen inne. I pnengoe Pe

man paen inne, ſº hibnaecon alle pe limer. In

mani op pe carther panon lop j <ni. 5

paenon rachenteger p tya oºen pne men hab

ben onoh to benon onne. 5 par rpa maceo ºf ir

paertneo to an beom. I oben an reamp inena

buton pa manner pnote J hir halr. ‘p he ne

mihte nopſbenpander na ritten. ne lien. ne

rlepen. oc bºnon al j inen. [Dani puren hu

bnapen mºb hunsaen. J. ne canne. I ne mai

Fellen alie be puncer. ne alle pe piner ºf

hi broken pnecce men on hur lano. 1 ºf larcebe

Pa xi x. pintne pile Stephne par king. I

aeune ic par uuenre anbuuenre. B. lae,ben

Sailber on pe tuner auneu pile. J clepeben

It tenrejue, pa pnecce men ne habben

nan mong to 31uen. Pa nzueben hi ano

bnenbon alle pe caner. p pel pa míhter

Fanen all ada'ir pane reulbert neune

Einben man in tune riccenoe. ne lano cleb.

i)a par connbane. J fºul care. J butene.

For man ne par o peland. Unecce men rrun

uen of hungaºn, rume jeben on almer pe

Panen rum pile nice men. rum plugen ut

of lanbe. Uer natune 3.et mane pnecceheo

on lano. ne natune heten men penre nebben

Pan hl often. Fon ouen rôon ne pon-hanen hi

nouben cºnce. ne cynce-lano. oc nam al pe

$ob ‘p pun ione par. J bpenten ryºes }:
cynce J alteşa:cene. Ne hi ne pon-banen

bircoper lano, ne abbocer. ne pneorcer, ac

neueben munecer J cleneker. I aeunic man

ošen pe ouen myhre. Lip cpa men oºsen

Pne coman nºbeno to an tun. al pe tunrcipe

Płuśen pon heom. penben phi paenon naeuener.

be bircoper j lence men heom cunrede

zune oc par heam naht pan op ſon hi pae

nºn all pon-cumrao j pon ruonen J Fonlonen

ular ra: me tilede pe enºe ne ban conn.

Fon pelano par all pon-bon mºb ruilce barber.

I hi reben openice ºf Lnirt rep. I hir

halechen. Suic I mane panne pe cunnen

Ta'in pe polenoen x : x pinche pon une rinner.

On al pryuele time heolo (Dancin abbot

hir abbotruce xx. pincen. J halp Sen. J v i 11.

ber, mio micel ruinc. j pano je muneker.

ce &erter al ºf heom behoueb. lº. mycel

caſukeb in the hur, ano pob peºene pnohre

on he cºnce J retce pan co anoer - penter.

J 308 CS it ruyèe ano lºt it nepen ans brohte

heom into pe nepa mynrºne on r. Perner

maerre daei mib micel puntrcipe ºf par anno

ab incºnnatione Dom. M c X i... a comburcione

loci x x . . . Ano he Eon to Rome J pain par

pel unben-pansen rnam je Pape Cuşenie.

beSat thane pniuleşler, an op alle pe laſter

of Pabbot-nice ] an oben op pelanber pellen

to pe cºnce-pican. J Kip he lens morce liuen.

alre he mint cocon of pehonben-pycan. Ano

he beset in lanber j ruce men hepeen mio

rtneuSpe. op liklic:m ºaibuit pe he old Ro

&njham.
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$ngham re cartel he ran Loringham 1

€rtua. J of Bugo op uſaltnile he pan Bynt

hnºb. J. Stanepiš. I lx. roſ. op Albe

pidgie alc gen. Ānb he makebe manie

muneker. I plantebe pinirnb. I makebe

mame peonker. I pence pe cun berene pan

it en par. ane pººr goo munec J 50b man.

7 ponºſhi luueben Iſod anb gobe men. Nu

pe Pillen razen rum bel pat belamp on

Stephne kinger time. On hiſ time pe Ju

beur op Non-pic bohton an LnIrren cile be

ponen €rtnen. anb pmeben him alle pe ilce

Pining fune Dnihten par pureb ant on lang

Pnieri him on note hengen ºn une Dnihtner

Iuue. I ryºen bynicbcn hiºn. Uenten j ic

reuſoe ben pop-holen oc une Dnizin atypebe

‘5 he par hali mantºn. I to muneker him

namen. I bebymes him he slice, in be myn

rtne. I maker bun une Dnihtin pundenlice

an’s man-r-relice minacler. I hatre he

r Uillelm :.

On hir & en corn Dauld king of Scotlanb

mio on-nete prino to jºir lane police pinnan

k lano. I him com roº; ener Üillelm eanlop

Ibaman king abbe heteht Cuon-pic. I

to cºen acuez men mio peu men I puhren pºs

heom. I plemeen he king ºr certanbane. I

Fløyen ruite micel op hiſ genze :-

On pir 3, en polde be king 8tephne tº cen

Robbent eonlop Lloucertne je kirſer rune

Bernier. ac he ne mihre pon he pant it pan.

£1 epten hi he lengten percenebe be runne. 1

te bri abuton nontro dejer, pa men eten ºf

melihtede candier to ete, bl. 1 # par x 11 i.

k f. Arnul. p-non men ruſºe orpunºncº.

Ben epten rene-peonbe unilelm AEnce-bircop

of Cantpan-byn; I re kin; makebe Teobale

AEnce-bircop par abbot in }e Bec. Ben

epten pºx ruſºe micel uuenne beruyx je king

º, Randolp eonſ cp Lærtne noht pondi ºf

he ne jar him al he cube anex him. alre

he bite alle oºne. oc ºrne permane tap heam

pe prnre hi penon him. Đe eonlºheolo

Lincol agener be king. I benam him al f

he ahte to hauen. I re king ron plben J

terztre him - hur thosen U.llelm be

R... ane in pe carrel. J ce eonſ real ut

ºpense erren Robbent eonſ op Lloucerzne.

5 ºn he him pºen mid micel pene, ano

Pubten rpºse on Lanselmarre-Sai agener

heone lauenº. 7 namen him. run hºr men him

ruyken - rusen. ane lite him to Bnirrore

and been pan in Thirun. H . . . tener. Da

par all Engle land rtine's man pan en pur.

are all yuel par in lanbe. Oen epten com

he king r dohren Benner }e heroe ben Cro

penic on Alamanie. J nu prn cunterre in

Anjºu. I com to Luntene. J te Luºbenirrce

role hºne polce recen I rer reh. I ponler

jar micel ... Pen erren he bircopop uſin

certne Dern; he kinger broº n Stephner.'

Trac p & Robbent eon J pit pempenice ano

Tpon heern at ºr ºf he neune ma mºb te king

hir thosen poise halben. J cunrete alle pe

men je mºb him heoben. 7 rºbe heon ºf

he poſse auen hearn up un-cerºne. J Sºe

heom cumen jºben Pahl harp inne panen

pa com he kinger cuen . . . hine renenºe 1

bera rheon. p. Fen pair inne micel hunzºn.

Pahi ne leng ne muhten polen. Ja ſtai hi

ut I rluze, 1 h punben pan pºuren -

polechebes heom. ant namen Robbent enſit

or Llou cercne ato lesben him to Rcue

certne. are been pane in Thirun. ars

te empence rich into an mynyrne. H)a

peonben ºn pre men betpyx. pe kin: r

rheorb j re eonier rneond. ano rahtlede

rua j mercutte leten ut pe king or ſnºrun

ron pe coni - re ecml ron pe king. I rua

been Sºen ºn epten rathleben je kic: ,

Rantolp eoni ac stan-reno - a her rpoſea

ano rneuber priſton ºf hen nouben reulbe

beruken oben. J it me ron-rtoo naht ron

pe king him rºcnnam in Bamtun. Funhe picci

na's I ºbe him in In run → er roner he

let him ut hunhe penre nºb to ºf Fone

panºe ºf he run on halºom. I Kyrler ranº.

j; he alle hur carcier reuse unen up. Gurne

he iar up an’s runne ne irr he nobt, aſſo

bºe banne pºnre ºn-re he hºn reuse. 3)a

par enzie-lane ruſe to Scles, rume helsen

mºb re kin; j rume me pemperuce. ran ja

}e king par in Intrun. He persen peeonier I

ce nice men ; he neune mane reuſoe cumme

ur. I rehtleben ryo pempence, I brouten

hºne into Ozen ronº anslauenh nº pe bunch :-

H)a be king par ute. Pa hende ºf rºzen ano

toc hur reno - bºr ºr in be cup. I me

let hine bun on niht op pe tup mºb paper.

- real ur Jrce rich Jake on rete to tua

lirº-Fons. Ban errºn rez renbe open ra.

I hi or Nonmano pensen alie rna jºc kin;

to pe cond op Angeu, rume hene panker

‘J rume hene un panker, pon he heret

heom cil h; aiauen up hene bartler. Jhi aan

helpe ne harten of }e king. Pa renee

€urtace be kinger rune to Fnance. J nam

pe kinzer rurten of Fnance to , pipe.

pense to bºtton Nonman'ei Prm puſh oc

he rpe'sse litel. I be 55Senſhte. pon he rar

an yuel man. Fon pane re he . . . . cice

mane yuel panne zºo, he neuebe pelaneer I

lºbe mic . . . . . . r on he bnohte hir pipe

to €ngle-lane - bite hine in pe cartie . . . . . .

ceb. 308 plmman rez pºr. oc reſe hebbe

lite blurre mºb him. and xpirt ne solve j, he

rculse lange mixan J pºns bee and hiſ no

ben beien. I peeonlop Angºu p-no ces. I

hiſ rune Benni coc to pe nice Anote cucu

ap Fnance to beloe pna Fe king Jrce corn

to be iunge e n! Bºnni 3 he toc hine to plue.

Jai Peirou mb hine. Dapense he mib micel

runs into €ngle-lano. 1 pan carrier. I te

king rense agener him micel mane renº.

-] pºp epene Futen hi noht. oc pensen pe

AEnce-bircop - re pre men betpux hedm. T

makere f rabte ºf re king rculbe ben laueno

‘I kin; pile he liuebe J, arten hir bei pane

Benn, king. I he helbe him pon raben. The

him pon rune. ano rib J raehte renºse
I d a i ken
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en berpºx heorm - on al Engle lan's Pir

rounen to cºne ponuuanoer pet hi makeScn

ano te halben be king j te eonſ. ans ce

bircop. I te eonler. In cemen alle. Da par

}c con! unbenrangen at uſin-cercne ano at

Lunbenc nºb micel puncreipe. and alie biben

him man-neo ano rºnen pe pair, to halben.

anb hit panº rone ru 8: 5 S pair rua ºp neune

Fºr hene. Da par be king, rznerzene panne

he ruent hen par 7 te coni pense ouen re.

I al role him luuk be. Fen he see 368 jurºre

I makebe pair.

Nearly about this time, the following pieces

of poetry ſeems to have been written, of which I

have inſerted only ſhort fragments; the firſt is a

rude attempt at the preſent meaſure of eight

ſyllables, and the ſecond is a natural introduc

tion to Robert ºf Glouceſter, being compoſed in

the ſame meaſure, which, however rude and

barbarous it may ſeem, taught the way to the

złlexand, ines of the French poetry.

UR in ſee bi weſz ſpaynge.

* if a ions tº cokaygne.

Per iſ lone unber heuenriche.

Of wel of gobniſ hit liche.

Poy paradiſ be milians bryº.

Lokaygn iſ of fairir fiye.

What iſ per in paradiſ.

Bot grade and flure ansgrenerſ.

Poy per be to ans get Sute.

H}er nii met bote frute.

+\er ºf halle bure no bench,

!of warir man iſ bu, ſco quench.

Pep her no men but two.

i>ely ant enok alſo.

I hºlich may hi go.

Whar her won, p men no mo.

In cokaygne iſ met art brink.

VV jºute care how ant ſwink.

#}e met iſ true pe brink ſo clere.

To none ruffin ans ſopper.

! ſigge for ſop boute were.

3 ºr niſ lone on erpe iſ perc.

Unber heuen niſ lone wide.

Of ſo mochal to an’s blºſſe.

3)er iſ mani ſwete flyze.

A! iſ bai niſ per no nyre.

i>er nºt baret nojer it iſ.

N iſ per no be) ac euer lif.

Her niſ lac of met no cloh.

#2er ni no man no woman wrop.

Her niſ ſerpent wolf no fox.

Borſ no capil, kowe no ox.

Per niſ ſchepe no ſwine negote,

No non howyla gob it wote.

No be harare nobertose.

Łe lanb iſ ſul of oper gove

N11 per fiei fle no loºſe.

In clop in coune beb no houſe.

Perniſ bunnir Pete no hawſe.

No non vile worme no ſnawile.

No non ſtorm rein no wire.

3 ºr nir man no woman biºse.

-

Okal if game toi an’t gle.

Wel iſ him par per mal be.

HDer be] riverſ grew ano fine.

Of oilc melk honi anºo wine.

Wazir ſerup per co noping.

Bot to flycano to wauſing.

S A N C T A M A R G A R E T T A.

O”. anz younge i prere ou oute folieſ

for colete.

Penchez on goo pat yef ou wit oure ſunneſ to

bete.

Bere mal cellen ou, who worseſ feire ant ſwete.

Be vie of one me ban, waſ hoten Qaregrete.

Pire fºci waſ a patriac aſ ic ou cellen may

In auntoge wiſ echeſ 1 &e falſe lay.

+), we gobeſ ant Soumbe. he ſerved nutt ant

bay. -

8 Seben mony opere, put fingee wetlawry.
The Soſius waſ iſ nome. on criſt ne levere

he moutt.

Be levede on be falſe gobeſ Sat peren wibbon

ben wroutt.

Do patchiſe ſculºcc chriſtine ben, ic com him

well in boutt.

€ beb wen it were bore. co bepe it were ib

noutt.

HDe mºer waſ an hºpene wif pat hire to

wyman bere

Po hºt child bore waſ nolbe ho hit ſurfare.

Bo ſease it into aſye. wro meſſagerſ ful yare.

To a nonice Pat hire witte, ant ſette hire to

lore.

De norce pac hire wifle, chilbren aheuebe

feuene. -

+)e cite}e waſ Qaregrete. criſceſ may of

heuene.

Taleſ ho ani tolbe. ful ferre ant ful euene.

Wou ho poleben marc.oom. fern Laurence ant

ſence Scieuene.

In theſe fragments, the adulteration of the

Saxon tongue, by a mixture of the Norman, be

comes apparent; yet it is not ſo much changed

by the admixture of new words, which might be

imputed to commerce with the continent, as by

changes of its own forms and terminations: for

which no reaſon can be given.

Hitherto the language uſed in this iſland,

however different in ſucceſſive time, may be

called Saxon ; nor can it be expected, from the

nature of things gradually changing, that any

time can be aſſigned when the Saxon may be

ſaid to ceaſe, and the Engliſp to commence. Re

bºrt ºf Glouceſter however, who is placed by the

criticks in the thirteenth century, ſeems to have

u ed a kind of intermediate diction, neither

Saxon nor Engliſh ; in his work therefore we ſee

the tranſitic n exhibited, and, as he is the firſt of

our whiters in rhyme, of whom any large work

remains, a more extenſive quotation is extract

ed. He writes apparently in the ſame meaſure

with the for “going author of St. Margarité,

which poliſhed into greater exactncſ, appeared
to
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to our anceſtors ſo ſuitable to the genius of the

Engliſh language, that it was continued in uſe
almoſt to the middle of the ſeventeenth cen

tury.

F he batayles of Denemarch, pat hi

dude pys londe

pat worſt were of alle opere, we mote abbe an

honde.

Worſt hiſ were vor opere adde ſumwanne ydo,

As Romeyns & Saxons, & wel wuſte pat lond

perto.

Achii ne kepteyt holde nost, bote robby, and

fende,

And deſtrue, & berne, & ſle, & ne coupe abbe

non ende.

And bote lute yt nas worp, pey hii were ouer

come ylome.

Vor myd flypes and gret poer as preſt effone hii

conne.

Kyng Adelwolf of Pys lond kyng was tuenty

Xer.

Pe Deneys come by hym ryuor pan hiſ dude er.

Vor in peal our vorſt zer of ys kynedom

Myd pre & Prytty ſypuol men eer prince hyder

come,

And at Soujhampton aryued, an hauene by

South.

Anopher gret oſt pulke tyrne aryuede at Porteſ

mou}e.

}e kyng muſte weper kepe, at delde Ys oſtatuo.

}o Denes adde pe may ſtre. poal was ydo.

And by Eſtangle & Lyndeſcye hil wende vor?

atte laſte,

And ſo hamward al by Kent, & flowe & barnde

vaſte.

A3en wynter hit wende hem. anoker 3ereſt hii

corne.

And deſtrude Kent al out, and Londone nome.

jusal an ten zer pat lond hibroºte per doune,

So pat in Petepe žer of pe kynge's croune,

Al byſouße hiſ come alond, and pet folc of So

merſete

}oru he byſſop Alcſton and pet ſole of Dorſete

Hi come & finyte an batayle, & pere, poru

Gode's grace,

ye Deneys were albynehe, & je lond folc adde

je place, -

And more proweſſe dude po, Pan pe kyng myºte

tfuore,

jerouſe gode londe men ne be] nºt al verlore.

je kyng was pe boldore po, & agen hem pe

more drou, -

Andys foure godes ſones woxe waſte y nou,

Edelt lå and Adelbry&t, Edeired and Alired.

}; was a ſtalwarde tem, & of gret wyſdom &

red,

And kynges were al ſoure, and defendede wel

jºys lond,

An Léney, dude ſame ynou, Pat me volwel
wond.

In ſºxtepe žere of he kynge's kynedom
Is eldeſſe tone Adeibold gret oſt to hym nome,

Andys ſider alſo god, and opere heye men al

io, -

And wende agen pys Deneys, put muche we

addey do.

Vor myd tuo hondred flypes, & an alf at Temſe

moup hiſ come,

And Londone, and Kanterbury, and oper tounes

nome,

And ſo worp in to Sopereye, & ſlowe & brande

vaſte,

}: pe kyng and ys ſom hem mette atte laſte.

ere was batayle ſtrongynou yīnyte in an prowe.

pe godes kyn;tes leye adoun as gras, wan medey

nowe.

Heueden, (pat were yīnyte,) & oper lymes

alſo,

Flete in blode al fram he grounde, ar pebatayle

were yao.

Wanne hat blod ſtod al abrod, was per gret wo
y nou,

Nys yt reuje vorto hure, bat me ſo volc flou ?

Accur ſuete Louerd atte laſte ſewede ys ſuete

grace.

And fendepe Criſtyne Englyffe men he mayºrye

in he place.

And pe hepene men of Denemarch by-eje were

echon.

Nounas per ºut in Denemarch Criſtendom non;

je kyng her after to holy chyrche ys herte pe

more drou,

And tepcºede wel & alys lond, as hit aste, wel

y nou

Seyn Swythyn at Wyncheſtrebyſſop bo was,

And Aleſton at Syrebourne, Pat anendede

muche bys cas.

pe kyng was wel je betere man poru her bºyre

red,

Tueny wynter he was kyng, ar he were ded.

AtYº he waſ youred, as he 5ut ly?

“re.

Hystueye ſomes hegeſ ys lond, as he by set him

ere.

Adelbold, the eldore, he kynedom of Pºſex,

And ſujje Adelbryº, Keit and Weiſex, ...

Eyste hondred 5er yt was euci.e. and fyty

al ſo.

Aſter Pat God onerje com, pat jºys dede was

ydo.

bº wuſte by her tyme wel her kynedom,

At pe. vyite 5 ºr Adelbold out of Pys yue nome.

At Syrebourne he was youred, & ys broker

Adº |by ºt

Hys kynedom adde after hym, as lawe was and

Iyºt.

By ys daye pe verde com of he he ene men wel

prout

And Hamleſſye and deſtrude Wyncheſtre al

out.

And jat lond ſole of Hamteſſyre hea red pe

nonne

And of Barcſſyre, and foºte and he fiewen ouer

cºnne.

Adelby; was kyrg of Kent Feres folle tene,

And of Wettſ. A tote vyue, P. He dºyed y-h
wcine.

ADE. I.R ED
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DELRED was after hym kyng y mad in

pe place,

Eyºte hondred & ſeuene & ſyxty as in pe ger

of grace. -

}e vorſte §er of ys kynedom pe Deneys pycke

Com,

And robbede and deſtrude, and cytes vaſte

none

Mayſtres hiadde of her oſt, as yt were dukes,

tueye,

Hynguar and Hubba, Jat ſrewen were beyc.

in Eſt Angle hiſ bylèuede, to reſt hem as yt

were.

Myd her oſt al he wynter, of pe worſt zere.

pe oper Xer hij dude hem worf, & ouer Homber

come,

And ſlowe to grounde & barnde, & Euerwyk

nome,

per was butayle ſtrong y nou, voryſlawe was

pere

Oſryc kyng of Homberlond, & monye pat with

hyn were.

jo Homberlond was jusyſſend, hit wende &

tounes nome.

So hat atte laſte to Eſtangle after hym come.

per hit barnde & robbede, & pat ſolc to grounde

ſlowe,

And, as wolues among ſep, reulych hem to

drowe,

Seynt. Edmond was po her kyng, & po he ſey

ba, deluol cas

} at me mo, prede ſo bat folc, & non amende

ment nas,

He ches ſcuei e to deye hymſulſ, pat ſuch ſorwe

to yi, *.

Hedº hºm vot} among ys ſon, no!de hono

pyg fle.

His nome hym & ſcourged hym, & ſujje naked

hym bounde

To a tre, & to hym ſote, & made hym mony a

wounde,

}at he arewe were on hym po pycce, pat no

ſlede nas byleuede.

Atte laſte hiſ martred hym, & ſmyte of ys heued.

}e ſyste §er of pe. crounement of Aldered pe

kyng.

A nywe oſt com into hys lond, gret poru alle

},yng, -

Ard anon to Redynge robbede and flowe.

pe king and Alfred ys brojer nome men ynowe,

Metre hem, and 2 batayle ſmyte up Aſſeſdoune.

her was mony moder chyld, pat ſome lay per
donne

fe batayle y'aſte wort nºt, and jer were

aflawe -

Vý dukes of Denemarck, ar hii wolde wy}

drawe,

And mony houſend of oper men, & Po gonne

hit to fle ;

Achii adde alleybe aſſend, ºf he my; nadde y
be.

Trey, bºos ko- a tºrpe ſu'ſ Xere

rti ſmvre, and a bºe pe hºcºe majºres

****:: e.

be kyng Adelred ſome bohen wej of dep none.

As yt yel, be vyity zer of y, kynedom.

At Wymbourne he was ybured, as God zef

pat cas,

pe gode Alfred, ys broper, after hym kyng was.

LPRED, pys noble man, as in be ger of

grace he nom

Eyºte hondred & ſyrty & tuelue pe kynedom.
Arſt º adde at Rome ybe, &, vorys grete wyſ

onn,

be pope Leon hym bleſſede, bo he buder com.

And pe kynge's croune of hys lond, pat in Pys

lond ºut ys:

And he led hym to be kyng, ar he kyng were

ywys.

And he was kyng of Engelond, of alle bat per

come,

bat vorſt putylad was of pe pope of Rome,
And. oper after hym of pe erchebyſſopes

ecnon

So bathyuor hym pore kyng nas per non.

In pe Soup ſyde of Temeſe nyne batayles he
none

Aşen be Deneys be vorſt;er of ys kynedom.

Nye Xer he was pus in }ys lond in batayle & in

wo,

And ofte ſype aboue was, and bynepe oftor mo:

So longe, pit hym nere by leuede bote pre

ſyren in ys hond.

Hamteffyre, and Wylteſſyre, and Somerſete, of

alys land.

A day as he wery was, and aſuodërynge hym
none

And yº men were yºvend ouyſſeh, Seyn Culbert

to hym com.

“Ich am,” he feyde, “Cutbert, to peycham

“ywend

“To brynge po gode tytynges. Fram God

“ycham yſend.

“Vor pat folc of pys lond to ſynne ber wylle

“ al Seue,

“And ºut nolle herto her ſynnes byleue

“ poru me & oper halewen, pat in }ys lond

“ were ybore;

“ pan vor gou byddep God, wanne we hep hym

“byuore,

“ Hour Louerd myd ys eyen of milce on pe

“ loke) peruore,

“And py poer pe wole gyue agen, Pat Pou aſt

“ney verlore.

“And pat pou per of ſop yſe, pou ſalt abbe

“ tokynynge.

“ Vor pym men, pat be) ago to day auyſſynge.

“In lepes & in coufles ſo muche vyſs hit ſolde

“ hym brynge.

“ pat ech man wondry ſall of ſo gret cacchynge.

“And he mor vor he harde vorite, pat pewa

“ tery rore bys,

“Jat pe more agºn pe kunde of vyſſyng yt ys.

“Or ſerue yt wel agen God, and yet me ys

“meſſager, …*

“And pou ſlali py wylle abyde, as Şcham ytold

** her.”

A jºs kyng heroſ awoc, and of jºys ſº jºte,

y's
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Hys vyiſires come to hym, ſo gret won of fis

hym brošte,

}at wonder yt was, & namelychevor pe weder

was ſo colde.

}o juede he god man wel, Pat Syn Cutbert

addeytoid. -

In Deveryºre her after aryuede of Deneys

}re and tuenty ſynuol men, all agen pe peys,

}e kynge's broyer of Denemarch duc of oſt was:

Oure kynge's men of Engelond mette hem by

cis,

And myte per in batayle, and her gret duc flowe,

And ey?:e honded and fourty men, & her ca

runyes to drowe.

}okyng Alfred hurde pys, ys herte gladede Po,

}at lond ſoic to hym come ſo jºycke ſo yt myste

89,

QíSomerſete,of Wylteſſyre, of Hamteſſyre perto.

Euere as he wende, and of ys owe folc al ſo. . .

So Jat he adde poer yuou, and atte laſte hil

Cont,

And a batayle at Edendone agen be Denºys

Iloilºt

Audiº to grounde, & wonde pe mayſtre of

the velde

}e kyag & ys gret duke bygonne hem to Kolde

To je kyng Alfred to y, wylle, and oſtages

toke

variº de out of y's lond, Nyſ he yt wolde

loke ,

And ºutjº, vorys loue to auonge Criſten

dom.

Kjng Gurmund, Pe hexte kyng, worſt her to

conna. - - -

King Alfred ys godfader was, & 5 baptyſed sk

}er were.

}!etty of her hexte dukes, and much of Pat

tole pere

King Afted hem huld w;} him tuel dawe as

he hende,

And ſupbe he 3ef hem large syſtes, and let hym

wende.

Hii, Pat node Criſtyn be, of lande flowe jo,

And by Sonde ſee in France dude wel raucht wo.

3ut be firewen come cºen, and inueue wo here

wroste. -

At he kyng Alfred atte laſte to ſame hern cue e

trºte

Kjº Alfred pe wyſoſt kyº, Jat long was
tºuyucre.

Worky me ſegge pe lawes be) in worre tyme

worlore,

Ni, yi nost ſo his daye, vor Fey he in woric

were,

Law, he made rºtuellore, and ſtrengore pan er

were.

Clerc he was god ynou, and 5ut, as me telle}

nue

He was more pan ten 3er old, ar he coupe #s

abece.

Acys gode moder ofte finale ºyſtes hym tok,

Vof to by leue oper ple, and loky on ys boke.

So jat by por clergyeys ryst lawes he wonde,

}st reuere er nere y mad, to gouerny Ys lond.

And vor he worre was is nuclic vi be ſuper

Deueys,

pe men of pys ſulue land were of je worſe

peys.

And robbede and ſlowe opere, peruor he byuonde,

Pat per were hondredes in eche contreye of ys
lond.

And in ech toune of pehondred a tepynge were

alſo,

And Pat ech man wypoute get lond in tebynge

were ydo'

And Pat ech man knewe oper pat in tepyne were,

And wuſte ſomdel of her ſtat, gy: me puvpheta
bere.

So ſtreyt he was, put pey me ledde amydie

weyes heye

Seluer, Pat non man ne dorſte yt nyme, bey be

yt ſeye.

Abbeys he rerde moay on, and mony ſtudes
ywys.

Ac Wyncheſtrye he rerde on. Pat nywe munſtre

ycluped ys.

Hys lyf eyāte and tuenty ger in ys kyaedom

ylaſte.

*. dep he was ybured at Wyncheſtre atte

aſte.

Sir John Mandeville wrote, as he himſelf

informs us, in the fourteenth century, and hi.

work, which compriſing a relation of many diſ

ferent particulars, conſequently required the uſe

of many words and phraſes, may be properly

ſpecified in this place. . Of the following quota

tions, I have choſen the firſt, becauſe it ſhows,

in ſome meaſure the ſtate of Eurºpean ſcience

as well as of the Engliſh tongue; and the fe

cond, becauſe it is valuable for the force of

thought and beauty of expreſſion.

N that lond, ne in many othere bezonde

that, no inan may ſee the terre tranſmon

tayne, that is clept the ſterre of the ſee, that is

unmevable, and that is toward the Northe, that

we clepen the lode iterre. But men ſeen ano

ther ſterre, the contrarie to him, that is toward

the Southe, that is clept Awtartyk. And right

as the ſchip men taken here avy's here, and go

verne hem be the lode ſterre, right ſo don ſchip

inen bezonde the parties, be the ſterre of the

Southe, the which ſlerre apperethe not to us.

And this ſterre, that is toward the Northe, that

wee clepen the lode ſterre, ne apperethe not to

hern. For whiche cauſe, men may wel perceyve,

that the loud and the ſee ben of rownde ſtapp

and forme. For the partie of the firmament

ſchev.ethe in o contree, that ſchewethe act in

another contree. And men may well prevea

be experience and ſotyle compaſſement of wytt,

that zit a man fond paſſages be ſchippes, that

wolde go to terchen the world, men myghte go

be ſchippe alie aboute the world, and aboven

and benethen. The whiche thing I prove thus,

afte that I have ſyn. For_l have been to

ward the partics of Braban, and beholden the

Aſtrolabre, that the ſcre that is clept the

transmontayne, is 53 degrees highe. And

more for here ia Al tax n- and Lewne, it

C
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hathe 58 degrees. And more forthe toward

the parties ſeptemtrioneles, it is 61 degrees of

heghte, and certyn mynutes. For I myſelf

have meſured it by the Aſtrolabre. Now

ſchulle ze knowe, that azen the Tranſmon

tayne, is the tother ſterre, that is clept Antar

tyk; as I have feyd before. And tho a ſterres

me meeven nevere. And be him turnethe alle

the firmament, righte as dothe a wheel, that

turnethe be his axille tree ; ſo that tho ſterres

beren the firmament in 2 egalle parties; ſo that

it hath als mochel aboven, as it hathe bene

then. A ſtre this, I have gon toward the par

ties meridionales, that is toward the Southe:

and I have founden that in Lybye, men ſeen

firſt the ſterre Antartyk. And ſo fer I have gon

more in tho contrees, that I have founde that

ferre more highe; ſo that toward the highe

Lybye, it is 18 degrees in heighte, and certeyn

minutes (of the whiche, 60 minutes maken a

degree) aftre goynge be ſee and be londe,

toward this contree, of that I have ſpoke, and

to other yles and londs bezonde that contree,

I have ſounden the ſterre Antartyk of 33 de

grees of heghte, and mo mynutes. And zif

I hadde had companye and ſchippynge, for to go

more bezonde, I trowe well in certy n, that

wee ſcholde have ſeen alle the roundneſſe of

the firmament alle about. For as I have feyd

zou be foln, the half of the firmament is be

twene tho 2 ſterres: the whiche halfondelle

I have feyn. And of the tº ther halfondelle,

I have ſeyn toward the Northe, undre the

Tranſmontayne 61 degrees and to my nutes;

and toward the partie meridionalle, I have

ſeen undle the Antartyk 33 degrees and 16

mynutes: and thanne the halfondelle of the

firmament in alle, ne holdethe not but 180

degrees. And of tho 8o, I have ſeen 62 on

that o part, and 33 on that other part, that

ben 95 degrees, and nighe the halondelle of

a degree; and ſo there ne faylethe but that

I have ſeen alle the firmament, ſaf 84 de

grees and the halfondelle of a degree : and

that is not the fourth part of the firmament.

For the 4 partie of the roundneſſe of the fir

mament holt 90 degrees: ſo there faylethe

but 5 degrees and an half, of the fourthe

pariie. And alſo I have ſeen the 3 parties

of alle the roundneſſe of the firmament, and

more zit 5 degrees and an half. Be the

whiche I ſcye zou certainly, that men may

envirowne alle the erthe of all the world,

as well undre as aboven, and turnen azen to

his contree, that hadde company and ſchip

pynge and conduyt: and alle weyes he ſcholde

fynde men, lºndes, and yles, als wel as in this

countree. For zee wyten welle, that thei that

ben toward the Antartyk, theiben ſtreghte, feet

azen feet of hem, that dwellº n undre the

tranſmontayne ; als wel as woe and thei that

dwellyn under us, ben feet azenit feet For

alie the parties of ſee end of Iond han here

appoſitees, habitables or trºpaſiables, and thei of

this hal, and biz ud half. And wytethe v cl:

that aftºe that, that I may parceyve and com

prehend the londes of Preſtre John, emperour

of Ynde ben undre us. For in goynge from

Scotlond or from Englond toward Jeruſalem,

men gon upward alweys. For our lond is in

the lowe partie of the erthe toward the Weſt:

and the lond of Preſtre John is the lowe partie

of the erthe, toward the Eſt : and they han

there the day, when we have the nyghte, and

alſo highe to the contrarie, thei han the nyghte,

when we han the day. For the erthe and

the ſee ben of round forme and ſchapp, as I

have feyd beforn. And that men gon upward to

o coſt, men gon dounward to another coſt. Alſo

zee have herd me feye, that Jeruſalem is in

the myddes of the world; and that may men

preven and ſchewen there, be a ſpere, that

is pighte in to the erthe, upon the hour of

mydday, when it is equenoxium, that ſchewethe

no ſchadwe on no ſyde. And that it ſcholde ben

in the mysides of the world, David wytneſſethe

it in the Pſautre, where he ſeythe, Deus ope

ratus eſt ſalute in medio terre. Thanne thei

that paren fro the parties of the Weſt, for to

go toward Jeruſalem, als many iorneys as thei

gon upward for to go thidre, in als many ior

neys may thei gon fro Jeruſalem, unto other

con:ynyes of the ſuperficialitie of the erthe

lezonde. And whan man men gon bezonde the

iourneyes, towarde Ynde and the ſoryyn yles,

alle is envyronynge the roundneſſe of the erthe

and of the fee, undre oure contrees on this

half. And therefore hath it befallen many

tymes of o thing, that I have herd cownted,

whan I was zong ; how a worthi man de

parted ſometyme from our contrees, for to

go ſerche the world. And ſo he paſſed Yndé,

and the yles bezonde Ynde, where ben mo

than sooo yles: and ſo longe he wente be

ſee and lond, and ſo enviround the world be

many ſeyſons, that he fond an yle, where he

herde ſpek his owne language, callynge on oxen

in the plowghe, ſuche wordes as men ſpeken

to beſtes in his own contree : whereof he

hadde gret mervayle : for he knew not how

it myghte be. But I ſeye, that he had gon ſo

longe, be londe and be fee, that he had en

vyround all the eithe, that he was comen

azen envy rounynge, that is to ſeye, goynge a

boute, unto his own marches, zif he wolde

have paſſed forthe, till he had founden his con

tree and his owne knouleche. But he turned

azen from thens, from whens he was come

fro ; and ſo he loſten moche peynefulle labour,

as him ſelf ſevde, a great while aſtre, that

he was comen hom. For it befelle aſtre,

that he went in to Norweye and there

tempeſt of the ſee toke him ; and he arryved

in an yle ; and when he was in that yle,

he knew wel, that it was the yle, where he

had herd ſpeke his own language before, and the

callynge of the oxcn at the plowghe: and that

was poſſible thinge. But how it ſemethe to

ſymple men un!, rned, that men ne mowe not

go undre the cr:he, and alſº that men Rholde

falle
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file toward the heverie, from undre But

that may not be, upon leſſe, than wee mowe

fille towarde hevene, fro the erthe, where wee

ben. For fro what partie of the erthe, that

men duelle, outher aboven or benethen, it

ſºmethe alweyes to hem that duellen, that

the gon more righte than any other folk.

And righte as it ſemethe to us, that thei ben

undre us, righte ſo it ſemethe hem, that wee

ben undre hem. For zif a man myghte falle

fro the erthe unto the firmament; be grettere

reſoun, the eithe and the ſee, that ben ſo grete

and ſo hevy, ſcholde fallen to the firmament:

but that may not be : and therfore ſeithe oure

Lord God, Non timeas me, qui ſuſpendi terra

ex nicholo 2 And alle be it, that it be poſſible

thing, that men may ſo envyronne alle the

worlde, matheles of a 1 ooo perſonnes, on ne

myghte not happen to returnen in to his

contree. For, fro the gretneſſe of the erthe and

of the ſee, men may go be a looo and a looo

other weyes, that no man cowde redye him

Perfitely toward the parties that he cam fro,

but zif it were be aventure and happ, or be

the grace of God. For the erthe is fulle large

and fulle gret, and holt in roundneſſe and a

boute envyroun, be aboven and benethen

1941.5 myles, aſtre the opynyoun of the olde

wife aſtronomeres. And here feyenges I re

Preve noughte. But aftre my litylle wyt, it

ſemethe me, ſavynge here reverence, that it

is more. And for to have bettere under

ſºondynge, I ſeye thus, be ther ymagyned a

figure, that hathe a gret compas; and aboute

the poynt of the gret compas, that is clept the

centre, be made another litille compas: than

aftre, be the gret compas deviſed be lines in

manye parties; and that alle the lynes meeten

*t the centre ; ſo that in as many parties,

as the grete compas ſchal be departed, in als

manye, ſchalle be departed the litille, that is

aboute the centre, alle be it, that the ſpaces

ben leſſe. Now thanne, be the gret compas re

preſented for the firmament, and the litille com

Pas repreſented for the erthe. Now thanne the

ºrmament is devyſed, be aſtronomeres, in 11

*gnes; and every ſigne is devyſed in 3o de

***, that is 360 degrees that the firmament

*he aboven. Alſo, be the erthe devyſed in

* many parties, as the firmament; and lat

“ery partye anſwere to a degree of the fir

mament: and wytethe it wel, that aſtre the

**toures of aſtronomye, 7oo furlonges of erthe

*weren to a degree of the firmament ; and

to ben 87 myles and 4 furlonges. Now be

that here multiplyed be 360 fithes; and than
thei ben 31 goo myles, every of 8 furlonges,

*ſtre myles of oure contree. So moche hathe

the erthe in roundneſſe, and of heghte enviroun,

after myn oppynoun and myn underſtondynge.

And zee ſchulle undirſtonde, that aftre the

•pynyoun of olde wiſe philoſophres and aſ

tronomeres, our contree ne Irelond ne Wales

me Scotlond ne Norweye ne the other yles

roſtynge to hem, ne ben not in the ſuperficyalts

cownted aboven the erthe ; as it ſchewethe be

alle the bokes of aſtronomye. For the ſuperfi

cialtee of the erthe is departed in 7 parties, for

the 7 planetas: and tho parties ben clept cly

mates. And oure parties be not of the 7 cly

mates; for the ben deſcendynge toward the

Weſt. And alſo theſe yies of Ynde, which beth

evene azenſt us, beth noght reckned in the cli

mates; for their ben azenſt us, that ben in the

lowe contree. And the 7 climates ſtrecchen hem

envyrounynge the world.

II. And I John Maundevylle knyghte above

ſeyd, (alle thoughe I be unworthi) that depart

ed from our contrees and paſſed the ſee, the

zeer of grace 1322. that have paſſed manye

londs and manye yles and contrees, and cerched

manye fulle ſtraunge places, and have ben in

many a fulle gode honourable companye, and

at many a faire dede of armes (alle be it that

I dide none myſelf, for myn unable inſuffiſſance)

now I am comen hom (mawgree my ſelf) to

reſte : for gowtes, artetykes, that my diſtreymen.

tho diffynen the ende of my labour, azenſt my

will (God knowethe.) And thus takeynge ſo

lace in my wrecched reſte, recordynge the tyme

paſſed, I have fulfilled theiſe thinges and putte

hem wryten in this boke, as it wolde come in

to my mynde, the zeer of grace 1356 in the

34 zeer that l departede from oure contrees. .

Wherfore 1 preye to alle the rederes and hereres

of this boke, zif it pleſe hem, that thei wolde

reyen to God for me: and I ſchaile preye for

#. And alletho that ſeyn for me a Pater noſter,

with an Ave Maria, that God forzeve me my

ſynnes, I make hem partneres and graunte hem

part of alle the gode pilgrymages and of alle the

gode dedes, that I have don, zif any be to his

pieſance : and noghte only of tho, but of alle

that evere I ſchalle do unto my lyſes end. And

I beſeeche Almyghty God, fro whom alle gode

neſſe and grace cometh fro, that he voucheſaſ,

of his excellent mercy and habundant grace, to

fulle fylle hire ſoules with inſpiratioun of the

Holy Goſt, in makyinge defence of alle hire

goſtly enemyes here in erthe, to hire ſalvacioun,

bothe of body and ſoule ; to worſchipe and

thankynge of him, that is three and on, with

outen begynnynge and withouten endynge;

that is, with outen qualitee, good, and with

outen quantytee, gret; that in alle places is

preſent, and alle thinges conteynynge ; the

whiche that no goodneſſe may amende, ne none

evelle empeyre; that in perfeyte trynytee ly

vethe and regnethe God, be alle worldes and be

alle tymmes. Amen, Amen, Amen.

The firſt of our authors, who can be proper

ly ſaid to have written Engliſh, was Sir john

Gower, who, in his Confeſſion of a Lover, calls

Chaucer his diſciple, and inay thereiore be con

ſidered as the father of our poetry.

[ e ] NOWE
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OWF for to ſºcke of the commune.

It is to drede of that fortune,

which hath befalle in ſendrye londes;

Put of e for defau'e of bondes

All fodeinly, er it be wiſt,

A tunne, whan his lie ariſt

'Tobreketh, and renneth all aboute,

Whiche els ſhuide nought gone out.

And cke ſtill ofte a liſtell ſkare

Vpon a ranke, er men be ware,

Jet in the ſtrerne, whiche with gret peine,

If any man it ſhall reſt reine.

Whº, e awe fat'leth, errour crow eth.

He is not wife, who that ne tº oweth

For it hath proued ofter this.

And thus the common clamour is

In every lende, where people dwelleth :

And eche in his complainte telleth,

How that the weride is miſwent,

And therwpon his arguinent

Yeueth euery man in ſondrie wiſe :

But what man wolde him ſel; auiſe

His conſcience, and nought miſuſe,

He naie well at the firſt excuſe

His god, whichc euer ſtant in one,

in him there is defaute none

So muſt it ſtande vpon vs ſelue,

Nought only vpon ten ne twelue,

But plenarly vpon vs all

For man is cauſe of that ſhall fall.

The hiſtory of our language is now brough"

to the point at which the hiſtory of our poetry is

generally ſuppoſed to commence, the time of

the illuſtrious Geoffry Chaucer, who may per

haps, with great juſtice, be ſtyled the firſt of our

C H A U C E R.

I. A Sº I weryng am conſtrained to begin

verſe of ſorrowfull matter, that whilom in

fiorithyng ſtudie made delitable ditees. For lo!

rendying muſes of Poetes enditiºn to me things to

be writen, and drerie teres. At laſte no drede

ne might overcame the muſes, that thei ne

werren fellowes, and feloweden my waie, that

is to ſaie, when I was exiled, thei that weren

of my youth whilom welfull and grene, com

forten now ſorrowfull wierdes of me olde man :

for elde is comen unwarely upon me, haſted by

the harmes that l have, and ſorowe hath com

maunded his age to be in me. Here's hore aren

ſhad overtimeliche upon my bed : and the ſlacke

ſkinne trembleth of mine empted bodie. Thilke

deth of men is welefull, that he ne cometh not

in yeres that be ſwete, but cometh to wretches

atten icleped : Alas! alas! with how defe an ere

deth cruell turneth awaie fro wretches, and nai

rth for to cloſe wepying eyes. While fortune

unſaithfull favoured me with light godes, that

ſcrowful houre, that is to ſaie, the deth, had

almoſt drente myne hedde: but now for fortune

cloudie

verſifyers who wrote poetically. He docs not

however appear to have deſerved all the praiſe

which he has received, or all the conſure that

he has ſuffered. Dryden, who miſtakes genius

for learning, and in confidence of his abilities,

ventured to write of what he had not examined,

aſcribes to Chauter the firſt refinement of our

numbers, the firſt production of eaſy and natural

rhymes, and the improvement of our language,

by words borrowed from the more poliſhed lan

guages of the continent. Skinner contrarily

blames him in harſh terms for having vitiated

his native ſpeech by whºle cartlead of foreign

ºverdr But he that reads the works of Gower.

will find ſmooth numbers ard eaſy rhymes, of

which Chaucer is ſuppoſed to have been the in

ventor, and the French words, whether good or

bad, of which Chaucer is charged as the im

porter. ... Some innovations he might probably

make, like others, in the infancy of our poetry,

which the paucity of books does allow us to diſ

cover with particular exactneſs; but the works

of Gover and Lydgate ſufficiently evince, that

his diction was in general like that of his con-.

temporaries: ard ſome improvements he un

doubtedly made by the various diſpoſitions of

his rhymes, and by the mixture of different

numbers, in which he ſeems to have been

happy and judicious. I have ſelected ſeveral

ſpecimens both of his proſe and verſe; and a

mong them, part of his tranſlation of Boetius.

to which another verſion, made in the time of

queen Mary, is oppoſed. It would be improper

to quote very ſparingly an author of ſo much re

putation, or to make very large extracts from a

book ſo generally known.

C O L V I L E.

T THAT in tyme of proſperite, and flory ſhing

l ſtudye, made pleaſaunte and delectable di

ties, or verſes: alas now beyng heauy and ſad

ouerthrown in aduel ſtie, am compelled to fele

and taſt heuines and grief. Beholde the muſes

Poeticall, that is to ſeye: the pleaſure that is in

poetes verſes, do appoynt me, and compell me

to writ theſe verſes, in meter, and the ſorrowfull

verſesdo wetmy wretched face with very waterye

teares, yſſuinge outof my eyes for ſorowe.Whiche

muſes no feare without doute could ouercome,

but that they wold folow me in my iourney of

exile or baniſhment. Sometyme the ioye of

happy and luſty delectable youth dyd comfort

me, and nowe the courſe of ſorowfull olde age

cauſeth me to reioyſe. For haſty old age vnloked

for is corne vpon mewith al her incommoditiesand

euyls, and ſorow hath commaunded and broughte

me into the ſame olde age, that is to ſay: that

ſorowe cauſeth me to beold,before my time come

of old age. The hoer heares do growe vntimely

vpon my heade, and my reuiled ſkynne trembleth

my fleſh, cleane conſumed aad waſted with ſo

rowc
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rowe. Mannes death is happy, that cometh not

in youth when a man is luſtye, and in pleaſure

or welth: but in time of aduerſtie, when it is

often deſyred. Alas Alas hove dull and defe be

the eares of cruel death vnto men in miſery that

would fayne dye; and yet refuſythe to come and

ſhutte vp theyr carefull wepyng eyes, Whiles

that falſe fortune fauorydme with her tranſitorye

goodes, then the howre of death had almoſt

ouercom me. That is to ſay deathe was redy to

eppreſſe me when I was in proſperite. Nowe for

by cauſe that fortune beynge turned, from pro

ſperitie into aduerſtie (as the clere day is darkyd

with cloudes) and hath chaungyd her deceyuable

countenaunce, my wretched life is yet prolonged

and doth continue in dolour. O my frendes why

haue you ſo often boſted me, ſayinge that I was

happy when I had honour, poſſeſſions riches, and

authoritie whych be tranſitory thynges. He that

hath fallen was in no ſtedfaſt degre.

N the mene while, that I ſtill record theſe

thynges with my ſelf, and marked my wepelie

complainte with office of poinčell : I ſaugh

ſtondyng aboven the hight of myn hed a woman

of full grete reverence, by ſemblaunt. Her eyen

brennyng, and clere, ſeying over the common

might of menne, with a lively colour, and with

ſoche vigour and ſtrength that it ne might not be

nempned, all were it ſo, that ſhe were full of ſo

grete age, that menne woulden not trowen in no

minere, that ſhe were of our elde.

The ſtature of her was of doutous Judge

mente, for ſometyme ſhe conſtrained and ſhronke

her ſelven, like to the common meſure of menne:

And ſometyme it ſemed, that ſhe touched the

heven with the hight of her hedde. And when

ſhe hove her hedde higher, ſhe perced the ſelf

heven, ſo that the fighte of menne lokyng was

in ydell : her clothes wer maked of right delie

thredes, and ſubtel craft of perdurable matter.

The whiche clothes ſhe had woven with her

owne handes, as I knewe well after by her ſelf

declaryng, and ſhewyng to me the beautie :

The whiche clothes a darkneſſe of a forleten and

diſpiſed elde had duſked and darked, as it is

wonte to darke by ſmoked Images.

In the nethereſt hemme and border of theſe

clºthes menne redde iwoven therein a Grekiſhe

A that ſignifieth the life active, and above that

letter in the hiett bordure, a Grekiſhe C. that

ſignifieth the life contemplatite. And betwenc

theſe two letters there were ſeen degrees nobly

wrought, in manner of ladders, by whiche degrees

menne might climben from the nethereſt letter

to the uppereſt: natheleſſe handes of ſome men

hadéen kerve that clothe, by violence or by

ſtrength, and the hygher parte wher the letter T.

was which is vnderſtand ſpeculacion or contem

placion, Neuertheleſs the hardes of ſome vyo

lente perſones had cut the ſayſke veſtures and

had taken awaye certayne pecis thereof, ſuch as

euery one coulde catch. And ſhe her ſelfe dyd

bare in her ryght hand litel bokes, and in her

lefte hande a ſcepter, which foreſayd phyloſophy

(when ſhe ſaw the muſes poetycal preſent*
Jed,

cloudie hath chaungcd her decevable chere to

mewarde, myne unpitous lie draweth along

ungreable dwellynges. O ye Iny trendes, what,

or whereto avaunted ye me to ben we full . For

he that hath fallin, Rode in no tedi.it degre.

HY (, E S that I confiderydde Fryuylye

with my ſelfe the thynges before ſay J,

and deſcrybed my wofull complaynte atter the

maner and offyce of a wrytter, me thought I

ſawe a woman ſtand ouer my head of a reuerend

countenaunce, hauyng quycke and glyſteryng

clere eyes, aboue the common ſorte of men in

Hyuely anddelectable coloure, andful of ſtrength,

although ſhe ſened ſo olde that by no meanes
ſhe is thought to be one of this oure tyme, her

ſtature is of doutetul knowledge, for nowe ſhe

thewethe herſel'e at the commen length or ſtatur

of men, and other whiles ſhe ſeneth ſo high,

as though ſhe touched heuen with the crown of

her hed. And when ſhe wold ſtretch fourth her

hed hygher, it alſo perced thorough heauen, ſo

that mens ſyghte coulde not attain to behold her.

Her veſtures or cloths were perſyt of the finyite

thredes, and ſubtyll workemanſhyp, and of ſub

ſtaurice permanent, whych veſtures ſhe had wo

uen with her own hands as I perceyued a ter by

her owne ſaiynge. The kynds or beawtye of the

whyche veſtures, a ccrtayne darkenes or rather

ignoraunce of oldenes forgotten hadde obſcuryd

and darkened, as the ſmoke is wont to darken

Images that ſtand nyghe the ſmoke. In the lower

parte of the ſaid veſtures was read the groke let

ter P. wouen whych ſignifyeth practiſe or actyfle,

ºnd in the hygher part of the veſtures the greke

letter. T. whych eſtandeth for theorica, that

ſignificth ſpeculacion or contemplation. And be

twene both the ſayd letters were ſene certayne

degrees, wrought after the maner cf ladders

wherein was as it were a paſſage or waye in

ſteppes or degrees from the lower part wher the

letter. P. was which is viderſtani from plays

or actyf, unto cvcriche manne of 'hem had borne

awaie ſoche peces, as he might getten. And

forſothe this foreſaicd worman bare male bokes

in her lighte hande, and in her left hand ſhe

bare a ſcepter. And when ſhe ſawe theſe Poeticall

muſes appochyng about my bed, and endityng

wordes to my wepynges, ſhe was a little amoved,

and glowed with cruell eyen. Who (qº ſhe)

hath ſuffered approchen to this ſilke ma:ne theſe

| c 2 J cornincin
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commen ſtrompettes, of which is the place that

menne callen Theatre, the whiche onely ne

aſſwagen not his ſorowes with remedies, but thei

would ſeden and noriſhe hyrn with ſwete venime?

Forſothe, that ben tho that with thornes, and

prickynges oftalentes of affeccions, whiche that

ben nothyng frustuous nor profitable, diſtroien

the Corne, plentuous of fruićtes of reſon. For

thei holden hertes of men in uſage, but thei ne

deliver no ſolke fro maladie. But if ye muſes

had withdrawen fro me with your flatteries any

unconnyng and unprofitable manne, as ben wont

to finde commenly emong the peple, I would well

ſuffre the laſſe grevouſly. For why, in foche an

unprofitable man myne ententes were nothyng

endamaged. But ye withdrowen fro me this man,

that hath ben nouriſhed in my ſtudies or ſcoles of

Fleaticis, and of Academicis in Grece. But go

eth now rather awaie ye Mermaidens, whiche

that ben ſwete, till it be at the laſt, and ſuffreth

this man to be cured and heled by my muſes,

that is to ſay, by my noteſull ſciences. And thus

this companie of muſes iblamed caſten wrothly

the chere dounward to the yerth, and ſhewing by

redneſſe ther ſhame, thei paſſeden ſorowfully

the threſholde. And I of whom the fight ploung

ed in teres was darked, ſo that I ne might not

know what that woman was, of ſo Imperial

aučthoritie, I woxe all abaſhed and ſtonied, and

caſt my ſight doune to the yerth, and began ſtill

for to abide what ſhe would doen atterward.

Then came ſhe nere, and ſet here doune upon the

uttermoſt corner of my bed, and ſhe beholdyng

my chere, that was caſt to the yerth, hevie and

grevous of wepyng, complained with theſe

wordes (that I ſhall ſaine) the perturbacion of

my thought. -

The concluſions of the As rRol At it.

This book (written to his ſon in the year of our

Lord 1391, and in the 14 of King Richard

II ) ſtandeth ſo good at this day, eſpecially for

the horizon of Oxford, as in the opinion of the

learned it cannot be amended, ſays an Edit, of

Chaucer.

certaine evidences thyne abylyte to lerne

ſcyences, touching nombres and proporcions, and

alſo well conſydre I thy beſye prayer in eſpecyal

to lerne the tretyſe of the aſtrolabye. Than for

as moche as a philoſopher faithe, he wrapeth

hym in his frende, that condiſcendeth to the

ryghtiull prayers of his frende : theriore I have

given the a ſufficient attrolabye for our orizont,

compowned after the latitude of Oxenforde :

upon the which by mediacion of this lytell tre.

tile, I purpoſe to teche the a certain nombre

of concluſions, pertainynge to this ſame inſtry

I YTEL Lowys my ſonne, I perceve well by

bed, ſpekyng ſorrowful wordes to my wepyngs,

beyng angry ſayd (with terrible or frownynge

countenaunce) who ſuffred theſe crafty harlottes

to tom to thys ſycke man 2 whych can help hym

by no means of hys griefe by any kind of medi

cines, but rather increaſe the ſame with ſwete

poyſon. Theſe be they that doo dyſtroye the

fertile and plentious comm dytyes of reaſon and

the fruytes thereof wyth their prickynge thornes,

or barren affectes, and accuſtome or ſubdue mens

myndes with fickenes, and heuynes, and do not

delyuer or heale them of the ſame. But yf your

flatterye had conueyed or wythdrawen from me,

any vnlernyd man as the comen forte of people

are wonte to be, I coulde haue ben better con

tentyd, for in that my worke ſhould not be hurt

or hynderyd. But you haue taken and conueyed

from me thys man that hath ben broughte vp

in the ſtudyes of Ariſtotel and of Plato. But yet

get you hence maremaids (that ſeme ſwete un

tyll you have broughte a man to deathe) and

ſuffer me to heale thys my man wyth iny muſes

or ſcyences that be holſome and good. And after

that philoſophy had ſpoken theſe wordes the ſayd

companye of the muſys poeticall beynge rebukyd

and ſad, caſte down their countenaunce to the

grounde, and by bluſſyng confeſſed their ſham

faſtnes, and went out of the dones. But I (that

had my ſight dull and blynd wyth wepyng, ſo

that I knew not what woman this hauying ſoo

great aucthoritie) was amaſyd or aftonyed, and

lokyng downeward, towarde the grounde, I be

gan pryvylye to look what thyng ſhe would ſaye

ferther, than ſhe had ſaid. Then ſhe approach

ing and draw.yng mere unto me, ſat downe vpon

the vttermoſt part of my bed, and lokyng vpon

my face ſad with weping, and declynyd toward

the earth for ſorow, beway led the trouble of my

minde with theſe ſayinges tolowynge.

ment. I ſay a certaine nombre of conciutions fo,

thre cauſes, the firſt cauſe is this. Truſle wel

that al the concluſions that have be founden, or

ells poſſiblye might be founde in ſo noble an in

ſtrument as in the aſtrolabye, ben unknowen

perſitely to anye mortal man in this region, as

I ſuppoſe. Another cauſe is this, that ſothely in

any cates of the aſtrolabye that I have yfene,

ther ben ſome concluſions, that wol not in al

thinges perſourme ther beheſtes: and ſome of hem

ben to harde to thy tender age of ten yere to con

ceve. This tretiſe divided in five partes, wil I

ſhºwe the wondir light rules and naked wordes

in Engliſhe, for Latime ne cantt thou nat yet but

ſingle, my litel ſonne. But nevertheleſſe ſuffiſeth

to the theſe trewe concluſions in Engliſhe, as

well as ſufficeth to theſe noble clerkes grakes

theſe ſame concluſions in greke, and to the Ara

bines in Arabike, and to Jews in Hebrewe, and

to the Latin folke in Latyn : whiche Latyn

folke
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ſolke had "hem firſte oute of other divers lan

guages, and write 'hem in ther owne tonge,

that is to faine in Latine.

And God wote that in all theſe languages and

in manye mo, have theſe concluſyons ben ſuffici

entlyelerned and taught, and yet by divers rules,

right as divers pathes leden divers falke the

right waye to Rome. -

Now wol I pray mekely every perſon diſcrete,

that redeth hereth or his lityl treatiſe to have

my rude ententing excuſed, and my ſuperfluite

of wordes, for two cauſes. The firſt cauſe is,

for that curious endityng and hard ſentences is

ful hevy at ones, for ſuch a childe to lerne. And

the ſeconde cauſe is this, that ſothely me ſemeth

better to written unto a child twiſe a gode ſen

tence, than he foriete it ones. And, Lowis, if

it be ſo that I ſhewe the in my lith Engliſhe, as

trew concluſions touching this mater, and not

only as trewe but as many and ſubtil concluſions

as ben yſhewed in latin, in any comon tretiſe of

the aſtrolabye, conne me the more thanke, and

praye God'ſave the kinge, that is lorde of this

langage, and all that him faith bereth, and

obeleth everich in his degree, the more and the

laſe. But conſydreth well, that I ne uſurpe not

to have founden this werke of my labour or of

myne engin. I n'ame but a leude compilatour

of the laboure of olde aſtrologiens, and have it

tranſlated in myn engliſhe onely for thy doctrine:

and with this ſwerde ſhal I ſlene envy.

The firſt party.

The firſt partye of this tretiſe ſhall reherce the

figures, and the membres of thyne aſtrolabye, by

cauſe that thou ſhalte have the greter knowinge

ef thine owne inſtrument.

The ſeconde party.

The ſeconde partye ſhal teche the to werken

the very practike of the foreſaid concluſions, as

feriorthe and alſº narowe as may be ſhewed in

ſo male an inſtrument portatiſe aboute. For

wel wote every aſtrologien, that ſmalleſt frac

tion, he wol not be ſhewed in ſo ſmal an inſtru

meat, as in ſubtil tables calculated for a cauſe.

The Prologue of the Test AM ent of LOVE.

A NY men there ben, that with eres

openly ſprad ſo moche walowen the

celiciouſneſſe of jeſtes and of ryme, by queint

knittinge coloures, that of the godeneſſe or of

the badneſſe of the ſentence take they litel hede

ºr els none.

Sothelye dulle witte and a thoughtfulle ſoule

ſo fore have mined and graffed in my ſpirites,

that ſoche craft of enditinge wol nat ben of mine

acquaintaunce. And for rude wordes and boiltous

percen the herte of the heer to the inreſt Point,

and planten there the ſentence of thinges, to

that with ſitel helpe it is able to ſpring, this

boke, that nothyrge hath of the grete flode of

wytte, no of ſemelyche colours, is dolven with

rude wordes and boitous, and ſo drawe togičer

to maken the catchers therof hen the more redy

to hent ſenterce.

Some men there ben, that painten with co

lours riche and ſome with wers, as with red

inke, and ſome with coles and chalke : and yet is

there gode matter to the leude people of thylke

chalkye purtreyture, as 'hem thinketh for the

time, and alterward the ſyght of the better co

lours yeven to 'hem more joye for the firſt leude

neſſe. So ſothly this leude clowdy cccuracyon

is not to prayſe, but by the leude, for comenly
leude leudeneſſe commendeth. Eke it ſhal

yeve ſight that other precyous thynges ſhall be

the more in reverence. In Latin and French

hath many ſoveraine wites had grete delyte to

endite, and have many noble thinges ſulfilde but

certes there ben ſome that ſpeken ther poiſye

mater in Frenche, of whiche ſpeche the Frenche

men have as gode a fantaſye as we have in

heryng of Frenche mens Frgliſhe. And many

termes there ben in Engliſhe, whiche unneth

we Engliſhe men connen declare the know

leginge: howe ſhould than a Frenche man

borne ſoche termcs connejumpere in his mat

ter, but as the jay chattereth Engliſhe. Right

ſo truely the underſtandyn of Engliſhmen wol

not ſtretche to the privie termes in Frenche,

what, ſo ever we botten of ſtraunge langage.

Let than clerkes enditen in Latin, for they have

the propertie of ſcience, and the knowinge in

that facultie : and lette Frenche men in their

Frenche alſo enditen ther queint termes, for it

is kyndely to ther mouthe, and let us ſhewe

our fantaſies in ſuch wordes as we lerneden of

our dame's toºge. And although this boke by

lytel thank worthy for the leudneſſe iu travaile,

yet ſoch writing exiten men to thiike thinges

that ben neceſſarie: for every man therby may

as by a perpetual myrrour ſene the vices or ver

tues of other, in whyche thynge lightly may be

conceved to eſchue perils, and neceſſaries to

catch, aſter as aventures have fallen to other

people or perſons.

Certes the ſoverainſt thinge of deſire and moſt

creture reſonable, have or els ſhuld have full

appetite to ther perfeceyon: unreſonable beſtcs

mowen not, ſithe the reſon hath in 'hem no work

inge : than reſonable that wol not, is compari

ſoned to unreſonable, and made lyke "hein.

Porſo he the moſt ºveraine and finall perfeccion

of man is in knowynge of a ſothe, withouten

any entent decevable, and in love of ore very

God, that is inchaungcable, that is to know,

and love his creatcur.

Nowe principally the mene to brynge in know

leging and lovynge his creatour, is the conſider

acycn of thynges made by the creatour, wher

through by thylke thinges that ben made, under
ſtondynge here to our wyttes, arne the unſene

pyvities of God made to us ſyghtfull ind knew:

inge, in our contemplacion and*:
- - '..cle
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Theſe thrges than forſothe moche bringen us to

the ful knowleginge ſothe, and to the parfyte

love of the maker of hevenly thynges. Lo! Da

vid faith : thou haſte delited me in makinge, as

who faith, to have delite in the tune how God

hath lent me in conſideration of thy makinge.

Wherof Ariſtotle in the boke de Animalibus,

faith to naturell philoſophers: it is a grete lik

ynge in love of knowinge their cretoure; and alſo

in knowinge of cauſes in kindelyethynges, con

fidrid forſothe the formes of kindelyethinges and

the ſhap, a gret kyndely love we ſhulde have to

the werkman that 'hem made. The crate of a

werkman is ſhewed in the werk. Herefore tru

lie the philoſophers with a lyvely ſtudie manie

noble thinges, righte precious, and worthy to

memroye, writen, and by a gret ſwet and tra

vaille to us leften of cauſes the properties in na

tures of thing s, to whiche thericre philoſophers

it was more joy, more lykinge, more herty luſt

in kindely vertues and matters of reſon the per

ſection by buſy ſtudy to knowe, than to have

had al the treafour, al the richeſſe, al the vaine

glory, that the paſſed emperours, princes, or
kinges hadden. Therfore the names of them

in theboke of perpetuall memorie in vertue and

pece arne writen , and in the contrarie, that is

to ſaine in Styxe the foule pitte of helle arne

thilke preſſed that ſoch godenes hated. And bi

cauſe this boke ſhall be of love, and the prime

cauſes of ſtering in that doinge with paſſions and

dºſes for wantinge of deſire, I wil that this

boke be cleped the teſtament of love.

But nowe thou reder, who is thiſke that will

not in ſcorne laughe, to bere a eware or elshalfe

a man, ſay he wil rende out the ſwerde of Her

cules handes, and alſo he ſhulde ſet Hercules

Gades a mile you fe; ther, and over that he had

i. of ſtrengll to pull up the ſpere, that A

iſander the noble might never wagge, and that

paſſinge al thinge to ben naytter of Fraunce by

night, there as the nºble gracious Edwarde the

thirde for al his gret proweſſe in victories ne

might al yet conquere?

Ceites I wote well, ther ſhall be made more

fºorne and jape of me, that I ſo unworthely

clothed altceithcrim the cloudie cloude of uncor

ning, wil putten me in prees to ſpeak of love,

or els of the cauſes in that matter, fithen al the

gºettch clerkes han had ync ugh to don, and as

who ſaith gathered up cleretoforne them, and

with ther ſharp tithes of conning al mowen and

made therof grete rekcs and noble, ful of al

..plenties to fade me and many an other. Envye

to::cthe commendeth noughte his reſon, that he

hath in hain, be it never ſo truſty. And although

theſe noble repers, as gode wºrk men and worthy
ster hier, han al draw andbounde up in the ſheves,

and made many ſhockes, yet have I enſample to

gater the ſmale cromines, and fullin ma walet

ºf tho that ſalien from the bourde among the

fºr alie houndes, notwithſtonding the ti availe of

the ºlinoigner, that hath draw up in the cloth
at the envillaiſes, as trenchours, and the releſe

to bers to the clineſe. Yet al., have I leve of

the noble huſbande Boece, although I be a

ſtraunger of conninge to come after his doctrine,

and theſe grete workmen, and glene may hand.

fuls of the ſhedynge after their handes, and yf me

faile ought of my ful, to encreſe my porcion with

that I ſhal drawe by privyties out of ſhockes; a

flye ſervaunte in his owne helpe is often moche

commended; knowynge of trouthe in cauſes of

thynges, was more hardier in the firſte fechers,

and ſo ſayth Ariſtotle, and lighter in us that han

folowed after. For ther paſſing ſtudy han freſhed

our wittes, and oure underſtondynge han excit

ed in conſideracion of trouth by ſharpenes of ther

reſons. Utterly theſe thinges be no dremes ne

japes, to throwe to hogges, it is lyfelych mete for

children of trouth, and as they me betiden whan

I pilgramed out of my kith in wintere, whan

the wether out of meſure was boittous, and the

wyld wynd Boreas, as this kind aſketh, with

dryinge coldes maked the wawes of the crean te

ſo to ariſe unkindely over the common bankes

that it was in point to ſpill all the erthe.

The Prologues of the Canterbury Tales

of CHAUCER, from the MSS.

HEN that Aprilis with his ſhouris ſote,

The drought of March had percid to the

rote,

And bathid every veyn in ſuch licour,

Of which vertue engendrid is the flour.

When Zephyrus eke, with his ſwete breth

Enſpirid hath, in every holt and heth

The tender croppis; and that the yong Sunn

Hath in the Ramm has halve cours yrunn;

And frnale foulis makin melodye,

That ſlepin alle nighte with opin eye,

(So prickith them nature in ther corage)

Then longin folk to go on pilgrimage:

And palmers for to ſekin ſtrange ſtrondes,

To ſervin hallowes couth in fondry londes:

And ſpecially fro every ſhir’is end

Of England, to Canterbury they wend,

The holy blisfull martyr for to ſeke,

That then hath hoſpin, whan that thee were

ſeke.

Befell that in that ſeſon on a day

In Southwerk at the Tabbed as I lay,

Redy to wendin on my pilgrimage

To Canterbury, with devote corage,

At night wer come into that hoſtery

Wele nine and twenty in a cumpany

Of fundrie folk, by aventure yfall

In elaſhip ; and pilgrimes wer they all;

That toward Canterbury wouldin ride.

The chambers and the ſtablis werin wide,

And well we werin efid at the beſt:

And ſhortly whan the ſunne was to reſt,

So had Î ſpokin with them everych one,

That I was of ther claſhip anone :

And made forwald erli for to riſe,

To take our weye, ther as I did deviſe.

But nathleſs while that I have time and ſpace

Er' that I farther in this tale Fabe,

Methinkith it accordaunt to reſon,

To tell you alle the condition Of
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f ech of them, ſo as it ſemid me.

And which they werin, and of what degree,
nd eke in what array that they wer in :

nd at a knight then woll I firſt begin.

The KN i G. H. T.

A knight ther was, and that a worthy man,

That fro the time that he firſt began

To ridin out, he lovid Chevalrie,

Trouth and honour, fredome and curteſy.

Full worthy was he in his lord'is werre,

And thereto had he riddin name more ferre

As well in Chriſtendom, as in Hethneſs;

And evyr honoured for his worthineſs.

At Aleſſandre’ he was whan it was won ;

Full oſt timis he had the bordbegon

Abovin alle naciquns in Pruce :

In Lettow had he riddin, and in Luce,

No Chriſten-man ſo oft of his degree

In Granada; in the ſege had he be

Of Algezir, and ridd in Belmary ;

At Leyis was he, and at Sataly,

Whan that they wer won; and in the grete ſee

At many'a noble army had he be:

At mortal battails had he ben fiftene,

And foughtin for our feith at Trameſene,

In liſtis thrys, and alwey ſlein his ſo.

This ilke worthy knight had been alſo

Sometimis with the lord of Palathy,

Ayens anothir hethin in Turky :

And evirmere he had a ſov’rane prize;

And though that he was worthy, he was wiſe $

And of his port as meke as is a maid,

He nevir yet no villany ne ſaid

In all his life unto no manner wight:

He was a very parfit gentil knight.

But for to tellin you of his array,

His hors wer good; but he was nothing gay,

Of fuſtian he werid a gipon,

Aſle beſmottrid with his'haburgeon.

For he was late yeome from his viage,

And wente for to do his pilgrimage.

The House of F A M E.

The firſt Boke.

OW herkia, as I have you ſaied,

What that I mette or I abraied,

Of December the tenith daie,

When it was night, to ſlepe I laie,

Right as I was wonte ſo to doen,

And fill aſlepe wondir ſome,

As he that was werie forgo

9a pilgrimage milis two

To the corps of ſaina Leonarde,

To makin lithe that erſt was hards.

But as me ſlept me mette I was

Within a temple imade of glas,

* whiche there werein mo images

9 golde, ſtandyng in ſondrie ſtages,

te in mo riche tabirnacles,

*d with perre mo pinnacles,

"d mo curious portraituris,
And queint manir of figuris

Q fgolde worke, then I ſaw evir.

But certainly I n'iſt nevir

Where that it was, but well wiſl I

It was of Venus redily

This temple, for in purtreiture

I ſawe anone right her figure

Nakid yńetyng in a ſe,

And alſo on her bedde parde

Her roſy garland white and redde,

And her combe for to kembe her hedde,

Her dovis, and Dan Cupido

Her blinde ſonne, and Vulcano,

That in his face ywas full broune.

But as I romid up and dounne,

I founde that on the wall there was

Thus written on a table' of bras.

I woll now ſyng, if that I can,

The armis, and alſo the man,

That firſt came through his deſtine

Fugitiſe fro Troye the countre

Into Itaile, with full moche pine,

Unto the ſtrondis of Lavine,

And tho began the ſtorie' anone,

As I ſhall tellin you echone.

Firſt ſawe I the diſtruccion

Of Troie, thorough the Greke Sinon,

With his falſe untrue forſwerynges,

And with his chere and his leſynges,

That made a horſe, brought into Troye,

By whiche Trojans loſte all ther joye:

And aftir this they graved, alas!

How Ilions caſtill aſſailed was,

And won, and kyng Priamus ſlain,

And Polites his ſonne certain,

Diſpitouſly of Dan Pyrrus.

And next that ſawe I how Venus,

When that ſhe ſawe the caſtill brende,

Doune from hevin ſhe gan deſcende,

And bade her ſonne AEneas fle,

And how he fled, and how that he

Eſcapid was from all the pres,

And toke his father' old Anchiſes,

And bare hym on his back awaie,

Crying alas and welawaiel

The whiche Anchiſes in his hande,

Bare tho the goddis of the lande

I mene thiike that unbrendid were.

Then ſawe I next that all in fere

How Creuſa, Dan AEneas wife,

Whom that he lovid all his life,

And her yong ſonne clepid Julo,

And eke Aſcanius alſo,

Fleddio eke, with full drerie chere,

That it was pitie for to here,

And in a foreſt as thei went

How at a tournyng of a went

Creuſa was iſoſte, alas !

That rede aot I, how that it was

How he her fought, and how her ghoſte

Bad hyrn to flie the Grekis hotte,

And ſaied he muſt into Itaile,

As was his deſtine, ſaues faile,

That it was pitie for to here,

When that her ſpirite gan appere,

The wordis that ſhe to Hin faied,

And for to kepe her ſonne hyin praic d.

There
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There ſawe I gravin eke how he

Miis fathir eke, and his meine,

With his ſhippis began to ſaile

Toward the countrey of ſtaile,

As ſtreight as ere thei might in go.

There ſawe I eke the, cruil Juno,

That art Dan Jupiter his wife,

That haſtihatid all thy life

Mercileſs all the Trojan blode,

Rennin and crie as thou were wode

On AEolus, the god of windes,

To blowin out of alle kindes

So loude, that he ſhould ydrenche

Lorde and ladie, and grome, and wenche

Of all the Trojanis nacion,

Without any' of their ſavacion.

There ſawe Iſoche tempeſt ariſe,

That every herte might agriſe

To ſe it paintid on the wall.

There ſawe I eke gravin withall,

Venus, how ye, my ladic deie,

Ywepying with full woful chere

Yprayid Jupiter on hie,

To ſave and kepin that navie

Of that dere Trojan AFneas,"

Sithins that he your ſonne y was.

Gode counſaile of Ch AU c E. R.

LIE frothe preſs and dwell with ſothfaſteſſe,

Sufiſe untothy gode though it be ſmall,

For horde hath hate, and climbyng tikilneſſe,

Prece hath envie, and wele it brent oer all,

Savour no morn then the behovin ſhall,

Rede well thyſelf, that other folke canſt

rede,

And trouthe the ſhall delivir it "is no drede.

Paine the not eche crokid to redreſſe,

In truſt of her that tournith as a balle,

Grete reſt ſtandith in liti! buſineſſe,

Beware alſo to ſpurn again a malle,

Strive not as doith a crocke with a walle,

Demith thy ſelf that demiſt othir's dede,

And trouche the ſhall delivir it is no drede.

That the is ſent receve in buxomeneſſe ;

The wraſtlying of this worlde aſkith a fall ;

Here is no home, here is but wildirneſſe,

For the pilgrim, forthe o beſt out of thy fall,

Loke up on high, and thank thy God of all,

Weivith thy luſte and let thy ghoſt the

lede,

And trouthe the ſhall delivir, it is no drede.

Balade of the village without paintyng.

HIS wretchid world'is tranſmutacion

As wele and wo, nowe pore, and now

honour,

Without order or due diſcrecion

Governid is by fortun'is errour,

But natheleſſe the lacke of her favour

Ne maie not doe me ſyng though that I die,

J'ay tout perdu, montemps & labeur

For finally fortune I doe defie.

Yet is me left the ſight of my reſoun

To knowin frende fro fre in thy mirrour,

So moche hath yet thy tournyng up and doum,

I taughtin me to knowin in an hour,

But truily no force of thy reddour

To hym that ovir hymſelf hath maiſtrie,

My ſuffſaunceyſhal be my ſuccour,

For finally fortune I do defie.

O Socrates, thou ſtedfaſt champion,

She ne might nevir be thy turmentour,

Thou nevir dreddiſt her oppreſſion,

Ne in her chere foundin thou do favour,

Thou knew wele the diſceipt of her colour,

And that her moſte worſhip is to lie,

I know her eke a falſe diſfimulour,

For finally fortune I do defie.

The anſwere of Fortune.

No man is wretchid but hymſelf it wene,

He that yhath hymſelf hath ſuffiſaunce,

Why ſaieſt thou then I am to the ſo kene,

That haſt thy ſelf out of my govirnaunce *

Saie thus grant mercie of thin habundance,

That thou haſt lent or this, thou ſhalt aot

ſtrive,

What woſt thou yet how I the woll avaunce?

And eke thou haſt thy beſte frende alive.

I have the taught diviſion betwene

Frende of effecte, and frende of countinaunce,

The nedith not the galle of aa hine,

That curith eyin derke for ther penaunce,

Now ſeeſt thou clere that wer in ignoraunce,

Yet holt thine anker, and thoumaieſt arive

There bountie bereth the key of my ſub

ſtaunce,

And eke thou haſle thy beſte frende alive.
How many have I refuſed to ſuſtene,

Sith I have the foſtrid in thy pleſaunce 2

Wolt thou then make a ſtatute on thy quene,

That I ſhall be aie at thine ordinaunce 2

Thou born art in my reign of variaunce,

About the whole with othir muſt thou drive

My lore is bet, then wicke is thy grevaunce,

And eke thou haſt thy beſte frende alive.

The anſwere to Fortune.

Thy lore I dampne, it is adverſitie,

My frend maiſt thou not revin blind goddeſſe,

That I thy friendis knowe I thank it the.

Take 'hem again, let 'hem go lie a preſſe,

The nigardis in kepying ther richeſſe

Pronoſtike is thou wolt ther toure affaile,

Wicke appetite cometh aie before ſickneſſe,

In generall this rule ne maie not faile.

Fortune,

Thou pinchiſt at my mutabilitie,

For I the lent a droppe of my richeſſe,

And now me likith to withdrawin me,

Why ſhouldiſt thou my roialtie oppreſſe ?

The ſe maie ebbe and flowin more and leſſe,

The welkin hath might to ſhine, rain and

haile,

Right ſo muſt I kithin my brotilneſſe,

In generall this rule pe maie not faile,
The
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The Plaintiffe.

Lo, the execution of the majeſtie,

That all the purveighith of his rightwiſeneſſe,

That ſame thyng fortune yelepinye,

Ye blindé beſtis full of luděneſs |

The heven hath prépirtie of ſkirneſs,

This worldé hath evir reſtleſſe travaile,

The laſt daie is the ende ofmyne entreſſe,

In general this rule ne mai not faile.

Th" envoye of Fortune.

Princes I praie you of your gentilneſſe,

Let not this man and me thus crie and plain,”

And I ſhall quittin you this buſineſſe,

And if ye liſte releve hym of his pain,

Praie ye his beſt trende of his nobleneſſe,

That to ſome bettir ſtate he may attain.

Lydgate was a monk of Bury, who wrote a

bout the ſame time with Chaucer. Out of his

prologue to his third Book of the Fall of Princes

a few ſtanzas are ſelected, which, being com

pared with the ſtyle of his two contemporaries

will ſhow that our Language was then not writ

ten by caprice, but was in a ſettled ſtate.

IKE a pilgrime which that goeth on foote,

And hath none horſe to releue his trauayle,

Whote, drye and wery, and may find no bote

Of wel cold whan thruſt doth hym aſſayle,

Wine nor licour, that may to hym auayle,

Tight ſo fare which in my buſineſſe,

No ſuccour fynde my rudenes to redreſſe.

I meane as thus, l have no freſh licour

Out of the conduites of Calliope,

Nor through Clio in rhetorike no floure,

In my labour for to refreſh me: -

Nor of the ſuſters in noumber thriſe three,

Which with Cithera on Parnaſo dwell,

They neuer gave me drink once of their wel.

Nor of theyr ſpringes clere and chriſtalline,

That ſprange by touchyng of the Pegaſe,

Their Fauour lacketh my making ten lumine

I fynde theyr bawme of ſo great ſcarcitie,

To tame their tunnes with ſome drop of plentie

For Poliphemus throw his great blindnes,

Hath in me derked of Argus the brightnes.

Our life here ſhort of wit the great dulnes

The heuy ſoule troubled with trauayle,

And of memorye the glaſyng brotelhes,

Drede and vncunning haue made a ſtrong batail

With werines my ſpirits to affayle.

And with their ſubtil creping in moſt quient

Hath made my ſpirit in makyng for to feint.

And ouermore, the ferefull frowardnes

Of my ſtepmother called obliuion,

Hath a baſtyll of foryetfulnes,

To ſtop the paſſage, and ſhadow my reaſon

That I might have no clere dirección,

ln tranſlating of new to quicke me,

Stºries to write of olde antiquite.

Thus was I let and ſtode in double werre

* the metype of ſcarcigl waye, tweyne,

The one was this, who euer liſt to lere,

Whereas good wyll gan me conſtrayne;

Bochastaccompliſh for to doe my payne,

Came ignoraunce, with a menace of drede,

My penne to reſt I durſt not procede.

Forteſcue was chief juſtice of the Common

Pleas, in the reign of king Henry VI. He re

tired in 1471. after the battle of Tewkeſbury,

and probably wrote moſt of his works in his pri

vacy. The following paſſage is ſelected from

his book of the Difference between an abſolute

and limited Mouarchy.

H. may peradventure be marvelid by ſome

men, why one Realme is a Lordſhyp on

ly Kºyal, and the Prynce thereof rulyth'yt by

his Law, callid jur Regale, and another Kyng

dome is a Lordichip, Royall and Politike, and

the Prince theaeof rulyth by a Lawe, callyd fur

Pºliticum & Regale ; ſythen thes two Princes

beth of egall Aſtate. -

To this dowte it may be anſwervd in this

manner ; the firſt Inſtitution of thes twoo

Rea'mys, upon the Incorporatiºn of them, is

the cauſe of this diverſyte.

Wh.n Nembroth by Might, for his own

Glorye, made and incorporate the firſt Realme,

and ſubduyd it to hymſelf by Tyrannye, he

would not have it governyd by any other Rule

or Lawe, but by his own Will; by which and

for th’ accompliſhment thereof he made it.

And therfor, though he has thus made a Realme,

holy Scripture denyyd to cal hym a Kyng, guid

Rex dicitur a Regendo i Whych thyng The Ryd

not, but oppreſſy, the People by Myght, and

therfor he was a Tyrant, and calid Prinus Ty

rannorum. But holy Writ callith hym Rebuffur

*enator coram Deo. For as the hunter takyth

the wyld beſte for to ſcle and eate hym, ſo Nem

broth ſubduyd to him the people with Might,

to have their ſervice and their goods, uſing upon

them the Lordſchip that is calid, Dominium Re

gale tantum. After him Belus that was calid

firſt a Kyng, and after hym his Sonne Nymus,

and after hym other Panyms ; They, by Exam

ple of Nembroth, made them Realmys, would

not have thern rulyd by other Lawys than by

their own Wills. Which Lawys been right good

under good Princes; and their Kyngdom, a then

moſt reſembled to the Kingdome of God, which

reynith upon Man, rulyng him by his own will.

Wherfore many Cryſtyn Prince uſen the ſame

Lawe; and therfor it is, that the Lawys ſayen,

Quºd Principi placuit Legi, habet vigorem And

thus I ſuppoſe firſt begane in Realmys, Domi

nium tantum Regale. But afterward, when Man

kynd was more manuete, and better dupoyd

to Vertue, Grete Coimmunalties, as was the

Feliſhip, that cane into this Lond with B, ute,

wyllyng to be unyed and made a Body Politike

callid a Realme, havying an Heed to governe it;

as after the Saying of the Philoſopher, every

Communaltie unyed of many parts muſt needs

have an Hsed; than they chºſe the latne Bºute

| f | to
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to be their Heed and Kyng. And they and he

upon this Incorporation and Inſtitution, and on
Yng of themſelf into a Realme, ordeynyd the

ſame Realme ſo to be rulyd and juſly; yd by

ſuch Lawys, as they ai would aſſent unto; which

Law therfor is callid Politicum, and by cauſe it

is mynyſtrid by a Kyng, it is callid Regal, D2

minium Pºliticum dicitur quaſi Regime", plurium

Scientia, ſive Cºſio miniſtratum. The Kyng

of Scotts reynith upon his People by this Lawe,
videlicer, Regimine Pºlitico & Regali. And as

Diºdorus Syculus faith, in his Boke deifrºſt:
Hiſtorii, The Realme of Frypte is rulid by the

fame Law, ond therfor the Kyng theroſ chaung

ith not his Lawes, without the Allent of his

People. Ard in like forme as he ſath is ruli:
the Kyngdome of Saba, in Felici Arabia, and

the Lond of Libie ; And alſo the more parte of

aſ the Realmys in Afrike, which manner of

Rule and Lordſhip, the ſayd Diodorus in that

Boke, prayſith gretely, For it is not only good

fºr the Prince, that may thereby the more
fewerly do juſtice, than by his own Arbitriment;

but it is alſo good for his People that recey've

therby, ſuch Juſtice as they defyer themſelf.

Now as me fey meth, it ys ſhewyd opinly ynough,

why one Kyng rulyth and reynith on his People

Pominio tantum Regali, and that other reynith

Domínio Politico & Rega'i. For that one Kyng

dome beganne, of and by, the Might of the

Prince, and that other beganne, by the Defler

and Inſtitution of the People of the ſame Prince.

Of the works of Sir Thomas Mºre it was ne

ceſſary to give a larger ſpecimen, both becauſe

our language was then in a great degree formed

and ſettled, and becauſe it appears from Ben
Jºhnſon, that his works were conſidered as mo

gels of pure and elegant ſtyle. The tale, which

is placed firſt, becauſe earlieſt written, will ſhow

what an attentive reader will, in peruſing our

old writers, often remark, that the familiar and

colloquial part of our language, being diſuſed a

mong thoſe claſſes who had no ambition of re

finement, or affectation of novelty, has ſuffered
very little change. There is another reaſon why

the extracts from this author are more copious:

his works are carefully and correctly printed, and

may therefore te better truſted than any other

edition of the Englift books of that or the pre

ceding ages.

A merry ieſt how a ſergeaunt would learne to

playe the frere. Written by maiſter Thomas

More in hys youth.

YSE men alway,

Affyrme and ſay,

That beſt is ſor a man: ,

Diligently,

For to apply,

The buſines that he can,

And in no wyſe,

To enterpryſe,

An other facultc.,

For he that wyll,

And can no ſkyli,

is neuer like to the.

He that hath laſte,

The hoſters craſte,

And falſeth to making ſhone

The ſmythe that ſhall,

To payntyng fall,

His thrift is well nigh done.

A blacke draper.

With whyte paper,

To goe to writyng ſcole,

An olde butler, -

Becum a cutler,

I wene ſhall proue a ſole.

And an olde trot,

That can I wot,

Nothyng but kyſſe the cup,
With her phyſick,

Wilkene ene ficke,

Tyli ſhe haue ſouſed hym vp.

A man of awe,

That neuer ſawe.

The wayes to bye and ſell.

Wenyng to ryſe,

By marchaundiſe,

I wiſh to ſpede hym well.

A marchaunt eke,

That wyll goo ſeke,

By all the meanes he may,

To fall in ſute,

Tyll he diſpute,

His money cleane away,

Pietying the lawe,
For every ſtrawe,

Shall proue a thrifty man,

With bate and ſtrife,

But by my life,

I cannot tell you whan.
Whan an hatter

Wyll go ſmatter,

In philoſophy,

Or a pedlar,

Ware a medlar,

In theology,

All that enſue,

Such craftes new,

They driue ſo farre a caſt,

That euermore,

They do therfore,

Beſhrewe themſelfe at laſt.

This thing was tryed

And vereſyed,

Here by a ſergeaunt late,

That thriftly was, -

Or he could pas,

Rapped about the pate,

Whyle that he would

See how he could,

A little play the frere:

Now yf you wyll,

Knowe how it ſyll,

Take hede and ye ſhall here.

It happed ſo,

Not long ago.

A thrifty man there dyed,

An hundred pounde,

Of
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Of nobles rounde,

That he had layd a ſide :

His ſonne he wolde,

Should haue this golde,

For to beginne with all:

But to fuſfile

His chylde, well thriſe,

Tnat money was to ſmal.

Yet or this day

I have hard ſay,

That many a man certeſſe,

Hath with good caſt,

Beryche at laſt,

That hath begunne with leſſe.

But this young mane,

$o well beganne,

His money to imploy,Thatº, ploy

His policy,

To ſee it was a joy,

For left ſum blaſt,

Myght ouer caſt,

His ſhip, or by miſchaunce,

Men with ſum wile,

Myght hym begyle,

And miniſh his ſubſtaunce,

For to put out,

All maner dout,

He made a good puruay,

For euery whyt,

By his owne wyt,

And toke an other way;

Firſt fayre and wele,

Therof much dele,

He dygged it in a pot,

But then him thought

That way was nought.

And there he left it not.

So was he faine,

From thence agayne,

To put it in a cup,

And by and by,

Couetouſly,

He ſupped it fayre up,

In his owne breſt,

He thought it beſt,

His money to encloſe,

Then wiſt he well,

What euer fell,

He could it neuer loſe.

He borrowed then,

Of other men,

Money and marchaundiſe:

Neuer payd it, ,

up he ſaid it,

In like maner wyſe.

Yet on the gere,

That he would were,

He reight not what he ſpent.

So it were nyce,

As for the price,

Could him not miſcontcut,

With luſty ſporte,

And with reſort,

Of ioly company,

la mirth and play,

Full many a day,

He lived merely.

And men had ſworne,

Some man is borne,

To haue a lucky howre,

And ſo was he,

For ſuch degre,

He gat and ſuche honour,

That without dout,

Whan he went out,

A ſergeaunt well and fayre,

Was redy ſtrayte,

On him to wayte,

As ſone as on the mayre.

But he doubtleſſe,

Of his mekeneſſe,

Hated ſuch pompe and pride,

And would not go,

Companied ſo,

But drewe himſelf a ſide,

To St. Katharine,

Streight as a line,

He gate him at a tyde,

For deuocion,

Or promocion,

There would he medes abyde.

There ſpent he fań,

Till all were paſt,

And to him came there meny,

To aſk theyr det,

But none could get,

The valour of a peny.

With viſage ſtout,

Fie bare it out,

Euen unto the harde hedge.

A month or twaine,

Tyll he was faine,

To laye his gowne to pledge.

Than was he there,

In greater feare,

Than ere that he came thither,

And would as ſayne,

JDepart againe, -

But that he wiſt not whither.

Than after this,

To a frende of his,

He went and there abode,

Where as he lay,

So ſick alway,

He myght not come abrode.

It happed than,

A marchaunt innn,

That he ought money to,

Of an Officere,

Than gan enquere, -

what him was beſt to do.

And he anſwerde,

Be not aferde,

Take an accion therfore,

I you beheſte,

I ſhall hym reſte,

And than care for no more.

I feare quod he,

It wyll not º t come out

- not CO y
For he *: f : ] . The
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The ſergeaunt ſaid,

Be not afrayd,

It ſhall be brought about.

In many a gamc,

Lyke to the ſame,

Haue 1 bene well in wre.

And for your ſake,

Let me be bake,

But yf I do this cure.

Thus part they both,

And foorth then goth,

A pace this officere,

And for a day,

All his array,

He chaunged with a frere.

So was he dight.

Tha no man might,

Hym for a frere deny,

He dopped and dooked,

He ſpake and looked,

So religiouſly.

Yet in a glaſſe,

Or he would paſſe,

He toted and he peered,

His harte for pryde,

Lepte in his ſyde,

To ſee how well he freercd.

Than forth a pace,

Unto a place,

He goeth withouten ſhame

To do this dede,

But now take hede,

For here begynneth the game.

He drew hymny,

And ſoftely,

Streyght at the dore he knocked:

And a dam ell,

That hard hym well,

There came and it unlocked.

The frere ſayd,

Good ſpede ſayre mayd,

Here lodgeth ſuch a man,

It is told me:

Well ſyr quoth ſhe,

And yf he do what than.

Quoth he may ſtreſſe,

No harm doutlefie ;

. It longeth for our order,

To hurt no man;

But as we can,

Euery wight to ſorder.

With hym truly,

Fayne ſpeake would I.

Sir quod ſhe by my ſay,

He is ſo ſike,

Ye be not like,

To ſpeake with hym to day.

Quoth he fayre may,

Yet l you pray,

This much at my deſire,

Vouchſaſe to do,

As go hym to,

And ſay au auſten frere

Would with hym ſpeke,

And matters breake,

For his auayle certayn,

Quod ſhe I wyll,

Stonde ye here ſtyll,

Till I come downe agayn.

Vp is ſhe go,

And told hym ſo,

As ſhe was bode to ſay,

He miſtruſtying,

No maner thyng,

Sayd mayden go thy way,

And fetch him hyder,

That we togyder,

May talk: A downe ſhe gothe,

Vp ſhe him brought,

No harme ſhe thought,

But it made ſome folke wrothe.

This officere,

This fayned frere,

When he was come aloft,

He dopped than,

And grete this man,

Religiouſly and oft,

And he agayn,

Ryght glad and ſayn,

Toke him there by the hande,

The frere than ſayd,

Ye be diſmayed,

With trouble I underſtande,

In dede quod he,

It hath with me,

Bene better than it is.

Syr quod the frere,

Be of good chere,

Yet ſhall it aſter this.

But I would now,

Comen with you,

In counſayle yf you pleaſe,

Or elly's nat

Of matters that

Shall ſet your heart at eaſe,

Bowne went the mayd,

The marchaunt ſayd,

Now ſay on gentle frere,

Of thys tydyng

That ye me bryng,

I long full ſore to here.

Whan there was none,

But they alone,

The frere with euyll grace

Seyd, I reſt the,

Come on with me,

And out he toke his mace:

Thou ſhalt obay,

Come on thy way,

f have the in my clouche.

Thou goeſt not hence,

For all the penſe,

The mayre hath in his pouche,

This marchaunt there,

For wrath and fere,

He waxyng welnygh wood,

Sayd horſon theſe,

With a miſcheſe,

Who hath taught the thy good,

And with his firſt,

Vroa the lyſt,

-

HC
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He gaue him ſuch a blow,

That backward downe,

Almoſt in ſowne,

The frere is overthrow.

Yet was this man,

Well fearder than,

Leſt he the frere had ſlayne,

Tyll with good rappes,

And heauy clappes,

He dawde hym vp agayne.

The frere toke harte,

And vp he ſlarte,

And well he layde about,

And ſo there goth,

Betwene them both,

Many a luſty clut.

They rent and tere

Eche others here,

And claue togyder faſt,

Tyll with luggyng,

And with tuggyng,

They fell down both at laſt.

Than on the grounde,

Togyder rounde,

With many a ſadde ſtroke,

They roll and rumble,

They turne and tumble,

As pygges do in a poke.

So long aboue,

They heue and ſhoue,

Togider that at laſt,

The mayd and wyſe,

To breake the ſtrife,

Hyed them vpward faſt.

And whan they ſpye,

The captaynes lye

Both waltring on the place,

The frere's hood,

They pulled a good,

Adowne about his face.

Whyle he was blynde,

The wenche behynde,

Lent him leyd on the flore,

Many a joule,

About the noule,

With a great batyldoro.

The wyſe came yet,

And with her fete,

She holpe to kepe him downe,

And with her rocke,

Many a knocke,

She gaue hym on the crowne.

They layd his mace,

About his face,

That he was wood for payne.

The frere frappe,

Gate many a ſwappe,

Tyll he was full nygh ſlayne.

Wp they hym lift,

And with yll thrift,

Hedlyng a long the ſtayre,

Downe they hym threwe,

A ſayde adewe,

Commende us to the mayre.

The frere aroſe, -

But I ſuppoſe,

Amaſed was his hed,

He ſhoke his eares,

And from grete feares,

He thought hym well y fied.

Quod he now loſt,

ls all this coſt,

We be neuer the nere,

Ill mote he be,

That cauſed me,

To make myſelf a frere.

Now maſters all,

Here now I ſhall,

Ende there as I began,

In any wyſe,

I would auyſe,

And counſayle euery man,

His own crafte uſe,

All newe refuſe,

And lightly let them gone:

Play not the frere,

Now make good chere,

And welcome euerych one.

A ruful lamentacion (written by maſter Thomas

More in his youth) of the deth of quene Eli

ſabeth mother to king Henry the eight, wiſe

to king Henry the ſeuenth, and eldeſt dough

ter to king Edward the fourth, which quene

Eliſabeth dyed in childbed in February in

the yere of our Lord 1503, and in the

18 yere of the reigne of king Henry the

ſeuenth.

Ye that put your truſt and confidence

In worldly joy and frayle proſperite,

That ſo lyute here as you ſhould neuer hence,

Remember death and loke here vppon me.

Enſaumple I thynke there may no better be.

Your ſelfe wotte well that in this realm was I,

Your quene but late, and lo now here I lye.

Was I not borne of olde worthy linage 2

• Was not my mother queene my father kyng 2.

Was I not a kinges fere in marriage 2

Had I not plenty of euery pleaſaunt thyng 2

Mercifull god this is a ſtraunge reckenyng:

Rycheſſe, honour, welth, and aunceſtry :

Hath me forſaken and lo now here I iv.

If worſhip myght have kept me, I had not

gone.

If wyt myght haue me ſaued, I neded not ferc.

If money myght haue holpe, I lacked none.

But O good God what vayleth all this cere.

When deth is come thy mighty meſſangerc,

Obey we muſt there is no remedy,

Me hath he ſummoned, and lo now here : ly,

Yet was I late promiſed otherwyſe, -

This yere to live in welth and delice.

Lo where to cometh thy blandiſhyng promyſe,

O falſe aſtrolagy and deuynatrice,

Of goddes ſecretes makyng thy ſelf ſo wyſe.

How true is for this yere thy prophecy.

The yere yet laſteth, and lo nowe here I ly.

Q bryttill welfth, as full of bitternetie. '

Thy ſingle pleaſure dºubled it with payne.

Account my ſorow fºrſt and my diſtreſſe,
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In ſon'ry wyſe, and recken there agayne,

The icy that I haue had, and I dare ſayne,

For all my honour, endured ye haue i,

More wo than welth, and lo now here I ly.

Where are our caſtels, now where are our

towers,

Goodly Rychmonde ſome art thou gone from

me,

At Weſtminſter that coſtly worke of yours,

Myne own dere lorde now ſhall I neuer ſee.

Almighty god voucheſafe to graunt that ye,

For you and your children well may edery.

My palyce bylded is, and lo now here I ly.

Adew myne owne dere ſpouſe my worthy

lorde,

The faithful loue that dyd us both combyne,

In mariage and peaſeable concorde,

Into your handes here I cleane reſyne,

To be beſtowed vpon your children and myne.

Erſt wer you father, and now muſt ye ſupply,

The mothers part alſo, for lo now here I ly.

Farewell my doughter lady Margerete.

God wotte full oft it greued hath my mynde,

That ye ſhould go where we ſhould ſeldome

incte.

Now am I gone, and haue lefte you behynde.

O mortall folke that we be very blynde.

That we leaſt feare, full oft it is moſt nye,

From you depart I fyrſt, and lo now here I

ye.

Farewell Madame my lordes worthy mother,

Comfort your ſonne, and be ye of good chere.

Take all a worth, for it will be no nother.

Farewell my doughter Katherine late the fere.

To prince Arthur myne own child ſo dere,

It booteth not for me to wepe or cry,

Pray for my ſoule, for lo now here 1 ly.

Adew lord Henry my louyng ſonne adew,

Our lorde enereaſe your honovr and eſtate.

Adew my doughter Mary bright of hew,

God make you vertuous wyſe and fortunate.

Adew ſwete hart my little doughter Kate,

Thou ſhalt fºete babe ſuche is thy deſteny

Thy mother neuer know, for lo now here I

ly.

Lady Cicyly Anne and Katheryne,

Farewell my welbeloved ſiſters three,

O laſty Brigct other ſiſter myne,

Lo here the ende of worldly vanitce.

Now well are ye that earthly foly flee,

And heauenly thynges loue and magnify.

Farewell and pray for me, for lo now here

Adew º lordes, adew my ladies all,

Adew my faithfull ſeruauntes euerych one,

Adew my commons whom I neuer ſhall,

See in this world wherefore to the alone,

Immortal god verely three and one,

I me commerde. Thy infinite mercy,

Shew to thy ſeruant, for lo now here I ly.

Certain meters in Fngliſh written by maſter

Thomas More in hys youth for the boke of

fortune, and cauſed them to be pºinted in the

beeyaning of that boke.

The wordes of Fortune to the people.

Mº high eſtate power and auðtoritie.

If ye ne know, enſerche and ye ſhall

ſpye,

That richeſſe, worſhip, welth, and dignitie,

Joy, reſt, and peace, and all thyng fynally,

That any pleaſure or profit may come by,

To manner, comfort, ayde, and fuſtinaunce,

Is all at my deuyſe and ordinaunce.

Without my fauour there is nothyng wonne

Many a mattes haue I brought at laſt,

To good concluſion, that fondly was begonne.

And many a purpoſe, bounden ſure and faſt

With wife prouiſion, I haue ouercaſt.

Without good happe there may no wit ſuffiſe.

Better is to be fortunate than wyſe.

And therefore hath there ſome men ben or

this,

My deadly foes and written many a boke,

To my diſprayſe. And other cauſe there mys,

But for me liſt not frendly on them loke.

Thus like the fox they fare that once forfoke,

The pleaſaunt grapes, and gan for to defy thern,

Becauſe, he lept and yet could not corne by
them.

But let them write theyr labour is in vayne.

For well ye wote, myrth, honour and richeſſe,

Much better is than penury and payne.

The nedy wretch that lingereth in diſtreſſe,

Without myne helpe is euer comfortleſſe

A wery burden odious and loth,

To all the world, and eke to him ſelfe both.

But hethat by my fauour may aſcende,

To mighty power and excellent degree,

A common wele to gouerne and defende,

O in how bliſt condicion ſtandeth he .

Him ſelf in honour and felicite,

And ouer, that may forther and increaſe,

A region hole in ioyſul reſt and peace.

Now in this poynt there is no more to ſay,

Eche man hath of him ſelf the gouernaunce.

Let euery wight than ſolowe his owne way,

And he that out of pouertee or miſchaunce,

Liſt for to to liue, and wyll him ſelf enhaunce,

In wealth and richeſſe, come forth and wayte on

ne

And he that wyll, be a beggar let hym be.

TH ox: As Mor E to them that truſt in Fortune.

Two that are prowde of honour ſhape or

kyane,

That hepeſt vp this wretched worldes treaſure,

Thy fingers ſhrined with gold, thy tawny

ſkynne,

With freſh apparyle garniſhed out of meaſure,

And weneſt to haue fortune at thy pleaſure,

Caſt vp thyne eye, and loke how ſlipper

chaunce,

Illudeth her men with chaunge and varyaunce.

Sometyme ſhe loketh as louely fayre and

bright,

As goodly Uenus mother of Cupyde.

She becketh and ſhe ſmileth on every wight.

- But
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But this chere fayned, may not long abide.

There cometh a cloude, and farewell all our

pryde.

Like any ſerpent ſhe beginneth to ſwell,

And looketh as fierce as any fury of hell.

Yet for all that we brotle men are fayne,

(So wretched is our nature and ſo blynde)

As ſoone as Fortune liſt to laughagayne,

With hyte countenaunce and diſceitfull mynde,

To crouche and knele and gape after the

wynde, -

Not one or twayne but thouſandes in a rout,

Lyke ſwarmyng bees cone flickeryng her a .

bout.

Then as a bayte ſhe bryngeth forth her ware,

Siluer, gold, riche perle, and precious ſtone:

On whiche the maſed people gaſe and ſtare,

And gape therefore, as dogges do for the bone.

Fortune at them laugheth, and in her trome

Amydher treaſure and waveryng rycheſſe,

Prowdly ſhe houeth as lady and empreſſe.

Faſt by her ſyde doth wery labour ſtand,

Pale fere alſo, and ſorow all bewept,

Diſdayn and hatred on the other hand,

Eke reſtles watche fro ſlepe with trauayle kept,

His eyes drowſy and lokyng as he ſlept.

Before her ſtandeth daunger and enuy,

Flattery, dyſceyt, miſchiefe and tiranny.

About her commeth all the world to begge.

He aſketh lande, and he to pas would bryng,

This toye and that, and all not worth an egge:

He would in loue proſper aboue all thyng:

He kneleth downe and would be made a kyng:

Heforceth not ſo he may money haue,

Though all the world accompt hym for a knaue.

Lothus ye ſee diuers heddes, diuers wittes.

Fortune alone as diuers as they all,

Wnſtable here and there among them flittes:

And at auenture downe her giftes fall,

Catch who ſo may ſhe throweth great and ſmall

Not to all men, as commeth ſonne or dewe,

But for the moſt part, all among a fewe.

And yether brotell giftes long may not laſt.

He that ſhe gaue them, loketh prowde and hye.

Shh whirlth about and pluckth away as faſt,

And giueth them to an other by and by.

And thus from man to man continually.

She vſeth to geue and take, and ſlily toſſe,

One man to wynnyng of on others loſſe.

And when ſhe robbeth one, down goth his

pryde.

Hewepeth and wayleth and cutſeth her full ſore.

But he that receueth it, on that other ſyde,

ls glad, and bleſth her often tymes therefore.

But in a whyle when ſhe loueth hym no more,

She glydeth from hym, and her giftes to,

And he her curſeth, as other fooles do.

Alas the folyſh people can not ceaſe,

Ne voyd her trayne, tyli they the harmedo fele.

About her alway, beſely they preace.

But lord how he doth thynkhym ſelfe full wele,

That may ſet once his hande vppon her whele.

He holdeth faſt: but upward as he flieth,

She whippeth her whºle about, and there he

lyeth,
-

Thus ſell Julius from his mighty power.

Thus feil Darius the worthy kyng of Perſe.

Thus ſell Alexander the great conquerour.

Thus many mothen I may well reheric.

Thus double fortune, when ſhe lyſt reuerſe

Her ſlipper fauour fro them that in her truſt,

She fleeth her wey and leyeth them in the duſt.

She ſodeinly enhaunceth them alot.

And ſodeynly miſcheueth all the flocke.

The head that late lay eaſily and full ſoft,

In ſtede of pylows lyeth after on the blocke.

And yet alas the moſt cruell proude mocke:

The deynty mowth that ladyes kiſſed haue,

She bryngeth in the caſe to kyſſe a knaue.

In chaunging of her courſe, the chaunge

ſh cwth this, - (knight,

Vp flatth a knaue, and downe there faith a

The beggar ryche, and the ryche man pole is,

Hatred is turned to loue, loue to deſſyrh.

This is her ſport, thus proueth ſhe her myght.

Great boſte ſhe makethyſ one be by her pºwer,

Welthy and wretched both within an howre.

Pouertee that of her giftes wyl nothing take,

Wyth mery chere, looketh vpon the prece,

And ſeeth how fortunes houſhold goeth to wrake.

Frſt by her ſtandeth the wyſe Socrates,

Arriſtippus, Pythagoras, and many a leſe,

Of olde philoſophers. And eke agaynſt the

ſonne -

Bekyth hym poore Diogenes in histone.

With her is Byas, whoſe country lackt de

fence,

And whylom of their foes ſtode ſo in dout,

That eche man haſtely gan to carry thence,

And aſked hym why he nought carved out.

I here quod be all myne with me about :

Wiſedom he ment, not fortunes brotle feck :

For nought he counted his that he might lecte.

Heraclitus eke, lyſt felowſhip to kepe

With glad pouertee, Democritus alſo :

9f which the fyrſt can neuer ceaſe but were.)

To ſee how thick the blinded people go,

With labour great to purchaſe care and wo.

That other laugheth to ſee thee foolyſh apes,

Howe earneſtly they walk about theyr tapes.

Of this poore ſect, it is comen vſage, .

Qnely to take that nature may ſuſtayne,

Baniſhing cleane all other ſurpluſage,

They be content, and of nothyng complayne,

No nygarde eke is of his good ſo fayne.

But they more Pleaſure haue a thouſande folde,

The ſecret draughts of nature to beholde.

Set fortunes ſervauntes by them and ye wull,

That one is free, the other euer thrall,

That one content, that other neuer full.

That one in ſureyte, that other like to fall.

Who lyſt to aduiſe thern both, parcey've he

ſhall, -

As great difference between them as we ſee,

Betwixte wretchednes and felicitc.

Nowe haue I ſhewed you bothe: theſe whiche

ye ſyſt.

Stately fortune, or humble pouertec :

That is to ſay, nowe lyeth it in your ſyſt,

To take here bondage, or free libertee. t

w wet
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But in thys poynte and ye do aſter me,

Draw you to fortune, and labour her to pleaſe,

If that yethynk your ſelfe to well at eaſe.

And fyrſt vppon the louely ſhall ſhe ſmile,

And frendly on the caſt her wandering eyes,

Jimbrace the in her armes, and for a whyle,

Put the and kepe the in a fooles paradiſe :

And foorth with all what ſo thou lyſt deuiſe,

She will the graunt it liberally parhappes:

But for all that beware of after clappes.

Recken you neuer of her fauoure ſure :

Ye may in clowds as eaſily trace an hare,

Or in dry lande cauſe fiſhes to endure,

And make the burnyng ſyre his heate to ſpare,

And all thys worlde in compace to forſare,

As her to make by craft or engine ſtable,

That of her nature is ever variable.

Serue her day and nyght as reuerently,

Vppon thy knees as any ſeruant may,

And in concluſion, that thou ſhalt winne thereby

Shall not be worth thy ſervyce I dare ſay.

And looke yet what ſhe geueth the to day,

With labour wonne ſhe ſhall happly to morrow,

Pluck it agayne out of thine hand with ſorrow.

wherefore yf thou in ſuretye lyſt to ſtande,

Take pouerties parte and let prowde fortune go,

Receyue nothing that commeth from her hande.

Loue maner and vertue : they be onely tho,

Whiche double fortune may not take the fro.

Then mayft thou boldly defye her turnyng

chaunce :

She can the neyther hynder nor auaunce.

But and thou wylt nedes medle with her trea

ſure,

Truſt not therein, and ſpende it liberally.

Beare the not proude, nor take not out of mea

ſure,

Bylde not thyne houſe on heyth vp in the ſkye.

None falleth farre, but he that climbeth hye,

Remember nature ſent the hyther bare,

The gyites of tortune count them borrowed

ware.

Thomas Mor E to them that ſeke Fortune.

HO ſo delyteth to prouen and aſſay,

Of waveryng fortune the vncertayne lot,

It that the aunſwere pleaſe you not alway,

Blame ye not me : for I commaunde you not,

Fortune to truſt, and eke full well ye wot,

I haue of her no brydle in my fiſt,

She renneth looſe, and turneth where ſhe lyſt.

The rollyng dyte in whome your lucke doth

ſtande,

With whoſe vnhappy chaunce ye be ſo wroth,

Ye knowe yourſelfe came neuer in myne hande.

Lo in this ponde be ſyſhe and frogges both

Caſt in your nette: but be you hete or lothe,

Hold you content as fortune lyſt affyne :

For it is your own fiſhyng and not myne.

And though in one chaupce fortune you of

fend,

Grudge not there at, but beare a merry face.

In many an other ſhe ſhall it amende.

There is no manne ſo farre out of her grace,

But he ſometyme hath comfort and ſolace :

Ne none agayne ſo farre foorth in her fauour,

That is full ſatisfyed with her behauiour.

Fortune is ſtately, ſolemne, prowde, and

hye :

And rycheſſe geueth, to have ſervyce there

fore.

The nedy begger catcheth an halfpeny:

Some manne a thouſande pound, ſome leſſe

forme more.

But ſor all that ſhe kepeth euer in ſtore,

Fºom euery manne ſome parcell of his wyll,

That he may pray therefore and ſerue her ſtyll.

Some manne hath good, but chyldren hath he

none

Some man, hath both, but he can get none
health.

Some hath al thre, but vp to honours trone,

Can he not crepe, by no manner of ſtelth.

To ſome ſhe ſendeth, children, ryches, wealthe,

Honour, woorſhyp, and reuerence all hys lyfe:

But yet ſhe pyncheth hym with a ſhrewde wife.

Then for a much as it is fortunes guyſe,

To graunt no manne all thyng that he wyll axe,

But as her ſelfe lyſt order and deuyſe,

Doth euery manne his part diuide and tax,

I counſayle you eche one truſſe vp your packes,

And take no thyng at all, or be content,

With ſuch rewarde as fortune hath you ſent.

All tkynges in this boke that ye ſhall rede,

Doe as yelyſt, there ſhall no manne you bynde,

Them to beleue, as ſurely as your crede,

But notwithſtandyng certes in my mynde,

I durſt well ſwere, as true ye ſhall them fynde,

In euery poynt eche anſwere by and by,

As are the iudgementes of aſtronomye.

The Deſcripcion of Rich A R D the thirde.

ICHARDE the thirde ſonne, of whom we

nowe entreate, was in witte and courage

egall with either of them, in bodye and pro

weſe farre vnder them bothe, little of ſtature,

ill fetured of limmes, croke backed, his left

ſhovlder much higher than his right, hard fa

uoured of viſage, and ſuch as is in ſtates called

warlye, in other menne orherwiſe, he was ma

licious, wrathfull, enuious, and from afore his

birth, ever froworde. It is for trouth reported,

that the duches his mother had ſo much a doe

in her trauaile, that ſhee coulde not bee de

liuered of hym vncutte : and that hee came in

to the world with his feete forwarde, as menne

bee borne outwarde, and as the fame runneth,

alſo not untothed, whether menne of hatred re

porte aboue the trouthe, or elles that nature

changed her courſe in hys beginninge, whiche

in the courſe of his lyſe many things unnatu

rallye committed. None euill captaine was hee

in the warre, as to whiche his diſpoſition was

more merely than for peace. Sundrye victories

hadde hee, and ſommetime ouerthrowes, but

neuer in defaulte as for his owne parſone, either

of hardineſſe or polytike order, free was hee

called of dyſpence, and ſommewhat aboue hys

power
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power liberall, with large giftes hee get him

wnſtedfaſte frendeſhippe, for whiche hee was fain

to pil and ſpoyle in other places, and get him

ſtedfaſt hatred. Hee was cloſe and ſecrete, a

deepe diſſimuler, lowlye of counteynaunce, ar

rogant of heart, outwardly coumpinable where

he inwardly hated, not letting to kiſſe whome

bee thoughte to kyll diſpirious and cruell, not

for euill will alway, but aſter for ambicion, and

either for the ſuretie or encreaſe of his eſtate.

Frende and foo was muche what indifferent,

where his aduauntage grew, he ſpared no mans

deathe, whoſe life withſtoode his purpoſe. He

flewe with his owne handes king Henry the ſixt,

being priſoner in the Tower, as menne conſtantly

ſaye, and that without commaundement or

knoweledge of the king, whiche woulde vndoubt

edly yf he had entended that thinge, haue ap

pointed that boocherly office, to ſome other then

his owne borne brother.

Somme wite menne alſo weene, that his drift

couertly conuayde, lacked not in helping furth

his brother of Clarence to his death: whiche hee

refitted openly, howbeit ſomwhat (as menne

deme) more ſaintly then he that wer hartely

minded to his welth. And they that thus deme,

think that he long time in king Edwardes life,

forethought to be king in that caſe the king his

brother (whoſe life hee looked that euil dyete

ſhoulde ſhorten) ſhoulde happen to deceaſe (as in

dede he did) while his children wer yonge. And

the deme, that for thys intente he was gladde

of his brothers death the duke of Clarence,

whoſe life muſt redes haue hindered hym ſo

entendynge, whither the ſame duke of Clarence

budde kepte him true to his nephew the yonge

king, or enterpriſed to be kyng himſelfe. But of

at this pointe, is there no certaintie, and whoſo

diuineth vppon conjectures, maye as wel ſhote

to arre as to ſhort H w be t this haue I by

credible informacion learned, that the ſele

righte in whiche kynge Fowarde died, one

M, tºlebrooke longe ere mornynge, came in

great haſte to the houſe of one Pottyer dwellyng

in Reddecroſſe ſtrete without Crepulgate : and

when he was with haſtye rappyng quickly letten

in, hee ſhewed vnto ºottyer that kynge Edwarde

was departed By my trouthe manne quod

Pottyer then wyll my may ſter the duke of Glou

teſter bee kynge What cauſe hee hadde foo to

thymke harde it is to ſaye, whyther hee being

toward hºrn, anye thynge knewe that hee ſuche

th;nge purpoſed, or otherwyſe had anye inkelynge

thereof: for hee was not likelye to ſpeake it of

toº ºbte.

But nowe to returne to the courſe of this

hºttºrye, were it that the duke of Glouceſter

hide of old foreminded this concluſion, or was

move at erſte there unto moued, and putte in

hºpe by the occaſion of the tender age of the

younge princes, his nephues (as opportunitye

and lykelyhoode of pede, putteth a manne in

courage of that hee neuer entended) certayn is

it that hee contriued theyr deſtruccion, with the

wful pacion of the regal dignitye vpon himſelle.

And for as muche as hee well wiſte and holpe

to mayntayn, a long continued grudge and hearte

brennynge betwene the quenes kinred and the

kinges blood eyther partye enuying others au

thoritye, he nowe thought that their deuiſion

ſhouldebee (as it was in dede) a fortherſye be

gynnynge to the purſuite of his intente, and a

ſure ground for the foundacion of al his building

y; he might firſte vnder the pretext of reueng

ynge of olde diſpleaſure, abuſe the anger and

ygnorau:ce of the tone partie, to the deſtruccion

of the tother: and then wynne to his purpoſe

as manye as he coulde : and thoſe that coulde

not be wonne, myght be loſte ere they looked

therefore. For of one thynge was hee certayne,

that if his entente were perceiued, he ſhold ſo ne

haue made peace beetwene the bothe parties,

with his owne bloude.

Kynge Edwarde in his life, albeit that this

diſcención beetwene hys frendes ſommewhat

yrked hym : yet in his good health he ſomme

what the leſſe regarded it, becauſe hee thought

whatſoeuer buſines ſhoulde falle betwene thern

hymſel e ſhould alwaye bee hable to rule bothe

the parties.

Put in his laſt ſickneſſe, when he perceiued his

naturall ſtrengthe ſoo fore enfebled, that hee

dyſpayred all recouerye, then her conſyderynge

the youthe of his chyldren, albeit hee nothynge

leſſe miſtruſted then that that happened, yet

well forſeynge that manye harmes myghte

growe by theyr debate, whyle the youth of hys

children ſhoulde lacke diſcrecion of themſelf and

good counſayle, of their frendes, of whiche either

party ſhold counſayle for their owne commodity

and rather by pleafaunte aduyſe too wynne

themſel:e fauour, then by profitable aductiſe

mente to do the children good, he called ſome of

them before him that were at variaunce, and in

eſpecyall the lorde marques Dorſette the quenes

ſ nne by her fyrſte houſebande, and Richarde the

lorde Haſtynges, a noble man,than lorde chaum

berlayne agyne whome the quene ſpecially

grudged, for the great fauoure the kyng bare

hym, and alſo for that ſhee thoughte hym

ſecretelye familyer with the kynge in wanton

coumpanye. Her kynred alſo bare hym foie, as

weil for that the kynge hadde made hym cap

tayne of Calyce (whiche office the lorde Ryuers

brother to the quine claimed of the kinges

former promyſe as for diuerſe other great giftes

whiche hee receyued, that they looked for.

When theſe lordes with duerſe other of bothe

the parties were comme in preſence, the kynge

I finge vppe himſelfe and vnderſette with pil

lowes, as it is reported on this wyſe ſayd vnto

them, My lord.cs, my dere kinſmenne and alies,

in what plighte I lye you ſee, and I feele. By

whiche the leſſe whyle I looke to lyue with you,

the more depelye am I moved to care in what

caſe I leaue you, for ſuch as I leaue you, ſuche

bee my children lyke to fynde you. Whiche if

they ſhould (that Godde forbydde) fynde you as

varyaunce, myghte happe to fall themſelfe at

warie ere their diſcrecion would ſerue to ſette

[ s ] you
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you at peace. Ye ſe their youthe, of whiche I

recken the onely ſuretie to reſte in youre con

cord. For it ſuffiſeth not that al you loue

them, yf ecbe of you hate cher. If they wer

menne, your faithfulneſſe happelye woulde ſuf

fite. But childehood muſt be rnaintained by

mens authoritye, and flipper youth vnderpropped

with elder coun ayle, which neither they can

haue, but ye geue it, nor ye geue it, yt ye

gree not. For wher eche laboureth to breake

that the other maketh, and for hatred of ech of

others paſon, impugreth eche others counſayle,

there muſt it nedes bee long ere anye good

concluſion goe forwalde. And alſo while either

partye laboureth to be chieſe, flattery ſhall

haue, more place then plaine and faithfull

aduyſe, of whyche muſte needes enſue the euyll

bringing vppe of the prynce, whoſe mynd in

tender youth infect, ſhall redily fal to miſchief

and riot, and drawe down with this noble realme

to ruine, but if grace turn him to wiſdom :

which if God ſend, then thei that by euill

menes before pleaſed him beſt, ſhal after fall

fartheft out of fauour, ſo that euer at length

euil driftes dueue to nought, and good plain

wayes proſper. Great varia unce hath ther long

bene betwene you, not alway for great cauſes.

Sometime a thing right wel intended, our miſ

conſtruccion turneth wnto worſe or a ſmal dif.

pleaſure done vs. eyther ovr owne affeccion or

euil tongues agreueth. But this wote 1 well ye

neuer had ſo great cauſe of hatred, as ye haue

of loue. That we be al men, that we be

chriſten men, this ſhall 1 leaue for preachers

to tel you (and yet I wote nere whither any

preachers wordes ought more to moue you,

then his that is by and by gooying to the

place that thei all preache of.) But this ſhal

I deſire you to remember, that the one parte

of yow is of my bloode, the other of myne

alies, and eche of yow with other, eyther of

kindred or aſſinitie, whiche ſpirytuall kynred of

affynyty, if the ſacramentes of Chriſtes churche,

beare that weyghte with vs that woulde Godde

thei did, ſhoulde no leſſe moue us to charitye,

then the reſpecte of fleſhlye conſanguinitye. Oure

Lord forbydde, that you loue together the worſe,

for the ſelle cauſe that you ought to loue the

better. And yet that happeneth. Aud no where

fynde were ſo deadlye debate, as among them,

whyche hy nature and lawe moſte oughte to

agree together. Suche a peſtilente ierpente is

ambicion and deſyre of vaine glorye and ſcue

raintye, whiche among ſtates where he once

entreth crepeth loorth ſo farre, tyll with deuiſion

and variaunce hee turneth all to miſchiefe.

Firſte longing to be nexte the beſt, afterwarde

egall with the bette, and at laſte chiele and

aboue the beſte. Of which immoderate appetite

of woorſhip, and thereby of debate and diffencion

what loſſe, what ſorrowe, what trouble hathe

within theſe fewe yeares growen in this realme,

I praye Godde as well forgeate as we well

remember.

Whichc thinges y f I coulde as well haue

forfene, as I haue with my more payne thers

pleaſure proued, by Goddes bleſſed Ladie (that

was ever his othe) I woulde neuer have won the

coorteſye of mennes knee, with the loſſe of ſoo

many heades. But ſithen thynges paſſed cannot

be gaine called, muche oughte we the more be

ware, by what occaſion we haue taken foo greate

hurte afore, that we eſteſoones fall not in that

occaſion agayne. Nowe be thoſe griefes paſſed.

and all is (Godde be thanked) quiete, and likelie

righte wel to proſper in wealthfull peace vnder

your coſeyns my children, if Godde ſende thern

life and you loue. Of whyche twoo thinges, the

leſſe loſſe wer they by whome thoughe Godde

didde hys pleaſure, yet ſhou'de the realme alway

finde kinges and peradventure as good kinges

But yf you among youre ſelfe in a childes reygne

fall at debate, many a good man ſhall per ſh

and hapely he to, and ye to, ere thys land finde

peace again. Wherfore in theſe laſt wordes

that euer I looke to ſpeak with you : I exhort

you and require you al, for the love that you

haue euer borne to me, for the loue that our

Lord beareth to vs all, from this time forwarde,

all grieues forgotten, eche of you loue other.

Whiche I verelye truſte you will, if ye any

thing earthly regard, either Godde or your king,

affinitie or kinred, this realme, your owne coun

trey, or your owne ſurety. And therewitha}

the king no longer enduring to ſrtte vp, laide

him down on his right ſide, his face towarde

them : and none was there preſent that coulde

refrain from weping. But the lordes recom

forting him with as good wordes as they could,

and anſwering for the time as thei thought

to ſtand with his pleaſure, there in his pre

ſence (as by their wordes appered ech forgaue

other, and inymed their hands together, when

(as it after appeared by their dedes) their hearts

were far a ſonder. As fone as the king was de

parted, the noble prince his ſonne drew toward

London, which at the time of his deceaſe, kept

his houſh lä at Ludlow in Wales. Which coun

trey being far of from the law and recourſe to

iuſtice, was begon to be farre out of good wyll

and waxen wild, robbers and riuters walking at

libertie vrcorrected. Andºor this encheaſon the

prince was in the life of his father ſent thither,

to the end that the authoriie of his preſence,

ſhould refraine euill diſpoſed parſons fro the

boldnes of their formar outerages, to the gouer

naunce and ordeling of this yong prince at his

ſending thy ther, was there appointed Sir Antony

Wodule lord Riuers and brother vnto the quene,

a right honourable man, as valiaunte of hande

as politike in counſayle Adioyned wer there

wnto him other of the ſame partie, and in ef

fect euery one as he was nereſt of kin vnto

the quene, ſo was planted next about the prince.

That drifte by the quene not vnwiſely deuiſed,

whereby her bloode mighte of youth be rooted

in the princes fauor, the duke of Glouceſter

turned vnto their deſtruccion, and vpon that

grounde ſet the foundacion of all his unhappy

building.
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building. For whom foeuer he perceiued, either

at variance with them, or bearing himſelf their

fauor, hee brake vnto them, ſome by mouth,

fom by writing and ſecret meſſengers, that it

neyther was reaſon nor in any wiſe to be ſuf

fered, that the yong king their maſter and

kinſmanne, ſhould be in the handes and cuſtodye

ºf his mothers kinred, ſequeſtred in maner

from theyr compani and attendance, of which

eneri one ought him as faithful ſeruice as they,

and manye of them. far more honorable part

of kin then his mothers fide: whoſe blood

(quod he) ſauing the kinges pleaſure, was ful

wnmetely to be matched with his : whicle

nowe to be as who ſay remoued from the

kyng, and the leſſe noble to be left aboute

him, is (quod he] neither honorable to hys ma

gettie, nor vnto vs, and alſo to his grace no

turety to haue the mightieſt of his frendes from

him, and unto vs no little ieopardy, to ſuffer

our welproued euil willers, to grow in ouer

gret authoritie with the prince in youth, name

ły which is lighte of beliefe and fone perſwaded.

Ye remember 1 trow king Edward himſelf, al

beit he was a manne of age and of diſcretion,

yet was he in many thynges ruled by the

tende, more then ſlode either with his honour,

of our profite, or with the commoditie of any

manne els, except onely the immoderate ad

uancement of them felſe. Which whither

they forer thirſted after their own weale, or

our woe, it wer hard I wene to gueſſe. And

if f me folkes friendſhip had not holden better

Place with the king, then any reſpect of kin

red, thei might peraduenture eaſily haue be

trapped and brought to confuſion ſomme of vº

*re this. Why not as eaſily as they haue done

!ome other alreadye, as nere of his royal bloode

as we. But our Lord hath wrought his wil,

and thankes be to his grace that peril is paſte.

How be it as great is growing, yi, we ſuffel

this yonge kyng in our enemyes hande, whiche

without his wyttyng, might abuſe the name of

his commundément, to ani of our vndoing,

which thyng God and good prouiſion forbyd.

O; which gºod prouiſion none of us hath any

thing the lette nede, for the late made at

tonemente, in whiche the kinges pleaſure hadde

mºre place then the parties willes. Nor none

of vs I belieue is ſo vnwyſe, oucrſone to truſte

a newe frcnde made of an old foe, or to

think that an houerly kindnes, ſodainely con

tract in one houre continued, yet ſcant a fort

night, ſhould be deper ſetled in their ſtomackes:

then a long accuſtomed malice many yeres

rooted

With theſe wordes and writynges and ſuche

other, the duke of Glouceſter ſone ſet a fyre,

them that were of themſelf ethe to kindle,

and in ſpeciall twayne, Edwarde duke of

Buckyngham, and Richarde lorde Haſtinges and

chaumberlayn, both men of honour and of great

power. The tone by longe ſucceſſion from his

anceſtrie, the tother by his office and the

kinges fauor. Theſe tºo not bearing eche

to other ſo muche loue, as hatred bothe vnto

the quenes parte : in this poynte accorded to

gether wyth the duke of Glouceſter, that they

wolde vtterlye amoue fro the kynges companye,

all his mothers frendes, vnder the name of

their enemyes. Vpon this concluded, the duke

of Glouceſter underſtandyng, that the lordes

whiche at that tyme were about the kyng,

entended to bryng him vppe to his coronacion.

accoumpanied with ſuche power of theyr frendes,

that it ſhould bee harde for hym to brynge

his purpoſe to paſſe, without the gathering and

great aſſemble of people and in maner of

open warre, whereof the end he wiſte was

doubtuous, and in which the kyng being on

their fide, his part ſhould haue the face and

name of a rebellion : he ſecretly the efore by

duers, meanes, cauſed the quene to be per

twaded and brought in the mynd, that it nei

ther wer nede, and alſo ſhold be ieopardous,

the king to come vp ſtrong. For where as

nowe eucry lorde loued other, and none other

thing ſtudyed vppon, but aboute the coronacion

and honoure of the king : if the lordes of her

kindred ſhold aſſemble in the kinges name

muche people, thei ſhould geue the lordes

atwixte whome and them hadde bene ſomme

tymme debate, to feare and ſuſpecte, lefte they

ſhould gather thys people, not for the kynge's

faueguarde whom no man enpugned,but for theyr

deſtruccion, hauying more regarde, to their

olde variaunce, then their newe attonement.

For whiche cauſe thei ſhould aſſemble on the

other partie much people agayne for their de

fence, whoſe power ſhe wyſte wel farre ſtretch

ed. And thus ſhould all the realme fall on

a rore And of al the hurte that therof ſhould

enſue, which was likely not to be litle, and

the moſt harme there like to fal where ſhe left

would, all the worlde woulde put her ard her

hindred in the wyght, and ſay that thei had vn

wyſelye and untrewlye alſo, broken the amitie

and peace that the kyng her huſband ſo pruden

telye made betwene hys kinne and hers in his

death bed, and whiche the other party faithfully
obſerued.

The quene being in this wife perſwaded,

ſuche woorde ſent vnto her ſonne, and vnto

her brother being aboute the kynge, and ouer

that the duke of Glouceſter hy:r ſele and o

ther lordes the chie!e of hys bende, wrote

unto the kynge ſoo reuerentlye, and to the

queenes rendes, there ſoo louyngelye, that they

nothyng earthelye myſtruſtynge, broughte the

kynge vppe in greate hatte, not in good ſpede,

with a ſober companye. Nowe was the king

in his way - to London gone, from Northampton,

when theſe dukes of Glouceſter and Buckyng

ham came thither. Where remained behynd,

the lord Ryuers the kynges vacle, entendya;

on the morrowe to ſolow the kynge, and bee

with hym at Stonye Stratford miles

thence earely or hee departed. So was there

made that nyghte much freadely chere be

twene theſe dukes and the lordc Rivers a

[g - J greate
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greate while. But incontinente after that they

were oppenlye with greate courteſye departed,

and the lorde Riuers lodged, the dukes ſecretelye

with a fewe of their moſt priuye frendes, ſette

them downe in counſayle, wherin they ſpent a

great parte of the nyght. And at their riſinge

in the dawnyng of the day, theiſent about pri

uily, to their ſeruantes in their innes and lodg

ynges about, geuinge then commaundermente to

make them ſelle ſhortely readye, for their lordes

wer to horſebackward Vppon whiche meſſages,

manye of their folke were atterdaunt, when

manye of the lord Riuers ſeruantes were ºn

readye. Now hadde theſe dukes taken alſo in

to their cuſtodye the kayes of the inne, that

none ſhould paſſe foorth without theyr licence.

And ouer this in the hyghe waye towarde

Sonye Stratforde where the kynge laye, they

hidde beeſtowed certayne of theyr folke, that

ſhoulde fende backe agayne, and compell to re

tourne, any manne that were gotten oute of

Northampton toward Stony Stratforde, tyll they

ſhould geue other licence . For as muche as the

dukes themſel'e entended for the ſhewe of theire

dylygence, to be the fy, fle that ſhoulde that

daye attende vppon the kynges highneſſe oute

of that towne: thus bare they folke in hande.

But when the lorde Ryuers vnderſtode the gates

cloſed, and the wayes on euerye ſide beſette,

neyther hys ſeruantes nor hymſelf ſuffered to

go oute, parceiuyng well ſo greate a thyng with

out his knowledge not begun for noughte, com

paryng this maner preſent with this laſt nightes

chere, in ſo few hours ſo gret a chaunge mar

uey louſlye miſlked. How be it fit he he coulde

not geat awaye, and keepe himſelfe cloſe, hee

woulde not, lette he ſhoulde ſeeme to hyde him

ſelfe for ſome ſecret feare of hys owne faulte,

whereof he ſaw no ſuch cauſe in hym ſelf: he

determined vppon the ſure tie of his own con

ſcience, to goe boldelye to them, and inquire

what thys matter myghte meane. Whome as

ſoone as they ſawe, they beganne to quarrell

with hym, and ſaye, that hee intended to ſette

diſlaunce beetweene the kynge and them, and

to brynge them to confuſion, but it ſhoulde not

lye in hys power. And when hee beganne (as

hee was a very well ſpoken manse) in goodly

wiſe to excuſe himſelf, they taryed not the ende

of his aunſwere, but ſhortely tooke him and

putte him in warde, and that done, foorthwyth

wente to horſebacke, and tooke the waye to

Stonye Stratforde. Where they founde the

kinge with his companie readye to leape on

horſebacke, and depart forwarde, to leaue that

lodging for them, becauſe it was to ſtreighte for

bothe companies. And as ſome as they came

in his preſence, they lighte adowne with all

their companie aboute them. To whome the

duke of Buckyngham ſaide, gee afore gettle

menne and yeomen, kepe youre rowmes. And

thus in goodly arraye, thei came to the kinge,

and on their knees in very humble wiſe, ſaluted

his grace ; whiche receyued them in very ioyous

and amiable maner, nothirge earthiye knowing

nor miſtruſtinge as yet. But euen by and by in

his preſence they picked a quarrell to the lorde
Richarde Graye, the kynges other brother by his

mother, ſayingc that hee with the lorde marques

his brother and the lorde Riuers his vncle, hadde

coumpaſſed to rule the kinge and the realme.

and to ſette varia unce among the ſtates, and to

ſubdewe and deſtroye the noble blood of the realm

Toward the accoumpliſhinge whereof, they ſayde

that the lorde Marques hadde entered into the

Tower of London, and thence taken out the

kinges treaſor, and ſent menne to the ſea. All

whiche thinge theſe dukes wiſte well were done

for good purpoſes and neceſſari by the whºle

counſaile at London, ſauing that ſomewhat thei

muſt ſai. Vnto whiche wordes, the king aun

ſwered, what my brother Marques hath done I

cannot ſaie. But in good ſaith I dare well aun

ſwere for myne vncle Riuers and my brother here,

that thei be innocent of any ſuch matters Ye

my liege quod the duke of Buckyngham thei

haue kepte theire dealing in theſe matters farre

fro the knowledge of your good grace. And

foorthwith thei arreſted the lorde Richarde and

Sir Thomas Vaughan, knighte, in the kinges

preſence, and broughte the king and alle backe

vnto Northampton, where they tooke againe

further counſaile. And there they ſent awaie

from the kinge whom it pleaſed them, and ſette

newe ſeruantes aboute him, ſuche as lyked bet

ter them than him. At whiche dealinge bee

wepte and was nothing contente, but it booted

not And at dyner the duke of Glouceſter ſente

a diſhe from his owne table to the lord Riuers,

prayinge him to be of good chere, all ſhould be

well incugh. And he thanked the duke, and

prayed the meſſenger to beare it to his nephewe

the lorde Richard with the ſame meſſage tor his

comfort, who he thought had more nede of coum

fort, asone to whom ſuch aduerſtie was ſtraunge.

But himſelf had been al his days in vre there

with, and therefore coulde beare it the better.

But for al this coumfortable courteſye of the

duke of Glouceſter, he ſent the lord Riuers and

the lorde Richade with Sir Thomas Vaughan

into the Northe countrey into diuers places to

pºiſon, and afterward al to Pomfrait, where

they were in concluſion beheaded.

A letter written with a cole by Sir Thomas

Mor E to hys doughter maiſtres Marc A R L. r

Ror ER, within a whyle after he was priſoner

in theTowie.

Y N E own good doughter, our lorde be

thanked I am in good helthe of bodye,

and in good quiet of mind; and of worldly

thynges I no more deſyer then I haue. I be

ſeche hym make you all merry in the hope of

heauen. And ſuch thynges as I ſomewhat long

ed to talke with you all concerning the worlde

to come, our Lorde put them into your myndes,

as I truſte he dothe and better to by hy's holy

ſpirite: who bleſſe you and preſerue you all.

Written wyth a cole by your tender louing fa

ther,
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"m

:

:

ther, who in hys pore prayers forgetteth none

of you all, nor your babes, nor your nurſes, nor

your good huſbandes, nor your good huſbandes

ſhrewde wyues, nor your fathers ſhrewde wyſe

neither, nor our othcrºrendes. And thus faie

ye hartely well for lacke of paper.

Thom as MoR E, knight.

Two ſhort ballettes which Sir Thom As MoR E

made for hys paſtime while he was priſoner

in the Tower of London.

LEwys the loſt louer.

Y flatering fortune, loke thou neuer ſo ſayre,

Or neuer ſo pleſantly begin to ſmile,

As though thou wouldſt my ruine all repayre,

During my life thou ſhalt me not begile.

Truſt ſhall I God, to entre in a while.

Hys hauen or heauen ſure and vniforme.

Euer after thy calme, loke 1 for a ſtorme.

DAuy the dycer.

ONG was I lady Lucke your ſeruing man,

And now haue loſt agayne all that I gat,

Wherefore when I thinke on you nowe and than,

And in my mynde remember this and that,

Ye may not blame me though I beſhrew your

cat,

But in fayth I bleſſe you agayne a thouſand times,

For lending me now ſome layſure to make rymes.

At the ſame time with Sir Thomas Mºre,

lived Skelton, the poet laureate of Henry V'ſ l.

from whoſe works it ſeems proper to inſert a

few ſtanzas, though he cannot Le ſaid to have

attained great elegance of language.

The prologue to the Bouge of Courte.

N Autumpne whan the ſonae in vyi gyne

By radyante hete enryped hath our corne

When Luna full of mutabylyte .

As Emperes the dyademe hath worne

Of our pole artyke, ſºylynge halfe in ſcorne

At our foly, and our vnſtedfaſtneſſe

The time whan Mars to warre hym dyddres,

I callynge to mynde the greate auctoryte

Of poetes olde, whiche full craft, ly

Vnder as ceuer te termes as coulde be

Can touche a trouth, and cloke ſubtylly

With fresſhe vtteraunce full ſentencyouſly

Dyuerſe in ſtyle ſome ſpared not vyce to wryte

Some of mortalitie nobly dyd endyte

Whereby I rede, theyr renome and theyr fame

Maye neuer dye, but euermore endure

I was fore moued to a for ſe the ſame

But ignoriunce full 'oore dyde me dyſcure

And ſhewed that in this are I was not ſure

For to illumine we ſayd I was to dulle

Aduyºynge me my penne awaye to pulle

And not to wryte, for he ſo wyll atteyne

Excedyng terther than his counynge is

His heed may be harde, but feble is brayne

Yet haue I knowen ſuche er this

But of reproche ſurely he may not mys

That clymmeth hyer than he may fotinge haue

What an he ſlyde downe, who ſhall him ſaue?

Thus vp and downe my myude was drawen

and caſt

That I ne wyſte what to do was beſte

So fore enwered that I was at the latte

Enforſed to ſlepe, and for to take ſome reſte

And to lye downe as ſoone as I my dreſte

At Harwyche porte ſlumbryinge as I laye

In myne hoſtes houſe called powers keye.

Of the wits that flouriſhed in the reign of

Henry VIII. none has been more frequently ce

lebrated than the earl of Surry, and this hiſtory

wouldtherefore have been imperfect without ſoºne

ſpecimens of his works, which yet it is not eaſy

to diſtinguiſh from thoſe of Sir Thoras Wyat

and others, with which they are confounded

in the edition that has fallen into my hands.

The three firſt are, I believe, Surry's; the reſt,

being of the ſame age, are ſelected, ſome as ex

amples of different meatures, and one as the

oldeſt compoſition which I have found in blank

verſe.

Deſcription of Spring, wherein eche thing re

newes, ſave only the lover.

H E ſoote ſeaſon that bud, and bloome

fourth bringes,

With grene hath cladde the hyll, and eke the

vale,

The Nightingall with fethers new ſhe finges;

The turtle to her mate hath tºld her tale:

Somer is corne, for every ſpray now ſpringes.

The hart hath hunge hys olde head on the pate,

The bucke in brake his winter coate he flynges;

The fiſhes flete with newe repayred ſcale: -

The adder all her ſlough away ſhe flynges,

The ſwit ſwallow purſueth the flyes ſmalle,

The buſy bee her honey how ſhe mynges,

Winter is worne that was the floures bale.

And thus I fee among theſe pleaſant thynges

Eche care decayes, and yet my ſorrow ſpringes.

Deſcription of the reſtleſs eſtate of a lover.

H E N youth had led me half the race,

That Cupides ſcourge had made me

runne;

I looked back to meet the place,

From whence my weary courſe begunne:

And when I ſaw howe my defyre

Miſguiding me had led the waye,

Myne eyne to greedy of theyre hyre,

Had made me loſe a better prey.

For when in fighes I ſpent the day,

And could not cloake my grief with game;

The boyling ſmoke dyd ſtill bewray,

The preſent heat of ſecret flame:

And when ſalt teares do bayne my breaſt,

Where love his pleaſent traynes hath ſown,

Her beauty hath the fruytes oppreſt,

Ere that the buddes were ſpronge and blowne,

And when myne eyen dyd ſtill purſue,

The flying chate of they're requeſt;

Theyre
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Theyre greedy looks dyd oſt renew,

The hydden wounde within my breſte.

When every loke theſe cheeks might ſtayne,

From dedly pale to glowing red:

By outward ſignes appeared playne,

To her for helpe my hart was fled.

But all to late Love learneth me,

To paynt all kind of Colous new :

To blynd theyre eyes that elſe ſhould ſee

My ſpeckled checks with Cupids hew.

And now the covert breſt I claime,

That worſhipt Cupide ſecretly;

And nouriſhed hys ſacred flame,

From whence no blairing ſparks do flye.

Deſcripcion of the fickle Affections, Pangs, and

Sleightes of Love.

UCH wayward wayes hath Love, that moſt

part in diſcord

Our willes do ſtand, whereby our hates but ſel
dom do accord :

Becyte is hys deſighte, and to begyle and mocke

The ſimple hartes which he doth ſtrike with

froward divers ſtroke. -

He cauſeth th' one to rage with golden burning

darte,

And doth alay with Leaden cold, again the o

thers harte.

Whoſe gleames of burning fyre and eaſy ſparkes

of flame,

In balance of unequal weyght he pondereth by
anne

From eaſye ſord where I myghte wade and paſs

full well, -

He me withdrawes and doth me drive, into a

depe dark hell :

And me witholdes where I am calde and offred

place, - -

And willes me that my mortal foe I do beſeke of

Grace ;

He lettes me to purſue a conqueſt welnere wonne

To follow where my paynes were ioſt, ere that

my ſute begunne.

So by this means I know how ſoon a hart may

turne

From warre to peace, from truce to ſtryfe, and

ſo agayne returne.

I know how to content my ſelf in others luſt,

Of little ſtuffe unto my ſelf to weave a webbe

of truſt :

And how to hyde my harmes with ſole dyſſem

bling chere, -

When in my face the painted thoughtes would

outwardly appeare &

I know how that the blood forſakes the face for

dred,

And how by ſhame it ſtaynes agayne the Chekes

with flamyng red :

I know under the Grene, the Serpent how he

lurkes:

The hammer of the reſtleſs forge I wote ekc

how it workes.

I knowe and con by roate the tale that I woulde
tell

But ofte the woordesgome fourth awrye of him.

that loveth weii.

I know in heate and cold the Lover how he

ſhakes,

In ſynging how he doth complayne, in ſleeping

how he wakes

To languiſh without ache, fickeleſſe for to con

ſume,

A thºuſand thynges for to devyſe, reſolvynge of
his fume; *

Andº he lyſte to ſee his Ladyes Crace full

ore

Such pleaſures as delyght hys Eye, do not his

healthe reſtore,

I know to ſeke the tračte of my deſyred foe,

And tere to fynde that I do ſeek, but chiefly this

I know,

That Lovers muſt transſourme into the thynge

beloved,

And live (alas! who would believe *) with ſprite

from Lyſe removed.

I knowe in harty fighes and laughters of the .

ſpleene,

At once to chaunge my ſtate, my will, and eke

my colour clene.

I know how to deceyve my ſelf wythe others
hel

pe,

And how the Lyon chaſtiſed is, by beatynge of

the whelpe.

In ſtandynge nere the fyre, I know how that I

freaſe ;

Farre of I burne, in bothe I waſte, and ſo my

Lyfe I leeſe.

I know how Love doth rage upon a yeylding

mynde,

How ſmalle a nete may take and maſe a harte

of gentle kinde :

Or elſe with ſeldom ſwete to ſeaſon hepes of gall,

Revived with a glympſe of Grace old ſorrowe.

to let fall. -

The hydden traynes I know, and ſecret ſnares

of love. -

How ſoone a loke will prynte a thoughte that

never may remove.

The ſlypper ſtate I know, the ſodein turnes from

welthe

The doubtful hope, the certaine wooe, and ſure

deſpaired helthe.

A praiſe of his ladie.

G". place you ladies and be gone,

Boaſt not your ſelves at all,

For here at hande approacheth one,

Whoſe face will ſtayne you all.

The vertue of her lively lookes

Excels the precious ſtone,

I withe to have none other books

To rede or look upon.

In eche of her two chriſtall eyes,

Smyleth a naked boy ;

It would you all in heart ſuffiſe

To ſee that lampe of joye.

I think nature hath loſt the moulde,

Where the her ſhape did take;

Or elſe I doubte if nature coulde

So fayre a creature make

She may be well comparde

U.to the Phenix kinde, -

Whoſe
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whoſe like was never ſeen nor heard,

That any man can fynde.

In lyſe ſhe is Diana chaſt

In trouth Penelopey,

In woord and eke in dede ſtedfaſt :

what will ye more we ſay :

If all the world were ſought ſo farre,

Who could find ſuche a wight,

Her beauty twinkleth lyke a ſtarre

Within the froſty night.

The lover refuſed of his love, embraceth vertue.

Y youthfull yeres are paſt,

My joyfull dayes are gone,

My lyſe it may not laſt,

My grave and I am one.

My Myrth and joyes are fled,

And I a man in wo,

Deſirous to be ded,

My miſeieſe to forgo.

I burn and am a colde,

I freeſe amyddes the fyer

I ſee ſhe doth witholde

That is my honeſt deſyre.

I ſee my help at hande,

I ſee my lyfe alſo,

I ſee where ſhe doth ſtande

That is my deadly fo.

I ſee how ſhe doth ſee,

And yet ſhe will be blynde,

I ſee in helpyng me,

She ſekes and will not fynde.

I ſee how ſhe doth wrye,

When I begynne to mone,

I fee when I come nye,

How fayne ſhe would be gone.

I ſee what wil ye more,

She will me gladly kill,

and you ſhall ſee therfore

That ſhe ſhall have her will.

I cannot live with ſtones,

It is too hard a foode,

I wil be dead at ones

To do my Lady good.

The Death of zoFOAS, an Egiptian aſtrono

mer, in the firſt fight that Alexander had with

the Perſians.

OW clattring armes, now raging broyls of

warre,

Gan paſſe the noys of dredſul trumpetts clang,

Shrowded with ſhats, the heaven with cloude

of dartes,

Covered the ayre. Againſt ſull fatted bulles,

As forceth kyndled yre the lyons keene, .

whoſe greedy gutts the gnawing hunger prickes;

So Macedons againſt the Perſians fare,

Now corpſes hyde the purpurde ſoyle with blood;

Large ſlaughter on eche ſide, but Perſes more,

Moyſt field, bebled, theyr hearts and numbers

bate,

Fainted while they gave backe, and fall to flighte. -

The litening Macedon by ſwords, by gleaves,

By bands and troupes of footmen, with his garde.

Speedes to Dary, but hym his mereſt kya,

Oxate preſerves with horſemen on a plumpe

Before his carr, that none his charge ſhould give

Here grunts, here groans, ech where ſtrong

outh is ſpent:

Shaking her bloudy hands, Bellone among

The Perſes ſoweth all kinds of cruel death :

With throte yent he roares, he lyeth along

His entrailes with a launce through gryded quyte, .

Hym ſmytes the club, hym woundes arreſtryk

ing bowe,

And him the ſling, and him the ſhining ſword;

He dyeth, he is all dead, he pantes, he reſtes.

Right over ſtoode in ſnowwhite armour brave,

The Memphite Zoroas, a cunnying clarke,

To whom the heaven lay open as his booke ;

And in celeſtial bodies he could tell

The moving meeting light, aſpect, eclips,

And influence, and conſtellations all ;

What earthly chaunces would betyde, what yere,

Of plenty ſtorde, what finge forewarned death,

How winter gendreth ſnow, what temperature

In the prime tyde doth ſeaſon well the ſoyle,

Why ſummer burnes, why autumne hath ripe

grapes,

Whither the circle quadrate may become,

Whither our tunes heavens harmony can yelde

Of four begyns among themſelves how great

Proportion is; what ſway the erryng lightes

Doth end in courſe gayne that fiyrſt movyng

heaven ;

What, grees one from another diſtant be,

What ſtart doth lett the hurtfull fyre to rage,

Or him more mylde what oppoſition makes,

What fyre doth qualitye Mavorſes fyre,

What houſe eche one doth ſeeke, what plannett

raignes

Within thisheaven ſphere, nor that ſmall thynges

I ſpeake, whole heaven he cloſeth in his breſt.

This ſage then in the ſtarres hath ſpyed the fates

Threatened him death without delay, and fith,

He ſaw he could not fatall order chaunge,

Foreward he preſt in battayle, that he might

Mete with the rulers of the Macedons,

Of his right hand deſirous to be ſlain,

The bouldeſt borne, and worthieſt in the feilde 5’

And as a wight, now wery of his lyfe,

And ſeeking death, in tyrſt front of his rage,

Comes deſperately to Alexanders face,

At him with dartes one atter other throws,

With reckleſſewordes and clamourhim provokes,

And ſayth, Neštanacks baſtard ſhamefull ſtayne

Of mothers bed, why loſeſt thou thy ſtrokes,

Cowardes among, Turn thee to me, in cale

Manhood there be ſo much left in thy heart,

Come fight with me, that on my helmet weare

Appollo's laurell both for learninges laude,

And: ke for martiall praiſe, that in my ſhielde

The even fold Sophie of Minerve contein,

A match more mete, Syr King, then any here.

The noble prince amoved takes ruth upon

The wilful wight, and with ſoft words ayen,

O monſtrous man (quoth he) what ſo thou art,

I pray thee live, ne do not with thy death

This lodge of Lo, e, the muſes manſions marre ;

That treature houſe this hand ſhall aever ſpoyle,

M
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My ſword ſhall never bruiſe that ſkilfull brayne,

Long gather'd heapes of ſcience ſone to ſpill ;

O how fayre fruites may you to mortall men

From Wiſdoms garden give ; how many may

By you the wiſer and the better prove :

What error, what mad moode, what frenzy thee

Perſwades to be downe, ſent to depe Averne,

Where no artes flouriſh,nor no knowledge valles

For all the e ſawes. When thus the ſovereign

faid,

Alighted Zoroas with ſword unſheathed,

The careleſs king there ſinoate above the greve,

At th'opening of his quiſhes wounded him,

So that the blood down trailed on the ground:

The Macedon perceiving hurt, gangnaſhe,

But yet his mynde he bent in any wiſe

Hym to forbeare, ſett ſpurrs unto his ſtede,

And turnde away, leſt anger of his ſmarte

Shoulde cauſe revenger hand dealebaleful blowes.

But of the Macedonian chieftaines knights,

One Meleager could not bear this ſight,

But ran upon the ſaid Egyptian rude,

And cutt him in both knees: he fell to ground,
Wherewith a whole rout came of ſould ours

And all in pieces hewed the ſely ſeg, [ſterne,

But happely the ſoule fled to the ſtarres,

Where, under him, he hath full fight of all,

Where at he gazed here with reaching looke.

The Perſians wald ſuch ſº pience to folgoe,

The very fone the Macedonians wiſht . . .

He would have lived, king Alexander ſelfe

Demde him a man unmete to dye at all

Who wonne like praiſe for conqueſt of his Yre,

As for ſtoute men in field that day ſubdued,

Who princes taught how to diſcerne a man,

That in his head ſo rare a jewel beares,

But over all thoſe ſame Camenes, thoſe ſame,

19ivine Camenes, whoſe honour be procurtle,

As tender parent doth his daughters weale,

Lamented, and for thankes, all that they can,

Do cheriſh hym deceaſt, and ſett him free,

From dark oblivion of devouring death.

Barclay wrote about 1530; his chief work is

the Ship of Fºley, of which the following extract

will ſlew his ſtyle.

Of Mockers and Scorners, and ſalſe Accuſers.

Heartleſ fooles, haſle here to our doºrine,

Leaue oſſ the wayes of your enormitie,

ºnforce you to my preceples to encline,

For here ſhall I ſhewe you good and veritie:

En-line, and ye finde ſhall great proſpetitie,

Enſuing the doctrines of our lathers olde,

And godly lawes in valour worth great golde.

Who that will followe the graces many olde

Whwh are in vertue, ſhall find auauncement:

Wherfore ye fooles that in your ſinic are bolde, -
Enſue ye wiſdome, and eaue your ſewde intent,

W. Jome is the way of men moſt excellent:

The fºre haue dºne, and ſhortly ſpede your pace,

To quay nt yourſe!; and company with grace.

Learne what is virtue, therin is great ſolace,

! raine what is truh, fidaes and prudence,

Let gruºche be gºne, and grauvitie purchaſe,

Forſake your vily aid incoauenience,

Ceaſe to be fooles, and ay to ſue offence,

Followe ye virtue, chief roote of godlynes

For it and wiſe.dome is ground of clenlynes.

Wiſedome and virtue twothinges are doubtles,

Whiche man endueth with honour ſpeciall,

But ſuch heartes as ſlepe in fooliſhnes

Knoweth nothing, and will nought know at all;

But in this little barge in principall

All fooliſh mockers I purpoſe to repreue,

Clave he his backe that feeleth itchte or greue.

Mockers and ſcorners that are harde of belcue,

With a rough combe here will I clawe and grate,

To proue if they will from their vice remeue,

And leaue their folly, which cauſeth great de

bate : (eſtate,

Suche caytiues ſpare neyther poore man nor

And where their felte are moſte worthy derifion,

Other men to ſcorne is all their moſt condition.

Yet are mo fooles of this abuſion,

Whiche of wiſe men deſpiſeth the doctrine,

With mowes, mockes, ſcorne, and colluſion,

Rewarding rebukes for their good diſcipline:

Shewe to ſuche wiſdome, yet ſhall they not
encline.

Unto the ſame, but ſet nothing thereby,

But mocke thy doctrine, ſtill or openly.

So in the worlde it appeareth cºmmonly.

That who that will a fooie rebuke or blame,

A mocke or mowe ſhall he haue by and by :

Thus in deriſion haue fooles their ſpeciall game.

Correct a wiſe man that woulde eſchue ill name.

And fayne would learne, and his lewde life

amende,

And to thy wordes he gladly ſhall intende.

If by nºisfortune a rightwiſe man offende,

He gladly ſuffereth a juſte correction,

And him that him teacheth taketh for his frende,

Him ſelfe putting mekely unto ſubjection,

Folowing his preceptes and good direction.

But yf that one a foole rebuke or blame,

He ſhall his teacher hate, ſlaunder and diſame.

Howbeit his wordes oft turne to his own

ſhame.

And his owne dartes retourne to him agayne,

And ſo is he fore wounded with the ſame,

And in wo endºth, great miſery and payne.

It alſo proued full often is certayne,

That they that on mockers alway their mindes

caſt,

Shall of all other be mocked at the laſt.

He that goeth right, ſtedfaſt, ſure, and faſt,

May him well mocke that goeth halting and
lame

And he that is white may well his ſcornes caſt,

Agaynſt a man of Inde : but no man ought to

blame

Anothers vice, while he wſeth the ſame.

But who that of ſinne is cleane in deede and

thought, [...ought.

May him well ſcorne whoſe living is ſtake

The ſcornes of Nabal full nere ſhould haue been

bought,

If Abigay] his wife diſcrete and ſage,

Had not by kindneſs right crafty meanes ſought,

The wrath of Dauid to temper and**, h

4t
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Hath not two beares in their fury and rage

Two and fortie children rent and torne,

For they the prophete Helyſeus did ſcorne.

So might they curſe the time that they were

borne,

For their mocking of this prophete diuine:

So many other of this ſort often mourne

For their lewde mockes, and fall into ruine.

Thus it is foly for wiſe men to eucline,

To this lewde flocke of fooles, for ſee thou ſhall

Them moſte ſcorning that are moſt bad of all.

The Lenuoy of Barclay to the fooles.

Ye mocking fooles that in ſcorne ſet your icy,

Proudly deſpiſing Gods punition :

Take ye example by ham the ſonne of Noy,

Which laughed his father vnto deriſion,

Which him after curſed for his tranſgreſſion,

And made him ſeruaunt to all his lyne and

ſtocke.

So ſhall ye caytiffs at the concluſion,

Since ye are nought, and others ſcorne and

mocke.

About the year 1553 wrote Dr. M'ilſon, a

man celebrated for the politeneſs of his ſtyle,

and the extent of his knowledge : what was the

ſtate of our language in his time, the following

may be of uſe to ſhow.

Ronounciation is an apte ordering bothe of

the voyce, countenaunce, and all the whole

bodye, accordynge to the worthines of ſuche

wordes and mater as by ſpeache are declared.

The vſe hereof is ſuche for anye one that liketh

tohaue prayſe for tellynge his tale in open aſſem

Thus have I deduced the Engliſh language

from the age of Alfred to that of Elizabeth ; in

ſome parts imperfectly for want of materials;

but I hope, at leaſt, in ſuch a manner that its

I h J

blie, that hauing a good tongue, and a comelye

countenaunce, he ſhal be thought to paſſe all

other that haue not the like vºteraunce: thoughe

they haue much better learning. The tongue

geueth a certayne grace to euerye matter, and

beautifieth the cauſe in like maner, as a ſwete

ſoundynge lute muche ſetteth forthe a meane

deuiſed ballade. Or as the founde of a good in

ſtrumente ſtyrreth the hearers,and moueth muche

delite, ſo a cleare ſoundyng voice comforteth

muche our deintie eares, with much ſweete me

lodie, and cauſeth vs to allowe the matter rather

for the reporters ſake, then the reporter for the

m atters ſake. Demoſthenes therfore, that famouſe

oratour, beyng aſked what was the chiefeſt point

in al oratorie, gaue the chiefe and onely praiſe

to Pronunciation , being demaunded, what was

the ſeconde, and the thirde, he ſtill made aun

ſwere, Pronunciation, and would make none

other aunſwere, till they lefte aſkyng, declaryng

hereby that arte without vºteraunce can dooe

nothyng, vtteraunce without arte can dooe right

muche. And no doubte that man is in outwarde

appearaunce halfe a good clarke, that hath a

cleane tongue and a comely geſture of his body.

Ælchines lykwyſe beyng banniſhed his countrie

through Demoſthenes, when he had redde to the

Rhodians his own oration, and Demoſhenes

aunſwere thereunto, by force whereof he was

banniſhed, and all they marueiled muche at the

excellencie of the ſame: then (qd AEchines) you

would have marueiled much more if you had

heard hymſelfe ſpeak it. Thus beyng caſt in

miſerie and banniſhed for euer, he could not but

geue ſuch great reporte of his deadly and mortal

ennemy.

progreſs many be eaſily traced, and the gradations

obſerved, by which it advanced from its firſt

rudeneſs to its preſent elegance.

A G R A M
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RAMMAR,which is the art of uſing words

prºperly, compriſes four parts; Orthogra

phy, Etymology, Syntax, and Profedy.

In this diviſion and order of the parts of gram

mar I follow the common grammarians, without

enquiring whether a fitter diſtribution might not

be found. Experience has long ſhown this method

to be ſo diſtinct as to obviate confuſion, and ſo

comprehenſive as to prevent any inconvenient

omiſſions. I likewiſe uſe the terms already re

ceived, and already underſtood, though perhaps

others more proper might ſometimes be invented.

Sylburgius, and other innovators, whoſe new

terms have ſunk their learning into neglect, have

keft futficient warning againſt the trifling ambition

of teaching arts in a new language.

OrthoorArmy is the art ºf cºmbining letters

into ſyllables,and ſyllables intº wºrds. It therefore

teaches previouſly the form and found of letters.

The letters of the Engliſh language are,

Italick. Name.Roiºnan Old Engliſh.

a a

be

ſee

dee

e

eff

ce

º

i (or ja

f conſon.

Áa

el

frº

en

2

pee

c tº tº

a r"

eſt

tee

u [or va

tº condon.

double u

ex

ºt,

zed, more

commonly 12

zard or wºx.ard,

that is, f hard.

T H E

T O N G U E.

To theſe may be added certain combinations

of letters univerſally uſed in printing ; as &, ſt,

º ſb, ſh, ſk, f, ſſ, fi, fi, ſfi, ffi, fl, and &, or

and per ſe, and, &t, f, f, fi, ſº, ſh, ſº, f, ſºft,

#;" f, &. d’, fi, ſl, ff, tſ, ſi, ti, ſfi,

*

Our letters are commonly reckoned twenty

four, becauſe anciently i and j, as well as s and v,

were expreſſed by the ſame character; but as

thoſe letters, which had always different powers

have now different forms, our alphabet may be

properly ſaid to conſiſt of twenty-ſix letters.

None of the ſmall conſonants have a double

form, exceptſ, s , of which ſ, is uſed in the be

ginning and middle, and f at the end.

Vowels are five, a, e, i, o, u.

Such is the number generally received; but

for i it is the practice to write y in the end of

words, as thy, holy , before i, as from die, dying;

from beautify, beautifying , in the words fayr,

days, eyes; and in words derived from the Greek,

and written originally with v, as ſyſtem, atºpas,

fympathy, awarassia.

For u we often write w after a vowel, to make

a diphthong as, raw, grew, view, vºw, flow

ung, lowneſs.

The ſounds of all the letters are various.

In treating on the letters, I ſhall not, like

ſome other graininarians, enquire into the origi

nal of their form as an antiquarian ; nor into

their formation and prolation by the organ of

ſpeech, as a mechanick, anatomiſt, or phyſio

logiſt; nor into the properties and gradation of

ſounds, or the elegance or harſhneſs of particular

combinations, as a writer of univerſal and tran

ſcendental grammar. I conſider the Engliſh al

phabet only as it is Engliſh ; and even in this

narrow view I follow the example of former

grammarians, perhaps with more reverence than

judgment, becauſe by writing in Engliſh I ſuppoſe

my reader already acquainted with the Engliſh

language ; and becauſe of ſounds in general it

may be obſerved, that words are unable to

deſcribe them. An account therefore of the

primitive and ſimple letters is uſeleſs almoſt

alike to thoſe who know their ſound, and thoſe

who know it not.

Of V O W e L S.

A.

4 has three ſounds, the ſlender, open, and

broad.

Af
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A ſlender is found in moſt words, as face,

*a*e , and in words ending in ation, as creation,

Jaivatiºn, generation.

The a ſlender is the proper Engliſh a, called

very juſtly by Erpenius, in his Arabick Gram

mar, a Anglicum cum e miſlum, as having a mid

dle ſound between the open a and the e. The

French have a ſimilar ſound in the word pair, and

in their e maſculine.

A open is the a of the Italian, or nearly re

ſembles it; as father, rather, congratulate,

fasty, glaſs.

A broad reſembles the a of the German ; as

all, wall, call.

Many words pronounced with a broad were

anciently written with au, as fault, mault ; and

we ſtill ſay fault, mault. This was probably the

Saxon found, for it is yet retained in the northern

dialects, and in the ruſtick pronunciation: as

mass for man, baund for ...]

The ſhot a approaches to the a open, as

graſſ.

The long a, if prolonged by e at the end of

the word, is always ſlender, as graze, fame.

A forms a diphthong only with i or y, and a

or w. Ai or ay, as in plain, wain, gay, clay, has

only the ſound of the long and ſlender a, and

differs not in the pronunciation from plane,
ºast.

As or aw has the ſound of the German a, as

raw, naughty.

Ae is ſometimes found in Latin words not corn

pletely naturaliſed or aſſimilated, but is no Eng

liſh diphthong ; and is more properly expreſted

by ſingle e, as Ceſar, Eneas.

E.

E is the letter which occurs moſt ſrequently in

the Engliſh language.

E is long, as in ſcºne ; or ſhort, as in cºllar,

ſeparate, celebrate, mºn, the n

It is always ſhort be ore a double conſonant,

or two conſonants, relent, medlar, reptile, ſer

fest, cºllar, cºlation, blºſing, fºll, filling,

d. St.

E is always mute at the end of a word, ex

cert in monoſyllables that have no other vowel,

As the 5 or proper names as Penelºpe, Phebe, Der

; being uſed to modify the foregoing conſo.

tant, as ſince, once, hedge, oblige; or to lengthen

the preceding vowel, as bân, bane ; can, cane ;

fis, pise ; tān, tºne ; rāb, rºbe; pºp, pºp. ;

fir, fire ; cir, care ; tāb, tº be.

Almoſt all words which now terminate in

conſonants ended anciently in e, as year, yeare ;

wildneſſ, wildneſſe ; which e probably had the

force of the French e feminine, and conſtituted a

ſyllable with its aſſociate conſonant , for, in old

editions,words are ſometimes divikd thus, lea-re,

fel-le, knowledge. Thus e was perhaps for a

time vocal or ſilent in poetry as convenience re

quired; but it has been long wholly mute. Cam

den calls it the ſilent e.

It does not always lengthen the fore going

vowel, as glºve, l, we, g. ve.

It has ſometimes in the end of words a ſound

obſcure, and ſcarcely perceptible, as ºpen, ſhapen,

flatten, thiſtle, participle, metre, lucre.

E forms a diphthong with a ; as wear, with

i, as deign, receive ; and with w, or w, as new,

**u.
f Ea ſounds like e long, as mean ; or like tº,

as dear, clear, near.

El is ſounded like e long, as ſeize, perceiving.

Eu ſounds as u long and ſoft.

E., a, u are combined in beauty and its deriva

tives, but have only the ſound of u.

E may be ſaid to form a diphthong by redupli

cation, as agree, ſleeping.

Eo is found in yeomen, where it is ſounded as e

ſhort ; and in people, where it is pronounced like
re.

I.

I has a ſound, long, as fine ; and ſhort, as
in

That is eminently obſervable in i, which may

be likewiſe remarked in other letters, that the

ſhort found is not the long ſound contracted, but

a ſound wholly different.

The long found in monoſyllables is always

marked by the e final, as thin, thine.

I is often ſounded before r as a ſhort s : as

flirt, firſt, ſhirt.

It forms a diphthong only with e,asfield, ſhield,

which is ſounded as the double ee; except friend,

which is ſounded as frºnd.

I is joined with eu in lieu, and ew in view;

which triphthongs are ſounded as the open u.

O.

0 is long, as bâne, ºbedient, corrºding; or

ſhort, as blºck, knºck, ºblique, loll.

Aſ omen in pronounced winnen.

The ſhort o has ſometimes the found of a cloſe

u, as ſºn, come.

0 coaleſces into a diphthong with a, as moan,

grºan, apprºach; a has the ſound of o long.

0 is united to e in ſome words derived from

Greek, as aconomy; but ce being not an Eng

liſh diphthong, they are better written as they

are ſounded, with only e, economy.

With i, as ºil, ſoil, mail, noiſome.

This coalition of letters ſeems to unite the

ſounds of the two letters as far as two ſounds can

be united withºut being deſtroyed, and therefore

approaches more nearly than any combination in

our tongue to the notion of a diphthong.

With 2, as bºot, hot, cooler; 22 has the ſound

of the Italian u

With u or ºv, as our, power, flºwer; but in

ſome word. has only the found of a long, as in

Jºul, bºwl, ſew, g, ºw. Theſe different ſounds

are uſed to diſtinguiſh different ſignifications as

bºw, an inſtrument for ſhooting ; bow, a de

preſſion of the head: ſow, the ſhe of a boar;

ſºw, to ſcatter ſeed : bowl, an orbicular body :

bowl, a wooden veſſel.

Ou is ſometimes pronounced like o ſoft, as

eva, t , ſometimes like a ſhort, as cºugh ; ſome

1 h . I times
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times like a cloſe, as could ; or u open, as rough,

tough ; which uſe only can teach.

Ou is frequently uſed in the laſt ſyllable of

words which in Latin end in or, and are made

Engliſh, as hencur, labºur, favou", from honor,

Iabºr, favor. .

Some late innovators have ejećted the u,

without conſidering that the laſt ſyllable gives

the ſound neither of ºr nor ur, but a ſound between

them, if not compounded of both ; beſides that

they are probably derived to us from the French

nouns in eur, as honeur, favºur.

U is long in İſe, confº/ſon; or ſhort, as ur,

cºnciſiºn.

It coaleſces with a, e, i, e, but has rather

in theſe combinations the force of the w con

ſonant, as quaff, gue”, guit, quite, languiſh;

ſometimes in ui the loſes its found, as in juice.

It is ſometimes mute before a, e, i, y, as guard,

gueſ, guiſe, buy.

U is followed by e in virtue, but the e has no

found.

Ue is ſometimes mute at the end of a word,

in imitation of the French, as prorºgue, ſyna

gºgue, plague, vague, harangue.

7 is a vowel, which, as Quintílian obſerves,

is one of the Roman letters, we might want

without inconvenience, but that we have it. It

ſupplies the place of i at the end of words, as

thy; before an i, as dying ; and is commonly

retained in derivative words where it was part

of a diphthong in the primitive; as deſtrºy, de

Jºrºyer; betray, betrayed, betrayer; pray,

prayer; ſay, Jayer; day, dayſ.

1 being the Saxon vowel y, which was com

monly uſed where f is now put, occurs very fre

quently in all old books.

GEN E R Al Rules.

A vowel in the beginning or middle ſyllable,

before two conſonants, is commonly ſhort, as

àppºrtunity.

In monoſyllables a ſingle vowel before a ſingle

conſonant is ſhort, as ſtag, frºg.

Of C O N S O N A N T S.

B has one unvaried found, ſuch as it obtains

in other languages.

it is mute in debt, debtºr, ſubtle, dºubt, lamé,

link, dumb, thrºmb, climb, cºmb, wºmb.

It is uſed before l and r, as black, brown,

C.

C. has before and the ſound of ſ, as ſºn

cerely, centrick, century, circular, riftern, city,

fººty: before a, e, and u, it ſounds like A, as

º, cºncavity, cºpper, incºrpºrate, curiºſity,

cºncupiſtence,

C might be omitted in the language without

loſs, ſince one of its ſounds might be ſupplied by

ſ, and the other by Å, but that it preſerves to the

eye the etymology of words, as face from facier,

captive from captivar.

Ch has a ſound which is analyſed into ſº, as

church, chin, crutch. It is the ſame ſound

which the Italians give to the c fimple before i

and e, is citta, cerra.

Ch is ſounded like Å in words derived from

the Greek, as rhymuſ, ſcheme, c/cler. Arch is

commonly ſounded ark before a vowel, as arch

angel; and with the Engliſh found of ch before

a conſonant, as archbiſhºp.

Ch, in ſome French words not yet affimilated,

ſounds like ſk, as machine, chai/3. -

C, according to Engliſh orthography, never

ends a word ; therefore we write ſick, blºck,

which were originally ſºcke, blºcke, in ſuch

words. C is now mute.

It is uſed before l and r, as clock, crºft.

ls uniform in its ſound, as death, diligent.

It is uſed before r, as draw, draft ; and tr,
as dwell. -

F.

F, though having a name beginning with a

vowel, it is numbered by the grammarians a

mong the ſemivowels, yet has this quality of a

mute; that it is commodiouſly founded before a

liquid, as fleſ, fly, tº e, ºf it has an unvariable

ſound, except that ºf f.netimes ſpoken nearly
as ºv.

G

G has two ſounds, one hard, as in &4)', gº,

gun, the other ſoft, as in gen, grant.

. At the end of a word it is always hard, ring,

Jung, ſºng, frºg.

Before e and the ſound is uncertain.

- G before e is ſoft, as gem, generatiºn, except

in gear, geld, geeſe, get, gewgaw, and deriva

tives from words ending in g, as ſinging, ſtrºnger,

;: generally before ºr at the end of words, as

nger.

9 is mute before n, as craft, ſºn, fºreign.

G before i is hard, as gºve, except in giant,

gigantick, gibbet, gibe, gibletſ, grkſ, gill, gilli

fºer, gin, ginger, gingle, gify.

Gh in the beginning of a word has the ſound

of the hard g, as gº ºftly; in the middle, and

ſometime at the end, it is quite filent, as thºugh,

right, fºught, ſpoken tha', rite, ſtate.

It has often at the erd the ſound of f, as
laugh ; whence laughter retains the ſame ſound

in the middle; cºgh, trºugh, ſºugh, terg/,

enough, ſlough.

It is not to be doubted, but that in the origi

nal pronunciation gº had the force of a conſonant

deeply guttural, which is ſtill continued among
the Scotch.

G is uſed before ?, ?, and r.

H.

His a note of aſpiration, and ſhows that the

follow ºne
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following vowel muſt be pronounced with a

itrong emiſſion of the breath, as hat, horſe.

it ſeldom, perhaps never, begins any but

the firſt ſyllable, in which it is always ſounded

with a full breath, except in heir, herb, hoſtler,

h:star, burible, boneſt, humour, and their de

rivatives.

7 conſonant founds uniformly like the ſoft

g, and is therefore a letter uſeleſs, except in

etymology, as ejaculation, jºſer, jocund, juice.

K.

K has the found of hard c, and is uſed

before e and i, where, according to Engliſh ana

lºgy, e would be ſoft, as kept, king, ſkirt,

ſeptick, for ſo it ſhould be written, not ſcep

tick.

It is uſed before n, as knell, knot, but totally

loſes its found

K is never doubled ; but c is uſed before it to

ſhorten the vowel by a double conſonant, as

cºckle, pickle.

L.

L has in Engliſh the ſame liquid ſound as in

other languages.

The cuſton is to double the l at the end of

monoſyllables, as kill, will, full. Theſe words

were originally written kille, wille, fulle ;

and when the e firſt grew ſilent, and was after

wards ornitted, the ll was retained, to give

force, according to the analogy of our language,

to the foregoing vowel

L is ſometimes mute, as in calf, half, halver,

cakes, cºuld, would, pſa'm, talk, ſalmºn, fal

fººt.

The Saxons, who delighted in guttural ſounds,

ſometimes aſpirated the l at the beginning of

words, as hlap, a leaf, or bread, h'arimb, a

ard; but this pronunciation is now diſuſed.

Le at the end of words is pronounced like a

weak el, in which the e is almoſt mute, as

table, ſhuttle.

M has always the ſame ſound, as marmur,

monumental.

N has always the ſame ſound, as noble,

*artnerr

N is ſometimes mute after m, as damn, con

demn, hymn.
P.

Phas always the ſame ſound, which the Welſh

and Germans confound with B.

P is ſometimes mute, as in pſalm, and be

tween m and t, as tempt.

Ph is uſed for fin words derived from the

Greek, as philºſºphy, philanthrºpy, Philip.

Q., as in other languages, is always follow

ed by u, and has a ſound which our Saxon an

cellors well expreſſed by cp, ºw, as ºuadrant,

queen, equeſtrian, quilt, enquiry, quire, quotidian.

Qu is never followed by u.

Qu is ſometimes ſounded, in words derived

from the French, like #, as cºnquer, liquor,

riſ, ue, chequer.

R has the ſame rough ſnarling ſound as in o

ther tongues.

The Saxons uſed often to put h before it, as

before l at the beginning of words.

Rh is uſed in words derived from the Greek,

as myrrh, myrrhine, catarrhaus, rheum, rheu

matick, rhyme.

Re, at the end of ſome words derived from

the Latin or French, is pronounced like a weak

er, as theatre, ſepulchre.

S.

S has a hiſſing ſound, as ſhilation, ſºfter.

A ſingle ſeldom ends any word, except the

third perſon of verbs, as loves, grows; and the

plurals of nouns, as treet, buſheſ, diſtreſſes; the

pronouns this, hir, ours, yours, us; the adverb

thus i and wor's derived from Latin, as rebur,

ſurplus ; the cloſe being always either in ſe, as

*uſe, hºrſe, or in ſº, as graſſ, dreſs, bleſ, leſs,

anciently graffe, dº ºffe.

& ſingle, at the end of words, has a groſſ-r

found, hke that of z, as trees, eyes, except tº it,

thus, us, retur, ſurf ſur.

It ſounds like z before izn, iſ a vowel goes

before, as intruſiºn; and likeſ, if it follows a

conſonant, as converſion.

It ſounds like z be ore e mute, as reſu e, and

before y final, as roſy; and in thoſe words, ho

Jem, deſire, wiſdºm, priſon, priſoner, preſent,

preſent, damſeſ, caſement

It is the peculiar quality of ſ, that it may be

ſounded before all conſonants, except x and z,

in which ſ is compriſed, a being only ks, and

z, a hard or groſs f. This ſ is therefore term

ed by grammarians ſuae poteſtatis litera ; the

reaſon of which the learned Dr. Clarke errone

ouſly ſuppoſed to be, that in ſome words it might

be doubled at pleaſure. Thus we find in ſeve

ral languages:

><s.wai, ſcatter, ſalegnº, ſarucciolo, ſfavellare,

zºº, /gombrare, granare, ſhake, ſlumbersſmell,

fºr fe, ſpace, ſplendour, ſpring, ſº seeze, fºrew.

flºp, ſirength, fºramen, ſºventura, ſwell.

S is mute in iſle, ſland, demeſne, viſcount.

T.

T has its cuſtomary found, as take, tempta
tº ºn.

Ti before a vowel has the ſound of ſº, as

ſalvation, except an ſ goes before, as queſtion,

excepting likewiſe derivatives from y, as mighty,

mightier. -

* I'h has two founds; the one ſoft, as thur,

whether; the other hard, as thing, think. The

ſound is ſoft in theſe words, then, thence, and

there, with their derivatives and compounds,

tº it, theſe, thou, thee, thy, thune, their, they,

this,
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***, theſe, then, though, thus, and in all words

between two vowels, as father, whether; and

between r and a vowel, as hurthen

In other words it is hard, as thick, thunder,

faith, faithful. Where it is ſoftened at the

end of a word, an e ſilent muſt be added, as

breath, breathe, cloth, clothe.

V.

P has a ſound of near affinity to that of f,

vain, vanity.

Frem f in the Iſlandick alphabet, v is only

diſtinguiſhed by a diacritical point.

W.

Of w, which in diphthongs is oſten an un

doubted vowel, ſome grammalians have doubt

ed whether it ever be a conſonant; and not

rather as it is called a double u or ou, as

water may be reſolved in cuater; but letters

of the ſame found are always reckoned con

ſonants in other alphabets: and it may be

obſerved, that to follows a vowel without any

hiatus on difficulty of utterance, as frºſty, win

ter,

Wºh has a ſound accounted peculiar to the

Engliſh, which the Saxons better expreſſed by

hy, hºw, as what, whence, whiting ; in where

only, and ſometimes in wholeſºme, whis found

cd like a ſimple #.

* begins no Engliſh word; it has the ſound

of ks, as axle, extraneous.

7", when it follows a conſonant, is a vowel;

when it precedes either vowel or diphthong, is

a conſonant, as ye, young. It is thought by ſome

to be in all caſes a vowel. But it may be ob

ſerved of y as of w, that it follows a vowel

without any hiatus, as rºſy yºuth.

Z begins no word originally Engliſh; it has

the ſoued as its name izzard or f hard

expreſſes, of an ſ uttered with cloſer compreſ

fion of the palate by the tongue, as freeze,

frºze.

In orthography I have ſuppoſed orthwpy, or

jºf utterance ºf words, to be included; otho

graphy being only the art of expreſſing cer

tain ſounds by proper charaćlers. I have there

fore obſerved in what words any of the letters

are rºute.

Moſt of the writers of Engliſh grammar have

, given long tables of words pronounced other

wiſe than they are written, and ſeem not ſuf

ficently to have conſidered, that of Engliſh,

as of all living tongues, there is a double pro

run.iation, one curſory and colloquial, the o

ther regular and ſolemn. The culſory pronun

clation is always vague and uncertain, being

made different in different mouths by negli

grace, unſkilluineſs, or affe Station. I he ſo

lemn pronunciation, though by no means irr

mutable and permanent, is yet always leſs re

mote from the orthography, and leſs liable to

capricious innovation. They have however ge

nerally formed their tables according to the

curſory ſpeech of thoſe with whom they hap

pened to converſe; and concluding that the

whole nation combines to vitiate language in

one manner, have often eſtabliſhed the jargon

of the loweſt of the people as the model of

ſpeech.

For pronunciation the beſt general rule is, to

conſider thoſe as the moſt elegant ſpeakers who

deviate leaſt from the written words.

There have been many ſchemes offered for

the emendation and ſettlement of our ortho

graphy, which, like that of other nations, be

ing formed by chance, or according to the fancy

of the earlieſt writers in rude ages, was at firſt

very various and uncertain, and is yet ſuffici

ently irregular. Of theſe reformers ſome have

endeavoured to accommodate orthography bet

ter to the pronunciation, without conſidering

that this is to meaſure by a ſhadow, to take

that for a model or ſtandard which is changing

while they apply it. Others, leſs abſurdly in

deed, but with equal unliklegood of ſucceſs,

have endeavoured to proportion the number

of letters to that of ſounds, that every ſound

may have its own character, and every cha

racter a ſingle ſound. Such would be the or

thography of a new language to be formed by a

ſynºd of grammarians upon principles of ſci

ence. But who can hope to prevail on nations

to change their practice, and make all their old

books uſeleſs 2 or what advantage would a new

orthography procure equivalent to the confu

fion and perplexity of ſuch an alteration?

Some of theſe ſchemes I ſhall however exhi

bit, which may be uſed according to the diverſi

ties of genius, as a guide to reformers, or ter

tour to innovators.

One of the firſt who propoſed a ſcheme of re

gular orthography, was Sir Thomas Smith, ſe

cretary of ſtate to Queen Elizabeth, a man of

real learning, and much practiſed in gramma

tical diſquiſitions. Had he written the following

lines according to his ſcheme, they would have

appeared thus:

At length Eraſmus, that great injur'd name,

The glory of the prieſthood, and the ſhame,

Stemm'd the wild torrent of a barb'rous age,

And drove thoſe holy Vandals off the ſtage.

At lengº, Eraſmus, Satgretingur'd nim,

Ae glori of Öe preſthüd, and be zām,

Stemma öe wild torrent of a barb’rous āş,

And drov bös hôli Vandals of Se ſtag

After him another mode of writing was of

fered by Dr. Gill, the celebrated maſter of St.

Paul's ſchool in London; which I cannot re

preſent exactly for want of types, but will

approach

.
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:::

:
-

approach as nearly as I can by means of cha

racters now in uſe ſo as to make it underſtood,

exhibiting two ſtanzas of Spenſer in the reform

ed orthography.

Spenſer, book iii, canto 5.

Unthankful wretch, ſaid he, is this the meed,

with which her ſovereign mercy thou doſt
uite *

Thy life ſhe ſaved by her gracious deed;

But thou doſt ween with villainous deſpight,

To blother honour, and her heavenly light.

Die, rather die, than ſo diſloyally,

Deem of her high deert, or ſeem ſo light.

Fair death it is to ſhun more ſhame; then

die.

Die, rather die, than ever love diſloyally.

But if to love diſloyalty it be,

Shall I then hate her, that from deathes door

Me brought? ah! far be ſuch reproach from

rite

What can I leſs do, than her love therefore,

Sith I her due reward cannot reſtore ?

Die, rather die, and dying do her ſerve,

Dying her ſerve, and living her adore

Thy life ſhe gave, thy life ſhe doth deſerve; ,

Die, rather die, than ever from her ſervice

fwerve.

Wnbankful wrix, ſaid hi, iz Yisºe mid,

Wim, bio her ſoutrain merfi bou duſt qujt 2

Djljf rj ſaved by her graſius djd:

But 8ou doſt wen wit Yilinus diſpjº,

Tu blot her honor, and har hebalj libt.

Dj, raiser dj, Sin ſo diſloiaij,

Djm of her hih dºzert, or ſjm ſo liht.

Fair de; it iz tu run marr-m; ºn dj.

Dj, rater dj, ºn to r ſub diſloialj.

But if tulub diſloialtjit ti,

Sal I ºf n hat her ºat from d Sez dwr

Mj broubt? ah! far bj ſub reproo from mi.

Watkan I lºs du San her lu), ºrfar,

Sib I her du reward kanot reſtwr 2

Dj, raºr dj, and dji; du fºr ſier,

Djig her ſeru, and lipig her adar.

Djlji rjgir, ºiljf rj duh dizeru;

Dj, razºir dj, ºn sper from her ſervis ſwerv.

Dr Gill was followed by Charles Butler, a

man who did not want an underſtanding which

might have qualified him for better employ

ment. He ſeems to have been more ſanguine

than his predeceſſors, for he printed his book ac

cording to his own ſcheme; which the follow

ing ſpecimen will make eaſily underſtood.

But whenſoever you have occaſion to trouble

their patience, or to come among them being

troubled, it is better to ſtand upon your guard,

than to truſt to their gentleneſs. For the fate;
guard of your face, which they have moſt mind

unto, provide a purſehood, made of coarſe toul

tering, to be drawn and knit about your collar,

which for more ſafety is to be lined againſt

the eminent parts with woollen cloth. Firſt

cut a piece about an inch and a half broad,

and half a yard long, to reach round by the

temples and forehead, from one ear to the

other ; which being ſowed in his place, join

unto it two ſhort pieces of the ſame bread:h

under the eyes, for the balls of the cheeks, and

then ſet another piece about the breadth of a

ſhilling againſt the top of the no e. At other

times, when they are not angered, a little piece

half a quarter broad, to cover the eyes and parts

about them, may ſerve though it be in the heat

of the day.

Bet penſoever you hav’ occaſion to trubble

beir patienc', or to coom among Sem beeng

trubled, it is better to ſtand upon your gard,

3an to truſt to Seir gentleneſs. For 5e far".

gard of your ſac', pio Sey hav’ moſt mind.”

unto, provid' a purſehood mad’ of coorſe boul

tering, to bee drawn and knit about your collar,

pio for mor' ſaf’ty is to bee lined againſt º'

eminent parts wit woollen clot. Firſt cut a

peec' about an ind and a half broad, and half a

yard long, to read round by 5e temples and

lor'head, from one ear to be ober; pio beelag

ſowed in his plac', join unto it two rort peeces

of the ſam breadt under §e eys, for the bals of

§e cheeks, and then ſet an oºser peec" about 3e

breadt of a rilling againſt the top of Öe noſe.

At o’er tim's pen 6ey ar' not angered, a little

piec' half a quarter broad, to cover $e eyes and

parts about them, may ſerve Sows it be in Se

heat of be day. Butler on the nature and pro

per ties ºf Bees, 1634.

In the time of Charles I. there was a very

prevalent inclination to change the orthography;

as appears among other books, in ſuch editions

of the works of Milton as were publiſhed by

himſelf. Of theſe reformers every man had his

own ſcheme; but they agreed in one general

deſign of accommodating the letters to the pro

nunciation, by ejecting ſuch as they thought

ſuperfluous. Some of thern would have writies

theſe lines thus:

All the erth

Shall then be paradis, far happier place

Than this of Eden, and far happier dair.

Biſhop Wilkins afterwards, in his great work

of the philoſophical language, propoſed, without

expecting to be followed, a regular orthogra

phy: by which the Lord's prayer is to be writ

ten thus:

Yer Fádher hitſh art in héven, helloed bi

dhyi nám, dhyi cingdym cym, dhyi will be dya

in erth as it is in heven, &c.

We have ſince had no general reformers:

but ſome ingenious men have endeavoured tº

deſerve well of their country, by writing Ko

n:r a:d labºr for hºnºur and labour, aud red for

rvas
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read in the preſent-tenſe, ſair for ſayſ, repete for

repeat, explane for explain, or declame for de

, arm. Of theſe it may be ſaid, that as they

have done no good, they have done little harm;

both becauſe they have innovated little, and be

cauſe few have followed them.

E T Y. M. O I, O G Y.

TNTYMOLOGY teaches the deduction of one

word from another, and the various modi

fications by which the ſenſe of the ſame word is

diverſified; as hºrſe, horſe: ; I love, I lºved.

of the A R T 1 c 1 E.

‘i he Engliſh have two articles, an, a, and

tº e. -

*

AN, A.

A has an indefinite ſignification, and means

one with ſome reference to more ; as, This 1 a

gººd beck, that is, ºne among the beckr that are

gººd. He waſ killed by a ſword, that is, ſºme

jºrd. Thiſ is a better bººk fºr a man than a

bºy, that is, fºr ene ºf thºſe that are men, than

cre ºf thoſe that are boys. An army might enter

without reſiſtance, that is, any army.

In the ſenſes in which we uſe a or an in the

fingular, we ſneak in the plural without an arti

cle; as, theſe are good boºkſ.

I have made an the original article, becauſe it

is only the Saxon an, or aen, one, applied to a

new uſe, as the German ein, and the French

wn ; the n being cut off before a conſonant in the

ſpeed of utterance.

Grammarians of the laſt age direct, that an

ſhould be uſed before h; whence it appears that

the Engliſh anciently aſpirated leſs. An is ſtill

uſed before the ſilent h, as, an herb, an honeſ:

sman : but otherwiſe a as,

A horſe, a horſe, my kingdom for a horſe.

Sºakeſpeare.

Tir E has a particular and definite ſignification.

The ruit

Of that f bidden tree, whoſe mortal taſte

Brought death into the world dºllen.

That is, that particular fruit, and his wºrld

in which we live. So He riveth ‘odder for the

cattle, and green herb, for the uſe ºf man ; that

s, for thoſe being that are cattle, and his uſe

that is man.

The is uſed in both numbers.

I am as free as Nature firſt made man,

Fre the baſe laws of ſervitude began,

When wild in woods the noble ſavage ran.

Dryden.

Many words are uſed without articles; as

1. Proper names, as john, Alexander, Lºngi

us, Ziriſtarchuſ, Jeruſalem, Athen , Rºme, Lon

on. God is uſed as a proper name. -

2. Abſtract names, as blackneſs, witchcraft,

virtue, vice, beauty, uglineſs, lºve, hatred, anger,

&zed nature, kindrºſi.

. 3. Words in which nothing but the mere be:

ing of any thing is implied: This is not beer,

but water; This is not braſ, but ſizel.

Of Nou N's Substan rives.

The relations of Engliſh nouns to words going

before or following are not expreſſed by caſeſ, or

chaoges of termination, but as in moſt of the

other European languages by prepoſitions, unleſs

we may be ſaid to have a genitive caſe.

Singular.

Nom. Magiſter, a Maſter, the Maſter.

Gen. Magiſtri, of a Maſter, of the Maſter, ºr

Mäſters, the Maſters.

Dat. Magiſtro, to a Maſter, to the Maſter.

Asc. Magiſtrum, a Maſter, the Maſter.

Voc. Magiſter, Maſter, O Maſter.

Alb. Magiſtro, from a Maſter, from the Maſter.

Plural.

Nom. Magiſtri, Maſters, the Maſters.

Gen. Magiſtrorum, of Maſters, of the Maſters.

Dat. Magiſtris, to Maſters, to the Maſters,

Acc. Magiſtros, Maſters, the Maſters.

Voc. Magiſtri, Maſters, 0 Maſters.

al Magiſtris, from Maſters, from the Ma
ers.

Our nouns are therefore only declined thus:

Plur. Maſters.

Plur. Scholars.

Maſter,

Scholar,

Gen. Maſters.

Gen. Scholars.

Theſe genitives are always written with a

mark of eliſion, maſter's, ſcholar'r, according to

an opinion long received, that the 'i is a con

traction of hºr, as tº e ſ.l. ter's valour, for the

ſºldier his volºur; but this cannot be the true

original, becauſe ' is put to female nouns, W

man's beauty; the firgin's delicacy , Haughty

jun’s unreſenting hate and collective nouns, as

A'eman's paſſion, ; the rabble', inſolence ; the muſ

titude's fºlly; in all theſe caſes it is apparent that

his cannot be underſtood. We ſay likewiſe the

fºundation's ſirength, the diamond's inſtre, the

winter's ſeverity; but in theſe caſes his may be

underſtood, he and his having formerly been ap

plied to neuters in the place now ſupplied by it

and it f.

The learned, the ſagacious Wallis, to whom

every Engliſh grammarian owes a tribute ofreve

rence, calls this modification of the noun an

adjecifice pºſſ.ſve; I think with no more pro

priety than he might have applied the ſame to

the genitive in equitum decuſ, Trºjº or 14, or any

other Latin genitive.

This termination of the noun ſeems to con

ſtitute a real genitive indicating poſſeſſion. It is

derived to us from thoſe who declined rmiº, a

ſmith, Gen. ranſber, ºf a ſmith; Plur. rimºer,

or rimibar, faith,; and ſo in two other of their

ſeven declenſions.
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It is a further confirmation of this opinion,

that in the old poets both the genitive and plural

were longer by a ſyllable than the original word;

knitia, for knight's, in Chaucer; leavis, for

leaves, in Spenſer.

When a word ends in f, the genitive may be

the ſame with the nominative, as Venus temple.

The plural is formed by adding r, as table,

table; ; flie, flies ; ſiſter, ſ/hers ; woºd, wºod, ;

or es where could not otherwiſe be ſounded, as

after ch, f, ſb, x, z, ; after c ſounded like 1, and

f like j; the mute e is vocal before ſ, as lance,

ancer; outrage, outrageſ.

The formation of the plural and genitive ſin

gular is the ſame.

A few words yet make the plural in n, as men,

women, oxen, ſwine, and more antiently eyen

and ſheen. This formation is that which gene

rally prevails in the Teutonick diale&s.

Words that end in f commonly form their

plural by ver, as leaf, leaves calf, calver.

Except a few, muff, muff; ; chief, chief. So

beef, roof, proof, relief, miſchief, puff, cuff;

dwarf, handkerchief, grief.

Irregular plurals are teeth from tooth, lice from

Jesſe, mice from mouſe, geeſe from geeſe, feet from

fººt, dice from die, pence from penny, brethren

from brºther, children from child.

Plurals ending in , have no genitives; but we

ſay, womens excellencies, and Weigh the mens

witt againſt the ladies hairs. Pope.

Dr. Wallis thinks the Lord, houſe may be ſaid

for the houſe of Lord: ; but ſuch phraſes are not

now in uſe; and ſurely an Engliſh ear rebels

againſt them.

of A D J E c T 1 v E s.

Adjećtives in the Engliſh language are wholly

indeclinable ; having neither caſe, gender, nor

number, and being added to ſubſtantives in all re

lations without any change ; as, a goºd wºman,

gººd wºmen, of a gºod woman; a goºd man, gºod

men, ºf gºod men.

The Compariſºn of Adjećliver.

The comparative degree of adjectives isform

ed by adding er, the ſuperlative by adding ºff, to

the poſitive as, fair, fairer, faireſt : lovely,

lovelier, lovelieft; ſweet, ſweetºft; low, lower,

loweſt; high, higher, higheſt.

Some words are irregularly compared; as gººd,

better, beſt; bad, worſe, werſ ; little, leſs, leaff;

*tar, nearer, next ; much, more, mºſt ; man

(or mee), more (for meer), mºſt (for moºſt); late,

later, lateſ? or laſt.

Some comparatives form a ſuperlative by add

ing maſt, as nether, nethermoſt ; outer, outmoſt ;

wnder, undermºſt ; up, upper, uppermºſt ; fore,

fºrmer, foremoſt.

Mºſt is ſometimes added to a ſubſtantive, as

tºpmºſt, ſºuthneff.

Many adjectives do not admit of compariſon

by terminations, and are only compared by more

and meſ, as benevºlent, more benevolent, mºſt le.
nevolent.

All adjectives may be compared by more and

nºff, even when they have comparatives and

ſuperlatives regularly formed; as fair; fairer,

or more fair; faireſ?, or mºſt fair.

In adjectives that admit a regular compariſon,

the comparative more is oftner uſed than the ſu

perlative mºſ, as more fair is oſtener written for

fairer, than mºſt fair for faireſ?.

The compariſon of adjectives is very uncer

tain; and being much regulated by commodi

ouſneſs of utterance, or agreeableneſs of ſound, is

not eaſily reduced to rules.

Monoſyllables are commonly compared.

Polyſyllables, or words of more than two ſyl

lables, are ſeldom compared otherwiſe than by

mºre and mºſt, as deplorable, more deplorable, mºſt

deplorable.

Diſſyllables are ſeldom compared if they ter

minate in ſºme, as fulfºme, toilſeme; in ful, as

careful, ſpleenful, dreadful ; in ing, as trifling,

charming; in out, as porcu, ; in}. as careeſ,

...}, in ed, as wretched; in id, as candid;

in al, as mortal; in ent, as recent, fervent ; in

ain, as certain ; in ºve, as miſſive; in dy, as

*zedy 3 in ſy, as puffy 3 in Ay, as recky, except

lucky; in my, as roºmy , in my, as ſkinny; in py,

as rºy, except happy : in ry, as hoary.

Some comparatives andſº are yet

found in good writers formed without regard to

the foregoing rules; but in a language ſubjected

ſo little and ſolately to grammar, ſuch anomalies

muſt frequently occur.

So ſhady is compared by Milton.

She in ſhadieſt covert hid,

Tun'd her nošturnal note. Parad. Lºft,

And virtueur.

What ſhe wills to ſay or do,

Seems wifeſt, virtuouſſº, diſcreeteſt, beſt.

Parad. Lºſt.

So trifling, by Ray, who is indeed of no great.
authority.

It is not ſo decorous, in reſpect of God, that

he ſhould immediately do all the meaneſt and

triflingeſ; things himſelf, without making uſe of
any interior or ſubordinate miniſter.

Ray on the Creatiºn.

Famour, by Milton.

I ſhall be named among the famouſeſ?

Of women, ſung at ſolemn feſtivals. "

Akſilton's Agoniſter,

Inventive by Aſcham.

Thoſe have the inventiveſ? heads for all pur

poſes, and roundeſt tongues in all matters.

Aſcham's Schoolmaſter.

Mortal, by Bacon.

The mºrtaleſt poiſons pračtiſed by the Weſt

Indians, have ſome mixture of the blood, fat,
or fleſh of man. Bacon.

Natural, by Wotton.

I will now deliver a few of the propereſt and

1 J naturaliſt
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naturaleſt conſiderations that belong to this

piece. Wotton's Architecture.

Wretched, by johnſon.

The wretcheder are the contemners of all

helps; ſuch as preſuming on their own na

turals, deride diligence, and mock at terms

when they underſtand not things. B. johnſon.

Pºwerful, by Milton.

We have ſuſtain'd one day in doubtful fight,

wº heav'n's great King hath pow'rfulleſt to

end

Againſt us from about his throne. Parad. Lºſt.

The termination in iſ may be accounted in

fome ſort a degree of compariſon, by which the

ſignification is diminiſhed below the poſitive, as

Black, blackiſh, or tending to blackneſs; ſalt,

ſaltiſh, or having a little taſte of ſalt : they

therefore admit no compariſon. This termina

tion is ſeldom added but to words expreſſing

ſenſible qualities, nor often to words of above

one ſyllable, and is ſcarcely uſed in the ſolemn or

ſublime ſtyle.

Of P R o N o u N s.

Pronouns, in the Engliſh language, are, I,

thou, he, with their plurals, we, ye, they, it, who,

which, what, whº ther, whºſºever, whatſoever,

my, mine, our, curr, thy, thine, your, yºurs, his,

her, hers, their, theirs, this, that, other, another,

the ſame.

The pronouns perſonal are irregularly inflected.

Singular. Plural

Nom. I. We

4ccuſ, and other
oblique caſes. } Me Us

a???, Thou Ye

Oblique. Thee You

7 ou is commonly uſed in modern writers for

Jye, particularly in the language of ceremony,

where the ſecond perſon plural is uſed for the

ſecond perſon ſingular, 2 ou are my friend.

Singular. Plural.

Mom. He They Applied to maſ

Oblique. Him Them culines.

Nom. She They Applied to femi

Oblique. Her Them nines.

Nom. It They Applied to neuters

Oblique. Its Them or things.

For it, the practice of ancient writers was to

uſe he, and for it, his.

The poſſeſſive pronouns, like other adjectives,

are without caſes or change of termination.

The poſſeſſive of the firſt perſon is my, mine,

eur, curs; of the ſecond, thy, thine, yºu, yours :

of the third, from he, his, from ſee, her, and

*ers, and in the plural their, their, for both ſexes.

Our, yourſ, hers, theirſ, are uſed when the

ſubſtantive preceding is ſeparated by a verb, as

Theſe are our books. Theſe bºoks are ours. Your

children excel ours in ſtature, but ours ſurpaſs

yours in learning.

Ours, yours, hers, theirſ, notwithſtanding their

ſeeming plural termination, are applied equally

to ſingular and plural ſubſtantives, as This back

is ours. Theſe books are ours.

Mine and thine were formerly uſed before

a vowel, as mine amiable lady : which though

now diſuſed in proſe, might be ſill properly

continued in poetry : they are uſed as curs and

yºurſ, when they are referred to a ſubſtantive

preceding.

Their and theirs are the poſſeſſives likewiſe of

it, and are therefore applied to things.

Pronouns relative are, who, which, what,

whether, whºſºever, whatſoever.

Singular and Plural.

Nºm. Who

Gen. Whoſe

Other ºblique caſeſ. Whom

N.m. Which

Gen. Of which, or whoſe

Other oblique caſes. Which

Who is now uſed in relation to perſons, and

which in relation to things; but they were an

ciently confounded.

A'hºſe is rather the poetical than regular ge

nitive of which :

the fruit

Of that ſorbidden tree, whºſe nortal taſte

Brought death into the world. Miltºn.

Whether is only uſed in the nominative and

accuſative caſes , and has no plural, being

applied only to ºne of a number, commonly to

one of two, as Whether ºf theſe iſ left I knew

not. Whether ſhall I chooſe 2 It is now almoſt

obſolete.

//hat, whether relative or interrogative, is

without variation.

jºſºever, whatſºever, being compounded of

whº or what, and ſever, follow the rule of their

primitives.

Singular. Plural.

This Theſe

- That Thoſe

In all caſes, Other Others

Whether

The plural ethers is not uſed but when it is

referred to a ſubſtantive preceding, as I have

ſent other horſes. I lave not ſent the ſame horſes,
but others.

Another, being only an other, has no plural.

Here, there, and where, joined with certain

particles, have a relative and pronominal uſe.

Hereºf, herein,’ crety, hereafter, Zer, with, there

</
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ºf herein, thereby, thereupºn, there with, where

ef, whereir, whereby, whereupºn, wherewith,

which ſignify, ºf thiſ, in thir, &c. ºf that, in

that, &c. ºf wk+rk, in which, &c.

Therefºre and wherefºre, which are properly

there fºr, and where fºr, fºr that, fºr which,

are now reckoned conjunctions, and continued

in uſe. The reſt ſeem to be paſſing by degrees

into negled, though proper, uſeful, and analo

gous. They are referred both to ſingular and

plural antecedents.

There are two more words uſed ºnly in con

junition with pronouns, own and ſelf.

own is added to poſſeſſives, both ſingular and

plural, as my own hand, our own houſe. It is

emphatical, and implies a ſilent contrariety or

oppoſition, as, I live in my own #cuſe, that is,

set in a hired houſe. Tº I did with my cºwr

band, that is, ºritheut help, or not by froxy.

&lf is added to poſſeſſives, as myſelf; yorº

flººr: and ſometimes to perſonal pronouns, as

firſelf, 1:ſelf, themſelves. It then, like oto",

expreſſes emphaſis and oppoſition, as I did tº i:

myſelf, that is, not another; or it forms a re

cirocal pronoun, as H^e hart ºurſelves by vain

rage.

Himſelf, itſ if, themſ. Ives, is ſu;poſed by

Wallis to be put by corruption, for his ſelf, iſ

ſelf, their ſºlve: ; ſo that ſelf is always a ſub

ſtantive. This ſeems juſtly obſerved, for we ſay,

He came himſelf; Humſelfſball dº this ; where

lirſkif cannot be an accuſative.

of the vers.

Engliſh verbs are active, as I lºve; or neuter,

as 1 langaſi. The neuters are formed like the

1&ive.

Moſt verbs ſignifying ač'ien, may likewiſe

ſiznity cºnditiºn or habit, aud become neuters :

as I lºve, I am in love ; I ſtrike, I am now

ſtriking.

verbs have only two tenſes infle&ed in their

terminations, the preſent, and ſimple preterite ;

the other tenſes are compounded of the auxiliary

verbs have, ſhall, will, let, may, car, and the

infinitive of the ačtive or neuter verb

The paſſive voice is for, ed by joining the

participle preterite to the ſubſtantive verb, as I

ºr lºved.

To Have.

Preſn't Tenſ.

* I have, thou haſt, he bath ºr has ;

Pºr. We have, ye have, tºy have.

Ha is a terminatiºn corruptcd from katº, but

tow more frequently uſed both in verſe and

proſe.

Indicative Mood. .

Simple Preterite.

*g. I had, thºu hadſ, he had;
Fur. We had, ye had, they had.

Cºmpºund Preterite.

Sing. I have had, thou haſt had, he has had;

Plur. We have had, ye have had, they have had.

Preterflu perfect.

Sing. I had had, thºu hadſt had, he had had;

Pºur. It’s had had, ye had had, they had had.

Future.

Sºng. I ſhall have, thou ſhalt have, he ſhall have;

Plur. We ſhall have, ye ſhall have, they will have.

Second Future.

Sºng. I will have, thou wilt have, he will have :

Pl: r. We will have, ye willhave, they will have.

By reading theſe future tenſes may be obſerv

td the variations of ſhall and will.

- Imperative Mood.

Sºng. Have or have thou, let him have ;

Plur. Let us have, have ºr have ye, let them have.

Conjunctive Mood.

Preſent.

Sinº. I have, thºu have, he have ;

Plur. He have, ye have, they have.

Preterite ſimple as in the Indicative.

Preterite rom fºund.

Sing. I have had, they have had, he have had :

P'ur. We have had, ye have had, they have had.

Future.

Sing. I ſhall have, as in the Indicative.

Second Future.

Sing. I ſhall have had, thºu ſhalt have had, he

ſhall have had 5.

Plur. We ſhall have had, ye ſhall have had, they

ſhall have had.

Potential.

The potential form ºf ſpeaking is expreſſed by

may, car, in the preſert , and might, could, or

tive mood of the verb.

ſhould, in the picterite, joined with the Infini

Preſent

Sing. I may have, thou mayſt have, he may

have ; *

Plur. We may have, ye may have, they may

n-vc.

- Preferite.

Sing. I might have, thºu mighteſt have, he

might have.

Plur. We mi.ht havc, ye might have, they

might have.

preſent.

Sing. I can have, thou canſ have, he can have ;

Piur. We can have, ye can have, they can

have.

[ i 2 J Preterite.
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Preterite.

Sing. I could have, thou couldſt have, he could

have;

Plur.** have, ye could have, they could

-
ave.

In the like manner ſhould is united to the

verb.

There is likewiſe a double Preterite.

Sing. I ſhould have had, thou ſhouldſt have had,

he ſhould have had ;

Plur. We ſhould have had, ye ſhould have had,

they ſhould have had.

In like manner we uſe, I might have had; I

could have had, &c.

Infinitive Mood.

Preſent. To have.

Preterite. To have had.

Participle preſent. Having.

Participle preterite. Had.

Verb ačtive. To love.

Indicative. . Preſent.

Sin. I love, thou loveſt, he loveth or loves;

Plur. We love, ye love, they love.

Preterite ſimple.

Sºng. I loved, thou lovedſt, he loved;

Plur. We loved, ye loved, they loved.

Preterperfeº compared. I have loved, &c.

Preterpluperfect. I had loved, &c

Future. I ſhall love, &c. I will love, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Love or love thiu, let him love;

Plur. Let us love, love or love ye, let them

love.

Conjunctive. Preſent.

Sing. I love, thou love, he love;

Plur. We love, ye love, they love.

Preterite ſimple, as in the Indicative.

Preterite compound. I have loved, &c.

Future. I ſhall love, &c.

Second Future. I ſhall have loved, &c.

Potential.

Preſent. I may or can love, &c.

Preterite.gº could, or ſhould have ioved,

<.

Infinitive.

Preſent. To love.

Preterite. To have loved.

Participle preſent. Loving.

Participle paſt. Loved.

The paſſive is formed by the addition of the

participle preterite, to the different tenſes of the

yerb tº be, which muſt therefore be here ex

hibited.

Indicative. Preſent.

Sing. I am, thou art, he is ;

Plur. We are or be, ye are or be, they are or

be.

The plural be is now little in uſe.

Preterite.

Sing. I was, thou waſt or wert, he was ;

Plur. We were, ye were, they were.

Wert is properly of the conjućtive mood, and

ought not to be uſed in the indicative.

Preterite compound. I have been, &c.

Preterpluperfect. I had been, &c.

Future. I ſhall or will be, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Be thou ; let him be ;

Plar. Let us be; be ye; let them be.

Conjunctive. Preſent.

Sing. I be, thou beeſt, he be ;

Plur. We be, ye be, they be.

Preterite.

Sing. I were, thou wert, he were ;

Plur. We were, ye were, they were.

Preterite compound. I have been, &c.

Future. I ſhall have been, &c.

Potential.

I may ºr can ; would, could, or ſhould be 3

could, would, or ſhould have been, &c.

Infinitive,

Preſent. To be.

Preterite. To have been.

Participle preſent. Being.

Participle preterite. Having been.

Paſſive Voice.

I am loved, &c.

been loved, &c.

Indicative Mood.

I was loved, &c. I have

Conjunctive Mood.

If I be loved, &c. If I were loved, &c.

ſhall have been loved, &c.

if I

Potential Mood.

1 may or can be loved, &c. I might, could, ºr

ſhould be loved, &c. I might, could, or

ſhould have been lºved, &c.

Infinitive.

Preſent. To be loved.

Preterite. To have been loved.

There is another form of Engliſh verbs, in

which the infinitive mood is joined to the verb

do in its various inflections, which are therefore

to be learned in this place,

To do.
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To Do.

Indicative. Preſent.

Sing. I do, thou doſt, he doth;

Plur. We do, ye do, they do.

Preterite.

Sing. Idid, thcu didſt, he did :

Plar. We did, ye did, they did.

Preterite, &c. I have done, &c. I had done.

&fe.

Fatare. I ſhall cr will do, &c.

Imperative.

Sing. Do thºu, let him do ;

Plur. Let us do, do ye, let them do.

Conjunětive.

&ng. I do, thou do, he do;

Plur. We do, ye do, they do.

Preſent

The reſt are as in the Indicative.

Infinitive. To do; to have done.

Participle. Preſent. Doing.

Participle preter. Done.

I dº is ſometimes uſed ſuperfluouſly, as, I do

lºve, I did lºve; ſimply for I love or I loved ;

but this is conſidered as a vitious mode of ſpeech.

It is ſometimes uſed emphatically ; as,

I do lºve thee, and when I love thee not,

Chaºs is come again. Shakeſp.

'. It is frequently joined with a negative; as,

Ilike her, but I do not love her; I wiſhed him

ſucceſs, but did not help him.

The Imperative prohibitory is ſeldom applied

in the ſecond perſon, at leaſt in proſe, without

the word de; as, Step him, but do not hurt him;

Praiſe beauty, but do not dote on it.

Its chief uſe is in interrogative forms of

ſpeech, in which it is uſed through all the per

ſons, as, Do I live 2 Doſt thºu ſtrike me * Do

they rebel 2 Did I cºmplain * Didſt thºu love

her? Did ſle die P So likewiſe in negative in

terrogations; Do I not yet grieve * Did ſhe
not die P

D: is thus only uſed in the ſimple tenſes.

There is another manner of conjugating nou

ter verbs, which, when uſed, may not im

preperly denominate them neuter paſſives, as

they are inflected according to the paſſive form

by the help of the verb ſubſtantive to be. They

anſwer nearly to the reciprocal verbs in French ;

is,

I am riſen, ſurrexi, Latin; Je me ſuis levé.
French.

I was walked out, exieram. Je m'etois pro

mené.

In like manner we commonly expreſs the pre

ſent tenſe ; as I am going, ed. I am grieving,

*kº, She is dying, illa meritur. The tem

peſt is raging, furit prºcella. I am purſuing an

enemy, hºſlem inſequer. So the other tenſes, as

We were walking, itvyxávousy wºrralsås, I

have been walking, I had been walking, I ſhall.

or will be walking.

There is another manner of uſing the active

participle, which gives it a paſſive ſignification;

as, the grammar is now printing, grammatica

jam nunc charris imprimitur. The braſs is

forging, era excuduntur.

nion, a vitious expreſſion, probably corrupted

from a phraſe more pure, but now ſomewhat

obſolete: The book is a printing, The braſ, is a

fºrging ; a being properly at, and printing and

forging verbal nouns ſignifying action according

to the analogy of this language.

The indicative and conjunctive moods are by

modern writers frequently confounded, or ra

ther the conjunctive is wholly neglected, when,

ſome convenience of verſification does not invite

its revival. It is uſed among the purer writers

aſter if, thºugh, ere, before, whether, except,

unleſ, whatſºever, whomſºever, and words of

wiſhing; as, Deubtleſ, thou art our father,

though Abraham be ignorant ºf uſ, and Iſrael

acknowledge us not.

Of IR Regular Verbs.

The Engliſh verbs were divided by Ben John

ſon into four conjugations, without any reaſon

ariſing from the nature of the language, which

has properly but one conjugation, ſuch as has

been exemplified; from which all deviations are

to be conſidered as anomalies, which are indeed

in our monoſyllable Saxon verbs and the verbs

derived from them very frequent; but almoſt all

the verbs which have been adopted from other

languages, follow the regular form.

Our verbs are obſerved by Dr. Wallis to be

iregular only in the formation of the preterite,

and its participle. Indeed, in the ſcantineſs of

our conjugations, there is ſcarcely any other

places for irregularity.

The firſt irregularity, is a ſlight deviation from

the regular form, by rapid utterance or poeti

cal contraction: the laſt ſyllable ed is often join

ed with the former by ſuppreſſion of e i as lov'd

for lºved; after c, ch, ſh, f, k, x, and after

the conſonants ſ, th; when more ſtrongly pro

nounced, and ſometimes after m, m, r, if prece

ded by a ſhort vowel, t is uſed in pronunciaticn,

but very ſeldom in writing, rather than d, as

place’t, ſnatch't, fiſh't, ºva/k’t, dºvel"t, ſmelºt,

for plac'd, ſnatch'd, fiſh'd, walk'd, dwel'd,

ſmelºd; or placed, ſnatched, fiſhed, walked,

dwelled, ſmelled.

Thoſe words which terminate in l or ll, or p,

make their preterite in t, even in ſolemn lan

guage; as, crept, filt, dwelt ; ſometimes aº

ter x, ed is changed into t , as vext ; this is

not conſtant.

A long vowel is often changed into a ſhort

one; thus kept, ſlept, wept, crept, ſwept ;

from the verbs, to keep, to ſleep, to weep, to

freep, to ſweep. Where

This is, in my opi- .
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Where d or t go before, the additional letter

d or t, in this contracted form, coaleſce into one

letter with the radical d or t , if t were the ra

dical, they coaleſce into t , but it d were the

radical, then into d or t, as the one or the other

letter may be more eaſily pronounced ; as read;

*d, ſpread, ſhed, ſhred, bid, hid, chid, fed,

bled, bred, ſped, Jirid, rid; from the verbs, to

redd, to lead, to ſpread, to ſhed, to ſhread, to

&id, to hide, to chids, to feed, to bleed, to breed,

to ſpeed, to ſirtée, to ſlide, to ride. And thus,

caff, hurt, cºff, burſt, eat, beat, ſweat, fit, quit,

ſmit, writ, but, hit, met, ſhot : from the verbs,

to caſt, to hurt, to reſt, to burſt, to eat, to beat,

to ſweat, to ſit, to quit, to ſnite, to write, to

bite, to bit, to meet, to ſhoot. And in like man

ner, lent, ſent, rent, girt ; from the verbs, to

lend, to ſend, to rend, to gird.

The participle, preterite or paſſive is often

formed in en, inſtead of ed; as, been, taken,

given, ſlain, knºwn, from the verbs, to be, to

take, to give, to ſlay, to know.

Many words have two or more participles, as

not only written, butten, eaten, beaten, hidden,

chidden, ſhotten, choſen, broken ; but likewiſe

writ, but, eat, beat, hid, chid, ſbcat, chºſe, broke,

are promiſcuouſly uſed in the participle, from the

verbs to write, to bite, to eat, to beat, to hide,

to chide, to ſheet, to choºſe, to break, and many
ſuch like.

In the ſame manner ſºwn, ſhewn, hewn,

rewn, leaden, laden, as well as jewºd, ſhev'd,

few'd, mow'd, leaded, laded, from the verbs to

Jew, to ſhew, to hete, to meºw, to lead, to lade.

Concerning theſe double participles it is dif

ficult to give any rule ; but he ſhall ſeldom err

who remembers, that when a verb has a parti

ciple diſtinct from its preterite, as write, wrºte,

written, that diſtinct participle is more proper

and elegant, as, ºf he back is written, is better

than The book is wrote, though wrote may be

uſed in poetry.

There are other anomalies in the preterite.

1. Win, ſpin, begin, ſwim, ſtrick, ſick, ſing,

fing, fing, ring, wring, ſpring, ſwing, a "k,

ſink, Jorink, ſtink, come, run, find, bind, grind,

wind, both in the preterite imperfeół and par

ticiple paſſive, give wºn, ſtºn, begun, ſwum,

ſtruck, ſtuck, fung, ſºng, fang, rung, wrung,

Jprung, fºung,º::...}... rome,

run, found, tound, gren "d, weard. And moſt

of them are alſo formed in the preterite by a, as

began, rang, ſang, ſtrang, dranº, came, ran,

and iome others; but moſt of theſe are now ob

ſolete. Some in the participle paſſive likewiſe

take en, as ſtricken, frucken, drunken, bºund n.

2. Fight, tearſ, reach, ſeek, beſeech, catch,

Fay, bring, think, work, make fºught, taught,

: Gught, Jought, befºught, caught, tought,

brought, thought, wrought.

But a great many of theſe retain likewiſe

the regular form, as, teached, reached, beſeech

ed, catched, worked.

3. Take, ſtake, fºrſake, wake, awake, ſtand,

break, ſpeak, bear, Jºe ar, ſwear, tea', weave,

cleave, ſtrive, thrive, drive, ſhine, riſe, ariſ?

ſmite, write, bide, abide, ride, choºſe, chºſe.

tread, get, beget, forget, ſeethe, make in both

preterite and participle took, forſock, wºke, a

wºke, ſº ºd, broke, ſtoke, bore, ſhore, ſwºre,

tore, wºre, wºve, clove, fºreve, throve, drove,

ſhenz, rºſe, arºſe, ſmºte, wrote, bede, abºde,

rede, cheſ, trade, grº, heget, forgot, ſed. But

we ſay likewiſe, thrive, riſe, ſmit, writ, abid,

rid. In the preterite ſome are likewiſe formed

by a, as brake, ſpake, fare, ſºare, ſware, fare,

ware, clave, gat, begat, forgat, and perhaps

ſome others, but more rarely. In the participle

paſſive are many of them formed by ºn, as, taken,

Jbaker, fºrſaken, broken, ſpoken, born, ſhers,

ſworn, torn, worm, wºven, clºven, thriven,

driven, riſen, ſmitten, ridden, chºſen, tradden,

gotten, bert'en, forgºtten, ſºdden. And man

do likewiſe retain the analogy in both, as awaked,

awałed, ſheared, weaved, leaved, abided,

feethºd.

4. Give, bid, ſº, make in the preterite gave,

bade, ſat ; in the participle paſſive, given, bid

den, fitten ; but in both bid.

5. Draw, know, grow, throw, lºw, creze,

like a cock; fly, ſay, ſee, ly, make their pre

terite drew, knew, grew, threer, Here, creev,

Jiew, ſlew, ſaw, lay, their participles paſſive

by n, drawn, known, ſown, grown, thrown,

blºwn, flown, ſlain, ſet u, lien, lain. Yet from

fee is made fled; from go, went, from the old

wend, and the participle gene.

Of Dr RivAT 1 on.

That the Engliſh language may be more

eaſily underſtood, it is neceſſary to enquire how

its derivative words are deduced from their pri

mitives, and how the primitives are borrowed

from other languages. In this enquiry I ſhall

ſometimes copy Dr. Wallis, and ſometimes en

deavour to ſupply his defects and rectify his

trnors.

Nouns are derived from verbs.

The thing implied in the verb as done or pro

duced, is commonly either the preſent of the

verb : as, to love, lºve ; to fright, a fright 5 to

ſtrike, I ſtrick or ſtrook, a ſtroke. -

The action is the ſame with the participle pre

ſent, as loving, frighting, fighting, ſtriking.

The agent, or perſon ačting, is denoted by

the ſyllable er added to the verb, as ºver,

frighter, ſtriker. -

subſtantives, adjeaives, and ſometimes other

parts of ſpeech, are changed into verbs; in

which caſe the vowel is often lengthened, or

the conſonant foſtened, as, a houſe, tº *f;

braſs, to braze; glaf, to glaze; grals, tº gº.” <

price, to prize; breath, to breatle ; * fiſh, tº
Jyº ; cyl, to cy!; further, tº further; forward,

tº fºrward; hinder, to hinder. .

sometimes the termination ºn is added, eſpº
cially to adjectives; as, haſte, tº kaffen; length,

to lengthen ſtrength, to Ji, engthen : ſhort, ro

ſhorten faſt, to faſten; white, “ "...:
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black, tº blacken hard, to harden ; ſoft, to

Jaftes.

From ſubſtantives are formed adjectives of

plenty, by adding the termination y; as a

louſe, lºuſy; wealth, wealthy; health, healthy;

might mighty ; worth, worthy earth, earthy

wood, a wood, woºdy air, airy ; a heart,

hearty; a hand, handy. -

From ſubſtantives are formed adjectives of

plenty, by adding the termination ful, denot

ing abundance ; as, joy, joyful; fruit, fruit

ful; youth youthful; care, careful; uſe, uſe

#sº delightful; plenty, plentiful; help,

elpful.

*... in almoſt the ſame ſenſe, but

with ſome kind of diminution thereof, the ter

mination ſome is added, denoting ſºmething ; or

is ſome degree; as, delight, delightſºme 5 game,

gameſ, me; irk, irkſome ; burden, burdenſeme ;

trouble, troubleſome 5 light, light one ; hand,

bandſºme ; alone, loneſome; toil, tailſome.

On the contrary, the termination of leſs added

to ſubſtantives, makes adjectives ſignifying want;

as, wºrthleſs, witleſs, harmleſs, joyleſ, careleſs,

belpleſ. Thus comfort, comfortleſ, ſap,

ſapleſ.

Privation or contrariety is very often denot

ed by the particle un prefixed to many adjec

tives, or in before words derived from the Latin;

as, pleaſant, unpleaſant, ; wiſe, unwiſe; profi

table, unprºfitablº; patient, impatient. Thus

**warthy, unhealthy, unfruitful, unuſeful, and

many more.

The original Engliſh privitive is un but

as we often borrow from the latin or its de

ſcendants, words already ſignifying privation,

as inefficacious, impiouſ, indiſcreet, the inſepar

able particles an and in have fallen into con

fuſion, from which it is not eaſy to diſentangle

them.

Un is prefixed to all words originally Engliſh,

as watrae, untruth, untaught, unhandſºme.

Un is prefixed to all particles made priva

tive adjectives, as unfeeling, unaſſiing, unaided,

andslighted, unendeared

Us ought never to be prefixed to a parti

ciple preſent, to mark a forbearance of action,

asº: but a privation of habit, as un

pitying.

U, is prefixed to moſt ſubſtantives which have

an Engliſh termination, as unfertileneſs, unper

feise), which if they have borrowed termina

tions, take iſ or im, as infertility, imperfection;

antivil, incivility, una&ive, inactivity.

In borrowing adjectives, if we receive them

already compounded, it is uſual to retain the

particle prefixed, as indecency, inelegant, imprº

fºr ; but if we borrow the adjective, and add

the privative particle, we commonly prefix un,

as sºpolite, ungallant. -

The prepoſitive particles dir and mir, de

rived from the der and met of the French, ſig

niy almoſt the ſame as an ; yet dis rather

imports contrariety than privation, ſince it an

ſwers to the Latin prepoſition de Mis infinuates

ſome errour, and for the moſt part may be ren

dered by the Latin words male or perperam.

To like, to diſlike; honour, diſbonour; to ho

nour, to grace, to diſbonour, to diſgrace; te

deign, to diſdeign : chance, hap, miſchance, miſ

hap; to take, to miſtake : deed, miſdeed, to

uſe, tº miſuſe to employ, to miſemplºy ; to ap

ply, to miſapply.

Words derived from Latin written with de or

diº retain the ſame fignification, as diſlinguſh,

diſtinguo; detract, detraho; defame, defamo;
detain, detineo.

The termination ly added to ſubſtantives, and

ſometimes to adjectives torms adjectives that im

port tome kind of ſimilitude or agreement, being

formed by contraction of lick or like.

A giant, giantly, giantlike: earth, earthy,

heaven, heavenly , world, worldly ; God, godly ,

good, goodly.

The ſame termination ly, added to adjectives,

forms adverbs of like ſignification; as beautiful,

beautifully, ſweet, ſweetly that is, in a beau.

tºful manner; with ſome degree ºf ſweetneſs.

The termination ſº added to adjectives, im

ports diminution ; and added to ſubſtantives,

imports ſimilitude or tendency to a character:

**, Green, greeniſh ; white, whitiſh ; ſoit, ſºf:

1 ſº a thief, thieviſi , a woli, wolvſb , a

child, child,ſh.

We have forms of diminutives in ſubſtan

tives, though not requent; as, a hill, a hillock,

a cock, a cockril; a pike, pikrel; this is a

German termination: a lamb, a lambkin ; a

cnick, a chicken ; a man, a manikin ; a pipe,

a pºkin ; and thus Halkin, wheace the pa

tronimick Hawkins, Milkin, Thºmſºn, and o
thers.

Yet ſtill there is another form of diminuti

on among the Engliſh, by leſſening the ſound

itſºlf, eſpecially of vowels; as there is a form

9t augmenting them by enlarging, or even

lengthening it; and that ſometimes not ſo

much by change of the letters, as of their pro

*iation; as, ſup, ſp, ſºp, ſºp, fippet; where,

beſides the extenuation of the vowel, there i.

added, the French termination et , tºp, tip ;

JPit, ſpout ; *aše, baby, beehy, gra.', grºat

pronounced long, effecially it with a ſtrºnger

ſound, grea-t , little pronounced long, feetle ;

*g, *a*g, tong, imports a ſucceſſion of finaller

and then greater funds ; and ſo in jingle,

ja"gº, tirgit, tangle, and many other made
words."

Much however of this is arbitrary and fan

ciful, depending, whetly ºn oral utte ance, and

trerºfore ſcarcely worthy the natice ºf Walls.

Of concrete adjectives are raade abſtract ſub

ſtantives, by adding the termination nºji, and a

few in head or head, noting character of quali

ties; as, white, whiteneſ ; hard, hardneſ,

great, greatmºſ; , ſkilful, ſº falseſ, mºſulful.

sºft i
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neſ, 5 godhead, manhºod, maidenhead, widºw

; knighthood, prieſthºod, likelihood, falſe
Æced.

There are other abſtraćts, partly derived

from adjećtives, and partly from verbs, which

are formed by the addition of the termination

th, a ſmall change being ſometimes made ; as

long, length ; ſtrong, ſtrength ; broad, wide,

breadth, width ; deep, depth ; true, truth ;

warm, warmth ; dear, dearth ; ſlow, ſlowth ;

merry, mirth ; heal, health well, weal,

wealth; dry, droughth ; young, youth ; and ſo

moon, month.

Like theſe are ſome words derived from

verbs ; dy death 5 till, tilth , grow, growth ;

mow, later mowth, after mow’th ; commonly

ſpoken and written later math, after math ;

ſteal, ſtealth ; bear, birth ; rue, ruth; and

probably earth from to ear or plow ; fly,

flight i weigh, weight ; fray, fright; to draw,

draught

Theſe ſhould rather be written flighth,

frighth, only that cuſtom prevails, left h ſhould

be twice repeated.

The ſame form retain faith, ſpight, wreathe,

wrath, broth, froth, breath, ſooth, worth,

Iight, wight, and the like, whoſe primitives

are either entirely obſolete, or ſeldom occur.

Perhaps they are derived from fey or foy,

ſpry, wry, wreak, brow, mow, fry, bray, ſay,
work.

Some ending in ſhip, imply an office, em

ployment or condition; as, kingſhip, ward

ſhip, guardianſhip, partnerſhip, ſtewardſhip,

headſhip, lordſhip.

Thus, worſhip, that is, worthſhip; whence

worſhipful, to worſhip.

Some few ending in dom, rick, wick, do eſpe

cially denote dominion, at leaſt ſtate or condi

tion; as, kingdom, dukedom, earldom, prince

dem, popedom, chriſtendom, freedom, wiſdom,

wheredom, biſhoprick, baily wick.

Ment and age are plainly French termina

tions, and are of the ſº import with us as

among them, ſcarcely ever occurring, except in

words derived from the French, as cºmmandment,

uſage.

There are in Engliſh often long trains of

words allied by their meaning and derivation;

as, to beat, a bat, batoon, a battle, a beetle, a

battle-door, to batter, butter, a kind of glutin

ous compoſition for food. All theſe are of ſi

milar ſignification, and perhaps derived from

the Latin batuo. Thus take, touch, tickle, tack,

tackle; all imply a local conjunction, from the

Latin tango, tetigi, tačium.

From twº, are formed twain, twice, twenty,

twelve, twins, twine, twºff, twirl, twig,

twitch, twinge, between, betwixt, twilight,

twibil.

The following remarks, extrasted from Wal

lis, are ingenious, but of more ſubtlety than

ſolidity, and ſuch as perhaps might in every

language be enlarged without end.

$n uſually implies the noſe, and what relates

to it. From the Latin naſus are derived the

French ne; and the Engliſh nºſe; and nºſe, a

promontory, as projećting like a noſe. But as

if from the conſonants nº taken from naſus,

and tranſpoſed that they may the better correſ.

Pond ſm denotes naſu; ; and thence are de

rived many words that relate to the noſe, as

ſnout, ſneeze, ſmere, ſhºrt, ſnear, Jnicker,

ſnot, ſnivel, ſnite, ſnuff, ſnuffle, ſnaffle, ſnarle,

fnudge.

There is another ſn, which may perhaps be

derived from the Latin ſinus, as ſnake, ſheal,

ſ. ſnare; ſo likewiſe ſnap and ſnatch, ſnič,
nup.

Bl implies a blaſt ; as blºw, blaff, to bfaff,

tº blight, and, metaphorically, to blaſt one's re

Putation ; bleat, bleak, a bleak place, to look

bleak or weather-beaten, bleak, blay, bleach,

bluffer, blurt, bliſter, hlab, bladder, bleb, Alf

ter, blabber-lipt, blubber-cheek’t, bloted, b/-ie

hºrring, blaſ, blaze, to blºw, that is blºſſºm,

blººm ; and perhaps blood and bluſh.

In the native words of our tongue is to be

found a great agreement between the letters and

the thing ſignified i and therefore the ſounds of

letters ſmaller, ſharper, louder, cloſer, ſofter,

ſtronger, clearer, more obſcure, and more ſtri

dulous, do very often intimate the like effects

in the things ſignified.

Thus words that begin with fºr intimate the

force and effect of the thing ſignified, as if

probably derived from "pºwwal, or ſtrenuu: ;

as ſtrong, ſtrength, firew, ſtrike, ſtreak, freke,

Jripe, ſtrive, ſtrife, ſtruggle, ſirout, ſirut,

Jiretch, ſtrait, ſtrict, fireight, that is, narrow,

diſtrain, ſireſ, diffreſ, firing, ftrap, ſtream,

Jireamer, ſtrand, ſtrip, Jiray, ſiruggle,Jirange,

firide, ſtraddle.

St in like manner implies ſtrength, but in a

leſs degree, ſo much only as is ſufficient to pre

ſerve what has already been communicated,
rather than acquire any new degree; as if it

were derived from the Latin ſo: for example,

Jand, ſtay, that is to remain, or to prop 5 ſtaff,

fay, that is, to oppoſe; ſtep, to ſtuff, fifle, ro

Jay, that is to ſtop; a ſtay, that is an obttacle;

Jtick, ſtuck, ſhutter, ſiammer, ſtagger, fickle,

ſtick, ſtake, a ſharp pale, and any thing depo

ſited at play; ſtock, fiem, ſting, tº ſting, ſink,

fitch, ſiud, fianchion, ſlub, ſlubbie, tº ſtub up,

ſtump, whence ſtumble, Jials,t, ſtalk, ſtep, ſtamp,

with the feet, whence to ſtamp, that is, to make

an impreſſion and a ſtamp, ſºw, to ſº, tº be

few, ſteward, or ſtºward, ſtead, ſteady, ſtead

fºſi, ſhable, a ſtable, a ſlall, to ſhall, feel, fall.

fill, fall, ſlaus ge, fell, flage, ſtill, adj. and

fºll, adv. fille, ſkat, flurdy, feed, feat, falliºn,

fiff, ſtark-dead, tº ſtarve with hunger or cold;

ſtºne, ºffeel, ſtern, ſtanch, to ſtanch blood, to

flare, ſleep, ſteeple ſtair,ſtandard, a ſtated mea

ſure; ſately. In all theſe, and perhaps ſome o

thers, ſº denotes ſomething firm and fixed.

T}
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Thrimply a more violent degree of motion,

as thrºw, thrift, throng, throb, thrºugh, threat,

threates, thrall, throws.

Wr imply ſome ſort of obliquity or diſtortion,

11 ºr, tº wreathe, wrºft, wreſtle, wring,

wrºnt, wrinch, wrench, wrangle, wrinkle,

wrath, wreck, wrack, wretch, wriſ?, wrap.

&imply a filent agitation, or a ſofter kind of

literal mºtion; as, ſway, ſwang, tº ſway, ſwag

gir,ſwerve, ſweet, ſweep, ſwill, ſwim, ſwing,

Jeff, ſweet, ſwitch, ſwinge.

Nor is there much difference of ſm in ſmºothº,

fest, ſaile, ſmirk, ſmite, which ſignifies the

ſime is to firike, but is a foſter word , ſmall,

feelſ, ſnack, ſnather, ſmart, a ſmart blow pro

perly fignifies ſuch a kind of ſtroke as with an

ºriginally ſilent motion implied in ſm, proceeds

to a quick violence, denoted by arſuddenly end

td, as is ſhewn by t. -

Cldenote a kind of adheſion or tenacity, as in

cleave, clay, cling, climb, clamber, clammy, clºſ?,

tº claſp, tº clip, tº clinch, clºak, clºg, cloſe, tº clºſe,

a clid, a clºt, as a clºt of blood, clouted cream,

a clutter, a cliffer.

Špimply a kind of diffipation or expanſion,

tſpecially a quick one, particularly if there be an

r, as if it were frem ſparge or ſepare: for ex

imple, ſpread, ſpring, ſprig, ſprout, ſprinkle,

ſplit, ſplinter, ſpill, ſºrt, ſputter, ſpatter.

& denote a kind of ſilent fall, or a leſs ob

ſervable motion; as in ſlime, ſlide, ſlip, ſlipper,

Áj, ſleight, ſlit, ſlºw, ſlack, ſlight, ſling, ſlap.

And ſo likewiſe aſh, in craſh, raſh, ga/b, flaſh,

tleſ, lºſt, ſlaſh, plaſh, traſh, indicates ſomething

ading more nimbly and ſharply. But uſ?, in

ºft, ruſh, guſh, fluſh, bluſh, bruſh, huſb, puſh,

imply ſomething as acting more obtuſely and

dully. Yet in both there is indicated a ſwift and

ſºlen motion, not inſtantaneous, but gradual,

by the continued foundſb.

Thus in fling, ſling, ding, ſwing, cling, ſing,

ºring, ſing, the tingling of the termination ng,

and the ſharpneſs of the vowel 1, imply the con

tinuation of a very ſlender motion or tremor, at

length indeed vaniſhing, but not ſuddenly inter

rºſted. But in think, wink, ſink, clink, chink,

thº, that end in a mute conſonant, there is alſo

indicated a ſudden ending.

If there be an l, as in jingle, tingle, tinkle,

*irſk, ſprinkle, twinkle, there is implied a fre

quency, oriteration of ſmail ačts. And the ſame

frequency of acts, but leſs ſubtle by reaſon of the

clearer vowel a, is indicated in jangle, tangle,

Jºſk, mangle, wrangle, brangle, dangle; as

alſo in mumble, grumble, jumble, tumble, ſiumble,

rankle, crumble, fumble. But at the ſame time

the cloſe a implies ſomething obſcure or obtund

td; and a congeries of conſonants ribi, denotes a

cºnfuſed kind of rolling or tumbling, as in ram

**, frankle, ſcramble, wanble, amble; as in

theſe there is ſomething acute.

In nimble, the acuteneſs of the vowel denotes

celerity. In ſparkle, ſp denotes diſſipation, ar

an acute crackling, A a ſudden interruption, 1 a

frequent iteration; and in like manner inſprinkle,

waleſ; ºr may imply the ſubtility of the diſſipated

guttules. Thick and thin differ, in that the

former ends with an obtuſe conſonant, and the

latter with an acute.

In like manner, in ſqueek, ſueak, ſueal,

ſºualſ, brawl, wraul, yaul, ſpual, ſcreek, ſhreek,

ſhril, ſharp, ſhriveſ, wrinkle, crack, craſh, claſh,

gnoſt, pluſh, cruſh, huſ', *:::A; whiff, ſoft,

jarr, hurl, curl, whirl, buz, buffle, ſpindle,

dwindle, twine, twºff, and in many more, we

may obſerve the agreement of ſuch ſºrt of ſounds

with the things ſignified: and this ſo frequently

happens, that ſcarce any language which I know

can be compared with ours. So that one mono

ſyllable word, of which kind are almoſt all ours,

emphatically expreſſes what in other languages

can ſcarce be explained but by compounds, or

decompounds, or ſometimes a tedious circumlo

cution.

We have many words borrowed from the La

tin, but the greateſt part of them were commu

nicated by the intervention of the French; as,

grace, face, elegant, elegance, reſemble.

Some verbs which ſeem borrowed from the

Latin, are formed from the preſent tenſe, and

ſome from the ſupines.

From the preſent are formed, ſpend, expend,

expende ; conduce, conduco; deſpiſ, deſpicio ;

aſ prove, approbo; cºnceive, concipio.

From the ſupines, ſupplicate, ſupplico; demon

frate, demonſtro ; diſpoſe, diſpono ; expatrate,

expation; ſuppreſs, ſupprimo; exempt, eximo.

Nothing is more apparent, than that Wallis

goes too far in queſt of originals. Many of theſe
which ſeem ſelected as immediate deſcendents

from the Latin, are apparently French, as con

ceive, approve, expºſe, exempt.

Some words purely French, not derived from

the Latin,we have transferred into our language;

as, garden, garter, buckler, to advance, to cry, to

Plead, from the French jardin, jartier, kouriter,

avancer, cryer, plaider; though indeed, even of

theſe, part is of Latin original.

As to many words which we have in common

with the Germans, it is doubtful whether the

old Teutons borrowed them from the Latins, or

the Latins from the Teutons, or both had them

from ſome common original; as, wine, vinum;

wind, ventus; went, veni; ºvay, via ; wall,

vallum; wall, volvo; wºol, velſus; will, volo;

worm, vermis; worth, virtus ; waſp, veſpa 5

day, dies ; draw, traho; tame, domo, 32,32;

yoke, jugum, Čsº over, ºver, ſuper, trip ,

ar, fum, sº break, frango; fly, volo; blºw,

flo. I make no doubt but the Teutonick is more

ancient than the Latin: and it is no leſs cer

tain, that the Latin, which borrowed a great

number of words, not only from the Greek,

eſpecially the AEolic,but from other neighbouring

languages, as the Oſcan and others, which have

long become obſolete, received not a few from

the Teutonick It is certain, that the Engliſh,

German, and other Teutonick languages, retain

ed ſome derived from the Greek,which the Latin

has not; as path, £fad, ax, achs, mit, fºrd, ffa, d,

daughter, lackter, nickie, mingle, mºon, ſcar,

£rave,
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grave, graff. to grave, tº ſcrape, whole, heal,

from waſº,ášºn,ºla,7224.6, atyáx@., a yºva,

**, *pś, Yºkºw, *@., sixio. Since they re

ceived theſe immediately from the Greeks with

out the intervention of the Latin language, why

may not other words be derived immediately

from the ſame fountain, though they be likewiſe

found among the Latins 2

Our anceſtors were ſtudious to form borrowed

words, however long, into monoſyllables; and

not only cut off the formative terminations, but

cropped the firſt ſyllable, eſpecially in words be

ginning with a vowel; and rejected not only

vowels in the middle, but likewiſe conſonants

of a weaker ſound, retaining the ſtronger, which

ſeem the bones of werds, or changing them for

others of the ſame organ, in order that the

found might become the foſter; but e!pecially

tranſpoſing their order, that they might the more

readily be pronounced without the intermediate

vowels. For example, in expendo, ſpend; ex

emplum, ſample ; excipio, ſcape; extraneus,

Jirange ; extractum,ſtretch'd; excrucio, to ſcrew;

exſcorio, to ſcour; excorio, tº ſcourge; excortico,

to ſcratch ; and others beginning with ex: as

alſo, emendo, tº mend; epiſcopus, biſhºp ; in

Daniſh, Biſp; epiſtola, piſtle ; hoſpitale, ſpital;

Hiſpania, Spain ; hiſtoria, ſtory.

Many of theſe etymologies are doubtful, and

ſome evidently miſtaken.

The following are ſomewhat harder, Alexan

der, Sander; Eliſabetha, Betty; apis, bee : aper,

bar; A paſſing into b, as in biſhop ; and by cut

ting off a from the beginning, which is reſtored

i: the middle; but for the old bar or bare, we

now ſay boar; as for lang, lºng ; for hair, bane;

for ſhane, ſtºne; aprugna, brawn, p being chang

ed into b, and a tranſpoſed, as in aper, and g

changed into w, as in pignus, batºn ; lege, law;

axo~rrº, fºr, cutting off the beginning, and

changing p into f, as in pellis, a fell; pullus, a

fal; pater, father, pavor, fear; polic, file ;

pleo, impleo, fill, full; piſcis, fiſh ; and tranſ

poſing into the middle, which was taken from

the beginning; apex, a piece ; peak, pike : zo

phorus, freeze; muſtum, fºr defenſio, fence;’

diſpenſator, ſpencer; aſculto, eſcouter, Fr. ſcout;

excalpo, ſcrape, reſtoring l inſtead of r, and

hence ſcrap, ſcraśćle, ſcrawl; exculpo, fcoop;

exterritus, ſtart ; extonitus, attonitus, ſicum'd :

ſtomachus, maze; offendo, fined; obſtipo, ſtºp;

audere, dare; cavere, zware, whence a-ware,

teware, ºvary, ~~rn, warning; for the Latin v

conſonant formerly ſounded like our w, and the

modern found of the v conſonant was formerly

that of the letter f, that is, the AEolick digamma,

which had the ſound of p, and the modern found

of the letter f was that of the Creek 5 or ph;

ulcus, ulcere,ulcer, fore, and hence ſory, ſºrrow,

ſºrrºwful , ingenium, engine, gin : ſcalenus,

dearing, unleſs you would rather derive it from

xxi-w, whence inclino; infundibulum, funnel;

gagates, jett; projectum, to jett fºrth a jetty ;

cuculius, a cow!.

There are ſyncopes ſomewhat harder; from

trºpore, time ; from nomine, name 5 domina,

dame; as the French homme, femme, nom, from

homine, faemina, nomine. Thus pagina, page 3

wängº, pot ; xvºrs??a, cup ; cantharus, can ;

tentorium, tent; precor, pray 5 praeda, prey #

ſpecio, ſpeculor, ſpy; plico, ply; implico, imply;

replico, reply; complico, comply ; ſedes epiſcopa

lis, ſee. -

A vowel is alſo cut off in the middle, that the

number of the ſyllables may be leſſened ; as,

amita, aunt ; ſpiritus, ſpright ; debitum, debt 5

dubito, doubt comes, comitis, cºunt; clericus,

clerk ; quietus, guit, quite ; acquieto, tº acquit;

ſeparo,to ſpare , ſtabilis, ſtable; fiabulum, ſtable;

pallacium, palace, place ; rabula, rail, rawl,

wrawſ, brawl, rable, brable ; quaeſtio, queſt.

As alſo a conſonant, or at leaſt one of a ſofter

ſound, or even a whole ſyllable, rotundus,round;

fragilis ; frail; ſecurus, ſure ; regula, rule :

tegula, tile; ſubtilis, ſubtle ; nomen, noun , de

canus,dean; computo, count; ſubitaneus, ſuddain,

Jºan ſuperate, tº fear ; periculum, perſ?; mira

bile, marvel; as, magnus, main ; dignor, deign ;

tingo, ſtain ; tinctum, taint ; pingo, paint ;

praedari, reach.

The contractions may ſeem harder, where

many of them meet, as xvitaxº, kyrk church ;

preſbyter, prieſ?; ſacriſtanus, ſexton ; frango,

fregi, break, b, each; fagus, thyr, beech, f chang

ed into b, and g into ch, which are letters near

a-kin frigelco, freeze 3 frigeſco, freſh ; ſº into

ſh, as above in biſhop, fiſh, ſo in ſcapha, ſkiff, ſki?,

and refrigeſco, refreſh , but vireſco, freſh ; phle

botamus, fleam : bovina, beef; witulina, veal;

ſcutifer, ſquare ; paenitentia, penance ; ſanctua

rium, ſančiuary, ſentry; queſtio, chaſe ; per

quiſitio, purchaſe ; anguilla, eel ; inſula, iſle,

tle, iſland, iland, inſuletta, iſlet, ilet; eyght and

more contractedly ey, whence Owſney, Ruley,

Ely; examinare, to ſcan ; namely, by rejecting

from the beginning and end e and o according

to the uſual manner, the remainder xamin, which

the Saxons, who did not uſe x, writ c/amen, or

ºfarmer is contracted into ſcan ; as from domi

nus, den ; nomine, noun , abomino, ban ; and

indeed, apud examen they turned into ſciame;

for which we ſay ſwarine, by inſerting r to de

note the murmuring ; theſaurus, ſtore ; ſedile,

Jiezi : viriº, wet ; ſudo ſweat; gaudium, gay;

jocus, jºy ; ſuccus, juice; catena, chain; caliga,

calga i chauſe, chauffe, Fr. hoſe ; extinguo,

fianch, ſquench, quench, ſtint; foras, forth ; ſpe

cies, ſpice ; recito, read; adjuvo, aid; alsº

avum, ay, age, ever ; floccus, lºok ; excerpo,

Jºrape, ſcrabble, ſcrawl; extravagus, ſtray.

firaggle ; collectum, clºt, clutch ; colligo, coil;

recolligo, recºil; ſevero, ſwear; ſtridulus, ſhrill;

procurator, prºxy : pulſo, to puſh ; calamus, a

quºil; impetere, to impeach ; augeo, auxi, wax :

and veneico, wanui, wane ; ſyllabare, to ſpell;

puteus, pit granurn, corn; comprimo, cramp,

crum f., crum pl. , crinkle.

Some may ſeem harſher, yet may not be re

jected, for it at leaſt appears, that ſome of them

are derived from proper names, and there are o

thers whoſe etymology is acknowledged by every

body :
--

-

|
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body. ; as, Alexander, Elick, Scander, Sander,

Sandy, Sanny; Elizabetha, Elizabeth, Eliſabeth,

Betty, Beſ; ; Margareta, Margaret, Marget,

Meg, Peg; Maria, Mary, Mal, Pal, Malkin,

Mawkin, Mawkes ; Matthaeus, Mattha, Mat

thew; Martha, Matt, Pat; Gulielmus, Wilhel

mar, Girºlamo, Guillaume, William, Will, Bill,

Wilkis, Wicken, Wicks, Weeks.

Thus cariophyllus, flos; gerofilo, Ital. giriflee,

gilofer, Fr. gillflower, which the vulgar call

jayſ wer, as if derived from the month july 3

petroſelinum, parſley, portulaca, paſſlain ; cy

donium, quince ; cydoniatum, quiddeny per

ficum, peach ; eruca, eruke, which they corrupt

to ear-wig, as if it took its name from the ear;

annullus geminus, a gimmal, or gimbal ring ;

and thus the word gimbaland jumbalistransferred

to other things thusinterwoven; quelques choſes,

Hickſhaws. Since the origin of theſe, and many

ethers, however forced, is evident, it ought to

appear no wonder to any one if the ancients have

thus disfigured many, eſpecially as they ſo much

affected monoſyllables; and, to make them ſound

the ſofter, took this liberty of maiming, taking

"away, changing, tranſpoſing, and ſoftening them.

But while we derive theſe from the Latin, I

do not mean to ſay, that many of them did not

immediately come to us from the Saxon, Daniſh,

Dutch, and Teutonick languages, and other dia

le&s, and ſome taken more lately from the

French cr Italians, or Spaniards.

The ſame word according to its different ſig

nifications, often has a different origin; as, to

bear a burden, from fero ; but te bear, whence

birth, born, bairn, comes from pario 5 and, a

bear, at leaſt if it be of Latin original, from fera.

Thus perck, a fiſh, from perca , but perch, a

meaſure, from pertica, and likewiſe to perch.

Tº ſpell is from ſyllaba , but ſpell, an inchant

ment, by which it is believed that the boundaries

are ſo fixed in lands that none can paſs them a

gainſt the maſter's will, from ...] ; and ſpell,

a meſſenger, from epiſola ; whence goſpel, good

ſpel, or god-ſpel. Thus freeſe, or freeze, from

frigeſco , but freeze, an architectonic word

from zophorus ; but freeſe, for cloth, from Friſia,

or perhaps from frigeſco, as being more fit than

any other for keeping out the cold.

There are many words among us, even mo

noſyllables, compounded of two or more words,

at leaſt ſerving inſtead of compounds, and com

priſing the ſignification of more words than one;

as, from ſcrip and roll comes ſcroll ; from

prºud and dance, prance ; from Ji of the verb

Jiay, or ſtan.] and ſºut, is made flout ; from

jºut and hardy, ſturdy, from ſp of ſpit or ſpew,

and ºut, comes ſpºut ; from the ſame ſp with

the termination in, is ſpin , and adding out,

Jpin out ; and from the ſame ſp, with it, is

Jpit, which only differs from ſº out in that it

is ſmaller, and with leſs noiſe and force ; but

ſpatter is, becauſe of the obſcure u, ſomething

between ſpit and ſpout ; and by reaſon of add

ing r, it intimates a frequent iteration and noiſe,

but obſcurely confuſed: whereas.JPutter, on ac

count of the ſharper and clearer vowel a,

intimates a mere diſtinét noiſe, in which it

chiefly differs from ſputter. From the ſame

!?, and the termination ark, comes ſpark, figni

fying a ſingle emiſſion of fire with a noiſe;

namely, ſp the emiſſion,ar the more acute noiſe;

and *, the mute conſonant, intimates its being

ſuddenly termiaated ; but adding l, is made the

frequentative ſparks. The ſame ſp, by adding

"...that is ſpr; implies a more lively impetus of
diffuſing or expanding itſelf; to which adding

the termination ing, it becomes ſpring; its vi

gour ſprimports, its ſharpneſs the termination

*g, and laſtly in acute and tremulous, ends in

the mute conſonant g, denotes the ſudden end

ºng of any motion, that it is meant in its primary

ſignificatiºn, of a ſingle, not a complicated ex

ilition, Hence we call ſpring whatever has an

elaſtick force; as alſo a fountain of water, and

thence the origin of any thing; and to ſpring,

to germinate ; and ſpring, one of the four ſea

ſons. From the ſame ſpr and out, is formed

JPrººf, and with the termination ig, ſprig , of

which the following, for the moſt part, is the
difference: ſprout, of a groſſer ſound, imports

fatter or croſier bud; ſprig, of a ſlenderer ſound,

denotes a ſmaller ſhoot. In like manner, from

ſºr of the verb ſtrive, and out, comes ſtrout and

Jirut. From the ſame ſer, and the termination

****, is made ſtruggle; and this glimports,

but without any great noiſe, by reaſon of the

obſcure ſound of the vowel u. In like manner,

from thrºw and roll is made trull, and almoſt in

the ſame ſenſe is trande, from throw or thruff,

and rundle. Thus graffor grough is compounded

9' 5"a" and rough , and trudge from tread or

trot and drudge.

In theſe obſervations it is eaſy to diſcover great

ſagacity and great extravagan, e, an ability to do

much defeated by the deſire of doing more than

enough. It may be remarked,

". That Wallis's derivations are often ſo made,

that by the ſame licence any language may be

deduced from any other.

. *. That he makes no diſtinction between words
immediately derived by us from the Latin, and

thºſe which being copied from other languages,
and therefore afford no example of the genius of

the Engliſh language, or its laws of derivation.

3. That he derives from the Latin, often with

great harſhneſs and violence, words apparently

Teutonick; and therefore, according to his own

declaration, probably older than the tongue to

which he refers them.

4. That ſome of his derivations are apparent
ly erroneous.

S Y N T A X.

The eſtabliſhed practice of grammarians re

guires that I ſhould here treat of the syntax;

but our language has ſo little inflection,or varie

ty of terminations, that its conſtruction neither

requires nor admits many rules, wallis there

fore has totally omitted; and Johnſon, whoſe

deſire of following the writers upon the learned

languages made him think a yatix inſiºn

[ k = } 1-91,
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vably neceſſary, has publiſhed ſuch petty obſer
ſations as were better omitted.

The verb, as in other languages, agrees with

the nominative in number and perſon; as, Thou

fieff from good; He runs to death.

Our adjectives and pronouns are invariable.

Of two ſubſtantives the noun poſſeſſive is the

genitive; as, His father's glory ; The ſun' heat.

Verbs tranſitive require an oblique caſe; as,

He loves me; rºu fear him.

All propoſitions require an oblique caſe: He

Aave thiſ to me; He toºk this from me; He ſayſ

thiſ of me; He came with me.

P R O S O D Y.

It is common for thoſe that deliver the gram

mar of modern languages, to omit their Proſody

So that of the Italians is neglected by Buzmattei :

that of the French by Deſmarai, ; and that of

the Engliſh by Wallis, Coºper, and even by

John on though a poet But as the laws of metre

are included in the idea of a glammar, I have

thought it proper to inſert them.

Proſody compriſes ºrthcety, or the rules of

pronunciation; and orthometry, or the laws of
verſification.

Pronu N c 1 at 1 on is juſt, when every letter

has its proper ſound, and when every ſyllable has

its proper accent, or, which in Engliſh verſifica

tion is the ſame, its proper quantity.

The founds of the letters have been already

explained; and rules for the accent or quantity

are not eaſily to be given, being ſubject to in

numerable exceptions. Such however as I have

read or formed, I ſhall here propoſe.

1. Of diſyllables formed by affixing a termi

nation, the former ſyllable is commonly accented,

**, child ſº, kingdºm, 4:ieff, . toilſome,

*ºr, ſcºffer, füirer, fºremoſ, zealouſ, fºlneſs,

gºdly, meekly, artiſi, -

2. Diſſyllables formed by prefixing a ſyllable

to the radical word, have commonly the accent

on the latter; as, to beget, to be ſeem, to beſiów.

3. Of diſyllables, which are at once nouns

and verbs, the verb has commonly the accent on

the latter, and the noun on the former ſyllable,

as, to defrant, a deſtant , to cement, a cement;

to contrač, a cºntrači.

This rule has many exceptions. Though verbs

ſeldom have their accent on the former, yet

nouns often have it on the latter ſyllable; as, de

I går, perfáme.

4 All diſſ, llables ending in y, as cranny ; in

on', as abºur, favour ; in ow, as willow, wil

Iow, except, aſ ºw; in le, as battle, bible ; in

iſ”, as barſ in cº, as câmbrº, céſºck; in
ter, as to better ; in age, as reirage ; in en,

as fiften in et, as 4%iet, accent the former

ſyllable.

5 Diſſyllable nouns in er, as clinker, bºtter,

have the accent on the former ſyllable.

6. Diſſy iſable verbs terminati gin a con onant

and e final, as compriſe, eſcape; or having a

diphthong in the laſt ſyllable, as appeaſe, reveal;

or ending in two conſonants, as attend ; have

the accent on the latter ſyllable.

7. Diſſyllable nouns having a diphthong in the

latter ſyllable, have commonly their accent on

the latter ſyllable, as applauſe ; except words in

atn, certain, moiántain.

8. Triſſyllables formed by adding a termina

tion, or prefixing a ſyllable, retain the accent of

the radical word as lºvelineſ ténderneſt, cºntem

ner, wigganner, phyſical, biſpátter, comménting,

commending, aſſurance.

9. Triſſyllabies ending in eur, as gräcieur,

drduous ; in al, as capital; in ion, as méntion,

accent the firſt.

to. Triſſyllables ending in ce, ent, and ate,

accent the firſt ſyllable, as cºntenance, cénti

nence, àrmament, imminent, elegant, prápagate,

except they be derived from words having the

accent on the laſt, as cannivance, acquéintance;

or the middle ſyllable hath a vowel before two

conſonants, as from4/ºate.

11. Triſyllables ending in y, as *rtity, ſpecify,

liberty, victory, ſºftly, commonly accent the

firſt ſyllable.

12. Triſſyllables in re or le accent the firſt

ſyllable, as legible, theatre, except diſciple, and
ſome words which have a poſition, as exãmple, .

e/#le.

13. Triſyllables in ude commonly accent the

firſt ſyllable, as plenitude.

14. Triſſyllables ending in ator or atour, as

créatour, or having in the middle ſyllable a diph

thong, as endeavour; or a vowel before two con

ſonants, as doméſtick, accent the middle ſyllable.

15. Triſſyllables that have their accent on

the laſt ſyllable are commonly French, as ac

quiéſce, repartfe, magazine, or words formed

by prefixing one or two ſyllables to an acute ſyl

lable, as immature, overcharge.

16. Polyſyllables, or words of more than three

ſyllables, follow the accent of the words from

which they are derived, as ārrogating, cºntinency,

incántinently, commendable, communicableneſs.

17. Words in ion have the accent upon the

antepenult, as ſalvátion, perturbation, concéétion;

words in atour, or ator on the penult, as dedi
catar.

18. Words ending in le commonly have the

accent on the firſt ſyllable, as āmicable, unleſs

the ſecond ſyllable have a vowel before twº con

ſonants, as combaſlible.

19. Words ending in our have the accent on

the antepenult, as urárious, voluptuºus.

zo. Words ending in ly have their accent on

the antepenuit, as puſillan imity, activity.

Theſe rules are not advanced as complete or

infallible, but propoſed as uſeful. Almoſt every

rule of every language has its exceptions; and

in Engliſh, as in other tongues, much muſt be

learned by example and authority. Perhaps more

and better rules may be given that have eſcaped

my obſervations.

VE 8 s 1 F 1 c at Ion is the arrangement of a cer

tain number of ſyllables according to certain laws.

The feet of our verſes are either iambick, as

alºft, create ; or trochaick, as hºly, lºfty.

Our iambick meaſure compriſes veiſcs

OS four ſyllables,

Moſt
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Moſt good, moſt fair,

Or things as rare

To call you's loſt;

For all the coſt

Words can beſtow,

So poorly ſhow

Upon your praiſe,

That all the ways

Senſe hath, comes ſhort.

With raviſh'd ears

The monarch hears,

Of fix,

This while we are abroad,

Shall we not touch our lyre *

Shall we not ſing an ode 2

Shall that holy fire,

In us that ſtrongly glow'd,

In this cold air expire *

Though in the utmoſt Peak

A while we do remain,

Amongſt the mountains bleak,

Expos'd to ſleet and rain,

No ſport our hours ſhall break,

To exerciſe our vein.

Who though bright Phoebus' beams

Reireſh the ſouthern ground,

And though the princely Thames

With beauteous nymphs abound,

And by old Camber's ſtreams

Be many wonders found ;

Yet many rivers clear

Here glide in ſilver ſwathes,

And what of all moſt dear,

Buxton's delicious baths.

Strong ale and noble chear,

T'aſſwage breem winter's ſcathes.

In places lar or near,

Or famous, or obſcure,

Where wholeſom is the air,

Or where the moſt impure,

All times, and every where,

The muſe is ſtill in ure.

Drayton.

Dryden.

Drayton.

Of eight which is the uſual meaſure for ſhort

poems.

And may at laſt my weary age

Find out the peaceful hermitage,

The hairy gown, and moſſy cell,

Where I may fit, and nightly ſpell

Of ev'ry ſtar the ſky does ſhew,

And ev'ry herb that ſips the dew. Milton.

Often, which is the common meaſure of heroick

and tragick poetry.

Full in the midſt of this created ſpace,

Betwixt heav'n, earth, and ſkies, there ſtands a

place

Confining on all three; with triple bound ;

Whence all things, though remote, are view'd

around,

And thither bring their undulating ſound.

The palace of loud Fame, her ſeat of pow'r,

Plic'd on the ſummit of a lofty tower;

A thouſand winding entries long and wide

Receive of freſh reports a flowing tide.

A thouſand crannies in the walls are made;

Nor gate nor bars exclude the buſy trade.

'Tis built of braſs, the better to diffuſe

The ſpreading ſounds, and multiply the news;

Where echo's in repeated echo's play:

A mart for ever full; and open night and day.

Nor ſilence is within, nor voice expreſs,

But a deaf noiſe of ſounds that never ceaſe ;

Confus'd and chiding, like the hollow rore

Of tides, receding from th’ inſulted ſhore;

Or like the broken thunder, heard from far

When Jove to diſtance drives the rolling war.

The courts are fill'd with a tumultuous din

Of crouds, or iſſuing forth, or entring in :

A thorough-fare of news; where ſome deviſe

Things never heard, ſome mingle truth with

lies;

The troubled air with empty ſounds they beat,

Intent to hear, and eager to repeat. Dryden.

In all theſe meaſures the accents are to be

Placed on even ſyllables; and every line confi

§ered by itſelf is more harmonious, as this rule

is more ſtrictly obſerved.

Our trochaick meaſures are

Of three ſyllables,

Here we may

Think and pray

Before death

Stops our breath:

Other joys

Are but toys.

Of five,

In the days of old,

Stories plainly told, -

Lovers felt annoy.

Of ſeven,

Faireſt piece of well-form'd earth,

Urge not thus your haughty birth,

In theſe meaſures the accent is to be placed

on the odd ſyllables.

Theſe are the meaſures which are now in uſe,

*nd above the reſt thoſe of ſeven, eight, and ten

ſyllables. Our ancient poets wrote verſes ſome

times of twelve ſyllables, as Drayton's Polyol

bion.

Of all the Cambrian ſhires their heads that bear

ſo high, ſeye,

And farth'it ſurvey their ſoils with an ambitious

Mervinia for her hills, as for their matchleſs

crouds, (clouds,

The neareſt that are ſaid to kiſs the wand'ring

Eſpecial audience craves, offended with the

throng,

That ſhe or all the reſt neglected was ſo long :

Alledging for herſelf, when through the Saxons

- pride,

The godlike race of Brute to Severn's ſetting fide

Were cruelly inforc'd, her mountains did relieve

Thoſe whom devouring war elſe every where

did grieve. [might,)

And when all Wales beſide (by fortune or by

Unto her ancient foe reſign'd her ancient right,

A conflant maiden ſtill ſhe only did remain,

The laſt her genuine laws which ſtoutly did re

tain,

And
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And as each one is prais'd for her peculiar things;

So only ſhe is rich, in mountains, meres, and

firings, ſwaſte,

And holds herſelf as great in her ſuperfluous

As others by their towns, and fruitful tillage

grac'd,

And of fourteen, as Chapman's Homer.

And as the mind of ſuch a man, that hath a long

way gone, [let alone

And either knoweth not his way, or elſe would

His propos'd journey is diſtraët.

The verſe of twelve ſyllables, called an Alex

andrine, is now only uſed to diverſify heroick
lines.

Waller was ſmooth, but Dryden taught to join

The varying verſe the full reſounding line,

The long majeſtick march, and energy divine.

The pauſe in the Alexandrine muſt be at the

ſixth ſyllable.

The verſe of fourteen ſyllables is now broken

into a ſoft lyrick meaſure of verſes, conſiſting al

ternately of eight ſyllables and fix.

She to receive thy radiant name,

Selects a whiter ſpace.

When all ſhall praiſe, and ev'ry lay

Devote a wreath to thee,

That day, for come it will, that day

Shall I lament to ſee.

We have another meaſure very quick and

lively, and therefore much uſed in ſongs, which

may be called the anapºſtick, in which the ac

cent reſts upon every third ſyllable.

May I govern my páflions with abſolute ſwäy,

And grow wiſer and better as life wears away.

In this meaſure a ſyllable is often retrenched

from the firſt foot, as

Diógenes ſărly and prodd.

I think not of I'ris nor Iris of mé.

Theſe meaſures are varied by many combina

tions, and ſometimes by double endings, either

with or without rhyme, as in the heroick mea
ſure.

'Tis heav'n itſelf that points out an hereafter,

And intimates eternity to man."

So in that of eight ſyllables,

They neither added nor confounded,

They neither wanted nor abounded.

In that of ſeven,

For reſiſtance I could fear none,

But with twenty ſhips had done,

What, thou brave and happy Vernon,

Haft atchiev'd with ſix alone.

In that of ſix,

'Twas when the ſeas were roaring,

With hollow blaſts of wind,

A damſel lay deploring,

All on a rock reclin'd.

In the anapeſtick,

When terrible tempeſts aſſail us,

And mountainous billows affright,

Nor power nor wealth can avail us,

But ſkilful induſtry ſteers right.

To theſe meaſures, and their laws, may be

reduced every ſpecies of Engliſh verſe.

Our verſification admits of few licences, ex

cept a ſynalapha, or clyfion of e in the before *

vowel, as th' eterhal, and more rarely of 2 in

tº, as taccept ; and a ſynaereſs, by which two

ſhort vowels coaleſce into one ſyllable, as queſtion,

Jpecial; or a word is contračted by the expul

ſion of a ſhort vowel before a liquid, as av'rice,

temp'rance

Thus have I colle&ted rules ard examples, by

which the Engliſh language may be learned, i

the reader be already acquainted with gramma

tical terms, or taught by a maſter to thoſe that

are more ignorant. To have written a gran

mar for ſuch as are not yet initiated in the

ſchools, would have been tedious, and perhaps

at laſt ineffectual.

The SAXON and ENGLISH ALPHABETS.

A. A * a.

B B b b

I. C C c

D D b d

e e c e

F F p f

If G 3 g

B H h h

I i l i

K K k k

L L l l

Q) M m m

N N n n

Th Đ, 8, h,

o o o o

P - P p p

Q_ Q cw q

R R n r

S S r ſ

T T tº: t

V V v w

§ U u u

W p w

X x x x

Y Y y y

Z Z 2. 2.

That f, and I. A GENERAL
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A B A

Has, in the Engliſh language, three

different ſounds. The broad ſound,

as, all, wall 4 open, father, ra

3 ºr "Amendero, cloſe, is the pe

culiara of the Engliſh language. Of this ſound

we have examples in place, face, waſte. 1. A,

an article ſet before nouns of the ſingular num

ber; a man, a tree. Before a word begin

ning with a vowel, it is writtenan, as, an ox.

3. A is ſometimes a noun; as great A. 4. A,

is placed before a participle, or participial noun.

Ahunting. Prior. A begging. Dryd. 5. A has

a fignification, denoting proportion. The land

lord hath a hundred a year. Addiſos. 6. A is

uſed in burleſque poetry, to lengthen out a

ſyllable.

For cloves and nutmegs to the line-a. Dryd.

7. A is ſometimes put for be. 8. A, in compo

fition, ſeems the French a, and ſometimes at,

as, aftae, aſlope, aware, a-weary, a-trip. Shakeſ.

9. A is ſometimes redundant; as, ariſe, arouſe,

awake, Dryd. Io. A, in abbreviations, ſtands

for artium, or arts.

ABACKE. adv. obſolete. Backwards. Spenſ.

ABA CTOR. ſ. [Lat. abağor.] Thoſe who drive

away or ſteal cattle in herds, in diſtinčtion from

thoſe that ſteal only a ſheep or two. Blount.

ABACUS. ſ. (Lat. abacus.] 1. A counting-table.

1. The uppermoſt member of a column.

ABA'FT. adv. [of abaptan, Sax.] From the fore

part of the ſhip, towards the ſtern.

T

A B A

To ABANDON OVER. v. a. To give up; to

reſign. Dryd.

ABANDONE.D. part. ad. I. Given up. Shakeſ.

2. Forſaken. Corrupted in the higheſt de

Kree.

Ağposing. Deſertion, forſaking.

ABA'NDONMENT. ſ. (abandennement, Fr.]

The act of abandoning.

ABANNITION.J. [Lat. abannitia.] Baniſhment

for manſlaughter.

A'BARCY. ſ. Inſatiableneſs.

To ABA'RE. v. a. [abanian, Sax.] To make

bare, uncover, or diſcloſe.

ABARTICULATION. ſ. [from ab, from, and

articulus, a joint, Lat.] That ſpecies of articu

lation that has manifeſt motion.

To ABASE. v. a. [Fr. abaiſſer.] To caſt down,

to depreſs, to bring low. Sidney.

ABASED. a. [with heralds.] is a term uſed of

the wings of eagles, when the top looks down

wards towards the point of the ſhield; or when

the wings are ſhut. Bailey. Chambers.

ABASEMENT. ſ. The ſtate of being brought

low; depreſſion. Eccleſiaſticut.

To ABA'SH. v. a. [See BASHFUL.] To make

aſhamed. Milton.

To ABATE. v. a. [from the French abbatre.]

1. To leſſen, to diminiſh. Davies. 2. To de

ject, to depreſs. Dryd. 3. To let down the

price in ſelling. d

ABAI'SANCE. ſ. [from the French abaiſer.]

An act of reverence, a bow.

To ABA'LIENATE. v. a. [from abaliena, Lat.]]

To make that another's which was our own

before. Calv. Lex. jur.

ABALIENATION. ſ. [Lat. abalienatio.] A giv

ing up one's right to another perſon, by ſale, or

due courſe of law.

To ABA'ND. v. a. from ABANDON.

To ABA'NDON. v. a. [Fr. abandonner.] 1. To

give up, reſign, or quit. Dryd. 2. To deſert.

Sidney, Shakeſ. 3. To fortake. Spenſ.

To ABATE. v. n. To grow leſs. Dr

To ABATE. [in common law.] To4. writ,

is, by ſome exception, to defeator overthrow it.

Cowel.

To ABATE [in horſemanſhip.] A horſe is ſaid

to abate or take down his curvets; when work

ing upon curvets, he puts his two hind-legs

to the ground both at once, and obſerves the

fame exactneſs in all the times.

ABATEMENT. ſ. [abatement, Fr.) 1. The act

of abating. Locke. 2. The ſtate of being abated.

Arbuth. 3. The* quantity taken away

by
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by the ačt of abating. Swift. 4. The cauſe of

abating; extenuation. Atterbury.

ABATEMENT. [in law.] The act of the aba

tor; as, the abatement of the heir into the land

before he hath agreed with the lord. Cowel.

ABATEMENT. [with heralds.] is an accidental

mark, which being added to a coat of arms, the

dignity of it is abaſed, by reaſon of ſome ſtain

or diſhonourable quality of the bearer.

ABATER. ſ. The agent or cauſe by which an

abatement is procured. Arbuthnot.

ABA TOR. ſ. [a law term.] One who intrudes in

to houſes or land, void by the death of the former

poſſeſſour, as yet not entered upon by his heir.

ABATUDE. ſ. ſold records.] Anything dimi

niſhed. Bailey - - -- -

A BATURE.J. [a hunting term.] Thoſe ſprigso

graſs thrown down by a flag in his paſſing by.

APB. ſ. The yarn on a weaver's warp, among
clºthiers. Cha”hers.

ABBA ſ [Heb. 28.] A Syriac word, which fig

nifies father.

ABBACY. ſ. [Lat. alºatia.] The rights or pri

vileges of an abbot.

ABBESS. ſ. (Lat. abbatiffa, abeſe in Fr.] The

fuperiour of a nunnery. Dryden.

ADBEY, or ABBY. ſ. [Lat. abbatia.] A mona

ſtery of religious perſons, whether men or wo

men. Shakeſ.

ABBEY-Lus B Fr. ſ. A ſlothful loiterer in a reli

gious houſe, underpretence of retirement. Dry.

A'BBOT. ſ. [in the lower Latin abba!..] The

chief of a convent.

A BBOTSHIP. ſ. The ſtate or privilege of an
abbot.

To ABBREVIATE. v. a. [Lat. abbreviare.]

1. To ſhorten by contračtion of parts without

loſs of the main ſubſtance. Bacon. ... To ſhorten,

to cut ſhort. Brown.

ABBREVIATION. ſ. 1. The act of abbrevia

ting. 2. The means uſed to abbreviate, as cha

racters ſignifying whole words. Swift.

ABBREVIATOR. ſ. One who abridges.

ABBREVIATURE. ſ. [abbreviatara, Lat..] I. A

mark uſed for the ſake of ſhortening. 2. A

compendium or abridgment. Taylºr.

ABBRFU/O J.R. [in French, a watering-place.]

Among maſons, the joint, or juncture of two

ſtones. - -

A, B, C. 1. The alphabet. 2. The little book by

which the elements of reading are taught.

To A BDICATF. v. a. ſlat. abdice.] To give

up right; to reſign. Addiſºn.

ABDICATION. f. [abdicatia, Lat.] The act of

abdicating ; reſignation. ,

A'BDICATIVE. a. That which cauſes or implies

an abdicatiºn.

A BDITIVE. a. [from abdo.] That which has

the power or quality of hiding.

ABDOMEN.ſ. (Lat. from aldo, to hide.] A ca

vity commonly called the lower venter or belly:

It contains the ſtomach, guts, liver, ſpleen,

bladder. and is within lined with a membrane

railed the neritonaeum. -

A Bi)O'M' NA. I.

ABDC MINCUS.
a. Relºting to the abdºmcm

To-ABDUCE. v.a. [Lat. abduct.] To draw to

a different part; to withdraw one part from a

nother. Brown.

ABDUCENT. a. Muſcles abducent ſerve to

open or pull back divers parts of the body.

ABDUCTION. ſ. [abductio, Lat.] I. The act

of withdrawing one part from another. 1. A

particular form of argument. º -

|Airtºdror fūsāº, Lail the mukles,
which draw back the ſeveral members. Arbuth.

ABECEDA'RIAN. ſ. [rom the namesofa, b, 3.
A teacher of the alphabet, or firſt rudiments

literature.

A'BECEDARY. a. Belonging to the alphabet.

ABET), ad [from a, for 4t. See (A,) and Bip.]

In bed. Sidney. ... --> - -- ~ *

ABERRANCE. ſ. A deviation from the right

way; an errour. Glanville. - -

ABE’RRANCY. The ſame with An ERRAN cr.]

Brezºn.

ABERRANT. a. [from aberrant, Lat.] wan

dering from the right or known way. -

ABERRATION. ſ. [from aberratio, Lat.] The

act of deviating from the common track. Glanv.

ABE’RRING. part. [aberra, Lat.] Going aſtray.

Brown. -

To ABERU'NCATE. v.a. [aberumco, Lat.] To

pull up by the roots. -

To ABET. v. 2. [from betan, Sax.] To puſh

forward another, to ſupport him in his deſigns

by connivance, encouragement, or help. Fa 3.

ABETMENT. ſ. The act of abetting.

ABETTER, or ABE"TTOR. ſ. He that abets;

the ſupporter or encourager of another. Dryd.

ABEY ANCE. ſ. The right offee-ſimple lieth in

abeyance,when it is all onlyinthe remembrance,

intendment, and conſideration of the law. Cowel.

ABGREGATION. f. [abgregatio, Lat..] a ſe

paration from the flock. -

To ABHOR. v. a. [abhorree, Lat.] To hate with

acrimony; to loath. Milton.

ABHORRENCE. ſ. [from abhºr.] The aa of

abhorring, deteſtation. South.

ABHO RRENCY. ſ. The ſame with Ar Hor

f EN ce. Locke.

ABHO'RRENT, a [from abhor.] 1. Struck with

abhorrence. 2. Contrary to, foreign, inconſiſ

tent with. Dryden.

ABHO RRE.R. f. [from abhor.] A hater, de

teſter. Swift.

ABHO RRING. Theobject of abhorrence. Iſaiah.

To ABI'DE. v. n. I abode or abid. [from au

bibian, Sax.] 1. To dwell in a place, not re

move. Gen. 2. To dwell. Shakeſ. 3. To re

main, not ceaſe or faii. Pſahn. 4. To continue

in the ſame ſtate. Stilling fl. 5. To wait for, ex

pect, attend, await. Fairy Q, 6. To bear or

fupport the conſequences of a thing. Milton.

7. To bear or ſupport, without being conquerºd.

A’zedward. 8. To bear without averſion. Sidn.

9. To bear or ſuffer. Pºpe. 10. It is uſed with

the participle with before a perſon, and at or in

before a place.

AP11) ER. ſ. [from abide.] The perſon that abides

or dwells in a place.

- . A BIDING.

|
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ABI'DINC.f. [from abide.]Continuance. Raleigh.

A'BJECT. a. ſabjectus, Lat..] I. Mean, or

worthleſs. Addiſºn. 2. Contemptible, or of no

value. Milt. 3. Without hope or regard. Milt.

4. Deſtitute, mean and deſpicable. Dryd. Pºpe.

A'BJECT. ſ. A man without hope. Pſalm.

To ABJECT. v. n. [at]icis, Lat.] To throw

away.

ABJECTEDNESS. f. [from abject.] The ſtate |

of an abjest. Bºye.

ABJECTION. ſ. [rom abječ.] Meanneſs of

mind; ſervility; baſemeſ. Hºoker.

A'BJECTLY. g. [rom abject.] In an abject

manner, meanly,

A'BJECTNESS. ſ. [from abject.] Servility,

meanneſs. Grew. -

AEI Lity. ſ. [Habilité, Fr.) 1. The power to

do any thing, whether depending upon ſkill, or

riches, or ſtrength. Sidney. 2. Capacity. Dam.

3. When it has the plural number, abilitics, it

frequently ſignifies the faculties or powers of

the mind. Rºgers. - - -

BINTE'STATE, a ſofab, from, and intºſła

fur, Lat..] A term of law, implying him that

inherits from a man, who though he had the

power to make a will, et did not make it.

To A BJUGATE. v. a. §. Lat.] To un

yoke, to uncouple. '''."

Tö ABJURE v. a. ſabjura, Lat.) 1. To ſwear

not to do ſomething. Hale.: 2. To retratt, or

recant, or abnegate a poſition upon oath.

ABJURATION. ſ. [rom abjure.] The aft of ſt

| ABO'LISHABLE. a. [from abºliſh.] That which

To ABLACTATE. v. a. ſablaciº, Lat.] To ||

abjuring. The oath taken for that end.

wean from the breaſt.

ABLACTATION. ſ. One of the methods of

grafting. -

ABLAQUEATION. [allagucatiº, Lat.] The

practice of opening the ground about the roots

of trees. Evelyn.

ABLATION. J. [abºatia, Lat.] The act of tak

ing away. -

A'BLATIVE. [cblativus, Lat..] I That which

takes away. 2. The ſixth caſe of the Latin ||

nouns.

ABLE. a. [kabile, Fr. habiliſ, Lat.] 1. Having

ſtrong faculties, or great itrength or knowledge,

riches, or any other power of mind, body,

or fortune. Bacon. 2. Having power ſufficient,

South.

To A BLE. v. a. To make able; to enable.

Shakeſ.

ABLE-BODIED. a. Strong of body.

To A BLEGATE. v. a. [allºgº, Lat..] To ſend

abroad upon ſome employment.

ABLEGATION. ſ. [from ablegate.] A ſending

abroad. -

A'BLENESS. ſ. [from able.] Ability of body, vi

gour, force. Sidney. -

ABLEPSY. ſ. ['Aºsſia, Gr.] Want of ſight.

To A BLIGATE. v. a. ſabkgº, Lat.] To bind

or tye up from.

A'BLIGURITION. ſ. [abliguritio, Lat.) A pro

digal ſpending on meat or drink.

To A BLOCATE. v. a. [abk.co, Lat.] To let

out to birt, Calvin.

ABLOCATION. ſ. [from ablecate.] A letting

out to hire.

Tºlv DE. v. n. [abludo, Lat.] To be un

like.

A'BLUENT. a. ſabla ens, Lat.] That which has

the power of cleanſing.

ABLUTION. ſ. ſablaus, Lat.) 1. The act of

cleanſing. 2. The rinſing of chemical prepa

rations in water. 3. The cup given, without

conſecration, to the laity in the popiſh churches.

To ABNEGATE. v. a. [from abnego, Lat.] To

- ny.

ABNEGATION. ſ (abnegatiz, Lat.) Denial,

renunciation. Hammond.

ABNODATION. ſ. [abnadatio, Lat..] The act

of cutting away knots from trees.

ABNORMOUS. a. [abnºrriſ, Lat.] Irregular,

miſhapen.

ABOARD. a. [from the French a bard, as, al

Ier 3 bord, envoyer 3 bord] In a ſhip. Raleigh.

ABO'DE. ſ. [from abide.) 1. Habitation, dwel

ling, place of reſidence. Waller. 2. Stay, con

tinuance in a place. Shakeſp. 3. To make a

bºde; to dwell, tº reſide, to inhabit. Dryd.

To ABO'DP. v. a. [See Bob E.] To foretoken

ºr foreſhew; to be a prognoſtic, to be ominous.

Shakeſ. -

ABO'DEMENT. ſ. [from tº abode.] A ſecret an

ticipation of ſomething future. Shakeſp.

To ABO LISH. v. 4. [from abolº, Lat] 1. To

annul. Hocker. 2. To put an end to ; to de

ſtroy. Hayw.

... may be aboliſhed.

Aiºusnes. ſ. [from abºliſh.) He that abo
1ſhes: -

ABQ LISHMENT. ſ. [from abºliſh.] The act

of aboliſhing. Hºcker.

ABOLITION. ſ. [from abºliſh.] The act of a

boliſhing. Grew.

ABO MINABLE. a. ſabºminabilis, Lat.] 1.

Hateful, deteſtable. Swift. 2. Unclean. Levi

tica. 3. In low and ludicrous language, it is a

word of looſe and indeterminate cenſure.

. Shakeſp.

ABOMINABLENESS. ſ. [from abominable.]

. The quality of being abominable; hatefulneſs,

odiouſneſ. Bentley. -

ABOMINAELY. 3. [ſton abortinable.] Exceſ

fively, extremely, exceedingly ; in the ill
ſenſe. Arbuthnot. -

To A BOM!NATE. v. a. ſabominer, Lat.] To

abhor, detcft, hate utterly. Southern.

ABOMINAT ION. J. I. H.tred, deteſtation.

Swift. 2. The object of hatred. Geneſs. 3.

Pollution, defile ment. Shakeſp. 4. The cauſe
of pollution. 2 Kings. • . -

ABORIGINES. ſ. Lat. The earlieſt inhabitants

of a country; thoſe of whom no original can be

traced; a , the Welſh in Britain. -

To A BORT. v. n. [aberto, Lat..] To bring

forth before the time, to miſcarry.

ABORTION. ſ. [aborti., Lat.) 1. The act of

bringing forth untimely. 1. The produce of an

B 2. ABO'RTIVE.

untimely birth. Arbuthnot.
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ABO'RTIVE. ſ. That which is born before the

due time. Peacham.

ABORTIVE. a. [abortivus, Lat.] 1. Brought

forth before the due time of birth. Shakeſp.

2. Figuratively, that which falls for want of

time. South. 3. That which brings forth no

thing. Milton.

ABO'RTIVELY.ad.[fromabortive..] Born with

out the due time; immaturely, untimely.

ABO'RTIVENESS. ſ. [fromabortive.] The ſtate

of abortion. -

ABORTMENT.ſ.[from aborte, Lat.] Thething

brought forth out of time; an untimely birth.

Bacon.

ABOVE. prep. [from a, andburan, Saxon lºv
en, Dutch.] ...º. 2. More

in quantity or number Exod. 3. Higher in rank,

power or excellence. Pſalm. 4. Superiour to;

unattainable by. Swift. 5. Beyond; more than.

Locke. 6. Too proud for; too high for. Pºpe.

ABOVE. ad. I. Over-head. Bacon. 2. In the

regions of heaven. Pºpe. 3. Before. Dryden.

From above. 1. From an higher place. Pryd.

2. From heaven. James.

ABove ALL. In the firſt place; chiefly. Dryd.

ABOVE-BOARD. In open ſight; without arti

fice or trick. L'Effrange. -

ABOVE-CITED. Cited before. Addiſon.

ABOVE-GROUND. An expreſſion uſed to fig

nify, that a man is alive, not in the grave.

ABOVE-MENTIONED. See Above-c 1 TED.

To ABOUND. v. n. [abundo, Lat. aboader,

French.] I. To have in great plenty. 2. To

be in great plenty.

ABOUT. prep [abutan, or abuton, Sax.] 1.

Round, ſurrounding, encircling. Dryden. 2.

Near to. B. johnſ. 3. Concerning, with re

gard to, relating to. Locke. 4. Engaged in,

employed upon. Taylor. 5. Appendant to the

perſon, as cloaths, &c. Milton. 6. Relating to

the perſon, as a ſervant. Sidney.

ABOUT. ad. [Shakeſ] 1. Circularly. Shakeſp.

2. In circuit. Shakeſ. 3. Nearly. Bacºn. 4.

Here and there; every way, Fa. Q. 5 With

to before a verb; as, about to fly; upon the point,

within a ſmall time of 6. The longeſt way,

in oppoſition to the ſhort ſtraight way. Shakeſ.

7. To bring about; to bring to the point or ſtate

deſired; as, he has brought about his purpoſes.

8. To come abcut; to corne to ſome certain

ſtate or point. 9. To go about a thing; to pre

pare to do it. Some of theſe phraſes ſeem to de

rive their original from the French about; ve

nir about d'une chaſe; venir à bout de quelqu'un.

A. Bp. for Archbiſhop.

ABRACADA'BRA. A ſuperſtitious charm a

gainſt agues.

To ABRATE. v. a. [Lat. abrado.] To rub off;

to wear away from the other parts. Hale.

ABRAHAM'S BALM. An herb.

ABRASION. (See ABRADE.] 1. The act of

abrading; a rubbing off. 1. The matter worn

off by the attrition of bodies.

ABRE’AST. ad. [See Breast.] Side by fide;

in ſuch a poſition that the breaſts may bear a

gainſt the ſame line. Shakeſp.

ToABRIDGE. v.a.[abreger, Fr. abbrevie, Laº.)

!. To make ſhorter in words, keeping ſtill the

ſame ſubſtance. 2 Marc. a. To contraa, to

diminiſh, to cut ſhort. Locke. 3. To deprive

of Shakeſp. .

ABRITGED OF.p. Deprived of, departed from.

An ABRf'DGER.J. [from ...? 1. He that

abridges; a ſhortner. 2. A writer of com

pendiums or abridgments.

ABRPDGMENT. J. [abregement, French.] 1.

The contraction of a larger work into a ſmall

compaſs. Hooker. , 2. A diminution in general.

Penne. 3. Reſtraint, or abridgment of liber

ty. Locke.

ABRO'ACH. ad. [See To Broach.] 1. In a

ſture to run out. Swift. 2. In a ſtate of be

ing diffuſed or advanced. Skakeſp.

ABROAD. ad. [compounded of a and bread]

LWithout confinement; widely; at large.

Milton. 2. Out of the houſe. Shakeſp. 3. in

another country. Hecker, 4. In all directions,

this way and that. Dryden. 5. Without, not
within. Hooker.

To A'BROGATE. v. a. [abrogo, Lat.] To take

away from a law its force; to repeal, to annul.
Hocker.

ABROGATION. f. [abrogatio, Lat.] The aa

of abrogating; the repeal of a law. Clarenden.

To ABROOK. v. a. To brook, to bear, to en

dure. Shakeſp.

ABRUPT. a. ſabruptus, Lat.] 1. Broken, crag

gy. Thomſon. 2. Divided, without anything

intervening. Milton. 3. Sudden, without the

cuſtomary or proper preparatives. Shakeſp. 4.j'. º; pa - ſp. 4

ABRUPTED. a. [abruptus, Lat.] Broken off

ſuddenly. Brown.

ABRUPTION. ſ. ſabruptio, Lat.] Violent and

ſudden ſeparation. Woodward.

ABRUPTLY.ad. [See Abrupt.]Haſtily,with

out the due forms of preparation. Sidney. Add.

ABRUPTNESS. ſ. [from abrupt..] 1. An abrupt

manner, haſte, ſuddenneſs. 2. Unconnected

neſs, roughneſs, craggineſs. Woodward.

A'BSCESS. [abſceſſur, Lat.] A morbid cavity in

the body. Arbuthnot.

To ABSCIND. v. a. To cutoff.

ABSCTSSA. [Lat.] Part of the diameter of a

conic ſection, intercepted between the vertex

and a ſemi-ordinate.

ABSCISSION. ſ. [abſciſſio, Lat.] 1. The act of

cutting off. Wiſeman. 2. The ſtate of being

cut off. Brown.

To ABSCO'ND. v. A. (abſconds, Lat.] To hide

one's felt.

ABSCONDER. ſ. (from abſcend..] The perſon
that abſconds.

A'BSENCE. ſ. [See Absent.] 1. The ſtate of

being abſent, oppoſed to preſence. Shakeſp. 2.

Want of appearance, in the legal ſenſe. Addi

Jen. 3. Inattention, heedleſſneſs, neglect of

the preſent object. Addiſon.

A'BSENT. a. [abſent, Lat.] 1. Not preſent;

uſed with the particle from. Pºpe. 2. Abſent

in mind, inattentive. Addiſºn.

"To
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To ABSENT. v. a. To withdraw, to forbear to

come into preſence. Shakeſp.

ABSENTA(NEOUS. a. Relating to abſence;

abſent.

ABSENTE'E. ſ. A word uſed commonly with

regard to Iriſhmen living out of their country.

Davies.

ABSINTHIATED. p. [from abſathium, Lat.)

Impregnated with wormwood.

To ABSIST. v. m. [atſſto, Lat.] To ſtand off,

to leave off.

To ABSOLVE. v.a. [abſºlvo, Lat.) 1. To clear,

to acquit of a crime in a judicial ſeaſe. Shakeſ.

2. To ſet free from an engagement or promiſe.

Waller. 3. To pronounce a fin remitted, in the

eccleſiaſtical ſenſe. Pope. 4. To finiſh, to com

plete. Hale.

ABSOLUTE. a. [abſolutar, Lat.] I. Complete;

applied as well to perſons as things. Hooker. 2.

Unconditional; as, an abſolute promiſe. South.

3. Not relative; as, abſºlute ſpace. Stilling fl.

4. Not limited; as, abſolute}. Dryd.

A'BSOLUTELY. ad [from abſolute.) I. Com

pletely, without reſtriction. Sidney. 2. Without

relation. Hºoker. 3. Without limits or depen

dance. Dryd. 4. Without condition. Hooker.

5. Peremptorily, poſitively. Milton.

ABSOLUTENESS. ſ. [from abſolute.] 1. Com

pleatneſs. 2. Freedom from dependance, or li

mits. Clarendow. 3. Deſpotiſm. Bacon.

ABSOLUTION. ſ. [abſolutio, Lat.) 1. Acquittal.

2. The remiſſion of ſins, or penance. South.

ABSOLUTORY. a. [abſolutorius, Lat.] That
which abſolves.

A'BSONANT. a. Contrary to reaſon.

ABSONOU.S. a. [abſenus, Lat.) Abſurd, con

trary to reaſon.

To ABSORB. v. a. [abſorbee, Lat, praeter. ab

ſºrbed, part. pret. abſorbed, or abſorpt. 1. To

ſwallow up. Phillips. 2. To ſuck up. Harvey.

ABSORBENT. ſ. ſabſorbens, Lat.) A medicine

that, by the ſoftneſs or poroſity of its parts, ei

ther caſes the aſperities of pungent humours,

or draws away ſuperfluous moiſture in the bo

dy. Quincy.

ABSO’RPT.p.[from abſºrb.]Swallowedup. Pºpe.

ABSORPTION. ſ. [from abſorb.] The act of

ſwallowing up. Burnet.

To ABSTAIN. v. n. [abſtineo, Lat.] To forbear,

to deny one's ſelf any gratification.

ABSTEMIOU.S. a. [aftemiut, Lat.] Tempe

rate, ſober, abſtinent. -

ABSTEMIOUSLY.ad.[fromabſenious.]Tem

perately, ſoberly, without indulgence.

ABSTEMIOUSNESS. ſ. (See Anst EMious.]

The quality of being abſtemious.

ABSTENTION. ſ. [from abſtineo, Lat.] The act

of holding off.

To ABSTERGE. v. a. [abſtergo, Lat.] To

cleanſe by wiping.

A'BSTERGENT. a. Cleanſing; having a cleanſ

ing quality.

To ABSTERGE. [See Aest ERG E.]To cleanſe,

to purify. Brown.

ABSTERSION. J. [abſerſ, Lat.] The act of

cleanſing. Bacºn.

ABSTERSIVE. a.[fromabſterge.] That has the

quality of abſterging or cleanſing. Bacon.

A'BSTINENCE.J.[abſtinentia, Lat.) 1. Forbear

ance of any thing. Locke. 1. Faſting, or for

bearance of neceſſary food. Shakeſp.

A'BSTINENCY. ſ. The ſame with abſtinence.

Hammond.

A'BSTINENT.a. (abſtinent, Lat.] That uſes ab

ſtinence.

ABSTORTED. a. [abſtortus, Lat.] Forced a

way, wrung from another by violence.

To ABSTRACT. v.a.[abſtraho, Lat.] 1. Totake

one thing from another. Decay. 2. To ſeparate

ideas. Locke. 3. To reduce to an epitome. Watts.

A'BSTRACT. a. [abſtratius, Lat.] Separated

from ſomething elſe, generally uſed with rela

tion to mental perceptions; as, abſtrađ ma

thematics. Wilkins.

A'BSTRACT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A ſmaller

quantity, containing the virtue or power of a

greater. Shakeſp. z. An epitome made by tak

ing out the principal parts. Watts. 3. The

ſtate of being abſtracted. Wotton.

ABSTRACTED. p. a. (from abſtrađ.] 1. Se

parated. Milton. 2. Refined, abſtruſe. Donne.

3. Abſent of mind.

ABSTRACTEDLY. ad. With abſtraction, ſim

ply, ſeparately from all contingent circum

ſtances. Dryd.

ABSTRACTION. ſ. [alſºradio, Lat.) 1. The

aćt of abſtracting. Watts. 1. The ſtate of be

ing abſtracted. 3. Abſence of mind, inatten

tion. 4. Diſregard of worldly objećts.

ABSTRACTIVE. a. [from abſtract.] . Having

the power or quality of abſtracting.

ABSTRACTLY. ad. [from abſtract.] In an ab

ſtraćt manner, abſolutely. Bentley.

ABSTRI'CTED. p.a.[abſtričius, Lat.]unbound.

To ABSTRINGE. v. a. [abſtringo, Lat.] To

unbind.

To ABSTRU'DE. v. a. [abſtrude, Lat.] To

thruſt off, or pull away.

ABSTRUSE. a. [abſtruſus, Lat. thruſt out ot

fight.] 1. Hidden. 1. Difficult, remote from

conception or apprehenſion.

ABSTRU'SELY. ad. Obſcurely, not plainly, or

obviouſly.

ABSTRUSENESS. ſ. [from abſºruſe.] Difficul

ty, obſcurity. Boyle.

ABSTRUSITY. ſ. 1. Abſtruſeneſs. 2. That

which is abſtruſe. Brown.

To ABSU'ME. v. a. [abſumo, Lat.) To bring to

an end by a gradual waſte. Hale.

ABSURD. a. ſ.abſurdus, Lat.) 1. Unreaſonable;

without judgment. Bacon. 2. Inconſiſtent;

contrary to reaſon. South.

ABSURDITY. ſ. (from abſurd.] 1. The qua

lity of being abſurd. Locke. 2. That which

is abſurd. Addiſon.

ABSURDLY, ad. [from abſurd.] Improperly,

unreaſonably. Swift.

ABSU'RDNESS. ſ. The quality of being abſurd,

injudiciouſneſs, impropriety,

ABU NDANCE. ſ. ſabendance, Fr.) 1. Plenty.

Craſhaw. 2, Great numbers. Addiſon. 3. A

great
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treat quantity. Raleigh. 4. Exuberance, more

than enough. Spenſer.

ABUNDANT. a. abundant, Lat.] 1. Plentiful.

Par. Laff. 2. Exuberant. Arbuth. 3. Fully

ſtored. Burnet.

ABU'NDANTLY. ad. [from abundant.] 1. In

plenty. Gen. 2. Amply, liberally, more than

ſufficiently. Rogers.

To ABU SE. v. a. ſabator, Lat. In abuſe, the

verb, ſ has the ſound of z, ; in the nour., the

common found. | 1. To make an ill uſe of.

1 Cor. 2. To deceive, to impoſe upon. Bacon.

3. To treat with rudeneſs. Shakeſp.

ABU’SE. ſ. [from the verb ºf 1. The ill

uſe of any thing. Hooker. 2. A corrupt prac

tice, bad cuſtom. Swift. 3. Seducement. Sid

ney. 4. Unjuſt centure, rude reproach. Milton.

ABU SER. ſ. ſpronounced abuzer.] 1. He that

makes an ill uſe. 2. He that deceives. 3. He

that reproaches with rudeneſs. 4. A raviſher,

a violater.

ABUSIVE. a. [from abuſe.) 1. Pračtiſing abuſe.

Pºpe. 2. Containing abuſe; as, an abuſive lam

poon. Roſcommon. 3. Deceitful. Bacon.

ABUSIVELY. ad. [from abuſe.) 1. Improper

% by a wrong uſe. Boyle. 2. Reproachfully. ||

erbert.

ABUSIVENESS. ſ. [from abuſe.] Foulneſs of

language. Herbert.

To ABU T. v. m. chſolete. [abºutir, to touch at

the end, Fr.] To end at, to border upon; to

meet, or approach to.

ABU TTAL. ſ. (from abut..] The butting or

boundaries of land.

ABU TMENT. ſ. [from abut..] That which a

buts, or borders upon another.

ABY SM. ſ. (abyſme, cla Fr.] A gulf; the ſame

with abyſs. Shakeſp.

ABYSS. ſ. ſah-ſus, Laº. "A&rrºº, bottomleſs,

Gr.) 1. A depth without bottom. Milton. 2.

- A great depth, a gulph, Dryd, 3. That in

which anything is loſt. Lºcke. 4. The body of

waters at the centre of the earth. Burnet. 5.

: In the language of divines, hell. Roſe.

AC, AK, of AKE.. In the names of places, as

24.72m, an oak, from the Saxon ac, an oak.

4C. C.I.A. ſ. (Lat.j 1. A drug brought from E

gypt, which being ſuppoſed the inſpillated juice

of a tree, is initated by the juice of floes. Sav

2. A tree commonly ſo called here.

ACA. I. M.I.A.L. a. irom academy..] Relating to

an academy. -

ACADEMIAN. ſ. ſ rom academy ) A ſcholar

of an academy or univerſity. Wºod.

ACADEMICAL. a. (academicus, Lat.) Belong

ing to an univerſity. Wotton.

ACADEMICK. f. [Irom academy.] A ſtudent

of an univerſity. Watts.

ACADEMICK. a. [academicuſ, Lat.] Relating

to an univerſity. Danciad.

ACA1 EMI'CIA.N. ſ. [academicien, Fr.] The

... member of an academy.

ACA LEMIST. ſ. [from academy.] The mem

ber of an academy. Ray.

ACADEMY. ſ. [academia, Lat.] I. An aſſem

bly or ſociety of men, uniting for the promo

tion of ſome art. Shakeſp. 1. The place where

ſciences are taught. Dryd. 3. An univerſity.

4. A place of education, in contradiſtinction to

the univerſities or publick ſchools.

AC4"NTHUS. ſ. [Lat.] The herbbearsfoot. Affir.

ACATALECTIC, J. [3x27.2x5xtino:, Gr.l. A

verſe which has the compleat number of ſylla

bles.

To ACCEDE. v. n. [accede, Lat.] To be added

to, to conne to,

To ACCE'LERATE. v. a. [accelere, Lat.] 1.

To make quick, to haſten, to quicken motion.
Bacon.

ACCELERATION. ſ. [acceleratio, Lat.] 1.

The act of quickening motion. z. The ſtate of

the body accelerated, Hale.

To ACCEND. v. a. [accends, Lat.] To kindle,

to ſet on fire. Decay.

ACCE/NSION. ſ. [accenſ, Lat.] The act of

kindling, or the ſtate of being kindled. Woodw.

ACCENT. ſ. [accentus, Lat.) 1. The manner

of ſpeaking or pronouncing. Shakeſp. 2. The

marks made upon ſyllables to regulate their

pronunciation. Holder. 3. A modification of

the voice, exprefive of the paſſions or ſenti

ments. Prizr.

To ACCENT. v.a. (from accentur, Lat.] 1. To

pronounce, to ſpeak words with particular re

gard to the grammatical marks or rules. Locke.

2. In poetry, to pronounce or utter in general.

Wotton. 3. To write or note the accents.

To ACCENTUATE. v. a. [accentaer, Fr.]

To place the proper accents over the vowels.

ACCENTUATION. ſ. (from accentuate.] The

act of placing the accent in pronunciation.

To ACCEPT. v. a. [accipio, Lat. accepter, Fr.]

1. To take with pleaſure; to receive kindly.

Dryd. 2. In the language of the bible, to ac

cept perſºns, is to act with perſonal and partial

regard, job.

ACCEPTABILITY. ſ. The quality of being

acceptable. Taylºr.

ACCEPTABLE. a. [acceptable, Fr. 1. Crate

ful; 2. Pleaſing. -

ACCEPTABLENESS ſſromacce; table.]The

quality of being acceptable. Grew.

ACCEPTABLY, ad. [rom acceptable.] In an

acceptable manner, Taylºr.

ACCEPTANCE. ſ.[aceptance, Fr J.Reception

with approbation. Spenſ.

ACC). PTANCE. [in liw.] The receiving of

rent. Cowel.

ACCEPTATION. ſ. [from accept.] 1. Recep

tion, whether good or bad, 2. Good reception,

acceptance. 3. The ſtate of being acceptable,

regard, 4. Acceptance in the juridical ſenſe.

5. The meaning of a word.

An ACCEPTER. ſ. [from accept ) The perſon

that accepts.

ACCEPTILATION. f. [acceptilatie, Lat.] The

remiſſion of a debt by an acquittance from the

creditor, teſtifying the receipt of money which

has never been paid.

ACCEPTION. (acception, Fr. from “tº
- - Lat.
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Lat.] The receivedſenſe of a word; the mean

ing. Hammend.

ACCESS. ſ. [acceſſar, Lat. accer, Fr.] 1. The

way by which any thing may be approached.

Hamrised. , 2. The means, or liberty, of ap

proaching either to things or men. Milton. 3.

Encreaſe, enlargement, addition. Bacºn. 4.

The returns or fits of a diſemper.

ACCESSARINESS. a. [from acceſſary.] The

ſtate of being acceſſary.

ACCESSARY. ſ. He that not being the chief

agent in a crime, contributes to it. Clarendan.

ACCESSIBLE.a.[acceſſibiliſ, Lat. acrºſſible, Fr.]

That which may be approached.

ACCESSION. ſ.É, Lat. acceſſion, Fr.) 1.

Encreaſe by ſomething added, enlargement,

augmentation. 2. The act of coming to, or

joining one's ſelf to; as, acceſſion to a confede

racy. 3. The aft of arriving at; as, the king's

acceſſor to the throne.

ACCESSORILY. ad. [from acceſſary.] In the

manner of an acceſſory.

ACCESSORY. a. Joined to another thing, ſo as

to encreaſe it; additional.

ACCESSORY..ſ.[acceſſariui,Lat.acceſsire,Fr.]

1. A man that is guilty of a felonious offence,

not principally, but by participation. 1. That

which does accede unto ſome principal fact or

thing in law.

A CCIDENCE. ſ. [a corruption of accidents,

from accidentia, Lat.] The little book con

taining the firſt rudiments of grammar, and ex

plaining the properties of the eight parts of

peechſpeech.

A'CCIDENT. ſ. [accident, Lat..] 1. The proper

ty or quality of any being, which may be fe

parated from it, at leaſt in thought. Davier. 2.

In grammar, the property of a word. Helder.

3. That which happens unforeſeen; caſualty,

chance. Hºoker.

ACCIDENTAL.f. [accidental, Fr.] A property

noneſſential.

ACCIDENTAL. a. [from accident.) 1. Having

the quality of an accident, noneſſential. 2.

Caſual, fortuitous, happening by chance.

ACCIDENTALLY. ad. [from accidental.] 1.

Noneſſentially. 2. Caſually, fortuitouſly.

ACCIDENTALNESS.ſ.(from accidental.] The

quality of being accidental.

AC :IPIENT. J. [accipiens, Lat.] A receiver.

To ACCITE. v. a. [accito, Lat...] To cali, to

ſummons. Shakeſp.

ACCLAIM. ſ. [acclams, Lat.] A ſhout of

praiſe; acclamation.

ACCLAMATION. ſ. [acclamatio, Lat.] Shouts

of applauſe.

ACCLIVITY..ſ. (from accliviº, Lat. The ſteep

neſs or ſlope of a line inclining to the horizon,

reckoned upwards; as, the aſcent of an hill is

the arc ivity, the deſcent is the declivity. Ray.

ACCLIVOUS. a. [acclivur, Lat..] Riſing with a

ſlape.

To Köcloy. v.a. [See Cloy..] 1. To fill up,

in an ill ſenſe; to croud; to fluff full. Fairy

2. To fill to ſatiety. Ray.

To ACCOIL. v. n. [See Col L.J. To croud;

to keep a reil about, to buſtle, to be in a hur

ry. Fairy Q.

A CCOLENT. ſ. ſacrelent, Lat.] A borderer.

ACCOMMODABLE. a. [accºmmodabiliſ, Lat.]

That which may be fitted. If atts.

To ACCOMMODATE. v. a. [accormode, Lat.]

To ſupply with conveniencies of any kind.

Shakeſp.

ACCOMMCDATE. a. [accommodatu, Lat.]

Suitable, fit.

ACCOMMODATELY. ad. [from accomms

date.] Suitably, fitly.

ACCOMMODATION ſ. [from accemme

date.] 1. Proviſion of conveniencies. 2. In the

plural, conveniencies, things requiſite to eaſe or

refreſhment. Clarend. 3. Adaptation, fitneſs.

Hale. 4. Compoſition of a difference, reconci

liation, adjuſtment.

ACCOMPANABLE. a. [from accompany.] So
ciable.

ACCOMPANIER. [from accompany.] The per

ſon that makespart of thecompany; companion.

To ACCOMPANY. v. a. (accompagner, Fr. J

1. To be with another as a companion. 2. To

join with. Stuft.

ACCOMPLICE. ſ. ſcemplice, Fr. from complex,

Lat] ... An aſſociate, a partaker, uſually in an

ill ſºnſe. Swift. 2. A partner, or co-operator.

Addiſon.

To ACCOMPLISH. v. a. [accomplir, Fr. from

comple, Lat.] 1. To complete, to execute ful

ly; as, to accompliſh a deſign. Ezekiel. 2. To

complete a period of time. Dan. 3. To fulfil;

as, a prophecy. Addiſºn. 4. To gain, to obtain.

Shakeſp. 5. To adorn, or furniſh, either mind

or body. Shakeſp.

ACCOMPLISHED. p. a. 1 Complete in ſome

qualification. Lºcke. 2. Elegant, finiſhed in re

ſpect of embelliſhments. Milton.

ACCOMPLISHER. ſ. [from accompliſh.] The

perſon that accompliſhes.

ACCOMPLISHMENT.ſ. (accompliſement,Fr.]

1. Completion, full performance, perfection.

2. Completion; as, of a prophecy. Atter. 3.

Embelliſhment, elegance, ornament of mind

or body. Addiſon. 4. The act of obtaining any

thing. South.

ACCOMPT. ſ. [compte, Fr.] An account, a

reckoning. Hooker.

ACCOMPTANT. ſ. [accomptant, Fr.] A rec

koner, computer.

ACCOMPTING-DAY. The day on which the

reckoning is to be ſettled. Sir j. Denhart.

To ACCORD. v. a. [derived, by ſome, from

chorda the ſtring of a muſical inſtrument, by

others, from corda hearts J To make agree;

to adjuſt one thing to another. Pºpe.

To ACCORD. v. n. To agree, to ſuit one with

another. Tillot.

ACCORD. ſ. [accord, Fr.) 1. A compast; an

agreement. Dryd. 2. Concurrence, union of

mind. Spenſer. 3. Harmony, ſymmetry. Dryd.

4. Muſical note. Bacon. 5. Voluntary motion.

Spenſer.

ACCORDANCE. ſ. (from accord.) 1. Agree

njent
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mentwith a perſon. Fairfax. 1. Conformity

to ſomething. Hammond.

ACCORDANT. a. [accordant, Fr.] willing;

in a good humour, Shakeſp. -

ACCORDING. p. [from accord.] 1. In a man

ner ſuitable to, agreeably to. 1. In proportion.

Hooker. 3. With regard to. Holder.

ACCORDINGLY. ad. [from accord.] Agreea

bly, ſuitably, conformably. Shakeſp.

To ACCO'ST. v. a. tºº, Fr.] To ſpeak to

firſt; to addreſs; to ſalute. Milt.

ACCO'STABLE. a. [from acceſ.] Eaſy of ac

ceſs; familiar. Wotton.

ACCOUNT. ſ. [from the old French accompt.]

1. A computation of debts or expences. Shakeſ.

2. The ſtate or reſult of a computation. 3.

Value or eſtimation. 2 Mar. 4. Diſtinčtion,

dignity, rank. Pope. 5. Regard, conſideration,

fake. Leeke. 6. A narrative, relation. 7. Ex

amination of an affair taken by authority.

Matt. 8. The relation and reaſons of a tranſ

aćtion given to a perſon in authority. Shakeſp.

9. Explanation; aſſignment of cauſes. Locke.

19. An opinion concerning things previouſly

eſtabliſhed. Bacon. I 1. The reaſons of any

thing colle&ted. Addiſon. 12.. [In law.) A writ

or action brought againſt a man. Cowell.

To ACCOUNT. v.a. [See Account.) 1. To

eſteem, to think, to hold in opinion. Deut. 2.

To reckon, to compute. Holder. 3. To give an

account, to affign the cauſes. Swift. 4. To

make up the reckoning; to anſwer for prac

tices. Pryden. 5. To affign to. Clarendon. 6.

To hold in eſteem. Chron.

ACCOUNTABLE. a. [from account.] Ofwhom

an account may be required; who muſt an

ſwer for. Oldham.

ACCOUNTANT. a. (from account.] Account

able to; reſponſible for. Shakeſp. -

ACCOUNTANT. ſ. (See Accomp ran r.] A

computer; a man ſkilled or employed in ac

counts. Brown.

ACCOUNT-BOOK. ſ. A book containing ac

counts. Swift.

ACCOUNTING.'ſ [from accºunt.] The act of

reckoning, or making up accounts. South.

To ACCOUPLE. v. a. [accoupler, Fr.] To join,

to link together. Bacon. -

To ACCOURAGE. v. a. ſobſolete. See Cou

* A G 1.] To animate. Fairy Q,

To ACCOURT. v. a. To entertain with court

ſhip, or courteſy. Fairy Q,

To ACCOUTRE. v. a. [acceſtrer, Fr.] To

dreſs, to equip. Dryd.

ACCO'UTREMENT. ſ. [acceſtrement, Fr.]

Dreſs, equipage, trappings, ornaments.Shak.

ACCRETION. ſ. [accretic, Lat.] The act of

growing to another, ſo as to encreaſe it. Bacon.

ACCRETIVE. a. [from accretion.) Growing;

that which by growth is added. Glanv.

To ACCROACH. v. a. [accrocher, Fr.] To

draw to one as with a hook.

To ACCRUE. v. n. [from the participle accrá,

Fr.) 1. To accede to, to be added to. Hooker.

2. To be added, as an advantage or improve

ment. South. 3. In a commercial ſenſe, to be

produced, or ariſe; as, profits. Addiſor.

ACCUBATION. ſ. [from accube, to lye down

to, Lat.] The antient poſture of leaning at
meals. Brown.

To ACCU'MB. v. 4. [accumbe, Lat.] To lye at

the table, according to the antient manner.
Diº.

ToACCUMULATE.v.a.[from accumsl., Lat.]

To pile up, to heap together. Shakeſp.

ACCUMULATION. ſ. [from..ºft. 1.

The aët of accumulating. z. The ſtate of be

ing accumulated. Arbuth.

ACCU'MULATIVE. a. [from accumulate.] 1.

. That which accumulates. 2. That which is

accumulated. Gov. ºf Tongue.

ACCUMULATOR. J. [from accumulate.] He

that accumulates; a gatherer or heaper toge

ther. Decay of Piety.

A'CCURACY. f. [accuratio, Lat.] Exactneſs,

nicety. Delany, Arbuth.

A'CCURATE. a. [accuratur, Lat.] 1. Exact, as

oppoſed to negligence or ignorance. 2. Exačt,

without defeat or failure. Colſon.

A'CCURATELY. ad. [from accurate.] Exact

ly, without error, nicely. Newt.

A'CCURATENESS. ſ. [from accurate.] Exact

neſs, nicety. Newt.

To ACCURSE. v. a. [See Curse.] To doom

to miſery. Hooker.

ACCURSED. part, ad. 1. That which is curſed

or doomed to miſery. Denham. 2. Execrable s

hateful; deteſtable. Shakeſp.

ACCUSABLE. a. [from the verb accuſe.] That

which may be cenſured; blameable; culpa

ble. Brown.

ACCUSATION.ſ. (from accuſe.] 1. The act of

accuſing. Milton. 2.The charge brought againſt

any one. Shakeſp.

ACCUSATIVE. a. [accuſativus, Lat.] A term

ofgrammar, ſignifying the relation ofthe noun,

on which the action implied in the verb ter
minates.

ACCU SATORY. a. [from accuſe.] That which

produceth or containeth an accuſation. Ayliffe.

To ACCU'SE. v. a. [accuſe, Lat.) 1. To charge

with a crime. Dryden. 2. To blame or cen

ſure. Romans.

ACCUSER. ſ. [from accuſe.J. He that brings a

charge againſt another. Ayliffe.

To ACCU'STOM. v. a. [accoutimer, Fr.] To

habituate, to enure. Milton.

ACCU'STOMABLE. a. [from accuſtom.] Of

long cuſtom or habit. Hale.

ACCU'STOMABLY. ad. According to cuſtom.

Bacon.

ACCUSTOMANCE. ſ. ſaccaätumance, Fr.]

Cuſtom, habit, uſe. Boyle.

ACCU'STOMARILY. ad. In a cuſtomary man

ner.

ACCU'STOMARY. a. [from accuſtom.] Uſual,

practiſed.

ACCU STOMED. [from accuſtom.] According

to cuſtom; frequent; uſual. Shakeſp.

ACE. f, [ar, Lat.] Arbuthnot, 1. An unit; a

fingle point on cards or dice. Sestb. 2. A ſmall

quantity. Go. of the Tongue.

ACE'PHALOUS.
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ACETHALOUS. a. [äxfºaxes, Gr.] With

out a head. Dić7.

ACE’RBITY. ſ. [acerbitat, Lat.] 1. A rough

four taſte. 2. Applied to men, ſharpneſs of

temper. Pºpe.

ToAºyate. v.a. [acervo, Lat.]To heap

up. Diä.

ACERVATION. ſ. [from acervate.] Heaping

together.

ACESCENT. a. [aceſzens. Lat.] That which

has a tendency to ſourneſsor acidity. Arbuthn.

ACETOSE. a. That which has in it acids. Dià.

ACETO SITY. ſ. [from aceteſe.) The ſtate of

being acetoſe. Diä.

ACETOUS. a. [from acetum, vinegar, Lat.]

Sour. Boyle.

ACHE. ſ. [ace, Saxon; exor, Greek.] A

sontinued pain. Shakeſp. -

To ACHE. v.n. [See Achs.] To be in pain.

nºv. .

To ACHIEVE.v.a. [achever, Fr.) 1. To per

form, to finiſh. Dryd. 2. To gain, to obtain.

Milton.

An ACHIEVER. ſ. He that performs what he

endeavours. Shakeſ.

An ACHIEVEMENT. ſ. [achevement, Fr.] 1.

The performance of an action. Fairy Qū., 2.

The eſcutcheon, or enſigns armorial. Dryden.

ACHOR. ſ. [acher, Lat. 4xx;, Gr.] A ſpecies

of the herpes.

ACID. a. [acidar, Lat. acide, Fr.] Sour, ſharp.

Bacon, Quincy.

ACIDITY. ſ. [from acid.] Sharpneſs; ſour

neſs. Arbuth. Ray.

ACIDNESS. ſ. [from acid.] The quality of be

inz acid.

ACPDULAE. ſ. [that is, aqua acidule.] Medi

tinal ſprings impregnated with ſharp particles,

as all the nitrous, chalybeate, and alum-ſprings

are. Quincy.

To ACIDULATE. v.a. [acidaler, Fr.] To

tinge with acids in a ſlight degree. Arbuthnot.

To ACKNOWLEDGE. v. a. i. To own the

knowledge of; to own any thing or perſon in

a particular character. Pavies. 2. Toconfeſs;

as, a fault. Pſalm. 3. To own ; as, a benefit.

AM; it cm.

ACKNOWLEDGINC. a.[from acknowledge.]

Grateful. Dryden.

AGKNOWLEDGMENT. ſ. [from acknºw

ledge.J. 1. Conceſſion of any character in ano

ther. Hale. 2. Conceſſion of the truth of any

poſition. Hecker. 3. Confeſſion of a fault. 4.

Confeſſion of a benefit received. 5. Act of

atteſtation to any conceſſion; ſuch as homage.

Spenſer.

*CME. ſ. ſaxºs, Gr.] The height of any

thing; more eſpecially uſed to denote the

height of a diſtemper. Quincy.

Aco'LOTHIST. ſ. ſaxºia, Gr.] One of

the loweſt order in the Romiſh church. Ayliffe.

A conITE.ſ.[aconitum, Lat.) The herb wolfs

bane. In poetical language, poiſon in general.

Dryden.

ACORN.ſ. AEcenn, Sax, from ac, an oak, and

tonn, corn.] The ſeed of fruit borne by the

oak. Dryden.

ACOUSTICKS. ſ. ['Ansciº, of inéa, Gr.]

1. The doćtrine or theory of ſounds. 2 Medi

cines to help the hearing. Quincy.

To ACQUA'INT. v. a. [accounter, Fr.] I. To

make familiar with. Davies. 2. To inform.

Shakeſp.

ACQUAINTANCE. ſ. [acceintance, Fr.] 1.

The ſtate of being acquainted with ; familia

rity, knowledge. Dryd. Atterb. 1. Familiar

knowledge. South. 3. A ſlight or initial know

ledge ſhort of friendſhip. Swift. 4. The per

ſon with whom we are acquainted, without

the intimacy of friendſhip. Fairy

ACQUA'INTED. Familiar, wellknown. Shak.

ACQU'EST. ſ. ſacqueſt, Fr.] Acquiſition; the

thing gained. Woodward.

ToACQUIE'SCE.v.".[acquieſter,Fr.acquieſ.

cere. Lat.] Toreſtin, or remainſatisfied. South.

AQUIE'SCENCE. ſ. (from acquieſce.) 1. A ſº

lent appearance of content. Clarend. 2. Satiſ

º, reſt, content, Addiſon. 3. Submiſſion.
outh.

ACQUIRABLE. a.[fromacquire.] Attainable.

Bentley.

To ACQUIT.E. v. a. ſaquerir, Fr. acquire,

Lat.] To gainby one's labour or power. Shakeſ?

Aºtº. [fromacquire.]Gain

ed by one's ſelf. Locks.

An ACQUIT.E.R. ſ. [from acquire.] The per

ſon that acquires; a gainer.

An ACQUIREMENT. ſ.[from acquire.] That

which is acquired; gain; attainment. Hayw.

ACQUISITION. ſ.[acquiſtic, Lat.) 1. The act

of acquiring. South. 1. The thing gained; ac

quirement. Denham.

ACQU'ISITIVE. a. [acquiſitivuſ, Lat.] That

which is acquired. Wotton.

ACQUIST.ſ. (See Acquest.] Acquirement;

attainment. Milton.

To ACQUIT. v.a. (acquiter, Fr.] 1. To ſet

free. Spenſer. 1. To clear from a charge of

guilt; to abſolve. Dryden. 3. To clear from

any obligation. Dryden. 4. The man hath ac

quitted himſelf well; he diſcharged his duty.

ACQUITMENT.ſ [from acquit.] The ſtate of

being acquitted; or ačt of acquitting. South.

ACQUITTAL. ſ. Is a deliverance from anof

fence. Cowell.

To ACQUITTANCE. v. n. To procure an ac

quittance; to acquit. Shakeſp.

ACQUITTANCE. ſ.[fromacquit.] 1. The aët

of diſcharging from a debt. Milton. 2. A wri

ting teſtifying the receipt of a debt. Shake
ear.

A& ſ. (AEcne, Sax.] A quantity of land con

taining in length forty perches, and four in

breadth, or four thouſand eight hundred and

forty ſquare yards. Dićt.

A'CRiD. ... [acer, Lat.] Of a hot biting taſte.

Arbuthnot.

ACRIMONIOUS. a. Abounding with Acrimo

ny; ſharp ; corroſive. Harvey.

ACRIMONY. ſ. (acrimºnia, Lat.) 1. Sharpneſs,

C corroſiveneſ,

w
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corroſiveneſs. Bacon. 2. Sharpneſs of temper,

feverity. South. -

A/CRITUDE. ſ. [from acrid.] An acrid taſte ;

a biting heat on the palate. Grew.

ACROAMATICAL. a. [32,232,241, Gr.] Of

or pertaining to deep learning.

ACROATICKS. ſ. ['Argoſiº, Gr.] Ariſ

totle's lectures on the more nice and principal

parts of philoſophy.

ACRO NYC.A.L. a. [from 4:36-, ſummus, and

wº, nox;] importing the beginning of night.

A term applied to the ſtars, of which the riſing

and ſetting is called acronycal, when they ei

ther appear above or ſink below the horizon at

ſun-ſet.

ACRO'NYCALLY. adv. (from acronycal.] At

the acronycal time. Dryden.

ACROSPIRE. ſ. [from ax;6 and a triº,

Gr.] A ſhoot or ſprout from the end of ſeeds.

Martimer.

ACROSPIRED, part. a. Having ſprouts. Mort.

ACROSS. adv. Athwart, laid over ſomething ſo

as to croſs it. Bacon.

An ACRO'STICK. ſ. [from intº and cºxº,

Gr.] A poem in which the firſt letter of

every line being taken, makes up the name

of the perſon or thing on which the poem is

written.

ACROTERS, or ACROTERIA. ſ. [In architec

ture; from ax:2y, Gr.] Little pedeſtals with

out baſes, placed at the middle and the two

extremes of pediments.

To ACT. v. a. [ago, ačium, Lat.] 1. To be in

action, not to reſt. Pºpe. 2. To perform the

proper functions. South. 3. To practiſe the arts

or duties of life; to condućt one's ſelf. Dryd.

To ACT. v. a. i. To bear a borrowed chara&ter,

as, a ſtage-player. Pºpe. 2. To counterfeit,

to feign by action. Dryden. 3. To produce ef

fe&ts in ſome paſſive ſubject. Arbuthnot. 4.

To actuate; to put in motion; to regulate

the movements, South.

ACT. ſ. [adium, Lat.) 1. Something done; a

deed; an exploit, whethergoodorill. Shakeſp.

2. Agency; the power of producing an effect.

Shakeſp. 3. Astion; the performance of ex

ploits. Dryden. 4. The doing of ſome particu

lar thing ; a ſtep taken; a meaſure executed.

Shakeſp. 5. A ſtate of action. Hºoker. 6. A

part of a play, during which the action pro

ceeds without interruption. Roſ. 7. A decree

of a court of juſtice. Shakeſp.

A'CTION. ſ. [action, Fr. actio, Lat.] 1. The

quality or ſtate of acting, oppoſite to reſt. Shak.

2. An act or thing done; a deed. Shakeſ. 3. A

gency, operation. Bentley. 4. The ſeries of e

vents repreſented in a fable. Addiſon. 5. Geſ

ticulation; the accordance of the motions of

the body with the words ſpoken. Addiſon. 6.

Action perſonal belongs to a man againſt an

other. Aćtion real is given to any man againſt

another, that poſſeſſes the thing required or

ſued for in his own name, and no other man's.

Aćtion mixt is that which lies as well againſt

or for the thing which we ſeek, as againſt the

perſon that hath it. Cowe'l. 7. In Franee, the

ſame as ſtocks in England.

ACTIONABLE. a. [from action.] That which

admits an action in law ; puniſhable. Hºwel.

ACTIONARY, or ACTIONIST. ſ. [from ac

tion.] One that has a ſhare in actions or ſtocks.

A'CTION-TAKING. a. Litigious. Shakeſp.

ACITATION. ſ. [from ačlio, Lat.] A&tion

quick and frequent.

To A'CTIVATE. v.a. [from active.] Tomake

aćtive. Bacon.

ACTIVE.a. [activus, Lat..] I. That which has

the power or quality of ačting. Newton. 2.

That which acts, oppoſed to paſſive. Donne. 3.

Buſy, engaged in action; oppoſed to idle ..?:
dentary. Denham. 4. Pračtical; not merely

theoretical. Hooker. 5. Nimble; agile ; quick.

Dryden. 6. In grammar, a verb active is that

which ſignifies action, as, I teach. Clarke.

A'CTIVELY.adv.[from active.]Buſily; nimbly.

ACTIVENESS. ſ. [from ačive..] Quickneſs;

nimbleneſs. Wilkins.

ACTIVITY. ſ. [from active.] The quality of

being active. Bacon.

A'CTOR. ſ. [ačior, Lat.] 1. He that ačts, or

performs any thing. Bacon. 2. Hethat perſo

nates a character'; a ſtage player. Ben. johnſ.

A'CTRESS. ſ. [ačirice, Fr.] 1. She that per

forms any thing. Addiſon. 2. A woman that

plays on the ſtage. Dryden.

ACTUAL. a. [ačiuel, Fr.] 1. That which

compriſes action. Shakeſp. 2. Really in ačt;

not merely potential. Milton. 3. In act; not

purely in ſpeculation. Dryd.

ACTUA'LITY.'ſ [from actual.] The ſtate of

being actual. Cheyne.

ACTUALLY. adv. [from ağual] In act; in

effect; really. Sºuth.

ACTUALNESS. ſ. [from adual].The quality

of being actual.

ACTUARY. ſ. [a.æuarius, Lat.] The regiſter

who compiles the minutes of the proceedings

of the court. Ayliffe.

ACTUATE.a.[fromthe verb.] Put into action;

brought into effect. Sºuth.

To ACTUATE. v. a. [from ago, ačium, Lat.]

To put into action. Addiſºn.

ACTUO'SE. a. [from act.] That which hath

ſtrong powers. Dićt. - * * -

To ACUATE v.a. [acuo, Lat.] To ſharpen.

ACU'LEATE. a.[aculeatus, Lat.] Prickly; that

which terminates in a ſharp point.

ACU MEN.ſ. (Lat.] A ſharp point; figurative

ly, quickneſs of intellects. Pºpe.

ACUMINATED. part. a. Ending in a point;

ſharp pointed. Wiſeman.

ACUTE. a. [acutus, Lat.] I. Sharp, oppoſed to

blunt. Locke. 2. Ingenious, oppoſed to ſtupid.

Lºcke. 3. Vigorous; powerful in operation.

Locke. 4. Acute diſeaſe. Any diſeaſe, which is

attended with an increaſed velocity of blood,

and terminates in a few days. Quinc. 5. A

cute accent; that which raiſes or ſharpens the

voice.

ACU'TELY.
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ACUTELY. adv. [from acute.] After an acute

manner; ſharply. Lecke. -

ACUTENESS. ſ. [from acute.] 1. Sharpneſs.

1. Force of intellects. Locke. 3. Violence and

ſpeedy criſis of a malady. Brown. 4. Sharpneſs

of ſound. Boyle.

ADACTED. part. a. [adačfur, Lat.] Driven by
force. Dić.

ADAGE. ſ. [adagium, Lat.] A maxim ; a pro

verb. Glanville.

ADA G10. ſ. [Italian.] A term uſed by muſi

cians, to mark a ſlow time. -

ADAMANT. ſ. ſadamar, Lat.] 1. A ſtone of

impenetrable hardneſs. Shakeſ. 2. The diamond.

Ray. 3. The loadſtone. Bacon.

ADAMANTE'AN. a. [from adamant.] Hard as

adamant. Milton.

ADAMANTINE. a. [adamantinus, Lat.] 1.

Made of adamant. Dryd. 2. Having the qua

lities of adamant; as, hardneſs, indiſſolubili

ty. Davis.

AT)AMS-APPLE. ſ. ſin anatomy..] A promi

nent part of the throat.

To ADAPT. v. a. (adapto, Lat.] To fit; to ſuit;

to proportion. Swift.

ADA PTATION. J. [from adapt.] The act of

fitting one thing to another; the fitneſs of one

thing to andther. Bºyle.

ADAPTION. ſ. [rom adapt.} The act of fit

ting. Cheyne.

ADCORPORATE. v. a. [from ad and corpus,

Lat.] To unite one body with another.

To ADD. v. a. [addo, Lat.] I. To join ſome

thing to that which was before. Dryd. 2. To

periorm the mental operation of adding one

number or conception to another. Locke.

ADDABLE. a. That which may be added.

Cºcker.

To ADDECIMATE. v. a. ſaddecima, Lat..] To

take or aſcertain tithes. Dict.

To ADDE'EM. v. a. (fom deem.] To eſteem;

to account. Daniel.

ADDER. ſ. [AEcten, Sax. po ſon.] A ſerpent,

a viper, a poiſonous reptile. Taylºr.

ADDER'S-GRASS. ſ. A plant.

A DDER's-TONGUE. ſ. An herb. Miller.

ADDER'S-WORT. ſ. An herb.

A DDIBLE, a [from add, J Poffible to be added.

Lºcke.

ADDIBILITY. ſ. ſtrom addible.] The poſſibi

lity of being added. Locke.

ADDICE. f. [corruptly adz, abere, Sax.] A

kind of axe. Maxon.

To ADDI CT. v. a [addicz, Lat.) 1. To devote,

to dedicate. Cor. 2. It is commonly taken in a

bad ſenſe ; as, he addicted himſelf to vice.

ADL’ſ CTEDNESS. ſ. [from addicted. J The

ſtate of being addićted. Bºyle

ADDICTION.J. (addić, 12, Lat.] 1. The aº of

devoting. 2. The ſtate of being devoted. Shak.

ADDITAMENT. J. A.,ditc.nentum, Lat..] A -

dition ; things added. Hai...

ADBI TiON. J. [from add j 1. The 3& of adº

ing one thing to another. 3, at y. 2. Atid,

ment, or the thing added. Iławi. 3. In arth

actick, 44%iºn ... the reductiºn of two or

more numbersof the like kind together, intoone

ſum or total. Cock. 4. In law. A title givento

a man over and above his chriſtian name and

ſurname. Cowell. Shakeſp. Clarendon.

ADDITIONAL. a. [from addition.] That

which is added. Addiſon.

A'DDITORY. a. [from add.] That which has

the power of adding. Arbuthnºt.

A'DDLE. a. [from abel, a diſeaſe, Sax.] Origi

nally applied to eggs, and ſignifying ſuch as

produce nothing ; thence transferred to brains

that produce nothing. Burton.

To ADDLE. v. a. [from addle.] To make ad

dle ; to make barren. Brown.

A'DDLE-PATED. a. Having barren brains.

Dryden

To ADDRESS. v. a. ſaddreſſºr, Fr.) 1. To pre

pare one's felt to enter upon any action,

Shakeſp. 2. To get ready. 3. To apply to an

other by words.

ADDRESS. ſ. [addreſſe, Fr.) 1. Verbal appli

cation to any one. Prior. 2. Courtſhip. Addiſºn.

3. Manner of addreſſing another; a man ºf a

pleaſing addreſs. 4. Skill, dexterity. Swift.

5. Manner of directing a letter.

ADDRESSER. ſ. (from addreſs.] The perſon

that addreſſes.

ADDU CENT. a. ſadducers, Lat.) A word ap

plied to thoſe muſcles that draw together the

parts of the body. Quincy.

To ADDU'LCE.v.a.[addoucir, Fr. dulciſ, Lat.]

To ſweeten. .

ADEMPTION. ſ. [ademptum, Lat.] Privation.

ADENO'GRAPHY. ſ. [from ałºwº, and yºpa,

Gr.] A treatiſe of the glands.

ADEPT. ſ. (adºptus, Lat.) He that is com

pletely ſkilled in all the ſecrets of his art. Pope.

ADE. PT. a. Skilful; thoroughly verſed. Boyle.

A’DEQUATE. a. [adequatuſ, Lat.) Equal to;

proportionate. South.

A DEQUATELY. adv [from adequate.] In an

adequate manner; with exactneſs of propor

tion. S. uth.

A DEQUATENESS. ſ. [from a 'equate.] The

ſtate of being adequate ; exact;.e.s of propor

tion.

ADESPOTICK. a. Not abſolute; not deſpo

tick.

To ADHERF. v. n. [adhereo, Lat.] 1. To ſtick

to. 2. To be conſiſtent ; to hold together.

Shakeſp. 3. To remain firmly fixed to a party,

or opinion. Shakeſp. Bayle.

ADHERENCF. ſ. (ſrom adh

lity of adhering, terac 2 Fixedneſs of

mind ; attachment; ſtez ſº. Swift.

AD}{4. RENCY. ſ. (The ſame with adherence.]

Decay ºf Piety.

ADHE KENT, a [rom a #ere. J . Sticking to.

Pºpe. ... United with ºf atts.

ADHE REXT. ſ. (from adhere.] A follower ;

a paitiú 1. Ralºsh.

ADHE RER.J. (form adhere.] He that adheres.

Szwift.

AD}\, SION. f. [aºſ, Lat.] The aët or ſtate

of ticking tº ſomethi...g. Bºe.

C 2. ADHE SIVE

ere.] 1. The qua
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ADHE'SIVE. a. (from adheſion.] Sticking; tena

cious. Themſon.

To ADHIBIT. v. a. [adhibee, Lat.] To apply ;
to make uſe of.

ADHIBITION. ſ. [from adhibit.] Application;
uſe. Dià.

ADJACENCY. ſ. [from adjaceo. Lat.] 1. The

ſtate of lying cloſe to another thing. 2. That

which is adjacent. Brown.

ADJACENT. a...[adjacens, Lat.] Lying cloſe ;

bordering upon ſomething. Bacon.

AD Agent. ſ. That which lies next another.

ocre.

Aºhorous a. [ała;”;6', Gr.] Neutral.

dyſe.

ADIAPHORY. ſ. [33,449;ſº, Gr.] Neutrality;

indifference.

To ADJECT. v.a. [adjicio, adječium, Lat.] To

add to; to put to.

ADJE'CTION. ſ. [adjećtic, Lat.) 1. The act of

adjecting, or adding. 1. The thing adječted, or

added. Brown.

ADJECTITIOUS. a. [from adjection.] Added;

thrown in.

A'DJECTIVE. ſ. [adječjivum, Lat.] A word

ed to a noun, to ſignify the addition or ſe

paration ofº circumſtance, or man

ner of being; as, geod, bad. Clarke.

A'DJECTIVELY. adv. [from adjective..] After

the manner of an adječtive.

ADIEU’. adv. [from a Dieu.] Farewel. Prior.

To ADJOIN. v.a. (adjoindre, Fr. adjunge, Lat.]

To join to; to unite to; to put to. Watts.

To ADJOIN. v. n. To be contiguous to. Dryd

To ADJOURN. v.a. (adjourner, Fr.) Toput off

to another day, namingthe time. Bacon.

ADJO'URNMENT. ſ. [adjournment, Fr.) A

putting off till another day. L'Eſtrange.

A'DIPOUS. a. (adipºſur, Lat.) Fat. Diº.

aºſ. [aditur, Lat.) A paſſage underground.

ay.

ADITION. ſ. [aditure, Lat.] The act of going

to another.

To ADJUDGE. v.a. [adjudice, Lat.) 1. To

give the thing controverted to one of the par

ties. Lºcke. ... To ſentence to a puniſhment

Shakeſpear. 3. Simply, to judge; to decree.

Knolley.

To ADJUDICATE. [adjudice, Lat.] To ad

Judge.

ADJUDICATION. ſ. [adjudicatio, Lat..] The

act of granting ſomething to a litigant.

To A'DJUGATE. v. a. [adjugo, Lat.) To yoke

to.

ADJUMENT. ſ. [adjumentum, Lat.) Help. .

A'DJUNCT. ſ. [adjunctum, Lat..] Something

adherent or united to another. Swift.

ADJUNCT. a. Immediately conſequent. Shak.

ADJUNCTION. ſ. [adjunctio, Lat.) 1. The act

of adjoining. 2. The thing joined.

ADJUNCTIVE. a. [adjusciivus, Lat.] I. He

that joins. 2. That which is jºined.

ADJURATION. ſ. [adjuratic, Lat.) 1. The

act of prosofing an oath to another. 2. The

form of oath propoſed to another. Addiſon.

To ADJURE. v. a. [adjuro, Lat..] To impoſe

an oath upon another, preſcribing the form.

Milton.

To ADJUST. v.a. [adjuſter, Fr.) 1. To re

gulate ; to put in order. Swift. 1. To make

accurate. Locke. 3. To make conformable.

Addiſon.

ADJUSTMENT. ſ. [adjuſtement, Fr.) 1. Re

gulation; the act of putting in method. Wood

ward. z. The ſtate of being put in method.

Watt r.

ADJUTANT. ſ. A petty officer, whoſe duty is

to aſſiſt the major, by diſtributing pay, and

overſeeing puniſhment.

To ADJU'TÉ. v.a. [adjuve, adjutum, Lat.] To

help; to concur. johnſon. -

ADJUTOR. ſ. [adjutor, Lat.] A helper.

ADJU'TORY. a. That which helps.

ADJUTRIX. ſ. (Lat.] She who helps.

A'DJUVANT. a. [adjuvans, Lat.] Helpful;
uſeful.

ToADJUVATE. v. a. [adjuvo, Lat.] To help;
to further.

ADMEASUREMENT. ſ. [See Measure.]

The act or practice of meaſuring according to

rule. Bacon.

ADMENSURATION.ſ.[adand menſura, Lat.]

The act of meaſuring to each his part.

abºlicus. ſ. [adminiculum, Lat.] Help;

upport.

ADMINICULAR. a. [from adminiculum, Lat]

That which gives help.

To ADMINISTER. v.a. (adminiſtre, Lat.] 1.

To give; to afford; to ſupply. Philips. 2. To

act as the miniſter or agent in any employ

ment or office. Pºpe. 3. To adminiſterjuſtice.

4. To adminiſter the ſacraments. Hocker. 5.

To adminiſter an oath. Shakeſp. 6. To admi

niſter phyſick. 7. To contribute; to bring ſup

plies. 8. To perform the office of an admini

ſtrator.

To ADMINISTRATE. va. (adminiſtre, Lat.}

To give as phyſick. Woodward.

ADMINISTRATION. ſ. (adminiſtratic, Lat.]

1. The act of adminiſtering or condućting any

employment. Shakeſp. z. The aétive or exe

cutive part of government. Swift. 3. Thoſe

to whom the care of public affairs is com

mitted. 4 Diſtribution; exhibition; diſpen

ſation. Hecker.

ADMINISTRATIVE. a. [from adminiſtrate.]

That which adminiſters.

ADMINISTRATOR. ſ. (adminiſtrator, Lat.]

1. He that has the goods of a man dying inte

tate, committed to his charge, and is account

able for the ſame. Coxwell. Bacon. 2. He that

officiates in divine rites. Watts. 3. He that

conducts the government. Swift.

ADMINISTRATRIX. ſ. [Lat.) She who ad

miniſters in conſequence of a will.

ADMINISTRATORSHIP.f. [from adminiſtra

tor.] The office of adminiſtrator.

ADMIRABLE. a. [admirabilis, Lat.] To be

admired; of power to excite wonder. Sidney.

ADMIRABLENESS. ſ. [from admirable.] The

quality of being admirable.

ADMIRABILITY.
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ADMIRABIT.ITY..f. [admirabilis, Lat..] The

quality or ſtate of being admirable.

ADMIRABLY, adv. [from admirable.] In an

admirable manner. Addiſºn.

ADMIRAL. ſ. [amiral, Fr.] 1. An officer or

magiſtrate that has the government of the

king's navy. Cowell. 2. The chief commander

of a fleet. Knolles. 3. The ſhip which carries

the admiral. Knoller.

ATMIRALSHIP. ſ. [from admiral.] The of

fice of admiral.

ADMIRALTY. ſ. ſamiralté, Fr.] The pow

er, or officers, appointed for the adminiſtration

of naval affairs.

ADMIRATION. ſ. [admiratio, Lat.] Wonder;

the act of admiring or wondering. Milton.

To ADMI'RE. v. a. (admirer, Lat.] 1. To re

gard with wonder. 2. To regard with love.

To ADMIR.E. v. n. To wonder.

An ADMI RER. ſ. [from admire.] 1. The per

ſon that wonders, or regards with admiration.

2. A lover.

ADMI RINGLY. adv. [from admire.] With ad

miration. Shakeſp.

ADMISSIBLE. a. [admitte, admiſum, Latl

That which may be admitted. Hale.

ADMI'SSION. ſ. (admiſſio, Lat.) 1. The act or

practice of admitting. Bacon. 2. The ſtate of

being admitted. Dryden. 3. Admittance ; the

power of entering. Woodward. 4. The al

lowance of an argument.

Te ADMIT. v. a. [admitte, Lat.] 1. To ſuffer

to enter. Pºpe. 2. To ſuffer to enter upon an

office. Clarendon. 3. To allow an argument or

poſition. Fairfax. 4. To allow or grant in ge

neral.

ADMITTANCE. ſ. [from admit.) Which may

be admitted. Ayliffe.

ADMITTABLE. a. [from admit] . The act

of admitting; permiſſion to enter. 2. The

power or right of entering. 3. Cuſtom. 4.

Conceſſion of a poſition. Brown.

To ADMI X. v. a. ſ.admiſceo, Lat.] To mingle

with ſomething elſe. -

ADMIXTION. ſ. ſtrom admix.] The union of

one body with another. Bacon.

ADMIXTURE. ſ. [from admix.] The body

mingled with another. Woodward.

To ADMO NiSH. v. a. (admanee, Lat.) To

warn of a fault; to reprove gently. Decay of

Piety. Dryd.

ADMO'NISHER. ſ [from admoniſh.) The per

ſon that puts another in mind of his faults or

duty. Dryden.

ADMONI SHMENT. ſ. [from admoniſh.] Ad

monition; notice of faults or duties.

ADMONITION. ſ. [admonitio, Lat.] The hint

of a fault or duty; counſel; gentle reproof.

Hºoker.

ADMONITIONER. ſ. [from admonition.) A

general adviſer. A ludicrous term. Hooker.

ADMONITORY. a. [admonitorius, Lat.] That

which admonithes. Hooker.

ADMURMURATION. ſ. (admurmure, Lat.]

The act of murmuring to another.

To ADMOVE. v.a. (admaveo, Lat.] To bring

one thing to another. Brown.

AD'O. ſ. [from the verb tº do, with a before it,

as the French.) 1. Trouble, difficulty. Sidney.

2. Buſtle; tumult; buſineſs. Locke. 3. More

turnult and ſhow of buſineſs, than the affair is

worth. L'Eſtrange.

ADOLESCENCE. ſ. (adºleſcentia, Lat.] The

age ſucceeding childhood, and ſucceeded by

puberty. Bentley.

ADOLESCENCY. ſ. The ſame with ad-leſ

cence. Brown.

To ADO'PT. v. a. [adepto, Lat..] I. To take a

ſon by choice, to make him a ſon, who was

not ſo by birth. 1. To place any perſon or

thing in a nearer elation, to ſomething elſe.

Locke.

ADOPTEDI.Y. adv. [from adºpted.] After the

manner of ſomething adopted. Shakeſp.

ADOPTER. / [from adopt.] He that gives

ſome one by choice the rights of a ſon.

ADOPTION. ſ. (adºptio, Lat.) 1. The act of

adopting. Shakeſp. z. The ſtate of being a

dopted. Rºgers. .

ADOPTIVE. a. ſ.adoptivur, Lat.) 1. He that is

adopted by another. Bacon. z. He that adopts

another. Ayliffe.

ADORABLE. a. ſadorable, Fr.] That which

ought to be adored. Cheyne.

ADO RABLENESS. ſ. I from adorable.] Wor

thineſs of divine honours.

ADORABLY. adv. [from adorable.] In a man

ner worthy of adoration.

ADORATION. ſ. [adoratio, Lat.) 1. The ex

ternal homage paid to the Divinity. Hooker.

2. Homage paid to perſons in high place or

eſteem. Shakeſp.

To ADORE. v. a. [adoro, Lat.] To worſhip

with external homage. Dryden.

ADO REMENT. ſ. Adoration; worſhip. Brown.

ADO RER. ſ. [from adore.] He that adores; a

worſhipper. Prior.

To ADO'RN. v. a. [adorna, Lat.] 1. To dreſs;

to deck the perſon with ornaments. Cowley. ..

To ſet out any place or thing with decorations.

Cºco cy. 3. To embelliſh with oratory. Sprat.

ADO'Riº MENT. ſ. [from adorn.] Ornament;

embelliſhment. Raleigh.

ADOWN. adv. (from a and down.[ Down; ch

the ground. Fairy Q,

ADOWN. prep. Down towards the ground.

Dryd.

ADRE AD. adv. [rem s and dread..] In a ſtate

of fear. Sidney.

ADRI FT. adv. [from a and drift.] Floating at

random.

ADRO'II a... [French.] Dextrous; active; ſkil

ful fer var. -

ADROITNESS. ſ. (from adroit.] Dexterity;

readineſs; activity.

ADRY' adv. [troma and dry.] Athirſt; thirſty.

Spect.

ADSCITITIOUS, a. ſadſkititius, Lat.] That

which is taken in to complete ſomething

elſe.

ADSTRICTION.
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ADSTRICTION. ſ. [adſiristie, Lat J The aa

ofbinding together.

To ADVANCE. v. a. ſavancer, Fr.] 1. To

bring forward, in the local ſenſe. Paradiſe

Left. 2. To raiſe to preferment; to aggrandize.

Efther. 3. To improve. Tillotſºn. 4. To heigh

ten ; to grace; to give luſtre to. South. 5. To

forward; to accelerate. Bacon. 6. To propoſe ;

to offer to the publick. Dryden.

To ADVANCE. v. n. 1. To come forward.

Parnel 2. To make improvement. Lºcke.

ADVANCE. ſ. [from tº advance.) 1. The act

of coming forward. Clarendon. 2. A tendency

to come forward to meet a lover. Walſh. 3.

Progreſſion; riſe from one point to another.

Atterbury. 4. Improvement; progreſs to

wards perfection. Hale.

ADVANCEMENT. ſ. ſavancement, Fr.] 1.

The act of coming forward. Swift. 2. The

ſtate of being advanced ; preferment. Shakeſp.

4. Improvement. Brown.

ADVANCER.ſ [from advance.] A promoter;

forwarder. Bacon.

ADVANTAGE. ſ. ſavantage, Fr.) 1. Supe

riority. Sprat. 2. Superiority gained by ſtra

tagem. Spenſer. 3. Opportunity ; conveni

ence. Shakeſa. 4. Favourable circumſtances.

JValler. 5. Gain; profit. job. 6. Overplus ;

ſomething more than the mere lawful gain.

Shakeſp. 7. Preponderation on one fide of the

compariſon. Tillºtſºn.

To ADVANTAGE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1.

To benefit. Locke. 2. To promote ; to bring

forward. Glanville.

ADVA'NTAGED. a. ſfrom to advantage.] Poſ

ſeſſed of advantage. Glanville -

ADVANTAGE Grou N'D. ſ. Ground that gives

ſuperiority, and opportunities of annoyance or

reſiſtance. Clarendºn.

ADVANTAGEOUS. a. [advantageaux, Fr.]

Profitable ; uſeful; opportune. Hammond.

ADVANTAGEOUSLY. adv. [from advan

tageous.] Conveniently; opportunely ; profit

ably. Arbuth.

ADVANTAGEOUSNESS. ſ. [from advantage

out.j Profitableneſs; uſefulneſs; convenience.

Boyle.

To A DVENE. v. n. [advenia, Lat.] To accede

to ſomethirg; to be ſuperadded. Ayliffe.

Al) VE"NIENT. a. [adveniens, Lat.) Advening;

ſuperadded. Glanville.

ADVENT.ſ [from adventus.) The name ofone

of the holy ſeaſons, ſignifying the coming ;

this is, the coming of our Saviour; which is

made the ſubject of our devotion during the

tour weeks before Chriſtmas.

Abve’NTINE. a. [from advenie, adventum.]

Adventitious; that which is extrinſically ad

ded. Barºn.

ADVENTITIOUS. a. ſadventitiuſ Lat.] That

which advenes; accidental ; ſupervenient :

extrinſically added. Boyle, Dryden. -

ADVENTIVE.J. (from adventº, Cat.]The thing

or perſon that comes from without. Bacºn.

ADVENTUAL. a. (from advent.) Relating to

the ſeaſon of advert. Bºſtºp Saunderſon.

ADVENTURE. ſ. [French.] 1. An accident; a

chance; a hazard. Hayward. 2. An enterpriſe

in which ſomething muſt be left to hazard.

Dryden.

To ADVENTURE. v. n. [adventurer, Fr.) 1.

To try the chance; to dare. Shakeſp. z. In an

active ſenſe, to put into the power of chance.

ADVENTURER. ſ. [adventurier, Fr.] He that

ſeeks occaſions of hazard; he that puts himſelf

into the hands of chance, Fairy Queen.

ADVENTUROUS. a. [adventureux, Fr.) 1.He

that is inclined to adventures; daring, courage

ous. Dryd. 2. Full of hazard; dangerous.

Addiſºn.

ADVENTUROUSLY adv.[from adventurour.]

Boldly, daringly. Shakeſp.

ADVENTURESOME. a. [from adventure.]

The ſame with adventurous.

ADVENTURESOMENESS ſ.ſfrom adventure

ſome.] The quality of being adventureſome.

ADVERB. ſ. [adve, bium, Lat.) A word joined

to a verb or adjective, and ſolely applied to the

uſe of qualifying and reſtraining the latitude of

their ſignification. Clarke.

ADVERBIAL.a.[adverbialis,Lat.] That which

has the quality or ſtructure of an adverb.

ADVERBIALLY. adv. [adverbialiter, Lat..] In

the manner of an adverb. Addiſ.

ADVERSABLE, a [from adverſe.] Contrary to.

ADVERSARIAſ. [Lat.) A common-place. Bull.

ADVERSARY.ſ.. [adverſaire, Fr. adverſarius,

Lat.] An opponent ; antagoniſt ; enemy.

Shakeſp.

ADVERSATIVE. a. [adverſativus, Lat] A

word which makes ſome oppoſition or variety.

A'DVERSE. a. [adverſus, Lat..] I. Acting with

contrary direction. Milton. 2. Calamitous ;

afflictive; pernicious. Oppoſed to proſperous.

Roſcommon. 3. Perſonally opponent. Sidney.

ADVERSITY. ſ. [adverſité, Fr.) 1. Afflictions

calamity. 2. The cauſe of our ſorrow; miſ

fortune. Shakeſp. 3. The ſtate of unhappi

neſs; miſery. Skakeſp.

A DVERSLY. adv. [from adverſe.] Oppoſitely ;

unfortunately. Shakeſp.

To ADVERT. v. n. [adverto, ſ.at, J To attend

to ; to regard , to obſerve. Ray.

ADVERTENCE. ſ. [from advert.] Attention

to, to regard to; Decay ºf Piety.

ADVE'RTENCY. ſ. [Irom advert.” The ſame

with advertence. Swift. -

To ADVERT! SE. v. a. [advertir, Fr.) 1. To

inform another; to give intelligence. 2. To

give notice of anything, in the publick pºints.

ADVERTISEMENT. ſ. [advertiſement, Fr.) 1.

Inſtruction; admonition. 2. Intelligence; in

formation. 3. Notice of any thing publiſhed in

a paper of intelligence.

ADVERTISER. J. [advertiſeur, Fr.) 1. He that

gives intelligence or information. 1. The pa

rer in which advertiſements are publiſhed.

Aſ VERTISING. part a. [from advertiſe.) Ac

tive in giving intelligence; monitory. Shakeſt.

To ADVE SPERATE. v. a. adviſpero, Lat].

To draw towards evening.

A DV; CE.
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ADVICE. ſ. [avis, advis, Fr.] I, Counſel;

inſtruction. 1. Reflection; prudent conſider

ation. 3. Conſultation; deliberation. 4. In

telligence.

ADVICE-Boat. ſ. A veſſel employed to bring

intelligence.

ADVISABLE. a. [from advice.] Prudent; fit

tº be adviſed. South.

ADVISABLENESS. ſ. ſſrom adviſable.] The

quality of being adviſable ; fitneſs; propriety.

To ADVISE. v. a. ſadviſer, Fr.] 1.To counſel.

Shakeſp. 2. To inform ; to make acquainted.

To ADVISE. v. n. 1. To conſult ; as, he ad

viſed with his companions. 2. To conſider;

to deliberate. Milton.

ADVISED. part. a. [from adviſe.] I. Aćting

with deliberation and deſign ; prudent; wiſe.

Bacºn. 2. Performed with deliberation; act

ed with deſign. Hooker.

ADVISEDLY.adv.[from adviſed.]Deliberately;

purpoſely ; by deſign; prudently. Suckling.

ADVISEDNESS. ſ. [from adviſed.] Deliberati

on; cool and prudent procedure. Saunderſon.

ADVISEMENT. ſ.É. Fr.] 1. Coun

ſel; information. Spenſer. 2. Prudence; cir

cumſpection.

ADVISER. ſ. [from adviſe.] The perſon that

adviſes, a counſellor. Waller. -

ADULATION. ſ. [adulation, Fr. adulatio, Lat.]

Flattery; high compliment. Claren.

ADULATOR. ſ. [adulator, Lat.] A flatterer.

ADULATORY.a.[adulatoriur,Lat.) Flattering.

ADULT. a. [adultur, Lat.] Grown up; paſt the

age of infancy. Blackmore.

ADULT. ſ. A perſon above the age of infancy,

or grown to ſome degree of ſtrength. Sharp.

ADULTNESS. ſ. [from adult.] The ſtate of be

ing adult.

To ADULTER. v. a. [adulterer, Fr.] Tocom

mit adultery with another. johnſon. -

ADULTERANT. ſ. [adulterani, Lat.] The

perſon or thing which adulterates.

To ADULTERATE. v. a. [adulterer, Fr.) 1.

To commit adultery. Shakeſp. 2. To corrupt

by ſome foreign admixture. Boyle.

ADULTERATE. a. [from to adulterate.] 1.

Tainted with the guilt of adultery. Shakeſp. 2.

Corrupted with ſome foreign mixture. Swift.

ADULTERATENESS. ſ. [from adulterate.]

The quality or ſtate of being adulterate.

ADULTERATION. ſ. [from adulterate.] 1.

The act of corrupting by foreign mixture.

Bacºn. 2. The ſtate of being contaminated.
Felton - -

ADULTERER. ſ. [adulter, Lat.] The perſon

guilty 6f adultery. Dryd.

ADULTERESS.J. (from adulterer.] A woman

that commits adultery.

ADULTERINE. ſ. [adulterine, Fr.] A child

born of an adultereſs.

ADULTEROUS. a. [adulter, Lat.] Guilty of

adultery. Taylor.

ADULTERY. ſ. [adulterium, Lat..] The act of

violating the bed of a married perſon. Dryd.

ADUMBRANT. a. [from adumbrate.] That

which gives a ſlight reſemblance,

Ito ADUMBRATE. v. a. ſadnºr, Lat] to

ſhadow out; to give a ſlight likeneſs; to exhi

bit a faint reſemblance. Decay of Piety.

ADUMBRATION. ſ. [from adumbrate.] 1.The

aćt of giving a ſlight and imperfect repreſenta

tion. Bacon. 2. A faint ſketch.

ADU’NATION. ſ. [from ad and unus, Lat.]

The ſtate of being united; union. Boyle.

ADUNCITY. ſ. [aduncitat, Lat.] Crooked

neſs; hookedneſs. Arbuth.

ADU'NQUE.a.[aduncur, Lat..] Crooked. Bacon.

A'DVOCACY. ſ. [from advocate.] Vindication;

defence ; apology. Brown.

A’DVOCATE. ſ. [advocatus, Lat.] 1. He that

pleads the cauſe of another in a court of judi

cature. Ayl. Dryd. 2. He that pleads any

cauſe, in whatever manner, as a controvertiſt

or vindicator. Shakeſp. 3. In the ſacred ſenſe,

one of the offices of our Redeemer. Milton.

ADVOCATION. ſ. [from advocate.] The of

fice of pleading; plea ; apology. Shakeſp.

ADVOLA"TION. ſ. ſadvak, advolatum, Lat.]

The act of flying to ſomething.

ADVOLUTION. ſ. [adventio, Lat.] The act of

rolling to ſomething.

ADVOUTRY. ſ. [avoutrie, Fr.] Adultery.Bac.

ADVOWE. ſ. He that has the right of advowſon.

ADVOWSON. ſ. A right to preſent to a bene
fice. Cowell.

To ADURE. v. n. [aduro, Lat.] To burn up.
Bacon.

ADUST. a. [aduffur, Lat.] 1. Burnt up, ſcorch

ed. Bacon. 2. It is generally now applied, to

the humours of the body. Pºpe.

ADUSTED. a. [See Adust.] Burnt; dried with

fire. Paradiſe Left.

ADUSTIBLE. a. [from aduſ...] That which may

be aduſted, or burnt up.

ADUSTION. ſ. [from aduff.] The act of burn

ing up, or drying. Harvey. '

ADZ. ſ. See ADDICE.

AE, or AE. A diphthong of the Latin language,

which ſeems not properly to have any place in

the Engliſh.

AEGLOGUE. ſ. [written inſtead of eclogue.] A

Paſtoral. Spenſer.

AEGILOPS J. [ayº!, Gr.] A tumour or

ſwelling in the great corner of the eye, by the

root of the noſe. Quincy.

AEGYPTIACUM. ſ. An ointment conſiſting on

ly of honay, verdigreaſe and vinegar. Quincy.

AEL, or EAL, or AL. In compound names, all,

or altogether. So : Aldred altogether reve

rend . Alfred altogether peaceful. Gib.

AELF, Implies aſſiſtance. So Alfwin is vićfori

ous. Gibſºn.

AENIGM.A. See ENIGMA.

AE RIAL. a. [atrixs, Lat.) 1. Belonging to

the air, as conſiſting of it. Prior. Newton. 2.

Produced by the air. Dryd. 3. Inhabiting the

air. Milton. 4. Placed in the air. Pope. 5.

High 3 elevated in ſituation. Philips.

A'ERIE. ſ. [airie, Fr. A neſt of hawks and

other birds of prey. Cºwell.

AERO LOGY. ſ. [35; and xi.;6-, Gr.] The

doctrine of the air, AEROMANCY,
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AEROMANCY. ſ. [æ and waſ..., Gr.] The

art of divining by the air.

AERO'METRY. ſ. [äne and ºf;ix.] The art

of meaſuring the air.

AERO'SCOPY. ſ. [are and extºk, Gr.] The

obſervation of the air.

AETHIOPS-M in eral. ſ. A medicine ſo called,

from its dark colour, prepared of quickſilver

and ſulphur, ground together in a marble mor

tar.

AETITES. ſ. [as]3-, an eagle.] Eagle ſtone.

gtºn cy.

AFA'R. adv. [from a for at, and far..] I. At a

great diſtance. Bacon. 2. To a great diſtance.

D-yd. 3. From afar; from a diſtant place.

Addiſºn. 4. Afar off; remotely diſtant. Hay

ward. -

AFE'ARD. participiala. [from to fear, for to

fright, with a redundant..] Frighted; terrifi

ed; afraid. Fairy Queen. B. Johnſon.

A FER. ſ. (Lat.] The ſouthweſt wind Milton.

AFFA"BILITY. ſ. [affabilité, Fr. affabilitar,

Lat.] Eaſineſs of manners; courteouſneſs ;

civility; condeſcenſion. Clarend.

AFF'ABLE. a. [affable, Fr. affabilis, Lat.] 1.

Eaſy of manners; accoſtable; courteous; com

plaiſant. Bacon. 2. Applied to the external

appearances; benign; mild.

AFFABLENESS. ſ. [from affable.] Courteſy ;

affability.

A'FFABLY. adv. [from affable.] Courteouſly ;

civilly.

A'FFABROUS..a.. [affabre, Fr.) Skilfully made;

complete.

AFPABULATION. ſ. [affabulatio, Lat.] The
moral of a fable.

AFFAIR. ſ. [affaire, Fr.] Buſineſs; ſomething

te be managed or tranſacted. Pope.

AFFE'AR. v. n. [from affer, Fr.] To confirm ;

to eſtabliſh. Shakeſp.

*...ſ. [from the verb affed.) 1. Affec

tion; paſſion; ſenſation. Bacon. 2. Quality ;

circumſtance. Wiſem.

To AFFECT. v.a.[afficier, Fr. afficie, affºlum,

Lat.] I. To act upon ; to produce effects in

any other thing. Milton. 2. To move the

paſſions. Addiſon. 3. To aim at 5 to endea

vour after. Dryd. 4. To tend to ; to endea

vour after. Newt. 4. To be fond of; to be

pleaſed with; to love. Hooker. 6. To ſtudy

the appearance of anything; with ſome de

gree of hypocriſy. Prior. 7. To imitate in an

unnatural and conſtrained manner. Ben. johnſ.

AFFECTATION. ſ. [affectatio, Lat.] The act

of making an artificial appearance. Spectator.

AFFE'CTED. participial a. [from affect.] 1.

Moved; touched with affection. Claren. 2.

Studied with over-much care. Shakeſp. 3. In

a perſonal ſenſe, full of affectation; as, an

aff &led lody. -

AFFECTELLY. adv. [from affected.] In an

affected manner; hypocritically. Brown.

AFFECTEDNESS.J. [from affected.]The qua

lity of being affected. r

AFFECTION. ſ [affection, Fr. affºlio, Lat.]

1. The ſtate of being affected by any cauſe, or

agent. Shakeſp. 2. Paſſion of any kind. &#4-

sey. 3. Love ; kindneſs; good-will to ſome

perſon. Pºpe. 4. Zeal. Bacon. 5. State of

the mind, in general. Shakeſp. 6. Quality = *

property, Hºlder. 7. State of the body. Wife

man. 8. Lively repreſentation-in painting.---

Wotton. - - - *

AFFECTIONATE. a.[affectionné, Fr. from af

feetion.] 1. Full of affection; warm; zealous.

Sprat. 2, Fond; tender. Sidney. 3. Bene

volent. Rogers. . -

AFFECTIONATELY.adv. [from affectionate.]

Fondly ; tenderly ; benevolently.

AFFECTIONATENESS..ſ [from affectionate.)

Fondneſs; tenderneſs; good-will. -

AFFECTIONED. a. [from affection.] 1. Af

ſe&ted; conceited. Shakeſp. 2. Inclined;

mentally diſpoſed. Rom. -

AFFECTIOUSLY. adv. [from affect.] In an aſ

fe&ting manner.

AFFECTIVE. a. [from affect.] That which af

fests; which ſtrongly touches. Rogers.

AFFECTUOSITY.J. [from affectacus.] Paſſion

ateneſs. Dićt.

AFFE'CTUOUS. a.[from affect.] Full of paſſion.

To AFFERE. v. a. [affer, Fr.] A law term,

ſignifying to confirm.

AFFI’ANCE. ſ. [affiance, from affer, Fr.] 1. A

marriage contract. Fairy Queen. 2. Truſt m

general; confidence. §.j. 3. Truſt in the

divine promiſes and protection.

To AFFIANCE. v. a. [from the noun affiance.]

1. To betroth; to bind any one by 'cmiſe to

marriage. Fairy Queen. 2. To give confi

dence. Pºpe. -

AFFIANCER. ſ. [from affance..] He that makes

a contract of marriage between two parties.

AFFIDATION. R.J. [from affids, Lat. See a r

A'FFIDATURE. f is D.] Mutual contrast ,

mutual oath of fidelity. -

AFFIDA'VIT. ſ. (affidavit ſignifies, in the lan

guage of the common law, he made cath.] A

declaration upon oath.

AFFIED. particip. a. [from the verb affy, de

rived from affido..] joined by contract; affi

anced. Shakeſp.

AFFILIATION. ſ. [from ad and filius, Lat.]

Adoption. Chambers.

A'FFINAGE. ſ. [affnage, Fr.] The aët of re.

fining metals by the cupel. Dići,

AFFI'NED. a. [from ††, Lat.] Related to

another. Shakeſp. -

AFFINITY. ſ. affinité, Fr. from affair. Lat.]

1. Relation by marriage. 2. Relation to;

connexion with.

To AFFIRM. v. n. [affirme, Lat.] To declares

to tell confidently : oppoſed to the word desy.

To AFFIRM. v. a. To ratify or approve a for

mer law, or judgment.

AFFIRMABLE. a. [from affirm.] That which

may be affirmed.

AFFIRMANCE. ſ. [from affirm.] Confirma

tion; oppoſed to repeal. Bacon.

AFFIRMANT. ſ. [from affirm.] The perſon
tha' affirms.

AFFIRMATION.
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AFFIRMATION. ſ. [affirmatio, Lat.] i. The

- att of affirming or declaring; oppoſed to nega

tiºn. Shakeſp. z. The poſition affirmed. Ham

mºnd. 3. Confirmation : oppoſed to repeal.

Hesker.

AFFIRMATIVE. a. [from affirm J 1. That

which affirms, oppoſed to negative. 2. That

which can or may be affirmed. Newtºn. 3.

Poſitive; dogmatical. Taylºr.

AFFI'RMATIVELY. adv. [from affirmative.]

On the poſitive ſide; not negatively. Brºwn.

AFFIRMER. ſ. [from affirm.] The perſon that

affirms. Wattr.

ToAFFIX w.a.[affgo, affram, Lat.) To unite

to the end; to ſubjoin. Rºgers.

AFFIX. ſ. [affrum, Lat.] A particle united to

the end of a word. Clarke.

AFFI'XION. ſ. [from affix.) 1. The act of aſ

, fixing. 2. The ſtate of being affixed.

AFFLATION. ſ.[from affe, afflatum, Lat.] The

ačt of breathing upon anything.

AFF LATUS. ſ. (Lat.] Communication of the

power of prophecy.

ToXº. [affiélo, affiétum, Lat.]

To put to pain; to grieve; to torment. Hooker.

AFFLICTÉDNESS. ſ. [from affiéted.] Sorrow

fulneſs; grief.

AFFLI cTER.ſ.. [from affit.) The perſon that

afflicts.

AFFLI'CTION. ſ. [affiáis, Lat.] 1. The cauſe

of pain or ſorrow ; calamity. Hesker. 2. The

ſtate of ſorrowfulneſs; miſery. Addiſºn.

AFFLICTIVE. a. [from affié.] Painful; tor

menting. South.

AFFLUENCE. ſ. [affluence, Fr. affluentia. Lat.]

1. The aët of flowing to any place; concourſe.

Wettes. 2. Exuberance of riches; plenty.

Aegers. . . . .

AFFLUENCY. J. The ſame with affluence.

A FFLUENT. a. [affluent, Lat.] 1. Flowing to

any part. Harvey. a. Abundant; exuberant :

wealthy. Prier.

AFFLUENTNESS. J. [from affluent.] The

quality of being affluent.

Afflux f. [affluxur, Lat.) 1. Theast of flow

ing to ſome place; affluence. 2. That which

flows to any place. Harvey.

AFFLUxion. ſ. [affluxio, Lat.] 1. The att

of flowing to a particular place. 2: That which

flows from one place to another. Brown.

To AFFORD. v.a. [affeurrer, affeurrager, Fr.]

1. To yield or produce. 2. To grant, or conter

anything. Fairy Queen. 3. To be able to

ſell. Addiſºn. 4. To be able to bear expences.

Swift.

To Affo'REST. v. a. [affirfare, Lat.] To

turn ground into foreſt. Davies.

To AFFRANCHISE. v. a. [affrancher, Fr.]

To make free.

To AFFRAY. v. a. [effrayer.] To fright; to

terrify.

Aºy. A tumultuous aſſault of one or more

rſons upon cthers. -

AFFRicTiON. J. [affriðie, Lat.] The ad of

rubting one thing upon another. Bºyk. .

To AFPRI'GHT. v. a. [See Fric ar.] To

affect with fear; to terrify. Waller.

AFFRI'GHT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Terrour;

fear. Dryden. 2. The cauſe of fear; a terri

ble objećt. Ben jobºſ.n.

AFFRIGHTFUL.a. Fullofaffright or terrour;

terrible. Decay ºf Piety. º

Apºkºrºškºtiºn.fººl, the
impreſſion of fear; terrour. Locke. 2: The

ſtate of fearfulneſs. Hammond.

To affront. v.a. [affronter, Fr.]. I. T.

meet face to face; to encounter. Shakeſp. a.

To meet, in a hoſtile manner, front to front.

Aſilion. 3. To offer an open inſult; to offend

avowedly, Dryden. -

afºr. ... [from the verb affront.] 1. Inſult

offered to the face. Dryden. a. Outrage; act of

contempt. Miltºn. 3. Open oppoſition; encoun

ter. Milton. 4. Diſgrace; ſhame. Arbuthnot.

AFFRONTER. ſ. [from affront.] The perſoa
that affronts.

AFFRO'NTING. part. a. [from affront.] That

which has the quality of affronting. Watts.

To AFFUSE. v. a. [affunds, affeſºn, Lat.] To

Pour one thing upon another. Boyle.

agºonſ [offſe, Lat.] The act of affuſing.
reºp.

To AFFY' v.a. [affer. Fr.] Tobetrothin order

to marriage. Shakeſp.

To AFFY.º.º. To put confidence in; to put

truſt in. Shakeſp.

AFIT.L.D. adv. [from a and field.] To the field.

a y.

aßt. adv. [from d and flat..] Level with the

ground. Baron.

AFLOAT.adw.[from a andfat.]Floating. Addiſ.

AFOOT: adv. [from a and feet.) 1. On foot; not

on horſeback. Shakeſp. z. In action; as, a de

Ag" is afºot. Shakeſp. 3. In motion. Shakeſp.

AFORE. prºp. [from a and fore.] 1. Before #

nearer in place to iny thing. 4. Sooner in

time. Shakeſp. -

AFORE. adv. 1. In time foregone or paſt. Shak.

2. Firſt in the way. Shakeſp. 3. In front; in

the fore-part. Spenſer.

AFOREGOING.parta. [from afareand going.]

Going before.

AFOREHAND. adv. [from afºre and hand.) 1.

By a previous proviſion. Gov. of Tongue. 2.

Provided; prepared; previouſly fitted. Baron.

AFO'REMENTIONED, a [from afore and

mentioned.] Mentioned before. Addiſºn.

AFORENAMED. a...[from afºre and named.]

Named before. Peacham

AFORESAID. a. [from afore and ſaid] Said

before. Bacon.

AFORETIME. adv. [from afºre and time.] In

time paſt. Suſanna.

AFRA'ID. particip. a. [from the verb affray1

Struck with fears terrified; fearful. Pſalms,

Dryden.

AFRESH. adv. [from a and freſh.] Anew ;

again. Watti.

AFRONT. adv. [from a and front.] Infront;

in direét oppoſition. Shakeſp.

P
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AFTER. prep. [ærren, Sax.] 1. Following in

place. Shakeſp. 2. In purſuit of. Samuel. 3.

Behind. Newton. 4. Poſterior in time. Dry

den. 5. According to. Bacan. 6. In imita

tion of. Addiſºn.

AFTER. adv. 1. In ſucceeding time. Bacon.

2. Following another. Shakeſp.

A'FTER is compounded with many words.

A'FTERAGES. ſ. [from after and ages.] Suc

ceflive times; poſterity. Raleigh.

AFTER ALL. At laſt; in fine; in concluſion.

Atterbury. -

AFTERBIRTH. ſ. [from after and birth.] The

ſecundine. Wiſeman.

AFTERCLAP. ſ. (from after and slap.] An un

expected event, happening after an affair is

ſuppoſed to be at an end. Spenſer.

AFTERCOST. ſ. The expence incurred after

the original plan is executed. Mºrt.

AFTERCROP. f. Second harveſt. Mºrt

To AFTEREYE. v. a. To follow in view.

Shakeſp.

A'FTERGAME. ſ. Methods taken after the

firſt turn of affairs. Wotton.

AFTERMATH. ſ. [afterand math, from mow.]

Second grop of graſs mown in autumn.

AFTERNOON. J. The time from the meridian

to the evening. Dryden.

AFTERPAINS. ſ. Pains after birth.

AFTERPART. ſ. The latter part. Locke.

A'FTERPROOF. ſ. Evidence poſterior to the

thing in queſtion. Watſon,

AfterTASTE. ſ. Taſte remaining upon the

tongue aſter the draught.

AFTERTHOUGHT. J. Reflections after the

aćt ; expedients formed too late. Dryd.

AFTERTIMES. J. Succeeding times. Dryden.

A'FTERTOSSING. ſ. The motion of the ſea

after a ſtorm. Addiſon.

AFTERWARD.adv. Inſucceedingtime. Hoeker.

AFTERWIT. ſ. Contrivance of expedients after

the occaſion of uſing them is paſt. L'Eſtrange.

AFTER-WRATH, ſ. Angerwhenthe provoca

tion ſeems paſt. Shakeſp.

AGA. ſ. The title of a Turkiſh military officer

AGAIN. adv, [agen. Sax.] I. A ſecond time;

once mºre. Bacon. 2. On the other hand.

Bacon. 3. On another part, Dryden. 4. In

return. Bacon. 5. Back; in reſtitution. Shake.

6. In recompence. Prov. 7. In order of rank

or ſucceſſion. Bacon, 8. Beſides; in any other

time or place. Bacon. 9, Twice as much ;

marking the ſame quantity once repeated.

J’ºpe. io. Again and again; with frequent

reuetition. Lºcke, 11. In oppoſition. Romans.

11. Back. Deut. -

AGAINST. prºp. [engeon, Sax.] 1. In oppoſi

tion to any perſon. Genºſi, 2. Contrary; op

poſite, in general. Dryden. 3. In contra

diction to any opinion. Swift. 4. With con:

trary motion or tendency; uſed of material

action. Shakeſp. 5. Contrary to rule. Pºyd.

6. Oppoſite to, in place. Dryden. 7. To the

hurt of another, Davier, 8. In expectation

of Clarendem.

AGA'PE. adv. [a and gape.] Staring with eager

neſs. Spectator.

AGARICK. ſ. [agaricum, Lat.] A drug of uſe

in pts/fick, and the dying trade. It is divided

into male and female; the male is uſed only

in dying, the female in medicine: the male

grows on oaks, the female on larches.

AGAST. a. [from agaze.] Milton. See AG hast.

A'GATE. ſ. [agate, Fr. achates, Lat.] A pre

cious ſtone of the loweſt claſs. Woodward.

AGATY, a [from agate.) Partaking of the na

ture of agate. Woodward.

To AGAZE. v. a. [from a and gaze.] To ſtrike

with amazement. Fairy Queen.

AGE. ſ. [age, Fr.] 1. Any period of time at

tributed to ſomething as the whole, or part, of

its duration. Shakeſp. 2. A ſucceſſion or ge

neration of men. Roſ. 3. The time in which

any particular man, or race of men, lived; as,

the age of heroes. 4. The ſpace of a hun

dred years. 5. The latter part of life; old age.

Prior. 6. Maturity; ripeneſs; full ſtrength

of life. Dryden. 7. In law. In a man, the

age of fourteen years is the age of diſcretion ;

and at twenty-one years is the full age. A wo

man at twenty-one is able to alienate her lands.

Cowell.

A'GED. a. [from age.] 1. Old; ſtricken in

years. Prior. 2. Old; applied to inanimate

things. Still.

AGEDLY. adv. [from aged.] After the man

ner of an aged perſon.

AGEN. adv. [agen, Sax.] Again; in return.

Dryden.

A'GENCY. ſ. [from agent.] 1. The quality of

acting ; the ſtate of being in action. Woodw.

2. Buſineſs performed by an agent. Sewift.

A'GENT. a. [agens, Lat.] That which acts.

Bacon.

A'GENT. ſ. 1. A ſubſtitute; a deputy ; a fac

tor. Dryd. 2. That which has the power of

operating. Temple.

AGGENERATION. ſ. [from ad and generativ,

Lat.] The ſtate of growing to another body.
rºwn.

To A'GGERATE. v. a. [from aggere, Lat.] Te

heap up. Dićt.

AGGEROSE. adj. Full of heaps.

To AGGLO'MERATE. v. a. ſagglºmere, Lat.}

To gather up in a ball, as thread.

AGGLUTINANTSſ.[from agglutinate.]Thoſe

medicines which have the power of uniting

parts together.

To AGGLUTINATR. v. a. [from ad andglu

ten, Lat.] To unite one part to another.

º r -

ačºrnation. ſ [from agglutinate.]

Union; coheſion, Wiſeman.

AGGLUTINATIVE. a. [from agglutinate.]

That which has the power of procuring ag

glutination. Wiſeman.

ToA'CGRANDIZR. v. a, [aggrandiſer, Fr.]

To make great; to enlarge; to exalt. Matty.

AGGRANDízEMENT. ſ. ſaggrandiffewest,

Fr.] The ſtate of being aggrandized,

AGGRAN
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AGCRANDIZER. ſ. [from aggrandize.] The

perſon that makes great another.

To AGGRATE. v. a. [aggratare, Ital.] To

pleaſe, to treat with civilities. Fairy Queen.

To AGGRAVATE. v. a. ſaggrave, Lat.) 1.

To make heavy; in a mctaphorical ſenſe; as

to aggravate an accuſation. Milton. 2. To

make any thing werſe. Bacon.

AGGRAVATION. ſ. (from aggravate.] 1.

The act of aggravating 2. The extrinſical

circumſtances, which encreaſe guilt, or cala

mity. Hammond.

AGGREGATE. a. ſaggregatus, Lat..] Framed

by the colle&tion of particular parts into one

maſs. Ray.

A'GGREGATE. ſ. The reſult of the conjunc

tion of many particulars. Glanville

To A'GGREGATE. v. a. ſaggrego, Lat.] To

collett together; to heap many particulars in

to one maſs. Milton. -

AGGREGATION. ſ. [from aggregate.] 1. The

att of collecting many particulars into one

whole. Woodward. 2. The whole compoſed

by the coacervation of many particulars. 3.

State of being collected. Brown.

ToAGGRESS. v.a.[aggredier, aggreſſum, Lat.]

To ommit the firſt act of violence. Prior.

AGGRESSION. ſ. ſaggreſſie, Lat.) Commence

mºnt of a quarrel by ſome act of iniquity.

L'Eſtrange.

AGGRESSOR. ſ. [from aggreſs.] The aſſaulter

orinvader, oppoſed to the defendant. Pºpe.

AGGRI'EVANCE. ſ. Injury; wrong.

To AGGRIEVE. v. a. [from gravis, Lat.) 1.

To give ſorrow; to vex. Spenſer. 3. To im

poſe; to hurtin one's right. Granville.

To AGGROUP. v. a. [aggrepare, Ital.] To

bring together into one figure. Dryden.

AGHA.ST. a. [from a and gart, a ghoſt.]

Struck with horror, as at the ſight of a ſpectre.

Addiſºn.

A'GILE. a. [agiliſ, Lat.] Nimble; ready 3 ac

tive. Prior. -

AGILENESS. ſ. [from agile.] Nimbleneſs;

quickneſs; activity.

AGILITY. ſ. (agilitar, Lat..] Nimbleneſs ;

Suickneſs; activity. Watts.

4Glo. ſ. [italian.]. A mercantile term, uſed

chiefly in Holland and Venice, for the differ

ence between the value of bank notes, and

the current money. Chambers.

To AGIST. v. a. [giſle, Fr. a bed.] To take

in and feed the cattle of ſtrangers in the king's

foreſt, and to gather the money. Blount.

AGISTMENT. ſ. A modus or compoſition, or

mean rate.

AGISTOR. ſ. An officer of the king's foreſt.

AGITABLE. ſ. (agitabilis, Lat.] That which

may be put in motion.

To A GITATE. v. a. ſagite, Lat.) 1. To put

in motion. z. To actuate ; to move. Black

mºre. 3. To aſſed with perturbation. 4. To

bandy 5 to diſcuſs; to controvert. Bºyle.

AGITATION. ſ. ſagitatio, Lat.) 1. The act

ºf moving any thing. Bacor. 2. The ſtate of

examination. L'Eſtrange, 4. Perturbation 3

diſturbance of the thoughts. Tatler. 5. De

liberation ; the ſtate of being conſulted upon,

Swift.

AGITA"TOR. ſ. [from agitate) He who ma

nages affairs. -

AGLET. ſ. [aigulette, Fr.) 1. A tag of a point

curved into ſome repreſentation of an animal.

Hayw. Shakeſp. z. The pendants at the ends

of the chieves of flowers.

A'GMINAL. a. [from agnen, Lat.) Belonging
to a troon. Diº.

A'CNAIL. ſ. [from ange, grieved, and magle.

nail.) A whitlow.

AGNATION ſ. [from agnatus, Lat] Deſcent

from the ſame father, in a direct male line.

AGNITION. ſ. [from agnitie. Lat.] Acknow

ledgment.

To AGNIZE. v. a. [from agnºſce. Lat.] To

acknowledge; to own. Shakeſp.

AGNOMINATIONſ. [agnominatie, Lat.] Al

luſion of one word to another. Camden.

4G NUS CASTUS. ſ. [Lat.) The chaſe tree.

Dryden.

AGO adv. [agan, Sax.] Paſt; as, lºng ago; that

is, long time has paſt ſince. Addiſon. -

AGO'G. adv. In a ſtate of deſire. South.

AGOING. a, [a. and going.) In action. Tatler.

AGONE. adv. [agan. Sax.] Ago; paſt. Ben.

johnſon.

A GONISM ſ. [37 wirwär, Gr.] Contention for

a prize. Dići.

AGONI'STES. ſ. [aywirar,§ A prize

fighter; one that contends at a publick§:

nity for a prize. Milton.

To A GONIZE. v. n. [agoniſer, Fr.] To be in

exceſſive pain. Pope.

AGONY. ſ. [ayº, Gr. agonie, Fr.] 1. The

pangs of death. Roſcºmmon. 1. Any violent

pain of body or mind. Milt. 3. It is parti

cularly uſed in devotions for our Redeemer's

conflict in the garden. Hºoker.

AGOOD. adv. [a andgoºd.) In earneſt. Shakeſp.

AGO'UTY. ſ. An animal of the Antilles of

the bigneſs of a rabbit; when chaſed, he flies

to a hollow tree, whence he is expelled by

ſmoke. Trevoux.

To AGRA’CE v. a. [from a and grace.] To

grant favours to. Fairy Queen.

AGRAMMATIST. ſ. [a, priv. and 7:44*,

Gr.] An illiterate man.

AGRA'RIAN. a. [agrariuſ, Lat..] Relating to

fields or grounds.

To AGRE ASE. a.ſº a and greaſe.] To

daub to greaſe. Fairy Queen.

To AGREE. v. n. [agreer. Fr.) 1. To be in

concord. Pºpe. 1. To yield to. Burnet. 3.

To ſettle terms by ſtipulation. Matt. 4. To

fettle a price between buyer and ſeller. Matt.

5. To be of the ſame mind or opinion. Cla

renden. 6. To be conſiſtent. Mark. 7. To

ſuit with. Locke. 8. To cauſe no diſturbance

in the body. Arbuthnot.

To A GREE. v. a. 1. To put an end to a va

riance. Spenſer. 2. To reconcile. Reſcemmon.

being moved. 3. Diſcuſſion; controverſial Q 3 AGREE
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AGREEABLE. a. [agreable, Fr.) 1. Suitable

.º conſiſtent with. Temple. 2. Pleaſing. Ad
ffort.

AGREEABLENESS. ſ. [from agreable.] 1.

. Conſiſtency with ; ſuitableneſs to. Locke. 2.

The quality of pleaſing. Collier. 3 Reſem

blance; likeneſs. Grew.

AGREEABLY. adv. [from agreeable.] Conſiſt

ently with 5 in a manner ſuitable to. Swift.

AGREED. partic. a. Settled by conſent. Loče.

AGREE'INGNESS. ſ. [from agree.] Conſiſt

ence; ſuitableneſs." -

AgBE'EMENT. ſ. ſagrement. Fr.) 1. Concord.

Ecclus. 2. Reſemblance of one thing to ano

ther. Lºcke. 3. Compact ; bargain. Arbuth.

AGRESTICK. or AGRESTICAL. a. [from

agrefit. Lat.] Rude; ruſtick.

A'GRICULTURE. ſ. [agricultura. Łst.] Til

lage; huſbandry. Pºpe.

AGRIMONY. f. [agrimonia. Lat.] The name

of a plant. Millar.

AGRO'UND. adv. [from a and grownd.] 1.

Stranded; hindered by the ground from paſ

ſing farther. Raleigh. 2. Hindered in the

progreſs of affairs.

AGUE. ſ. ſaigu, Fr.] An intermitting fever,

with cold fits ſucceeded by hot. Den.

AGUED. a. [from ague.) Struck with an a

gue; ſhivering. Shakeſp.

A'GUE-FIT. ſ. [from ague and fit.] The pa.

roxyſm of the ague. Shakeſp.

AGUE-TREE. ſ. [from ague and tree.] Saſſa
fras. Dićf. - - -

A'GUISH. a. [from ague.] Having the qualities

of an ague. Granville.

A'GUISHNESS. ſ. [from aguiſh.] The quality

of reſembling an ague.

AH. interječiion. 1. A word noting ſometime

diſlike and cenſure. Iſaiah. 2. Sometimes con

tempt and exultation. Pſalms. 3. Moſt fre

quently, compaſſion and complaint. Prior.

AHA', AHA' interject. A word intimating

triumph and contempt. Pſalms.

AHEAD. adv. [from a and head.) 1. Further

onward than another. Dryden. 2. Headlong;

precipitant. -

AHE/IGHT. adv. [from a and height.] Aloft;

on high. Shakeſp.

AHOUA I. ſ. The name of a plant. Millar.

To AID. v. a. [aider. Fr.] To help; to ſup

port; to ſuccour. Waller. - - - -

AID. ſ. [from To aid.) 1. Help ; ſupport. Pope.

2. The perſon that gives help; a helper. Tabit.

3. In law. A ſubſidy. Cowell.

AIDANCE. ſ. [from aid.] Help; ſupport. Shak.

AIDANT. G. [aidant, Fr.) Helping; helpful.

Shakeſp.

AIDER, ſ (from aid.] A helper; an ally. Bac.

ATZ, LESS. a. [irom aid. JHelpleſs; unſupport
ed. Mihar. -

A'IGULE.T. ſ. (aigulet, Fr.] A point with tags.

Fairy $2. -

To Al L. v. a. ſeglan, Sax.] 1. To pain; to

trouble ; to give pain. Genefit. 1. To effect

in any tranzer. Dr, d.

• * * -

AIL. f. [from the verb.) A diſeaſe. Pºpe.

A'ILMENT. ſ. [from ail. Pain; diſeaſe. Grars.

AILING. particip. a. Sickly.

To AIM. v. a. [eſner, Fr.) 1. To endeavour to

ſtrike with a miſſive weapon. Pºpe. 2. Te

point the view, or direct the ſteps, towards

any thing; to endeavour to reach or obtain.

Tilletſ. 3. To gueſs. -

AIM. f. [from the verb.) 1. The direétion of a

miſſile weapon. Dryd. 1. The point to which

the thing thrown is directed. Shakeſp. 3. An

intention; a deſign. Pºpe. 4. The object of a

deſign. Locke. 5. Conjećture; gueſs. Shakeſ”.

AIR. ſ. ſair, Fr. air. Lat.) 1. The element en

compaſſing the terraqueous globe. Watts. 2.

The ſtate of the air with regard to health.

Bacon. 3. A ſmall gentle wind. Milton, 4. Any

thing light or uncertain. Shakeſp. g. The open

weather. Dryd. 6. Vent; emiſſion into the air.

Dryd. 7. Publication; expoſure to the pub

lic. Pope. 8. Poetry; a ſong. Milton. 9. Mu

ſick, whether light or ſerious. Pºpe. 19. The

mien, or manner of the perſon. Addiſºn. 1.

An affected or laboured manner of geſture.

Swift. 11. Appearance. Pºpe. -

To AIR. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To expoſe

to the air. Dryd. a. To take the air. Addiſ.

3. To open to the air. Hooker. - - -

AIRBLADDER. ſ. (from air and bladder.] 1.

Any euticle filled with air. Arbuthnet.z. The

bladder in fiſhes, by the contraction and dilata

tion of which, they riſe or fall. Cudworth.

A IRBUILT. a. [from air and build.] Built in

the air. Pºpe. -

AIR-DRAWN. a. Painted in air. Shakeſp.

AIRER. ſ. [from To air.j He that expoſes to

the air. -

A'IRHOLE. ſ. [from air and hole.) A hole to

admit air. * . . -

A'iRINESS. ſ. [from airy.] I. Expoſure to the

air. 2. Lightneſs; gaiety; levity. Felts.

AIRING. ſ. ſtrom air.) A ſhort journey. Add.

AIRLESS. a. [from air.] without communi

tation with the free air. Shakeſp. -

AIRLING. ſ. (from air.] A young gay perſon.

Ben.’ jobn/gn. . . . .

A’IRPUMP. f. [from air and pump.] A ma

chi e by whoſe means the air is exhauſted out

of proper veſſels. Chambers.

AIRSHAFT. ſ. [from air and ſhaft.] A paſ

ſage for the air into mines. Ray. .

A'IRY. a... [from air; aireus, Lat.) 1. Com

poſed of air. Bacon. 2. Relating to the air.

Boyle. 3. High in air. Addiſon. 4. Light as air;

unſubſtantial. Shakeſp. 5. Without reality;

vain; trifling. Temple. 6. Fluttering; looſe;

full of levity. Dryd. 7. Gay; ſprightly; full

of mirth; lively; light of heart. Taylºr.

AISLE, or AILE. ſ. Thewalkin a church. Addiſ.

A iT. ſ. A ſmall iſland in a river.

To A.K.E. v. n. [from axº~. Gr. ) To feel a laſt

ing pain. Locke.

AK1'N. a. [from a and kin.j 1. Related to;

allied to by blood. Sidney. 1. Allied to by

nature. L’Eſtrange.

ALABASTER.
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ALCA’ID. ſ. 1.

-

A Li C

AlABASTER. ſ. (4x48arew.] A kind of ſoft

marble, eaſier to cut, and leſs durable, than

the other kinds; the white is moſt com

mon. Shakeſp.

ALABASTER. a. Made of alabaſter. Addiſºn.

ALACK. interječi. Alas; an exprefion of ſor

row. Shakeſp.

ALA’CKADAY. interječi. A word noting ſor

row and melancholy.

ALACRIOUSLY. adv. Cheerfully ; without

dejection. Gºv. of the Tºngue.

ALA CRITY..f. [alacritas, Lat.]Cheerfulneſs;

ſprightlineſs; gayety. Dryden.

ALAMIRE. ſ. The loweſt note but one in

Guido Aretine’s ſcale of muſick.

ALAMO'DE. adv. [* la mode, Fr.] According to

the faſhion.

ALAND. adv. [from a for at, and land.) At

land; landed. Dryden.

ALARM. ſ. [from the Fr. 31' arme, to arms.]

1. A cry by which men are ſummoned to their

arms. Pepe, 1. Notice of any danger approach

ing. 3. Any tumult or diſturbance. Pope.

To ALARM. v.a. 1. To call to arms. Addiſon.

2. To ſurpriſe with the apprehenſion of any

danger. Tickell. 3. To diſturb. Dryden.

ALARMBELL. ſ. [from alarm and bell] The

bell that is rung at the approach of an enemy.

Dryden.
-

ALARMING. particip.a. (from alarm.] Ter

rifying; awakening ; ſurpriſing.

ALARMPOST. ſ. [from alarm and poſt.] The

Poſt appointed to each body of men to appear
2.
t. -

ALARUM. ſ. See ALARM. Prior.

To ALA'RUM.v.a. See Alarm. Shakeſp.

ALA’S. interječi. (bela, Fr.) 1. A word expreſ

ng lamentation. Pope. 1. A wordof pity. Shak:

ALAS THE DAY. interject. Ah, unhappy day!

Shakeſp.

ALAS THE while. interjeće. Ah, unhappy

time! Spenſer. -

ALATE. adv. [frcm a and late.] Lately.

ALB. ſ. (album, Lat.) A ſurplice.

ALBE IT.adw. Although; notwithſtanding. South.

ALBUGINEOUS...a... [albugs, Lat.] Reſembling

an albugo.

ALBUPGö. ſ. [Lat.) A diſeaſe in the eye, by

which the cornea contracts a whiteneſs.

ALCAHEST.ſ. An univerſal diſſolvent.

The governour of a caſtle.

Dryden. 1. In Spain, the judge of a city.

Du Cange.

ALCA NNA. ſ. An Egyptian plant uſed in dy

ing. Brºwn.

ALCHYMICAL. a. [from alchymy.] Relating

to alchymy. Camden.

ALCHYMicaLLY. adv. [from alchymical.] In

the manner of an alchymiit. Camden.

A'LCHYMIST. ſ. [from alchymy.] One who

purſues or projeñes the ſcience of alchymy.

Grew. 1.

A LCHYMY. ſ. [of al. Arab. and xnaa..] 1.

The more ſublime chymiſtry, which propoſes

the tranſmutation of metals. Den. 2. A kind

of mixed metal uſed for ſpoons. Bacºn. Miltºn.

ALCOHOL. ſ. A high redified dephlegmatcd

ſpirit of wine. Beyle.

ALCOHOLIZATION. ſ. [from alcoholize.]The

a&t of alcoholizing or rectifying ſpirits.

To ALCOHOLIZE. v. a. [from alcohol.]

To reaify ſpirits till they are wholly de

phlegmated.

A'LCORAN. ſ. [al and keran, Arab.) The book

of the Mahometan precepts, and credenda"

Sanderſon.

ALCO.V.E. ſ. (alcaha, Span.] A receſs, or part

of a chamber, ſeparated by an eſtrade, in

which is placed a bed of ſtate. Trev.

A'LDER. ſ. [alnut, Lat.) A tree having leaves

reſembling thoſe of a hazel. The wood will

endure long under ground, or in water. Pºpe.

ALDERLIEVEST. a. Moſt beloved. Shakeſp.

A'LDERMAN.ſ. [from ald, old, and man.] The

º: as ſenator: a governour or magiſtrate.

ope.

atfºrmanly. adv. [from aldermas.] Like

an alderman. Swift.

ALDERN. a.[from alder.] Made of alder. May.

ALE. ſ. ſeale, Sax.] 1. A liquor made by infuſing

malt in hot water, and then fermenting the li

quor. Shakeſp. 2. A merry meting uſed in

country places. Ben. Johnſon.

A'LEBERRY. ſ. [from ale and berry.) A beve

rage made by boiling ale with ſpice and ſugar,

and ſops of bread.

A'LEBREWER. ſ. [from ale and brewer..] One

that profeſſes to brew ale. Mortimer.

A'LECONNER. ſ. [from ale and res.] An of

ficer in the city of London, whoſe buſineſs is

to inſpect the meaſures of publick houſes.

A'LECOST. ſ. The name of an herb. Dići.

ALECTRYOMANCY, or ALECTORO.

MANCY. ſ. Divination by a cock.

A'LEGAR. J. (from ale and eager, ſour.] Sour
ale.

A'LEGER. adj.[allegre, Fr. alarris, Lat.] Gay :

chearful; ſprightly. Bacon.

A'LEHOOF. ſ...[from ale and hoope, head.]

Groundivy, Temple.

A'LEHOUSE. ſ. iſram ale and hºuſe..] A tip

ling houſe. Sºuth.

ALEHOUSEKEEPER. ſ. (from altheuſ, and

keeper...] He that keeps ale publickly to ſell.

A'LEKNIGHT. ſ. [from ale and knight.) A

pot-companion; a tippler. Camden.

ALEMBICK. ſ. A veſſel uſed in diſtilling, con

ſiſting of a veſſel placed over a fire, in which is

contained the ſubſtance to be diſtilled, and a

concave cloſely fitted on, into which the fumes

ariſe by the heat; this cover has a beak or

ſpout, into which the vapours riſe, and by

which they paſs into a ſerpentine pipe, which

is kept cool by making many convolutions in a

tub of water; here the vapours are condenſed,

and what entered the pipe in tumes, comes

out in drops. Boyle.

ALENGTH... adv. [from a for at, and length.]

at full length.

ALERT. a. ſalerte, Fr.) 1. Watchful; vigilant,

2. Briſk pert; petulant. Addiſ. n.

- ALERTNESS,
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AI.ERTNESS. ſ. [from alert.] The quality of

being alert; pertneſs. Addiſºn.

ALE-TASTER. ſ. An officer in every court

lect, ſworn to look to the affize and goodneſs

of bread and ale. Cowell.

A LEVAT. ſ. The tub in which the ale is fer.

mented. -

ALEwASHED. a. [from ale and waſh.] Soaked

in ale. Shakeſpeare.

A.Ewif E. ſ. [from ale and wife.] A woman

that keeps an alehouſe. Swift.
A'LEXANDERS. f [Smyrnium,Lat.]The narrac

of a plant. Aillar.

ALEXANDER'S FOOT. ſ. The name of an

lverb.

ALEXA'NDRINE. ſ. A kind of verſe borrowed

from the French, firſt uſed in a poem called

A exander. This verſe confiſts of twelve ſyl

lables. Pope. -- *-f

aſ ExIPHARMICK. a. . [from ºtºiº and

*4;waway.) That which drives away poiſon 3

antidotal. Brown.

ALEXi.TERICAL. or ALF.XITERiCK. a.

That which drives away poiſon.

A'LGATES. adv. [all and gate.] On any terms.

Fairfax. -

A'LGīBRA. ſ. [An Arabick word! A peculiar

kind of arithmetick, which takes theº

fought, whether it be a number or a fine, as

if it were granted, and by means of one or

raore quantities given, proceeds, by conſe:

nuence, till the quantity at firſt only ſuppoſed

to be known, or at leaſt ſome powerthereof, is

found to be equal to ſome quantity or quanti

vie: which are known, and conſequently itſelf

is known. -

*:::::::::::: a. Relating to algebra,

ALGEBRA'ist, ſ. [from algebra.] A perſon
that underſtands or practites the ſcience of al

gebra. Graunt. -

A LGID. a. ſalgiduſ, Lat.) Cold; chill. Dić.

ALGI'DITY. f. Chilneſs; cold. Dić. -

ALG1 FIC, a [from alger, Lat.] That which

produces cold. Diä. -

A LGoR. ſ. (Lat. Extreme cold; chilneſs. Dié.

*:::::::::::: f Arabick words uſed to in

ºrrº. ply the ſcience of numbers.

fi.

ALGOSE. a. [from algor, Lat jExtremely cold;

chill.

A LL4S. adv. A Latin word, ſignifying otherwiſe;

, as, Mallet alia, Maioch; that is, otherwiſe

Mailoch.

A'LIBLE. a. [alibiliſ, Lat.) Nutritive; nouriſh

ing. Drét. -

A'LifeN.J. [alienur, Lat.) 1. Foreign, or not of

the ſame family or land. Prydºs. v. Eſtran

ged from ; rot allied to. Rogers.

A'LIEN.ſ.. [alienus, Lat.) 1. A foreigner; not a

denſion, a tranger. Davies, Addijan. 2. In

law. An alien is one born in a ſtrange coun

tºy, and never enfranchiſed. Cowell. s

To A LIEN. v. a. alºner, Fr. aliena, At] 1.

To make any thing the property of another.

Hale. 2. To eſtrange; to turn the mind or
affection carº. ' -

A'LIENABLE. a. [from To alienate.] That of

which the property may be transferred. Dennir.

To A LIENATE. v. a. [alienar, Fr. aliene, Lat.]

1. To transfer the property of any thing to an

other. Bacºn. 2. To withdraw the heart or

affections. Tillºtſon.

A'LIENATE. a. [alienatus, Lat.] withdrawn

from; ſtranger to. Swift.

ALIENATION. ſ. [alienatie, Lat.] ... The act

of transferring property. Atterb. 4. The ſtate

of being alienated. 3. Change of affection.

4. Diſorder of the faculties. Hecker.

Al-I'FEROUS. a.[from ala andferº, Lat.] Hav
ing wings. -

ALIGEROUS. a. ſaliger, Lat..] Having wings:
winged.

To Al-IGCE. v. a. [from a and lig.] to lay;

to allay; to throw down; to ſubdue. Spenſe.

To ALIGHT. v. n. [althran, sax.] 1. To come

dºwn. Pryden. 2. To fall upon. Dryden.
Al-I'KE. adv. [from a and like.) wº reſem

blance; in the ſame manner. Pope. -

A'LIMENT. ſ. [almentum, Lat.] Nouriſhment,

nutriment; food. Arbuthnet.

Al-IMENTAL. a. [from aliment.] That which

has the quality of aliment; that which nou

riſhes. Brewn,

ALIMENTARINESS. ſ. [from alimentary.]

The quality of being alimentary. Diós.

ALIMENTARY, a. [from alimest.] 1. That

which belongs to aliment. Arbuth. z. That

which has the power of nouriſhing. Arbuth
wet.

ALIMENTATION. ſ. [from aliment.] The

quality of nouriſhing. Bacon.

ALIMONIOUS. a. [from alimony.] That which

nouriſhes. Harvey. -

A'LIMONY.J.[almonia, Lit.) Legal proportion

of the huſband's eſtate, which, by the ſentence

of the eccleſiaſtical court, is allowed to the

wife, uponthe account of ſeparation. Hudibrar.

A'LIQUANT. a. [aliquantas, Lat.) Parts of a

number, which, however repeated, will never

make up the number exactly ; as, 3 is an ali

quant of Io, thrice 3 being 9, four times 3

making 11.

A'LIQUOT. a. [aliquot, Lat.] Aliquot parts of

any number or quantity, ſuch as will exaaly

aliquot part of 12.

A'LISH.a. [from ale.] Reſembling ale. Mortimer.

A'LITURE. ſ. [alitura, Lat.] Nouriſhment.

A'LIVE. a. [from a and live.) 1. In the ſtate of

life; not dead. Dryden. z. Unextinguiſhed;

undeſtroyed; active. Hooker. 3, Cheerful;

ſprightly, Clariſſa. 4. It is uſed to add an

emphaſis; the beſt man ali. e. Clarenden.

A'LKAHEST.J. An univerſal diſſolvent, aliquor.

ALKALESC1, NT, a tºtrom alkali..] That which

has a tendency to the properties of an alkali.

Arbuthnet.

A'LKALI. f. [The word alkali comes from an

herb, called by the Egyptians kali; by us glaſs

wort.]

meaſure it without any remainder: as, 3 is an
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wort.] Any ſubſtance, which, when mingled

with acid, produces fermentation. . -

A'LKALPNE. a. [from alkali.] That which has

the qualities of alkali. Arbuthnºt.

To AlKAT.H2ATE. v. a. [from alkali.] To

make bodies alkaline. -

ALKALIZATE. a. (from alkali..] That which

has the qualities of alkali. Netºton.

ALKALIZATION. ſ. [from alkali.] Theaâ of

alkalizating.

A'LKANET. ſ. [Anckaſa, Lat.] The name of a

plant. Millar.

ALKEKENGI.ſ.A medicinal fruitorberry, pro

duced by a plant of the ſame denomination;

popularly alſo called winter-cherry. Chambers.

ALº f. A confection, whereof the

Kermes berries are the baſis. Chambers.

ALL. adv. [See all, adj.) 1. Quite; complete

ly. Lºcke. 2. Altogether; wholly. Pryden.

ALL. a. [AEil, Sax.] 1. The whole number;

every one. Tillºt. 2. The whole quantity ;

eve rt. Becke.

ALL. ſ. 1. The whole. Prior. 2. Everything.

Shakeſpeare.

Al is much uſed in compoſition.

ALL-BEARING. a. [from all and bear.] Om

niparous. Pºpe.

ALE-CHEERİNG. a. [from all and cheer.]

That which gives gayety to all. Shakeſpeare.

ALL-CONQUERING. a. That which ſubdues

everything. Miltºn.

ALL-DEVOURING. a. [from all and devour.]

That which eats up every thing. Pºpe.

ALL-FOURS. ſ.[from all andfour.] A low game

at cards, played by two.

ALL-HAiL. ſ. (from all and hail, for health.]

All health. Waſſº.

ALL-HALLOWN. ſ. [from all and hallºw.]

The time about Ailſaints day. Shakeſpeare.

ALL-HALLOWTIDE. ſ. (See All-h Al

lowN.] The term near Allſaints, or the firſt

of November. Bacon.

ALL-HEAL. ſ. [Panax, Lat.] A ſpecies of iron

ºrt.

ALL-JUDGINC. a. [from all and judge.] That

which has the ſovereign right of judgment.

Rowe.

ALL-KNOwing. a. [from alland know..] Om

niſcient; all wiſe. Atterbury.

ALL SAINTS-DAY. ſ. The day on whichthere

is a general celebration of the ſaints. The

firſt of November.

ALL-SEER. ſ. [from alland ſee..] He whoſe view

comprehends all things. Shakeſp.

ALL-ŚEEING, a [from all and ſee.] That be

holds every thing. Dryden.

ALL-SOULSDAY. ſ. The day on which ſup

plications are made for all ſouls by the church

of Rome; the ſecond of November. Shakeſp.

ALL-SUFFICIENT. a, [from alland ſºfficient.]

Sufficient to everything. Heaker, Norrir.

ALL-WISE. a. [from all and wiſe.) Poſſeſt of

infinite wiſdom. Prior.

4tlay Foſs'ſ The tunick placed between the

amoion and chorion. Sºinty,

To ALLAY. v. a. [from allºyer, Fr.) 1. To

mix one metal with another, to make it fitter

for coinage. In this fenſe, moſt authors write

allºy. See Alloy. a. To join any thing to

another, ſo as to abate its qualities. South.

To quiet; to pacify; to repreſs. Shakeſp.

ALLAY. ſ. ſally, Fr.) 1. The metal of a baſer

kind mixed in coin, to harden them, that they

may wear leſs. Hudibras. 2. Anything which,

being added, abates the predominant qualities

of that with which it is mingled. Newtºn.

ALLAYER. ſ. (from ally..] The perſon orthing

which has the power or quality of allaying.
Harrey.

ALLAYMENT. ſ. ſtrom allºy ). That which

has the power of allaying. Shakeſp.

ALLEGATION. ſ. [from allege.] I. Affirma

tion; declaration. 2, The thing alleged or

affirmed. Shakeſp. 3. An excuſe; a plea. Pºpe.

To ALLEGE. v. a. [allege, Lat.) 1. To affirm ;

to declare; to maintain. 2. To plead as an

excuſe; argument. Locke.

ALLEGEABLE. a. [from allege.] That which

may be alleged. Brown.

ALLEGEMENT. ſ. [from allege.] The ſame

with allegation.

Aºgrk. f. [from allege.] He that alleges.

•yle.

ALLEGIANCE. ſ. [all-grante, Fr.] The duty

of ſubjects to the government. Clarendºw.

ALLE"GIANT. a. (from allege.] Loyal; con

formable to the duty of allegiance. Shakeſp.

ALLEGORICK. a. [from allegºry.] Not real;
not literal. Milton.

ALLEGORICAL. a. [from allegory.] In the

form of an allegory; not literal. Pºpe.

ALLEGORICALLY. adv. [from all-gary.) Af.

ter an allegorical manner. Pºpe. -

To ALLECQRIZE. v.a. [from alligery.) To

turn into aliegory; to forman allegory. Lºcke.,

A'LLEGORY. ſ. [3xxnzoria.] A figurative diſ.

courſe, in which ſomething other is intended,

than is contained in the words literally taken.

#;";
ALLEGRO. ſ. A word denoting a ſprightly mo

tion. It originally means gay, as in Milton,

ALLELUjAff._ſ. A word of ſpiritual exulta

tion; Praiſe Gºd. Gºv. of Tºngue.

ALLEMA'NDE.ſ. [Ital.] A grave kind of muſick,

To ALLEVIATE. v. a. [alleve, Lat.] To make

light; to eaſe; to ſoften. Bentley.

ALLEVIATION. ſ (from alleviate.] 1. The

act of making light. South, 2. That by which

any pain is eafed, or fault extenuated. Lºcke.

A'LLEY. ſ. [allée, Fr.] 1. A walk in a garden,

Dryden. 2. A paſſage in towns narrower than

a ſtreet. Shakeſp. -

ALLi'ANCE. J. (alliance, Fr.] 1. The ſtate of

connection with another by confederacy; a

league. 2. Relation by marriage. Dryden,

3. Relation by any form of kindred. Shakeſ?.

4. The perſons allied to each other. Addiº.

ALLICIENCY. ſ. [allicia, Lat..] The poºr ot

attracting, Glanvilſ.
***

* 0.
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To A'LLIGATE. v. a. [allige, Lat.] To tie one

thing to another.

ALLIGATION. ſ. [from alligate.} 1. The ast

of tying together. 2. The arithmetical rule

that teaches to adjuſt the price of compounds,

formed of ſeveral ingredients of different value.

ALLIGATOR. ſ. The crocodile. This name

is chiefly uſed for the crocodile ef America,

Garth.

A'LLIGATURE. ſ. (from alligate.] The link,

or ligature, by which two thingsare joined to

gether.

ALLISION. ſ. [allide, alliſum, Lat. The act of

ſtrikingone thing againſt another. Woodward.

ALLOCATION.J. [allace, Lat.] 1. The act of

putting one thing to another. 2. The admiſ

ſion of an article in reckoning, and addition of

it to the account.

ALLOCUTION. ſ. [allºcutio, Lat.] The act of

ſpeaking to another.

ALLO DIAL a. [from allodium.] Not feudal;

independent.

ALLO'DIUM. ſ. A poſſeſſion held in abſolutein

dependence, without any acknowledgment of a

lord paramount. There are no allodial lands

in England.

ALLO'NGE. ſ. [allenge, Fr.] A paſs or thruſt

with a rapier.

To ALLOO. v. a. To ſet on ; to incite. Philips.

A'LLOQUY. ſ. [allºquium, Lat.] The act of

ſpeaking to another. Dićt. -

To ALLOT. v. a. [from lot] 1. To diſtribute

by lot. 2. To grant. Dryden. 3. To diſtri

bute; to give each his ſhare. Tatler.

ALLOTMENT. ſ. [from allºt..] The part; the

ſhare. Rogers.

ALLOTTERY. ſ. [from allot.) That which is

granted to any in a diſtribution. Shakeſp.

To ALLO’W. v. a. [allºwer, Fr. 1. To ad

mit; not to contradićt. Locke. 2. To grant;

to yield. Locke. 3. To permit. Shakeſp. 4.

To authorize. Shakeſp. 5. To give to; to

pay te. Waller. , 6. To make abatement, or

proviſion. Addiſºn. -

ALLOWABLE. a. [from allºw.] 1. Thatwhich

may be admitted without contradićtion.Brºwn.

2. Lawſul; not forbidden. Atterbury.

ALLOWABI.ENESS. ſ.[from allºwable.] Lºw

fulneſs; exemption from prohibition. Sºuth.

ALLO WANCE. ſ. [from allow.) 1. Admiſſion;

without contradićtion. Lºcke. 2. Sanétion;

licence. Hecker. 3. Permiſſion. Locke. 4.

An appointment for any uſe. Bacºn. 3.

Abatement from the ſtrićt rigour. Swift 6.

Eſtabliſhed character. Shakeſp.

ALLOY. ſ. (See All AY.) 1. Baier metal mix

ed in coinage. Lºcke. 2. Abatement; dimi

nution. Atterbury.

ALLUBESCENCY. ſ. ſalubeſcentia,Lat.]Wil

lingneſs; content.

To ALLUDE. v. n. [allude, Lat.] To have ſome

reference to a thing, without the direct men

tion. Burnet.

ALLUMINOR. ſ. [allamer, Fr. to light.] One

who colours, or paints upon paper or parch

meat, Cºrell,

To ALLURE. v. a. [kurrer, Fr.] To entice to

anything. Milton.

ALLURE. ſ. (from the verb) Something ſet up
to entice birds. Hayward. -

ALLUREMENT. ſ. [from allure.] Entice

ment; temptation. Dryden.

ALLURER.J.ſfrom allure.] Enticer; inveigler.

Al:LURINGLY. adv. [from allure.] In an al

luring manner; enticingly.

ALLURINGNESS. ſ. [from alluring] Entice

ment; temptation by propoſing pleaſure.

ALLUSION. ſ. [allºſſo, Lat.] A hint; an im

plication. Burnet.

ALLU'SIVE."a.[allude, alluſum, Lat.] Hinting

at ſomething Rogers.

AL.LUSIVELY. adv. [from alluſive.) In an al

luſive manner. Hammond.

ALLUSIVEN;ſ [from alluſive.] The qua

lity of being alluſive,

ALLU'VION. ſ. [alluvio, Lat.) 1. The carrying

of any thing to ſomething elſe by the motion

of the water. 2. The thing carried by water.

To ALLY'...w...a... [allier, Fr.) 1. To unite by

kindred, friendſhip, or confederacy. Pºpe. 2.

To make a relation between two things. Dryd,

ALLY. ſ. [allie, Fr.] One united by ſome means

of connexion. Temple.

4LMACANTAR. ſ. A circle drawn parallel to
the horizon.

ALMACANTAR's-STAFF. ſ. An inſtrument

uſed to take obſervations of the ſun about the

time of its riſing and ſetting, Chambers.

A'LMANACK. f. [from al, Arabick, and ºv, a

month.]_A calendar. Dryden.

4"LMANDINE.ſ.[Fr.almandina,Ital.] A ruby,

coarſer and lighter than the oriental. Dićt.

ALMIGHTINESS..ſſfrom almighty.] Omnipo

tence; one of the attributes of God. Taylºr.

ALMIGHTY.a. [from all and nighty.] Of unli

mited power; omnipotent. Geneſs. Shakeſp.

A'LMOND. ſ. [amand, Fr.] The nut of the al

mond tree. Locke.

A'LMOND TREE. ſ. It has leaves and flowers

very like thoſe of the peach tree. Dryden.

A'LMONIRS of the throat, or Tonsils, called

improperly Almonds of the ears; are two round

glands placed on the ſides of the baſis of the

tongue, under the common membrane of the

fauces. Wiſemas.

A'LMOND FURNAGE. ſ. A peculiar kind of

furnace uſed in refining. Chambers.

A'LMONER. ſ. [eleemoſynarius; Lat.] The offi

cer of a prince, employed in the diſtribution of

charity. Dryden.

A'LMONRY. ſ. [from almoner.] The place

where alms are diſtributed.

ALMOST. adv. [from all and mºff.] Nearly;

well nigh. Bentley.

A'LMS. ſ. [eleemoſyna, LatlWhat is given in re

lief of the poor. Swift.

A'LMSBASKET. ſ. [from alms and baſket.]The

baſket in which proviſions are put to be given

away. L'Eſtrange.

A'LMSDEED. ſ. [from almſ and deed.] A cha

ritable gift. Shakeſpeare.

sº A'LMSGIVER

*
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A'LMSGIVER, ſ (from ahns and giver.] He

that ſupports others by his charity. Bacon.

A'LMSHOUSE. ſ. [from alms and houſe..] An

hoſpital for the poor. Pºpe.

ALMSMAN. ſ. [from. and man.] A man

whº lives upon alms. Shakeſp.
A'LMUG-Tree. ſ. A treementioned in ſcripture.

A'LNAGAR. ſ. A meaſure by the ell; a ſworn

officer, whoſe buſineſs formerly was to inſpect

the affize of woollen cloth. Dići.

ałºgºſ [from sulmage, Fr.) Ell-meaſure.

**.

ALNIGHT. ſ. Almight is a great cake of wax,

with the wick in the midſt. Bacon.

ALOES. ſ. [...) .) 1. A precious wood uſed

in the Eaſt for perfumes, of which the beſt

ſort is of higher price than gold. Savary. , 7.

A tree which grows in hot countries, Miller.

3. A medicinal juice extracted not from the

odoriferous, but the common aker tree, by

cutting the leaves, and expoſing the juice that

drops from them to the ſun.

ALOETICAL.a.[from alter.] Conſiſting chiefly

of aloes. #'ſeman.

ALO ETHCK.J. [from aker.] Any medicine is ſo

called, which chiefly conſiſts of aloes. Quincy.

ALO'FT. adv. [lefter, to lift up,Dan.] On high;

in the air. Sackhag.

ALOFT. prep. Above. Milton.

ALOGY. ſ. ſaxoye..] Unreaſonableneſs; ab

ſurdity. Dićf.

ALONE. a. [alleen, Dutch..] I. Without an

other; fingle. Beatley. 2. Without company;

ſolitary. Sidney, Dryden.

ALONE. adv. To let alone; to forbear; to leave

unfiniſhed. Addiſºn.

ALO'NG. adv. [au langue, º 1. At length.

Dryden. 2. Through any ſpace meaſured

lengthwiſe. Bacon. 3. Forward; onward. Pºpe.

ALONGST. adv. Through the length. Knolley.

ALO OF. adv. [all ºff, that is, guite ºff.] At a

diſtance. Dryden.

ALOUD. adv. [from a and kud.] Loudly; with

a great noiſe. Waller.

ALÖºw.adw. [from a and lºw.] In a low place;

not aloft. Dryden.

A LPHLA. ſ. The firſt letter in the Greek alpha

bet, anſwering to our A$ therefore uſed to ſig

nify the firſt. Reveſat.

AlPHABET. ſ. [from ºxºa, alpha, and Bºra,

beta, the firſt two letters of the Greeks.] The

letters, or elements of ſpeech. Pryden.

ALPHABETICAL. a. [from alphabet.] Ac

carding to the ſeries of letters. Swift.

ALPHA. BETICALLY.adv.[from alphabetical.]

According to the order of the letters. Holder.

ALREADY. adv. [from all and ready.j At this

preſent time. Pºpe.

As adv. [ali, Dutch..] Alſo, Spenſºr.

A LSO. adv. [from all and f..] In the ſame man

ner; likewiſe. Burnet.

AlTAR. J. [altare, Lat] ... The place where

offerings to heaven are laid. Prydº. 1. The

table in chriſtian churches where tº commu

nion is adminiſtered. Shakeſ?.

AA.TARAGE. ſ. ſaharagium, Lat..] An emo

lument from oblations. Ayliff.

ALTAR-CLOTH. ſ. (from altar and clºth.]

The cloth thrown over the altar in churches.

Peachan.

To ALTER. v. a. [alterer, Fr.) 1. Tochange;

to make otherwiſe than it is. Stilling fleet. , 2.

To take off from a perſuaſion or ſect. Dryden.

To ALTER. v. n. To become otherwiſe than it

was.

A'LTERABLE. a. [from alter; alterable, Fr.]

That which may be altered or changed. Swift.

ALTERABLENESS ſ (from alterable.] The

quality of being alterable. -

A'LTERABLY. adv. [from atterable.) In ſuch a

manner as may be altered.

A'LTERANT. a. [alterant, Fr.] That which

has the power of producing changes. Bacon.

ALTERATION. ſ. [from alier; alteration, Fr.]

1. The act of altering or changing. Hºcker.

2. The change made. Hºoker. -

ALTERATIVE. a. [from alter.] Medicines

called alterative, are ſuch as have no immedi

ate ſenſible operation, but gradually gain upon

the conſtitution. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

ALTERCATION. ſ. [altercation, Fr.] Debate;

controverſy. Hakewell.

ALTERN. a. [alternus, Lat.] A&ting by turns.
Milton. - -

ALTERNACY. ſ. [from alternate.] A&tion

performed by turns.

ALTERNATE. a. ſalternus, Lat.] Being by

turns; reciprocal. Sºuth.

ALTERNATE. ſ. [from alternate, a.] Viciń
tude. Prior.

To ALTERNATE. v. a. [alterne, Lat.) 1.

To perform alternately. Miltºn. 2. To change

one thing for another reciprocally. Grew. .

ALTERNATELY. adv, [from alternate.] In

reciprocal ſucceſſion. Newton.

ALTERNATENESS. ſ. [from alternate.] The

quality of being alternate. Dićt.

ALTERNATION. ſ. [from alternate.] The re

ciprocal ſucceflion of things. Brown. -

ALTERNATIVE. ſ. [alternatif, Fr.] The

choice given of two things; ſo that if one be

rejected, the other muſt be taken. 2 oung.

ALTERNATIVELY. adv. [from alternative.]

by turns; reciprocally. Ayliffe.

ALTERNATIVENESS.J. (from alternative.]

The quality or ſtate of being alternative. Diº.

Al TERNITY... ſ. [from altera.] Reciprocal

ſucceſſion; viciſſitude. Brºwn.

ALTHOUGH. cºnj. [rom all and thºugh.]

Notwithſtanding; however. Swift.

ALTIGRADE. a. Giom alºuſ and gradier,

Łat...] Riſing on high.

ALT II.O.Q., ENCE. ſ. ſalius and liquºr, Lat.]

Pompous language.

Al-T1 METRY. f. [altimetria, Lat.] The art

of taking or meaſuring altitudes or heights.

ALT1SONANT. a. [altºſ: nut, Lat.) High

ſounding ; pompous in found. Dićt.

ALT1'TUDF. ſ. [altitude, Lat j 1. Height of

place; ſpace meaſured upward. Dryden. 2.

E. The
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The elevation of any of the heavenly bodies

above the horizon. Brºwn. 3, Situation with

regard to lower things. Ray. 4. Height of ex

cellence. Swift. 5. Higheſt point. ...
ALTIVOLANT. a. ſaltivalani, Lat. from altus

and vel».] High flying.

A'LTOGETHER. adv. [from all and tegether.]

Completely; without reſtriction; without ex

cention. Swift.

ALUDEL. ſ. [from a and lutum.] Aludels are

ſubliming pots uſed in chemiſtry, fitted into

one another without luting. Quincy.

A'LUM. f. [alumen, Lat.) A kind of mlneral

ſalt, of an acid taſte, leaving in the mouth a

fenſe of ſweetneſs, accompanied with a conſi

derable degree of aſtringency. Boyle.

A LUM-STONE. ſ. A ſtone or calx uſed in

ſurgery. Wiſeman.

ALUMINOU.S. a. [from alum.] Relating to

alum, or conſiſting of alum. Wiſeman.

A'LWAYS. adv. [callepača, Sax.] 1. Perpe

tually; throughout all time. Pºpe. 2. Con

ſtantly; without variation. Dryden.

A. M. artium magiſter, or maſter of arts.

AM. The firſt perſon of the verb to be. Sce To

BE. Prior.

AMABILITY. ſ. (from amabilis, Lat..] Love

lineſs. Taylºr.

AMADETTO. ſ. A ſort of pear.

A MADOT. ſ. A ſort of pear.

AMA'IN. adv. [from maine, or maigne, old Fr.]

With vehemence; with vigour. Dryden.

AMA'LGAM. N. ſ. The mixture ofmetals pro

AMALGAMA. } cured by amalgamation Boyle.

To AMA'LGAMATE. v. a. (from amalgam.]

To unite metals with quickſilver.

AMANDATION. ſ. [from amando, Lat.] The

aćt of ſending on a meſſage.

AMANUENSIS. ſ. (Lat.) A perſon who writes

what another dićtates.

AMARANTH.ſ.[amaranthuſ,Lat.]1.Thename

of a plant. 2. In poetry, an imaginary flower.

AMilton.

AMARANTHINE. a. [amaranthinus, Lat.)

Conſiſting of amaranths. Pope.

AMA RITUDE.J. [anariºuds, Lat.] Bitterneſs.

arvey.

AMA'SMENT. ſ. [from amaſ...] A heap; an

accumulation. Glanville.

To AMA'SS. v. n. [amaſſer, Fr.] 1. To collect

together into one heap or maſs. Atter Sury. 2.

To add one thing to another. Pope.

To AMATE. v., n. (from a and mate.] To ter

rity; to ſtrike with horrour.

AMATORY., a, [amaterius, Lat.] Relating to

love. Bramhal.

4MAUROSIS. ſ. [...waveča J A dimneſs of

fight, not from any viſible defect in the eye,

but from ſome diſtemperature of the inner

parts, occaſioning the repreſentations of flies

and dutt floating before the eyes. Quincy.

To AMAZE. v. a. (from a and maze, perplex

ity.] I. To confuſe with terrour. Ezekiel. 2.

To put into confuſion with wonder. Smith. 3.

To put into perplexity. Shakeſp.

AMAZE.J. ifrom the verb amaze.] Aſtoniſh

ment; confuſion, either of fear or wonder.

Milton, Dryden.

AMAZEDLY. adv. [from amazed.] Confuſed

ly; with amazement. Macbeth.

AMAZEDNESS. ſ. [from amazed.] The ſtate

of being amazed; wonder, confuſion. Shakeſp.

AMA'ZEMENT. ſ. [from anaze.] 1. Con

fuſed apprehenſion; extreme fear: horrour.

Shakeſp. z. Extreme dejection. Milton. 3.

Height of admiration. Waller. 4. Wonder

at an unexpected event. Air.

AMAZING, particip, a [from amaze.] won

derful; aſtoniſhing. Addiſon.

AMAZINGLY. adv. [from amazing J. To a de

gree that may excite aſtoniſhment. Watts.

A MAZON. ſ. [a and 2436-.] The Amazons

were a race of women famous for valour; ſo

called from their cutting off their breaſts. A

virago. Shakeſp.

AMBA GES. ſ. [Lat.] A circuit of words; a

multiplicity of words. Locke.

AMBASSA DE Embaſſy; not in uſe. Shakeſp.

AMBASSADOUR. ſ. [ambaſſadeur, Fr.] A per

ſon ſent in a publick manner from one ſove

reign power to another. The perſon of an

ambaſſadour is inviolable. Dryden.

AMBA SSADRESS. ſ. fºia, Fr.] 1.

The lady of an ambaſſadour. 2. A woman

ſent on a meſſage. Rowe.

AMBASSAGE.J. [from ambaſſadour.] An em

baſſy. Bacon.

A'MBER. ſ. [from ambar, Arab.] A yellow

tranſparent ſubſtance of a gummous or biturni

nous conſiſtence, but a reſinous taſte, and a

ſmell like oil of turpentine; chiefly found in

the Bahtick ſca.Ž on.

AMBER. a. Conſiſting of amber. Shakeſp.

AMBER-DRINK. ſ. Drink of the colour of

amber. Bacon.

AMBERGRIS. ſ. [from amber and grff, or

grey.] A fragrant drug that melts almoſt like

wax, commonly of a greyiſh or aſh colour, uſed

both as a perfume and a cordial. It is found

on the ſea coaſts of ſeveral warm countries, and

on the weſtern coaſts of Ireland. Waller.

AMBER-SEED, reſembles millet. Chambers.

AMBER TREE. ſ. A ſhrub, whoſe beauty is in

its ſmall evergreen leaves. Miller.

AMBIDEATER. ſ. (Lat.) 1. A man who has

equally the uſe of both his hands. Brown. 2.

A man who is equally ready to act on either

ſide, in party diſputes.

AMBIDEXTÉ RITY. ſ. [from ambidexter.] 1.

The quality of being able equally to uſe both

hands. 2. Double dealing.

AMBIDEXTROUS. a. [from ambidexter,Lat.]

1. Having, with equal facility, the uſe of ei

ther hand. Vulgar Erreurs. 2. Double deal

ing; practiſing on both ſides. L'Eſtrange.

AMBIDEXTROUSNESS. ſ. [from ambidex

trous.] The quality of being ambidextrous.

AMBIENT. a. ſambiens, Lat.] Surrounding;

encompaffing. Newtºn.

A. MBIGU. ſ. (French.] An entertainment, con

ſiſting of a medley of diſhes. -

AMBIGUITY.

|
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AMBIGUITY..ſ. (from ambiguous.] Doubtful.

neſs of meaning; uncertainty of ſignification.

South. -

AMBIGUOUS. a. [ambiguus, Lat..] I. Doubt

ful; having two meanings. Clarendon. 2.

Uſing doubtful expreſſions. Dryden.

AMBIGUOUSLY. adv. [from ambiguous.) In

an ambiguous manner; doubtfully.

AMBIGUOUSNESS. ſ. [from ambiguous.] Un

certainty of meaning; duplicity of ſignifica
tion.

AMBPLOGY..ſ.. [ambo, Lat. and x•ye..] Talk

of ambiguous ſignification.

AMBITLOQUOUS. a. [from ambe, and liquor,

Lat.] Uſing ambiguous expreſſions.

AMBIT. ſ. [ambitus, Lat.j The compaſs or

circuit of anything. Grew.

AMBITION. ſ. ſambitio, Lat.) 1. The deſire

of preferment or honour. Sidney. 2. The deſire

of any thing great or excellent. Davies.

AMBITIOUS. a. [ambitioſus, Lat.] Seized or

touched with ambition; deſirous of advance

ment; aſpiring. Arbuthnot on Coins.

AMBITIOUSLY. adv. [from ambitiour.] With

eagerneſs of advancementor preference. Dryd.

AMBITIOUSNESS. ſ. The quality of being

ambitious.

AMBITUDE. ſ. ſambie, Lat..] Compaſs; circuit.

To AMBLE. v. n. [ambler, Fr. ambulo, Lat.)

1. To move upon an amble; to pace. Dryd.

2. To move eaſily. Shakeſp. 3. To move

with ſubmiſſion. Rowe. 4. To walk daintily.

Shakeſp.

A'MBLE. ſ. [from to amble.) A pace or move

ment in which the horſe removes both his legs

on one ſide. -

A'MBLER. ſ. [from to amble.] A pacer.

A'MBLINGLY. adv. [from ambling.] With an

ambling movement.

AMBRO'SIA. ſ (apºsozia 1 1.

nary food of the gods. 2.

lant.

AMBRO'SIAL. a. [from ambreſa..] Partaking

of the nature or qualities of ambroſia; deli

cious. Pºpe.

A'MBRY. ſ. [Corrupted from almonry.] I. The

place where alms are diſtributed 2. The

place where plate, and utenſils for houſekeep

ing, are kept.

AMES-ACE. ſ. (from ambo, Lat, and ace..] A

double ace. Bramb.

AMBULATION. ſ. (ambulatio, Let.] The act

of walking. Brown.

AMBULATORY. a. [ambulo, Lat.] 1 That

which has the power or faculty of walking.

Wilkins. 2. That which happens during a

paſſage or walk. Wotton. 3. Moveable.

'A'MBURY. ſ. A bloody wart on a horſe's body.

AMBUSCA DE. ſ. [embaſcade, Fr.] A private

ſtation in which men lie to ſurpriſe others.

Addiſºn. -

AMBUSCADO.f. [embaſcada, Span] A private

poſt, in order to ſurpriſe. Shakeſp.

AMBUSH. ſ. º: Fr.) 1. The poſt

where ſoldiers or aſſaſſins are placed, in order

to fall unexpectedly upon an enemy. Dryden.

The imagi

The name of a

2. The ačt of ſurpriſing another, by lying in

wait. Milton. 3. The ſtate of lying in wait.

Hayward. . 4. The perſons placed in private

ſtations. Shakeſp.

AMBUSHED. a. [from ambuſh.] Placed in

ambuſh. Dryden.

AMBUSHMENT. ſ. [from ambuſh.] Ambuſh;

ſurprize. Spenſer.

aºsrion f [ambuſtio, Lat.] A burn; a

cald.

A'MEL. ſ. [email, Fr.] The matter with which

the variegated works are overlaid, which we

call enamelled. Boyle.

AMEN. adv. [Hebrew.] A term uſed in devo

tions, by which, at the end of a prayer, we

mean, ſo be it, at the end of a creed, ſo it it.

, Shake p.

AMENABLE. a. [ameſnable, Fr.] Reſponſible;

ſubject ſo as to be liable to account. Davier.

A'MENANCE. ſ. [from amener, Fr.] Conduct;

behaviour. Spenſer.

To AMEND. v. a. [amender, Fr.) 1. To cor

rect; to change any thing that is wrong. 2.

To reform the life. Jeremiah. 3. To reſtore

paſſages in writers which the copiers are ſup

poſed to have depraved.

To AME'ND. v. n. To grow better. Sidney.

AMENDE. ſ. [French.] A fine, by which re

compence is ſuppoſed to be made for the fault.

AMENDMENT. ſ. [amendement, Fr.) 1. A

change from bad for the better. Ray. 2. Re

formation of life. Hooker. 3. Recovery of

health. Shakeſp. 4. In law, the correction of

an errour committed in a proceſs.

AMENDER. ſ. [from amend..] The perſon that

amends any thing.

AMENDS. ſ. [amende, Fr.] Recompenſe ;

compenſation. Raleigh.

AMENITY. ſ. [amenité, Fr. amaenitas, Lat.]

Agreeableneſs of ſituation. Brown.

To AMERCE. v. a. [amercier, Fr.] To puniſh

with a fine or penalty. Milton.

AMERCER. ſ. [from amerce.] He that ſets a

fine upon any miſdemeanour.

AMERCEMENT. ſ. [from amerce.] The pe

cuniary puniſhment of an offender. Spenſer.

AMES-ACE. ſ. [ambs ace.) Two aces on two

dice. Dryden.

A'MESS. ſ. (corrupted from amice.] A prieſt's

veſtment. -

AMETHODICAL. a. [from a and method.]

Out of method; irregular.

A'METHYST. ſ. [äuièvrò-1. A precious

ſtone of a violet colour, bordering on purple.

The oriental amethyſt is the moſt valuable.

Savary. -

A'METHYSTINE. a. [from amethyſł.] Re

ſembling an amethyſt.

A'MIABLE. a. [aimable, Fr.] 1. Lovely,

pleaſing. Hooker. 2. Pretending love; ſhew

ing love. Shakeſp. -

AMIABLENESS. ſ. [from amiable.] Loveli

neſs; power of raiſing love. Addiſon.

A MIABLY, adv, [from amiable.] Such a man

ner as to excite love,

E 2, AMICABLE.
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AMICABLE. a. [amicabilis, Lat.] Friendly;

kind. Pºpe. -

AMICABLENESS. ſ. [from amicable.] Friend

lineſs; goodwill.

AMICABLY. adv. [from amicable.]

friendly way. Prier,

AMICE. [amić, Fr.) The firſt or undermoſt

part of a prieſt's habit, over which he wears

the alb. Paradiſe Reg.

AMI’D. prep. [from a and mid]. I. In

AMI'DST. W. the midſt; middle. Paradiſe Left.

2. Mingled with ; ſurrounded by. Dryden.

3. Amoagſt. Addiſºn.

AMISS. adv. [a and miſs.) 1. Faultily; crimi

nally. Addiſon. 2. In an ill ſenſe. Fairfax.

3. Wrong; not according to the perfection of

the thing. Dryden. 4. Impaired in health.

AMISSION. f. tamiſſie, Lat.] Loſs.

To AMIT. º. a. [amitte, Lat.) To loſe. Brºwn.

A'MITY. f. [amitie, Fr.] Friendſhip. Denh.

AMMON l'A.C. a.

GUM AMMONIAC is brought from the Eaſt

Indies, and is ſuppoſed to ouze from an um

, belliferous plant.

SAL AMMONIAC is a volatile ſalt of two kinds.

The ancient was a native ſalt, generated in

inns where pilgrims, coming from the temple

... of lº. Ammon, uſed to lodge; who, tra

velling upon camels, urining in the ſtables,

out of this urine, aroſe a kind of ſalt, deno

minated Ammoniac. The modern ſal ammo

niac is entirely factitious, and made in Egypt;

with ſoot, a little ſea ſalt, and the urine of

cattle. Our chymiſts imitate the Egyptian

Jal ammºniac, by adding one part of common

ſalt to five of urine; with which ſome mix

that quantity of foot.

AMMONIACAL. a. (from amneniac.] Having

the properties of ammoniac ſalt.

AMMUNITION. J. [munitia, Lat.] Military

ſtores. Clarendon. -

AMMUNITION BREAD. ſ. Bread for the ſup

ply of the armies,

AMNESTY. f. [aa.nz ra.] An act of obli

vion. Swift.

AMNI'ColisT. ſ. (amnicºla, Lat.) Inhabiting
near a river.

AMNIGENOU.S. f. [annigenst, Lat..] Born of
a river. -

4%: ; (Lat.] The innermoſt membrane

A MINIOS. with which the foetus in the

vomb is immediately covered.

AMO MUM. f. (Lat...] A ſort of fruit.

AMONG. prep [amang, Saxon.) 1. Min.

AMONGST. gled with. Paradiſe Loft, 2.

Conjoined with others, ſo as to make part of

the number. Addiſºn.

A MORIST. ſ. (from amºur.] An inamorato;

, a gallant. Boyle, Sidney.

.A"MOROUS. a. 1. Enamoured. Shakeſp. 2.

Naturally inclined to love; fond. Prior. 3.

Belonging to love. JWaller.

AMOROUSLY. adv. [from amorouſ.) Fondly;

lowingly. Denne.

In a

A'MOROUSNESS. ſ [from amºrou: ] Fondneſs;|.

lowingneſs. Boyle. -

A MORT. adv. [ä la mart, Fr.] Depreſled, ſpi

ritleſs. Shakeſp.

AMORTIZA^TION. 3. ſ.[amertiſement.] The
AMO'RTIZEMENT. right or ačt of trans

ferring lands to mortmain. Ayliffe.

To AMO'RTIZE. v.a. [amortir, Fr.] To alien

lands or tenements to any corporation. Blount.

To AMOVE. v. a. [amoves, Lat.] 1. To re

move from a poſt or ſtation. 1. To remove ;

to move ; to alter. Fairy Queen.

To AMOUNT. v. n. [menter, Fr.] To riſe to

in the accumulative quantity. Barner.

AMOUNT. ſ. The ſum total. Thomſºn.

AMOUR. ſ. [amour, Fr.] An affair ofgallantry;

an intrigue. South.

AMPHIBIOUS. a. [#44, and 8:3-.] . That

which can live in two elements. Arbuthner.

AMPHIBIOUSNESS. ſ. [from amphibreas.]

The quality of being able to live in different

elements.

AMPHIBOLOGICAL. a. [from amphibukgy.]
Doubtful.

AMPHIBOLOGICALLY. adv. [from amphite

lºgical.] Doubtfully.

AMPHIBOLOGY.J. [*****Aeyia.] Diſcourſe

of uncertain meaning. Glanville.

AMPHIBOLOUS. a. [3,4, and gaxxa.] Toſ

fed from one to another. Hºwell.

AMPHISBAENA. ſ. [a'aºz8:gn.] A ſerpent

ſuppoſed to have two heads. Milton.

AMPHISCII. ſ. [a'aqi-kioi) People dwelling

in climates, wherein the ſhadows, at different

times of the year fall contrary ways.

AMPHITHEATRE. ſ. [of a '44.8 areav.] A

building in a circular or oval form, having its

area encompaſſed with rows of ſeats one above

another. Dryden.

AMPLE. a. ſamplur, Lat.] 1. Large; wide;

extended. Thºmſon. 2. Great in bulk. Shak.

3. Unlimited; without reſtriction. Dryden. 4.

Liberal; large; without parſimony. Hecker.

5. Large; ſplendid. Clarendon. 6. Diffuſive;

not contračted.

AMPLENESS. ſ.

ſplendour. South.

To AMPLIATE. v. a. To enlarge, to extend.

rºtºn.

AMPLIATION. ſ. [from amphate.] 1. En

largement; exaggeration. Ayliffe. 2. Diffuſive

neſs. Holder.

To AMPLIFICATE. v. a. ſampliſcº, Lat.] To

enlarge; to amplify.

[from ample.] Largeneſ ;

|AMPLIFICATION. ſ. ſamplification, Fr.) 1.

Enlargement; extenſion. 2. Exaggerated re

preſentation. Pºpe.

A MPLIFIER. ſ. [from To amplify.] One that

exaggerates. Sidney.

To A'MPLIFY. v. a. ſamplifier, Fr.) 1. To en

large. Bacon. 2. To exaggerate anything. Da

vies. 3. To improve by new additions. A’arts.

To AMPI.IFY. v. n. 1. To lay one's ſelf out

in diffuſion. Watts. 2. To form pompous

repreſentations. Pºpe.

AMPLITUDE. ſ. ſamplitude, Fr.] 1. Extent.

Glanville. 2. Largeneſs; greatneſs. Baron.

3. Capacity.
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3. Capacity. Paradiſe Regained., 4. Splen

dour; grandeur. Bacon. 5. Copiouſneſs; a

bundance. Watts. 6. Amplitude, in aſtro

nomy, an arch of the horizon, intercepted

between the true eaſt and weſt point thereof,

and the centre of the ſun or ſtar at its riſing

or ſetting.

A'MPLY. adv. ſample, Lat] 1. Largely; libe

rally. Atterbury. a. At large; without re

ſerve. Par. Loft. 3. Copiouſly; with a diffu

ſive detail. Dryden.

To A'MPUTATE. v. a. ſampute, Lat..] To cut

off a limb. Wiſeman.

AMPUTA"TION. ſ. ſamputatio, Lat.] The

operation of cutting off a limb, or other part

of the body. Brown.

AMULET. ſ. ſamulette, Fr.] An appended

remedy; a thing hung about the neck, for

preventing or curing. Brown.

AMURCO'SITY. ſ. ſamurca,Lat.] The quality

of lees or mother of any thing.

To AMU'SE. v. a. [amuſer,Fr.) 1. To entertain

with tranquillity. Walſh. 2. Todraw on from

turne to tinne.

AMUSEMENT. ſ. ſamuſement, Fr.] That

which amuſes; entertainment. Rogers.

AMUSER. ſ. [amuſeur, Fr.] He that amuſes.

AMUSIVE. a. [from amuſe.] That which has

the power of amuſing. Thomſºn.

AMY GDALATE. a. ſamygdala, Lat.] Made

of almonds.

AMYGDALINE. a. [amygdala, Lat.] Reſem

bling almonds.

AN. article. [ane, Saxon.] 1. One, but with

leſs emphaſis. Lerke. 2. Any, or ſome. Locke.

A NA. adv. [ºvá.] A word uſed in the preſcrip

tions of phyſick, importing the like quantity.

Cowley.

A NA. J. Books ſo called from the laſt ſyllables

of their titles; as, Scaligeriana.

ANACA’MPTIC. a. [awaxaawla.] Refle&ing

or reflected.

ANACAMPTICKS. ſ. The doćtrine of reflec

ted light, or catoptricks, /

ANACATHARTICK. ſ. Any medicine that

works upwards.

ANACEPHALA, OSIS. ſ. [ävaks paxáix-...]Re

capitulation,or ſummary of the principal heads

of a diſcourſe.

ANA‘CHORETE. R. [2-axw:htn; J A monk,

aNA’CHORITE. who leaves the convent

for a more ſolitary life.

ANACHRONISM. ſ. [from ºvá and x:é,3-.]

An errour in computing time. Dryden.

ANACLATICKS. ſ. ſavá and xxâa.] The

doctrine of refracted light; dioptricks.

ANADIPLOSIS.ſ. [ayaºwawa...J Reduplica

tion; a figure in rhetorick.

ANAGOGETICAL.a. Lavazºn.] That which

contributes or relates to ſpiritual elevation.

ANAGO GICAL. a. ſasagogique, Fr.] Myſte

rious; elevated; religiouſly exalted.

ANAGOGICALLY. adv. [from anagegical.]

Myſteriouſly; with religious elevation.

A'NAGRAM. [ävá and 2:249 a.] A conceit

ariſing from the letters of a name tranſpoſed;

as this, of W, i, I, l, i, a, m, N, e, y, attorney

general to Charles I. a very laborious man, I

moyl in law. Hºwel.

ANAGRAMMATISM'ſ.[fromanagram.].The

ačt or practice of making anagrams. Camden.

ANAGRAMMATIST.J. [from anagram.]. A

maker of anagrams.

To ANAGRAMMATIZE. v. n. [anagram

matiſer, Fr.] To make anagrams.

ANALEPTICK.a.[ayaxºn!…@..] comforting:

corroborating. Quincy. -

ANALOGICAL. a...[from analºgy.] Uſed by

way of analogy. Watts.

ANALOGICALLY. adv. (from analºgical.] In

an analogical manner; in an analogous man

ner. Cheyne.

ANALOGICALNESS. ſ. [from analºgical.]

The quality of being analogical.

ANA'LOGISM. ſ. [awaxexº~...] An argument

from the cauſe to the effect.

To ANA'LOGISE. v. a. [from analogy.] To

explain by way of analºgy. Cheyne.

ANALOGOUS, a [*4 and xº~.J. Having

analogy;having ſomething parallel.Arbuthner.

ANALOGY. ſ. [dvaxcya.) 1. Reſemblance

between things with regard to ſome circum

ſtances or effects. South. 2. By grammarians

it is uſed to ſignify the agreement of ſeveral

words in one common mode; as, love, loved,

hate, hated.

ANA'LYSIS. ſ. [avdaveir.) 1. A ſeparation of

a compound body into the ſeveral parts Ar

buthnot. 2. A conſideration of any thing in

parts. Newton. 3. A ſolution of any thing,

whether corporeal or mental, to its firſt ele

ments. Glanville.

ANALYTICAL. a. [from analyſis.) 1. That

which reſolves any thing into its firſt princi

ples. Boyle. 2. That which proceeds by ana

lyſis. Glanville.

ANALYTICALLY. adv. [from analytical.] In

ſuch a manner as ſeparates compounds into

ſimples. The manner of reſolving compounds

intothe ſimple conſtituent or component parts.

Hudibrar.

ANALY'TICK. a. ſalvaxáix@..] The mander

of reſolving compounds into the ſimple conſti

tuent or.."#. applied chiefly to

mental operations. Hudibrar.

To ANALYZE. v. a. [ayaava.] To reſolve a

compound into its firſt principles. Boyle.

ANALYZ.E.R. ſ. [from To analyze.] That

which has the power of analyzing. Bºyle.

ANAMORPHOSIS. ſ. [a,3 and ºf; ca..] De

formation; perſpective projection, ſo that at

one point of view, it ſhall appear deformed,

in another, an exact repreſentation.

ANANAS. ſ. The pine apple. Thomſºn.

ANA NAS. wild. The ſame with penguin.

ANA PHORA. ſ. [aya; 2:3.] A figure, when ſe

veral clauſes of a ſentence are begun with the

ſame word.

ANAPLEROTICK. a. ſarawan;32.] That

which fills up any vacuity; uſed of applica

tions which promote fleſh.

ANARCH
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A NARCH. ſ. An author of confuſion. Milton.

ANARCHIAL. a. [from anarchy.] Confuſed;

without rule. Cheyne.

ANARCHY. ſ. [2.2.xia.] want of govern

ment; a ſtate without magiſtracy. Swift.

ANASA RCA. ſ. [from ‘ava and 22:..] A ſort

of dropſy, where the whole ſubſtance is ſtuffed

with pituitous humours. Quincy.

ANASTOMOSIS. ſ. [from 252 and rºza.] The

inoſculation of veſſels.

ANASTROPHE. [.. vario;;..] A figure whereby

words which ſhould have been precedent are

poſtponed.

ANA THEMA. ſ. [diastaa..] A curſe pro

nounced by eccleſiaſtical authority. South.

ANATHEMATICAL. a. (from anathema.]

That which has the properties of an anathema.

ANATHEMATICALLY. adv. [from anathe

matical.] In an anathematical manner.

To ANATHEMATIZE. v. a. [from anathe

ma.] To pronounce accurſed by eccleſiaſtical
authority. Hammond.

ANATI FEROUS. a. (from ana, and fºre,Lat.]

Producing ducks. Brown.

ANATOCISM.ſ (anatoriſrius, Latavºlozza?:..]

The accumulation of intereſt upon intereſt.

ANATO'MICAL.a.[from anatomy.) 1...Relating

orbelonging to anatomy, Wattſ. ... Proceeding

upon principles taught in anatomy. Swift.

ANATO'MICALLY.adv.[from anatomical.] In

an anatomical manner. Brºwn.

ANATOMIST. ſ. ['a 1242.] He that ſtudies

the ſtructure of animal bodies, by means of

diſſection. Prior.

To ANATOMIZE. v. a. [3,41: ….] 1. To

diſſect an animal. Hecker. 2. To lay anything

open diſtinctly, and by minute parts. Shakeſt

ANATOMY. ſ. ['aval-ſaia.] 1. The art of diſ

ſecting the body. Pope. 2. The doctrine of the

ſtructure of the body. Dryden. 3. The act of

dividing any thing. Bacon. 4. A ſkeleton.

Shakeſ. 5. A thin meagre perſon. Shakeſp.

A'NCESTOR.ſ.[anceſire, Fr.) Onefromwhom

a perſon deſcends. Dryden.

A'NCESTREL. a. [from anceſſor.] Claimed

from anceſtors. Hale. -

ANCESTRY. ſ. [from anceſſor.) 1. Lineage; a

ſeries of anceſtors. Pºpe. a. The honour of

deſcent; birth. Addiſon.

ANCHENTRY. [from ancient.) Antiquity of a

family. Shakeſp

ANCHOR. ſ. Tanchora, Lat.) A heavy iron,

to hold the ſhip, by being fixed to the ground.

Qryden. 1. Anything which conſers ſtability.
#.

To ANCHOR. v. n. [from ancher.) 1. To caſt

anchor; to lie at anchor, Pºpe. 2. To ſtop at ;

to reſt on. Shakeſp. -

ANCHOR. Anchoret, an abſternious recluſe.

Shakeſp.

ANCHöR-HOLD. ſ. [from anchor and hold.]

1. The hold or faſtneſs of the anchor. M'otton

2. The ſet of anchors belonging to a ſhip.

Shakeſp.

ANCHORED. part.a. [from T. anchor.] Held

by the anchor. Waller.

ſ[contracted fromanacheret,

'awaxaffirm;..] A recluſe; a

A'NCHORET.

A'NCHORITE.

hermit. Sprat.

ANCHO'VYſ...[from ancheva.] A little ſea-fiſh,

much uſedby way of ſauce, or ſeaſoning. Flyer.

ANCIENT. a. [ancien, Fr.) 1. Old; not mo

dern. 2. Old; that has been of long duration.

Raleigh. 3. Paſt; former. Shakeſp.

A'NCIENTS, ſ. Thoſe that lived in old times,

oppoſed to the moderns.

ANCIENT. ſ. The flag or ſtreamer of a ſhip.

A'NCIENT. ſ. The bearer of a flag, as was

Ancient Piffel. Shakeſ.

A'NCIENTLY. adv. [from ancient.] In old
times. Sidney.

ANCIENTNESS. ſ. [from ancient.] Antiqui

ty. Dryden.

ANCIENTRY. ſ. [from ancient.] Thehonour

of ancient lineage. Shakeſp.
ANCLE. See ANKLE.

ANCONY. ſ. A bloom wrought into the figure
of a flat iron bar. Chamber.

AND. conjunction. The particle by which ſen

tences or terms are joined.

ANDIRON. Irons at the end of a fire-grate, in

which the ſpit turns. Bacon.

ANDRO'GYNAL. a. [from 'ari, and yºrº.]

Hermaphroditical.

ANDROGYNALLY. adv. [from androgynal.]
With two ſexes.

4NDRO GrºvOS. ſ. [See Androgynal.] An

hermaphrodite.

ANDRO’TOMY.ſ.. [from ayne and 1ava.] The

practice of culting human bodies.

A'NECDOTEſ. ['avin?:low.] Something yetun

publiſhed; ſecret hiſtory. Prior.

ANEMO'GRAPHY. ſ. [aviao; and 7:45a.]

The deſcription of the winds.

ANEMO'METER. ſ. [aviao; and fairgow.] An

inſtrument contrived to meaſure the wind.

4NE MONE. ſ. ['Avigºr.] The wind flower.
Milfer.

A'NEMOSCOPE. ſ. [ävsø; and exºror.] A

machine invented to foretel the changes of the

wind. Chambers.

ANE'NT. prep. Scotch. 1. Concerning; about.

2. Over againſt; oppoſite to. Dićt.

A'NES. ſ. The ſpires or beards of corn. Dià.

A'NEURISM. ſ. ſaysvºa.) A diſeaſe of the

arteries, in which they become exceſſively

dilated. Sharp.

ANEW, adv. [from a and new.) 1. Over again;

another time. Prier. 2. Newly; in a new

manner. Rogers.

ANFRACTUOUSNESS. ſ. [from anſraan

eus.) Fulneſs of windings and turnings.

A'NGEL. J. [Ayſºxo. 1. Originally a meſſen

ger. A ſpirit employed by God in human

affairs. Locke. 2. Angelis ſometimes uſed in a

bad ſenſe; as, angels of darkneſs. Revelations.

3. Angel, in ſcripture, ſometimes rºleans man

of God. 4. In the ſtile of love, a beautiful

perſon. Shakeſp. 5. A piece of money anciently

coined and impreſſed with an angel; rated at

ten ſhillings. Bacon. -

A'NGEL.
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ATNGEL. a. Reſembling angels. Pºpe.

ANGELSHOT. ſ. [from angelandſbet.] Chain

ſhot. Dià.

ANGELICA. ſ. (Lat. ab angelica virtute]

The name of a plant. Miller.

ANGELICAL. a. [angelicus, Lat.] 1. Reſem

bling angels. Raleigh. 2. Partaking of the

nature of angels. Miltºn. 3. Belonging to

angels. Wilkins.

ANGELICALNESS. ſ. [ſrom angelical.] Ex

cellence more than human. Pºpe.

ANGELICK. a. [angelicus, Lat...] Angelical;

above human. Pope.

A'NGELOT. ſ. A muſical inſtrument, ſome

what reſembling a lute. Dić.

A'NGER. ſ. [anger, Saxon.) 1. Anger is un

eaſineſs upon receipt of any injury. Locke. 2.

Smart of a ſore. }.

To A'NGER. v. a. [from the noun..] To pro

voke; to enrage. Clarendon.

ANGERLY. adv. In an angry manner. Shakeſ

ANGIOGRAPHY. ſ. [from layſia, and yea+2.)

A deſcription of veſſels in the human body.

ANGIOMONOSPE/RMOUS. a. [from ‘ayſºy,

****, and a witua.] Such plants as have but

one ſingle ſeed in the ſeed-pod.

A'NGLE. ſ. [angle, Fr.) The ſpace intercept

ed between two lines interſecting each other.

Stane. .

A'NGLE. ſ. [angel, German.] An inſtrument

to take fiſh, conſiſting of a rod, a line, and a

hook. Pºpe.

To A'NGLE. v. n. [from the noun.] t. To fiſh

with a rod and hook. Waller. 2. To try to

gain by ſome inſinuating artifices. Shakeſp.

ANGLE-ROD. ſ. [angel roede, Dutch.) The

ſtick to which the line and hook are hung,

Addiſon.

ATNGLE.R. ſ. [from angle.] He that fiſhes with

2in le. Dryden.

ANCLICISM. ſ. [from anglus, Lat.] An En

gliſh idiom.

ANGOBER. ſ. A kind of pear.

ANGRILY., adv. [from angry.] In an angry

manner. Shakeſp.

ATNGRY. a. [from anger.) 1... Touched with

anger. Geneſs, 2. Having the appearance of

anger. Prov. 3. Painful; inflamed. Wiſeman.

ATNGUISH. f. [angciſe, Fr.] Exceffive pain

either of mind or body. Donne.

ANGUISHED. a. (from anguiſb.] Exceſſively

pained. Denne.

ANGULAR. a. ſfrom angle.] Having angles or

corners. Newtºn.

ANGULARITY. ſ. (from angular.] The qua

lity of being angular.

ANGULARLY. adv. [from angular.] With

angles. Boyle.

ANGULARNESS. ſ. (from angular.] The qua

lity of being angular.

ANGULATED. ...ſºm angle.] Formed with

angles. Woodward.

ANGULO SITY. ſ. (from angulous.] Angula

rity. Dić.

ANGULOUS. a. (from angle.] Hooked; an

gular. Glanville.

Aºst. a. [anguſius, Lat.] Narrow; ſtrait.

tº

ANGUSTATION. ſ. [from anguſiur.) The act

of making narrow; the ſtate of being nar

rowed. Wiſeman.

ANHELATION. ſ. [amhelo, Lat.] The act of

panting.

ANHELOSE. a...[anbelus, Lat..] Out of breath.

Drº.

A'NIENTED. a. [anneantir, Fr.] Fruſtrated.

ANIGHTS. adv. [from a for at, and night.]

In the night time. Shakeſp.

A'NIL. ſ. The ſhrub from whoſe leaves and

ſtalks indigo is prepared.

ANILENESS. }/ [anilitar, Lat.] The old age

ANI"LITY. of women.

ANIMABLE. a. [from animate.] That which

may be put into lie. Duet.

ANIMADVERSION.ſ. (animadverſe, Lat.] 1.

Reproof; ſevere cenſure. Clarenden. 2. Pu

niſhment. Szwift.

ANIMADVERSIVE. a. [from animadvert.]

That has the power of judging. Glanville.

To ANIMADVERT. vºn. [animadverte,Lat.]

1: To paſs cenſures upon. Dryden. 1. To in

flict puniſhments. Grew.

ANIMADVERTER. ſ. [from animadvert.] He

º aſſes cenſures, or inflicts puniſhments.
wath.

A'NIMAL. ſ. ſanimal, Lat.) 1. A living crea

ture corporeal. Ray. 2. By way of contempt,

we ſay a ſtupid man is a ſtupid animal.

ANIMAL. a. [animalii, Lat.) 1. That which

belongs or relates to animals. Watts. 2. Ani

mal is uſed in oppoſition to ſpiritual.

ANIMALCULE.J.[animalculum, Lat.] A ſmall

animal. Ray.

ANIMALITY. ſ. [from animal.] The ſtate of

animal exiſtence. Watts.

To ANIMATE. v. a. [anime, Lat.] 1. To

quicken; to make alive. 2. To give power.

to, Dryden. 3. To encourage; to incite.
ºnelles.

ANIMATE, a [from To animate.] Alive; poſ

ſeſſing animal life. Bentley.

ANIMATED.part. a. [rom animate.] Lively :

vigorous Pºpe.

ANIMATION. ſ. [from animate.] 1. The art

of animating or enlivening. Bacon. 2. The

ſtate of being enlivened.

ANIMATIVE. a. (from animate.] That has

the power of giving life.

ANIMA TOR. ſ. (from animate.] That which

gives life Brown.

A NIMO'SE. a. [animºſuſ, Lat..] Full of ſpirit :
hot. Dićt.

ANIMO SITY.'ſ (animºſitar, Lat.j Vehemence

of haired; paſſionate malignity. Swift.

ANISE.J. [antſum, Lat.) A ſpecies of apium or

parſley, with large ſweet ſcented feeds. Miller,

A'N H.E.R. ſ. ſancker, Dutch..] A liquid meaſure

the fourth part of the awm, and contains two

ſickans; each flekan conſiſts of ſixteen men

gies; the mengle being equal to two of our

wine quarts. Chamber.

A NKLL.
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ANKLE. ſ. [ancleep, Saxon.] The joint which

joins the foot to the leg. Prior.

A NKLE-BONE. ſ. [from ankle and bone.] The

bone of the ankle. Peacham.

A'N NA LIST. { [from annals.) A writer of

annals. Atterbury.

ANNALS. ſ. [annales, Lat.] Hiſtories digeſted

in the exact order of time. Rogerſ.

A'NNATS. ſ. [annates, Lat.] Firſt fruits. Cºwel.

To ANNEAL. v. a. [ælan,Saxon.) 1. To heat

glaſs, that the colours laid on it may pierce

through. Drydes. 2. To heat any thing in

ſuch a manner as to give it the true temper.

To ANNEX. v.a. Pannects, annexum, Lat.1.1.

To unite to at the end. 2. To unite a ſmaller

thing to a greater. Raleigh.

ANNEX. ſ. (from T. annex.] The thing an
nexed. Brown.

ANNEXATION. ſ. (from annex.] 1. Conjunc

tion; addition. Hammºnd. 1. Union; coali

tion; conjunction. Ayliffe.

ANNEXION. ſ. (from ansex.] The act of an

nexing. Rogerſ.

ANNE’XMENT. ſ. (from annex.] The act of

annexing. z. The thing annexed, Shakeſp.

ANNTHILABLE. a. [from annihilate.] That

which may be put out of exiſtence.

To ANNI HILATE. v.a.[ad and nihilan, Lat.]

1. To reduce to nothing. Bacon. 2. To de

ſtroy. Raleigh. 3. To annul. Hººker.

ANNIHILATIO . ſ. (from annihilate.] The

aćt of reducing to nothing; the ſtate of being

reduced to nothing. Dryden.

ANNIVERSARY. ſ. [anniverſarias, Lat.) 1.

A day celebrated as it return, in the courſe of

the year. Sullingfleet. i. The act of celebra

tion of the anniverſary Dryden.

ANNIVERSARY. a tarnivºrſarius, Lat.] Re

turning with the revolution of the year; an
nual. Ray. -

4-MNo Do ºf INI (Latin.) In the year of our

Lord; as, anne denini, or A. D. 1767; that is

in the ſeventeen hunded and ſixty ſeventh year

from the birth of our Saviour.

-4 NNOLIS. ſ. An American animal, like a

lizard.

ANNOTATION. ſ (annotatio, Lat] Expli

£ation; note. Bºyle. -

4NNOTATOR. ſ. (Latin.] a witcrof notes;

a commentator. Felton.

To ANNO'UNCE. v. a. [annexecr; Fr.) 1. To

publiſh; to proclaim. Miltºs. 1. To declare

by a judicial ſentence. Priºr.

To ANNOY. v. a. ſaxweyer, Fr.] To incom

mode; to vex. Sidney.

ANNOTY. ſ (from the verb.] Injury; inoleſta

tion. Dryden.

ANNOYANCE. ſIfrom a-vey.) 1. That which

Annoys. Shakeſp. z. The aët of annoying.

South. -

ANNO YER. ſ. Iſroºn T. anney.) The perſon

that annoys.

ANNUAL. a. ſannual, Fr.] : . That which

comes yearly. Pºpe. 2. That which is reckon

ed by the year. Ghakeſp. 3. 1 hat which

liſts only a y cir. Ray.

|.

A'NNUALLY. adv. [from annual] Yearly;

every year. Brews.

ANNUITANT. ſ. [from annuity.] He that poſ

ſeſſes or receives an annuity.

ANNUITY. ſ. [annuit', Fr.) 1. A yearly rent

to be paid for term of life or years. Cºwell. 2.

A yearly allowance. Clarendon.

To ANNUL. v. a. [from nullus.) 1. To make

void; to nullify. Rogers. 2. To reduce to

nothing. Milton.

A'NNULAR. a. [from annulus, Lat.] Having

the form of a ring. Cheyne.

A'NNULARY. a.[from annulus, Lat.] Having

the form of rings. Ray.

A'NNULET. ſ. [from annular, Lat.] 1.A little

ring. 1. [In archite&ure.] The ſmall ſquare

members, in the Dorick capital, under the

quarter round, are called annulets.

To ANNU'MERATE. v. a [annumerº, Lat.]

To add to a former number.

ANNUMERATION. ſ. [annumeratiº, Lat.]

Addition to a former number.

To ANNU'NCIATE. v. a. [annuncio, Lat.]

To bring tidings.

ANNUNCIATION-DAY.ſ.[fromannunciate.]

The day celebrated by the church, in memory

of the angel's ſalutation of the bleſſed virgin;

ſolemnized on the twenty-fifth of March. Tayl

A'NODYNE. a. [from a and ºwn.] That

which has the power of mitigating pain.

Dryden.

To ANOINT. v. a. [cindre, encindre; part.oint,

encint, Fr.) 1. To rub over with unctuous

matter. Shakeſp. z. To be rubbed upon.

Pryden 3. Toconſecrate by unction. Shakeſp.

ANOINTER. ſ. [from anoint.) The perſon that

anotntº.

ANO'MALISM. ſ. [from anºmaly.] Anomaly 5

irregularity. Diä.

ANOMALISTICAL. a. [from anomaly.] Irre

gular.

ANOMALOUS. a. [a priv. and awaxº-.] Ir

regular ; deviating from the general method

or analogy of things. Lecke.

ANO'MA LOUSLY. adv. [from anomalºus.] Ir

regularly.

ANO'MALY. f. [anamalie, Fr.] Irregularity;

deviation from rule. sº.

A'NOMY. ſ. [a priv. and wºo..] Breach of

law. Bramhal.

ANO'N. adv. 1. Quickly; ſoon. Waller. 2.

Now and then. Miltºn.

ANO'NYMoUS. a. 84 priv. and tºwa.]

Wanting a name. Ray.

ANO NYMOUSLY. adv. [from anonymour.]

Without a name. Swift.

ANORE XY.f. [ayºn?....] Inappetency. &#incy.

ANOTHF.R. a. [from an and other.) 1. Not

the ſame. Lºcke. 2. One more. Shakeſp. 3.

Any other. Samuel. 4. Not one's ſelf. South.

5. Widely different. Sºuth.

ANOTHERGAINES. a. Of another kind.

S. dwey.

ANOTHERGUESS. a. Of a different kind.

.drb:::::::.

A'NSTATED.
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A NSATED. a.[anſatur, Lat.] Having bundles.

To ANSWER. v. s. [anerpenian, Saxon.) 1.

To ſpeak in return to a queſtion. Dryden. 2.

To ſpeak in oppoſition. Matthew, Bºyle. 3.

To be accountable for. Brown. 4. To vindi

cate; to give a juſtificatory account of. Swift.

g. To give an account. Temple. 6. To correſ

pond to; to ſuit with. Prov. 7. To be equi

• valent to. Eccleſiaſticut. 8. To ſatisfy any

claim or petition. Raleigh. 9.To act reciprocaily

upon. Dryden. Io. To ſtand as oppoſite or cor

relative to ſomething elſe. Taylor. 11. To bear

proportion to. Swift. 11. To perform what is

endeavoured or intended by the agent. Atter

bury. 13. To comply with. Shakeſp. 14. To

ſucceed; to produce the wiſhed event. Bacon.

15. To appear to any call, or authoritative

ſummons. Shakeſp. 16. To be ever-againſt

any thing. Shakeſp.

ANSWER. ſ. [from To anſwer.] 1. That

which is ſaid in return to a queſtion, or poſi

tion. Atterbury. 2. A confutation of a charge.

Aylºffe.

ANswer-JOBBER. ſ. He that makes a trade

of writing anſwers. Swift. -

ANSWERABLE. a. [from anſwer.] 1. That

to which a reply may be made. 2. Obliged to

give an account. Swift. 3. Correſpondent.

Sidney. 4. Proportionate. Milton. 5. Suitable;

ſuited. Milton. 6. Equal. Raleigh. 7. Rela

tive; correlative. Hooker.

ANSWERABLY. adv. [from anſwerable.] In

due proportion; with proper correſpondence;

ſuitably. Brereweed.

A'NSWERABLENESS. ſ. [from anſwerable.]

The quality of being anſwerable. Dićt.

ANSWERER. ſ. [from anſwer.) 1. He that

anſwers. 2. He that manages the controverſy

againſt one that has writtgn firſt. Swift.

ANT. ſ. ſaemett, Saxon.] An emmet; a piſ

mire. Pºpe.

ANT-BEAR. ſ. [from ant and bear.] An ani

mal that feeds on ants. Ray.

ANTHILL. ſ. [from ant and hill.] The ſmall

protuberance of earth, in which ants make

their neſts. Addiſon.

ANT. A contraštion for and it, or and if it.

ANTAGONIST. ſ. [aſ] and a yaºw.] i. One

who contends with another; an opponent.

Milton. 2. Contrary. Addiſºn. 3. In anatomy,

the antagoniſt is that muſcle which counteracts

ſome others. Arbuthnot.

To ANTAGONIZE. v. n. [...'Mi and a yaºw.]

To contend againſt another. Dić.

ANTAT.GICK. a. [from aºli, againſt, and

#374, pain..] That which ſoftens pain.

ANí'ANACLA'SIS. ſ. (from amasaxxarſ...] 1.

A figure in rhetorick, when the ſame word

is repeated in a different manner, if not in a

contrary ſignification. 2. It is alſo a returning

to the matter at the end of a long parentheſis.

Smith.

ANTAPHRODITICK. a. [from a M. and a 'prº

3. n.) Efficacious againſt the vepereal diſeaſe.

ANTAPOPLE'CTICK. a. [from aºli and a're

~x":;..] Good againſt an apoplexy.

ANTA'RCTICK. a. […]; and *;..] Relating

to the ſouthern pole. Waller.

ANTARTHRITICK. a. [23], and 2:8; tır.]

Good againſt the gout.

ANTASTHMATICK. a. [...'Mi and Årsta.)

Good againſt the aſthma.

4 NTE. A. Latin particle ſignifying befºre, which

is frequently uſed in compoſitions; as, ante

diluvian, before the flood.

ANTEactſ [from ante and ad’.] A former
a

ANTEAMBULATION. ſ. (from ante and am

bulatio, Lat.) A walking before. Dià.

To ANTECEDE. v. n. (from ante, before, and

cede, to go..] To precede; to go before. Hale.

ANTECEDENCE. a. [antecede.] The act or

ſtate of going before. Hale.

ANTECEDENT. a. ſantecedent, Lat.] Going

before 3 preceding. South.

ANTECEDENT. ſ. [antecedens, Lat.] 1. That

which goes before. South. 1. In grammar, the

noun to which the relative is ſubjoined. 3. In

logick, the firſt propoſition of an enthymeme.
Mattr.

ANTECE'DENTLY. adv. [from antecedent.]

Previouſly. South.

ANTIECESSOR. ſ. (Lat.] One who goes before

or leads another. Dićt.

ANTECHAMBER. ſ. [from ante, before, and

chamber.] The chamber that leads to the

chief apartment. Addiſon.

ºcessorſ [Latin.) One who runs be
ore.

To ANTEDATE. v. a. [from ante and dº,

datum, Lat.] 1. To date earlier than the real

time. Donne. 2. To take ſomething before

the proper time. Pºpe.

ANTEDILU'VIAN. a. [from ante before, and

diluvism, a deluge.] 1. Exiſting before the

deluge. Woodward. 2. Relating to thing.

exiſting before the deluge. Brown.

A'NTELOPE. ſ. A goat with curled or wreath

ed horns. Spenſºr.

ANTEMERI'diAN. a. [ante and meridian.]

Being before noon.

ANTEMETICK, a [*]; and ºut...] That

has the power of preventing or ſtopping vo
niting.

ANTEMUNDANE. ſ. [anteand mundus.]That
which was before the world.

ANTENUMBER. ſ. [from ante and number.]

The number that precedes another. Bacon.

ANTEPAST. ſ. [ante and paſium.] A foretaſte.

Decay of Piety.

A'NTEPENULT. ſ. [antepenultima, Lat.] The

laſt ſyllable but two.

ANTEPILEPTICK. a. [a'ſ, and irixnji;..] A

medicine againſt convulſions. Brown.

To A'NTEPONE. v. a. [antepono, Lat.] To

prefer. Dićt.

ANTEPREDICAMENT. ſ. [antepredicamen

tum, Lat] Something previous to the doctrine

of the predicamen's.

ANTERio'RITY. ſ. [from anteriour.] Priori

ty; the ſtate of being before.

F ANTE'RIOUR.
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ANTERIOUR. a. [anteriºr, Lat.] Going be
fore. Brown.

A"NTES. ſ. (Latin.] Pillars of large dimenſions

that ſupport the front of a building.

ANTESTO'MACH. ſ. [from ante and ſtomach.]

A cavity that leads into the ſtomach. Ray.

ANTHELMINTHICK. a. [a'ſ and ixºSo;..]

That which kills worms. Arbuthnot.

A’NTHEM. f. [aysvayoº, Gr.] A holy ſong.

Addiſon.

ANTHOLOGY. ſ. [a’,ºcacyla, Cr.] I. A col

le&tion of flowers. 2. A colle&tion of devoti

ons. 3. A collection of poems.

ANTHONY'S FIRE. ſ. A kind of cryſipelas.

AtNTHRAX. ſ. [a',Sea;, Gr.] A ſcab or blotch

which burns the ſkin. Quincy.

ANTHROPOLOGY. ſ. Uzyświro; and Aiya..]

* The doctrine of anatomy.

ANTHROPO'PATHY. [*Stawor, and

waso;..] The ſenſibiſity of man; the paſſions

of man.

ANTHROPO'PHAG.I. ſ. [aysearc; and $47 a..]

Man-eaters; cannibals. Shakeſp.

ANTHROPOPHAGI’NIAN. J. A. ludicrous

word, formed by Shakeſpeare from anthrºpº

phagi. Shakeſp.

ANTHROPO'PHAGYſ. [3,3;awo: and ta'za.]

The quality of eating human fleſh. Brown.
ANTHROPOSOPHY. ſ. [avºgºro; and arojia.]

The knowledge of the nature of man.

ANTHYPNOTICK. a. ['ań, and ºwva; ) That

which has the power of preventing ſleep.

4 NTI. ['ań..] A particle much uſed in compo

ſition with words derived from the Greek; it

ſignifies contrary to ; as, antimonarchical, op

poſite to monarchy.

ANTIACID. a. [from a'ā, and aciduſ, ſour.]

Alkali. Arbuthnot.

ANTICHACHECTICK. a. [from a'M. and xà

xià...] Things adapted to the cure of a bad

conſtitution.

ANTICHAMBER. ſ. Corruptly written for

antechamber.

ANTICHRISTIAN. a. (from a'ſli and xºri

avox.] Oppoſite to chriſtianity. South.

ANTICHRISTIANISM. ſ. [from antichriſti

an.] Oppoſition or contrariety to chriſtianity.

Decay ºf Piety.

ANTICHRISTIANITY. ſ. [from antichrifti

an: J Contrariety to chriſtianity.

ANTICHRONISM.f. [a'li and xiào;..] Devia

tion from the right order or account of time.

To ANTICIPATE. v. a. [anticipe, Lat.] 1.

To take ſomething ſooner than another, ſo as

to prevent him. Hammond. 2. To take up

before the time. Dryden. 3. To foretaſte, or

take an impreſſion of ſomething, which is not

yet, as if it really was. Denham. 4. To pre

clude. Shakeſp.

ANTICIPAT'ſon.ſ. [from anticipate.] 1. The

aćt of taking up ſomething before its time.

Holder. 1. Foretaſte. L’Eſtrange. 3. Opinion

implanted before the reaſons of that opinion

can be known. Derham.

ANTICK. a. [antiquus, ancient.] Odd; ridi

culouſly wild. Dryden. |

A'NTICK. ſ. 1. He that plays anticks, or uſes

odd geſticulation; a buffoon. Shakeſp. 2. Odd

appearance. Spenſer.

To ANTICK. v. a. [from antick.] To make

anticks. Shakeſp.

A'NTICKLY, adv. [frem antick.] with odd

poſtures. Shakeſp.

ANTICLIMAX. ſ. [from a ſli and xxtaa:..] A

ſentence in which the laſt part is lower than

the firſt. Addiſºn.

ANTICONVULSIVE. a. [from a 1; and cen

vºlſve.) Good againſt convulſions. Flayer.

A NTICOR. ſ. [a'ſ, and car.] A preternatural

ſwelling in a hor es breaſt, oppoſite to his
heart. Farrier's Dić7.

ANTICOURTIER. ſ. [from a'ī; and courtier.]

One that oppoſes the court.

ANTI'DOTAL. a. [from antidote.] That which

has thequality of counteracting poiſon. Brown.

A'NTIDOTE. ſ. [a'ºlor, Gr.] A medicine

given to expel poiſon. Dryden.

ANTIDYSENTERICK. a. [from aºli and dy

ſenteria.] Good againſt the bloody flux.

ANTIFE BRILE. a. [a'ſ, and febris.) Good

againſt fevers. Flyer.

ANTILOGARITHM...ſ [from aºli, againſt,

and lºgarithm.] The complement of the loga

rithm of a ſinc, tangent, or ſecant; or the

difference of that logarithmfromthe logarithm

of ninety degrees. Chambers.

ANTI'LOGY. ſ. [emixoya.] A contradiction

between any words and paſſages in an au
thor. -

ANTI'LOOUIST. ſ. [from a M. and liquºr.] A
contradictor,

^ººl. a. [aſ; and ºva:-

ta.] Againſt government by a ſingle perſon.º g y gie pe

ANTIMONARCHICALNESS. ſ. [from anti

monarchical.] The quality of being an enemy

to regal power.

ANTIMONIAL. a. [from antimºny.] Made of

antimony. Blackmore.

ANTIMONY. ſ. Antimony is a mineral ſub

ſtance of a metalline nature. Mines of all

metals afford it. Its texture is full of little

ſhining veins or threads, like needles; brittle

as glaſs. It deſtroys and diffipates all metals

fuſed with it, except gold. Chambers.

ANTINEPHRITICK. 4. [aºli and wºr

xo~..] Good againſt diſeaſes of the reins and

kidneys. -

ANTINOMY. ſ. [a'āi and viao..] A

diction between two laws.

ANTIPARALYTICK. a. [a'ī; and wata'xt

at:..] Efficacious againſt the palſy.

ANTiPATHETICAL. a. [from antipathy )

Having a natural contrariety to any thing

Howel. -

ANTI PATHY. ſ. [from a'Mi and waso;; an

tipathie, Fr.] A natural contrariety to any

thing, ſo as to ſhun it involuntarily : oppoſed
to ſympathy. Locke. -

ANTIPERISTASIS. ſ. [aºli and mistra-i-.]

The oppoſition of a contrary quality, by which

the

Contra
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the quality it oppoſes becomes heightened or

intended. Cowley.

ANTIPESTILEN’TIAL. a. [a'4; and peſtilen

tial] Efficacious againſt the plague. Harvey.

4NTIPHRASIS. ſ. [a'ili and practs.] The uſe

of words in a ſenſe oppoſite to their proper

meaning. South.

ANT1 PODAL. a. [from antipodes.] Relating

to the antipodes. Brown.

ANTIPODES. ſ. [a'il, and wæs:..] Thoſe people

who, living onthe other ſide of the globe, have

their feet directly oppoſite to ours. Waller.

ATNTiPOPE. ſ. [from a'ī; and pope.] He that

uſurps the popedom. Addiſon.

ANTIPTOSIS. ſ.[a'ili wrazi;..]A figure in gram

mar, by which one caſe is put for another.

A'NTIQUARY. ſ. [antiquariuſ, Lat.] A man

ſtudious of antiquity. Pope.

A’NTIQUARY. a. Old ; antique. Shakeſp.

To ATNTIQUATE. v. 4. [antique, Lat.] To

make obſolete. Addiſºn.

ANTIQUATEDNESS. ſ. [from antiquated.]

The ſtate of being obſolete.

ANTI'QUE. a. [antique, Fr.] 1. Ancient; not

medern. Shakeſp. z. Of genuine antiquity.

Priºr. 3. Of old faſhion. Smith. 4. Odd; wild;

antick. Donne.

ANTIQUE. ſ. (from antique, a.] An antiqui

ty ; a remain of ancient times. Swift.

ANTI'QUENESS. ſ. [from antique.] The qua

lity of being antique. Addiſon.

ANTI'QUITY. ſ. [antiquitas, Lat.) 1. Old

times. Addiſºn. 2. The antients. Raleigh.

3. Remains of old times. Bacon. 4. Old

age. Shakeſp.

ANTISCII. %[a'ſſiazia.] The people who have

their ſhadows projected oppoſite ways. The

people of the north are Antiſcii to thoſe of the

ſouth; one projecting ſhadows at noon toward

the north, the other toward the ſouth. Cham

bers.

ANTISCORBUTICAL. a. [a'ſ and ſcorbu

tan.] Good againſt the ſcurvy. Arbuthnot.

ANTI-SPASIS. ſ. [a'il, a wax.] The revulſion of

any humour.

ANTISPASMO'DICK. a. [a'Wizaraawo.]

That which has the power of relieving the

cramp.

ANTISPASTICK.a.[a'Wizwarize;..] Medicines

which cauſe a revulſion.

ANTISPLENETICK. a. [a'ſ', andſplenetick.]

Efficacious in diſeaſes of the ſpleen. Flºyer.

ANTIS TROPHE. ſ. [a'W., soºn.] In an ode ſung

in parts, the ſecond ſtanza of every three.

ANTISTRUMATICK. a. [a'ºl, and ſtruma.]

Good againſt the king's evil. Wiſeman.-

ANTI THESIS. ſ. In the plural antitheſes. [ää

siz.:..] Oppoſition; contraſt. Pope.

ANTITYPE. ſ. [...'...tvºro;..] That which is re

ſembled or ſhadowed out by the type. A term

of theology. Burnet.

ANTITY'PICAL. a. [from antitype.] That

which explains the type.

ANTIVENE’REAL. a. [a'ſſi and venereal]

Good againſt the venersal diſeaſe. Wiſeman.

A'NTLER. [andouillier, Fr.] A branch of a

ſtag's horns. Prior.

ANTOE CI. ſ. [from 'aſi and oikia.] Thoſe in

habitants of the earth who live under the ſame

meridian, at the ſame diſtance from the equa

tor; the one toward the north, and the other

to the ſouth. Chambers.

ANTONOMASIA. ſ. [from ‘aſ and vows, a

name.] A form of ſpeech, in which, for a

proper name, is put the name of ſome dignity.

We ſay the orator for Cicero. Smith.

A'NTRE. [antre, Fr.] A cavern; a den. Shakeſp.

ANVIL. ſ. [ænpille, Saxon.) 1. The iron block

on which the ſmith lays his metal to be forg

ed. Dryden. 2. Any thing on which blows

are laid. Shakeſp.

ANXI'ETY. ſ. [anxietar, Lat.] 1. Trouble of

mind about ſome future event; ſolicitude.

Tilleſſes. 2. Depreſſion; lowneſs of ſpirits.

Arbuthnot.

A'NXIOUS. a. [anxius, Lat.] 1. Diſturbed a

bout ſome uncertain event. Pope. 2. Careful;

full of inquietude. Dryden.

A'NXIOUSLY. adv. [from anxious.] Solici

touſly; unquietly. South.

A'NXIOUSNESS. ſ. [from anxiour.] The qua

lity of being anxious.

A'NY. a. [ants, enrº, Saxon.] 1. Every; who

ever; whatever. Pope. 2. It is uſed in oppo

fition to none. Deut.

AORIST. ſ. [a.æº-o;..] Indefinite.

40 RTA. f. [aoji.] The great artery which

riſes immediately out of the left ventricle of

the heart. Quincy.

APACE. advº [from a and pace.] 1. Quick;

ſpeedily. Tillotſon. 2. Haſtily. Atterbury.

APAGOGICAL. a. [from 'arayazı..] Such as

does not prove the thing directly, but ſhews

the abſurdity, which ariſes from denying it.

Chambers.

APA'RT. adv. [apart, Fr.] 1. Separate from

the reſt in place. Clarendon. 2. In a ſtate of

diſtinction. Dryden. 3. At a diſtance; retired

from the other company. Shakeſp.

APARTMENT. ſ. ſapartement, Fr.] A room;

a ſet of rooms. Addiſon.

A'PATHY. ſ. [aand w'ašć..] Exemption from

paſſion. South.

APE. ſ. [ape, Icelandiſh.] 1. A kind of monkey.

Granville. 2. An imitator. Shakeſp.

To APE. v. a. [from ape.] To imitate, as an

ape imitates human actions. Addiſon.

APEAK. adv. [a pique.] In a poſture to pierce

the ground.

A'PEPSY. ſ. [a'ire lia.] A loſs of natural con

coction, Quincy.

A'PER. ſ. [from ape.] A ridiculous imitator or
mimick.

APERIENT. a. [aperio, Lat.] Gently purga
tive. Arbuthnot. -

APERITIVE. a. [from aperio, Lat.] That

which has the quality of opening. Harvey.

APERT. a. [apertus, Lat.] Open.

APE'RTION. ſ. ſº •pertus, Lat.] 1. An

2. opening ;

*
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opening; a paſſage; a gap. Wettox. 2. The

act of opening. Wiſeman.

APERTLY. adv. [apert?, Lat..] Openly.

APERTNESS. ſ. [from apert.] openneſs.
Holder. -

A'PERTURE. ſ.[from apertus,open.) 1.The act

of opening. Holder. 2. An open place. Glanville.

APETALOUS. a. [of a and wiraxo, a leaf.]

A.)." flower-leaves.

PEX. ſ. apices, plur. [Lat.] The tip or point.%:...? P [Lat.] p or po

4PH/E RESIS. ſ. ['ataksak.] A figure in gram

mar that takes away a letter or ſyllable from

the beginning of a word.

APHE LION. ſ. aphelia, plur. [from 'a and

*a*.] That part of the orbit of a planet,

in which it is at the point remoteſt from the

ſun. Cheyne.

APHE"TA. ſ. [wrth affrelºgers.] The name of

the plant which is imagined to be the giver or

diſpoſer of life in a nativity.

APHILANTHROPYſ.['aºxayStaria.] Want

of love to mankind.

APHONY. ſ. ['a and pºm.] A loſs of ſpeech.

Quincy.

APHORISM. ſ. ['aº;;zºr.] A maxim; an

unconnected poſition. Rogers.

APHORI'STICAL.a.[from aphoriſm.] written

in ſeparate unconnected ſentences.

APHORISTICALLY. adv. [from aphoriſtical]

In the form of an aphoriſm. Harvey.

APHRODISHACAL. Q a.['a; cºln.) Relating to

APHRODISI’ACK. the venereal diſeaſe.

A'PIARY. ſ. [from epis, Lat, a bee.] The place

where bees are kept. Swift.

4PICES ºf a flower. Little knobs that grow on

the top of the ſtamina, in the middle of a

flower. Quincy.

API'ECE. adv. [a and piece.] To the part or

ſhare of each. Hooker, Swift.

A'PISH. a. [from ape.) 1. Having the qualities

of an ape; imitative. Shakeſp. z. Foppiſh ;

affected. Shakeſp. 3. Silly; trifling. Glanville.

4. Wanton; playful. Prior.

A'PISHLY. adv, [from apiſh.] In an apiſh man

ner.

APISHNESS ſſfrom apiſh.]Mimickry; ſoppery.

APITPAT. adv [a word formed from the mo

tion.] With quick palpitation. Cºngreve.

APLUSTRE. J. [Lat.) The enſign in ſea

veſſels. Addiſon.

APO'CALYPSE. ſ. [from 'awoxaxiaºla.J. Re

velation, a word uſed only of the ſacred

writings. Milton.

APOCALYPTICAL. a. [from apocalypſe.]

Containing revelation. Burnet.

APO'Cope. ſ. ['an oxor.] A figure, when the

laſt letter or ſyllable is taken away. -

APOCRU'STICK. a. ['amoxfarika.] Repelling

and aſtringent. Chambers.

APO'CRYPHA. ſ. [from 'anongºla..] Books

appended to the ſacred writings, of doubtful

authors. Hooker.

APO'CRYPHAL. a. [from apocrypha.] 1. Not

canonical; of uncertain authority: Hooker, a.

Contained in the apocrypha. Addiſºn.

APO CRYPHALLY. adv. [from apºcryphall
Uncertainly.

APO CRYPHALNESS. ſ. (from apocryphal]

Uncertainty.

APODICTICAL. a. [from 'awºsº.] Demon

ſtrative. Brown.

APODI AIS. ſ. ['awošići;..] Demonſtration.

Diº.

4.934.9N 7 ſ. ['amºyº..] A point in the

A POGEE. heavens, in which the ſun

APOGE UAM. or a planet, is at the greateſt

diſtance poſſible from the earth in its whole

revolution. Fairfax.

APOLOGETICAL. 7 a. That which is ſaid in

APOLOGETICK. $ defence of any thing.

Bºyle.

APOLOGE'TICALLY. adv. [from apolºgeti

cal] In the way of defence or excuſe.

A POLOGIST. ſ. He that makes an apology;

a pleader in favour ef another.

To APO'LOGIZE. v. n. [from apºlºgy.] To

plead in favour. Pºpe.

A'POLOGUE. ſ. Carºxº,6-j Fable; ſtory con

trived to teach ſome moral truth. Locke.

APOLOGY. ſ. [apolºgia, Lat. ‘aºréaoyia.] De

fence; excuſe. Tillotſon.

APOMECOMETRY. ſ. ['awi, from ºxer,

and *ē, a J The art of meaſuring things at a

diſtance.

APONEUROSIS. ſ. [from 'anº and wº.] An

expanſion of a nerve into a membrane. Sharpe.

APO PHASIS. ſ. [Lat. "anāºazi;..] A figure by

which the orator feems to wave what he would

plainly inſinuate. Smith.

APOPHLE GMATICK. a. ['ar; and $xiyaa..]

Drawing away phlegm. - -

APOPHLEGMATISM. ſ. ['ar; and $xizºs.]

A medicine to draw phlegm. Bacon. -

APOPHLEGMATIZANT. ſ. ['awi and $2.É.-

*a.] Any remedy which cauſes an evacua

tion of ſerous or mucous humour by the

noſtrils, as particular kinds of ſternutatories.

guncy.

APÖPHTHEGM. ſ. ['ar;Siyua.] A remark

able ſaying. Prier.

APO'PHrge. ſ. ['anº, flight.] That part of

a column, where it begins to ſpring out of its

baſe; the ſpring of a column. Chambers.

APO'PHYSIS.ſ.['ará wak.]The prominent parts

of ſome bones; the ſame as proceſs. Wiſeman.

APOPLE'CTICAL. a. [from apºplexy.) Relat

ing to an apoplexy. Derham.

APÖPLE citick.a. (from apºplexy.) Relat

ing to an apoplexy. Wiſeman.

APöPLExy.'ſ. (axiwan:; ). A ſudden de

privation of all ſenſation. Lºcke. -

APORLA.f. [...wºa.) A figure by which the

ſpeaker doubts where to begin. Smith.

APorrho’EA.ſ. ['awejar.) Effluvium ; ema

nation. Glanville. -

Aposiopesis. ſ. [42:22,472.]. A form of

... ſpeech, by which the ſpeaker, thrºugh ſome
affection or vehemency, breaks offhis ſpeech.

Smith.

Apostacy.ſ. ['awirari;] Departure .
what
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what a man has profeſſed; it is generally ap

plied to religion. Sprat.

APOSTATE. f. [apºſiata, Lat. 3 worárr;..] One

that has forſaken his religion. Rogers.

APOSTATICAL. a. [from apºſtate.] After the

manner of an apoſtate.

To APOSTATIZE. v. ... [from apºſtate.] To

forſake one's religion. Bently.

To APO'STEMATE. v. n. [from apºffeme.] To

ſwell and corrupt into matter. Wiſeman.

APOSTEMATION. ſ (from apoſiemate.] The

gathering of a hollow purulent tumour.

Gretv.

A'POSTEME. Q. ſ. ['amérhaa..] A hollow ſwel

A POSTUME. 5 ling; an abſceſs. Wiſeman.

APOSTLE. ſ. [apoſtoſus, Lat. ‘aréroxo;..] A per

ſon ſent with mandates; particularly applied

to thern whom our Saviour deputed to preach

the goſpel. Locke.

APO STLESHIP. ſ. [from apoſile.] The office

or dignity of an apoſtle. Locks.

APOSTOLICAL. a. ſtrom apºſtclick.] Deliver

ed by the apoſtles. Hacker.

APOSTO'LICALLY. adv. [from apoſtclical] In

, the manner of the apoſtles.

APOSTOLICK. a. [from apºſtle.] Taught by

the apoſtles. Dryden.

APO STROPHE. ſ. ['air-tºrºž.] 1. In rhetorick,

a diverſion of ſpeech to another perſon, than

the ſpeech appointed did intend or require.

Sºuth. 2. In 'grammar, the contraction of

a word by the uſe of a comma; as, tho' for

though. Swift.

To APO'STROPHIZE. v. a. [from apeſtrºphe.]

To addreſs by an apoſtrophe. Pºpe.

ATPOSTUME. ſ. A hollow tumour filled with

purulent matter. Harvey.

A POTHECARYſ..[apºtheca,Lat.a repoſitory.)

A man whoſe employment it is to keep
medicines for ſale. South. -

APOTHEGM. ſ. [properly apºphthegn.] A re

markable ſaying. Watſºn.

APOTHEOSIS. ſ. [from 'awi and 333;. Deifi

cation. Garth.

APOTOME. ſ. (from 'awaríaw, to cut off.]

The remainder or difference of two incom

menſurable quantities. Chambers.

A'POZE.M. ſ. ['awº, from, and Kew, to boil.]

A decoction. Wiſeman.

To APPA'L. v. a. ſappalir, Fr.] To fright;

to depreſs. Clarenden.

APPA'LEMENT. ſ. [from appal] Depreſſion;

impreſſion of fear. Bacon.

APPANAGE. ſ. ſappanagium, Law Latin.]

Lands ſet apart for the maintenance of young

er children. Swift.

APPARATUS. ſ. (Latin.] Tools; furniture;

equipage; ſhow. Pope.

APPA'REL. ſ. [appareil, Fr.) 1. Dreſs; veſ

ture. Shakeſpeare. 2. External habiliments.
Tatler.

To APPA'REL. v.a.[from apparel, the noun.]

1. To dreſs; to cloath. Samuel. 2. To cover

or deck. Bentley.

APPARENT. s. [apparent, Fr.) 1. Plain; in

dubitable. Hºoker. 2. Seeming; not real,

Hale, 3. Viſible. Atterbury. 4. Open; dil

coverable. Shakeſp. 5. Certain; not preſump
tive. Shakeſp.

APPARENTLY. adv. (from apparent J Evi

dently; openly. Tillotſon.

A PPARITION. ſ (from apparez, Lat.) 1. AT

pearance; viſibility. Mutan. 2. A viſible ob

ject. Tatler. 3. A ſpectre; a walking ſpirit.

Locke. 4. Something only apparent, not real.

Denham. 5. The viſibility of ſome luminary.
Brown.

APPA'RITOR. ſ. [from appare,Lat.) The low

eſt officer of the eccleſiaſtical court. Ayliffe

To APPA'Y. v. a. [appayer, old Fr.) To ſa

tisfy; well-ppayed, is pleaſed; ill appayed, is

wneaſy. Miltºn.

To APPEACH. v. a. i. To accuſe. Bacon. 2.

To cenſure; to reproach. Dryden.

APPEACHMENT.ſ. (from appeach.] A charge

exhibited againſt any man. Wotton.

To APPEAL. v. n. [appells, Lat.] 1. To tranſ

fer a cauſe from one to another. Stepney. 2.

To call another is witneſs. Locke. 3. To

charge with a crime. Shakeſp.

APPEAL. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A provocati

on from an inferiour to a ſuperiour judge Dry

den. 2. In the common law, an accuſation.

Cowell. 3. A ſummons to anſwer a charge.

Pryden. 4. A call upon any as witneſs.
Bacon. -

APPEALANT. ſ. [from appeal.] He that ap

peals. Shakeſp. -

To APPEAR. v. n. [appareo, Lat.] 1. To be

in ſight; to be viſible. Prior. 1. To become

viſible as a ſpirit. Aćis. 3. To ſtand in the

preſence of ſome ſuperiour. Pſalm. 4. To

be the object of obſervation. Pſalm. 5. To

exhibit one's ſelf betore the court. Shakeſp. 6.

To be made clear by evidence. Spenſer. 7. To

ſeem; in oppoſition to“. Sidney. 8. To

be plain beyond diſpute. Arbuthnot.

APPEARANCE. ſ. [from To appear.) 1. The

act of coming into ſight. a. The thing ſeen.

3. Phaenomenon; any thing viſible. Glan

ville. 4. Semblance; not reality. Dryden, 5.

Outſide ſhow. Rogers. 6. Entry into a

place or company. Addiſon. 7. Apparition;

ſupernatural viſibility. Addiſon. , 8. Exhibi

tion of the perſon to a court. Shakeſp. 9. Open

circumſtance of a caſe. Swift, 10. Preſence;

mien. Addiſon. 11. Probability; likelihood.

Bacon.

APPEARER. ſ. [from To appear.] The perſon

that appears. Brown.

APPEASABLE. a. [from appeaſe.] Reconcile
able.

APPEASABLENESS. ſ. [from appeaſe.] Re
concileableneſs.

To APPEASE. v. a. [appaiſer, Fr.] 1. To

quiet; to put in a ſtate of peace. Davies. 2.

To pacify; to reconcile. Milton.

APPEASEMENT. ſ. [from appeaſe.) A ſtate

of peace. Hayward.pe APPEASER,
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APPEASER ſ [from appeaſe.] He that paci

fies: he that quiets diſturbances.

APPELLANT. ſ. [appelle, Lat. to call.] I

A challenger. Shakeſp. 2. One that appeals

from a lower to a higher power. Ayliffe.

APPELLATE. ſ. [appellatur, Lat.] The perſon

appealed againſt. Ayliffe.

APPELLATION. ſ. (appellatio, Lat.] Name.
Brown.

APPELLATIVE. ſ. ſappellativum, Lat.] Names

for a whole rank of beings, are called appel

latives. Matts.

APPELLATIVELY. adv. [from appellative.]

According to the manner of nouns appellative.

APPELLATORY. a. [from appeal.] That

which contains an appeal.

APPELLEE. ſ. One who is accuſed, Diä.

To APPEND. v. a. [appende, Lat.] 1. To hang

any thing upon another. 2. To add to ſome

thing as an acceſſory.

APPENDAGE. ſ. [French.] Something added

to another thing, without being neceſſary to

its eſſence. Taylºr.

APPE'NDANT. a. [French.] 1. Hanging to

ſomething elſe. 2. Annexed; concomitant.

•Rogers. 3. In law, any thing belonging to

another, as acceſſºrium principali. Cowell. . .

APPENDANT. ſ. An accidental or adventiti

ous part. Grew.

To APPENDICATE. v. a. [appendo, Lat.] To

add to another thing. Hale.

APPENDICATION. ſ. [fromappendicate.]An
nexion. Hale.

APPE'NDIX. ſ. ſappendices, plur. Lat] 1.

Something appended or added. Stillingſ. 2.

An adjunct or concomitant. Watts.

To APPERTA'IN. v. n. [appartenir, Fr.) 1.

To belong to as of right. Raleigh. 2. To be

long to by nature. Bacon.

APPERTAINMENT. ſ. [from appertain.]

That which belongs to any rank or dignity.

Shakeſp.

APPERTENANCE. ſ. [appartenance, Fr.]

That which belongs to another thing. Brºwn.

APPERTINENT. a. [from To appertain.]

Belonging; relating. Shakeſp.

APPETENCE. R. ſ. ſappetentia, Lat..] Carnal

APPETE'NCY. W. deſire. Miltºn.

APPETIBILITY. ſ.[from appetible.] The qua

lity of being deſirable. Bramhal.

APPETIBLE. a. [appetibilis, Lat.] Deſirable.

Bramhal.

A'PPETITE. ſ. [appetitut, Lat.) 1. The na

tural deſire of good. Hooker. 2. The deſire

of ſenſual pleaſure Dryden. 3. Violent long

ing. Clarendan. 4. Keenneſs of ſtomach;

hunger. Bacon.

APPETITION. ſ. [appetitio, Lat.] Defire

Hammond.

A'PPETITIVE. a. That which deſires. Hale,

To APPLA'UD. v. a. [applaudo, Lat.) 1. To

praiſe by clapping the hand. 2. To praiſe in

general. Pope.

APPLA'UDER. ſ. [from applaud.] He that

Praiſes or commends. Glanville.

APPLA'USE. ſ. ſapplauſur, Lat.] Approbation

loudly expreſſed. Dryden.

A PPLE. ſ. [appel, Saxon.) 1. The fruit of

the apple tree. Pºpe. 2. The pupil of the
eye. Deut.

APPLEWOMAN. ſ. [fºom apple and woman.]

A woman that ſells apples. Arbuthnot.

APPLIABLE. a. [from apply..] That which

may be applied. South.

APPLIANCE. ſ. [from apply..] The act of ap

plying; the thing applied. Shakeſp.

APPLICABILITY. ſ. [from applicable.] The

quality of being fit to be applied. Digby.

A*PLICABLE. a. [from apply..] That which

may be applied. Dryden.

A'PPLICABLENESS. ſ. [from applicable.] Fit

neſs to be applied. Boyle.

A'PPLICABLY. adv. [from applicable.] In ſuch

manner as that it may be properly applied.

APPLICATE. ſ. [from apply..] A right line

drawn acroſs a curve, ſo as to biſect the dia

meter. Chambers.

APPLICATION. ſ. [from apply..] 1. The act

of applying any thing to another. 2. The

thing applied. 3. The act of applying to any

perſon as a petitioner. Swift. 4. The em

ployment of any means for a certain end.

Lecke. 5. intº of thought; cloſe ſtudy.

Lecke. 6. Attention to ſome particular affair.

Addiſon.

A'PPLICATIVE. g. [from apply..] That which

applies. Bramhal.

APPLICATORY.ſ.That which applies. Taylºr.

To A'PPLY. v. a. [applico, Lat.] I. To put

one thing to another. Dryden. 2. To lay me

dicaments upon a wound. Addiſon. 3. To

make uſe of as relative or ſuitable. Dryden.

4. To put to a certain uſe. Clarenden. 5.

To uſe as means to an end. Rogers. 6. To

fix the mind upon; to ſtudy. Locke. 7. To

have recourſe to, as a petitioner. Swift. 8.

To endeavour to work upon. Rºgers. 9. To

ply; to keep at work. Sidney.

To APPO'INT. v. a. [appointer, Fr.] 1. To

fix any thing. Galatians. 2. To ſettle any

thing by compact. judges. 3. To eſtabliſh

any thing by decree. Manaſſeh's Prayer. 4.

To furniſh in all points; to equip. Hayward.

APPOINTER. ſ. [from appoint.] He that ſet
tles or fixes.

APPO'INTMENT. ſ. [appointement, Fr J 1.

Stipulation, job. 2. Decree; eſtabliſhment.

Hºoker. 3. Direction; order. Shakeſp. 4.

Equipment; furniture. Shakeſp. 5. An ai

lowance paid to any man.

To APPORTION. v. a. [from portiz, Lat..] To

ſet out in juſt proportions. Collier.

APPORTIONMENT. ſ. [from apportion.) A

dividing into portions. -

To APPOSE. v. a. [appeno, Lat.] To put queſ

tions to. Bacon.

APPOSITE. a. [appºſtus, Lat..] Proper; fit;

well adapted. Wºtton, Atterbury.

A“PPOSITELY. adv. [from appºſite.] Properly ;

fitly; ſuitably, Sºuth. - - - -

A'PPOSITENESS.

_/

|
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APPOSITENESS. ſ. (from appoſite.] Fitneſs; WT

propriety; ſuitableneſs. Hale.

APPöSI"floN. ſ. [appoſitis, Lat.) 1. The addi

tion of new matter. Arbuthnet. 2. In gram

o APPRO'PERATE. v. a. [appropere, Lat.]

To haſten; to ſet forward.

To APPROPINQUE. v. n. [appropinque, Lat.]
To draw near to Hudibrar.

mar, the putting of two nouns in the ſame APPROPRIABLE.a. (from at propriate } That

caſe. -

To APPRAISE. v. a. [apprecier, Fr.] To ſet

1 price upon any thing.

APPRAISER. ſ. (from appraiſe.] A perſon ap
pointed to ſet a price upon ... to be fold.

tºNiš. v. a. [apprehend, Lat.) 1.

To lay hold on. Taylor. 2. To ſeize, in or

der for trial or puniſhment. Clarendon. 3. To

conceive by the mind. Stillingfleet. 4. To

think on with terrour; to fear. Temple.

"ºff [from apprehend.] Con

ceiver; thinker. Glanville.

APPREHENSIBLE.a.[from apprehend.)That

which may be apprehended, or conceived.

Brºwn.

APPREHENSION.ſ.. [apprehenſ, Lat.] 1.The

mere contemplation of things. Watts. 2. Q

pinion; ſentiment; conception. South. 3. The

faculty by which we conceive new ideas. Mil

tº. 4. Fear. Addiſºn. 3. Suſpicion of ſome

thing. Shakeſp. 6. Seizure. Shakeſp.

APPREHENSIVE. a. [fºom apprehend..] 1.

Quick to underſtand. South. 2. Fearful

Tilſie.

APPREHENSIVELY.adw.[fromapprehenſive.]

In an apprehenſive manner.

APPREHENSIVENESS.ſ.[fromapprehenſive.]

The quality of being apprehenſive. Helder.

APPRENTICE. ſ. [apprentſ, Fr.) One that is

bound by covenant, to ſerve another man of

trade, upon condition that the tradeſman ſhall,

in the mean time, endeavour to inſtruct him

in his art. Dryden.

To APPRENTICE.v.a. [from the noun.] To

ºut to a maſter as an apprentice. Pope.

APPRENTICEHOOD. ſ."[from apprentice.]

The years of an apprentice's ſervitude. Shak.

APPRENTICESHIP.f. [from apprentice.)The

years which an apprentice is to paſs undcra

maſter. Digby. - -

To APPRIZE. v. a. [appris, Fr.] To inform.

- Cheyne.

To APPRO'ACH. v. 4. [apprecher, Fr.) 1. To

draw near locally. Shakeſp. 1. To draw near,

as time. Gay. 3. To make a progreſs towards,

mentally. Locke. -

T2APPROACH. v. a. To bring near to. Dryd.

APPROACH. J. [from the verb.] ... The act

of drawing near. Denham. 1. Acceſs. Bacon.

3. Hoſtile advance. Shakeſp. 4. Means of

advancing. Dryden.

APPROACHER..ſ. (from approach.) The per

ſon that approaches. Shakeſp.

APPROACHMENT.ſ (from apprºach.] The

ačt of coming near. Brown.

APPROBATION. ſ. [approhati, Lat 1. The

at ofapproving, or exprefling himſelf pleaſed.|

*akeſp. z. The liking of any thing. South.

3. Atteſtation; ſupport. Shakeſp.

APPROOF. ſ. [from approve..] Commendation.

Słakeſp.

which may be appropriated. Brown.

To APPROPRIATE. v. a. (approprier, Fr.) 1.

To conſign to ſome particular uſe or perſon.

Rºſcommon. 2. To claim or exerciſe an ex

cluſive right. Milton. 3. To make peculiar:

to annex. Lºcke. 4. In law, to alienate a

benefice. Ayliffe.

APPROPRIATE. a. (from the verb.] Peculiar;

conſigned to ſome particular. Stilling fleet.

APPROPRIATION. ſ. [rom appropriate.] 1.

The application of ſomething to a particular

purpoſe. Locke. , 2. The claim of any thing

as peculiar. Shakeſp. 3. The fixing a particu

lar ſignification to a word. Locke. 4. In law, a

ſevering of a benefice eccleſiaſtical to the pro

per and perpetual uſe of ſome religious houſe,

or dean, and chapter, biſhoprick, or college.

Ceto ell. -

APPROPRIATOR. ſ. (from appropriate.] He

that is
poſſeſſed of an appropriated benefice.

Ayliffe. -

APPROVABLE. That which merits approba

tion. Brown.

APPROVAL. ſ. [from approve..] Approbation.

Temple.

APPROVANCE. ſ. [from approve] Approba
tion. amſon.

To APPROVE. v. a. [approuver, Fr.] 1. To

like; to be pleaſed with. Hooker, Davier. 2.

To expreſs liking. Locke. 3. To prove; to

ſhow. Tillotſºn. 4. To experience. Shakeſp.

. To make worthy of approbation. Rogers.

APPROVEMENT. ſ. [from apprºve..] Appro

bation; liking. Hayward.

APPROver. J. [from approve.) 1. He that

approves. 1. He that makes trial. Shakeſp.

3. In law, one that confeſſing felony of him

felſ, accuſeth another. Cowell.

APPRO'XIMATE. a. [from ad and proximur,

Lat.] Near to. Brown.

APPROXIMATION. ſ. [from approximate.]

1. Approach to any thing. Brºwn. ... Con

tinual approach nearer ſtill, and nearer to the

quantity fought.

To APPRICATE. v. n. [apricor,Lat.] To baſk

in the ſun.

APPU'LSE. ſ. [appulſus, Lat.) The act of ſtrik

ing againſt anything. Holder.

APPU'RTENANCE. See AP r E R ten A N ce.

APRICITY..f. [apricital, Lat.] Warmth ofthe

ſun; ſunſhine.

ApricoT,orAPRICOCK.A kind ofwallſruit.

APRIL. f. (Aprilir, Lat. Avril, Fr.] The

fourth month of the year, January counted

firſt. Peacham.

APRON. ſ. A cloth hung before, to keep the

other dreſs clean. Addiſon.

A PRON. ſ. A piece of lead which covers the

touch-hole of a great gun.

A PRON of a gooſe. The fat ſkin which covers

the belly. -

A PRON
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APRON-MAN. ſ. [from aeren and man.] A

workman; an artificer. Shakeſp.

A PRONE.D. a. [from aprºn.] Wearing an a

pron. Pºpe.

A PSIS. ſ. apſides, plural. [& J.; ) The higher

gºſſi is denominated aphelion, or apogee; the

lower, perihelion, or perigee.

APT. a. [aſ tur, Lat.) 1. Fit. Hecker. 1. Having

a tendency to. Hººker. 3. Inclined to; led to.

Bentley. 4. Ready; quick; as, an apt wit.

Shakeſp. 5. Qualified for. 2 Kings.

To APT. v. a. [apto, Lat.] 1. To ſuit; to adapt.

Ben johnſºn. 1. To fit; to qualify. Denham.

To A PTATE. v. a. [aptatum, Lat.) To make

fit.

A'PTITUDE.ſ. (French.) 1. Fitneſs. Decay ºf

Piety. 2. Tendency. Decay of Piety. 3. Diſ

poſition. Locke.

APTLY. adv. [from apt.) 1. Properly; fitly.

Blackmore. 2. Juſtly; pertinently. Addiſon. 3.

Readily; acutely; as, he learned his buſineſs

very aptly.

APTNESS. ſ. [from apt.) 1. Fitneſs; ſhitable

neſs. Norrir. 2. Diſpoſition to any thing.

Shakeſp. 3. Quickneſs of apprehenſion. Bacºn.

4. Tendency. Addiſon.

APTOTE. ſ. [of a and wºrk ] A noun which

is not declined with caſes.

Af ## [Latin 3 Water.

A gº/A FORTIS. [Latin.) A corroſive liquor

made by diſtilling purified nitre with calcined

vitriol, or rectified oil of vitriol in a ſtrong

heat, the liquor, which riſes in fumes red as

blood, being collected, is the ſpirit of nitre

or aqua fartis.

A QUA MARINA’. This ſtone ſeems to me to

be the beryllus of Pliny. Weedward.

A QUA MIRABILIS. (Lat.) The wonderful

water. It is a good and agreeable cordial.

A'sUA REGIA, or A&VA REGALIS (Lat.]

An acid corroſive ſpirit or water, ſo called, be

cauſe it ſerves as a menſtruum to diſſolve gold.

4 &LA/ITAE. [Latin.) Brandy.

AQUATICK.a.[aquaticus, Lat.] 1. That which

inhabits the water. Ray. z. That which grows

in the water. Mertimer. -

A QUATILE. a. [aquatilir, Lat.] That which

inhabits the water.

A'QUEDUCT. ſ. [aqueductur, Lat, JA convey

ance made for carrying water. Addiſon:

A'QUEOUS. a. [from aqua, water, Lat.] Wa

tery. Ray.

A QUEOUSNESS. ſ. [aquiſtas, Lat.] Wa
teriſhneſs.

-

A QUILINE. a. [aquilixus, Lat.] Reſembling

an eagle; when applied to the noſe, hooked.

Pryden.

AQUOSE. a. [from aqua, Lat.] Watery.

A QUOSITY. J. L from aqueſe.J Waterineſs.

A. R. ann, regni, that is, in the year ofthe reign.

A RABLE. a. [from aro, Lat.j Fit for tillage.

Dryden,

ARACHNOI DES. ſ. [from ataxy", a ſpider, and

*::, form.] One of the tunicks of the eye, ſo

called from its reſemblance to a cobweb.

1zer han.

ARAIGNEE. ſ. A term in fortification, a branch,

return, or gallery of a mine.

ARANEOUS. a. [from aranea, Lat. a cobweb.]

Reſembling a cobweb. Derham.

ARATION.ſ.[aratio, Lat.] The aa or practice

of plowing. Cowley.

A'RATORY...a...[from are, Lat.toplow.] That

which contributes to tillage.

A'RBALIST...f. [arcºs, and baliſta.] A croſs
bow. Camden.

A'RBITER. ſ. (Lat.) 1. A judge appointed by

the parties, to whoſe determination they vo

luntarily ſubmit. Bacon. 2. A judge. Temple.

A'RBITRABLE. a.[from arbitrar, Lat.] Arbi

trary; depending upon the will. Spelman.

ARBPTRAMENT. ſ. [from arbitrer, Lat.]

Will; determination; choice. Milton.

A'RBITRARILY, adv. [from arbitrary..] with

no other rule than the will; deſpotically; ab

ſolutely. Dryden.

ARBITRA'RIOUS. a. [from arbitrarius, Lat.]

Arbitrary; depending on the will. Norris.

ARBITRARIOUSLY.adv.[fromarbitrarieus.]

According to mere will and pleaſure:Glanville.

A'RBITRARY. a.[arbitrarius, Lat.) 1. Deſpo

tick; abſolute. Prior. 2. Depending en no

rule; capricious. Brºwn.

To A RBITRATE. v. a. [arbitrar, Lat.] 1.

To decide; to determine. Shakeſp. z. To

judge of. Miltow.

To A'RBITRATE. v. s. To give judgment.
Smith.

A'RBITRARINESS. ſ. [from arbitrary.] De

ſpoticalneſs. Temple. -

ARBITRATION. ſ. [from arbitrar, Lat.] The

determination of a cauſe by a judge mutually

agreed on by the parties.

ARBITRATOR.J. [from arbitrate.) 1. An ex

traordinary judge between party and party.

choſen by their mutual conſent. Cowel. 2. A

governour; a preſident. Par. Lºft. 3. He that

has the power of acting by his own choice.

4ddiſon, 4. The determiner. Shakeſe.

ARBITREMENT. ſ. [from arbitrer, Lat.) 1.

Deciſion; determination. Hayward. 2. Com

promiſe. Bacon.

ARBORARY. a. Of or belonging to a tree.

Dryden.

A'RBORET. ſ. [arbor, Lat. a tree..] A ſmall

tree or ſhrub. Milton.

ARBOREOUS. a. [arboreur, Lat.] Belonging
to trees. Brown.

ARBORIST. ſ. (arberiffe, Fr.] A naturaliſt

who makes trees his ſtudy. Howel.

ARBOROUS, a. [from arbºr, Lat.] Belonging
to a tree. Milton.

A'RBOUR.J. [from arbor, Lat.a tree..] A bower.

Dryden.

A'RBOURVINE. A ſpecies of bind weed;

which ſee.

A'RBUSCLEſ.[arbuſcula,Lat.]Any little ſhrub.

A'RBUTE.J. [arbutus, Lat.] Strawberry tree.

May.

ARC. ſ. ſarcuſ, Lat.] 1. A ſegment; a part of a

circle. Newton. 2. An arch. Pope.

ARCA'DE.
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ARCA'DE. ſ. [French.] A continued arch. Pope.

ARCA Núñji, the plural arcana. (Latin.) A

ſecret.

ARCH. ſ. [arcus, Lat.] I. Part of a circle, not

more than the half. Locke. 2. A building in

form of a ſegment of a circle, uſed for bridges.

Dryden. 3. Vault of heaven. Shakeſp. 4. A

chief. Shakeſp.

Te ARCH. v.a.[arcuo,Lat.) 1. To build arches.

Pºpe. 1. To cover with arches. Hºwel.

ARCH. a. [from 3px?', chief.] 1. Chief; of

the firſt claſs. Shakeſp. 2. Waggiſh; mirthful.

Swift.

ań. in compoſition, chief, ofthe firſt claſs, as,

ARCHA'NGEL. ſ. [archangelus, Lat..] One of

the higheſt order of angels. Norris.

ARCHANGEL. ſ. A plant. Dead nettle.

ARCHANGELICK. a. [from archangel] Be

longing to arch-angels. Milton.

ARCHBEACON.ſ.[from arch and beacon.]The

chief place of proſpect, or of ſignal. Carew.

ARCHBI’sHOP. ſ.É. biſhop.] A biſhop

of the firſt claſs, who ſuperintends the conduct

of other biſhops his ſuffragans. Clarendos.

ARCHBISHOPRICK.ſ.[from archbiſhºp.]The

ſtate or juriſdićtion of anarchbiſhop. Clarendon.

ARCHCHANTER. ſ. [from arch and chanter.]

The chief chanter.

ARCHDEACON. ſ. [archidiaconur, Lat.] One

that ſupplies the biſhop's place and office.
Awliffe.

Ağbeaconry.f [archidiaconatus,Lat.]

The office or juriſdićtion of an archdeacon.

Carew.

ARCHDEACONSHIP. ſ. [from archdeacon.]

The office of an archdeacon.

ARCHDUKE. ſ [archiduz, Lat.] A title given

to princes, of Auſtria and Tuſcany. Carew.

ARCHDU'CHESS. ſ. [from arch and ducheſs.]

The ſiſter or daughter of the archduke of

Auſtria.

• ARCHPHILOSOPHER, ſ [from arch and phi

lºſºpher.] Chief philoſopher. Hook.

ARCHPRELATE. ſ. [from arch and prelate.]

Chief prelate. Hooker.

ARCHPRESBYTER. ſ. (arch and preſbyter.]

Chief preſbyter. Ayliffe.

ARCHAIOLOGY. [sixaº- and Ayoº.] A

diſcourſe on antiquity.

ARCHAIOLOGICK.a.[from archaialºgy.]Re

lating to a diſcourſe on antiquity.

ATRCHAISM. ['atzaſzºwic.] An ancient phraſe.

Wattſ.

ATRCHED. parti. a. [Tc arch..] Bentin the form

of an arch. Shakeſp.

ARCHER.ſ.[archer,Fr.from arcus, Lat. abow.)

He that ſhoots with a bow. Prior.

ARCHERY. ſ. [from archer.) 1. The uſe of the

bow. Camden. 2. The act of ſhooting withthe

bow. Shakeſp. 3. The art of an archer.Craſhaw.

ARCHES-COURT. ſ. [from arches and court.)

The chief and moſt ancient conſiſtory that be

longs to the archbiſhop of Canterbury, for the

debating ſpiritual cauſes, ſo called from Bow

church in London, where it is kept, whoſe

top is raiſed of ſtone pillars, built arch-wiſe.
Carvel/.

ARCHETYPE. ſ. [archetypum,Lat.]The origi

nal of which any reſemblance is made. Watts.

ARCHETYPAL. a. [archetypus, Lat.] Origi
nal. Norris.

4RCHEUS. ſ. [from 3:22:..] A power that pre

ſides over the animal oeconomy.

ARCHIDIA'CONAL. a. (from archidiaconus.]

Belonging to an archdeacon.

ARCHIEPISCOPAL. a. ſſrom archiepiſcopus,

Lat.] Belonging to an archbiſhop.

A'RCHITECT. ſ. [architeºus, Lat.] 1. A pro

feſſor of the art of building. Wotton. 2. A

builder. Milton. 3. The contriver of any

thing. Shakeſp.

ARCHITECTIVE. a. [from archite&.] That

performs the work of architecture. Derham.

ARCHITECTONICK. a. [from 36xos, chief,

and riºtww.] That which has the power or

ſkill of an architect. Boyle.

ARCHITECTURE. ſ. [archite&ura, Lat.] 1.

The art or ſcience of building. Blackm, 2.

The effect or performance of the ſcience of

building. Burnet.

A'RCHITRAVE. ſ. [from ‘aţxº, chief, and

trabº, Lat.] That part of a column, which lies

immediately upon the capital, and is the low

eſt member of the entablature. Wotton.

A'RCHIVES. ſ. without a ſingular. [archiva,

Lat.] The places where records or ancient

writings are kept. Woodward.

ARCHWISE. a. ſarch and wiſe.] In the form

of an arch. Ayliffe.

ARCI'TENENT. a. [arcitenens, Lat.] Bow
bearing. -

ARCTATION. ſ. [from aréio.] Confinement.

A'RCTICK.ſ. [from 'aggle..] Northern. Philipt.

A'RCUATE. a. [arcuatus, Lat.] Bent in the

form of an arch. Bacon.

A'RCUATILE. a. [from arcuate.] Bent; in

fle&ted.

ARCUATION. ſ. [from arcuate.] 1. The act

of bending anything; incurvation. 2. The

ſtate of being bent; curvity, or crookedneſs.

3. [In gardening.] The method of raiſing by

layers ſuch trees as cannot be raiſed from ſeed,

bending down to the ground the branches

which ſpring from the offsets.

A'RCUATURE. ſ. [arcuatura, low Lat.] The

bending or curvature of an arch.

ARCUBALISTER. ſ. [from arcus, a bow, and

baliſia.] A croſs-bowman. Camden.

ARD. Signifies natural diſpoſition; as, Goddard

is a divine. Camden.

A'RDENCY. ſ. [from ardent.] Ardour; eager.

neſs. Boyle.

ARDENT. a. [ardens, Lat. burning.] I. Hot;

burning; fiery. Newton. 2. Fierce; vehement.

Dryden. 3. Paſſionate; affectionate. Prior.

A'RDENTLY.adw.[from ardent.] Eagerly; af

fe&tionately. Sprat.

A'RDOUR.J. [arder. Lat. heat.) 1. Heat. 2.

Heat of affection, as love, deſire, courage.

South 3. The perſon ardent or bright. Milton.

- G ARDU'ITY,
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ARDUITY. ſ. [from arduous.) Height; diff

culty. Dić7.

A'RDUOUS. a. [arduuſ, Lat.] 1. Lofty; hard

to climb. Pope. 2. Difficult. South.

A'RDUOUSNESS. ſ. [from arduous.) Height;

difficulty.

ARE. The plural of the preſent tenſe of the

verb to be.

A REA. ſ. (Latin.) 1. The ſurface contained

between any lines or boundaries. Watts. 1.

Any open ſurface. Wotton.

To AREAD. To adviſe; to direct. Par. Left.

AREFACTION. ſ. [arefacio, Lat to dry.) The

ſtate of growing dry; the act of drying. Bacon.

To AREFY. v. a. ſarºfacio, Lat. to dry.] To

dry. Bacon.

ARENACEOUS. a. [arena, Lat. ſand.] Sandy.

Woodwar

ARENATION. ſ. [arena, Lat.] Is uſedby ſome

phyſicians for a ſort of dry bath, when the pa

tient ſits with his feet upon hot ſand.

ARENO.S.E. a. [from arena, Lat.] Sandy.

ARE/NULOUS. a. [from arenula, Lat. ſand.]

Full of ſmall ſand; gravelly.

AREOTICK. a. ['agatorua.] Such medicines

as open the pores.

ARETO'LOGY. ſ. [from 'astrº, and Aiya.]

That part of moral philoſophy which treats of

virtue, its nature, and the means of arriving

at it.

A'RGENT. a. [from argestum, Lat. filver.] 1.

Having the white colour uſed in the coats of

gentlemen. a. Silver; bright like ſilver.

ARGENTATION. ſ. [argentum, Lat.] An

overlaying with ſilver.

A'RGENTINE. a. [argentin, Fr.] Sounding

like ſilver.

ARGIL: ſ [argilº, Lat] Potters clay.

ARGILLA'CF.O.U.S. a. [from argil.] Clayey;

conſiſting of argil, or potters clay.

ARGILLOUS. a. (from argil) Conſiſting of

clay; clayiſh. Brown.

A'RGOSY. [from Argo, the name of Jaſon's

ſhip.] A large veſſel for merchandiſe; a car

rack. Shakeſp.

To ARGUE. v. m. [argua, Lat.) 1. To reaſon;

to offer reaſons. Locke. 2. To perſuade by ar

gument. Congreve. 3. To diſpute. Lºcke.

To ARGUE. v. a. 1. To prove any thing by

argument. Donne. 2. To debate any queſtion.

3. To prove as an argument. Par. Lºft, New

tea; 4. To charge with, as a crime. Dryden.

A'RCUER. ſ. [from argue.] A reaſoner; a diſ

puter. Decay ºf Piety.

ARGUMENT. ſ. [argumentam, Lat.] I. A

reaſon alledged for or againſt anything. Locke.

2. The ſubject of any diſcourſe or writing.

Milton, Sprat. 3. The contects of any work

fummed up by way of at ſtract. Dryden. 4.

Controverſy. Locke. -

ARGUMENTAL.a.[from argument.] Belong

ing to argument. Pºpe.

ARGUMENTA"TION. ſ. [from argument.)

º the act of reaſoning.

ARGUME'NTATIVE. a. [rom argument.]

Conſiſting of argument; containing argument.

Atterbury.

ARGUTE. a. [arguto, Ital. argutus, Lat.] 1.

Subtle; witty; ſharp. 2. Shrill.

A RIA. ſ. [Ital.] An air, ſong, or tune.

A'RID. a. [aridus, Lat. dry.) Dry; parched up.
Arbuthnot.

ARI DITY.'ſ [from arid.) 1. Dryneſs; ſiccity.

Arbuthnot. 2. A kind of inſenſibility in devo
tion. Norris.

A RIES. ſ. [Lat.] The ram; one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiack. Thomſºn.

To ARIETATE. v. n. [arieto, Lat.] To butt

like a ram. To ſtrike in imitation of the

blows which rams give with their heads.

ARIETA"TION. ſ. [from arietate.] 1. The act

of butting like a ram. 2. The act of batter

ing with an engine called a ram. Baren. 3.

The act of ſtriking, or conflicting in general.
Glanville.

ARIETTA. ſ. [Ital. in muſick.] A ſhort air,

ſong, or tune.

ARI'GHT. adv. [from a and right.) 1. Rightly;

without errour. Dryden. 2. Rightly; without

crime. Pſalm. 3. Rightly; without failing of

the end deſigned. Dryden.

ARICOLA"TION. ſ. ſhariolas, Lat.] Soothſaying.
Brown.

ARIO'SO. J. [Ital.] The movement of a com

mon air, ſong, or tune.

To ARI'SE. v. n. pret. aroſe,B. ariſen. 1. To

mount upward as the ſun.

up as from ſleep, or from reſt. Proverbs. 3.

4. To revive from death. Iſaiah. 5. To pro

ceed, or have its original. Dryden. 6. To en

ter upon a new ſtation. Cawley. 7. To corn

mence hoſtility. 1 Samuel.

ARISTOCRACY. ſ. [Hero; nº-ſix.] That

form of government which places the ſupreme

power in the nobles. Swift.

ARISTOCRATICAL. a... [from ariffscracy.)

Relating to ariſtocracy. Ayliffe.

ARISTOCRATICALNESS.ſ.[from ariffscra

tical.] An ariſtocratical ſtate.

ARITHMANCY. ſ. ['atsaor, and Exaſsia.]

A foretelling future events by numbers.

ARITHMETICAL. a. [from arithmetick.] Ac

cording to the rules or method of arithmetick.

Newton.

ARITHME"TICALLY. adv. [from arithmeti

cal.] In an arithmetical manner. Arbuthnat.

ARITHMETI'CIAN. ſ. [from arithmetick.] A

maſter of the art of numbers. Addiſºr.

ARITHMETICK. ſ. [**1840; and ºil sa..]

tion. Taylor.

ARK. ſ. ſarca, Lat. a cheſt.] 1. A veſſel to

ſwim upon the water, uſually applied to that

inº Noah was preſerved from the univer

ſal deluge. Milton. 2. The repoſitory of the

covenant of God with the Jews.

ARM. ſ. [eanm, eonm, Sax.] 1. The limb

which reaches from the hand to the ſhcºulder.

Drydes. 2. The large bough of a tree. Sidney.

ryden. z. To get

The ſcience of numbers; the art of computa

To come into view, as from obſcurity. Matth.

3. An
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3. An inlet of water from the ſea. Norris.

4. Power; might. As the ſecular arm. ||

Shakeſp.

ARMS END. A due diſtance. A phraſe taken

from boxing. Sidney.

To ARM. v. a. [arms, Lat.] 1. To furniſh

with armour of defence, or weapons of of.

fence. Pºpe. 2. To plate with any thing that

may add ſtrength. Shakeſp. 3. To furniſh ;|

to fit up. Walton.

To ARM. v. s. 1. To take arms. Shakeſp. 2.

Toprovide againſt. Spenſer.

4RMMDA. ſ. [Span. a fleet of war.] An arma

ment for ſea. Fairfax.

4RMADILLO.ſ. [Spaniſh.] A four-footed ani

mal of Braſil, as big as a cat, with a ſnout

like a hog, a tail like a lizard, and feet like a

hedge-hog. He is armed all over with hard

ſcales like armour.

*MENT/. [armamentum, Lat.] A naval

orce.

ARMAMENTARY. ſ. [armamentariam, Lat.]

An armory; a magazine or arſenal of war

like implements.

ARMAN. ſ. A confedion for reſtoring loſt ap

petite in horſes.

*TurE. ſ. [armatura, Lat] Armour.

gy.

ARMED. a. [in heraldry.] is uſed in reſpect of

beaſts and birds of prey, when their teeth,

hºrns, feet, beak, talons, or tuſks, are of a

different colour from the reſt; as he bears a

Cºck or a falcon armed, or.

ARMED Chair. ſ. [from armedand chair.] An

elbow chair.

ARMBNIAN Bole. ſ. A fatty medicinal kind
of earth.

ARMENIAN Stone.f. A mineral ſtone or earth.

of blue colour, ſpotted with green, black and

yellow.

ARMENTAL. Belonging to a drove or herd

ARMENTINE. of cattle.

ARMENTO SE. a. [armeneſus, Lat.] Abound

ing with cattle.

ARMGAUNT. a. [from arm and gaunt.] Slen

der as the arm. Shakeſp.

ARM-HOLE. ſ. [from arm and hole.] The ca

vity under the ſhoulder. Bacon.

ARMIGEROUS...a...[from armiger, Lat.] Bear

ing arms.

ARMILLARY. a. [from armilla.] Reſembling

a bracelet.

ARMILLATED.a. [armillatus, Lat.] Wearing

bracelets. Dići. -

*RMINGS. ſ. [in a ſhip.] The ſame with
waſteclothes.

ARMITOTENCE. [arma, potentia.] Power in
war.

ARMIPOTENT. a. [arnipotent.] Mighty in
war. Dryden.

ARMISONOU.S. a.[armiſenuſ, Lat.] Ruſtling

with armour.

ARMISTICEſ.[armińitium,Lat.]A ſhort truce.

**MLET. ſ.tromarm.) 1. A Little arm. 2.

A piece of armour for the arm. 3. A bracelet

for the arm. Donne.

ARMONI’ACK. ſ. ſerroneouſly ſo written for

cmmoniac.]

ARMORER. ſ. [armorier, Fr.) 1. He that

makes armour, or weapons. Pºpe. 2. He that

dreſſes another in armour. Shakeſp.

ARMORIAL. a. [armºrial, Fr.] Belonging to

the arms or eſcutcheon of a family.

ARMORIST. ſ. [from armaar.] A perſon ſkil

led in heraldry.

A'RMORY..f. [from armeur.] 1. The place in

which arms are repoſited for uſe. South, 2.,

Armour; arms of defence. Par. Leſt. 3. En

ſigns armorial. Fairy Queen.

Aºurſ [armatura, Lat.) Defenſive arms.

ºwth.

A'RMOUR BEARER. ſ. [from armour and

bear.] He that carries the armour of another.

Dryden.

A'RMPiT. ſ. [from arm and pit.] The hollow

place under the ſhoulder. Swift.

ARMS. ſ. withºut the ſingular number. [arma,

Lat.] 1. Weapons of offence, or armour of

defence. Pope. 2. A ſtate of hoſtility. Shakeſp.

3. War in general. Dryden. 4. A&tion; the

act of taking arms. Mittan. 5. The enſigns

armorial of a family.

ARMY.ſ. (armée, Fr.) 1. A colle&tion ofarmed

men, obliged to obey one man. Lºcke. 1. A

great number. Shakeſp. -

AROMATICAL. a. [from aromatick.] Spicy's

fragrant. Bacca.

AROMATICK. c. (from aroma, Lat. ſpice.) 1.

;: Dryden. 2. Fragrant; ſtrong ſcented.

ope.

AROMATICKS. ſ. Spices. Raleigh.

AROMATIZATION.J.ſfrom aromatize] The

mingling of aromatick ſpices.

To ARQMATIZE. v. a. [from arama, Lat.

ſpice.] 1. To ſcent with ſpices; to impreg

nate with ſpices. Bacºn, a. To ſcent; to per

fume. Brown.

AROSE. The preterite of the verb ariſe.

AROUND. adv. [from a and round.) 1. In a

circle. Dryden. 2. On every ſide.

AROUND. prep. About. Dryden.

To AROUSE. v. a. [from a and rºuſe.} t. To

wake from ſleep. 2. To raiſe up; to excite.

Themſon.

AROW, adv. [from a and row.] In a row. Sid.

sey, Dryden.

ARO YNT. Be gone; away. Shakeſp.

ARQUEBUSE. ſ. A hand gun. Bacon.

A'RQUEBUSIER.ſ.[from arquebuſe.)A ſoldier

armed with an arquebuſe. Knolles.

ARRACK. A ſpirit procured by diſtillationfrom

a vegetable juice called toddy, which flows by

inciſion out of the cocoa-nut tree.

A'RRACK. One of the quickeſt plants both in

coming up and running to ſeed. Mortimer.

To ARRAIGN. v. a. [arranger, Fr. to ſet in

order.] 1. To ſet a thing in order, in its place.

A priſoner is ſaid to be arraigned, when he is

brought forth to his trial. Cowel. 2. To accuſe;

to charge with faults in general, as in contro

verſy, or in ſatirs. Sºuth.

G 2. ARRA'IGN

–
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ARRAIGNMENT. ſ. [from arraign.] The act

of arraigning; a charge. Dryden.

To ARRANGE. v. a. [arranger, Fr.] To put

in the proper order for any purpoſe. Fairy
teen.

ARRANGEMENT.ſ [from arrange.]The act

of putting in proper order; the ſtate of being

put in order. Cheyne.

A'RRANT. a. [from errant.] Bad in a highde

gree. Dryden.

A'RRANTLY, adv. [from arrant..] Corruptly;

ſhamefully. L'Eſtrange.

A'RRAS, ſ. (from Arras, a town in Artois.] Ta

peſtry. Denham.

ARRAUGHT. Seized by violence. Fairy &ueen.

ARRAY. ſ. [arrey,§ 1. Dreſs. Dryden. 1.

Order of battle. 3. In law. The ranking or

ſetting. Cowell.

To ARRA Y. v. a. [arreyer, old Fr.] 1. To put

in order. 2. To deck; to dreſs. Dryden.

ARRAYERS. ſ. [from array.) Officers whoan

ciently had the care of facing the ſoldiers duly

appointed in their armour.

ARREAR. a. [arriere, Fr. behind.] Behind.

ARRE'AR. ſ. That which remains behind un

paid, though due. Locke.

ARRE'ARAGE. The remainder of an account.

Howel.

ARREARANCE. ſ. The ſame with arrear.

ARRENTATION. ſ. (from arrendar, span. to

farm.] The licenſing an owner of lands in

the foreſt, to incloſe.

ARREPTITIOUS. a. [arreptus,Lat.]1.Snatch

ed away. 2. Crept in privily.

ARREST. ſ. [from arreſter, Fr. to ſtop.] 1. In

law. A ſtop or ſtay. An arreff is a reſtraint of

a man's perſon. Cowel. 2. Any caption. Taylor.

To ARRE ST. v. a. [arreſler,º 1. To ſeize

by a mandate from a court. Shakeſp. z. To

ſeize anything by law. Shakeſp. 3. To ſeize;

to lay hands on. South. 4. To with-hold; to

hinder. Davies. 5. To ſtop motion. Boyle.

ARREST. A mangey humour between the ham

and the paſtern of the hinder legs of a horſe.

Die?.

To ARRIDE. v. a. [arrides, Lat.) 1. To laugh

at. 2. To ſmile; to look pleaſantly upon one.

ARRIERE. ſ. [French.) The laſt body of an

army. Hayward.

ARRI ERE BAN. ſ. [from arriere and ban.]

A proclamation, by which the king of France

ſummons to war all that hold of him, both

his own vaſſals or the nobleſſe, and the vaſſals

of his vaſſals.

ARRIERE FEE, or a FIEF. Is a fee dependant

on a ſuperiour one.

ARRI'ERE VASSAL. The vaſſal of a vaſſal.

Trevcux.

ARRISION. ſ. [arriſe, Lat.] A ſmiling upon.

ARRIVAL. J. [from arrive.] The act of com

ing to any place; the attainment of any pur

poſe. Waller. -

A RRI'v A.N.C.E. ſſfrom arrive..] Company com

ing. Shakeſp. -

To ARRIVE. v. n. [arriver, Fr.] To come

to any place by water. 2. To reach any

place by travelling. Sidney. 3. To reach any

point. Locke. 4. To gain anything. Addiſºr.

5. To happen. Waller..

To ARRODE. v. a. [arrods, Lat.] To gnaw or
nibble. Diº.

ARROGANCE. 7 ſ. [arrºgantia, Lat.] The

ARROGANCY. § aćt or quality of taking

much upon one's ſelf. Dryden. -

A'RROGANT. a. [arrogans, Lat.) Haughty ;

preud. Temple. -

A'RROGANTLY. adv. [from arrogant.] In an

arrogant manner. Dryden.

A'RROGANTNESS.J. [fromarrogant..] Arre

gance. -

To A'RROGATE.v.a.[arroge,Lat.] To claim

vainly ; to exhibit unjuſt claims. Raleigh.

ARROGATION. ſ. (from arrºgate.] A claim

ing in a proud manner.

ARROSION.ſ.[from arreſur,Lat.]A Gnawing.

ARROW. ſ. [anepe, Sax.] The pointed weapon

which is ſhot from a bow. Hayward.

ARROWHEAD. ſ. [from arrow and headl A

water plant.

A'RROWY. a. [from arrow.] Conſiſting of ar

rows. Par. Left.

ARSE. ſ. [eanre, Sax.] The buttocks.

To hang an ARSE. To be tardy, ſluggiſh.

ARSE FOOT. ſ. A kind of water fowl.

ARSE SMART. ſ. A plant.

A'RSENAL. ſ.[arſenale, Ital.] A repoſitory of

things requiſite for war; a magazine. Add/sr.

ARSE NICAL. a. [from arſenick.) Containing

arſenick. Woodward.

A'RSENICK. ſ. [ærivinov.] A ponderous mi

neral ſubſtance, volatile and uninflammable,

which gives a whiteneſs to metals in fuſion, and

proves a violent corroſive poiſon. Woodward.

ART.ſ. [arte, Fr. ars, Lat.) 1. The power of

doing ſomething not taught by nature and in

ſtinct. Pºpe. 2. A ſcience; as, the liberal

arts. Ben. Johnſon. 3. A trade. Boyle. 4. Art

fulneſs; ſkill; dexterity. Shakeſp. 5. Cun

ning. 6. Speculation. Shakeſp.

ARTERIAL. a. [from artery.) That which re

lates to the artery; that which is contained in

the artery. Blackmºre.

ARTERIOTOMY. ſ. [from affngia and riºva,

to cut.] The operation of letting blood from

the artery.

ARTERY. ſ. [arteria, Lat.) An artery is a co

nical canal, conveying the blood from the heart

to all parts of the body. Quincy.

A'RTFUL. a. [from art and full.] 1. Performed

with art. Dryden. 2. Artificial; not natural.

3. Cunning; ſkilful; dexterous. Pºpe.

A'RTFULLY. adv. [from artful] with art;

ſkilfully. Rogers.

A'RTFULNESS. ſ. [from artful] 1. Skill.

Cheyne. 2. Cunning. -

ARTHRITICK.

ARTHRITICAL.

1. Gouty; relating to the gout. Arbuth. 2.

Relating to joints. Brown.

ARTHRITIS. ſ. [3;&pi;...] The gout.

ARTICHOKE.J. [artickault, Fr.] This plant is

<- ery

a. [from arthritis.]
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- very like the thiſtle, but hath large ſcaly heads

ſhaped like the cone of the pine apple. Miller.

ARTICHOKE ºfferuſalem. See Sun-Flow

er, of which it is a ſpecies.

ARTICK. a. [It ſhould be written arélick.]

Northern. Dryden.

A'RTICLE. ſ. [articulus, Lat.] I. A part of

ſpeech, as the, an. 2. A ſingle clauſe of an ac

count; a particular part of any complex thing.

Tilletſºn. 3. Terms; ſtipulation. Shakeſp. 4.

Point of time; exact time. Clarendon.

To ARTICLE. v.ºn. [from the noun article.]

To ſtipulate; to make terms. Donne.

To ARTICLE. v. a. To draw up in particular

articles. Taylor.

ARTICULAR.a. [articularis, Lat.] Belonging

to the joints.

ARTICULATE. a. [from articulus, Lat.] 1.

Diſtinct. Milton. 2. Branched out into articles.

Bacon.

To ARTICULATE. v. a. [from article.) 1.

To form words; to ſpeak as a man. Glanville.

2. To draw up in articles. Shakeſp. 3. To

make terms. Shakeſp.

ARTI'CULATELY. adv. [from articulate.]

In an articulate voice. Decay of Piety.

ARTICULATENESS ſ.[from articulate.]The

quality of being articulate.

ARTICULATION. ſ. [from articulate.] 1.

The juncture, or joint of bones. Ray. 2. The

act of forming words. Holder. 3. [In botany.)

. The joints in plants.

A'RTIFICE. ſ. [artificium, Lat ) i. Trick;

fraud; ſtratagem. South. 2. Art; trade

ARTIFICER. ſ. [artifex, Lat.] 1. An artiſt;

a manufacturer. Sidney. 2. A forger; a con

triver. Par. Loft. 3. A dexterous or artful

fellow. Ben. johnſon.

ARTIFI'CIAL. a. artificiel, Fr.) 1. Made by

art; not natural. Wilkins. 2. Fićtitious; not

genuine. Shakeſp. 3. Artful; contrived with

ſkill. Temple.

ARTIFI'CIAL Arguments. [In rhetorick J Are

proofs on conſiderations which ariſe from the

genius, induſtry, or invention of the orator.

ARTIFI’CIAL Liner, on a ſector or ſcale, are

lines ſo contrived as to repreſent the logarith

mick ſines and tangents; which, by the help

of the line of numbers, ſolve, with tolerable

exactneſs, queſtions in trigonometry, naviga

tion, &c. Chaanbers.

ARTIFICIAL Numberſ, are the ſame with

lºgarithms.

ARTIFICIALLY. adv. [from artificial) i.

Artfully; with ſkill, with good contrivance.

Ray. 2. By art; not naturally. Addiſon.

ARTIFICIALNESS. ſ. [from artificial.; Art

fulneſs.

ARTILLERY. ſ. It has no plural. [artillerie,

Fr.) 1. Weapons of war. Bible. 2. Cannon;

great ordnance. Denham.

ARTISA. N. ſ. (Fr.] I. Artiſt; profeſſor of an

art. Mattan. 2. Manujačturer, low tradeſman.

Addiſºn.

ARTIST. ſ. [artiſie, Fr.] 1. The preſeñor of

an art. Newtºn. 2.

novice. Locke.

A'RTLESSLY. adv. [from artleſ...] In an artleſs

manner ; naturally; ſincerely. Pºpe.

A'RTLESS. a. [from art and leſs ) . Unſkilful.

Dryden. 2. Without fraud; as, an artleſ,

maid. 3. Contrived without ſkill; as an art

leſs tale.

To A RTUATF. v. [artuatus, Lat..] To tear

limb from limb.

ARUNDINA CEOUS.. a ſarundinateur, Lat.]

Of or like reeds.

ARUNDINEOUS. a. [arundineus, Lat.] A

bounding with reeds.

AS. conjunct. [alº, Teut..] I. In the ſame

manner with ſomething elſe. Shakeſp. 2. In

the manner that. Dryden. 3. That; in a

conſequential ſenſe. Wotton. 4. In the ſtate

of another. A. Philips. 5. Under a particular

conſideration. Gay. 6. Like; of the ſame

kind with. Watts. 7. In the ſame degree

with. Blackmore. 8. As if; in the ſame

manner. Dryden. 9. According to what. i.

Car. Io. As it were; in ſome ſort. Bacon. I 1.

While; at the ſame time that. Addiſon. 12.

. Becauſe. Taylor. 13. As being. Bacon. 14.

Equally. Dryden. 15. How; in what manner.

Bºyle. 16. With; anſwering to like or ſame.

Shakeſp. 17. In a reciprocal ſenſe, anſwering

to ar. Bentley. 18. Going before as, in a com

parative ſenſe; the firſt as being ſometimes

underſtood. Bright at the ſun. Granville. 19.

Anſwering to ſuch. Tillotſºn. 20. Having ſo to

anſwer it; in the conditional ſenſe. Lecke, 21.

Anſwering to ſo conditionally. Dryden. 22. In

a ſenſe of compariſon, followed by ſo. Pope.

23. As For; with reſpect to. Dryden. 24.

As to; with reſpect to. Swift. 25. As well,

as; equally with. Locke. 26. As Though 3

as if. Sharp.

24 SAFCE'ſ IDA. ſ. A gum or reſin broughtfrom

the Eaſt Indies, of a ſharp taſte, and a ſtrong
offenſive ſmell. -

ASARABACCA. ſ. ſaſarum, Lat.] The name

of a plant. Miller.

ASBESTINE. a. (from aſbeſies.] Something in
combuſtible. -

ASAE ESTOS. ſ. [acºs; e..] A ſort of native

foſſile ſtone, which may be ſplit into threads

and filaments, from one inch to ten inches in

length, very fine, brittle, yet ſomewhat trac

table. It is endued with the wonderful pro

perty of remaining unconſumed in the fire,

which only whitensit.

ASCA RIDES. f. [arazºir, from 2-x-eča, to

leap.j Little worms in the rectum. Quincy.

To ASCEND. v. n., (aſcendo, Lat.] i. To

mount upwards. Milton. 2. To proceed from

one degree of knowiedge to another. Watts.

3. To ſtand higher in genealogy. Broome.

To ASCEND, v. a. To climb up any thing.

Delaney. -

ASCEN DABLE. a. (from aſcend..] That may
be aſcended.

ASCENDANT. ſ. [from aſcend.) 1. The part

ur

A ſkilful man; not a
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of the ecliptick at any particular time above

the horizon, which is ſuppoſed by aſtrologers

to have great influence. 1. Height; elevation.

Temple. 3. Superiority; influence. Clarendon.

4. One of the degrees of kindred reckoned

upwards. Ayliffe.

ASCENDANT. a. 1. Superiour; predominant;

overpowering. South. 2. In an aſtrological

ſenſe, above the horizon Brown.

ASCENDENCY. ſ. [from aſcend.) Influence;

wer. Watts.

ASCENSION. ſ. [aſcenſe, Lat.] 1. The aa

of aſcending or riſing. z. The viſible elevation

of our Saviour to heaven. 3. The thing riſing,

or mounting. Brown.

ASCENSION DAY. The day on which the

aſcenſion of our Saviour is commemorated,

commonly called Holy Thurſday; the Thurſ

day but one before Whitſuntide.

ASCENSIVE. a. [from aſcend.] In a ſtate of

aſcent. Brown.

ASCENT. ſ. ſaſcenſus, Lat.) 1. Riſe; the aët

of riſing. Milton. 2. The way by which ane

aſcends. Bacon. 3. An eminence, or high place.

Addiſºn.

To ASCERTAIN. v. 4. [acertener, Fr.) 1. To

make certain; to fix: to eſtabliſh. Locke. 2.

To make confident. Hammond.

ASCERTA'1NER. ſ. [rom aſcertain.] The

perſon that proves or eſtabliſhes.

ASCERTA'1NMENT. ſ. [rom aſcertain.) A

ſettled rule. Swift.

ASCE. T.C.K. a. [azzºla...] Employed wholly

in exerciſes of devotion and mortification.

Seuth.

ASCETICK. ſ. He that retires to devotion ; a

he mit. Norris.

4SCI 1. It has no ſingular. [a and rxia.] Thoſe

people who, at certain times of the year, have

no ſhadow at noon; ſuch are the inhabitants

of the torrid zone.

ASCITES. ſ [from žexor, a bladder.] A parti

cular ſpecies of dropſy; a ſwelling of the lower

belly and depending parts, from an extravaſa

tion of water.

ASCITICAL. Q. a. [from aſcites.] Dropſical;

ASCITICK. hydropical.

ASCITITIOUS. a. ſaſºititius, Lat] Supple

mental; additional. Pope.

ASCRIBABLE. a. (from aſcribe.] That which

m ly be aſcribed. Bºyle.

To ASCRIBE. v. a. aſcribo, Lat.] 1. To attri

bute to a cauſe. Dryden. a. To attribute to

a poſſ for. T. lºtſon.

ASCRIPTION.J. [aſcriptic, Lat..] The act of

aſcribing. Diº.

ASCRIPTITIOUS..a...[aſcriptitius, Lat.] That

which is aſcribed.

ASH. ſ. [fraxinus, Lat. arc, Saxon.) A tree.

Dryden.

ASH COLOURED. a. [from aſh and colour.]

Coloured between brown and grey.Woodward.

ASHAMED. a. [from ſhame.] Touched with

ſhame. Taylºr.

A SHEN. a. (from aſ...] Made of aſh wood.

Dryden.

A'SHES. ſ. wants the Angular. [ares, Sax) 1.

The remains of any thing burnt. Digby, 1.

The remains of the body. Pºpe.

ASHWE DNESDAY. ſ. The firſt day of Lent,

ſo called from the ancient cuſtom of ſprinkling
aſhes on the head.

A'SHLAR ſ. [with maſons.] Free ſtones as

they come out of the quarry.

ASHLERING. ſ. [with builders.] Quartering

in garrets. Builder.

ASHORE. adv. [from a and ſhore.] 1. On

ſhore; on the land. Raleigh. ... To the ſhore;

to the land. Milton.

ASHWEE.D. ſ. [from aſh and weed.] An herb.

ASHY. a. [irom aſh.) Aſh coloured; pale;

inclining to a whitiſh grey, Shakeſp.

ASIDE. adv. [from a and ſide.) 1. To one ſide.

Pryden. 2. To another part. Bacon. 3. From

the company. Mark.

ASINARY. a. [aſnarius, Lat.] Belonging to
an aſs.

ASININE. a. [from aſnus, Lat.] Belonging to

an aſs. Milton.

To ASK. v. a. ſarcian, Saxon.] 1. To petition;

to beg. Swift. 1. To demand; to claim.

Pryden. 3. To enquire; to queſtion. jeremi

ah. 4. To require. Addiſon.

ASKANCE. adv. Sideways; obliquely,

ASKAUNCE. Milton.

ASKA'UNT. adv. Obliquely; on one ſide.

Dryden.

ASKER. ſ. [from aſk.] 1. Petitioner. South. 1.

Enquirer. Digby.

ASKER. ſ. A water newt.

ASKE.W. adv. [from a and ſkew.] Aſide; with

--

contempt; contemptuouſly. Prior.

To ASLA'KE. v. a. [from a and ſlake, or

ſlack.] To remit; to ſlacken. Spenſer.

ASLANT. adv. [from a and ſlant..] Obliquely;

on one ſide. Dryden.

ASLEEP. adv. [from a and ſleep.] 1. Sleeping;

at reſt. Dryden. 2. To ſleep. Milton.

ASLOPE. adv. [from a and ſlºpe.] with de

clivity; obliquely. Hudibras.

ASO MATOUS. a. [from a and a sºa.] Incor

poreal, or without a body.

ASP, or Asr ic k. ſ. A kind of ſerpent, whoſe

poiſon is ſo dangerous and quick in its operati

on, that it kills without a poſſibility of applying

any remedy. Thoſe that are bitten by it, die

by ſleep and lethargy. Milton.

ASP. ſ. A tree.

ASPA LATHUS. ſ. 1. A plant called the roſe

of Jeruſalem. ... The wood of a prickly tree.
heavy, oleaginous, ſomewhat ſharp and bitter

to the taſte, and anciently in much repute as

an aſtringent, but now little uſed.

ASPA (RAGUS. ſ. The name of a plant

ASPECT. ſ. [aſpecius, Lat.) 1. Look s , air =
appearance. Burnet. 2. Countenance ; look.

Pºpe. 3. Glance; view; act of beholding.

Milton. 4. Direction towardsºº po

fition. Swift. g. Diſpoſition of any tºns to

ſomething elſe; relation. Locke. 6. D 11 poil

tion of a planet to other planets. B.***-r,

|
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To ASPECT. v. a [aſpiciº, Lat..] To behold.

Temple.

ASPECTABLE. a. [aſpectabilir, Lat..] Viſible.

Raw.

Aśction. ſ [from aſpect.] Beholding:

view. Bacºn.

ASPEN. ſ. [epre, Sax.] The leaves of this

tree always tremble. Spenſer.

ASPEN. a. [from aſp or aſpen.] 1. Belonging

to the aſp tree. Gay. 2. Made of aſpen wood.

Aſ SPER. a. (Lat.] Rough; rugged. Bacon.

To ASPERATE. v. a. [aſpere, Lat.] To make

rough. Boyle.

ASPERATION. ſ. [from aſperate.] A making

rough.

ASPERIFOLIOUS. a. [aſper and fºlium, Lat.)

Plants ſo called from the roughneſs of their

leaves.

ASPETRITY. ſ. [aſperitar, Lat.] 1. Uneven

neſs; roughneſs of ſurface. Boyle. 2. Rough

neſs of ſound. 3. Roughneſs, or ruggedneſs of

temper. Rogers.

ASPERNATION. ſ. [aſpernatio, Lat.] Ne

gleet; diſregard. Diä.

ASPEROUS. a. [aſper, Lat..] Rough; uneven.

Boyle.

To Kºrease. v. a. [aſpergo, Lat.] To be

ſpatter with cenſure or calumny. Swift.

ASPETRSION. ſ. [aſperſo, ...} 1. A ſprink

ling. Shakeſp. z. Calumny; cenſure. Dryden.

ASPHA'LTICK. a. (from aſphaltor.] Gummy;

bituminous. Milton.

ASPHALTOS. ſ. [***axtér, bitumen.] A ſolid,

brittle, black, bituminous, inflammable ſub

fiance, reſembling pitch, and chiefly found

ſwimming on the ſurface of the Lacus Aſphal

riter, or Dead Sea, where anciently ſtood the

cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.

ASPHA"LTUM.[Lat.]Abituminous ſtone found

near the ancient Babylon.

ASPHODEL. ſ. [aſphedelur, Lat.] Day lily.

Pºpe.

a sºlºſ, (See Asr.] The name of a ſer

pent. Addiſon. -

To A SPIRATE. v. a. ſ.aſpire, Lat.] To pro

nounce with full breath; as, horſe, hºg.

To a SPIRATE. v.n. [aſpiro,Lat.] To be pro

nounced with full breath. Dryden.

ASPIRATE. a. [aſpiratus, Lat.] Pronounced

with full breath. Holder.

AsPiRATION.ſ [aſpiratio, Lat..] t. A breath

ing after; an ardent wiſh. Watts. 2. The aët

of aſpiring, or deſiring ſomething high. Shakeſ.

3. The pronunciation of a vowel with full

breath. Holder.

To ASPIT.E. v. n. [aſpire, Lat § 1. To deſire

with eagerneſs; to pant after ſomething higher.

Sidney, Davies. 1. To riſe higher. Waller.

‘ASPORTA"TION. ſ. ſaſpºrtatio, Lat.) A carry

ing away. Dići.

ASQU'INT. adv. [from a and ſquint..] Ob

iiquely; not in the ſtraitlise of viſion. Swift.

ASS. ſ. [aftmar, Lat.) 1. An animal of burden.

Shakeſp. 1. A ſtupid, heavy, dull fellow; a

dolt. Shakeſp. -

To assa’IL. v.a. [aſſailler, Fr.) 1. To attack

in a hoſtile manner; to aſſault; to fall upon.

Spenſer. 2. To attack with argument, or

cenſure. Pºpe.

ASSAI ILABLE. a. ſſrom affiti/.] That which

may be attacked. Shakeſp.

ASSA’II.A.N.T. ſ. [aſſaillant, Fr.) He that

attacks. Hayward.

ASSA II.A.N.T. a. Attacking, invading. Milter.

ASSA'ILER. ſ. [from affail.) One who attacks

another. Sidney.

ASSAPANICK. ſ. The flying fluirrel.

ASSA'RT. ſ. [eſſart, Fr.] An offence commit

ted in the forett, by plucking up woods by the
roots. Cowell.

ASSA’SSIN.

ASSA'SSINATE.

den violence. Pope,

ASSA'SSINATE. ſ. [from aſſin.] The crime

of an aſſiflin; murder. Pºpe.

To ASSA'SSINATE. v. a. [from aff, i.

To murder by violence. Dryden. 2. To way
lay: to take by treachery. Miltºn.

ASSASSINATOR. ſ.[from affiſſinate.] The act

of aſſaſſinating. Clarendon.

ASSASSINATOR. ſ. [from aſſinate.] A

Murderer; mankiller.

ASSATION. f. [affatus, roaſted, Lat.] Roaſt

ing. Brown.

ASSAULT.'ſ [aſſault, Fr] 1. Storm; oppoſed

to ſap or ſiege. Bacon. z. Violence. S enſer. 3.

Invaſion; hoſtility; attack. Clarenden. 4. in

law. A violent kind of injury offered to a

man's perſon. Cowell.

To ASSAULT. º. a. [from the noun.] To

attack; to invale. Dryden.

ASSA'ULTER. ſ. [from aſſault..] One who vio

lently aſſaults another. Sidney.

ASSAY. ſ. [eſſay, Fr.) 1. Examination. Shakeſp.

2. In law. The examination of meaſures and

weights uſed by the clerk of the market.

Cºwell. 3. The firſt entrance upon anything.

Stenſer, 4. Attack; trouble. Spenſer.

To ASSAY. v. a. [eſſayer, Fr.) 1. To make

trial of Hayward. 2. To apply to, as the

touchſtone in aſſaying metals. Milton. 3. To

try; to endeavour. Samuel.

ASSAYER. ſ. [from aſſay..] An officer of the

mint, for the due trial of ſilver. Cºwell,
Woodward.

ASSECTATION.J. [aſºlatio, Lat..] Attend
ance. Diºr.

ASSECUTION. ſ. [from aſ guer, afficutum, to

obtain.) Acquirement. Ayliffe.

ASSEMBLAGE. ſ. [aſſemblage, Fr.] A collec

tion; a number of individuals brought toge
ther. Locke.

To ASSEMBLE. v.a. [aſſembler, Fr.] Tobring

together into one place. Stakeſp.

To ASSEMBLE. v. n. To meet together.
Daniel.

ASSEMBLY.ſ.. [aſſemblée, Fr.] A company met

together. Shakeſp.

ASSENT. ſ. [affºnſºr, Lat.] 1. The ač of a

greeing to anything. Lºcke. 2. Conſent; agree

ment. Hººker,

f. [aſ ſºn, Fr. A rurder

er; one that kills by ſud

To
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To ASSENT v. n. [aſºn tire, Lat..] To con

cede; to yield to. Acts.

ASSENTATION. ſ. ſaſſentatio, Lat..] Com

pliance with the opinion of another out of

flattery. Dºc?.

a NIMENT. f. [from aſſent.] Conſent.
razºn.

To ASSERT v. a. ſeſſºrs, Lat] ... To main

tain: to defend either by words or actions.

Dryden. 2. To affirm. 3. To claim; to vindi

cate a title to. Dryden.

ASSERTION. ſ. [from affºrt.] The act of aſ

ſerting. Brºwn.

ASSE’RTIVE. a. [from affºrt.) Poſitive; dog

matical. Glanville.

ASSE RTOR. ſ. [from affºrt.] Maintainer;

vindicator; affirmer. Prior.

To ASSE'RVE. v. a. ſaſſervic, Lat.] To ſerve,

help, or ſecond. Dict.

To ASSESS. v. a. [from aff:ffare, Ital.] To

charge with any certain ſum. Bacon.

ASSESSION. ſ. [aſſic, Lat.) A ſitting down

by one. Dići.

ASSESSMENT. ſ. [from to aſſºſ.) 1. The ſum

levied on certain property. 2. The act of aſ

ſeſſing. Hºwel.

ASSESSOR.ſ.[aſſºr, Lat.] 1. The perſon that

ſits by the judge. Dryden. 2. He that fits by

another as next in dignity. Milton. 3. He

that lays taxes, from aſſeſs.

A'SSETS. ſ without the ſingular. [aſ 2., Fr.]

Goods ſufficient to diſcharge that burden,

which is caſt upon the executor or heir.

Cowell.

To ASSE."VFR.

To ASSEVERATE.

upon oath.

ASSEVERATION.ſ.[from aſſºverate.}Solemn

affirmation, as upon oath. Hooker.

A'SSHEAD. ſ. [from aſ and head..] A block

head. Shakeſp.

ASSIDU’ITY. f. [aſſiduité, Fr J Diligence.

Rºgers. -

ASSIDUOU.S. a. ſaſſiduus, Lat.] Conſtant in

application. Prior. -

ASSi DUOUSLY. adv. [from affiduous.] Dili

gently; continually. Bentley.

To ASSI EGE. v. a. [affeger, Fr.] To beſiege.

ASSIE N-10 ſ. [In Spaniſh, a contract or bar

gain.) A contract or convention between the

king of Spain and other powers, for furniſhing

the Spaniſh dominions in America with ſlaves.

To ASSIGN. v. a. ſaffigner, Fr.j 1. To mark

out; to appoint. Addiſºn. ... To fix with regard

to quantity or value. Locke. 3. In law. To

appoint a deputy, or make over a right to

- another. Cowell.

ASSIGNAELE. a. [from aſſign.] That which

may be marked out, or fixed. Sºuth.

v. a. To affirm with

great ſolemnity, as

ASSIGNATION. ſ. ſaſſignatic, Lat.] 1. An H

appointment to meet; uted generally of love

appointments. Swift. 2. A making over a

thing to another.

_ASSIGNEE. ſ. ſaſſignſ, Fr.] Hethat is appointed

or deputed by another, to do any act, perform

any buſineſs, or enjoy any commodity. Cºwell.

ASSIGNER. ſ. [from aſgn.] He that appoint

Decay of Piety.

ASSIGNMENT.ſ [from aſſign.] Appointment

of one thing with regard to another thing or

perſon. Locke.

ASSI'MILABLE. a [from aſſimilate.] That

which may be converted to the ſame naturt

with ſomething elſe. Brown.

To ASSI'MILATE.v.a. [aſſimil:, Lat..] 1. To

convert to the ſame nature with another thing,

Newton. To bring to a likeneſs, or reſem

blance. Swift.

ASSIMILATENESS.ſſfrom aſſimilate.] Like.
neſs. Dić.

ASSIMILATION. ſ. [from aſſimilate.) 1. The

act of converting any thing to the nature or

ſubſtance of another. Bacon. 2. The ſtate

of being aſſimilated. Brown. 3. The act of

growing like ſome other being. Decay f

Prety.

To ASSIMULATE. v. a. ſaſſimuli, Lat.] To

feign; to counterfeit.

ASSIMULATION. ſ. ſaſſimulatio, Lat.] A diſ.

ſembling; a counterfeiting.

To ASSI'ST. v. a. [aſſier, Fr. aſſis, Lat]

To help. Rºmans.

ASSISTANCE. ſ. ſaſſiſtance, Fr.] Help; fur

therance. Stillingfleet. ,

ASSISTANT. a. [from aſſi.] Helping; levº

ing aid. Hale.

ASSISTANT. ſ. [from aſſº.] A perſon engag:

ed in an affair not as principal, but as auxiliary

or miniſterial. Bacon.

ASSIZE. ſ. [aſize, a fitting, Fr.j 1. An aſſem:

bly of knights and other ſubſtantial men, with

the bailiff or juſtice, in a certain place, and at

a certain time. 2. A jury. 3. An ordinance or

ſtatute. 4. The court where the writs ar;

taken. Cowell 3. Any court of juſtice. Dry".

6. Aſſize ºf bread, meaſure or quantity. 7.

Meaſure; rate. Spenſer.

To ASSIZE. v. a. [from the noun..] To fix the

rate of any thing.

ASSIZER. If [from aſize ). An officer that has
the care of weights and meaſures. Chambers.

ASSOCIABLE. v. a. [aſſºciabilis, Lat.] That

which may be joined to another.

To ASSOCIATE. v. a. [aſſºcier, Fr.] 1...To

unite with another as a confederate. Shakeſ?

2. To adopt as a friend upon equal terms.

Dryden. 3. To accompany. Shakeſp. -

ASSö CIATE. a. [from the verb.j Confederate.

Milton.

ASSOCIATE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A partner.

Sidney. 2. A confederate. Hooker. 3. A con

panion. Wotton. - -

ASSOCIATION. ſ. [from aſſºciate.] 1: Union,

conjunction; ſociety. Hooker. 3. Confederacy.

Hocker. 3. Partnerſhip. Beyk. 4. Connec
tion. Watts. 5. Appoſition; union of matter.

Newton.

ASSONANCE. ſ. [aſºnance, Fr.]
one ſound to another ..";

ASSONANT. a. [aſºnant, Fr.

another ſound. Dići,

Reference of

it. Dr.º.

Reſembling

To
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To ASSORT. v. a. [affºrtir, Fr.] To range in
claſſes.

To ASSOT. v. a [from ſet; aſſºter, Fr.] To

infatuate. Spenſer.

To ASSU'AGE. v. a. [rrºr, Saxon.) 1. To

mitigate; to ſoften. Addiſºn. 2. To appeaſe;

to pacity. Clarendon. 3. To eaſe.

To ASSUAGF. v. n. To abate. Geneſſ.

ASSUAGEMENT. ſ. [from aſſuage.) what

mitigates or ſoftens. Spenſer.

ASSUA CER. ſ. [from aſſage.] One who pa

cifies or appeaſes.

ASSUASIVE. a. [from affiage.] Softening;

mitigating. Pote.

To ASSUBJUGATE. v.a. [ſubjuga, Lat.] To

ſubjeº to. Shakeſp.

ASSUEFA'CTION. ſ. ſaſhefacio, Lat.] The

ſtate of being accuſtomed. Brown.

ASSUETUDE. ſ. ſaſſuetudº, Lat.] Accuſtom

ance ; cuſtom. Bacºn.

To ASSUME. v. a. ſaſſino, Lat.] 1. To take.

Pºpe. 2. To take upon one's ſelf. Dryden.

3. To arrogate; to claim or ſeize unjuſtly.

Calher. 4. To ſuppoſe ſomething without

proof. Boyle. 5. To appropriate. Clarendon.

ASSUMER, ſ [from aſſume.] An arrogant

man. Sºutb.

ASSUMING. particip. a. [from aſſume.] Arro

gant : haughty. Dryden.

ASSU AMPSIT. ſ. [aſſume, Lat.) A voluntary

promiſe made by word, whereby a man taketh

upon him to perform or pay any thing to ano

ther. Cºwell.

ASSUMPTION. ſ. ſaſſumptio, Lat.] 1. The

act of taking anything to one's ſelf. Hammond.

2. The ſuppoſition of any thing without far

ther proof. Norris. 3. The thing ſuppoſed;

a poſtulate. Dryden. 4.The taking up any

rſon into heaven. Stilling fleet.

ASSU-MPTIVE. a. [aſſumptivus, Lat.] That

may be aſſumed.

Asºº’ſ (aſſurance, Fr.] 1. Certain

expea ation. Tillºtſen. 2. Secure confidence;

truſt. Spenſer. 3. Freedom from doubt; cer

tain knowledge. Sºuth. 4. Firmneſs; un

doubting ſteadineſs. Rogers. 5. Confidence;

want of modeſty. Sidney. 6. Ground of con

£3ence; ſecurity given. Davies. 7. Spirit;

intrepidity. "; en. 8. Sanguinity; readi

reſs to hope. ammond. 9. Teſtimony of

credit. Tillºtſºn. 10. Convićtion. Tillºtſºn.

11. Inſurance.

To ASSU'RE. v. a. [aſurer, Fr.) 1. To give

confidence by a firm promiſe. Maccabees. 2.

To ſecure ancther. Rogers. 3. To make con

ſident; to exempt from doubt or fear. Milton.

4. To make ſecure. Spenſer. 5. To affiance;

to betroth. Shakeſp.

Assu RED particip. a. (from aſſure.] 1. Cer

tain: indubitable. Bacon. 2. Certain; not

doubting. Shakeſp. 3. Immodeſt; viciouſly

confident

Assu REDLY. adv. [from aſſured.] Certainly;

indubitably. South.

Assu REDNESS. ſ. [from aſſured.] The ſtate

of being aſſured; aertainty,

ASSURER. ſ. [from aſſure.] I. He that gives

aſſurance. 2. He that gives ſecurity to make

good any loſs. -

ASTERISK. ſ. A mark in printing; as, *.
Grew. -

ASTERISM. ſ. [afteriſmur, Lat.] A conſtella

tion. Bentley.

A'STHM.A. ſ. [ä-Saa..] A frequent diſficult

and ſhort rºſpiration, joined with a hiſing

ſound and a cough. Floyer. -

ASTHMATICAL. Q a [from afthma ) Trou

ASTHMA”TICK. bled with an aſthma.

Floyer.

ASTE'RN. adv. [from a and ſtern..] In the hin

der part of the ſhip; behind the ſhip. Dryden.

To ASTERT. v. a. To terrily; to ſtartle; to

fright. Spenſer.

ASTONIED. part. a. A word uſed for aftoniſh

ed. Iſaiah.

To ASTONISH. v. a. [effenner, Fr.] To con

found with fear or wonder; to amaze. Addiſon.

ASTONISHINGNESS. ſ. [from aftonſ.] The

quality to excite aſtoniſhment.

ASTONISHMENT. ſ. [effennement, Fr.] A

mazement; confuſion of mind. Sºuth.

To ASTO'UND. v. a. [eftonner, Fr.) To aſto

nith; to confound with fear or wonder. Milton.

ASTRADDL.E. adv. [from a and ſtraddle.]

With one's legs acroſs any thing. Dić.

ASTRAGAL. ſ. [arfá7,329-.] A little round

member, in the form of a ring, at the tops

and bottoms of columns. Spect.

ASTRAL. a. (from affrum, Lat.) Starry; re

lating to the ſtars. Dryden.

ASTRAY. adv. [from a andſtray.] Out of the

right way. Milton.

To ASTRICT. v.a. [aſhringe, Lat.] To contract

by applications. Arbuthnot.

ASTRICTION. ſ. (aſirićlie, Lat.] The as or

power of contracting the parts of thebody. Bacºn.

ASTRICTIVE. a. [from aſirići.j Stiptick;

binding.

ASTRICTORY.a.[affričiarius,Lat.]Aſtringent

ASTRI'DE. adv. [from a and ſtride..] With the

legs open. Boyle.

ASTRIFEROUS. a. ſaffrifer, Lat.] Bearing,

or having ſtars. Dić7.

ASTRIGEROUS. a. [affriger, Lat.] Adorned

with ſtars.

To ASTRINGE. v.a.[affrings, Lat.] To preſs

by contračtion; to make the parts draw toge

ther. Bacon.

ASTRI'NGENCY. ſ. [from affringe.] The

power of contracting the parts of the body.

Baron.

ASTRINGENT. a. ſaffringens, Lat.] Binding;

contračing. Bacon.

ASTROGRAPHY. ſ. [from Argºw and 7pa;w.]

The ſcience of deſcribing the ſtars.

ASTROLABE. ſ. [arpoxag...y, of 3-# and

xagº, to take.] An inſtrument chiefly uſed

for taking the altitude of the pole, the ſun or

ſtars, at ſea.

ASTRO'LOGER. ſ. [aſtrolºgur, Lat..] One that

ſuppoſing the influence of the ſtars to have a

H caſual
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caſual power, profeſſes to foretel or diſcover

events. Swift.

ASTROLOGIAN.J. [from affrology.) An Aſtro

leger. Hudibrar.

AS#3:::"; a. [from afrolºgy.) Re

ASTROLO'GICK. fating to aſtrology; pro

feſting aſtrology. Watten.

ASTROLOGICALLY. adv. [from aſtrolºgy.]

In an aſtrological manner.

To ASTROLOGIZE. v. n. [from aftrolºgy.]To

practiſe aſtrology.

ASTROLOGY..f. [affreligia, Lat.] The prac

tice of foretelling things by the knowledge of

the ſtars Swift.

ASTRONOMER. ſ. [rom 3r:ow and vº.]

He that ſtudies the celeſtial motions. Locke.

ASTRONOMICAL. N. a. [from afirºnomy.] Be

ASTRONOMICK. longing to aſtronomy.

Brown.

ASTRONOMICALLY. adv. [from aſtronomi

cal.] In an aſtronomical manner.

ASTRONOMY. ſ. [areovºza.] A mixed ma

thematical ſcience, teaching the knowledge of

the celeſtial bodies, their magnitudes, mo

tions, diſtances, periods, eclipſes, and order.

Cºwley. -

ASTRO-THEOLOGY. ſ. [affrum and theolº

gia.] Divinity founded on the obſervation of

the celeſtial bodies. Derham.

ASUNDER. adv. [arunenan, Sax.] Apart; ſe

parately; not together. Davies.

ASY'LUM. ſ. […wº.] A ſanctuary; a re

fuge. Ayliffe.

ASYMMETRY. ſ. [from acuaºl;ta.] Con

trariety to ſymmetry; diſproportion. Grew.

ASYMPTOTE.J. [rom actºrica.) Aſymptoter.

are right lines, which approach nearer and

nearer to ſome curve; but which would ne

ver meet. Grew.

ASrNDETON. ſ. [3riºlor.] A figure in

grammar, when a conjunction copulative is

omitted.

A.T. prep. [æt, Sax.] 1. At before a place, notes

the nearneſs of the place ; as, a man is at the

houſe before he is in it. Stilling fleet 2. At be

fore a word ſignifying time, notes the coexiſt

ence of the time with the event. Swift. 3.

At before a caſual word, ſignifies nearly the

ſame as with. Dryden. 4. At before a ſuperla

tive adjective implies in the ſtate, as at mºſt,

in the ſtate of moſt perfection, &c. South. 5.

At ſignifies the particular condition of the per

ſon; as, at peace. Swift. 6. At ſometimes

marks employment or attention. Pºpe. 7. At

ſometimes the ſame with furniſhed with, af

ter the Frencha; as, a man at arms. Shakeſp.

8. At ſometimes notes the place where any

thing is. Pºpe. 9. At ſometimes ſignifies in

conſequence of. Hale. Io. At marks ſome

times the effect proceeding from an act. Dryd.

11. At ſometimes is nearly the ſame as in,

noting ſituation. Swift. 12. At ſometimes

marks the occaſion, like on. Dryden. 13. At

ſometimes ſeems to ſignity in the power of, or

obedient to. Dryden. 14. At ſometimes notes

At ſometimes imports the manner of an 1%ion.

Dryden. 16. At means ſometimes application

to. 17. At all. In any manner. Pºpe.

A"TABAL. ſ. A kind of tabour uſed by the

Moors. Dryden.

ATARAA. I.A. ; ſ. Exemption from vexation;

A“TARAXY. S. tranquility. Glanville.

ATE. The preterite of eat. South.

A THANOR. ſ. A digeſting furnace to keepheat
for ſome time.

ATHEISM. ſ. [from atheiſt.] The diſbelief of

a God. Tillotſen.

A"THEIST. ſ. [38t-cl One that denies the

exiſtence of a God. Bentley

ATHEIST..a Atheiſtical; denying God. Miltºn.

A"THEISTICAL. a. ſ.rom atheft.] Given to

atheiſin; impious. Sºuth.

ATHEISTICALLY. adv. [from athriffical]

In an atheiſtical manner. Sºuth.

ATHEISTICALNESS. ſ. [from atheifficall

The quality of being atheiſtical. Hammºnd.

ATHEISTICK. a. [from athcift.] Given to 1.

theiſm. Raw.

ATHEOUS. a. [a.æsø..] Atheiſtick; godleſs.
Milton.

alſº waſ [&#xua.] A ſpecies of wen.

harp.

ATHEROMATOUS..a...[from atherama.]Hay

ing the qualities of an atheroma, or curdy

wen. Wiſeman.

ATHIRST. adv. [from a and thirſ'.] Thirſty;

in want of drink. Dryden.

ATHLETICK. a. [from athleta.) 1. Belong

ing to wreſtling. ... Strong of body; vigorous;

luſty; robuſt. Dryden. -

ATHWART. prep. [from a and thºuart. 1,

Acroſs; tranſverſe to any thing. Bacon. 2.

Through. Addiſon.

ATHWART. adv. 1. In a manner vexatious

and perplexing. Shakeſp. z. Wrong. Shakeſp.

tal

º in

º
-

ATI LT. adv. [from a and tilt.] 1. With the

action of a man's making a thruſt. Hudibrar.

2. In the poſture of a barrel raiſed or tilted

behind. Spectator.

ATLAS. ſ. 1. A collection of maps. 1. A

large ſquare folio. 3. Sometimes the ſupporter

of a building. 4. A rich kind of ſilk.

ATMOSPHERE. ſ. [araº and a paſsa.] The

air that encompaſſes the ſolid earth on all

ſides. Locke.

ATMOSPHERICAL.a.[from atmoſphere.] Be

longing to the atmoſphere. Boyle.

ATOM. ſ. [atomus, Lat.), 1. Such a ſmall

particle as cannot be phyſically divided. Ray.

2. Anything extremely ſmall. Shakeſp.

ATO MICAL. a. [from atom.] 1. Conſiſting of

atoms. Brown. 2. Relating to atoms. Beatley.

ATOMIST. ſ. (from atom.] One that holds the

atomical philoſophy. Locke.

ATOMY. ſ. An atom. Shakeſ?.

To Ato NE. v. n. [to be at ºne.) 1. To agree;

to accord. Shakeſp. z. To ſtand as an equi

valent for ſomething. Lºcke.

To ATO'NE, v. a. To expiate. Pºpe.

ATO'NEMENT. ſ. [from atone..] 1. Agree
ment;

the relation of a maa to an action. Cºller, 15.
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ment; concord. Shakeſp. 2. Expiation; ex

piatory equivalent. Swift.

ATO P. adv. [from a and tºp.] On the top; at

the top. Milton.

ATRABILA'RIAN. a. [from atra bilis.] Me

lancholy. Arbuthnot.

ATRABILA'RIOUS. a. Melancholick.

ATRABILARIOUSNESS. ſ. [from atrabila

rians.] The ſtate of being melancholy.

ATRAMENTAL. a.}. atramentum, ink,

Lat..] Inky; black. Brown.

ATRAMENTOUS. a. ſtromatramentºm, ink,

Lat.] Inky; black. Brown.

ATRO CIOUS. a. [atrox, Lat.) Wicked in a

high degree; enormous. Ayliffe.

ATROCIOUSLY. adv. [from atrocious.) In an

atrocious manner. - -

ATROCIOUSNESS. ſ. [from atrociºur.] The

quality of being enormouſly criminal.

ATRO'CITY. ſ. [atrºciras, Lat.] Horrible

wickedneſs.

ATROPHY.ſ.. [arpºla.] want of nouriſhment;

a diſeaſe. Milten.

To ATTACH. v. a. [attacher, Fr.) 1. To ar

reſt; to take or apprehend. Cowell. 1. To

ſeize. Shakeſ. 3. To lay hold on. Shakeſp.

4. To win; to gain over, to enamour. Milton.

5. To fix to one's intereſt. Rogers.

ATTACHMENT. ſ. [attachement, Fr.] Ad

herence; regard. Addiſon.

To ATTACK. v. a. ſ.attaquer, Fr.) 1. To aſ

ſault an enemy. Philips. 1. To impugn in

any manner.

ATTACK.ſ.[from the verb.] An aſſault. Pope.

ATTA’CKER. ſ. [from attack.] The perſon

that attacks.

To ATTA'IN. v. a. atteindre, Fr.) 1. To

gain; to procure. Tillºtſºn. 2. To overtake.

Bacon. 3. To come to. Miltºn. 4. To reach;

to equal. Bacon. -

To ATTA’IN. v. n. 1. To come to a certain

ſtate. Arbuthnot. 2. To arrive at.

ATTA'IN. ſ. [from the verb.] The thing at

tained. Glanville.

ATTAINABLE. a. [from attain.) That which

may be attained; procurable. Tillotſen.

ATTAINABLENESS.ſ.[fremattainable.]The

quality of being attainable. Cheyne.

ATTA'íNDER.J. [from tº attaint..] I. The act

of attainting in law. Bacon. 2. Taint. Shakeſp.

ATTA’INMENT. ſ. [from attain.) 1. That

which is attained; acquiſition. Grew. 2. The

23 or power of attaining. Hocker.

To ATTA'INT. v. a. [from attainter, Fr.] 1.

To attaint is particularly uſed for ſuch as are

foundguilty of ſome crime or offence. A man

is attainted two ways, by appearance, or by

proceſs. Spenſer. 2. To taint; to corrupt

Shakeſ -

ATTATNT. ſ. [from the verb 1 1. Any thing

injurious, as illneſs, wearineſs. Shakeſp. 2.

Stain; ſpot; taint. Shakeſp.

ATTA'INTURE. ſ. [from attaint.) Reproach;

imputation. Shakeſp. -

To ATTA'MINATE. v. a. [attamino, Lat.]

To corrupt.

ToATTEMPER. v. a. [attempere, Lat.] 1.

To mingle; to weaken by the mixture of

ſomething elſe. Bacon. z. To regulate; to

ſoften. Bacon. 3. To mix in juſt proportions.

Stenſer. 4. To fit to ſomething elſe. Pope.

To ATTEMPERATE. v. a. [attempers, Lat.]

To proportion to ſomething. Hammond.

To ATTEMPT. v. a.[attenter, Fr.) 1. To at

tack; to venture upon. Milton. 2. To try ,

to endeavour. Maccabees.

ATTEMPT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1.

tack. Bacon. 2.

Dryden.

ATTEMPTABLE. a. [from attempt.] Liable

to attempts or attacks. Shakeſp.

ATTEMPTER. ſ. [from attempt.] 1. The

perſon that attempts. Milton, 2. An endea

vourer. Glanville.

To ATTEND. v. a. [attendre, Fr.) 1. To re

gard; to fix the mind upon. Shakeſp. 2.

To wait on. Shakeſp. 3. To accompany as

an enemy. Clarendon. 4. To be preſent

with, upon a ſummons. Clarenden. 3. To

be appendant to. Arbuthnot. 6. To wait on,

as on a charge. Spenſer. 7. To be conſe.

quent to. Clarenden. 8. To remain to; to

await. Lºcke. 9. To wait for infidiouſly.

Shakeſp. io. To be bent upon any obječ.

Dryden. 11. Te ſtay for. Dryden.

To ATTE'ND. v. n. 1. To yield attention.

Taylºr. 2. To ſtay; to delay. Davier.

ATTENDANCE.J. [attendance, Fr.) 1. The

ast of waiting on another. Shakeſp. 2. Ser

vice. Shakeſp. 3. The perſons waiting; a

train. Milton. 4. Attention; regard. Time

thy. 5. Expectation. Hooker.

ATTE'NDANT. a. [attendant, Fr.] Accompa

nying as ſubordinate. Milton.

ATTENDANT. ſ. 1. One that attends. Shake.

2. One that belongs to the train. Dryden.

3. One that waits as a ſuitor or agent. Bur

net. . 4. One that is preſent at any thing.

Swift. 5. A concomitant; a conſequent.
Patty.

ATTENDER. ſ. [from attend.] Companion;

aſſociate. Ben johnſºn.

ATTENT. a. [attentus, Lat.) Intent; atten

tive. Chronicleſ, Taylºr.

ATTENTATES. ſ. [attentata, Lat..] Proceed

ings in a court after an inhibition is decreed.

Ayliffe.

ATTENTION. ſ. [attention, Fr.] The act of

attending or heeding. Locke.

ATTENTIVE. a. [from attent.] Heedful; re

gardful. Hºcker.

ATTENTIVELY. adv. [from attentive.]

Heedfully; carefully. Bacon.

ATTENTIVENESS. ſ. [from attentive.]Heed

fulneſs; attention. Shakeſp.

ATTE'NUANT. a. [attenuans, Lat..] What has

the power of making thin or ſlender. Newton.

ATTE'NUATE. a. [from the verb.] Made thin

or ſlender. Bacon.

ATTENUA"TION.ſ.[from attenuate.] The act

of making any thing thin or ſlender. Bacon.

H 2. ATTER.

An at

An eſſay; an endeavour.
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ATTER_ſ ſacen, Sax.] corrupt. Skinn.

To ATTE'sT. w. a. [atteſter, Lat.) 1. To

bear witneſs of, to witneſs. Addiſºn. 2. To

call to witneſs. Dryden.

ATTEST.J. [from the verb.] Teſtimony; at
teſtation. Miltºn.

ATTESTATION. ſ. [from atteſ...] Teſtimony;

evidence. Wººdward.
-

ATTIGUOU.S. a. (atiguus, Lat.] Hard by.

To ATTINGE. v. a. (attingo, Lat.j To touch

lightly.

To ATTI RE. v. a. ſatirer, Fr.] To dreſs; to

habit; to array. Sperfer.

ATTI'RE / [irom the verb.) 1. Clothes;

ºrcſs. Davies. 2. In hunting. The horns of a

buck or flag. 3. In botany. The flower of a

plant is divided into three parts, the em

['aicment, fetiation, and the attire.

A TTI'RER. ſ. ſſrom airir...] One that attires

another; a dreſſer.

ATTITU'DE. ſ. [attitude, Fr.] The poſture or

action in which a ſtatue or painted figure is

placed. Prior.

AT'i O LLF.N.T. a. ſattellens, Lat.] That which

raiſes or lifts up. Derham.

ATT O'RNEY. ſ. (attornatus, low Lat.] 1. Such

a perſon as by conſºrt, commandment, or re

queſt, takes heed, fees, and takes upon him

time charge of other men's buſineſs in their ab

fence. 2. Attºrneys in common law, are near

ly the fime with proctors in the civil law,

and ſolicitors in courts of equity. Shakeſp. 3.

It was anciently uſed for thoſe who did any

buſineſs for another. Shakeſp.

To ATTORNEY. v. a. ſtrºm the noun..] i.

To perform by proxy. Shakeſp. z. To en

ploy as a proxy. Shakeſ?.

ATTORNEY SHIP. f. (from attºrney. The of

fice of an attoric v. Stakeſp.

ATTO URNMEN”. ſ. (afteurrentent, Fr. A

yielding of the tenar: to a new lord C-well.

To AT TRACT. s.a.[attrahe, attraciuri, Lat.)

1. To drawſ to ſomething. Brºwn. 2. To

ailure; to invite. Mil:::1.

ATTRACT. ſ. [rom ic attraº Atarağtion;

the power of drawing. He dibrar.

A'ſ TRACTATION.J. [attra:iatio, Lat.] Fre.

quent handling. Di 3.

ATTRACTICAL. a. [from attra::..] Having

\ the power to draw. Ray.

ATTRAC’ ſon ſ. from attract.] ... The

power of drawing anything. Bacon, Nevzºº.

2. The power of alluring or enticing Shakeſp.

ATI'RACTiVE. a. [from attract.] 1. Having

the power to draw any thing. Blackmºre. 2.

inviting; allur ng; enticing. Miltºn.

Al TRACTIVE.J. (from attract.] That which

draws or incites. Scuºh.

A : TRACTIVELY. cdº. [from attractive.]

\with the power of attracting.

AiTRAC'i IVL’s F.S.S. ſ. from attractive. J

The quality of being attractive.

** TTRACT OR. ſ. [iroma:tract.] The agent

that attract. Brºwn.

* "TRAHI.N.T.. [attrateur, a JThat which

ATTRIBUTABLE. a. [attribue, Lat.] That

which may be aſcribed or attributed. Hale.

To ATTRI'BUTE. v. a. [attribuo, Lat.) 1.

To aſcribe; to yield. Tillotſºn. 2. To in

pute as to a cauſe. Newton.

ATTRIBUTE. ſ. [from to attribute.] 1. The

thing attributcd to another. Raleigh. 2. Qua

lity; adherent. Bacon. 3. A thing belonging

to another; an appendant. Addiſºn. 4. Re

putation; honour. Shakeſp.

ATTRIBUTION. ſ. [from to attribute.] Com

mendation. Shakeſp.

ATTRITE. a. ſafiritus, Lat.] Ground; worn

by rubbing. Milton.

ATTRI TENESS.J. [from attrite.] The being
much worn.

ATTRI'TION. ſ. ſettritic, Lat.) 1. The act

of wearing things by ubbing. Woodward. 2.

Glieſ for ſin, ariſing only from the fear of pu

niſhment; the loweſt degree of repentance.

To A1 TU NE. v. a. [town tune.) 1. To make

anything muſical, Milton. 2. To tune one

thing to another.

ATWI.E.N. adv. or prep. Betwixt; between.

Sfenſer.

ATW I XT. prep. In the middle of two things.

Spenſer.

To AVAIL. v. a. [from valeir, Fr.) 1. To

profit; to turn to profit. Dryden. 2. To pro

mote; to proſper; to affiſt. Pºpe.

AVA 11... ſ. (from to avail.] Profit; advantage;

benefit. Lºcke.

AVAILABLE. a. [from to avail] 1. Profitable;

advantageous. Hooker. 2. Powerful; having

force. Atterbury.

AVA.' ILABLENESS. ſ. [from avail] Power of

promoting the end for which it is uſed. Hale.

AVAILABLY. adv. (from available.) Power

fully; profitably.

AVAILM F.N.T. ſ. [from avail.] Uſefulneſs;

advantage.

To AVA'LE. v. a. ſavaler, To let ſink.] To

ict all, to depreſs. Mºtton.

To AVA'LE. v. n. Io ſink. Spenſer.

AVA'NT-Guard.ſ. (avantgarde, Fr.] The van.

Hayward.

AVARICE. ſ. [avarice, Fr.) Covetouſneſs; in

ſatiable deſire. Dryden.

AVARICIOUS. a. ſavaricieux, Fr.] Covetous.

Brzerie.

AVARI CIOUSLY. a.k.[from avaricious J. Co

vetouſly.

AVARA CIOUSNESS ſ.[from avaricious.JThe

quality of being avaricious.

AVA ST. adv. [from Baſia, Ital.] Enough; ceaſe.
AVA'UNT. interject. [from avant, Fr. A word

of abhorrence, by which any one is driven a

way. Danciad.
-

A UEURNE. a. (from aubeur, Fr.] Brown; of

a tan colour. Philipt.
-

AUCTION. ſ. ſauct tº, Lat.] I. A manner of

tale, in which one perſon bids aſter another.

2. The things ſold y auction. Pºº.

To A Uc', fox, y, a [from auctiºn.] To ſell

* ~ **, *, 'art 1...

by auction.
y auctio Arctionary.
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AUCTIONARY. a. [from auðion.] Belonging

to an auction. Dryden.

AUCTIONIER. ſ. [from auðion.] The perſon

that manages an auction.

AUCTIVE. a. [from audius, Lat.] Of an in

creaſing quality.

AUCUPATION. ſ. ſaucupatia, Lat.] Fowling;

bird-catching.

AUDA CIOUS. a. ſaudacieux, Fr.] Bold; in

pudent. Drydes.

AUDA CIOUSLY. adv. [from audaciour.] Bold

ly; impudently. Shakeſp.

AUDA'CIOUSNESS. ſ. [rom audacious.] Im

pndence.

AUDA'CITY. ſ. [from audax, Lat.] Spirit;

boldneſs. Tatler.

AUDIBLE. a. [audibiliſ, Lat.] I. That which

may be perceived by hearing. Grew. 2. Loud

enough to be heard. Baron.

A'UDIBLENESS, ſ. [from audible ] Capable

neſs of being heard.

AUDIBLY. adv. [from audible.] In ſuch a

manner as to be heard. Milton.

A UDIENCE. ſ. (audience, Fr.) 1. The ast of

hearing. Miltºn. 2. The liberty of ſpeaking

granted; a hearing. Hocker. 3. An auditory;

Perſons collected to hear. Alterbury. 4. The

reception of any man who delivers a ſolemn

meſſage. Dryden.

AUDIENCE Court. A court belonging to the

archbiſhop of Canterbury, of equal authority
with the arches court.

A UDIT.J. [from audit, he hears, Lat.] A final

account. Shakeſp.

To AUDIT. v. a... [from audit.] To take an
account finally. Arbuthnot.

AUDITION. J., [auditio, Lat.] Hearing.

A UPITOR. ſ. (auditor, Lat.) 1. A hearer.

Sidney. 2. A perſon cmployed to take an

account ultimately. Shakeſp. 3. A king's of.

ficer, who, yearly examining the accounts of

all under officers accountable, makes up a

general book. Cowell.

A UDITORY. a. [auditorius, Lat] That which

has the power of hearing. Newtºn.

AUDITORY. ſ. [auditorium, Lat.) 1. An au

dience ; a collection of perſons aſſembled to

hear. 24tterbury. 2. A place where lectures are

to be heard.

A UDITRESS. ſ. [from auditor.] The woman

that hears. Milton.

To AVE L. v. a. [avelle, Lat.] To pull away.
Brzºzºr.

AVE MARY. ſ. A form of worſhip repeated

by the Romaniſts in honour of the Virgin

Mary. Shakeſp.

AVEN AGE. ſ. [of avera, oats, Lat..] A cer

tain quantity of oaws paid to a landlord.

To A V ENGE. v. a. (avenger, Fr.) 1. To

revenge. Iſaiah. 2. To puniſh. Dryden.

AVENGEANCE. ſ. [from avenge.j Puniſh

ment. Philips.

AY!' NGEMENT. ſ. (from avenge.] Wenge

airce : revenge. Spenſer.

(GER / [from a venge.] 1. A puniſher.

Par. Left. 2. Revenger; taker of vengeance.

Dryden.

A'VENS. ſ. Herb bennet.

AVENTURE. (aventure, Fr.] A miſchance,

cauſing a man's death, without felony. Cowell.

AVENUE. ſ. (avenue, Fr.) 1...A way by which

any place may be entered. Clarenden. 2. An

alley, or walk of trees before a houſe.

To AVER. v. a. [averer, Fr.] To declare po

fitively. Prior.

A'VERAGF. ſ. ſaveragium, Lat.j 1. That

duty or ſervice which the tenant is to pay to

the king. Chambers. 2. A medium; a mean

proportion.

AVERMI.N.T. ſ. [from aver.] Eſtabliſhment of

any thing by evidence. Bacon.

AVERNAT. A ſort of grape.

To A VFRRUNCATF. v. a. [averranco, Lat.]

To root up. Hudibrar.

AVERSATION. ſ. [from averſer, Lat.] Ha

tred; abhorrence. South.

AVERSE. a. ſaverſus, Lat.) 1. Malign; not

favourable. Dryden. 2. Not pleaſed with; un

willing to. Prior.

AVERSELY. adv. [from averſe.] 1. Unwil

lingly. 2. Backwardly. Browz.

AVERSENESS. f [from averſe.j Unwilling

neſs; backwardneſs. Atterbury.

AVERSION. ſ. [averſion, Fr.) 1. Hatred; diſ

like; deteſtation. Milton. 2. The cauſe of

averſion. Pºpe.

To AVERT. v. a. [averto, Lat.) 1. To turn

aſide; to turn off. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. To

put by. Sprat.

AUF. [of all, Dutch..] A fool, or ſilly fellow.
See OA. F.

A UGER. ſ. ſegger, Dutch..] A carpenter's tool

to bore holes with. Moxon.

AUGHT. preneum.[auht, apht, Sax.]Anything.

Addiſon.

To AUGMENT v.a. (augmenter, Fr.] To

encreaſe; to make bigger, or more. Fairfax.

To AUGMENT. v. n. To encreaſe; to grow

bigger. Drydea.

A'UGMENT. ſ. (augmentum, Lat.]1. Encreaſe.

*alton. 2. State of encreaſe. Wiſeman.

AUGMENTATIONſ.[from augment.] I. The

act of encreaſing or making bigger. Addiſon. 2.

The ſtate of being made bigger. Bentley. 3.

The thing added, by which another is made

bigger. Hooker.

A'UCUR. [augur, Lat..] One who pretends to

predict by the flight of birds. Prier.

To AUGUR. v. m. [From augar..] To gueſs; to

conjecture by ſigns. Dryden.

To AUGURAT E. v. n. [auguror, Lat.] To

judge by augury. -

AUGURATION. ſ. [from augur.]The pračice

of augury. Brºwn.

AUGURER. ſ. [from augury.] Theſame with

augur. Shakeſp.

A UGURIAL. a. [from augury.] Relating to

augury. Brown.

AUGURY. f. [augurium, La.) 1. The ačt of

prognoſticaling by omens. Swift. 1. Therº
co
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obſerved by augurs. L'Eſtrange. 3. An omen

or predićtion. Dryden.

AUGU'ST. a. ſauguſtus, Lat.] Great; grand;

royal; magnificent. Dryden.

AUGUST.J. (auguſtus, Lat.) The name of the

eighth month from January incluſive.Peacham.

AUGUSTNESS.ſ. (from auguſt.] Elevation of

look; dignity.

A'VIARY. ſ. [from avis, Lat.] A place incloſed

to keep birds in. Evelyn.

AVIDITY. ſ. [avidité, Fr.] Greedineſs; eager

neſs.

AVI"TOUS. a. [avitur, Lat.) Leſt by a man's

anceſtors

To AVIZE. v. a. (aviſer, Fr.) 1. To eounſel.

Spenſer. 2. To bethink himſelf. Spenſer. 3.

To confider. Spenſer.

AULD. a. ſolo, Sax.] Old. Shakeſp.

AULF"TICK. [anleticus, Lat.] Belonging to

pipes.

A“ULICK. a. [aul car, Lat..] Belonging to the
Court.

AULN. ſ. [aulne, Fr.] A French meaſure of

length; an ell.

To AUMA'IL. v. a. [from mcille, Fr.] To

variegate. Fairy Queen.

AUNT. ſ. [tanie, Fr.] A father or mother's

fiſter. Pºpe.

APOCA Do. ſ. A plant.

To AVOCATE. v. a. [avore, Lat.] To call

away. Bºyle.

AVOCATION. ſ. [from avocate.] 1. The aët

of calling aſide. Dryden. 2. The buſineſs that

calls. Ha!e.

To AVO II). v. a. [vuider, Fr.] 1. To ſhun; to

eleaſe. Tilletſen. 2. To endeavour to ſhun.

Shakeſp. 3. To cvacuate ; to quit. Bacon. 4.

To oppo'e; to hinder effe&t. Bacon.

To AVOID. p. m. 1. To retire. I Sam. 2. To

become void or vatant. Ayliffe.

AVO IDABLE. a. [from avoid.] That which

may be avoided, or eſcaped. Locke.

Avoi DANCE. ſ. [from avoid.) 1. The aa of

avoiding. Watts. ... The courſe by which any

thing is carried off. Bacon.

AVOIDER. ſ. [from avºid.) 1. The perſon that

ſhuns any thing. ... The perſon that carries

anything away. 3. The veſſel in which things

are carried away.

AVOIDLESS..a (iromavoid.]Inevitable.Dennis.

AVOIRDUPOIS. [avoir du poids, Fr.] A kind

of weight, of which a pound contains ſixteen

ounces, and is in proportion to a pound Troy,

as ſeventeen to fourteen. Arbuthnot.

AVOLA"TION. ſ. (from avals, Lat.] A flying

away. Brown.

"To AVOUCH. v. a. ſaveuer, Fr.] 1. To af

firm; to maintain. Hecker. 2. To produce in

favour of another. Spenſer. 3. To vindicate;

to juſtify. Shakeſp.

AVO’UCH. ſ. (from the verb.] Declaration;

evidence. Shakeſp.

Avo'UCHABLE. a. [from aveuch..] That may

be avouched.

vo UCHER. ſ. [rom a vouch..] He that a

To AVO.W. v. a. ſaveuer, Fr.] To juſtify; net

to diſſemble. Swift.

AVOWABLE. a. [from avow.] That which

may be openly declared.

AVOWAL. ſ. [from avow.] A juſtificatory de
claration.

AVOWEDLY, adv. [from avow.] In an avow

ed manner. Clarenden.

AVOWE E. ſ. [avoué, Fr.] He to whom the

right of advowſon of any church belongs.

AWOWER. ſ. [from avow.) He that avows or

juſtifies. Dryden.

AVOWRY. J. [from avºw.] Where one takes

a diſtreſs, the taker ſhall juſtify, for what cauſe

he took it; which is called his avowry.

AVOWSAL. ſ. (from avow.) A confeſſion.

AVOWTRY...ſ. (See Advowtry.] Adultery.

AURATE. ſ. A ſort of pear.

AURELIA. ſ. (Lat.] A term uſed for the firſt

apparent change of the eruca, or maggot of

any ſpecies of inſe&ts. Ray.

A’URICLE. ſ. ſauricula, Lat.] 1. The external

ear. 2. Two appendages of the heart; being

two muſcularcaps, covering the two ventricles

thereof. Ray.

AURICULA. ſ. Bears car; a flower.

AURICULAR. a. [from auricula, Lat.] 1.

Within the ſenſe or reach of hearing. Shakeſp.

2. Scoret; told in the ear.

AUR(CULARLY. adv. In a ſecret manner.

Decay ºf Piety.

AURI FEROUS. a. ſaurifer, Lat.] Thatwhich

produces gold. Thomſon.

AURIGATION. ſ. [anriga, Lat.) The act of

driving carriages.

AURO'R.A. ſ. (Lat.) 1. A ſpecies of crowfoot 2.

The goddeſs that opens the gates of day; poe

tically, the morning.

AURORA Boreaſis. See STREAM ºr s.

A"URUM filminans. [Latin.) A preparation

made by diſſolving gold in aqua regia, and pre

cipitating it with ſalt of tartar; whence it be

comes capable of giving a report like that of a

piſtol. Garth.

AUSCULTA"TION. ſ. [from asſruhe, Lat.) A

hearkening or liſtening to.

A USPICE. ſ. [auſpicium, Lat.) 1. The omens

of any future undertaking drawn from birds. 2.

Protection; favour ſhewn. Ben johnſºn. 3.

Influence; good derived to others from the

piety of their patron. Dryden.

AUSPICIAL. a. [from auſpice.) Relating to

prognoſticks.

AUSPI'CIOUS. a. [from auſpice.) 1. With

omens of ſucceſs. 2. Proſperous; fortunate.

Dryden. 3. Favourable; kind; propitious.

Shakeſp. 4. Lucky; happy; applied to things.

Roſcommon.

AUSPICIOUSLY, adv.[from auſpicious.) Hap

pily; proſperouſly.

AUSPICIOUSNESS. ſ. [from auſpiciºus.] Pro

ſperity ; happineſs.

AUSTERE. a. ſauſieruſ, Lat.] I. Severe;

harſh; rigid. Rºgers. 2. Sour of taſte; harſh.

Blackmore.

vouches. AUS
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AUSTERELY. adv. [from auſlere.] Severely;

rigidly. Paradiſe Left.

AUSTE RENESS. ſ. [from auffere.] 1. Seve

rity; friètneſs; rigour. Shakeſp. z. Roughneſs
in taſte.

AUSTERITY. ſ. [from auſtere.] I. Severity;

mortified life; ſtrictneſs. Ben Johnſon. 2.

Cruelty; harſh diſcipline. Roſcommon.

AUSTRAL. a. ſauftralis.) Southera. -

To A USTRALIZE. v. n. [from auſter.] To

tend towards the ſouth. Brown.

ATISTRINE.a.[from asſirinus, Lat jSouthern.

AUTHETNTICAL. a. Authentick. Hale.

AUTHE'NTICALLY. adv. [from authentical]

With circumſtances requiſite to procure au

thority. Sºuth.

AUTHENT1CALNESS. ſ. [from anthentical.]

The quality of being authentic ; genuineneſs.

Addiſºn.

AUTHENTI'CITY. ſ. [from authentick.] Au

thority; genuineneſs.

AUTHENTICK. a. [authenticus, Lat.] That

which has every thing requiſite to give it au

thority. Cervley.

AUTHENTICKLY. adv. [from authentick.]

After an authentick manner.

AUTHENTickness. ſ. [from authentick.)

Authenticity.

atºtatºr, Lat.] 1. The firſt begin

ner or mover of any thing. Hooker. 2. The

efficient; he that effects or produces any thing.

Pryden. 3. The firſt writer of any thing.

Pryden. 4. A writer in general. Shakeſp.

AUTHORITATIVE. a. (from authority | 1.

Having due authority. 2. Having an air of

authority. Swift.

AUTHO'RITATIVELY. adv. [from authori

tative.) 1. In an authoritative manner; with

a ſhow of authority. a. With due authority.

Haſe.

AUTHORITATIVENESS. ſ. [from authori

rative..] Authoritative appearance.

AUTHORITY..ſ.. [angioritaſ, Lat.) 1. Legal

Power. Shakeſp. z. Influence; credit. Locke.

3. Power; rule. 1 Tim. 4. Support; counte

nance. Ben jobnſºn. 5. Teſtimony. Sidney.

6. Credibility. Hooker.

AUTHORIZATION.ſ.[from authºrize.JEſta

bliſhment by authority. Hale.

Te AU'THORIZE. v. 4. [..."; Fr.] 1. To

give authority to any perſon. Dryden. 2. To

make any thing legal. Dryden. 3. To eſtabliſh

any thing by authority. Heaker. 4. To juſtify;

to prove a thing to be right. Locke. 5. To give

credit to any perſon or thing. Sºuth.

AUTO CRACY. [aviaxsalsia.) Independent

power.

AUTOGRAPHICAL.a.[from autºgraphy.]Of

one's own writing.

AUTOGRA'PHY.ſ. [&loygaºy.] A particular

perſon's own writing; the original.

AUTOMATICAL. a. [from automaton.] Hav

ing the power of moving itſelf.

AUTOMATON. ſ. [aviaalow.] A machine

that hath the power of motion within itſelf.

Wilkins.

AUTOMATOUS. a. [from astematon.] Having

in itſelf the power of inotion. Brºws's Pulgar

Erreurs.

AUTONOMY. ſ. ſºlovo’,ia.] The living ac

cording to one's mind and preſcription.

A'UTOPSY. ſ. [avºia.] Ocular democſtration.

Ray.

AUTOPTICAL. a. (from autºpſy..] Perceived

by one's own eyes. Brºwn. -

AUTOPTICALLY. a [from autºptical] By

means of one's own eyes. Brown.

AUTOTHE IST. ſ. [from ivri, and es;..] One

who believes God's ſelf-ſubſiſtence.

A'UTUMN. [autumnus, Lat.] The ſeaſon of

the year between ſummer and winter. Philips.

AUTU'MNAL. a. [from autumn.) Belonging

to autumn. Denne.

A'VULSION. ſ. (avulſa, Lat.] The act of

pulling one thing from another. Philips.

AUAE SIS. f. [Lat.] Exornation, amplification.

AUXI'LIAR. R.J. [from auxilium,Lat.] Help

AUXI'LIARY. W. er; aſſiſtant. South.

AUXI LIAR. a. [from auxilium, Lat.] Aſſiſ

AUXI’LIARY. S. tant; helping. Milton, Dryd.

AUXILIARY Verb. A verb that helps to con

jugate other verbs. Watts.

AUXILIA"TION. ſ. [from auxiliatas, Lat.]

Help; aid.

To AWAI'T. v. a. [from a and wait..] 1. To

expect; to wait for. Fairfax. 2. To attend;

to be in ſtore for. Rºgers.

AWAIT. ſ. [from the verb.] Ambuſh. Spenſer.

To AWA'KE. v. a. [peccian, Sax.] 1. Torouſe

out of ſleep. Shakeſp. 2. To raiſe from any

ſtate reſembling ſleep. Dryden. 3. To put into

new action. Pope.

To AWA’KE. v. n. To break from ſleep; to

ceaſe to ſleep. Shakeſp.

AWAKE, a [from the verb.] Without ſleep;

not ſleeping. Dryden.

To AWA’KEN. See Aw A k E.

To AWARD. v. a. ſpeanbº, Sax.] 1. To

adjudge; to give any thing by a judicial

ſentence. Collier. 2. To judge; to determine.
ope.

AWARD. ſ. [from the verb.] Judgment; ſea

tence; determination. Addiſºn.

AWARE. adv. [3epanan, Sax.] Vigilant; a t

tentive. Atterbury.

To AWA'RE. v. n. To beware; to be cautious.

Par. Loft.

AWA'Y. adv. [apeg, Saxon] 1. Abſent. Ben

johnſon. 2.From any place or perſon. Shakeſp.

3.Let us go. Shakeſp. 4. Begone. Smith, 5.

Out of one's own hand. Tillotſon.

AWE ſ. [ege, Saxon.) Reverential fear; re

verence. South.

To AWE. v. a. [from the noun) To ſtrike with

reverence, or fear. Barºn.

AWEBAND. ſ. A check.

AWFUL. a. [from awe and full] 1. That

which ſtrikes with awe, or fills with reve

rence. Milton. 2. Worſhipful; inveſted with

dignity. Shakeſp. 3. Struck with awe; tımo

rous. PWatts.

A'WFULI.Y.
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A'WFULLY. adv. [from awful.] In a reveren

tial manner. Sºuth.

AWFULNESS. ſ. (from awful] 1. The qua

lity of ſtriking with awe; ſolemnity. Addiſon.

2. The ſtate of being ſtruck with awe. Taylor.

To AWHA PE. v. a. To ſtrike; to confound.

Hubberd’s ‘Tale.

AWH1'LE. adv. Some time. AMiltºn.

AWK. a. ſawkward.] Odd. L'Eſtrange.

AWKWARD.a.[apano, Saxon.) 1. Inelegant;

unpolite; untanght. Shakeſp. z. Unready;

unhandy; clumſy. Dryden. 3. Perverſe; un

toward. Hudibras.

A"WKWARDLY. adv.

Clumſily; unreadily ; inelegantly.

Prior, Watts.

AwkwardNESS.'ſ [from awkward.] In

elegance; want of gentility. Watts.

AWL. ſ. [æle, ale, Sax.] A pointed inſtrument

to bore holes. Mortimer.

A'WLESS. a. [from awe, and the negative leſ.)

1. Without reverence. Dryden. 2. Without

the power of cauſing reverence. Shakeſp.

AWME, A Dutch meaſure anſwering to what in

England is called a tierce, or one ſeventh of

an Engliſh ton. Arbuthnot.

AWNING. ſ. A cover ſpread over a boat or

veſſel, to keep off the weather. Robinſºn Cruſo.

AWO KE. The preterite from awake.

A’WORK. adv. [from a and work.] On work;

into a ſtate of labour. Hammond.

A'WORKING. a. [from awºrk.] In the ſtate

of working. Hubberd's Tale.

AWRY., adv. [from a and wry.) 1. Not in a

ſtrait direction; obliquely. Milton. 1. Aſquint;

[from awkward.)

Sidney,

with oblique viſion. Denham. 3. Not level;

unevenly. Brerewood. 4. Not equally between

two points. Pºpe. 5. Not in a right ſtate;

perverſely. Sidney.

AXE. ſ. ſeax, Sax. J. An inſtrument conſiſting of

a metal head, with a ſharp edge. Dryden.

4AT LL.A. ſ. (axilla, Lat.] The cavity under

the upper part of the arm, called the arm-pit.

Quincy.

AX'ILIAR. a. [from axilla, Lat J Belong

AXILLARY.S ing to the armpit. Brºwn.

AXIOM. ſ. ſaxioma, Lat.] A propoſition evi

dent at firſt ſight. Hocker.

AKIS. ſ. [axir, Lat.) The line real or ima

ginary that paſſes through any thing, on which

it may revolve. Bentley.

A’XLE. J. (axiſ, Lat.] The pin which

A XLE-TREE. paſſes through the midſt of

the wheel, on which the circumvolutions of

the wheel are performed. Shakeſp. Aſ lºan.

A.Y. adv, (perhaps from aie, Lat] Yes. Shakeſ?.

AYE. adv. [apa, Saxon.] Always; to eternity;

for ever. Philips.

AYGREEN. ſ. The ſame with hºuſekek.

AYRY. ſ. (See Airy.]

AZIMUTH. f. [Arab.] I. The azimuth of the

fun, or of a ſtar, is an arch between the meri

dian of the place and any given vertical line. 2.

Magnetical azimuth, is an arch of the horizon

contained between the ſun's azimuth circle

and the magnetical meridian. 3. Azimuth

Compaſs, is an inſtrument uſed at ſea for find

ing the ſun's magnetical azimuth.

AZURE. a. [azur, Fr.] Blue; faint blue.

Newton.

B.

B. A. B

Is pronounced by preſſing the whole length;

B A C

child, which girls play with. Stilling fleet.

of the lips together, and forcing them, BACCATED. a. [baccatus, Lat.) Beſet with

open with a ſtrong breeth.
pearls; having many berties.

BAA. ſ. (see the verb.) The cry of a ſheep. BACCHANA LiAN.J. [from bacchanalia, Lat.]

To BAA. v. n. [bala, Lat..] To cry like a ſheep.

Sidney.

To BA BBLE. v. n. [bakkelen, Germ.] 1. To

A drunkard.

BACCHANALS ſ [bacchanaiia, Lat.) The

drunken feaſts of Bacchus. Pºpe.

prattle like a child. Prior. ... to talk idly. Ar-, BACCHUS BOLE. ſ. A flower not tall, but

bºnzt, Prior. 3. To tell ſecrets. L'Efirange.

4. To talk much. Prior.

very full and broad-leaved.

iBACCI'FEROUS. a. Berry-bearing. Ray.

BA'EBLE. / [bati, Fr.] Idle talk, ſenſeleſs BACCI'VOROUS.. a. A devourer of berries.

prattle. Siakºp.

BABELEMENT. ſ. (from bačák.] Senſeleſs

prate. Miliºn.

BABELER. ſ. (from babble.} 1. An idle talker.

BACHELOR. / [baccalaureus.) 1. A man un

married. Dryden. ... A man who takes his firſt

degrees. Aſchart. 3. A kaight of the loweſt

orcier.

Rogers. 2. A teller of ſecrets. Fairy Queen. BACHELORS Bºtton. Campign; an herb.

BABE. ſ. (Habar, welch. An infant. Dºden. BACHELORSHIP. / (from #5chelºr.] The

BABERY. ſ. (frºm tale.] Finely to pleaſe a

babe or child. Sidney,

BABISH. a. (from bate.) Childiſh. Aſcham

BA BOON. [bakuin, Fr.] A monkey of the

largeſt kind. Addiſon.

BABY. ſ. [See Bar E.) 1. A child; an infant.

Docke. 2. A ſmall image in imitation of a

condition of a bachelor. Shakeſp.

BACK. ſ [bac, bec, Sax.] 1. The hinder part

of the body. Bacar. 2. The outer part

of the hand when it is ſhut. Dºnne. 3. Pºrt

of the body, which requires cloaths. Lºcke.

4. The reat. Clarenden. 3. The place behind.

Dryden.
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Dryden. 6. The part of any thing out of

fight. Bacºn. 7. The thick part of any tool.

Arbuthnet.

BACK adv. [from the noun..] 1. To the place

whence one came. Raleigh. 1. Backward

from the preſent ſtation. Addiſon. 3. Behind;

not coming forward. Blackmore. 4. Toward

things paſt. Burnet. 5. Again; in return.

Shakeſ?... 6. Again; .icº time. Dryden.

To BACK. v. a. i. To mount a horſe. Shakeſp.

1. To break a horſe. Roſcommon. 3. To place

upon the back. Shakeſp. 4. To maintain;

to ſtrengthen. South. 5. To juſtify; to ſup

port. Bºyle 6. To ſecond. Dryden.

To BACKBITE. v.a. [from back and bite.] To

cenſure or reproach the abſent. Shakeſp.

BACKBITER. ſ. (from backbite.] A privy ca

ſumniator; cenſurer of the abſent. South.

BACKCARRY. Having on the back. Cowell.

BACKDOOR.f. [from back and deer.] The door

behind the houſe. Atterbury.

BACKED. a. [from back.) Having a back.

Dryden.

BACKFRIEND. ſ. [from back and friend..] An

enemy in ſecret. Sºuth.

BACK GAMMON. ſ. [from bach gammon,

Welch, a little battle.] A play or game with

dice and tables. Swift.

BACKHOUSE. ſ. [from back and houſe.] The

buildings behind the chief part of the houſe.

Carew.

BACKPIECE. ſ. [from back and piece.) The

piece of armour which covers the back.

Camden.

BACKROOM. A room behind. Moxon.

BACKSIDE. ſ. (from back and ſide.) 1. The

hinder part of anything. Newton. 2. The

binder part of an animal. Addiſon. 3. The yard

or ground behind a houſe. Mortimer.

To BACKSLIDE. v. n. [from back and ſlide.]

To fall off jeremiah.

BACKSL1 DER. ſ. [from backſlide.] An apo

ſtate. Prºv.

BACKSTAFF. ſ. [from back and fieff, be
cauſe, in taking an obſervation, the obſerver’s

back is turned towards the ſun.] An inſtru

ment uſeſul in taking the ſun's altitude at
k1.

BACKSTAIRs. ſ. The private ſtairs in the

hºuſe. Bacon.

BACKSTAYS.f. [from back and ſtay.] Ropes

which keep the maſts from pitching forward.

BACKSworD. ſ. (from back and ſword.] A

ſword with one ſharp edge

BACKWARD. Q. a.[back and peanb, Sax.] 1.

BACKWARDS. With the back forwards.

Gºa, ix. 2. Towards the back. Bacon. 3.

On the back. Dryden. 4. From the preſent

flation to the place behind. Shakeſp. 5. Re

greſſively. Newton. 6. Towards ſomething

paſt. Sºuth. 7. Out of the progreſſive ſtate.

Davieſ. 8. From a better to a worſe ſtate.

Dryden. 9. Paſt; in time paſt. Locke. Io.

Perverſely. Shakeſp. -

FACKWARD. a. i. Unwilling; averſe. Al

&rary. 1. Heſitating Shakeſp. 3. Sluggiſh;

dilatory. Watts. 4. Dull; not quick or ap
prehenſive. South.

BACKWARD. The things paſt. Shakeſp.

BACKWARDLY. adv, (from backward] 1.

Unwillingly; averſely. Sidney. 2. Perverſely.

Shakeſp.

BACKWARDNESS. ſ. [from backward.] Dul

neſs; ſluggiſhneſs. Atterbury.

BACON.J. The fleſh of a hog ſalted and dried.

Dryden.

BACULO METRY. ſ. The ºrt of meaſuring

diſtances by one or more ſtaves.

BAD.[badad, Dutch..] 1. Ill; not good. Pope.

2. Vitious; corrupt. Prior. 3. Unfortunate;

unhappy. Dryden. 4. Hurtſul; unwholſome.

Addiſon. 5. Sick.

#3 The preterite of biá.

BADGE. ſ. 1. A mark or cognizance worn. At

terbury. 2. A token by which one is known.

Fairfax. 3. The mark of any thing. Dryden.

To BADGE. v. a. To mark. Shakeſp.

BA'DGER. ſ. A brock. Brown.

BA'DGER. ſ. One that buys corn and vićtuals

in one place, and carries it into another. Cowell.

BADGER LECGED. a. Having legs of an un

equal length, as the badger is ſuppoſed to have.

BA'DLY. adv. Not well.

BA'DNESS. ſ. Want of good qualities. Addiſºn.

To BAFFLE. v. a. [bsfler, Fr.) 1. To elude.

Sºuth. 2. To confound. Dryden. 3. To

cruſh. Addiſon.

BA'FFLE. ſ. [from the verb.) A defeat. South.

BA'FFLER. ſ. [from baffle.j He that puts to

confuſion. Gov. of the Tongue.

BAG. ſ. [belge, Sax.) 1. A ſack, or pouch.

South. 2. That part of animals in which

ſome particular juices are contained, as the

poiſon of vipers. Dryden. 3. An ornamental

purie of ſilk tied to men's hair. Addiſor. 4.

A term uſed to ſignify quantities; as a bag

of pºpper. -

To BAG. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To put

into a bag. Dryden. 2. To load with a bag.

ryden.

To BAG. v. n. To ſwell like a full bag. Dryd.

BA'GATELLE. ſ. [bagatelle, Fr.] A trifle.

rtºr.

BAGGAGF. ſ. [baggage, Fr.) 1. The furni

ture of an army. Bacon. 2. A worthleſs wo

man. Sidney.

BA'GNIO. ſ. [bagna, Ital.] A houſe for bathing,

and ſweating. Arbuthnot.

BAGPIPE.J. (bag and pipe.] A muſical inſtru

ment, coluiſting of a leathern bag, and pipes.

Addiſºn.

BAGPI'PER. ſ. [from bagpipe J One that plays

on a bagpipe. Shakeſp.

blºſ [Fr. a term of architecture.]

A little round moulding, leſs than an aſtra

gal; ſometimes carved and enriched.

BAIL. ſ. Bail is the freeing or ſetting at liberty

one arreſted or impriſoned upon action either

civil or criminal, under ſecurity taken for his

appearance,

I. To
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To BAIL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To give

º for another. 1. To admit to bail. Claren

2n.

BAILABLE. a. [from bail.] That may be ſet

at liberty by bail.

BAILIFF. ſ. [baillie, Fr.) 1. A ſubordinate

officer. Addiſon. 2. An officer whoſe buſineſs

it is to execute arreſts. Bacon. 3. An under

ſteward ef a manºr. -

BAILIWICK. ſ. [baillie, and pic, Sax.] The

place of the juriſdiction of a bailiff. Hale.

To BAIT. v. a. [baran, Sax.] 1. To put meat

to tempt animals. Ray. 1. To give meat to

one's ſelf, or horſes, on the road. Fairy Q,

To BAIT. v. a. [from battre, Fr.] To ſet dogs

upon. Shakeſp. . -

To BAIT. v. n. 1. To ſtop at any place for re

freſhment. Par. Leſl. 2. To clap the wings.

Shakeſp.

BAIT.J. I. Meat ſet to allure animals to a ſnare.

Shakeſp. 2. A temptation ; an enticement.

Addiſºn. 3. A refreſhment on a journey.

BAIZ. ſ. A kind of coarſe open cloth. -

To BAKE. v. a. [baccan, Sax.] 1. To heat

any thing in a cloſe place. Iſaiah. 2. To har

den in the fire. Bacon. 3. To harden with

heat. Dryden. -

To BAKE... w.m. 1. To do the work of baking.

Shakeſp. 2. To be baked. Shakeſp.

BAKEHouse. ſ. A place for baking bread.

BAKER. ſ. [from tº bake..] He whoſe trade is to

bake. South.

BALANCE. ſ. [balance,Fr.) 1. A pair of ſcales.

2. The act of comparing two things. Atter

bury. 3. The overpius of weight. Bacºn. 4.

That which is wanting to make two parts of

an account even. 5. Equipoiſe. Pºpe. 6. The

beating part of a watch. Locke. 7. In aſtro

nomy. One of the ſigns, Libra. -

To BALANCE. v. a. [balancer, Fr.) 1. To

weigh in a balance. L'Eſi, ange. 2. To coun

terpoiſe. Newton. 3. To regulate an account.

Locke. 4. To pay that which is wanting.

Prior. -

To BA'LANCE. v. n. To heſitate; to fluêtuate.

Locke.

BALANCER. ſ. [from balance.] The perſon

that weighs.

BA'LASS Ruby.ſ. [bala, Fr.] A kind of ruby.

To BALBU CINATE. v. n. [6albutte, Lat..] To

ſtammer in ſpeaking.

BALCO'NY.f. [balcºn, Fr.] A frame of wood,or

ſtone, before the window of a room. Herbert.

BALD. a. [bal, welch.] 1. Without hair. Ad

diſon. 2. Without natural covering. Shakeſp.

3. Unadorned; inelegant. Dryden. 4. Strip

ped; without dignity, Shakeſp.

BA'LDACHIN. ſ. Ubaldachino, Ital.] A piece of

Architecture in form of a canopy.

BA'LDERDASH. ſ. Rude mixture.

To BA LDERDASH. v. a. To adulterate li

utor. - -

BA'LDLY, adv. [from bald.] Nakedly; meanly;

inelegantly.

BA'LDMONY. f. Gentian; a plant.

BALDNESS. f. (from bald.] i. The want of

hair. 2. The loſs of hair. Swift. 3. Mean

neſs of writing.

BALDRICK. ſ. 1. A girdle. Pºpe. 2. The

zodiack. Spenſer.

bººſ. [balle, Fr.] A bundle of goods. PWeed

- eer.

ºvar

BALE. ſ. [bel, Sax.] Miſery. F.#
To BALF. v. n. To make up into a bale.

BA'LEFUL. a.[from bale.) 1. Sorrowful; ſad.

Par. Left. 2. Full of miſchief F.&seen. Bºyd.
BALEFULLY. adv. [from baleful..] Sorrowful

ly; miſchievouſly.

BALK. ſ. [balk, Dut..] A great beam.

BALK. ſ. A ridge of land left unploughed.

To BALK. v. a. [See the noun.] 1. To diſap

point; to fruſtrate. Prior. 2. To miſs any

thing. Drayton. 3. To omit. Shakeſp.

BALKERS. ſ. Men who give a ſign which way

the ſhole of herrings is. Carew. -

BALL.f. [bol, Dan.) 1. Any thing made in a

round form. Hºwel ... A round thing to play

with. Sidney. 3. A globe. Granville. 4. A

globe borne as an enſign of ſovereignty. Batan.

5. Any part of the body that approaches to

roundneſs. Peacham.

BALL. ſ. ſhal, Fr.] An entertainment of dan

cing. Swift.

BAT.L.A.D. ſ. [balade, Fr.] A ſong. Watts.

To BALLAD. v. n. To make or ſing ballads.

Shakeſp.

BALLAD-SINGFR.ſ. One whoſe employment

it is to ſing ballads in the ſtreets. Gay.

BA LLAST.ſ. (ballaſe, Dutch..] Something put

at the bottom of the ſhip to keep it ſteady.
Wilkinſ. - .

To BALLAST. v. a. To put weight at the

bottom of a ſhip. Wilkins. 2. To keep any

thing ſteady. Donne.

BALLETTE. ſ. [ballette, Fr.] A dance.

BALLIARS. ſ. Pilliards. Spenſer.

BALLo N f. [ballen, Fr.) 1. A large round

! BALLO'ON. S. ſhort-necked veſſel uſed in chy

miſtry. 2. A ball placed on a pillar. 3. A ball

of paſteboard, ſtuffed with combuſtible matter,

which mounts in the air, and then burſts. -

BA'LLOT. ſ. ſhallºtte, Fr.) 1. A little ball or

ticket uſed in giving votes. 2. The act of

voting by ballot.

To BALLOT. v. n. (#31%ter, Fr.] To chooſe by

ballot. Wotton, Swift.

BALLOTATION. ſ. (from ballet.] The act of

voting by ballot. Wºtton. -

BALM. f. [haume, Fr.) 1. The ſap or juice of

a ſhrub, remarkably odoriferous. Dryden. 2.

Any valuable or fragrant ointment. Shakeſ?'.

3. Any thing that fooths or mitigates pain.

Shakeſp. -

ºn. ; ſ. The name of a plant. Miller.

BALM ºf Gilead. 1. The juice drawn from the

balſam tree. 2. A plant remarkable for the

ſtrong balſamick ſcent.

To BALM. v. a. (from balm..] I. To anoint

with balm. Shakeſp. 2. To ſooth; to miti

gate. Shakeſp.

BALMY.
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BALMY. a. [from Balm..] I. Having the qua

lities of balm. Milton. 1. Producing balm

3. Soothing; ſoit. Drydºn. 4. Fragrant; o

doriferous. Dryden. 5. Mitigating; aſſua

five. Shakeſp.

BA'LNFARY. ſ. [balnearium, Latin.] A bath

ing-room. Brown.

BALNEATION. ſ. [from balneum, Lat.] The

aćt of bathing. Brown.

BA'LNEATORY. a. [balneatorius, Latin.] Be

longing to a bath.

B.A.T.S.A.M. ſ. [balſamum, Lat.] Ointment;

"unguent. Denham. -

BALSAM Apple. An Indian plant.

BALSA'MICAL. Q. a. Uncluous; mitigating.

BALSA'MICK. Hale.

BA'LUSTRADE. ſ. Rows of little turned pil

lars, called baluſters.

BAMBOO. ſ. An Indian plant of the reed kind.

To BAMBO'OZLE v. a. To deceive; to im

poſe upon. Arbuthnot,

BAMBQQZLER. ſ. A cheat. Arbuthnot.

BAN. ſ. [ban, Teutonick.) 1. Publick notice

given of anything. Cowell. 2. A curſe; ex

communication. Raleigh. 3. Interdiction. Mil

tes. 4: Ban of the empire; a publick cenſure

by which the privileges of any German prince

are ſuſpended. Howel.

To BAN. v. a...[bannen, Dutch..] To curſe; to

execrate. Knolles.

BANA'NA Tree. Plantain.

BAND. ſ. [bende, Dutch..] I. A tye; a ban

dage. Shakeſp. z. A chain by which any

animal is kept in reſtraint. Fºl. 3. Any

union or connexion. Shakeſp. 4. Any thing

bound round another. Bacon. 5. A company

of perſons joined together #.. 6. In

architecture. Any flat low moulding, faſcia,

face, or plinth.

To BAND. v. a. ſfrom band.] 1. To unite to

gether into one body or troop. Milton. 2. To

bind over with a band. Dryden. -

BA'NDAGE. ſ. [bandage, Fr.] 1. Something

bound over another. Addiſon. 1. The fillet or

roller wrapped over a wounded member.

BANDBOX. ſ. [band and box.] A ſlight box

uſed for bands and other things of ſmall weight.

Addiſºn.

BANDELET.ſ (bandelet, Fr.] Any flat mould

ing or fillet.

BAND IT. ſ in the plural banditti.

BANDITTO. [banditto, Italian.] A man

outlawed. *:::ff. Pope.

BANDOG.ſ. [band and dog.] A maſtiff.Shakeſp

E’ANDOLEERS. ſ. [bandºliers, Fr. J Small

wooden caſes, covered with leather, each of

thern containing powder that is a ſufficient

charge for a muſket. -

BA'NDROL. ſ. [banderol, Fr.] A little flag or

ſtreamer.

BANDY.ſ.. [from bander, Fr.] A club turned

round at bottom for ſtriking a ball.

To BA/NDY. v. a. 1. To beat to and fro, or

from one to another. Blackmore. 2. To give

• 2nd take reciprocally. Shakeſp. 3. To agitate;

so toſs about. Lºcke.

B A N

To BA'NDY. v. n. To contend. Hudibrar.

BANDYI.E.G. ſ. (from bander, Fr.] A crooked

leg. Swift.

BANDYLEGGED. a. [from bandylºg.] Having

crooked legs.

BANE. ſ. [bana, Saxon.] 1. Poiſon. Addiſºn.

2. Miſchief, ruin. Hººker.

To BA, NE. v. a. To poiſon. Shakeſp.

BANEFUL. a. i. Poiſonous. Pºpe. 2. De

ſtructive. Ben. Johnſºn.

BANEFU NESS. ſ. [rom baneful.] Poiſon

ouſneſs: deſtructiveneſs.

BANEWORT. ſ. Deadly nightſhade.

To BANG v. a. [wer reſen, Dutch..] 1. To

beat; to thump. Howell. 2. To handle

roughly. Shakeſp.

BANG. ſ. [from the verb.] A blow; a thump.

Hudibrar.

To BANISH. v. a. [banir, Fr.] 1. To con

demn to leave his own country. Shakeſp. 2.

To drive away. Tillºtſon.

BANISHER. J. [from baniſł.] He that forces

another from his own country. Shakeſp.

BA'N ISHMENT. ſ. 1. The act of baniſhing

another. 2. The ſtate of being baniſhed;

exile. Dryden.

BANK. ſ. ſbanc, Saxon.) 1. The earth riſing

on each ſide of a water. Craſhaw. 2. Any

heap of earth piled up. Samuel. 3. A bench

of rowers. Jº aller. 4. A place where money

is laid up to be called for occaſionally. South.

5. The company of perſons concerned in ma

naging a bank.

To BANK. v. a. ſſrom the noun.] 1. To lay

up money in a bank. 2. To incloſe with

banks. Thºmſºn.

BANK-BILL. ſ. [from bank and bill 1 A note

for money laid up in a bank, at the ſight of

which the money is paid. Swift.

BANKER.J. [from bank.] One that trafficks in

money. Dryden.

BANKRUPCY. ſ. (from bankrupt..] 1. The

ſtate of a man broken, or bankrupt. 2. The

aćt of declaring one's ſelf bankrupt.

BANKRUPT. a. [banqueroute, Fr.] In debt

beyond the power of payment.

To BANKRUPT. v. a. To break; to diſ

able one from ſatisfying his creditors. Ham

mond.

BANNER. ſ. [Manniere, Fr.,] 1. A flag; a

ſtandard. Milton. 2. A ſtreamer borne at the

end of a lance.

ºrſ [from banner.] A knight made

in the field. Camden.

BANNEROL. ſ. [from bandercle, Fr.] A little

flag or ſtreamer. Camden.

BANNIAN. ſ. A man's undreſs or a morning

gown.

BANNOCK. ſ. A kind of oaten or peaſe meal

cake.

BA NQUET. ſ. [banquet, Fr.] A feaſt. 7.5.

To BA’NQUET. v. a. To treat any one with

feaſts. Hayward.

To BANQUET. v. a. To feaſt; to fare dainti

ly, South.

I 2 BA'N
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BANOUETER.ſ [from banquet.] 1. A feaſter;

9ne that lives deliciouſly. 2. He that makes

feaſts

BA'NQUET-House. ſ. [banquet and

BA'NQUETING-House. 3 hºuſe.) A houſe

where banquets are kept. Dryden.

B4NQUETTE. ſ. A ſmall bank at the foot of

the parapet.

BA'NSTICLE. ſ. A ſmall fiſh; a ſtickle-back.

To BANTER. v. a. [badiner, Fr.] To play

up ºn; to rally. L'Eſtrange.
-

BANTER. ſ. [from the verb.] Ridicule; rail

lery. L’Eſtrange.

BANTERER.J. [from banter.] One that ban

ters. L'Eſtrange. - -

BANTLING. J. [hairmling.] A little child.

rvor.

BAPTISM. ſ. [baptiſmus, Lat. Baalizais.) 1.

Baptiſm is given by water, and that preſcript
form of words which the church of Chriſt

doth uſe. Hocker. 2. Baptiſm is often taken

in Scripture for ſufferings. Lºcke.

BAPTISMAL. a. (from baptiſm..] Of or per

taining to baptiſm. Hammond.

BA'ptist. ſ. [baptiſe, Fr. gaºl; nº.] He that

adminiſters baptiſm. Milton.

BaptistERY. ſ. [baptiſterium, Lat..] The
place where the ſacrament of baptiſm is admi

niſtered. Addiſon.

To BAPtize. v. a. [baptiſer, Fr. from flaº

13.] To chriſten; to adminiſter the ſacra

ment of baptiſm. Milton, Rºgers.

BAPTizER. ſ. [from tº bapize.) One that

chriſtens; one that adminiſters baptiſm. id

BAR. ſ. [barre, Fr.) 1. A piece of wood lai

croſs a paſſage to hinder entrance. Exºduſ.º
A bolt. Nehemiah. 3. Any obſtacle. Pantº.

4. A rock or bank at the entrance of a har

bour. 5. Anything uſed for prevention.

Hocker. 6. The place where i. ...
are tried. Dryden. 7. An incloſed plaç

2.tº: thehº ſits. Addiſºn.

8. In law. A peremptory exception againſt "

demand or plea. Cowell. 9. Anything by

which the ſtructure is held together. janah.

10. Bari, is mºſº, are ſtrokes drawn per;
pendicularly acroſs the rings of a piece of

muſick; uſed to regulate the beating or mea

ſure of muſical time. - -

BAR SHOT. ſ. Two half bullets joined toge

ther by an iron bar.

To BAR. v.a. (from the noun.] 1. To faſten

er ſhut any thing with a bolt, or bar. Swift.

2. To hinder; to obſtruct. Shakeſp. 3. To

prevent, Sidney. 4. To ſhut out from. Pryden.

5. To exclude from a claim. Hecker. 6. To

rohibit. Addiſon. 7. To except. Shakeſp.

. To hinder a ſuit. Dryden.

BARB. ſ. [barba, a beard, Lat] 1. Any thing

that grows in the place of the beard. Walton.

2. The points that ſtand backward in an

arrow. Pºpe. 3. The armour for horſes.

Playward.

BARB. f. [contračed from Barbary.] A Bar

bary horſe,

To BARB. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To gave:

to dreſs out the beard. Shakeſp. z. To furniſh

horſes with armour. Dryde. 3. To jag ar

ºws with hooks, Philipſ.

BARBACAN. ſ. [barbarane, Fr.) 1. A fortifi

sation placed before the walls of a town

***ſºr. 2. An opening in the wall through

which the guns are levelied.

BARBA'DOES Cherry. [malehigia, Latin.] A

Pleaſant tart fruit in the weſt indies.

BARBA'DQES Tar. A bituminous ſubſtance,

*iſtering little from petroleum. Weedward.

BARBA'RIAN. ſ. i. A man uncivilized; a

ſavage. Stillingfleet. 2. A foreigner. Shakeſp.

3; A, man without pity. Philips.

BARBARIAN. a. savage. Pope.

BARBARICK. a. [barbaricº, Lat.] Foreign;

far-fetched. Milton.

BARBARISM. ſ. ſbarbariſmus, Lat] ... A

form of ſpeech contrary to the purity of lan.

gººge. Pryden. 2. Ignorance of arts; want

of learning. Dryden. 3. Brutality; ſavage

neſs of manners; incivility. Davies. 4. Cruel

º, hardneſs of heart. Shakeſp.

BARBARITY. ſ. (from barbazºur.] 1. Savage

neſs; incivility. 2. Cruelty; inhumanity.

Clarenden. 3. Impurity of ſpeech. Swift.

BARBAROUS. a. [barbare, Fr.) 1. Stranger

tº civility; ſavage; uncivilized. Davier. 2.

Vºcquainted with arts. Dryden. 3. Cruel,

inhuman. Clarendon.

BARBAROUSLY. adv. [from barbarous J 1.

Without knowledge or arts. 2. In a manner

$ºntrary to the rules of ſpeech. Stepney. 3.

Cruelly; inhumanly. Spectator.

BARBAROUSNESS. ſ."[from barbarou,..] I.

*ncivility of manners. Temple. 2. Impu

ºy, of language. Brerewoºd. 3. Cruelty.
Hale.

To BARBECUE. v.

hog whole. Pºpe.

BARBECUE. ſ. A hog dreſt whole.

BARBED, particip. a. [from to barb.) 1. Fur

niſhed with armour. Shakeſp. 2. Bearded;

Jagged with hooks. Milton.

BARBEL.J. [from barb.] A kind of fiſh found

in rivers. Walton.

BARBER. ſ.[from tº barb.) A man who ſhaves

the beard. Wettan.

To BARBER. v. a. [from the noun..] To dreſs

out; to powder. Shakeſø.

BARBER-CHIRURGEöN. f. A man who

joins the practice of ſurgery to the barber's

trade. Wiſeman.

BARBER-MONGER. ſ. A fop decked out by
his barber. Shakeſp.

BARBERRY. ſ. ſºrberis, Lat.] Pipperidge

buſh. Mortimer.

BARD. ſ. [bardd, Welch.] A poet. Spenſºr.

BARE. a. ſbane, Saxon] 1. Naked; with

out covering. Addiſon. 2. Uncovered in

eſpect. Clarenden. 3. Unadorned; plain:

fimple. Spenſer. 4. Detected; without con.

cealment. Milton. 5. Poor; without plenty.

Hººker, 6. Mere. South. 7. Threa'baré,

much

a. A term for dreſfing a
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much worn. 8. Not united with anything elſe.
Hecker.

To BARE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To ſtrip.
atºn.

BARE. preterite of tº bear.

BA'REBONE. ſ. [from bare and bone) Lean.

BAREFACED. a. 1. With the face naked ;

not maſked. Shakeſp. 2. Shameleſs; unre

ſerved. Clarenden.

BAREFA'CELLY. adv. [from barefaced.] O

penly; ſhameleſly; without diſguiſe. Locke.

BAREFA CEDNESS. ſ. [from barefaced.] E

frontery; aſſurance; audaciouſneſs.

BAREFOOT: a ſtrom bare and fast.] with

out ſhoes. Addiſon.

BAREFOOTED. a. Without ſhoes. Sidney.

BA'REGNAWN. a... [from bare and gnawn.]

Eaten bare. Shakeſp.

BAREHEADED. a. [from bare and head.]

Uncovered in reſpect. Dryden.

BARELY. adv, ſtrom bare.] 1. Nakedly. 2.

Merely ; only. Hooker.

BARENESS. ſ. [from bare.] 1. Nakedneſs.

Shakeſp. 2. Leanneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Poverty.

Sºuth. 4. Meanneſs of clothes.

BARGAIN. ſ. [bargaigne, Fr.) 1. A contract

or agreement concerning ſale. Bacon. 2. The

thing bought or ſold. L'Eſtrange. 3. Stipula

tion. Bacon. 4. An unexpected reply, tending

to obſcenity. Dryden. 5. An event; an upſhot.
Arbuthnot.

To BAF-GAIN. v. n. To make a contract for

ſale. Addiſon.

BARGAINEE. ſ. [from bargain.] He or ſhe

that accepts a bargain.

BA'RGAINER. ſ. (from bargain.] The perſon

who proffers or makes a bargain.

BARGE. ſ. [bargie, Dutch..] I. A boat for

pleaſure. Raleigh. 2. A boat for burden.

BAFGER. ſ. [from barge ) The manager of a

barge. Carew.

BARK. ſ. [barck, Daniſh.) 1. The rind or

covering of a tree. Bacon. 2. A ſmall ſhip.

[barca, low Lat.) Granv.

To BARK. v. n. [beoncan, Saxon] 1. To

make the noiſe which a dog makes. Cowley. 2.

To clamour at. Shakeſp.

To BARK. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſtrip trees

of their bark. Temple.

BARK BARED. a. Stripped of the bark.
Martimer.

BARKER. ſ [from bark.] 1. One that barks

or clamours. B. Johnſ. 2. One employed in

ſtripping trees.

BA'RKY. a. [from bark.] Conſiſting of bark.

Shakeſp.

BARLEY. ſ. A grain.

BARLEYBRAKE.ſ. A kind of rural play. Sid.

BARLEY BROTH... ſ. [barley and brºth.)

Strong beer. Shakeſp.

BA'RLEYCORN. ſ. (from barley and corn.) A

grain of barley. Tickell.

BARM.J. [burn, Welch.] Yeaſt; the fermeat

put into drink to make it work. Shakeſp.

BARMY. a. [from barm.] Containing barm.

Pryden. - -

BARN. ſ. [beann, Saxon.] A place or houſe

for laying up any ſort of grain, hay, or ſtraw.

Addiſon.

BARNACLE. ſ. [beann, a child, and aac, an

oak..] A bird like a gooſe, fabulouſly ſuppoſed

to grow on trees. Bentley.

BAROMETER...f. [from 34p'S', and ºf:y.]

A machine for meaſuring the weight of the

atmoſphere, and the variations in it, in order

chiefly to determine the changes of the wea

ther.

BAROMETRICAL. a. [from barºmeter.j Re

lating to the barometer. Derham.

BARON. ſ. (Barc, Lat.) 1. A degree of nobi

lity next to a viſcount. 2. Baron is an officer,

as barons of the exchequer. 3. There are alſo

barons of the cinque ports, that have places in

the lower houſe of parliament. 4. Baron is uſed

for the huſband in relation to his wife. Cºwell.

5. A baron of beef is when the two ſirloins

are not cut aſunder. Dict.

BARONAGE. ſ. [from baron.] The dignity of
a baron.

BARONESS. ſ. [baroneſa, Ital.] A baron's
lady.

*śſ [of baron and et, diminutive

termination.] The loweſt degree of honour

that is hereditary ; it is below a baron, and

above a knight.

BARONY. f. [baronnie, Fr.] That honour or

lordſhip that gives title to a baron. Cowell.

BA'ROSCOPE. ſ. [3apº- and rxoario...] An in

ſtrument to ſhew the weight of the atmoſ

phere. Arbuthnot.

BARRACAN. ſ. [bcaratan, Fr.] A ſtrong thick

kind of camelot.

BA'RRACK. ſ. [barraca, Span.] A building to

lodge ſoldiers.

BARRATOR. ſ. ſold Fr. barateur, a cheat..] A

wrangler, and encourager oflaw ſuits. Arbuth.

BARRATRY.ſ.. [from barrator.) Foul practice

in law Hudibras.

BARREL. ſ. (baril, Welch.] I. A round

wooden veſſel to be ſtopped cloſe. Dryden, 2. A

barrel of wine is thirty ºne gallons and a half;

of ale, thirty two gallons; of beer, thirty ſix

gallons, and of beer vinegar, thirty four galions,

3. Any thing hollow, as the barrel of a gun.

Digby. 4. A cylinder. Moxon. - -

To BARREL. v. a. To put any thing in a

barrel. Spenſer.

BARREL-BELLIED. a. Having a large belly.

Dryden.

BARREN. a ſbane, Sax.] Not prolifick. Shake.

2. Unfruitful; not fe: tile; ſterile. Pope. 3.

Not copious; ſcanty. Swift. 4. Unrneaning;

uninventive; dull. ShakeſP. -

BARRENLY. adv. [from barren.] Unfruit

fully.

BAºENNESS / [from barren.] 1. Want of

the power of procreation. Milton. 2. Unfruit

fulneſs; ſterility. Bacºn. 3. Want of invention.

Dryden. 4. Want of matter. Hoºker. 5. In

theology, want of ſenſibility. Tatler.

BARREN WORT. ſ. A plant.

BA'RR
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BARRFUL. a. [bar and full.) Full of obſtruc

tions. Shakeſp.

BARRICA DE. ſ. [barricade, Fr J. I. A forti

fication made to keep off an attack, 2. Any

ſtop : bar; obſtruction. Derham.

To BARRICA DE v. a. [barricader, Fr.] To

ſtop up a paſſage. Gay.

BARRICA'LO. ſ. [barricada, Span.] A fortifi

cation; a bar. Bacon.

To BARRICA’DO. v. a. To fortify; to bar.

Clarendon.

BA'RRIER. ſ. [barriere, Fr.] I. A barricade;

an entrenchment. Pºpe. 2. A fortification, or

ſtrong place. Swift. 3. A ſtop; an obſtruction.

Watts. 4. A bar to mark the limits of any

place. Bacon. 5. A boundary. Pope.

BA RRISTER. ſ. [from bar.] A perſon quali

fied to plead the cauſes of clients in the courts

of juſtice. Blºunt.

BARROW. f. [benepe, Sax.] Any carriage

moved by the hand, as a hand-barrºw. Gay.

BARROW. ſ. [beng, Sax.] A hog.

To BARTER. v. n. (barratter, Fr.] To traf

fick by exchanging one commodity for another.

Collier.

To BARTER. v. a. To give any thing in ex

change Prior.

BART ER. ſ. [from the verb.] The ast or

practice of trafficking by exchange. Felton.

BARTERER. ſ. [from barter.] He that trafficks

by cxchange. -

BARTERY. ſ. ſſrom barter.] Exchange of

commodities. Camden.

B.A. RTRAM. f. A plant; pellitory.

BASE. a. [bas, French | 1. Mean; vile; worth

leſs. Peacham. 2. Diſingenuous; illiberal; un

generous. Atterbury. 3. Of low ſtation; of

mean account. Dryden. 4. Baſeborn; born

out of wedlock. Camden. 5. [Applied to me

tals;} without value. Watts. 6. [Applied to

ſounds;] deep, grave. Bacºn.

BASE-PORN. a. Born out of wedlock. Gay.

BASE-COURT. ſ. Lower court.

BASE-MINDED. a. Mean ſpirited. Camden.

BASE-VIOL. ſ. An inſtrument uſed in concerts

for the baſe found. Addiſºn.

BASE. ſ. [bar, French.) 1. The bottom of any

thing. Prior. 2. The pedeſtal of a ſtatue.

Broºm c. 3. Houſings. Sidney. 4. The bottom

of a cone. g. Stockings. Hudibras. 6. The

place from which racers or tilters run. Dryden.

7. The ſtring that gives a baſe found. Dryden.

8. An old ruſtick play. Shakeſp.
To BASF. v. a. º, Fr. J. To embaſc; to

make leſs valuable. Bacon.

BA SELY. adv. [from baſc.] I. Meanly ; diſ

honourably. Claren-'an. 3. In baſtardy. Knºller.

BA SEN ESS. ſ. [from baſe.) 1. Meanneſs ;

valeneſs. Sºuth. 2. Vileneſs of metal. Swift

3.1: attardy. Shakeſp. 4. Deepneſs of Sound.

1:... cza. -

To BASH. v. n. [probably from baſe.] To be

ati.amcd. Sfcº.cr. -

E.A.S.H.A.W.ſ. Among the Turks, the viceroy of

a province. Laºn.

BA'SHFUL. a. [verbaeſen, Dutch..] I. Modeſt;

ſhamefaced. Shakeſp. 2. Vitiouſly modeſt.

Sidney.

BASHFULLY. adv. [from baſ' ful..] Timo

rouſly; modeſtly.

BASHFULNESS. ſ. ſtrom baſhful] 1. Mo

deſty, Dryden. 2. Vitious or ruſtick ſhame.

Dryden.

BASIL. ſ. The name of a plant.

BASIL. ſ. The angle to which the edge of a

joiner's tool is ground away.

BASIL. ſ. The ſkin of a ſheep tanned.

To BASIL. v. a. To grind the edge of a tool

to an angle. Moxon.

BASILICA. ſ. (6aaixix.] The middle vein of

the arm. Quincy.

BASILICAL. Q. a. [from baſilica.] The baſilick

BASILICK. vein. Sharp.

BASILICK. ſ. [baſilique, Fr. 6aroux}.] A large

hall, a magnificent church.

BASILICON. ſ. [Barlaixºv.] An ointment called

alſo tetrapharmacon. Wiſeman.

BASILISK. ſ. [baſíliſcus, Lat.) A kind of

ſerpent ; a cockatrice; ſaid to kill by looking.

Brown. 2. A ſpecies of cannon. Brezon.

BASIN. [baſin, Fr.) 1. A ſmall veſſel to hold

water for waſhing, or other uſes. Brown. 2.

A ſmall pond. Spectator. 3. A part of the ſea

incloſed in rocks. Pºpe. 4. Any hollow place

capacious of liquids. Blackmore. 5. A dock for

repairing and building ſhips. 6. Baſins of a

balance; the ſame with the ſcales.

BASIS. ſ. (baſs, Lat.] 1. The foundation of

any thing. Dryden. 2. The loweſt of the three

principal parts of a column. Addiſºn. 3. That

on which any thing is raiſed. Denham. 4.

The pedeſtal. Shakeſp. 5. The ground-work.

Shakeſp.

To BASK. v. a. [backeren, Dutch..] To warm

by laying out in the heat. Milton.

To BASK. v. n. To lie in the warmth. Dryden.

BASKET. ſ. [baſged, Welch.) A veſſel made

of twigs, ruſhes, or ſplinters. Dryden.

BASKET-HILT. ſ. A hilt of a weapon ſo

made as to contain the whole hand. Hudibras.

BASKET-WOMAN. ſ. A woman that plies at

markets with a baſket.

BASS. a. [In muſick.) Grave; deep.

PASS-VIOL. See BAs E-viol.

BASS. ſ. [by junius derived from ſome Britiſh

word ſignifying a ruſh; perhaps properly beſt,

from the French§ A mat uſed in churches.

Mortimer.

BASS-RELIEF. ſ. [sa, and relief] Sculpture.

the figures of which do not ſtand out from the

ground in their full proportion.

BASSET.J.[&aſt, Fr.]A gameat cards. Pennir.
BASSON. J. [baſin, Fr.) A muſical inſtru

BASSOON. ment of the wind kind, blown

with a reed.

BASSOCK. ſ. Baſs.

BA STARD. ſ. ſtaffardd, welch.] 1. A perſon

born of a woman out of wedlock. 2. Anything

ſpurious. Shakeſp.

BA STARD. a. i. Begotten out of wedlock.

- Shakeſp.
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Shakeſp. 2. Spurious; ſuppoſitious; adulte

rate. Temple.

To BASTARD. v. a. To convićt of being a

baſtard. Bacon.

To BASTARDIZE. v. a. [from baffard.) 1.

To convićt of being a baſtard. 2. To beget a

baſtard. Shakeſp.

BASTARDLY. adv. [from baſlard.) In the

manner of a baſtard. Donne.

To BASTE. v. a.ſº Fr.] 1. To beat

with a ſtick. Hudibrar. 2. To drip butter upon

meat on the ſpit. Shakeſ. 3. To few ſlightly.

[šafter, Fr.]

BASTINADE. R. ſ. [baſannade, Fr.]. 1. The

BASTINA’DO. aćt of beating with a cud

gel. Sidney. 2. A Turkiſh puniſhment of

beating an offender on his feet.

To BASTINADE. R. v. a. [from the noun;

To BASTINADO. baſicnner, Fr.] To beat.

Arbuthnot.

BASTION.ſ.[baſſion Fr.] a huge maſs of earth,

uſually faced with ſods, ſtanding out from a

rampart; a bulwark. Harris. -

BAT.J. [bat, Sax.] A heavy ſtick. Hakewell.

BAT. ſ. An animal having the body of a mouſe

and the wings of a bird ; not with feathers,

but with a ſort of ſkin which is extended. It

brings forth its young alive, and ſucklesthem.

Davis. -

BAT-Fowling.ſ [from bat and fºwl.] Bird

catching in the night time. They light

torches, then beat the buſhes; upon which the

birds flying to the flames, are caught. Peacha”.

BATABLE. a. [from bate.j Diſputable. Ba

table ground ſeems to be the ground hereto

fore in queſtion, whether it belonged to Eng

land or Scotland.

BATCH. f. [from bake] . The quantity of

bread baked at a time. Mºrtimer. 2. Any

quantity made at once. Ben. j.hnſon.

BATCHELOR. See BA ch E Lor.

BATE. ſ. [from debate.) Strife : contention.

To BATE. v. a. [contracted ºn abate.) 1. To

lefſen anything; to retrench. Shakeſp. z. To

ſink the price. Locke. 3. To leſſen a demand.

Shakeſp. 4. To cut off. Dryden.

To BATE. v. n. 1. To grow leſs. Shakeſp. 2.

To remit. Dryden.

BATE. once the preterite of bite. Speuſer.

BATEFUL. a. (from bate and full.] Contenti

cus. Sidney. -

BATEMENT. ſ. Diminution. Moxon.

BATH. ſ. [bağ. Sax.] 1. A bath is either hot or

cold, either of art or nature. Addiſon. 2.

Outward heat, applied to the body. Shakeſp.

3. A veſſel of hot water, in which another is

placed that requires a ſofter heat than the

faked fire. Quincy. 4. A fort of Hebrew

meaſure, containing ſeven gallons and four

pints. Calmet.

To BATH.E. v. a. (baºian, Sax.] 1. To waſh

in a bath. Sºuth. ... To ſupple or ſoften by the

outward application of warm liquors. Dryden.

3. To waſh with anything. Dryden.

To BATHE. v. n. To be in the water, Waller.

BATING. prºp. [from bate.] Except. Reeve.

BATLET. ſ. (from bat.) A ſquare piece of

wood uſed in beating linen. Shakeſp.

BATO ON. ſ. [baron, Fr. formerly ſpelt baffen

1. A ſtaff or club. Bacon. 2. A truncheon or

marſhal's ſtaff. -

BATTAILLOUS.. a [from battaille, Fr.) War

like; with military appearance. Fairfax.

BATTALIA. (hattaglia, Ital.] The order of

battle. Clarenden.

BATTALION. ſ. [bataillºn, Fr.) 1. A diviſion

of an army; a troop; a body of forces. Pºpe.

2. An army. Shakeſp. -

To BATTEN. v. a. i. To fatten, or make fat.

Milton. 2. To fertilize. Philips.

To BATTEN. v. n. To grow fat. Garth.

BATTEN. ſ. A batten is a ſcantling of wooden

ſtuff. Moxon.

To BATTER. v. a. [battre, to beat, Fr.] 1. To

beat; to beat down. Waller. 2. To wear with

beating. Swift. 3. To wear out with ſervice.

Southern.

BATTER. ſ. [from to batter.] A mixture of

ſeveral ingredients beaten together. King.

BATTERER.ſ. [from batter.) He that batters.

BATTERY. f. [batterie, Fr.) 1. The act of

battering. Locke. 2. The inſtruments with

which a town is battered. South. 3. The frame

upon which cannons are mounted. 4. In law,

a violent ſtriking of any man. Shakeſ?.

BATTLE. ſ. [battaile, Fr.) 1. A fight; an'

encounter between oppoſite armies. Eccleſiaſt,

2: A body of ſorces. Bacon. 3. The main body.

Hayward. -

To BATTLE. v. n. [batailler, Fr.] To contend

in fight. Prior.

BATTLE-ARRAY. ſ. Array, or order of battle.

Addiſon.

BATTLE-AXE. ſ. A weapon: a bill. Carew.

BA"TTLE-DOOR. f. [decr and battle.] An in

ſtrument with a round handle and a flat blade.

Locke. -

BATTLEMENT. ſ. [from battle.) A wall with

interſtices. Norrif.

BATTY. a. [from bat.] Belonging to a bat.

Shakeſp.

BA'VAROY. ſ. A kind of cloke. Gay.

BAUBEE. ſ. In Scotland, a halfpenny. Bramſ.

BA'VIN. ſ. A ſtick like thoſe bound up in

faggots. Mortimer.

To BAUí.K. See BA I. K.

BA'WBLE. ſ. [baubellum, barbarous Latin.] A

gewºgaw; a trifling piece of finery. Prior.

BA'WBLING. a. [from law.ble.] Trifling; con

temptible. Shakeſp.

BA'WCOCK. ſ. A fine fellow. Shakeſp.

BAWD. ſ. (baude, old Fr.] A procurer or pro

cureſs. Dryden.

To BAWD. v. n. [from the noun..] To procure.

Swift. -

BAWDILY adv. [from bawdy J. Obſcenely.

BAWDINESS. ſ. [from bawdy.) Obſceneneſs.

BA'WDRICK. J. [See BALDR 1 c k.] A belt.

Chapman.

BAWDRY.ſ. 1. A wicked pračice of procuring

and
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and bringing whores and rogues together.

Ayliffº. 1. Obſcenity. Ben. 7:hnſºn.

ºx a. [from bawd.] Obſcene; unchaſte.

out ſº.

£AWDY-HOUSE. ſ. A houſe where traffick is

made by wickedneſs and debauchery. Dennis.

To B.A.W.L. v. n. [bal, Lat.) 1. To hoot; to cry

out with great vehemence. Smith ºn Philips.

2. To cry as a freward child. L'Eſtrange.

To BAWL. v. a. To proclaim as a crier. Swift.

BA'wRFE. ſ. A kind of hawk. Diº.

*AWSIN. ſ. A badger. Dicº.

BAY. a. [badius, Lat.) A bay horſe is inclining

to a cheſnut. All bay horſes have black

manes. Dryden.

BAY. f. [bºye, Dutch J An opening into the

land. Bacon.

£AY. ſ. The ſtate of any thing ſurrounded by

enemies. Swift, Thomſon.

BAY. ſ. In archite&ture, a term uſed to ſignify

the magnitude of a building. Bays are from

fourteen to twenty feet long. Shakeſp.

BAY. ſ. A tree.

BAY. ſ. An honorary crown or garland. Pºpe.

To B.A.Y. v. m. 1. To bark as a dog at a thief.

Stenſºr. 2. To ſhut in. Shakeſp.

To BAY. v. a. To follow with barking. Shakeſp.

BAY Salt. Salt made of ſea water, which receives

its conſiſtence from the heat of the fun, and

is ſo called from its brown colour. Baron.

BAY }/indºw. A window jutting outward.

Sººkeſp.

BAYARD. ſ. [from bay A bay horſe.

BAYONET. ſ. […yºnette, Fr.) A ſhort ſword

fixed at the end of a muſket.

EDELITUM. f. (£3.xx...] An aromatick gum

brought frcm the Levant. Raleigh.

To B F. v. n. 1. To have ſome certain ſtate.

condition, quality, as, the man is wife. Shakeſ.

2. It is the auxiliary verb by which the verb

raffive is formed. Shakeſp. 3. To exiſt; to

have exiſtence. Dryden. 4. To have ſome

thing by appointment or rule. Lºcke.

F: A CH. f. The ſhore; the ſtand. Miltºn.

Hº ACHED. a. [ſrom beach.J Expoſed to the

wave. Shakeſp.

F}. ACHY. a. (from beach.] Having beaches.

Shakeſp.

T"A CON. ſ. [beacon, Saxon.] 1. Something

aiſed on an eminence, to be fired on the

aſ proach of an enemy. Gay. 2. Marks erected

tº direct navigators.

L' AD. ſ. [be abe, prayer, Sax.] 1. Small globes

or bal!: ſtrung upon a thread, and uſed by the

Romaniſts to count their prayers. Pºpe. 2.

Little halls worn about the neck for ornament.

Shakeſp. 3. Any globular bodies. Boyle.

P} AD 1 ree. [Aze D A R A ch.) The nut is, by

religious perſons, bored through, and ſtrung as

l:eads; whence it takes its name. Miller.

P: A DLE. ſ. [by Sel, Saxon; a meſſenger J 1.

A meſſenger or ſervitor belonging to a court.

Cºrrell. 2. A petty officer in pariſhes. Prior.

Ef ADROLL. J. [from bead and roll.] A cata

lºue of thoſe who are to be mentioned at

Players. Bacon. -

BE'ADSMAN. ſ. [from bead and man.] A man

employed in praying for another. Spenſer.

BEAGLE. ſ. [Bigle, Fr.] A ſmall hound with

which hares are hunted. Dryden.

BEAK. ſ ſher, Fr.] 1. The bill or horny mouth

of a bird. Milton. 2. A piece of braſs like a

beak, fixed at the head of the ancient gallies.

Dryden. 3. Any thing ending in a point like a
beak. Carew.

BF'AKED. a. [from beak.] Having a beak.

A ſiltz”.

BEAKER. ſ. [from beak.] A cup with a ſpout

in the form of a bird's beak. Pºpe.

B.F.A. ſ. [bolla, Ital.] A whelk or pimple.

To BEAL. v. n. [from the noun..] Te ripen;

to gather matter.

BEAM. f. (beam, Saxon; a tree.] 1. The

main piece of timber that ſupports the houſe.

Dryden. 2. Any large and long piece of

timber. Dryden. 3. That part of a balance,

at the ends of which the ſcales are ſuſpended.

ji'ilkinº. 4. The horn of a ſtag, Denham. 5

The pole of a chariot. 6. A cylindrical piece

of wood belonging to the loom, on which the

web is gradually rolled as it is wove. Chrer:-

cleſ. 7. The ray of light emitted from ſome iu

minous body. Pope.

To BEAM. v. n. [from the noun..] To emit rays

or beams. Pºpe.

BF,AM Tree. Wildſervice. -

BEAMY. a. [from bear.] 1. Radiant; ſhining;

emitting beams. Smith. 1. Having horns or

antiers. Dryden.

BEAN. ſ. [faba, Lat.] The common garden

bear. The horſe bean.

BEAN Caper. [fabage.]. A plant.

To BEAR. v. a. pret. I bore, or bare. [beonan,

Sax. 1. To carry as a burden. Iſaiah. 2. To

convey or carry. Dryden. 3. To carry as a

mark of authority. Shakeſ?. 4. To carry as a

mark of diſtinction. Hale. 5. To carry as ºn

(how. Shakeſ, 6. To carry as in truſt. fºr.

7. To ſuppº to keep trøm falſing. Hisłer.

8. To keep afloat. Geneſis. 9. To ſupport

with proportionate ſtrength. Arbuthnºt. lo.

To carry in the mind, as love, hate. Daniel.

11. To endure, as pain, without finking.

Pſalm. 11. To ſuffer; to undergo. 72%. 13.

To permit. Dryden. 14. To be capable of:

to admit. Hecker. 15. To produce, as fruit.

Pºpe. 16. To bring forth, as a child. Geneſs.

17. To poſſeſs, as power or honour. Addiſºn.

18. To gain; to win. Shakeſp. 19. To

maintain; to keep up. Locke. 20. To ſupport

any thing good or bad. Barºr. 21. To exhibit.

Dryden. 21. To be anſwerabie for. Dryden.

23. To ſupply. Dryden. 24. To be the object

of. Shakeſp. 25. To behave. Shakeſø. 26.

To impel; to urge ; to puſh. Hayward. 27.

To preſs. Ben. jºhnſºn. 18. To incite; to

animate. Miltºn. 29. To bear in hand. To

amuſe with falſe pretences; to deceive. Shak.

30. To bear ºff. To carry away by force.

Creech. 31. To bear ºut. To ſupport; to

maintain. South.

Ts
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To BEAR v. s. 1. To ſuffer pain. Pºpe. 2.

To be patient. Dryden. 3...To be fruitful or

prolifick. Bacon. 4. To take effect; to ſucceed.

Guerdian. 5. To tend; to be directed to

any point. Bºyle. 6. To act as an impellent.

Wilkins. 7. To act upon. Hayward. 8. To

be ſituated with reſpect to other places. 9. Tº

bear up. Toſtand firm without falling. Brºme.

lo. To bear with. To endure an unpleaſing

thing. Milton.

BEAR / [bena, Sax.] 1. A rough ſavage animal.

Shakeſp. 2. The name of two conſtellations,

called the greater and leſſer bear; in the tail

of the leſſer bear, is the pole ſtar. Creech.

BEAR BIND. ſ. A ſpecies of bindweed.

BEAR-FLY. ſ. An inſect. Bacon.

BEAR-GARDEN. ſ. [from bear and garden.]

1. A place in which bears are kept for ſport,

Spectator. 2. Any place of tumult or miſrule.

BEARS-BREECH. ſ. (Acanthur.] The name

of a plant.

BEAR'S-EAR, or Auricula.

plant. -

BEARS-FOOT. ſ. A ſpecies of helleborg.

BEAR's-wort. ſ. An herb.

BEARD. ſ. [beans, Sax.) 1. The hair that

grows on the lips and chin. Prior. 2. Beard is

uſed for the face. Hudibrai. 3. He has a long

beard, he is old. Locke. 4. Sharp prickles

growing upon the ears of corn. L'Eſtrange. 5.

A barb on an arrow. 6. The beard of a horſe,

is that part which bears the curb of the bridle.

Farrier's Dić. -

To BEARD. v. a. (from beard.] 1. To take or

pluck by the beard. Shakeſp. 1. To oppoſe to

the face. Swift.

BEARDED. a. [from beard.) 1. Having a

beard. Dryden. 2. Having ſharp prickles, as

corn. Milton. 3. Barbed or jagged. Dryden.

BEARDLESS, a. [from beard.) 1. Without a

beard. Camden. ... Youthful. Dryden.

BEARF.R. ſ. [from tº bear.) 1. A carrier of

any thing. Swift. 2. One employed in carry

ing burthens. Chronicles. 3. One who wears

anything. Shakeſp. 4. One who carries the

body to the grave. 5. A tree that yields its

produce. Bºyle. 6. In architecture. A poſt or

brick wall raiſed up between the ends of a

piece of timber.

BEARHERD ſ. [from bear and herd..] A man

that tends bears. Shakeſp.

REARING. ſ. [from bear] 1. The ſite or

place of any thing with reſpect to ſomething

*lie. Pºpe. 2. Geſture; mien ; behaviour.

Shakeſp.

BEARWARD. ſ. [from bear and ward.) A

keeper of the bear. Shakeſp.

BEAST. ſ. (beſie. Fr.] I. An animal diſtinguiſhed

from birds, inſects, fiſhes, and man. Shakeſp.

2. An irrational animal, oppoſed to man.

Dryden. 3. A brutal ſavage man.

BEASTINGS. See Be Esti Nos.

BEASTLINESS. J. [from beafly.) Brutality.

Spesſer.

BEASTLY. a. [from braft.] 1. Brutal; con

trary to the nature and dignity of man. Ben.

The name of a

johnſºn, 2. Having the nature or form of

beaſts. Prior.

To BEAT, v, a preter. beat, part pºſt beat,

or beaten. battre, French.] 1. To ſtrike; to

knock. Dryden. . . To Funiſh with ſtripes.
Locke. 3. To ſtrike an inſtrument of muſick.

Shakeſp. 4. To comminute by blows. Bresne.

5. To ſtrike ground, to rouze game. Prior.

6. To threſh coin. Ruth, 7. To mix things by

long and frequent agitatiºn. Bºyle. 8. To batter

with engines of war. judgeſ. 9. To daſh, as

water, or bruſh, as wind. Pºpe. Io. To tread

a path Blackmºre. 1. To make a path by

treading it. Locke. 12. To conquer; to ſub

due ; to vanquiſh. Arbuthnet. 13. To ha

raſ.; to over-labour. Hakewell. 14. To lay,

or preſs. Shakeſp. 15. To Geºrcſ. Addiſºn.

16. To drive by violence. Dryden ;7. To

move with fluttering agitation. Dryden. 18.

72 beat dºwn. To leſſen the price demand

ed. Dryden. 19. To beat up. To attack ſud

denly, zo. To #. the boºf. To walk; to go

on toot.

To BEAT. v. n. To move in a pulſatory manner.

Collier. 1. To daſh as a flood or ſtorm. Bacon.

3. To knock at a door. judge. 4. To throb,

to be in agitation. Shakeſp. 5. To fluctuate ;

to be in motion. Shakeſp. 6. To try different

ways; to ſearch. Pºpe. 7. To act upon with

violence. Jonah. 8. To enforce by repetition.

Hocker.

BEAT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Stroke. 2. Man

ner of ſtriking. Grew.

BEATEN. particip. (from beat.

BEATER. J. [from beat.) 1. An inſtrument

with which any thing is comminuted or

mingled. Mºxon. 2. A perſon much given to

blows. Aſtham.

BEATIFICA. L. }* [beatificut, low Lat.) Bliſs

BEATIFICK.
ful. . It is uſed only of

heavenly fruition after death. South.

BEATIFICALLY. adv. [from beatifical] In

ſuch a manner as to compleat happineſs. Hake.

BEATIFICATION. J. Beatification is an ac

knowledgment made by the pope, that the

perſon beatified is in heaven, and therefore

may be reverenced as bleſſed.

To BEATIFY. v. a. [beatifico, Lat.) To bleſs

with the completion of celeſtial enjoyment.

Hammend.

BEATING. ſ.[from beat..] Correction by blows.

Ben. johnſon.

BEATITUDE. ſ. [heatitude, Lat.] Bleſſed.

neſs; felicity; happineſs. Taylor. 2. A decla

ration of bleſſedneſs made by our Saviour to

particular virtues. -

BEAU.J. (beau, Fr.] A man of dreſs. Dryden.

BEAVER /. (bievre, Fr.) 1. An animal, other

wife named the coffer, amphibious, and re

markable for his art in building his habitation.

Hakewell. 2. A hat of the beſt kind. ..fedy: ".

3. The part of a helmet that covers the face.

[batire, Fr.] Batºn.

BEAVERED. a. [from bec ver.] Covered with

a beaver. Pºpe. BEAU'ISH
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BEAU'ISH. a. [from beau.] Befitting a beau ;

foppiſh.

BEAUTEOUS. a. (from beauty..] Fair; elegant
in form. Prior.

BEAUTEOUSLY. adv. [from beateous.) In a

beauteous manner. Taylºr.

BEAUTEOUSNESS. ſ. [from beauteens.) The

ſtate of being beauteous. Donme.

BEAUTIFUL. Fair. Raleigh.

BEAUTIFULLY. adv. [from beautiful] In a

beautiful manner. Prior.

BEAUTIFULNESS. ſ. (from beautiful.] The

quality of being beautiful.

To BEAUTIFY. v. a... [from beauty..] To a

dorn; to embelliſh. Blackmore.

To BEAUTIFY. v. n. To grow beautiful.

Addiſon. -

BEAUTY.ſ.. [beauté, Fr.) 1. That aſſemblage

of graces, which pleaſes the eye. Ray. 2. A

particular grace. Dryden. 3. A beautiful per

ſon. Par. Lºſt.

To BEAUTY. v. a. (from the noun.] To a

dorn; to beautify. Shakeſp.

BEAUTY-SPOT. ſ. [from beauty"ſº A

ſpot placed to heighten ſome beauty. Grew.

BECAFI'CO. J. (becaffga, Span.) A bird like a

nightingale; a fig-pecker. Pºpe.

To BECA'LM. v. a. [from calm..] I. To ſtill

the elements. Dryden. 2. To keep a ſhip

from motion. Locke. 3. To quiet the mind.

Philip,

BECAME. The preterite of become.

BECAUSE. conjun't. [from by and cauſe.] For

this reaſon that; on this account that. Hamm.

To BECHA'NCE. v. n. [from be and chance.]

To befal; to happen to. Shakeſp.

BECHICKS. ſ. [&#x,za.] Medicines proper for

relieving coughs.

To BECK. v. a. (beacn, Sax.] To make a fign

with the head, Shakeſp.

BECK. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A ſign with the

head; a nod. Milton. 2. A nod of command.

ope.

To£ckon. v. r. To make a ſign. Addiſºn.

To BECLIP. v. a. [of be clyppan, Sax.] To

embrace.

To BECOME. v. a. pret. I became; comp. pret.

F have become. 1. To enter into ſome ſtate or

condition. Gen. ii. 7. 2. To become of. To be

the fate of; to be the end of. Rakigh.

To BECOME. v. a. [from be or by, and

cyemen, Sax.] 1. To appear in a manner

ſuitable to fomething. Dryden. 2. To be

ſuitable to the perſon; to befit. Shakeſp. Stil
ling fleet.

BECOMINC. part. a. [from become.] That

which pleaſes by an elegant propriety; grice

ful. Suckling.

BECOMING. ſ. (from becºme.] Behaviour.

Shakeſp.

BECOMINGLY adv. After abecoming manner.

BECOMINGNESS. ſ.[from becoming.] Elegant

congruity; propriety. Grew. -

BED.J. (beb. Sax.] 1. Something made to ſleep

on. Bacºn. 2. Lodging. Shakeſp. 3. Marriage.

Clar endºn. 4. A bank of earth raiſed in a

garden. Bacon. 3. The channel of a river, or

any hollow. Addiſon. 6. The place where any

thing is generated. Addiſon. 7. A layer; a

ſtratum. Burnet. 8. To bring to BED. To

deliver of a child. 9. To make the BED. To

put the bed in order after it has been uſed.

To BED. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To go to

bed with. Shakeſp. 2. To be placed in bed.

Bacon. 3. To be made partaker of the bed.

Bacºn. 4. To ſow, or plant in earth. Mortºrner.

5. To lay in a place of reſt. Donne. 6. To lay

in order; in ſtrata. Shakeſp.

To BED. v. m. To cohabit. Wiſeman.

To BEDA'BBLE. v. a. [from dabble.] To wet;

to beſprinkle. Shakeſp.

To BEDA'GGLE. v.a. (from daggle.] To be
mire.

To BEDA'SH. v. a. [from daſh.] To beſpatter.

Shakeſp.

To BEDA'WB. v.a. [from dawb.] To beſmear.

Shakeſp.

To BEDAZZLE. To make the ſight dim by

too much luſtre. Shakeſp.

BEDCHAMBER. The chamber appropriated

to reſt. Clarendon.

BEDCLOATHS. ſ. Coverlets ſpread over a

bed. Shakeſp.

BEDDER.
f: [from bed.] The nether

BE'DETTER. ſtone of an oil-mill.

*Pºſſ [from bed.] The materials of a

bed. Dryden.

To BEDECK. v. a. [from deck.] To deck; to
adorn. Norris.

BEDEHOUSE. ſ. [from bebe, Sax. a prayer,

and houſe.] An hoſpital or almſhouſe.

To BEDEW. v. a. [from dew.] to moiſten

gently, as with the fall of dew. Shakeſ?.

BET)FELLOW. ſ. [from bed and fellow.]

One that lies in the ſame bed. Shakeſp.

To BE'DHCHT. v.a. [from dight.] To adorn;

to dreſs. Gay.

To BEDIM. v. a. (from dim.] To obſcure ; to

cloud; to darken. Shakeſp.

To BEDI2EN. v.a. [from dizen.] To dreſs out.

BEDLAM. ſ. (corrupted from Bethlehem, the

name of a religious houſe in London, convert

ed afterwards into an hoſpital for the mad.] .

A madhouſe. 2. A madman Shakeſp.

BEDLAM. a. Belonging to a madhouie. Shakeſ.

BE'DLAMITE. ſ. [from Bedlam.] A madman.

Lewis.

BEDMAKER. ſ. [from bed and make.] A perſon

in the univerſities, whoſe office it is to make

the beds. Speciator.

BE'DMATE. / [from bed and mate.] A bed

tellow. Shakeſp.

BET)MOULDING. { f. [from bed and

BEDDING MOULDING. S mould..] A par

ticular moulding. Builder's Dić7.

BE'DPOST. ſ. (from bed and pºff.] The poſt at

the corner of the bed, which ſupports the

canopy. Wiſeman.

BEDPRESSER.J. A heavy lazy fellow. Shakeſ.

To BEDRAGCLE. v. a. To ſoil the cloaths.

Swift, -

te
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To BEDRE'NCH. v. a. [še and drench..] To

drench; to ſoak. Shakeſp.

BEDRID. a. [from bed and ride.] Confined to

the bed by age or ſickneſs. Shakeſp.

iPEDRITE. ſ. The privilege of the marriage

bed. Shakeſp.

To BEDROP. v. a. (from be and drºp.] To

beſprinkle; to mark with drops. Pope.

BE DSTEAD. ſ. (from bed and ſtead..] The

frame on which the bed is placed. Swift.

BETSTRAW. ſ. The ſtraw laid under a bed

to make it ſoft. Bacon.

BEDSWE’RVER ſ. One that is falſe to the

bed. Shakeſp.

BEDTIME. ſ. (from $ed and time.] The hour

of reſt. Milton.

To BEDUNG. v. a. To cover with dung.

To BEDUST. v. a. [from be and duft To

fprinkle with duſt.

BEDWARD. adv. [from bed and ward.] To

ward bed. Shakeſp.

To BEDWA'RF. v.a. To make little; to ſtunt.

Deane.

BE Dwork. ſ. [from bed and wºrk.] Work

performed without toil of the hands. Shakeſp.

B.F.E. ſ. [bec, Sax.] 1. The animal that makes

honey. Locke. 2. An induſtrious and careful

perſon.

BEE-EATER. ſ. (from bee and eat..] A bird that

feeds upon bees.

BEE-FLOWER. ſ. [from bee and flower.] A

ſpecies of fool-ſtones. Miller.

BEE-GARDEN. ſ. A place to ſet hives of

bees in. Mºrtimer.

BEE-HIV.E. ſ. The caſe, or box, in which bees

are kept.

BEE-MASTER.ſome that keeps bees. Mert.

BEECH. ſ. [bece, or boc, Sax.) A tree. Dryden.

BEECHEN. a. [bucene, Sax.] Conſiſting of the

wood of the beech. Dryden.

BEEF. ſ. ſbauf, Fr.) 1. The fleſh of black cattle

prepared for food. Swift. 2. An ox, bull, or

cow: it has the plural beever. Raleigh.

Bº a. Conſiſting of the fleſh of black cattle.

twaff.

BEEF-EATER. ſ. A yeoman of the guard.

BEEN. [beon, Sax.] The participle preterite
ofTo R. E.

BEER. ſ. [bir, Welch.] Liquor made of malt

and hops. Bacon.

BEESTINGS.] See Brest in a s.

BEET. ſ. [beta, Lat.] The name of a plant.

BEETLE. ſ. [by cel, Sax.] I. An infect diſtin

guiſhed by having hard caſes or ſheaths, under

which he folds his wings. Shakeſp. 2. A heavy

rmallet. Stilling fleet.

To BEETLE. v. n. To jut out. Shakeſp.

EEETLEBROWED. a. Having prominent

brows.

EEETLEHEADED. Loggerheaded; having a

ſtupid head. Shakeſp.

BE ETLESTOCK. J. The handle of a beetle.

Shakeſp.

B+, ETRAVE.

pe'ET RADISH. } Begt.

BEEVES. f. [The pluralof B::f] Black cattle;

oxen. Milton, Pºpe.

To BEFALL. v. n. (It befell, it hath befallen.]

1. To happen to. Addiſºn. 2. To come to

paſs. Milton. 3. T. befall ºf To become of.

Shakeſp. -

Te BEFIT. v. a. To ſuit; to be ſuitable to.

Milton.

To BEFOOL. v. a. [from be and feel.] To in

fatuate; to fool. Sºuth.

BEFORE. prep. [bipon, Sax.] 1. Farther on

ward in place. Dryden. 2. In the front of ;

not behind. Par. Lefl. 3. In the preſence of

Dryden. 4. In ſight of Shakeſp. 5. Under the

cognizance of Ayliffe. 6. In the power of.

Dryden, 7. By the impulſe of ſomething be

hind. Shakeſp. 8. Preceding in time. Dryden.

9. In preference to. Hooker. . o. Prior to, 11.

Superiour to.

BEFORE. adv. 1. Sooner than; earlicrin time.

Par. Loſt. 2. In time paſt. Dryden. 3. In

ſome time lately paſt. Hale. 4. Previouſly to.

Sºft. 5. To this time; hitherto. Dryden. 6.

Already. Dryden. 7. Farther onward in place.

Shakeſp.

BEFOREHAND. adv. 1. In a ſtate of antici

pation, or preoccupation. Addiſon. 2. Previ

ouſly; by way of preparation. Hooker. 3. In a

ſtate of accumulation; or ſo as that more has

been received than expended. Bacon. 4. At

firſt ; before any thing is done. L’Eſtrange.

BEFORETIME. ads Formerly. 1 Sam.

To BEFORTUNE. v. n. To bettle. Shakeſ.

To BEFO'Uſ, v. n. To make foul; to ſoil.

To BEFRIEND. v. a. To favour; to be kind

to. Pºpe.

To BEFRINGE. v. a. To decorate, as with

fringes. Pope.

To BEG. v. n. [begerren, Germ.] To live upon

alms. Luke.

To BEG. v. a. 1. To aſk; to ſeek by petition.

Matth. 2. To take any thing for granted.

Burnet. -

To BEGET. v. a. I begot; or begat; I have

begotten. [besttan, Sax.] 1. To generate; to

procreate. Iſaiah. 2. To produce, as effeSts.

Shakeſp. 3. To produce, as accidents. Denh.

BEGETTER, ſ (from beget.) He that procre

ates, or begets. Lºcke.

BEGGAR. ſ. [from beg] 1. One who lives

upon alms. Breeme. 2. A petitiontr. Dryden.

3. One who aſſumes what he does not prove.

Tillotſos.

to BP'GGAR. v. a...[from the noun..] i. To

reduce to beggary; to impoveriſh. Grant, 2.

To deprive. Shakeſp. 3. To exhauſt. Shakeſp.

BEGGARLINESS. ſ. 1ſrom beggarly.) The

ſtate of being beggarſy.

BEGGARLY. a. [rom beggar..] Mean; poor;

indigent. Sºuth.

BEGGARLY. adv. [from beggar..] Meanly ;

deſpicably. Hºoker.

BEGGARY.ſ.[from beggar..] Indigence. Swift.

To BEGIN. v. n. I began, or begun; I have

begun. [beginnan, Sax.] 1. To enter upon

K 2. ſomething
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ſomething new. Cºwley. 2. To commence

any action or ſtate. Ezekiel, Prior. 3. To

enter upon exiſtence. 4. To have its original.

Pºpe. 5. To take riſe. Dryden. 6. To come

into act. Dryden.

To BEGIN. v. a. ſ. To do the firſt act of any

thing. Pope. 2. To trace from any thing as

the firſt ground. Locke. 3. Tº begin with. To

enter upon. Government of the Tongue.

BEGINNER. ſ. [from begin..] I. He that

gives the firſt cauſe, or original, to any thing.

Hºoker. 2. An unexperienced attempter.
Hocker.

B£GI'NNING. ſ. [from begin ) 1. The firſt

original or cauſe. Swift. 2. The entrance into

aćt, or being. Denham. 3. The ſtate in which

any thing firſt is. Dryden. 4. The rudiments,

or firſt grounds. Locke. 5. The firſt part of

any thing. Pºpe.

To BEGIRD. v. a. I begirt, or begirded; I

have begint. 1. To bind with a girdle. Milton.

2. To ſurround; to encircle. Prior. 3. To ſhut

in with a ſiege; to beleaguer. Clarendon.

BEGLERBEG. ſ. [Turkiſh.) The chief gover

nour of a province amongſt the Turks.

To BEGNA’W. v. a. [from be and gnaw.] To

bite; to eat away. Shakeſp.

BEGONE. interječi. Go away; hence; away.

Addiſºn.

BEGOT. } The parti. paſſive of the verb

BEGOTTEN. beget. -

To BEGREASE. v. a. To ſoil or dawb with

fat matter.

To BEGRIME. v. a. To ſoil with dirt deepim

preſſed. Shakeſp.
-

To BEGUILE. v. a. (from be and guile.] 1. To

impoſe upon; to delude. Milton, South. 1. To

deceive 5 to evade. Shakeſp. 3. To deceive

pleaſingly; to amuſe. Davier.

BEGUN. The participle paſſive of begin.

BEHALF. ſ. [from beheef, profit.] 1. Favour;

cauſe. Clarendon. 1. Vindication; ſupport.

Addiſºn.
-

To BEHAVE. v. n. To carry; to conduct. 2.

Theſſalonians, Atterbury.

To BEHAVE. v. n. To act; to conduct one's

ſelf. -

BEHAVIOUR. ſ. (from behave.] 2. Manner

of behaving one's ſelf, whether good or bad.

Sidney. 2. External appearance, I Sam. xxi.

3. Geſture; manner of action. Hooker. 4.

Elegance of manners; gracefulneſs. Sidney.

5. Conduct; general practice; courſe of lite.

Locke. 6. To be upon one's behaviour. A familiar

phraſe, noting ſuch"a ſtate as requires great

caution. L'Eſirange.

To BEHEAD, v. a. (from be and head] To kill

by cutting off the head. Clarendon.

BEHELD. particip paſſive, from behold.

BE HEMOTH. ſ. The hippºpºtamº, or river

horſe. 708.

#ºs. Valerian root.

BFHEST. ſ...[hær. Sax.] Command; precept.
Fairfax.

To BEHIGHT. v. a. pret behot, part. Behigh.

[from hatan.] I. To promiſe. Spenſer. 2. To

entruſt; to commit. Spenſer.

BEHIND. prep. [hiban, Sax.] 1. At the back

of another. Knolles. 2. On the back part.

Mark. 3. Towards the back. judges. 4. Fol

lowing another. 2 Sam. 5. Remaining after

the departure of ſomething elſe. Shakeſp. 6.

Remaining after the death of thoſe to whom it

belonged. Pope. 7. At a diſtance from ſome

thing going before. Dryden. 8. Inferiour to

another. Hoºker. 9. On the other ſide of

ſomething. Dryder.

BEHI ND. adv. Out of ſight. Locke.

BEHI NDHAND. adv. [from behind and hand.]

1. In a ſtate in which rents or profits are anti

cipated. Locke. 2. Not upon equal terms, with

regard to forwardneſs. Spectator.

To BEHOLD. v. a. pret. I beheld, I have be

held, or beholden. [behealban, Sax.] To view;

to ſee : Dryden.

BEHOLD. interjeći. See; lo. Geneſs, Milter.

BE HOLDEN. parti. a. [geheuden, Dutch.]

Bound in gratitude. º:
BEHOLDER. J. [from behold.) Spectator.

Atterbury.

BEHOLDING. a. Beholden.

BEHOLDING. ſ. Obligation. Carew.

BEHOLDINGINESS. ſ. [from beholding, miſ

taken for beholden.] The ſtate of being obliged.
3rine.

ºrſ [from behoove..] Profit; advantage.

20re. .

To BEHOOVE. v. n. [behopan, Saxon.] To

be fit; to be meet. Hºcker.

BEHOOVEFUL. a. [from behºf.] Uſeful; pro
fitable. Clarend:n.

BEHOOVEFULLY. adv. [from behaevefºl.)

Profitably; uſually. Spenſer.

To BEHOWL. v. a. To howl at. Shakeſp.

BE'ING. ſ. [from be..] 1. Exiſtence; oppoſed

to nonentity. Davieſ. 4. A particular ſtate

or condition. Pºpe. 3. The perſon exiſting.

Dryden.

BEING. conjunct. [from be..] Since.

BE IT SO. A phraſe, ſuppºſe it be ſo. Shakeſ?.

To BELABOUR. v. a. [from be and labour.]

To beat; to thump. Swift.

BE'LAMIE. ſ. [bel amie, Fr.] A friend; an

intimate. Spenſer.

BELAMOR. ſ. [belamour, Fr.] A Gallant;

conſort. Spenſer.

BELATED. a. [from be and late.] Benighted.

Milton.

To BELA'Y. v. n. 1. To block up; to ſtop

the paſſage, Dryden. 2. To place in ambuſh.

Spenſer.
-

To BELCH. v. n. [bealcan, Saxon.] I.To eject

the wind from the ſtomach. Arbuthnot. 2. To

iſſue out by erućtation. Dryden.

To BELCH. v. a. To throw out from the ſto

mach. Pope.

BELCH. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The act of eruc

tation. Dryden. 2. A cant term for mait li

quor, Denniſ.

BELDAM.
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BELDA'M. ſ. 1. An old woman. Milton. 2.

A hag. Dryden.

To BELEAGUER. v. a. [beleggeren, Dutch.]

To beſiege; to block up a place. Dryden.

BELEAGUERER. ſ. [from beleaguer.) One

that be'eges a place.

BELEMNITES. ſ. [from £ixe-, a dart.] Ar

rowhead, or fingerſtone.

BELFLOWER. ſ. A plant.

BELFOUNDER. ſ. [from bell and fºund.] He

whoſe trade it is to found or caſt bells. Bacºn.

BET FRY. ſ. [Belfrºy, in French, is a tower.]

The place where the bells are hung. Gay.

rººpſ [belle egard, Fr.] A ſoft glance.
enter. -

To BELI'E. v. a. [from be and lie..] 1. Tocoun

terfeit; to feign; to mimick. Dryden. 2. To

give the lie to; to charge with falſehood. Dry

Jes. 3. To calumniate. Shakeſp. 4. To give a

falte repreſentation of any thing. Dryden.

BELIEF. ſ. [from believe.) 1. Credit given to

ſomething which we know not of ourſelves.

Hºtten. 2. The theological virtue of faith,

or firm confidence of the truths of religion.

Hººker. 3. Religion; the body of tenets held.

Hocker. 4. Perſuaſion; opinion. Temple. 5.

The thing believed. Bacon. 6. Creed; a form

containing the articles of faith.

BELIEVABLE. a. [from believe..] Credible.

To BELIEVE. v. a. (selypan, Sax.] 1. To cre

dit upon the authority of another. Watt; 2. To

put confidence in the veracity of any one Exed

To BELIEVE. v. n. 1. To have a firm perſuaſi

on of anything. Geneſii. 2. To exerciſe the

theºlogical virtue of faith. Shakeſp.

BELIEVER. ſ. [from believe.) 1. He that be.

lieves, or gives credit. Hooker. 2. A profeſſor

of chriſtianity. Hooker.

BELIEVINGLY. adv. [from to believe..] After

a believing manner.

BELIKE. adv. [from like, as by likelihoºd] 1.

Probably 3 likeſy; perhaps. Raleigh. 2.

Sometimes in a ſenſe of irony. Hººker.

BELIVE, adv. [bilive,Sax.] Speedily; quickly.

Spenſer.
-

BELL. ſ. [bel, Sax.] 1. A veſſel, or hollow body

of caſt metal, formed to make a noiſe by the

ast of ſome inſtrument ſtriking againſt it. H-1.

der. 2. It is uſed for any thing in the form of a

belſ, as the cups of flowers. Shakeſp. 3. A ſmall

hollew globe of metal perforated, and contain

ing in it a ſolid ball; which, when it is ſhaken,

by bounding againſt the ſides, gives a ſound.

Shakeſp. 4. To bear the bell. To be the firſt.

To BELL. v. n. (from the noun..] To grow in

form of a bell. Mortimer.

BELL-FASHIONED. a. [from bell andfaſhion.]

Having the form of a bell. Mortimer.

BELLE. J. [beau, belle, Fr.] A young lady,

Pºpe.

effe LETTRES. ſ. [Fr.] Polite literature.

Tatler.
-

BELLIBONE, ſhelle & bonne, Fr.) A woman

excelling both in beauty and goodneſs Spenſer.

BELLIGERANT. ſ. [from bellum and gerº,

Lat.] War waging.
-

BELLIGEROUS. a. [belliger, Lat.) Warlike.

BELLIPOTENT.a. [bellipotens, Lat.j Puiſſant,

mighty in war.

To BELLOW. v. n. [bellan, Saxon.) 1. To

make a noiſe as a bull. Dryden. 2. To make

any violent outcry. Shakeſp. 3. To vociferate;

to clamour. Tatler. 4. To roar as the ſea,

or the wind. Dryden.
-

BELLOWS, ſ. [biliz, Saxon.] The inſtrument

uſed to blow the fire. Sidney.

BELLUINE. a. [belluinus, Lat.] Beaſtly; brutal.

Atterbury.

BE'LLY. ſ. ſhals, Dutch.) 1. That part of the

human body which reaches from the breaſt to

the thighs, containing the bowels. Shakeſ?.

2. The womb. Congreve. 3. That part of a

man which requires food. Hayward. 4. That

part of any thing that wells out into a larger

capacity. Bacon. 5. Any place in which ſome

thing is incloſed. jonah.

To BELLY. v. n. To hang out; to bulge out.
Creech.

BELLYACHE. ſ. [from belly and ache.] The
cholick.

BE LLYBOUND. a. Coſtive.

BELLY-FRETTING. ſ. [with farriers.) The

chafing of a horſe's belly with the foregirth.

BELLY FUL. ſ. [from belly and full.] As much

food as fills the belly.

BE LLYGOD. ſ. [from belly and god..] A glut
ton. Hakewell.

BELLY-ROLL. ſ. [from belly and roll.] A roll

ſo called, as it ſeems, from entering inte the

hollows. Mortimer.

BELLY-TiMBER, f food. Prior.

BET.LMAN. ſ. [from bell and man.] He whoſe

buſineſs it is to proclaim any thing in towns,

and to gain attention by ringing his bell.

Swift.

BELMETAL. ſ. [from bell and metal.] The
metal of which bells are made; being a mix

ture of five parts copper with one of pew

ter. Newton.

To BELO'CK. v. a. To faſten. Shakeſp.

To BELONG. v. n. [belangen, Dutch.j 1. To

be the property of Ruth. 2. To be the pro

vince or buſineſs of Shakeſp. Boyle. 3. To

adhere, or be appendent to. Luke. 4. To

have relation to. 1 Sam. 5. To be the qua

lity or attribute of Cheyne. 6. To be referred
to. I Cor.

BELOVED. part. a. Loved; dear. Milton.

BELOW. trºp. [from be and lºw.) 1. Under

in place; not ſo high. Shakeſp. 2. Inferiour

in dignity. Addiſon, 3. Interiour in excel

lence. Felton. 4. Unworthy of; unbefitting.

Dryden.

BELOW. adv. 1. In the lower place. Dryden.

2. On earth; in oppoſition to heaven. Smith.

3. In hell; in the regions of the dead.

Tickell.

. To
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To BELOW.T. v. a. [from be and lºwt.] To

treat with opprobrious language. Camden.

Bf LSWA'GGER. ſ. A whoremaſter. Dryden.

*ºſ. [belt, Saxon.] A girdle; a cincture.

Joat, f/*.

B]. LWE THER. ſ. [from bel; and wether.] A

ſheep which leads the flock with a bell on his

rºck. Howel.

To BEMA'D. v. a. To make mad. Shakeſp.

To BEM (R.E. v. a. [from be and mire.] To

drag, or incumber in the mire &wift.

To BEMO'AN. v. a. (from to mean.] To la

ment; to bewail. Addiſon.

BEMOANF.R. / (from the verb.] A lamenter.

To BFMO'IL. v a. [be and mcil, from mouiller,

Fr.] To bedabble, to bemire. Shakeſp.

To EEMO'NSTER. v. a. To make monſtrous.

Shakeſp.

BEMUSED. a. Overcome with muſing. Pºpe.

BENCH. ſ. [benc, Saxon.) 1. A ſeat Dryden.

2. A ſeat of juſtice. Shakeſp. 3. The per

fons ſitting on a bench. Dryden.

To BENCH. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

furniſh with benches. Dryden. z. To ſeat

upon a bench. Shakeſp.

BE. NCHER.J. [from bench.] Thoſe gentlemen

of the inns of court are called benchers, who

have been readers. Blownt.

To BEND. v. c. pret bended, or bent. [benban,

Saxoo.] 1. To make crooked; to crook.

Dryden. 2. To direct to a certain point.

Fairfix. 3. To apply. Hººker. 4. To put

anything in order for uſe. L’Eſtrange. 5. To

incline. Pºpe. 6. To ſubdue to make ſub

miſſive. 7. To tend the brow. To knit the

brow. Camden.

To BEND. t. r. 1. To be incurvated. 2. To

lean or jut over. Shakeſp. 3. To reſolve : to

determine. Addiſon. 4. To be ſubmiſſive; to

bow. Iſaiah.

BEND.J. [from te bend.) 1. Flexure; incur

vation. Shakeſp. z. The crooked timbers

which make the ribs or fides of a ſhip.

BE'N DABLE. c. [from bend..] That may be

incurvated.

BE'NDER. f. [from tº bend.) 1. The perſon

who bends. 2. The inſtrument with which

anything is bent. Wilkins.

£º NDw1TH. ſ. An herb.

BENE’APED. a. (from neap.] A ſhip is ſaid to

be beneaped, when the water does not flow

high enough to bring her off the ground."

BENE’ATH. prep. [beneo), Saxon.) 1. Un

der; lower in place. Priºr. 2. Under. Dryden.

3. Lower in rank, excellence, or dignity. 4.

Unworthy of. Atterbury. -

-BENEATH. adv. 1. In a lower place; un

der. Aror. 2. Below, as oppoſed to heaven.

Exodur.

BE'NEDICT. a.[benedićfur, Lat.] Having mild

and ſalubrious qualities. Bacon.

BENEDICTION.J. [benedicio, Lat.) 1. Pleſ

ſing; a decretory pronunciation of happineſs.

Miltºn. 2. The advantage conferred by bleſ

ſing. Bacon. 3. Acknowledgments for bleſſings

received. Ray. 4. The form of inſtituting in
abbot. Ayliffe.

BENEFA CTION. ſ. [from benefacie, Lat.] 1.

The act of conferring a benefit. 2. The be

nefit conſerred. Atterbury.

BENEFA'CTOR. ſ. [from benefacir, Lat.] He

that confers a benefit. Miltºn.

BENEFACTRESS. ſ. (from benefader.] A

woman who confers a benefit.

BF'NEFICE.f. [from beneficium, Lat..] Advan

tage conferred on another. This word is ge

nerally taken for all eccleſiaſtical livings.

Dryden.

BENEFICE.D. a. [from benefice ] Poſſeſſed of a

benefice. Ayliffe.

BENEFICENCE. ſ. (from $eneficent.] Aétive

geodneſs. Dryden.

BENEFICENT. ſ. [from beneficur.] Kind; do

ing good. Hale.

BENEFICIAL. a. (from beneficium, Lat.] 1.

Advantageous; conferring benefits; profit

able. Tillotſon. 2. Helpful; medicinal. Ar
buthnot.

BENEFICIALLY. adv. [from beneficial] Ad

vantageouſly; helpfully.

BENEFICIALNESS. ſ. (from beneficial.] Uſe

fulneſs; profit. Hale.

BENEFICIARY. g. (from benefice.] Holding

ſomething in ſubordination to another. Barcs.

BENEFICIARY. f. He that is in polieflion of a

benefice. Ayliffe.

BE"NEFIT. ſ. [benefician, Lat.] 1. A kind

neſs; a favour conferred. AMilton. 2. Advan

tage; profit; uſe. Wiſdom. 3. In law. Bese

fit ºf clergy is, that a man being found guilty

of ſuch felony as this benefit is granted for, is

burnt in the hand and ſet free, if the ordinary's

commiſſioner ſtanding by, do ſay, Legit st

clericut. Cowell.

To BE'NEFIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To do

good to. Arbuthnot.

To BE'NEFIT. v. a.

Milton.

BENE'MPT.a. Appointed; marked out. Spenſer.

To BENE"T. v. a. [from net.] To enſnare.

Shakeſp.

BENEVOLENCE. ſ. [berevºlentia, Lat.] 1.

Diſpoſition to do good; kindneſs. Pºpe. 1.

The good done; the charity given. 3. A kind

of tax. Bacon.

BENEVOLENT. a. [benevºlent, Lat.] Kind;

having good will. Pºpe.

BENEVOLENTNESS. ſ. The ſame with be

nevºlence.

BENGA'L. ſ. A ſort of thin flight ſtuff.

BE'NJAMIN. ſ. [Benzain..] The name of a

tree.

To BENIGHT. v.a. [from night.] 1. To fur

priſe with the coming on of night. Sº dºey.

2. To involve in darknes; to embarraſs cy

want of light. Bºyle.

BENIGN. a. [benignus, Lat.] I. Kind; ge

nerous; liberal. Milton. 2. Wholeſome 5 not

malignant. Arbuthnot.

BENIGN.

To gain advantage.
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BENIGN Diſeaſe, is when all the uſual ſymp

tons appear favourably. Quincy. .

BENIGNESS. ſ. [from benign.) The ſame with

benignity.

BENIGNITY. ſ. [from benign.] I. Graciouſ

neſs; actual kindneſs. Hºoker. A. Salubrity;

wholeſome quality. Wiſeman.

BENIGNLY.adw.[from benign.] Favourably ;

kindly. Waller.

BENISON. ſ. (Benir, Fr. to bleſs.] Bleſſing; be

nediction. Milton.

BF'NNET. ſ. An herb.

BENT. ſ. [from the verb to bend.) 1.

ſtate of being bent. Walton.

flexure. 3. Declivity. Dryden. 4. Utmoſt

"The

power. Shakeſp. 5. Application of the mind.

Locke. , 6. Inclination; diſpoſition towards

Romething. Milton. 7. Determination; fixed

purpoſe. Hºoker. 8. Turn of the temper, or

diſpoſition. Dryden. 9. Tendency flexion.

Lºcke. Io. A ſtalk of graſs, called bent-graſs.

Bacen.

BE’NTING Time. [from bent.] The time when

pigeons feed on bents before peas are ripe.

ryden.

To BENUM. v. a. [benumern, Saxon.] 1. To

make torpid. Fairfax. 1. To ſtupify. Dryden.

BENZO IN. J. A medicinal kindº im

ported from the Eaſt Indies, and vulgarly cal

led Benjamin. Boyle.

To BEPAINT. v. a. [from paint.] To cover

with paint. Shakeſp.

To BEPI'NCH. v. a. [from pinch.] To mark

with pinches. Chapman.

To BEPISS. v. a. [from piſt.] To wet with
urine. Derhar.

To BECUEATH. v. e. [cpip, Saxon, a will )

To leave by will to another. Sidney.

BEQUEST. ſ. Something left by will. Hale.

To BER'ATTLE. v. a. [from rattle.] To

rattle off. Shakeſp.

BE’RBERRY.ſ.. [berberi..] A berry of a ſharp

taſte, uſed for pickles. Bacon.

To BEREAVE v. a. preter. I bereaved, or

Bereft. [beneoplan, Saxon.) 1. To ſtrip of;

to deprive of Bentley. 2. To take away from.

Shakeſp.

BEREFT, part paſſ of bereave.

BERGAMOT. ſ. ſbergamotte, Fr.] 1. A ſort

of pear commonly called burgamot. 2. A ſort

of eſſence, or perfume, drawn from a fruit pro

duced by ingrafting a lemon tree on a berga

mot pear ſtock. 3. A ſort of ſnuff.

To BERHYME. v. a, [from rhyme.] To cele

brate in rhyme, or verſes. Pope.

BERLIN. ſ. A coach of a particular form.

Swift.

To BERO'B. v. a. [from reb.] To rob; to

plunder. Spenſer.

BE'RRY. ſ. [benix, Saxon.] Any ſmall fruit,

with many ſeeds. Shakeſp.

To BE'RRY. v. n. [from the noun..] To bear

berries.

BERTRAM.ſ. Baſtard pellitory.

BETRYL. ſ. [berylluſ, Lat..] A kind of precious

ſtone. Milton.

2. Degree of

To BESCRE'EN. v.a.[from ſcreen.] To ſher

ter; to conceal. Shakeſp.

To BESE ECH. v. a. pret. I keſºught, I have

beſought [from recan, Saxon.) 1. To entreat :

to ſupplicate; to implore. Phileman. 2. To

beg; to aſk. Sprat.

To BESET.M. v. n. (Beziewen, Dutch..] To be

come : to be fit. Hacker.

BESE EN. part. Adapted; adjuſted. Spenſer.

To BESET. v. a. pret. I beſet; I have beſet.

[berixtan, Saxon.) 1. To beſiege; to hem

in. Addiſºn. 2. To embarraſs; to perplex.

Assee. 3. To waylay; to ſurround. Locke.

4. To fall upon; to harraſs. Spenſºr.

To BESHRE.W. v. a. [Beſchryen, Germ to en

chant.] 1. To wiſh a curſe to. Dryden. 2.

To happen ill to. Shakeſp.

BESIDE. Q prºp. [from be and ſide.] I. At

BESI'DES. the ſide of another; near. Fair

fax. 2. Over and above. Hale. 3. Not ac

cording to, though not contrary. South. 4

Out of; in a ſtate of deviation from. Hudibral.

BESI'DE. adv. 1. Over and above. Fillºt

BESI'DE5. S ſex. 2. Not in this number:

beyond this claſs. Pºpe.

BESIDERY. ſ. A ſpecies of pear.

To BESIEGE. v. a. (from Aege.] To belea

guer; to lay fiege to ; to beſet with armed

forces. Shakeſp.

BESTEGER. ſ. [from beſiege.] One employed

in a ſiege. Swift.

To BESLU'BEER. v. a. [from ſubber.] To

dawb; to ſnear. Shakeſp.

To BESMEAR. v. a. (from ſmear.) 1. To be

dawb. Desham. 2. To ſoil; to foul. Shakeſp.

To BESMIRCH. v. a. To ſoil; to diſcolour.

Shakeſp.

To BESMO'KE. v. a. 1. To foul with ſmoke.

2. To harden or dry in ſmoke.

To BESMUT. v. a. [from ſnut.] To blacken

with ſmoke or ſoot.

BESOM. ſ. [berm, Saxon.) An inſtrument to,

ſweep with. Bacon.

To BESORT. v. a. (from ſort.] To ſuit; to

fit. Shakeſp.

BESO'RT.J. [from the verb.] Company; at

tendance; train. Shakeſ.

To BESO T. v. a. [from ſot.] 1. To infatuate;

to ſtupify. Milton. 2. To make to doat.

Dryden.

BESOUGHT. ſpart. paſſive of beſeech; which

ſee..] Milt:h.

To BESPA'NGLE. v. a. [from ſpangle.] To

adorn with ſpangles; to beſprinkle with ſome

thing ſhining. Pºpe.

To BESPATTER. v. a. [from ſpatter.] To

ſpot or ſprinkle with dirt or water. Swift.

To BESPA'WL. v. a. [from ſpawl.] To davi,

with ſpittle.

To BESPEAK. v. a. I beſpake, or beſpake; I

have beſpºke, or beſpoken. 1. To order, or en

treat anything before-hand. Swift. 2.To inai.e

way by a previous apology. Dryden. 3. To fore

bode. Swift. 4. To ſpeak to ; to addreſs. Dry

den. 5. To betaken; to flew. Addysm.

BE
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RFspr’AKER. ſ. [from beſpeak.] He that be

ſpeaks any thing. Wºtton.

To BESPECKLE.v.a. [from ſpeckle.]Tomark

with ſpeckles or ſpots.

To BESPEw. v. a. [from ſpew.] To dawb

with ſpew or vomit.

To BESPICE. v. a. [from ſpice.] To ſeaſon

with ſpices. Shakeſp. -

To BESPIT. v. a. [from ſpit.] To dawb with

ſpittle.

tº spot. v. a. [from ſpot.] To mark with

ſpots. Mortimer.

To BESPREAD. v. a. (from ſpread..] To

ſpread over. Derbam.

To BESPRINKLE. v. a. [from ſprinkle.] To

ſprinkle over. Brown.

To BESPUTTER. v. a. [from ſputter.] To

ſputter over ſomething; to dawb any thing

by ſputtering.

BEST. a. thejuperlative of geod. [berre, beſt.)

1. Moſt good. Hooker. 2. The beft. The ut

moſt power; the ſtrongeſt endeavour. Bacon

3. f. make the beft. To carry to its greateſt

perfection; to improve to the utmoſt. Bacºn.

BEST, adv. [from well.] In the higheſt degree

of goodneſs. Deuteronomy.

To BESTA’IN. v. a. (from ſtain..] To mark

with ſtains; to ſpot. Shakeſp.

To BESTEAD. J. a. [from ſtead.) 1. To

profit. Milton. 2. To treat; to accommo

date. Iſaiah.

BE'STIAL. a. [from beaft.) 1. Belonging to a

beaſt. Dryden. 2. Brutal; carnal. Shakeſp.

BESTIALITY. ſ. (from beftial.] The quality

of beaſts. Arbuthnot

BESTIA/LLY. adv. [from beftial.] Brutally.

To BESTICK v. a. preter. I bºſluck, I have

beftuck. [from ſlick.] To ſtick over with any

thing. Milton. -

To BEST! R. v. a. [from fir.] To put into vi

gorous action. Ray.

To BESTow. v. a. [beſieden, Dutch.) 1. To

give; to conſer upon. Clarenden. 2. To give

as charity. Hocker. 3. To give in marriage.

Shakeſp. 4. To give as a preſent. Dryden.

5. To apply. Swift. 6. To lay out upon.

Deuterºnomy. 7. To lay up; to ſtow; to

place. Kings.

BESTO wer. ſ. [from beft.”.) A giver; diſ

poſer. Stilling fleet.

BESTRAUGHT. particip. Diſtraćted; mad.

Shakeſp.

To BESTRE. W. v. a. particip, paſſ tºffrewed,

or beſirown. To ſprinkle over. Milton.

To BESTRIDE. v. a. I beſirid; I have befrid,

or beſtridden. 1. To ſtride over any thing;

to have any thing between one's legs. Hºalkr.

2. To ſtep over. Shakeſp.

To BESTU D. v. a. [from ſtud.] To adorn with

ſtuds. Milton.

BET. ſ. [from beran, to encreaſe..] A wager.

Prior.

To BET. v. a. [from the noum.] To wager; ſº

to ſtake at a wager. Ben. Johnſon,

To BETA'K E. v. a. preter. I ketosk; part.

paſſ. betaken. 1. To take; to ſeize. Strºjer.

2. To have recourſe to. Hecker, 3. To move;

to remove. Milton.

To BETEE.M.v.a.[from teem.]To bring forth;
to beſtow. Shakeſp.

To BETHINK. v.a. I betheught. [from think.]

To recal to reflection. Raleigh.

To BETHRAL. v. a [from thrall] To en

ſlave: to conquer. Shakeſp.

To BETHUMP. v. a. [from thump.] To beat.

Shakeſp.

To BETIDE. v. m. pret. It betided, or betid:

part, paſſ, betid. [from tºo, Saxon.) 1. To

happen to; to befal. Milton. 2. To come to

Paſs; to fall out; to happen. Shakeſp. 3. To
become. *::::/

BETIME. R. adv. [from by and time.] 1. Sea

BETIMES. $ ſonably; early. Milton. z.Soon;

before long time has paſſed. Tillºtſon. 3. Ear

ly in the day. Shakeſp.

BETEL. W. J. An Indian plant, called water
BETRE. pepper.

To BETO KEN’v. a. [from taken.) 1. To

ſignify; tomark; to repreſent. Hecker. 2. To

toreſhew; to preſignify. Thomſon.

RETONY. ſ. [betanica, Lat..] A plant.

BETOOK. Tirreg. pret. from betake.]

To BETO'SS. v. a. (from teſ...] To diſturb; to

agitate. Shakeſp.

To BETRAY. g. a. [trahir, Fr.) 1. To give

into the hands of enemies. Knºller. 2. To

diſcover that which has been entruſted to ſe

crecy. 3. To make liable to ſomething in

convenient. King Charles. 4. To ſhow; to

diſcover. Addiſºn.

BETRAYER. J. [from betray.] He that be

trays; a traitor. Hocker.

To BETRIM. v. a. [from trim.] To deck; to

dreſs; to grace. Shakeſp.

To BETROTH v. a. i from troth.] ... To

contract to any one; to affiance. Cºwley. 2.

To nominate to a biſhoprick. Ayliffe.

To BETRUST. v. a. [from traff.] To entruſt;

to put into the power of another. Watts.

BETTER. a. the comparative of goºd. [betenz,

Saxon.] Having good qualities in a greater de

gree than ſomething elſe. Shakeſp.

The BETTER. I. The ſuperiority: the ad

vantage. Prior. 2. Improvement. Dryden.

BETTER. adv. Well,in a greater degree. Dryd.

To BETTER. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To

improve; to meliorate. Hecker. 2. To fur

paſs; to exceed. Shakeſp. 3. To advance.
Bacon.

BETTER. ſ. Superior in goodneſs. Hººker.

BETTOR.J. [from to bet.) One that isys bet:

or wagers. Addiſºn.

BETTY. ſ. An inſtrument to break open doors:

A, buthnot.

BETWEEN, prºp. [berreonan, Saxon 1 r. In

the intermediate ſpace. Pºpe. 1. From one to

another. Bacºn. 3. Belonging to two in part

nerſhip. Lºcke. 4. Bearing relation to two

Sºuth. 5. In ſeparation of one from the o

ther. Locke.

Between.Betwixt, prep ſerpyx, Saxon Jprºp ſ Pyx, -
BEVII.

i
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ſis

BEVEL.{ ſ. In maſonry andjoinery, a kind of

BEVIL. 5 ſquare; it is moveable on a point or

centre, and may be ſet to any angle.

To BEVEL. v. a. [from the noun..] To cut to

a bevel angle. Maxen.

BEVERAGE. ſ. [from bevere, to drink, Ital.]

Drink; liquor to be drank. Dryden.

BEVY. ſ. tº, Italian.] 1. A flock of birds.

1. A company; an aſſembly. Pope.

To BEWAIL. v. a. [from wall.] To bemoan ;

to lament. Denham.

To BEWARE. v. m. [from be and ware.] To

regard with caution; to be ſuſpicious of dan

ger from. Pºpe.

To BEWEEP. v. a. [from weep.] To weep

over or upon. Shakeſp.

To BEW’ET. v. a. To wet; to moiſten. Shake.

To BEWILDER. v. a. [from wild.] To loſe in

pathleſs places; to puzzle. Blackmore.

To BEWITCH. v. 3. 1. To injure by witch

craft. Dryden. z. To charm; to pleaſe. Sidney.

BEWITCHERY. ſ. [from bewitch..] Faſcina

tion; charm. Sºuth.

BEWITCHMENT. ſ. [from bewitch..] Faſci

nation. Shakeſp.

To BEWRA'Y. v. a. [bernezan, Saxon.] i.

Tobetray; to diſcover perfidiouſly. Spenſer. 2.

To ſhew; to make viſible. Sidney.

BEWRA'YER.4. [from bewray J Betrayer;

diſcoverer. Addiſon.

BEYO'ND. prep. (bezeonb, Saxon.) 1. Before;

at a diſtance not reached. Pope. 2. On the

farther ſide of. Deuterºnomy. 3. Farther onward

than. Herbert. 4. Paſt; out of the reach of.

Bentley. 5. Above; exceeding to a greater

degree than. Locke. 6. Above in excellence.

Pryden. 7. Remote from ; not within the

ſphere of. Dryden. 8. To gº beyond, is to de

ceive. Theſſalon.

BEZEL. R. J. That part of a ring in which the
BE2IL. ſtone is fixed.

BE'ZOAR. ſ. A medicinal ſtone, formerly in

high eſteem as an antidote, brought from the

Eaſt Indies.

BEZOARDICK. a. [from bezzar.] Compound

ed with bezoar. Floyer.

Blà'NGULATED. . a. [from binur and angu

BIANGULOUS. Ius, Lat.] Having two

corners or angles.

BIAS. ſ. [biais, Fr.) 1. The weight lodged on

one ſide of a bowl, which turns it from the

ſtrait line. Shakeſp. 1. Any thing which turns

a man to a particular courſe. Dryden. 3. Pro

penſion; inclination. Dryden.

To BIAS. v. a. (from the noun.] To incline to

ſome ſide. Watts.

BIAS. adv. Wrong. Shakeſp.

BIB. ſ. A ſmall piece of linnen put upon the

breaſts of children, over their cloaths. Addiſon.

To BIB. v. n. [bibo, Lat.] To tipple; to ſip.
Camden.

BIEA CIOUS. a. [bibax, Lat.] Much addicted

to drinking. Dićt.

BIBBER. ſ. [from to bib.] A tippler.

BIBLE. ſ. [from £i-xº, a book; called, by

way of excellence, The Boºk.] The ſacred

volume in which are contained the revelations

of God. Tillotſon, Wattſ. -

BIBLIOGRAPHER, ſ [from £333; and yºata’.]
A tranſcriber.

BIBLIOTHECAL. a. [from bibliotheca, Lat.]

Belonging to a library.

BI'BULOUS. a. [bibulus, Lat.] That which has

the quality of drinking moiſture. Thomſºn.

BICA'PSULAR. a. [bicapſulariſ, Lat..] A plant

whoſe ſeed pouch is divided into two parts.

BICE. ſ. A colour uſed in painting. Peacham.
BICI'PITAL. a. [bicipitif, Lat.] 1. Hav

BICI'PITOUS. ing two heads. Brown. 2.

It is applied to one of the muſcles of the arm.

rººtſ ºr .

To BICKER. v. n. (Hicre, welch.] 1. To

ſkirmiſh; to fight off and on. Sidney. 4.

To quiver; to play backward and forward.
Milton.

PICKERER. ſ. [from the verb.] A ſkirmiſher.

BICKERN. ſ. [apparently corrupted from beak

irºn..] An iron ending in a point. Moxon.
BICORNE. a. [bicornis, Lat.] Having

BICO'RNOUS. two horns. Brown.

Bºrokal. a. [bicorpor, Lat.] Having two
odies.

To BID. v. a. pret. I bid, bad, bade, I have bid.

or bidden. [bibban, Saxon.) 1. To deſire; to

aſk. Shakeſp. z. To command; to order. Watts.

3. To offer; to propoſe. Decay of Piety. 4. To

proclaim ; to offer. Gay. 5. To pronounce; to

declare. Bacºn. 6. To denounce. Waller. 7.

To pray. john.

BITALE. ſ. (from bid and ale.] An invitation

of friends to drink. Didº.

Bl'DDEN part. paſſ [from to bid.] 1. Invited;

Bacon. 2. Commanded. Pope.

BIDDER. ſ. [from to bid.] One who offers or

propoſes a price. Addiſon.

BIDDING. J. [from bid.] Command; order.
Milton. -

To BIDE. v. a. [biban, Saxon.] To endure; to

ſuffer Dryden.

To BIDE. v. n. 1. To dwell; to live ; to

inhabit. Milton. 1. To remain in a place.

Shakeſp.

BIDE NTAL. a. [bidens, Lat..] Having two
teeth. Swift.

BIDING. ſ. [from bide J Reſidence; habitation.
Rowe.

BIENNIAL. a. [biennis, La.) Of the con

tinuance of two years. Ray.

BIER. ſ. [from to bear.] A carriage on which

the dead are carried to the grave. Milton.

BIESTINGS. ſ. [byrting, Sax.] The firſt milk

given by a cow after calving. Dryden.

BIFA RIOUS. a. [bifarius, Lat.] Twofold.

B1 FEROUS. a. [byerent, Lat.] bearing fruit

twice a year.

BI'FID. a. [bifidus, Lat.) Opening

FIFIDATED. with a cleft.

BIFO'LD. a. [from binus, Lat. and fºld.) Two

föld; double. Shakeſp.

BIFORMED. a. [bifºrmiſ, Lat.] Compounded

of two forms,

I, BIFU'R-
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PJFU RCATED. a. [biaur and furca.] Shooting

out into two heads. Woodward.

BIFURCATION. f. [binu, and furca.] Diviſion
Into two.

BIG. a 1. Great in bulk : large. Thomſºn 2.

Teeming; pregnant Waller. 3. Full of ſome

thing. Addiſºn. 4. Diſtended; ſwoln. Shakeſp.

5. Great in air and mien: proud. Aſcham. 6.

Great in ſpirit; brave. Shakeſp.

BłG AMIST. ſ. (iigamius, low Lat.) One that

has committed bigamy.

Bi GAMY. ſ. [b garia, low Lat.] The crime

of having two wives at once. Arbuthnot.

B1GBE LLIED. a. [from big and b.ly.) Preg

nant. Shakeſp.

BIGGIN. [begain, Fr.) A child's cap. Shakeſp.

BIGLY. adv. [Iron bug..] Tumidly; haughtily.

Dryden.

BIG NESS. ſ. [from big. 1. Greatneſs of quan

tity. Ray. 2. Size; whether greater or ſmaller.

Newtºn.

BIGOT. ſ. A man devoted to a certain party.
Mattſ.

BIGOTED. a. [from bigºt.] Blindly prepoſſeſ

fed in favour of ſomething. Garth.

BIGOTRY. ſ. [from bigot.) 1. Blind zeal;

prejudice. Watts. 2. The practice of a bigot.

ope.

º a. [from big and ſwels.] Turgid.
rf ºn.

BITANDER. ſ. [belandre, Fr.] A ſmall veſſel

uſed for the carriage of goods. Dryden.

BILBERRY. ſ. [bilić,Sax. a bladder, and berry.]

Whortleberry.

R!'LBQ. ſ. [from Bilboa.] A rapier; a ſword.

Shakeſp.

BILBOES. ſ. A ſort of ſtocks. Shakeſp.

BILE. ſ. [bilis, Lat.] A thick yellow bitter

liquor, ſeparated in the liver, collected in the

gall bladder, and diſcharged by the common

duct. Quincy.

BII.E. ſ.lbile, Saxon.] A fore angry ſwelling.

Shakeſp.

To BILG.E. v. n. [from the noun.] To ſpring
a leak.

B1 LIARY. a. (from bilis, Lat.] Belonging to

the bile. Arbuthnot. -

uſ; NGSGATE. ſ. Ribaldry ; foul language.
ope.

Biºfºcuous. a. [bilinguis, Lat.] Having two

tongues.

Bi LIOU.S. a. [from bilis, Lat.] Conſiſting of

bile. Garth.

To Bil.K. v. a. [bilaican, Gothick.] To cheat ;

to defiaud. Dryden.

BILI. ſ. [bille, Sax.] The beak of a fowl

Carew.

B11.L. ſ. [bille, Sax.] A kind of a hatchet with

a hocked point. Temple.

Liſ.L. J. [bullet, Fr.) 1. A written paper of any

kind Shakeſp. 2. An account of money. Bacon.

3. A law preſented to the parliament. Bacon.

4. An act of Parliament 4tterbury. 5. A phy

ician's preſcription. Dryden, 6. An advertiſe

ment. Dryden.

To BILL, v. n. To careſs, as doves by joining

bills. Ben. johnſon. -

To BILL. v. a. To publiſh by an advertiſement.

L'Eſtrange.

BILLET. ſ. [billet, Fr.) 1. A ſmall paper; a

note. Clarenden. ... Billet doux, or a ſoft billet;

a love letter. Pºpe. 3. A ſmall log of wood

for the chimney. Digby.

To BI I.LET. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

direct a ſoldier by a ticket where he is to lodge.

Shakeſp. z. To quarter ſoldiers. Clarenden.

BIT LIARDS. ſ. without a ſingular. [billard,

Fr.] A kind of play. Bºyle.

BILLOW. ſ. (bilge, German.] A wave ſwoln.
enham.

To BILLOW. v. n. [from the noun.] To ſwell,

or roll. Prizr.

BILLOWY. a. Swelling; turgid. Thomſºn.

BIN. J. [binne, Sax.] A place where bread or

wine is repoſited. Swift.

BINARY. a. [from binus, Lat.] Two; double.

To BIND. v. a. pret. I bound; particip. paſſ.

bound, or bounden. [cinban, Sax.] 1. To confine

with bonds; to enchain. job. 2. To gird;

to enwrap. Preverbs. 3. To faſten to any

thing-jºſhua,’ 4. To faſten together. Mart.

5. To cover a wound with dreſfings.

Mºſeman. 6. To compel; to conſtrain. Hale.

7. To oblige by ſtipulation. Pºpe. 8. To

confine ; to hinder. Shakeſp. 9. To make

coſtive. Bacon. Io. To reſtrain. Felton. 1 1. T.

bind tº. To oblige to ſerve ſome one. Dryder.

12. Tº bind ºver. To oblige to make appear
ance. Addiſon.

To BIND. v. n. 1. To contract; to grow ſtif.

Martimer. 2. To be obligatory. Locke.

BIND. ſ. A ſpecies of hops. Mºrtimer.

BI'NDER. / [from to bind.] 1. A man whoſe

trade it is to bind books. 2. A man that binds

ſheaves. Chapman. 3. A fillet; a ſhred cut to

bind with. Wiſeman.

BINDING. ſ. [from bind.] A bandage. Tatler.

BI'NDWEED. ſ. [convolvulus, Lat.] The name

of a plant.

BINOCLE. ſ. A teleſcope fitted ſo with two

tubes, as that a diſtant object may be ſeen with

both eyes. -

BINO'CULAR. a. [from binus and oculus, Lat]

Having two eyes. Derham.

BINOMINOU.S. a. [from bina; and nomen. Lat.]

Having two names.

BIOGRAPHER. ſ. [3.3 and zºº.] A writer

of lives. Addiſon.

BIOGRAPHY. ſ. [2.3 and yºats.] writing

the lives of men is called biography, Pº' atts.

B! OVAC. 2 ſ. [Fr. from wey wach, a double

Bl'HOVAC. } guard, Germ.] A guard at night

B I VOUAC. 2 performed by the whole array.

Harris.

BI'PAROUS. a. [from binus and paris.] Bring

ing forth two at a birth. - -

B1 PARTITE. a. [binus and partiar..] Having

two correſpondent parts. -

B1 PARTITION. J. [from bipartite.] The aâ

of dividing into two. -

BITFED.
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BI'PED. ſ. [biper, Lat.] An animal with two

feet. Brown.

BTPEDAL. a. [bipedalir, Lat.] Two feet in

length.

BIPENNATED. a. [from binus and penna.)

Having two wings. Derham.

BIPETALOUS. a. [of bir and arsaxay.] Conſiſt

ing of two flower leaves.

BI’QUADRATE. f. The fourth power a

BHQUADRATICK. $ riſing from the multi

plication of a ſquare by itſelf. Harrir.

BIRCH Tree. ſ. [binrc, Saxon.) A tree.

BIRCHEN. a. [from birch..] Made of birch.

His beaver'd brow a birchen garland bears.

Pºpe.

BIRD. ſ. [binº, or brº, Saxon.) A general

term for the feathered kind ; a fowl. Lºcke.

To BIRD. s. n. To catch birds. Shakeſp.

BIRDBOLT, ſ. A ſmall ſhot or arrow.

Shakeſp.

BIRDCATCHER. ſ. One that makes it his

employment to take birds. L'Eſtrange.

BIRDER. ſ. [from hird.) A birdcatcher.

BIRDINGPIECE. ſ. A gun to ſhoot birds with.

Skakeſp. - -

Bi RDLIME. ſ. [from bird and line.] A glu

tinous ſubſtance ſpread upon twigs, by which

the birds that light upon them are entangled.

Dryden.

BIRDMAN. ſ. A birdcatcher. L'Eſtrange.

BIRDSEYE. ſ. The name of a plant.

BIRDSFOOT. ſ. A plant.

BIRDSNET. ſ. An herb.

BIRDSTONGUE. ſ. An herb.

BIRGANDER. ſ. A fowl of the gooſe kind.

BIRT. ſ. a fiſh; the turbot.

BIRTH. ſ. [beonp, Saxon.) 1. The act of

corning into life. Dryden. 2. Extraction ;

lineage. Denham. 3. Rank which is inherit

ed by deſcent. Dryden. 4. The condition in

which any man is born. Dryden. 5. Thing

born. Ben. johnſon. 6. The act of bringing

forth. Milton.

BIRTHDAY. ſ. [from birth and day.] The day

on which any one is born.

B1 RTHDOM. f. Privilege of birth. Shakeſp.

BirTHNIGHT. ſ. [from birth and might.]

The night in which any one is born. Milton.

B1RTHPLACE. ſ. Place where any one is born.

Stºrff.

BIRTHRIGHT.ſ [from birth and right.] The

rights and privileges to which a man is born;

the right of the firſt born. Addiſon.

BIRTHSTRANGLED. a. Strangled in being

born. Shakeſp.

B1 RTHwokT. ſ. The name of a plant.

BI sco TIN. ſ. A confestion.

Bisc UIT. ſ. (his and cutt.) 1. A kind of hard

dry bread, made to be carried to ſea. Knciles.

2. A compoſition of fine flour, almonds, and

1ugar.

To BISE CT. v. a. [binus and ſeco.] To divide

into two parts.

B1st CTION. ſ. (from the verb ] A geometri

cºl term, ſignifying the diviſion of any quan

tity into two equal Farts.

BISHOP. ſ. ſbºrcop, Saxon.) One of the head

order of the clergy. South.

BISHOP. ſ. A cant word for a mixture of wine,

oranges, and ſugar. Swift.

To BISHOP. v. a. To confirm; to admit ſo

lemnly into the church. Dºnne.

BISHOPRICK. ſ. [bircopnce, Saxon.] The

dioceſe of a biſhop. Bacon.

BISHOPSWEED. ſ. A plant.

BISK. ſ. [biſgue, Fr.) Soup; broth. King.

BI'SK ET. See Bisc U 1 T. -

BISMUTH. ſ. Marcaſte; a hard, white, brittle,

mineral ſubſtance, of a metalline nature, found

in Mińnia.

BISSEXTILE. ſ. [ki, and ſextili..] Leap year.

Brazon.

BISSON. a. Blind. Shakeſp.

BISTRE. ſ. [French.) A colour made of chim

ney foot boiled, and then diluted with water.

BISTORT. ſ. A plant called ſºakrºceed.

BISTOURY. ſ. [bijic art, Fr.) A ſurgeon's in

ſtrument uſed in making inciſions.

BISU LCOUS. a. [!ºſaics i, Lat..] Clovenfooted.

Brown.

BIT. ſ. (bitol, Sax.] A bridle; the bit-mouth.

Addiſºn. -

BIT. ſ. 1. As much meat as is put into the

mouth at once. Airbuthnat. 2. A ſmall piece of

anything. Swift. 3. A Spaniſh Weſt Indian

ſilver coin, valued at ſevenpence halfpenny. 4.

A bit the better or worſe. In the ſmalleſt de

gree. Arbuthnot.

To BIT. v. a. To put the bridle upon a

horſe.

BITCH. ſ. [birge, Saxon] 1. The female of

the canine kind. Spenſer. 1. A name of re

proach for a woman. Arbuthnot.

To BITE. v. a. pret. 1 bit; part, paſſ. I have

bit, or bitten. [bican, Saxon ) i. To cruſh,

or pierce with the teeth. Arbuthnot. 2. To

give pain by coki. Rowe. 3. To hurt or pain

with reproach. Roſcommon. 4. To cut ; to

wound. Shakeſp. 5. To make the mouth

ſmart with an acrid taſte. Baccº. 6. To cheat;

to trick. Pope.

BITE. ſ. [from t e verb.] 1. The ſeizure of any

thing by the teeth. Dryden. 1. The act of a

fiſh that takes the bait. Walton. 3. A cheat; a

trick. Swift. 4. A ſharper. -

BITFR. ſ. (from bite.) 1. He that bites. Camden.

2. A fiſh apt to take the bait. Waltºn. 3. A

tricker ; a deceiver. Spectator.

BITTACLE. ſ. A frame of timber in the

ſteerage, where the compaſs is placed. Dić.

B1 TTER. a. [biten, Sax.] I. Having a hot,

acrid, biting taſte, like wormwood. Locke, 2.

Sharp; cruel; ſevere. Sprat 3. Calamitous;

miſerable. Dryden. 4. Sharp 5 reproachiul;

ſatirical. Shakeſp. 5. Unpleading or hurtful.

M’atts.

BITTERGOURD. ſ. A plant. -

BITTERLY. ads. [from bitter] 1. With a

bitter taſte. 2. In a bitter manner; ſorrow

fully ; calanitouſly. Shakeſp. 3. Sharply ;

ſevci cly. Sprat.

L 2. Bl"T
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BITTERN. ſ. [buteur, Fr.) A bird with long

legs, which feeds upon fiſh. Wotton.

BITTERN. ſ. (from bitter.] A very bitter li

quor which drains off in making ſalt.

BITTERNESS. ſ. ſſrom bitter.) 1. A bitter

taſte. Lºcke. 2. Malice; grudge; hatred; im

placability. Clarenden. 3. Sharpneſs; ſeverity

of temper. Clarendon. 4. Satire; piquancy;

keenneſs of reproach. Bacon. 3. Sorrow ;

vexation; afflićtion. Wake.

BITTERSWEET. ſ. An apple which has a

compounded taſte. South.

BITTOUR. f. The bittern. Dryden.

BITUMEN. ſ. [Latin.] A fat unétuous matter

dug out of the earth, or ſcummed off lakes.

oodward.

BITUMINOU.S. a. Compounded of bitumen.

Bacon.

BIVA'LVE. a. [binus and valva.] Having two

valves or ſhutters; uſed of thoſe fiſh that have

two ſhells, as oyſters. Woodward.

B1VALVULAR.a. (from bivalve.] Having two

valves.

BIXWORT. ſ. An herb.

BIZANTINE. ſ. [from Byzantium J A great

piece of gold valued at fitteen pounds, which

the king offereth upon kigh feſtival days.

Camden.

To BLAB. v. a. [blabberen, Dutch..] To tell

what ought to be kept ſecret. Swift.

To BLAB. v. n. To tattle; to tell tales.

Shakeſp.

BLAB. J. [from the verb.] A teltale. Milton.

Bººk [from blab.] A tattler; a tel

tale.

To BLA'BBER. v. m. To whiſtle to a horſe.

Skinner.

BLACK. a. [blac, Saxon.) 1. Of the colour

of night. Prºverbs. 1. Dark. Kings. 3. Cloudy

of countenance ; ſullen. Shakeſp. 4. Horri

ble; wicked. Dryden. 5. Diſmal; mournful.

Shakeſp.

BLACK-BROWED. a. [from black and brew.]

Having black eye-brows; gloomy , diſmal;

threatening.

BLACK-BRYONY. ſ. The name of a plant.

BLACK-CATTLE. ſ. Oxen; bulls; and cows.

BLACK-GUARD. ſ. A dirty fellow. Swift.

BLACK-LEAD. ſ. A mineral found in the lead

mines, much uſed for pencils.

BLACK-PUDDING. ſ. A kind of food made

of blood and grain.

BLACK-ROD. ſ. [from black and red.] The

uſher belonging to the order of the garter; ſo

called from the black red he carries in his

hand. He is uſher of the parliament.

BLACK. ſ. [from the adjective.) 1. A black

colour. Newton. 1. Mourning. Dryden. 3. A | - -

To BLANCH. v. a.[blancher, Fr.) 1. To whiter.
blackamoor. 4. That part of the eye which is

black. Digly.

To BLACK. v. a. (from the noun..] To make

black; to blacken Bºyle.

PLACKAMOOR. ſ. A negro.

BLACKBERRIED Heath. ſ. A plant.

BLACKBERRY Bºſe. ſ. A ſpecies of bramble.

BLACKBERRY. ſ. The fruit. Gay.

BLACKBIRD. ſ. The name of a bird. Carew.

To BLACKEN. v. a. [from black.] 1. To

make of a black colour. Prior. 2. To darken.

South. 3. To defame. South.

To BLA’CKEN. v. n. To grow black. Dryden.

Rººkish a. [from black.) Somewhat black.

cyte.

BLACKMOOR. ſ. [from black and Meer.] A

negro. Milton. -

BLACKNESS ſ. [from black.] 1. Black colour.

Locke. 2. Darkneſs. Shakeſp.

BLACKSMITH. ſ. A ſmith that works is

iron ; ſo called from being very ſmutty.

Spectator.

BLACKTAIL. ſ. [from black and tail.] A fiſh,

called a ruff or pope.

BLACKTHORN. ſ. The ſloe.

BLADDER. ſ. [blačene, Saxon] 1. That verſel

in the body which contains the urine. Ray. i.

A bliſter; a puſtule.

BLA'DDER-NUT. ſ. [ſiaphylsdendren, Lat.] A

plant.

BLADDER SENA. ſ. A plant.

BLADE. ſ. [blab, Saxon.J. The ſpire of graſs;

the green ſhoots of coln. Bacon.

BLADE. ſ. [blatte, German.] 1. The ſharp

or ſtriking part of a weapon or inſtrument.

Pºpe. 2. A briſk man, either fierce or gay.

L'Eſtrange. -

BLADE ºf the ſhoulder. 7 ſ. The ſcapula, or

BLADE"BONE. ſcapular bone. Pºpe.

To BLADE. v. a. [from the noun.] To fit with

a blade.

ſpires. Shakeſp. -

BLAIN. ſ. [blegene, Saxon.) A puſtule; a

bliſter. Milton.

BLA'MABLE. a.

faulty. Dryden.

[from blame.] Culpable;

BLA MABLY. adv. [from blamable.J Culpa

bly.

to charge with a fault. Dryden.

BLAME. ſ. 1. Imputation of a fault. Hayward.

2. Crime, Hecker. 3. Hurt. Spenſer.

BLA'MEFUL. a. ſtrom blame and full.] Cri

minal; guilty. Shakeſp.

nocent. Lºcke.

BLAMELESLY. adv. [from blameleſ...] Inno

cently. Hammond.

BLA'MELESNESS. ſ. [from blameleſs.] Inno

cence. Hammond.

BLAMER. (from blame.] A cenſurer. Penne.

BLAMEWORTHY. a. Culpable ; blamable.

Hocker.

Dryden. 2. To ſtrip or peel ſuch things as have

huſks. Wiſeman. 3. To obliterate; to paſs over.

Bacon.

To BLANCH. v. n. To evade : to ſhift. Face".

BLANCHER. ſ. [f m blanch..] A whitener
J. [fro BLAND,

To BLAME. v. a. [blamer, Fr J. To cenſure;

BLA'DED. a. [from blade.] Having blades or

BLA'MABLENESS. ſ. [from blamable.] Fault. .

BLA'MELESS. a. [from blame.] Guiltleſs ; in .
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BLAND. a. [blandus, Lat.] Soft; mild; gentle.

Miltºn.

To BLA'NDISH. v. a. [blandior, Lat.] To

ſmooth; to ſoften. Milton.

BLANDISHMENT. ſ. [from blandiſh; blan

ditie, Lat.] 1. An act of fondneſs; expreſſion

of tenderneſs by geſture. Milton. 2. Soft

words; kind ſpeeches. Bacon. 3. Kind treat

ment; careſs. Swift.

BLANK. a. [blanc, Fr.] ... white. Par. Loft.

1. Unwritten. Addiſon. 3. Confuſed; cruſh

ed. Pºpe. 4. Without rhime. Shakeſp. -

BLANK. ſ. [from the adjective.) 1. A void

ſpace. Swift. 2. A lot, by which nothing is

gained. Dryden. 3. A paper unwritten. Par.

Lºft. 4. The point to which an arrow is di

rected. Shakeſp. 5. Aim; ſhot. Shakeſp.

6. Object to which any thing is directed.

Shakeſp.

To BLANK. v. a. [from blank.) 1. To damp;

to confuſe; to diſpirit. Tillotſon. 2. To ef

fice; to annul. Spenſer.

BLANKET. ſ. [blanchette, Fr.) 1. A woollen

cover, ſoft, and looſely woven. Temple. 1. A

kind of pear.

To BLANKET. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To cover with a blanket. Shakeſp. z. To toſs

in a blanket. Pope.

BLANKLY.adw.[from blank.] In a blank man

ner; with whiteneſs; with confuſion.

To BLARE. v. a. [blaren, Dutch..] To bellow;

to roar. Skinner.

To BLASPHEME. v. n. [blaſpheme, low Lat.]

1. To ſpeak in terms of impious irreverence

of God. 2. To ſpeak evil of Shakeſp.

Tººheme. v. n. To ſpeak blaſphemy.

akeſp.

sºftMER/ [from blaſpheme.] A wretch

that ſpeaks of God in impious and irreverent

terms. 1 Tim. i. 13.

BLASPHEMOUS. a. [from blaſpheme.] Im

pious; irreverend with regard to God.

Sidney, Tilletſºn.

BLASPHEMOUSLY.adv.[fromblaſpheme.]Im

piouſly; with wicked irreverence. Swift.

BLA'SPHEMY. ſ. [from blaſpheme.] Blaſ.

pheny, is an offering of ſome indignity unto

God himſelf. Hammond.

BLAST. ſ. (from blere, Saxon] 1. A guſt,

or puff of wind. Shakeſp. z. The ſound

made by any inſtrument of wind muſick.

*}, 3. The ſtroke of a malignant pla
net. fab. -

Tº BLAST. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

like with ſome ſudden plague. Addiſºn. 2.

To make to wither. Shakeſp. 3. To injure;

to invalidate. Stilling fleet. 4. To confound;

tº ſtrike with terrour. Shakeſp.

MASTMENT. ſ. (from blafij A ſudden ſtroke
ofinfection. Shakeſp.

PLATANT. a. [b attant, Fr.] Bellowing as a

calf. Dryden.

To BLATTER. v. n. [from blatero, Lat.] To

roar. Spenſer.

Play.J. A ſmall whitiſh river fiſh; a bleak.

BLAZE. ſ. [blare, a torch, Saxon.) 1. A flame;

the light of the flame. Dryden. 2. Publication.

Milton. 3. A white mark upon a horſe.

Farrier's Diº.

To BLAZE. v. n. 1. To flame. Pºpe. 2. To

be conſpicuous.

To BLAZE. v. a. 1. To publiſh; to make

known. Mark. 2. To blazon. Peachan. 3.

To inflame; to fire. Shakeſp.

BLA'ZER. ſ. [from blaze.] One that ſpreads

reports. Spenſer.

To BLAZON. v. a. [blaſanner, Fr.) 1. To

explain, in proper terms, the figures on en

ſigns armorial. Addiſon. 2. To deck; to em

belliſh. Garth. 3. To diſplay; to ſet to

ſhow. Shakeſp. 4. To celebrate; to ſet out.

Shakeſp. 5. To blaze about; to make pub

lick. Shakeſp.

BLA'ZON. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The art of

drawing or explaining coats of arms. Peacham.

3. Show; divulgation; publication. Shakeſp.
3. Celebration. Collier.

BLAZONRY. ſ. [from blazon.] The art

blazoning. Peacham. .

To BLEACH. v. a. [bleechen, Germ.] To

whiten. Dryden.

To BLEACH. v. n. To grow white. Thomſºn.

BLEAK. a. [blac, blacc, Saxon.) 1. Pale. 2.

Cold; chill. Addiſon.

BLEAK. ſ. A ſmall river fiſh. Walton.

BLEAKNESS.ſ. [from bleak..] Coldneſs; chil

neſs. Addiſºn.

BLEAKY. a. (from bleak.] Bleak; cold;

chill. Dryden.

BLEAR. a. [blear, a bliſter, Dutch..] 1. Dim

with rheum or water. Dryden. 2. Dim; ob

ſcure in general. Milton.

To BLEAR. v. a. (from the adjective.] To

make the eyes watry. Dryden.

BLEAREDNESS. ſ. [from bleared.] The ſtate

of being dimmed with rheum. Wiſeman.

To BLEAT. v. M. (blatan, Saxon.] To cry as

a ſheep. Dryden.

BLEAT. ſ. [from the verb.] The cry of a ſheep
or lamb. Chapman.

BLEB. ſ. [blaen, to ſwell, Germ.] A bliſter.

To BLEED. v. n. pret. I bled; I have bled;

bleban, Saxon.) 1. To loſe blood; to run

with blood. Bacon. 2. To die a violent death.

Pope. 3. To drop, as blood. Pope.

To BLEED. v. a. To let blood. Pope.

BLEIT.

BLATE. W. “ Baſhful.

To BLEMISH. v. a. (from blame, junius.) 1.

To mark with any deformity. Sidney. a. To

defame; to tarniſh, with Feſpect to reputati

on. Dryden.

BLEMISH. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A mark of

deformity; a ſcar. Wiſeman. 2. Reproach;

diſgrace. Hooker.

To BLENCH. v. n. To ſhrink; to ſtart back.

Shakeſp.

To BLENCH. v. s. To hinder; to obſtruct.

Carew.

To
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To PI.E.N.D. v. a. preter. I blended; anciently,

*ſent. (blenban, Sax.] 1. To mingle together.

Bºyle. ... To confound. Hooker. 3. To pol

lute; to ſpoil. Spenſer.

BI.E.N.T. The obſolete participle of blend.

To PLESS v. a. [b]errian, Sax.] 1. To make

happy; to proſper. Dryden. 2. To wiſh

happineſs to another. Deut. 3. To praiſe;

to glorify for benefits received. Davies. 4.

To wave; to brandiſh. Spenſer

P.E.'SSED. particip. a. [from to bleſ...] Happy;

enjoying heavenly felicity.

BLESSED Thiſtle. A plant.

BLESSEDLY. adv. Happily. Sidney.

BLESSEDNESS. ſ. [from bleſſed.]. I. Happi

neſs; felicity. Sidney. 2. Sanctity. Shakeſp.

3. Heavenly felicity. South. 4. Divine fa

vour.

Bººk. ſ. [from bleſ...] He that bleſſes.

ayter.

BLESSING. ſ. [from bleſ.] 1. Benediction.

2. The means of happineſs. Denbam, 3. Di

vine favour. Shakeſp.

B.E.S.T. parti. a. [from bleſ...] Happy. Pºpe.

BLEw. The preterite from blºw. Kneller.

BLIGHT. ſ. 1. Mildew. Temple. 2. Any thing

nipping or blaſting. L'Ekrange.

To ELIGHT. v. a. [from the noun..] To blaſt;

to hinder from fertility. Locke.

BLIND. a. [blinb, Sax.] I. Without fight;

dark, Digby. 2. Intellectually dark. Dryden.

3. Unſeen; private. Hecker. 4. Dark; ob

ſcure. Miltºn.

To BLIND. v. a. 1. To make blind. Senth.

2. To darken; to obſcure to the eye. Dryden.

3. To obſcure to the underſtanding. Stillingſ.

BLEND. ſ. 1. Something to hinder the ſight.

L'Eſtrange. 2. Something to miſlead. Decay

of Piety.

To iſſiºprold. v. a. [from blind and fºld.]

To hinder from ſeeing, by blinding the eyes.

Luke.

BLINDFOLD. a. (from the verb.] Having the

eyes covered. Spenſer, Dryden.

BLI'NDLY. adv. [from blind.] 1. Without

ſight. 2. Implicitely , without examination

Lºcke. 3. Witheat judgment or direction.

Dryden.

BLI NDMAN's BUFF. ſ. A play in which ſome

one is to have his eyel covered, and hunt out

the rºſt of the company Hudibras.

BLIN L, NFSS. ſ. (from blind.] I. Want of

ſight. Denham. 2. Ignorance; intelle&tual

darkneſs. Spenſer.

RLINDSIDE.J. weakneſs; foible. Swift.

BLIN byORM. J. A ſmall venomous viper.

Grew. -

To BLINK.w.a. [blincken, Daniſh.] 1. To wink.

Hudibrar. 2. To ſee obſcurely. Pºpe.

BLINKARD. ſ. [from blink ) i. That has bad

eyes. 2. Something twinkling Hakewell.

BLISS. ſ. [blurre, Sax.] 1. The higheſt de

gree of happineſs; the happineſs of bleſſed

ſouls Hooker, Milton. 2. Felicity in gene

ral. Pºpe. -

BLISSFUL. a. ſhliſt full.] Happy in the highe:

degree. Spenſer.

BLISSFULLY. adv. [from Bliſsful.) Happily.

BLISSFULNESS.ſ. (from Bliſsful] Happineſs.

To BLISSOM. v. n. To caterwaul. Dić.

BLISTER. ſ. [bluyffer, Dutch..] I. A puſtule

formed by raiſing the cuticle from the cutis.

Temple. ... Any ſwelling made by the ſepa

ration of a film or ſkin from the other parts.
Bacon.

To BLISTER. v., n. [from the noun.] To riſe

in bliſters. Dryden.

To BLISTER. v. a. To raiſe bliſters by ſome

hurt. Shakeſp. -

hºle. a. [blºe, Sax.] Gay; airy. Heaker,

ope.

BLITHLY. adv. [from blithe..] In a blithe
manner.

BLITH NESS.

Hºness;
BLITHSOME. a. [from

ful. Philips.

To BLOAT., v. a. [probably from blow.] To

ſwell. Addiſon.

To BLOAT. v. n. To grow turgid. Arbuthnet.

BLO'ATEDNESS. ſ. [from bleat..] Turgidneſs;

ſwelling. Arbuthnet.

BLO BBER. ſ. [from blob.] A bubble. Carew.

BLOBBERLIP. ſ. [blabber, and lip.] A thick

ſ: [from blithe..] The

uality of being blithe.

'...' Gay ; cheer

lip. Dryden.

BLO'BBERLIPPED. R. a. Having ſwelled or

BLO'BLIPPED. thick lips. Grew.

BLOCK. ſ. [black, Dutch..] I. A heavy piece

of timber. 2. A maſs of matter. Addiſon. 3.

A maſſy body. Swift. 4. The wood on which

hats are formed. Shakeſp. 5. The wood on

which criminals are beheaded. Dryden. 6.

An obſtruction; a ſtop. Decay ºf Piety. 7.

A ſea term for a pully. 8. A blockhead.

Shakeſp. -

To BLOCK. v. a. [bleguer, Fr.] To ſhut up;
to incloſe. Clarendon.

BLOCK-HOUSE ſ (from block and Hesſ...] A

fortreſs built to obſtruct or block up a paſs.

Raleigh.

BLOCK-TIN.ſ.. [from block and tin.] Tin pure

or unmixed. Boyle.

BLOCKADE. ſ. (from blºck.] A ſiege carried

on by ſhutting up the place. Tatler.

To BLOCKA'DE. v. a. [from the noun...] Te

ſhut up. Pºpe.

BLOCKHEAD. ſ. [from blºck and head.]. A

ſtupid fellow ; a dolt; a man without parts.
Pºpe.

Biºkatapºp. a. [from blºckhead..] Stu

pid , dull. L'Eſtrange. -

BLOCKISH. [from block.] Stupid ; dull.

Shakeſp.

BLO'CKISHLY. adv. [ſrom blºckiſh.] In a ſtu

id manner.

BLOCKISHN ESS. ſ. Supidity.

BLO'MARY. ſ. The firſt forge in the iron mills,
Didº. -

BLONKET. ſ...{for blanket.] Spenſer.

BLOOD.J. Łoloo, Sax.] 1. The red liquor that

... ." . . - . circulates*
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circulates in the body of animals. Geneſs. 2.

Child; progeny. Shakeſp. 3. Family; kin

dred. Waller. 4. Deſcent; lineage. Dryden.

5. Birth; high extraction. Shakeſp. 6. Mur

der; violent death. Shakeſp. 7. Life. 2 Sam.

8. The carnal part of man. Matthew. 9.

Temper of mind; ſtate of the paſſions. Hu

dibrar. io. A hot ſpark; man of fire. Bacºn.

11. The juice of any thing. Geneſs.

To BLOOD. v. a. 1. To ſtain with blood.

Bates. 1. To enure to blood, as a hound.

Speºſer. 3. To heat; to exaſperate. Bacon.

BLOOD-BOLTERED.a.[frombloodandbolter.]

Blood ſprinkled. Shakeſp.

BLOODFLOWER. ſ. [hemanthur, Lat..] A

plant.

BLOODGUILTINESS. ſ. Murder. Spenſer.

BLOODHOUND. ſ. A hound that follows by
the ſcent. Southerne.

BLOODILY. a. [from bloody..] Cruelly. Dryd.

BLOODINESS. ſ. [from bloody..] The ſtate of

being bloody. Sharp.

BLOODLESS. a. [from blood] 1. Without

blood; dead. Dryden. 2. Without ſlaughter.

AEP aller.

To BLOOD-LET. v. a. To bleed; to open a

vein medicinally.

BLOOD-LETTER. ſ. [from bleed-let.] A phle

botomiſt. Wiſeman.

BLOODSHED. ſ. [from blood and ſhed.] 1.

The crime of blood, or murder. South. 2.

Slaughter. Dryden.

BLOODSHEDDER. ſ. Murderer. Ecclus.

BLO'ODSHOT. a. [from blood and ſhot.]

BLOODSHOTTEN. W. Filled with blood burſt

ing from its proper veſſels. Garth.

BLOOD-STONE. ſ. The blood-ſtore is green,

ſpotted with a bright blood-red. Woodward.

BLOODSUCKER. ſ. [from blºod and ſuck.] i.

A leech; a fly; any thing that ſucks blood.

2. A murderer. Hayward.

BLOOD-THIRSTY. a. Deſirous to ſhed blood.

Raleigh.

BLOOD-VESSELſ. [from blºod and veſſel.) A

veſſel appropriated by nature to the convey

ance of the blood. Addiſon.

BLO'ODY. a. [from blocd.) 1. Stained with

blood. 2. Cruel; murderous. Pºpe.

BLOOM. ſ. [blum, Germ.] 1. A bloſſom. 2.

The ſtate of immaturity. Dryden.

To BLOOM. v. n. 1. To bring or yield bloſſoms.

Bacon. 2. To produce, as bloſſoms. Hacker.

3. To be in a ſtate of youth. Pope.

BLOOM.Y. a. [from bloom.] Full of blooms;

flowery. Pºpe.

BLORE / [from blow.] Ast of blowing; blaſt.

Chapman.

BLOSSOM. ſ. [blorme, Sax.] The flower that

grows on any plant. Dryden.

To BLOSSOM. v. p. To put forth bloſſoms.

Habbakkuk.

To BLOT. v. a. [from blottir, Fr.] 1. To obli

terate; to make writing inviſible. Pºpe. 2.

To efface; to eraſe. Dryden. 3. To blur.

ºſcham. 4. To diſgrace; to disfigure. Rowe.

5. To darken. Cºwly.

BLOT. ſ. ſſron the verb.) 1. An obliteration

of ſomething written. Dryden. . 2. A blur ; a

ſpot. 3. A ſpot in reputation.

BLOTCH. f. (from blºt.) A ſpot"or puſtule up

on the ſkin. Harvey.

To BLOTE. v. a. To ſmoke, or dry by the
ſmoke.

BLOW. ſ. [bloree, Dutch..] 1. A ſtroke. Cla

rendon. 2. The fatal ſtroke. Dryden. 3. A

ſingle action; a ſudden event. Dryden. 4.

The act of a fly, by which ſhe lodges eggs
in fleſh. Chapman.

To, BLOW. v. nº pret blew; particip, paſſ.

blºwn. [blapan, Sax.] 1. To move with a

current of air. Pºpe. 2. This word is uſed

ſometimes imperſonally with it. Dryden. 3.

To pant; to puff. Pºpe. 4. To breathe. g.

To found by being blown. Milton. 6. To

play muſically by wind. Numb. 7. T. blºw

ºver. To paſs away without effect. Glanville.

8. To blew up. To fly into the air by the

force of gunpowder. Tàtler.

To BLOW. v. a. 1. To drive by the force of
the wind. South. 2. To inflame with wind.

Iſaiah. 3. To ſwell; to puff into ſize. Shakeſp.

4. Te found an inſtrument of wind muſick.

44 lien. 5. To warm with the breath. Shakeſp.

5. To ſpread by report. Dryden. 7. To in

feet with the eggs of flies. Shakeſp. 8. To

blew ºut. To extinguiſh by wind.' Dryden.

9. To blew up. To raiſe or ſwell with breath.

Boyle. 10. T. blºw up. To deſtroy with gun

powder. Woodward. 11. T. blºg upºn. To

make ſtale. Addiſºn.

To BLOW. v. n. [b]opan, Sax.] To bloom; to
bloſſom. Waller. -

BLOWPOINT. ſ. A child's play. Denne.

BLOWTH.J. [from blºw.] Bloom, or bloſſom.

Raleigh.

BLOWZE. ſ. A ruddy fat-faced wench.

BLOWZY. a. ſtrom bºwze.] Sun-burnt; high
coloured.

BLUBBER. ſ. ſ.See Blon str.) The part of a

whale that contains the oil.

To BLU'BBER. v. n. To weep in ſuch a man

ner as to ſwell the cheeks. Swift.

To BLU BBER. v. a. To ſwell the cheeks with

weeping. Sidney.

BLU'DGEON. J. A ſhort ſlick, with one end
loaded.

BLUE. a. [blasp, Sax. Bleu, Fr.] One of the

ſeven original colours. Neretºn.

BLUEBOTTLE. ſ. [from blue and bettle.} i.

A flower of the bell ſhape. Ray. 2. A fly

with a large blue belly. Prior.

BLUELY. adv. [from blue.] With a blue co

lour. Swift.

BLUENESS. ſ. [from blue.] The quality of be

ing blue. Bºyle.

BLUFF. a. Big; ſurly; bluffering. Dryden.

To BLUNDER. v. n. [b]underen, Dutch..] 1.

To miſtake groſsly; to err very widely. Sºuth.

2. To flounder; to ſtumble. Pºpe.

To BLU'NDER. v. a. To mix fooliſhly or blind

ly. Stilling feet.

BLU'NDER.

–
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BLUNDER. ſ. [from the verb.] A groſs or

ſhameful miſtake. Addiſon.

BLUNDERBUSS. ſ. [from blunder.] A gun

that is diſchrarged with many bullets. Dryden.

BLU'NDERER. ſ. [from blunder.] A block

head. Wattſ.

BLUNDERHEAD. ſ. A ſtupid fellow. L'Eſir.

BLUNT. a. 1. Duli on the edge or point; not

ſharp. Sidney. 2. Dull in underſtanding; not

quick. Bacºn. 3. Rough; not delicate. Wot

ten; 4. Abrupt; not elegant Bacon.

To BLUNT. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

dull the edge or point. Dryden. 1. To re

preſs or weaken any appetite, Shakeſp.

BLUNTLY. adv. [from blunt.) 1. without

ſharpneſs. 2. Coarſely ; plainly. Dryden.

BLUNTNESS. ſ. [from blunt.J 1. Want of

edge or point. Suckling. 2. Coarſeneſs; rough

neſs of manners. Dryden.

BLUNTWITTED. a. [from blunt and wit.]

Dull; ſtupid. Shakeſp.

BLUR. ſ. [borra, Span. a blot..] A blot; a ſtain.
South.

To BLUR. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To blot;

to efface. Locke. 1. To ſtain. Hudibras.

To BLURT. v. a. To let fly without think

ing. Hakewell.

To BLUSH. v. n. [bleſºn, Dutch.j 1. To be

tray ſhame or confuſion, by a red colour in

the cheek. Smith. 2. To carry a red colour.

Shakeſp. -

BLUSH. ſ. (from the verb.] I. The colour in

the cheeks. Pope. 2. A red or purple colour.

Craſhaw. 3. Sudden appearance. Lºcke.

BLUSHY. a. Having the colour of a bluſh.
Baron.

To BLUSTER. v. n. [ſuppoſed from blaſt.] 1.

To roar as a ſtorm. Speiſer. 2. To bully;

to puff. Government of the Tºngue.

BLUSTER. ſ. [from thej 1. Roar ;

nºſe; tumult. Swift. 1. Boaſt; boiſterouſ

neſs. Shakeſp.

BLUSTERER. ſ. A ſwaggerer; a bully.

BLUSTROUS. a. [from lluſter.] Tumultuous;

noiſy. Hudibras.

BO. interj. A word of terrour. Temple.

BOAR.J. [ban, Sax.] The male ſwine. Dryden

BOARD. ſ. (bnaed, Sax.] 1. A piece of wood

of more length and breadth than thickneſs.

Temple. 2. A table. Hakewell. 3. A table

at which a council or court is held. Clarendon.

4. A court of juriſdiction. Bacon. 5. The .

deck or floor of a ſhip. Addiſon.

To BOARD. v. a. i. To enter a ſhip by force.

Denham. 2. To attack, or make the firſt

attempt. Shakeſp. 3. To lay or pave with

boards. Moxon. -

To BOARD, v. n. To live in a houſe, where

a certain rate is paid for eating. Her bert.

BOARD-WAGES ſ Wages allowed to ſervants

to keep themſelves in victuals. Dryden.

PO'ARDER. ſ. [from board..] A tabler.

BOA RISH. a. (from boar.j Swiniſh; brutal;

cruel. Shakeſp.

To BOAST. v. n. To diſplay one's own worth,

or actions. 2. Cºr.

To BOAST. v. a. 1. To brag of. Atterbury.

2. To magnify ; to exalt. Pſalm.

BOAST. ſ. 1. A proud ſpeech. Spectator. 2.

Cauſe of boaſting. Pope.

BOASTER. ſ. (from boaft.]. A bragger. Beyle.

BOASTFUL. a. [from boaſt and full.) Oſten

tatious. Pope.

BOASTINGLY. adv. [from boaſting.] Oſten

tatiouſly. Decay of Piety.

BOAT. ſ. [bat, Sax.] A veſſel to paſs the wa

ter in. Raleigh.

% [beare, Lat.] Roar ; noiſe.BOA'TION.

Derkam.

BOATMAN. Q ſ [from beat and man.] He

BOATSMAN. S. that manages a boat. Prier.

BOATSWAIN. ſ. (from boat and ſwain..] An

officer on board a ſhip, who has charge of all

her rigging, ropes, cables, anchors. Hºwel.

To BOB. v. a. ſ. To beat; to drub. Shakeſp.

2. To cheat; to gain by fraud. Shakeſp.

To BOB. v. n. To play backward and forward.

Dryden. -

BOB. ſ. (from the verb neuter] 1. Something

that hangs ſo as to play looſely. Dryden. 2.

The words repeated at the end of a ſtanza.

L'Eſtrange. 3. A blow. Aſcham.

BO BBIN. ſ. [bzbine, Fr.] A ſmall pin of wood

with a notch. Tatler.

BOBCHERRY. ſ. (from beh and cherry..] A

play among children, in which the cherry is

hung ſo as to bob againſt the mouth. Arbuthn.

BO'BTAIL. Cut tail. Shakeſp.

BOBTAILED. a. Having a tail cut. L'Eſtrange.

BO'BWIG. ſ. A ſhort wig. Speciater.

To BODE. v. a. [boban, Sax.] To portend;

to be the omen of. Shakeſp.

To BODE. v. n. To be an omen; to foreſhow.

Dryden.

BODEMENT. ſ. [from bode..] Portent; omen.

Shaketp.

To BODGE. v. n. To boggle. Shakeſp.

BO'DICE. ſ. [from bodies.] Stays; a waiſtcoat

quilted with whalebone. Prior.

BO'DILESS. a. [from body.] Incorporeal; with

out a body. Davier.

BO DILY. a. [from body.] I. Corporeal; con

taining body. South. 2. Relating to the body,

not the mind. Hooker. 3. Real; actual.

Shakeſp.

BO DILY. adv. Corporeally. Watts.

BO DKIN. ſ. [boddiken, or ſmall body..] Skinner.

1. An inſtrument with a ſmall blade and

ſharp point. Sidney. 2. An inſtrument to

draw a thread or ribbond through a loop.

Pºpe. 3. An inſtrument to dreſs the hair.

Pºpe.

BO'DY. ſ. (bobº, Sax.] 1. The material ſub

ſtance of an animal. Matthew, vi. 25. 2.

Matter; oppoſed to ſpirit. 3. A perſon ; a

human being. Hacker. 4. Reality; oppoſed

to repreſentation. Colºſ. 5. A collective maſs.

Clarendon. 6. The main army; the battle.

Clarenden. 7. A corporation. Swift. 8. The

outward condition. I Cor. v. 3. 9. The main

part. Addiſºn. 19. A pande&; a general col

lection.

*
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1estion. 1. Strength; as, wine of a good

body.

BODY-CLOATHS.ſ. Cloathing for horſes that

are dieted. Addiſon.

To BODY. v. a. To produce in ſome form.

Shakeſp.

BOG. ſ. [beg, ſoft, Iriſh.] A marſh; a fen; a

moraſs. South. -

BOG-TROTTER... ſ. [from bºg and trot.] One

that lives in a boggy country.

To BO'GGLE. v. M. (from begil, Dutch..] 1.
To ſtart; to fly back. Dryden. 2. To heſi

tate. Lecke.

BOGGLER. ſ. [from bºggle.] A doubter; a ti

morous man. Shakeſp.

BO'GGY. a. [from bog.] Marſhy; ſwampy.

Arbuthnot.

BO'GHOUSE. ſ. A houſe of office.

BOHEA. ſ. [An Indian word.] A ſpecies of tea.
Pº

To BOIL. v. n. [bouiller, Fr.) 1. To be agi

tated by heat. Bentley. 2. To be hot 3 to be

fervent. Dryden. 3. To move like boiling

water. Gay. 4. To be in hot liquor. Shakeſp.

5. To cook by boiling. Swift.
To BOIL. v. a. To ſeeth. Bacon.

BOILER. ſ. [from boil.] 1. The perſon that

boils any thing. Boyle. 2. The veſſel in

which any thing is boiled. Woodward.

BO'ISTEROUS. a. [ºyftar, furious, Dutch..] 1.

Violent; loud; roaring; ſtormy. Maller. 2.

Turbulent; furious. Addiſon. 3. Unwieldy.

Spenſer.

BOISTEROUSLY. adv. [from beifferous.) Vio

BOLL. ſ. A round ſtalk or ſtem. -

To BOLL. v. n. [from the noun..] To riſe in a

ſtalk. Exodus.

Bo'LSTER. ſ. (bortne, Sax.]" . Something

laid in the bed to ſupport the head. Gay, 1.

A pad, or quilt. Swift. 3. Compreſs for a

wound. H/iſeman.

To BO'LSTER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ſupport the head with a bolſter. 2. To aſ

ford a bed to. Shakeſp. 3. To hold wounds

together with a compreſs. Sharp. 4. To ſup

rt; to maintain. South. -

BOLT. ſ. [boult, Dutch: Éxic..] I. An arrow;

a dart. Dry-len. 1. Lightning ; a thunder

bolt. Dryden. 3. To bºlt upright; that is, up

right as an arrow. Addiſºn. 4. The bar of a

door. Shakeſp. 5. An iron to faſten the legs.

Shakeſp. 6. A ſpot or ſtain. Shakeſp.

To BOLT. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To ſhut

or faſten with a bolt. Dryden. 2. To blurt

out. Miltºn. 3. To fetter; to ſhackle. Shakeſp.

4. To fift; or ſeparate with a ſieve. Dryden.

5. To examine; to try out. Hale. 6. To pu

rify; to purge. Shakeſp.

To BOLT. v. n. To ſpring out with ſpeed and

ſuddenneſs. Dryden.

BOLTER ſ. [from the verb ] A ſieve to ſupa

rate meal from bran. Bacºn.

BO'LTHEAD. ſ. A long ſtrait necked glaſs

veſſel, a matraſs, or receiver. Bºyle.

BOLTING-HOUSE. ſ. The place where meal

is ſiſted. Dennis.

BOLT-ROPE. ſ. (from belt and rope.] The

rope on which the ſail of a ſhip is ſewed and

lently ; tumultuouſly. Swift.

BoISTEROUSNESS. ſ. [from beifferous.] Tu

multuouſneſs; turbulence.

BO LARY. a. (from bole.) Partaking of the na

ture of bole. Brown.

cºmmon. 3. Confident; not ſcrupulous. Locke.

4. Impudent; rude. Eccuſ. vi. 11. 5. Li

centious. Waller. 6. Standing out to the

view. Dryden. 7. To make bold. To take

freedoms. Tillºtſºn.

To BOLDEN. v.a. [from bold.] To make bold.

Aſcham.

BOLDFACE. ſ. [from bold and face.] Impu

dence; ſaucineſs. L'Eſtrange.

BOLDFACE.D. a. [from bold and face.) Impu

dent. Bramhall.

BOLDI.Y. adv. [from bold.] In a bold manner.
Hzzker.

BOLDNESS. ſ. [from bald]. I. Courage; bra

very. Sidney. 2. Exemption from caution.

Dryden. 3. Freedom; liberty. 2 Cer. vii. 4.

4. Confident truſt in God. Hººker. 5. Aſ

ſurance. Bacon. 6. Impudence. Hoºker.

ROLE. ſ. 1. The body or trunk of a tree.

Chapman. 1. A kind of earth. Hººdward.

3. A meaſure of corn, containing ſix buſhels.

M. rºi mer. -

Bo LIS. ſ. [Lat.) Bolis is a great fiery ball, ſwift

ly hurried through the air, and generally draw

ing a tail after it,

faſtened. Sea Dićt.

BO'LTSPRIT, or Bowsr p 1 T. ſ. A maſt run

ning out at the head of a ſhip, not ſtanding up

right, but aſlope. Sea Dºt.

|BO LUS, ſ. (£32:..] A medicine, made up into

BOLD. a... [balo, Saxon.] 1. Daring ; brave;

ſtout. Temple. 1. Executed with ſpirit Roſ-"BOMB. f. [bombus, Lat.]

a ſoft maſs, larger than pills. Swift.

1. A loud noiſe.

Bacca. 2. A hollow iron ball, or ſhell, filled

with gunpowder, and furniſhed with a vent

for a fuſee, or wooden tube, filled with com

buſtible matter; to be thrown out from a

mortar. Rowe.

To BOMB. v. a. To attack with bombs. Prior.

BOMB-CHEST. ſ. [from bomb and cheft.) A

kind of cheſt filled with bombs, placed under

ground, to blow up in the air.

BOMB-KETCH. R. J. A kind of ſhip ſtrongly
BOMB VESSEL. built, to bear the ſhock of

a mortar. Addiſºn.

BOMBA'RD. ſ. bombardus, Lat.) A great gun.
Knzler.

To BOMBATD. v. a. [from the noun..] To at

tack with bombs. Addiſºn.

BOMBARDIER. ſ. [from bombard.] The en

gineer whoſe employment it is to ſhoot bombs.

Tatler.

BOMBARD'MENT. ſ. [from bºmbard.) An at

tack made by throwing bombs. Addiſon.

BO M BASIN.J. (bambaſin, Fr.] A ſlight ſilke

ſtuff.

Bo MBAST f Fuſtian; big words. Denne.

NA
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BQMBAST. a. High ſounding. Shakeſp.

BOMBULATION. ſ. [from bombus, Lat.]

Sound; noiſe. Brown.

BOMBY'CINOUS, adj.[bombycinus, Lat.) Silk

en, made of ſilk.

£97MAROB.A. ſ. [Ital.] A whore. Shakeſp.

BONASUS. ſ. [i.at.] A kind of buffalo.

BONCHRETIEN. ſ. [French.] A ſpecies of

Pear, ſo called, probably, from the name of

a gardener.

BOND. ſ. (bone, Sax.] 1. Cords, or chains,

with which any one is bound. Shakeſp. z. A

ligament that holds anything together. Locke.

3. Union; connexion. Mortimer. 4. Impri

ſonment ; captivity. Aći;. , 5. Cement of

union; cauſe of union. Shakeſp. 6. A wri

ting of obligation. Dryden. 7. Law by which

any man is obliged. Locke.

BOND. a. ſzebonben, Sax.] Captive; in a ſer
vile ſtate. 1. Cer.

BONDAGE. ſ. [from bond.] Captivity; impri

ſonment. Sidney, Pope.
BONE)MAID, ſ: [from bond..] A woman ſlave.

Shakeſp.

RQ'NDMAN. ſſfrom bond..] A man ſlave. Dryd.
BONDSERVANT. ſ. A ſlave. Leviticut.

BONDSERVICE. ſ. Slavery. 1 Kingſ.

#9 NDSLAVE. ſ. A man in ſlavery. Davier.
BO'NDSMAN. ſ: [from bond and man.] One

bound for another. Derham.

RQNDWOMAN. A woman ſlave. Ben.johnſon.

BQNE. ſ. [ban, Sax.] 1. The ſolid parts of the .

body of an animal. 2. A fragment of meat;

a bone with as much fleſh as adheres to it.

Pryden. 3. To be upºn the bones. To attack.

#. 4. To make no boner. To make

no ſcruple. 5. Dice. Dryden.

To BONE. v. 4. [from the noun..] To take out
the bones from the fleſh.

BO'NELACE. ſ. (the bobbins with which lace

is woven being frequently made of bones.)

Flaxen lace. Spectator.

BO'NELESS. a. [from bone..] Without bones.

Shakeſp. .

To BONESET. v. n. [from bone and ſet.] To

reſtore a bone out of joint; or join a bone

broken. Wiſeman.

BONESETTER. ſ: [from boneſet.] A chirur

geon. Denham.

BONFIRE. ſ. (bon, good, Fr. and fire.] A fire

made for triumph. South.

BO'NGRACE. ſ. bonne grace, Fr.] A covering

for the forehead, Hakewell.

ºnNET. ſ...[benet, Fr.] A hat; a cap. Addiſ.

BO'NNF.T. [In fortification.) A kind of little

ravelin.

BQNNETs. [In the ſea language.] Small ſails
ſet on the courſ.s on the mizen, mainſail,

and foreſail.

BONNILY. adv. [from bonny..] Gayly; hand

ſomely.

BONNINESS. ſ. [from benny..] Gayety; hand
ſomeneſs.

BONNY. adv. [from bºn, bonne, Fr.) 1. Hand

ſome ; beautiful, Shakeſp. z. Gay; merry.

Shakeſp.

B9TWNY-CLABBER. ſ.Sourbuttermilk.Swift.

B2MUMMAGNUM. ſ. A great plum.

BO'NY. a. [from bone..] 1. Conſiſting of bones.

Ray. 2. Full of bones.

BO'QBY. ſ. A dull, heavy, ſtupid fellow. Prier.

BOOK. ſ. [boc. Sax.] 1. A volume in which

we read or write. Bacon. 2. A particular part

of a work. Burnet. 3. The regiſter in which

* trader keeps an account. ºft,
*: In kind remembrance. Addiſ,

*ithout boºk. By memory. Hooker.

To BOOK. v. a. To regiſter in a book. Davier.

BOOK-KEEPING. ; [from book and keep.]

The art of keeping accounts. Harris.

BOOKBINDER. ſ. A man whoſe profeſſion it
is to bind books.

BOOKFUL. a. [from book and full] Crouded

with undigeſted knowledge. Pºpe.

BOOKISH. a. [from book ) Given to books.

Spe:later.

BOOKISHNESS. ſ. [from boºkiſh.] Over-ſtudi
ouſneſs.

BOOKLE'ARNED. ſ. [from book and learned.]

Verſed in books. Swift.

BOOKLEARNINGſ (from beak and learning.]

Skill in literature; acquaintance with books.
Sidney.

BO'OKMAN. ſ. [from book and man.] A man

whoſe profeſſion is the ſtudy of books. Shakeſ.

BQOKMATE. ſ. Schoolfellow. Shakeſp.

BOOKSELLER. ſ. He whoſe profeſſion it is to

ſell books. Walton.

BOOKWORM. ſ. [from book and were.] 1.

A mite that eats holes in books. Guardian.

2. A ſtudent too cloſely fixed upon books. Pºpe.

BOOM. ſ. [from boom, a tree, Dutch..] 1. [In

ſea-language.] A long pole uſed to ſpread out

the clue of the ſtudding ſail. z. A pole with

buſhes or baſkets, ſet up as a mark to ſhew

the ſailors how to ſteer. 3. A bar of wood

laid croſs a harbour. Dryden.

To BQQM. v. n. To ruſh with violence. Pºpe.

BO9N. J. [from bene, Sax J A gift, a grant.

Addiſon.

BOON. a. [ben, Fr.] Gay: merry. Milton.

BOOR. ſ. [beer, Dutch..] A lout; a clown.

Temple.

BO'ORISH.a. (from boor.] Clowniſh ; ruſtick.

Shakeſp.

BOORISHLY. adv. After a clowniſh manner.

BO'ORISHNESS. ſ. [from bearſb.] Coarſeneſs
of manners.

BOOSE. ſ. (borg, Sax.] A ſtall for a cow.

To BOOT. v. a. [bot, Sax.] 1. To profit; to

advantage. Hooker, Pºpe. 2. To enrich 5 to

benefit Sh 4 eſp.

BOOT. ſ. [from the verb ]. I. Profit gain ;

advantage. Shakeſp. 2. Tº beet. With ad

vantage; over and above. Herbert. 3. Booty

or plunder. Shakeſp.

BOOT. ſ. [botte, French.) A covering for the

leg, uſed by horſemen. Milton.

BOOT of a coach. The ſpace between the coach

man and the coach.

To BOOT. v. a. To put on boots. Shakeſp.

BOOT

*. 5.
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B00T-HOSE. ſ.[from boot and hoſt.] Stockings

to ſerve for boots. Shakeſp.

B00T-TREE. ſ. Wood ſhaped like a leg, to be

driven into boots for ſtretching them.

BOOTCATCHER. ſ. [from best and catch.]

The perſon whoſe buſineſs at an inn is to pull

of the boots of paſſengers. Swift.

BOOTED. a. [from boot.) In boots. Dryden.

BOOTH. ſ. [bsed, Dutch..] A houſe built of

boards or boughs. Swift.

B00TLESS. a. (from boot.) 1. Uſeleſs; una

vailing. Shakeſp. z. Without ſucceſs. Shakeſp.

B00TY. ſ...[bayt, Dutch..] 2. Plunder ; pil

lege. Dryden. ... a. Thing gotten by robbery.

Shakeſp. 3. To play bºy. To loſe by de

ſign. Dryden.

BOPEEP. ſ. To play Boreer, is to look out,

and draw back, as if frighted. Dryden.

BORACHIO. ſ. [borrachº, Spaniſh.) A drun

kard. Congreve.

BORABLE. a. [from bore.]That may be bored.

BORAGE. ſ. [from berage, Lat.] A plant.

B0RAMEZ. J. The vegetable lamb, generally

known by the name ofAgnus Scythicus. Brown.

B9RAX. ſ. [Borax, low Latin.) An artificial

ſalt, prepared from ſal armoniac, nitre, cal

cined tartar, ſea ſalt, and alum, diſſolved in
wine. Sºaincy.

BORDEL. ſ. [berdeel, Teut.] A brothel; a

bawdyhouſe. South.

BORDER. ſ. [bard, German.] 1. The outer

part or edge of anything. Dryden. 2. The

edge of a country. Spenſer. 3. The outer

part of a garment adorned with needle work.

4. A bank raiſed round a garden, and ſet

with flowers. Waller. -

To BORDER. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

confine upon. Knolles. 2. To approach nearly

to, Tilliſºn.

To BORDER. v. a. 1. To adorn with a bor

der. 1. To reach; to touch. Raleigh.

BORDERER. ſ. [from border.] He that dwells

on the borders. Philips.

To BORDRAGE. v. n. [from bºrder.] To

Plunder the borders. Spenſer.

Tº BORE. v. a. [bonian, Sax.] To pierce in

*hºle. Digby.

To BORE. J.A. 1. To make a hole. Wilkins.

1. # puſh forward towards a certain point.

ryden.

BORE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The hole made

by boring Milton. 2. The inſtrument with

which a hole is bored. Moxon. 3. The ſize

ºf any hole. Bacon.

£0RE. The preterite of bear. Dryden.

#9;EAL. a. (borealis, Lat.) Northern. Pºpe.

#48E4S. ſ. [Lat.) The north wind. Miltºn.

$9BEE. ſ. A kind of dance. Swift.

*ER.J. [from bore.] A piercer. Maxen.

*NE. The participi, paffive of bear. Swift.

* BORN. v. m. paſſ. To come into life.
ke*Re.

*OKOUGH. ſ. ſbonhoe, Sax.) A town with a

Sºoration.

HORRElf A mean fellow. Spºnſºr.

To BO'RROW. v. a. 1. To take ſomething

from another upon credit. Nehemiah. 1. Tº

aſk of another the uſe of ſomething for a time:

Pryden. 3: To take ſomething of another.

Watts. 4. To uſe as one's own, though not

belonging to one. Dryden.

BO'RROW... ſ. [from the verb.] The thing bor

rowed. Shakeſp.

BO'RROWER. ſ. [from borrow.] 1. He that

borrows. Milton. 2. He that takes what is

another's. Pºpe.

BOSCAGE. ſ. [baſcage, Fr.] Wood, or wood

lands. Wotton.

BO'SKY. a. [boſque, Fr.] Woody. Milton.

BOSOM. ſ. [borome, Sax.] 1. The breaſt; the

heart...Shakeſp. z. An incloſure. Hooker. 3.

The folds of the dreſs that covers the breaſt.

Exodus. 4. The tender affections. Milton.

5. Inclination; deſire. Shakeſp.

BO'SOM, in compoſition, implies intimacy;

confidence; fondneſs. Ben. johnſon.

To BOSOM. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

incloſe in the boſom. Milton. 2. To conceal

in privacy. Pºpe.

Bosºned from boatſwain.) Dryd.

BOSS. ſ. (baſe, Fr.) 1. A ſtud. Pºpe. 2. The

part riſing in the midſt of any thing. job. 3.

A thick body of any kind. Moxon.

BOSSAGE. ſ. [In architecture.] Any ſtone that

has a projecture.

BO'SVEL. ſ. A ſpecies of crowfoot.

BOTA'NICAL. i. a. [Bárán, an herb.] Re

BOTA'NICK. lating to herbs; ſkilled in

herbs. Addiſon.

*::::/ [from botany.) One ſkilled in

herbs. Woodward.

BOTANOLOGY. ſ. [33rawayla...] A dif

courſe upon plants.

BOTCH. J. (bºzza, Italian.] 1. A ſwelling,

or eruptive diſcoloration of the ſkin. Donne.

2. A part in any work ill finiſhed. Shakeſp. 3.

An adventitious part clumſily added. Dryden.

To BOTCH. v. a. [trom the noun..] I. To

mend or patch cloaths clumſily. Dryden. 2.

To put together unſuitably, or unſkilfully.

Dryden. 3. To mark with botches. Garth.

BOTCHER, ſ [from botch..] A mender of old

cloaths. Shakeſp.

BOTCHY. a. [from bºtch..] Marked with

botches. Shakeſp.

BOTH. a. (batpa, Sax.] The two. Hesker.

BOTH. conj. As well. Dryden.

BO'TRYOID. a. [2:lºves. 3:..] Having the form

of a bunch of grapes. Wºodward.

BOTS. ſ. Small worms in the entrails of horſes.

Shakeſp.

Bo TTLE. ſ. (bcuteille, Fr.) 1. A ſmall veſſel

of glaſs, or other matter. King. 2. A quan

tity of wine uſually put into a bottle ; a quart.

Speciator. 3. A quantity of hay or graſs

bundled up. Denne.

To BOTTLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To in

cloſe in bottles. Swift. -

BOTTLEFLOWER. J. A. Plant.

M 2. BO'TTLE,
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BOTTLE-SCREw.ſ. (from bettle and ſcrew.)

A ſcrew to pull out the cork. Swift.

BOTTOM. ſ. [botm, Sax.] 1. The loweſt

part of any thing. z. The ground under the

water. Dryden. 3. The foundation; the

ground-work. Atterbury. 4. A dale; a val

ley. Bently. 5. The deepeſt part. Lºcke.

6. Bound ; limit. Shakeſp. 7. The utmoſt

of any man's capacity. Shakeſp. 8. The laſt

reſort. Addiſon. 9. A veſſel for navigation.

Norris. Io. A chance; or ſecurity. Claren

den. 11. A ball of thread wound up together.
Mortimer. -

To BOTTOM. v. a. [from the noun.) 1.

To build upcn; to fix upon as a ſupport.

4tterbury. 2. To wind upon ſomething.

Shakeſp. -

To BOTTOM. v. n. To reſt upon as its ſup

port. Locke.

BOTTOMED. a. Having a bottom.

BOTTOMLESS. a. [from bottom.] Without a

bottom ; fathomleſs, Milton.

BO'TTOMRY.ſ. in navigation andcommerce.]

The act of borrowing money on a ſhip's bot
tonn.

B0 UCHET. ſ. [French.) A ſort of pear.

BOUD. ſ. An infect which breeds in malt.

To BOUGE. v. n. [bouge, Fr.] To ſwell out.

BOUGH. ſ. ſbox, Sax.] An arm or large ſhoot

of a tree. Sidney.

BOUGHT. preter of to buy.

BOUGHT. ſ. [from to bow. | 1. A twiſt; a

link ; a knot. Milton. 2. A flexure. Brown.

BOUILLON. ſ. [French.) Broth; ſoup.

BO'ULDER Walls. [in architecture.j Walls

built of round flints or pebbles, laid in a ſtrong

mortar.

To BOUNCE. v. n. 1. To fall or fly againſt

ary thing with great force. Swift. i. To

make a ſudden leap. Addiſºn. 3. To boaſt;

to bully. 4. To be bold, or ſtrong. Shakeſp.

BOUNCE. ſ. (from the verb.] A ſtrong ſud

den blow. Dryden. 2. A ſudden crack or noiſe.

Gay. 3. A boaſt , a threat.

BOUNCER. ſ. [from bºunce] A boaſter; a

bully; an empty threatner.

BOUND. ſ. [from bind...] I. A limit; a boun

dary. Pºpe. 2. A limit by which any excur
ſon is reſtrained. Locke. . A leap ; a

Jump; a ſpring. Addiſon. 4. A rebound.

Decay of Piety.

To BOUND. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To li

mit ; to terminate. Dryden. 2. To reſtrain;

to confine. Shakeſp.

To BQUND, v. n. [bendir, Fr.) 1. To jump;

to ſpring. Pºpe. 2. To rebound; to fly back.

Shakeſp.

To BOUND. v. a. To make to bound. Shakeſp.

BOUND. participle paſſive of bind. Knolles.

BOUND. a. [a word of doubtful etymology.]

Deſtined ; intending to come to any place.

Temple.

BOUNDARY. ſ. [from bound.) Limit; bound,

Rogers. -

BO UNDEN, participle paſſive of bind. Rºgers.

º ſ. A ſtone to play

BOUND-STONE. with. Dryden.

BOUNDLESNESS.f. [from boundleſs.] Exemp

tion from limits. South.

BOUNDLESS. a. [from bound.J. Unlirnited;

unconfined. South.

BOUNTEOUS. a. [from bounty.] Liberal;

kind; generous. Dryden.

BOUNTEOUSLY. adv.[from bºunteens.] Libe

rally; generouſly. Dryden.

BOUNTEOUSNESS.J. [from bounteous.] Mu

nificence ; liberality. Pſalms.

BOUNTIPUL. a. [from bounty and full.] Libe

ral; generous ; munificent. Taylºr.

BOUNTIFULLY. adv. [from bountiful.] Libe

rally. Donne.

BOUNTIFULNESS. ſ. [from bºuntiful..] The

quality of being bountiful; generoſity. Cº
rinthians.

BOUNDTIHEAD. ſ. Goodneſs ; virtue.
BO'UNDTIHOOD. Spenſer.

BOUNTY. ſ. [bonté, Fr.) Generoſity; libers

lity ; munificence. Hºoker.

To BOURGEON. v. n. (beargessner, Fr J. To

ſprout; to ſhoot into branches. Howel.

BOURN. J. [borne, Fr.) 1. A bound; a limit.

Shakeſp. 2. A broek; a torrent. Spenſer.

To BOUSE. v. n. [buyſen, Dutch..] To drink

Iaviſhly. Spenſer.
BO’USY, a.º bouſe.) Drunken. King.

BOUT. ſ. [butta, Italian.] A turn; as much

of an action as is performed at one time.
Sidney.

boºrv f [French..] An incendiary. King

Charles.

BOUTISALE. ſ. A ſale at a cheap rate. Hay
ward.

BOUTS RIMEZ. [French.) The laſt words or

rhimes of a number of verſes given to be filled

up.

To 'how. v. a. [buzen, Sax.] 1. To bend, or

inflect. Locke. ... To bend the body in token

of reſpect or ſubmiſſion. Iſaiah. 3. To bend,

or incline, in condeſcenſion. Ecclur. 4. To

depreſs; to cruſh. Pºpe.

To BOW. v. n. 1. To bend; to ſuffer flexure.

2. To make a reverence. Decay ºf Piety. 3.

To ſtoop, judges. 4. To ſink under preſſure.

Iſaiah.

B& ſ. (from the verb. It is pronounced, like

the verb, as now, how.] An act of reverence

or ſubmiſſion. Swift. -

Bow. ſ. pronounced bo. 1. An inſtrument of

war. Alleyne. 2. A rainbow. Genºſis. 3.

The inſtrument with which ſtring-inſtruments

are ſtruck. Dryden. 4. The doubling of a

ſtring in a ſlipknot. Wiſeman. 5. A yoke.

Shakeſp. Bow of a ſhip. That part of her

which begins, at the loof, and compaſſing

ends of the ſtern, and ends at the ſternmoſt

parts of the forecaſtle.

BOW-BENT. a. [from bºw and bent.] Creoked.

Milton.

Bow-HAND. ſ. [from bow and hand.] The

hand that draws the bow, Sprºſer.

- BOW
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Bow-LEGGED.a. [from bow and leg.] Having

crooked legs.

To BOWEL. v.a. [from the noun..] To pierce

the bowels. Thomſºn.

BOWELS. ſ. [bºyaux, Fr.] 1. Inteſtines; the

veſſels and organs within the body. Samuel. 2.

The inner parts of anything. Shakeſp. 3. Ten

derneſs; compaſſion. Clarendon.

BOWER. ſ. [from bough.) 1. An arbour. Pope.

2. It ſeems to ſignify, in Spenſer, a blow; a

ſtroke; beurrer, Fr. to fall upon. Spenſer.

BOWER. ſ. [from the bow of a ſhip.] The

anchor, ſo called.

To BO'WER. v. a. [from the noun..] To em

bower. Shakeſp.

BOWERY. a. [from bower.] Full of bowers.

Tickell.

BOWL. ſ. [buelin, Welch.) 1. A veſſel to

hold liquids. Felton. 2. The hollow part of

any thing. Swift. 3. A baſin, or feuntain.

Bacon.

BOWL. ſ. [beule, Fr.] A round maſs rolled along

the ground. Herbert.

To BOWL. v.a. [from the noun.] 1. To play

at bowls. 2. To throw bewls at any thing.

Shakeſp.

BOWLDER STONES. ſ. Lumps or fragments

ofſtones or marble, rounded by being tumbled

to and again by the action of the water.

MWeedward.

Bowl.E.R. ſ. [from bowl.] He that plays at
bowls.

BowlINE. ſ. A rope faſtened to the middle

part ofthe outſide of a ſail.

RCWLING-GREEN.ſ. [from bowl and green.]

A level piece of ground, kept ſmooth for

bowlers. Bentley. -

BOWMAN. ſ. An archer. jeremiab.

BOWSPRIT. ſ. Boltſprit; which ſee.

To BO WSSEN. v. a. To drench; to ſoak.

Carew.

BO wSTRING. ſ. The ſtring by which the bow

is kept bent. -

BO'WYER. ſ. [from bºw.] 1.

Dryden. 2.

bows.

BOX. ſ. ſbox, Saxon.) A tree.

BOX. ſ. ſbox, Saxon.) 1. A caſe made of wood

or other matter toholdanything. Pºpe. 2. The

caſe of the mariners compaſs. 3. The cheſt

into which money given is put. Spenſºr. 4. A

ſeat in the playhouſe. Pºpe.

To BOX. v.a. "[from the noun.] To incloſe in

a box. Swift.

BOX. ſ. [beck, a cheek, Welch.] A blow on the

head given with the hand. Bramhall.

To BOX. v. n. [from the noun..] To fight with

the fiſt. Spe&tator. -

BOXEN. a. [from box.] I. Made of box. Gay.

2. Reſembling box. Pryden.

BOXER. ſ. [from box.] A man who fights with

his fiſt.

BOY.ſ. i. A male child; not a girl. 2. One in

the ſtate of adoleſcence; older than an infant.

Dryden. 3. A word of contempt for young

ança. Lººke,

An archer.

One whoſe trade is to make

To BOY. v. n. (from the noun.] To act apiſhly,

or like a boy. ...t. -

bºop.J. [from bºy.) The ſtate of a boy.
twºff. -

BOYiSH. a. [from bay.] I Belonging to a boy.

Shakeſp. 2. Childiſh; trifling. Dryden.

bºx. adv. [from bºys/b.] Childiſhly ;

triflingly.

BOYISHNESS. ſ. [from bºyiſh.) Childiſhneſs;

triflingneſs. -

BOYISM. ſ [from boy..] Puerility; childiſhneſs.

Dryden.

BP..An abbreviation of biſhop.

BRABBLE. ſ. [brabbelen, Dutch..] A clamorous

conteſt. Shakeſp.

To BRABBLE. v.n. [from the noun..] To con

teſt noiſily. -

BRA'BBLER. ſ. A clamorous noiſy fellow.

To BRACE. v. a. [embraſſer, Fr. J 1. To bind;

to tie cloſe with bandages. Lºcke. 2. To in

tend; to ſtrain up. Holder.

BRACE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Cinéture;

bandage. 2. That which holds any thing

tight. Derham. 3. BR Aces of a coach.

Thick ſtraps of leather on which it hangs.

4. BR A ce. [in printing.] A crooked line in

cloſing a paſſage; as in a triplet. 5. Warlike

preparation. Shakeſp. 6. Tenſion; tightneſs.

Helder.

BRACE. ſ. A pair; a couple. Dryden.

BRA'CELETſ. [bracelet, Fr.] An ornament for

the arms. Boyle.

BRACER. ſ. [from brace..] A cinéture; a

bandage. Wiſtman.

BRACH. ſ. [braque, Fr.] A bitch hound.

Shakeſp.

BRACHIAL. a. [from brachium, Lat..] Be

longing to the arm.

BRACHYGRAPHY. ſ." [8taxº, and yeała.]

The art or practice of writing in a ſhort com

paſs. Glanville.

BRACK. ſ. A breach. Digby.

º A piece of wood fixed

ſupport of ſomething. Mortimer.

BRACKISH. a. [brack, Dutch..] Salt; ſome

what ſalt. Herbert.

BRACKISHNESS.ſ. [from brackiſh.] Saltneſs.

Cheyne.

BRAD. ſ. A ſort of nail to floor rooms with.

Moxon.

To BRAG. v. n. [braggeren, Dutch..] To boaſt;

to diſplay oſtentatiouſly. Sanderſºn.

BRAG. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A boaſt; a

proud expreſſion. Bacon. a. The thing boaſted.

Milton.

bºggadocioſa puffing, boaſting fellow.

ryden.

Bºgart. a. [from brag.) Boaſtful; vainly

oſtentatious. Denne.

BRAGGART. ſ. [from brag..] A boaſter.

Shakeſp.

BRAGGER. ſ. [from brag.) A boaſter. Sºuth.

BRACLESS. a. [from brag..] Without a boaſt.

Shakeſp.

BRACL.Y. adv, (from brag..] Finely. Spenſer.

Te

for the
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To BRAID. w.a. [bna-ban, Sax.] To weave

together. Milton.

BRAID. ſ. [from the verb.] A texture; a knot.

Prizr.

BRAID. a. Deceitful. Shakeſp.

BRAILS. ſ. [ſea term.] Small ropes reeved

through blocks.

BRAIN. ſ (bnagen, Saxon.] 1. That collec

tion of veſſels and organs in the head, from

which ſenſe and motion ariſe. Shakeſp. 2.

The underſtanding. Hammond. 3. The affec

tions. Shakeſp.

To BRAIN. v. a. To kill by beating out the
brains. Pºpe. -

BRAINISH. a. [from brain..] Hotheaded; furi

ous. Shakeſ,

BRAINLESS. a. [from brain J Silly. Hacker.

BRAINPAN. ſ. [from brain and pan.) The

ſkull containing the brains. Dryden.

BRA'INSICK. a. [from brain and ſick.] Ad

dleheaded; giddy. Kneller.

BRA INSICKLY adv. [from brainſck.]Weak

ly ; headily. Shakeſp.

BRAINSICKNESS.J. (from brainſick.] Indiſ.

cretion; giddineſs.

BRAI.T. ſ. A term uſed by jewellers for a rough
diamond.

BRAKE. The preterite of break. Knolles.

BRAKE. ſ. Fern; brambles. Dryden.

BRAKE...ſ. i. An inſtrument for dreſſing hemp

or flax. 2. The handle of a ſhip's pump. 3. A

baker's kneading trough.

BRAKY. a. [from brake.] Thorny; prickly;

rough. Ben. johnſon.

BRAMBLE. ſ. [bnemiar, Saxon, rubus, Lat.]

1. A blackberry buſh; dewberry buſh; raſp

berry buſh. Millar. 2. Any rough prickly
ſhrub. Gay. -

BRA MBLING. ſ. A bird,called alſo a mountain

chaffinch. Dić,

BRAN. ſ. [brenna, Ital.] The huſks of corn

ground. J/otten.

PRANCH.J. [branche, Fr.) 1. The ſhoot of a

tree from one of the main boughs. Shakeſp. 2.

Any diſtinct article. Rogers. 3. Any part that

ſhoots out from the reſt. Raleigh. 4. A ſmaller

river running into a larger. Raleigh. 5. Any

part of a lamily deſcending in a collateral

line. Carew. 6. The offsping; the deſcen

dant. Craſtaw. 7. The antlers or ſhoots of a

ſtag's horn. -

To BRANCH. v. n. [from the noun.) 1. To

ſpread in branches. Milton. 2. To ſpread

into ſeparate parts. Lºcke. 3. To ſpeak diffu

fively. Spectator. 4. To have horns ſhooting

out. Milton.

To BRANCH. v. a. 1. To divide as into

branches. Bacon. 2. To adorn with needle

work. Spenſer.

ERA NCHE.R. ſ. One that ſhoots out into

branches. J4/otton. 2. In falconry, a young

hawk. [branchier, French.]

FRANCHINESS.J. (from branchy.] Fulneſs of

branches. -

BlsA NCHLESS. a. [from branch.] 1. Without

thoots or boughs. 2. Naked. Shakeſp.

BRANCHY.a. (from branch.] Full of branches

ſpreading. Watts.

BRAND. ſ. [bnano, Saxon] 1. A ſtick lighted,

or fit to be lighted. Dryden. 2. A ſword.

Miltºn. 3. A thunderbolt. Granville. 4. A

mark made by burning with a hot iron. Bacon,

Dryden.

To BRAND. v. a. [branden, Dutch..] To mark

with a note of infamy. Atterbury.

BRA'NDGOOSE. ſ. A kind of wildfowl.

To BRA'N DISH. v. a [from brand, a ſword.J 1.

To wave or ſhake. Smith. 2. To play with;
to flouriſh. Lecke.

BRA'NDLING. ſ. A particular worm. Walten.

BRANDY. ſ. A ſtrong liquor diſtilled from

wine. Swift. -

BRANGLE. ſ. Squabble; wrangle. Swift.

To ºranour. v. n. To wrangle; to ſquab

ble.

BRANK. ſ Buckwheat. Mºrtimer.

BRANNY. a. [from bran.] Having the appear

ance of bran. Wiſeman.

BRA SIER.J. [from braſs.) 1. A manufaºurer

that works in braſs. Maxon. z. A pan to hold

coals. Arbuthnot.

BRASIT, or BRAz I L. ſ. An American wood,

commonly ſuppoſed to have been thus deno

minated, becauſe firſt brought from Braſil.

BRASS.. [bnar, Saxon ) . A yellow metal,

made by mixing copper with lapis calaminaris.

Bacon. 2. Impudence.

BRASSINESS.J. [from braſſy.) An appearance
like braſs.

BRASSY. a. [from braſs J 1. Partaking of

braſs. Woodward. 2. Hard as braſs. Shakeſø.

3. Impudent.

BRAST. particip. a.[rom burſt.] Burſt; broken.

Spenſer.

BRAT. ſ. 1. A child, ſo called in contempt.

ſºft". 2. The progeny; the offspring.

South.

BRAVADO. ſ. A boaſt; a brag.

BRAVE. a [brave, Fr.) 1.

daring ; bold. Bacon. 2. Gallant; having

a noble mien. Shakeſp. 3. Magnificent;

grand. Denham. 4. Excellent; noble. Sidney,

Digby.

Bığ. ſ: [brave, Fr.) 1. A hečtor; a man

daring beyond prudence or fitneſs. Dryden. 2.

A boaſt; a challenge. Shakeſp.

To BRAVE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To defy :

to chailenge. Dryden, 2. To carry a boaſting

appearance. Bacon.

BRAVELY. adv (from brave.) 1. In a brave

manner; courageouſly; gallantly. Dryden.

BRAVERY.ſ. (from brave.) 1. Courage; mag

nanimity. Addiſºn. 2. Splendour; magnifi

cence. Spenſer. 3. Show; oſtentation. Bacºn.

4 Bravado; boaſt. Sidney.

BRAVO.J. [bravo, Ital.] A man who murders

for hire. Geºvernment ef the Tongue. -

To BRAWL. v. n.[brouiller, Fr.) 1. To quarrel

noiſily and indecently. Shakeſp. Matts. 2. To

ſpeak loud and indecently. Shakeſp. 3. Te

make a noiſe. Shakeſp. -

- BRAWL,

Courageous ;
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BRAWL. ſ. [from the verb.] Quarrel; noiſe;

ſcurrility. Hecker.

BRA'WLER. ſ. [from brawl.) A wrangler.

Ayliffe.

BRAWN. ſ. [of uncertain etymology.) 1. The

fleſhy or muſculous part of the body. Peacham.

2. The arm, ſo called from its being muſcu

lous. Shakeſp. 3. Bulk; muſcular ſtrength.

Pryden. 4. The fleſh of a boar. Mortimer, 5.
A boar.

BRAWNER, ſ (from brawn..] A boar killed

for the table. King.

BRA'WNINESS. ſ. [from brawny.) Strength;
hardneſs. Locke.

BRAWNY. a. [from brawn..] Muſculous;

fleſhy; bulky. Dryden.

To BRAY. v. a. [bnacan, Saxon.] To pound;

or grind ſmall. Chapman.

To BRAY. v. n. [brore, Fr.) 1. To make a

noiſe as an aſs. Dryden. 2. To make an

offenſive noiſe. Congreve.

BRAY. ſ. [from the verb.] Noiſe; ſound.

Shakeſp.

BRAYER, ſ (from bray.] I. One that brays.

like an aſs. Pºpe. 2. With printers, an inſtru

ment to temper the ink.

To BRAZE. v. a. [from braſ.) 1. To ſolder

with braſs. Moxon. 2. To harden to impudence.

Shakeſp.

BRA'ZEN. a. [from braſ.) 1. Made of braſs.

Peacham. 2. Proceeding from braſs. Shakeſp

3. Impudent.

To BRAZEN. v. n. To be impudent; to bully.
Arbuthnet.

BRAZENPACE. ſ. [from brazen and face.]

An impudent wretch. Shakeſp.

BRAZENFACED, a. [from brazenface.] Im

pudent; ſhameleſs, Shakeſp.

BRAZENNESS. ſ. [from brazen.] 1. Appear

ing like braſs. 2. Impudence.

BRAZIER. ſ. See Brasier. Swift.

BREACH. ſ. [from break, breche, Fr.) 1. The

act of breaking any thing. Shakeſp. z. The

ſtate of being broken. Shakeſp. 3. A gap

in a fortification made by a battery. Knoles.

4. The violation of a law or contract. South.

5. An opening in a coaſt. Spenſer. 6. Diffe

rence; quarrel. Clarendon. 7. Infraction; in

jury. Clarendon.

BREAD. ſ. [bneob, Saxon.) 1. Food made o

ground corn. Arbuthnot. 2. Food in general.

****pt. 3. Support of life at large. Pipe.

BREAD-CHIPPER. ſ. (from brºad and chip.)

A baker's ſervant. Shakeſp.

BREAD-CORN. ſ. [from bread and corn.) Corn

of which bread is made. Hayward.

BREADTH. ſ. [from bnab, Saxon.) The mea

tº of any plain ſuperficies from ſide to ſide.

Addiſon.

To BREAK. v. a. pret. I broke; or brake;

part. paſſ broke, or broken. [bneccan, Sax.]

1. To part by violence. Mark. 2. To burſt.

or open by force. Burnet. 3. To pierce; to

divide. Dryden. 4. To deſtroy by violence.

***** 5. To overcome; to ſuimáunt. Gay.

6. To batter; to make breaches or gaps in.

Shakeſp. 7. To cruſh or deſtroy the ſtrength

of the body...Tillotſon. 8. To fink or appal

the ſpirit. Philips. 9. To ſubdue. Addiſon.

ro. To cruſh; to diſable; to incapacitate.

Clarendan. 1 1. To weaken the mind. Felton.

12. To tame; to train to obedience. May's

Wirgil 13. To make bankrupt. Davies. 14.

To crack or open the ſkin. Dryden. 15. To

violate a contrast or promiſe. Shakeſp. 16.

To infringe a law. Dryden. 17. To inter

cept; to hinder the effect of. Dryden. 18.

To interrupt. Dryden. 19. To ſeparate com

pany. Atterbury, ao. To diſſolve any union.

Collier. 21. To reform. Grew. 22. To open

ſomething new. Bacon. 23. To break the

back. To diſable one's fortune. Shakeſp. 24.

To break a deer. To cut it up at table. 25.

To breakfaſt. To eat the firſt time in the

day. 26. To break ground. To open trenches.

27. To break the heart. To deſtroy with

grief. Dryden. 28. To break the neck. To

lux, or put out the neck joints. Shakeſp. 19.

Tº break off. To put a ſudden ſtop. 36. To

break off. To preclude by ſome obſtacle.

Addiſon. 31. To break up. To diſſolve. Ar

buthnot. 31. To break up. To open; to lay

open. Wººdward. 33. To breakf To ſe

parate or diſband. Knolles. 34. To break upon

the wheel. To puniſh by ſtretching a criminal

upon the wheel, and breaking his bones with

bats. 35. To break wind. To give vent to wind

in the body.

To BREAK. v. n. 1. To part in two. Shakeſp.

2. To burſt. Dryden. 3. To burſt by daſhing,

as waves on a rock. Pºpe. 4. To open and

diſcharge matter. Harvey. 5. To open as

the morning. Donne. 6. To burſt forth; to

exclaim. Shakeſp. 7. To become bankrupt.

Pºpe. 8. To decline in health and ſtrength.

Swift. 9. To iſſue out with vehemence..

Pºpe. 10. To make way with ſome kind of

ſuddenneſs. Hºcker, Samuel. 1 1. To come to

an explanation. Ben. johnſon. 12. To fall

out; to be friends no longer. Ben. jºhnſon,

Prior. 13. To diſcard. Swift. 14. To break

from. To ſeparate from with ſome vehe

mence. Rºſcommon. ;5. To break in. To

enter unexpectedly. Addiſºn. 16. To break

lºſe. To eſcape from captivity. Milton. 17.

To break off. To deſiſt ſuddenly. Taylºr. 18.

To break off from. To part from with violence.

Shakeſp. 19. To break out. To diſcover itself

in ſudden effects. South. 20. Tº break cut.

To have eruptions from the body. 21. To

break out. To become diſſolute. Dryden. 22.

To break up. To ceaſe; to intermit. Bacºn.

23. Tº break up. To diſſolve itſelf. H'atts.

24. To break up. To begin holidays. Shakeſp.

25. To break with. To part friendſhip with

any. Sºuth.

BREAK.f. [from the verb.] 1. State of being

broken; opening. Knolles. 2. A pauſe; an ia

terruption. 3. A line drawn, noting that the

ſenſe is ſuſpended. Swift.
- BRE'AKER.
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BRE'AKER, ſ [from break.] 1. He that breaks

anything. South. 2. A wave broken by rocks

or ſandbanks.

To BREAKFAST. v. W. [from break and faſt.]

To eat the firſt meal in the day. Prior.

BREAKFAST. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The firſt

meal in the day. Wotton. 2. The thing eaten

at the firſt meal. Bacon. 3. A meal in general.

Dryden.

BREAKNECK. ſ. A ſteep place endangering

the neck. Shakeſp.

BREAKPROMISE. ſ. One that makes a prac

tice of breaking his promiſe. Shakeſp.

BREAM. ſ. [brame, Fr.) The name of a fiſh.

BREAST.ſ (bneore, Sax.] ... The middle part

of the human body, between the neck and the

belly. 1. The dugs or teats of women which

contain the milk. job. 3. The part of a beaſt

that is under the neck, between the forelegs.

4. The heart; the conſcience. Dryden. 5. The

paſſions. Cowley. -

To BREAST. v. a. [from the noun.] To meet

in front. Shakeſp.

BREASTBONE. ſ. [from breaft and bone.]

The bone of the breaſt; the ſternum. Peach

am.

BREASTHIGH. a.[from breaft and high.) Up

to the breaſt. Sidney.

BREASTHOOKS. ſ. [from breaft and hook.]

With ſhipwrights, the compaſſing timbers be

fore, that help to ſtrengthen the ſtem, and all

the forepart of the ſhip. Harris.

BREASTKNOT. ſ. [from breaſt and knot.) A

knot or bunch of ribbands worn by women on

the breaſt. Addiſon.

BREASTPLATE. ſ. [from breaft and plate.]

Armour for the breaſt. Cowley

BREASTPLOUGHſ. A plough uſed for paring

turf, driven by the breaſt. Mortimer.

BREASTWoRK. ſ. [from breaft and work.]

Works thrown up as high as the breaſt of the

defendants. Clarenden.

BREATH. ſ. [bnaºe, Sax.] 1. The air drawn

in and ejected out of the body. Shakeſp. 2.

Life. Dryden. 3. The ſtate or power of breath

ing freely. Dryden. 4. Reſpiration. Milton, 5.

Reſpite; pauſe; relaxation.Shakeſp. 6. Precze;

moving air. Addiſon. 7. A ſingle act ; an in

ſtant. Dryden.

To BREAT HE. v. n. [from breath.] 1. To draw

in and throw out the air by the lungs. Pºpe. 2.

To live. Shakeſp. 3. To reſt. Roſcommon. 4.

To paſs by breathing. Shakeſp.

To BREATHE. v. a. 1. To inſpire into one's

own body, and expire out of it. Dryden. 2. To

inject by breathing. Decay of Piety. 3. To

eject by breathing. Spectator. 4. To exerciſe.

Shakeſp. 5. To move or aduate by breath.

Prior. 6. To utter privately. Shakeſp. 7. To

give air or vent to. Dryden.

BREATHER. ſ. [from breathe..] 1. One that

breathes, or lives. Shakeſp. z. One that

utters any thing. Shakeſp. 3. . Inſpirer;

one that animates or infuſes by inſpiration.

Norrir. - -

BREATHING.ſ. (from breathe..] ...Aſpiration;

ſecret Prayer. Prior. 2. Breathing place;
vent. den. -

BREATHLESSS. a. [from breath.] 1. Out of

º ſpent with labour. Spenſer. 2. Dead.
rter.

BRED. particip. paſſ [from to breed.] Wiſden.BREDE. ſ. §. §ſ,ſ: Addiſon. l iſ.

BREECH. ſ. [ſuppoſed from bnaecan, Sax3 1.

The lower part of the body. Hayward. 2.

Breeches. Shakeſp. 3. The hinder part of a

piece of erdnance.

To BREECH. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To put

into breeches. 2. To fit any thing with a

breech; as, to breech a gun.

BREECHES. ſ. [bnzc, Saxon.) 1. The gar

ment worn by men over the lower part of the

body. Shakeſp. 2. To wear the breeches, is,

in a wife, to uſurp the authority of the huſ

band. L'Eſtrange.

To BREED. v. a. preter. I bred, I have bred.

[bnºban, Sax.] 1. To procreate; to generate,

Fºſcommºn: 1. To occaſion; to cauſe; to pro

duce. Aſcham. 3. To contrive; to hatch; to

plot. Shakeſp. 4. To produce from one's ſelf.

Lºcke. 5. To give birth to. Hecker. 6. To

educate; to qualify by education. Drydes. 7.

To bring up; to take care of. Dryden.

To BREED. v. n. 1. To bring young. Spedºater.

2. To encreaſe by new production. Raleigh. 3.

To be produced; to have birth. Bentley. 4. To
raiſe a breed. Mortimer.

BREED. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A caſt; a kind; a

ſubdiviſion of ſpecies. Rºſcommon. 2. Progeny;

offspring. Shakeſp. 3. A number produced at

once; a hatch. Grew.

BRE EDBATE. ſ. [from breed and bate.] One

that breeds quarrels. Shakeſp.

BREEDER, ſ (from breed ) i. That which pro

duces any thing. Shakeſp. 2. The perſon which

brings up another. Aſchain. 3. A female that

is prolifick. Shakeſp. 4. One that takes care to

raiſe a breed. Temple -

BREEDING. ſ. [from breed.] I. Education;

inſtruction; qualifications. Shakeſp. z. Man

ners; knowledge of ceremony. Sºvift. 3- Nur
ture. AM1/r2n.

BREESE. ſ. (bnora, Saxon J A ſtinging fly.
Dryden.

BRſ. EZF ſ (breeza, Ital] A gentle gale. Dryd.

BRE'EZY adv. [from breeze.] Fanned with

gales. Pºpe.

BREME. a. Cruel; ſharp; ſevere. Spesſºr.

BRENT. a. Burnt. Spenſer.

BRE.T. ſ. A fiſh of the turbut kind.

*R*... HREN/.(The flºral of bretter.] seeſ.

BRF/E ſ. [In muſick...] A note or character of

time, equivalent to two meaſures or min.rns,

Harris. -

BRE'VIARY. ſ. [breviaire, Fr.) 1. An a

bridgement: an epitome. Ayliffe. 1. The book

containing the daily ſervice of the church of

Rºme.

BREVIAT.ſ [from brevis.) A ſhort compen

dum. Decay ºf Piety. -

BRE WIATURE.
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BREVIATURE. ſ. [from brevie, Lat.] Ar

abbreviation.

BREVIER. ſ. A particular ſize of ſmall letter

uſed in printing.

BREVITY. ſ. [brevitar, Lat..] Conciſeneſs :

ſhortneſs. Dryder.

To BREW. v. a. [brouwen, Dutch..] 1. To

make liquors by mixing ſeveral ingredients.

Miltºn. 2. To prepare by mixing things to

gether. Pºpe. 3. To contrive , to plot.
Metter.

To BREW. v. n. To perform the office of a

brewer. Shakeſp.

BREw. ſ. [from the verb..] Manner of brew

ing. Barºn.

BREwAGE. ſ. (from brew.j Mixture of va

rious things. Shakeſp.

BRE WER. A man whoſe profeſſion it is to

make beer. Tilletſºn.

BRE whouse. ſ. (from brew and hºuſe..] A

houſe appropriated to brewing. Bacon.

BRE WING. ſ. (from brew.) The quantity of

liquor brewed.

BRE WIS. ſ. A piece of bread ſoaked in boiling

fat pottage, made of ſalted meat.

BRIBE. ſ. (Briče, in French.) A reward given

to ſervert the judgment. Waller,

To BRIBE. v. a. [from the noun..] To gain by

bribes.

BRIBER. ſ. (from bribe.) One that pays for

corrupt practices.

BRIBERY. ſ. The crime of taking rewards for

bad practices. Bacon.

BRICK. ſ. [brick, Dutch.) 1. A maſs of

burnt clay. Addiſon. 2. A loaf ſhaped like

a brick. -

To BRICK. v. a. [from the noun..] To lay

with bricks. Swift. .

BRI CKBAT. J. (from brick and bat.] A piece

of brick Baczn.

BRI CKCLAY. ſ. [fºom brick and clay.] Clay

uſed or making bricks. Woodward.

BRI'CKDUST.J. (from brick and duff.] Duſt

made by pounding brick. Spectator.

BRICKEARTH. J. [rom brick and earth.]

Earth uſed in making bricks.

BRICK-KILN. ſ. [from brick and kiln.) A

kiln; a place to burn bricks in. Decay ºf

Piety.

BRI CKLAYER. ſ. [from brick and lay.) A

brick-ınaſon. Donne.

BRI CKMAKER. ſ. [from brick and make.) One

whoſe trade is to make bricks. Woodward.

BRIDAL. a. (from bride.) Belonging to a

wedding ; nuptial. Waſt, Pºpe.

BRI DAL. f. The nuptial feſtival. Herbert.

BRIDE. ſ. bryo, Sax.] A woman new married.

3ruth.

BRPDEBED. ſ. [from bride and bed.) Mar

riage bed. Prior.

BRi i ECAKE. ſ. (from bride and cake.) A

cake diſtributed to the gueſts at the wedding.

Eza, f2 h ºften.

BRI DEG ROOM. ſ. ſfrom bride and grººm.] A

Hew. In arried man. Prydea.

BRM DEMEN. ſ. The attendants on

BRI'ſ) FMAIDS. the bride and bride

groom.

BRiºDESTAKE. ſ. [from bride and flake.]

A poſt ſet in the ground to dance round.

Ben. Jºhnſº.

BRITEWELL. ſ. A houſe of correàion.

Spectator.

BRIDGE. ſ. [hnic, Sax.] 1. A building raiſed

over water for the convenience of paſſage.

Dryden. ... The upper part of the noſe. Ba

con. 3. The ſuppoiter of the ſtrings in ſtring

ed inſtruments of muſick. -

To BRIDGE. v. a. [from the noun.) To raiſe

a bridge over any place. Milton.

BR1 DLE. ſ. [bride, Fr.) 1. The headſtall and

reins by which a horſe is reſtrained and go

verned. Dryden. 1. A reſtraint; a curb , a

check. Clarenden.

To BRI DI.E. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

guide by a bridle. Addiſºn 2. To reſtrain ;

to govern. Wailer.

To BRI DLE. v. n. To hold up the head.

BRI'DLEHAND. ſ. [from bridle and hand.]

The and which holds the bridle in riding: .

BRIEF. a. [brevis, Lat.) 1. Short; conciſe.

Cºllier. ... Co. tracted; narrow. Shakeſp.

TRIEP. ſ. (brief, Dutch.) 1. A writing of any

kind. Shakeſp. 1. A ſhort extract, or epitome.

Bacon. 3. The writing given the pleaders,

containing the caſe. Swift. 4. Letters par

tent, giving licence to a charitable collection.

5. [In muſick. A meaſure of quantity,

which contains two ſtrokes down in beat ng

time, and as many up. Harris. -

BR4'EFLY, adv. trom brief J Conciſely ; in

few words.

BRIEFN ESS. ſ. [Iron brief.] Conciſeneſs;

ſhortneſs. Camden.

BRI ER. ſ. A plant. Dryden. -

BRIERY. a. ifrom brier.) Rough 5 full of

briers.

BRIGADE. ſ. [Brigade, Fr.) A diviſion of

forces; a body of men. Philips.

BRIGADI ER General. An officer next in

order below a major general.

Bºasb. /.. [brigand, Fr.] A robber. Bram
di.

BRIGANDINE. N. ſ. [from brigand] 1. A

BRIGANTIN E. } light veſſel, ſuch as has been

formerly uſed by corſairs or pirates. Otway.

2. A coat of nail. Milton.

BRIGHT. a. (beonic, Saxon.) 1. Shining ;

glittering ; full of light. Dryden. 1. Clear ;

evident. Watts. 3. iiluſtrious; as, a bright

reign 4. Witty; acute ; a bright genius.

To BRI GHTEN. v. a. ||roin bright.] 1. To

make blight; to make to ſhine. Dryden. 2.

To make luminous by light from without.

Filips. 3. To make gay, or alert. Milton.

4. To make illuſtrious. Swift. 5. To make

acute.

To BRICHTEN. v. n. To grow bright; to

clear up.

- N BRI GHTLY
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BRIGHTLY: adv. [from bright.) Splendidly;

__with luſtre. Pºpe.

BRIGHTNESS. ſ. [from bright.) 1. Luſtre

ſplendour. 1. Acuteneſs. Prior.

*ººlſ [from brilliant.) Luſtre;

ſplendour. South.

BRI'LLIANT. a. [brilliant, Fr.] Shining;

ſparkling. Dorſet.

Pºst. J. A diamond of the fineſt cut.

ryden.

BRII.LIANTNESS. ſ. [from brilliant..] Splen

dour; luſtre.

BRILLS. ſ. The hair on the eyelids of a horſe.

Dr.”

BRIM. ſ. [Brin, Icelandiſh.) 1. The edge of

any thing. Bacon. 2. The upper edge of any

veſſel. Craſhaw. 3. The top of any liquor.

Jºſhua. 4. The bank of a fountain. Drayton.

To BRIM. v. a.[from the noun..] To fill to the

top. Dryden. -

To BRIM. v. a. To be full to the brim. Philipt.

BRIMPUL. a. [from brim and full] Full to

the top. Addiſon.

BRIMFULNESS. ſ. [from brimful] Fulneſs to

the top. Shakeſp.

BRIMMER. ſ. (from brim..] A bowl full to

the top. Dryden.

BRI'MSTON'ſ. J. Sulphur. Shakeſp.

BRI MSTONY. a. [from brimſtone.] Full of

brimſtone.

BRINDED, a. [brix, Fr. a branch] Streaked;

tabby. Milton. -

BRINDLE. ſ. [from brind.] The ſtate of being

brinded. Clariffa.

BRINDLED. ... [from brindle.] Brinded ;

B ſtreaked. Addiſon.

RINE. f 1. water impregnated with ſalt.

Bacon. 2. The ſea. Milton. 3. Tears.

Shakeſp.

BRINEpit. ſ. [from brine and pit.] A pit of

ſalt water. Shakeſp.

To BRING. v. a' (bningan, Sax, preter.
*reught; part. paſſ, brought 5 bnohº, Saxon.]

1. To fetch from another place. Temple, 1.

To convey in one's own hand; not to ſend.

Dryd. 3. To produce; to procure. Bacºn. 4:19

cauſe to come. Stilling feet. 5. To introduce.

Tatler. 6. To reduceſ, to recal. Spectatºr.

7. To attract; to draw along. Newtº". *.

To put into any particular ſtate. Swift. 9. Tº

conduct. Lºcke. Io. To recal; to ſummons:

Dryden. 11. To induce ; to prevail upºn.

Lººke. 12. To bring about. To bring to paſs;
to effect. Addiſºn. 13. To bring fort*. To

give birth to ; to produce. Mutan. 14. To

bring in. To reduce. Spenſer. 15. Tº bring

in to afford again. South. 16. To bring ºff.

To clear; to procure to be acquitted. Tilletſ".

17. Tº bring on. To engage in action. Bacon.

18. To bring over. To draw to a new party.

Swift. 19. To bring cut. To exhibit; to

ſhew. Shakeſp. zo. He bring under. To ſub

due to repres. Bacºn. , 11. To bring up. To

educate; to inſtruct. Sidney. 21. To bring “P

To bring into practice. Speciater.

BRINGER. ſ. [from bring.] The perſon that

brings anything. Shakeſp.

BR''NCFR up.An inſtruster, educator.Aſchart.

BRINISH a. (from brine.] Having the taſte of

brine ſalt. Shakeſp.

BRINISHN ESS. j. [from briniſh.) Salt-eſs.

BRINK. ſ. [brink, Daniſh.) The edge of any

place, as of a precipice, or a river. Atterbary.

BRIN.Y. a. [from brine.) Salt. Addiſon.

BRISK a.[bruſque, Fr.j 1. Lively; vivacious;

gay. Denham. 2. Powerful, ſpirituous. Philips.

3. Vivid; bright. Newtºn.

To BRISK UP. v. n. To come up briſkly.

BRI'SKET. ſ. [brichet, Fr.] The breaſt of an

animal Martimer.

BRISKLY. adv. [from briſ...] Aétively; vi

gorouſly. Boyle, Ray.

BRISKNESS ſ. [from briſk.] 1. Livelineſs; vi

gour; quickneſs. South. 2. Gayety. Dryden.

BR1STLE. ſ. [bnºrtl, Sax.] The ſtiff hair of

ſwine. Grew.

To BRISTLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To erect

in briſtles. Shakeſp.

To BRISTLE. v. n. To ſtand erect as briſtles.

Dryden.

BRISTLY. a. [from briſtle.] Thick ſet with

briſtles. Bentley.

BRISTOL STONE. A kind of ſoft diamond,

found in a rock near the city of Briſtol.

Moodward.

BRIT. ſ. The name of a fiſh. Carew.

BRITTLE. a. [bniccan, Sax.] Fragile; apt to

break. Bacon.

BRITTLENESS. ſ. [from brittle.] Aptneſs to

break. Boyle.

BRIZE. ſ. The gadfly. Spenſer.

BROACH.J. (broche, Fr.) A ſpit. Dryden.

To BROACH. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

ſplit; to pierce as with a ſpit. Hakewell. z.

To pierce a veſſel in order to draw the liquer.

3. To open any ſtore. Knolles. 4. To give

out, or utter anything. Swift. 5. To let out

anything. Hudibras.

BRO'ACHER. J. from breach.) 1. A ſpit.

Pryden, 2. An opener, or utterer of any

thing. Decay ºf Piety.

BROAD. a. Ibnab, Sax.] 1. Wide ; extended

in breadth. Temple, 1. Large. Lºcke. 3. Clear;

open. Decay ºf Picty. 4. Groſs; coarſe.

Dryden. 5. Obſcene; fulſom. Dryden. 6.

Bold; not delicate ; not reſerved. Sºakeſp.

BROAD at lang. Equal upon the whole.

L'Eſtrange.

BROAD CLOTH. ſ. (from bread and clºth.) A

fine kind of cloth. Swift.

To BROADEN. v. n. Lirom bread.] To grow

broad. Thomſon.

BROADLY, adv. [from broad.) In a broad

inanner.

BROADNESS. ſ. [from broad) 1. Breadth ;

extent from ſide to ſide. 2. Coarſeneſs; ful

ſomneſs. Dryden.

BROADSIDE. ſ. [from broad and ſide.] ..

The ſide of a ſhip. Waller. 1. The volley of

ſhot fired at once rom thc ſide of a ſhip.

BROAD
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BROADSWQRD. ſ. A cutting ſword, with a

broad blade. Wiſeman.

BROADwiSE. adv.[from broad and wife.] Ac

cording to the direction of the breadth. Bºyle.

BROCA'DE. ſ. [brecade, Span.] A filken ſtuff,

variegated. Pºpe.

BROCATED. a. [from brocade.] 1. Dreſt in

brocade. a. Woven in the manner of a bro

cade. Gay.

BROCAGE. ſ. [from broke.] 1. The gain

gotten by promoting bargains. Spenſer. 2.

The hire given for any unlawful office. Bacºn.

3. The trade of dealing in old things. Ben.

jºbsſºn. -

BRO'CColl.ſ. A ſpecies of cabbage. Pºpe.

BROCK.J. (bnoc, Sax.] A badger.

Bro#/ A red deer, two years old.

BROGUE. ſ. [brºg, Iriſh.) 1. A kind of ſhoe.

Swift. 1. A corrupt dialeół.

To BROIDER. a. a. [bredir, Fr.] To adorn

with figures of needle-work. Exodus.

BRO'IDERY. ſ...[from braider.] Embroidery;

flower-work. Tickell.

BROIL.f. [broailler, Fr.) A tumult; a quarrel.

MP’ake.

To BROIL. v. a. [bruler, Fr.] To dreſs or cook

by laying on the coals. Dryden.

To BROIL. v. n. To be in the heat. Shakeſp.

To BROKE. v. m. To tranſact buſineſs for o

thers. Bacon.

BROKEN. ſparti, paſſ ofbreak.) Hooker.

BROKENHEARTED. a. (from broken and

Aeart. Having the ſpirits cruſhed by grief or

fear. Iſaiah.

BROKENLY. adv. [from broken.] without any

regular ſesies. Hakewell.

BROKER. f. [from to broke.) 1. A factor;

one that does buſineſs for another. Temple, 1.

One who deals in old houſhold goods. 3. A

pimp; a match-maker. Shakeſp.

BROKERAGE. ſ. [trom broker.] The pay or

reward of a broker.

BRONCHOCELE. ſ. ſ?:/zoºx".) A tumour

of that part of the aſpera arteria, called the

&rent hus.

BRONCHIAL. R. a. [8</nos.] Belonging to

BRO'NCHICK. the throat. Arbuthnot.

BRONCHOTOMY. ſ. [3×7×2; and trava.]

That o'eration which opens the windpipe by

inciſion, to preveat ſuffocation. Sharp.

BROND. ſ. See BRAND. Spenſer.

BRONTO LOGY. ſ. [3;orrº and x•y'a.] A

diſſertation upon thunder. Dićt.

BRONZF. ſ. [bronze, Fr.) 1. Braſs. Pºpe. 2.

A medal. Prizr.

BROGCH. ſ. [broke, Dutch..] A jewel; an or

nament of jewels. Shakeſp.

To BROOCH v. a. [from the noun.] To adorn

with jewels. Shakeſp.

To BROOD. v. n. (bnaedan, Sax.] 1. To fit on

eggs; to hatch them. Miltºn. 2. To cover

chickens under the wing. Dryden. 3. To

watch, or conſider anything anxiouſly. Dryden.

4. To mature any thing by care. Bacºn.

To BROOD. v. a. To cheriſh by care; to hatch.

Dryden.

BROOD. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Offspring;

progeny. Fairfax. 2. Generation. Addiſºn.

3. A hatch; the number hatched at once.

"Pečater. 4. Something brought forth; a

Production. Shakeſp. 5. The act of covering

the eggs. Shakeſp.

BROODY. a. ſtrain breed.) In a ſtate of fitting

on the eggs, Ray.

BROOK. ſ. (bnox, Sax.) A running water; a

rivulet Locke.

To BROOK. v. a. [bnucan, Sax.] To bear;

to endure. South.

To BROOK. v. n. To endure; to be content.

Sidney.

BROOKLIME. ſ. [becabunſa, Lat..] A fort of

water-ſpeedwell.

BROOM. ſ. (bnom, Sax.) A ſhrub; a beforn

ſo called from the matter of which it is made.

Arbuthnot.

BROOMLAND. ſ. ſbroom and land] Land

that bears broom. Mortimer.

BROOMSTAFF. ſ. The ſtaff to which the

broom is bound.

BROOM.Y. a. [from broom.] Full of broom.

Mortimer.

BROTH. f. [bnoº, Sax.] Liquor in which fleſh

is boiled. Southerne.

BRO'THEL. ſ. [berdel, Fr.] A baw

BROTHELHOUSE. dyhouſe. Rºgers.

BROTHER. ſ. [bnoºen, Sax.] Plural, brothers,

or brethren. 1. One born of the ſame fa

ther or mother. Daniel. 1. Any one reſem

bling another in manner, form, or profeſſion.

Proverbs. 3. Brother is uſed, in theological

longuage, for man in general.

BROTHERHOOD. ſ. [from brother and heed.]

1: The ſtate or quality of being a brother.

Shakeſp. z. An aſſociation of men for any

purpoſe ; a fraternity. Davies. 3. A claſs of

men of the ſame kind. Addiſon.

BROTHERLY. a. [from brother.] Natural to

brothers; ſuch as becomes or beſeems a bro

ther. Denham.

BROTHERLY. adv. After the manner of a

brother. Shakeſp.

BROUGHT. [parti. paſſive of bring.] Knoller.

BROW. J. [bnopa, Sax.] 1. The arch of hair

over the eye. Dryden. 2. The forehead.

J%aller. 3. The general air of the counte

nance. Shakeſp. 4. The edge of any high

place. }/otton.

To BROW. v. a. To be at the edge of.

To BROWBEAT. v. a. [from brow and beat.]

To depreſs with ſtern looks. South.

BRC'WBOUND. a. Crowned. Shakeſp.

BROWSICK, a Dejećled. Suckling.

GROWN. a. (bnun, Sax.] The name of a co

lou. Peacham.

BRO win BILL. ſ. The ancient weapon of the

Engliſh foot. Hudibras.

BRO v. NNESS. ſ. [from brown.] A brown co

lour. Sidney.

BRO'WNSTUDY. ſ. (from brown and ſtudy.]

Cloomy meditations. Norris.

N 2. To
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Te PROwSE. v. n. [brouſer, Fr.] To cat

branches, or ſhrubs Spenſer.

To BROWSE. v. n. To feed. Shakeſp. Black

rºttre. -

BROWSE. ſ. Branches, fit for the food of goats.

Philips. -

To BRUISE. v. a. [briſer, Fr.] To cruſh or

mangle with a heavy blow. Milton.

BRUISE. ſ. A hurt with ſomething blunt and

heavy. Dry len.

PRU ISEwort. ſ. Comfrey.

BRUIT. ſ. [bruit, Fr. J. Rumour; noiſe; re

port. Sidney.

To BRUIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To report;

to noiſe abroad. Raleigh.

BRUMAL. a. ſbrumah's, Lat.] Belonging to

the winter. Brown.

BRUNETT. ſ. [brunette, Fr.] A woman with

a brown complexion. Addiſon.

DRUNT. ſ. [brarſ, Dutch.) 1. Shock; vio

lence. South. 2. Blow : ſtroke. Hudibras.

BRUSH, ſ. [broſe, Fr. from bruſcus, Lat.] 1.

An inſtrument for rubbing. Stillingfleet. 2. A

rude aſſault; a ſhock. Clarendon.

To BRUSH. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ſweep or rub with a bruſh. Shakeſp. 2. To

ſtrike wib quickneſs. Spenſer, Pºpe. 3. To

paint with a bruſh. Pºpe.

To BRUSH. v. n. 1. To move with haſte. Prior.

2. To fly over; to ſkim lightly. Dryden.

BRU SHER. ſ. [from bruſt.] He that uſes a

bruſh. Baccn.

BRUSHWOOD. ſ. [from bruſh and weed.]

Rough, ſhrubby thickets. Dryden.

BRU'SHY. a. [from bruſh.] Rough or ſhaggy,

like a bruſh. Bºyle.

To BRUSTLE. v. n. (bnarchan, Saxon.] To

crackle. Skinner.

BRUTAL. a. ſ. brutal, Fr. from brute.] 1.

That which belongs to a brute. L'Eſtrange.

2. Savage; cruel; inhuman. Dryden.

BRUTALITY. ſ. [brutalité, Fr.] Savageneſs;

churliſhneſs. Locke.

To BRUTALIZE. v. n. [brutalizer, Fr.] To

grow brutal or ſavage. Addiſon.

To BRUTALIZE. v. n. To make brutal or

ſavage.

BRUTALLY. adv [from brutal.] Churliſhly ;

inhumanly. Arbuthnot.

BRUTE. a. [brutus, Lat.] 1. Senfeleſs; un

conſcious. Bentley. 2. Savage ; irrational.

Holder. 3. Rough 5 ferocious Pope.

BRUTE. ſ. A cleature without reaſon. Milton.

BRUTEN ESS.J. [from brute.] Brutality. Spenſ.

To BRUTIFY. v. a. To make a man a brute.

Congreve.

BRUTISH. a. (from brute.] 1. Beſtial; re

ſembling a beaſt. 2. Rough 5 ſavage; fero

cious. Grew. 3. Groſs; carnal. South. 4.

Ignorant; untaught. Hooker.

BRUTISHLY. adv. [from brutiſh.] In the

manner of a brute. K. Charler.

BRU'TISHNESS. ſ. [from brutiſh.] Brutality;

ſavageneſs. Sprat.

BRY ONY. ſ. [bryonia, Lat..] A plant.

Bº. ſ. [A cant word.) Strang malt liquor.
rter.

BU'BBLE. ſ. [bobble, Dutch..] I. A ſmall blad

der of water. Newton. 2. Any thing which

wants ſolidity and firmneſs. Bacon. 3. A

cheat; a falſe ſhow. Swift. 4. The perſon

cheated. Prior.

To BU BBLF. v. n. [from the noun..] To riſe in

bubbles. To run with a gentle noiſe. Dryden.

To BU BBLE. v. a. To cheat. Addiſen.

BU'BBH.E.R. /. [from bubble.] A cheat. Digby.

BU BBY. ſ. A woman's breaſt. Arbuthner.

BUBO. ſ. [8<2*.] The groin from the bend

ing of the thigh to the ſcrotum: all tumours

in that part are called buboes. Wiſeman.

BUBONOCE LE. ſ. [Estav, and x+x+...] A

particular kind of rupture, when the inteſ

tines break down into the groin. Sharp.

BUCANIERS. ſ. A cant word for the privateers,

or pirates of America.

BUCK. ſ. [bauche, Germ. ſuds.] 1. The 5

quor in which cloaths are waſhed. Shakeſp. 1.

The cloaths waſhed in the liquor. Shakeſp.

BUCK. ſ. [bweh, Welch.] The male of the

fallow deer ; the male of rabbits, and other

animals. Peachain.

To BUCK. v. a. [from the noun..] To waſh

cloaths. Shakeſp.

To BUCK. v. n. To copulate as bucks and

does. Mortimer.

BU'CKBASKET. ſ. The baſket in which cloaths

are carried to the waſh. Shakeſp.

BUCKBEAN. ſ. A plant; a ſort of trefºil.

Floyer.

BUCKET. ſ. [baquet, Fr.) 1. The veſſel in

which water is drawn out of a well. Shakeſ?

2. The veſſels in which water is carried, par

ticularly to quench a fire. Dryden. - -

BUCKLE. ſ. [bwccl, Welch.) 1. A link of .

metal, with a tongue or catch made to faſten

one thing to another. Pºpe. 2. The ſtate of

the hair criſped and curled. Spectator.

To BUCKLF. v. a. i. To faſten with a

buckle. Philips. 2. To prepare to do *;

thing. Spenſer. 3. To join in battle. Hayward.

4. To confine. Shakeſp.

To BUCKLE. v. n. [bucken, Germ.] 1. To

bend; to bow. Shakeſp. z. To bººkk tº. To
apply to. Locke. 3. Tº buckle with. To en

gage with. Dryden. -

BUCKLER. ſ. ſºccled, welch.) A ſhiel
Addiſon.

To BU’eklf R. v. a.[from the noun..] To ſuſ

port; to defend. Shakeſp... .

BUCKLER-thorN. f. Chriſt'-thers.

BUCKMAST. ſ. The fruit or maſt of the
beech tree.

BUCKRAM. ſ. ſºugran, Fr.] A ſort of ſtrong

linen cloth, ſtiffened with gum. Shakº/P.

BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN. ſ. a plant.

BUCKTHORN. ſ. A tree.

BUCOLICK. a. Paſtoral.

BUD. ſ. [bouton, Fr.) The firſt ſhoot of a plant;

a gem. Prior. T
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To BUD. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To put

forth young ſhoots, or gems. Clarenden. 2. To

be in the bloom. Shakeſp.

To BUD. v. a. To inoculate. Temple.

To BUDGE. v. n. [beuger, Fr.) Toſtir.Shakeſp.

RUDGE. a. Stiff; formal Miltºn.

BUDGE. ſ. The dreſſed ſkin or fur of lambs.

BU'DGER. ſ. [from the verb.) One that moves

or ſtirs.

BUDGET. ſ. [be gette, Fr.) 1. A bag ſuch as

may be eaſily carried. Bacºn. 2. A ſtore, or

ſtock. L'Eſtrange.

BUFF. ſ. [from buffalº.] 1. Leather prepared

from the ſkin of the buffalo; uſed for waiſt

belts, pouches, &c. Dryden. 2. A military

coat. Shakeſp.

To BUFF. v.a. [buff, Fr.] To ſtrike. johnſon.

BU FFALO. ſ. [Ital.] A kind of wild ox.

Dryden. - -

BU'FFET. ſ. [buffette, Ital.] A blow with the

fiſt. Dryden.

BUFFET. ſ. A kind of cupboard. Pºpe.

To BUFFE'T. v. n. To box; to beat. Otway

To BUFFET. v. n. To play a boxing-match.

Shakeſp.

BUFFETER. ſ. [from buffet..] A boxer.

BUFFLE. [beuffe, Fr.) The ſame with buffalo.

To BUFFLE. v. n. (from the noun..] To puzzle.

Swift.

BUFFLEHEADED. a. Dull; ſtupid.

BUFFOON. ſ. [buffin, Fr. J 1. A man whoſe

profeſſion is to make ſport, by low jeſts

and antick poſtures; a jackpudding. Matts.

2. A man that practiſes indeccht raillery.

Garth.

BUFFO'ONERY. f. [from buffºon.] 1. The

practice of a buffoon. Locke. 2. Low jeſts;

!currile mirth. Dryden.

BUG. ſ. A ſtinking infect bred in old houſhold

ſtuff. Pºpe.

BUG. [bug, Welcb.] A frightful oftect;

BU'GBEAR. S. a falſe terrour. Pope.

BU GGINESS. ſ. [from buggy.] The ſtate of

being inſected with bugs.

BU'CGY. a. [from bug..] Abounding with bugs.

BU Gile. } ſ (from buyen, Sax.) A

BUGLEHORN. hunting horn 7 c.4ell.

BUGLE. ſ. A ſhining bead of black glaſs.

Shakeſp.

BUGLE. ſ. A plant.

BU G.I.OSS. The herb ox-tongue.

To BUILD. v. a. preter. I built, I have built.

[bilden, Dutch..] 1. To make a fabrick, or an

edifice. Hooker. 2. To raiſe any thing on a

ſupport or foundation. Boyle.

To BUILD. v. n. To depend on; to reſt on.

Hºcker.

BUILDER.ſ [from build.] He that builds; an

architect. Denham.

BU1'LDING. ſ. [from build.] A ſabrick; an

edifice. Prior.

BUILT. ſ. The form; the ſtructure. Temple.

BULB. ſ. [bulbuſ, Lat.] A round body or root.

Evelyn.

BULBACEOUS. a. [bulbaceus, Lat..] The ſame

with bulbour.

BULBOU.S. a. [from bulb.] Containing bulbs.

Evelyn.

To BUL.G.E. v. n. 1. To take in water; to

founder. Dryden. 2. To jut out. Moxºn.

BULIMY. ſ. An enormous appetite.

BULK. ſ. [bulke, Dutch 1. Magnitude; ſize;

quantity. Raleigh. 2. The groſs : the majority.

Szrift. 3. Main fabrick. Shakeſp.

BULK. ſ. A part of a building jutting out. Ar

buthnºt.

BULKHEAD ſº A partition made acroſs a ſhip

with boards. Harriſ.

BULKINESS / [from bulky.] Greatneſs of

ſtature, or ſize. Locke.

BULKY, a [from bulk.) Of great ſize or ſtature.

Dryden.

BULL. ſ. [bulle, Dutch..] I. The male of black

cattle. May. 2. In the ſcriptural ſenſe, an

enemy powerful, and violent. Pſalmſ. 3. One

of the twelve ſigns of the zodiack. Thomſon. 4.

A letter publiſhed by the pope. Atterbury. 5.

A blunder. Pºz.

BULL In compoſition, generally notes large ſize.

BULL-BAITING. ſ. [from bull and bait..] The

ſport of baiting bulls with dogs.

BULL-BEGGAR.J. Something terrible. Ayliffe.

BULL-DOG. ſ. A dog of particular form, re

markable for his courage. Addiſon.

BULL-HEAD. ſ. [from bull and head..] . A

ſtupid fellow. ... The name of a fiſh. Walton,

BULL-WEED. ſ. Knapweed.

BULL-WORT. ſ. Biſhops-weed.

BU'LLACE. A wild four plum. Bacon.

BU'LLET. ſ. [boulet, Fr.] A round ball of metal.

Knoller.

BULLION. ſ. ſkillen, Fr.) Gold or filver in the

lump or unwrought. Lºcke.

BULLITION. f. (trom bullie, Lat.] The act or

ſtate of boiling. Bacon.

BULLOCK. ſ. (from bull.] A young buil.

Temple.

BULLY. ſ. A noiſy, bluſtering, quarrelling

fellow. Addiſºn.

To BULLY. v. a. (from the noun..] To overbear

with noiſe or menaces. King.

BULRUSH. ſ. (trom bull and ruſh.] A large

ruſh. Dryden.

BU LWARK.ſ. (hiſ wercke, Dutch..] I. A fºr

tification; a citadel. Addiſon. 2. A ſecurity.

Shakeſp.

To BULWARK. º. a. To fortify. Addiſºn.

BUM. ſ. (5-mme, Dutch..] I. The part on which

we fit. Shakeſp. z. It is uſed, in compoſition,

for any thing mean or low, as bumbailiff.

BUMBA ILI1 F. ſ. [from burn and tailiff.) A

bailiff of the meaneſt kind; one that is en

ployed in arreſts. Shakeſp.

Bù MBARD. ſ. (kembard.j

BUMBAST. ſ. (ścribaff.)

B.U.M.P. f. A ſwelling; a protuberance. Dryden.

To BUMP. v. a. {from bambus, Lat.) To make

a loud noiſe. Dryden.

BUMPER. ſ. A cup filled. Dryden.

BUMPKIN. ſ. An awkward heavy ruſtick.

L'Eſtrange.

BU'MPKINLY.
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BUMKINLY. a. [from bumpkin.] Having the

manner or appearance of a clown. Clariſſa.

BUNCH.J. [buncker, Dutch.) 1. A hard lump;

a knob. Bºyle. 2. A cluſter. Shakeſp. 3. A

number of things tied together. Shakeſp. 4.

Anything bound into a knot. Spenſer.

To BUNCH. v. n. To grow out in protuberances.
A’zedward.

ºxcked. a. Having bunches on the
ack. -

BUNCHY, a Growing into bunches. Grew.

BUNDLE. ſ. [bynble, Sax ) i. A number of

things bound together. Hale. 2. Anything

rolled up cylindrically. Spectator.

To BUNDLE. v. a. To tie in a bundle. Lºcke.

BUN.G. ſ. [bing, Welch.) A ſtopple for a barrel.

Mºrtimer.

To BUNG. v. a. To ſtop.

BUNCHOLE. f. The hole at which the barrel

is filled. Shakeſp.

To BUNGLE. v. n. To perform clumſily.

Dryden.

To BUNGLE. v. a. To botch; to manage

clumſily. Shakeſp.

BUNGLE. ſ. [from the verb.) A botch; an

awkwardneſs. Ray.

BUNGLE.R. ſ. [bungler, welch.) A badwork

man. Peacham.

BUNGLINGLY. adv. Clumſily; awkwardly.

Bently.

BUN.N. ſ. A kind of ſweet bread. Gay.

BUN.T. ſ. An increaſing cavity. Carew.
To BUNT. To ſwell out.

HUNTER. ſ. Any low vulgar woman.
BU Nº in G. ſ. The name of a bird. Shakeſp.

BUOY. ſ. ſºon?, or bºye, Fr.] A piece of cork

or wood floating, tied to a weight. Pºpe.

To EUOY. v. a. To keep aheat. K. Charles.

To BUOY. v n. To float. Pºpe.

BUOYANCY, ſ (from buºyant.] The quality

of floating. Dºrham. -

BUOYAN.T. ... which will not fink. Dryden.

BUR. f. [bºarre, Fr.] A rough head of a plant.
M’attan.

BU Rºo r. ſ. A fiſh full of prickles.

BURDFLAIS. ſ. A ſºrt of grape.

BURDEN. f. ibynSen, Saxon.) 1. A load.

Bacºn 2. Something grievous. Lºcke. 3. A

birth. Shakeſp. 4. The verſe repeated in a

fong. Dryden.

To BURDi N. v. a. To lead; to incumber.

Cor. vi.i.

BU k})}.N.I.R. ſ. (F. on burden J A loader; an

opp titor.

LURL, H NoüS. a. (from burden ) i. Grievous;

oppreſſive. Sidney ... Uſel, is dººr.

BU RD 1 is SOM E. a. C. icvous; troubleſome.

…ten.

1,UR DENSCMEN ESS f. Weight: uneaſineſs.

BU'RDoc?...y. See lºot k

BUR 1. A U.J. (tureau, Î 1.

Sºft.

BURG. f. See Bu R Row.

bu RGAGE. ſ. (trom var.] A tenure proper

to cities and towns. Ilair.

} A cle it od, ºwcas.

BURGAMOT. ſ. [Bergamºtte, Fr.] A ſpecies

of pear.

- BURGANET,or BuRooset. (from Burginate,

Fr.] A kind of helmet. Shakeſp.

BURGEOIS. ſ. [bourgeºis, Fr.) 1. A citizen;

:* Addiſon. 2. A type of a particular
1ze.

BURGESS. ſ. [bourgeois, Fr.) 1. A citizen; a

freeman of a city. 2. A repreſentative of a

town corporate. Watten.

BURGH / A corporate town or borough. Graart.

BURGHER, ſ [from burgh.) One who has a

right to certain privileges in this or that place.
Knºlley, Lºcke.

BURGHERSHIP. ſ. (from burgher.] The pri

vilege of a burgher.

BURGLARY /. Robbing a houſe by night, or

breaking it with an intent to rob. Cowell.

BURGOMASTER. ſ. [from burg and mafter.]

One employed in the government of a city.

Addiſºn.

BU'RIAL. ſ. [from tº bury.] I. The aa of

burying; ſepulture; interment. Dryden. 2.

The act of placing any thing under earth.

Bacon. 3. The church ſervice for funerals.

Ayliffe.

BURIER. ſ. [from bury.] He that buries.

Shakeſp.

BU"RINE ſ [French.] A graving tool. Geºvern

ment ºf the Tengue.

BU'RLACE. ſ. [for burdelair.] A ſort of grape.
To BURL. v. a. To dreſs cloth as fullers do.

BURLESQUE. a. [burlare, ital. to jeſt.) Jo

cular; tending to raiſe laughter. Addiſºn.

BURLESQUE.J. Ludicrous language.Addiſas.

To BURLESQUE. v. a. To turn to ridicule.
Brºzme.

BURLINESS. ſ. Bulk; bluſter.

BU'RLY a. Great of ſtature. Cowley.

To BURN. v. a. [bennan, Saxon.) 1. To con

ſume with fire. Sharp. 2. To wound with
fire. Exodus.

To BURN. v. n. 1. To be on fire. Rºwe 2. To

be inflamed with paſſion. Shakeſp. 3. To act

as fire. Shakeſp.

BURN. ſ. A hurt cauſed by fire. Boyle.

BURNER. ſ. (from burn.) A perſon that burns

anything.

BURNET. ſ. The name of a plant.

BURNING. ſ. State of inflammation. Sºuth.

BURNING-GLASS. ſ. A glaſs which collects

the rays of the ſun into a narrow compaſs, and

ſo incleaſes their force. Suckling.

To BU'RNISH. v. a. [burnir, Fr.) To poliſh.

Dryden.

To bu RNISH. v. n. To grow bright or gloſſy.
Swift.

EU R N ISHER..f. [from burniſh.) 1. The perſon

that turniſhes or poliſhes. 2. The tool with

which bookbinders give a gloſs to the leaves

ci books; it is commonly a dog's tooth ict in

a Rick.

GURN'ſ. particip, paſſ of burn.]

LURR. ſ. The lobe vi lap of the car.

BURREL.
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RURREL. ſ. A ſort of pear.

BURREL Fly. Oxfly; gadbee, breeze.

BURRELShot. Small bullets, nails, ſtones, diſ

charged out of ordnance. Harriſ.

BURROW.ſ. (bung, Saxon.) 1. A corporate

town, that is not a city, but ſuch as ſends

burgeſſes to the parliament. A place fenced or

fortified.#. 2. The holes made in the

ground by conies. Shakeſp.

To BURROW. v. n. To mine, as conies or

rabbits. Mortimer.

BURSAR ſ (burſarius, Lat.] The treaſurer of
a college.

BURSE. ſ. [boarſe, Fr.] An exchange where
merchants meet. Philipſ.

To BURST. v. n. I barſ, I have burſt, or

barſen. [bunrzan, Sax.] 1. To break or fly

open. Prºverbs. 2. To fly aſunder. Shakeſp. 3.

To break away; to ſpring. Pºpe. 4. To come

ſuddenly. Shakeſp. 5. To begin an action vio

lently. Arbuthnot.

To BURST. v. a. To break ſuddenly; to make

a quick and violent diſruption. Burnet.

BURST. ſ. A ſudden diſruption. Milton.
BURST. particip. a. Diſeaſed with a

BURSTEN. 3 hernia or rupture.

BURSTNESS. ſ. A rupture.

BURSTWoRT. ſ. An herb good againſt rup
tures.

BURT. ſ. A flat fiſh of the turbot kind.

BURTHEN.ſ. See Burden.

bºyſ [from bung, Sax.] A dwelling-place.

ilipi.

Totºy. v. a. [byngean, Sax.] 1. To inter;

to put into a grave. Shakeſp. 2. To inter with

rites and ceremonies. Waller. 3. To couceal;

to hide. Shakeſp. -

BUSH ſ. [Bois, Fr.) 1. A thick ſhrub. Spenſer.

3. A bough of a tree fixed up at a door, to

ſhew that liquors are ſold there. Shakeſp.

To BUSH. v. n. [from the noun. To grow

thick. Miltºn.

BUSHEL.J. [beiſau, Fr.) 1. A meaſure con

taining eight gallons; a ſtrike. Shakeſp. 2. A

large quantity. Dryden. -

BUSHINESS / (from buſy.] The quality of

being buſhy.

BSHMENTſſrombuſh.] A thicket. Raleigh.

BUSHY. a. ūrom baſp.) 1. Thick; full of

ſmall branches. Bacºn. 2. Full of buſhes

ryden.

BUSILESS. a [from buſy.] At leiſure. Shakeſp.

BUSILY. adv. from buſy..] With hurry; ac

tively. Dryden.

BUSINESS. ſ. (from buſy.) 1. Employment :

multiplicity of affairs. Donne. 2. An affair.

Stateſp. 3. The ſubject of action. Locke. 4

Action. L'Eſtrange. 6 A matter of queſtion.

Bacº. 7. Tº dº one's buſineſs. To kill, deſtroy,

or ruin him.

BUSK. J. [buſhue, Fr.] A piece of ſteel or

whalebone, worn by women to ſtrengthen

their ſtavs. Denne.

BUSKIN.J. [braſeken, Dutch..] I. A kind of

half boot; a ſhoe which comes to the midleg.

Sidney. 1. A kind of high ſhoe wore by the

ancient actors of tragedy. Smith.

BU'SKINED. a. Dreſſed in buſkins. Milton.

BUSKY. a. Woody. Shakeſp.

BUSS. ſ. [bus, the mouth, Iriſh.) 1. A kiſs; a

ſalute with the lips. Pºpe. ... A boat for fiſhing.

[buſe, Germ.) Temple. -

To BUSS. v. a. To kiſs. Shakeſp.

BUST. ſ. [buffo, Ital.] A ſtatue repreſenting a

man to his breaſt. Addiſon.

BUSTARD. ſ. [bifarde, Fr.] A wild turkey.
Hakewell.

To BUSTLE. v. n. To be buſy; to ſtir.

Clarendon.

BUS TL.E. ſ. [from the verb.] A tumult; a

hurry. Sºuth.

BUSTLER. [from buffle.] An active ſtirring
nan.

BUSY, a (byrºan, Saxon.] 1. Employed with

earneſtneſs. Knºller. 2. Buſtling; active;

meddling. Davier.

To BUSY. v. a. To employ; to engage. Decay

of Piety.

BUSYBODY. ſ. A vain, meddling, fantaſtical

perſon. Taylºr.

BUT, conjuna (bute, butan, Sax.] 1. Except.

Bacon. 2. Yet; nevertheleſs. Bacon. 3

The particle which introduces the minor of

• a ſyllogiſm; now. Bramhall. 4. Only; no

thing more than. Ben. Johnſon. 3. Than.

Guardian. 6. But that. Dryden. 7. Other

wife than that. Hooker. 8. Not otherwiſe

than. Dryden. 9. By any other means than.

Shakeſp. 10. If it were not for this. Shakeſp.

11. However; howbeit. Dryden. 11. Other

wiſe than. Shakeſp. 13. Even; not longer

ago than. Locke. 14. Yet it may be objected.

Bentley. 15. But for; had not this been.
JWaller.

BUT.J. (Reut, Fr.] A boundary. Hºlder.

BUT. ſ. [in ſea language.] ithe end of any

plank which joins to another. Harris.

BUT, END. ſ. The blunt end of any thing.

C arendºn.

BU'TCHER...ſ ſºuther, Fr.) 1. One that kills

animals to ſell their fleſh. 2. One that is de

lighted with blood. Locke.

To BUTCHER. v. a. To kill; to murder.

Shakeſp.

BU'TCHER's-ROOM, or KN ºr Holly.

BU TCHERLINESS. ſ. [from butcherſy.) A

butcherly manner.

BUT CHERLY. a. (from butcher.] Cruel;

bloody; barbarous. Aſcham.

BU. TCHERY.j. 1. ‘The trade of a butcher. Pºpe.

2. Murder: cruelty. Shakeſp. 3. The place

where blood is ſhed. Shatºſp.

BUTLER. ſ. [bsuteiller, Fr.] A ſervantemploy

ed in furniſhing the table. Swift.

BUTLERAGE. ſ. The duty upon wines im

ported, claimed by the king’s butler. Bacºn.

BUTMENT. ſ. [aboutement, Fr.] That part of

the arch which joins it to the upright pier.

Motton.

BUTT.
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BUTT. ſ. [but, Fr.) 1. The place on which

the mark to be ſhot at is placed. Dryden, 2.

The point at which the endeavour is directed.

Shakeſp. 3. A man upon whom the company

break their jeſts. Spectator. 4. A ſtroke given

in fencing. Priºr.

BUTT. ſ. A veſſel; a barrel containing one hun

‘dred and twenty-ſix gallons of wine. Shakeſp.

To BUTT.'v.a. To ſtrike with the head. Wotton.

BUTTER. ſ. [butcene, Sax.] An unctuous

ſubſtance made by agitating the cream of milk,

till the oil ſeparates from the whey.

To BUTTER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ſmear, or oil with butter. Shakeſp. z. To en

creaſe the ſtakes every throw. Addiſºn.

BUTTERBUMP. ſ. A fowl; the bittern.

BUTTERBUR. ſ. A plant.

BUTTERFLow ER. J. A yellow flower of

May. Gay,

PUTTERFLY.ſ.. [buttenplege, Sax.] A beau

tiful infect. Spenſer.

BUTTERIS. J. An inſtrument of ſteel uſed in

paring the foot of a horſe.

BUTTERMII.K. ſ. The whey that is ſeparated

from the cream when butter is made. Harvey.

BUTTERPRINT. ſ. A piece of carved wood,

uſed to mark butter. Locke.

BUTTERTOOTH. ſ. The great broad fore
tooth.

BUTTERWOMAN. ſ. A woman that ſells
butter.

PUTTERwort. ſ. A plant; ſanicle.

BUTTERY. a. Having the appearance or qua

lities of butter. Floyer.

BUTTERY. ſ. [Gom butter.] The room where

proviſions are laid up. Bramſton.

BUTTOCK. ſ. The rump ; the part near the

tail. Knoles.

BUTTON. ſ. [bottºn, welch.] 1. Any knob

or ball. Bºyle. ... The bud of a plant. Shakeſp.

BUTTON. ſ. The ſea-urchin. Ainſworth.

To BUTTON. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

dreſs; to cloath. Wotton. 2. To faſten with

buttons.

BUTTONHOLE. ſ. The loop in which the

button of the cloaths is caught, Brampſºn.

BUTTRESS / [from aboutir, Fr.) 1. A prop;

a wall built to ſupport another. Bacon. 2. A

prop; a ſupport. Sºuth. -

To BUTTRESS. v. a. To prop.

BU"Tw INK. ſ. The name of a bird.

13 UTYRACEOUS. a. [butyrum, Lat. butter.]

Having the qualities of butter

BUTYROU.S. a. Having the properties of but

ter. Fºyer.

BU'XOM. a. i. Obedient; obſequious. Milton.

2. Gay; live!y; briſk. Craſhaw. 3. Wanton;

jolly. Dryden.

BUxoMLY. adv. [ſrom buxºm.] Wantenneſs;

amorouſly.

BUXOMNESS. ſ. [from buxem.] Wantonneſs,

amorouſneſs.

To BUY. v. a. preter. I beught; I have bought

[bic:;ean, Sax.] 1. To purchaſe; to acquire by

paying a price. Addiſºn, 3. To manage by

money. Szuth. - -

To BUY. v. n. To treat about a purchaſe. Shakeſ

BUYER. ſ. He that buys; a purchaſer. Pºttes.

To BUZZ. v. n. [bizzen, Teut ) i. To hurn 5 to

make a noiſe like bees. Suckling. 2. To whit

per; to prate. Shakeſp.

To BUZZ. v. a. To ſpread ſecretly. Bentley.

BUZZ. ſ. A hum; whiſper; a alk. Addiſºn.

BUZZARD. ſ. [buſard, Fr.) 1. A degenerate or

mean ſpecies of hawk. Dryden. 2. A block

head; a dunce. Aſcham.

BUZZ.E.R. ſ. [from buzz.) A ſecret whiſperer.

Shakeſp.

BY, prºp. [bi, big, Sax.] 1. It notes the agent

Locke. 2. It notes the inſtrument. Dryder.

3. It notes the cauſe. Addiſºn. 4. It notes

the means by which any thing is performed.

}.} 5. It ſhews the manner of an action.

Dryden. 6. It has a ſignification, noting the

method in which any ſucceſſive action is per

formed. Hºoker, Knelles. 7. It notes the quan

tity had at one time. Locke. 8. At, or in ;

noting place. Bacºn. 9...According to. Bar”.

io. According to; noting proof. Bentley. I 1.

After; noting imitation or conto mity 111/etſ.s.

12. From ; noting judgment or token. PP after.

13. It notes the ſum of the difference between

two things compared. Lºcke. 14. Not later

than ; noting time. Spenſer. I <. . Beſides;

noting paſſage. Addiſon. 16. Beſide ; near

to; in preſence; noting proximity. Shakeſp.

17. Before himſelf, it notes the abſence of all

others. Aſcham. 18. It is the ſolemn form of

twearing. Dryden. 19. At hand. Bºyle. 22.

It is uſed in forms of obteſting. Smith. 21. By

proxy of; noting ſubſtitution, Broome. z. z. la

the ſame direction with. Grew.

BY. adv. 1. Near; at a ſmall diſtance. Pryder.

2. Beſide; paſſing. Shakeſp. 3. In preſence.
Sidne

BY AND BY adv. In a ſhort time. Sidney.

BY. ſ. [from the prepoſition.] Something not

the direct and immediate object of regard.

Bacºn, Bºyle, Dryden.

BY. In compoſition, implies ſomething out of

the direct way,

BY-CONCERNMENT. ſ. An affair which is

not the main buſineſs.

BY-DEPENDENCE. ſ. An appendage; ſome

thing accidentally depending on another.

Sha, eſp.

BY-END. ſ. Privat; intereſt; ſecret advantage.

L'Eſtrange.

BY-GONE. a. ſa Scotch word] Paſt. Shakeſ”.

BY-LAW. ſ. By-law, are orders made for the

good of thoſe that make them, farther than

the publick law binds. Cºwell.

BY-NAME. ſ. A nickname. Camden.

BY-PATH. ſ. A private or obſcure path.

Shakeſp.

BY-RESPECT. ſ. Private end or view. Dryde

BY-ROOM. f. A private room within. Shakeſp.

BY-SPEECH.J. An incidental or caſual ſpeech.

. Hºoker.

BY-STANDER. ſ. A looker on ; one uncoa

cerned. Lººkº,

BY-STREET.
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BY-STREET. ſ. An obſcure ſtreet. Gay.

BY-VIEW. ſ. Private ſelf-intereſted purpoſe.

Atrerbury.

BY-WALK. ſ. A private walk; not the main

road. Breene.

BY-way. ſ. A

Jer, Herbert.

|

BY-WEST. Weſtward;- the weſt of.

Davier.

BY-WORD. ſ. A ſaying; a proverb. Ai

terbury.

BYE. ſ. A dwelling. Gibſºn.

to

private and obſcure way. Spen-|BYZANTINE. see BizAs rise,

C.

C A B

Has two ſounds; one like k, as, call,

clºck; the other as s, as ceſſation, cinder.

It 'ſounds like # before a, o, u, or a conſonant;

and like r, before e, i, and y.

CAB. ſ. A Hebrew meaſure, containing about

three pints Engliſh. .

cabaºſ, ſcººk, Fr. T"-p, tradition.]
1. The ſecret ſcience of the Hebrew rabbins.

2. A body of men united in ſome cloſe deſign.

4ddiſºn. 3. Intrigue. Dryden.

To CABA'L. v. s. [cabaler, Fr.] To form cloſe

intrigues. Dryden.

CA BALIST. ſ. One ſkilled in the traditions of

the Hebrews. Swift.

CABALLISTICAL. a. Something that has

CABALLISTICK. an occult meaning.

Spe?atar.

CABALLER. ſ. (from cabal.] He that engages

in cloſe deſigns; an intriguer. Dryden.

CA BALLINE. a. [caballinus, Lat.] Belonging

to a horſe.

CA BARET. ſ. [French.) A tavern. Bramhall

CABBAGE. ſ. [cabur, Fr. braſſica, Lat.] A

lant.

To CateBAGE. v. a.

clothes. Arbuthnot.

CABBAGE TREE. ſ. A ſpecies of palm-tree.

CA' BBAGE WORM. ſ. An inſect.

CA BIN. ſ. (cabane, Fr. chabin, Welch, a cot

tage.] 1. A ſmall room. Spenſer. 2. A

ſmall chamber in a ſhip Raleigh. 3. A cot

tage, or ſmall houſe. Sidney. 4. A tent.

Fairfax.

To CABIN. v. n. [from the noun..] To live in

a cabin. Shakeſp.

To CABIN. v. a. To confine in a cabin. Shakeſp.

CABINED. a. [from cabin.) Belonging to a

cabin. Milton.

CA BiNET. ſ. [cabinet, Fr.) 1. A ſet of boxes

or drawers for curioſities. Ben.johnſºn, Swift.

1. Any place in which things of value are hid

den. Taylor. 3. A private room in which con

ſultations are held. Dryden. 4. A hut, or

houſe. enjer.

CABINET-COUNCIL. ſ. A council held in a

private manner. Bacon.

CABINET MAKER, ſ [from cabinet and

rake.) One that makes ſmall nice work in

wood. Mortimer.

To ſteal in cutting

CACHECTICAL.

CACHECTICK.

CABLE. ſ. [**l, Welch; cabel, Dutch..] The

C A D

great rope of a ſhip to which the anchor is

faſtened. Raleigh.

CA BURNS, J. Small ropes uſed in ſhips.

a. [from eachexy.) Having

an ill habit of body. Floyer.

CACHEXY. ſ. [xaxt{ia. J Such a diſtempera

ture of the humours, as hinders nutrition;

and weakens the vital and animal function.

Arbuthnot.

CACHINNATION. ſ. [cachinnatiº, Lat.] A

loud laughter.

CACKEREL. ſ. A fiſh.

To CACKLE. v. n. [kaeckelen, Dutch..] 1. To

make a noiſe as a gooſe. Pºpe. 1. Sometimes

it is uſed for the noiſe of a hen. 3. To laugh;

to giggle. Arbuthnot.

CACKLE. ſ. [from the verb.] The voice of a

gooſe or fowl. Dryden.

CACKLER. ſ. [from cackle.] 1. A fowl that

cackles. 2. A teltale; a tatler.

CACOCHY MICAL. a [from cacochymy.]

CACOCHY MICK. R Having the humours

corrupted. Flyer.

CACOCHY M ... [wazºxºut-.] A depravation

of the humours from a ſºund ſtate. Arbuthnot.

CACOPHONY. ſ. [...ax.;2,...] A bad ſound

of words.

To CACUMINATE. : a ſcacurrine, Lat.] To

make ſharp or pyramidal.

CALA'VEROUS. a. ſcadaver, Lat.] Having

the appearance of a dead carcaſs.

CA 1) I S. ſ. A kind of tape or ribbon. Skakeſp.

2. A kind of worm or grub. Walton.

CADE. a. [cadeler, Fr.] Tame, ſoft; as a cade

lamb.

To CADE, v, a [from the noun.] To breed up
in ſo tinels. -

CALE. ſ. ſcadas, Lat.) A barrel. Philipt.

CADENCE. & ſ. [cadence, Fr J 1. Falſ; ſtate

CA DENCY, of linking; decline. Milton.

2. The fall of the voice. Craſhaw. 3. The

flow of verſes, or periods. Dryden. 4. The

tone or ſound. Swift. 5. In horſemanſhip,

cadence is an equal meaſure or proportion,

which a horſe otherves in all his motions.

Farrier’s Diº.

CA'DENT. a. ſcadens, Lat.] Falling down.

CADE.T. ſ. [cadet, Fr.] 1. The younger bro

ther, 2. The youngeſt brother. Brown. 3.

Q A voluntier
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A voluntier in the army, who ſerves in ex

pectation of a commiſſion.

CA DEW. ſ. A ſtraw worm.

CADGER. ſ. A huckſter.

CADI. ſ. A magiſtrate among the Turks.

CADILLACK. ſ. A ſort of pear.

CAE'Cl4S. ſ. [Latin.) A wind from the north.
Milton.

CºSURA. ſ. (Lat.] A figure in poetry, by

which a ſhort ſyllable after a complete foot is
made long.

CAFT’AN. ſ. [Perſick.] A Perſian veſt or gar
ment.

CAG. ſ. A barrel or wooden veſſel, containing

four or five gallons.

CAGE. ſ. [cage, Fr.) 1. An incloſure of twigs

or wire, in which birds are kept. Sidney,

Swift. 2. A place for wild beaſts. 3. A pri

ſon for petty malefactors.

To CAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To incloſe

in a cage. Donne.

Cat IMAN. ſ. The American name of a cro

codile.

To CAJOLE. v.a. [cage, ler, Fr.] To flatter;

to ſooth. Hudibrar.

CAJO'LER. ſ. [from cajole.] A flatterer; a

wheedler.

CAJOLERY. ſ. [cajolerie, Fr.) Flattery.

C4ISSON. ſ. [French.] A cheſt of bombs or

powder.

CAITIFF. ſ. ſcautive, Ital. a ſlave..] A mean

villain; a deſpicable knave. Spenſer, Hudikras.

CAKE. ſ. [cuch, Teutonick.] I. A kind of de

licate bread. Dryden. 2. Anything of a form

rather flat than high. Bacon, Dryden.

To CAKE. v. n. [from the noun..] To harden,

as dough thihe oven. Addiſºn.

CALABA'SH Tree. A tree of which the ſhells

are uſed by the negroes for cups, as alſo for

inſtruments of muſick. Miller.

CALAMA'NCO. ſ. ſcalamancus, Lat.] A kind

of woollen ſtuff. Tatler.

CA'LAMINE, or Lapis Calaminari. ſ. A kind

of foſſile, bituminous earth, which, being mix

ed with copper, changes it into braſs. Locke

CALAMINT. ſ. [calamintha, Lat.] The name

of a plant.

CALAMITOUS. a. ſcalamitoſus, Lat.] Miſe

rable; involved in diſtreſs; unhappy; wretch

ed. Milton, Sºuth.

CALAMITOUSNESS. ſ. [from calamitous.)

Miſery; diſtreſs.

CALA'MITY. ſ. ſcalamitas, Lat.] Misfortune;

cauſe of miſery. Bacon.

CA LAMUS. ſ. [Lat.] A ſort of reed or ſweet

ſcented wood, mentioned in ſcripture. Exodus.

CALASH. ſ. ſcaleche, Fr.] A ſmall carriage of

pleaſure. King.

CALCEATED. a. [calceatur, Lat.] Shod; fit

ted with ſhoes.

CALCEDO'NIUS. ſ. [Lat.] A kind of precious

ſtone. Woodward.

CALCINATION. ſ. (from calcine; calcination,

Fr.) Such a mamgement of bodies by fire, as

renders them reducible to powder; chymical

pulverization. Bºyle.

CALCINATORY..ſ [from calcinate.] A veſ.

ſel uſed in calcination.

To CALCINE. v. a. [calciner, Fr. from cale,

Lat.] 1. To burn in the fire to a calx, or

friable ſubſtance. Bacon. 2. To burn up.

Denham.

To CALCI'NE. v. m. To become a calx by heat.

tºº fan.

To CA'LCULATE. v. e. [eakaler, Fr.]. t.

To compute; to reckon. 2. To compute the

ſituation of the planets at any certain time.

Bentley. 3. To adjuſt; to project for any cer

tain end. Tilletſon.

CALCULATION. ſ. [from calculate.] I. A

practice, or manner of reckoning; the art of

numbering. Holder. 2. The reſult of arith

metical operation. Hooker.

CALCULATOR. ſ. [from calculate.] A com

puter.

CA'LCULATORY. a. [from calculate.] Belong

ing to calculation. -

CA'LCULE. ſ. [calcular, Lat.] Reckoning;

compute. Howel.

CA'LCULOSE. & a.[from calculus, Lat.]Stony;
CA'LCULOUS. gritty. Brown, Sharp.

CALCULUS, ſ. [Latin.] The ſtone in the
bladder.

CAT.DRON. ſ. [chasldren, Fr.] A pot; boiler;

a kettle. Spenſer, Addiſon.

CALEFACTION. ſ. [from calefario, Lat..] ..

The act of heating any thing. 2. The ſtate

of being heated.

CALEFACTIVE. a. [from calefacio, Lat.]

That which makes any thing hot; heating.

CALEFACTORY. a. [from calefacie, Lat.]

That which heats.

To CA'LEFY. v. m. ſcalefie, Lat.] To grow hot;

to be heated. Brown.

CALENDAR. ſ. ſcalendarism, Lat..] A regi

ſter of the year, in which the months, and

ſtated times, are marked, as feſtivals and ho

lidays, Shakeſp. Dryden.

To CA'LENDER. v. a. ſcalendrer, Fr.] To
dreſs cloth.

CA'LENDER. ſ. [from the verb A hot preſs,

a preſs in which clothiers ſmooth their cloth.

CA'LENDRER. ſ. [from calender.] The perion

who calenders.

CALENDS. ſ. [calende, Lat.] The firſt day of

every month among the Romans.

CA'LENTURE. ſ. [from caleo, Lat.] A diſtem

per in hot climates; wherein they imagine the

ſea to be green fields. Swift.

CALF. ſ. cakes in the plural [cealp, Sax.] 1.

The young of a cow. Wilkins. 1. Calves of

the lips, mentioned by Hoſea, ſignify ſacrifices

of praiſe and prayers. Hoſea. 3. The thick,

plump, bulbous part of the leg. Suckling.

CA'LIBER. ſ. [calibre, Fr.) The bore, the di

ameter of the barrel of a gun.

CA'LICE. ſ. ſcalix, Lat.] A cup; a chalice.

CA'LICO.ſ, [from Calecut in India.] An Indian

ſtuff made of cotton. Addiſon.

CA'LID. a. [calidus, Lat.J Hot; burning.

CALIDITY...ſ.. [from cakd.] Heat. Brown.

CA'LIF,
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CA'LIF. } J. [khalifa, Arab.] A title aſſum

CALIPH. W. ed by the ſucceſſors of Mahomet

among the Saracens.

CALIGATION. ſ. (from calige, Lat.] Dark

neſs; cloudineſs. Brown.

CALIGINOU.S. s. ſcaliginoſus, Lat.] Obſcure;
dim.

CALIGINOUSNESS. ſ. [from caliginous.]

Darkneſs.

CALIGRAPHY. ſ. (saxygaºla.] Beautiful

writing. Prideaux.

CALIVER, ſ [from caliber.] A handgun; a

harquebuſe; an old muſket. Shakeſp.

CALIX. ſ. (Latin.] A cup.

To CALK. v. a. [from calage, Fr.] To ſtop the

leaks of a ſhip. Raleigh, Dryden.

CALKER. ſ. (from calk.J. The workman that

ſtops the leaks of a ſhip. Ezekiel.

To CALL. v. a. [cals, Lat.) 1. To name; to

denominate. Geneſs. 2. Te ſummon or in

vite. Knolles. 3. To convoke; to ſummon

together. Clarendon, 4. To ſummon judici

ally. Watts. 5. To ſummon by command.

Iſaiah. 6. In the theological ſenſe, to inſpire

with ardours of piety. Romans. 7. To invoke;

to appeal to. Clarenden. 8. To proclaim; to

bliſh. Gay. 9. To make a ſhort viſit. B.

Ş., Žiſ: 1o. To excite; to put in

ation; to bring into view. Cowley. 1 1. To

ſtigmatize with ſome opprobrious denomina

tion. Swift. 12. To call back. To revoke.

Iſaiah, 13. To call in. To reſume money at

intereſt. Addiſon. 14. To call over. To read

aloud a liſt or muſter-roll. 15. To call out.

To challenge.

CALL. J. (from the verb.] 1. A vocal addreſs.

Pºpe. 7. Requiſition. Hooker. 3. Divine vo

cation; ſummons to true religion. Locke. 4.

An impulſe. Roſcommos. 5. Authority; com

mand Denham. 6. A demand; a claim.

Addiſºn. 7. An inſtrument to call birds.

*illinº. 8. Calling; vocation; employment.

Pryden. 9. A nomination. Bacon.

CALLAT.

CA'llET. }ſ. A trull. Shakeſp.

CALLING'ſ [from call.] 1. vocation; pro

*fion; trade. Rogers. 2. Proper ſtation, or

employment. Swift. 3. Claſs of perſons

inited by the ſame employment or profeſſion.

Hannsd. 4. Divine vocation; invitation to

the true religion. Hakewell.

CALLIPERS. ſ. Compaſſes with bowed ſhanks

exem.

CALLOSITY..f. [callſté, Fr.] A kind off el
ing without pain. Quincy, Arbuthnot.

CALLOUS. 2. [callur, Lat..] 1. Indurated;

ºned. Wiſeman. 1. Hardned; inſenſible.

Dryden.

CALLOUSNESS ſtrom calleur.]1. Induration

ºfte fibres. Cheyne. 2. Inſenſibility. Bentley.

CALLOW. a. tºº. naked ; wanting

fathers. Mi ten. -

"Allºs. ſ. (Latin.) 1. An induration of the

fibres. 1. The hard ſubſtance by which broken

bones are united.

CALM. a. (calne, Dutch..] 1. Quiet; ſerene;

got ſtormy; not tempeſtuous. Spenſºr. 2.

Undiſturbed; unruffled. Atterbury.

CALM. ſ. 1. Serenity; ſtillneſs. Raleigh. 2.

Freedom from diſturbance; quiet; repoſe.
South.

To CALM. v. a. 1. To ſtill; to quiet. Dryden.

2. To pacify 3 to appeaſe. Atterbury.

CA'LMER. ſ. [from calm..] The perſon or thing

which has the power of giving quiet. Walton.

CA'LMLY. adv. [from calm...] 1. Without

ſtorms, or violence. 2. Without paſſions;

quietly. Prior. -

CALMNESS. ſ. [from calm.] 1. Tranquillity ;

ſerenity. Denham. 2. Mildneſs; freedom

from paſſion. Shakſp.

CALMY. a. [from calm..] Calm; peaceful.

Spenſer.

CAT-QMEL. ſ. ſcalenelaw.] Mercury ſix times
ſublimed. Wiſeman.

CALORIFICK.a.[calºrificus, Lat.] That which

has the quality of producing heat. Grew.
CALO# [French..] A cap or coif.

CALO 2 ERS. ſ. [xaxG-.] Monks of the Greek
church.

CA'LTROPS. ſ. [colenaeppe, Sax.] 1. An in

ſtrument made with four ſpikes, ſo that which

way ſoever it falls to the ground, one of them

points upright. Dr. Addiſon. 2. A plant men

tioned in Virgil's Georgicks, under the name
of tribulus. Miller.

To CALVE. v. n. [from calf.] To bring a calf;

ſpoken of a cow. Dryden.

CALP I'LLE. ſ. [French.) A ſort of apple.

To CALUMNIATE. v., n. [calumnior, Lat.]

To accuſe falſely. Dryden.

To CALUMN1ATE. v. a. To flander. Sprat.

CALUMNIATION. ſ. [from calumniate.] A

malicious and falſe repreſentation of words or

actions. Ayliffe.

CALUMNIATOR. ſ. [from calumniate.] A

forger of accuſation; a ſlanderer. Addiſon.

CALUMNIOUS. a. [from calumny.] Slander

ous; falſely reproachful. Shakeſp..

CALUMNY. ſ. [calumnia, Lat.) Slander;

falſe charge. Temple.

CALA.J. [Latin.) Any thing rendered reducible

to powder by burning. Digby.

CA'LYCLE. ſ. ſcalyculus, Lat.] A ſmall bud

of a plant.

CAMATEU. ſ. A ſtone with various figures and

repreſentations of landſkips, formed by nature.

CA'MBER. ſ. A piece of timber cut arching.

Moxon.

CAMBRICK. ſ. (from Cambray.) A kind of

fine linen. Shakeſp. -

CAME. The preterite of to cºme. Addiſon.

CAMEL. ſ. [camelus, Lat.) An animal very

common in Arabia, Judea, and the neighbour

ing countries. One ſort is large, fit to carry

burdens of a thouſand pounds, having one

bunch upon its back. Another have two

bunches upon their backs, fit for men to ride

on. A third kind is ſmaller, called dromeda

ries, becauſe of their ſwiftneſs. Camels will

continue ten days without drinking. Calmet.

CAME
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CAME LOPARD. ſ. (from camelu and pardur,

Lat. An animal taller than an elephant, but
not ſo thick,

CAMELOT. Uſ (from camel.] A kind of fluff.

CA. M.I.E.T. originally made by a mixture

of ſilk and camels hair; it is now made with

wººl and ſilk. Brºwn.

CAMERA. OBSCURA (Latin j An optical ma

chine uſed in a darkened chamber, fo that the

light coming only through a double convex

glaſs, objects oppoſite are repreſented invert

ed. Mºrtin.

CAMERADE. ſ. [frem camera, Lat.] A boſom

companion. Rymer.

CAMERATED. a. [cameratus, Lat.] Arched.

CAMERATION. a. [cameratio, Lat.) A vault

ing or arching.

CAMISADO ſ. ſcamiſt, a ſhirt, Ital) An at

tack made in the dark ; on which occaſion

they put their ſhirts outward. Hayward.

CA MISATED.a.Dreſſed with the ſhirt outward.

CA’MLET. See CAM plot.

CA'MMOCK. ſ. ſcammoc, Sax J. An herb,

petty win, or reſtharrºw. -

CAMO YS. a. [carius, Fr.) Flat of the noſe.
Brozºr

CAMP. f. [came, Fr.] The order of tents, placed

by arrºs when they keen the field.

To CA.V. P. v. a. (ſrom the noun.J. To lodge in

tents. Shakº/p.

CAMP-FIGH’ī’. ſ. An old word for combat.
Hakewell.

CAMPAIGN ſ. [campaigne, Fr.) 1. A large,

open, level tract of ground. Temple 2. The

time for which any army keeps the field.

Clarendon.

CAMPANIFORM. a. [of ca-ºona and fºrmal

A term uſed of flowers, which are in the ſhape

of a bell Harriſ.

CAMPATNULATE. a. Camrºniform.

CAMPE'STRAL. a. ſcampºfriº, Lat. Grow

ing in fields. Mortimer.

CAMPHRE TREE ſ. (camphora,Lat.] There

are twº forts of this tree; one of Borneo, from

waich the beſt camphire is taken, which is a

natural exºtiation from the tree, where the

bark has been wounded. The other fort is a

native o Japan. -

CA witHORAI E. a [from camphora, Lat.]

Impregnated with camphire. Bºyle.

CAM toN. ſ. lychnis, Lat.) A plant.

CAM US. j. A thin dreſs. Spenſer.

CAN. ſ. [Canne, Sax.] A cup. Shakeſp. Dryden.

CAN. v. n. (Ronnen, Dutch..] 1. To be able;

to have power. Lºcke. 2. It expreſſes the po

tential mood; as, I can do it. Dryden.

CANAILLE. ſ. (French.j The loweſt people.

CAN A'L. f. I canalis, Lat.) 1. A baſon of wa

ter in a garden. Pºpe. 1. Any courſe of wa

ter made by alt. 3. A paſſage through which

any of the juices of the body flow.

CA NAL-CoALſ. A fire kind of coal. Wººdw.

CANAL CULATED. a. [canaliculatus, Lat.)

Made like a pipe or gutter.

CANA R.Y. f. from the Canary iſlands.) Wine

brought from the Canaries; lack. Shakeſp.

To CANARY. v. a. To frołick. Shakeſe.

CANARY BIRD. An excellent ſinging bird.

Caretv.

To CANCFL. v. a. [canceller, Fr.) 1. To

croſs a writing. 2. To efface; to obliterate

in general. Refcommen, Sºutherne.

CANCELLATED. a. [from cancel] Croſsbar

red. Grew.

CANCELLATION. ſ. [from cancel) An ex

punging or wiping out of an inſtrument. Aylife.

CANCER. ſ. º: Lat.) 1. A crabfiſh. 2.

The ſign of the ſummer ſolſtice. Thomſºn. 3.

A virulent ſwelling, or fore, not to be cured.

MWiſeman.

To CANCERATE v. n. [from cancer.] To

become a cancer. L'Eſtrange.

CANCERATION. ſ. A growing cancerous.

CA'NCEROUS. f. [from cancer.] Having the

virulence of a cancer. Wijeman.

CA NCEROUSNESS. ſ. The ſtate of being can

cerous.

CANCRINE. a. [from cancer.] Having the

qualities of a crab.

CANDENT. a. [randens, Lat..] Hot. Brºwn.

CAM DACANT. a. [candicans, Lat.) Growing

white. Diº. -

CANDID. a. [candidus, Lat] ... white. Dry

den. 2. Fair; open; ingenuous. Lºcke.

CAM DIDATE. ſ. [candidatur, Lat..] A com

petitor; one that ſolicites advancement. Addiſ.

CA'NDIDLY. adv. [from candid] Fairly; with

out trick; ingenuouſly. Swift.

CANDIDNESS. ſ. [ſom candid.] Ingenuity;

openneſs of temper. South.

To CANDIFY. v. a. [candifico, Lat. To make

white. Diº.

CANDLE.f. [candela, Lat.) 1. A light made

of wax or tallow, ſurrounding a wick of flax or

cotton. Ray. 2. A light, or luminary. Shakeſp.

CANDLEBERRY-T REE. Sweet-willow.

CANDLEHOLDER. ſ. [from candle and held.]

1. He that holds the candle. Swift. 2. He that

remotely aſſiſts. Shakeſp.

CANDLELIGHT. ſ. ['irom candle and light.]

1. The light of a candle. Swift. 2. The ne

ceſſary candles for uſe. Mºlineaux.

CANDLEMAS. ſ. [from candle and rºaſt.] The

feat of the purification of the Bleſſed Virgin,

which was formerly celebrated with many

lights in churches. Brown, Gay.

CANDLESTICK. ſ. [from candle and flick.)

The inſtrument that holds candles. Addiſºn.

CANDLESTUFF. ſ. [from candle and Jiuff.]

Greaſe; tallow. Bacon.

CANDLEWASTER.J.[from candle and waſte.]

A ſpendthrift. Shakeſp.

CANDOCK. ſ. A weed that grows in rivers.

Jº aſ: ºn. - - -

CANDOUR. ſ. [cander, Lat.] Sweetneſs of

temper; purity of mind; ingenuity. Watts,

To CANDY. v. a. 1. To conſerve with ſugar.

Bacon. 2. To form into congelations. Shakeſp.

To CANDY. v. n. To grow congealed.

CANDY Lyºn'ſ feet. (catanance, Lat.) A plant.
4:iller.

CANE.
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CANE. ſ. ſcanna, Lat.) 1. A kind of ſtrong

reed. Harvey. 2. The plant which yields

the ſugar. Other reeds have their ſkin hard;

but the ſkin of the ſugar rane is ſoft, and the

pith very juicy. It uſually grows four or five

feet high, and about half an inch in diameter.

The ſtem is divided by knots a foot and a

half apart. They uſually plant them in pieces

cut a foot and a half below the top of the

flower, and they are ordinarily ripe in ten

months. Blackmore. 3. A lance. Dryden. 4.
A reed. AMortimer.

To CANE. v. a. [from the noun..] To beat.

CANICULAR. a. [canicularis, Lat.) Belong

ing to the dog-ſtar. Brown.

CANINE. a. [eaninus, Lat.] Having the pro

perties of a dog. Asldtſon.

CA'NISTER. ſ. ſcaniſłrum. Lat.) 1. A ſmall

baſket. Dryden. 2. A ſmall veſſel in which

any thing is laid up.

CANKER. ſ. ſcancer, Lat J 1. A worm that

preys upon, and deſtroys fruits. Spenſer. 2.

A fly that preys upon fruits. Walton. 3. Any

thing that corrupts or conſumes. Bacon. 4.

A kind of wild worthleſs roſe. Peacham. 3.

An eating or corroding humour. Shakeſp. 6.

Corroſion; virulence. Shakeſp. 7. A diſeaſe in
trees.

To CANKER. v. n. [from the noun..] To grow

corrupt. Spenſer. Priºr.

To CANKER. v. a. i. To corrupt; to corrode.

Herbert. 2. To infect; to pollute. Addiſon.

CANKERBIT. part. a. [from canker and bit.]

bitten with an envenomed tooth. Shakeſp.

CANNABINE. a. ſcannabinus. Lat.J Hempen.

CANN IBAL. f. An anthropophagite; a man

eater. Davier, Bentley.

CANNIBALLY. adv. In the manner of a can

nibal. Shakeſp.

CANNIPERS. ſ. Callipers.

CA'NNON. f. [cannon, Fr.] A gun larger than

can be managed by the hand.

CANNON-BALL. R. ſ. The balls which are

CANNON-SHOT. S ſhot from great guns.

To CANNONA'DE. v. a. [from cannon.] To

play the great guns.

CANNONIER f. (from cannon.] The engineer

that manages the cannon. Hayward.

CA'NNOT. Of can and not. Locke.

§§§ { ſ. A boat made by cutting the
CA’NOE. trunk of a tree into a hollow

veſſel. Raleigh.

CA'NON. ſ. [ x vºw.) 1. A rule; a law. Hocker.

2. Law made by eccleſiaſtical councils. Stil

ſing fleet. 3. The books of holy ſcripture; or

the great rule. Ayliffe. 4. A dignitary in ca

thedral churches. Bacon. 5. A large ſort of

printing letter.

CANON BIT. ſ. That part of the bit let into

the horſe's mouth. Spenſer.

CANONESS. ſ. ſcanºnija, low Lat.] In popiſh

countries, women living atter the example ol

ſecular canons. Ayliffe.

CANONICAL. a. [canonicus, low Lat.] 1. Ac

cording to the canon, 1. Conſtituting the canon.

Raleigh. 3. Regular; ſtated: fixed by eccle

ſiaſtical laws. Taylor. 4. Spiritual; eccleſia

ſtical. Ayliffe.

CANONICALLY. adv. [from canonical] In

a manner agreeable to the canon. Government

ºf the Tongue.

CANONICALNESS. ſ. The quality of being

canonical.

CANONIST. ſ. [from canon.] A profeſſor of

the canon law. Camden, Pºpe.

CANONIZATION. ſ. [from canonize.] The

act of declaring a ſaint. Addiſºn.

To CA'NONIZE. v. a. ſtrom canon.] To de

clare any man a ſaint. Bacon.

CANONRY. a. ſ. [from canon.] An eccleſ

CANONSHIP. S. aſtical benefice in ſome ca

thedral or collegiate church. Ayliffe.

CANOPIED. [from canºpy.) Covered with a

canopy.

CA'NOPY. ſ. (canºpeum, low Lat.] A covering

ſpread over the head. Fairfax.

To CANOPY. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with a canopy. Dryden.

CANO ROUS..a.. [canorus, Lat.] Muſical; tune
ful. Brown.

CANT. ſ. [cantus, Lat.) 1. A corrupt diale&t

uſed by beggars and vagabonds. 1. A form of

ſpeaking peculiar to ſome certain claſs or body

of men. Dryden. 3. A whining pretenſion to

goodneſs. Dryden. 4. Barbarous jargon. Swift.

5. Auction. Swift.

To CANT. v. n. To talk in the jargon of par

ticular profeſſions. Glanville.

CAN TATA. ſ. [Italian] A ſong.

CANTA"TION. ſ. [from canto, Lat.] The act

of ſinging.

CA’NTER. ſ. [from cant.] Hypocrite.

CA'NTERBURY BELLS. Belflower.

CA'NTERBURY GALLOP. The gallop of an

ambling horſe, commonly called a canter.

CANTHARIDES. ſ. (Latin.] Spaniſh flies; uſed

to raiſe bliſters. Bacon.

CANTHUS. ſ. [Latin.] The corner of the eye.

Wiſeman.

CANTICLE. ſ. [canto, Lat.] 1. A ſong. 2.

The ſong of Solomon. Bacon.

CANTILIVERS. ſ. Pieces of wood framed into

the front or other ſides of an houſe, to ſuſtain

the eaves over it. Moxon.

CA/NTLE. ſ. [kant, Dutch..] A piece with

corners. Shakeſp.

To CANTLE. v. a.[from the noun..] To cut in

pieces. Dryden.

cºſ, [from cantle..] A piece; a frag

ment. Dryden.

CANTO. ſ. [Ital.] A book, or ſection of a

poem. Shakeſp.

CANTON. ſ. 1. A ſmall parcel or diviſion of

land. 2. A ſmail community, or clan. Bacon.

To CANTON. v. a. To divide into little parts.

Locke. -

To CANTONIZE. v. a. To parcel out into

ſmall diviſions. Hºwel.

CA’NTRED. ſ. An hundred. Coºpell.

CA'NVASS.ſº. Fr.] A kind of cloth

woven for ſeveral uſes. Sidney, Waiºr. T

- - o
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To CANVAss. v. a. ſcannakaſſºr, Fr.) 1. To

ſift; to examine. Woodward. 2. To debate;

to controvert. L'Eſtrange.

To CA’NVASS. v. n. To ſolicite. Ayliffe. .

CA'NY. a. (from cane | 1. Full of canes. 2.

Conſiſting of canes. Milton.

CANZONET. ſ. [canzonetta, Italian.] A little

ſong. Peacham.

CAP. ſ. [cap, welch.) 1. The garment that

covers the head. Swift. 2. The enſign of the

cardinalate. Shakeſp. 3. The topmoſt ; the

higheſt. Shakeſp. 4. A reverence made by un

covering the head.

To CAP. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To cover

on the top. Derham. 2. To ſnatch off the

cap. Spenſer. 3. To cap verſet. To name al

ternately verſes beginning with a particalar

letter.

CAP 3 p. From head to foot. Shakeſp

CAP 2 pie. K Swift.

CAP-PAPER. A ſort of coarſe browniſh paper

Boyle.

SAPABILITY. ſ. [from capable.) Capacity.

CAPA BLE. a. [capable, Fr.) 1. Endued with

Powers equal to any particular thing. Watts

2. Intelligent; able to underſtand. Shakeſp. 3.

Capacious; able to receive. Digby. 4. Suſ

ceptible Prior. 5. Qualified for. Tilletſon. 6.
Hollow. Shakeſp.

CAPABLENESS. ſ (from capable.] The qua

lity or ſtate of being capablé.

CAPACIOUS, a [capax Lat.] I. wide; large:

able to hold much. Thomſºn. 2. Extenſive;

equal to great deſign. Watts.

CAPA’CIOUSNESS. ſ. [from capacious.) The

power of holding; largeneſs. Helder.

To CAPA CITATE. v. a. [from capacity.] To

enable; to qualify. Dryden.

CAPA'CITY. ſ. ſcapacité, Fr.) 1. The power

of containing. Davies. 2. The force or power

of the mind. South. 3. Power; ability. Black

mere. 4. Room; ſpace. Bºyle. 5. State; con

dition; character. Sºuth.

CAPA'RISON. ſ. ſcafarazºn, Span] A ſort of

cover for a horſe. Miltºn.

To CAPA RISON. º. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

dreſs in capariſons. Drydºn. 2. To dreſs pom

pouſly. Shakeſp.

CAPE. ſ. ſcape, Fr.) 1. A headland; promon

tory. Arbuthnot. 1. The neck-piece of a cleke.

Bacon,

CAPE. R. ſ. ſ frºm caper, Lat, a goat.) A leap;

a jump. Swift.

CAPFR. J. [capparis, Latin.] An acid pickle.

Fºyer.

CA PFR PUSH. ſ. ſcaff aris. Latj This plant

grows in the South of France; the buds are

pickled for eating.

To CA PH R. v. n. (from the necn.) 1. To

dance frolick ſomely. Shakeſp. a. To ſkip for

merriment. Crawfi cºw. 3. To dance. Revºe.

CA PFR. H. R. / (from caper.] A dance. Dryden.

C.41 L/S. ſ. (Lati A writ or execution. Cowell.

CAPI LA C F.C. US. a. The ſame with capillary,

CA'PiLLAMENT. J. ſºap, ſlainentum, Lat.)

Small threads or hairs which grow up in the

middle of a flower. Quincy.

CA'PILLARY. a. [from capillus, Lat..] Reſem

bling hairs; ſmall; minute; Brown.

CAPILLATION. ſ. [capillus, Latin.] A ſmall

ramification of veſſels. Brown.

CA'RITAL. a. [capitalis, Lat.) 1. Relating to

the head. Miltºn. 2. Criminal in the higheſt

degree. Swift. 3. That which affects life.

Bacon. 4. Chief; principal. Hooker, Atterbury.

5. Chief; metropolitan. Milton. 6. Applied to

letters; large; ſuch as are written at the be

ginnings or heads of books. Taylor, Grew. 7.

Capital Stock. The principal or original ſtock

of a trading company.

CAPITAL. ſ. 1. The upper part of a pillar.

Addiſon. 2. The chief city of a nation.

CAPITALLY. adv. [from capitalj in a capital

manner.

CAPITATION. ſ. [from caput, Latin.] Nu

meration by heads. Brown.

C4'PITE. ſ. (from caput, capitif, Lat.] A tenure

which holdeth immediately of the king, as of

his crown, be it by knight's ſervice or ſocage,

and not as of any honour, caſtle, or manour.

Coxwell.

CAPITULAR.'ſ [from capitulum, Lat] 1. The

body of the ſtatutes of a chapter. Taylor. 2. A

member of a chapter. Ayliffe.

To CAPITULATE. v. n. [from capitulum,

Lat.) 1...To draw up any thing in heads or ar

ticles. Shakeſp. z. To yield, or ſurrender en

certain ſtipulations. Hayward.

CAPITULATION. ſ. Stipulation; terms;

conditions. Hale.

CAPI VI TREE. ſ. ſcºpaika, Lat.] This tree

grows near a village called Ayapel, in the

province of Antiochi, in the Spaniſh Weſt

Indies. Some of them do not yield any of the

balſam ; thoſe that do are diſtinguiſhed by a

ridge. One of theſe trees will yield five or

ſix gallons of balſam. Miller.

cºon. f. [cape, Latin.] A caſtrated cock.
d
ºy.

CAPONNIERE. ſ. [Fr. a term in fortification.]

A covered lodgment of about four or five

feet broad, encompaſſed with a little parapet.

arriſ.

CA POT. ſ...[Fr.] is when one party wins all the

tricks of cards at the game of picquet.

CAPOUCH ſ. [capuce, Fr.] A monk's hood.

CAPPER. J. [from cap.] One who makes or
ſells caps.

CAPRE'OLATE. a. (from capreclus, Lat.]Such

plants as turn, and creep by means of their

tendrils, are repreclate. Harris.

CAPRICE, $/ [caprice, Fr. J. Freak; fancy;

CA PRICHIO. § whim. Glanville, Bently.

CAPRICIOUS. a. I capricieux, Fr.) Whimſ

cal; fanciful.

CAPRICIOUSLY, adv. [from capriciºus J

Whimſically.

CAPRICIOUSNISS. ſ. [from capriciºur.]Hu

mour, whimſicalneſs. Swift.

CA'I RiccFN. J. [capricºraur, Latl on ºf
- e
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* theº of the zodiack; the winter ſolſtice.

Creech.

CAPRIOLE. ſ. [French.) Caprisles are leaps,
ſuch as a horſe makes in one and the ſame

place, without advaccing forwards. Farrier'ſ

**.

CA'PSTAN. ſ. [rabeſ'an. Fr.] A cylinder, with

levers to wind up any great weight. Raleigh.

CA"PSULAR. ; a. [capſula. Lat.] Hollow

CA'PSULARY. like a cheſt. Brown.

CA'PSULATE. 7 a. ſcapſula, Lat.) Incloſed,

CA'PSULATED. or in a box, Derham.

CAPTAIN. ſ. [capitain, Fr.) 1. A chief cora

mander. Shakeſp. z. The commander of a

company in a regiment. Dryden. 3. The chief

commander of a ſhip. Arbuthnot. 4. Captain

General. The general or commander in chief

of an army.

CAPTAINRY. ſ. [from captain.] The power

over a certain diſtrict ; the chieftainſhip.

Spenſer.

CAPTAINSHIP. ſ.[from captain.]1.The rank

or poſt of a captain. Wotton. 1. The condition

or poſt of a chief commander. Shakeſp. 3. The

chieftainſhip of a clan. Davier.

CAPTATION.ſ [from capts, Lat.] The prac

tice of catching favour. King Charler.

CAPTION. ſ. [capio. Lat.] The act of taking

any perſon. -

CAPTIOUS. a. [captieux, Fr.) 1. Given to

cavils; eager to objećt. Lºcke. 2. Infidious;

enſnaring. Bacon.

CAPTIOUSLY, adv. [from captiour.] with an

inclination to object. Locke.

CAPTIOUSNESS. ſ. [from captions.) Inclina

tion to object; peeviſhneſs. Locke.

To CAPTIVATE. v. a. [captiver, Fr.) 1. To

take priſoner; to bring into bondage, King

Charler. 2. To charm; to ſubdue. Addiſºn.

CAPTIVATION. ſ. The act of taking one

captive.

CA'PTIVE. ſ. [captif, Fr.] 1. One taken in

war. Rogers. 2. One charmed by beauty.

Shakeſp.

CAPTIVE. a. [captivar, Lat.] Made priſoner

in war. Dryden.

Tº CAPTIVE. v.a. To take priſoner. Spesſºr.

CAPTI'VITY. ſ. [captivité, Fr.) 1. Subjection|

by the fate of war; bondage. Dryden. 2.

Slavery ; ſervitude. Addiſon.

CAPTOR. ſ. [from capio.] He that takes a

priſoner, or a prize.

CAPTURE. ſ. (capture, Fr.) 1. The act or

practice of taking any thing. Derbam. 2. A

prize.

CAPUCHED. a. [from capuce. Fr.] Covered

over as with a hood. Brown.

CAPUCHI'N. ſ. A female garment, conſiſting

of a cloak and hood, made in imitation of the

dreſs of capuchin monks.

CAR. ſ. ſcar, Welch.) 1. A ſmall carriage of

burden. Swift. 1. A chariot of war. Milton.

3. The Charles's wain. Dryden.

CA'RABINE. or CAs a 1N E. ſ. [carabine, Fr.]

A ſmall ſort of fire-arms.

CARABINI'ER. ſ. [from carabine.] A ſort of

light horſe-man. Chambers.

CA'RACK. ſ. [caraca, Spaniſh.] A large ſhip

of burden; a galleon. Raleigh, Waller.

CARACOLE. ſ. [caracole, Fr.] An oblique

tread, traced out in ſemi-rounds. Farrier.

To CA'RACOLE. v. n. To move in caracoles.

CA'R.A.T. 2 ſ. [carat, Fr.) 1. A weight of

CARACT. S. four grains. 1. A manner of ex

prefing the fineneſs of gold. Cocker.

CA'RAVAN. ſ. [caravanne, Fr.] A troop or

body of merchants or pilgrims. Milton, Taylºr.

CARAVANSARY. ſ. A houſe built for the

reception of travellers, Spectator.

CA'RAVEL. : f. [caravela, Span.] A light

CARVEL. round, old-faſhioned ſhip.

CA'RAWAY. ſ. [carui, Lat.] A plant. -

CARBONA'DO. ſ. [carbonnade, Fr.] Meat cut

acroſs, to be broiled. Shakeſp.

To CARBONA'DO. v. a. [from the noun.] Te

cut or hack. Shakeſp.

CA'RBUNCLE. ſ. [carbuncular, Lat.] I. A

jewel ſhining in the dark. Milton. 2. A red

ſpot or pimple. Dryden.
CA'RBUNCLED. a. i. Set with carbuncles.

Shakeſp. z. Spotted; deformed with pimples.

CARBUNCULAR a. Red like a carbuncle.

CARBUNCULATION.f. [carbunculatio, Lat.]

The blaſting of young buds by heat or cold.

Harris.

CA'RCANET. ſ. ſcarcan, Fr.] A chain or col

lar of jewels. Shakeſp. Hakewell.

CA'RCASS. ſ. [carquaſº, Fr.] I. A dead body

of any animal. Taylor, 2. The decayed parts

of any thing. Shakeſp. 3. The main parts,

without completion or ornament. Hale. 4.

[In gunnery.jA kind of bomb uſually oblong,

conſiſting of a ſhell or caſe, with holes, filled

with combuſtibles. Harris.

CARCELAGE. ſ. [from carcer.] Priſon fees.

CARCINO’MA. ſ. [from zapkić), a crab.) A

cancer. Quincy.

CARCINOMATOUS. a. [from carcinoma.]

Cancerous.

CARD. ſ. [carte, Fr. charta, Lat.] 1. A paper

painted with figures, uſed in games. Pºpe. 2.

The paper on which the winds are marked.

Spenſer, Pope. 3. The inſtrument with which

wool is combed.

To CARD. v. a. [from the noun..] To comb

wool. May. - -

To CARD. v. m. To game.

CARDAMO'MVM. ſ. [Lat.] A mediciaal ſeed.

Chambers.

CA'RDER. ſ. [from card.] 1. One that cards

wool. Shakeſp. 2. One that plays much at

cards.

CARDIACAL.

CARDIACK.

of invigorating.

CARDIALGY. ſ. (from kafºa, the heart, and

day?", pain.) The heart-burn. Quincy.

CA'RDINAL. a. [cardinalis, Lat..] Principal;

chief. Brown, Clarenden.

a. [from kapāla, the heart.]

Cordial; having the quality

CAR
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CA'RDINAL. f. One of the chief governours of

the Romiſh church. Shakeſp.

CA'RDINALATE. × ſ [from cardinal.] The

CARDINA ISHIP. W office and rank of a car

dinal. L'Eſtrange.

CARDMATCH. ſ. A match made by dipping

pieces of a card in meled ſulphur. Addiſon.

CA RDUU.S. See Tu IsT LE.

CARE. ſ. ſcane, Saxon.) 1. Solicitude; anx

iety; concern. Dryden. ... Caution. Tilletſon.

3. Regard; charge; heed in order to preſer

vation. Dryden. 4. The object of care, or of

love. bj.

To CARE. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To be

anxious or ſolicitous. Knºller. 2. To be inclin

ed; to be diſpoſed. Waller. 3. To be affected

... with. Temple.

CARECRAZED. a. [from care and craze.]

Broken with care and ſolicitude. Shakeſp.

To CAREEN. v. a. [cariner, Fr.] To calk,

or ſtop up lakes.

CAREER. ſ. [carriere, Fr.) 1. The ground on

which a race is run. Sidney. 2. A courſe ; a

race. Shakeſp. 3. Full ſpeed ; ſwift motion.

Prior. 4. Courſe of action. Shakeſp.

To CARE ER. v. n. To run with ſwift motion.

Miltºn.

CA'REFUL. a. (from care and full) i. Anxious;

ſolicitous ; full of concern. Luke x. 41. Den

ham. 2. Provident , diligent ; cautious.

Pryden. 3. Watchful. Ray.

CA REFULLY. adv. [from careful..] I. In a

manner that ſhews care. Collier. 2. Heedfully;

watchfully. Atterbury.

CA’REFULNESS. ſ. vigilance; heedſulneſs;

caution. Knelles.

CA'RELESLY. ade. [from careleſs.] Negli

gently; heedleſly. Waller. -

CA'RELESNESS. ſ. Heedleſneſs, inattention.

Shakeſp, Taylor.

CA’RELESS, a [from care.] i. Without care;

without ſolicitude; unconcerned; negligent ;

heedleſs ; unmind, ul. Locke. 2. Cheeriul; un

diſturbed. Pºpe. 3. Unmoved by; unconcerned

at. Glanville.

To CARESS. v. a. [careffer, Fr.] To endear;

to fondle. Sºuth. -

CARESS. ſ. An act of endearment. Milton.

CARET. ſ. A note which ſhews where ſome

thing interlined ſhould be read; as, A.

CARGASOA. J. [cargazan, Spaniſh. A cargo.
Harvel.

CA'RGO. ſ. [charge, Fr.] The lading of a ſhin.

Burnet.

CARICOUS Tumour.[carica, a fig.] A ſwelling

in the form of a fig.

CARIES. ſ. Rottenneſs. Wiſeman.

CARIO'siTY. ſ. [from cartou: ] Rottenneſs.

PPºſeman. -

CARIOUS, a [cariºſiſ, Lat.) Rotten. Pºiſºn.

CARK. ſ. [ceanc, Sax.) Care; anxiety. Sidney.

To CARK. v. n. [ceancan, Sax.] To be careful;

to be anxious. Sidney, Decay of Piety.

CARLE. [ccan!, Sax.] A rude, brutal man; a

churl. Spºnſer, Bently,

CARLINE THISTLE. ſcarlina, Lat.] A plant.

CARLINGS. / [In a ſhip.] Timbers lying fore
and aft. Harris.

CARMAN. ſ. A man whoſe employment it is

to drive cars. Gay.

CA'RMELITE. y [carmelite, Fr.] A ſort of

pear.

CARMI'NATIVE. a. Carminatives are ſuch

things as dilute and relax at the ſame time.

Whatever promotes inſenſible perſpiration, is

carminative. Arbuthnot,ºf:

CA'RMINE. ſ. A bright or crimſon colour.

Chambers.

CA'RNAGE. ſ. [carnage, Fr.) 1. Slaughter;

havock. Hayward. a. Heaps of fleſh. Pºpe.

CA RNAL. a. [carnal, º 1. Fleſhly ; not

ſpiritual. K. Charles, Atterbury. 2. Luſtful;

lecherous. Shakeſ.

CA'RNALITY..ſſfrom carnal.] I. Fleſhly luſt.

South. 2. Croſſneſs of mind. Tillºtſon.

CA'RNALLY. adv. [from carnal] According

to the fleſh; not ſpiritually. Hoºker, Taylor.

CAR NALNESS. ſ. Carnality.

CARNATION. ſ. [carnia, Lat.] The name of

the natural fleſh colour; from whence per

haps the flower is named.

CARNELION. ſ. A precious ſtone. Woºdward.

CARNEOUS...a... [carneur, Lat.J Fleſhy-; ray.

To CARNIFY. v. n. [carnis, Lat.] To breed

fleſh. Hale.

CARNIVAL. ſ. The feaſt held in popiſh coun

tries before Lent. Decay of Piety.

CARNIVOROUS. a. [from carnis and vers.]

Fleſh-eating. Ray.

CARNOSITY. ſ. [carnºſté, Fr.) Fleſhy ex

creſcence. Wiſeman.

CARNOU.S. a. [from care, carnis, Lat.) Fleſhy.

Brown, Ray

CA'ROB. A plant.

CARO'CHE.J. [from carºſe, Fr.] A coach.

CA'ROL. ſ. [carola, Ital.] I. A ſong of joy and

exultation. Bacon, Dryden, 2. A ſong of devo

tion, Milton.

To CAROL. v. n. To fing; to warble. Spenſer,
Prior.

To CAROL. v. a. To praiſe; to celebrate.

Milton.

CA ROTID. a. [carctides, Lat.] Two arteries

which ariſe out of the aſcending trunk of the

aorta. Ray.

CARO'USAL. ſ. [from carouſe..] A feſtival.

Dryden.

To CARO’USE. v. n. [carcuſſer, Fr.] To drink;

to quaff. Suckling.

To CARO USE. v. a. To drink. Denham.

CARO US. f. [from the verb.] 1. A drink

ing match. Pºpe, 2. A hearty doſe of liquor.

Davies.

CARGUSER. ſ. A drinker; a toper. Granville.

CARP. f. [carpe, Fr.] A pond fiſh. Hale.

To CARP. v. n. [carpo, Lat.) To cenſure ; to

cavil. Herbert.

CA RPENTER. f. [charpentier, Fr.] An arti

ficer in woed. Fairfax.

CAR
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CARPENTRY. ſ. [from carpenter.] The twde

of a carpenter. Moxen.

SARPE.R. ſ. A caviller. Shakeſp.

CARPE.T. ſ. [karpet, Dutch.) 1. A covering of

various colours. Bacon. 2. Ground variegated

with flowers. Dryden. 3. A ſtate of eaſe and

Juxury. Shakeſp. 4. To be on the carpet, is

the ſubject of confideration.

To CAT&PET. v. a. [from the noun..] To

ſpread with carpets. Bacon.

CA'RPING. parti. a. Captious; cenſorious.
Parts.

CARPINGLY. adv. Captiouſly; cenſoriouſly.
Camden.

CA'RPMEALS. ſ. A kind of coarſe cloth made

in the north of England. Philips.

CA’RPU.S. ſ. (Lat.] The wriſt. Wiſeman.

CAT&RIAGE. ſ. ſcariage, Fr.) 1. The act of

cărying or tranſporting. Wilkins. 2. Conqueſt;

acquiſition. Knolles. 3. A Vehicle. Watts. 4.

The frame upon which cannon is carried.

Knoller. 5. Behaviour; perſonal manners.

Bacon, Dryden. 6. Conduct; meaſures; prac

tices. Clarenden. 7. Management; manner of

tranſacting. Bacon. -

CARRIER. ſſfrom to carry..] One who carries

ſomething. Bacon. 2. One whoſe trade is to

carry goods. Swift. 3. A meſſenger. Dryden.

4. A ſpecies of pigeons. Walton.

CARRION. ſ. [charange, Fr.) 1. The carcaſs of

ſomething not proper for food. Spenſer, Temple.

2. A name of reproach for a worthleſs woman.

Shakeſp. 3. Any fleſh ſo corrupted as not to
be fit for food. }...

CA'RRION. a. [from the ſubſt.] Relating to

carcaſſes. Shakeſp. ,

CARROT. ſ. [carete, Fr.] Garden roots.

Mortimer.

CARROTINESS. ſ. [from carroty.] Redneſs of

hair.

CARROTY. a. [from carret.) Spoken of red

hair.

To CARRY. a. ſcharier, Fr.) 1. To convey

from a place. Dryden. z. To tranſport. Bacon.

3. To bear; to have about one. Wiſeman. 4.

To convey by force. Shakeſp. 5. To effect any

thing. Ben. johnſen. 6. To gain in competition

Shakeſp. 7. To gain after reſiſtance. Shakeſp.

8. To manage ; to tranſaşt. Addiſon. 9. To

behave; to conduct. Clarendon. Io. To bring

forward. Locke. 1 1. To urge; to bear. Ham

mand. 12. To have ; to obtain. Hale. 13. To

diſplay on the outſide. Addiſcn. 14. To imply;

to import. Lºcke 15. To have annexed.

Sºuth. 16. To move any thing. Addiſon. 17.

To puſh on ideas in a train. Hale. 18. To

receive; to endure. Bacºn. 19. To ſupport;

to ſuſtain. Bacon. 2o. To bear, as trees.

Bacon, a 1.To fetch and bring, as dogs Aſcham

22. To carry ºff. To kill. Temple. 23. To

sarry on. To promote; te help forward.

Addiſºn. 24. To carry through. To keep from

falling. Hammond.

To CARRY. v. n. A horſe is ſaid to carry well,

when his neck is arched, and he holds his

head high.

CARRY-TALE. ſ. A talebearer. Skakeſp.

CART. ſ. [cnaet, chat, Saxon.) 1. A carriage

in general. Temple. 2. A wheel-carriage, uſed

commonly for luggage. Dryden. 3. The vehicle

in which criminals are carried to execution.

Prior.

To CART. v. a. To expoſe in a cart. Prior.

To QART. v. n. To uſe carts for carriage.
Mortimer.

CART-HORSE. ſ. A coarſe unwieldly horſe.
Anelles.

CART-JADE. ſ. A vile horſe. Sidney.

CART-LOAD. ſ. 1. A quantity of any thing

piled on a cart. Boyle. 2. A quantity ſufficient
to load a cart.

CART-WAY. ſ. A way through which a car

riage may conveniently travel. Mortimer.

CARTE BLANCHE. [French] A blank paper;

a paper to be filled up with ſuch conditions as

the perſon to whom it is ſent thinks proper.

CARTEL. f. [cartel, Fr.] A writing contain

ing ſtipulations. Addiſon.

CARTER.ſ.. [from cart.] The man who drives

a cart. Dryden.

CARTILAGE. ſ. [cartilago, Lat.] A ſmooth

and ſolid body, ſofter than a bone, but harder

than a ligament. Arbuthnot.

§§§{ / [from cartilage.]
CARTILA'GINOUS. Conſiſting of carti

lages. Hooker.

CARTOON. ſ...[cartone, Ital.] A painting or

drawing upon large paper. Watts.

CARTO. UCH. f. [cartouche, Fr.] A caſe of

wood three inches thick at the bottom, holding

balls. It is fired out of a hobit or ſmall mortar.

Harris.

CARTRAGE. S. ſ. [cartowche, Fr.] A caſe

CARTRIDGE & of paper or parchment filled

with gunpowder, uſed for the greater expedi

tion in charging guns. Dryden.

CARTRUT.ſ(from cart and route.] The track

made by a cart wheel.

CARTULARY. ſ... [from charta..] A place

where papers are kept.

CA'RTWRIGHT. ſ. (from cart and wright.]

A maker of carts. Camden.

To CARVE. v. n. ſceonpan, Saxon.] 1. To cut

wood, or ſtone. PWiſdom. 2. To cut meat at .

the table. 3. To make any thing by cutting.

4. To engrave. Shakeſp. 5. To chuſe one's

own part. Szuth.

To CARVE. v. n. 1. To exerciſe the trade of a

ſculptor. 2. To perform at table the office of

ſupplying the company. Prier.

CA RVEL. ſ. A ſmall ſhip. Raleigh.

CARVER. ſ. [from carve.] I. A ſculptor.

Dryden. 2. He that cuts up the meat at the

table. Dryden. 3. He that chuſes for himſelf.

L’Eſtrange.

CARVING. ſ. Sculpture

Temple.

CARU NCLE. ſ. [caruncula, Lat.] A ſmall pro

tuberance of lieſh. Wiſeman,

CARRA TES. f: [from Carya, a city.]

CMR2TA TIDES. Colums or pilaſters un

figures carved.

der
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der the figures of women, dreſſed in long

robes. Chambers.

CASCADE. ſ. ſcaſcade, Fr.] A cataract; a

water-fall. Prior.

CASE. ſ. ſcaiſle, Fr. a box.] 1. A covering; a

box; a ſheath. Ray, Brºome. 2. The outer part

of a horſe. Addiſºn. 3. A building unurniſh

ed. Watten. -

CASE-KNIFE. ſ. A large kitchen knife.

Addiſon.

CASE-SHOT.

Clarendon.

CASE. ſ. (caſur, Lat.) 1. Condition with regard

to outward circumſtances. Atterbury. 2. State

of things. Bacon. 3. In phyſick; ſtate of the

body. Arbuthnºt. 4. Condition with regard to

leanneſs or health Swift. 5. Contingence.

Tilletſen. 6. Queſtion relating to particular

perſons or things. Sidney, Tilletſen. 7. Repre

ſentation of any queſtion. Bacon. 8. The va

riation of nouns. Clark. 9. In caſe. If it

ſhould happen. Hecker.

To CASE. v. a. [from the noun.j 1. To put

in a caſe or cover. Shakeſp. z. To cover as

a caſe. Shakeſp. 3. To ſtrip of the covering.

Shakeſp.

To CASE. v. n. To put caſes. L'Eſtrange."

"To CASEHARDEN. v. a. To harden on the

outſide. Moxon.

CASEMATE. ſ. (raſmata, Span.] A kind of

- vault or arch of ſtone work.

CASEMENT. J. [caſimento, Ital.] A window

opening upon hinges. South.

CA’SEOUS. a.[ca/eas, Lat.) Reſembling cheeſe:

cheeſy. Flyer. - -

CASERN. J. [caſerne, Fr.] A little room or

lodgement erected between the rampart and

the houſes. Harris.

CASEWORM. ſ. A grub that makes itſelf a

caſe. Floyer.

CASH. J. [caiſe. Fr. a cheſt.] Money; at haad.

ifilton, Pºpe.

CASH-KEEPER. ſ. A man entruſted with the

money. Arbuthnet. -

CA SHEWNUT. ſ. A tree Miller.

CASHIFR. ſ. [from caſh.) He that has charge

of the money. Sºuth.

To CASHI ER. v. 4. [coffer, Fr.] To diſcard;

to diſmiſs from a poſt. Bacon, Swift. -

CASK. J. [caſque, Fr.] A barrel. Harvey.

CASK. & J. [caſ; he, Fr.] A helmet; armour

CASQUE. : for the head. Addiſon.

CA'SK E.T. ſ. [caſe, caffette.] A ſmall box or

cheft for jewels. Lavies, Pope.

To CASK i.T. v. a. To put in a caſket. Shakeſ.

CASSAMUNA iP. f. An aromatick vegetable,

bei g a ſpecies of galangai. #. -

To CASSAT E. v. a. i caſſer, Fr.] To vacate;

to invalidate. Ray.

CASSATION.J. ſcaffaii., Lat.) A making null
or void. * * -

CA’SSA VI.

CASSADA.

ſ. Bullets incloſed in a caſe.

{ An American plant.

CASSIA. ſ. A ſweet ſpice mentioned by Mºſes,

Exºd, xxx.

*

CA'SSIDONY, or Stickadere. A plant.

CASSIOWARY. ſ. A large bird of prey. Lºcke.

CASSOCK. [caſaque, Fr.] A cloſe garment.

Shakeſp. * * * - - - -

CASSWEED. ſ. Shepherd's pouch.

To CAST. v. a. caſt; paſſ. caff. [A after,

Daniſh.) 1. To throw with the hand. Raleigh.

2. To throw away, as 'uſeleſs or noxious.

Shakeſp. 3. To throw dice, or lots. Joſhua.

4. To throw from a high place. Shakeſp. 5.

To throw in wreſtling. Shakeſp. 6. To throw

a net or ſnare. I Cor. 7. To drop 5 to let

fall. Ağs. 8. To expoſe. Pºpe. 9. To drive

by violence of weather. Dryden. 19. To build

by throwing up earth. Spenſer, Knolles. 11.

To put into any certain ſtate. Pſalm lxxvi. 6.

12. To condemn in a trial. Donne. 13. To

condemn in a law-ſuit. Decay of Piety. , 14.

To defeat. Hudibras. 15. To caſhier. Shakeſp.

16. To leave behind in race. Dryden. 17.

To ſhed; to let fall; to moult. Fairfax. 18.

To lay aſide, as fit to be worn no longer.

Addiſºn. 19. To have abortions. Geneſs. 2 c.

To overweigh; to make to preponderate; to

decide by overballancing. South, Prior. 21.

To compute; to reckon; to calculate. Bacon,

Addiſºn. 22. To contrive; to plan out. Temple.

23. To judge; to conſider, Milton. 24. To

fix the parts in a play. Addiſon. 25. To direct

the eye. Pope. 26. To form a mould. Boyle,

Waller. 27. To model; to form. Watts.

28. To communicate by reflection or ema

nation. Dryden. 29. To yield, or give up.

South. 30. To inflict. Lºcke. 31. To caff

away. To ſhipwreck. Raleigh, Knolles. 32.

Tº caſt away. To waſte in profuſion. Ben.

johnſon. 33. To caſt away. To ruin. Hecker.

34. 1 c caſt down. To deject; to depreſs the

mind. Addiſon, 35. To caſt ºff. To diſcard.

Milton. 36. To caft off. To diſburden one'.

ſelf of Tilletſon. 37. To caſt off. To leave

behind. L'Eſtrange. 38. To caſi out. To turn

out of doors. Shakeſp. 39. To caſt eat. To

vent; to ſpeak. Addiſon. 40 ſo caſt up. To

compute; to calculate. Temple. 41. To raft up.

To vomit. Dryden.

To CAST v n. 1. To contrive; to turn the

thoughts. Spenſer, Pope z. To admit of a

form, by caſting or melting. Weedward. 3.

To warp; to grow out of form. Moxon.

CAST. ſ. [from the verb ] . The aët of

caſting or throwing ; a throw. PWaller. 2.

State of any thing caſt or thrown Bramhall.

3 The ſpace through which any thing is

thrown. Luke 4 A ſtroke; a touch. South,

Swift. 5 Motion of the eye. Digby. 6. The

throw of dice. 7. Chance from the caſt of

dice. South. 8. A mould; a form. Prior. 9 A

ſhade; or tendency to any colour. Woodward."

io Exterior appearance. Denham, 1 1. Man

‘ner; air; mien. Pºpe. 12. A flight of hawks.

Sºuney -

CASTANET. ſ. ſcaftaneta, Span.) Small ſhells

of ivory, or hard wood, which dancers rattle

in their hands. Congreve.

CASTA
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* One that ſtudies and ſettles caſes of conſci

CASTAWAY. ſ. [from caſ, and away.] A per

ſon loſt, or abandoned by providence. Hacker.

CASTAWAY. a. Uſeleſ. Raleigh.

CASTELLAIN. ſ. [caſtellanº, Span.) A Con

ſtable of a caſtle.

CASTELLANY. ſ. [from caſk.] The manor

or lordſhip belonging to a caſtle. Philips.

CASTELLATED. a. [from caſke.) Incloſed

within a building. -

CA'STER. ſ [from to caff 1. A thrower; he

that caſts. Pºpe. 1. A calculator; a man that

calculates fortunes. Addiſon.

To CASTIGATE. v. a. ſcaftige, Lat.] To

chaſtiſe'; te chaſten; to puniſh. Shakeſp.

CASTIGATION. ſ. (from tº caſtigate.) 1. Pe

nahce; diſcipline. Shakeſp. a. Puniſhment;

correction. Hale. 3. Emendation. Boyle. . . .

CASTIGATORY. a. [from caſtigate.] Puni

tive. Bramhall.

CASTING NET. ſ. A net to be thrown into

the water. May.

CA'STLE. ſ. [...aftellum, Lat.] I. A houſe for
tified. Shake P. 2. Castles in the air. Pro

jećts without reality. Raleigh. .

CASTLE SOAP. ſ. [Caſtile ſºap.] A kind of

ſoap. Addiſºn. -

CASTLED. a. [from caſtle.] Furniſhed with

caſtles. Dryden. -

CASTLING.ſ.[from caff.] An abortive. Brºwn.

CASTOR. ſ. ſcafter, Lat.] A beaver.

CMSTOR and Pollux [in meteorology.]. A
i. which at ſea ſeems ſometimes

ſticking to a part of the ſhip, in form of balls.

Chambers, -

CASIO’REUM. ſ. [from caſter.] In pharmacy

A liquid matter incloſed in bags or purſes,

near the anus of the caſtor, falſely taken for

his teſticles. Chambers. -

CASTRAMETATION. ſ. ſcafframeter.] The

art of pºlice of encamping.

To CA’STRATE. v. a. [caſtro, Lat.] 1. To

geld, 2. To take away the obſcene parts of a

writing.

CASTRATION. ſ. [from caffrate.] The aa of

CAT. ſ. A ſort of ſhip. -

CAT in the pan. Turning of the cat in the fºn,
is, when that which a man ſays to another, he

ſays it as if another had ſaid it to him. Bacºn,

CAT º' nine tails. A whip with nine laſhes.

Wanbrugh.

CATACHRESIS. ſ. [rifláxtretc.] The abuſe of

a trope, when the words are too far wreſted

from their native ſignification; a voice beau

tiful to the ear.

CATACHRESTICAL. a. [from catachrºft.]

Forced ; far fetched Brown.

CATACLYSM. # {x daxatawº-.] A deluge;

an inundation. Hale.

CATACOMBS. ſ. [from zºá and zoº,36-, a

hollow or cavity.) Subterraneous cavities for

the burial of the dead.

CATAGMATICK. a. [xálaywa, a fracture.]

That which has the quality of conſolidating

the parts. Wiſeman.

CATALEPSIS. ſ. […"4xn]...] A diſeaſe,

wherein the patient is without ſenſe, and re

mains in the ſame poſlure in which the diſeaſe

ſeizeth him.

CATALOGUE ſ. [xaláxºxº-.] An enumera

tion of particulars; a liſt.

CATAMOUNTAIN. ſ. [from cat and mean

tain.) A fierce animal, reſembling a cat.

Arbuthnot.

CATAPHRACT. ſ. (cataphrasia, Lat..] A

horſeman in complete armour. Milton.

CATAPLASM. 4. [xalatraazaa..] A poultice.

Shakeſp, Arbuthnot.

CATAPULT. ſ. [catapulta, Lat.] An engine

uſed anciently to throw ſtones. Camden.

CATARACT. ſ. [xalataxlh.] A fall of water

from on high; a caſcade. Shakeſp, Blackmore.

CATARACT. An inſpiñation of the cryſtaline

humour of the eye; ſometimes a pellicle that

hinders the ſight; the diſeaſe cured by the

needle. Bacon.

CATA'RRH.ſ.. [kalafºx.] A defluxion of a

ſharp ſerum from the glands about the head

and throat. Milton, South.

gelding...Sharp., - CATA'RRHAL. & a from catarrh..] Rela

CASTERIL. A. ſ. A mean or degenerate kind CATARRHOUS. 5 ting to the catarrh; pro
CA’STREL. { of hawk. ceeding from a catarrh. Player.

CASTRENSIAN. a. [caſirenſ, Lat.) Belong

ing to a camp.

CASUAL. a.

from chance. Davies, Clarendon.

CASUALLY. adv. [from caſual.] Accidental
ly; without defign. Bacon. - . . 1 ---

CASUALNESSJ.Ifrom caſual JAccidentalneſs

CASUALTY. ſ. [from caſual.] 1. Accident; a

thing happening by chance. Sºuth. 2. Chance

that preduces unnatural death. Graunt.

CASUIST. ſ. [caſuiſie, Fr. from caſus, Lat.)

ence. Sºuth.

CASUISTICAL. a. [from caſuiſt] Relating to

caſes of conſcience. South.

CA'SUISTRY. ſ. [from caſuiſt.] The ſcience

of a caſuiſt. Pºpe. - -

CAT. [katz, Teuton. chat, Fr.] A domeſtick

animal that catches mice. Shakeſp.

p :

ſcaſuel, Fr.] Accidental ; ariſing:

CATASTROPHE. ſ. [xałac Protº..] I. The

i change or revolution, which produces the

concluſion or final event of a dramatick piece.

Dennis. 2. A final event; generally unhappy.

Woodward. -

CATCAL. ſ. (from cat and call.] A ſqueaking

inſtrument, uſed in the playhouſe to condemn

plays. Pºpe.

To CATCH. v. a. preter. I catched, or caught;

I have catched or caught. [ketſen, Dutch.J 1.

To lay hold on with the hand. 1 Sam. 2. To

ſtop any thing flying. Addiſon. 3. To ſeize

any thing by purſuit. Shakeſp. 4. To ſtop;

to interrupt falling. Spectator. 5. To enſnare;

to intangle in a ſnare. Locke. 6. To receive

ſuddenly. Dryden. 7. To faſten ſuddenly

upon; to ſeize. Decay ºf Piety. 8. To

pleaſe; to ſeize the affections; to charm.

i P 2. Dryden.

-
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Pryden; 9. To receive any contagion or diſ.

eaſe. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

To CATCH. v. n. To be contagious; to ſpread

infection. Addiſºn.

CATCH. ſ (from the verb.] 1. Seizure; the

act of ſeizing. Sidney. 2. The act of taking

quickly. Bacon. 3. A ſong ſung in ſucceſſion.

Pryden, Prior. 4. Watch; the poſture of

ſeizing. Add.ſºn. 5. An advantage taken ,

hold laid on. Dryden. 6. The thing caught;

profit. Shakeſp. 7. A ſhort interval of action.

Lºcke. 8. A taint; a ſlight contagion. Glanville.

9. Anything that catches, as a hook. 10. A

ſmall ſwift ſailing ſhip.

CATCHER. ſ. [from catch..] I. He that

catches. 2. That in which any thing is caught.

reºv.

CATCHFLY.ſ. (from catch and fly.) A plant;

a ſpecies of campion.

CATCHPOLE. J. [catch pole..] A ſerjeant; a

bumbailiff. Bacon. Philipſ.

CATCHWORD. ſ. The word at the corner of

the page under the laſt line, which is repeated

at the top of the next page.

CATLCHETICAL. a. (from walnyfo.) Con

ſiding of queſtions and anſwers. Addiſºn.

CATECHETICALLY. adv. In the wa

queſtion and rhſwer.

To CATECHISE. v. a. [walnyiv.] 1. To

inſtruct by aſking queſtions. Shakeſp. 2. To

queſtion; to interrogate; to examine, Shakeſ.

Swift. -

CATECHISER, ſ (from to catechiſe.) One who
catechizes. -

CATECHISM. ſ. [from 24-xº~..] A form of

inſtruction by means of queſtions and anſwers,

concerning religion. Hooker, South.

CATECHIST. j. [a-Tex.; h;..] One whoſe charge

is to queſtion the uninſtructed concerning re

ligion. Hammond. -

CATECHUMEN. ſ. [xa]nyºn,6-.] One who

is yet in the firſt rudiments of chriſtianity.

Stillis, fleet. -

CATECHUME'NICAL. a. Belonging to the

catechumens.

CATEGO RICAL. c. (from category.) Abſo

lute ; adequate; poſitive. Clarendon.

CATEGO'RICALLY. adv. Poſitively; ex

preſtly. Chill.

CATEGORY. ſ. [xaſ-yoga..] A claſs; a rank;

an order of ideas; predicament. Cheyne. -

CATENARIA N. a. Relating to a chain. Cheyne.

To CATENATE. v. a. [from catena, Lat.] To

chain. -

CATENATION. ſ. (from catena, Lat.] Link;

regular connexion. Brown.

To CATER. v. n. (from cater.] To provide

food; to buy in vićtuals. Shakeſp.

CATER. ſ. (from the verb.) Provider. Carew.

CATER. ſ. [guatre, Fr.] The four of cards and

dice. - -

CA TER COUSIN. ſ. A petty favourite; one

related by blood or mind. Rymer. -

CATERER. ſ. [from cater.) The providore or

purveyor. Ben. jºhnſºn, South. -

y 6f

CATERESS. ſ. [from cater.] A woman em.

ployed to provide vićtuals. Milton.

CATERPI'LLAR. ſ. A werm, ſuſtained by

leaves and fruits. Bacon.

CATERPI'LLAR. ſ. A plant

To CATERWA'UL. v. n. (frem cat..] 1. To

make a noiſe as cats in rutting time. 1. To

make any offenſive or odious noiſe. Hudibrat.

CATES. ſ. Viands; food; diſh of meat. Ben.

johnſon.

CATFISH. ſ. A ſea-fiſh in the Weſt Indies.

Philipſ.

CATHARPINGS. ſ. Small ropes in a ſhip.

Harriſ.

!CATHATRTICAL. M. a. [xaSatrix};..] Purging.

|CATHARTICK. S. Boyle.

CATHAT&TICALNESS.J. [from cathartical]

Purging quality.

CATHEAD. ſ. A kind of foſſil. Woodward.

CATHEAD. ſ. [In a ſhip.] A piece of timber

with two ſhivers at one end, having a rope

and a block. Sea Dićt.

CATHEDRAL. a. [from cathedra, Lat.] 1.

Epiſcopal ; containing the ſee of a biſhop.

Shakeſp. z. Belonging to an epiſcopal church.

Locke. 3. Antique; venerable. Pºpe.

CATHEDRAL ſ. The head church of a dio

ceſe. Addiſon.

CATHERINE PEAR. See PEA R. Suckling.

CATHETER. ſ. A hollow and ſomewhat crook

ed inſtrument, to thruſt into the blabber, to

affiſt in bringing away the urine, when the

paſſage is ſtopped. Wiſeman.

CA"THOLES. }*i. a ſhip.] Two little holes

aſtern above the gun-room ports. Sea Piét.

CATHOLICISM. ſ. (from catholick.] Adhe

rence to the catholick church.

CATHOLICK. a. [cathºlique, Fr. was3×ixer.]

Univerſal or general. Glanville, Ray.

CATHO LICON. ſ. [cathclick.] An univerſal

medicine. Government of the Tongue.

CATKINS. ſ. ſkettekens, Dutch..] Imperfect

flowers hanging from trees, in manner of a

rope or cat's tail. Chambers. -

CATLING. ſ. 1. A diſmembring knife uſed

by ſurgeons. Harris. 2. Catgut ; fiddle ſtrings.

Shakeſp.

CA“rMiNT. [cataria, Lat.] The narrle of a

lant.

cººptrical. a. [from cateptricks.] Re

lating to catoptricks, or viſion by reflection.

Arbuthnot.

CATo PTRicks. ſ. [sãº.] That part of

opticks which treats of viſion by reflection.

CAir PiPE. ſ. Catcal. L'Eſtrange.

|CAT's EYE. A ſtone. Wººdward.

CAT's-foot. J. An herb; alehºf, grºund

CA'f's-HEAD. ſ. A kind of apple. Martimer.

§ºſ: kind of foſſile. Hººdward.

cAT's TAil. ſ. 1. A long round ſubſtance,

that grows upon nut-trees. 2. A kind of reed.

Philipſ. f pickle, Swift

CATSU P. ſ. A kind of pickle. */ ".
P. f. A kind off CATTLE.

|
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CATTLE. ſ. Beaſts of paſture; not wild nor

domeſtick, Shakeſp.

CAVALCA'DE. ſ. [from cavalle, Ital.] A pro

ceffion on horſeback.

CAVALI'ER. ſ. [cavalier, Fr.) 1. A horſe

man a knight. 2. A gay ſprightly military

man. Shakeſp. 3. The appellation of the

Party of king Charles the firſt. Swift.

CAVALI' ER. a. [from the ſubſt.] 1. Gay;

ſprightly; warlike. 2. Generous; brave.

Sackling. 3. Diſdainful; haughty.

CAVALIERLY. adv. [from cavalier.] Haugh

tily; arrogantly; diſdainfully.

CAVALRY. ſ. (cavalerie, Fr.] Horſe-troops.

Bacon, Addiſºn.

To CA'VATE. v. a. [cave, Lat.] To hollow.

CAVATION.f. [from cave, Lat.) The hollow

ing of the earth for cellarage. Philipſ.

CAUDLE. ſ. [chaudeau, Fr.] A mixture of

wine and other ingredients, given to women
in childbed. Shakeſp.

To CA’UDLE. v. a. To make caudle. Shakeſp.

CAVE. ſ. [cave, Fr.) 1. A cavern; a den.

Motten, Dryden. 2. A hollow; any hollow

place. Bacon.

To CAVE. v. n. [from the noun..] To dwell in

a cave. Shakeſp.

CAVE.A.T. ſ. A caveat is an intimation given

to ſome ordinary or eccleſiaſtical judge, notify

ing to them, that he ought to beware how he

acts. Ayliffe, Trumball.

CA'VERN. ſ. [caverna, Lat..] A hollow place

in the ground. Shakeſp.

CA'VERNED. a. [from cavern.) 1. Full of

Saverns; hollow; excavated. Pºpe. 2. Inha

biting a cavern. Pºpe. -

CAVERNOU.S. a. [from cavern.] Full of ca

verns. Woodward. -

CAPESSON. ſ. [Fr. in horſemanſhip.] A ſort

of noſeband, put on the noſe of a horſe. Far

rier's Diá. -

CAUF. ſ. A cheſt with holes, to keep fiſh alive

in the water. Philipt. -

CAUGHT. parti, paſſ. [from tº catch..]

CAVIARE. ſ. The eggs of a ſturgeon ſalted.
Grew. --

To CAVIL. v. n. [caviller.] To raiſe captious

and frivolous objections. Pope.

To CAVIL, w.a. To receive or treat with ob

jections. Milton.

CAVIL. ſ. Falſe or frivolous objections. Hooker.

&AWhiſkº.
captious objection. Hooker.

CAVILLER. ſ. [cavillator, Lat.]. An unfair

adverſary; a captious diſputant. Addiſon, At-I.
terbury.

CAVILLINGLY. adv. [from ravilling.] In a

a cavilling manner.

*CA VILLQU.S. a. [from cavil] Full of objec

tions. Ayliffe. -

£4 PIN. ſſ French.] A natural hollow. Dićt.

CAVITY...ſ.. [cavitas, Lat.] Hollowneſs; an

hollow. Beníky.

CA UK. ſ. A coarſe talky ſpar. Woodward.

“AUL. ſ. 1. The net in which women in

cloſe their hair; the hinder part of a woman's

cap. Dryden. ... Any kind of ſmall net.

Grew. 3 The integument in which the guts

are incloſed. Ray. -

CAULIFEROUS. a. [from caulis, a ſtalk, and

fero.) A term for ſuch plans as have a true

ſtalk.

CAULIFLOWER. ſ. [caulis, Lat.) A ſpecies

of cabbage. Evelyn.

To CAU'PONATE. v. n. [caupsno, Lat.] To

ſell wine or vićtuals.

CAUSABLE. a. [from cauſe, low Lat.] That

which may be cauſed. Brown.

CAUSAL. a. [cauſalts, low Lat.] Relating to

cauſes. Glanville.

CAUSA'LITY. ſ. [cauſalitar, low Lat.] The

agency of a cauſe; the quality of cauſing.

rown.

CA’USALLY. adv. [from cauſal.] According te

the order of cauſes. Brown.

CAUSATION. ſ. [from cauſe, low Lat.] The

act or power of cauſing. Brown.

CAUSATIVE. a. That expreſſes a cauſe or

reaſon.

CAUSA TOR. ſ. (from cauſt.] A cauſer ; an

author. Brown.

CAUSE. ſ. [cauſa, Lat.] 1. That which pro

duces or effects any thing; the efficient.

Hocker, Locke. 2. The reaſon; motive to

any thing. South, Rowe. 3. Subječt of liti

gation. Shakeſp. 4. Side; party. Tickell.

To CAUSE. v. a. [from the noun..] To effect

as an agent. Loeke.

CAUSELESLY. adv. [from cauſelſ...] Without

cauſe; without reaſon. Taylor.

CAUSELESS. a. (from cauſe.) 1. Original to

itſelf. Blackmore. 2. Without juſt ground or

motive.

CA'USER.ſ [from cauſe..] He that cauſesthe a

gent by which an effect is produced. Shakeſp.

CAUSEY. J. [chaſſee, Fr.] A way raiſ

CA’USEWAY. ed and paved, above the

reſt of the ground. 1 Chron. Pope.

CA’USTICAL. Q. a. [xavºixà:..] Belonging to

CA’USTICK. medicaments which, by their

violent activity and heat, deſtroy the texture

of the part to which they are applied, and

burn it into an eſchar. Wiſeman, Arbuthnot,

CA'USTICK. ſ. A cauſtick or burning applica

tion. Temple. -

CAUTEL. f. [cautela, Lat.) Caution; ſcruple.

Shakeſp.

CAUTELOUS. a. ſcauteleux, Fr.] 1. Cau

tious ; wary. Wotton. 2. Wily; cunning.

Spenſer, Shakeſp.

CAUTEOUSLY, adv. Cunningly; ſlily; cau

tiouſly; warily. Brown, Bacon.

CAUTERIZATION.J. [from cauterize.] The

ačt of burning fleſh with hot irons. Wiſeman.

To CAUTERIZE. v. a. [cauteriſer, Fr.] To

burn with the cautery. Sharp.

CAUTERY. ſ. [xaia, wro.) Cautery is either

actual or potential; the firſt is burning by a

hot iron, and the latter with cauſtick Inedi

cines. Wiſeman.

- ÇA’UTION.
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CA’UTION. ſ. [eaution, Fr.] 1. Prudence,

foreſight; provident care; warineſs. 2. Se

curity. Sidney. 3. Proviſionary precept. Ar

buthnot. 4. Warning.

To CAUTION. v.a.[from the noun.]To warn;

to give notice of a danger. Swift.

CA'UTIONARY. a. [from caution.] Given as

a pledge, or in ſecurity. Sºutherne.

CA'UTIOUS. a. [from cautus, Lat.] Wary;

watchful, Swift.

CAUTIOUSLY, adv. In a wary manner. Dryd.

CA'UTIOUSNESS. ſ. [from cautious.) Watch

fulneſs; vigilance; circumſpection. K. Char.

Addiſon.

To CAW. v. n. To cry as the rook, or crow.

Addiſºn.

CA'YMANſ.An American alligator or crocodile

To CEASE. v. n. [ceſſºr, Fr. ceſs, Lat.), 1.

To leave off; to ſtop; to give over. Dryden.

2. To fail; to be extinct. Hale. 3. To be

at an end. Dryden. -

To CEASE. v. a. To put a ſtop to. Shakeſp.
Milton.

CEASE. ſ. Extinction; failure. Shakeſp.

CE’ASELESS. a. Inceſſant, perpetual; conti

nual. Fairfax.

CECITY. f. [cecitas, Lat.] Blindneſs; priva

tion of fight. Brown.

CECUTIENCYJ. [carcatio, Lat.]' Cloudineſs

of ſight. Brown.

CEDAR. ſ. [cedrus, Lat.) A tree. It is ever

green; the leaves are much narrower than

thoſe of the pine-tree, and many of them pro

duced out of one tubercle ; it hath male

flöwers. The ſeeds are produced in large

cones, ſquamoſe and turbinated. The extenſion

of the branches is very regular in cedar trees.

CETRINE. a. ºcedrinus, Lat.) Of or belonging

to the cedar tree.

To CE1L. v. a. [celo, Lat.) To overlay, or cover

the inner roof of a building. Decay of Piety.

CEILIN G. ſ. [from ceil..] The inner roof.

Baeon, Milton.

CE LANDINE. ſ. A plant.

CE'LATURE. ſ. [cºlatura, Lat.) The art of

‘engraving.

To CELEBRATE. v. a. [celebro, Lat.) 1. To

“ praiſe; to commend. Addiſon. , 2. To diſtin

guiſh by ſolemn rites. 2 Maccab. 3. To men

tion in a ſet or ſolemn manner. Dryden.

CELEBRATION. J. [from celebrate.] I. So

lemn performance; ſolemn remembrance.

Sidney, Taylºr. 2. Praiſe; renown; nemo

rial. Clarendon.

CELE'BRIOUS. a. [celeber, Lat., Famous; re

nowned Grew.

CELEBRIOUSLY. adv. [from celebrious.] In a

famous manner.

CELE BRIOUSNESS. ſ. (from celebrious.] Re

nown; fame.

CELEBRITY. ſ. [celebritas, Lat.) Celebra

tion; fame. Bacon. -

CFLER LACK f. Turner-rooted celery.

CELERITY. J. [celeritar, Lat.] Swiftneſs ;

ſpeed; velocity. Hocker, D-gly.

CE LERY. ſ. A ſpecies of parſiy.

CELESTIAL. a.[caleftis, Lat.] 1. Heavenly;

relating to the ſuperior regions. Shakeſp. i.

Heavenly; relating to the bleſſed ſtate Shakeſ,

3. Heavenly, with reſpect to excellence. Dryd

CELESTIAL. ſ. An inhabitant ofheaven. Pºpe.

CELESTIALLY. adv. In a heavenly manner.

To CELESTIFY. v. a. [from calºftii, Lat.] To

fl. ſomething of heavenly nature to asy

thing, Brown. -

CELIACK., a... [x,xia, the belly.) Relating tº

the lower belly. Arbuthner. -

CELIBACYſ..[fromcalebs,Lat.]Single life.Art.

CELIBATE. ſ. [calibatus, Lat.) Single life.
Graunt.

CELL. ſ. ſcella, Lat.]. I. A ſmall cavity or

hollow place. Prior. 2. The cave or little

habitation of a religious perſon. Denham. 3. A

ſmall and cloſe apartment in a priſon. 4. Any

ſmall place of reſidence. Miltºn.

CE'LLAR.ſ. (cella, Lat.) A place underground,

where ſtores are repoſited. Peacham.

CET.LERAGE. ſ. (from cellar.] The part of

the building which makes the cellar. Shakeſp.

CE'LLARIST. ſ. [cellarias, Lat.) The butler

in a religious houſe.

CELLULAR. a. [cellula, Latj Conſiſting of

little cells or cavities. Sharp.

CELSITUDE. ſ. [ceſtude, Lat.] Height.

CEMENT. ſ. [cementam, Lat.J 1. The mat.

ter with which two bodies are made to cohere.

Bacon: 2. Bond of union in friendſhip. Sºuth.

To CEMENT, v a...[from the noun.] To unite

by means of ſomething interpoſed. Barnet.

To CEME'NT. v. n. To come into conjunétion,

to cohere. Sharp: -

CEMENTATION. ſ [from cement.] The aât

of cementing. - -

CEMETERY ſº [*4%iº.] A place where

the dead are repoſited. Addiſºn:

CENATORY. a. [cene, Lat.j Relating to ſup

per. Brown. * -

CENOBITICAL, a ſº, and 8...] Living in

community. Stillingfºrt.

CE NOTAPH. ſ. [...so, and 14*...] A monu

ment for one elſewhere. Dryden. º

CENSE. ſ. [cenſus, Lat.) Publick rates. Face".

with odours. Dryden. - -

CENSER. ſ. [enrºſair, Fr.] The pan in which

incenſe is burned, Peacham.

CENSOR. ſ. [cenſºr, Lat.) 1. An efficer of

Rome, who had the power of corresting man
ners. 2. One who is given to cenſure. Rsſs

CENSORIAN. a. [from cenſºr.] Relating to

the cenſor. Bacon. -

CENSORIOUS, a [from cenfºr.] Addicted to

cenſure; ſevere. Sprat.

manner. -

CENso RioUSNESS. ſ. Diſpoſition to re

proach. Tillotſon.

cºnsorship.ſ. (from cenſºr.] The office of
a cenſor. Brown.

'CE’NSURABLE. a.ſº Worthy

; culpable, lººkſ.
of cenſure; culpabl CE'NSURA

To CENSE. v.a. [encenſºr, Fr.] To perfume .

CENSORIOUSLY, adv. In a ſevere reflecting
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CFNSURABLENE:3S. ſ. Blamableneſs.

SE NSURE.J. [cenſ, tra, Lat..] I. Blame; re

primand; reproach. Pope. 2. Judgment; o

4. Spiritual puniſhment. Hammond.

To CENSURE. v. a. [ceaſurer, Fr.) 1. To

blame; to brand publickly. Sanderſon. z. To

condemn.

CENSURER. ſ. He that blames. Addiſon.

CENT.ſ. (centum, Lat.) A hundred; as, five

per cent. that is, five in the hundred.

CE’NTAUR. ſ. [centaurus, Lat.) 1. A poeti

cal being, ſuppoſed to be compounded of a

man and a horſe. Thomºſos. 2. The archer in

the zodiack. Thomſon.

CENTAURY. ſ. A plaat.

CE’NTENARY. ſ. ſcentenarius.] The number

of a hundred. Hakewell.

CENTE SIMAL. ſ. [ce, teſmus, Lat] Hun

dredth. Arbathnot. -

CENTIFOLIOUS, a.[from centum andfolium,

Lat.] An hundred leaves.

CENTIPEDE.J. [centum and pes.] A poiſonous
inſe&t.

CENTO. ſ. [cento, Lat.] A compoſition formed

by joining ſcraps from other authors. Camden.

CENTRAL. a. (from centre. J Relating to the

centre. Woodward.

CENTRALLY. adv. With regard to the centre.

Dryden.

CENTRE.ſ.[centrum,Lat.]Tlae middle. Digby.

To CENTRE. v. a. [from the noun.] To place

on a centre; to fix as on a centre. South.

To CENTRE. v. n. 1. To teſt on; to repoſe

on. Decay of Piety, Atter, ury. 2. To be

placed in the midſt or centre. Milton.

CE’NTRICK. a. [from centrº.J Placed in the

centre. Donne.

CENTRI'FUGAL. a. [centrun, andfugio, Lat.]

Having the quality acquired toy bodies in mo

tion, of receding from the cer tre.

CENTRI''PETAL. a. Having a tendency to the

centre. Cheyne.

CENTRY. See SENT in el. Gay.

CENTUPLE. a. [centuplex, Lat.) Anhundred
fold. - -

ToCENTUPLICATE. v. a. [ce atºm and plico,

Lat.) To make a hundred fold.

To CENTURIATE. v. a. [centitrio, Lat.] To

divide into hundreds.

CENTURIATOR. ſ. [from cent try ) A name

given to hiſtorians, who diſtinguiſh times by

centuries. Ayliffe.

CENTURIONJ (centario,Lat.]A military offi

cer,who commanded an hundred men.Shakeſp.

CENTURY. ſ. [centaria, Lat. J A hundred;

uſually employed to ſpecify time; as, the ſe

cond century. Boyle.

* CE PHALALGY.J. [...staxaxyla.] The head
ach.

CEPHA'LICK. a. [xspxx}..] That which is me

dicinal to the head. Arbathnot.

CERA STES. a. [xs;arº;..] A ſerpent having

horns. Milton, -

CE RATE. ſ. [cera, Lat. wax.] A medicine

made of wax. Quincy.

!CETRATED. a. [ceratur, Lat.] Waxed.

To CERE. v. s. [from cera, Lat. wax.] To wax.

Wiſeman.

pinion. Shakeſp. 3. Judicial ſentence.Shakeſp. !CE’REBEL. ſ' [cerebellum, Lat.] Part of the

brain. Derham.

CE RECLOTH. ſ. [from cere and clºth.] Cloth

ſmeared over with glutinous matter.

CE’REMENT. ſ. [from cera, Lat. wax.]

Cloaths dipped in melted wax, with which

dead bodies were infolded. Shakeſp.

CERE MONIAL. a. [from ceremony.] I. Re

lating to ceremony, or outward rite. Stillingſ.

2. Formal; obſervant of old forms. Denne.

CEREMO'NIAL. ſ. [from ceremony.] I. Out

ward form; external rite. Swift. 1. The or

der for rites and forms in the Romiſh church.

CEREMONIALNESS. ſ. The quality ofbeing
ceremonial.

CEREMO'NIOU.S. a. (from ceremony.] I. Con

ſiſting of outward rites. South. 2. Full ofce

remony; awful. Shakeſp. 3. Attentive to the

outward rites of religion. Shakeſp. 4. Civil;

according to the ſtrict rules of civility. Addiſ.

5. Civil and formal to a fault. Sidney.

CEREMO'NIOUSLY. adu. In a ceremonious

manner; formally. Shakeſp.

CEREMONIOUSNESS. ſ. Fondneſs of cere
mony.

CE REMONY. ſ. [ceremonia, Lat.] 1. Out

ward rite; external form in religion. Spenſer.

2. Forms of civility. Bacon. 3. Outward

forms of ſtate. Dryden.

CE'Rote.ſ. The?. with cerate. Wiſeman.

CERTAIN. a. [certus, Lat.] I. Sure; indu

bitable; unqueſtionable. Tillotſon. 2. Reſolv

ed; determined. Milton. 3. In an indefinite

ſenſe, ſome; as, a certain man told me this.

Milkins. 4. Undoubting; put paſt doubt.

Dryden. -

CERTAINLY. adv. (from certain..] 1. Indu

bitably; without queſtion. Locke. 2. With

out fail.

CERTAINTY.'ſ [from certain..] I. Exemp

tion from doubt. Locke. 2. That which is

real and fixed. Shakeſp.

CERTES.adv.[certes, Fr.] Certainly; in truth.

Hudibrar.

CERTIFICATE. ſ. [certificat, low Lat.] I. A

writing made in any court, to give notice to

another court of any thing done therein.

Cºwell. 2. Any teſtimony. Addiſon.

To CERTIFY. v. a. [certifier, Fr.] To give

certain information of Hammond.

CERTIORA RI.J. [Latin.] A writ iſſuing out of

the chancery, to call up the records of a cauſe

therein depending. Cowell. -

CERTITUDE. ſ. [certitudo, Lat.] Certainty;

freedom from doubt. Dryden.

CERVICAL. a. [cervicalis, Lat.] Belonging to

the neck. Cheyne.

CERULEAN. C. a. [carruleur, Lat.) Blue;

CERU'LEOUS. : ſky-coloured. Boyle.

CERU'LIFICK. a. [from carruleus.] Having the

power to produce a blue colour. Grew.

CERUMEN.ſ. [Latiu.] The wax of the ear.
CE RUSE.
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CF R USE. ſ. [ceruſa, Lat.) White lead. Quincy.

Cr S v RIA N. a. (from Caeſar.] The Ceſarian

fººtion, is cutting a child out of the womb.

&#incy.

CESS. y [from cenſe.) 1. A levy made upon

the inhabitants of a place, rated according to

t' <ir property. Spenſer. 1. The act of laying

rates. 3. Bounds or limits. Shakeſp.

Tº CESS v. a. To rate; to lay charge on. Spenſer.

CFSSATION. ſ. [cºffiti,|j 1. A ſtop; a

Feſt; a vacation. Hayward. , 2. A pauſe of

hoſtility, without peace. K. Charles.

CESS4 PIT. J. [Latin.) A writ that lies upon

this general ground, that the perſon, againſt

whom it is brought, hath, for two years, o

mitted to perform ſuch ſervice as he is obliged

by his tenure. Cowell

CESSIBILITY. ſ. The quality of receding, or

giving way. Digły.

cººle. a. [ceſſim, Lat.] Eaſy to give way.

tgºy. -

CESSION. ſ. ſceſſion, Fr.] 1. Retreat; the ağ

of giving way. Bacon. 2. Reſignation. Temple

CESSIONARY. a. [from cºffen.] Implying a

reſignation.

CESSMENT. ſ. [from ceſ...] An aſſeſſment or
tax

CESSOR. ſ. [from reſt, Lat.] He that ceaſeth

or neglecteth ſo long to perform a duty be

longing to him, as that he incurreth the danger

of law. Cºwell.

CESTU.S. ſ. (Lat.] The girdle of Venus. Addiſ.

CFTACEOUS. a. [from cete, Lat.] Of the

whale kind. Brown, Ray.

CHAD. ſ. A ſort of fiſh. Carew.

To CHAFE. v. a. [echauffer, Fr.) 1. To warm

with rubbing. Sidney. T2. To heat. Shakeſp.

3. To perfume. Suckling. 4. To make angry.

Hayward, Knelles.

To CHAFE. v. n. 1.

fume. Pºpe. 2.

Shakeſ?.

CHA FE. ſ. [from the verb.) A heat; a rage;

a fury. Hudibras.

CHAFF-WAX. ſ. An officer belonging to the

lord high chancellor, who fits the wax for the

ſealing of writs. Harris.

CHA'FER. ſ. ſceapon, Saxon.] An inſcót: a

fort of veilow beetle. -

CHAFFRY. ſ. A forge in an iron mill. Philips.

CHAFF. ſ. ſceap, Sax.] 1. The huſks of corn

that are ſeparated by thraſhing and winnowing,

Dryden. 2. It is uſed for anything worthleſs,

To CHA 1 FER. v. n. [Kauffer, Germ. to buy.]

To haggle: to bargain. Swift.

To CHA FFER. v. a. 1. To buy. Spenſer. 2.

To exchange. Spenſºr.

CHA'; FERER. J. [from chaffºr.] A buyer :

bargainer. -

CHA FF ERN. ſ. [from eſchauffer, Fr. to heat.]

A veſſel for heating water.

CHAFFERY.ſ [from chaffer) Traffick. Spenſ.

CHAFFINCH.ſ. (from chaff and finch..] A bird

ſo calicq, becauſe it delights in chaff. Philips.

CHA FFLESS. a. [from Jaff.] Without chaff.

Stakeſp. -

To rage; to fret; to

To fret againſt any thing.

CHA'FFWEED. ſ. Cudweed.

CHA'PFY. a. Like chaff; full of chaff. Brews,

CHA FINGDISH. ſ. (from chaſe and diſt.) A

veſſel to make any thing hot in; a portable

grate for coals. Bacon.

CHAGRIN. ſ. [chagrine, Fr.] III humour;

vexation. Pope.

To CHAGRIN. v. a. [chagriner, Fr.] To ven;

to put out of temper. -

CHAIN. ſ. [chaine, Fr.] 1. A ſeries of links

faſtened one within another. Geneſs. 2. A

bond; a manacle; a fetter. Pºpe. 3. A line

of links with which land is meaſured. Lºcke.

4. A ſeries linked together. Hammond.

To CHAIN. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

faſten or link with a chain. Knoller. 2. To

bring into ſlavery. Pºpe. 3. To put on a chain.

Knºleſ. 4. To unite. Shakeſp.

CHA'INPUMP. ſ. [from chain and pamp.] A

pump uſed in large Engliſh veſſels, which is

double, ſo that one riſes as the other falls.

Chambers.

CHAINSHOT. ſ. [from chain and ſter.] Two

bullets or half bullets faſtened together by a

chain, which, when they fly open, cut away

whatever is before them. Wiſeman.

cºwork. J. Work with open ſpaces.

ingr.

CHAIR. ſ. [chair, Fr.) 1. A moveable ſeat.

h'attr. 2. A ſeat of juſtice, or of authority.

Clarendon. 3. A vehicle borne by men, a

ſedan. Pºpe.

CHA'IRMAN. ſ. [from chair and man.] 1.

The preſident of an aſſembly. Watts. 2. One

whoſe trade it is to carry a chair. Dryden.

CHAISE. ſ. [chaiſe, Fr.] A carriage of pleaſure

drawn by one horſe. Addiſon. -

CHALCO'GRAPHER. ſ. [xaxcy:43.3-, of -

Xaxxº, braſs.] An engraver in braſs. º

CHALCO'GRAPHY. ſ: [xaxxx;afia..] En

graving in braſs.

CHA'LDER. ſ. A dry Engliſh meaſure of

CHA'LDRON. coals, conſiſting of thirty

CHA'UDRON. ſix buſhels heaped up. The

chaudron ſhould weigh two thouſand pounds.
Chambert.

CHALICE ſ. ſcalic, Sax.] 1. A cup; a bowl.

Shakeſp. z. It is generally uſed for a cup uſed

T in acts of worſhip. Stillingfieet.

CHALICED. a. (from calix, Lat.] Having a

cell or cup. Shakeſp.

CHAſ.K. # [ceale, Sax.]Chalk is a white foſſile,

uſually reckoned a ſtone, but by ſome ranked

among the boles.

To CHAI.K. v. a. ſſrom the noun ) 1. To

rub with chalk, 2 To manure with chalk.

Mortimer. 3. To mark or trace out as with

chalk. Macdºtrard.

CHALK-CUTI ER. ſ. A man that digs chalk.
Płºcodºward. - -

CHALKY. a. [ſion chalk ) i. Conſiſting of

chalk; white with chalk. Rºwe, a linpreg

nated with chalk. Bacºn.

To CHALLENGE. v. a. [challenger, Fr.] 1.

To call another to anſwer for an offence by

- combat
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tombat. Shakeſp. z. To call to a conteſt.

Lºcke. 3. To accuſe. Shakeſp. 4. [In law.]

To object to the impartiality of any one. Hale.

5. To claim as due. Hºoker, Addiſºn. 6. To

call any one to the performance of conditions.

Peachant.

CHALLENGF. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. A ſum

mons to combat. Shakeſp. 2. A demand of

ſomething as due. Cºllier. 3. [In law.] An

exception taken either againſt perſons or

things; perſons, as in affize to the jurors, or

any one or more of them, by the priſoner at

the bar. Cowell.

CHA'í.LENGER, ſ [from challenge.] 1. One

that defies or ſummons another to combat.

Dryden. 2. One that claims ſuperiority. Shake.

3. A claimant. Hººker.

CHALY BEATE. a. [From chalybr, Lat.] Im

pregnated with iron or ſteel. Arbuthnot.

CHAMA'DE. ſ. (French.} The beat of the

drum which declares a ſurrender. Addiſon.

CHAMBER. ſ. [chambre, Fr.) 1. An apart

ment in a houſe; generally uſed for thoſe

appropriated to lodging. Shakeſp. z. Any

retired room. Prior. 3. Any cavity or hollow.

Sharp. 4. A court of juſtice. Ayliffe. 5. The

hollow part of a gun where the charge is

lodged. 6. The cavity where the powder is

lodged in a mine.

To CHAMBER. v. R. (from the noun.] 1. To

be wanton; to intrigue. Rºmans. 2. To reſide

as in a chamber. Shakeſp.

CHAMBERER. J. (from chamber.] A man of

intrigue. Shakeſp.

CHAMBERFELLow. ſ (from chamber and

fºllºw, One that lies in the ſame chamber.

Spectatºr.

CHAMBERLAIN. ſ. [from chamber.] 1. Lord

great chamberlain of England is the fixth of.

ficer of the crown. ... Lord chamberlain of the

houſhok has the overſight of all officers belong

ing to the king's chambers, except the precinct

of the bed-chamber, Chamber, Clarendon. 3.

A ſervant who has the care of the chambers.

Shakeſp. Dryden.

CHAMBERLAINSHIP. ſ. [from chamber

Iain. J The office of a chamberlain.

CHAMBERMAID. ſ. [from chamber and maid.]

A maid whoſe buſineſs is to dreſs a lady. Ben.

j:hnſºn.

To CHAMBLET. v. a. To vary; to variegate.
Bacon.

CHAMBREL ºf a hºrſ. The joint or bending

of the upper part of the hinder leg.

CHAME LEON.J. (zagão exy.) The chameleon

has four feet, and on each foot three claws.

Its tail is flat, its no e long, its back is ſharp,

its ſkin Flaited. Some have aſſerted, that it

lives only upon air; but it has been obſerved

to feed on flies. This animal is ſaid to aſſume

the colour of thºſe things to which it is appli

ed. Bacon, Dryden. - -

To CHAMPER. v. a. [chambrer, Fr.] To

channel.

CHA'MF ER. J. A ſmall ſurrow or gutter

CHAMFRET.

CHAMI.F.T. ſ. See CaM floºr. Pracham.

CHAMOIS. ſ. (chamois, Fr.) An animal of the

goat kind. Deuteronomy.

CHA'MOMILE. ſ [xaaa.º.º.o..] The name

of an odorilerous plant. Spenſer.

To CHAMP. v. a. [champayer, Fr.) 1. Tobite

with a frequent action of the teeth. Bacon. 2.

to devour. Spedator.

To CHAMP. v. n. To perform frequently the

action of biting. Sidney, Wiſeman.

CHAMPAIGN. ſ. [campagne, Fr.) A flat open

country. Spenſer, Milton.

CHAMPERTORS. ſ. [from champerty.) Such

as move ſuits at their proper coſts, to have

part of the gains.

CHAMPERTY. ſ. [champart, Fr.] A main

tenance of any man in his ſuit to have part of

the thing recovered.

CHAMPI GNON. ſ. [champignºn, Fr.] A kind

of muſhroom. Woºdward.

CHAMPION.J. [champion, Fr.) 1. A man who

undertakes a cauſe in ſingle combat. Dryden.

2. A hero; a ſtout warriour. Boyle.

To CHAMPION. v. a. To challenge. Shakeſp.

CHANCE. ſ. [chance, Fr.] 1. Fortune; the

cauſe of fortuitous events. Bentley. a. The act

of fortune. Bacon. 3. Accident; caſual occur

rence; fortuitous event. Sºuth, Pºpe. 4. Event;

ſucceſs ; luck. Shakeſp. 5. Misfortune; un

lucky accident. Shakeſp. 6. Poſibility of any

occurrence. Milton.

To CHANCE. v. n. [from the noun..] To hap

pen; to fall out. Knolles.

CHANCE-MEDLEY. [from chance and med

ley.] In law, the caſual ſlaughter of a man, not

altogether without the fault of the ſlayer.

Cowell, South. -

CHANCEABLE. a. [from chance.] Accidental.

Sidney.

CHANCEL. ſ. (from cancelli, Lat.] The eaſt

ern part of the church, in which the altar is

placed. Hooker. Addiſon.

CHANCELLOR. J. [cancellarius, Lat. chan

celler, Fr.] 1. The chancellor hath power to

moderate and temper the written law, and

ſubjecteth himſel only to the law of nature

and conſcicnce. Cowell, Swift. 2. Ch A N cel

lor in the Eccleſiaſtical Court. A biſhop's

lawyer, to direct the biſhops in matters of

judgment. Ayliffe. , 3. Ch AN cellor of a

Cathedral. A dignitary, whoſe office it is to

ſuperintend the regular exerciſe of devotion.

4. CH AN cellor ºf the Exchequer. An officer

who ſits in that court, and in the exchequer

chamber, and, with the reſt of the court, or

dereth things to the king's be!" benefit. Cºwell.

5. CH AN cellor ºf an Univerſity. The

principal magiſtrate.

CHA NCELLORSHIP. ſ. The office of chan

cellor. Camden. -

CHANCERY. ſ. [probably chancellery : then

ſhortened.] The court of equity and conſci

ence. Cowell.

CHANCRE. ſ. (chancre, Fr.] An ulcer uſually

ariſing from venereal maladies. Mºſeman...:
on a column. º Q- CHA'NCROUS.
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CHANCROUS. a. (from chancre.] Ulcerous.
Wiſeman.

CHANDELIER. ſ. [chandelier, Fr.] A branch
for candles.

CHANDLER. ſ. [chandelier, Fr.] An artiſan

whoſe trade it is to make candles. Gay.

CHA'NFRIN. ſ. ſold French J The forepart of

, the head of a horſe. Farrier's Dict.

To CHANGE. v. a. [changer, Fr. J 1. To put

one thing in the place of another. Bacon. 1.
To }.} any thing for the ſake of another.

Swift, ryden. 3. To diſcount a large piece of

money into ſeveral ſmaller. Swift. 4. To give

and take reciprocally. Taylor. 5. To alter. 6.

To mend the diſpoſition or mind. Shakeſp.

To CHANGE. v. n. To undergo change; to

ſuffer alteration. Shakeſp.

CHANGE. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. An altera

tion of the ſtate of anything. Shakeſp. z. A

ſucceſſion of one thing in the place of another.

Priºr. 3. The time of the moon in which it

begins a new monthly revolution. Bacon. 4.

Novelty. Dryden. 3. An alteration of the order

in which a ſet of bells is ſounded. Norrir. 6.

That which makes a variety. judges. 7. Small

money. Swift.

CHANGEABLE. a. [from change ) i. Subject

tº change; fickle; inconſtant. Dryden. 2. Poſ.

ſible to be changed. Arbuthnot. 3. Having the

quality of exhibiting different appearances.

Shakeſp.

CHANGEABLENESS. ſ. Ifrom changeable.]

1. Suſceptibility of change. Hooker. 2. Incon

ſtancy; fickleneſs. Sidney.

CHA'NGEABLY. adv. Inconſtantly.

CHA'NGEFUL. a. Inconſtant; uncertain; mu

table. Pope. -

CHANGELING.'ſ [from change) 1. A child

left or taken in the place of another. Spenſer.

2. An ideot; a natural. Dryden. 3. One apt

to change, a waverer. Hudibrar.

CHA'NGER. ſ. One that is employed in chang

ing or diſceunting money. -

CHANNEL. ſ. (canal, Fr.) 1. The hollow bed

of running waters. Spenſer, Bentley. 2. Any t

cavity drawn longways. Dryden. 3. A ſtrait or

narrow ſea. 4. A gutter or furrow of a pillar.

To CHANNEL. v. a. To cut any thing in

channels. Wotton, Blackmºre. -

To CHANT. v. a. [chanter, Fr.) 1. To fing.

Spºnſer. 2. To celebrate by ſong. Bramhall.

3. To ſing in the cathedral ſervice.

To CHANT. v. n. To fing. Amor.

CHANT. ſ. Song; melody. Milton,

cHANTER. ſ. A finger; a ſongſter. Wºttºn,

Pºpe.

HANTICLEER. ſ. [from chanter and clair,

Fr.] The cock, from his crow. Ben. johnſon,

Dryden.
-

CHA NTRESS. ſ. [from chant.] A woman

ſinger. Milton.

ČHANTRY. ſ. [from chant.) Chantry is a

-church endowed with revenue for prietts, to

ſing maſs for the ſouls of the donors. Shakeſp.

CHAOS. ſ. [chaus, Lat.] 1. The maſs of matter

ed by the creator into its proper claſſes and

elements. Bentley. 2. Confuſion; irregular

mixture. King Charler. 3. Anything where

the parts are undiſtinguiſhed. Pope.

CHAOTICK.a.[from chaos.]Reſembling chaos;

confuſed. Derbam.

To CHAP. v. n. [kappen, Dutch..] To break

into hiatus, or gapings. Blackmore.

CHAP. ſ. A cleft: a gaping; a chink. Barnet.

CHAP. ſ. The upper or under part of a beaft's
rnouth. Grew.

CHAPE. ſ. [chape, Fr.] The catch of anything

by which it is held in its place. Shakeſp.

CHA'PEL. ſ. [cape'la, Lat.) A chapel is either

adjoining a church, as a parcel of the ſame,

or ſeparate, called a chapel of eaſe. Cºwel,

Sidney, Ayliffe.

CHA'PELESS a. Without a chape. Shakeſp.

CHAPELLANY. ſ. A chapellany is founded

within ſome other church. Ayliffe.

CHAPELRY. ſ. [from chapel. The juriſdic

tion or bounds of a chapel.

CHA PERON. ſ. A kind of hood worn by the

knights of the garter. Camden.

CHA PFALN. a. [from chap and faln.] Having

the mouth ſhrunk. Addiſon.
-

CHAPITER. ſ. ſchapiteau, Fr.] The capital of

a pillar. Exºdus.

CHA'PLAIN. f. [capellanus, Lat.) He that at

tends the king, or other perſon, for the inſtruc

tion of him and his family. Cºwel, Shakeſp.

CHAPLAINSHIP. ſ. [from chaplain.) 1. The

office or buſineſs of a chaplain. 2. The poſ

ſeſſion or revenue of a chapel.

CHA'PLESS, a [fromºwnlow any fleſh

about the mouth. Shakeſp.

CHAPLET. ſ. [chapelet, Fr.) 1. A garland or

| wreath to be worn about the head. Suckling. z

A ſtring of beads uſed in the Romiſh church.

3. [In architecture.] A little moulding carved

into round beads.

CHA'PMAN. ſ. ſceapman, Sax.] A cheapner ;

one that offers as a purchaſer. Shakº/P. Ben.

johnſon, Dryden.

HAPS. ſ. [from chap.] The mouth of a beaſt

of prey. Dryden.

CHAPT. part. paſſ [from re_**a*.]

§§ed.} Cracked; cleft. Ben. Johnſes.

CHAPTER. ſ. [chapitre, Fr.) 1. A diviſion of

a book. South. 2. Chapter, from capitula", an

aſſembly of the clergy of a cathedral. Cºrell.

3. The place in which aſſemblies of the clergy

are held. Ayliffe. -

CHAPTREL. f. The capitals of pillars, or pi

laſters, which ſupport arches. Max”.

CHAR. ſ. A fiſh found only in Winander meer

in Lancaſhire.

To CHAR. v. a. To burn wood to a black

cinder. Woodward.

CHAR. ſ. [cynne, work, Saxon.] Work done

by the day. Dryden.

To CHAR. v. n. To work at others houſes by

, the day.
- -

CHAR-woman. ſ. A woman hired acciden

ſuppoſed to be in confuſion before it was divid

lly f . Swift. "tally *** wif CHARACTER
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cHARActer. f. [charader, Latl . A

mark; a ſtamp; a repreſentation. Milton. 2..

A letter uſed in writing or printing. Helder. 3.

The hand or manner of writing. Shakeſp. 4.

A repreſentation of any man as to his perſonal

qualities. Denham. 5. An account of any

thing as good or bad. Addiſon. 6. The perſon

with his aſſemblage of qualities. Dryden. 7

Perſonal qualities; particular conſtitution of

the mind. Pºpe. 8. Adventitious qualities im

preſſed by a poſt or office. Atterbury.

To CHARACTER. v. a. To inſcribe, to en

grave. Shakeſp.

CHARACTERISTICAL. Q. a. [from charađe

CHARACTERISTICK. rize.] That which

conſtitutes the charaćter. Woodward.

CHARACTERISTICALNESS. ſ. (from cha

raēteriſtical.] The quality of being peculiar to

a character.

CHARACTERI Stick. ſ. That which conſti

tutes the character. Pope.

To CHA'RACTERIZE.v.a. (from character.]

1. To give a character or an account of the

perſonal qualities of any man. Swift. 2. To

engrave, or imprint. Hale 3. To mark with

a particular ſtamp or token Arbuthnot.

CHARACTERLESS. a. [from character.]

... Without a character. Shakeſp.

CHARACTERY. ſ. [from character.] Impreſ.

ſion; mark. Shakeſp.

CHARCOAL. ſ. [from to chark, to burn..] Coal

made by burning wood under turf. Hudibrar.

CHARD. ſ. [charde, Fr.) 1. Chards of arti

chokes are the leaves of fair artichokc plants,

tied and wrapped up all over but the top, in

ſtraw.#. 2. Chards of beet, are plants

of white beet tranſplanted. Mortimer.

To CHARGE. v. a. [charger, Fr.) 1. To en

truſt : to commiſſion for a certain purpoſe.

Shakeſp. 2. To impute as a debt. Locke. 3.

To impute. Pepe, Wattſ. 4. To impoſe as a

taſk. Tilletſon. 5. To accuſe; to cenſure. Wake.

6. To accuſe. job. 7. To challenge. Shakeſp.

8. To command. Dryden. 9. To fall upon;

to attack. Granville io. To burden; to load.

Temple. 11. To fill. Addiſon. 12. To load a

gun.

CHARGE. ſ. [from the verb.] I. Care; truſt;

cuſtody. Knelles. 2. Precept; mandate; com

mand. Hooker. 3. Commiſſion; truſt confer

red; office. Pope. 4. Accuſation; imputation.

Shakeſp. 5. The thing entruſted to care or ma

nagement. Miltºn. 6. Expence; coſt. Spenſer,

Dryden. 7. Onſet; attack. Bacºn. 8. The

ſignal to fail upon enemies. Dryden. 9. The

quantity of powder and ball put into a gun. Io.

A preparation, or a ſort of ointment, applied to

the ſhoulder-ſplaits and ſprains of horſes. Far.

Dić7. 1 1. [In heraldry J. The charge is that

which is borne upon the colour. Peacham.

CHARGEABLE. a. [from charge.] 1. Expen

five; coſtly. Wetton. 2. Imputable, as a debt

or crime. South. 3. Subject to charge; accuſa

ble. Spectator.

CHARGEABLENESS. ſ. [from chargeable.]

Expence; coſt; coſtlineſs. Boyle.

C H A

CHARGEABLY. adv. [from chargeable.] Ex.

penſively. Aſcham. .

CHARGER. / [from charge.] 1. A large diſh

Denham. 2. A horſe trained for war. Dryden.

cººlly adv. [from chary.] Warily; fru.
gally.

CHARINESS. ſ.[from chary.]Caution; nicety.£ºsſ J.] ; nicety

CHARIOT. ſ. [car-rhod, Welch.] I. A car

riage of pleaſure, or ſtate. Dryden. 2. A car

in which men of arms were anciently placed.

To CHARIOT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

convey in a chariot. Milton.

CHARIOTEER. ſ. [from charist.] He that

drives the chariot Prior.

CHA'RIOT RACE. ſ. A ſport where chariots

were driven for the prize. Addiſºn.

CHA'RITABLE. a. Či. Fr.] I. Kind

in giving alms. Taylor, 2. Kind in judging
of others. Bacºn.

CHARITABLY. adv.[from charity.] I, kind

ly; liberally. 2. Benevolently ; without ma

lignity. Taylor.

CHA'RITY. ſ. [charité, Fr ) i. Tenderneſs;

kindneſs; love. Milton. 2. Goodwill; be

nevolence. Pryden. 3. The theological virtue

of univerſal love. Hooker, Atterbury, 4. Libe

rality to the poor. Dryden. 5. Alms; relief

given to the poor. L'Eſtrange.

To CHARK v. a. To burn to a black cinder.

Grew.

CHARLATAN. ſ. [charlatan, Fr.] A quack;
a mountebank. Brown.

CHA'RLATANICAL. a. . [from charlatan.]

Quackiſh ; ignorant Cowley.

CHARLATANRYſ...[from Charlatan.]Wheed

ling ; deceit.

CHARLES’S-WAlN. ſ. The northern conſtella

tion, called the Great Bear. Brown.

CHA'RLOCK. ſ. A weed growing among the

corn with a yellow flower.

CHARM. ſ. [ charme, Fr. carmen, Lat.] 1.

Words or philtres, imagined to have ſome

occult power. Skakeſp. Swift. 2. Something

of power to gain the affections. Waller.

To CHARM. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

fortify with charms againſt evil. Shakeſp. 2.

To make powerful by charms. Sidney. 3. To

ſubdue by ſome ſecret power. Shakeſp. 4. To

ſubdue by pleaſure. Waller.

CHARMER. ſ. [from charm ) One that has the

power of charms, or enchantments. Dryden.

CHARMING, particip. a. [from charm.) Plea

ſing in the higheſt degree. Sprat.

CHARMINGLY. adv. [from charming.) In

ſuch a marner as to pleaſe exceedingly. Addiſºn.

CHA'RMINGNESS. ſ. [from charming.] The

power of pleaſing.

CHARNEL. a. [charnel, Fr.] containing fleſh

or carcaſſes. Milton.

CHA RNEL HOUSE. ſ. [charnier, Fr.] The

place where the bones of the dead are repo

ſited. Taylor. -

CHART. J. [charta, Lat.] A delineation of

coaſts. Arbuthnot.

Q.2 CHA'RTER.
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CHA'RTER. ſ. [charta, Lat.) 1. A charter

in a written evidence. Coxwell. 2. Any writing

teſlowing privileges or rights. Raleigh, Sºuth.

3. Privilege: immunity; exemption. Shakeſp.

CHARTER-PARTY. f. [chartre partie, Fr.]

A paper relating to a contrač, of which cach

party has a copy. Hale.

CHARTERED. a. (from charter.] Privileged.

Shakeſp.

CHARY. a. [from care.] Careful; cautious.

Caretv.

To CHASE. v. a. ſchoffer, Fr.) 1. To hunt. ..

To purſue as an enemy. judges. 3. To drive.
Kn://eſ. -

CHASE / [from the verb) . Hunting: pur

ſuit of any thing as game. Burnet. 2. Fitneſs

to be hunted. Dryden. 3. Purſuit of an enemy.

An elles. 4. Purſuit of ſomething as deſirable.

Dryden. E. Hunting match. Shakeſp. 6. The

game hunted. Sidney, Granville. 7. Open

ground ſtored with ſuch beaſts as are hunted.

Shakeſp. 8. The Chase ºf a gun, is the whole

bore or length of a piece. Chambers.

CHASE-GUN. ſ. [from chaſe and gun.] Guns

in the forepart of the ſhip, fired upon thoſe

that are purſued. Dryden. -

CHASER. / [from haſ j An Hunter; pur

ſuer; driver. Denham.

CHASM. f. [xazza.] 1. A cleft; a gape; an

ºpening. Lºcke 2. A place unfiiled; a vacuºy.

Dryden.

CHA SSELAS. ſ. ſ French A ſort of grape.

CHASTE. a. [chaſe, Fr. cºſius, Lat.) 1. Pure

from all commerce of ſexes; as a chaſe virgin.

2. Pure; uncorrupt; not mixed with barbarous

phraſes. 3. Without obſcenity. 1/autº. 4. True

to the marriage bed. Titus.

CHAST E-TRLE. ſ. [virex, Lat.] A tree.
Mr.//er. -

To CHASTFN, w, a ſchººſier, Fr. To co

rcół to puniſh. Prºverbs, R. ve. -

To CHASTIZE. v. a. ſºigt, Laº ) 1. To

puniſh; to correół by puniſhment. Bºyle, Grew,

2. To reduce to order, or obedience. Shakeſp.

CIIASTI SEMENT. ſ. Correction; puniſh

ment. Raleigh, Rentley.

CHASTITY..f. [caſiº, Lat.) 1. Purity of the

body. Taylºr, Pºpe 1. Freedom from obſcenity.

Shakeſp. 3. Freedom from bad mixture of any
kind.

CHA STISE. R. ſ (from chaſiſ...] A puniſher;
a corrector.

CHA'STLY. g.º. (from claſſ...} without in

cºntinence; purely , without containing ion,
// 'cºrr, Drydºn.

CHA STNESS. f. from ºf 4ſ. 5 Chaſtity: urity.

ToCHAT v. n [hern ca-ºrter, Tr. To plate;

to talk idiy; to prattle. Sººr ſer, Mººn, Dryd.

bird. Sidney, Dryder. 2. To make a noiſe by

colliſion of the teeth. Priºr. 3. To talk idly

or careleſly. Watts.

CHATTER. f. [from the verb.] I. Noiſe like

that of a pic or monkey. Swift. ... Idle prate.

CHATTLRER. J. [from chatter.] An idle

talker. -

CHATWOOD. ſ. Little ſticks; fuel.

CHAVENDER. ſ. (chevºjne, Fr.] The chub :

a fiſh. Pſ' alºon.

CHAUMONIE LLE. ſ. [Fr.] A ſort of pear.

To CHAW. v. a. {kawen, Cerman.] To maſ

ticate : to chew. Denne, Bºyle.

CHAw. ſ. [rom the verb.] The chap. Ezekiel

CHA WURON. f. Entralis. Shakeſp.

CHEAP. a. ſceapan, Saxon.) 1. To be had at

a low rate. Lºcke. 2. Eaſy to be had 5 not

reſpected. Bacºn, Dryden.

CHEAP. ſ. Market; purchaſe; bargain. Sidney,

Decay ºf Piety.

To CHF. A PEN. v. a. ſceapan, Saxon, to buy.]

1. To attempt to purchaſe ; to bid for any

thing. Priºr. 1. To leſien value. Dryden.

CHEA.PLY. adv. [from cheap..] At a finalſ

tº ice ; at a low rate. Dryden.

CHE APNESS. ſ. (from cheap.] Lowneſs of

price. Temple.

To CHAT v. a. To defraud; to impoſe upon;

to trick. 7tlist/en.

CHEAT. ſ. 1. A fraud; a trick: an impoſture.

Temple. 2. A perſon guilty of flaud. Sºuth.

CHE AT]. R. ſ. (from cheat.) One that practiſes

fraud. Taylºr.

To CHECK. v. a 1. To repreſs; to curb.

Barºn. Miltºn, Sºuth. . 2. ‘lo reprove , to

hide. Slakeſp. 3. To centroul by a counter

reckoning.

To CHECK: º, n. 1. To ſtop; to make a ſtop.

1.c4 e. g. To claſh ; to inter ere. Baron.

C H.C. K. ſ. ſº in the verb.] ... Repreſſure :

ſlop; it buſi. 1 tiletſºn, Rºgers. 2. Reſtraint ,

curb; government. Clar endºn. 3. A reproof; a

ſlight. Shakeſp. 4. A diſlike , a ſudden diſguſt.

Dryden. 5 in alconry, when a hawk forſakes

her proper game to tollow other bird-Suckliº.

6. 'i he cauſe of reſuaint ; a flop. Carºn den.

7. ( ſerk ºf the C is ºc , as the check and

controulmont of the yeomen of the guard.

Charibers.

To CHECKER. 7 º', a. (frºm eclers, cheſs,

Toº; ; F.] To variegate or di

verſity, in the mannel of a chef-board, with

alternate colours. D, ºr ºr

C HF C K F.R. 7 v. or varied alternate

|CHECKLR-V or K. ſly. Kirgº.
i C#, i. C. KMAT 1... . tº ec eft that, Fr I. The

movement on the hºtº-board, that kills the

oppoſite iner. Spºnic, -

CHAT. ſ. I from the verb. Idle talk prºte. CHELK. I [cea. 5 is . . The ſide of the

sºft Pºpe. -

CHAT. ſ. The keys of trees are called chats.

... A NY. f. clºt-lºnie,
CHATE. I Fr. 'The di

3riº ºrder the ºorinion of a caſ, e. Brydºn.'

‘ HA1 Trºl, ſ. Any movea, joi!, dior. Had:#.

* CHATTER. v. 1. [...ºnetar, Fr. J . To

** a pic, or whº rur'arrionious
tº 2 × . . no.

race below the eye. Donne. 2. A gencia'

name annong mechanicks or almoſt all thºſ:

pieces of their machines that are double.

(, , arterſ. -

CHL I R.", Joº... f. , he lander tooth or tuſk.

|
... ---
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CHEER. ſ. ſchere, Fr.) 1. Frtertainment;

provilions. Lºcke. 2. Invitation to gaiety.

Shakeſp. 3. Gaiety; joltisy. Shakeſp. 4

Air of the countenance. Daniel 5. Temper
of mind. Acts.

To CHEER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To in

cite; to encourage; to inſpirit. Knolles. 2.

To comiorº ; to conſole. Dryden. 3. To

gladien. Pºpe.

To CHEER. v. n. To grow gay or gladſome.

Philips. - |

CHT'RVIL. f. [charrºphilium, lit.) A numbel

liferous plant. ..]?; iiar.

To CHF. R UP & n. [rom cºrer ºf . Tochirp;

to uſe a cheerful voice Spºnſer.

CHF SLIP f. A ſmail vermin. Skinner.

CHESS. ſ. echer, Fr.] A game, in which two

ſets of men are moved in oppoſition. Denham.

CHE'SS-APPLE.J. wild ſervice.

CHF SS-BOARD. ſ. [from cheſ, and Heard.]

The board or table on which the game of

cheſs is played. Prior. -

CHE ERER.f. [from to cheer.] A gladner; giver CHESS-MAN. ſ. A puppet for cheſ. Locke.

of gaiety, Wottºn, Waltºn. CHESSOM ſ. Mellow earth. Bacºn.

CHEERFUL a. [from cheer and full) i. Gay, CHEST. ſ. ſcºrt, Sax.] A box of wood or

full of life; full of mirth. Spenſer. 2. Having :

an appearance of gaiety. Proverbſ.

CHE ERFULLY. adv. (from cheerful] with

out dejection; with gaiety. Sºuth.

CHEERFULNESS. f. (from cheerfall 1. Frce

Jem from dejection; alacrity. Tillºtſ: n. 2.

Freedom from gloomineſs. Sidney.

CHEERLESS...a...[from cheer.] Without gaiety,

comfort, or gladneſs. Dryden.

CHE ERLY. a. [from cheer.] 1. Gay; cheer

ful. Ray. 2. Not gloomy.

CHE ERLY. adv. [from cheer.] Cheerfully.
Alſº ſtar.

CHE ERY.a.[from cheer.] Gay; ſprightly. Gay.

CHEESE. f. [cyre, Sax.] A kind of food made

by preſſing the curd of milk. Shakeſp. -

CHE'ESECAKE / [from cheeſe and cake] . A

cake made of ſoft curds, ſugar and butter. Priºr.

CHE ESEMONGERſ.[fromcheeſe and nºnger.]

One who deals in cheeſe. Ben. johnſon.

CHE ESEVAT. ſ. [from cheeſe and wat..] The

wooden caſe in which the curds are preſſed in

to cheeſe. Glanville. -

CHE ESY. a. Having the nature or form of

cheeſe. Arbuthnot.

CHELY. ſ. [chela, Lat.] The claw of a ſhell

fiſh. Brown. -

To CHERISH. v. a. [cherir, Fr.] To ſupport;

to ſhelter; to nurſe up Tilletſºn. º

CHERISHER. ſ. [from cheriſh.] An encou

rager; a ſupporter. Sprat.

CHE RISHMENTſ (from cleriſh] Encourage

ment; ſupport; comfort. Spenſer.

CHETRRY. f. [ceriſe, Fr. ceraſus,

CHERRY-TREE. Lat..] A tree and fruit.

Hale.

CHERRY. a. Reſembling a cherry in colour.

Shakeſp.

CHERRYBAY. Laurel. -

CHERRYCHEER ED. c. [from cherry and

**eek.) Having ruddy cheeks. Congreve.

CHERRYPiT. ſ. a child's play, in which they

threw cherry ſtones into a ſmall hole. Shakeſp.

CHERSON ESF ſ. [xt=acy-re..] A peninſula

CHERT. ſ. ſtom guartz, German.]. A kind of

flint. Pā’22are crº.

CHERUB f. [...] ºn...] A celeſłial ſpirit, which,

in the hierarchy, is placed next in order to the

feraphim. Calmet, Priºr.

CHERUBICK. c. (from chºruk.) Angelick;

relating to the cherubim. Mitten.

CHERUBIM.a.[from cherut Angelical Shak,

other materials. Dryden.

To CHEST, w, a from the noun..] To repoſite

in a cheſ.

CHEST-FOUNDERINGſ. A diſeaſe in horſes.

A pleuriſy, or peripnezinony. Farrier's Dick.

CHE STEI) a. Having a cheſt.

CHE'STNUT. f. A tree. 1. The

CHF STNUT TREE. fruit of the cheſtnut

tree. Peacham. 2. The name of a brown

colour. Cºxwell.

CHESTON. ſ. A kind of plum.

CHEHALI ER. ſ. A knight. Shakeſp.

CHFPA UAE de Friſe. ſ. A piece of timber tra

verſed with wooden ſpikes, pointed with iron,

five or ſix feet long, uſed in defending a paſ

ſage; a turnpike, or tourniquet. Chamberſ.

CHEVEN.ſ. icheveſne, Fr.] A river fiſh; the

ſame with chub.

CHEVER H. f. [cheverau, Fr.] A kid; kid

leather. Shakeſp.

CHE PISANCE.J. ſcheviſance, Fr. JEnterprize;

atchievement. Spºnſer,

CHE PRON. f. [French.) One of the honourable

ordinaries in heraldry. It repreſents two rat

ters of a houſe, ſet up as they ought to ſtand.

Harriſ

TO CHEW. v. a. ſceopyan, Sax.] 1. To grind

with the teeth; to maſticate. Dryden, Arbuth.

2. To meditate; or ruminate in the thoughts.

Prior. 3. To taſte without ſwallowing. Bacon.

To CHEW. v. n. To champ upon; to rumi

nate. Pope.

CHICANE. ſ. [chicane, Fr.) 1. The art of

protracting a conteſt by artifice. Lºcke. 2.

Artifice in general. Prior.

ToCHICANE. v. n [chicaner, Fr.] To prolong

a conteſt by tricks. -

CHICANER. ſ. [chicaneur, Fr.] A petty ſo

pkiſter; wrangler. Locke.

CHICA NERY.J. [chicanerie, Fr.] Sophiſtry,

wrangle. Arbuthnet.

CHICK. }/ [cicen, Sax. Riecken, Dutch.]

CHICK EN. 1. "I he young of a bird, par

ticularly of a hen, or ſmallbird, Davies, Hale,

Swift. 2. A word of tenderneſs. Shakeſp. 5,

A term for a young girl. Swift.

CHI'CKLNHEARTED. a. Cowardſ ; fearful,

Spenſer. .

The CH! CRENPOX. ſ. An exaſ.thematout

diſtemſer.

CHI CKLING ſ [from :#ick J A ſmall chicken.

CHI CR
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CHICKPEAS.ſ. (from chick and pea.] An herb.

CHICKWEED. ſ. A plant. Wiſeman.

To CHIDE, v. a. preter. chid or chede, part.

chid or chidden, [ciban, Sax.) 1. To re

prove. Waller. 2. To drive away with re

; Shakeſp. 3. To blame; to reproach.
rtcr.

To CHIDE. v. n. 1. To clamour; to ſcold.

Swift. 2. To quarrel with. Shakeſp. 3. To

make a noiſe. Shakeſp.

CHI’DER. ſ. [from chide..] A rebuker; a re

prover. Shakeſp. - -

CHIEF. a. [chef, the head, Fr.) 1. Principal;

moſt eminent. Kingr. 2. Eminent; extra

ordinary. Proverbs. 3. Capital ; of the firſt

order. Locke.

CHIEF. ſ. [from the adjective..] A commander;

a leader. Milton, Pºpe.

CHI'EFLESS. a. Without a head. Pope.

CHIEFLY, adv. [from chief.] Principally; e

minently; more than common. Dryden. .

CHIEFR1E. ſ. [form chief] A ſmall rent paid

to the lord paramount. Spesſer.

CHIEFTAN. ſ. [from chief.) 1. A leader; a

commander. Spenſer. 2. The head of a clan.
Davier. -

CHIEVANCE. ſ. Traffickin which money is

extorted; as diſcount. Bacon. -

CHILBLAIN. ſ. [from chill, cold, and blain.]

Sores made by froſt. Temple.

CHILD. ſ. in the plural Children. [cile,

Sax.] 1. An infant, or very young perſon.

Denham, Wałe. ... one in the line offilia

tion, oppoſed to the parent. Addiſon. 3. A

girl child. Shakeſp. 4. Anything, *...
dućt or effect of another. Shakeſp. 5. To be

with Child. To be pregnant. .

To CHILD. v. n. [from the noun.] To bring

children. Shakeſp. Arbuthnot.

CHILDBEARING particip. The act of bear

ing children. Milton. - -

CHPLDBED. ſ. The ſtate of a woman bringing

a child. Arbuthnot. -

CHILDBIRTH. ſ. (from childand birth.] Tra

vail; labour. Sidney, Dryden.

CHILDED. a. Furniſhed with a child, Shakeſp.

CH1'LDERMAS DAY. [from child and maſs.

The day on which the feaſt of the holy In

nocents is ſolemnized. Carew.

CHILDHOOD. ſ. [from child.) 1. The ſtate

of infants; the time in which we are child

ren. Rºgers. 2. The time of life between

infancy and puberty. Arbuthnet. 3. The

properties of a child. Dryden. ---

CHILDish. a... [from child.]_1. Trifling;

ignorant; ſimple. Bacon. 2. Becoming only

children; trivial; puerile. Sidney, Milton,

Rºſcºmmºn.

CHILDISHLY. ade. [from childiſh.J. In a

childiſh trifling way. Hooker, Hayward.

CHILDISHNESS. ſ. [from childſø.] 1. Pue

rility; triflingneſs. Locke. 2. Harmleſſneſs
Shakeſp.

CHILD.ESS. a. ſſrom child.] Without child

ren. Bacon, Miltºn.

CHILDLIKE. a...[child and like.) Becoming or

beſeeming a child. Hecker.

CHIT.I.A.D. ſ. [from xxia;..] A thouſand.
Helder.

CHILIA'EDRON. ſ. [from xxis.] A figure of

a thouſand ſides. Lºcke.

CHILL. a. [cele, Sax.] 1. Cold; that which is

cold to the touch. Milton. 1. Having the ſen

ſation of cold. Rowe. 3. Depreſſed; deject

ed; diſcouraged.

CHILL. f. [from the adjective.) Chilneſs;

cold. Derham. - -

To CHILL. v. a. [from the adjective..] 1. Te

make cold. Dryden, Creech. 2. To depreſs;

to deject. Rogers. 3. To blaſt with cold.
Blackmore.

CHILLINESS ſ [from chilly..] A ſenſation of

ſhivering cold. Arbuthnot.

CHILLY. a. Somewhat cold. Philips.

CHILNESSſcoldneſs; want ofwarmth. Baren.

CHIMB. ſ. [Hime, Dutch..] The end of a bar

rel or tub.

CHIME. ſ. [chirme, an old word.) 1. The con

ſonant or harmonick ſound of many corre

ſpondent inſtruments. Ben jobsſºn. ... The

correſpondence of ſound. Dryden, 3. The

ſound of bells ſtruck with hammers. Shakeſp.

4. The correſpondence of proportion or re
lation. Grew.

To CHIME. v. m. [from the noun..] ... To

ſound in harmony. Prior, z. To correſpond

in relation or proportion. Locke. 3. To agree;

to fall in with. Arbuthnot. 4. To ſuit with ,

to agree. Locke. 5. To jingle; to clatter.
Smith.

To CHIME. v. a. 1. To make to move, or

ſtrike, or ſound harmonically. Dryden. 2. To

ſtrike a bell with a hammer.

CHIMERA. ſ. [chimara, Lat.) A vain and

wild fancy. Dryden.

CHIME'RICAL. a. [from chimara.] Imagina

ry; fantaſtick. Spectator.

CHIMERICALLY adv. [from chimerical.]

Vainly; wildly.

CHI’MINAGE. ſ. [from chemin.] A toll for

paſſage through a foreſt. Cowell.

J|CHIMNEY. f. [cheminée, Fr.) 1. The paſ

ſage through which the ſmoke aſcends from

the fire in the houſe. Swift. 2. The turret

raiſed above the roof of the houſe, for convey

ance of the ſmoke. Shakeſp. 3. The fire-place.

Raleigh.

CHI'MNEY-CORNER. ſ. The fire-ſide; the

place of idlers. Denham.

CHI'MNEYPIECE.ſ [from shimney and piece.]

The ornamental piece round the fire-place.

Swift. -

CHIMNEYSWEEPER. ſ. (from chimney and

Jweeper.) One whoſe trade it is to clean foul

chimnies of foot. Shakeſp.

CHIN. ſ. [cinne, Sax.] The part of the face

beneath the under lip. Sidney, Dryden.

CH1'NA.ſ [from China.] China ware; porce

lain; a ſpecies of veſſels made in China, dim

ly tranſparent, Pope,
y tranip p CHINA
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CHINA-ORANGE. ſ. The ſweet orange.

Martimer.

CHENA-ROOT. ſ. A medicinal root, brought

originally from China.

CHI'NCOUGH. ſ. ſkincies, to pant, Dut, and

***gb.] A violent and convulſive cough. Floyer.

CHINE. ſ. [eſchine, Fr.) 1. The part of the

back, in which the backbone is found. Sidney.

2. A piece of the back of an animal. Shakeſp.

To CHINE. v. a. To cut into chines. Dryden.

CHINK.f. [cinan, to gape, Sax.] A ſmall aper

ture longwiſe. Bacon, Swift, South.

To CHINK. v. a. To ſhake ſo as to make a

ſound. Pºpe.

To CHINK., v. s. To ſound by ſtriking each
other. Arbuthnot.

CHINKY. a. [from chink.) Full of holes;

gaping. Dryden.

CHINTS. ſ. Cloth of cotton made in India.

Pºpe.

CHI’OPPINE. ſ. A high ſhoe, formerly worn

by ladies. Cºwley.

CHIP, Ch E A P, Ch 1 pp 1 N G, in the names of

places, imply a market. Gibſon.

To CHiP. v. a. [from chop.] To cut into ſmall

pieces. Thomſºn.

CHIP. ſ. [from the verb.] A ſmall piece taken

off by a cutting inſtrument. Taylor.

CHIPPING. ſ. A fragment cut off. Mortimer.

CHIRA'GRICAL. a. [chiragra, Lat.) Having

the gout in the hand. Brown.

CHIROGRAPHER.ſ. [x:ip, the hand, ye&#a,

to write.] He that exerciſes writing. Bacon.

CHIRO GRAPHIST. ſ. Chirographer.

CHIROGRAPHY. ſ. The art of writing.

CHIROMANCER. ſ. One that foretels future

events by inſpecting the hand. Dryden.

CHITOMANCY.ſ. [xit, the hand, and waſt,

a prophet.] The art of foretelling the events

of life, by inſpecting the hand. Brown.

To CHIRP. v. m. [from cheer up.] To make a

cheerful noiſe, as birds. Sidney.

To CHIRP. v. a. [*beer up.] To make cheer

ful. johnſon.

CHIRP. The voice of birds or inſects. Spediator.

CHITRPER. ſ. (from chirp.] One that chirps.

To CHIRRE. v. n. [ceonian, Sax.] To cooe as

a pigeon. Junius. .

CHIRURGEON.ſ.[xileovºxº-.] One that cures

ailments, not by internal medicines, but out

ward applications. A ſurgeon. Sºuth.

CHIRURGERY.ſ. (from chirurgeon.] The art

of curing by external applications. Sidney,

ſeman.

CHIRU'RGICAL. 7 a. 1. Having qualities uſe

CHIRU’RGICK. ful in outward applica

tions to hurts. Mortimer. 2. Manual in ge

neral. Wilkins.

CHISEL. f. [ciſeas, Fr.] An inſtrument with

which wood or ſtone is pared away. Wotton.

To CHISEL. v. a. [from the noun..] To cut

with a chiſel.

CHIT. ſ. [chicº, little, Spaniſh.] 1. A child;

a baby. 2. The ſhoot of corn from the end of

the grain. Mortimer. 3. A freckle.

To CHIT. v. n. To ſprout. Martimer.

CHPTCHA.T.ſ(fromchat..] Prattle; idle prate.

Spectator.

CHITTERLINGS.ſ.[from ſºhyterlingh, Dut.]

The guts.

CHITTY. a. [from chit.) Childiſh; like a baby.

CHI'VALROUS. a. [from chivalry.) Relating

to chivalry; knightly; warlike. Spenſer.

CHIVALRY. f. [chevalerie, Fr.) 1. Knight

hood; a military dignity. Bacon. 2. The

qualifications of a knight; as valour. Shakeſp.

3. The general ſyſtem of knighthood. Dryden.

4. An adventure; an exploit. Sidney. 5. The

body or order of knights. Shakeſp. 6... [In law.]

A tenure of land by knight's ſervice. Cowell.

CHIVES. ſ. [cive, Fr.) 1. The threads or fila

ments riſing in flowers, with ſeeds at the end.

Ray. 2. A ſpecies of ſmall onion. Skinner.

CHLOROSIS. ſ. [from xxºpo", green.) The

green-ſickneſs. -

To CHOAK. See Chok E.

CHO.COLATE. ſ. [chocolate, Span.] 1. The ,

nut of the cocoa-tree. 1. The maſs made by

grinding the kernel of the cocoa-nut, to be

diſſolved in hot water. 3. The liquor made

by a ſolution of chocolate. Arbuthnot, Pope.

CHO.COLATE-HOUSE ſchocºlateanăbelſ.]

A houſe where company is entertained with
chocolate. Tatler.

SHQPE. The old preterite from chide. Geneſ.

CHOICE.J. ſchoix, Fr.) 1. The act of chooſing:

election. Dryden. 2. The power of chooſing;

election. Hooker, Grew. 3. Care in cho ng;

curioſity of diſtinction. Bacon. 4. Ther ing

choſen, Milton, Prior. 3. The beſt part of

anything. Hooker. 6. Several things propoſed,

as ºbjects of election. Shakeſp. -

CHOICE. a. [chaiſ, Fr.) 1. Select ; of extra

ordinary value. Guardian. 1. Chary; frugal;
careful. Taylºr. -

CHOICELESS. a. [from choice.] Without the

Power of chooſing. Hammond. ---

cHorcely. adv. [from choice.) 1. Curiouſly;

with exact choice. Shakeſp. z. Valuably;

excellently. Walton.

CHOICENESS. ſ. (from choice.] Nicety, par
ticular value. Evelyn. -

CHOIR. ſ. [chorus, Lat.) 1. An aſſembly or ,

band of fingers. Waller. 2. The fingers in

divine worſhip. Shakeſp. 3. The part of the

church where the ſingers are placed. Shakeſp.

To CHOKE. v. a. [aceocan, Sax.] 1. To ſuf

focate. Waller. ... To ſtop up; to block up

a paſſage. ©hapman. 3. To hinder by ob

ſtruction. Shakeſp. Davies. 4. To ſuppreſs.

Shakeſp. 5. To overpower. Luke, Dryden.

CHOKE. ſ. The filamentous or capillary part

of an artichoke.

CHOKE-PEAR. ſ. (from choke and pear.] 1.

A rough harſh unpalatable pear. 2. Any far

caſin that ſtops the mouth. Clariſſa.

A CHO'KER. ſ. (from choke..] 1. One that

chokes. 2. One that puts another to ſilence. ,

3. Anything that cannot be anſwered.

cHo KY. a. [from choke.] That which has the

power of ſuffocation. - -

CHO
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CHO LAGOGUES. ſ. [x: x^2 , 51, j Medicines

which have the power of ſurging bile.

CHOH.E.R. ſ. [shalera, Lat. from x.x.] 1.

The bile. Wettºn. ... The humour, ſuppoſed

to produce iraſcibility. Shakeſp. 3. Anger;

rage. Shakeſp. Prior.

CHO'LERICK. a. ſcholericuſ, Lat.] 1: A

bounding with choler. Dryden. 2. Angry :

iraſcible. Arbuthnot. 3. Offenſive. Sidney,

Raleigh.

CHO'LERICKNESS. ſ. (from chalerick.) An

ger; iraſcibility; peeviſhneſs. -

To CHOOSE v. a. I choſe, I have choſen or

choſe. [chaſir, Fr. ceoran, Sax.) 1. To

take by way of preference of ſeveral thing:

offered. Shakeſp. 1. To take; not to refuſe.

Sºuth. 3. To ſelect; to pick out of a num

ber. Samuel. 4. To elect for eternal happi

neſs : a term of theologians.

To CHOOSE. v. n. To have the power of

choice. Hººker, Tilletſºn.

CHOOSER / [from cheeſe.] He that has the

. powerof chooſing; elector. Draytºn,Hammºnd.

To CHOP. v. a. (Kappen, Dutch; cºuper, Fr.]

1. To cut with a quick blow. Shakeſp. 2.

To devour eagerly. Dryden. 3. To mince;

to cut into ſmall picces. Micah. 4. To break

into chinks. Shak ſp.
To CHOP. v. n. 1.

quick motion. Raton.

upon any thing.

To CHOP. v. a. ſceapan, Sax.] 1. To pur

cháº; generally by way of truck. Bacon...?.
To ºn, thing in the place of another. Hu

dibras. 3. To bandy; to altercate. Bacºn.

CHOP. f. [from the verb.] I. A piece chop

pºd off. Bacon. 2. A ſmall piece of meat.

King. 3. A crack or cleft Barºn.

CHOP-HOUSE. / [chºp and hºuſe.) A mean

houſe of entertainment. Speciatºr.

CHO PIN. ſ. [Fr.) 1. A French liquid mea

ſure, containing nearly a pint of Wincheſter.

2. A term uſed in Scotland for a quart of

wine meaſure.

CHOPPING, particip. a. An epithet frequent

ly applied to infants, by way of commenda
tion. Fentºn.

CHOPPING-KNIFE. ſ. ſchºp and knif..] A

knife with which cooks mince their meat.

Stºrey.

CHO'PPY. a. [from chºp j Full of holes or

cracks. Shakeſp.

CHOPS. ſ. [from chapº ) The mouth of a

beaſt. L'Efirange. 2. The mouth of any

thing in a familiar language.

CHORAL. a. [from chºruſ, Lat § 1. Belonging

to a choir. Miltºn. 2. Singing in a choir.

Amhurſt.

CHORD. ſ. [chorda, Lat.) 1. The ſtring of a

muſical inſtrument. Mil:en 2. A right line,

which joins the two ends of any arch of a

circle.

To CHORD v. a. To furnish with flying. Dºyd

CHORDE. E. ſ. (from charda, Latj A contiac

tion of the fia-run of the ya: ;

To do any thing with a

2. To light or happen

CHORION. ſ. [xw; siv, to contain.] The cut

ward membrane that enwraps the factus.

CHORISTER, ſ (from cherur.) 1. A ſinger

in the cathedrals; a ſinging boy. 2. A finger

in a concert. Speuſer, Ray.

CHORO GRAPHER. ſ. [xxiſ, and yease.)

He that deſcribes particular regions or coun

tries.

CHOROGRAPHICAL. a. Deſcriptive of par

ticular regions. Raleigh.

CHOROGRAPHICALLY. adv. In a choro

graphical manner.

CHOROGRAPHY. ſ. The art of deſcribing

particular regions.

CHORUS. ſ. [chºrus, Lat.] 1. A number of

ſingers; a concert. Dryden, Pºpe. 2. The

perſons who are ſuppoſed to behold what

paſſes in the acts of a tragedy. Shakeſp. 3.

The ſong between the acts of a tragedy. 4.

Verſes of a ſong in which the company join

the ſinger.

CHOSE. The preter tenſe, from Te cheeſe.Dryd.

CHOSEN. The participle paſſive, from I?

chºſe. Shakeſp.

CHOUGH. ſ. [ceo,Sax.) A bird which frequents

the rocks by the ſea. Bacon.

CHOULE. ſ. The crop of a bird. Brown.

To CHOUSE. v. a. To cheat; to trick. Stºrff.

A CHOUSE. ſ. 1. A bubble; a tool. Hudibrar.

2. A trick or ſham.

CHRISM. f. [x: {42, an ointment.] Unguent;

or unction. Hammand.

CHRISOM. ſ. [See Chrism..] A child that

dies within a month a ter its birth. Graunt.

To CHRIST EN. a. [chnirtnian, Sax.] 1. To

baptize; to initiate into chriſtianity by water.

2. To name; to denominate. Burnet.

CHRISTENDOM. / (from Chriſi and dem

The collective body of chriſtianity. Hººker.

CHRISTENING. ſ. [from the verb.] The ce

remony of the firſt initiation into chriſtianity.
Bacºn.

CHRISTIAN. ſ. [Chriſtianaſ, Lat..] A profeſſor

of the religion of Chriſt. Tili; tſon.

CHRISTIAN. a. Profeſſing the religion of

Chriſt. Shakeſp.

CHRISTIAN-NAME. ſ. The name given at

the font, diſtinct from the gentilitious name,
or ſurname. -

CHRISTIANISM. ſ (chriftianiſmus, Lat , i.

The chriſtian religion. 2. The nations pro

feſſing chriſtianity.

CHRISTIANITY. ſ. ſchre:ientº, Fr.] The re

ligion of chriſtians. Addiſºn.

To CHRISTIANIZE w.a. (from chriftiar.]

To make chriſtian. Dryden.

CHRISTIANLY, adv. [from chriſtian.] Like

a chriſtian. -

CHRISTMAS. f. [from Chrift and maſs. The

day on which the nativity of our bleſſed sa
viour is celebrated.

A CHRISTMAS BOX. ſ. A box in which little

preſents are collected at Chriſtmas. Gay.

CHRIST's THORN. ſ. A plant.

CHROMATICK. a. ººz, colour.] 1. Re

lating
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lating to colour. Dryden. 1. Relating to a

certain ſpecies of antient muſic. Arbuttnet.

CHRONICAL. R. a. [from zº-, time.) A

CHRONICK. chronical diſtemper is of

length. Brown.

CHRONICLE. ſ. ſchronique, Fr.) 1. A regiſter

or account of events in order of time. Shakeſp.

2. A hiſtory. Spenſer, Dryden.

To CHRONICLE.v.a.[from the noun..] I. To

record in chronicle, or hiſtory. Spenſer. 2. To

regiſter ; to record. Shakeſp.

CHRONICLER. ſ. [from chronicle.] I. A

writer of chronicles. Donne. 2. A hiſtorian.

Raleigh.

CHRONOGRAM. ſ. [x:y:z, and yº tw.] An

inſcription including the date of any action.

CHRONOGRAMMATICAL. a. Belonging to

a chronogram. -

CHRONOGRAMMATIST. ſ. A writer of

chronograms.

CHRONOLOGER. ſ (zºos, and 422:, doc

trine.] He that ſtudies or explains the ſcience

of computing paſt time. Hºlder.

CHRONOLOGICAL, a (from chronolºgy.) Re

lating to the doctrine of time. Hale.

CHRONOLOGICALLY. adv. [from chronglo

gical] In a chronological manner; according

to the exact ſeries of time.

CHRONo LOGIST. ſ. One that ſtudies or ex

plains time. Locke.

CHRONO LOGY. ſ. [x:y:z, time, and A42%,

doctrine.] The ſcience of computing and ad

juſting the periods of time. Prior.

A CHRONOMETER. ſ. [x:yo; and *śrºw.)

An inſtrument for the exact menſuration of

time. Derham.

CHRYSALIS. ſ (from xavroz, gold.] Aurelia,

or the firſt apparent change of the maggot of

any ſpecies of infects. Chambers. 2

CHRYSOLITE. ſ. [xpvºor, and x.32;) A

precious ſtone of a duſky green, with a caſt of

yellow. Woodward. -

CHRYSO PRASUS. ſ. [xº~2:, and praftus,

green J A precious ſtone of a yellow colour,

approaching to green. Re . xxi. io.

CHUB. ſ. [from cop, a great head..] A river fiſh.

The chevin. Walton.

CHUBBED. a. [from chub.] Big-headed like a

chub.

To CHUCK. v. n. To make a noiſe like a hen.

To CHUCK. v. a. 1. To call as a hen calls her

young. Dryden. 2. To give a gentle blow un

der the chin. Cºngreve.

CHUCK. ſ. 1. The voice of a hen. Temple. 2.

A word of endearment. Shakeſp.

CHUCK FARTHING. ſ. A play, at which the

money falls with a chuck into the hole beneath.

Arbutt not.

To CHUCKLE. v. m. [ſchaecken, Dutch..] To

laugh vehemently. Prior. -

To CHUCKLE v. a [from chuck 1 1. To

call as a hen. Dryden. 2. To cocker; to fondle.

Dryden.

cHUET. ſ. Forced meat. Bacºn.

CHUFF. J. A blunt clown. L'Eſirangf.

CHU'FFILY. adv. Stomachfully clariſſa.

CHUFFINESS / [from chºff;...] clowniſhneſ.

CHU'FFY. a. [from chaff) surly; fat.

CHUM. ſ. ſchem, Armorick.) A Chamber fellow.

CHUMP. ſ. A thick heavy piece of wood.
Moxon.

CHURCH. ſ. [cince, Saxon, xvelanº.] 1. The

collective body of chriſtians. Hººker. 2. The

body of chriſtians adhering to one particular

form of worſhip. Watts. 3. The place which

shriſtians conſecrate to the worſhip of God.

Hºoker, Shakeſp.

To CHURCH. v. a. To perform with any one

the office of returning thanks, after any ſignal

deliverance, as childbirth.

CHURCH-ALE. ſ. [ºr in church and ale. A

wake, or feaſt, commemoratory of the dedi

cation of the church. Carew. -

CHURCH-ATTIRE. ſ. The habit in which

men officiate at divine ſervice. Hºwker.

CHURCH-AUTHORITY'ſ Eccleſiaſtical pow

er; ſpiritual juriſdiction. Arterbury.

CHURCHMAN. ſ. [church and man.] 1. An

eccleſiaſtic; a clergyman. Clarendon. 2. An

adherent to the church of England.

CHURCH-WARDENs. ſ officers yearly cho

ſen, to look to the church, churchyard, and

ſuch things as belong to both; and to obſerve

the behaviour of the pariſhioners. Cowell.

Spenſer.

CHURCHYARD. ſ. The ground adjoining to

the church, in which the dead are buried; a

cemetery. Bacon, Pope.

CHURE. ſ. ſceoni, Saxon.) 1. A ruſtick; a coun

tryman. Dryden. ... A rude, ſurly, ill-bred

man. Sidney. 3. A miſer ; a niggard. Shakeſp.

CHURLISH. a. [from churl) i. Rude: brutal;

harſh; auſtere; uncivil. Waller. 2. Selfiſh ,

avaricious. Sam. 3. Unpliant; croſſgrained;

unmanageable. Bacon, Martimer. 4. Intracta

ble : vexatious. Craſhaw.

CHURLISHLY. adv. from chariſh. Rudely;

brutally. Hºwel.

CHURLISHN ESS. ſ (from chariſh.] Bruta

lity; ruggedneſs of manner. Ecclus.

CHURM.E. / A confuſed ſound; a noiſe. Bacon.

A CHURN. ſ. The veſſel in which the butter is,

by agitation, coagulated. Gay,

To CHURN. v. a. [kernen, Dutch.) 1. To a

gitate or ſhake any thing by a violent motion.

Dryden. 2. To make butter by agitating the

milk. Prºverbs, Bacºn.

CHURRWORM. ſ. (trom cºnn, Saxon ) An

infect that turns about nimbly; alled alſo a

fancricket. Skinner.

CHYLA CEOUS. a. [from chyle..] Belonging to

chyle Flyer.

CHYLE. ſ. [xºxer.] The white juice formed

in the ſtomach by digeſtion of the aliment.

Arbuthnot.

CHYLIFA'cTION. ſ. [from Chyle.] The act

or proceſs of making chyle in the body.

}.}.

CHYLIFACTIVE. a. Having the power of

making chyle.

CHYLQ
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CHYLOPOETICK. a.[xºxe: and refs.] Hav

ing the power, of forming chyle. Arbuthnot.

CHY LOUS. a, (from chyle..] Confiſting of chyle.
Arbuthnot.

CHY MICAL. R. a. [chymicut, Lat] i. Made
CHY MICK. by chymiſtry. Dryden. 1. Re

lating to chymiſtry. Pºpe.

CHY MICALLY. adv. [from chymical] In a

chymical manner.

CHY MIST. ſ. (See Chymistry.] A profeſſor

of chymiſtry; a philoſopher by fire. Pºpe.

CHY MISTRY.ſ. Philoſophy by fire. Arbuthnot.

CIBA'RIOUS. a. [cibarius, Lat.) Relating to
food.

CI'BOL. ſ. […iboule, Fr.] A ſmall ſort of onion.

Martimer.

CICATRICE. or C1 cats 1 r. ſſciratrix, Lat.]

1. The ſcar remaining after a wound. Shakeſp.

2. A mark; an impreſſure. Shakeſp.

CICATRI SANT. ſ. from cicatric...] An ap

plication that induces a cicatrice.

CICATRI SIVE. a. [from cicatrice..] Having

the qualities proper to induce a cicatrice. -

CICATRIZATION.J. [from cicatrice.) 1. The

act of healing the wound. Harvey. 1. The

ſtate of being healed, or ſkinned over.

To CI CATRIZE. v. a. [from creatrix.] To

apply ſuch medicines to wounds, or ulcers, as

ſkin them. Quincy.

CICELY. ſ. A ſort of herb.

CICHORACEOUS. a. [eicherium, Lat.] Having

the qualities of ſuccory. Flºyer. -

To CI'CURATE. v. a. To tame; to reclaim

from wildneſs. Brown. -

CICURATION. ſ. The act of taming or re

claiming from wildneſs. Ray.

CIDE.R. [cidre, Fr. ſºdera, Ital] 1. Liquor

made of the juice of fruits preſſed. Bacon. 2.

The juice of apples expreſſed and fermented.

Philips.

CIDER IST. ſ. A maker of cider. Mortimer.

CIDERKIN.J. [from cider.] The liquor made

of the groſs matter of apples, after the cider

is preſſed out. Martimer.

CIERGE. ſ. [French.] A candle carried in pro

ceſſions.

CILIARY. a. [cilium, Lat.] Belonging to the

eyelids. Ray.

CILICIOUS. a. [from cilicium, hair-cloth, Lat.]

Made of hair. Brºwn.

CIMELIARCH. ſ [from xsºn) apx"..] The

chief keeper of things of value belonging to a

church. Dići.

CIMETER. f. [cinitarra, Span.]. A ſort of

ſword; ſhort and recurvated. Dryden.

CI'NCTURE. ſ. [cinéiura, Lat..] I. Something

worn round the body. Pope. 2. An incloſure.

Bacon. 3. A ring or liſt at the top or bottom

of the ſhaft of a column. Chambers.

CINDER. ſ. ſcendre, Fr.) 1. A maſsignited

and quenched. Waller. 1. A hot coal that has

ceaſed to flame. Swift.

CINDER-WOMAN. V. ſ. [cinder and woman.]

CI'NDER-WENCH. W. A woman whoſe trade

is to take in heaps of aſhes, drbuthnºt.

CINERATION. ſ. [from cinerer, Lat.] The

reduction of any thing by fire to aſhes.

CINERITIOU.S. a. [cinericius, Lat.] Having

the form or ſtate of aſhes. Cheyne.

CINE RULENT. a. Full of aſhes.

C1'NGLE. ſ. [cingulum, Lat.) A girth for a

horſe.

CINNABAR. ſ. [cinnabaris, Lat ) Cinnabar is

native or factitious: the factitious cinnabar is

called vermillion. The particles of mercury

uniting with the particles of ſulphur, by ſub

limation, compoſe cinnabar. Woodward,

Newton.

CINNABAR ºf Antimony, is made of mercury,

ſulphur, and crude antimony.

CINNAMON. J. [cinnamomum, Lat.) The fra

grant bark of a low tree in the iſland of Cey

lon. Chambers.

CINQUE. ſ. (French..] A five.

CINQUE-FOIL. ſ. (cinque feuille, Fr.] A kind

of five leaved clover.

CINQUE-PACE. ſ. (cinque pas, Fr.] A kind of

grave dance. Shakeſp.

CINQUE-PORT S.J. (cinque perty, Fr.] Thoſe

havens that lie towards France. The cinque

ports are Dover, Sandwich, Rye, Haftings,

Winchelſea, Rumney, and Hithe ; ſome of

which, as the number exceeds five, muſt have

becn added to the firſt inſtitution. Cowell.

|CINQUE-SPOTTED. a. Having five ſpots.

Shakeſp.

CION. J. [ſen, or ſcien, Fr.] I. A ſprout; a

ſhoot from a plant. Shakeſp. Howel. 2. The

ſhoot engrafted on a ſtock. Bacon.

CI'PHER..f. [chifre, Fr. cifra, low Lat.] 1. An

arithmetical character, by which ſome number

is noted; a figure. 2. An arithmetical mark,

*which, ſtanding for nothing itſelf, increaſes

the value of the other figures. South. 3. An

intertexture of leuers. Pºpe. 4. A character

in general. Raleigh. 5. A ſecret or occult

manner of writing, or the key to it. Denne.

To C1 PHER. v. n. [from the noun..] To prac

tiſe arithmetick. Arbuthnot.

To CI PHER. v. a. To write in occult charac

ters. Hayward.

To CITCINATE. v. a. [circinº, Lat.] To

make a circle. Baily.

CIRCINATION. J. An orbicular motion.

CIRCLE. ſ. (circulus, Lat.) 1. A line con

tinued till it ends where it begun. Lecke. 2.

The ſpace included in a circular line. 3. A

round body; an orb. Iſaiah. 4. Compaſs; in

cloſure. Shakeſp. 5. An aſſembly ſurrounding

the principal perſon. Pope. 6. A company.

4ddiſon. 7... Any ſeries ending as it begins.

Bacon, Dryden. 8. An inconcluſive form of

argument, in which the foregoing propoſition

is proved by the following, and the following

interred from the foregoing. Watts. 9. ciſ

cumlocution; indirect form of words. Fletcher.

1o. Circles ºf the German Empire. Such

provinces and principalities as have a right to

be preſent at diets.

To CIRCLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To move

round
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round any thing. Bacon. 1. To incloſe; to ||

ſurround. Prior. 3. To confine; to keep to

gether. Digby.

To C1RCLE. v. s. To move circularly. Pºpe.

CI'RCLED. a. Having the form of a circle;

round. Shakeſp.

C'ºet. ſ. [from circle.] A circle; an orb.

CI'RCLING. parti. a. Circular; round. Milton.

CITCUIT. ſ. (circuit, Fr. circuitus, Lat.] 1.

The act of moving round any thing. Davies.

2. The ſpace incloſed in a circle. Milton. 3.

Space; extent; meaſured by travelling round

Hesker. 4. A ring; a diadem. Shakeſp. 5. The

viſitation of the judges for holding aſſizes.

To CITRCUIT. v. n. To move circularly. Philips.

CIRCUITEER. ſ. One that travels a circuit.

Pope.

CIRCUITION. ſ. [circuitio, Lat.] 1. The ast

of going round any thing. 2. Compaſs; maze

of argument; comprehenſion.#.

CIRCULAR. a. [circularis, Lat.) 1. Round,

like a circle; circumſcribed by a circle.

Spenſer, Addiſºn. 2. Succeſſive to*iº.
returning. Roſcommon. 3. Vulgar; mean; cir

cumforaneous. Dennis. 4. Circular Letter.

A letter directed to ſeveral perſons, who have

the ſame intereſt in ſome common affair. 5,

Circular Sailing, is that performed on the

arch of a great circle.

CIRCULAR"ITY..ſ.[from circular.] A circular

form. Brown.

CIRCULARLY. adv. [from circular.) 1. In

form of a circle. Burnet. 2. With a circular

motion. Dryden.

To CIRCULATE. v. n. [from circulus.] To

move in a circle. Denham.

To CI'RCULATE. v. a. To put about.

CIRCULATION.J. [from circulate.] 1. Motion

in a circle. Burnet. 2. A ſeries in which the

ſame order is always obſerved, and things al

ways return to the ſame ſtate. Swift. 3. A

reciprocal interchange of meaning. Hooker.

CIRCULATORY.ſ.[from circulate.] A chymi

cal veſſel, in which that which riſes from the

veſſel on the fire, is collected and cooled in

another fixed upon it, and falls down again.

CIRCUMAMBIENCY. ſ. [from circumambi

ent.) The act of encompaſſing. Brown.

CIRCUMAMBIENT. a. [circum and ambio,

Lat.) Surrounding ; encompaſſing. Wilkins.

To CIRCUMAMBULATE. v. n. (circum and

ambala, Lat.] To walk round about. Dićt.

To CIRCUMCI'SE. v.a. [circumcido, Lat.] To

cut the prepuce, according to the law given

to the Jews. Swift.

CIRCUMCISION. ſ. [from circumciſe.] The

rite or act of cutting off the foreſkin. Milton.

To CIRCUMDUCT, v. a. [circumduco, Lat.]

To contravene ; to nullify. Ayliffe.

CIRCUMDUCTION. ſ. [from circumdućt.] 1.

Nullification; cancellation. Ayliffe. 2. A lead

ing about.

CIRCU'MFERENCE. ſ. [circumferentia, Lat.)

1. The periphery; the line including and ſur

rounding any thing. Newton. 2. The ſpace

incloſed in a circle. Milton. 3. The eternal

part of an orbicular body. Newton. 4. An orb;

a circle. Milton.

To CIRCUMFERENCE v. a. To include in a

circular ſpace. Brown.

CIRCUMFERENTOR. ſ. [from circumfero.]

An inſtrument uſed in ſurveying, for meaſur

ing angles. Chamberſ.

CIRCUMPLEX. ſ. (circumflexus, Lat.] An

accent uſed to regulate the pronunciation of

ſyllables, including or participating of the a

cute and grave. Holder. - -

CIRCUMFLUENCE.ſ. An incloſure of waters.

CIRCUMFLUENT. a. [circumfluens, Lat.)

Flowing round any thing. Pºpe.

CIRCUMFLUOUS. a. [circumfluur, Lat.] En

vironing with waters. Milton, Pºpe.

CIRCUMFORA'NEOUS. a. [circumferaneus,

Lat.] Wandering from houſe to houſe.

To CIRCUMFUSE. v. a. [circumfuſus, Lat.]

To pour round. Bacon.

CIRCUMFUSILE. a. [circum and fuſilis, Lat.]

. which may be poured round any thing.

ºpe.

CIRC MFusion. ſ. The act of ſpreading

round.

To CIRCUMGYRATE. v. a. [circum and

gyruſ, Lat.] To roll round. Ray.

CIRCUMGYRATIONſ.[from circumgyrate.]

The act of running round.

CIRCUMJA'CENT. a. [circumjacent, Lat.]

Lying round any thing.

CIRCUMITION. ſ. [circumea, Lat.] The act

of going round.

CIRCUMLIGATION. ſ. [circumligo, Lat.) 1.

The act of binding round. 2. The bond with

which any thing is encompaſſed.

CIRCUMLOCUTION. ſ. [circumlocutio, Lat.]

1. A circuit or compaſs of words; periphraſis.

L'Eſtrange.

CIRCUMMU'RED. a.

Shakeſp.

CIRCUMNAVIGABLE. a. That which may

be ſailed round. Ray.

To CIRCUMNAVIGATE. v. a. [circum and

naviga.] To ſail round.

CIRCUMNAVIGATION. ſ. The act of ſailing
round. Arbuthnot.

CIRCUMPLICATION. ſ. [circumplico, Lat.]

1. The act of enwrapping on every ſide. 2.

The ſtate of being enwrapped.

CIRCUMPOLAR. a. [from circum and polar.]

Round the pole.

CIRCUMPOSITION. f [from circum andpºſt

tion.] The act of placing any thing circularly.

Evelyn.

CIRCUMRASION. ſ. [circumraſo, Lat.] The

act of ſhaving or pairing round.

CIRCUMROTATION. ſ. [circum and rote,

Lat.] The act of whirling round like a wheel.

To CIRCUMSCRIBE, v.a.[circum and ſcribe,

Lat.) 1. To incloſe in certain lines or boun

daries. 2. To bound; to limit; to confine.

Sºuthern.

[circum.] Walled round.

R 2, CIR
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CIRCUMSCRIPTION ſ.[circumſcriptio, Lati

1. Determination of particular form or mag

nitude. Ray. 2. Limitation; confinement

Shakeſ”.

CIRCUMSCRIPTIVE. a.ſ.from circumſcribe.]

Incloſing the ſuperficies. Grew.

CIRCUMSPECT. a. [circumſpeful, Lat.

Cautious: attentive: watchful. Bºyle.

CIRCUMSPECTION. ſ. [rom circumſpea."

Watchfulneſs on every ſide; caution; general

attention. Clarendon.

CIRCUMSPECTIVE. a. [circumſ; ºut, Lat.)

Attentive : vigilant; cautious. Pºpe.

CIRCUMSPECTIVELY. adv. [Iron circum

ſpective. Cautiouſly; vigilantly.

CIRCUMSPECTLY adv. [from circumſpeci.)

Watchfully; vigilantly, Ray.

CIRCUMSPF CTNESS / [Iron circumſpect.]

Caution; vigilance. Wetton.

CIRCUMSTANCE. ſ. (circumſtantia, Lat] .

Something appendant or relative to fact. South.

2. Accident; ſomething adventitious. Davieſ.

3. Incident; event. Clarendon. 4. Condition;

ſtate of affairs. Bentley.

Tº CIRCUMSTANCE. v. a. To place in

particular ſituation, or relation to the things.

Denne.

CIRCUMSTANT. a. [circumſtans, Lat.] Sur

rounding. Digby.

CIRC UMSTANTIAL.a.[circumſtantialis, low

Lat.) 1. Accidental; not eſſential. South. 2.

Incidental ; caſual Penne. 3. Full of ſmall

events; detailed. Prior.

CIRCUMSTANTIALITY. ſ. The appendage

of circumſtances.

CIRCUMSTANTIALLY. adv. [from circum

fantial.] 1. According to circumſtance ; not

“ſentially. Glanville. 2. Minutely; exactly.

Brazine.

To CIRCUMSTANTIATE. v. a. [from cir

cumſtance.) 1. To place in particular circum

ſtances. Bramhall 2. To place in a particular

condition. Swift.

To CIRCUMVA LLATE. v. a. [circumvalle,

Lat.] To incloſe round with trenches or forti

fications.

CIRCUMVALLATION. ſ. (from circumval

1ate, Lat.) 1. The art or act of caſting up

fortifications round a place. Wattſ. 2. The

fortification thrown up round a place beſieged.
Howel. -

CIRCUMVECTION.ſ (circumveiro, Lat] .

The act of carrying round. 2. The ſtate of

being carried round.

To CIRCUMVENT' v. a. [circumvenie, Lat.)

To deceive; to cheat. Knºlles.

CIRCUMVE NTION. ſ. [rom circumvent.] 1.

Fraud; Impoſture; cheat; deluſion. Sºuth,

Collier. 2. Prevention; pre-occupation. Shakeſ.

To CIRC §MVEST. v. a. (circumveſire, Lat.]

To cover round with a garment. Mºtton.

CIRCUMVOLATION. ſ. [circumvel», Lat.]

The act of flying round.

To CIRCUMVO'LVE. v. a.[circumve/vº,Lat.)

To roll round. Glanville.

CIRCUMvolution.f. [circumvelutar, Lat)

1. The act of rolling round. 2. The thing

rolled round another. Wilkins.

CIRCUS. ſ (circus, Lat..] An open ſpace

CiROUE. ſ or area for ſports. Sidney, Sulling
eet.

CIST. [ciſła, Lat] A caſe; a tegument; com

monly the incloſure of a tumour.

CISTED. a. (from ciſt.] Incloſed in a ciſt, or

bag. -

CISTERN. ſ. [cifterna, Lat.) 1. A receptacle

of water for domeſtick uſes. Sºuth. 1. A reſer

voir, an incloſed fountain. Blackmisre. 3. Any

watry receptacle. Shakeſp.

CJS1 U.S. ſ. (Lat. Rockroſe.

CIT. ſ. (contracted from citizen.] An inhabitant

of a city. A pert low townſman jihnſon.

CITADEL. ſ. [citadelle, Fr.] A fortreſs; a

caſtle. Dryden.

CITAL. ſ. from cite] 1. Reproof; impeach

ment. Shakeſp. 2. Summons; citation.

CITATION. ſ. [citatis, Lat.) 1. The calling

a perſon before the judge. Ayliffe. 2. Quota

tion; from another author. 3. The paſſage or

words quoted. Watts. 4. Enumeration; men

tion. Harvey.

CITATORY. a. [from Tº cite J. Having the

power or form of citation. Ayliffe.

To CITE. v. a. [citº, Lat.) 1. To ſummon to

anſwer in a court. Milton. 2. To enjoin ; to

call upon another authoritatively. Prior. 3. To

quote. Hºoker.

CITER. ſ. (from c te.) 1. One who cites into

a court, 2. One who quotes; a quoter.

Atterbury.

CITESS. f. [from cit.) A city woman. Dryde".

CITHERN. ſ. [cithara, Lat.] A kind ef harp.

Mac.

citizen. ſ. [citºyen, Fr. A freeman of a

city. Raleigh. 2. A townſman; not a gentle

man. Shakeſp. 3. An inhabitant. Dryden.

CITIZEN. a. Having the qualities of a citizen.

Shakeſp.

CITRINE. a. [citrinuſ, Lat.) Lemon-coloured.

Grew, Floyer.

CITRINE. ſ. (from citrinus, Lat] ...A ſpecies

of cryſtal of an extremely pure, clear, and fire

texture, generally free from flaws and ble

miſhes. Our jewellers cut ſtones for rings out

}} which are generally miſtaken for topazes.

Hill.

citRoN TREE. ſ. [from citruſ, Lat..] One

ſort, with a pointed fruit, is in great eſteem.

Millar, Addiſon.

CITRON-WATER.ſ. Aqua vitz, diſtilled with

the rind of citrons. Pope.

CITRUL. f. Pompion.

CITY. ſ. (cite, Fr.) 1. A large colleaion of

houſes and inhabitants. Temple. 2. In the

Engliſh law. A town corporate, that hath a

biſhop. Cowell. 3. The inhabitants of a certain

city. Skakeſp.

CITY. a. Relating to the city. Shakeſp.

Civet. ſ. [civette, Fr.] A perfume from the

civet cat. The civet, or civet cat, is a little

animal,
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animal, not unlike our cat, excepting that his

ſnout is more pointed, his claws leſs dangerous,

ard his cry different. Trevaux, Bacon.

CIVICK. a. [civicuſ, Lat J Relating to civil

honours; not military. Pºpe.

CIVIL. a. [civilis, Lat.) 1. Relating to the com

munity ; political. Hooker, Sprat 2. Not in

anarchy; not wild. Rºſcommºn. 3. Not for

eign; inteſtine. Bacºn 4. Not eccleſiaſtical.

5. Not natural. 6. Not military. 7. Not

criminal. 8. Civilized; not barbarous. Spen

Jer. 9. Complaifant; civilized; gentle; well

bred. Dryden. Io. Grave; ſober. Milton. 1.

Relating to the ancient conſular or imperial

government; as, civil law.

CIVILIAN.ſ ſcietlit, Lat.) One that profeſſes

the knowledge of the old Roman law. Bacon.

Civ I LITY /. [from civil] 1. Freedom from

barbarity. Davier. 2 Politeneſs; complaiſance ;

elegance of behaviour. Clarendºn. 3. Rule of

decency; practice of politeneſs. Dryden.

To CIVILIZE. v. a. [from civil j To reclaim

from ſavageneſs and brutality. Denham.

CIVILIZER.J. [from civilize.] He that reclaims

others from a wild and ſavage life. Philips.

Civilly, adv. [from civil j . in a männer

relating to government. Hºoker. ... Politely ,

complaiſantly; without rudeneſs. Collier. 3.

Without gay or gaudy colours. Bacºn.

CIZE.J. [From inciſa, Lat.) The quantity of any

thing, with regard to its external form. Grew

CLACK. ſ. [klatchen, Germ. to rattle.) 1. Any

thing that makes a laſting and importunate

noi.e. Priºr. 2. The Clack of a Mill. A

bell that rings when more corn is required to

be put in. Betterton.

To CLACK. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To make

a chinking noiſe. 2. To let the tongue run.

CLAD. part. pret. Clothed; inveſted; garbed.

1 Kings. Swift.

To CLAIM. v. a. [clamer, Fr.] To demand of

right; to require authoritatively. Locke.

CLAIM. ſ. [from the verb.] I. A demand of

any thing, as due. Dryden, 1. A title to any

privilege or poſſeſſion in the hands of another.

Locke. 3. In law. A demand of anything

that is in the poſſeſſion of another. Cowell.

CLA IMABLE. a. That which may be demand

ed as due.

CLA'IMANT. ſ. [from claim..] He that de

mands any thing as unjuſtly detained by ano

ther.

A CLAIMER. ſ. [from claim..] He that makes

a demand.

To CLAMBER. v. n. To climb with difficulty.

Shakeſp. Ray.

To CLAMM. v. a. [cleman, Sax.] To clog

with any glutinous matter.

CLAMMINESS. ſ. [from clammy.] Viſcoſity;

viſcidity. Moxon.

CLA'MMY a. (from to clamm.] Viſcous; gluti

nous. Bacon, Addiſon.

CI:AMOROU.S. a. from clamºur.] Vociferous;

noiſy. Hecker, Swift.

CLA'MOUR. ſ. [ clamor, Lat.] Outcry; noiſe;

exclamation; vociferation. K. Charles, Addiſ,

To CLA'MOUR. v. n. To make outcries; to

exclaim; to vociferate. Shakeſp.

CLAMP. f. [clamp, Fr.) 1. A piece of wood

joined ºn another. 2. A quantity of bricks.

Mºrtimer.

To CLAMP. v. a. [from the noun). Ends of

tables are commonly clamped. Maxen.

CLAN ſ. [klaan, in the Highland; ſignifies

children. 1. A family; a race. Milton. 2:

A body or fººt of perſons. Swift.

CLA'NCULAR. a. (cancularius, Lat.] Clan

deſtine; ſecret. Decay ºf Piety.

C.I.ANDEST IN E. a. (clandeſlinur, Lat.) Se

cret; hidden. Blackmºre.

CLANDESTINELY. adv. [from clandºffine.]

Secretly; privately. Swift.

CLANG. ſ. (clangºr, Lat.) A ſharp ſhrill noiſe.

Miltºn, Dryden.

To CLANG. v. n. (clango, Lat.] To clatter;

to make a loud ſhrill noiſe. Priºr.

CLANGoUR.J. [clangor, Lat.) A loud ſhrill

found. Dryden.

CLA NGOU.S. a. [from clang. Making a clang.

Brown.

CLANK. ſ. ſſrom clang.] A loud ſhrill ſharp

noiſe. Spectator.

To CLA P. v. a. [clappan, Sax.] I. To ſtrike

together with a quick motion. job. 2. To

add one thing to another. Taylor. 3. To do

anything with a ſudden haſty motion. Priºr.

4. To celebrate or praiſe by clappingthe hands;

to applaud. Dryden. 5. To in eº with a ve

nereal poiſon. Wiſeman. 6. To CLAP up.

To complete ſuddenly. Hºwel.

To CLA P. v. n. 1. To move nimbly with a

noiſe. Dryden. 2. To enter with alacrity and

briſkneſs upon any thing. Shakeſp. 3. To

ſtrike the hands together in applauſe. Fºilogue

to Hen. VIII.

CLA P. ſ. [from the verb. 1. A loud noiſe made

by ſudden colliſion. Swift. 2. A ſudden or un

expected act or motion. Swift. 3. Anexploſion

of thunder, Hakewell. 4. An act of applauſe.

Addiſºr. 5. A venereal infection. Pºpe. 6.

The nether part of the beak of a hawk.

CLA PPER. / (from clap.) 1. One who clans

with his hands. 2. The tongue of a bell. Addiſ

To CLA PPERCLA W. v. a. [from clapper and

claw.] To tongue-beat, to ſcold. Shakeſp.

CLA'RENCEUX, or Clar Esc 1 Eux. f. The

ſecond king at arms: ſo named from the

dutchy of Clarence.

CLARE-OBSCURE.J. [from claruſ, bright, and

obſcuruſ, Lat.jlight and ſhade in painting Priºr

CLA'RET. ſ. [clairet, Fr.) French wine.

CLA RICORD.ſ (from carus and chorda,Lat)

A muſical inſtrument in form of a ſpinettc.

Chamberſ.

CLARIFICATION. ſ. [fºom clarify.) The at

of making anything clear from impurities. Bac.

To CLARIFY. v. a. [clarifier, Fr.) 1. To pu

rify or clear. Bacºn. 2. To brighten ; to 11

luminate. Sºuth.

CLA RION. ſ. [clarin, Span.) A trumpet.

Spenſar, Pºpe,
Cº.,A'RITY.
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CLA'RITY. ſ. (clarté, Fr.] Brightneſs; ſplen

dour. Raleigh.

CLA'RY. ſ. An herb. Bacon.

To CLASH. v. n. [kletſen, Dutch 11.To make

a noiſe by mutual colliſion. Denham, Bentley.

2. To act with oppoſite power, or contrary di

rečtion South. 3. To contradict; oppoſe. Spect.

To CLASH. v. a. To ſtrike one thing againſt
another

CLASH. ſ. 1. A noiſy colliſion of two bodies.

Denh. 1. Oppoſition; contradiction. Atterb.

A CLASP. f. [cheſte, Dutch 1. A hook to

hold any thing cloſe. Addiſon. 2. An em

brace. Shakeſp.

To CLASP. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ſhut

with a claſp. Hooker. 1. To catch and hold

by twining. Milton. 3. To incloſe between

the hands. Bacon. 4. To embrace. Smith.

3. To incloſe. Shakeſp.

CLASPER. ſ. [from claſp.] The tendrels or

threads of creeping plants. Ray.

CLASPKNIFE. ſ. A knife which folds into the
handle.

CLASS. ſ. [from claſſr, Lat.] 1. A rank or

order of perſons. Dryden. 2. A number of

boys learning the ſame leſſon. Watts. 3. A

ſet of beings or things. Addiſon.

To CLASS. v. a. To range according to ſome

ſtated method of diſtribution. Arbuthnot.

CLASSICAL, or Cla'ssic r. a. [claſſicus, Lat.

1. Relating to antique authors. Addiſºr, Felton.

2. Of the firſt order or rank. Arbuthnot.

CLASSICK. ſ. An author of the firſt rank.

CLASSIS. ſ. (Lat.] Order; ſort: body. Clarend.

To CLATTER. v. n. [clarnunge, a rattle,

Sax.] 1. To make a noiſe by knocking two ſo

norous bodies frequently together. Dryden. 2

To utter a noiſe by being ſtruck together.

Knelles. 3. To talk faſt and idly. Decay ºf Piety.

To CLATTER. v. a. i. To ſtrike any thing

ſo as to make it ſound. Milton. 2. To diſ

pute, jar, or clamour. Martin.

A CLATTER. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. A rat

tling noiſe made by frequent colliſion of ſono

rous bodies. Swift. 1. Any tumultuous and

confuſed noiſe. B. johnſon. -

CLAVATED. a. [clavatus, Lat.] Knobbed.

Woodward.

CLAUDENT. a. [claudens, Lat.] Shutting;

incloſing. -

To CLAUDICATE.v.m.[claudice,Lat.]Tohalt.

CLAUDICATION.ſ.The habitof halting.Dià.

CLAVE. [The preterite of cleave.]

CLAVELLATED.a.[clavellatus,lowLat]Made

with burnt tartar. A chymical term. Arbuthn.

CLA'VER. ſ. [clarn, Sax.J Clover.

CiA VICLE. ſ. [clavicula, Lat.) The collar

bone. Brews, Wiſeman.

CLAUSE. ſ. (clauſula, Lat.] 1. A ſentence;

a ſingle part of diſcourſe; a ſubdiviſion of a

larger ſentence. Hooker. 2. An article, or

particular ſtipulation.

CI,AUSTRAL. a. [from clauffrum, Lat..] Re

lating to a cloyſter. Ayliffe.
CºrJ. Lºlauſura, Lat J Confinement.

* ºfatdqes.

A CLAW. ſ [clapan, Sax.] 1. The foot of a

beaſt or bird, armed with ſharp nails. Spenſer,

Garth. 2. A hand, in contempt.

To CLAW. v. a. [clapan, Sax.] 1. To tear

with nails or claws. Shakeſp. z. To tear or

ſcratch in general. Hudibrar. 3. To tickle.

Shakeſp. 4. To Claw ºff. Toſcolá.L’Eſtrange.

CLA'WBACK. ſ. A flatterer; a wheedler.

CLA'WF.D. a. (from claw.] Furniſhedor armed
with claws. Grew.

CLAY. ſ. (rai, Welch.) Unétuous, and tena
cious earth. Watts.

To CIAY. v. a. To cover with clay. Mortimer.

CLAY-COLD. a. Cold as the unanimated earth.

Rewe.

C!-AY-PIT. A pit where clay is dug. Weedw.

CLAYEY. Conſiſting of clay. Derham.

CLAYMARL (clay and marl.] A chalky clay.
Mortimer.

CLEAN. a. ſclºne, Sax.] 1. Free from dirt or

filth Spºnſer. 2. Chaſte; innocent; guiltleſs.

3. Elegant; neat; not unwieldy; not in

cumbred Maller. 4. Not leprous. Leviticus.

CLEAN. adv. Quite; perfectly ; fully; com

pletely. Hooker.

Tº CLEAN. v. a. To free from dirt. Thenſºn.

CI.EANLILY, adv. In a cleanly manner.

CLEANLINESS. ſ. [from cleanly.) 1. Free

dom from dirt or filth. Addiſon. 2. Neatneſs

of dreſs; purity. Sidney.

CLEANLY. a. [from clean.) 1. Free from

dirtineſs; pure in the perſon. Dryden. a.
That which makes cleanlineſs. 2. 3

Pure; immaculate. Glanville. 4. Nice,

artful. L'Eſtrange.

CLE ANLY. adv. [from clean.] Elegantly;
neatly.

CLE ANNESS. ſ. [from clean.] 1. Neatneſs;

freedom from filth. 2. Eaſy exactneſs; juſt

neſs; natural, unlaboured corre&tneſs. Pryd.

3. Purity; innocence. Pºpe.

To CLEANSE. v. a. [clanrian, Sax.] 1. To

free from filth or dirt. Prior. 2. To purify

from guilt. Proverbs. 3. To free from noxi

ous humours. Arbuthnot. 4. To free from le

proſy, Mark. 5. To ſcour. Addiſon.

A CLEANSER. ſ. [clanrene, Sax.] That

which has the quality of evacuating. Arbuth.

CLEAR. a. [clair, Fr. clarus, Lat.] i. Bright;

tranſpicuous; pellucid; tranſparent; not opa

cous. Denham. 2. Free from clouds; ſerene;

as a clear day. 3. Without mixture, pure;

unmingled. 4. Perſpicuous; not obſcure;

not ambiguous. Temple. 5. Indiſputable; e

vident; undeniable. Milton. 6. Apparent ;

manifeſt; not hid. Hocker. 7. Unſpotted;

guiltleſs; irreproachable. Shakeſp. Pope. 8.

Unprepoſſeſſed; impartial. Sidney. 9. Free

from diſtreſs, proſecution, or imputed guilt.

Gay. 10. Free from deductions or incumbrance.

Collier. 11. Vacant; unobſtructed. Shakeſø.

Pºpe. , 12. Out of debt. 13. Unintangled ;

at a ſafe diſtance from danger. Shakeſp. - 14.

Canorous; ſounding diſtinctly. Addiſon. 15.

Free; guiltleſs. Suſan,

CLEAR.
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CLEAR. adv. Clean; quite; completely. L'Eſtr.

To CLEAR. v. a. i. To make bright; to

brighten. Dryden. 2. To free from obſcurity.

Bºyle. 3. To purge from the imputation of

guilt, to juſtify. Hayward. 4. To cleanſe.

Shakeſp. 5. To diſcharge; to remove any

incumbrance. Wilkins, Addiſºn. 6. To free

from anything offenſive. Locke. 7. To cla

rify 5 as to clear liquors. 8. To gain without

deduction. Addiſon.

o CLEAR. v. n. 1. To grow bright; to re

cover tranſparency. Shakeſp. Norris. 2. To be

diſengaged from incumbrances, or entangle

ments. Bacon.

CLEARANCE. ſ. A certificate that a ſhip has

been cleared at the cuſtom-houſe.

CLEARER.ſ. Brightener; purifier; enlighten

er. Addiſºn.

CLEARLY. adv. [from clear.] 1. Brightly ;

luminouſly. Hooker. 2. Plainly; evidently.

Rºgerſ. 3. With diſcernment; acutely. Ben.

Jahnſºn. 4. Without entanglement. Bacon.

5. Without by-ends; honeſtly. Tillotſºn. 6.

Without deduction or coſt. 7. Without re

ſerve; without ſubterfuge. Davies.

CLE'ARNESS. ſ. [from clear.] I. Tranſpa

rency; brightneſs. Bacon. 2. Splendour; luſtre.

Sidney. 3. Diſtinctneſs; ... Addiſ.

CLEARSIGHTED. a. [clear and ſight.] Diſ

cerning; judicious. Denham.

To CLEARSTARCH. v. a. [clear and/?arch.]

To ſtiffen with ſtarch. Addiſºn.

To CLEAVE. v. m. pret. I clave, part cleven.

[cleonan, Sax.] iſ. To adhere; to ſtick; to

hold to jab. 1. To unite aptly; to fit. Shakeſ.

3. To unite in concord. Hºoker, Knoller.

4. To be concomitant, Hooker.

To CLEAVE. v. a. preterite, I clºve, I clave, I

cleft; part. paſſ. claven, or cleft. [cleopan,

Sax.] 1. To divide with violence; to ſplit.

Miltºn, Blackmore. 2. To divide. Deuteronom.

To CLEAVE. v n. 1. To part aſunder. Shake.

Pºpe. 2. To ſuffer diviſion. Newton.

A CLEAVER / [from cleave..] A butcher's

inſtrument to cut animals into joints. Arbuth.

CLEES. ſ. The two parts of the foot of beaſts

which are cloven-footed.

CLEF. ſ. [from clef, key, Fr.) A mark at the

beginning of the lines of a ſong, which ſhews

the tone or key in which the piece is to begin.
Chambers.

CLEFT part-paſſ.[from cleave.) Divided.Milton.

CLEFT. ſ. [from cleave..] 1. A ſpace made by

the ſeparation of parts; a crack. Woodward.

2. In farriery. Cleft appear on the bought of

the paſterns, and are cauſed by a ſharp and

malignant humour. Farr. Dić. Ben, johnſon.

To CLE'FTGRAFT. v. a. [cleft and graft.]

To engraft by cleaving the lock of a tree.

AVMartimer.

CLE MENCY.ſ. (clemence, Fr. clementia, Lat.]

Mercy; remiſſion of ſeverity. Addiſon.

CLEMENT. a. [clemens, Lat.] Mild; gentle;

merciful.

To CLEPE.v.a.[clypian, Sax.]To call. Shakeſp.

CLE'RGY..ſ.. [clarge, Fr. Man;3;..] The body of

T

men ſet apart by due ordination for the ſervice

of God. Shakeſp.

CLERGYMAN. ſ. A man in holy orders; not

a laick. Swift.

CLERICAL. a. [clericus, Lat.) Relating to the

clergy. Bacº

A CLERK. ſ. *ene, Sax ) 1. A clergyman.

Ayliffº. 2. A ſcholar; a man of letters. South.

3. A man employed under another as a writer.

Sºakeſp. 4. A petty writer in publick offices.

Granville. g. The layman who reads the

reſponſes to the congregation in the church,

to direct the reſt.

CLE'RKSHIP.ſ [from clerk.] 1. Scholarſhip.

2. The office of a clerk of any kind. Swift.

CLEVE. ) At the beginning or end of the proper

CLIF. } name of a place, denotes it to be

CLIVE. ſituated on a rock or hill.

CLEVER. a. i. Dextrous; ſkilful. Addiſºn.

2. Juſt; fit; proper; commodious. Pºpe. 3.

Well-ſhaped; handſome Arbuthnot.

CLEVERLY. adv. [from clever.] Dextrouſly;

fitly; handſomely. Hudibras.

CLEVERNESS. ſ. [from clever.] Dexterity ;

ſkill.

CLEW. f. [clype, Sax.] 1. Thread wound

upon a bottom. Roſcommon. 2. A guide; a

direction. Smith.

To CLEW. v. a. To clew the Sails, is to raiſe

them, in order to be furled. Harriſ.

To CLICK. v. n. [clicken, Dutch..] To make a

ſharp, ſucceſſive noiſe. Gay.

CLICKER. ſ. [from click.] A low word for the

ſervant of a ſaleſman.

CLI'CKET. ſ. The knocker of a door. Skinner.

CLIENT. ſ. [cliens, Lat] 1. One who applies

to an advocate for counſel and defence. Taylºr.

2. A dependant. Ben. johnſºn.

CLIENTED. parti. a. Supplied with clients.
Carew.

CLIENTE'LE. ſ. [clientela, Lat.) The conditi

on or office of a client. Ben. johnſon.

CLI'ENTSHIP. ſ. [from client.) The condition

of a client. Dryden.

CLlFF. ſ. [clivni, Lat, clip, Sax.] A ſteep rock;

a rock. Bacon.

CLIFT. ſ. The ſame with Cliff. Spenſer,

CLIMACTER. ſ. [xxiwaxlhé.] A certain pro

greſſion of years, ſuppoſed to end in a dange

rous time. Brown.

CLIMACTE’RICK. a. [from clima&ier.1

CLIMACTE'RICAL. Containing a certain

number of years, at the end of which ſome

great change is ſuppoſed to befal the body.

Brown, Pºpe.

CLIMATE. ſ. [...xlaa..] I. A ſpace upon the

ſurface of the earth, meaſured from the equa

tor to the polar circles; in each of which

ſpaces the longeſt day is half an hour longer

than that nearer to the equator. From the

polar circlesto the poles, climates are meaſured

by the increaſe of a month. 2. A region, or

tract of land. Dryden.

To CLIMATE. v. n. To inhabit. Shakeſp.

CLIMATURE. ſ. The ſame with climate.

Shakeſp. CLIMAX.

–
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CH.I'MAX. ſ. [xxaağ.] Gradation; aſcent; a

figure in rhetorick, by which the ſentence

riſes gradually. Dryden.

To CLIMB v. n. pret cºmb or climbed; part.

clarab or climbed. [climan, Sax.] To aſcend up

any place. Sam.

To CLIMB. v .a. To aſcend. Akior.

CLIMBER. ſ. [from climb.) 1. One that mounts

or ſcales any place; a mounter; a riſer. Ca

rew. 2. A plant that creeps upon other ſup

ports. Mortºmer. 3. The name of a particu

lar herb. Millar. -

CLIME. ſ. [from climate.] Climate; region;

trast of earth. Miltºn, Atterbury.

To C.INCH. v. a. [clynxi, Sax.]_1. To hold

in hand with the fingers bent. Dryden. 2.

To contract or double the fingers. Swift.

3. To bend the point of a nail in the other

ſide. 4. To confirm, to fix; as, to clinch an

argument.

CLINC H. f. [from the verb.] A pun; an am -

biguity. Bºyle, Dryden.

CLINCHER. ſ. [rom clinch.] A cramp; a

hold:aſt. Pºpe.

To CLING. v. n. pret. I clung; part. I have

clung. [Kynger, Daniſh.] I. To hang upon

by twining round. Ben. johnſºn. 2. To dry

up; to conſume. Shakeſp.

CLI/NGY. a. [from cling.j Clinging; adheſive.

CLI'NICAL. Ü a. [x; 22, to lie down.) One

CLINICK. that keeps the bed. Taylºr.

To CLINK. v. n. To utter a ſmall, interrupted

noiſe. Prior.

CLINK. ſ. [from the verb.] A ſharp ſucceſſive

noiſe. Shakeſp.

CL1 NQUANT. ſ. [Fr. Embroidery; ſpangles.

Shakeſø.

To CLIP. v. a. [clippan, Sax.] 1. To embrace,

by throwing the arms round. Sidney, Ray. 2.

To cut with ſheers. Suckling, Bentley. 3. It

is particularly uſed of thoſe who diminiſh coin.

Locke. 4. To curtail; to cut ſhort. Addiſºn.

5. To confine; to hold. Shakeſp.

CLIPPER. ſ. One that debaſes coin by cutting.

Addiſon.

CLIPPING ſ The part cut or clipped off. Locke.

CLIVE.R. ſ. An herb. Millar.

A CLOAK. ſ. [lach, Sax.] 1. The outer gar

ment. Pºpe. 2. A concealment. Peter.

To CLOAK. v. a. 1. To cover with a cloak.

2. To hide; to conceal. Spenſer.

CLO'AKBAG. ſ. ſ rom clºak and bag..] A port

manteau; a bag in which cloaths are carried.

Shakeſp.

CLOCK. ſ. [clºcc, Welſh.) 1. The inſtrument

which tells the hour. Bacon. 2. It is an uſual

expreſſion to ſay, What if it of the clºck, for

M’hat hour is it 2. Or ten o'clock, for the tenth

hour. 3. The clock of a ſtocking; the flowers

or inverted work about the ankle. Swift. 4.

A ſort of beetle. -

CLO'CKMAKER. ſ. An artificer whoſe profeſ

ſion is to make clocks. Derhaw.

CLOCKWORK. J. Movements by weights or

ſprings Priºr.

CLOD. ſ. [club, Sax.] 1. A lump of earth or

clay. Ben. jºhnſºn. 2. A turf, the ground.

Sºuth. 3. Anything vile, baſe, and earthy.

Miltºn. 4. A dull fellow; a dolt. Dryden.

To CLOD. v. m. [from the noun To gather

into concretions; to coagulate. Milton.

ToCLOD. v. a. To pelt with clods.

CLO'DDY. a. [from clod] I. Conſiſting of

earth or clods; earthy. Shakeſp. 1. Full of

clods unbroken. Mortimer.

CLO'DPATE. ſ. [eld a d pate.] A ſtupid fel:

low; a dolt; a thickſcull.

CLODPATED. a. [from cladpate.] Doltiſh ;

thoughtleſs. Arbuthnet.

CLO DPOLL. ſ. A thickſcull; a dolt. Shakeſp.

To CLOG. v. a. [from clag ) i. To load with

ſomething that may hinder motion. Digby. 2.

To hinder ; to obſtruct. Raleigh. 3. To

load; to burthen. Shakeſp. Addiſºn.

To CLOG. v. n. 1. To coaleſce; to adhere. Eve

Ayn. 2. To be encumbered or impeded. Sharp.

CLOG. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Any incum

brance hung to hinder motion. Milton. 2. A

hindrance; an obſtruction. Hººker, Denne. 3.

A kind of additional ſhoe worn by women, to

keep them from wet. 4. A wooden ſhoe.

arvey.

CLOGGINESS. ſ. [from clºggy.) The ſtate of

being clogged.

CLO'GGY. a. [from clºg.) That which has the

power of clogging up. Boyle.

CLO’ISTER / [claureen, Sax. clauſirum,Lat.]

1. A religious retirement. Davies. 2. A pe

riſtyle; a piazza.

To CLO'ISTER. v.a [from the noun..] To ſhut

up in a religious houſe; to immure from the

world Bacon, Rymer.

CLOISTERAL a. Solitary; retired. Walten.

CLO ISTERED part, a [from clºiſter.] 1 So

litary; inhabiting cloiſters. Shakeſp. 2. Built

with periſtyles or piazzas Wotton.

C1.0 ISTRESS / [from cliffer] A nun.Shakeſp.

CLOMB. [pret, of tº climb..] Miltºn

To CLOOM. v. a. [clºnian, Sax.] To ſhut

with viſcous matter. Mortimer.

To CLOSE. v. a. [cles, Fr. clauſus, Lat.] 1.

To ſhut ; to lay together. Prior. 2. To con

clude 5 to end; to finiſh. Wake. 3 To in

cloſe ; to confine, Shakeſp. 4. To join ; to

unite ſractures. Addiſºn.

To CLOSE. v. n. 1. To coaleſce; to join its

own parts together. Numbers, Baron. 2. Tº

Close upºn. To agree upon. Temple. 3 I.

Close with, cr in with. To come to an agree

ment with ; to unite with. Shakeſp. Sºuth,
Newtºn. -

CLOSE ſ (from the verb.) 1. Anything ſhut;

without outlet, Bacon 2. A ſmall field in

cloſed. Coreºv. 3. The manner of ſhutting.

Chapman 4. The time of ſhutting up. Dryder.

5. A grapple in wreſtling. Bacon, Chafra-.

6. A pauſe or ceſſation. Dryden. 7. A con

cluſicn or end. Aſiltan,

CLOSE. a. [from the verb ] 1. Shut faſt J7:/.

****, *. Without vent , without inlet; pri

vate. Pryden. 3. Confined ; ſtagnant. Barºn.

4. Corn
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4. Compiét; ſolid. Burnet. 3. Viſcous; glu

tinous. Wilkins. 6. Conciſe; brief. Dryden. [.

7. Immediate; without any intervening diſ.

tance or ſpace: Ben. 7-bnſon, Pºpe. 8. join

ed ºne to another. Shakeſp. 9. Narrow ; as

a clºſe alley. io. Admitting finall diſtance.

Pryden. ii. Undiſcovered. Shakeſp. 11. Hid

den; ſecret; not revealed. Beyle. 13. Having

the quality of ſecrecy; truſty. Shakeſp. 14.

Clcudy : fly. Shakeſp. 15. With ut wander

ing ; attentive. Locke. 16. Full to the point;

home. Dryden. 17. Retired; ſolitary. 18 Se

cluded rom communication. 19. Dark, cloudy,
not clear.

CLOSEBODIED. a. Made to fit the body ex

actly. Ayliffe.

CLOSEHANDED. a. Covetous Arbuthnot.

CLOSE-PENT. a. Shut cloſe; without vent.

CLOSELY. adv. [from cloſe.) 1. Without inlet

or outlet. Boyle. 2. Without much ſpace inter

yening; nearly. Shakeſp., 3. Secretly; lily.

Caretz'. 4. Without deviation. Dryden.

CLOSENESS. ſ. [from clºſe.J. 1. The ſtate of

being ſhut. Bacon. 2. Narrowneſs; ſtraitneſs

3: . Want of air, or ventilation. Swift. 4.

Compaštneſs; ſolidity. Bentºy. 5. Recluſe

neſ; ſolitude; retirement. Shakeſp. 6. Se

crecy; privacy. Cºllier. 7. Covetouſneſs; fly

avarice. Addiſºn. 8. Connection; dependance.
South

CLOSER'ſſfrom cloſe.] A finiſher; a concluder.

CLO'SESTOOL. ſ. A chamber implement.
Garth.

CLOSET.ſ [from cloſe.]. I. A ſmall room of

privacy and retirement. Wottºn. 2. A private

repoſitory of curioſities. Dryden.

To CLO'SET. v. d. [from the noun.] I. To

ſhut up, or conceal in a cloſet, Herbert. 2.

To take into a cloſet for a ſecret interview.

Swift.

closţi. ſ. A diſtemper in the feet of cattl.

CLOSURE. ſ. [from cloſe.] 1. The act o ſhu

ting up. Boyle. 2. That by which anything is

cloſed or ſhut. Pope. 3. The parts incloſing; in

clºſure. Shakeſp. 4. Concluſion; end. Shakeſp

CLOT. ſ. Concretion; grume. Bacon.

To CLOT. v. n. 1. To form clots; to hang to

gether. Philipſ. 2. To concrete; to coagu

late. Philips.

CLOTH. f. plural thih, or clother. (clay, Sax.]

1. Any thing woven for dreſs or covering

Szwift. a. The piece of linen ſpread upon a

table. Pope. 3. The canvaſs on which pictures

are delineated. Dryden. 4. In the plural.

Dreſs; habit; garment; veſture. Pronounced

ck'?. Shakeſp. Temple. 5. The covering of a
bed. Prior.

To CLOTHE. v. a. pret. I clothed; part. I have

clºthed, or clad. [rom clºth.) 1. To inveſt

with garments; to cover with dreſs. Addiſºn.

2. To adorn with dreſs Ray 3. To inveſt; a

with clothes. Dryden, Watts, 4. To furniſh or

provide with clothes.

C LOTHIF.R. ſ. [from cloth.] A maker of cloth.

Grannt.

CLOTHING. ſ. [from tº chthel Dreſs; veſ.

ture; garments. Fairfax, Swift.

CL9THSHEARERſ. One whotrims the cloth.
Hakewell.

CLOTPOLL. ſ. [from clºt and pºll] 1. Thick

ſkull; blockhead. Shakeſp. 2. Head, in ſcorn.

Shakeſp.

To CLOTTER. v. n. [Alattereº, Dutch..] To
concrete; to coagulate. Dryden.

CLOTTY.a. (from clet.] Full of clots; con

creted. Harvey, Martimer.

A CLOUD. ſ. 1. The dark collestion of va

pours in the air. Grew, Roſcommon. 2. The

veins, or ſtains in ſtones, or other bodies. 3.

Any ſtate of obſcurity or darkneſs. Waller.

4. Any thing that ſpreads wide; as a multi

tude. Atterbury.

To CLOUD. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

darken with clouds. Pºpe. 2. To obſcure; to

make leſs evident. Decay ºf Piety. 3. To

variegate with dark veins. Pºpe.

To CLOUD. v. n. To grow cloudy.

CL 9'UDBERRY. ſ. [from clºud and berry..] A

plant, called alſo knotberry.

CLOUDCAPT. a. Topped with clouds.Shakeſ.

CLOUDCOMPE'LLING. a. An epithet of Ju

Piter, by whºm clouds were ſuppoſed to be
collected. Waller. - -

CLOUDILY. adv. [from clºudy.) 1... with

clouds; darkly. 2. Obſcurely; not perſpicu

ouſly. Spenſer.

CLOUDIN ESS. ſ. [from clºudy J 1. The ſtate

of being covered with clouds; darkneſs. Har

vey.2. Want of brightneſs. Bºyle.

CLOUDLESS... a. [from clºud.] Clear; un

clouded; luminous. Pºpe.

CLOUDY. a. [from clºud.) 1. Obſcured with

clouds. Exºdus. 2. Dark; obſcure; not intel

ligible Watts, 3. Gloomy of look; not open,

nor cheerful. Spenſer, 4. Marked with ſpots
or veins.

CLOVE. ſ. [the preterite of cleave.]

C.O.V.E. ſ. (clºu, Fr.) 1. A valuable ſpice

brought from Ternate, the fruit or ſeed of a

very large tree. Brºwn. 2. Some of the parts

into which garlick ſeparates. Tate.

CLOVF-GILLYFLOWER. ſ. [from its finell

ling like clover.]

CLOVEN. part pret. [from cleave.) Maller.

C1.9 VEN-FOOTED. . a [cleven and feet, or

CLOVEN-HOOFED. 5 Feºf..] Having the foot

divided into two parts Dryden, Ray.

CLOVER. ſ. (clapen, Saxon.) 1. A ſpecies of

trefoil. Shakeſp. Mºr timer. 1. To live in

Clover, is to live luxuriouſly. Ogle.

CLOVERED, a. [from clover.] Covered with

clover. Thomſon,

CLOUGH. f. [clough, Saxon.] A cliff,

CLOUGH. ſ. [in commerce..] An allowance of

two ſcun's in every hundred weight for the

turn of the ſcale, that the commodity may

hold out weight when ſold by retail.

A CLOUT. ſ. (clut, Saxon.) 1. A cloth for any

mean uſe. Swift. 2. A patch on a ſhoe or

coat. 3. Anciently, the mark of white cloth

S at
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at which archers ſhot. Shakeſp. 4. An iron

plate to an axle-tree.

To CLOUT. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

patch; to mend coarſely. Milton. 2. To cover

with a cloth. Spenſer. 3. To join awkwardly

together. Aſcham.

CLOUTED. particip. a. Congealed; coagulat

ed. Gay.

CLOUTERLY.a. Clumſy; awkward.Mortin.

CLOWN. ſ. [lopm, Sax.] i. A ruſtick; a churl.

Sidney. ... A coarſeill bred man. Spectatºr.

CLOWNERY. ſ. [from clown.] Ill-breeding;

churliſhneſs. L'Eſtrange.

CLOWNISH. a. [from clown.] 1. Conſiſting of

ruſticks or clowns. Dryden. 2. Coarſe; rough 3

rugged. Spenſer. 3. Uncivil; ill-bred. Shakeſp.

4. Clumſy; ungainly. Prior.

CLOWNISHLY. adv. Coarſely; rudely.

CLOWNISHNESS. ſ.[from clowniſh ) i. Ruſ

ticity; coarſeneſs Locke. 2. Incivility; bru

tality.

CLOWN's MUSTARD. ſ. An herb. *

To CLOY. v. a. [enclouer, Fr.) 1. To ſatiate; to

ſate; to ſurfeit. Sidney. 2. To ſtrike the beak

together. Shakeſp. 3. To mail up guns, by

ſtriking a ſpike into the touch hole.

CLOYLESS. a. [from clay.) That which can

not cauſe ſatiety. Shakeſp. -

CLOYMENT. ſ. [from clay.] Satiety; reple

tion. Shakeſp.

CLUB. ſ. [c/wppa, Welch.) 1. A heavy ſtick.

Spenſer. a. The name of one of the ſuits of

cards. Pope. 3. The ſhot or dividend. L'E-

frange. 4. An aſſembly of good fellows.

ºf. 5. Concurrence; contribution; joint

charge. Hudibras.

To CLUB. v. n. [from the noun..] I. To con

tribute to a common expence. 2. To join to

one effect. Dryden, King.

To CLUB. v. a. To pay to a common reckoning.

Pope.

cíčheaped. a. [club and bead.] Having

a thick head. Derbam.

CLUBLAW. ſ. [club and law.] The law of

arms. Addiſon.

CLUBROOM. ſ. (club and room ) The room in

which a club or company aſſembles. Addiſon.

To CLUCK. v. n. (cloccan, Saxon.] To call

chickens; as a hen. Ra

CLUMP. ſ. [from lump.] A ſhapeleſs piece of
wood.

CLUMPS. ſ. A numſcull. Skinner.

CLUMSILY. adv. [from clumſy..] Awkwardly.

Ray.

Cl,ūsiness/ [from clumſy..]Awkwardneſs;

ungainlineſs; want of dexterity. Caliter.

CLUMSY. a. [lampſch, Dutch, ſtupid.) Awk

ward, beavy; artieſs; unhandy. Ray, Dryden.

CLUNG. The preterite and participle of cling.

To CLUNG. v. a. [clingan, Saxon.] To dry

as wood does

CLUNG. a. [clungu, Saxon.] Waſted with

leanneſs.

CLU STER ſ [clyrten, Saxon] 1. A bunch ;

a number of things of the ſame kind growing

or joined together. Bacon, Denham, Newtºn.

2. A number of animals gathered together.

Milton. 3. Abody of people collected. Addiſcs.

To CLU'STER. v. n. To grow in bunches. Dryd.

To CLUSTER. v. a. To collect any thing into

bodies.

CLUSTER GRAPE. ſ. The ſmallblack grape,

called the currant. Mortimer.

CLUSTERY.a. Growing in cluſters.

To CLUTCH. v. a. i. To hold in the hand;

to gripe; to graſp. Herbert. 2. To contract;

to double the hand. Shakeſp.

CLUTCH ſ [from the verb.]-1. The gripe;

graſp; ſeizure. 2. The paws, the talous.

L'Eſtrange. 3. Hands. Stillingfleet.
A. ºrter'ſ A noiſe; a buſtle; a hurry.

tng. -

To CLUTTER. v. W. [from the noun.] Te

make a noiſe or buſtle.

A CLYSTER. ſ. [xxvrºf.] An injection into

the anus. Arbuthnot.

To COACERVATE. v.a. [coacerve, Lat.] To

heap up together. Bacon.

COACERVATION. ſ [from cºacervate.] The

act of heaping. Bacon.

COACH. f. [cºche, Fr.] A carriage of pleaſure,

or ſtate. Sidney, Pope.

To COACH. v. a. [from the noun.] To carry

in a coach. Pºpe.

COACH-BOX. ſ. The ſeat on which the driver

of the coach ſits. Arbuthnet.

COACH-HIRE. ſ. Money paid for the uſe of a

hired coach. Spectator.

COACH-MAN. ſ. The driver of a coach. South.

To COACT. v. n. To act together in concert.

Shakeſp.

COACTION. ſ. [coa&ius, Lat.] Compulſion;
force. South.

COACTIVE. a. [from ceas.) 1. Having the

force of reſtraining or impelling; compulſory.

Raleigh. 2. Acting in concurrence. Shakeſp.

COADJUMENT. ſ. Mutual aſſiſtance.

COADJUTANT.ſ.Helping; co-operating. Phil.

COADJU'TOR. ſ. 1. A fellow-helper; an aſ

ſiſtant; an aſſociate. Garth. 2. In the canon

law, one who is empowered to perform the

duties of another. Ayliffe.

COADJU'VANCY. ſ. Help; concurrent help.
Brown.

COADUNITION. ſ. The conjunction of dif

ferent ſubſtances into one maſs. Ha e.

To COAGMENT. v. a. To congregate. Glant.

COAGMENTATION.ſ.. [from coagment.) co

acervation into one maſs; union. Ben. Jehºſes.

COAGULABLE. a. [from ceagalate.] That

which is capable of concretion. Boyle.

To COA'GULATE. v. a. [cºagulo, Lat..] To

force into concretions. Bacon, Woodward.

ToCOAGULATE. v. n. To run into concre

tions. Boyle.

COAGULATION.f. [from coagulate.] I. Con

cretion; congelation. 2. The body formed by

coagulation. Arbuthnot.

COAGULATIVE. a. [from coagulate.] That

which hasthe power of cauſing concretion.Bºyle

COAGULATOR.
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º, toAGULATOR. ſ. [from coagulate.] That

: which cauſes coagulation, Arbuthnot.

= COAL. ſ. [col, Saxon, kol, Germ.) 1. The

is cºmmon foſſil fewel. Denham. 2. The cinder

ofburntwood, charcoal. Bacon. 3. Any thing

* inflamed or ignited. Dryden.

To COAL. v. n. [from the noun.) 1. To burn

- wood to charcoal. Carew. 2. To delineate

* with a coal. Camden. -

... COAL-BLACK. a. [coal and black.] Black in

the higheſt degree. Dryden. -

COAL-MINE. ſ. [coal and mine.] A mine in

which coals are dug. Mortimer.

COAL-PIT. ſ. [from coal and pit.] A pit for

digging coals. Woodward.

COAL-STONE. ſ. A ſort of cannel coal.Woºdw

COAL-WORK. ſ. A coalery; a place where

coals are found. Felton.

a coalf RY, ſ a place where coals are dug.

Wºodward.

To COALESCE. v. * [coaleſco, Lat.] 1...To

unite in maſſes. Newton. 2. To grow together;

to join.

COALESCENCE. ſ. [from coaleſce.] Concre

tion; union.

COALITION. ſ. (coalitum, Lat.] Unionin one

maſs or body. Hale, Bentley.

COALY.a. Containing coal. Milton:

CQAPTATION.J. [can and apto, Lat.) The ad

juſtment of parts to each other. Boyle, Bretºne.

To COA'RCT. v. a. [coarás, Lat.] 1. To

ſtraighten; to confine. 2. To contract power.

Ayliffe.

COARCTATION. ſ. [from reará.] I. Con

finement; reſtraint to a narrow place. Bacon, 2.

Contračtion of any ſpace. Ray. 3. Reſtraint

of liberty. Bramhall

COARSE. a. 1. Not refined. Shakeſp. 2. Not

ſoft or fine. 3. Rude; uncivil. 4. Croſs; not

delicate. Thomſon. 5. Inelegant; unpoliſhed.

Dryden. 6. Unaccompliſhed by education.

Arbuthnet. 7. Mean; not nice; vile. Roſcom

mon, Otway.

COARSELY. adv. [from cºarſe.] 1. Without

fineneſs. 2. Meanly; not elegantly. Brown. 3.

Rudely; not civilly. Dryden. 4. Inelegantly.

Dryden.

COARSENESS. ſ. (from coarſ...] I. Impurity;

unrefined ſtate. Bacon. 2. Roughneſs; want

ºf fineneſs. 3. Groſſneſs; want of delicacy.

L'Eſtrange. 4. Roughneſs; rudeneſs of man

nºrs. Garth. 5. Meanneſs; want of nicety.

Addiſºn.

COAST. ſ. ſcoffe, Fr.) 1. The edge or margin

of the land next the ſea; the ſhore. Dryden. 2.

Side. Newton. 3. The Coast is clear. The

danger is over. Sidney, Dryden.

To COAST. v. n. To ſail cloſe by the coaſt.
Arbuthnet.

To COAST. v. 2. To ſail by. Addiſºn.

COASTER. ſ. He that ſails timorouſly near the

ſhore. Dryden.

COAT. ſ. ſcotte, Fr.) 1. The upper garment.

Samuel. 2. A petticoat; the habit of a boy in

his infancy; the lower part of a woman's dreſs.

Lºcke. 3. Veſture, as demonſtrative of the

º

º

office. Hºwel 4. The covering of any animal.

Milton, Mortimer. 5. Any tegument. Derham.

6. That on which the enſigns armorial are

portrayed. Dryden.

To COAT. v. a. To cover; to inveſt.

To COAX. v. a. To wheedle; to flatter.

L'Eſtrange, Farquhar.

COAXER.J. [from the verb.] A wheedler; a

flatterer.

COB. ſ. The head or top.

CQB. ſ. A ſort of ſea fowl. Philipr.

COBALTſ. A marcaſte plentifullyimpregnat
ed with arſenick. Woodward.

To COBBLE. v. a. [kabler, Daniſh.) 1. To

mend any thing coarſely. Shakeſp. z. To do

or make any thing clumſily. Bentley.

COBBLER.J. [from...} 1. A mender of old

ſhoes. Addiſon. 2. A clumſy workman in gene

ral. Shakeſp. 3. Any mean perſon. Dryden.

CO'BIRONS. ſ. Irons with a knob at the upper

end. Bacon.

QQBISHOP. ſ. A coadjutant biſhop. Ayliffe.

CO'BNUT. ſ. [cob and nut.] a boy's game.

CQBSWAN. J. [cob, head, and ſwan.] The

head or leading ſwan. Ben. 7:hnſon.

COBWEB. ſ. [Hopwek, Dutch.) 1. The web or

net of a ſpider. Spºnſer, L'Eſtrange. 2. Any
inare or trap. Swift.

COCCI'FEROUS. a. [xoxx}; and fero.] Plants

are ſo called that have berries. Quincy.

COCHINEALſ. [cochinilla, Span.) An infect

gathered upon the ºpuntia, from which a red

colour is extracted. Hill.

CO'CHLEARY. a.[from cochlea, Lat, a ſcrew.]

Screwform. Brown.

COCHLEATED. a. [from cochlea, Lat.] Of a

ſcrewed or turbinated form. Woodward.

COCK. f. [cocc, Saxon ) 1. The male to the

hen. Dryden. 2. The male of any ſmall birds.

Arbuthnot. 3. The weathercock, that ſhews

the direction of the wind. Shakeſp. 4. A ſpout

to let out water at will. Pºpe. 5. The notch of

an arrow. 6. The part of the lock of a gun

that ſtrikes with the flint. Grew. 7. A con

ueror; a leader. Swift. 8. Cockcrowing.

hakeſp. 9. A cockboat; a ſmallboat. Shakeſp.

io. A ſmall heap of hay. [Properly, tºp.]

Mortimer. 1 1. The form of a hat. Addiſon.

12. The ſtyle of a dial. Chambers. 13. The

needle of a balance. 14. Cock on the hoºp.

Triumphant; exulting. Camden, Hudibrar.

To COCK. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To ſet

erect; to hold bolt upright. Swift. 2. To ſet

up the hat with an air of petulance. Priºr. 3.

To mould the form of the hat 4. To fix the

cock of a gun for a diſcharge. Pryden. 5. To

raiſe hay in ſmall heaps. Spenſer.

To COCK. v. n. 1. To ſtrut; to held up the

head. Addiſºn, 2. To train or uſe fighting

cocks. Ben. johnſºn.

COCKA'DE.J. [from cock.] A ribband worn in

the hat.

A COCKATRICE. ſ. [cock and atten, Saxon,

A ſerpent.) A ſerpent ſuppoſed to riſe from a

cock's egg. Bacon.

S 2. COCK
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CO'CKBOAT. ſ. [cock and boat . A ſmall boat

belonging to a ſhip. Stilling fleet. -

COCKBROTH. J. Broth made by boiling a

cock. Harvey.

COCKCROWING. ſ. [cºck and crow.] The

time at which cocks crow. Mark.

To COCKER. v. a. [refueliner, Fr.] To cade;

to foºdle. Lºcke, Swift.

COCKLR. f. One who follows the ſport of cock

fººting.

CQC KEREL. ſ. [from reck.] A young cock.

Dryden.

COCKET. ſ. A ſeal belonging to the king's

cuſtom houſe: likewiſe a ſcroll of parchment ||

deliveredily the officers of the cuſtom houſe to

merchants, as a warrant that their merchan

dize is entered. Cowell, Davier.

CCCKFIGHT. ſ. A match of cocks. Bacºn.

Cº CKHORSE. (cock and horſe.} on horſeback;

triumphant. Prior.

CO CK".E. ſ. (cºuille, Fr.] A ſmall teſtaceous

:^. Locke.

CO ... E-STAIRS ſ. Winding or ſpiral ſtairs.
Chiribers.

CO Ci. E. ſ. (coccel, Saxon.] A weed that

grºws in corn; corn-roſe. Donne.

To CO'CKLE. v. a. (from cackle.] To contract

intº wrinkles. Gay,

CO CKLED. a. from recil...] Shelled, or tur

binated Shakeſp.

CO CKLOFT'ſ. [reck and left.]The room over

the garret. Dryden.

CO CKMASTER. ſ. One that breeds game

cocks. L'F/irange.

COCKMAT CH. ſ. A cockfight for a prize.

Addiſon.

CO'CKNEY. ſ. 1. A native of London. Derſet.

1. Any effeminate, low citizen. Shakeſp.

CO CKPIT. ſ. ſcock and fit.) 1. The area where

cock's fight. Hºwel. 2. A place on the lower

deck of a man of war. Harriſ.

CO CK'SCOM.B. ſ. A plant; lobſewort.

COCK"SHEAD. ſ. A plant; ſaintoin.

CO CKSHUT. ſ. The cloſe of the evening.

Shakeſp

CO CKSPUR. ſ. Virginian hawthorn. A ſpecies

of medlar.

COCKSURF. [rom cock andſure ) Confidently

certain. Shakeſp. Pope.

COCKSV/AIN. ſ. (Coºrpaine, Saxon.) The

officer who has the command of the cockboat.

Corruptly Coxon.

COCKWEED. ſ. A plant

wort.

CO COA ſ. ſcacaotal, Spaniſh.) A ſpecies of

palm-tree. The bark of the nut is nade into

cordage, and the ſhell into drinking bowls.

The kernel of the nut affords a wholeſome cod,

and the milk contained in the ſhell accoling

liquor. The leaves of the trees are uſed for

thatching houſes. This tree flowers twice or

three times in the year, and ripens as many

ſeries of fruits. Mui'ar, Hill.

CO CT1:... a. (cºlºr, Lat.) Made by baking.

COCTION.J. […&#io, Lat ) The act of boiling.

, Arbuthnot, -

, dittander or pepper

|-

COD.

CO’DFISH. $f A ſea fiſh. -

COD. ſ. [coºbe, Saxon.] Any caſe or huſk in

which ſeeds are lodged. Mºrtimer. - -

To COD. v. a. (from the noun.] To incloſe in

a cod. Mortimer. ‘ ‘

Co DDERS. [from cod.) Gatherers of peaſe.

Drº. -

CODE. ſ. [codex, Lat.) 1. A book. 2. A book

of the civil law. Arbuthnet.

CO'DICIL. ſ. [redicillus, Lat.] An appendage

to a will. Prior.

Copi LLE. ſ. [codille, Fr.] A term at ombre.

Pºpe.

ToÖDLE. v. a. [reful:, Lat ) To parboil.

CO DLING. ſ. [from to cºde.) An apple gene

rally codled. King. -

CoEFFICACY./ I can and efficacia, Lat.] The

power of ſeveral things acting together. Brºwn.

CoEFFICIENCY. f. [can and}. Lat.] Co

operation; the ſtate of acting together to ſome

ſingle end. Glanville.

CoEFFICIENT. ſ. ſeen and effciens, Lat.]

That which unites its action with the action

of another.

CO FLIACK Paſſen. A diarrhaea or flux, that

ariſes from indigeſtion, whereby the aliment

comes away little altered Quincy.

CoE MPTION. ſ. ſeemptic, Lat.) The act of

buying up the whole quantity of any thing.

Bacºn.

COE QUAL. a. (from cen and equalis, Lat.]

Equal. Shakeſp.

CoEQUALITY.'ſ [from aequal.] The ſtate

of being equal.

To Col. RCE. v a [reerces, Lat..] To reſtrain;

to keep in order by force. Ayliffe.

COE RCIBLE. a. (from coerce.) 1. That may

be reſtrain, d. 2. That ought to be reſtrained.

CoE RCION. ſ. (from coerce.) Penal reſtraint;

check. Hale, South.

CCERCIVE. a. [from coerce.] 1. That which

has the power of laying reſtraint. Blackme, e.

1. That which has the authority of reſtraining

by puniſhment. Hocker.

Col.SSENTIAL. a. [can and eſſentia, Lat.]

Participating of the ſame eſſence. Hecker.

COESSENTIALITY. ſ.[from cesſential.] Par

ticipation of the ſame eſſence. ”

CoETA NEOUS. a. [can and a tas, Lat.] Of

the ſame age with another. Breton, G. v. ºf

the Tongue, Bentley. -

COETERNAL. a. ſºon and artersus, Lat., E

qually eternal with another. Miltºn.

CGETERNALLY adv, (from cºeternal] in .

ſtate of equal etermity with another. Hecker.

CoETERNITY. ſ. Urom coeternal.) Having

exiſtence from etermity equal with another

eternal being. Hammand.

COE'VAL. a. [cºrvus, Lat.) Of the ſame age.

Prior, Bently,

COE VAL. ſ. (from the adjective..] A contern

orary. Pºpe. -

CóEvê U.S. a. [ccevur, Lat.) Of the ſame age.

Sºuth.
To
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To COEXIST. v. n. [con and exiſle, Lat.] To

exiſt at the ſame time. Hale.

COEXISTENCE. ſ. [from coexiſt.] Exiſtence

at the ſame time with another. Grew.

COEXISTENT. a. [from coexiſt.] Having ex

iſtence at the ſame time with another. Bram

hal, Bentley.

To COEXTE'ND. v., a

To extend to the ſame

another. Grew.

COEXTENSION. ſ [from coextend..] The ſtate

of extending to the ſame ſpace with another.
Hale. -

COFFEE. ſ. [Arabick.] They have in Turkey

a drink called cºffee, made of a berry of the

ſame name, as black as ſoot, and of a ſtrong

ſcent, which they take, beaten into powder,

in water, hot. Bacºn, Pºpe.

CO'FFEEHOUSE. ſ. [cºffee and houſe. A houſe

where coffee is ſold. Prior.

COFFEEMAN.ſ.One that keeps a coffeehouſe.

Addiſºn.

CO FPEEPOT. ſ. [cºffee and pot.] The covered

pot in which coffee is boiled.

COFFER, ſ [copne, Sax.] 1. A cheſt gene

rally for keeping money. Spenſer, L'Eſtrange.

2. Treaſure. Bacon. 3. [In fortification.) A

hollow lodgment acroſs a dry moat. Chamberſ.

To COFFER. v. a. To treaſure up in cheſts.
Barºn, r

COFFER FR ºf the King'ſ Hauſhold. ſ. A prin

cipal officer of his majeſty's court, next under

the comptroller. Cowell.

GO FFIN. ſ. [cºfin, Fr.) 1. The cheſt in which

dead bodies are put into the ground. Sidney,

Swift. 1. A mould of paſte for a pye. 3.

Cof F 1 N ºf a horſe, is the whole hoof of the

foot above the coronet, including the cºffin

bone Farrier's Diº.

ToCO’F FIN. v. a. To incloſe in a coffin. Donne.

To COG. v. n. 1. To flatter; to wheedle. Shake.

2. To obtrude by falſehood. Tillºtſon, Denniſ.

3. T. Coo a die. To ſecure it, ſo as to direct

its fall. Swift.

To Cog. v. n. To lye, to wheedle. Shakeſp.

COG. ſ. The tooth ef a wheel, by which it acts

upon another wheel.

To COG. v. a, To fix cogs in a wheel.

COGENCY. ſ. [from cogent.] Force; ſtrength.
Darke.

COGENT. a. [cogens, Lat.] Forcible, reſiſtleſs;

convincing. Bentley.

CO GENTLY. adv. [from cogent.) With a re

ſiſt leſs force; forcibly. Lºcke.

CO GGER. ſ. [from to cog.] A flatterer; a

wheedler.

CO GGLESTONE. ſ. [cuogol, Ital.] A little

ſtone. Skinner.

CO GITABLE. a. [from cogito, Lat.] What

rnay be the ſubject of thought.

To CO GITATE. v. n. [cogito, Lat.] To think.

coc, I TATION. ſ.[cogitatio, Lat.) 1. Thought;

the act of thinking. Hooker, Bentley. 2. Pur

poſe ; reflection previous to action. Bacon. 3.

Meditation. }}.

CO’G 1'ſ ATIVE. a. [from cºgito, Lat.] 1. Having

ſ. and extendo, Lat.]

pace or duration with

the power of thought. Bentley. 2. Given to

meditation. Wotton.

COGNATION. ſ. (cognatio, Lat..] 1. Kindred.

South. 2. Relation; participation of the ſame

nature. Brºwn.

|COGNISEE. ſ. [In law.) He to whom a fine in

lands or tenements is acknowledged. Cºxwell.

CO'GNISOUR. ſ. (In law.) Is he that paſſeth

or acknowledgeth a fine. Cºwell.

COGNITION.J. [cognitia, Lat.] Knowledge;

complete convićtion. Brºwn.

COGNITIVE. a. (from cºgnitur, Lat] Having

the power of knowing. South.

COGNIZABLE. a. [cogniſable, Fr.] 1. That

falls under judicial notice. 2. Proper to be

tried, judged, or examined. Ayliffe.

CO GNIZANCE. ſ. (rennaiſance, Fr J.Judicial

notice; tı isl. South. 2. A badge, by which

any one is known. Brºwn.

COGNOMINAL, a [cºgnomen, Lat.] Having

the ſame name. Brown

COGNOMINATION. f. [cognomen, Lat J A

ſurname; the name of a family. 1. A name

added from any accident or quality B, cºrn.

COGNO SCENCE. [cagnoſco, Lat J Knowl, dge.

COGNOSCI BLE. a. [cognºſco, Lat.] That nay

be known. Hale.

To COHABIT. v. n. [cohabite, Lat.] 1. To

dwell with another in the ſame place. Sºuth.

2.To live together as huſband and wie. Pidder,

COHA'BITANT. ſ. An inhabitant of the ſame

place. Decay ºf Piety.

COHABITAT iON. J. [from cºhabit.) 1. The

ſtate of inhabiting the ſame place with ano

ther. 2. The ſtate of living together as mar

ried perſons. Tatler.

COHEIR. ſ. [rehar, er, Lat.) One of ſeveral a

mong whom an inheritance is divided Taylºr,

COHEI RESS. ſ. A woman who has an equal

ſhare of an inheritance.

To COHERE v. n (cohereo, Lat.) 1. To ſick

together. Woºdward. 1. To be well connect

ed. 3. To ſuit; to fit. Shakeſp. 4 To agree.

COHERENCE. Q. f. [colºrentia, Lat.) 1.Ti, at

COHERENCY, ; ſtate of bodies in which

their parts are joined together, ſo that they re

fiſi divulſion and ſeparation. Quincy, Bently.

2. Connection; dependency; the relation of

parts or things one to another. H. eker, 3.

The texture of a diſcourſe . 4. Conſiſtency in

reaſoning, or relating. Lºcke.

COHE RENT, a [coherens, Lat) 1. Sticking

together. Arbuthnot. 2. Suitable to ſomething

e!!e regularly adapted. Shakeſp. 3. Conſiſt

ent; not contradictory. Ji atti.

COHE'SION. J. [from cohere.) 1. The act of

ſticking together. Newton. 2. The ſta e of

union. Blackmore. 3. Connection ; depen

dence. Locke.

COHE SIVE. a. (from cohere.] That has the

power of ſticking to another.

COHE SIVENESS. ſ. (from cºkeſve.] The qua

lity of being coheſive.

To COHI BIT. v. a. [cchib, c, Lat...] To reſtrain;

to hinder.

To
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To CO'HOBATE. v. a. To pour the diſtilled

liquor upon the remaining matter, and diſtil

it again. Arbuthnot.

COHOBATION. ſ. [from cohebate.] A return

ing any diſtilled liquor again upon what it was

drawn from Quincy, Grew,

COHORT. ſ. [cºhort, Lat.] I. A troop of

ſoldiers, containing about five hundred foot.

Camden. 2. A body of warriours. Milton.

COHORTA"TION. ſ. [cehortatio, Lat.) Incite

ment.

COIF. ſ. [coeffe, Fr.] The head-dreſs; a cap.

Bacon.

CO'IFED, a [from cºif.] wearing a coif.

COTFFURE. ſ. ſceeffºrd, Fr.] Head dreſs. Addiſ.

COIGN.E. ſ. [Fr.] A corner. -

To COIL. v.a. [cueillr, Fr.] To gather into a

narrow compaſs. Boyle.

COIL. ſ. [kalleren, German.) 1. Thmult; tur

moil; buſtle. Shakeſp. 2. A rope wound in

to a ring.

COIN. ſ. [coigne, Pr.] A corner; called often

guein. Shakeſp.

COIN. ſ. (cuneus.] I. Money ſtamped with a

legal impreſſion. Sidney, Pope. 2. Payment

of any kind. #...? -

To COIN. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To mint

or ſtamp metals for money. Bentley. 2. To

forge anything in an ill ſenſe. Atterbury.

COINAGE. ſ. [from coin.) 1. The act or

practice of coining money. Arbuthnet. a.Coin;

money. Brewn. 3. The chºrges of coining

money. 4. Forgery; invention Shakeſp.

To COINCIDE. v. n. [coincide, Lat.) 1. To

fall upon the ſame point. Cheyne. 2. To con
cur. Mº attr.

COINCIDENCE. ſ. [from cºincide.] 1. The

ſtate of ſeveral bodies or lines, falling upon

the fame point. Bentley. 2. Concurrence;

tendency of things to the ſame end. Hale.

Co'INCIDENT. a. [from coincide..] 1. Falling

upon the ſame point. Newtºn. 2. Concur

rent ; conſiſtent; equivalent. Sºuth, Beatley.

COINDICATION /[from cen and indico, Lat.]

Many ſymptoms betokening the ſame cauſe.

COINER. ſ. [from coin.) 1. A maker of mo

ney; a minter. Swift. 2. A counterfeiter of

the king's ſtamp. 3. an inventor. Camden.

To COJOIN. v. n. [conjurge, Lat.] To join

with another. Shakeſp.

COISTRIL. ſ. A coward hawk. Shakeſp.

COIT. ſ. [Kete, a die, Dutch..] A thing thrown

at a certain mark. Carew.

COITION. f. [critic, Lat.] 1. Copulation;

the act of generation. Grew. 2. The act by

which two bodies come together. Brºwn.

COKE. ſ. ſcegue.] Fewel made by burning pit

coal under earth, and quenching the cinders.

CO LANDER. ſ. [celo, to ſtrain, lat.) A fieve

through which a mixture is poured, and which

retains the thicker parts. May, Dryden

*Oh,A THON. ſ. The art of filtering or ſtraining.

tº I-ATURF. ſ. (from cel, Lat.] 1. The at

o' fraining , filtration. ... The matter ſtrain, d.

Cº it. FR'ſ 18 E. ſ. A kind of lace worn by

*nen. Congreve.

COLCOTHAR.ſ.A term inchymiſtry. The dry

ſubſtance which remains after diſtillation.gº.in

COLD. a. [colo, Sax.] 1. Not hot; not warm.

Arbuth. 2. Chill; having ſenſe of cold. Shakeſ.

3. Having cold qualities; not volatile. Bares.

4. Unaffected; frigid, without paſſion.Aſcham,

Rºwe. 5. Unaffecting; unable to move the

paſſions. Addiſon. 6. Reſerved; coy; not af

fectionate; not cordial. Clarenden. 7. Chaſte.

Shakeſp. 8. Not welcome. Shakeſp. 9. Not

haſty : not violent. 10. Not affecting the

ſcent ſtrongly. Shakeſp. , 11. Not having the

ſcert ſtrongly affected. Shakeſp.

COLD. ſ. (from the adjective.) 1. The cauſe

of the ſenſation of cold; the privation of heat.

Barºn. 1. The ſenſation of cold; chilneſs.

Dryden. 3. A diſeaſe cauſed by cold; the ob

ſtruction of perſpiration. Shakeſp. Roſcommen.

COLDLY. adv. [from cold.) 1. Without heat.

2. Without concern; indifferently ; negligent

ly. Swift.

COLDNESS. ſ (from cold.] 1. Want of heat.

Bºyle. 2. Unconcern; trigidity of temper.

Hºoker, Arbuth. 3. Coyneſs ; want of kind

neſs. Addiſon, Prior. 4. Chaſtity. Pºpe.

COLE. ſ. [cap!, Sax.] Cabbage. Dryden.

COLFWORT. ſ. [caplpynt, Sax.] Cabbage.

Dryden.

COLICK. ſ. ſcolicus, Lat.] It ſtriëtly is a diſor

der of the colon; but looſely, any diſorder of

the ſtomach or bowels that is attended with

pain. Quincy, Arbuthnot.

COLICK. a. Affecting the bowels. Milton.

To COLLAPSE. v. n. [collapſus, Lat.] To cloſe

ſo as one ſide touches the other. Arbuthnot.

COLLAPSION. ſ. [from collapſe.) 1. The ſtate

of veſſels cloſed. 2. The ačt of cloſing or col

lapſing.

COLLAR, ſ [collare, Lat.) 1. A ring of metal

put round the neck. Dryden. 2. The harneſs

faſtened about the horſe's neck. Shakeſp. 3.

The part of the dreſs that ſurrounds the neck.

4. Tº ſlip the Colla R. To diſentangle him

ſelfirom any engagement or difficulty. Hubberd.

5. A Collar of Brawn, is the quantity

bound up in one parcel.

COLLAR BONE. ſ. [from collar and bone..] The

clavicle; the bones on each ſide of the neck.

Wiſeman.

To CO LLAR. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ſeize by the collar ; to take by the throat. 2.

To Colla R beef, or other meat; to roll it up,

and bind it hard and cloſe with a ſtring or collar.

To COLLATE. v. a. [collatum, Lat.) 1. To

compare one thing of the ſame kind with ano

ther. Sºuth. 2. To collate books; to examine

if nothing be wanting. 3. To place in an ec

cleſiaſtical benefice. Atterbury.

COLLATERAL. a. [can and latur, Lat J 1.

Side to ſide. Milton. 2. Running parallel. 3.

Diffuſed on either ſide. 4. Thoſe that ſtand

in equal relation to ſome anceſtor. Ayliffe.

5. Not direct; not immediate. Skakeſp. 6.

Concurrent Atterbury.

COLLATERALLY, adv. [from collateral.] 1.

Side
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Side by ſide. Wilkins. 2. Indirectly. Dryden.

3. In collateral relation.

COLLATION. [cellatio, Lat.] 1. The act of

conferring or beſtowing; gift. Ray. 2. Com

pariſon of one thing of the ſame kind, with

another. Grew. 2. In law. Cellation is the

beſtowing of a benefice. Cowell. 4. A repaſt.

COLLATITIOUS. s. [collatitius, Lat.] Done

by the contribution of many.

COLLATOR. ſ. [from cºlkite.] One that com

pares copies, or manuſcripts. Addiſºn. 2.

One who preſents to an eccleſiaſtical benefice.

Ayliffe.

To COLLATUD. v. a. [collaud, Lat.] To join

in praiſing. Dićt.

COLLEAGUE. ſ. [callega, Lat.] A partner in

office or employment. Milton, Swift.

To COLLEAGUE v.a. To unite with. Shakeſ.

To COLLE'CT. v. a. [collectum, Lat.) 1. To

gather together. Watts. 2. To draw many

tunits into one ſum. Locke. 3. To gain from

obſervation. Shakeſp. 4. To infer from pre

miſes. Decay ºf Piety. 5. To Collect

himſelf. To recover from ſurpriſe. Shakeſp.

Hayward.

COLLECT. ſ. [calleåa, low Lat.] A ſhort

comprehenſive prayer, uſed at the ſacrament;

any ſhort prayer. Taylor.

COLLECTA’NEOUS. a. [colleśīaneus, Lat.]

Gathered up together.

COLLECTIBLE. a. [from colleå.] That which

may be gathered from the premiſes. Brown.

COLLECTION. ſ. [from collect.] 1. The act

of gathering together. 2. The things gather

ed. Addiſºn. 3. The act of deducing conſe

guences. Howker, 4. A conſectary deduced

from premiſes. Hooker, Davier.

COLLECTITIOUS. a. [colle&litius, Lat] Ga

thered up.

COLLECTIVE. a. ſcolle&if, Fr.l. i. Gathered

into one maſs; accumulative. Hooker, Watts.

*. Employed in deducing conſequences.Brown.

3. A collective noun expreſſes a multitude.

though itſelf be ſingular; as a company.

COLLECTIVELY. adv.[from collective.) In

a general maſs; in a body; not ſingly. Hale.

COLLECTOR. ſ. [collecior, Lat. Jºi. A ga

therer. Addiſon. 2. A tax-gatherer. Temple.

COLLEGATARY. ſ. [from con and legatum,

a legacy, Lat.] A perſon to whom is left a

legacy in common with one or more. Chambers.

COLLEGE. ſ. [collegium, Lat.) 1. A com

munity. Dryden. 2. A ſociety of men ſet

apart for learning or religion. Bacon. 3. The

houſe in which the collegians reſide. 2 Kings.

4- A college in foreign univerſities is a lecture

read in publick.’

COLLEGIAN. ſ. [from college.] Relating to a

college.

COLLEGIAN. ſ. [from college ). An inhabitant

of a college.

COLLEGIATE. a. [collegiatus, low Lat.] 1.

Containing a college; inſtituted after the man

ner of a college. Hººker. 2. A cºllegiate

church, was ſuch as was built at a stance

from the cathedral, wherein a number of preſ

byters lived together. Ayliffe.

COLLEGIATE. ſ. [from college.]_A member

of a college; an univerſity man. Rymer.

COLLET. ſ. [Fr. fromj. Lat. the neck.]

1. Something that went about the neck.

2. That part of a ring in which the ſtone is

ſet.

To COLLI'DE. v. a. [collide, Lat ) To beat,

to daſh, to knock together. Brown.

COLLIER. ſ. (from cºal j . A digger of

coals. 2. A dealer in coals. Bacon. 3. A ſhip

that carries coals.

CO'LLIERY. ſ. [from collier.) 1. The place

where coals are dug. 2. The coal trade.

CQ LLIFLOWER. ſ. [from capl, Sax. and

flower.) Cauliflower.

|COLLIGATION. ſ. [calligatio, Lat.] Abinding

together. Brºwn.

| COLLIMATION ſ. [from collimo, Lat.] Aim.

Diº

COLLINEA/TION. [collinea, Lat.] The act

of aiming.

COLLI QUABLE. a [from colliquate.] Eaſily

diſſolved. Harvey.

COLLI QUAMENT. ſ. [from colliquate.] The

ſubſtance to which any thing is reduced by be

ing melted.

COLLIQUANT. a. [from celliquate.] That

which has the power of melting.

To COLLIQUATE. v. a. [colliquo, Lat.] To

melt; to diſſolve. Boyle, Harvey.

COLLIQUATION. ſ. (colliquatio, Lat.] The

melting of any thing whatſoever; ſuch a tem

perament or diſpoſition of the animal fluids as

proceeds from a lax compages, and wherein

they flow off through the ſecretory glands.

a ſºrt.

COLLIQUATIVE. a. [from colliquate.] Melt

ing; diſſolvent Harvey.

COLLIQUEFA'CTION. ſ. [colliquefacio, Lat.]

The act of melting together. Bacon.

COLLISION. ſ. [collfio, Lat.) 1. The act of

ſtriking two bodies together. Milton. 2.

The ſtate of being ſtruck together; a claſh.

Denham.

To COLLOCATE. v. a. [collaco, Lat.] To

place, to ſtation. Bacon.

COLLOCATION. ſ. [callºcatio, Lat.) 1. The

act of placing. 2. The ſtate of being placed

Bacon.

COLLOCUTION. ſ. [collecutic, Lat.] Conſe

rence; converſation.

To COLLOGUE. v. n. To wheedle; to flatter.

COLLOP. ſ. (from coal and ep, a raſher broiled

upon the coals.) 1. A ſmall ſlice of meat.

King's Cockery, 2. A piece of any animal.

L’Eſtrange. 3. A child. Shakeſp.

COLLOQUY. ſ. (colloquium, Lat.JConference;

converſation; talk. Milton, Taylor. -

COLLOW ſ. Blºck grime of coals. Woodward.

COLLUT ANCY. ſ. [collactor, Lat..] Oppoſi

tion of asture.

CoLLUCTATION. f [collutatic, Lat.] Coa

tell; coutiariety; oppoſitivu. }!'.24-214.
Tc
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To COLLUDE. v. n. [calludº, Lat.] To con

ſpire in a fraud.

COLLUSION. ſ. [colluſo, Lat.) A deceitful

agreement or compact between two or more.

Cºwell, Swift.

COLLUSIVE. a. [from collude.) Fraudulently
concerted.

COLLUSIVELY. adv. [from colluſive..] in a

manner fraudulently concerted.

COLLUSORY. a. [colludo, Lat..] Carrying on

a fraud by ſecret concert.

COLLY. ſ. [from coal.] The ſmut of coal.

Burton.

To COLLY. v. a. To grime with coal. Shakeſp.

CQLL7'RIUM. (Lat.)An ointment for the eyes.

C0 L MAR. ſ. [Fr. A ſort of Pea R.

CO'LOGN. Earth. ſ. A deep brown, very light

baſtard ochre. Hill.

CO'LON. [xxx...] I. A point [:] uſed to

mark a pauſe greater than that of a comma,

and leſs than that of a period. 1. The great

eft and wideſt of all the inteſtines, about eight

or nine hands breadth long. Quincy, Swift,

Fºyer.

COLONEſ... ſ. The chief commander of a re

giment. Generally ſounded colºnel. Milton,

COLONELSHIP. f. [from cºlºnel.] The office

or character of colonel. Swift.

To COLONISE. v. a. (from colony.] To plant

with inhabitants. Howel.

COLONNA DE ſ (from colonna, Ital.] 1. A

periſtyle of a circular figure, or a ſeries of co

lumns, diſpoſed in a circle Addiſºn. 2. Any

ſeries or range of pillars. Pºpe.

COLONY. ſ. [cºlºnia, Lat ) i. A body of

people drawn from the mother-country to in

habit ſome diſtant place. Davies. , 2. The

country planted; a plantation. Dryden.

CO LOPHONY.ſ. (from Cºlºphon, a city whence

it came.] Roſin. Boyle, Flyer.

COLOQUIRTIDA. f. [cºlºcynthis, Lat.] The

fruit of a plant of the ſame name, called bit

ter apple It is a violent purgative. Chambers.

COLORATE. a. [cclaratus, Lat.] Coloured;

died. Ray.

COLORATION. ſ. [celero, Lat) i. The art

or practice of colouring. 2. The ſtate of be

ing coloured. Bacon.

COLOR:'FICK a. [cºlºrificut, Lat.) That has

the power of producing colours. Newton. .

CQL9SSE. W. J. Lesl ſus, Lat J A ſtatue of

COLOSSU.S. { enormous magnitude. Temple.

COLOSSE AN a. colºffcut, Lat J Giantlike.

COLQUR. J. [color, i.at.) 1. The appearance

of bodies to the eye; hue; die. Newton. , 2.

" he appearance of blood in the face. Dryden.

3 The tint of the painter. Pºpe. 4. The

expreſſion of any thiſ.g ſuperficially examin

ed. Swift. 5. Concealºnent; palliation. K.

Charlºſ. 6. Appearance, falſe ſhew. Kaoles.

7. Kind ; ſpecies; character. Shakeſp. 8.

In the plural, a ſtandard; aa enſign of war.

Kncile;

To CO LOUR. v. a. [colora, Lat.] 1. To

*... tº with tºne hue or die. Vºwtº n,

To palliate ; to excuſe. Raleigh. 3.

make plauſible. Addiſºn.

To COLOUR v. n. To bluſh.

COLOURABLE. [from cºlºur J Specious;

plauſible. Spenſer, Hooker, Brown.

COLOURABLY. adv. [from colºurable.] Spe

ciouſly ; plauſibly. Bacon

COLOURED part. a. Streaked; diverſified

with hues. Bacon. -

COLOURING. ſ. The part of the painter's art

that teaches to law on his colours. Priºr.

COLOURIST. ſ. [from colºur.] A painter who

excels in giving the proper colours to his

deſigns. Dryden.

COLOURLESS. a. [from colour.] without co

lour; tranſparent. Newton, Bentley.

COLT. ſ. [colt, Sax ) i. A young horſe.

Taylºr. 2. A young fooliſh fellow. Shakeſp.

To

To COLT. v. n. To friſk; to frolick. Spenſer.

To COLT v. a. To befool. Shakeſp.

COLTS-FOOT. ſſfrom cell and fººt J A plant.

COLTS-TOOTH. ſ. 1. An imperiest tooth

in young horſes. 2. A love of youthful plea

ſure. Shakeſp.

COLTER./ [culton, Sax.] The ſharp iron of

a plough.

COLTISH. a [from colt.] Wanton. -

COLU'BRINE. a. [colubrinus, Lat J 1. Relating

to a ſerpent. 2 Cunning; crafty.

COLU'MBARY. ſ.[columbarium, Lat J A dove

oot; a pigeonhouſe Brown.

CO'LUMBINE. ſ. [columbina, Lat ) A plant

with leaves like the meadow-rue. Millar.

CO'LUMBINE ſ [cºlumbinuſ, Lat.) A kind of

violet colour. Dići.

COLUMN. ſ. [columna,) 1. A round pillar.

Peacham. 2. Any body preſſing vertically

upon its baſe. Bentley. 3. The long file or

row of troops 4. Halt a page when divided

into two equal parts by a line paſſing through
the middle.

COLUMNAR. a [from column.] Formed

COLUMNA RIAN. S. in columns. Wecdward.

COLURES. ſ. [coluri, Latin; xiaowpox.] Two

great circles ſuppoſed to paſs through the poles

of the world: one through the equinoctial

points Aries and Abra; the other through the

ſolſtitial points, Cancer and Capricorn. They

divide the ecliptick into four parts. Harriſ,
Milsen.

CQMA. J. [*43] A morbid diſpoſition to ſleep.

COMATE. ſ. [con and mate.] Companion.

Shakeſp.

COMATOSE aſſrom cera.] Lethargick Grete.

COMB in the end, and CoM r in the beginning

of names, ſeem to be derived from the Britiſh

Kam, a low ſituation. Gibſºn

COM.B. f. [camb. Sax.] 1. An inſtrument to fe

parate and adjuſt the hair, Newton. 2. The top

or creſt of a cock. Dryden. 3. The cavities

in which the bees lodge useir honey. Dryde-.

To COMB. v. a. [from the noun. 1. To

divide, and adjuſt the hair Shakeſp. Sºvift. ..

To lay anything conſiſting of filaments ſmooth;

as, tº cºmb wºol.

COME
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COMB BRUSH. f. [comb and bruſº.) A bruſh

to clean combs. -

COMB-MAKER. ſ. One whoſe trade is to make

combs. Mortimer,

johnſºn. 18. Tº Come again.

judges. 19. To CoM E at. To reach; to

obtain; to gain. Suckling, ao. To CoM E by.

To return.

ir

J.

To combat v, *. (combattre, fr.] To fight |

Shakeſp.

To Co MBAT, v. a. To oppoſe. Granville.

COMBAT. ſ. Conteſt; battle: duel. Dryden.

Co'MBAT ANT. f. [combattant, Fr.) 1. He

that fights with another; an antagoniſt. Milton.

1. A champion. Locke.

CO'MBER. / (from comb j He whoſe trade

it to diſentangle wool, and lay it ſmooth for

the ſpinner. - -

COME! ~ ATF. a. [from combine.] Betrothed;

promiſed. Shakeſp.

COM+1NATION. ſ. [from combine ) 1. Union

for ſome certain purpoſe ; aſſociation; league.

Shakeſp. 2. Union of bodies; cornmixture;

conjunction. Bºyle, South. 3 Copulation of

ideas. Lºcke. 4. CoM p is at 1 on is uſed in

mathematicks, to denote the variation or

alteration of any number of quantities, let

ters, ſounds, or the like, in all the different

manners poſſible.

To combi N.E. v. a. [cºmbiner, Fr.) 1. To

join together. Milton, 2. To link in union.

Shakeſ”. 3. To agree to accord. Shakeſp.

4. To join together; oppoſed to analyſe.

To COMBI'N.E. v. n. 1. To coaleſce; to unite

each with other. Shakeſp. 2. To unite in

friendſhip or deſign. Dryden.

COMBLESS. a. (from comb.) Wanting a comb

or creſt. Shakeſp.

COMBUST. a. [combuffum, Lat 1 A planet not

above eight degrees and a half from the ſun,

is ſaid to be combuff.

COMBU'STIBLE. a. [combuſium, Lat.) Suſcep

tible of firc. South.

COMBUSTIBLENESS ſ. Aptneſs to take fire

COMBU'STION. ſ r. Conflagration; burning:

conſumption by fire. Burnet. , 2 Tumult:

hurry ; hubbub. Hooker, Raleigh, Addiſon

To COME. v. r. pret. I came particip come.

[coman, Sax. komen, Dut.) 1. To remove

from a diſtant to a nearer place. Oppoſed to

go. Kneller. 2. To draw near ; to advance

towards. Shakeſp. 3. To move in any man

ner towards another. Locke. 4. To proceed.

to iſſue. 2. Sam. 5 To advance from one

tage to another. Knolley, Dryden. 6. To

change condition either for better or worſe.

Steiff. 7. To attain any condition. Ben

johnſon. 8. To become. Shakeſp. 9. To
arrive at ſome act or habit. Lºcke. Io.

To change from one ſtate into another

Jeſired. Bacon, Hudibras. 11. To become

preſent, and no longer future. Pryden. 12

To become preſent; no longer abſent, Pºpe.

13. To happen; to fall out. Shakeſp. i4

To follow as a conſequence. Shakeſp. 15

To ceaſe very lately from ſome act of ſtate

a Sam. 16. Tº cows abºut. To come to

paſs 3 to fall out. Shakeſp. 17. Tº Coºk
-beur. To change; to come round. Ben.

To obtain; to gain; to acquire.Hooker,Stilling

feet. 21. To CoM p in. To enter. Locke. 27.

Tº CoM r in. To comply to yield. 23. Te

CoMe in. To become modiſh. Rºſcommon. 24.

To Come in. To be an ingredient; to make

part of a compoſition. Atterbury, 25. T.

Cox E in for. To be early enough to obtain.

Collier. 16. To CoME in to. To join with; to

bring help. Bacºn. 27. Tº Cosie in to. To

comply with 5 to agree to. Atterbury. 28. To

Cox & near. To approach in excellence. Ben.

Jºhnſon. 29. To CoM r ºf To proceed ; as a

deſcendant from anceſtors. Dryden. 30. To

CoM e of. To proceed ; as effects from their

cauſes. Lºcke. 31. Tº CoME ºff To deviate;

to depart from a rule Bucan. 31. T. CoMF off.

To eſcape. Milton, Sºuth. 33. Tº Come ºff.

To end an affair. Hudibrar. 34. To Come ºff

from. To leave; to forbear. Feltºn. 35. To

Come ºn. To advance; to make progreſs.

Bacºn, Knolles. 36. To CoM r on. To advance

to combat. Knolles. 37. To Conſe on. To

thrive; to grow big. Bacon. 38. To CoME

over. To repeat an ast. Stakeſp. , 39. To

CoMe cºver. To revolt. Addiſon. 43. To CoM t

over. To raiſe in diſtillation. Boyle. 41. To

CoMº ºut. To be made publick. Stilling fleet.

42. To CoMe out. To appear upon trial; to

be diſcovered. Arbuthnºt. 43. To CoME ºut

with To give a vent to. Bºyle. 44. T. Coxe

to. To content or yield. Swift. 45. Tº CoME

to.To amount to. Knolley, Locke. 46. T. CoME

tº himſelf. To recover his ſenſes. Temple, 47.

7s Come to paſs. To be effected; to fall out.

Hºcker, Boyle. 48. T. Cox E up. To grow
out of the§. Bacºn, Temple, 49. To

CoM = up. To make appearance. Bacon, go

To come up. To come into uſe. 51. To Costs

ºf to. To amount to. Woodward. 52. To

CoM r up to. To riſe to M^ake. 53. To Come

ºf with. To overtake. 54. To CoME upon.

To invade ; to attack. South.

COME. Be quick; raake no delay. Geneſs.

COME. A particle of reconciliation.

Come, come, at all I laugh he laughs no doubt.

P. e.

T. COME. In futurity; notprºpºl.
COME. ſ. (from the verb..] A ſprout: a cant

term Mortimer.

COMEDIAN / [from comedy } t. A player or

actor of comick parts. 2. A player in general;

an actreſs or actor. Camden. 3. A writer of

comedies. Peatham.

CO MEDY. ſ. (comedia, Lat. A dramatick repre

ſentation of the lighter ſaults of mankind Pºpe.

CO MELINESS. ſ. [from comedy.) Grace ;

beauty ; dignity. Sidney, Ray, Prior.

COMELY, a [from become ) 1. Graceful; de

cent. Sºuth. 2. Decent ; according to pro

priety. Shakeſp.

COMELY. adv. [from º: adjective..] Hand

ſomely; gracefully. Aſcham. -

y; sº COMER.
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COMER. ſ. [from come.] One that comes.

Bacon, Locke.

COMET. ſ. [cometa, Lat. a hairy ſtar.) A

heavenly body in the planetary region appear

ing ſuddenly, and again diſappearing. Comets,

pºpularly called blazing ſtars, are diſtinguiſh

ed from other ſtars by a long train or tail of

light, always oppoſite to the ſun. Craſhaw.

COMETARY U. a. [from comet..] Relating to

COMETICK. a comet. Cheyne.

COMFIT. [from confect.] A dry ſweatmeat.
Hudibrar.

'o COMFIT. v. a. To preſerve dry with ſugar.

Cawley.

COMFITURE. ſ. [from cenſit..] Sweetmeat.
anne.

To COMFORT. v. a. [comfºrte, Lat.] 1. To

ſtrengthen ; to enliven; to invigorate. Bacon.

2. To conſole; to ſtrengthen the mind under

calamity. job.

COMFORT. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Support;

aſſiſtance; countenance. Bacon. 1. Conſolation;

ſupport under calamity. Tilletſon. 3. That

which gives conſolation or ſupport. Shakeſp.

COMFORTABLE. a. [from cºmfºrt.] I. Re

ceiving comfort; ſuſceptible of comfort. South.

2. Diſpenſing comfort. Dryden.

COMFORTABLY. adv. (from comfortable.]

With comfort; without deſpair. Hammond.

CO'MFORTER. ſ. [from comfort.) 1. One that

adminiſters conſolation in misfortunes.Shakeſp.

2. The title of the Third Perſon of the Holy

Trinity; the Paraclete.

COMFORTLESS. a. (from comfºrt.] Without

comfort. Sidney, Swift.

COMFREY.f. [comfrie, Fr.] A plant. Miller.

COMICAL. a. [comicus, Lat.) 1. Raiſing mirth,

merry; diverting. Addiſon. 1. Relating to

comedy; befitting comedy. Hayward.

CO'MICALLY.. [from comical] 1. In ſuch

a manner as raiſes mirth.

fitting comedy

COMICALNESS. ſ. [from comical.] The qua

lity of being comical.

COMICK. a. ſcornicus, Lat. comique, Fr.) 1.

Relating to comedy. Roſcommon. 2. Raiſing

mirth. Shakeſp.

COMING. ſ. [from To come.] 1 The act of

coming ; approach. Milton. 1. State of being

come , arrival. Lºcke.

COMING-IN. ſ. Revenue; income. Shakeſp.

COMING. parti. a. [from come.) 1. Fond ;

forward ; ready to cone. Shakeſp. Pºpe. 1

Future; to come. Roſcommon.

COMITIAL. a. [comitta, Lat.) Relating to the

aſſemblies of the people.

COMITY. ſ. [comitas, Lat. JCourteſy ; civility.

COMMA. ſ. [xwººza.] The point which notes

the diſtinction of clauſes, marked thus [.,.]

Pope.

To COMMAND. v. a. [commander, Fr.] 1.

. To govern ; to give orders to. Decay of Piety.

2. To order; to direct to be done. Shakeſp.

3. To have in power. Gay. 4. To overlook;

to have ſo ſubječt as that it may be ſeen or

annoyed. Miltºn. -

2. In a manner be

To COMMAND. v. n. To have the ſupreme

authority. Seuth.

COMMAND. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. The

right of commanding ; power ; ſupreme au

thority. Waller. 2. Cogent authority ; deſ.

potiſm. Locke. 3. The act of commanding ;

order. Taylor. 4. The power of overlooking.

Dryden.

COMMANDER. ſ.[from command.] I. Pie that

has the ſupreme authority ; a chief. Clarenden.

2. A paving beetle, or a very great wooden

mallet. Moxen.

COMMANDERY. ſ. ſfrom cºmmand.] A body

of the knights of Malta, belonging to the
ſame nation.

COMMANDMENT. ſ. [commandement, Fr.]

1. Mandate ; command ; order; precept. Ra

leigh. 2. Authority ; coactive power Shakeſp.

3. By way of eminence, the precepts of the

decalogue by God to Moſes. Exodur.

COMMA'NDRESS. ſ. A woman veſted with

ſupreme authority. Hooker, Fairfax.

COMMATER.I.A.L. a. [trom con and materia )

Conſiſting of the ſame matter with another

thing. Bacon.

COMMATERIALITY. ſ. Reſemblance to

ſomething in its matter. . .

COMMELINE. ſ. (commelina, Lat.] A plant.

COMMEMORABLE. a. [from comemorate.]

Deſerving to be mentioned with honour.

To COMMEMORATE. v. a. con and memers,

Lat.) To preſerve the memory by ſome publick

aćt. #}}.

COMMEMORATION. f.[from commemorate.]

An act of publick celebration. Taylºr.

COMMEMORATIVE. a.[from commemorate.)

Tending to preſerve memory of any thing.

Atterbury.

To COMMENCE. v. n. [commencer, Fr.] I.

To begin; to take beginning. Rºgers. 2. To

take a new character. Pºpe.

To COMMENCE. v. a. To begin; to make

a beginning of ; as to commence a ſuit.

COMMENCEMENT. ſ. [from commence.] Be

ginning ; date. Woodward.

To COMMEND. v. a. [commendo, Lat.] 1.

To repreſent as worthy of notice i to recom

mend. Knollet. 2. To deliver up with confi

dence. Luke. 3. To mention with approbation.

Cºwley. 4. To recommend to remembrance.

Shakeſp.

COMMEND. ſ. Commendation. Shakeſp.

COMMENDABLE a [from commend J Lau

dable ; worthy of praiſe. Bacon.

COMMENDABLY adv. [from commendable ]

Laudabiy i in a manner worthy of commen

dation Carew.

COMMEND.A.M. ſ. (commenda, low Lat.]Com

mendam is a benefice, which being void, is

commended to the charge of ſome ſufficient

clerk to be ſupplied Cowell, Clarenden.

COMMENDATORY. ſ. (from commendan.]

One who holds a living in commendam.

COMMENDATION. ſ. [from commend,) 1.

Recommendation; favourable repreſentation;

Barer
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Bacºn. 2. Praiſe; declaration of eſteem.

Dryden. 3. Meſſage of love. Shakeſp.

COMMENDATORY. a. [from commend.]

* repreſentative; containing praiſe.

ope.

COMMENDER. ſ. [from commend..] Praiſer.

Wattan.

COMMENSA'LITY..ſ.[from commenſali,Lat.)

Fellowſhip of table. Brown.

COMMENSURABILITY. ſ. [from commenſu

rable. J Capacity of being compared with ano

ther as to the meaſure; or of being meaſured

by another. Brown.

COMMENSURABLE. a. [con and menſura, )

Lat.) Reducible to ſome common meaſure; as

a yard and a foot are meaſured by an inch.

COMMENSURABLENESS. ſ. [from commen

ſurable.] Commenſurability; proportion. Hale.

ToCOMMENSURATE. v. a. [con and men

fara, Lat.] To reduce to ſome common mea

ſure. Brºwn.

COMMENSURATE. a. [from the verb.] 1.

Reducible to ſome common meaſure. Govern

ment of the Tongue. 2. Equal; proportionable

to each other. Glanville, Bentley.

COMME'NSURATELY. adv. [from consmesſa

rate.] With the capacity of meaſuring, or be

ing meaſured by ſome other thing. Holder.

COMMENSURATION. ſ. [from commenſu

rate.] Redućtion of ſome things to ſome

common meaſure. Bacon, South.

To COMMENT. v. M. (commentor, Lat.)

To annotate; to write notes; to expound.

Herbert.

COMMENT. ſ. Annotations on an author;

notes; expoſition. Hammond.

COMMENTARY. f. [commentarius, Lat.] 1.

An expoſition; an annotation; remark. King

Charles. 2. Narrative in a familiar manner.

Addiſon.

COMMENTA"TOR ſ [from cºmment.] Expo

ſitor; annotator. Dryden. "

COMMENTER. ſ. (from comment.) An ex

plainer; an annotator. Donne.

COMMENTI"TIOUS, a [commentitius, Lat.]

Invented; imaginary. Glanville

COMMERCE. ſ. [commercium, Lat.) Exchange

of one thing for another ; trade; traffick.

Hecker, Tilletſon.

To COMME'RCE. v. m. To hold intercourſe.

AMilton.

To COMMINGLE. v. a. [commiſses, Lat.] To

mix into one maſs; to mix; to blend. Shakeſp.

To COMMITNGLE. v. n. To unite with another

thing. Bacon.

COMMINUIBLE. a. (from comminute.] Fran

gible; reducible to powder. Browne.

To COMMINUTE. v. a. [.. cmminuo, Lat.] To

grind ; to pulveriſe. Bacon.

COMMINUTION. J. (from comminute.] The

act of grinding into ſmall parts; pulveriſation.

Beatly. -

COMMISERABLE. a. [from commiſerate.]

Worthy of compaſſion; pitiable. Bacon.

To COMMISERATE. v . a. [con and miſèreer,

Lat.] To pity ; to compaſſionate. Denham.

COMMISERA’TION. J. [from commiſerate.]

Pity ; compaſſion, tenderneſs. Hºoker, Sprat.

COMMISSARY. ſ. (commiſſarius, low Lat.) 1.

An officer made occaſionally; a delegate ; a

deputy. 2. Such as exerciſe ſpiritual juriſdiction

in places of the dioceſe, iar diſtant from the

chief city. Cowell. 3. An ºfficer who draws up

liſts of an army, and regulates the procuration

of proviſion Prizr.

COMMISSARISHIP. f. The office of a com

miſſary. Ayliffe.

COMMISSION. ſ. (cºmmiſſio, low Lat.] 1. The

act of entruſting any thing. 2. A truſt; a

warrant by which any truſt is held. Cºwell,

Shakeſp. 3. A warrant by which a military

officer is conſtituted. Knoles, Pºpe. 4. Charge,

mandate ; office. Miltºn. 5. Act of commit.

ting a crime Sins of commiſſion are diſtinguiſh

ed from ſins of omiſſion, South. 6. A number

of people joined in a truſt or office. 7. The

ſtate of that which is intruſted to a number

of joint officers; as the broad ſeal was put into

commiſſiºn. 8. The order by which a factor

trades for another perſon.

To COMMI'SSICN. v. a. To empower; to

appoint. Dryden.

To COMMISSIONATE. v. a. To empower.

Decay of Piety.

COMMISSIONER. ſ. One included in a war

rant of authority. Clarenden.

COMMISSURE. ſ. [commiſſura, Lat.] Joint;

a place where one part is joined to another.

Wotton,

To COMMIT. v. a. [committe, Lat.] 1. To

intruſt; to give in truſt. Shakeſp. z. To put

in any place to be kept ſafe. Dryden. 3. To

COMMETRCIAL, a [from commerce.) Relating
to comrnerce or traffick.

COMMERE. ſ. A common mother. Shakeſp.

To COMMIGRATE. v. n. [cºn and migre,

Lat.] To remove by conſent, from one country
to another.

COMMICRA'TION. ſ. (from cºmmigrat. J A

removal of a people from one country to an
other. M'....ºf -

COMMINATION. ſ (commºnatio, Lat.) 1. A

threat; a denunciation of puniſhment. Decay

of Piety. 2. The recital of God's threatenings

on ſtated days. '

COMMI'NATORY. a. (frcm commination.]

Denunciatory i threatening.

ſend to priſon ; to impriſon. Clarendan. 4. To

; perpetrate ; to do a fault. Clarendon.

|COMMITMENT. ſ. [fºom commit J 1. An att

of ſending to priſon. Clarenden. ... An order

for ſending to priſon.

COMM.I.T.T.E.E. ſ. [from commit.] Thoſe to

whom the conſideration or ordering of any

matter is referred, either by ſome court to

whom it belongs, or by conſent of parties.

Cowell, Clarena on, Walton.

COMMITTER.J. [from commit J Perpetrator;

| he that commits. Sºuth. -

|COMMITTIBLE, adv. [from commit..] Liable

to be committed. Brown.

T 2. To
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To COMMIX. v. a. [commiſced, Lat.] To

mingle; to blend. Newtºn. -

COMMI XION. ſ. (from commix.] Mixture;

incorporation. Brºwn.

cºſº, commix.] 1. The act

of mingling; the ſtate of being mingled Bacon

2. The maſs formed by mingling different

things; compound. Bacon, Wottºn,

COMMODE. ſ. (Fr.] The head-dreſs of women.

ra nºt lic.

COMMO'ſ); M S a [cºmmºdus,.Lat.) 1. Con

venient; ſuitable , accommodate; Raleigh. .

Uſerul; ſuited to wants of neceflities. Raleigh.

COMMO'DIOUSLY. adv. [rom commodiºur.]

1. Conveniently. Cºwly. 2. Without diſtreſs.

Miltºn. 3. Suitably to a certain purpoſe Hºoker.

COMMO DIO USN ESS. ſ. ſtron commodious.]

Convenience ; advantage. Temple.

CO'MMODITY. J. [cºmmodita, Lat.) 1. In

tereſt; advantage , profit. Hºoke, , 2. Con

venience of time or place. Ben. johnſon. 3.

Wares ; merchandiſe. Locke.

COMMODO R.E. f. [corrupted from the Spaniſh

cºrrendador.] The captain who commands a

fguadron of ſhips.

COMMON. a. ººmmunis, Lat J 1. Belonging

equally to more than one. Hale. 2. Having

no poſſeſſor or owner. Lºcke. 3. Vulgar;

mean ; ea y to be had; not ſcarce. Davies.

4. Publick; general. Walton, Addiſon, 5.

Mean, without birth or deſcent. M'allar. 6.

Frequent , uſual ; ordinary. Eccles. Clarenden.

7. Proſtitute. Spe:lator. 8. Such verbs as fig

mily both action and pilion are called common;

as aſpernor, I deſpiſe, or am deſpiſed , and

ſuch nouns as are buil, maſculine and feminine,

as far ens.

COMMON. J. An open ground equally uſed by

many perſons. S. uth.

COMMON. adv, (from the adječtive..] Com

monly ; ordinarily. Shakº/f.

In COMMON. 1. Equally to be participated by

a certain number lºcke. 2. Equally with ano

ther , indiſcriminately. Arbuthnot.

To COMMON. v. n. (from the noun..] To

have a joint right with others in ſome common

ground. -

COMMON LAW. Cuſtoms which have by long

preſcription obtained the force of laws; dil

tinguiſhed from the ſtatute law, which owes

its authority to acts of parliament.

COMMON PLEAS. The King's court now held

in Vet, minſter-hai: , but anciently moveable.

All civil cauſes, both real and perſonal, are,

and were to merly, tried in this court, accord

ing to the ſtrict law, of the realm. Cºxwell.

COMMON AB!... a [ron, commºn.] What is

held in common. Bacon.

COMMON.A.G.E. ſ. (from cºmmon.] The right

of iceding on a conſºn on. .

COMMONAL'i Y / [...mmunauté, Fr.) 1. The

common people. Miltºn, 2. 1 he bulk of

mankind Hººker.

COMMON E.R. ſ. [rom commºn.] One of the

common pecple; a lºan of low tank. Adºiſºn.

2. A man not neºle. I'riºr. 3. A member 9.

the houſe of commons. 4. One who has a joint

right in common ground. Bacon. 5. A ſtudent

of the ſecond rank at the univerſity of Oxford.

6. A proſtitute. Shakeſp.

COMMONITION.J. [commonitia, Lat..] Advice;

warning. - * -

COMMONLY. adv.[fºom common.]Frequently,

uſually. Temple. º -

COMMONN ESS. ſ. [from cºmmon.} 1. Fºual

participation among many. Gºvernment ºf the

7 ****, *. Frequent occurrence; frequency.

Swift.

To COMMON-PLA'CE. v. a. To reduce to

general heads. Felton. -

COMMON-PLACE-BOOK.ſ. A book in which

things to be remembered are ranged under

general heads. Tatkr.

COMMONS. ſ. 1. The vulgar; the low people.

Dryden. 2. The lower houſe of parliament,

by which the people are repreſented. King

Charleſ. 3. Food; fare, diet. Swift.

COMMONWEAL. J. from common and

COMMONWEALTH. § weal, or wealth ) i.

A polity ; an eſtabliſhed form of civil life.

Hººker, Davic, Lºcke. 2. The publick; the

general body of the people. Shakeſp. 3. A

government in which the ſupreme power is

lodged in the people ; a republick. Bes.

7.hnſºn, ſemple.

CO'MMORANCE.

COMMORANCY.

reſidence. Hale.

COMMO RANT. a. ſcommerans, Lat..] Reſ

deat, dwelling. Ayliffe.

COMMOTION. ſ. (commotia, Lat.] 1. Tu

mult; diſturbance; combuſtion ; Lake, Braeme.

2. Perturbation ; diſorder of mind; agitation.

Clar encan. 3. Diſturbance, reſileineis. Weed.

ward.

COMMOTIONER. ſ. [from cºmmotiºn.] A

diſturber of the peace. Hayward.

To COMMOVE, v. a. ſ.com moves, Lat.] To

diſturb ; to unſettle. Thºmſon.

To COMMUNE. v. n. (communico, Lat.] To

converſe 5 to impart ſentiments mutually.

Spenſer, Lºcke. -

COMMUNICA BI'LITY. ſ. [from communica

ble.] The quality of being communicated.

COMMUNICABLE a. (from communicate.] 1.

That which may become the common poliet

fion of more than one. Hocker. 2. That which

may be imparted, or recounted. Milton.

COMMUNICANT. ſ. (from communicate.]

One who is preſent, as a worſhipper, at the

ceit braion of the Lord's Supper ; one who

.participates of the bleſſed ſacrament. Husker,

Atterbury.

‘To COMMUNICATE. v. a. [communice, Lat.]

1. To impart to others what is in our own

power. Bacon, Taylor. 2. To reveal; to im

part knowledge. Clarendon.

To COMMU'NICATE. v. n. 1. To partake of

the bleſſed ſacrament. Taylor. 2. To have

ſomething in common with another ; as, the

twºſz. º. invitnicatc. arbuthnºt.

f. [from commerant }

Dwelling; habitation,

COM
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COMMUNICATION. ſ. [from cºmmunicate )

1. The act of imparting benefits or knowledge.

Hºlder. 2. Common boundary or inlet. Ar

bathnat. 3. Interchange of knowledge. Swift.

4. Conference t converſation. Samuel.

COMMUNICATIVE. a. [from commanicate.]

Inclined to make advantages common ; libe

ral of knowledge ; not ſelfiſh. Evelyn.

COMMUNICATIVENESS. ſ. (from communi

rative. } The quality of being communicative.

Nºrris.

COMMU'NION. ſ. (communio, Lat..] ... Inter

courſe; fellowſhip ; common poſſeſſion. Ra

Zeigh, Fidder. 2. The common or publick

celebration of the Lord's Supper, Clarendon. 3.

A common or publick act. Raleigh. 4. U

nion in the common worſhip of any church.

Srrilin g fleet.

COMMUNITY. f. [communitar, Lat.1 1. The

commonwealth ; the body politick. Hammond.

2. Common poſſeſſion. Lºcke. 3. Frequency;

commonneſs. Shakeſp.

COMMUTABi'LiTY. ſ (from commutable.]

The quality of being capable of exchange.

COMMUTABLE. a.ſ.from commute.]That may

be exchanged for ſomething elſe.

COMMUTATION. ſ. [from commute ) i.

Change ; alteration. South. 2. Exchange ;

the act of giving one thing for another. Ray.

3. Ranſom ; the act of exchanging a corporal

for a pecuniary puniſhment. Brºwn.

COMMUTATIVE. a. [from commute.] Rela

tive to exchange. -

To COMMUTE v. a. [commute, Lat..] 1.

To exchange; to put one thing in the place

of another. Decay of Piety. 2. To buy off, or

ranſom one obligation by another. L'Eſirange.

To COMMUTE. v., n. To atone ; to bargain

for exemption. South. - -

COMMUTUAL. a. [con and mutual.] Mu

tual reciprocal. Pºpe.

COMPACT. ſ. [patum, Lat.” A contract; an

accord; an agreement. South. -*

To COMPACT. v. a. [compingo, compačium,

Lat.} 1. To join together with firmneſs to

conſolidate. Reformen. 2. To make out of

ſomething. Shakeſp. 3. To league with.

Shakeſp. 4. To join together ; to bring into

a ſyſtem. Hooker.

COMPACT. a. [compačius, Lat.] 1. Firm ;

ſolid; cloſe ; denſe. Aewton, Bently. 2.

Brief , as a compact diſcourſe. -

COMPACTEDN ESS, ſ. [from compasſed.]

Firmneſs : denſity. Digby. -

COMPA/CTLY. adv.[from compači.) 1. Cloſe

ły; denſely. 2. With neat joining.

COMPACTNESS. ſ. [from compact.] Firm

neſs ; cloſeneſs. Woodward.

COMPACTURE. ſ. [rom compač.] Struc

ture; compagination. Spenſer.

CoAMPA GES. ſ. (Lat.) A ſubſtance of many

parts united. Ray. -

COMPAGINATION. f. [compage, Lat.) U

nion ; ſtructure. Brown.

COMPANABLENESS. ſ.ſ.from company.) The

quality of being a good companion. ~...~").

COMPANION. J. [cºmpagnon, Fr.) 1. One

with whom a man frequently converſes. Prior.

2. A partner; an aſſociate. Philippianº. 3.

A familiar term of contempt ; a fellow.

Raleigh, -

COMPANIONABLE. a. [from companion.] Fit

for good fellowſhip ; ſocial. Clarendon.

COMPANIONABLY. adv. [from companion

able.) In a companionable manner.

COMPANIONSHIP. ſ. [from campanion.] i.

Company, train. Shakeſp. 2. Fellowſhip;

aſſociation. Shakeſp. -

COMPANY. ſ. [cºmpanie, Fr.) 1. Perſons

aſſembled together. Shakeſp. 2. An aſſembly

of pleaſure. Bacon. 3. Perſons conſidered as

capable of converſation. Temple. 4. Conver

ſation ; fellowſhip. Sidney, Guardian. 5. A

number of perſons united for the execution of

any thing ; a band. Dennis. 6. Pei ſons unit

ed in a joint trade or partnerſhip. 7. A body

corporate ; a corporation. A buthnot. 8. A

ſubdiviſion of a regiment of foot. Knowler.

9. To tear Comp as Y. & To aſſociate with ;

Tº keep Company. S to be a companion

to. Shakeſp. Pope. Io. To keep CoM P ANy.

To frequent houſes of entertainment. Shakeſp.

To COMPANY. v. a. (from the noun..] To

accompany 5 to be aſſociated with. Shakeſp.
Prior

To CO'MPANY. v. n. To aſiociate one's ſelf

with. Corinthians.

COMPARABLE. a. [from to compare.]Worthy

to be compared 5 of equal regard. Knolles.

COMPARABLY. adv. [from comparable ] In a

manner worthy to be compared. JP atten.

COMPARATES ſ. (from compare j in logick,

the two things compared to one another.

COMPARATIVE. a. comparativus, Lat.] 1.

Eſtimated by compariſon , not abſolute. Bacon,

Bentley. 2. Having the power of compating.

Glanville. 3. [In grammar ) The compara

tive degree expreſſes more of any guantity in

one thing than in another; as, the right hand

is the ſtronger.

COMPARATIVELY.adw.[from comparative.)

In a ſtate of compariſon according to eſtimate

made by compariſon. Rogers.

To COMPAR 1. v. a. [comparo, Lat.) 1. To

make one thing the meaſure of another ; to ,

eſtimate the relative goodneſs or badneſs. It!-

lotſon. 2. To get 5 to procure , to obtain.

Spenſer. - - -

COMPARE. ſ. [from the verb.] ... Compa

rative eſtimate ; compariſon. Suckling. 1

Simile ; ſimilitude. Stakeſp.

COMPARISON. J. [compariſon, Fr.) 1. The

act of comparing. Grew. a. The ſtate of

being compared. Locke. 3. A comparative

eſtimate. Hillotſon. 4. A ſimile in writing or

ſpeaking. Shakeſp. 5. (In grammar. J The

formation of an adjective through its various

degrees of ſignification, as ſlrong, Jironger,

frongeſ?.

To COMPA'RT v. a. [cºmpartir, Fr.] To di

vidc. /P'ºttºn.

COM
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COMPARTIMENT. ſ. [compartinent, Fr.] A

diviſion of a pićture, or deſign. Pºpe.

COMPARTITION. ſ. (from compart.) 1.The

aćt of comparting or dividing. ... The parts

marked out, or ſeparated; a ſeparate part.
Worton.

COMPARTMENT.ſ. [compartiment, Fr.] Di
viſion. Peacham

To CO'MPASS. v. a [compaſſer, Fr.] 1. To

encircle; to environ; to ſurround. job. 2.

To walk round any thing. Dryden 3. To

beleaguer; to beſiege. Luke. 4. To graſp ;

to incloſe in the arms. 5 To obtain; to pro

cure ; to attain. Hooker, Clarendon, Pºpe. 6.

To take meaſures preparatory to any thing;

as, to compaſs the }.} of the king.

COMPASS. ſ. ſſrom the verb...] 1. Circle;

round. Shakeſp. 2. Extent; reach; graſp.

South. 3. Space; room; limits. Atterbury.

4. Encloſure; circumference. Milton. 5. A

departure from the right line; an indirect

advance. 6. Moderate ſpace; moderation;

due limits. Davies. 7. The power of the

voice to expreſs the notes of muſick. Shakeſp

Dryden. 8. The inſtrument with which cir

cles are drawn. Dºnne. 9 The inſtrument

compoſed of a needle and card, whereby ma

riners ſteer. King Charles, Rowe.

COMPASSION.J. [compaſſian, Fr.) Pity; com

miſeration; painful ſympathy. Hebrewſ.

To COMPASSION. v. a. [from the noun.]

To pity. Shakeſp.

COMPA'SSIONATE. a [from compaſſion.) In

clined to pity ; merciſul : tender. South.

To COMPASSIONATE. v. a. [trom the noun.]

To pity; to commiferate. Raleigh.

COMPASSIONATELY. adv. [from cºmpaſſis

nate.] Mercifully; tenderly. Clarendon.

COMPATERNITY. f. [cen and paternitas,

Lat.] Goff pred, or cºmpaternity, by the ca

non law, is a ſpiritual affinity. Davies.

COMPATIBILITY f. [from compatible.) Con

ſiſtency; the power of co-exiſting with ſome

thing elſe.

COMPATIBLE. c. 1. Suitable to ; fit for;

conſiſtent with. Hale. 2. Conſiſtent; agree

able Br some.

COMPATIBLENESS. ſ. [from compatible.]

Conſiſtency.

COMPATIELY. adv. [from compatible.] Fit

ly; ſuitably.

COMPATIENT. a. [from can and patier, Lat.]

Suffering together.

COMPATRIOT. ſ. One of the ſame country.

COMPEER. ſ. [compar, Lat.) Equal; compa

nion; colleague. Philips.

To COMPE ER. v. a. To be equal with 5 to

mate. Shakeſp. -

To COMPE L. v. a. [compello, Lat.) 1. To

force to ſome act; to oblige; to conſtrain.

Clarendon. 2. To take by force or violence.

Shaºſ -

COMPE. H.I.ABLE. a. [from compel.] That may

be forced.

COMPH LLATION. ſ (from compello, Lat.]

The ſtyle of addreſs. Duppa.

COMPE'LLER.ſ.. [from compel.] He that forces
another.

COMPEND. ſ. [compendium,Lat.] Abridgment;

ſummary; epitome. Watts

COMPENDIARIOUS..a...[compendiarius, Lat.]

Short; contracted

COMPENDIOSITY. ſ. [from compendiess.]
Shortneſs

COMPENDIOUS a.[from compendium.] Short;

ſummary; abridged; comprehenſive. M'eedw.

COMPENDIOUSLY, adv. [from compendioss.]

Shortly ; ſummarily. Hecker.

COMPENDIQUSNESS. ſ (from compendiews.]

Shortneſs; brevity. Bentley. -

COMPENDIUM. ſ. [Latin.) Abridgment; ſum

mary 5 breviate. Watts.

COMPE'NSABLE. a. (from compenſate.] That

which may be recompenſed.

To COMPENSATF. v.a. [compenſe, Lat..] To

recompenſe; to counterbalance; to counter

vail. Bacon, Prior.

COMPENSATION. ſ. [from compenſate.] Re

compenſe ; ſomething equivalent. Dryden.
COMPENsaºji. which

compenſates.

To COMPENSE. v. a. [compenſe, Lat.] To

compenſate; to counterbalance; to recom

penſe. Bacon.

To COMPERENDINATE.v.a.[comperendine,

Lat.] To delay.

COMPERENDINATION.ſ.[fromcomperendi

nate.] Delay.

CO'MPETENCE. R. ſ. [from competent.] 1.

CO'MTETENCY, Such a quantity of any

thing as is ſufficient. Government of the Tongue.

2. A fortune equal to the neceflities of life.

Shakeſp. Pºpe. 3. The power or capacity of a

judge or court. -

COMPETENT. a. [competens, Lat.] I. Suit

able; fit; adequate; proportionate. Davies.

2. Without defe&t or|. Hooker. 3.

Reaſonable; moderate. Atterbury. 4. Qua

lified; fit. Govern of the Tongue. 5. Con-.

ſiſtent with. Lºcke.

COMPETENTLY, adv. [from cºmpetent.) 1.

Reaſonably; moderately. Wotton. 2. Ade

quately; properly. Bentley.

COMPETIBLE. a. (cºmpete, Lat.] Suitable to ;

conſiſtent with. Hammond, Glanville.

COMPETIBLENESS. ſ. [from competible.]

Suitableneſs; fitneſs.

COMPETITION. ſ. ſcan and petitio, Lat] .

Rivalry; conteſt. Rogers. 2. Claim of more

than one to one thing. Baton.

COMPE". ITOR. ſ. [con and petitor, Lat.] i.

rival. Rogers. 2. An opponent. Shakeſp.

COMPILATION. ſ. [from cºmpil, Lat.] 1.

A colle&tion from various authors. 2. An aſ

ſemblage; a coacervation. MWoodward.

To COMPI(LE. v. a. [compil, Lat.) 1. To

draw up from various authors. 1. To write;

to compoſe. Temple. 3. To contain; to com

priſe. Spenſer.

CóMPILEMENT. ſ. [from compile.] Coacer

vation; the aët of heaping up. Wottºn.

COM
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*

-

COMPI'LER. ſ. [from compile.] A colleaer ;

one who trames a compoſition from various

authors. Swift.

COMPLA'CENCE. Rſ.[cºmplacentia,low Lat.)

§§§ 1. Pleaſure; ſatisfac

tion; gratification. Milton. South. 1. The

cauſe of pleaſure; joy. Milton. 3. Civility ;

complaiſance. Clarendon.

COMPLA'CENT. a. [complacens, Lat..] Civil :

aſſable; ſoft.

To COMPLAIN. v. W. [complaindre, Fr.) 1.

To mention with ſorrow; to lament. Burnet's

Theory. z. To inform againſt. Shakeſp.

To COMPLA'IN. v. a. To lament; to bewail.

Dryden.

COMPLA'INANT. ſ. [from complain..] One

who urges a ſuit againſt another. Collier.

COMPLA'INER. ſ. One who complains; a la

menter. Governinent of the Tongue

COMPLAINT. ſ. (complainte, Fr. 1. Repre

fentation of pains or injuries, job. 2. The

cauſe or ſubject of complaint. Swift 3. A

malady; a diſeaſe. Arbuthnºt. 4. Remonſtrance

againſt. Shakeſp.

COMPLAISA NCE. ſ. [complaiſance, Fr.) Civi

lity; deſire of pleaſing; act of adulation.

Dryden, Prior.

COMPLAISA’NT. a. [complaint, Fr.) Civil ;

defirous to pleaſe. Pºpe.

COMPLAISA’NTLY. adv.[from complaiſant.)

Civilly 5 with deſire to pleaſe; ceremoniouſly

ºfºº

COMPLAISA'NTNESS. ſ. [from complaiſant.]

Civility.

To COMPLA'NATE. R. v.a.[from planus, Lat.j

To COMPLA'NE. To level ; to reduce

to a flat ſurface. Derbam.

COMPLEMENT ſ. [complementum, Lat.) 1.

Perfection; fulneſs; completion Hooker, 2.

Complete ſet; complete proviſion; the full

quantity. Prior. 3. Adſcititious circumſtances;

appcndages Hacker, Shakeſp

COMPLETE. a. [completuſ, Lat.) 1. Perfect ;

full; without any defects. Colffani, Swift

2. Finiſhed ; ended; concluded. Prior

To COMPLETE. v. a [from the noun..] To

perfect; to finiſh. Walton.

COMPLETELY. adv. [from complete.] Fully;

perfectly. Blackmore, Swift.

COMPLETEMENT.ſ.[completement,Fr.] The

act of completing. Dryden. -

COMPLETENESS. ſ. [from complete.) Perfec

tion. King Charles.

COMPLETION. ſ. [from complete.], i. Ac

compliſhment; act of fulfilling. South. 2. Ut

moſt height; perfect ſtate. Pºpe.

COMPLEX. a. [complexus, Lat.] Compoſite ;

of many parts; not ſimple. Locke.

COMPLEX. ſ. Complication; collection. South

COMPLEXEDNESS.J. [from complex.] Com

plication ; involution of many particular part

in one integral. Locke.

COMPLE Xion.ſ. (complexia, Lat.) 1. Invo.

lution of one thing in another. Watts. 2. The

colour of the external parts of any body. Davie,

3. The temperature of the body. Dryden.

COMPLE'XIONAL. a. [from cºmplexion.] De

pending on the complexion or temperament of

the body. Fidder.

COMPLEXIONALLY.adw.[from complexion.]

By complexion. Brown.

COMPLEXLY. adv [from complex.] In a

complex manner; not ſimply.

COMPLE'XNESS. ſ. [rom complex.] The ſtate

of being complex.

COMPLE'XURE / [from complex.] Theinvo

lution of one thing with others.

COMPLIANCE. ſ. (from comply.) 1. The act

of yielding; accord; ſubmiſſion. Rºgers. 2.

A diſpoſition to yield to others. Clarenden.

COMPLIANT. a. [from comply.) 1. Yielding;

bending Milton. 1 Civil ; complaifant.

To COMPLICATE. v. a. (complica, Lat.) 1.

To entangle one with another; to join. Tillatſ.

2. To unite by involution of parts. Boyle. 3.

To form by complication; to form by the union

of ſeveral parts into one integral. Lecke.

COMPLICATE. a. Compounded of a multipli

city of parts. Watts.

COMPLICATENESS ſſfrom complicate.] The

ſtate of being complicated; intricacy. Hale.

COMPLICA"TION. ſ. (from complicate.] 1.

The act of involving one thing in another. 2.

The ſtate of being involved one in another.

*ilkins 3. The integral conſiſting of many

things involved. PWatts.

COMPLICE. f. [Fr. from complex, Lat.] One

who is united with others in an ill deſign; a

confederate. Clarendon.

COMPLI'ER. ſ. [from comply..] A man of an

eaſy temper. -

COMPLIME NT. ſ. (compliment, Fr.] An actor

expreſſion of civility, uſually underſtood to

mean leſs than it declares Sidney, Rogers.

To COMPLIMENT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

ſooth with expreſſions of reſpect; to flatter.

Prior.

COMPLIMENTAL. a. [from compliment.] Ex

preſſive of reſpect or civili y. Wotton.

COMPLIME NTALLY. adv. [from compli

mental.] In the nature of a compliment;

civilly. Broºm.

COMPLIMENTER. ſ. (from compliment.] One

given to compliments; a.

COMPLINE.J. [compline, Fr. completinum,low

Lat.) The laſt act of worſhip at night. Hubberd.

To COMPLORE. v. n. (complero, Lat.] To

make lamentation together.

COMPLOT. ſ. [French.] A confederacy in ſome

ſecret crime; a plot. Hubberd, Shakeſp.

To COMPLOT. v. a. (from the noun...] To

form a plot; to conſpire. Pope.

COMPLOTTER. ſ. [from complet.] A conſpi

rator; one joined in a plot. Dryden.

To COMPLY. v. n. [cºmplier. J. To yield to ;

to be obſequious to Tillotſon.

COMPO NENT.a [componens, Lat..] That which

conſtitutes the compound body, Newton,

To COMPORT. v. n (compºrter, Fr.] To

agree, Donne

'o COMPORT. v. a. To bear; to endure.

Dani 1. COMPORT.
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COMPORT. ſ. [from the verb.] Behaviour:

condućt. Taylor.

COMPQRTABLE. a. [from cºmport.] Conſiſt

ent. Matton.

COMPORTANCE. ſ. [from comport.] Beha

viour. Spenſer.

COMPO'RTMENT. ſ. [from comfort.] Beha

viour. Addiſºn.

To COMPOSE. v. a. [compºſer, Fr.) 1. To

form a maſs by joining different things toge

ther. Sprat. 1. To place any thing in its

proper form and method. Dryden. 3. To dºt

poſe; to put in the proper ſtate. Clarenden.

3. To put together a diſcourſe or ſentence.

Hooker. K. To conſtitute by being parts of a

whole. Milton, Watts. 6. To calm; to quiet,

Clarendon. 7. To adjuſt the mind to any bu

fineſs. Duppa. 8. To adjuſt ; to ſettle; as,

to compºſe a difference. 9. [with printers.)

To arrange the letters. o. [In muſick.] To

form a tune from the different muſical notes.

COMPOSED. particip a. Calm; ſerious;

even; ſedate. Addi/en.

COMPOSEDLY.adw.[from compºſed.] Calmly;

ſeriouſly. Clarend:n.

COMPOSEDNESS. ſ. Sedateneſs; calmneſs.
Norrir.

COMPO'SER, ſ (from cºnteſ. J . An author;

a writer. Milan. 2. He that adapts the mu

ſic to words. Peacham.

COMPOSITE. a. ſcempeſtur, Lat.) The cem

pºſite order in architecture is the laſt ofthe five

orders; ſo named becauſe its capital is com

poſed out of thoſe of the other orders; it is al

ſo called the Roman and Italick order. Harris.

COMPOSITION. ſ. [compºſitic, Lat.) 1. The

aćt of forming an integral of various diſſimilar

parts. Bacºn, Temple, 2. The act of bring

ing ſimple ideas into complication, oppoſed to

analyſis. Newton. 3. A maſs formed by ming

ling different ingredients. Swift. 4. The ſtate

of being compounded; union; conjunction.

Watts. 5. The arrangement of various fi

gures in a picture. Dryden. 6. Written work

Addiſon. 7. Adjuſtment; regulation. Ben.

Jºhnſon. 8. Compact ; agreement. Hooker,
Waller. The act of diſcharging a debt by

paying part io. Conſiſtency: congruity.Shakeſ.

i i. In grammar.] The joining two words to

gether. 12. A certain method of demonſtra

tion in mathematicks, which is the reverſe ºf

the analytical method, or of reſolution. Harris.

COMPOSITIVE. a. Compounded , or having

the power of compounding. Dić.

COMPOSI roR. ſ. from compºſe.) He that

arranges and adjuſts the types in printing.

COMPOST. ſ. [Fr. cºmpºſitar, Lat] Manure.

Evelyn.

To COMPOST, w, a. To rhanure. Bacon.

COMPO'STURE.J. [from campºff.] Soil; ma

nure. Shakeſp.

COMPOSU R.E. ſ. [from compºſe 1 1. The act

of compoſing or inditing. King Charle, 2. Ar

rangement, combination; order. Hºlder. 3.

The form ariſing from the diſpoſition of the va

rious parts. Craſhaw. 4. Frame; make. Shakeſ

5. Relative adjuſtment. Wetten. 6. Compo

ſition ; framed diſcourſe Atterbury. 7. Sedate

neſs; calmneſs; tranquility. Miſten. 8. Agree

ment; compoſition; ſettlement of differences.

Milton. -

COMPOTATION.f.[comparatio, Lat.) The act

of drinking together. Philipt.

To COMPOUND. v. a. ſ.compone, Lat.] 1. To

mingle many ingredients together 2. To

form by uniting various parts. Exºdus, Bºyle.

3. To mingle in different poſitions; to com

bine. Addiſon. 4. To form one word from two

or more words. Raleigh. 3. To compoſe by

being united. Shakeſp. 6. To adjuſt a differ

ºnce by receſſion from the rigour of claims.

Shakeſp. Bacºn. 7. To diſcharge a debt by

paying only past. Gay. .

To COMPOUND. v. n. 1. To come to terms

of agreement by abating ſomething. Clarenden.

2. To bargain in the lump. Shakeſp. 3. To

come to terms.Carew. 4 To determine Shake.

COMPOUND. a. [from the verb 1. Formed

out of many ingredients; not ſingle. Bacsi.

2. Compoſed of two or more words. Pºpe.

CO’MPOUND. ſ. The maſs formed by the uni

on of many ingredients. South.

COMPOUNDABLE.a. Capable of being com

pounded.

COMPOUNDER. ſ. (from tº compºund.) 1.

One who endeavours to bring parties to terms

of agreement. Swift. 1. A mingler; one
who mixes bodies. -

To COMPREHEND.º. a. [comprehend, Lat.]

1. To compriſe; to include. Romans. 2. To

contain in the mind; to conceive. Waller.

COMPRE HENSIBLE, a [comprehenſible, Fr.]

Intelligible ; conceiveable. Lºcke.

COMPREHENSIBLY, adv. [from cºmpreher

Jºle.] With great power of ſignification or un

derſtanding. Tillotſºn.

COMPREHENSION. ſ. (comprehenſ, Lat., 1.

The act or quality of compriſing or contain

ing; incluſion. Hooker. 1 Summary 3 epi

tome; compendium. Rºgerſ. 3. Knowledge;

capacity ; power of the mind to admit ideas.

ry, tº .

COMPREHENSIVE. a. (from cºmprehend]

I Having the power to comprehend or under

ſtand. Pºpe 2. Having the quality of corn

priſing much. Sprat.

COMPREHE'NSIVE LY. adv. In a compre

henſive manner.

COMPREHF NSIVE NESs f from cerer.

henſive.] The quality of including much in a

few words or narrow compaſs. Addiſon.

To COMPRESS. v c. [carſ, effº, Lat J 1. To

force into a narrower compaſs. 2. To en

brace. Pºpe.

COMPRESS. ſ. [from the verb.j Bolſters of

linen rags. Quincy.

COMPRESS}}l'LITY. f. [from cºmpreſſ; e ]

The quality of admitting to be brought by

force into a narrower compa's.

COMPRESS131.E. a ſtron cºmpreſs.] Yield

ing
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ing to preſſure, ſo as that one part is brought

nearer to another. Cheyne.

CoMPRESSIBLENESS. ſ. (from compreſſible.]

Capability of being preſſed cloſe.

COMPRESSION. ſ. (compreſſ, Lat) The act

of bringing the parts of any body more near to

each other by violence. Bacon, Newton.

COMPRESSURE. / (from compreſs.] The aël

or force of a body preſſing againſt another. Bºyle

To COMPRI’NT, v. n. [emprimere, Lat.) To

print another's copy to the prejudice of the

rightful proprietor. Philips.

To COMPRI's E. v. a. [compril, Fr.] To con

tain ; to include. Hocker, Roſcommon.

COMPROBATION.J. [comprobe, Lat.JProof;
atteſtation. Brºwn.

COMPROMI'SE. ſ. [&mpromiſum, Lat ) i. A

mutual promiſe of parties at difference, to re

fer their controverſies to arbitrator. Cowell 2.

A compact or bargain, in which conceſſions

are made. Shakeſp.

To COMPROMISE. va. [from the noun...] 1.

. To adjaft a compact by mutual conceflions. 1.

to accord, to agree. Shakeſp.

COMPROMISSGR1AL. a. [from compromiſe.]

Relating to a compromiſe.

COMPROVINCIAL. f. [con and provincial.]

Belonging to the ſame province. Ayliffe.

COMT. ſ. (compte, Fr.) Account; computati

on , reckoning. Shakeſp.

To COMPT. v. a. [compter, Fr.] To compute;

to number. We now uſe ‘To Count.

COMPT1BLE. a. Accountable; teady to give

account Shakeſp.

To COMPTRO L. v. a. To control; to over

rule ; to oppoſe.

COMPTROLLER.f. [from comptrol] A direc

tor; ſuperviſor. Temple. ,

COMPTRO LLERSHIP.ſ (from comptroller.]

Superintendence. Carew.

CeNAPU LSATIVELY. adv. By conſtraint.

Clariffa. -

COMPULSAToky. ſ. (from cºmpulſºr, Lat )

Having the force of compelling. Shakeſp.

COMPULSion. ſ. ſempulſe, Lat.) 1. The act

of compelling to ſomething; force. Milton. 2.

The ſtate of being compelled. Hale.

COMPULSIVE. a. [from compulſer, Fr.) Ha

ving the power to compet; forcible. Philips.

COMPULSIVELY. adv. (from compulſive..] By

force : by violence.

ſ. [rom compulſive )
-

COMPU isiveN tº SS.

Force ; compulſion.

COMPULSORILY. adv. (from compulſory] In

a compulſory or forcible manner; by violence.

Bacon. -

COMPULSORY. a. [compulſeire, Fr.] Having

the power of compelling. Bramhall

COMPUNCTION. f. [cºmpºnetion, Fr.] ...The

power of pricking; ſtimulation. Brºwn. 2.

Repentance; contrition. Clarendon.

€OMPUNCTIOUS, a [from compunéliºn.]

Repentant; tender. Shakeſp.

COMPUNCTIVE. a. [from compančiºn.]

Cauſing remorſe.

GQMPURGATION ſſ.compurgatio,Lat] Tºº

practice of juſtifying any man's veracity by

the teſtimony of another.

COMPURGA"TOR.ſ. (Lat.] One who bears his

teſtimony to the credibility of another. Woodw.

COMPUTABLE. a. [from compute.] Capable

of being numbered. Hale.

CoMPUTATION. ſ. [from compute.) 1. The

act of reckoning; calculation. 2. The ſum

cºllected or ſettled by calculation. Addiſon.
To COMPUTE. v. 4 [cºmpute, Lat.] To

rººkºn; to calculate; to count. Holder, Pºpe.

COMPUTE / [computus, Lat.] Computation;
calculation.

COMPUTER, ſ [from compute.] Reckoner;

accountant. Swift.

COMPUTIST. ſ. [computiffe, Fr.) Calculator;

one ſkilled in computation. Wºtton.

COMRADE. ſ. [camerade, Fr.) 1. One who

dwells in the ſame houſe or chamber. Shakeſp.

*: A companion; a partner. Milton.

CON. A Latin inſeparable propoſition, which, at

the beginning of words, ſignifies union; as

concºurſe, a running together.

CON.One who is onthe negative ſide of a queſtion.

To CON. v. a. [connan, Sax.] 1. To know.

Spenſºr. 2. To ſtudy. Shakeſp. Holder, Prior.

3. Tº Con thanks. To thank. Shakeſp.

To CONCAMERATE. v. a. [concamerº, Lat.]

To arch over ; to vault. Grew.

ToCONCATENATE.v.a. [from catena, Lat.]

To link together.

CONCATENATION. ſ. (from concatenate.]
A ſeries of links. South.

CONCAVATION. ſ. [from concave.] The act

of making concave.

CONCAVE. a. [concavut, Lat.J Hollow; op

poſed to convex. Burnet.

CONCA VENESS. ſ. [from concave..] Hollow
neſs. Dićf.

CONCAVITY. ſ. [from concave.) Internal ſur

face of a hollow ſpherical or ſpheroidical body.

}} railward.

CQNCAVO-CONCAVE. a. Concave or hollow

on both ſides.

CONCAVC-CONVEX. a. [from concave and

cºnvex.] Concave one way, and convex the
other. Newton. -

CONCAVO US. a. ſcan cavut, Lat.] Concave.

CONCAVOUSLY adv [from concavour.]With

hollowneſs. Brown.

To CONCE'A L. v. a. [concek, Lat..] To hide;

to keep ſecret; not to divulge. Broome.

CONCE ALEA Bl, E. a. [from, conceal] Capable

of being concealed. Brown.

CONCE ALEDNESS. f. (trom conceal] Pri

vacy; obſcurity. Dići.

CONCE ALF.R. ſ. [from conceal.) He that con

ceals any thing.

CONCEA LMENT. ſ. (from conceal.] I. The

act of hiding; ſecreſy. Glanville. 2. The

ſtate of being hid; privacy. Addiſon. 3. Hiding

place ; retreat. Rogers.

To CONCE DE. v. a. [conced., Lat.] To ad

mit; to grant. Bently.

cºś). [concept; Fr.) 1. Conception ;

U thought ,
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theughts idea. Sidney. 2. Underſtanding;

readineſs of apprehenſion. Wiſdom. 3. Fancy,

fantaſtical notion. Shakeſp. Locke. 4. Opinion

in a neutral ſenſe. Shakeſp. g. A pleaſant

fancy. Shakeſp. 6. Sentiment. Pºpe. 7. Fond

neſs; favourable opinion. Bentley. , 8. Qut of

CoN c e i t with. No longer fond of. Tillotſon.

To CONCE IT. v. a. To imagine; to believe.

Sonth.

CONCE'ITED. particip. a. [from conceit.] 1.

Endowed with fancy. Knolles. 1. Proud; fond

of himſelf; opinionative. Felton.

CONCE ITEDLY. adv. [from conceited) Fan

cifully ; whimſically. Donne.

CONCE'ITEDNESS. ſ. [from conceited.] Pride;

fondneſs of himſelf. Collier.

CONCE ITLESS. a. [from conceit J Stupid ;

without thought. Shakeſp.

CONCE'IVABLE. a. [from conceive.) 1. That

may be imagined or thought. Wilkins. 2.

That may be underſtood or believed. Atterb.

CONCEIVABLENESS. ſ. [from conceivable.]

The quality of being conceivable.

CONCE IVABLY. adv. [from conceivable.] In

a conceivable manmer.

To CONCE'IVE. v. a. [concevºir, Fr.) 1. To

admit into the womb. Pſalm. 2. To form in

the mind. Jeremiah. 3. To comprehend; to

underſtand. Shakeſp. 4. To think; to be of

opinion. Swift.

To CONCE'IVE. v. n. 1. To think; to have

an idea of Watts. 2. To become pregnant.

Geneſs. -

CONCEIVER, ſ [from conceive.) One that

underſtands or apprehends. Brown.

CONCENT. ſ. [cºncentus, Lat.) 1. Concert of

voices; harmony. Bacºn. 2. Conſiſtency.Atter.

To CONCENTRATE. v. a. [concentrer, Fr.]

To drive into a narrow compaſs. Arbuthnot.

CONCENTRATION. ſ. [from concentrate.]

Collection into a narrow ſpace round the cen

tre. Peachain.

To CONCENTRE. v. n. [concentre, Fr.] To

tend to one common centre, Hale.

To CONCENTRE. v. a. To emit towards one

centre. Decay of Piety.

CONCENTRICAL.

CONCENTRICK.

centre. Donne, Bentley.

CONCEPTACLEſ (conceptaculum, Lat.] That

in which any thing is contained ; a veſſel.

// 'cºdward.

CONCE/PTIBLE. a. [from concipio, conceptum,

Lat.] Intelligible; capable to be underſtood.

Hale.

CoNCEPTION. ſ. [conceptic, Lat.) 1. The

act of conceiving, or quickening with preg

nancy. 111 ſtan. 2. The ſtate of being con

ceived. Shakeſp. 3. Notion ; idea. South. 4.

Sentiment; purpoſe. Shakeſp. 5. Apprehen

ſion; know!édge. Davies 6. Conceit 5 ſen

timent; pointed thought. Dryden.

CONCE PTIOUS, a. [conceptºm, Lat.] Apt to

conceive ; pregnant. Shakeſp.

CONCEPTIVE. a. [conceptum, Lat.] Capable

a. [cºncentricus, Lat.]

Having one common

to conceive, Brºwn, º

To CONCE'RN. v. a. [concerner, Fr.] 1. To

relate to ; to belong to. Locke. 2. To affect

with ſome paſſion. Shakeſp. Rogers. 3. To in

tereſt; to engage by intereſt. Bºyle. 4. To

diſturb; to make uneaſy. Derham.

CONCERN. ſ. 1. Buſineſs; affair. Rogers. 2.

Intereſt; engagement. Burnet. 3. Impor

tance; moment. Roſcommon. 4. Paſfion; af

fection; regard. Addiſon.

CONCERNING. prep. Relating to ; with re

lation to. Bacon, Tillotſon. -

CONCERNMENT. ſ. [from concern.) 1. The

thing in which we are concerned or intereſted ;

buſineſs; intereſt. Tillotſon. 2. Relation ; in

fluence. Denham. 3. Intercourſe; buſineſs.

Locke, 4. Importance; moment. Boyle. , 5.

Interpoſition; regard ; meddling. Clarenden.

6. Paſſion ; emotion of mind. Dryden.

To CONCERT. v. a. [concerter, Fr.) 1. To

ſettle any thing in private. 2. To ſettle ; to

contrive , to adjuſt. Rowe.

CONCERT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Communi

cation of deſigns. Swift. 2. A ſymphony 5

many performers playing to the ſame tune.

CONCERTATION. [concertatio, Lat.] Strife #

Contention.

CONCERTATIVE. a. [concertativus, Lat.]

Contentious. Dićt.

CONCESSION. ſ. [conceſſio, Lat.] I. The ast

of granting or yielding. Hale. 2. A grant;

the thing yielded. King Charler.

CONCESSIONARY. a. Given by indulgence.

CONCESSIVELY. adv. [from conceſſion.] By

way of conceflion. Brown.

CONCH.f. [concha, Lat.] A ſhell; a ſea-ſhell.

Dryden.

CO'NCHOID. ſ. The name of a curve.

To CONCILIATE. v. a. [concillo, Lat.] To

gain. Brown.

CONCILIATION ſ. [from conciliate.] The aët

of gaining or reconciling. -

CONCILIATOR. ſ. [from conciliate.] One that

makes peace between others.

CONCILIATORY. a. [from conciliate.] Relat

ing to reconciliation. Dićt.

CONCI'NNITY..f. [from concinnitas, Lat.] De

cency; fitneſs.

CONCINNOUS..a...[concinnur, Lat] Becoming;

pleaſant. -

CONCISE. a. [conciſus, Lat.] Brief; ſhort.

Ben. jºhnſon.

CONCi'SELY. adv. [from conciſe.] Briefly;
ſhertly. Broeme. f

CONCI'SENESS. ſ. [from conciſe.] Brevity ;

ſhortneſs. Dryden.

CONCISION. ſ. [cºnciſum, Lat..] Cutting off;
exciſion.

CONCITATION. ſ. [concitatio, Lat.] The act

of ſtirring up. Brown.

CONCLAMATION. ſ. An outcry. Dić7.

CONCLAVE. ſ. [conclave, Lat.) 1. A private

apartment. 2. The room in which the car

dinals meet; or the aſſembly of the cardinals.

Shakeſp. South. 3. A cloſe aſſembly. Garth,

To CONCLUDE.v. a. [conclude, Lat.] 1. To

ſhut.
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:*

:

(hut. Hººker. 2. To collect by ratiocination.

Tilletſºn. 3. To decide; to determine. Addiſ.

4. To end; to finiſh. Bacon, Dryden. 5. To

oblige, as by the final determination. Hale, Att.

To CONCLUDE. v. n. 1. To perform the laſt

aćt of ratiocination; to determine. Davies,

Bºyle. 2. To ſettle opinion. Atterbury. 3. Fi

nally to determine. Shakeſp. 4. To end. Dryd.

CONCLUDENCY.ſ. (from concludent.] Con

ſequence; regular proof. Hale.

cºlvoºr a. [from conclude..] Deciſive.

~ *f.

CONCLUSIBLE. a. [from conclude.) Determi

nable. Hammond.

CONCLUSION. ſ. [from cºnclude.) 1. Deter

mination; final deciſion. Hooker. 2. Collec

tion from propoſitions premiſed; conſequence.

Davier, Tillotſon. 3. The cloſe. Eccles. 4.

The event of experiments. Shakeſp. 5. The

end; the upſhot. 6. Silence; confinement

of the thoughts. Shakeſp.

CONCLUSIVE. a. [from cºnclude.) 1. Deci

- five ; giving the laſt determination. Bramhall,

Rogers. 2. Regularly conſequential. Locke.

CONCLUSIVELY. adv. [from concluſive.]

Beeiſively. Bacon.

CONCLUSIVEN ESSſſfromconcluſive.]Power

of determining the opinion. Hale.

To CONCOAGULATE. v. a. To congeal one

thing with another. Bºyle.

CONCOAGULATION ſ. [from concoagulate.]

A coagulation, by which different bodies are

joined in one maſs.

To CONCO'CT. v. a. [concoque, Lat.] i. To

digeſt by the ſtomach. Hayward. 2. To pu

rify by heat. Thomſºn.

CONCO'CTION. ſ. [from concea.] Digeſtion in

the Romach; maturation by heat. Donne.

CONCOLOUR. a. [concolor, Lat..] Of one co

lour. Brºwn.

CONCOMITANCE. Qſ.[fromconcenitor, Lat.]

CONCO'MITANCY. Subſiſtence together

with another thing. Brown, Glanville.

CONCOMITANT. a. [concomitans,Lat..] Con

joined with ; concurrent with. Locke.

CONCOMITANT.ſ. Companion; perſon con
ne&ted. South.

CONCOMITANTLY.adv. [from concomitant.]

In cornpany with others.

To CO'NCOMITATE.v.a.[concomitatus, Lat.]

To be connected with anything. Harvey.

CONCORD. ſ. [concordia, Lat.) 1. Agreement

between perſons or things; peace; union.

Shakeſp. 2. A compact. Davieſ. 3. Har

mony conſent of ſounds. Shakeſp. 4. Prin

cipal grammatical relation of one word to an

other. Locke.

CONCO'RDANCE. ſ. ſcencerdantia," Lat.) 1.

Agreement. 2. A book which ſhews in how

many texts of ſcripture any word occurs.Swift.

CONCORDANT. a. [concºrdanº, Lat.) Agree

able ; agreeing. Brown.

CONCO'RDATE. ſ. [concordat, Fr.] A com

pačt a convention. Swift.

CONCO'RPORAL. a. [from concorpºre, Lat.]

Of the ſame body, Diä,

To CONCORPORATE.c. a. ſcan and cerpur.]

To unite in one maſs or ſubſtance. Taylºr.

CONCORPORATION. ſ. (from cºncorporate.]

Union in one maſs Dić,

CO’NCOURSE. ſ [concurſuf, Lat.) 1. The

confluence of many perſons or things Ben.

Johnſºn. 2. The perſons aſſembled. Dryden.

3. The point of junction or interſection of

two bodies. Newton.

CONCREMATION.ſ [from cºncreme, Lat.]

The act of burning together. Dić7.

CONCREMENT.J. [from concreſce,Lat.] The

maſs formed by concretion Hale.

CONCRESCENCE. ſ. [from cºncreſco, Lat.]

The act or quality of growing by the union of

ſeparate particles. Raleigh. -

To CONCRETE. v. n. [concreſcº, Laț.] To

coaleſce into one maſs. Newton.

To CONCRETE. v. a. To form by concretion.

Hale.

CO’NCRETE. a. [from the verb.] 1. Formed

by concretion. Burnet. 2. In logick. Not

abſtract; applied to a ſubject. Hºcker.

CONCRETE. ſ. A maſs formed by concretion.

Bentley.

CONCRETELY. adv. [from cºncrete.] In a

manner including the ſubject with the predi

cate. Norriſ.

CONCRETENESSſtrom concrete.jcoagula

tion; collection of fluids into a ſolid maſs. Dić7.

CONCRETION. ſ. (from concrete.) 1. The

aćt of concreting; coalit on. 2. The maſs

formed by a coalition of ſeparate particles.

at64t.

CONCRETIVE. a. [from concrete.] Coagula

tive. Brown.

cºcºrruke'ſ A maſs formed by coagu

&tion.

CONCUBINAGE.ſ.[concubinage, Fr.]The aa

of living with a woman not married. Brºome.

CONCUBINE. ſ. [concubina, Lat.) A woman

kept in focnication; a whore. Bacon.

To CONCULCATE. v. a. [cºnculco, Lat.] To

tread or trample under foot.

CONCULCATIONſ (canculcatiº, Lat.] Tram

pling with the feet.

CONCUPISCENCE. ſ. (concupiſcentia, Lat 1

Irregular deſire; libidinous wiſh. Bentley.

CONCUPISCENT. a. [concupiſceni, Lat..]Libi

dinous; lecherous. Shakeſp.

CONCUPISCENTIAL. a. [from concupiſcent.]

Relating to concupiſcence.

CONCUPI'SCIBLE. a. [concupiſcibilis, Latl

Impreſſing deſire. South.

To CONCUR. v. n. [concurre, Lat.] 1. To

meet in one point. Temple. 2. To agree; to

join in one action. Swift. 3. To be united

with ; to be conjoined. Tillºtſºn. 4. To con

tribute te one common event. Collier.

CONCURRENCE.}. cºncur.] I ..Union;

CONCURRENCY. S. aſſociation; conjunction.

Clarendon. 2. Combination of many agents

or circumſtances. Craſhaw. 3. Afliſtance;

help. Rºgers. 4. Joint right; common claim.

Ayliffe.tyliff. U 2. CONCURRENT
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CONCURRENT. a. [from concur.) 1. Aëting

in conjunction; concomitant in agency, Hale.

2. Conjoined ; aſſociate; concomitant. Bacon.

CONCU'RRENTJ.That which concurs.Decay

of Piety.

CONCU'SSION. ſ. [cºncuſº, Lat..] The act of

ſhaking i tremefaction. Bacon. -

CONCUSSIVE, a [concuſſus. Lat.) Having the

power or quality of ſhaking.
-

To CONDE.M.N. v. a. [condemno, Lat.] 1. To

find guilty ; to doom to puniſhment. Fidder.

2. To cenſure; to blame ; contrary to approve.

Lºcke. 3. To fine. Chronicles.

CONDEMNABLE. a. [from condemn.] Blaine

able ; culpable. Brºwn.

CONDEMNATION. ſ.[condemnatiº, Lat]The

ſentence try which any one is doomed to pu
niſhment. Rºmant.

CONDE. MNATORY. a. [from condemn j Paſ.

ſing a ſentence of condemnation. Gov. of the

Tongue.

CONDE MNER / [from cºndemn.) A blamer;

a cenſurer. Tayſer.

CONDE NSABLE, a [from cºndenſatel that

which is capable of condenſation. Dirky.

To CONDE NSATE. v. a. ſcendenſe, Lat..] To
make thicker.

To CONDL NSATE v. n. To grow thicker .

CONDE'NSATF. a. (rendenfatuº, Lat.) Made

thick ; compreſſed into leſs ſpace. Packam.

CONDENSATION. ſ. [from endenſate.] The

act of thickening any body. Oppoſite to rare

factien. Raleigh, Bentley.
To CONDE NSE.v.a. [condenſe, Lat. To make

any body more thick, cloſe and weighty Hººd.

To CONDENSE. v. n. To grow cioſe and

weighty. Newton.

CONDENSE. a. [from the verb.] Thick;

denſe. Bentley.

CONDE NSER. ſ. A veſſel wherein to crowd

the air. Quincy.

CONDE'NSITY. ſ. [from condenſe.) The ſtate

of being condenſed.

CONDERS. ſ. [conduire, Fr.] Such as ſtand up

on high places near the ſea-coaſt, at the time

of herring-fiſhing, to make ſigns to the fiſhers

which way the ſhoal of herrings paſſeth Cºwell.

To CONDESCEND. v n. (&ndeſcendre, Frj

!: To depart from the privileges of ſuperiority
*atts. 2. To conſent to do more than mere

juſtice can require. Tilletſºn. 3. To ſloop:

to bend; to yield. Miltºn.

CONDESCENDENCE. ſ.[condeſcendence,Fr.]

Voluntary ſubmiſſion.

CONDESCENDINGLY adviſframcondeſcend.

1ng.) By way of voluntary humiliation; by

way of kind conce flion.

CONDESCE NSION. ſ. [from cºndeſcend] vo.

luntary humiliation; deſcent from ſuperio

rity.

CONDESCENSIVE a [fromcondeſcend}cour

trous.
-

CONDIGN, a ſcandignus, Lat..] Suitable; de

ſerved ; merited Arbuthnot,

£OND1 GN F.S.S. f. (from candign J Suitable

neſs ; agreezile to deſerts.

CONDIGNLY adv. [from candign.) Deſer

vedly ; according ts merit.

CONDIMENT. ſ. [condimentum, Lat.] Seaſon

ing ; ſauce. Bacon.

CONDISCIPLE. ſ. [condiſtipulus, Lat.) A
ſchoolfellow.

To CONDITE. m. a. ſcendio, Lat.] To pickle;

to preſerve by ſalts. Taylor.

CONDITEMENT.ſ. (from cºndite JA compo

ſition of conſerves. Dić.

CONDITION. ſ. ſcendition, Fr.) 1. Quality;

that by which anything is denominated good

or bad. Shakeſp. z. Attribute; accident; pre

perty. Newton. 3. Natural quality of the

mind; temper; temperament. Shakeſp 4.

Moral quality ; virtue or vice. Raleigh, Sºuth.

5. State ; circumſtances. Wake 6. Rank.

Shakeſp.êhº 7. Stipulation ; terms of

compact. B. johnſºn, Clarenden. 8. The writ

ing of agreement; compact. Shakeſp.

To CONDITION. v. n. [from the noun.J. To

make terms ; to ſtipulate Donne.

CONDITIONAſ. a. [From condition.] By way

of ſtipulation ; not abſolute. South.

CONDITIONAL. ſ. [from the adjective.) A

limitation. Bacon.

CONDITIONA Li'l Yſ (from conditional Li

initation by certain terms. Decay ºf Piety.

CONDi TiGNALLY. ads'. [from conditiºnal]

With certain limitations, on particular terms.

South. -

CONDITIONARY. a. [from conditiºn.]Stipu
lated Norrif.

TO CONDITIONATE. v. a. To regulate by

certain conditions. Brown.

COND I TION ATE. a. Eſtabliſhed on certain

terms. Hanzºnd.

CONDITION ED. a. [from cºndition.] Having

qualities or propºrties good or bad. Shakeſp.

To CONDOLE. v. W. [candoles, Lat.] To la

ment with thoſe that are in misfortune. Temple.

To CONDOLE. v. a. To bewail with another.

Dryden.

CONDO LEMENT. ſ. [from candle.) Grief;

ſorrow. Shakeſp.
-

CONDO LENCE. f. [cendelance, Fr.) Grief for

the ſorrows of another. Arbuthnot.

A CONDO'LER. ſ. (from condale.] One that

compliments anºther upon his misfortunes.

CONDONATION.J. [condºnatio, Lat.]A par

doning ; a forgiving.

To CONDUCE. v. n. [conduce, Lat.] To pro

mote an end; to contribute. Tillºtſon, Newtºn.

To CONDUCE. v. a. To conduct. Jº attan.

CONDUCIBLE. a. [conducibilis, Lat J Having

the power of conducing. Bently

CONDUCIBLENESS. f. (from cºnducible.}The

quality of contributing to any end.

CONDUCIVE. a. [from cºnduce.] That which

may contribute to any end. Rogers.

CONDUCIVENESS.J. [from cºnducive.] The

quality ofconducing.

CONDUCT.ſ. [conduit, Fr.) 1. Management;

q-conomy. Bacºn. 2. The ačt of leading

troops. Hºalier, 3. Convoy ; eſcort 5 guard.

1. Eſdraſ.
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1. Eſdras. 4. A warrant by which a convoy is

appointed 5. Behaviour; regular life. Swift.

To CONDUCT. v. n. tº, Fr.) 1. To

lead , to direct; to accompany in order to ſhew

the way. Milton. 1. To attend in civility.

S*akeſp. 3. To manage; as, to conduct an

affair. 4. To head an army -

CONDUCTITIOUS. a. [conduciitius, Lat.)

Hired. Ayliff.

CONDUCTOR. ſ. [from conduć.] ... A leader;

one who ſhews another the way by accompany

ing him. Dryden. 2. A chief; a general.

3. A manager; a director. 4. An inſtrumeat

to direct the knife in cutting. Quincy.

CONDUCTRESS. ſ. [from conduct.] A woman

that directs. -

CONDUIT. ſ. 'ſ conduit, Fr.] 1. A canal of

pipes for the conveyance of waters. Davies.

2. The pipe or cock at which water is drawn.

Shakeſp.

CONDUPLICATION. ſ. [cºnduplicatio, Lat.}

A doubling.

CONE. ſ. [xxº~..] A ſolid body, of which the

baſe is a circle, and which ends in a point.

To CONFA'BULATE. T. n. tº, Lat.]

To talk eaſily together; to chat

CONFABULATION. ſ. (confabulatio, Lat]

Eaſy converſation.

CONFA'BULATORY. a. [from confabulate.]

Belonging to talk. -

CONFA R REATION / [confarreatiº, Lat.]

The ſolemnization of marriage by eating

bread together. Ayliff.

To CONFE CT. v.a. [confe&ur, Lat..] To make

up into ſweetmeats.

CONFECT. ſ. [from the verb.] A ſweetmeat.

CONFECTION. ſ. cºnfedis, Lat.) 1. A pre

paration of fruit with ſugar ; *a ſweetmeat

Addiſºn. 1. A compoſition , a mixture. Shakeſ.

CONFECTIONARY. ſ. (from confectiºn.}One

whoſe trade is to make ſweetmeats. Shakeſp.

CONFE CTION FR. / [from confection ) One

whoſe trade is to make ſweatmeats. Bºy!e.

CONFEDERACY. f. [confederatºn, Fr.]

League ; union; engagement. Shakeſp.

To CONFEDERATE. v. a [confederer, Fr.]

To join in a league; to unite; to ally. Knolley.

To CONFEDERATE v. n. To league; to

unite in league. South.

CONFEDERATE. a. [from the verb.] United

in a league. Pſalms.

CONFEDERATE. ſ [from the verb.) One who

engages to ſupport another ; an ally Dryden.

CONFEDERATION. f. [confederation, Fr J

League ; alliance. Bacon.

To CONFE. R. v. n. [cºnfere, Lat.] To diſcourſe

with another upon a ſtated ſubječt. Clarenden.

To CONFER. v. a. i. To compare. Raleigh,

Bºyle. 2 To give; to beſtow.Clarenden,Tilloſ.

3. To contribute; to conduce. Glanville.

CONFERENCE. ſ. [conference, Fr.) 1. Formal

diſcourſe ; oral diſcuſſion of any queſtion.

Sidney. 2. An appointed meeting for diſcuſſing

ſome point. 3. Compariſon. Aſtham.

CONFE RER. ſ. [from confer] 1.

converſes. 2. He that beſtows,

He that

To CONFESS. v. a. ſ.confeſſºr, Fr.) 1. To at

knowledge a crime. Shakeſp. 2. To diſcloſe

the ſtate of the conſcience to the prieſt. Wake.

3. To hear the conteflion of a penitent, as a

prieſt. 4. To own ; to avow ; not to deny.

Matt. 5. To grant; not to diſpute, Locke. 6.

To ſhew : to prove ; to atteſt. Pºpe.

To CO'NFESS. v. n. To make confeſſion; as,

he is gene tº the prieſ to confeſs.

CONFESSED1.Y. adv. [from confeſſed.] Avow

edly ; indiſputably. South.

CONFE'ssion, f [from cºnfeſ j . The ac

knowledgment of a crime. Temple. 2. The

act of diſburdening the conſcience to a prieſt.

J/ake. 3 Prote flion; avowal. 1 Tim. 4.

A formulary in which the articles of faith are

comprized.

CONFESSIONAL. ſ. (Fr.) The feat in which

the confeſſor fits. Addit:n.

CONFE SSION ARY. ſ. (confeſſionaire, Fr. The

feat where the prieſt fits to hear confeſſions.

CONFE SSOR. f. [cºnfiſeur, Fr.] 1. One who

makes profeſſion of his faith in the face of

danger. Sulling fleet. 2. He that hears con

feſtions, and preſcribes penitence. 2. Mar. 3.

He who confeſſes his crimes.

CONFE ST. a. Open ; known ; not concealed.

Rzzee.

CONFE STLY. adv. Indiſputably ; evidently.

Decay of Piety.

CONFICIENT. a. That cauſes or procures.

Diº.

CONFIDANT.ſ (cºnfident, Fr.]A perſon truſt

ed with private affairs. Arbuthnot.

To CONF 1 DE. v. n. [cºnfide, Lat..] To truſt

in ; to put truſt in. Congret. -

CONFIDENCE / [cºnfidentia, Lat.] 1. Firm

belief of another. South, 2. Truſt in his own

abilities or fortune. Clar endon. 3. Vitious

boldneſs. Oppoſed to modeſty, Hºoker. 4. Ho

neſt boldneſs; firmneſs; integrity. 1. Eſdras.

Allien 5. Truſt in the goodneſs of another.

1. fo. 6. That which gives or cauſes codfi

dence. -

CONFIDENT, a [from confide.) 1. Aſ ared

beyond doubt. Hammond 2. Poſitive : zfū

mative ; dogmatical. 3. Secure of ſucceſs

Sidney, South. 4. Without ſuſpicion ; truſting

without limits. Shakeſp. 5. Bold to a vice ,

impudent.

CONFIDENT. ſ. [from confide.) One truſted

with ſecrets. South.

CONFIDENTLY. adv. [from confident.] 1.

Without doubt i without ſoar. Atter bury. 2.

With firm truſt. Dryden. 3. Without ap

pearance of doubt; poſitively ; dogmatica}}.

Ben. johnſon.

CoNFIDENTNESS. ſ [from confident J Af.

lurance. -

CONFIGURATION. ſ. [configuration, Fr.) 1.

The forms of the various parts, adapted to

each other. Woodward. 2. The face of the

horoſcope. -

To CONFI'CURE. v. a. [from figura, Lat.]

To diſpoſe into any form. Bentley.

- CONFINE,
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Co'NFINEſ.[cºnfini,Lat.]Common boundary;
border: edge. Locke.

CONFINE, a [confinis, Lat.] Bordering upon.

To CONFINE. v. n. To border upon; to touch

on different territories. Milton.

To CONFINE.v.a. [confiner,Fr.) 1.To bound;

to limit. 2. To ſhut up; to impriſon; to

immure. Skakeſp. 3. To reſtrain; to tie up to.

Dryden.

CONFINELESS. a. [from confine.] Boundleſs;

unlimited. Shakeſp.

CONFINEMENT. ſ. [from confine.) Impriſon

ment ; reſtraint of liberty. Addiſon.

CONFINER. ſ. (from cºnfine.] I. A borderer;

one that lives upon confines. Daniel. 2. A near

neighbour. Wotton. 3. One which touches

upon two different regions. Bacºn.

CONFINITY. ſ. [confinitas, Lat.) Nearneſ.

Diº.

To CONFIRM. v. a. [confirms, Lat.) 1. To

put paſt doubt by new evidence. Addiſºn. 2.

To ſettle ; to eſtabliſh. Mac. Shakeſp. 3. To

fix; to radicate. Wiſeman. 4.- To complete ;

to perfect. Shakeſp. g. To ſtrengthen by new

ſolemnities or ties. Swift. 6. To adinit to the

full privileges of a Chriſtian, by impoſition of

hands. Hammond. -

CONFIRMABLE. a. [from confirm.) That

which is capable of inconteſtible evidence.

Brown.

CONFIRMATION. ſ. [from cºnfirm.] I. The

act of eſtabliſhing any thing or perſon; ſettle

ment. Shakeſp. 1. Evidence; additional proof.

Knellºs. 3. Proof; convincing teſtimony. South.

4. An eccleſiaſtical rite. Hammond.

CONFIRMATOR. ſ. An atteſter; he that puts

a matter paſt doubt. Brown.

CONFIRMATORY. a. [from cesſirm.) Giving

additional teſtimony.

CONFIRMEDNESS. ſſfrom cenfirmed.] Con

firmed ſtate. Decay ºf Piety.

CONFIRMER. ſ. [from confirm.]One that con

firms ; an atteſter; an eſtabliſher. Shakeſp.

CONFI'SCABLE. a. [from confiſcate.]Liable to

forfeiture.

To CONFISCATE. v. a. [cenſiſºner, Fr.] To

transfer private property to the publick, by

way of penalty. Bacon.

CONFISCATE. a. [from the verb.] Transfer

red to the publick as forfeit. Shakeſp.

CONFISCATION. ſ. (from confiſcate.]The act

of transferring the forfeited goods of criminals

to publick uſe. Bacon.

CONFITENT. ſ. [cºnfitens, Lat.] One confeſ

ſing. Decay ºf Piety.

CONFITURE. ſ. [Fr. A ſweetmeat; a con

fe&tion. Bacon.

To CONFI'X. v. a. [confixum, Lat.] To fix

down. Shakeſp.

CONFLAGRANT. a. [cºnflagrant, Lat.] In

volved in a general fire. Milton.

CONFLAGRATION. ſ. [conflagratiº, Lat] 1.

A general fire. Bentley. 2. It is taken for the

fire which ſhall conſume this world at the con

fummation.

CONFLATION. ſ. [conflatum, Lat.] 1. The

aćt of blowing many inſtruments together.

Bacon. 2. A caſting or melting of metal.

CQNFLEXURE.J. [conflexura, Lat.) A bend

Ing.

To CONFLICT. v. n.[confliga,Lat JTo ſtrive:

to conteſt; to fight; to ſtruggle. Tillºtſºn.

A CONFLICT. ſ. [confliciuſ, Lat..] I. A violent

colliſion,or oppoſition. Bºyle. 2. A combat; a

fight between two. Shakeſp. 3. Conteſt; ſtrife:

contention.Shakeſp. 4. Struggle; agony; pang.

Rogers.

CONFLUENCE. ſ. [conflue, Lat.] 1.The junc

tion or union of ſeveral ſtreams. Raleigh,Brere

wood. 2. The act of crowding to a place.

Bacon. 3. A concourſe; a multitude. Temple.

CONFLUENT. a. [confluens, Lat.) Running

one into another ; meeting. Blackmore.

CONFLUX. ſ. [confluxio, Lat.) 1.The union of

ſeveral currents. Clarenden. 2. Crowd; mul

titude collected. Miltow.

CONFORM. a. [confºrmis, Lat..] Aſſuming the

ſame form; reſembling. Bacon.

To CONFORM. v. a [conforme, Lat.) To re

duce to the like appearance with ſomething
elſe. Hocker.

To CONFORM. v. n. To comply with Drydee.

CONFORMABLE. a. [from conform.] I Hav

ing the ſame form ; ſimilar. Hooker. 1. A

greeable; ſuitable; not oppoſite. Addiſºn. 3.

Compliant; ready to follow directions ; obſe

quious. Sprat.

CONFORMABLY. adv. [from cenfºrmable

With conformity ; ſuitably. Locke.

CONFORMATION, ſ. [French ; conformatic,

Lat.) 1.The form ofthings as relating to each

other. Helder. 2. The act of producing ſuita

bleneſs, or conformity. Watts.

CONFORMIST. ſ. [from conform.] One that

complies with the worſhip of the church of

England.

CONFORMITY.'ſ [from cenfºrm 1 1. Simili

tude ; reſemblance. Hooker, Addiſon. 2. Con

ſiſtency. Arbuthnet.

CONFORTA"TION. ſ. [from confºrts, Lat.]

Collation of ſtrength. Bacon.

To CONFOUND. v. a. [cºnfendre, Fr.) 1. To

mingle things. Geneſs. 2. To perplex; to

mention without due diſtinction.Locke. 3. To

diſturb the apprehenſion by indiſtinct words.

Lecke. 4. To throw into conſternation; to

perplex ; to aſtoniſh; to ſtupify. Milton. g.

To deſtroy. Daniel.

CONFOUNDED. part. a. [from confºund.]

Hateful; deteſtable. Grew.

CONFO UNDEDLY, adv. [from confºunded.]

Hatefully ; ſhamefully. Addiſºn.

CONFOUNDER. ſ. [from cºnfound.] He who

diſturbs, perplexes, or deſtroys.

CONFRATERNITY.J. [from can and frater

nitar, Lat.] A body of men united for ſome

religious purpoſe. Stillingfleet.

CONFRICATION. ſ. (from can and frics,Lat.)

The ačt of rubbing againſt any thing. Baces.

To CONFRONT. v. a. [confronter, Fr.) 1.

To ſtand againſt another in full view ; to

face.
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face. Dryden. 2. To ſtand face to face, in op

poſition to another. Sidney. 3. To oppoſe one

evidence to another in open court. 4. To

compare one thing with another. Addiſon.

CONFRONTATION.ſ. [French.) The act of

bringing two evidences face to face.

To CONFUSE. v. a. [confuſus, Lat.) 1. To

diſorder ; to diſperſe irregularly. 2. To mix ;

not to ſeparate. 3. To perplex, not diſtin

guiſh ; to obſcure. Wattſ. 4. To hurry the

mind. Pºpe. -

CONFUSEDLY, adv. [from confuſed.) 1. In a

mixed maſs; without ſeparation. Raleigh. 1.

Indiſtinétly; one mingled with another. New

tº 3. Not clearly ; not%. Clarendon. 4.

Tumultuouſly; haſtily. Dryden.

CONFUSEDNESS. ſ. (from confuſed.] Want

of diſtinctneſs; want of clearneſs. Norris.

CONFU'SION. ſ. [from canfuſe.) 1. Irregular

mixture; tumultuous medly. Davies. 2. Tu

mult. Hºoker. 3. Indiſtinct combination. Locke.

4. Overthrow; deſtruction. Shakeſp. 5. Aſto

niſhment; diſtraction of mind. Spectator.

CONFUTABLE. a. [from confute.] Poſſible to

be diſproved. Brown.

CONFUTATION. ſ.[confutatio, Lat.] The act

of confuting ; diſproof.

To CONFUT.E. v. a. [confute, Lat.) To con

vićt of errour; to diſprove. Hudibrar.

CONGE. ſ. [congé, Fr.) 1. Act of reverence ;

bow; courteſy. Swift. a. Leave; farewel.

Spesſer.

To CONGE. v. n. To take leave. Shakeſp.

COAGE DELIRE. ſ. The king's permiſſion

royal to a dean or chapter, in time of vaca

tion, to chooſe a biſhop. Spectator.

CONGE. ſ. [In architecture.] A moulding

in form of a quarter round, or a cavetto.

Chambers.

To CONGE'AL. v. a. ſ.congelo, Lat.) 1. To turn,

by froſt, from a fluid to a ſolid ſtate. Spenſer.

a. To bind or fix, as by cold. Shakeſp.

To CONGE'AL v. n. To concrete, by cold.

Burnet. - -

CONGE"ALABLE. a. [from eangeal.] Suſcep

tible of congelation. Bacon.

CONGEALMENT.ſ [from congeal.] The clot

formed by congelation. Shakeſp.

CONGELATION. ſ. [from congeal.] State of

being congealed, or made ſolid. Arbuthnot,

Brown.

CONGENER, ſ (Latin.) Of the ſame kind or

nature. Miller.

CONGENEROUS. a. ſcen gener, Lat.] Of the

ſame kind. Brown, Arbuthnot.

CONGE’NEROUSNESS./.(from congenerouſ )

The quality of being from the ſame original.

CONCE/NIAL. a. ſcan and genius, Lat. Par

.* of the ſame genius; cognate. Wotton,

ºpe.

CoNGENIALITY. ſ. [from congenial.] Cog.
nation of mind.

CONGENIALNESS. ſ. [from congenial] Cog

nation of mind.

CONGENITE. a. [cºngenitºr, Laï.] Of the

faine birth; connats. Hale.

CONGER. ſ. [congrus, Latin.] The ſea-eol.
Malton.

CONGERIES. ſ. (Latin.] A maſs of ſmall bo

dies heaped up together. Bºyle.

To CONGEST. v. a. [congeſium, Lat.] To

heap up.

CONGE'STIBLE. a. [from cºngeſ?..] That may

be heaped up.

CONGESTION. ſ. (cºngeſtic, Lat.] A collec

tion of matter, as in abſceſſes. Quincy.

CONGIARY. ſ. (congiarium, Lat.] A gift di

ſtributed to the Roman people or ſoldiery.

Addiſon. -

To CONGLA'CIATE. v. f. [conglaciatus, Lat.]

To turn to ice. Brown.

CONGLACIATION. ſ. [from conglaciate.]

The act of changing into ice. Brºwn.

To CONGLOBATE. v. a. [can glºbatus, Lat.]

To gather into a hard firm ball. Grew.

CONGLO'BATE. a. Moulded into a firm ball.

Cheyne.

CONGLOBATELY. adv. In a ſpherical form.

CONGLOBATION. ſ. [from cºnglebate.) A

round body. Brown.

To CONGLOBE. v. a. [congkbo, Lat.] To

gather into a round maſs. Pºpe. - -

To CONGLO'BE. v. n. To coaleſce into a

round maſs. Milton.

To CONGLO'MERATE. v. a. [conglºmere,

Lat.] To gather into a ball, like a ball of .

thread. Grew.

CONGLO MERATE. a. [from the verb.) 1.

Gathered into a round ball, ſo as that the fibres

are diſtinct. Cheyne, 2. Collected; twiſted

together.

CONGLOMERATION_ſ(from conglomerate.]

1. Colle&tion of matter into a looſe ball. 2.

Intertexture ; mixture. Bacon.

ToCONGLUTINATE. v. a [conglutino, Lat.]

To cement; to reun?te.

To CONGLUTINATE. v. n. To coaleſce.

CONGLUTINATION. ſ. [from conglutinate.]

The act of uniting wºunded bodies. Arbuthnot.

CONGLUTINATIVE. a. [from conglutinate.]

Having the power of uniting wounds. Woodw.

CONGLUTINATOR. ſ. [rom conglutinate.]

That which has the power of uniting wounds.

MWoodward.

CONGRATULANT. a. [from congratulate.]

Rejoicing in participation. Milton.

To CONGRATULATE. v. a. gratular,Lat.]

To compliment upon any happy event. Sprat.

To CONGRA’TULATE. v. n. To rejoice in

participation. Swift.

CONGRATULATION_ſſfrom congratulate.]

1. The act of profeſſing joy for the happineſs

or ſucceſs of another. 2. The form in which

joy is profeſſed.

CONGRA’TULATORY. a. [from congratu

date.j Expreſſing joy for the good of another.

To CONGR F. E. v. n. To agree to join. Shake.

To CON GREET. v. a. [rom can and greet.]

To ſalute reciprocally. Shakeſp. -

To CONGRECATE. v. a. [cºngrego, Lat.] To

collect ; to aſſemble; to bring into one place.

Radegh, Newton, To
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-

To CONGREGATE. v. n. To aſſemble; to

ºncetº Dº" ham.

CON: ; Rºº, ATF a [from the verb...] Collect.

ed., compact. Bacºn

Co'sGREGATION / [Tom cºngrega” ) 1 a

cºllectiºn: a maſs brought together. Shakeſt

3. An uſer:bly met to worſhip God in publick

Hooker, Strºff

CONGR''': A Tiº AL.a.[from congregation

Publick , pertaining to a congregation.

CO'sGRESS / 'congreſſur, Lat.) i. A meeting:

a ſhock , a conflict Dryden. 2. An appointed

meeting for ſettlement of affairs between dif

Ferent nations.

CONGRESS (VP.a. [From cºngreſs.] Meeting :

encom nº-ring. Brazon.

To CONGRU E. v. n. (from congruº, Lat.)

To agree; to be conſiſtent with , to ſuit.

Shakeſp.

CONGRUENCF.ſ ſcenz, aestia, Lat) Agree

ment ; ſuitableneſs of one thing to another.

CONGRUENT. a [cºngrueni, [..at.) Agree

ing : corre pondent. Cheyne º

CONGRUITY. ſ. (from re-gree.J. 1. Suitable.

neſ ; agreeableneſs. Glanville. 1. Fitneſs;

pertinence. 3. Conſequence of argument;
reaſon: conſiſtency. Hººker.

CONGRUMENT. ſ (from congrue..] Fitneſs;

adºptation. B jºinſºn.

CONGRUOU.S. a. [can ºr ºut, Lat.] - Agree

able to ; conſiſtent with Lºcke. ... Suitable:

to; accommodated to, Cheyne 3. Rational :
fit. Atterbury.

CONGRUOUSLY, adv. [from congruent.]

Suitable; pertinently. Bºyle.
CON to A. L.

CONI ( K. form of a cone. Priºr.

CONICALLY. adv. (from conical.] In form o
a cone. Bºyle.

Co NICALNESS. ſ. ſºon cenical.] The flate
or quality of being conical.

CONICK Section ſ. A curve line ariſing from

the ſection of a cone by a plane.

CO N CK Sections. : f. That part of geometry

C () NICKS. which confiders the cone,

and the curves driſing from its ſections.

To CONJE CT. v. n. [...anječium, Lat.] To

gneſs; to conjecture. Shakeſp.

CONJECTOR. ſ. [from cºnject.] A gueſſer;

a conje Sturer. Savift.

CONJECTURABLE. a.

Poffible to be gueſſed.

CONJECTURAL. a. [from conjećlure.] De

pending on conjecture. Broome. -

CONJECTURA LITY. ſ. from conječiural]

That which depends upon gueſs. Brown.

CONJP, CTURALLY. adv. [rom conjectural j

By gueſs; by conjecture. Hºoker.

CONJECTURE.J.[cºnjeºura, Lat.] 1. Gueſs;

imperfect knowledge. Sºuth. 2. Idea; notion;

conception. Shakeſp.

To CONJECTURE. v. a. [from the noun.j To

gueſs; to judge by gueſs. South.

A CONJECTURER. ſ. (from conjesture.) A

gueſter. Addiſon.

[from conječure.]

a. [canicuſ, Lat.] Having the

CONITEROUS.. a ſcenu, and ferº, Lat J Such

trees are cºniferous as bear a fruit of a woody

ſubſtance, and a figure approaching to that of

a cone. Of this kind are fir, pine. Qaincy.

To CONJO BBLE. v.a. To concert. L'Eſirange.

To CONJO IN. v. a. ſcenjendre, Fr. J . To

unite; to conſolidate into one. Dryden. ... To

unite in marriage. Shakeſp. 3. To aſſociate; to

connect. Taylºr. -

To CoNJO IN. v. n. To league; to unite.

Sha&#.

CONJO INT. a. [cºnjoint, Fr.) United ; con
nected.

CONJA INTLY.adv. [ſrom conjºint.) In union;

together Brown.

CONJUGAL. a. ſcenjagalis, Lat.] M trirpc

nial; belonging to marriage Swift.

CONJUGALLY. adv. [from conjugal.] Matri

monially; connubially.

To CONJUGATE. v. a. ſcenjugs, Latl 1. To

join ; to join in marriage; to unite. Wettes.

2. To inflect verbs.

CO'NJUGATE. ſ. ſcºnjugatar, Lat.] Agreeins

in a derivation with another word. Branhail

CONJUCATION. ſ. [conjugatiº, Lat § 1. A

couple ; a pair. Brºwn. a. The act of uniting

or compiling things together Bentley. 3. The

form of inflecting verbs. Locke. 4. Uniga ,

aſſerablage. Taylor.

CONJ UNCT. a. (conjuncut, Lat.] Conjoined;

concurrent; united. Shakeſp.

CONJU NCTION. ſ. (cºnjun:lia, Lat ) . U

nion ; aſſociation; league. Bacon. 2. The

congreſs of two planets in the ſame degree ºf

the zodiack. Rymer. 3. A word made uſe

of to connect the clauſes of a period together.
C/trée.

CONJUNCTIVE a. [conjun:#v=r, Latj i.

Cloſely united. Shakeſp. z. [In granurnar.]
The mood of a verb.

CQNJUNCTIVELY. adv. [from cºnjunctive.]
In union. Brºwn.

CONJUNCTIVENESS. ſ. (from cenjºirse)

The quality of joining or uniting.

CONJUNCTLY. adv. [from cºnjunct.] Joint

ly; together.

CONJU'NCTURE ſ (cºnjenäure, Fr.] 1.com.

bination of rºsny circumſtances. K. Charler, i.

Occaſion; critical time Clarendon. 3. Made

of union ; connexion. Hºlder. 4. Contiſtency.

K. Charles.

CONJURA". ION ſ (from cºnjºre.] 1. The

form or act of ſummoning another in fore

ſacred name. Shakeſp. z. An incantation ; an

enchantment. Sidney. 3. A plot , a con

ſpiracy.

To CONJURE. v. a. [cºnjarº, Lat.) I To

ſummon in a ſacred name. Clarenden. 2. To

cºnſpire Milton.

To CONJURE. v. n To practiſe chams of

enchantments. Shakeſp.

CONJURER. ſ. [rom cºnjure.] I. An en

chanter. Donne. 2. An impoſtor who pretends

to ſecret arts; a cunning man. Prior. 3. A

unan of ſhrewd conjecture. Addiſºn.

- CON.
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CONJUREMENT.ſ [from conjure.] Serious

injunction. Milton.

CONNASCENCE. [can and naſcor, Lat.) 1.

Common birth; community of birth. 2.

The act of uniting or growing together.

Mºiſeman. -

CONNATE. a. [from cºn and natur, Lat.] Born

with another. South.

CONNATURAL. a. ſcan and natural] 1.

Suitable to nature. Milton. 2. United with

the being ; connected by nature. Davies. 3

Participation of the ſame nature. Hale.

CON NATURALITY. ſ. [from connatural]

Participation of the ſame nature. Hale.

CONNATURALLY. adv. [from connatural.]

By the act of nature; originally. Hale. -

CONNATURALNESS. ſ. [from connatural]

Participation of the ſame nature; natural

union. Pearſºn.

To CONNECT. v. a. ſcanneāz, Lat.] I. To

join ; to link; to unite. Boyle. a. To unite,

as a cement. Lºcke. 3. To join in a juſt ſe

ries of thought; as, the author connects his

reaſºn well.

To CONNECT. v. n. To cohere; to have juſt

relation to things precedent and ſubſequent.

CONNECTIVELY. adv. [from conne.i.] In

conjunction; in union.

To CONNEX. v. a. [connexum, Lat.) To join

or link together. Hale, Philips.

CONNEXION. ſ. [from connex.] 1. Union;

junction. Atterbury. 2. Juſt relation to ſome

thing precedent or ſubſequent. Blackmore.

CONNE XIV.E. a. [from connex.] Having the

force of connexion. Matts. -

CONNICTATION. ſ. [from connići, Lat.] 1.

A wºmking. Dići. 2. The act of winking. 3.

Voluntary blindneſs; pretended ignorance;

forbearance. South.

To CONNIVE. v. 4. [cannivea, Lat.) 1. To

wink. Spectator. 2. To pretend blindneſs or

ignorance Rºgerſ.

CONNOISSEUR. ſ. [Fr.] A judge; a critick.

Szwift.

To CONNOTATE. v. a. [con and neta, Lat.]

To deſignate ſomething beſides itſelf. Ham

rand.

CONNOTATION. ſ. [from connotate.] Impli

cation of ſomething beſides itſelf. Hale.

To CONNOTE. v. a. [con and nota. Lat.] To

imply ; to betoken; to include. South.

CONN U BIAL. a. [connubialis, Lat.] Matrimo

nial ; nuptiai, pertaining to marriage; con

jugal. Pºpe.

CO NOID. ſ. [x,yºnº.] A figure partaking of

a cone. Halder.

CoNOIDICAL. a. [from convid.) Approaching

to a conick form.

To con QUASSATE. v. a. [conquaſº, Lat.]

To ſhake; to agitate. Harvey.

CONQUASSATION. ſ. [from conquaſate.]

Agitation; concuſſion.

To CONQUER. v. a. [cºnquerir, Fr.] I. To

gain by conqueſt; to win. 1 Mac. 2. To

overcome; to ſubdue, Smith. 3. To far

. CONQUEST. ſ. ſtonqueſte, Fr.] 1.

mount; to overcome; as, he confuered Bif

reluctance. -

To CONQUER. v. n. To get the victory; to

overcome. Decay of Piety.

CONQUERABLE. a. [from conquer..] Poſſible

to be overcome. Sonth.

CO'NQUEROR. ſ. [from conquer.] 1. A man

that has obtained a victory; a victor. Shakeſp.

* One that ſubdues and ruins countries.

Milton. -

The aët:

ºf conqueſt; ſubjection. Davier. 2. Acqui

ſition by victory; thing gained. Milton. 3

Viºory; ſucceſs in arms. Addiſon.

CONSANGUINEOUS a.[conſanguineur, Lat.1.

Near of kin; related by birth; not affined.

Shakeſp. -

CQNSANGUINITY. ſ. [cºnſanguinitar, Lat.]

Relation by blood. South.

CQNSARCINATION. ſ. [from conſarcino,

Lat.] The act of patching together.

CO'NSCIENCE. ſ. (conſcientia, Lat.] I, The

knowledge or faculty by which we judge of

the goodneſs or wickedneſs of ourſelves. Spesſ.

2. Juſtice; the eſtimate of conſcience. Knoller,

Swift. 3. Conſciouſneſs; knowledge of our

own thoughts or actions. Hecker. 4. Real

ſentiment; veracity; private thoughts. Cla

ºndºn. 5. Scruple; difficulty. Taylºr. 6.

Reaſon; reaſonableneſs. Swift,

CONSCIENTIOUS, a [from conſcience.] Scru

pulous; exactly juſt. L'Eſtrange.

CONSCIENTIOUSLY.adwſfrom conſcientious]

According to the direction of conſcience. L'Eſtr.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS. ſ. [from conſcienti

ºut. Exactneſs of juſtice. Locke. .

CO'NSCIONABLE. a. [from conſcience.) Rea

ſonable; juſt. Shakeſø.

CONSCIONABLENESS ſſfrom conſcionable.]

Equity; reaſonableneſs.

CQNSCIONABLY. adv. [from conſcionable.]

Reaſonably ; juſtly. Taylor.

CONSCIOUS. a. [conſcius, Lat.] r. Endowed

with the power of knowing one’s own thoughts

and actions. Bentley. z. Knowing from me

mory. Pryden. 3. Admitted to the know

ledge of any thing. Bentley. 4. Bearing wit

neſs by conſcience to anything. Clarenian.

CQNSCIQUSLY. adv. [from cºnſciºur.] with

knowledge of one's own actions. Locke.

CO'NSCIOUSNESS / [from conſcious.) 1. The

perception of what paſſes in a man's own

mind. Lºcke, 2. Internal fenſe of guilt, or

innocence Gov. of the Tongue.

CONSCRIPT. a. A term uſed in ſpeaking of

the Roman ſenators, who were called Paire,

cºnſcripti.

CONSCRIPTION. ſ. (conſcriptiº, Lat.] An

enrolling. Die?

To CONSECRATE. v. a. [conſecra, Lat.] 1.

To make ſacred; to appropriate to ſacred uſes.

Hebrews. 2. To dedicate inviolably to ſome

particular purpoſe. Numbers. 3. To canonize.

CONSECRATE.a.Conſecrated; ſacred.Dra f.

CONSECRATER,ſº cºſºrate.] One

than
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that performs the rites by which anything is

devºted to ſacred purpoſes. Atterbury.

CONSECRATION.ſ. (from conſecrate.} . A

rite of dedicating to the ſervice of God. Hooker.

3. The act of declaring one holy. Hale.

CONSECTARY. a. (from cºnſeñarius, Lat.]

Conſequent; conſequential. Brown.

CONSECTARY. ſ. Deduction from premiſes;

corollary. Woºdward.

CONSECUTION. ſ. [cºnſecutiº, Lat.] 1. Train

of conſequences; chain of deductions. Hale.

2. Succeflion. Newton. 3. [In aſtronomy.]

The month of conſecution, is the ſpace between

one conjunction of the moon with the ſun un

to another. Brown.

CONSE CUTIVE. a. ſcenſecutif, Fr.) 1. Fol

lowing in train. Arbuthnet. ... Conſequen

tial; regularly ſucceeding. Locke.

To CONSE MINATE. v. a. [cenſemine, Lat]

To ſow different ſeeds together.

CONSENSION. ſ. (conſenſe, Lat JAgreement;

accord. Bentley.

CONSE’NT. ſ. [cºnſenſus, Lat.) 1. The act of

yielding or conſenting. King Charler. 2. Con

cord; agreement; accord. Cºwley. 3. Cohe

rence with ; correſpondence. Milton. 4. Ten

dency to one point. Pope. 5. The perception

one part has of another, by means ofſome fibres

and nerves common to them both. Quincy.

To CONSENT. v. n. [cenſentie, Lat.) 1. To be

of the ſame mind; to agree. a. To co-ope

rate to the ſame end. 3. To yield; to allow ;

to admit. Geneſis.

CONSENTA'NEOUS, a. [conſentaneur, Lat.]

Agreeable to ; conſiſtent with. Hammond.

CONSENTANEOUSLY. adv. [from conſenta

neouſ.) Agreeably; conſiſtently; ſuitably Boyle.

CONSENTA'NEOUSN ESS. ſ. (from conſenta

netwº.] Agreement; conſiſtence. Diº.

CONSENTIENT. a.[conſentient, Lat.) Agree

ing; united in opinion. Oxford Reaſons againſ?

the Covenant. -

CONSEQUENCE. ſ. [conſequentia, Lat.) 1.

That which follows from any cauſe or princi

ple. 2. Event; effect of a cauſe. Milton. 3.

Deduction; concluſion. Decay of Piety. 4.

The laſt propoſition of a ſyllogiſm introduced

by therefore; as, what is cºmmanded by our

Saviour is cur duty: prayer is cºmmanded;

therefºreprayer is our duty. Prior. 5. Conca

tenation of cauſes and effect. Sºuth. 6 In

fluence; tendency. Hammond 7. Importance;

moment. Swift.

CONSEQUENT. a. [conſequent, Lat.] 1. Fol

lowing by raional deduction. 2. Following as

the effect of a cauſe. Locke.

CONSEQUENT. ſ. 1. Conſequence; that

which follows from previous propoſitions.

Hocker. a. Effect ; that which follows an

acting cauſa. Davies.

CONSEQUE/NTIAL. a. [from conſequent.] 1.

Produced by the neceſſary concatenation of ef

fects to cauſes. Prior. 2. Concluſive. Hale.

CONSEQUENTIALLY.adw. [from conſequen.

tial.]_1. With juſt deduction of conſequences.

4ddiſºn. 2. By conſequence; eventually.

Sºuth. 3. In a regular ſeries. Addiſºn.

CONSEQUENTIALNess.ſ.[from cenſeqxts.

tial] Regular conſecution of diſcourſe.

CONSEQUENTLY. adv. [from ceaſegaert) i.

By conſequence; neceſſarily ; inevitably.

CONSEQUENTNESS / [from cºnſequest)

Regular connexion. Digby.

CONSERVABLE. a. [from conſerve, Lat.] Cº

pable of being kept.

CONSERVANCY. ſ. Courts held by the Lºrd

Mayor of London for the preſervation of the

fiſhery.

CONSERVATION. f. [conſervatio, Lat.] i.

The act of preſerving ; continuance; pro

te&tion. Woodward. 2. Preſervation from

corruption. Bacon.

CONSERVATIVE. adv. [from conſerve, Lat]

Having the power of oppoſing diminution of

injury Peacham.

CONSERVATOR'ſſLat.] Preſerver. Clare-d.

CONSERVATORY. ſ. [from conſerve, Lat.) A

place where any thing is kept. Woodward.

CONSERVATORY. a. Having a preſervative

quality.

To to serve. v. a. [conſerve, Lat 1 1. Te

preſerve without loſs ordetriment. Neverex. 2.

To candy or pickle fruit.

CONSERVE.J. [from the verb.] 1. A ſweet

meat made of the inſpiſſated juices of fruit.

Dennir. 2. A conſervatory. Evelyn.

CONSERVER.ſ [from conſerve.) 1. A layer

up; a repoſiter. Hayward. 2. A preparer

of conſerves.

CONSESSION. ſ. [confeſſio, Lat.] A fitting to

gether.

CONSESSOR.ſ. (Lat.]One that fits with others.

To CONSIDER. v. a. [conſidero, Lat.] I. To

think upon with care; to ponder; to examine.

Spectator. 2. To take into the view; not to

omit in the examination. Temple. 3. To

have regard to; to reſpect. Hekrewf. 4. To

requite; to reward one for his trouble. Shakeſ.

To CONSIDER. v. n. 1. To think maturely.

Iſaiah. 2. To deliberate; to work in the mind.

Swift. 3. To doubt; to heſitate. Shakeſp.

CONSIDERABLE. a. (from conſider.] 1. Wor.

thy of conſideration; worthy of regard and at

tention. Tillºtſon. 2. Reſpectable; above ne

glect. Sprat. 3. Important; valuable. Decay

of Piety. 4. More than a little; a middle

ſenſe between little and great. Clarenden.

CONSIDERABLENESS ſ.[from conſiderable.]

Importance ; dignity; moment; value; de

ſert; a claim to notice. Boyle.

CONSIDERABLY. adv. [from conſiderable J

1. In a degree deſerving notice. Reſcenrºss.

2. With importance; importantly. Pºpe.

CONSIDERANCE. ſ. (from cºnſider.] Confi

deration; reflection. Shakeſp.

CONSIDERATE. a. [conſideratur, Lat.] I. Se

rious; prudent; not raſh. Tillotſºn. 2. Hav

ing reſpect to; regardful. Decay ºf Piety. 3.

Moderate; not rigorous.

CONSIDERATELY. adv. [from conſiderate.]
CO

Calqily; coolly, Barºn.

Moodw. 7. In conſequence; purſuantly. Sºuth. .
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CONSIDERATENESS. ſ. [from cºnfiderate.]
Prudence.

CoNSIDERATION. ſ. [from conſider.] 1.

The act of conſidering ; regard; notice. Lºcke.

2. Mature thought; prudence. Sidney. 3. Con

templation; meditation. Sidney. 4. Impor

tance ; claim to notice; worthineſs of regard.

Addiſºn. 5. Equivalent; compenſation. Ray.

6. Motive of action; influence. Clarenden. 7.

Reaſon; ground of concluding. Hoºker. 8.

[In law.] Conſideration is the material cauſe

of a contract, without which no contract

bindeth. Cowell.

CONSIDERER. ſ. A man of reflection. Gov.

of the Tºngue.

To CONSIGN. v. a. [conſgno, Lat.) 1. To

give to another any thing. South. 2. To appro

priate; to quit for a certain purpoſe. Addiſºn.

3. To commit; to entruſt. Addiſon.

To CONSIGN. v. n. 1. To yield; to ſubmit;

º Shakeſp. 2. To ſign; to conſent to.

bakeſø. -

cośćsation f [from cºnſign.] 1. The

act of configning. Taylºr. 1. The act of ſign

ing. Taylor.

CONSIGNMENT. ſ. (from conſgn.) 1. The

ačt of conſigning. 2. The writing by which

any thing is conſigned. -

CONSIMILAR. a. [from conſimilis, Lat..] Hav

ing one common reſemblance.

To CONSIST. v. n. [conſiſto, Lat.] 1. To ſub

ſiſt; not to periſh. Coleſians. 2. To continue

fixed; without diffipation. Brerewood. 3. To

be compriſed; to be contained. Walſb. 4.

To be compoſed. Burnet. 5. To agree; not

to oppoſe. Clarendon.

CONSI§§ f. [cºnſiſtentia, low Lat.]

CONSISTENCY.J 1. State with reſpect to

material exiſtence. Bacon. 2. Degree of denſe

neſs or rarity. Arbuthnot. 3. Subſtance; form;

make. South. 4. Agreement with itſelf, or

with any other thing. Addiſºn. 5. A ſtate

in which things continue for ſome time at a

ſtand. Chambers.

CONSISTENT. a. [conſiens, Lat.) 1. Not

contradictory; not oppoſed. South. 2. Firm;

not fluid. Woodward.

CONSISTENTLY.adw.[from conſiſtent.]With

out contradićtion; agreeably. Broºme.

CONSISTORIAL.a.[from conſiſtery.]Relating

to the eccleſiaſtical court. Ayliffe.

CONSI'STORY. ſ. [conſiſtorium, Lat.] 1. The

place of juſtice in the court Chriſtian. Hooker,

Sºuth. 2. The aſſembly of cardinals. Atterb.

3. Any ſolemn aſſembly. Milton, 4. Place of

reſidence. Skakeſp.

CONSOCIATE.J. [from conſºcio, Lat.] An ac

complice; a confederate; a partner. Hayw.

To CONSO'CIATE. v. a. [cºnſocio, Lat.] 1.

To unite; to join. Wottºn. 2. To cement;

to hold together. Burnet.

ToCONSOCIATE. v. n. To coaleſce; to unite.

Bentley.

CONSOCIATION. ſ. [from conſºciate.) 1. Al

liance. Ben. johnſon. 2. Union; intimacy 3

aompanionſhip, Wºttºn.

CONSO'LABLE. a. [from cenſile.] That which

admits comfort.

To CONSOLATE. v. a. [conſºlar, Lat.] To

.comfort; to conſole. Brown.

CONSOLA"TiON. { [conſolatio, Lat..] Com

fort ; alleviation of miſery. Bacon, Rºgers.

CONSOLA"TOR. ſ. (Lat.j A comforter.

CONSOLATORY..ſ [from conſºlate.] A ſpeech

or writing containing topicks of comfort Milt.

CONSO'LATORY. a. [ſiom cºnſºlate.] Tend
ing to give comfort.

To CONSOLE. v. a. To comfort; to cheer.

Pºpe.

CONSOLE. ſ. [Fr] In architecture, a part or

member projecting in manner of a bracket.

Chambers

CONSOLER,ſ (from conſºle..] One that gives
comfort. Warburton.

CONSOLIDANT. a. [from conſºlidate J That

which has the quality of uniting wounds.

To CONSOLIDATE.v. a. [cºnſºlider, Fr.) 1.

To form into a compačt and ſolid body; to

harden. Burnet, Arbuthnot. 2. To combine

two parliamentary bills into one. -

ToCONSOLIDATE. v. n. Togrow firm,hard,

or ſolid. Bacon, Woodward.

CONSOLIDATION. ſ. (from conſºlidate.] 1.

The act of uniting into a ſolid maſs. Woodw.

2. The annexing of one bill in parliament to

another. 3. The combining two benefices in

one. Cºwell.

CONSOLIDATIVE.a [from cºnſºlidate.] That

which has the quality of healing wounds. Dić.

CO'NSONANCE. R. ſ. [cenſonance, Fr.) 1. Ac

co'NSONANCY, cord of ſound. Wotton.

2. Conſiſtency; congruence. Hammond. , 3.

Agreement; concord; friendſhip. Shakeſp.

CONSONANT. a. [conſonant, Lat.]Agreeable;

according 5 conſiſtent. Hooker.

CONSONANT. ſ. [cenſºnant, Lat..] A letter

which cannot be ſounded by itſelf. Holder.

CONSONANTLY.adw. [from conſºnant..] Con

ſiſtently; agreeably. Heaker, Tillºtſºn.

CONSONANTNESS. ſ. [from cenſºnant.] A

reeableneſs ; conſiſtency.

CONSONOU.S. a. [eonſenus, Lat.) Agreeing in

ſound; ſymphonious.

CONSOPIATION. ſ. [from conſpie, Lat.]The

act of laying to ſleep. Digby. -

CO'NSORT f...[conſors, Lat.) 1. Companion;

partner. Denham. 2. An aſſembly; a divan;

a conſultation. Spenſer. 3. A number of in:

ſtruments playing together. Ecclus. 4. Con

currence ; union. Atterbury.

To CONSORT. v. n. [from the noun..] To aſ

ſociate with. Dryden.

To CONSORT. v. a. 1. To join ; to mix ; to

marry. He with his conſorted Eve. Miltºn,

Locke. 2. To accompany. Shakeſp.

CONSORTABLE. a. [from conſort.] To be

compared with 3 ſuitable. Wotton.

CONSORTION ſ. [conſortie, Lat..] Partner

ſhip; ſociety.

CONSPECTABLE. a. [from conſpecius, Lat.]

Eaſy to be ſeen.

X 3 CONSPECTUITY,
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CONSPECTUITY. ſ. [cºnſpetus, Lat) senſe

of ſeeing. Shakeſp.

CONSPE RSION.J. [conſperſe, Lat.] A ſprink

king about. -

CONSPICU'ITY. ſ. (from cºnſpicuouſ.) Bright

neſs; favourableneſs to the fight. Glasville.

CONSPI'CUOUS. a. [conſpicuus, Lat.) 1. Obvi

ous to the fight; ſeen at a diſtance. Miltºn, 2.

Eminent; famous; diſtinguiſhed. Addiſon. "

CONSPICUOUSI.Y. adv. [from conſpicuouſ )

1. Obviouſly to the view. Watts. 1. Emi

nently; famouſly ; remarkably.

CONSPICUOUSNESS. ſ. (from cºnſpicuous.)

1. Expº ure to the view. Bºyle. 1. Emi

mence ; fame; celebrity. Bºyle.

CONSPI'RACY. ſ.[conſpiratio, Lat.) 1. A plot;

a concerted treaſon. Dryden. 1. An agree

ment of men to do any thing ; always taken in

the evil part. Cºwell Å. Tendency of many

cauſes to one event. Sidney. -

CONSPI'RANT a [cºnſpiranº,Lat]Conſpiring;

engaged in a conſpiracy; plotting. Shakeſ?.

CONSPIRa TION.J. [conſpiratic, Lat.) A plot.

CONSPIRATOR. f. (trom cºnſpire, Lat.) A

man engaged in a piot; a plotter. Samuel,Sºuth.

‘To CONSPIRE. v. n. [conſpire, Lat.) 1. To

concert a crime; to plot. Shakeſp. Rºſcommºn.

2. To agree together; as, all things conſpire

to make him happy.

CONSPIRER ſ ſtrom conſpire.] A conſpirator:

a plotter. Shakeſp.

CONSPIRING Powers. [In rmechanicks.] All

ſuch as ačt in direction not oppoſite to one an

other. Harris. -

CONSPURCATION. ſ. (from conſpurco, Lat]

- Defilement; pollution. -

SCO'NSTABLEſ.[ceneſiabuli,as it is ſuppoſed.)

1. Lord high cºnſtable is an ancient officer of

the crown, long diſuſed in England. The

function of the conſtable of England conſiſted in

the care of the common peace of the land in

deeds of arms, and in matters of war. To

the court of the conſtable and marſhal belonged

the cognizance of contracts, deeds of arms

without the realm, and combats and blaſonry

of arms within it. From theſe are derived

petty conſtables, inferior officers whoſe office is

to take care that the peace be kept in their diſ

trićts, and arreſt and carry offenders to priſon,

&c. Cowell, Clarenden. 2. To over-run the

CoN star le. To ſpend more than what a

man knows himſelf to be worth.

co NSTABLESHIP. ſ. (from conſtable.] The

office of a conſtable. Carew.

co'NSTANCY. ſ. I cºnſtantia, Lat.) 1. Immu

tability perpetuity , unaluable continuance.

}.} !'...}. ſtate. Ray.

3. Reſolution; ſteadineſ. Prior. 4. Laſting

affection, Sºuth. 5. Certainty veracity. Shake.

CONST ANT. a. (cenſian, Lat) i. Firin ; not

fiuid. Beye. 2. Unvaried ; unchanged ; in

mutable , durable. 3. Firm ; reſolute ; deter

mined. Shakeſp. 4. Free from change of at

fection. Sidney. 5. Certain ; not various. Addi.

ONSTANT i.Y. adv. [from conſtant..] Unvari

ably 5 perpetually; certainly , tsadily. Tillºt.

To CONSTELLATE. v. n. (cenſiellatºr, Let.]

To ſhine with one general light. Bºyle.

To CONSTELLATE. v. a. To unite ſeveral

ſhining bodies in one ſplendour. Glanville.

CONSTELLATION. ſ. (from conſiellate.] 1.

A cluſter of fixed ſtars. Iſaiah. 1. An affem:

blage of ſplendours, or excellencies Hammºnd.

CONSTERNATION. ſ. [from cºnſierne, Lat )

Aſtoniſhment ; amazement; wonder. Sºuth.

To CONSTIPATE. v. a. [from conflip-, Lat.]

1. To croud together into a narrow room. .

Bentley. 2. To ſtop by filling up the paſſages.

Arkuth.net. 3. To bind the belly.

CONSTIPATION. ſ. [from cenſipate.]_1. The

aćt of crouding anything into leſs room. Bentley.

2. Stoppage ; obſtruction by plenitude. Arbuth.

CONSTITUENT. a. [cenſituent, Lat.] Ele

mental; eſſential ; that of which any thing

conſiſts. Dryden, Bentley.

CONSTITUENT. ſ. 1. The perſon or thing

which conſtitutes or ſettles any thing. Hale. 2.

That which is neceſſary to the ſubſiſtence of

anything. Arbuth. 3. He that deputes another.

To CONSTITUTE. v. a. [cenſitus, Lat.) 1.

To give formal exiſtence; to produce. Decay

ºf Piety. 2. To erect; to eſtabliſh. Taylºr.

3. To depute. - -

CONSTITUTER, ſ (from conſtitute.] He that

conſtitutes or appoints.

CONSTITUTION. ſ. [from cºnſtitute.) 1. The

aćt of conſtituting , enacting ; eſtabliſhing. z.

State of being ; natural qualities, Bentley,

Newton. 3. Corporeal frame, Arkuthnot, 4.

Temper of body, with reſpect to health. Terp.

5. Temper of mind. Sidney, Clarenden. 6.

Eſtabliſhed form of government ; ſyſtem of

laws and cuſtoms. Daniel 7. Particular law ;

eftabliſhment; inſtitution. Hocker.

CONSTITUTIONAL. a. [from conſtitutiºn.]

1. Bred in the conſtitution ; radical. Sharp.

2. Conſiſtent with the conſtitution; legal.

CONSTITUTIVE. a. [from conflitute.] I. Ele

mental; eſſential; productive. Decay ºf Piety.

2. Having the power to enact or eſtabliſh.

To CONSTRAIN v. a [cºnſtraindre, Fr.) 1.

To compel ; to force to ſome action. Shakeſp.

2. To hinder by force. Dryden. 3. To neceſ

ſitate. Pope. 4. To violate; to raviſh. Shakeſa.

5. To confine; to preſs. Gay.

CONSTRA INABLE a.[from conflrain..] Liable

to conſtraint. Hocker.

CONSTRAINER, ſ [from conſtrain..] He that
conſtrains. -

CONSTRAINT. ſ. ſcentrainte, Fr.] Compul

ſion: violence; confinement. Lecke.

To CONSTRICT. v. a. [conſtricium, Lat.) 1.

To bind ; to cramp. 2. To contract; to

cauſe to ſhrink. Arbuthnet.

CONSTR, CTION.J.[from cºnſirić.] Contrac

tion ; compreſtion. Ray.

CONSTRI'CTOR. ſ. [confirićior, Lat.) That

which compreſſes or contracts. Arbuthnot.

To CONSTRINGE. v. a. [confiringe, Lat.] To

compreſs to contrast; to bind. Shakeſp.

CONSTRINGENT.a.[conſiri-zens, Lat..] Hav

ing
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.

ing the quality ofbinding or compreſſing. Bacon.

To CONSTRUCT. v. a. [conſiriºus, Lat.] To

build; to form ; Bºyle

CONSTRUCTION. f. [conſtruglie, Lat) i.

The act of building. ... The form of building:

ſtructure. Arbuthnºt. 3. The putting of words

together in ſuch a manner as to convey a com

plete ſenſe. Clarke, Locke. 4. The act of

arranging terms in the proper order; the act

of interpreting; explanation. Shakeſp. g. The

fenſe ; the meaning. Collier. 6. Judgment ;

mental repreſentation. Brown. 7. The mannel

of deſcribing a figure in geometry.

CONSTRUCTURE. ſ. (from conſirači.j Pile ;

edifice: fabrick. Blackmore.

To CONSTRUE. v. a. [conſtruo, Lat] 1. To

range words in their natural order. Spenſer. 2.

To interpret; to explain. Hooker, Addiſºn.

To CONSTUPRATE. v. a. [conflupre, Lat.]

To violate; to debauch; to defile.

CONSTUPRATION.J. [from conſuprate.]Vi.

olation; defilement.

CONSUBSTANTIAL. a. [ conſubſtantialis,

Lat.] 1. Having the ſame eſſence or ſubſtance.

Hºoker. 2. Being of the ſame kind or nature.

Brerew:2d.

CONSUBSTANTIALITY.ſſfrom conſulſian

tral] Exiſtence of more than one in the ſame

ſubſtance. Hammond.

To CONSUBST ANTIATE. v. a. [can and

Jubſtantiſ, Lat.] To unite in one common

ſubſtance or nature.

CONSUBSTANTIATION.ſ.[from conſulſhan

tiate.] The union of the body of our bleſſed

Saviour with the ſacramental element, accord

ding to the Lutherans. Atterbury.

CONSUL. ſ. [conſul, Lat.) 1. The chief ma

giſtrate in the Roman republick. Dryden. a.

An officer commiſſioned in foreign parts to

judge between the merchants of his nation.

CONSULAR. a. [conſularif, Lat.) 1. Relating

to the co-ful. Speciater. 2. Consu LA R Man.

One who had been conſul. Ben. Johnſon.

CO'NSULATE. ſ. [conſulatur, Lai.] The office

of conſul. Addiſºn.

CO'NSULSHIP. ſ. (from conſul..] The office of

conſul. Ben. johnſon.

To CONSU LT. v. n. ſºft, Lat.] To take

counſel together. Clarendon.

To CONSU'LT. v. a. i. To aſk advice of; as,

he conſulted his friends. 2. To regard; to act

with view or reſpect to. L'Eſtrange. 3. To

plan ; to contrive. Hebrewr, Clarenden. 4. To

ſearch into ; to examine ; as, tº conſult an

author.

CONSULT.'ſ [from the verb.] 1. The act of

conſulting. Dryden. 2. The effect of conſult

ing ; determination. Dryden. 3. A council ;

a number of perſons aſſembled in deliberation.

Swift.

CoNSULTATION. ſ (from conſult..] 1. The

ačt of conſulting; ſecret deliberation. Mark.

2. A number of perſons conſulted together.

Wiſeman.

CONSULTER. ſ. [from conſult.) One that son

fults or aſks council, Deuterºnomy.

CONSUMABLP. a. [from conſume. Suſceptible

of deſtruction. Wilkinſ.

To CONSUME v. a. [conſume, Lat.] To waſte;

to ſpend ; to deſtroy. Deuteronºmy.

To CONSUME. v. n. To waſte away 5 to be

exhauſted Shakeſ”.

CONSUMER. ſ. (from conſume.) One that

ſpends, waſtes, or deſtroys any thing. Lºcke.

To CONSU'MMATE. v. a. (cenſemmer, Fr.]

To complete : to perfect. Shakeſp.

CONSUMMATE. a. (from the verb ] Com

plete; perfeół. Addiſon.

CONSUMMATION. ſ. [from conſummate.) 1.

Completion; perfection; end. Addiſon. 1.

The end of the preſent ſyſtem of things.

Hooker. 3. Death; end of life. Shakeſp.

CONSUMPTION. ſ. (conſumptic, Lat.) 1. The

act of conſuming; waſte; deſtruction. Lºcke.

2. The ſtate of waſting or periſhing. 3. A

waſte of muſcular fleſh, attended with a hec

tick Rever. Quincy, Shakeſp. -

CONSUMPTIVE. a. [from cº-ſºme i 1. De

ſtructive; waſting ; exhauſting. Addiſon. 2.

Diſeaſed with a conſumption. Harvey.

CONSUMPTIVENESS. ſ. [from conſumptive.]

A tendency to a conſumption.

CONSUTILE. a. cºnfutilis, Lat.] That is

ſewed or ſtitched together,

To CONTABULATE. v. a. [centabulº, Lat.]

To floor with boards.

CONTABULATION. ſ. [contabulatio, Lat.) A

joining of boards together.

CONTACT. ſ. [contacius, Lat.] Touch ; cloſe

union. Newton.

CONTACTION. ſ. [contasius, Lat..] The aët

of touching. Brown.

CONTAGION. ſ. (contagio, Lat] ...The emiſ

fion from body to body by which diſeaſes are

communicated. Bacon. 2. Intection ; propa

gation of miſchief. King Charles. 3. Peſti

lence ; venomous emanations. Shakeſp.

CONTA'GIOUS. a. [from centagio, Lat.) In

fectious; caught by approach. Priºr.

CONTAGIOUSNESS. ſ. (from contagiour.]

The quality of being contagious.

To CONTAIN. v. a. [continez, Lat ) 1. To

hold as a veſſel. ... To compriſe; as a writing.

john. 3. To reſtrain; to with-hold. Spenſer.

To CONTA'l N. v. n. To live in continence.

Arbuthnot.

ONTAINABLE. a. [from contain..] Poſſible

to be contained. Boyle. -

To CONTAMINATE. v. a. [centamine, Lat.]

To defile; to corrupt by baſe mixture. Shakeſ.

CONTAMINATE. a. [from the verb.] Pollut

ed; defiled. Shakeſp.

CONTAMINATION. ſ. [from contaminate.]

Pollution ; defilement.

CONTEMERATED. a. [contemeratur, Lat.]

Violated ; polluted.

To CONTEMN. v. a. [contemne, Lat.] To de

ſpiſe; to ſcorn; to flight; to neglect. Dryden.

CONTEMNER, ſ [from tentenn.) One that

contemns ; a deſpiter. South.

To CONTEMPER. v. a. [tontempero, Lat.]

To moderate, Ray. CONTEM
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CONTEMPERAMENT. ſ. (from cºntempers,

Lat.) The degree of any quality. Derham.

To CONTEMPERATE. v. a. [from contem

pera.] To moderate ; to temper. Wiſemas.

CONTEMPERATION ſſrom contemperate.)

1. The adt of moderating or tempering. Brown.

2. Proportionate mixture; proportion. Hale.

To CONTE'MPLATE. v. s. ſcentemplºr, Lat.]

To ſtudy; to meditate. Watts.

To CONTEMPLATE. v. a To muſe; to

think ſtudiouſly with long attention. Peacham.

CONTEMPLATION. ſ. [from cºntemplate ) i.

Meditation; ſtudious thought on any ſubject.

Shakeſp. 2. Holy meditation; a holy exerciſe

of the ſoul, employed in attention to ſacred

things. Shakeſp. 3. Study , oppoſed to action.
South.

CONTEMPLATIVE. a. (from contemplate.]

1. Given to thought 5 ſtudious ; thoughtful.

Denham. 2. Employed in ſtudy; dedicated to

ſtudy. Grew. 3. Having the power of thought.

Ray.

CONTEMPLATIVELY. adv. [from contem

plative.] Thoughtfully : attentively.

CONTEMPLATOR. ſ. (Lat.) One employed

in ſtudy. Raleigh.

CONTEMPORARYa [contemporain, French.)

1. Living in the ſame age. Dryden 2. Born

at the ſame time. Cowley. 3. Exiſting at the

ſame point of time. Locke.

CONTEMPORARY. /. One who lives at the

ſame time with another, Dryden.

To CONTEMPORISE. v. e. [con and tempus,

Lat.) To make contemporary. Brewn.

CONTE'MPT. ſ (centerptus, Lat.) 1. The act

of deſpiſing others; ſcorn. Fºlher, South. 2.

The ſtate of being deſpiſed, vil-neſs. Maccab.

CONTEMPTIBLE. a. (from contempt.) 1.

Worthy of contempt; deſerving ſcorn. Taylºr.

2. Deſpiſed ; ſcorned ; neglected. Locke, 3.

Scornful; apt to deſpie. Shakeſp.

CONTEMPTIBLENESS. ſ. [from contempt

ible.] The ſtate of being contemptible ; vile

neſs; cheapneſs. Decay ºf Piety.

CONTEMPTIBLY. adv. [from contemptible.]

Meanly; in a manner deſerving contempt.

AM1/tºn.

CONTEMPTUOUS.a.ſ.from cºntempt.] Scorn

ful; apt to deſpiſe. Raleigh, Atterbury.

CONTEMPTUOUSLY, adv. [from cºntemptu

est.] With ſcorn; with deſpite. Taylor, Tillºt.

CONTEMPTUOUSNESS. ſ. [from contemptu

•us.} Diſpoſition to contempt.

To CONTEND. v. n. (centends, Lat.] 1. To

ſtrive ; to ſlruggle in oppoſition. Deuteronºmy.

2. To vie; to act in emulation.

To CONTEND. v. a. To diſpute any thing; to

conteſt. Dryden. -

CONTENDENT ſſfrom centend] Antagoniſt;

opponent L’Eſtrange.

CONTENDER. ſ. [from centend.] Combatant;

champion. Locke.

CONTENT a ſcententur, Lat.) 1. Satisfied ſo

as not to repine; eaſy. Lecke. 2. Satisfied ſo

as not to oppoſe. Shakeſp.

To CONT ENT v. a. ſtrom the adječtive.) 1.

To ſatisfy ſo as to ſtop complaint. Sidney,

Zºilºtſº. 2. To pleaſe ; to gratify. Shakeſp.

CONTENT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Moderate

happineſs. Shakeſp. z. Acquieſcence; ſatisfac

tion in a thing unexamined. Pºpe. 3. That

which is contained, or included in any thing.

**dward. 4. The power of containing;

extent; capacity. Graunt. 5. That which is

compriſed in a writing. Grew, Addiſon.

º [from content.] Satiſ

faction ; content. Si nºy,

CONTENTED. part. a. (from content.] Satiſ.

fied ; at quiet; not repining. Knoller.

CONTENTION. ſ. [cºntentie, Lat.) 1. Strife;

debate; conteſt. Decay ºf Piety. 2. Emulation;
endeavour to excel. Shakeſp. 3. Eagerneſs;

zeal; ardour. Rogers.

CONTENTIOUS, a [from centend..] Quarrel

ſome ; given to debate; perverſe Decay ºf Piety.

CONTENTIOUS juriſdiction. [In Tlaw.] A

court which has a power to judge and deter

mine differences between contending parties.
Chambers.

CONTENTIOUSLY. adv. [from contentiºns.]

Perverſely ; quarrelſomely. Brown.

CONTENTIOUSNESS J. [from cententiser.]

Proneneſs to conteſt; perverſeneſs; turbu

lence. Bentley.

CONTENTLESS. a. [from centent.] Diſcon

tented; diſſatisfied; uneaſy. Shakeſp.

CONTENTMENT.ſ. (from content, the verb.]

1: Acquieſcence without plenary ſatisfaction.

Hºoker, Grew. 1. Gratification. Wetton.

CONTERMINOU.S. a. [centerminus, Lat.]

Bordering upon. Hale.

CONTERRA'NEOUS. a. [conterraneous, Lat.]

Of the ſame country.

To CONTEST. v. a. [conteſter, Fr.] To diſ

pute ; to controvert ; to litigate. Dryden.

To CONTE'ST. v. n. 1. To ſtrive; to contend.

Burnet. 2. To vie; to emulate. Pepe.

CONTEST. ſ. [from the verb.] Diſpute; dif

ference; debate. Denham.

CONTE STABLE. a. [from conteſt.] Diſputable;

controvertible. - -

CONTESTABLENESS. ſ. [from conteſtable.]

Poſſibility of conteſt.

CONTESTATION. ſ [from conteſt.] The aa

of conteſting; debate; ſtrife. Clarenden.

To CONTEX. v. a. [contexo, Lat.] To weave

together. Boyle.

CONTEXT. ſ. [centextus, Lat..] The general

ſeries of a diſcourſe. Hammend.

CONTEXT. a. [from contex.] Knit together;

firm. Derham.

CONTEXTURE ſ [from contex.] The diſpoſi

tion of parts one among another; the ſyſtem;

the conſtitution. Wetten, Blackmore.

CONTIGNATION.f. [centignatio, Lat.) 1. A

frame of beams or boardsjoined together.Wet.

2. The ačt of framing or joining a fabrick.

CONTIGU'1TY. ſ. (from contigueur.] Aétual

contz& ; ſituation. Brown, Hale.

CONTI GUOU.S. a. [cºntigsui, Lat.] Meeting

ſo as to touth, Newtºn.

- CONTIGUOUSLY.
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CONTI'GUOUSLY. adv. [from cºntiguºus.)

Without any intervening ſpaces. Dryden.

CONTIGUOUSNESS. f. [from contiguous.]

Cloſe connection.

CO’NTINENCE.

CONTINENCY,

one's ſelf. Dryden.

ſ. [continentia, Lat.] 1.

Reſtraint command of

2. Chaſtity in general.

Shakeſp. 3. Forbearance of lawful pleaſure.

Grew, 4. Moderation in lawful pleaſures.

7aylor. 5. Continuity; uninterrupted courſe.

Aylºff.

CONTINENT. a. ſcentinent, Lat 1. Chaſte ,

abſternious in lawful pleaſures. Shakeſp. 2.

Reſtrained; moderate; temperate. Shakeſp.

3. Continuous; connected. Brerewoºd.

CONTINENT.ſ. [cºntinent, Lat.) 1. Land not

disjointed by the ſea from other lands. Bentley.

2. That which contains any thing. Shakeſp.

To CONTINGE. v. n. [contingo, Lat..] To

touch ; to reach.

CONTINGENCE. Q ſtfrom contingent.] The

CONTINGENCY. § quality of being fortui

tous; accidental poſſibility. Brºwn, South.

CONTINGENT. a. ſcontingens, Lat.] Falling

out by chance; accidental. South.

CONTINGENT ſ. 1. A thing in the hands of

chance. Grew. 2. A proportion that falls to

any perſon upon a diviſion.

CONTINGENTLY. adv. [from contingent.]

Accidentally; without any ſettled rule.

:...}

CONTINGENTNESS. ſ [from contingent.]

Accidentalneſs.

CONTINUAL. a [continuur, Lat.]1. Inceſſant;

proceeding without interruption. Pºpe. 2...[In

law.] A continual claim is made from time to

time, within every year and day. Cºwell

CONTI'NUALLY. adv. [from continual] 1.

Without pauſe; without interruption. Bacon.

2. Without ceaſing. Bentley.

CONTI’NUANCE. ſ. (from continue.) 1. Suc

ceſſion uninterrupted. Addiſon. 1. Permanence

in one ſtate. Sidney, South. 3. Abode in a

place. 4. Duration; laſtingneſs. Hayward.

5. Perſeverance. Romans. 6. Progreſſion of

time. Pſalms.

CONTI'NUATE. a. [continuatur, Lat.] 1. Im

mediately united. Hooker. 2. Uninterrupted;

unbroken. Shakeſp.

CONTINUA’TION.ſ [from continuate.] Pro

traction, or ſucceſſion uninterrupted. Ray.

CONTINUATIVEſſfrom continuate.] An ex

preſſion noting permanence or duration.Watts.

CONTINUATOR. ſ. (from continuate.] He

that continues or keeps up the ſeries or ſuc

ceſſion. Brown.

To CONTINUE. v. n. [continuer, Fr.) 1. To

remain in the ſame ſtate. Matthew. 2. To

laſt; to be durable. Samuel 3. To perſevere.

º

To CONTINUE. v. a. 1. To protract or re

peat without interruption, Pſalmſ. 2. To

unite without a chaſm, or intervening ſub

ſtance Milton.

CONTINUEDLY.adw.[from continued]With

out interruption; without ceaſing. Norris.

CoNTINUER ſ (from cºntinue.] Having the

power of perſeverance. Shakeſp.

CONTINUITY.'ſ [continuitas, Lat.] 1. Con

nexion uninterrupted; coheſion. Bacon. 2.

The texture or coheſion of the parts of an

animal body. Quincy, Arbuthnot.

CONTINUOU.S. a. [continuur, Lat.) Joined

together without the intervention of any ſpace.

ett fan.

To CONTO'RT. v. a. [contertar,

twiſt; to writhe. Ray.

CONTORTION. ſſfrom centert.] Twiſt; wry

motion ; flexure. Ray.

CONTO UR / [French.) The outline; the line

by which any figure is defined or terminated.

CONTRA. A Latin propoſition uſed in compo

ſition, which ſignifies againſ?.

CQ'N TRABAND. a. [contrabandº, Ital.] Pro

hibited ; illegal ; unlawful Dryden.

To CONTRABAND. v. a. [from the adjec

tive.) To import goods prohibited.

To CONTRACT, v. a. [contračius, Lat.] 1.

To draw together; to ſhorten. Donne. 2. To

bring two parties together; to make a bargain.

Dryden. 3. To betroth; to affiance. Tatler.

4. To procure ; to bring , to incur; to draw ;

to get. K. Charles. 5. To ſhorten; to abridge;

to epitomiſe.

To CONTRACT. v. n. 1. To ſhrink up; to

grow ſhort. Arbuthnot. 2.* as, to

contract for a quantity ºf proviſions.

CONTRACT,ſº g {{. the verb.] Affi

anced ; contračted. Shakeſp.

CONTRA'CT. ſ. 1. A bargain; a compačt.

Temple. ... An act whereby a man and woman

are betrothed to one another. Shakeſp. 3. A

writing in which the terms of a bargain arc

included.

CONTRACTFDNESS. ſ (from contračied.]

The ſtate of being contracted.

CONTRACTIBI Lity ſ. [from contrađible.]

Poſſibility of being contracted. Arbuthnot. “

CONTRACTIBLE.a.[from contrači.]Capable

of contraction. Arbuthnot.

CONTRACTIBLENESsſſfromcentrađible.]

The quality of ſuffering contraction,

CONTRA’CTILE. a. (from contrači.] Having

the power of ſhortening itſelf. Arbuthnot.

CONTRACTION. ſ. [cºntračii, Lat.) 1. The

act of contracting or ſhortening. Pope...The act

of ſhrinking or ſhriveling. Arbuth. 3. The ſtate

of being contracted; drawn into a narrow com

paſs. Newton. 4. (In grammar.] The redućtion

of two vowels or ſyllables to one. 5. Abbre

viation; as, the writing is full of contractions.

CONTRACTOR. ſ. (from contract.). One of

the parties to a contract or bargain. Taylor.

To CONTRADICT. v. a. [cºntradico. Lat.]

1. To oppoſe verbally. Dryden. 2. To be

contrary to ; to repugn. Hooker.

CONTRADICTERJ (from contradiº.) One

that contradicts: an oppoſer. Swift.,

CONTRADICTION.J. [hom contradiº.] 1.

Verbal oppoſition; controverſial aſſertion. Milt.

2. Oppolition. Hebrews. 3. Inconſiſtency; in

Lat.] To

- congruity.
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cºngruity. Sºuth. 4. Contrariety, in thought

or effect. Sidney.

CONTRADICTIOUS. a. [from contradić.]

1. Filled with contradićlions; inconſiſtent.

Collier. 2. Inclined to contradict.

CONTRADICTIOUSNESS. ſ. (from cºntra

ditious.) Inconſiſtency. Nºrris

CONTRADICTORILY. adv. [from centra

diºry.) Inconſiſtently with himſelf; oppo

ſitely to others. Brown. -

CONTRADICTORINESS. ſ. [from contra

#9) Oppoſition in the higheſt degree.
fêt.

CONTRADICTORY...a [centradišicriu,Lat]

1. Oppoſite to ; inconſiſtent with. South. 2.

[In logick.] That which is in the fulleſt op
ſition.

CONTRADICTORY. ſ. A propoſition which

oppoſes another in all its terms, inconſiſtency.

Bramhall.

CONTRADISTINCTION. ſ. Diſtinaion by

oppoſite qualities. Glanville. " -

To CONTRADISTINGUISH. v. a. ſcentra

and diffinguiſh] To diſtinguiſh by oppoſite

qualities. Locke.

CONTRAFISSURE.ſſfromcºntra and fiſſure.]

A crack of the ſcull, where the blow was

inflicted, is called fiſſure ; but on the contra

ry part, contraſſure. Wiſeman.

To CONTRAINDICATE. v. a. [contra and

fadica, Lat.] To point out ſome peculiar

ſymptom, contrary to the general tenour of

the malady. Harvey.

CONTRAINDICATION ſ [from contraindi

cate.]An indication or ſympton, which forbids

that to be done which the main ſcope of a

diſeaſe points out at firſt, gºincy.

CONTRAMU RE. ſ. ſcentremur, Fr.] An out

wall built about the main wall of a city.

Chamberſ. -

CONTRANITENCY. f. (from contra and ni

tenſ, Lat. Re-action ; a reſiſtance againſt

preſſure. Diff.

CONTRAPOSITION. ſ. [from cºntra and ps

ſtiºn.) A placing over-againſt.

CONTRAREGULA RITY.J.[from cºntra and

regularity.) Contrariety to rule. Norris.

CONTRA RIANT.a.[contrariant, cºntrarier,

Fr.) Inconſiſtent; contradictory. Ayliffe.

CO’NTR’s RIES. f. [from contrary) in lºgick,

propoſitions which deſtroy each other. }ſ aftſ.

CONTRARIETY...f. [from cºntrarietar, Lat.)

1. Repugnance : oppoſition Mottºn. ... In

conſiſtency quality or poſition deſtructive of

its oppoſite. Sidney.

CONTRARILY. adv, (from contrary ) . In a

manner contrary. Ray. 2. Different ways; in

different directions. Locke. -

CONTRARINESS. ſ. (from contrary.] Con

trariety ; oppºſition.

CONTRA'RIOUS. a. (from cºntrary..] Oppo

ſite ; repugnant. Milton.

CONTRA RIOUSLY. adv. [from contrarious.]

Oppoſitely. Shakeſp.

CONTRA RIWISE, adv. 1. Converſely, Bacca.

2. On the contrary, Davier, Kakº. -

CONTRARY.a. [contrarius, Lat.Ji. Oppoſite;

contradictory; not ſimply different. Davier.

2. Inconſiſtent; diſagreeing. Tilletſºn. 3. Ad

verſe ; in an oppoſite direction. Matthew.

CONTRARY. ſ. [from the adjective..] I. A

thing of oppoſite qualities. Cowley, Southerne.

2. A prºpoſition contrary to ſome other. Lecke.

3. On the Con rR ARY. In oppoſition; on the

other ſide. Swift. 4. To the Cost RARx. To

a contrary purpoſe. Stilling fleet.

To CONTRARY. v. a. [...itrarier, Fr.] To

oppoſe; to thwait. Latimer.

CONTRAST, f ſcentraſie, Fr.]Oppoſition and

diffimilitude of figures, by which one contri

butes to the viſibility or effect of another.

To CONTRAST, v.a. [From the noun.) 1. To

place in oppoſition. 2. To ſhew another figure

to advantage. Dryden.

CONTRAVALLATION. ſ. (from contra and

valle, Lat.] The fortification thrown up, to

hinder the fallies of the garriſon. Watts.

To CONTRAVENE. v.a. [contra and venie,

Lat.] To oppoſe; to obſtruct; to baffle.

CONTRAVEN F.R. ſ. [from contravene.) He

who oppoſes another.

CONTRAVENTION_ſ(Fr.]oppoſition. Swif.

CONTRAYERVA. ſ. A ſpecies of birthwort.
Miller.

CONTRECTATION. ſ. [contrestatio, Lat.JA
touching.

CONTRIBUTARY. a. [from con and tribº

tºy J Paying tribute to the ſame ſovereign.
Glanville.

To CONTRIBUTE. v. a. [contribus, Lat.] To

give to ſºme common ſtock. Addiſºn.

To CONTRIBUTE. v. n. To bear a part; to

have a ſhare in any act or effect. Pºpe.

CONTRIBUTION. ſ. [from cºntribute.]1.The

act of promoting ſome deſign in conjunctiºn

with other perſons. 2. That which is given

by ſeveral perſons for ſome common purpoſe.

Graunt 3. That which is paid for the ſupport

of an army lying in a country. Shakeſp.

CONTRI EUTIVE. a. [from cºntribute} That

which has the power or quality of promoting

any purpoſe in concurrence with other motives.

Decay of Piety, - -

CONTRIBUTOR. ſ. [from contribate j one

that bears a part in ſome common deſign Sła 4.

CONTRI EUTORY. a. [Irom cºntribute.) Pro

moting the ſame end; bringing affiliance to

ſome jºint deſign.

To CONTRISTATE. v. a ſcentrifts, Lat JTo

adden ; to make ſorrowful. Bacon.

CONT RISTATION.J.ſfrom contriſlate JThe

*@ of making ſad; the ſtate of being made

ſad. Bacºw. -

CONTRITE. a. [contritus, Lat.) 1. Bruiſed;

much worn. 2. Worn with ſorrow ; haraſſed

with the ſenſe of guilt ; penitent. Contrite is

ſorrowful for ſin, from the love of God and

deſire of pleaſing him; and attrite is ſorrowful

for ſin, from the fear of puniſhment. Rºgers.

CONTRI TENESS ſ. [from cºntrite.] Contri

tion; repentance.

CONTRITION.
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contRITION. ſ. Ifrom centrite.] 1. The act

of grinding ; or rubbing to powder. Newtºn.

2. Penitence ; ſorrow for ſin. Sprat.

CONTRIVABLE. a. [from contrºve..] Poſſible

to be planned by the mind. Wilkins.

CONTRIVANCE.f. [from cºntrive J. I. The

act of contriving; excogitation. Blackmºre. 2.

Scheme; plan. Glanville. 3. A conceit a

plot ; an artifice. Alterbury.

To CONTRIVE. v. a. [centreuver, Fr.) 1. To

plan out; to excogitate. Tillºtſon. 2. To wear

away. Spenſer.

To CONTRI'VE. v. n. To ſorm or deſign; to

plan Shakeſp.

CONTRIVEMENT.ſ [from contrive..] Inven
tion.

CONTRIVER, ſ [from contrive.)An inventer.

Deahart.

CoNTROL. ſ. ſcentrek, Fr.) 1. A regiſter or

account kept by another officer, that each may

be examined by the other. 2. Check; re

ſtraint. JP aller. 3. Power; authority ; ſu

perintendence. Shakeſp.

To CONTROL. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

keep under check by a counter reckoning. a

To govern; to reſtrain; to ſubject. Prior. 3

. To overpower to confute. Bacon.

CONTRO LLABLE. c. (from control.) Subject

to control; ſubject to be over-ruled. South.

CONTROLLERſ.[from control.) One that has

the power of governing or reſtraining. Dryden

CONTROLLERSHIP.J. [from controller. The

office of a controller.

CONTROLMENT. ſ. (ſrom control] 1. The

power or act of ſuperintending or reſtraining:

reſtraint. Davier. 2. Oppoſition; reſiſtance;

confutation. Hocker.

CONTROVERSIAL. a. . [from contrºverſy.]

Relating to diſputes: diſputatious. Locke.

CONTROVERSY. ſ. (controverſa, Lat..] I

Diſpute ; debate ; agitation of contrary opi

nions. Denham. 1. A ſuit in law. Deuteron,

3. A quarrel. Jeremiah. 4. Oppoſition; en

mity. Shakeſp.

To CO'NT ROVERT. v. a. ſcentroverto, Lat.]

To debate; to diſpute any thing in writing.

Cheyne.

cox rRove'RTIBLE. a. [from controvert.]

Diſputable. Brºwn

coni Rove RTIST. ſ. [from controvert.jLiſ.

putant. Tilkºſºn.

CöNTUMACious. a ſcentumax, Lat.] Ob

ſtinate ; perverſe ; ſtubboru. Hammond.

CoNTUMA CIOUSLY, adv. [from centumaci

car.j obſtinately, inflexibly 5 perverſely.

CONTUMA CIOUSNESS /. [from contamaci

ear.] obſtinacy; perverſeneſs. Jºſeman.

CONTUMACY. ſ. (from contamatia, Lat.] 1.

Obſtinacy; perverſeneſs; ſtubbornneſs : in

flexibility. Miltºn. 2.

contempt and diſobedience to any lawful ſum

mons or judicial order. Ayliffe. -

contuMELIOUS. a. [contumeliºſus, Lat.] i.

Reproachful; rude , ſarcaſtick. Shakeſp. 2.

Inclined to utter reproach; brutal; rude.

In law.) A wiliul

Government ºf the Tºngue. 3. Productive of

reproach; ſhame ul Decay of Piety.

CONTUME LIOUSLY. adv. (from centumeli

*..] Reproachful; contemptuouſly; rudely.

Hºoker.

CONTUMELIOUSNESS. ſ. [from centurel

out.) Rudent is , reproach.

CONTUMELY.f.[centumelia, Lat..] Rudeneſs;

contemptuoeſneſs; bitterneſs of language; ,

reproach Hºcker, Tilletſen.

To CONTUSE v. a. ſcentuſir, Lat.) 1. To

beat together; to bruiſe. Bacon. 2. To braiſe

the fleſh without a breach of the continuity.
Pºiſºrian.

-

CONTUSiON. ſ [rom centuſ: ) 1. The act of

beating or bruiſing. 1. The ſtate of being

beaten or bruiſed. Pºyle. 3. A bruiſe. Bacºn.

CONVA ſº SCENCE. W. J. (from convalſco,
CON VALESCENCY, { Lat. J Renewal of

health; recovery from 4 diſeaſe. Clarendon. ,

CONVALESCENT. a. i cºnvaleſcens, Lat.JRe
covering.

CONVE, NABLE, a [convenable, Fr.) Conſiſt

ent with j agreeable to ; accordant to Spenſer.

CONVEN E v. m. ſcenvenia, Lat.] To come

together; to aſſemble. Bºyle.

To CONVENE. v. a. 1. To call together; to

aſſemble ; to convoke. Clarendon. z. To

ſummon judicially. Ayliffe.

CONVENIENCE. Q. f. [convenientia, Lat] 1.

CONVENIENCY. S. Fitneſs; propriety.Hºsk.

2. Commodiouſneſs; eaſe, Calamy, 3. Cauſe

of eaſe ; accommodation. Dryden. 4. Fitneſs of

time or place. Shakeſp. - -

CONVENIENT. a. [conveniens, Lat.] Fit;

ſuitable proper; well adapted. Tillºtſºn.

CONVENIENTLY adv. [rom convenient.] 1.

Commodiouſly , without difficulty. Shakeſp.
2. Fitly. Hºlkins. -

CONVENT.ſ [conventur, Lat..] I. An aſſem

bly of religious perſons. Shakeſp. z. A reli

giºus houſe; a monaſtery; a nunnery. Addiſ.

To CONVENT. v. a. [convenia, Lat..] To call

bººte a judge or judicature. Shakeſp. Bacon.

CONVENTICLE J [conventiculum, Lat.) 1. An

aſſembly; a meeting. Ayliffe. 2. An aſſembly

for worſhip. Hºoker. 3. A ſecret aſſembly. Shaké.

CONVENTICLER.J. [rom conventicle.) One

that ſupports or trequents private and unlaw

ful aſſemblies. Dryden.
-

CONVE, NTION.J., cºnventio, Lat.] 1. The act

of comi, º, together; union; coalition. Boyle.

2. An aſſembly. Swift. 3. A contract; an

agreement for a time.

CONVENTIONAL. a. (from convention.] sti

pulated ; agreed on by compact. Hale.

CONVENTIONARY. g. ſtrom cºnvestion.]

Asting upon contract; ſettled by ſtipulations.
Carew.

CONVENTUAL a.[cºnventuel, Fr.] Belong

ing to a convent; monaſtick. Ayliffe

CONVENTUAL ſ. (from convent. A monk;

a nun; one that lives in a convent. Addiſon.

To CONVERGE. v. n. [converge, Lat. To tend

to one point from different places. Newton.

Y CONVERGENT,
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CONVERCENT.

CONVERGING.

ferent places.

CONVERSABLE a [from converſ..] Quali

fied for converſation; fit for company. Guardi.

CONVERSABLENESS. ſ. (from converſable.]

The quality of being a pleaſing companion.

CONVERSAELY. adv. [from converſable.] In

a converſable manner.

CONVERSANT. a. [converſant, Fr.] 1. Ac

quainted with; familiar. Hºcker. 2. Having

intercourſe with any i acquainted. Jºſhua.

3. Relating to ; having for its object ; con

cerning. Hºoker, Addiſºn.

CONVERSATION.f. [converſatio,Lat] ...Fa

miliar diſcourſe; chat; eaſy talk. Swift. 2.

A particular act of diſcourſing upon any ſubject.

3. Commerce; intercourſe; familiarity. Dryd.

4. Behaviour; manner of acting in common

life. Peter.

CONVERSATIVE. a. [from cºnverſe.) Relat

ing to publick life; not contemplative. Wott.

To CONVERSE. v. n. [converſer, Fr.) 1. To

cohabit with 5 to hold intercourſe with. Lºcke.

2. To be acquainted with. Shakeſp. 3. To

convey the thoughts reciprocally in talk. Milt.

4. To diſcourſe familiarly upon any ſubječt.

Dryden, 5. To have commerce with a diffe

rent ſex. à...}.

CoNVERSE. ſ. [from the verb.] I. Manner

of diſcourſing in familiar life. Pºpe. 2. Ac

quaintance; cohabitation; familiarity. Glanv.

CONVERSELY. adv. [from sonverſe.] With

change of order; reciprocally.

CONVERSION. ſ. [cºnverſe, Lat.) 1. Change

from one ſtate into another; tranſmutation.

Arbuthnot. 1. Change from reprobation to

grace. 3. Change from one religion to ano

ther. Aćir. 4. The interchange of terms in

an argument; as, no virtue is vice; nº vice is

virtue. Chanbers.

CONVERSIVE. a. [from cºnverſe.] Converſ.

able; ſociable.

To CONVERT. v. a. [cºnverto, Lat.] 1. To

change into another ſubſtance; to tranſmute.

Barnet. 2. To change from one religion to

another, 3. To turn from a bad to a good

life. James. 4. To turn towards any point.

Brown. 5. To apply to any uſe; to appropri

ate. Iſaiah.

To CONVERT. v. n. To undergo a change;

to be tranſmuted. Shakeſp.

CO'NVERT. ſ. A perſon converted from one

opinion to another. Stillingfleet.

CoNVERTER. ſ. [from convert.] One that

makes converts.

CONVERTIBILITY.ſ.[from convertible.]The

quality of being poſſible to be converted.

CONVERTIBLE. a. (from convert.) 1. Suſ

ceptible of change; tranſinutable. Arbuthnºt.

2. So much alike as that one may be uſed for

the other. Swift.

CONVERTIBLY. adv. [from convertible J Re

ciprocally. South.

cºrrrº'ſ [converti, Fr.] A convert.

ºnne,

a [from cenverge.] Tend

ing to one point from dif

CONVEX. adv. [convexuſ, Lat.] Riſing in a

circular form ; oppoſite to concave. Dryden.

CONVEX. ſ. A convex body. Tickell

CONVEXED, parti. a. [from convex.] Protu

berant in a circular form. Brown.

CONV'EXEDLY, adv. [from cºnvexed.] In a

convex form. Brºwn.

CONVEXITY.'ſ [from cºnvex.] Protuberance

in a circular form. Newton.

CONVE'XLY. adv. [from convex.] In a convex

form. Grew.

CONVEXNESSſ (from convex.] Spheroidical

protuberance; convexity.

CONVEXO-CONCAve. a. Having the hollow

on the inſide, corrreſponding to the external

protuberance. Newton.

To CONVEY. v. a [conveke, Lat.] 1. To

carry; to tranſport from one place to another.

1 Kings. 2. To hand from one to another.

Lºcke. 3. To move ſecretly. Shakeſp. 4.

To bring; to tranſmit. Lºcke. 5. To tranſ

fer; to deliver to another. Locke. 6. To im

part. Lºcke. 7. To introduce. Locke. 8. To

manage with privacy. Shakeſp.

CONVEYANCE. ſ. ſtrom convey.) 1. The act

of removing anything. Shakeſp. 2. Way for

carriage or tranſportation. Raleigh. 3. The

method of removing ſecretly. Shakeſp. 4. The

means by which anything is conveyed. Shakeſp.

5. Delivery from one to another. Locke. 6.

Aét of transferring property. Spenſer. 7. Writ

ing by which property is transferred. Clarend.

8. Secret management; juggling artifice.

Hocker, Hadibrar. .

CONVE'YANCER. ſ. [from conveyarre.] A

lawyer who draws writings by which property

is transferred.

CONVEYER. ſ. [from convey] One who car

ries or tranſmits any thing. Brerewood.

To CONVI'CT. v. a. [convince, Lat.] 1. To

prove guilty; to detect in guilt. Bacon. 2. To

confute; to diſcover to be falſe. Brown.

CO'NVICT. a. Convicted; detected in guilt.

Pope.

CO'NVICT. ſ... [from the verb.] A perſon caſt

at the bar. Ayliffe.

CONVI'CTION.ſ. (from convić.] 1. Detection

of guilt. Cowell. 2. The act of convincing ;

confutation. Swift.

CONVICTIVE. a. [from convić.] Having the

power of convincing.

To CONVINCE. v. a. [convince, Lat.) 1. To

force another to acknowledge a conteſted po

ſition. Tillotſon. 2. To convićt; to prove

guilty of Raleigh. 3. To evince; to prove.

Shakeſp. 4. To overpower; to ſurmount.

Shakeſp.

CONVI NCEMENT. ſ. [from convince.] Con

viction. Decay of Piety.

CONVI'NCIBLE. a. [from convince.] I. C.-

pable of conviction. 2. Capable of being evi

dently diſproved. Bretºn.

CONVINCINGLY. adv. [from convince.] In

ſuch a manner as to leave no room for doubt.

Clarendon.

CONWINCING
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convi'NCINCNess.ſſfrom cºnvincing.]The

power of convincing.

To CONVI'VE. v. a. [convive, Lat..] To enter

tain; to feaſt. Shakeſp.
CONVI'VAL. : a. [cºnvivalis, Lat..] Relating

CONVIVIAL. S. to an entertainment; feſtal ;

ſocial. Denham.

CONU'NDRUMſ.A low jeſt; a quibble. Philips.

To CONVOCATE. v. a. [conveco, Lat.] To

call together.

CONVOCATION. ſ. [convºcatiº, Lat] ..The

aćt of calling to an aſſembly. Sidney. 2. An

aſſembly. Leviticut. 3. An aſſembly of the

clergy for conſultation upon matters eccleſiaſti

cal ; as the parliament conſiſts of two diſtinct

houſes, ſo does this ; the archbiſhops and bi

ſhops ſit ſeverally; the reſt of the clergy are

repreſented by their deputies. Stilling fleet.

To CONVO KE. v. a. [convecº, Lat.] To call

together; to ſummon to an aſſembly. Locke.

To CoNVOLVE. v. a. [convelvo, Lat.] To roll

together; to roll one part upon another. Miltºn.

CONVOLUTED. part. Twitted; rolled upon

itſelf. Wºodward.

CONVOLUTION. ſ. [convolutic, Lat 1 1. The

ait of rolling any thing upon itſelf. Grew. 2.

The ſtate of rolling together in company.

Themſºn.

To CONVOY. v. a. [conveyer, Fr.] To accom

pany by land or ſea, for the ſake of defence.

CONVOY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Attendance

on the road by way of defence. Shakeſp. 2.

The act of attending as a defence.

CONUSANCE.J. [conciſance, Fr.) Cogniſance;
notice.

To convu'LSE. v. a. [convulſar, Lat.] To

give an irregular and involuntary motion to the

parts of any body. Thomſºn.

CóNvulsion. ſ. (convulſa, Lat.] 1. A cº

wnſen is an involuntary contraction of the fi

bres and muſcles. Quincy. 2. An irregular

and violent motion; commotion. Temple.

CONVU'LSIVE, a [cºnvulſif, Fr.] That which

gives twitches or ſpaſins. Hale. -

CoNY.ſ. ſcennil, Fr. cuniculuſ, Lat.] A rabbit;

an animal that boroughs in the ground. Be".

jºhnſºn.
-

CóNY-BOROUGH. ſ. A place where rabbits

make their holes in the ground.

To CO'NYCATCH. v. n. To cheat; to trick.

Shakeſp.

CO'NYCATCHER. ſ. A thief; a cheat.

To coo. v. s. [from the ſound.) To cry as a

dove or pigeon. Thomſºn.

COOK. ſ. ſcoquus, Lat.) One whoſe profeſſion

is to dreſs and prepare vićtuals for the table.

Shakeſp. -

Cook MAID. ſ. [cook and maid.]. A maid that

dreſſes proviſions. Addiſºn. -

cook-ROOM.ſ. [cook and room.] A room in

which proviſions are prepared for the ſhip's
crew.

-

To cook. v. a. [cºus, Lat.]. I. To prepare

victuals for the table. Decay ºf Piety. 2. To

prepare for any purpoſe, Shakeſp.

COOKERY. ſ. [from cºck.] The art of dreſſing
vićtuals. Davier. *

COO.L. a. [keelen, Dutch..] 1. Something cold;

approaching to cold. Temple. ... Not zealous;

not ardent; not ſond.

COO.L. ſ. Freedom from heat. Addiſºn.

To COOL. v. a. [koelen, Dutch ) i. To make

cool ; to allay heat. Arbuthnot. 2. To quiet

paſſion; to calm anger. Swift.

To COOL. v. n. 1. To grow leſs hºt. 2. To

grow leſs warm with regard to paſſion. Dryden.

COOLER. J. [from coºl J 1. That which has

the power of cooling the body. Harvey. 2. A

veſſel in which any thing is made cool. Morti.

COOLLY. adv. [from call 1. Witbout heat,

or ſharp cold. Thomſon. 2. Without paſſion.

Atterbury.

COOLNESS. ſ. [from cool] 1. Gentle cold ; a

ſoft or mild degree of cold. Bacon. 2. Want

of affection; diſinclination. Clarend. 3. Free

dom from paſſion.

COOM. ſ. ſecume, Fr.) 1. Soot that gathers

over an oven's mouth. Philips. 1. That matter

that works out of the wheels of carriages Bail.

COOMB. ſ. A meaſure of corn containing four

buſhels. Bailey.

COOP. ſ. [kuype, Dutch..] 1. A barrel; a veſ

ſel for the preſervation of liquids. 2. A cage;

a pean for animals; as poultry or ſheep.Brown.

To COOP. v. a. [from the noun.) To ſhut up

in a narrow compaſs; to cage. Dryden.

COOPE E. ſ. [coupe, Fr.] A motion in dancing.

A COOPER. ſ.ſº coºp.] One that makes

coops or barrels. Child.

COOPERAGE. ſ. [from cooper.] The price paid

for cooper's work.

To COOPERATE. v. n. [con and ºpera, Lat.]

1. To labour jointly with another to the ſame

end. Bacon, Boyle. 2. To concur in producing

the ſame effect. Rogers.

COOPERATION. ſſfrom coºperate.] The act

of contributing or concurring to the ſame end.
Bacon.

COOPERATIVE. a. [from coºperate.] Pro

moting the ſame end jointly.

CQoPERATOR. ſ. [from coºperate.] He that,

by joint endeavours, promotes the ſame end

with others.

COOPTATION. ſ. [ccepte, Lat J Adoption;

aſſumption. -

COO'RDINATE. a. ſeen and ordinatus, Lat.]

Holding the ſame rank. Watts.

COO'RDINATELY. adv.[from coordinate.] In

the ſame rank.

COO'RDINATENESS. ſ. [from coordinate.].

The ſtate of being coordinate.

COORDINATION. ſ. (trom coordinate.] The

ſtate of holding the ſame rank : collateralneſs.

Hºwel.

COOT. ſ. [cotee, Fr.] A ſmall black water

fowl. Dryden.

COP. ſ. [Åop, Dutch..] The head; the top of

anything Ben johnſon.

CO'PAL. J. The Mexican term for a gum.

Y 2. COPARCE
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£OPA'RCENARY. ſ [from reparcener.] joint

ſucceſſion to any inheritance. Hale.

COPARCENER. ſ. [from con and particepſ,

Lat.] Cºparceners are ſuch as have equal por

tion in the inheritance of the anceſtor. Cowell,

Davies.

co PARCENY. ſ. (See COPARCENER.] An

equal ſhare of coparceners.

COPARTNER. I. (ce and partner.] One that

has a ſhare in ſome common ſtock or affair.

Milton.

COPARTNERSHIP. ſ. [from cepartner ) The

ſtate of bearing an equal part, or poſſeſſing an

equal ſhare. Hale.

CO'PATAIN a [from cºpe.] High raiſed;

pointed. Hanmer. -

COPA'YVA. ſ. A gum which diſtills from a

tree in Braſil.

COPE. ſ. [See Cop.] 1. Anything with which

the head is covered. 2. A ſacerdotal cloak,

worn in ſacred miniſtration. 3. Any thing

which is ſpread over the head. Dryden.

To COPE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To cover,

as with a cope Addiſºn. 2. To reward; to

give in return. Shakeſp. 3. To contend with ,

to oppoſe. Shakeſp. -

To COPE. v. n. 1. To contend; to ſtruggle :

to trive. Philipr. 2. To interchange kindneſs

or ſentiments. Shakeſp.

COPESMAT E. ſ. Companion; friend Hubberd.

GO PIER. f. [from cºpy.) 1. One that copies; a

tranſcriber. Addiſon. 2. A plagiary; an imi

tator. Tickel.

COPING. ſ. [from cºpe 1 The upper tire of

maſonry which covers the wall. 1. Kings.

CQ PIOUS. a. [cºpia, Lat.] 1. Plentiful; a

bundant; exuberant; in great quantities. 2.

Abounding in words or images; not barren :

not conciſe.

CO'PIOUSLY. adv. [from cºpious J 1. Plenti

fully ; abundantly; in great quantities. 2. At

large ; without brevity or conciſeneſs; dif

fuſely. Addiſºn.

COPIOUSNESS. ſ. [From cºpieus.] I. Plenty;

abundance ; exuberance. 2. Diffuſion; exu

berance of ſtyle. Dryden.

COPIST. ſ. [from cºpy.] A copyer; an imitator.

COPLAND. ſ. A piece of ground which termi

nates with an acute angle. Dić.

CQ PPED. a. [from cºp.] Riſing to a top or head.

Miſeman.

CQ PPEL. ſ. An inſtrument uſed in chymiſtry.

Its uſe is to try and purify gold and ſilver.

COPPER. ſ. [kºper, Dutch..] One of the fix pri

mitive metals. Copper is the moſt ductile and

malleable metal, after gold and ſilver. Of

cºpper and lapis calaminaris, is formed braſs;

of cºpper and tin, bell-metal; cºpper and braſs,

what the French call bronze, uſed for figures

and ſtatues. Chambers. -

CO PPER. ſ. A boiler larger than a moveable

pot. Bacon.

COPPER-NOSE. ſ. [cºpper and nºſe.] A red

noſe. Wiſeman.

COPPER-PLATE. ſ. A plate on which pictures
arc CDgräVCD. -

CoPPER-work.ſ.[cºpper and wºrk.] A place

where copper is manufactured. Woºdward.

CO'PPERA.S. ſ. ſkepperceſe, Dutch..] A name

given to three ſorts of vitriol; the green, the

bluiſh green, and the white. What is com

monly ſold for cºpperat, is an artificial vitriol,

made of a kind of ſtones found on the ſea ſhore

in Eſſex.

CoPPERSMITH. ſ. ſcºpper and ſmith.) One

that manufactures copper. Swift.

COPPERWORM. ſ. 1. A little worm in ſhips.

1. A worm breeding in one’s hand. Ainſworth.

COPPERY, a (rom cºpper.) Containing cop

per. Hºodward. -

CO'PP1CE / [coupeaux, Fr.] Low woods cut at

ſtated times or fuel. Sidney, Martimer.

COPPLE DUST. (or rupeſ-duſt.] Powder uſed

in purifying metals. Bacon.

COPPLED. a. (from cºp J Riſing in a conick

form. Jºcedºward.

CoPSE. ſ. Short wood. Waller.

To COPSE. v. a. [from the noun..] To preſerve

underwoods Swift.

CO'FUL.A. ſ. (Lat.] The word which unites the

ſubject and predicate of a propoſition ; as,

books are dear. Watts.

To CO PULATE. v. a. [cºpulo, Lat.] To unite;

to conjoin. Bacon. --

To CO PULATE. v. n. To come together as

different ſexes. Wiſeman.

COPULATION. [from copulate.] The con

greſs or embrace of the two ſexes. Hocker.

CO'PULATIVE. a [copulativur, Lat.) A term

of grammar. Cºpulative propoſitions are thoſe

which have more ſubjects; as, riches and ho

nours are temptations. Watts.

CO'PY. ſ. [cºpie, Fr.) 1. A tranſcript from the

archetype or original. Denham. 2. An indi

vidual book; as, a good or fair copy. Hººker.

3. The autograph; the original ; the arche

type. Halder. 4. An inſtrument by which

any conveyance is made in law. Shakeſp. 5.

A picture drawa from another picture.

COPY-BOOK ſ. [copy and book.] A book in

which copies are written for learners to imitate.

COPY-HOLD. ſ. [copy and hold.) A tenure,

for which the tenant hath nothing to ſhew but

the copy of the rolls made by the ſteward of

his lord's court. This is called a baſe tenure,

becauſe it holds at the will of the lord; yet

not ſimply, but according to the cuſtom of the

manor; ſo that if a copy-holder break not the

cuſtom of the manor, and thereby forfeit his

tenure, he cannot be turned out at the lord's

pleaſure. Cºwell.

COPY-HOLDER. ſ. One that is poſſeſſed of

land in copyhold.

To CO'PY. t. a. 1. To tranſcribe; to write af

ter an original. Pºpe, 2. To imitate ; to pro

poſe to imitation. Swift.

To CO'PY. v. n. To do anything in imitation

of ſomething elſe. Dryden.

To COQUET. v. a. [from the noun.] To treat

with an appearance of amorous tenderneſs.

Swift.

CO'QUETRY.
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CO'QUETRY. ſ. [cºgueterie, Fr.] Affeaation

of amorous advances. Addiſºn.

COQUETTE'ſ. [requette, Fr.) A gav, airy girl,

who endeavours to attract notice. Hºpe.

CORACLE. ſ. (cwrwgle, Welch A boat uſed

in Wales by fiſhers; made by drawing leather

or oiled cloth upon a frame of wicker work.

CORAL. f. [ceralliam, Lat.) 1. Red cºral is a

plant of great hardneſs and ſtony nature while

growing in the water, as it has alter long ex

poſure to the air. Hill. 2. The piece of coral,

which children have about their neck. Pºpe

CORALLINE.a.Conſiſting of coral.JP cºdward.

CORALLINE. ſ. Coralline is a ſea-plant uſed

in medicine; but much inieriour to the coral

in hardneſs. Hill.

CORALLOID, or Cof alloid A.L. adv. [zºax

*:::32:..] Reſembling coral.

CORANT. f. [courant, Fr.] A nimble, ſprightly

dance. Jº alſº.

Co RBAN. ſ. [ºn-p) An alms baſket; a gift ;

an alms. King Charles.

CORBE. a. [cºurke, Fr.) Crooked. Speuſer. .

CORBEILS. ſ. Little baſkets uſed in fortifica

tion, filled with earth.

CORBEL.f. (In architecture.] The repreſenta

tion of a baſket.

CORBEL, or Cor Bil. ſ. A ſhort picce of tim

ber ſticking out ſix or eight inches from a wall.

CORD. ſ. ſcºrt, Welſh; charda, Lat.} 1. A

rope; a ſtring. Blackmore. 2. A quantity of

wood for fuel; a pile eight feet long, four

high, and four broad.

CORD-MAKER.ſ.. [cºrd and make.) One whoſe

trade is to make ropes ; a ropemaker.

CORD-WOOD. ſ. [card and wºod.] Wood piled

up for fuel.

To CORD. v.a. [from the noun..] To bind with

ropes.

CO RDAGE. ſ. [from cord.) A quantity of cords.

Raleigh.

CORDED. a. [from cerd..] Made of ropes. Shak.

CORDELI'ER. ſ. A Franciſcan friar; ſo named

from the cord which ſerves him for a cincture.

Prizr.

CORDIAL. ſ. [from cer, the heart, Lat.] I. A

medicine that increaſes the force of the heart,

or quickens the circulation 2. Any medicine

that increaſes ſtrength. Arbuthnot. 3. Any

thing that comforts, gladdens, and exhilarates.

yden. -

CORDIAL. a. 1. Reviving invigorating; re

ſtorative. Shakeſp. 2. Sincere; hearty; pro

ceeding from the heart. Hammond.

CORDIA'LITY. f. [Irom cordial) i. Relation

to the heart. Brown. 2. Sincerity; freedom,

from hypocriſy.

CORDIALLY, adv. [from cardial.] Sincerely;

heartily. South.

CORDINER.ſ. ſcardonnier, Fr.] A ſhoemaker.

Czzwell.

Co. RDO.N. ſ. [Fr.] A row of ſtones. Chamberſ. CORNE LIAN TREE.

CORDWAIN. ſ. [Cordovan leather.] Spaniſh

leather. Spenſer.

CORDWA (NER. ſ. A ſhoemaker.

CORE. ſ. ſcrur, Fr.] 1. The heart. Shakeſ.

2. The inner part of anything. Raleigh. 3

The inner part of a fruit which contains the

kerneſs. Bacºn. 4. The matter contained in

a boil or fore. Dryden.

CORIA CFOUS. a. ſcoriaceuſ, Lat.) 1. Con

ſiſting of leather 2. Of a ſubſtance reſembling

leather Arbuthnºt. -

COR AND E.R. / A plant.

CO RINTH. ſ A ſmall fruit commonly called

currant. Brozme.

CORINTHIAN Order, is generally reckoned

the 1 urth, of the five orders of architecture.

The capital is adorned with two rows of leaves,

between which little ſtalks ariſe, o, which the

ſixteen volutes are formed, which ſupport the

abacus. Harriſ. -

CORK. ſ. ſcºrtex, Lat.] 1. A glandiferous trce,

in all reſpects like the ilex, excepting the bark.

AMiller. 2. The bark of the cork tree uſed

for floppies. 3. The ſtopple of a bottle King.

CORKING-PIN. ſ. A pin of the largeſt ſize.

Swift.

CORKY. a. [from cºrk.] Conſiſting of cork.

Shakeſp.

CORMORANT. ſ. ſcºrmºran, Fr.) 1. A bird

that preys upon fiſh 2. A glutton.

CORN. ſ. (conn, Sax) 1. The ſeeds which

grow in ears, not in pods, john xii. 23. 2.

Grain yet unreaped. Kn:lles. 3. Grain in the

ear, yet unthreſhed. 72%. 4. An excreſcence

on the feet, hard and painful. Wiſeman.

To CORN. v. n. (from the noun.J. 1. To ſalt;

to ſprinkle with ſalt. 2. To granulate.

CQRN-FIELD. ſ. A field where corn is grow

ing. Shakeſp.

CQRN-FLAG ſ ſcorn and flag.] A plant: the

leaves are like thoſe of the fleu-de-lys.

CORN-FLOOR. ſ. The floor where corn is

ſtored. Hºſ. ix.

CORN-FLOWER. ſ (from cºrn and flºwer.]

The blue-bottle. Bacºn.

CORN-LAND. ſ. (cºrn and land] Land appro

priated to the production of grain. Mºrtimer.

CORN-MASTER. ſ. (cºrn and mafter.] One

that cultivates corn for ſale. Bacºn.

CORN-M.ILL. f. [cern and raill.] A mill to

grind corn into meal. A1artimer.

CQRN-PIPE. ſ. A pipe made by litting the

joint of a green ſtalk of corn. Tickel.

CORN-SALAD. ſ. Corn-ſalad is an herb, whoſe

top-leaves are a fallet of themſelves. Mortimer.

CO RN AGE. ſ. [from corne, Fr J A tenure

which obliges the landholder to give notice of

an invaſion by blowing a horn.

CORNCHANDLER ſ. […rn and chandler.]

One that etails corn. -

CORNCUT 1 ER. ſ. (from corn and cut.] A

man whoſe profeſſion is to extirpate corns

from the foot. A jerman.

CORN El. ſ. ſcornur, Lat.] The

Cºrnel-free beareth

the fruit comr.only called the correl or corne

lian cherry. 41.1 timer.

CO'RNLMUSE.J. [Fr.] A kind of ruſtick flute.

- CORNEOUS.
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CORNEOUS. a. ſcorneus, Lat.] Horny; of a

ſubſtance reſembling horn. Brºwn.

CORNER. f. [cºrnel, Welſh.) 1. An angle.

2. A ſecret or remote place. Proverbs, Davier

3. The extremities: the utmoſt limit. Dryden.

CORNER-STONE. ſ. The ſtone that unites the

two walls at the corner. Hºwel.

CORNER-TEETH ºf a Hºrſe, are the four

teeth which are placed between the middling

teeth and the tuſhes. Farrier's Diél. -

CORNERWISE. adv. [corner and wiſe.] Dia

gonally.

CORNET. ſ. [cernette, Fr.) 1. A muſical

inſtrument blown with the mouth. Bacon. 2.

A company or troop of horſe. Clarenden. 3.

The officer that bears the ſtandard of a troop.

4. ConNºr ºf a Horſe, is the loweſt part of

his paſtern that runs round the coffin. Farrier's

Dići. 3. A ſcarf antiently worn by doctors.

CORNETTER, ſ (from cºrnet.) A blower of

the cornet. Hakewill.

CORNICE. ſ. ſcorniche, Fr.] The higheſt pro

jećtion of a wall or column. Dryden.

CORNICLE. ſ. [rom cornu, Lat..] A little horn.

CORNIFICK. a. [from cornu and facio, Lat.)

Productive of horns; making horns. Dić.

CORNI'GEROUS. a. [cerniger, Lat J Horned;

having horns. Brºwn.

coRNU'CoPLE. ſ. [Lat ) The horn of plenty.

To CORNU'TE. v. a. ſcornutus, Lat..] To be

ſtow horns; to cuckold.

CORNU TED, a [cornutus, Lat.) Grafted with

horns; cuckolded.

CORNUTO.ſ, [from cºrnutus, Lat.] A man

horned; a cuckold. Shakeſp.

CORN.Y. a. [from cornu, hºrn, Lat.) 1. Strong

or hard like horn; horny. Miltºn. 2. [from

corn.) Producing grain or corn. Prior.

CO'ROLLARY. ſ. (cerellarium, Lat. from cº

rolla.) 1. The concluſion G2V. ºf the Tºngue.

2. Surplu; Shakeſp.

CORO'NA ſ. (Lat.j The crown of an order.

CORONAL. ſ. [cºrona, Lat..] A crown; a gar

land. Sperfer.

CQ RONAL. a. Belonging to the top of the

head. Wiſeman.

CORONARY. a. [ceronariuſ, Lat.] 1. Re

lating to a crown. Brown. 2. It is applied in

anatomy to arteries, fancied to encompaſs the

heart in the manner of a garland. Bently.

CORONATION. / [from corona, Lat. Ji. The

act or ſolemnity of crowning a king. Sidney.

2. The pomp or aſſembly preſent at a corona

tion. Pºpe.

CORONE.R. ſ. [from corona.] An officer whoſe

duty is to enquire, how any violent death was

occaſioned. Shakeſp.

CORONE.T. ſ. [ceronetta, Ital.] An inferiour

crewn worn by the nobility. Sidney, Shakeſp.

cóº...} [corrupted fromº Fr. J

. The loweſt officer of the infantry. Gay.

CORPORAL ºf a Ship. An officer that hath

the charge of ſetting the watches and ſentries.

Harris.

CORPORAL. a. [cºrpºrel, Fr.) 1. Relating to

the body; belonging to the body. Atterbury.

2. Matérial ; not ſpiritual. Shakeſp.

CORPORALITY. ſ. [from cerporal].The qua

lity of being embodied. Raleigh.

CORPORALLY. adv. [ſrom cºrpºral.) Bodily.
Brown.

CORPORATE. a. [from carpur, Lat.] United

in a body or community. Swift.

CORPORATENESS. ſ. [from corporate.) A

community.

CORPORATION. ſ. [from cºrpus, Lat.] A

body politick, authoriſed to have a common

ſeal, one head officer or more, able by their

common conſent, to grant or receive in law,

anything within the compaſs of their charter,

even as one man. Cºwell, Davier.

CORPORATURE. ſ. (from corpus, Lat.] The

ſtate of being embodied.

CORPOREAL. a. ſcorporeur, Lat.] Having a

body; not immaterial. Tillºtſon.

CORPORETTY. ſ [from cºrpºrea, Lat.] Ma

teriality; bodilineſs. Stilling fleet.

CORPORIFICATION. ſ. (from carperiff.]

The act of giving body or palpability.

To CORPORIFY. v. n. [from corpus, Lat.]

To embody. Boyle.

CORPS. ſ. [cºrps, Fr.) 1. A body. Dryden.

CORPSE. 2. A carcaſe; a dead body j a

corſe. Addiſon. 3. A body of forces.

CO'RPULENCE.7 ſ. [corpulentia, Lat.] 1.

CO'RPULENCY. W. Buikineſs of body; fleſhi

neſs. Denne. 2. Spiſſitude; groſſneſs of mat

ter. Ray.

CQRPULENT. a. [carpulentus, Lat] Fleſhy;

bulky. Ben Johnſon.

CORPUSCLE. ſ. [corpuſculum, Lat.] A ſmall

body; an atom. Newton.

CORl’U.SCULAR. a. [from corpuſcular,

CORPUSCULA'RIAN. S. Lat.) Relating to

bodies; compriſing bodies. Boyle, Bentley.

To CORRA'DE. v. a. [corradº, Lat.] To rub

off ; to ſcrape together.

CORRADIATION. ſ. (con and radius, Lat.]

A conjunction of rays in one point. Bacon.

ToCORRECT. v. a. [corregium, Lat, 1. To

puniſh; to chaſtiſe ; to diſcipline. Taylor. 2.

To amend; to take away faults. Rogert. 3.

To obviate the qualities of one ingredient by

another. Prior. 4. To remark faults.

CORRECT. a. [correctus, Lat..] Reviſed or fi

niſhed with exactneſs. Feltºn.

CORRECTION. ſ. [from carre?..] 1. Puniſh

ment ; diſcipline 5 chaſtiſement. Shakeſp. z.

Að of taking away faults; amendment. Dryd.

3. That which is ſubſtituted in the place of

any thing wrong. Mº atts. 4. Reprehenſion;

animadverſion. Brown. 5. Abatement of

noxious qualities, by the addition of ſomething

contrary. Donne.

CORRECTIONER. ſ. [from cºrreàion.] A

jayl bird. Shakeſp.

CORRECTIVE. a. (from correà.] Having the

power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.

Arbuthnºt.

CORRECTIVE. ſ. 1. That which has the

power
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Power of altering or obviating any thing amiſs.

Sºuth. 2. Limitation; reſtriction. Hale. A

CORRECTLY. adv. Accurately; appoſitely;

exactly. Locke.

CORRECTNESSſ. [from correà.] Accuracy;

exactneſs. Swift.

CORRECTOR. ſ. (from correà.] 1. He that

amends, or alters, by puniſhment. Sprat. 2.

He that reviſes any thing to free it from faults.

Swift. 3. Such an ingredient in a compoſi

tion, as guards againſt or abates the force of

another. Quincy.

To CORRELATE. v. n. [from can and rela

tar, Lat.) To have a reciprocal relation, as

father and ſon.

CORRELATE ſ. One who ſtands in the oppo

fite relation. Sºuth.

CORRE LATIVE. a. [con and relativus, Lat.)

Having a reciprocal relation. South.

CORRE LATIVENESS. ſ. [from correlative.

The ſtate of being correlative.

CORREPTION. ſ. [correptum, Lat] Objurga

tion; chiding ; reprehenſion; reproof. Gov.

of the Tºngue.

To CORRESPO'ND. v. m. [can and reſponde,

Lat.) 1. To ſuit; to anſwer; to fit. Lºcke.

2. To keep up commerce with another by al

ternate letters.

CORRESPONDENCE. 7ſ.[from correſpond.]

CORRESPONDENCY. 1. Relation; reci

procal adaptation of one thing to another. 1.

Intercourſe; reciprocalintelligence. K.Charleſ.

Denham. 3. Friendſhip ; interchange of of.

fices or civilities. Bacon.

CORRESPONDENT. a. [from correſpºnd.]

Suitable; adapted; agreeable ; anſwerable.

H-24er.

CORRESPONDENT. ſ. One with whom in

telligence or commerce is kept up by mutual

meſſages or letters. Denham.

CORRESPONSIVE. a. (from cºrreſpºnd.)An

ſwerable ; adapted to any thing. Shakeſp.

co RRIDoR. ſ. #..." 1. The covert way

lying round the fortifications. 2. A gallery

or long ifle round about a building. Harris.

CORRI'GIBLE. a. (from carrigº, Lat.]1. Tha

which may be altered or amended. 1. Pu

niſhable. Hºwel. 3. Corrective j having the

power to correct. Shakeſp

CORRIVAL / [can and rival.] Rival ; com

petitor. Speaſer. -> -

CORRIVALRY.ſ(fromcorrital.]Competition.

CORROBORANT, a [from corroborate JHav

ing the power to give ſtrength. Bacow.

To CORRO BORATE. v. a. [con and roboro,

Lat.) 1. To confirm; to eſtabliſh. Bacºn.

2. To ſtrengthen; to make ſtrong. Wotton.

CORROBORATION. ſ. [from corrobºrate.]

The act of ſtrengthening or confirming. Bacon.

CORRO BORATIVE. a. [from corroborate J

Having the power of increaſing ſtrength.//iſem

To CORRO DE. v.a.[corrods,Lat.]To eat away

degrees ; to wear away gradually. Bºyle.

CORRO DENT. a. (from corrode.) Having the

power of corroding or waſting.

CORRO'DIBLE. a. [from cerrede.) Poſſible to

be conſumed. Brown.

CORRODY. ſ. [corrod, Lat J A defalcation

from an allowance. Ayliffe.

CORROSIBI'Lity. ſ. [from cºrreſtle.) Poſi

bility to be conſumed by a menſtruum.

CORRO SIBLE. a. [from corrode ). Poſſible to

be conſumed by a menſtruum.

CORRO SIBLENESS. ſ. (from corrºſible.] Suſ

ceptibility of corroſion.

CORROSION. [corred, Lat..] The power of

eating or wearing away by degrees. Hººdw.

CORRO SIVE. a. [corrado, Lat.) 1. Having

the power of wearing away. Grew. 2. Hav

ing the quality to fret or vex. Hººker.

CORROSIVE. ſ. 1. That which has the qua

lity of waſting anything away.Spenſer. 2.That

which has the power of giving pain. Hººker.

CORROSIVELY. adv. [from cºrrºſive..] i.

Like a corroſive. Bºyle. 2. With the power
of corroſion. -

CORRO SIVENESS. f. [from corrºſive.] The

quality of corroding or eating away; acrimony.

Danne.

CORRUGANT. a. [from corrugate.] Having

the power of contracting into wrinkles.

To CORRUGATE. v. a. i corrugº, Lat.] To

wrinkle or purſe up. Bacon.

CORRUGATION.J. (from corrugate.] Con

traction into wrinkles. Flyer.

To CORRUPT. v. a. [cºrruptuſ, Lat.] 1. To

turn from a ſound to a putreſcent ſtate ; to in

fect. 2. To deprave; to deſtroy integrity; to

vitiate. 1 Cor. Locke, Pºpe.

To CORRUPT. v. n. To become putrid; to

grow rotten. Bacºn.

CORRUPT. a. [from cºrrupt..] Vitious; taint

ed with wickedneſs. Eph. iv. 29. Shakeſp.South.

CORRUPTER. J. [from corrupt..] He that

taints or vitiates. Addiſon.

CORRUPTIBI LITY. ſ. (from cºrruptible.]

Poſſibility to be corrupted.

CORRUPTIBLE. a. (from corrupt..] I. Suſ

ceptible of deſtruction. Hooker, Tillºtſºn. 2.

Poſſible to be vitiated.

CORRUPTIBLENESS. ſ. [from cºrruptible.]

Suſceptibility of corruption.

CORRUPTIBLY. adv. [from corruptible.] In

ſuch a manner as to be corrupted. Shakeſp.

CORRUPTION. ſ. [corruptio, Lat.) 1. The

principle by which bodies tend to the ſepara

tion of their parts. 2. Wickedneſs; perver

ſon of principles. Addiſon. 3. Putreſcence.

Blackmore. 4. Matter or put in a fore. 5.

Means by which any thing is vitiated; depra

vation. Raleigh. -

CORRUPTIVE. a. [from cºrrupt.) Having the

quality of tainting or vitiating. Ray.

CORRUPTLESS. a. [from corrupt..] Inſuſcep

tible of corruption; undecaying.

CORRUPTLY, adv. [from corrupt..] 1. With

corruption , with taint. Shakeſp. z. Vitiouſly ;

contrary to purity. Camden.

CORRUPTNESS. ſ. [from cºrrupt.]The qua

lity of corruption; Putreſcence ; vice.

CO RSAIR.
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co-RSAIR, ſ [French) A pirate.

CORSE. ſ. ſcºrpſ, French] 1. A body. Spenſºr.

2. A dead body : a carcaſe. Addiſon.

CO RSELET. ſ. (corſeſet, Fr.] A light armour

for the forepart of the body. Fairfax, Priºr.

CO'RTICAL. a. ſcºrtex, bark, Lat.) Barky;

belonging to the rind. Cheyne.

CORTICATED. a. [from certicatur, Lat.]

Refernbling the bark of a tree. Brown.

CORTICO SE. a. [from certicºſus, Lat.) Full

of bark.

CoRVETTO. ſ. The curvet. Peacham.

CORU'SCANT. a. ſcoreſcº, Lat.) Glittering by

flaſhes; flaſhing.

CORUSCA TION. ſ. ſcoruſcatiº, Lat.) Flaſh;

quick vibration of light. Garth.

CORY MPLATED. a. ſcºrymbur, Lat.] Gar

niſhed with branches of berries.

CORYME1 FEROUS. a. ſcorymbus ard fero,

Lati ºr a ring fruit or berries in bunches.

COR1 MEU.S. ſ. (Lat.] Ainongſt ancient bota

niſts cluſters of berries: amongſt modern bo

taniſts a compounded diſcous flower; ſuch are

the flowers of daiſies, and common many

gold. Quincy.

COSCINOMANCY. ſ. [.4-x.ºr, a fieve, and

*avréa, divination.] The art of divination by

means of a ſicve.

COSE CANT. ſ. [In geometry.) The ſecant of

an arch, which is the complement of another

to ninety degrees Harriſ.

COSIER ſ (from ceaſer, old French, to ſew.]

A botcher. Shakeſp.

COSINE. ſ. (In geometry.] The right fine of

an arch, which is the complement of another

to nirety degrees. IIarr: ;

cºttick a. [zzºtix::..] Beautifying.

: he

CoSMICAL, a ſº-ºº: ) . Relating to the

world. 2. Riſing or ſetting with the ſun.

Brown.

CO'SMICALLY. aa'v. [from coſmical] With

the ſun; not acrony cally. Brown.

COSMOGO NY / ſi zºº; and yºn.) The riſe

or birth of the world; the creation.

COSMOGRAPH R. ſ (x3-tºo; and ****.]

Qne who writes a deſcription of the world.

Brown.

COSMOGRAPHICAL a [from cºſmºgraphy.]

Relatinº to the general deſcription of the world.

COSMOGRAPHICALLY adv, (frera cºre

graphical.] (r. 4 manner relating to the ſtruc

ture of the world. By cºzºn.

COSMO GR A PHY. ſ. […; and yº; ….] The

ſcience of the general ſyſtem or affections of

ſ (24-23; and Tºrn: ]

the world. South.

COSMOPOLITAN.

COSMOPOLITE. ! A rºt. cn of the world;

One who is at home in every place.

CO SSET. ſ. A lamb brought up without the

dam. Spenſer.

COST. ſ. [A ºff, Dutch..] 1. The price of any

thing. 2. Surmptuouſneſs; luxury. Waller. 3.

Charge ; expence Craſhaw. 4. Loſs; fine ;

[To CoST. v. m. pret cºff, particia cºff.[reuſe”

French.) To be bought for ; to be had at a

price. Dryden.

COSTAL. a. [ceſſa, Lat. a rib.] Belonging to

the ribs. Brºwn.

CO STARD. ſ. from cºffer, a head | 1. A head.

- Shakeſp. 2. An apple round and bulky like

the head. Burton. -

COSTIVE. a. [conflipé, Fr.) 1. Bound in the

body. Prior. ... Cloſe; unpermeable. Mart.

CO STIVEN ESS. ſ. [from ceſſive.) The ſtate of

the body in which excretion is obſtructed. Lºcke.

COSTLINESS. ſſfrom rºſily. JSumptuouſneſs ;

expenſiveneſs. Glanville. -

CO ST.I.Y. a. [from cºff.] Sumptuous; expen

five. Dryden.

CO STMARY. ſ ſcºſºns, Lat..] An herb.

CO STREL / A bottle. Skinner.

COT At the end of the names of places

COTE. from the Saxon cot, a cottage.

COAT. Gibſºn.

COT. ſ. ſcot, Sax ) A ſmall houſe; a hut ; a

mean habitation. Fenton.

COT. ſ. An abridgment of cºtguean.

COTANGENT.ſ (In geometry.)The tangent

of an arch which is the complement of another

to ninety degrees.

To COTE. v. a. To leave behind. Chapman.

COTEMPORARY. a. cen and tempur, Lat J

Living at the ſame time ; coetaneous. Locke.

COTLAND. ſ. [cot and land.] Land appea

dant to a cottage.

COTQUEAN. ſ. A man who buſies himſelf

with women's affairs. Shakeſp. Addiſon.

COTTAGE ſ [from cot J A hut ; a mean ha

bitation. Zeph. ii. 6. Taylºr, Pºpe.

COTTAGF.R. ſ. [from cottage.) 1. One who

lives in a hut or cottage Swift. 2. One who

lives in the common without paying rent Baces.

COTTIERſ. [from eat..] One who inhabits a

cot.

COTTON.

Hºſeman.

COTTON. ſ. A plant.

COTTON. f. Cloth or ſtuff made of cotton.

To COTTON. v n. 1. To riſe with a nap.

2. To cement; to unite with. Swift.

To COUCH. v. n. (cºucher, Fr.) 1. To lie

down on a place of repoſe. Dryden 2. To lie

down on the knees, as a beaſ to reſt. Dryder.

3. To lie down inambuſh. Hayward 4 To

lie in a ſtratuh. Deuterºnºmy. 5. To ſtoop

or bend down, in fear, in pain. Geneſs.

ſ. The down of the cotton-tree.

To COUCH. v. a. 1: To repoſe; to lay on a

place of repoſe Shakeſ? 2. To lay down any

thing in a ſtratum. Mortimer. 3. To bed;

to hide in another body. Bacon. 4. To in

volve to include: to compriſe. Atterbury. 5.

To include ſecretly ; to hide. Sºuth. 6. To

lay cloſe to another. Spenſer, 7. To fix the

ſpear in the reſt Dryden. 8. To depreſs the

film that overſpreads the pupil of the eye.
Dennis.

COUCH. ſ. [from the verb ] 1. A ſeat of re

poſe, on which it is common to lie down dreſdetrimeat. Knºller, |
ſed.
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º ſed. Dryden. 2. A bed; a place of repoſe.

Addiſºn. 3. A layer, or ſtratum. Mortimer.

COUCHANT. a. [couchant, Fr.) Lying down ;

ſquatting. Milton. -

COUCHEE. ſ. [French] Bedtime; the time of

viſiting late at night. Dryden.

COUCHER. ſ. [from coach.] He that couches

or depreſſes cataracts.

COUCHFELLOW. ſ. [couch and fellow.] A

bediellow ; companion. Shakeſp. -

COUCHGRASS. ſ. A weed. Mortimer.

COVE. ſ. 1. Small creek or bay. 2. A ſhelter;

a cover.

COVENANT. ſ. ſcovenant, Fr.] 1. A con

tract; a ſtipulation. Waller. 2. An agree;

ment on certain terms; a compact. Hammond.

3. A writing containing the terms of agree

ment. Shakeſp.

ToCOVENANT. v. n. [from the noun..] To

bargain; to ſtipulate. Sºuth.

COVENANTE'E. ſ.[from covenant.] A party to,

a covenant; a ſtipulator ; a bargainer. Ayliffº.

COVENANTER. ſ. [from covenant } Qne who

takes a covenant. A word introduced in the civil

wars. Oxfºrd Reaſons againſt the Covenant.

COVENOU.S. a. [from covin.] Fraudulent ;

colluſive; trickiſh. Bacon.

To COVER. v. a. [couvrir, Fr.) 1. To over

ſpread anything with ſomething elſe. Shakeſp.

2. To conceal under ſomething laid over. Dry.

3. To hide by ſuperficial appearances. 4. To

overwhelm ; to bury. Watts. 5. To ſhelter ;

to conceal from harm. 6. To incubate; to

brood on. Addiſºn. 7. To copulate with a fe

male. 8. To wear the hat. Dryden.

CQWER. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Anything that

is laid over another. Ray. 2. A concealment ;

a ſcreen ; a veil. Collier. 3. Shelter ; de

fence. Clarendon.

COVER SHAME. ſ. [cºver and ſhame.] Some

appearance to conceal infamy. Dryden.

cºing f [from cover.) Dreſs; veſture.
3a ta.

COVERLE.T.ſ [couvrelit, Fr.] The outermoſt

of the bedcloaths; that under which all the

teſt are concealed. Spenſer.

COVERT. ſ. [convert, f.) 1. A ſhelter; a

defence. Iſaiah. 2. A thicket, or hiding

place. Addiſon.

°0′WERT, a [cºuvert, Fr.) 1. Sheltered; not

*Pen; not expoſed. Mortimer. 2. Secret;

hidden; private; infidious. Milton.

COVERT. a. [couvert, fr.] The ſtate of a wo

ºthere by marriage under her huſband.
em. -

99WERT-WAY. ſ. [from cºvert and way.] A
ſpace of ground ſevel with the field, three or

four fathom broad, ranging quite round the

half moon, or other works toward the coun

try. Harrir. º

COVERTLY, alo.

C §loſely. Dryden.

OVERTNESS. J. [from cºvert.] Secrecy ,

privacy.

*WPKTURE. ſ. ſtom ºvert] ... Sheller,

[from covert.] Secretly ;

defence ; not expoſure. Woodward. 2. In

law. The eſtate and condition of a married

woman. Cowell, Davies.

To COVET. v. a. [convaiter, Fr.] 1. To de

fire inordinately ; to deſire beyond due bounds.

Shakeſp. 2. To deſire earneſtly. 1 Cer.

To COVET. v. n. To have a ſtrong deſire. 1Tim.

COVETABLE. a. [from covet.] To be wiſhed
for.

COVETISE. ſ. ſcenvoitiſ, Fr.] Avarice; co

vetouſneſs. Spesſer.

CO'VETOUS..a...[convciteux, Fr.) 1. Inordinate

ly deſirous. Dryden. 2. Inordinately eager of

money; avaricious. 2. Pet. 3. Deſirous; eager :

in a good ſenſe. Taylor.

COVETOUSLY, adv. [from covetous.] Avari

ciouſly; eagerly, Shakeſp.

COVETOUSNESS / [from covetour.] Avarice;

eagerneſs of gain. Tillºtſºn.

CO'VEY.,ſ [couvee, Fr.) 1. A hatch; an old

bird with her young ones. 2. A number of

birds together. Addiſºn.

COUGH. ſ. [knch, Dutch..] A convulſion of the

lungs. Smith.

To CouGH. v. n. [kuchen, Dutch..] To have the

lungs convulſed; to make a-noiſe in endca

vouring to evacuate the peccant matter from

the lungs. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

To COUGH v. a. To eject by a corgh. Wiſen.

COUGHER ſ [from cough..] One that coughs.

COVIN.

COVINE.

COVING. ſ. [from cove..] A term in building,

ſ. A deceitful agreement between

two or more to the hurt of another.

uſed of houſes that proj čt over the ground

plot. Harris.

COULD. [the imperfect preterite of can.) Dryd.

COULTER. ſ. [cuſter, Lat..] The ſharp iron of

the plow which cuts the earth. Hammond.

CO'UNCIL. ſ. [concilium, Lat..] I. An aſſem

bly of perſens met together in conſultation.

Matthew. 2. An aſſembly of divines to deli

berate upon religion. Watts. 3. Perſons call

ed together to be conſulted. Bacon. 4. The

body of privy counſellors, Shakeſp.

CO'UNCIL-BOARD. ſ. [council and bºard.]

Council-table; table where matters of ſtate

are deliberated. Clarendon.

COUNSEL. f. [conſilium, Lat..] I. Advice; di

rection. Clarendon. 2. Deliberation. Hocker.

3. Prudence; art; machination. Proverbs. 4.

Secrecy; the ſecrets intruſted in conſulting.

Shakeſp. 5. Scheme; purpoſe; deſign. 1. Cor.

# Thoſe that plead a cauſe; the counſellors.

ope.

To toussel. v. a. [conflicr; Lat.] 1. To

give advice or counſel to any perſon. B. Johnſ.

2. To adviſe any thing. Dryden.

COUNSELLABLE. a. [from counſel.] Willing

to receive and follow advice. Clarendon.

COUNSELLOR. ſ. [from counſel.) 1. One that

gives advice. Wiſd. viii. 9. 2. Confidant ,

boſom friend. Waller. 3. One whoſe province

is to deliberate and adviſe upon publick af

fairs. Bacon. 4. One that is conſulted in a

caſe of law.

Z CO'UNr.
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COUNSELLORSHIP.ſ (from counſeller.] The

office or poſt of privy counſellor. Bacon.

To COUNT, v a tempter, Fr.) 1. To num

ber 5 to tell. Sºuth. 2. To preſerve a reckon

ing. Locke 3. To reckon ; to place to an

account. Locke. 4. To eſteem , to account :

to conſider as having a certain character. Hook.

5. To impute to ; to charge to Rowe.

To COUNT. v. n. To ſound an account of

ſcheme. Swift

COUNT. ſ. [comp!, Fr.) 1. Number. Spenſer

2. Reckoning Sºakeſ,

COUNT. ſ. [cºmte, Fr.] A title of foreign no

bility; a , earl.

COUNT * B.L.E. a. [from count J That which

may be numbered, ºf enſer.

COUNT). NANCF. J. [countenance, Fr.) 1.

The to m of the face; the ſyſtem of the ſea

tures Adiſtan. 2. Air ; look. Shakeſp. 3.

Calmnels of look; compoſure of face Swift.

4. Confidence of inien; aſpect of aſſurance.

Clarend. Sprat. 5 Affection or ill will, as it

appears upon the ſa e Spenſer. 6. Patronage:

ap; carance of favour , ſupport. Davies. 7.

Superh ial appearance. Aſ cham.

T. COUNT ENANCE. v. a. [from the noun j

1. To ſupport; to patroniſe ; to windicate.

Br, 3.1. 2. To make a ſhew of Spenſer. 3.

To act initably to any thing. Shakeſp. 4. To

encourage; to appear in defence. Mºttºn.

COUNTENANCER. ſ. [from countenance.]

One that cout.'enances or ſupports another.

CO UNTER. ſ. ſ.rom count J 1. A falſe piece of

money uſed as a means of reckoning. Swift.

2. The form on which goods are viewed and

money told in a ſhop Dryden. 3., Counter

of a horje, is that part of a horſe's forehand

that lies between the ſhoulder and under the

neck. Farrier's Dići.

CO UNTER. adv. centre, Fr.] I. Contrary

to ; in oppoſition to South. 1. The wrong

way. Shakeſp. 3. Contrary ways. Mºcke.

To COUNTERACT. v. n. [counter and af.)

To hinder any thing from its effect by con

trary agency. South.

To COUNTERBALANCE. v. a. [counter and

balance.) To act againſt with an oppoſite

weight. Bºyle.

COUNTERBALANCEſ.[from the verb.]Op

poſite weight. Locke.

To COUNTERBU FF. v. a. (from counter and

buff] To impel; to ſtrike back. Dryden.
COUNTERBUFF.ſ.[counter andjº. ſtroke

that produces a recoil. Sidney, Ben johnſon.

COUNTERCASTER. ſ. [causter and caſier.)

A book-keeper; a caſter of accounts ; a rec

koner. Shakeſp. - -

COUNTERCHANGE ſ.[cºunter and change.]

Exchange 3 reciprocation. Shakeſp.

To COUNTERCHANGE. v. a. To give and

reccive. -

COUNTERCHARM. f. [cºunter and charm.]

That by which a charm is diſſolved. Pºpe.

To COUNTERCHA RM. v. a. (from counter

and charm j To deſtroy the effect of an en

chantment. Decay ºf Piety.

To COUNTER'CHE'CK. v. a. [counter and

check.] To oppoſe.

COUNTERCHECK. ſ. [from the verb.] Stop;

rebuke. Shakeſp.

To COUNTERDRAW. v. a. (from counter and

draw ) To copy a deſign by means of an oiled

paper, whereon the ſtrokes appearing through

are traced with a pencil. Chambers.

COUNTEREVIDiNCE. ſ. [counter and evi

dence.) Teſtimony by which the depoſition of

ſome former witneſs is oppoſed Burnet.

To CO'UNTERFEIT. v. a [contrefaire, Fr. }

1 To copy with an intent to paſs the copy for

an original Waller. , 2. To imitate; to co

py; to reſemble. Tillotſon.

COUNTERFEIT. a. [from the verb.] 1. That

which is made in imitation of another; forged;

fictitious. Locke. 2. Deceitful; hypocritical.

COUNTERFEIT. ſ. [from the verb ) i. One

who perſonates another; an impoſtor. Bacºn.

2. Something made in imitation of another ;

a forgery. Tillotſon.

CC, UNTERFEITER. ſ. [from cºunterfeit.] A

forger Camden.

COUNTERFEITLY, adv. [from counterfeit I

Falſely; with forgery Shakeſp.

COUNTERFE RMENT. ſ. [counter and fºr

ment j Ferment oppoſed to ferment. Addiſºn:

COUNTERFE SANCE f.[contrefaſſance, Fr.]

The act of counterfeiting; forgery. Spenſer.

CO'UNTERFORT / [from counter and fºrt )

Courterfºrts, are pillars ſerving to ſupport

walls, ſubject to bulge. Chambers.

COUNTERGAGE J (from counter and gage 1

A method uſed to meaſure the joints by tranſ

ferring the breadth of a mortiſe to the place

where the tenon is to be. Chamber f.

COUNTERGUA'RD. ſ. [from couster and

guard] A ſmall rampart with parapet and

ditch. Military Dict

COUNTERLI'GHTſſfrom counter and light.]

A window or light oppoſite to any thing.

Chambers.

To COUNTERMA'ND. v. a. [centremander,

Fr J 1. To order the contrary to what was

ordered before. South. 2. To contradićt the

orders of another. Holder.

UOUNTERMA'ND. ſ. [contremand, Fr.] Re

peal of a former order. Shakeſp.

To COUNTERMARCH. v. n. [counter and

marck.] To march backward.

COUNTERMARCH. ſ. [from the verb.) 1.

Retroceſſion; march backward. Collier. 2.

Change of meaſures; alteration of conduct.

Burnet. -

COUNTERMARK ſ (from counter end mark ]

1. A ſecond or third mark put on a bale of goods.

2. The malk of the goldſmiths company. 3.

An artificial cavity made in the teeth of horſes.

4. A mark added to a medal a long time after

it is ſtruck, by which the curious know the

ſeveral changes in value. Chambers.

To COUNTERMA'RK. v. a. A horſe is ſaid

to be counterri arked when his corner teeth are

artificially made hollow. Farrier'ſ Dié:

COUNTERMIN*E.
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COUNTERMINE. ſ. ſcounter and mine] . A

well or hole ſunk into the ground, from which

a gallery or branch runs out under ground, to

ſeek out the eaemy's mine. Military Dict. 1

Means of oppoſition. Sidney. 3. A ſtratagem by

which any contrivance is defeated. L'Eſtrange.

To COUNTERMINE. v. a. [from the noun.

1. To delve a paſſage into an enemy's nine.

2. To counterwork; to defeat by ſecret mea

ſures. Decay ºf Piety.

COUNTER WAG'TiON ſ (counter and motion.}

Contrary motion. Digby.

CountERMU RE. ſ. contrenure,Fr.) A wall

built up behind another wall. Knoller.

COUNTERNATURAL. a cºunter and na

tº ral ) Contrary to nature. Harvey.

COUNTERNOISE. ſ. (counter and noiſe.) A

ſound by which any other noiſe is over

powered Calamy

COUNTERO PENING. ſ. [counter and ºpen

ing j An aperture on the contra y ſide. Sharp.

COUNTERPACE. ſ. [counter and pace.) Con

trary meaſure. Swift.

COUNTERPA'N.E. ſ. [contrepoint, Fr.] A co

verlet for a bed, or any thing elſe woven in

ſquares. Shakeſp. -

count ERPART. ſ. (counter and part.) The

correſpondent part. L'Efirange.

COUNTERPL.E.A. f. [from counter and plea.]

In law, a replication. Cºwell.

To COUNTERPLOT. v. a. [counter and plºt.]

To oppoſe one machination by another.

COUNTER PLO. T. ſ. (from the verb.] An ar

tifice oppoſed to an artifice L’Eſtrange.

COUNTERPO INT. ſ. A cove, let woven in

fguares.

To countERPOISE. v.a [counter and poiſe.]

1. To counterbalance ; to be equiponderant to.

Digby. 1. To produce a contrary action by

an equal weight. Wilkinº. 3. To act with e

qual power againſt any perſon or cauſe.Spenſer.

COUNTERPOISE. ſ. ſtron counter and poiſe.]

1. Equiponderance; equivalence of weight.

Bºyle. 2. The ſtate of being placed in the

oppoſite ſcale of the balance. Milton. 3. Equi

pºilence ; equivalence of power. Swift.

CôUNTERPOISON. ſ. [cºunter and poiſºn.]

Antidote. Arbuthnot. -

countERPRE'SSURF. ſ. ſcounter and preſ.

ſure.] Oppoſite force. Blackmºre.

count ERPROJECT ſcºunter and prºječi.]

Correſpondent part of a ſcheme. Swift

To countERPRO ve. v. a. [from counter

and prove ) To take off a deſign in black

lead, by paſſing it through the rolling-preſs;

with another piece of paper, both being moiſ

tened with a ſponge. Chambers. i

To COUNTERRO. L. v. a. [counter and re!! }

To preſerve the power of detecting frauds by

a counter account.

court'ſ ERRO LMENT. ſ. (from cºunterrol. J.

A counter account. Bacon.

countERSCA'RP ſ. That ſide of the dish

which is next the camp. Harris. -

To COUNTERSIGN. v. a. [from counter and

Agn.JTo ſign an order or patent of a ſuperiour,

in quality of ſecretary, to render the thing
more authentick. Chamberſ.

COUNTERTE NOR. ſ. [from counter and te

nor.) One of the mean or middle parts of nu

ſick ſo called, as it were, ºpp ſite to the te
nor Harris.

COUNTERTIDF f. [counter and tide.] Con

trary tide. Dryden

countERTIME, ſ ſcontretempt, Fr.] De

tence ; oppoſition. Dryden.

COUNTERTURN. f. [counter and turn..] The

height and 'ull growth of the play, we may

call properly the counterturn, which deſtroys

expº Station. Dr) ºn

To COUNTERVA (L w a ſcentra and valee,

Lat.] To be equivalent to , to have equal

ºrce or value; to act againſt with equal power.

H. Ker, Hºlkºn,

COUNTERVA IL. ſ ſºrom the verb.) 1. Equal

weight. 2. That which has equal weight or
value Sºuth.

COUNTER VIEw.f. [counter and view.] 1.

Oppºſition ; a poſture in which two perſons

front each other Miltºn. ... Contraſt. Swift.

To COUNTERWO RK v.a.[cºunter and work.]

To counteract, to hinder by contrary opera

tions. Pºpe. -

COUNTESS. ſ. [comitiſ, comteſſe, Fr.] The

lady of an earl or count. Dryden.

COUNTING-House. ſ (cºunt and hºuſe.]

The room appropriated by traders to their

boºks and accounts Locke.

COUNTLESS a [from count.) Innumerable ;

without number. Donne.

COUNTRY. f. [cºntre, Fr.) 1. A tract of

land; a region Sprat. 2. Rural parts. Spe:#.

3. The place which any man inhabits. 4. The

place of one's birth ; the native ſoil. 5. The

inhabitants of anº region. Shakeſp.

COUNTRY. a. 1. Ruſtick; rural; villatick.

Nºrriſ 1. Remote from cities or ceurts Lºcke.

3. Peculiar to a region or people. Mace beer.

4 Rude : ignorant; untaught Dryden,

COUNTRYMAN. f [from country and man 1

1. One born in the ſame country. Locke. 2.

A ruſtick ; one that if habits the rural parts.

Graunt. 3. A farmer a huſbandman. L'Ejira.

COUNTY. ſ. [cºmté, Fr.) 1. A ſhie that is,

a circuit or portion of the realm,into which the .

whole land is divided. Cozzell, Addiſon 2. An

earldom. 3. A count ; a lord Davier.

CO UFE E. f. , Fr.] A motion in danc ng. Chamb.

COUP!. EJ (cºuple, Fr A chain or tye that

holds dogs togeth, Shakeſp. ...Two , a brace.

Sidney, Lºcke. 3. A male and his emale Shak.

To CC UPLE v. a cºpus, Lat § r. To chain

together. Shakeſp. 2. To join one to another.

Sºuth. 3. To marry ; to wed. Sidney. -

T; OUPLE. v n. To join in embraces. Bacºn,
ale

CO UPLE-BEGGAR, ſ ſcºuple and beggar.]

One who makes it his buſineſs to marry beg

gars to each other. Swift. -

COUPLET. ſ. (Fr.) 1. Two verſes; a pair of

rhimes. Swift. 2. A pair; as of doves. Shakeſ.

Z 2. COURAGE.
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COURAGE. ſ. [courage, Fr.] Bravery; active

fortitude. Addiſon.

COURAGEOUS. a. [from courage.] Brave;

daring ; bold. Ames.

COURAGEOUSLY. adv. [from courageºur.]

Bravely; ſtoutly; boldly. Bacon.

COURAGEOUSNESS.J. [from courageous.]

Bravery : boldneſs; ſpirit; courage. Maccab.

COURANT. ſ.ſcourante, Fr.]SeeCor a st.

COURANTO. § 1. A nimble dance. Shakeſp.

2. Anything that ſpreads quick, as a paper of

news.

To COURB. v. n. [courber, Fr J. To bend; to

bow. Shakeſp. -

COURIER. ſ. (courier, Fr.] A meſſenger ſent

in haſte. Shakeſp. Knolles.

COURSE. ſ. [courſe, Fr.] I. Race ; career.

Cºwley. 2. Paſſage from place to place. Denh.

3. Tilt ; act of running in the liſts. Sidney.

4. Ground in which a race is run. 5. Track

or line in which a ſhip ſails. 6. Sail; means

by which the courſe is performed. Raleigh.

7. Progreſs from one gradation to another.

Shakeſp. 8. Order of ſucceſſion. Corinthians.

9. Stated and orderly method. Shakeſp. 10.

Series of ſucceſſive and methodical procedure.

M/iſeman. 11. The elements of an art exhi

bited and explained, in a nethodical ſeries.

Chambers. 12. Conduct; manner of proceed

ing. Knºller. 13. Method of life; train of

actions. Prior. 14. Natural bent; uncontrolled

will. Temple. 5. Catamenia. Harvey. 16.

Orderly ſtructure. James. 17. [In architec

ture.]A continued range of ſtones. 18. Series

of conſequences. Garth. 19. Number of diſhes

ſet on at once upon the table. Swift, Pºpe. 2 o.

Regularity ; ſettled rule. Swift. 21. Empty

form. L'Eſtrange. -

To COURSE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To

hunt; to purſue. Shakeſp. 2. To purſue with

dogs that hunt in view. Bacon. 3. To put to

ſpeed j to force to run. May's Virgil.

To COURSE. v.n. To run; to rove about Shak.

CO’URSER. ſ.[courſer, Fr.) 1. A ſwift horſe;

a war horſe. Pºpe. 2. One who purſues the

ſport of courſing hares. Hanmer.

COURT. ſ. [cour, Fr.) 1. The place where

the prince reſides; the palace. Pope. 2. The

hail or chamber where juſtice is adminiſtered.

atterbury. 3. Open ſpace before a houſe.

Dryden. 4. A ſmall opening incloſed with

houſes and paved with broad ſtones. 5. Per

ſons who compoſe the retinue of a prince.

Temple. 6. Perſons who are aſſembled for

the adminiſtration of juſtice. 7. Any juriſ

diction, military, civil, or eccleſiaſtical. Spec

tator. 8. The art of pleaſing ; the art of in

ſinuation. Locke.

To COURT. v. a. [ſrom the noun..] I. To

woo; to ſolicit a woman. Ben. jºhnſºn. 2. To

ſolicit; to ſeek. Lºckº. 3. To Hatter; to en

deavour to pleaſe.

COURT-CHAPLAIN. ſ. [court and chaplain.]

One who attends the king to celebrate the

holy offices.

COURT-DAY. ſ. [court and day.] Day on

whichjuſtice is ſolemnly adminiſtered.Arbuth.

COURT-DRESSER. ſ. A flatterer. Locke.

COURT-FAVOUR. ſ. Favours or benefits be

ſtowed by princes. L'Eſtrange.

COURT-HAND. ſ. [cºurt and hand] The

hand or manner of writing uſed in records and

judicial proceedings. Shakeſp.

COURT-LADY. f. [court and lady..] A lady

converſant in court. Locke.

COURTEOUS. a. ſcourteir, Fr.] Elegant of

manners; well-bred. South.

COURTEOUSLY. adv. [from courteºus.] Re

ſpectfully ; civilly ; complaiſantly. Calamy.

COURTEOUSNESS. ſ. §. courteous.] Ci

vility ; complaiſance.

COURTESAN. Q. ſ. ſcortiſana, low Lat.] A
CO’URTEZAN. } woman of the town; a

proſtitute; a ſtrumpet. Wotton, Addiſon.

CO’URTESY. ſ [cºurteiſle, Fr.) 1. Elegance of

manners ; civility ; complaiſance. Clarender.

2. An act of civility or reſpect. Bacon. 3

The reverence made by women. Dryden. 4

A tenure, not of right, but by the favour of

others. 5. Court asy of England. A tenure

- by which, if a man marry an inheritreſs, that

is, a woman ſeiſed of land, and getteth a child

of her that comes alive into the world, though

both the child and his wife die forthwith 5 yet

ſhall he keep the land during his life. Cowell.

To CO'URTESY. v. n. [from the noun.] ;.

To perform an act of reverence. Shakeſp. z.

To make a reverence in the manner of ladies.

Prior.

COURTHER. ſ. [from court.] 1. One that fre

quents or attends the courts of princes. Dryd.

2. One that courts or ſolicits the favour of an

other. Suckling.

COURTLIKE, a [court and like J Elegant ;

polite. Camden.

COURTLINESS. ſ. ſſrom ecurtly..] Elegance

of manners; complaiſance; civility.

COURTLY. a. [from cºurt.) Relating or re

ºrs to the court; elegant; ſoft; flattering.
ºf e.

COURTLY. adv. In the manner of courts;

elegantly. Dryden.

COURTSHIP. ſ. (from court.] 1. The act of

ſoliciting favour. Swift. 2. The ſolicitation of

a woman to marriage. Addiſon. 3. Civility;

elegance of manners. Donne.

COUSIN. ſ. [cºuſin,Fr.]. Anyone collaterally
related more remotely than a brother or ſiſter.

Shakeſp. 2. A title given by the king to a

nobleman, particularly to thoſe of the council.

COW. ſ. (In the plural, antiently kine, or keer,

now commonly cows; cu, Saxon.) The female

of the bull. Bacon.

To Cow. v. a. [from coward] To depreſ,
with fear. Howel.

COW-HERD. ſ. [tºw and hymb,Sax. a keeper.]

One whoſe occupation is to tend cows.

COW-HOUSE. J. [cow and houſe.] The houſe

in which kine are kept. Mortimer.

COW.
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COW-LEECH. ſ. [cow and leech..] One who

profeſſes to cure diſtempered cows.

To COW-LEECH. v. n. To profeſs to cure

cows. Mortimer.

Cow-WEED. ſ. [cow and weed.] A ſpecies of
chervil.

COW-WHEAT. ſ. [from cow and wheat.) A

plant.

COWARD. ſ. ſcouard, Fr.] 1. A poltron ;

a wretch whoſe predominant paſſion is fear

Sidney, South. 2. It is ſometimes uſed in the

manner of an adjective. Prior.

CO waRDICE.J. (from coward.] Fear; habi

tual timidity; want ofcourage.Spenſer, Rºgers.

COWARDLINESS. ſ. [from cowardly.) Ti

midity ; cowardice.

CO'WARDLY. a. [from coward.) 1. Fearful;

timorous; puſillanimous. Bacon. 2. Mean ;

befitting a coward. Shakeſp.

CO'WARDLY.adv.In the manner of a coward;

meanly. Knolles.

To COWER. v. n. [cºwrrian, Welſh.] To ſink

by bending the knees; to ſtoop 5 to ſhrink.

Milton, Dryden.

CO WISH. a. [from cow.] Timorous; fearful.

Shakeſp.

COW-KEEPER.ſ.ſcow and keeper.]One whoſe

buſineſs is to keep cows. Brºome.

COWL. f. [cuxle, Saxon.) 1. A monk's-hood.

Camden. 2. A veſſel in which water is carried

on a pole between two.

COWL-STAFF ſ [cowl and ſtaff The ſtaff on

which a veſſel is ſupported between two men.

Sackling.

COWSLIP. ſ. (curlippe, Saxon.] Cowſlip is

alſo called pagil, and is a ſpecies of primroſe.

AMiller,j. Shakeſp.

Cows-LUNGWORT. ſ. Mullen, Miler.

COXCOMB.ſ. [from cock's comb.] 1. The top

of the head. Shakeſp. 1. The comb reſembling

that of a cock, which licenſed fools wore for

merly in their caps. Shakeſp. 2. A fop 5 a

ſuperficial pretender. Pºpe.

COXCOMICAL. a. [from coxcomb.] Foppiſh ;

conceited. Dennis.

COY. a. [cci, Fr.] 1. Modeſt; decent. Chaucer.

2. Reſerved; not acceſſible. Waller.

To COY. v. n. [from the adjective.) 1. To be

have with reſerve; to reject familiarity. Rowe.

2. Not to condeſcend willingly. Shakeſp.

COYLY. adv. [from coy.] With reſerve Chapm.

CO'YNESS. ſ. [from coy.] Reſerve; unwilling

neſs to become familiar. Waltºn.

COYSTREL. ſ. A ſpecies of degenerate hawk.

Dryden.

COZ. ſ. A cant or familiar word, contracted

from Couſin. Shakeſp.

To CO ZEN. v. a. To cheat; to trick; to de

fraud. Clarendon, Locke.

COZENAGE. ſ. (from cozen.] Fraud; deceit:

trick; cheat. Ben, johnſon.

COZENER. ſ. [from cozen.] A cheater ; a de

frauder. Shakeſp.

CRAB. ſ. [cmabba, Saxon.] 1. A cruſtaceous

fiſh. Bacon. 2. A wild apple; the tree that

bears a wild apple, Taylor. 3. A peevil

moroſe perſon, 4. A wooden engine with

three claws for launching of ſhips. Philips. 5.

A ſign in the zodiack. Creech.

CRAB. a. Sour or degenerate fruit; as a crab

cherry. -

CRA'B'BED. a. [from crab.] 1. Peeviſh ; mo

roſe ; cynical ; four. Spenſer. 2. Harſh ;

unpleaſing. Dryden. 3. Difficult; perplexing.

Prior.

CRA’BBEDLY adv. [from crabbed.}Peeviſhly.

CRA BBEDNESS.J. [rom crabbed.) 1. Sour

neſs of taſte. 2. Sourneſs of countenance ;

aſperity of manners. 3. Difficulty.

CRA'BER. / The water-rat. Walton.

CRABS-EYES. ſ. Whitiſh bodies rounded on

one ſide and depreſſed on the other, not the

eyes of any creature, nor do they belong to

the crab ; but are produced by the common

crawfiſh. Hill.

CRACK. ſ. [Åraeck, Dutch..] 1. A ſudden

diſruption. 2. The chink ; fiſſure ; a narrow

breach. Newtºn. 3. The ſound of any body

burſting or falling. Dryden. 4. Any ſudden and

quick ſound. Addiſºn. 5. Any breach, injury,

or diminution; a flaw. Shakeſp 6. Crazineſs

of intellect. 7. A man crazed. Addiſºn. 8.

A whore. 9. A boaſt. Spenſer. Io. A boaſter.

To CRACK. v. a. [kraecken, Dutch..] 1. To

break into chinks. Mortimer. 2. To break;

to ſplit. Donne. 3. To do any thing with

quickneſs or ſmartneſs. Pope. 4. To break or

deſtroy any thing. Shakeſp. 5. To craze 5 to

weaken the intellect. Roſcommon.

To CRACK. v. n. 1. To burſt; to open in

chinks. Boyle. 2. To fall to ruin. Dryden.

3. To utter a loud and ſudden ſound. Shakeſp.

4. To boaſt: with ºf Shakeſp.

CRACK-BRAINED. a. Crazy; without right

reaſon. Arbuthnot.

CRACK-HEMP. ſ. A wretch fated to the gal

lows. Shakeſp.

CRACK-ROPE. ſ. A fellow that deſerves

hanging.

CRACKER. ſ. (from crack.] A noiſy boaſt

ing fellow. Shakeſp. 2. A quantity of gun

powder confined ſo as to burſt with great

noiſe. Boyle.

To CRACKLE. v n. [from crack.] To make

ſlight cracks; to decrepitate. Donne.

CRACKNEL. ſ. [from crack..] A hard brittle

cake. Spenſer.

CRA'DLE. ſ. ſcnabel, Saxon.) 1. A moveable

bed, on which children or ſick perſons are agi

tated with a ſmooth motion. Pºpe. a. Infancy,

or the firſt part of life. Clarendon. 3. [With

ſurgeons.] A caſe for a broken bone. 4. [With

ſhipwrights.] A frame of timber raiſed along

the outſide of a ſhip. Harris.

To CRA DLE.v.a.Tolay in a cradle. Arbuthnet.

CRA'DLE-CLOATHS. ſ. [from cradle and

cleaths.] Bed-cloaths belonging to a cradle.

Shakeſp.

CRAFT. ſ. [cnaept, Saxen.] I. Manual art ;

trade. Wotton. ... Fraud; cunning. Shakeſp.

3. Small ſailing veſſels.

To
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To CRAFT. v. n. [from the noun..] To play

tricks. Shakeſp.

CRAFTILY, adv. [from crafty J Cunningly;

artſully. Kneller.

CRA'FT INESS, ſ. [from crafy.) Cunning;

ſtratagem. 7.b.

CRAFTSMAN. f. [craft and man.] An arti

ficer; a manufacturer. Decay of Piety.

CRA FTSMASTER. ſ. [craft and maſler.) A

man ſkilled in his trade. Collier.

CRA'FTY. a. [from craft.) Cunning; artſ.ul.
Davies.

CRAG. ſ. 1. A rough ſteep rock. 1. The rugged

protuberances of rocks. Fairfax. 3. The neck.

Spenſer.

CRA GGED. a. [from crag..] Full of inequali

ties and prominences. Craſhaw.

CRA’GGEDNESS. ſ. [from cragged.) Fulneſs

of crags or prominent rocks. Brere-wºod.

CRAGGINESS. ſ.[from craggy.) The ſtate of

being craggy.

CRAGGY. a. [from crag.) Rugged; full of

prominences; rough. Raleigh.

To CRAM. v. a. ſcnamman, Sax.] ... To ſtuff;

to fill with more than can conveniently be

held. Shakeſp. 2. To fill with food beyond

fătiety. King. 3. To thruſt in by force. Dryden.

To CRAM. v. n. To eat beyond ſatiety. Pope.

CRAMBO. ſ. A play, at which one gives a

word, to which another finds a rhyme. Swift.

CRAMP. f. (Kramee, Dutch.) 1. A ſpaſm or

contračtion of the limbs. Baron 2. A re

ſtriction; a confinement: ſhackle. L’Eſtrange

3. A piece of iron bert at each end, by which

two bodies are held together. Wilkins.

CRAM.P. a. Difficult ; knotty: a low term.

To CRAM P. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To pain

with cramp or twitches. Dryden. 2. To re

ſtrain; to confine; to obſtruct. Glanville,

Burnet 3. To bind with crampions.

CRAMP-FISH. ſ. The torpedo, which benumbs

the hards of thoſe that touch it.

CRAMPIRON. ſ. See Cramp, ſenſe 3.

CRAN AGE. ſ. cranagium, low Lat.) A liberty

to uſe a crane for drawing up wares from the

veſſels. Czºcli.

CRAN E. ſ. ſonan, Saxon.] I. A bird with a

long beak. Iſaiah. 2. An inſtrument made

with ropes, pullies, and hooks, by which great

weights are raiſed. Thºmſºn. 3. A crooked

pipe for drawing liquors out of a caſk.

CRA NES-B H.I.ſ. [rom crane and bill ) i. An

herb, Milºr. 2. A pair of pincers terminating

in a point, uſed by ſurgeons.

CRA'NIUM / [Lat.] The ſkull. Jºſeman.

CRAN K.J. [a contraction of craneneck.) 1. A

crank is the end of an iron axis turned ſquare

down, and again turned ſquare to the firſt

turning down. Maxen. 2. Any bending or

winding paſſage. Shakeſp. 3. Any conceit form

ed by twitting or changing a word. Milton.

CRANK. a. 1. Healthy; ſplightly. Spenſer. 2.

Among ſailors, a ſhip is ſaid to be crank when

loaded near to be overſet.

To CRANKLE. v. n. (from crank.] To run in

and out. Shakeſp.

To CRANKLE. v. a. To break into unequal

ſurfaces. Philips.

CRANKLES. f. (from the verb.] Inequalities.

CRANKNESS. ſ. [from crank. 1. Health ;

vigour. 2. Diſpoſition to overſet.

CRA'NNIED. a.[from cranny.) Full of chinks.
Brown.

CRA'NNY. ſ. [cren, Fr. crena, Lat..] A chink:

a cleft. Burnet.

CRAPE. ſ. ſcrepa, low Lat.) A thio ſtuff leoſely

woven, Swift.

CRA'PULENCE. ſ. ſcrapwla, a ſurfeit, Lat.]

Drunkenneſs; ſickneſs by intermperance.

CRAPULOU.S. a. ſcrapulfur, Lat.) Drunken;

ſick with intemperance.

To CRASH. v. n. To make a loud complicated

noiſe, as of many things falling. Zephaniah,
Smith.

To CRASH. v. a. To break or bruiſe. Shakeſ?.

CRASH ſ. [from the verb.] A loud mixed ſound.

Shakeſp. Pºpe.

CRA’SIS. ſ. [xpart:..] Temperature; conſtituti

on. South.

CRASS. a ſcraſſus, Lat.) Groſs; coarſe ; not

thin ; not ſubtle. Weedward.

CRASSITUDE. ſ. [craffitude, Lat.) Groſſneſs;

coarſeneſs. Bacon.

CRASTINATION. ſ. [from craftinus, Lat.)
Delav,

cºhſ. [creche, Fr.] The palliſaded frarne

in which hay is put for cattle Hakewi.l.

CRAVAT ſ. A neckcloath. Hudibras.

To CRAVE. v. a. ſchepian, Saxon.) 1. To

aſk with earneſtneſs; to aſk with ſubmiſſion.

Hºcker, Knelles. 1. To aſk inſatiably. Derham.

3. To long ; to wiſh unreaſonably. Sºuth.

4. To call for importunately Shakeſp.

CRAVEN. ſ. 1. A cock conquered and diſ

pirited. Shakeſp. z. A coward; a recreant.

Fairfax.

To CRA VEN. v. a. [from the noun..] To make

recreant of cowardly. Shakeſp.

To C R AUNCH. v. a. To cruſh in the mouth.

Swift.

CRAW. ſ. [krce, Daniſh.) The crop or firſt

ſtomach or birds. Ray.

CRAW F1SH. ſ. A ſmall cruſtaceous fiſh found

in brooks. Bacon.

To CRAW L. v. n. [Arielen, Dutch 1. To

creep; to move with a ſlow nºtion; to move

without riſing from the ground, as a worm.

Pryden, Grew. a. To move weakly, and

ſlowly. Knºlles. 3. To move about hated and

-deſpied.

CRA’WLER. ſ. [from crawl J A creeper; any

thing that creeps.

CRAY FISH. f. iSee CRAwf ish.) The river

lobſter. Flºyer.

CRAY ON.J. [crayon, Fr.) 1. A kind of pencii,

a roll of paſte to draw lines with. Dryden. 2.

Drawing done with a crayon.

To CRAZE. v. a. ſecraſer, Fr.) 1. To break;

to cruſh; to weaken. Milton. 2. To powder.

Care”. 3. To crack the brain; to impair the

intellect. Tillotſºn.

CRA'ZED.
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CRAZEDNESS. ſ. (from crazed.) Decrepi

tude ; brokenneſs. Hºoker.

CRAZINESS. ſ. [from crazy.] State of being

crazy i imbecility; weakneſs. Howel.

CRA ZY. a. ſecrate, Fr.) 1. Broken ; decrepit.

Shakeſ?. 2. Broken-witted; ſhattered in the

intellect. Hadubray. 3. Weak; feeble; ſhat

tered. Dryden, Jºake.

CREAGHT. ſ. [an Iriſh word.] Herds of cattle.

Davies.

To CREAK. v. n. [corrupted from crack.] To

make a harſh noiſe. Dryden.

GREAM. ſ. [cremer, Lat.] The unétuous or

oily part of milk. King.

To CREAM. v. n. [from the noun..] To gather

cream. Shakeſp.

To CREAM. v.a. [from the noun.) 1. To ſkin

off the cream. 2. To take the flower and

quinteſſence of any thing.

CREAM-FACED. a. [cream and faced.] Pale;

coward-looking. Shakeſp.

CREDENTIAL. f. (from credent, Lat] That

which gives a title to credit. Addiſºn.

CREDIBILITY. ſ. [from credible.] Claim to
creditiº of obtaining relief; proba

bility. Tilletſºn.

CREDIBLE. a. ſcredibilir, Lat.] Wor hy of

credit; having a juſt claim to belief. Tilletſen.

CREDIBLENESS / [from credible.] Credibi

|. ; worthineſs of belief; juſt claim to belief.

ty e.

CREDIBLY. adv, (from credible.] In a manner

that claims belief. Bacon.

CRE'DIT.ſ. (credit, Fr.) 1. Belief. Addiſºn.

2. Honour; reputation. Pºpe. 3. Eſteem;

good opinion. Bacon. 4. Faith, teſtimony.

Hºoker. 5. Truſt repoſed. Locke. 6. Promiſe

given. 7. Influence; power not compulſive.

Clarenden.

ToCRE DIT. v. a. ſcredo, Lat.] 1. To believe.

Shakeſp. 2. To procure credit or honour to

any thing. Waller. 3. To truſt; to confide

CREAM.Y. a. [from cream.] Full of cream.

CREANCE. ſ. [Freach J A fine ſmall line,

faſtened to a hawk's leaſh.

CREASE. ſ. A mark made by doubling any

thing. Swift.

To CREASE. v. a. [from the noun..] To mark

any thing by doubling it, ſo as to leave the

impreſſion.

To CREATE. v. a. [cree, Lat.) 1. To form'

out of nothing ; to cauſe to exiſt. Geneſis. 2.

To produce; to cauſe; to be the occaſion. K

Charler, Roſcºmmon. 3. To beget. Shakeſp. 4.

To inveſt with any new character. Shakeſp.

CREATION. ſ. (from create.) 1. The act of

creating or conferring exiſtence. Taylor. 2.

The act of inveſting with a new character. 3.

The things created; the univerſe. Parnel. 4.

Any thing produced, or cauſed.

CREATIVE. a. [from create j 1. Having the

power to create. 2. Exerting the act of crea

tion. South.

CREATOR. ſ. (creater, Lat.] The being that

beſtows exiſtence. Taylor.

CREATURE. f. [creatura, low Lat.] I. A

being created. Stillingflet. 2. An animal

not human. Shakeſp. 3. A general term for

man. Spenſer. 4. A word of contempt for a

buman being Prior. 5. A word of petty ten

derneſs. Dryden. 6. A perſon who owes his

riſe or his fortune to another. Clarenden.

CREATURELY a. [from creature.] Having

the qualities of a creature. Cheyne.

CREBRITUDEſ. [from creber,frequent, Lat]

Frequentneſs. Dićt.

CRE BROUS. a. [from creber, Lat.] Frequent.

Dić.

CREDENCE. ſ. [from credo, Lat.] 1. Belief;

credit. Spenſer. 2. That which gives a claim

to credit or belief. Hayward.

CREDE NDA. [Latin.) Things to be believed;

articles of faith. South.

CRED ENT. a. [credent, Lat.) 1. Believing ;

eaſy of belief. Shakeſp. z. Having credit

not to be queſtioned. Shakeſp.

in. 4. To admit as a debtor.

CREDITABLE a [from credit.) 1...Reputable;

above contempt Arbuthnot. 2. Honourable ;

eſtimable. Tillºtſon.

CREDITABLENESS..f. [from creditable.] Re

putation; eſtimation. Decay of Piety.

CREDITABLY. adv. [from creditable.] Re

putably; without diſgrace. Sºuth.

CREDITOR. ſ. (creditor, Lat.) He to whom a

debt is owed; he that gives credit: correlative

to debtor. Swift.

CREDU LITY. ſ. (credulité, Fr.) Eaſineſs of

belief. Sidney. -

CRE DULOUS. a. ſcredulus, Lat.) Apt to be

lieve; unſuſpecting; eaſily deceived. Shakeſp.

CREDULOUSNESS. ſ. (rom credulous.) Apt

neſs to believe; credulity.

CREED ſ. (from credo.) i. A form of words in

which the articles of faith are comprehended.

Fidder. 2. Any ſolemn profeſſion of principles

or opinion. Shakeſp.

ToCREEK. v. a. To make a harſh noiſe. Shakeſ.

CREEK ſ. [checca, Sax. kreke, Dutch..] ... A

... prominence or jut in a winding coaſt. Davies,

2. A finall port; a bay; a cove. Davies. 3.

Any turn or alley. Shakeſp.

CRE EKY. a. Full of creeks; unequal; wind

ing. Spenſer.

To CREEP. v. n. [preter crºpt; crypan, Sax)

1. To move with the belly to the ground

without legs. Milton. 2. To grow along the

ground, or on other ſupports. Dryden, 3. To

move forward without bounds or leaps; as in

ſects 4. To move ſlowly and feebly. Shakeſp.

5. To move ſecretly and clandeſtinely. Pſalms.

6. To move timorouſly without ſoaring, or

venturing, 4./Jiſon. 7. To come unexpected.

Sidney, 1 emple. 8. To behave with ſervility;

to fawn; to bend. Shakeſp.

|CREEPER. ſ. (from creep.] 1. A plant that

ſupports itſelf by means of ſome ſtronger body.

Bacºn. ... An iron uſed to ſlide along the

grates in kitchens. 3. A kind of patten or

clog worn by women.

CREE'P
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CREE PHOLE. ſ. ſcreep and hel..] 1. A hole

into which any animal may creep to eſcape

danger. 2. A ſubterfuge; an excuſe.

CREE PINGLY. adv. [from creeping.] slowly;

after the manner of a reptile Sidney.

CREMATION. ſ. [crematio, Lat.] A burning.

CRE MOR. ſ. (Lat.) A milky ſubſiance; a ſoft

liquor reſembling cream. Ray.

CRENATED. a. [from crena, Lat.] Notched;

indented Wordºvard. -

CREPANE. ſ. [with farriers.) An ulcer ſeated

in the midſt of the forepart of the foot. Far
rter's Diº.

To CRE PITATF. v. n. [crepitº, Lat.] To

make a ſmall crackling noiſe.

CREPITATION. ſ. [from crepitate.] A ſmall

crackling noiſe.

CREPT particip. [from creep.] Pope.

CREPUSCLE. ſ. ſcrepuſculin, Lat.) Twilight.
CREPU'SCULOU.S. a. [crepuſculum, Latin.]

Glimmering; in a ſtate between light and

darkneſs. Breww.

CRESCENT. a. ſtrom creſco, Lat.) Increaſing:

growing. Shakeſp. Milton.

CRE'SCENT. ſ. [creſcent, Lat.] The moon in

her ſtate of increaſe; any ſimilitude of the

moon increaſing. Dryden.

CRESCIVE a. (from creſco, Lat.] Increaſing:

growing. Shakeſp.

CRESS. f. An herb. Pºpe.

CRESSET. ſ. [creiffete, Fr.] A great light ſet

upon a beacon, light-houſe, or watch-tower.
Aſt lºan. -

CREST. ſ. [criſia, Lat.] 1. The plume of fea

thers on the top of the ancient helmet. Milton.

2. The ornament of the helmet in heraldry.

Camden. 3. Any tuft or ornament on the head.

Shakeſp. 4. Pride; ſpirit; fire. Shakeſp.

CRESTED. a. [from crºft; criſiatus, Lat.] 1.

Adorned with a plume or creſt. Milton. 2.

Wearing a comb. Dryden

CREST-FALLEN. a. Dejected; ſunk; heart

leſs; ſpiritleſs. Howel.

CRESTLESS. a. [from craft.] Not dignified

with coat-armour. Shakeſp.

CRETACEOUS. a. [creta, chalk, Lat.] A

bounding with chalk; chalky. Philips.

CRETATED. a. [cretatus, Lat..] Rubbed with

chalk. Diél.

CRE VICE. ſ. [from crever, Fr.] A crack; a

cleft. Addiſºn.

CREW. ſ. [probably from cnub, Saxon.) 1. A

company of people aſſociated for any purpoſe

Spenſer. 2. A company of a ſhip. 3. It is

now generally uſed in a bad ſenſe. Addiſºn.

CREW. [the preterite of croza.] -

CREWEL. f. [klewel, Dutch..] Yarn twiſted

and wound on a knot or ball. Walton.

CRIB. f. [cnybbe, Saxon.] 1. The rack or man

ger of a ſtable. Shakeſp. z. The ſtall or cabbin

of an ox. 3. A ſmall habitation; a cottage.

Shakeſp.

To CR i5. v. a. (from the noun..] To ſhut up

in a narrow habitation ; to cage. Shakeſp.

CRIBB.A.G.E. ſ. A game at cards,

CRIBBLE. ſ. [cribrum, Lat..] A corn-ſieve

Dr.º.

CRIBRATION. ſ. ſcribre, Lat.] The act of

fifting.

CRICK. ſ. [from cricco, Italian J 1. The noiſe

of a door. 2. [from cnyce, Saxon, a ſtake.]

A painful ſtiffneſs in the neck.

CRICKET. ſ. 1. An infect that ſqueaks or

chirps about ovens or fire-places. Miltºn. 1.

A ſport, at which the contenders drive a ball

with ſticks. Pºpe. 3. A low ſeat or ſtool.

CRIER. ſ. [from cry..] The officer whoſe buſi

neſs is to cry or make proclamation. Ecclai,

Breretv.co.d.

CRIME. ſ. [crimen, Lat. crime, Fr.] An as

contrary to right; an offence; a great fault.

Pºpe.

CRI MEFUL. a. [from crime and full.] wicked;

criminal. Shakeſp.

CRIMELESS. a.[from crime.] Innocent; with

out crime. Shakeſp.

CRIMINAL. a. [from crime.] 1. Faulty; con

trary to right; contrary to duty. Spenſer. 2.

Guilty; tainted with crime; not innocent.

Rogert. 3. Not civil; as a criminal proſecution.

CRPMINAL. ſ. [from crime.] 1. A man ac

cued. Dryden. 2. A man guilty of a crime.
Bacon.

CRIMINALLY. adv. [from criminal.] Not in

nocently; wickedly; guiltily. Rogers.

CRIMINALNESS. ſ. [from criminal.] Guil

tineſs; want of innocence.

CRIMINATION. f. [criminatio, Lat.] The act

of accuſing; accuſation; arraignment; charge.

CRIMINATORY. a. (from crimina, Lat.) Re

lating to accuſation; accuſing.

CRIMINOU.S. a. [criminoſuſ, Lat.] Wicked;

iniquitous: enormouſly guilty. Hammand.

CRIMINOUSLY. adv. [from criminous.] Enor

mouſly; very wickedly, Hammond.

CRIMINOUSNESS. ſ. [from criminess.]

Wickedneſs; guilt; crime. King Charler.

CRI MOSIN. a. [ crimºſino, Italian.] A ſpecies

of red colour. Spenſer.

CRIMP. a. [from crumble, or crimble.) 1. Fria

ble; brittle; eaſily crumbled. Philips. 2. Not

conſiſtent; not forcible; a low cant word.

Arbuthnot.

ToCRIMPLE. v.a. To contract; to corrugate.

Wiſeman.

CRIMSON. ſ. ſcrimoſino, Ital.] I. Red, ſome

what darkened with blue. Boyle. 2. Red in

general. Shakeſp. Prior.

To CRIMSON. v. a. [from the noun..] To dye

with crimſon. Shakeſp.

CR1 NCUM / [a cant word.] A cramp; whim

ſey. Hudibrar.

CRINGE. ſ. [from the verb.] Bow; ſervile ei

vility, Philips.

To CRINGE. v. a. To draw together; to con

tract. Shakeſp. -

To CRINGE. v. n. To bow; to pay court; to

fawn; to flatter. Arbuthnot.

CRINIGEROUS... a. [crimiger, Lat.] Hairy;

overgrown with hair,

Ts
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To CRINKLE. v. n. (from krinckelen, Dutch..]

To go in and out; to run into flexures. King.

To CRINKLE.v.a. To mould into inequalities.

CRINKLE. ſ. [from the verb.] A wrinkle ; a

ſinuoſity. -

CRINOSE. a. [from crinir, Lat.] Hairy.

CRINo sity.J. [from crinoſe.] Hairyneſs.

CRIPPLE. ſ. (crypel, Saxon. It is written by

Dense creeple, as from creep.) A lame man.

Dryden, Bentley.

To CRIPPLE. J. a. ſſrom the noun.] To lame

to make lame. Addiſon.

CRIPPLENESS. ſ. [from cripple.) Lameneſs.

CRISIS. ſ. [xpan: ) i. The point in which the

diſeaſe kills, or changes for the better. Dryden.

2. The point of time at which any affair comes

to the height. Addiſon,

CRISP. a. [criſput, Lat.) 1. Curled., Batºn...”.

Indented, winding. Shakeſp. 3. Brittle ; fri

able. Bacon.

To CRISP. v. a. [criſpo, Lat.] 1. To curl; to

contract into knots. Ben. johnſon. 2. To twiſt.

Milton. 3. To indent; to run in and out.

Milton.

CRISPATION.ſ (from criſp.) 1. The act of

curling, 2. The ſtate of being curled. Bacon.

CRISPING-PIN. ſ. [from criſp 1 A curling

iron Iſaiah.

CRISPNEss f (from criſp.) Curledneſs.

CRISPY. a. [from criſp.) Curled. Shakeſp.

CRITERION. ſ. [xtſ ºpigy.) A mark by which

any thing is judged of, with regard to its good

neſs or badneſs. South.

CRITICK.J. [apſize; ) i. A man ſkilled in the

art of judging of literature Locke. 2. A cen

ſurer; a man apt to find fault. Swift.

CRITICK.a. Critical; relating to criticiſm. Pope

CRITICK. ſ. 1. A critical examination; criti

cal remarks. Dryden. 2. Science of criticiſm.

Locke.

To CRITICK. v. n. (from the noun.] To play

the critick; to criticiſe. Temple.

CRITICAL. a. [from critick.) 1. Exact i nicely

judicious; accurate. Hilder, Stillingfleet. 2.

Pelating to criticiſm. 3. Captious; inclined

to find fault. Shakeſp. 4 Compriſing the

time at which a great event is determined.

Brown. -

CRITICALLY. adv. [from critical] lin a criti

cal manner; exactly; curiouſly. Woodward.

CRITICALNESS. J. [from critical.] Exact

neſs, accuracy.

To CRITICISE. v. n. [from critick.] 1. To

play the critick; to judge. Dryden. 2. To

animadvert upon as faulty. Lºcke.

To CRITICISE. v. a. [from critick.] To cen

ſure ; to paſs judgment upon. Addiſºn.

cRITICISM.J. (from critick] 1 Criticiſm is

a ſtandard of judging well. Dryden. 2. Re

mark; animadverſion; critical obſervations.

Addiſon.

To CRCAK. v. n. [cnacezzan, Saxon] 1. To

make a hoarſe low noiſe, like a frog. May. 2.

To caw or cry as a raven or crow. Shakeſp.

CROAK.ſ. [from the verb.] The cry or voice

of a frog or a raven, Lºf,

CRO'CEOUS. a. [croceus, Lat.] Conſiſting cf
ſaffron; like ſaffron.

CROCITATION. ſ. [crecitatio, Lat.] The

croaking of frogs or ravens. -

CROCK. ſ. [kruick, Dutch..] A cup; any veſſet
made of earth.

CROCKERY. ſ. Earthen ware.

CRO'CODILE. ſ. [from ºve-, ſagron, and

***, fearing] 1. An amphibious voracious

animal, in ſhape reſembling a lizard, and

found in Egypt and the Indies. It is covered

with very hard ſcales, which cannot be pierced;

except under the belly. It runs with great

ſwitneſs; butdoes not eaſily turn itſelf. Gran

ville. 2: Crocºdile is alſo a little animal, other

wife called ſtinx, very much like the lizard, or

ſmall crocodile. It always remains little, and

is found in Egypt near the Red ſea. Trevoux.

CRO'CODILINE. a. [crocodilinus, Lat.] Like a
crocodile. Diº.

CRQ'CUS, ſ. An early flower.

CROFT. ſ. [chort, Saxon.] A little cloſe join

ing to a houſe, that is uſed for corn or paſture.
Multan.

CROISA'DE. 2 ſ. ſcroiſade, Fr.] A holy war.

§§§ {#ſºft.*, r*) a tº

CROISES. ſ. 1: Pilgrims who carry a croſs. 2.

Soldiers who fight againſt infidels.

CRONE. ſ. [cnone, Saxon.) 1. An old ewe, 2.

In contempt, an old woman. Dryden.

CRO'NET.J. The hair which grows over the
top of an horſe's hoof.

CRO NY. / [a cant word.] An old acquain

tance. Swift.

CROOK. ſ. [croc, Fr.) 1. An crooked or bent

inſtrument. 3. A ſheephook. Prior. 3. Any

thing bent. Sidney.

To CROOK. v. a. [crecher, Fr J 1. To bend;

to turn into a hook. Arbuthnot. 2. To per
vert from rectitude. Bacon.

CRO'OKBACK. ſ. [crook and back.] A man

that has gibbous ſhoulders, Shakeſp.

CRQ OKBACKED. a. Having bent ſhoulders.

Dryden.

CROO KED. a. [crecher, Fr.) 1. Bent; not

ſtrait; curve. Newton. 2. Winding; oblique;

anfractuous. Locke. 3 Perverſe; untoward;

without rectitude of mind Shakeſp.

CROOKEDLY. adv. [from creeked] 1. Notia

a ſtrait line. 2. Untowardly; not compliant

ly. Taylor.

CROO KEDNESS. ſ. [from creeked.] 1. Devi

ation from ſtraitneſs; curvity. Hocker. 2. De

formity of a gibbous body.

cºpy J. [cnop, Saxon.] The craw of a bird.

ay.

CRO PFULL. a. [crºp and full.] Satiated; with

a full belly. Milton.

CRO PSICK. a. [crºp and ſick.J Sick with ex

ceſs and debauchery. Tate.

CROP. ſ. ſcnoppa, Saxon.) 1. The higheſt part

or end of any thing. 2. The harveſt; the corn

gathered off a field. Roſcommon. 3. Any thing

cut off. Dryden.

To CROP. v. a. [from the noun..] To cut

A ſt off
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of the ends of any thing; to mow; to reap.

Creech.

To CROP. v. R. To yield harveſt. Shakeſh.

CRQ PPER. ſ. (from crºp.] A kind of pigeon

with a large crop. Walion.

CRQ SIER, ſ ſcraiſer, Fr.] The paſtoral ſtaff

of a biſhop. Bacon. -

CROSLET. ſ. [creifftlet, Fr.] A ſmall croſs.

Spenſer.

CROSS. ſ. ſcreix, Fr.) 1. One ſtrait body laid

at right angles over another. Taylºr. 2. The

enſign of the chriſtian religion. Rowe. 3. A

monument with a croſs upon it to excite de.

votion; ſuch as were anciently ſet in market

places. Shakeſp. 4. A line drawn through an

other. 5. Anything that thwarts or obſtrusts;

misfortune; hindrance; vexation; oppoſition:

miſadventure; trial of patience. Ben. john

Jen, Taylºr. 6. Money ſo called, becauſe

marked with a croſs. Hºwel 7. Croſ, and

Pile, a play with money. Swift. -

CROSS, a [from the ſubſtantive.) 1. Tranſ.

verſe; falling athwart ſomething elſe. Newton.

2. Oblique; lateral. Shakeſp. Adverſe;

oppoſite. Atterbury. 4. Perverſe; untracta

ble: South. 5. Peeviſh; fretful; ill-humoured.

Tillotſon. 6. Contrary; contradictory. South.

7. Contrary to wiſh; unfortunate. South. 8.

Interchanged. Bacon.

CROSS prep. 1. Athwart; ſo as to interſect

anything. Knolles. 2. Over; from ſide to ſide.

L'Eſtrange.

To CROSS. v. a. [from the noun) 1. To lay

one body, or draw one line athwart another.

Hudibrar. 2. To ſign with the croſs. 3. To

mark out; to cancel; as, to croſs an article.

4...To paſs over. Temple. 5. To move late

rally, obliquely, or athwart. Spenſer. 6. To

thwart; to interpoſe obſtruction. Daniel, Cla

renden. 7. To counteract. Locke. 8. To con

travene; to hinder by authority. Shakeſp. 9.

To contradict; Bacon. 19. To debar; to pre

clude. Shakeſp.

To CROSS. v. n. 1. To lie athwart another

thing. 2. To be inconſiſtent. Sidney.

CROSS-BAR-SHOT. ſ. A round ſhot, or great

bullet, with a bar of iron put through it. Harris.

To CROSS-EXAMINE. v. a. ſcroſs and exa

mine.] To try the faith of evidence by captious

queſtions of the contrary party. Decay of Piety.

CROSS-STAFF. ſ. [from criſ, and ſaff.] An

inſtrument commonly called the fore-ſtaff, uſed

by ſeamen to take the meridian altitude of the

ſun or ſtars. Harris.

ACROSSBITE. ſ. ſºroſ, and bite.) A decep.

tion; a cheat. L'Eſtrange.

To CROSSBITE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

contravene by deception. Collier.

CROSSBOW. ſ. [crºſs and bow.] A miſſive

weapon formed by placing a bow athwart a

ſtock. Shakeſp.

CROSSPOWER. ſ. A ſhooter with a croſs-bow.

Raleigh. - -

CRQSSGRAINED. a. [croſ; and grain.) 1.

Having the fibres tranſverſe or irregular. Max.

2. Perverſe; troubleſome; vexatious. Priºr.

CROSSLY. adv. [from crºſs.) 1. Athwart; ſo

as to interſect ſomething elſe. 2: Oppoſitely ;

adverſely ; in oppoſition to. Tilletſºn. 3. Un

fortunately.

CROSSNESS. ſ. (from creſ...] 1. Tranſverſe

neſs; interſe&ion. 2. Perverſeneſs; peeviſh

neſs. Collier.

CRO'SSRow. ſ [creſ, and row.] Alphabet; ſo

named, becauſe a croſs is placed at the begin

ning, to ſhew that the end of learning is piety.

Shakeſp.

CROSSWIND. ſ.[creſ and wind.] wind blow

ing from the right or left. Boyle.

CRO'SSWAY. f. [croſs and way.] A ſmall ob.

ſcºre path interſecting the chief road. Shakeſ?.

CROSSWORT. ſ. [from eroſ, and wart.) A

plant. Miller.

CROTCH. ſ [cret, Fr.] A hook. Baren.

CROTCHET.ſ. (cretchet, Fr.] . [In muſick)

One of the nºtes or characters of time, equal

to half a minim. Chambers, Davier. 2. A

piece of wood fitted into another to ſupport a

building. Dryden. 3... [In printing.) Hook.

in which words are included [thus]. 4. A

perverſe conceit: an odd fancy. Howel.

To CROUCH. v. n. (crechu, crooked, Fr.) 1.

To ſtoop low; to lie cloſe to the ground. 2.

To fawn; to bend ſervilely. Dryden.

CROUP. ſ. (creappe, Fr.) 1. The rump of a

fowl. 2. The buttocks of a horſe. -

CROUPA'DES. ſ. (from croup.] Are higher

leaps than thoſe of curvets. Farrier'r Drºf.

CROW. ſ. [chape, Saxon.) 1. A large black

bird that feeds upon the carcaſſes of beaſts.

Dryden. 2. To pluck a Crow, to be conten

tious about that which is of no value. L’Eſtra.

3. A piece of iron uſed as a lever. Sºuthers.

4. The voice of a cock, or the noiſe which he

makes in his gaiety.

CRO'WFOOT. ſ. [from crew and feet.] A

flower.

CROwfoot. ſ. A caltrop. Military Diä.

To CROW. v. m. preterit. I crew, or crewed; I

have crowed [chapan, Saxon ) 1. To make

the noiſe which a cock makes. Hakewill. 2.

To boaſt; to bully; to vapour.

CROWD ſ. [cnub, Saxon.) 1. A multitude

confuſedly preſſed together. 2. A promiſcu

ous medley. Eſſay on Hamer. 3. The vulgar,

the populace. Dryden. 4. [from crwth,

Welſh.l. A fiddle. Hudibrar.

To CROWD, v. a. [from the noun..] I. To fill

with confuſed multitudes. Wattr. 1. To preſ

cloſe together. Burnet. 3. To incumber by

multitudes. Granville. 4. Tº Crowd far.

[A ſea-phraſe.] To ſpread wide the fails upºn

the yards.

To CROWD. v. m.

merous and confuſed. Dryden. 2.

among a multitude. Cowley.

CRowd.R.J. [from crowd.] A fiddler. Sidrºr.

CRO WKEEPER. ſ. [crow and keep.] A ſcare.

crow. Shakeſp. -

CROWN. ſ. […arºnne, Fr.] 1. The ornament
g;

1. To ſwarm ; to be nº.

To thruſt
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of the head which denotes imperial and regal

signity. Shakeſp. z. A garland. Ecclus. 3.

Reward; honorary diſtinction I Cor. 4. Re

gal power; royalty. Lecke. 5. The top of the

head. Pºpe. 6. The top of any thing ; as, of

a mountain. Shakeſp. 7. Part of the hat that

covers the head. Sharp. 8. A piece of mo

ney. Suckling. 9. Honour ; ornament ; de

coration. Ecclus. xxv. 6. to. Completion; ac

compliſhment.

CROWN-IMPERIAL. ſ. [corona imperialis,

Lat.] A plant.

To CROWN. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To in

weſt with the crown or regal ornament. Dryd.

2. To cover, as with a crown. Dryden. 3

To dignify , to adorn ; to make illuſtrious. ||

Pſalmi. 4. To reward; to recompenſe. Roſ

common. 5. To complete ; to perfect. South.

6. To terminate; to finiſh. Dryden.

ckowNGLASS. ſ. The fineſt ſort of window

glaſs.

CROWNPOST. ſ. A poſt, which, in ſome

buildings, ſtands upright in the middle, be

tween two principal rafters. -

CROWNSCAB. ſ. A ſtinking filthy ſcab, round

a horſe's hoof. Farrier's Diº.

CROWNWHEEL. ſ. The upper wheel of a
watch.

CROWNWORKS. ſ. [In fortification.] Bul

warks advanced towards the field, to gain ſome

hill or riſing ground. Harriſ.

CROWNET. ſ. (from crown.) 1. The ſame

with coronet. 2. Chief end; laſt purpoſe. Shak.

CROYLSTONE. ſ. Cryſtallized cauk. Weedw.

CRUCIAL. a. [crux cruciſ, Lat.] Tranſverſe ;

interſecting one another. Sharp. -

To CRU CIATE. v. a. [crucio, Lat..] To tor

ture; to torment; excruciate.

CRUCIBLE. ſ. (cracibulum, low Lat.) A chy

miſt's melting pot made of earth. Peacham.

CRU'CIFEROUS. a. [crux and fero, Lat )

Bearing the croſs. - -

CRUCIFIER. ſ. [from crucify.) He that in

flicts the puniſhment of crucifixion. Ham.

CRU'CIFIX'ſ ſcrucifixus, Lat...] A repreſenta

tion in picture or ſtatuary of our Lord's paſſion.

Addiſon.

CRUCI FIXION. ſ. [from crucifixus, Lat.]The

puniſhment of nailing to a croſs. Addiſon.

CRU'CIFORM. a.[crux and forma, Lat.] Hav

ing the form of a croſs.

To CRUCIFY. v.a. [crucifige, Lat.] To put to

death by nailing the hands and feet to a croſs

ſet upright. Milton.

CRUCI'GEROUS. a. [cruciger, Lat.] Bearing

the croſs.

CRUD. ſ. [commonly written curd.] A concre

tion; coagulation.

CRUD E. a. [crudur, Lat.] 1. Raw ; not ſub

dued by fire. 2, Not changed by any proceſs

or preparation. Boyle. 3. Harſh; unripe. Bacºn.

A. Unconnected; not well digeſted. Bacon

5. Not brought to perfection; immature. Mil

zon. 6. Having indigeſted notions. Milton. 7.

Indigeſted; not fully concočted in the intelle&t.

Ben. jºhnſon,

CRUDELY.adw.[from crude..] Unripely; with

out due preparation. Dryden. -

CRU'DENESS, ſ. [from crude..] Unripeneſs;

indigeſtion. -

CRU DITY. ſ. [from crude] Indigeſtion; in

connection; unripeneſs ; want of maturity.

Arbuthnot.

To CRUDLE. v. a. To coagulate; to congeal,

Dryden.

CRUDY. a. [from crud) 1. Concreted; coa

gulated. Spenſer. 2. [from crude..] Raw; chill.

Shakeſp.

CRU'EL. a. ſcruel, Fr.) 1. Pleaſed with hurting

others; inhuman; hard-hearted; barbarous.

Dryden. 2. (Of things.] Bloody; miſchiev

ous; deſtructive. Pſalms.

CRU'ELLY. adv, (from cruel | In a cruel man

ner; inhumanly; barbarouſly. South.

CRU'ELNESS. ſ. [from cruel.] Inhumanity;

cruelty. Spenſer.

CRU ELTY.'ſ (cruauté, Fr.] Inhumanity; ſu

vageneſs; barbarity. Shakeſp.

CRUENTATE, a ſcruentatus, Lat.] Smeared

with blood. Glanville. -

CRUET. ſ. || Kruicke, Dutch..] A vial for vine

gar or oil. Swift.

CRUISE. ſ. (kruicke, Dutch..] A ſmall cup. 1
f n ars.

A CRUISE. ſ. (cruiſe, Fr.]

o, plunder.

To CRUISE. v. a. [from the noun..] To rove

over the ſea in ſearch of plunder.

CRU'ISER. ſ. [from cruiſe ) One that roves up

on the ſea in ſearch of plunder. Wiſeman.

CRUM. S 1. The ſoft

CRUMB. }ſ. ſcnuma, Saxon.] } part ofbread;

not the cruſt. Bacon, 2. A ſmall particle or

fragment of bread. Thomſºn.

To CRUMBLE. v. a. [from crumb J. To break

into ſmall pieces; to comminute. Herbert.

To CRUMBLE. v. r. To fall into ſmall pieces.

Pope.

CR& NAL f. [from crumena, Lat.]A purſe.

Spenſer.

CRUMMY. a. ſſrom crum J Soft.

CRUMP. a. ſ.cmump, Saxon.) Crooked in the

back. L'Eſtrange. - - -

To CRUMPLE. v. a [from rumple.] To draw

into wrinkles. Addiſon.

CRU'MPLING. ſ. A ſmall degenerate apple.

To CRUNK. } v. x. To cry like a crane.

To CRU'NKLE. Diº.

CRU'PPER. ſ. [from croupe, Fr.] That part of

the horſeman's furniture that reaches from the

ſaddle to the tail. Sidney.

CRU'KAL.a.[from crus crurir, Lat.] Belonging

to the leg. Arbuthnot.

CRUSADE. 1. An ex

§§§ ſ. See CroisAbe. } pedition

againſt the infidels. 2. A coin ſtamped with

a croſs. Shakeſp.

CRUSE. See CRU is e.

CRU'SET. ſ. A goldſmith's melting-pot.

To CRUSH. v. a. ſecraſer, Fr.) 1. To preſs

between two oppoſite bodies; to ſqueeze. Milt.

A a 2. 2. To

A voyage in ſearch
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4. To preſs with violence. Waller. 3. To

overwhelm ; to beat down. Dryden. 4. To

ſubdue: to depreſs; to diſpirit. Milton.

To CRUSH v. n. To be condenſed. Thºmſºn.

CRUSH. ſ. [from the verb.] A colliſion. Addiſon.

CRUST.ſ. (cruſia, Lat ) i. Any ſhell, or exter

mal coat. Dryden. 2. An incruſtation; col

letion of matter into a hard body. Addiſon.
3. The caſe of a pye made of meal, and baked.

Addiſon. 4. The outer hard part of bread

Pryden. 5. A waſte piece of bread. Dryden.

To CRUST, v, a from the nounji. Tº en

velop 5 to cover with a hard caſe. Dryden. 2.

To foul with concretions. Swift.

To CRUST. v. n. To gather or contract a cruſt.

Temple.

CRUSTA'CEOUS..a [from cruſta, Lat.) Shelly,

with joints; not teſtaceous. Weed.

CRUSTACEOUSNESS. ſ. [from cruſtaceºus.]

The quality of having jointed ſhells.

CRUSTILY. adv. [from cruffy.) Peeviſhly ;

ſnappiſhly

CRUT STINESS. ſ. [from cruffy.] I. The qua

lity of a cruſt. 2. Peeviſhneſs, moroſeneſs.

CRUSTY. a. [from cruſt.] 1. Covered with a

cruſt Derham. 2. Sturdy, moroſe ; ſnappiſh.

CRUTCH. ſ. ſcreccia, Ital.] A ſupport uſed by

cripples. Smith.

To CRUTCH. v. a. [from crutch.) To ſupport

on crutches as a cripple. Dryden.

To CRY. v. n. [crier, Fr.) 1. To ſpeak with

vehemence and loudneſs. Shakeſp. ... To call

importunately. j.n. ii. 1. 3. To talk eager

ly or inceſſantly. Exodus. 4. To proclaim ;

to make publick. jeremiah. 5. To exclaim.

Herbert. 6. To utter lamentations. Tilletſºn.

7. To ſquall, as an infant. Maller. 8. To

weep ; to ſhed tears. Denne. 9. To utter an

inarticulate voice, as an animal. Pſalm, 10.

To yelp, as a hound on a ſcent. Shakeſp.

To CRY v. a. To proclaim publickly ſomething

loſt or found. Craſhaw.

To CRY dºwn. v. a. 1. To blame; to depre

“late; to decry. Tillotſºn. 2. To prohibit.

Bacon. 3. To overbear. Shakeſp.

To CRY ºut. v. n. 1. To exclaim; to ſcream;

to clamour. job. 2. To complain loudly. At

terbury. 3. To blame; to cenſure. Shakeſp.

Stillingfleet. 4. To declare loud. 5. To be

in labour. Shakeſp.

To CRY up. v. a. i. To applaud; to exalt; to

praiſe. Bacon. 2. To raiſe the price by pro

clamation. Temple.

CRY. ſ. ſerſ, Fr.] I. Lamentation; ſhriek;

ſcream. Exodus. 2. Weeping; mourning. 3.

Clamour; outcry. Addiſon. . 4. Exclamation

of triumph or wonder. Swift. 5. Proclama

tion. 6. The hawkers proclamation of wares ;

as, the cries ºf London. 7. Acclamation; po

pular favour. Shakeſp. 8. Voice; utterance ;

manner of vocal expreſſion. Locke. 9. Impor

tunate call. jeremiah. Io. Yelping of dogs.

Waller. 1 1. Yell; inarticulate noiſe. Zeph.

i. i. o. 12. A pack of dogs. Milton, Ainſworth,

CRYAL. ſ. The heron.

CRYER. ſ. The falcon gentle. Ainſwºrth.

CRYPTICAL. 7 a. ſarºv.] Hidden; ſecret;

CRYPTICK. occult. Glanville.

CRYPTICALLY. adv. [from cryptical.] Oc

cultly; ſecretly. Boyle.

CRYPTOGRAPHY. ſ. ſºla and yºx.] 1.

The act of writing ſecret characters. 2. Secret

characters; cyphers.

CRYPTO'Logy. ſ. ſºil, and xº~..] AEnig

matical language.

CRYSTAL.J. [x;ºraxxo;..] I. Cryſtal are hard,

pellucid, and naturally colourleſs bodies, of re

gularly angular figures. Hill. 2. Iſland cryſtaf

is a genuine ſpar, of an extremely pure, clear,

and fine texture, ſeldom either blemiſhed wih

flaws or ſpots, or ſtained with any other colour.

It is always an oblique parallelopiped of fix

planes. Hill. 3. Cryſtal is alſo uſed for a fac

titious body caſt in the glaſs-houſes, called alſo

cryſtal glaſs, which is carried to a degree of

perſection beyond the common glaſs. Char

bers. 4. Cryſtal, [in chymiſtry expreſs ſilts

or other matters ſhot or congealed in manner

of cryſtal. Bacon. -

CRYSTAL. a. 1. Conſiſting of cryſtal. Shakeſ?.

2. Bright; clear; tranſparent; lucid; pellu

cid. Dryden.

CHRYSTALLINE. a. (cryſtallinur, Lat.] 1.

Conſiſting of cryſtal. Bºyle. 2. Bright; clear;

pellucid : tranſparent. Bacºn.

CRY'STALLINE Humzar. ſ. The ſecond hu

mour of the eye, that lies immediately next to

the aqueous, behind the uvea. Ray.

CRYSTALLIZATION. ſ. (from cryſtallizel

Congelation into cryſtals; the maſs formed by

congelation or concretion. Woodward.

To CRYSTALLIZE. v. a. [from cryſtal.] To

cauſe to congeal or concrete in cryſtals. Boyle.

To CRYSTALLIZF. v. n. To coagulate; con

geal; concrete; or ſhoot into cryftals. Arbath.

CUB. ſ. [of uncertain etymology j 1. The young

of a beaſt; generally of a bear or fox. Shakeſp.

2. The young of a whale. Waller. 3. In re

proach, a young boy or girl. Shakeſp.

To CUB. v. a. [from the noun..] To bring forth.

Dryden.

CUBATION. ſ. ſcubatio, Lat..] The ad of lying
down. Dić.

CUBATORY. a. [from cube, Lat.] Recum
bent.

CUBATURE. ſ. [from cube.] The finding ex

actly the ſolid content of any propoſed body.

Harrir.

CUBE. ſ. [from wºo;, a die..] I. A regular ſolid

body, conſiſting of ſix ſquare and equal faces

or ſides, and the angles all right, and there

fore equal. Chambers.

CUBE Root J. The origin of a cubick

CU'BICK ºn 3 number.

CU'BEB. ſ. A ſmall dried fruit reſembling pep

per, but ſomewhat longer, of a greyiſh-brown

colour on the ſurface, and compoſed of a cor

rugated or wrinkled external bark, covering a

ſingle and thin friable ſhell or capſule, contain

ing a ſingle ſeed of a roundiſh figure, blackiſh

on the ſurface, and white within. Hill,
Flyer, CU BICAL.
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a. [from Cube.) 1. Having the

CU BICK. form or properties of a cube.

Bentley. 2. It is applied to numbers. The

number of four multiplied intoitſelf, produceth

the ſquare number of ſixteen ; and that again

multiplied by four produceth the cubick num

ber of ſixty four. Hale.

CU'BICALNESS. ſ. [from cubical.] The ſtate

or quality of being cubical.

CUBICULARY. a. [tubiculum, Lat.] Fitted

for the poſture of lying down. Brown.

CUBIFORM. a. [from cube and fºrm.] of the

ſhape of a cube.

CUBIT. ſ. [from cubitur, Lat.] A meaſure in

uſe among the ancients; which was originally

the diſtance from the elbow, bending inwards,

to the extremity of the middle finger. Hºlder.

CUBITAL. a...[cubitalis, Lat.] Containing only

the length of a cubit. Brown.

CU'CKINGSTOOL. ſ. An engine invented for

the puniſhment of ſcolds and unquiet women.

Cºvell, Hudibrar.

CUCKOLD. ſ. [cocu, Fr.] One that is married

to an adultreſs. Shakeſp.

Te CUCKOLD. v. a. 1. To rob a man of his

wife's fidelity. Shakeſp. 2. To wrong a huſ

band by unchaſtity. Dryden

CUCKOLDLY. a. [from cuckold.] Having the

qualities of a cuckold , poor ; mean. Spenſer.

CUCKOLDMAKER. ſ. (cuckºld and make.j

Qne that makes a practice of corrupting

wives. Dryden.

CUCKOLDOM. ſ. [from cuckold.) 1. The act

of adultery. Dryden. 2. The ſtate of a cuc

kold. Arbuthnot.

CUCKOO. ſ. (cwccew, Welſh.) 1. A bird

which appears in the ſpring ; and is ſaid to

ſuck the eggs of other birds, and lay her own

to be hatched in their place. Sidney, Thomſon.

2. A name of contempt. Shakeſp.

CUCKOO-BUD. J. The name of a

CUCKOO FLOWER. flower. Shakeſp.

CUCKOO-SPITTLE. ſ. Woodſeare, that ſpu

mous dew or exudation, found upon plants,

about the latter end of May. Brown.

CU'CULLATE. a. [cucullatus, hooded,

CUCULLATED. W. Lat.] I. Hooded; covered

as with a hood or cowl. 2. Having the re

ſemblance or ſhape of a hood. Brown.

CU'CUMBER. ſ. (cucumir, Lat.] The name of

a plant, and fruit of that plant. Miller.

CUCURBITACFOUS. a.[from cucurbita, Lat.

a gourd.] Cucurbitaceouſ plants are thoſe which

reſemble a gourd; ſuch as the pumpion and

melon. Chambers.

CUCURBITE.J. (cucurbita, Lat.] A chymical

veſſel, commonly called a body. Boyle.

CUD. ſ. ſcub, Saxon.] That food which is re

poſited in the firſt ſtomach, in order to rumi

nation. Sidney.

§§{ ſ. A clown ; a ſtupid low dolt.

CU’DDY. Dryden.

To CUDDL.E. v. n. To lie clofe; to ſquat.

Prior.

CU'DGEL. ſ. [Audſº, Dutch..] I, A ſtick to

CUPBICAL, ſtrike with. Locke. 2. To croſ; the Cup cels,

is to yield. L'Eſtrange.

To CU'DGEL. v. a. [from the noun) To beat

with a ſtick. South.

CUDGEL-PROOF. a. Able to reſiſt a ſtick.

Hudibrar.

CU. DWEED. ſ. [from cud and weed.] A plant.

Miller. -

CUE. ſ. ſqueue, a tail, Fr.) 1. The tail or cad

of any thing. 2. The laſt word of a ſpeech.

Shakeſp. 3. A hint; an intimation; a ſhort

direction. Swift. 4. The part that any man

is to play in his turn. Ryner. 5. Humour ;

temper of mind.

CUERPO. ſ. (Spaniſh.) To be in cuerpe, is to

be without the upper coat. Hudibrar.

CUFF.ſ. (zuffº, a battle, Italian.j A blow with

the fift; a box; a ſtroke. Shakeſp. "

To CUFF. v. n. (rom the noun..] To fight; to

ſcuffle. Dryden.

To CUFF. v. a. 1. To ſtrike with the fiſt.

Shakeſp. 2. To ſtrike with talons. Otway.

CUFF. ſ. (cºffe, Fr J Part of the ſleeve. Arº.

CUTRASS. f. [cuiraſº, Pr.] A b. citipate.

Dryden.

CUIRASSIER, ſ [from cuiraſ.] A man at

arms; a foldier in armour. 111.1:2:1.

CUISH. ſ. (cuiſe, Fr.] The armour that covers

the thighs. Dryden.

CULDE.S. ſ. ſºlidzi, Lat.] Monks in Scotland.

CULERAGE. ſ. Arſe-ſmart.

CU'LINARY. a. ſculina, Lat., Relating to the

kitchen. Newtºn.

To CULL. v. a. ſcueilir, Fr.] To ſelect from

others Hºoker, Pºpe.

CULLER. ſ. [from cull.] One who picks or

chooſes.

CULLION. ſ. (cºglione, a fool, Ital.] A ſcoun

drel. Shakeſp.

CU'LLIONLY. a. [from cullion.] Having the

qualities of a callion, mean; baſe Shakeſp.

CU'LLY. ſ. [cogliane, Ital, a fool.] A man de

ceived or impoſed upon. Arbuthnºt.

To CU'LLY. v. a. (from the noun..] To befool;

to cheat; to impoſe upon. -

CULMI FEROUS. a. i culmus and fºre, Lat.]

Culmiferous plants are ſuch as have a ſmooth

jointed ſtalk, and their ſeeds are contained in

chaffy huſks. Quincy.

To CULMINATE. v. n. (culmen, Lat.] To be

vertical ; to be in the meridian. Miltºn.

CULMINATION. ſ. (from culminate ) The

tranſit of a planet through the meridian.

CULPABI'LITY. ſ. [from culpable.] Blamea

bleneſs.

CUTLPABLE. a. ſculpabilis, Lat..] I. Criminal.

Shakeſp. 2. Blameable; blameworthy Hooker.

CULPABLENESS. ſ. (fromj Blame :

guilt.

CULPABLY. adv. [from capable ] Blameably;

criminally. Taylor.

CU'LPRIT. ſ. A man arraigned before his

judge. Prior.

CUT.T.E.R. J. [culter, Lat.] The iron of the

plow perpendicular to the ſhear. Shakeſp.

To
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To CULTIVATE. v. a. [cultiver, Fr. 1. To

forward or improve the produćt of the earth,

by manual induſtry. Feltºn. 2. To improve;

to meliorate. J/aller. -

CULTIVATION. ſ. [From cºltivate.] 1. The

art or practice of improving ſoils, and forward

ing or meliorating vegetibles. 2 Inprove.

ment in general; melioration. Sºuth.

CULTIVATOR. ſ. [from cultivate.) One who

improves, promotes, or the liorates Bºyle.

CULTURE. ſ. [cºlºra, Lat] ... The act o

cultivation. Hºward 2. Art of improve

ment and melioration. Tatler.

To CULTURE. v. a. If on the noun..] To cul

tivate ; to till. Thºmſºn.

CULVER, f ſculpne, Sax.] A pigeon. Spºnſºr.

CULVER IN. ſ.t.cº.uvrine, Fr.] A ſpecies of

ordnan; c. 14' allºr.

CU'LVFR KEY. ſ. A ſpecies of flower. Waltºn

ToCUMBER wa (kembºren, to diſłub, Dutch.

1. To embarraſs; to entangle; to obſtrust.

Lºcke 2. To crowd or load with ſomething

uſeleſs. Lºcke. 3. To involve in difficulties

and dangers; to diſtreſs. Sºikºſ. 4. To buſy .

to diſtract with multiplicity of care. Luke.

5. To be troubleſome in any place. Grew.

CUMBER. ſ. [ {2m her, Dutch.j Vexation; em.

barraſſment. Raleigh.

CUMBERSOME. a. (frºm cumber.) 1. Trou

bleſorne; vexatious. Sidney. ... Burthenſome :

embarraſſing zirkstºr.t. 3. Unweilly; un

man: geable. N. wºn.

CUMBERSCMCLY. g.º. [ſom cºmberſ.me

In a troubleſºme manner.

CUMEERSOMENESS. ſ. [from cumberſome.]

Encumbrance; hindrance; obſtruštion.

CUMBRANCE. ſ. (from cumber.) Burthen :

hindrance; impediment. Miltºn.

CUMBROUS. a. [from cumber.) 1. Trouble

ſome i vexatious; diſturbing. Spenſer. 2. Op

preſſive; burthenſome. Sºft. 3. Jumbled;

obſtrušting each other. Miltºn.

CUMFREY. ſ. A medicinal plant.

CUMIN ſ. [ćuminum, Lat.] A plant.

To CUMULATE. v. a [cumulº, Lat.) To heap

together. Woodward.

CUMULATIONJ The act of heaping together

CUNCTATION. ſ. [canciatio, Lat.) Dclay :

procraſtination; dilatorineſs. Hayward.

CUNCTA TOR. ſ. [Lat] One given to delay .

a lingerer. Iſammºnd.

To CUND. v. n. [Kennen, Dutch..] To give no

tice. Caret”.

cL NEAL. a. [cuneuf, Lat 3 Relating to a

wedge ; having the form of a wedge.

CUNEATED, a. [cuneus, Lat.] Made in form

of a wedge.

CUNEIFORM. a. [from cuneuf andfºrma,Lat.]

Having the form of a wedge,

CUNNER. ſ. A kind of fiſh leſs than an oyſter,

that ſticks cloſe to the rocks...finſworth.

CU'NN ING, a [from connan, Sax.] 1. Skilful :

knowing; learned. Shake!}. Priºr. 2. Per

formed with ſkill; artiul. Spenſer, 3. Art

fully deceitful; trickiſh ; ſubtle; crafty ; ſub

dvious, Sºuth, 4. Acted with ſubtly,sº

CUNNING. ſ. ſcunninge, Sax.] 1. Artifice;

deceit; ſlyneſs; ſleight; fraudulent dexterity.

Bacon, 2 Art; ſkill; knowledge.

CUNNINGLY. adv. [from cunning.] Artfully;

ſlyly ; craftily. Swift.

CU'NNINGMAN. f. [canning and man.] A man

who pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to

recover ſtolen goods. Hudibrar.

CU'NNINGNESS. ſ.[from cunning.) Deceitful

neſs; ſlyneſs.

CUP. ſ. ſcup, Sax.] 1. A ſmall veſſel to drink

in. Genºſis. 2. The liquor contained in the

cup ; the draught. Waller. 3. Social enter

tainment; merry bout. Knelles, Ben. johnſºn.

4. Anything hollow like a cup ; as, the huſk

of an acorn. Pſ’eedward. 5. Cur and Cas.

Familiar companions. Swift.

To CUP. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ſupply

with cups. Shakeſp. 1. To fix a glaſs-beiſ or

cucurbite upon the ſkin, to draw the blood in

ſcarification. Pºpe.

CUPEE, A RER. J. 1. An officer of the king';

houſhold. //ston. 2. An attendant to give

wine to a feaſt. Notes on the Odyſſey.

CUPBOARD. ſ. [cup and bond, Sax.] A caſe

with ſhelves, in which victuals or earthen

ware are placed Bacon.

To CUPBOARD, w, a ſtrom the noun..] To

treaſure ; to hoard up. Shaf:/p.

CUP' DiTY..f. [cupiditar, Lat.] Concupiſcence;

unlawful longing.

CUP0L.A. f. (Ital.] A dome; the hemiſpheri

cal ſummit of a building. Addiſon.

CUPPEL. See Corp F. L.

CUPPER ſ [from cup.] One who applies cup

ping-glaſſes; a ſcarifier. -

CUPPING-GLASS. ſ. [from cup and glaſs.) A

glaſs uſed by ſcarifiers to draw out the blood

by rarefying the air. Wiſeman.

CUPREOUS. a. [cupreur, Lat..] Coppery; con

ſiſting of copper. Boyle.

CUR. ſ. ſkerre, Dutch..] 1. A worthleſs dege

nerate dog. Shakeſp. 2. A term of reproach

for a man, Shakeſp.

CURABLE a. [from cure.] That admits a re

medy. Dryden,

CURABLENESS. ſ. [from curable.) Poſſibility

to be healed.

CUTACY. ſ. [from curate] Employment of a

curate; employment which a hired clergyman

holds under the beneficiary. Swift.

CURATE. ſ. [curator, Lat.) A clergyman

hired to perform the duties of another. A pa

riſ prie". Dryden, Collier.

CURATH SHIP. f. [from curate.] The ſame

with curacy.

CU'RATIVE. a. [from cure.] Relating to the

cure of diſeaſes; not preſervative. Brown.

CURA TOR.J. [Lat.) One that has the care and

ſuperintendence of any thing. Swift. -

CURB. f. [ccurber, Fr.] I. A curb is an iron

chain, made faſt to the upper part of the

branches of the bridle, running over the beard

of the horſe. Shakeſp. 2. Reſtraint ; inhibi

tion 3 oppoſition. Afterbury. T

o
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To CURB. v. a. [From the noun 1. To guide

a horſe with a curb. Milton. 2. To reſtrain;

to inhibit; to check. Spenſer, Rºſcommon.

CURD ſ. The coagulation of milk. Pºpe.

To CURD, v. a. [from the noun.j To turn to

curds; to cauſe to coagulate. Shakeſp.

To CU’RDLE. v. n. [from curd.] To coagulate;

to concrete. Bacon.

To CU'RDLE. v. a. To cauſe to coagulate.

Smith, Flyer.

CU'RDY, a [from curd.] Coagulated; concret

ed; full of curds ; curdled. Arbuthnot.

CURE. ſ. ſcura, Lat.) 1. Remedy; reſtorative.

Glanville. 2. A&t of healing. Luke. 3. The

benefice or employment of a curate or clergy
man. Collier.

To CURE. v. a. ſcuro, Lat.] 1. To heal; to

reſtore to health; to remedy. Waller. 2. To

prepare in any manner ſo as to be preſerved

from corruption. Temple.

CURELESS. a. ſcure and leſ...] Without cure,

without remedy. Shakeſp.

CURER. ſ. from cure.] A healer; a phyſician.

Shakeſp Harvey.

CURFEW, ſ (couvre feu, Fr.) 1. An evening

peal, by which Wm. the conqueror willed, that

every man ſhould rake up his fire, and put

out his light. Cowell, Milton. 2. A cover for a

fire; a fireplate Bacon.

CURIALITY. ſ. (curialir, Lat.) The privilege
or retinue of a court. Bacon.

CURIO SITY...ſ. (from curiouſ.) 1. Inquiſitive

neſs; inclination to enquiry. 2. Nicety; deli

cacy. Shakeſp. 3. Accuracy; exactneſs. Ray.

4. An exact curioſity; nice experiment. Bacon.

5: An object of curioſity; rarity. Addiſºn.

CURIOUS, a [curioſus, Lat.] i. Inquiſitive ,

deſirous of information. Davies. 2. Attentive

to ; diligent about. Woodward. 3. Accurate;

careful not to miſtake. Hooker. A. Difficult to

pleaſe ; ſolicitous of perfection. Taylor. 5.

Exact ; nice; ſubtle. Holder. 6. Artful; not

neglectful; not fortuitous. Fairfax. 7. Ele

gant ; neat ; laboured; finiſhed. Exoduſ. 8.

Rigid ; ſevere : rigorous. Shakeſp.

CURIOUSLY, adv. [from curious.) 1. Inquiſi

tively ; attentively; ſtudiouſly. Newton, 2.

Elegantly; neatly.South. 3. Artfully ; exactly.

4. Captiouſly.

CURL.f. [ſrom the verb ] 1. A ringlet of hair.

Sidney. 2. Undulation; wave; ſinuoſity;
flexure. Newton.

To CURL. v. a. [krollen, Dutch. 1. To turn

the hair in ringlets.Shakeſp. 2. To writhe ; to

twiſt. 3. To dreſs with curls. Shakeſp. 4. To

raiſe in waves,undulations, or ſinuoſities. Dryd.

To CURL. v. n. 1. To ſhrink into ringlets.

Boyle. 2. To riſe in undulations. Dryden. 3.

To twiſt itſelf. Dryden.

CU'RLEW.ſ. [courieu, Fr.] I. A kind of a

water-fowl. 2. A bird larger than a partridge,

with longer legs. It frequents the corn fields

in Spain. Trevoux.

CURMUDGEON. ſ. ſcarur mechant, Fr.] An

avaricious churliſh fellow; a miſer ; a niggard;
a griper, - t

CURMUDGEONLY. a. [from curmudgeºn.]

Avaricious ; covetous ; churliſh ; niggardly.

L'Eſlrange.

CURRANT. ſ. 1. The tree. 2. A ſmall dried

grape, properly written carinth. King.

CURRENCY, f [from current.) 1. Circula

tion; power of paſſing from hand to hand.

Swift. 2. Generai reception. 3. Fluency;

readineſs of utterance. 4. Continuance; con

ſtant flow. Ayliffe 5. General eſteem ; the rate

at which any thing is vulgarly valued. Bacºn.

6. The papers ſtamped in the Engliſh colonies.

by authority, and paſſing for money.

CURRENT. a. [currens, Lat..] Circulatory ;

paſsing from hand to hand. Gene/ºr. 2. Gene

rally received ; uncontradićted; authoritative.

Hºoker. 3. Common ; general. Watts. 4. Po

pular ; ſuch as is eſtabliſhed by vulgar eſtima

tion. Grew. E. Faſhionable; popular. Pope. 6.

Paſſable; ſuch as may be allowed or admitted.

Shakeſp. 7. What is now paſſing ; as, the

current year -

CURRENT. ſ. 1. A running ſtream. Boyle. 2.

Currents are certain progreſſive motions of

the water of the ſea in ſeveral places. Harris.

CURRENTLY. adv, (from current.] 1. In

a conſtant motion. 2. Without oppoſition.

Hooker. 3. Popularly; faſhionably; generally.

4. Without ceaſing.

CU'RRENTNESS. ſ. [from current.) 1. Cir

culation. 2. General reception. 3. Eaſineſs of

pronunciation. Camden.

CURRIER. ſ. [certaruſ, Lat.] One who dreſſes

and pares leather for thoſe who make ſhoes,

or other things L'Eſirange.

CURRISH. a. [from cur.) Having the qualities

of a degenerate dog; brutal; four ; quarrel

ſome. Fairfax.

To CURRY..w.. a. ſcorium, leather.] 1. To dreſs

leather. 2. To beat; to drub to threſh ; to

chaſtiſe. Addiſon. 3. To rub a horſe with a

ſcratching inſtrument, ſo as to ſmooth his coat.

Bacon. 4. To ſcratch in kindneſs. Shakeſp. 5.

To Curry Favºur. To become a favourite

by petty officiouſneſs, ſlight kindneſſes, or

flattery. Hooker.

CURRY.COM.B. ſ. [from curry and cºmb.] An

iron inſtrument uſed for currying horſes. Locke.

To CURSE. v. a. ſcunnian, Sax.] 1. To wiſh

evil to ; to execrate; to devote. Knoller. 2.

To miſchief; to afflict ; to torment. Pºpe.

To CURSE. v. n. To imprecate, judges.

CURSE. ſ. [from the verb.] ... Maſedićtion :

wiſh of evil to another. Dryden. 2. Affliction;

torment ; vexation. Addiſon.

CU'RSED. part. a. [from curſe.] 1. Under a

curſe ; hateful; deteſtable. Shakeſp. 2. Un

holy ; unſanctified. Milton. 3. Vexatious ;

troubleſome. Prior. -

CURSEDLY. adv. [from curſed.] Miſerably;

ſhamefully. Pºpe.

CU'RSEDNESS. ſ. [from curſed.] The ſtate of

being under a curſe.

CURSHIP..ſ. [from cur.] Dogſhip; meanneſs.

Hudibrar.

- Cºy RSITOR.
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CU. RSITOR. ſ. [Lat An officer or clerk be

longing to the Chancery, that makes out

original writs. Coºgell. -

Cú RSORARY, a [from curſus,Lat JCurſory;

haſty , careleſs. Shakeſp.

CURSOR1|X. adv. [from curſºry, Lat.) Ha

ſtily , without care. Atterbury.

CURSORINESS. ſ. [from curſery.] slight at
tent ton. -

CURSORY. a. [from curſºriuſ, Lat.) Haſty;

quick ; inattentive ; careleſs. Adhſºn.

CURST. a. Froward ; peeviſh ; malignant;

malicious : ſnarling. Aſcham, Craſhaw.

CU KSTN ESS. f. [from curſi J Peewiſhneſs;

ºwardneſs : malignity. Dryden.

CURT. a. (from curth r, Lat.jºshort.

To CURTA IL. v. a [curta, Lat. ) To cut off:

to cut ſhort: to ſhot ten Hudibrar.

CURTA II, D.g. ſ. A dog whoſe tail is cut off.

Shakeſh.

CURTAIN. ſ. [certina, Lat) 1. A cloth con

tracted or cypanded at pleaſure Arbuthnot, 1.

‘l 2 draw the Curt a 1N. To cloſe it ſo as to

ſhutout the ſight. Pºpe. 3. To open it ſo as

to diſcern the object. Shakeſp. Craſharv. 4.

[In ſortification.) That part of the wall or

rampart that lies between two baſtions. Knelles.

CU. RTAIN-LECTURE. ſ. (from curtain and

!ºure). A reproof given by a wife to hel

huſband in bed. Addiſºn.

To CURTAIN. v. a [from the noun) To

incloſe with curtains. Fºe.

CU. RTATE Diſſance. ſ. ſin aſtronomy.) The

diſtance of a planet's place from the ſun,

reduced to the ecliptick.

CURTATION / [from curts, to ſhorten, Lat.)

The interval between a planet's diſtance from

the ſun and the curtate diſtance.

CURTEL,ASSE S

CU'RTELAX. { ee CUTLAss.

CUR"PSY. See Cou R T E sy.

CURVATED. a. [curvatus, Lat..] Bent.

CURVATION. ſ. ſcurve, Lat..] The ačt of

bending or crooking.

CURVATURE. ſ. [from curve.]Crookedneſs;

Inflexion ; manner of bending. Holder.

CURVE. a. [curvus, Lat.] Crooked; bent;

iriſ's Sted. Bentley. -

CURVE. ſ. Anything bent; a flexure or crook

edneſs. Thºmſon.

To CURVE. v. a. ſcurvo, Lat..] To bend; to

crook; to inflect. Hºlder.

To CURVET. v. n. (cºrvettare, Ital.] 1. To

leap ; to bound. Drayton. 2. To friſk ; to

be licentious.

CURVET. ſ. ſſrom the verb.] 1. A leap ; a

bound. 2. A frołick; a prank.

CURVILINEAR. a. [curvus and linea, Lat.]

1. Conſiſting of a crooked line. Cheyne. 2.

Compoſed of crocked lines. -

CURVITY / [from curve. Crockedneſs. Heller.

CU'SHION. f. (ºffin, Fr.] A pillow for the

ſeat ; a ſoſt pad placed upon a chair. Shakeſp.

Sºw ft.

C USł11ONED a. (from reſº I Scated on a

CUSP. ſ. (cuſpi, Lat.] A term uſed to expreſs

the points or horns of the moon, or other

luminary. Harris. -

CU'SPATED. {". cuſpis, Lat..] When

CU'SPIDATED. W. the leaves of a flower end

in a point. Quincy.

CU STARD. ſ. ſcºffard, Welſh.] A kind of

ſweetmeat made by boiling eggs with milk

and ſugar. It is a food much uſed in the city

feaſts. Pºpe.

CUSTODY. ſ. [cuſtodia, Lat] 1. Impriſon

ment; reſtraint of liberty. Miltºn. 2. Care ;

preſervation; ſecurity. Baces.

CUSTOM. f. [cauſiune, Fr.) 1. Habit; ha

bitual practice. 2. Faſhion ; common way of

acting. 3. Eſtabliſhed manner. Sam. 4.

P. actice of buying of certain perſons. Addiſºn.

5. Application from buyers; as, this trader

has gºod cuſtom. 6. (In law.] A law or

right, not written, which, being eſtabliſhed by

long uſe, and the conſent of our anceſtors,

has been, and is, daily practiſed. Cºwell. 7.

Tribute ; tax paid for goods imported, or ex

ported Temple.

CU'STOMHOUSE. ſ. The houſe where the

taxes upon goods imported or exported, are

colle&ted. Swift.

CUSTOMABLE. a. [from cuſtom.] Common;

habitual ; frequent.

CUSTOMABLENESS. ſ. (from caſionable | 1.

Frequency; habit. 2. Conformity to cuſtorm.

CUSTOMABLY. adv. [from cuſtºmable.] Ac

cording to cuſtom. Hayward

CUSTOMARILY. adv. [from cuſtomary.] Ha

bitually; commonly. Ray.

CUSTOMARINESS. ſ. (from cuſtomary.JPre

quency , commonneſs; frcquent occurrence.

Gºv. of the Tongue.

CU'STOMARY. a. [from cuftsm.] 1. Con

formable to eſtabliſhed cuſtom ; according to.

preſcription. Glanville 2. Habitual. Tilletſen.

3. Uſual ; wonted. Shakeſp.

CUSTOMED. a. [from cuff:in..] Uſual; coma

mon. Shakeſp.

CUSTOMER.ſ. (from cuffsm.] One who fre

quents any place of ſale for the ſake of

purchaſing. Roſcommon. -

CUSTREL. ſ. 1. A buckler-bearer. 2. A veſſel

for holding wine. Ainſworth.

To CUT. pret, cut; part. paſſ. cut. [from the

French couleau, a knife.] 1. To penetrate

with an edged inſtrument. Dryden, 2.. To

hew. 7 Chron. 3. To carve , to make by

ſculpture. 4. To form any thing by cutting.

Pºpe. 5. To pierce with an uneaſy ſenſation.

6. To divide packs of cards. Glanville. 7. To

interfect 5 to croſs , as one line cuts another.

8. To Cut dºwn. To tell; to hew down.

1.nelles. 9. Tº Cut dºwn. To excel; to over

power. Addiſºn. Io. To Cut ºff. To ſeparate

from the other parts.judges. 1. Te CUT ºff.

To deſtroy ; to extirpate; to put to death un

timely. Howel. 1:... To CuT ºff. To reſcind.

Smalridge. 13. To Cut ºff. To intercept; to

hinder from union. Clarenden. 14. T. Cur

ºutlivn, eff
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ºff. To put an end to ; to obviate. Clarenden. CUT-THROAT, a cruel; inhuman; barbs.

15. Tº Cut off. To take away; to with-hold.

Rogerſ. 16. To Cut off. To preclude. Addiſºn,

Prior. 17. To Cu + off To interrupt ; to

filence. Bacºn. 18. To Cut ºff. To apoſtro

phize 3 to abbreviate. Dryden. 19. Tº Cut

ear. To ſhape; to form #. 2 o' To Cut

ear. To ſcheme; to contrive. Hºwel. 1 1. ‘To

Cut out. To adapt. Rymer. 21. T. Cut out.

To debar. Pºpe. 23. To Cut out. To excell;

to outdo. 24. To Cut ſhort. To hinder from

proceeding by ſudden interruption. Dryden.

25. To Cut ſhort. To abridge; as, the ſel

diers were cut ſhort of their pay. 26. Tº

Cut up. To divide an animal into convenient

pieces. L’Eſtrange. 27. To Cut up. To era

dicate. job. -

To CUT. v. m. 1. To make its way by dividing

obſtructions Arbuthnot. 2. To perform the

operation of lithotomy. Pºpe. 3. To interfere;

2s, a horſe that cuts.

CUT part a. Prepared for uſe. Swift -

CUT.ſ. (from the noun.) 1. The action of a

ſharp or edged inſtrument. 2. The impreſſion

or ſeparation of continuity, made by an edge.

3. A wound made by cutting. Wiſeman. 4.

A channel made by art. Knolles. 5. A part

cut of from the reſt. Mortimer. 6. A ſmall

particle; a ſhred. Hooker. 7. A lot cut off a

ſtick. Locke. 8. A near paſſage, by which

ſome angle is cut off. Hale. 9. A picture cut

or carved upon a ſtamp of wood or copper, and

impreſſed from it. Brºwn. Io. The act or

pračtice of dividing a pack of cards. Swift. 11.

Faſhion; form; ſhape; manner of cutting in

to ſhape. Stillingfleet, Addiſon. 12. A fool or

cully. Shakeſp. 13 Cut and long Tail. Men

of all kinds. Ben. Johnſon.

CUTA NEOUS. a. Lirom cutit, Lat.]. Relating

to the ſkin. Flyer.

CUTICLE. ſ. [cuticula, Lat J 1. The firſt and

outermoſt covering of the body, commonly cal

led the ſcarf-ſkin. This is that ſoft ſkin which

riſes in a bliſter upon any burning, or the ap

plication of a bliſtering-plaiſter. It ſticks cloſe

to the ſurface of the true ſkin. Quincy. 2. A

thin ſkin formed on the ſurface of any liquor.

Newton.

CUTICULAR. a. ffrom cutis, Lat.) Belonging
to the flºin.

CUTH. Knowledge or ſkill. Camden.

CUTLASS ſ (coutelis, Fr.) A broad cutting

ſword. Shakeſp.

CUTLER.J. [contelier, Fr.] One who makes

or ſells knives. Clarendon.

CUTPURSE. ſ. [cut and purſe.) One who ſteals

by the method of cutting puries; a thief; a

robber. Bentley.

CUT rer. ſ. [from cut.) 1. An agent or inſtru

ment that cuts any thing. 2. A nimble boat

that cuts the water. 3. The teeth that cut

the meat. Ray. 4. An officer in the exche

quer that provides wood for the tallies, and

cuts the ſum paid upon them. Coswell.

CUT-THROA.T.ſ (cut and throat J A ruſſian;

a murderer; an aſſaſſin. Knºles.

rous. Carew.

CUTTING. ſ. [from cut.] A piece cut off; a

chop. Bacon.

CUTTLE. ſ. A fiſh, which, when he is pur

ſued by a fiſh of prey, throws out a black li

quor. Ray.

CUTTLE / [from cuttle.} A foul mouthed

fellow. Harmer, Shakeſp.

CYCLE. ſ. (cyclus, Lat. …,x*] 1. A circle.

2. A round of time; a ſpace in which the

ſame revolution begins again ; a periodical

ſpace of time. He der. , 3. A method, or ac

count of a method continued till the ſame

courſe begins again. Evelyn 4 Imaginary

orbs; a circle in the heavens. Milton.

CYCLoid.ſ. [from zvºx.ºr:..] A geometrical

surve, of which the geneſis may be conceived

by imagining a nail in the circumference of a

wheel; the line which the nail deſcribes in

the air, while the wheel revolves in a right

line, is the cycloid

CYCLOIDAL. a. (from cycloid.) Relating to a
cycloid.

CYCLOPAEDIA. ſ. ſnºwº, and reºsa.) A

circle of knowledge; a courſe of the ſciences.

CYGNET. ſ. [from cycnus, Lat.) A young

ſwan. Mortimer. -

CYLINDER ſ [xºxºov.] A body having two

flat ſurfaces and one circular. Wilkins.

CYLINDRICAL. Q a [from cylinder.] Par

CYLIN DRICK. taking of the nature of a

cylinder ; having the form of a cylinder.
//oodward.

CYMA. R. / (properly written ſmar.] A ſlight

govering ; a ſcarf. Dryden.

CrMATHIUMſ.[Lat. from xvaštion.] Amem

ber of architecture, whereof one half is con

vex, and the other concave. Harriſ, Spectator.

CYMBA.L. ſ. [ cymbalum, Lat.) A muſical in

ſtrument. Dryden.

CYNANTHROPY. ſ. [xº~ wºrk, âyºgaro;..]

A ſpecies of madneſs in which rhen have the

qualities of dogs.

CYNEGETICKS. ſ. [x:y:zºlº.] The art of

hunting.

CY NICAL. R. a. ſavin?:..] Having the qualities

CY NICK. of a dog; curriſh; brutal ;

ſnarling; ſatirical. Wilkins.

CY NICK. J. [2wix?;,] A philoſopher of the

ſnarling or curriſh fort; a follower of Dioge

nes; a ſnarler; a miſanthrope. Shakeſp.

CY NOSURE. ſ. (from zväzov.a.] The ſtar near

the north pole, by which ſailors ſteer. Milton.

CY ON. See C1 on.

CYPRESS-TREF. ſ. [repreſſur, Lat.) 1. A tall

ſtrait tree. Its fruit is of no uſe ; its leaves are

bitter, and the very ſmell and ſhade of it are

dangerous. Hence the Romans looked upon

it to be a fatal tree, and made uſe of it at tu

nerals, and in mournful ceremonies. The

wood of the cypreſs-tree is always green, very

heavy, of a good ſmell, and never cither rots

or is worm eaten. Calmet, Shakeſp. Iſaiah 2.

It is the emblem of mourning. Shakeſp.

B b : CYPRUS.
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CYPRUS. ſ. A thin tranſparent black ſtuff. CYSTO TOMY. ſ. [xºrs, and riº.] The aa

Shakeſp.

CYST

CY STIS morbid matter.

or practice of opening incyſted tumours.

f [xº~...] A bag containing ſome CZAR. ſ. [written more properly triar..] The

title of the emperour of Ruſſia.

CYSTICK. a. ſ.rom cyſi, a bag..] Contained in CZARINA. f. [from czar.] The empreſs of

a bag. Arbuthnot. Ruſſia.

D.

D A. G

Is a conſonant nearly approaching in ſound

... to T. The ſound of D in Engliſt is uni

form, and it is never mute.

DA CAPO | Italian.) A term in muſick, which

means that the firſt part of the tune ſhould be

repeated at the concluſion.

To DAB v. a. daº.5, r, Fr ) To ſtrike gently

with ſomething foºt or moiſt. Sharp.

A DAB. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A ſmall lump of

any thing 1. A blow with ſomething moiſt or

ſoft. 3. Something moiſt or ſlimy thrown upon

one. 4. (In low language.) An artiſt. 5. A

kind of ſmall flat fiſh Carew,

DAB-CHICK / A chicken newly hatched. Pºpe.

To DABB1,E v. a. [dabbe en, Dutch J. To

ſmear; to daub, to wwt. Swift.

To DABBLE. v. n. 1. To play in water ; to

move in water or mud Swift. 2. To do any

thing in a ſlight manner: to tamper. Pope.

DA'BBLER ſ. [from dabble ] . One that plays

in water. 2. One that meddles without maſ

tery; a ſuperficial meddler. Swift.

DAC E. ſ. A ſmall river fiſh, reſembling a roach.

J/aft ºn.

DAC TYLE. ſ. [342 ruxor, a finger.] A poetical

foot conſiſting of one long ſyllable andtwo ſhort.

DAD. ! ſ. The child's way of expreſſing

DADDY, 5 father. Shakeſp.

DAEDAL. a. [Daedalus, Lat.] Various ; varie

gated

DA'FFODIL. ſ. This plant hath a

E) A FFODI LLY. lilyflower, confiſt

DAFFODOWNDILLY, y ing of one leaf,

which is bell ſhaped. Spenſer, Milton, Dryden.

To DAFT. v. a. from do aft.] To toſ, aſide;

to throw away flightly. Shakeſp.

DAG. ſ. (dague, Fr.] 1. A dagger. 2. A hand

gun , a piſtol.

To DAG. v. a. [from daggle] To daggle; to

bemire.

DAGGER. ſ. ſ dague, Fr.] I. A ſhort ſword;

a poniard. Addiſon. 2. A blunt blade of iron

with a baſket hilt, uſed for defence. 3. The

obelus; as [f].

DA'GCERSLRAWING.ſ. (dagger and draw.]

The act of drawing daggers; approach to open

violence. Hudibrar.

To DAGGI.E. v. a [from dag, dew.] To dºp

negligently in mire or water.

To DAGG.I.L. v. n, To be in the mire, Pºpe.

D A M

DAGGLEDTAIL. f. (daggle and tail] Be

mired; beſpattered Swift.

DAILY. a. [baglie, Sax.] Happening every day;

quotidian. Prior.

DAi'LY. adv. Every day; very often. Spenſer.

DA INTII.Y. adv. [from dainty.) 1. Elegant

. delicately. Bacon. 2. Deliciouſly; plea

antly. Hºwel.

DAINTINESS. f. [from dainty.] I, Delicacy;

ſoftneſs B johnſon. ... Elegance; nicety. Wer

ten. 3. Squeamiſhneſs; faſtidiouſneſs. Wetres.

DA INTY. a. (dain, old Fr.) 1. Pleaſing to the

palate; of exquiſite taſte. Bacºn. 2. Delicate;

of acute ſenſibility; nice; ſqueamiſh, Davier.

3. Scrupulous; ceremonious. Shakeſp. 4. Ele

gant; tenderly; languiſhingly beautiful. Mik.

ten, 5. Nice; asectedly fine. Prior.

DA INTY. ſ. 1. Something nice or delicate;

a delicacy, Preverbs. 1. A word of fondneſs

formerly in uſe. Ben. johnſon.

DATRY. ſ. [from dev, an old word for milk.]

1. The occupation or art of making various

kinds of food from milk 2. The place where

milk is manufactured. 3. Paſturage; milk

farm. Barºn.

DA FRY-MAID. ſ.[dairy and maid.) The wo—

man ſervan, whoſe buſineſs is to manage the

milk. Dryden.

DATSY/.(orge reage.]A Spring-flower.Shakeſp.

DALE. ſ. (dclei, Gothick.) A vale; a valley.
Tickell.

DALLIANCE. ſ. (from daily 1. Interchange

of careſſes; acts of fondneſ. Miltºn. 2. Con

jugal converſation. Miltºn. 3. Delay, pro

craſtination. *...

DALLIER. ſ. [rom dally ) A trifier; a fondler.

Aſtham.

DALLOP. ſ. A turf or clump. Tuffer.

To DA'LLY. v. a. [dellen, Dutch, to trifle J i.

To trifle ; to play the tool. Shakeſp. Calary.

2. To exchange careſſes; to fondle, Shakeſp.

3. To ſport; to play; to frolick. Shakeſp. 4.

To delay Mºſd.m.

To DALLY. v. a To put off; to delay; to
amuſe. Knolles.

DAM. ſ. [from dame ] The mother.

DAM ſ [dam, Dutch J A mole or bank to

confine water. Dryden, Mortimer.

To DAM. v. a. [bcmman, Saxon.) To con

fine,
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fine, or ſhut up water by moles or dans. Ot

way.

©A MAGE. ſ. (damage, Fr.) 1. Miſchief;

hurt detriment. Davies. 2. Loſs; miſchief

ſuffered. Miltºn 3. The value of miſchief

done Clarenden. 4. Reparation of damage ,

retribution. Bacon. 3. [In law.) Any hurt or

hindrance that a man taketh in his eſtate Cow.

To DAMAGE. v. a. To miſchief; to injure;

to impair. Addiſºn.

To DAMAGE. v. n. To take damage.

PAMAGEABLE. a. [from damage ) 1. Suſ

ceptible of hurt ; as, damageable goods. 2.

Miſchievous ; pernicious. Gov. of the Tong=e

DA'M ASCENE. ſ. [from Damaſcu..] A ſmall

black plum ; a damſon. Bacon.

DAMASK. ſ (damaſſain, Fr.) Linen or ſilk

woven in a manner invented at Damaſ, ºr, by

which part riſes above the reſt in flowers. Swift.

To DA'MASK. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

form flowers upon ſtuffs. 2. To variegate ; to

diverſity. Fenton.

DAMASK-ROSE. ſ. A red roſe. Bacon.

DAMASKENING ſ. [from damaſquiner, Tr.]

The art or act of adorning iron or ſteel, by

making inciſions, and filling them up with gold
or ſilver wire. Chambers.

PAME / [darte, Fr. dama, Span.) 1. A lady;

the title of honour to women. Milton.

Miſtreſs of a low family. L'Eſtrange. 3. Wo

men in general. Shakeſp.

DAMES-VIOLET. ſ. Queen's gillyflower.

To DAMN. v. a. [damno, Lat ) i. To doom

to eternal torments in a future ſtate. Bacon.

2. To procure or cauſe to be eternally con

demned. Sºuth. 3. To condemn. Dryden. 4.

To hoot or hiſs any publick performance; to

explode. Pºpe.

PA MNABLE. a. [from damn.j Deſerving dam

nation. Hºoker.

DAMNABLY. adv. [from damnable.) In ſuch

a manner as to incur eternal puniſhment South.

DAMNA’TION.ſ. (from damn.) Excluſion from

divine mercy; condemnation to eternal pu

niſhment. *}.

DA'MNATORY. g. [from damnatorius.] Con

taining a ſentence of condemnation.

DAMNED, part a. (from damn.J Hateful;

deteſtable Shakeſp. Rowe.

DAMNIFIC a [from damnify.JProcuring loſs,

miſch evous.

To DAMNIFY. v. a. [from damnifico, Lat.) 1.

To endamage; to injure. Lºcke. a. To hurt;

to impair. Spenſer.

2.

DAMNINGNESS. ſ. [from damning.] Ten

dency to procure damnation. Hammond.

DAMP. a dampe, Dutch. Moſſ' inclining

to wet. Dryden. 2. Dejected; ſunk; depreſ

fed. Mºttºm.

A 12 A.M.P. ſ. 1. Fog moiſt air; moiſture.

Dryden. 2. A noxious vapour exhaled from

the earth. Wºodward. 3. Dejection; de

preſſion of ſpirit Roſacrimen.

To DAMP. v. a. [rom the noun.] 1. To wet,

to choiſten. 2. To depreſs; to deject ; to

chill. Atterbury. 3. To weaken; to abandon.
AMilton -

DAMPISHNESS. ſ [from damp.] Tendency

to wetneſs, foggineſs; moiſture. Bacon.

DAMPNESS. ſ. [from damp.] Moiſture, fog

gineſs. Dryden.

DA'MPY. a. ſtron damp.] Dejested; gloomy;

ſorrowful. Hayward

DAMSEL. ſ. (danciſelle, Fr.] I. A young gen

t!ewoman Prior. 2. An attendant of the

better rank. Dryden. 3. A wench , a country
laſs. Day.

DAMSON. ſ. ..º. from damaſcene.) A

final black plum. Shakeſp.

PAN. f. (from dominar ] The old term of ho

nour for men Prior.

To DANCE. v. n. [22nſer, Fr.] To move in

meaſure. Shakeſp

To DANCE Attendance. v. A. To wait with

ſuppleneſ and obſequiouſneſs. Raleigh.

To 2 ANCE. v. a. To make to dance, to put

into a fively motion. Bacºn.

DANCE. f. (from the verb J A motion of one

or many in concert Bacon.

DANCE.R. / (from dance.) One that practiſes

the art of dancing. Dº we.

DANCINGMASTER. J. (dance and maſter.]

One who teaches the art o dancing Lºcke.

DANCINGSCHOOL J. dan. "g tº ſchool.]

The ſchool where the art of dal-ing is taught.

l'Eſtrange.

DAN DE LION / ſ.ſeat de lien, Fr.] The name

of a plant. Miller.

DANLIPRA.T. ſ. (dandis, Fr.] A little ſel

iow, an urchin.

To DANDLE. va. [dar delen, Dutch..] 1. To

ſhake a child on the knee. Donne, Temple, 2.

To foºdie to treat like a child. 21...}os. 3.

To delay, to precaſtinate. Spenſer.

DA NDLLR /. He that dandles or ionules chil
dren.

DANDRUFF. ſ. ſtan, the itch, and bror, ſor

did.] Scabs in the head.

DA NEWORT. ſ. A ſpecies of elder; called

alſo dwarf-elder, or wallwort.

DA'NGER ſ (danger, Fr.] Riſque; hazard;

peril. .437;

To DANGER v a To put in hazard; to en

danger. Shakeſp

DANGERLESS. a. ſſrom danger.] without
hazard , without riſque. Sidny

DANGEROUS a. (from danger.J Hazardous;

perious Pryden.

DANGEROUSLY, adv. [from dangerouſ ) Ha

zardouſly ; perilouſly , with danger. Hamm.

DANGEROUSN ESS / [rom dangerous JDan

ger; hazard ; peril. Bºyle.

To DANG.I.E. v. n [from bang, according to

Sºnner.) 1. To hing looſe and quivering.

Smith. ... To hang upon any one ; to be an

humkle follower. Swift.

DA NG1,ER. ſ. (trom dangle J A man that

hanes about worneº R.ſpb.

9A.N.K. a. rom tenº, Gºrm Damp; hu

mid; moiſt; wet. Avſiſtan, Grºw.

B b 2. !). A NK ISH.
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DA'NKISH. a. somewhat dank. Shakeſp.

To DAP. v. n. [corrupted from dip.) To let fall

gently into the water. Walton.

DAPATICAL. a. Sumptuous in cheer. Bailey.

DAPPER, a ſlapter, Dutch..] Little and active;

lively without bulk. Milton.

DA PPERLING. ſ. (from dapper.] A dwarf.
Anſworth.

DAPPLE. a. Marked with various colours;

variegated. Locke.

To DA'PPLE. v. a. To ſtreak; to vary. Spenſ.
Bacºn.

Fºr : ſ. A fiſh found in the Severn.

To DARE. v. n. pret. I durf; ; part. I have

dared. [beannan. Sax.] To have courage

for any purpoſe; not to be afraid ; to be ad

venturous. Shakeſp. Dryden.

To DARE. v. a. To challenge; to deſy. Knolles,

Rºſcommon.

To DARE. Larks. To catch them by means of

a looking glaſs. Carew.

DARE. ſ. ſtrom the verb.] Defiance; chal

lenge. Shakeſp.

DAREFUL. a. [dare and full] Full of defi

ance. Shakeſp.

DA'RING. a [from dare.] Bold; adventurous;

fearleſs. Prior. -

DARINGLY. adv. [from daring J Boldly ,

courageouſly. Halifax.

DARINGNESS. ſ. (from daring.) Boldneſs.

DARK. a. [becné, Sax.] 1. Not light; with

out light. Waller. 2. Not of a ſhowy or vi

vid colour. Leviticut, Boyle. 3. Blind; with

out the enjoyment of light. Dryden. 4. O

Pake; not tranſparent. 5. Obſcure ; not per

ſpicuous. Hooker. 6. Not enlightened by

knowledge ; ignorant. Denham. 7. Gloomy;

not chearful. Addiſon.

DARK. ſ. 1. Darkneſs; ob'curity ; want of

light. Shakeſp. Miltºn. 2. Obſcurity ; condi

tion of one unknown. Atterbury. 3. Want of

knowledge. Lºcke.

To DARK. v. a. (from the noun.] To darken,

to obſcure. Spenſer.

To DARKEN. v. a. 1. To make dark. Addiſ.

2. To cloud 5 to perplex. Bacºn. 3. To foul;

to fully. Tillºtſºn.

To DARKEN. v n. To grow dark.

DARKLING. purt. Being in the dark Shakeſp.

Dryden.

DARKLY. adv. [from dark.] In a ſituation

void of light; obſcurely ; blindly. Dryden.

DARKNESS. ſ. (ſrom dark. 1. Abſence of

light. Genºſis. 2. Opakeneſs. 3. Obſcurity.

4. Infernal gloom 5 wickedneſs. Shakeſp. 5.

The empire of Satan. Colºſſians.

DA'RKSOME. a. (from dark.] Gloomy; ob

ſcure ; not luminous. Spenſer, Pºpe.

DARLING. a. ſoconling, Sax.] Favourite ;

dcar; beloved. L'Eſtrange.

DARLING.ſ. A favourite; one much beloved.

Halifax.

To DAR.N. v. a. See Dear N. To mend holes

by ºut-ting the texture of the ſtuff. Gay.

DA'RNEL. ſ. A weed growing in the fields.

Shakeſp.

To DARRAIN. v. a. 1. To range troops for

battle. Carew. ... To apply to the fight. Speºſ.

DART. ſ. (dard, Fr.] A miſfile weapon thrown

by the hand. Peacham.

To DART. v. a. [from the noun. 1. To throw

offenſively. Pope. 2. To throw ; to emit.

To DART. v. n. To fly as a dart. Shakeſp.

To DASH. v. a. 1. To throw any thing ſud

denly againſt ſomething. Tillotſ. 2. To break

by colliſion. Shakeſp. 3. To throw water in

flaſhes Martimer. 4. To beſpatter; to be—

ſprinkle. Shakeſp. 5. To agitate any liquid.

Pryden. 6. To mingle ; to change by ſome

ſmall admixture. Hudibrar. 7. To form or

print in haſte. Pºpe. 8. To obliterate ; to

blot; to croſs out. Pºpe. 9. To confound; to

make aſhamed ſuddenly. Dryden, South, Pºpe.

To DASH. v. n. 1. To fly off the ſurface.

Chºyne. 2. To fly in flaſhes with a loud noiſe.

Thomſºn. 3. To ruſh through water ſo as to

make it fly. Dryden.

A DASH. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Colliſion.

Thomſon. 2. Infuſion. Addiſon. 3. A mark

in writing ; a line—. Brown. 4. Stroke;

blow. Shakeſp.

DASH. adv. An expreſſion of the ſound of wa

ter daſhed. Dryden.

DASTARD. ſ. (abarrnga, Sax.] A coward;

a poltron. Locke.

To DA STARD. v. a. To terrify; to intimi
date. Dryden.

To DA'STARDISE. v. a. [from daffard.] To

intimidate; to deject with cowardice. Dryden.

DA'STARDLY. a. [From daffard.] Cowardly;

mean; timorous. L'Eſtrange. -

DASTARDY. ſ. (from daffard J Cowardlineſs.

DA"TARY. ſ. ſtrom date.] An officer of the

chancery of Rome. Dº!.

DATE. ſ. (datte, Fr.) 1. The time at which

a letter is written, marked at the end or the

beginning. 2. The time at which any event

happened. 3. The time ſtipulated when any

thing ſhall be done. Shakeſp. 4. End; con

cluſion. Pºpe. 5. Duration; continuance.

Denhan. 6. [from dacylus.) The fluit of

the date-tree. Shakeſp.

DATE-TREE. ſ. A ſpecies of palm.

To DATE. v. a. [from the noun. To note with

the time at which any thing is witten or

done. Bentley.

DATELESS. a. [from date.] Without any

fixed term. Sha (eſp.

DATIVE. a. [dativus, Lat.) In grammar, the

caſe that ſignifies the period to whom any

thing is given.

To DAUB. v. a. [dabbºn, Dutch..] ... To ſmear

with ſomething adheſive. Exºdus. 2. To

paint coarſely. Otway. 3. To cover with ſome

thing ſpecious or ſtrong Shakeſp. 4. To lay

on any thing gaudily or oſtentatiouſly. Lucca.

5. To flatter groſsly. South.

To DAUB. v. n. To play the hypocrise.

Shakeſp. - -

A DAULER.
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A DATUBER. ſ. (from daub.] A coarſe, low

painter. Swift.

DA'UBY. a. [from daub.] Viſcous; glutinous;

adheſive. Dryden.

DA'UGHTER. ſ. ſbohren, Sax. dotter, Ru

nick.) 1. The female offspring of a man or

woman. Shakeſp. 2. A woman. Geneſs. 3.

[In poetry.) Any deſcendant. 4. The peni

tent of a confeſſor. Shakeſp.

To DAUNT. v.a. (domter, Fr.] To diſcourage;

to fright. Glanville.

DA'UNTLESS. a. [from daunt.) Fearleſs; not

dejected. Pºpe.

DA'UNTLESSNESS.ſ.[from dauntleſ...] Pear
leſſneſs.

DAW.ſ. The name of a bird. Davies.

DAWK. ſ. A hollow or inciſion in ſtuff. Moxon.

To DAWK. v. a. To mark with an inciſion.

Moxon.

To DAWN. v. n. 1. To grow luminous; to

begin to grow light. Pºpe. 2. To glimmer ob

ſcurely. Lºcke. 3. To begin, yet faintly 5 to

give ſome promiſes of luſtre. Pope.

DAWN. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The time be

tween the firſt appearance of light and the

ſun's riſe. Dryden. ... Beginning ; firſt riſe. Pºpe.

DAY. ſ. [baº, Sax.) 1. The tirie between

the riſing and ſetting of the fun, called the

artificial day. Matthew. 1. The time from

noon to noon, called the natural day. Shakeſp.

3. Light; ſunſhine. Romans. 4. The day of

conteſt; the conteſt; the battle. Roſcommon.

5. An appointed or fixed time. Dryden. 6.

A day appointed for ſome commemoration.

Słakeſp. 7. From day to day; without cer

tainty or continuance. Bacºn.

To-DAY. On this day. Fenton.

DATYBED. ſ. (day and bed.] A bed uſed for

idleneſs. Shakeſp.

DAYBOOK. ſ. iron day and book.] A tradeſ

man's journal.

DAYBREAK ſ. [day and break.] The dawn;

the firſt appearance of light. Dryden. -

DAYLABOUR. ſ. (day and lavour.] Labour

by the day. Miltºn.

DAYLABOURER. ſ. [from daylabour.] One

that works by the day. Miltºn.

DAYLIGHT. ſ. [day and light ] The light of

the day, as oppoſed to that of the mood, or a

taper. Knºlley, Newton. -

DAY-LI'LY. f. The ſame with aſphodel.

DAYSMAN. ſ. (day and man.] An old word

for umpire. Speuſer.

DAYSPRING. ſ. dry and ſpring.] The riſe of

the day; the dawn. -

DAYS | AR. J. day and ſºur.] The morning

ſtar. Ben, jaun/..n. -

DA’YTIME. ſ. [day and time.] The time in

which there is light, oppoſed to night. Bacºn.

DA'YVORK. ſ. Jay and work. Work in

poſed by the day; day labour. Fairfax.

TJ DAZE. v. a. ſopæs, Sax.] To overpowe

with light. Fairfax, Dryden. -

DA ZIED. a. Leſpi inkled with daiſics. Slakeſp.

To DAZZLE. v. a. To overpower with ligut.

* Davies. - -

To DAZZLE. v. n. To be overpowered with

light. Bacon.

DEACON. ſ. [diaconut, Lat.) 1. One of the

loweſt order of the clergy. Sanderſon. 2. (In

Scotland.] An overſeer of the poor. 3. And

alſo the maſter of an incorporated company.

DE/ACON ESS. ſ. [from deacºn J A female of.

ficer in the ancient church.

DEACONRY. ſ. [from deacon.] The office

DEACONSHIP. S. or dignity of a deacon.

DEAD. a. ſocab, Sax.] ... Deprived of life ,

exanimated. Halº 2. Without life; inanimate.

Pºpe. 3. Imitating death ; ſenſeleſs; motion

leſs. Pſalms. 4. Unactive motionleſs. Lee.

5. Empty; vacant. Dryden. 6. Uſeleſs; un

profitable. Addiſºn. 7. Dull; gloomy , unem

ployed. Knolles. S. Still ; obſcure. Hayward.

9. Having no reſemblance of life. Dryden. Io.

Obtuſe ; quil , not ſprightly. Bºyle. . . Dull;

trigid; not animated. Ziddiſon. 12. Taſteleſs ;

vapid; ſpiritleſs. 13. Uninhabited. Arbuthnot.

14. Without the power of vegetation. 15.

(In theology.) Lying under the power of ſin.

The DEAD. ſ. Dead men. Smith.

DEAD. ſ. Time in which there is remarkable

ſtillneſs or gloom ; as at midwinter, and mid

night. South, Dryden.

To DEAD. v. n. [ſrom the noun..] To loſe

force, of whatever kind. Bacon.

To DEAD. v. a. 1. To deprive of any

To DEADEN. kind of force or leuſation.

Bacon. 2. To make vapid, or ſpiritleſs. Lacon.

DEAD-DOING. part. a. [dead and do..] De

ſtructive; killing; miſchievous. Hudibras. *

DEAD-LiFT / [dead and lift.] Hopeleſs exi

gence. Hudibras.

DEADLY. a. (from dead] 1. Deſtructive ;

mortai; murtherous. Shakeſp. 2. Mortal; in

placable. Knolles.

DEAD1,Y. adv. 1. In a manner reſembling the

dead. Dryden. 2. Mortally. Ezekiel. 3. Ian

placably ; irreconcileably.

DEADNESS. ſ. [from dead.) 1. Frigidity ;

want of warmth; want of ardour. Rºgers. 2.

Weakneſs of the vital powers ; languor;

failrtneſs. Dryden, Lee. 3. Vapiducis of ii

quors ; loſs of ſpirit. Maruimter.

DEADNETTLE. ſ. A weed, this ſame with

archangel.

DEAD-RECKONING. ſ. [a ſea-term 1 That

eſtimation or conjectu.e. which the ſearnen

make of the place where a ſhip is, by keeping

an account of her way by tae log. -

L:. AF. a. ideºſ, Dutch J 1 Wauting the ſenſe

of hearing. H.iler, Swift. . . Leprived of

the power of learing. Dryden. 3. Quieurely

head. Dryden. -

To DEAF. v. a. To deprive of the power of

hearing. Donne. - -

To Di. AFEN. v. a. (from deaf.] To deprive

of the power of heariog. Addiſºn.

DEA FLY. adv. [from deaf.] I. Without ſenſe

of ſounds. 2. Obſcurely to the ear.

DEAFNESS. ſ. [from deaf.] ... Want of the

- - - - - - power
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power of hearing ; want of ſenſe of founds.

Halder. 2. Unwillingneſs to hear. K. Charles.

DEAL. ſ. [drel, Dutch..] 1. Part. Hecker, 1.

Quantity degree of more or leſs. Ben. john

ſon, Fairfax. 3. The art or practice of deal

ing cards. Swift. 4. [deyl, Dutch..] Firwood;

the wood of pines. Bºyle.

To DEAL. v. a. [declen, Dutch..] ... To diſtri

bute; to diſpoſe to different perſons. Tickell.

2. To ſcatter; to throw about Dryden. 3.

To eive gradually, or one after another. Gay.

To DE A L. v. n. 1. To traffick; to tranſact

buſineſs ; to trade Decay ºf Piety. ... To act

between two perſons ; to intervene. Bacon.

3. To behave well or ill in any tranſaction.

Tilkºſe". 4. To act in any manner. Shakeſp.

5. Tº Dr Al hy. To treat well or ill. Locke.

6. J. Dr. A lin. To have to do with , to be

engaged in ; to practiſe. Atterbury. 7. Tº

Dr. At ºth. To treat in any manner; to use

well or ill South, Tillºtſºn. 8. Tº Dr A1, with.

To contend with. Sidney, Dryden.

To DEA'LBATE. v. a. [dealbo, Lat.] To

whiten ; to bleach.

DEA LEATION. ſ. [dealkati, Lat.] The act

of bleaching Bretºn.

DE"A LER. ſ. (from deal ] . One that has to

do with anything. Swift. 7. A trader or trai

ficker Sºft. 3. A perſon who deals the cards.

DE(ALING'ſ [from deal] 1. Practice; action.

Raleigh. 2. Intercourſe. Addiſon. 3. Meaſure

of treatment, Hammond. 1. Traffick; buſineſs.

Swift. -

DE AMBULATION, ſſdrambulatiº, Lat..] The

aćt of walking abroad.

EA MºULATORY. a. [..!eamhuſ, Lat] Re

lating to the practice of walking abroad.

DEAN. ſ [decanxi, Lat. dayen, Fr.) The ſecond

dignitary of a dioceſe.

DEAN ERY. f. [from dean.] ... The office of

a dean Care", d. 7. 2. The revenue of a dean.

Swift. 3. The houſe of a dean. Shakeſp.

DE ANSHIP. ſ. [rom dean J The office and
rank of a dean.

DEA R. a. (Seºn, Sax.] I Beloved; favourite;

darling Mºdiſon. 2. Valuable ; of a high

price, coſtly. Pºpe s. Scarce; not plentinu! :

** a dear year. 4. Sad; hateful , grievous.

Shakeſ”.

DEAR f A word of endearment Dryden.

IDEAR 80UGl:T. a. (dear and bought...] Pur

chºred a ºn high price Rºſcºmrºn.

BEAR A N G. J. (now witten darling. Favou

rite. Sººn ſer

DE ARI.Y. adv. [from dear. 1. With great

fondneſs. JP'ºrtºn. ... At an high price, Bacon

To DEARN. v. a. [typnan, Sax J. To merd
clothes. - -

DE: ARNESS. ſ. [from dear ) i. Fondneſs:

kindneſs ; love. Sºuth. 2. Scarcity; high

rice. S-rºft.

DEARNLY a.k. (Seonn, Sax) Secretly ; pri

vately : unſeen. Spenſer. -

DEARTH. f. [iron deer J . Scarcity which

rn-kes lood dear. Sarº". 2 Wan: ; need , a

mine. Shakºp. 3 Barrenneſs; Herility. Dryden.

To DEARTI'CULATE. ſ [de and arties is.

Lat.] To disjoint; to diſmember. Diff.

DEATH. ſ. [beaº, Sax 1. The extinëtion

of lite. Hebrews. 2. Mortality; deſtruction.

Shakeſp. 3. The ſtate of the dead. Shakeſp.

4. The manner of dying. Ezekiel. s. The

image of mortality repreſented by a ſkeleton.

Shakeſp. 6. Murder; the act of deſtroying life

unlawfully. Bacºn. 7. Cauſe of death. Kingſ.

8. Deſtroyer. Pºpe. 9... [In poetry.] The in

ſtrument of death Dryden, Pºpe. I c. [In theo

logy..] Damnation ; eternal torments. Church

Catechiſm.

DEATH-BED. ſ. [death and bed ) The bed to

which a man is confined by mortal ſickneſs.

C:/lier.

DEATHFUL. a. ſaleath and full.) Full of

ſlaughter: deſtructive; murderous. Raleigh.

DEATHLESS. a. [from death..] Immertal,

never-dying Bºyle.

DEATHLIKE. a. ſaeath and like..] Reſembling

death ; ſtill. Craſhaw.

DEATH's DOOR. [death and deer.] A near

approach to death. Taylºr.

DEATHSMAN. ſ. (death and wan.) Execu

tioners hangman; headſman. Shakeſ?

DEATHWATCH. / [death and watch An

infect that makes a tinkling noiſe, ſuperſtit

oufly imagined to prognoſticate death. Wattſ

To DEA'URATE. v. a. (deauro, Lat J. To gild,

or cover over with gold.

DEAURATION. ſ. [from dean rate.] The aa

of gilding.

DEBACCHA"TION. ſ. [debacchatis, Lat.) A

raging ; a madneſs.

To DEBA RB v. a. [from de and barka, Lat)

To deprive of his beard.

To DE BA R K. v. a. [debarquer, Fr.) To diſ

embark.

To DE13A R. v. a. (from bar.] To exclude;

to preclude, Raleigh.

To DEBA SE. v. a. [rom baſe.} : . To reduce

from a higher to a lower ſtate. Locke. 2. To

make mean; to ſink into meanneſs. Hecker. 3.

To ſink ; to vitiate with meanneſs. Addiſºn.

4. To adulterate ; to leſſen in value by baſe

admixtures. J1a/e.

DEBASI.M.N.T. ſ. [from debaſe.) The act of

debaſing or degracing Gºv. of the Tengwe.

DEBA º R. J. rom debaſe ) He that debaſes;

he that adulterates; he that degrades another.

DERA". A Bi.e. a. [from debate J Diſputable;

ſubject to controverſy

A DE BATE / [dehat, Fr.) 1 A perſonal dº

pute; a controve, ſy. Locke. 2. A quarrel ; a

conteſt Pryden. -

To Dr.BAT F. v. «. (dehatre, Fr.] To contro

veit to diſpute ; to conteſt Clarenden.

To DE13 A TE tº n. To deliberate. Shakeſ?'.

ute. I arſer.

ºr UL a rom debate } i. (Of per

ſons.] Quarre,ſome : contentious. 2. Con

teſhed , occaſioning quarreis. . . . -

D.E.B.A TEMENT /. Lºron debate 3 Conteſ,

controverſy, Stºkeſp.

DI.B.A.T.E.R.
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DEBATER, ſ (from debate.] A diſputant; a
controvertift.

* . To DEBA'UCH. v. a. [deſbaucher, Fr.) 1. To

corrupt ; to vitiate. Dryden. 2. To corrupt

with lewdneſs Shakeſp 3. To corrupt by

intemperance. Tillºtſon.

PEBA'UCH ſ. A fit of intemperance; luxury;

exceſs ; lewdneſs. Calamy

DEBAUCHEF ſ (diſbauched, Fr.] A lecher,

a drunkard. South.

DEBAUCHER ſ (from debauch.) One who

ſeduces others to intemperance or lewdneſs

DEBA UCHERY. f [from debauch.) The prac

tice of exceſs; lewdneſs. Sprat.

DEBA UCHMENT. ſ. [rom debauch jThe aca

of debauching or vitiating; corruption. Taylºr.

To DEBE L. v. a. [debello, Lat ) To

To DEBELLATE. ſ. conquer; to overcome in

war Baron

DEBELLATION. ſ. [from debellatio, Lat.)

The act of conquering in war.

DEBE. NTURE.7. [debentur, Lat. from debec.]

A writ or note, by which a debt is claimed

Swift.

DE BILE. a. (debilir, Lat.] Weak; feeble ;

languid; faint. Shakeſp.

To DEBILITATE v. a. (debilite, Lat ) To

weaken; to make faint ; to enfeeble. Brºwn.

DEBILITATION. ſ. [from debilitatiº, Lat.)

The act of weakening.

DEB1 LITY. ſ. [debilitar, Lat.] Weakneſs;

feebleneſs : languor; faintneſs. Sidney.

DEBONAIR. a. [debonnaire, Fr.] Elegant;

civil well-bred. Milton, Dryden.

DEBONA’IRLY. adv. [from debonair.] Ele

gantly.

DEBT.ſ [debitum, Lat.] ... That which one

man owes to another Duppa. 2. That which

any one is obliged to do or ſuffer. Shakeſp.

DEBTED. part. [from debt.) Indebted ; oblig

ed to Shakeſp.

DEBTOR. ſ. (debiter, Lat.) 1. He that owes

ſomething to another. Swif a. One that

owes morey. Philips. 3. One ſide of an ac

count-book. Addiſon.

DEBULLITION. J. [debuilitic, Lat..] A bub

bling or ſeething over. Dºi.

DECACU MINATED. a. (decacuminatur, Lat.]

Having the top cut off. Dict.

DECADE ( ; 3.xa, Gr. decay, Lat.] The ſum

of ten. Helder.

DECADENCY. ſ. [decadence, Fr J Decay;

fall. Die!.

DECAGON. ſ. [from Bika, ten, and yawia, a

corner.] A plain figure in gevmetry.

DE CALOGUE. ſ. [3-waxzz3", Gr] The ten

cornrnandments given by God to Moſes. Ham

To DECA MP. v. n. [decarper, Fr J. To ſhift

the camp; to move off.

DECA MPMENT. ſ. [from decamp.] The act

of ſhifting the camp. -

To D.E.C.A. N.T. v. a. [decanter, Fr.] To pour

off gently by inclination. Bºyle.

DECANTATION. ſ. (decantation, Fr.] The

23 of decanting.

DECA'NTER. ſ. [from decant.) A glaſs veſſel

made for pouring off liquor clear.

To DECAPITATE. v. a. [decapitº, Lat.] To
behead.

To DECA'Y. v. n. (dechezir, Fr.] To loſe

excellence ; to decline. Clarenden.

DECAY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1 Decline from

the ſtate of perfection. Ben. Johnſon 1. The

effects of diminution ; the marks of decay.

Lºcs: 3. Declenſion from proſperity. Levit.

DECA YER / from decay.] That which

cauſes decay. Shakeſp.

DECE ASE. ſſdeceljui, Lat.) Death; departure

from lite. He ker.

To DECE/ASE. v. n [deced, Lat..] To die ;

to depart from life. Chapman.

DECE iT.ſ deceptio, Lät J 1. Fraud; a cheat;

a fallacy 729. 2. Stratagem , artifice. Shakeſp.

DECE ITFUL. a. [decrut and full.] Fraudu

lent; full of deceit. Shakeſp.

DECEITFULLY. adv. [nom deceitful J Frau

dulently. Jºetten

DECEIT FULNESS. ſ. ſſrom deceitful] Ten

dency to deceive. Matthew.

DECE IVABLE. a. (from deceive.) 1. Subjećt

to fraud; expoſed to impoſture, Milton, 2.

Subject to produce errour, deceitful. Bacon.

DECEIVABLENESS. ſ. (from deceivable.)Li

ableneſs to be deceived. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

To DFCEIVE v. a. [decipio, Lat) i. To

cauſe to miſtake i to bring into errour. Lºcke.

2. To delude by ſtratagem. 3. To cut off

from expectation. Knolles. 4. To mock; to

fail. Dryden.

DECEIVER, ſ (from deceive.) One that leads

another into errour. South. -

DECEMBER. ſ. [december, Lat..] The laſt

month of the year. Shakeſp.

DECE/MPEDAL. a. [from decempeda, Lat.]

Having ten feet in length.

DECE MVIRATE. ſ. (decenviratus, Lat JThe

dignity and or ce of the ten governours of Rome.

D.E. CENCE. }ſ (decence, Fr J 1. Propriety of

DE CENCY. A form ; proper Iormality ; be

coming ceremony. Sprat 2. Suitableneſs to

character; propriety. South. 3. Modeſty ; not

ribaldry; not obſcenity. Rºſcommon.

DECENNIAL, a [from decennium, Lat..]What

continues for the ſpace of ten years.

DECENNO VAL. a. [decent and neven,

DECENNOVARY. S. Lat.) Relating to the

number nineteen. Hºlder,

DE CENT. a. [decens, Lat.] Becoming; fit ;

ſuitable. Dryden.

DE CENTLY adv. [from decent.) 1. In a

proper manner; with ſuitable behavious.

Brºwn, 2. Without inmodeſty. Dryden.

DECEPTIB. LiTY. ſ. (from devel:.J Liableneſ,

to be deceived. Glanville.

DECEPTIEI, E. a. (from decei:..] Liable to be

deceived. Brown.

DECEPTION. ſ. (deceptic, Lat.] 1. The act

or means of deceiving , cheat ; fraud South.

2. The flate of being deceived. Miltºn.

i)}.C.E"P
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DECEPTIOUS, a. [from deceit.] Deceitful.

Shakeſp.

DECEPTIVE. a. [from deceit.] Having the

power of deceiving.

DECEPTORY. a. (from deceit.] Containing

means of deceit.

DFCF RPT. a. (deceratur, Lat.] Diminiſhed;
taken off.

DECE RP TIBLE. a. [decerpe, Lat.] That may
be taken oft.

DECE RPTION. ſ (from decerpt.] The act of

leſſening, or taking off.

DECERTATION. f. (decertatis, Lat..] A con

tention : a ſtriving ; a diſpute.

DECESSION. ſ [deceſſia, La. A departure

To DECHARM. v. a. [decharmer, Fr.] To

counteract a charm; to diſenchant. Harvey.

To DECI'DE. v. a. ſ decide, Lat.] 1. To fix

the event of; to determine. Dryden. 2. To

determine a queſtion or diſpute. Granville

DEC1'DENCE. ſ [decide, Lat] ... The quality

of being ſhed, or of falling off. ... The act

of falling away. Brºwn.

DEC IDER. ſ. [from decide.) 1. One who

determines cauſes. Watts. 2. One who de

termines quarrels.

DEC I DUOUS. a. [deciduur, Lat.) Falling; not

perennial. Quincy.

DECI DUOUSNESS. ſ. [from decidum, J Apt

neſs to fall.

DECIMAL. a. [decimus, Lat.) Numbered by

ten. Locke.

To DECIMATE. v. a. [decimur, Lat..] To

tithe 3 to take the tenth.

DECIMATION. ſ. [from decimate.] 1. A tith

ing ; a ſelection of every tenth. 2. A ſelec

tion by lot of every tenth ſoldier for puniſh

ment. Dryden.

To DECIPHER. v. a. [dechiffrer, Fr.] I

To explain that which is written in ciphers

Sidney. 2. To write out; to mark down in

characters. South. 3. To ſtamp; to charac

teriſe; to mark. Skakeſp. 4. To unfold; to

unravel.

DECI PHERFR, ſ [from decipher.] One who

explains writings in cipher.

DECI stoN. ſ. [rom decide ) . Determination

of a difference Woodward 2. Determination

of an event. Shakeſp.

DECISIVE. a. (from decide 1 1. Having the

power of determining any difference. Rogers.

2. Having the power of ſettling any event.

Philip,

DECISIVELY adv. [from deciſive.) In a con

cluſive manner.

DECI si v ENESS. ſ. (from deciſive.]The power

of terminating any difference, or ſettling an

event.

D]:C: “ORY. a. [decide.) Able to determine

or decide.

To Dr. K. v. a. ſ.l., ºr, Dutch.) 1. To cover :

to ove, ſpread. Aitºn. 1. To dreis; to array.

Shakºff. 3. To adoln to embellſh. Priºr

DEC K. ſ. ſº om the verb. I 1. The floor of a

ſhip. Ben. johnſon. 2. Pack of cards piled

regularly on each other, Grew.

DECKER.ſſfrom deek.] A dreſſer; a coverer.

To DECLAIM. v. m. [declamo, Lat.] To ha

rangue; to rhetoricate; to ſpeak ſet orations.

Ben johnſºn.

DECLA'IMER. ſ. (from declaim..] One who

makes ſpeeches with intent to move the paſ

ſions. Addiſºn.

DECLAMATION. ſ |declamatic. Lat..] A

diſcourſe addreſſed to the paſſions; an ha

rangue. Taylºr

DECLAMATOR. ſ. [Latin.] A declaimer;

an orator. Tatler.

DECLA'MATORY a. ſaeclamateriuf. Lat., i.

Relating to the practice of declaiming Wetter.

2. Appealing to the paſſions. Dryden.

DECLARABLE. a. (from declare.] Capable of

proof. Brown.

DECLARATION. ſ. [from declare.} . A pro

clamation or affirmation ; publication. Hecker.

Tillºtſºn. 2. An explanation of ſomethin:

doubtful. 3. In law.]Declaration is the ſhow

ing forth of an action perſonal in any ſuit, tho’

it is uſed ſometimes for real actions. Cºrrell.

DECLARATIVE. a. ſtrom declare.] r.Making

declaration ; explanatory. Grew. 2. Making

proclamation. Swift.

DECLARATORILY. adv.[from declaratºry]

In the form of a declaration; not promiſſively.

Brown.

DECLA’RATORY. a. [from declare.} affir

mative : expreſſive Tilletſen.

To DECLARE. v. a. [declare, Lat.] 1. To

clear; to free from obſcurity. Bºyle. 2. To

make known; to tell evidently and openly.

Dryden. 3. To publiſh : to proclaim. Chrºnicles.

4. To ſhow in open view. Addiſºn.

To DECLARE. v. n. To make a declaration.

Taylºr.

DECLAREMTNT. ſ. [from declare.] Diſco

very j declaration ; teſtimony. Brezon.

DECLA RER. ſ. (from declare. J One that

makes any thing known.

DECLE NSION. ſ. (declinatic, Lat.] 1. Ten

dency from a greater to a leſs degree of

excellence. Sºuth. 2 Declination ; deſcent.

Burnet. 3. Inflexion; manner of changing

nouns. Clarke.

DECLI'NABLE. a [from decline.] Having va

riety of terminations.

DECLINATION.J. [declinatiº, Lat Y 1. De

icent ; change from a better to a worſe ſtate;

decay. M'atler. 2. The act of bending down.

3. Variation from reclitude : oblique motion;

obliquity. Bentley. 4. Variation from a fived

point. M'oodward. 5. [In navigation.] I he

variation of the Reedle from the true meridian

of any lace to the eaſt or weſt. 6. [In aſtro

nomy.) The declination of a ſtar we call its

ſhorteſt diſtance from the equator. Brown. ..

[in grammar.] The declenſion or inflection of

a noun through its various terminations.

T)}.CL1 NATOR. J. [fron decline.] An

DEC I.ſ NATORY. inſt ument in dialling.

Chamberſ.

To DECLINE. v. n. [decline, Lat.] 1. To lean

downward.
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downward. Shakeſp. z. To deviate; to run

into obliquities. Exºdus. 3. To ſhun; to avoid

to do any thing. 4. To ſink; to be impaired;

to decay. Denham.

To DECLI'NE v. a. 1. To bend downward; to

bring down. Spenſer. 2. To ſhun; to avoid;

to refuſe ; to be cautious of Clarendon. 3.

To modify a word by various terminations.
JWar tr.

DECLINE. ſ. The ſtate of tendency to the

worſe; diminution; decay. Prior.

DECLIVITY. ſ. [declivis, Lat.) Inclination or

obliquity reckoned downwards; gradual de

ſcent; the contrary to acclivity. Gulliver.

DECL.IVOUS. a. [declivir, Lat.] Gradually

deſcending; not precipitous.

To DECO CT. v. a. [decoque, decočium, Lat.) 1.

To prepare by boiling for any uſe; to digeſt

in hot water. 2. To digeſt by the heat of the

ſtomach. Davies. 3. To boil in water. Bacon.

4. To boil up to a conſiſtence. Shakeſp.

DECO'CTIBLE. a. [from decoct.] That which

may be boiled, or prepared by boiling.

DECO'CTION. ſ. [decocium, Lat.) 1. The act

of boiling any thing. Bacon. 2. A preparation

made by boiling in water. Ben. j.
DECO CTURE. ſ. [from decº.] A ſubſtance

drawn by decoction.

DECOLLATION. ſ. [decollatie, Lat.] The act

of beheading. Brºwn. -

DECOMPOSITE. a. [decompºſtus, Lat.] Com

pounded a ſecond time. Bacon,

DECOMPOSITION.ſ. (decompºſtus, Lat.) The

ast of compounding things already compound

ed. Boyle.

To DECOMPO'UND. v. a. [decompono, Lat.]

To compoſe of things already compounded.

Boyle, Newton.

DECOMPO UND.a.(from the verb.] Compoſed

of things or words already compounded. Bºyle

DECORAMENT. ſ. [from decorate.] Orna

ment.

To DE CORATE. v. a. [decord, Lat.] To a

dorn ; to embelliſh ; to beautify.

Pºlº'ſ [from decorate.] Ornament;

added beauty. Dryden.

DECORAT GR ſ (from decºrate } An adorner

DECO ROUS. a. [decorus, Lat) Decent; ſuit

able to a character. Ray.

To DECO RTICATE.v.a. (decortico, Lat.] To

diveſt of the bark or ruſk. Arbuthnot.

DECORT(CATION. ſ. [from decerticate.]

the act of ſtripping the bark or huſk.

DECO RUM. ſ. ULatin.) Decency , behaviour

contrary to licentiouſneſs; ſeemlineſs. PP'otton.

To DECO'Y. v. a. [from kºty, Dutch, a cage

To lure into a cage; to intrap. L'Eſtrange.

DECO Y. ſ. Allurement to miſchief. Berkley.

DECO YDUCK. ſ. A duck that lures others.

A4 or timer.

To DECREASE v. n. (decreſco, Lat.) To glow

leſs ; to be diminiſhed. Ecclus.

To DECREASE. v. a. To make leſs; to di

miniſh. Daniel, Newtºn.

DECREASE. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. The ſtate

of growing leſs; decay. Prior.
of the moon. Bacon

To DECREE v. n. [decretum, Lat ) To make

an edići; to appoint by edict. Milton.

To DECREE v. a. To doom or aſſign by a

decree, job.

DECREE. ſ. (decretum, Lat.] 1. An edia ; a

law. Shakeſp. z. An eſtabliſhed rule. jºb.

3. A determination of a ſuit.

DE CREMENT. ſ. [decrementum, Lat.) De

creaſe; the ſtate of growing leſs; the quan

tity loſt by decreaſing. Brown.

DECRE PIT. a. [decrepituſ, Lat..] waſted and

worn out with age. Raleigh, Addiſºn.

To DECRE PITATE. v.a. i decreps, Lat ) To

calcine ſalt till it has ceaſed to crackle in the

fire. Brown.

DECREPITATION. ſ. [from decrepitate l

The crackling noiſe which ſalt makes over the

fire. Quincy.

DECRE PITNESS. 7 ſ. [from decrepit ) The

!) ECRE PITUDE. laſt ſtage of decay; the

laſt effects of old age. Bentley,

DECRESCENT. a. [from decreſceni, Lat.]

Growing leſs.

DECRETAL. a.[decretum, Lat.] Appertaining

to a decree; containing a decree. Ayliffe.

DECRETAL. ſ. [from the adjective..] I. A

book of decrees or edicts. Addiſºn. 2. The

collection of the Pope's decrees. Howel.

DECRETIST. ſ. [rom decree.) One that ſtu

dies the decretal. Ayliffe.

DECRETORY. a. [From decree.) 1. Judicial;

definitive. South. 2. Critical; definitive.

Brown.

DECRIAL.f. (from decry..] Clamorous cenſure;

haſty or noiſy condemnation.

To DECRY”. v. a. [decrier, Fr.] To cenſure;

to blame clamorouſly ; to clamour againſt.

Dryden.

DECU MBENCE. Q. ſ. (decumbe, Lat.] The act

DECUMBENCY. § of lying down; the poſ

ture of lying down. Brown.

DECU MBITURE. ſ. (from decumbo, Lat.) 1.

The time at which a man takes to his bed in

a diſeaſe. 2. [In aſtrology.) A ſcheme of the

heavens erected for that time, by which the

prognoſticks of recovery or death are diſcover

ed. Dryden.

DECUPL.E. a.ſdecupuluſ, Lat] Tenfold. Ray.

DECURION. ſ. (decurio, Lat.] A commander

over ten. Temple.

DECURS19N. ſ. (decurſus, Lat.] The act of

running down. Hale. -

DECUR 1 ATION. ſ. [decartatic, Lat.) The

act of cutting ſhort.

To DECUSSA"TE. v. a. (decuſ, Lat..] To in

terfect at acute angles. Ray.

DFCUSSATION. ſ. [from decuſate.] The act

of crofling ; ſtate of being croſſed at unequal

angles. Ray.

To LEDECORATE. v. a. [dedecore, Lat] To

diſgrace; to bring a reproach upon.

DEDECORATION. ſ. Ifrom dedecorate.] The

aćt of diſgracing. * -

C c DEDECO
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DEDECOROUS, a. [dedecur, Lat..] Diſgrace

ful; reproachful.

DEDENTITION. ſ. [de and dentitio, Lat.]

Loſs or ſhedding of the teeth. Brown.

To DEDICATE. v. a. (dedico, Lat.) 1. To de

vote to ſome divine power. Numbers. 2. To

appropriate ſolemnly to any perſon or purpoſe.

Clarendon. 3. To inſcribe to a patron. Peach.

DE'DICATE. a. [from the verb.] Conſecrate:

devote ; dedicated. Spelman.

DEDICATION. f. (dedicatio, Lat.) 1. The aa

of dedicating to any being or purpoſe; conſe

cration. Hooker. 2. A ſervile addreſs to a pa

tron. Pope.

DEDICATOR. ſ. [from dedicate.] One who

inſcribes his work to a patron with compliment

and ſervility. Pope.

DEDICATORY. a. [from dedicate.] Compo

ſing a dedication ; adulatory. Pºpe.

DEDITION. ſ. (deditio, Lat.) The act of yield

ing up any thing. Hale.

To DEDUCE. v. a. [deduce, Lat.] 1. To draw

in a regular connected ſeries. Pºpe. 1. To

form a regular chain of conſequential propoſi

tions. Locke. 3. To lay down in regular or

der. Thºmſºn.

DEDUCEMENT. ſ. [rom deduce.] The thing

deduced; conſequential propoſition. Dryden.

DEDU'CIBLE. a. §. deduce.] Collectible by

reaſon, Brºwn, Sºuth.

DEDU’CIVE. a. [from deduce.] Performing the

act of deduction.

To DEDU'CT. v. a. [deduce, Lat.) 1. To ſub

tract; to take away; to dealcate. Norris.

2. To ſeparate; to diſpart. Spenſer. -

DEDUCTION. ſ. [delusic, Lat.) 1. Conſe

quential connection; conſequence. Duppa. 2.

That which is deducted. Pºpe. -

DEDUCTIVE. a. (from deduct Deducible.

DEDUCTIVELY. adv. [from deductive..] Con

ſequentially by regular deduction.

DEED. ſ. (see, Saxon.) 1. Action, whether

good or bad. Smallridge. 1. Exploit; perior

mance. Dryden. 3. Power of action; agency.

Milton. 4. Act declaratory of an opinion Hºok.

5. Written evidence of any egal act. Bacºn.

6. Fact; reality; the contrary to fiction. Lee.

DEE DLESS. a.[from deed.] Unactive. Pºpe.

To DEEM. v. m. part. derpt, or deemed. [be

man, Saxon.] To judge; to conclude upon

conſideration. Spenſer, Hººker, Dryden. ---

DEEM.J. [from the verb.) Judgment, ſurmiſe;

opinion. Shakeſp. -

DEi. MSTER.J. [from deem ). A judge.

DEEP.a.secſ, Saxon ) i. Having length down

wards. Bacon. 2. Low in ſituation ; no high.

3. Meaſured from the ſurface downward. New

tºº. 4. Entering far ; piercing a great way.

Clarenden. 5. Far from the outer part. Dryd

6. Not ſuperficial; not obvious. Locke. 7. Sa

gacious; penetrating. Lºcke. 8. Full of con

trivance; politick; inſidious. Shakeſp. 9.

Grave; ſolemn. Shakeſp. 12. Dark coloured.

Dryden. 11. Having a great degree of ſtillneſs,

or gloom. Genºſis. 12. Baſs; grave in ſound.

Bacon.

DEEP. ſ. (from the adjeaive.] 1. The ſes;

the main. Waller. 2. The moſt ſolemn or

ſtill part. Shakeſp.

To DEEPEN. v. a. [from deep.) 1. To make

deep; to ſink far below the ſurface. Addiſºn.

2. To darken; to cloud; to make dark. Prach.

3:...To make ſad or gloomy. Pºpe.

DEEP-MOUTHED. a. (deep and mouth.] Hav

ing a hoarſe and loud voice. Gay.

DEX.P-MUSING. a. [deep and muſe..] Contem

plative; loſt in thought. Pºpe.

DEEPLY. adv. (from deep.) 1. To a great

depth; far below the ſurface. Tillºtſºn 2

With great ſtudy or ſagacity. 3. Sorrowfully;

ſolemnly. Mark, Donne. 4. With a tendency

to darkneſs of colour. Boyle. 5. In a high de

gree. Bacºn.

DEEPNESS. ſ. [from deep.) Entrance far be

low the ſurface; profundity; depth. Knaller.

Plººk. ſ. [beon, Saxon.) That claſs of animals

which is hunted for veniſon. Waller.

To DEFA CE. v. a.[*. Fr.) To deſtroy;

to raze; to disfigure. Shakeſp. Prior.

DEFACEMENT. ſ. [from deface I violation;

injury. Bacºn.

DEFA CER. / [from deface.) Deſtroyer; abo

liſher; violator. Shakeſp. -

DEFATLANCE. ſ. [defailance, Fr.] Failure.

Glanville.

To DEPA LCATE. v. a. [dafalquer, Fr.] To

cut off; to lop; to take away part.

DEFALCATION. ſ. [from defalcate.] Dimi

nution. Addiſon.

DEFAMA"TION. ſ. [from defame.] The act of

deaming or bringing infamy upon another;

cºlumny; reproach ; cenſure ; detraction.

Ayliffe.

DEFA MATORY. a. [from defame] Calumni

ous; unjuſtly cenſorious ; libellous. Gov. ºf

the Tongue.

To DEFA'ME. v. a. [de and fama, Lat.] To

make infamous ; to cenſure falſely in publick;

to deprive of honour ; to diſhonour by reports.

Decay of Piety.

DEFA ME. ſ." [from the verb.] Diſgrace; diſ

honour. Spenſer.

DEFA'MER. J. [from defame.] One that in

jures the reputation of another. Gov. ºf the

Tongue.

To DEFATIGATE. v. a. [defatigo, Lat.] To

weary.

DEFATIGATION. ſ. [defatigatiº, Lat.

DEFAULT. ſ. ſalefaut, Fr.) 1. Omiſſion of that

Wearineſs.

which we ought to do; neglect. 2. Crime;

failure; fault. Haywood. 3. Defect; want.

Davies. 4. [In law.) Non-appearance in court

at a day afligned. Cowell.

DEFE ASANCE. ſ. [defaiſance, Fr.] 1. The

act of annulling or abrogating any contract.

1. Defeaſance is a condition annexed to an

act; which performed by the obligee, the act

is diſabled. Cºwell. 3. The writing in which

a defeaſance is contained. 4. A defeat; con

ueſt. Spen/er.
q per/ DEFEA
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DEFEASIBLE. a. [from defaire.] That which

may be annulled. Davies.

dº f. [from defaire, Fr.) 1. The over

throw of an army. Addiſºn. 2. Act of deſtruc

tion; deprivation. Shakeſp.

To DEFEAT. v. a. 1. To overthrow. Bacon.

2. To fruſtrate. Milton. 3. To aboliſh.

DEFEATURE. ſ. [from de and feature.]

Change of feature; alteration of countenance.

ºft
To DE'PECATE v. a. [deface, Lat.] 1. To

purge; to purify; to cleanſe. Boyle. 2. To

purify from any extraneous or noxious mixture.

Glanville.

DEPECATE. a. (from the verb.] Purged

from lees or foulneſs. Boyle.

DEFECATION. J. [defecatio, Lat.] Purifica

tion. Harvey.

DEFECT. ſ. [defeaus, Lat.] ... want; al

ſence of ſomething neceſſary. Davies. 2. Fail

ing ; want. Shakeſp. 3. A fault; miſtake

error. Hºcker. 4. A blenniſh; a failure. Locke.

To DEFECT. v. n. To be deficient. Brºwn.

DEFECTIBILITY. ſ. [from defectible.] The

ſtate of failing; imperfection. Hale.

DEFECTIBLE. a.[from defed.) 1. Imperſe&t;
deficient. Hale.

DEFECTION. ſ. (4 feaſie, Lat] ... want; ſai.

lure. 1. A falling away ; apoſtacy. Raleigh,

Watts. 3. An abandoning cf a king, or ſtate;

revolt. Davies.

DEFE'CTIVE. a. [from defectivus, Lat.] 1.

Full of defects; imperfect ; not ſufficient.

Lºcke, Arbuthnot, Addiſon. 2. Faulty; vitious,

blarneable. Addiſon.

DEFECTIVE or deficient Nouns. [In grammar.]

Indeclinable nouns, or ſuch as want a number,

or ſome particular caſe.

DEFECTIVE Verb. [la grammar] A verb

which wants ſome of its tenſes.

DEFECTIVENESS. ſ.[from deflaive..] want;
faultineſs. Addiſon.

DEPENCE. ſ. ſilefºnſº, Lat..] I. Guard; pro

teetion; ſecurity. Eccluſ. 2. Vindication; juſ

tification; apology. Aºis. 3. Prohibition. Tem

Ale. 4. Reſiſtance. 3. [In law.) The defen

dant's reply after declaration produced. 6. [In

fortification.] The part that flanks another
work.

DEFENCELESS. a. [from defence.] I. Naked;

unarmed; unguarded. Milton. 2. Impotent.

Addiſºn.

To DEFEND. v.a. [defenda, Lat.] 1. To ſtand

in defence of, to protećt; to ſupport. Shakeſp.

2. To vindicate; to uphold to aſſert , to

rnaintain. Swift. 3. #

Dryden. 4. To prohibit; to foibid. Milton,

Temple. 5. To maintain a place, or cauſc.

3DEFENDABLE. a. [from defend..] That may

be defended.

DEFENDANT. a. [from defend, Lat. Defen

five ; fit for defence. Shakeſp.

DEP ENDANT. ſ. (from the adjestive..] 1. He

that defends againſt affailants. Wilkins. 2. (In.

law.] The perion accuſed or ſued. Iluditrar.

to fortify; to ſecure.

DEFENDER. ſ. (from defend.) 1. One that

defends; a champion. Shakeſp. z. An aſſer

tor; a vindicator. South. 3. [in law.] An ad
vocate.

DEFENSATIVE. ſ.[from defence.) 1. Guard;

defence. Brºwn. a. [In ſurgery.) A bandage,

plaiſter, or the like.

DEFENSIBLE. a. (from defence.] That may be
defended. Bacon. #!ºle; right ; capa

ble of vindication. Collier.

DEFENSIVE. a. [defenſif, Fr.] 1. That ſerves

to defend; proper for defence. Sidney. 2. In a

ſtate or poſture of defence. Milton.

DEFENSIVE. ſ. [from the adjective. 1. Safe

guard. Bacon. 2. State of defence. Clarendez.

DEFE'NSIVELY. adv. [from defenſive.) In a
defenſive manner.

DEFENST.part paſſ [fron defence.] Defended.
airfax'. -

To DEFER. v. n. [from differe, Lat.] 1. To

put off; to delay to act. Milton. 2. To pay

deference or regard to another's opinion.

To DEFER. v. a. To with-hold; to delay.

Pºpe. 2. To refer to ; to leave to another's

judgment. Bacon.

DEFERENCE. ſ. [deference, Fr.] t. Regard;

reſpect. Swift. 2. Complaiſance; condeſcen

fion. Lºcke. 3. Submiſſion. Addiſon .

DEFERENT.ſ.[nom deferent, of defero, Lat.]

That carries up and down. Bacºn.

DEFERENT. J. [from the adjective.) That

which carries; that which conveys. Bacon.

DEFI’ANCE. ſ. [from deft, Fr.j 1. A challenge;

an invitation to fight. Dryden. 2. A challenge

to make any impeachment good. 3. Expreſ

fion of abhorrence or contempt. Decay of Piety.

DEFICIENCE. Q. ſ. [from deficio, Lat.j 1. De

DEFICIENCY. fect; failing; imperfection.

Brown, Sprat. 2. Want; ſomething leſs than

is neceſſary. Arbuthnot.

DEFICIENT. a. [deficiens.] Failing; wanting;

defective. Morton.

DEFI ER. J. [from deft, Fr.] A challenger : a

contenner. Tillotſon.

To DEF1.E. v. a. ſapilan, Sax.] 1. To make

foul or impure ; to dirty. Shakeſp. 2. Topol

lute; to make legally of ritually impure. Lev.

3. to corrupt chaitity; to violate. Priºr; 4.

To taint; to corrupt; to vitiate. Stillingfleet,
JWake.

To DEFILE. v. a. [diffler, Fr.] To go off file

by file

pººr. f. (defile, Fr. a line of ſoldiers.] A

narrow paſſage. Addiſon.

DEFILEMENT. ſ. [from defik.] The ſtate of

being defiled; pollution; corruption. Milton.

DEFILER. ſ... [from defile.) One that defiles; a

corrupter. Addiſon. -

DEFINABLE. a. [from define | 1. Capable of

definition. Dryden. 2. That which may be

aſcertained. Burnet. -

To DEFINE. v. a. [definio, Lat.] 1. To giv

the definition; to explain a thing by its qua

lities. Sidney. 2. To circumſcribe; to mark

the limit. Newtºn.

C c 2. Te
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To DEFINE. v. n. To determine; to decide.

acca.

DEFINER, ſ (from define.] One that deſcribes

a thing by its qualities. Prior.

DEFINITE. a. [rom definitur. Lat.] 1. Cer

tain; limited ; bounded. Sidney. 2. Exact ;

preciſe. Shakeſp.

DEFINITE. ſ. (from the adjective.] Thing ex

plained or defined. Ayliffe.

DEFINITENESS. ſ."[from definitel Certain

ty ; limitedneſs.

DEFINITION. ſ. (definitia, Lat.) 1. A ſhort

deſcription of a thing by its properties. Dryden.

2. Deciſion; determination. 3. (In logick |

The explication of the eſſence of a thing by its

kind and difference. Bentley.

DEFINITIVF. a. [definitivus, Lat J Determi

nate ; poſitive expreſs. M'otten

DEFI’NITIVELY. adv. [from definitive J Poſt

tively; deciſively; expreſsly. Shakeſp. Hall.

DEFINITIVENESS. ſ. [from definitive J De

ciſiveneſs.

DEFLAGRABILITY.'ſ [from deflagro, Lat.]

Combuſtibility. Boyle.

DEFLAGRABLE. a. [from deflagro, Lat.]

Having the quality of waſting away wholly in

fire. Royle.

DEFLAGRATION. ſ. (deflagratic, Lat.] Set

ting fire to ſeveral things in their preparation.

To IDF,FLECT. o. n. (deflecio, Lat.] To turn

aſide ; to deviate from a true courſe. Blackm.

DEFLECTION. ſ. [from defie&o, Lat.) 1. De

viation ; the aët of turning aſide. Brown. 1.

A turning aſide, or out of the way. 3. [In na

vigation j The departure of a ſhip from its

true courſe. -

DEFLEXURE. ſ (from defle&c, Lat.] A bend

ing down; a turning aſide, or out of the way.

D., &#.

DEFLORATION. ſ. [deficration, Fr.) 1. The

act of deflouring. 1. A telection of that which

is moſt valuable. Hale.

To DEFLO UR. v. a. [deforer, Fr.) 1. To

raviſh ; to take away a woman's virginity.

Ecºlºſ. Xx. 4. 2. To take away the beauty

and grace of any thing. Taylºr.

DEF I.O.U.R.E.R. ſ. [from deflour.] A raviſher.

Addiſºn.

DEFLUOUS. a. [defluus, Lat.) 1. That flows

down. ... That falls off.

DEFLUXION. ſ. (defluxia, Lat..] A flowing

down of humours. Bacºn.

DE FLY, adv. (from deft J Dexterouſly; ſkil

fully. Properly deftly. Spenſer.

DEFOEDA TION / [from d fºrdur, Lat] The

ast of making filthy pollution. Bently.

DEFORCE MENT. ſ. (fºrm force.j A with

holding of lands and tent ments by force.

To DEFORM. v. c. [..iºforinº, Lat.) 1. ‘To diſ.

figure; to make ugly. Shakeſ. 2. To diſ

honour; to make ungraceful.

DEFORM. a. défºrºnts. Lat] Ugly ; disfi

gured. S. enſer, Miltºn.

Dr. FOR - A TION. ſ. (dºſ-rmatiz, Lat.) Ade.

tacing. -

DEFORMEDLY. adv. [from deform.] In an

ugly manner.

DEFORMEDNESS. ſ. [from defºrmed] Ugli

neſs.

DEFORMITY. ſ. [defºrmitat, Lat.] 1. Ugli

neſs; ill-favouredneſs. Shakeſp. z. Ridicu

louſneſs. Dryden. 3. Irregularity; inordinate

neſs. King Charles. 4. Diſhonour; diſgrace.

DEFORSOR. ſ. [from fºrceur, Fr.) One that

overcomes and caſteth out by force. Blount.

To DEFRAU'D. v. a. [defraudo, Lat.] To rob

or deprive by a wile or trick. Pºpe.

DEFRA'UDER. ſ. [from defraud.] A deceiver.

Blackmore.

To DEFRAY. v. a. [defrayer, Fr.] To bear

the charges of a Mac.

DEFRAYER, ſ (from defray.] One that diſ

charges expences.

DEFRAYMENT. ſ. [from defray.] The pay

ment of expences.

DEFT. a [berc, Sax.] Obſolete. 1. Neat;

handſome; ſpruce. 2. Proper; fitting. Shakeſ.

3. Ready ; dexterous, Dryden.

DEFTLY adv. [from deft.] Obſolete. 1. Neat

ly ; dexterouſly. 2. In a ſkilful manner. Shaş.

DEFU'NCT. a. (defunè?us, Lat..] Dead; de

ceaſed. Hudibrar.

DEFU'NCT. ſ. [from the adjective..] One that

is deceaſed ; a dead man, or woman. Graart.

DEFUNCTION. ſ. [[rom defunct.] Death.

Shakeſp.

To DEFY', 'v. a. [differ, Fr.] 1. To call to

combat; to challenge. Dryden. 2. To treat

with contempt; to ſlight. Shakeſp.

DEFY' ſ [from the verb J A challenger; an in

vitation to fight. Dryden.

DEFY ER. J. [from dify J A challenge; one

that invites to fight. Sºuth.

DEGE/NERACY. ſ. [frem degeneratiº, Latj

1. A departing from the virtue of our anceſ

tors. 2. A forſaking of that which is good.

Tillotſon. 3. Meanneſs. Addiſon.

To DEGENERATE. v. n. [degenerer, Fr.]

1. To fall from the virtue of our anceſtors. 1.

To fall from a more noble to a baſe ſtate.

Tilletſºn. 3. To fall from its kind; to grow

wild or baſe. Bacon.

DEG ENERATE. adv. [from the verb.] 1.

Unlike his anceſtors. Swift. 2. Unworthy;

baſe. Milton.

DEGENERATENESS. f. (from degenerate ;

Degeneracy; ſtate of being grown wild; or

out of kind. Dict.

DEGENERATION. ſ. [from degenerate.] I

A deviation from the virtue of one’s anceſtors.

2. A falling from a more excellent ſtate to one

of leſs worth. 3. The thing changed from its

primitive ſtate. Brºwn. -

DEC ENEROUS. a. [from degener, Lat.] 1.

Degenerated ; fallen from virtue. 2. Vile ;

baſe ; infamous; unworthy. So-th.

DEG ENEROUSLY. adv. [from degenerest.}

In a degenera e magner ; baſely ; meanly.

Decay ºf Piety. -

DEGLU
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DEGLUTITION.ſ. (deglutitiºn, Fr.] The ad

or power of ſwallowing. Arbuthnet.

DEGRADATION. ſ. [degradation, Fr J. I. A

deprivation of an office or dignity. Ayliffe. 2.

Degeneracy; baſeneſs. South.

To DEGRADE. v. a. [degrader, Fr.) 1.

put one from his degree. Shakeſp. 2.

leſſen; to diminiſh the value of Milton.

DEGRAVATION. ſ. [from degravate, of de

grave, Lat.] The act of making heavy. Diét.

DEGREE. ſ. (degré, Fr.] 1. Quality; rank;

ſtation. Pſalmſ, Hooker. 2. The ſtate and

condition in which a thing is. Bacon. 3. A

ſtep or preparation to any thing. Sidney. , 4.

Order of lineage; deſcent of family. Dryden.

5. The orders or claſſes of the angels. Locke.

6. Meaſure; proportion. Dryden. 7. [In geo

metry..] The three hundredth and ſixtieth part

of the circumference of a circle. Dryden. 8. (In

arithmetick.] A degree conſiſts of three figures,

or three places comprehending units, tens and

hundreds. Cecker. 9. [In muſick.] The inter

vals of ſounds. Dict. 1 o. The vehemence or

ſlackneſs of the hot or cold quality of a plant,

mineral, or other mixed body. South.

By DEGREES. adv. Gradually; by little and

little. Newton.

DEGUSTATION. ſ. [deguſiatio, Lat.] A taſt

1ng.

To DEHORT. v. a. [dehorter, Lat.] To diſ.

ſuade. Ward.

DEHORTATION. ſ. [from dehorter, Lat.]

Diſſuaſion; a counſelling to the contrary Ward.

DEHORTATORY. a. [from deharter, Lat.)

Belonging to diſſuaſion.

DEHORTER. ſ. [from dehart.] A diſſuader;

an adviſer to the contrary.

DEICIDE. [from deus and cards, Lat..] Death of

our bleſſed Saviour. Prior.

To DEJECT. v. a. [Jejício, Lat.] 1. To caſt

down; to afflict; to grieve. Shakeſp. 2. To

make to look ſad. Dryden.

DEJECT. a. [deječius, Lat.] Caſt down; aſ

flicted ; low ſpirited. -

DEJE'CTEDLY. adv. [from deject.] In a de

jected manner; afflictedly. Bacon.

DEJE’ctedNEss. ſ. Lowneſs of ſpirits.

DEJECTION. ſ. [dejectiºn, Fr. from dejeºis,

Lat.] I. A lowneſs of ſpirits; melancholy.

Rºgerſ. 2. Weakneſs; inability. Arbuthnet.

3. A ſtool. Ray.

To

To

DEJECTURE. ſ. [from deječi.} The excre

ments. Arbuthnet.

DEJERATION. ſ. [from dejero, Lat..] A tak

ing of a ſolemn oath.

DEi FICATION. ſ. (deification, Fr.] The act of

deifying, or making a gºd.

DE IFORM. a. [from deus and forma, Lat.] Of

a godlike form.

To DE IFY. v. a. [deſer, Fr.) 1. To make a

god of; to adore as god. South. 2. To praiſe

exceſſively. Bacºn.

To DEIGN. v. n. [from daigner, Fr.] To vouch

ſafe : to think worthy. Miltºn.

To DEiGN. v. a. To grant; to permit. Shakeſp.

DEI'GNING ſ (from deign.) A vouchſafing;

a thinking worthy.

DEINTEGRATE. v. a. [from de and integrº,

Lat.] To diminiſh.

DEI PAROUS. a. (deiparus, Lat.] That brings

forth a god; the epithet applied to the ble fied

Virgin.

DEISM. ſ. ſileiſne, Fr.] The opinion of thoſe

that only acknowledge one God, without the

*eception of any revealed religion. Dryden.

DE/IST. ſ. [deiffe, Fr.] A man who follows no

particular religion, but only acknowledges the
exiſtence of God. Burnet. -

DEISTICAL. a. (from deft.] Belonging to the

hercſy of the deiſts. Watts.

DEITY...f. [deité, Fr.) 1. Divinity; the nature

and effence of God. Hºoker. 2. A fabulous

god. Shakeſp. 3 The ſuppoſed divinity of a

heathen god. Spenſer.

DELACERATION.J. [from delacrre, Lat.) A

tearing in pieces.

DELACRYMATION. ſ. [from delacrymatic,

Lat.) The wateriſhneſs of the eyes.

DELACTATION. f. (delačiatiº, Lat.] A wean

ing from the breaſt. Dićt. -

DELAPSED. a. [delapſut.] Bearing or falling

down. Di F.

To DELATE. v. a. [from delatus, Lat.] To

carry; to convey. Bacºn. -

DELATION. ſ. ſiełatic, Lat.] 1. A carrying:

conveyance. Bacon. 2. An accuſation; an

impeachment.

DELATOR. ſ. [delator. Lat.] An accuſer; an

informer. Gºv. of the Tongue.

To DELAY. v. a...[from delayer, Fr.) 1. To

defer; to put off. Exodus. 2. To hinder; to

fruſtrate. Dryden.

To DELAY. v. n. To ſtop; to ceaſe from ac

tion. Lºcke.

DELAY. f. [from the verb.] 1. A deferring ;

proclaſtination. Shakeſp. z. Stay ſtop.

Dryden. -

DELAYER. ſ [from delay.) One that deſers.

DELE'CTABLE. a. [delačiabilis, Lat.) Pleaſ

ing ; delightful.

DELECTARLENESS. ſ (from delečiable.]De

lightfulneſs; pleaſantneſs.

DELECTABLY.adw. Delightfully; pleaſantly.

DELECTATION. ſ. (delečiatio, Lat.J Plea

ſure; delight.

To DE LEGATE. v. a. [delege, Lat.] 1. To

fend away. 2. To ſend upon an embativ. 3.

To intruſt; to commit to another. Taylor. 4.

To appoint judges to a particular cauſe. -

DELEGATE. ſ. [delegatus, Lat.] 1. A depu

ty ; a commiſſioner; a vicar. Taylºr. 2... [In

law J Delegates are perſons delegated or ap

pointed by the king's commiſſion to ſit, upon

an appeal to him, in the court of Chancery.

P/ount.

DELEGATE. a. [delegatur, Lat.} Deputed.

Taylor.

DE P.EGATFS. [Cºurt of] A court wherein all

cauſes of appeal, by way of devolution from ei

ther of the archbiſhops, are decided. -

DELEGA’TION.
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DFLEGATION. ſ. [delegatio, Lat.) 1. A

ſºnding away. 2. A putting in commiſſion. 3.

The aflignment of a debt to another.

DELEN IF I CAL. a. [delen:ficuſ, Lat.] Having

virtue to aſſwage, or eaſe pain.

To DELETE. v. a. [from deles, Lat.] To blot

out. Diº.

DELETE’RIOUS. a. [deleterius, Lat.] Deadly;

deftructive Brown. -

DELETERY.a. Deſtruaive; deadly. Hudibrar.

DELETION. ſ. (deletic, Lat.) 1. The ast of

rafing or blotting out. 2. A deſtruction. Hale.

IDF.I.F. f. [from belwan, Sºx. to dig.) 1. A

DELFE. S. mine; a quarry. Ray. 2. Earthen

ware; counterfeit China ware. Smart.

DELIBATION. ſ. [delibatio, Lat..] An eſſay;

a taſte.

To DELIBERATE. v. m. [delibero, Lat.] To

think, in order to choice; to heſitate. Addiſon.

DELIBERATE. a. [deliberatur, Lat.] I. Cir

cumſpect; wary; adviſed; diſcreet. 1. Slow;

tedious; not ſudden. Hocker. -

DELIBERATELY. adv.[from deliberate.] Cir

cumſpectly; adviſedly; warily. Dryden.

DELIBERATENESS. ſ. [from deliberate.) Cir

cumſpection; warineſs; coolneſs; caution. K.

Charler.

DELIBERATION. ſ. [deliberatio, Lat.) The

ast of deliberating; thought in order to choice.

Hammond. -

DELIBERATIVE. a [deliberatives, Lat.]

Pertaining to deliberation; apt to conſider.

DELIBERATIVE.ſ. (from the adjective.) The

diſcourſe in which a queſtion is deliberated.

acoſt.

DELICACY. ſ. [delicateſ, Fr.] t. Daintineſ, ;

fineneſs in eating. Miltºn. 1. Anything highly

- pleaſing to the ſenſes. Milton. 3. Softneſs;

feminine beauty. Sidney. 4. Nicety; minute

accuracy. Dryden. 5. Neatneſs; elegance of

dreſs. 6. Politeneſs; gentleneſs of manners.

7. Indulgence; gentle treatment. Temple, 8.

Tenderneſs; ſcrupulouſneſs; mercifulneſs. 9.

Weakneſs of conſtitution.

DE'LICATE. a. [delicat, Fr.] t. Fine ; not

' coarſe; conſiſting of ſmall parts. Arbuthnot.

2. Beautiful; pleafing to the eye. 3. Nice;

pleaſing to the taſte; of an agreeable flavour.

7 eyler. 4. Dainty; deſirous of curious meats;

5. Choice; ſelest; excellent. 6. Polite ;

gentle of manners. 7. Soft; effeminate;

unable to bear hardſhips. Shakeſp. 8. Pure;

clear. Shakeſp.

DE LICATELY. adv. [from delicate.) 1. Beau

tiſuily. Pope. a. Finely; not coarſely. 3.

Daintily. Taylor. 4. Choicely. 5. Politely.

6. Effeminately.

DELICATENESS ſ (from delicate.] The ſtate

of being delicate; tenderneſs; ſoftneſs; effe

minacy. Deuteronemy.

DELICATES. ſ. (from delicate.] Niceties;

rarities; that which is choice and dainty.

King. -

DELICES. ſ. pl. [delirie, Lat., Pleaſures.Spesſ

DELI'CIOUS. a. [delicieux, Fr.] Sweet ; de

licate; that affords delight; agreeable. Pºpe.

DELICIOUSLY.adw.[fromdeliritur..] Sweetly;

pleaſantly; delightfully. Revelationſ.

DELI'CIOUSNESS / [from delicious Delight;

pleaſure; joy. Taylor.

DELIGATION. f. [deligatio, Lat.) A binding

up. Mºiſeman.

DELIGHT. ſ. [delice, Fr.) 1. Joy; content;

ſatisfaction Samuel. 2. That which gives

delight. Shakeſp.

To DELIGHT. s.a.[4elector, Lat.] To pleaſe,

to content; to ſatisfy. Pſalms, Locke.

To Dr.Li GHT. v. n. To have delight or plea

ſure in. Pſalms.

DELIGHTFUL. a. [from delight and full.]

Pleaſant; charming. Sidney.

DELIGHTFULLY. adv. Pleaſantly; charm

ingly; with delight. Milton.

DELIGHTFULNESS ſ. [from delight.] Plea

ſule 5 cornfort; ſatisfaction. Tillefſen.

DELI'GHTSOME. a. (from delight.] Pleaſant;

delightful. Grew.

DELIGHTSOMELY. adv. [from delightſºme.]

Pleaſantly , in a delightful manner.

DELIGHTSOMENESS. ſ. [from delightſºre.]

Pleaſantneſs, delightfulneſs.

To DELIN &ATE. v. a. [delinee, Lat.] I. To

draw the firſt draught of a thing; to deſign. z.

To paint in colours; to repreſent a true like

neſs. Brown. 3. To deſcribe. Raleigh.

DELINEATION. ſ. [delineatie, Lat.) The firſt

draught of a thing. Mortimer.

DELINIMENT.f. [delininentum, Lat.) A mi

tigating or aſſwaging,

DELINQUENCY / [delinguentia, Lat.) A

fault; failure in duty. Sandys.

DELINQG ENT.ſ [from delinquens, Lat.] An

offender. Ben. Johnſºn.

To DE LIQUATE. v. n. [deliquee, Lat.] To

melt ; to be diſſolved. Cudwºrth.

DELIQUATION. ſ. [deliquatio, Lat.] A melt

ing; a diflolving.

Di Li QUIUM. J. Lat. [a chymical term.] A

diſtillation by the force of fire.

DELl RAMENT. ſ. (deliramentum, Lat.) A

doting or fooliſh idle ſtory. Die!.

To DEL!'RATE. v. n. [delire, Lat.] To dote;

to rave,

DELIRATION. ſ. [deliratie, Lat..] Dotage;

folly.

DEL RIOUS, a [delirious, Lat.] Lightheaded;

raving; doting. Swift.

DELPRIUM. ſ. (Lat.j Alienation of mind;

dotage. Arbuthnot.

DELITIGATION. ſ. [from delitigo, Lat..] A

ſtriving; a chiding ; a contending. Dict.

To DELI'VER. v. a. ſ delivrer, Fr.) 1. To

give , to yield; to offer. Dryden. 2. To caſt

away; to throw off. Pºpe. 3. To ſurrender;

to put into one's hands. Samuel 4. To ſave;

to reſcue. Shakeſp. 5. To ſpeak; to tell; to

relate; to utter. Swift. 6. To diſburden a

woman of a child. Peachain.

To l ELIVER over. v. a. 1. To put into a

nother's hands. Shakeſp. 2.. To give from

held to hand. Dryden.

-- - - - - * * To
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To DELIVER up. v. a. To ſurrender; to give

up. Shakeſp.

DELI'veRANCE. ſ. (delivrance, Fr.] 1. The

ast of delivering a thing to another. 2. The

act of freeing from*}. ſlavery, or any

oppreſſion; refcue. Dryden. 3. The ast of

ſpeaking; utterance. Shakeſp. 4. The act of

bringing children. Shakeſp.

DELIVERER. ſ. [from deliver.) 1. A ſaver;

a reſcuer; a preſerver. Bacon. 1. A relater;

one that communicates ſomething. Bºyle.

DELIVERY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The aë

of delivering, or giving. 2. Releaſe; reſcue;

ſaving. Shakeſp. 3. A ſurrender , giving up.

Claresden. 4. Utterance; pronunciation;

ſpeech. Hecker. 5. Uſe of the limbs; activity.

Mºttºn. 6. Childbirth. Iſaiah.

DELL. ſ. [from dal, Dutch.) A pit; a valley.

Spesſer, Tickell.

DELPH. ſ. A fine ſort of earthen ware. Swift.

DELU DABLE. a. [from delude.) Liable to be

deceived. Brown.

To DELUDE. v. a. ſaleluda, Lat.] I. To

beguile; to cheat; to deceive. Dryden. 2.

To diſappoint; to fruſtrate.

DELUDER. ſ. [from delude..] A beguiler; a

deceiver; an impoſtor. Glanville. -

To DELVE. v.a. (belpan, Sax.) 1. To dig :

to open the ground with a ſpade. Philipt. 2.

To fathom ; to fit. Shakeſp. -

DELVE.J. [from the verb.j A ditch; a pitfal;

a den. Ben. johnſºn.

DELVER. / [from delve.) A digger. Shakeſp.

DELUGE. / [deluge, Fr.) 1. A general in

undation. Burnet. 2. An overflowing of the

natural bounds of a river. Denham. 3. Any

ſudden and reſiſtleſs calamity.

To DE LUGE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To

drown; to lay totally under water. Blackmºre.

2. To overwhelm; to cauſe to ſink. Pºpe.

DELUSION. ſ. [delifts, Lat.] . . A cheat;

guile; deceit, treachery. 2. A falſe repreſen

tation; illuſion; errour. Prior. -

DELUSIVE. a. [from deluſuſ, Lat.] Apt to

deceive. Prizr.

DELUSORY. a. [from deluſus, Lat.] Apt to
deceive. Glanville.

DEMAGOGUE.J. [**aya; 3..] A ring leader

of the rabble. Sºuth.

DEMA’IN. ! ſ [domain, Fr.] That land which

DEMEAN. a man holds originally of bim

DEM-ESNE. Y ſelf. It is ſometimes uſed alſo

for a diſtinction between thoſe lands that the

lord of the manor has in his own hands, or in

the hands of his leſſee, and ſuch other lands

appertaining to the ſaid manor as belong to

tree or copyholders. Philip, Swift. . .

DEMAND. ſ. [demande, Fr. J . A claim; a

challenging. Lºcke. 2. A queſtion ; an inter

rogation. 3. The calling for a thing in order

to purchaſe it. Addyºn. . 4. [In iaw.] The

aſking of what is due. Blount.

To DEMAND. v. a. [demander, Fr.] To claim;

to aſk for with authority. Peacham.

DEMA'NDABLE. a. [from demand.] That

may be demanded; requeſted; aſked for.
Bacon.

DEMANDANT. ſ. [from demand] He who is

actor or plaintiff in a real action. Spectatar.

DEMANDER. ſ. (demandeur, Fr. J . One

that requires a thing with authority. 1. One

that aſks for a thing in order to purchaſe it.

Carew. 3. A dunner.

DEMEAN. ſ. (from Jemener, Fr. J A mien;

preſence; carriage. Spenſer.

To DEME AN. v. a. [from demeter, Fr.] 1. To

behave; to carry one's ſelf. Tilletſºn. 2. To

leſſen; to debaſe; to undervalue. Shakeſp.

DEMEANOUR.J. [demener, Fr.] Carriage;
behaviour. Clarenden.

DEMEANS. f. pl. An eſtate in goods or lands.

To DEMENTATE. v. n. (demento, Lat.) To .

grow mad.

DEMENTATION ſſdementatio, Lat.) State of

being mad, or frantick.

DEME'RIT. ſ...[demérite, Fr.] The oppoſite to

merit; ill-deſerving. Spenſer.

To DEMERIT. v. a. To deſerve blame or

puniſhment.

DEMERSED. a. ſſrom demerſus.) Plunged.

DEMERSION. ſ. (demerſio, Lat.) A drowning.

DEMI. inſeparable particle. | demi, Fr.] Half;

as, demigºd, that is, half human, half divine.

DEMI-CANNON./. [dem, and cannon.]

DEMI-CANNON Loweſt. A great gun that

carries a ball thirty pounds weight.

DEMI-CANNON Ordinary. A great gun. It

carries a ſhot thirty-two pounds weigh.

DEMI-CANNON ºf the greateſ; Size. A gun.

It carries a ball thirty-ſix pounds weight PWilk.

DEMI-CULVERIN ºf the lºweſi Size. A gun.

It carries nine pounds weight.

DEMI-CULVERIN ordinary. A gun. It car

ries a ball ten pounds eleven ources weight.

DEMI-CúLVERIN, elder Sart. A gun. It car

riºsa ball twelve pounds eleven ounces weight.
Clarendon.

DEMI-DEVILſ. Half a devil. Shakeſs.

DEMI-GOD. ſ. (demi and gºd.] Partaking of

divine nature; half a god. -

DEMI-LANCE. ſ. (demi and lance.] A light

lance ; a ſpear. Dryden.

DE M1-MAN. ſ. Half a man. Kuolks.

DE MI-WOLF. ſ. Udemi and weft.] Half a

wolf. Shakeſp.

DEMISR. ſ. (from demetre, demir, Fr.] Death;

deceaſe. Swift.

To DEMISE. v. a. [demir, Fr.] To grant at

one's death; to bequeath. Swift

DEMISSION.J. [demiſia, Lat.) Degradation;

diminution of dignity. L'Eſtrange.

To DEM.I.T. v. a. [demitte, Lat.] To depreſs.
Brown.

DEMO CRACY. ſ. [**śīa. One of the
three forms of government; that in which th:

ſovereign power is iudged in the body of the

people. Temple.

DEMOCRATICAL. a. [from democracy.JPer

taining to a popular government; popular

Browa.

To
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To DFMO LISH. T. a. [denshr, Fr.] To throw

down buildings; to raze , to deſtroy. Tillºtſºn.

DEMO LISHER. f. [from demºliſh.J One that

throws down buildings.

bFMOLITION. ſ. ſtrom demºliſh.) The aa of

overthrowing buildings. Swift.

DE MON. . [Jarmon, Lat.) A ſpirit; generally

an evil ſpirit. Prior.

DEMO'N IACAL, N. a.ſfrom denian ) i. Belong

DEMON | AC K. ing to the devil; deviliſh.

2. Influenced by the devil. Milton.

DEMONIACK. ſ. [from the adjective.) One

poſſeſ, d by the devil. Bentley.

DEMON I AN. a. Deviliſh. A ſilton. -

DEMONO CRACY. ſ. [3a*,2, and xiaº...] The

power of the devil.

DEMONO LATRY. ſ. [34:22, and 241;a;z.

The worſhip of the devil.

DEMONOLOGY. f. [***, *, and x, 3..] Diſ

courſe of the nature of devils. -

DEMONSTRABLE. a. ſ.l.mºnſºrabilis, Lat]

That which may be proved beyond doubt or

contradićtion. Glanwrt e.

DEMONSTRABLY. adv, (from demonſtrable.]

In ſuch a manner as admits of certain proof.

Clar enden.

To DiMO NSTRATE v. a. [demonſºrs, Lat.)

To prove with the higheſt degree of certainty.

Tilletſºn.

DEMONSTRATION. ſ. (demºnſtratiº, Lat] . .

The higheſt degree of deducible or argumental

evidence. Hººker. 2. Indubitable eydence of

the ſenſes or reaſon. Tillotſen.

DEMONSTRATIVE. a.[demonſtrativur, Lat.]

1. Having the power of demonſtration; in

vincibly concluſive. Hecker. 2. Having the

power of expreſſing clearly. Dryden.

DEMONSTRATIVELY. adv. T from demen.

Jirative..] I. With evidence not to be oppoſed

or doubted. South. 2. Clearly; plainly; with

certain knowledge. Brown.

DEMONSTRATOR. J. (from demonſtrate.]

One that proves: one that teaches.

DEMONSTRATORY, a [from demºnſtrate.]

Having the tendency to demonſtrate

DEMU LCENT. a. [demulcers, Lat.) Softening;

mollifying ; aſſuaſive. Arbuthnºt.

To DEMU R. v. n. (demearer, Fr.) 1. To de

lay a proceſs in law by doubts and objections.

J% alºn. ... To pauſe in uncertainty ; to ſuſ

pend determination. Hayward. 3. To doubt 5

to have ſcruples. Bentley.

To DEMUR. v. a. To doubt of Milton. -

DEMU R.J. [from the verb.) Doubt; heſitation.

Sºuth.

DEMU’RE. a. [des meurs, Fr.) 1. Sober; de

cent. Spenſer. ... Grave; affectedly modeſt.

Bacon, Swiſt.

To DEMU R.E. v. n. (from the noun..] To lock

with an affected modeſty. Shakeſp.

DEMU. RELY. adv. [from denu, e.} 1. With

affected modeſty; ſolemnly. Bacon, 2." So

lemnly Shakeſp.

DEMU RENESS. ſ. (from deinure.] 1. Modeſty;

ſoberneſ ; gravity of aſpect. ... Aftected mo

deity.

DEMURRAGE. ſ. [from demur.]An allowance

made by merchants to maſters of ſhips, for

their ſtay in a port beyond the time appointed.

DEMURRER. ſ. [deneurer, Fr.] A kind of

pauſe upon a point of difficulty in an action.
C. well.

DEN. ſ. ſeen, Sax.] 1. A cavernor hollow run

ning horizontally. Hºoker. 2. The cave of a

wild beaſt. Dryden. 3. Den may ſignify either

a valley or a woody place. Gibſºn.

DFNAY. f. Donial; refuſal. Shakeſp.

DENDROLOGY, ſ [3,3,3, and x:ye..] The

natural hiſtory of trees.

DENIABLE, a [from deny..] That which may
be denied. Brºwn.

DENIAL / (from deny..] . Negation ; The

contrary to confeſſion. Sidney. 2. Refuſal;

the contrary to grant. Shakeſp. 3. Abjurati

on ; contrary to acknowledgment of adherence.

Sºuth.

DENIER.ſ. (from deny.] I. A contradictor; an

opponent. Watts. 2. One that does not own

or acknowledge. South. 3. A refuſer; one

that re uſes. King C#arles.

DEN 1 ER. f. [from denariuſ.) Lat.] A ſmall de

nomination of French money. Shakeſp.

To DE NIGRATE. v. a. [denigre, Lat.] To

blacken. Brºwn, Bºyle.

DEN IGRA’TION. ſ. [denigratic, Lat.]

blackening, or making black. Bayle.

DFN1zATION. ſ. (from denizen ) The act of

infranchiſing. Davier.

DE NIZEN. M. f. [from dinaſddys, a man of

DE/NISON, $ the city.] A freeman; one in

franchiſed. Davies.

To DE NIZEN. v. a. To infranchiſe; to make

free. Donne. -

To DENOMINATE. v. a. [denomine, Lat.]

To name; to give a name to. Hammand.

DENOMINATION. ſ. (denominatiº, Lat.) A

name given to a thing. Rºgers.

DENOMINATIVE. a. [from denominate.] 1.

That which gives a name; that which confers

a diſtinct appellation. 1. That which obtains

a diſtinct appellation. Cocker.

DENOMINATOR. ſ. [from denominate.] The

gºver of a name. Brown.

DENOMINATOR of a Fračijen, is the number

below the line, ſhewing the nature and quality

o: the parts which any integer is ſuppoſed to

be divided into. Harris.

DENOTATION. ſ. (denºtatis, Lat.] The act

of denoting.

To DENOTE. v. a. (denoto, Lat.] To mark ;

to be a ſign of ; to betoken.

To DENOUNCE. v.a. [denancie,Lat, denºncer,

Fr.) 1. To threaten by proclamation. Deuter

or ºmy, Decay ºf Piety. 2. To give information

againſt. Ayliffe.

DENOUNCEMENT. ſ. [from denounce.] The

act of proclaiming any menace. Brown.

DENO UNCF.R. y [from denounce.) One that

declares ſome menace. Dryden.

DENSE. a. (denſus, Lat..] Cloſe ; compačt; ap

proaching to ſolidity. Lºcke.

DE NSITY.

A
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DE'NSITY. ſ. [derſtar, Lat. Cloſeneſs; com

pactneſs; cloſe adheſion. Newton.

DE'NTAL. a. [dentals, Lat.) 1. Belonging or

relating to the teeth. 2. [In grammar.) Pro

nounced principally by the agency of the teeth.
Helder.

DENTAL. ſ. A ſmall ſhell-fiſh. Woodward.

DENTELLI. ſ. (Italian] Modillons. Spectator.

DENTICULATION.J.ſdenticulatus,Lat..]The

ſtate of being ſet with ſmall teeth. Grew.

DENTI'CULATED. a. [denticulatur, Lat.] Set

with ſmall teeth.

DENTIFRICE. ſ. [dens and frica, Lat.]. A

powder made to ſcour the teeth. Ben.johnſon.

DENTITION. ſ. [dentitio, Lat.) 1. The act

of breeding the teeth. 2. The time at which

children's teeth are bred.

To DENU'DATE. v. a. ſ.lenudo, Lat.] To di

veſt; to ſtrip. Decay of Piety.

DENUDATION. ſ. [from *...t.) The aët

of ſtripping.

To DENU'DE. v. a. [denudo, Lat.] To ſtrip;

to make naked. Clarendon.

DENUNCIATION. ſ. (denunciatio, Lat.] The

act of denouncing; a publick menace. Ward.

DENUNCIA'TOR. ſ. [from denuncio, Lat.) 1.

He that proclaims any threat. 2. He that lays

an information againſt another. Ayliffe.

To DEN.Y. v. a. [denier, Fr.] I To contra

dict an accuſation; not to confeſs. Genefit. 2.

To refuſe; not to grant. Dryden. 3. To ab

negate; to diſown. Joſhua. 4. To renounce;

to diſregard; to treat as foreign or not belong

ing to one. Sprat.

To DEOBSTRUCT. v. a. [deckſtruo, Lat.] To

clear from impediments. More.

DEO'BSTRUENT. ſ. [deobſtruens, Lat.] A me

dicine that has the power to reſolve viſcidities.

Arbuthnot.

DEODAND. ſ. (deo dandum, Lat.]. A thing

given or forfeited to God for the pacifying his

wrath, in caſe of any misfortune, by which any

Chriſtian comes to a violent end, without the

fault of any reaſonable creature. Cowell.

To DEO'PP1LATE. v. n. [de and ºppilo, Lat.]

To deobſtruct; to clear a paſſage.

DEOPPILATION. ſ. (from desppilate.] The

act of clearing obſtructions. Brºwn.

DEOPPILATIVE. a. [desppilate.) Deobſtru

ent. Harvey.

DEOSCULATION. ſ. (deoſculatio, Lat..] The

act of kiffing. Stilling fleet.

To DEPA'INT. v. a. [depeint, Fr J. I. To pic

ture; to deſcribe by colours. Spenſer. 2. To

deſcribe. Gay.

To 5.ºf v. n. (depart, Fr.] 1. To go

away from a place. Suſanna. 2. To deſiſt

from a practice. Kings. 3. To be loſt; to

periſh. Eſdras. 4. To deſert; to revolt; to

fall away; to apoſtatiſe. Iſaiah. 5. To deſiſt

from a reſolution or opinion. Clarenden. 6. To

dye 5 to deceaſe ; to leave the world. Gen.

To DEPA'RT. v. a. To quit; to leave; to re

tire from. Ben. johnſon.

To DEPART. v. a. (partir, Fr.] To divide ;

to ſeparate.

DEPA'RT. ſ. [depart, Fr.) 1. The ast of

going away. Shakeſp. z. Death. Shakeſp. 3.

[With chymiſts.) An operation ſo named, be

cauſe the particles of ſilver are departed or di

vided from gold. -

DEPARTER. ſ. (from depart.) One that re

fines metals by ſeparation.

DEPARTER. ſ. (departement, Fr.] Sepa

rate allotment; buſineſs affigued to a particu

lar perſon. Arbuthnot.

DEPA'RTMENT. ſ. [from depart.) 1. A go

ing away. Shakeſp. 2. Death; deceaſe; the

act of leaving the preſent ſtate of exiſtence.

Sidney, Addiſºn. 3. A forſaking; an aban

doning. Tillotſon.

DEPASCENT. a. [depaſcens, Lat.) Feeding

greedily.

To DEPA'STURE.v.a.ſ.from depaſcar,Lat.]To

eat up; to conſume by feeding upon it.Spenſer:

To DEPA'UPERATE. v. a. [depaupers, Lat]

To make poor. Arbuthnot.

DEPECTIBLE. a.[from depeão, Lat.] Tough;

clammy. Bacon.

To DEPE INCT. v. a.[depeindre,Fr.]To paint;

to deſcribe in colours. Spenſer.

To DEPEND, v. n. (dependeo, Lat] 1. To

hang from. Dryden. 2. To be in a ſtate of

ſervitude or expectation. Bacon. 3. To be in

ſuſpenſe. Bacon. 4. To Dr P END upon. To

rely on ; to truſt to. Clarendon. 5. To be in

a ſtate of dependance. Shakeſp. 6. To reſt

upon any thing as its cauſe. Rogers.

DEPENDANCE. W. ſ. [from depend] . The

DEPENDANCY. S. ſtate of hanging down

from a ſupporter. 2. Something hanging up

on another. Dryden. 3. Concatenation; con

nexion; relation of one thing to another. Locke.

4. State of being at the diſpoſal of another

Tillotſon. 5. The things or perſons of which

any man has the dominion. Bacon. 6. Re

liance ; truſt; confidence. Hºoker.

DEPENDANT. a. [from depend.) In the power

of another. Hocker.

DEPENDANT. ſ. [from depend.] one who

lives in ſubjection, or at the diſcretion of an

other. Clarendon.

DEPE'NDENCE. Q. ſ. [from depend, Lat.) 1.

ºº:: A thing or perſon at the

diſpoſal or diſcretion of another. Collier. 2.

State of being ſubordinate, or ſubject. Bacon.

3. That which is not principal; that which is

ſubordinate. Burnet. 4. Concatenation; con

nexion. Shakeſp. 5. Relation of anything to

another. Burnet. 6. Truſt; reliance; con

fidence. Stilling fleet.

DEPENDENT. a. [dependens, Lat.) Hanging

down. Peacham.

DEPENDENT. ſ. [from dependens, Lat..] One

ſubordinate. Rogers.

DEPE'NDER. ſ. [from depend..] A dependant;

one that repoſes on the kindneſs of another.

Shakeſp.

DEPERDITION. ſ. [from deperditus, Lat.]

Loſs; deſtruction. Brown.

DEPHLEGMATION. ſ. [from dephlegm.] An

D d operation
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operation which takes away from the phlegm

any ſpirituous fluid by repeated diſtillation.

Quincy, Bºyle.

To it.PHLEGM. v. a.[dephlegma,low

To DEPHLEGMATE. S. Lat.] To clear from

plegm, or aqueous inſipid matter. Bºyle.

DEPHLE GME}}NESS. ſ. (from dephlern.]

The quality of being freed from phlegm. Boyle.

To DEFI’CT. v. a. [depinge, defician, Lat § To

paint; to portray. Taylºr. ... To deſcribe to

the mind. Fentºn.

DEPI LATORY..f. ſile and pilºt, Lat) An ap

plication uſed to take away hair

DI. PhI.O.U.S. a. [de and pilus, Lat.) Without
hair. Brown.

DEPLANTATION. ſſd-plant-,Lat.] The aa

of taking plants up from the bed.

DEPLETION. ſ [dºes, depletus, Lat.) The

act of emptying. Arbuthºr.

DEPLORAELE. a. ſ from deplers, Lat.] 1. La

mentable; ſad; calamitous; miſerable; hope

leſs. Clarenden. 2. Contemptible; deſpicable;

as, deplorable nonſenſe.

DEPLORABLENESS ſſrom diplirakk..]The

ſtate of being deplorable.

DEPLORABLY, adv (from deplerable.] La

mentably, miſerably. Sºuth.

PFPLORATE. a. ſaepleratus, Lat.) Lamenta

ble; hopeleſs, L’Éſirange.

DEPLORATION. ſ. [from defiore.] The act

of deploring.

To DEPLORE. v. a. [deplºre, Lat..] To la

ment; to bewail; to bemoan. Dryden.

DEPLORER. ſ. [from deplºre.] A lamenter;
a mourner.

DE PLUMA"TION. ſ [deplumatic. Lat.) 1.

Plucking off the feathers. 2... [In ſurgery.) A

ſwelling of the eyelids, accompanied with the

fall of the hairs. Philips.

To DEPLUM E. v. a. [de and pluma, Lat.] To

ſtrip of its feathers.

To DEPONE. v. a. [defono, Lat.) 1. To lay

down as a pledge or ſecurity. . . To riſque

upon the ſucceſs of an adventure Hudibrar.

DEPON ENT. ſ. (from depono, Lat.) 1. One

that depoſes his teſtimony in a court of juſtice.

2. [la grammar. Such verbs as have no ac

tive voice are called depºnents. Clarke.

To DEPO PULATE. v. a [depºpular, Lat.] To

unpeople; to lay waſte. Barºn.

DEPOPULATION. }. [from depºpulate.] The

act of unpeopling ; havock; waſte. Philipſ.

DEPOPULATOR / [It on depºpulate } A diſ

peopler a deſtroyer of mankind.

To DEPORT. v. a. [dºporter, Fr.] To carry :

to demean. Pºpe.

DEPORT. ſ. ſirom the verb.] Demeanour

behaviour. Milton

DEPORTATION. f. (deportatic, Lat..] .

Tranſportation; exile into a remote paſt of

the dominion, 2. Exile in general. Aylºff.

DEPORTMENT. f. (depºrtenºrr, Fr J . Con

dućt; management. Hºtton. 1. Demeanour;

behaviour. Swift.

To DEPO SE. v. a. [defºre, Lat.] 1. To lay

down; to lodge; to let all. 14 codward. 2.

To degrade from a throne. Dryden. 3. To

take away; to diveſt. Shakeſp. 4. To give

teſtimony; to atteſt. Shakeſp. Bacºn. 5. To

examine any on his oath. Shakeſp.

To D1.POSE. v. n. To bear witneſs. Sidney.

DEPO'SITARY.ſ...[depºſitarius, Lat.]One with

whom any thing is lodged in truſt. Shakeſp.

To DEPOSITE. v. a. [depºſitum, Lat.) 1. To

lay up: to lodge in any place. Garth, Bentley.

2. To lay up as a pledge, or ſecurity. 3. To

place at intereſt. Sprat. 4. To lay aſide.

Decay ef Piety.

DFPOSITE. ſ. [depºſtum, Lat] ... Any thing

committed to the truſt and care of another. 2.

A pledge; a pawn; a thing given as a ſecu

rity. 3. The ſtate of a thing pawned or

pledged. Bacºn.

DEPOSITION. ſ. 1. The act of giving publick

teſtimony. 2. The act of degrading a prince

from ſovereignty.

DEPO"SITORY... ſ. [from depºſte.] The place

where any thing is lodged. Addiſºn.

DEPRAVATION. f. [depravatio, Lat.] I. The

ačt of making any thing bad. Swift. 2. De

generacy 5 depravity. Senth. 3. Defamation.

Shakeſ?

To DEPRAVE. v. a.[depravo,Lat.]To vitiate;

to corrupt. Hecker.

DEPRAVEDNESS. ſ. [from deprave..] Cor

ruption ; taint; vitiated ſtate. Hammend.

DEPRA'VEMENT. ſ. [from deprave..] A vi

tiated ſtate. Brown.

DEPRAVER. ſ. (from deprave..] A corrupter.

DEPRAVITY. ſ. [from deprave.) Corruption.

To DE PRECATE. v. m. [deprecer, Lat.) 1.

To pray earneſtly. 1. To aſk pardon for.

To DE PRECATE.v.a. 1. To implore mercy

of Prior. 2. To beg off; to pray deliverance

from Smalridge.

DEPRECATION. ſ. [deprecatiº, Latij Prayer

againſt evil. Brown.

DF PRECATIVE. W. a.ſfrom deprecate.) That

1) EPR E. CATORY. : ſerves to deprecate. Bacºn.

DEPRECATOR. ſ. [deprecator, Lat.] An ex

cuſer.

To DEPRECIATE. v. a. [depretiare, Lat.) 1.

To bring a thing down to a lower price. 2.

To undervalue. Addiſon.

To DEPREDATE. v.a. [depraedari, Lat..] i.

To rob; to pillage..To ſpoil; to devour. Bacon.

DEPREDATION. ſ. [depredatiº, Lat.] 1.

A robbing; a ſpoiling. Hayward. z. Vora

city; waſte. Bacon.

DEPREDATOR. ſ. [depradator, Lat.] A rob

ber ; a devourer. Bacon.

To DEPREHEND. v. a. [deprehenda, Lat.] 1.

To catch one; to take unawares. Hooker. 2.

To diſcover; to find out a thing. Baron.

DEPREHENSIBLE. a. [From deprehend] 1.

That may be caught. 2. That may be under

ſtood.

DEPREHENSIBLENESS. ſ. 1. Capableneſ,

of being caught. ... Intelligibleneſs.

DEPR EHENSION. ſ. [d prehenſiº, Lat..] . A

catching or taking unawares. 2. A diſcovery,

Te
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ToDEPRESS. v. a. [from depreſſºr, Lat.] 1.

To preſs or thruſt down. ... To let fall; to

ktºwn, Newtºn. 3. To humble; to deject;

wink. Addiſºn.

º DEPRESSION.J. [depreſs, Lat] ... The act

wipefing down. 2. The ſinking or falling in

ºf ſuffice. Bºyle. 3. The act of humbling;
thiſement. Bacon.

DEPRESSION ºf an Equation [in algebra.] Is

the bringing it into lower and more firmple

leimsby diviſion.

DEPRESSORſ. [depreſſºr, Lat.]He that keeps
crpreſſes down. -

MPRIVATION.ſſfrom de and privatiº, Lat.]

*: of depriving, or taking away from.
thtºry.

DEPRIVATION.f. [in law.] is when a clergy

mu, is a biſhop, parſon, vicar or prebend, is

depoſed from his preferment. Philipt.

ToDEPRTVE. v. a. ſſrom de and prive, Lat.)

tº Tobereave one of a thing. Clarenden. 2.

Tohinder; to debar from Dryden. 3. To re

*;to free from. Spenſer, 4. To put out of
in office. Bacºn.

Pººth ſ (from drºp, or dip, Dutch) 1.

Dºmeſ; the meaſure of any thing from the

*downwards. Bacon. ... A deep place;

tº ſhal Dryden. 3. The abyſs; a gulph

ºnfinite profundity. Prºverb. 4. The mid

**height of a ſeaſon. Clarendºn. 5. Ab

"ºbſcurity. Addiſºn.

"PEPTHEN. v. a. [diſpen, Dutch..] To
deepen. Dia.

TºDEPUCELATE. v. 2. [depuceler, Fr.] To

deflour. Dià.

*"Slon, ſ. (dipºli, Lat.) A beating or
ſºng away.

ºw a. [from depulſus, Lat..] Putting

To DEPURATE, s, a. [d purer, Fr.] To pu

º cleanſe. Boyle.

º, a. [from the verb.] I. Cleanſed ;
lite from dºgs. 2. Pure; not contami

bº Glasvik,

PURATION'ſ (deparatic, Lat.] The act of

*ing the pure from the impare part of
t", thing. Bºyle

º a. [dºpurer, Fr.) 1. To ſree

Lº: 2. To purge. Raleigh.

13| ...º. f (dipitatiºn, Fr.) 1. The

miſſionº a ſpecial corn

To ** i. ſcy. . It iſ º.

º TE.e. a. [deputer, Fr.) To ſend with

lº *nnifion; to impower one to tranſ

º 9 another. Rºſcºmmºn.

1. Ai. (deputé, Fr. from deputatus, Lat)

that tranſ .. a viceroy. Hale, 2. Ary ove

9 DE * buſineſs for another. H.24%.

...}ANTITATE. s. a. [from de and

bº. *] To diminiſh the qualitity of

ER. - -

.*.**ing d; names of places, is de

Place ſtand, upon.." beat, unleſ, the

then iron, i.e. Extil -

*** witer. Gift.

To DERACINATE • a [leratiner, Fr.] To

pluck or tear up by the roots. Shakeſp.

To DERA'ſGN. R. v. a. To prove; to juſtify.

To DERAIN. W. Blount.

DERAY. ſ. (from defrayer, Fr.] Tumult; diſ

order: noiſe.

To DERE. v. a. [Senian, Sax.] To hurt. Ob

ſolete. Sperfer.

DERFLICTION. f. [derelićtis, Lat.] An utter

forſaking or leaving. Hocker. -

DERELI CTS. f. pi. [in law.] Such goods as

are wil'ully thrown away. Dić7.

To DERI DE. v. a. ſae, ideº, Lat.) To laugh

at 5 to mock; to turn to ridicule. Tillotſan.

DERIDER. ſ. [from the verb.) A mocker; a

ſcoffer. Hºcker. .

DERISION. ſ. [Jerſe, Lat] ... The act ofde

riding or laughing at. 2. Contempt; ſcorn;

a laughing ſtock 'ferenziak, Milton.

DERI SIVE. a. [from der ide..] Mocking; ſcof

fing. Pºpe.

DER ISORY. a. (deriſerius, Lat.] Mocking;

ridiculing.

DERI'VA.iii.E. a. (from derive." Attainable by

right of deſcent or derivation. South.

DERIVATION. ſ...[derivatis, Lat] . A

draining of water. Burnet. 2. The tracing of

a word from its original Lºcke. 3. The tracing

of any thing from its ſource. Hale. 4. [In me

dicine) The drawing of a humour from one

part of the boy' to another. Wiſeman.

DERIVATIVE. a. (derivativuſ, Lat.) Derived

or taken from another. Hale.

DER I'v ATIVE / [from the adjective.] The

..". or word derived or taken from another.

- : u. A -

DER1 VATIVELY. adv. [rom derivative.] In

a derivative manner.

To DERIVE. v. a. [deriver, Fr. from derive,

Lat.) 1. To turn the couiſe of any thing.

Sºuth. 2. Todeduce from its original. Bºyle.

3. To communicate to another, as from the

origin and ſource. South. 4. To communicate

to by deſcent of blood. Fellon 5. To ſpread

from one place to another. Davies. 6. [In

grammar. J. To trace a word from its origin.

To DERI'VE. v. n. 1. To come from ; to owe

its origin to. Priºr. 2. To deſcend from. Shak.

DERI'VER. ſ. (from derive J Ore that draws

or fetches from the original. South.

DERN a. ſeeann, Sax. ... Sad; ſolitary. 2.

Barbarous; cruel.

T. E. R.N. E. R. a. Lait. Ayliffe.

to DE ROGATE. v. a derogº, Lat.] 1. To do

an act contrary to a preceding law or cuſtom.

Hale. 2. To leſſen the worth of any person

or thing; to diſparage.

T. D.F. RoCATE. v. A. To detract.

iv. ROCATE. a. […tº, he vaul Leſſened in

value. Shºp.

fºr Roe, ATION. f. [Je gaie, Lat.] 1. The

ast of breaking and making void a former law.

S 4%. 2. A diſparaging leſiening or taking

a way the wo, ti, o, al. pc-ion ºr thºs.

i...ºr. -
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DEROGATIVE. a. [deregativus, Lat.) Dero

gating; leſſening the value. Brown.

DERO CATORILY. adv. [from derogatory.]

In a detrasting manner.

DERO GATORINESS. ſ. [rom derogatory.]

The act of derogating

DERO GATORY. a. [derogatorius, Lat.] That

leſſens the value of Brewn.

DERVIS. ſ. [dervis, Fr.) A Turkiſh prieſt.
Sandys.

DESCANT. ſ. (deſtants, Italian.) 1. A ſong or

tune compoſed in parts. Miltºn. ... A diſ

courſe; a diſputation: a diſquiſition branched

out into ſeveral diviſions or heads. Gov. of the

on fue.

To DESCE'ND, v. n. (deſcends, Lat.) 1. To

come from a high place to a lower. Matth.

2. To come down. Samuel. 3. To come ſud

denly ; to fall upon as an enemy. Pºpe. 4.

To make an invaſion. Dryden. 5. To proceed

from an original. Collier, 6. To fall in older

of inhabitance to a ſucceſſor. Locke. 7. To

extend a diſcourſe from general to particular

conſiderations. Decay of Piety.

To DESCEND. v. a. To walk downward up

qn any place. Miltºn.

DESCENDANT ſ [deſcendant, Fr.] The off.

ſpring of an anceſtor. Baron.

DESCE'NDENT, a. (deſcendens, La'.] 1. Fall

ing ; ſinking ; coming down. Ray. 2. Pro

ceeding from another as an original or anceſ

tor. Pºpe.

DESCENDIBLE. a. [from deſcend.) 1. Such

as may be deſcended. 2. Tranſmiſſible by

inheritance. Hale.

DESCENSION. ſ. (deſcesſ, Lat] ... The aa

of falling or ſinking; deſcent. 2. A declen

fon; a degradation. Shakeºf, 3. [In aſtro

nomy..] Right deſcenſion is the arch of the e

quator, which deſcends with the ſign or ſtar

below the horizon of a direct ſphere. Oblique

deſcerſiºn is the arch of the equator, which de

ſcends with the ſign below the horizon of an

oblique ſphere. 0: enam.

DESCF. NSIONAI. a. i rom deſcenſºn.] Relat

ing to deſcent.

DESCE. N.T. ſ. (deſcenſuſ, Lat.) 1. The act of

paſſing from a higher place. Blackmore. 2

Progreſ downwards Lºcke, 3. Obliquity;

inclination. Woodºº. 4. Loweſ place. Shakeſ.

5: Invaſion ; hoſtile entrance into a kingdom.

Wotton, Clarend 6. Tranſmiſſion of any thing

by ſucceſſion and inheritance. Lºcke. 7. The

ſtate of proceeding from an original or proge

nitºr. Afterbury. 8. Birth; extraction; pro

ceſs of lineage. Shakeſp. 9. Offspring; inhe

ritors. Miltºn to. A ſingle ſtep in the ſcale

of genealogy Hooker. 1 1. A rank in the ſcale

or order ºf being. Miltºn.

To DESCRI'BE. v. a [deſcribe, Lat J 1. To

mark out any thing by the mention of its pro

perties Pº atts. 2. To delineate ; to mark

out; as a torch waved about the head deſcribes

a circle. 3. To diſtribute into proper heads

or diviſions. 7-ſtua. 4. To define in a lax
Illantier.

DESCRI'BER. ſ. [from deſcribe.] He that de

ſcribes. Brown.

DESCRIER, ſ [from deſcry..] A diſcoverer;

a detecter. Craſhaw.

DESCRIPTION. ſ. [deſcriptio, Lat..] 1. The

act of deſcribing or making out any perſon or

thing by perceptible properties. 2. The fen

tence or paſſage in which anything is deſcrib

ed. Dryden. 3. A lax definition. Wattr. 4.

The qualities expreſſed in a deſcription. Shak.

To DESCRY. v. a. [deſcrier, Fr.) 1. To give

notice of any thing ſuddenly diſcovered. 2. To

ſpy out ; to examine at a diſtance..judges.

3. To detect; to find out any thing conceal

ed. Watten. 4. To diſcover: to perceive by

the eye; to ſee any thing diſtant or abſent.

Raleigh, Digby, Prior.

DESCRY. ſ. [from the verb.] Diſcovery; thing

diſcovered. Shakeſp.

To DESECRATE. v. a. (deſecre, Lat.] To di

vert from the purpoſe to which any thing is

conſecrated.

DESECRATION. ſ [from deſecrate.] The a,

bolition of conſecration.

DESERT. ſ. [deſertum, Lat.] A wilderneſs;

ſolitude; waſte country; uninhabited place;

Shakeſp.

DESERT. a. [deſertus, Lat.] Wild; waſte ,

ſolitary. Deuteronomy.

To DESERT, va. (deſerter, Fr. deſero, Lat.]1.

To forſake; to fall away from; to quit mean

ly or treacherouſly. Dryden. 2. To leave; to

abandon. Bentley. 3. To quit the army, or

regiment, in which one is enliſted.

DESERT. ſ. (from the adjective.) 1. Qualities

or conduct conſidered with reſpect to rewards

or puniſhments; degree of merit or demerit.

Hºoker. 2. Proportional merit; claim to re

ward. South. 3. Excellence; right to reward;

Viitue.

DESERTER, ſ [from dºſert.]_1. He that has

forſaken his cauſe or his poſt. Dryden. ... He

that leaves the army in which he is enliſted.

£º ºf Piety. 3. He that forſakes another.
ope

DESERTION. ſ. [from deſert.) 1. The act of

forſaking or abandoning a cauſe or poſt. Rogers.

2. [In theology.) Spiritual deſpondency a

ſenſe of the dereliction of God, an opinion

that grace is withdrawn, South.

DESERTLESS. a. [From deſert.) Without me
rit. Dryden.

To DESERVE. v. a. [deſervir, Fr.) 1. To be

worthy of either good or ill. Hooker, Otway.

2. To be worthy of reward. Seuth.

DESERVEDLY. adv. [from deſerve.] Worthi

ly; according to deſert. Milton.

DESERVER. ſ. [from deſerue..] A man who

merits reward. M'atten.

DESICCANTS, ſ. [from deſcrate.] Applica

tions that dry up the flow of ſores; driers.

H'ſenan. -

To DE SICCATE. v. a. [deſicce, Lat.] To dry

up. Hale.

DESICCATION. ſ. [From diſtratel The as of
making dry. Bacon. DESIC
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DESICCATIVE. a. [from deſiccate.] That

which has the power of drying:

To DESIDERATE. v. a. [deſidero, Lat.] To

want; to miſs. Cheyne.

DESIDIOSE. a. [defidioſuſ, Lat.] Idle; lazy;

heavy. Dići.

To DESIGN. v. a. [deſigne, Lat. definer, Fr.]

1. To purpoſe; to intend any thing. 2. To

form or order with a particular purpoſe. Stil.

Lingfleet. 3. To devote intentionally. Claren

den. 4. To plan ; to project. Wotton. 5.

To mark out. Locke.

DESIGN. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. An intention ;

a purpoſe. 2. A ſcheme; a plan of action. Til

Aſſon. 3. A ſcheme formed to the detriment

of another. Locke. 4. The idea which an artiſt

endeavours to execute or expreſs. Addiſºn.

DESIGNABLE. a. [deſigns, Lat.] Diſtinguiſh

able ; capable to be particularly marked out.

*g -

dºsićation./ [deſignatio, Lat.) 1. The

act of pointing or marking out. Swift. 1. Ap

pointment; direction. Bacon. 3. Import; in
tention. Locke. -

DESIGNEDLY. adv. [from deſign.) Purpoſe

ly ; intentionally; not inadvertently; not for

tuitouſly. Ray.

DESI'GNER. ſ. (from deſign.] A plotter; a

contriver. Decay ºf Piety. 2. One that forms

the idea of any thing in painting or ſculpture.

Addiſºn.

DESIGNING, part. a. [from deſgn.) Inſidi

ous; treacherous ; deceitful, Southern.

DESIGNLESS. a. [from deſign.] Unknowing ;

inadvertent.

DESIGNLESSLY. adv. [from deſignleſ, With

out intention; ignorantly ; inadvertently. Boyle.

DESIGNMENT. ſ. [from deſign.) 1. A ſcheme

of hoſtility. Shakeſp. 2. A plot; a malicious

intention. Hayw. 3. The idea or ſketch of a

work. Dryden.

DESI RABLE. a. [from deſire.] 1. Pleaſing;

delightful. Addiſon. 2. That which is to be

wiſhed with earneſtneſs. Rogers.

DESI RE. ſ. (deſir, Fr. deſiderium, Lat.] Wiſh ;

eagerneſs to obtain or enjoy. Locke.

To DESIR.E. v. a. [deſirer, Fr.) 1. To wiſh ;

to long for.Deuteronºmy. 1.To expreſs wiſhes;

to appear to long. Dryden. 3. To aſk; to in

treat. Shakeſp.

DESIRER. ſ. [from deſire.] One that is eager

of any thing. Shakeſp.

DESIROU.S. a. [from deſire.] Full of deſire;

eager; longing a ter. Hocker.

DESIROUSNESS. ſ. [from deſirous.] Fulneſs

of deſire.

DESIROUSLY. adv. [from deſirous.] Eagerly;

with deſire.

To DESIST. v. n. (deſſ”, Lat.] To ceaſe from

any thing ; to ſtop Milton.

DESISTANCE.J. (from deſſ!..] The act of de

fitting ; ceſſation. Boyle.

DESITIVE. a. [diſtuſ, Lat.) Inding; con

cluded. Watts.

DESK. ſ. [diſch, a table, Dutch..] An inclining

table for the uſe of writers or readers. J4 alton.

DESOLATE. a. [deſolatur, Lat.] 1. Without

inhabitants; uninhabited. Broºme. 2. Deprivº

ed of inhabitants; iaid waſte. jeremiah, 3.

Solitary 5 without ſociety.

To DESOLATE. v. a. [deſsle, Lat.] To de

prive of inhabitants. Thomſºn.

DESOLATELY. adv. [from deſºlate.] In a de

ſolate manner.

DESOLATION. ſ [from deſºlate.] 1. Deſtruc

tion of inhabitants. Spenſer. 2. Gloomineſs;

ſadneſs; melancholy. Sidney. 3. A place waſt

ed and forſaken. Jeremiah.

DESPA'IR. ſ. [defeſpair, Fr.) 1. Hopeleſſneſs;

deſpondence. Corinth. 2. That which cauſes

deſpair; that of which there is no hope. Shak.

3. [Ia theology.) Loſs of confidence in the

mercy of God. Sprat.

To DESPA1'R. v. n. [deſpere, Lat.] To be with

out hope; to deſpond. Wake.

DESPA'iRER. ſ. (from deſpair.] One with

out hope. Dryden.

DESPA'ſRFUL.a.[deſpair and full.] Hopeleſs.

Obſolete. Sidney.

DESPA IRINGLY. adv. [from deſpairing.) In

a manner betokening hopeleſſneſs Boyle.

To DISPATCH v.a. (depeſcher, Fr. J 1. To

ſend away haſtily. Temple. 2. To ſend out of

the world; to put to death. Shakeſp. 3. To

perform a buſineſs quickly. Macabees, Lecke.

4.To conclude an affair with another. Shakeſp.

DESPATCH. ſ. from the verb.] 1. Haſty ex

ecution. Granville. 1. Conduct; management.

Shakeſp. 3. An expreſs; haſty meſſenger or

meſſage.

DESPATCHFUL. a. [from deſpatch J Bent on

haſte Pºpe.

DESPERATE. a. [deſperatus, Lat] 1. With

ou, hope. Shakeſp. a. Without care of ſafety ;

raſh. Hammond. 3. Irretrievable; unſur

mountable; irrecoverable. Locke. 4 Mad ,

hot brained; furious. Spenſer.

DESPERATELY. adv. [from deſperate.] 1.

Furiouſly ; madly. Brown. 2. In a great de

gree: this ſenſe is ludicrous.

DESPERATENESS ſ. [from deſperate.] Mad

neſs; fury ; precipitance. Hammºnd.

DESPERATſon. ſ. (from deſperate.] Hope

leſſneſs; deſpair ; deſpondency. Hammºnd.

DE SPICABLE. a. (deſpitabilis, Lat..] Con

temptible ; vile; mean ; ſordid ; worthlets.

Hooker.

DE SPICABLENESS. ſ. (from deſpicable.]

Meanneſs; vileneſs. Decay ºf Piety.

DE SPICABLY. adv. [from deſpi, able.] Mean

ly ; ſordidly. Addiſon.

DESPI SABLE.a. [from deſpiſe.]Contemptible;

deſpicable ; regarded with contempt. Arbuth

To DESPI'SE. v.a. (deſpiſer, old Fr.) 1. To

ſcorn; to contemn. jeremiah. .2. I o abhor.

Shakeſp. -

DESPI SER. ſ. [from deſpiſe] Contemner;

ſcorner. Swift.

DESPITE. ſ. [ſpijt, Dutch, dºpit, Fr.) 1.

Malice ; anger, malignity. ºf rat. 1. De

fiance. Blackmere. 3. Act of malice. Milton.

- To
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To DFSPITF. v. a. (from the noun..] To vex;

to affront. Raleigh.

DESPITEFUL. a. [deſpite and fall.j Malici

ous; full o' ſpleen. King Charleſ.

DESPITEFULLY a...'... [from deſpiteful.)Ma

Iciouſly; malign: - }; "atthew.

DESP1 TEFULNESS. f. [from deſpiteful.) Ma

lice; hate; malignity. Wiſdºm.

DESPITEJ U.S. a. (from deſpite.] Malicious ;

furious. Spenſer.

To DESPO IL. v. a [Jeſpolic, Lat.] To rob to

deprive Soenſer.

DESPOLIATION. f. (from dºſpºlic, Lat.) The

act o' deſpoiling or ſlipping.

To I H St O'ND. v. n., (depended, Lat.) 2. To

deſpair; to loſe hope. Dryden, 1. (In the -

logy. To lºſe ºne of the divine mercy Watts.

I)ESPO N D tº NCY, ſ. (from deſpondent.) 1,c

ſpair : h : -eſ neſs.

DISPO'N L .N.T. a. [deſpondenſ, Lat.jLeſ; air

ing: hopeleſ. B. mily.

To 15 ESPONSAT. E. v. 4. [deſpºnſo, Lat..] To

betroth to affiance.

DESPONSATION. ſ [from deſ?” ſate.) The

bºrothing perſons to each other.

DE SPOT. ſ. (3:2 ºz.) An abſolute prince,

as, the depot of Servia.

DESPO'Tic A L. N. a. [rom deſpot Abſolute

IDESPOT ICK. in power ; unlimited in

authority. Sºuth.

DESPO TICALNESS f [from deſpatical J Ab

ſolº e authority. -

DE SPOTISM. ſ. [deſpctiſine, Fr. from deſpot

Abſolute power.

To Diºs; , MATE. v. n. (deſpumº, Lat.] To

throw oſſ parts in foam.

LFSPUMA 1 ſon, f (hom dºſ unate The

act of throwing of excrementious parts in

ſcum or foam.

DESQUAMA'TION. f. Iſrom ſquama, Lat.,

Ti, , , of kałing ſoul tones.

DFssº Rºr. [diſſerte, Fr.] The laſt courſe at

an entertainment. King.

To DEST INATE. v. ... [diffins, La.) To de

ſign for any particular cnd. Rey.

DESTINATION.ſ. (from deftnce.) The pur.

poſe for which any thing is appºinted. Hale.

To DESTIN F. s. a. [delino, Lat.) 1. To

deory, to appoint unate rably to any ſtate.

Alºiſtem. z. ſo appoint to any uſe or ſurpoſe.

, ºr bath,... 3. To devote; to doom to pu

niſhment or raiſery. Priºr. 4. To ſix unal

terably. Prior.

I F STINY ſ. (cºſtinée, Fr.] 1. The power that

pirº the life, at "ete, mines the ſate Shaº ºf.

2. Fate ; invincible neceſſity. Lºgº

Doom; condition in future time Stakeſp.

Di ST IT & T1:... a dji, tº ºus, lat.) 1. Fortaken;

abandºned. Hocker in want of. Dryden.

L. : STITU TiON. J. [ſ, om deſitate. Want; the

fate in which ſomething is wanted. Hº:ker.

To DESTRO Y. v. a. […?, uz, Lat] ... ', o o

vº turn a city; to raze a bulkiing. Gºrºſ. 2.

'i o lay wette ; to make deſolate. Knoller. 3.

To kill. Deuter. ii. 1 1. Hale. 4. To put an

tºu to ; to bring to nought. Bently.

3 -

DESTROYER. ſ (from dºffrey.] The perſon

that deſtroys. Raleigh.

DESTRUCTIBLE. a. [from diſtras, Lat..] Li

able to deſtruction

DESTRUCTIB1 LITY. ſ. [from deſirustible.]

Liaºlº neſ, to deſtruction.

DESTRUCTION. ſ. [deſtructic, Lat. 1. The

act of deſtroying: waſte. 2. Murder ; maſſa

cre. Hºalier. 3. The ſtate of being deſtroyed.

4. A deſtroyer; a depopulator. Pſalms. 3.

ſin theology Fternal death Matth.

PFSTRUCTIVE. a. [deſiri ºvar, low 1.s...}

That which deſtrºys; waſtelul , cauſing ruin

and devaſtaion. Dryden.

DESTRUCTIVELY. adv. [form dºff, asive.]

Ruinouſly: mſ hievºuſly. Decay ºf Piery.

DFSTRUCTIVENESS. ſ. [from diffragira e ]

The quality of deſtroying or ruining. Decay

ºf Piety.

DESTRUCTOR. ſ.[from diffrºy.)A deſtroyer;

conſumer Bºyle.

DESUDATION. ſ. (deſadatiº, Lat.) A profuſe

and inordinate ſweating

!) FSUETUDE. ſ. (deſuetude, Lat.] Ceſſation

from being accuſtomed. Hale.

1) : SU LTORY. !" [deſulterint,Lat. Rov

1) ESULTORIOUS. $ ing from thing to thing;

unſettled; in methodical. Nºrris.

To L'Es U M E. v. a. [defame, Lat..] To take

from any thing. Hale.

To Di.TACH. v. a. detacher, Fr.] 1. To ſe

parate; to diſengage. Woºdward. 1. To ſend

out part of a greater body of men on an

expedition. Addiſºn

ºf TACHMENT.J. [rom detach.) A body of

trºops fºnt out from the main army. Blackº.

To loº." AJ. v. a. detailer, Fr. J. To relate

particularly , to particularife. Cheyne.

!) ETA'11, ſ. (detail, Fr.) A minute and par

ticuist account. Woºdward.

To DFTA'ſ N. v. a. (detinee, Lat.] I. To keep

that which belongs to another. Taylºr. 2.

To withholi ; to keep back. Brazine. 3. To

reſtrain: om departure. judges. 4. To hold
in cuſtody.

DETA IN OFR. f. [from detain } The name of

a writ for holding one in cuſtody.

Dr.T.A.iNER ſ (from detain He that holds

back any one's right; he that detains. Taylºr.

To DETECT. & a (detºus, Lat.) To “ſec

ver: to find out any crime or artifice. A ſilt: *.

DETECTER, f {{rom dete: ) A diſcoverer ,

one that finds out what another deſires to fide.

Decay ºf 1 tº y.

Dººr Cºrto N f [frºm dete: ) . Diſcovery

of guilt er fraud Sprut. 2. Diſcovery of a y

thing hidden. JW 23dward.

Di Ti; 'N TiON. ſ (from detain.) 1. The acº of

keeping what be longs to another. Sick: p. 1.

Confinement; eſtraint. Bacºn.

To DETE. R. v. a [deferreo, Lat.] To diſcou

rage from any thing. It iſ iſ.".

L ETERMENT. ſ. [ttorn deter.) Cauſe of diſ

couragement. Bºyle.

to DETERGE. e. a. d:tºry, Lat.] To

1 : ... Elk
çlcanie a ſore. A ſºng .
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DETERGENT. a. (from deterge.] That which

cleanſes. Arbuthner.

DETERIORATION. ſ (from deterior, Lat.]

The aº of making any thing worſe.

DETERMINA PLE. a. [from determine.] That

which may be certainly decided. Bºyle.

To DETERMINATE. v. a. (determiner, Fr.]

To limit, to fix Shakeſp.

DETERMINATE. a. [determinatar, Lat.] 1.

Limited ; determined. Bentley. 1. Eſtabliſhed;

ſettled by rule. Hººker 3. Decifive , conclu

five. Shakeſp. 4. Fixed; reſolute. Sidney. 5.

Reſolved. Shakeſp.

DETERMINATELY. adv. [from determi

rate.” Reſolutely; with fixed reſolve. Sidney,

Tº:ſºn.

DETERMINATION. ſ. [from determinate.]

1. Abſolute direction to a certain end. Locke

2. The reſult of deliberation. Hale, Calamy.

3. Judicial deciſion. Gulliver.

DETERMINATIVE. a. [from determinate.} i.

That which uncontroutably directs to a certain

end. Bramhall 2. That which makes a limi

tation. M'arrº.

DETF RMINATOR. ſ. ſſrom determine.) One

who determines. Brºwn

To DETERMINE. v. a. (determiner, Fr ) i.

To fix , to ſettle. Shakeſp. z. To conclude :

to fix ultimately. Sºuth. 3. To bound; to

confine. Afterbury. 4. To adjuſt 5 to limit.

Lerke. 5. To direct to any certain point. 6. To

influence the choice. Locke. 7. To reſolve.

1 San. 8. To decide Locke. 9. To put an

end to ; to deſtroy. Shakeſp.

To DETERMINE. v. n. To conclude ; to form

a final concluſion. Milton. 2. To end ; to

come to an end. Hayward 3. To come to a

deciſion. Sh 4 eſp. 4. To end conſequentially.

Tººle. 5. To reſolve concerning anything.

S*a***.

DETERRATION. f [de and terra, Lat.) Diſ

covery of any thing by removal of the earth.

Pſzzdzard.

DETER Stox. ſ. [rom deterzo, Lat. The ach

of cleanſing a fore. Mºſeman.

DETERSIVE. a. (from deterge.] Having the

pºwer to cleanſe.

DETERS, VE. ſ. An application that has the

power of cleanſing wounds. 14' ſeman. -

To DETEST. v. a. [deteſſor, Lat.) To hate :

to abhor. S:t th:

DETESTABLE. a. [from deteſ.) Hateful;

abhored. Hayteard.

DETE STABLY. adv. [from detºftable.] Hate

fully , aborainably. Sºuth.

DETÉSTATION. ſ. (trom detºft.) Hatred ;

abhorrence; abomination.

WYTE STER. ſ. [from deteſ?..] One that hates

To DETHRONE. v. a. [dethroner, Fr.] Tº

civett of regality; to throw down from the

throne.

PETINUE ſ (detºnue, Fr.] A writ that lies

againſt him, who, having goods or chattels

delivered him to keep, refuſes to delivei

them again. Cºwell.

DETONATION. ſ. (deteno, Lat.] Somewhat

more forcible than the ordinary crackling of

ſalts in calcination ; as in the going off of the

pulvis or aurum iuiminans, or the like.841ncy.

To ſº I ON 2 ... v. a [from detºn:, Lat.) io

calcine with a tona'ich. Arbuth-et.

To Dº? O RT.º. a. (detºrtuſ, of detergree, Lat.]

To wreſt from the original import. Dryden.

Te DE', RA CT. v. a. {d tractur, Lat.) To

erºgate, to take away by envy and calumny.
Bacon.

DETRACTER. ſ. ſſ on Cetraº..] one that

takes away another's reputation. Swift.

DETRACTION / [detractic, Lat. deºra ººr,

Fr. Petraction, in the native importance of

the word, ſignifies the withdrawing or taking

off from a thºg , and, as it is applied to the

reputation, it denotes the impairing a man in

point of tame. Aylºff.

DETRA CTORY. ſ. [from detraš.) Defama

tory by denial of deſert: derogatory. Brown.

DETRACTRESS. ſ. [rom detrac.j A cento
rious woman. Addiſºn.

DE TRIMENT. ſ. [detrimentum, Lat.) Loſs ;

damage miſchief. Hooker, Evelyn.

DETRIME NTAL, a trom detriment J Miſ--

chievous harm, ul; cauſing loſs. Addiſºn.

DE1 RITION. ſ. (detero, detritus, Lat.) The

act or “aring away.

To DE 1 & U L E. v a [detried, Lat.) To thruſt

down ; to force into a lower place Davier.

To DETRUNCATE. v.a. [detranco, Lat.] To

lop : to cut ; to ſhorten.

Pl:TRUNCATION / [from detruncate.] The

ast of lopping.

DETRUSION ſ. ſ.l. truſo, Lat ) The aa of

thruſting down Kil

DETUR}}ATION. f deturbº, Lat] The aët

of throwing down ; d, g a'ation.

LEVAST A 1 10 N. ſ. (deva,”, Lat] Waſte;

havock Garth.

DEUCF. ſ. deux, Fr Two Sºakeſ.

To DEVELOP. v. a. deve'ſ ºr, Fr.) To diſ.

engage from ſomething that encks and con

ceals. Dunciad.

DEVERGENCº. ſ (devergentia, Lat.] Decli

vity, declination.

To DEVE's F. v. a. devºter, Fr.) 1. To ſtrip:

to dº prive of cleaths. Denham. 2. ‘lºo take

away any thing Bacºn. 3. To free from

any thirs bad. Prior.

DEV F. X. a. dº exas, Lat.] Bending down;
declivous. -

'DEVE, XITY. ſ. [.. on devex.) Incurvation

downwalds

To DE VIATE. v. M. (de via decedere, Lat.]

1. To wander 'ron tº right or cominon

way. Pºpe. * 'lºo go afºray; to err - to iºn.

DEVIATION. J. [from aeviate.] 1. The ast

of quitting the rent way: errour. Cheyne. 2.

Variation from establiſh le. Hºlder. 3.

Offence; obliquity of c. ºuct Clariffa.

DF v 1 CE. (deviſe, Fr. J . A cont. "...nce; a

ſtratagem. At” bury. 2 dºgn; a ſch. e.

formed ; project; ſpecule, on. 3. . ºf ern

b.cºm
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blem on a ſhield. Prior.

nius. Shakeſp.

DE VIL. ſ. [biopul, Sax.] 1. A fallen angel;

the tempter and ſpiritual enemy of mankind.

Shakeſp. 2. A wicked man or woman Shakeſp.

3. A ludicrous term for miſchief. Granville.

DE VILISH. a. [from devil.] 1. Partaking of

the qualities of the devil. Sidney. 2. An

epithet of abhorrence or contempt. Shakeſp.

DE VILISHEY, adv. [from deviliſt.] In a

manner ſuiting the devil. South.

DEVIOUS. a. (devius, Lat.} 1. Out of the

common tract. Hºlder. 2. Wandering ; rov

ing ; rambling. Thomſºn. 3. Erring; going

attray from rectitude. Clariſſa.

To DEVI'SE. v. a. ſaeviſer, Fr.] To contrive:

to form by art; to invent. Peacham.

To DEVISE. v. n. To conſider; to contrive.

Spenſer.

DEVISE. ſ. [deviſe, a will.] 1. The act of

giving or bequeathing by will. Cowell. 2.

Contrivance. Hooker.

To DEVISE. v. a. [from the noun..] To grant

by will.

DEVISER. ſ. [from deviſ...] A contriver; an

inventor. Grew.

DE'VITABLE. a. [devitabilir, Lat..] Poſſible to

be avoided.

JDEVITATION. ſ. (devitatio, Lat. The act

of eſcaping.

DEVOID. a. [vuide, Fr.] 1. Empty; vacant;

void. Spenſer. 2. Without any thing, whether

good or evil. Dryden.

DEVO'IR. ſ. [devoir, Fr.] I. Service. Knoller.

2. Aćt of civility or obſequiouſneſs. Pºpe.

To DEVOLVE. v. a. [devolvo, Lat.) 1. To

roll down. Woodward. 2. To move from one

hand to another. Addiſon.

To DEVOLVE. v. n. To fall in ſucceſſion into

new hands. Decay of Piety.

DEVOLUTION. ſ. [devºlutio, Lat.) 1. The

aćt of rolling down. Woodward. 2. Removal

from hand to hand. Hale.

DEVORATION. ſ. [from devero, Lat.] The

act of devouring.

To DEVO.T.E. v. a. [devetus, Lat.) 1. To

dedicate; to conſecrate. Shakeſp. 2. To ad

dićt; to give up to ill. Grew. 3. To curſe;

to execrate. Dryden.

DEVOTEDNESS. ſ. (from devºte.] The ſtate

of being devoted or dedicated. Boyle.

DEVOTE'E. ſ. [devot, Fr.) One erroneouſly or

ſuperſtitiouſly religious; a bigot.

DEVOTION. ſ. (devotion, Fr.) 1. The ſtate of

being conſecrated or dedicated. 2. Piety acts

of religion. Dryden. 3. An act of external

worſhip. Hocker. 4. Prayer ; , expreſſion of

devotion. Spenſer, Sprat. 5. The ſtate of the

mind under a ſtrong ſenſe of dependance upon

God. Law on Chriſt's Perfection. 6. An ast

of reverence, reſpect, or ceremony. Shakeſp.

7. Strong affection; ardent, love. Clarendºn

8. Diſpoſai; power. Clarenden.

DEVOTIONAL, a [from devotion.] Pertaining

to devotion. King Charleſ,

4. Invention; ge DEVOTIONALIST.ſ. (from devotion.] Amaa

zealous without knowledge.

To DEVOU'R. v. a. [dever, Lat.) 1. To eat

up ravenouſly. Shakeſp. z. To deſtroy or

conſume with rapidity and violence. jeelii. 3.

3. To ſwallow up i to annihilate. South.

DEVOURER. ſ. "[from deveur J A conſumer;

he that devours. Decay of Piety.

DEVO’UT. a. [devotia, Lat.) 1. Pious; re

ligious; devoted to holy duties. Rºgers. 2.

Filled with pious thoughts. Dryden. 3. Ex

preſſive of devotion or piety. Milton.

DEVOUTLY. adv. [from devout..] Piouſly;
with ardentdeº

DEUSE. ſ. (more properly than deace, juniºr,

from Pºſſus, the name of a certain ſpecies of

evil ſpirits.] The devil. Congreve.

DEUTERO'GAMY. ſ. [3itis;2; and x*:..] A

ſecond marriage.

DEUTERONOMY. ſ. [3H]-po; and was:..] The

ſecond book of the law, being the fifth book

of Moſes.

DEUTEROSCOPY. ſ. [?iſtºo; and exert...]

The ſecond intention. Brown.

DEW. J. [beap, Sax.] The moiſture upon the

ground. Pºpe.

To DEW. v. a. [from the noun..] To wet as

with dew; to moiſten. Spenſer.

DEWBERRY. ſ.[from dew and berry..] A Raſp

berry. Hanmer, Shakeſp.

DEWBESPRENT. part. [dew and beſprent.]

Sprinkled with dew. Milton.

DEWDROP. ſ. [dew and drºp.]. A drop of

dew which ſparkles at ſun-riſe. Tickell.

DEWLAP. ſ... [from lapping or licking the

dew.] 1. The fleſh that hangs down from

the throat of oxen. Addiſºn. 2. A lip flaccid

with age. Shakeſp.

DEWLAPT. a. [from dewlap.] Furniſhed with

dewlaps. Shakeſp.

DE'WWORM. J. [from dew and warm.) A

worm,found in dew. Walton.

DE'WY. a. [from dew ) i. Reſembling dew:

partaking of dew. Milton. a. Moiſt with dew;

roſcid. Milton.

DEATER. a. [Lat.] The right; not the left.

Shakeſp.

DEXTERITY. ſ. [dexteritar, Lat.) 1. Readi

neſs of limbs; activity; readineſs to attain

ſkill. 2. Readineſs of contrivance. Bac.n.

DEXTEROUS. a. (dexter, Lat.) 1. Expert

at any manual employment; active; ready.

2. Expert in management; ſubtle ; full of

expedients. Lºcke.

DEXTEROUSLY. adv. [from dexterous.] Ex

pertly ; ſkilfully; artfully. Sºuth.

DEXTRAL. a. [dexier, Lat.] The right ; not

the left. Brown.

DEXTRALITY. ſ. [from dextral.] The ſtate

of being on the right ſide. Brown.

DIABE’ſ ES. ſ. [3,434 in..] A morbid copiouſ.

neſs of urine. Derham.

DIA BO'LICAL. Ra. [from diabolus, Lat] De

DIABO'LICK. A viliſh; partaking of the qua

lities of the devil, Ray.

DIACO'DIUM.
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PIACo DRUM.ſ. (Latin.) The ſyrup of poppies.

DIACOUSTICS. ſ. [3a*scus.) The doctrine

of founds.

DI’ADEM. ſ. (diadema, Lat.] 1. A tiara; an

enſign of royalty bound about the head of eaſ.

tern monarchs. Spenſer. 2. The mark of roy

alty worn on the head, the crown. Denham,

Reſcension.

DIADEMED. a. [from diadem.] Adorned with

a diadern. Pope.

DI’ADROM. ſ. [?ia?pazia.] The time in which

any motion is performed. Locke.

DLERESIS. ſ. (3.ainai;..] The ſeparation or

disjunction of ſyllables; as a "er.

DIAGNOSTICK. ſ. 13.47.2-42.] A ſymptom

by which a diſeaſe is diſtinguiſhed from others.

Cºllier. -

DIA'GON AI. a. ſhayºor.) Reaching from

one angle to another. Brown.

DiAGONAL. ſ. [from the adjective..] A line

drawn from angle to angle. Locke.

DIAGONALLY. adv. [from diagonal] In a

diagonal direction. Brown.

DI AGRAM. f. [*47?apºa.) A delineation of

geometrical figures; a mathematical ſcheme.

Bentley.

DIAGRY DIATES. ſ. [from d'agridium, Lat.]

Strong purgatives made with diagrydium.

Flºrer.

DIAL. ſ. [diale, Skinner.] A plate marked

with lines, where a hand or ſhadow ſhows the

hour. Glanville.

DIAL-PLATE. ſ. [dial and plate.] That on

which hours or lines are marked. Addiſºn.

Di'ALECT. ſ. [3,4xtºlo;..] 1. The ſubdiviſion

of a language. 2. Style; manner of expreſ

fion. Hecker. 3. Language; ſpeech. South.

DiALECTICAL. a. [from dialeciick.] Logical;

argumental. Boyle.

DIALECTICK. ſ. (3.axixiº.] Logick; the

ačt of reaſoning.

DIALLING. ſ. [from dial] The ſciatherick

ſcience ; the knowledge of ſhadows.

DIALIST. ſ. [from dial.] A conſtructer of

dials. Mazan.

DIALOGIST. ſ. [from dialºgue.] A ſpeaker in

a dialogue or conference.

DIALOGUE. ſ. [3axcyo:..] A conference ; a

converſation between two or more. Shakeſp.

To DIALOGUE. v. n. [from the noun..] To

diſcourſe with. Shakeſp.

DIALYSIS. ſ. [3,4×va...] The figure in rheto

rick by which ſyllables or words are divided.

DIA METER. ſ. (3.3 and airfax.] The line

which paſſing through the centre of a circle, or

other curvilinear figure, divides it into equal

parts. Raleigh.

DíAMETRAL. a.[from diameter.] Deſcribing

the diameter.

DIAMETRIALLY. adv. [from diametral] Ac

cord ng to the direction of a diameter. Hamm.

Di AMETRICAL. a [from diameter.) 1. De

ſcribing a diameter. 2. Obſerving the direc

tion of a diameter. Gºv. of the Tºngue.

DiAMETRICALLY. adv. [from diametrical.]

In a diametrical direction. Clarºndºn.

DTAMOND. ſ. ſaiamant, Fr. adamar, Latl

The diamºnd, the moſt valuable and hardeſt

of all the gems, is, when pure, perfectly clear

and pellucid as the pureſt water. The iº.
ºver known is that in the poſſeſſion of the great

Mogul, which weighs two hundred and ſeven

ty-nine carats, and is computed to be worth

ſeven hundred and ſeventy-nine thouſand two

hundred and forty-four pounds. Hill.

DIAPASE. ſ...}}<razºr.] A chord including all

tones. Spenſer.

DIAPA'SON. ſ. ſharaºy.] The ſame with

D1 A past. Craſlacº.

D'APP.R. / (diapre, Fr.) 1. Linen cloth woven

in flowers, and other figures. Spenſer. 2. A

napkin. Shakeſp

To DIA PER. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

variegate ; to diverſity. Hºwel. 2. To draw

flowers spºn cloaths, Peacłam.

DłAPHANEITY / [from #2; asia.] Tranſpa

rency; pellucidneſs. Ray.

DIAPHANICK. a. ſ.34 and tº..] Tranſpa

rent; pellucid. Raleigh.

DIA PHANOU.S. a. [3.2 and 342, J Tranſpa

rent ; clear. Raleigh.

DIAPHORE Tick. a. ſº-ºº-ºº: ) Sudori

fick; promoting a perſpiration. Arbuthnot.

DIAPHRAGM. f. [3,43:2; a..] ... The midriff

which divides the upper cavity of the body

from the lower. 2. Any diviſiºn or partition

which divides a hollow body. Woodward.

DIARRHOF: A. ſ. (3.4%r.] A flux of the

belly. Q#ingy.

DIARRHO}. THCK. a. ſ.rom diarrhºea.) Pro

moting the flux of the beiiy; ſolutive; purga

tive Arbuthnot.

DIARY. f. (diarium, Lat: An account of every

day; a journal. Tatler.

DIA STOLE. ſ. [3.2.3%.] t. A ſigure in rheto

rick, by which a ſhort ſyllable is made long.

1. The dilation of the heart. Ray.

DIASTY 1.F. ſ. [3.2 and rºxe; a pillar.] A fort

of edifice where the pillars ſland at ſuch a diſ

taike from one another, that three diameters

of their thickneſs are allowed for intercolum

niation. Harris.

DIATESSERON'ſ [of33 and rézzip2, four.]An

interval in muſick, compoſed of one greater

tone,one leſſer,and one greater ſemi-tone. Har.

DIBLE. ſ. (from dipfel, Dutch.[A ſmall ſpade.

DICA'CITY. ſ. [dicacºtas, Lat.] Pertneſs;

ſaucineſs. Dict.

D1 ESTONE. ſ. A little ſtone which children

throw at £nother ſtone. Locke.

PICE. ſ. The plural of die. See D1 E. Bentley.

To DICE. v. n. [from the noun..] To game

with dice. Shakeſp.

DICE-BOX. f. [ace and box.] The box from

whence the dice are thrown Addiſon.

DIC ER. / [hom dice.j A player at dice; a

gameſter, Shakeſp.

1)ICH adv. This word ſeems corrupted from

dit for dº it. Shakeſp.

DICrio Toº Y. ſ. 3…?…] Diſtribution of

ideas by pairs

E c DICHER.
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Dł'CHER ºf Leather. ſ. [diara, low Lat.] Ten
hides. Dić.

To DICTATE. v. a. [..ii.5, Lat.] To deliver

to another with authority. Pºpe.

DI'CTATE. ſ. [dićtatum, Lat.) Rule or maxim

delivered with authority. Prier.

DICTATION. ſ. (from dićiate.] The act or

račice of dićtating.

pkºro. ſ (Latin.] I. A magiſtrate of

Rome made in times of exigence, and inveſt

ed with abſolute authority. Milton. a. One

inveſted with abſolute authority. Milton. 3.

One whoſe credit or authority enables him to

direct the conduct or opinion of others. Locke.

DICTATO'RHAL. a. [from dićlator.] Autho

ritative ; confident; dogmatical. Watts.

DICTATORSHIP. ſ. (from dictator.] ... The

office of a dictator. Wotton. ... Authority ;

inſolent confidence. Dryden.

DICTATURE.J. [dićlitara, Lat.) The office
of a dićtator.

DFCTION. ſ. [dićion, Fr.) Style; language;

expreſſion. Dryden.

Dł'CTIONARY.ſ. (dićtiºnarium, Lat.] A book

containing the words of any language; a voca

bulary; a word-book. Watts.

DID. of de.. [bib, Saxon ) . The preterite of

do. Shakeſp. 2. The ſign of the preter-imper

fečt tenſe. Dryden. 3. It is ſometimes uſed

emphatically; as, I did really love him.

DIDA"CTICAL. Q. a. [3,3,3],xo;..] Preceptive;

DIDA"CTICK. ; giving precepts; as a di

daélick poem, is a poem that gives rules for
ſome art. Ward.

DICAPPER. ſ. (from dip.] A bird that dives
into the water.

DIDASCA LICK. d. [3.3-axaxoº.J Preceptive;

didačtick. Prior.

To DIDDER. v. a. [diddern, Teut. xittern,

Germ.] To quake with cold; to ſhiver. A

provincial word. Skinner. -

DiDST. The ſecond perſon of the preter tenſe

of do. See Dr D. Dryden.

To DíE. º. a. [bea;, Sax.] To tinge; to co

lour. Miſten.

191E. ſ. [from the verb.] Colour; tincture;

ſtain ; hue acquired. Bacon.

To DIE. v. n. (§cabian, Saxon.) 1. To loſe

life to expire; to paſs into another ſtate of

exiſtence. Sidney. 2. To periſh by violence or

diſeaſe. Dryden, 3. To be puniſhed with

death. Hammend. 4. To be loſt; to periſh;

to come to nothing. Speciator. 5. To fink;

to faint. Sam, 6, [in theology.) To periſh

everlaſtingly. Hakewell. 7. To languiſh with

pleaſure or tenderneſs. Pºpe. 8. To vaniſh.

Addiſºn 9. [in the ſtyle of lovers.] To lan

guiſh with affection. Tatler. Io. To wither as

a vegetable.john. 11. To grow vapid, as liquor.

D1 E. f. pl. dice. [dé, Fr.] 1. A ſmall cube,

marked on its faces with numbers from one to

ſix, which gameſters throw in play. Sºuth. 2.

Hazard; chance. Spenſer. 3. Any cubick body.

PIE.J. plu.dies. The ſtamp uſed in coinage. Swift.

DIER.J. (from die..] One who follows the trade

of dying. Waller.

DIET. ſ. (dieta, low Latin; ºaſe.} t. Poed,

proviſions for the mouth vićtuals. Raleigh.

2: Food regulated by the rules of medicine.

Temple.

To DI’ET. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To give

food to. Shakeſp. 1. To board; to ſupply

with diet.

To Di ET. v. n. 1. To eat by rules of phyſick.

2. To eat ; to feed, AMilton

DIET-DRINK.f. [diet and drink.] Medicated

liquors. Locke.

DIET. ſ. [German.] An aſſembly of princes or

eſtates. Rakigh.

DIETARY. a. [from diet.] Pertaining to the
rules of diet.

DIETER ſ. [from diet. J One who preſcribes

rules for eating. Shake }.
PIETETICAL. Üſ.[Sailºr.] Relating to diet;
DIETETICK. ; belonging to the medicinal

cautions about the uſe of food. Arbs thmet.

To DIFFER. v. n. [differe, Lat.] 1. To be diſ.

tinguiſhed from ; to have properties and qua
lities not the ſame with thoſe of another. Addi.

2. To contend; to be at variance Rºwe. 3.

To be of a contrary opinion. Burnet.

DIFFERENCE. ſ. [differentia, Lat.] 1. State

of being diſtinct from ſomething Hesker. 1.

The quality by which one differs from another.

Rakigh. 3. The diſproportion between one

thing and another. Hayward 4. Diſpute;

debate; quarrel. Sandys. 5. Diſtinétion. Til

totſen. 6. Point in queſtion; ground of con

troverſy. Shakeſp. 7. A logical diſtinction.

Bacon. 8. Evidences of diſtinction; differential

marks. Davier.

To Di PFERENCE. v. a. To cauſe a differ

ence. Hºlder.

DIFFERENT. a. [from differ.] 1. Diſtinë;

not the ſame. Addiſon. 2. Of many contrary

qualities Philips. 3. Unlike; diſſimilar.

DIFFERENTIAL Method, conſiſts in deſcend

ing from whole quantities to their infinitely

ſmall differences,ind comparing together theſe

infinitely ſmall differences, of what kind ſo

ever they be. Harris. -

DIFFERENTLY. adv. [from different.) In a

different manner, Boyle.

bIFFICIL. a. [diffeihº, Lat.} t. Difficult;

hard; not eaſy. Hudikras. 2. Scrupulous. Bacºn.

DIFFICILNESS. f. [from diffel. , D-ficulty to

be perſuaded. Bacon.

DI FFICULT. a. [difficilis, Lat.) 1. Hard; not

eaſy ; not facil. It is diffical in the eyes of

this people. Zachar. 2. Troubleſome, vex

atious. 3. Hard to pleaſe; peevith.

DIFFICULTY. adv. (from difficult..] Hardly;

with difficulty. Rºgers.

DI FFICULTY. f. [from difficulº, Fr ) i.

Hardneſs; contrariety to eaſineſs, . Rºgers. 2.

That which is hard to accompliſh. S. ºth. 3.

Diſtreſs; oppoſition. Dryden. 4. Perplexity

in affairs. Addiſon. 5. Objection; cavil Swift.

To DIFFITD.E. s. n.§ o, Lat.) To diſtrutt,

to have no confidence in. Dryden.

DI'FFIDENCE./. [from diffde.) Diáruſ want

of confidence. Lºcke, DI FF
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DIFFIDENT. a. [from diffide.] Not confident;

not certain. King Charles, Clariſſa.

To DIFFIND. v.a. (diffinds, Lat.] To cleave

in two.

DiFFI'SSION. ſ. (diffiſſio, Lat.] The aa of

cleaving.

DIFFLATION. ſ. (diffare, Lat.] The ačt of

ſcattering with a blaſt of wind.

D1 FFLUENCE. Q. ſ. (from diffuo, Lat.] The

DITFFLUENCY, : quality of falling away on

all ſides. Brown.

DIFFLUENT. a. (diffuens, Lat.] Flowing e

very way i not fixed.

DIFFORM. a. [from fºrma, Lat.] Contrary to

uniform ; having parts of different ſtructure ;

as a differn flower, of which the leaves

are unlike each other. Newton.

DIFFO RMITY. ſ. [from differm.) Diverſity of

form; irregularity ; diſſimilitude. Brown.

DIFFRANCHISEMENT. ſ. [franchiſe, Fr.]

The act of taking away the prileges of a

citv.

To Biffu SE.v.a. [diffuſus, Lat] 1. To pou

out upon a plane. Burwet. 2. To ſpread ; to

ſcatter. Milton.

BIFFUSE. a. [diffuſuſ, Lat J 1. Scattered;

widely ſpread. 1. Copious; not conciſe.

DIFFU SED. part. a. Wild, uncouth, irregular.

Shakeſp.

DIFFUSEDLY. adv. [from diffe/ed.] Widely;

- diſperſedly.

DIFFUSEDNESS. ſ (from diffuſed.] The ſtate

of being diffuſed ; diſperſion.

DIFFUSELY. adv. (from diffuſe ] . . widely;

extenſively. 2. Copiouſly ; not conciſely.

DIFFUSION. ſ. [from diffuſe.) 1. Diſperſion;

the ſtate of being ſcattered every way. Bºyle.

1. Copiouſnefs; exuberance of ſtyle.

DIFFUSIVE. a. [from diffuſe..] I. Having the

quality of ſcattering anything every way.Dryd.

1. Scattered; diſperſed. South. 3. Extended;

in full extenſion. Tillotſon.

DIFFUSIVELY. adv. [from diffuſive..] widely;

extenſively.

DIFFU'siveNESS. ſ. (from diffuſive..] I. Ex

tenſion; diſperſion. 2, Want of conciſeneſs.

Addiſºn.

To D1G. v. a. preter, dug, or digged; part, paſſ

dºg, or digged [dyger, Daniſh ) 1. To pierce

with a ſpade. Ezekiel. 2. To form by digging.

Whitgift. 3. To cultivate the ground by

turning it with a ſpade Temple. 4. To pierce

with a ſharp point. Dryden. 5. To gain by

digging. Woodward.

To DIG. v. a. To work with a ſpade job.

To DIG sp. v. a. To throw up that which is co

vered with earth. Shakeſp.

DIGERENT. a. ſaegerens, Lat.] That which

has the power of digeſting.

DIGEST. ſ. [digeſia, Lat.) The pande& of the

civil law. Bacon.

To DiGEST. v. a. [digero, digeflum, Lat..] 1.

To diſtribute into various claſſes or repoſito

ries to range methodically. 2. To concoët

in the ſtomach. Prior, 3. To ſoften by heat,

as in a boiler: a chemical term. 4. To range

methodically in the mind. Thomſºn. 5. To

reduce to any plan, ſcheme, or me hod. Shak.

6. To receive without loathing; not to reječt.

Pracham. 7. To receive and enjoy. Shakeſp.

8. [In chirurgery.) To diſpoſe a wound; to

generate pus in order to a cure.

To DIGEST. v. n. To generate matter as a

wound.

DIGESTER, ſ [from digeſ' ] 1. He that di

geſts or concosts his food. Arbuthnot. 2. A

ſtrong veſſel, wherein to boil, with a very

ſtrong heat, any bony ſubſtances, ſo as to re

duce them into a fluid ſtate. 3. That which

cauſes or ſtrengthens the concoctive power.

Temple

DIGESTIBLE, a [from digeſ'.) 1. Capable of

being digeſted. Bacon.

DIGESTION. ſ. (from digeſ'.) 1. The act of

concoëting food. Temple. 2. The preparation

of matter by a chemical heat. Blackmore 3.

Redućtion to a plan. Temple. 4. The act of

, diſpoſing a wound to generate matter.

DIGESTIVE. a. [from digºff.] I. Having the

power to cauſe digeſtion. Brown. 2. Capable

by heat to ſoften and ſubdue, Hale. 3. Con

ſiderating ; methodiſing. Dryden.

-DIGESTIVE. ſ. [from digeſ?..] An application

which diſpoſes a wound to generate matter.

Wiſeman.

Di GGER. ſ. [from dig.) One that opens the

ground with a ſpade. Boyle.

To DiGHT. v. a. (eihran, to prepare, Saxon.]

To dreſs ; to deck; to adorn. Miltºn.

DI'GIT. ſ. [digitus, Lat.j 1. The meaſure of

length containing three fourths of an inch.

Boyle 2. The twelfth part of the diameter of

the ſun or moon. 3. Any of the numbers ex

preſſed by ſingle figures. Brown.

DIGITATED. a. [from digitus, Lat.] Branched

out into diviſions like fingers. Brown.

DIGLADIATION. ſ. (digladiatio, Lat.) A

combat with ſwords; any quarrel. Glanville.

DIGNIFIED. a. [from dignity. J Inveſted with

ſome dignity. Aylºff.

DIGNIFICATION. ſ. [from dignify.) Exalta
tion. Malten.

To DIGNIFY. v. a. (from dignus and faci,

Lat.) 1. To advance; to prefer; to exalt. 2.

To honour; to adorn. Jen Johnſon

Di GNITARY.J. (from dignus, Lat.j A clergy

man advanced to ſome dignity ; to ſome rank

above that of a parochial prieſt. Swift.

DIGNITY. ſ. dignitar, Lat.] I. Rank of ele

vation Hesker. 2. Grandeur of mien. Clariſ.

3. Advancement; preterment ; high place.

Shakeſp. 4. [Among eccleſiaſticks.] That

promotion or preferment to which any juriſ

diction is annexed. Ayliffe. 5. Maxims, ge

neral principles. Brown. 6. [In aſtrology.)

. planet is in dignity when it is in any

1gn.

DIGNOTION. ſ. [from dignºſco, Lat..] Diſtinc
tion Brown. *

To DIGRESS. v. n. (digreſſur, Lat.] 1. To

- E e z tuºn
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turn out of the road. 2. To depart from the

main deſign, Locke. 3. To wander , to ex

patiate. Brerewood. 4. To tranſgreſs; to de

viate. Shakeſp.

DIGRESSION. ſ. [dig, ºffic, Lat § 1. A paſ.

ſage deviating from the main tenour. Denh.

2. Deviation. Brºwn

DIJUDICATION. ſ. [dijudicatiº, Lat.] Judi

cial diſtinčtion.

DIKE. ſ. bic, Saxon.) 1. A channel to receive

water. Pope. 2. A mound to hinder inunda

tions. Cowley

To DILACERATE. v. a (dilaters, Lat.] To

tear; to rend Brown.

DILACERATION. ſ. [from dilateratic, Lat.]

The act of rending in two. Arbuthnet.

To DILA'N1ATE. v. a. [dilanic, Lat.] To tear;

to rend in pieces.

To DILAPIDATE. v. a. [dilapids, Lat.] To

ruin ; to throw down.

DILAPIDATION. f. (dilapidatio, Lat.] The

incumbent's ſuffering any edifices of his eccle

ſiaſtical living, to go to ruin or decay. Ayliffe.

DILATABILITY. ſ. [from dilatable.] The

Quality of admitting extenſion. Ray.

DILATABLE a... [from dilate.] Capable of

extenſion. Arbuthnot.

DITATATION. ſ. [from dilatatic, Lat.] The

act of extending into greater ſpace. Holder. 2.

The ſtate of being extended. Newton.

To DILATE. v. a. [dilate, Lat.] 1. To ex

tend; to ſpread out. Waller. 2. To relate

at large; to tell diffuſely and copiouſly. Shake.

To DILATE. v. n. 1. To widen; to grow wide.

Addiſºn. 2. To ſpeak largely and copiouſly.

Clarenden.

DILA’TOR. ſ. [from dilate.] That which wi

dens or extends. Arbuthnot.

DiLATORINESS. ſ. [from dilatery J Slow

neſs; ſluggiſhneſs.

DI'ſ.ATORY. a. (dilateirº, Fr.] Tardy; flow,

ſluggiſh. Hayweed, ot-way.

DILECTION. ſ. (dilectiº, Lat.] The act of

loving. Boyle.

DILE MMA. f. [****a.] ... An argument

equally concluſive by contrary ſuppoſitions.

Cºwley. 2. A difficult or doubtful choice. Pºpe.

DI'LIGENCE. f. I diligentia, Lat.) Induſtry ;

affiduity ; the contrary to idleneſs. 2. Pet.

Dl LIGENT. a. [diligens, Lat.) 1. Conſtant in

application; perſevering in endeavour; afli

quous; not lazy. Prov. 2. Conſtantly appli

cg : proſecuted with activity. Deuter-nomy.

Di LIGENTLY. adv. [from diligent.]}. aſ

ſiduity; with heed and perſeverance. Dryden.

DILL.f. [bile, Saxon.]

DILU CID. a. (diluciduº, Lat] ... Clear; plain;

not opaque. 2. Clear, plain; not obſcure.

To DILU CIDATE v.a. (from dilucidare,Lat.)

To make clear or plain; to explain. trºovn.

- pºuciDATION. /.. [from dilucidatia, Lat.)

The act of making clear.

D! I.UENT. a. (diluens, Lat..] Having the

Tower to thin other matter.

Ll 1.UENT. ſ. (fºom the adjective.] That

which thins other matter. Arbuthnet.

To DII.U.T.E. v. a. [diluz, Lat.] 1. To make

thin. Locke. 1. To make weak. Newton.

DiLUTER.J. [from dilute.] That which makes

any thing elſe thin Arbuthnºt

DILUTION. ſ. (dilutie, Lat.) The aa of mak

ing anything thin or weak. Arbuthnet.

DlLU'VIAN. a. [from diluvium, Lat..] Relat

ing to the deluge. Burnet.

DIM. a. (bimme, Saxon.) 1. Net having a

quick fight. Davies. 2. Dull of apprehenſion.

Rºgers. 3. Not clearly ſeen; obſcure. Lecke.

4. Obſtructing the act of viſion; not luminous.

Spenſer.

To DIM. v. a. [from the adjective.) 1. To

cloud; to darken. Lºcke. 2. To make leſs

bright; to obſcure. Spenſer.

DIME'NSION. ſ. [dimenſio, Lat.] Space con

tained in any thing; bulk; extent; capacity.

Dryden.

DIME NSIONLESS. a. (from dimenſen.] With

out any definite bulk. Milton.

DIME’NSIVE. a. [dimenſus, Lat] That which

marks the boundaries or outlines. Davier.

DIMICATION. ſ. [dinicatio, Lat:] A battle;

the act of fighting. Dićt.

DIMIDIAtion. ſ. [dinidiatio, Lat.] The act

of halving. Dići.

To DIMI/NISH. v. a. [diminae, Lat.] 1. To

make leſs by abſciſſion or deſtruction of any

part. Locke. 2. To impair; to leſſen; to de

grade. Milton. 3. To take any thing from

that to which it belongs; the contrary to add.

Deut.

To DIMI'NISH. v. n. To grow leſs; to be im

paired. Dryden, Pºpe.

DIMINISHINGLY. adv. [from diminiſt.] In

a manner tending to vilify. Lºcke.

DIMINUTION. J. [diminutio, Lat.] 1. The

aćt of making leſs. Hooker. 2. The ſtate of

growing leſs. Newton. 3. Diſcredit; leſs of

dignity. Philips. 4. Deprivation of dignity ;

injury of reputation. K. Charles. 5. [In archi

tecture.] The contraction of a diameter of a

column, as it aſcends.

DIMINUTIVE. a. [diminutivus, Lat..] Small;

little. Sºuth.

DIMINUTIVE. ſ. [from the adjective.] 1. A

word formed to expreſs littleneſs; as manikin,

in Engliſh a little man. Cotten. 2. A ſmall

thing. S a.s.lp.

DIMINUTIVELY. adv. [from diminative..] In

a diminutive manner.

DIMINUTIVENESS. ſ. [from diminutive )

Smallneſs; littleneſs; pettyneſs.

DIMISH.a. (from dim.] Somewhat dim. Swift.

DIMISSORY. a. dimiſarius, Lat.] That by

which a man is diſmified to another juriſdic

tion. Ayliffe.

Dl MITT Y. ſ. A fine kind of fuſtian, or cloth

of cotton. Mºſeman.

DIMLY. a. [From dim.] 1. Not with a quick

fight; not with a clear perception. Milton. 2.

Not brightly ; not luminouſly. Bºyle.

DIMNESS. ſ. [rom dim.) 1. Dulneſs of fight.

2. Want
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}. Want of apprehenſion; ſtupidity. Deray of

arty.

DIMPLE. ſ. [dist, a hole; dintle, a little hole.

Skinner.) Cavity or depreſſion in the cheek or
chin. Grew.

To DI’MPLE. v. s. [from the noun.] To fink

in ſmall cavities. Dryden.

DIMPLED. a. [from Żºli.) Set with dimples.

Shakeſp.

DIMPLY. a. [from dimple..] Full of dimples.
Wharten.

DIN. ſ. [byn, a noiſe, Sax.] A loud noiſe; a

violent and continued ſound. Smith.

To DIN. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ſtun

with noiſe. Otway. 1. To impreſs with violent

and continued noiſe. Swift.

To DINE. v. m. [diner, Fr.] To eat the chief

meal about the middle of the day. Clarendon.

To DINE. v. a. To give a dinner to ; to feed.

Dryden.

DINETICAL. a. [?ivilizé;..] Whirling round;

vertiginous. Ray.

To DING. v. a. pret. dung. [dringen, Dutch.]

1.To daſh with violence. 2. To impreſs with

force.

To DING. v. n. To bluſter; to bounce; to

huff. Arbuthnot.

DING-DONG. ſ. A word by which the ſound:

of bells is imitated. Shakeſp.

DINGLE. ſ. [from ben, a hollow.] A hollow

between hills. Milton.

DINING-ROOM. ſ. [dine and room.] The

principal apartment of the houſe. Taylor.

D1'NNER.J. [diner, Fr.] The chief meal; the

meal eaten about the middle of the day. Taylor.

DINNER-TIME. ſ. [dinner and time.] The

time of dining. Pope. -

DINT. ſ. [bync, Sax.] 1. A blow; a ſtroke.

Miltºn. a. The mark made by a blow. Dryden.

3. Violence; force; power. Addiſon.

To DINT. v. a. [from the noun...] To mark

with a cavity by a blow. Donne.

DINUMERATION.f. [dinumeratio, Lat..] The

act of numbering out ſingly.

DIOCESAN. ſ. [from dioceſs.) A biſhop as he

ſtands related to his own clergy or flock. Tatler.

DIOCESS. ſ. [dia ceſs.] The circuit of every

biſhop's juriſdiction. Cowell, Whitgift.

DIO PTRICAL. Q. ſ. [31, wickaa..] Affording a

DIOPTRICK. medium for the ſight; aſ.

ſitting the ſight in the view of diſtant objects.

are.

DIO PTRICKS. ſ. A part of opticks, treating

of the differentſº light. Harris.

DIORTHROSIS. ſ. [3-fºrwari..] An operation

by which crooked members are made even.

Harris. .

To DIP. v. a. particip. dipped, or dipt. [bippan,

Sax. despen, Dutch..]. 1. To immerge ; to put

into any liquor. Ayliffe. 2. To moiſten to

wet. Miltºn. 3. To be engaged in any affair.

Dryden. 4. To engage as a pledge. Dryden.

To DIP. v. n. 1.To ſink; to immerge. L’Eſtran.

2. To enter; to pierce. Granville. 3. To enter

ſlightly into anything. Pope. 4. To drop by

chance into any maſs; to chooſe by chance.

DI'PCHRCK.ſ. (from dip and chick.] The name

of a bird. Carew.

DIPETALOUS. a. [3, and wiraxcy.] Having

two flower-leaves. :

DIPPER. ſ. [from dip.] One that dips in the

water.

DIPPING Needle. ſ. A device which ſhews a

particular property of the magnetick needle,

Philips.

DIPHTHONG. ſ. [3+Sºyº..] A coalition of

two vowels to form one ſound ; as, vain, leaf,

Caeſar. Holder.

DIPLOE. ſ. The inner plate or lamina of the

ſkull.

DIPLO'MA. ſ. […axxaa..] A letter or writing

conferring ſome privilege.

DIPSAS. ſ. [from 3 Jaa..] A ſerpent whoſe bite

produces unquenchable thirſt. Milton.

DIPTOTE. ſ. [ºnlala.) A noun confiſting of

two caſes only. Clark. -

DIPTYCH. ſ. [diptycha, Lat.] A regiſter of

biſhops and martyrs. Stillingfleet.

DIRE.a.[dirus, Lat] Dreadful; diſmal; mourn

ful ; horrible Milton.

DIRECT. a. [directur, Lat.] 1. Strait, not

crooked. 2. Not oblique. Bentley. 3. [In

aſtronomy.] Appearing to an eye on earth to

move progreſſively through the zodiack, not

retrograde. Dryden. 4. Not collateral. 5. Ap

parently tending to ſome end. Sidney, Locke.

6. Open; not ambiguous. Bacon. 7. Plain ;

expreſs.

To DIRECT. v. a. [direºum, Lat.) 1. To

aim in a ſtrait line. Pºpe. 1. To point againſt

as a mark. Dryden. 3. To regulate; to ad

juſt. Ecclur. 4. To preſcribe certain meaſure;

to mark out a certain courſe. job. 5. To

order; to command.

DIRECTER, ſ. (director, Lat.] 1. One that

directs. 2. An inſtrument that ſerves to guide

any manual operation.

DIRECTION. ſ. [direétis, Lat.] 1. Aim at a

certain point. Smalridge. 2. Motion impreſſed

by a certain impulſe. Locke. 3. Order ; corn

mand ; preſcription. Hoºker.

DIRECTIVE. a. (from direct | 1. Having the

power of direction Bramhall. 2. Informing;

ſhewing the way. Thomſon.

DIRECTLY. adv. [from direč.] I. In a ſtrait

line; reëtilineally. Dryden. 2. Immediately ,

apparently 5 without circumlocution. Hooker.

DIRECTNESS. ſ. [from dire&.] Straitneſs;

tendency to any point; the neareſt way.Bentley.

DIRECTOR. J. [director, Lat.] 1. One that

has authority over others; a ſuperintendent.

Swift. a. A rule; an ordinance. Swift. 3. An

inſtructer. Hooker. 4. One who is conſulted in

caſes of conſcience. Dryden. 5. An inſtrument

in ſurgery, by which the hand is guided in its

operation. Sharp.

DIRECTORY. J. [from dire&or.] The book

which the factious preachers publiſhed in the

rebellion for the direction of their fu&t in acts

ofworſhip.Oxford Reaſons againſt the Covenant,

DI'REFUL, a, Dire; dreadful. Pope.

DIRENESS.
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DITENESS.ſſfrom dire.] Diſnalneſs; horror;

hideouſneſs. Shakeſp.

DIREPTION. ſ. (direptie, Lat.) The at of

plundering. -

DIRGF. ſ. A mournful ditty ; a ſong of lamen

tation. Sandys.

DTRK. ſ. [an Erſe word.] A kind of dagger.

Tickel! .

To DIRK E. v. a. To ſpoil; to ruin. Spesſºr.

DIRT. ſ. (dyrt, Dutch 3 1. Mud; filth; mire.

Wake. 2. Meanneſs; ſordidneſs.

To DIRT. v. a. [from the noun..] To foul; to

bemire. Swift.

DI'RTPI.E. f. (dirt and pie.) Forms moulded

by children, of clay. Suckling.

DI RTILY, adv. [from dirty.] I. Naſtily ;

foully filthily. 2. Meanly; ſordidly; ſhame

fully. Dºnne.

EIRTINESS. ſ. [from dirty j 1, Naſtineſs ;

filthineſs : foulneſs. 1. Meanneſs; baſeneſs;

for didneſs.

DIRTY. a. [from dirt j . Foul : naſty ; filthy.

Shakeſp. 2. Sullied ; not elegant. Lºcke, 3.

Mean; baſe; deſpicable. Jaylor.

To DI'RTY. v. a. (from the noun.]. I. To

foul : to ſoil. Arbuthnet. 2. To diſgrace; to

ſcandalize.

DIRU'PTION. ſ. (diruptio, Lat.] The act or

ſtate of burſting, or breaking.

DIS. An inſeparable particle, implying common

ly a privative or negative ſignification ; as to

arm, to diſarm.

DISABILITY. ſ. (from diſable.] ... want of

power to do any thing; weakneſs. Raleigh. 2.

Want of proper qualifications for anypurpoſe ;

kegal impediment. Swift.

To DISA'BLE. v. a. [diº and able.} 1. To de

prive of natural force. Davies, Taylor. 1. To

impair; to diminiſh. Shakeſp. 3. To make

unactive. I emple. 4. To deprive of uſefulneſs

or efficacy. Dryden. 5. To exclude as wanting

proper qualifications. Wºotton.

To DiSAi,USE. v. a. dis and abuſe.] To ſet

free from a miſtake; to ſet right; to unde

ceive. Glanville, 14 cler.

DISACCOMMODATION. ſ. [diº and accom

modation.) The ſtate of being unfit or unpre

pared. Hale. -

To DiSACCU'STOM. v. a. ſali, and accuſion.]

To deſtroy the force of habit by diſuſe or con

trary practice.

DISACQ (JA INTANCE. ſ. [dis and acquaint

ance.j Diſuſe of familiarity. Sonth.

DISADVANTAGE. ſ. 1. Loſs; injury to inte

reſt; as, he ſold to diſadvantage. 2. Dimi

nution of any thing detirable, as credit; fame;

honour. Shakeſp. 3. A ſtate not prepared for

defence. Spenſer. -

To DISADVANTAG.E. v a. To injure in

intereſt of any kind. Decay ºf Piety. . .

DISADVANTAGEABLE. a. [from diſadvan

tage.] Contrary to profit 5 producing loſs.

Bacon. -

DISADVANTA'GEOUS. a. [from diſadvan

tage.] Contrary to intereſt; contrary to con

venience. Addiſºn.

DISADVANTA'GEOUSLY. ºdd [from diſad

vantageour.] In a manner contrary to intereſt

or profit. Government of the Tºngue.

DISADVANTAGEOUSNESS. ſ. Centrariety

to profit; inconvenience. -

DISADWE/NTUROUS. a. Unhappy; unproſ

perous. Spenſer.

To OISAFFE'CT. v. a. To fill with diſcontent;

to Siſcontent. Clarendon.

DISAFFECTED, part. a. Not diſpoſed to zeal

or affection. Stil ing fleet.

DISAFFECTEDLY. adv. After a diſaffetted

manner. -

DISAFFE'CTEDNESS. ſ [from diſaffected.]

The quality of being diſaffected.

DISAFFE'Ci'ION. ſ. Want of zeal for the

reigning prince. Swift.

P;FFIRMANCE. ſ. Confutation; negation.
ale,

To DISAFFOREST. v. a. [di, and fºreſ?..] To

throw open to common purpoſes, from the

privilege of a foreſt. Bacon,

To DiSAGREE. v. m. [diº and agree.] 1. To

differ; not to be the ſame. Lºcke. 2. To differ;

not to be of the ſame opinion. Drydes. 3.

To be in a ſtate of oppoſition. Brown.

DISAGRE'EABLE. a [from diſagree.] 1. Con

trary : unſuitable. Pºpe. z. Unpleaſing ; of

fenſive. Locke.

DISAGREE ABLENESSſtromdiſagreeable.]

1. Unfuitableneſs; contrariety. ... Unplea

ſantneſs; offenſiveneſs. South.

DISAGREEMENT. ſ. (from diſagree.] 1.

Difference ; diſſimilitude; diverſity ; not

"identity. Woºdward. 2. Difference ofopinion.

Hesker.

To DISALLOW. v. a. [dir and allºw.) 1. To

deny authority to any. Dryden. 2. To con

ſider as unlawful. He ker. 3. To cenſure by

ſome poſteriour act. Swift. 4. Not to juſtify.
sºuth.

To DISALLOW. v. m. To refuſe permiſſion;

not to grant. Hocker.

DISALLOWABLE. a. [from diſallºw.] Not

allowable.

DISALLO WANCE. ſ. Prohibition. Sºuth.

To DISA'NCHOR. v. a. (from dis and anchor.]

To drive a ſhip from its anchor.

To DISA NIMATE. v. a. [dis and animate.]

1. To deprive of life. 2. To diſcourage; to

deject. Bayle.

DISANIMATION. ſ. [from diſanimate.) Pri

vation of life. Brown.

To DISANNUL. v. a. To annul; to deprive

of authority; to vacate. Herbert.

DISANNU'i.MENT. ſ. [from diſannal.] The

act of making void.

To DiSAPPEAR. v. n. [diſparsitre, Fr.] To

be loſt to view ; to vaniſh out of fight.

Alºi tº w.

To i ISAPTO is T. v. a. [dis and ºf pºint-J

To defeat of expectation; to balk, 7 tiletſºn.

DISAPPO INTMENT. ſ. (from diſappºint.]

Defeat of hopes, miſcarriage of expectations.

Spectatºr.

DISAPPRO
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DISAPPROBATION. (di, and apprºbation.]
Cenſure ; conderhmation. #:

To DiSAPPROVE. v. 4. [diſapprever, Fr.]

To diſlike; to cenſure. Pºpe.

DISARD. ſ. (bºrg, Sax.] A prattler; a boaſt

ing talker.

To DISARM. v. a. [diſarmer, Fr.] To ſpoil

or diveſt of arms. Drydew.

To DISARRAY. v. a. [diº and array.] To

undreſs anyone. Speuſer.

DISARRAY. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Diſorder;

confuſion. Hayward. 2. Undreſs.

DISASTER, ſ (deſaffre, Fr. 1. The blaſt or

ſtroke of an unfavourable planet. Shakeſp. 2.

Misfortune; grief; miſhap; mifery. Pºpe.

To DISASTER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

blaſt by an unfavourable ſtar. Sidney. 1. To

afflict ; to, miſchief. ºff,

DISASTROU.S. a. ffrom diſaſter.]1.Unlucky;

not fortunate. Hayºvard. 1. Unhappy; calami

tous; miſerable. Denham. 3. Gloomy; threat

ning misfortune. Miltºn.

DISASTROUSLY, adv. (from diſaſtrout..] In

a diſrnaſ rmanner.

DISASTROUSNess.ſ (from diſaffroui.] Un

luckineſs; unfortunateneſs.

To DiSavoUCH. v. a. To retract profeſſion;

to diſown. Daniel.

To DISAVO’W. v. a. To diſown; to deny

knowledge of Haytvard.

DISAVO'wAL. ſ. [from diſavow.] Denial.
Clariffa.

bºwsſent ſtºmuſar-Joºlstrºn.

To DISAUTHORISE. v.a. [di, and authoriſe.]

To deprive of credit or authority. Wotton.

To DISBAND. v. a. [di, and band] 1. To

diſmiſs from military ſervice. Knelleſ. 2. To

ſpread abroad; to ſcatter. Woºdward.

Te DISBAN D. v. a. To retire from military

ſervice. Clarender, Tilletſºn.

To DiSBA RK. v. a. [debarquer, Fr.] To land

from a ſhip. Fairfax.

DISBE.I.E.F. f. [from diſbelieve.) Refuſal of

credit; denial of belief. Tilletſon. .

To DISBELIEVE. v. a. [dis and believe.] Not

to credit; not to hold true. Hammond.

DISBEli‘ever. ſ. One who refuſes belief.
arry.

To DISBE'NCH. v. a. To drive from a ſeat.

Shakeſp.

To DISBRANCH. v. a. [dir and branch.] To

ſeparate or break off. Evelyn.

To pISBU D. v. a. [With gardeners.] To take

away the ſprigs newly put forth. Diél.

To DſsBURDEN. v. a. [di, and burden.) 1.

To eaſe of a burden; to unload. Milton. 2.

To diſencumber, diſcharge, or clear. Hale. 3.

To throw off a burden. Addiſºn.

To DISH U R DEN v. n. To eaſe the mind.

To DISBURSE. v. a. [debourſer, Fr.] To

ſpend or lay out money. Spenſer. -

DISBU RSEMENT. J. [deburſement, Fr.] A

diſburſing or laying out. Spenſer.

DiSBU'RSER. f. [from diſburſe.) One that

diſburſes. - - - -

DISCA'LCEATED. a. [diſtakeatºr, Latj

Stripped of ſhoes.

DISCALCEA"TION.ſſfrom diſcalceated.)The

aćt of pulling off the ſhoes. Brown.

To DiSCANDY. v. n, (from diſ and candy.]

To diſſolves to melt. Shakeſp.

To DISCARD. v. a. ſ. dii and card) 1. To

throw out of the hand ſuch cards as are

uſeleſs. 1. To diſcharge or eject from ſervice

or employment. Swift.

DISCARNATE, a [diº and care, fleſh; ſcar

nate, ital.] Stripped of fleſh. Granville.

To DISCA'SE v.a. To ſtrip; to undreſs. Shakeſ.

Te D18CERN. v. a.[diſcerns, Lat] ... To de

ſcry; to fee. Provérbr. 2. To judge; to have

knowledge of Sidney. 3.To diſtinguiſh. Bºyle.

4. To make the difference between. B.7:hnſºn.

Tº DISCERN. s. n. To make diſtinsſon. Hay.

DISCERNER.ſ.[from diſcern.), Adiſcoverer;

he that deſcries. Shakeſp. 2. A judge; one

that has the power of diſtinguiſhing Clarenden.

DISCERNIBLE. a. (from diſcern..] Diſcovera

ble ; , perceptible; diſtinguiſhable; apparent.
South.

DISCERNIBLENESS. ſ.[from diſcernible.]vi
fibleneſs.

DISCE’RNIBLY. adv. [from diſcernible J Per

ceptibly; apparently. Hammond.

DISCERNING. part. a. [from diſcern.] Ju

dicious ; knowing. Atterbury.

DISCERNINGLY.adw.Judiciouſly; rationally.

acutely. Garth.

DiSCERNMENT.ſ.[from diſcern.]Judgment;

power of diſtinguiſh g. Freeholder.

To DiSCERP. v.a. (diſcerpo, Lat.) To tear
in pieces.

DISCE RPTIBLE.a.[from diſcerp..] Frangible;

ſeparable. Mºre. -

D18CERPTIBI'lity.ſ (from diſcerptible.]Li

ableneſs to be deſtroyed by diſunion of parts.

DISCE’RPTION. ſ. (from diſcerp..] The act of

pulling to pieces.

To DISCHARGE. v. a [diſcharger, Fr.] 1.

To diſburden; to exonerate. Dryden. 2. To

unload; to diſembark. Kingr. 3. To give vent

to any thing ; to let fly. Dryden. 4. To let of

a gun. Knzlies. 5. To clear a debt by pay

ment. Lºcke. 6. To ſet free from obligation.

L'Eſirange. 7. To clear from an accuſation

or crime; to abſolve. Lºcke. 8 To perform;

to execute. Dryden 9. To put away to

obliterate ; to deſtroy. Baeen. 12. To diveſt

o, any ºffice or employment. 1 1. To diſmiſs;
to releaſe. Bacon.

To DISCHA RGE. v. n. To diſmiſs itſelf; to

break up. Bacon.

DISCHA'RGE.J. [from the verb.] 1. vent; ex

ploſion; emiffion. Woºdward. 2. Matter vent

ed. Sharp. 3. Diſruption ; evaneſcence. Bacon.

4. Diſmiſſion from an office. 5. Releaſe from

an obligation or penalty. Miltos. 6. Abſolution

from a crime. South. 7. Ranſom; price of

ranſom. Milton. 8. Performance; execution.

L'Eſtrange. 9. An acquittance from a debt.

to. Exemption; privilege. Ecclur.

- " . . . VISCHARGER.
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DISCHARGER. ſ. [from diſcharge.] 1. He

that diſcharges in any manner. 2. He that

fires a gun. Brown.

DISCI'NCT. a. [diſcinæus, Lat.] Ungirded ;

looſely dreſſed. Dié.

To DISCIND. v. a. [diſcinde, Lat.] To divide;

to cut in pieces. Boyle.

DISCIPLE. ſ. [diſcipulus. Lat..] A ſcholar.
ammond.

To DISCIPLE. v. a. To puniſh ; to diſcipline.

Spenſer. -

DISCIPLESHIP.ſ [from diſciple ] The ſtate

or funétion of a diſciple. Hammond

DISCIPLINABLE. a. [diſciplinabilis, Lat.]

Capable of inſtruction.

DISCIPLINABLENESS ſſfrom diſciplinable.]

Capacity of inſtruction. Hale.

DISCIPLINA'RIAN. a. [from diſcipline.] Per

taining to diſcipline. Glanville.

DISCIPLINARIAN. ſ. 1. One who rules or

teaches with great ſtrictneſs. 2. A follower

of the preſbyterian ſect, ſo called from their

clamour about diſcipline. Saunderſon.

DISCIPLINARY. a. ſaiſciplina, Lat.] Pertain

ing to diſcipline. Milton.

DISCIPLINE. ſ.[diſciplina, Lat.) 1. Education;

inſtruction; the act of cultivating the mind.

Bacon. 2. Rule of government; order.Hooker.

3. Military regulation. Shakeſp. 4. A ſtate of

ſubjection. Rogers. 5. Any thing taught j art;

ſcience. Wilkins. 6. Puniſhment; chaſtiſe

ment; correstion. Addiſon.

To DISCIPLINE. v. a. 1. To educate; to in

ſtruct ; to bring up. Addiſon. 2. To regulate;

to keep in order. Derham. 3. To puniſh; to

correct; to chaſtiſe. 4. To reform , to redreſs.

Milton.

To DISCLAIM. v.a. [dir and claim...] To diſ

own ; to deny any knowledge of Shakeſ. Reg.

DiSCLA'IMER. / [from diſclaim..] One that

diſclaims, diſowns, or renounces.

To DISCLOSE. v. a. 1. To uncover; to pro

duce from a ſtate of latitancy to open view.

h'oodward. 2. To hatch 5 to open. Bacon. 3.

To reveal ; to tell. Addiſon.

DISCLO'SER. ſ. (from diſcloſe.) One that re

veals or diſcovers.

DISCLO SURE. ſ.[from diſcloſe.] 1. Diſcovery;

production into view. Bacon. 1. Act of reveal

ing any ſecret. Bacon.

DISCOLORATION. ſ (from diſcolaar.] 1.

The aët of changing the colour; the act of

ſlaining. 2. Change of colour ; ſtain; die

Arbuthner.

To DISCOLOUR. v. a. [decelere, Lat..] To

change from the natural hue; to ſtain. Temple

To DISCO MFIT. v. a. [deſcenfire, Fr.] To

defeat; to conquer; to vanquiſh. Philips.

DISCO'MFIT. ſ. [from the verb.] Defeat;

rout; overthrow. Milton.

DISCOMFITURE.J. [from diſcºmfit.] Defeat;

loſs of battle; rout; overthrow. Atterbury.

DISCOMFORT. ſ. (dis and comfort.] Uncaſ

neſs; melancholy ; ſorrow ; gloom. Shakeſp.

To DISCOMFOR T. v.a.To grieve; to ſadden;

to deject. Sidney.

DISCOMFORTABLE. a.[from diſcomfºrt.] t.

One that is melancholy and refuſes comfort.

Shakeſp. z. That cauſes ſadneſs. Sidney.

To DISCOMMEND. v. a. To blame; to cen

ſure. Denham.

DISCOMMENDABLE. a. Blameable; cenſu

rable. Ayliffe.

DISCOMMENDABLENESS.ſ.Blameableneſs;

liableneſs to cenſure.

DISCOMMENDATION. ſ. Blame; reproach;

cenſure. Ayliffe.

DISCOMMENDER.ſ. One that diſcommends.

To DISCOMMODE. v. a. To put to incon

venience ; to moleſt.

DISCOMMODIOUS. a. Inconvenient; trou

bleſome. Spenſer.

DISCOMMO'DITY. ſ. Inconvenience; diſad

vantage; hurt. Bacon.

To DISCOMPOSE. v. a. (deſcempºſer, Fr.) 1.

To diſorder ; to unſettle. Claresden. 2. To

ruffle ; to diſorder. Swift. 3. To diſturb the

temper. Dryden. 4. To offend ; to fret ; to

vex.Swift. s. To diſplace ; to diſcard. Bacºn.

'DISCOMPO'SURE. ſ. [from diſcºmpoſe.] Diſ.

order ; perturbation. Clarendon.

To DISCONCERT. v. a. [di, and cºncert.]

To unſettle the mind; to diſcompoſe. Cºllier.

DISCONFORMITY. ſ. Want of agreement.
Hakewell.

DISCONGRUITY. ſ. Diſagreement; incon

ſiſtency. Hale.

DISCONSOLATE. a. Without comfort, hope

leſs; ſorrowful. Milton.

DISCO'NSOLATELY. adv.

manner; comfortleſs.

DISCO'NSOLATENESS. ſ. The ſtate of being

diſconſolate.

DISCONTENT. ſ. Want of content; uneaſi

neſs at the preſent ſtate. Pºpe.

DISCONTENT. a. Uneaſy at the preſent

ſtate ; diſſatisfied. Hayward.

To DISCONTE'NT. v a. [from the noun.]

To diſſatisfy; to make uneaſy. Dryden.

Pºpºtauntº chear

leſs ; malevolent. illetſon.

DISCONTENTEDNESS. ſ. Uneaſineſs; want

of eaſe. Addiſon.

DISCONTE'NTMENT. ſ. (from diſcontent.]

The ſtate of being diſcontented. Bacon.

DISCONTI'NUANCE. ſ. [from diſcontinue.]1.

Want of coheſion of parts; diſruption. Bacºn.

2 Ceſſation ; intermiſſion ; Atterbury.

DISCONTINUATION. ſ. [from diſcontinue.]

Diſruption of continuity; diſruption; ſepara
tion. Newtºn.

To DiSCONTINUE. v.a.[diſcontinuer,Fr.]1.

To loſe the coheſion of parts. Bacon. ...To loſe

an eſtabliſhed or preſcriptive cuſtom.jeremia b.

To DISCONTINUE. v. a. 1. To leave of ;

to ceaſe any practice or habit. Bacon. 2. To

break off ; to interrupt. Hilder.

DISCONTINUITY.J. Diſunity of parts, want

of coheſion. Newton.

DISCONVENIENCE ſ Incongruity; diſagree

ment. Bramhall.

In a diſconſolate

DI'SCORD.
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DISCORD. ſ. [diſcardia, Lat.) 1. Diſagree

ment; oppoſition; mutual anger. Shakeſp.

*: Difference, or contrariety of qualities.

Pryden. 3. [In muſick.) Sound not of

themſelves pleaſing, but neceſſary to be mix

ed with others. Peacham.

To DISCORD, a n. [diſcard, Lat.) To diſ.
agree; not to ſuit with. Bacºn.

PSCQ RIDANCE. W. J. [from diſºrd] Diſa

Disco RDANcy. greement; oppoſition;

inconſiſtency.

DISCO'RDANT. a. [diſcordant, Lat.] 1. Incon

fittent; at variance with itſelf. Dryden, 1.

Oppoſite ; contrarious. Cheyne. 3. incongruous;
nºt conformable. Hale.

DiSCORDANTLY. adv. [from diſcordant.) 1.

inconfiitently; in diſagreement with itſel: 1.

In diſagreement with another Bºyle. 3. Pee

viſhly ; in a contradictious manner.

To DISCOVER. v. a. ſºleſcºrer, Fr.) 1. To

ſhe w; to diſcloſes to bring to light. Shakeſp.

* To make known. Iſaiah. 3. To find out;

to eſny. Pºpe.

DISCOVERABLE a. [from diſcover.] 1. That

which may be found out. Watts. 2. Appa

ºntº expoſed to view. Bentley.

DiSCOVERER. ſ. (from diſcºvºr.] one that

finds any thing not known before. Arbuth,”

* A tºut; one who is put to deſcry the e

nemy. Shake;p.

DISCOVERY.'ſ. [From diſcºver.) 1. Theast of

finding any thing hidden. Dryden. 2. The act

of revealing or diſcloſing any ſecret. South.

To DISCOUNSEL. v. a. (di, and counſel.) To

diſſuade; to give contrary advice. Spenſer.

DISCOUNT. ſ. The ſum reſunded in a bar

gain. Sººf?.
-

To DISCOUNT. v. a. To count back; to pay

back again. Swift.

To DISCOUNT ENANCE. v., a 1. To diſ.

courage by cold treatment. Clarendºn. 1. To

abaſh : to put to ſhame. Miltºn.

DISCotſ NTENANCE. ſ. Cold treatment; un

friendly regard. Clarendza.

DISCOUNT ENANCE.R. ſ. One that diſcou

rages by cold treatment. Bacºn.

To DiscoURAGE. v. a. ſaecourager, Fr.]

1. To depreſs; to deprive of confidence. K.

Charles. 2. To deter; to fright from any at

tempt. Numbert.

DISCOURAGER. ſ. (frcm diſcºurage. One

that impreſſes diffidence and terrour. Pºpe.

DiSCOURAGEMENT.ſ. (from diſcourage.J.

The act of deterring, or depreſſing hope. 2.

Determent; that which deters. Wilkin, 3.

The cauſe of depreſſion or fear. Lºcke.

DISCOURSE. ſ. [diſcºurt, Fr.) 1. The act of

the underſtanding, by which it paſſes from

premies to conſequences. Hººker. . . Con

verſation ; mutual intercoute of language;

talk. Herbert. 3. Effuſion of language, ſpeech.

Lºcke. 4. A treatiſe ; a diſſertation either

written or uttered. Pºpe.

To DISCOU'RSE v. n. 1. To converſe; to

talk; to relate. Shakeſp. 2. To treat upon

in a ſolemn or ſet manner. Lºcke. 3. To rea

ºn to paſs from premiſes to conſequences.
artner.

To DiSCOURSE. v. a. [from the noun..] To
treat of. Shakeſp.

DISCOURSER. ſ. ſſrom diſearſ...] ... A
ſpeaker ; an haranguer. Shakeſp. 2. A writer

on any ſubject. Brown.

DISCOURSIVE, a [from diſcºurſe 1 1. Paſſing

by intermediate ſtºps from premiſes to con

ſequences. Milton. 1. Containing dialogue;

interlocutory. Dryden.

DISCOURTÉous a. Uncivil; uncomplaiſint.
AMotteux.

Discou RTESY ſ. Incivility; rudeneſs. Sidney,
Hºrbert

DISCOURTEOUSLY.adw.[fromdiſcºurteent.]

Uncivilly; rudely.

DISCOU.S. a. [rom diſtur, Lat.] Broad; flat,

wide. Quincy.

DISCREDIT. ſ. [..!ecrediter, Fr J Ignominy;

reproach; diſgrace. Rogerſ.

To DISCRE D1 r. v a. ſaecrediter, Fr.) 1. To

deprive of credibility; to make not truſted.

Shake p. 2. To diſgrace; to bring reproach

upon , to ſhame. Damme.

DiSCRF ET, a ſaltſcret, Fr.) 1. Prudent ;

tº cut ſpect: caucus, ſºber. Whitgift. 2.

Modeſt; not forward. Thºmſºn.

DłSCK Ei.T.Y. a.ſv. from diſcreet.] Prudent

ly; cautiouſly. It allºr.

DISCREETNESS. / (from diſcreet JThe qua

lity of being diſcreet.

DISCREPANCE. f. (diſcrepantia, Lat.] Diſ.

ſerence ; contrariety.

D! SCREPANT.ºrpººl. Different;

diſagreeing.

DISCRETE. a. [diſcretur, Lat.} 1. Diſtinct;

disjoined; not continuous. Hale. 1. Disjunc

tive. 3 Diſcrete proportion is when the ratio

between two pairs of numbers or quantities is

the fame; but there is not the ſame proporti

on between all the four: thus, 6 : 8 :: 3: 4.

Harrrr.

DISCRE THON. ſ. (from diſcretic, Lat..] i. Pru

deſce; knowledge to govern or direct one's

ſelf; wiſe management. Tillºtſºn. 1. Liberty

of acting at pleaſure; uncontrolled, and un

conditional power.

DISCRETIONARY. a. [from diſcretion.] Left

at large ; unlimited; unreſtrained. Tatler.

DISCRETIVE.a.[diſcretur, Lat.) 1..[In logick.]

Diſcretive propoſitions are ſuch wherein vari

ous, and ſeemingly oppoſite judgments are"

made; as, travellerſ may change their climate,

but not their temper. Watts. 2 [In grammar J

Diſcretive conjunctions are ſuch as imply op

pºſition; as, not a man but a beaft.

DISCRI MINAELF. a. (from diſcriminate.}Diſ

ting:iiſhable by outward marks or tokens.

To 1913CR, MINATE. v. a. [diſcrimino, Lat J

1. To mark with notes of difference. Bºyle, 2.

To ſelect or ſeparate from others. Bºyle

DISCRIMINATEN ESS / (from diſcriminate.]

Diſtinctneſs.
-

Ft DISCRI
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DISCRIMINATION. ſ (from diſºriminati,

Lat) i. The ſtate of being diſtinguiſhed from

other perſons or things. Stillingfleet. 2. The

aćt of diſtinguiſhing one from another; diſ

tinction. Addiſºn. 3. The marks of diſtinction.
Holder.

DISCRIMINATIVE. a. [from diſcriminate.]

1. That which makes the mark of diſtinétion;

characteriſtical. PWoºdrºard. 2. That which

obſerves diſtinčtion. More.

DISCRIMINOU.S. a. [from diſcrimen, Lat.)

Dangerous; hazardous. Harvey.

DISCUBITORY. a. [diſcubitorius, Lat.) Fitted

to the poſture of leaning. Brew 1.

DISCUMBENCY. ſ. (diflumbers, Lat.) The

að of leaning at meat. Brºwn.

To DISCUMBER. v. a. [di, and cumber.] To

diſengage from any troubleſome weight or

bulk. Pºpe.

To DiSCURF. v. a. To diſcover, Spenſºr.

DISCU RSIVE. a. [dicarff, Fr.] i. Moving

here and there; roving. Bacon 1. Proceeding

by regular gradation from premiſes to confe

quences. Mºre.

DISCURSIVELY. adv. By due gradation of

argument. Hale.

DISCURSORY. a. [diſcurſºr, Lat..] Argumen

tal; rational.

DISCUS, ſ. [Latin.) A quoit. Pºpe.

To DISCUSS. v. a. [diſcuſſum, Latl

examine; to ventilate. 2.

humour or ſwelling.

DISCU SSER. ſ. [rom diſcuſ...] He that diſ.
cuſſes.

DISCUSSION. ſ [from diſcuſs J 1. Diſquiſi

tion; examination; ventilation of a queſtion

Prior. 2. [In ſurgery.) Diſcuſſion is breathing

out the humours by inſenſible tranſpiration.

MWiſeman.

DISCUSSIVE. a. [from diſcuſ...] Having the

power to diſcuſs.

DISCU TIENT. ſ. [diſcutiºns, Lat.) A medi

cine that has power to repel. Quincy.

To DISD AIN. v. a. (dedaigner, Fr.) To ſcorn;

to cºnſider as unworthy of one's character

Addiſºn.

DISDA IN. ſ (fºrms, ſtall Contempt; ſcorn;

contemptuous anger. Ecclur.

DISDA INFUL a. ſaſian and full) Con

temptuous; haughtily ; ſcornful; indignant.
Hocker

DISDA INFULLY. adviſfrom diſdainful]Con

temptuouſly; with haughty ſcorn. South.

DISDA INFULNESS. ſ. (from diſdainful)

Contempt, haughty ſcorn. Aſcham.

DISEASE. ſ. [diº and eaſe.] Diſtemper; ma

lady; ſickneſs. Swift.

To DiSEASE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

afflict with diſtae; to torment with ſickneſs.

Shakeſp. 2. To put to pain; to pain; to

make une ſy. Lecke.

DiSEA SLDN ESS. ſ. (from diſeaſed.J Sickneſs;
rorb dineſs. Burnet. - -

DiSEDGED. a. [di, and edge.] Blunted; ob.

tunded, dulled. Shakeſp. -

1. To

To diſperſe any

To DISEMBA'RK. v. n. To carry to land

Shakeſp. -

To DISEMBA'RK. v. n. To land; to go on

land. Pope.

To DiSEMBITTER. v. a. [di, and embitter.]

To ſweeten; to free from bitterneſs. Addiſºn.

DISEMBO'DIED. a. Diveſted of their bodies.

To DISEMBO GUE. v. a. diſemboucher, old

Fr.] To pour out at the mouth of a river.

Addiſon.

To DISEMBO GUE. v. n. To gain a vent; to

flow. Cheyne.

DISEMBO'WELLED. part. a. [dir and en

bºwel) Taken from out the bowels Philipſ.

To DiSEMRROIL. v. a. [deſbrouiller, Fr.] To

diſentangle; to free from perplexity Drydes.

To DISENABLE. v. a. To deprive of power.

Dryden.

To DISENCHANT. v. a. To free from the

force of an enchantment. Sidney, Denham.

To DISENCUMBER. v.a. [dis and encumber.]

1. To diſcharge from incumbrances; to diſ

burthen ; to exonerate. Sprat. 2. To free from

obſtruction of any kind. Addiſºn.

DISENCU'MBRANCE. ſ. [from the verb ]

Freedom from incumbrance. Speciater.

To DISENGAGE. v. a. [dir and engage.] 1.

To ſeparate from any thing with which it is in

union. Burnet. 2. To withdraw the affection;

to wean; to abſtract the mind. Atterbury. 3.

To diſentangle ; to clear from impediments or

difficulties. Waller. 4. To free from any thing

that powerfully ſeizes the attention. Denham.

To DISENGAGE. v. n. To ſet one's ſelf free

from. Cºllier.

DISENGAGED. part. a. Vacant; at leiſure.

DISENGAGEDNESS. ſ. The quality of being

diſengaged; vacuity of attention.

DISENGAGEMENT. ſ. (from diſengage.] 1.

Releaſe from any engagement, or obligation.

2. Freedom of attention; vacancy.

To DISENTANGLE. v. a. i. To ſet free from

impediments; to diſembroil; to clear from

perplexity or difficulty. Clarendon. 2. To un

told the parts of anything interwoven. Bºyle.

3. To diſengage; to ſeparate. Stilling fleet.

To DISENTE, RRE. v. a. To unbury. Brºwn.

To DISENTHRA L. v. a. To ſet free; to re

ſtore to liberty; to reſcue from ſlavery.Sandyr.

To DiSENTHRONE. v. a. To depole from

ſovereignty. Miltºn.

To DISENTRANCE. v. m. To awaken from a

trance or deep ſleep. Hudibrar.

To DiSESPO'USE. v. a. To ſeparate after faith

plighted. Miltºn.

DISESTEEM ſ. [dis and ºfteem.] Slight regard.
Ilocke.

To DISESTEEM. v. a. [from the noun..] To

regard ſlightly. Chapman.

DISESTIMATION.J. (dis and eſtimatiz, Lat.]

Diſreſpect: difeſteem.

DISFA VOUR. f. [dir and favºur Jr. Diſcoun

tenance; unpropitious regard. Bacon. 2. A

ſtate of ungraciouſneſs or unacceptableneſs.

Spelman. 3. Want of beauty.

To
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To DISFA"VOUR. v. a [from the noun..] To

diſcountenance ; to withhold, or withdraw

kindneſs. Swift.

DISF1GURATION.f. [from diſgure.) 1. The

act of disfiguring. 1. The ſtate of being diſ

figured. 3. Deformity.

To DISFI'GURE. v. a. [di, and figure.] To

change any thing to a worſe form; to deform ;

to mangle. Locke

DISFI GUREMENT.ſ [from disfigure.) De

facernent of beauty, change of a better form

to a worſe. Suckling.

To DiSFO REST. v. a. To reduce land from

the privileges of a foreſt to the ſtate of com

man land.

To DISFRANCHISE. v. a. To deprive of pri

vikeges or immucities.

DISFRANCHI SEMENT. ſ. The act of de

Priving of privileges.

To DiSFURNISH. v. a. To deprive; to un

furniſh; to ſtrip. Knoller.

To Di SGA RNISH. v. a. [dir and garniſh.) 1.

To ſtrip of ornaments. 2. To take guns from

a fortreſs.

To DISGLORIFY v. a. To deprive of glory;

to treat with indignity. Milton.

To DISGO'RGE. v. a. 1. To diſcharge by the

mouth. Dryden. 2. To pour out with violence.

Derham.

DISGRACE. ſ. [diſgrace, Fr.) 1. Shame; ig

nominy; diſhonour. Shakeſp. 2. State o

diſhonour. Sidney. 3. State of being out o

favour.

To DISGRACE. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

bring a reproach upon ; to diſhonour. Hooker.

2. To put out of favour.

DISGRACEFUL a (diſgrace and full.] Shame

ful; ignominious. Taylºr.

DISGRACEFULLY. adv. In diſgrace; with

indignity ; ignominiouſly. Ben. Johnſon.

DISGRACEFULNESS. ſ. [from diſgraceful .

Ignominy.

DiSCRA CER, ſ (from diſgrace J Ode that

expoſes to ſhame Swift

DISGRA’CIOUS a. [...is and gracicuſ Un

kind; favourable. Shakeſp.

To DISGUI SE v. a. [dºguiſer, Fr J 1. To

conceal by an unuſual dreſs. Shakeſp. z. To

hide by a counterfeit appearance 3. To diſ

figure; to change the to m Dryden. 4. To

deform by liquor Speciator

DISGUISE ſ [from the verb ) i. A dreſs con.

trived to conceal the perſon that wears it.

Addiſºn. 2. A countertei, ſhow. 12-yden.

DISGUI SEMENT / [: oc, diſguiſe.J. Dieſs of

concealment. Sidney

DISGUL SER ſ. Liron diſguiſe.} . One tha:

puts on a diſguiſe. Swift. - Cºne that con

ceals another by a dºgwie; vi.e. that dºcures

Shakeſp.

DISGUST.ſ [degout, Fr. } i Averſion of the

palate from any thing. . [it humour; male

volence ; cffence conceived. 12 k.

T's 12 ISGUST. v. a ... , 1 , | 1. To

1zi.e. averſion in the cºach, to dataile, 2.

To ſtrike with diſlike , to offend. Watts. 3.

To produce averſion. Swift.

DISGUSTFUL a. Nauſeous. Swift.

DISH. f. [birc, Saxon; diſcuſ, Lat.) A broad

wide veſſel, in which ſolid food is ſerved up at

the table Dryden. 1. A deep hollow veſſel for

liquid food. Milton. 3. T he raeat ſerved in a

diſh; any particular kind of food. Shakeſp.

To DISH. v. a. To ſerve in a diſh Shakeſp.

DISH-CLOUT. ſ. [diſh and clºut.) The cloth

with which the maids rub their diſhes. Swift.

DISH-WASHER. ſ. The name of a bird.

DiSHABILLE. a.[deſ abilić, Fr.) Undreſſed;

looſely or negligently dreſſed. Dryden.

DISHAEI LLE.J. Undreſs, looſe dreſs Clariſſa.

To DISHABIT. v. a. To throw out of place.

Shakeſp.

DISHA RMONY. ſ. Contrariety to harmony.

To DISHEART EN. v. a. [di, and hearten.]

To diſcºurage; to deject; to terrify. Milton,

Stillin, fleet, Tillºtſºn.

DISHE RISON.J. i he act of debarring from
inheritance.

To DISHE RIT. v. a. [Ji, and inherit ) To cut

off rom hereditary ſucceflion. Spenſer

To DISHE'VEL. v. a. (decheveler, Fr.] To

ſpread the hair diſorderly. Knºller, Smith.

DISHING. a. Concave. Mortimer.

DISHONEST. a. [di, and honºff.] I. Void of

probity; void of faith; faithleſs, Sºuth, 2.

Diſgraced; diſhonoured. Dryden. 3. Diſgrace

ful; ignominious. Pºpe.

DISHONESTLY. adº. [form diſhoneſ?..] ... 1.

Without faith; without probity; faithleſly. Sha.
2. Lewdly : wantonly ; unchalley. Ecclus.

DISHO NESTY. ſ from diſboneſ.) 1. Want

of probity; faitſ leſſneſs. Swift. 2. Unchaſ

tity; incontinence. Shakeſp.

DISHONOUR. ſ. [di, and honour.) 1. Re

proach; diſgrace; ignominy. Bºyle. 2. Re

Proach uttered ; centure. Shakeſp.

To DISHO'NOUR. v. a. [di, and honour.] 1.

To diſgrace; to bring ſhame upon; to blaſt
with infamy. Eccluſ. ... To violate challity.

3. To treat with indignity. Drydee.

DISHONOURABLE. a. i from dybºnºur.) 1.

Sharnerul; reproach:ui, ignominious. Daute!.

2. In a ſtate of neglect or dileſteen. Eccur.

DISHO'NOURF R.J. (from diſhan ºur] 1. One

that treats another with indignity. Miltºn. 2.

A viol.tor of chaſtity.

To DISHQ R.N. v. a. [di, and hºrn.) To ſtrip

of horns Shakeſp.

DiSHUMOU R. J. Peeviſhneſs; ill-humour.

Spectatºr.

Diel Mi'ROVEMENT. ſ. [dir and improve

ment J Reduction from a better to a worſe

ſtate, Marr is

To DISINCA RCERATE, ºv. a. To ſet at li

berty. Harvey

LIGINCLINATION. ſ. Waut of aff, Čtion;

ſlight d,hike. Artu.hn.t

To DISINC 1.4° N.E. v. a. [dir and incline j To

produce diſlike to ; to make di affet: id; to

alienate affection from Carºn...a.
F : - LISINQ E.
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DISINGENUITY. ſ. ſom dºzerº-vil

Meanneſs of artifice; unfairneſs. Clarendºn.

DISINGE'NUOUS a.ſ.l., and in genuºuſ. Un

fair ; meanly artiul : viciouſly ſubtle; illibe

ral. Stillingfleet.

DISINGENUOUSLY.adw. In a diſingenuous
nanncr.

DiSINGE'NUOUSNESS. ſ. Mean ſubtily;

low craft. Gew of the Tºngue.

DISINHERISON. ſ. 1. The as of cutting off

from any hereditary ſucceſſion. Clar endon. 2.

The ſtate of being cut off from an hereditary

right. Taylºr.

To DISINHERIT. v. a. To cut off from an

hereditary right. Davier.

To DISINTER. v. a. To unbury; to take out

of the grave. Addiſºn.

DISINTERESSED. ſ. [diº and intereſ, tr.)

Without regard to private advantage; im

partial. Dryden.

DISINTERESSMENT. ſ. [di, and intereſ:-

ment, Fr.) Diſregard to private advantage; diſ

intereſt ; diſintereſtedneſs. Prior.

DISINTEREST. ſ. [di, and intere?..] ... what

is contrary to one’s wiſh or proſperity. Glanv

2. Indifference to profit.

DISI'NTERESTED. a. [from diſintereſ J 1.

Superior to regard of private advantage; not

influenced by private profit. Swift. 2. With

out any concern in an affair.

DISINTERESTEDLY. adv. In a diſintereſt

ed manner.

DISINTERE'stEDNESS. f [from diſintereſ.

ed.] Contempt of private intereſt. Brown.

To DISINTRICATE. v.a [di, and intricate.]

To diſentangle.

To DISINVITE. v. a. [di, and invite.] To

retract an invitation. -

To DISjo I.N. v. a [dejoindre, Fr.] To ſepa

rate; to part from each other to funder. Milt.

To DISIO INT. v. a [dis and joint. 1. To

put out of joint. Sandys. 2. To break at

junctures; to ſeparate at the part where there

is a cement. Irene. 2. To break in Ricces.

Blackmºre 4. To carve a fowl. 5. To make
incoherent. Sidney. -

To DISJO'INT, v. n.To fall in pieces.Skakeſp.

Disjo INT particip, [from the ve: b.] sepa

rated; divided. Shakeſp.

D!SJUNCT. a. [disjunctus, Lat..] Disjoined;
ſ: parate.

DISLU'NCTION. ſ.[from disjančii, Lat.]Diſ.

union ; ſeparation: parting. South.

DISJU'NCTIVE. a. ſix junctivus, Lat.] ... In

capable of union. Grew 2. That which marks

ſeparation or oppoſition ; as, I lºve him, or

fear lim. Pº'ait; 3. [In logick.] A disjunctive

propoſition is when the parts are oppoſed; as,

It is either day or night. Watts.

Dis] UNCTIVELY. adv. Diſtinctly; ſeparate

ly. Decay of Piety.

D}SK. ſ. [diſcus, Lat.] 1. The face of the ſun

or planet, as it appears to the eye. Newton. .

A broad piece of iron thrown lu the ancient

ſports; a quoit, Grew.

DISKI'NDNESS. [di, and kindneſ...] I. want

of kindneſs; want of affection. 2. Ill turn ;

injury detriment. Woºdward.

DISL KE. / Diſnclination . abſence of aſ

fection. Spenſer, Hammºnd. , 2. Diſcord; diſ

ſenſion; diſagreement. Fairfax.

To DISLI K.E. v. a. [dir and like.] To diſap

prove: to regard without affection. Temple.

DISLIKEFU L. a. [diſlike and full.] Diſaffect

ed; malign. Spenſer

To DISLI KEN. a. [dis and like.] To make

unlike. Shakeſp. - -

DISLI KENESS. ſ. [di, and likeneſs.] Diſfimi.

litude: unlikeneſs Locke.

DISLI K.E.R.'ſ A diſapprover ; one that is not

pleaſed. Swift. -

To DISLIMB. v. a. ſqi, and limb.] To dila

niate; to tear limb from limb

To DISLIMN. v. a. [di, and linn To un

paint: to ſtrike out of a picture. Shakeſp.

To D1'SLOCATE. v. a. idis and locus, Lat.]

1. To put out of the proper place. Meadºw.

2. To put out of joint.º
DISLOCATION. J. [from diſlocate | 1. The

act of ſhifting the places of things. 2. The

ſtate of being placed. Burnet. 3. A luxa

tion ; a joint put out. Grew.

To DISLO'DGE. v. a. [di, and lodge. J . To

remove from a place. Wºodward. 2. To re

move from an habitation. Dryden. 3. To

drive an enemy from a ſtation. Dryden. 4. To

remove an army to other quarters Shakeſp.

To DISLO'DGE. v. n. To go away to another

place Milton.

DISLOYAL. a. [diſlºyal, Fr.) 1. Not true to

allegiance; faithleſs; falſe to a ſovereign.

Milton. 2. Diſhoneſt; perfidious, Shakeſp.

3. Not true to the marriage-bed. Shakeſp. 4.

Falſe in love; not conſtant.

D ISLOYALLY.adw.(from diſloyal.]Not faith

fully , diſobediently.

DISLO YALTY.'ſ [from diſlºyal], i. Want of

fidelity to the ſovereign. K Charles. 2. Want

of fidelity in love. Shakeſp. -

DISMAL a. [die malur, Lat. an evil day.]

Sorrowſul ; dire horrid; unconfortable; un

happy. Decay of Piety.

DIgº. tºº, ; ſorrowfully.

DISMALNESS / [from diſmal.JHorrour; for
row. -

To DISMA NTLE. v. a. [diº and mantle 11. To

throw off a dreſs; to ſtrip. South. 2. To looſe;

to unfold; to throw open. Sº a ‘eſp. 3. To

ſtrip a town of its out works. Hakewell. 4. To

break down any thing external. Dryden.

To DISMA SK v. a. [dir and maſ...] To diveſt

of a maſk. Wottºn.

To DISMAY. v a. [deſmayar, Span.] To ter

rity; to affilight. Raleigh, Deut.

DiSMAY.ſ. defrays, Span.] Fall of courage ;

terrour felt ; deſertion of mind. A11 ſtan.

DISMAYEDNESS. ſ. [from diſmey | Dejec

tion of courage; diſpiritedneſs. Sidney. -

DI'SME. ſ. [French..] A tenth; the tenth part;

tythe. Shakeſp.

To
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To DISMEMBER. v. a. (dis and member.] To

divide member from member; to cut in pieces.
Swifr.

To DiSMISS. v. a. [diniſſus, Lat.) 1. To

ſend away. Acts. 1. To give leave of de

parture. 3. To diſcard.

DISMISSION. ſ. [from demiſſio, Lat.] 1. Diſ.

teh act of fending away. Dryden. 2. An

onourable diſcharge from any office. Milton,

3. Deprivation; obligation to leave any poſt or

place. Shakeſp.

To DISMO RTGAGE. v. a.[di, and mortgage.]

To redeem from mortgage. Hºwel.

To DISMO'UNT. v. a. (demonter, Fr.] 1. To

throw off an horſe Shakeſp. 2. To throw from

any elevation. 3. To throw cannon from its

carriage. Knclies.

To DISMO'UNT. v. n 1. To alight from an

horſe. Addiſºn. 2. To deſcend from any

elevation.

To DISNATURALISE. v. a. [di, and natura

life.] To alienate; to make alien.

DISNATURED. a. ſqis and nature.] Unnatu

ral; wanting natural tenderneſs. Shakeſp.

DISOBE DIENCE. ſ. [di, and chedience.) 1.

Violation of lawful cerumaad, or prºhibition;

breach of duty due to ſuperiours. Stilling fleet.

1. In compliance. Blackmore.

DISOBE DiENT. a. dis and obedient.]Not ob

ſervant of lawful authority. Kings.

To DiSORE’Y. v. a (di, and obey.) To break

commands or tranſgreſs prohibitions. Denham.

DíSOBLIGATION / [diº and chligation.JOt

fence: cauſe of diſguſt Clarendºn.

To DISOBLIGF. v.a. [di, and ºblige.] To oſ

fend; to diſguſt; to give offence to. Clarendºn

Clariffs.

DISOEL! GING. particip. a. [from diſoblige.]

ºns ; unpleaſing ; offenſive. Gov. ºf the

*****.

Disºrcingly. adv.[from diſºbliging JIn

a diſguſting or offenſive manner ; without at

tention to pleaſe. -

DISOBLIG iMGNESS.ſſfrom diſºbliging.]Of.

tenſiveneſs; readineſs to diſguſt.

DISORBED. a. [di, and crb.] Thrown out of

the proper orbit. Shakeſp.

DISQ RDF R.J. [diſordre, Fr.) 1. Want of re

gular diſpºſition; irregularity; confuſion. Spect.

1. Turnutt , diſturbance; buttle. Waller, 3.

Neglect of rule , irregularity. Pºpe. 4. Breach

of Haws: violation of ſtanding inſtitution. Wiſd.

5. Breach of that regularity in the animal

cºconomy which cauſes health ; ſickneſs; diſ

temper. Lacke. 6. Diſcompoſure of ruind.

To lofso RDER. v. a. (di, and order.) 1. To

throw into confuſion; to confound; to diſturb:

tº ruffle. Milton. 2. To make ſick. 3. To

diſcompoſe ; to diſturb the mind.

DISO RD FREE), a [from diſorder.] Diſorderly;

irregular: vica ous; lºoſe , debauched.Shakeſ.

DISO REDERED NESS. f. Irregularity ; want of

order; confuſion. Knºlles.

DISO RDERLY. a. (from 3 ſorder)

fuſed; immethodical. Hak, 2.

1. Con

Irregular;

tumultuous. Addiſon. 3. Lawleſs; contrary to

law ; inordinate ; vicious. Bacon.

DISO'RDERLY.adw.[from diſºrder ) i. With

out rule; without method; irregularly ; con

fuſedly. Raleigh. 1. Without law , inordi

nately. 7/ºff-lºnians.

DISOR DINAT. F. a. ſali, and ordinate } Not

living by the rules of virtue. Milton.

DISORDINATELY. adv. Inordinately , vi

ciouſly.

DISO RIENTATED. a. ſºli, and orient.]Turn

ed from the eaſt; turned from the right di

rection Harris.

To DISO WN. v. a ſilis and ston.] I. To

deny not to allow. Dryden. 2. To abrogate;

to renounce. Sºrtiff.

To DISPANL), 4 a. ſiliſpands, Lat.) To diſ

play : to ſpread abroad.

DISPANSION. ſ. [rom diſparſus, Lat ) The

aël of ciſplaying ; diffuſion ; dilatation.

To DISPA RAGE. v. a tºrom diſpar, Lat] i.

To match unequally ; to injure by union with

ſomething interior r in excellence. 2. To in

jure by a compariſon with ſomething of leſs

value. 3. To treat with contempt ; to mock;

to flout. Miltºn. 4. To bring reproach upon;

to be the cauſe of diſgrace. 5. To marry any

one to another of inferiour condition.

DISPA RAC EMENT. ſ. [from diſparage.] i.

Injurious union or compariſon with ſomething

of inferiºur excellence. L’Eſtrange. 1. [In

law, J Matching an heir in marriage under his

or her degree, or againſt decency. Sidney. 3.

Reproach: diſgrace; indignity, 14 ctiºn.

D!SPARAGER. ſ. One that viſºraces.

D!SPARATES./. [diſparata, Lat § Things ſo

unlike that they cannot becompared with each

other.

DISPARITY. ſ. [from diſpar, Lat § 1. Ine

quality ; difference in degree either of rank or

excellence. Rogers. 2. Limitmilitude ; un

likeneſs.

To LISPARK. v. a. [di, and park.] ... To

throw open a park. Shakeſp. z. To ſet at

large without incloſure. Waller

To DiSPART. v. a. [dis and port; diſpertier,

Lat..] To divide in two ; to ſeparate; to

break. Dyer.

DISPASSION. ſ. [dir and paſſiºn.] Freedom

from mental perturbation. Temple

DISPASSIONATE.a.[trom dºs and pºffonate.

Cool; calm; moderate; temperate Clarend.

To DiSP). LL. v. a. [diſpelle, Lat J To drive by

ſcattering ; to diſſipate. Lºcke.

DISPE NCF. ſ. (deſpence, Fr.) Expence; coſt;

charge. Spenſºr.

To DISPE ND. v. a. [diſpends, Lat JTo ſpend;

to conſume. Spenſer.

DISPE NSARY. f. from diffenſe.) The place

where medicine are diſpenſed. Garth.

DISPENSAT 10 N ſ (from diſpenſatio,Lat.) 1.

Diſtribution; the act of dealing out anything.

Płºcodward. 2. The dealing of Ged with his

creatures; ºnethod of providence. Taylor. 3.

An exemption from ſwine law. If a 4.

1. SPE NSA TOR.
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DISPENSATOR. ſ. (Lat.] One employed in

dealing out any thing ; a diſtributer. Bacon.

DISPE NSATORY. ſ. (from diſpenſe J A book

in which the compoſition of medicines is de

ſcribed and directed; a pharmacopoeia. Hamm.

To DISPE NSE. v. a. (diſpenſer, Fr.) 1. To

deal out , to diſtribute. Decay ºf Piety. 2. To

make up a medicine. 3. To Disr ENse with

To excuſe; to grant diſpenſation for. Raleigh,

DISPENSE. ſ. [from the verb.] Diſpenſation;

exemption. Milton.

DISPE NSF.R. / (from diſpenſe ) One that diſ.

penſes; a diſtributer. Spratt.

To DISPEOPLE. v. a. [di, and peºple.}To de

populate ; to empty of people. Pºpe.

DISPE QPI.E.R. ſ. (from diſpeºple.) A depopu

lator. G ty.

To DISPE RGE. v. a. [diſpergo, Lat.] To

ſprinkle. Shakeſp

To DISPE’RSE. J. a. (diſperſus, Lat.] I. To

..ſcatter ; to drive to different parts. Ezekiel

2. To diſſipate. Miltºn.

DISPE'RSEDLY. adv, (from diſperſed.) In a

diſperſed manner. Hocker.

DISPERSEDNESS. ſ. (from diſperſe.] The

ſtate of being diſperſed.

DISPE RSENESS./. [rom diſperſe. Thinneſs;
ſcatteredneſs. Brerewood.

DISPERSER ſtrom diſperſe.) Aſ atterer; a

ſpreader. Speciator.

DISPE RS16N.J. [rom diſpe ſº, Lat.) 1. The

ast of ſcattering or ſpreading. 2. The ſtate of

being ſcattered. Raleigh.

To DISPIRIT. v. a. idiº and ſpirit.) 1. To

diſcourage; to deject; to depreſs; to damp.

Clarendon. 2. To oppreſs the conſtitution o

the body. Collier. . . .

DISPIRITEDNESS ſ (rom diſpirit..] Want of

vigour. -

To DISPLACE. v. a. [diº and place.) 1. T

put out of place. 3. To put out of any ſlate,

condition, or dignity. Bacon. 3. To diſorder

Shakeſp.

DISPLA CENCY. ſ. [diſplacentia, Lat.] 1. In

civility; diſobligation. i. Diſguſt ; any thing

unpleaſing. Decoyº,
To DISPLANT. v. a. [diº and plant.] 1. To

remove a plant. 2. To drive a people from

the place in which they have fixed. Bacon.

DISPLANTATION. ſ. 1. The removal of a

plant. 2. The ejection of a people. Raleigh.

To DISPLAY. v. a. (diſplayer, Fr.) 1. To

ſpread wide ; to exhibit to the ſight or mind.

I c. 4e. 3. To carve; to cut up. Spectatºr.

4. To talk without 1eſtraint. Shakeſp. 5. To

ſet out oſtentatiouſly to view. Shakeſp.

DISPLAYſ [from the verb.] An exhibition of

any thing to view. Shakeſp.

I, ISPLEASA NCE. / [from diſpleaſe.] Anger,

di content. Spenſºr.

DISPLEASANT. a.

Glanville.

To DISPLEASE. a. a. ſºil and pleaſt.] 1. To

offend ; to make angry. Ciron Tºmple. 2

To diſguſt, to rac - verſion. Lºcks.

Unpleaſing; offenſive.

DISPLEASINGNESS. ſ. [from diſpleaſag.]

Offenſiveneſs; quality of offending. Locke.

DISPLEASURE. ſ. [from diſpleaſe.) 1. Un

eaſineſs; pain received. Locke. 2. Offence;

pain given. judges. 3 Anger; indignation.

Knelles. 4. State of diſgrace. Peackam.

To DISPLEASURE. v. a. To diſpleaſe; not to

gain favour. Bacon.

To DISPLODE. v. a. [diſpledo, Lat.] To diſ

perſe with a loud noiſe, to vent with violence.

Milton.

DISPLOSION. ſſfrom diſplºſur, Lat JThe ast

of diſploding; a ſudden burſt with noiſe.

DISPO'RT.ſ. (dis and ſport.] Play; ſport;

paſtime. Hayward.

To DISPO'RT. v. a. [from the noun.] To di

vert. Shakeſp.

To DISPO'RT. v. n. To play to toy ; to wan

ton. Pºpe.

DISPO'SAL. ſ. [from diſpoſe.) 1. The as of

diſpoſing or regulating any thing; regulation;

diſtribution. Milton. 2. The power of diſtri

bution; the right of beſtowing. Atterbury. 3.

Government; conduct. Locke.

To DISPOSE. v. a. [diſpºſer. Fr.) 1. To em.

ploy to various purpoſes; to diffuſe. Prior. 2.

To give 5 to place ; to beſtow. Sprat. 3. To

turn to any particular end or conſequence.

Dryden. 4. To adapt; to form for any pur

poſe. Spenſer. 5. To frame the mind. Claren.

Smalridge. 6. To regulate ; to adjuſt. Dryd.

7. To Disrose ºf. To apply to any purpoſe;

to transfer to any perſon. Swift. 8. To put

into the hands of another. Tatler. 9. To give

away. J%aller. Io. To employ to any end.

Bacºn. I 1. To place in any condition. Dryd.

11. To put away by any means. Burnet.

To DISPO SE. v. n.To bargain; to make terms.

Shake?.

DISPO'SE. ſ (from the verb.] 1. Power; ma

nagement ; diſpoſal. Shakeſp. 2. Diſtribution;

act of government. Miltºn. 3 Diſpoſition ,

caſt of behaviour Shakeſp. 4. Caſt of mind ;

inclination. Shakeſp.

DiSPO SER. ſ. [from diſpoſe J 1. A diſtributer;

giver; beſtower.Graunt. 2 A Governour; re

gulator. Bºyle. 3. One who gives to whom

he pleaſes Prior.

DISPOSI/TION. ſ. [from d/pºſtic, Lat] i.

Order ; method; diſtribution Dryden. 2.

Natural fitneſs ; quality. Newton. 3. Ten

dency to any act or ſtate. Bacon. 4: Temper

of mind. Shakeſp. 5. Affection of kindneſ.

or illwill. Swift. 6. Predominant inclica
tion Lºcke.

DISPOSITIVE.a That which implies diſpoſai.

of any property ; decretive. Aylºffe.

DISPO'SITIVELY ad. [from d ſpºſitivel Di

ſtributively Brown

DISPO'SITOR ſ.The lord of that ſign in which

the planet is. *

To DISPOSSESS. v. a. [di, and pºſſeſ J To

put out of poſſeſſion ; to deprive; to diſſeize.

Fairfax, Knºſſes, Tillitſºn.

D!SPC SURE. ſ. [from diſpºſe 3 1. Diſpoſal ,

fovernment ;
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government; power; management. Sandyr.

2. State; poſture. Wetton.

DISPRA’ISE. ſ. Blame; cenſure. Addiſºn.

To DISPRAISE. v. a. To blame; to cenſure.

Shakeſp.

DISPRAISER. ſ. A cenſurer.

DiSPRAISIBLE.a.[from diſpraiſe.] Unworthy

of commendation.

DISPRAISINGLY. adv. with blame. Shakeſp.

To DISPREAD. v. a. [di, and ſpread.) To

ſpread different ways. Pºpe. -

DISPROFIT. ſ. Loſs; damage.

DISPROOF. ſ. [di, and proºf.] Confutation;

convićtion of errour or falſhood. Atterbury.

To DISPRO PERTY. v. a. To diſpoſſeſs.

DISPROPORTION. ſ. Unſuitableneſs in quan

tity of one thing to another; want of ſymme

try. Denham.

To DISPROPORTION. v. a. To miſmatch ;

to join things unſuitable. Suckling.

DISPROPORTIONABLE. a. Unſuitable in

quantity. Suckling, Smal.

DISPROPORTIONABLENESS. ſ. Unſuit

ableneſs to ſomething ele.

DISPROPORTIONABLY. adv. Unſuitably;

not ſymmetrically.

DISPROPORTIONAL. a. Diſproportionable;

unſymmetrical.

DISPROPORTIONALLY. adv. Unſuitably

with reſpect to quantity or value.

DISPROPORTIONATE. a. Unſymmetrical;

unſuitable to ſomething elſe. Ray, Locke.

DISPROPOºùbly :

unſymmetrically.

DiSPROPORTIONATENESS. ſ. Unſuitable.

neſs in bulk or value.

To DisPROVE. v. a. ſail and prove] 1. To

confute an aſſertion ; to convićt of errour or

falſhood. Hºeker. 2. To convićt of a practice o

errour. Hzaker.

DISPRO ver. ſ. (from diſprove.) One that

confutes.

DiSPUNISHABLE. a. Without penal reſtraint.

Swift. -

DISPURSE. a [di, and purſe.] To pay; to diſ.

burſe. Shakeſp.

DISPUTABLE. a. [from diſpute.] I. Liable to

conteſt ; controvertible. South. 2. Lawful to

be conteſted. Swift.

DISPUTANTſ.[from diſpute; diſputant, Latj

A controvertiſt; an arguer; a reaſoner. Spe:l.

DISPUTANT. a. Diſputing; engaged in con

troverſy. Milten.

DISPUTATION. ſ. (from diſputatio, Lat.] I

The ſkill of controverſy; argumentation. Locke

1. Controverſy ; argumental conteſt Sidney.

DISPUTA'TIOUS. a. [f om diſpute.) Inclined

to diſpute; cavilling. Addiſºn.

DISPUTATIVE. c. (from diſpute.] Diſpoſed to

et atc. MP attr.

To DiSPUTE. v. n. [diſpute, Lat.] To contend
by argument; to debate ; to controvert. Tillot.

To DISPUTE. v. a. 1. Te contend for. Hººker,

Tatier. 1. To oppoſe; to queſtion. Dryden

3. To diſcuſ. , to think on. Shakºp.

DISPUTE.ſ Conteſt; controverſy. Locke, Bent.

DISPUTELESS. a. Undiſputed; uncontrover

tible.

DISPUTER. ſ. A controvertiſt; one given to

argument. Stilling fleet.

DISQUALIFICATION. ſ. That which diſqua

lifies. Speciator.

To DISQUALIFY. v. a. [dir and qualify.) 1.

To make unfit 5 to diſable by ſome natural or

legal impediment. Swift. ... to deprive of

a right or claim by ſome poſitive reſtriction.

Swift.

To DISQUANTITY. v. a. To leſſen.

DISQUIET. ſ. Uneaſineſs; reſtleſſneſs; vexa

tion; anxiety. Tillotſon.

DISQUIET. a. Unquiet; uneaſy; reſtleſs Shak.

To DISQUI’ET. v. a. To diſturb; to make un

eaſy; to vex; to fret Duppa, Roſcommon.

DISQUIETER. ſ. A diſturber; a haraſſer.

DISQUI'ETLY. adv. Without reſt, anxiouſly.

Shakeſp.

DISQUIETNESS. ſ. Uneaſineſs; reſtleſſneſs;

anxiety. Hocker.

DISQUIETUDE. ſ. Uneaſineſs; anxiety. Alli.

DISQUISITION. ſ. [diſquiſitiº, Lat] Exami

nation; diſputative enquiry. Arbuthnot.

To DISRANK. v. a. To degrade from his rank.

DISREGARD. ſ. Slight notice; negles.

To DISREGARD, v. a. To ſlight; to contemn.

Sprat, Smalridge.

DISREGARDFUL. a. Negligent; contemp

tuous.

DISREGA'RDFULLY. adv. Contemptuouſly.

DISRELISH. f. (dis and reliſh.) 1. Bad taſte;

nauſeouſneſs. Milton. 2. Diſlike; ſqueamiſh

neſs. Locke.

To DISRELISH. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

infect with an unpleaſant taſte. Rºgers. 2.

To want a taſte of Pope.

DISREPUTATION. J. [di, and reputatiºn.]

Diſgrace ; diſhonour. Bacon, Taylºr.

DISREPUTE / [di, and repute.j Ili character;

diſhonour; want of reputation. Sºuth.

DISRESPECT. ſ. [di, and reſpºt.) Incivility;

want of reverence ; rudeneſs. C/1,-endºn.

DISRESPECTFUL a. Irreverent i uncivil.

DISRESPECTFULLY adv. Irreverently Adli.

To DISROBE. v. a. To undreſs; to uncover.

Motton.

DISRUPTION f [diruptio, Lat The as of

breaking aſunder ; a breach; rent Rºy, Blackm.

DISSATISFACTION. ſ. [di, and ſail fººtiºn.]

The ſtate of being diſſatisfied; diſcontent. Rog.

DISSATISFA CTORINESS. ſ. (trom diſatiſ

fačicry.) Inability to give content.

DISSAT ISFA CTORY. a. [from diffitiſfy.]

Unable to give content.

To Dissatisfy, v. a. ſili, and ſatiſy] To

diſcontent; to diſpleaſe. Collier.

To DISSECT v. a. differo, Lat., 1. To cut in

pieces. Rºſcommon. 2. To divide and examine

minutely. Atterbury.

DISSECTION. ſ. [,iff. Wiz, Lati The as of

ſeparating the parts of animal bodies; ama

tomy, Granville.

To
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To DISSF'IZE. v. a. [diſaſr, Fr.] To diſpoſ

ſeſs ; to deprive Locke.

DISSE ISIN. ſſ rom diſſaiſ, Fr.] An unlawful

dipoliefling a man of his land. Cowell.

DISSE IZOP. ſ. [from diffeize.] He that diſpoſ
ſeſſes another.

To DISSEMBLE. v. a. [diſſimulº, Lat.] 1. To

hide under iaiſe appearance ; to pretend that

not to be which really is. Hayward. 2. To

pretend that to be which is not. Prior.

To DISSE'MBLE. v. n. To play the hypocrite.

Rztºc.

DISSE MELER. ſ. ſſrom diffemble An hypo

crite; a man who conceals his true diſpoſition.

Raleigh. -

D!SS EMBLINGLY adv. With diſſimulation;

hypocritically, Knºller.

To DiSSE MINATE. v. a. [diff mino, Lat..] To

ſcatter as ſeed; to ſpread every way. Hammond,

Atterbury.

DISSEx4 NATION. ſ. [diſſºminatio, Lat ) The

aćt of ſca'' eting like ſeed. Brown.

DISSEMI AT OR. ſ. [diſſºminator, Lat ) He

that f atters; a ſpreader. Decay ºf Picty.

DISS ENSION. ſ.[diffenſio, Lat § 1)iſagreement;

ſtric contention; breach of union. Knºller.

DISSE NS10 U.S. a. Diſpoſed to diſcord ; con

tentious. A cham.

To DISSE NT. v. n ſqiſ, ntia, Lat.) 1. To diſ

agree in opinion. Addiſºn, 2. To differ; to

be of a contrary nature. Hºcker.

DISSENT. / [irom the verb ] Diſagreement

difference of opinion ; declaration of difference

of opinion. Bentley.

DISSENTA NEOUS. a. (from diffent.] Diſa

greeable ; inconſiſtent; contrary.

DISSENTER. / [from diff, nr.) 1. One that

diſagrees, or declares his diſagreement from an

opinion. Lºcke. 2. One who, for whatever

reaſons, refuſes the communion of the Engliſh

church.

DISSER TATION. ſ. [differtatio, Lat..] A diſ

courte, Pºpe.

To DISSERVE. v. a. [di, and ſerve.] To do

injury to ; to miſc ief; to harm. Clar. Rogers.

LISSERVICE. ſ. [Ji and ſervice.) Injury;

miſchief, Collier.

DISSE, RVICE A BLF a. Injurious; miſchievous.

DISSE RVICEABLENESS. ſ. Injury, harm;

hu: . Nºrris.

To LISSETTLE. v. a. To unſettle.

To DISSF VER. v a [dis and ſever.] To part

in two; to break: to divide ; to ſeparate; to

diſunite. Sidney, Raleigh, Shakeſp.

DISSI DENCE. ſ. (diffideo, Lat..] Diſcord; diſ

agreement.

DISSI LIENCE. ſ. (diffilio, Lat.] The act of

ſtarting aſunder.

DISS. Li FN.T. a. [diffilienſ, Lat.] Starting aſun

der ; burſting in two. - *

DISS! Ll 10 N. ſ [diffiliz, Lat.] The act of

burſtirc in two. Bºyle.

DISSIM!!, A.R. a. [dir and ſimilar.) Unlike;

heterogeneous Bºyle, Newton, Bentley.

DISSIM LA RITY. ſ. [from a ſimilar.

likeneſs; diſſimilitude. Cheyne.

J Un

DISSIMILITUDE. ſ. Unlikeneſs; want of re

ſemblance. Stillingfleet, Pºpe.

Pºlº'ſ [diſſimulatio, Lat.] The

act of differmbling; hypocriſy. South.

DISSIPABLE. a. [from#. Eaſily ſcat

tered. Bacon.

To DISSIPATE. v. a. [diſpatus, Lat.] 1. To

ſcatter every way , to diſperſe. Woodward. 2.

To ſcatter the attention. Savage's Life. 3. To

ſpend a fortune. Lºndon.

DISSI PATION. ſ. [diſpatia, Lat.) 1. The ast

of diſperſion. Hale. ... The ſtate of being diſ

perſed. Miltºn. 3. Scattered attention. Szafr.

To DISSO CIATE. v. a. [difficiz, Lat..] To fe

parate , to diſunite ; to part Bºyle.

DISSO LVABſ.E. a. (from diffive.) Capable of

diſſolution. Newton.

DISSOLUBLE. a. [diſabilir, Lat..] Capable of

ſeparation of ore part from another. A 2-die.

DISSOLUEi LITY. ſ. [from diſſºluble.] Liable

nels to ſuffer a diſunion of parts. Hale.

To DISSO LVE. v. a. [4]:/vo, Lat.) 1. To de

ſtroy the form of any thing by diſuniting the

parts. JWoºdward. ... To break; to diſunite

in any manner. 2. Pet. 3. To looſe ; to break

the ties of any thing. Milton. 4. To ſeparate

perſons united. Shakeſp. 5. To break up aſ

ſemblies. Bacon. 6. To ſolve; to clear. Danieſ.

7. To break an erchantment. Miltºn. 1. To

be relaxed by pleaſure. Dryden.

To DISSO LVE. v. n. 1. To be melted A.ldſ.

2. To fall to nothing. Shakeſp. 3. To melt

away in pleaſures.

DISSOLVENT, a [from diffive. I Having the

power of diſſolving or melting. Ray.

DISSOLVENT. ſ. The power of diſuniting the

parts of any thing. Arbuthnºt.

DISSO LVLR. ſ. That which has the power of

diſlolving. Arbuthnot.

DISSO'LVIBLE. a. [from diſſºlve..] Liable to

periſh by diffolution. Hale.

DISSOLUTE. a. [diſſºlutus, Lat.] Looſe ; wan

ton ; unreſtrained , luxurious ; debauched.

Hayward, Rogerſ.

DISSOLUTELY. adv. [from d ſºlute ) Looſe

ly ; in debauchery lººſd.m. -

DISSOLUTENESS. f. trom diffiate.] Looſe

neſs : laxity of manners ; debauchery. Lºc, e.

DISSOLUTION. ſ. (diff/utiº, Lat.) 1. The

act of liquerying by heat or moiſture. 2. The

ſtate of being liquefied. 3. The ſtate of melt

ing away. Shakeſp. 4 Deſtruction of any

thing by the ſeparation of its parts. Sºuth, 3.

The ſubſtance formed by diſſolving any body.

Bacon. 6. Death ; the reſolution of the body

into its conſtituent clements. Raleigh 7. De

ſtruction. Hooker. 8 Breach of any thusg

coºpacted South. 9. The act of breaking up an

aſſembly. to. Looſeneſs of manners. Atter.

DISSON ANCF. f. (diffinance. Fr.] A mixture

of harſh, unha monious founds. Miltºn.

DISSONANT, a diff.nanº, Lat.) 1. Harſh ,

unharmonious. Thºmaſon. 2. Incongruous;

diſagreeing. Hakewell.

To DISSUADE. v. a. it'ſ]...des, Lat.) 1. To

dehort :
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§ehort; to divert by reaſon or importunity

from any thing. Shakeſp. z. To repreſent any

thing as unfit. Milten.

DISSUA'DER. ſ. [from diſade.] He that diſ.
ſuades.

DiSSUASION. ſ. (diſaffe, Lat..] Urgency of

reaſon or importunity againſt any thing , de
hortation. Boyle.

DISSU ASIVE a. [from diſſuade.) Dehortatory,

tending to deter.

DISSUASIVEſ Dehortation; argumentto turn

the mind offiom any purpoſe Gºv.ºf the Tang.

DISSUNDER. a. (Jiā and ſunder.} See Disse.

vzº. To funder; to ſeparate. Chapman.

DISSY LLABLE. ſ. [?? and avaxafln.) A word

of two ſyllables. Dryden.

DISTAFF. ſ. (bºrczr, Sax.] 1. The ſtaff

from which the flax is drawn in ſpinning.

Fairfax. 2. It is uſed as an emblem of the

ferna!e ſex. Howe/.

DISTAFF-THISTLE ſ. A thiſtle.

To DISTAIN. v. a. [dis and ſlain.) 1. To

ſtain ; to tinge. Pºpe, 2. To blot; to ſully

with infamy. Spenſer.

DISTANCE. ſ. [diſtance, Fr diffantia, Lat]

1. Diſtance is ſpace confidered between any two

beings. Lºcke. 2. Remoteneſs in place. Prior.

3. The ſpace kept between two antagoniſts in

fencing. Shakeſp. 4. Contrariety , oppoſition

Shakeſp. 5. A ſpace marked on the courſe

where horſes run. L'Eſtrange. 6 Space of

time. Prior. 7. Remoteneſs in time. Smalr

8. Ideal disjunction. Locke. 9. Reſpect ; di

ſtant behaviour. Dryden. 13. Retraction of

kindneſs; reſ rve. Milton

To Di STANCE. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

place remotely; to throw off from the view,

Dryd. 2. To leave behind at a race the length

of a diſtance. Gay.

DISTANT. a. (diſtant, Lat.) 1. Remote in

Place; not near. Pºpe. 2. Remote in time

either paſt or future. 3. Remote to a certain

degree; as, ten miles diſtant. 4. Reſerved ;

fly. 5. Not primary not obvious. Addiſon.

DISTA STE / [di, and taſte ) i. Averſion of

the palate; diſguſt Bacon. 2. Diſlike; un

eaſineſs. Bacon. 3. Anger; alienation of af.

feetion. Bacon.

To DISTA'STE. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To

fill the mouth with nauſeouſneſs. Shakeſp. 1.

To diſlike 5 to loath. Shakeſp 3 To offend;

to diſguſt. Davies. 4. To vex; to exaſper

ate. Pºpe.

DISTASTEFUL. a. [diſaffe and full j . Nau

ſeous to the palate; diſguſting. Glanville. 2,

Offenſive , diſpleaſing. Davies. 3. Malignant;

malevolen. Brºwn

DISTEMPER J. dis and temper.) 1. A diſpro

portionate mixture of parts 2. A diſeaſe; a

malady Suckiing. 3. Want of due tempera

ture. Raleigh. 4. Bad conſtitution of the mind.

Shakeſp. 5. Want of due ballance between

contraries. Bacºn. 6. Depravity of inclina

tion. K. Charles. 7. Tumultuous diſorder.

Jſailer. 8 Uneaſineſs, Słakºp.

To DISTEMPER. v. a. [dis and temper.] 1.

To diſeaſe. Shakeſp. z. To diſorder. Beyk.

3. To diſturb; to ruffle. Dryden. 4. To de

ſtroy temper or moderation Addiſon. 5. To

make diſaffected. Shakeſp.

DISTEMPERATE a.[dii and temperate.] Im

moderate Raleigh

DISTE MPERATURE.ſ. [from diffemperate.]

1. Intemperateneſs; excesof heator cold. Ab

but 2. Violent tumultuouſneſs; outrageouſ

neſs. 3. Perturbation of the mind. Shakeſp. 4.

Confuſion; commixture of extremes. Shakeſp.

To DISTEND v. a [diffends, Lat.) To ſtretch

out in breadth. Thºmſon.

DISTENT.J. [from diffend..] The ſpace through

which anything is ſpread Wettºn.

DISTENTION. ſ. (diffentic, Lat.) 1. The act

of ſtretch in breadth. Arbuthnot. 2. Breadth ;

ſpace occupied. 3. The act of ſeparating one

part from another. Wotton.

To DISTRHONIZE. v.v. [di, and throne..] To
dethrone. Spenſer,

DISTICH. f. (diſtichen, Lat.) A couplet; a

couple of lines; an epigram conſiſting only of

two verſes Camden.

To DISTI'L. v. n. (diffille, Lat] 1. To drop;

to fall by drops. Pºpe 2 To flow gently and

filently. Raleigh. 3. To uſe a ſtill. Shakeſp.

To DISTI L. v. a. 1. To let fall in drops. Job,

Drayton. 2. To force by fire through the veſ

ſels of diſtillation. Shakeſp. 3. To draw by

diſtillation. Boyle.

DISTILLATION. ſ. [diffiliatio, Lat.) 1. The

ast of dropping, or falling in drops. 2. The

ast of pouring out in drops. 3. That which

falls in drops. 4. The act of diſtilling by fire.

Newton. 5. The ſubſtance drawn by the

ſtill. Shakeſp.

DISTILLATORY a [from diffil] Belonging

to diſtillation. Boyle -

DIS 1 I LLER. ſ. [from diſtil..]_1. One who prac

tiſes the trade of diſtilling. Bºyle. a. One who

makes pernicious inflammatory ſpirits.

DISTI LMENT.ſ [from diffilj That which is

drawn by diſtillation. Shakeſp.

DISTINCT. a. [diſlinéius, Lat 3 1. Different,

not the ſame. Stillingfleet. a. Apart; not

conjunct. Clarendon, lillotſon. 3. Clear; un

conjuled. Milton. 4. Spotted; variegated.

Mil ºn 3 Marked out; ſpecified. Milton.

DISTINCTION /. [diſtinétie, Lat.] Note of

difference. 2. Honourable note of ſuperiority.

3 That by which one differs from another.

Locke. 4. Preference or neglect in compariſoa

with ſomething elſe. Dryden. 5. Separation

of complex notions. Shakeſp. 6. Diviſion into

different parts. Dryden. 7. Notation of diffe

rence between things ſeemingly the ſame.

Nºrris. 8. Diſcernment; judgment. -

DIS TINCTIVE. a. [ rom diſtinct J 1. That

which makes diſtinction or difference. Pope.

2. Having the power to diſtinguiſh; judicious.

Brown.

DISTINCTIVELY. adv. In right order; not

confuſed y. Shakeſp.

C g DISTINCTLY.

–
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Distinctly ade. [ºom diffi." J . Not!

confuſedly. Newton. 2. Plainly ; clearly. Dryd.

DISTINCTNESS ſ (from diffinº.] . Nice

obſervation of the difference between things.

Ray. 2. Such ſeparation of things as makes

them eaſy to be obſerved.

To DISTINGUISH. v. a. [diffingwo, Lat.] I

To note the diverſity of things. Hººker. 1.

To ſeparate from others by ſome mark of ho

nour Prior. 3. To divide by proper notes of

diverſity. Burnet. 4. To know one from an

other by any mark Mºats. 5. To diſcern cri

tically; to judge. Shakeſp. 6. To conſtitute

diſſerence; to ſpecificate, Lºcke. 7. To make

known or eminent. -

To DISTINGUISH. v. n. To make diſtinction;

to find or ſhew the difference. Child.

DISTINGUISHABLE, a [from diffinguiſh.) 1.

Capable of being diſtinguiſhed. Boye, Hale.

1. Worthy of note, worthy of regard. Swift.

DISTINGUISHED. part. a. Eminent; extra

ordinary. Rogers

DISTINGUISHER ſ [from diffinguiſh.) 1.

A judicious obſerver; one that accuſately diſ

cerns one thing from another. 2. He that fe

parates one thing from another by proper

marks of diverſity Brºwn.

DISTINGUISHINGLY. adv.

tion. Pete. -

DISTINGUISHMENT. ſ. Diſtinction; obſer

vation of difference Graunt.

To DISTORT, v. a. [differtus, Lat.] I. To

writhe ; to twiſt; to deform by irregular mo

tions. Smith. 2. To put out of the true di

rection or poſture Tillotſon. 3. To wreſt from

the true meaning. Peacham.

DISTORTION.J. [differtie, Lat.]Irregular mo

tion, by which the face is writhed or the parts

diſordered. Prior.

To DISTRACT. v. a. part, paſſ diffračied;

anciently diſlraught [diſtracius, Lat.) 1. To

pull different ways at once. 2. To ſeparate ,

to divide. Shakeſp. 3. To turn from a ſingle

direction towards various points. South. 4. To

fill the mind with contrary conſiderations; to

perplex. Pſalini, Miltºn, Lºcke. 5. To make

mad. Lºcke. -

DISTRACTEDLY, adv. [from diffra.º.) Mad

ly; frantickly. Shakeſp.

DISTRACTEDNESS J [from diſtra: ) The

ſtate of being diſtracted; madneſs.

DISTRACTION.J. (diffractic, Lat j 1, Ten

dency to different parts; ſeparation. Shakeſp

2. Confuſion; ſtate in which the attention is

called different ways. Dryden. 3. Perturba

tion of mind ºut ºr 4. Madneſs; trantick

neſs; loſs of the wits 4::cré. 5. Diſturbance;

tumult; difference of ſentiments. Clarend.

To DISTRAIN. v a. Liron dºſiringº, Lat.] To

feize. Shakeſp.

ToDISTRA ‘IN.º. n. To make ſeizure. Marvel.

DiSTRAINER ſ.[from diffrain. He that ſeizes.

DIS 1 RAINT. J. from diffrain...] Seizure.

DISTRA UGHT. part. ... [from diſtraci J Diſ

tracted. Camden.

DISTRESS. a. idºffreffz, Fr.) 1. The act of

With diſtinc

making a legal ſeizure. 2. A compulſion, by

which a man is aſſured to appear in court,or to

pay a debt. Cowell. 3. The thing ſeized by law.

4. Calamity; miſery; misfortune. Shakeſp.

To DISTRESS. v. a [from the noun..] I. To

proſecute by law to a ſeizure. 2. To haraſs;

to make miferable. Deuteronºmy . . .

DISTRESSFUL.a.[diſtreſ, andfull.]Miſerable;

full of trouble; full of miſery. Pºpe.

To DISTRI'BUTE. v.a.[diſtribus, Lat.] Todi

vide amongſt more than two ; to deal out.

Spenſer, Woodward.

DISTRIBUTER. ſ. [from diſtribute.] One who

deals out anything; a beſtower. Addiſ. Weed.

DISTRIBUTION. ſ. [diſłributio, Lat.) 1. The

act of diſtribution or dealing out to others.

Swift. 2. The act ofgiving in charity. Atters.

DISTRI'BUTIVE. a.ſfrom diſtributive.] That

which is employed in affigning to others their

portion, as, diſtributive juſtice. Dryden.

DISTRIBUTIVELY.adw.[fromdiſtributive J1.

By diſtribution. 1. Singly ; particularly. Heck.

DISTRICT. ſ. (diſtričius, Lat.] 1. The circuit

within which a man may be compelled to ap

pearance. 2. Circuit of authority ; province.

4ddiſ. 3. Region; country; territory.Blackm.

To DISTRUST. v. a. [di, and truſt.] To re

gard with diffidence; not to truſt. Wiſdºm.

DISTRUST. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Lofs of

credit; loſs of confidence. Milton. 1. Suſpi

cion. Dryden.

DISTRU'sTFUL. a. [diffruſt and fall) 1. Apt

to diſtruſt; ſuſpicious. Boyle. 2. Not confi

dent; diffident. Gov. of the Tºngue. 3. Diffi

dent of himſelf; timorous. Pope.

DISTRU'STFULLY. adv. In a diſtruſtful man

nt r.

DISTRUSTFULNESS/The ſtate ofbeing diſ

truſtful; want of confidence.

To DISTURB. v. a. [diffurbo, low Lat.) 1. To

perplex; to diſquiet. Collier. 2. To confound;

to put into irregular motions. 3. To inter

rupt, to hinder. 4. To turn off from any di

rection. Milton.

DISTURBANCE. ſ. [from diſturb.] 1. Per

plexity; interruption of tranquillity. Locke. 2.

Confuſion; diſorder. Watts. 3. Tumult; vi

olation of peace. Milton.

DISTURBER. ſ. [from diſturb.) 1. A violator

of peace; he that cauſes tumults. Granville. 2.

He that cauſes perturbation of mind. Shakeſp.

To DISTURN. v. a. [dis and turn..] To turn

off. Daniel.

DISVALUATION. ſ. [dis and valuation.] Diſ

grace; diminution of reputation. Bacon.

To DISVALUE. v. a. [dis and value.] To un

dervalue. Gºv. ºf the Tongue.

To DISVE'LOP. v. a. [develºper, Fr.] To un

cover.

DISU NION ſ (dis and union.] 1. Separation;

disjunction. Glanville. 2. Breach of concord.

To DISU'NITE. v. a. [diº and unite.] 1. To

ſeparate; to divide. Pope. 1. To part friends.

To DISU'NITE. v. n. [di, and unite.] To fall

aſunder; to become ſeparate. Sºuth. -

DISU NITY.
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DISUNITY. ſ. [dir and unity.] A ſtate of ac
** tual ſeparation. Mare.

DISU SAGE. [dir and uſage.] The gradual ceſ

ſition of uſe or cuſtom. Hooker.

DISUSE. ſ. [dis and uſe.] 1. Ceſſation of uſe;

want of practice. Addiſon. 2. Ceſſation of

cuſtom. Arbuthnot. -

To DISUSE. v. a. [dir and uſe ] 1. To ceaſe

to make uſe of Dryden. 2. To diſaccuſtom.

Dryden.

To DISVO’UCH. v. a. [dir and vouch..] To de

ſtroy the credit of; to contradićt. Shakeſp.

DISWITTED. a. [dis and wit..] Deprived of

the wits; mad; diſtracted. Drayton.

DIT. ſ. [dicht, Dutch J A ditty; a poem. Spenſ.

DITCH. ſ. [bic, Sax.] I. A trench cut in the

ground uſually between fields. Arbuthnºt. 2.

Any long narrow receptacle of water. Bacon.

3.The moat with which a town is ſurrounded.

Karſles. 4. Ditch is uſed, in compoſition, of

any thing worthleſs. Skakeſp.

To DITCH. v. a. To make a ditch. Swift.

DiTCH-DELIVERED. a. Brought forth in a

ditch. Shakeſp.

DiTCHER. ſ... [from ditch..] One who digs

ditches. š. -

DITHYRAMBICK. ſ. [dithyrambus, Lat.] 1.

A ſong in honour of Bachus. 2. Any poem

written with wildneſs. Cowley.

DITTANDER. ſ. Pepperwort.

DITTANY. ſ. "[dićlamnus, Lat.] An herb.

Afare.

DITTIED. a. [from ditty..] Sung; adapted to
muſick. Milton.

DITTY. ſ. ſaicht, Dutch..] A poem to be ſung;

a ſorg. H.2ker.

DIVA N. [An Arabick word.) 1. The coun

cil of the oriental princes. 2. Any council al

ſembled. Pºpe.

To DIVARICATE. v. n. (divaricatus, Lat]

To be parted into two. Woºdward.

To DIVARICATE. v. a. To divide into two.

Grew. -

DiVA RICATION. ſ. (divaricatio, Lat.] 1.

Partition into two. Ray. 2. Diviſion of opi

nions. Brown.

To DIVE. v. n (bippan, Sax.] 1. To ſink vo

luntarily under water. Dryden. 2. To go un

der water in ſearch of any thing. Raleigh. 3.

To go deep into any queſtion, or ſcience. Da

vie!, Blackmare. 4. To immerge into any

buſineſs or condition. Shakeſp.

To DIVE. v. a. To explore by diving. Denham.

DIV3. R. ſ. (from dive.) I. One that ſinks vo

luntarily under water. Pope. 2. One that

gees under water in ſearch of treaſure Woodw.

3. He that enters deep into knowledge or

tudy. Pſetton.

To DiVERGE. v. n. (diverge, Lat.] To tend

various ways from one point. Newton.

DIWF, RGENT. a [from divergent, Lat.]Tend

ing to various parts from one point.

Di VERS. a. [diverſus, Lat.] Several ; ſundry;

more than one. Whitgift.

DIVERSE. a. [diverſiº, Lat.] 1. Different

from another. Daniel. 2. Different from it

ſelf; multiform. Ben johnſºn. 3. In differ

ent directions. Pºpe.

DIVERSIFICATION. ſ. [from diverſify.] r.

The act of changing forms or qualities. Boyle.

2. Variation ; variegation. 3. Variety of

forms; multiformity. 4 Change; alteration,
Hale.

To DIVERSIFY. v.a.[diverſifier, Fr.) 1. To

make different from another; to diſtinguiſh.

Addiſºn. 2. To make different from itſelf;

to variegate. Sidney.

DIVERSION. ſ. [from divert.] I. The act of

turning any thing off from its courſe. Bacºn.

2. The cauſe by which any thing is turned

from its proper courſe or tendency. Denham.

3: Sport; ſomething that unbends the mind.

*aller. . 4. [In war.] The act or purpoſe of

drawing the enemy off from ſome deſign, by

threatening or attacking a diſtant part.

DIVERSITY..ſ. (diverſit., Fr. from diverſ

tar, Lat.] 1. Difference ; diffirmilitude; un

likeneſs. Hººker. 2. Variety. Arbuthnot. 3.

Diſtinction of being ; not identity. Rºgers, 4.

Variegation. Pºpe.

DI'VERSLY adº. [from diverſ...] I. In differ

ent ways; differently; variouſly. Watten. 2.

In different directions.

To DIVERT. v. a. [divert, Lat 1 1. To turn

off from any direction or courſe. Lºcke. 2.

To draw forces to a different part. Davier. 3,

To withdraw the mind. Philipſ. 4. To pleaſe ;

to exhilarate. Swift. 5. To ſubvert; to de

ſtroy. Shakeſp.

DIVERTER. ſ. (from the verb.] Any thing
that diverts or alleviates. Pſalton.

To DIVERTISE. v. a. (divertiſer, Fr.] To

pleaſe ; to cxhilarate; to divert. Dryden."

DIVE RT ISEMENT.ſ.(divertiſement, Fr.]Di

verſion; delight; pleaſure. Gov. ºf the Tºngue.

DIVE RTIVE. a. (from divert.] Recreative;

amuſive. Rºgers.

To DIVE'ST. v. a. [deveſ?ir, Fr.] To ſtrip; to

make naked. Denham.

DIVI. STURE. ſ. (from diveſ?..] The act of

putting off. Bºyle.

DIVI DABLE. a. [from divide..] Separate; dif

ferent; parted. Shakeſp.

DIVIDANT. a. [from divide.] Different; ſe

parate. Shakeſp.

To DIVIDE. v. a. [divide, Lat 1 1. To part

one whole into different pieces. 1 Kings, Lºcke.

2. To ſeparate ; to; apart 5 to ſtand as a

partition between. Dryden. 3. To diſunite by

diſcord. Luke. 4. To deal out ; to give in
ſhares. Locke.

To DIVIDE. v. n. To part; to ſunder; to

break friendſhip. Shakeſp.

DIVIDEND. ſ. [from divide.] 1. A ſhare; the

part allotted in diviſion. Decay ºf Piety 2. Di

vidend is the number given to be parted or
divided. Cocker.

DIVI DER. ſ. [from divide.] 1. That which

parts any thing into pieces. Digby. 2. A di

ſtributer; he who deals out to each his ſhare.

- - G g 2. Luke.
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Luke. 3. A diſuniter. Swift. 4. A parti

cular kind of compaſſes.

DIVIDUAL. a.[dividuus,Lat ) Divided: ſhared

or participated in common with others. Milton.

DIVINATION. ſ. [divinatiº, Lat.) Prediction,

or oretelling of future things. Hooker.

DIVINE. a. [divinus, Lat.) 1. Partaking of

the nature of God. Dryden, 1. Proceeding

from God; not natural; not human. Hooker.

3. Excellent in a ſupreme degree. Davies. 4.

Preſageful; divining ; preſcient. Milten.

DIVINE. ſ. 1. A miniſter of the goſpel; a

prieſt a clergyman. Bacon. 1. A man ſkil

led in divinity; a theologian. Denham.

To DIVI'NE. v. a. [divine, Lat..] To foretel;

to foreknow. Shakeſp

To DIVINE. v. n. 1. To utter prognoſtication

Shakeſp. z. To feel preſages Shakeſp. 3.

To conječture ; to gueſs. Dryden.

DIVINELY. adv. [from divine.) 1. By the a

gency or influence of God. Bentley. 2. Excel

lently ; in the ſupreme degree. Hºoker,Milton

3 In a manner noting a deity. Addiſºn.

DIVI'NENESS. ſ. [from divine ) i. Divinity;

participation of the divine nature, Grew. 2.

Excellence in the fupreme degree. Shakeſp.

DIVINER. ſ. [from To divine ) i. One that

profeſſes divination, or the art of revealing oc

cult things by ſupernatural means. Brºwn. 2.

A conječturer; gueſſer. Locke.

DIVINERESS. ſ. [from diviner.] A propheteſ.
Dryden.

Divi NITY..ſ. [divinité, Fr. divinitar, Lat.]

1. Participation of the nature and excellence

of God; deity; godhead. Stillingfleet. 2. The

Deity; the Supreme Being ; the Cauſe of

cauſes. 3. Falſe god. Prior. 4 Celeſtial be

ing. Cheyne 5. The ſcience of divine things;

theology. Shakeſp. 6. Something ſupernatu

ral. Shakeſp.

DIVISIBLE. a. ſaiviſibilir, Lat..] Capable of

being divided into parts; ſeparable. Bentley.

DIVISIBILITY ſ (di ſhihić, Fr.] The qua

lity of admitting diviſion. Glanville.

DIVISIBLENESS. / [from diviſible ) Diviſibi

lity. Boyle.

DIVISION. ſ [diviſis, Lat) i. The act of di

viding anything into parts. 1 Eſdraſ. 2. The

ſtate of being civided. 3. That by which any

thing is kept apait; partition. 4. The part

which is ſeparated from the reſt by dividing.

Addiſon. 3. Diſunion ; diſcord; difference.

Decay of Piety. 6. Parts into which a diſ

courſe is diſtributed. Lecke. 7. Space be

tween the notes of muſick; juſt time. Shakeſ.

8. Diſtinction Exºdus. 9. (In arithmetick.)

The ſeparation or parting of any number ol

quantity given, into any parts affigned. Cocker.

io. Subdiviſion ; diſtinction of the general in

to ſpecies. Shakeſp.

pIVISOR. f. idiviſor, Lat.] The number giv

en, by which the dividend is divided.

Divo RCE. ſ. (divorce, Fr. J . . The legal fe

paration of huſband and wife. Dryden. 2.

Separation; diſunion. King Charlº. 3. The

ſentence by which a marriage is diſſolved.

The cauſe of any penal ſeparation. Shakeſp.

To DIVORCE. v. a. (from the noun..] I. To

ſeparate a huſband or wife from the other. 1.

To force aſunder; to ſeparate by violence.

Hooker. 3. To ſeparate from another Hacker.

4. To take away. Shakeſp.

DIVORCEMENT. ſ. [from divorce.) Divorce;

ſeparation of marriage. Deuteronomy.

DIVORCER. ſ. [from divºrce.] The perſon or

cauſe which produces divorce or ſeparation.

Drummond. -

DIURETICK. a. [**1:23:..] Having the power

to provoke urine. Arbuthner.

DIU'RNAL. a. [diurnur, Lat.) 1. Relating to

the day. Brown. ... Conſtituting the day.

Prior. 3. Performed in a day; daily ; quoti
dian. Milton.

DIU'RNAL. ſſ diurnal, Fr.]A journal ; a day

book.

DIU RNALLY. adv. [from diurnal] Daily,

every day. Tatler.

DIUTURNITY. ſ. [diuturnitar, Lae.] Length

of duration Brown.

To DIVU'LGE v. a. [divulge, Lat.] t. To

publiſh ; to make publick. Hooker. 2. To

proclaim. Milton.

DIVU LGER. ſ. [from divulge.] A publiſher.
K. Charles.

DIYU'LSION. ſ. ſaivulſe, Lat.] The act of

plucking away. Brown.

To Di ZEN. v. a. [from dight.] To dreſs; to

deck. Swift.

DIZZARD ſ. [from dizzy..] A blockhead; a
fool.

DizzINESS. ſſfrom dizzy..] Giddineſs Glarv.

DI'7ZY. a. ſpirix, Sax j 1. Ciddy; vertiginous.

Milton. , 2. Cauſing giddineſs. Shakeſp. 3.

Giddy; thoughtleſs. Milton.

To D'I'7ZY. v. a. To whirl round; to make

giddy. Shakeſp.

To DO. v. a. preter. did; part paſſ done, ſºon,

Sax. doen, Dutch..] I To practiſe or act any

thing good or bad. Pſalms. 2. To perform ;

to atch eve. Cºllier. 3. To execute 5 to dit

charge. Shakeſp. 4. To cauſe. Spenſer. 5.

To tranſact. Acfr. 6. To produce any effect to

another. Shakeſp. 7. To have recourſe to ; to

practiſe as the laſt effort. jeremiah. 8. To

Pºrtorm fºr the benefit of another. Samael. 9.

To exert to put forth. 2 ſim. Io. To ma

nage by way of intercourſe or dealing Boyle,

Rowe. 1. To gain a point ; to effect by in

fluence. Shakeſp. 12. To make any thing

what it is not. Shakeſp. 13. To finiſh ; tº,

end, Duppa. 14. To conclude; to ſettle.

Tillotſon. 15. This phraſe, what to do with,

ſignifies how to beſtow ; what uſe to make of ,

what courſe to take; how to employ ; which

way to get rid of Tillotſon. - * * *

To DO. v. n 1. To act or behave in any man

ner well or ill. Temple. 2. To make an endi

to conclude. Spect. 3. To ceaſe to be concern

ed with 5 to ceaſe to care about. Stillingfl. 4.

To fare ; to be with regard to ſickneſs or

- health.
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health. Shakeſp. g. To ſucceed; to fulfil a

purpoſe. Collier. 6. To DO is uſed for any

verb to ſave the repetition of the word ; as, I

fball cºme, but if I do not, go away; that is,

if I come not. Arbuthnot, 7. Do is a word

of vehement command, or earneſt requeſt; as,

help me, do ; make baſe, do. Taylor. 8. To

Do is put before the verbsſometimes expletive

ly; as, I do love, or, I love; I did love, or, I

Lºved Bacon 9. Sometimes emphatically ; as,

I do hate him, but will not wrong him. Shakeſ.

1o. Sometimes by way of oppoſition; as, I

did love him, tº... in now.

To DOAT. v m See To Dote.

DOCIBLE. a. [decilir, Lat.]Tractable; docile;

eaſy to be taught. Milton

DOCIBLENESS. ſ. (from decible.] Teachable

neſs ; docility. Walton -

DOCILE. a. [decilir, Lat.) 1. Teachable ; ea

ſily inſtructed ; tractable. Ellir. 2. With to ;

as, docile, to ill, &c.

DOCILITY. ſ. [decilite, Fre from decilitar,

Lat.] Aptneſs to be taught , readineſs to

learn. Grew.

DOCK. ſ. (bocca, Sax.] An herb. Swift.

DOCK. ſ. The ſtump of the tail, which remains

after docking. Grew.

DOCK. f. [As ſome imagine, of ºxsºv.) A

place where water is let in or out at pleaſure,

where ſhips are built or laid up. Addiſºn.

To DOCK. v. a. (from dock, a tail.) 1. To cut

off a tail. z. To cut any thing ſhort. Swift

3. To cutoff a reckoning. 4. To lay the ſhip

in a dock.

DOCKET. ſ. A direction tied upon goods; a

ſummary of a larger writing.

DOCTOR. ſ. [dºctor, Lat.) 1. One that has

taken the higheſt degree in the faculties of di

vinity, law, or phyſick. In ſome univerſities

they have doćtors of muſick. Shakeſp. 2. A

man ſkilled in any profeſſion. Denham. 3. A

phyſician ; one who undertakes the cure of

diſeaſes. Shakeſp. 4. Any able or learned

man. Digby.

To DOCTOR. v. a. [from the noun..] To phy

ſick : to cure.

DOCTORAL. a. [dº ºralis, Lat.) Relating to

the degree of a doctor.

DOCTORALLY. adv. (from doctoral.] In

manner of a doctor. Hakewvill.

DOCTORSHIP. ſ. (from do&ier.] The rank of

a doctor. Clarenden.

DOCTRINAL. a ſile:Trina, Lat § 1. Contain

ing doctrine. Sºuth. 2. Pertaining to the act

or means of teaching Hoºker.

DO CTRſNALLY. adv (from doğrine.] In the

form of doćtrine ; poſitively. Ray.

DOCTRINE. ſ. (dºctrina, Lat.) . The prin

ciples or poſitions of any lect or maſter. Atter

2. The act of teaching. Mark.

DOCUMENT. ſ. [documentum, Lat.) 1. Pre

cept ; inſtruction ; direction. Watts. 2. Pre

cept in an ill ſenſe ; a precept magiſterially

dogmatical. Gov. of the Tongue.

Do DDER. ſ. [touteren, to ſhoot up, Dutch.

Skinner.] Dºdder is a ſingular plant : when it

firſt ſhoots from the ſeed it has little roots,

which pierce the earth near the roots of other

plants; but the capillaments of which it is

formed, ſoon after clinging about theſe plants,

the roots wither away. From this time it pro

pagates itſelf along the Ralks of the plants,

entangling itſelf about them in a very compli

cated manner. It has no leaves.

DO'DDERED a. [..." dodder.] Overgrown

with dodder. Dryden.

DODECAGON J. [2xºxa and yoſa J A figue

of twelve ſides.

DODECATEMORION. ſ. [ºixana: oy.]

The twelfth part. Creech.

To DODGE. v. n. [from deg.) 1. To uſe craſt;

to deal with tergiverſation. Hall. 1. To ſhift

place as another approaches. Miltºn. 3. To

play faſt and looſe, to raiſe expectations and

diſappoint them. Swift.

DODKIN ſ. [Juytken, Dutch 1 A doitkin or

little doit; a low coin. Lilly.

DODMAN. ſ. The name of a fiſh. Bacon.

DOE. ſ. ſoa, Sax.] A ſhe-deer ; the female of

a buck Bacon.

DOE. ſ. (from To dº...] A feat; what one has to

do. Hudibrar.

DOER. ſ. [from Tº do..] 1. One that does any

thing good or bad. South. 2. Actor ; agent.

Hesker. 3. An active, or buſy, or valiant per

ſon. Knoller. 4. One that habitually performs

or practiſes. Hooker.

DOES. The third perſon from do, for doth. Locke.

To DOFF. v. a. [from do off ) i. To put of

dreſs. Milton, Dryden, Rowe. 2. To trip.

Craſhaw. 3. To put away 5 to get rid of.

Shakeſp. 4. To delay to refer to another

time. Shakeſp.

DOG. ſ. (dogghe, Dutch..] 1. A domeſtick ani

mal remarkably various in his ſpecies. 1.<cke.

2. A conſtellation called Sirius, or Canicula,

riſing and ſetting with the ſun during the dog

days. Brºwn. 3. A reproachful name for a

man. Shakeſp. 4. Tº give or ſend to the Dogs;

to throw away. To gº to the Dogs ; to be

ruined, deſtroyed, or devoured. Pºpe. 5. It is

uſed as the male of ſeveral ſpecies ; as, the

dºg fox, the dºg otter. -

To DOG. v. a. To hunt as a dog, inſidiouſly

and indefatigably. He sert.

DOG-TEETH. ſ. The teeth in the human

head next to the grindels; the eye-teeth.

Arbuthnot.

DOG-TRICK. ſ. (dog and trick.] An ill turn ;

furly or brutal treatment. Dryden.

DO GBA NE. ſ. (dog and bane.] An herb.

DO GBERRY-TREE. Cornelian cherry.

DOGBRIAR. J. [dºg and briar..] The bria:

that bears the hip.

DOGCHEAP. a. (dog and cheap.] Cheap as

dogs meat. Dryden.

DO'GDAYS. ſ. (dog, and dayſ.) The days i.

which the dogſtar riſes and ſets with the ſun.

Clarenden.

DOGE. ſ. (doge, Ital.] The title of the chie;

magiſtrate of Venice and Genoa. Addiſºn.

DOCFIS, i.
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DO'GFISH. ſ. [from dºg and fiſh.] A ſhark.º/ [ K f/h.]

DO GFLY. ſ. A voracious biting fly. Chapman.

DOGGED. a. [from deg.] Sullen; ſour; mo

roſe; ill-humoured; gloomy. Hudibrar.

DO'GGEDLY, adv. [fromlsº Sullenly ,

gloomily.

DO'GGEDNESS. ſ. [from dºgged) Gloom of

mind; fullenneſs.

DOGGER. ſ. A ſmall ſhip with one maſt.

DOGGEREL. a. Vile, deſpicable; mean Dryd.

DOGGEREI. ſ. Mean, deſpicable, worthleſs

verſes. Swift.

DOGGISH, a [from dºg.) Curriſh; brutal.

DOGHEARTED. a. [dºg and heart.] Cruel;

pitileſs; malicious. Shakeſp. -

DoGHOLE. ſ. (dºg and Halé] A vile hole. Pºpe.

DOGKENNEL. f. (dºg and kennel.] A little

hut or houſe for dogs. Tatler. - -

DOGT.OUSE. ſ. [dog and louſe..] An infect

that harbours on dogs. -

DO'GA1A. ſ. (Latin.) Eſtabliſhed principle ;

ſettled notion. Dryden.

DOGMATICAL. W. a. [from dºgma.] Autho

DOGMATICK. S. ritative; magiſterial; po

fitive. Bºyle.

DOGMA"I’ſ CALLY. adv. [from dºgmatical]

Magiſterially ; poſitively. Sºuth.

DOGMA"TICALNESS. j. [from dºgmatical.]

Magiſterialneſs; mock authority.

DOGMATIST. ſ. (digmatiſe, Fr.] A magiſ

tºrial teacher; a bold advancer of principles.

Pºat ºf -

To DOGMATIZE. v. n [from dºgma.] To aſ

ſert poſitively; to teach magiſterially Blackm.

DOCMATIZER. ſ. [From dogmatize ). An al

ſetter; a magiſterial teacher, Hammond.

DOGROSE. ſ. (dog and roſe.] The flower of
the hip. Der hain.

DOG SLEEP. ſ. [dig and ſcºp.] Pretended

ſleep. Adºtſ, n.

Lo GSMEAT. ſ. [dºg and meat.) Refuſe; vile
ſtuff. Dryden. -

DOGSTAR. ſ. (dºg and flar.] The ſtar which

gives name to the dogdays. Addiſon.

DOGSTOOTH. ſ. A plant. Miller.

DOGTROT. ſ. A gentle trot like that of a

deg. Hudibra. -

DOGWEARY. a. Tired as a dog. Shakeſp.

i)O'GWOOD. See Cow N El I A N C H E R F. Y.

DO II.Y. f. A ſpecies of woollen ſtuff, ſo called,

I ſuppoſe, rom the name of the firſt maker.
Cong, fººt.

Do NGS. ſ. ſºon T. J. J . Things done ;

events; tranſactions. Shakeſp. 2. Feats; ac

tions: good or bad Stºny 3. Behaviour;

conduct. Stdney. 4. Stir, buttle ; tumult.

Hocker. 5. Feſtivity ; merriment.

D.C. iT. ſ. (duyt, Dutch..] A ſmall piece of mo

ney. Shakeſp

Col.F. ſ. (from deal; balan, Sax.] 1. The act

of diſtribution or dealing. Cleveland. 2. Any

thing dealt out or diſtributed. Hudibras. 3.

Proviſions or money diſtributed in charity.

Dryden. 4. Blows dealt out. Miltºn. 3. [from

dººr.) G. ºf , ſorrow ; miſºry. Shakſp.

To DOLE. v.a. [from the noun.] To deal; to
diſtribute. Diff. " - - -

DOLEFUL. a. [dale and full.] 1. Sorrowful;

diſrnal; expreſſing grief Sºuth, Dryden. 2.

*lancholy ; afflicted; feeling grief. Sidney.

3. Diſmal; impreſſing ſorrow. Hecker.

DOT.EFULLY. adv. [ſion dºleful..] In a dole

ful manner. . . . . . - -

DOLEFULNESS. ſ. [from del fall 1. Sor

| row; melancholy. 2. Querulouſneſs. 3. Diſ
malneſs. - , ; ; – a . . . . . . . -

DO'LESOME. a. [rom dele.] Melancholy ;

gloomy; diſmal. Pºpe. " ' ". . . .

DOLESOMELY. adv. [from dileſºme.] In a
doleſome manner. ' ' ' '

DO LESOMENESS. ſtfrom dilºſºme.] Gloom;

melancholy. - -

PQL.L. ſ. A little girl's puppet or baby.

DOLLAR. J. [daler, Dutch..] A Dutch and

German coin of different value, from about two

ſhillings and ſixpence to four and ſixpence.

DOLORIFICK. a. (delºftuſ,Lat.JThat which

cauſes grief or pain. Ray. " -

DOLOROUS. a. [from 3:/ºr, Lat..] I. Sorrow

ful; doleful; diſmal. Milton. 2. Painſul. More.

DOLOUR. ſ. (dºlor, Lat.] I. Grief; ſorrow.

Shakeſp. 2. Lamentation; complaint. 3.
Pain pang. Bacºn, ''' -

DOT.P.H.I.N.J. [delphin, Lat.] The name of a
fiſh. Peacham. -

DQLT. ſ. [del, Teutonick ] A heavy ſtupid fel

low ; a thickſcul. Shakeſp.

DQLTISH. a. [from dolt..] Stupid ; mean;

blockiſh. Sidney.

DOMABLE. a. takmakilir, Lat..] Tameable.

DOMAIN. ſ. [domaine, Fr.) 1. Dominion; en

pire. Miltºn. 2. Poſſeſſion; cflate. Dryden.

DOME.J. [dome, Fr.) 1. A building; a houſe;

a fabrick. Prior. 2. An hemiſpherical arch ;

cupola.

DOMESTICAL 7 a. (d. ºfficus, Lat.) 1. Be
DOM ESTICK. longing to the houſe ; not

relating to things publick H.;ker. 1. Private;

not open. Hººker. 3. Inhabiting the houſe;

not wild. Addiſºn. 4. Not foreign; inteſtine.

Shakeſp. - -

To LOMESTICATE. v. a. [from domeſtick.]

To make domeſtick 5 to withdraw from tha

publick. Clariffa.

To DO MIFY. v. a. To tame.

DOMINANT. a. (diſtinant, Fr.] Predomi

nºt ; preſiding ; aſcendant. * *

To DOMINATE. v. a. dominatus, Lat.] To

Frºminate; to prevail over the reſt. Dryd.

L'OM! NATION. J. [dominatio, Lat..] I. Pow

er dominion. Shakeſp. 2. Tyranny; info

lent authority. Arbuthnºt. 3. One highly exalt

ed in power; uſed of argelick beings. Miltºn.

DOMINATIVE. a lºom dºminate.) Imperi

ous ; inſolent. -

DGMI.V410R. ſ. (Latinj The preſiding pow
er. Camden.

To DOMINEER. v. n. [.ºninor, Lat.] To

rule with inſolence; to ſwell; to act without

control. Priºr.

- DOMINI
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DOMINICAI. a. [dºminicalis, Lat.]...That

which notesthe Lord's day, or Sunday. Hºlder.
DOMI'NION. ſ [dominium, Lat.) 1. Sovereign

authority; unlimited power. Tickell. 2. Right

of poſſeſſion or uſe, without being accountable.

Lºcke. 3. Territory; region; diſtrist. Davier.

4. Predominance; aſcendant. Dryden. 5. An

order of angels. Colºffany.

DON. ſ [dºminus, Lat.] The Spaniſh title for a

gentleman; as, Don Quixote

To DON. v. a. [T, d, enl To put on. Fairfax,

DONARY. f. (denarium, Lat..] A thing given

to ſacred uſes.

DONATION. ſ. (dºnatio, Lat.) 1. The act of

giving any thing. South. 1. The grant by

which any thing is given. Raleigh.

DO NATIVE ſ. [dºnatif, Fr.) 1. A gift; a

largeſs; a preſent. Hooker. 2. [In law.] A be

nefice merely given and collated by the pa

tron to a man, without the ordinary. Cowell.

DONE. part. paſſ of the verb, To do. Spenſer.

DONE. interječi. The word by which a wager

is concluded; when a wager is offered, he that

accepts it ſays dºne. Cleveland.

DONJON. ſ. [now dungeon.] The higheſt and

ſtrongeſt tower of a caſtle, in which priſoners

were kept. Chaucer.

DO NOR. ſ. A giver; a beſtower. Atterbury.

DOODLE. ſ. A trifler; an idler

To DOOM. v. a. (Seman, Saxon.) 1. To judge.

Miltºn. 2. To condemn to any puniſhinent;

to ſentence. Smith. To pronounce condem

nation upon any. Dryden. 4. To command

judicially or authoritatively. Shakeſp. 5. To

deſtine: to command by uncontrolable autho

rity. Dryden.

DOOM. f. [com, Saxon] 1. Judicial ſentence :

judgment. Milton. 2. The great and final

judgment. Shakeſp. 3. Condemnation. Shakeſ.
4. Determination declared. Shakeſp. f The

ſtate to which one is deſtined. Dryden. 6.

Ruin; deſtruction. Pºpe.

DOOMSDAY. ſ. (doom and day ) i. The day

of final and univerſal judgment ; the laſt, the

great day. Brºwn. 1. The day of ſentence

or condemnation. Shakſp.

DoOMSDAY-BOOK. J (deenſlay and bºok.)

A book made by order of William the Con

queror, in which the eſtates of the kingdom

were regiſtered. Camden. -

DOOR f. [con, Sax.] t. The gate of a houſe ;

that which opens to yield entrance, Denham.

2. In familiar language a houſe. Arbuthnºt. 3.

Entrance, portal. Dryden. 4. Paſſage , ave

nue; means of approach. Hammºnd. 5. Out ºf

Doors. No more to be found; fairly ſent a

way. Lºck. 6. At the boor ºf any one Impu

table; chargeable upon him. Dryden. 7 Nºx:

Door ta. Approaching to ; near to: L'Eſtrange.

DOORCASE / [dººr and caſe. The traine a

which the door is incloſed Moxºn.

DoorKEEPER J. [dsor and keeper.) Porter;

one that keeps the entrance of a houſe. 1.) lºr.

DO'QUET. ſ. A paper containing a wal, ant.

…•*.

Do'RMANT. a. [dirmat, Fr.) 1. Sleeping

Congreve. 2. In a ſleeping poſture. Grew.

3. Private; not publick. Bacon. 4. Conceal

ed; not divulged. Swift. 5. Leaning; not

perpendicular. Cleveland.

DORMITORY. ſ. (dºrmitºrium, Lat.] 1. A

place to ſleep in ; a room with many beds.

Martimer. 2. A burial place. Ayliffe.

DO'RMOUSE. ſ. [dormio and mºuſe..] A ſmall

animal, which paſſes a great part of the winter

in ſleep. Ben jºhnſºn.

DORN. ſ. (from dºrn, German, a thorn.] The

name of a fiſh. Carew.

DORNICK. ſ. [of Deernick in Flanders.) A

ſpecies of linen cloth uſed in Scotland for the

table.

To DORR. v. a. [tor, ſtupid, Teutonick.] To

deafen or ſtupify with noiſe. Skinner.

DORR. ſ. A kind of flying inſect; the hedge
chafer. Grew.

DO'RSEL. 2 ſ. [from dorſum, the back.] A

DORSE.R. 9 pannier; a baſket or bag, one of

which hangs on either ſide a beaſt of burthen.

DORSI FEROUS. W. ſ. (dorſum and ferº, or pa

DORSI PAROUS. $ ris, Lat.] Having the pro

perty of bearing or bringing forth on the back:

uſed of plants that have the feeds on the back

of their leaves, as fern.

DO'RTURE. ſ. [from dermiture; dertoir, Fr.]

A dormitory ; a place to ſleep in. Bacºn.

DOSE. ſ. [3:2::..] I. So much of any medicine

as is taken at one time. Quincy. 2. As much

of anything as falls to a man's lot. Hudibra.

3. The utmoſt quantity of ſtrong liquor that a

man can ſwallow.

To DOSE. v. a. To proportion a medicine pro

perly to the patient or diſeaſe.

DOSSIL. ſ. (from dºrſe!..] A pledget; a nodule

or lump of lint. Pºtſeman.

DOST. [the ſecond perſon of do..] Addiſºn.

DOT. ſ. [from jet, a point J A ſmall point or

ſpot made to mark any place in a writing.

To DOT. v. n. [from the noun..] To make dots

or ſpots.

DOTAGE. ſ. ſſrom dete.) 1. Loſs of under

ſtanding ; imbecility of mind. Davies, Suckl.

2. Exceſſive fondneſs. Dryden.

DOTAL. a. [dºtalis, Lat) Relating to the

portion of a woman; conſtituting her portion.
Garth.

DQTARD. ſ. (from date.] A man whoſe age

has impaired his intellects; a twichild. Spenſ.

D9TA'ſ iON. ſ. (dotatiº, Lat.] The act of giv

ing a dowry.

To DOTE. v. n [daten, Dutch..] I. To have

the intellest impaired by age or paſſion Jerem.

2. To be in love to extremity. Sidney. To

Dote upon. To regard with exceſſive fond

ncſ. Burnet.

DOTER, ſ [from dit: ) i. One whoſe under

ſtanding is impaired by years, a dotard. Burtºn.

2. A man fondly, weakly, and exceflively in

love. Bºyle. -

DOTINGLY.adw (from dºing.] Fondly Dºyd.

DOTTARD. ſ. A tree kept low by cutting.

Barza. - -

DOTTE
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DOTTEREL. ſ. The name of a bird. Bačan.

DO'UBLE. a. [double, Fr.) 1. Two of a ſort ;

one correſponding to the other. Eccluſ. 2.

Twice as much containing the ſame quantity

repeated. Ben. 7chnſon. 3. Having more than

one in the ſame order or parallel. Bacon. 4.

Twofold; of two kinds. Dryden. 3. Two in

number. Davies. 6. Having twice the effect

or influence. Shakeſp. 7. Deceitful; acting

two parts Shakeſp.

DOUBLE-PLEA. ſ. That in which the defen

dant alleges for himſelf two ſeveral matters,

whereof either is ſufficient to effect his deſire

in debarring the plaintiff.

DOUBLE-BITING. a. Biting or cutting on

either ſide. Dryden.

DO’URLE-BUTTONED. a [dºuble and but

tened.] Having two rows of buttons. Gay.

DO'UBLE-DEALER. ſ. A deceitful, ſubtle, in

ſidious fellow ; one who ſays one thing and

thinks another. L'Eſtrange.

DOUBLE-DEALING. ſ. Artifice; diſfimula.

tion ; low or wicked cunning. Pºpe.

To DO'UBLE-DIE. v. a. To die twice over.

Dryden.

DO'UBLE-HEADED. a. Having the flowers

growing one to another. Mortimer.

To DOUBLE-LOCK. v. a. [dºuble and lock.)

To ſhoot the lock twice. Tatler.

DOUBLE-MINDED. a. Deceitful; inſidious.

DQ UBLE-SHINING. a. Shining with double

luſtre. Sidney.

DOUBLE-TONGUED. a. Deceitful i giving

contrary accounts of the ſame thing. Dryden.

To DOUBLE v. a. 1. To enlarge any quan

"tity by addition of the ſame quantity. Shakeſp

2. To contain twice the quantity. Dryden

3. To repeat; to add. Dryden. 4. To add

one to another in the ſame order or parallel

Exodus. 5. To fold. Prior. 6. To paſs round

a headland. Knoller.

To DO'UBLE. v. n. 1. To increaſe to twice the

quantity. Burnet. 2. To enlarge the ſtake to

twice the ſum in play. Dryden. 3. To wind

in running. Bacon. 4. To play tricks; to

uſe ſleights. Dryden.

DQUBLE. ſ. 1. Twice the quantity or num

ber. Graunt. 2. Strong beer of twice the com

mon fºrength. Shakeſp. 3. A trick; a ſhift ;

an artifice.

DO'U}}I.ENESS. ſ. ſ from dºuble ] The ſtate o

being double. Shakeſp.

Do UELER. ſ. [From dºuble.) He that double:

any thing.

DO UBL).T. ſ. [from double.] 1. The inne,

garment of a man; the waiſtcoat. Hudibrar.

2. Two ; a pair Greav.

I'OUR LON ſ. (French) A Spaniſh coin con

taining the value of two piſtoles

DO UB1.Y. adv. [from |...} In twice the

quantity; to twice the degree. Pryde".

To lºot pt. º. m. [dºubter, Fr.) 1. To queſ

tion; to be in uncertainty. Tillotſon

queſtion any event, fearing the worſt Shake;

Anelkſ. 3. To fear to be apprehenſive. Ottº.

182.Éer, 4. To ſuſpect ; to have ſuſpicicn.

7. To

Paniºl. 5. To heſitate; to be in ſuſpenſe:

Dryden.

To DOUBT. v. a. 1. To held queſtionable ; to

think uncertain. Miltºn. 2. To fear; to ſuſ

pečt. Bacon. 3. To diſtruſt. Shakeſp.

DOUBT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Uncertainty of

mind; ſuſpenſe. South. 2. Queſtion; point

unſettled. Pºpe 3. Scruple ; perplexity; ir

reſolution. Shakeſp. 4. Uncertainty of condi

tion. Deuter. 5. Suſpicion; apprehenſion of ill.

Galatians. 6. Difficulty objected. Blackmere.

DOUBTER. ſ. [from doubt..] One who enter

tains ſcruples.

DO UBTFUL. a (deubt and full.] I. Dubious;

not ſettled in opinion. Shakeſp. 2. Ambigu

ous; not clear in its meaning 3. That about

which there is doubt; queſtionable ; uncer

tain. Bacon, Sºuth, Dryden. 4. Net ſecure ;

not without ſuſpicion. Hooker. 5. Not confi

dent; not without fear. Miltºn.

DOUBTFULLY. adv. [from doubtful.) 1. Du

biouſly , irreſolutely. z. Ambiguouſly ; with

uncertainty of meaning. Spenſer.

DOUBTFULNESS. ſ. [from doubtfull 1. Du

biouſneſs; ſuſpenſe ; inſtability of opinion.

*atts. 2. Ambiguity; uncertainty of mean

ing. Lecke.

DO'UBTINGLY. adv. [from dºubt..] In a

doubting manner; dubiouſly. Bacon.

DOUBTLESS. a. [from dºubt..] Without fear;

without apprehenſion of danger. Shakeſp.

DOURTLEESS. adv. Without doubt i unqueſ

tionably.

DOUCET. ſ. (deucet, Fr.] A cuſtard. Skinner.

DO'UCKER. ſ. A bird that dips in the water.

Raw.

Dół.ſ. [duvo, old Teut. daub, German.] 1.

A wild pigeon. 2. A pigeon.

DOVECOT. ſ. (dove and cot.] A ſmall build

ing in which pigeons are bred and kept. Shak.

DOVEHOUSE ſ (dºve and houſe.J A houſe

for pigeons. Dryden.

DQ'VETAIL ſ. (dove and tail ) A form of

joining two bodies together, where that which

is inſerted has the form of a wedge reverſed.

DOUGH. ſ. (bah, Sax.] 1. The paſte of bread

or pies, yet unbaked. Dryden. 2. My cake is

Doug H. My affair has miſcarried. Shakeſp.

DOUGHBAKED. a. (daugh and baked.] Unfi

niſhed ; not hardened to periestion; ſoft. Dºnne.

DO UGHTY. a. (bohtly, Sax.] Brave ; noble;

illuſtrious; eminent. Spenſer. -

DO UGHY. a. from daugh..] Unfound; ſoft ;

unhardened. Shakeſp.

To DOUSE. v. a. To put over head ſuddenly

in the water.

To DOUSE. v. a. To ſall ſuddenly into the

water. Hudibrar.

Do WAGLR.J. (deuairiere, Fr ) i. A widow

with a jointure. Shakeſp. The title given

to ladies who ſurvive their huſbands. Shakeſp.

DO WDY. ſ. An aukward, ill-d.cſſed, inelegant

woman. Shakeſp

DO'WER. R. ſ. [douaire, Fr.] 1. That which

DOWERY. § the wife bringeth to her huſband

1n
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in marriage. Pºpe. 2. That which the widow

poſſeſſes. Bacon. 3. The gifts of a huſband for

a wife. Geneſs. 4. Endowment; gift. Davies.

DOWERED. a. Portioned; ſupplied with a por

tion. Shakeſp.

DOWERLESS. a. [from dower.] Without a

fortune. Shakeſp.

DOWLAS. ſ. A coarſe kind of linen. Shakeſp.

DOWN. ſ. [deas, Daniſh.} 1. Soft feathers.

*'etten. 2. Anything that ſooths or mollifies.

Sºuthers. 3. Soft wool, or tender hair. Prior

4. The ſoft fibres of plants which wing the

ſeeds. Bacon,

DOWN. ſ. ſoun, Sax.] A large open plain or

valley. Sidney, Sandys.

DOWN. prep. (abuna, Sax ) i. Along a de

ſcent; from a higher place to a lower Shakeſp.

2. Towards the mouth of a river. Knolles.

DOWN. adv. 1. On the ground; from the

height to a lower ſituation. Milton. 2. Tend

ing towards the ground. 3. Out of ſight;

below the horizon. Shakeſp. 4. To a total

maceration. Arbuthnot. 5. Into diſgrace; into

declining reputation. South 6. [Anſwering

to up..] Here and there. Pſalms.

DOWN. interječi. An exhortation to deſtruction

or demolition Shakeſp.

DOWN. [To go.) To be digeſted; to be re

ceived. Locke.

To DOWN. v.a. [from the particle.] To knock;

to ſubdue ; to conquer. Sidney.

DOWNCAST a [d:wn and caſt.] Bent down;

directed to the ground. Addiſon.

DOWN FAL. ſ. [down and fall. J 1. Ruin;

fall from ſtate. South. 2. A body of things

falling. Dryden. 3. Deſtruction of fabricks.

Dryden.

DOWNFALLEN participal. a Ruined; fallen.

Carew.

DOWNGYRED. a. [down and gyred J Let

down in circular wrinkles. Shakeſp.

DOWNHIL. f...[down and hull 3 Declivity;

deſcent. Dryden.

DOWNHlL. a. Declivous; deſcending.

DOWNLOOKED. a. [down and look.] Having

a dejected countenance; fullen; melancholy.

iden.

DOWNLYING. a. [dºwn and lie..] About to

be in travail of childbirth.

DOWNRIGHT. adv. dºwn and right.] 1.

Strait or right down. Hudibrar. 2. In plain

terrns. Shakeſp. 3. Completely 3 without ſtop

pir? ſhort. Arbuthnºt.

DOWN RIGHT. a. Plain ; open; apparent ;

undiſguiſed. R.gers. 2. D ºtly tending to

the point, Ben. jºhnſºn. 3. Unceremonious,

hºreſtly ſuily. Addiſon. 4. Piain, without

patti-t.on. Brown.

DO w is SITTING. ſ. (d. wa and ſt.] Reſt;

repoſe P, aims.

DO) w NWA R (). adv. (Sunepcarb, Saxon )

LO w NWARLS. 1. Towards the centre

Asew ten. z. From a higher ſituation to a

lower Milton. 3 In a courſe of ſucceilive

or lineal deſcent. Shakº.

DOWNWARD. a. ſ. Moving on a declivity:

Pryden, 2. Declivous; bending. Dryden. 3

Depreſſed; dejected. Sidney.

DOWNY. a. [from down.) 1. Covered with

down or nap. Shakeſp. z. Made of down or
ſoft feathers. Dryden. 3. Soft; tender; ſooth

ing. Craſhaw. -

DOWRE * f. [douaire, Fr.) 1. A portion

DOWRY. S. given with a wife. Sidney. 2. A

reward paid for a wife. Cºoley.

DOXOLOGY. ſ. [Sºga and xº~..] A form of

giving glory to God. Stillingfleet.

DOXY. ſ. A whore; a looſe wench. Shakeſp.

To DOZE. v. n. [opær, Sax.] To ſlumber, to

behalf aſleep. L'Eſirange, Pope.

To DOZE. v. a. To ſtupity; to dull Clarendon.

DOZEN. ſ. (douzaine, Fr.] The number of

twelve. Raleigh.

DQZINESS. ſ. [from dozy..] Sleepineſs; drou
fineſs. Lºcke. -

DOZY. a. Sleepy, drouſy, ſluggiſh. Dryden.

DRAB. ſ. [enabbe, Saxon, lees.j A whore; a

ſtrumpet Pºpe. .

DRAC. H.M. f. [drachma, Lat.] ... An old Ro

man coin. Shakeſp. z. The eighth part of an
ounce.

DRACU NCULUS, ſ. [Latin.] A worm bred in

the hot countries, which grows to many yards

length between the ſkin and fleſh.

DRA.D. a. Terrible ; dreaded. Spenſºr.

DRAF F. ſ. [enor, Saxon.) Any thing thrown

away. Ben. johnſon. - -

PRAFFY. a. [from draff] Worthleſs; dreggy.

DRAPT. a. [corrupted or draught.] Shakeſp.

To DRAG. v. a. ſenazan, Saxon.) 1. To pull

along the ground by main force. Denham. 2.

To draw any thing butthenſome. Smith. 3.

To draw contemptuouſly along. Stillingfleet.

4. To pull about with violence and ignominy.

tººl. 5. To pull roughly and forcibly.

Dryden. -

To DRAG. v. n. To hang ſo low as to trail or

grate upon the ground. Mºxon.

DRAG. ſ. [from the verb J 1. A net drawn a

long the bottom of the water. Rogers. 2. An

inſtrument with hooks to catch hold of things

under water. Walton. 3. A kind of car drawn

by the hand. Moxon.

DRAGNET. ſ. [drag and net.] A net which

is drawn along the bottom of the water. May.

To DRAGGLE. v. n. (from drag..] To make

dirty by dragging on the ground. Gay.

To DRAGG1, E. v. n. To grow dirty by being

drawn along the ground. Hudibras.

DRAGON. ſ (drace, Lat.] I. A kind of wing

ed ſerpent. Rowe. 2. A fierce violent man

or woman 3. A conſtellation near the North

pole.

Dr. A GON. ſ. (dracunculus, Latin.] A plant.
A1: Mer.

DRAGONET. ſ. A little dragon. Spenſºr.

DRAG"):NFI.Y. ſ. A fierce ſtinging fly. Bacon.

D R A GONISH a ſtrom dragon.] Having the

form of a dragon. Shakeſp.

"DRACON LIKE. a. Furious; fiery. Shakeſp.

H h DRAGONS
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DRAGONSBLOOD. ſ. (dragon and blººd.]. A

- reſin moderately heavy, friable, and duſky

red; but of a bright ſcarlet, when powdered:

It has little ſmell, and is of a reſinous and aſ

tringent taſte. Hill.

DRAGONSHEAD. ſ. A plant. Miller.

DRAGONTREE. ſ. Palmtree. Miller.

DRAGOON ſ. [from dragen, German.] A

kind of ſoldier that ſerves indifferently either

on foot or horſeback. Tatler.

To DRAGOON v. a. To perſecute by aban

doning a place to the rage of ſoldiers. Prior.

To DRAIN v. a. [drainer, Fr.) 1. To draw

off gradually. Bacºn. ... To empty by draw

ing gradually away what it contains. Roſcºm.

3. To make quite dry. Swift.

DRAIN. ſ. [from the verb.] The channel thro'

which liquids are gradually drawn. Mortimer.

Dºº!") [of uncertain etymology.] I. The

male of the duck. Mortimer. 2. A ſmall piece

of artillery. Clarenden.

DRAM. ſ. (from drachm, drachma, Lat.] 1. In

weight the eighth part of an ounce Bacºn. 2.

A ſmall quantity. Dryden. 3. Such a quantity

of diſtilled ſpirits as is uſually drank at once.

Swift 4. Spirits; diſtilled liquors. Pºpe.

To DRAM. v. n. To drink diſtilled ſpirits.

DRAMA. ſ. (Yaaa..] A poem accommodated

to action ; a poem in which the action is not

related, but repreſented; and in which there

fore ſuch rules are to be obſerved as make the

repreſentation probable. Dryden.

DRAMATICAL. U a. (from drama.] Repre

DRAMA"TICK. ſented by action. Bentley,

DRAMA"TICALLY. adv. [from dramatick ]

Repreſentatively; by repreſentation. Dryden.

DRAMATIST. ſ. [from drama.] The author

o dramatick compoſitions. Burnet.

DRANK. [the preterite of drink.]

To DRAPE. v. n. [drap, Fr.] To make cloth.
Bacon.

DRA PER, ſ [from drape.) One who ſells

cloth. Boyle, Hºwel.

DRA PERY. ſ. (drapperie, Fr.) 1. Clothwork;

the trade of making cloth. Bacos. 2. Cloth ;

ſtuffs of wool. Arbuthnot. 3. The dreſs of a

pićture, or ſtatue. Prior.

DRA'PET. ſ. [from drape.] Cloth; coverlet.

Spenſer.

DRASTICK. a. [?parizé;..] Powerful; vigorous.

DRAVE. (the preterite of drive..] Cowley.

DRAUGH. ſ. (corruptly written for droff.] Re

fule ; ſwill. Shakeſf,

DRAUGHT. ſ. [from draw.] 1. The act of

drinking. Drydea. 2. A quantity of liquor

drank at once. Boyle. 3. Liquor drank for

pleaſure. Milton. 4. The act of drawing or

pulling carriages. Temple. 5. The quality of

being drawn. AMortimer. 6. Repreſentation

by picture. Dryden. 7. Delineation; ſketch.

South. 8. A picture drawn. South. 9. The

aćt of ſweeping with a net. Hale, 1 o' The

quantity of fiſhes taken by once drawing the

net. L'Eſ range. 1 1. The aët of ſhooting with

the bow, Camden. 12. Diverſion in war; the

aët of diſturbing the main deſign. Spenſºr. 13.

Forces drawn off from the main army; a

detachment. Addiſon. 14. A ſink; a drain.

Matthew. . . g. The depth which a veſſel

draws, or ſinks into the water. Dryden. 16.

[In the plural, draughts.] A kind of play re

ſembling cheſs.

DRAUGHTHOUSE. ſ. (draught and houſe.]

A houſe in which filth is depoſited. Kingſ.

To DRAW. v. a. pret, drew; part, paſſ. drawn.

[bnagan, Saxon.) 1. To pull along; not to

carry. Samuel 2. To pull forcibly; to pluck.

4tterbury. 3. To bring by violence ; to

drag. James. 4. To raiſe out of a deep place.

Jeremiah 5. To ſuck. Ecclur. 6. To attract;

to call towards itſelf. Bacºn, Suckling. 7. To

inhale. Addiſon. 8. To take from anything

containing. Chronicleſ. 9. To take from a caſk.

Shakeſp. to. To pull a ſword from the ſheath.

Shakeſp. Dryden. 11. To let out any liquid.
Wiſeman. 12. To take bread out of the oven.

44°rtin. 13. To uncloſe or ſide back curtains.

Pryden. 14. To cloſe or ſpread curtains. Sidn.

15. To extract. Cheyne. 16. To procure as

an agent cauſe. Lºcke. , 17. To produce as

an efficient cauſe. Tilletſºn. 18. To convey

ſecretly. Raleigh. 19. To protract; to lengthen.

Felton. 20. To utter lingeringly. Dryden. 21.

To repreſent by picture. Waller. 12. To

form a repreſentation. Dryden. 23. To de

rive from ſome original. Temple. 24. To

deduce as from poſtulates. Temple. 25. To

imply. Locke, 26. To allure; to entice. Pſalmſ.

27. To lead as a motive. . Dryden. 28. To

perſuade to follow. Shakeſp. 19. To induce.

Davies. 30. To win; to gain. Shakeſp. 31.

To receive; to take up. Shakeſp. 32. To

extort; to ſorce. Addiſon. 33. To wreſt; to

diſtort. Whitgifte. 34. To compoſe; to form

in writing. Pºpe. , 35. To withdraw from ju

dicial notice. Shakeſp. 36. To eviſcerate; to

embowel. King. 37. +. Dr. A win. To apply

to any purpoſe by diſtortion. Locke. 38. To

contract ; to pull back. Gay. 39. To invei

gle ; to intice. South, 40. To Dr Aw ºff. To

extract; by diſtillation. Addiſºn. 41. To

withdraw; to abſtract. 42. To Dr Aw on. To

occaſion; to invite.Hayward. 43. To cauſe; to

bring on by degrees. Boyle. 44. To Dr Aw

ºver. To raiſe in a ſtill. Bºyle. 45. To perſuade

to revolt. Addiſon. 46. To Draw out. To

protract; to lengthen, Shakeſp. 47. To pump

out by inſinuation, Sidney. 48. To call to

actiºn; to detach for ſervice. Dryden. 49. To

range in battle. Calter. go. To Dr Aw up.

To form in order of battle. Clarenden, gº.

To form in writing. Swift,

To DRAW. v. n. 1. To perform the office of

a beaſt of draught. Deuteronomy. 1. To act

as a weight. Addiſºn 3. To contract; to

ſhrink. Bacon. 4. To advance; to move.

Miltºn. 5. To draw a ſword. Shakeſp. 6.

To pračtiſe the art of delineation. Lºcke. -.

To take a card out of the pack; to take a lot.

Pryden. 8. To make a fore run by attraction.

9. To
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9. To retire; to retreat a little. Clarendºn.

lo. To Draw ºff. To retire; to retreat.

Cellier. 11. To Draw on. To advance; to

approach. Dryden. 12. Tº Dr Aw up. To

form troops into regular order.

DRAW. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The act of

drawing. 2. The lot or chance drawn.

DRA'WBACK. ſ. (draw and back.) Money

paid back for ready payment. Swift.

DRAWBRIDGE. ſ. draw and bridge.) A

bridge made to be lifted up, to hinder or ad

mit communication at pleaſure. Carew

DRAW ER. ſ. (from draw ) i. One employed

in procuring water from the well. Deuter enemy

2. One whoſe buſineſs is to draw liquor rom

the caſk. Ben. johnſºn. 3. That which has

the power of attraction. Swift. 4. A box in

a caſe, out of which it is drawn at pleaſure.

Lºcke. 5. [In the plural.] The lower part of
a man's dreſs. Locke.

DRAWING.ſ. (frºm draw J Delineation; re

preſentation. Pºpe.

DRAWINGROOM. ſ. [draw and room ) i.

The room in which company aſſemble at court.

Pºpe. 2. The company aſſembled there.

DRAWN. ſparticiple from draw.) 1. Equal;

where each party takes his own ſtake.Addiſon

2. With a ſword drawn. Shakeſp. 3. Open :

put aſide, or uncloſed. Dryden. 4. Eviſcerated

Shakeſp. 5. Induced as from ſome motive.

Spesſer. -

DRAWWELL. ſ [draw and well.] A deep

well; a well out of which water is drawn by

a long cord. Grew.

To DRAWL. v. n. [from draw.] To utter

any thing in a ſlow way. Pºpe.

DRAY. ſ. [onas, Sax.] The car on

DRAYCART. S. which beer is carried. Gay.

DRAYHORSE. ſ. A horſe which draws a dray
Tatler.

DRAY MAN. ſ. (dray and man.] One that at

tends a dray. South.

DRAZEL. J. [from dreſſeſſe, Fr.] A low,

mean, worthleſs wretch. Hudibras.

DREAD. ſ. ſenab, Sax.] 1. Fear ; terrour;

affright. Tillºtſon. 2. "Habitual tear; awe.

Geneſis. 3. The perſon or thing leared. Prior.

DREAD. a. [ºna-S, Sax j 1. Terrible; fright

ful. Milton. 2 Awful; venerable in the

higheſt degree. Milton.

To DREAD. v. a. To fear in an exceflive de

gree. Wake.

To DREAD. v. n. To be in fear Deuteronomy.

DREADER ſ. One that lives in fear. Swift.

DREA DFUL. a. ſ.lread and full.j Terrible;

frightful. G. inville.

DREADFULNESS. ſ. Terribleneſ. ; fightful.
neſs. Hakeºvill.

DREAD FULLY. adv. [from dreadful J Ter

ribly ; frightfully. Dryden.

BRE A DLESNESS. ſ. Ifrom dreadiºſ; ) Fear

lefneſs; intrepidity. Sidney.

DREADI.ESS. a. Fearies; unaffrighted; in

trepid. Spºnſer.

DREAM f. (drººr, Dutch..] 1. A phantaſm of

ſleep; the thoughts of a ſleeping man. Dryden.

2. An idle fancy. Shakeſp.

To DREAM. v. n. 1. To nave the repreſenta

tion of ſomething in ſleep. Tar'er 1. Toth.nk;

to imagine. Burnet. 3. To think idly. Smith.

4. To be ſluggiſh , to idle. Dryden

To DREAM. v. a To ſee in a dream Dryden.

DREAMER. ſ (from dream ) 1 One who

has dreams. Locke a. An idle fanciul man.

*****/P. 3. A mope, a man loſt in wild ima

gination. Prior. 4. A ſluggard; an idler.

DREAMLESS. a. Without dreams Camden.

DREAR. a. [oneong, Sax. J Mourn ul; diſmal.
Milton

DREARIHEAD ſ Horrour, diſmalneſs.

DREARIMENT ſ : from dreary j 1. Sorrow;

diſmalneſs; inelancholy Spenſer. 2 Horrour;

dread , terrour. Spenſer.

DRE ARY. a. (bneong, Sax ) i. Sorrowful;

diſtreſsful.Spenſer. 2.Gloomy; diſmal; horrid.
Prior.

DREDGE. ſ. A kind of net. Carew.

To DREDGE. v. a. To gather with a dredge.
Carew.

DREDGER, ſ [from dredge.] One who fiſhes

with a dredge.

DREGGINESS. ſ (from dreggy.) Fulneſs of

dregs or lees ; feculence.

DREGGISH. a. [from dregſ.) Foul with lees;
feculent.

DRE'GGY. a. [from dregt.] Containing dregs;

conſiſting of dregs; feculent. Boyle.

DREGS. ſ. [enercen, Sax.) 1. The ſediment of

liquors; the lees; the grounds. Davieſ,Sandyr.

2. Any thing by which purity is corrupted.

Bacon. 3. Droſs; ſweepings; refuſe. Rogers.

To DRF.I.N. v. n. To empty. Southern.

To DRENCH. v. a. [onencan, Sax.] 1 To

waſh; to ſoak; to ſteep Milan. 2. To ſatu

rate with drink or moiſture. Philips. 3. To

phyſick by violence. Mortimer.

DRENCH /. [from the verb ] 1. A draught;

ſwill. Milton. 2. Phyſick for a brute. Shakeſp.

3. Phyſick that muſt be given by violence.

Ring Charles. 4. A channel of water.

DRE NCHER. J. [from drench J 1. One that

dips or ſleeps any thing. 2. One that gives

phyſick by force.

DRENT. participle. Drowned. Spenſer.

To DRESS. v. a. I dreſſer, Fr.) 1. To clothe ,

to inveſt with clothes. Dryden. 2. To clothe

pompouſly or elegantly. Taylor. 3. To adorn;

to deck; to embelliſh. Clarendon. 4. To

cover a wound with medicaments. Mºſeman.

5: To curry; to rub. Taylor. 6 To rectity;

to adjuſt. Milton. 7. To prepare for any pur

poſe. Mºrtiner. 8. To trim ; to fi anything

for ready uſe. Mºrtimer. 9. To prepare

viduals for the table Dryden. -

DRESS.J. (from the verb.) 1..Clothes; garment;

habit. Gow ºf the Tºngue. 2. Splendid clothes;

habit of ceremony. Clariſſa. 3. The ſkill of

adjuſting dreſs. Pºpe.

DRESSER. ſ. (from dreſs.] 1. One employed

in putting on the clothes of another. Dryden.

H h a 2. On 2
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2. One employed in regulating, or adjuſting

anything. Luke. 3. The bench in a kitchen

on which meat is dreſt. Swift.

DRESSING. ſ. The application made to a ſore.
PWiſeman.

DRESSING-ROOM. ſ. The room in which

clothes are put on. Swift.

DREST. part. [from dreſs.]

To DRIB. v. a. To crop; to cut off. Dryden.
To DRI BBLE. v. m. [dryºp, 1.7 1. To

fall in drops. Woodward. 1. To fall weakly

and ſlowly. Shakeſp. 3. To ſlaver as a child

or ideot.

To DR I’BBLE. v. a. To throw down in drop

Swift. -

DRI’BLET. ſ. [from dribble ] A ſmall ſum;

odd money in a ſum. Dryden.

DRI’ER. ſ. [from dry.) That which has the

quality of abſorbing moiſture; a deſiccative.

Bacon.

DRIFT. ſ. [from drive ) i. Force impellent:

impulſe. South. 2. Violence; courſe. Spenſer.

3. Anything driven at random. Dryden. 4.

Any thing driven or borne along in a body. Pºpe.

5. A ſtorm; a ſhower. Shakeſp. 6. A heap or

ſtratum of any matter thrown together by the

wind. 7. Tendency, or aim of action. Daniel.

8. Scope of a diſcourſe. Tilletſon, Swift.

To DRIFT. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To

drive; to urge along. Ellis. 2. To throw

together on heaps. Thomſon.

To DRILL. v. a. [drillen, Dutch..] 1. To pierce

any thing with a drill. Moxon. ...To perforate:

to bore ; to pierce. Blackmere. 3. To make a

hole. Moxen. 4. To delay; to put off Addiſºn.

5. To draw from ſtep to ſtep. Sºuth. 6. To

drain; to draw ſlowly. Thºmſºn. 7. To range

troops. Hudibrar.

DRILL ſ. [from the verb.] 1. An inſtrument

with which holes are bored. Boyle. 1. An ape;

a baboon. Locke. 3. A ſmall dribbling brook.

Sandys.

To DRINK. v. n. preter. drank, or drunk;

part, paſſ drunk, or drunken. [enuncan] 1.

To ſwallow liquors; to quench thirſt. Taylor.

2. To be entertained with liquors. Shakeſp.

3. To be an habitual drunkard. 4. To Dr Nk

to. To ſalute in drinking. Shakeſp.

To DRINK. v. a. 1. To ſwallow ; applied to

liquids. South. 2. To fuck up 5 to abſorb.

Gay. 3. To take in by any inlet; to hear ;

to ſee. Pºpe. 4. To act upon drinking. South

5. To make drunk. Kings.

DRINK. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Liquor to be

ſwallowed; oppoſed to meat. Milton. 2. Liquor

of any particular kind. Philips.

DR1'NKMONEY.J. Money given tobuy liquor.
Arbuthnot.

DRI NKABLE. a. [from drink.) Potable.

DRI NKER. ſ. (trom drink ) One that drinks

to exceſs ; a drunkard. South.

To DRIP. v. n. [drippen, Dutch..] I. To fall

in drops. 2. To have drops fallen from it.

Prior.

To DRIP. v. a 1. To let fall in drops. Swift.

2. 'I o drºp ſat in roatling. /Paltzw.

DRIP. ſ. That which falls in drops. Martimer.

DRIPPING. ſ. The fat which houſewives ga

ther from roaſt meat. Swift.

DRIPPINGPAN. ſ. The pan in which the fat

of roaſt meat is caught. Swift.

To DRIVE. v. a. preterite drºve, anciently

dra ge; part. paſſ driven, or drove. [enºpan,

Sax.] 1. To produce motion in any thing by

violence. 2. To force along by impetuous

preſſure. 3. To expel by force from any place.

4. To force or urge in any direction. 5. To

guide and regulate a carriage. 6. To make

animals march along under guidance.Addiſºn.

7. To clear any place by forcing away what is

in it. Dryden. 8. To force; to compel. King

Charles. 9. To diſtreſs; to ſtraiten. Speºſer.

Io. To urge by violence, not kindneſs. Dryd.

1 1. To impel by influence of paſſion. Clarend.

12. To urge ; to preſs to a concluſion. Digby.

13. To carry on. Bacon. 14. To purify by

motion. L'Eſtrange. 15. To Drive cut. To

expel. Knoller.

To DRIVE. v. n. 1. To go as impelled by any

external agent. Brown. 2. To ruſh with vio

lence. Dryden. 3. To paſs in a carriage.

Milton. 4. To tend to ; to conſider as the

ſcope and ultimate deſign. Locke. 5. To aim ;

to ſtrike at with fury. Dryden.

To DRIVEL v. n. (from 3.j 1. To ſlaver;

to let the ſpittle fall in drops. Grew. 2. To be

weak or fooliſh ; to dote. Shakeſp.

DRIVE.L. ſ [from the verb.J. 1. Slaver ;

moiſture ſhed from the mouth, Dryden. 2. A

fool; an ideot; a driveller. Sidney.

DRIVELLER. ſ. [from drivel.] A fool; an

ideot. Swift.

DRIVEN. Participle of drive.

DRIVER, ſ (from drive ) i. The perſon or

inſtrument who gives any motion by violence.

2. One who drives beaſts. Sandys. 3. One

who drives a carriage. Dryden.

To DR1 ZZLE. v. a. [driſelen, German.] To

ſhed in ſmall ſlow drops. Shakeſp.

To DRIZZLE. v. n. To fall in ſhort ſlow drops.

Addiſºn.

DRIZZLY. a. [from drizzle ] Shedding ſmall

rain. Dryden.

DROIL. ſ. A drone; a ſluggard.

To DROIL v. n. To work ſluggiſhly and ſlowly.

Gov. of the Tongue.

DROLL / [drolºr, Fr.) 1. One whoſe buſineſs

is to raiſe mirth by petty tricks; a jeſter; a

buffoon. Prior. 2. A farce; ſomething exhi

bited to raiſe mirth. Swift.

To DROLL. v. n. [drcle, Fr.] To jeſt; to play

the buffoon Glanville.

DROLLERY. ſ. [from drell.] Idle jokes; buſ

foonery. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

DRO MEDARY. ſ. [dromedaire, Italian.] A

ſort of camel ſo called from its ſwiftneſs, be

cauſe it is ſaid to travel a hundred iniles a

day, and ſome affirm ene hundred and fifty.

Calmet, Kings.

DRONE. ſ. ſºnoen, Sax.] 1. The bee which

makes no honey. Dryden, a. A ſluggardi.”
idler.
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ruler. Addiſºn. 3. The hum, or inſtrument of

humming.

To DRONE. v. n. To live in idleneſs. Dryden

DRONISH. a. [from drone.) Idke ; ſluggiſh;

Dryden.

To DROOP. v. n. [droef, ſorrow,Dutch 1 1.To

languiſh with ſorrow. Sandyt. 2. To faint; to

grow weak. Roſcommen, Pºpe.

DROP. ſ. [enoppa, Sax.]A globule of moiſture;

as much liquor as falls at once, when there is

not a continual ſtream. Bºyle. 2. A diamond

hanging in the ear. Pºpe.

DROP SERENE. ſ. (gutta ſerena, Lat.) A

diſeaſe of the eye, proceeding from an in

ſpiſſation of the humour. Milton.

To DROP. v. a. [enoppan, Sax.] 1. To pour

in drops or ſingle globules Deuteronomy. 2..To

let fall. Dryden. 3. To let go ; to diſmiſs

from the hand, or the poſſeſſion. Watts. 4.

To utter flightly or caſually. Amor. 5 Toinſert

indirectly, or by way of digreſſion. Locke. 6.

To intermit; to ceaſe. Collier. 7. To quit a

maſter. L'Eſirange. 8. To let go a dependant,

or companien. Addiſon. 9. To ſuffer to vaniſh,

or come to nothing. Swift. Io. To bedrop ;

to ſpeck!e; to variegate. Milton.

To DROP. v. n. 1. To fall in drops, or ſingle

globules. Shakeſp. 2. To let drops tall. Pſalms.

*3.To fall ; to come from*}. place. Cheyne.

4. To fall ſpontaneouſly. Milton. 5. To fall in

death; to die ſuddenly. Shakeſp. 6. To die.

Digby. 7. To ſink into ſilence; to vaniſh ; to

come to nothing Addiſon, Pºpe. 8. To come

unexpectedly. Spectatºr.

DROPPING. ſ. (from drop.] 1. That which

falls in drops. Donne. 2. That which drops

when the continuous ſtream ceaſes. Pºpe.

DROPLET ſ. A little drop. Shakeſp.

DROPSTONE. ſ. Spar formed into the ſhape

of drops. Woodward.

DROPwCRT. ſ. A plant.

DROPSICAL. a. [from drºpſy..] Diſeaſed with

a dropſy. Arbuthnot.

DROPsiED. a. [from drºpſy..] Diſeaſed with a

dropſy. Shakeſp.

DROPSY, ſ. (hydrºps, Lat] A collection of

water in the body. Quincy.

DROSS. ſ. [enor, Sax.] I. The recrement or

deſpurnation of metals. Hººker. 2. Ruſt ; in

craſtation upon metal. Addiſon. 3. Refuſe;

leavings; ſweepings; ſeculence ; corruption

Tiii-tſan.

DROSSINESS. ſ. (from dreſſy.) Foulneſs; fe

, culence; ruſt Bºyle

DRO SSY. a. (from drºſ...] 1. Full of ſcorious or

recrementitious parts. Davies. 2. Worthleſs ;

foul; feculent. Donne. -

DRO TCHEL.J. An idle wench; a ſluggard.

DROVE. ſ. [from drive ) i. A body or number

of cattle. Hayward. 2. A number of ſheep

driven. South. 3. Any collection of animals.

Miltºn. 4. A crowd; a tumult. Dryden.

DRO v EN. part. a. [from drive.) Shakeſp.

DRov ER.J. (from drºve.) One that as oxen

for ſale, and drives them to market. Dryden.

DROUGHT.ſ. ſºugºbe, Sax.] 1. Dry wea

ther; want of rain. Bacon, Sandyr. 2. Thirſt 5

want of drink. Milton.

DRO UGHTINESS. ſ. [from droughty.] The

ſtate of wanting rain.

DROUGHTY. a. [from drought.] I. wanting

rain ; ſultry. Ray. 2. Thirſty ; dry with thirſt.

Philips.

To DROWN. v. a. [ºnuncinian, Sax.] 1. To

ſuffocate in waser. K. Charles. 2. To over

whelm in water. Knºlles. 3. To overflow; to

bury in an inundation. Dryden. 4. To im

merge. Davies. 5. To loſe in ſomething that

overpowers or covers. Mºttºn.

To DROWN. v. n. To be ſuffocated in waters.

Aſcham.

To DROWSE. v. a [droofen, Dutch..]To make

heavy with ſleep. Milton.

To DROWSE. v. n. 1. To ſlumber: to grow

heavy with ſleep. Milton. 2. To look heavy ,

not cheeriul. Shakeſp.

DRO'wSILY, adv. [from drowſy.]1. Sieepily;

heavily. Dryden. 1. Sluggiſhly ; idly; ſloth
fully ; lazily. Raleigh.

DROwsINESS. J frºm drcºrſy..] 1. Sleepi

neſs; heavineſs with ſleep. Craſhaw. ... Idle

neſs; indolence ; inactivity. Bacon.

DROWSY. a. [from drºſe.] 1. Sleepy :

heavy with ſleep; lethargick. Cleaveland. 1.

Heavy lulling; cauſing ſleep. Addiſon. 3.

Stupid; dull. Atterbury.

DROWSYHED. ſ. Sleepineſs; inclination to .

ſleep. Spenſer.

To DRUB. v. a. [druber, to kill, Daniſh..] To

threſh ; to beat; to bang. Hudibrar.

DRUB. ſ. [from the verb.] A thump ; a knock;

a blow. Addiſºn. º

To DRUDGE v. n.[draghen, to carry, Dutch..]

To labour in mean offices ; to toil without

honour or dignity. Otway.

DRUDGE. ſ. [from the verb.] One employed

in mean labour. Shakeſp.

DRU'DGER. ſ. [from drudge.] I. A mean

labourer. 2. The box out of which flour is

thrown on roaſt meat.

DRUDGERY. ſ. Mean labour; ignoble toil.

Sºuthern. -

DRU DGINGBOX ſ.thebox out of which flour

is ſprinkled upon roaſt meat. King's Cºokery.

DRU DGINGLY, adv. Laboriouſly; toilformcly.

Ray.

DRUG ſ (drague, Fr.) 1. An ingredient uſed

in phyſick; a medicinal ſimple. Sruth. 2.

Any thing without worth or value ; any thing

of which no purchaſer can be found. Dryden.

3. A drudge. Shakeſp.

To DRUG. v. a. ſtrom the noun.] 1. To ſeaſon

with medicinal ingredients. Shakeſ? 2. To

tincture with ſomething offenſive. Milton.

Di U GGET. ſ. A flight kind o, woollen ſtuff.

Swift.

DRUGGIST. ſ. [ſom drug One who ſells

phyſical drugs. By!.

DRUGSTER, f [irom drug.] One who ſells

phyſical ſimpics. A. terbury.

DRUID. ſ. deric, oaks.] The prieſts and philc

ſophers of the anticnt D, 1::::1. D I. C.M.
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DRUM. f. [tremme, Daniſh.] 1. An inſtrument

of military muſick. Philips. 1. The tympanum
of the ear.

To DRUM. v. n. 1. To beat a drum; to beat

a tune on a drum. 1. To beat with a pulſatory

motion. Dryden.

To DRUMBLE. v. n.To drone; to be ſluggiſh.

Shakeſp.

DRUMFISH.ſ. The name of a fiſh. Woºdward.

DRUMMAJOR. ſ. [drum and major.]The chief

drummer of a regiment. Cleaveland.

DRUMMAKER. ſ. He who deals in drums.

Mortimer.

DRUMMER. ſ. He whoſe office is to beat the

drum. Gay.

DRUMSTICK. ſ [drum and ſlick.] The ſtick

with which a drum is beaten.

DRUNK. a. [from drink.) 1. Intoxicated with

ſtrong liquor; inebriated. Dryden. ... Drench

ed or ſaturated with moiſture. Deuteronomy

DRUNKARD ſ. [from drunk.] One given to

exceſſive uſe of ſtrong liquors. South.

DRU'N KEN. a. [from drunk.] 1. lntoxicated

with liquor; inebriated. Bacºn, 1. Given to

habitual ebriety. 3. Saturated with moiſture.

Shake. 4. Done in a ſtate of inebriation.Swift

DRUNKENLY. adv (from drunken.] In a

drunken manner. Shakeſp.

DRUNKENNESS ſ ſtrom drunken.) 1. In

toxication with ſtrong liquor. Taylºr. 2. Ha

bitual ebriety. Watts. 3. Intoxication, or

inebriation of any kind; diſorder of the fa

culties. Spenſer.

DRY. a. ſonix, Sax.] I. Arid ; without wet ;

without moiſture; not wet; not moiſt. Bacon

2. Without rain. Addiſon. 3. Not ſucculent ;

not juicy. Shakeſp. 4.Without tears. Dryden.

5. Thirſty; athirſt. Shakeſp. 6. Jejune; bar

ren; plain; unembelliſhed. Ben. johnſon. 7.

Hard; ſevere. Hudibrar.

To DRY. v. a. 1. To free from moiſture; to

arefy , to exſiccate. Bacon. ... To exhale moi

ſlure. JP codward. 3. To wipe away moiſture.

Denham. 4. To ſcorch with thirſt. Iſaiah. 5.

To drain; to exhauſt. Philips.

To DRY. v. n. To grow dry; to loſe moiſture.

DRY'ER / [from dry.) That which has the

quality of abſorbing moiſture. Temple.

DRY EYE.D. a. [dry and eye.) Without tears;

without weeping. Miltºn.

DKY LY. adv. [from dry.] I without moi

ſture. 2. Coldly , frigidly; without atte&tion

Dryden. 3. Jejunely; bar, aly. Pºpe.

DRY'NESS. f. from dry j 1, Want of moi.

ſlure ; ſiccity. Bently. ... Want of ſucculence.

Sºak p. 3. Want of entelliſhment; want

of pathos. Brm. jºhnſºn. A. Want of tenſibility

in devotion: aridity. Taylºr.

DRY'NURSE / [d v and nurſe 1. A woman

who brings up and feeds a cºld without the

breaſt. 2.. One who takes cºne of another.

Shakeſp.

"To LRY NU RSF, ºv. a.

breat!. Hººd, ºr,i.

DRY SHO in a Without wet fee :

To feed without the

treading above the ſhoes in the water. Sidsey.

DU’AL. a. ſqualis, Lat.) Expreſſing the number
two Clarke.

To DUB. v. a. ſbubban, Sax.] 1. To make a

man a knight. Camden. . a. To confer any

kind of dignity. Cleaveland.

DUB. ſ. (from the verb.] A blow ; a knock.

Hudibrar

DU BloSITY. ſ. [from dubious JA thing doubt
ful. Brown.

DU'BIOUS. a. [dukiur, Lat.) 1. Deceitful; not

ſettled in an opinion. 2. Uncertain ; that of

which the truth is not fully known. Denham.

3. Not plain; not clear. Miltºn.

DU BIOUSLY. adv. (from dubious.) Uncertain

ly ; without any determination. Swift.

DUBIOUSNESS. ſ. Uncertainty, doubtfulneſ

DU BITABLE a. (dubitz, Lat. Doubtful ; un

certain ; what may be doubted.

DUBITATION. ſſdubitatio, Lat..] The aa of

doubting ; doubt. Grew.

DU’CAL. a. Pertaining to a duke.

DUCAT ſ [from duke.] A coin ſtruck by

dukes: In ſilver valued at about four ſhillings

and ſixpence : in gold, at nine ſhillings and

ſixpence. Bacºn. -

DUCK. f. (ducken, to dip, Dutch J 1. A water

fowl, both wild and tame. Dryden. 2. A word

of endearment, or fondneſs. Shakeſp. 3. A

declination of the head. Miltºn. 4. A ſtone

thrown obliquely on the waters. Arbuthnet.

To DUCK. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To dive

under water as a duck. Spenſer. 2. To drop

down the head as a duck. Swift. 3. To bow

low; to cringe. Shakeſp.

DUCKER. ſ. [from duck.] 1. A diver.

cringer.

To DUCK. v. a. To put under water.

DUCKINGSTOOL. ſ. A chair in which ſcolds

are tied, and put under water. Dorſet

DUCKLEGGED. a. (duck and leg.] Short

legged. Dryden.

DUCKLING. ſ. A young duck. Ray.

DUCKMEAT ſ. A common plant growing in

ſtanding waters.

DUCKO'Y. ſ. Any means of enticing and en

ſharing. Decay of Piety.

To DUCKOY. v. a. (miſtaken for decºy J To

entice to a ſnare. Grew

DUCKSFOOT. ſ. Elack ſnake root, or may

apple, Miller.

DUCKWEED. ſ. Duckmeat. Bacºn

DUCT. ſ. [duºus, Lat J 1. Guidance ; direc

tion. Harimand 2. A paſſage through which

any thing is conducted. A, buthnot

DUCTILE. a. [dućtiliſ, Lat.) 1. Flexible ;

pliable. Dryden. 2. Eaſy to be drawn out into

a length. Dryden. 3. ‘I ractable ; obſequious;

complying Philips.

DU CT I LENESS ſ. [from ductile.) Flexibility;

dutility. Denne.

DUCTI'llTY.J. (from dućtile.] I. Quality of

ſuffering extenſion; flexibility. Watts. 2. Ob

ſequiouſneſs; compliance.

DU'DGE.ON. ſ. [dºlch, German.] 1. A ſmall

.” dagger.

without

2. A
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dagger. Shakeſp. 2. Malice; ſullenneſs; ill

will. Hudibrar, L'Eſtrange

DUE. a. Participle paſſive of owe, [dº. Fr.) 1.

Owed; that which any one has a right to de

mand. Smalridge. 2. Proper; fit; appro

priate. Atterbury. 3. Exačt; without devi

ation. Milton.

DUE. adv. [from the adjective..] Exactly; di

rectly; duly. Shakeſp.

DUE. ſ. [from the adjective..] I. That which

belongs to one ; that which may be juſtly

claimed. Swift. 2. Right , juſt title. Milton.

3. Whatever cuſtom or law requires to be

done. Dryden. 4. Cuſtom; tribute. Addiſon.

To DUE. v. n. To pay as due. Shakeſp

DUEL. ſ. [duellum, }: A combat between

two ; a ſingle fight. Waller.

To DU'EL. v. n. [from the noun.] To fight a

ſingle combat. Locke.

To DUEL. v. a. To attack or fight with ſingly.

Milton.

DUELLER. ſ. (from duel J A ſingle combat

ant. Decay of Piety.

DU ELLIST. ſ. [from duel.] 1. A ſingle corn

batant. Suckling. 2. One who profeſſes to

live by rules of honour. Ben. Johnſºn.

DUE LLO. ſ. (Italian.] The duel; the rule of

duelling. Shakeſp.

DUE NMA. ſ. [Spaniſh..] An old woman kept

to guard a younger. Arbuthnot, Pºpe.

DUG. ſ. [deggia, to give fuck, Iſlandick.) A

pap; a nipple; a teat. Creech.

DUG. preterit. and part. paſſ of dig. Addiſºn.

DUKE. ſ. [duc, Fr. dux, Lat.) One ofthe higheſt

order of nobility in England. Daniel.

DU KEDOM. ſ. [from duke.] ... The feignio

rity or poſſeſſions of a duke. Shakeſp. 2. The

title or quality of a duke. -

DULBRAINED. a. [dull and brain.) Stupid;

dokiſh : fooliſh. Skakeſp.

DULCET. a [dulciſ, Lat.] I. Sweet to the

taſte; luſcious. Milton. 1. Sweet to the ear;

harmonious. Shakeſp.

DULCIFICATION.J. (from dulcify J The aa

of ſweeting; the aët of freeing from acidity,

faitneſs, or acrimony. Boyle.

To DULCIFY. v.a.[dulcifier, Fr.] To ſweeten;

to ſet free from acidity. Mºſeman.

DU LCIMF R.J. (dolcimellº, Skinner.] A muſi

cal inſtrument played % ſtriking the braſs

wires with little ſticks. Daniel.

To DULCORATE. v.a. (from dulciſ, Lat.] To

ſweeten ; to make leſs acrimonious. 13:::m.

DULCORAT 10N. ſ. The act of ſweetering
Barºn.

DU LHEAD. ſ. ſiall and head.) A blockhead :

a wretch fooliſh and ſtupid. Aſ haul. -

DULIA. f. (38Asia.J. An inferiour kind of ado

ration. Szilling fleet.

DULL. a. I devi, Welſh.] 1 Stupid ; doltiſh ;

blockiſh : unapprehenſive. Bacon. 2. Blunt:

obs uſe. Herbert. 3. Unready aukward." Sidn

4 Hebetated; not quick. Mattheat. 5. Sad;

rnelarcholy. 6. Sluggin ; heavy ſlow ol

motion. &c"ſer, 7. Groſs clºggy vile.

Shakeſp. 8. Not exhilarating; not delightful.

9. Not bright. Shakeſp. lo. Drowſy ; ſleepy.

To DULL. v. a. (from the adjective.) 1. To

ſtupify to infatuate. Aſcham. 2. To blunt :

to obtund. Bacon. 3. To ſadden; to make

melancholy. 4. To hebetate ; to weaken.

Spenſer. 5. To damp; to clog. Hººker. 6.

To make weary or ſlow of motion. 7. To

fully brightneſs. Bacon.

DUILLARD. ſ. (from dull.] A blockhead ; a

dolt; a ſtupid fellow. Shakeſp.

DUI.L.Y. adv. [from dull.] I. Stupidly dolt

iſhly. Dryden. 1. Slowly; ſluggiſhly Barºn.

3. Not vigoroufly; not gaily; not brightly

not keenly.

DU'LNESS ſ [from dull.] 1. Stupidity; weak

neſs of intellect ; indocility. South. 2. Want

of quick perception Bacon. 3. Drowſineſs

inclination to ſleep. Shakeſp. 4. Sluggiſhneſs;

of motion, 5 Dimneſs ; want of luſtre.

DULY. adv. [from due.) 1. Properly; fitly.

Spenſer, Rogers. 1. Regularly ; exactly. Pºpe.

DUMB. a. [ETT, bumbe, Sax.] I. Mute ;

incapable of ſpeech. Hooker. 1. Deprived of

ſpeech. Dryden. 3. Mute; not uſing words.

Åºſcºm. 4. Silent; refuſing to ſpeak. Dryden.

bºx. adv. [from duub ) Mutely ; ſi

ently.

DUMBNESS ſ (from dumb.] 1. Incapacity

to ſpeak. 2. Omiſſion of ſpeech; muteneis.

‘Shakeſp. 3. Refuſal to ſpeak; ſilence. Dryden.

To DUMBFOUND. v. a. (from dumb.] To

confute ; to ſtrike dumb. Speciator.

DUMP. ſ. [from dam, ſtupid, Dutch..] 1. Sor

row ; melancholy; ſadneſs. Hudibras. 2. Ab

ſence of mind; reverie. Locke.

DUMPISH.a. (from dump.] Sad; melancholy ;

ſorrowful. Herbert.

DUMPLING. ſ. [from dump, heavineſs.] A ſort

of pudding. Dryden.

DU.N. a. [bun, Sax.] 1. A colour partaking of

brºwn and black, Newton. 2. Dark ; gloomy.

Milton.

To DUN. v. n. [bunan, Sax. to clamour.] To

claim a debt with vehemence and importunity.
Swift.

DUN. ſ. (from the verb J A clamorous, impor

tunate, troubleſome creditor. Phulps.

DUNCE. ſ. A dullard ; a dolt; a thickſkull,

Stilling fleet.

DUNG. ſ. [onez, Sax.] The excrement of ani

mals uſed to falten ground. Donne.

To DUNG. v. a. To atten with dung. Dryden.

DUNGEON. ſ. (from donjon.) A cloſe priſon ;

generaliy ſpoke of a priſon ſubterraneous. Ad
dr/z m.

oùFork ſ [dung and fºrk.] A fork to

toſs out dung from ſtables. Mortimer.

DUNGHIL. ſ. [dung and hill.) 1. An heap or

accumulation of dung, South. 2. Any mean or

vile abode Dryden. 3. Any ſituation of mean

neſs. Sandyr. 4. A term of reproach for a man

meanly born. Shakeſp.

DU'NGH!!... a. Sprung from

mean ; low. Spºnſer.

the dunghil ;

DU.NGY.
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DUNGY. a. Full of dung; mean; vile; baſe.

Shakeſp.

DUNGYARD. ſſdung and yard.) The place

of the dunghil. Mortimer. .

DUNNER. ſ. One employed in ſoliciting petty

debts. Spectator.

DUO'DECUPLE. a. [due and deciplus, Lat.)

Conſiſting of twelves. Arbuthnot.

DUPE. / [dºpe, French..] A credulous man; a

man eaſily tricked. Dunciad.

To DUPE v. a. To trick; to cheat. Pope.

DUPLE. a. (duplus, Lat.) Double; one repeated.

To DUPLICATE. v. a. (depice, Lat.) 1. To

• double ; to enlarge by the repetition of the firſt

number or quantity. Glanville. 2. To fold to

gethcr

DU'PLICATE. ſ. Another correſpondent to the

firſt; the ſecond thing of the ſame kind, as a

tranſcript of a paper. Woodward.

DUPLICATION. ſ (from duplicate,) 1. The

act of doubling. Hale. 2. The act of folding

together. 3. A fold; a doubling. Wiſeman.

DUPLICATURE. ſ. [from duplicate.] A fold;

any thing doubled. Ray.

BUPLICITY. f. [duplicis, Lat.) 1. Double

neſs; the number of two. Watts. 2. Deceit 5

"oubleneſs of heart.

DURABI'LITY. ſ. [durabilis, Lat.] The power

of laſting; endurance. Hooker, Raleigh.

DURABLE. a. [durabilis, Lat ) i. Laſting ;

having the quality of long continuance. Raleigh.

Milton. 2. Having ſucceſſive exiſtence. Milton.

DURABLENESS. ſ. Power of latting. Weedºw.

DURABLY, adv. [from durable.) In a laſting

manner. Sidney.

DURANCE. / [from dureſ, law French.] 1.

Impriſonment; the cuſtºdy or power of a

goaler. Congreve. 2. Endurance ; continuance;

duration. Dryden. -

DURATION / [duratio, Lat.] 1. A ſort of

diſtance or length, the idea whereof we get

from the flecting perpetually periſhing parts of

ſucceſſion Locke. 2. Power of continuance.

Regerſ. 3. Length of continuance. Addiſon.

To DURE v. n [duro, Lat.) To laſt 5 to con

tinue. Raleigh.

DUREF U1, a [from endure and full) Laſting;

of long continuance. Spenſer.

DUI ELESS. a. from dure.] Without continu

ance ; fading. Ral-igh.

DU. RESSE. ſ. [French j ( : Impriſonment; con

ſtraint. 2 (In law.) A plea uſed by way ol

exception, by him who being caſt into priſon at

a man's ſuit, or other wife by thrºats, hardly

uſed, ſeals any bond to him during his reſtraint.

DURING. prºp. For the time of the continu

ance. Locke.

DURITY. ſ. [Jureté, Fr.] Hardneſs; firmneſs.

Aº’ctºn,

DURST. The preterite of dire. Stilling fleet.

L. USK ſ. day/ter, Dutch..] ... Tending to dark

neſs ... Tending to blackneſs; dark coloured.

/11; lºan.

Dusk / [from the adjećtive..] I Tendency

to darkneſs; incipient obſcurity. Spectatºr. 2.

Darkneſs of colour. Dryden.

To DUSK. v. a. [from the noun..] To make
duſkiſh.

To DUSK. v. n. To grow dark; to begin to loſe

light.

DUSKILY. adv. [from duſky.] With a tendency
to darkneſs.

DUSKISH. a. ſſrom duſk J 1. Inclining to

darkneſs ; tending to obſcurity. Spenſer. 2.

Tending to blackneſs. Watten.

DUSKISHLY. adv. Cloudly; darkly. Bacon.

DU'SKY. a. (from duſk..] I. Tending to dark

neſs; obſcure. Prior. 2. Tending to black

neſs; dark coloured. Newton. 3. Gleomy;

ſad, intellectually clouded. Bently.

DUST. ſ. ſourc, Sax.] 1. Earth or other matter

reduced to ſmall particles. Bacon. 2. The

grave; the ſtate of diſſolution. Millen. 3.

Mean and dejected ſtate. 1. Sam.

To DUST. v. a. To free from duſt; to ſprinkle
with duſt.

DUSTMAN. ſ. One whoſe employment is to

carry away the duſt. Gay.

DUSTY. a. [from duſt.] 1. Filled with duſt ;

clouded with duſt. Dryden. 2. Covered or

ſcattered with duſt. Thºmſon.

DUTCHESS ſ [ducheſ, Fr.) 1. The lady of

a duke. Swift. 2. A lady who has the ſove

reignty of a dukedom.

DUTCHY. ſ. [duché, Fr.] A territory which

gives title to a duke Addiſºn.

DUTCHYCOURT. ſ. A court wherein all

matters appertaining to the dutchy of Lancaſter

are decided. Cowell.

DUTEOUS, a [from duty.) 1. Obedient; ob

ſequious. Prior. 2. Obedient to good or bad

purpoſes. Shakeſ. 3. Enjoined by duty. Shakeſ.

DUTIFUL. a. [duty and full.) 1. Obedient;

ſubmiſſive to natural or legal ſuperiours. Swift.

2. Expreſſive of reſpect ; giving token ef re

verence ; reverential. Sidney.

DUTIFULLY. adv. [from Žººl) 1. Obedi

ently ; ſubmiſſively. 2. Reveiently ; reſpect

fully. Sidney.

DUTIFULNESS. ſ. [from dutiful] 1. obedi

ence ; ſubmiſſion to juſt authority. Dryden.

2. Reverence ; reſpect. Taylºr

DUTY, ſ (from due.) 1. That to which a man

is by any natural or legal obligation bound.

Luke. 2. A&ts or forbearances required by

religion or morality. Taylor. 3. Obedience or

ſubmiſſion due to parents, governours, or ſu

periºurs. Decay ºf Piety. 4. Act of reverence

or reſpect Speaſer. 5. The buſineſs of a ſol

dier on guard Clarenden. 6. Tax; impoſt;

cuſtom ; toll. Arbuthnot.

DWAR F. ſ. [bpec.nº, Sax.] I. A man below

the common ſize of men. Brºwn, Afiliss 2.

Any animal or piant below its natural bulk.

L'Eſtrange. 3. An attendant on a lady or

knight in rematic, s Sºenſer, 4. It is used

often in cºmpoſition; as, dwarf elder, dºw-rf

honeyſuckle.

To DWA's F. v. a. To hinder from growing to

the natural bulk. Aida, ºn.

DWARFISH
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DWATFISH.a. Below the natural bulk; low;

ſmall; little. Bentley.,

DWARFISHLY. adv. [from dwarfſb.] Like

a dwarf.

DwA'RFISHNESS. ſ. [from dwarfſb.] Mi

nuteneſs of ſtature; littleneſs. Glanville.

To DWELL. v. m. preterite dwelt, or dwelled,

[duelia, Iſlandick.) 1. To inhabit; to live in

a place; to reſide; to have an habitation.

Leviticus, Peacham. 2. To live in any form

of habitation. Hebrews. 3. To be in any ſtate

or condition. Shakeſp. 4. To be ſuſpended

with attention. Smith. 5. To fix the mind

upon. Pope. 6. To continue long ſpeaking.

Swift. -

To DWELL. v. a. To inhabit. Milton.

Pyºller. ſ. (from dwell.] An inhabitant.

a rººr.

Dwe'lling.ſ. (from dwell.] I. Habitation;

abode. Dryden. 2. State of life; mode of

living. Daniel.

DWELLINGHOUSE. ſ. The houſe at which

one lives. Ayliffe.

To DWINDLE. v. n. [epinan, Sax.] 1. To

ſhrink; to loſe bulk; to grow little. Addiſºw.

3. To degenerate; to fink. Norris, Bently,

Swift. 3. To wear away; to loſe health;

to grow feeble Gay. 4. To fall away; to

moulder away. Clarendon.

DYING. The participle of die. 1. Expiring;

giving up the ghoſt. 2. Tinging; giving a
new colour.

DYNASTY. ſ. [?wazila.) Government; ſove

reignty. Hale.

PYSCRASY. ſ. ſºvºxazia.] An unequal mix

ture of elements in the blood or nervousjuice;

a diſtemperature. Flºyer.

DYSENTERY... ſ. [3-airrita.] A looſeneſs

wherein very ill humours flow off by ſtool, and

are alſo ſometimes attended with blood. Arbut.

DYSPE"PSY. ſ. ſhºwslia.] A difficulty of di
geſtion.

DYSPHONY. ſ. [?vatavia.] A difficulty in

fpeaking.

DYSPNQEA. ſ. ſºvonoia.] A difficulty of

breathing.

DYSURY. ſ. [ºrests.] A difficulty in making
urine. Harvey.

E.

E A G

N Has two ſounds; long, as ſcène, and ſhort,

2 as men. E is the moſt frequent vowel in

the Engliſh language; for it has the peculiar

quality of lengthening the foregoing vowel, as

car, ca ne. -

Ea has the ſound of e long.

EACH, pron. [elc, Sax.] 1. Either of two.

Drydes. 2. Every one of any number, Milton.

T. EACH the correſpondent word is other.

EAD. and eading, denotes happineſs; Eadgar.

happy power. Camden.

EAGER. a. ſeason, Sax.] I, Struck with de

fire; ardently wiſhing. Dryden. a. Hot of

diſpoſition; vehement; ardent.Hooker, Spratt.

3. Quick buſy. Addiſon. 4. Sharp; ſour;

acid. Shakeſp. 5. Keen; ſevere; biting.Bacon.

6. Brittle ; inflexible. Locke.

EAGERLY adv. [from eager.) 1..With ardour

of deſire. Stepney. 2. Ardently; hotly. Shakeſ.

3. Keenly ; ſharply. Knolles.

EAGERNESS. ſ. [from eager.) 1. Ardour of

inclination. Rogers. 2. Impetuoſity ; vehe

mence ; violence. Dryden.

EAGLE. ſ. [aigle,#: A bird of prey, ſaid

to be extremely ſharp ſighted. Shakeſp. 2.

The ſtandard of the ancient Romans. Pºpe.

EAGLE-EYED. a. [from eagle and eye.]Sharp

fighted as an eagle. Howel.

EAGLESPEED. ſ. [eagle and ſpeed.) Swift

neſs like that of an eagle. Pºpe. ,

EAGLESTONE.ſ. A ſtone ſaid to be found at

the entrance of the holes in which the eagles

raake their neſts. The eagle-ſtone contains

E A R

in a cavity within it, a ſmall looſe ſtone,

which rattles when it is ſhaken; and ever

foſſil, with a nucleus in it, has obtained the

name. Camlet, Hill.

EAGLET. ſ. [from eagle.] A young eagle.
Davier.

EA'GRE. ſ. [æger, in Runick, is the ocean.] A

tide ſwelling above another tide. Dryden.

EA'LDERMAN. ſ. ſealbenman, Sax.] Alder.
tnan.

EAME ſ ſeam, Sax.] Uncle. Fairfax.

EAR. ſ. [eane, Sax.] 1. The whole organ of

audition or hearing. Derham. 2. That part

at the ear that ſtands prominent. Shakeſp. 3.

Power of judging of harmony. 4. The headſ,

or the perſon. Knoller. 5. The higheſt part

of a man; the top. L'Eſtrange. 6. The

privilege of being readily and kindly heard;

favour. Ben. Johnſºn. 7. Any prominences

from a larger body, raiſed for the ſake of

holding it. Taylor, Cºngreve. 8. The ſpike

of corn ; that part which contains the ſeeds.

Bacon, Mortimer. 9. To fall together by the

EA Rs. To fight; to ſcuffle. More. 16. To

Jet by the EA Rs. To make ſtrife; to make to

quarrel. Addiſon.

Bºss. a. [from ear] Without any ears.
ope.

EARRING. ſ. [ear and ring.] Jewels ſet in a

ring and worn at the ears. Sandyr.

EARSHOT.ſ. Reach of the ear. Öryden.

EARWAX.J. The cerumen or exudation which

ſmears the inſide of the car. Ray.

| I i EA'RWIG,
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EA'RWIG.ſſeane and prºva, Sax.]1.A ſheath

winged inſe&t. Drayton 2. A whiſperer.

EA'RWITNESS. ſ. ſear and witneſs J One

who atteſts, or can atteſt any thing as heard

by himſelf. Hicker. -

To EAR v a. ſaro, Lat..] To plow ; to till.

Shakeſp. Gengſ.

To EAR. v. n. [ſrom ear.] To ſhoot into ears.

EA'RED. a. (from ear.) 1. Having ears or

organs of hearing. 2. Having ears, or ripe

corn. Pºpe.

E.A.R.L. f. [eoni, Sax.] A title of nobility ; an

ciently the higheſt of this nation, now the

third. Shakeſp.

EARL-MARSHAL f [earl and marſhal.] He

that has the chief care of military aſſemblies.

Dryden.

EARLDOM. ſ. [from earl] The feigniory of

an earl. Spenſer. -

EA'RLINESS ſ [from early JOuickneſs of any

action with reſpect to ſomething elſe. Sidney.

EA'RLY. a. [æn, Sax. before..] Soon, with

reſpect to ſomething elſe. Smith.

EARLY. adv. [from the adjective..] Soon ;

betimes. Waller.

To EARN. v. a. [eannian, Sax.] 1. To gain

as the reward or wages of labour. Swift. a.

To gain; to obtain. Shakeſp.

EA'RNEST. a. [ecnnerz, Sax.] 1. Ardent in

any affection; warm; zealous. Hoºker. 2.

Intent ; fixed; eager. Duppa.

EA'RNEST. ſ. [from the adjective.) 1. Seri

ouſneſs; a ſerious event, not a jeſt. Shakeſp.

2. ſernitz penge, Daniſh 1 Pledge ; handſel ;

firſt fruits. Smalridge. 4. The money which

is given in token that a bargain is ratified.

Decay of Piety.

EARNESTLY. adv. [from earneft.] 1. Warm

ly ; affectionately ; zealouſly ; importunately.

Smalridge. 2. Eagerly , deſirouſly. Shakeſp.

EARNESTNESS. ſ. [from ...} 1. Eager

neſs; warmth; vehemence. Addiſºn. 2. So

lemnity; zeal. Atterbury. 3. Solicitude; care;

intenſeneſs. Dryden.

EARSH. ſ. [from ear, to plow.]A plowed field.

May'ſ Virgil.

EARTH. ſ. [eontº, Saxon.) 1. The element

diſtinct from air, fire, or water. Thomſon. 2.

The terraqueous globe; the world. Locke. 3.

Different modification of terrene matter. The

five genera of earths are, 1. Boles. 2. Clays.

3. Marls. 4. Ochres. 5. Tripelas. 4. This

world oppoſed to other ſcenes of exiſtence.

Shakeſp. 5. The inhabitants of the earth.

Genºſº. 6. Turning up the ground in tillage.
Tull.

To EARTH. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

hide in earth. Dryden. 2. To cover with

earth. Evelyn.

To EARTH.w.n.To retire under ground. Tickel.

EARTHBOARD. ſ. [earth and board.] The

board of the plough that ſhakes off the earth.

Mortimer

EARTHBORN. a. [earth and born.] 1. Born

of the earth; terrigenous. Prior. 2. Meanly;

born. Smith. - -

EARTHBOUND. a. [earth and bound] Paſ

tened by the preſſure of the earth. Shakeſ?.

EA'RTHEN. a. [from carth.) Made of earth;

made of clay. Wilkins.

EARTHFLAX. ſ. [earth and flax.] A kind of

fibrous foſſil. Woodward.

EA'RTHINESS ſ. The quality of containing

earth: groſſneſs.

EARTHLING. ſ. [from earth.] An inhabitant

of the earth; a poor frail creature. Drummend.

EARTHLY. a.[from earth.) 1. Not heavenly;

vile; mean ; fordid. Milton. 2. Belonging

only to our preſent ſtate; not ſpiritual. Hooker.

3. Corporeal ; not mental. Pope.

EARTHNUT. ſ. [earth and nut.) A pignut; a

root in ſhape and ſize like a nut. Ray.

EARTHQUAKE. ſ. [earth and quake.] Tre

mor or convulſion of the earth. Addiſon.

EARTHSHAKING. a. [earth and ſhake.]

Having power to ſhake the earth, or to raiſe

earthquakes. Miltºn.

EA'RTHWORM. ſ. [earth and worm.] I. A

worm bred underground. Bacon. 2. A mean

ſordid wretch. Norris.

EARTHY, a [from earth.] I. Conſiſting of

earth. Wilkins. 1. Compoſed or partaking of

earth ; terrene. Milton. 3. Inhabiting the

earth; terreſtrial Dryden. 4. Relating to

earth. Dryden. 5. Not mental; groſs ; not

refined. Shakeſp.

EASE. ſ. [aiſe, Fr.] 1 Quiet; reſt; undiſturb

ed tranquillity. Davies. 2. Freedom from

pain. Temple. 3. Reſt after labour; inter

miſſion of labour. Swift. 4. Facility ; not

difficulty. Dryden. 5. Unconſtraint; freedom

from harſhneſs, forced behaviour or conceits.

Pope.

To EASE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To free

from pain. Locke. 2. To relieve ; to aſſuage ;

to mitigate. Dryd. 3. To relieve from labour.

Dryden. 4. To ſet free from any thing that

.." Locke.

EASEFUL, a [eaſe and full] Quiet; peace

able. Shakeſp.

EASEMENT. ſ. (from eaſt.] Aſſiſtance; ſup

port. Swift.

EASILY. adv. [from eaſy..] 1. Without diff

culty. Prior. 2. Without pain; without diſtur

bance. Temple. 3. Readily ; without reluc

tance. Dryden.

EA'SINESS. f. (from eaſy.) 1. Freedom from

difficulty. Tillotſon. 2. Flexibility ; compli

ance ; readineſs. Hocker, Locke. 3. Freedom

from conſtraint; not effort. Rºſcºmmºn. 4.

Reſt; tranquillity. Ray.

EAST. ſ. [eore, Sax) . The quarter where

the ſun riſes. Abbot. 2. The regions in the

eaſtern parts of the world. Shakeſp.

EASTER. ſ. [eartne, Saxon.] The day on

which the chriſtian church commemorates our

Saviour's reſurrection. Decay ºf Piety.

EASTERLY. a. [from eaſt.] 1. Coming from

the parts towards the Eaſt. Raleigh. 2. Lying

towards the Eaſt. Graunt. 3. Looking to

wards the Eaſt, Arbuthnºt.

EASTERN,
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EA'STERN. a. (from eaſt.] 1. Dwelling or

found in the Eaſt; oriental. Thomſen. 2.

Lying or being towards the Eaſt. Addiſºn. 3.

Going towards the Eaſt. Addiſºn. 4. Looking

towards the Eaſt.

EA'STWARD. adv. [eaſt and toward.] To

wards the eaſt. Brown.

EA'SY. a. (from eaſe.) 1. Not difficult. Hooker.

2. Quiet; at reſt; not haraſſed.º;
3.Complying; unreſiſting; credulous. Dryden.

4. Free from pain. Miltºn. 5. Ready not

unwilling. Dryden. 6. Without want of more.

Swift. 7. Without conſtraint; without for

mality. Pºpe.

To EAT. v. a. preterite, ate, or eat; part. eat,

or eaten. [eran, Sax.] 1. To devour with the

mouth. Exºdur. 2. To conſume ; to corrode.

Tilletſºn. 3.To ſwallow back; to retract. Hake.

To EAT. v. n. 1. To go to meals; to take

meals 5 to ſeed. Matthew. 2. To take food.

Lecke. 3. To be maintained in food Prºverbſ,

Shakeſp. 4. To make way by corroſion. South.

E.A.TABLE. ſ. [from eat..] Anything that may

be eaten. King.

EATER. ſ. [from eat.) 1. One that eats any

thing. Abbºt. 2. A corroſive.

EATH. a. ſeab, Sax.)Eaſy; not difficult Fairf

EATH adv.[from the adjective.}Eaſily.Spenſer.

EATINGHOUSE. ſ. [eat and houſe.) A houſe

where proviſions are ſold ready dreſſed. L'Eſtr.

EAVES. ſ. [epere, Sax.] The edges of the roof

which overhang the houſe. Woodward.

To EA'VESDROP. v. a. [eaver and drºp.] To

catch what comes from the eaves; to liſten

under windows. Shakeſp.

EAveSDROPPER. ſ. A liſtener under win

dows. Shakeſp.

EBB. ſ. [ebba, Sax 1 1. The reflux of the tide

towards the ſea. Addiſºn. 2. Decline ; decay;

waſte. Rºſcommon.

To EBB. v. n.[from the noun.] 1. To flow back

towards the ſea. Shakeſp. 2. To decline; to

decay; to waſte. Halifax.

#. ſ. [ebenum, Latin.] A hard, heavy,

E BONY. black, valuable wood. Moxon.

EBRIETY. ſ. [ebrietar, Lat.] Drunkenneſs;

intoxication by ſtrong liquors. Brown.

EBRIO SITY. ſ. [ebriºſitar, Lat.) Habitual

drunkenneſs. Brown.

EBULLITION. ſ. [ebuilio, Lat ) 1. The aët

of boiling up with heat, 2. Any inteſtine

motion. 3. That ſtruggling or efferveſcence

which ariſes from the mingling tegether any

alkalizate and acid liquor ; any inteſtine vio

lent motion of the parts of a fluid. Newton.

FCCENTRICAL. R. a. [eccentricus, Lat.] 1.

Ecce NTRick 3 Déviating from the ten

ter. 2. Not having the ſame center with ano

ther circle. Newton. 3. Not terminating in

the ſame point. Bacon. 4. Irregular ; ano

malous. K. Charler.

EccENTRI'CITY..ſſfrom eccentrick.] 1. De

viation from a center. 2. The ſtate of having

a different center from another circle. Holder.

3. Excurſion from the proper orb. Motton,

ECCHYMOSIS. ſ. [tºwari:..] Livid ſpots or

blotches in the ſkin. Wiſeman.

ECCLESIA'STICAL. 7 a. ſeccleſafficut, Lat.1

ECCLESIASTICK. S. Relating tothechurch;

not civil. Hººker, Steifi.

ECCLESIA'STICK. ſ. A perſon dedicated to

the miniſtries of religion. Burnet.

ECCOPROTICKS. ſ. ſix and zºº...] such

medicinesas gently purge the belly. Harvey.

E"CHINATE. R. a. [from echinus, Lat.) Briſt
ECHINATED. led like a hedge hog; ſet

with prickles. Wesdward.

ECHINU.S. ſ. [Latin.) 1. A hedge-hog. 2. A

ſhell fiſh ſet with prickles. 3. [With botaniſts.]

The prickly head of any plant. 4. [In archi

tecture.) A member or ornament taking its

name from the roughneſs of the carving Harris.

ECHO.f ſixx.] 1. Echo was ſuppoſed to have

been once a nymph, who pined into a ſound.

Sidney 2. The return or repercuſſion of any

ſound. Bacon. 3. The ſound returned. Shakeſp.

To ECHO. v. n. 1. To reſound, to give the

repercuſſion of a voice. Shakeſp. z. To be

ſounded back. Blackmore.

To ECHO. v. a. To ſend back a voice. Decay

ºf Piety.

ECLAIRCISSEMENT. ſ. [Fr.) Explanation;

the act of clearing up an affair.

ECLA. T. ſ. [Fr.) Splendour; ſhow ; luſtre. Pºpe.

ECLECTICK. g. [ixxix1,23; J Selecting; chu

ſing at will. Watts. -

ECLE GMA. f ſix and xsixty.] A form of

medicine made by the incorporation of oils

with ſyrups.

ECLI'PSE. ſ. ſixxi, lic.] I. An obſcuration of

the luminaries of heaven. Waller. 2. Dark

neſs, obſcuration. Raleigh.

To ECLI'PSE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

darken a luminary. Creech. 2. To extinguiſh;

to put out. Shakeſp. 3. To cloud; to obſcure.

Calamy. A. To diſgrace. Clarendºn.

ECLIPTICK. ſ. ſixxsºrrºr.] A great circle of

the ſphere, ſuppoſed to be drawn through the

middle of the Zodiack, and making an angle

with the equinoëtial, in the points of Aries

and Libra, of 23°, 30', which is the ſun's

greateſt declination. Harris.

ECLOGUE. ſ. ſix-cy”.] A paſtoral poem ſo

called,becauſe Wirgil called his paſtorals eclo

gues Pºpe

ECONOMY. f. (ºwſ...] ... The manage

ment of a family. Taylºr. 2. Frugality; diſ

cretion of expence. 3. Diſpoſition of things;

regulation. Hammond. 4. The diſpoſition or

arrangement of any work. Ben. }|...}. 5.

Syſtem of inotions; diſtribution of every thing

to its proper place Blackmore.
ECONOMIC. a. [from ecºnomy J 1. Per

ECONOMICAL. Staining to the regulation of

an houſhold. Davies. 1. Frugal. Wotton.

ECPHRACTICKS. ſ.ſix and ºpºro..]Such me

dicines as render tough humours thin. Harvey.

ECSTACY. ſ. ſix;azi;..] 1. Any paſſion by

which the thoughts are abſorbed, and in which

the mind is for a time loſt. Suckling. 2. Ex

I i 2. ceſſive
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ceſſive joy; rapture. Prior. 3. Enthuſiaſm;

exceſſive elevation of the mind Milton. 4.

Exceflive grief or anxiety. Shakeſp. 5. Mad

neſs; diſtraćtion.

ECSTASIED.a.[from ecſtacy.]Raviſhed. Nºrris.

ECSTATICAL. 1 a. ſix-arizãº.] 1. Raviſhed;

ECSTATICK. } rapturous ; elevated to ec

ſtacy. Stillingfleet. 2. In the higheſt degree

of joy. Pope.

E'CTYPE. ſ. ſixture..] A copy. Locke.

ECURIE. ſ. [Fr.] A place for the houſing of

horſes.

EDA CIOUS. a. [edacir, Lat.] Eating; vora

cious; ravenous; greedy.

EDA'CITY. ſ. [edacitas, Lat.] Voracity ; ra

venouſneſs. Bacon.

To EDDER. v. a. To bind a fence. Mortimer.

EDDER. ſ. Such fencewood as is commonly

put upon the top of fences. Tuſſer.

EDDY.ſ. [eb, backward, again, and ea, water,

Sax Jºi. The water that by ſome repercuſſion,

or oppoſite wind, runs contrary to the main

ſtream Dryden. 2. Whirlpool; circular mo

tion. Dryden.

EDDY. a. Whirling; moving circularly. Dryd.

EDEMATO'SE. a. […?"...a..] Swelling , full of

humours. Arbuthnot.

EDE'NTATED. a. [edentatus, Lat.] Deprived

of teeth. Diä.

EDGE. ſ. [ecze, Sax.] 1. The thin or cutting

part of a blade. Shakeſp. 2. A narrow part

riſing from a broader. Mortimer. 3. Keen

neſs; acrimony. Shakeſp 4. To ſet teeth ºn

EPG E. To cauſe a tingling pain in the teeth.

Bacon.

To EDGE.v.a. [from the noun.) 1.To ſharpen;

to enable to cut. Dryden, 2. To furniſh with

an edge. Dryden. 3. To border with any

thing 5 to fringe. Pºpe. 4. To exaſperate;

to embitter. Hayward. 5. To put forward

beyond a line. Lºcke.

To EDGE. v. n. To move againſt any power.

Drydew.

EDGED.part. a. [from edge.] Sharp; not blunt.

Digby.

E'DGELESS. a. ſfrom edge.] Blunt; obtuſe;

unable to cut. L'Eſtrange.

EDGETOOL. ſ. [edge and tool] A tool made

ſharp to cut. Dºrſet.

EDGEWISE. adv. [edge and wiſe.] With the

edge put into any particular direction. Ray.

E'DGING. ſ. [from edge.) 1. What is added to

any thing by way of ornament. Dryden. a. A

narrow lace.

EDIBLE. a. [from ed., Lat.] Fit to be eaten.

Mere.

EDICT. ſ. [edićfum, Lat.] A proclamation of

command or prohibition. Addiſon.

EDIFICATION. ſ. [edificatio, Lat.] 1. The

act of building up man in the faith; improve

ment in holineſ. Taylor. 2. Improvement;

inſtruction. Addiſºn

EDIFICE. ſ. [ardificium, Lat.] A fabrick ; a

building. Bentley.

EDIFIER. ſ. [from edify.] One that improves

or inſtructs another.

To EDIFY. v. a. [edifice, Lat.) 1. To build.

Chapman. 2. To inſtruct; to improve. Hooker.

3. To teach; to perſuade. Bacon.

EDILE. ſ. ſaedilis, Lat.] The title of a magi

ſtrate in old Rome. Shakeſp.

EDITION. ſ. [editio, Lat.) 1. Publication of

anything, particularly of a book. Burnet. 2.

Republication, with reviſal. Baker.

EDITOR. ſ. [editer, Lat.) Publiſher; he that

reviſes or prepares any work for publication.

Addiſon.

To EDUCATE. v . a. [educo, Lat.] To breed;

to bring up. Swift.

EDUCATION.J. [from educate.] Formation of

manners in youth. Swift.

To EDUCE. v. a. [educe, Lat ) To bring out;

to extract. Glanville.

EDUCTION ſ. (from educe.] The act of

bringing anything into view.

To EDU'LCORATE. v. a. [from dulcis, Lat.]

To ſweeten.

EDULCORATION. ſ. [from edulcerate.] The

act of ſweetening.

To EEK. v. a. [eacan, Sax) See Ek E. 1. To

make bigger by the addition of another piece.

2. To ſupply any deficiency. Spenſer.

EEL. ſ. [a], §...] . ſerpentine ſlimy fiſh, that

lurks in mud. Shakeſp.

E EN. adv. Contracted from even. L'Effrange.

E FFABLE. a. [effabilis, Lat..] Expreſſive ; ut

terable.

To EPFA'CE. v. a. [effacer, Fr.) 1. To deſtroy

any form painted, or carved. 2. To make no

more legible or viſible; to blót out. Locke. 3.

To deſtroy; to wear away. Dryden.

EFFECT. ſ. [effectus, Lat] 1. That which is

produced by an operating cauſe. Addiſon. 2.

Conſequence; event. Addiſºn. 3. Purpoſe;

intention; general intent. Chrºnicleſ. 4. Cen

ſequence intended; ſucceſs; advantage. Clar.

5. Completion; perfection. Prior. 6. Reality ;

not mere appearance. Hooker. 7... [In the

plural.] Goods; moveables. Shakeſp.

To EFFECT. v. a. [efficio, Lat] 1. To bring to

paſs; to attempt with ſucceſs; to achieve.

Ben. johnſon. z. To produce as a cauſe. Beyle.

EFFECTIBLE. a. [from effect.) Performable;

practicable. Brown.

EFFECTIVE. a. [from effect.] 1. Having the

power to produce effects. Taylºr. 2. Opera

tive ; ačtive. Brown. 3. Producing effects;

efficient. Taylor. 4. Having the power of ope

ration; uſeful.

EFFECTIVELY. adv. [from effective..] Power

fully; with real operation. ‘l syler.

EFFECTLESS. a.[from effect.] Without effect;

impotent uſeleſs. Shakeſp.

EFFECTOR. ſ. [effºlor, Lat.) 1. He that pro

duces any effect. 2. A Maker; Creator. Derā.

EFFECTUAL. a. [effectuel, Fr.) 1. Productive

of effects : powerful to a degree adequate to

the occaſion; efficacious. Hºoker, Philemon. 1.

Veracious ; expreſſive of facts. Shakeſp.

EFFECTUALLY. adv. [from effectual.] In a

inander
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-

manner productive of the conſequence intend

ed; efficaciouſly. South.

To EFFECTUATE. v. a. [effe?uer, Fr.] To

bring to paſs; to fulfil. Sidney.

EFFEMINACY. f. [from ºnat.) 1. Ad

miſfion of the qualities of a woman; ſoftneſs;

unmanly delicacy. Milton. 2. Laſciviouſneſs;

looſe pleaſure. Taylºr.

EFFE'MINATE. a. [effeminatur, Lat.] Having

the qualities of a woman; womaniſh; volup

tuous; tender. Milton.

To EFFE'MINATE. v. a. [effemine, Lat.] To

make womaniſh; to emaſculate ; to unman.

Lºcke.

To EFFE'MINATE. v. n. To ſoften ; to melt

into weakneſs. Pope.

EFFEMINATION. ſ. [from effeminate.] The

ſtate of one grown womaniſh ; the ſtate of one

emaſculated or unmanned. Brown.

To EFFERVESCE. v. n. [efferveſco, Lat..] To

generate heat by inteſtine motion. Mead.

EFFERVESCENCE. ſ. [from effervez, Lat.]

The adt of growing hot; production of heat

by inteſtine motion. Grew.

EFFETE. a. [effortus, Lat.) 1. Barren; diſabled

from generation. Bentley. 2. Worn out with

age. South.

EFFICA’CIOUS. a. [efficax, Lat.] Productive

of effects; powerful to produce the conſe

quence intended. Philips.

EFFICA’CIOUSLY.adw.[from efficacious.] Ef.

feetually. Digby.

EFFICACY. ſ. Production of the conſequence

intended. Tillºtſºn.

EFFICIENCE. W. ſ. [from efficio, Lat..] The aët

rºlency. { ofproducing effects; agency.

esta.

EFFICIENT. ſ. ſeſſicient, Lat.] 1. The cauſe

which makes effects. Hooker. 2. He that

makes ; the effector. Hale.

EFFICIENT. a. Cauſing effects. Collier.

To EFFIGIATE. v. a. [effigio, Lat.] To form

in ſemblance; to image.

EFFIGIATION. ſ. (from effigiate.] The act of

imaging things or perſons. Dićt.

EFFI'GIES. W. ſ. [effigies, Lat.) Reſemblance;

E'FFIGY. { image in painting or ſculpture.

Dryden.

EFFLORE'SCENCE. Q ſ ºffloreſco, Lat.] 1.

EFFLORESCENCY. W. Production of flowers.

Bacan. 1. Excreſcences in the form of flowers.

Meadward. 3. [In phyſick.] The breaking out

of ſome humours in the ſkin. Wiſeman.

EFFLORESCENT. a. [effloreſco, Lat.] Shoot

ing out in form of flowers. Woodward.

EFFLUENCE. ſ. [effus, Lat.) That which iſ—

ſues from ſome other principle. Prior.
EFFLU'ViA. f. [from efflue, Lat.] Thoſe

EFFLUVIUM. § ſmall particles which are con

tinually flying off from bodies. Blackmore.

EFFLUX. ſ. [effluxus, Lat.) 1. The act of

flowing out. Harvey. 4. Effuſion. Hammond.

3. That which flows from ſomething elſe ;

emanation. Thomſon.

To EFFLUX. v. n. [effluº, Lat.] To run out.

Bºyls.

Effluxion. ſ. [effluxum, Lat.) 1. The aa.

of flowing out. Brown 2. That which flows

out; effluvium; emanation. Bacon.

To EFFORCE. v. a. [effºrcer, Fr.) 1. To

force; to break through by violence. Spenſer.

2. To force; to raviſh Spenſer.

To EFFORM. v.a. [effºrmo, Lat.] To ſhape;

to faſhion. Taylor.

EfforMA"FióN. ſ. [from effirm.) The act

of faſhioning or giving form to. Ray.

EFFORT. ſ.ğ. Fr.] Struggle ; laborious

endeavour. Addiſon

EFFO'ssion. ſ. [effºſum, Lat.] The act of

digging up from the ground ; deterration.

Arbuthnot.

EFFRAIABLE. a. [effrºyable, Fr.] Dreadful;

frightful. Harvey.

EFFRO'NTERY. ſ. [effronterie, Fr.] Impu

dence ; ſhameleſſneſs. K. Charler.

EFFU LGENCE. ſ. [effulgeo, Lat.] Luſtre;

brightneſs; clarity; ſplendour. Milton.

EFFU LGENT. a. [effulgen. Lat.] Shin ng ;

bright; luminous. Blackmore.

EFFUMABILITY. ſ. [fumus, Lat.] The qua

lity of flying away in fumes. Boyle.

To EFFU'SE. v. a. [effuſus, Lat] To pour out;

to ſpill. Milton.

EFFU'SE ſ. [from the verb.] Waſte ; effuſion.

Shakeſp.

EFFU SiON. ſ. ſeñºſo, Lat..] I. The act of

pouring out. Taylor. 2: Waſte; the act of

ſpilling or ſhedding. Hooker. 3. The aët of

pouring out words. Hooker. 4. Bounteous do

nation. Hammond. 5. The thing poured out.

King Charles.

EFFUSIVE. a. (from effuſe.) Pouring out; diſ

perſing. Thomſon.

EFT.{ [epeta, Sax.] A newt; an evet. Mart.

ſcadar.

EFT, adv. [ept, Sax.] Soon; quickly; ſpeedily.

Fairfax.

E‘FTSOONS. adv. [ept and roon.] Soon after

wards. Knoller.

E. G. [exempli gratia.] For the ſake of an in

ſtance or example. .

EGER. ſ. An impetuous and irregular flood or

tide. Brown. See E A G R e.

To EGEST. v. a. [egero, Lat.] To throw out

food at the natural vents. Bacon.

EGESTION. ſ. [egeſtus, Lat.] The act of

throwing out the digeſted food. Hale.

EGG. ſ. [oeş, Sax.] 1. That which is laid by

feathered animals, from which their young is

produced. Bacon. 2. The ſpawn or ſperm of

creatures. Blackmore. 3. Any thing faſhioned

in the ſhape of an egg. Bºyle.

To EGG. v. a. [eggia, Iſlandick.] To incite;

to inſtigate. Derham.

EGLANTINE. ſ. ſeſglantine, Fr.] A ſpecies of

roſe. Shakeſp.

EGOTISM J. (from ego, Lat.j The fault com

mitted in writting by the frequent repetition

of the word ego, or I; too frequent mention of

a man's ſelf. Spectator.

E'GOTIST. ſ. [from egº.] One that is always

repeating
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repeating the word ege, 1 ; a talker of him

ſelf. Speciator.

To EGOTIZE. v. n. [from ege.] To talk much

of one's ſelf.

EGREGIOUS. a. ſegregius, Lat..] I. Eminent;

remarkable; extraordinary. More. 2. Emi

nently bad; remarkably vicious. Hooker.

EGREGIOUSLY, adv, (from egregious.] Emi

nently: ſhamefully. Arbuthnot..

E'GRESS. ſ. ſegreſſur, Lat.) The act of going

out of any place; departure. PPcodward.

EGRESSION. ſ. ſegreſſiº, Lat.) The act of go

ing out. Pºpe.

EGRET. ſ. A fowl of the heron kind.

EGRIOT. ſ. [aigret, Fr.] A ſpecies of cherry.
Bacon.

To EJACULATE. v. a. [ejacular, Lat.] To

throw; to ſhoot out. Grew.

EJACULATION. ſ. [from ejaculate.] . . A

ſhort prayer darted out cocaſionally. Taylºr. 2.

The act of darting or throwing out. Bacon.

EJA'CULATORY. a. (from ejaculate.] Sud

denly darted out; ſudden; hattily. Duppa.

To EJECT. v. a. [ejicic, eječium, Lat.J. 1. To

throw out; to caſt forth ; to void. Sandyr. 2.

To throw out or expel from an office or poſſeſ

ſion. Dryden. 3. To expel; to drive away.

Shakeſp. 4. To caſt away 5 to reject. Hooker.

EJECTION. ſ. [eječie, Lat.] I The act of

caſtingout; expulſion. Broome. ... [In phyſick.]

The diſcharge of any thing by any emunctory.

&uincy.

EJECTMENT. ſ. [from eječi.] A legal writ

by which any inhabitant of a houſe, or tenant

of an eſtate, is commanded to depart.

EIGH. interječi. An expreſſion of ſudden delight.

EIGHT. a. [eahta, Sax.] Twice four.. A word

of number. Sandyr.

EIGHTH. a. [from eight.] Next in order to

thc ſeventh. Pope. -

E'IGHTEEN. a. [eight and ten..] Twice nine.

Taylºr.

EIGHTEENTH. a. [from eighteen.] The next

in order to the ſeventeenth. Kings.

EIGHTFOLD. a. [eight and fold.) Eight times

the number or quantity.

EIGHTHLY. adv. [from eighth.) In the eighth

place. Bacºn.

EIGHTIETH. a. [from eighty.] The next in

order to the ſeventy ninth eighth, tenth.

JWilkin r.

EIGHTSCORE. a. ſeight and ſcore.] Eight

times twenty. Shakeſp. - - --

EIGHTY. a. [eight and ten.) Eight times ten.

EIGN.E. a. [aiſne, Fr.] The eldeſt or firſt born.
Bacon. - - -

TISEL. ſ. [eoril, Sax.] Vinegar 3 verjuice.

EI'THER...pron. [æðen, Sax, i. Which ſocver

of the two; whether one or the other Draytºn.

2. Each ; both. Hale.

Errá; alſº frºm the noun.] A diſtribu

tive adverb, anſwered by or ; either the one

cr. Daniel.

EJULATION. ſ. [ejulatiº, Lat..] Outcry; la

mentation; moan ; wailing. Gov. ºf the Teng.

EKE, adv. [eac, Sax.] Alſo; likewiſe; beſide.

Spenſer, Prior. See Eek.

To EK.E. v. a. [eacan, Sax j 1. To increaſe.

Spºnſer. 2. To ſupply; to fill up deficiencies.

Pºpe. 3. To protract; to lengthen. Shakeſp.

4. To ſpin out by uſeleſs additions. Pºpe.

To ELA BORATE. v. a. (elabºre, Lat)' ... To

produce with labour. 2 oung. 2. To heighten

and improve by ſucceſſive operations. Arbuth.

ELA BORATE. a. [elaboratus, Lat.] Finiſhed

with great diligence. Waller.

ELA BORATELY. adv. [from elaborate.] La

boriouſly; diligently; with great ſtudy. Newt.

ELABORATION. ſ. (from elabºrate ) Im

Provement by ſucceſſive operations. Ray.

To ELANCE. v. a. [elancer, Fr.] To throw
out; to dart. Prior.

To ELAPSE. v. n. [elapſur, Lat.) To paſ.

away 5 to glide away. Clariffa.

ELASTICAL. 2 a. [from ixáa.] Having the

ELASTICK. S. power of returning to the form

from which it is diſtorted; ſpringy. Newtºn.

ELASTICITY. ſ. (from elaſtick.) Force in

bodies, by which they endeavour to reſtore

themſelves. Pºpe. -

ELATE. a. [clatur, Lat.) Fluſhed with ſucceſs;

lofty ; haughty. Pºpe.

To ELATE. v. a 'ſfrom the noun.] 1. To

puff up with proſperity. 2. To exalt 5 to

heighten. Thomſºn.

BiºFitºtiatin] an inſpiñated juice,
procured from the fruit of the wild cucumber:

a very violent and rough purge. Hill.

ELATION. ſ. (from elate.) Haughtineſs pro

ceeding from ſucceſs. Atterbury. .

E'LBO.W.ſ. (elboza, Sax.] 1. The next joint

or curvature of the arm below the ſhoulder.

Pºpº. 2. Any flexure, or angle. Bacon.

To be at the Élbow. To be near. Shakeſp.

ELBOWCHA'IR ſ [elbºw and chair ] A chair
with arms. Gay.

ELBOWROOM. ſ. [elbow and reen.] Room

to ſtretch out the elbows; freedom from con

finement. South.

To ELBOW. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To puſh

with the elbow. Dryden. 2. To puſh ; to

drive to a diſtance. Dryden.

To ELBOW. v. n To put out in angles.

ELD. ſ. ſcale, Sax.] 1. Old age ; decrepitude.

Spenſer. 2. Old people; perſons worn out

with years. Milton.

ELDER. a. [The comparative of eld.] Surpaſ

ſing another in years. Temple.

ELDERS. ſ. [from elder.] 1. Perſons whoſe age

gives them reverence. Raleigh. 2. Anceſtors.

1'ºpe. 3. Thoſe who are older than others.

Hºcker. 4. [Ameng the Jews.]. Rulers of the

people. 5. [In the New Teſtament.] Eccle

ſiaſticks. 6. [Among preſbyterians.] Laymen

introduced into the kirk-polity. Cleaveland.

ELDER. ſ. [ellara, Sax.j The name of a tree.

Shakeſp.

ELDERLY. a, [from elder.] No longer young.

Swift,

ELDER
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ElDERSHIP. ſ. [from elder.] I. Seniority;

primogeniture. Rºwe. 2. Preſbytery; eccleſ.
attical ſenate. Hooker. -

ELDEST. a. [the ſuperlative of eld] 1. The

oldeſt; that has the right of primogeniture.

Shakeſp. 2. That has lived moſt years. Lock.

ELECAMPANE.ſ. A plant named alſo ſtar.
wort. Afiller.

To ELECT. v. a. ſele&us, Lat.) 1. To chooſe

for any office or uſe Daniel. ... [In theology

To ſelect as an object of eternal mercy.Miltºn.

ELECT a. [from the verb.) 1. Choſen; taken

by preference from among others. Shakeſp 2.

Choſen to an office, not yet in poſſeſſion. Ayliff.

3. Choſen as an object of eternal mercy. Hamm.

ELECTION ſelectic,Lat ) The act of chooſing

one or more from a greater number. Whitm.

2. The power of choice. Davier. 3. Voluntary

preference. Rogers. 4. The determination of

God, by which any were ſelected for eternal

life. Atterbury. 3. The ceremony of a pub

lick choice. Addiſºn.

ELECTIVE a.[trom elect.] Exerting the power

of choice. Grew.

ELECTIVELY. adv. By choice; with prefe

rence of one to another. Grew.

ELECTOR. ſ. Urom elect 1. He that has a

vote in the choice of any officer. Maller. 1.

A prince who has a voice in the choice of the

German emperour.

ELECTORAL. a. [from elector.] Having the

dignity of an elector.

ELECTORATE / [from elector.] The terri

tory of an elector. Addiſon.

ELECTRE. ſ. ſelectrum, Lat.] 1. Amber:

which, having the quality, when warmed by

friction, of attracting bodies, gave to one ſpe

cies of attraction the name of elečiricity. 2.

A mixed metal Bacon.

ELECTRICAL. Q a [from elečirum.] 1. At

ELECTRICK. S. tractive without magnetiſm;

by a peculiar property, ſuppoſed once to be

long chiefly to amber. Newton, 2. Produced

by an electrick body. Brown.

ELECTRICITY.ſ.[from electrick] A property

in bodies, whereby, when rubbed, they draw

ſubſtances, emit flame, and may be fitted with

ſuch a quantity of electrical vapour, as, i.

diſcharged at once upon a human body, would

endanger life.

ELECTUARY. ſ. [eleclarium, Lat.] A form of

medicina made of conſerves and powders, in

the conſiſtence of honey. Quincy

ELEEMO'SYNARY, a [...anao-wº.] 1. Living

upon alms ; depending upon charity. Glanville.

2. Given in charity.

ElecANCE. . f. [elegantia, Lat ) Beauty o

ELEGANCY. S. art; beauty without grandeur.

Raleigh.

ELEGANT. a. [elegans, Lat.) 1. Pleaſing with

minuter beauties. Pºpe. 2. Nice; not coarſe ;

not groſs. Pºpe.

ELECANTLY. adv. [from elegant.) In ſuch a

manner as to pleaſe without elevation. Pºpe.

ELEGIACK. a. [elegiaca, Lat. 1. Uſed in

elegies. 2, Mournful; ſorrowſul. Gay.

E.T.E.G.Y. f. (elºgia, Lat.) 1. A mournful ſong.

Shakeſp. z. A funeral ſong. Dryden. 3. A

ſhort poem, without points or turns.

ELEMENT. ſ. elementum, Lat.) 1. The firſt

or conſtituent principle of anything Hecker.

2. The four elements, uſually ſo called, are

earth, fire, air, water, of which our world is

compoſed. Bacon. 3. The proper habitation or

ſphere of anything. Baker. 4. An ingredient;

a conſtituent part Shakeſp. 5. The letters of

any language 6. The loweſt or firſt rudiments

of literature or ſcience. Hºoker

To ELEMENT. v. a from the noun.) 1. To

compound of elements Boyle 2. To conſti

tute ; to make as a firſt principle. Donne.

PLEMENTAL, a [from element.) i Produced

by one of the four elemer.s. Dryden. 2. Ariſing

from firſt principles. Brºwn.

..LEMENTA RITY. ſ. [from elementary 1

Simplicity of nature; abſence of compoſition.
roºtſ m,

ELEMENTARY a [from element.] Uncom

pounded; having only one principle, Arbuthnet.

ELEMI. ſ. This drug is imprope iy called gum

elemſ, being a reſin. The genuine elemt is

brought from AEthiopia. The American elemi,

almoſt the only kind known, proceeds from a

tall tree Hill

ELENCH. ſ. ſelenchu:, Lat.] An argument; a

ſophiſm. Brºwn.

LLE OTS. ſ. Apples in requeſt in the cider
countries. Mºrtimer.

ELEPHANT. ſ. [elephai, Lat. J . The largeſt

of all quadrupeds, of whoſe ſagacity, faithful

neſs, prudence, and even underſtanding, many

ſurpriſing relations are given. This animal

feeds on hay, herbs, and all ſorts of pulſe.

He is naturally very gentle. He is ſupplied

with a trunk, or long hollow cartilage, which

ſerves him for hands. His teeth are the ivory

ſº well known in Europe. Camlet. 2. Ivory ;

the teeth of elephants. Dryden.

ELEPHANTIASIS. ſ [elephantiaſ's, Lat.) A

ſpecies of leproſy, ſo called from incruſtations

like thoſe on the hide of an elephant.

ELEi'HANTINE. a. [elephantinus, Lat.] Per

taining to the elephant.

To ELEVATE. v. a. [elevo, Lat.) 1. To raiſe

up aloſt. Hººdward. 2. To exalt; to digni

fy. 3. To raiſe the mind with great concepti

ons. Milton, Savage. 4. To elate the mind

with vicious pride. 5. To leſſen by detraction.
Hocker,

E'LEVATE. part. a. Exalted; raiſed aloft.

Miltºn.

ELEVATION. ſ. [elevatio, Lat.] 1. The act

of raiſing aloft Mºodward. 2. Exaltation;

dignity. Lecke. 3. Exaltation of the mind by

noble conceptions. Norris. 4. Attention to

objets above us. Hºoker. 5. The height of

any heavenly body with reſpect to the horizon.

Brown.

E.L.F.VATOR. ſ. [from elevate.] A raiſer or

liſter up.

ELEVEN,
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ELE'VEN. a. [æmbleren, Sax.] Ten and one.

Shakeſa.

ELEVENTH. a. [from eleven.] The next in

order to the tenth. Raleigh.

ELP. f. plural elves. [eilſ, Welſh, Baxter.) 1.

A wandering ſpirit ſuppoſed to be ſeen in wild

places. Dryden. 2. A devil.

To ELF. v. a. To entangle hair in ſo intricate a

manner, that it is not to be unravelled. Shakeſp

ELFLOCK. ſ. [elf and lºck.] Knots of hair

twiſted by elves. Shakeſp. -

To ELI CITE. v. a. [elicio, Lat.) To ſtrike

out ; to fetch out by labour. Hale.

ELICIT. a. [elicitus, Lat.) Brought into act.

Hammond -

ELICITATION. ſ. [from elicis, Lat] is a de

ducing of the power of the will into act. Bram

To ELIDE. v. a. [elide, Lat..] To break in

pieces. Hºcker.

ELIGIBILITY.'ſ ſtrom eligible ] worthineſs

to be choſen. Fidder.

ELIGIBLE. a. [eligibilis, Lat.] Fitto be choſen;

preferable.

ELIGIBLENESS. ſ.[from eligible.]worthineſs

to be choſen; preferableneſs.

ELIMINATION. ſ. [eliminº, Lat.] The act of

baniſhing; rejection.

ELISION. ſ. [elſe, Lat.) 1. The act of cut

ting off. Swift. 2. Diviſion; ſeparation of

parts. Bacon.

ELIXATION. ſ. [elixus, Lat.] The act of

boiling. Brown.

ELIXIR. ſ. [Arabick.) 1. A medicine made by

ſtrong infuſion, where the ingredients are al

moſt diſſolved in the menſtruum. Quincy. 2.

The liquor with which chymiſts tranſmute

metals. Donne. 3. The extract or quinteſſence

of any thing. Soutb. 4. Any cordial. Milton.

ELK. f. [alc, Sax.] The elk is a large and ſtate

ly animal of the ſtag kind. Hill.

ELL’ſ. [eln, Sax.] A meaſure containing a yard

and a quarter. Herbert.

ELLI'PSIS.ſ. ſixxº‘!...} 1. A figure of rhetorick,

by which ſomething is left out. 2. [In geome

try.] An oval figure generated from the ſection

of a cone, by a plane cutting both ſides of the

cone, but not parallel to the baſe, and meeting

with the baſe when produced. Harris.

ELLIPTICAL. R. a. [from ellifft,.]Having the

ELLIPTICK. form of an ellipſis. Cheyne.

ELM.J. [ulmut, Lat. elm, Sax.] The name of

a tree.

ELOCUTION. ſ. ſelecutio, Lat.] 1. The power

of fluent ſpeech. Wotton. 2. Eloquence; flow

of language. Milton. 3. The power of ex

preſſion or dićtion. Dryden. -

E LOGY. ſ. [elege, #.] Praiſe; panegyrick.

Wattan. -

To ELO IGN.E. v. a. [elsigner, Fr.] To put at

a diſtance. Donne.

To ELONGATE. v.a. [from langur, Lat.] To

lengthen; to draw out.

To ELO'NGATE. v. n. To go off to a diſtance

from any thing. Brown.

ELONGATION. ſ. [from elongate.] 1. The

act ofſtretching or lengthening itſelf. Arbuthn.

2. The ſtate of being ſtretched. 3. [In me

dicine.] An imperfect luxation. Quincy,

* ſeman. 4. Diſtance; ſpace at which one

thing is diſtant from another. Glanville. 5.

Departure; removal. Brown.

To ELO'PE. v. a. ſleepen, to run, Dutch...] To

run away to break looſe ; to eſcape. Addiſºn.

ELO PEMENT. ſ. [from elºpe..] Departure from

juſt reſtraint. Ayliffe.

E LOPS. ſ. ſixxo‘!..] A fiſh; reckoned by Milton

among the ſerpents. Milton.

ELO'QUENCE. ſ. [eloquentia, Lat.) 1. The

Pºwer of ſpeaking with fluency and elegance.

Shakeſp. z. Elegant language uttered with

fluency. Pºpe.

E'I.OQUENT. a. [elºquens, Lat.] Having the

power of oratory. Iſaiah, Pºpe.

ELSE proneum. [eller, Sax.] Other; one be

ſides Denham.

ELSE. adv. 1. Otherwiſe. Tillºtſºn. 2. Beſide;

except. Dryden.

ELSEWHERE. adv. [elſe and where] 1. In

any other place. Abbot. 1. In other places;

in ſome other place. Tillºtſºn.

To ELUCIDATE. v.a. [elucids, Lat.] To ex

plain; to clear. Boyle.

ELUCIDATION J. [from elucidate.] Expla

nation; expoſition. Boyle.

ELUCIDA Tor.ſ. [from elucidate.] Explainer;

expoſitor; commentator. Abbºt.

To ELUDE. v. a. [eludo, Lat.) 1. To eſcape by

ſtratagem; to avoid by artifice. Rogers. .2.

To mock by an unexpected eſcape. Pºpe.

ELUDIBLE. a. [from elude.) Poſſible to be de

feated. Swift.

ELVES. The plural of elf. Pºpe.

ELVELOCK.J. Knots in the hair. Brown.

ELVISH. a. [from elves.) Relating to elves or

wandering ſpirits. Draytºn.

ELUMBATED. a. [elumbis, Lat.] Weakened

in the loins.

ELUSION. ſ. [elſe, Lat.) An eſcape from en

quiry or examination; an artifice.Wººdward.

ELU'SIVE. a. [from elude..] Practiſing eluſion;

uſing arts to eſcape. Pope.

ELU'SORY. a. [from elude.] Tending to elude;

tending to deceive; fraudulent. Brºwn.

To ELUTE. v. a. [eluo, Lat.] To waſh off.

Arbuthnot.

To ELUTRIATE. v. a. [elutrie, Lat] Te de

cant; or ſtrain out. Arbuthnot.

ELYSIAN. a. [elſus, Lat J Deliciouſly ſoft

and ſoothing; exceedingly delightful. A filton.

ELY SIUM. ſ. [Latin j i he place aſſigned by

the heathens to happy ſouls; any place exqui

fitely pleaſant. Shakeſp.

'EM. A contraction of them, Hudibrar.

To EMA CIATE. v. a. [emacis, Lat..] To

waſte; to deprive of fleſh. Graunt.

To EMACIATE. v. n. To loſe fleſh; to pine.

Brown.

EMACIATION. ſ. [emaciatus, Lat.) 1. Theast

of making lean. 2. The ſtate of one grown

lcan. Graunt.

EMACU
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EMACULATION ſ ſemacul, Lat.J. The as

of freeing any thing from ſpots or foulneſs.

E M A NANT c. [emanani, Lat.] Iſſuing from

ſomething elſe. Hale.

EMA NATION. f. ſemanati:, Lat.) 1. The

gºt of iſſuing or proceeding from any other

ſubſtance. South. 2. That which iſſues from

another ſubſtance. Taylºr.

EMA'NATIVE. a. [from emano, Lat..] Iſſuing
from another.

To EMA NCIPATE v. a. ſema-ripe, Lat.]

To ſet free from ſervitude. Arbuthnºt.

EMANCIPATION. ſ. [from enancipate.]The

ast of ſetting free ; deliverance from ſlavery.
Glanville.

To EMA'RGINATE. v. a. ſmargº, Lat..] To

take away the margin or edge of any thing.

To EMA'SCULATE. v. a. [emaſcul:, Lat. 1.

To caſtrate , to deprive of virility. Graunt.

2. To effeminate ; to vitiate by unmanly

fift:eſs. Ceilier. -

EMASCULA TiON. ſ [from emaſculate.] 1.

Caſtration. 2. Effeminacy womaniſh qua

lities.

To EMPA'LE. v. a. [emballer, Fr ) 1. To

make up into a bundle. 2. To build up; to

incloſe. Spenſer.

To EMBALM v. a. [embaumer, Fr.] To im

pregnate a body with aromaticks, that it may

reſiſt putrefaction. Donne. -

EMBA LMER. ſ. [from embalm..] One that

practiſes the art of embalming and preſerving

bodies. Bacon.

To EMBAR. v. a. [from bar.) 1. To ſhut ; to

encloſe. Fairfax. 2. To ſtop; to hinder by

prohibition ; to block up. Bacon, Dºnne.

EMBA RCA'TION. f. [from embark.) 1. The

act of putting on ſhipboard. Clarendºn. 2.

The ačt of going on ſhipboard.

EMBA RGOſ. [embargar, Spaniſh. A prohi.

bition to paſs; a ſtop put to trade. Wetton.

To EMBARK. v. as [embarquer, Fr ) . To

put on ſhipboard. Clarendon. 2. To engage

another in any affair.

To EMBA'RK. v. n. 1. To go on ſhipboard.

Pºulipr. 2. To engage in any affair.

To EMBA'RR ASS. v a. [embaraſer, Fr.] To

perplex; to diſtreſs ; to entangle. Spectator.

EMBA RRASSMENT. ſ. [from embarraſs.]

Perplexity; entanglement. Wattſ.

To EMBASE. v. a. (from baſe.) 1. To vitiate;

to depauperate; to impair. Wotton. 2. To

degrade ; to vility. Spenſer.

EMBASSADOR.ſ. One ſent on a publick meſ.

ſage. Denham.

EMBA SSADRESS ſ. A woman ſent on a

publick meſſage. Garth.

EMBASSAGE. U ſ. 1. A publick meſſage.

EMBASSY. Dryden 2. Any ſolemn

meſſage Taylºr. 3. An errand in an ironical

ſenſe. Sidney.

To EMBATTLE. v. a. (from battle.] To

range in order or array of battle. Prior.

To EMBA.Y. v. a. [from baigner, to bathe,

Fr.) 1. To bathe; to wet; to waſh, Spenſer,

2. ſtrom bay.] To incloſe in a bay; to land.

lock. Shakeſp.

To EMBE LLISH. v. a. ſemkellir, Fr.] To

adorn ; to beautify. Locke

EMBELLISHMENT. ſ. (from embelliſh.) or

nament; adventitious beauty; decoration.

Addiſºn,

EMBERING.'ſ The ember days. Tuffer.

EMBERS. ſ. without a ſingular ſacrynia,Sax.]

Hot cinders; aſhes not yet extinguiſhed.Bacon.

EMBER-WEEK. ſ. A week in which an em

ber day falls. The ember days at the four

feaſons are the Wedneſday, Friday, and Sa-.

turday after the firſt Sunday in Lent, the feaſt

of Pentecoſt, September 14, December 13.

Common Prayer.

To EMBEZZLE. v. a. 1. To appropriate by

breach of truſt. Hayward 2. To waſte; to

ſwallow up in riot Dryden.

EMBEZZLEMENT. ſ. [from embezzle.] 1.

The act of appropriating to himſelf that which

is received in truſt for another. 2. The thing

appropriated.

To EMBLAZ.E. v. a. [blaſºnner, Fr.) 1. To

adorn with glittering embelliſhments. Pope. 2.

To blaſon; to paint with enſigns armorial.

Milton.

To EMBLA'ZON. v. a. [blaſºnner, Fr.] 1. To

adorn with figures of heraldry. 2. To deck

in glaring colours. Hakewill.

EMBLEM. ſ. ſºvº.a.) 1. Inlay; enamel. 2.

An occult repreſentation; an alluſive picture.

Peacham, Addiſon.

To EMBLEM. v. a. To repreſent in an occult .

or alluſive manner. Glanville.

EMBLEMATICAL. U a. [From emblem.] 1.

EMBLEMATICK. S. Compriſing an emblem;

alluſive; occultly repreſentative Prior. 2.

Dealing in emblems; uſing emblems. Prior.

EMBLEMA'TICALLY. adv. [irom emblemati

cal). In the manner of emblems; alluſively.
Stºrff.

EMBLEMAT1ST. ſ. [from emblem.] A writer

or inventor of emblems. Brown. -

EMBOLISM. ſ. [i.ºx.au 3-.] 1. Intercalation;

inſertion of days or years to produce regularity

and equation of time. Hºlder. 2. The time

inſerted : intercalary time. -

EMBOLUS. ſ. (sº-oxo;..] Any thing inſerted

and acting upon another, as the ſucker in a

pump. Arbuthnot.

To EMBO'SS. v. a [from bºſſ, a protuberance,

Fr. 1. To form with protuberances. Milton.

2. To engrave with relieſ, or riſing work.

Pryden. 3. To incloſe: to include; to cover.

Spenſer 4. To incloſe in a thicket. Milton.

5. To hunt hard. Shakeſp.

EMBO SSMENT. ſ. (rom emboſ.J. i. Any

thing ſtanding out from the reſt; jut ; emi

nence. Bacon. 2. Relief; riſing work. Addiſon.

To EMBOTTLE. v. a. [bouteille, Fr.] To

include in bottles; to bottle. Phil ps.

To EMBOWEL. v. a. from bowel..] To eviſ

cerate; to deprive of the entrails; to exem

terate. Milt,n, -
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To EMBRACE. v.a. [embraſer, Fr.) 1. To

hold fondly in the arms; to ſque ze in kind

neſs. Dryden. 2. To ſeize ardently or eagerly ,

to lay hold on: to welcome. Davier, Tillotſon.

3. To comprehend ; to take in ; to encircle.

4. To compriſe; to incloſe; to contain. Denh.

5. To admit; to receive. Shakeſp. 6. To find:

to take. Shakeſp. 7. To ſqueeze in a hoſtile

manner.

To EMBRA'CE. v. n. To join in an embrace.

Shakeſp.

EMBRACE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Claſp; fond

preſſure in the arms; hug, Denham. 2. An

hoſtile ſqueeze; cruſh.

EMBRACEMENT. ſ. [from embrace.], 1.

Claſp in the arms; hug; embrace. Sidney.

2. Comprehenſion. Davier. 3. State of being

contained; incloſure. Bacon. 4. Conjugal en

dearment. Shakeſp.

EMBRACER. ſ. [irom embrace.] The perſon

embracing Howel.

EMBRASURE. ſ. [embraſure, Fr.] An aper

ture in the wall; battlement.

To EMBRAVE. v. a. [from brave.] To de

corate; to embelliſh; to deck. Spenſer.

To E'MBROCATE. v. a. [šésixa.]To rub any

part diſeaſed with medicinal liquors.Wiſeman.

EMBROCATION. ſ. [from embrocate.) 1.The

aćt of rubbing any part diſeaſed with medici

nal liquors. 2. The lotion with which any

diſeaſed part is waſhed. Wiſeman,

To EMBROIDER. v. a. [broider, Fr.] To

border with ornaments; to decorate with fi

gured work. Waller.

EMBROIDERER. ſ. [from embrºider.] One

that adorns clothes with needle-work. Ecclus.

EMBROIDERY.ſ [from embroider.] I Figures

raiſed upon a ground; variegated needlework

Bacºn. 2. Variegation; diverſity of colours.

Speciater.

- To EMBRO'IL. v. a. [kreuiller, Fr.] To diſ-I

turb; to confuſe; to diſtract. King Charles.

To EMBROTHEL. v. a. [brothel, brodel.] To

incloſe in a brothel. Donne.

E'MBRYO. f. [iaº wº.] 1. The offspring

EMBRYON. yet unfiniſhed in the womb.

Brown, Burnet. ... The ſtate of any thing not

yet fit for production; yet unfiniſhed. Swift

EME. ſ. ſeame, Sax.] Unkle. Spenſer.

EME NDABLE. a. [emends, Lat.] Capable o

emendation; corrigible.

EMENDATION.J. [emende, Lat.] 1. Correc.

tion; alteration of any thing from worſe to

better. Gretv. 2. An alteration made in the

text by verbal criticiſm.

EMENDATOR. ſ. [emendo, Lat.] A corrector;

an improver.

EMERALD. ſ.[æmeraude,Fr. ſmaragdus, Lat.]

A green precious ſtone. The emerald is, in

its moſt perfect ſtate, perhaps the moſt beau

tiful of all the gems. It is of all the various

ſhades of green, from the deepeſt to the paleſt

MWoodward.

To EMERGE. v. n. [energo, Lat.] 1. To

riſe out of any thing in which it is covered.

Boyle. 2. To iſſue; to proceed. Newstem. 3

To riſe ; to mount from a ſtate of depreſſion

or obſcurity. Pºpe.

EMERGENCE. } J. [from emerge.] 1. The

EMERGENCY. S. act of riſing out of any fluid

by which it is covered. Brown. 2. The act of

riſing into view. Newton. 3. Any ſudden

occaſion; unexpected caſualty. Glanville. 4.

Preſſing neceſſity A ſenſe not proper. Addiſas.

EMERGENT. a. [from emerge.] i. Riſing out

of that which overwhelms or obſcures it. Bew.

Johnſºn. 2. Riſing intoview, or notice. Miltºn.

3. Proceeding or iſſuing from any thing. Sºuth.

4. Sudden ; unexpectedly caſual. Clarenden.

E MERODS. ºf [from hemorrhoids.) Painful

EMEROIDS. ſwelling in the hemorrhoidal

veins; piles. Samuel.

EME'RSION. ſ.[from emerge.] The time when

a ſtar, having been obſcured by its too near

approach to the ſun, appears again. Brows.

E'MERY. ſ. ſeſmeril, Fr.) Emery is an iron ore.

It is prepared by grinding in mills. It is uſed

in cleaning and poliſhing of ſteel. Hill.

EMETICAL. Q. G. [i.e.,.] Having the quality

EMETICK. of provoking vomits. Hale.

EME"TICALLY. ...}. [from enetical.] In ſuch

a manner as to provoke to vomit. Bºyle.

EMICATION. ſ. ſenicatio, Lat.] Sparkling;

flying off in ſmall particles. Brown.

EMI'CTION. ſ. [from emičium, Lat.] Urine.

Harvey.

To EMIGRATE. v. n. [emigro, Lat.] To re

move from one place to another.

EMIGRATION. ſ. [from emigrate.]Change of

habitation. Hale.

E'MINENCE. Q ſ. ſeminentia, Lat.] I. Lofti

EMINENCY. § neſs; height. 2. Summit;

higheſt part. Ray. 3. A part riſing above the

reſt. Dryden. 4. A place where one is expoſed

to general notice. Addiſon. 5. Exaltation; con

ſpicuouſneſs; reputation; celebrity. Stillingſ.

6. Supreme degree. Miltºn. 7. Notice; diſ

tinction. Shakeſp. 8. A title given to cardinal.
E'M IN ENT. a. ſeminens, Lat.] 1. High; lofty;

Ezekiel. 2. Dignified; exalted. Dryden. 3.

Conſpicuous : remarkable. Milton.

EMINENTLY. adv. [from eininent.] I. Con

ſpicuouſly; in a manner that attracts obſerva

tion. Milton. 2. In a high degree. Swift.

EMISSARY. ſ. [emiſſiriuſ, Lat.) 1. One ſent

out on private meſſages; a ſpy; a ſecret

agent. Swift. 2. One that emits or ſends out.

Arbuthnot.

EMISSION. ſ [emiſſio, Lat.]The act of ſending

out ; vent. Evelyn

To EMI'T. v. a. [emitte, Lat.] 1. To ſend

forth; to let go. Woodward. 2. To let fly;

to dart. Prior. 3. To iſſue out juridically.

Ayliffe.

EMMENAGOGUES. ſ. ſiagºvia and 32.]

Medicines that promote the courſes. Quincy.

ºf [æmecce, Sax.] An ant; a pi
mire. Sidney. -

To EMME W. v. a. [from mew.] To mew or

coop up, Shakeſp.

Te
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To EMMOVE. v. a. [emneuveir, Fr.] To ex

cite; to rouſe. Spenſer.

. EMO'LLIENT. a. [emelliens, Lat.] Softening;

ſuppling. Arbuthnot.

EMöllieNTS. ſ. such things as ſheath and

ſºften the aſperities of the humours, and relax

and ſupple the ſolids. &#incy,

EMOLLPTION. f. [emºlitic, Lat.] The aa of

ſoftening. Bacon.

EMolUMENT. ſ. ſemolumentum, Lat.JProfit;

advantage. South. -

* EMONGST. prºp. [ſo written by Spenſer.]

Among. Spenſer.

* EMotſon f: [emºtiºn, Fr.] Diſturbance of

- mind; vehemence of paſſion. Dryde".

* To EMPA'le. v. a. [empaler, Fr.) 1. To fence

with a pale. Donne. 1. To fortify. Raleigh. 3.

To indoſe; ſhut in. Cleaveland. 4. To put

to death by ſpitting on a ſtake fixed upright.

Sºuthern. -- "

EMPANNEL.f. [from panne,Fr.] The writing

- or entering the namesof aº: a ſchedule,

º by the ſheriff, which he has ſummoned to ap

Tear. Cºwell.

To EMPANNEL. v. a. [from the noun.J. To

ſummon to ſerve on a jury. Gov. ºf the Tºng.

EMPARLANCE. ſ. [from parler, Fr.] It fig

nifieth a deſire or petition in court of a day to

- pauſe what is beſt to do. Cowell.

** EMPASM. f. [tº wizza.] A power to correct

... the bad ſcent of the body.

** To EMPA'SSION. v. a. [from paſſion.] To

move with paſſion; to affect ſtrongly. Milton.

* ToEMPEOPLE.J. a.ſ.from peºple.j to form

into a people or community. Spenſer.

£MPERESS.J. [from empereur.], i. A woman

inveſted with imperial power. Davies. 2...The

queen of an emperour. Shakeſp.

EMPEROUR.ſ. (empereur, ºfA monarch of

title and dignity ſuperiour to a king. Shakeſp.

EMPERY.f. [empire, Fr.) Empire; ſovereign

command. A word out of uſe. Shakeſp.

EMPHASIS. ſ. [iațaziz.J A remarkable ſtreſs

laid upon a word or ſentence. Holder.

EMPHATICAL. R. a. [#444w.] 1. Forcible;

EMPHATICK. ſtrong; ſtriking. Garth.

4. Striking the ſight. Bºyle. 3. Appearing;

ſeeming not real.

EMPHATICALLY. adv. [from emphatical]

1. Strongly; forcibly; in a ſtriking manner.

** - Sºuth. 1. According to appearance. Brown.

** EMPHYSEMATOU.S. a. [from #2;Wanza.]

- Bloited; puffed up; ſwollen. Sharp.

* To EMPIERCE. v. 4. [from pierce.] To pierce

into; to enter into by violent appulſe. Spenſer,

EMPIGHT. part. Set; pitched; put in a poſ

ture. ºff.

EMPIRE.J. [empire, Fr.) 1. Imperial power;

ſupreme dominion. Rowe. 2. The region over

** which dominion is extended. Temple. 3. Com

& mand over any thing. -

* EMPIRICK. ſ. ſiazepink.] A trier or experi

menter; ſuch perſons as have no true know

2" ledge of phyſical practice, but venture upon

obervation only. Hooker.

EMPIRECAL. Q a [from the noun jr. Verſed

EMPIRICK. in experiments. Miltºn. 2.

Known only by experience; practiſed only by

rote. Shakeſp.

EMPI'RICALLY. adv. [from empirical.] 1.

Experimentally ; according to experience.

Brown. 2. Without rational grounds; char

latanically.

EMPI'RICISM.ſ.. [from empirick.] Dependence

on experience without knowledge or art;

quackery. -

EMPLASTER,ſ [ww.x.arpov) An application

to a ſore of an oleaginous or viſcous ſubſtance

ſpread upon cloth. Wiſeman.

To EMPLA'STER. v. a. To cover with a plaſ

ter. Mortimer.

EMPLA'STICK. a. [Hawxaziº;..] Viſcous;

glutinous. Wiſeman.

To EMPLEAD. v. a. To indict; to prefer a

charge againſt. Hayward.

To EMPLOY. v. a.[emplier, Fr.) 1.To buſy;

to keep at work; to exerciſe. Temple. 1. To

uſe as an inſtrument. Gay. 3. To uſe as

means. Dryden. 4. To uſe as materials. Locke.

5. To commiſſion; to intruſt with the ma

nagement of any affairs. Watts. 6. To fill up

with buſineſs. Dryden. 7. To paſs or ſpend in

buſineſs. Prior.

EMPLOY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Buſineſ, i.

objest of induſtry. Pºpe. 2. Publick office.

Addiſºn. -

EMPLOYABLE. a. [from employ..] Capable to

be uſed; proper for uſe. Bºyle.

EMPLOYER. ſ. [from emplºy..] One that uſes

or cauſes to be uſed. Child." '

EMPLOYMENT. ſ. [from emplºy J 1. Buſ

neſs; object of induſtry; object of labour.

2. Buſineſs; the ſtate of being employed. 3.

Office; poſt of buſineſs. Atterbury. 4. Buſineſs

intruſted. Shakeſp.

To EMPO ISON. v.a. [empºiſºnner, Fr.] 1.To

deſtroy by poiſon; to deſtroy by venomous

food or drugs. Sidney. 1. To taint with poiſon;

to envenon.

EMPO'ISONER'ſ. [empoiſºnneur, Fr.]One who

deſtroys another by poiſon. Bacon.

EMPOISONMENT. ſ. [empoiſonnement, Fr.]

The practice of deſtroying by poiſon. Bacon.

EMPORETICK. a. [iazopºlº.] That which

is uſed at markets, or in merchandize.

EMPORIUM. ſ. [iaºpicy.) A place of mer

chandiſe; a mart; a commercial city. Dryden.

To EMPOVERISH. v. a. ſpauvre, Fr.) 1. To

make poor ; to depauperate; to reduce to in

digence. South. 2. To leſſen fertility.

EMPOVERISHER. ſ. [from empºveriſh.] ".

One that makes others poor. 2. That which

impairs fertility. Mortimer.

EMPO'veRISHMENT.ſ. (from empºveriſh )

Diminution; cauſe of poverty; waſte. Swift.

To EMPOWER. v. a. [from power.) 1. To

authoriſe; to commiſſion. Dryden. 2. To give

natural force; to enable. Baker.

EMPRESS. ſ. (from empereſt.] 1. The queen

of an emperour. Ben. Johnſon. 2. A female

K k 2. in
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inveſted with imperial dignity; a female ſo

vereign. Milton.

EMPRI SE ſ [empriſe, Fr.] Attempt of danger;

undertaking of hazard; enterpriſe. Fairfax,

Pope - -

EMPTIER, ſ [from empty..] One that empties;

one that makes any place void. Nakum.

EMPTIN ESS. ſ. [from empty.) 1. Abſence of

plenitude; inanity. Philips 2. The ſtate of

being empty Shakeſp. 3. A void ſpace; va

cuity; vacuum. Dryden, Bently. 4. Want of

ſubſtance or ſolidity. Dryden 5. Unſatisfacto

rineſs; inability to fill up the deſires. Alterbu.

6. Vacuity of head, want of knowledge Pºpe.

EMPTION. ſ. [emptic, Lat.] The act of pur

chaſing. Arbuthnºt.

EMI TY. a. &mrº, Sax.] I. Void, having

nothing in it; not ull. Burnet. 2. Devoid ,

unturniſhed. Nºtºn. 3. Untatisfactory.

unable to fill the mind or deſires. 4. Without

any thing to carry; unburthened. Dryden. 5 ||

Vacant of head, ignorant; unſkilul Ra

Ieigh 6. Without ſubſtance; without ſolidi

ty; vain. Dryden. - - - -

To EMPTY, v a. [from the adjective.) To

evacuate; to exhauſt. Shakeſp. Arbuthnºt.

To EMFU RPLE. v. a. (from purple jºio make

o a purple colour. Miſtew. . -

To Evli U ZZLE. v. a [from puzzle.] To per

plex, to put to a ſtand. Brown. -

EMPY E M A. ſ. [... ww.nºs.] A collection of

purulent matter in any part whatſoever; ge

nerally ued to ſignity that in the cavity of the

breaſt only. Arbuthnot. -

EMPY REAL. a. ſºvº, pos.j Formed of the ele

ment of fire; refined beyond aerial. Miltºn.

EMPYREAN ſtººzvº;..] The higheſt heaven

where the pure clement of fire is ſuppoſed to

ſubſiſt. Mikan.

F'MPYREUM. ſ ſºvºa.] The burn

EMPYR 1. UMA. ing to of any matter in

boiling or diſtill..tion. Harvey, Decay ºf Piety.

EMPYRLUMA TICAL. a. [from empyreuma.)

jº the linell or taſte of burnt ſubſtances.

owie

EMPYR OSIS. ſ. [wwwºw.] Conflagration;

general fire. Hale.

‘To E MULATE. v.a. [armular, Lat ) i. To

rival , to propoſe as one to be equalled or ex

celled. 2. To imitate with hope of equality,

or ſuperiour excellence. Ben. johnſºn. 3. To

be equal to ; to raiſe to equality with Pºpe. 4.

To initate, to copy; to reſemble. Arbuthnst.

EMULATION. ſ. ſemulatiº, Lat.) 1. Rivalry;

deſire of ſuperiority. Shakeſp. Sprat. 2. Envy,

deſire of depreſſing another; conteſt; conten

tion. Shakeſp. -

EMULATIVE. a. [from emulate.] Inclined to

emulation; iivalling; diſpoſed to competition.

EMULATOR. ſ. [from emulate.] A rival; a

contpetitor. Bacon.

To EMU'LG E. v. a. [emulges, Lat.] To milk
out.

EMU LGENT. a. [emalgent, Latj i Mäking,

or draining out 2. Emulgent veſſels (in ana

tomy.1 are the two large arteries and veins

which ariſe, the former from the deſcending

trunk of the aorta; the latter from the vena

vaca. Brown. - .

E MULOU.S. a. [a-muluſ, Lat.) 1...Rivalling; en

gaged in competition. B. Jºhnſºn. ... Deſirous
ot ſuperiority; deſirous to riſe above another;

deſirous of any excellence poſſeſſed by another.

Prior. 3, Factious; contentious Shakeſp.

E MULOUSLY, adv (from emulouſ.] With de

fire of excelling or outdoing another.Granville.

EMU LSION. f. (emulſio, Lat.) A torm of medi

cive by bruiſing oily feeds and kernels. Kaincy.

EMU'NCTOR | E.S. ſ. [emundi ºrian:, Lat.j The fe

parts of the body where any thing extremen

titious is ſeparated and collected. Mºre.

To EN A B*.E. v. a. ſtrom abk | To make able,

to conſer power Spenſer, Rºger . . . . .

To F.N.A CT ... a [from aci J . To at ; to

perform; to effect. Spenſer. 2. To eſtabliſh:

to decree. Temple. 3. To repreſent by action.

Shakeſp. -

EN A ‘C 1 ſ [fren, the verb.) Purpoſe; deter

fit 11, at lºn.

ENACTOR. ſ. [from enađ 1. One that forms

decrees, or eſtabliſhes laws Atacriury. 2. One

who practiſes or performs any thing. Shakeſp.

ENA I.L.A.G.E. ſ. In om the Greek i, ºxazº. A

figure in grammar, whereby these is a change

either of a pronoun, as when a poſſeſſive is put

for a relative, or when one movd of tenſe of a

verb is put for another.

To ENA MBUSH. v. c. [from ambuſ, To hide

in ambuſh; to hide with hoſtile intention.Cap.

To ENA MEL v. a. [from amel 1 . To inlay,

to variegate with colours. Denne. 2. To lay

upon another body, ſo as to vary it. Millen.

To ENA'MEL. v. n. To practiſe the uſe of

enamel. Boyle.

ENAMEL / [from the verb J 1. Anything

enamelled, or variegated with colours inlaid.

Fairfax. 2. The ſubſtance inlaid in other

things. -

ENA MELLER. ſ. [from enamel.) One that

practiſes the art of enamelling º

To l.N AMOUR. v. a. [amour, Fr.] Toinflame

with love; to make Iond. Dryden.

ENARRATION.J. tenarro, Lat., Explanation.

ENARTHRO SIS. ſ. [i, and 4;3:...] The inſer

tion of one bone into another to form a joint.

Mºſeman. - *

ENATATION. ſ. [enate, Lat) The act of

ſwimming out.

ENAUNTI.R. adu. An obſolete word explain

cq by Spºnſer himſelf to mean left that.

To EN CA GE. v. a. [from cage.) To ſhut up as

in a cage; to coop up; to confine. Donne.

To ENCAMP. v. m. To pitch tents; to ſt

down for a time in a march. Bacon.

To ENCATMP. v. a. To form an army into a

regular camp.

ENCA MPMENT. ſ. [from encarp j . The

act of encamping, or pitching tents. 2. A

camp; tents pitched in order. Greew.

To ENCAVE. v. a. [from cave.) To hide as in

a cave. Shakeſp.
ENCE'IA'7E.
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ENCE INTE. ſ. [Fr] incloſure; ground incloſ

ed with a fortification. -

To ENCHAFE. v. a. ſeſhauffºr, Fr.] To en

rage; to irritate; to provoke. Shakeſp.

To ENCHAIN. v. a. [enchainer, Fr.] To faſten

with a chain; to hold in chains ; to bind Dryd.

To ENCHANT. v. a excharter, Fr.) 1. To ||

give efficacy to any thing by ſongs of forcery.

Granville. 2. To ſubdue by charms or ſpells.

Sidney. 3. To delight in a high degree. Pºpe.

ENCHA’NTER.J. [erchanteur, Fr.) A magi

cian; a forcerer. Decay ºf Piety.

ENCHANTINGLY.adw. [ſtom eachant.]With

the force of enchantment. Shakeſp.

EXCHA'NTMENT. ſ. [enchantment, Fr.] 1.

Magical charms; ſpells; incantation. Knºller.

2. Irreſiſtible influence; overpowering delight. |

Pºpe.

ENCHANTRESS. ſ. [enchantereſ, Fr.) 1. A

forcereſs; a woman verſed in magical auts.

Tatler. 2. A woman whoſe beauty or excel

lencies give irreſiſtible influence. Thomſon.

To ENCHA SE. v. a. [enchaller, Fr.) 1. To

infix ; to encloſe in any other body ſo as to be |

held faſt, but not concealed. Feitan. 2. Tol.

adorn by being fixed upon it. Dryden.

ENCHEASON. ſ. (enclºſen, old law, Fr.]

Cauſe; occaſion. Spenſer.

To ENCIRCLE. v. a. (from circle.] To ſur- |

round; to environ; to incluſe in a ring or

circle. Pºpe.

ENCIRCLET.ſ, [from circle.]A circle; a ring.

Sidney.

ENCLITICKS. f. ſix zairina.] Particles which

throw back the accent upon the foregoing

ſyllable. - -

To ENCLOSE. v. a. [ench, Fr.] r. To part

from thics: qr grounds common by a fence.

Hayward. 2. To environ; to encircle; to

ſurround. Pºpe. -

ENCLOSER. ſ. (from enclºſe..] I. One that

encloſes, or ſeparates common fields in feveral

diſtinºt properties. Herbert. 2. Anything in

which another is encloſed. -

ENCLOSURE. ſ. [from enclºſe.] 1. The act of

encloſing or environing any thing. Wilkins. 2.

The ſeparation of common grounds into diſtinct

Poſſeſſions. Hayward 3. The appropriation of

thing- common. Taylor. 4. State of being ſhut

up in any place. Burnet. 3. The ſpace encloſ

ed. Addiſon. 6. Ground encloſed; ground

ſeparated South.

ENCO'MIAST. f. ſixaºlarº; ) A panegyriſt;

a proclaimer of praiſe; a praiſer, Lecke.

ENCOMIA'STICAL. Q a [#yxozºa;iºr.) Pa

ENCOMIA STICK. negyrical ; laudatory;

containing praiſe; beſtowing praiſe.

ENCOMIUM. ſ.ſiyazºic.JPanegyrick; praiſe;

elogy. Gºv. of the Tongue.

To ENCO'MPASS. v. a. [from compaſs.) 1.

To incloſe; to encircle. Shakeſp. 2. To ſhut

in 5 to ſurround; to environ. Shakeſp. 3. To

go round any place.

ENCOMPASSMENT.ſ [from encompaſs.]Cir

cumlocution; remotetendency of talk, Shakeſ.

ENCORE. adv. [Fr.] Again; once more.Pºpe.

ENCOUNTER...f. [cºntre, Fr.) 1. Duči i

ſingle fight; conflict. Dryden. 2. Battle º fight

in which enemies ruſh againſt each other.

Azilan. 3. Eager and warm converſation, either

of love or anger. Shakeſ? 4. Accidental con

£eſs; ſudden meeting Pºpe. 5. Accoſting.

Shakeſp. 6. Caſual incident; occaſion. Pºpe.

To ENCO UNTER. v. a (frºm the noun) 1.

To meet face to face. Shakeſp. 2. To meet

in a hoſtile manner; to ruſh againſt in conflict.

Knoller, 3. To meet with reciprocal kindneſs.

| Shakeſp. 4. To attack; to meet in the front.

Tillºs. 5. To oppoſe ; to oppugn. Halº. 6.

To meet by accident. Shakeſp.

To ENCOUNTER. v. n. 1. To ruſh together

in a hoſtile manner ; tº conflict. Shakeſp. z.

To engage; to fight. Knelles. 3 To meet face

... to face. 4. To come together by chance.

INCO'UNTERER ſ. [rom encºunter.) 1. Op

Ponent; antagonist : enemy. Mºre. 2. One

that loves to accoſt others. Shakeſp.

To LNCO URAGE. v. a. [encourager, Fr.) 1.

To animate; to incite to any thing. Pſalmſ.

2. To give courage to ; to ſupport the ſpirits;

to embolden. King Charlet. 3. To raiſe con

fidence ; to make conſident. Lºcke.

ENCO URAGEMENT. ſ. (from encºurage 11.

Incitement to any action or practice; incen

tive. I htips. 2. Favour; countenance; ſup

port. Otway.

ENCO'URAGER. ſ. [from encourage JOne that

ſupplies incitements to any thing ; a favourer.

Dryden.

To ENCRO'ACH. v. n. [accrºcher, from crer,

a hook, Fr. J 1. To make invaſions upon the

right of another; to put a hook into another

man's poſſeſſions to draw them away. Spenſer.

2. To advance gradually and by ſtealth upon

that to which one has no right. Herbert.

ENCRO'ACHER. ſ. [from encrºach.) 1. One

who ſeizes the poſſeſſion of another by gradu

aſ and ſilent means. Sºft. 2. One who

makes ſlow and gradual advances beyond his

rights. Cliriſſa. - - i.

ENCRO ACHMENT. ſ. [from entreach.) 1.

An unlawful gathering in upon anether man.

Cºwell, Milton, 2. Advance into the territories

or rights of another. Addiſºn. . -

To ENCUMBER. v. a. [eneombrer, Fr.) 1. T

clog 3 to load; to impede. 1. Fo entangle ; to

embarraſs; to obſtruct. 3. To koad with debts.

ENCUM BRANCE. ſ. [rom encumber.) 1.

Clog; load; impediment. Temple. 2. Excreſ

cence; uſeleſs addition Thomſon. 3. Buthen

upon an eſtate. Ayliffe. -

ENCYCLICAL, a ts, auxxº..]. Circular; ſent

round through a large region. Stillingfleet.

ENCYCLOPEDIA. J. iśzzºwawai`ia.] The

ENCYCLOPE'DY. ; circle of ſciences; the

round of learning. Arbuthnºt.

ENCY STED. a. [“vºi;..] Encloſed in a veſicle

or bag. Sharp.

END. ſ. [ene, Sax.] 1. The extremity of any

thing materially extended. Lºcke. 2. The laſt

particle
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particle of any aſſignable duration. Donne. 3.

The concluſion or ceſſation of any action.

Gereſt. 4. The concluſion or laſt part of any

thing , as the end of a chapter. 5. Ultimate

ſtate; final doom. 6. The point beyond which

no progreſſion can be made. Pſalms. 7 Final

determination ; concluſion of debate or deli

beration. Shakeſp. 8. Death ; fate; deceaſe.

Wotton, Roſcommon. 9. Abolition: total loſs.

Lºcke, 10. Cauſe of death; deſtroyer. Shakeſ.

11. Conſequence; event. Shakeſp. 12. Frag

ment; broken piece. Shakeſp. 13. Purpoſe :

intention. Clarendon. 14. Thing extended;

final deſign. Suckling. 15. An E. N. p. Erect :

as his hair ſtands an end. 16. Moſ! an END.

Commonly. Shakeſp.

To END. v. a. [from the noun l 1. To termi

nate ; to conclude; to finiſh. Knoller. Smalrid.

2. To deſtroy; to put to death. Shakeſp.

To END. v. n. 1. To come to an end; to be

finiſhed. Fairfax. 2. To terminate; to con

clude; to ceaſe ; to fail. Taylor.

To ENDAMAGE. v. a. ſſrom damage.] To

miſchief; to prejudice; to harm. South.

To ENDANGER. v. a. (from danger.) 1. To

put into hazard; to bring into perii. Tillºtſon.

2. To incur the danger of; to hazard Bacon.

To ENDEAR. v. a. [from dear.] To make

dear; to make beloved. Wake.

ENDE ARMENT. ſ. [from endear.) 1. The

cauſe of love; means by which any thing is

endeared. Thomſºn. 2. The ſtate of being en

deared; the ſtate of being loved. South.

ENDEAVOUR ſ (devoir, Fr. endevoir.] La

bour directed to ſome certain end. Tillotion.

To ENDEAVOUR. v. n. To labour to a cer

tain purpoſe Pºpe.

To ENDEAVOUR. v. a. To attempt; to try.
Milton.

ENDEAVOURER. ſ. [from endeavour.] One

who labours to a certain end Rymer.

ENDECAGON. ſ. [ivºsnayov.] A plain figure

of eleven ſides and angles. -

ENDEMIAL. 7 a. [iv3.nºao..] Peculiar to a

ENDEMICAL. country; uſed of any diſeaſe

ENDE'MICK. that affects ſeveral people

together in the ſame country, proceeding from

ſome cauſe peculiar to the country where it

reigns. Quincy.

To ENDENIZE. v. a. [from denizen.] To

make free ; to enfranchiſe. Camden.

To ENDI'CT. R. v. a. ſenditer, Fr.) 1. To

To ENDITE. S. charge any man by a written

accuſation before a court of juſtice: as, he was

endited for felony. 2. To draw up 5 to com

poſe ; to write. Waller.

ENDICTMENT. & ſ. [from endite.] A bill or

ENDITEMENT. S. declaration made in form

of law, for the benefit of the commonwealth.

Hoºker. -

ENDIVE. ſ. ſendive, Fr. intytum, Lat..] Endive

or ſuccory. Mortimer

E'NDLESS. a. [from end.] 1 Without end ;

without concluſion or termination. Pºpe. 2.

Infinite in longitudinal extent. Tillotſon. 3.

Infinite in duration; perpetual. Hoºker, 4.

Inceſſant; continual. Pºpe.

ENDLESSLY. adv (from endleſ, 1 1. Inceſ

ſantly ; perpetually. Decay of Piety. 2. With

out termination of length.

ENDLESSNESS. ſ. [from endleſ.] 1 Perpe

tuity; endleſs duration. 2. The quality of

being round without an end. Danne.

ENDLONG. adv. [end and long.] In a ſtrait

line. Dryden.

ENDMOST. a. ſend and mºff.] Remoteſt;

furtheft ; at the further end.

To ENDORSE v. a. [endiffer, Fr.] 1. To

regiſter on the back of a writing; to ſuper

ſcribe. Hºwel 2. To cover on the back.Miltºn.

ENDORSEMENT. ſ. [from endºrſe. 1. Su

perſcription; writing on the back. 2. Ratifica

tion. Herbert.

To ENDO"w. v. a. [ind-tare, Lat.] ... To

enrich with a portion. Exoduſ. ... To ſupply

with any external goods. Addiſºn. 3. To enrich

with any excellence. Swift. 4. To be the

fortune of any one. Shakeſp.

ENDOWMENT. ſ. [from endºw.] 1. Wealth

beſtowed to any perſon or uſe. 2. The beſtow

ing or aſſuring a dower; the ſetting forth or

ſevering a ſufficient portion for perpetual main

tenance. Dryden. 3. Giſts of nature. Addiſºn.

To ENDUE. v. a [indue, Lat. To ſupply

with mental excellencies. Cºmmon Prayer.

ENDURANCE. ſ. [from endure.) 1. Continu

ance; laſtingneſs. Temple. 2. Delay; pro

craſtination. Shakeſp.

To ENDURE. v. a. [endurer, Fr.] To bear;

to undergo; to ſuſtain; to ſupport. Temple.

To ENDURE. v. n. 1. To laſt 5 to remain; to

continue. Locke. 2. To brook; to bear; to

admit. Davier.

ENDURER. ſ [from endure.] 1. One that can

bear or endure; ſuſtainer; ſufferer. Spenſer.

2. Continuer; laſter.

E'NDWISE, adv. [end and wiſe.] Erestly; up

rightly ; on end. Ray.

To ENECATE. v. a. [eneco, Lat.] To kill;

to deſtroy. Harvey.

ENEMY. ſ. [ennemi, Fr.) 1. A publick foe.

Davies. 2. A private opponent; an antagoniſt.

3. Any one who regards anether with male

volence; not a friend. Shakeſp. 4. One that

diſlikes. Prior. 5. [In theology.) The fiend;

the devil. Common Prayer.

ENERGETICK. a. ſivitywrixo;..] 1. Forcible;

active; vigorous; efficacious. 2. Operative;

active; working ; not at reſt, Grew.

ENERGY. ſ. [ivitysia.] 1. Power not exerted

in action. Baces. 2. Force; vigour; efficacy;

influence. Smalridge. 3. Faculty, operation.

Bentley. 4. Strength of expreſſion; force of

ſignification. Roſcommon.

To ENERVATE. v. a. [enerve, Lat] To

weaken ; to deprive of force. Bacon.

ENERVATION. ſ. [from enerve.] I. The act

of weakening; emaſculation. 2. The ſtate

of being weakened; effeminacy.

To ENERVE. v. a. [enervo, Lat.] To weaken;

to break the force of ; to cruſh, Digby.

TQ
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To ENFAMISH.v.a.[fromfamiſº.] To ſtarve;

to famiſh.

To ENFE EBLE. v. a. [from feeble.] To weak

en to enervate. Taylºr.

To ENFE'OFF. v. a. [feaffimentum, low Lat.)

To inveſt with any dignities or poſſeſſions. A

law term. Hale.

ENFE OFFMENT. ſ. (from enfeºff] 1. The

ast of enfeoffing. 2. The inſtrument or deed

by which one is inveſted with poſſeſſions.

To ENFETTER. v. a. To bind in fetters; to

enchain. Shakeſp.

ENFILA DE. ſ. (Fr.] A ſtrait paſſage.

To ENFILA'DE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

pierce in a right line.

To ENFIRE. v a. [from fire.] To fire; to

ſet on fire to kindle. Spenſer.

To ENFORCE. v. a. [enfºrcir, Fr.) 1. To

give ſtrength to ; to ſtrengthen ; to invigorate.

2. To make or gain by force. Spenſer. 3. To

put in act by violence. Shakeſp. 4. To inſti

gate; to provoke; to urge on. Spenſer. 5. To

urge with energy. Clarendon. 6. To compel ;

to conſtrain. Davies. 7. To preſs with a charge.

Little uſed. Shakeſp.

To ENFORCE. v. n. To prove; to evince.

H22&er.

ENFORCE. ſ. [from fºrce..] Power; ſtrength.

Milram.

ENFORCEDLY. adv. [from enfºrce.] By vio

lence; not voluntarily ; not ſpontaneouſly.

Shakeſp.

ENFORCEMENT. ſ. [from enfºrce.) 1. An

act of violence ; compulſion; force offered.

Raleigh. 2. Sanction; that which gives force

to a law. Lecke. 3. Motive of conviction ;

urgent evidence. Hammond. 4. Preſſing exi

gence. Shakeſp.

ENFORCER. ſ. [from enfºrce.] Cºller,
one who effects by violence. Hammond.

ENFOULDRED. a. (from fºudre, French.]

Mixed with lightning. Spenſer.

To ENFRANCHISE. v. a [from franchiſe

1. To admit to the privileges of a freeman.

Davier. 2. To ſet free from ſlavery. Temple.

3. To free or releaſe from cuſtody. Shakeſp.

4. To deniſen ; to endeniſen. Watts.

ENFRANCHISEMENT.ſ. (from enfranchiſe.]

1. Inveſtiture of the privileges of a denien.

Cºwell. 2. Releaſe from priſon or from ſlavery.

ENFROZEN. part. [from frozen.] Congealed

with cold. Spenſer.

To ENGAGE. v. a. [engager, Fr.] 1. To

make liable for a debt to a creditor. Shakeſp.

2. To impawn; to ſtake. Hudibrar. 3. To

enliſt ; to bring into a party. Tillotſon. 4. To

embark in an affair; to enter on an undertak

ing. Digby. i To unite, to attach 5 to make

adherent. Addiſºn. 6. To induce ; to win by

pleaſing means: to gain. Waller. 7. To bind

by any appointment or contract. Atterbury. 8.

To ſeize by the attention. 9. To cmploy ; to

hold in buſineſs. Dryden. 19. To encounter;

to fight. Pºpe.

To ENGAGE. v. n. 1. To conflict; to fight.

Clarenden. 1. To embark in any buſineſs; te

enliſt in any party Dryden.

ENGAGEMENT / [from engagement, Fr.l. i.

The act of engaging, impawning, or making

liable to debt. 2. Obligation by contract.

4tterbury. 3. Adherence to a party or cauſe ;

partiality. Swift. 4. Employment of the at

tention. Rºgers. 5. Fight; conflict battle.

Dryden. 6. Obligation; motive. Hammand.

To ENGAOL, v. a (from gaºl.] To impriſon;

to confine. Shakeſp.

To ENGA RRISON. v. a. To protect by a

garriſon. Hºwel.

To ENGENDER. v. a. ſenzendrer, Fr.] 1. To

beget between different ſexes. Sidney. 2. To

produce; to form. Shakeſp. Davieſ. 3. To

excite ; to cauſe ; to produce. Addiſºn. 4. To

bring forth. Prior.

To ENGENDER. v. n. To be cauſed ; to be

produced. Dryden.

ENGINE. ſ. (engin, Fr.) 1. Any mechanical

eomplication, in which various movements and

parts concur to one effect. 2. A military ma

chine. Fairfax. 3. Any inſtrument. Raleigh.

4. Any inſtrument to throw water upon

burning houſes. Dryden. 5. Any means uſed

to bring to paſs. Dup. 6. An agent for another.

Daniel

ENGINE ER. ſ. ſingenieur, Fr.) One who

manages engines; one who directs the artil

lery of an artny. Shakeſp.

ENGINERY, f [from engine.) 1. The act of

managing artillery. Milton. 2. Engines ofwar;

artillery. Milton.

To ENGIRD. v. a. [from gird..] To encircle ;

to ſurround. Shakeſp.

ENGLE. ſ. A gull; a put ; a bubble. Hanmer,

Shakeſp.

E’NGLISH. a. [engler, Sax.] Belonging to

England. Shakeſp.

To ENGLISH. v. a. To tranſlate into Engliſh.

Brown.

To ENGLUT. v. a. [engloutir, Fr.] 1. To

ſwallow up. Shakeſp. 2. To glut; to pamper.

Aſcham.

To ENGORE. v. a. [from gºre.] To pierce;

to prick. Spenſer.

To ENGORGE. v. a. [from gºrge, Fr.] To

ſwallow ; to devour; to gorge. Spenſer.

To ENGORGE. v. m. To devour; to feed with

eagerneſs and voracity. Milton.

To ENGRAIL. v. a. (from grele, Fr.] To in

dent in curve lines. Chapman.

To ENGRAIN. v. a. ſtrom grain.] To die

deep; to die in grain. Spenſer.

To ENGRAPPLE. v. n. (from grapple.] To

cloſe with 5 to contend with; hold on each o

ther. Daniel.

To ENGRASP. v. a. [from graſp.] To ſeize;

to hold faſt in the hand. Spenſer.

To ENGRAVE. v. a. preter. engraved; part.

paſſ. engraved or engraven, [From engraver,

Fr.) 1. To picture by inciſions in any matter.

Pºpe. 2. To mark wood or ſtone. Exoduſ. 3.
- To
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To impreſ; deeply ; to imprint. Isr;2.

f from grave.] To bury; to inter. Sº, nſºr.

Y:NGRAVER. f. (from e-zrºve.) A cutter in

ftone or other matter. Hale,

To ENGRI EVE v. a. To main: to vez Sºrºſºr.

To ENGROSS v. a ſ grºñr, Fr. ... To thick

en; to make thick. Sfºnſºr. 2. To encreaſe in

bulk. Pºrsº. 3. to atten to rºmp up.

Shakeſp. 4. To ſeize in the croſs. Shakº. 3

To purchaſe the whole of any commodity ſor

the ſake of ſelling at a high price. 6. To copy

in a large hand. Pº:

ENGROSSER. ſ. (from engrºſ...] He that pur

chaſes large quantities of any commodity, in

order to fºll it at a high price. Locke.

ENGROSSMENT. ſ. (from engreſs.) Appro

priation of things in the groſs : exorbitant

acquiſition. Swift. -

To ENGUA’RD. v. a. ſſrom guard] To pro

teet; to defend. Shakeſp.

To ENHANCE. v a.ſenhauſer, Fr.) 1. To liſt

up: to raiſe on high Spesſºr. 2. To raiſe: to

advance in price. Locke 3. To raiſe in eſteem.

4tterbury 4. To aggravate. Hammºnd

ENHANCEMENT.J. (from enhance.) 1. Aug

mentation of value. Bacºn.

of ill. Gºv. ºf the Tºngue.

ENI GMA. f. [a nigma, Lat.] A riddle; an ob

ſcure queſtion ; a poſition expreſſed in remote

and ambiguous terms. Pºpe.

ENIGMAT ICA. L. a. (from enigma} 1. Ob

ſcure; ambiguouſly or darkly expreſs". Bretºn.

2. Cloudy: obſcurely conceived or apprehend

ed. Hammond.

ENIGMATICALLY adv. [from rigina.] In

a ſenſe different from that which the words in

their familiar acceptation imply. Brown.

EN1GMATIST. ſ. [from a nigma.] One who

deals in obſcure and ambiguous matters. Addiſ.

To ENJOIN. v. a. [enjºin dre, Fr.] To direct;

to order ; to preſcribe. Tillotſºn.

ENJO INER / One who gives injunctions.

ENJOINMENT. ſ. (from enjºin.) Direction ;

command. Brazme.

To ENJOY. v. a. [jcuir, enjouir, Fr.) 1. To

feel or perceive with pleaſure. Addiſºn. 2. To

4.

obtain poſſeſſion or fruition of Miltºn. 3. To

pleaſe : to gladden; to exhilarate. Mºré.

To ENJOY. v. n. To live in happineſs. Milton.

ENJOYER. ſ. One that has fruition. -

ENJOYMENT. ſ. Happineſs; fruition. Tillºtſ.

To ENKINDLF w a (from kindle ] 1. To

ſet on fire; to inflame. Shakeſp. z. To rouſe

paſſions. Shakeſp. 3. To incite to any act or

hope. Shakeſp.

To ENLARGE. v. a. [clargir, Fr.) 1. To

make greater in quantity or appearance. Pºpe

2. To encreaſe anything in magnitude. Lººe.

3. To encreaſe by repreſentation. 4. To

dilate; to expand. . Cor. 5 To ſet free

from limitation. Shakeſ”. 6. To extend to

more purpoſes or uſes. Hºoker. 7. To am:

phy; to aggrandiſe. Lºcke. 8. To releaſe

from confinement. Shakeſp. 9. To diffuſe

in eloquence, Clarendºr.

Tº ENLA'RGE. s. n. To expatiate; to ſpeat:
in many words. Clarenden.

ENLARGEMENT. ſ. [rom enlarge.] 1. Fa

creaſe ; augmentation; farther extenſion. Hay.

2. Releaſe from confinement or ſervitude. Sha.

3. Magniving repreſentation. Pºpe. 4 Expa

‘iating ſpeech ; copious diſcourſe. Clarenden.

FN.A'RGER. ſ. (from enlarge.] Amplifier
Br-tº-1. -

To ENLIGHT. v. a. ſtron light ] To illumi

nate ; to ſupply with light. Pfe.

Tº ENLIGHTEN. v. a 'from light.l. t. To

illuminate; to ſupply with light. Hºfer, 2.

To inſtruct to furniſh with encreaſe of know

ledge. Rogers 3 To cheer; to exhilarate;

tº gladºlen. 4. To ſupply with fight. Dryder.
ENſ,I'GHTENER ſ (from enlighten ) i. Illu

minator; one that gives light. Miltºn. z.

Inſtructor.

To ENLINK v. a.

to bºnd. Shakeſp. -

To ENLIVEN. v. a. ſtrom life, live.) 1. To

make quick to make alive; to animate. 2.

To make vigorous or active. Swift. 3. To

[from link.] To chain to;

2. Aggravation

make ſprightly or vivacious. 4. To make gay

ºr cheerful in appearance.

FNLIVENER.J. That which animates; that

which invigorates. Dryden.

#To ENLUMIN E. v. 3. [en luminer, Fr.] To

illumine ; to illuminate. Spenſer.

To ENMA'RPLF. v . a. (from marble.] To

turn to marble. Spenſºr.

To...NMESH. v. a. [from mºſ!..] To net; to

intangle. Sºakeſp.

ENMITY. f. [from enemy.) 1. Unfriendly diſ.
poſition ; malevolence; averſion. Lockº. 1.

Contrariety of intereſts or inclinations. Miltºn.

3 State of oppoſition. janies. 4. Malice;

miſchievous attempts. Afterbury.

ENNEAGON. J. [iºsa and ſº...] A figure of

nine angles.

ENNEATICAL, a [*4.) Enneatical dayr, are

every ninth day of a ſickneſs; and enreatical

years, every ninth year of one’s life.

To ENNOBLE. v. a. [ennehlir, Fr.) 1. To raiſe

from commonalty to nobility. Shakeſp. z. To

dignify; to aggrandiſe; to exalt: to raiſe. Sºuth.

3. To elevate ; to magnify. Waller. 4. To

make famous or illuſtrious. Bacon.

ENNOBLEMENT. ſ. [from ennºble.] 1. The

ast of raiſing to the rank of nobility. Bar:r.

2. Exaltation ; elevation ; dignity. Glanville.

ENODATION. f [enºdatic, i.at J . The act

of untying a knot, 2 Solution of a difficulty.

ENORMITY...f. [from enormºus.) : Deviation

from rule; irregularity. 2. Deviation from

right; depravity; corruption Hoºker. 3, Atro

cious crimes; flagitious villanies. S-rift.

ENORMOUS, a [enºrmis, Lat.) 1. Irregular:

cut of rule. Newtºn. 1. Diſordered; confuſed.

Shakeſp. 3. Wicked beyond the common mea

ſure. 4. Exceeding in bulk the common mea

ſures. Pope.

ENORMOUSLY, adv. [from enormºur.] Be.

yond meaſure, 24's, dward.

- ENORMOUSNESS,
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ENORMOUSNESS. ſ. Immeaſurable wicked

neſs. Decay ºf Piety.

ENOUGH. a. {zenoh, Sax.] Being in a ſuffi

cient meaſure; ſuch as may ſatisfy. Locke.

ENOUGH ſ. 1. Something ſufficient in great

neſs or excellence. Temple, 2. Something

equal to a man's powers or faculties. Bacon.

EROUGH. adv. 1. In a ſufficient degree : in

a degree that gives ſatisfaction. 1. It notes

a ſlight augmentation of the poſitive degree :

as, I am ready enough to quarrel ; that is, I

im rather quarrelſome than peaceable. Addiſon.

3. An exclamation noting fulneſs or ſatiety.

Shakeſp.

ENOW. The plural of enough. A ſufficient

number. H::ker.

{WPASSANT adv. [Fr.] By the way.

To ENRAGE. v. a. ſenrager, Fr.] To irritate;

to provoke; to make furious Walſh.

To ENRA NGE. va. [from range. J. To place

regularly 5 to put into order. Spenſer.

To LNRANK. v. a. ſtrom rank.] To place in

orderly ranks. Shakeſp. -

ToENRAPT. v a.[from raft.) to throw into

an ecſtaſy; to tranſport with enthuſiaſm. Shak

To FNRA'PTURE. v. a. (from rapture.] To

tranſport with pleaſure.

Tº ENRA"VISH v.a. (from raviſb.] To throw

into ecſtaſy. Spenſer.

FSRAVISHMENT. ſ. [rom enraviſt.] Ec

ſtaſy of delight. Glanville.

To ENRICH. v. n. [enricher, Fr.] 1. To make

wealthy; to make opnient. 1. Sam. 2. To

frtiliſe; to make fruitful Blackmore. 3. To

fºre; to ſupply with augmentation of any

thing deſireable. Raleigh.

ENRICHMENT. ſ. [from enrich.) 1. Aug

mentation of wealth. 2. Amplification ; in

provement by addition. Bacºn.

Tº BNRIDGE. v. a. Toform with longitudinal

Tº berances or ridges. Shakeſp.

To ENRING. v. a. [from ring.] To bind

fºund to encircle. Shakeſp.

*.*NRIPEN. v. a. To ripen; to mature.
*nºt.

Tº ENROBE. v. a. [from rebel To dreſs; to

clºth, Shakeſp.

To ENRO L. º. a. ſe-rºller, Fr.) 1. To inſert

** rºll or regiſter Sprat. 2. To record; to

k-vein writing. Milton. 3. To involve; to

inwrap. Spen ſer

º J. He that enrols; he that re

giſters.

PNROLMENT. ſ. [from enrol) Regiſter;

"ſting in which anything is recorded. Davies.

Tº ENRoot v.a. to fix by the root Shakeſp

Tº ENROUND. v. a. ſhom rºund ) To cº

ºn ; to ſurround; to incloſe. Shakeſp.

*š ſ (Lat., i. Any being or exiſtence, 2.

ſh thymiſtry Some thing that are pretended

* contain all the qualities of the ingredients
in a little room.

*SAMPLE. ſ. [..ſimple, Italj Example;

Pattern 5 ſubject of imitation. Sanderſon.

* ENSAMPLE. v.a. (from the noun...] To

*mplify; to give as a copy. Spenſer,

To ENSANGUINE. v. a. [ſanguis, Lat.] To

ſmear with gore; to ſuffuſe with blood. Milton.

To ENSCHEDULE. v. a. To inſert in a ſche

dule or writing. Shakeſp.

To ENSCONCE. v. a. To cover as with a fort.

Shakeſp.

To ENSE'AM. v. a. [from ſeam.] To ſow up;

to incloſe by a ſeam Camden. -

To ENSE AR. v. a. [from ſear.] To cauteriſe;

to ſtanch or ſtop with fire. Shakeſp.

To ENSHIELD. v. a. [from ſhield.] To cover.

Shakeſp.

To ENSHRINE, v. a. To incloſe in a cheſt or

cabinet; to preſerve as a thing ſacred. Tate.

ENSIFORM. a. ſenſformis, Lat.] Having the

ſhape of a ſword.

ENSIGN. ſ. ſenſeigne, Fr. 1. The flag or

ſtandard of a regiment. Shakeſp. z. Any ſignal

to aſſemble. Iſaiah. 3. Badge ; or mark of

diſtinction. Waller. 4. The officer of foot who

carries the flag,

ENSIGNBEARER. ſ. He that carries the flag.

Sidney.

To ENSLAVE. v. a. [from ſlave.) 1. To reduce

to ſervitude; to deprive of liberty. Milton. 2.

To make over to another as his ſlave. Locke.

ENSLAVEMENT. ſ. [from enſlave.] The ſtate

of ſervitude; ſlavery. South. -

ENSLAVER. J. [from enſlave..] He that re

duces others to a ſtate of ſervitude. Swift.

To ENSU'E. v. a. [enſuivre, Fr.] To follow ;

to purſue. Common Prayer, Davies.

To ENSU E. v. n. 1. To follow as a conſe

quence to premiſes. Hooker. 2. To ſucceed in

a train of events, or courſe of time. Shakeſp.

ENSURANCE. ſ. ſtrom enſure.) 1. Exemption

from hazard, obtained by the payment of 4

certain fum. 2. The ſum paid for ſecurity.

ENSURANCER. ſ. [from enſurance.) He who

undertakes to exempt from hazard. Dryden.

To ENSURE v. a. (from ſure.] I To aſcer

tain; to make certain; to ſecure. Swift. 2.

To exempt anything from hazard by paying

a certain ſum, on condition of being reimburſ

ed for miſcarriage. 3. To promiſe reimburſe- . .

ment of any miſcarriage for a certain reward

ſtipulated LF/irange.

ENSU RER. / (trom enſure.] One who makes

conth ačts of enfurance.

RNTA'sLATURE. 7 ſ. [from table.] [In ar

ENTABLEMENT. S. chitecture.] The archi

trave, riſe, and cornice of a pillar. -

ENTAI L. ſ. ſtrom the French entaille, cut.]

1. The eſtate entalled or ſettled, with regard

to the rule of its deſcent. 2. The rule of

deſcent ſettled or any eſtate. 3. Engraver's

work ; inlay. Spenſer.

To ENTA II. v., a (tailler, to cut; Fr J 1.

To ſettle the deſcent of any eſtate ſo that it

cannot be, by any ſubſequent poſſeſſor, be

queathed at pleaſure. Dryden. ... To fix un

alienably upºn any perſon or thing. Tillºtſon.
3. To cut. Spenſer.

To ENTANAE. v. a. [from tame.] To tame; to

ſubjugate. Shakeſp.

L. 1 Tc
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To ENTANGLE. v. a. 1. To inwrap or in

ſhare with ſomething not eaſily extricable. 2.

To loſe in multiplied involutions. 3. To

twiſt, or confuſe. . 4. To involve in difficul

ties; to perplex. Clarendon. 3. To puzzle:

to bewilder Hayward. 6. To enſnare by

captious queſtions or artful talk. Matthew. 7

To diſtrast with variety of cares. 1 Tim. §.

To multiply the intricacies or difficulties of a

work, Shakeſp.

ENTANGLEMENT. ſ. [from entangle.) 1.

Inyolution of any thing intricate or adheſive.
Glanville. 2. Perplexity; puzzle. More

ENTANGLE.R. ſ. [from entangle.) One that
entangles.

To ENTER. v. a. [entrer, Fr.) 1. To go or

Some into any place. Atterbury. ... To initiate

in a buſineſs, method, or ſociety. Lºcke. 3. To

introduce or admit into any counſel. Shakeſp.

4. To ſet down in a writing. Graunt.

Tº ENTER. v. n. 1. To come in ; to go in

judget. a. To penetrate mentally; to make

intellectual entrance. Addiſºn. 3. To engage

in Tatler. 4. To be initiated in. Addiſon.

ENTERDEAL ſ [entre and deal] Reciprocal
tranſactions. Hubbard's Tale.

ENTERING. ſ. Entrance; paſſage into a place.

Iſaiah.

To ENTERLACE. v.a. [entrelaſer, Fr.] To

intermix. Sidney. -

ENTERO'CELE. ſ. ſenterscele, Lat.) A rup

ture from the bowels preſſing through the

peritoneum, ſo as to fall down into the groin.

Shakeſp.

ENTEROLOGY. ſ. ſºlipsy and x4,2:..] The

anatomical account of the bowels and internal

parts.

ENTERO'MPHALOS. ſ [iſsºy and #44axo;..]

An umbilical or navel rupture.

ENTERPA'RLANCE. ſ. [entre and parler,

French.) Parley ; mutual talk; conference.

Hayward.

ENTERPLEADER. ſ. [entre and plead.] The

diſcuſſing of a point incidentally falling out,

before the principal cauſe can take end.Cowell.

ENTERPRISE. ſ. [enterpriſe, Fr.] An under

taking of hazard ; an arduous attempt. Dryden.

To ENTERPRISE. v. a. [from the noun..] I.

To undertake; to attempt; to eſſay. Temple.

2. To receive : to entertain. Spenſer.

ENTERPRISER, ſ (from enterpriſe.] A man

of enterpriſe; one who undertakes great things.

Hayward.

To ENTERTAIN. v. a. [entretenir, Fr.] 1.

To converſe with 5 to talk with. Locke. 2.

To treat at the table. Addiſºn. 3. To receive

hoſpitably. Hebrewer, Shakeſp. 4. To keep in

one's ſervice. Shakeſp. 5. To reſerve in the

mind Decay of Piety. , 6. To pleaſe ; to

amuſe; to divert. Addiſºn. 7. To admit with
ſatisfaction. Locke.

ENTERTA'INER. ſ. [from entertain.] 1. He

that keeps others in his ſervice. Bacon. 2. He

that treats others at his table. Smalridge. 3.

He that pleaſes, diverts, or amuſes.

ENTERTAI'NMENT. ſ. [from entertain.] 1.

Converſation. 2. Treatment at the table ;

convivial proviſion. Waller. 3. Hoſpitable re

ception. 4. Reception ; admiſſion. Tilletſon

5. The ſtate of being in pay as ſoldiers or

ſervants. Shakeſp. 6. Payment of ſoldiers or

ſervants. Davier. 7. Amuſement; diverſion.

Temple. 8. Dramatick performance; the lower

comedy. Ga

ENTERTISSUED. a. [entre and tiſſue.) In
terwoven or intermixed with various colours or

ſubſtances. Shakeſp.

To ENTHRONE. v. a. [from throne..] 1. To

place on a regal ſeat. Shakeſp. z. To inveſt

with ſovereign authority. Ayliffe.

ENTHU'SIASM. ſ. (isovalaza;;..] 1. A vain

belief of private revelation; a vain confidence

of divine favour. Locke. 2. Heat of imagina

tion; violence of paſſion. 3. Elevation of

fancy; exaltation of ideas. Dryden.

ENTHUSIAST. ſ. [issºida.) 1. One who

vainly imagines a private revelation; one who

has a vain confidence of his intercourſe with

God. Locke. 2. One of a hot imagination

or violent paſſions. Pºpe. 3. One of elevated

fancy, or exalted ideas. Dryden.

ENTHUSIASTICAL. W. a. ſix sea-larix3:..] 1.

ENTHUSIA’STICK. Perſuaded of ſome

communication with the Deity. Calamy. 2.

Vehemently hot in any cauſe. 3. Elevated in

fancy; exalted in ideas. Barnet.

ENTHYMEME. ſ. [isſunaa..] An argument

conſiſting only of an antecedent and conſe

quential propoſition. Brown.

To ENTI'CE. v. a. To allure; to attrast 5 to

draw by blandiſhments or hopes. Aſcham.

ENTI'CEMENT. ſ. [ſrom entice.) 1. The act

or practice of alluring to ill. Hooker. 2. The

means by which one is allured to ill; allure

ment. Taylor.

ENTIceR. ſ. [from entice.] One that allures
to ill.

ENTICINGLY. adv. [from entice.] Charm

ingly ; in a winning manner. Addiſºn.

ENTiERTY. ſ. [entierté, Fr.] The whole.

Bacon.

ENTI’RE. a. [entier, Fr.] 1. Whole; undivid

ed. Bacon. 1. Unbroken; complete in its parts.

Addiſon, Newton. 3. Full; complete ; com

priſing all requiſites in itſelf. Hooker, Spe:later.

4. Sincere; hearty. Bacon, 5. Firm ; ſure ;

ſolid; fixed. Prior. 6. Unmingled; unallayed.

Milton. 7. Honeſt; firmly adherent; faithful.

Clarenden. 8. In full ſtrength; with vigour

unabated. Spenſer.

ENTIRELY. adv. [from entire.] 1. In the

whole ; without diviſion. Ralegh. 2. Com

pletely; fully. Milton. 3. With firm adhe

rence; faithfully. Spenſer.

ENTIRENESS. ſ. [from entire.] 1. Totality;

completeneſs; fulneſs. Boyle. 2. Honeſty ,

integrity.

To ENTITLE. v. a. [entituler, Fr.] 1. To

grace or dignify with a title or honourable

appellation. 2. To give a title or diſcrimina

tive appellation. Hºpker, 3. To ſuperſcribe
ot
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or prefix as a title. Locke. 4. To give a claim

to anything. Rºgers. 5. To grant any thing

as claimed by a title. Locke.

ENTITY. ſ. [entitas, low Latin.] I. Some

thing which really is ; a real being; Craſhaw.

2. A particular ſpecies of being. Bacon.

To ENTO'IL. v. a. (from tail.) To enſnare; to

intangle ; to bring into toils or nets. Bacon.

To ENTO'MB. v. a. [from tomb.] To put into

a tomb. Denham.

ENTRAILS. ſ. without a ſingular. [entrailler,

Fr.) 1. The inteſtines; the bowels; the guts.

Bew.jºhnſºn, 2. The internal parts; receſs ;
caverns. Lºcke.

To ENTRATL. v. a. To mingle; to inter

weave. Spenſer.

ENTRANCE. ſ. [entrant, Fr.] I. The power

of entering into a place. Shakeſp. 2. The

aćt of entering, Shakeſp. 3. The paſſage by

which a place is entered , avenue. Motton. 4.

Initiation; commencement. Lºcke. 5. In

tellectual ingreſs ; knowledge. Bacon. 6.

The act of taking poſſeſſion of an office or

dignity. Hayward. 7. The beginning of any

thing. Haketvill.

To ENTRANCE. v. a. [from trance.] 1.

To put into a trance ; to withdraw the ſoul

wholly to other regions. 2. To put into an

ecſtaſy. Milton.

To ENTRAP. v. a. [from trap.] 1. To

enſnare; to catch in a trap. Spenſer. 2. To

involve unexpectedly in difficulties. Shakeſp.

3. To take advantage of Eccleſ.

To ENTREAT. v.a. [traiter, Fr.) 1. To

petition; to ſolicit; to importune. Genºſis.

2. To prevail uponby ſolicitation. Rºgers, 3.

To treat or uſe well or ill. Prior. 4. To

entertain; to amuſe. Shakeſp. 5. To enter

tain; to receive. Spenſer.

To ENTREAT. v. n. 1. To offer a treaty or

compact. 1 Mar. 2. To treat; to diſcourſe.

Hafºwill 3. To make a petition. Shakeſp.

ENTREATANCE. ſ. Petition; entreaty 3 ſo

licitation. Fairfax.

ENTREATY.T. [from entreat.] Petition;

rayer; ſolicitation. Shakeſp.

ENTREMETS. ſ. [French J. Small plates ſet

between the main diſhes. Mortimer.

ENTRY. ſ. [entree. Fr j 1, The paſſage by

which any one enters a houſe, Bacon. 2. The

aćt of entrance; ingreſs. Addiſon. 3. The

act of taking poſſeſſion o. an eſtate. 4. The

aćt of regiſtering or letting down in writing.

Bacon. 5. The act of entering publickly into

any city. Bacon. -

To ÉNU’BILATE. v. a. [e and rubile, Lat.)

To clear from clouds.

To ENUCLEATE. v. a. [enucleo, Lat.] To

ſolve; to clear.

To ENVELOPE. v.a. (envelºper, Fr.] 1. To

inwrap; to cover. 2. To hide, to ſurround.

Philipi. 3. To line ; to cover on the inſide.

Spenſer.

ENVELOPE. ſ. [French J A wrapper; an out

ward caſe. Swift.

To ENVENOM, v. a. [from venom.] 1 To

tinge with poiſon 5 to poiſon. Milton 2. To

make odious. Shakeſp. 3. To enrage. Dryden.

E'NVIABLE. a. [from envy..] Deſerving envy.

Carew.

ENVIER. ſ. [from envy J One that envies

another; a maligner. Clarendon.

ENVIOUS. a. [from envy..] Inſected with envy.
Proverbr.

ENVIOUSLY. adv. [from enviour.] With envy;

with malignity; with ill will. Duppa.

To ENVIRON. v. a. (environner, Fr.) 1. To

ſurround; to encompaſs; to encircle. Knºller.

2. To involve ; to envelope. Donne. 3. To

ſurround in a hoſtile manner; to beſiege ; to

hem in. Shakeſp. 4. To incloſe; to inveſt.

Cleveland.

ENVIRONS. ſ. [environs, Fr.] The neighbour

hood or neighbouring places round about the

country.

To ENU MERATE. v. a. [enumero, Lat) To

reckon up ſingly ; to count over diſtinctly.

. AE’ake.

ENU'MERATION. ſ. [enumeratio, Lat] The

aćt of numbering or counting over. Sprat.

To ENUNCIATE. v. a. [enunciº, Lat.] To

declare ; to proclaim.

ENUNCIA'TION. f. [enunciatio, Lat.] I. De

claration; publick atteſtation. Taylºr. 2. In

telligence; information. Hale.

ENU'NCIATIVE. a. ſfrom enunciate.] Decla

rative; expreſſive. Ayliffe.

ENU'NCIATIVELY. adv. [from enunciative.]

Declaratively ;

ENVOY. ſ. [enveye, Fr.] ... A publick miniſter

ſent from one power to another. Denhan. 2.

A publick meſſenger, in dignity below an am

baſſador. 3. A meſſenger. Blackmore.

To ENVY. v. a. [envier, Fr.] I. To hate

another for excellence, or ſucceſs. Cºllier. 2.

To grieve at any qualities of excellence in

another. Swift. 3. To grudge; to impart

unwillingly. Dryden.

To ENVY. v. n. To feel envy; to feel pain at

the fight of excellence or felicity. Taylor.

ENVY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Pain felt and

malignity conceived at the fight of cxcellence

or happineſs. Pope. 2. Rivalry ; competition.

Dryden. 3. Malice ; malignity. Shakeſp. 4.

Publick odium ; ill repute. Bacon.

To ENWHEEL v. a. (from wheel.] To en

compaſs; to encircle. Shakeſp.

To Er, WOMB. v. a. (from ºvemb.] 1. To

make pregnant. Spenſer. 2. To bury; to

hide. Donne.

EO'LIPILE.ſ. (from AEoluſ and pila..] A hollow

ball of metal with a long pipe : which ball,

filled with water, and expoſed to the fire, ſends

out, as the water heats, at intervals, blaſts of

cold wind through the pipe. Burnet.

EPACT. ſ. (tr-ºln.) A number, whereby we

note the exceſs of the common ſolar year

above the lunar, and thereby may find out

the age of the moon every year. To find the

epačt, having the prime or golden number

given, you have this rule:

L
1 2. Divide
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Divide by three; for each one left add ten; ble to epigrams; belonging to epigrams. Addiſ.

Thirty reject: the prime makes epač then. EPIGRAMMATIST. J. [from epigram.] One
Harris.

EPA'ULMENT.ſ.[Fr. from epaule, a ſhoulder.]

[In fortification, A ſidework made either of

earth thrown up, of bags of earth, gabions, or

of faſcines and earth. Harrir.

EPE NTHESIS. ſ. ſixtySeri;..] The addition of

a vowel or conſonant in the middle of a word.

Harris. -

EPHA ſ [Hebrew.] A meaſure among the

Jews, containing fifteen ſolid inches. Ezekiel

EPHE MERA. f. [i.pnusºn.) 1. A fever that

terminates in one day. ... An infect that lives

only one day.

FPH FMERAL.

EPHE MERICK.

day. Wettºn.

EPHE MERIS. ſ. ſ it?usps.) 1. A journal: an

account of daily tranſa&tions. 7. An account

of the daily motions and ſituations of the

planets. Dryden. -

EPHE MERIST. ſ. [from ºf kerneri: ) one who

conſults the planets; one who ſtudies aſtrolo

y H.we.l.

EPHEME RON-worm. ſ. A ſort of worm

that lives but a day. Denham.

EPHOD. ſ. ["ISN. A ſort of ornament worn

by the Hebrew prieſts. Calnet, Sandy.

EPIC. a. ſepicus, Lat. in c..] Narrative ; com

priſing narrations, not acted, but rehearted

It is uſually ſuppoſed to be heroic. Dryden.

EPICE’DIUM. ſ. [tº] An elegy ; a

poem upon a funeral. Sandyr.

EPICURE. ſ. [epicureus, Lat.) A

wholly to luxury. Lºcke. -

EPICURE AN ſ. One who holds the phyſio

logical principles of Epicurus. Locke. -

EPICURE'AN. a. Luxurious; contributing to

luxury. -

EPICURISM. ſ. [from epicure.] Luxury; ſen

ſual enjoyment; groſs pleaſure. Calary.

EPICYCLE. ſ. [izi and waxº~..] A little

circle whoſe centre is in the circumference of

a greater; or a ſmall orb, which, being fixed

in the deferent of a planet, is carried along

with its motion; and yet, with its own pe

culiar motion, carries the body of the planet

faſtened to it round about its proper center.

Harriſ. Milton. - -

EPICY'CLOID. ſ. ſirinuxxesſºr.] A curve

generated by the revolution of the periphery

of a circle along the convex or concave part

of another circle. - -

EPIDEMICAL. Q. f. […. and $ºº-j r. That

EPIDEMICK. ; which falls at once upon

great numbers of people, as a plague. Graunt.

2. Generally prevailing; affecting great num

bers. South. 3. General ; univerſal. Cleavel.

FPI DERMIS. ſ. ii. 3.;4.s.) The ſcarf-ſkin of

a man's body, -

EPIGRAM ſ. ſºpigramma, Latin A ſhort

poem tº minating in a point. Peacean.

F PIGRAMMA’TiCAL. #" [epigrammaticut,

1. PIGRAMMATICK. Lat § 1. Dealing it:

*Estaine, writiagep grant. £-ºn. --Suiza.

f [iºs:::: ] Diurnal ;

beginning and ending in a

man given

who writes or deals in epigrams. Pºpe.

FPI GRAPHE. ſ. [ irºpa;n.) An inſcription.

EPILEPSY. ſ. ſixºr lif.) Any convulſion, or

convulſive motion of the whole body, or of

ſome of its parts, with a loſs of ſenſe. Flyer.

EPII.EPTICK. a. (from epilepſy.j Convulſed.

Arbuthnot.

EPILOGUE. ſ. [epilogus, Lat.] The poem or

ſpeech at the end of a play. Dryden.

EPINY CTIS. ſ ſirºva;;..] A fore at the corner

of the eye. Mºiſeman.

EPIPHANY. f. [:::::::::ſa J A church feſtival,

celebrated on the twelfth day after Chriſtmas,

in commemoration of our Saviour's being

manifeſted to the world, by the appearance of

a miraculous blazing ſtar.

EPIPHONE M A. ſ. […vrºza.] An exclama

tion; a concluſive ſentence not cloſely con

nected with the words foregoing. Swift.

FPI'PHOR A ſ [i, tº pa.) An inflammation of

any part. Harriſ. -

FPIPHYLLOSPERMOUS. a. [from tr., 3-3-

22, and a wizza.] is applied to plants that bear

their feed on the back part of their leaves,

being the ſame with capillaries.

EPIPHYSIS. ſ. ſirºv--. ) Accretion; the part

added by accretion. Hiſeman.

EPI PLOCE. ſ. (Intraozz.) A figure of rhetorick,

by which one aggravation, or ſtriking circum

ſtance, is added in due gradation to another.

£PISCOPACY. ſ. [epiſcºpatus, Lat.) The

government of biſhops; eſtabliſhed by the

apoſtles. Clarer din.

LP1 SCOPAL a. [from epiſcºpus, Lat.) 1. Be

longing to a biſhop. Rºgers. 2. Veſted in a

biſhop. Hººker.

EPI $COPATE ſ [epiſcºpatus, Lat.) A biſhop

rick. -

EPISODE. ſ. [i+2.3". An incidental narra

tive, or progreſſion in a poem, ſeparable from

the main ſubject. Addiſon.

EPISODICAL. Q. a. [from epiſºde.) Contained

EPISO DICK. in an epiſode. Dryden.

EPISPASTICK. ſ. ſix, and a traw. J 1. Draw

ing. 2. Bliſtering. Arbuthnet.

EPISTLE. ſ. (irizoan J A letter. Dryden.

F PISTOLARY. a. [from epiſtle..] I Relating

to letters; ſuitable to letters. 2. Tranſacted by

letters. Addiſºn. -

EPI STLER / (from ºffle.}A ſcribler of letters.

E PITAPH. ſ. [iºſa; 2:..] An inſcription upon

a tomb. Smith.

EPITHALAMIUM. ſ. [äriè4×aw….] A nuptial

forg ; a compliment upon marriage. Sandyr.

E PIT HEM. f. [****a.] A liquid medicament

externally applied. Brown.

EP, THET. ſ. [triº flow.) An adjective denoting

any quality good or bad. sº
EPITOM E. ſ. [Hºrirºn.) Abridgment; abbre

viature. JMoften. -

To J. Pi TOMISE. v. a. [from epitºme.] 1. To

abſtract; to contract into a narrow ſpace.

Dºnal. 2. To diminiſh 5 to curtail. 4ddiſº".

- EPITO
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FPITOMISER.7 ſ [from epitomiſe.] An a

EPITOMIST. bridger; an abſtracter.

EPOCH. ſ [inºx".) The time at which a

EPO CHA. S. new computation is begun ; the

time from which dates are numbered. South.

EPODE. ſ. [izz?...] The ſtanza following the

ſtrophe and antiſtrophe.

EPOPEE ſ. [irozza.] An epick or heroick

poem. Dryden

EPULATION. ſ. [ºpulatio, Lat.] Banquet ;

feaſt. Breton.

EPULOTICK. ſ. (.78×24.42;..] A cicatriſing

medicament. Jſ"iſeman.

EQUABILITY ſ. (from equable.] Eduality to

itſelf; evenneſs; uniformity. Ray.

EQUABLE a. ſarguabilis, Lat.) Equal to itſelf;

even ; uniform. Bentley.

EQUABLY. adv. [from equable.] Uniformly;

evenly; equally to itſelf. Cheyne

EQUAL. a. {equalit, Lat. 1. Like another in

bulk, or any quality that admits compariſon.

Hale. 1. Adequate to any purpoſe. Clarendon

3. Even; uniform. Smith. 4 in juſt proportion.

Dryden. 5. Impartial; neutral. Dryden. 6. In

different. Cheyne. 7. Equitable; advantageous

alike to both parties. Maccabees. 8. Upon the

ſame terms. Maccabeer.

EQUAL. ſ. (from the adjećtive..] 1. One not

in eriour or ſuperiour to another. Shakeſp. z.

One of the ſame age. Galatians.

To E QUAL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

make one thing or perſon equal to another. 2.

To riſe to the ſame ſtate with another perſon.

Trumbull. 3. To be equal to. Shakeſp. 4. To

recompenſe fully. Dryden.

To EQUALISE. v. a. (from equal.] 1. To

make even. Brooke. ... To be equal to. Digby.

EQUALITY. ſ (from equal.] 1. Likene's with

regard to any quantities compared. Shakeſp. 2.

The ſame degree of dignity. Milton. 3. Even

neſs; uniformity; equability. Brown.

EQUALLY. adv. [from equal.] 1. In the ſame

degree with another. Rºgers. 2. Evenly ; e.

quably; uniformly. Lºcke. 3. Impartially.

Stakeſp.

EQUANGULAR. a. [from aquus and angulur,

Lat.) Conſiſting of equal angles.

EQUANI MiTY...f. [arguanimitas, Lat..] Even

neſ of mind, neither elated nor depreſſed.

EQUANIMOUS. a. [equanimir, Lat.) Even ;

not dejected.

EQUATION. ſ. [equare, Lat..] The inveſti

gation of a mean proportion collected from the

extremities of exceſs and defect. Hºlder.

EQUATION. (in algebra.) An expreſſion of the

ſame quantity in two diſumilar terms, but of

equal value.

EQUATION. [in aſtronomy..] The difference

between the time marked by the ſun's appa

rent motion, and that meaſured by its motion.

EQUATOR. ſ. [a juator, Lat.) A great circle,

whoſe poles are the poles of the world. Kt

divides the globe into two equal parts, the

northern and ſouthern hemiſpheres. Harris.

LQGATO RIAL. a. [from equatºr.] Pertaia

ing to the equtor. Cheyne.

EQUESTRIAN. a. [...gueſt, ir, Lat] 1. Ap

pearing on horſeback. Speciater. 2. Skilled

in horſemanſhip. 3. Belonging to the ſecond

rank in Rome.

FQUERRY. ſ. ſecurie, Dutch.) Maſter of the

horſe.

EQUICRURAL. Q. a. ſ.r7mur and crur, Lat.]

EQUICRURE. 1. Having the legs of an

equal length. 2. Having the legs of an equal

length, and longer than the baſe. Digby.

EQUIDISTANT. a. [arguus and diffans, Lat.]

At the ſame diſtance. Ray.

EQUIDISTANTLY. adv. [from equidiſtant.]

At the ſame diſtance. Brown.

EQUIFORMITY. ſ (equuſ and fºrma, Lat.]

Uniform equality. Brown.

EQUILATERAL. a. [arguus and latur, Lat J

Having all ſides equal. Bacon.

To EQUILIBRATE. v. a. [from equilibrium 1

To balance equally. Bºyle.

EQUILIBRATION. ſ. [from equilibrate.] E

quipoiſe Derham.

EQUILI'BRIUM / [Latin.} 1. Equipoiſe; e

quality of weight. 2. Equality of evidence,

motives, or powers. Sºuth. -

EQUINECESSARY. a ſequus and neceſſariur,

Lat.) Needſul in the ſame degree. Hudibrar.

EQUINO CTIAL.f. [arguu, and nox, Lat.] The

line that encompaſſes the world at an equal

diſtance from either pole, to which circle when

the ſun comes, he makes equal days and

nights all over the globe.

EQUINO CTIAL. a. [from equinºx.] 1. Per

taining to the equinox. Milton. 2. Happen

ing about the time of the equinoxes. 3. Being

near the equinoëtial line. Philips.

EQUINO Ci IALLY. adv. [from equinºlial]

In the direction of the equinoëtial. Brown.

EQUINOX. ſ. ſaequus and nox, Lat.) 1. Equi

noxes are the preciſe times in which the fun

enters into the firſt point of Aries and Libra;

for then, moving exactly under the equinoëtial,

he makes our days and nights equal. Harriſ,

Brºwn. 2. Equality; even meaſure. Shakeſp.

3: Equinoćtial wind. Dryden.

EQUINU MERANT. a. ſeqxus and numerus,

Lat.] Having the ſame number. Arbuthnot.

To EQUIP. v. a. [equipper, Fr.) 1. To furniſh.

for a horſeman. 2. To furniſh ; to accoutre ;

to dreſs out. Addiſºn. -

E’QUIPAGE. ſ. ſequipage, Fr J 1. Furniture

for a horſeman. ... Carriage of ſtate; vehicle.

Milton. 3. Attendance; retinue. Pºpe. 4.

Accoutrements; furniture. Spenſer.

EQUIPAGED. a. [from equipage.] Accoutred;

attended. Spenſer.

EQUIPE NUENCY. ſ. [equus and pendeo, Lat.]

The act of hanging in equipoiſe. South.

EQUIPMENT.J. [from equip.) 1. The act of

equipping or accoutering. 2. Accoutrement;

equipage.

E’QUIPÖISE. ſ. [equus, Lat. and poids, Fºl

Equality of weight, equilibration. Glanville.

EQ9IPOLLENCE'ſ Equalityofforce or power.

EQUIPOLLENT.
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EQUIPO'LLENT. a.[equipollent, Lat.] Having

equal power or force. Bacon.

EQUIPONDERANCE. Uſ.[equir and pendus,

#ºš; Lat J Equality of

weight.

EQUIPONDERANT.a. [equu, and pºnderans,

Lat J Being of the ſame weight. Ray.

To EQUIPONDERATE v. n. [arguus and

pºndero, Lat..] To weigh equal to anything
A/1/kins.

EQUIPO'NDIOUS, a. [equus and pendur, Lat )

Equilibrated; equal on either part. Glanville.

EQUITAR.L.E. a. [equitable, Fr.) 1. Juſt ; due

to juſtice. Boyle. 2. Loving juſtice; candid :

impartial.

EQUITABLY. adv. [from equitable.] Juſtly ;

impartially.

E'QUITY. ſ. [equité, Fr.] 1. Juſtice; right;

honeſty. Tºlktſon. 2. Impartiality. Hocker, 3.

[In law.] The rules of deciſion obſerved by

the court of Chancery.

EQUI'VALENCE. Q. ſ. ſarquus and valee,Lat.]

EQUI'VALENCY, Equality of power or

worth. Smalridge.

To EQUIVALENCE. v. a. (from the noun.]

To equiponderate; to be equal to. Brown.

EQUI VALENT. a. ſequus and valent, Lat.]

1. Equal in value. Priºr. 2. Equal in any

excellence. Milton. 3 Equal in force or

power. Milton. 4. Of the ſame cogency or

weight. Hooker. 5. Of the ſame import or

meaning. Sºuth.

EQUIVALENT. ſ. A thing of the ſame weight,

dignity, or value. Rºgers.

EQUI'VOCAL. a. [equivocºr, Lat..] Of doubtful

ſignification; meaning different things.Stilling

feet. 2. Uncertain ; doubtful. Ray.

EQUIVOCAL.ſ. Ambiguity. Denrir.

EQUI'VOCALLY. adv. [from equivocal] 1.

Ambiguouſly; in a doubtful or double ſenſe.

South. 2. By uncertain or irregular birth; by

generation out of the ſtated order. Bentley.

EQUI'VOCALNESS. ſ. [from equivocal] Am

biguity; double meaning. Norris.

To£º: v. n [arquivocatiº, Lat.]

To uſe words of double meaning; to uſe am

biguous expreſſions. Smith.

EQUIVOCATION. ſ. [equivocatio, Lat.] Am

biguity of ſpeech; double meaning. Hooker.

EQUIVQCA’TOR. ſ. [from equivocate.) One

who uſes ambiguous language. Shakeſp.

ERA. ſ. [era, Lat.] The account of time from

any particular date or epoch. Prior.

ERADIATION.J. [e and radius, Lat..] Emiſ.

ſion of radiance. King Charles.

To ERA'DICATE. va. [eradice, Lat.] 1. To

pull up by the root. Brown. 2. To completely

deſtroy; to end. Swift.

ERADICATION. ſ. [from eradicate.] 1. The

ačt of tearing up by the root; deſtruction;

exciſion. 2. The ſtate of being torn up by the

roots. Brown.

ERADICATIVE. a. [from eradicate.] That

which cures radically.

To ERASE. v. a. [raſer, Fr.] To deſtroy;

To exſcind; to rub out. Peacham. -

ERASEMENT. ſ. [from eraſe.) 1. Deſtruction;

devaſtation. 2. Expunétion; abolition.

ERE. adv. [an, Sax.] Before; ſooner than. Dar.

ERELO'NG. adv. [from ere and lºng ) Before

along time had elapſed. Spenſer.

ERENOW. adv, [from ere and new J. Before

this time. Dryden.

EREWHI’LE. × adv. [from ere and while J

EREWHI’LES. Some time ago; before a

little while. Shakeſp.

To ERECT. v. a. [erečius, Lat.] 1. To place

perpendicularly to the horizon. 2. To raiſe ;

to build. Addiſon. 3. To eſtabliſh anew ; to

ſettle Raleigh. 4. To elevate; to exalt.

Pryden. 5. To raiſe conſequences from pre

miles. Locke. 6. To animate; not to depreſs;

to encourage. Denham.

To ERECT. v. n. To riſe upright. Bacºn.

ERECT. a. ſere&us, Lat.] 1. Upright ; not

leaning ; not prone. Brown. 2. Directed up

wards. Philipi. 3. Bold; confident; unſhaken.

Granville. 4. Vigorous; not depreſſed. Hecker.

ERECTION. ſ. [from ereº.] 1. The act of

raiſing, or ſtate of being raiſed upward. Brere.

2. The act of building or raiſing edifices. Raleig.

3. Fſtabliſhment; ſettlement. South. 4. Ele

vation; exaltation of ſentiments. Sidney.

ERE'CTNESS.ſ.Uprightneſs of poſture. Brºwn.

E’REMITE. ſ. [eremita, Lat. tºº..] One who

lives in a wilderneſs; an hermit. Raleigh.

EREMITICAL a [from eremite.] Religiouſly

ſolitary, Stillingfleet.

ºrationſ [erepto, Lat.] A creeping
orth.

EREPTION. ſ. [ereptio, Lat] A ſnatching or

taking away by force.

ºſ A ſort of ſtub, like a piece of ſoft

horn, placed behind and below the paſtern

joint. Farrier's Dić.

ERINGO. ſ. Sea-holly, a plant.

ERISTICAL. a. [is?] Controverſial; relating

to diſpute.

ERKE. ſ. [eang, Sax.] Idle; lazy; ſlothful.

Chaucer.

ERMELIN. ſ. [diminutive, of ermin.] An er

mine. Sidney.

ERMINE. ſ. [hermine, Fr.] An animal that is

found in cold countries, and which very nearly

reſembles a weaſel in ſhape; having a white

pile, and the tip of the tail black, and furniſh

ing a choice and valuable ſur. Trevosz, Dryden.

ERMINED. a. [from ermine.) Cloathed with

ermine. Pope.

E’RNE. ... [from the Saxon enn.] A cot

F. RON. tage.

To ERO'DE. v. a. ſerode, Lat.] To canker, or

eat away. Bacon.

EROGATION. ſ. ſerogatie, Lat.] The aët of

giving or beſtowing.

EROSION. ſ. ſerºſis, Lat.) 1. The act of eat

ing away. 2. The ſtate of being eaten away.

Arbuthnot.

To ERR. v. n. [erre, Lat.] 1. To wander;

to ramble. Dryden. 2. To miſs the right way;
to
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to ſtray. Cºmmon Prayer. 3. To deviate from

any purpoſe. Pºpe. 4. To commit errours;

to miſtake. Taylºr.

ERRAND. ſ. (*nenº, Saxon.] A meſſage;

ſomething to be told or done by a meſſenger.

Hºoker.

ERRABLE. a. ſſrom err.) Liable to err.

ERRABLENESS. ſ. [from errable.) Liableneſs

to errour. Decay of Piety.

ERRANT. a. ſerrant, Lat.] I. Wandering ;

roving ; rambling. Brown. ... Vile; abandon

ed; completely bad. Ben. johnſºn.

ERRANTRY. ſ. (from errant j 1. An errºnt

ſtate; the condition of a wanderer. Addiſºn.

1. The employment of a knight errant. -

ERRATA.J. [Latin) The faults of the printer

or author inſerted in the beginning or end of

the bock. Beyle.

ERRATICK.a terraticut, Lat.]1.Wandering;

uncertain ; keeping no certain order. Blackm.

1. Irregular ; changeable. Harvey.

ERRATICALLY. adv.[from erratical, or er

ratick.]Without rule; without method.Brow.

ERRHINE. a. [#.va.] Snuffed up the noſe;

occaſioning ſneezing. Bacon.

ERRO.NEOUS.. a [from erro, Lat.) 1. Wan

dering; unſettled Newton. 2. Irregular ; wan

dering from the right road.Arbuthnºt. 3. Miſ

taking; miſled by errour. South. 4. Miſtaken;

not con ormable to truth. Newton.

ERRONEOUSLY. adv. [from erroneºus.] By

miſtake; not rightly. Hººker.

ERRONEOUSNESS. f. (from errºneºur.]Phy

ſcal falſehood; inconformity to truth. Boyle.

ERROUR. ſ. ſerrar, Lat.) 1. Miſtake , invo

luntary deviation from truth Shakeſp. 2. A

blunder ; a miſtake committed. Dryden. 3.

Roving excurſion; irregular courſe. Dryden.

4. (In theology.) Sin. Hebrewſ. 5. (In law.]

*nettour in pleading, or in the prºceſs Cowell.

BRST adv. (erſt, German.] ... Firſt. Spenſer.

*:At firſt j in the beginning. Milton. 3. Once ;

when time was. Prior. 4. Formerly ; long

*go. 5. Before ; till then ; till now. Milton,

Knºller.

ERUBESCENCE. f ſerubeſcentia, Lat] The

BRUBESCENCY S act of growing red; red
neſs.

ERUBESCENT. a. ſeruşeſcent, Lat.jReddiſh;
ſomewhat red.

To ERUCT. v. a ſeručia, Lat J. To belch; to

break wind from the ſtomach.

ERUCTATION.J. (from eruči.] 1. The act

ºf belching. 2. Belch ; the matter vented

from the ſtomach. Arbuthnot. 3. Any ſudden

burſt of wind or matter. Woodward.

ERUDITION ſ. ſeruditio, Latin.) Learning ;

knowledge. Swift.

ERUGINOU.S. a ſeruginºſus, Lat] Partaking

of the ſubſtance and nature of copper. Brown.

ERUPTION. ſ. [eruptio, Lat.) 1. The act of

breaking or burſting forth. Bacon. 2. Burſt;

&miſſion. Addiſon. 3. Sudden excurſion of an

hoſtile kind Milton. 4. Violent exclamation.

&nth. 5. Efloreſcence; puſtules. Arbuthnot.

ERUPTIVE. a. ſeruptus, Lat] Buiſting forth.
Thomſºn. •

ERYS. PELAS. ſ. ſºv-Rixar.] An eryſºca, is

generated by a hot ſerum in the blºw, and

affects the ſuperficies of the ſkin with a ſhin

ing pale red, ſpreading from one place to a
nother Pºiſ, man.

ESCALA DE / [Fr.) The act of ſcalºg the
walls. Add; an.

ESCALOP. f. A ſhellfiſh, whoſe ſhell is regu

larly indented, 17 vodward.

To ESCAPE. v. a techaper, Fr.) 1. To b

tain exemption from ; to obtain ſecurity from .

to fly ; to avoid. Wake. 2. To paſs unob
ſerved Denham.

To ESCAPE. v. n. To fly; toget out of danger.

Chronicleſ.

ESCAPE. ſ. [from the verb j 1. Flight : th an

of getting out of dange. Palms, Hay-ca. ...

Excurſion; ſally. Denham i-, i.v. ºnt

or privy evaſion out of law uſ tº tºº is . tº 1.

4. Excuſe; ſubterfuge ; evaſion Ra ºf g.

Sally ; flight , irregularity, Mi, ºn 6 Over

fight; miſtake Brerewoºd.

ESCARG.410 IRE (Fr J A nurſery of ſnails.

Addiſºn.

ESCHALO'T.

plant.

ESCHAR, ſ ſizzāsa.j A hard cluſt or ſcar

made by hot applications. Share

ESCHAROTºk a tromºſºfar) cauſtick;

bºying the power to fear or burn the fleſh. Fly.

ESCHEAT.J. [from the French eſchevir Amy

lands or other profits, that fall tº a lord within

his manor by for enture, or the death of his

tenant, dying without heir general or cſpecial.
Cowell.

To ESCHEAT v. a ſſrom the noun.] To fall

to the lord of the manor by forfeiture. Clarend.

ESCHEATOR. ſ.ſ.fromº officer that

obſerves the eſcheats of the king in the county
whereof he is eſcheator. Cowell, Camden.

To ESCHE W. v. a ſe/cheoir, old Fr.] To fly;

to avoid; to ſhun. Sandyr.

ESCUTCHEON ſ. The ſhield of the family;
the picture of the enſigns armorial. Peacham.

ESCORT. [eſtart, j Convoy; guard from

place to place.

To ESCORT. v. a. ſ.ſcorter, Fr.] To convoy;

to guard from place to place.

ESCOT. ſ. [Fr] A tax paid in boroughs and

corporations towards the ſupport of the com
munity.

To ESCOT. v. a. [from the noun..] To pay a

man's reckoning; to ſupport Shakeſp.

ESCO UT. ſ. ſe/couter, Fr.] Liſteners or ſpies.

Hayward.

ESCRITOIR. ſ. (Fr.] A box with all the im

plements neceſſary for writing.

ESCUAGE./[from eſcu, Fr. a ſhield.]Eſcuage,

that is, ſervice of the ſhield, is either uncertain

or certain. Eſcuage uncertain is, where the

tenant by his tenure is bound to follow his lord.

The other kind of this eſcuage uncertain, is

called caſtleward, where the tenant *i;
- in

[Fr.] Pronounced ſlallot. A
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land is bound to defend a caſtle. Fººtage

certain is, where the tenant is ſet at a certain

ſum of money, to be paid in lieu of ſuch un

certain ſervices. Czºce!!.

E SCULENT. a. [eſculeitus, Lat., Good for

food ; eatable. Bacºn.

FSCULENT. ſ. Something fit for food Bacon.

ESPA LILR. ſ. Trees planted and cut ſo as to

join. Evelyn.

FSPA'RECT. ſ. A kind of ſaint-ſoin. Mºrtimer.

ESPECIAL a. [ſpecialis, Lat.] Principal :

chief. Daniel.

ESPECIALLY adv. ſſrom eſpecial] Principal

ly; chiefly; in an uncommon degree. H. er.

ESPERA NCEſ. [Fr.) Hope Shakeſp.

ESPIAL. ſ.ſ.from eſºter.] A ſpy; a £out Shak

ESPLA NADE, ſº [Fr.] The empty ſpace be

tween the glacis of a citadel and the firſt

houſes ofthe town. Harris.

ESPO USA L.S. ſ. without a ſingular. (eſpºuſ,

Fr.] The act of contrasting or affiancing a

man and woman to each other.

ESPO USA.L. a. Uſed in the act of eſpouſing or

betrothing. Bacon.

To ESPO USE. v. a. ſeſ, uſer, Fr.) 1. To

contrast or betroth to another. Bacon. 2. To

marry ; to wed. Milton. 3. To adopt; to

take to himſelf. Bacan. 4. To maintain; to

deſend. Dryden.

To ESPY. ... a. [eſpier, Fr.) 1. To ſee a thing

at a diſtance. ... To diſcover a thing intended

to be hid. Sidney. 3. To ſee unexpectedly.

Geneſ. 4. To diſcºver as a ſpy. Yºſhua.

To ESPY. v. n. To watch ; to look about.

jeremiah.

ESQUIRE. ſ. ſeſ.ner, Fr.) 1. The armour

bearer or attendant on a knight. 2. A title ol

dignity, and next in degree below a knight.

Thoſe to whom this title is now of right due,

are all the younger ſons of noblemen, and their

heirs male for ever; the four eſquires of the

king's body; the eldeſt ſons of all baronets ; c.

knights of the Path, and knights bachelors.

and their heirs male in the right line. A

juſtice of the peace has it during the time he

is in commiſſion, and no longer. Blºunt.

To ESSA’Y. v. a. ſeſſayer, Fr.) 1. To attempt:

to try ; to endeavour. Blackmore. 2. To make

experiment of 3. To try the value and purity

of inetals. Locke.

ESSAY. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Attempt; en

deavour. Smith. 2. A looſe fally of the mind;

an irregular indigeſted piece. Baron. 3. A

trial ; an experiment. Lºcke. 4. Firſt taſte

of any thing. Dryden. -

ESSENCE.J. [eſſentia, Lat.] 1. Effence is the

very nature of any being, whether it be actu

ally exiſting or no. Watts, 2 Formal exiſtence.

Hºoker. 3. Exiſtence; the quality of being.

Sidney. 4. Being ; exiſtent perſon. Miltºn.

5. Species of exiſtent being. Bacon. 6. Con

ſtituent ſubſtance. Milton. 7. The cauſe o'

exiſtence. Shakeſp. 8. [In medicine.] The

chief properties or virtues of any ſimple, or

compoſition collected in a narrow compaſs. 9.

Perfume; odour; ſcent. Pºpe.

TO RSSENCE. v ... [from eſſence.] To per

fume; to ſcent. Addiſºn.

TSSENTIAL. a. ſeſſentialiſ, Lat.) 1. Neceſſary

to the conſtitution or exiſtence of anything.

Sº at 2, Important in the higheſt degree,

principal. Denham. 3. Pure: highly rectified;

ſubtitly elaborated. Arbuthnst

ESSENTIAL. ſ. 1. Exiſtence ; being. Miltex.

2. Nature: firſt or conſtituent principles. South.

3. The chief point.

ESSENTIALLY. adv. [eſſentialiter, Lat.] By

the conſtitution of nature. Sºuth.

ESSO INE. / [of the French effinſ.) 1. He that

has his preſence forborn or excuſed upon any

juſt cauſe ; as ſickneſs. 1. Allegement of

an excuſe for him that is ſummoned or fought

for, to appear. Cowell. 3. Excuſe; exemption.

Speºſer.

To ESTABLISH. v. a. [etahlir, Fr.) 1. To

ſettle firmly to fix unalterably. Geneſ. 2.

To ſettle in any privilege or poſſeſſion; to

confirm. Swift. 3. To make firm ; to ratify.

Mumbers. 4. To fix or ſettle in an opinion.

43r. 5. To form or model. Clarendan. 6. To

found ; to build firmly ; to fix immoveably.

Pſalmº. 7 To make a ſettlement of any in

heritance. Shakeſp.

ESTABLISHMENT. ſ. [from effabliſh.) 1.

Settlement; fixed ſtate. Spenſer. 2 Confir

mation of ſomething already done; ratifica

tion. Baron. 3. Settled regulation ; form ;

model. Spenſer. 4. Foundation; fundamental

ºr. 4tterbury. 5. Allowance; income 3

alary. Sºft.

ESTATE. ſ. [effat, Fr.) 1. The general in

tereſt : the publick. Bacon. 1. Condition of

life. Dryden. 3. Circumſtances in general.

Lºcke. 4. Fortune; poſſeſſion in land. Sidney

5. Rank : quality. Sidney. 6. A perſon of

high rank. AZark.

To ESTATE. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſettle

c5 a fortune. Shakeſp.

To £STEEM. v. a. [effiner, Fr ) i. To ſet

a value whether high or low upon any thing.

Pºtſdam. 2. To compare ; to eſtimate by pro

portion. Davies. 3. To prize 5 to rate high.

Dryden. 4. To hold in opinion; to think; to

imagine. Rºmans.

ESTE LM. ſ. [from the verb.] High value ; re

werential regard. Pºe.

ESTEEMER. ſ. [from ºffeem ) One that highly

values; one that ſets an high rate upon any

thing. Locke.

ESTIMABLE a. [Fr.] I. Valuable ; worth a

large price. Shakeſp. z. Worthy of eſteem ;

worthy of honour. Temple.

ESTIMABLENESS. ſ. [from ºffinable.] The

quality of deſerving regard.

To ESTIMATE. v. a. [ºffino, Lat.] 1.

To rate; to adjuſt the value of; to judge

of any thing by its proportion to ſome

thing elſe. Locke. 2. To calculate ; to com

pute.

E'STIMATE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Compu

tation ; calculation; Woºdward. 2. Value.

Shakeſp.
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Shakeſp. 3. Valuation; aſſignment of propor

tional value. L’Eſtrange.

ESTIMATION. ſ. [from ºffimate.) 1. The

aćt of adjuſting proportional value. Leviticus.

3. Calculation ; computation. 3. Opinion;

judgment. Bacon. 4 Eſteem; regard; honour.

Hº:ker.

ESTIMATIVE. a. [from effimate.] Having the

power of comparing and adjuſting the prefe

rence. Hale.

ESTIMATOR. ſ. (from eſtimate.] A ſetter of

ratts.

ESTI'VAL. a. [effivar, Lat.) 1. Pertaining to

the ſummer. 2. Continuing for the ſummer

ESTIVATION. ſ. (from affivatio, Lat.) The

act of paſſing the ſummer. Bacon.

ESTRADE / [Fr.] An even or level ſpace.

To ESTRANGE. v. a. [effranger, Fr ), 1.

To keep at a diſtance; to withdraw. Dryden.

2. To alienate; to divert from its original

uſe or poſſeſſor. jeremiah. 3. To alienate

from affection. Milton. 4. To withdraw or

withhold. Glanville.

ESTRATNGEMENT. ſ. [from eſtrange.] Ali

enation ; diſtance; removal South.

ESTRA'PADE. ſ. [Fr.) The defence of a horſe

that will not obey, who riſes before, and yerks

furiouſly with his hind legs.

ESTREATE. ſ. [extradium, Lat.] The true

copy of an original writing Cowell.

ESTREPEMENT. ſ. Spoil made by the tenant

for term of life upon any lands or woods.Cowell.

ESTRICH. ſ. [commonly written ºftrich.) The

largeſt of birds. Sandys.

ESTUARY. ſ. [eftuarium, Lat.] An arm of

the ſea; the mouth of a lake or river in which

the tide reciprocates.

To ESTUATE. v. a. [effus, Lat.] To ſwell

and fall reciprocally : to boil.

ESTUATION. J. (from efine, Lat..] The ſtate of

boiling ; reciprocation of riſe and fall. Norrir.

ESTURE. ſ. ſeſlui, Lat.] Violence; commo

tion. Chapman.

ESURIENT. a. ſeſarient, Lat.] Hungry; vo
"ficious.

ESURINE. a. ſeſarie, Lat..] Corroding; eating.

Wiſsman.

ETC. A contračuion of the two Latin words et

**tera, which ſignifies and ſo on.

To ETCH. v. a. [etizer, German J A way

uſed in making of prints, by drawing with a

proper needle upon a copper-plate, covered

over with a ground of wax, &c. and well

blacked with the ſmoke of a link, in order to

take off the figure of the drawing; which

having its backſide timótured with white lead,

will, by running over the ſtrucken out lines

with a ſtift, impreſs the exact figure on the

black or red ground; and then there is poured

on well tempered aqua fertis, which eats into

the figure of the print or drawing on the cop

perplate. Harris.

ETERNAL. a. [æternur, Lat.) 1. Without

beginning or end. Deuteronomy. 2. Without

beginning. Locke. 3. Without end; endleſs,

*hakeſp. 4. Perpetual; conſtant; uninter

mitting. Pryden. 3. Unchangeable. Dryden.

ETERNAL. f [eternel, Fr.) One of the ap

pellations of the Godhead. Hooker.

ETERNALIST. ſ. [eternus, Lat.) One that

holds the paſt exiſtence of the world infinite.
Burnet. -

To ETERNALISE. v. a. [from eternal.] To
make eternal.

ETERNALLY. adv. [from eternal] ... with

out beginning or end. 2. Unchangeably ,

invariably. South. 3. Perpetually ; without

intermiſſion Addiſºn.

ETERN.E. a. ſaeternut, Lit.] Eternal; perpe

tual. Shakeſp.
-

ETERNITY. ſ. ſaeternitar, Lat.] 1. Duration

without beginning or end. Cowley. 2. Duration
without end. Milton. -

To ETERNIZE. v. n. (eterno, Lat.] 1. To

make endleſs ; to perpetuate. Milton. 2. To

make for ever famous; to immortalize. Sidney,
Creech, -

ETHER. ſ. [æther, Lat. 33rp.) 1. An element

more fine and ſubtle than air; air refined or

ſublimed. Newtºn. 2. The matter of the

higheſt regions above. Dryden.
-

ETHE REAL. a. [from ether.) 1. Formed of

ether. Dryden. 2. Celeſtial ; heavenly. Milt.

ETHEREOUS. a. [from ether.] Formed of

ether; heavenly. Milton.

ETHICAL. a. [**ix:...] Moral; treating on

morality.

ETHICALLY. adv. [from ethical] According

to the doctrines of moratity. Gov. of the Tong.

ETHICK. a. [Six; ] Moral; delivering pre

cepts of morality.

ETHICKS. ſ. without the fingular. [#Six!.]

The doctrine of morality ; a ſyſtem of mo

rality. Dºnne, Bentley.

ETHNICK. a. [tºº] Heathem; Pagan ; not

Jewiſh ; not Chriſtian. Grew.

ETHNICKS. ſ. Heathens. Raleigh.

ETIOLO'GICAL a [.33 and Xoyº..] Treat

ing of morality.

*T 10 LOGY..f. [artºoyſ...] An account of the

cauſes of any thing, generally of a diſtemper.
Arbuthnot.

ETYMOLOGICAL, a [from etymºlºgy.) Re

lating to etymology. Lºcke. -

ETYMo LoGIST. ſ. [from etymolºgy] one

who ſearches out the original of words.

ETYMOLOGY.. ſ. (etymologia, Lat §rvaº.

and A6,63-.] 1. The deſcent or derivation of a

word from its original; the deduction of for

mations from the radical word Collier. 1. The

part of grammar which delivers the inflections

of nouns and verbs.

ETYMON. ſ. ſirvacy.) Origin; primitive
word. Peacham.

To EVA CATE v. a. [varo, Lat.] To empty

out; to throw out. Harvey.

To EVACUATE. v. a. [evacue, Lat.] 1. To

make empty; to clear. Hooker. 2. To throw

out as noxious, or offenſive. 3. To void by

any of the excretory paſſages. Arbuthnºt, 4.

To make void; to nullify; to annul. South.

M In 5. To
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5. To quit; to withdraw from out of a place.

Swift.

EVACUANT. ſ. [evacsans, Lat.] Medicine

that procures evacuation by any paſſage.

EVACUA"TION. ſ. [from evacuate 1 1. Such e

miſſions as leave a vacancy j diſcharge. Hale.

2. Abolition; nullification. Hooker. 3. The

practice of emptying the body by phyſick.

Temple. 4. Diſcharges of the body by any
vent natural or artificial.

To EVA’DE. v. a. [evada, Lat.] I. To elude;

to eſcape by artifice or ſtratagem. Brown. 2.

To avoid; to decline by ſubterfuge. Dryden, 3.

To eſcape or elude by ſophiſtry. Stillingfleet.

4. To eſcape as imperceptible, or unconquer

able. South.

To EVADE. v. n. 1. To eſcape; to ſlip away.

Bacon. z. To practiſe ſophiſtry or evaſions.
South.

EVAGATION. ſ. ſewager, Lat.] The ad of

wandering ; excurſion; ramble; deviation.

ay.

evºiescent. a. [evaneſcent, Lat.] Vaniſh

ing; imperceptible. Wollaffan.

EVANGELICAL. a. [evangelique, Fr.] 1:A

greeable to goſpel; conſonant to the Chriſtian

law revealed in the holy goſpel. Atterbury. 2.

Contained in the goſpel Hoºker.

EVAN'GELISM. J. [from evangely.] The pro

mulgation of the bleſſed goſpel. Bacon. .

EVANGELIST. ſ. (ivayyºo..]. I. A writer of

the hiſtory ofour Lord Jeſus. Addiſon. a. A pro

mulgator of the Chriſtian laws. Decay of Piety.

To EVANGELIZE. v. a. [evangelizo, Lat.

ivayyaxiſw.] To inſtruct in the goſpel, or law

of Jeſus. Milton.
-

EVANGELY. ſ. [ivayyixion, that is, good ti

dings.] The meſſage of pardon and ſalvation ;

the holy goſpel; the goſpel of Jeſus. Spenſer.

EVA'NID. a. [evanidus, Lat.] Faint; weak i

evaneſcent. Brown. -

To EVANISH. v. n. [evaneſco, Lat.] To vaniſh;

to eſcape from notice.

EVA'PORABLE. a. [from evaporate.] Eaſily

diffipated in fumes or vapours. Grew.

To EVA'PORATE. v. n. [evapero, Lat.] To

fly away in vapours or fumes. Boyle. -

To EVA'PORATE. v. a. 1. To drive away in

fumes. Bentley. 2. To give vent to; to let
out in ebullition or ſallies. Wotton.

EVAPORATION. ſ. [from evaporate.] 1: The

ačt offlying away in fumes or vapours. Howel.

2. The act of attenuating matter, ſo as to

make it fume away. Raleigh. 3. [In pharma

cy.] An operation by which liquids are ſpent or

driven away in ſteams, ſo as to leave ſome part

ſtronger than before. Quincy.

EVASION.J. [evaſam, Lat.] Excuſe ; ſubter

fuge ; ſophiſtry; artifice. Milton.

EVASIVE. ſ. [from evade.] 1. Pračtifing eva

ſion; eluſive. Pope. 2. Containing an eva

ſion ; ſophiſtical. -

EUCHARIST. ſ. ſixapra.] The act of giv

ing thanks; the ſacramental act in which the
death of our Redeemer is commemorated with

a thankful remembrance; the ſacrament of

the Lord's ſupper. Hacker, Taylºr.

EUCHARISTICAL. a. [from excharift.] 1.

Containing acts of thankſgiving. Ray. 2.

Relating to the ſacrament of the ſupper of the
rd.

EUCHOLOGY..ſ.. [ivX,x,y,w.] A formulary of

prayers.

EUCRASY.ſſivapaala.JAn agreeable well pro

portioned mixture, whereby a body is in health.
EVe. ſ. [a-pen, Sax.] i. The cloſe of the

EVEN.ſ day. May. 2. The vigil or faſt to

be obſerved before an holiday. Duppa.

EVEN. a. ſeren, Sax.] 1. Level; not rugged;

not unequal. Newton. a. Uniform ; equal to

itſelf; ſmooth. Prior. 3. Level with; parallel

to Exodus. 4. Without inclination any way.

Shakeſp. 5. Without any part higher or lower

than the other. Davies. 6. Equal on both fides.

Sºuth. 7. Without any thing owed. Shakeſp. 8.

Calm; not ſubject to elevation or depreſſion.

ºfe. 9. Capable to be divided into equal parts.

Taylor.
-

To EVEN. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To make

even. 2. To make out of debt. Shakeſp. 3.

To level; to make level. Raleigh.

To EVEN. v. n. To equal to. Carew.

EVEN. adv. [often contracted to ev’n.] I. A

word of ſtrong aſſertion; verily. Sºesſer. 1.

Notwithſtanding. Dryden. 3. Not only ſo, but

alſo. Atterbury. 4. So much as. Swift.

EVENHANDED. a. [even and band.] Impar

tial; equitable. Shakeſp.

E"VENING. ſ. [aren, Sax.] The cloſe of the

day; the beginning of night. Raleigh, Party.

E"VENLY. a... [from even.] 1. Equally ; uni

formly. Bentley. 2. Levelly;without aſperities.

Motton. 3. Without inclination to either ſide;

horizontally. Brerewood. 4. Impartially; with

out favour or enmity. Bacon. -

EVENNESS. ſ. [from even) 1. State of being

even. 2. Uniformity; regularity. Grew. 3.

Equality of ſurface; levelneſs. 4. Freedom

from inclination to either ſide. Hooker. 5. Im

partiality; equal reſpect, or calmneſs; freedom

from perturbation. Atterbury.

E‘VENSONG. ſ. [even and ſong] 1. The form

of worſhip uſed in the evening. Taylºr. 2. The

evening ; the cloſe of the day. Dryden.

. EVENTIDE / [even and tide.] The time of

evening. Spenſer. - -

EVENT. ſ. [eventus, Lat.) 1. An incident;

any thing that happens Shakeſp. 2. The con

ſequence of an adtion. Dryden.

To EVENTERATE. v.a.[eventero, Lat.] To

rip up ; to open the belly. Brews. - -

EVENTFUL. a. [event and full] Full of inci

dents. Shakeſp. -

To EVENTILATE. v.a.[eventile, Lat.] .*.To

winnow; to ſiſt out. 1. To examine to diſcuſ.

Eve'NTUAL. a. [from event.] Happening in

conſequence of any thing; conſequential.

EVENTUALLY. adv. [from eventuall in the

event; in the laſt reſult. Bºyk.
r ..] i. At any time:

ever, a ten, sº * * *:
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7illetſºn. 2. At all times; always; without

end. Hooker, Temple. 3. For ever; eternally.

Philipt. 4. At one time, as, ever and anon. 5.

In any degree. Hall. 6. A word of enforce

ment. As ſºon as ever he bad done it. Shakeſp.

7. Ever A. Any. Shakeſp. 8. It is often con

tračted into e'er, 9. It is much uſed in com

poſition in the ſenſe of always: as evergreen,

green throughout the year; everduring, en

during without end.

EVERBU BBLING. a. Boiling up with perpe

tual murmurs. Craſhaw.

EVERBURNING. a. [ever and burning.] Un

extinguiſhed. Milton.

EVERDU'RING. a. [ever and during.] Eternal;

enduring without end. Raleigh.

EVERGREEN. a. [ever and green.] Verdant

throughout the year. Milton. -

EVERGREEN.J. A plant that retains its ver

dure through all the ſeaſons. Evelyn.

EVERHO'NOURED. a. [ever and honoured.]

Always held in honour. Pºpe.

EVERLASTING. a. [ever and laſting.] Laſting

or enduring without end; perpetual; immor

tal. Hammond.

EVERLASTING.'ſ Eternity. Pſalms.

EVERLASTINGLY. adv. Eternally; without

end. Shakeſp.

EVERLASTINGNESS. ſ. [from everlaſting.]

Eternity; perpetuity. Donne.

EVERLIVING. a. ſever and living.] Living

without end. Newton.

EVERMQRE adv. [ever and more.] Always ;

eternally. Tillotſon.

To EVERSE v. a. ſeverſur, Lat.] To over

throw; to ſubvert; to deſtroy. Glanville.

ToEVERTw.a. [everte,Lat.] To deſtroy. Ayl.

EVERY. a. [arpenealc, Sax.] Each, one of all.
Hammond.

EVESDROPPER. ſ. ſever and drºpper.] Some

mean fellow that ſkulks about a houſe in the

night. Dryden.

To EVE'STIGATE. v. a. [eveſtige, Lat..] To

ſearch out. Dić.

EUGH. ſ. A tree. Dryden.

To EVICT. v. a. [evince, Lat.] 1. To diſpoſſeſs

of by a judicial courſe. Davies. 2. To take

away by a ſentence of law. King james. 3.

To prove; to evince. Cheyne.

EVICTION. ſ. [from ević, ) i. Diſpoſſeſſion

or deprivation by a definitive ſentence of a

court of judicature. Bacon. 2. Proof; evidence.

L'Eſtrange. -

EVIDENCE. ſ. [Fr.) 1. The ſtate of being

evident; clearneſs; notoriety. 2. Teſtimony;

proof. Tillotſon. 3. Witneſs; one that gives

evidence. Bentley.

To EVIDENCE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

prove ; to evince. Tillºtſon. 2. To ſhow; to

make diſcovery of. Milton. -

E"VIDENT. a. ği Plain; apparent j notori

ous. Brown.

EVIDENTLY.adw. Apparently ; certainly. Pri.

E"VIL. a. ſypel, Sax J 1. Having bad qualities

of any kind; not good. Pſalms. 2. Wicked;

bad; corrupt, Matthew. 3. Unhappy; mi

ſerable ; calamitous Proverbſ. 4. Miſchievous;

deſtructive ; ravenous. Geneſs.

EVIL. ſ. (generally contracted to ill] 1. Wick

edneſs; a crime. Shakeſp. 2. Injury; miſchief.

Proverbs 3. Malignity; corruption. Eccleſiaſ.

4. Misfortune; calamity. ; 5. Malady;

diſeaſe. Shakeſp.

EVIL. adv. [commonly contračted to ill.] 1.

Not well in whatever reſpect. Shakeſp. 2. Not

well; not virtuouſly. john. 3. Not well; not

happily. Deuteronºmy. 4. Injuriouſly; not

kindly. Deuteronomy. 5. It is often uſed in

compoſition to give a bad meaning to a word.

EVILAFFECTED. a. [evil and affected.] Not

kind; not diſpoſed to kindneſs. Aćis.

|EVILDOER.J. [evil and doer.] A malefactor.
Peter.

EVILFA'VOURED a. [evil and favour.] Ill
countenanced. Baren.

EVILFAVOUREDNESS.ſ [from evil favºur

ed] Deformity. Deuteronomy.

£YTLLY. adv, (from evil.] Not well. Shakeſ.

EVILMINDED. a. [evil and minded.] Malici

ouš i miſchievous. Dryden.

EVILNESS. ſ. (from evil] Contrariety to good

neſs; badneſs of whatever kind. Hale.

EVILSPEAKING. ſ. (evilandſpeaking.] Slan

der; deſamation; calumny. Peter.

EVILWISHING. c. [evil and sºft.] wiſhing

evil to ; having no good will. Sidne

EVILWORKER. ſ. [evil and work.] One who

does ill. Philippians.

To EVINCE. v. a. [evince, Lat.] To prove; to

ſhow. Atterbury. - -

EV1'NCIBLE, a [from evince.] Capable of
proof; demonſtrable. Hale.

EVINCIBLY. adv. [from evincible.] In ſuch a

manner as to force conviction.

To EVIRATE. w.a. [eviratur, Lat.] Te de

prive of manhood. Dić.

To EVISCERATE. v. a [eviſcero, Lat.] To

embowel; to draw; to deprive of the entrails.

EVITABLE. a. [evitabilis, Lat.) Avoidable;

that may be eſcaped or ſhunned. Hooker.

To EVITATE. v. a. [evite, Lat.] To avoid;

to ſhun. Shakeſp.

EVITATION. J. [from evitate.] The act of

avoiding. Dić7.

EVITERNAL. a. ſaeviternus, Lat..] Eternal in

a limited ſenſe ; of duration not infinitely, but

indefinitely long.

EVITERNITY. ſ. [aviternitar, low Lat] Du

ration not infinitely, but indefinitely long.

EULOGY..ſ.. [iv and A679;..] Praiſe; encomium.

Sfenſer.

EU.NUCH. ſ. [ivrezo,.] One that is caſtrated.
Fenton. -

To EU'NUCHATE. v. a. To make an eunuch

Brown.

EVOCA'TION. ſ. [evocatio, Lat..] The act of

calling out. Broome.

EVOLATION. ſ. [evolº, Lat.] The aa of fly

ing away.

To EVOLVE. v. a. [evolvo, Lat..] To unfold;

to diſentangle. Hale.

M m 2. To
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To EVOLVE. v. n. To open itſelf; to diſcloſe
itſelf. Prior.

EVOLUTION. ſ. [evolutus, Lat.) 1. The aa

of unrolling or unfolding. 2. The ſeries of

things unrolled or unfolded. Mere. 3. [In ge

ometry.] The equable evolution of the pe

riphery of a circle, or any other curve, is ſuch

a gradual approach of the circumference to

rectitude, as that all its partsdo meet together,

and equally evolve or unbend. Harriſ. 4. [In

tacticks.] The motion made by a body of men

in changing their poſture, or form of drawing
up. arry f

EVOMITION. ſ. [evens, Lat.) The aa of vo
miting out. - -

EUPHONICAL. a. [from euphºny J Sounding

agreeably. Dić.

EUPHONY. ſ. [ivºſa J An agreeable ſound;

the contrary to harſhneſs.

EUPHO'RBIUM. f. 1. A plant. 2. A gum,

brought to us always in drops or grains, of a

bright yellow, between a ſtraw and a gold

colour, and a ſmooth gloſſy ſurface. It has no

great ſmell, but its taſte is violently acrid and

nauſeous. Hill

EU'PHRASY. ſ. [euphraſia, Lat.] The herb

eyebright. Milton.

EURO'CLYDON.J.ſtv.cxx?...] A wind which

blows between the Eaſt and North, very dan

gerous in the Mediterranean. Aći.

EUROPEAN. a. (Eurºprus, Lat.] Belonging

to Europe. Philips.

EU'RUS. ſ. [Lat.) The eaſt wind. Peacham.

EURYTHMY. ſ. [iversa...] Harmony; re.

gular and ſymmetrical meaſure.

FUTHANASIA 2 ſ. [itsaraza.] An eaſ,
EUTHA’NASY. death. Arbuthnot.

EVULSION. ſ. [evulſie, Lat.] The act of pluck

ing out. Brown.

EVULGATION. ſ. [evulge, Lat.] The aër of

divulging.
-

EWE. ſ. [eope, Sax.j The ſhe ſheep. Dryden.

EWER. ſ. [from eau, perhaps anciently eu

water.] A veſſel in which water is brought

for waſhing the hands. Pºpe.

E.WRY. ſ. ſtrom ever.] An office in the king's

houſhold, where they take care ofthe linen for

the king’s table.
-

EX. A Latin prepoſition often prefixed to com

pounded words; ſometimes meaning out, as

exhauff, to draw cut.

To EXACERBATE. v. a. [exacerbo, Lat] To

imbitter; to exaſperate.

EXACERBATION. ſ. (from exacerbate.] 1.

Encreaſe of malignity; augmented force or

ſºverity. 2. Height of a diſeaſe; paroxyſm.
Bacon.

-

EXACERVATION. ſ. [acervur, Lat.] The aa

of heaping up.

EXACT. a. [exas?ur, Lat.) 1. Nice; without

failure. Pºpe, 2. Methodical; not negligently

performed. Arbuthnot. 3. Accurate; not neg

ligent. Spectator. 4. Honeſt; ſtrict; punctual.

Ecclus.

To EXACT. v. a. [exigº, exačiuſ, Lat.) 1. To

require authoritatively. Taylºr. 1. To demand

of right. Smalridge. 3. To ſummon; to en

join. Denham.

To EXACT. v. n. To practiſe extortion. Pſales.

EXACTER. ſ. [from exact ) i. An extorti

oner ; one who claims more than his due.

Bacon. z. He that demands by authority.

Bacon. 3. One that is ſevere in his injunctions

or his demands. Tilletſºn. -

EXACTION. ſ. [from exači.) 1. The ast of

making an authoritative demand, or levying

by force Shakeſp. 2. Extortion , unjuſt de

mand. Davier, 3. A toll; a tribute ſeverely

levied. Addiſºn.

EXACTLY. adv. [from exač.] Accurately;

nicely; thoroughly. Atterbury.

EXA'CTNESS. ſ. [from exact ) i. Accuracy;

nicety; ſtrict conformity to rule or ſymmetry.

Woodward. 2. Regularity of conduct; ſtrict

neſs of manners. Rºgers.

To EXA'GGERATE v. a. [exaggere, Lat.)

To heighten by repreſentation. Clarerdes.

EXAGGERATION. ſ. [from exaggerate.] 1.

The act of heaping together; an heap. Hale.

2. Hyperbolical amplification. Swift.

To EXAGITATE. v. a. [exagite, Lat ) 1. To

ſhake; to put in motion. Arbuthnot. 2. Ta:

reproach; to purſue with invectives. Hººker.

EXAGITATION. f. [from exagitate.] The act

of ſhaking.

To EXA'LT. v. a. [exalter, Pr.] I. To raiſe

on high. Matthew. ... To elevate to power,

wealth, or dignity. Ezekiel. 3. To elevate to

joy or confidence. Clarendon. 4. To praiſe; to

extol; to magnify. Pſalms. 5. To raiſe up in

oppoſition; a ſcriptural phraſe. King'. 6. To

intend; to enforce. Prior. 7. To heighten;

to improve; to refine by fire. Arbuthnºt. 8.

To elevate in diction or ſentiment. Reſcem mer.

EXALTATION. ſ. [from exalt.) 1. The act of

"raiſing on high. 1. Elevation to power, or dig

nity. Hocker. 3. Moſt elevated ſlate; ſtate of

greatneſs or dignity. Tilletſen. 4 [In pharmacy ]

Raiſing a medicine to a higher degree of vir

tue. Quincy. 5. Dignity ofº in which

its powers are increaſed. Dryden.

EXAMEN.ſ. (Lat.] Examination; diſquiſition.

Brown.

EXAMINATE. ſ. [examinatus,Lat.] The per

ſon examined. Barºn.

EXAMINATION. ſ. [examinatio, Latl The

aćt of examining by queſtions, or experiment.

Locke.

EXAMINATOR. ſ. (Lat..] An examiner; an

enquirer. Brown.

To EXAMIN E. v. n. [examino,Lat 1. To try

a perſon accuſed or ſuſpected by interrogato

ries: Church Catechiſm. 2. To interrogate a

witneſs. Aérº. 3. To try the truth or falſhood

of any propoſition. 4. To try by experiment;

narrowly ſift; ſcan. 5. To make enquiry into;

to ſearch into ; to ſcrutiniſe. Lecke.

EXA MINER. / [from examine.) One who in

terrogates a criminal or evidence. Hak. 1. One

who ſearches or tries any thing. Newtº.

LXA'MPLARY,
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* EXAMPLARY. a. (from example..] Serving for

* .

**

[.

example or pattern. Hºoker.

EXAMPLE. ſ. [exemple, Fr.) 1. Copy or pat

tern , that which is propoſed to be reſembled.

Raleigh. 2. Precedent; former inſtance of the

like. Shakeſp. 3. Precedent of good. Milton.

4. A perſon fit to be propoſed as a pattern.

1 Tim. 5. One puniſhed for the admonition of

cthers. 7ude. 6. Influence which diſpoſes to

imitation, Wiſdom, Rºgers. 7. Inſtance; illu

ſtration of a general poſition by ſome particular

ſpecification. Dryden. 8. Inſtance in which a

rule is illuſtrated by an application. Dryden.

To EXAMPLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

give an inſtance of. Spenſer.

EXANGUIO US. a. [exanguir, Lat..] Having

no blood. Brºwn.

EXANIMATE. a. ſexanimatur, Lat.] I. Life

leſs; dead. 2. Spiritleſs; depreſſed. Thomſon.

EXANIMATION. ſ. [from exanimate.] Depri

vation of life.

EXANIMOUS. a. [exanimir, Lat.] Lifeleſs;

dead; killed.

EXANTHEMATA.ſſiéayShºla.) Effioreſcen

cies; eruptions; breaking out ; puſtules.

EXANTHE MATOUS. a. [from exanthemata.)

Puſtulous; effloreſcent ; eruptive.

To EXANTLATE. ſ. [exantlo, Lat.) 1. To

draw out 2. To exhauſt 5 to waſte away.

Bºyle.

EXANTLATION. ſ. [from exantlate.] The

aú of drawing out.

EXARATION. ſ. [exarc, Lat.] The manual

1ét of writing.

EXARTICULATION. ſ. ſex and articulus,

Lat.) The diſlocation of a joint.

ToEXASPERATE. v. a. texaſpere, Lat.) 1.

To provoke 5 to enrage; to irritate. Addiſon.

1. To heighten a difference ; to aggravate ;

to embitter. Bacon. 3. To exacerbate ; to

heighten malignity. Bacon.

EXASPERATER. ſ. [from exaſperate.] He

that exaſperates, or provokes.

EXASPERATION.j [from exaſperate.]t.Ag

gravation; malignant repreſentation. K. Char

ſes. 1. Provocation ; irritation. Woodward.

ToEXAUCTORATE. v. a. [exand/oro, Lat.]

1. To diſmiſs from ſervice. 2. To deprive of

a benefice. Ayliffe.

EXAUCTORATION. ſ. [from exauāorate.]

1. Diſmiſſion from ſervice. 2. Deprivation;

degradation. Ayliffe.

EXCANDESCENGE. T. ſ. [excandeſco, Lat.)

EXCANDESCENCY. § 1. Heat; the ſtate of

growing hot. 2. Anger ; the ſtate of growing

angry.

Exºstation. ſ: [excante, Lat.] Diſen

chantment by a counter-charm.

To EXCARNATE. v.a. [ex and carnir, Lat.]

To clear from fleſh. Grew.

PXCARNIFICATION ſ. [excarnifice, Lat.)

The act of taking away the fleſh.

Tº ExCAVATE v. 4. [excavo, Lat.] To

hollow; to cut into hollows. Blackmºre.

EXCAVATION. ſ. [from excavate.] 1. The

**--

ačt of cutting into hollows. 2. The hollow

formed ; the cavity. Wotton.

To EXCEED. v. a. [excedo, Lat..] ... To go

beyond: to outgo. Woodward. 2. To excei;

to ſurpaſs. I Kingſ.

To EXCEED v. n. 1. To go too far ; to paſs

the bounds of fitneſs. 1. To go beyond any

limits. Deuteronºmy. 3. To bear the greater

proportion. Dryden.

EXCEEDING. part. a. [from exceed.] Great

in quantity, extent or duration. Raleigh.

EXCEEDING, adv. In a very great degree.

Raleigh, Addiſºn,

EXCEEDINGLY. adv. [from exceeding.] To

a great degree. Davier, AVewton.

To EXCEL., v. a. [excellº, Lat.) To outgo in

good qualities; to ſurpaſs. Prior.

To EXCEL. v. n. To have good qualities in a

great degree. Temple.

EXCELLENCE. ſ. [excellence, Fr. excel.

Éº : lentia, Lat.) 1. The

ſtate of abounding in any good quality. 2.

Dignity ; high rank in exiſtence. Dryden. 3

The ſtate of excelling in anything. Locke, 1.

That in which one excels. Addiſon. 3. Pu

rity ; goodneſs. Shakeſp. 6. A title of honour.

Uſually applied to ambaſſadors, and gover

nours. Shakeſp.

EXCELLENT. a. [excellent, Lat.] 1. Of great

virtue ; of great worth ; of great dignity.

Taylºr. 2. Eminent in any good quality. job.

EXCELLENTLY. adv. [from excellent.j 1.

Well ; in a high degree. Brown. 2. To an

eminent degree. Dryden.

To EXCEPT. v. a. [excipio, Latj To leave

out and ſpecify as left out of a general precept,

or poſition. 1 Cer.

To EXCEPT. v. n. To object; to make ob

jections. Locke.

EXCEPT. prepºſit. [from the verb.] I Exclu

fively of , without incluſion of. Milton. 2.

Unleſs. Tillotſon.

EXCEPTING preteſt. Without incluſion of;

with exception of Dryden.

EXCEPTION. ſ. [from except; exceptio, Lat I

1. Excluſion from the things comprehended

in a precept, or poſition. South. 2. Thing

excepted or ſpecified in exception. Swift. 3.

Objection; cavil. Hooker. Bentley. 4. Peeviſh

diſlike 5 offence taken. Bacon.

EXCEPTIONABLE, a. [from exception.] Lia

ble to objection. Addiſon.

EXCEPTIOUS, a. [from except J Peeviſh ;
froward. Sºuth.

EXCEPTIVE. a. [from except.] Including an

exception. Watts.

EXCEPTLESS. a. [from except ; Omitting or

neglecting all exceptions. Shakeſp.

EXCEPTOR.ſ. [from except.]Objecter. Burn.

To EXCERN. v., a [excerno, Lat.] To ſtraia

out; to ſeparate or emit by ſtrainers. Bacon.

EXCEPTION. ſ. [exceptio, Lat.] 1. The aët

of gleaning ; ſelecting. 2. The thing gleaned

or ſelected Raleigh.

EXCESS. ſ. [excelſus, Lat.] I. More than

enough 3
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enough; ſuperfluity. Hoeker. 2. Exuberance;

act of exceeding. Newton. 3. Intermperance;

unreaſonable indulgence. Duppa. 4. Violence

of paſſion. 5. Tranſgreſſion of due limits.

Denham.

EXCESSIVE. a. [exceſſf, Fr. 1. Beyond the

common proportion of quantity or bulk.Bacon.

2. Vehement beyond meaſure in kindneſs or

diſlike. Hayward.

EXCE'SSIVELY. adv. [from exceſſive..] Ex

ceedingly ; eminently. Addiſºn.

To EXCHA'NGF. v. a. [exchanger, Fr.) 1.

To give or quit one thing for the ſake of

gaining another. Locke. 2. To give and take

reciprocally. Shakeſp. Rowe.

EXCHANGE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The act

of giving and receiving reciprocally. Waller.

2. Traffick by permutation. South. 3. The

form or act of transferring. Shakeſp. 4. The

balance of the money of different nations.

Hayward. 5. The thing given in return for

ſomething received. Lºcke. 6. The thing re

ceived in return for ſomething given. Dryden.

7. The place where the merchants meet to

negociate their affairs. Locke.

EXCHA'NGER,ſ [from exchange.j One who

practiſes exchange. Locke.

EXCHEAT. ſ. See Esch eat. Spenſer.

EXCHEATOR. ſ. See Esche Ator.

EXCHE'QUER. ſ. (eſchequeir, Norman Fr.]

The court to which are brought all the reve

nues belonging to the crown. It is a court of

record, wherein allcauſes touching the revenues

of the crown are handled. Harris, Denham.

EXCISE. ſ. [accijr, Dutch; exciſum, Lat.) A

hateful tax levied upon commodities, and

adjudged not by the common judges of pro

perty. Marvel.

To EXCISE. v. a. [from the noun..] To levy

exciſe upon a perſon or thing. Pope.

EXCISEMAN. ſ. [exciſe and man.] An officer

who inſpects commodities.

EXCISION. ſ. [exciſio, Lat.] Extirpation; de

ſtruction; ruin. Decay ºf Piety.

EXCITATION. ſ. [from excite, Lat.) 1. The

ačt of exciting, or putting into motion. Bacon.

2. The act of rouſing or awakening. Watts

To EXCITE. v. a. [excito, Lat..] 1. Torouſe;

to animate; to ſtir up; to encourage. Spenſºr.

2. To put into motion; to awaken , to raiſe.

EXCITEMENT.ſ. (from excite.) The motive

by which one is ſtirred up. Shakeſp.

EXCITER. ſ. [from excite.] 1. One that ſtirs

up others, or puts them in motion. K. Charles

2. The cauſe by which any thing is raiſed or

put in motion. Decay of Piety.

To EXCLA'IM. v. n. I exclamo, Lat.] 1. To

cry out with vehemence; to make an outcry;

Decay of Piety. 2. To declare with loud

vociferation. Shakeſ”.

EXCLAIM ſ. [from the verb.] Clamour; out

cry, Shakeſt.

EXCLAMATION. ſ. ſex-clamatic, Latj 1.

Vehement outcry; cianour ; outrageous vo

ciſcration. Hºwser. 2. An ºmphatical utte

rance. Sidney. 3. A note by which a pathe

tical ſentence is marked thus (!)

EXCLA'MER. ſ. [from exclaim..] One that

makes vehement outcries. Atterbury.

EXCLA MATORY. a. [from exclaim..] 1.

Praçtiſing exclamation. 2. Containing excla
Ination.

To EXCLUDE. v. a. [exclude, Lat.] 1. To ſhut

out; to hinder from entrance or admiſſion.

Dryden. 2. To debar ; to hinder from parti

cipation ; to prohibit. Dryden. 3. To except

in any poſition. 4. Not to comprehend in any

grant or privilege. Hooker.

EXCLUSION. ſ. [from exclude..] I. The as

of ſhutting out or denying admiſſion. Bacon. 2.

Rejection; not reception. Addiſon. 3. The aë

of debarring from any privilege. 4. Exception

Bacºn. 5. The diſmiſſion of the young from

the egg or womb. Ray.

EXCLUSIVE. a. [from exclude..] I. Having the

power of excluding or denying admiſſion.Milt.

2. Debarring from participation. Locke. 3. Not

taking into any account or number. Swift. 4.

Excepting.

EXCLUSIVELY. adv. [from excluſive.] 1.

Without admiſſion of another to participation.

Bºyle. 2. Without comprehenſion in any ac
count or number. Ayliffe.

To EXCO'CT. v. a. ſexce:fur, Lat.] To boil

up. Bacon.

To EXCO'GITATE. v. a. [excogite, Lat..] Te

invent ; to ſtrike out by thinking. More.

To EXCOMMUNICATE. v. a. [excommunice,

low Lat.] To eject from the communion of

the viſible church by an eccleſiaſtical cenſure.

Hammond.

EXCOMMUNICATION. ſ. [from excemnani

cate.] An eccleſiaſtical interdićt ; excluſion

from the fellowſhip of the church. Hooker.

To EXCO'RIATE. v. a. To flay j to ſtrip of

the ſkin. Wiſeman.

EXCORIATION. ſ. [from exceriate.] 1. Loſs

of ſkin; privation of ſkin ; the act of flaying.

Arkuthnot. 2. Plunder; ſpoil. Howel.

EXCORTICATION. ſ. (from certex and ex,

Lat..] Pulling the bark off any thing.

To EXCREATE. v. a. [excret, Lat] To eject

at the mouth by hawking.

EXCREMENT. ſ. [excrementum, Lat] That

which is thrown out as uſeleſs, from the na

tural paſſages of the body. Raleigh.

EXCREMENTAL. a. [from excrement.) That

which is voided as excrement. Raleigh.

EXCREMENTITIOUS. a. [from excrement.]

Containing excrements; conſiſting of matter

excreted from the body. Bacºn.

EXCRESCENCE. W. J. [excreſcº, Lat] Some

EXCRESCENCY. S. what growing out of an

other without uſe, and contrary to the com

mon order of production. Bentley.

EXCRESCENT. a. [excreſcens, Lat.] That

which grows out ofanother with preternatural

ſuperfluity. Pºpe.

EXCRETION. ſ. [excretic, Lat.] Separation

of animal ſubſtance, Qaincy.y EXCRETIVE.
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ExCRE"Tive. a.[excretas, Lat.] Having the

power of ſeparating and ejecting excrements.

Harvey. -

EXCRETORY.a. [from excretion.] Having the

quality of ſeparating and ejecting ſuperfluous

rts. Cheyne.

ExºudKºi.e. a. [from excruciate.] Liable

to torment. Diº.

To EXCRUCIATE. v.a. [excrucia, Lat.] To

torture; to terment. Chapman.

EXCUBA"TION. ſ. [excubatio, Lat.] The act

of watching all night.

To EXCULPATE. v. a. [ex and culpo, Lat]To

clear from the imputation of a fault. Clariſſa.

EXCURSION. ſ. [excurſion, Fr.) 1. The act of

deviating from the ſtated or ſettled path. Pºpe.
a. An expedition into ſome diſtant part, Locke.

3. Progreſſion beyond fixed limits. Arbuthnºt.

4. Digreſſion; ramble from a ſubject Boyle.

EXCURSIVE. a. (from excurro, Lat.] Ram

bling ; wandering; deviating. Thomſon.

EXCUSABLE. a. (from excuſe.) Pardonable.

Raleigh, Tillºtſºn.

EXCU SABLENESS. ſ. [from excuſable J Par

donableneſs; capability to be excuſed. Bºyle.

EXCUSATION. ſ. [from excuſe.] Excuſe ;

plea ; apology. Bacºn. -

EXCUSATORY. a. [from excuſe.) Pleading

excuſe; apologetical.

Te EXCUSE. v. a. [excuſe, Lat.] 1. To

extenuate by apology. Ben. johnſon. , 2. To

diſengage from an obligation. Clarendan. 3.

To remit; not to exact. 4. To weaken ºr

mollify obligation to anything. South. 5. To

pardon by allowing an apology. Addiſon. 6.

To throw off imputation by a feigned apology.

2 Car.

EXCUSE. ſ. 1. Plea offered in extenuation;

apology. Sidney. 2. The act of excuſing or

apologizing. Shakeſp. 3. Cauſe for which one

is excuſed. Roſcommon.

EXCU'SELESS. a [from excuſe) that for

which no excuſe or apology can be given.

Decay ºf Piety.

EXCUSER. ſ. [from excuſe. ) i. One who

pleads for another. Swift. ..One who forgives

another.

To EXCUSS.w.a. [excuſſºr, Lat.] To ſeize and

detain by law. Ayliffe. -

EXCUSSION. ſ. ſºccaſio, Lat.] Seizure by

law. Ayliffe.

EXECRABI.E. a. [execrabilir, Lat..] Hateful ;

deteſtable ; accurſed. Hooker.

EXECRABLY. adv. [from execrable.] Curſed

ly; abominably. Dryden.

To EXECRATE. v. a. [execror, Lat.] To

curſe; to imprecate ill upon. Temple.

EXECRATION. ſ. [from execrate.) Curſe;

imprecation of evil. Stilling fleet.

To EXECT. v. a. [execo, Lat.] To cut out;

to cut away. Harvey.

EXECTION. ſ. [from execi.] The act of cut

ting out.

To EXECUTE. v. a. ſexegaer, Lat.] 1. To

Perform ; to practiſe, Sºuth, a, To put in act;

to do what is planned. Locke. 3. To put to

death according to form of juſtice. Davies. 4

To put to death; to kill. Shakeſp.

EXECUTION. ſ. (from execute.] 1. Perfor

mance ; practice. Bacºn. 2. The laſt act of the

law in civil cauſes, by which poſſeſſionis given

of body or goods. Clarendon. 3. Capital puniſh

ment; death inflicted by forms of law.Creech.

4. Deſtrućtion; ſlaughter. Hayward.

EXECUTION ER.J. [from execution.] 1. He

that puts in act, or executes. Shakeſp. z. He

that inflicts capital puniſhment. Wºodward.

3 He that kills; he that murthers. Shakeſp.

4. The inſtrument by which anything is per
formed. Craſhaw.

EXECUTIVE. a.[from execute.] 1. Having the

quality of exerciſing or performing. Hale. 2.

Active; not deliberative; not legiſlative ;

having the powerto put in act the laws. Swift.

BºxECUTER. ſ. [from execute.] 1. He that per

forms or executes any thing.Dennil. z. He that

is entruſted to perform the will of a teſtator.

Shakeſp. 3. An executioner; one who puts

others to death. Shakeſp.

EXECUTERSHIP ſ ſºon executer.] The

office of him that is appointed to perform the

will of the defunct. Bacon.

PXECUTRIX. ſ. [from execute.) A woman

intruſted to perform the will of the teſtator.

Bacon.

EXEGESIS. ſ. ſiężek..] An explanation.

EXEGETICAL, ſ. (#ylºr.] £xplanatory ;

expoſitory. Walker.

EXEMPLAR. ſ. [exemplar, Lat.) A pattern ;

an example to be imitated. Raleigh.

EXEMPLARILY. adv, (from exemplary.] I.

In ſuch a manner as deſerves imitation.Howel.

4. In ſuch a manner as may warn others.

Clarendon.

EXEMPLARINESS. ſſfrom exemplary]State

ºf ſtanding as a pattern to be copied. Tillotſon.

EXEMPLARY. a. [from exemplar.) 1. Such

as may deſerve to be propoſed to imitation.

Bacºn, 3. Such as may give warning to others.

Åing Charles. 3. Such as may attract notice

and imitation. Rogers.

EXEMPLIFICATION. ſ. [from exempliff.] A

copy; a tranſcript. Hayward.

To EXEMPLIFY. v. a. [from exemplar] 1.

To illuſtrate by example. Hooker. 2. To

tranſcribe; to copy.

To EXEMPT. v. a. ſexemptur, Lat.] To pri

vilege 3 to grant immunity from. Knoller.

EXEMPT. a. [from the verb.] 1. Free by

privilege. Ayliffe. 2. Not ſubject; not liable

to. Ben. johnſºn 3. Clear; not included. Lee.

4 Cutoff from. Difuſed. Shakeſp.

EXEMPTION. ſ. [from exempt.j Immunity;

privilege ; freedom from impoſts. Bacon.

EXEMPTITIOUS, a [from exemptus, Lat.]

Separable; that which may be taken from a

nother. More.

To EXENTERATE. v. n. [exenters, Lat.]

To embowel. Brown.

EXENTERATION. ſ. ſexenteratio, Lat.]The

act
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aćt of taking out the bowels; embowelling.
roºm. **

EXE QUIAL. a. Iſrom excquiar, Lat..] Relating

to funerals.

EXE'QUIES. ſ. Without a ſingular. [exequie,

Lat J. Funeral rites; the ceremony of burial.

Dryden

EXERCENT. a. ſexerceny, Lat.) Praštiſing ;

following any calling. Ayliffe.

E’ XERCISE. ſ. [exercitium, Lat.] 1. Labour

of the body Bacon. a. Something done for

amuſement. Bacon. 3. Habitual action by

which the body is formed to gracefulneſs.

Si ney. 4. Preparatory practice in order to

ſk,il 5. Uſe; actual application to any thing

JHecker. 6. Practice; outward performance.

Addiſºn. 7. Employment Locke. 8. Taſk

that which one is appointed to perform Milt

9. Act of divine worſhip whether publick or

private. Shakeſp.

To E XERCISE v. a [exercee, Lat.) 1. To

employ; to engage in employment. Lºcke. 2.

To train by uſe to any act Lecke. 3. To

make ſkil:ul or dexterous by practice. Heb. 4

To buy ; to keep buſy. Atterbury 5. To

taſk; to keep employed as a penal injunction.

Milton. 6. To practite; to perform Bacon. 7.

To exert ; to put in uſe. Locke. 8 To practite

or uſe in order to habitual ſkill. aliſ.
"To EXERCISE. v. n. To uſe exerciſe; to la

bour for health. Broame.

EXERQ isER. ſ. [from exerciſe.] He that di

rects or uſes exerciſe.

EXERCITATION. ſ. ſexercitatio, Lat.) 1.

Exerciſe. Brown. ... Practice ; uſe. Felton.

To EXE RT. v. a. [exerc, Lat.) 1. To uſe

with an effort. Rowe. 2. To put forth; to

perform. South. 3. To enforce; to puſh to an

effort. Dryden.

EXERTION.J. [from exert.] The act of ex

erting ; effort. -

EXE SION. ſ. ſexeſus. Lat.] The act of eating

through Brºwn.

EXEST UATION. f [exeſus, Lat..] The ſtate

of boiling , efferveſcence; ebullition Bºyle.

To EXFO i.I.A.T.E. v. n. [ex and fºlium, Lat.]

To ſhell off; as a corrupt bone from the ſound

part. Wiſeman.

EXFOLIATION.ſ [from exfºliate.] The pro

ceſs by which the corrupted part of the bone

ſeparates from the ſound. Wiſeman.

EXFO LIATIVE. a. (from exfoliate } That

which has power of procuring extoliation.
Wiſeman. -

EXHA LABLE, a [from exhale.] That which

rmay be evaporated. Boyle.

EXHALATION. ſ. [exhalatiº, Lat.]1.The act

of exhaling or ſending out in vapours. 2. The

ſtate of evaporating or flying out in vapours.

3. That which riſes in vapours. Milton.

To EXHAL.E. v. a. [exha's, Lat.) 1. To ſend

or draw out vapours or fumes. Terple. 2. To

draw out. Shakeſp.

EXHALEMENT. ſ. [from exhale.] Matter ex

haled; vapour. Brown.

To EXHAUST, v, a, i, To drain; to diminiſh.

Bacºn. 1. To draw out totally; to draw till

nothing is left. Locke.

EXHAUSTION. ſ. [from exhauff.] The act of

drawing.

EXHAUSTLESS. a. [frem exhauſ?..] Not to

be emptied ; inexhauſtible. Blackmore.

To EXHIBIT, v. a. [exhibec, Lat.) 1. To offer

to view or uſe ; to offer or propoſe. Clarenden.

2. To ſhow to diſplay. Pºpe.

EXHIBITER ſ. from exhibit j He that offers

any thing. Shakeſp.

EXHIBITION. ſ. [from exhibit.]1. The act of

exhibiting ; diſplay ſetting forth. Gret". 2.

Allowance ; ſalary; penſion, Swift.

EXHIBITIVE. a. ſº exhibit J Repreſenta

tive diſplaying. Norris.

EXHILARATE. v. a. [exhilaro, Lat..] To

make cheerful 5 to cheer;" to fill with mirth.

Philips.

EXHILARATION. ſ. (from exhilarate.] 1.

The act of giving gaiety. 2. The ſtate of

being enlivened. Bacon.

To EXHORT. v. a. [exhorter, Lat) To incite

by words to any good action. Cºmmon Prayer.

EXHORTATION. ſſfrom exhort.) 1. The act

of exhorting; incitement to good. Atterbury.

2. The form of words by which one is ex

horted. Shakeſp.

EXHO RTATORY...a...[from exhort.) Tending

to exhort.

EXHORTER ſ [from exhort.] One who ex
horts.

To EXICCATE. v. a. [exſicca. Lat.] To dry.

EXICCATION.ſ. (from exiccate.) Arefaction;

act of drying up; ſtate of being dried up.

Bentley.

EXICCATIVE. a. [from exiccate J Drying in

quality.

EXIGENCE. R. ſ. 1. Demand; want need.

EXIGENCY. S. Atterbury. 2. Prefling neceſ

ſity, diſtreſs ; ſudden occaſion. Pope.

E XIGENT. ſ. [exigens, Lat.) 1. Preſſing buſ

neſs; occaſion that requires immediate help.

M’aller. 1. [A law term.] A writ iſſued when

the defendant is not to be found. 3. End. Shake.

EXIGUITY. ſ. [ex guitas, Lat.) Smallneſs;

diminutiveneſs. Boyle.

EXIGUOUS. a. [exiguus, Lat.) Small; dimi

nutive; little. Harvey.

EXILE. ſ. [exilium, Lat.] 1. Baniſhment; ſtate

of being baniſhed. Shakeſp. z. The perſon

baniſhed. Dryden.

EXIT.E. a. [exilir, Lat.] Small; ſlender; not

full. Bacon.

To EXILE. v. a. [from the noun..] To baniſh ;

to drive from a country. Shakeſp.

EXILEMENT. ſ. [ from exile. J Baniſhment.

M’ettan.

EXILITION. ſ. [exilitic, Lat.] Slenderneſs;

ſmallneſs. Grew.

EXILITY. ſ. [exilir, Lat.) Slenderneſs; ſinali

neſs; diminution. Bacon.

EXIMIOUS. a. [eximiut, Lat] Famous ; emi
nent.

EXINANITION. ſ. [exinanitia, Lat.] Priva

tion; loſs, Pºray ºf Piety, To
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To EXIST. v. n. [exiſle, Lat.] To be; to have

a being. Sºuth.

EXISTENCE.

º#:
being. Dryden.

EXISTENT. a. (from exiſt.] In being; in poſ

iſion of being Dryden.

EXISTIMATION. ſ. (exiſtimatic, Lat.) 1. O

pinion, 1. Eſteem.

EXIT. ſ. ſexit, Lat.] 1. The term ſet in the

margin of plays to mark the time at which the

Player goes of 1. Receſs: departure; ačt

ºf quitting the theatre of life. Shakeſp. 3

Pillage out of any place. Glanville. 4 way

º, which there is a paſſage out. Woodward.

ºx|TIAL. } 4. Deſtructive; fatal; mortal.

FAITIOUS. W. Harvey.

º; f ſº..] Departure; journey

*90Y, 3 from a place: the ſecond book of

** is ſo called, becauſe it deſcribes the

...ſº ºf the Iſraelites from Egypt. Hale.

*94.T.E. a ſexºliº, Lat.] Obſolete; out
ºfuſe. Did.

- ºve v. a. ſexolvo, Lat] To looſe;
o pay.

ºtosſ, [ić and *a*@..] A navel
pture.

* Tº Ex0 NERATE. s.a. [exonero, Lat.] To

º: to diſburthen. Ray.

ºNERATIONjº. exonerate.] The ağı

tº ºburthening. Grew.

X0PTABLE. [exptabilir,

** ſought with eagerneſs or

EXO ---

byº * (*rabili,Lat]To be moved

EXORBITANCE

ExORBITANcy.

ſ. [exiſtentia, low Lat.] State

of being; ačual poſſeſſion of

º

Lat.) Deſirable;

deſire.

'iſ.º I

- e act of goi

* preſcribed. Gov. of }%;":
r ..". groſs deviation from rule or right.

º, Boundleſs depravity. Garth.

- viatin * a. [ex and orbits, Lat.] 1.

“labliſhed "... the courſe appointed ºr ful.
Cºn] td. *dward * Anomalous: not

*ended in a ſettled rule or methºd
*itr 3. E - -

º:º ; beyond due proportion;

To E -

º, ** ſex and orbits, Lat.]

TºEXOR:is: go out of the track. Bentley.

ºme hºſ,

*... -

:*. a. ſić faita.] 1. To adjure

“tain forms

*Influence

* *. To drive awa, b

º adjuration, 3 to purify º:
º EXORCs.” malignant ſpirits. Dryden.

* :ſº drive aw

-:

º

º

from ***rciſe.] One who

§ ay evil ſpirits.

...º.) The form of adiu

* *º:ºcerºyº, which.. .
EXOR, it ſpirits are driven away. Harvey.

- ºrk.) 1. One who by

... or religious acts, drives

ºnjur *nt ſpirits. Ma. 2. An enchan

lºoki;" ºproperly. Shakeſp.

º *Pºemſ. - Latin) A formal preface,

**ORN*"; * compoſition. May. *

º, **ºtia, Lat.) orna

"belliſhment. Hai...

, way malig

ment; *tºtation ; e

EXO'SSATED. a. ſexeſatur, Lat..] Deprived of

bone. Dić7.

EXO'SSEOUS. a. ſex and eſſa, Lat..] Wanting

bones; boneleſs. Brown.

EXOSTO'SIS. ſ. ſix and 3rsor.] Any protube

rance of a bone that is not natural. Quincy.

EXOTICK. a. [#21:23:..] Foreign; not pro

duced in our own country. Evelyn.

EXOTICK. ſ. A foreign plant. Addiſºn.

To EXPAND. v. a. [expando, Lat.] 1. To

ſpread; to lay open as a net or ſheet. 2. To

dilate; to ſpread out every way. Arbuthnot.

EXPANSE.J. [expanſum, Lat..] A body widely

extended without inequalities. Savage.

EXPANSIBILITY..ſ [from expanſible.] Capa

city of extenſion; poſſibility to be expanded.

Grew.

EXPANSIBLE. a. [from expanſus, Lat..] Ca

pable to be extended. Greto

EXPANSION.J. [from expand.) 1. The ſtate

of being expanded into a wider ſurface. Bentley.

2. The act of ſpreading out. Grew. 3. Ex

tent; ſpace to which any thing is extended.

Lºcke. 4. Pure ſpace, as diſtinct from ſolid

matter. Locke.

EXPANSIVE. a. [from expand.] Having the

power to ſpread into a wider ſurface. Ray.

To EXPATIATE. v. n. [expatier, Lat.] 1.

To range at large. Addiſon. 2. To enlarge

upon in language. Broome. 3. To let looſe;

to allow to range. Dryden.

To EXPECT. v. a. [expečie, Lat.] I. To

have a previous apprehenſion of either good

or evil. z. To wait for; to attend the coming.

Dryden.

To ExPECT. v. n. To wait; to ſtay, job.

EXPECTABLE. a. [from expect.] To be ex

pe&ted. Brown.

EXPECTANCE. R. ſ. [from expect.] 1. The

EXPECTANCY. $ aćt or ſtate of expecting.

Ben. johnſon. 2. Something expected. Shakeſ.

3. Hope. Shakeſp.

F.XPECTANT. a. [French..] Waiting in ex

pectation. Swift. -

EXPECTANT. ſ. [from expect.] One who

waits in expectation of any thing. Pope.

EXPECTATION. ſ. [expediatio, Lat..] The act

of expecting. Shakeſp 2: The ſtate of expec

ting either with hope or fear. Rogers. 3. Proſ

pect of any thing good to come. Pſalms. 4.

The object of happy expectation; the Meſſiah

expected. Milton. 5. A ſtate in which ſome

thing excellent is expected from us. Otway.

EXPECTER. ſ. [from ekpe'?..] I. One who

has hopes of ſomething. Swift. 2. One who

waits for another. Shakeſp.

To EXPECTORATE. v. a. ſex and pečiar,

Lat.) To eject from the breaſt. Arbuthnot

EXPECTORATION. ſ. [from expectorate.]

1. The act of diſcharging from the breaſt. 2.

The diſcharge which is made by coughing.

A, buthnot.

EXPECTORATIVE. a. [from expectorate

Having the quality of promoting expectorati

on. Harvey. -

N n EXPEDIENCE
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EXPEDIENCE. R. ſ. ſtrom expedient 1 1. Fit

EXPEDIENCY, J neſs; propriety; ſuitable

neſs to an end. Sºuth. 2. Expedition; adven

ture. Shakeſp. 3. Haſte; diſpatch. Shakeſp.

EXPEDIENT. a. [expedit, Lat.) 1. Proper;

fit; convenient; ſuitable. Tillºtſon. 2. Quick;

expeditious. Shakeſp.

EXPEDIENT.ſ [from the adjective..] 1. That

which helps forward; as means to an end

Decay ºf Piety. 1. A ſhift; means to an end

contrived in an exigence. Woodward.

EXPEDIENTLY. adv. [from expedient.] 1.

Fitly ſuitably ; conveniently. a. Haſtily ;

quickly. Shakeſp.

To EXPEDITE. v. a. [expedie, Lat.) 1. To

facilitate; to free from impediment. Milton.

2. To haſten; to quicken. Swift. 3. To diſ

patch , to iſſue from a publick office. Bacon.

EXPEDIT.E. a. [expeditur, Lat.) 1. Quick ;

haſty; ſoon performed. Sandys. 1. Eaſy, diſ

encumbered; clear. Hºcker. 3. Nimble; ac

tive; agile. Tilletſon. 4. Light armed. Bacon.

EXPEDITELY. adv. [from expedite.] With

quickneſs, readineſs, haſte. Grew.

EXPEDITION ſ [from expedite.) 1. Haſle;

ſpeed; activity. Hazker. 2. A march or voyage

with martial intentions. Shakeſp.

To EXPE L. v. a. [expell, Lat.) 1. To drive

out ; to force away. Burnet. 2. To eject ;

to throw out. Bacon. 3. To baniſh ; to drive

from the place of reſidence. Dryden.

EXPE'LLER. ſ. [from expel.) One that expels

or drives away.

To EXPE ND. v. a. º, Lat.] To lay

out; to ſpend. Hayward.

EXPE NSE ſ. [expenſum, Lat.) Coſt; charges;

money expended. Ben. johnſºn.

EXPENSEFUL. a. [expenſe and full.] Coſtly;

chargeable. Wºtton.

EXPENSELESS. a. [from expenſe..] Without

coſt. Milton.

EXPENSIVE. a. [from expenſe.) 1. Given to

expenſe; extravagant; luxurious. Temple. 2.

Coſtly 5 requiring expenſe. 3. Liberal; ge.

nerous; diſtributive. Spratt.

EXPENSIVELY. adv. With great expenſe.

Swift.

EXPENSIVENESS. ſ [from expenſive.] 1,

Addition to expenſe; extravagance. 2. Coſtli

neſs. Arbuthnot.

EXPERIENCE. ſ. [exper entia, Lat.] 1. Prac

tice; frequent trial. Raleigh. 2. Knowledge

gained by trial and practice. Shakeſp.

To EXPERIENCE. v. a. 1. To try; to prac

tiſe. 1. To know by practice.

EXPERIENCED, participiala. 1. Made ſkilful

} experience. Locke. 2. Wiſe by long practice.

ope.

ExºnienceR/ One who makes trials; a

practiſer of experiments. Digby.

EXPERIMENT. ſ. [experimentum, Lat.] Trial

of any thing; ſomething done in order to diſ.

cover an uncertain or unknown effect. Bacon.

To EXPERIMENT. v. a... [from the noun.]

To try; to ſearch out by trial. Ray.

EXPERIMENTAL. a. 1, Pertaining to expe

riment. 2. Built upon experiment. Brown.

3. Known by experiment or trial. Newton.

EXPERIMENTALLY. adv. [from experimes

tal.] By experience; by trial. Evelyn.

EXPERIME'NTER. ſ. [from experiment.] One:

who makes experiments. Digby.

EXPERT. a. [expertuſ, Lat.] I. Skilful; ad

dreſsful; intelligent in buſineſs. Prior. 2.

Ready; dexterous. Dryden. 3. Skilful by

practice or experience. Bacºn.

EXPERTLY. adv. [from expert.] In a ſkilful

ready manner.

EXPERTNESS ſ [from expert.] Skill; readi
neſs. Knolles.

EXPIABLE. a. Capable to be expiated.

To E'XPIATE. v. a. [expio, Lat.j 1. To annel

the guilt of a crime by ſubſequent acts of piety;

to atone for. Bacon. 2. To avert the threats

of prodigies.

EXPIATION. ſ. [from expiate.] 1. The act of

expiating or atoning for any crime. 2. The

means by which we atone for crimes; atone

ment. Dryden. 3. Practices by which ominous

prodigies were averted. Hayward.

E'XPLATORY. a. [from expiate.] Having the

power of expiation. Hooker.

EXPILATION. ſ. [expilatio, Lat.] Robbery.

EXPIRA"TION. ſ. [from expire.) 1. That aa

of reſpiration which thruſts the air out of the

lungs. Arbuthnot. 2. The laſt emiſſion of

breath; death. Rambler. 3. Evaporation; act

of fuming out. 4. Vapour; matter expired.

Bacon. 5. The ceſſation of any thing to which

life is figuratively aſcribed. Bºyle. 6. The con

cluſion of any limited time. Clarendon.

To EXPI RE. v. a. [expiro, Lat.] 1. To breathe

out. Spenſer. 2. To exhale; to ſend out in ex

halations. Woodward. 3. To cloſe; to bring

to an end. Hubberd's Tale.

To EXPI RE. v. n. 1. To make an emiſſion

of the breath. Walton. 2. To die; to breathe

the laſt. Pope. 3. To periſh; to fall; to be

deſtroyed. Spenſer. 4. To fly out with a blaſt.

Pryden. 5. To conclude; to come to an end.

Shakeſp.

To EXPLA'IN. v. a. [explano, Lat.] To ex

pound; to illuſtrate; to clear. Gay.

EXPLA(NABLE. a.[from explain.] Capable of

being explained. Brown.

EXPLAIN.E.R. ſ. [from explain.] Expoſitor;

interpreter; commentator.

EXPLANATION. ſ. [from explain.) 1. The

act of explaining or interpreting. z. The

ſenſe given by an explainer or interpreter.

Swift.

EXPLA NATORY. a. (from explain.] Con

taining explanation. Swift.

EXPLETIVE. ſ. [expletivum, Lat.] Something

uſed only to take up room. Swift.

EXPLICABLE. a. [from explicate.] Explaina

ble; poſſible to be explained. Hale, Bºyle.

To EXPLICATE. v. a. [explica, Lat.) 1. To

unfold; to expand. Blackmore. 2. To ex

plain; to clear. Taylºr.

EXPLI
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EXPLICATION. f. [from explicate.] 1. The

act of opening; unfolding or expanding. 2.

The act of explaining; interpretation; ex-l.

planation. Heaker.

explainer. Burnet.

EXPLICATIVE. a.[from explicate.] Having a

tendency to explain. Watts.

EXPLICATOR. ſ. [from explicate.] Expoun

deri interpreter; explainer.

EXPLICIT. a. [explicitat, Lat.] Unfolded;

plain ; clear; not merely implied. Burnet.

EXPLICITY. adv. [from explicit.) Plainly ;

directly; not merely by inference. Gov. of the

Teague.

To EXPLODE. v. a. [explºde, Lat] . To

drive out diſgracefully with ſome noiſe of

contempt. Roſcommºn. 2. To drive out with

noiſe and violence. Blackmºre.

EXPLO DER. ſ. [from explode.) An hiſſer; one

who drives out with open contempt.

EXPLOIT. ſ. [expletum, Lat.) A deſign ac

compliſhed; an atchievement; a ſucceſsful

attempt. Denham.

To EXPLOIT. v. a. [from the noun..] To per

form ; to atchieve. Camden.

To EXPLORATE. v. a. [explºre, Lat..] To

ſearch out. Brown.

EXPLORATION.ſ. [from explorate.] Search;

examination. Beyle.

EXPLORATOR.ſ. (from explorate.] One who

ſearches; an examiner.

EXPLORATORY. v. a. [explºrate.] Search

ing ; examining.

To EXPLORE. v. a. [explore, Lat.] To try;

to ſearch into ; to examine by trial. Boyle.

EXPLOREMENT. ſ. [from explore.] Search;

trial. Brown.

EXPLOSION. ſ. [from explode.] The aa of

driving out any thing with noiſe and violence.

Weedward, Newton.

EXPLOSIVE. a. [from explode] Driving out

with noiſe and violence. Woodward.

EXPO'NENT. ſ. [from expens, Lat.) Exponent

of the ratio, or proportion between any two

numbers or quantities, is the exponent ariſing

when the antecedent is divided by the conſe

quent : thus ſix is the exponent of the ratio

which thirty hath to five. Harrir.

EXPONENTIAL. a. [from exponent.] Expo

mential curves are ſuch as partake both of the

nature of algebraick and tranſcendental ones

Harris.

To EXPORT. v. a. [experto, Lat.] To carry

out of a country. Addiſºn. -

EXPORT. ſ. [from the verb ] Commodity car

ried out in traffick.

EXPORTA"TION. ſ (from export.] the act

or practice of carrying out commodities into

other countries. Swift.

To EXPO'SE. v. a. [expºſtum, Lat.) 1. To

lay open 5 to make liable to. Prior. 2. To

put in the power of any thing. Dryden. 3.

To lay open; to make bare. Dryden. 4 To

lay open to cenſure or ridicule, Dryden. 5.

To lay open to examination. Lockº. 6. To

3. The ſenſe given by an

put in danger. Clarenden. 7. To caſt out to

chance. Prior. 8. To cenſure; to treat with

diſpraiſe. Addiſºn.

EXPOSITION. f [from expºſ.) 1. The ſitua

tion in which anything is placed with reſpect

to the ſun or air. Arbuthnºt. 2. Explanation;

interpretation. Dryden.

EXPOSITOR. ſ. [expºſitºr, Lat.] Explainer;

expounder; interpreter. South.

To EXPOSTULATE. v. n. [expºſals, Lat.]

To canvaſs with another; to altercate; to

debate. Cºtton.

EXPOSTULATION. ſ. ſſrom expºſulate.] 1.

Debate ; altercation; diſmiſſion of an affair.

Spectator. 2. Charge ; accuſation. Waller.

EXPOSTULATOR. ſ. [from expºſulate.) One

that debates with arother without open rup

ture. -

EXPOSTULATORY. a. [From expºſulate.]

Containing expoſtulation. L'Eſtrange.

EXPOSURE. ſ. (from expºſe.) 1. The aa of

expoſing or ſetting out to obſervation. 1. The

ſtate of being open to obſervation. Shakeſp.

3. The ſtate of being expoſed to any thing.

Shakeſp. 4. The ſtate of being in danger.

Shakeſp. 5 Expoſition; ſituation. Evelyn.

To EXPOUND. v. a. [expens, Lat.) 1. To

explain; to clear; to interpret Raleigh. 2.

To examine; to lay open. Hudibrar.

EXPOUNDER ſ [from expound ) Explainer;

interpreter. Hooker.

To EXPRESS. v. a. [expreſſus, Lat.] 1. To

<opy , to reſemble ; to repreſent. Dryden. 2.

To repreſent by any of the imitative parts, as

poetry, ſculpture, painting. Smith. 3. To re

preſent in words; to exhibit by language; to

utter; to declare. Milton. 4. To ſhow or

make known in any manner. Prior. 5. To

denote; to deſignate. Numbers. 6. To ſqueeze

out ; to force out by compreſſion. Bacon. 7

To extort by violence. Ben. Johnſºn.

EXPRESS a. (from the verb 11. Copied; re

ſembling ; exactly like. Milios. 2. Plain , ap

parent ; in direct terms. Hºcker, Ben jºhnſon.

3. Clear; not dubious. Stillingfleet. 4. On

purpoſe; for a particular end. Atterbury.

EXPRESS. ſ. (from the adjective..] 1. A meſ.

ſenger ſent on purpoſe Clarenden. . A meſ

ſage ſent. King Charles. 3. A declaration in

plain terms. Norrir. *

EXPRESSIBLE, a [from expreſ; ) i. That .

may be uttered or declared. Wºodward. 2.

.." may be drawn by ſqueezing or expreſ
lon.

EXPRESSION. ſ. (from expreſs.) 1. The act

or power of repreſenting any thing. Hºlder.

2. The form or caſt of language in which

any thoughts are uttered. Buckingham. 3. A

phraſe ; a mode of ſpeech. 4. The act of

ſqueezing or forcing out any thing by a preſs.

Arbuthnot.

EXPRESSIVE. a. (from expreſt.] Having the

power of utterance or repreſentation. Pºpe, Rog.

EXPRESSIVELY. adv. [fromº In

a clear and repreſentative wa
N n z. EXPRE'SSIVENESS.
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EXPRESSIVENESS. ſ (from expreſſive.] The rouſe up; to ſtir up.

power of expreſſion, or repreſentation by EXTANCY. ſ. [from extant } Parts riſing up

words. Addiſºn. . . above the reſt. Boyle.

EXPRESSLY. adv. [from expreſ...] in direct EXTANT, a ſextant, Lat] 1 Standing out to

terms; plainly; not by implication Stilling fleet. view; ſtanding above the reſt. Ray. 1. Pub

EXPRESSURE. / [from expreſſ.] ... Expreſ lick; not ſuppreſſed Graunt.

flon; utterance. Shakeſp. ... The form, the §§§"; a. [x;alizł..] 1. Tendürg

likeneſs repreſented Shakeſp. 3. The mark; EXTATICK.

the impreſſion. Shakeſp. 2. Rapturous. Pºpe.

to ſomething external. Bºyle.

To EXPROBATE v. 4. [exprebro, Lat) To |EXTEMPORAL 'a. [extemporalis, Lat ) 1.

charge upon with reproach , to impute openly | Uttered without preineditation; quick, ready :

with blame; to upbraid. Brown. - ſudden. Wotton. 2. Speaking without pre

EXPROBRATION f [from exprobate. Scorn- meditation. Ben jºhnſºn.

ful charge , reproachful accuſation. Hººker. EXTEMPOR ALLY. adv. [from extenſ ºral J

To EXPRO PRíATE. v. a. [ex and prºpriuſ, Quickly ; without premeditatiºn. Shakeſp.

Laº ). To make no longer our own. Boyle. EXTEMPORANEOUS. a. [extemporane-1,

To EXPU GN. v. a. [expugno, Lat.] To con- || Lat.] Without premeditation ; ſudden.

quer to take by aſſault. EXTEMPORARY. a. [extemporaries, Lat J

EXPUGNATION ſ [from expugn. Conqueſt || Uttered or performed without premeditation;

the act of taking by aſſault, Sandy, ſudden ; quick. More. -

To EXPULSE. v. a [expulſus, Lat.) To drive | EXTEMPORE adv. [extempere, Latl with

out; to force away. Bacon, Broome. out premeditation ; ſuddenly ; readily. Sºuth.

EXPULSION. ſ. (from expulſe.) 1. The act of EXTEMPORINESS. ſ. (from exterpé, , ) The

expelling or driving out. Milton. 1. The ſtate faculty of ſpeaking or acting withºut preme
of being driven out. Raleigh, Stilling fleet. ditation.

EXPULSIVE, a [from expulſe..] Having the To EXTEMPORIZE. v. n. [from extentire.]

power of expulſion. To ſpeak extempore, or without premedita

FXPUNCTION. ſ. [from expunge.) Abolition tion. South.

To EXPUNGE. v. a. [explings, Lat] ... To To EXTEND. v. a. [extende, Lat.] 1. To

blot out; to rub out. Swift. 2. To efface ; ſtretch out towards any part Pºpe. 2. To

to annihilate. Sandys. ſpread abroad ; to diffuſe ; to expand Lºcke.

EXPURGA"TION ſ (expurgatio, Lat.) 1. The 3. To widen to a large comprehenſion Lºcke.

act of pulging or cleaning. Wiſeman. 2. Pu- || 4. To ſtretch into aſſignable dirnenſions; to

rification from bad mixture, as of errour o make local, to magnify ſo as to fill ſome aſ

falſhood. Brown. ſignable ſpace. Prior. 5 To enlarge : to con

EXPURGATORY. a. [expurgatorius, Lat § tinue. Pºpe. 6. To encreaſe in roce crgu

Employed in purging away what is noxious. | ration. Shakeſp. 7. To enlarge the compre
Brown. henſion of any poſition Hºcker, 8 To in

EXQUISITE. a. [exquiſtur, Lat.] 1. Far- part ; to communicate. Pains. 9. To ſeize by

ſought : excellent; conſummate ; complete a courſe of law. Hudibras.

Raleigh. 2. Conſummately bad. K. Charler. EXTENDER. ſ. [from extend] The perſon or

EXQUI SITELY adv. Perfectly; completely. inſtrument by which any thing is extended.

Mºttºn, Addiſºn. Płºſeman.

EXQUISITENESS. ſ. [from exquiſite.] Nicety;|EXTENDIBLE. a. [from extend.] Capable of

per ection. Bºyle. extenſion. Arbuthnot.

EXSCRIPT. ſ. [exſtriptum, Lat J A copy; aſ EXTENDLESNESS ſ. (from extend] Unli
writing copied from another. - mited extenſion. Hale.

EXSICCANT. a. [from exſiccate.) Drying; EXTENSIBILITY. f [from extenſible.] The

having the power to dry up. Wiſeman. quality of being extenſible. Grew

To EXSICCATE. v. a. [exſicce, Lat.] To | EXTENSIBLE. a. [extenſiº, Lat.) 1. Capable of

dry. Brown. being ſtretched in o length or breadth. Hºlder.

EXSICCATION. ſ. (ſom exſiccate.] The act 2. Capable of being extended to a larger com

of drying B, own. prehenſion, Glanville.

EXSICCATIVE. a. [From exſiccate J Having | EXTE'NSIBLFN ESS / [from extenſible.] Ca

the power of drying. pacity of being extended. -

EXSPUITION.j [expus, Lat.] A diſcharge by | EXTENSION. ſ. (from extenſe, [at] . . The

ſpitting. act of extending. 2. The ſtate of being ex

EXSUCTION. ſ. ſexugs, Lat.] The act of tended. Burnet.

fucking out. Boyle. EXTENSIVE. a. [extenſivuſ, Lat.) Wide;

EXSUDAT:ON. ſ. [from exude, Lat..] A ſweat- large. Watts.

ing ; an extillation. Derhar. EXT ENSIVELY. adv. [from extenſive ) Wide

To EXSU FFOLATE. v. a. To whiſper; to ly; largely. Matts.

buzz in the ear. Shakeſp. EXTENSIVENESS f [from extenſive.) 1.

EXSUFFLATION. f. tex and ſuffe, Lat..] A Largeneſs; diffuſiveneſs; wideneſs. Gºv. ºf

blaſt working underneath. Bacºn. the 1.2 gue, 2, Poſſibility to be extended. Ray.

‘Jo EXSUSCITATE, w, ... [º.ſ.f.iº, Lat.] To EXTENSQR,

º
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ExtENSOR.ſ. The muſcle by which any limb
is extended.

EXTENT. particiſ le. [from extend jºxtended.

Senſºr.

EXTENT. ſ. [extentur, Lat) i. Space or, de

gree to which anything is extended. A1, it: a

2. Communication; dittribution. Shakeſp. 3.

Execution ; ſeizure. Skik.ſp.

To EXTE. NUATE. v. 4. [exteriº, i.atl .

To leſſen; to make ſmall. Gretc. 2. To

leſſen; to diminiſh in any quality Dryden. 3.

To leſſen; to degrade ; to diminiſh honour

Miltºn. 4 To leden; to palliate. 11...ton, 5.

To make lean.

EXTENUATION ſ [from externate.]+. The

act of repreſenting thirgs leſs ill than they are,

palliation. ... Mitigation; ałleviation of pu

niſhinent. Atterbury. 3. A general decay in

the muſcular fleſh of the whole body. Sºny.

EXTERIOR. d. (exterior, Lat.] Outward ;

external ; not intrinſick. 12:yle.

EXTERIORi.Y. adv. from exteriºr.] Out

wardiy; externatiy. Shakeſ”. -

To EXTERMINAT. E. v. a. [exterminº, Lat]

To root out; to tear up; to drive away. Bentley.

EXTERMINATION / Deſtruction; exciſion.

Barzz.

EXTERMINATOR. ſ. [exterminator, Lat.)

The perſon or inſtrument by which any thing

is deſtroyed.

To EXI E. RMIN E. v. a. ſextermino, Lat.] To

exterminife. Shakeſp. -

EXTERN. a. [externuſ, Lat.] External;

outward; viſible. Shakeſp. 2. Without itſelf;

not inherent; not intrinſick. Dighy.

EXTERNAL. a. [externur, Lat..] 1. Out

ward; not proceciding iron itſelf ; oppoſite to

internal Tilºtſ, n. 2. Having the outward

appearance. Sºllingfleet.

EXTERNA I.L.Y. adv. [from external.] Out

wardly. Taylºr.

To EXT! L. v. p. ſex and ſillº, Lat § To drop
or diſtiſ from.

EXTILLATION. ſ. [from ex and ſliſle, Lat )

The act of falling in drops. Derham. -

To EXTIMULATE, w a (extimuſ, Lat.]To

prick; to incte by ſtimulation. Brºwn.

EXTIMULATION. f.ſºrom extimulatic, Lat.)

Pungency # power of exciting motion or ſen

ſation. Bacºn. -

EXT I NCT. a. [extinºus, Lat § 1. Extinguiſh

ed; quenched; put out. Pope. 2. At a flop ;

without progreſſive ſucceſſion. Dryden. 3.

Aboliſhed; out of ſorce. Ayliffe.

EXT INCTION. ſ. (extinctrº, Lat] ... The

act of quenching or extinguiſhing. Brown. 2.

The ſtate of being quenched Harvey. 3. De

ſtruction; exciſion, Rºgers. 4. Suppreſſion.

Thºmſºn.

To EXT!'NGUISH. v. a. ſextingus, Lat.]1. To

put out; to quench. Dryden 1. To ſuppreſs;

to deſtroy. Haywa, d. 3. To cloud; to obſcure.

Shakeſ?.

EXTINGUISHABLE, a [from extinguiſ.j

That may be quenched, or deſtroyed.

EXTINGUISHER. ſ. [from extinguiſ, J A

hºllow cone put upon a candie to quench it.
C-1' ar.

EXT! NGUISHMENT. ſ. [from extinguiſh.)

1.xtinction ; ſuppreſſion ; act of quenching.

Paties. 2. Abolition ; nullification Hºker. 3.

Termination of a family or ſucceſſion Davier.

To FXT I R P. t. a. [extirpa, Lat.) To eradi

cate; to root out. Shakeſp.

FXTIRPATION f [from extirpate JThe ast

ºf rºoting out eradication ; exciſion.T. lºtſon.

LXTIRPATOR. ſ. (from extirpate. The act

ºf roºting out; eradication; exciſion. Tillſºn.

EXT R PATOR. ſ. (from extirpate.) One who

roots out ; a deſtroyer.

EXTISPICIOUs a crtiffician, Lat.JAugu

is relating to the inſpection of entrails.
Brºwn.

To EXTO'L. º. a. ſ.vtºll, Lat To praiſe;

to magnity ; to aud, to celebrate Dryden.

EXTO LI.E.R. ſ. Ifrom ext:..] A praiſeſ; a

magnifier.

EX', O RSIVE. c. (from extºrt) Having the

quality of drawing by violent means.

EXTO RSIVELY. adv, (from ext: ſize.) In an

exte: five manner; by violence

To EXTORT v. a. ſextºrques, extortus, Lat]

1. To draw by force; to force away; to wreſt;

tº wring from on. Rºwe. 2. To gain by

violence or cppreſſion. Spenſer.

To ExTORT. & m. To practiſe oppreſſion and
violence. Davier.

P:FORTER, ſ ſºon extºrt.] One who prac
ties oppreſſion. Carden.

EXTO KTION. ſ. (from extºrt.j 1. The act

or practice of gaining by violence or rapacity. .

Pavier. 2. Force by which any thing is un-.

juſtly taken away. King Charleſ.

EXTORTIONER. ſ. (from extortion ) One

who practiſes extortion. Camden.

To EXTRA CT, w, a [extracian, Lat.] 1. To

draw out of ſomething. Bacon. 1. To draw by

chemical operation. Philipi. 3. To take from .

ſomething, ſºon 4. To draw out of any

containing body. Burnet. 5. To ſelect and

abſtract from a larger treatiſ. Swift.

EXTRACT. ſ. [from the verb.] I. The ſub

ſtance extracted; the chief parts drawn from

anything. Bºyle. 2. The chiefs heads drawn

from a book. Camden.

EXTRACTION. ſ. (extraºlio. Lat.] 1. The

ast of drawing one part out of a compound.

Bacºn. 2. Derivation from an original; line

age ; deſcent. Clarendon. -

EXTRACTOR ſ. (Latin.) The perſon or in

ſtrument by which anything is extracted.

EXTRADICTIONARY. a. (extra and disfie,

Lat.] Not conſiſting in words but realities."
Brown.

EXTRAJUDICIAL. a. [extra and judicium,

Lat.] Out of the regular courſe of legal pro
cedure.

EXTRAJUDICIALLY. adv. In a manner dif

ferent from the ordinary courſe of legal pro

cedure. Aylºff. EXTRA
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EXTRAMISSION. ſ. (extra, and mitte, Lat J

The aët of emitting outwards. Brown.

EXTRAMUNDA'N.E. a. [extra and mundur,

Lat.) Beyond the verge of the material world.

Glanville.

EXTRA'NEOUS. a. [extraneur, Lat.] Not be

longing to any thing ; foreign. Woodward.

EXTRAORDINARILY. adv. [from extraor

dinary.) 1. In a manner out of the common

method and order. Hecker. 2. Uncommonly ;

particularly ; eminently. Howel.

EXTRAORDINARINESS. ſ. [from extraor

dinary.] Uncommonneſs; eminence; remark

ablenaſs. Gov. of the Tongue.

EXTRAORDINARY. a. [extraordinariuſ,

Lat.) 1. Diſferent from common order and

method ; not ordinary Davies. 2. Different

from the common courſe of law. Clarendon.

3. Eminent; remarkable; more than common.

Sidney, Stillingfieet.

EXTRAORDINARY. adv. Extraordinarily.

Addiſon.

EXTRAPARO'CHIAL a ſextra and parochia,

Lat.] Not comprehended within any pariſh.

EXTRAPROVINCIAL.a.[extra and provin

ºia, Lat.] Not within the ſame province. Ayl.

EXTRAREGULAR. a. [extra, and regula,

Lat.] Not comprehended within a rule. Taylor.

EXTRAVAGANCE. R.J.[extravagant, Lat.)

EXTRAVAGANCY. § 1. Excurſion or ſally

beyond preſcribed limits. Hammond. 2. Irregu

larity ; wildneſs. 3. Outrage; violence; out

rageous vehemence. Tilkiſon. 4. Unnatural

tumour ; bombaſt. Dryden. 5. Waſte; vain

and ſuperfluous expence. Arbuthnot.

EXTRAVAGANT. a. [extravagans, Lat.] 1.

Wandering out of his bounds. Shakeſp. 2.

Roving beyond juſt limits or preſcribed me

thods. Dryden. 3. Not comprehended in any

thing. Ayliffe. 4. Irregular; wild. Milton, 5.

Waſteful; prodigal; vainly expenſive Addiſon.

EXTRAVAGANT. ſ. One who is confined in

no general uſe or definition. L'Eſtrange.

EXTRAVAGANTLY. adv. [from extrava

gant.) 1. In an extravagant manner; wildly.

Dryden. 2. In an unreaſonable degree. Pºpe.

3. Expenſively ; luxuriouſly; waſteſully.

EXTRAVAGANTNESS. f. [from extrava

gant..] Exceſs; excurſion beyond limits.

To EXTRAVAGATE v. n. (extra and vager,

Lat.] To wander out of limits.

EXTRAVASATED. a. [extra and vaſa, Lat)

Forced out of the properly containing veſſels.
Arbuthnot. -

EXTRAVASATION. ſ. [ſrom extravaſated.]

The actof forcing, or ſtate of being forced out

of the proper containing veſſels. Arbuthnot.

EXTRAVENATE. a. [extra and vena, Lat.]

Let out of the veins. Glanville.

EXTRAVERSION. ſ. [extra and verſe, Lat.]

The act of throwing out. Bºyle.

FXTRA UGHT. part. Extracted, Shakeſ?.

FXTREME. a. ſextremur, Lat.) 1. Greateſ: 5

of the higheſt degree. Heaker. 2. Utmoſt.

Shakeſp. 3. Laſt; that beyond which there

is nothing. Pryden. 4. Preſſing in the utmoſt

degree. Hºcker.

FXTREME. ſ. [ſrom the adjeaive] 1. Utmoſt

point ; higheſt degree of anything. Milton. 2.

Points at the greateſt diſtancefrom each other;

extremity. Locke.

EXTREMELY. adv. [from extreme.] 1. In

the utmoſt degree. Sidney. 2. Very much ;

greatly. Swift.

EXTPE MITY. ſ (extremitat, Lat.] ... The

utmoſt point; the higheſt degree. Hecker. 2.

The utmoſt parts; the parts moſt remote from

the middle. Brown. 3. The points in the

utmoſt degree of oppoſition. Denham. 4. Re

moteſt parts; parts at the greateſt diſtance.

4rbuthnet. 5. Violence of pañon. Spenſer. 6.

The utmoſt violence, rigour, or diſtreſs. Clares.

To E'XTRICATE. v. 4. [extrice, Lat..] To

diſembarraſs; to ſet free any one in a ſtate

of perplexity. Addiſºn.

EXTRICA’TION. ſ (from extricate JTheaa

of diſentangling. Boyle.

EXTRINSICAL. a. [extrinſecus, Lat.] Exter

nal ; outward; not intimately belonging; not

intrºnſick. Digby.

EXTRINSICALLY. adv. [from extrinſical]

From without. Glanville.

EXTRI'NSICK.a.[extrinſecut, Lat.]Outward;

external. Gov. of the Tongue.

To EXTRU'CT. v. a. [extrusium, Lat.] To

build ; to raiſe; to form.

EXTRUCTOR. ſ. [from extrust.] A builder;
a fabricator.

To EXTRUDE. v.a.[extrude, Lat.] To thruſt

off. MWoodroard.

EXTRUSION ſ. ſextruſus, Lat.) The aa of

thruſting or driving out. Burnet.

EXTUBERANCE. ſ. [ex and tuber, Lat.]

Knobs, or parts protuberant Moxon.

EXU’BERANCE. ſ. ſexuberatie, Lat.] Over

growth; ſuperfluous ſhoots, luxuriance.Garth.

EXUBERANT. a. ſexuberans, Lat.) 1. Grow

ing with ſuperfluous ſhoots; overabundant;

ſuperfluouſly plenteous. Pºpe. 2. Abounding

in the utmoſt degree.

EXU'BERANTLY. adv. [from exuberant.]A

bundantly. Woodward.

To EXUBERATE. v. n. [exubers, Lat.] To

abound in the higheſt degree. Boyle. .

EXUCCOUS.a. [exſuccus, Lat.]Without juice;

dry. Brown.

EXUDATION ſ [from exude, Lat.) 1. The

act of emitting in ſweat. 2. The matter iſſu

ing out by ſweat from any body. Bacon.

To EXUDATE. R. v. n. [exudo, Lat.]To ſweat

To EXU’DE. out; to iſſue by ſweat.Arbut.

To EXU'LCERATE. v. a. ſexulcero, Lat.] 1.

To make fore with an ulcer. Ray. 2. To

afflićt ; to corrode ; to enrage. Milton.

EXULCERATION. ſ. [ſrom [exulcerate.] 1.

The beginning eroſion, which forms an ulcer.

Quincy. 2. Exacerbation; corroſion. Hecker.

EXULCERATORY. a. (from exulcerate.]

Having a tendency to cauſe ulcers. -

To EXU’ſ.T. v. n. [exulte, Lat.] To rejoic

above meaſure ; to triumph. Hacker.

EXU'LTANCE.
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ºf [from exult 1 Tranſport;

joy ; triumph. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

EXULTATION.ſ. ſexultatio, Lat.] Joy; tri

umph ; rapturous delight. Hºoker.

To EXUNDATE. v. a. [exundo, Lat.] To

overflow. Didº.

EXUNDATION. (from exundate.] Overflow ;

abundance. Ray.

EXUPERABLE. a. ſexuperabilis, Lat.] Con

querable ; ſuperable ; vincible.

EXUPERANCE. ſ. ſexuperentia, Lat.] over

balance ; greater proportion. Brºwn.

To ExuSCITATE. v. a. [exſuſcite, Lat.] To

ſtir up ; to rouſe.

EXUSTION. ſ. ſexuffie, Lat.] The act of burn

ing up ; conſumption by fire. -

E.YU'PIAE. ſ. [Latin.) Caſt ſkins; caſt ſhells;

whatever is ſhed by animals. Woodward

EY. A. E. E. May either come from rº, an iſland,

or from the Saxon ea, which ſignifies a water

Gibſºn.

EYAS. ſ. [niair, Fr.] A young hawk juſt taken

from the neſt. Shakeſp.

EYASMUSKET. ſ. A young unfledged male

hawk. Hanner.

EYE ſ plural eyne, now eyes. [eas, Sax.] i.

The organ of viſion. Dryden. 2. Sight: ocular

knowledge. Galatians. 3. Look; countenance.

*akeſp. 4. Front; face Shakeſp. 5. A poſture

of direct oppoſition. Dryden. 6. Aſpect ; re

gard. Bacon. 7. Notice; attention; obſer

vation. Sidney. 8. Opinion formed by obſer

wation. Denham. 9. Sight; view. Shakeſp.

to. Any thing formed like an eye. Newton.

11. Any ſmall perforation. Shakeſp. South.

11. A ſmall catch into which a hook goes.

Bºyle. 13. Bud of a plant. Evelyn 14. A ſmall

ſhade of colour. Boyle, 15. Power of percep

tion. Deuteronomy

Tº EYE v. a [from the noun.) To watch; to

keep in view. More.

To EYE. v. n. To appear; to ſhow ; to bear

an appearance. Shakeſp.

EY'EBALL. ſ. (eye and ball.] The apple of the

eye. Shakeſp.

EY'EBRIGHT. ſ. (euphraſa, Lat.] An herb.

EYEBROW. ſ. [eye and brow.] The hairy arch

over the eye. Dryden.

EYEDROP. ſ. ſeye and drop.] Tear. Shakeſp.

EY'EGLANCE. ſ. [eye and glance.] Quick no

tice of the eye Spenſer.

EYEGLASS. ſ. [eye and glaſs.] Spectacles;

glaſs to aſſiſt the ſight. Newton.

EYELESS. a. [from eye.] Without fight; fight

leſs , deprived of ſight. Milton, Garth.

EYELET. ſ. ſailet, Fr.) A hole through which

light may enter; any ſmall perforation. Wiſem.

EYELID. ſ. (eye and lid.] The membrane that

ſhuts over the eye. Bacon.

EY ESERVANT.ſ.ſeye and ſervant.] A ſervant

that works only while watched.

EY ESERVICE. ſ. (eye and ſervice ] Service

performed only under inſpection. Coleſiant.

EY ESHOT. ſ. [eye and ſhot.) Sight; glance;

view. Spectator.

EY ESIGHT. ſ. [eye and ſght.) Sight of the

eye Samuel.

EY'ESORE. ſ. (eye and ſºre.] Something offen

ſive to the fight. Clarendon.

EY ESPOTTED. a. [eye and ſpot.] Marked

with ſpots like eyes. Spenſer.

EY ESTRING. ſ. ſºye and ſiring.] The ſtring

of the eye. Shakeſp.

EY ETOOTH. ſ. ſeye and tooth ) The tooth on

the upper jaw next on each ſide to the grind

ers ; the fang. Ray.

EYEWINK.f. [eye and wink.] A wink, as a

hint or token. Shakeſp.

EYEWITNESS. ſ. (eye and witneſs.]An ocular

evidence; one who gives teſtimony to facts

ſeen with his own eyes. Peter.

EYRE. ſ. [eyre, Fr.] The court of juſtices

itinerants. Cowell.

EY RY. ſ. (from ey, an egg.] The place where

birds of prey build their neſts and hatch.

Milton.

F.

F A B

F, by compreſſion of the whole lips and a

forcible breath.

F A B

Has in Engliſh an invariable ſound, formed (FABLED. a. [from fable ] Celebrated in fables.

Tickell. -

FABLER. ſ. (from fable.] A dealer in fiction.

PABACEOUS. a. [fabaceuſ, Lat] Having the To FABRICATE v. a. (fabricor, Lat.) 1. To

nature of a bean.

FABLE. ſ. [fable, Fr.] I. A feigned ſtory in

build; to conſtruct. 2. To forge; to deviſe

falſely.
y -

tended to enforce ſome moral precept. Addi- ||FABRICATION. ſ. [from fabricate.] The act

ſºn. 2. A fiction in general Dryden. of building. Hale.

The ſeries or contexture of events which con- |FABRICK.ſ. (fabrica, Lat.) 1. A building ;

ſtitute a poem. Dryden. 4. A lye.

To FA’BLE. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To

an edifice. Wotton. 2. Any ſyſtem or com

pages of matter. Prior.

feign; to write not truth but fiction. Prior. To FA'BR!CK v. a. (from the noun..] To

2. To tell falſhoods. Shakeſp.
build , to form; to conſtruct. Philipt.

To FABLE. v. a. To ſeign; to tell of falſely, FA BULIST. ſ. [fataliſie, Fr.] A writer of fa

Miltºn.
FABULO

bles. Crºxaſ.
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FABULO'SITY. f. [fabulºſtar, Lat] Lying

neſs ; fulneſs of ſtories. Abbot.

FA'BULOUS. a. ſ fabulºſur, Lat.] Feigned;

full of fables Alliſºn.

FA'BULOUSLY. adv. [from fabulºus.) In fic

tion. Brºwn.

FACE. ſ. ſ face, Fr. from facier, Lat l 1. The

viſage. Bacºn. 2. Countenance ; caſt of the

features. Pºpe. 3. The ſurface of anything.

Geneſſ, 4. The front or ſcrepart of any thing.

Fzekiel 5. State of affairs. Milton. 6. A p.

pearance; reſemblance. Ben. Jºhnſºn. 7.

Preſence ; fight. Dryden. 8. Confidence ;

boldneſs. Shakeſp. Tillºtſºn. 9. Diſtcºtion o

the face. Shakeſp.

FACE to race i, when both parties are pre

ſent. A: ; 2. Without the inter poſition of

other bodies. Cºrinthians.

To FACE. v. n. 1. To carry a falſe appearance.

Spenſer. 2. To turn the face ; to come in

front. Dryden. -

To FACE. v a. 1. To meet in front; to oppoſe

with confidence. Dryden. 2. To oppoſe with

impudence. Hudibrar. 3. To ſland oppoſite

to. Pºpe. 4. To cover with an additional

ſuperficies Addiſºn.

FACELESS. a. [from face.) Without a face.

FACEPAINTER ſ (face and painter.] A

drawer of portraits.

FACEPAINTING ſ ſ face and painting.]The

art of drawing portraits. Dryden. -

FACET.ſ ſ faſte, Fr.] A ſmall ſurface Bacºn.

FACETIOUS, a [faceticar, Fr.) Gay; cheer

ful; lively. Gºv. ºf the Tongue.

FACETIOUSLY. adv. [from faceticut ) Cay

ly ; cheerfully.

FACE"TIOUSNESS ſſfromfaceticus JCheer

ful wit 5 mirth. "

FA CILE. a. ſ facile,Fr 11, Eaſy; not difficult

performable with a little labour. Milt. Evelyn.

2. Eaſily ſurmountable ; eaſily conquerable.

Miltºn 3. Eaſy of acceſs or converſe; not

ſupercilious. Ben. jºhnſon. 4. Pliant; flexible;

eaſily perſuaded. Calamy.

To FACILITATE. v. J. [faciliter, Fr.] To

make eaſy ; to free frºm difficulty. Clarendon

FACi LITY.'ſ (facilité, Fr.] I Eaſineſs to be

performed; freedom from difficulty Raleigh

2. Readineſs in performing; d. xterity. Dryd

3. Vitious dućtility; eaſineſs to be perſuaded.

Bacºn. 4. Faſneſs of acceſs; aſſability. Sºuth.

FACINE RHOUS. a. Wicked; facinorous.Shak

FACINC. ſ. [Tº face..] An ornamental cover

ing. Pºtten. -

FACſ NoRous a [facinora, Lat.] Wicked;

atrocious; deteſtably bad.

FACT NORousness. ſ. (from facinerouſ.]

Wickedneſs in a high degree.

FACT. ſ. [factum, Lat ) i. A thing done; an

effect produced. Hooker. 1. Reality; not tºp

poſition. Smalridge. 3. Action; deed. Dryde"

FÅction.ſ.. [faction, Fr.) 1. A party in a

ſtate. Shakeſp. z. Tumult; diſcord; diffenſion.
Clarendºn. -

FACTIONARY ſ [factiºnaire, Fr.] A party

man. Shakeſ?.

FA'CTIOUS. a. [facieux, Fr.] 1. Given to

faction; loud and violent in a party. Shakeſp.a.

Proceeding from publick diffenſion. K Charles.

FACTIOUSLY. adv, ſtrom ja:Ficus.) In a

manner criminally diſſenſious. K Charler.

FACTIOUSNESS. ſ. [from faciicut.) Inclina

tion to publick diffenſion.

FACTITIOUS a [faciitius, Lat. Made by art,

in oppoſition to what is made by nature. Bºyle.

FA'CTOR. ſ. ſ fºeur, Fr.] An agent for

another ; a ſubſtitute. South

FACTORY. ſ (from fºr.) 1. A houſe or

diſtrict inhabited by traders in a diſtant coun

try. 2. The traders embodied in one place.

FACTO TUM / [factotum, Lat.) A ſervant

employed alike in all kinds of buſineſs; as

Sºrº in the Stratagem.

FACTURE. ſ. [French.) The act or manner of

making anything.

FA CULTY. f.[faculº, Fr facular, Lat J 1.

The power of doing any thing; ability. Hºeker.

2. Powers of the mind, imagination, reaſon,

Femory. Swift. 3. [In phyſick.] A power or

ability to peform any action natural, vital, and

animal. Quincy. 4. A knack; habitual excel

lence; dexterity. Clarendon. 5. Quality: diſpo

ſition or habit of good or ill. Shak. 6. Power;

authority. Shakeſp. 7. Privilege; right to do

anything. Hooker. 8. Faculty, in an univer

ſity, denotes the maſters and profeſſors of the
feveral ſciences.

FA CUND, a. [facundu!, Lat.] Eloquent.

To FADDI.E. v. n. To trifle to toy; to play.

To FADE. v. n. [fade, Fr.) 1. To tend

from greater to leſs vigour; to grow weak. 2.

To tend from a brighter to a weaker colour.

Pºyle. 3. To wither, as a vegetable. Iſaiah.

4. To die away. gradually ; to vaniſh. Addiſ.

5. To be naturally not durable; to be tran
fient. Lºcke. -

To FADE v. a. To wear away; to reduce to

languor. Dryden.

To FADGE. v. n. (zeregan, Sax.] 1. To ſuit;

to ſt; to have one part conſiſtent with another.

Shake!p 2. To agree not to quarrel. Hud,9.

3. To exceed; to hit. L’Eſtrange.

FºcłS ſ (Lat. Excrements; ingredients and

ſettling. Quincy.

To F.A.G. v.a. (i.i. Lat.] To grow weary;

to faint with wearineſs. Mackenzie.

FAGEND. ſ. [from fag and end.) 1. The end

of a web of cloth. 2. The refuſe or meaner

part of anything. Fanſhaw.

FAGOT. ſ. [faged, Welch fig::, Fr.) 1. A

bundle of ſlicks bound together for the fire.

J/atti. 2. A ſoldier numbered in the mutter

roll, but not really exiſting.

To FA GOT. w. a from the noun..] To tie up;

to bundle. Dryden.

To FAIL. v. n. [failler, Fr 1. To be defi

cient; to ceaſe from former plenty; to fall

ſhort. Lºcke. 2. To be extinct; to ceaſe to

be produced. Pſalms. 3. To ceaſe; to periſh ;

to be loſt. Addiſºn. 4. To die; to loſe life.

Shakeſp. 5. To ſink; to be torn down Iſaiah.

6. To
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6. To decay; to decline; to languiſh. Milton.

7. To miſs; not to produce its effect. Bacon.

8. To miſs; not to ſucceed in a deſign. Addiſ.

9. To be deficient in duty. Wake's Prepara

tiºn fºr Death. -

To FAIL. v. a. 1. To deſert; not to continue

to affiſt or ſupply. Sidney, Luke. 2. Not to

affiſt; to neglect; to omit to help. Davies.

3. To omit, not to perform. Dryden. 4. To

be wanting to. 1 Kingſ. ---

FAIL. ſ. (from the verb.] 1 Miſcarriage; miſs;

unſucceſsfulneſs. 2. Omiſſion; non perform

ance. Shakeſp. 3. Deficience; want. 4.

Death; extinction. Shakeſp. -

FAILING ſ [from fail.] [5eficiency; imper

feation; lapſe. Rogerſ.

FAILURE. ſ. ſſrom fail] ... Deficience ; ceſ.

ſation. Hººdward 1. Omiſſion; non-perfor

mance; ſlip. South. 3. A lapſe; a ſlight fault.

FAIN. a. [Fearn, Sax.] I. Glad , merry;

chearful; fond. Spenſer. 2. Forced ; obliged;

compelled. Hººker.

FAIN. adv. [from the adjective.) Gladly; very

deſirouſly. -

To FAIN. v. n. (from the noun..] To wiſh; to

deſire fondly. Spenſer.

To FAINT. v. n. [faner, Fr.) 1. To decay;

to wear or waſte away quickly. Pope. 2. To

loſe the animal functions; to fink motionleſs.

Guardian. 3. To grow feeble. Eccluſ. 4. To

fink into dejection. Milton.

To FAINT. v. a. To deject; to depreſs; to

enſeeble. Shakeſp. -

FAINT. a [fans, Fr.], i. Languid; weak ;

feeble. Temple. ... Not bright; not vivid ; not

ſtriking. Newton. 3. Not loud; not piercing.

Bºyle. 4. Feeble of body. Rambler. 5. Cow

*dly; timorous; not vigorous. Camden. 6.

Dejected; depreſſed. Hebrews. 7. Not vigo

rous; not ačtive. Davies.

FAINTHEARTED. a. [faint and heart.]

Cowardly; timorous. Iſaiah.

FAINTHEARTEDLY. adv.

hearted ) Timorouſly. -

FAINTHEARTEDNESS. ſ. [from faintheart

ºd. Cowardice; timorouſneſs. -

FAINTING.'ſ [from faint.] Deliquium ; tem

Pºrary loſs of animal motion. Wiſeman. . .

FAINTISHNESS ſ (from faint.) Weakneſs in

* light degree; incipient debility. Arbuthnot.
FA'INTLING. a. [from }.} Timorous ;

feebleminded. Arbuthnot.

FAINTLY, adv. (from faint.) 1. Feebly lan

guidly. Walſh. 2. Not in bright colours. Pºpe.

3. Without force of repreſentation. Shakeſp.

3. Without ſtrength of body. Pryden. 5.

Not vigorouſly; not actively. Shakeſp. 6. Ti

Torºuſly 5 with dejection; without ſpirit.

enham.

FAINTNESS. ſ. [from faint.J. 1. Languor;

feebleneſs; want of ſtrength. Hººker. 2. In

activity; want of vigour. Spenſer. 3. Timo

tºuſneſs; dejection. Skakeſp.

FAINTY. a. [from faint J. Weak;

langur. Dryden.

[from faint

feeble ;

FAIR. a. Irrgen, Sax.] 1. Beautiful; elegant
offeature; handſome. Shakeſp. 2. Not black;

not brown; white in the complexion. Hale.

3. Pleaſing to the eye. Shakeſp. 4 Clear;

pure. Boyle. 5. Not cloudy, not foul; not

tempeſtuºus. Clarendon, 6. Favourable; prof

Peºus. Prior. 7. Likely to ſucceed. Shakeſp.

8. Equal; juſt. Clarendon. 9. Not effected by

any inſidious or unlawful methods. Templé.

'o. Not practiſing any fraudulent or inſidi

9ts arts. Pºpe, 11. Open; direct. Dryden. 12.

Gentle; mild; not compulſory. Spºnſer. 13.

Mild; not ſevere. Milton. 14. Pleaſing: civil.

Shakeſp. 15. Equitable; not injurious. Milton.

16, Commodious; eaſy. Shakeſp.

FAIR. adv. (from the adjective.j 1. Gently;
decently without violence. Locke. 2. Civilly ;

complaiſantly. Shakeſp. 3. Happily; ſucceſſ.”

fully. Shakeſp. 4. On good terms. Collier.

FAIR. ſ. 1. A beauty; elliptically, a fair woman.

Pryden, 2. Honeſty; juſt dealing. Arbuthnot.

FAIR. ſ (fire, Fr.] An annual or ſtated meet

ing of buyers and ſellers. Arbuthnot.

FATRING. ſ...[from fair.] A preſent given at

a fair. Ben.johnſon

FAIRLY. adv. [from fairl I. Beautifully. a.

Commodiouſly; conveniently. Dryden. 3. Ho

neſtly ; juſtly; without ſhift. 4. Ingenuouſly 5

plainly; openly. Pºpe. 5. Candidly; without

finiſtrous interpretations. Dryden. 6. without

violence to right reaſon. Dryden. 7. Without

blots. Shakeſp. 8. Completely; without any
deficience. Spenſer.

fºsfºſ./...) 1. Beauty ; ele

gance of form. Sidney. 2. Honeſty; candour;

ingenuity. Atterbury.

FAIRSPOKEN. a. [from fair and ſpeak.]

Bland and civil in language and addreſs. Hooker.

FAI'RY. ſ. ſpenhö, Sax.j 1. A kind of fabled

beings ſuppoſed to appear in a diminutive hu

man form, and to dance in the meadows, and

reward cleanlineſs in houſes; an elf; a fay.

Lººke; 2. An enchantreſs. Shakeſp.

FATRY.a. r. Given by fairies. Dryden. z.

Belonging to fairies. Shakeſp.

FAIRYSTONE /. A ſtone found in gravel-pits.

FAITH / [fai, Fr.) 1. Belief of the revealed

truths of religion. Hooker, James, Hammond. 2.

The ſyſtem of revealed truths held by the

Chriſtian church. Acts, Common Prayer. 3.

Truſt in God. Swift. 4. Tenet held. Shakeſp.

5. Truſt in the honeſty or veracity of another.

6. Fidelity; unſhaken adherence. Milton. 7.

Honour; ſocial confidence. Dryden. 8. Since

rity; honeſty; veracity. Shakeſp. 9. Promiſe

given. Shakeſp.

FAITHBREACH ſ. [frith and breach JBreach

of fidelity ; perfidy. Shakeſp.

FAITHED. a. [from faith.) Honeſt; ſincere.

Shakeſp.

FAITHFUL. a. ſ fath and ful.] 1. Firm in

a herence to the truth of religion. Epheſians.

2. Of true fidelity; loyal; true to allegiance.

Miltºn. 3. Honeſt ; upright; without fraud.

Q. Numb.
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Numb. 4. Obſervant of compačt or promiſe.

Dryden.

FAITHFULLY. adv. [from faithful) 1, with

firm belief in religion. 2. With full confidence

in God 3. With ſtrićt adherence to duty.

Shakeſp. 4. Without failure of performance.

Dryden. 5. Sincerely; with ſtrong promiſes.
Bacºn. 6. Honeſtly; without fraud South.

7. Confidently: ſteadily. Shakeſp.

FA'itHFULNESS. ſ. [From faithfull 1. Ho

neſty; veracity. Pſalms. 2. Adherence to

duty; loyalty. Dryden.

FAITHLESS. a [from faith.) 1... without be.

lief in the revealed truths of religion; uncon

verted. Hºoker. 2. Perfidious; diſloyal; not

true to duty. Shakeſp.

FAITHLESSNEss. J. [from faithleſ; ) i.

Treachery; perfidy. 2. Unbelief as to reveal

ed religion.

FA'itou R. ſ. ſ faitard, Fr.] A ſcoundrel, a

raſcal; a mean fellow. Spenſer.

FAKE. ſ. A coil of rope. Harris.

FALCAT)E. ſ. (from falx, falcis, Lat.) A horſe

is ſaid to make falcades, when he throws him

ſelf upon his haunches two or three times, as

in very quick curvets;

FA'LCATED. a. (falcatus, Lat..] Hooked;

bent like a ſcythe. Harris.

PALCATION. ſ. Crookedneſ, Brown.

FA'LCHION. ſ. (fauchen, Fr.] A ſhort crooked

ſword; a cymeter. Dryden.

PALCON. ſ. [faulcon, Fr.] 1 A hawk trained

for ſport. Waltºn 1. A ſort of cannon. Harris.

FA LCONER. ſ. (faulconnier, lat.) One who

breeds and trains havks Temple.

FA LCONET ſ [falconette, Fr.] A ſort of ord

nance. Knol ef.

FALDAGE ſ. faldagium, barbarous Lat.) A

privilege reſerved of ſetting up folds for ſheep

Harris

FALDING. ſ. A kind of coarſe cloth Dići.

FALDSTOOL. f. [fall or fºld and fles/ ) A

kind of ſtool placed at the ſouth-ſide of the

altar, at which the kings of England kneel at

their coronation.

To F A L1. a. m. pret. I fell; compound pret.

I have fallen, or falº (reallan, Sax ) i. To

drop from a higher place. Shakeſp. 1. To

drop from an erect to a prone poſture. Judges.

3. To drop: to be held no longer. Acis 4.

To move down any deſcent. Burnet. 5. To

drop ripe from the tree. Iſaiah. 6. To paſs

at the outlet; as a river. Arbuthnºt. 7. To

be determined to ſome particular direction.

Cheyne. 8. To apoſtatiſe; to depart from faith

or gºodneſs. Milton. 9. To die by violence.

Milton, lo. Tocome to a ſudden end. Davier.

1 1. To be degraded from an high ſtation.

Shakeſp., 11. To decline from power or em

Fire Addiſon. 13. To enter into any ſtate

worſe than the former. Dryden. 14. To de

creaſe; to be diminiſhed. 15. To ebb, to

grow ſhallow, 16. To decreaſe in value; to

bear leſs price. Carew, 17. To ſink; not to

amount to the full. Ba.on. 18. To be re

jected; to become null. Lºcke. 19. To de

cline from violence to calmneſs. Dryden. 10.

To enter into any new ſtate of the body or

mind. Knoller. 21. To ſink into an air of

diſcontent or dejection. Bacon. 21. To fink

below ſomething in compariſon. Waller. 23.

To happen; to befal. Donne. 14. To come

by chance; to light on. Shakeſp. 25. To

come in a ſtated method. Holder. 26. To

come unexpectedly. Bºyle. 27. To begin any

thing with a dour and vehemence. Hale. 28.

To handle or treat directly. Addiſºn. 29.

To come vindictively; as a puniſhment. z.

Chrºnicles. 30. To come by any miſchance to

any new poſſeſſor. Knolles. 31. To drop or

paſs, by careleſſneſs or imprudence. Swift. 31.

To come forcibly and irreſiſtibly. Acfr. 33.

To become the property of any one by lot,

chance, inheritance. Denham. 34. To lan

guiſh; to grow faint. Addiſon. 35. To be born;

to be yeaned. Mºrtiner. 36. To FAll a

way. To grow lean. Arbuthnot. 37. To re

volt; to change allegiance. 2 Kings. 38. To

apoſtatiſe. Eccluſ. 39. To periſh; to be loſt.

Pryden. 40. To decline gradually; to fade.

Addiſºn. 41. To FAll back. To fail of a

promiſe or purpoſe. Taylºr. 41. To recede;

to give way. 43. To Fall dºwn. To pro

ſlrate himſelf in adoration. Pſalms. 44. To

ſink; not to ſtand. Dryden. 43. To bend as a

ſuppliant. Iſaiab. 46. To FAll from. To re

volt; to depart from adherence. Hayward.

% To Fall in. To concur; to coincide.

tterbury. 48. To comply ; to yield to.

Swift. 49. To FA l off. To ſeparate; to be

broken. Shakeſp. so. To periſh ; to die away.

Felton. 51. To apoſtatiſe. Miltºn. 51 T,

Fall on. To begin eagerly to do any thing.

Dryden, 53. To make an aſſault. Shakeſp.

54. Tº FAll over. To revolt; to deſert from

one ſide to the other. ºff. 55. To Fall

out. To quarrel; to jar. Sidney. 56. To hap
pen; to befal. Hecker. 57. Żr. ta. To

begin eagerly to eat Dryden. 58. To apply

himſelf to Clarenden. 59. To Fall under.

To be ſubject to. Taylor, 60. To be ranged

with. Addiſºn. 6 1. Tº FAll upon. To at

tack; to invade. Knºller. 62;. To attempt.

Hºlder. 63. To ruſh againſt. Addiſon.

To FALL. v. n. 1. To drop: to let fall. Shakeſp.

2. To ſink; to depreſs Bacon. 3. To dimi

niſh in value; to let ſink in price Locke. 4.

To yean; to bring forth. Shakeſp.

FALL. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The act of drop

ping from on high. Dryden. z. The ast of

tumbling from an erect poſture. Shakeſp. 3.

The violence ſuffered in dropping from on

high. Lºcke. 4. Death; overthrow; deſtruc

tion incurred. Shakeſp. 5. Ruin; diſſolution.

Denham. 6. Downfal; loſs of greatneſs; de

clenſion from eminence; degradation. Daniel.

7. Declenſion of greatneſs, power, or domi

nion. Hoºker. 8. Diminution; decreaſe of

Price Child. 9. Declination or diminution of

found; cloſe to muſick. Miltºn. Io. Declivity;

ſteep deſcent. Bacºn. 1. Cataract; caſcade.

Pºpe.
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Pºpe, 12. The outlet of a current into any

other water. Addiſºn. 13. Autumn ; the faii

of the leaf. Dryden. 14. Anything that falls

in great quantities. L'Eſtrange. 13. The act

of ſelling or cutting down.

FALLA'CIOUS. a. [fallacieux, Fr.] I Produ

cing miſtake; ſophiſtical. South. 2. Deceitful;

mocking expectation. Milton.

FALLACIOUSLY, adv. [from fallaciour.] So

phiſtically , with purpoſe to deceive. Brown.

FALLA CIOUSNESS. ſ. [from fallation, J

Tendency to deceive.

FALLACY. ſ. [fallacia, Lat.] A ſophiſm :

logical artifice; deceitful argument. Sidney.

FALLIBILITY. ſ. [from fallible.) Liableueſ,

to be deceived. Watts.

FALLIBL. E. s. [fallo, Lat.] Liable to errour.

aylºr.

FALLING. ſ. [from fall.] Indentings oppoſed

to prominence. Addiſºn.

FALLINGSICKNESS ſ [fall and ſickneſ,

The epilepſy; a diſeaſe in which the patient

is, without any warning, deprived at once of

his ſenſes, and fails down. Shakeſp.

FALLOW. a. (palepe, Sax j 1, Pale red, or

pale yellow. Clarendan. 2. Unfoved ; left

to reſt after the years of tillage. Hayward. 3.

Plowed, but not ſowed. Howel. 4. Unplow.

ed; uncultivated. Shakeſp. 5. Unoccupied ;

neglected. Hudibrar.

FALLOW. ſ. [from the adjective.) 1. Ground

plowed in order to be plowed again. Mertimer.

1. Ground lying at reſt. Rºwe.

To FA LLOW. v. n. To plow in order to a

ſecond plowing. Mortimer.

FALLOWNESS. f. [from fallºw.] Barrenneſs;

an exemption from bearing fruit. Donne.

FALSE. c. (falſuſ, i.at J Not morally true

expreſſing that which is not thought. Shakeſp.

4. Not phyſically true; conceiving that which

does not exiſt Davies. 3 Suppoſititious, ſuc

cedaneous. Bacon. 4 Deceiving expectation.

L'Eſtrange. 5. Not agreeable to rule, or

}..."; Shakeſp. 6. Not honeſt not juſt.

zºne. 7. Treacherous; perfidious ; traitor

ous. Bacon. 8. Counterfeit, hypocritical; not

real. Dryden.

To FALSE. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To

violate by failure of veracity. Spenſer. 2.

To deceive. Spenſer. 3. To defeat; to balk;

to bit; to evade Spenſer.

FALSEHE ARTED a [falſe and heart.] Trea.

cherous; perfidious; deceitful; hollow. Bacon.

PA'LSEHOOD. ſ. [from falſe] i. Want cf

truth ; want of veracity. South. 2. Want of

honeſty; treachery. 3. A lie ; a falſe alier
tion.

FALSELY. adv. [from falſe.} : ". Contrarily

to truth ; not truly. Gov. ºf the Tºngue, 2.

Frroneouſly: by miſlake. Smalridge. 3. Per

figiouſly , treacherouſly.

FA LSEN ESS. ſ. (from falſº } 1. Contrariety to

truth, 2 Want of veracity; violation of pro

miſe.7 lictſen. 3. Duplicity; deceit Hammond.

4. Treachery 3 perfidy; traitorquſneſs. Rºgert.

FALSER. ſ. ſtrom falſ...] A deceiver. Spenſºr.

FALSIFIABLE. a. [from faſhfy.) Liable to be
counterfeited.

FALSIFICATION. ſ. ſ fałſfication, Fr.) 1.

The act of counterfeiting any thing ſo as to

make it appear what it is not. Bacon. 2. Con

futation. Broome.

FA'LS FIF.R. ſ. [from falſify J 1. One that

counterfeits; one tº at makes any hing to

ſeem what it is not. Bºyle. 2. A liar. L'Eſtra.

To FA’ī.SiFY. v. a. falſifier, Fr.) 1. To coun

terfeit , to forge. Hººker. 2. To confute; to

prove falſe. Addiſºn. 3. To violate; to break

by falſehood. Knolles.

To FA'I,SIFY. v. n. To tell lies South,

FA LSITY, ſ [falſitas, Lat.) 1. Falſehood;

contrariety to truth. Sandys. 2. A lye ; an

errour. Glanville. -

To FALTER. v. A ſvaultur, Iſlandick.] 1. To

heſitate in the utterance of words. Smith. 1.

To fail in any act of the body. Shakeſp. 3.

To a in any act of the underſtanding. Locke.

To FA'ſ,TER. v. a. To cleanſe.

FA LTERINGLY. adv. [from falter.] With

heſitation; with difficulty.

To FAMELE. v. a. [famler l To heſitate. Skin.

FAME / [fama, Lat. 1. Celebrity; renown.

Addiſºn. 2. Report ; rumour. joſ. ix. 9.

PA MED. a. [from fame.] Renowled; cele

brated; much talked of. Dryden.

FAMELESS. a. Without fame. May. -

FAMILIAR. a. ſ familiaris, Lat ) i. Domeſ

tick; relating to a family. Pºpe. 2. Affable ;

not formal; eaſy in converſation. Shakeſp. 3.

Unceremorious; free. Sidney A. Well known.

h'atts. 5. Well acquainted with ; accuſtomed.

Locke, 6. Common; frcºuent. Locke. 7. Eaſy;

unconſtrained. Addiſon. 8. Too nearly ac

quainted. Camden.

FAMILIAR. ſ. An intimate ; one long ac

quainted. Rºgerſ.

FAMILIA RITY. ſ. ſ familiarité, Fr.) 1. Ea

fineſs of converſation; omiſion of ceremony.

2. Acquaintance ; habitude. Zitterbury. 3.

Eaſy intercourſe. Pºpe.

To FAMILHARIZE. v. a. [familiariſer, Fr.]

1. To make eaſy by habitude. 2. To bring.

down from a ſtate of diſtant ſuperiority. Addi.

FAMILIARLY. adv. [rom familiar.) 1. Un

ceremoniouſly , with freedom. Bacon. 2. Com

monly 5 frequently. Raleigh. 3. Eaſily , with

out formality. Pºpe.

F.4/MI LLE. en famille, Fr. In a family way.

Swift.

FAMILY ſ [familia, Lat.) 1. Thoſe who live

in the ſame houſe; houſhold. Szeft. ... Thoſe

that deſcend from one common progenitor; a

race ; a generation. 3. A clais ; a tribe ; a

ſpecies. Bacon.

FAMINE, ſ, [famine, Fr. J Scarcity of food;

dearth. Hale.

To FAMISH. v. a [from fames, Lat.] 1. To

kill with hunger; to ſtave. Shakeſp. 2. To

kill by deprivation of any thing neceſſary Aſilt.

To FAMISH. v. n. To die of hunger. Shakeſp.

Q o a FA'M ISH.
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FAMISHMENT. ſ. [from fanſ...] want of
food Hakewill.

FAMO SITY..ſ. Renown. Dià.

FAMOUS. a. [fameux, Fr.] Renowned; ce

lebrated. Peacham, Milton. -

FAMOUSLY. adv. [from famºus.] with great

renown; with great celebration. Shakeſ. Grew.

FAMOUSNESS. ſ. (from famous.) Celebrity;

great fame.

FAN.f [vannur, Lat.) 1. An inſtrument uſed

by ladies to move the air and cool themſelves.

4tterbury. 2. Anything ſpread out like a

woman's fan. L'Eſtrange 3. The inſtrument

by which the chaff is blown away. Shakeſp. 4.

Any thirg by which the air is moved. Dryden.

5. An inſtrument to raiſe the fire. Hoºker.

To FAN. v. a. i. To cool or recreate with a

ſan. Spediator. 2. To ventilate; to affect by

air put in motion. Milton. 3. To ſeparate, as

by winnowing. Bacon.

FANATICISM.'ſ [from fanatick.] Enthuſiaſm;

religious frenzy. Rogers.

FANATICK. a. [fanaticut, Lat.) Enthuſiaſ.

tick ; ſuperſtitious. Milton.

FANATICK. ſ [from the adjective.] An en

thuſiaſt; a man mad with wild notions. Decay

- of Piety.

FA'NCIFUL. a. [fancy and full ) i. Imagi

native , rather guided by imagination than

reaſon. J%zdward. 2. Directed by the ima

gination, not the reaſon. Hayward.

FANCIFULLY. adv. [from fanciful] Accord
ing to the wildneſs of imagination.

FA'NCIFULNESS.ſ.[from fanciful. Addištion

to the pleaſures of imagination Hale.

FANCY. ſ. [phantaſia, Lat.) 1. Imagination :

the power by which the mind forms to itſelf

images and repreſentations. Granville. 1. An

opinion bred rather by the imagination than

the reaſon. Clarendon. 3. Taſte; idea; con

ception of things. Addiſon. 4. Image ; con

ception; thought. Shakeſp. 5. Inclination ,

liking ; fondneſs. Collier. 6. Caprice; humour:

whim. Dryden 7. Frolick: idie ſcheme ;

vagary. L'Iſèrange. 8. Something that pleaſes

or entertains. Bacon. -

To FA'NCY. v. n. (trom the noun ) To ima

gine; to believe without being able to prove.

Sprat -

To FA NCY. v. a. ſ. To pourtray in the mind;

to imagine. Dryden. 2. To like , to be pleaſ

ed with. Raleigh.

FANCYMONGER, f one who deals in tricks

of imagination Shakeſp. -

FANCYSICK, a ſ fancy and ſick One whoſe

diſt emper is in his own mind. L'Eſtrange.

PAN.E. ſ. fame, P.] A temple conſecrated to

religion. Philip, -

F4 NFARON, j. [Fr.) 1. A bully; a headr.

2. A bluſterer; a boaſter of more than he can

perform. Dryden.

FAN FARONALE, ſ [from fanfaron, Fr J. A

bluſter; a tumour of fictitious dignity. Swift.

To FANG. v. a. Iran's an, Sax.] To ſeize; to

gripe; to clutch. Shakeſp.

FANG. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The long tuſks

of a boar or other animal. Shakeſp. z. The

nails; the talons. 3. Any ſhoot or other thing

by which hold is taken. Evelyn.

FA'NGED. a. [from fang.] Furniſhed with

fangs or long teeth; furniſhed with any inſtru

ments, in imitation of fangs. Philips.

FA'NGLE. ſ. (from pergan, Sax.] A ſilly at

tempt; trifling ſcheme.

FA'NGLED, a [from fangle.] It is ſcarcely uſed

but in new fangled ; vainly fond of novelty

Quick wits be in deſire newfangled. Aſcham

FA'NGLESS. a. [from fang.) Toothleſs ; with

out teeth. Shakeſp.

FA NGOT. ſ. A quantity of wares.

FANNEL. ſ. [fanon, Fr.] A ſort of ornament

like a ſcarf, worn about the left arm of a maſs

prieſt.

FA'NNER ſ [from fan.] One that plays a fan.

jeremiah

FA'NTASTED. a. [from fantaſy..] Filled with

fancies. Shakeſp.

FANTA'SM. f. (See Pha NT asM.]

FANTA'STICAL. R. a. [fantaſtique, Fr.) 1.

FANTA'STICK. W. Irra ional , bred only in

the imagination. South. 2. Subſiſting only in

the fancy; imaginary. Shakeſp. 3. Capricious ;

humourous; unſteady. Prior. 4. Whimſical ;

fanciful. Sidney, Addiſºn.

FANTA'STICALLY. adv. [from fantaſtical J

1. By the power of imagination. 1. Caprici

ouſly; humourouſly. Shakeſp. 3. Whimſically.
Grew. -

FANTA'STICALNESS. {{[from fantaffical.]

FANTA'STICKNESS. $ 1. Humourouſneſs ;

mere compliance with fancy. 2. Whimſical

neſs; unreaſonableneſs. Tilletſen. 3. Caprice;
unſteadineſs.

FANTASY. f. [fantaſe, Fr ) 1. Fancy; ima

gination; the power of imagining. Davier,

Newtºn . Idea ; image of the mind. Spenſer.

3. Humour; inclination Whitgift.

F A P. a. Fuddled; drunk. Shakeſp.

FAR. adv. [peom, Sax.] 1. To great extent in

length, P, ter. 2. To a great extent every

way. Prior. 3. To a great diſtance progreſ

fively. Slakeſp. 4. Remotely; at a great

diſtance. Bacºn, Knelles. 5. To a diſtance.

Raleigh. 6. In a great part judgeſ. 7. In a

great proportion; by many degrees. Waller, 8.

To a great height; magnificently. Shakeſp.

9 To a certain point; to a certain degree.

Hammond, Hilºtſºn io. It is uſed often in

compoſition; as farſhºoting, farſeeing.

FAR FETCH ſ. [ far and fetch J A deep

ſtratnºem. Hudibras.

FAR-FE ICHED. a. [far and fitch..] i.

Brought from places remote. Mihºn 2. Stu

diouſly ſought; elaborately ſtrained. Sinth.

FAR-PtF. RCING a.[far and pier ce.) Striking,

or penetrating a great way. Pope.

FAR-SHOOTING. a. Shooting to a great diſ

tance.

FAR. a 1. Diſtant; remote. Dryden. 2. Frers

FA R. From a remote place. Drueronomy.

FAR
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-

*/ ſcontracted from farrow.] Young pigs,
#ffer.

To FARCE. v. a. [farcio, Lat] 1. To ſtuff;

to fill with mingled ingredients. Carew. 2.

To extend ; to ſwell out. Shakeſp.

FARCE. ſ. [farcer, Fr. to mock.j A dramatick

repreſentation written without regularity. Dry.

FARCICAL a. [from farce.) Belonging to a

farce. Gay.

FATCY. ſ. [farcin, Fr.] The leproſy of horſes.

FARDEL. ſſ fordelle, ital.] A bundle; a lit

tle pack. Shakeſp

To FARE. v. n. (ranan, Sax.] I. To go; to

paſs; to travel. Fairfax. 2. To be in any

ſtate good or bad. Waller. 3. To proceed in

any train of conſequences good or bad. Milton

4. To happen to any one wellor ill. South. 5.

To feed ; to eat; to be entertained. Brown.

FARE. ſ. (from the verb. 1. Price of paſſage in

a vehicle by land or by water. Dryden . Food

prepared for the table; proviſions. Addiſºn.

FAREWE. I.L. adv. 1.The parting compliment,

adieu. Shakeſp. 2. It is ſometimes uſed only

as an expreſſiºn of ſeparation without kind

neſ. J4Zaſler.

FAREWE 1. L. f. Leave, act of departure. Mill.

FARINA CEOUS. a. [from farina, Lat.] Mea

ly taſting like meal. Arbuthnot

FARM ſ. [ferme, Fr.] ... Ground let to a

tenant; ground cultivated by another man

upon condition of paying part of the profit.

Hayward. 2. The ſtate of lands let out to

the culture of tenants. Spenſer.

To FARM. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

let out to tenants at a certain rent. Shakeſp.

2. To take at a certain rate. Camden. 3.

To cultivate land.

FARMER. ſ. [fºrmier, Fr.) 1. One who

cultivates hired ground. Shake p. 2. One who

cultivates ground. Mortimer.

FARMOST. ſ. Uſuperlative of far ] Moſt diſ
tint, Dryden.

FARNESS. ſ. (from far..] Diſtance; remote
meſs. Carew.

FARRAGINOUs a [from farrage, Lat.)
Formed of different materials. Brºwn.

HARRA Go. ſ. (Lat.] A maſs formed conſu

ſedly of ſeveral ingredients; a medley.

FARRIER. ſ. [ferrier, French.) 1. A ſhoer

of horſes. Digby. 2. One who profeſſes the

medicine of horſes. Swift,

ToFARRIER. v. n. [from the noun.]To prac

tile phyſick or chirurgery on horſes Mortin.er.

PARROW ſ. [reanh, Sax.] A little pig Shake.

To FARROW v. 4. To bring pigs. Tuſſºr.

FART. ſ. ſpent, Sax.] Wind from behind

&ckling. * -

To FART. v. a. To break wind behind, Swift.

PARTHER. adv. [We ought to write further

and furtheft, ponºon, Funèen, Sax.] At a

greater diſtance ; to a greater diſtance ; Inore

remotely. Lºcke.

FARTH.R. a. [ſuppoſed from far, more pro

bably from fºrth.] I. More remote Dryden, 2.

Longer, tending to greater diſtance. Dryden.

FARTHERANCE. ſ. [more properly further

ance.) Encouragement; promotion. Aſcham.

FARTHERMORE. adv. (more properly fur

thermore.] Beſides; over and above; likewiſe.

Raleigh.

To FARTHER. v a.[more proper To further.]

To promote ; to facilitate ; to advance. Dryd.

FARTHEST, adv. [more properly furtheſi )

1. At the greateſt diſtance. 2. To the great

eſt diſtance. -

FA'RTHEST.a. Moſt diſtant; remoteſt. Hocker.

FARTHINC. ſ. ſpeenbling, Sax.] 1. The

fourth of a penny Cocker. 2. Copper money.

Gay. 3. It is uſed ſometimes in a ſenſe hy

perbolical : as, it is not worth a farthing; or

proverbial.

FA'RTHINGALE. ſ. A hoop, uſed to ſpread

the petticoat. Swift,

FARTHINGSWORTH. ſ. As much as is ſold

for a farthing Arbuthnot.

FASCES. ſ : Lat.) Rods anciently carried be

fore the conſuls. Dryden.

FASCIA. ſ. (Lat.) A fillet; a bandage.

FASCIATED. a. [from faſcia J Bound with

fillets. -

FASCIATION. ſ. [from faſcia.]Randage Mºſe.

To FASCINATE. v a. [faſcino, Lat.] To

bewitch 5 to enchant; to influence in ſome

wicked and ſecret manner. Decay ºf Piety.

FASG IN ATION.J.[from faſcinate.JThe pow

er or act of bewitching; enchantment. Bacan.

FASCINE. ſ. [Fr.] A faggot. Addiſon.

FASCINOU.S. a [faſcinum, Lat.] Cauſed or

acting by witchcraft. Harvey. -

FASHION. ſ. [faſon, Fr.] i. Form; make :

ſtate of any thing with regard to appearance.

Luke. 2. The make or cut of cloaths. Shake.

3. Manner; ſort; way. Hayward. 4. Cuſtom

operating upon dreſs. or any domeſtick orna

ments. Shakeſp. 5. Cuſtom; general practice.

Sidney, Tillotſon. 6. Manner imitated from

another; way eſtabliſhed by precedent.Shake.

7. General approbation; mode. Pope. 8. Rank;

condition of the vulgar. Raleigh. 9. Any

thing worn. Shakeſp. lo. The tarcy , a diſ

temper in horſes; the horſes leproſy. Shakeſp.

To FASHION. v. a. [façonner, Fr.) 1. To

mould j to figure. Raleigh. 2. To fit ; to

adapt; to accommodate. Spenſer. 3. To caſt

into external appearance. Shakeſp. 4. To

make according to the rule preſcribed by cuſ

tom. Locke.

FASHIONABLE. a. [from faſhion.) 1.Approv

ed by cuſtom ; eſtabliſhed by cuſtom. Rogers.

2. Made according to the mode. Dryden, 3.

Obſervant of the mode. Shakeſp. 4. Having

rank above the vulgar, and below nobility.

FA'SHIONABLENESS. ſ. [from faſhionable.]

Modiſh elegance. Locke.

FASHIONABLY. adv. [from faſhiºnable.] In

a manner conformable to cuſtom ; with mo

diſh elegance. South.

FASHION IST. ſ. [from faſhion.] A follower

of the mode ; a coxcomb.

To FAST. v., n. [faſian, Gothick.] I. To

abſtain
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abſtain from food. Bacon. 2. To mortify the

body by religious abſtinence. Matthew

FAST. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Abſtinence from

food. Taylor. 2. Religious mortification by

abſtinence; religious humiliation. Atterbury.

FAST. a. [rerz, Sax.] 1. Firm ; immoveable.

Milton. 2. Strong; impregnable. Spenſer. 3.

Fixed. Temple. 4. Deep ; found. Shakeſp. 5.

Firm in adherence. Aſcham. 6, [from fºſi,

Welſh.] Speedy; quick ; ſwift. Davies. 7.

Fast and looſe. Uncertain; variable; incon

ſtant. Sidney.

FAST adv. 1. Firmly i immoveably. Shakeſp.

2. Cloſely ; nearly. Knolles. 3. Swiftly ; nim

bly. Daniel, 4 Frequently. Hammend.

To FAST EN. v. a. [from faſt.] 1. To make

faſt , to make firm. Dryden. 2. To hold

together; to cement; to link. Denne. 3. To

affix; to conjoin. Swift. 4. To ſtamp; to

impreſs. Shakeſp. 5. To ſettle; to conform.

Decay ºf Piety. 6. To lay on with ſtrength.

Dryden.

To FASTEN. v. n. To fix himſelf. Brown.

FAST ENER.J. [from faſten ) One that makes

faſt or firm.

FASTER. ſ. [from faſt.] He who abſtains from
food

FASTHANDED. a. [faſt and hand.] Avari

cious ; cloſehanded; covetous. Bacon.

FASTIDIOSITY. ſ. [from faſiidious.] Diſ

dainfulneſs. Swift.

FASTIDIOUS, a [faſtidiºſus, Lat] Diſdain.

ful; ſqueamiſh; delicate to a vice. B.johnſon,

Scuth.

FASTI'DIOUSLY. adv. [from faſtidious.] Diſ.

dainfully; ſqueamiſhly. Gov. of the Tongue.

FASTIGI’ATED. a.ſfaſiigratus, Lat..] Roofed.

FA'STINGDAY. ſ. [faſt and day.] Day of

mortification by abſtinence. Taylor.

FA's TNESS. ſ.i. 1. Firmneſs; firm

adherence. Bacon. 2. Strength ; ſecurity.

Davies. 3. A ſtrong place ; a place not eaſily

forced. Watts. 4. Cloſeneſs; concileneſs; not

diffuſion, Aſcham.

FASTUOU.S. a. [faſueſur, Lat.] Proud;

haughty.

FAT, a ſpær, Sax.] 1. Fullfed; plump; fleſhy.

A, bºthnet. ... Coarſe; groſs; dull. Dryden.

3. W. althy; rich. Milton.

FAT. ſ. An oily and ſulphureous part of the

blood, depoſited in the cells of the membrana

adipola, from the innumerable little veſſels

which are ſpread amongſt them. Bacon.

FAT. ſ. (raer, Sax.) A veſſel in which any

thing is put to ferment or be ſoaked. 'feel.

To FAT. v. a. [from the noun.] To make fat;

to fatten. Abbot.

To FAT, v. a. To grow fat; to grow full fleſh

ed. L'Eſtrange. .

FATAL. a. [fatalir, Lat.) 1. Deadly; mor

tal; deſtructive; cauſing deſtruction. Dry

den. 2. Proceeding by deſtiny; inevitable ;

neceſſary. Tillotſon. 3. Appointed by deſtiny.

facon.

FATALIST. ſ. [from fate.] One who main

tains that all things happen by invincible ne

ceflity. Watts.

FATALITY. ſ. [fatalité, Fr.] 1. Predeſtina

tion; predetermined order or ſeries of things

and events. South. 2. Decree of fate. King

Charles, 3. Tendency to danger. Breeme.

FATALLY. adv. [from fatal.] 1. Mortally ;

deſtructively; even to death. Denham. 2. By

the decree of fate. Bentley.

FATALNESS. ſ. [from fatal.] Invincible ne
ceflitv.

FATE. ſ. [fatum, Lat.] I Deſtiny; an eternal

ſeries of ſucceſſive cauſes. Milton. 2. Event

predetermined. Shakeſp. 3. Death; deſtruc

tion. Dryden. 4. Cauſe of death. Dryden. .

FATED. a. [from fate ) i. Decreed by fate.

Pryden. 2. Determined in any manner by

fate. Dryden. 3. Endued with any quality by
fate. Prizr.

FATHER. ſ. ſpa ben, Sax.] I. He by whom

the ſon or daughter is begotten. Bacon. 2.

The firſt anceſtor. Rºmans. 3 The appellation

of an old man. Camden. 4. The title of any

man reverend for age. Shakeſp. 5. One who has

given original to anything good or bad. Geneſ.

6. The eccleſiaſtical writers of the firſt centu

ries. Stilling fleet 7.One who acts with pater

nal care and tenderneſs, job. 8. The title of

a popiſh confeſſor. Addiſon. 9. The title of a

ſenator of old Rome. Dryden. o. The ap

pellation of the firſt perſon of the adorable

Trinity. Taylºr. I 1. The compellation of t ed

as creator. Common Prayer.

FATHER-IN-LAW. J. [from father.] The

father of one's huſband or wiſe. Addiſon.

To FATHER. v. a. 1. To take; to adopt as a

ſon or daughter. Shakeſp. z. To ſupply with

a father. Shakeſp. 3. To adopt a compoſition.

Swift. 4. To aſcribe to any one as his off

ſpring, or production. Hooker.

FAT!heRHOOD. f. from father J The cha

racter of a father, Hall.

FATHERLESS. a. [from father.] Without a

father. Sandyr.

FATHERLINESS. a. [from father.] The ten

derneſs of a father.

FATHERLY. a. [from father.) Paternal; like

a father. Shakeſp

FATHERLY. adv. In the manner of a father.

Milton.

FA THOM. ſ. [rºom, Sax.] 1. A meaſure of

length containing ſix feet Helder. 2. Reach;

penetration; depth of contrivance. Slakeſp.

To FA THOM. v. a. [from the noun.] ... To

encompaſs with the arms extended or encir

cling. 2. To reach; to maſter. Dryden. 3.

To ſound; to try with reſpect to the depth.

Felton. 4. To penetiate into ; to find the

bottom ; as, I cannot fathom his deſign.

FATHOMLESS a [from fathem.] i. That of

which no bottom can be found. 2. That of

which the circumference cannot be embraced.

Shakeſp.

FAT!'DICAL. a. [fatidicut, Lat.] Prophetick;

having the power to forcteſ. Hºwel.

FAT 1 FEROUS,
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PATIFEROUS, a. [fatifer, Lat.) Deadly;

mortal. Diº.

FATIGABLE. a. [fatigo, Lat] Eaſily wearied.

To FATIGATE. v. a. [fatigº, Lat.] To

weary 5 to fatigue. Shakeſp.

FATI'GUE. ſ. (fatigue, Fr.] I wearineſs;

laffitude. 2. The cauſe of wearineſs; labour;

toil. Dryden.

To PATI'GUE. v. a. [fatiguer, Fr.] To tire ,

to weary. Prior.

FATKIDNEYED. a. [fat and kidney.) Fat.

Shakeſp.

FATLING. ſ. [from fat..] A young animal

fed fat for the ſlaughter. Iſaiah.

FATNER. ſ. [from fat..] That which gives

fatneſs. Arbuthnot.

FATNESS. ſ. [from fat] i. The quality of

being fat, plump. 1. Fat; greaſe ; fulneſs of

fleſh. Spenſer. 3. Unétuous or greaſy matter

Bacon. 4. Oleaginouſneſs; ſlimineſs. Arbuthn.

5. Fertility; fruitfulneſs. Geneſs. 6. That

which cauſes fertility. Philipſ, Bentley.

To FATTEN. v. a. [from fat..] I. To feed

up; to make fleſhy. Arbuthnet. 2. To make

fruitful. Dryden. 3. To feed groſly; to in

creaſe. Dryden.

To FA’TTEN. v. n. (from fat..] To grow fat;

to be pampered. Otway.

FATUOUS. a. [fatuur, Lat.) 1. Stupid;

fooliſh; feeble of mind. Glanville. 2. Impo

tent ; without force. Denham.

FATU'ITY. ſ. ſ fatuité, Fr.] Fooliſhneſs;

weakneſs of mind. King Charles.

PATWITTED. a. [fai and wit..] Heavy; dull.

Shakeſp.
-

FATTY. a. [from fat.) Unétuous; oleaginous.

greaſy. Bacon.

FAUCET ſ [fauffet, Fr.] The pipe inſerted

into a veſſel to give vent to the liquor, and

ſtopped up by a peg or ſpigot. Swift.

FAUCHION. ſ. (See Falchion.] A crooked

ſword. Dryden.

F4UFEL. ſ. (Fr.) The fruit of a ſpecies of the

palmtree.

FAVILLOUS. a. [favilla, Lat.] Conſiſting of

aſhes. Brown

FA'ULCON. See FA A cow.

FAULT. ſ. ſ faute, Fr.) 1. Offence; flight

crime ; ſomewhat liable to cenſure. H.2ker. 2.

Defect; want; abſence. Shakeſp. 3. Puzzle ;

difficulty. -

To FAULT. v. n. [from the noun...] To be

wrong ; to fail. Spenſer.

To FAULT. v. a. To charge with a fault; to

accuſe.

FA UI.T.E.R.ſ (from fault..] An offender. Fairf.

FAULTFINDER ſ fault and find JA cenſurer.

FA'ULTILY. adv. [from faulty.] Not rightly ;

improperly.

FAULTINESS. ſ. (from faulty ) i. Badneſs;

vitiouſneſs; evil. Sidney. 2. Delinquency;

actual offences. Hocker.

FAULTLESS. a. [from fault..] Without fault;

erfect. Fairfax.

FAULTY. a.[fautif, Fr.] I. Guilty of a fault;

blameable ; criminal. Miltºn. 2. Wrong; er

-

roneous. Hººker. 3. Defective; bad in any

reſpect. Bacon.

To FAVOUR. v. a. ſ favor, Lat] ... To

ſupport; to regard with kindneſs. Bacon. 2.

To aſſiſt with advantages or conveniencies.

Addiſon. 3. To reſemble in feature Spedator.

4 To conduce to ; to contribute.

FAVOUR / [favor, Lat) i. Countenance ;

kindneſs; kind regard. Shakeſp. 2. Support:

defence; vindication. Rogerſ. 3. Kindneſs

granted. Sidney. 4, Lenity; mildneſs; miti.

gation of puniſhment. Swift. 5. Leave; good

will ; pardon. Pſalms. 6. Object of favour ;

perſon or thing favoured. Milton. 7. Some

thing given by a lady to be worn. Spe:#ator. 8.

Anything worn openly as a token. Shakeſp.

9. Feature ; countenance. Sºuth.

FA'VOURABLE. a.[favorable, Fr.] 1. Kind i

propitious; affectionate. Shakeſp. 1. Pallia

tive : tender ; averſe from cenſure. Dryden. 3.

Conducive to ; contributing to. Temple. 4.

Accommodate ; convenient. Clarendon. 3.

Beautiful; well favoured. Spenſºr.

FAVOURABLENESS. ſ. (from favourable.]

Kindneſs; benignity.

FA YOURABLY. adv. [from favºurable ]

Kindly ; with favour Rogers.

FAVOURED. particip. a. 1. Regarded with

kindneſs. Pºpe. 2. Featured. With well or

ill Spenſer.

FA'VOUREDLY. adv. with wellor ill, in a

fair or foul way.

FAVOURER. ſ. (from favour.] One who

favours; one who regards with kindneſs or

tenderneſs. Daniel.

FA'VQURITE. ſ. [favori, favorite, Fr J . A

Perſon or thing beloved ; one regarded with

favour. Pºpe. 2. One choſen as a companion

by his ſuperiour. Clarendon.

FA'VOURLESS. a. (from favour.) 1. Unſa

voured ; not regarded with kindneſs, 2. Un

favouring; unpropitious. Spenſer.

FAUSEN.ſ. A ſort of large eel. Chapman.

FA USSEBRAYE. ſ. A ſmall mount of earth,

four fathom wide, erected on the level round

the foot of the rampart. Harris.

FAUTOR.J. [Lat fauteur, Fr.] A favourer;

countenancer. Ben. Johnſºn.

FAUTRESS. ſ. [fautrice, Fr.] A woman that

favours, or ſhows countenance. Chapman.

FAWN.J. [..faan, Fr.] A young deer. Bacon.

To FAWN. v. n 1. To court by friſking before

one ; as a dog. Sidney. 2. To court by any

means. South. 3. To court ſervilely. Milton.

FAW NER. ſ. [from fawn.) One that fawns;

one that pays ſervile courtſhip. Speciatºr.

FA'WNINGLY, adv. [from fawn.) In a cring

ing ſervile way.

FAXED. a. ſtron raex, Sax.] Hairy. Camden.

FAY / [fe', Fr.) 1. A fairy; an éli. Milton.

2. Faith. Spºnſºr.

FE'ABERRY. ſ. A gooſeberry.

To FEAGUE. v. a [f-gen,German, to ſweep.]

To whip; to chaſtate.

FEALTY. ſ. ſ feasiº, Fr.) Duty due to a ſu

periour lord. A ſiltan. F EAR,
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FEAR, ſ [reanan, Sax.] I. Dread; horrour;

apprehenſion of danger, Locke. 2. Awe ; de

jection of mind. Geneſs. 3. Anxiety: ſolici

tude. Maccabees. 4. That which cauſes fear.

Shakeſp. 5 Something hung up to ſcare deer.

Iſaiah.

FEAR. ſ. [poena, Sax.]A companion. Obſolete.

To F.E.A.R. v. a. ſpeanan, Sax. J . To dread : to

conſider with apprehenſions of terrour. Dryden.

2. To fright; to terrify 5 to make afraid. Donne.

To F.E.A.R. v. n. 1. To live in horrour; to be

afraid. Shakeſp. z. To be anxious Dryden.

FEARFUL. a. 1. Timorous; eaſily made

afraid, Shakeſp. 1. Afraid. Davier 3. Awful;

to be reverenced. Exodus. 4. Terrible; dread

ful. Tilletſºn

FEARFULLY. adv.ſfrom fearful ) i. Timo

rouſly; in fear. Shakeſp. 2. Terribly; dread

fully. Shakeſp.

FEARFULNESS. ſ [from fearful.) 1. Timo

rouſneſs ; habitual timidity. 2. State of be

ing ań aid; awe; dread. South.

FEARLESLY. adv. [from fearleſ...] Without

terrour. Pecay of Piety.

FEARLESNESS. ſ (from fearleſs.]Exemption
from fear. Clarendon.

FEARLESS. a. [from fear.] Free from fear;

intrepid. Temple.

FEASIBILITY. ſ. [from feaſºle.] A thing

practicable. Brown.

FEASIBLE. a. [faiſible, Fr.JPračticable; that

may be effected. Glanville.

FEASIBLY. adv. [from feaſible.] Practicably.

FEAST.ſ [feffe, Fr.) 1. An entertainment of

the table; a ſumptuous treat of great numbers.

Geneſſr. 2. An anniverſary day of rejoicing

Shakeſp. 3. Something delicious to the palate.
Locke.

To FEAST. v. n. To eat ſumptuouſly. Gay.

To FEAST. v. a. 1. To entertain ſumptuouſly.

Hayward. 2. To delight i to pamper. Dryden.

FEASTER. ſ. [from feaſt.] i. One that fares

deliciouſly. Taylor. 2. One that entertains

magnificently.

FE’ASTFUL. a. [feaſt and full 1. Feſtive :

joyful. Milton. ... Luxurious ; riotous. Pºpe.

FEASTRITE. ſ. (feaſt and rite.} A cuſtom

obſerved in entertainments. Philips.

FEAT. ſ. [fait, Fr.) 1. Act; deed : action.

jº. 2. A trick; a ludicrous performance.

a fººt.

F.E.A.T. a. [fait, Fr.) 1. Ready ſkilful; in

genious. Shakeſp. 2. Nice; neat. Slake/p

FEATEOUS. a. Neat; dexterous.

FEATEOUSLY. adv. Neatly; dexterouſly.

Spenſer.

FEATHER... ſ. [reben, Sax.] . . The plume of

birds. Newton. 1. An ornament; an empty

title. 3. [Upon a horſe.) A fert of natural

frizzling o hair. Farrier's Disi. -

To FEATHER. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

dreſs in feathers. 2. To fit with feathers. 3.

To tread as a cock Dryden. 4 To entich ;

to adorn. Bacon. 5. To F.E.A.T H E R cae's nºſ.

To get riches together.

FEATHERBED. ſ. [feather and bed] A bed

ftuffed with feathers. Donne.

FEATHERDRIVER, ſ [feather and drive.]

One who cleanſes feathers. Derham.

FEATHERED. a. [from feather.) 1. Cloathed

with feathers. Dryden. ...Fitted with feathers;

carrying feathers. L'Eſtrange.

FEATHEREDGE. ſ. Boards or planks that

have one edge thinner than another, are called

featheredge ſtuff. Maxen.

FEATHEREDGED. a. [feather and edge.]

Belonging to a feather edge. Mºrtimer.

FEATHERFEW.ſ. A plant Martimer.

FEATHERLESS. a. [from feather.) without
feathers. Hºwel.

FEATHERSELLER. ſ. [father and ſeller.]

One who ſells feathers.

FEATHERY, a [from feather.] Cloathed

with ſeathers. Milton.

FEATLY, adv. [from feat.} Neatly; nimbly.
Tickel -

FEATNESS ſſfrom feat.JNeatneſs; dexterity.

FEATURE. ſ. [faiture, old Fr.) 1. The caſt or

make of the face. Shakeſp. z. Any lineament

or ſingle part of the face. Spenſer.

To FEATURE. v. a. To reſemble in counte

nance Shakeſp.

To FEAZF. v. a. To untwiſt the end of a rope.

To FEBRICITATE. v. n. (febricitor, Lat.]

To be in a ſever.

FEBRIFU GE. ſ. [febris, and fuge, Lat.] Any

medicine ſerviceable in a fever. Floyer.

FEBRIFUGE,a. Having the power to cure fe

vers. Arbuthnot.

FEBRII.E. a. [febrilis, Lat.] Conſtituting a
fever. Harvey.

FEBRUARY. ſ. [februarius, Lat.] The name

of the ſecond month in the year. Shakeſp.

FECES. ſ. [ feces, Lat.] 1. Dregs ; lees;

ſediment; ſubſidence. Dryden. ... Excrement.
Arbuthnot.

FECULENCE. Rſ. [f-rulentia, Lat.]1. Mud

FE CULENCY. S. dineſs; quality of abounding

with lees or ſediment. 2. Lees; faces ; ſedi

ment; dregs. Boyle.

FE CULENT. a. [feculentur, Lat.] Foul ,

dreggy , excrementitious. Glanville.

FECUND. a. [facundus, Lat.] Fruitful; pro

lifick. Graunt.

FECUNDATION. ſ. ſ fecundº, Lat.] The act

of making prolifick. Brºwn.

To FECU N DIFY. v. a. To make fruitful.

FECUNDITY. ſ (fecandité, Fr.]Fruitfulneſs;

quality of producing or bringing forth Woodw.

F.I.D. Preterite and particip-paſſ. of To feed Pºpe.

FE DARY.ſ. A partner , or a dependant. Shakeſ.

FEDERAL. a. Ifrom fadur, Lat...] Relating to

a league or contrast. Hammond.

FEDERARY ſ (from fardus, Lat.] A confe

derate ; an accomplice. Shakeſp.

FE DERAT E. a. (faderatur, Lat.) Leagued.

FEE. f [peoh, Sax.] 1. All lands and tene

ments that are held by any acknowledgment of

ſuperiority to a higher lord. Coswell. 2. Proper

ty ; peculiarity. Shakeſp. 5. Reward; gratifica

tion ;
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tion; recompenſe. Hubbard's Tale. 4. Pay

ments occaſionally claimed by perſons in of

fice. Shakeſp. 5. Reward paid to phyſicians or

lawyers. Addiſon.

FEEFARM. J. [fee and farm.] Tenure by

which lands are held from a ſuperiour lord
Davier.

To FEE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To reward;

to pay. South. 1. To bribe. Shakeſp. 3. To

keep in hire. Shakeſp.

FEEBLE. a. [foible, Fr.] Weak; debilitated ;

fickly. Smith.

To FE'EBLE. v. a. (from the noun..] To weak

en; to enfeeble ; to deprive of ſtrength or

power. Shakeſp

FEEBLEMI'NDED. a. [feeble and mind.]

Weak of mind, Theſſalonians.

FE'EBLENESS. ſ. (from feeble.] Weakneſs;

imbecility; infirmity. South.

FEEBLY. adv, (from feeble. Weakly; with

out ſtrength. Dryden.

To FEED. v. a. i fedan, Goth. Feban, Sax.]

1. To ſupply with food. Arbuthnot. 1. To

ſupply 5 to ſurniſh. Addiſºn. 3. To graze; to

conſume by cattle. Mºrtiner. 4. To nouriſh;

to cheriſh Priºr. 5. To keep in hope or ex

pectation. Knºller. 6. To delight; to enter

tain. Baron.

To FEED. v. n. 1. To take food. Shakeſp. z.

To prey; to live by eating. Temple. , 3. To

paſture ; to place cattle to feed. Exodus. 4.

To grow fat or plump.

FEED.J. [from the verb.] 1. Food; that which

is eaten. Sidney. 1. Paſture. Shakeſp.

FEEDER. ſ [from feed ) i. One that gives

food. Denham. 2. An exciter; an encourager

Shakeſp. 3. One that eats. Brown. 4. One

that eats nicely. Shakeſp.

To FEEL. v. m. pret. felt ; part paſſ felt. [re

lan, Sax.] 1. To have perception of things by

the touch. Addiſon. 2. To ſearch by feeling.

3. To have a quick ſenſibility of good or evil.

Pºpe. 4. To appear to the touch. Sharp.

To FEEL. v. a. 1. To perceive by the touch.

judgeſ. 2. To try; to ſound. Shakeſp. 3. To

have ſenſe of pain or pleaſure. Creech. 4. To

be affected by. Shakeſp. 5. To know; to be

acquainted with. Shakeſp.

FEEL. ſ. (from the verb. The ſenſe of feeling;

the touch. Sharp.

FEELER. ſ. [from feel] One that feels. Shak.

2. The horns or antennae of infects. Derham

FEE LING. particip a. [from feel.) 1. Expreſ

five of great ſenſibility. Sidney. 2. Senſibly

felt. Southerne

FE ELING. ſ. [from feel.]

touch. Milton. a. Senſibility ; tenderneſs.

Bacox. 3. Perception. Watts.

FEE LINGLY, adv (from feeling.] 1. With

expreſſion of great ſenſibility. Sidney. a. So

as to be ſenſibly felt. Raleigh.

FEET. ſ. The plural of foot. Pºpe.

FEETLESS. a, Utrom feet.] Without feet.Cam.

To F.E. IGN. v. a. [feindre, Fr J . To invent.

Ben. Johnſon. 1. To make a ſhow of. Spenſer.

3. To make a ſhow of; to do upon ſome alie

1. The ſenſe of

pretence. Pºpe. 4. To diſſemble; to conceal.

Spenſer.

To FEIGN. v. n To relate falſely; to image

from the invention. Shakeſp.

FE'IGNEDLY. adv. [from feign.] In fiction;

not truly. Bacon.

FEIGN.E.R. / [from feign.) Inventor; contri

ver of fiction Ben johnſon.

FETNT. participial a. [or feigned; or feint,

Fr.] Falſe.

FEINT. ſ. [feint, Fr.] 1 A falſe appearance.

Spectator . A mock aſſault Prior.

FE LANDERS.ſ worms in hawks Ainſworth.

To FELICITATE. v. a. feliciter, Fr.) 1. To

make happy. Watts. 1. To congratulate.

Brown.

FELICITATION. ſ. [from felicitate.] Con

gratulation.

FELICITOUS, a [felix, Lat.) Happy.

FELICITY. ſ. ſ fºr tar, Lat., Happineſs ;

proſperity; bliſsfulneſs. Atterbury.

Fi, LINE. a. (fºlirus, Lat.] Like a cat; per

taining to a cat. Grew.

FELL. a. ſpelle, Sax.) 1. Cruel; barbarons;

inhuman. Fairfax. 2. Savage; ravenous ;

bloody Pºpe.

FELL. f. ſpelle, Sax) The ſkin; the hide Shak.

To FEi.L. v. a. (fellen, Germ.] I. To knock

down; to bring to the ground. Raleigh. 2.

To hew down; to cut down Dryden.

FELL. The preterite of To fall Milton.

FELLER. ſ. [from fell.) One that hews down.

Iſaiah.

FELLIFLUOUS. a. [fell and fluo, Lat..] Flow

ing with gall. Dići

FE LLMONGER ſ (from fell]A dealerin hides.

FELLNESS. ſ. [from fell J Cruelty; ſavage

neſs; fury. Spenſer.

FE'LLOE. ſ. [felge, Daniſh.] The circumſe

rence of a wheel. Shakeſp.

FELLOW. ſ. 1. A companion; one with whom

we conſort. Aſcham. 1. An aſſociate ; one

united in the ſame affair. Dryden. 3. One of

the ſame kind. Waller. 4. An equal ; peer.

Fairfax. 5. One thing ſuited to another, one

of a pair. Addiſon. 6. One like another; as, this

knave hath not his fellow. 7. A familiar ap

pellation uſed ſometimes with fondneſs; ſome

times with contempt. Bacon 8. Mean wretch;

ſºrry raſcal, Swift. 9. A member of a college

that ſhares its revenues

To FELLOW. v. a. To ſuit with ; to pair

with. Shakeſp

FELLOW-CöMMON.E.R. ſ. 1. One who has

the ſame right of common. 2. A commoner

at Cambridge of the higher order, who dines

with the fellows.

FELLOW-CREATURE. ſ. 1.

the ſame Creator. Watts.

FELLO W-HEIR. ſ. Coheir. Epheſianſ.

FELLOW-HE LP.E.R. ſ. Coadjutor. john.

FELLOW-LABOURER. ſ. One who labours

in the ſame deſign. Dryden.

FELLOW-SERVANT. ſ. One that has the

ſame maſter. Milton.

One who has

PP FELLOW
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FELLOW-SOLDIER, ſome who fights under

the ſame commander. Shakeſp.

FELLOW-STUDENT. ſ. One who ſtudies in

company with another. Wattſ.

FELLOW-S. "FFERER. ſ. One who ſhares in

the ſame evils. Addiſºn.

FELLOWFEE'LING. ſ. [fellºw and feeling )

1. Sympathy. L'Eſtrange. 2. Combination;

joint intereſt. Arbuthnor. -

FELLOW-LIKE. N. a. [fºllºw and like.]Like a

FELLOWLY. companion on equal terms.

Carew.

FELLOwsHIP. f. [from fºllºw.) 1. Compa

nionſhip; conſort; ſociety. Calamy. - Aſſocia

tion ; confederacy: combination. Knelles. 3.

Equality. 4. Partnerſhip; joint intereſt Dryd.

5. Company j ſtate of being together. Shakeſp.

6. Frequency of intercourſe; ſocial pleaſure.

Bacon. 7. Fitneſs and fondneſs for feſtal en

tertainments. Clarenden. 8. An eſtabliſhment

in the college with ſhare in its revenue.Swift

9. [In arithmetick.] That rule of plural pro

portion whereby we ballance accompts, de

pending between divers perſons, having put

together a general ſtock.Cocker.

FELLY, adv [from fell.] Cruelly; inhumanly;

ſavagely. Spenſer.

FELO-DE-SE ſ. (In law.] He that committeth

felony by murdering himſelf.

FE LON. ſ. [felon, Fr.) 1. One who has com:

mitted a capital crime. Dryden. 2. A whitlow;

a tumour formed between the bone and its

inveſting membrane. Wiſeman.

FE'LON. a. Cruel; traitorous; inhuman. Pope.

FE LONIOU.S. a. [from felow.] Wicked; trai

torous; villainous; malignant. Watten,

FELO'NIOUSLY, adv. [from feloniºus.) In a
felonious way.

FELONOU.S. a. [from felºn.] Wicked; felo

nious. Spenſer.

FE'LONY. ſ. ſ felonie, Fr.] A crime denounced

capital by the law. Shakeſp.

FELT. The preterite of feel.

FELT. ſ. [relr, Sax.] i. Cloth made of wool

united without weaving. Shakeſp. 2. A hide

or ſkin. Mortimer.

To FELT. v. a. [from the noun.] To unite

without weaving. Hale.

To FE'LTP E. v. a. [from felt.] To clot to

gether like felt. Fairfax.

FELUCC.A. ſ. [feleu, Fr.] A ſmall open boat

with ſix oars.

FEMALE. ſ. [femelle, Fr.] A ſhe, one of the

ſex which brings young. Shakeſp.

FEMALE. a. Not maſculine; belonging to a

ſhe, Dryden.

FEME Cºvert.ſ.[Fr.] A married woman. Bkunt.

FEME Sele. / [Fr J A ſingle woman.

FEMINALITY. J. (from farmina, Lat] Fe

male nature Brown.

FEMIN IN E. a. (faminirus, Lat ) i. Of the

ſex that brings young : emale. Cleveland. 2.

Soft ; tender ; celicatc. Much. 3. Effemi

nate: emaſculated. Raleigh.

FEMININ E. ſ. A ſhe, one of the ſex that

Lºugs young. 44tlien.

FEMORAL. a. [femoralir, Lat.] Belonging to

the thigh. Sharp.

FEN.ſ. (penn, Sax.] A marſh ; low flat and

moiſt ground; a moor; a bog. Abbot.

FENBERRY. ſ [fen and berry J A kind of

blackberry. Skinner

FENCE. ſ (from defence ) i. Guard ; ſecurity;

outwork ; defence. Decay ºf Piety. 2. Inclo

ſure ; mound ; hedge. Dryden. 3. The art

of fencing ; defence. Shakeſp. 4. Skill in de

fence. Shakeſp.

To FENCE. v. a. 1. To incloſe ; to ſecure

by an incloſure or hedge. Fairfax. 2. To

guard. Milton.

To FENCE. v. n. 1. To practiſe the arts of

manual defence. Lecke. 2. To guard againſt;

to act on the defenſive. Locke. 3. To fight

according to art. Dryden.

FE'NCELESS. a. (from fence.] Without in

cloſure ; open Rowe.

FE'NCER. J. [from fence.) One who teaches

or practiſes the uſe of weapons. Herbert.

FENCIBLE. a. [from fence.] Capable of de

fence. -

FE'NCING-MASTER. ſ. [fence and maſter.]

One who teaches the uſe of weapons.

PENCING-scHool'ſ [fence and ſchool]. A

place in which the uſe of weapons is taught.

Lecke.

To FEND v. a. [from defend..] To keep off;

to ſhut out. Dryden.

To FEND. v. n. To diſpute; to ſhift off a

charge. Locke.

FENDER. ſ. [from fend] . . An iron plate

laid before the fire to hinder coals that fall

from rolling forward to the floor. 2. Any

thing laid or hung at the ſide of a ſhip to keep

off violence

FENERA’TION. ſ. [frneratio, Lat.] Uſury;

the gain of intereſt. Brown.

FE NUGREEK. ſ. [farnum Graecum, Lat..] A

plant. Miller.

FENNEL. ſ. [forniculum, Lat.] A plant of

ſtrong ſcent. Miller.

FENNELFLOwer. ſ. A plant.

FENNELGIANT. ſ. A plant.

FE'NNY, a [from fen.) 1. Marſhy; boggy;

mooriſh. Prior 2. Inhabiting the marſh Shak.

FENNYSTONES. ſ. A plant.

FENSUCKED. a lifen and ſuck.] Sucked out

of marſhes Shakeſp.

FE.O.D. ſ. [feedºm,lowLat] Fee; tenure. Diº.

FEODAL. a. [foedal, Fr. trom feed.] Held

from another.

FEODARY. f. [from feedum, Lat.) One who

holds his eſtate under the tenure of ſuit and

ſervice to a ſuperiour lord. Hann. -

To FEOFF. v. a. [feiffare, low Lat.] To put

in poſſeſſion; to inveſt with right.

FEOFFEE. ſ. (feºffatus, Lat. fieffe, Fr.) One

put in poſſeſſion Spenſer. -

FE OFFE.R. / [feeffater, low Lat.) One who

gives poſſeſſion of any thing.

FE OFFMENT.J. [feiffanentum, Lat.] The

act of granting poiletion, Cowell.

- FERA'CITY.
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FERA'CITY. ſ. [feracitas, Lat.] Fruitfulneſs;

fertility. Dià.

FERAL.a.[feralis, Lat.] Funereal; mournful

FERIATION_ſ [feriatio, Lat..] the act of

keeping holiday. Brºwn.

FERINE. a. [ferinar, Lat..] wild; ſavage. Hale
FERI'NENESS.| [from ferine.) Barbarity ;

ſavageneſs Hale.

FERITY. ſ.ſferitar,Lat] Barbarity; cruelty;
wildneſs. Woodward.

To FERMENT v.a. (ferments, Lat ) to ex

alt or rarify by inteſtine motion of parts. Pºpe.

To FERMENT. v. s. To have the parts put

into inteſtine motion.

FERMENT. ſ. (ferment, Fr fºrmentam, Lat.)

1. That which cauſes inteſtine motion Floyer.

2. The inteſtine motion ; tumult.

FERMENTABLE. a. [fromferment.] Capable

ot fermcntation.

FERMENTAL. a [from ferment.] Having the

power to cauſe fermentation. Brown.

FERMENTATION.J. (fermentatio, Lat.) A

ſlow motion of the inteſtine particles of a mixt

body, ariſing uſually from the operation of

ſome active acid matter, which rarifies, exalts,

and ſubtilizes the ſoft and ſulphureous parti

cles: as when leaven or yeſt rarifies, lightens,

and ferments bread or wort. Harris, Boyle.

FERMENTATIVE., a [from ferment.) Cauſ.

ing fermentation. Arbuthnot.

FERN. ſ. [reann, Sax ) A plant.

FERN.Y. a. [from fern.) Overgrown with fern.

Dryden.

FERO'CIOUS. a. [ferox, Lat feroce, Fr.] 1. Sa

vage ; fierce. 2. Ravenous; rapacious. Brown.

FERO'CITY. ſ. [ferocitas, Lat. ferocité, Fr.]

Savageneſs; wildneſs; fierceneſs. Addiſon.

FERREOUS. a. [ferrews, Lat.) Irony; of iron.
Brown.

FERRET. ſ. [fured, Welch; ferret, Dutch.)

1. A kind of rat with a red eyes and long

ſnout, uſed to catch rabbits. Sidney. 2. A

kind of narrow ribband.

To FERRET. v. a. (from the noun..] To drive

out of lurking places. Heylin.

FERRETER. ſ. (from ferret.) One that hunts

another in his privacies.

FERRIAGE. ſ. [from ferry.) The fare paid at

a terry.

FERRU GINOU.S. a. (ferrugineus, Lat.) Par

taking of the particlesand qualities of iron.Ray.

FERRULE. ſ. [rom ferrum, iron, Lat ) An

iron ring put round any thing to keep it from

cracking. Ray.

To FERRY. v. a. ſpanan, to paſs, Sax.] To

carry over in a boat. Spenſer.

To FERRY. v. n. To pals over water in a veſ

ſel of carriage. Milton.

FERRY. J. (1rom the verb.] 1. A veſſel of car

riage. Shakeſp. z. The paſſage over which

the ferryboat paſſes.

FERRYMAN. J. (ferry and man.) One who

keeps a terry; one who for hire tranſports

goods and patiengers. Roſcommon.

FERTH, or Fort H. Common terminations,

the ſaane as in Engliſh an army. Gilſon.

FE'RTILE. a. ſ fertile, Fr.] Fruitful; abun

dant; plenteous. Dryden.

FERTILENESS. ſ. (from fertile.] Fruitful

neſs; fecundity.

To FERTILITATE. v. a. [from fertile.] To

fecundate ; to fertilize. Brown.

FERTILITY. ſ. [fertilitas, Lat.) Fecundity;

abundance ; fruitfulneſs. Raleigh.

To FERTILIZE. v. a [fertiliſer, Fr J. To

make fruitful; to make plenteous; to make

productive 5 to fecundate. Woodward

FERTILELY. adv. [from fertile J Fruitfully;

plenteouſly.

FERVENCY ſ. ſ ferveus, Lat.) 1. Heat of

mind; ardour ; eagerneſs. Shakeſp. 2. Pious

ardour; flame of devotion; zeal. Hooker.

FERVENT. a. [fervent, Lat.) 1. Hot; boil

ing. Wotten 2. Hot in temper; vehement.

Hººker. 3. Ardent in piety; warm in zeal.Aðr. piety ;

FERVENTLY. adv. [from fervent.) 1. Ea

gerly ; vehemently. Spenſer. 2. With pious

ardour. Colºſſianſ.

FERV1D. a. fervidur, Lat.) 1. Hot; burning;

boiling 2. Vehement; eager; zealous.

FERVI'DITY. ſ. [from fervid.]. 1. Heat. 2.

Zeal; paſſion; ardour. Dré!.

FERVIDNESS. ſ. [from fervid.) Ardour of

mind; zeal. Bentley.

FERULA.f. [fºrule, Fr.] An inſtrument with

which young ſcholars are beaten on the hand.

Shaw.

To FE'RUI.E. v. a. To chaſtiſe with the ferula.

FERVOUR. ſ. [fervor, Lat. ferveur, Fr.] i.

Heat; warmth. Waller. 2. Heat of mind;

zeal. Hooker.

FESCUE.J. [feſu, Fr.] A ſmall wire by which

thoſe who teach to read point out the letters.

Holder.

FE SELS. ſ. A kind of baſe grain. May. .

FESSE. ſ. (in heraldry.) The feſſe is ſo called

of the Latin word faſcia, a band or girdle,

poſſeſſing the third part of the eſcutcheon over

the middle. Peacham.

To FESTER. v. n. To rankle; to corrupt 5 to

grow virulent. Sidney.

FESTINATE. a. [feſtinatus, Lat.) Haſty; hur

tied. Shakeſp.

FESTINATELY adv [from feſtinate JHaſtily ,

ſpeedily. Shakeſp.

FESTINATION. ſ. [feſtinatio, Lat.] Haſte;

hurry.

fººtival. a. [feſtivus, Lat.) Pertaining to

feaſts; joyous. Atterbury.

FESTIVAL. J. Time of feaſt; anniverſary-day

of civil or religious joy. Sandy,

FESTIVE. a. [fºſtival, Lat.J Joyous; gay.

Thºmſºn.

FESTIVITY..ſ. (feſtivitas, Lat.) 1. Feſtival;

time of rejoicing. South. 2. Caiety; joyful

neſs. Taylºr. . .

FES roo N. ſ. [feſion, Fr.) In archite&ure,

an ornament of carved work in the torn of a

wreath or garland of flowers, or leaves twiſt

ed together. Harris.
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FESTUCINE. a.ſffluca, Lat.] Straw-colour.
rººttºn.

FESTI COUS. a. [fºſłuca, Lat.) Formed of

ſtraw. Brown.

To FET. v. a. To fetch. Jeremiah.

FET. ſ. A piece. Drayton.

To FETCH. v a preter, fetched. [reccan, Sax.]

1. To go and bring. Waller. 2. To derive;

to draw. Shakeſp. 3. To ſtrike at a diſtance.

Bacon 4. To bring to any ſtate by ſome pow

erful operation. Addiſºn 5. To draw within

any confinement or prohibition. Saunderſºn. 6.

To produce by ſome kind of force. Addiſon. 7.

To perform any excurſion. Knolles. 8. To per

form with ſuddenneſs or violence. Addiſºn. 9.

To reach; to arrive at; to come to. Chapman.

lo. To obtain as its price. Locke.

To FETCH. v. n. To move with a quick re

turn. Shakeſp.

FETCH. ſ [from the verb ). A ſtratagem by

which any thing is indirectly performed ; a

trick; an artifice. Hudibrar.

FETCHER, ſ (from fetch.) One that fetches.

FETID. a. [foºtidus, Lat.) Stinking; rancid;

kaving a ſmell ſtrong and offenſive. Arbuthnot.

FETIDNESS. ſ. [from feud.) The quality of

ſtinking.

FE TLOCK. ſ [feet and lºck.) A tuft of hair

that grows behind the paſtern-joint. Dryden.

FETOR, ſ [factor, Lat.) A ſtink; a ſtench.
Arbuthnºt.

FETTER.ſ. It is commonly uſed in the plural,

fetters. Chains for the feet. Raleigh.

To FETTER. v. a. [from the noun..] To bind;

to enchain; to ſhackle; to tie. Bramhall.

To FETTLE. v. n. To do trifling buſineſs.

Swift.

FE TUS. ſ. [frtus, Lat.) Any animal in em

brio; any thing yet in the womb. Bºyle.

FEUQ. ſ. ſpeahe, Sax j Quarrel; contention.

Addiſºn. -

FE UDAL. a. [feudals, low Lat.) Pertaining to

fees, or tenures by which lands are held of a

ſuperiour lord.

FE UDAL. f. A dependance; ſomething held

by tenure. Hale.

FEU’DATORY. ſ. [from feudal] One who

holds not in chief, but by ſome conditional

tenure. Bacon.

PEVER / [fibris, Lat..] A diſeaſe in which

the body is violently heated, and the pulſe

quickened, or in which heat and cold prevail

by turns. It is ſometimes continual, ſome

times intermittent. Lºcke.

To FE VER v a. (from the noun..] To put into

a fever. Shakeſp.

FEVERET. ſ. (from fever.] A flight fever;

rebricula Ayliffe.

PF VERFEW. J. [febris and fuge, Lat.) An

herb.

FE v. ERISH.a. (from fever.) 1. Troubled with

a rever. Cree, h 1'. Tending to a fever. Swift.

3. Uncertain; inconſtant; now hot, now cold.

Dryden. 4. Hot; burning. Dryden.

FC VTRISHNESS. ſ. [reinfº tº ſº...] A ſlight

diſorder of the feveriſh kind.

FE VEROUS. a. (fevreux-fe, Fr.) 1. Troubled

with a fever or ague. Shakeſp. z. Having the

nature of a fever. Milton. 3. Having a ten

dency to produce fevers Bacon.

FEVERY. a [from fever.) Diſeaſed with a fe

ver, Ben johnſon.

FEUILLAGE. ſ. [French.) A bunch or row of

leaves, fervas

FEUILLEMORT. ſ. (French.) The colour of

a faded leaf, corrupted commonly to philemet.

FEUTERER. ſ. A dogkeeper.

FEW, a [peo, Sax.] 1. Not many; not in a

great number. Berkley. 1. Not many words.

Hocker.

FEWEL. ſ. [feu, Fr.] Combuſtible matter; as

firewood, coal. Bentley.

To FEWEL. v. a. [from the noun..] To feed .

with fewel Cowley.

FEWNESS. ſ. [from few ) 1. Paucity ; ſmall

neſs of number. Dryden. 1. Paucity of words.

Shakeſp.

To F.E.Y. v. a. To cleanſe a ditch. Taſer.

FIB. ſ. A lye; a falſehood. Pºpe.

To FIB. v. n. To lye, to tell lyes. Arbuthnet.

FI'BBER. ſ. [from fib.) A teller of fibs.

FIBRE. ſ. (fibre, Fr. fibra, Lat.] A ſmall

thread or ſtring. Pºpe.

FIBRIL. ſ. [fibrille, Fr.] A ſmall fibre or ſtring.

Cheyne

FI'BROUS a.ſ.fibreux, Fr.) Compoſed of fibres

or ſtamina. Bacon.

FPBUL.A. ſ. [Latin.) The outer and leſſer bone

ofthe leg, much ſmaller than the tibia. Qsincy.

FICKLE. a. ſpicol, Sax.] 1. Changeable, un

conſtant; irreſolute ; wavering ; unſteady.

Milton. ... Not fixed; ſubject to vicifitude.

Miſtan.

FICKLENESS. ſ. [from fickle.) Inconſtancy;

uncertainty ; unſteadineſs. Sidney, Addiſon.

FICKLY, adv. (from fickle J Without certainty

or ſtability. Southern.

FICO. ſ. (Italian.] An act of contempt done

with the fingers. Carew.

FICTHLE. a. [ficiilu, Lat] Manufactured by

the potter. Bacon.

FICTION. ſ. [ſiciis, Lat.] 1. The act of feign

ing or inventing. Stillingfleet. 2. The thing

feigned or invented. Raleigh. 3. A falſehood;

a lye.

FICTIOUS. a. Fictitious; imaginary. Prier.

|FICTITIOUS, a [fictitius, Lat] 1 Counter

feit; falſe; not genuine. Dryden. 2. Feign

ed; imaginary. Pºpe. 3. Not real; not true.

Addiſon.

FICTITIOUSLY, adv. [from fictitiews.] Falſe

ly ; counterfeitly. Brºwn.

FID. ſ. [fitta, Ital.] A pointed iron. Skinner.

FIDDLE. ſ. [ptoele, Sax.] A ſtringed inſtruº

ment of muſick; a violin. Stillingfleet. .

To FIDDL.E. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

play upon a fiddle. Bacon. 2. To trifle; to

ſhift the hands often, and do nothing. Arkati.

FIDDLEFADDLE. ſ. [A cant word.] Trifles.

Spectatºr.

FIDDLE
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PIDDLEFADDLE. a. Trifling; giving trou

ble. Arbuthnot.

FIDDLER. ſ. [rom fiddle.) A muſician; one

- that plays upon the fiddle. Ben. johnſon.

FIDDLESTICK. ſ. (fiddle and ſlick.] The bow

and hair which a fiddler draws over the ſtrings

of a fiddle. Arbuthnot. .

FI’DDLESTRING. ſ. [fiddle and firing.) The

ſtring of a fiddle. Arbuthnot.

FIDELITY. ſ. [fidelitas, Lat.) 1. Honeſty;

veracity. Hooker. 1.Faithful adherence.Clarke.

To FIDGE. v. n. [A cant word.] To

To F 1 DGET. S. move nimbly and irregularly.

FIDUCIAL. a. [fiducia, Lat.] Confident:

undoubting. Hammond.

FIDUCIARY. ſ. [fiduciarius, Lat.] 1. One

who holds any thing in truſt. 2. One who

depends on faith without works. Hammond.

FIDUCIARY. a. 1. Confident; ſteady : un

doubting. Wake. a. Not to be doubted. Howel.

FIEF. ſ. [fief, Fr.]A fee; a manor; a poſſeſſion

held by ſome tenure of a ſuperiour. Arbuthnot.

FIELD. ſ. ſpelb, Sax.] 1. Ground not inha

bited ; not built on. Raleigh. 2. Ground not

encloſed. Mortimer. 3. A cultivated tract of

ground. Pºpe. 4. The open country : oppoſed

to quarters. Shakeſp. 5. The ground of battle.

Milton. 6. A battle ; a campaign; the action

of an army while it keeps the field. Shakeſp.

7. A wide expanſe. Dryden. 8. Space ; com

paſs; extent. Smalridge. 9. The ground or

blank ſpace on which figures are drawn.

Dryden. Io. [In heraldry.) The ſurface of a
ſhield.

FIELDED. a. [from field.] Being in a field of

battle. Shakeſp.

FIELD-BASIL. ſ. [field and baſil.] A plant.
Aſiller. -

FIELDBED. ſ. [field and bed.] A bed con

trived to be ſet up eaſily in a field. Shakeſp.

FIELDFARE. ſ. [pelo and panan.] A bird.

Bacºn.

FIELDMARSHAL. ſ. ſ field and marſhal.]

Commander of an army in the field.

FIELDMOUSE. ſ. ſ field and mouſe.] A mouſe

that burrows in banks. Dryden.

FIELDOFFICER. ſ. (field and officer.] An

officer whoſe command in the field extends to

a whole regiment; as the colonel, lieutenant

colonel, and major.

FIELDPIECE. ſ. (field and piece.] Small can

non uſed in battles, but not in ſieges. Knolles.

FIEND. ſ. [pienb, Sax.] 1. An enemy , the

great enemy of mankind; Satan. Shakeſp. 2.

Any infernal being. Ben. jºhnſon.

FIERCE. a. [fier, Fr.) 1. Savage ; ravenous;

eaſily enraged. job. 2. Vehement in rage;

eager of miſchie. Pope. 3. Violent; outra

geous. Genºſis. 4. Paſſionate : angry, furious.

Shakeſ. 5. Strong; forcible. James.

FIERCELY. adv. [from fierce..] Violently ;

furiouſly. Knoller.

FIERCENESS.J. (from fierce.) 1. Ferocity,

ſavageneſ. Swift, 2. Eagerneſs for blood;

fury. Sidney. 3. Quickneſs to attack; keen

neſs in anger. Shakeſp. 4. Violence; outra

geous paſſion. Dryden.

FIERIFA CIAS. [In law.] A judicial writ, for

him that has recovered in an action of debt or

damages, to the ſheriff, to command him to

levy the debt, or the damages. Cowell.

FIERINESS.J. (from fiery.) 1. Hot qualities;

heat ; acrimony. Beyle. 2. Heat of temper;

intellectual ardour. Addiſºn.

FIERY. a. (from fire.] 1. Conſiſting of fire.

Spesſer. 2. Hot like fire. Shakeſp. 3. Vehe

ment; ardent ; active. Shakeſp. 4. Paffionate;

outrageous ; eaſily provoked. Shakeſp. 5. Un

reſtrained ; fierce. Dryden. 6. Heated by fire.

Hooker, Pope.

FIFE. ſ.ſffre, Fr.] A pipe blown to the drum.

Shakeſp.

FIFTEEN. a. (pyrryne, Sax.] Five and ten.

FIFTEENTH. a [pipteoda, Sax.] The ordi

nal of fifteen; the fifth after the tenth.

FIFTH. a. ſpirica, Sax.] 1. The ordinal of

five; the next to the fourth. 2. All the or

dinals are taken for the part which they ex

preſs: a fifth, a fifth part ; a third, a third

part. Swift.

FIFTHLY. adv.[from fifth.) In the fifth place.

FI'FTIETH. a. [ripted&opa, Sax.] The ordinal

of fifty. Newton.

FIFTY. a. [Flptrº, Sax.] Five tens. Locke.

FIG. ſ. [ficus, Lat. figue, Fr.) 1.A tree that bears

figs Pope. 2. The fruit of the fig tree. Arbuth.

To FIG. v. a. 1. To inſult with fico's or con

temptuous motions of the fingers. Shakeſp. z.

To put ſomething uſeleſs into one's head.

L'Eſtrange.

FIGAPPLE. ſ. A fruit. Mortimer.

FIGMARIGOLD. ſ. A plant. M Ier.

To FIGHT v. m. preter, fºught , part. paſſ.

fºught. [peohtan, Sax.] 1. To contend in

battle; to war ; to make war; to battle; to

contend in arms. Swift. 2. To combat; to

duel; to contend in ſingle fight. Eſdras. 3.

To act as a ſoldier in any caſe. Addiſon. 4.

To contend. Sandys.

To FIGHT. v. a. To war againſt , to combat

againſt. Dryden.

FIGHT. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Battle. 2. Com

bat; duel. Dryden. 3. Something to ſcreen

the combatants in ſhips. Dicf.

FIGHTER.J. [from fight.] Warriour; duelliſt.

Shakeſp.

FIGHTING. participial. a. [from fight.] 1.

Qualified for war ; fit for battle. Chronicles. 4.

Occupied by war. Pºpe.

F1 GMENT. ſ.[figmentum,Lat.]An invention;

a fiction; the idea feigned. Brown.

FIGPECKER. ſ. [ fig and peck.] A bird.

FIGULATE. a. (from figulus, L2t.] Made of

potters clay.

FIGURABLE. a. [from figure, Lat..] Capable

of being brought to certain form, and retained

in it. Thus lead isfigurable, but not water.

Bacon.

FICURATILITY, ſ (from ſºurabl:..] The

quality
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quality of being capable of a certain and ſtable

form.

FIGURAL. a. [from figure.) Repreſented by
delineation. Brown

FIGURATE. a. [figuratus, Lat.) 1. Of a cer

tain and determinate form. Bacon. 2 Reſem

bling anything of a determinate form. as,

figurative ſtones retaining the forms of ſhells

in which they were formed by the deluge.

FIGURATION. ſ. [ figuratus, Lat.) 1. De

termination to a certain form. Bacon, 2.

The aët of giving a certain form. Baron.

FIGURATIVE. a. [figuratif, Fr.) 1. Repre

ſenting ſomething elſe; typical; repreſenta

tive. Hooker. 2. Not literal. Stillingfleet. 3.

Full of figures; full of rhetorical exornations.

Dryden. -

FIGURATIVELY. adv. [from figurative.) By

a figure ; in a ſenſe different from that which

words originally in ply. Hammond.

FIGURE / [figura, Lat.) I The form of

anything as terminated by the outline Bºyle.

2. Shape ; form : ſemblance. Shakeſp. 3.

Perſon ; external form ; appearance mean or

grand Clariſſa. 4. Diſtinguiſhed appearance ;

eminence; remarkable character Addiſºn. 5.

A ſtatue ; an image ; ſomething formed in

reſemblance of ſomewhat elſe Addiſon. 6.

Repreſentations in painting. Dryden. 7. Ar

rangement ; diſpoſition ; modification. Watts.

8. A character denoting a number. Skakeſp.

Sºuth. 9. The horoſcope; the diagram of the

aſpects of the aſtrological houſes Shakeſp. to.

[In theology.) Type repreſentative. Rºmans

1 : [In rhetorick.j Any mode of ſpeaking in

which words are detorted from their literal and

primitive ſenſe. In ſtrict acceptation, the

change of a word is a trºpe, and any affection

of a ſentence a figure ; but they are generally

confounded by the exacteſt writers. Stilling fl.

12.. [In grammar.] Any deviation from the

rules of analogy or ſyntax.

To FIGURE. v. a. [figure, Lat § 1. To form

into any determinate ſhape. Bacon. ... To

ſhow by a corporeal reſemblance. Spenſer, 3.

To cover or adorn with figures. Shakeſp. 4. To

diverſify; to variegate with adventitious forms.

Shakeſp. 5. To repreſent by a typical or figu

rative reſemblance. Hooker, Donne 6 To

image in the mind Temple. 7. To prefigure ;

to foreſhow. Shakeſp. 8.To form figuratively;

to uſe in a ſenſe not literal. Lºcke.

FIGURE-FLINGER ſ. [figure and fing.) A

pretender to aſtrology. Collier.

F1 GWORT. ſ. fig and wort.) A plant Miller.

FILA'CEOUS.. a [from filum, Lat.] Conſiſting

of threads. Bacon.

FILACER. ſ. [flazarius, low Lat ). An off

cer in the Common Pleas, ſo called becauſe

he files thoſe writs whereon he makes proceſs

Harriſ.

F1 LAMENT. ſ. (flament, Fr filamentum,Lat §

A fler der thead ; a body ſlender and long

like a thread Brzeme.

FILBERT. ſ. A fine hazelnut with a thin ſhell.

D.rſet.

To FILCH. v. s. To ſteal to take by theft;

to pilfer. It is uſually ſpoken of petty thefts.

Spenſer, Barten.

FI'LCHER..ſ.. [from filth.] A thief; a petty
robber

FILE. ſ. ſ file, Fr J . A thread. Wottom. a. A

line on which papers are ſtrung to keep them

in order. Bacºn. 3. A catalogue; roll , ſeries.

Shakeſp. 4. A line of ſoldiers ranged one

behind another. Milten. 5 (Feol, Sax.] An

inſt ument to rub down prominences. AMoxen.

Fl LECUTTER. ſ.tfile and cuttar.) A maker
of files Moxon.

To FILE v. a. [from filum, a thread.) 1. To

ſtring upon a thread or wire. Arbuthner. 1.

To cut with a file. Ray. 3. To ſoul; to ſully ,

to pollute. Shakeſp.

To FILE v. n To march in a file, not abreaſt,

but one behind another. Blackmore.

FIT.I.M.O.T.ſ.A brown or yellow-brown colour.

Swift.

FILER. ſ. [from file.) One who files; one who

uſes the file in cutting metals.

FIL1AL. a. filial, Fr. filius, Lat.] 1. Pertain

ing to a ſon; befitting a ſon. Drydes. 2. Bear

ing the character or relation of a ſon. Milton.

FILIATION. ſ.[from filius, Lat.) The relation

of a ſon to a father; correlative to paternity.
Hale.

FIT.INGS / [from file.] Fragments rubbed off

by the file. Felton.

To FiLL. v. a [pyllan, Sax.] 1. To ſtore 'till

no more can be admitted. Samuel. 1. To ſtore

abundantly. Geneſs. 3. To ſatisfy , to content.

Cheyne. 4. To glut; to ſurfeit. Shakeſp. 5. Tº

Fill out. To pour out liquor for drink. 6. To

extend by ſomething contained. Dryden. 7. Tº

F1 Ll up. To make full. Pºpe. 8. To ſupply.

Addiſon. 9. To occupy by bulk. Burnet. 16.

To engage 3 to employ. Shakeſp.

To FiLL. v. n. 1. To give to drink. Shakeſp.

2. To grow full 3. To glut ; to ſatiate. Bacºn.

4. To Fill up. To grow full. Wºodward.

FILL. f. [from the verb., 1. As much as may

produce complete ſatisfaction. Fairfax. 2.

The place between the ſhafts of a carriage.

Mortimer. -

FILLER. / [from fill.] 1. Anything that fills up

rooom without uſe. Dryden. 1. One whoſe em

ployment is to fill veſſels of carriage. Mºrtin.

FI'LLET. ſ. (filet, Fr.) 1. A band tied round

the head or other part Dryden. 2. The fleſhy

part of the thigh : applied commonly to weal.

Dryden. 3. Meat rolled together, and tied

round. Shakeſp. 4. [In architecture.] A lit

tle member which appears in the ornaments

and mouldings, and is otherwiſe called liftel.

Harriſ

To Fl'LLET. v. a. ſ from the noun.] 1. To

bind with a bandage or fillet. 2. To adora

with an attragal. Exºdus.

To F I LLIP. v. a. To ſtrike with the nail of

the finger by a ſudden ſpring. Bacºn.

Fl'LLIP. J. (trom the verb.) A jerk of the

finger let go from the thumb.

FILLY,
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FrLLY.ſ. ſ ſhy, welſh.) 1. A young horſe or

mare. Suckling. 1. A young mare, oppoſed to

a colt or young horſe. Shakeſp.

FILM. ſ. (Fylmepa, Sax.] A thin pellicle or

ſkin. Graunt.

To FILM. v. a. [from the noun..] To cover

with a pellicle or thin ſkin. Shakeſp.

FILMY. a. [from film.] Compoſed of thin pel

licles. Pºpe.

To FILTER. v. a. [filtro, low Lat.) 1. To

defecate by drawing off liquor by depending

threads. 1. To ſtrain; to percolate. Grew

FILTER. ſ. [filtrum, Lat.] 1. A twiſt of thread

of which one end is dipped in the liquor to be

defecated, and the other hangs below the bot

tom of the veſſel, ſo that the liquor drips from

it. 2. A ſtrainer; a ſearce. Ray.

FILTH. f. ſplö, Saxon.) 1. Dirt; naſtineſs.

Sandys. 2. Corruption; groſſneſs; pollution.

Tilletſen.

FILTHILY. adv. [from filthy.) Naſtily; ſoully;

groſsly. L'Eſtrange.

FILTHINESS. ſ. [from filthy.] I. Naſtineſs;

foulneſs ; dirtineſs. Sidney. 2. Corruption ;

pollution. South.

FILTHY. a. [from filth.] 1. Naſty; foul; dirty;

Shakeſp. z Groſs; polluted. Dryden.

To FI LTRATE v. a. (from filter.] To ſtrain;

to percolate. Arbuthnot.

FILTRATION. ſ. (from filtrate.] A method

by which liquors are procured fine and clear.

Bºyle.

FIMBLE Hemp.f. [corrupted from female.]The

light ſummer hemp, that bears no ſeed, is

called fimble hemp. Mortiner.

FIN. f. ſpin, Sax.] The wing of a fiſh; the

limb by which he balances his body, and

moves in the water. Addiſºn.

FIN FOOTED. a. [fin and feet.] Palmipedous;

having feet with membranes between the toes.

Brown.

FINABLE. a. [from fine.] That admits a fine.

Hayward.

FINAL. a. [final, Fr.) 1. Ultimate; laſt.

Miſten. 2. Concluſive deciſive. Davies. 3.

Mortal; deſtructive. Spenſer, 4. Reſpecting

the end or motive. Collier.

FINALLY. adv. [from final.) 1. Ultimately;

laſtly ; in concluſion. Milton. 2. Completely;

without recovery. Sºuth.

FI NANCE. ſ. [Fr.] Revenue; incorne; profit.

at:17.

FI NANCIFR. ſ. [Fr.] One who collects or

farms the publick revenue,

F1 NARY. f [from 1, fine.] The ſecond forge

at the iron mills.

FINCH. ſ. [rinc, Sax.] A ſmall bird of which

we have three kinds, the goldfinch, chaifinch,

and bulfinch.

To FIND. v. a. [rioban, Sax.] 1. To obtain

by ſearching or ſeeking. Matthewſ. 1. To

obtain ſomething loſt. Shakeſp. 3. To meet

with ; to fall upon. Cowley. 4 To know by

experience. Cowley. 5. To diſcover by ſtudy.

C. wiley. 6. To diſcover what is hidden. Cºwley.

7. To hit on by chance; to perceive by acci

dent. Cowley. 8. To gain by any mental
endeavour. Cowley. 9. To remark; to ob

ſerve. Cowley. 19. To detect ; to deprehend;

to catch. Locke. i t . To reach ; to attain.

Cowley. 11. To meet. Cºwley. 3. To ſettle ;

to fix any thing in one's own opinion Cowley

14. To determine by judicial verdict. Shakeſp.

15. To ſupply ; to furniſh: as, he finds me

in money. 16. [In law.] To approve : as,

to find a bill. 17. To Fine himſelf. To be ,

to fare with regard to eaſe or pain. L'Efirange.

18 To F in D cut. To unriddle ; to ſolve.

Eccleſ afficut. 19 To diſcover ſomething hid

den Newtºn. zo. To obtain the knowledge

of. Dryden, 21. To invent; to excogitate.

Chronicles

FINDER, ſ [from find] ... One that meets or

falls upon any thing. Stakeſp. a. One that

picks up anything loſt. Craſhaw.

FINDFA ULT. ſ. (find and fault.) A cenſurer;

a caviller Shakeſp.

F1 NY. a. ſºynbº, Sax ) Piump , weighty ;

firm ; ſolid junius.

FINE, a [finne, Fr.) 1. Not coarſe. Spenſer.

2. Refined ; pure ; free from droſs. Ezra.

3. Subtle; thin; tenuous: as, the fine ſpirits

evaporate. 4. Refined ; ſubtilely excegitated.

Temple. 5. Keen ; thin ; ſmoothly ſharp.

Bacon. 6. Clear; pellucid ; tranſparent: as,

the wine is fine. 7. Nice : exquiſite; deli

cate. Davies. 8. Artful; dexterous. Bacon. 9.

Fraudulent; ſly; knaviſhly ſubtle. fº.

Tale io. Elegant with elevation. Dryden.

1 1. Beautiful with dignity. , 11. Accompliſh

ed; elegant of manners. Feltºn. 13. Showy;

ſplendid. Swift.

FINE. ſ. [fin, Cimbr.] I. A mulæ a pecuni

ary puniſhment. Davies. 1. Penalty. Shakeſp.

3. Forfeit 5 mony paid for any exemption or

liberty. Pºpe. 4. The end , concluſion. Sidney.

To FINE. º. a. [from fine, the adjective.} t.

To refine; to purity. job. 2. To embelliſh;

to decorate. Shafeſp. 3. To makc leſs coarſe.

Mortimer, 4. To make tranſparent. Martimer.

5. To puniſh with pecuniary penalty. Lºcke.

To FINE. v. a. To pay a tine. Oldham.

To FINEDRA’W. v. a. (fine and dracº J. To

ſow up a rent with ſo much nicety that it is

not perceived.

FINEDRA wer. ſ. [rom finedraw.) One

whoſe buſineſs is to ſow up rents,

PIN EFI NGERED. a. fine and finger.] Nice;

artſul , exquiſite. Spenſer.

FINELY. adv. (from fine.] 1. Beautifully;

elegantly. Addiſºn. 1. Keenly; ſharply , with

a thin edge or point. Peacham. 3. Not

coarſely ; not meanly ; gaily. Bacon. 4. In

ſmall parts ; ſubtitcly; not groſsly. Bºyle. 5.

Wretchedly.

FI'NENESS. f. [from ſne.) 1. Elegance; beau

ty; delicacy. Sidney. 2. Show; ſplendour;

gaiety of appearance. Decay ºf Piety. 3.

Subtility; art ulneſs; ingenuity Shakeſp. 4.

Purity; freedom from droſs or baſe mixtures.

Bacºn.

Fi NERY.
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FI'NERY. ſ (from fine.) 1. Show; ſplendour of

appearance. Southern.

FINESSE. ſ. [French.] Artifice ; ſtratagem.

Hayward.

FINER. ſ. [from fine.) One who purifies me
tals. Proverbs.

FI'NGER. ſ. (Fingen, Sax.] 1. The flexible

member of the hand by which men catch and

hold Keil. 1. A ſmall meaſure of extenſion.

Milkins 3. The hand; the inſtrument of

work. 17' aller.

To FINGER v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To

touch lightly ; to toy with. Grew. 2. To

touch unfeaſonably or thieviſhly. South. 3. To

touch an inſtrument of muſick. Shakeſp. 4.

To perform any work exquiſitely with the

fingers. Spesſer.

FINGLE FANGLE.

Hudibrar.

FI NICAI. a. [ſrom fin, J Nice; ſoppiſh Shake.

FINICALLY. adv. [from finical.] Foppiſhly

FI'NICALL NESS. ſ. [from finical J Superflu

ous nucety.

To Fi’NISH. v. a. [finir, Fr.) 1. To bring to

the end purpoſed; to complete Lake. 2. To

perfeº to poliſh to the excellency intended.

B/ack more.

FINISHER. / [from finiſh.) 1. Performer ;

accompliſher. Shakeſp. 1. One that puts an

end. Hoºker. 3. One that completes or per

‘ects. Hebrews.

FINITE. a. [finitur, Lat.] Limited , bounded.
Brrºrn.

FINITELESS. a. [ from finite. J Without

bounds; unlimited. Brºwn.

FINITELY. adv. (from finite.] Within certain

limits; to a certain degree. Stilling fleet.

FINITENESS. ſ [from finite.) Limitation: con

finement within certain boundaries. Norris.

FINITUDE. ſ. [from finite.) Limitation; con

finement within certain boundaries. Cheyne.

FINLESS. a. [fºom fin.] Without fins. Shakeſ

FI'N LIKE, a [fin and like J Formed in imita

tion of fins. Dryden.

F1'NN} D. a. [from fin ) Having broad edges

ſpread out on either ſide. Martíner.

FINNY. a. [from fin.) Furniſhed with fins;

formed for the element of water. Blackmore.

FINTO'ED. a. [fin and tee) Palmipedous ,

having a membrane between the toes. Ray.

FINOCHIO / Fennel.

Fi PPLE / [Irom fibula, Lat.) A ſtopper Bacºn

FIR. ſ. (fyrr, Welſh.) The tree of which deal

boards are made. Pºpe.

FIRE. ſ. ſpyn, Sax ) i. The igneous element.

2. Any thing burning. Cowley. 3. A confla

gration of towns or countries. Granville. 4.

Flame; light; luſtre. Shakeſp. 5. Torture

by burning Prior. 6. The puniſhment of the

damned. Iſaiah. 7. Any thing that inflames

the paſſions. Shakeſp. 8. Ardour of temper

Atterkary. 9. Livelineſs of imagination; vi

gour of fancy , nirit of ſentiment. Cowley,

13. The paſſion of love. Dryden, Shadwell.

* 1, Erupten or impoſthumations: as, St.

f [from far gle.] A trifle.

Anthony's fire. 11. Tº ſet Fi ºr ºn, or ſet ºs

Fire. To kindle ; to inflame. Taylºr.

FIREARMS. ſ. [fire and armr.) Arms which

owe their efficacy to fire; guns. Clarenden.

FIREBALL. ſ. [fire and ball.] A grenado ; a

ball filled with combuſtibles, and burſting

where it is thrown. South.

FIREBRUSH. ſ. [fire and braſb.] The bruſh

. hangs by the fire to ſweep the hearth.

ºutfit.

FIREDRAKE. ſ. [fire and drake.] A fiery

ſerpent. Drayton.

FIRER. ſ. [from fire.] An incendiary. Career.

FIRESIDR.J. [fire and ſide.) The hearth; the

chimney. Prior.

FIRESTICK. ſ.ſ fire and ſlick.] A lighted ſtick

or brand. Digby.

FIREWORK. ſ. [fire and work.] Shows of

fire 5 pyrotechnical performances. Brews.

To FIRE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To ſet on

fire; to kindle. Hayward. 2. To inflame

the paſſions; to animate. Dryden. 3. To

drive by fire. Shakeſp.

To FIRE. v. n. 1. To take fire to be kindled.

2. To be inflamed with paſhon. 3. To diſ

charge any fire-arms.

FIREHRA’ND. ſ. [fire and brand.) 1. A piece

of wood kindled. L'Eſtrange. 2. An incen

diary; one who inflames factions. Bacon.

FIRECROSS. ſ. (fire and croſs.) A token in

Scotland for the nation to take arms. Haywººd.

FIRELOCK. ſ. [fire and lºck ] A ſoldier's gun;

.." diſcharged by ſtriking ſteel with flint.

ar.

frºmAN.J. [fire and man.] 1. One who is

employed to extinguiſhº houſes. Gay.

2. A man of violent paſſions. Tatler.

FIRENEW. a. [fire and new.] New from the

forge ; new frºm the melting-houſe. Shakeſp.

FIREPAN. ſ. [fire and pan.j 1. A pan for

holding fire. 2. [In a gun.] The receptacle

for the priming powder.

FIRESHiP. ſ (fire and ſhip.] A ſhip filled

with combuſtible matter to fire the veſſels of

the enemy. Wiſeman -

FIRESHOVEL. J. [fire and ſhºvel.] The in

ſtrument with which the hot coals are thrown.

Brown.

FI RESTONE. ſ. [fire and ſtone..] The firefºre,

or pyrites, is a compound metallick toffil,

compoſed of vitriol, ſulphur, and an unme

tallick earth, but in very different proportions

in the ſeveral maſſes. It has its name of

pyrites, or fireſtone, from its giving fire on

being ſtruck againſt a ſteel much more freely

than a flint will do. Hill.

FIREwe).O.D. ſ. [fire and weed.] Wood to

burn; fewel.

FIRING. ſ. (from fire.]. Fewel. Mertimer.

To FIRK. v. 4. [from fºrio, Lat.] To whip ;

to beat. Hudibras.

F1'RKIN. J. [from reopen, Sax.] 1 A veſſel

containing nine gallons. Arbuthnot. 1. A ſmall

veſſel Denham,

FIRM.
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FIRM. a. [firmur, Lat.] 1. Strong ; not eaſily

pierced or ſhaken; hard, oppoſed to ſoft Cleav.

2. Conſtant; ſteady ; reſolute ; fixed; un

ſhaken. Tilletſen, Walſh.

To FIRM. v. a. [firms, Lat.) 1. To ſettle;

to confirm; to eſtabliſh ; to fix. Knolles. 2.

To fix without wandering. Spenſer.

FIRMAMENT. ſ. [firmanentum, Lat.] The

ſky; the heavens. Raleigh.

FIRMAME NTAL. a. (from firmanent ) Ce

leſtial ; of the upper regions. Dryden. -

FIRMLY. adv. [from firm.) 1. Strongly im

penetrably ; immoveably. Newton. 2. Steadi

ly ; conſtantly. Addiſon. -

F1'RMN ESS. ſ. [from firm.) 1. Stability ;

hardneſs; compactneſs; ſolidity. Burnet. 2.

Durability. Hayward. 3. Certainty ; ſound

neſs. Sºuth. 4. Steadineſs ; couſtancy; reſo

lution. Roſcommon.

FIRST. a. ſpinrt, Sax.] 1. The ordinal of one.

Shakeſp. z. Earlieſt in time. Heb. Prior. 3.

Higheſt in dignity. Daniel. 4. Great; excel

lent. Shakeſp. -

FIRST, adv. i. Before any thing elſe; earlieſt.

Dryden. 2. Before any other confideration.

Bacon. 3. At the beginning , at firſt. Bentley.

FIRST-GOT. ſ. [from firſt and be

FIRST-BEGOTTEN. S. got.] The eldeſt of

children. Milton

FIRST-FRUITS. ſ. [firſt and fruit: ) i. What

the ſeaſon firſt produces or matures of any kind.

Priºr. 2. The firſt profits of any thing. Bacon.

3. The earlieſt effect of any thing. Milton.

FIRSTLING.ſ. [from firſt.) That which is firſt

produced or brought forth. Deuteronomy.

FIRSTLING. ſ. [from firſt.] ... The firſt pro

duce or offspring. Miltºn. 2. The thing firſt

thought or done. Shakeſp.

FISCAL. ſ. [from fiſcus.) Exchequer; revenue
Bacon. - -

FISH. ſ. ſpirc, Sax.] An animal that inhabits

the water. Shakeſp. Creech. -

To FISH. v. n 1. To be employed in catching

fiſhes. 2. To endeavour at any thing by arti

fice Shakeſp. -

To FISH. v. a. To ſearch water in queſt of fiſh.

Swift. -

FISH-HOOK. ſ. [fiſh and hook.] A hook baited.

reqrz.

FISH-POND. ſ. [fiſh and pond.) A ſmall pool

for fiſh. AMortimer. -

FISHER. ſ. (from fiſh.) One who is employed

in catching fiſh. Sandys.

FI'SHER-BOAT. ſ. [fiſher and boat.) A boat

employed in catching fiſh.

FI SHERMAN. ſ. [ſ/her and man.] One whoſe

employment and livelihood is to catch fiſh.

Mailer.

FISHERTOw N. f. ff/her and to run.] A town

inhabited by fiſhermen. Clarendon.

F1'SHERS-COAT. ſ. [fiſher and coat.] A coat

worn by a fiſher, job.

FISHERY. ſ. (from fiſher.] The buſineſs of

catching fiſh. Addiſºn. - -

Fish FUL. a. [from jb.] Abounding with fiſh.

Camden.

To FISHIFY. v. a. [from fiſh.] To turn to

fiſh. Shakeſp.

º [from fiſh.) Commodity oftaking
. Spenſer.

FI'SHKETTLE. ſ. ſ fiſh and kettle.] A caldron

made long for the fiſh to be boiled without

bending. Grew.

Fºal. J. [ſ/b and meal.] Diet of fiſh.

Sharp.

FISHMONGER. ſ. [from fiſh.] A dealer in
fiſh. Carew.

FISHY, a ſfrom fiſh.) 1. Conſiſting of fiſh.

Pºpe. 2. Having the qualities of fiſh. Brown.

F1'SSILE. a. ſſiſſilir, Lat.] Having the grain in

a certain direction, ſo as to be cleft. Newton.

FISSILITY. ſ. [from fiſſile.] The quality of

admitting to be cloven.

FISSURE. ſ. [ fiſſura, Lat, fiſſure, Fr.] A cleft;

a narrow chaſm where a breach has been

made. Woodward.

To . FISSURE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

cleave ; to make a fiſſure. Wiſeman.

FIST / [Fira, Sax.] The hand clenched with

the fingers doubled down. Denham.

To FIST v. a. 1. To ſtrike with the fiſt. Dryd.

* To gripe with the fiſt Shakeſp.

FISTINUT. ſ. A piſtachio nut.

FISTICUFFS. ſ. [ſiſt and cuff.] A battle with
the fiſt. More.

FISTUL.A. ſ. [fºule, Fr.) 1. A finuous ulcer

callous within. Mºſeman. 2. Fistu la La

chrºmalir. A diſorder of the canals leading

from the eye to the noſe, which obſtructs the

natural progreſs of the tears, and makes them

trickle down the cheeks. Sharp. .

FI STULAR. a. [from fiftula.] Hollow like a

pipe.

FI'STULOUS. a. [fºuleux, Fr.] Having the

nature of a fiſtula. Mºſeman.

FIT. ſ. 1. A paroxyſm or exacerbation of any

inºrmittent diſtemper. Sharp. 2. Any ſhort

return after intermiſſion; interval. Rogerſ. 3.

Any violent affection of mind or body Spenſer.

4. Diſorder; diſtemperature. Shakeſp. 5. The

hyſterical diſorders of women, and the convul
ſions of children.

FIT. a. i Qualified ; proper, Cowley. 2. Con

venient; meet; proper; right. Boyle.

To FIT. v. a. (vitten, Flemiſh. I 1. To ac

commodate to any thing; to ſuit one thing

to another. Penham. 2. To accommodate .

perſon,with any thing. Wiſeman. 3. To be

adapted to ; to ſuit any thing. Shakeſp. 4.

To F it out. To furniſh; to equip. Dryden.

5. To Fit up. To furniſh; to make proper

for uſe. Pope.

To FIT. v. n. To be proper; to be fit. Pºpe.

FITCH. f. A ſmall kind of wild pea. Tuffer.

Fl'TCHA.T. W. ſ. [ſſau, Fr.] A ſtinking little

FITCHEW. S. beaſt, that robs the henrooſt and

warren; a pole cat.

FIT FUL, a fit and full.] Varied by parox

ſms. Shakeſp.

FITLY. adv. [from fit..] I. Properly; juſtly :

reaſonably. Tillot. 2. Commodiouſly; meetiy.
Donne. Q-4 FIT.
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FITNESS. ſ [from fit J 1. Propriety; meet

neſs; juſtneſs; reaſonableneſs. Hºoker. 2.

Convenience; commodity; the ſtate of being

fit. Shakeſp. -

F1 TMENT. ſ. ſſrom fit.] something adapted

to a particular purpoſe Shakeſp.

FITTER. / (from fit.) 1. The perſon or thing

that confers fitneſs for anything. Mortimer.

2. A ſmall piece.

FITZ. ſ. (Norman 1 A ſon; as, Fitzherbert, the

ſon of Herbert; Fitzrºy, the ſon of the king

It is commonly uſed of illegitimate children.

FIVE. a. [rip, Sax.] Four and one; half of ten.

ryden

FIVELEAved Graft. ſ. Cinquefoil; a ſpecies

of clover.

FIVES, ſ. 1. A kind of play with a bowl. 2. A

diſeaſe of horſes. Shakeſp.

To FIX. v. a. [fixer, Fr.) 1. To make faſt,

firm, or ſtable. Milton. 2. To ſettle; to eſta

bliſh invariably, Temple. 3. To direct without

variation. Dryden. 4. To deprive of volatility

Lºcke. 5. To pierce; to transfix. Sandyſ. 6.

To withhold from motion.

To FIX. v. n. 1. To determine the reſolution.

Lºcke. 2. To reſt; to ceaſe to wander. Waller.

3. To loſe volatility, ſo as to be malleable.

Bacºn

FLYA TION. ſ. [Fr.) 1. stability; firmneſs;

ſteadineſs. K. Charleſ. 1. Reſidence in a cer

tain place. Raleigh. 3. Confinement; forbear

ance of excurſion. Watts. 4. Want of volati

lity ; deſtruction of volatility. Bacon. 5. Re

dućtion from fluidity to firmneſs. Glanville.

FIXEDLY. adv. [from fixed.] Certainly , firm

ly. Lºcke.

FIXEDNESS. ſ. ſſrom fixed.) 1. Stability;

firmneſs. 1. Want or loſs of volatility. Locke.

3. Solidity; coherence of parts. Bently. 4

Steadineſs; ſettled opinion or* K.

Charles.

FIX1 DITY.'ſ Coherence of parts. Boyle.

Fix ITY. ſ. [fix tº, Fr.] Coherence of parts.

Newton.

FIXURE, ſ, [from fix.) 1. Poſition. Shakeſp.

2. Stable preſſure. Shakeſp. 3. Firmneſs; ſta

ble ſtate. Shakeſp.

FI'ZGIG. ſ. A kind Öf dart or harpoon with

which ſeamen ſtrike fiſh.

FLA'EBY. a. (flaccidus, Lat. Soft ; not firm.

Arbuthnot.

FLABILE. a. [fiabilis, Lat.) Subject to be

blown.

FLACCD, a [flaccidus, Lat.] Weak; limber;

not ſtiff, lax; not tenſe. Hºlder

FLACCI DITY...ſ. (from flaccid J Laxity; lim

berneſs; want of tenſion. Pºiſeman.

To FLAG. v. n [flaggeren, Dutch..] 1. To

hang looſe without ſtiffneſs or tenſion. Bºyle. 2.

To grow ſpiritleſs or dejected. Swift. 3. To

grow feeble ; to loſe vigour. Ben. 7.hnſºn.
To F LAG. v. a. i. To let fall; to ſuffer to

droop. Prior. 2. To lay with broad ſtone. Sand.

FLAG. ſ. [from the verb.j 1: A water plan

with a broad bladed leaf and yellow flower.

Sandys. 1. The colours or enſign of a ſhip or

land forces. Temple. 3. A ſpecies of ſtone

uſed for ſmooth pavements. Meedward.

FLAG-BROOM. ſ. [from flag and breem..] A

broom for ſweeping flags or pavements.

FLAG-OFFICER. ſ. [flag and ºfficer.] A com

mander of a ſquadron Addiſºn.

FLAG-SHIP. f. [flag and ſhip.]. The ſhip in
which the commander of a fleet is.

FLAG-WORM. f. t.flag and worm.] A grub

bred in watry places among flags or ſedge.

Walton.

FLAGELET. ſ. [flageolet, Fr.] A ſmall flute.

Mºre.

FLAGELLATION. ſ. The uſe of the ſcourge.

Garth.

FLAGGINESS. ſ. [from flaggy.] Laxity; lim

berneſs.

FLAGGY. a. [from flag.) 1... weak; lax;

limber; not ſtiff; not tenſe. Dryden. 1.

Weak in taſte; inſipid. Bacºw.

FLAGITIOUS, a [from flagitium, Lat.]wick.

ed; villainous; atrocious. Roſcommºn.

FLAGITIOUSNESS. ſ. [ from flagities. J

Wickedneſs; villainy.

FLA'GON. ſ. [flacon, Fr.) A veſſel of drink

with a narrow mouth. Roſcommon.

FLAGRANCY. ſ. [flagrantia, Lat..] Burning

heat; fire. Bacon.

FLA'GRANT. a. [flagrant, Lat.) 1. Ardent;

burning; eager. Hooker. 2. Glowing; fluſhed.

Pope. 3. Red ; imprinted red. Prior. 4. No

torious; flaming. Smith.

FLAGRATION. ſ. [flagrº, Lat.) Burning.

FLAGSTAFF. ſ. [flag and ſtaff.] The ſtaff

on which the flag is fixed. Dryden.

FLAIL. ſ. [flagellum, Lat.] The inſtrument

with which grain is beaten out of the ear.

Dryden.

FLAKE. ſ. [floccur, Lat.) 1. Any thing that

appears looſely held together. Grew. 2. A

ſtratum ; layer; lamina. Sandys.

FLA KY. a. [from flake ) i. Looſely hanging

together. Blackmore. 2. Lying in layers of

ſtrata ; broken into laminae.

FLAM. ſ. A faiſhood; a lye ; an illuſory pre

text. South.

To FLAM. v. a. [from the noun.] To deceive

with a lye. South.

FLAMBEAU. ſ. [French.] A lighted torch.

Dryden.

FLAME. ſ. [flamma, Lat.] 1. Light emitted

from fire. Cowley. z. Fire. Cowley. 3. Ardour

of temperor imagination; brightneſs of fancy,

Pº'aller. 4. Ardour of inclination. Pºpe. 5.

Paſſion of love. Cowley.

To FLAME. v. n. 1. To ſhine as fire ; to

burn with emiſſion of light. Milton. 2. To

ſhine like flame. Priºr. 3. To break out in

violence of paſſion.

FLAMECOLOURED. a. [fame and colºur.]

Of a bright yellow colour. Peachan.

FLAMEN.J. [Latin.] A prieſt; one that off

ciates in ſolemn offices. Pºpe.

FLAMMATION. ſ. [flammatio, Lat. The aë

of ſetting on flame. Brown.

FLAM
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LAMMABILITY. ſ. [flamma, Lat] the

quality of admitting to be ſet on fire. Brown.

FLA'MMEOUS. a. [flammeur, Lat.] Conſiſting
of flame. Brswn.

FLAMMIFEROUS. a.[flaminifer, Lat.]Bring

ing flame. Dić7.

FLAMMI'VOMOUS. a. [flamma, and veno,

Lat.] Vomiting out flame.

FLA'MY. a. [from flame.] 1. Inflamed; burn

ing ; flaming. Sidney. 2. Having the nature

of flame. Bacon.

FLANC. ſ. [flanc, Fr.) 1. That part of the

fide of a quadruped near the hinder thigh.

Peacham. 1. [In men.) The lateral part of

the lower belly. Pºpe. 3. The ſide of any army

or fleet. Hayward. 4. [In fortification.] That

part of the baſtion which reaches from the

curtain to the face. Harris.

To FLANK. v. a. 1. To attack the ſide of a

battalion or fleet. 2. To be poſted ſo as to

overlook or command any paſs on the ſide ;

to be on the ſide. Dryden.

FLANKER. ſ. (from flank.] A fortification

justing out ſo as to command the fide of a

body marching to the aſſault. Knoller.

To FLANKER. v. a. [flanquer, Fr.] To

defend by lateral fortifications

FLANNEL. ſ. [gwlanen, Welſh ) A ſoft nappy

ſtuff of wool. Shakeſp.

FLAP. ſ. [laeppe, Sax.] 1. Any thing that hangs

broad and looſe. Sharp. 2. The motion of any

thing broad and looſe. 3. A diſeaſe in horſes.

Farrier's Dići.

To FLAP. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To beat

with a flap, as flies are beaten. L'Eſtrange. 2.

To move with a flap or noiſe. Dryden, Tickel.

To FLAP. v. n. 1. To ply the wings with

noiſe. L'Eſtrange. 2. To fall with flaps or

broad parts depending. Gay.

FLAPPRAGON. ſ. 1. A play in which they

catch raiſins out of burning brandy. 2. The

things eaten at flapdragon. Shakeſp.

To FLAPDRAGON. v. a. (from the noun.]To

ſwallow; to devour. Shakeſp.

FLAPEARED. a. [flap and ear.] Having

looſe and broad ears. Shakeſp

To FLARE. v. n. (from federen, to flutter.

Dutch..] 1. To flutter with a ſplendid ſhow.

Shakeſp. z. To glitter with a tranſient luſtre.

Herbert. 3. To glitter offenſively. Milton. 4.

To be in too much light. Prior.

FLASH. ſ. [+º,Minſberg.]1. A ſudden, quick,

tranſitory blaze. Roſcommon. 2. Sudden burſt

of wit or merriment. Rºgers. 3. A ſhort tran

fient ſtate. Bacon. 4. A body of water driven

by violence.

To FLASH v. n. 1. To glitter with a quick

and tranſient flame. Boyle. 1. To burſt out into

any kind of violence. Shakeſp. 3. To break out

into wit, rnerriment, or bright thought. Felton.

To FLASH v a. To ſtrike up large Bodies of

water. Carew.

PI.A.S.H.E.R. J., [from flaſh.] A man of more

appearance of wit than reality.

Fº SHILY, adv, [from flaſhy.] With empty
ow.

PLASHY. a. [from fiaſh.] 1. Empty; not

ſolid; ſhowy without ſubſtance. Digby. 1. In

ſpid ; without force or ſpirit. Bacon.

FLASK. f. [flaſque, Fr.] 1. A bottle; a veſſel.

King. 2. A powder-horn Shakeſp.

FLASKET. ſ. (from flaſk.] A veſſel in which

viands are ſerved. Pºpe.

FLAT. a. [plat, Fr J . . . Horizontally level,

without inclination. Addiſon. 2. Smooth;

without protuberances. Bacon. 3. Without

elevation. Miltºn. 4. Level with the ground.

Sºuth. 5. Lying horizontaily proſtrate; lying

along. Daniel 6. (In painting. Without re

lief , without prominence of the figures. 7.

Taſteleſs; inſipid ; dead. Philips. 8. Dull;

unanimated ; frigid. Bacon. 9. Depreſſed;

ſpiritleſs; dejected. Milton. Io. Unpleaſing ,

taſteleſs; Atterbury. 1 1. Peremptory; ab

ſolute ; downright. Spenſer, Herbert. 12.

Not ſhrill ; not acute ; not ſharp in ſound.

Bacon.

FLAT. ſ. 1. A level; an extended plane. Watt.

2. Even ground ; not mountainous. Miltºn. 3.

A ſmooth low ground expoſed to inundations.

Shakeſp. 4. Shallow ; ſtrand; place in the ſea

where the water is not deep. Raleigh. 5. The

broad ſide of a blade. Dryden. 6. Depreſſion

of thought or language. Dryden. 7. A ſurface

without relief, or prominences. Bentley.

To FLAT. v. a. from the noun | 1. To level;

to depreſs; to make broad and ſmooth. Creech.

2. To make vapid. Bacon.

To FLAT. v. n. 1. To grow flat; oppoſed to

ſwell. Temple. 2. To render unanimated or

vapid. King Charler.

FLAT.LONG. adv. flat and lºng J with the

flat downwards; not edgewiſe. Shakeſp.

FLATLY. adv. [from flat.) 1. Horizontally;

without inclination. 2. Without prominence or

elevation. 3. Without ſpirit: dully ; rigidly.

4. Peremptorily; downright. Daniel.

FLATNESS. ſ. [from flat ) i. Evenneſs; level

extenſion. 2. Want of relief or prominence.

Addiſon. 3. Deadneſs; inſipidity; vapidneſs.

Mertimer. 4. Dejection of ſtate; Shakeſp. 5.

Dejection of mind; want of life. 6. Dulneſs;

inſipidity; frigidity. Collier. 7. The contrary to

ſhrillneſs or acuteneſs of ſound. Bacon.

To FLATTEN. v. a. [from flat.) 1. To make

even or level, withoutprominence or elevation.

2. To beat down to the ground. Martimer. 3.

To make vapid. 4. To deject ; to depreſs ;

to diſpirit.

To FLATTEN. v. n. 1. To grow even or level.

2. To grow dull and inſipid. L'Eſtrange.

FLA’TTER. ſ. (from flat.) The workman or

inſtrument by which bodies are flattened.

To FLATTER. v. a. [flater, Fr.) 1. Fo ſooth

with praiſes; to pleaſe with blandiſhments.

Shakeſp. z. To praiſe falſely. 1 eung. 3. To

pleaſe; to ſooth. Dryden. 4. To raiſe falſe

hopes. Milton.

FLATTERER. ſ. [from flatter.] One who

flatters; a fawner, a wheedler. Swift.

Q_q 4 FLAT
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PLATTERY., f: [ſlaterie, Fr.) Falſe praiſe;

artful obſequiouſneſs. Young.

FLATTISH. a. ſtrom flat.j Somewhat flat;

approaching to flatneſs. Mºodward

FLATULENCY. f. (from flatulent.) 1... windi

neſs: fulneſs of wind. Arbuthnot. 1. Empti

neſs ; vanity ; levity ; airineſs. Glanville.

FLATULENT. a. Iſlatulentuſ,) Lat. 1. Tur

gid with air ; windy. Arbuthnot. 1. Fmpty;

vain; big without ſubſtance or reality; puffy.

Dryden.

FLATUO'SITY. ſ. [Åatueſté, Fr.) windineſs;

fulneſs of air. Bacºn.

FLATUOUS. a. [from flatus, Lat.) Windy;
full of wind. Bacon.

FLA"TU.S. ſ. (Latin.] wind gathered in any

cavities of the body. Quincy.

FLATWISE. adv. With the flat downwards;

not the edge. M'codward.

To FLAUNT. v. n . To make a fluttering

ſhow in apparel. Boyle. 1. To be hung with

ſomething looſe and flying Pºpe.

FLAUNT. ſ. Any thing looſe and airy. Shakeſp.

FLAVOUR. ſ. 1. Power of pleaſing the taſte.

Addiſon. 2. Sweetncis to the ſmell; odour;

fragrance. Dryden.

FLA'VOUROUS. a. [from flavour.) 1. De

lightful to the palate. Dryden. 2. Fragrant;
odorous.

FLAW. ſ. 1. A crack or breach in any thing.

Boyle. 2. A fault ; defect. Dryden. 3. A

ſudden guſt; a violent blaſt. CŞapman, 4. A

tumult; a tempeſtuous uproar. Dryden. 5. A

ſudden commotion of mind. Shakeſp.

To FLAW. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To break,

to crack ; to damage with fiſſure. Boyle. 2. To

break; to violate. Shakeſp.

FLAWLESS. a. [from flar, l without cracks;

without defects. Peyſe.

FLAWN ſ. [plena, Sax.] A ſort of cuſtard ; a

pie baked in a diſh.

To FLA'WTER. v. a. To ſcrape or pare a ſkin.

Ainſworth.

FLA'WY. a. [from flaw.] Full of flaws.

FLAX. ſ. [rleax, plex, Sax.] I. The fibrous

plant of which the fineſt thread is made.

AMiller. 2. The fibres of flax cleanſed and

combed for the ſpinner. Dryden.

FLAXCOMB / [ft.x and cºmb.] The inſtru

ment with which the fibres of flax are cleanſ

ed from the brittle parts.

FLAXDRESSER, ſ (fax and dreſs.] He that

preparc's flax for the ſpinner.

PLAXEN a ſtrom flax ) . Made of flax.

Sharp 2. Fair, long and flowing. Addiſon.

FLAX w.r.l.D. ſ. A plant. -

To FLAY. v. a. ſ.vlaen, Dutch..] 1. To ſtrip

off the ſkin. Raleigh. 1. To take off the ſkin,

or ſurface of any thing. Swift.

FLAYER. ſ. [ſom flay.] He that ſtrips of the

ſkin of any thing.

FLEA. ſ. (Flea, Sax.] A ſmall black infect re

markable for its agility in leaping. Bacºn.

To FLEA. v. a. [from the noun..] To clean

from ficas.

FLEABANE. ſ. ſ.ſlea and bane.] A plant.

PLEABITE. Q. f. [flea and bite.) 1. Bed

FLE'AbitiNG. ! marks cauſed by fleas. Wiſe.

2. A ſmall hurt or pain like that cauſed by

the ſting of a fiea. Harvey.

FLEABITTEN. a. [flea and bite.] 1. Stung

by fleas. 2. Mean; worthleſs. Cleaveland,

FLE.A.K. ſ. [from fºccus, Lat..] A ſmall lock,

thread, or twiſt. More.

FLP.A.M. f. An inſtrument uſed to bleed cattle,

which is placed on the vein, and then driven

by a blow.

FLE AWORT. ſ. [flea and wort.) A plant
AM1/ler.

To FLECK. v. a. [fleck, German, a ſpot.] To

ſpot to ſtreak ; to ſtripe; to dapple. Sandyſ.

To KLECKER. v. a. [from fleck.) To ſpot; to
mark with ſtrokes or touches. Shakeip".

FLED. The preterite and participle of flee Priºr.

FLEDGE. a. [fiederen, to fly, Dutch.j Full

feathered ; able to fly. Herbert.

To FLEDGE. v a [from the adjective..] To

furniſh with wings; to ſupply with feathers.
Pope.

To FLEE. v. n. pret fled. To run from danger;

to have recourſe to thelter. Geneſis, Tillºtſ”.

FLEECE. ſ. [rlyr, pler, Sax) As much wool

as is ſhorn from one ſheep. Shakeſp.

To FLEECE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

clip the fleece off a ſheep 2. To ſtrip; tº

pull; to plunder, as a ſheep is robbed of his

wool. Addiſon.
-

FLEECED, a [from fleece.) Having fleeces of

wool. Spenſer.

FLEECY. a. [irom fleece.] Woolly; covered
with wool. Prior. -

to fleer J. A. friensian, to trifle, Sºl

1. To mock; to ºbe; to jeſt with inſolen."

and contempt. Swift. 1. To leer: to gº"
with an air of civility. Fºn.

FLEER / ºr ... rero Mººkery tº

preſſed ci.lv, it wºrds or looks. Shºp "

A deceitſui grin of civility. Sºut".

FLEERER. J. [from fleer A ºncºse: ; *
fawner.

-

FLEET. Fleor. Flot. Are all "erº **

the Saxon Eleot, which ſignifies a bayº gunph.

Gibſon's Camden.

fleet f: [Flota, sax.) A company of flºº"

navy. Prior. inlet of

FLEET.ſ [r]ect, sax.] A creek; an in!"
water. AMortimer.

- - -

FLEET. ... .swiſt of pace ; quick; minº

active sºft, clarendan. 1: (Inhº.

bandry of ſome provinces.] Lºº's º:
ally fruitfol Mortimer. 3. Skimming the

ſurface. Martimer.

To FLEET. v n. (rlotan, Sax.] 1. To fly
ſwiftly ; to *...;|..” To be in a

ſient ſt-te. D, alltº .

tº."...ºne water. Sººſ".

1. To live merrily, or palºº"..º
Shaº. 3 finine country].”º

Fºſsétistij (tromſkº “"“”

ſkimming bow!. FLEETLY.
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* FLEETLY. adv. [from fleet.] Swiftly; nim

bly; with ſwift pace.

FLEETNESS. ſ. [from fleet.] Swiftneſs of

courſe; nimbleneſs; celerity.

FLESH. f. [Floec, Sax.] I. The body diſtin

guiſhed from the ſoul. Davies. z. The muſ.

des diſtinguiſhed from the ſkin, bones, ten

don, New Teſtament. 3. Animal food diſ

tinguiſhed from vegetable. Locke. 4. The

body of beaſts or birds uſed in food, diſtinct

from fiſhes. Brown. 5. Animal nature. Gen.

6 Carnality; corporeal appetites. Smalridge.

7. A carnal ſtate; worldly diſpoſition. Romanſ.

8. Near relation. 3. 9. The outward

or literal ſenſe. The Orientals termed the

immediate or literal ſignification of any pre

ceptor type the fleſh, and the remote or typi

cal meaning the ſpirit. This is frequent in

St Paul john.

To FLESH. v. a. i. To initiate. Gov. of the

Tºgue, 1. To harden; to eſtabliſh in any

Piºtice. Sidney. 3. To glut; to ſatiate.

Shakeſp.

FLESHBROTH. ſ. (fleſh and brºth.] Broth

made by decocting fleſh. Wiſeman.

PLESHCOLOUR. f. [fºſh and colour.] The

colour of fleſh. Lºcke.

*SHFLY. f. (ſºft and fly.) A fly that feeds

"Pºiºſh, and depoſites her eggs in it. Ray.

*SHHook J. fiji and bº. A hook to

*ich from the Caldron Samuel.

#SHLºss a fromfiºſº.) without fleſh.

*SHLINESS / #om fiſhly.) Carnal paſ
ºne or appetites. Aſcham.

º FLESHLY'a. [fºom fleſh.) 1. Corporeal. Denh.

* Carnal; laſcivious. Milton. 3. Animal ;

**śctable. Dryden. 4. Human; not ce

ºl; not ſpiritual. Milºn.

FLESHMEAT. /.. [fleſh and meat..] Animal

º the fleſh of animals prepared for lood.
ºyer.

FLE*HMENT ſ (from fleſh.) Eagerneſ, gain

H. ºutseſsiuſ initiation. Shaºp.

d *Mºngek. ſ. (rom fiſh.j"one who

FI º, ºf sh; a pimp. Shakeſp.

ºf [fleſh and pot j A veſſel in

* is cooked; thence plenty of fleſh.

*QUAKE. ſ.ſi'ſ and qual..] A re.
fº.º the body. Ben. johnſon.

º * ||rom flaſh.j 1. Plump; full of
*; fat; muſculou. Een johnſon. 1. Pul

rº." with regard to fruits. Bacon.

º ! (from firche, an arrow, Fr.) A
FLET łacturer of bows and arrows. Mortimer.

fºrticiple paſſive of To feet. Skimmed.

rººf.
º The preterite of fly. Pºpe.

...! i. he large chaps of a deep-mouthed

FLE wiſ, a nº-er.

sº. ** tromfiew J Chapped; mouthed.

FLEXANIMoU

Power to ch

FLEXieſ Li

S-a [flexanimus, Lat.) Having

*the ºpoſition of the mind.

TY. g. [Arabilité, | 1.j 1. The

quality of admitting to be bent; pliancy.

Newton. 2. Eaſineſs to be perſuaded; com

pliance ; facility. Hammond.

FLEXIBLE. a. [flexibilis, Lat.) 1. Poſſible to

be bent; not brittle; pliant , not ſtiff. Bacon.

2. Not rigid ; not inexorable ; complying ;

obſequious. Bacon. 3. DuStile; manageable.

Locke. 4. That may be accommodated to va

rious forms and purpoſes. Rogers

FLEXIBLENESS / [from flexible.] 1. Poſ

ſibility to be bent; not brittleneſs; eaſineſs to

be bent. King Charles. 1. Facility, obſequi

ouſneſs; compliance. 3. Ductility; manage

ableneſs. Locke.

FLEXILE. a. (flexilis, Lat.] Plant; eaſily

bent; obſequious to any power or impulſe.

Thomſºn.

FLEXION. ſſ flexio, Lat] 1. The act of bend

ing. 2. A double; a beading. Bacon. 3. A

turn towards any part or quarter. Bacon.

FLEXOR. ſ. [Lat.) The general name of the

muſcles which act in contracting the joints.

Arbuthnºt

FLEXUOUS. a. [flexuºſus, Lat.) 1. Winding ;

tortuous. Digby. 2. Variable; not ſteady.

Bacon.

FLEXURE. ſ. (flexura, Lat.] 1. The form or

direction in which any thing is bent. Ray. 2.

The act of bending. Shakeſp. 3. The part

bent; the joint. Sandys. 4. Obſequious or

ſervile cringe. Shakeſp.

To Fill CKER. v. a. (fligheren, Dutch..] To

flutter; to play the wings. Dryden.

FL'ſ ER. ſ. [from fly.) 1. One that runs away;

a fugitive , a runaway. Shakeſp. 2. That

part of a machine which, by being put into a

more rapid motion than the other parts, equa

lizes and regulatesthe motion of the reſt. Swift.

FLIGHT. ſ. [from To fly.) 1. The act of flying

or running from danger. Denham. 2. Re

moval to another place. Dryden. 3. The act

of uſing wings; volation. Spenſer. 4. Remo

val, from place to place by means of wings.

Eſdras. 5. A flock of birds flying together.

Paçon. 6. The birds produced in the ſame

ſeaſon; as, the harveſt flight of pigeons. 7.

A volley; a ſhower. Chevy Chaſe. 8. The

ſpace paſſed by flying. 9. Heat of imagination;

% of the ſoul. Denham. to. Excurſion.

ºliticiſew. 1 1. The power of flying. Shakeſp.

Flºy", ...”. ñº,
twiſt. Shakeſp. a. Wild, full of imagination.

FLl MSY. a. 1. Weak; feeble. 2. Mean;

ſpiritleſs, without force. Pºpe.

To F LINC H. v. n. [corrupted from fling. Skinn.

!. Tº thrink from any ſuffering or undertaking.

Sºuth. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſignifies to fail.

FL1 NCHER.J. [from the verb.j He who ſhrinks

or fails in any matter.

To F LING. preter, flung; part. flung or flong.

[from fligº, Lat. Skinner.) 1. To caſt from

the hand; to throw. Dryden. 2. To dart,

to caſt with violence. Denham. 3. To ſcat

ter. Pºpe. 4. To drive by violence. Burnet.

5. To inove forcibly. Addiſon. 6. To eject,

to
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FLATTERY. ſ. [ſlaterie, Fr.] Falſe praiſe;

artful obſequiouſneſs. Young.

FLATTISH. a. ſtrom flati Somewhat flat;

approaching to flatneſs. Woodward

FLATULENCY. ſ. (from flatulent.) 1... windi

neſs; fulneſs of wind. Arbuthnot. 2. Empti

neſs ; vanity ; levity ; airineſs. Glanville.

FLATULFNT. a. iſlatulentur, Lat. 1. Tur

gid with air; windy. Arbuthnot. 2. Fmpty;

vain; big without ſubſtance or reality; puffy.

Dryden.

FLATUO'SITY. ſ. [flatuºſité, Fr.) windineſs;

fulneſs of air. Bacon.

FLATUOU.S. a. [from flatus, Lat.) Windy;

full of wind. Bacon

FLA"TU.S. ſ. (Latin.] wind gathered in any

cavities of the body. Quincy.

FLATWISE. adv. With the flat downwards;

not the edge. Woodward.

To FLAUNT. v. n 1. To make a fluttering

ſhow in apparel. Boyle. 1. To be hung with

ſºmething looſe and flying Pºpe.

FLAUNT. ſ. Any thing looſe and airy. Shakeſp.

FLAVOUR. ſ. 1. Power of pleaſing the taſte.

Addiſºn. 2. Sweetneſs to the ſmell; odour;

fragrance. Dryden.

FLA'VOUROU.S. a. [from flavour.) 1. De

lightful to the palate. Dryden. 2. Fragrant;

odorous.

FLAW. ſ. 1. A crack or breach in any thing.

Boyle. 2. A fault ; defect. Dryden. 3. A

ſudden guſt ; a violent blaſt. Chapman. 4. A

tumult; a tempeſtuous uproar. Dryden. 5. A

ſudden commotion of mind. Shakeſp.

To FLAW. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To break,

to crack; to damage with fiſſure. Boyle. 2. To

break; to violatc. Shakeſp.

FLAWLESS. a. [from fla-0 l without cracks;

without defects. Pºyle.

FLAWN ſ. [rlena, Sax.] A ſort of cuſtard ; a

pie baked in a diſh.

To FLA'WTER. v. a. To ſcrape or pare a ſkin.

Ainſworth.

FLA'WY. a. [from flaw.] Full of flaws.

FLAX. ſ. [rleax, plex, Sax.] 1. The fibrous

plant of which the fineſt thread is made.

Miller. 2. The fibres of flax cleanſed and

combed for the ſpigner. Dryden.

FLAXCOMB / [fix and comb.] The inſtru

ment with which the fibres of flax are cleant

ed from the brittle parts.

FLAXDRESSER. ſ. (fax and dreſs.] He that

preparc's flax for the ſpinner.

PLAXEN a ſtrom flax 1 1. Made of flax.

Sharp 2. Fair, long and flowing. Addiſon.

FLAX W EED. ſ. A plant. -

To FLAY. v. a. [wlaen, Dutch..] 1. To ſtrip

off the ſkin. Raleigh. ... To take off the ſkin,

or ſurface of any thing, Swift. -

PLAYER. ſ. [rom flay.) He that ſtrips off the

ſkin of any thing. -

FI.E.A. ſ. ſplea, Sax.] A ſmall black inſect re

markable for its agility in leaping. Bacºn.

To FLEA. v. a. [trom the noun..] To clean

from fleas.

FLEABANE. ſ. ſ.ſlea and bane.] A plant.

PLEABITE. f. [flea and bite.] 1. Bed

FLEABITING. S marks cauſed by fleas. Wiſe.

2. A ſmall hurt or pain like that cauſed by

the ſºng of a fiea. Harvey.

FLEABITTEN. a. [flea and bite.) 1. Stung

by fleas. 2. Mean; worthleſs. Cleaveland.

FLEAK. ſ. [from fºccus, Lat.] A ſmall lock,

thread, or twiſt. More.

FLP.A.M. ſ. An inſtrument uſed to bleed cattle,

which is placed on the vein, and then driven

by a blow

FLE AWORT. ſ. [flea and wort.) A plant

AM1/ler.

To FLECK. v. a. [fleck, German, a ſpot.] To

ſpot 3 to ſtreak ; to ſtripe; to dapple. Sandy.

To RLECKER. v. a. [from fleck.) To ſpot; to

mark with ſtrokes or touches. Shakeſp'.

FLED. The preterite and participle office Priºr.

FLEDGE. a. [fiederen, to fly, Dutch..] Full

feathered ; able to fly. Herbert.

To FLEDGE. v. a [from the adjective.] To

furniſh with wings; to ſupply with feathers.

Pope.

To FLEE. v. n. pret fled. To run from danger;

to have recourſe to ſhelter. Geneſis, Tillºtſºn.

FLEECE. ſ. (rlyr, pler, Sax ) As much wool

as is ſhorn from one ſheep. Shakeſp.

To FLEECE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

clip the fleece off a ſheep 2. To ſtrip; to

pull; to plunder, as a ſheep is robbed of his

wool. Addiſon.

FLEECED. a. [from fleece.) Having fleeces of

wool. Spenſer.

FLEECY. a. [from fleece.] Woolly; covered

with wool. Prior. -

To FLEER. v. n. (rleanbian, to trifle, Sax.]

1. To mock; to gibe , to jeſt with inſolence

and coltempt. Swift. 1. To leer: to grin

with an air of civility. F., ºn.

FLE FR / ºr ºne verb Mºckery ex

preſſed either in wºrds or looks. Shakºp. 1.

A deceitful grin of civility. South.

FLEERER. J. [from fleer A necker ; a

fawner. -

FLEET. FLEor. Flot. Are all derived from

the Saxon pleot; which ſignifies a bayor sulph.

Gibſºn's Camden.

FLEET ſ. [rlota, Sax.] A company of ſhips; a

navy. Prior. - -

FLEET. ſ. [r]eor, Sax.] A creek; an inlet of

water. AMortimer. - -

FLEF. T. a. 1. Swift of pace ; quick; nimble;

active. Shakeſp. Clarendan. 1: (In the hul

bandry of ſome provinces.] Light , ſuperfici

ally fruitful Martimer. 3. Skimming the

ſurface. Mºrtimer.

To FLEET. & n. (Floran, Sax.] 1. To fly

ſwiftly, to vaniſh. Shakeſp. z. To be in a

tranſient ſtate. Digby, Waller.

To fleet, w, ... ...iº ſkim the water. Spenſºr.

1. To live merrily, or paſtimºy lighly

Shakeſp. 3. [in the country.] To ſº mºtº

FLEE iſiNú, Uish. ſ. (from fleet and diſh.) A

ſkimming bow!. FLE LTLY

i
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FLEETLY. adv. [from fleet.] Swiftly; nim

bly ; with ſwift pace.

FLEETNESS. ſ. [from fleet.] Swiftneſs of

courſe; nimbleneſs; celerity.

FLESH. f. ſplec, Sax.] I. The body diſtin

guiſhed from the ſoul. Davies. 2. The muſ.

cles diſtinguiſhed from the ſkin, bones, ten

dons. New Teſtament. 3. Animal food diſ

tinguiſhed from vegetable. Locke. 4. The

body of beaſts or birds uſed in food, diſtinct

from fiſhes. Brown. 5. Animal nature. Gen.

6 Carnality; corporeal appetites. Smalridge.

7. A carnal ſtate; worldly diſpoſition. Romanſ.

8. Near relation. 3. 9. The outward

or literal ſenſe. The Orientals termed the

immediate or literal ſignification of any pre

cept or type the fleſh, and the remote or typi

cal meaning the ſpirit. This is frequent in

St Paul john.

To FLESH. v. a. 1. To initiate. Gov. of the

Tºngue. 1. To harden; to eſtabliſh in any

practice. Sidney. 3. To glut; to ſatiate.

Shakeſp.

PLE SHBROTH. ſ. [fleſh and brºth.) Broth

made by decoSting fleſh. Wiſeman.

FLE SHCOLOUR. ſ. [fleſh and colour.] The

colour of fleſh. Lºcke.

FLE SHFLY. f. [fleſh and fly.) A fly that feeds

upon fleſh, and depoſites her eggs in it. Ray.

FLE SHHOOK. ſ. (fleſh and hock.) A hook to

draw fleſh from the caldron Samuel.

FLE SHLESS a.[rom fleſh.) Without fleſh.

FLE SHLINESS. ſ. [from feſhly.) Carnal paſ

ſions or appetites. Aſcham.

FLE SHLY. a. [from fleſh.) 1. Corporeal. Denh.

2. Carnal; laſcivious. Milton. 3. Animal ;

not vegetable. Dryden. 4. Human; not ce

leſtial; not ſpiritual. Milton.

FLE SHMEAT. ſ. [fleſh and meat..] Animal

food; the fleſh of animals prepared for food.

Fºyer.

FLE SHMENT ſ [from fleſh.] Eagerneſs gain

ed by a ſucceſsful initiation. Shakeſp.

FLE SHMONGER. ſ. [from figſb.] One who

deals in fleſh; a pimp. Shakeſp.

FLE SHPOT. ſ. (fleſh and pot J A veſſel in

which fleſh is cooked; thence plenty of fleſh.

Taylºr.

FLE SHQUAKE. ſ. ſ fiſh and quake.] A tre

mour of the body. Ben. johnſon.

FLP.'s HY. a. from fleſh.J 1. Plump; full of

fieff ; fat; muſculous. Ben johnſon. 2. Pul

pous, plump; with regard to fruits. Bacon.

FLETCHER ſ (from fle, he, an arrow, Fr.) A

manufacturer of bows and arrows. Martimer.

FLET. farticiple paſſive of Tc fieet. Skimmed.

A1:rtfrter.

FLEV I he preterite of fly. Pete.

PLEV. ſ. The large chaps of a deep-mouthed

hound. Harrier.

FLE WED. a. (from flºw j Chapped; mouthed.

Shakeſp.

FLEXA NIMOUS. a. [flexanimus. Lat.) Having

power to change the unſpoſition of the mind.

FLEXIEI LITY. f. If...xibilité, Fr. J 1. The

quality of admitting to be bent; pliancy.

Newtºn. 2. Eaſineſs to be perſuaded ; com

pliance ; facility. Hammond.

FLEXIBLE. a. [flexibilis, Lat.) 1. Poſſible to

be bent; not brittle; pliant , not ſtiff. Bacon.

2. Not rigid ; not inexorable ; complying ;

obſequious. Bacon. 3. DuStile; manageable.

Locke. 4. That may be accommodated to va

rious forms and purpoſes. Rogers

FLEXIBLENESS / [from flexible.] 1. Poſ

ſibility to be bent; not brittleneſs; eaſineſs to

be bent. King Charles. 1. Facility; obſequi

ouſneſs; compliance. 3. Dućtility; manage

ableneſs. Locke.

FLEXILE. a. (flexilis, Lat.] Plant; eaſily

bent; obſequious to any power or impulſe.

Thomſºn.

FLEXION. ſ. [flexio, Lat.] 1. The act of bend

ing. 2. A double; a beading. Bacon. 3. A

turn towards any part or quarter. Bacon.

FLEXOR. ſ. [Lat. The general name of the

muſcles which act in contracting the joints.

Arbuthnot

FLEXUOUS, a...[flexuoſus, Lat.) 1. Winding;

tortuous. Digby. 2. Variable; not ſteady.

Bacon.

FLEXURE. ſ. (flexura, Lat.) 1. The form or

direction in which anything is bent. Ray. 2.

The act of bending. Shakeſp. 3. The part

bent; the joint. Sandys. 4. Obſequious or

ſervile cringe. Shakeſp.

To Fill CKER. v. a. ifligheren, Dutch..] To

flutter; to play the wings. Dryden.

FL'ſ E.R. / [from fly.) 1. One that runs away;

a fugitive , a runaway. Shakeſp. 2. That

part of a machine which, by being put into a

more rapid motion than the other parts, equa

lizes and regulatesthe motion of the reſt. Swift.

FLIGHT. ſ. Ifrom 19 fly.) 1. The act of flying

or running from danger. Denham. 2. Re

moval to another place. Dryden. 3. The ast

of uſing wings; volation. Spenſer. 4. Remo

val, from place to place by means of wings.

*/dral. 5. A flock of birds flying together.

*acon. 6. The birds produced in the ſame

ſeaſon; as, the harveſt flight of pigeons. 7.

A volley; a ſhower. Chevy Chaje. 8. The

ſpace paſſed by flying. 9. Heat of imagination;

|ally of the ſoul. Denham. o. Excurſion.

Tºlºſ/º. 1 1. The power of flying. Shakeſp.

FLIGHTY. a. [trom flight.) 1. Fleeting ;

twiſt. Shakeſp. 2. Wild, Iull of imagination.

FLl MSY. a. 1. Weak; feeble. z. Mean;

ſpiritleſs, without force. Pºpe.

To F LlNCH. v. n. [corrupted from fling.]Skinn.

1. Tº thrink from any ſuffering or undertaking.

Sºuth. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſignifies to fail.

FL1 NCHER.J. [from the verb.] He who ſhrinks

or fails in any matter.

To F LING. preter. flung; part. flung or flong.

[from fligº, Lat. Skinner.]. I. To caſt from

the hand; to throw. Dryden. 2. To dart;

to caſt with violence. Denham. 3. To ſcat

ter. Pºpe. 4. To drive by violence. Burnet.

5. To nove forcibly. Addiſon. 6. To eject;

- to
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to diſmiſs. Shakeſp. 7. To caſt reproach.

Addiſon. 8. To force into another condition.

Spenſer. 9. To Fli NG down. To demoliſh ;

to ruin. Woodward. Io. To Fli No off. To

baffle in the chaſe. Addiſºn.

To FLING. v. n. 1. To fiounce; to wince; to

fly into violent motions. Tillotſºn.a. To Flin G

out. To grow unruly or outrageous. Shakeſp.

FLING. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A throw ; a

caſt. 2. A gibe; a ſneer; a contemptuous re

mark. Addiſon.

FLINGER. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. He who

throws. 2. He who jeers.

FLINT. ſ. [Flint, Sax.] I. A ſemi-pellucid

ſtone, compoſed of cryſtal debaſed, of a black

iſh grey, of one ſimilar and equal ſubſtance,

free from veins, and naturally inveſted with

a whitiſh cruſt. Hill, Cleaveland. 2. Any

thing eminently or proverbially hard. Spenſer.

FLI'NTY. a. [from fitnt.} 1. Made of flint;

ſtrong. Dryden. 2. Full of ſtones. Bacon. 3.

Hard of heart; cruel; ſavage; inexorable.

Shakeſp.

FLIPP. f. [a cant word.) A liquor much uſed

in ſhips, made by mixing beer with ſpirits and

ſugar, Dennis.

FLIPPANT. a. 1. Nimble; moveable. It is

uſed only of the act of ſpeech. Addiſon. 2.

. Pert; talkative. Thomſon.

FLIPPANTLY. adv. [from the adjective.) In

a flowing prating way.

To FLIRT. v. a. i. To throw any thing with

a quick elaſtick motion. Swift. 1. To move

with quickneſs. Dorſet.

To FLIRT v. n. 1. To jeer; to gibe one. 2.

To run about perpetually; to be unſteady and

fluttering.

FLIRT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A quick elaſtick

motion. Addiſon. 2. A ſudden trick. Ben.

jºhnſon. 3. A pert huſſey. Addiſon.

FLIRTATION.J. A quick ſprightly motion.
. Pete.

To FLIT. v. n. [fitter, Daniſh.) 1. To fly a

way. Spenſer, 2. To remove ; to migrate.

Hºcker. 3. To flutter; to rove on the wing.

Dryden. 4. To be flux or unſtable. Dryden.

F LIT. a. [from fleet.] Swift; nimble; quick.

Spenſer.

FLITCH. f. ſplicce, Sax.] The ſide of a hog

ſalted and cured. Swift.

FLITTERMOUSE. ſ. The bat.

FLITTING. ſ. ſplit, Sax.] An offence; a

fault. Pſalm. -

FLIX ſ. (corrupted from fax.] Down; fur;

ſoft hair. Dryden.

To FLOAT. v. n. [flotter, Fr.] 1. To ſwim on

the ſurface of the water. Philips. 1. To move

without labour in a fluid. Pope. 3. To paſs

with a light irregular courſe. Locke.

To FLOAT, v. a. To cover with water. Addiſon.

FLOAT. ſ. [rom the verb.] 1. The act of

ſlowing; the flux. Hecker. 2. Any body ſo

contrived or formed as to ſwim upon the water.

L'Eſtrange. 3. The cork or quill by which

the angler diſcovers the bite. Walton. 4. A

cant word for a level. Martimer.

FLOATY. g. Buoyantand ſwimming atop. Ral.

FLOCK. ſ. ſplocc, Sax.] 1. A company; uſu

ally a company of birds or beaſts. Shakeſp. z.

Acompany ofſheep, diſtinguiſhed from Berdi,

which are of oxen. Addiſon. 3. A body of

men. Maccabees. 4. A lock of wool. Dryd.

To FLOCK. v. m. To gather in crowds or large

numbers. Kneller, Suckling.

To FLOG. v. a...[from flagrum, Lat.] To laſh ;

to whip. Swift.

FLONG. participle paſſive, from Tefling, uſed

by Spenſer.

FLOOD. ſ. [plob, Sax.] 1. A body of water;

the ſea; a river. Milton. 2. A deluge; an

inundation. Shakeſp. 3. Flow ; flux ; not ebb.

Pavies. 4. Catamenia. Harvey.

To FLOOD. v. a. [from the noun..] To deluge;
to cover with waters. Martimer.

FLOODGATE. ſ. [flood and gate.] Gate or

ſhutter by which the watercourſe is cloſed or

opened at pleaſure. Sidney.

FLOOK. ſ. [pflug, a plough, German.] The

broad part of the anchor which takes hold of

the ground.

FLOOR. ſ. [plon, Flone, Sax.] 1. The pave

ment. Sidney. 2. A ſtory; a flight of rooms.

B. johnſon

To FLOOR. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

the bottom with a floor. Chronicles.

FLOORING. ſ. [from floor.] Bottom; floor.

Addiſon.

To FLOP. v. a. (from flap.] To clap the wings

with noiſe. L'Eſtrange.

FLORAL. a. (floralis, Lat.] Relating to Flora,

or to flowers. Prior.

FLORENCE. ſ. [from the city Florence.) A

kind of cloth.

FLOREN.ſ. A gold coin of Edward III. in va

lue ſix ſhillings.

FLORET. ſ. (fleurette, Fr.] A ſmall imperfect
flower.

FLORID. a. [floridus, Lat.) 1. Productive of

flowers; covered with flowers. 1. Bright in

colour; fluſhed with red. Taylor. 3. Embel

liſhed; ſplendid. Dryden.

FLORI DITY. ſ. (from florid.] Freſhneſs ofco

lour. Floyer.

FiO RIDNESS. ſ. [from flºrid.) 1. Freſhneſs

of colour. 2. Embelliſhment; ambitious ele

gance. Boyle.

FLORI FEROUS. a. (florifer, Lat.] Produc

tive of flowers. -

FLORIN. ſ. Fr.] A coin firſt made by the Flo

rentines. That of Germany is in value 1s. 4d.

that of Spain 4s. 4d. halfpenny; that of Palermo

and Sicily 2s. 6d. that of Holland ... Zyliffe.

FLO RIST.J. [figur ſie, Fr.] A cultivater of

flowers, I'ºpe.

FLO RULENT. a. [fºris, Lat.] Flowery;

bloidoming. -

FLOSCULO US. a. {fi:ſculus, Lat.] Compoſed
of flowers. Brown.

To FLOTE. v.a. (See To feet.] Toſkim. Teſ.r.

FLOTSON. ſ. [from flote.] Goods that ſwim

without an owner on the ſea. Skinner.

FLO'TTFN.
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FLOTTEN. part. [from flate.] Skimmed.

To FLOUNCE. v. n. (plebſen, Dutch..] 1. To

move with violence in the water or mire.Add.

2. To move with weight and tumult. Prior.

3. To move with paſſionate agitation. Swift.

To FLOUNCE. v. a. To deck witb flounces.

Addiſon.

FLOUNCE.ſ [from the verb.] Any thing ſew

ed to the garment, and hanging looſe, ſo as to

ſwell and ſhake. Pope.

FLO UNDER ſ [fynder, Daniſh.) The name

of a ſmall flat fiſh. Camden.

To FLO'UNDER. v. n. [from flounce.]To ſtrug

gle with violent and irregular motion. Dryd.

To FLOURISH. v. n. [fereo, Lat.) 1. To be

in vigour; not to fade. Pope. 2 To be in a

proſperous ſtate. Dryden. 3. To uſe florid

language. Baker. 4. To deſcribe various fi

gures by interſecting lines. Pope 5. To boaſt;

to brag. 6. [In muſick.] To play ſome pre

lude:

To FLO URISH. v. a. 1. To adorn with vege

table beauty. Fenton. 2. To adorn with fi

gures of needle-work. 3. To work with a

FLOWER de lute. ſ. A bulbous iris. Peacham.

To FLOWER. v. n.[fleurir, Fr.) 1. To be in

flower; to be in bloſſom. Pope. 2. To be in

the prime; to flouriſh. Spenſer. 3. To froth;

to ferment; to mantle. Bacon. 4. To come

as cream from the ſurface. Milton.

To FLOWER. v. a. [from the noun.]To adorn

with fictitious or imitated flowers.

FLOWERAGE. ſ. [from flower.) Store of

flowers.

FLOWERET. ſ. [feuret, Fr.]. A flower;

a ſmall flower. Dryden.

FLOWERGARDEN. ſ. [flower and garden.]

A garden in which flowers are principally cul

tivated. Mortimer.

FLOWERINESS. ſ (from flºwery.] I. The

ſtate of abounding in flowers. 2. Floridneſs

of ſpeech.

FLOWERINGBUSH. ſ. A plant. Miller.

|FLOWERY. a. ſtrom flower.) Full of flowers;

adorned with flowers real or fictitious.Milton.

FLOWINGLY. adv. [from ſlºw.] With volus

bility ; with abundance.

FLOW.K. ſ. A flounder. Carew.

needle into figures. Bacon. 4. To move any FLOWKWORT. ſ. The name of a plant.

thing in quick circles or vibrations. Craſhaw.

5. To adorn with embelliſhments of language.

Bacon. 6. To adorn ; to embelliſh-Shakeſp.

FLO URISH ſ [from the verb.] 1. Bravery :

beauty. Craſhaw. 2. An oſtentatious embel

liſhment; ambitious copiouſneſs. Bacon,More.

3. Figures formed by lines curiouſly or wan

tonly drawn. Bºyle.

FLO'URISHER.J. [from flouriſh.] One that is

in prime or in proſperity. Chapman.

To FLOUT. v. a. [fluyten, Dutch..] To mock;

to inſult ; to treat with mockery and con

tempt. Walton.

To FLOUT. v. n. To practiſe mockery; to be

have with contempt. Swift.

FLOUT. ſ. [from the verb.] A mock; an in

ſult. Calamy. -

FLOUTER.ſ. (from flºut J One who jeers.

To FLOW. v. n. [plopan, Sax.] 1. To run or

ſpread as water. Swift. 2. To run: oppoſed

to ſtanding waters. Dryden. 3. To riſe; not

to ebb. Shakeſp. 4. To melt. Iſaiah. 5. To

proceed to iſſue. South. 6. To glide ſmooth

ly without aſperity: as, a flowing period.

Haketvill. 7. To write ſmoothly; to ſpeak

volubly. Prior. 8. To abound; to be crowd

ed. Chapman. 9. To be copious ; to be full.

Pºpe. Io. To hang looſe and waving. Speci.

To FLOW. v. a. To overflow; to deluge.Mºrt.

FLOW. ſ. [from the verb.] I. The riſe of wa

ter: not the ebb. Brown. 2. A ſudden

plenty or abundance. Pope. 3. A ſtream of

dićtion. South.

FLOWER. ſ. [ſeur, Fr.) 1. The part of a

plant which contains the ſeeds. Cowley. 2.

An ornament; an embelliſhment. Hakewill.

3. The prime ; the flouriſhing part. Pºpe. 4.

The edible part of corn; the meal. Spenſer.

5. The moſt excellent or valuable part of any

thing. Addiſon. 6. That which is moſt di.

ſtinguiſhed for any thing valuable. Shakeſp.

FLOWN. Participle of fly or flee. 1. Gone

away. 2. Puffed;ſº elate. Milton.

FLU'CTUANT. a. ſ flučiuans, Lat.] Waver

ing; uncertain. L'Eſtrange.

To FLUCTUATE. v. m. [ſlučiuc, Lat.) 1. To

2. To float backward and forward. 3. To

move with uncertain and haſty motion.Milton.

4. To be in an uncertain ſtate. Addiſºn. 5. To

be irreſolute.

FLUCTUATION ſ [fluśīuatio, Lat.) 1. The

alternate motion of the water. Brown. 2.

Uncertainty; indetermination. Boyle.

FLUE. ſ. 1. A ſmall pipe or chimney to con

vey air. 2. Soft down or fur.

FLUELLIN. ſ. The herb ſpeedwell.

FLUENCY.f. [from fluent.) 1. The quality of

flowing; ſmoothneſs; freedom from harſhneſs

or aſperity. Garth. 2. Readineſs; copiouſ

neſs; volubility. King Charles. 3. Affluence;

abundance. Sandys.

FLUENT. a. [fluent, Lat.] 1. Liquid. Bacon.

2. Flowing ; in motion; in flux. Ray. 3.

Ready 5 copious; voluble. Bacon.

FLUENT. ſ. A ſtream; running water. Philips.

FLUID. a. [fluidus, Lat. fluide, Fr.) Having

parts eaſily ſeparable; not ſolid. Newton.

FLUID. ſ. [In phyſick.] Any animal juice.
Arbuthnot.

FLUIDITY..ſ. (fluidité, Fr. from fluid..] The

quality in bodies oppoſite to ſolidity. Newt ºn.

FLUIDNESS. ſ. ſſrom fluid.] That quality in

bodies oppoſite to ſtability. Boyle.

FLUMMERY. ſ. A kind of food made by co

agulation of wheatflower or oatmeal. Lºck r.

FLUNG. participle and preterite offling. Ad lºſ.

FLU O.R. ſ. [Lat.) 1. A fluid ſtate. Nºw, tºn.

2. Catamenia.

FLURRY. ſ. 1. A guſt or ſtorm of wind ; a

haſty blaſt. Swift. 2. Hurry.

To

roll to and again as water in agitation. Blackm. .
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To FLUSH. v. n. [fluyſen, Dutch.) 1. To flow

with violence. Mortimer. 2. To come in

haſte. Ben. johnſºn. 3. To glow in the ſkin.

Collier. 4. To ſhine. Spenſer.

To FLUSH. v. a. 1. To colour; to redden.

Addiſon. 2. To elate ; to elevate. Atterbury,

FLUSH. a. i. Freſh ; full of vigour. Cleaveland.

1. Affluent ; abounding. Arbuthnot.

PLUSH. ſ. 1. Afflux ; ſudden impulſe ; violent

flow. Rogers. 2. Cards all of a ſort.

To FLUSTER. v. a. (from T. fluſh..] To make

hot and roſy with drinking. Shakeſp

FLUTE. ſ. (flute, Fr.) 1. A muſical pipe ; a

pipe with ſtops for the fingers. Dryden. 2.

A channel or furrow in a pillar.

To FLUTE. v. a. To cut columns into hollows.

To FLUTTER. v. n. [Florenan, Sax.] I. To

take ſhort flights with great agitation of the

wings. Deuteronomy. 2. To move about with

great ſhow and buſtle. Grew. 3. To be

moved with quick vibrations or undulations.

Pºpe. 4. To move irregularly. Hevel.

To FLUTTER. v. a. 1. To drive in diſorder,

like a flock of birds ſuddenly rouſed. Shakeſp.

2. To hurry the mind. 3. To diſorder the

poſition of any thing.

FLUTTER. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Vibration;

undulation. Addiſon. 1. Hurry , tumult; diſ

order of mind. 3. Confuſion; irregular poſi

tion.

FLUVIATICK. a. ſ fluviaticus, Lat.] Belong

ing to rivers.

FLUX. ſ. [fluxus, Lat.) 1. The act of flowing ;

paſſage. Digby. 2. The ſtate of paſſing a

way and giving place to others Brown. 3.

Any flow or iſſue of matter. Arbuthnot. 4.

Dyſentery; a diſeaſe in which the bowels are

excoriated and bleed; a bloody flux Hallifax.

5. Excrement, that which falls from bodies.

Shakeſp 6. Concourſe confluence.Shakeſp

7. The ſtate of being melted. 8. That which

mingled with a body makes it melt.

FLUX. a. [fluxur, Lat.] Unconſtant; not du

rable; maintained by a conſtant ſucceſſion of

parts.

To FLUX. v. a. i. To melt. 2. To ſalivate ;

to evacuate by ſpitting. South.

FLUXILITY. ſ. ſ fluxur, Lat.) Eaſineſs of ſe

paration of parts. Boyle.

FLUXion. ſ. (fluxi, Lat.) 1. The act of

flowing. 2. The matter that flows. 3. | in

mathematicks.] The arithmetick or analyſis

of infinitely ſmall variable quantities. Harris.

To FLY. v. A. pret flew or fled ; part fied or

flown. I. To move through the air with wings.

Shakeſp. 1. To paſs through the air job. 3.

To paſs away. Prior. 4. To paſs ſwiftly.

Dryden. 5. To ſpring with violence; to tall

on ſuddenly. Shakeſp. 6. To move with ra

pidity. Waller. 7. To burſt aſunder with a

ſudden exploſion. Swift. 8. To break; to

ſhiver. 9. To run away; to attempt eſcape.

Dryden. io. Tº Fix in the face. To inſult.

Swift. 11. To act in defiance. Dryden. 12.

To Fly off. To revolt. Addiſon. 13. To FLY

To break out into licence. Dryden. 15. To

ſtart violently from any direction. Bentley.

16. To let Fly. To diſcharge. Glanville.

To FLY. v. a. 1. To ſhun ; to avoid; to de

cline. Shakeſp. 2. To refuſe aſſociation with.

Dryden. 3. To quit by flight. Dryden. 4.

To attack by a bird of prey. Bacon.

FLY. ſ. ſpleoge, Sax.] i. A ſmall winged in

ſect. Locke. 2. That part of a machine which,

being put into a quick motion, regulates the

reſt. Wilkins. 3. Fly, in a compaſs. That

part which points how the wind blows.

To FLY BLOw. v. a. ſ fly and blºw.] To taint

with flies : to fill with maggots. Stilling fleet.

FLYBOAT. ſ. ſ fly and boat.] A kind of veſ

ſel nimble and fight for ſailing.

FLYCATCHER...f. [fly and catch..] One that

hunts flies. Dryden.

FLYER. / (from fly.) 1. One that flies or runs

away. Sandys. 1. One that uſes wings. 3.

The fly of a jack.

To FLY FISH. v. n. [fly and fiſh.). To angle

with a hook baited with a fly. Walten.

FOAL: ſ [pola, Sax.] The offspring of a mare,

or other beaſt of burthen. The cuſtom now

is to uſe colt for a young horſe, and feal for a

young mare. Spenſer

To FOAL. v. 4. [from the noun..] To bring

forth a foal. May.

FOALBIT. ſ. A plant.

FOAM. ſ. [ram, sax.] The white ſubſtance

which agitation or fermentation gathers on the

top of liquors; froth ; ſpume. Hºſea.

To FOAM. v. n. [from the noun..] i. To froth ;

to gather foam. Shakeſp. z. To be in rage;

to be violently agitated. Mark.

FO'AMY. a [from fºam.] Covered with foam;

frothy. Sidney.

FOB. ſ. [ fuppe, German.] A ſmall pocket.
Hudibras.

To FOB. v. a.ſ.fppen, German.) 1. Tocheat;

to trick; to deraud. Shakeſp. z. Tº Fo's

off. To ſhift off; to put aſide with an ar

tifice. Addiſºn.

FO CAL, a [from focuſ.) Belonging to the for

cus. Derham.

FO'Ci L. ſ. [fºcile, Fr.] The greater or leſs

bone between the knee and ankle, or elbow

and wriſt. Wiſeman.

FOCILLATION. ſ. [fºcillo, Lat.] Comfort;

ſupport. Dist.

FOCUS, ſ. [Lat] . [In opticks 1 The focus of

a glaſs is the point of convergence orconcourſe,

where the rays meet and croſs the axis after

their refraction by the glaſs. Harris, Newtºn.

2. Focus ºf a Parabºla. A point in the axis

within the figure, and diſtant from the vertex

by a fourth part of the parameter, or lauf

rečium. Harris. 3. Focus ºf an ellipſis. A

point towards each end of the longer axis;

from whence two right lines being drawn to

any point in the circumference, ſhall be to

gether equal to that longer axis. Hºrriſ.

FO'DDR. R. ſ. [p ºne, Sax.] Dry food ſtored up

for cattle againſt winter. Knoller.

To
ºut, To burſt into paſſion. Ben. johnſºn. 14.
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To FO'DDER. v. a. (from the noun..] To feed

with dry food. Evelyn.

FODDERER.ſ. (from fºdder.) He who fod
ders cattle.

FOE. ſ. ſpah, Sax.] 1. An enemy in war.

Spenſer. 2. A perſecutor; an enemy in com

mon life. Pºpe. 3. An opponent; an illwiſh

er. Mattſ.

FoEMAN. ſ. (from fºe and man.] Enemy in
war. Spenſer.

FoETU.S. f. [Latin.] The child in the womb
after it is perfectly formed. Quincy, Locke.

FOG. ſ. [fºg, Daniſh, a ſtorm.) A thick miſt.

a moiſt demſe vapour near the ſurface of the

land or water. Raleigh.

FOG. ſ.ſfgagium, low Lat] Aftergraſs

FOGGILY. adv. [from foggy.] Miſtily ; dark

ly ; cloudily.

FO GCINESS. ſ. [from fºggy.) The ſtate of

being dark or miſty; cloudineſs; miſtineſs

FOGGY. a. [from fºg.) 1. Miſty ; cloudy :

dank. Evelyn. 2. Cloudy in underſtanding ,

dull. . -

FOH. interječi. An interjestion of abhorrence.

Shakeſp

FOIBLE. ſ. [French.) A weak ſide ; a blind

ſide. Friend.

To FOIL. v. a. [affeler, old Fr.] To put to the

worſt ; to defeat. Milton.

FOIL. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A defeat; a miſ

carriage. Southern. 2. Leaf; gilding. Milton

3. Something of another colour near which

jewels are ſet to raiſe their luſtre. Sidney. 4.

A blunt ſword uſed in fencing. Shakeſp.

FOILER. ſ. [from foil.) One who has gained

advantage over another.

To FOIN. v. n. [poindre, Fr. Skinner.] To puſh

in fencing Dryden.

FOIN. ſ. A thruſt; a puſh.

FO ison ſ [Foron, Sax J. Plenty; abundance.

Shakeſp.

To FoſsT. v. a. [fauffer, Fr.] To inſert by

forgery. Carew.

Fo ISTiNESS. ſ.[from fifty.) Fuſtineſs; moul
dineſs. Tuſſer.

FO ISTY. a. Mouldy j ſuſty.

FOLD. ſ. [pale, ...] 1. The ground in which

ſheep are confined. Milton. 2. The place

where ſheep are houſed. Raleigh. 3. The flock

of ſheep. Dryden. 4. A limit; a boundary.

Creech. 5. A double; a complication; one

part added to another. Arbuthnot. 6. From

the foregoing ſignification is derived the uſe

of fºld in compoſition. Fold ſignifies the

ſame quantity added; as, twenty fºld, twen

ty times repeated. Matthew.

Te FOLD, v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To ſhut

fleep in the fold Milton. ... To double ; to

complicate. Callier. 3. To incloſe ; to include;

to ſhut. Shakeſp.

To FOLD. v. n. To cloſe over another of the

ſame kind. Kings.

FOLIACEOUS. a. [fºliaceus, Lat.]Conſiſting

o: laminae or leaves. Woodward.

FO'LIAGE. ſ. (fºlium, Lat.) Leaves; tufts of

ieaves. Addiſºn.

To FO'LIATE. v. ... [fºliatus, Lat.] To beat

into laminas or leaves. Newtºn.

FOLIATION. f [filiatiº, Lat.) 1. The act of

beating into thin leaves. 1. Foliation is one of

the parts of the flower of a plant, the collection

ofthoſe fugacious coloured leaves called peta

la, whichconſtitute the compaſs of the flower.

atncy.

FOLIATURE. ſ. The ſtate of being hammered

into leaves.

FOLIO. ſ. [ in fºlio, Lat.] A large book, of

which the pages are formed by a ſheet of paper

once doubled Watts.

FOLIOMORT. a. A dark yellow ; the colour

of a leaf faded : vulgarly called philomat.

Woodward.

FOLK. ſ. (Folc, Sax,) 1. People, in familiar

language. Sidney. z. Nations; mankind Pſal.

3. Any kind of people as diſcriminated from

others. Shakeſp.

POLKMOTE. ſ. A meeting of folk. Spenſer.

FOLLICLE. ſ. [fºlliculur, Lat J 1. A cavity in

any body with ſtrong coats. Brown. 1. Fºllicle,

is a term in botany ſignifying the ſeed-veſſels,

capſula ſeminalis, or caſe, which ſome fruits

and ſeeds have over them. Quincy.

To FOLLOW. v. a. [Folxian, Sax.] 1. To go

after , not before or ſide by fide. Shakeſp. 2.

To purſue as an enemy. Irene. 3. To attend

as a dependant. Samuel. 4. To purſue. Dryd.

5. To ſucceed in order of time. 6. To be con

ſequential, as effects. 7. To imitate; to copy.

Hooker. 8. To obey to obſerve. Tillºtſon. 9.

To confirm by new endeavours. Spenſer. Io.

To attend to ; to be buſied with. Eccleſiaſter.

To FOLLOW. v. n. 1. To come after another.

B. johnſºn. 2. To be poſteriour in time. 3.

To be conſequential, as effect to cauſe. Lºcke.

4. To be conſequential, as inference to pre

miſes. Temple. 5. To continue endeavours.

Hºſea.

FOLLOWER. ſ. [from fºllºw j . One who

comes after another; not before him, or ſide

by ſide. Shakeſp. z. A dependant. 3. An

attendant. Pºpe. 4. An aſſociate; a compa

nion. Shakeſp. 5. One under the command of

another. Spenſer. 6. A ſcholar; an imitator;

a copyer, Sprat.

FOLLY. ſ. [fºlie, Fr.] 1. Want of underſtand

ing; weakneſs of intellect. 2. Criminal weak

neſs; depravity of mind. Shakeſp. 3. Act of

ºuts or paſſion unbecoming wiſdom.
ºpe’.

To FOMENT. v. a. ſ fºmenter, Lat.] 1. To

cheriſh with heat. Milton. 1. To bathe with

warm lotions. Arbuthnot. 3. To encourage;

to ſupport; to cheriſh. Wºttºn.

FOMENTATION. ſ. [famentation, Fr.) 1. A

fomentation is partial bathing, called alſo ſtup

ing, which is applying hot flannels to any

part, dipped in medicated decoctions. Bacon.

* The lotion prepared to foment the parts.
Arbuthnot.

FOME N i ER, ſ [from fament.] An encoura

ger ; a ſupporter. Howel.

R r.

FON.
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FON. ſ. A fool; an ideot. Spenſer.

FOND. a. ſ. Fooliſh ; ſilly; indiſcreet ; im

prudent ; injudicious. Aſcham. 1. Trifling;

valued by folly. Shakeſp. 3. Fooliſhly tender;

injudiciouſly indulgent. Addiſon. 4. Pleaſed

in too great a degree; fooliſhly delighted.

Prior.

To FOND.

To FONDLE.

cocker. Dryden.

To FON D. v. n. To be fond of , to dote on.

Shakeſp. -

FO NDLER. ſ. Iſrom fond.) One who fondles.

FONDLING. ſ. (from fundſ. A perſon or

thing much fondled or careſſed ; ſomething

regarded with great affection, Swift.

FO NDLY. adv. [from fºnd.) 1. Fooliſhly ,

weakly ; imprudently. Pºpe. 2. With great

or extreme tenderneſs. Savage

FO'NDN ESS. ſ. (from fºnd 1. Fooliſhneſs;

weakneſs; want of ſenſe. Spenſer. 2. Fooliſh

tenderneſs Addiſºn. 3. Tender paſſion. Swift.

4. Unreaſonable liking, Hammºnd.

FONT. ſ. [font, Lat.) A ſtone veſſel in which

the water for holy baptiſm is contained in the

church. Hacker. -

FONTANEL.f. [fontanelle, Fr.] An iſſue; a

diſcharge opened in the body. Jºſeman.

FONTA NGE. / A knot of ribbands on the top,

of the head dreſs. Addiſºn

FOOD. ſ. [rzban,gº Viðuals; proviſion

for the mouth. Waller. 2. Any thing that

nouriſhes. Shakeſp.

FOODFUL. a. [fºod and full J Fruitful; full

of food. Dryden. º

FOQ'DY. a. ifrom food.} Eatable ; ſit for food
Chapman. - - -

FOOL.f. [..f.), Welſh] 1. One to whom ni

ture has denied reaſon ; a natural : an ideot.

Pºpe. 2. [In Scripture | A wicked man.

Pſalms. 3. A term of indignity and reproach.

Dryden. 4. One who counterfeits folly a

buffoon; a jeſter Denham. 5. To play the

Fool. To play pranks like a hired jeſter.

Sidney. 6. To act like one void of common

underſtanding. Shakeſp. 7. To diſappoint; to

defeat. Shakeſp. -

To FOOL. v. n. [from the noun..] To trifle ;

to toy ; to play Herbert. -

To POOL. v. a. 1. To treat with contempt :

to diſappoint ; to fruſtrate. Ben. Johnſon, 2.

To ini-tuate. Calºry. 3. To cheat, as, to

fool one of his money.

FOO LBORN. a. [fal and born.) Fooliſh from

the birth. Shakeſ".

FOO'LERY. ſ. ſºom feel j . Habitual folly

Shakeſp. 2. An act ofolly ; trifing practice.

1% attº. 3. Object of folly. Raleigh.

FOOLHA PPY. a. [..fººl and happy J Lucky

without contrivance or judgment Spenſer.

FOOLHA'RDIN ESS. f. t. rom fºolhardy..] Mad

raſhneſs. South.

FOOLHARDISE. ſ. Adventurouſneſs without

judgment. Spenſer.

FOOLHARD Y. a. [fºol and hardy..] Daring

v. a. To treat with great

indulgence ; to careſs; to

withoutjudgment; madly adventurous.Howel.

FOOLTRAP. ſ. [fool and trap.] A ſnare to

catch fools in. Dryden.

FOO LISH.a. (from fool.] 1. void of under

ſtanding , weak of intellect. Shakeſp. z. Im

prudent ; indiſcreet. Shakeſp. 3. Ridiculous;

contemptible. Maccabeer. 4. [In Scripture.]

Wicked ; ſinful.

FOOLISHLY / [from fºoliſh.) weakly ;

without underſtanding. In Scripture, wick

edly. Swift

FOO LISHNESS. ſ. [from fºoliſh.] 1. Folly;

want of underſtanding. 2. Fooliſh practice;

actual deviation from the right. Priºr.

FQ4) LSTONES. ſ. A plant. Miller.

FOOT. ſ. plural feet. [for, Sax.] 1. The part

upon which we ſtand. Clarenden. a. That by

which any thing is ſupported. 3. The lower

part ; the baſe. Hakewill. 4. The end ; the

lºwer part. Dryden. 5. The act of waiking.

/Maccabees. 6. On Foot. Walking; without

Sarriage. Exºdus. 7. In a poſture of action.

Shakeſp. 8. Infantry; footmen in arms.Clares.

9 State ; character; condition. Addiſºn. Io.

Scheme; plan, ſettlement Swift. 1 1. A ſtate

of incipient exiſtence. Tillºtſon. 11. A cer

tain number of ſyllables conſtituting a diſtinct

part of a verſe. Aſchan. 13. A meaſure

containing twelve inches. Bacon. 14. Step.

L’Eſtrange.

To FOOT. v. n. (from the noun.] ". To dance;

to tread wantonly ; to trip. Dryden. 2. To

walk ; not ride. South.

To FOOT. v. a. ſ. To purn; to kick. Shakeſ?.

2. To ſettle , to begun to fix. Shakeſp. 3. To

tread Tickel/

FOOTBALL. ſ. [fºot and ball.] A ball com

monly made of a blown bladder caſed with

leather, driven by the foot. Waller.

FOOT BOY, J. [fººt and bay.] A low menial;

an attendant in livery. Bºyle.

FOOTBRIDGE. ſ. (foºt and bridge.] A bridge

on which paſſengers walk. Sidney.

rºcloth, [flat and cloth. A ſumpter
cloth.

FOOTED. a. [from fºot..] Shaped in the foot.
Grew.

FOOTFIGHT. ſ. [ fºot and fight.] A fight

made on foot, in oppoſition to that on horſe

back. Sidney.

FOOTHOLD. ſ. [fººt and held] Space to hold

the foot. L'Eſirange.

FOOTING. ſ. [from foot.] I. Ground for the

foot. Shakeſp. z. Foundation; baſis; ſupport;

root. Locke. 3. Place. Dryden. 4. Tread;

walk. Shakeſp. 5. Dance. Shakeſp. 6. Steps;

road ; track. Bacon. 7. Entrance; beginning;

eſtabliſhment. Clarendin. 8. State; condition;

ſettlement. Arbuthnot.

FOOTLICKER. ſ. [foot and lick.] A ſlave; an

humble fawner. Shakeſp.

FOOTMAN. ſ. ſ feet and man.] 1. A ſoldier

that marches and fights on foot. Raleigh. 1.

A low menial ſervant in livery. Bacon. 3. One

who pracuſes to walk or run.

FOO'TMAN
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FOOTMANSHIP. f. [from fºrman.] The art

or faculty of a runner. Hayward.

FOOTPACE. ſ. [fast and pace.j 1. Part of a

pair of ſtairs, whereon, after four or five ſteps

you arrive to a broad place. Mºxon. 2. A pace

no faſter than a ſlow walk.

FOOTPAD. ſ. [fºot and pad.) A highwayman

that robs on foot.

FOOTPATH. ſ. [fºot and path.] A narrow

way which will not admit horſes. Shakep.

FOOTPOST. ſ. [fºot and pºſt J A poſt or meſ.

ſenger that travels on foot. Carew.

FOOTSTALL. ſ. [foot and ſkill.j A woman's

ſtirrup.

FOOTSTEP ſ. ſ feet and ſtep 1 1. Trace ,

track; impreſſion left by the foot. Denham

2. Token; mark; notice given. Bentley. 3.

Example.

FOOTstooſ. ſ. [fºot and ſhell Stool on

which he that ſits places his feet. Roſcommºn

FOP. ſ. A ſimpleton; a coxcomb; a man of

ſmall underſtanding and much oſtentation.

R2/commºn.

POPDOODLE. ſ. ſ fºp and dºodle.] A fool; an

inſignificant wretch. Hudibrar.

FOPPERY.ſ [from fºp) 1. Folly; imperti

, nence. Shakeſp. 2. Affectation of ſhow or

importance; ſhowy folly. 3. Foolery; vain or

idle practice. Stilling fleet.

FO'PPISH. a. [from fº.) 1. Fooliſh; idle ;

. vain. Shakeſp. z. Vain in ſhow ; vain of

dreſs Garrh.

PO PPISHLY. adv. [from fºppiſh.) Vainly ;

oftentatiouſly.

FoppishNESS. ſ. [from fºppiſh.] Vanity ;

ſhowy vanity.

POPPLING. ſ. (from fºp.] A petty ſop.

Tickell.

FOR-prep. [ron, Sax.] 1. Becauſe of Hecker,

Sucking. 1. With reſpect to , with regard to.

Stillingfleet. 3. In the character of Locke. 4.

With reſemblance of Shakelp. Dryden 5

Conſidered as; in the place of Clarendon. 6.

For the ſake of Cºwley. Conducive to ;

beneficial to. Tillotſon. 8. With intention of

going to a certain place. Hayward. 9. In

comparative reſpect. Dryden. Io. In propºrtion

to. Tilletſon. . With appropriation to Shakeſ

11. After O an expreſſion of deſire. Shakeſp.

13. In account of; in ſolution of Burnet

14. Inducing to as a motive. Tillotſon. 5.

In expectation of Locke. 16. Noting power or

poſſibility. Taylor. 17. Noting depeudence.

Bºyle. 18. In prevention of Bacon. 19. In

remedy of Garretſºn. 2 o' In excuange for.

Dryden a 1. In the place of; inſtead of.

Cºwley. 22. In ſupply of , to ſerve in the place

of. Dryden. 23. Through a certain duration.

Rºſcºmmon, Lºcke. 14. In ſº atch of , in queſt

or. Tilliſon. 25. According to. By c. 26. No

ting a ſtate of fitneſs or readinet. Dryden. 17.

tº hope of; for the ſake of Stakeſp. 28. Ot

tendency to ; towards. Kno!!es. 29 . In favour

of , on the part of; on the ſide of. Cowley,

3e Noting accommodation or adaptation. 31

*

With intention of Tilletſon. 32. Becoming;

belonging to. Cowley. 33. Notwithſtanding.

Bentley. 34. For all. Notwithſtanding. South.

35. To the uſe of; to be uſed in. Spenſer. 36.

In conſequence of. Dryden. 37. In recompen e

of. Dryden. 38. In proportion to. Shakeſp. 39.

By means of ; by interpoſition of Hale. 40. In

regard of. Addiſon.

FOR. conj. 1. The word by which the reaſon is

given of ſomething advanced before. Cowley.

2. Becauſe ; on this account that. Spenſer, 3.

For as much. In regard that ; in conſideration

of Hoºker. 4. For why. Becauſe; for this

reaſon that. Knoller.

To FORAGE. v. n. [from faris, abroad, Lat.]

1. To wander far; to rove at a diſtance. Shak.

2. To wandar in ſearch of proviſions. Denham.

3. To ravage; to feed on ſpoil. Shakeſp.

To FORAGE. v. a. To plunder; to ſtrip. Spenſ.

FORAGE. ſ. [fourage, Gerrnan and French,

from foris, Lat] 1. Search of proviſions; the

ast of ſeeding abroad Milton, 1. Proviſions

ſought abroad. Dryden. 3. Proviſions in ge

neral. Dryden. .

FORA MINOU.S. a [from framen, Lat.] Full
of holes. Bacon.

To FORBEAR. v. n. pret I fºrbore, anciently

forbare; part fºrborn. (Fonbænan, Sax.] i.

To ceaſe from any thing ; to intermit. Denha.

2. To pauſe; to delay. Shakeſp. 3. To omit

voluntarily ; to abſtain. Cheyne. 4. To reſtrain

any violence of temper; to be patient. Proverbs.

To FO'RBEAR. v. a 1. To decline; to omit

voluntarily. Waller, Clarendon. 2. To ſpare;

to treat with clemency Epheſians. 3. To

withhold Chronicles.

FORBEARANCE. ſ. [from fºrbear.] 1. The

care of avoiding or ſhunning any thing. South.

2. Intermiſſion of ſomething. 3. Command of

temper. Shakeſp. 4. Lenity; delay of puniſh

ment; mildneſs. Rºgerſ.

FORBEARER.J. (from forbear.] An intermit
ter; interceptor of any thing. Tuſſºr.

To FQ RBID. v. a. pret. I fºrbade; part for

bidden or forbid. (Fonbeoban, Sax.] 1. To

prohibit; to interdict any thing. Davies. 2.

To command to forbear any thing. Sidney. 3.

To oppoſe; to hinder. Bacon, Dryden. 4. To

accurſe ; to blaſt. Shakeſp.

To FORBID. v. n. To utter a prohibition.

Shakeſp.

FORBIDDANCE. ſ. [from fºrbid] Prohibi

tion. Milton

FORBI'ſ)DENLY. adv. [from forbid.] In an

unlawiul manner. Shakeſp.

FORBI DDER ſ. [from forbid.) One that pro

hibits. Brºwn.

FOR B1 DDING particip. a. (from forbid]Raiſ

ing abhorrence. Aaron Hill.

FORCE. ſ. [force, Fr. } 1. Sºrength; vigour;

might. Donne. 2. Violence. Dryden. 3. Virtue;

efficacy. Lºcke. 4. Validneſs, power of law.

Denham. 5. Armament ; wai like prepara:

tion. Wall, r. 6. Deſtiay; necciary; fatal

compulſion.

R r 2. To
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To FORCE.v.a.[from the noun.] 1. To com

Peli to conſtrain. Swift. 2. To overpower

by ſtrength. Miltºn. 3. To impel; to preſs.

Peterºnºmy. 4. To draw or puſh by main

Trength. Dryden. 5. To enforce; to urge.

Pryden 6. To drive by violence or power.

Pecay ºf Piety. 7. To gain by violence or

power. pº, 8. To ſtorm ; to take or enter

by violence Waller. 9. To raviſh 5 to violate

by force. Dryden io. To conſtrain; to diſtort.

4ddiſºn. ii. To man; to ſtrengthen by ſol

‘liers; to garriſon. Raleigh, 12. To Force out.

To extort. Atterbury.

To FORCE. v. n Tolay ſtreſ, upon. Camden.

FORCEDLY. adv. [from force] violently;

conſtrainedly. Burnet.

FORCEFUL, a [fºrce and full.) Violent;

ongi impetuous. Pºpe.

FQRCEFULLY. adv, (from fºrceful..] violent

ly; impetuouſly.

FORCEiESS. a. [from fºrce.] without force;

weak; feeble.

FORCEPS. J. (Latin ) Forcept properly ſignifies

a pair oftongs; but is uſed for an inſtrument in

chirurgery, to extract anythingout of wounds.

Quincy.

FORCERſ.[from fºrce.) 1. That which forces,

drives, or conſtrains. 2. The embolus of a

pump working by pulſion. Wilkins.

FORCIBLE. a. Ifrom force..] ... Strong;

mighty; oppoſed to weak Hocker. 2. Vio

lent; impetuous. 3. Efficacious; active ;

powerful. Bacon, 4. Prevalent; of great in

fluence. Raleigh. 5, Done by force. Swift.

6. Valid; binding; obligatory.

FORCIBLENESS. ſ. (from fºrcible.) Force;

violence.

FORCIBLY, adv. [from fºrcible.) 1. Strongly;

powerfully. Tillotſºn. 2 Impetuouſly; 3. By

violence; by force. Spenſer, Hammond. -

FORCIPATED a.{from fºrceps.) Formed like

a pair of pincers to open and incloſe. Derham.

FORD. ſ. [rone, Sax.] 1. A ſhallow part of a

river. Fairfax. 2. The ſtream, the current.

Milton.

To FORD, v. a. To paſs without ſwimming.

Raleigh.

FORDABLE. a. [from fºrd..] Paſſable without

ſwimm ng. Raleigh.

FORE. a. [Fone, Sax.] Anteriour; that which

comes firſt in a progreſſive motion Cheyne

FORE. adv. 1. Anteriourly. Raleigh. 2. Fore

is a word much uſed in compoſition to mark

pr ority of time.

To FOREARM. v. a. [fºre and arm.] To pro

vide for attack or reſiſtance before the time

of need. South.

To FOREBODE. v. n. [fºre and bode.) 1. To

prognoſticate; to foretel. Dryden, 2. To

foreknow; to be preſcient of Pope.

POREBO'DER. ſ. (from fºrebode.) 1. A prog

noſticator ; a loothſayer. L'Eſtrange. 2. A

foreknower.

FOREBY', prep. [fºre and by..] Near; hard by;

faſt by. Spenſer.

To FORECAST. v. a. [fire and caſt.] ... Te

ſcheme; to plan before execution. Danieſ. 1.

To adjuſt; to contrive. Dryden. 3. To foreſee;

to provide againſt. L'Eſtrange.

To FORECAST. v. s. To form ſchemes; to

contrive beforehand. Spenſer.

FORECAST. ſ. [from the verb.] Contrivance

beforehand; antecedent policy. Pope.

FORECASTER. ſ. [from forecaſt.] One who

contrives beforehand.

FORECASTLE. ſ. [fºre and caſtle.) In a ſhip,

that part where the foremaſt ſtands. Harris,

Raleigh.

FORECHOSEN. part. [fore and choſen.] Pre

elected.

FQRECITED, part. [fºre and cite.] Quoted

before. Arbuthnot.

To FORECLOSE. v. a. [fºre and cloſe.] 1.

To ſhut up; to preclude; to prevent. Carew.

2. To For eclose a Mºrtgage, is to cut of

the power of redemption.

FOREDECK. ſ. [fºre and deck.] The anteri

our part of the ſhip. Chapman.

To FOREDESIGN. v. 3. [fore and dºgs.]

To plan beforehand. Cheyne.

To FOREDO. v. a. [from for and de..] 1. To

ruin; to deſtroy. Shakeſp. z. To overdo; to

weary; to harraſs. Shakeſp.

To FOREDOOM. v. a. #. and deem.] To

predeſtinate; to determine beforehand. Pºpe.

FOREEND. ſ. [fore and end..] The anteriour

part. Bacon. -

FOREFATHER. ſ. [fºre and father.] An

ceſtor; one who in any degree of aſcending

genealogy precedes another. Raleigh.

To FOREFEND. v. a. [fore and fend.) 1. To

prohibit; to avert. Dryden. 2. To provide for;

to ſecure. Shakeſp.

FOREFINGER.J. [fºre and finger.] The fin

ger next to the thumb; the index. Brews.

Fo'REFoot. ſ. plural, frefeet. [fºre andfeet.]

The anteriour foot of a quadruped. Pearham.

To FOREGO. v. a. [fore and gº 1 1. To

quit; to give up; to reſign. Locke. 2. To go

before; to be paſt. Raleigh, Boyle. 3. To loſe.

Shakeſp.

FOREGOER. ſ. [from fºregº.] Anceſtor; pro

genitor. Shakeſp.

FOREGROUND. ſ. [fºre and ground.) The

part of the field or expanſe of a picture which

ſeems to lie before the figures. Dryden.

FOREHAND. ſ. [fºre and hand.) 1. The part

of a horſe which is before the rider. a. The

chief part Shakeſp.

FQREHAND. a. A thing done too ſoon Shakeſ.

FOREHA'NDED .a. [from fºre and hand.) 1.

Early 5 timely. Taylºr. 2. Formed in the

foreparts. Dryden.

FOREHEAD.J. [fore and head.) 1. That part

of the face which reaches from the eyes up

wards to the hair. Dryden. 2. Impudence;

confidence; aſſurance. Collier.

FOREHOLDING. ſ. [fore and hold.] Predic

tions; ominous accounts. L'Eſtrange.

FOREIGN. s. [forain, Fr. forane, Span.] 1.

Not

-
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Not ofthis country; not domeſtick. Atterbury.

2. Alien ; remote; not allied; not belonging.

Swift. 3. Excluded; not admitted; held at a

diſtance. Shakeſp. 4. [In law.] A foreign plea,

Plantum ferinſerum ; as being a plea out of the

Proper court of juſtice. 5. Extraneous; ad

ventitious in general. Philipi. .

FOREIGNER. ſ. [from foreign.] A man that

comes from another country; not a native ; a

ſtranger. Addiſon.

FOREIGNNESS. ſ. [from fºreign.) Remote

neſs ; want of relation to ſomething. Locke.

To FOREIMAGINE.v.a. [fore and imagine.]

To conceive or fancy before proof. Camd.

To FOREJUDGE. v. a. [fºre and judge.] To

judge beforehand ; to be prepoſſeſſed.

To FOREKNOW. v. a. [fore and know..] To

have preſcience of ; to foreſee. Raleigh.

FOREKNOWABLE. a. [from fareknºw.) Poſ.

fible to be known before they happen. More.

FOREKNOWLEDGE'ſ [fore and knºwledge.)

Preſcience; knowledge of that which has not

yet happened. Milton.

FORELAND. ſ. [fºre and land] A promon

tory; headland; high land jutting into the

ſea ; a cape. Milton.

To FORELAY. v. a. [fºre and lay.] To lay

wait for ; to intrap by ambuſh. Dryden.

To FORELIFT. v. a. [fºre and lift.) To raiſe

aloft any anteriour part. Spenſer.

FORELock. ſ. É. and lock.] The hair

that grows from the forepart of the head.
Milton.

FOREMAN. ſ... [fºre and man.] The firſt or

chief perſon. Addiſºn.

FOREME'NTIONEB). a. [fºre and mentioned.]

Mentioned or recited before. Addiſon.

FOREMOST. a. [from fore.] 1. Firſt in place.

Pryden. 2. Firſt in dignity. Sidney.

FORENAMED. a. [fore and name.] Nomi

nated before. Ben. johnſon.

FORENOON. ſ [fore and noon.] The time of

day reckoned from the middle point, between

the dawn and the meridian, to the meridian.

Arbuthnot.

FORENOTICE. ſ. [fºre and notice.) Informa

tion of an event before it happens. Rymer.

FORE/NSICK. a. [forenſ, Lat.] Belonging to

courts of judicature. Locke.

To FOREORDA IN. v. a. [fore and ºrdain.)

To predeſtinate ; to predetermine; to preor

dain. Hooker.

FOREPART. ſ. [fºre and part.] The anteri

our part Raleigh

FOREPAST. a. [fore and paſt.] Paſt before a

certain time. Hammond.

FOREPOSSESSED. a. [fºre and poſſeſ...} Pre

occupied ; prepoſſeſſed; pre-engaged Sanderſ.

FORERANK. ſ. [fºre and rank.] Firſt rank;

front. Shakeſp.

FORERECITED. a. [fºre and recite.] Men

tioned or enumerated before. Shakeſp.

To FORERUN. v. a. [fore and run.] I

To come before as an earneſt of ſomething

fellowing. Dryden. 2. To preced: ; to have

the ſtart of Graunt.

FORERUNNER. ſ. [from fºrerun ) i. An

harbinger ; a meſſenger ſent before to give

notice of the approach of thoſe that follow.

Štillingfleet, Dryden. 2. A prognoſtick; a ſign
foreſhowing any thing Sºuth.

To FORESAY. v. a (fºre and ſay..] To pre

dict 5 to propheſy. Shakeſp.

To FORESE'E. v. a. [fºre and ſee.] To ſee be

forehand; to ſee what has not yet happened.

Taylor.

To FORESHAME. v. a. [fºre and ſhame.] To

ſhame; to bring reproach upon. Shakeſp.

FORESHiP. f. É. and ſhip.] The anteriour

part of the ſhip. Air.

To FORESHORTEN. v. a. [fºre and ſporten.]

To ſhorten figures for the ſake of ſhowing

thoſe behind. Dryden.

To FORESHOw. v. a. [fºre and ſhow.) 1.

To diſcover before it happens; to predict 5 to

prognoſticate. Denham. 2. To repreſent be

fore it comes. Hecker.

FORESIGHT. ſ. [fºre and ſght.] 1. Preſci

ence; prognoſtication; foreknowledge, Milton.

2. Provident care of futurity. Spenſer.

FORESIGHTFUL a...[foreſight and full) Pre

ſcient; provident. Sidney.

To FORESIGNIFY. v. a. [fºre and ſignify.]

To betoken beforehand; to foreſhow; to

typify. Hooker.

rººkin'ſ [fore and ſkin..] The prepuce.

Cowley.

FO'RESKIRT.ſ [fire and ſkirt.] The pendu

lous or looſe part of the coat before. Shakeſp.

To FORESLACK. v. a. [fºre and ſlack.] To

neglect by idleneſs. Spenſer.

To FORESLOW. v. a [fºre and ſlow.) 1. To

delay ; to hinder; to impede. Fairfax, Dryd.

2. To neglect; to omit, P. Fletch.

To FORESLOW. v. n. To be dilatory; to

loiter. Shakeſp.

To FORESPEAK. v. n. [fºre and ſpeak.] i.

To predict; to foreſay. Camden. 1. To forbid.

Shakeſp.

FORESPE'NT. a. 1. Waſted ; tired; ſpent.

Shakeſp. z. Forepaſſed , paſt. Spenſer. 3. Be

ſtowed before. Shakeſp.

FORESPU'RRER. ſ. ifre and ſpur.] One

that rides before. Shakeſp.

FOREST. ſ. [foreſ?, Fr.) 1. A wild unculti

vated tract of ground, with wood. Shakeſp. 2.

[In law.] A certain territory of woody grounds

and fruitful paſtures, privileged for wild beaſts,

and fowls of foreſt, chaſe, and warren, to reſt

and abide in, in the ſafe protection of the

king, for his pleaſure Cowell

To FORESTA’L. v. a. [ronertallan, Sax.] i.

To anticipate; to take up beforehand. Herbert.

2. To hinder by preoccupation or prevention.

Miltºn. 3. To ſeize or gain poſſeſſion of before

another. Spenſer.

FORESTA i.L.E.R. ſ [from frºſłal.] One that

anticipates the market; one that purchaſes be

fore others to raiſe the price. Lºcke,

FORESTBORN. a. [for ºff and bºrn.] Born in

a wild. Shakeſp.

FORESTER,
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FO'RESTER. ſ. [fºreflier, Fr.) 1. An officer

of the foreſt. Shakeſp. 1. An inhabitant of a
wild country. -

FORESWAT, 7 a. [from fºre and ſwat,

FORESWART. from ſweat..] spent with

heat. Sidney.

To FORETASTE. v. a. [fºre and taffe.) 1.

To have antepaſt of: to have preſcience of 2.

To taſte before another. Milton.

FORETASTE. ſ. Anticipation of South.

To FORETE:L. v. a. [fore and tell.] 1. To

predict; to propheſy. Dryden. 1. To fore

token ; to foreſhow.

To FORETE:L. v. n. To utter prophecy. Atts.

FORETELLER. ſ. (from foretel.) Predicter;

foreihower. Boyle.

To FORETHINK. v. a. [fºr, and think.] To

anticipate in the mind; to have preſcience of

Raleigh.

To FORETHINK. v. n. To contrive before

hand. Smith.

FORETHOUGHT.ſ. (from frethink.] ... Pre

ſcience; anticipation. L'Eſtrange. 2. Provident
Care.

To FORETOKEN. v. a. [fºre and tºken ) To

foreſhow ; to prognoſticate as a ſign. Daniel.

FORETO KEN. ſ. [from the verb...] Prevenient

ſign : prognoſtick. Sidney.

FORETOOTH f. [fore and tooth.] The tooth

in the anteriour part of the mouth ; the inci

for. Ray. -

FORETOP. ſ. [fºre and tºp.] That part of a

woman's headdreſs that is forward, or the top

of a periwig. Dryden.

FOREVOUCHE15. part. [fºre and vºuch. J

Affirmed before ; formerly told. Shakeſp.

FOREWARD. f [fºre and ward J. The van;

the front. 1. Mac.

To FOREWARN. v. a. ſ fºre and warn.) 1.

To admoniſh beforehand. Luke. 2. To in

form previouſly of any future cyent. Milton.

3. To caution againſt any thing beforehand.
AMilton.

To FOREWA'sTE. v. a [fºre and waſ e ] To

deſolate ; to deſtroy. Out of uſe. Spenſer.

To FOREWISH, part. [fºre and sºft.] To

deſire beforehand Knolls.

FOREWORN. part. [fºre and worn, from

wear.] Wora out ; waited by time or uſe.

Sidney.

FO'RFEIT. ſ. [fºrfeit, Fr.) 1. Something loſt

by the commiſſion of a crime; a fine ; a

mulet. Mºaller. 2. A perſon obnoxious to

puniſhment. Shakeſp.

To FORFEIT. v. a. [from the noun..] To loſe

by ſome breach of condition; to loſe by ſome

offence. Davies, Bºyle.

FORFEIT. a. [from the verb.] Liable to penal

ſeizure; alienated by a crime. Pºpe.

FORFEI TABLE. a. (from fºrfeit J Poſſeſſed

on conditions, by the breach of which any

thing may be loſt.

FORFEITURE. ſ. [fºrfaiture, Fr.) 1. The act

of forfeiting. 2. The thing forfeited; a mulet;

a fine. Taylºr.

Te FOREFEND. v. a. To prevent; to forbid.

Hanmer.

FORGAVE. The preterite of forgive.

FORGE. ſ. [forge, Fr.) 1. The place where

iron is beaten into form. Pºpe. 1. Any place

where any thing is made or ſhaped. Hºoker.

To FORGE. v. a [fºrger, old Fr.) 1. To

form by the hammer. Chapman 2. To make

by any means. Shakeſp. 3. To counterfeiti

to falſify. Shakeſp.

FORGER. ſ. (from fºrge.] 1. One who makes

or forms. 2. One who counterfeits any thing.

M’eſt

FORGERY. ſ. [from forge.] 1. The crime of

falſification. Stephens. 2. Smith's work; the

act of the forge. Milten.

To FORGET. v. a. preter, fºrget ; part fºr

gºtten, or fºrgot ſponxycan, Sax.] i. To loſe

memory of ; to let go from the remembrance.

4tterbury. 2. Not to attend , to neglect.
Ifarah.

FORGETFUL. a. [from fºrget.) 1. Not re

taining the memory of . Cauſing oblivion;

oblivious. Dryden. 3. Inattentive; negligent;

neglectiul ; careleſs. Hebrewr, Priºr.

FORGETFULNESS. ſ. [From forgetful) i.

Oblivion; ceſſation to remember ; loſs of me

mory. Shakeſp. 2. Negligence; neglect; in

attention Hºcker.

FORGETTER. ſ. [from fºrget.) 1. One that

forgets 2. A careleſs perſon.

To FORGIVE. v. a. pret, forgave, p. p for

given. (Fonzipan, Saxon.) 1. To pardon a

Perſon; not to puniſh. Prior. 2. To pardon

a crime. Iſaiah. 3. To remit; not to exact

debt or penalty. Matthew.

FORGIVENESS. ſ [Fongrenirre, Sax.] 1.

The act of forgiving. Daniel. 2. Pardon of

an offender. Pr. of Manaſſeh 3. Pardon of an

offence. Sºuth. 4. Tenderneſs; willingneſs

to pardon. Sprat. 5. Remiſſion of a fine or

penalty.

rºl VER. ſ. (from fºrgive.) One who par
ons

FORGOT. art. paſſ of forgot. Not

fºres; ‘....ſºſ. É
To FORHAI'L. v. a. To harraſs; tear; tor

ment. Spenſer.

FORK. J. [fourche, Fr.) 1. An inſtrument

divided at the end into two or more points or

prongs. Dryden. 2. It is ſometimes uſed for

the point of an arrow. Shakeſp. 3. A point

of a fork. Addiſºn.

To FORK. v. n. (from the noun..] To ſhoot into

blades, as corn does out of the ground. Mºrti.

FORKED. a. (from fork.] Opening into two

or more parts. Shakeſp.

Fºkkely. adv. [from forked.] In a forked
orm.

FORKEDNESS. ſ. [from fºrked] The quality

of opening into two parts.

FORKHEAD. ſ. [fork and head] Point of an

arrow. Spenſer.

FORKY. a. [from fºrk.] Forked; furcated;

opening into two parts. Pºpe.

FORLO'Re.
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FORLOTRE. Deſerted; forſook; forſaken.Fairf.

FORLORN. a. i. Deſerted ; deſtitute ; forſa

ken ; wretched; helpleſs. Kneller, Fenton. 1.

Loſt; deſperate. Spenſer. 3. Small; deſpicable.

Shakeſp. .

FORLORN. ſ. A loſt, ſolitary, forſaken man.

For Lorn Hºpe. The ſoldiers who are ſent firſt

to the attack, and are therefore doomed to pe

riſh. Shakeſp. Dryden.

FORLORNNESS. ſ. Miſery; ſolitude. Bºyle.

To FORLYE. v. n. [fromfor and lye.] To lye

acroſs. Spenſer.

FORM. ſ. (fºrma, Lat.) 1. The external ap

pearance of any thing ; repreſentation ; ſhape.

Grew. 2. Being, as modified by a particular

ſhape. Dryden. 3. Particular model; modi

fication. . 4. Beauty; elegance of appearance.

Addiſ. Iſaiah. 5. Regularity ; method : order.

Shakeſp. 6. External appearance without the

eſſential qualities; empty ſhow. Swift. 7. Ce

remony; external rites. Clarenden. 8. Stated

method; eſtabliſhed practice. Hocker. 9. A

long ſeat. Watts. Io. A claſs; a rank of

ſtudents. Dryden. 1. The ſeat or bed of a

hare. Priºr. 11. Form is the eſſential, ſpe

cifical modification of the matter, ſo as to give

it ſuch a peculiar manner of exiſtence. Hºoker.

To FORM. v. a. [fºrma, Lat.) 1. To make

out of materials. Pºpe. 2. To model to a

particular ſhape. 3. To modify; to ſcheme ;

to plan.#. 4. To arrange; to combine

in a particular manner. 5. To adjuſt; to ſettle.

Decay of Piety. 6. To contrive; to coin.

Rºwe. 7. To model by education or inſtitu

tion. Dryden.

FORMAL. a. [fºrmel, Fr. fºrmali, Lat] 1.

Ceremonious; ſolemn; preciſe; exact to at

fectation. Bacon. 2. Not ſudden; not extem

Toraneous. Hººker. 3. Regular; methodical.

ºf aller. 4. External , having the appearance

but not the effence. Dryden. E. Depending

upon eſtabliſhment or cuſtom. Pºpe. 6. Hav

ing the power of making any thing what it is.

Hºlder, Stilling ſleet. 7. Retaining its proper

and eſſental characteriſtick. Shakeſp

FO RMALIST. ſ. (fºrmalfie, Fr.] One who

prefers appearance to reality. South.

FORMAL TY.f. [fºrmalité, Fr.) 1. Ceremo

ny eſtabliſhed mode of behaviour.After bury.

2. Solemn order, habit, er dreſs. Swift. 3.

The quality by which any thing is what it is.

Stilling fleei.

To FORMAL: ZF. v.a. [fºrmaliſer, Fr.] .

To model ; to modity. Hººker. 2. To affect;

formality.

FORMAL!.Y. adv. [rom firmal ) 1. Accord

ing to eſtabliſhed rules. Shakeſp. z. Ceremo

niouſly ; ſtifly , preciſcly C-ſiter. 3. In open

appearance. H-ser. 4. Eilentially , charac

teriſtically Smalridge.

FORMATION. ſ. formatiºn, Fr.) 1. The aº

of forming or generating. M'atti. 2. The

manner in which a thing is formed. Brown.

FORMATIVE. a. [from farma, Lat.] Having

the power of giving form , plaſtick. Bently.

FORMER. ſ (from form.] He that ſorms :

maker ; contriver; planner. Ray.

FORMER, a [from ronma, Sax.] 1 Before

another time. Shakeſp. 1. Mentioned before

another. Pºpe. 3. Paſt: as, this was the cuſtom

fn former timer.

FORMERLY adv. [from fºrmer.] In times

paſt. Addiſºn.

FORMIDAP:1.E. a. ſ fºrridabilir, Lat.] Ter

rible; dreadful 5 tremendous; terrifick. Dryd.

FORMIDABLENESS / [from fºrmidable.jſ.

The quality of exciting terrour or dread. 2.

The thing cauſing dread. Decay ºf Piety.

FORMIDABLY. adv. [from fºrmidable.) In

a terrible manner. Dryden.

FORMLESS. a. (from form.] Shapeleſs; with

out regularity of form. Shakeſp.

FORMUL.A.R.Y. a. [fºrmulaire, Fr.] A book

containing ſtated and preſcribed models.

FORMULE, ſ, [formule, Fr. formula, Lat.) A

ſet or preſcribed model.

To FO'RNICATE. v. a. (from fºrnix, Lat.]

To commit lewdneſs. Brown.

FORNICATION. ſ. [fºrnicatiºn, Fr.] con

cubinage or commerce with an unmarried

woman. Graunt. ... In Scripture, ſometimes

idolatry. Ezekiel.

FORNICATOR. ſ. [fºrnicateur, Fr.Jonethat

has commerce with unmarried women.Tayler.

FORNICATRESS. ſ. A woman who without

marriage cohabits with a man. Shakeſp.

To FORSA'KE. v. a. preter forſºok. part. paſſ.

forſºok, or fºrſaken. (verſacken, Dutch..] ...To

leave in reſentment, or diſlike. Cowley. 2.To

leave , to go away from. Dryden. 3. To de

fert; to fail. Rowe. -

FORSA'KER. ſ. [from fºrſake.] Deſerter; one

that forſakes. Apocrypha.

FORSOOTH. adv. Ironrobe. Sax.] I. In

truth , certainly ; very well. Hayward. 2. A

word of honour in addreſs to women. Guard.

To FORSWEAR. v. a.º: part.

forſwºrn. [ronrpaenian, Sax.ji. To renounce

upon oath. Shakeſp. 1. To deny upon oath.

**akeſp. 3 With the reciprocal pronoun: as,

tº fºrſwear himſelf; to be perjured; to ſwear

falſely. Smith.

To FORSWEAR w. n. To ſwear falſely ; to

commit perjury. Shakeſp.

FQRSWEARER.J. [from fºrfu,ear JOne who

is perjured.

FORT. ſ. [fort, Fr.] A ſortified houſe; a caſtle.

enham.

FORTED. a. (from fºrt.] Furniſhed or guard

ed by forts. Shakeſp.

FORTH. adv. [ponº, Sax. whence further and

furtheft.] ...Forward; onward in time. Spenſer.

1. Forward in place or order. Whitgift. 3.

Abroad; out of doors. Shakeſp. 4. Out away;

beyond the boundary of any place. Spenſer. 5.

Out into publick view.Waller. 6 Throughly;

from beginning to end. Shakeſp. 7. To a

certain degree. Hammond. 8. On to the end.

Memºir in Strype.

FORTH. prºp. Out of. Denne.

FORTHCO'MING.
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FORTHCO'MING. a. [fºrth and coming.)

Ready to appear ; not abſconding Shakeſp.

FORTHISSUING, a [forth and iſſue..] Com

ing out; coming forward from a covert. Pºpe.

FORTHRI'GHT. adv. [forth and right. J

Strait forward; without flexions. Dryden.

FORTHwitH. adv. [fºrth and with.) Im

mediately ; without delay ; at once ; ſtrait.

Davier.

Fortieth. a. [from fºrty.) The fourth

tenth. Denne.

FO'RTIFIABLE. a. [from fºrtify.] What may

be fortified.

Fortification. ſ. [fºrtificatiºn, Fr.) 1.

The ſcience of military architecture. Broºme.

2. A place built for ſtrength. Sidney.

Fo'RTIFIER. ſ. [from fºrtify 1. One who

erects works for defence Carew. 2. One who

ſupports or ſecures. Sidney

To Fo'RTIFY. v. a. [fºrtifier, Fr.) 1. To

ſtrengthen againſt attacks by walls or works.

Shakeſp. z. To confirm , to encourage Sidney.

3. To fix; to eſtabliſh in reſolution. Lºcke.

FORTILA GE. ſ. [from fºrt.) A little fort.

Spenſer.

Fo'RTIN. ſ. ſprench.] A little fort. Shakeſp.

FORTITUDE. ſ. ſ fortitude, Lat.) 1. Cou

rage ; bravery. Milton. 2. Strength; force.

Shakeſp.

ForTLET. ſ. [from fort.) A little fort.

FO'KTNIGHT. ſ. [eentracted from fºurteen

nights, reopnetyne nºt, Sax.] The ſpace of
two weeks. Bacon.

FORTRESS. ſ. [fortereſt, Fr.] A ſtrong hold,

a fortified place. Locke.

FORTU ITOUS..a... [fºrtuit, Fr. fºrtuitus, Lat.]

Accidental ; caſual. Ray.

FORTUITOUSLY. adv. [from fortuitous. J

Accidentally ; caſually , by chance. Rºgers.

FORTU’ITOUSNESS. ſ. [from fºrtuitous.]

Accident ; chance.

FORTUNATE. a. [..fºrtunatus, Lat.] Lucky;

happy , ſucceſsful. Dryden.

FORTUNATELY adv.[from fºrtunate.]Hap

pily: ſucceſsfully. Prior.

FORTUNAT ENESS.ſ (from fºrtunate.]Hap

pineſs; good luck; ſucceſs. Sidney.

FORTUNE. ſ. [fºrtuna, Lat] ... The power

ſuppoſed to diſtribute the lots of life according

to her own humour. Shakeſp. 2. The good

or ill that beſals man. Bentley 3. The

chance of life; means of living. Swift. 4.

Event; ſucceſs good or bad. Temple 5. Eſtate;

poſſeſſions. Shakeſp. 6. The portion of a man

or woman. Otway. 7. Futurity; future events.

Cºwley.

To FORTUNE. v. n. [from the noun..] To

be ſail; to fail out ; to happen i to come ca

ſually to paſs. Knelles. -

FORTUNED. a. supplied by fortune. Shakeſp.

Po RT UNFBOOK.J. [fºrtune and book.) A

book conſulted to know fortune. Craſhaw.

FoxTUNEHUNTER. ſ. [fºrtune and hunt.)

A man whoſe employment is to enquire after

wornen with great portions to enrich himſelf

by marrying them. St...i.

To FORTUNEtell. v. n.[fºrtune and tell]

1. To pretend to the power of revealing futu

rity. A'alten. 2. To reveal futurity. Cleveland.

FORTUNETELLER. ſ. [fºrtune and teller. I

One who cheats common people by pretend

ing to the knowledge of futurity. Duppa.

FORTY. [reopentº, Sax.] Four times ten.

FORUM.J. [Lat.) Any publick place. Wattr

To FORWA'NDER. v. a [fºr and wander.]

To wander wildly Spenſer.

FORWARD. adv. [Fonpeanb, Sax.] Towards ;

to a part or place before; onward; progreſ

fively. Hººker.

FORWARD. a. [from the verb.] ... warm ;

earneſt. Gal. ii. i.o. 2. Ardent ; eager; hot :

violent. Prior. 3. Ready ; confident; pre

ſumptuous. Dryden. 4. Not reſerved; not

over modeſt. Shakeſp. 5. Premature ; early

ripe. Shakeſp. 6. Quick; ready shaſty Lecke.

7. Antecedent; anteriour: oppoſed to poſteri

our. Shakeſp. 8. Not behindhand; not inferi

our. Shakeſp.

To FORWARD. v. a. [from the adverb.] i.

To haſten; to quicken ; to accelerate. Swift.

3. To patroniſe; to advance.

FORWARDER, ſ [from fºrward] He who

promotes anything.

FORWARDLY. adv. [from the adjective.)

Eagerly ; haſtily. Atterbury

Forw ARDNESS./ [from fºrward ) t. Ea

gerneſs; ardour; readineſs to act. Hoºker. a.

Quickneſs; readineſs. Wetten. 3. Earlineſs;

early ripeneſs. 4. Confidence; aſſurance; want

of modeſty. Addiſon.

FORWARí)S. adv. Straight before ; pro

greſſively. Arbuthnet.

FOSSF. ſ. (fºſſa, Lat.) A ditch; a moat.

FOSSEWAY. ſ. [fºſſe and way.) One of the

great Roman roads through England, ſo called

trom the ditches on each ſide.

FOSSIL. a. [fºſſilis, Lat.) That which is dug

out of the earth. Woºdward.

FOSSIL.J. Many bodies, becauſe we diſcever

them by digging into the bowels of the earth,

are called fºſſils. Locke.

To FOSTER. v. a. [Fortnian, Sax.] I. To

nurſe ; to feed; to ſupport. Cleaveland. 2. To

pamper; to encourage. Sidney. 3. To cheriſh;

to forward. Themſen.

FOSTERAGE.J. [from fifter.] The charge of

nurſing. Raleigh.

FOSTERBROTHER. ſ. [porten broºen,

Sax.] One bred at the ſame pap.

FOSTERCHILD. ſ. ſporten cils, Sax.) A

child nurſed by a woman not the mother, or

bred by a man not the father. Daves.

FOSTERDAM. ſ. [ſofter and dam.) A nurſe;

one that performs the office of a mother Dryd.

FOSTEREARTH.ſ [fºſter and earth.) Earth

by which the plant is nouriſhed, though it did

not grow firſt in it. Philips.

FO'ST ERER. ſ. (from feſter.] A nurſe ; one

who gives tood in the place of a parent.Davir.

FOSTERFATHER. f. portenfaben, Sax.]

One who gives food in the place of the father.

FOSTERMOTHER.
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rººkwotherſ [fifter and mother.] A

nurie.

FOSTERSON. ſ [fifter and ſºn.) One fed and

educated, though not the ſon by nature. Dryd.

FOUGA'DE. ſ. [French J In the art of war, a

fort of little mine in the manner of a well dug

under ſome work of fortification. Dić.

FOUGHT. The preterite and participle of fight.

FOUGHTEN. The paſſive participle of fight.

Miltºn.

FOUL. a... [rul, Sax.] 1. Not clean ; filthy :

dirty; miry. Till 2. Impure; polluted; iull

of filth. Tillotſºn. 3. Wicked'; deteſtable ;

abominable. Hale. 4. Not lawful. Shakeſp.

5. Hateful; ugly j loathſome. Bacon. 6.

Diſgraceful; ſhameful. Milton. 7. Coarſe;

groſs. Felton. 8 Full of groſ humours;

wanting purgation. Shakeſp. 9. Not bright;

not ſerene. Dryden. . . o. With rough force;

with unſeaſonable violence. Clarenden. 1.

[Among ſeamen.) Entangled: as, a rope is

fºal of the anchor.

To FOUL. v. a. [Fulan, Sax.] To daub; to be

mire; to make filthy. Evelyn.

FOULFACE.D. a. (ful and faced.] Having

an ugly or hateful viſage. Shakeſp.

FOULLY. adv. [from fºul..] Filthily; maſtily ;

cdiouſly. Hayward.

FQULMOUTHED. a. ſ fºul and mouth.] Scur

rilous; habituated to the uſe of opprobrious

terms. Addiſon.

FQ'ULNESS. ſ. [from ful] 1. The quality of

being foul; filthineſs; naſtineſs. Wilkins. 2.

Pollution; impurity. Bacon. 3. Hatefulneſs ;

atrociouſneſs. Sidney, Ben. Johnſon. 4. Uglº

neſs ; deformity. Dryden, 5. Diſhoneſty;

want of candour. Hammand.

FOUND. The preterite and participle paſſive of

find. Iſaiah.

To FOUND. v. a. ſ fundare, Lat) i. To lay

the baſis of any building. Matthew. 2 To

build ; to raiſe. Dºvies. 3. To eſtabliſh ;

to erect. Milton. 4. To give birth or original

to; as, he fºunded an art. 5. To raiſe upon,

as on a principle or ground. Decay of Piety.

6. To fix firm. Shakeſp.

To FOUND. v. a. (fundere, Lat.] To form by

melting and pouring into moulds; to caſt.

FOUNDATION. ſ. [fendation, Fr.) 1. The

baſi- or lower parts of an edifice. Hºcker. 2.

The act of fixing the baſis. Tickel. 3 The

Principles or ground on which any notion is

raised. Tillotſ. n. 4. Original ; riſe. Hooker.

5. A revenue ſettled and eſtabliſhed for any

Purpoſe, partisularly charity. Swift 6. Eſt.-

bliſhment; ſettlement.

FO UNDER. ſ. (from fºund ) A builder:

one who raiſes an edifice 17 aller. 2. One

who eſtabliſhes a revenue for any purpoſe.

Bººtley. 3. One from whom anything has its

original or beginning. Rºſcommºn. 4. A caſ.

ter; one who forms figures by caſting neſted

matter into moulds Grew.

To FOUNDER. v. a. [fºndre, fr] To cauſe

ſuch a ſoreneſ, and tenderneſs in a horſe's foot,

that he is unable to ſet it to the ground;

Shakeſp. Dorſet.

To FOUNDER. v. n. 1. To ſink to the bottom.

Raleigh. 2. To ſail; to miſcarry. Shakeſp.

FOUNDRY. ſ. A place where figures are form

ed of melted metal; a caſting houſe.

FOUNDLING. ſ. [from found of find.) A child

expoſed to chance; a child found without any

parent or owner. Sidney.

FOUNDRESS. ſ. ſtrom fºunder.) 1. A woman

that founds, builds, eſtabliſhes, or begins any

thing 2. A woman that eſtabliſhes any chari

table revenue.

FOUNT. ſ. [fºnt, Lat. fºntaine, Fr.]

FOUNTAIN. 1. A well; a ſpring. Milton.

1. A ſmall baſin of ſpringing water. Tay'or.

3. A jet; a ſpout of water. Bacºn. 4. The

head or firſt ſpring of a river. Dryden. 5.

Original ; firſt principle; firſt cauſe. Common

Prayer.

FOUNTAINLESS. a. [from fºuntain..] With

out a fountain.

FOUNTFUL, a [fºunt and full] Full of

ſprings. Chapman.

To FOUPE. v. a. To drive with ſudden impe

tuoſity. Camden.

FOUR. ſpeopen, Sax.] Twice two.

FOURBE. ſ. [Fr.] A cheat; a tricking fellow.

Denham.

FOURFO'LD. a. [fºur and fºld.) Four times

told. 2. Sam.

FOURFOOTED. a. [fºur and fºot) Quadru

ped. Dryden.

FOURSCORE. a. [fºur and ſcºre.] 1. Four

times twenty ; eighty. Sandyr. 1. It is uſed

elliptically for fourſcore years. Temple. -

FOURSQUARE. a. ſ.fair and ſquare J Qua

drangular. Raleigh.

FOURTEEN. a. [reopentyn, Sax.] Four and

ten.

FOURTEENTH. a. [from fºurteen.] The or

dinal of fourteen ; the fourth arter the tenth.

FOURTH. a. [from fºur.] The ordinal of four;

the firſt after the third.

FOURTHLY. adv. [from fºurth.) In the fourth

place. Baczm.

FOUR whº, ELED. a [fºur and wheel.] Run

ning upon twice two wheels. Pºpe.

FOUTRA. ſ. [rom futre, Fr.] A fig; a ſcoff.

Shakeſp.

FOWL. ſ. (pugel, Sax.] A winged animal ; a

bird. Barcn.

To FOWL v. n. To kill birds for food or game,

FO WLER, f (from fºr1) A ſportſman who

purſues birds Philips, Pºpe.

FOWLINGPIECE.J. (f-w! and piece.) A gun

for birds. A fertimer,

Fox. ſ. [Fox, Sax) . A wild animal of the

carine kind, with ſharp cars and a buſhy tail,

rcmarkable for his cunning, living in holes,

and preying upon fowls or ſmall animals.

Shakeſp. 2. A knave or cunning fellow. . .

FO XCASE. ſ. [fºx and caſe.] A fox's ſkin.

L'Ejirange.
S ſ FOX
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FOXCHASE. ſ. [fºx and chaſe.] The purſuit

of the fox with hounds. Pope.

FOXEVIL. ſ. [fºx and evil.] A kind of diſeaſe

in which the hair ſheds.

FOXGLovES. ſ. A plant. Miller.

FoxHº NTER’ſ [fºx and hunter.] A man

whoſe chief ambition is to ſhow his bravery in

hunting foxes. Spe:later.

FoxSHIP. ſ. (from fºx.] The character or

qualities of a fox ; ſunning.

FOXTRAP. f. [fºx and trap.] A gin or ſnare

to catch foxes. Tatler. -

POY. ſ. [fºr, Fr.) Faith; allegiance Spenſer.

To FRACT. v. a. [fračius, Lat.) To break

to violate ; to infringe. Shakeſp.

FRA Ction. ſ. [fraction, Fr. 1. The act of

breaking; the flate of being broken. Burnet.

2. A broken part of an integral. Brewn.

FRACTIONAL. a. [from fraćtion.] Belong

ing to a broken number. Cocker. -

FRACTURE. ſ. [fračura, Lat.j 1. Breach ;

ſeparation of continuous parts. Hale. .*. The

ſeparation of the continuity of a bone in living

bodies. Herbert.

To FRACTURF. v. a [from the noun..] To

break a bone. Wiſeman. -

FRAGILE. a. [fragilis, Lat.] 1. Brittle; ea

ſily ſnapped or broken. Denham. 2. Weak i

uncertain; eaſily deſtroyed Milton. -

FRAGILITY. f. [from fragile.) 1. Brittle

neſs; eaſineſs to be broken. Bacon. 2: weak

neſs; uncertainty. Knolles. 3. Frailty; lia

bleneſs to fault. Wotton.

FRAGMENT. ſ. (fragmentum, Lat]. A part

broken from the whole ; an imperfect piece.

Newton.

FRAGMENTARY. a. [from fragment.] Com

poſed of fragments. Donne.

FRAGOR. ſ. [Lat J A noiſe; a crack ; a craſh,

Sandyr.

frºANCE. J. [fragantia, Lat.) Sweet

FRAGRANCY. } neſs of ſmell; pleaſing

ſcent. Garth.

FRAGRANT. a. [fragrant, Lat.) Odorous;

ſweet of ſmell. Prizr. -

FRAGRANTLY. adv. (from fragrant..] With

ſweet ſcent. Mortimer.

FRAIL. ſ. 1. A baſket made of ruſhes. 2. A

ruſh for weaving baſkets.

FRAIL. a. (fragilis, Lat.) 1. Weak; eaſily

decaying; ſubject to caſualties. Rogers. 2.

Weak of reſolution; liable to errour or ſe

dućtion. Taylºr. -

FRAILNESS. ſ. [from frail] Weakneſs; in

ſtability Norris. -

FRAIL'ſ Y. ſ. [from frail.) 1... Weakneſs of

reſolution ; inſtability of mind. Milton. 2.

Fault proceeding from weakneſs ; fins of in

firmity. Dryden.

FRA SICHEUR ſtFr.) Freſhneſs; coolneſs Dry.

FRAISE. ſ. [Fr.] A pancake with bacon in it.

To FRAME. v. a. 1. To form or fabricate by

orderly conſtruction and union of various parts.

spenſer. 1. To fit one tº another. Abbot, 3.

To makes to compoſe. Shakeſp. 4. To re

any rule or method. Granville. 6. To cºs

trive 3 to plan. 7. To ſettle; to ſcheme out.

Shakeſp. 3. To invent; to fabricate. Races.

FRAME. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A fabrick ;

any thing conſtructed of various parts or mem

hers. Pryden, Tillºtſºn. 1. Anything made

ſo as to incloſe or admit ſomething elſe. Newr.

3. Order i regularity ; adjuſted ſeries or diſ

poſition. 3.5" 4. Scheme ; order. Clares.

s: Contrivance; projection. Shakeſp. 6. Me

chanical conſtruction. 7. Shape; form; pro

portion. Hudibras.

FRAMER. ſ. [from frame; rnemman, sax.]

Maker ; former ; contriver; ſchemer. Harirº.

FRA'MPOLD. ſ. Peeviſh; boiſterous; rugged.
Hacket. -

FRANCHISE. ſ. [franchiſe, Fr.) 1. Exemp

tion from any onerous duty. 2. Privilege;

immunity; right granted. Davies. 3. Di

ſtriº extent of juriſdiction. Spenſer.

To FRANCHISE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

enfranchiſe; to make free. Shakeſp.

FRANGIBLE. a. [frange, Lat.) Fragile; brit

tle; eaſily broken. Boyle.

FRA'NION. ſ. A paramour; a boon companion.

Spenſer.

FRANK. a. [franc, Fr.] 1. Liberal ; gene

rous; not niggardly. Sprat. 2. Open ; inge

nuous; ſincere; not reſerved. 3. Without

conditions; without payment. Hubbert's Tale.

4. Not reſtrained ; licentious. Spenſer.

FRANK. ſ. (from the adjective] i. A place to

feed hogs in ; a ſty. Shakeſp. a. A letter

which pays no poſtage. Pºpe. 3. A French
Coln

To FRANK. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ſhut

up in a frank or ſty. Shakeſp. 2. To feed

high; to fat ; to cram. Ainſworth. 3 (From

the adjective.] To exempt letters from poſt

age. Swift.

FRANKINCENSE. ſ. [frank and incerſ. J

Frankincenſe is a dry reſinous ſubſtance in

pieces or drops, of a pale yellowiſh white co

lour; a ſtrong ſmell, but not diſagreeable, and

a bitter, acrid, and reſinous taſte. It is very

inflammable. Brerewood.

FRANKLIN. ſ. [from frank.] A fleward; a

bailiff of land Spenſer.

FRANKLY. adv. [from frank.] I. Liberally:

freely; kindly ; readily. Bacon 2. Without

conſtraint; without reſerve. Clarenden.

FRANKNES5. ſ. I from frank.] 1. Plainneſs

of ſpeech ; openneſs; ingenuouſneſs. Clarend.

2. Liberality ; bounteouſneſs. 3. Freedom

from reſerve. Sidney.

FRANKPLEDGE J. (franciplegium, Lat.) A

pledge or ſurety for freemen. Cowell.

FRANTICK. a. [??sºlº;..] I. Mad; deprived

of underſtanding by violent madneſs; outrage

ouſly and turbulently mad. Spenſer. 2. Tran

ſported by violence of paſſion. Hacker.

FRANTICKLY, adv.[from frantick.) Madly:

outrageouſly. Shakeſp.

FRANTICKN ESS. Žtºn frantick.] Mad

neſs; fury of paſſion.

FRATE'RNAL.gulate ; to adjuſt. Hillſon. 5. To form to
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FRATERNAL. a.ſ fraternel, Fr.] Brotherly ,

Pºrtaining to brothers; becoming brothers.
Hammºnd.

FRATERNALLY. adv. [from fraternal] In

a brotherly manner

FRATE'rNITY.'ſ [fraternité, Fr.] 1. The

ſtate ºr quality of a brother. 2. Body of men

united ; corporation; ſociety. L'Eſtrange. 3.

Men of the ſame claſs or character. South.

FRATRICIDE ſ [fratricide, Fr.) The mur.
der of a brother.

FRAUD.J.ſ fraur, Lat.j Deceit; cheat; trick;
artifice. Dryden.

FRAUDFul... a. ſ fraud and full J Treache

rous; artful; trickiſh Shakeſp.

FRA UPFULLY. adv. [from jrandful] De

ceitfully; artfully.

FRA UDULENCE. { f, ſ fraudulentia, Lat.]

FRA UDULENCY, Deccitfulneſs; trick

iſhneſs proneneſs to artifice Hooker.

FRA'UDULENT, a [frauduleux, Fr fraudu

**tar, Lat.] 1 Full of a tifice; trickiſh ;

ſubtle; deceitful. Milton. ... Performed by

artifice; deceitful; treacherous. Milton

FRA'UDULENTLY. adv. [from fraudulent.)

By fraud; by deceit; by artifice, deceitfully.

Taylºr.

FRAUGHT. particip, paſſ [from fraight, now

written freight.] 1 Laden; charged Shakeſp.

1. Filled; ſtored, thronged. Spenſ Guardian.

FRAUGHT ſ A freight; a cargo. Shak. Dry

To FR AUGHT. v. a. To load; to crowd

Shakeſp.

FRA UGHTAGE. ſ. (from fraught ] Lading;

cargo. Shakeſp

FRAY. ſ. [effrayer, to fright, Fr.) 1. A broil;

a battle ; a fight. Fairfax. 2. A duel; a com

bat. Denham

To FRAY. v. a [effrayer, Fr.) 1. To fright,

to terrify. Bacon. 2. To rub.

FREAK. ſ. [rnac, Sax.] 1. A ſudden, and

cauſeleſs change of place. 2. A ſudden fan

cy; a humour ; a whim; a capricious prank.

Spe:later, Swift.

To FREAK. v. a. To variegate. Thomſon.

FREAKISH. a (from freak..] Capricious, hu

mourſome L'Efirange.

FREAKISHLY, adv. [Iron freakiſh 3 Capri

ciouſly ; humourſomely.

FREAKISHNESS. ſ. tºnſ alſº Capri

ciouſneſs; humourſomeneſs, whimſicalneſs

To F REAM. v. m. [frenzre, Lat.] To growl.

Bailey.

FRECKLE. ſ. 1. A ſpot raiſed in the ſkin by

the fun. Dryden. 2. Any ſmall ſpot or diſco

lo, ation. Evelyn.

FRECKLED. a. (from freckle..] Spotted; ma

culated. Drayton

Flk E. CKLY, a [rom freckle..] Full of freckles.

FRED. The ſame with peace. So Frederi.A is

powerful, or wealthy in peace. Gibſon.

FkB.E. a. (Fneah, Sax]. I. At liberty , not a

vaſial; not enſlaved. Prior. a. Uncompelled,

unreſtrained. Sºuth. 3. Not bound by fate;

Lot neceſſitated. Milton. 4. Permitted; al

ed. Temple. 6. Open; ingenuous. Otway. 7.

Acquainted; converſing without reſerve Hake

*ill., 8. Liberal ; not parſimonious. Pºpe. 9.

Frank; not gained by importunity; not put

chaſed. Bacon io. Clear from diſtreſs. Shake.

11. Guiltleſs; innocent. Shakeſp. 11. Ex

empt. Dembam. 13. Inveſted with franchiſes;

poſſeſſing any thing without vaſſalage. Dryden.

14. Without expence; as a freeſchool.

To FREE. v. a. i. To ſet at liberty; to reſ

cue from ſlavery ; to manumit; to looſe. Pºpe.

2. To rid from ; to clear from any thing ill.

Clarendon. 3. To clear from impediments or

obſt, uctions. Dryden. 4. To baniſh; to ſend

away; to rid. Shakeſp. 5. To exempt. Re

maus. 6. To unlock; to open. Dryden.

FREEBOOTER. ſ. [free and booty.j A robber;

a plunderer. Clarenden.

FREEBOOTING. ſ. Robbery; plunder. Spenſ.

FREE BORN. J. Inheriting liberty. Dryden
FREECHA'PEL. ſ. (free and }...!! Such

chapels as are of the king's foundation, and by

him exempted from the juriſdiction of the or

dinary. The king may alſo licence a ſubject

to found ſuch a chapel. Cowell.

FREECOST. ſ. [free and cºff.] Without ex

pence. South.

FREEDMAN. ſ. A ſlave manumitted. Dryden.

FREEDOM. ſ. [from free.) 1. Liberty; ex

emption from ſervitude; independence. Dry.

2. Privileges; franchiſes; immunities. Shake.

3. Exemption from fate, neceility, or prede

termination. South. 4 Unreſtraint. Maccab.

5. The ſtate of being without any particular

inconvenience. 6. Eale or facility in doing

or ſhowing any thing. -

FREEFOOTED. a. (free and fast.] Not re

ſtrained in the march. Shakeſp. -

FREEHEARTED. a. [free and beart.] Libe

ral ; unreſtrained Davier.

FREEHOLD. ſ. [free and hold.] That land or

tenement which a man holdeth in lee, fee-tail,

or for term of life. Freebold in deed is the

real poſſeſſion of lands or tenements in fee,

fee-tail, or for life. Freehold is ſometimes

taken in oppoſition to villenage. Cºwel,Swift.

FREEHOLDER / [from freebo.d J One who

has a freehold. Davier.

FREELY. adv. [from free.) 1. At liberty ;

without vaſſalage ; without ſlavery. 1. With

out reſtraint , laviſhly. Shakeſp. 3 Without

ſcruple; without reſerve. Pºpe. 4. Without

impediment. Aſcham. 5. Without neceſſity ;

without predetermination. Rogers. 6. Frank

ly ; liberally. South. 7. Spontaneouſly ; of its

own accord.

FREEMAN. ſ. [free and man.] 1. One not a

ſlave; not a vaſſal. Locke. 1. One partaking of

rights, privileges, or immunities. Dryden.

FREEMTNDED, a [free and mind..] Uncon

ſt ained; without load of care. Bacon.

FREENESS. ſ. [from free. 1. The ſtate or

quality of being free. 2. Openneſs; unreſer

vedneſs; ingenuouſneſs; caudour. Dryden. 3.

G. Leioſity ; liberality. Sprat.

Sf a FREESCHOOL,
1-w-4. Skakº P. s. Licentious; unreſtrain
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FREESCHOOL.J. [free and ſchººl] A ſchool

in which learning is given without pay, Davies.

FREESPOKEN. a. ffre, andjºj Accuſ.
tomed to ſpeak without reſerve. Bacºn.

FREESTONE / [free and ſtone.) Stone com

monly uſed in building. Addiſºn.
FREETHINKER. J. [free and think.] A li

bertºne; a contemner of religion. Addiſºn.

FREEWILL ſ (free and will.] ... The power

of directing our own actions without conſtraint

by neceſſity or ſate. Locke. ... voluntarineſs;

ſpontaneity. Føra.

FREE WOMAN ſ. ſ free and woman.) A wo

man not enſlaved. Maccabee,

To FREE ZE. v. n. preter, frºze. [v, teſºn, Dut.)

1. To be congealed with cold. Lºcke. 1. To

be of that degree of cold by which water is

congealed. Dryden. -

To FREEZE. v. a pret frºze; part frozen or

froze. 1. To cºng, at with cold 1. To kill

by cold. Shakeſp. 3. To chill by the loſs of

power or motion. Dryden.

To FR IGHT, v, a pret freighted; part.

fraught, freighted. fretter, Fr. 1. To load

a ſhip or veſic of carriage with gºods for tranſ

tortation, Shakeſp. 1 to lºad as the bur

then; to be the thing with which a veſſel is

(reight; d. Shakeſp.

FREIGHT ſ. 1. Anything with which a ſhip

is loaded Dryden 2. The money due tor

tranſportation of goods. -

FREIGHTER. / (fretteur, Fr.) He who

freights a veſſet. -

FREN. ſ. A worthleſ, woman. Shenſºr.
FRENCH Chalk. J. An indurated clay, ex

tremely denſe, of a ſmooth gloſſy ſurface, and

ſoft to the touch. Hill.

To FRE'NCHIFY. v. a. [From French..] To in

fed with the manner of France; to make a

coxcomb Camden.

FRENETICK. a. ſºlº, Gr.] Mad; diſ.

tracted. Daniel.

FRE NZY ſ. (#twºrk, Gr.] Madneſs; diſtrac

tion of mind; alienation of underſtanding.

Bentley.

FREQUENCE. ſ. [frequence, Fr.) Crowd;

concourſe ; aſſembly. Milton.

FREQUENCY. ſ. (frequentia, Lat J 1. Com

mon occurrence; the condition of being often

ſeen or done. złºter wary. 2. Concourſe ; full

aſſembly. Ben. Johnſºn.

FRE QUENT. a. (frequent, Fr.) 1. Often

done ; often ſeen , often occurring. Pope. 2.

Uſed often to practiſe any thing. Swift. 3.

Full of concotrſe, Miltºn.

To FREQUENT. v. a. (frequente, Lat] To

viſit often , to be much in any place. Hooker.

FRLQUENTABLE. a [from frequent.] Con

verſagle , acceſſible. Sidney

FREQUENTATIVE. a. [frequentativuſ, Lat.)

A granimatical term applied to verbs ſignity

ing the frequent repetition of an action.

FREQUENTER ſ (from frequent.) One who

often eforts to any place. Swift.

ten 5 commonly ; not rarely. Shakeſp.

FRESCO. ſ. (Italian.) 1. Coolneſs; ſhade duſ

kineſs. Prior. 2. A picture not drawn in glar

ing light, but in duſk. Pºpe.

FRESH a [rnerc, Sax) 1. Cool; not vapid

with heat. Prior. 2. Not ſalt. Abbat. 3.

New ; not impaired by time. Milton. 4. In

a ſtate like that of recentneſs. Denham. 5.

Recent; newly come. Dryden. 6. Repaired

from any loſs or diminution. Dryden. 7. Flo

rid; vigorous; chearful i unfaded; unimpair

ed. Bacon. 8. Healthy in countenance; rud

dy. Harvey, 9 Briſk; ſtrong; vigorous. Held.

lo. Faſting: oppoſed to eating or drinking.

1 tº Sweet: oppoſed to ſtale or ſtinking.

FRESH. ſ. Water not ſalt. Shakeſp.

To FRESHEN v. a. [from freſh ) To make

freſh 7 hºmſºn.

To FRF SHEN v. n. To grow freſh Pºpe.

FRESHET. ſ. [rom freſh.) A pool of freſh

water Miltºn.

FRESHLY, adv. [from freſ.) 1. Coolly, i.

Newly ; in the former ſtate renewed. Hººker.

3. With a healthy look; ruddily. Shakeſp.

FRESHN ESS. ſ. [rom freſh.) 1. Newneſs ;

vigour; ſpirit: the contrary to vapidneſs.

Bacon. 2. Freedom from diminution by time,

not ſtaleneſs. Sºuth 3. Freedom from fa

tigue ; newneſs of ſtrength. Hayward. 4.

Coolneſs. Addiſon -5. Ruddineſs; colour of

health. Granville. 6. Freedom from ſalt

neſs.

FRET. ſ. ſf crum, Lat.) 1. A frith, or ſtrait

of the ſea. Brown 2. Any agitation of li

quors by fermentation, or other cauſe. Derb.

3. That ſtop of the muſical inſtrument which

cauſes or regulates the vibration of the ſtring.

Miltºn. 4, work riſing in protuberances.

Spectator. 5. Agitation of the mind ; com

motion of the temper; pañon. Herbert.

To FRET. v. a. (from the noun.J 1. To rub

againſt anything. Shakeſp. z. To wear a

way by rubbing. Newtºn. 3. To hurt by at

tº ition. Milton, 4. To corrode , to eat away.

Hasewill 5. To form into raiſed work. A4iii.

6. To variegate; to diverſify. Shakeſp. 7.

To make angry; to vex. Ezekiel.

To FRET v. n. 1. To be in commotion; to

be agitated. South. 2. To be worn away; to

be corroded. Peacham. 3. To make way by

attrition. Mºxen. 4. To be angry 5 to be pee

viſh. Hecker.

FRETFUL. a. [from fret.] Angry; peeviſh.

Shakeſp.

FRETFULLY. adv. [fromfretful] Peeviſhly.

FRETFULNESS. ſ. (from fretful.) Paſſion;

peeviſhneſ.

FRETTY. a. [from fret.) Adorned with raiſ

ed work.

FRIABILITY. ſ. [from friable.) Capacity of

being reduced to powder. Locke.

FR1'A BLE, a [frtable, Fr.] Eaſily crumbled;

eaſily reduced to powder. Bacon.

FRIAR. ſ. [frere, Fr.] A religious; a brother

of ſome regular order. Swift.FRE, QUENTLY. adv. [frequenter, Lat J O'-

FRIAR
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FRIARLIKE. a. [from friar..] Monaſtick;

unſkilled in the world. Knolles.

FRIABLY. adv. [friar and like..] Like a fri

ar, a man untaught in life. Bacon.

FRIARSCQWL.J. [friar and cºwl.] A plant.

FRI’ARY. ſ. [from friar.] A monaſtery or con

vent of friars.

FRIARY. a. Like a friar. Camden,

To FRIBBLE. v. m. To trifle. Hudibras.

FRIBBLER. ſ. [from the verb.) A trifier.

Speciater.

FRICASSEE. ſ. [French.) A diſh made by cut

ting chickens or other ſmall things in pieces,

and dreſſing them with ſtrong ſauce. King.

FRICATION. ſ. [fricatio, Lat.) The act of

rubbing one thing againſt another. Bacºn.

FRICTION. J. [frićlis, Lat.) 1. The act of

rubbing two bodies together Newton. ... The

reſiſtance in medicines cauſed by the motion of

one body upon another. 3. Medical rubbing

with the fleſhbruſh or cloths. Bacon.

FRIDAY. ſ. [Enge bax, Sax.] The ſixth day

of the week, ſo named of Freya, a Saxon dei

ty. Shakeſp.

FRIEND. J. [vriend, Dut. pneone, Sax.] ".

One joined to another in mutual benevolence

and intimacy : oppoſed to foe or enemy. Dry

2. One without hoſtile intentions. Shakeſp

3. One reconciled to another. Shakeſp. 4. An

attendant or companion. Dryden. 5. Favour

er; one propitious. Peacham 6. A familiar

compellation. Matthew.

To FRIEND. v. a. To favour; to befriend.

Shakeſp.

FRIENDLESS. a. ſ.rom friend) 1. Wanting

friends ; wanting ſupport ; deſtitute; forlorn.

South. 1. FR I ºn D less Man. An outlaw.

FRIENDLINESS. ſ. (from friendly..] . A

diſpoſition to friendſhip. Sidney. 2. Exertion

of benevolence. Taylor.

FRIENDLY. a. [from friend.) 1. Having the

temper and diſpoſition of a friend , kind; fa

vourable. Miltºn. 2. Diſpoſed to union. Pope.

3. Salutary , homogeneal. Milton.

FRIENDLY. adv in the manner of fricnds.

Shakeſp.

FRIENDSHIP ſ (vriendſchap, Dutch..] I. The

ſtate of minds united by mutual benevolence.

Clarendon. 2. Higheſt degree of intimacy.

Swift. 3 Favour; perſonal kindneſs. Sººnſ.

4. Aſſiſtance ; help. Shakeſp. 5. Conformi

ty ; affinity correſpondence. Dryden.

FRIEZ.E. / [drap de frieze, Fr JA coarſe warm

cloth, made perhaps firſt in Frieſland. Mitten

FRIEZE. & / [In architecture. J A large flat

FRIZE; member which ſeparates the arch

trave from the cornice ; of which there are as

many kinds as there arc orders of columns.

Harris.

FR1'EZED. a. [from frize.] Shagged or nap

ped with frieze.

FRí LZ1.LIKE... a ſ frieze and like.) Reſem

bling a trieze Addiſon.

FR1'JAT. ſ. [frigate, Fr.] 1. A ſmall ſhip.

Raleigh. 2. Any ſmall veſſel on the water.

Spenſer.

FRIGEFACTION. ſ. [frigus and facio, Latj

The act of making cold.

To FRIGHT. v. a. [rnizhzan, Sax.] To ter

rify 5 to diſturb with fear. Dryden

FRIGHT. ſ. (from the verb.) A ſudden terrour.

Dryden.

To FRIGHTEN. v. a. To terrify 5 to ſhock

with dread. Prior.

FRIGHTFUL. a. [from fright ] Terrible;

dreadful 5 full of terrour. Shakeſp.

FRIGHTFULLY adv. (fromfrightful.]Dread

fully ; horribly. Burnet.

FRI'GHTFULNESS. ſ. [from frightful..] The

power of impreſſing terrour.

FRIGID. a [frigidus, Lat ) i. Cold ; with

out warmth. Cheyne. 2. Without warmth of

affection. 3. Impotent; without warmth of

body. 4. Dull; without fire of fancy. Swift.

FRIGIDITY. ſ. [frigiditar, Lat.) 1. Cold

neſs ; want of warmth. 2. Dulneſs; want of

intellectual fire. Brown. 3. Want of corpo

real warmth. Glanville. 4. Coldneſs of aſ

fection.

FRIGIDLY. adv, (from frigid.] Coldly; du

ly ; without affection.

FRIGIDNESS. f. (from frigid.] Coldneſs;

dulneſs; want of affection.

FRIGORIFICK. a. [frigoríficus, frigui and

facto, Lat.) Cauſing cold. Quincy.

To FRILL., v. n. [frilleux, Fr. J. To quake or

ſhiver with cold. Uſed of a hawk,"as, the

hawk frills. Dià

FRINGE. ſ.ſ frange, Fr.] Ornamental appen

dages added to dreſs or furniture.JP'otton Dry.

Newton.

To FRINGE. v. a. (from the noun..] To a

dorn with fringes; to decorate with ornamen

tal appendages. Fairfax.

FRIPPERER ſ (from fripperie, Fr.) One who

deals in old things vamped up.

FRIPPERY. ſ. [fripperie, Fr.) 1. The place

where old clothes are ſold. Howel 2. Old

clothes; caſt dreſſes; tattered rags. Ben.johnſ.

To PRISK. v. n. [frizzare Italian.) 1. To

leap , to ſkip. 1. To dance in frolick or gaie

ty. L'Eſtrange.

FRISK.J. (from the verb ] A frolick; a fit of

wanton gaiety.

FRISK ER. ſ. [from frtſ.] A wanton; one not

conſtant or ſctiled. Camden.

FRISKINESS. ſ. [from frºſ...] Gaiety; liveii

ne, s.

FRISKY, a [friſque, Fr., from friſk.]Gay; airy.

FRIT. ſ. [Among chymiſts.] Aſhes or ſalt.

FRITH. ſ. [fretum, Lat.) 1. A ſtrait in the

ſea where the water being confined is rough.

Dryden, 2. A kind of net. Carew.

FRITILLARY. [fritillaire, French..] A plant.

Miller. -

FRITINANCY. ſ. [from fritinnis, Lat.] The

ſcream of an infect, as the cricket or cicada.

Brown -

FRITTER. ſ. [friture, Fr.) 1. A ſmall piece

cut to be fried. Tuffer. 1. A fragment; a

ſmall piece. 3. A cheeſecake , a wigg.

To
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‘Fo FRITTER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

cut meat into ſmall pieces to be fried. 2. To

break into ſmall particles or fragments. Dunc.

TRI'VOLOUS. a. [frivolus, Lat.j Slight; tri

fling ; of no monent. Roſcommon.

PRI VOLOUSNESS / [fromfrivolºur.] Want

of importance ; triflingneſs. -

FR1"VOLOUSLY, adv [from frivºlour.] Tri

flingly , without weight. -

To FRIZL.E. v. a. ſ friſer, Fr.] To curl in

ſhort curls like map of frieze. Hakewill.

FRIZi.E.R. ſ. [Iron frizle J One that makes

ſhort curls.

FRO. adv. [of rna, Sax.] 1. Backward : re

greſſively. Pºpe. 2. It is a contraction of from.

Ben johnſon.

PROCK. J. [free, Fr.) 1. A dreſs; a coat.

Milton. 2. A kind of cloſe coat for men. Dry.

FROG. ſ. (Inogga, Sax.) 1. A ſmall animal

with four feet, living both by land and water.

and placed by naturaliſts among mixed ani

mals, as partaking of beaſt and fiſh. There

is likewiſe a ſmall green frog that perches on

trees, ſaid to be venemous. Peachum. 2. The

hollew part of the horſe's hoof.

FROGBIT. ſ. [frog and bit.) An herb.

FRO'GFISH. J. [frºg and fſb.] A kind of fiſh.

Fºgorass J. [frºg and graſs.) A kind of
erb.

FROGLETTUCE. ſ. [frºg and lettuce.] A

plant.

FROISE. ſ. [from the French freiffºr.] A kind

of food made by frying bacon incloſed in a

pan-cake.

FROLICK. a [vralijck, Dutch..] Gay 5 full

of levity. Haller.

FROLICK / A wild prank; a flight of whim.

Rºſcominen.

To FRO LiCK. v. n. To play wild pranks Rowe.

#ROLICKLY, adv. [from frvick.] Gaily ,

wildly.

FRO LIGKSOME. a. [from frclick.) Full of

wild gaiety. -

FROLICKSOMENESS. ſ. [from frolickſºme.]

' Wildneſs of gaiety : pranks.

FROLICKSOMELY. adv. (from froickſome.)

' ' With wild gaiety. '

FROM prºp. [rnam, Sax.] 1. Away 5 noting

rrivation. Dryden. 2. Noting reception. Pºpe.

3. Noting proccſſion, deſcent or birth. Blackm.

4. Noting tranſmiſſion. Shakeſp. 5. Noting

abſtraction ; vacation from. Shakeſp. 6 Not"

ing ſucceſſion. Burnet. 7. Out oil; noting

emiſſion. Mutan. 8. Noting progreſs from pre

miſſes to inferences. South. 9 Noting the place

or perſon from whom a meſſage is brought.

Släkeſp. to. Out of ; noting extraction. Addiſ.

11. Becauſe of. Tillotſon. 11. Out of. Not

ing the ground or cauſe of any thing. Dryden.

13. Not near to. Shakeſp. 14. Noting ſepa

ration. Dryden. 15. Noting exemption, or de

iivciance 1 riºr. 16. At a diſtance. Shakº/P

-. Noting derivation. Dryden. 18. Since.

Raleigh ſilºſºn. 9. Contrary to. Denne.

zo. Nºting removal 19, yºen. - 1. From is ve

* ...'...e., jo.ucd 9; an cºis wish ad

verbs: ās, from abºve, from the parts abºve.

Hooker. 22. From afar. 23. Frost behind.

14. From high.

FRO'Mward prºp. [rnám peanº, Six J A

way from ; the contrary to the word tºwardi.

. -

-

fºrferous. a. [frondfer, Lat.] Béar

sing leaves. Diół.

FRONT. ſ. [front, Lat ) i. The face. Creech.

1. The face as oppoſed to an enemy. Daniel.

3. The part or place oppoſed to the face. Bar.

4. The van of afi army. Milton. 5. The fore

part of anything, as of building. Brºwn.

6. The moſt conſpicuous part or particular.

To FRONT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

oppoſe directly, or face to face. Dryden. 1.

To ſtand oppoſed or overagainſt any place or

thing. Addiſon. . -

To FRONT. v A. To ſtand foremoſt. Shakeſp.

FRONTAL. ſ. [frontale, Lat) Any external

form of medicine to be applied to the forc

head. Quincy, Brºwn.

FRONTATED. a [from front, Lat.) The

frontated leaf of a flower grows broader and

broader, and at laſt perhaps terminates in a

right line: uſed in oppoſition to cuſpated.
tº ºn ty.

FRONTBOX. ſ. [front and bºx.] The box in

the playhouſe from which there is a direct

view to the ſtage. Pºpe.

FRONTED. a. [from front.] Formed with a

front. Milton.

FRO'NTIER. ſ. ſ frontier, Fr.] The marches;

the limit ; the utmoſt verge of any territory.

Milton.

FRONTIER. a. Bordering. Addiſºn.

FRONTISPIEC E.J.[frastiſpicium.] That part

of any building or other body that directly

meets the eye. Milton

FRONTLESS. a. ( from front.] Without

bluſhes; without ſhame. Dryden

FRONTLET. ſ. fººtſ's bandage worn

upon the forehead. Wiſeman.

FRONTROOM. f. [front and roºm.] An a

partment in the forepart of the houſe. Mcxch.

FRORE. a. Frozen. Milton. -

FRORNE. a. Frozen ; congealed with cold.

Spenſer.

FROST, ſ. [rnorr, Sax.] i. The laſt effeit

of cold; the power or act of congelation Sºuth.

2. The appearance of plants and trees ſpark

ling with congelation of dew, Pºpe.

FROSTBITTE. N. a. Nipped or withered by

the froſt. Mortimer.

FROSTED. a. (from frºſt] Laid on in ine

qualities like thoſe of the hour froſt upon

plants. Gay.

FROSTILY. adv. [fromfreſy.) 1. With frott;

with exceflive cºld. 2. Without warmth of

affection. Ben. Yohnſon.

FROSTINESS J. lfrom frºſy.) Cold 5 freez

ing cold.

FRO's 1 NAIL. ſ. [freſ, and nail.) A nail with

a prominent head driven into the horic's ſhows.

that it may pierce the ice. Grºw.

FROST
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FROSTWoRK.f. [freſ, and wºrk.] work in

which the ſubſtance is laid on with inequalities,

like the dew congealed upon ſhrubs. Blackm.

FROSTY. a. (from frºſt.] i. Having the power

of congelation : exceſſive cold. L'Eſtrange. 2.

Chill in affection. Shakeſp. 3. Hoary; gray

haired 5 reſembling froſt Shakeſø.

FROTH. f. [free, Daniſh and Scottiſh.] 1.

Spurne; foam; the bubbles cauſed in liquors

by agitation. Bacºn. z. Any empty or ſenſeleſs

ſhow of wit or eloquence. 3. Any thing not

hard, ſolid, or ſubſtantial. *f; Huſbandry.

To FROTH. v. n. (from the noun.J. To foam ;

to throw out ſpume. Dryden.

FROTHILY, adv, (from frothy.] I.

foam ; with ſpume.

manner.

FROTHY. a. [from freth.] 1. Full of foam,

froth, or ſpume. Bacºn. 1. Soſt; not ſolid;

waſting. Bacon. 3. Vain ; empty; trifling.

L'Eſtrange.

FROUNCE. ſ. A diſtemper, in which white

ſpittle gathers about the hawk's bill. Skinner.

To FROUNCE. v. a.To frizle or curl the hair.

Aſcham.

FROUZY. a. [a cant word.] Dim; foetid;

muſty. Swift.

FROWARD. a. [rnampeanb, Sax.] Peeviſh ;

ungovernable ; angry. Temple.

FROWARDLY. adv. [from froward.) Pee

viſhly 5 perverſely. Iſaiah.

FROWARDNESS. J.. [from froward.] Pee

viſhneſs; perverſeneſs. South.

FROWER.ſ. A cleaving tool. Tuff. Huſt.

To PROWN. v. a. [frogner, old French.] To

expreſs diſpleaſure by contracting the face to

wrinkles. Pope.

FROWN. ſ. A wrinkled look; a look of diſ.

pleaſure. Shakeſp.

FROWNINGLY adv. [fromfrown.] Sternly ;

with a look of diſpleaſure. Shakeſp.

FROWY.a. Muſly; moſſy. Spenſer.

FROzEN. part. paſſ of freeze. Sidney.

F. R. S. Fellºw of the Rºyal Society.

FRUCTI'FERCUS. a. [fručiifer, Lat.] Bear

ing fruit.

To FRUCTIFY. v. a. [frucifier, Fr.] To

make fruitful: to fertiliſe. Granville.

To FRUCTIFY v. n. To bear fruit. Hooker.

FRUCTIFICATION.ſ. (from frucify.) The

aćt of cauſing or of bearing fruit; fecunda

tion ; fertility. Brown.

FRUCTUOUS. a. [frequeux, Fr.) Fruitful :

fertile; impregnating with fertility. Philips.

FRUGAL. a. (frugalºr, Lat.]Thriſty; ſparing;

parſimonious. Dryden. -

FRUGALLY. adv. [from frugal] Parſimoni

ouſly ; ſparingly. Dryden.

FRUGALITY. ſ. frugalité, Fr.] Thrift ;

parſimony; good huſbandry. Bacon.

FRUGIFEROUS. a. Uſrugifer, Lat.] Bearing

fruit Ainſwºrth.

FRUIT.J. [fruit, Fr.) 1. The product of a

tree or plant in which the ſeeds are contained.

Słakeſ?. 2. That part of a plant which is

With

2. In an empty trifling

taken for food. Davitt. 3. Produćtion.Ezekiel.

4. The offspring of the womb. Sandyt. 3.

Advantage gained by any enterpriſe or con

duet. Sºwift. 6. The effect or conſequence of

any ačtion. Proverbs.

FRU'ITAGE. ſ. (fruitage, Fr.] Fruit gollec

tively ; variºus fruits. More.

FRUITBEARER. ſ. [fruit and bearer.] That

which produces fruit. Mortimer.

FRUITBEARING. a. fruit and bearl Hav

ing the quality of producing fruit. Martimer.

FRUTTER.E.R. ſ. [fruitier, Fr J One who

trades in fruit. Shakeſp.

FRUITERY. ſ. [fruiterie, Fr.) 1. Fruit

collectively taken. Philip : 1. A fruit-loſt 5

a repoſitory for fruit

FRUITFUL. a. [fruit andfull] 1. Fertile; a

bundantly productive; liberal of produćt. Sidn.

2. Actually bearing fruit Shakeſp. 3. Proli

fick; childbearing , not barren. Shake!p 4.

Plentecus ; abounding in any thing. Addiſon.

FRUITFULLY. adv. [from fruitful j . In

ſuch a manner as to be prolifick. Reſcenaman.

2. Plenteouſly; abundantly. Shakeſp.

FRUITFULNKSS. ſ. [from fruitful. 1. Ferti

lity; fecundity; plentiful production. Raleigh.

2. The quality of being prolifick. Dryden. 3.

Exuberant abundance. Ben. johnſºn.

FRUITGROVESſ [fruit and grºver.jShades,

or cloſe plantations of fruit trees. Pºpe.

FRUITION. ſ. [frnor, Lat.) Enjoyment; poſ.

ſeſſion; pleaſure given by poſſeſſion or uſe.

0&erf.

FRUITIVE. a. [from the noun.] Enjoying;

ºirs: having the power of enjoyment.

oyle.

FRUITLESS. a (from fruit.] 1. Barren of

fruit ; not bearing fruit. Raleigh. 2. Vain;

productive of no advantage; idle; unprofitable.

44ilton. 3. Without offspring. Shakeſp.

FRUITLESSLY, adv.[from fruitleſ, jvainly;

idly : unprofitably. Dryden.

FRUIT-TIME. ſ. (fruit and time ) The au

tunn.

FRUIT-TREE. ſ. [fruit and tree.] A tree of

that kind whoſe principal value ariſes from

the fruit produced by it. Waller.

FRUMENTACIOUS, a. [trom frumentum,

Lat.] Made of grain.

FRUMENTY. ſ. [ frumentum, corn, Lat.]

Food made of wheat boiled in milk.

To FRUMP. v. a. To mock, to brow-beat.

Skinner.

To FRUSH. v. a. [froiſſºr, Fr.] To break,

bruiſe, or cruſh. Shakeſp.

FRUSH. ſ. from the verb.) A ſort of tender

horn that grows in the middle of tie ſole.

Farrier's Dict.

FRUSTRA NEOUS.. a [fruſtra, Lat.] vain;

uſeleſs i unprofitable ; without advantage.

More.

To FRUSTRATE v. n. [fraſtror, Lat.) 1...To

defeat; to diſappoint; to balk. Hºoker. 2. To

make null , to nullify. Spenſer.

FRUSTRATE. part. a. [trom the verb.] 1.

Vain;
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Vain; ineffectual; uſeleſs; unprofitable. Ralei.

2. Null: void. Hooker.

TRUSTRA TION. ſ. ſ fruſtratiº, Lat..] Diſap

pointment; defeat. South

FRUSTRATIVE. a. (from fruſtrate.] Falla

cious. Ainſwºrth.

FRUSTRATORY. a. [from fruſtrate.] That

which makes any procedure void. Ayliffe.

FRUSTUM. f. [Latin.) A piece cut off from

a regular figure. A term of ſcience.

FRY. ſ. [from frce, foam, Daniſh. Skinner.] 1.

The ſwarm of little fiſhes juſt produced from

the ſpawn. Donne. 1. Any ſwarm of animals;

or young people in contempt. Oldham.

FRY. ſ. A kind of ſieve. Mertimer.

To FRY. v. a. [frige, Lat.] To dreſs food by

roaſting it in a pan on the fire.

To FRY. v. n To be roaſted in a pan on the

fire 2. To ſuffer the action of fire. Dryden.

3. To melt with heat. Waller. 4. To be agi

tated like liquor in the pan on the fire. Bacºn.

FRY. ſ. (from the verb ] A diſh of things fried.

FRY INGPAN. ſ. [fry and pan.] The veſſel in

which meat is roaſted on the fire. Hºwel.

To FUB. v. a. To put off. Shakeſp.

FUB / A plump chubby boy. Ainſworth.

FU CATED, a [facatur, Lat.] 1 Painted;

diſguiſed with paint. 2. Diſguiſed with falſe
ſhow

FUCUS ſ (Lat.JPaint for the face. Bjohnſon.

To FUDDLE. v. a. To make drunk. Thomſºn.

To FU'i) DLE. v. n. To drink to exceſs. L'Eſir.

FU E.L.J. [from feu, fire, Fr.] The matter or

aliment of fire. Prior.

To FUFL v. a. [from the noun.] ". To feed

fire with combuſtible matter Dºnne. f To

ſtore with firing. Wotton.

FUFºll.i.EMORTE. [French J Corruptly pro

nounced and written philºmet. Brown, like a

dry leaf. Lºcke.

FUGA CIOUSNESS [fugax, Lat..] Volati

lity ; the quality of flying away.

I tº C A CITY...ſ. Ifugax, Lat) i. Volatility;

quality of flying away. 2. Uncertainty; in

ſtability.

FUGH, interječ. An expreſſion of abhorrence.

Drydºn.

FUGITIVE. a. (fugitivus, Lat.] 1. Not tena

ble; not to be held or detained. Priºr. 2.

Unſteady; unſtable; not durable. 3. Vola

tile; apt to Hy away. JWoodward 4. Flying;

running from danger. Miltºn. 5. Flying from

duty; falling of Clariſa. 6. Wandering;

runagate , vagabond. Wotton.

PUGITIVE. ſ. [from the adjective.]_1. One

who runs from his ſtation or duty. Denkam.

2. One who takes ſhelter under another pow

er rom puniſhment Dryden.

FU GITIVENESS. ſ. (from fugitive.) 1. Vo

latility; ſugacity. Bºyle. 2. Inſtablity; un

certainty.

FUGUE / [French, from fuga, Latl In mu

ſick, ſome part comitting of four, five, ſix,

or any other number of notes begun by ſome

one ſingle part, and then ſeconded by a third,

conſiſts of ſo many; repeating the ſame, or

ſuch like notes, ſo that the ſeveral parts fol.

low, or come in one after another in the ſame

manner, the leading parts ſtill flying before

thoſe that follow. Harrir.

PULCIMENT. ſ. [fulcimentum, Lat.] That on

which a body reſts. Wilkins, -

To FULFIL. v.a.[full and fill.] 1. To fill till

there is no room for more. Shakeſp. z. To

anſwer any prophecy or promiſe by perfor

mance. Aºi. 3. To anſwer any purpoſe or

deſign. Miltºn. 4. To anſwer any deſire by

compliance or gratification. Dryden. 5. To

anſwer any law by obedience. Milton.

FULFRAUHT, a [full and fraught.) Fully

ſtored. Shakeſp.

Fºgency. 'ſ [fulgent, Lat] Splendour.
1.7

FU LGENT.ſ [fulgens, Lat] Shining; dai

zling. Milton. -

FU LGID. a. [fulgidus, Lat.] Shining; glit

tering.

FULGIDITY. ſ. [from fulgid.] Splendour.

FULGOUR. ſ. [fulgar, Lat.j Splendour ; dai

ling brightneſs. More.

FULGURATION.J. [fulguratio, Lat.) The

act of lightening.

FU'LHAM. ſ. A cant word for falſe dice. Hann.

Shakeſp.

FULIGINOU.S. a. [fuliginºſus, Lat.) Sooty
ſmoky. Howel.

FULIMART. ſ. A kind of flinking ferret.
PWalton. -

FULL. a. [Fulle, Sax.] 1. Replete; without

vacuity; without any ſpace void Eccleſafficut.

2. Abounding in any quality good or bad.

Sidney, Tilletſºn 3. Stored with any thing;

well ſupplied with any thing. Tickell, 4

Plump; ſaginated; fat. Wiſeman: ; Satura:

ted; ſated. Bacon. 6. Crouded in the imagi:

nation or memory. Locke. 7. That which
fills or makes full. Arbuthnot. 8. Complete;

ſuch as that nothing further is wanted. Hann.

9. Complete, without abatement. Swift. 19.

Containing the whole matter; expreſſing

much. Denham. 11. Strong; not faint; not

attenuated. Bacon. 12. Mature; perfect. Bacº".

13. [Applied to the moon.] Complete in its

ofb. Mºiſeman. , 14. Noting the concluſion of

any matter. Sidney. , 15. Spread to view in

all dimenſions. Addiſºn.

FULL.f. [from the adjective.) 1. Complete ;

meaſure; freedom from deficiency. Clarendin.

2. The higheſt ſtate or degree. Shakeſp. 3.

The whole; the total. Shakeſp. 4. The ſtate

of being full.jeremiah. 5. [Applied to the

moon.] The time in which the moon makes

a perfect orb. Bacon.

FULL. adv. 1. without abatement. Dryden, 2.

With the whole effect. º: 3. Exactly.

Adriſºn. 4. Directly. Spenſer.

ré"oś. a. ºffi and blºwn. ) i.

Spread to the utmoſt extent. Denham. 1.

Stretched by the wind to the utmoſt extent.

Dryden.
ſouth, ºth and ſixth part, if the compoſition

\

FULL
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FULL-BOTTOMED. a. [full and bottom.]

Having a large bottom. Guardian.

FULL-EA'RED. [full and ear.] Having the

heads full of grain. Denham.

FULL-E Y'ED. [full and eye.] Having large

prominent eyes.

FULL-FED. [full and fed..] Sated; fat; ſagi
nated. Pºpe.

FULL-LADEN. [fall and laden] Laden till

there can be no more. Tillºtſon.

FULL-SPREAD. [full and ſpread] spread to
the utmoſt extent. Dryden.

FULL-SUMMED. [full and ſummed.] Com

plete in all its parts. Hºwel.

To FULL. v. a. [full, Lat..] To cleanſe cloth

from its oil or greaſe.

FU LL AGE. ſ. [from full) The money paid

for fulling or cleanſing cloth.

FULLER. ſ. [full, Lat.) One whoſe trade is

to cleanſe cloth. Shakeſp.

FU'LLERS Earth. ſ. Fuller, earth is a marl of

a cloſe texture, extremely ſoft and unetuous to

the touch : when dry it is of a greyiſh brown

colour, in all degrees, from very pale to almoſt

black, and generally has ſomething of a green

iſh caſt in it. The fineſt fullers earth is dug in

our own iſland. Hill.

PU LLERY. ſ. (from fuller.] The place where

the trade of a fuller is exerciſed.

FULLING MILL. ſ. (full and mill] A mill

where hammers beat the cloth till it be

cleanted. Martimer.

FULLY. adv. [from full) i. Without vacuity.

2. Completely; without lack. Hooker.

FU LMINANT. a. (fulminant, Fr. fulminant,

Lat.] Thundering; making a noiſe like thun

der.

To FULMINATE. v. n. (fulmino, Lat.) 1.

To thunder. 2. To make a loud noiſe or

crack. Bºyle. 3. To iſſue out eccleſiaſtical

centures.

To FULMINATE. v. a. To throw out as an

object of terrour. Ayliffe

FULMINATION. j. [fulminatio, Lat.) 1.

The act of thundering. 2. Denunciations of

cenſure. Aylºff.

FULMINATORY. a. [fulmineus, Lat..] Thun

dering ; ſtriking horrour.

FU LNESS. ſ. (from full.) 1. The ſtate of being

filled ſo as to have no part vacant. K. Charles.

2. The ſtate of abounding in any quality good

or bad. 3. Completeneſs; ſuch as leaves

nothing to be deſired. Soutb. 4. Completeneſs

from the coalition of many parts. Bacon. 5.

Repletion; ſatiety. Taylor. 6. Plenty , wealth.

Shakeſp. 7. Struggling perturbation , ſwelling

in the mind Bacon. 8. Largeneſs ; extent

Dryden. 9. Force of found, ſuch as fills the

ear; vigour. Pºpe.

FU LSOME. a. (from rule, Sax. ſoul.] 1.

Nauſeous; offenſive. Shakeſp. Otway. 2. O.

a rank odious ſmell. Bacon. 3. Tending to ob

ſcenity. Dryden.

FU LSOMELY. adv, (from fuſinel Nauſeouſ

ly; rankly; obſcenely. -

FULSOMENESS. ſ. (from fuſine.] I, Nauſe

ouſneſs. 2. Rank ſmell. 3. Qbſcenity. Dryden.

FUMADO. ſ. [fumns, Lat.] A ſmoaked fiſh.
Carew.

FUMAGE. ſſfrom fumus, Lat.] Hearth-money.

FUMATORY. ſ... [fumaria, Lat. fumaterre,

Fr.] An herb. Shakeſp.

To FU MBLE. v. n. [fºmmelen, Dutch.) 1. To

attempt any thing aukwardly or ungainly.

Cudworth. 2. To puzzle; to ſtrain in perplexi

ty. Dryden. 3. To play childiſhly. Shakeſp.

To FU'MBLE. v. a. To manage aukwardly.

Dryden.

FU'MBLER, ſ [from fumble.] One who acts
aukwardly.

fºoly. adv. [from fumble.] In an

aukward manner.

FUME. ſ. [fumée, Fr.] I. Smoke. Dryden, 2.

Vapour; any volatile parts flying away. Bacon.

3. Exhalation from the ſtomach. Dryden. 4.

Rage ; heat of mind; paſſion. South. 3. Any

thing unſubſtantial. Shakeſp. 6. Idle conceit,

vain imagination. Bacon.

To FUME. v. n. [fumer, Fr.] I. To ſnoke.

2. To vapour ; to yield exhalations. Shakeſp.

3. To paſs away in vapours. Ben. johnſon. 4.

To be in a rage. Dryden.

To FUME. v. a. 1. To ſmoke; to dry in the

ſmoke. Carew. 2. To perfume with odours in

the fire. Dryden. 3. To diſperſe in vapours.
Martimer.

FUMETTE. ſ. [French.] The ſtink of meat.

Swift.

FUMID. a. [famiduſ, Lat.] Smoky; vapo
rous. Dºrotum.

FUMIDITY. ſ. [from famid.] Smokineſs; ten

dency to ſinoke.

To FU'MIGATE. v. n. (from furnus, Lat, fu

miger, Fr.) 1. To ſmoke 5 to perſume by

ſmoke or vapour. Dryden. a. To medicate

or heal by vapours.

FUMIGATION. ſ. [fumigation, Fr.) 1. Scents

raiſed by fire. Arbuthnot. 2. The application

of medicines to the body in fumes.

FUMING.I.Y. adv. [from fame.] Angrily ; in

a rage. Hooker.

FUMITER. ſ. See Fu Matory. Shakeſp.

FU MQU.S. R. a. [ fumeux, Fr. J Producing
FU MY. furnes. Dryden.

FUN. ſ. Sport, high merriment Moºre.

FUNCTiON. J. (functiº, Lat.) 1. Diſcharge ;

erformance. Swift. 2. Employment; office.

hitgifte. 3. Single act of any office. Stilling

fleet. 4. Trade 5 occupation. Shakeſp. 5.

Office of any particular part of the body.

Bentley. 6. Power; faculty. Pºpe.

FUND.J. (fºnd, Fr.] ... Stock; capital ; that

by which any expence is ſupported. Dryden.

2. Stock or bank or money. Addiſºn.

FUNDAMENT. ſ. [fundamentum, Latl The

back part of the body.

FUNDAME NTAL. a. ſ fundamentalir, Lat.

from fundament.] Serving for the foundation;

that upon which the reſt is built ; eſſential;

not merely accidental. Raleigh.

FUNDAMENTAL. ſ. A leading propoſition.

South, T t FUNDAMEN
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FUNDAMENTALLY. adv. [from fundamen

tall Eſſentially; originally. Grew.

FUN FRAL. ſ. ſ funeraillé, Fr.) 1. The ſo

lemnization of a burial , the payment of the

laſt honours to the dead : obſequies. Sandys.

2. The pomp or proceſſion with which the

dead are carried. Swift. 3 Burial, interment
Denham.

FUNERAL. a. Uſed at the ceremony of in

terring the dead. Denham.

FUNEREAL. a. ſ fanereus, Lat.) Suiting a

funeral; dark; diſmal. Pope.

FUNGO SITY. ſ. [from funguſ.) Unſolid ex
creſcence

FUNGOUS. a. [from funguſ.] Excreſcent ;

ſpongy. Sharp.

FU NGUS. ſ. (Latin J Strictly a muſhroom ; a

word uſed to expreſs ſuch excreſcences of fleſh

as grow out upon the lips of wounds, or any

other excreſcence from trees or plants not na

_turally belonging to them Qaincy.

FUNICLE / [funiculus, Lai ) A ſmall cord.

FUNICULAR.'ſ funiculaire, Fr.] Conſiſting of
a finall cord or fibre.

FUNK ſ. A ſlink.

FUNNEL / [infundibulum, Lat..] I. An in

verted hollow cone with a pipe deſcending

from it, through which liquors are poured into

veſſels. Ben. Johnſon... z. A pipe or paſſage
of communication. Addiſºn

FUR. ſ. [fourrure, Fr.) 1. Skin with ſoft hair

with which garments are lined for warmth

Swift. 2. Soft hair of beaſts found in cold

countries; hair in general. Ray. 3. Any

moiſture exhaled to ſuch a degree as that the

remainder ſticks on the part. Dryden.

To FUR. v. a [from the hº 1. To line

or cover with ſkins that have ſoft hair. Sidney.

2. To cover with ſoft matter. Philips.

FUR-WROUGHT. a. [fur and wrºught. )

Made of fur. Gay.

FURA'CIOUS, a [furax, Lat..] Thieviſh.

FURA CITY..f. [from fºrax, Lat.] Diſpoſition
to theft.

FURBELOW. ſ. [fur and belºw.] Fur ſewed

on the lower part of the garment. Pºpe.

To FURBELOW. v. d [from the noun ) To

adorn with ornamental appendages. Prior.

To FURL. v. a. [freſler, Fr.] To draw up te
contra St. Creech

FURLONG. ſ. ranlanx, Sax.] A meaſure of

length ; the eighth part of a mile. Addiſºn.

FUR LOUGH. ſ. (verleef, Dutch A tempo

rary diſmiſſion from military ſervice Dryden

FU RMENTY. ſ. Food made by boiling wheat

in milk. Tuſſºr.

FURNACE. / [furnus, Lat.) An incloſed fire

place. Abbot.

To FURN ACE. v. a. To throw out as ſparks

from a furnace. Shakeſp.

To FURNISH. v. a. [furnir, Fr J 1. To

ſupply with what is neceſſary. Knoller. 2. To

give things for uſe. Addiſºn. 3. To fit up ;

to fit with appendages. Bacon.] 4. To equip;

to fit out for any undertaking. Watts. 5. To

decorate : to adorn. Halifax.

FURNISHER. ſ. [furniſſeur, Fr.) One who

ſupplies or fits out.

FU RNITURE. ſ. [furniture, Fr J. I. Move

ables ; goods put in a houſe for uſe or orna

ment South. 2. Appendages. Tilletſºn. 3.

Equipage; embelliſhment; decorations Spenſ.

FU RRI ER. ſ. [rom fur.) A dealer in furs

FURROW. / [Funh, Sax ) 1 A ſmall trench

made by the plough for the reception of ſeed.

Dryden. 2. Any long trench or hollow. Dryd.

FURROW-WEED. ſ. A weed that grows in

furrowed land. Shakeſp.

To FURROW. v. a. [from the noun; pynian,

Sax ) 1. To cut in furrows. Milton. 2. To

divide in long hollows. Sucking. 3 To make

by cutting. Motton.

FURRY. a [from fur.] 1. Covered with fur;

dreſſed in fur. Felton. 2. Conſiſting of fur.

Dryden.

FURTHER. a. [from fºrth; forth, further,

furtheft.] I. At a great diſtance. 2. Beyond

this. Matthew.

FURTHER, adv. [from fºrth.) To a greater

diſtance. Numbers.

To FURTHER. v. a. [ronºnian, Sax.] To

put onward ; to forward. Hºoker, Dryden.

FURTHERER. ſ. [from further.) Promoter;

advancer. Aſtham.

FURTHERMORE. (further and more.] More

over; beſides. Shakeſp.

To FURBISH. v. a. [ſourbir, Fr.] To burniſh; FURTIVE, a [furtive, Fr.) Stolen ; gotten

to poliſh Sºuth.

FURBISHER, ſ (fºurkiſºur, Fr. from furkiſh.)

One who poliſhes any thing.

by theft. Prior.

|FU RUNCLE.ſ. [furanculuſ, Lat.) A boil 5 an

angry puſtule. Mºſeman.

FURCATION. ſ. [furca, Lat..] Forkineſs; FURY. ſ. (furor, Lat] 1. Madneſs. 2. Rage;

the ſtate of ſhooting two ways like the blades

of a fork. Brown.

FU RFUR. ſ. [Latin.) Huſk or chaff, ſcuff or

dandriff. &incy.

paſſion of anger; tumult of mind approaching

| to madneſs. 3. Enthuſiaſm; exaltation of fan

cy. 4. A.ſtormy, turbulent, raging woman.

Shakeſp.

FURFURA CEOUS. a. [furfuraceus, Lat. ), FURZ.E. ſ. ſpinn, Sax.] Gorſe; goſs. Miller,
Drval

Huſky; branny ſcaly. ry en.

FURIOUS. a. [furieux, Fr.] 1. Mad; phre- FURZY. a. [from furze.] overgrown with
netick. Hecker.

ported by paſſion beyond reaſon. Shakeſp.

FURIOUSLY, adv. [from furiºus.) Madly;

violently 3 vehemently. Spenſer.

FURIOUSNESS. ſ. [from furious 1 Frenzy ,

madneſs; tranſport of paſſion.

2. Raging, violent; tranſ furze; full of gorſe. Gay.

FUSCATION. J. [fuſcus, Lat.] The act of

darkening.

To FUSE. v. a. [fuſum, Lat.] To melt; to

put into fuſion. T

e
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To FUSE. v. m. To be melted.

FUSEE. ſ. [fuſeau, Fr.) 1. The cone round

which is wound the chord or chain of a clock

or watch. Hale. 2. A firelock , a ſmall neat

muſket. 3. Fuse E of a bomb or granado

ſhell, is that which makes the whole powder

or compoſition in the ſhell take fire, to do the

defigned execution. 'Tis uſually a wooden

pipe or tap filled with wildfire. -

FUSE. E. Track of a buck, Ainſwºrth.

FUSIBLE, a...[from fuſe.) Capable of being

melted. Boyſ.

FUSIBILITY. ſ [from fuſible.) Capacity of

being melted; quality of growing liquid by

heat. Jº'attan.

FUSHL. a. [fºſſie, Fr.) 1. Capable of being

melted, liquifiable by heat Milton. 2. Run

ning by the force of heat. Philipſ.

FUSIL.f. [faſl, Fr 1. A firelock; a ſmall

meat muſquet. ... [In heraldry.] Something

like a ſpindle Peacham.

FUSHL'ER. ſ. [from fuſil) A ſoldier armed
with a fuſil.

FUSION. ſſ fuſe, Lat.) 1. The act of melt

ing. 2. The ſtate of being melted. Newton,

FUSS. ſſa low cant word J A tumult; a buſtle.

Stuff?.

FUST. ſ. (ſaffe, Fr.) 1. The trunk or body

of a column. 2. A ſtrong ſmell, as that of

a mouldy barrel.

To FUST. v. n. To grow mouldy; to ſmell ill.

FUSTIAN. ſ. (futaine, Fr ) i. A kind of

cloth made of linen and cotton. Shakeſp.

heterogenous bombaſt.
parts;Smit5. y Hudibrar,

2. '

A high ſwelling kind of writing made up of

FUSTIAN. a. (from the noun.] 1. Made of

fuſtian. 2. Swelling ; unnaturally pompous; ,

ridiculouſly tumid. Dryden.

FUSTIC. ſ. A ſort of wood brought from the
Weſt-Indies.

To FUSTIGATE. v. a. [fiftige, Lat.] To
beat with a ſtick.

FUSTILA RIAN. ſ. A low fellow ; a ſtinkard.

Shakeſp.

FUSTINESS. ſ. [from fuſſy.) Mouldineſs;
ſtink.

FUSTY, a [from fºſ!..] Ill-ſmelling; mouldy.

Shakeſp.

FUTILE. a. [futile, Fr.l. 1. Talkative; lo

quacious. Bacon, 1. Trifling; worthleſs.

FUTI LITY. ſſ futilité, Fr.] 1. Talkativeneſs;

loquacity. L'Eſtrange 2. Triflingneſs; want

of weight want of ſolidity. Bentley.

FUTTOCKSſ (from foot hooks, Skinner.)The

lower timbers that hold the ſhip together.

FUTURE. a. [futurus, Lat J That which will

be hereafter ; to come: as, the future ſtate.
Milton.

FUTURE. ſ. Time to come; ſomewhat to

hannen hereafter. Locke.

FUTURELY. adv. In time to come. Raleigh.

Fºrtionſ The ſtate of being to be.

South.

FUTURITY. ſ. [from future.] 1. Time to

come : events to come. Swift. 2. The ſtate

of being to be ; futurition. Glanville.

To FUZZ. v. n. To fly out in ſmall particles.

FUZZBA LL.f. A kind of fungus, which, when

preſſed, burſts and ſcatters duſt in the eyes.

FY. interječi. [fy, Fr. piv, Greek.) A word ºf

blame. Spenſer.

G.

G A B

Has two ſounds, one called that of the

J hard G, becauſe it is formed by a preſſure

againſt the upper gum. This ſound G retains

before a, o, u, l, r. The other ſound, called

that of the ſoft G, reſembles that of j, and is,

commonly ſounded before e, i, as, gen, gibbet.

GABARDINE. ſ. [gavardina, Ital.] A coarſe

frock. Shakeſp.

To GA'BBLE. v. n. [gabbare, Ital.] ..To make

an in articulate noiſe. Dryden, 2. To prate

loudly without meaning. Hudibrar. |

GABBLE ſ (from the verb j 1. Inarticulate

noiſe like that of brute animals. Shakeſp. z.

Mi ton. |

A prater; a chat

Loud talk without meanin

GABBLER ſ (from.
tering fellow.

GABEL. f. [gabelle, Fr.] An exciſe ; a tax.

dqi fan.

GA BION ſ [French.) A wicker baſket which

is filled with carth to make a fortification º

G A F

intrenchment. Kneller.

GABLE / [gaval, Welſh.] The ſloping roof

ſomewhat hard of the forepart of the tongue! of a building. Mortimer.

GAD. ſ. (Fab, Sax.) 1. A wedge or ingot of

ſteel. Moxen. 2. A ſlile or graver Shakeſp.

To GAD. v. m. [gadaw, Welſh, to forlake.]

To ramble about without any ſettled purpoſe.

Eccleſ. Herbert.

GA'DDER.J. [from gad]A rambler: one that

runs much abroad without buſineſs. Eccluſ.

GADDINGLY. adv. [from gad.] In a ram

bling manner.

GADFLY. ſ. [gad and fly.) A fly that when

he ſtings the cattle makes them gad or run

madly about ; the breeſe. Bacon.

GAF F. ſ. A harpoon or large hook.

GAFFER. ſ. [repene, companion, Sax.] A

word of reſpect, now obſolete. Gay.

GA FFLES. ſ. 5apelucar, ſpears, Sax.] 1. Ar

tificial ſpurs upon cocks. 2. A ſteel contriv

ance to bend croſs-bows. -

T t 2. To
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ToGAG. v. "...[from gaghel, Dutch..] To ſtop

the mouth. Pope.

GAG. ſ. [from the verb.] Something put into

the mouth to hinder ſpeech or eating Dryden.

GAGE. ſ. [gage, Fr.] A pledge; a pawn; a

caution. Southern.

To GAGE. v. a. [gager, Fr.) 1. To wager ;

to depone as a wager; to impawn. Knolles.

2. To meaſure ; to take the contents of any

veſſel of liquids. Shakeſp.

To GAGGLE. v. n. [gagen, Dutch..] To make

a noiſe like a gooſe. King. *

GA'IETY. See GAY Ery.

GAILY, adv. (from gay.] I. Airily cheer

fully. 2. Splendidly, pompouſly. Pope.

GAIN. ſ. [gain, Fr.] i. Profit; advantage.

Raleigh. 2. Intereſt, lucrative views. Shak.

3. Unlawful advantage. 2 Cor. 4. Overplus

in a comparative computation.

To GAIN. v. a. [gagner, Fr.) 1. To obtain as

profit or advantage. Ezekiel. 2. To have the

overplus in comparative computation. Burnet.

3. To obtain ; to procure. T llºtſon. 4. To

obtain increaſe of any thing allotted. Daniel.

5. To obtain whatever good or bad Aºis. 6.

To win 7.To draw into any intereſt or party.

A. Philipi. 8. To reach ; to attain. Waller.

9. To GA in over. To draw into another party

or intereſt Swift. -

To GAIN v. n. 1. To encroach ; to come for

ward by degrees. Dryden. a. To get ground ;

to prevail againſt. Addiſon. 3. To obtain in

fluence with. Gulliver's Travels.

To GAIN. v. n. 1. To grow rich; to have ad

vantage.

GAIN, a fan old word.] Handy; ready.

GAINER. ſ. (from gain..] One who receives

profit or advantage. Denham.

GA! NFUL. a. [gain and full.] 1. Advantage

ous ; profitable. South. 2. Lucrative ; pro

dućtive of money. Dryden.

GAINFULLY. adv.[from gainful]Profitably;

advantageouſly.

GAINFULNESS. ſ. Lucrativeneſs.

GA ING IVING f [gainſ; and give JThe ſame

as miſgiving; a giving againſt. Shakeſp.

GATNLESS. a. (from gain.) Unprofitable.

GAINLESSNESS. ſ. (from gainleſs.] Unpro

fitableneſs. Pecay of Piety.

GA INLY, adv. [from gain..] Handily: readily.

To GAINSAY. v. a [gainſ and ſay..] To con

tradict; to oppoſe; to controvert with. Hooker.

º/ [from gainſ y J Opponent ;

adverſary. Hocker.

"GAINST prºp. [for againſt J

To GAINST AND, v. a. ('gainſ and fland.]

To withſtand. Sidney.

GATRISH, a [Keannian, to dreſs fine, Sax.]

1. Gaudy; ſhowy; plendid; fine. Milton. 2.

Extravagantly gay; flighty, Sºuth.

GA'ſ RISHNESS. ſ. (from gairiſh.) 1. Finery ,

flaunting gaudineſs. 2. Flighty or extravagant

joy. Taylºr.

GAIT. ſ. Igar, Dutch 1. A way: as, gang

your gait, Shakeſt. 2. March , walk. Hub

bard's Tale. 3, 1 he manner and air of walk

ing. Clarendon.

GALA GE. ſ. A ſhepherd's clog. Spenſºr.

GALANGAL.ſ. Igalange, Fr.] A medicinal

root, of which there are two ſpecies. The leſſer

galangal. The larger galangal. They are both

brought from the Eaſt-Indies; the ſmall kind

from China, and the larger from the iſland of

Java. Hill.

GALAXY.ſ.ſyaxa::..]The milky way.Cowley.

GALB.4NUM. J. Galbanum is ſoft, like wax,

and ductile between the fingers; of a yellow

iſh or reddiſh colour : its ſmell is ſtrong and

diſagreeable ; its taſte zerid, nauſeous and bit

teriſh. It is of a middle nature between a

gum and reſin Hill.

GALE. ſ. [gabling, haſty, Germ.] A wind not

tempeſtuous, yet ſtronger than a breeze. Milt.

GA'LEAS. ſ. [galeaſe, Fr.] A heavy low-built

veſſel, with both ſails and oars. Addiſºn.

GA'LEATED, a [galeatus, Lat.] 1 Covered

as with a helmet. Wººdward. 2. (In botany.]

Such plants as bear a flower reſembling an

helmet, as the monkſhood.

GALERICULATE. a. [from galerur, Lat.]

Covered as with a hat.

GA'L10T. ſ. (gallotte, Fr.] A little galley or

ſort of brigantine, built very ſlight and fit for

chaſe. Knºller.

GALL.f. (seala, Sax.] 1. The bile ; an animal

juice, remarkable for its ſuppoſed bitterneſs.

Arbuthnot. 2. The part which contains the

bile. Brown. 3. Any thing extremely bitter.

Shakeſ”. 4. Rancour; malignity. Spesſer, 5.

A ſlight hurt by fretting of the ſkin. Gºv. ºf

the Tongue. 6. Anger ; bitterneſs of mind.

Prior. 7... [from galla.) Galls or galnuts are a

kind of preternatural and accidental tumours,

produced on various trees; but thoſe of the

oak only are uſed in medicine. The general

hiſtory of galls is this: an inſect of the fly

kind, for the ſafety of her young, wounds the

branches of the trees, and in the hole depoſites

her egg: the lacerated veſſels of the tree diſ

charging their contents, form a tumour or

woody caſe about the hole, where the egg is

thus defended from all injuries. This turnour

alſo ſerves for the food of the tender maggot,

produced from the egg of the fly, which, as

ſoon as it is perfect, and in its winged ſtate,

#. its way out, as appears from the hole

ound in the gal; ; and where no hole is ſeen

on its ſurface, the maggot, or its remains, are

º: to be found within it, on breaking it. Hill,

ay.

To GALL. v. a. ſgaler, Fr.) 1. To hurt by

fretting the ſkin. Denham. 2. To impair; to

wear away. Ray. 3. To teaze to fret ; to

vex. Tillºtſºn. 4. To harraſs; to miſchief.

Sidney.

To GALL. v. n. To fret. Shakeſp.

GALLANT. a. [galant, Fr.) 1. Gay well

dreſſed ; ſhowy, Iſaiah. 2. Brave; high ſpirit

ed; daring; magnanimous. Digby. 3. Fine ;

noble ; ſpecious. Clarenden. 4. Inclined to

courtſhip. Thºmſºn,

- GA'LLANT.
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CALLANT. ſ. [from the adjective ) i. A gay,

ſprightly, airy, ſplendid man. Knolles. 2. A

whoremaſter, who careſſes women to debauch

them. Addiſon. 3. A wooer ; one who courts

a woman for marriage.

GALLANTRY. adv. [from gallant Ji. Gaily;

ſplendidly. 2. Bravely; nobly ; generouſly.

Stºrfr.

GALLANTRY. ſ. (gallanterie, Fr.] 1. Splen

dour of appearance ; ſhow ; , magnificence

JP aller. 1. Bravery : nobleneſs; generoſity.

Glanville. 3. A number of gallants. Shakeſt 4

Courtſhip , refined addreſs to women Granvi.

5. Vicious love; lewdneſs, debauchery Swift.

GALLERY. ſ. [galerie, Fr.) 1. A kind of

walk along the floor of a houſe, into which the

doors of the apartments open. Sidney. 1. The

ſeats in the playhouſe above the pit, in which

the meaner people ſit. Pºpe.

GALLEY. ſ. [galea, Ital J 1. A veſſel driven,

with oars, much in uſe in the Mediterranean,

but found unable to endure the agitation of the

main ocean. Fairfax 1. It is proverbially

conſidered as a place of toilſome miſery, be

cauſe criminals are condemned to row in

them. Soutb.

GALLEY-SLAVE. ſ. [galley and ſlave J A

man condemned for ſome crime to row in the

gallies. Bramhall.

GALLIARD. ſ. [gaillard, Fr.] 1. A gay,

briſk, lively man ; a fine fellow. Cleaveland.

2. An attive, nimble, ſpritely dance. Bacon.

G4LLIARDISE. ſ. (French.) Merriment; ex

uberant gayety. Brown.

GA'LLICISM. f.ſgalliciſme, Fr. from gallicut,

Lat.}A mode of ſpeech peculiar to the French

language; ſuch as, he figured in controverſy.

Felten.

GALLIGASKINS, ſ. [Calige,Gallº-Paſcanum,

Skinner.) Large open hoſe Phillipſ.

GALLIMATLA. ſ. [galimathias, Fr.] Non

ſenſe; talk without meaning.

GALLIMAUFRY. ſ. [galimafreč, Fr.] 1. A

hoch-poch, or haſh of feveral ſorts of broken

meat ; a medley. Spenſer. 2. Any inconſiſtent

or ridiculous medley. Dryden. 3. It is uſed by

Shakeſpeare ludicrouſly of a woman.

GA'LLIPOT. ſ. [gkye, Dutch, ſhining earth.]

. A pot painted and giazed Bacon, Fenton.

GAT.LON. ſ. [gelº, low Lat..] A liquid meaſure

of four quarts. Mºſeman.

GALLO'ON. ſ. [galon, Fr.] A kind of cloſe

lace, made of gold or ſilver, or of ſilk alone.

To GA'LLOP. v. n. [galeper, Fr.) 1. To move

forward by leaps, ſo that all the feet are off the

ground at once. Denne. 2. To ride at the

pace which is performed by leaps. Sidney. 3.

To move very faſt. Shakeſp.

GA LLOP. ſ. The motion of a horſe when he

runs at full ſpeed.

CALLOPER f. [from gallºp.] I. A horſe that

gallops. Martimer. 2. A man that rides faſt.

GA'LLOWAY. ſ. A horſe not more than four

teen hands high, much uſed in the north.

To GALLOW. v. a. (agelpan, To fright, Sax.]

To terrify 5 to fright. Shakeſp.

GAT.LOWGLASSES. ſ. Soldiers among the

ancient Iriſh. It is worn then likewiſe of foot

men under their ſhirts of mail, the which foot

men they call gallºwglaſſes : the which name

doth diſcover them aiſo to be ancient Engliſh ;

for gall-gla ſignifies an Engliſh ſervitor or

yeoman. Spenſer.

GALLOW. Q. f(xealga, Sax J 1. A beam laid

GALLOWS. 9 over two poſts, on which male

factors are hanged. Hayward. 2. A wretch

that deſerves the gallows. Shakeſp.

GALLOWSFREE a. [gallow, and free J Ex

empt by deſtiny from being hanged. Dryden.

3A'LLOWSTR.E.E. ſ. (gallows and tree.] The

tree of terrour ; the tree of execution. Cleavel.

GAMBADE. & / [gamba, Ital. a leg. J Spat
GAMBA'DO. § terdaſhes. Dennis.

GAMBLER. ſ. A knave whoſe practice it is to

invite the unwary to game and cheat them.

GAMEODGE. ſ. A concreted vegetable juice,

partly of a gurnmy, partly of a reſinous nature.

It is heavy, of a bright yellow colour, and,

ſcarce any ſmell. Hill. -

To GAMBOL v. n. [gambiller, Fr.) 1. To

dance; to ſkip ; to friſk. Milton. 2. To leap;

to ſtart. Shakeſp.

GAMBOL. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. A ſkip; a

hop; a leap for joy. L'Eſtrange. 2. A frolick;

a wild prank. Hudibrar.

GA'MBREL. ſ. (from gamba.] The leg of a
horſe. Grew.

GAME. ſ. [gaman, a jeſt, Iſlandick.] 1. Sport

of any kind. Shakeſp. 2. Jeſt, oppoſed to

earneſt. Spenſer. 3. Inſolent merriment;

ſportive inſult. Milton. 4. A ſingle match at

play. 5. Advantage in play. Dryden. 6.

Scheme purſued; meaſures planned. Temple.

7. Field ſports: as, the chaſe. Maller, 8.

Animals purſued in the field. Prior 9. So

lemn conteſts exhibited as ſpectacles to the

people. Denham.

To GAME. v. n. (zaman, Sax.] 1. To play

at any ſport. 2. To play wantonly and ex

travagantly for money. Locke.

GAMECOCK. ſ. (game and cock.] A cock

bred to fight. Lºcke.

GAMEEGG. ſ. (game and egg.] An egg from

which fighting cocks are bred. Garth.

GA'MEKEEPER. ſ. [game and keep.] A per

ſon who looks after the game, and ſees it is not

deſtroyed

GAMESOME. a. [from game.] Frolickſome;

gay; ſportive. Sidney.

GAMESOMENESS. ſ. (from gameſome.] Spor

tiveneſs; merriment.

GAMESOMELY. adv. [from gameſºme.) Mer

rily.

GA'MESTER. ſ. [from game.] 1. One whe

is vitiouſly addicted to play. Bacon. 2. One

who is engaged at play. Bacon. 3. A merry

frolickſome perſon. Shakeſp. 4. A proſtitute.

Shakeſp.

GAMMER. ſ. The compellation of a woman

correſponding to gaffer.

GA'MMON. ſ. [gambant, Ital.] 1. The*;
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efan hog ſalted and dried. Dryden. 2. A kind

of play with dice. Thomſºn.

GAM UT. ſ. gama, Ital.] The ſcale of muſical

notes. Donne.

*GAN, for hºgun, from 'gin for kegin. Spenſer.

To GANCH. v. a. [ganciare, Ital.] To drop

from a high place upon hooks by way of

puniſhment: a practice in Turkey.

GA X DER. ſ. (Yanoma, Sax.] The male of the

gooſe Mortimer.

To GANG. v. n. [gangen, Dutch..] To go ; to

walk : an old word not now uſed, except

ludicrouſly Spenſer, Arbuthnot.

GANG. ſ. [from the verb j A number herding

tºgether, a troop , a cºmpany; a tribe Prior.

G4 NC HON. [Fr.) A kind of flower. Ainſwer.

GANG LION ſ. [7,217 a.o. # A tumour in the

tendinous and nervous parts Harris.

GANGRENE. ſ. [gang, exe, Fr. gangrena,

Lat.) A mortification , a ſtoppage of circula

tion ollowed by putreaction. Wiſeman.

To GANGR ENE. v. a gangrener, Fr.] To

corrupt to mortification. Dryden.

GA NGRENOU.S. a [from gangrene Mor

titled , producing or betokening mort fication.
Ardu: / not.

GANGWAY.ſ. In a ſhip, the ſeveral ways or

paſſages from one part of it to the other.

GANGWEEK.J. [gang and week.) Rogation
week

GANTELOPE. Q ſ [gantelºpe, Dutch. A mili
GANT I.F.T. tary puniſhment,in whichthe

criminal running between the ranks receives

a laſh from each man. Dryden.

GANZA. ſ. (gatſa, Spaniſh, a gooſe J A kind

of wild gooſe. Hudibras. -

GAOL. ſ. Ugeol, Welſh.] A priſon; a place o'

confine ment. Shakeſp.

GAOLDELIVERY.J. [gºal and deliver.] The

judicial proceſs, which by condemnation or

acquittal of perſons confined evacuates the

priſon. Davies. -

GA'OLER. ſ. [from gaol. A keeper of a priſon :

he to whoſe care the priſoners are committed.

Dryden.

GAP. f. [from gape ) i. An opening in a

broken fence. 7 uſer. 2. A breach. Knelle,

3. Any paſſage. Dryden. 4. An avenue; an

open way. Spenſer. 5. A hole; a deficiency.

More. 6. Any interſtice; a vacuity. Swift 7

An epening of the mouth in ſpeech during

the pronunciation of two ſucceflive vowels

Pºpe. 8. To ſtep a GAP, is to eſcape by ſome

mean ſhifts: alluding to hedges mended with

dead buſhes. Swift,

GA'P-TOOTHED. a ſgap and teeth.] Having

interſtices between the teeth Dryden.

To GAPE. v. n. [Keapan, Sax.] 1. To open

the mouth wide; to yawn. Arbuthnst. 1. To

open the mouth for food, as a young bird.

Pryden. 3. To deſire earneſtly ; to crave.

Denham. 4. To open in fiſſures or holes.

Shakeſp. 5. To open with a breach. Dryden.

6. To open to have an hiatus. Dryden. 7.

To make a noiſc with open throat. Rºſcºmmºn.

8. To ſtare with hope or expectation. Hudibrar.

9. To ſtare with wonder. Dryden. Io. To

ſtare irreverently job.

GA PER, ſ (from gape.) 1. One who opens

his mouth. 2. One who ſtares fooliſhly. Car.

3. One who longs or claves. Carew.

GAR, in Saxon, ſignifies a weapon: ſo Eadgar

is a happy weapon. Gibſºn.

To GA. R. v. a. ſ girra, Iſlandick.] To cauſe ;

to make. Spenſer.

GARB / [garhe, Fr.) 1. Dreſs; cloaths; habit.

4?iltºn 2. Faſhion of dreſs. Denham. 3. Ex

teriour appearance. Shakeſp

GARBAGE / [garhear, Span.] The bowels :

the offal. Rºſcºmmon.

GAR BEL. ſ. A plank next the keel of a ſhip.

Bailey. -

GA RuiDGE. ſ. Corrupted from garbage. Mert.

GAR BiSH. ſ. Corrupted from garbage Mortin.

To C A RBI.E. v. a. garbellare, Ital.] To

fit to pait; to ſeparate the good from the
bad. Lºcke

GA RELER ſ [from garble.] He who ſeparates

one part from another. Swift.

GARBOIL. ſ. [garbouille, Fr.] Diſorder; tu

mult; uproar. Shakeſp.

GARD. ſ. [garde, Fr.] Wardſhip ; care, cuſ

tody.

GA RDEN. ſ. [gardd, Welſh: jardin, Fr.) 1.

A piece of ground incloſed and cultivated,

planted with herbs or fruits Bacºn. 2. A

place particularly fruitſulor delightful Shakeſ.

3. G A R DEN is often uſed in compoſition, be

longing to a garden.

GARDEN-WARE. ſ. The produce of gardens.

AMºrtimer.

To GA RDEN. v. n. I from the noun.] To cul

tivate a garden. Ben. johnſon.

GARDENER ſ (from garden He that at

tends or cultivates gardens. Hºwel, Evelyn.

GARDENING. ſ. [from garden.] The act of

cultivating or planning gardens.

GARE. ſ. Coarſe wool on the legs of ſheep

GA RGARISM. ſ. [7,227 apicacº. A liquid form

of medicine to waſh the mouth with. Baren.

To GARGA'RIZE. v. a. [Zagy-Fºx gargari

fer, Fr. J. To waſh the mouth with medicated

liquors. Holder.

GA RGET. ſ. A diſtemper in cattle. Mertimer.

To GA'RGLE. v. a. [gargeuiller, Fr.) 1. To

waſh the throat with ſome liquor not ſuffered

immediately to deſcend. Harvey. ... To war

ble; to play in the throat. JWaller.

GA RGLE. ſ. [from the verb.] A liquor with

which the throat is waſhed. Wiſeman.

GA'RGLION. ſ. An exudation of nervousjuice

from a bruiſe. Quincy.

GARGOL. ſ. A diſtern per in hogs. Mertimer.

GARLAND. ſ. garlande, Fr.) A wreath of

branches or flowers. Sidney.

GARLICK. ſ. [3ap, Sax. A lance, and leek.]

A plant.

GARLICKEATER. ſ. [garlick and eat.) A

mean fellow. Shakeſp.

GARMENT.
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GA'RMENT'ſ ſguarninent,old Fr.] Anything

by which the body is covered. Raleigh.

GARNER. ſ (grenier, Fr ) A place in which

threſhed grain is ſtored up Dryden.

To GARNER v a [from the noun ) To ſtore

as in garners. Shakeſp. - -

GA R N E.T.ſ ſgarnarº, Ital The garnet is a

gem of a middle degree of hardneſs, between

the ſapphire and the common cryſtal It is

found of various ſizes. Its colour is ever ol

a ſtrong red. Hill.

To GA R NISH. v. a.ſgarnir, Fr.) 1. To de

corate with ornamental appendages. Sidney.

2. To embelliſh a diſh with ſomething laid

round it Dryden. 3. To fit with fetters,

GARNISH / [from the verb. v. ornament:

decoration; embelliſhment. Prior. 1. Things

ſtrewed round a diſh. 3 (In gaols.) Fetters.

GA'RNISHMENT. ſ. [ſrom garn/b.j Orna

ment; embelliſhment. Wattan.

GA RNITURE ſ [from garniſh ) Furniture ;

ornament. Granville. -

GAROU.S. a. [from garum.] Reſembling pic

kle made of fiſh Brºwn.

GARRAN.ſ. [Erſe.) A ſmall horſe; a hobby.

Temple

CARRET. ſ. ſºarite, the tower of a citadel,

Fr. J 1. A room on the higheſt floor of the

houſe. Swift 2. Rotten wood. Bacon. . .

GARETE ER. ſ. [rom garret.) An inhabitant

of a garret -

GA'RRISON. ſ. [garniſºn, Fr.) 1. Soldiers

placed in a fortified town or caſtle to defend it.

Sidney. 2. Fortified place ſtored with ſoldiers.

* aller 3. The ſtate of being placed in a for

tification for its defence. Spenſer.

To GA RRISON. v. a. To ſecure by forces.

Dryden.

GARRU'LITY ſ. [garrulitar, Lat.] 1. Lo

quacity; incontinence of tongue. Miltºn, 2.

The quality of talking too much ; talkative

neſs Ray. -

GARRULOUS. a. ſgarrulus, Lat.] Prattling ;

talkative. Thomſon. -

GARTER ſ. [garduſ, Welſh.] 1. A ſtring or

ribband by which the ſtocking is held upon

the leg. Ray. 2. The mark of the order of

the garter, the higheſt order of Engliſh knight

hood. Shakeſp. 3. The principal king at

3rrns. - -

To GA RTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To bind

with a garter. Wiſeman. -

GARTH. ſ. The bulk of the body meaſured by

the girdle.

GAS. ſ. A ſpirit not capable of being coagulated.
Harrir.

CASCONADE. ſ. [Fr.] A boaſt; a bravado.

Swift

To GASCONADE. p. n. [ſrom the noun..] To

boaſt; to brag.

To GASH. v.a.[from hacher, Fr. to cut.) To cut

deep ſo as to make a gaping wound. I allºtſon.

CASH. f. (from the verb.... i. A deep and wide

wound. Spenſer, 2. The mark of a wound.

dràuthnot.

GA'SKINS. ſ. Wide hoſe , wide breeches. Shake.

To GASP. v n. (from gape, Skinner } 1. To

open the mouth wide to catch breath. Drydew.

2. To emit brºath by opening the mouth con

vulſively Dryden. 3. To long for. Spectator.

GASP. f. iśrom the verb 1. The act of open

ing the mouth to catch breath. 2. The ſhort

catch of breath in the la' agonies. Addiſon.

To GAS P. v. a. [from Eart, Sax.] To make

aghat to 'right , to ſhºck Shakeſp.

GA STRICK, a [iron Zarr;..] Belonging to
the be liv.

CASºrArmy f (24-3, and #4 wº.] Sew

ing up any wound of the belly.

GASTRO 1 OMY ſ (; 2-3 and ríreza.] The

*t or cutting open the belly.

GAT. The prºtº ite o get Exedus.

|GATE. ſ. ſea-, six j . The door of a city,

a caſtle, palace, or large building Shakeſp.

2. A frame of timber upon hinges to give a

paſſage into inclºſed grounds. Shakeſp. 3.

An avenue; an opening Knoller.

GATEvP IN. ſ. The vena porte. Bacon.

GATEWAY. 1 (gate and way A way through

gates of incloſed grounds Martimer.

To GATHER. v. a. ſ.abenan, Sax j 1. To

collect ; to bring into one place Leviticut. 2.

To pick up to glean; to pluck. Wotton:

3. To crop. Dryden. 4. To aſſemble. Bacon.

5. To heap up: to accumulate. Proverbs. 6.

To ſelect and take. Palms. 7. To ſweep to

gether. Matthew. 8. To collect charitable

contributions. 9. To bring into one body or

intereſt. Iſaiah. Io. To draw together from

a ſtate of diffuſion; to compreſs ; to contraćt.

Pºpe. 1. To gain. Dryden. 12. To pucker

needlework. 3. To colle&t logically. Hºoker.

14. To GAT H E R breath. To have reſpite

from any calamity. Spenſer.

| To GA THER. v. n. 1. To be condenſed; to

thicken. Dryden. 2. To grow larger by the

accretion of ſimilar matter. Bacon. 3 To aſ

ſºmble. Eccuſ 4. To generate pus or matter.

Decay of Piety.

GATHER.J. (from the verb ] Pucker; cloth

drawn together in wrinkles. Hudibras.

GA'THERER. ſ (from gather.) 1. One that

gathers; a collector. Wotton. 2. One that

gets in a crop of any kind. Amor.

GATHERING. ſ. [from gather.) A collection

of charitable contributions. I Cºr.

GATTEN-TRE. E. Seecor Nell a N-cu ºr a y.

GAUDE. ſ. (gaude, Fr. a yellow flower.] An

ornament; a fine thing. Shakeſp

To GAUDE. v. n. (gaudeo, Lat.) To exult;

to rejoice at any thing. Shakeſp. -

GAUDERY. ſ. [from gaude..] Finery; often

tatious luxury of dreſs. South.

GAULILY, adv. [from gaudy.) Showily.

GAUDIN ESS / Showineſs; tintel appearance.

GA'UDY. a. (from gaude.) Showy 5 ſplendid :

pompous; oſtentatiouſly fine. Milton.

GA UDY. ſ. [gaudium, Lat..] A feaſt; a feſti

val. Cheyne.

GAVE. The preterite of give. Donne.

GA"WEL.
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GAVEL. ſ. A provincial word for ground.

GAVELKIND. ſ. [in law.) A cuſtom whereby

the lands of the father are equally divided at

his death among all his ſons. Cºwell, Davies.

To GAUGE. v. a. ſgauge, meaſuring rod, Fr.]

1. To meaſure with reſpect to the contents of

a veſſel. 1. To meaſure with regard to any

proportion. Pºpe.

GAUGE. ſ. [rom the verb.] A meaſure; a

ſtandard. Mºxon.

GAUGER. / (from gauge.] One whoſe buſi

neſs is to meaſure veſſels or quantities Carew.

CAUNT. a. (as if gewant.] Thin; ſlender ;

lean ; meagre. Shakeſp.

GAUNTLY. adv. [from gaunt.) Leanly; ſlen

dely ; meagerly.

GAUNTI.E.T. ſ.ſgauntelet, Fr.] An iron glove

uſed for defence, and thrown down in chal

lenges. Cleaveland.

GA'VOT. ſ. [gavette, Fr.] A kind of dance.

Arbuthnot.

GAUZE. ſ. A kind of thin tranſparent filk. Arb.

GAWK. ſ. (Seac, Sax.] 1. A cuckow. 2. A

fooliſh fellow.

GAWN, ſcorrupted for gallºn.] A ſmall tub.

GA'WNTR.E.E. ſ. (Scottiſh.) A wooden frame

on which beer caſks are ſet when tunned.

GAY. a. gay, Fr.) 1. Airy ; chearful; mer

ry; frolick. Pºpe. a. Fine; ſhowy. Bar. vi.

cky. ſ. [from the adjective..] An ornament;

an embelliſhmert. L'Eſtrange.

GAYETY. ſ. [gayeté, Fr.) 1. Cheerfulneſs;

airfneſs ; merriment. 2. A&s of juvenile

pleaſure. Denham. 3. Finery; ſhow. Shakeſp.

GAYLY. adv. Merrily chearfully , ſhowily.

GAYNESS. ſ. [from gay ) Gayety , finery.

To GAZE. v. n. [ayaºszºa, ) To look intently

and earneſtly; to look with eagerneſs. Fairf.

GAZE. ſ. [from the verb ] 1. Intent regard:

look of eagerne sor wonder ; fixed look. Spenſ.

2. The object gazed on. Milton.

GAZER. ſ. (from gaze.] He that gazes; one

that looks intently with eagerneſs or admira

tion. Spenſer.

GAZEFUL. a.ſgaze and full.] Looking intent
ly. Spenſer.

GAZEHOUND. ſ. [gaze and hound..] A hound

that purſues not by the ſcent, but by the eye.

Ticke/l.

GAZETTE. ſ. ſ gazetta is a Venetian half

penny, the price of a newspaper.] A paper of

news; a paper of publick intelligence. Locke.

GAZETTE ER. ſ. [from gazette.] A writer of

new s.

GAZINGSTOCK. ſ (gaze and flock.] A per

ſon gazed at with ſcorn or abhorrence. Ray.

GAZON.J. [Fr.) In fortification, pieces of freſh

earth covered with graſs, cut in form of a

wedge. Harris.

GEAR. ſ. ſºynian, Sax. to clothe] 1. Furniture;

accoutrements; dreſs; habit; ornaments.

Fairfax. 2. The traces by which horſes or

oxen draw. Shakeſp. 3. Stuff. Shakeſp.

GEASON. a. Wonderful.

GEAT. ſ. ſcorrupted from jett J The hole

through which the metal runs into the mold.

AMearan.

GFC.K. ſ. […eac, Sax a cuckow.] A bubble ea

fily impoſed upon Shakeſp.

To GECK. v. a To cheat.

GF.E. A term uſed by waggoners to their horſes

when they would have them go farter.

GEESE. The plural of goºſe.

GE I.A BLE. a. [irom gelu, Lat ) What may be

congeal, d.

GE'LATINE. a. [gelatur, Lat.] Formed

GELATINOUS into a gelly Woodward.

To GEi.D. v a. preter gelded or geit part.

paſſ gelded or gelt. [gelten, Germ.] 1. To

caſt ate ; to deprive of the power of genera

tion. Shakeſp 1. To deprive of any effertial

part. Shakeſp. 3. To deprive of anything

immodeſt, or liable to objection. bºl.

GELDER. ſ. [from geld.J. One that performs

the act of caſtration. Hudibrar.

GE LIDER-ROSE. ſ. (brought from Guelder

land.) A plant.

GE LDING. ſ. [from geld.] Any animal caſ

trated, particularly a horſe. Graunt.

GF. LID. a. [gelidus, Lat ) Extremely cold.

Thºmſºn.

GELIDITY..ſ. (from gelid.) Extreme cold.

GE LIDNESS. ſ. (from gelid.) Extreme cold.

GELLY. ſ. (geiatas, Lat.) Any viſcous body :

viſcidity glue ; gluey ſubſtance. Dryden.

GFLT. ſ. [from geld.] A caſtrated animal; gel

ding. Martimer.

GEI.T. ſ. Tinſel; gilt ſurface. Spenſer.

GEL.T. part. paſſ. of geld. Mort.

CEM. f. [gemma, Lat.) 1. A jewel; a preci

ous ſtone of whatever kind. Shakeſp. z. The

firſt bud. Denham.

To GEM. v. a. [gemma, Lat.] To adorn as

with jewels or buds.

To GEM. v. n. [gemnº, Lat.] To put forth the

firſt buds. Milton.

GEMELLIPAROUS a. Bearing twins.

To GE'M INATE. v. a. [gemino, Lat.] To

double.

GEMINATION. ſ. [from geminate.] Repeti

tion; reduplication. Boyle. -

GEM| NY. ſ. Twins; a pair; a brace. Shakeſp.

GEMINOU.S. a. (geninus, Lat.]Double Brews.

GEMMARY. a. [from gem.) Pertaining to

gems or jewels. Brown.

GEMMEOUS. a. [gemmeus, Lat.)

ing to gems. Woodward. 2.

gems.

GEMOTE ſ. The court of the hundred.

GENDER. ſ. (genus, Lat.J 1. A kind; a

ſort. Shakeſp. z. A ſex. 3. [In grammar.]

A denomination given to nouns, from their

being joined with an ºdjective in th s or tha:

termination. Clarke.

To GENDER. v. a. [engendrer, Fr.) 1. To

beget. 2. To produce 5 to cauſe, a Tin,

To GE'NDER. v. n. To copulate; to breed.

Shakeſp. -

1. Tend

Reſembling

GENEALO
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GENEALOGICAL. a. [from genealºgy.) Per

taining to deſcents or families.

GENEA'LOGIST. ſ. [yevsaxºyia; genealogiſte,

Fr.] He who traces deſcents.

GENEATLOGY. ſ. [yºta and x4,6}..] Hiſtory

of the ſucceſſion of families. Burnet.

GENERABLE. a. [From genero, Lat..] That

may be produced or begotten.

GENERAL. a. [general, Fr ) i. Compre

ºi"; many ſpecies or individuals; not ſpe

cial. roome. 2. Lax in ſignification ; not

reſtrained to any ſpecial or particular import.

*atti. 3. Not reſtrained by narrow or diſ

tinctive limitations. Locke. 4. Relating to a

whole claſs or body of men. Whitgifte. 5.

Publick ; compriſing the whole. Milton. 6.

Not directed to any ſingle object. Sprat. 7.

Extenſive, though not univerſal. 8. Com

mon; uſual. Shakeſp.

GENERAL. ſ. 1. The whole; the totality.

Norrir. 2. The publick; the intereſt of the

whole. Shakeſp. 3. The vulgar. Shakeſp. 4.

[General, Fr.) One that has the command

over an army. Shakeſp.

GENERALISSIMO.J. ſceneraliſime, Fr.] The

ſupreme commander. Clarendon.

GENERALITY. ſ. (generalité, Fr.) 1. The

ſtate of being general. Hooker. 2. The main

body the bulk. Tillºtſon.

GE'NERALLY. adv. [from general] 1. In

general; without ſpecification or exception.

Bacca. 1. Extenſively, though not univerſally.

3. Commonly ; frequently. 4. In the main ;

without minute detail. Swift.

GE'NERALNESS. ſ. [from general.] Wide ex

tent, though ſhort of univerſality; frequency 3

commonneſs. Sidney.

GENERALTY.'ſ [from general].The whole;

the totality. Hale.

GENERANT. ſ. (generant, Lat..] The beget

ting or produćtive power Glanville.

To GENERATE. v. a. [genero, Lat.) 1. To

beget; to propagate. Bacon. 2. To cauſe ;

to produce Milton.

CENERATION. ſ [generation, Fr.) 1. The

act of begetting or producing. Bacon. 2. A

family ; a race. Shakeſp. 3 Progeny; off.

ſpring. Shake/b. 4. A ſingle ſucceſſion. Ral.

5. An age. Hocker.

GENERATIVE. a. [generatif, Fr.) 1. Hav

ing the power of propagation Browne. 2. Pro

lifick; having the power of production; fruit

ful. Bentley.

GENERATOR. ſ. [from genero, Lat ) The

power which begets, cauſes,or produces.Brown

GENERICAL. U a [generique, Fr.) That

GENERICK. which comprehends the ge

nus or diſtinguiſhes from another genus Wattſ.

GENERICALLY. adv. [from generick ] With

regard to the genus, though not the ſpecies.

Woodward.

GENERO SITY.'ſ [genergſté, Fr.) The qua

lity of being generous; magnanimity; l.be

rality. Locke.

GENEROUS, a.ſgenerºſus, Lat.] 1. Not of

rhean birth; of good extraction. 2. Noble

of mind; magnanimous; open of heart. Pºpe.

3. Liberal; munificent. 4. Strong; vigorous.

Boyle.

GENEROUSLY adv. [from generous.) 1. Not

meanly with regard to birth. 2. Magnani

mouſly ; nobly. Dryden. 3. Liberally; mu

nificently.

GENEROUSNESS. ſ. [from generour.] The

quality of being generous. Collier.

GENESIS. ſ. Lysºsz.: ; geneſe, Fr.) Generation;

the firſt book of Moſes, which treats of the

production of the world.

GENET. ſ. [Fr.] A ſmall well proportioned

Spaniſh horſe. Ray.

GENETHLIACAL. a. ſysviºxſaxo..]Pertaining

to nativities as calculated by aſtronomers. How.

GENETHLIACKS. ſ. (from yeasan.) The

ſcience of calculating nativities, or predicting

the future events of life from the ſtars predo:
minant at the birth.

GENETHLIATICK. ſ. (yººn.] He who cal

culates nativities. Drummond.

GENEVA. ſ. (genevre, Fr. a juniper berry.]

A diſtilled ſpirituous water, made with no bet:

ter an ingredient than oil of turpentine, put

into the ſtill, with a little common ſalt, and

the coarſeſt ſpirit they have, which is drawn

off much below proof ſtrength. Hill.

CENIAL. a. [genialis, Lat] 1. That which

contributes to propagation. Dryden. 2. That

gives chearfulneſs or ſupports life. Milton. 3.
Natural; native. Brown.

GE NIALLY. adv, (from genial] 1. By ge

nius; naturally. Glanville. 2. Gayly; cheer
fully.

Gºiculated. a. [geniculatus, Lat.] Knot

ted; jointed. Woodward.

GENICULATION.J. [geniculatio,Lat.]Knot
tineſs.

GE NIO. ſ. A man of a particular turn of mind;

Tatler.

GE NITALS ſ [genitals, Lat.) Parts belong
ing to generation. Brown.

GE NITING. ſ. (a corruption of janeton, Fr.]

An early apple gathered in June. Bacon.

GE, NITIVE, a genitivus, Lat..] In Brammar,

the name of a caſe, which, among other rela.

tions, ſignifies one begotten, as, he father of

a ſon ; or one begetting, as ſon of a father.

GENIUS. ſ. [Lat. genue, Fr.] I. The pro

te&ting or ruling power of men, places, or

things. Milton. 2. A man endowed with ſu

periour faculºs. Addiſon. 3. Mental power

or raculties Waller. 4. Diſpoſition of na

ture by which any one is qualified for ſome

peculiar employment. Burnet 5. Nature;

diſpoſition. Burnet.

GENT. a. ſ.gent, old Fr.] Elegant, ſoft; gen

tle ; połite. A word now diſuſed. Fairfax.

GENTE. E.L. a. [gentil, Fr. J 1. Polite; ele

gant in behaviour; civil. Addiſon. 2. Grace

ful in mein.

GENTE'ELY. adv. [from genteel.] 1. Ele
U w gamily;
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gantly ; politely. Sºuth. 2. Graceſully; hand
ſomely.

GENTE'ELNESS. ſ. (from genteel.) 1. Ele

gance; gracefulneſs; politeneſs. Dryden. 2.

Qualities befitting a man of rank.

GENTIAN. ſ. [gentiane, Fr.) Felwort or bald

money. Wiſeman.

GENTIANELLA. ſ. A kind of blue colour.

GENTILE. ſ. [gentilis, Lat.) One of an unco

venanted nation; one who knows not the true

God. Bacon.

GENTILESSE. ſ. [Fr J Complaiſance; civi

lity. Hudibrar.

GENTILISM ſ [gentiliſine, Fr.] Heatheniſm;

paganiſm. Stilling fleet.

GENTILITIOUS, a. [gentilitius, Lat.) 1. En

demial; peculiar to a nation. Brown. z. He

reditary : entailed on a family. Arbuthnot.

GENTILITY..ſ. (gentil tº, Fr.] I. Good ex

traction; dignity of birth. 2. Elegance of

behaviour ; graceſulneſs of mein; nicety of

taſte. 3. Gentry; the claſs of perſons well

born. Davies. 4. Paganiſm; heatheniſm.

Hocker.

GENTILE. a. [gentilis, Lat.] I. Well born ;

well deſcended; ancient, though not noble

Sidney. 2. Soft; bland; mild; tame; meek;

peaceable. Fairfax. 3. Soothing; pacifick.

GE'NTLE. ſ. 1. A gentleman; a man of birth.

2. A particular kind of worm. Walton.

To GE/NTLE. v. a. To make gentle. Shakeſp.

GE'NTLEFOLK. f. [gentle andfolk.) Perſons

diſtinguiſhed by their birth from the vulgar.

GENTLEMAN ſ. [gentilhomme, Fr.) 1. A man

of birth; a man of extraction, though not

noble. Sidney. 2. A man raiſed above the

vulgar by his character or poſt. Shakeſp. 3.

A term of complaiſance. Addiſºn. 4. The

ſervant that waits about the perſon of a man

of rank. Camden. 5. It is uſed of any man

however high. Shakeſp.

GENTLEMANLI K.E.

GE'NTLEMAN I.Y.

man of birth. Swift.

GENTLENESS.J. [from gentle.] I. Dignity

of birth; goodneſs of extraction. 2. Softneſs

of manners; ſweetneſs of diſpoſition; meek

neſs. Miltºn. 3. Kindneſs; benevolence. Ob

ſolete Shakeſp

GENTLESHIP. ſ. Carriage of a gentleman.

Aſcham.

GE'NTLEWOMAN. ſ. 1. A woman of birth

above the vulgar; a woman well deſcended.

Bacon. 2. A woman who waits about the per

ſon of one of high rank. Shakeſp. 3. A word

of civility or irony. Dryden.

GENTLY. adv. [from gentle.] 1. Softly ; meek

ly; tenderly; inoffenſively ; kindly. Locke. 2.

Softly; without violence. Grew.

GENTRY. ſ. [gentlery, gentry, from gentle.]

1. Birth; condition. Shakeſp. 2. Claſs of

people above the vulgar. Sidney. 3. A term

of civility real or ironical. Prior. 4. Civility;

complaiſance. Shakeſp.

GENUFLECTION.J. [genuflexion, Fr.] The

a. [gentleman and

Jike..] Becoming a

ağ of bending the knee; adoration expreſſed

by bending the knee. Stilling fleet.

GENUINE. a. [genuinus, Lat..] Not ſpurious.

Tillotſon.

GE'NUINELY. adv. [ſrom genuine.] Without

adulteration; without foreign admixtures ;

naturally. Bºyle.

GE'NUIN ENESS.ſ.. [from genuine.] Freedom

from any thing counterfeit; freedom from a

dulteration. Boyle.

GENUS ſ. (Lat...] In ſcience, a claſs of being

º under it many ſpecies : as

7"adruped is a genus comprehending under it,

almoſt all terreſtrial beaſts. Watts.

GEQCENTRICK. a. [y; and xerrºr.] Appli

ed to a planet or orb having the earth for its

centre, or the ſame centre with the earth.

GEODAE SIA. ſ. [, æðaizia.] That part of geo

metry which contains the doctrine or part of

meaſuring ſurfaces, and finding the contents

of all plane figures. Harris.

GEODAETICAL. a. [from geodeſia.] Relating

to the art of meaſuring ſurfaces.

GEOGRAPHER. ſ. [2n and ºpéºw.] One who

§eſcribes the earth according to the poſition of

its different parts. Brown. -

GEOGRAPHICAL.a.[geographique, Fr.) Re

lating to geography.

GEOGRAPHICALLY. adv. In a geographical
manner. Broome.

GEOGRAPHY. ſ. [yń and yºga..] Knowledge
of the earth

GEO LOGY.J. [[y; and x4,2:..] The doctrine of
the earth.

GEOMANCER. ſ. [y; and advriz.] A fortune

teller ; a caſter of figures. Brown.

GEO'MANCY. ſ. [yº and ºxarría.] The act of

foretelling by figures. Ayliffe.

GEOMANTICK. a. [from geomanry.) Pertain

ing to the art of caſting figures. Dryden.

GEOMETER. ſ. [year.sqpn. ; geometre, Fr.]

One ſkilled in geometry:a geometrician. Watts.

GEOMETRAL. a. [geometral, Fr.] Pertaining

to geometry.

GEOMETRICAL. W. a. [7 sawfix:..] I. Per

GEOMETRICK. taining to geometry.

More. 2. Preſcribed or laid down by geome

try. Stilling fleet. 3. Diſpoſed according to

geometry. Grew.

GEOME TRICALLY. adv. [from geometrical].

According to the laws of geometry. Wilkins.

GEOMETRICIAN. ſ. [yºpatrºn;..] One ſkilled

in geometry. Brown.

To GEOMETRIZE. v. n. [3 sawāpia.] To act

according to the laws of geometry. Boyle.

GEOMETRY. ſ. [yswasſp.a.) The ſcience of

quantity, extenſion, or magnitude abſtractedly

conſidered. Ray.

GEOPO'NICAL. a. [yº and nºvo;..] Relating to

agriculture Brown.

GEOPO NICKS. ſ. [y; and rºok.] The ſcience

of cultivating the ground; the doctrine of a

griculture.

GEORGE.J. [Georgius, Lat.] 1. A isºlº
£,
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St. George on horſeback worn by the knights

of the garter. Shakeſp. z. A brown loaf. Dryd

GEORGICK. ſ. [yºryz:y: georgiques, Fr.]

Some part of the ſcience of huſbandry put into

a pleaſing dreſs, and ſet off with all the beau

ties and embelliſhments of poetry. Addiſºn.

GECRGIC.K. a. Relation to the doćtrine of

agriculture. Gay.

GEOTICK a. Belonging to the earth.

GE’RENT, a gerent, Lat.) Carrying; bearing.

GE'RFALCON. ſ. A bird of prey, in ſize be

tween a vulture and a hawk. Bailey.

GERMAN.J. germain, Fr.) Brother ; one ap

proaching te a brother in proximity of blood.

Sidney

GERMAN, a ſgermanus, Lat.) Related.Shake.

GERMANDER. ſ. [germandrée, Fr.] A plant

Miller.

GE RME. ſ. (germen, Lat..] A ſprout or ſhoot.

r wºn.

GE, RMIN. ſ. (germen, Lat J A ſhooting or

ſprouting ſeed. Shakeſp.
-

To GERMINATE. v . [germino, Lat.] To

ſprout; to ſhoot, to bud; to put forth.MWººdw.

GERMINATION. ſ. germination, Fr.] The

act of ſprouting or ſhooting ; growth. Wotton.

Bentley.
-

GE RUND. ſ. (gerundium, Lat.) In the Latin

grammar, a kind of verbal noun, which go-.

verns caſes like a verb.

*GEST. ſ. [geſtum, Lat.) 1. A deed; an ac

tion; an atchievement. Spenſer. 2. Show ;

repreſentation. 3. The roll or journal of the

ſeveral days, and ſtages prefixed, in the pro

greſſes of kings. Brown.
-

GESTATION. ſ [gºſlatio, Lat.] The ağt of

bearing the young in the womb. Brºwn, Ray.

To GESTICULATE. v.n. (geſticular, Lat. geſ

ticuler, Fr.] To play antick tricks; to ſhew

poſtures.

GESTICULATION. ſ. (geſticulatio, Lat.] An

tick tricks; various poſtures.

GE STURE. ſ. [geſium, Lat.) 1. Aëtion or

poſture exprefive of ſentiment. Sidney. 2.

Movement of the body Addiſon.

To GE STURE. v. a. [rom the noun..] To ac

company with ačtion or poſture. Hooker.

To GET. v. a. pret. I got, anciently gat ; part:

paſſ got, or gotten, [Setan, &ettan, Sax.)

1. To procure; to obtain. Boyle. 2. To

force; to ſeize. Daniel. 3. To win. Knolles.

4. To have poſſeſſion of ; to hold. Herbert. 5,

To beget upon a female. Waller. 6. To gain

as profit. Locke. 7. To gain a ſuperiority or

advantage. Shakeſp. 8. To earn; to gain by

labour. Abbot. 9. To receive as a price or

reward Locke, io. To learn. Wattſ. I 1.

To procure to be. South. 12. To put into any

ſtate. Guardian. 13. To prevail on ; to in

duce. Speciator. 14. To draw to hook.

Addiſon. 15. To betake 5 to remove. Knolles.

16. To remove by force or art. Bºyle. I

To put. Shakeſp. 18. To Get ºff. To ſell or

diſpoſe of by ſome expedient. Swift.

To GET, v. n. 1. To arrive at any ſtate or

. . GIANTLIKE.

poſture by degrees with ſome kind of labour,

effort, or difficulty. Sidney. 1. To fall; to

come by accident. Tatler. 3. To find the

way. Boyle, 4. To move ; to remove. Knciler.

5. To have recourſe to. Kn:lles 6. To go ;

to repair. Knºles. 7. To put one's ſelf in any

ſtate. Clarenden. 8. To become by any act

what one was not before. Dryden. 9 To be

gainer } to receive advantage. Waller. 10.

To GET ºff. To eſcape. Bacºn. 11. To Gº T

over. To conquer; to ſuppreſs; to paſs with

out being ſtopped. Swift. 11. To Get up.

To riſe from repoſe. Bacºn. 13. To riſe

from a ſeat. Numbert.

GETTER ſ. (from get.] 1. One who pro

cures or obtains. 2. One who begets on a fe

male. Shakeſp.

GETTING.J. (from get.] 1. Act of getting;

acquiſition Preverbs. 2. Gain; profit. Bacon.

GEWGAW. f. (segar, Sax.] A ſhowy trifle; a

toy ; a bauble. Abbot.

GE'WGAW. a. Splendidly trifling; ſhowy
without value. Law.

GHA STFUL. a. [gart and pulle, Saxon 1

Dreary 5 diſmal; melancholy , fit for walking

ſpirits. Spenſer.

GHA'STLINESS. ſ. [from ghaftly..] Horrour of

countenance; reſemblance of a ghoſt; pale
neſs.

GHA STLY. a. Izart, or ghºff, and like..] 1.

Like a ghoſt ; having horrour in the counte

nance. Knºll.s. 2. Horrible; ſhocking; dread
ful. Mi'r n.

GHA's TNESS. ſ. [from xart, Sax j Ghaſtli

neſs; horrour of look. Shakeſp.

GHE RKIN. ſ. A pickled cucumber. Skinner.

To GUESS. v. n. To conjecture.

GHOST. ſ. (5art, Sax.] i. The ſoul of man.

Sandyr. 2. A ſpirit appearing after death.

Dryden. 3. To give up the Ghost. To die;

to yield up the ſpirit into the hands of God.

Shakeſp. 4. The third perſon in the adora

ble Trinity, called the Hôly Ghoſt.

To GHOST. v. a. [from the noun.J. To yield

up the Ghoſt. Sidney.

To GHOST. v. n. To haunt with apparitions

of departed men. Shakeſp.

GHOSTLINESS. f [Iron ghºſtly J Spiritual

tendency : quality of having reference chiefly
to the ſoul.

GHOSTLY. a. [from ghºſ”.] 1. Spiritual ; rela

ting to the ſoul; not carnal, not ſecular. 2. Hav

*ing a character from religion; ſpiritual Shak,

GIA LALIYA ſ (Ital.] Earth of a bright gold
colour. Pſ’ codward.

GIAMBEUX. f. [jambes, Fr. legs.] Armour

for legs; greaves. Spenſer.

GIANT. ſ. [geant, Fr.) A man of ſize above

the ordinary rate of men; a man unnaturally

large Raleigh.

GI’ANTESS. / [fromgiant,) Aſhe-giant H. wel.

a. Afrom giant and like.j Gi
GIANTLY. gantick; vaſt South.

GIANTSHIP. f. [from giant.] Quality or cha

racter of a giant. Milton.

U u 2. GI BBE.

/
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GTBBE. ſ. Any old worn out animal. Shakeſp.

To GI BBER. v. 7. [from jabber.] To ſpeak

inarticulately. Shakeſp.

GI BBERISH ſ [Derived by Skinner from ga

*er, French, to cheat. But as it was anciently

written gebriſh, it is probably derived from

the chymical cant, anioriginally implied the

jargan of Geber and his tribe) Cant; the

Private language of rogues and gipſies; words

without meaning Swift.

GI BBET. J. gibbet, Fr.) 1. A gallows: the

Poſt on which malefactors are hanged, or on

which their carcaſes are expºſed. Cleaveland.

2. Any tranverſe beams

To GI BiłET, v 1. [from the noun..] I. To

hang or expoſe on a gibbet. Oldham. 1. To

hang on any thing going tranſverſe. Shakeſ?.

GIBBIER, f | French joame; wildfowl...ºdd.

GIBBO SITY. ſ. (gibbſite, Fr. from gibbeus.

Convexity; prominence; protuberance. Ray

GI’BBO US a. (glºbus, Lat § 1 Convex; pro

tuberant; ſwelling into inequalities. Dryden.
1. Crookbacked Brºwn.

GI BBOUSNESS / [from gibbºus.) Convexity:

prominence. Bentley.

GIBCAT / [gib and cat..] An old worn-out

cat Shakeſp.

To GIBE. v. . [gaber, old French J To ſheer;

to join cenſoriouſneſs with contempt. Swift.

Tº GIBE. v. a. To reproach by contemptuous

hints to flout; to ſcoff; to ridicule 5 to treat

with ſcorn; to ſneer; to taunt. Swift.

GIBE. ſ. [from the verb ] Sreer; hint of con

tempt by word or look; ſcoff. Spe:later.

GIBER. /. [.. om gibe ) A ſneerer; a ſcoffer ;

a taunter. Shakeſp Ben. johnſºn.

GI BINGLY adí. [from gibe.] Scornfully ;

contemptuouſly. Shakeſp

GTBLETS. ſ. The parts of a gooſe which are

cut of before it is roaſted. Dryden

GIT)DILY. adv. (from giddy j 1, with the

head ſeeming to turn round . Inconſtantly

unſteadily. Donne. 3. Careleſly ; heedleſſy ;

negligently Shakeſp.

G! DDIN ESS. ſ. [rºm giddy) . The ſtate of

being giddy of vertiginous. Bacon. 2. Incon

ſtarcy , unſteadineſs, mutability. Bacon. 3.

Quick rotation; inability to keep its place. 4.

Frolick; wantonneſs of life. Donne.

GI DDY n. (Zºbº, Sax ) i. Vertiginous; hav

ing in the head a whirl, or ſenſation of circu

lar motion. Tate 2. Rotatory, whirling. Pºpe.

3. Incor ſtant; mutable ; u ſteady 5 change

ful. Shakeſp. 4 That which cauſes giddineſs.

Prior. 5. Heedleſs, thoughtleſs; uncautious;

wild. Rºwe 6. Tottering ; unfixed. Shakeſp

7. Intoxicated; elated to thoughtleſneſs; or

vercome by any overpowering inticement.

Shakeſp.

GI DDYBRAINFD. a. [giddy and brain. )

Careleſ, , thoughtleſs.

Gi DDYHEADS. D. a [giddy and head.] With

out ſteadineſs or conſtancy. Brown.

GIDDYPACE.D. a. [gºddy and pace ) Mov

ing without regularity. Shakeſp.

GIER-EAGLE. ſ. An eagle of a particular

kind. Leviticus.

GIFT. ſ. (from give.) 1. A thing given or be

ſtowed. Matthew. ... The ača of giving.Sºuth.

3. Oblation ; offering. Tab. xiii. 4. A bribe.

Deuteronomy. 5. Power; faculty. Shakeſp.

GIFTED. a. [from gift.] 1. Given ; teſtow

ed. Mºlton. 2. Endowed with extraordinary

powers. Dryden.

GiG. ſ. 1. Any thing that is whirled round

in play. Locke. 2. (Gigia, Iſlandick.) A

fiddle.

Gi GANTIGK. a. (giganter, Lat.] Suitable to

a gant; big 5 bulky; enormous. Miltºn.

To GIGGLE. v n (gichgelen, Dutch..] To

laugh idly ; to titter.

Gl GGLER, f [frcm giggle.] A laugher; a

titterer. Her bert.

GIGLE.T. ſ. (Yeazl, Saz.] A vanton; a laſ

civious girl. Shakeſp.

GIGOT...ſ. (French.) The hip joint.

To GILD. v. a. pret, gilded, or gilt. ſzilean,

Sax.] 1. To waſh over with gold. Spenſer. 2.

To cover over with any yellow matter. Shake.

3. To adorn with luſtre. Pºpe. 4. To brigh

ten; to illuminate. Sºuth. 5. To recommend

by adventitious ornaments. Shakeſp.

GILDER. ſ. [from gild.) 1. One who lays

gold on the ſurface of any other body. Barºn.

2. A coin, from one ſhilling and ſixpence, to

two ſhillings. Shakeſp.

GILDING. ſ. (from gild.) Gold laid on any

ſurface by way of ornament. Bacon.

GILL /. [agulla, Spaniſh; gula, Lat.] 1. The

ape, tures at each ſide of a fiſh's head. M'altºn.

2. The flaps that hang below the beak of a

fowl. Bacon. 3. The fleſh under the chin.

Bacon. 4. [Gilla, barbarous Latin.] A mes

ſure of liquids containing the fourth part of a

pint. Swift. 5. The appellation of a woman

in ludicrous language. Ben. johnſon. 6. The

name of a plant, ground-ivy. 7. Malt li

quor medicated with ground-ivy.

GI'LLHouse ſ. (gill and hºuſe..] A houſe

where gill is ſold. Pºpe -

GI'LLY FLOWER. ſ. corrupted from julyff-w-

er. Mortimer.

GILT.ſ. (from gild.] Golden ſhow; gold laid

on the ſurface of any matter. Shakeſp.

GILT. The participle of Gºld, which ſee. Pºpe.

G1 LTHEAD ſ. (gilt and head]. A ſeafith.

GILT-TAIL. f. Igiſt and tail J A worm ſo

called from his yellow tail.

G1M. a. [An old word..] Neat: ſpruce.

G1MCRACK. ſ. (Suppoſed by Skinner to be

ludicrouſly formed from gin, derived from en

gine J A ſlight or trivial mechaniſm. Priºr

G1 MLET. ſ. [gibelet, gumbelet, Fr.] A borer

with a ſcrew at its point. Maxen.

GI MMAL. ſ. [gimelius, Lat.) Some little

quaint devices of pieces of machinery. Mºre.

GIMP. ſ. A kind of ſilk twiſt or lace.

GlN.º ºš. 1. A trap ; a ſnare.

Sidney, Ben. 7.5:/en. ... Anything moved

with crews; as, engine ºf ºr := <. Speºſer.
3. A
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3. A pump worked by rotatory ſails. hºw.

4. (Contracted from Geneva, which ſee.]

The ſpirit drawn by diſtillation from juniper

berries.

GINGER. ſ. [zinziber, Lat, gingero, Italian.]

The root of ginger is of the tuberous kind,

knotty, crooked and irregular; of a hot, acrid

and pungent taſte, though aromatick, and of

a very agreeable ſmell. Hill.

GINGERBREAD. ſ. [ginger and bread.) A

kind of farinacious ſweetmeat made of dough,

like that of bread or biſcuit, ſweetened with

treacle, and flavoured with ginger and ſome

other aromatick ſeeds. King's Cookery.

GINGERLY. adv. Cautiouſly; nicely. Shake.

G1'NGERNESS. ſ. Niceneſs; tenderneſs.

GINGIVAL. a. [gingiva, Lat.J Belonging to

the gums. Holder.

To GINGLE. v. n. 1. To utter a ſharp clat

tering noiſe. Pope. 2. To make an affected

Round in periods or cadence.

To GlNGLE. v. a. To ſhake ſo that a ſharp

ſhrill clattering noiſe ſhould be made. Pºpe.

GINGLE. ſ. [rom the verb.) 1. A ſhrill re

ſounding noiſe. 2. Affectation in the ſound of

periods.

GINGLYMOID. a. [y*,x*go; and #32:..] Re

ſembling a ginglymus; approaching to a gin

glymus.

GINGLYMUS. ſ. [ging lime, Fr.] A mutual

indenting of two bones into each other's cavity,

of which the elbow is an inſtance.

GINNET. ſ. [yºzo;..] A nag ; a mule ; a de

generated breed.

GINSENG. ſ. [I ſuppoſe Chineſe ) A root

brought lately into Europe. It is of a very

agreeable aromatick ſmell, though not very

ſtrong. Its taſte is acrid and aromatick, and

has ſomewhat bitter in it. We have it from

China , and there is of it in the ſame latitudes

in America.

To GIP. v. a. To take out the guts of herrings.

GIPSY. ſ. [Corrupted from Egyptian.] I. A

vagabond who pretends to foretel futurity,

commonly by palmeſtry or phyſiognomy. 2

A reproach ul name for a dark complexion.

Shakeſp. 3. A name of ſlight reproach to a

woman. L'Eſt, ange.

G|RASOLE ſ giraſºl, Fr.] 1. The herb

turnſol 2. The opal ſtone.

To GIRD. v. a pret girded, or girt. [xynban,

Sax.] 1. To bind round. 2 Mac. 2. To put

on ſo as to ſurround or bind. Gulliver 3. To

faſten by binding Milton. 4. To inveſt. Shak.

5. To dreſs; to habit, to clothe. Ezekiel. 6.

To cover round as with a garment Milton. 7.

To reproach ; to gibe. Shakeſp. 8. To furniſh;

to equip. Milton. 9. To incloſe ; to incircle.

A111tzn.

To GIRD v. n. To break a ſcornful jeſt; to

gibe ; to ſneer. Shakeſp.

GIRD. ſ. [from the verb.) A twitch; a pang.

Tilletſºn, Goºdman.

GIRDER. ſ. (from gird..] In architecture, the

largeſt piece of timber in a floor, Harris.

GIRDLE. ſ. ſºynbel, Sax.] 1. Anything drawn

round the waiſt, and tied or buckled. 1. En

cloſure; circumference. Shakeſp. 3. The e

quator; the torrid zone. Bacon.

To Gl'RDLE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

gird ; to bind as with a girdle. Shakeſp. z.

To incloſe ; to ſhut in; to environ. Shakeſp.

GI RDLEBELT. ſ. [girdle and belt.] The belt

that incircles the waiſt. Dryden.

GI RDLER. ſ. [from girdle. J A maker of

girdles.

GIRE. ſ. [gyrus, Lat.] A circle deſcribed by

any thing in motion.

GIRL / [Iſlandick, Karlinna, a woman.) A

young woman, or child. Shakeſp.

GIRLISH. a. [from girl...] Suiting a girl;

youthful. Carew.

Gi RLISHLY. adv. [from girlſ!..] In a girliſh
manner.

To GIRN. v. n. Seems to be a corruption of

grin. Applied to a crabbed, captious, or pee

viſh perſon.

GIRROCK. ſ. A kind of fiſh.

GIRT. p. paſſ [from To ...}} See G1 R p.

To GIRT. v. a. (from gird..] To gird; to en

compaſs; to encircle. Thomſen.

GIRT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A band by which

the ſaddle or burthen is fixed upon the horſe.

Milton. 2. A circular bandage, Wiſsman.

GIRTH. ſ. [from gird. J 1. A band by which

the ſaddle is fixed upon the horſe. B. jºhnſon.

2. The compaſs meaſured by the girdle. Addi.

To GIRTH. v. a. To bind with a girth.

To GISE Grºund, v. a. Is when the owner of

it does not feed it with his own ſtock, but

takes other cattle to graze. Bailey.

GISLE. Among the Engliſh Saxons, ſignifies a

pledge: thus, Fredgiſle is a pledge of peace.

Gibſon.

G1TH. ſ. An herb called Guiney pepper.

To GIVE. v. a. preter gave ; part. paſſ given

(zipan, Sax.] 1. To beſtow; to confer with

out any price or reward. Hecker. 2. To

tranſmit from himſelf to another by hand,

ſpeech, or writing ; to deliver; to impart; to

communicate. Burnet. 3. To put into one's

poſſeſſion ; to conſign. Temple. 4. To pay

as a price or reward, or in exchange. Shakeſp.

5. To yield; not to withhold. Bacon. 6. To

quit; to yield as due. Eccluſ. 7. To confer;

to impart. Bramhall 8. To expoſe. Dryden.

9. To grant; to allow. Atterbury. o To

yield; not to deny. Rowe, 11. To yield

without reſiſtance. 12. To permit, to com

miſſion. Pope. 13. To enable ; to allow.

Hocker. 14. To pay. Shakeſp. 15. To utter ;

to vent 5 to pronounce. Shakeſp. 16. To

exhibit; to expreſs. Hale. 17. To exhibit as

the product of a calculation. Arbuthnot. 18.

To do any act of which the conſequence

reaches others Burnet. 19. To exhibit; to

ſend forth as odours from any body Bacon.

2 o. To addict ; to apply. Sidney, Temple. 21.

To reſign; to yield up. Herbert. 22. To con

clude; to ſuppoſe, Garth. 23. To G 1 v E away.

To
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To alienate from one's ſelf. Sidney, Taylºr.

24. To Give back. To return ; to reſtore.

4t:erbºy. 15. To Give forth. To publiſh; to

tell. Hayward. 26. To Give the hand. To

yield pre-eminence, as being ſubordinate or

interior. Hecker. 27 To Give ºver. To leave;

to quit; to ceaſe. Hºcker. 28. To addić i to

attach to. Sidney, Great 29. To conclude loſt

Arbuthnºt. 30. To abandon. Hadºraſ. 31. Tº

G1 v 4 out. To proclaim; to prºliſh ; to utter.

Knºlles. 32. To ſhow in falſe appearance. Sha.

Sidney. 34. To abandºn Stillingſleet. 35. To

deliver. Swift.

To GIVE. v. n. 1. To ruſh; to fall on ; to give

the aſſault. Hºoker. 1. To relent; to grow

moiſt ; to melt or ſoften ; to thaw. Bacon. 3

To move. A French phraſe. Daniel 4. Tº

Give in. To go back; to give way Hayward.

. Tº Give intº. To adºpt , to embrace

Addiſºn. 6. T. Give off. To ceaſe; to forbear.

Lºcke. 7. T. Give over. To ceaſe; to act no

more. Hecker. 8. Tº Give out. To publiſh ;

to proclaim Acts. 9. To ceaſe; to yield.

Herbert. 10. Tº Give way. To yield; not

to reſiſt ; to make room for. Collier.

GIVER, ſ [from give.) One that gives; donor ;

beſtower; diſtributer; granter. Miltºn. !

'GIZZARD. ſ. (geſter, Fr. gigeria, Lat. It is

ſometimes gizzern ) I The ſtrong muſculous

ſtomach of a fowl. More. 2. He fret, hiſ

gizzard, he harraſſes his imagination Hudib

GLA BRITY. ſ. (from glater, Lat., Smooth

neſs, baldneſs.

GLA CIAL. a [glacial, Fr. glacialis, Lat. Icy

made of ice ; frozen.

To GLA CIATE. v. n. [glacies, Lat. glacer,

Fr.] To turn into ice.

GLACIATION. ſ (from glaciate.] he act of

turning into ice; ice formed. Brown.

‘GL4CIS. ſ. [French.) In tortificatiº , a ſloping

bank. Harris. -

GLAD. a. [glaº, Sax. glad, Daniſh ) 1 Cheer

ful 5 gay; in a ſtate of hilarity 1 Kingſ. 2.

Wearing a gay appearance ; fertile ; bright *

ſhowy. Iſaiah. 3. Pleaſed; elevated with joy.

Proverbs. 4. Pleaſing; exhilarating. Sidney.

5. Expreſſing gladneſs Pope.

To GLAD. v. a [from the adjective ) To make

glad; to cheer; to exhilarate.

To GLADDEN. v. a. (from glad..] To cheer :

to delight; to make glad, to exhilarate. Add.

GLADDER. ſ. (from glad Î One that makes

glad; one that gladdens; one that exhilarates.

Dryden.

*GLADE. ſſfrom glopan, Sax, hence the Daniſh

£º A lawn or opening in a wood. Pºpe.

GLADEN. & ſ. (from gladius, Lat ſword.]

*GLA'DER. S Swordgraſs: a general name of

plants that riſe with a broad blade like ſedge.

GLADFULNESS. ſ. [glad and fulneſs J Joy ;

gladneſs. Spenſer.

GLADIATOR. ſ. (Latin; gladiateur, Fr.) A

ſwordplayer; a prizefighter. Denham.

GLA'DLY adv. [from glad.) Joyfully ; with

gaiety; with merriment. Slak. Blºunt to Pope.

GLADNESS. ſ. [from glad.] Cheerfulneſ:

joy ; exultation. Dryden.

GLADSOME. a. ſtrom glad..] 1. Pleaſed ; gay;

delighted. Spenſer. 2. Cauſing joy ; having

an appearance of gaiety. Prior

GLADSOMELY. adv. [from gladſome.] With

gaiety and delight.

ſhow incſs; delight.

GLAIRE.J. (Siaºn, Sax. amber ; glar, Daniſh,

glaſs.J. i. The white of an egg. Peacham. 2.

A kind of halbert,

To GLAIRE. v. a. [glairer, Fr. from the

noun) To ſmear with the white of an egg.

This word is ſtill uſed by the bookhinders

GLANCE. ſ. [glantz, German.' . A ſudden

ſhoot of light of ſplendour. Mi ten. z. A

ſtroke or dart of the beam of fight. Dryder.

3. A ſnatch of ſight , a quick view. Waiti.

'i o GLANCE. v. a. ſ from the noun..] I. To

ſhoot a ſud en ray o' ſplendour. 1. To fly off

in an oblique direction. Shakeſp. 3. To ſtrike

in an ob! que direction. Pºpe. 4 To view

with a quick caſt of the eye. Suckling 5. To

cenſure by oblique hints Shakeſp

To GLANCE v. a. To move nimbly; to ſhoot

obliquely Shake p

GLAN,CINGLY adv. [from glance 1 In an

oblique open mann r, tranſiently. Hakeºvil'

GLA D f ſans, Lat, gland, Fr.] A " 'º

g'an. o a human body are nº tº

forts, viz. congº ºne - cººr . . *

cont. at . . . . . . . . . . . ºf iv. ºr

up r a : * by v . . it ºc a, ºr orn

all oth orº ºng ºn artery

and ne is º. ºº gº ºg way to a vein

and exc. . . . . . . . tº e i = cut. A conglo

merate ºn is ºn tº do many little con

globate, ºr a tied together. M ſerian.

GLANDF tº , ºf our tº and.] In a horſe, is

the runn & corrupt matter fron the noſe.

GLANDI" Rous a. glans ard fºre, Lat.]

Bearing ºr a, , , bearing acorns. Mºrtiºner.

GLA NDULE. / tar.nia, Lat.) A ſmall gland

ſerving to the ſecretion of hunours. Rºy.

GLANDULO SITY. J. rom glandulcº.] A

collection of glands Brown.

GLANDULOU.S. a. [glandulºſur, Lat. Per

taining to the glands; ſubſiſting in the glands.

Brown.

To GLARE. v. n. [glaeren, Dutch.). 1. To

ſhine ſo as to dazzle the eyes. Fairfax. 2.

To look with fierce piercing eyes. Shakeſp. 3.

To ſhine oſtentatiouſly. Felton.

To GLARE. v. a. To ſhoot ſuch ſplendour as

the eye cannot bear. Milton. -

GLARE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Overpowering

luſtre; ſplendour, ſuch as dazzles, the eye.

Pºpe. 2. A fierce piercing look. Aſiites.

GLAREOUS. a. [glaireux, Fr. glareaſur, Lat.

from glaire.] Conſiſting of viſcous tranſparent

matter, like the white of an egg.

GLA RING. a. Applied to any thing very

ſhocking: as, a glaring crime. . . .

GLASS.J. [3]ar, Sax. 1. An artificial ſub

ſtance

GLAD SOMENESS / [from gladſºme.]Gaiety;
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ſince made by fuſing ſalts and flint or ſand

* ºther with a vehement fire. Peacham. 1.

Aglaſ, veſſel of any kind. Shakeſp., 3. A

* looking-glaſs; a mirrour. Dryden 4 An Hºur

º: Glass. A glaſs uſed in meaſuring time by

the flux of ſand. Shakeſp. 5. A cup of glaſs

* - uſed to drinkin. Philipſ. 6. The quantity of

wine uſually contained in a glaſs. Taylºr. 7.

* A perſpective glaſs. Dryden.

CLASS a Vitreous ; made of glaſs. Shakeſp.
: Mºrtimer.

To GLASS. v. a. 1. To ſee as in a glaſs; to

repreſent as in a glaſ or mirrour. Sidney. 2.

* - To caſe in glaſs. Shakeſp. 3. To cover with

ºr glaſs; to glaze. Bºyle

ClassFURNACE. ſ. [glaſ, and furnace.) A

ºrnice in which glaſsis made by liquefaction.

GLASSGAZING, a [glaſ, and gazing.) Fi

akal; often contemplating himſelf in a mir

fºr . A whorſon, glaſſgazing, ſuperſervice

itle, finical rogue. Shakeſ !

OLASSGRINDER. ſ (glaſ, and grinder, l

º trade is to poliſh and grind glaſs.
º irit.

"A$40USE. ſ. ſzlaf, and hºuſel A houſe
: . cº glaſs is manufactured. Addiſºn.

ASSMAN. ſ. ſ glaſ -

ſells glaſ, ...'." aſ; and man ) One who

- º*TALſ [glaſ, and metal] Glaſ, in
G . Barºn.

º *W9RK. ſ. ſzlaſ, and wºrk.] Manu
cº, of glaſs. Bacºn.

§ºſ A plant. Miller.

...' ... [rom glaſ J. I. Made of glaſ,
Yºus. Bacºn, 2. Reſ - -

#noothneſ, or luſt eſembling glaſs, as in

:

- re, or brittleneſs, Sandyr.

º Thorn. ſ. Aº of

* GLAUCôM
A. f [yxaºxx !

- A faul, ; ***a 5 gaucome, Fr.

º º tº the eye, which changes theº
- c.";i. * greyiſh colour Quincy.
º,' [glaive, Fr] A broad ſword; a

10n. Fairfax.

Litke : G

CLEAN. ſ (from the verb.] A colle&ion made

laboriouſly by flow degrees. Dryden.

GLE ANER, ſ [from glean. 1. One who

gathers after the reapers. Them'on. 2. One

who gathers any thing ſlowly and laboriouſly.

Lºcke.

GLEANING. ſ. [from glean.] 1. The as of

gleaning, or thing gleaned. Atterbury.

GLEBE. ſ. (gleba, Latin.) 1. Turf, ſoil ;

ground Dryden. ... The land poſſeſſed as

part of the revenue of an eccleſiaſtical bene

fice. Spelman.

GLE BOUS. a. [from glºbe.] Turfy.

GLE BY. g. (from glºbe.) Turfy. Priºr.

GLEDE. ſ. ſºlºsaºhse, Sax.] A kite. Deuteron.

GLEE. ſ. ſ glºe, Sax. J Joy ; merriment ;

gatety. Gay,

LEED. ſ. [from gopan, Sax. to glow.] A hot

glowing coal.

GLE, EFUL. a. ſ.gles and full.) Gay ; merry :

cheerful. Shakeſp.

GLEEK.ſ (Elysé, Sax.] Muſick; or muſician.

Shakeſp

To GLEEK. v. a. Tºlºman, in Sax.] To ſneer;

to gibe ; to droll upon. Shakeſp.

To GLEEN, w. n. To ſhine with heat or poliſh.

Prizr.

GLEET ſ. ſºlºsan, Sax) A ſanious ooze a

thin ichor running from a ſore. Mºſeman.

To GLEET v n. [from the noun.) I To drip.

or ooze with a thin ſanious liquor. Mºſeman

2. To run ſlowly. Cheyne. -

GLEETY, a [from gleet.] Ichory; thinly

ſanious. Wiſeman.

GLEN. ſ. [gleann, Eiſe.) A valley ; a dale

Spenſer. -

GLEw. ſ. ſcºrten, Lat.) A viſcous cement

made by diſſolving the ſkins of animals in

boiling water, and drying the gelly.

GL1B. a. [rom Asſº, Skinner.) I., Smooth;

flippery, ſo formed as to be eaſily moved.

Burnet 1. Smooth ; voluble. Shakeſp. .

GLIB. ſ. A thick curled buſh of hair hanging

down over the eyes. Spenſer.… To r

º *R. v.," [glave, welſh, flattery.

º scº tº wheedle L’Eſirang.

*::: ... ." (Tº glaſ, only accidentally
aſºn. . +. furniſh with windows of glaſs.

their earth ° ºver with glaſs, as potters do

ºn ware. 3. To overlay with
°mething ſh;a; -

ciºs and pellucid. Grew.

whD ... 1991 rupted from glaſſer ;

jºiº make glaſs ...Č.
GLEA ſ. A buzzard-hawk, a kite Ey.

Jºelioma, sax. -… light: - ] A fuddº jº brightneſs.sº." of

… ſhine* ... [from the noun.] 1. To

* ...To ſhine,T. coruſcation. Thºmſºn. 2.

st GLE'AM 2n.

i :* [ºom gleam.] flaſhin...
º tººº: ofjº ; dart

what the º a. glaner, Fr.) 1. To gather

To GLIB v. a. [from the adjective.] To caſ

trate. Shakeſp.

GLI BLY, adviſfrom glib.] Smoothly; volubly.

Gºv. of the 7: "gue. . -

GLIBNESS. ſ. [rom gº..] Smoothneſs; ſlip

perineſs. Chapman.

T. GLIDE. v. ... [...liban, Sax.) 1. To flow

gently and ſilently. Fairfax, *. To paſs

gently and without tumult. Dryden. 3. To

movéſwiftly and ſmoothly along. Miltºn.

GLIDE. ſ. [from the verb..] Lapſe; act of

manner of paſſing ſmoothly. Shakeſp. ..

GLIDER. | [from glide. One that glides.

Spenſer.
GLIKE. ſ. ſºlº, Sax. See Gleek.] A ſneer :

a ſcoff Shakeſp. -

To GLIMMER. v. n. [glimmer, Daniſh.]. 1.

To ſhine faintly. Shakeſp 2. To be perceived
imperfectly ; to appeal faintly. //zttºn.

º 5 of the h • -

* Pryden. .. º, o arveſt leave behind.

kiºsi....” anything him; tı.
# *

º

GüMMER, f [from the verb.] ... Faint
ſplendour;
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ſplendour; weak light. 2. A kind of foſſil.

14/32.1award.

GLIMPSE. ſ. [glimmen, Dutch..] 1. Weak faint

light. Lºcke. 2. A quick flaſhing light. Milton.

3. Tranſitory luſtre. Dryden. 4. Short fleet

ing enjoyment. Prior. 5. A ſhort tranſitory

view. Hakewill. 6. The exhibition of a faint

refernblance. Shakeſp.

To GLISTEN v. n. (glittan, German.] To

ſhine ; to ſparkle with light. Thomſon.

To GLISTER. v. n. [g ºfferen, Dutch..] To

thine ; to be bright. Spenſer.

GLISTER. ſ. See Clyst gr.

To GLITTER. v. n (Khtinian, Sax 1. To

ſhine; to exhibit luſtre; to glean Granville, 2.

To be ſpecious; to be ſtriking. Decay of Piety.

GLITTER. / [from the verb.] Luſtre; blight

ſhow. Cºllier.

GLITTERAND, a Shining; ſparkling.

GLITTERINGLY. adv. [from glitter.] With

ſhining luſtre.

To GLOAR. v. a. [gkren, Dutch..] To ſquint;

to look aſkew Skinner.

To GLOAT. v. n. To caſt ſide glances as a ti

morous lover. Rozwe.

GLOBARD. ſ. (from glºw.] A glow-worm.

GLO BATED. a. [from g che.) Forraed in ſhape

of a globe; ſpherical ; ſpheroidical.

GLOBE. ſ. (gºbe, Fr. glºbus, Lat] . A ſphere;

a ball; a round body: a body of which every

part of the ſurface is at the ſame diſtance from

the centre. 2. The terraqueous ball Stepney.

3. A ſphere in which the various regions o

the earth are geographically depicted, or in

which the contellations are laid down accord

ing to their places in the ſky. Creech. 4. A

body of ſoldiers drawn into a circle. Miltºn

GLOBE Amar anth, or everlaſting flºwer. ſ.

GLOBE Daiſy, ſ. A kind of flower.

GLOBE Fiſh. ſ. A kind of orbicular fiſh.

GLOBE. Thiſtleſ. A plant. Miller.

GLOBO SE. ſ. [globºſus, Lat.jSpherical; round.
Miltºn.

GLOBO'sITY. ſ (from glºbeſe.) Sphericity :

ſphericalneſs. Ray.

GLO BOUS a (glºbºſur, Lat.]Spherical; round.
A11 lºzn.

GLO BUL.A.R. a. [glºbulur, Lat.] In form of a

ſmall ſphere : round; ſpherical. Grew.

GLO BULARIA ſ. (Lat. globularia, Fr.] A

flofculous flower, conſiſting of many florets.

Miller.

GLO BUL.E.'ſ (glºbule, Fr. glºbulur, La Snch

a ſmall particle of matter as is of a globular

or ſpherical figure, as the red particle of the

blood, Newton.

. GLC) BULOUS. a. (from glºbule.) In form of a

ſmall ſphere ; round. Bºyle.

To GLO'MFRATE. v. a. [glºmers, Lat.) 1.

To gather into a ball or ſphere. 2. A body

formed into a ball. Bacon.

GLO MEROUS. a. (glºmerºſus, Lat.) Gathered

into a ball or ſphere.

CLOOM. ſ. ſºlòmanº, Sºx. twilight.] 1. Im

perfect darkneſs ; diſtnaiacſ: ; obſcurity; de

ſea of light. Miltºn. 2. Cloudineſs of aſpea ;

heavineſs of mind ; fullenneſs.

To GLOOM.v.m.[from the noun.] 1. To ſhine

obſcurely, as the twilight. Spenſer. 2. To be

cloud"; to be dark. 3. To be melancholy ,

to be ſullen.

GLOOMILY. adv. [from glºomy.] I. Obſcure

ly ; dimly 5 without perfect light; diſmally.

2. Sullenly ; with cloudy aſpect ; with dark

intentions ; not cheerfully. Dryden.

GLOOMINESS. ſ. [from glºomy.) 1... want of

light , obſcurity; imperfect light; diſmalneſs.

2. Want of cheerfulneſs; cloudineſs of look.

Collier.

GLOO MY. a. (from gloom.J 1. Obſcure; im

perfectly illuminated ; almoſt dark Dryden.

Pºpe. 2. Dark of complexion. Milter. 3.

Sullen ; melancholy ; cloudy of look; heavy

of heart.

GLORIED. a. ſſrom glºry.] Illuſtrious; ho
nourable. Miltºn.

GLORIFICATION. ſ. [glorificatiºn, Fr. from

glorify J The act of giving glory. Taylºr.

To GLORIFY. v. a. [glºrifier, Fr.j 1. To

procure honour or praiſe to one. Daniel. z.

To pay honour or praiſe in worſhip. Hesker.

3. To praiſe ; to honour; to extol. Speºſer.

4. To exalt to glory or dignity. Rem.

GLORIOUS. a. (glºrioſus, Lat.) 1. Boaſtful;

proud; haughty ; oftentatious. Bacon. 2. No

ble; illuſtrious; excellent.

GLORIOUSLY, adv (from glorious.] Nobly ;

ſplendidly i illuſtriouſly. Pºpe.

GLORY. ſ. (glºria, Lat.] I. Praiſe paid in ado

ration Luke, i.The felicity ofheaven prepared

for thoſe that pleaſe God. Pſalms. 3. Honour;

praiſe ; fame , renown; celebrity. Sidney 4.

Splendour ; magnificence. Matth. 5. Luſtre;

brightneſs. Pºpe. 6. A circle of rays which

ſurrounds the heads of ſaints in picture. Sºuth.

7. Pride; boaſtfulneſs; arrogance. Pººja.m.

8. Generous pride Sidney.

To G.I.O R.Y. &. m. [Floriar, Lat.] To boaſt in;

to be proud of Sidney.

To Gl.O.S.E. v. a. To flatter: to collogue.

GLOSS. ſ. [??ºaza : glºſe, Fr.] ... A ſcholium;

a comment Davies. 2. An interpretation

artfully ſpecious; a ſpecious repreſentation.

Hooker. 3. Superficial luſtre. Bacºn, Chapman.

To GLOSS. v. n. [glºſer, Fr.) 1. To com

ment. Dryden. 2. To make fly remarks.
Priºr.

To GLOSS. v. a. 1. To explain by comment.

Donne. 2. To palliate by ſpecious expoſition or

repreſentation. Hooker. 3. To embelliſh with

ſuperficial luſtre. Dryden.

GEOSSARY. ſ.ſg/eſſarium, Lat.] A dictionary

of obſcure or antiquated words. Stilling feet.

GLOSSATOR. ſ. [glºffateur, Fr.] A writer of

gloſſes; a commentator. Ayliffe.

GLOSSER. ſ. [glºſſarius, Lat..] I. A ſcholiaſt;

a commentator. 2. A poliſher.

GLOSSINESS. ſ. (from glºſſy..] Smooth poliſh;

ſuperficial luſtre, Bºyle.

- GLOSSO
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GLOSSOGRAPHER, ſ [??&ra and ytāţa.]

A ſcholiaſt; a commentator.

GLOSSOGRAPHY. ſ. [xxxarra and ypá4 w.]

The writing of commentaries.

GLO'SSY. a. [from gloſs.] Shining; ſmoothly

poliſhed.

GLOVE. ſ. [3]ope, Sax.] Cover of the hands.

Drayton. -

To GLOVE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

as with a glove. Cleaveland.

GLOVER. ſ. (from glove.) One whoſe trade

is to make or ſell gloves. Shakeſp.

To GLOUT. v. a. To pout; to look ſullen.

Chapman.

To GLOW. v. n. (3kopan, Sax.] 1. To be heat

ed ſo as to ſhine without flame. Hakewill. 2.

To burn with vehement heat. Smith. 3. To

feel heat of body. Addiſºn. 4. To exhibit a

ſtrong bright colour. Milton. 5. To feel paſſion

of mind, or activity of fancy. Prior. 6. To

rage or burn as a paſſion. Shadwell.

To GLOW. v. a. To make hot ſo as to ſhine.

Shakeſp.

GLOW. ſ... [from the verb.] I. Shining heat.

2. Vehemence of paſſion. 3. Brightneſs or

vividneſs of colour. Shakeſp.

GLOW-worm. ſ. ſglow and worm.] A ſmall

creeping inſect with a luminous tail. Waller.

To GLOZE v. n. [3]eran, Saxon. ) i. To

flatter; to wheedle ; to infinuate; to fawn.

South. 2. To comment. Shakeſp.

GLOZE. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Flattery; in

ºr. Shakeſp 2. Specious ſhow ; gloſs.
Sidney.

ciº’ſ [glu, Fr.] A viſcous body commonly

made by boiling the ſkins of animals to a

gelly ; a cement. Blackmore.

To GLUE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To join

with a viſcous cement #.) 2. To hold

tºgether. Newton. 3. To join ; to unite; to

inviſcate. Tillºtſon

GLU'EBOILER. ſ. [glue and boil.) One whoſe

trade is to make glue.

GLU'ER. ſ. [from glue.] One who cements

with glue.

GLUM a. [A low cant word..] Sullen; ſtub

bornly grave. Guardian.

To GLUT. v. a. [engloutir, French; glutio,

Lat. ſ. 1. To ſwallow ; to devour. Milton. 2.

To cloy; to fill beyond ſufficiency. Bacon.

3. To feaſt or delight even to ſatiety. 4. To

;II, to load. Arbuthnot. 5. To ſaturate.
le.

cíº. f: [from the verb ] 1. That which is

gorged or ſwallowed. Milton. 2. Plenty even

to loathing and atiety. Milton. 3. More than

enough; overmuch. Ben #ift. 4. Any

thing that fills up a paſſage. Woodward.

GLUTiNOU.S. a. [glutineux, Fr.) Gluey; viſ

cous; tenacious. Bacon.

GLUTINOUSNESS. ſ. (from glutinous.) Viſ.

coſity ; tenacity Cheyne.

GLUTTON. J. [glouton, Fr J 1. One who

indulges himſel too much in eating. Prior.

a. One eager of any thing to exceſs. Cowley.

To GLUTTONISE. v. a. [from glutton.] To
play the glutton.

GLUTTONOU.S. a. Given to exceſſive feed.

ing. Raleigh.

GLUTTONOUSLY, adv. with the voracity
of a glutton.

GLUTTONY. ſ. [gluttonie, Fr.] exceſs of

eating ; luxury of the table. Arbuthnot.

GLUTY. a. [from glue.) Wiſcous; tenacious;

f;"
GL? N.N. ſ. ſIriſh.] A hollow between two

mountains. Spenſer.

To GNAR. v. W. [gnymnan, Saxon.] To

To GNARL-5 growl; to murmur ; to ſnarl.

Spenſer.

GNARLED. a. Knotty. Shakeſp.

To GNASH. v. n. [knaſchen, Dutch..] To ſtrike

together; to claſh. Dryden.

To GNASH. v. n. 1. To grind or collide the

teeth. Mac. 2. To rage even to colliſion of

the teeth. Milton.

ºſ É...) 1. A ſmall winged

inging inſect. Shakeſp. 2. Any thing proverbially ſmall. Mat. ſp y g pr

GNATFLOWER. ſ. (gnat and flower.] The
beeflower.

GNATSNAPPER...ſ. Ignat and ſnap.] A bird
ſo called. Hakewill.

To,GNAW. v. a. (snagan, Sax.] ... to eat by

degrees; to devour by ſlow corroſion. Dryden.

2. To bite in agony or rage. Shakeſp. 3. To

wear away by biting. Sandys. 4. To fret;

to waſte ; to corrode. 5. To pick with the

teeth Dryden.

To GNAW. v. n. To exerciſe the teeth. Shake.

GNAWER. ſ. [from gnaw.] One that gnaws.

GNOMON. ſ. [****.] The hand or pin of
a dial. Harriſ, Brown.

GNQMONICKS. ſ... [x,x*xh. J A ſcience

which teaches to find the juſt proportion of

ſhadows for the conſtruction of all kinds of

fun and moon dials.

To GQ. v. a. pret. I went ; I have gone. [xan,

Sax.] 1. To walk 5 to move ſtep by ſie

Shakeſp. z. To move; not ſtand ſtill. Matth.

3. To walk ſolemnly. Hooker. 4. To walk

leiſurely, not run.Shakeſp. 5. To travel;

to journey a-foot. Miltºn. 6. To proceed; to

make a progreſs. Pryden. 7. To remove from

place to place. Shakeſp. 8. To depart from

a place ; to move from a place. Cºwley, 9.

To mºve or paſs in any manner, or to ańy

end. Herbert. io. To paſs in company with

others. Temple, 11. To proceed in any courſe

of life good or bad. Ezekiel, 12. To proceed

in mental operations. Digby 13. To take

any road. Deuteronomy. 14. To march in a

hoſtile or warlike manner. Shakeſp. 15. To

change ſtate or opinion for better or worſe.

Knºller. 16. To apply one's ſelf Bently. 17.

To have recourſe to. 1 Cor. 18. To be about

to do. . 19. To ſhift; to paſs lie not quite

well. Locke. 2 o' To decline ; to tend to

wards death or ruin. Shakeſp. z 1. To be in

Party or deſign. Pryden. 22. To ‘ſcape. 1.
2.

Mat,
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Mac. 13. To tend to any act. Shakeſp. 24.

To be uttered. Addiſon. 15. To be talked

of ; to be known. Addiſon. 26. To paſs; to

be received. Sidney. 17. To move by me

chaniſm. Otway, 28. To be in motion from

whatever cauſe. Shakeſp. 19. To move in

any direction. Shakeſp. 30. To flow; to paſs;

to have a courſe, Dryden. 31. To have any

tendency Dryden. 31. To be in a ſtate of

$ompact or partnerſhip. L'Eſtrange. 33. To

be regulated by any method; to proceed upon

principles. Spratt. 34. To be pregnant. Shak.

35: To paſs; not to remain. 7udges. 36. To

[... not to be retained. Shakeſp. 37. To

e expended. Felton. 38. To be in order of

time or place. Watts. 39. To reach or be

extended to any degree. Locke. 40. To ex

tend to conſequences. L'Eſtrange. 41. To

reach by effects. Wilkins. 41. Te extend in

rºleaning. Pryden 43. To ſpread; to be

diſperſed ; to reach further. 3. 44. To

have influence; to be of weight. Temple, 45.
To be rated one with another; ºft.

dered with regard to greater or leſs worth.

4rbuthnot. 46. To contributes to conduce :

to concur. Collier. 47. To fall out, or termi

nate j to ſucceed. Bacon. 48. To be in any

ſtate. I Cor. 49. To proceed in train or

conſequence. Shakeſp. g3. Tº Go about. To

attempt; to endeavour. Shakeſp. 51. Tº Go

ºftde. To err ; to deviate from the right.

Numbers. 51. Tº Go between To interpoſe;

tº moderate between two. Shakeſp. 53. To

Go by. To paſs away unnoticed. Ahakeſp. 54.

To find or get the concluſion. Milton, 55.

To obſerve as a rule. Sharp. 36. To ë.

dºwn. To be ſwallowed ; to be received;

not rejected. Dryden. 57 Tº Go in and out.

To do the buſineſs of life. Pſalmſ. 58 To

be at liberty. jºhn. 59. Tº Go ºff. To die :

to go out of life; to deceaſe. Tutler. 60

To depart from a poſt. Shakeſp. 61. To Go

*m. To make attack. Ben. johnſon. 62. To

Proceed. Sidney, 63. To Go ºver. To revolt ;

to betake himſelf to another party. Swift.

$4. Tº Go out. To go upon any expedition.

*akeſp. 65. To be extinguiſhed Baron. 66.

7. Go thrºugh. To perform thoroughly , to

execute. Sidney. 67. To ſuffer; to undergo.

Arbuthnot.

GO TO. interječ. Come, come, take the right

courſe. A ſcornful exhortation. Spenſer.

CO. B.Y. ſ. Delufiod; artifice; circumvention.

Collier.

GO-CART. ſ. [go and cart.) A machine in

which children are incloſed to teach them to

walk. Prior.

C.O.A.D. ſ. (xab, Sax.] A pointed inſtrument

with which oxen are driven forward. Pºpe.

To GOAD. v. a. (from the noun ) i. To prick

or drive with a goad. z. To incite ; to ſtimu

late ; to inſtigate. Dryden.

COAL. J. [gazie, Fr. J 1. The landmark ſet

up to bound a race. Milton. 2. The ſtarting

poſt. Dryden. 3. The final purpoſe ; the end

. . to which a deſign tends. Pºpe.

GOAR. ſ. (geror, Welſh] Any edging ſewed

upon cloth.

GOAT. ſ. ſºat, Sax.] A ruminant animal that

ſeems a middle ſpecies between a deer and

ſheep. Peacham.

GQATBEARD. ſ. [goat and beard.] A plant.
Miller.

GOATCHAFFER ſ. A kind of beetle.

GOATHERD. ſ. (£at and hymb, Sax J one

whoſe employment is to tend goats. Spºnſer.

GOATMARJORAM. ſ. See Go Atse Earp.

GOATS Rae ſ. A plant.

GOATS-THORN. ſ. A plant. Miller.

G9A"TISH.a. (from gºat.) Reſembling a goat
in rankneſs; luſtful. More.

QQB. ſ.ſgabe,Fr.] A ſmall quantity. L'Effra-ge.

GQBBET. ſ. [gite, fr.j Åmouthful. Sanº.
Travels.

To GO BBET. v. a. To ſwallow at a mouthful.

L'Eſtrange.

To GO’BBLE. v. a. [gober, Fr J. To ſwallow

haſtily with tumult and noiſe. Prior.

GO'BBLER. ſ. [from gobble.] One that devours
in haſte.

GO-BETWEEN. ſ. [ge and between.] one

that tranſacts buſineſs by running between

two parties. Shakeſp. -

GQB ET. ſ. [gabelet, Fr.] A bowl or cup.
Denham.

GO BLIN ſ (Fr. gebelina.] 1. An evil ſpirit;

a walking ſpirit a frightful phantom. Lºcke.

2. A fairy an elf. Shakeſp

GOD. ſ. ſºob, Saxon, which likewiſe ſignifies

goºd.J 1. The Supreme Being. john 1. A

falſe god; an idol. Shakeſp. 3. Any perſon or

thing deified or too much honoured. Shakeſp.

To GOD. v. a. (from the noun. To deify ,

to exalt to divine honours. Shakeſp.

GO'DCHILD. ſ. [god and child] A term of

ſpiritual relation; one for whom one became

ſponſor at baptiſm, and promiſed to ſee edu
cated as a Chriſtian.

GO'D-DAUGHTER ſ [ged and daughter.] A

girl for whom one became ſponſor in baptiſm.

GODDESS. ſ. [from god..] A female divinity.

Dryden.

GO DDESS-LIKE. a. Reſembling a goddeſs.
Pete.

Góőrather. ſ: [ged and father.] The

ſpon or at the font. Bacon.

Go D.HEAD. ſ. (from ged.]... Godſhip; deity;

divinity; divine nature. Milton. 2. A deity;

in perſon; a god or goddeſs Dryden. . .

GO DLESS. a. [from gºd J. Without ſenſe of

duty to God; atheiſtical ; wicked; irreligious;

impious. Hooker, Dryden. - -

GO'DLIKE. a. [ged and like.j Divine, re

ſembling a divinity. Milton. - - - - -

GO DLING. ſ. [from god J A little "divinity.

Dryden. -

GO DLINESS. ſ. [from gedly.] I. Piety to

God. 1. General obſervation of all the duties

preſcribed by religion. Hecker.

GO DLY. a. (from gºd..] I. Pious towards God.

C. Prayer. 2. Good; righteous; religious Pſal
GO'DLY.
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GO'DLY. adv. Piouſly; righteouſly. Hºoker.

GO'DLYHEAD. ſ. [from godly ) Goodneſs;

righteouſneſs. Spesſºr.

GOD-MOTHER...ſ. (god and mother.] A wo

man who has become ſponſor in baptiſm.

GODSHIP.ſ. [from gºd]The rank or character

of a god; deity; divinity. Prior.

G9 DSON. ſ. (god and ſon.] one for whom one

has been ſponſor at the font. Shakeſp.
GODWARD. a. To Gºdward is toward God.

GO'DWIT ſ. [30b, good, and pica.] A bird of

particular delicacy. Cowley.

GODYELD. adv. corrupted from Godſhield
GO" Yi E.L.D or protect.]

GOEL. a. [xolen, Sax.] Yellow. Taſer.

GOER. . [from go.) 1. One that goes; a run

ner. Shakeſp. a. A walker; one that has a gait

or manner of walking good or bad. Wotton.

To GO’GGLE. v. n. To look aſquint. Hudibras.

GO'GGLE-EYED. a. [rceglexen, Saxon.]

Squint eyed ; not looking ſtrait.

GOING. ſ. [from go.) 1. The act of walking.

Sºakeſp. z. Pregnancy. Grew. 3. Departure.
Miltºn.

GOL.A. ſ. The ſame with CyMatium. Spect.

cºgſ zolo, Saxon; golud, riches, Welſh.)

1. Gold is the heavieſt, the moſt denſe, the

moſt ſimple, the moſt dućtile, and moſt fixed

of all bodies; not to be injured either by air

or fire, and ſeeming incorruptible. It is ſoluble

by means of ſea ſalt , but is injured by no

other ſalt. Gold is frequently found native,

and very rarely in a ſtate of ore. Native gold

is ſeldom found pure,but has almoſt conſtantly

ſilver with it. Gold duſt, or native gold, in

ſmall maſſes, is mixed among the ſand of

rivers in many parts of the world. Hill, Bacon.

1. Money. Shakeſp.

GOLDBEATER.J. (gold and beat.]One whoſe

occupation is to beat or foliate gold. Boyle.

GOLDBEATER’s ſkin. ſ. The inteſtinum rec

tum of an ox, which goldbeaters lay between

the leaves of their metal while they beat it,

whereby the membrane is reduced thin, and

made fit to apply to cuts or ſmall freſh wounds.

Quincy.

GOLDBOUND. a. [gold and bºund.) Encom

paſſed with gold. Shakeſp.

GOLDEN. a. (from gold.) 1. Made of gold;

conſiſting of gold. Dryden. 2. Shining; bright;

ſplendid, reſplendent Craſhaw. 3. Yellow ;

of the colour of gold Mortimer. 4. Excellent;

valuable. Dryden. 5. Happy; reſembling the

age of gold. Shakeſp.

GOLDEN Saxifrage. ſ. [chryſoplenium.]

GO LDENLY. adv. [from gºlden J Delight

fully , ſplendidly. Shakeſp.

GOLDFINCH.J. [xolopinc, Sax.] A ſinging

bird, called in Staffordſhire a proud taylor.
Carew. -

Go LDFINDER. ſ. (gºld and find.] One who

finds gold. A term ludicrouſly applied to thoſe

who empty jakes Swift.

Go LDHAMMER. ſ. A kind of bird.

GOLDING. ſ. A ſort of apple.

GO'LDNEY. ſ. A ſort of fiſh.

GQLDPLEASURE. ſ. An herb.

GQLDSIZE. ſ. A glue of a golden colour.
Peacham.

GQLDSMITH ſ. ſzolo and rmit, sax.] I.

One who manufaāures gold. Shakeſp. 4. A

banker; one who keeps money for others in

his hands. Swift.

GQPPYLOCKSſſcoma aurra, Lat.] A plant.
Miller.

GQLL.f. Hands; paws. Sidney.

GOME. ſ. The black and oily greaſe of a cart

wheel. Bailey.

G9'MPHOSIS. ſ. A particular form of articu
lation. Wiſeman. -

G0NDOLA. ſ. [ cond-le. Fr. J A boat much

uſed in Venice; a ſmall boat, Spenſer.

GQNDOLIER. / [from gendala, Ä boatman,

Shakeſp.

G9NE. part freter. [from ge.] 1. Advanced;

forward in progreſs. Swift. 2 Ruined ; un

...ºft. 3. Paſt. Shakeſp. 4. Loſt ; de

parted. Holder. 5. Dead Î departed ife.Oldham. 5 i dep from life

GO'NFALON. & ſ.ſgorfanon, Fr.] An enſign,

§§§ { ...ºneºgº
GONORRHOE A. ſ. 743 and fix.) A morbid

running of venereal hurts. Woodward.

GOOP, a comp, better, ſuperl, beſ. [30s,Saxl
goed, Dutch..] I Having ſuch phyſical qualitics

** are expected or defired. Dryden, a proper,

fit convenient. Bacon. 3. Uacorrupted ;

undamaged Locke. 4. Whoſome ; ſalubrious.

Prior. 5. Medicinal; ſalutary. Bacon, 6.

Pleaſant to the taſte. Bacon. 7. Complete;

full. Addiſon. 8. Uſeful i valuable cºhe, 9.

Sound ; not falſe ; not fallacious. Atterbury.

!9. Legal, valid rightly claimed or heſi.

Wetton. 11. Confirmed; atteſted; valid.

Smith. 14. Having the qualities deſired; ſuf.

ficient; not too little. Clarendºn. 13. Well

qualified; not deficient. Locke. 14. Skilful;

ready : dºxºrous. Sºuth. 15. Happy, proſ

perous. Pſalms. 16. Honourable." Pºp. 17.

Cheerful 3 gay. Pºpe tº Swift. 18. Confideº.
ble ; not ſmall though not very great. Baccm.

19 Elegant; decent; delicate. With breeding.

Addiſºn. 10. Real; ſerious; earneſt. Shakeſp.

*1. Having moral qualities, ſuch as are wift.

ed; virtuous. Matthew. 22. Kind ; ſoft ;

benevolent. Sidney. 23. Favourable ; loving.

1 Sam. 24. Companionable; ſociable; merry.

Clarenden. 25. Hearty ; earneſt; not dubious.

Sidney. 26. In Good time. Not too faſt cºiler.

27, ſº Gooſſeth, Really; ſeriouſly sharj.
28. Goup. (To make.] To keep; to maintaſ, *

nºt to give up ; not to abandon, Clarend. 29.

To ſº fºrm; to cºnfirm. Waller, Smalridg.,
3o. To ſupply. L'Eſtrange.

GOOD.J. i. That which phyſically contributes

to happineſs; the contrary to evil shakeſp.
2. Proſperity; advancement. Ben. johnſon.

3. Earneſt : not jeft. L'Eſtrange. 4. Moral

Qualities, ºh as are deſirable; virtue; righ
teouſneſs. Muten, South.

GOOD.
X x 2.
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GOOD. adv. 1. Well; not ill; not amiſº. 2.

As Good. No worſe.

GQQD. interjection. Well; right. Shakeſp.

GQQ'D-CONDITIONED. a without ill qua

lities or ſymptoms. Sharp.

CQCD-NOW. interjection. 1. In good time; a

low word. Shakeſp. z. A ſoft exclamation of
wonder. Dryden.

GOODLINEss. ſ. |..." geody..] Beauty ;

grace ; elegance. Sidney.

GOO'BLY.a.[from .# 1. Beautiful; grace

ful i fine; ſplendid. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2.

Bulky; ſwelling ; affectedly turgid. Dryden.

3: Happy; deſirable , gay. Spenſer.

GOODLY, adv. Excellently. Spenſer.

GOODMAN. ſ. [good and man.) 1. A ſlight

appellation of civility. Shakeſp. z. A ruſtick

term of compliment, gaffer. Shakeſp.

GOODNESS. ſ. [from goed.) Deſirable quali

ties either moral or phyſical. Hooker.

GOODS. ſ. [from ...}} 1. Moveables in a

houſe_Shakeſp. 2. Wares; freight; merchan
diſe. Raleigh.

GOODY. %forture from good wife.) A low

term of civility uſed to mean perſons. Swift.

GOOSE. ſ. plural geeſe, (xor, Sax.] 1. A large

water-fowl, proverbially noted for fooliſhneſs.

Peacham. 2. A taylor's ſmoothing iron. Shake.

GOOSEBERRY. ſ. [geeſe and berry..] a tree
and fruit.

GQ'9SEFOOT. ſ. [chemºpedium.] wild orach.
Miller. -

GOOSEGRASS. ſ.clivers; an herb. Mortiner.

GORBELLY. ſ. [from gor, dung, and belly.]

Abig paunch; a ſwelling belly.

GQ'RBELLIED. a. (from gerbelly.) Fat; big

bellied. Shakeſp

GORD.J. An inſtrument of gaming. Warburton.

GORE ſ. [3one, Sax ) . Blood. Spenſer. 2.

Blood clotted or congealed. Milton, Denham.

To GORE. v. a. [gebenian, Sax.j i. To ſtab ;

to pierce. Shakeſp 2. To pierce. Dryden.

GORGE. ſ. [gorge, Fr.] i. The throat; the

ſwallow. Sidney. a. That which is gorged

or ſwallowed. Spenſer.

To GORGE. v. n. [gorger, Fr.) 1. To fill up

to the throat; to glut; to ſatiate. Addiſºn. 2.

To ſwallow ; as, the fiſh has gorged the back.

GORGEOUS. a.ſgorgias, old Fr.) Fine, glit

tering in variºus colours; ſhowy. Milton.

GORGEOUSLY, adv. [from gºrgeour.] Splen

didly ; magnificently ; finely. Wetton.

GORGEOUSNESS. ſ. [from gorgeous.) Splen

dour; magnificence; ſhow.

GO RGET. ſ. [from gorge.] The piece of ar

mour, that defends the throat. Shakeſp. Knolles,

Hudibras.

GQ'RGON. ſ. [yºnyx.] A monſter with ºaky

hairs, of which the ſight turned beholders to

ſtones; any thing ugly or horrid. Dryder.

GO'RMAND. J. Igºurmand, Fr.] A greedy
eater.

To Go RMAND'ZE. z. º. Iſrom germand.]

To ſeed ravenouſly.

G9 RMANDIZE.R. ſ. ſiron the were . A zo

racious eater.

GORSE. ſ. ſºonr, Sax.] Furze; a thick prick

ly ſhrub,
GO'RY. a. [from gore.] 1. Covered with con

gealed blood. Spenſer. 2. Bloody; murther

ous fatal. Shakeſp.

GO'SHAWK. ſ [for, gooſe, and papoc, a

hawk.] A hawk of a large kind. Fairfax.

GOSLING. ſ.tjj 1. A young gooſe;

a gooſe not yet full grown. sº 2. A cat's

tail on nut-trees and pines.

GO'SPEL. ſ. ($ober rpel, or God's or good

tidings; ivay, exiv.) 1. God's words ; the

holy book of the Chriſtian revelation. Waller.

2. Divinity ; theology.

To GOSPEL v. n. [from the noun..] To fill

with ſentiments of religion. Shakeſp.

GOSPFLLER. ſ. [from goſpel.] Followers of

Mickliff, who firſt attempted a reformation

from popery, given them by the Papiſts in

reproach.

GOSSAMER. ſ. (gºſpium, low Lat.] The

down of plants. Shakeſp.

GO'SSIP. ſ. [from gob and ryb, relation, Sax.]

1. One who anſwers for the child in baptiſm.

Davies. 4. A tippling companion. Shakeſp. 3.

One who runs about tattling like women at a

lying-in. Dryden.

To Go SSIP. v. n. [rom the noun.) 1. To

chat; to prate; to be merry. 2. To be a

pot companion. Shakeſp.

GO'SSIPRED. ſ. [gºſſipry, from gºffp.] Gaſ

pred or compaternity, by the canon law, is a

ſpiritual affinity. Davies.

GOSTING. ſ. An herb.

GOT. pret (rom the verb get.] Dryden.

GOT. part, paſſ of get. Knoller.

GOTT EN. part paſſ of get. Temple.

GOUD. ſ. Woad, a plant.

GOVE. v. n To mow , to put in a gove, goff,

or mow. Tuſſer.

To GoveFN va. (gºverner, Fr J 1. To rule

as a chief magiſtrate. Spenſer.1. To regulate;

to influence; to direct Atterhary. 3. To ma

nage; to reſtrain. Shakeſp. 4. [In grammar J

To have ſorce with regard to ſyntax: as, anº

governs the accuſative caſe. 5. To pilot; to

regulate the motion of a ſhip

To Go VERN. v. n To keep ſuperiority Pryd.

GOVERNA BLE. a. i , cm govern.) Submiſ

five to authority; ſubject to rule. Locke.

GOVERN ANCE. ſ. Ufrom gºvern.) 1. Go

vernment, rule; management. 1 Mar. ix.

1. Control, as that of a guardian. Spenſer. 3.

Behaviour; in armers. Obſolete.

GOVERNANT F. ſ. (geuversante, Fr.] A lady

who has the care of young girls of quality.

GoverNESS. ſ. gºuverneſe, old Fr J. I. A

female inveſted with authority. Shakeſp. 2. A

tutoreſs, a woman that has the care of young

ladies. Clarendon. 3...A tutore's; an inſtruc

treſs; a directreſs. More.

GOVERNMENT. ſ. [gzuvernement, Fr ) i.

rorm of community with reſpect to the diſpo

ſition of the ſupreme authority. Temple. *
n
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An eſtabliſhment of legal authority. Dryden.

3. Adminiſtration of publick affairs. Waller.

4. Regularity of behaviour Shakeſp. 5. Ma

nºgeableneſs; compliance; obſequiouſneſs.

*ašeſe 6. Management of the limbs or bo

dy. Spenſer. 7. [In grammar.) Influence with

regard to conſtruction.

GOVERNOUR. ſ. [geuverneur, Fr.) 1. One

who has the ſupreme direction. Hººker. 2.

One who is inveſted with ſupreme authority

in a ſtate. South. 3. One who rules any place

with delegated and temporary authority.Shak.

4. A tutor ; one who has the care of a young

ºan. Shakeſp. 5. A pilot; regulator; manager.
armer.

G00GE. ſ. [French..] A chiſel having a round

edge. Mºxen.

GO UJERES. ſ [from gouje, Fr. a camp trull.]

The French diſeaſe. Hanmer.

QO URD. ſ. A plant; a bottle.

GQURDINEss. J. (from gourd.] A ſwelling

in a horſe's leg. Farrier's Dict.

COURNET. ſ. A fiſh.

GOUT. ſ. [goutte, Fr.) 1. The arthritis; a pe

riodical diſeaſe attended with great pain. Ar

**tenet. 2. A drop. [goutte, Fr.) Shakeſp.

GoDT. ſ. [French.] "A taſte. Woodward.

GQUTWORT.ſ (gout and wort.) An herb.

GOUTY. ſ. [from gºut J 1. Afflicted or diſeaſ

ed with the gout. Graunt. 2. Relating to the

gout.

GOWN. ſ. [gonna, Italian.) 1. A long upper

garment. Abbot. 2. A woman's upper garment

*pe 3. The long habit of a man dedicated

to arts of peace, as divinity, medicine, law

Speºſer. 4. The dreſs of peace. Dryden.

GOWNED. a. [from gown.) Dreſſed in a

gown Dryden.

GOWNMAN. ſ. [gown and man.] A man de

voted to the arts of peace. Rowe.

To GRABBLE. v. n. To grope. Arbuthnot.

To GRABBLE. v. a. To lie proſtrate on the

ground.

GRACE. ſ. (grace, Fr.) 1. Favour, kindneſs.

Sidney. 1. Favourable influence of God on the

human mind. Milton, Com. Prayer. 3. Virtue:

effect of God's influence. Pºpe 4 Pardon

Milton. 5. Favour conferred. Prior. 6. Privi

lege. Pryden. 7. A goddeſs, by the heathens

ſuppoſed to beſtow beauty.Prior. 8. Behaviour,

conſidered as decent or unbecoming. Temple.

9. Adventitious or artificial beauty. Dryden.

io. Natural excellence. Hooker. 11. Embelliſh.

ment; recommendation; beauty. Dryden. 11

Single beauty.Dryden. 13. Ornament; flower.

higheſt perfection. Shakeſp. 14. Virtue; good

neſs. Shakeſp. 15. Virtue phyſical. Shakeſp.

16. The title of a duke; formerly of tº

king, meaning the ſame as your goodneſs, o.

yºur clemency. Bacon. 17. A ſhort prayer ſaid

before and after mea. Swift.

GRACE-CUP. ſ. (grace and cup.) The cup or

health drank after grace. Priºr.

To GRACE. v. a. 1. To adorn; to dignify 3

to embelliſh. Hºoker. 2. To dignif, or raiſe

by an act of favour. Dryden. 3. To favour.

Dryden.

CRA’CED. a. [from grace.] 1. Beautiful;

graceful. Sidney. 2.Virtuous; regular; chaſte.

Shakeſp.

CRACEFUL. a. [from grace.) Beautiful with

dignity. Pºpe.

GRACEFULLY. adv. (from graceful..] Ele

gantly; with pleaſing dignity. Swift.

GRACEFULNîSS. ſ. (from graceful.) Fle

gancy of manner , dignity with beauty.Dryden.

GRACELESS a.[from grace.) Without grace;

wicked: abandoned. Spenſer.

GRACES. ſ. Goºd grace; for favour is ſeldom

uſed in the ſingular. Hudibras.

GRA’CILE. a. (gracilir, Lat.) Slender; ſmall.

GRACILENT. a. ſ.gracilentur, Lat.) Lean.

GRACILITY. ſ.ſg?acilitar, Lat.] Slenderneſs.

GRACIOUS. a. (gracieux, Fr.) 1. Merciful;

benevolent. South. 2. Favourable ; kind. 3

Kings. 4. Acceptable; favoured. Clarendºn, 5.

Virtuous; good.Shakeſp. 6. Excellent. Hoºker.

7. Graceful; becoming. Camden.

GRACIOUSLY. adv. UFrom gracious.) 1.Kind

ly; with kind condeſcenſion. Dryden. 2. In a

pleaſing manner.

GRACIOUSNESS. ſ. (from gracicut.) 1. Kind

condeſcenſion. Clarenden. a. Pleaſing manner.

GRADATION. ſ. (gradation, Fr. J 1. Regular

progreſs from one degree to another: L’Eſtra.

2. Regular advance ſtep by ſtep. Shakeſp. 3.

Order; arrangement. Shakeſp. 4. Regular

proceſs of argument. South.

GRADATORY...ſ (gradur, Lat.] Steps from

the cloiſter into the church.

GRADIENT. a. [gradiens, Latin.] Walking.

Wilkins.

GRADUAL. a. [graduel, Fr.) Proceeding by

degrees; advancing ſtep by ſtep. Milton, South.

GRADUAL. f. t gradus, Lat.] An order of

ſteps. Dryden.

GRADUALITY. ſ. (from gradual] Regular

progreſſion. Brown.

GRATUALLY. adv. [from gradual] By de

grees; in regular progreſſion. Newton.

To GRADUATE. v. a. [graduer, Fr.) 1. To

dignify with a degree in the univerſity. Carew.

2. To mark with degrees. Derham. 3. To

raiſe to a higher place in the ſcale of metals.

B2, le. 4. To heighten; to improve. Brown.

GRA'DUATE. ſ. (gradue, Fr.] A man digni

fied with an academical degree. Brainſ?”.

GRADUATION. ſ. (graduation, Fr.) 1. Regu

lar progreſſion by ſucceſſion of degrees. Grew.

2. The act of conferring academical degrees.

GRAFF , ſ: [See Grave J A ditch; a moat.

Clarendon.

3RAFF. R ſ (greffz, Fr.] A ſmall branch in

CRAFT. W. ferted into the ſtock of another tree,

and nouriſhed by its ſap, but bearing its owu

fruit; a young cyon. Raleigh, Pºpe.

To GRAFF. R. v. a. [greffer, Fr. J 1. To in

To GRAFT, y ſert a cyon or branch of one

tree into the ſtock of another. Dryden. 2. To

propagate by inſertion or inoculation. Tuffer

3. To
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3. To inſert into a place or body to which it

did not originally belong. Romans. 4. To fill

with an adſcititious branch. Shakeſp. 5. To

join one thing ſo as to receive ſupport from a

nother. Swift.

GRAFTER. ſ. [from graff, or graft.] One

who propagates fruit by grafting. Evelyn.

GRAIL. ſ. (from græle, Fr.] Small particles of

any kind. Spenſer.

GRAIN. ſ. [graine, Fr. granum, Lat.] 1. A

ſingle feed of corn. Shakeſp. 1. Corn. Dryden.

3. The feed of any fruit. . 4. Any minute

particle; any ſingle body, Shakeſp. 5. The

imalleſt weight, of which in phyſick twenty

make a ſcruple, and in Troy weight twenty

four make a penny weight a grain ſo named

becauſe it is ſuppoſed of equal weight with a

grain of corn. Hºlder. 6. Any thing proverbi

ally ſmall. PWiſdom. 7. GRA in ºf Allºwance.

Something indulged or remitted. Jº atti. 8.

The direction of the fibres of wood, or other

fibrous matter. Shakeſp. 9. The body of the

wood. Dryden. Io. The body conſidered with

reſpect to the form or direction of the conſti

tuent particles. Brown. 1. Died or ſtained

ſubſtance. Spenſer. 11. Temper; diſpoſition ;

inclination, humour. Hudibra: 13.The heart;

the bottom. Hayward. 14. The form of the

fur ace with regard to roughneſs and ſmooth

neſs. Newtºn.

CRAINED. a. [from grain..] Rough; made leſs

ſmooth. Shakeſp.

GRAINS ſ. [without a ſingular ). The huſks o'

malt exhauſted in brewing. B. 7-linſon.

GRA INY, a [from grain.) 1. Full of corn, 1.

Full of grains or kernels.

GRAMERCY. interj. [con racted from grant

me mercy.) An obſolete expreſſion of ſurpriſe

Shai ſp.

GRAMINEOUS.. a ſgramineu', Latj Graſſy

GRAMINI VCROU.S. a. [g, amen and vºrº.

Lºt ) Graſs-eating. Sharp. -

GRAMMAR.f. [grammaire, Fr grammatica,

Lat. 1 1. The ſcience of ſpeaking correctly :

the art which teaches the relations ºf words to

each other. Locke. 2. Propriety or juſlneſs of

ſpeech. Dryden. 3. The book that treat o'

the various relations of words to one another

GRA'MMAR Schºol /. A ſchool in which the

learned languages are grammatically taught
Locke.

GRAMMARIAN. ſ. [grammarien, Fr. from

grammar.J One who teaches grammar; a

philologer. Hºlder.

GRAMMATICAL, a [grammatical, Fr.] I.

Belonging to grammar. Sidney. *. Taught by

grammar. Dryden.

GRAMMATICALLY. adv. [from gramma

tical.] According to the rules or ſcience o'

grammar. Matts.

verbal pedant; a low grammarian. Rymer.

GRAMPLE. ſ. A crab-fiſh.

CRA'MPUS, ſ. A large fiſh of the cetaceous
kind.

GRANARY. ſ. [granarium,Lat.] A ſtorehouſe

for thraſhed corn. Addiſºn.

GRANATE. ſ. (from granum, Lat.] A kind

of marble ſo called, becauſe it is marked with

finall variegations like grains.

GRAND. a. [grand, Fr. grandis, Lat.] 1.

Great; illuſtrious; high in power. Rakigă.

3: Great; ſplendid; magnificent. 2 oung. 3.

Noble ; ſublime; lofty; conceived or expreſ:

ſed with great dignity. 4. It is uſed to ſignify

aſcent or deſcent of conſanguinity.

GRANDAM. ſ. [grand and dam or dartel

1. Grandmother; my father's or mother's

mother. Shakeſp. z. An old withered woman.

Dryden.

GRANDCHILD. ſ. [grand and child] The ſon

or daughter of my ſon or daughter. Baces

GRANDAUGHTER.ſ.[grand and dasghter.]

The daughter of a ſon or daughter.

GRANDEE. ſ. [grand, Fr.] A man of great

rank, power, or dignity. Wetton.

GRANDEVITY. ſ. [from grandevas, Lat]

Great age; length of li.e. Dić.

GRANDEVOUS. a. [grandevus, Lat.] Long

lived, of great age. Dići.

GRANDEUR. ſ. [French.) 1. State; ſplendour

of appearance; magnificence. South. z. Eie

vation of ſentiment or language.

GRANDFATHER. ſ.tº a father.]The

father of my father or mother Bacon.

GRANDi FICK. a. [grandi, and faciº, Lat J

Making great. Dić.

GRAND INOU.S. a. [grandº, Lat.) Full of hail.

GRANDITY. ſ. [from grandir, Lat.] Great

neſs; grandeur. Camden.

GRANDMOTHERſ (grand and nºther.]The
father's or mother's mother, 1 Tiri.

GRANDSIRE. ſ. [grand and ſire.) 1. Grand

father. Denham, Prior. 2. Any anceſtor, poe

tically. Pºpe.

GRANDSON. ſ. [grand and ſºn.] The ſon of

a ſon cr daughter. Swift,

GRANGE. ſ. I grange, Fr.] A farm; generally a

farm with a houſe at a diſtance from neigh

bours. Ben. johnſºn.

GRANITE ſigranit, Fr. from granur,Lat JA

ſtone compoſed of ſeparate and very large con

cre ions, rudely compacted together. The hard

white granite with black ſpots, commonly cal

led moor-ſtone, forms a very firm, and though

rude, yet beautifully variegated maſs. Hard

red granite, variegated with black and white,

now called oriental granite, is valuable for its

extreme hardneſs and beauty, and capable of

a moſt elegant poliſh. Hill, Woodward.

GRANIVOROUS. a. [granum and vers, Lat.]

Eating grain. Arbuthnot.

cºsam ſ [for grandam.] Grandmother.

ay.

To GRANT, v. a. [from gratia or gratificer.]

GRAMMATICA STER. ſ. (Latin J A meanſ 1. To admit that which is not yet proved.

Hecker. 2. To beſtow ſomething which cannot

be claimed of right. Pope.

GRANT. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. The aël of

granting or beſtowing. 2. The thing granted;

a gift ;
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a gift; a boon. Dryden. 3. [In law J A giſt

in writing of ſuch a thing as cannot aptly be

paſſed or conveyed by word only. Cºspell 4.

Admiſfion of ſomething in diſpute. Dryden.

GRANTABLE. a. (from grant.) That which

may be granted. Ayliffe.

GRANTEE. ſ. [from grant..] He to whom any

grant is made. Swift.

GRANTOR. ſ. [from grant.] He by whom a

grant is made. Ayliffe.

GRA’NULARY. a [from granule J Small and

compact ; reſembling a ſmall grain or ſeed.
Brews

To GRANULATE. v. n. [granuler, Fr.] To

be formed into ſmall grains. Spratt.

To GRATNULATE. v. a. 1. To break into

ſmall maſſes. 2. To raiſe into ſmall aſperities.

Ray.

GRANULATION.f. [granulatiºn, Fr.] 1.

The ačt of pouring melted metal into cold

water, ſo as it may congeal into ſmall grains.

Gunpowder and ſome ſalts are likewiſe ſaid to

be granulated, from their reſemblance to grain.

Quincy. 2. The act of ſhooting or breaking in

ſmall maſſes. Sharp.

GRANULE. ſ." [from granum, Lat.] A ſmall

compačt particle. Bºyle.

GRANULOUS. a. [from granule.] Full of lit

tle grains.

GRAPE. ſ [grappe, Fr. Krappe, Dutch 1 The

fruit of the vine, growing in cluſters. Pºpe.

GRA'PHICAL. a. [y;á;al..] Well delineated

Baron.

GRAPHICALLY. adv. [from graphical] In

a pićtureſque manner; with good deſcription

or delineation.

GRAPKEL.f. [grapin, Fr.) t. A ſmall anchor

belonging to a little veſſel. 2. A graphing

iron with which in fight one ſhip faſtens on
another.

To GRAPPLE. v. n. [grabbenel, Dutch.) 1.

To contend by ſeizing each other. Milton, 2.

To conteſt in cloſe fight. Dryden.

To GRAPPLE. v. a. 1. To tatten; to fix.

Shakeſp. z. To ſeize; to lay faſt hold of

GRAPPLE. ſ. [from the verb...] ... Conteſt, in

which the combatants ſeize each other Milton.

2. Cloſe fight Shakeſp. 3. An iron inſtru

ment by which one ſhip faſtens on another.

Dryden.

GRAPPLEMENT. ſ [from grapple..] Cloſe

fight. Spencer.

GRA’sHopper.ſ [graſs and hºp.) A ſmall

infect that hops in the ſummer graſs. Addiſºn
GRASI ER. See Graz 1 E. R.

To GRASP. v. a. (graſpare, Ital.] 1. To hold

in the hand; to gripe Sidney. z. To ſeize;

to catch at. Clarenden.

To GRASP. v. n. 1. To catch ; to endeavour

to ſeize. Swift. 2. To ſtruggle; to ſtrive. 3

To gripe; to encroach. Dryden.

GRASP. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. The gripe or

feizure of the hand. Milton 2. Poſſeſſion;

hold. Shakeſp. 3. Power of ſeizing. Clarendºn.

CRASPER.J. [from graſe.) One that graſp.

GRASS. ſ. Knºer, Sax.] The common herbage

of the field on which cattle feed Temple.

GRASS of Parnaſſus ſ. (parnaſia.Lat.) A plant.

To GRASS. v. n. To breed graſs. Tuffer.

GRASS-PLOT. f [graſ, and flat.j A finall

level covered with ſhort graſs. Mortimer.

GRASS-POLY. ſ. A ſpecies of Willow-worr.

GRASSINESS. ſ. [from graſſy) The ſtate of

abounding in graſs.

GRASSY. a. [from graſs.) Covered with graſs.Milton. É. graſs.] g

GRATE. ſ. (crater, Lat.] I. A parition made

with bars placed near to one another. Addiſºn.

2. The range of bars within which fires are

made. Speciator.

To GRATE. v. a. [gratter, Fr.] 1. To rub

or wear any thing by the attrition of a rough

body. Spenſer. 2. To offend by any thing

harſh or vexatious. Swift. 3 To form a ſound

by colliſion of aſperities Milton

To GRATE. v. n. 1. To rub ſo as to injure or

offend L'Eſtrange. 2. To make a harſh noue.
Hocker. -

GRATEFUL, a [gratur, Lat.] I. Having a

due ſenſe of benefits. Milton. 2. Pleaſing ;

acceptable; delightful; delicious. Bacon.

GRATEFULLY. adv. [from grateful.) 1..with

willingneſs to acknowledge and repay benefits.

Pryden. 2. In a pleaſing manner. Wattſ.

GRATEFULNESS. ſ. (from grateful.) 1.
Gratitude; duty to benefactors. Herbert. 2.

Quality of being acceptable; pleaſantneſs.

GRATER ſ. (gratºr, Fr.] A kind of coarſe

. with which ſoft bodies are rubbed to pow
er.

GRAtification f [gratificatio, Lat.]

The act of pleaſing. South. 2. Pleaſure ;

delight Rºgers. 3. Reward; recompence.

To GRATIFY. v. G. [gratificer, Lat.) 1. To

indulge ; to pleaſe by compliance. Dryden. z.

To delight; to pleaſe. Addiſon. 3. To requite

with a gratification.

GRATINGLY. adv. [from grate.] Harſhly ,

offenſively.

GRATIS. adv. (Lat.] For nothing; without a

recompence. Arbuthnot.

GRATITUDE. ſ. (gratitude, low Lat.] 1.

Duty to benefactors Shakeſp. 2. Deſire to
return benefits, South.

GRATUI TOUS. a. [gratuitar, Lat] 1. Volun

tary granted without claim or merit. L’Iſèr.

* Aſſerted without proof. Ray.

Gls ATUI TOUSLY. adv, (from gratuitous.) 1.

Without claim or merit. 2. Without proof.
Cheyne

GRATU'ITY. ſ. (gratuité, Fr.] A preſent or

acknowledgment Sarf.

To GRATULATE. v. a. [gratuler, Lat] 1.

To congratulate ; to ſalute with declarations

ºf joy. Shakeſp. z. To declare joy for, Ben.
Jºhnſon.

GikaTULATION. ſ. (from gratulatic, Lat.]

Salutations made by expreſſing joy. Hºoker.

GRA TULATORY.. a tirom gratālate.) Con

gratulatory; expreſſing congratulation.

GRAVE,
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GRAve, a final ſyllable in the names of places,

is fronu the Saxon &naep, a grove or cave.

Gibſºn.

GR Ave. f (ºner Sax.] The place in which

the dead are repoſited. Milton.

GRA vſ.-cLoATHS. ſ. (grave and chatbi.]

The dreſs of the dead. Spenſer. john.

GRAVE-STONE. ſ. (grave and ſigne.) The

ſtone that is laid over the grave Shakeſp.

To GRAVE. v. a. preter, ºr aved; part paſſ.

graven. 1. To inſculp to carve into any

hard ſubſtance. Prior. 2. To carve or form.

Hebrews. Dryden. 3. [[rom gravel To

entomb. Shakeſp. 4. To clean, caulk, and

ſheath a ſhip. Ainſworth.

To GRAVE. v. n. To write or delineate on

hard ſubſtances. Exºdus. -

GRAVE a (grave, Fr.) 1. Solemn; ſerious."

fober. Mºre 2. Of weight; not futile; cre

dible. Grew. 3. Not ſhowy ; not tawdry. 4

Not ſharp of ſound; not acute. Holder...
GRAVEL. ſ. (graveel, Dutch..] ... Hard ſand.

MWºodward. ... [Gravelle, Fr.) Sandy matter

concreted in the kidneys. Arbuthnot.

To GRAVEL. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To
pave or cover with gravel. Bacon, 1. To ſtick

in the ſand. Camden. 3. To puzzle; to ſtop ,

to put to a ſtand. Howel. 4. [In horſeman:

ſhip.] To hurt the foot with gravel confined

by the ſhoe.

GRAVELESS. a. [from grave.] Without a

tomb; unburied. Shakeſp.

GRAVELLY. a. (graveleux, Fr.) Full of

gravel; abounding with gravel. Harvey.

GRAVELY. adv. [from grave.j 1. Solemnly;

ſeriouſly ; ſoberly without lightneſs. Speciat.

2. Without gaudineſs or ſhow.

GRAVENESS. ſ. [from grave.] Seriouſneſs;

ſolemnity and ſobriety. Denham.

GRAVEOLENT. a. [gravecins, Lat..] Strong

ſcented.

CRA'VER. ſ. (graveur, Fr.) 1. One whoſe

buſineſs is to inſcribe or carve upon hard ſub

ſtances; one who copies pictures upon wood

or metal to be impreſſed on paper. Dryden. 1.

The ſtile or tool uſed in graving. Bºyle.

GRAVIDITY. ſ. [from gravidas, Lat.] Preg

nancy. Arbuthnot.

GRAVING. ſ. [from grave.) Carved work.

2 Chron.

To GRAVITATE. v. n. [ſrom gravis, Lat j

To tend to the center of attraction. Bentley.

GRAVITATION. ſ. [from gravitate.] The

aćt of tending to the centre. Pope.

GRAVITY. ſ. (gravitat, Lat.j 1. Weight 5

heavineſs, tendency to the centre. Brºwn. 2.

Atrociouſneſs ; weight of guilt. Hºwker. 3.

Seriouſneſs; ſolemnity. Bacon.

GRAVY. ſ. The ſerous juice that runs from

fleſh not much dried by the fire. Arbuthnot.

GRAY. a. [ºnry, Saxon grau, Daniſh.) 1.

White with a mixture of black. Newton.

2. White or hoary with old age. Walten.

3. Dark like the opening or cloſe of day.

Camden.

GRAY. ſ. A badger.

GRAYBEARD.ſ. (gray and beard.] An old

man. Shakeſp

GRAYLING. ſ. The umber, a fiſh. Walton.

GRAYNESS. ſ. [from gray.] The quality of

being gray.

To GRAZE v. n. [from graſs.) 1. To eat

graſs ; to feed on graſs. Shakeſp. z. To ſupply

graſs. Bacon. 3 (from raſer, Fr.] To touch

lightly. Shakeſp.

To GRAZE. v. a. 1. To tend grazing cattle.

Daniel 2. To feed upon. Milton.

GRAZIER, ſ [from graze.) One who feeds

cattle. Hºwel.

CREASE k (graiſe, Fr.] 1. The ſoft part of

the fat. Shakeſp. z. [In horſemanſhip.] A ſwel

ling and gourdineſs of the legs, which gene

rally happens to a horſe after his journey.

To GREASE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

ſmear or anoint with greaſe. 2. To bribe; to

corrupt with preſents. Dryden.

GREASINESS. ſ. [from greaſe.] Oilineſs;

fatneſs. Boyle.

GREASY. a. [from greaſe.) 1. Oily; fat;

unétuous Shakeſp. 2. Smeared with greaſe.

Mortimer. , 3. Fat of body; bulky. Shakeſp.

GREAT. a (xneat, Sax] i. Large in bulk or

number. Locke. 2. Having #ny quality in a

high degree. Tillotſon. 3. Confiderable in

extent or duration. 2 Sam. 4. Important i

weighty. Shakeſp. 5. Chief; principal. Shakeſ.

6. Of high rank ; of large power. Pºpe. 7.

Illuſtrious; eminent. jeremiah. 8. Grand of

aſpect ; of elevated mien. Dryden. 9. Noble;

magnanimous. Sidney. Io. Swelling ; proud.

Anºles. 1 1. Familiar; much acquainted.

Bacon. . . . . . Pregnant ; teeming. May. 13.

It is added in every ſtep of aſcending or de

cending conſanguinity ; as great grandſon is

the ſon of my grandſon. Aff. 14. Hard;

difficult; grievous. Taylor.

GREAT. ſ. [rom the adjective.] The whole;

the groſs; the whole in a lump. Raleigh.

GREAT-BELLIED. a. [great and belly.JPreg

nant; teeming. Wilkins.

To GREATEN. v. a. [from great..] To ag

grandize 5 to enlarge. Raleigh.

GREATHEARTED. a. (great and heart.)

High-ſpirited; undejected. Clarenden.

GREATLY, adv. [from great.) 1. In a great

degree. Miltºn. 2. Nobly ; illuſtriouſly.

Pryden. 3. Magnanimouſly; generouſly;

bravely. Addiſon.

GREATNESS / [from great.] 1. Largeneſs of

quantity or number. 2. Comparative quantity.

Locke, 3 High degree of any quality. Regeri.

4. High place; dignity ; power; influence.

Dryden, Swift, 5. Swelling pride; affected

ſtate. Bacon. 6. Merit; magnanimity; noble

neſs of mind. Milton. 7. Grandeur; ſtate ;

magnificence Pºpe.

GREAVE. ſ. A grove. Spenſer.

GREAVES. ſ. (from grèves, Fr J. Armour for

the legs. 1 Sari,

GRECISM.
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GRECISM. ſ. [greciſmar, Lat.) An idiom o

the Greek language.

GREE. ſ. Good will ; favour. Spenſer.

of ſteps. Shak

GREE"LILY. a

ravenouſly; voraciouſly.%.

GREEDINESS. ſ. [from greedy..] Ravenouſ

neſs 5 voracity ; hunger; eagerneſs of appe

tite or deſire. Denham.

GREEDY. a. (xnaebº, Sax.] 1. Ravenous;

voracious; hungry. King Charler. 2. Eager ;

vehemently deſirous. Fairfax.

GREEN. a. [grun, German; green, Dut.) 1.

Having a colour formed by compounding blue

and yellow. Pope. 2. Pale ; ſickly. Shakeſp.

3. Flouriſhing; freſh ; undecayed. 4. New;

freſh : as, a green wound. Shakeſp. 5. Not

dry. Hooker. 6. Not roaſted ; half raw.

M’atts. 7. Unripe; immature; young. Shak.

GREEN. ſ r. The green colour. Dryden. 2.

A graſſy plain. Milton. 3. Leaves; branches;

wreaths. Dryden.

To CREEN. a. a. (from the noun ) To make

green. Thomſon.

GREENBROOM. ſ. This ſhrub grows wild

upon barren dry heaths. Miller.

GREENCLOTH. ſ. A board or court of juſ.

tice held in the counting-houſe of the king's

houſehold, for the taking cognizance of all

matters of government and juſtice within the

king's court-royal. Dići. Bacon.

GREENEYED. a. (green and eye J Having

eyes coloured with green. Shakeſp.

GREENFINCH. ſ. A kind of bird. Mort.

GREENFISH. ſ. A kind of fiſh.

GREENGAGE. ſ. A ſpecies of Plum.

GREENHOUSE. ſ. [green and houſe.] A houſe

in which tender plants are ſheltered. Evelyn.

GREENISH. . a. [from green.] Somewhat

green. Spenſer.

GREENLY. a. [from green ) i. With a green

iſh colour. 2. Newly ; freſhly. 3. Imma

turely. 4. Wanly; timidly. Shakeſp.

GREENNESS. ſ. (from green.) 1. The qua

lity of being green; viridity Ben. johnſºn.

2. Immaturity ; unripeneſs. Sidney. 3. Freſh

neſs; vigour. South. 4. Newneſs.

GREENSICKNESS. ſ. [green and ſickneſ; )

The diſeaſe of maids, to called from the pale

neſs which it produces. Arbuthnet.

GREENSWARD. Q. ſ. [green and ſward.]

GREENSWORD. W. The turf on which graſs

grows. Shakeſp. Swift.

GREENweeß. ſ. [green and weed) Dyers
weed.

GREENwooD. ſ. (green and wood) A wood

conſidered as it appears in the ſpring or ſum

mer. Dryden.

To GREET. v. a. (grator, Lat §netan, Sax.]

1. To addreſs at meeting. Donne. 2. To ad

3. To

ialute in kindneſs or reſpect. Dryden. 4. To

coogratulate. Spenſer. 5. To pay compliments

at a diſtance. Shakeſ 6. To meet, as thoſe

dreſs in whatever manner. Shakeſp.

do who go to pay congratulations. Pope.

f

GREECE. ſ. [corrupted from degrees.] a flight

eſp.

|. [from greedy..] Eagerly ;

ToGREET. v. m. To meet and ſalute. Shakeſ.

GREETER. ſ. [from the verb.) He who greets.

GREETING. ſ. (from greet.) Salutation at

meeting, or compliments at a diſtance. Shakeſ

GREEZE. ſ. A flight of ſteps. Shakeſp.

GRECAL. a. (grex, gregis, Lat.] Belonging

to a flock. Dict.

GREGARIOUS. a. (gregarius, Lat.] Going

in flocks or herds. Ray.

GREM.I.A.L. a. [gremium, Lat.] Pertaining to

the lap. Dià.

GRENADE. ſ. A little hollow globe or ball

about two inches in diameter, which being

filled with fine powder, as ſoon as it is kindled,

flies into many ſhatters, much to the damage

of all that ſtand near. Harris.

GRE/NADIER, ſ [grenadier, Fr. from gre

made.] A tall foot-ſoldier, of whom there is

one company in every regiment. Gay.

GRENA'DO. ſ. See Grr sad E. Cleaveland.

GREUT. ſ. A kind of foſſile body. Grew.

GREW. The preterite of grow. Dryden.

GREY. a. (gris, Fr.] See Gray.

GREYHOUND. ſ. (znizBunb, Sax.] A tall

fleet dog that chaſes in ſight. Sidney.

GRICE. ſ. A little pig. Gouldman. 2. A ſtep

or greeze. :::::
To GRIDE. v. n. (gridare, Ital.] To cut Milt.

GRIBELIN. a. A colour mixed of white and

red Dryden.

GR1'D1RON. ſ. [grind, Iſlandick, a grate, and

iron.) A portable grate. Speciator.

GRIEF. ſ. (from grieve.) 1. Sorrow; trouble

for ſomething paſt. South. 2. Grievance ;

harm. (Grief, Fr. Shakeſp J

GRIEVANCE. ſ. [from grief.) 1. A ſtate of

uneaſineſs. 2. The cauſe of uneaſineſs. Swift

To GRIEVE. v. a. [grever, Fr.] To afflict #

to hurt. Pſalms.

To GRIEVE. v. n. To be in pain for ſomething

paſt , to mourn ; to ſorrow, as for the death

of friends. Shakeſp. Dryden.

GRIEVINGLY. adv. [from grieve ) In ſor

row ; ſorrowfully. Shakeſp.

GRIEVOUS. a. [gravis, Lat.] I. Afflictive .

painful , hard to be borne. Hooker. 2. Such

as cauſes ſorrow. Watts. 3. Expreſſing a

great degree of uneaſines. Clarendon. 4.

trocious ; heavy. Shakeſp. 5. Sometimes

uſed adverbially in low language. Shakeſp.

GRIEVOUSLY adv. [from grievºus.) 1. Pain

fully; with pain. Spenſer. 2. With diſcon

tent ; with ill will. Knoller. 3. Calamitouſly ,

miſerably. Hocker. 4. Vexatiouſly, Ray.

GRIEVOUSNESS. ſ. [from grievous.) Sorrow;

pain. Iſaiah xxi.

GRIFFIN. ſ' yº!] A ſabled animal, ſaid

GRIFFON. to be generated between the

lion and eagle, and to have the head and paws

of the lion, and the wings of the eagle Peach.

GRIG. ſ. (Aricke, Bavarian, a little duck.) 1. A

finall eel. 2. A merry creature. Suppoſed

from Greek.) Swift'.

To GRILL. v. n. Ugrille, a grate, Fr.] To

broil on a gridiron.

Y y
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CRT LADE. ſ. [from grill) Anythingbroil
ed on a gridiron.

To GR1'LLY. v. a.

to hurt. Hudibrar.

GRM. a. ſºnimma, Sax.] . Having a coun

ºnance of terrour; horrible. Denham. 2.

Ugly ; ill-looking, Shakeſp.

GRIMACE. ſ. [Fr. from grim.] I. A diſtor
tion of the countenance from habit, affectati

on, or infolence. South. 2. Air of affectation.

Granville.

GRIMALKIN. ſ. ſgris, Fr. and malkin.) An

old cat. Philipi.

CRIME. ſ. [from grim.] Dirt deeply infinua
ted. PWoodward.

To GRIME. v. a ſtrom the noun..] To dirt ;

to ſully deeply. Shakeſp.

GRIMLY, adv. [from grim ]

hideouſly. Shakeſp.

Shakeſp.

GRIMNESS. ſ.[from grim.] Horrour; fright

fulneſs of viſage.

To GRIN. v. n. (£nennian, Sax.] 1. To ſet

the teeth together and withdraw the lips.

Słakeſp. z. To fix the teeth as in anguiſh.

Shakeſp.

GRIN.J., [from the verb.] The act of cloſing
the teeth. Watts.

GRIN. ſ. ſºnyn, Synene, Sax.] A ſnare; a

trap. 7:b.

ToČač. v. a. preter. I ground; part, paſſ.

ground. [ºninban, Sax.] ... To reduce any

thing to powder by friction. Bentley. 2. To

ſharpen or ſmooth. Herbert. 3. To rub one

againſt another. Bacon. 4. To haraſs; to

oppreſs. Addiſon.

To GRIND. v. n. To perform the act of grind

ing ; to be moved as in grinding. Milton,
Rowe.

CR1'NDER. ſ. [from grind.] 1. One that

grinds. 2. The inſtrument of grinding. Sand.

3. The back tooth. Bacon.

GR1'NDLESTONE. R. f. [from grindand ſºone]

GR1'N DSTONE. The ſtone on which

edged inſtruments are ſharpened. Hammond

GRINNER. ſ. [from grin.] He that grins.

Addiſon.

CRINNINGLY, adv. [from grin.] with a

grinning laugh. Ainſworth.

GRIP. f. A ſmall ditch.

To GRAPE. v. a. (greipan, Gothick.] 1. To

hold with the fingers cloſed. Dryden. 2.

[Gripper, Fr J. To catch eagerly 5 to ſeize

Shakeſp. 3. To cloſe 5 to clutch. Pope. 4.

_To pinch; to preſs; to ſqueeze. Dryden.

To GRIP.E. v. a. To pinch the belly. Dryden.

GRIPE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Graſp ; hold;

ſeizure of the hand or paw. Dryden. 2.

Squeeze ; preſſure. Pryden. 3. Oppreſſion;

cruſhing power. Shakeſp. 4. Affliction :

pinching diſtreſs, Otway. 3. [In the plural.]

Belly-ach ; colick. Floyer.

GRIPER.J. [from gripe.] Oppreſſor; uſurer.
Burton.

CRIPINGLY, adv. [from griping.] with pain

in the guts. Bacºn.

[from grill] To haraſs;

1. Horribly :

2. Sourly; ſullenly.

9ºſ. A griping miſer senter.

cºver. J. Uſed by Milton for ambit.
r: i.e.

GRISE. ſ. A ſtep, or ſcale of ſteps. Shakeſ,

GRISKIN. ſ. [griſkin, roaſtº, Iriſh.]#.
Yertebræ of a hog broiled.

GRISLY, adv. [gnirlu, Sax. Dreadful; hor.

ible; hideous. Addiſºn.

GRIST. ſ. (grurt, Sax.j 1. Corn to be ground,

3:/ºr 2. Supply , proviſion. Swift.

GRISTLE. ſ. ſºn rºle, Sax]. A cartilage. Roy.

GRISTLY, a [from grift.] Cartilaginous,
Blackmore.

GRIT. ſ. (snycra, Sax.] 1. The coaſt pºt

of neal. 2. Qats huſked, or coarſly ground.

3, Sand; rough hard particles. Philips. 4.

Grit, are foſſils found in minute maſſes, ſom.

ing together a kind of powder; the ſeveril

Particles of which are of no determinateſure,

but ſeem the rudely broken fragments of lar

ger maſſes; not to be diſſolved or diſunited by

water, but retaining their figure, and not co

hering into a maſs. Hill.

GRITTINESS. f. [from gritty.] Sandineſs;

the quality of abounding in grit. Martimer.

GRITTY. a. [from grit..] Full of hard puri.
cles, Newton.

GRIZELIN. a.

Temple.

GRIZZLE. ſ. [from gris, gray; griſaille, Fr.]

A mixture of white and black; gray. Shakeſ.

GRIZZLED. a. [from grizzle.] Interſperiºd

with gray. Dryden.

GR1'ZZLY. a [from gris, gray, Fr.] Some

what gray. Bacon.

To GROAN. v. n. [znanan, Sax.] To breathe

with a hoarſe noiſe, as in pain or agony. Pºpe.

GROAN. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Breath ex

pired with noiſe and difficulty. Dryden, 2.

An hoarſe dead ſound. §...}.

GROANFUL. a. [groan and full) Sad ago

nizing. Spenſer. -

GROAT. j. [greet, Dutch..] I. A piece valued

at four pence. 2. A proverbial name for *

ſmall ſum. Swift. 3. Groats. Oats that

have the hulls taken off. Ainſworth. .

GRO'CER. ſ. [from groſ, a large quantity.) A

man who buys and ſells tea and ſugar, plumbs

and ſpices. Watts.

GR9 CERY. ſ. [from grocer.] Grocers ware.

Clarendon.

§{

[More properly gridelin.]

f. (groſ, grain, Fr.] Suff

GRO'GRAM. woven with, a large wooi

GRO'GRAN. and a rough pile. Pºnt.

GROIN. ſ. The part near the thigh. Pryden.

GROMWELL.J. Gromill or graymill, a plant.

Miller.

GROOM. ſ. (gren, Dutch.J., 1. A boy; a

waiter; a ſervant. Spenſer, Fairfax. 2. A

young man. Fairfax. 3. A man newly mat

ried. Dryden.

GRooveſ [from grave] 1. A deep cºvern

or hollow. Boyle. ... A channel or hollow ºut

with a tool, Mcxon. To
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To GROOVE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut

hollow. Gulliver.

To GROPE. v. n. xnapan, Sax.] To feel where

one cannot ſee. Sandyr.

To GROPE.v.a. To ſearch by feeling in the

dark. Swift.

GROPER. ſ. [from grºpe.] One that ſearches

in the dark.

GROSS. a. [gros, Fr. groſſº, Ital.] 1. Thick;

bulky. Baker. 2. Shameful : unſeemly.

Hºcker. 3. Intelle&tually coarſe ; palpable ;

impure; unrefined. Smalridge. 4. Inelegant;

diſproportionate in bulk. Thomſon. 5. Thick :

not refined; not pure. Bacon. 6. Stupid ,

dull. Watts. 7. Coarſe; rough 5 oppoſite to

delicate. Wotton. 8. Thick; fat; bulky.

GROSS. ſ [from the adjective.) 1. The main

body ; the main force. Addiſon. 2. The

bulk; the whole not divided into its ſeveral

parts. Hooker. 4. The chief part; the main

maſs. Bacon. 3. The number of twelve

dozen. Locke.

GROSSLY. adv. [from groſs.) 1. Bulkily;

in bulky parts; coarſely. 2. Without ſub

tility ; without art; without delicacy Newton.

GROSSNESS. ſ. [from groſ...]. 1. Coarſeneſs ;

not ſubtility; thickneſs. Milton. 2., Inele

gant fatneſs ; unwieldy corpulence. Aſcham.

3. Want of refinement; want of delicacy.

Dryden.

GROT. ſ. (grotte, Fr. grotta, Ital.]_A cave; a

cavern for coolneſs and pleaſure. Prior.

GROTESQUE. a. [groteſque, Fr.] Diſtorted of

figure ; unnatural. Pope.

GROTTO. ſ. (grotte, Fr.] A cavern or cave

made for coolneſs. Woodward.

GROVE. ſ. [from grave..] A walk covered by

trees meeting above. Granville.

To GROVEL. v. n. (grufde, Iſlandick, flat on

the face.] 1. To lie prone; to creep low on

the ground. Spenſer. , 2. To be mean j to

be without dignity. Addiſon.

GROUND. ſ. [ºnunb, Sax.] 1. The earth

conſidered as ſolid or as low. Milton. 2. The

earth as diſtinguiſhed from air or water.Dryd.

3. Land ; country. Hudibrar. . 4. Region 3

territory. Milton. 5. Farm ; eſtate ; poſſeſ

fion. Dryden. 6. The floor or level of the

place. Matt. 7. Dregs; lees; faeces. Sharp.

8. The firſt ſtratum of paint upon which the

figures are afterwards painted. Hakewill. 9.

The fundamental ſubſtance; that by which

the additional or accidental parts are ſupported.

Pºpe. Io. The plain ſong; the tune on which

deſcants are raiſed. Shakeſp. 1 1. Firſt hint ;

firſt traces of an invention. Dryden. 12. The

firſt principles of knowledge. Milton. , 13.

The fundamental cauſe. Sidney, Atterbury.

14. The field or place of action. Daniel 5.

The ſpace occupied by an army as they fight,

advance, or retire. Dryden. 16. The inter

To GROUND v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

fix on the ground. Rambler 2. To found as

upon cauſe or principle. Hooker. 3. To ſettle

. in principles or rudiments of knowledge.

9RQUND.The preterite and part paſſ of grind.

GROUND-ASH. ſ. A ſapling of aſh taken from

the ground. Mortimer.

GROUND-BAIT. ſ. [from ground and bait..]

A bait made of barley or malt boiled, thrown

into the place where you angle. Walton.

GROUND-FLOOR. ſ. (ground and flºor.] The

lower ſtory of a houſe.

QRQUND-IVY. ſ. Alehoof, or turnhoof. Temp.

GROUND OAK.ſ. (ground and oak..] A ſºft
lin oak. Mºrtimer.

GROUND-PINE. ſ. A plant. Hill.

GROUND-PLATE. ſ. (In architecture.] The

outermoſt pieces of timber lying in or near

the ground, and framed into one another with

mortiſes and tenons. Mortimer.

GROUND-PLOT. ſ. 1. The ground on which

any building is placed. Sidney. 2. The ichno

graphy of a building.

GROUND-RENT.J. Rent paid for the privi

lege of building on another man's ground.
Arbuthnot.

GROUND-ROOM. ſ. A room on the level

with the ground. Tatler.

GROUNDEDLY, adv.[from grºunded.] Upon

firm principles. Glanville.

GROUNDLESS. a. [from ground.] Void ofrea

ſon. Freeholder.

GROUNDLESSLY. adv. [from groundleſ, I

Without reaſon; without cauſe. Boyle.

GROUNDLESSNESS. ſ [from groundleſ.]

Want of juſt reaſon. Tillºtſon.

GROUNDLING. ſ. [from ground.) Afiſh which

keeps at the bottom of the water: one of the

vulgar. Shakeſp.

GROUNDLY, adv, [from ground..] Upon prin

ciples; ſolidly. Aſcham.

GROUNDSEL.f. [&nuns and rile, the baſis,

Sax.] The timber next the ground. Moxºn.

GRO'UNDSEL. ſ. [ſeneciº, Lat.] A plant.

GROUNDWORK. ſ. [ground and work.] 1.

The ground ; the firſt ſtratum. Dryden. 2.

The firſt part of an undertaking; the funda

mentals. Milton. 3. Firſt principle ; original

reaſon. Spenſer.

GROUP.J. [grºuppe, Fr.] A croud; a cluſter;

a huddle. Swift.

To GROUP. v.a.ſgroupper, Fr.]To put into a

croud; to huddle together. Prior.

GROUSE. ſ. A kind of fowl; a heathcock.

Swift.

GROUT. ſ. (xnut, Sax.] 1. Coarſe meal;

pollard. King. , 2. That which purges off.

Dryden. 3. A kind of wild apple.

To GROW. v. m. pret. grew , part, paſſ grown.

[Snupan,Sax.J.J. To vegetate ; to have vege

vening ſpace between the flyer and purſuer.

Addiſon. 17. The ſtate in which one is with

reſpect to opponents or competitors.Atterbury

18. State of progreſs or receſſion. Dryden. 19 |

The foil to ſet a thing off. Shakeſp.

table motion. Mºſlem. z. To be produced by

vegetation.Abbot. 3.To ſhoot in any particular

form.Dryden. 4 To increaſe in ſtature 2 Sam.

5. To come to manhood from infancy. Locke

Yy 2. 6. To
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6. To iſſue, as plants from a ſoil. Dryden. 7.

To increaſe in bulk; to become greater. Bac.

8. To improve ; to make progreſs. Pºpe.

To advance to any ſtate. Shakeſp. io. To

come by degrees. Rogers. 1 1. To come for.

ward ; to gather ground. Knolles. 12. To be

changed from one ſtate to another. Dryden.

13. To proceed as from a cauſe. Hooker. 14.

To accrue; to be forthcoming. Shakeſp. 15.

To adhere; to ſtick together. Walton. 16.

To ſwell; a ſea term. Raleigh.

GROWER. ſ. [from grow.] An increaſer.

Martimer.

To GROWL. v. n. (grallen, Flemiſh.] 1. To

ſnarl or murmur like an angry cur. Ellir. 2.

To murmur ; to grumble. Gay.

GROWN. The participle paſſive of grow.] 1.

Advanced in growth. 2. Covered or filled by

the growth of any thing. Proverbs. 3. Ar

rived at full growth or ſtature. Locke.

GROWTH. ſ (from grow.] 1. Vegetation;

vegetable life. Atterbury. 2. Product; thing

produced. Miltºn. 3. Increaſe in number,

bulk, or frequency. Tewple. 4. Increaſe of

ſtature; advanced to maturity. Arbuthnot. 5.

Improvement; advancement. Hooker.

GRO witHEAD. Q. ſ. (from groſs, or great

GROWTNOL. head ) i. A kind of fiſh.

Ainſworth. 2. An idle lazy fellow. Tuffer.

To GRUB. v. a. [graban, preter. greb, to dig,

Gothick.] To dig up ; to deſtroy by digging.

Dryden.

GRUB. ſ. [from grubbing, or mining.]. I. A

ſmall worm that eats holes in bodies. Shakeſp

2. A ſhort thick man; a dwarf. Carew.

To GRUBBLE. v. n. (grubelen, German.] To

feel in the dark. Dryden.

GRUBSTREET. ſ. The name of a ſtreet in

London, much inhabited by writers of ſmall

hiſtories, dictionaries, and temporary poems;

whence any mean production is called Grub

ſtreet. Gay.

ToGRUDGE. v. a. (Grwgnach, Welſh.] 1.

To envy; to ſee any advantage of another with

diſcontent. Sidney. 1. To give or take un

willingly. Addiſon.

To GRUDGE. v. n. 1. To murmur; to re

pine. Hººk. 1. To be unwilling ; to be re

lučtant. Raleigh. 3. To be envious, james.

4. To wiſh in ſecret. Dryden. 5. To give or

have any uneaſy remains. Pryden.

GRUDGE.J. [from the verb) . Old quarrel;

inveterate malevolence. Sidney. 2. Anger ;

ill-will. Swift. 3. Unwillingneſs to benefit.

4. Envy , odium ; invidious cenſure. Ben

jºhnſºn. 5. Remorſe of conſcience. 6. Some

ſittle commotion, or forerunner of a diſeaſe.

Ainſworth.

GRUUGINGLY. adv. [from grudge.] Un

willingly ; malignantly, Dryden. -

GRU 1. C. ſ. [g, uelle, Fr.) Food made by boiling

oatmeal in water. Arbuthnot.

CRUF F. a. (groff, Dutch.) Sour of aſpect ;

harſh o manners. Addiſon.

Git U 1 F. Y. adv. [from gruff..] Harſhly ; rug

gedly. 1 ryden.

GRUFFNESS. ſ. [from gruff..] Ruggedneſs of
mlen.

9. [GRUM. a.[from grumble J Sour; furly. Arbºr.

To GRU"MBLE. v. n. [grommelen, Dutch.J 1.

To murmur with diſcontent. Prior. 2. To

growl; to gnarl. Dryden. 3. To make a
hoarſe rattle. Rowe.

GRUMBLER. ſ. [from grumble.) One that

grumbles; a murmurer. Swift.

GRUMBLING.ſ. (from grumble.] A murmur

ing through diſcontent. Shakeſp.

GRUME. / (grumeau, Fr. grumur, Lat.) A

thick viſcid conſiſtence of a fluid. giney.

GRUMLY. adv. [from grum.] Sullenly, rao

roſely.

GRUMMEL. ſ. (hthoſpermum, Lat.] An herb.

Ainſworth.

GRUMOUS. a. (from grume.] Thick ; clotted.
Arbuthnot.

GRUMOUSNESS. ſ. (from grumour.] Thick

neſs of a coagulated liquor. Wiſeman.

GRU'NSEL.f. [uſually groundjel] The lower

part of the building. Milton

To GRUNT. v. n. [grunnio, Lat.] To

To GRU'NTLE. ſ. murmur like a hog. Swift.

GRUNT. ſ. [from the verb.] The noiſe of a

hog. Dryden.

GRUNTER. ſ. [fºom grunt.] 1. He that

grunts. 2. A kind of fiſh. Ainſworth.

GRUNTLING. ſ. [from grunt.)A young hog.

To GRUTCH. v. n. To envy 5 to repine. Ben.

johnſon.

GRUTCH. ſ. from the verb Malice; ill-will.

Hudibrar.

GRY. ſ. Anything of little value. Dić.

GUAIA CUM. ſ. A phyſical wood. It is attenu

ant and aperient, and promotes diſcharge by

ſweat and urine. Hill.

GUARANTE. E. ſ.tguarant, French.)A power

who undertakes to ſee ſtipulations performed,
South.

To GUA'RANTY. v. a. [guarantir, Fr.] To

undertake to ſecure the performance of any

articles.

To GUARD. v. a. [garder, Fr.] 1. To watch

by way of defence and ſecurity. 2. To pro

tect ; to defend. Waller. 3. To preſerve by

caution. Addiſon. 4. To provide againſt ob

jections. Notes on the Odyſſey. 5.To adorn with

liſts, laces, or ornamental borders. Shakeſp.

To GUARD. v. n. To be in a ſtate of caution

or defence. Collier.

GUARD. ſ. (garde, Fr.] 1. A man or body of

men, whoſe buſineſs is to watch. Miltºn. ..

A ſtate of caution; a ſtate of vigilance. Smal.

3. Limitation, anticipation of objection. Atter.

4. An ornamental hem, lace, or border. 5.

Part of the hilt of a ſword.

GUA'RDAGE. ſ. [from guard.] State of ward

ſhip. Shakeſp.

GUA'RDER. ſ. One who guards.

GUARDIAN. ſ. [gardien, Fr.) 1. One that

has the care of an orphan. Arbuthnot. 1. One

to whom the care and preſervation of any thing
--
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is committed. Shakeſp., 3. A repoſitory or

ſtorehouſe. Not uſed. Shakeſp.

GUARDIAN of the Spiritualities. He to whom

the ſpiritual juriſdiction of any dioceſe is com:

mitted, during the vacancy of the ſee. Cowell.

GUA'RDIAN. a. Performing the office of a kind

protećtor or ſuperintendant. Dryden.

CUARDIANSHIP. ſ. [from guardian.] The

office of a guardian. L'Eſtrange.

GUAT&DLESS. a. [from guard] Without de

fence. Waller.

GUA'RDSHIP. ſ. [from guard] 1. Care; pro

tection. Swift. 2. (Guard and ſhip.] A

king's ſhip to guard the coaſt.

GUA’i - -

º J. A plant. Miller.

GUBERNATION. ſ. [gubernatio, Lat..] Go

vernment; ſuperintendency. Watts.

GU'DGEON. f. [goujon, Fr.) 1. A ſmall fiſh

found in brooks and rivers. Pºpe. 1. Some

thing to be caught to a man's own diſadvan

tage. Shakeſp.

GUERDON ſ [guerdºn, Fr.] A reward ; a

recompence. Knoller.

To GUESS. v. n. [ghiffºn, Dutch..] 1. To con

jećture; to judge without any certain prin

ciples of judgment. Raleigh. 2. To conjec

ture rightly. Stilling fleet. -

To GUESS. v. a. To hit upon by accident.

Lecke. -

GUESS. ſ [from the verb.] Conjecture ; judg

ment without any poſitive or certain grounds.

Prior.

GUESSER. ſ. (from gueſ.) Conjecturer 'one

who judges without certain knowledge. Swift.

GUE'SSINGLY. adv. [from gueſſing ) Conjec

turally; uncertainly. Shakeſp.

GUEST. ſ. [3ert, girt, Sax.] I. One enter

tained in the houſe of another. Dryden. 2. A

ſtranger; one who comes newly to reſide Sid.

CUESTCHAMBER. ſ. Chamber of entertain

ment. Mark. -

To GUGGLE. v. n. [gorgºliare, Italian.] To

ſound as water running with intermiſſions out

of a narrow veſſel.

GUIDAGE. ſ. (from guide.] The reward giv

en to a guide.

GUIDANCE. ſ. [from guide.) Direction 5 go

vernment. Rogers.

To GUIDE. v. a. [guider, Fr.) 1. To direct.

Sºuth. 2. To govern by counſel; to inſtruct.

Pſalmſ. 3. To regulate ; to ſuperintend.

Decay of Piety.

GUIDE. ſ. [guide, Fr.) 1. One who directs an

other in his way. Denham. 2. Qne who di

rests another in his conduct. Waller. 3. Di

rečtor; regulator. Hooker.

GUIDELESS. a. [from guide.] Without a

guide. Dryden.

GUIDER. J. [from guide.] Director; regula

tor; guide. Sºuth.

GUI'DON. ſ. [French.] A ſtandardbearer; a

ſtandard.

GUILD. ſ. (Kilbrelp, Sax.] A ſociety; a cor

poration; a fraternity. Cowell.

GUILE. ſ. [guille, old French.] Deceitful cue

ning ; inſidious artifice. Milton.

GUI LEFUL. a. [guile and full.] wily; inſidi

ous; miſchievouſly artful. Hooker, Dryden. 1.

Treacherous; ſecretly miſchievous, Shakeſp.

GUI'LEFULLY. adv. [from guileful.) Infidi

ouſly ; treacherouſly. Miltºn.

GUILEFULNESS. ſ. (from guileful.] Secret

treachery; tricking cunning.

GUI LENESS. a. [from guile.] Without deceit;

without inſidiouſneſs.

GUI'LER. ſ. (from guile.) One that betrays in

to danger by inſidious pračtices. Spenſºr.

GUILT. ſ. (§lc, Sax.] 1. The ſtate of a man

juſtly charged with a crime. Hammond. 2. A

crime ; an offence. Shakeſp.

GUILTILY, adv. [from guilty.] Without in

nocence. Shakeſp.

GUILTINESS. f. [from guilty.] The ſtate of

being guilty ; conſciouſneſs of crime. Sidney.

GUI'LTLESS a. (from guilt.) Innocent; free

from crime. Pºpe.

GU'ILTLESSLY. adv. [from guiltleſ; J With

out guilt; innocently

GUILTLESSNESS. ſ. (from guiltleſ; J Inno

cence; freedom from crime. King Charler.

GUILTY. a. ſºiltº, Sax.] 1. Juſtly chargea

ble with a crime ; not innocent. Shakeſp. z.

Wicked; corrupt. Thºmſºn.

GUI NEA. f. (from Guinea, a country in Afri

ca abounding with gold.] A gold coin valued

at one and twenty ſhillings. Locke.

GUINEADROPPER. ſ. One who cheats by

dropping guineas. Gay.

GUI NEAHEN ſ. A ſmall Indian hen.

GUINEAPEPPER. f. [capſicum, Lat..] A plant.

Miller.

GUI'NEAPIG. ſ. A ſmall animal with a pig's

ſnout.

GUISE. ſ. ſguiſe, Fr J. I. Manner; mien: ha

bit. Fairfax, More. 2. Practice; cuſton;

property. Ben. Johnſon. 3. External appear

ance; dreſs. Temple. -

GUITAR. ſ. (ghitara, Italian.] A ſtringed in

ſtrument of muſick. Prior.

GUI.CH., f [from guk, Lat.] A little

GULCHIN, $ glutton. Skinner.

GULES. a. [perhaps from geuſe, the throat.]

Red. Shakeſp.

GULF. ſ. (golfe, Italian.) 1. A bay , an open

ing into land. Knoller, 2. An abyſs; an un

meaſurable depth. Spenſºr. 3. A whirlpool;

a ſucking eddy. Shakeſp. 4. Anything infä

tiable. Shakeſp.

GULFY. a. [from gulf.] Full of gulfs or whii!-

pools. Pºpe.

To GULL. v. a. [guiller, to cheat.] To trick;

to cheat ; to defraud. Dryden.

GULL. ſ (from the verb J 1. A ſea-bird. 2.

A cheat; a fraud; a trick. Shakeſp. 3. A

ſtupid animal : one eaſily cheated. Huilibra.

GU'LLCATCHER. ſ. [gull add catch..] A

cheat. Shakeſp. -

GU'LLER. ſ. (from gull} A cheat; an in

poſtor.
GULLERY
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GULLERY. ſ. [from gull] Cheat; impoſture.

Ainſworth.

GULLET. ſ. [goulet, Fr.] The throat; the

meat-pipe. Denham.

To GU'LLY. v. n. To run with noiſe.

GU'LLYHOLE. ſ. The hole where the gutters

empty themſelves into the ſubterraneous fewer.

CULOSITY. ſ. [from guloſur, Lat.) Greedi

neſs; gluttony; voracity. Brown.

To GULP. v. a. [golpen, Dutch..] To ſwallow

eagerly ; to ſuck down without intermiſſion.

ray.

GULP. ſ. [from the verb.] As much as can be

fwallowed at once. More.

GUM. ſ. [gummi, Lat.) 1. A vegetable ſub

ftance differing from a refin, in being more

viſcid, and diſſolving in aqueous menſtruums.

&giney, Dryden. 2 ſºoma, Sax.] The fleſhy

covering that contains the teeth. Swift.

To GUM. v. a. To cloſe with gum. Wiſeman.

GUMMINESS. ſ. [from gunmy.) The ſtate of

being gummy. Wiſeman.

GUMMO'SITY. ſ. (from gumnsus.) The na

ture of gum ; gummineſs. Floyer.

CUMMOUS. a. (from gum.] Of the nature of

gum. Woodward.

GUMMY. a. [from gum.] 1. Conſiſting of

gum ; of the nature of gum. Dryden. 2. Pro

ductive of gum. Milton. 3. Overgrown with

gum. Dryden.

GUN. ſ. The general name for fire-arms; the

inſtrument from which ſhot is diſcharged by

fire. Knoller, Granville.

GUNNEL. ſ. [corrupted from gunwale.]

GUNNER. ſ. [from gun.) Cannonier ; he

whoſe employment is to manage the artillery

in a ſhip. Shakeſp

GUNNERY. ſ. (from gunner.] The ſcience of

artifiery.

GUNPOWDER. ſ. ſgun and pºwder.] The

powder put into guns to be fired. Brown.

GU'NSHOT. ſ. [gun and ſhot J The reach or

range of a gun. Dryden.

GUNSHOT. a. Made by the ſhot of a gun.

Wiſeman.

GUNSMITH. f. [gun and ſmith..] A man

whoſe trade is to make guns. Mortimer.

GUNSTICK. ſ. [gun and ſtick.] The rammer.

GUNSTOCK.ſ. (gun and flock.] The wood to

which the barrel of the gun is fixed Mortim

GU'NSTONE. J. [gun and ſtone..] The ſhot of

cannon Shakeſp.

CUNWALE, or GUNNEL of a Ship. That

piece of timber which reaches on either ſide

ofthe ſhip from the half-deck to the forecaſtle;

that is called the gunwale, whether there be

guns in the ſhip or no. Harris.

GURGE. ſ. [garger, Lat.) A whirlpool 5 gulf
Milton. -

GU'RGION. ſ. The coarſer part of the meal,

ſiſted from the bran.

To GU'RGLE. v. n. [gargoliare, ltalian ] To

fall or guſh with noiſe, as water from a bottle

CURNARD. Q. ſ. (gournal, Fr.]. A kind of
GU'RNET. ſea fiſh. Shakeſp.

To GUSH. v. m. [goſtelen, Dutch..] 1. To flow

or ruſh out with violence; not to foring in a

ſmall ſtream, but in a large body. Thomſon. 2.

To emit in a copious effluxion. Pope.

GUSH. ſ. [from the verb.] An emiſſion of li

quor in a large quantity at once. Harvey.

GUSSET. ſ. (gouffet, Fr.] Any thing ſewed on

cloth, in order to ſtrengthen it.

GUST. ſ. ſgouft, Fr. giftus, Lat.) 1. Senſe of

taſting. Pºpe. 2. Height of perception. Mill.

3. Love ; liking. Tillºtſºn. 4. Turn of fan

cy; intelle&tual taſte. Dryden. 3. [From gaſ

tick.] Iſlandick.] A ſudden violent blaſt of

wind. Shakeſp. Addiſºn.

GUSTABLE. ſ. [gaſio, Lat.] 1. To be taſted,

Harvey. 2. Pleaſant to the taſte. Derham.

GUSTATION. ſ. [guſte, Lat.] The act of taſt

ing. Brown.

GUSTFUL. a. [guſt and full.] Taſteful; well

taſted. Decay of Piety.

GUSTO. ſ. [Italian.] 1. The reliſh of any

thing; the power by which any thing excites

ſenſations in the palate. Derham. 2. Intellec

tual taſte; liking. Dryden.

GUSTY. a. [from gºff.J Stormy; tempeſtuous.

Shakeſp.

GUT.J. [kutteln, German.] 1. The long pipe

reaching with many convolutions from the ſto

mach to the vent. Arbuthnot. 2. The ſto

mach; the receptacle of food; proverbially.

Hudibrar. 3. Gluttony; love of gormandiſ

ing. Hakewill.

To GUT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To eviſ

cerate ; to draw ; to exenterate. Carew. z.

To plunder of contents. Speciator.

GUTTATED. a. (from gutta, Lat. a drop.]

Beſprinkled with drops; bedropped. Dić.

GUTTER. ſ. [from guttur, a throat, Lat.] A

paſſage for water. Addiſon.

To GUTTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut

in ſmall hollows. Sandys.

To GUTTLE. v. a. (from gut..] To feed luxu

riouſly ; to gormandiſe. A low word. Dryd.

To GUTTLE. v. a. [from gut.] To ſwallow.

L'Eſtrange.

GUTTLER. ſ. [from guttle..] A greedy eater.

GUTTULOUS a.[from guttula, Lat.J In the

form of a ſmall drop. Brown.

GUTTURAL. a. [gutturaliſ, Lat.] Pronounced

in the throat; belonging to the throat. Holder.
GUTTURALNESS. ſ. (from guttural ) The

quality of being guttural. Diét.

GUTWORT. ſ. [gut and wort.) An herb,

GUY. ſ. [from guide.] A rope uſed to liſt any

thing into a ſhip.

To GU'ZZLE. v. n. [ſrom gut, or gaff.] To

gormandiſe; to feed immoderately. Gay.

To GUzzLE. v. a. To ſwallow with immode

rate guſt. Dryden.

GUZZLER. ſ. [from guzzle.] A gormandiſer.

Dryden.

GYBE. ſ. (See G1 be..] A ſneer; a taunt; a

ſarcaſm. Shakeſp.

To GYBE. v. m. To ſneer ; to taunt. Sººnſer.

GYMNAS
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GYMNASTICALLY.adw.[from gymnaſtick.] government; female power.

Athletically; fitly for ſtrong exerciſe. Brown.|GYRATION. ſ. (gyro, Lat.) The aët of turn

GYMNASTICK. adv. [yvavarix};..] Pertain

ing to athletick exerciſes. Arbuthnot.

GYMNICK. a. [yvºrº..] Such as practiſe the

athletick or gymnaſtick exerciſes. Milton.

ing any thing about. Newton. -

GYRE. ſ. [gyrus, Lat.) A circle deſcribed by

any thing going in an orbit. Spenſer, Sandys,

ryden.

GYMNOSPERMOUS. a. [yºuwe, and a wit-IGYVES. ſ. [gevyn, Welſh.] Fetters; chains for

aa..] Having the ſeeds naked. the legs. Ben. johnſon.

GYNECOCRASY. f. [yvyanonpºla.) Pettycoat|To GYVE. v. a. To ſetter; to ſhackle. Shakeſp.

H.

H A B

H Is in Engliſh, as in other languages, a

note of aſpiration, ſounded only by a ſtrong

emiſſion of the breath, without any conforma

tion of the organs of ſpeech, and is therefore

by many grammarians accounted no letter.

The h in Engliſh is ſcarcely ever mute at the

beginning of a word; as houſe.

H.A. interječt. [ha, Lat.] 1. An expreſſion of

wonder, ſurprize, ſudden queſtion, or ſudden

exertion. Shakeſp. z. An expreſſion of laugh
ter. den.

HAAK. ſ. A fiſh. Ainſworth.

HA'BEAS CORPUS [Latin.) A writ which a

man, indićted of ſome treſpaſs, being laid in

priſon for the ſame, may have out of the

King's-Bench, thereby to remove himſelf thi

ther at his own coſts. Cowell.

HABERDA'SHER. ſ. One who ſells ſmall

wares; a pedlar. Bacon.

HABERDINE. ſ. A dried ſalt cod. Ainſworth.

HA'BERGEON. ſ. (Baubergeon, Fr.] Armour

to cover the neck and breaſt. Hudibras.

HABILIMENT. ſ. [habilement, French..]Dreſs;

clothes; garment. Swift.

To HABILITATE. v. n. (Habiliter, Fr.] To

qualify; to entitle. Bacon.

HABILITATION. ſ. (from babilitate J Quali

fication. Bacon.

HABILITY.'ſ [habilité, Fr.] Faculty; power.

HABIT.ſ. (habitus, Lat.] ... State of anything:

as, babit of body. 2. Dreſs; accoutrement.

Shakeſp. Dryden. 3. Habit is a power or a

bility in man of doing anything acquired by

frequent doing. Locke. 4. Cuſtom; invete

rate uſe. South.

To HABIT. v. a. [from the noun..] To dreſs;

to accoutre; to array. Clarendon.

HA'BITABLE. a. [habitable, Fr J. Capable of

being dwelt in. Donne.

HA'BITABLENESS ſ. [from habitable.) Ca

pacity of being dwelt. More.

HABITANCE. ſ. [habitatio, Lat.] Dwelling;

abode. Spenſer.

HABITANT. ſ. [habitant, Fr.] Dweller; one

that lives in any place. Pope.

HABITATION. ſ. [habitation, Fr.] 1. The

ast of dwelling; the ſtate of a place receiving

dwellers. 2. Place of abode; dwelling. Milt,

H A G

HABITATOR. ſ. [Latin.] Dweller; inhabi

tant. Brown.

HABITUAL. a. [habituel, Fr.] Cuſtomary;

cuſtomed; inveterate. South.

HABITUALLY. adv. [from habitual.] Cuſ

tomarily ; by habit. Arbuthnot.

To HABITUATE. v. a. [habituer, Fr.] To

accuſtom; to uſe one's ſelf by frequent repe

tition. Arbuthnot.

HA'BITUDE. ſ. ſhakitude, Lat.] 1. Relation;

reſpect. Hale. 2. Familiarity; converſe; fre

quent intercourſe. Dryden. 3. Long cuſtorm;

" habit; inveterate uſe. Dryden. 4. The power

of doing any thing acquired by frequent repe

tition. Dryden.

HA'BNAB. adv. [hap me hap1 At random; at

the mercy of chance. Hudibrar.

To HACK. v. a. (Baccan, Sax.] 1. To cut into

ſmall pieces; to chop. Sidney. 2. To ſpeak un

readily, or with heſitation. Shakeſp.

To HACK. v. n. To turn hackney or proſtitute.

Shakeſp.

HA'CKLE. ſ. Raw filk; any filmy ſubſtance un

ſpun. J/alton.

To HACKLE. v. a. [from hack.] To dreſs flax.

HA'CKNEY. ſ. (hacnai, Welſh.] 1. A pacing

horſe. 2. A hired horſe; hired horſes being

uſually taught to pace. Bacon. 3. A hireling;

proſtitute. Roſcommon. 4. Any thing let out

for hire. Pºpe. 5. Much uſed; common.
Harvey.

To HACKNEY. v. a. [from the noun ) To

practiſe in one thing; to accuſtom to the road.

Shakeſp.

HA'CQUETON. ſ. ſhaquet, old Fr.] Some

piece of armour. Spenſer.

HAD. The preterite and part, paſſ of have. Sha

HA'DDOCK. ſ. ſhadet, Fr.] A ſea-fiſh of the

cod kind. Carew.

HAFT. ſ. (Bæpe, Sax.] A handle; that part

of an inſtrument that is taken into the hand.

Dryden.

To HAFT. v. a. [fºom the noun..] To ſet in a

haft.

HAG. ſ. (Bºxerre, a goblin, Sax.] 1. A fu

ry; a the monſter. 2. A witch; an enchan

treſs. Slakeſp. 3. An old ugly woman. Dryden.
To
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To HAG. v. a. [from the noun..] To torment;

to baraſs with terrour. Hudibrar.

HAGGARD, a. ſhagard, Fr.) 1. Wild; un

tarned; irreclaimable. Spenſer. 2. [Hager,

§erman] Lean, L'Eſtra. 3. [Hage, Weiſh.)
Ugly ; rugged; deformed. Smith.

HAGGARD. ſ. 1. Anything wild or irreclaim

able. Sºeſ?.... A ſpecies of hawk. Sandys.

HAGGARDI.Y. a. (from Haggard.) Deform
ed; ugly. Dryden.

HAGGESS. ſ (from hºg or back.] A maſs of

meat incloſed in a membrane.

HA CGISH. a. from hag.] Of the nature of a

h;g; jeormed; horrid. Shakeſp.

To HAGGLE. v. a. [corrupted from hackle or

*:::$.] To cut; to chop; to mangle. Shakeſp.

To HAGGLE. v. m. To be tedious in a bargain;

tº be lorg in coming to the price.

HAGGLFR. ſ (from haggle.) 1. One that cuts.

2. Qne that is tardy in bargaining.
HAGIOGRAPHER. ſ. [3,3,.. and yºw.) A

holy writer. The Jews divide the holy ſcrip

tures of the Old Teſtament into the law, the

prophets, and the hagiºgraphers.

HAH. interjeće. An expreſſion of ſudden effort

Dryden.

HAIL. ſ. ſhazel, Sax.] Drops of rain frozen in
their talling. Locke.

To HAIL. v. m. To pour down hail. Iſaiah.

HAIL., interi. ſhoeſ, health, Sax.] A term ofſa
lutation. Milton.

To HAIL. º. m. [from the noun.] To ſalute; to

call to. Dryden.

HAILSHOT. ſ. (Hail and ſºot] Small ſhot ſeat.
tered like hail. Hayward. -

HAILSTONE. ſ. bail and ſºone..] A particle or

ſingle ball of hail. Shaieff.

HAILY. a. (from hail] Conſiſting of hail. Pºpe.
HAIR.J. [hæn, Sax.] 1. One of the common

teguments of the body. When we examine

hairs with a microſcope, we find that they
have each a round bulbous root which lies

pretty deep in the ſkin, and which draws their

nouriſhment from the ſurrounding humours:

that each hair conſiſts ºf five or ſix others,

wrapt up in a common tegument. Quincy. 2.

A ſingle hair. Shakeſp. 3. Anything prover

bially ſmall. Shakeſp. 4. Courſe; order;

grain. Shakeſp.

HA'IRBRAINED. a. (rather Hare-brained J

Wild irregular. judgeſ.

HAIRBEL.J. The name of a flower; the hya
cinth.

HAI'RBREADTH. ſ. [? air and breadth.) A

very ſmall diſtance. judget.

HAIRCLOTH.J. [h]ir and clºth ) Stuff made

of hair, very rough and prickly, worn ſome
times in mortification. Grew.

HAIRLA CE. ſ. (hair and lace. J The fillet with

which the women tie up their hair. Harv.

HAIRLESS. a. [from hair.] Without hair.

Shakeſp.

HA IRINESS ſ (from Hairy..] The ſtate of be

ing covered with hair.

Hº, iRY. a. (from hair ] 1.

-

Overgrown with

hair. Shakeſp. 2. Conſiſting of hair. Dryden.

HAKE. ſ. A kind of fiſh. Carew.

HAKOT. ſ. [from hake.) A kind of fiſh, Ainſw.

HAL. The Saxon Bealle, i.e. a hall. Gibſºn.

HALBERD. ſ. ſhalebarde, Fr.] A battle-axe

fixed to a long pole. Pope.

HA'LBERDIER. ſ. ſhalebardier, Fr.] One who

is armed with a halberd.

HA'LCYON. ſ. [halcyo, Lat.] A bird that breeds

in the ſea: there is always a calm during her

incubation. Shakeſp.

HALCYON. a. [from the noun.] Placid; quiet;
ſtill. Denham.

HALE. a. Healthy; ſound; hearty. Spenſer.

To HALE. v. a. ſhalen, Dutch..] To drag by

force ; to pull violently. Saná. Brown.

HA LER. J. [from Hale.) He who pulls and
ales.

HALF. ſ. (Bealp, Sax 1 1. A moiety; one

part of two; an equal part. Ben. johnſºn. 1.

It ſometimes has a plural ſignification when a
number is divided.

HALF. adv. In part; equally. Dryden.

HALF-BLOOD. ſ. One not born of the ſame

father and mother. Locke.

HALF-BLOODED. a. ſhalf and blºod.] Mean;

degenerate. Shakeſp.

HALF-FACED. a. ſhalf and factd.] Showing

only part of the face. Shakeſp.

HALF-HEARD a. Imperfectly heard. Pºpe.

HALF-MOON. ſ. The moon in its appearance

when at half increaſe or decreaſe. -

HALF-PENNY. f. plural half-pence.[haſ and

penny..] A copper coin, of which two make a

penny. Dryden.

HALF-PIKE. ſ. ſhalf and pike.] The ſmall pike

carried by officers. Tatler.

HALF-SEAS over. A proverbial expreſſion for

any one far advanced. It is commonly uſed of

one half drunk. Dryden.

HALF-SPHERE. ſ. [half and ſphere.] Hemi

ſphere. Ben. johnſon.

HALF-STRAiNED. a. [half and ſtrained.]

Half-bred; imperfect. Dryden,
HALF-sworD. ſ. Cloſe fight. Shakeſp.

HALF-WAY. adv. [half and way.] In the
middle. Granville.

HALF-wit. ſ. ſhalf and wit..] A block-head;

a fooliſh fellow. Dryden.

HALIBUT. ſ. A ſort of fiſh. Ainſworth.

HALIDOM. ſ. Our bleſſed lady. Spenſer.

HALIMASS Balış and maſs.] The feaſt of

All-Souls. Shakeſp.
HALITUOUS ... [halitus, Lat.] Vaporous;

fumous. Bºyle. - - -

HALL. ſ. (Dal, Sax.] I. A court of juſtice. 2.

A manour-houſe ſo called, becauſe in it were

held courts for the tenants. Addiſºn. 3. The

publick room of a corporation. Garth. 4. The

firſt large room of a houſe. Miltºn.

HALLELU'JAH.J. [**T2 . . .] Praiſeye the

Lºrd A ſong of thankſgiving. Milton.

HALLOO. inte, j. [Allonſ, let us go!) A word

of encouragement when dogs are let looſe on

their game. Dryden. - T
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To HA'LLOO. v. s. ſhaler, Fr.] To cry as

after the dogs. Sidney.

To HALLOO. v. a 1. To encourage with

ſhouts. Prior. 2 To chaſe with ſhouts. Shake.

3. To call or ſhout to. Shakeſp.

To HALLOW. v. a. (Palgian, Balış, Saxon,

holy ) . To conſecrate, to make holy.Hocker.

2. To reverence as holy ; hallºwed be thy
nanne

HALLUCINATION. ſ. ſhallucinatio, Lat.J

Errour ; blunder ; miſtake. Addiſon.

HALM. f. Bealm, Sax.] Straw.

HA'I.O. ſ. A red circle round the ſun or moon.

Newton.

HA'LSENING. a. [Hall, German.] Sounding

harſhly. Carew.

HA'LSER. ſ. [from Baſr, neck, and reel, a

rope J A rop: leſs than a cable. Chapman.

To HALT. v. n. (Bealt, Saxon, lame ] . To

limp ; to be lame. Dryden. 2. To ſtop in a

march. Addiſon. 3. To heſitate; to ſtand dubi

ous. 1 Kings. 4. To fail; to faulter. Shakeſp

HALT. a. (from the verb.] Lame , crippl.d.
Lake.

HALT. ſ. [from the verb.] I. The act of limp

ing ; the manner of limping. z. [Alte, Fr.]

A ſtop in a march. Milton.

HA'LTER. ſ. [from halt.) He who limps.

HA'LTER. ſ. [Bealrtne, Sax.] ... A rope to

hang malefactors. Shakeſp. 2. A cord; a

ſtrong ſtring. Sandys.

To HALTER. v. a. [from the noun..] To bind

with a cord. Atterbary.

To HALVE. v. a. [from half, halver.] To di

vide into two parts.

HALVES. interj. [from half.] An expreſſion

by which any one lays claim to an equal ſhare.
Cleaveland.

HAM ſ. (Bam, Sax J A houſe, farm, or village.

HAM. J. Bam, Sax.] 1. The hip ; the hinder

Part of the articulation of the thigh. Wiſeman.

3. The thigh of a hog ſalted. Pºpe.

HAMATED. a. ſhamatus, Latj Hooked, ſet
with hooks.

To HAMBLE. v. a. [from ham J. To cut the

finews ; to hamſtring.

HAME. ſ. (Bama, Sax.] The collar by which a

horſe draws in a waggon.

HAMLET. ſ. [Bam, Sax.] A ſmall village
Bacow.

HA'MMER. ſ. [Bamen, Sax.] 1. The inſtru

ment conſiſting of a long handle and heavy

head, with which any thing is forced or driven.

Brown 2. Any thing deſtructive. Hakew.l.

To HAMMER. v. a. ſ.rom the noun.J 1. To

beat with a hammer Sandy: 2. To forge or

torm with a hammer. Dryden 3. To work in

the mind; to contrive by intellectual labour

Shakeſp.

To HAMMER. v. n. 1. To work : to be buſy.

Shakeſp. 2. To be in agitation. Shakeſp.

HAMMER.E.R. ſ. [tron, hammer J He who

works with a hammer.

HAMMERHARD. ſ. [hairmer and hard )

Hammerhard is when you harden iron or ſteel

with much hammering on it .14.2.n.

HAMMOCK. ſ. (Bamaca, Sax.] A ſwinging
bcd. Temple. -

HAMPER. ſ. [hanaperium.] A large baſket

for carriage. Swift.

To HAMPER. v a. 1. To ſhackle ; to entangle

in chains. Herbert. 1. To enſnare; to inveigle.

Hudibras. 3. To complicate : to entangle.

Blackmore. 4. To perplex; to embarraſs by

many lets and troubles. Hudibrar.

HAMSTRING. ſ. ſham and ſiring J The ten

don of the ham. Shakeſp.

To HAMSTRING. v. a. preter. and part paſſ.

hamſirung. To lame by cutting the tendon of

the ham. Dryden.

HA'NAPER. J. [ hanapºrium, low Lat.) A

treaſury an exchequer. Bacon.

HA'NCES. ſ [In a ſhºw.] Falls of the fife-rails

placed on bannitters on the pºop and quarter

deck down to the gangway. Iſar rtf.

HANCES (In architecture | The ends of ellip

tical arches Harris, Moxon.

HAN D. ſ. (Bano, Bono, Saxon.) 1. The palm

with the fingers. Berkley. 2. Meaſure of

four inches. 3. Side, right or left. Exoduſ.

4. Part; quarter ; ſide. Swift. 5. Ready

payment. Tillºtſon. 6. Rate ; price. Bacon.

7. Terms; conditions. Taylºr. 8. Aćt ;

deed ; external action K. Charles. 9. La

bour ; ačt of the hand. Addiſon. Io Perfor

mance. Shakeſp. i i Power of periormance.

Addiſon. 2. Attempt ; undertaking. Spenſer.

13. Manner of gathering or taking. Bacon.

14. Workmanſhip; power or act of manu

facturing or making, 15. Manner of acting

or performing. Dryden 16. Agency; part

in action. South. 17. The ačt of giving or

preſenting. 2 Samuel. 18. Act of receiving

any thing ready to one's hand. Locke. 19.

Care; neceſſity of managing. Pope. Zo. Diſ

charge of duty. Hooker. 21. Reach; nearneſs;

as, at hand, within reach. Boyle, 11. Manual

management. Dryden. 23. State of being

in preparation Shakeſp. 24. State of being

in preſent agitation. Shakeſp. 25. Cards held

at a game. Bacon 26 That which is uſed in

oppoſition to another. Hudibras. 27. Scheme

of action. Ben. Johnſon. 28. Advantage ;

gain; ſuperiority. Hayward. 19 Competi

tion ; conteſt Shakeſp. 30. Tranſmiſſion;

coaveyance. Collier. 3 1. Poſſeſſion; power.

Iłocker. 32. Preſſure of the bridle. Shakeſp.

33. Method of government; diſcipline ; re

ſt airit. Bacon. 34. Influence ; management.

Daniel. 35 That which performs the office of

a hard in pointing. Lºcke. 36. Agent; fle, ſoa

employed, Swift. 37. Giver, and receiver,

‘ſilojon. 38. An actor; a workman; a

ſºldier. Locke. 39. Catch or reach without

choice. Milton. 40. Form or caſt o w; . . . . g.

Denham, Felton, 41. H a N D over tead, Ne

gligently , raſhly. L'Eºrange. 42. HAN D to

H A N D. Cloſe fight. Shak ºf 43, H AND in

HAN D in union; conjointly. Swift. 44. Fit;

pat. Shakeſp. 45. HA S D to nou h. As want

requires. L'Eſirange. 46. Tº bear in HAN D.
- 4 + • To
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To keep in expectation ; to elude. Shakeſp.

47. 7 o be HAN D and Glove. To be intimate

and familiar.

To HAND. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To give

or tranſmit with the hand. Brown. 1. To

guide or lead by the hand. Denne 3. To

ſeize; to lay hands on. Shakeſp. 4. To ma

nage ; to move with the hand. Priºr. 5. To

tranſmit in ſucceſſion; to deliver down from

one to another. Woodward. HAN D is much

uſed in compoſition for that which is manage

able by the hand, as a handjaw , or borne in

the hand, as a hand-barrºw.

HAND-BASKET. ſ. A portable baſket.Martim

HAND-BELL. ſ. A beli rung by the hand Bac.

HAND-BREADTH. ſ. A ſpace equal to the

breadth of the hand. Arbuthnot.

HA NDED. a. ſtrom Hand] ... Having the uſe

of the hand let or right. Brown. 2. With

hands joined. Milton.

HANDER. ſ. [frºm hand) Tranſmitter; con

veyor in ſucceſſiºn. Dryden.

HºNºstſ (hand and faſt) Hold; cuſtody.

Shakeſp.

HANDFUL ſ [Åand and fall] ... As much

as the hand can gripe or contain. Freehºlder.

2. A palm; a hand's breadth ; four inches.
Bacºn. 3. A ſmall number or quantity. Ralei

Clarendºn. -

HAND GALLOP. f. A flow eaſy gallop, in

which the hand preſſes the bridle to hinder in

create of ſpeed. Dryden.

HAND-GUN. ſ. A gun wielded by the hand

Camden.

HANDicraft. f. [and and craft Manual

occupation. Swift.

HANDRCRAFTSMAN. ſ. [ handicraft and

man.] A manufacturer; one employed in ma

nual occupation. Swift. - -

HA'NDILY, a [from Kandy..] With ſkill; with

dexterity. -

HANDINESS. ſ. [from handy.) Readineſs ;

dexterity.

HA'N DIwork. ſ. [hand, and wºrk.] Work

of the hand; product of labour ; manufacture.

L'Eſtrange. -

HANDKERCHIEF. ſ. [hand and kerchief]

A piece of fiſk or linen uſed to wipe the face,

or cover the neck. Arbuthnot.

To HANDLE. v. 2. [handelen, Dutch J 1. To

touch to feel with the hand. Lºcke, 1. To

manage: to wield. Shakeſp. 3. To make fami

liar to the hand by frequent touching. Temple.

4. To treat in diſcourſe. Shakeſ? Atterbury, 5.

To deal with ; to prastiſe. jeremiah. 6. To

treat weſl or ill. Clarendon. 7. To practiſe

upon; to do with. Shakeſp.

HANDLE. ſ. ſpansie, six.) 1. That part o'

any thing by which it is held in the hand

Taylºr. 2. That of which uſe is made. South.

HA'NDLESS a. [Åand and left.] Without a

hand. Shakeſp.

ºw ſ. A maid that waits at hand.

a trfax'.

HANDMILL ſſhand and mill.] A mill moved

by the hand. Dryden.

H NDS ºff. A vulgar phraſe for keep off; for.

bear. L'Eſtrange.

HA'NDSA ILS. f Sails managed by the hand.

Temple.

HANDSAW. ſ. A ſaw manageable by the hand.
Mortimer.

HA'NDSEL. ſ. (hanſel, Dutch..] The firſt act of

uſing any thing; the firſt act of ſale. Herbert.

To HANDSEL. v. a. To uſe or do anything

the firſt time. Cowley

HA'NDSOME. a.[handfaem,Dutch..] 1. Ready;

gainly ; convenient. Spenſer. 2. Beautiful

with dignity ; graceful. Addiſon. 3. Flegant;

graceſuſ. Felton. 4. Ample; liberal : as, a

handſºme fortune. 5. Generous; noble: as, a

handſome action.

To HA'NDSOME. v. a. [from the adjective.]

To render elegant or neat. Denne.

HANDSOMELY. adv. [from handſome.] 1.

Conveniently ; dexterouſly. Spenſer. 2. Beauti

fully; gracefully. 3. Elegantly; neatly.Wiſd.

4. Liberally ; generouſly. A }}.
HANDSOMENESS. ſ.[from handſºme.] Beau

ty; grace ; elegance. Boyle.

HA'NDVICE. ſ. [hand and vice..] A vice to

hold finall work in. Mexon.

HA'NDWRITING. ſ. [band and writing.] A

caſt or form of writing peculiar to each hand.
Cockburn.

HANDY. a.[from Band) 1. Executed or per

formed by the hand. Knolles. 2. Ready : dexte

rous: ſkilful. Dryden. 3. Convenient Mºxes.

HANDYDANDY ſ. A play in which children

change hands and places. Shakeſp.

To HANG. v. a. preter and part paſſ. Banged or

hung, anciently bong. 1. To ſuſpend ; to faſten

in ſuch a manner as to be ſuſtained not below,

but above. South. . . To place without any

ſolid ſupport. Sandys. 3. To choak or kill by

ſuſpending by the neck Shakeſp. 4. To diſ

play; to ſhow aloft. Addiſºn. 3. To let fall

below the proper ſituation. Eccluſ. 6. To fix

in ſuch a manner as in ſome directions to be

moveable. 1 Mac. 7. To adorn by hanging

upon. Dryden. 8. To furniſh with ornaments

or draperies faſtened to the wall Bacºn.

To HANG. v. n. 1. To be ſuſpended; to be

ſupported above, not below. Spenſer. 2. To

depend ; to fall looſely on the lower part ; to

dangle 2 Mac. Dryden. 3. To bend for

ward. Addiſon. 4. To float; to play. Prier.

5. To be ſupported by ſomething raiſed above

the ground. Addiſon. 6. To reſt upon by em

bracing. Peacham. 7. To hover; to impend.

Atterbury. 8. To be looſely joined. Shakeſp. 9.

To drag , to be incommodiouſly joined. Addiſ.

Io To be compačt or united. Addiſon. 11.

To adhere. Addiſon. 11. To reſt Shakeſp. 13.

To be in ſuſpenſe ; to be in a ſtate of uncer

tainty. Deuteronºmy. 14. To be delayed; to

linger. Millen. 15. To be dependant on. Ska.

16. To be fixed or ſuſpended with attention.

Pºpe. 17. To have a ſteep declivity. Mortin.

18. To be executed by the halter. Pope. 19.

To decline; to tend down. Pºpe.

HATNGER.
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HA'NGER. f. [from hang] That by which

anything hangs: as, the pot hangers.

HA'NGER ſ [from hang J A ſhort broad ſword.

HANGER-ON. ſ. [from bang..] A dependant.

Brºwn, Savift.

HATNGING. ſ. ſſrom hang] Drapery hung or

faſtened againſt the walls of rooms. Prior.

HA'NGING. participial a. [from Hang.) 1.

Foreboding death by the halter. Shakeſp. a.

Requiring to be puniſhed by the halter.

HA'NGMAN ſ (hang and man.] The publick
executioner. Sidney.

HANK. ſ (hank, Iſlandick.] A ſkein of thread.

To HANKER. v. m. ſhankeren, Dutch.) To

long importunately. Hudibrar, Addiſon.

HAN'T. for has not, or have not. Addiſºn.

HAP. ſ. [anhap, in Welſh, is misfortune.) 1.

Chance ; fortune. Hoºker. 2. That watch

happens by chance or fortune. Sidney. 3. A c.

sident; caſual event; misfortune. Fairfax.

HAP-HAZARD. ſ. Chance; accident. Locke.

To HAP. v. n. (from the noun..] To corne by

accident ; to fall out ; to happen. Ba, on.

HAPLY. adv. (from bap.] ... Perhaps, perad

venture; it may be. Swift. 2. By chance ;

by accident. Milton.

HA'PLESS. a. ſ.rom hap.] Unhappy; unfortu

nate; luckleſs. Smith.

To HAPPEN. v. A. (from hap.] 1. To fall

cut; to chance; to come to paſs. Tillotſ,n, 1.

To light; to fall by chance. Graunt.

HAFPILY, adv. [from happy.) 1. Fortunately;

luckily; ſucceſsfully. Wailer. 1. Addreſsfully;

gracefully ; without labour. Pºpe. 3. In a ſtate
of felicity.

HAPPINESS. ſ. [from happy.] I. Felicity;

ſtate in which the deſires are ſatisfied. Hooker.

2: Govd luck; good fortune. 3. Fortuitous

elegance. Denham.

HAPPY. a [from hap.] I. In a ſtate of felicity.

Sidney, Miltºn, Addiſºn. 2. Lucky; ſucceſs

ful , fortunate. Bºyle. 3. Addreſsful; ready.

HAQUETON. ſ. A piece of armour. Spenſºr

HARANGUE. ſ. [hārangue, Fr.) A ſpeech;

a popular oration. Swift.

To HARANGUE. v. n. [harangaer, Fr.] To

make a ſpeech.

HARANGUER. ſ [from harangue.) An orator;

a publick ſpeaker.

To HARASS. v. a. [haraſer, Fr.] To weary;

to fatigue. Addiſon.

HARASS. f. [from the verb.] Waſte; diſtur

bance. Miltºn.

HARE!NGER. ſ. [herberger, Dutch..] A fore

runner ; a precurſor. Dryden. -

HARBOUR.ſ. (herberge, Fr. J. I. A lodging; a

place of entºrtainment. Dryden. 2. A port or

haven for ſhipping. Shakeſp. 3. An aſylum ; a

ſhelter

To HARBOUR. v. n. [from the noun ) To re

ceive entertainment; to ſojourn. Philipſ.

To HAREO U R. v. a. 1. To entertain ; to

permit to reſide. Rºwe. 2. To ſhelter; to fe

cure. Sidney.

HARBOURAGE. ſ: ſherbergage, Fr.] Shelter;

entertainment. Shakeſp.

HARBOURER. ſ. (from harbour.] One that

entertains another.

HARBOURLESS a. {from harbour.] Without

harbour.

HARD. a. ſpeans, say, hard, Dutch..] ..

Firm; reſiſt ng penetration or ſeparation.

*akeſp. 1. Difficult; not eaſy to the intel

lºst. Sidney. 3. Difficult of accompliſhment.

Pryden. 4. Painful; diſtreſsful; laborious.

Carendºn. 5. Cruel ; oppreſſive; rigorous;

4ttº bury. 6: Sour; rough : ſevere. Shakeſ?.

7. Unfavourable ; unkind. Dryder. 8, 13

ſenſilie; untouched. Dryden. 9. Unhappy;

vexatious. Temple. Io. Vehement , keen ,

ſevere; as, a hard winter. 1. Unreaſonable;

ºnjuſt. Swift, 12. Forced; not eaſily granted.
Burnet. 13. Powerful. Pº'attr. 14. Auſtee;

rough, as liquids. Bacºn. 15. Harſh; ſtifli

conſtrained. Dryden. 16. Not plentiful; not

proſperous. Dryden. 17. Avaricious; faultily

!pering.

HARD adv. [hardo, G riman | 1. Cloſe ; near.

Judgeſ. ... Diligently; laboriouſly ; inceſan ly.

27tter bury. 3. Uneaſily , vexatiouſly Shakeſp.

4. Vehemently; diſtie'sfully. L'Eſirange. 5.

Faſt , nimbly. L'Eſtrange. 6. With difficulty.

*acon, 7 Tempeſtuouſly; boiſterouſly. Taylºr.

HA RDBOUND. a. (hard and bºund J. Coitive.
P.

To fºrben. v. a. (from hard.) 1. To make

hard ; to indurate. Woodward. 2. To con

firm in effrontery , to make impudent. 3.

To confirm in wickedneſs; to make obdurate.

ºddiſºn. 4 To make inſenſible, to tupify.

Swift. 5. To make firm; to endue with con

ſtancy. Dryden.

HA'RDENER. ſ. [from harden.] One that

makes any thing hard.

HARDFAVOURED. a. [bard and favour.]
Coarſe of feature.

HARDHANDED. a. ſhard and hand.] Coarſe;

mechanick. Shakeſp.

HA'RDHEAD. ſ. [bard and head.] Claſh of

heads. Dryden.

HARDHEARTED.a.[hardand heart.]Crue;

inexorable; mercileſs; pitileſs. Arbuthnot.

HARDHEARTEDNESS ſ.[from hard-Heart

ed] Cruelty; want of tenderneſs. South.

HARDIHEAD. Q. ſ. (from Hardy..] Stoutncſs;

HARDIHOOD. S. bravery. Obſolete. Milton.

HARDIMENT. ſ. [from hardy.]. Courage;

ſtoutneſs; bravery. Shakeſ. Fairfax.

HARDINESS. ſ. 1. Hardſhip; fatigue. Spenſºr.

2. Stoutneſs; courage; bravery. Shakeſp. 3.

Effrontery; confidence.

HARDLABOURED. a.[hard and labºur.] e

laborate; ſtudied. Swift.

HA'RDLY. adv. [from hard.] 1. With diffi

culty; not eaſily. South. 2. Scarcely; ſcant ;

not lightly. Swift. 3. Grudgingly ; as an

injury. Shakeſp. 4. Severely ; unfavourably.

Hacker. 5. Rigorouſly; oppreſſively. Swift.
Z z 2. 6. Un
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6. Unwelcomely: harſhly. Lºcke. 7. Not

ſoftly; not tenterly; not delicately. Dryden

HARDMOUTHED. a. [hard and mºuth | Diſ.

obedient to the rein; not ſenſible of the bit.

Dryden,

HARDNESS. ſ [from Hard.) 1. Durity;

power of reſiſtance in bodies. Woodward. 1.

Difficult to be underſtood. Shakeſp. 3. Dif

ficulty to be accompliſhed. Sidney 4. Scarci

ty; penury. Swift. 3. Obduracy , profii

£ateneſs. South. 6. Coarſeneſs; harſhneſs of

look. Ray 7. Keenneſs; vehemence of

weather er ſeaſons. Mortimer. 8. Cruelty of

temper; ſavagencſs; harſhneſ, Shakeſp. 9.

Stiffneſs; harſhneſs. Dryden. Io. Faulty par

ſimony; ſtingineſs.

º/ I ſuppoſe the ſame with bur

deck. Shakeſp.
HARDS ſ' The refuſe or coarſer part of flax.

HARDSHIP / [from hard.) 1. Injury; op.

preſſion. Swift. 1. Inconvenience, fatigue

Sprat.

HARDWARE. ſ. (hard and ware.] Manu

factures of metal.

HARDWAREMAN. ſ. (Hardware and man.]

A maker or ſeller of metailine manufactures.

Swift.

HARDY. a. ſhardi, Fr.) 1. Bold: brave:

ſtout; daring. Bacon. ... Strong; hard ; firm.
South.

HARE and H = R p, differing in pronunciation

only, ſignity both an army and a lord. Gibſon.

HARE. f. thana, Sax.] I. A ſmall quadruped,

remarkable ior timidity, vigilance, and ſecun

dity. Mºre. 2. A conſtellation. Creech.

To HARE. v. n. (harier, Fr.) To tright. Locke.

HAREBELL. f. [bare and bell.] A blue flower

campaniform. Shakeſp.

HAREBRAIN ED. a. from hare the verb and

*rain.j Volatile; unſettled ; wild. Bacon.

HARE FOOT. J. [hare and fºot.) 1. A bird.
2. An herb.

HA'RELIP. ſ. A fiſſure in the upper lip with

want of ſubſtance. Quincy. -

HARESEAR. J. [bupleurum, Lat..] A plant.
Miller. -

HARIER,ſ (from hare.] A dog for hunting

hares. Ainſworth.

To HARK. v. n. [contracted from hearken.]
To litten. Hudibrar

HARK, interj. [It isº the imperative

of the verb kark.] Liſt hear" liſten! Rowe.

HARL. ſ. 1. The filaments of flax. ... Any fi
lamentous ſubſtance. Mortiºner.

HARLEQUIN. f. [Menage derives it from a

famous comedian that frequented M. Harley's

houſe, whom his friends called Harlequino,

little Harley.) A buſſoon who plays tricks to

divert the pºpulace; a Jack-pudding. Prior.

HARLOT. ſ. (he, 1.der, Welſh, a girl..] A

whore; a ſtrumpet Dryden. -

HA'RLOTRY. ſ. [from harlet.] 1. The trade

of a harlot; ornication. Dryden. 2. A name

of contempt for a woman. Shakeſp.

H.A.R.M.ſ ineann, Sax J 1. Injury; crime;

wickedneſs. 1. Miſchief; detriment; hurt.

Swift. -

To HARM. v. a. To hurt; to injure. Waller.
HA'RMFUL. a. (harm and full.] Hurtful;

miſchievous. Raleigh.

HA'RMFULLY. adv. (from harmful.) Hurt

fully noxiouſly. Aſcham.

HARMPULNESS. ſ. [rom harmful..] Hurt

fulneſs; miſchievouſneſs.

HATMLESS. a. [trom harm ) 1. Innocent;

innoxious; not hurtful. Shakeſp. z. Unhurt;

undamaged. Raleigh.

HARMLESSLY. adv. [from harmleſ.] Inno

cently , without hurt; without crime. Decay

ºf Piety.

HA'RMLESSNESS. ſ. [from barmleſs.] Inno

cence ; freedom from injury or hurt. Denne.

HARMONICAL. a. [*40.23:; harmeni

HARMONICK. { gue, Fr.] Adapted to each

cther; muſical. Pºpe

HARMONIOUS, a (harmonieux, Fr. from

harmony] 1. Adapted to each other; having

the paits proportioned to each other. Cowley.

* Muſical. Dryden.

HARMONIOUSLY, adv, (from harmonicuſ.)

1. With juſt adaptation and proportion of parts

to each other. Bentley . . Muſically ; with

concord of ſounds Stºllingfleet.

HARMONIOUSNESS J. (from harmºniest.)

Proportion ; muſicalneſs.

To HARMONIZE 2 a. ſ.rom harmony J.To

adjuſt in fit proportion. Dryden.

HA'RMONY, ſº ſafez a.] I. The juſt adap

tation of one part to another. Bacon. 2. Juſt

proportion of found. Watts. 3. Concord; cor

reſpondent ſentiment. Miltºn.

HARNESS. ſ. [Karnois, Fr.]. I. Armour; de

fenſive furniture of war. Slake p. 1. The

traces of draught horſes, particularly of car

riages of pleaſure. Dryden.

To HARNESS v. a. from the noun) 1. To

dreſs in armour. Rowe. 2. To tix horſes in

their traces. Hale -

HARP. ſ. [heamp, Sax.] 1. A lyre; an inſtru

ment ſtrung with wire and ſtruck with the

finger. Dryden, 2. A conſtellation. Creech.

To HARP. v. n. (harper, Fr.] ... To play on

the harp. 1 Cor. 2. To touch any pation.

Shakeſp.

HARPE.R. ſ. [from Harp.] A player on the

harp. Tickell.

HARPING Iron. ſ. [from harpage, Lat.) A

bearded dart with a line faſtened to the han

dle, with which whales are ſtruck and caught.

J/a/ºr.

HARPONFER. ſ. (harpeneur, Fr.) He that

throws the harpoon.

HARPO on ſ. [harpen, Fr J A harping iron.

HARPSICORD. ſ. A muſical inſtrument.

HARPY.ſ. (harpyta, Lat.) The haples were a

kind of birds which had the faces of women,

and foul long claws, very filthy creatures.

Raleigh. 2. A ravenous wretch. Skakeſp.

HARQUEBUSS. ſ. [See Arque sus.) A

handgun. - -

HARQUE
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HARQUEBUSSIER. ſſfrom barquebuſ.]One

armed with a harquebuſs. Knolles.

HARRIDA’N. ſ. [corrupted from haridelle,Fr.

a worn-out worthleſs horſe.} A decayed ſtrum

pet. Swift.

HARROW. ſ. [charroue, Fr.] A frame of

timbers croſſing each other, and ſet with

teeth. Mortimer.

To HARROW. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

break with the harow. Shakeſp. z. To tear

up ; to rip up. Rowe. 3. To pillage ; to ſtrip ;

to lay waſte. Bacon. 4. [From hensian, Sax

To invade; to harraſs with incurſions. 5. To

diſturb; to put into commotion.

HARROW. interj. An exclamation of ſudden

dittreſs.

HA'RROWER. ſ. [from barrow.] 1. He who

harrows. 2. A kind of hawk. Ainſworth.

To HARRY. v a [barer, Fr.) 1. To teaze :

to hare; to rufile. Shakeſp. 2. In Scotland

it ſign fies to rob, plunder, or oppreſs.

HARSH. a. i. Auſtere, roughly ſour. Denham

2. Rough to the ar. Dryden. 3. Crabbed ;

moroſe ; peeviſh. Taylor. 4. Rugged to the

touch. Bºyle. 5. Unpleaſing; rigorous. Dryden.

HARSHLY. adv. [from harſh 1. Sourly;

auſterely to the palate. 2. With violence ; in

oppoſition to gentleneſs Milton. 3. Severely ;

moroſely , crabbedly. Addiſon. 4. Ruggedly

to the ear. Shakeſp.

HARSHNESS. ſ. (from harſh.] I. Sourneſs;

auſtere taſte. Bacon. 2. Roughneſs to the ear.

Dryden, Pope. 3. Ruggedneſs to the touch.

Bacon. . 4. Crabbedneſs; peeviſhneſs.

HART. ſ. (Beent, Sax) A he deer of the

large kind; the male of the roe. May.

HA'RTSHORN. ſ. spirit drawn from horn.

HARTSHORN.ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

HA'RT-ROYAL. ſ. A plant.

HARTS-TONGUE ſ. A plant.

H'ARTWORT. ſ. A plant. Miller,

HARVEST. ſ. ſhaºnfert, Sax.] ... The ſeaſon

ef reaping and gathering the corn. L'Eſtrangº.

2. The corn ripened, gathered and inned.

Shakeſp. 3. The product of labour. Bryden.

HARVEST-HOME. ſ. 1. The ſong which the

reapers ſing at the feaſt made for having inned

the harveſt. Dryden. ... The time of gathering

harveſt. Dryden, 3. The opportunity of ga.

thering treaſure Shakeſp.

HARVEST-LORD. ſ. The head reaper at the

harveſt Tuffer.

HARVES TER. ſ. (from harveſ?..] One who

works at the harveſt.

HARVESTMAN /. A labourer in harveſt.

To HASH. v. n. (hacher, Fr.] To mince ; to

chop into ſmall pieces, and mingle. Garth.

HASK. ſ. This ſeems to ſignify a caſe or labi

tation made of ruſhes or flags. Spenſer.

HA SLE.T. R. J. (a bundle, haſtier, Fr.] The

HA RS1.ET || heart, liver, and lights of a hog,

with the windpipe and part of the throat to

it.

HASP. ſ. ſhºpr, Sax.] A claſp folded over a

ſtaple, and faſtened on with a padlock. Aort.

To HASP. v. M. (from the noun.] To ſhut with

a haſp.

HASSOCK. ſ. [haſeck, German.] A thick mat

on which men kneel at church. Addiſºn.

HAST. The ſecond perſon fingular of have.

HASTE. ſ. ſhaffe, Fr.) 1. Hurry , ſpeed , nim

bleneſs; precipitation. Dryden. 2. Paſſion;

vehemence.

To HAST1:.. v. n. [hafter, Fr.] 1. To

To HASTEN. make haſte; to be in a hur

ry. Yeremiah. 2. To move with ſwiftneſs.

Denham.

To HASTE. v. a. To puſh forward; to

To HA'STEN. S. urge on ; to precipitate. Prior.

HASTENER. ſ. [from}: One that haſtens

or hurries.

HA'STILY. adv. [from haſty.] I. In a hurry;

ſpeedily; nimbly ; quickly.Spenſer. 2. Raſhly ,

precipitately. Swift. 3. Paſſionately , with

vehemence.

HASTINESS. ſ. [from haſy.) 1. Haſte; ſpeed.

Sidney. 2. Hurry ; precipitation. Dryden. 3.

Angry teſtineſs; paſſionate vehemence.

HASTINGS. ſ. (from baſſy.) Peas that come

early. Martimer

HA'STY. a. ſhaftif, Fr.) 1. Quick; ſpeedy.

Shakeſp. 2, Pañonate; vehement. Prºverbs.

3. Raſh ; precipitate. Eccluſ. 4. Early ripe.

Iſaiah.

HASTY-PUDDING. ſ. A pudding made of

milk and flour, boiled quick together. Dorſet.

HAT. ſ. [hæt, Saxon.] A cover for the head.

Dryden

HATBAND. ſ. [hat and band.] A ſtring tied

round the hat Bacon

HATCASE. ſ. [hat and caſe.] A ſlight box for

a hat. Addiſon

To HATCH. v. a. [hecken, German.] 1. To

produce young from eggs. Milton. 2. To

quicken the egg by incubation. Addiſºn. 3.

To produce by precedent action. 4. To form

by meditation; to contrive. Hayward.

[From hacher, to cut.) To ſhade by lines in

drawing or graving. Dryden.

To HATCH. v. n. 1. To be in the ſtate of

growing quick. 2. To be in a ſtate of advance

towards effect.

HATCH ſ. [from the verb | 1. A brood ex

cluded from the egg. 2. The act of excluſion

from the egg. 3. Diſcloſure ; diſcovery.Shake.

4. Haeca, Sax. J.The halt door. Shakeſp. 5.

(In the plural ) The doors or openings by

which they deſcend from one deck or fior of

a ſhip to another. Dryden. 6. To be under

Hatch Es. To be in a ſtate of ignominy,

poverty, or depreſſion. Locke.

To HATCHEL. v. a. (hachelen, German.] To

beat flax ſo as to ſeparate the fibrous from the

brittle part. Woodward.

HATCHEL. ſ. [from the verb; hachel, Germ.]

The inſtrument with which flax is beaten.

HATCHELLER. ſ. [from hatchel] A beater

ax.

HATCHET. ſ. (Hachette, Fr.] A ſmall axe.

Craſhaw.

HATCHET
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HATCHET-FACE. ſ. An ugly face. Dryden.

HATCHMENT. ſ. (corrupted from atchieve

ment.] An armorial eſcutcheon placed over a

door at a funeral. Shakeſp.

HATCHWAY. ſ. ſhatches and way.] The way

over or through the hatches.

To HATE. v a. [hazian, Sax.] To deteſt; to

abhor; to abominate. Shakeſp.

HATE. ſ. ſhate, Sax.] Malignity; deteſtation.
Broame.

HATEFUT. a. [hate and falli 1. That which

cauſes abhorrence. Shakeſp. Peacham, Milton.

2. Abhorrent; detenting ; malignant; male

volent. Dryden.

HATEFULLY adv. [from hatefull 1. Odi

ouſly ; abominably. 2. Malignantly ; mali

ciouſly. Chapman.

Hºrtunits f [from Hateful] odiouſ.
nels.

HATER. ſ. [from hate.]One that hates Sidney.

HATRED. ſ. [from hate.] Hate; ill-will;

malignity. South.

To HATTER v.a. To haraſs; to weary.Dryd.

HATTER. ſ. [from hat..]A maker of hats. Swi.

Hºrock/ [attack, Erſe.] A ſhock of corn.

tº. -

HA'UBERK. ſ. [Hauberg, old Fr.] A coat of
mail. Spenſer.

To HAVE. v. a. pret. and part paſſ, had

[habban, Sax, hebben, Dutch ) i. Not to be

without. Máir. 2. To carry; to wear. Sidney.

3. To make uſe of judges. 4. To poſſeſs

Exodus. 5. To bear; to carry; to be attended

with or united to, as an accident or concomi

tant. Shakeſp. 6.To obtain ; to enjoy.john. 7.

To take; to receive. Dryden. 8. To be in any

ſtate. 1 Sam. 9. To put; to take. Tuſſer.

10. To procure; to find. Lºcke. I 1. Not to

neglect: not to omit. Shakeſp. 12. To hold ;

to regard Pſalms. 13. To maintain ; to hold

opinion. Bacon, 14 To contain. Shakeſp. 15.

To require ; to claim Dryden 16. To be a

huſband or wife to another. Shakeſp. 17. To

be engaged, as in a taſk Hooker, Addiſºn. 8.

To buy. Collier. 19. It is moſt uſed in Engliſh

as in other European languages, as an auxiliary

verb to make the tenſes. Have the preterper

feet, and had the preterpluperiest. 2 o. Have

at, or with, is an expreſſion denoting reſolu

tion to nake ſome attempt. Dryden.

HAVEN. ſ. [haven, Dutch..] I. A port; a

harbour; a ſafe ſtation fºr ſhips. Denham. 2.

A ſhelter an aſylum. Shakeſp.

HAVEN F. R. f. (from haven J. An overſeer of

a port Carew.

HAVER. ſ. [from have.) Poſcſſor; holder.

Shakeſp

HAVER is a common word in the northern

counties or oats. Peacham.

HAUGHT. a. [haut, Fr. Ji. Haughty; inſolent;

proud. Shakeſp. 2. High; proudly magnani

mous. Speuſer.

HAUGHTII.Y. adv. [from haughty.) Proudly;

arrogantly. Dryden.

HA'UGHTINESS, ſ. [ſtom baughty.] Pride;

arrogance. Dryden.

HA'UGHTY. a. [hautaine, Fr.) 1. Proud :

lofty ; inſolent; arrogant; contemptuous. Cla.

2. Proudly great.Prior. 3. Bold; adventurous.

Spenſer.

HAVING. ſ. [from have..] I. Poſſeſſion i

eſtate; fortune. Shakeſ 2. The act or ſtate of

poſſeſſing. Sidney. 3. Behaviour; regularity

Shakeſp.

HA'VIOUR. ſ [for behaviºur.] Conduct; man

ners. Spenſer.

To HAUL.v. a. ſhaler, Fr. to draw.] To pull;

to draw; to drag by violence. Denham.

HAUL. ſ. [from the verb.) Pull; violence in

dragging. Themſºn.

HAUM. f. [healm, Sax.] Straw. Tuffer.

HAUNCH. ſ. [Hancke, Dutch; hanche, Franca,

Ital.] 1. The thigh; the hind hip. Locke. 2.

The rear; the hind part. Shakeſp.

To HAUNT. v. a. [hanter, Fr.) 1. To fre

quent; to be much about any place or perſon.

Sidney. 2. It is uſed frequently in an ill ſenſe

of one that comes unwelcome. Swift. 3. It

is eminently uſed of apparitions.

To HAUNT. v. n. To be much about; to

appear frequently. Shakeſp.

HAUNT. ſ. [from the verb ) i. Place in which

one is frequently found. L'Efirange, Pope. 2.

Habit of being in a certain place. Arbuthnet.

HA'UNTER. ſ. [from haunt j Frequenter; one

that is often found in any place. Wotton.

HAVOCK. ſ. ſhafºg, welſh ) waſte; wide

and general devaſtation. Addiſºn.

HAVOCK. interj. A word of encouragement

to ſlaughter. Sakeſp.

To HAVOCK. v. a. [from the noun..] To

waſte; to deſtroy. Milton.

HA UTBOY. ſ. [Haut and bois.) A wind inſtru

ment. Shakeſp.

HA UTBOY Strawberry. See Straw per - Y,

HAW.ſ. (haz, Sax) . The berry and feed of

the hawthorn. Tuffer. 2. An excreſcence in

the eye. 3. [haga, Sax.) A ſmall piece of

ground adjoining to an houſe. Carºw. -

HA WTHORN.j. [hæg Sonn, Sax.] A ſpecies

of mºdlar; the thorn that bears haws. Miller.

To HAW. v. n. To ſpeak ſlowly with frequent

intermiſſion and heſitation. L'Eſtrange.

HAWK. ſ. ſhºrbeg, Welſh.) 1. A bird of prey,

uſed much antiently in ſport to catch other

birds. Peachan. 2. (Hoch, Welſh.] An effort

to force phlegm up the throat.

To HAWK. v. n. (from hawk | 1. To fly

hawks at fowls.Prior. 2. To fly at ; to attack

on the wing. Dryden. 3. [Hºch, Welſh ) To

force up phlegm with a noiſe. Hºiſºrian. 2.

To ſelf by proclaiming in the ſtreets. Swift.

HAWKED. a. [from hawk.J Formed hike a

hawk's bill. Brown.

HAWKER ſ (from heck, German.] One who
ſells his wares by proclaiming them in the

ſtreet. Pºpe.

HAWKWEED. ſ. A plant. Miller.

HAWSES. ſ. [of a ſhip Two round holes

under the ſhip's head or beak, through which

the cables pals. Ilarriſ.

HAY.
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HAY. ſ. ſhiex, hiz, Sax ) Graſs dried to fodder

to cattle in winter. Camden, May.

To dance the HAY. To dance in a ring.

Drayten.

HAY. ſ. (from baie, Fr.] A net which incloſes

the haunt of an animal. Mortimer.

HAYMAKER. ſ. [hay and make.) One em

ployed in drying graſs for hay. Pope.

HAZARD. ſ. [hazard, Fr.] I. Chance ; ac

cident ; fortuitous hap. Locke. 2. Danger;

chance of danger. Rogers. 3. A game at dice.

Swift.

To HAZARD. v. a. (hazarder, Fr.] To expoſe

to chance. Hayward.

To HAZARD. v. a. 1. To try the chance.

Shakeſp. 2. To adventure. Waller.

HAZARDABLE. a. [from hazard.) Venture

ſome : liable to chance. Brown.

HAZARDER. ſ. [from hazard.] He who

hazards.

HAZARDRY. ſ. [from hazard.] Temerity :

precipitation. Spenſer.

HAZARDOUS. a. [hazardeur, Fr. from ha

zard J Dangerous; expoſed to chance.Dryden.

HAZARDOUSLY. adv. [from hazardºus.]

With danger or chance.

HAZE. ſ. Fog ; miſt.

To HAZE. v. n. To be foggy or miſty.

To HAZE. v. a. To fright one. Ainſworth.

HAZEL. ſ. A nut-tree. Miller.

HAZEL. ſ. (from the noun..] Light brown ; of

the colour of hazel.

HAZELLY. a. Of the colour of hazel ; a light

brown. Martimer.

HAZY. a. [from baze.] Dark ; foggy 5 miſty.

Barnet.

HE. preneun. gen, him ; flur. they gen, them.

ſhe, Sax.] 1. The man that was named before.

Miltºn. 1. The man ; the perſon. Daniel. 3.

Man or male being. Dryden. 4. Male; as, a

he bear, a he goat. Bacon.

HEAD. ſ. (heapoo, heapo, Sax.] 1. The part
of the animal that contains the brain or the

organ of ſenſation or thought. Dryden, 1.

Perſon as expoſed to any danger or penalty.

Milton. 3. Denomination of any animals.

Arbuthnot, 4. Chief; principal perſon; one to

whom the reſt are ſubordinate. Tillotſon. 5.

Place of honour; the firſt place. Addiſon. 6.

Place of command Addiſon. 7. Countenance;

preſence. Dryden. 8. Underſtanding; faculties

of the mind. L'Eſtrange. 9. Face ; front :

fore part. Dryden. Io. Reſiſtance ; hoſtile

oppoſition. South. 1 1. Spontaneous reſolution.

avier, 11. State of a deer's horns, by

which his age is known. Shakeſp. 13. In

dividual. Graunt. 14. The top of any thing

bigger than the reſt. Wattſ. 15. Place of

chief reſort. Clarendon. 16. The fore part of

any thing, as of a ſhip. Raleigh. 17. That

which riſes on the top. Mart. 18. The blade

o' an axe. Deuteran. 19. Upper part of a bed

Genefit. 19. The brain. Pºpe. 21. Dreſs of

the head. Swift. 12. Principal topicks of

diſcourſe. Auerbury. 23. Source of a ſtream.

Raleigh. 14. Criſis ; pitch. Addiſºn. 25.

Power; influence; force; ſtrength; dominion.

South. 26. Body; conflux. Bacon. 17. Power;

armed force. Shakeſp. 28. Liberty in running

a horſe. Shakeſp. 29. It is very improperly

applied to roots. Gay. 30. HEAD and Earſ.

The whole perſon. Granville. 31. Head and

Jºeulders. By force; violently. Felton.

To HEAD, v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To lead;

to influence ; to direct ; to govern. Prior. 2.

To behead; to kill by taking away the head.

Shakeſp. 3. To fit anything with a head, or

principal part. Spenſer. 4. To lop trees. Mart,

HEADACH ſ. Pain in the head. Sidney.

HEADBAND. ſ. [head and band.) 1. A fillet

for the head; a topknot. Iſaiah. 2. The
band to each end of a book.

HEADBOROUGH. ſ. [head and borough.) A

conſtable; a ſubordinate conſtable. Camden.

HEADDRESS. ſ. [head and dreſs.) 1. The

covering of a woman's head. Pºpe. 2. Any

thing reſembling a headdreſs. Addiſºn.

HEADER. ſ. [from head.) 1. One that heads

nailsor pins, or the like. 2. The firſt brick

in the angle. Moxon.

HEADGARGI.E. ſ. A diſeaſe in cattle. Mert.

HEADINESS. ſ. [from heady..] Hurry raſh

neſs; ſtubborneſs; precipitation; obſtinacy.

Spenſer.

HE ADLAND. ſ. [head and land] 1. A pro

montory: cape. Dryden. 1. Ground under

hedges. +j}:
HEADLESS. a. [from head ) i. Without an

head; beheaded. Spenſer. 2. Without a chief.

Raleigh. 3. Obſtinate; inconſiderate; ignorant.

Spenſer.

HEADLONG. a. i. Raſh ; thoughtleſs. 2.

Sudden ; precipitate. Sidney.

HEADLONG. adv. [head and lºng.) 1. With

the head foremoſt. Pope. 2. Raſhly ; without

thought; precipitately. Dryden. 3. Haſtily;

without delay or reſpite Dryden 4 It is very

negligently uſed by Shakeſpear.

HEADMOULD-SHOT / [head, mould, and

fºot.] This is when the ſutures of the ſkull,

generally the coronal, ride ; that is, have their

edges ſhot over one another. Quincy.

HEADPrºCE.J. (head and piece..] I. Armour

for the head , helmet ; motion. Swift. 1.

Underſtanding ; force of mind. Prideaux.

HEADQUARTERS. ſ. (head and quarters.)

The place of general rendezvous, or lodgment

for ſoldiers. Collier.

HEADSHIP. ſ.[from head.]Dignity; authority;

chief place.

HE ADSMAN. ſ. [head and man.] An execu

tioner. Dryden.

HEADSTALL. ſ (head and fall.] Part of the

bridle that cºvers the head. Shakeſp.

HEADSTONE. ſ. (head and ſizne. The firſt

or capital ſtone. Pſalms.

HEADSTRONG. a. [head and ſtreng ) Unre

ſtrained, violent; ungovernable. II.cker, Philipſ.

HEADWORKMAN. ſ. (lead, work,and man.]

The forcinan, Swift.
-

HE"ADY.
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HE"ADY. a. [from head..] I. Raſh; precipitate :

haſty ; violent, Ben. 7:hnſon. 1. Apt to affect

the head. Boyle.

To HEAL. v. a. [hælan, Sax.] t. To cure a

pe ſon ; to reſtore from hurt or fickneſs.}}^atts.

2. To cure a wound or diſtemper. Wiſeman

3. To perform the act of making a fore to

cicatrize. JP'iſeman. 4. To reconcile : as, he

healed all diſſenſions.

To HEAL. v. n. To grow well. Sharp.

HE ALER. ſ. [from heal ] One who cures or

heals. Iſaiah.

HEALING. participial. a. (from heal.] Mild;

mollifying ; gentle ; aſſuaſive.

HEALTH. ſ. (from Peel, Sax.) 1. Freedom

from bodily pain or ſickneſs. Quincy. 1. Wel

tare of mind; purity; goodneſs. Bacon. 3.

Salvation ſpiritual and temporal. Pſalms. 4.

Wiſh of happineſs in drinking. Shakeſp.

HEALTHFUL. a. [health and full.] 1. Free

from ſickneſs. South. ... Well diſpoſed. Shak

3 Wholeſome ; ſalubrious. Bacon. 4. Salu

tary : productive of ſalvation. Com Prayer.

HEALTHFULLY. adv. [from healthful..] I

In health. 2. Wholeſomely.

HEALTHFULNESS / [from healthful] State

of being well. 2 Wholeſomeneſs; ſalubrious

qualities Addiſºn.

HEALTHILY. adv. [from healthy.] Without

ſickneſs. -

HEALTHINESS. ſ. [from healthy. The ſtate

of health.

HEALTHLESS. a. [from health..] Weak;

ſickly; infirm. Taylor.

HEALTHSOME.a.[from health JWholeſome;

ſalutary. Shakeſp.

HEALTHY. a. [from health.] In health; free

from ſickneſs. Arbuthnot.

HEAM. f. In bºaſts, the ſame as the afterbirth

in wonden.

HEAP. ſ. [heap, Sax.] 1. Many ſingle things

thrown together; a pile. Dryden. 2. A crowd;

a throng ; a rabble. Bacon. 3. Cluſter; number

driven together. Dryden.

To HEAP. v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To throw

on heaps; to pile ; to throw together. Ezekiel.

2. To accumulate ; to lay up. job. 3. To

add to ſomething elſe. Shakeſp

HEAPER. J. [from heap..] One that makes

piles or heaps.

HE APY. a. [irom heap ). Lying in heaps. Gay.

To HEAR. v. n. (hynan, Sax.] 1. To enjoy

the ſenſe by which words are diſlinguiſhed.

Holder. 2. To liſten ; to hearken. Denham

3. To be told: to have an account. Acts.

To HEAR. v. a. ſ. To perceive by the ear.

2. Chro. 2. To give an audience, or allowance

to ſpeak. Aći. 3. To attend to liſten to; to

obey. Matth. 4. To try; to attend judicially.

Ezek. 5. To attend ſavourably. Deuter. 6. To

acknowledge. Prior.

HEARD. ſignifies a keeper; as heardbearht, a

glorious keeper. Gibſºn.

HEARER. ſ. (from hear.) One who attends to

any doctrine or diſcouiſe. Ben. Jºhnſºn.

HEARING. ſ. (from hear. 1. The ſenſe by

which ſounds are perceived. 2. Audience.

Shakeſp. 3. Judicial trial. Addiſºn. 4. Reach

of the ear. Hooker.

To HE'ARKEN. v. n. (heanoman, Sax.] 1.

To liſten by way of curioſity. Rogers. 2. To

attend; to pay regard. Pºpe.

HE ARKFNER. ſ. (from hearken..] A liſtener;

one that hearkens.

HEARSAY. [hear and ſay..] Report; rumour.

Raleigh.

HEARSE. ſ. [of unknown etymology.] I. A

carriage in which the dead are conveyed to

the grave 2. A temporary monument ſet

over a grave. Shakeſp.

HEART. ſ. (heene, Sax.] 1. The muſcle

which by its contraction and dilation propels

the blood through the courſe of circulation,

and is therefore conſidered as the ſource of

vital motion. Shakeſp. 2. The chief part :

the vital part. Bacon. 3. The inner part of

any thing. Abbot. 4. Perſon; charaćter.

Shakeſp. 5. Courage; ſpirit. Clarendon. 6.

Seat of love. Pºpe. 7. Affection; inclination.

Dryden. 8. Memory South. 9. Good-will;

ardour of zeal. Clarendon. Io. Paſſions ; an

xiety; concern. Shakeſp. 1 1. Secret thoughts;

receſſes of the mind. Davies. 12. Diſpoſition

of mind. Sidney, 13. A hard heart is cruelty.

Rowe, 14. To find in the HEART. To be not

wholly averſe. Sidney. 15. Secret meaning;

hidden intention. Shakeſp. 16. Conſcience;

ſenſe of good or ill. Hooker. 17. Strength ;

power. Bacon. 18. Utmoſt degree. Shakeſp.

19. It is much uſed in compoſition for mind,

or af Čt on.

HEART-ACH. ſ [heart and ach.] Sorrow ;

pang : anguiſh. Shakeſp.

HEART-BREAK. ſ (heart and break.] over

powering ſorrow. Shakeſp.

HEART-BREAKER. ſ. A cant name for a

woman's curls Hudibrar.

HEART-BREAKING. a. Overpowering with

ſorrow. Spenſer.

HEART-BREAKING. ſ. Overpowering grief.
Hakew; I/.

HEART-BURNED. a. [heart and barn JHav

ing the heart inflamed. Shakeſp.

HEART-BURNING.'ſ [heart and burn ) i.

Pain at the ſtomach, commonly from an acrid

humour. Woºdward. 1. Diſcontent; ſecret

enmity. Swift. .

HEART-DEAR. a. Sincerely beloved. Shakeſ?.

HEART-EASE. / Quiet; tranquillity Shakeºf.

HEART-E ASING, a Giving quiet. Milter.

HEART FELT. a. Felt in the conſcience. Pºpe.

HEART-PEAS. ſ. A plant. Miller.

HEART-QUELLING a. Conquering the affec

tion. Spenſer.

Hi:ART-RENDING, a Killing with anguiſh.
J3/a/'er.

HEART-ROBBINC. a. Ecſtatick; depriving of

thought. Spenſer.

HEART-SICK. a. i. Paiced in mind. Taylºr.

2. Mortally
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2. Mortally ill ; hurt in the conſtitution.

Shakeſp.

HEARTS-EASE. ſ. A plant. Mortimer.

HEART-STRING. ſ. [ſã, ing and heart.] The

tendons or nerves ſuppoſed to brace and ſuſ

tain the heart. Spenſer, Taylºr.

HEART-STRUCK. a. i. Driven to the heart :

infixed for ever in the mind. Shakeſp. 2.

Shocked with fear or diſmay Milton.

HEART-SWELLING... a. Rankling in the

mind. Spenſer.

HEART-WHOLE. a. 1. With the affections

yet unfixed. Shakeſp. z. With the vitals yet

unimpaired.

HEART-wounDED, a Filled with paſſion of

love or grief. Pºpe.

HEARTF.D. a. It is only uſed in compoſition:

as, hard hearted.

To HE ARTEN v.a. (from heart ) i. To en

courage; to animate ; to ſtir up Sidney 2.

To meliorate with manure. May.

HEARTH. ſ. The pavement of a room in which

a fire is made. Dryden.

HE ARTILY. adv (from hearty ) . Sincerely :

actively; diligently vigorouſly. Atterbury

2. From the heart; tully. Prior. 3. Eager

ły , with deſire. Addiſºn.

HEARTINESS / [from hearty]. I. Since

rity ; freedom from hypocriſy. Shakeſp. 2.

Vigour ; diligence ; ſtrength. Taylor.

HEARTLESS, a ſtron heart.] Without cou

rare ; ſpiritleſs Cowle

HE ARTLESSLY, adv. [from heartleſ...}With

out courage ; faintly 5 timidly.

HE ARTLESSNESS. ſ. [rom heartleſ.]Want

of courage or ſpirit, dejection of mind.

HE ARTY. a. [from heart.) 1. Sincere :

undiſſembled; warm ; zealous. Clar endon, 1.

In full health. 3. Vigorous ; ſtrong. Pºpe. 4.

Strong ; hard ; durable. Wottºn. -

HEARTY-HALE. a. (heart and hale ] Good

for the heart. Spenſer.

HEAT. ſ. (heat, hact, Sax.] 1. The ſenſati

on cauſed by the approach or touch of fire. 1

The cauſe of the ſentation of burning. Hooker.

3 Hot weather. Addiſºn. 4 State of any

body under the action of the fire, Moxon. 5

One violent action unintermitted Dryden. 6

The ſtate of being once hot Dryden. 7. A

courſe at a race. Dryden. 8. Piruples in the

face; fluſh Addiſon. 9. Agitation of ſudden

or violent paſſion S dmey. o Faction , con

teſt party rage. King Charles. 1 1. Ardour

of thought or elocution. Addiſon.

To HEAT. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To make

hot: to endue with the power of burning

Daniel. 2. To cauſe to ferment. Mortiºner.

3. "To make the conſtitution ſeveriſh. A buth.

4. To warrn with vehemence of paſſion or de

ſire. Dryden. 6. To agitate the blood and

ſpirits with action. Dryden.

HEATER. J. [rom heat.) An iron made hot,

and put into a box-iron, to ſmooth and plait

linen.

HEATH. f. [erica, Lat.] 1. A plant. 2. A

place covered with ſhrubs of whatever kind.

a coºr.

HEATH-COCK. ſ. (heath and cock ] A large

fowl that frequents heaths. Carew.

HEATH PEAS. ſ. A ſpecies of bitter vetch.

HEATH-ROSE. ſ. [heath and reſe.) A plant.

Ainſwo, th

HFA I HEN.ſ [heyden, Germ.] The gentiles;

the pagans; the nations unacquainted with

the covenant of grace. Addiſon.

HEATHEN. a Gentile ; pagan. Addiſon.

HEATHENISH. a. [from heathen } 1. Pe

longing to the gentiles. Hººker. 2. Wild ,

ſavage rapacious ; cruel. South.

HEATHENISHLY. a. (from heathen..] After

the manner of heathens. -

HE ATHEN ISM. ſ. [from heathen ) Gentiliſm;

paganiſin. Hammond.

HEATH Y. a. [from heath.) Full of heath.
Martíner.

To HEAVE. v. a. pret. Heaved, anciently hove ;

part. heaved or loven. 1. To liſt; to raiſe

from the ground. Miltºn. 2. To carry Shakeſ?.

3. To raiſe ; to lift. Dryden. 4. To cauſe to

ſwell. I hemſen. 5. To force up from the

breaſt. Shakeſp. 6. To exalt to elevate.

Shakeſp. 7. To puff, to elate. Hayward.

To HEAVE v. n. 1. To pant; to breathe with

pain. Pryden. 2. To labour. Atterbury.

1 o riſe with pain; to ſwell and fall. Prior.

4. To keck : to feel a tendency to vomit.

HEAVE. f [rom the verb ) i. Liſt : exertion

or effort upwards. Dryden ... Riſing of the

breaſt. Shakeſp. 3. Effort to vomit. 4 Strug

gle to rife. Hudibrar.

H}; AVE Offering. J. An offering among the

Jews. Numbers.

Hr. A VFN.J. herron, Saxl 1. The regions

above; the expanſe of the ſky. Raleigh, Dr.

a. The habitation of God, good angels and

pure ſouls departed. Milton. 3. The ſupreme

Powel ; the ſovereign of heaven. Temple. 4.

The pagan gods; the celeitials. Shakeſp. 5.

Elevation : ſublimity. Shakeſp

HEAVEN-BORN, a De ſcended from the ce

lettial regions. Dryden

HF, AVEN-BR ED. a. Produced or cultivated in

heaven. Shakeſp.

HLAVEN-E Ul LT. a Built by the agency of

gods. Pºpe.

H1. AV E N-1) I RECTED, a. 1. Raiſed towards

the ſky. Pºpe. 2. Taught by the powers

of heaven Pºpe.

HE AVEN LY, a [from heaven.) 1. Reſem

bling leaven; ſupremely excellent, Sidney.

2. Ceit ſtial , inhabiting heaven. Dryden.

HEAVENLY, adv. 1. In a manner reſembling

that of heaven. Pºpe. 2. By the agency or

influence of heaven Miltºn.

HEAVENWARD. adv. [heaven and reaſib,

Sax.] Towards heaven. P. fºr.

HEAVILY. adv. [from heavy.) 1. With great

ponderouſneſs. 2. Grievouſly; airctively.

Cºllier. 3 Sorrowfully , with an air of de

jection. Clarºndºn.

A a s HLA
place overgrown with heath. Shakeſp. 3. A
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HEAVINESS. ſ. (from heavy.) 1. Ponderouſ.

neſs; the quality of being heavy: weight.

14.1/kins, 2. Dejection of mind; depreſſion of

ſpirit. Hooker, 3. Inaptitude to motion or

thought Arbuthnot. 4. Oppreſſion ; cruſh ;

allºtion. 5. Deepneſs or richneſs of ſoil.
Arbuthnot.

HEAVY. adv. [hearix, Sax.] I. Weighty

ponderous; tending ſtrongly to the centre.

*ilkinº. 2. Sorrowiul , dejected ; depreſſed.

Shakeſp 3. Grievous; oppreſſive ; afflictive.

Swift. 4. Wanting alacrity; wanting briſk

neſs of appearance. Prior. 5 Wanting ſpirit

or rapidity of ſentiment; unanimated. Swift.

6. Wanting activity ; indolent, lazy Dryden.

7. Drouſy dull; torpid. Luke. 8. Siow ;

ſluggiſh. Shakeſp. 9. Stupid, fooliſh. Knºller.

io.Burdenſome; troubleſome; tedious. Swift.

1 I.Loaded; incumbered; burthened. Bacºn.

12. Not eaſily digeſted. Arbuthn. 13. Rich

in ſoil , fertile; as heavy lands. 14. Deep ,

cumberſome; as heavy roads.

HEAVY. adv. As an adverb is only uſed in

compoſition , heavily. Matthew.

HEBDOMAD. ſ. [hebdomas, Lat..] A week; a

ſpace of ſeven days Brºwn.

HEBDO MADA L adv. [from hebdºmar,

HEBDO MADARY. Lat.] Weekly ; con

ſiſting of ſeven days. Brown.

To HE BETATE. v.a. [Hebeto, Lat.] To dull;

to blunt; to ſtupify Arbuthnºt.

HEBETATION'ſ [from hebetate.] 1. The

ast of dulling. 2. The ſtate of being dulled.

HE BETUDE. ſ.[hebetudo, Lat.] Dullneſs; ob

tuſeneſs; bluntneſs, Harvey.

HE BRAISM ſ. (hebraiſm”, Fr. hebraiſinus,

Lat.) A Hebrew idiom. Speciator.

HE BRAIST. ſ. (hebraeus, Lat.] A man ſkilled
in Hebrew.

HEBRI CIAN. ſ. [from Hebrew.] One ſkilful

in Hebrew. Raleigh.

HE CATOMB. ſ. [/ecatombe, Fr.] A ſacrifice of

an hundred cattle, Donne.

HECTICAL. M. adv. [heşique, Fr J 1. Ha

HL C TICK. bitual ; conſtitutional. Donne.

2. Troubled with a morbid heat. Taylºr.

HECTICK ſ. An hectick fever. Shakeſp.

HECTOR. J. [from H. Clar, the great H. meric

warriour.] A bully ; a bluſtering, turbulent,

pervicacious, noiſy fellow. South, Prior.

To HECTOR. v. a. [from the noun.] To

threaten , to treat with intolent terms. Arbuth.

To HECTOR v. n. To play the buily. Swift.

it.DERA CEO US, a [/ederaceus, Lat..] Pro

ducing ivy. Dić.

HEDGE. ſ. [hesse, Sax.] A fence made round

grounds with prickly buſhes. Pºpe.

HEDGE, prefixed to any word, denotes ſome

thing mean, Swift.

To H EDGE. v. a. [from the noun.J 1. To

incloſe with a hedge. Bacºn. 2. To obſtruct.

Hºſ. 3. To encircle for defence. Shakeſp.

4. To ſhut up within an incloſure Lºcke.

To force into a place at eatly full. Dryden.

To HEDGE. v. n. To ſhit; to hide the head.

Shakeſp.

HRDGE-BORN. a. ſhedge and ºr..] of no
knºwn birth; meanly born. Shakeſp.

HEDGE-FUMITORY..ſ. A plant Ainſworth.

HEDGE-HOG. ſ. | hedge and hºg.) 1. An ani- -

ºnal ſet with prickles, like thorns in an hedge.

*ay. 2. A term of reproach. Shakeſp. 3. A

plant. Ainſworth.

HEDGE-Hyssop. / [ hedge and hyſp. ). A

ſpecies of willow-wort Hill. -

HEDGE-MUSTARD. ſ. A plant. Miller.

HEDGE-NETTLE, f. A plant. Ainſwºrth.

HEDGE-Nory. ſ. | hedge and nºte.] A word

Hº: ºff.
*DGE-PIG. ſ. [hedge and ºf *

hedge-hog.sº & fig.] A young

HEDGº (^edge and rear.] The ſeries

'', 'º.º. buſhes planted for incloſures ºf, i.HEpºsºo".) {^edge and }...". r

A ſparrow that lives in buſhe. Shakeſø.

HEDGING-BILL.f [*edge and *ill.] A cut

ting-hook uſed in making hedg -

H. D.G.E.R. / [from beds. J O

hedges. Lºcke.

To HEED. v. a. ſheban, Sax.] To mind ; to

ºrd; to take notice of, to attend. Lºcke

HEED. ſ. (from the verb..] ... Care; atten

tion. 4ddiſon. 2. Caution ; fearful attention ;

fuſpicious watch. Shakeſp. 3. Care to avoid.

Żukºn. 4. Notice ; obſervation. Bacºn. 5.

Seriouſneſ; ſlaidneſs. Shakeſp. 6. Regard ;

ºul notice L’Eſtrang. -

HEEDFUL a. (from heed watchful; cau

****, ſuſpicious. Shakeſp. a. Attentive ;

careful; obſerving. Pºpe.

HE EDFULLY. adv. [from heedful..] Atten

ºly: carefully ; cautiouſly. Watts.

HEEPFULNESS / [frºm heedful] Caution;
vigilance. --

Hºpil.Y. adv. Cautiouſly ; vigilantly. Dia.

H; EDINESS. ſ. Caution ; vigilance. Disi.

HEEDLESS adv. [rom heed.] Negligent; in

attentive: careleſs. Lºcke.

HE EDLESSLY, adº {from heedleſ; J Care

leſsly ; negligently. Arbuthnºt.

Hi EDLESSNEss. J. [from heedleſs. Care

leſsneſs; negligence; inattention. Lºže.

HELL.f. [hele, Sax.] ... The part of the foot

that protuberates behind. Dºn. 2. The

whole foot of animals. Addiſºn. 3. The feet,

as emplºyed in flight. L'Ejirange A. P. i.
at the Hºls. To purſue cloſely ; to follow

hard. Milton. 5. Tº ſay by the HF ELs. To

tette ; to hackle to put in gyves. Hºdºra.

6. The back part of a ſtocking: whence the

phraſe tº be ºut at heels, to be worn out. Sº,

To HEEI. v. n. (from the noun.j . To dance.

jº. *. To lean on one ſide: as the ſhip
beetſ.

HE ELER. ſ. [From heel.] A cock that ſtrikes

well with his heels.

HEE, PIECE. / heel and piece.] A piece fixed

on the hinder part of the ſhoe.

cºw )

es. Sidney.

he who makes

5. Tº HEEl-PIECE. v. a. (heel and piece.] To

Put a piece of leather on a ſhoe-heel. Arºath.

HEFT.
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HEPT. ſ. (from heave..] ... Heaving ; effort.

Shakeſp. . [For haft.) Handle. Waller.

HE GIRA.ſ. (Arabick.] A term in chronology,

ſignifying the epocha, or account of time, uſed

by the Arabians, who begin from the day that

AZakamet was forced to eſcape from Mecca,

July 16, A. D. 611.

HE IF ER. ſſheahrone,Sax.]A young cow. Pope.

HEIGH-HO. interj. An expreſſion of ſlight lan

guor and uneaſineſs. Shakeſp.

HE ICH.T. ſ. [from high.) 1. Elevation above

the ground. 2. Altitude ; ſpace meaſured

upwards Donne. 3. Degree of latitude. Abbot.

4. Summit; aſcent ; towering eminence. 5.

Elevation of rank; ſtation of dignity. Daniel

6. The utmoſt degree , full completion. Bacon.

7. Utmoſt exertion. Shakeſp. 8. State of ex

cellence ; advance towards perfection.Addiſºn

To HEIGHTEN. v. a. (from height.) 1. To

raiſe higher. 2. To improve , to meliorate 3.

To aggravate. Addiſon. 4. To improve by de

corations. Dryden.

HE INO US. adv. [haineux, Fr.] Atrocious;

wicked in a high degree.

HE INOUSLY. adv. [from heinous.] Atroci

ouſly; wickedly.

HE INOUSNESS. ſ. [from heinous Atrociouſ

neſs ; wickedneſs. Rºgers.

HEIR. ſ. (Herre, old Fr. J One that is inheritor

of any thing after the preſent poſſeſſor. Swift.

To HEIR. v. a. [from the noun.] To inherit.

Dryden. -

HE IRESS. ſ. ſſrom heir.] An inheritrix; a

woman that inherits. JValler.

HE IRLESS. a. [from heir..] Without an heir.

Shakeſp.

HE IRSHIP. f. [from heir.] The ſtate, charac

ter, or privileges of an heir. Ayliffe.

HE IRI.OOM /. [heir and seloma, goods, Sax.]

Any furniture or moveable decreed to deſcend

by inheritance, and therefore inſeparable from

the freehold, Swift.

HELD. The preterite and part. paſſ. of hold.

Dryden.

HELIACA L. a. ſheliaque, Fr. from ºxº-.]

Emerging from the luſtre of the ſun, or fal

ling into it. Brºwn.

HE LICAL. adv. (helice, Fr. from ºxº.) Spiral,

with many circumvolutions. Wilkins.

HELIOCE NTRICK. a. [heliºcentrique, Fr.

*2.3-, and 2.7, 0,..] The heliocentrick place of

a planet is ſaid to be ſuch as it would appear

to us from the ſun, if our eye were fixed in

its centre. Harris.

H E LiOID Farabola, in Mathematicks, or the

parabolick ſpiral, is a curve which ariſes from

the ſuppoſition of the axis of the common

Apollonian parabola's being bent round into

the periphery of a circle, and is a line then

paſſing through the extremities of the ordi

nates, which do now converge towards the

centre of the ſaid circle. Harris.

HE LIOSCOPE. ſ. [heliºſ, ºpe, Fr. ºx13', and

exotia.] A ſort of teleſcope fitted ſo as to

look on the bºdy of the fun, without offence

to the eyes.

HELIOTROPE ſ [ºx.6- and refra.) A place

that turns towards the fun; but more particu

larly the turnſol, or ſun-flower Gov.º:

HELISPHERICAL. a. [Felix and ſphere ) The

*elſºerical line is the rhomb line in navigation.

H.LIX. ſ. (helice, Fr. ix.1%.) A ſpiral line.
Jºſ' 11" in f.

HELL, ſ ſhelle, Sax.] 1. The place of the

devil and wicked fºuls. Cºwley. ... The place

of ſeparate ſouls, whether good or bad. Apoſ

tle Creed. 3. The place at a running play,

to which thoſe who are caught are car

fied. Sidney. 4. The place into which a tay

lor throws his ſhreds. Hudibrar. 5. The inter

nal powers. Cowley.

HELL-BLACK. a. Black as hell. Shakeſp.

HELL-BROTH, ſ ſhell and broth.) A compo

ſition boiled up for infernal purpoſes. Shakeſp.

HELL-DOOMED. a. ſhell and doºm.] Con

ſigned to hell Milton.

HELL-HATED.a. Abhorred like hell Shakeſp.

HELL-HOUND. ſ. ſhelle hun's, Sax.) 1. A dog

of hell. Dryden. ... Agent of hell. Milton.

HELL-KIT E. ſ. ſhell and kite.] A kite of in

fernal breed. Shakeſp.

HELLEBORE, ſ, [hælleborus, Lat.] Chriſtmas
flower. Miller.

HELLEBORE PP hite. ſ. [veratrum, Lat] A

plant.

HELLENISM ſ. ſixxºvira;;..] An idiom of the

Greek.

HELLISH, a [from hell] ... Having the quali

ties of hell; internal: wicked Sºuth. 2. Seut

from hell ; belonging to hell. Sidney.

HE LLISHLY adv. [from heliſh j infernally ;

wickedly.

HE LLISHNESS ſſfrom hellſ.) Wickedneſs;

abhorred qualities.

HELLWARD. adv. [from hell] Towards hel!.

Pºpe.

aft denotes defence: as Eadhehn, happy

defence. Gibſon.

HEL.M. ſ. (helm, Sax.] I. A covering for the

head in war. Dryden. 2. The part of a coat of

arms that bears the creſt Camden. 3 The

upper part of the retort. Boyle. 4. (helma,

Sax.]The ſteerage; the rudder. Ben. jºhnſon.

5. The ſtation of government, Swift.

To HEL.M. v. a [from the noun..] To guide ;

to conduct. Shakeſp

HE LMED. a. (from helm.] Furniſhed with a

headpiece. Milton.

HE LM ET. ſ. A helm ; a headpiece. Dryden.

Hi,LMTNTHICK. a. [from …,39.j Rela

ting to worms.

To HELP. v. a. preter he'ped, or he'p ; part.

helped, or helpen. (helpan, Sax.j . To aſſiſt;

to ſupport; to aid. Fairfax, Sºil in fleet. 2.

To remove, or advance by help Lºcke. 3 To

free from pain or diſeaſe. Lºcke. 4. To cure;

to heal. Shakeſp. 5. To remedy to charge

for the better. Dryden, Swift. 6. To foibear ;

to avoid. Pºpe. 7. To promote ; to forward ;

Bacºn. 8. To Help to. To ſupply with , to

furnith with. Pope.

A a a 2. To
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To HEI.P. v. n. 1. To contribute aſſiſtance.

Dryden, 1. To bring a ſupply. Rymer.

HELP. ſ. (from the verb; hape, Dutch..] 1.

Aſſiſtance; aid; ſupport ; ſuccour. Knoller,

Smalridge 2. That which forwards or pro

motes. Bacon. 3. That which gives help.

Jºi/śins. 4. Remedy Holder.

HE LPER. ſ. [from help.) 1. An aſſiſtant; an

auxiliary. 2 Kings a One that adminiſters

remedy. More. 3. A ſupernumerary ſervant.

Swift. 4. One that ſupplies with any thing

wanted. Shakeſp.

HE LPFUL. a. ſhelf and full ) . Uſeful; that

which gives aſſiſtance. Dryden. 2. Whol

ſome : ſalutary. Raleigh.

HELPLESS. a. (from help.] 1 Wanting power

to ſuccour one's ſelf. Rogers. 1. Wanting

fupport or a flittance. Pºpe. 3. Irremediable ;

admitting no help. Spenſer. 4. Unſupplied;

void Dryden.

HELPLESSLY, adv, (from helpleſ.) Without

ſuccour.

HE I.P.E.ESNESS. ſ (from helpleſ; J Want of

ſuccour.

HELTER-SKELTF.R. adv. In a hurry; with

out order. L'Eſtrange.

IIELVF. ſ. (helpe, Sax ) The handle of an ax.

Raleigh

To HELVE, w a [rom the noun..] To fit with

a helve.

HF.M. f [hern, Sax 1. The edge of a garment

doubled and ſewed to keep the threads from

ſº eading. A ſeman. 2. Hermen, Dutch.)

‘i he noiſe uttered by a ſudden and violent

expiration of the breath. Addiſon. 3. interječi.

Hein' (Lat...]

“To HEM. v. a. ſ. To cloſe the edge of cloth

by a hem or double border ſewed together. 2.

To border; to edge. Spºnſer. 3. To incloſe ;

to environ; to confine, to ſhut. Fairfax.

To HEM v. n. (hemme", Dutch.) To utter a

noiſe by violent expulſion of the breath.

HE M1CRANY. ſ. ſºv, half, and x-away, the

ſkuli.] A pain that affects only one part of the

head at a time. Quincy.

HC Mic', C.L.E. ſ. Unzºº. JA half round.

HE MINA.J. About ten ounces.

lif M Pi. Eò Y. f. […ºv, half, and "rºzzº, to

ſtrºke.) A palſy, or any nervous affection re

lating thereunto, that ſeizes one ſide at a time.

HE MISPH!.R.E. ſ. ſº.zºº.cv.) The half of

a globe, when it is ſuppoſed to be cut through

its centre in the plane of one of its greateſt

circles. A , ºftem. -

tº: EN.: IS: "H. R. C.A. L. } a [from hemiſphere j

: If M is Philº, R. C. K. Hall round ; contain

inz ha : a globe. Bºyle.

* 1: Wils ICrº. ſ. ſº..., xiºz.) Half a verſe

Pryſen

HL'M4.0CK / [hemlock,Sax.] An herb. Miller.

| W: Nº OR RHA' , P. \ J. Laº affay....) A violent

| | 1.§§§ { flux of blood. Ray.

liº MORRHO! DS. f. (atºpºe..] The piles,

the hemorrhoids, ºwift.

HE MORRHOIDAL. a. hemºrrhºida', Fr.]

Hºlcrgrg to the veins in the fundament. Ray.

HEMP. ſ. ſharner, Sax. Hampe, Dutch..] A fi

brous plant of which coarſelinen and ropes are

made. Mortimer.

HEMP. Agrimºny. ſ. A plant.

HEMPEN. a. (from hemp.] Made of hemp. Gay.

HEN. ſ. (henne, Sax. and Dutch.) 1. The fe

male of a houſe-cock. 2. The female of any

land fowl. Addiſon.

HºNE. ſ. (hyºſcyamur, Lat.] A plant.

T://zr. -

HEN BIT. ſ. A plant. Derham.

HEN-DRIVER /. [hen and driver.] A kind of

hawk. Walton.

HEN-HARM. ſ: A kind of kite. Ainſ

HEN-HARRIER worth.

HEN-HEARTED. a. [hen and Heart.] Daſ.

tardly cowardly.

HEN-PECKED. a. [hen and pecked.) Governed

by the wife. Arbuthnet.

HEN-ROOST. J. (hen and roºft.] The place

where the poultry reſt. Addiſon.

HENS-FEFT. ſ. A kind of plant. Ainſwºrth.

HENCE. adv. or inter; ſheonan, Sax hearer,

old Engliſh.J 1. From this place to another.

Reſe:, ºn. 2. Away; to a diſtance. Aftiºn.

3. At a diſtance; in another place. Shakeſp.

4. From this time; in the future. Arbuthnºt.

5. For this reaſon; in conſequence of this.

Tillº, n. 6. From this cauſe; fron this

ground Arbuthnet. 7. From this ſource; from

this original; from this ſtore. Suckling 8.

From hence is a vitious expreſſion.

To HENCE. v. a. [From the adverb.] To ſend

off; to diſpatch to a diſtance. Sidney.

HENCEFOR TH.adv (henonpont,Sax.] From

this time forward. Milton.

HENCEFORWARD.adw.(hence and fºrward.]

From this time to futurity. Dryden.

HE NCHMAN. ſ. (hync, a ſervant, and man,

Skinner J A page; an attendant. Dryden.

To HEND. v. a. (Benban, Sax.] 1. To ſeize;

to lay hold on. Fairfax. 2. To croud, to

ſurround. Shakeſp.

HENDECAGON. ſ. ſºixa and yova.] A figure

of eleven ſides or angles.

HEPATICAL. U a.[hepaticut,Lat.] Belonging

HEPATICK. to the liver. Arbuthrzt.

HEPS. ſ. Haw thornberries, commonly written

hiff. Ainſwºrth.

HEPTACA'PSULAR. a. [faila and capſula...]

Having ſeven cavities or cells.

HEPTAGON / [izía and , cºia.] A figure with

ſeven ſides or angles.

HEPTA GONAL. a. [from heptagon.] Having

ſeven ſides or angles.

HE PI ARCHY. ſ. (#314 and 3;x.] A ſeven

fold government. Camden.

HER prºn. I. Belonging to a female ; of a ſhe

of a woman. Cawley. 2. The oblique caſe of

ſh. Cowly.

HERS. p. enoun. This is uſed when it refers to

a ſubſtantive going belore: as, ſuch are her

charms, ſuch charms are hers. Cºwley.

HERALD. ſ. [herault, Fr.) 1. An officer whoſe

buſineſs it is to regiſter genealogies, adjuſt tº --

- - - - £5us
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£gns armorial, regulate funerals, and anciently

to carry meſſages between princes, and pro

claim war and peace. Ben Jºhnſon. 3. A pre

curſor; a forerunner; a harbinger. Shakeſp.

To HERALD. v. a. [from the noun..] To in

troduce as an herald. Shakeſp.

HERALDRY. f. [heraulderre, Fr ) . The art

or office of a herald. Peacham. 1. Blazonry.

Cleaveland.
-

HERB. ſ. [Herbe, Fr. Herba, Lat ) Herbs are

thoſe plants whoſe ſtalks are ſoft, and have

nothing woody in them'; as graſs and hemlock.

Lºcke, Cawley.

HERB Chriſtºpher, or Bane berries ſ. A plant.

Afiller.

HERBA-CIOUS a. [from herba, Lat.) 1. Be

longing to herbs. Brown. 2. Feeding on ve

getables. Derham.

HE RBAGE / [herbage, Fr.) 1. Herbs collec
tively , grais; paſture. Woodward. 2. The

ty the and the right of paſture. Ainſworth.

HERBAL. ſ. [from herb.) A book containing

the names and deſcription of plants. Baker.

HE RBALIST.ſ (from herbal.] A man ſkilled

in herbs. Brown.

HE RBARIST. J. [herbacicus.) One ſkilled in

herbs. Boyle.

HE RBELET. ſ. [diminutive of herb.] A ſmall

herb Shakeſp.
-

HERBESCENT a. [Herbeſcent, Lat.] Growing

into herbs.

HE RBID. a. [herbidus, Lat.] Covered with

herbs.

HERBOROUGH ſ.ſherberg,German.] A place

of temporary reſidence. Ben. johnſon.

HERBOU.S. a. [herbºſuſ, Lat J. Abounding with

herbs.

HE RBULENT. a. (from herbula.] Containing

herbs. Di &l.

HE RBwoman. ſ. [herb and woman.] A wo.

man that ſells herbs. Arbuthnot.

HE RBY. a. from herb.] Having the nature ol

herbs. Bacon.

HERD ſ. [heons, Sax.] I. A number of beaſts

together. Flºcks and herds are ſleep and oxen

or kine. Addiſon. 1. A company of men, in

contempt or deteſtation. Dryden. 3. It anci.

ently ſignified a keeper of cattle, a ſenſe ſtill

retained in conpoſition: as gºat herd.

To HERD. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To run in

herds or companies. Dryden. 2. To aſſociate

Mºal

To HERD v. a To throw or put into an herd.

Ben 7.hnſºn

HE RDGROOM. ſ. [herd and groom..] A keeper

of herds. Spenſer:

HERUMAN. V. ſ. ſherd and man.] One em

HERDSMAN. § ployed in tending herds. Locke.

HERE adv. (hen, Sax J 1. In this place. Milton.

2. In the preſent ſtate. Bacon. 3. It is often op

poſed to there. Spratt.

HEREABOUTS. adv. [here and about.) About

this place. Addiſon.

HEREA FTER. adv. In a future ſtate. Shakeſp

HEREAFTER. f. A future ſtate, Addiſon.

HFRFAT, adv. [here and at..] At this. Hººk,

HEREBY', adv, [here and by..] By this. Hocker.

HERE DITABLE a [haeres, Lat..] whatever

may be occupied as inheritance. Lecke.

HEREDITAMENT. ſ. [heredium, Lat.) A

law term denoting inheritance.

HERE DITARY. a. [Hereditaire, Fr.) Poſſeſ.

ſºd or claimed by right of inheritance; de

ſcending by inheritance. Dryden.

HERE DITARILY. adv. [irom hereditary.] By

inheritance. Pºpe.

HEREIN. adv. [here and in.) In this. Sºuth.

HERE INTO. adv [here and into.] Into this.

Hecker.

HERE OF... adv. [here and ºf] From this, ofthis. Shakeſp. y

HERFON. adv. [here and on.) Upon this.
Brown.

HEREO'UT. adv. [here and cut ) out of this

place. Spenſer.

HEREMITICAL. a ſºrºº’, a deſart; here.

****, Fr.] Solitary; ſuitable to a hermit.

Pºpe.

HE RESY ſ (herefte, Fr hereſt, Lat.] An

opinion of private men different from that of

the catholick and orthodox church. Bacon, k.Charles. x **-

HE RESIARCH. ſ (kerºſarque, Fr.] A leader

in hereſy. Sti ling fleet.

HERETICK. ſ. [her etique, Fr.] One who pro

pagates his private opinions in oppoſition to the

catholick church Davier.

HERE"1 ICAL a. [from beretick.] Containing

hereſy. Decay of Piety.

ºrically adv. [from heretical.] With

ereſy.

HERETO. adv. [here and to..] To this; add to

this.

HERETOFORP. adv, [heret, and fºre J For

merly , anciently, Sidney, Sºuth.

HEREUNT O’. adv. [here and unto.] To this.

Locke.

HEREWITH adv. [here and with..] with

this. Hayward.

HERIOT. ſ. [henexile, Sax) A fine paid to the

lord at the death of a landholder. Dryden.

HE RITABLE a. [larres, Lat.) A perſon that

may inherit whatever may be inherited. Hale.

HERIT AGF. ſ. [heritage, French.) 1. Inhe

ritance ; eſtate devolved by ſucceſſion. Rºgerſ.

• ?: In divinity J The people of God. Commes

Prayer.

HERMAPHRODIT.E. ſ. [rom tºº, and 3.

*Poºrn.) An animal unting two ſexes cleav.

HERMAPHRODITICAL, a [from herma

phrodite j Partaking of both ſexes. Brezon.

HERM ET ICA L. ; a [from Her mes, or Mer

HERME TICK. cury.j Chymical. Bºyle.

HERMETICALLY. adv. [iron hermeiſcal]

According to ſhe hermetical or chemick art.

Bentley.

HE RMiT.ſ [frºzz:..] I. A folitary , an an

choret; one who retires from ſociety to con

terrplation and devotion. Addiſon. ... A beadſ

man; one bould to pray for another.

HERMITAGE.
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HERMITAGE. ſ. [Herritage, Fr.] The cell

or habitation of a hermit. Addiſºn.

HERMITESS. ſ. [from hermite ) A woman re

tired to devotion.

HERMITICAL. a. [from hermit.} Suitable to
a hermit.

HERMODACTYL. f. ſisºº; and 34.4.xº.)

Hermodaćfyl is a root, and repreſents the com

mon figure of a heart cut in two. The dried

roots are a gentle purge. Hill

HERN. ſ. [Contracted from Heron ]

HE RNHILL. ſ. [hern and hill An herb.

HERNIA. ſ. (Latin.] Any kind of rupture.

Wiſeman.

HERO. ſ. [Keror, Lat..] I. A man eminent for

bravery. Cowley. 1. A man of the higheſt

claſs in any reſpect.

HEROESS. ſ. (from here.) A heroine; a fe

male hero. Chapman. -

HEROICA.L. a. (from hero.] Befitting an he

ro; heroick. Dryden.

HERO ICALLY. adv [from heroically } After

the way of a hero. Sidney.

HFROICK. a. [from her, J 1. Productive of

heroes. Shakeſp. 2. Noble; ſuitable to an

hero; brave; magnanimous. Waller. 3. Re

citing the asts of heroes. Cowley.

HERO ICKLY, adv. [rom heroick.) Suitably

to an hero. Milton.

HE ROINE. ſ. [from hero; heroine, Fr.] A fe

male hero. Addiſon. - -

HE ROISM. ſ. [heroiſme, Fr.) The qualities or

character of an hero. Brazme

HE RON / [heron, Fr.] A bird that feeds upon

fiſh. Baron.

HE RONRY. ſ: [from herºn.) A place

HE RONSHAw. X where herons breed. Derb

HE RPES. ſ [ºris.) A cutaneous inflammation.

14'íſeman.

HERRING. ſ. ſhareng, Fr. henins, Sax]. A

ſmall ſea-fiſh Swift. -

HERS. pron. The female poſſeſſive: as, this is

her houſe, this houſe is hers. Roſcommon.

HERSE. ſ. [herſia, low Lat) 1. A temporary

monument raiſed over a grave. 2. The car

º: in which corpſes are drawn to the grave.

wfºe

To Hºrse. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

into a herſe. Craſhaw. -

HERSELF. pronoun. The female perſonal pro:

noun, in the oblique caſes reciprocal Dryden.

HERSELIKE. a. [herſe and like J Funereal,

ſuitable to funerals Bacon.

To HE RY. v. a. [henian, Sax.] To guard as

holy. Spenſer. - -

HE sitANCY. ſ. [from heſitate.] Dubiouſneſs;

uncertainty. Afterbury.

To HE SiTATF. v. a ſhaſt, Lat ) To be

doubtful; to delay; to pauſe. Pºpe.

HE3)TATION / [from hºſtate.] I. Doubt

uncertainty; difficulty made. Mºzzdward. 2.

Intermiſſion of ſpeech; a want of volubility.

Swift.

HEsq.f. [harr, Sax] Command; precept ;

injunction. Shakº/P.

HE TEROCLITE ſ [heteraclitum, Latj .

Such nouns as vary from the common forms

of declenſion. Watts. 2. Anything or perſon

deviating from the common rule.

HETEROCLITICAL, a. [from heteraclitº]

Deviating from the common rule. Brºwn.

HETERODOX. a. ſ.r.º. and *.*..] Deviat.

ing from the eſtabliſhed opinion; not ortho
dox. Lºck.

HE TERODOX. ſ. An opinion peculiar. Brºwn.

HE TEROGE, NEAL. a. (heterºgene, Fr. tri

23 and x*] Not of the ſame nature; not
kindred. Newton.

HETEROGENE ITY. ſ. [from heterºgeneºuſ.)

!...Oppoſition of nature; contrariety of qua

lities. 1. Oppoſite or diffimilar part. Bºyſ.

HETEROGENEOUS. a. [triº- and ; ; 3...]

Not kindred; oppoſite or diffinilar in nature,

Wººdward.

HETERO SCIANS ſ [ºrtº, and axia.] Thoſe

whoſe ſhadows fall only one way, as the ſha

dows of us who live north of the Tropick fall

at noon always to the North.

To HEW. v. a. part. hewn or hewed. [heapan,

Sax.] ... To cut with an edged inſtrument;

to hack. Hayward. 2. To chop; to cut.

Dryden. 3. To fell, as with an axe, Sandyr.

4. To form or ſhape with an axe. Addiſºn 5.

To form laboriouſly. Dryden.

HE WER.J. [from hew.] One whoſe employ

ment is to cut wood or ſtone. Brewn.

HEXAGON. ſ. [.. and 72.1a.] A figure of ſix

ſides or angles: the moſt capacious of all the

figures that can be added to each other with

out any interſtice ; and therefore the cells in

honeycombs are of that form.

HEXAGONAL. a [from hexagon.] Having

ſix ſides. Brºwn.

HEXAGONY. ſ. [from hexagºn.] A figure of

ſix angles. Bramhall.

HEXAMETER. ſ. [if and ºf Poy.) A verſe of

ſix feet. Dryden.

HEXANGULAR. a. [...; and angulus, Lat.]

Having fix corners. M/ccdºward

HEXA POD. ſ. [** and wº...] An animal with

ſix feet. Ray.

HEXASTICK. ſ. [** rix”:..] A poem of fix

lines.

HEY. interſ. [from high.] An expreſſion of joy.

Priºr.

HEYDAY. interj. [from high day.] An expreſ

ſion of frolick and exultation. Shakeſp. Hadiš.

HE YDAY. ſ. A frolick; wildneſs. Stakeſp.

HE YDEGIVES. ſ. A wild frolick dance. Spenſ.

HIATION. ſ. [from hio, Lat.] The act of gap

ing. Brown.

HIATUS ſ. hiatus, Lat.) 1. An aperture; a

reach. Wºodward. ... The opening of the

mouth by the ſucceſſion of an initial of a final

vowel. Pºpe.

HIBER NAL. a. ſhibernus, Lat J Belonging to

the winter. Brºwn.

HICCIUS DOCCIU.S. ſ. A cant word for a jug

gier; one that plays faſt and looſe. Hadit ras.

HICCOUGH,
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HICCOUGH. ſ. [hicken, Daniſh.) A convulſi

on of the ſtomach producing ſobs. Cleaveland.

To HICCOUGH. v. n. [from the noun..] To

ſob with convulſion of the ſtomach.

To HICKUP. v. n. [corrupted from hiccough J

To ſob with a convulſed ſtomach. Hudibras.

§§§"; ſ: A bird. Ainſworth.

Hºpen} part. paſſ of hide. Pºpe.

To HIDE. v. a. preter, hid; part. paſſ hid or

hidden, [hiºan, Sax.] To conceal 5 to with

hold or withdraw from ſight or knowledge.

Shakeſp.

To HIDE. v. n. To lye hid; to be concealed.

Pºpe.

HIDE and Seek. ſ. A play in which ſome hide

themſelves, and another ſeeks them. Gulli

ver’s Travels.

Hide. ſ. (hybe, Saxon; haude, Dutch J 1.

The ſkin of any animal, either raw or dreſſed.

Pºpe. 1. The human ſkin : in contempt. Dry.

3. A certain quantity of land. Wºtton.
HildebOUND. a. {... and bound.) 1. A horſe

is ſaid to be hidebound when his ſkin ſticks ſo

hard to his ribs and back, that you cannot

with your hand pull up or looſen the one from

the other. Farrier's Dićl. 2. [In trees] Being

in the ſtate in which the bark will not give

way to the growth. Swift. 3. Harſh ; un
tractable. Hudibras.

HIDEOUS. a. [hideux, Fr.] Horrible; dread

ful. Wazdward.

HIDEOUSLY, adv. (from hideous.] Horribly,

dreadfully. Shakeſp.

HIDEoušNESS. f. [from hideous.) Horrible.

neſs; dreadſulneſs.

HIDER. ſ. (from the verb.] He that hides.

To Hſ E. v. n. [hieşan, Sax.] To haſten 5 to go

in haſte. Dryden.

H1 ERARCH. ſ. [is?’ and 3px; ] The chief

of a ſacred order. Milton.

HIERARCHICAL. a. [hierarchique, Fr.] Be

longing to ſacred or eccleſiaſtical government.

HIER ARCHY. ſ. (from hierarchy.) 1. A fa

cred government; rank or ſubordination of

holy beings. Fairfax. 2. Eccleſiaſtical eſta

bliſhment. Sºuth. -

HIFROGLY PH. ſ. [ hieroglyphe, Fr.

HIELOGLY PHICK. V. isp?:, ſacred, and y^{52,

to carve.] I. An emblem ; a figure by which

a word was implied. Pºpe. 2. The art of

writing in picture Swift.

H!EROGLYPHICAL. Q. a. [ hieroglyphique,

HIEROGLY PHICK. Fr.) Emblematical ;

expreſſive of ſome meaning beyond what im

mediately appears. Sandys.
HIEROGLY PHICALLY. adv. [from hierc

glyphical.] Emblematically. Brown.

HIERO GRAPHY. f. (s;2, and 7paja. J Holy
writing.

HIE RoPHANT. ſ. [ſiºn: } One who

teaches rules of religion. Hale.

To HIGGLE. v. n. t. To chaffer; to be pe

durious in a bargain, Hall. 2. To go ſelling

proviſions from door to door.

HIGGLEDY-PIGCLEDY. adv. A cant word,

corrupted from higgle, which denotes any con
fuſed maſs.

HIGGLER, ſ (from higgle.] One who ſells

proviſions by retail.

HIGH. a. (Beah, Sax.] 1. Long upwards; riſ

ing above. Burnet. 2. Elevated in place ;

raiſed aloft. Locke. 3. Exalted in nature. 4.

Elevated in rank or condition. Dryden. 3.

Exalted in ſentiment. Milton. 6. Difficult ;

abſtruſe. Shakeſp. 7. Boaſtſul 3 oſtentatious.

Clarendon. 8. Arrogant; proud; lofty. Clar.

9. Severe ; oppreſſive. Bacon. 10. Noble ; il

luſtrious Shakeſp. 11. Violent; tempeſtu

ous; loud. Applied to the wind. Denham. 12.

Tumultuous; turbulent; ungovernable. Dry.

13. Full; complete. ...i. 14. Strong

taſted; guſtful. Baker, 15. Advancing in la

titude from the line. Abbot. 16. At the moſt

Perfect ſtate; in the meridian. Geneſ. 17.

Far advanced into antiquity. Brown. 18. Dear;

exorbitant in price. South. 19. Capital; great;

oppoſed to little ; as high treaſon.

HIGH. J. High place, elevation; ſuperior re

gion. Dryden.

9" HIGH Aloit; above ; into ſuperior regi

ons. Dryden.

HI''GH-ELEST. a. Supremely happy. Miltºn.

HIGH-BLOWN, a Swelled much with wind;
much inflated. Shakeſp.

HIGH-BORN. Of nović extraction. Rowe.

HIGH-BUILT. a. i. of lofty ſtructure. Milton.

* Sovered with lofty buildings. Creech.
HIGH-COLOURED. Having a deep or glaring

colour. Flyer.

HIGH-DESIGNING. Having great ſchemes.
Dryden.

HIGH-FLIER, ſ one that carries his opinions

tº extravagance Swift.

HIGH-FLOWN, a Úigh and flºwn, from fly.]

1. Elevated ; proud. Denham. 2. Turgid ;

extravagant. L'Eſi, ange.

HIGH-FLYING. a. Extravagant in claims or

opinions. Dryden.

High Heard. a. Covered with high piles.
•pe

HIGH-METTLED. a. Proud or ardent of ſpi
rit. Garth.

HIGH-MINDED. a. Proud; arrogant. Shakeſp.

HIGH-RED. a. Deeply red. Bºyle.

HIGH-SEASON I.D. a. Piquant to the palate.
Locke.

HIGH SPIRITED a Bold; daring ; inſolent.

HIGH STOMACHED.a. Obſtinate, lofty. Sha.

HIGH TASTLD, a Guſtful; piquant. Denham.

HIGH-VICED a Enormouſly wicked. Shakeſp.
HIGH-WROUGHT.a.Accurately finiſhed. Pºpe

HIGHLAND. ſ. (high and land.]. A mountain

ous region. Addijan,

H1GH-LANDER. ſ. [from highland.] An in

habitant of mountains. Addiſºn.

HIGHLY. adv. (from high..] 1. With eleva

tion as to place and ſituation. 2. In a great

degree. atte, bury. 3. Proudly; arrogantly;

amuitiouſly.
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ambitiouſly. Shakeſp. 4. With eſteem; with

eſtimation. Ram

HIGHMOST. a. Higheſt ; topmoſt. Shakeſp.

HIGHN ESS. ſ. (from high.) Elevation a

bove the ſurface. 2. The title of princes, an

ciently of kings Waller. 3. Dignity of na

ture; ſupremacy, jºb.

HIGHT. i. Was named , was called. Dryden.

1. Called ; named. Hubbard's Tale.

HIGHWATER, ſ (high and water.] The ut

moſt flow of the tide. Mºrtimer.

HIGHWAY. f [high and way.) Great road;

publick path. Child.

Hſ'GHw AYMAN. ſ. (highway and man.) A

robber that plunders on the publick roads.

Bentley.

HIGLAPER. ſ. An herb.

HILARITY, J. [hilaritas, Lat.] Merriment .

gaiety. Brown.

HILDING. ſ. 1. A ſorry, paltry, cowardly ſel

low Shakeſp. z. It is uſed likewiſe for a mean

woman. Shakeſp.

HILL ſ. ſhil, Sax.] An elevation of ground leſs

than a mountain. Granville.

HILLOCK f [from hill.] A little hill. Sidney

HILLY. a. (from hill J Full of hills; unequal

in the ſurface Howel, Philipt.

HILT. ſ. (hilt, Sax.) The handle of any thing,

particularly of a ſword. Pope

HIM [him, Sax.] The oblique caſe of he. Geneſ.

HIMSEI.F. pron [him and ſelf.) 1. In the no.

minative, he. Bacºn. 1. In ancient authors,

itſelf. Shakeſp. 3. In the oblique caſe it has a

reciprocal ſignification.

HIN. ſ. []n). A meaſure of liquids among

Jews, containing about ten pints. Exºduſ.

HIND. a. compar. Finder ; ſuperl. Hindmºſ'

[hynban, Sax.] Backward; contrary in poſi

tion to the face Ray.

HIND. ſ. (hinte, Sax) 1. The ſhe to a flag

Spenſer. 2. (hine, Sax.] A ſervant. Shakeſp.

3. (hineman, Sax.] A peaſant a boor. Dryd

HINDBERRIES. ſ. The ſame as raſpberries.

To HINDER. v. a. (hinentan, Sax.] To ob

ſtruct; to ſtop , to impede. Taylºr.

H1'NDER. a. [rom hind.] That which is in a

poſition contrary to that of the face. Addiſºn

HINDERANCE. ſ. [from finder.] Impedi

ment; let , ſtop. Afterbury.

HINDERER. J. [from hinder.) He or that

which hinders or obſtructs. May.

HINDERLING. ſ. (from hind or Hinder.] A.

paltry, worthleſs, degenerate animal.

HI’NDERMOST. a. Hindmott; laſt; in the

rear. Shakeſp.

HINDMost a [hind and mºſ!..] The laſt; the

lag. Pope.

HING.E. ſ. 1. Joints upon which a gate or

doors turns. Dryden. 2. The cardinal pºints

of the world Creech. 3. A governing rule or

principle. Temple. 4. Tº be ºff the His c = s.

To be in a ſtate of irregularity or diſorder.

Tilletſºn.

To HING.E. v. a. (from the noun ) 1. To

furniſh with hinges. 2. To bend as aa hinge.

Shakeſp.

To HINT. v. a. ſenter, Fr. Skinner.] To bring

to mind by a ſlight mention or remote aliuli

on. Pºpe.

To HINT at. To allude to ; to touch ſlightly

upon. Addiſºn.

HINT. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Faint notice giv

en to the mind; remote alluſion. 2. Suggeſ

tion; intimation. Addiſon.

HIP. ſ. (hype, Sax.] I. The joint of the thigh ;

the fleſhy part of the thigh Breton 2. Tº

have on the Hir. [A low phraſe ) To have an

advantage over another. Shakeſp.

HIP. ſ. [rom heapa, Sax.] The fruit of the

briar. Bacon.

To HIP v. a. [from hip J 1. To ſprain or ſhoot

the hip. Shakeſp. 2. Hip-hop. A cant word

formed by the reduplication of hºp Ceng.

HIE inter j. An exclamation, or calling to one.

Ainſworth.

H! P. a. A corruption of hypºcken

HI PPISH. driack.

HIPPOCENTAUR, f [+, exiſlatºº. J A fa

bulous monſter, half horſe and half man.

Dryden

HIPPOCRASS. ſ. (vinum Hippºcrati, J A me

dicated wine. King.

HIPPOCRATES's sleeve. ſ. A woollen bag

made by joining the oppoſite angles of a ſquare

piece of flannel, uſed to ſtrain ſyrups and de

tº ions for clarification. Quincy

HIPPOGRIFF.J. [izwo; and zºº J.] A winged

horſe. Mil:en.

HIPPOPOTAMU.S. ſ. ſº-c. and -4-2,....]

The river hoiſe. As animal found in the N tie.

HIPSHOT. a. ſhip and ſhot.j Sprained or diſ

located in the hip L’Eſtrange.

HIP WORT. f [Kip and ‘...} A plant.

To HIRE. v. a thynan, Sax.] 1. To procure

any thing for temporary uſe at a certain price.

Pryden. ... To engage a man to temporary

ſervice for wages. Iaiah. 3. To bribe. Dryd.

4. To engage himſelf for pay. 1 Suri.

HIRE. ſ. ſhyne, Sax.] 1. Reward or recom

pence paid for the uſe of any thing. 2. Wages

paid for ſervice. Spenſer.

HIRELING f [from hire ) 1. One who ſerves

for wages. Sandy. 2. A mercenary , a proſ

titute. Pºpe. -

HI'RELING, a Serving for hire; venal ; mer

cenary ; doing what is done for money. Dryd.

HIRER. ſ (from hire.) One who uſes any thing

paying a recompence , one who cinpio; so

thers, paying wages.

HIRSUTE. a. [hirſutus, Lat] Rough , rug

ged. Bacon.

HIS. prºnoun pºſſive. (hyr, Sax.] I. The

maſculine poſieſiive. Belonging to him. Lºcke.

2. Anciently it. Bacon. -

To HISS. v. n. [hºſen, Dutch..] To utter a noise

like that of a ſerpent and ſome other animals,

Shakeſp -

To HISS. v. a. ſhircean, Sax.] 1. To condemn

by hiſing ; to explode., 41-re. 2. To pro

cure hitles or diſgrace. Shateſ?

HISS. ſ. (trom the verb.] 1. The voice of a

ſcrpent.
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ſerpent. 2. Cenſure; expreſſion of contempt

uſed in theatres. Pope.

HIST. interj. An exclamation commanding ſi

lence. Milton.

HISTORIAN. ſ. ſhiflorien, Fr.] A writer of

facts and events. º;

HISTORICAL. U (hiſtoricus, Lat.} Pertaining

Histo Rick. to hiſtory. Prior.

HISTORICALLY. adv. (from hiſtorical.] In

the manner of hiſtory; by way of narration.

Hecker

To HISTORIFY. v a [from hiſtory] To re

late ; or record in hiſtory. Brown.

HISTORIOGRAPHER... ſ. [trºpia and yºga.)

An hiſtorian ; a writer of hiſtory. Spenſer.

HISTORIOGRAPHY. ſ. [izopia and ºpátº J

The art or employment of an hiſtorian.

HISTORY. ſ. [iropla.] 1. A narration of e

vents and facts delivered with dignity. Pope

2. Narration; relation. Wiſeman. 1. The

knowledge of facts and events. Watts,

HISTORY. Piece. ſ. A picture repreſenting

ſome memorable event. Pope.

HISTRIO'NICAL. a. [from hiſtrio, Lat.)

HISTRIO'NICK. Befitting the ſtage; ſuit

able to a player. -

HISTRIO'NICALLY. adv. [from hiſłrionical.]

Theatrically, in the manner of a buffoon.

To HIT. v. a. [hitte, Daniſh.) 1. To ſtrike;

to touch with a blow. South. 2. To touch

the mark ; not to miſs. Sidney. 3. To at

tain, to reach the point Atterbury. 4. To

ſtrike a ruling paſſion. Milton. 5. To Hit

eff. To ſtrike out , to fix or determine lucki

ly Temple. , 6. To HIT out. To perform by

good luck. Spenſer.

To H1 r. v. n. 1. To claſh ; to collide. Locke

2. To chance luckily; to ſucceed by accident

Baron 3. To ſucceed; not to miſcarry. Bac.

4. To light on. Tillºtſon.

HiT. ſ. [rom the verbl. 1. A ſtroke. Shakeſ.

2: A lucky chance. Glanville.

To HITCH. v. n. [hegan, Sax. or hacher, Fr J

To catch, or move by jerks. Pope.

To HITCHEL. v. a [See Hatchell.) To

beat or comb flax or hemp.

HITCHEL. ſ. [heckel, German ) The inſtru

ment with which flax is beaten or combed.

HITHE. ſ. (hybe, Sax.] A ſmall haven to land

wares out of veſſels or boats.

HITHF. R. adv [hºsen, Sax.] I to this place

from ſome other Milton. 2. Hither and thi

ther, to this place and that. 3. To this end,

to this deſign. Tillotſºn.

HITHER a ſuperl, hithermºff. Nearer; to

wards this part. Ha e.

Hi THERMOST. a. [of hither, adv.] Neareſt

on this ſide. Hale.

H1 THERTO. adv. (from hither.) 1. To this

time, yet; in any time till now. Dryden. 1.

At every time till now. Dryden

HITHERWARD. a. [hyönepeano, Sax.]

HITHERWARDS. ſ. This way; towards this

place. Milton.

HIVE.J. (hype, Sax.] 1. The habitation or cell

9f bees. Addiſon. 2. The bees inhabiting a

hive. Shakeſp. 3. A company being toge

ther. Swift.

To HIV.E. v. a. [from the Noun.] 1. To put

into hives; to harbour. Dryden. a. To con

tain in hives. Cleaveland.

Tº HIVE, v, *. To take ſhelter together Pºpe.

HIVER, ſ_[from hive.) One who puts bee in

hives. Mortimer.

HO. interj. ſebo º Lat.] A call; a ſudden

HOA.5 exclamation to give notice ofapproach,

or anything elſe Shakeſp.

HQAR a...[han, Sax.] i. white. Fairfax. 2.

Grey with age. Pope. 3. White with froſt.

HOAR-FROST, ſ ſhear and f, ºft.) The con

gelations of dew in froſty mornings on the

graſs. Arbuthnot.

HQARD. ſ. ſhone, Sax.] A ſtore laid up in

ſecret; a hidden ſtock; a treaſure. Shakeſp.

To HOARD. v. n. To make hoards; to lay up

ſtore. Shakeſp.

To HQARD. v. a. To lay in hoards; to huſ.

band privily. Rºgerſ.

HOA'RDER. ſ. [from board J One that flores

up in ſecret. Lºcke.

HQARHOUND.J. [marrubium, Lat.) A plant.

Miller.

HOARINESS. ſ. [from heary ) The ſtate of

being whitiſh ; the colour of old men, hair.

Dryden.

HOARSE. a. ſhar, Sax.] Having the voice

rough, as with a cold having a rough ſound.

HO'ARSELY. adv, (from hºarſe.) with a

rough harſh voice. Dryden.

HOARSENFSS. ſ. [from hearſ...] Roughneſs

of voice. Hºlder.

HOARY. a. ſhan. hanung, Sax.] I. White ;

whitiſh. Addiſon 2. White or grey with age.

Rºwe, 3. White with froſt. Shakeſp. 4.

Mouldy moſſy ; ruſty. Kneller.

To HO BBLE. v. n. [to hºp, to ºpple, to hº

ble.} 1. To walk lamely or aukwardly upon

one leg more than the other. Swift. 2. To

move roughly or unevenly. Prior

HO'BBLE. J. ſtrom the verb.] An uneven auk

ward gait Gulºtter.

HQ BBY, ſ (hobereau, Fr.) 1. A ſpecies of

hawk. Baron. 2 [Hºppe, Gothick J. An Iriſh

or Scottiſh horſe. 3. A ſtick on which boys

get attride and ride. Prior. 4 A ſtupid fel

low. Shakeſp.

HQBGO BLIN. ſ. A ſprite; a fairy. Shakeſp.

HOBI T. ſ. A ſmall mortar.

HOBLINGLY. adv. [from hobble.] Clumfily;

aukwardly ; with a halting gait.

HOBNAIL /. [from hºbby and nail.] A nail

uſed in ſhoeing a horſe Shakeſp.

HO'BNAILED. a. [from 1.bnail.] Set with

hobnails. Dryden.

HO'BNOB. This is corrupted from hab nab.

Shakeſp.

HOCK. ſ. [The ſame with hough ) The joint

between the knee and fetlock.

To HOCK v. a. [from the noun.J. To diſable

in the hock.

B b b HCC:..
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HOCK. ſ. [from Hºckheim on the

HOCKAMORE. W. Maine.] Old ſtrong Rhe

niſh. Flyer.

HOCKHERB. ſ. [hock and herb.] A plant;

the ſame with mallows.

To HOCKLE. v. a. [From hock.) To hamſtring

HOCUS POCUS (junius derives it from hocked,

Welſh, a cheat, and poke, or pocus, a bag.) A

juggle; a cheat. L'Ejirange.

HOD. ſ. A kind of trough in which a labourer

carries mortar to the maſons. Tuller.

HODMAN. ſ [had and man.] A labourer that

Carries mortar.

HOLMANDoD. ſ. a fiſh. Bacon.

HODGE-PODGE / [hach; peche) A medley

of ingredients boiled together. Sandyr.

HOD1E RNAL a. (hodic, ºut, Lat.) O, to-day.

HQE / [heue, Fr.] An inſtrument to cut up |
the earth. Mortimer.

To HOE. v a [houer, Fr.] To cut or dig with a

hoe. Mortimer.

HOG.ſ. [hwch, welch ) i. The general name

of ſwine. Pºpe. ... A caſtrated boar. 3. 1.

bring Hogs tº a fair market. To ſail of one's

deſign. Speiator. .

Ho GCOTE.J. hºg and cote.] A houſe for hogs.
Mortiºner.

HOGGEREL.ſ. A two years old ewe Ainſw.

HOGH. ſ. [otherwiſe written he, from bough.]

A hill; riſing ground.

I.QGHERD. J. (bºg and hyme, a keeper.] A

keeper of hogs. Broome. -

HOCGISH, a [from Fog.] Having the quali

ties of a hog, brutuſh, ſelfiſh. Sidney.

*::::::::LY. adv. (from hºggiſh.) Greedily ,

elfiſhiv.

Höðishness f. [from hºggiſh ) Brutality;

greedineſs; ſelfiſhneſs.

HO GSBEANS.

HO'GSBREAD. ſ Plants.

HO'GSMUSHROOMS.

H6CSFENNEL. J. (hog and fennel.) A plant.

H.OGSHEAD. ſ. bag and head | 1. A meaſure

of liquids containing ſixty gallons. Arbuth. 2.

Any large barrel. Gulliver.

HOGSTY...f. [fºg and ſy.) The place in which

ſwine are ſhut to be fed. Swift.

HOGWASH. ſ. [heg and waſh The draught

which is given to ſwine. Arbuth.

HO IDE.N. ſ. (h:eden, Welſh.) An ill-taught

aukward country girl.

To HO IDEN. v. n. (from the noun..] To romp

indecently. Swift. -

To HOISE. N. v. a [hauſer, French..] To raiſe

To HOIST. up on high. Chapman.

To HOLD. v. a. preter, held ; part, paſſ. held

or hºlden (haiban, Sax.] 1. To graſp in the

hand; to gripe; to clutch. Shakeſp. z. To

keep 5 to retain i to gripe faſt. Spenſer, 3.

To maintain as an opinion. Locke. 4 To

conſider as good or bad 5 to hold in regard.

Stakeſp. 5. To have any ſtation Milton. 6.

To poliefs , to enjoy. Knolles. 7. To pedeſs

in ſubordination. Knºller. 8 To ſuſpend ; to

refrain. Cry.aw. 9. To ſtop 5 to reſlizia.

Denham. I c. To fix to any condition. Shak.

11. To preſerve : to keep. Shakeſp. 12. Ts

confine to a certain ſtate. 2. Eſdr. 13. To de

tain. Act. 14. To retain; to continue.

Dryden. 15. To ſolemnize to celebrate.

1 Sam. 16. To offer , to purpoſe. Ierºple.

17. To conſerve , not to violate. Dryden 8.

To manage to handle intellectually. Bacon.

19. To maintain. 1 Mac. 20. To form ; to

plan. Matthew, a 1. To carry on ; to con

tinue Abbot 21. To Hold fºrth. To offer;

to exhibit. Lºcke, 23. To Hold in. Togo

vern by the bridle. Swift. 24. To returain

in general. Hooker. 15. To Hold off. To

keep at a diſtance. Bacon. 26. T. Hºld ar.

To continue , to protract. Sanderſon. 27. 1,

Hold out. To extend; to ſtretch forth Efter.

28. To offer , to purpoſe. Bºr. 77-ſe, 19.

To continue to do or ſuffer. Shakeſp. 33. f.

Hold up. To raiſe aloft. Locke. 31. To ſuſ.

tain ; to ſupport. Beyle.

To HOLD. v. n. 1. To ſtand to be right; to

be without exception. Stillin fleet. 1. To

continue unbroken of unſubdued Shake p. 3.

To laſt to endure. Bacon. A. To continue.

L'Eſtrangº. 5. To re rain. Dryden. 6. To

ſtand up tor; to adhere. Hale. 7. To be de

pendent on. Aſchan. 8. To derive right.

Dryden. 9. To Hold farth. To harangue ;

to ſpeak in publick. L'Eſtrange. 19. Tº

Hold in. To reſtrain one's ſel. jer. . To

continue in luck. Swift. 12. To Holo ºff.

To keep at a diſtance without cloſing with ol

fers. Decay ºf Piety. 13. To Hold on. To

continue , not to be interrupted. Swift. 14.

To proceed. L'Eſtrange , 15. To Hold art.

To ſalt; to ensure. Tillºon. 16. Not to

yield ; not ſo be ſubdued. Collier. 17. Tº

Hold tºgether. To be joined. Dryden. , 8.

To remain in union. Lºcke. 19. Tº Holo

up. To ſupport himſelf. I listſ an ao. Not to

be foul weather. Hudibras. 21. To continue

the ſame ſpeed. Cºllier.

HOLD. interſ. Forbear; flop; be ſtill. Dryden.

HOLD. ſ. (from the verb ] 1. The act of ſea

ing ; gripe ; graſp ; ſeºute. Spenſer. 2. Sine

thing to be held , ſupport Bacon. 3. Catch;

power of ſcizing or keeping. Swift. 4 Prº

ton ; place of cuſtody. Hºoker, Dryden. 3.

Power; influence. Dryden. 6. Cuſtºdy. Sº -s.

7. Hold ºf a ſlip. All that part which lies

between the keelſ in and the lower deck. Har.

8. A lurking place. 9. A fortified place; a

fort. Spenſer.

HOLDER. ſ. (ſrom hold.) 1. One that holds or

gripes any thing in his hand. Mart, mer. 2.

A tenant; one that holds land under another.

Carew.

HO'LDERFORTH. ſ. (hold and farth.) An ha

ranguer: one who ſpeaks in publick. Addgen.

HOLDFAST. ſ. [held and fº.] Any uning

which takes hold ; a catch , a hook. Kay.

HO'LLING. ſ. (from held j 1, Tenure; arm.

Carºv. 2. It ſometimes ſignifies the burthea

or chorus of a ſong. Shakeſp.

Holl.
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HOLE. ſ. [hel, Dutch ; hole, Sax.) 1. A cavi

ty narrow and long, either perpendicular or

horizontal. Bacon. 2. A perforation; a ſmall

interſtitial vacuity. Boyle. 3. A cave ; a hol

lºw place. Shakeſp. 4. A cell of an animal.

442:/en. 5. A mean habitation. Dryden. 6.

Some ſubterfuge or ſhift.

#3; #3% Eleſſed lady. Hanmer

HO LILY, adv [from holy | 1. Piouſly ; with

ſanctity. Shakeſp. 2. Inviolably , without

breach. Sidney.

HOLINESS. ſ. [from holy.) 1. Sanctity; piety;

religious goodneſs. Rogers. 2. The ſtate of

being hallowed; dedication to religion. 3

The title of the pope. Addiſºn.

HO'LL.A. interj. [hºa, Fr.] A word uſed in

calling to any one at a diſtance. Milton

To HO i.L.A. v. n. [from the interjection.] To

cry out lºudly Shakeſp.

Ho LI.AND. J. Fine linen made in Holland.

Dryden.

HOLLOW. a. [from hºle.] 1. FXcavated ; hav

ing a void ſpace within ; not ſolid. Dryden.

2. Noſy ; like ſound reverberated from a ca

vity. Dryden. 3. Not faithful ; not ſound ;

not what one appears. Hudibrar.

HOLLOW.ſ. i. A cavity; concavity. Bacon. 2.

Cavern; den; hole. Prior. 3. Pit. Addiſon.

4. Any opening or vacuity. Genºſiſ. 5. Paſ

ſage : canal. Addiſon.

To HOLLOW. v. a. [from the noun..] To

make hollow ; to excavate. Spectator.

To HO LLOW. v. n. To ſhout; to hoot.

HOLLOWLY. adv. [from hollºw ) i. With

<avities. 2. Unfaithfully ; inſincerely ; diſ

honeſtly. Shakeſp.

HOLLOWNESS. ſ (from he'lºw ) i. Cavity:

ſtate of being hollow. Hakewill. 1. Deceit
inſincerity ; treacher v. South.

HOLLOWROOT.J. [hallow and root.] A plant.

Alaf-earth.

Ho I.I.Y. (holeyn, Sax.] A tree.

HQ LLYHOCK. ſ (holihoc, Sax.] Roſe-mal
low. Mortimer.

HOLLYROSE. ſ. A plant.

Hoi.M.E. ſ. 1. Hºlme or hºwme. [holme, Sax.]

A river iſland. 2. The ilex ; the evergreen

oak. Tuſ.

HO'LGCAUST. ſ. [x2 and kai, ) A burnt

ſacrifice. Ray.

HOLP. The old preterite and participle paſſive

of teip. Stakeſp.

HO LPEN. The old participle paſſive of help.
… ºff.

HOLSTER, ſ [heorren, Sax.] A caſe ſor a

Horſeman's piſtol. Butler.

HOLT. ſ. ſhölz, Sax.] A wood. Gibſºn.

HOLY. a. (halº, Sax.] 1. Good ; pious ; re

ligious. Shakeſp. z. Hallowed ; conſecrated

to divine uſe. Dryden. 3. Pure ; immacu

late. South. 4. Sacred. Shakeſp

HOLY-GHOST. J. (halº, and £ort, Sax.]

The third perſon in the adorable Trinity.

I.<cke.

HOLY-THURSDAY. ſ. The day on which

the aſcenſion of our Saviour is commemora

ted, ten days before Whitſuntide.

HOLY WEEK. ſ. The week before Eaſter.

HO'LYDAY. ſ. ſkely and day.) 1. The day

of ſome eccleſiaſtical feſtival. 1. Anniverſary

feaſt. Knºlles. 3. A day of gaiety and joy.

Shakeſp. 4. A time that comes ſeldom. Dryd.

HO MAGE ſ. (kommage, Fr. Komagium, low

Lat J 1. Service paid and ſealty profeſſed to a

ſovereign or ſuperiour lord. Davies. 1. Obei

ſance ; reſpect paid by external action. Denh.

To HOMAGE. v. a. [from the noun..] To re

verence by external action; to pay honour to ;

to profeſs fealty.

HO MAGER. } [hommager, Fr.) One who

holds by homage of ſome ſuperiour lord. Bac.

HOME. ſ. ſham, Sax.] I. His own houſe; the

private dwelling. Dryden. 2. His own coun

try. Shakeſp. 3. The place of conſtant reſi

dence. Prior. 4. United to a ſubſtantive, it

ſignifies domeſtick. Bacon.

HOME. adv. [from the noun.) 1. To one's

own habitation. Locke. 2. To one's own

country. 3. Cloſe to one's own breaſt or aſ

fairs. L'Eſtrange, Wake. 4. To the point

deſigned. Sanderſon. 5. United to a ſubſtan

tive, it implies force and efficacy. Stilling fleet.

HOMEBO RN. a. [home and Fern ) i. Native :

natural. Donne. 2. Domeſtick; not foreign.

Pºpe

HOMEBRED. a. [home and bred.) 1. Native;

natural. Hammond. 2. Not poliſhed by tra

ve! ; plain ; rude ; artleſs; uncultivated.

Pryden. 3. Domeſtick , not foreign. Spenſer.

HOMEFELT a. [home and felt.) Inward ;

private. Pºpe.

HOMELILY. adv. [from hºmeyl Rudely;

inelegantly.

HOMELINESS. ſ. [from homey.) Plainneſ, 5

rudeneſs.

HOMELY. a. [from home.] Plain; home-ſpun;

not elegant; not beautiful ; not fine; coarſe.

Sºuth.

HQ MELY. adv. Plainly ; coarſely; rudely.

Dryden.

HOMELIN. ſ. A kind of fiſh. Ainſwo, th.

HOMEMA'DE. adv. [hzine and made..] Made

at home. Locke.

HO'MER. ſ. A meaſure of about three pints.
Lev

HO MESPUN. a. (home and ſpun.) 1. Spun or

wrought at home , not made by regular ma

nu'acturers. Swift. 2. Not made in ſo, ign

countries. Addiſon 3 Plain ; coal fe; rude ,

homely , inelegant. Sandyr.

HOMESPU. N. ſ. A coarſe, inelegant ruſtics.

Shakeſp.

Ho MEST ALL. 7 ſ. (ham and ſtree, Saxon 3

HO MESTEAD. W. The place of the houſe. Dºy.

HO'MF,WARD adv. [ham and peaps,

HOMEWARDS. $ Sax.] Towards home ; to

was us the native place. Sidney.

HONº. J. (homicidiuri, Lat.] I. Mur

der; manquclling. Hooker, 2. Deſtruction.

B b b 2. Dºyuzz,
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Dryden. 3. (homicida, Lat.] A murderer ;

a manſlayer. Dryden.

HOMIDICAL. a. [from hemicide. Murderous;

bloody. Pºpe.

HOMILETICAL. a. [iaºlin?; ) Social; con
verſible. Atterbur

HO'MILY. ſ. [32, a J A diſcourſe read to a

congregation. Hammond

HOMOGE'N FAL. a. [*40; tyr... ) Having

HoMOGENEOUS. § the ſame nature or prin

ciples. Newton.

f Participation o'HOMOGENEALNESS.

HOMOGENE’ITY. the ſame princi

HOMOGENEOUSNESS.) ples or nature; fi

militude of kind. Cheyne

HOMOGENY. ſ. [acylvia. ] Joint nature.

Bacon.

HOMOLOGOUS. a. [340x2yo;..] Having the

ſame manner or proportions.

HOMO'NYMOUS. a. [3,3vvuo;..] Denomina

ting different things ; equivocal. Watts.

HQMO'NYMY. ſ. [*40.ukata.] Equivocation ,

ambiguity.

HOMOTO NOU.S. a. (34.4%:..] Equable: ſaid

of ſuch diſtempers as keep a conſtant tenour

of riſe, ſtate, and declenſion. Quincy.

HONE / [hæn, Sax.] A whetſtone for a raſor.

Taffºr

To HONE. v. n. (hongan, Sax.] To pine; to

long.

HONEST. a. [Ågneſiuſ, Lat.} t. Upright; true;

ſincere. Watts. 1. Chaſte. Shakeſp. 3. Juſt;

righteous , giving to every man his due.

H0 NESTLY. adv, (from honeſ?..] 1. Upright

ly: juſtly. Ben jokyº. 2. With chaſtity;

modeſtly.

IIONESTY' ſ (hºnºffat, Lat.] Juſtice; truth;

virtue , purity. Temple.

HO'NIED. a. (from hºney.] I. Covered with

honey. Milton. 2. Sweet; luſcious. Shakeſp.

/11/tºn.

HONEY. ſ (hung, Sax.] 1. A thick, viſcous,

fluid ſubſtance, or a whitiſh or yellowiſh co

lour, ſweet to the taſte, ſoluble in water, and

becoming vinous on fermentation, inflamma

ble, liquable by a gentle heat, and of a fra

grant ſmell. Of honey, the fineſt is virgin ho

ney : it is the firſt produce of the ſwarm. The

ſcconi is thicker than the firſt, often almoſt

foºd, procured from the combs by preſſure :

2nd the worſt is the common yellow honey.

Hi //, Arbuthnot. 2. Sweetneſs; luſciouſneſs,

Shakeſp. 3. A name of tenderneſs; ſweet;

ſweetneſs. Shakeſp.

To HONEY. v. n. [from the noun..] To talk

fondly. Shakeſp.

HQNFY-BAG.J. [honey and bag..] The honey

bag i. the ſtomach. Grew.

HONEY-COMB. ſ. (Honey and comb.] The cells

of wax in which the bee ſtores her honey.

Dryden.

Ho NEY-COMBED. a. [ hºney and comb. J

Flawed with little cavities. Wiſeman.

HQ XFY-DEW.J. [hºney and dºw.JSweet dew.

Garth,

HONEY-FLOWER. ſ. [relanthur, Lat.) A
lant.

Hºyosar. ſ. [honey and gnat.] An in
ect.

HO'NEY-MOON. ſ. [heney and moon.) The firſt

month after marriage. Addiſºn.

HONEY-SUCKLE, ſ, woodbine. Shakeſp.

HO'NEYLESS. a. [from hºney..] without ho

ney. Shakeſp.

HONEY-wort. ſ. [cerinthe, Lat.) A plant.

HONORARY. a. (hºnorarius, Lat j 1, Done

in honour Addiſºr. 1. Conferring honour

without gain. Addiſºn.

HONOUR. ſ. ſh;nor, Lat ) i. Dignity; high

rank. 1. Reputation; fame. Bacon. 3 The

title of a man of rank. Shakeſp. 4. Subject

of praiſe. Shakeſp. 5. Nobleneſs of mind;

magnanimity Rogers. 6. Reverence ; due

veneration. Shakeſp. 7. Chaſtity. Shakeſp.

8. Dignity of mien. Milton 9. Glory ; boaſt.

Burnet. Io. Publick mark of reſpešt. Wale.

1 1. Privileges of rank or birth. Shakeſp. 12.

Civilities paid. Pºpe. 13. Ornament; deco

ration. Dryden.

To HONOUR. v. a. [honore, Lat.] 1 . To re

verence ; to regard with veneration. Pºpe. 2.

To dignify , to raiſe to greatneſs. Ex.

HONOURABLE. a. [honorable, Fr.) 1. Illuſ

trious; noble. Shakeſp. 1: Great ; magna

nimous; generous. Shakeſp. 3. Conferring

honour. Dryden. 4. Accompanied with tokens

of honour. Spenſer. 5. Not to be diſgraced.

Shakeſp. 6. Without taint ; without reproach.

1 Mac. 7. Honeſt; without intention of de

ceit. Hayward. 8. Equitable.

HO'NOURABLENESS. ſ. [from honourable.] 1.

Eminence ; magnificence; generoſity.

HO'NOURABLY. adv. [from honºrable ] 1.

With token of honour. Shakeſp. 2. Magna

nimouſly , generouſly. Bacon. 3. *Pººh:
with exemption from reproach. Dryden

HONOURER. ſ (from honour.) One that ho

nours; one that regards with veneration. Pºpe.

HOOD, in compoſition, is derived from the Sax

on hab, in German bert, in Dutch beid. It

denotes quality ; character: as, knightheed;

childhood. Sometimes it is taken collectively :

as, brotherhood, a confraternity.

HOOD. ſ. hob, Sax.] I. The upper covering

of a woman's head. 2. Any thing drawn up

on the head, and wrapping round it. PPºttes.

3. A covering put over the hawk's eyes. 4.

An ornamental fold that hangs down the back

of a graduate.

To HOOD. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To dreſ.

in a hood Pope. 2. To blind, as with a hood.

Shakeſp. 3. To cover Dryden. -

HOODMAN's Blind. ſ. A play in which the

perſon hooded is to catch another, and tell the

name Shakeſp.

To HOODWINK. v. a. [hoºd and wink.] i.

To blind with ſomething bound over the eyes.

Sidney, Shakeſp. Davies, Ben. johnſon, Lºcke,

Rowe. 1. To cover; to hide. Shakeſp. 3.

To decide; to impoſe upon, Sidney.

HOOF,
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HOOF. ſ. ſhop, Sax.] The hard horny ſub

ſtance on the feet of graminivorous animals.

Mare.

HOOF-BOUND, a [hoef and bound.) A horſe

is ſaid to be hoºf-bound when he has a pain in

the forefeet, occaſioned by the dryneſs and

contraction or narrowneſs of the horn of the

quarters, which ſtraitens the quarters of the

heels, and oftentimes makes the horſe lame

Farrier’ſ Diº.

HOOK. ſ. ſhoce, Sax.] 1. Anything beat ſo as

to catch hold. Knºlles. 2. The curvated wire

on which the bait is hung for fiſhes, and with

which the fiſh is pierced. Shakeſp. 3. A ſnare;

a trap Shakeſp 4. A ſickle to reap corn.

Mortimºr. 5. An iron to ſeize the meat in

the caldron. Spenſer. 6. An inſtrument to

cut or lop with. Pºpe. 7. The part of the

hinge fixed to the poſt. Cleaveland. 8. Hook

[In huſbandry.) A field ſown two years run

ning, Ainſworth. 9. Hook or Crook. One way

or other; by any expedient. Hudibrar.

To HOOK. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To catch

with a hook. Addiſon. 2. To intrap; to en

ſnare. 3. To draw as with a hook. Shakeſp.

4. To faſten as with a hook. 5. To be drawn

by force or artifice. Norris.

HOOKF.D. a. [from hook.] Bent; curvated.

Brown.

HO OKEDNESS. ſ (from hooked.] State of be

ing bent like a hook.

HOOKNOSED. a. [heek and noſe.] Having the

aquiline noſe riſing in the middle. Shakeſp.

HOOP. ſ. ſheep, Dutch..] I. Anything circular

by which ſomething elſe is bound, particu

larly caſks or barrels. Dryden, Pope. 2. The

whalebone with which women extend their

Petticºats. Swift. 3. Any thing circular.

Addiſon.

To HOOP. v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To bind

or encloſe with hoops. Shakeſp. z. To en

circle; to claſp; to ſurround. Shakeſp.

To HOOP. v. A. (from wºpyan, Gothick; or

***pper, Fr.] To ſhout; to make an outcry

by way of call or purſuit.

To HOOP. v. a. 1. To drive with a ſhout.

Shakeſp. z. To call by a ſhout.

HQOPER: ſ [from hoºp J A cooper; one that
hoops tubs.

HOOPING-Couch. ſ. (ſom houp, to ſhout.]

A convulſive cough, ſo called from its noiſe.

Te HoOT. v. n. (hwt, Welſh.) 1. To ſhout

in contempt. Sidney. 2. To cry as an owl.

Shakeſp.

To HoOT. v. a. To drive with noiſe and ſhouts.

Shakeſp.

HOOT. ſ. (huée, Fr. from the verb ] Clamour;
thout. Glanville.

To HOP. v. n. [hoppan, Sax) 1. To jump;

to ſkip lightly. Dryden. 2. To leap on one

leg. zibbot. 3. To walk lamely, or with one

leg leſs nimble than the other. Dryden. 4. To

move 5 to play. Spenſer.

HOP. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. A jump; a light

kap, a A jump ca ole leg. Addiſºn. 3.

A place where meaner people dauce.

HOP. ſ. ſhºp, Dutch.) A plant.

To HOP. v. a. [from the noun.] To impregnate

with hops. Arbuthnot.

HOPE. f [hopa, Sax.) 1. Expectation of ſome

good ; an expectation indulged with pleaſure.

job, Lºcke. 2. Confidence in a future event,

or in the future conduct of any body. Shakeſp.

3. That which gives hope. Shakeſp. 4. The

object of hope Dryden.

HOPE. ſ. Any ſloping plain between the ridges

of mountains. Ainſworth.

To HQPE. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To live

in expectation of ſome good. Taylor. 2. To

place confidence in futurity. Pſalm.

To HOPE v. a. To expect with deſire. Dryden.

HQ PEFUL. a. (hºpe and full.] ... Full of qua

lites which produce hope; promifing. Bacon.

* Full of hope; full of expectation of ſucceſs.

Bºyle, Pope.

HOPEFULLY adv. [from hºpeful] 1. In ſuch

manner as to raiſe hope. Clarendon. 2. With

hope; without deſpair. Glanville.

HOPEFULNESS. ſ. (from hºpeful J Promiſeof

good; likelihood to ſucceed Wotton.

HOPELESS, a [from hºpe.) 1. Without hope;

without pleaſing expectation. Hºoker. 2.Giving

no hope ; promiſing nothing pleaſing. Shakeſp.

HOPER. / (from hºpe.) One that has pleaſing

cxpectations. Swift.

HO PINGLY. adv. [from hºping.] with hope;

with expectation of good. Hammºnd

HOPPER. ſ. [from hºp.] He who hops or jumps

on one leg.

HQ PPER. ſ. (ſo called, becauſe it is always

beffing.] 1. The box or open frame of wood

into which the corn is put to be ground.G, ew.

3. A baſket for carrying fied

HOPPEKS ſ. (commonly called Scotch hºp

Peru.] A kind of play, in which the actor hops

on one leg.

HQ RAL, a [from hora, Lat.) Relating to the

hour. Prior.

HO RARY. a ſhorarius, Lat.) 1. Relating to

an hour. Hudibras. 2. Continuing for an hour.

Brown.

HORDE. ſ. A clan; migratory crew of people.

Thomſºn.

HORIZON. ſ. [pºww.] The line that termi

nates the view. . The horizºn is diſlinguiſhed

into ſenſible and real the ſenſible horizon is

the circular line which limits the view ; the

real is that which would bound it, if it could

take in the hemiſphere. Bacon

HORIZO NTA I, a [hºrizontal, Fr.) 1. Near

the horizon. Milton. 2. Farallel to the horizon,

on a cwel. Arbuthnot.

HORIZON TALLY adº. [From Hori, on tal.]In

a direction parallel to the horizon Beat ey.

HORN. ſ. 1/aur n, Gothick; honn, Sax.] 1.

The hard pointed bodies which grow co the

heads of ſome graminivorous quac, upcols, and

ſerve them for weapons. Bently. ... An inſtru

ment of wind-muſick made of horn. Dryden.

3. The extremity of the waxing or waii.ing

II, octl.
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moon. Dryden, Thomſºn. 4. The feelers of a

fail Shakeſp. 5. A drinking cup made of horn.

6. Antler of a cuckold. Shakeſp 7. HoRN

*ad Perhaps mad as a cuckold. Shakeſp.
O I.' - - -

§§§ { / A kind of fiſh.

HoRNBEAM. J. [hern and been, Dutch..] A
tree.

HO RNBook. ſ. ſhºrn and boºk.] The firſt

book of children, covered with horn to keep

it unfoiled. Lºcke, Prior.

HQ R N ED. a. [rom horn.) Furniſhed with

horns. Deaham.

HO'RNER. ſ. (from hºrn ) One that works in

horn, and ſells horns Grew.

HO'RNET / [hynnette, Sax.] A very large

ſtrong flinging fly Derham.

HO RN Foo T. ſ. [horn and foºt.) Hoofed.
Haketoil!

HC RNOWL.f. A kind of horned-owl Ainſwo.

HO RN PIPE. f [hern and fife) A country

dance, danced commonly to a horn. Raleigh,

R. s. 7. Anjou.

Ho's NS roNE. ſ. A kind of blue ſtone.

HO RNWORK. J. A kind of angular fortifica

tfon.

HO RNY. a. [from hors.) 1. Made of horn. 2.

Relembling horn Arbuthnet 3. Hard as horn;

caſious Dºyden

HO ROGRAPHY. f. (ºpa and yº; 2 J An ac

count of the hºurs.

HO'ROLOGE \ ſ. ſhºr:lgium, Lat] Any in

HO'ROI.OGY. W. d 1 unment that tells the hour :

as a clºck ; a watch; an hour-glaſs. Brown.

HORO METRY. f. [...f4 and tailpix.) The art

of meaſuring hours, B, ºran.

HO ROSCOPE. ſ. [...re-woº...] The configu

ration of the planets at the hour of birth.

Dramm-nd, Dryden

HO'RRFBLE. a. [Forribilis, Lat.) Dreadful .

terrible: ſhocking ; hideous enormous South.

HO RRIELENESS. ſ. (from horrible.) Dread.

fulneſs ; hideouſneſs; terribleneſs.

HO RRIBLY, adv, (from horrible.) 1. Dread.

fully; hideouſly. Milton. 2. To a dread ul

degree. Locke.

HO RR HD. a. [horridu (, Lat ) 1. Hideous ;

dread ul; ſhocking. Shakeſp. 1. Shocking ;

offenſive; unpleaſing. Pºpe 3. Rough , rugged.

Dryden.

HO'RRIDNESS. ſ [from horrid.) Hideouſneſs;

enormity. Hammond.

HO RRIFICK a. (horrificut, Lat ) Cauſing

horour Thomſºn.

HORRISONOU.S. a. (Harriſºnur, Lat.) Sound

ing dread:uſly. Diº.

HORROUR.J. [horror, Latji Terrour mixed

with deteſtation. Ilavies. 2. Gloom ; dreari

nels. Pºpe 3. [In medicine. Such a ſhud

dering or quivering as precedes an ague fit; a

fenſe of ſhuddering or ſhrinking. Kºincy.

HORSE. ſ. ſhopſ, Sax 1. A neighing qua

druped, uſed in war, draught, and carriage.

C, rech. 2. It is uſed in the plural ſerie, but

with a ſingula, termination, for horſes, horſe

[

men, or cavalry. Clarenden. 3. Something on

which anything is ſupported. 4. A wooden

machine which ſoldiers ride by way of puniſh

ment. 5. Joined to another ſubſtantive, it

ſignifies ſomething large or coarſe: as, a hºrſe

face, a face of which the features are large

and indelicate.

To HORSE. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To

mount upon a horſe. Bacon. 2. To carry one

on the back. 3. To ride any thing. Shakeſ?.

4. To cover a mare. Mortimer.

HO'RSEBACK. ſ. (Herſe and back.] The ſeat

of the rider; the ſtate of being on a horſe.

rzºzºn.

HORSEPEAN. ſ. ſherſ, and bean.] A ſmall

bean uſually given to horſes. Mortimer.

HORSEBLOCK ſ [horſe and block ] A block

on which they climb to a horſe.

HQRSE BOAT.J. horſe and bºat.) A boat uſed

in ferrying horſes.

HORSE BOY. ſ. [herſ, and bºy J A boy em

ployed in dreſſing horſes; a ſtable boy. Kreller.

HORSEBREAKER. ſ. (horſe and break.) One

whoſe employment is to tame horſes to the

ſaddle. Creech.

HORSECHESNUT. ſ. [herſe and cheſnut.) A

plant. Miler.

HORSECOURSER. ſ. [herſ, and cºarſer.) 1.

One that runs horſes, or keeps horſes for the

race. 2. A dealer in horſes. Wiſeman.

HORSECRAB. ſ. A kind of fiſh. Ainſworth.

HORSF.CUCUMBER.J. (borſe and cucumber.]

A plant. Mortimer.

HORSEDUNG. ſ. [horſe and dung.] The ex

crement of horſes. Peacham.

HORSEEMMET. ſ. [horſe and emmet..] Anant

of a large kind.

HORSEFLESH ſ [horſe and fleſh.] The fleſh

of horſes. Bacon.

HORSEFLY. ſ [horſe and fly.) A fly that ſtings

horſes and ſucks their blood.

HORSEFOOT. ſ. An herb. The ſame with

coltsfoot. Ainſwºrth.

HQRSEHAIR. ſ. (horſe and hair.] The hair of

horſes. Dryden.

HORSEHEEL. ſ. An herb

HORSELAUGH. ſ. [horſe and laugh] A loud

violent rude laugh, Pºpe

HORSELEECH ſ. [hºrſe and leech..] I. A

great leech that bites horſes. Shakeſp. 2. A

tarrier.

HO RSELITTER ſ. ſherſe and litter.] A car

riage hung up n poles between two horſes, on

which the perſon carried yes along. 2 Mac.

HORSEMAN. ſ. (horſe and man.) 1.One ſkilled

in riding. Dryden. 2. One that ſerves in wars

on hoſtback. Ilayward. 3. A rider ; a man
on horleback Prizr.

HORSEMANSHIP. ſ. (from Hºrſeman.) The

art of riding; the art of managing a horſe.

Jſ' attan.

HORSEM ARTEN. ſ. A kind of large bee.

Ainſworth.

HORSEMATCH. ſ. A bird. Ainſworth.

HO'RSE
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HORSEMEAT. ſ. [horſe and meat.]Provender.

Bacon.

HORSEMINT.ſ. A large coarſe mint.

HORSEMUSCLE f A large muſcle Bacon.

HORSEPLAY, ſº [herſe and play.) Coarſe,

rough, rugged play. Dryden.

HORSEPOND. ſ." [horſe and pand.] A pond
for horſes.

HORSERACE ſ. [horſe and race..] A match of

horſes in running. Bacon.

HORSERADISH ſ. [horſe and radiſh.] A root

acrid and biting ; a ſpecies of ſcurvy graſs. Flºy.

HORSESHOE. ſ. [horſe and ſhoe.]1. A plate of

iron nailed to the feet of horſes. Shakeſp. 2.

An herb. Ainſworth.

HORSESTEALER.ſ. (horſe and ſteal.] A thief

who takes away horſes. Shakeſp.

HORSETAIL. ſ. A plant.

HORSEToNGUE. ſ. An herb. Ainſw.

HORSEWAY. ſ. [horſe and way J A broad

way by which horſes may travel. Shakeſp.

HORTATION. f. [hortatio, Lat..] The act of

exhorting; advice or encouragement to ſome

thing.

HORTATIVE. ſ. [from horter, Lat.) Exhor

tation ; precept by which one incites or ani

mates. Bacon.

HORTATORY. a. [from hertor, Lat.) En

couraging ; animating ; adviſing to any thing.

HORTICULTURE. ſ. [hortuſ and cultura,

Lat.] The art of cultivating gardens.

HO'RTULAN. a. ſhortulanus, Lat.) Belonging

to a garden. Evelyn.

HOSANNA. ſ. ſºrawa.] An exclamation of

praiſe to God. Fidder.

HOSE. f. plur. hoſen. (hora, Sax.] 1. Breeches.

Shakeſp. z. Stockings; covering for the legs.

gy.

Hºs.ERſ (from hoſe.]One who ſells ſtockings.
“traff.

HO SPITABLE. a. [hoſpitabilir, Lat.) Giving

entertainment to ſli angers; kind to ſtrangers.

Dryden.

HO SPITABI.E. adv. [from hºſpitable.] With

kindneſs to ſtrangers. Prior.

HOSPITAL. ſ. [hoſpital, Fr. hoſpitalis, Lat.}

1. A place built for the reception of the ſick,

or ſupport of the poor. Addiſon. 2. A place

for ſhelter or entertainment. Spenſer.

HOSPITALITY, J.[hoſpitalité, Fr.) The prac

tice of entertaining ſtrangers. Hacker.

HO SPITALLER / [hoſpitalarius, low Lat.

from hºſpital J One reſiding in an hoſpital in

order to receive the poor or ſtranger. ##.
To Ho"SPITATE. v. a. [hoſpitor, Lat..] To

reſide under the roof of another. Grow.

HOST. ſ. [hºſie, F. hoſper, hoſpitiy, Lat.] .

One who gives entertainment to another. Sid.

2. The landlord of an inn. Shakeſp. 3. [From

A ſtu, Lat.] An army; numbers aſſembled for

war. Shakeſp. 4. Any great number. Shakeſp.

5 (Hºſtia, Lat.] The ſacrifice of the maſs in

tne Roºniſh church.

To HOST. v. n. [from the noun..] I. To take

up entertainment. Shakeſp. a. To encoun

ter in battle Milton. 3. To review a body

of men; to muſter. Spenſer.

HOSTAGEſ (ºftage, fr.j One given in pledge

H&#." otº of conditions.Art.

- hºſteſ, boſtelerie -

§sy % ſlº, ºri, Fr. An

HOSTESS. ſ. [hºſteffe, Fr.] A female hoſt; a

Höğ.º Dryden.

..SS-SHIP. J. [from #2//e/z. T -

raćter of an..". º Ji [ The cha

HOSTILE. a. ſhiftilis, Lat.) Adyerſe; oppo

ſite ; ſuitable to an enemy. Dryden.

HOSTILITY.'ſ hºſtilit’, Fr.frºm hºle.jthe

Practices of an ºpen enemy, open war; oppo

lition in war. Hayward.

H9s TLER-J (ºſteller, from heftel. One who

has the care of horſes at an inn. *enſer.

HOSTRY. ſ. [corrupted from *ºffely. A place

where the horſes of gueſts are kept. Dryden.

HOT. a. hat, Sax.] I Having the power to

excite the ſenſe of heat; contrary to cold :

fiery. Newton. 2. Luſtful , lewd. sº
3. Strongly affected by ſenſible qualities. Drya.

4- Violent ; furious ; dangerous. Clarendº

Ardent vehement ; precipitate. Denham. &

Eager; keen in deſire. Locke.7. Piquant ; art.

H9TBF.D. ſ. A bed of earth made hot by the

ferinentation of dung Bacon.

HOTBRA IN ED. a. i hot and brain.] Violent,

vehement; furious.

HOTCOCKLES. ſ. [hauter ceguillet, Fr.) A

play in which one covers his “yes, and gueſſes

who ſtrikes him. Arbuthnot. -

HOTHEADED. a. ſhot and head.j Vehement;

viclent ; paſſionate. Arbuthnot.

HOT HOUSE. ſ. (£ct and houſe..] I. A bagnio ;

* Place to twear and cup in Shakeſp. "... A

brothel. Ben. Jºhnſºn. -

HOTI.Y. adv. [from hºt..] I. with heat;

not cºldly. 1. Yiolently 5 vehemently. Sidney.

3. Luſtfully. Dryden.

HOTMOU THED. a. [her and mouth.J Head

ſtrong ; ungovernable. Pryden.

HOTN ESS / (from her. Heat, violence: fury.

HOTCHPO CH ſt/a, is en posſe, Fr. J. A
tningled haſh ; a mixture. Camden.

H9TSPUR ſ ſhºt and ſpur.) 1. A man vio

lent, paſſionate, precipitate and heedy. Burtos.

* A kind of Pea of ſpeedy growth. Mort.

HOTSPURRED. a. [frºm hºtſpur J Vehe

ment ; rath; heady. Peacham.

HOVE. The preterite of heave.

HOVEl.J. [Diminutive of hope, houſe, Sax.]

1. A ſhed open on the ſides, and covered 2:

verhead 7 ºffer. 2. A mean habitation; a

cottage. Ray.

To HOVE!... v. a. [from the noun..] To ſhelter

in an hovel. Shakeſp.

H9 VEN part. £aff. [from heave..] Raiſed;
ſwelled , tumefied. Taſer.

To HOVER. v. n. the vio, to hang over,weigh }

# To hang in the air over held. Dryden,

Priºr, Pºpe, a. To ſtand in ſupence ºr ex.

Pectation. Sººnſºr. 3. To waller about one

place, addiſºn. -

HOUGH.
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HOUGH. f. [hox, Sax.] 1. The lower part of

the thigh. 1. Eſd. ... [Hué, Fr.] An adz; an

hoe. Stºlling fleet.

To HOUGH. v. a. [from the noun. 1. To

hamſtring ; to diſable by cutting the ſinews of

. ham joſ. 2. To cut with a hough or
e

HOULET. ſ. The vulgar name for an owl,

HOULT. ſ. [holt, Sax]. A ſmall wood. Fairf.

HOUND. ſ. hunb, Sax.) A dog uſed in the

chate. Prior.

To HouND. v. a. [from the noun.} 1. To

ſet on the chace. Bramhall. 2. To hunt j to

purſue. L’Eſtrange.

HOUNDFISH. ſ. A kind of fiſh.

HOUNDSTONGUE.J. [cynoglºſſam, Lat J A

plant. Millar.

HOUNDTREF. ſ. A kind of tree. Ainſwºrth

HOUP. ſ. [upapa, Lat.) The puet Ainſwºrth.

HOUR. ſ. (heure, Fr. hora, Lat J 1. The

twenty-fourth part of a natural day the ſpace

of ſixty minutes. Shakeſp. 2. A particular

time. 3. The time as marked by the clock.

Shakeſp.

Ho URGLASS. ſ. [hour and glaſs.) 1. A glaſs

filled with ſand, which I unning through a

narrow hole, marks the time. Sidney, Bacºn.

z. Space of time, Bacon.

HO URI.Y. a. (from hour.] Happening or done

every hour; frequent; otten repeated. Dryd.

HOURLY. adv. [from bour.] Every hour ;

frequently Dryden.

HO URPLATE. ſ. ſhour and plate.] The dial ,

the plate on which the hours pointed by the

hand of a clock are inſcribed. Locke

HOUSE. / [hur, Sax.] 1. A place wherein a

man lives; a place of human abode. Watts.

2. Any place of abode Shakeſp. 3. Places in

which religious or ſtudious perſons live in com

mon. Addiſon. 4. The manner of living ;

the table. Swift. 5. Station of a planet in

the heavens, aſtrologically conſidered. Stilling.

6. Fannily of anceſtors, deſcendants, and kin

dred; race. Dryden. 7. A body of the par

hament; the lords or cornmens collectively

conſidered. King Charles.

To HOUSE. v a [from the noun )

harbour; to admit to reſidence. South.

To ſhelter; to keep under a roof. Evelyn.

Tc HOUSE. v. n. 1. To take ſhelter ; to keep

abode ; to reſide. Shakyp. 2. To have an aſ

trological ſtatiºn in the heavens. Dryden.

HOUSEBREAKER. ſ. [ hºuſe and break. )

Burglar; one who makes his way into houſes

to ſteal. L'Eſtrange.

HOUSEBREAKING. ſ. [ houſe and break J

Burglary. Swift.

Ho USEDOG J. [houſe and dog.) A maſtiff

kept to guard the houſe. Addiſon.

HOUSEHOLD. ſ. [houſe and bold.] 1. A fa

mily living together Shakeſp. z. Family

lite, domeſtick management. Shakeſp. 3. It

is uſed in the manner of an adjective, to ſigni

fy domeſtick ; belonging to theº Aółs.

Ho'USEHOLDSTUff.ſ. (Hºuſehol/and/ºff]

Furniture of any houſe; utenſils convenient

for a family. L'Effrange.

HOUSEKEEPERſ (houſe and keep J 1. Houſe

holder; maſter of a fanity. Locke. 2. One

who lives in plenty Wotton. 3. One who

lives much at home. Shakeſp. 4. A woman

ſervant that has the care of a family, and ſu

Perintends the ſervants Swift. 5. A houſe

dog Shakeſp.

HOUSEKEEPING. a. [Heuſe and keep.) Do

meſtick uſeful to a family. Carew.

HOUSEKEEPING. ſ. Hoſpitality; liberal and
plentiful table. Prior.

HOUSEL. ſ. (hurl, Sax.] The holy euchariſt.

To HOUSEL. v . a. (from the noun..] To give

or receive the euchariſt. Both the noun and

verb are obſolete.

HQ USELEEK. ſ. (houſe and leek.] A plant.
Miller.

HOUSELESS. a.ſ.from hºuſe ] without abode;

wanting habitation. Weft.

HOUSEMA ID. ſ. [houſe and maid.] A maid

employed to keep the houſe clean. Swift.

HOUSEROOM. f. [houſe and room..] Piace in

a houſe. Dryden.

HOUSESNA.ii. ſ. A kind of ſnail.

HOUSEWARMiNG. ſ. hºuſe and warm.] A

leaſt or merry-making upon going into a new
houſe.

HO USEWIFE. ſ. (Houſe and wife.] 1. The

miſtrels of a family. Pope 1. A female ceco

nomiſt. Spenſer. 3. One ſkilled in female bu

fineſs. Addiſon

HOUSEWIFELY. a. [from houſewife.] Skilled

in the acts belonging to a houſewife.

HOUSEWIFELY. adv. [ from houſewife. }

With the oeconomy of a houſewife.

HOUSEWIFERY..ſ. (from houſewife.] . Do

meſtick or female buſineſs; management.

Chapman. 2. Female oeconomy. Taylor.

HQ USING. ſ. (from houſe.] 1 Quantity of

inhabited building. Graunt. z. [From bra

Jeaux, Fr.) Cloth originally uſed to keep off

dirt, now added to ſaddles as ornamental.

HO'USE LING. a.[from houſe. Provided for en

tertainment at firſt entrance into a houſe;

houſe-warming Spenſer.

HOUSS. ſſfrom houſeaux, Fr.) Houſings. Dryd.

HOW. adv. [hu, Sax.] 1. In what manner ;

to what degree. Boyle. 1. In what manner.

L'Eſtrange. 3. For what reaſon ; from what

cauſe. Shakeſp. 4. By what means. Bacon.

5. In what ſtate. Dryden. 6. It is uſed in a

ſenſe marking proportion or correſpondence.

Hayward, Bentley. 7. It is much uſed in ex
clarnation. Lam.

HOWBEIT. U adv. [how be it.) Nevertheleſs;

HO'WBE. notwithſtanding; yet; however.

Not now in uſe. Hooker.

HOWD’YE. (Contracted from hºw dº ye.] In

what ſlate is your health. Pºpe.

Hº,WEVER. adv. [how and ever.) 1. In what

ſever manner; in whatſoever degree. Shake.

a. At all cvents i happea what will; at leaſt.

1. To

2.

Ho USEHOLDER. ſ. (from hºuſehºld.) Maſter

of a family. Matt, -

* , ºf . , i.
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Tilliſºn. 3. Nevertheleſs; notwithſtanding ;

yet. Swift.

To HOWL v. n. [Haglen, Dutch; ulule,Lat.]

To cry as a wolf or dog. Shakeſp. 2. To utter

cries in diſtreſs. Shakeſp 3. To ſpeak with

a belluine cry or tone. A Philips. 4. It is

uſed poetically of any noiſe loud and horrid.

HOWL. (from the verb ] . The cry of a wolf

or dog. Swift. 2. The cry of a human being

in horrour. Dryden.

HOWSOEveR. adv. [hew and ſever.) 1. In

what manner ſoever. Raleigh. 2. Although.

Shakeſp. •

To HOX. v. a. ſfrom hog, Sax.] To hough ,

to hamſtring. Knelles.

HOY.J. [hou, old French.] A large boat ſome

times with one deck. Wattſ.

HUBBUB. ſ. A tumult; a riot. Clarendon.

HUCKABACK. ſ. A kind of linen on which

the figures are raiſed.

HUCKLEBACKED. a. ſhocker, German, a

bunch.) Crooked in the ſhoulders.

hºlesone/ (from hucken.] The hip
one.

HUCKSTER. ſ(hock,German, a pedlar.]

ºr . 1. One who ſells goods by

retail, or in ſmall quantities. South. 2. A

trickiſh mean fellow.

To HUCKSTER. v. n. (from the noun.) To

deal in petty bargains. Swift.

To HUDDLE. v. a. [probably from hood.]

To dreſs up cloſe ſo as not to be diſcovered ,

to mºbble. 2. To put on careleſly in a hurry.

*ift. 3. To cover up in haſte. 4. To perform

in a hurry. Dryden. 5. To throw together in
confuſion. Locke.

To HUDDLE. v. n. To come in a crowd or

hurry. Milton.

HUDDL.E. ſ. (from the verb ] Crowd; tumult;

con uſion Addiſon.

HUF. ſ. ſhiepe, Sax.] 1. Colour; die Milton. 2.

|Haie, Fr. A clamour, a legal purſuit. Arbu.

HUER, f [huer, Fr. to cry. One whoſe buſi

neſs is to call out to others. Carew.

HUFF. ſ. (from hove, or hoven, ſwelled.) 1.

Swell of ſudden anger or arrogance. Hudibrar

2. A wretch ſwelled with a falle opinion of his

own value. South.

To HUEF. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To ſwell:

to puff Grew. 2. To hector; to treat with

inſolence and arrogance.

To HUFF. v. n. To bluſter , to ſtorm; to

bounce. Sºuth, Otway, Roſcommon.

HUFFERſ. [from buff, A bluſterer; a bully.
Hudibrar.

HUFFISH.a. [from huff.] Arrogant; inſolent;

hettoring.

HUFFISHLY. adv, [ſrom huffſh.] with arro

gant petulance.

HUFFishNESS. ſ. Petulance; arrogance;

noiſy bluſter.

To HUG. v n. [hesian, Sax.] 1. To preſs cloſe

in an embrace. L'Eſtrange. 1. To fondle;

to treat with tenderneſs. Miltºn, 3 To hold

faſt. Atterbury,

HUG. ſ. [from the noun.] Cloſe embrace. Gar

HUGE. a. ſhoogh, high, Dutch..] I. Vaſt ; im

menſe. Abbot. 2. Great even to deformity or
terribleneſs.

HUGELY. adv. [from huge.] I. Immenſely ,

enormouſly. Shakeſp. a. Greatly; very much.
Swift.

HUGENESS. ſ. [from huge J Enormous bulk;

greatneſs. Shakeſp.

HUGGERMUGGER. ſ [corrupted perhaps

from hug er marcker, or hug in the dark.

Morcker in Daniſh is darkneſs, whence war

Ay] Secrecy; bye-place. Hudibras.

HUGY. a. [See Hu G e ] Vaſt; great; huge.

Carew

HUKE ſ. (Buque, Fr J A cloak. Bacon.

HULK..ſ. (hulcke, Dutch ; hulc, Sax.] 1. The

body of a ſhip. Shakeſp. z. Any thing bulky

and unweildy. Shakeſp.

To HULK. v. a To exenterate: as, to hulk a

hare, Ainſworth.

HULL ſ. (hulgan, Gothick, to cover.] 1. The

huſk or integument of avy thing , the outer

covering. 2. The body of a ſhip; the hulk.

Grew.

To HULL. v. n [from the noun ) To float; to

drive to and fro upon the water without ſails

or rudder. Sidney.

HU LLY.a.[fromFull] Siliquoſe; huſky.Ainſw.

HU LVER f. Holly. Tuffer.

To HUM. v. a. them mºlen,Dutch J 1. To make

the noiſe of bees. Dryden. 2. To make an

inarticulate and buzzing ſound. Shakeſp. 3. To

pauſe in ſpeaking, and ſupply the interval

with an audible emiſſion of breath. Hudibrar.

4. To ſing low. Glanvil e, Pºpe. 5. To ap

plaud. Approbation was commonly expreſſed

in publick aſſemblies by a hum, about a cen

tury ago.

HUM. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. The noiſe of bees

or infects. Shakeſp. z. The noiſe of buſtling

crowds Milton. 3. Any low, dull noiſe. Pope.

4. A pauſe with an articulate ſound. Dryden.

5. In Hudibra; it ſeems uſed for ham. 6. An

expreſſion of applauſe. Speciatºr.

HUM. interj A ſound implying doubt and de

liberation. Shakeſp.

HUMAN. a. [humanuſ, Lat.) 1. Having the

qualities of a man. Swift. 2. Belonging to

nam. Milton.

H J M.A.N.E. a (humaine, Fr.] Kind ; civi ;

benevolent; good-natured. Spratt.

HUMANELY adv. [from humane.] Kindly ;

with good nature Shakeſp.

HUMANIST.J. [humanſie,Fr.] A philologer ;

a grammarian.

HUMANITY. ſ. ſhumanitar, Lat.] 1. The

nature of man. Sidney. 1. Humankind; the

collective body of mankind. Glanville. 3. Be

nevolence; tenderneſs. Locke. 4. Philology ,

grammatical ſtudies.

To HUMANIZE. v. a. [humaniſer, Fr.] To

ſoften; to make ſuſceptive of tenderneſs or

benevolence. Wottºn.
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HUMANKIND. ſ. [human and kind.) The

race of man. Pope.

HUMANLY. adv. (from human.) 1. After the

notions of men. Atte‘ bury 2. Kindly ; with

good nature. Pºpe.

HUMBIRD. ſ. [rom hum and bird..] The hum

ming bird. Brown

HUMBLE. a (humble, Fr. humilis, Lat.] I

Not proud 5 modeſt , not arrogant. Spenſer,

Shakeſp. 2. Low ; not high , not great Cºwl

To HUMBLE v. a. (from the adjective..] I

To make humble: to make ſubmiffive Rºgers.

2. To cruſh; to break; to ſubdue Milton. 3.

To make to condeſcend. Lºcke. 4. To bring

down from an height. Hakewill

HUMBLEBEE. ſ. [hum and bee.] A buzzing

wild bee. Atterbury. -

HUMBLEBEE. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

HU’MBLE BEE Eater. ſ. A fly that eats the

humblebee. Ainſworth.

HUMBLENESS. ſ. (from humble.) Humility,

abſence of pride. Bacon, Herbert.

HUMBLER / [from humble.) One that hum

bles or ſubdues himſelf or others. -

HUMBLEMOUTHED. a. (humble and mouth

Mild; meek. Shakeſp.

HUMBLEPLANT. J. A ſpecies of ſenſitive

plant. Mortimer.

HUMBLES. ſ. Entrails of a deer.

HU MBLESS. ſ. [from humble J Humbleneſs;

humility. Spenſer.

HUMBLY. adu. [from humºle.] 1. Without

prides with humility. Addiſon. 2. Without

height; without elevation.

HUMDRUM. a. [trom hum, drone..] Duli ;

droniſh: ſtupid. Hudibrar.

To HUMECT". w a [hume?”,Lat]To

To HUMECTATE. W. wet; to moiſten. Wiſe.

HUMECTATION. ſ. [humeciatiºn, Fr J. The

act of wetting; moiſtening Brºwn.

HUMERAL. a. [humerus, Lat.) Belonging to

the ſhoulder. Sharp.

HUMICUBATION. ſ. (humi and cube, Lat.]

The act of lying on the ground. Bramhall.

HUMID. a. (humidus,Lat.JWet; moiſt; watery

Nºwton.

HUMI DITY..ſ. (from humid.].Moiſture, or the

power of wetting other bodies. It differs from

fluidity, depending aitogether on the congruity

of the component particles of any liquor to the

pores or ſurfaces of ſuch partieular bodies as it

is capable of adhering to. Quincy.

HUMILIATION. ſ. [French.J. i. Deſcent from

greatneſs; act of humility. Hººker. 2. Mor

tification; external expreſſion of fin and un

worthineſ. 11tlton. 3. Abatement of pride.

Swift.

Huſsa, LITY. ſ. ſhumilit’, Fr.) 1. Freedom

from pride; modeſty; not arrogance. Hoºker.

2. Act of tubmiſſion. Davier.

HUMMER. ſ. from hum } An applauder. Ainſ.

HUMORAL. a. [from humºur-J Proceeding

from humºurs. Harvey.

HU MOR IST. ſ. [humorºſia, Ital J 1. One who

conducts himſelf by his own fancy; one who

gratifies his own humour. Spe.7ater. 2. One

who has violent and peculiar paſſions. Bacon.

HU'MOROUS. a. [from humour.) 1. Full of

groteſque or odd images. Addiſºn. 2. Capri

cious; irregular. Dryden. 3. Pleaſant; jocular.

Ainſwºrth.

HUMOROUSLY, a [from humorºu, ) 1. Mer

rily jocoſely, Calamy, Swift. a. with ca
price; with whim.

HUMOROUSNESS ſ.[from Hamerous.)Fickle

neſs ; capricious levity.

HUMORSOME. a. (from humour.] ... Peewiſh;

Petulant. 1. Odd; humorous Swift.

HUMORSOMELY. adv. [from Hunsrſ.ne.]

Peeviſhly, etulantly.

HUMOUR / [humor, Lat) i. Moiſture. Ray.

1. The different kinds of moiſture in man's

body 5 plegm, blood, choler, and melancholy.

*iſten. 3. General turn or temper of miná.

Sidney. 4. Preſent diſpoſition Dryden. S

Groteſque imagery jocularity ; merriment.

6. Diſeaſed or morbid diſpoſition. Temple. 7.

Petulance ; perviſhneſs. South. 8. A trick;

* practice. Shakeſp. 9. Caprice; whim; pre
dominant inclination. Bacºn.

To HUMOUR v. a. [Irom the noun..] I. To

gratify; to ſooth by compliance. Shakeſp. z.

To fit; to comply with. Addiſon.

HUMP. ſ... [corrupted perhaps from bump.] A
crooked back. Tatler.

HUMPBACK. ſ. [f wºmp and back.) Crooked

back high ſhoulders. Tatler.

HUMPBA CKED. a. Having a crooked back.

To HUNCH. v. a. [huſch, German.) 1. To

ſtrike or punch with the fiſts. A, buih-et. 2.

[Hººker, a crooked back, German.] To crook

the back. Dryden.

HUNCHBACKED a ſhunch and back..] Having
a crooked back. Arbuthnet.

HUNDRED. a. ſhuns, humbneb, Sax.] The

number conſiſting of ten multiplied by ten.

Shakeſp.

HUNDRED. ſ. 1. A company or body confining
of an hundred. Arbuthnot. i. A canton or divi.

ſion of a country, perhaps once containing an

hundred manors. (Hundredum, low Lat.) Bac.

HUNDREDTH. a. ſhuntneºnteuxora, sax)
The ordinal of an hundred. Hoºker.

HUNG. The preterite and part paſſ of Hang.

Dryden.

HUNGER ſ ſhunzen, Sax.] I. Defire of food;

the pain felt from faſting Arbuthnet. 2. Any

violent defire. Decay ºf Piety. -

To HUNGER. v n. (from the noun.] 1. To

feel ulc pain of hunger. Cowley. 2. To deſire

with great eagerneſs. Miltºn.

HUNGERblºlº. a. [/ anger and bit.]

HU’NGERBITTFN. Pained or weakened

with hunger. Miltºn.

HUNGERLY. a. (from hunger.) Hungry; in

want of nouriſhment. Shareſp.

HUNGERLY. adv. With keen appetite. Skałe.
HU NGERSTARVED.a (hung,” and flarved J

Starved with hunger; pinched by want of

Rud. Dryden,

HUNGLRED.
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HUNGERED, a [from Hunger.] Pinched by

want of food. Bacon.

HU NGRILY adv. [from hungry J With keen

appetite. Dryden.

HUNGRY. a. (from hunger.) 1. Feeling pain

for want of food. Locke. ... Not fat; not

fruitiuſ; not prolifick; more diſpoſed to draw

than to impart. Azrtimer.

HUNKS...f. [hºrſ,ur, ſordid, Iſlandick J A co

vetous for did wretch ; a miſer. Addiſºn.

To HUNT. v. a. ſhuntian, Sax.) 1. To chaſe

wild animals. Addiſon. 2. To purſue ; to

follow cloſe: Harvey. 3. To ſearch for. Spenſer

4. To direct or manage hounds in the chaſe.

Addiſºn.

To HUNT. v. a. 1. To follow the chaſe.

Słakeſp. z. To purſue; or ſearch Locke.

HUNT. ſ. [from the verb. J . A pack of

hound 3: Dryden. 2. A chaſe. Shakeſp. 3

Purſuit Shakeſp. -

HUNTER. J. [from hunt.) 1. One who chaſes

animals for paſtime. Davies. 2. A dog that

ſcents game or beaſts of prey Shakeſp.

HUNTINGHORN.ſ. (hanting and horn.) A

bugle ; a horn uſed to cheer the hounds. Prior.

HUNTRESS. ſ. (from hunter.] A woman that

follows the chaſe. Brazme.

HUNTSMAN. ſ. (#unt and man ji. One who

delights in the chaſe. Waller. 2. The ſervant

whoſe office it is to manage the chaſe. L'E/-

frange.

HUN ISMANSHIP. ſ. [from huntſman.] The

qualifications of a hunter. Donne.

HURDilE. ſ. ſhyneel, Sax.] A texture o

ſticks woven together; a crate. Dryden.

HURDS. ſ. The reuſe of hemp or flax Ainſw

To HURL. v a. [from huarlt, to throw down,

Iſlandick.) 1. To throw with violence ; to

drive impetuouſly. Ben jºhnſºn, 2. To utter

with vehemence. [hurler, Fr. To make an

howling or hideous noiſe.] Spenſer. 3. To play

at a kind of gaine. Carew

HURL. J. [iron the verb ] Tumult; riot;

commotion. Knolles.

HU*/ [hurl and bat ) Whirlbat. Ainſ

HURLF.R. ſ. [from hurl.] One that plays at

hurline. Carew.

HURLWIND. ſ. (hurl and wind.) A whirl

wind; a violent guſt. Sandys.
HURLY. ſ. Tumult; commotion,

HURLYBURLY buttle. Shakeſp.

HURRICANE. Uſ. [haracan, Span. A viºlent

HURRICANO. 4 ſtorm, ſuch as is often expe

rienced in the eaſtern hemiſphere. Addiſon.

To HU'RRY. v. a [hensian, to plunder, Sax.]

To hatten; to put into precipitation or con

fuſion. Pºpe

To HURRY. v. m. To move on with preci

pitation Dryden.

HURRY. ſ. (from the verb ] Tumult; pre

cipitation; commotion. Addiſºn

HURST. ſ. (Hypſt, Sax) A grove or thicket

of trees. Ainſworth.

To HURT. v. a. preter. I hurt; part, paſſ. I

have hart. [hynt, wounded, Sax.) 1. To

iniſchief; to barm, dºiliºn. a. To wound ,

tº pain by ſome bodily harm. Walton.

HURT / [from the verb ] . Harm; miſchief,

Baker. 2. Wound or bruiſe. Hayward.
HU RTER. ſ. [from hurt.) One that does harm.

HURTFUL. a. ſhurt and full.) Miſchievous ;

pernicious. Dryden.

HU tº TFULLY. adv. [from hurtful.]. Miſ

chievouſly : perniciouſly.

HURTFULNiss. ſ. [from Hartful.] Miſ

chievouſneſs; perniciouſneſs.

To HU RTI.E. º. n (Haerter, Fr.] To ſkirmiſh;

to run againſt anything ; to joſtle. Shake p.

To HURTLE. v. 4 To move with violence or

impetuoſity. Spenſer.

HURTLEBERRY. ſ. [Hisrt Bar, Daniſh.)

Biſberry,

HU';&TLESS. a. ſtrom hurt.] 1. Innocent ;

harmleſs, innoxious; doing no harm. Spenſer.

2. Receiving no hurt.

HURTLESSLY, adv, (from hurtleſ; J Without

harm. Sidney.

HURTLESSNESS. ſ. (from hurtleſ...] Freedom

from any pernicious quality.

HUSBAND. ſ. [haſ band, maſter, Daniſh ) i.

The correlative to a wiſe ; a man married to

a woman. Locke. 2. The male of animals.

Dryden. 3. An oeconomiſt ; a man that knows

and practiſes the methods of frugality and

profit Davieſ. 4. A tiller of the ground; a

farmer. Spenſer.

To HUSBAN D. v. a. [From the noun.] 1. To

ſupply with an huſband. Shakeſp 2. To ma

nage with 'rusality. Shake!p 3. To till to

cultivate the ground with proper management.

acºrt. ~

HUSBANDLESS, a [from Haſland.] Without

an huſband. Shakeſp.

HUSBANDLY. a. irom hºſland.) Frugal ;

thrity. Tuffr.

HUSBANDMAN. ſ () iſ and and man ) One

who works in tillage. Crazme.

HU SBANDRY. f. [rom huſband] 1. Tillage ;

manner of cultivating land. Locke. 2. Thriſt;

frugality ; parſimony Swift. 3. Care of do

meltick affairs. Shakeſp.

HUSH, interj. [Without etymology ) Silence 1

be ſtill no noiſe ! Shakeſp.

HUSH, a [from the interjection.) Still ; ſilent;

quict. Shakeſp. -

To HUSH v. n. (from the interjection.] To

be ſtill , to be ſilent Spenſer.

To HUSH. v. a. To ſtill, to ſilence; to quiet,

to appeaſe. Otway.

To HUSH up. v. a. To ſuppreſs in filence; to

forbid to be mentioned. Pºpe

HUSHMONEY. f. fiſh and many.) A bribe

to hinder information. Swift.

HUSK. ſ. (£ alſ, h, Dutch) The outmoſt in

tegun ent of fruits. Bacon.

To HUSK. v. a [from the noun) To ſhip

off the outward integument. .

HUSKED. a. [from pºſs J Bearing an huſk;

covered with a huſk. - -

HUSKY, a [from haſ } Abounding in huſks.

Płł ps.
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HUSSYſ [corrupted from houſewife.] A ſorry
or bad woman. Southern.

HUSTINGS. ſ. [hurcing, Sax.] A council; a

court held.

To HUSTLE. v. a. ſperhaps corrupted from

hurtle.] To ſhake together,

HUSWIFE. ſ. corrupted from houſewife 1.

A bad manager; a ſorry woman. Shakeſp. z.

An oeconomiſt; a thrifty woman. Shakeſp.

To HU SWIFE. v. a. [from the noun ) To

manage with ceconomy and frugality. Dryden.

HU SWIFERY. ſ. [from haſ wife.) I. Manage

ment good or bad. Tuffer. 2. Management.

of rural buſineſs committed to women Tuffer.

HUT. ſ. ſhutte, Sax. hute, Fr.] A poor cottage.

Swift, Thomſon.

HUTCH. ſ. [hpºecca, Sax. huche, Fr.] A corri

cheſt. Mºrtimer.

To HUZZ. v. n. To buzz ; to murmur.

HUZZA' interj. A ſhout ; a cry of acclamati

on. L'Eſtrange.

To HUZZA' v. n. (from the interjećtion.] To

utter acclamation. King.

To HUZZA'. v. a. To receive with acclamati.

on. Addiſon.

HYACINTH ſ [4,536..] 1. A plant. ,

The hyacinth is the ſame with the lapts lyncu

riuſ of the ancients. It is a leſs ſhewy gem

than any of the other red ones, but not with

out its beauty, though not gaudy. It is ſeldom

finaller than a ſeed of hemp, or larger than a

nutmeg. Hill.

HYACINTHINE. a. [azºws:..] Made of hy

acinths. -

HYADES. N. ſ. [...?...] A watery conſtellation.

HYADS. Dryden.

HY'ALINE. a. [vaxy...] Glaſſy; cryſtalline.

Milton.

HY BRIDous, a [*1: ; hybrida, Lat ) Be

gotten between animals of different ſpecies.

ay. -

HYDATIDES. ſ. [from ºre.] Little tranſ

parent bladders of water in any part; moſt

common in dropſical perſons. Quincy.

HYDRA. ſ. A monſter with many heads, ſlain

by Hercules. Dryden.

HYDRAGOGUES. f. [*** and a,”; hydra

gºgue,. Fr.] Such medicines as occaſion the diſ

charge of watry humours, which is generally

the caſe of the tronger catharticks Quincy.

HYDRAU LICAL V a. [from hydraulick; )

HYDRA U. LICK. Relating to the convey

ance of water through pipes. Derham.

HYDRAULICKS. ſ. (v.2;, water, and āº;,

a pipe.] The ſcierce of conveying watei

through pipes or conduits.

HYDROCE'ſ,F. [tºokmar ; hydrocele, Fr.] A

watery ruºture.

HYDROCE PHALU.S. ſ. [ºf and anºax}..] A

dropſy in the head. A, buthnot.

HYDROGRAPHER, ſ tººk and yº;w.] One

who draws maps of the ſea. Boyle.

HYDROGRAPHY. ſ. (ºw; and yp ºr ) De

ſcription of the watery part of the terraqueous

globe,

HYDROMANCY. f [ºre and ºaſia.] Pre

diction by water. Ayliffe.

HYDROMEL. f. [tº and ºix;,] Honey and

water Arbuthnet.

HYDRO METER. ſ. [..?”; and ºftºpov.] An

inſtrument to meaſure the extent of water.

HYDROMETRY. ſ. [.3% and us rºy J The

act of meaſuring the extent of water.

HYDROPHO BIA. f. [tºo; c.'...] Dread of

water. Quincy.

HYDRO PICA L.

HYDROPICK

water. Arbuthnot.

HYDROSTATICAL. a. [**; and raº )

Relating to hydroſtaticks; taught by hydro

ſtaticks. Bentley.

HYDROSTATICALLY. adv. [from Hydrºff

atical.] According to hydroſtaticks. Bentley.

HYDROSTATICKS. ſ. [:32; and --1.2.x: by

drºſlatique, Fr.) The ſcience of weighing

fluids; weighing bodies in fluids.

HYDRO TICK. ſ. ſtºaº.] A purger of water

or phlegm. Arbuthnot.

HY'EN. N. ſ. (hyene, Fr. hyena, Lat) An

# , ; animal like a wolf. Shakeſp.

HYGRO METER. ſ. ſtyº; and 44;sº ) An

inſtrument to meaſure the degrees of moiſture.

Arbuthnot.

HY GROSCOPE. ſ. [ºyee; and -zoría J. An in

ſtrument to ſhew the moiſture and the dryneſs

of the air, and to meaſure and eſtimate the

quantity of either extreme. Quincy.

HYLARCHICAL. a. [ºn and afx.] Pre

ſiding over matter.

HYM. f. A ſpecies of dog. Shakeſp.

HYMEN. ſ. [any] 1. The god of marriage

2. The virginal membrane.

a. [tºr.x::..] Dropſica!";

diſeaſed with extravaſatcd

HYMENEAL. N. ſ. […savio:..] A marriage

HYMENEAN, $ ſong. Pºpe. -

HYMENEAL. U a. Pertaining to marriage.

HYMENEAN. S. Pºpe.

HYMN. ſ. (hymne, Fr. tºys; } An encomiaſtick

ſong, or ſong of adoration to ſome ſuperiour

being. Spenſer.

To HYMN. v. a. ſºfa ) To praiſe in ſong;

to worſhip with hymns.

To HYMN. v. n. To ſing ſongs of adoration.

Milton.

HYMNICK. a. [ayo:..] Relating to hymns.

Donne.

To HYP. v. a. [from hypochondriack.] To make

melancholy; to diſpirit. Speciat:r.

HY PALLAGE. ſ. ſizaxxazz.j A figure by

which words change their caſes with each

other.

HYPER. ſ. A hypercritick. Prior.

HYPE’REOſ.A f [ths; and Baxxx...] A ſeaion

of a conc made by a plane, ſo that the axis of

the festion inclinics to the oppoſite leg of the

cone, which in the parabola is parallel to it,

and in the eclipſis interfects it. Harris.

HY PFR BOLE. / (vºx; ) A figure in rhe

torick by which any thing is increaſed of

diminiſhed beyond the exact truth. He was ſº

gaskſ,
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gaunt, the caſe ºf a flagëlet was a manſion

fºr him Shake p

HYPFRBO'LICAL 7 a

HYPERBO’Lic K. 1.

hypertola. Grew. ... [From hyterbºle.} Exag

gerating or extenuating beyond fact Boyle.

HYPERBO LiCALLY adv. [from hyperbolt

cal. 1. In fºrm of an hyperbole. 2. With ex

aggeration or extenuation. Broome.

HYPERBO 1.1FORM a [/yperbaia and fºrma )

Having the form, or nearly the form of the

hyperbola

HYPER BOREAN. ſ [hyperboreus, Lat.] Nor

thern.

HYPERCRitickſ ſtrº and zºº.o.) A cri

tick exact or captiousbeyond uſe or reaſon. Dr.

HYPERCRITICAL. a. (from hypercritick.)

Critical beyond uſe. Swift.

HYPERMETER, f [viriº and airpo..] Any

thing greater than the ſtandard requires Addi.

HYPERSARco SIS. ſ. intº apºr.º. ) The

growth of fungous or proud fleſh. Wiſema!,

HYPHEN. ſ [tºy] A note of conjunction :

as, virtue, ever-living.

HYPNOTICK. ſ. [wayo; ) Any medicine that

induces ſleep

HYPot Ho NDRF.S. ſtrºyá, 32:3:...] The two

regions lying on each ſide the cartilago enſ

formiº, and thºſe of the ribs, and the tip of

the breaſt, which have in one the liver, and in

the other the ſpleen. Quincy.

HYPOCHONDR1 ACAL V a.[from hypºchon

HYPOCHON DRI ACK. W. d, es] tº Melan

choly ; diſordered in the magination. Decay

ºf Piety. 2. Producing melancholy Bacon.

HY PoCIST. ſ. (vºx.º.) Hypecift is an in

ſpiñated juice in large flat males, conſidera

bly hard and heavy, of a fine ſhining black

colºur, when broken. It is an aſtringent me

dicine of conſide :ble power. Hill.

HYPOCRISY. ſ. (hypocryſe, Fr. trivºlzi: ]

Diffinulation with regard to the moral or re

ligious character Dryden, Swift.

HYPOCRITE. ſ. [trºpic: ) A diſſembler in

[from hyperbola )

Belonging to the

morality or religion. Philips. -

HYPOCRITICAL a [from hypocrite.] Diſ

HYPOCRITICK. ſembling ; inſincere; ap

pearing differently from the reality. Rºgers.

HYPOCRITICALLY. adv. {from hypocriti

cal.] With diſſimulation ; without ſincerity.

Gov of the Tºngue.

HYPOGA STRICK. a. ſºvo and yacha.] Seat

ed in the lower part of the belly. Mºſeman.

HYPOGEUM.J. [wo and ºn.) A name which

the ancient a chitects gave to cellars and

vaults Harris.

HYPO S ; ASIS. ſ. ſtarárezir.) 1. Diſtina ſub

ſtance. 1. Perſonality. A term uſed in the

doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Hammond.

HYPOSTATICAL. a. (hypoffatique, Fr. from

A pºſtaſi. Conſtitutive, conttituent as diſ

tinct ingredients. Boyle. 2. Perſonal ; diſ

tinctiy perionai.

HYPOTEN USE. ſ. [tºysza.] The line that

ſubtends the right angle of a right-angled tri

angle , the ſubtenſe. Lºcke

HYPOTHESIS. ſ. […: sz.:..] A ſuppoſition ;

a ſy item formed upon ſome principle not prov

ed. Sºuth.

HYP) rºticAL. N. a. [?ypothetique, Fr.

HYPOTHE TICK. S. from ºtheſis.j includ

ing a ſuppoſition ; conditional. Æ attr.

HY!’OTHET1CALLY. adv, ſtron hypotheti

cal. Upºn ſuppolulon , conditionally Brazine.

HYKS I, From the Saxon byprº, a wood.

Gibſon.

been a great dº pute, whether the hyſſop com

monly known is the ſame which is mentioned

in Scrip. ure. Miller.

HYS | {{{ICAL \ a, ſt-rºix}..] 1. Troubled

: HYS I tº ſº. ICK. with fits; diſordered in the

regions of the womb. Hirvºy. 2 Proceeding

( from diſrºers in the womb. Pºpe.

: HYs 1, R1CKS. f [vºsºkº; } F its of women.

| fuppoſed to proceed from diſorders in the

womb.

I

Is in Engliſh conſidered both as a vowel and

codonant. 1 vowel has a long found, as fine,

rtine, which is uſually marked by an e final;

and a ſhort ſound, as ſin, thin. Prefixed to e

it makes a diphthong of the ſame ſound with

the ſoft f, or double e, ee : thus field, yield, are

ſpºken as feeid, yeekl. Subioined to a or e it

makes then long, as fail, neigh. The found

of before another i, and at the end of a word,

is always expreſſed by y. j conſonant has in

variably the ſame ſound with that of g in gº

ant j as jade.

; Prºus perſºnal ſ. (#4, Gothick j ic, Sax.] I,

I.

J A C

gen. me; plural ºve, gen, us r. The pronoun

of the firſt perſon, myºf Shakeſt. ... I is

more than once in Shakeſpear, written for gy,

or yeſ

To JA Bºº R. v. n [gzhhere", Dutch 3 To talk

idly, without thinking to chatter. Swift.

JA BBERER. j. [rom thber.j one who talks

ir articulately or untº ºv. Hudibrar.

JACENT. a. ſ.jacen, i.at , Lyin', at lºº".

: ctten.

tº H / [rom hyacº, as ºr ſºm, for

ºr uſ...l.º.) . . . ºne º ºx as ºn 2.

* , a, of a deep redun... yellow 2; , rººing to

a fame
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a flame colour, or the deepeſt amber. M’s:dro

JACK. ſ (faques, Fr.) 1. The diminutive of

jºin. Shakeſp. 1. The name of inſtruments

which ſupply the place of a boy, as an inſtru

ment to pull off boots. Patti. 3. An engine

which turns the ſpit. 14'tiºns. 4. A young

pike Mortimer. 3. [jaque, Fr.] A coat of

rail. Hayward. 6. A cup of waxed leather.

Dryden. 7. A ſmall bowl thrown out for a

mark to the bowlers. Bentley. 8 A part of

the muſical inſtrument called a virginal.Bacºn.

9. The male of animals. Arbathnat. 10 A

ſupport to ſaw wood on. Ainſwºrth. 1 1. The

cºlours or enſign of a ſhip Ainſworth. 12. A

cunning ellow. Cleaveland.

JACK Bººts. ſ. Boots which ſerve as armour.

Speciator.

JACK by the hedge. ſ. An herb. Mºrtimer.

JACK Pudding. J. [jack and pudding.) A za

ni; a merry Andrew. Guardian.

JACK with a Lantern. An ignts fatuus.

JACK A Lº NT. ſ. A ſimple ſheepſh fellow

Shakeſp.

JACKA. L. ſ. (chacal, Fr.] A ſmall animal ſup

poſed to ſtart prey for the lion. Dryden.

JACK A NAPF.S. ſ. [jack and ape.) 1. A mon

key; an ape. 2. A coxcomb, an imperti

nent. Arbuthnot.

JACK-LAW ſ A cock daw : a bird taught to

imitate the human voice, Watts.

JA C K E.T. ſ. jacquet, Fr.) 1. A ſhort coat ;

a cloſe waiſtcoat. Spenger. 2. ‘f beat one's

Jack ºr, is to beat the man. L'Eſtrange.

JA COB'. I a der ſ. The ſame with Greek va
le, fan.

JA COB's Staff. 1. A pilgrim's ſtaff. 2. Staff

concealing a dagger. 3. A croſs ilaff, a kind

of aſtr labe.

JA COBINE / A pigeon with a high tuit. Ainſ

JACTI TATION / [jacito, Lat. Tolling ,

motion ; reſtleſſneſs. Harvey.

JACULATION. ſ. jaculatiº ] The act of

throwing miſfive weapons. Milton.

JADE. ſ. 1. A horſe of no ſpirit; a hired horſe :

a worthleſs nag. Pºpe. ... A ſorry woman.

Sºft.

JADE. ſ. A ſpecies of the jaſper. Hill.

To JA1) ſ. v. a from the noun 1. To tire :

tº haraº; to diſpirit; to weary. Shakeſp. a

To ovci bear; to cruſh; to degrade. Shake/f

3 To employ in vile offices. Shºkriº. 4. To

ride ; to rule with tyranny. Shakeſp.

To J A DE v. n. To loſe ſpirit , to ſink. South.

JA DISH. a. [From jade.) 1. Vitious ; bad, as

an horſe. Southern. 1. Unchaſte; incontinent

L'Eſtrange.

To JAGG. v a (gagaw, ſlits or holes, Welſh )

To cut into indentures; to cut into teeth like

thoſe of a law. Watts

JAGG. ſ. Irrom the verb J A protuberance or

denticulation Ray.

JA'GGY,a ſtron jagg.] Uneven , denticula

ted. Addiſºn.

JA GGELNESS ſ (from jagged.] The ſtate of

being denticulated; unevennels Peatham

JAILBIRD. ſ. [jail and bird] One who his

been in a jail.

JAILER /.. [from jail] The keeper of a pſi.
ſon. Sidney.

JAKES ſ. A houſe of office. Swift.

J.A.I.A.P. ſ. [jalap, Fr. jalapium, ſow Lat.) }.

*P is a firm and ſolid root, of a fantiſh ſmall,

and of an acrid and nauſeous taſte. It had its
name jalapium, or jalapa, from Xalapa, a

tºwn in New Spain. It is an excellent pur

£ative where ferous humours are to be evacu

ated. Hi/1.

JAM. f. A conſerve of fruits boiled with ſugit

and water

JAMB / [famhe, Fr J. Any ſupporter on either

ſide, as the poſts of a door. Mixon.

IA MBICK, f [iambicus, Lat) verſes compoſ.

ºf of a ſhort and long ſyllable alternately,

Dryden.

To JA'NGLE. v. n. [jangler, Fr J. To alter.

cate; to quarrel ; to bicker in words. Raleigh.

To JANGLE v. a. To make to ſound untune

able. Prior.

JANGLER ſ [from the verb.] A wranging,

chattering, noiſy fellow.

JANIZARY. ſ. (A Turkiſh word.] One of the

guards of the Turkiſh king. Waller.

JANNOCK. ſ. Oat-bread.

JA NTY. a. [gentil, Fr J Showy, fluttering.

Speciater.

JA NUARY. ſ. [januarius, Lat.] The firſt

month of the year. Peacham.

JAPAN. ſ [from japan in Aſia.] work war

niſhed and raiſed in gold and colours Swift.

To JAPAN. v. a. (from the noun..] i. To

varniſh, and embelliſh with gold and raiſed

figures. Swift. 2. To black ſhoes. A low

phraſe. Gay,

JAPANNER. ſ. [from japan.) 1. One ſkilled

in japan work 2. A ſhoebiacker. Pºpe.

To JAR v n. 1. To ſtrike together with a

kind of ſhort rattle, 2. To ſtrike or ſound

untuneably. Refcom men 3. To claſh ; to in

terfere; to act in oppºſition. Dryden. 4. To

quarel; to diſpute Spenſer.

JAR. ſ. (from the verb. 1. A kind of rattling

vibration of ſound. Holder, 1. Claſh ; diſ

cord; debate. Spenſer. 3. A ſta e in which a

door unfaſtened may ſtrike the poſt. Swift.

4. [Giar rº, Italian J. An earthen veſſel.

7ARDES.J. (French.) Hard callous tumours in

horſes, a little below the bending of the ham

on the outſide. Farrier's Diét.

JARGON / [jargon, Fr.) Unintelligible talk;

gabble; gibberiſh. Bram. -

J A RGON ELLE. J. See PE A*, of which it is a

ſpecies.

JASHAWK. ſ. A young hawk. Ainſworth.

JASMIN E. ſ. [jaſmin, Fr.] A flower. Thomſºn,

JASMIN E. Perſian J. A plant.

JASPER. ſ. jaſpe, Fr. taſpºr, Lat.) A hard

ſtone of a bright beautiful green colour, ſome

times clouded with white. H!!!.

IATROLE PTICK. a. ſtatroleptique, Fr. tº:

and 4a.s. i2.] I hat which cuics by aucinting.

3A il, j. I kºal, Fr. A sea, , a priſon. Dryden. To
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To JA'VEL, or jable. v. a. To bemire; to ſoil

over with dirt.

JAVEL. ſ. [perhaps from the verb.) A wan

dering fellow. -

JAVELIN. ſ. [javeline, Fr.] A ſpear or half

pike, which anciently was uſed either by foot

of horſe. Addiſºn

JAUNDICE. ſ. [jauniſt, jaune, yellow, Fr.]

A diſtemper from obſtructions of the glands of
the liver, which prevent the gall being duly

ſeparatedby them from the blood. Quinty.

JA'UNDICED. a. (from jaundice.) Infected

with the jaundice. Pope.

To JAUNT, v. n. (janter. Fr.] To wander
here and there ; to buſtle about. It is now

always uſed in contempt or levity. Shakeſ”.

JAUNT. ſ. [from the verb.] Ramble ; flight ,

excurſion. Milton.

JA UNTINESS / [from jaunty.) Airyneſs ;

flutter ; genteeineſs. Addiſon.

JAW ſ, [jºue, a cheek, Fr.) 1. The bone of

the mouth in which the teeth are fixed. Hall.

Grew. 2. The mouth. Rowe.

JAY. ſ. A bird. Pºpe.

JAZEL ſ. A preciousſtone of an azure or blue
colour.

ICE. / r, Sax. ryſe, Dutch..] I. Water or o

ther liquor made ſolid by cold. Locke. 2. Con

creted ſugar. 3. To break the lc z To make

the firſt opening to any attempt. Peach am,
Hudibrar.

To ICE. v. a. [from the noun.j 1. To cover

with ice ; to turn to ice. 2. To cover with

concreted ſugar. -

ICEHOUSE. ſ. (ice and Hºuſe ]. A houſe in

which ice is repoſited. -

ICHNE'UMON. ſ. […º.º.º. ) A finall animal

that breaks the eggs of the crocodie.

ICHNEUMONFLY. ſ. A ſort of fly. Derham.

ICHNOGRAPHY"...ſ. ix.º. and 7.3; e.] The

groundplot. Moxon. -

1 CHOR.J. (2:..] A thin watery humour like

ſerum. Quincy.

ICHORO U.S. à [from icher.) Sanious ; thin ;

updigeſted. Harvey.

1CHTHYOLOGY: ſ [º.s.º.) The doc

t; ine of the nature of fiſh Browa.

ICHTH YO'PHAGY..f. [.239; and #4;….] Diet

of fiſh.

ICICLE ſ [from ice.] A ſhoot of ice hanging
down. Pº'ozdward.

1 CINESS. ſ. (from 19] The ſtate of generat

ing ice.

I'CON. ſ. ſixx'v.] A picture or repreſentation.
Hakewill.

ICO NOCLAST.

of images.

ICONo LOGY. ſ. [iconoſºgie, Fr. Ex..., and xi.

zz. J. The doctrine of picture or repreſenta
tion.

ICTERICAL ſ (172, ur, Lat 1

with the jaundice. Flyer.

the jaundice.

ICY, a [from ice 1 1. Full of ice ; cold; froſ.

ty. Pºe, 2, Cvid; free fron paſſion. Shakeſp.

ſ. ſix-voxxarn.J A breaker

1. Aſli Öted

2. Good againſt

3. Frigid; backward. Shakeſp.
I'L). Contračted for I would.

IDEA. ſ. ſºa.)Mental imagination. Dryden.

IDF.A.I. a. (from idea.] Mental ; intellectual.

Cheyne.

IDEALLY. adv. [from ideal.] Intellectually;

mentally. Brown.

IDENTICAL. W. a.ſidentigue, Fr.] The ſame;
IDENTICK. implying the ſame thing.

Tillºtſon.

IDENTITY. ſ. ſident tar, ſchool Lat.] Same

neſs; not diverſity. Prior. -

IDES. ſ. [iduſ, Lat..] A term anciently uſed a

mong the Romans. It is the 13th day of each

month, except in the months of March, May,

July and Oétober, in which it is the 15th day,

becauſe in theſe four months it was fix days

before the nones, and in the others four days.

Słakeſp.

IDIO CRACY ſ. ſºlº- and #32..] Peculiari

ty of conſtitution.

(DIOCRATICAL. a. [from idiocracy J Peculi

ar in conſtitution.

| PIOCY. ſ. […a..] Want of underſtanding.

I DIOM ſ. (3...a..] A mode of ſpeaking peculi

ar to a language or dialect. Dryden.

IDIOMATICA* } a. [from idiom ). Peculiar

| DIOMA TICK. to a tongue ; phraſeologi

cal. Speciatºr.

IDIO PATHY ſ [36, and ~4%:..] A pri.

mary diſeaſe that neither depends on nor pro

ceeds from another. Quincy.

IDIOSYNCRASY. ſ. 7.3.2.2%, and 2.3-c.1

A peculiar temper or diſpoſition not common

to another Q4tnºy.

I'DiOT. ſ. ſºlºrſ.) A fool; a natural; a

changeling. Sandyſ.

i DIOTISM. ſ. [...].223: )

expreſſion. Hale.

cility of mind.

| DLE, a [ybel, Sax.] Lazy; averſe from

labour. Bull. 2. Not buſy; at leiſure. Shakeſp.

3. Unactive; not employed. Addiſon 4. Uſe

leſs; vain; ineffectual. Dryden. 5. Worth

leſs barren, not productive of good. Shakeſp.

6. Tr Rºng; of no importance. Hººker.

To I DLE. v. n. To loſe time in lazineſs and in

activity. Prior.

1DLF.H. A.D.E.D. a. ſidle and head.) Fooliſh;
unreaſonable. Carew.

! DI.E.N.S.S. ſ. (from idle.) 1. Lazineſs; ſloth;

ſluggiſhneſs; averſion from labour. South. ..

Abi nce of employmeat. Sidney. 3. Omiſſion

of buſineſs. Shakelp 4. Unimportance; tri

vialneſs. 5. Inefficacy; uſel, ſineſs. 6. Bar

renneſº worthletineſs. 7. Unreaſonableneſs;

want of judgment. Bacon -

I'DLER ſ... [from idle.j A lazy perſon; a ſlug

gard. Raleigh.

I'D.L.Y. adv, (from idle ] 1. Lazily; without

employment. Shakeſp. z. Fooliſhly; in a

trifling manner. Prior. 3. Carelely , without

ºtention. Prior. 4. Ineffectually ; vainly.
Hooker.

| Dol. ſ. ſº, idolum, Lat.] 1. An image

worſhipped

1. Peculiarity of

2. Folly; natural imbe
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worſhipped as God. 1. Mac. 1. A counter

feit. Zech. 3. An image. Dryden. 4. A re

preſentation. Spencer. 5. One loved or ho

noured to adoration. Denhart.

iDo"LATER J. [id: olatra, Lat ) One who

pays divine honours to images; one who wor

hips for God that which is not Gºd. Bentity.

To lino LA TRIZE. v. a. [from idolater.] To

worſhip idols. Ainſworth. |

IDO L.A. Rous, a from idolater.] Tending

to idolatry; compriſing idolatry. Peacharn.

IDO’LAT KO US!...Y. adv. [from idolat, out.) In

an idolatrous manner. Hooker.

HDO LATRY. ſ. (ido olatria, Lat.] The wor

ſhip of images. Sºuth.

I DOLIST. ſ. (from tdelj A worſhipper ofima

ges. Milton.

To I'DOLIZE. v. a. ſſrom idol . To love or

reverence to a totation. Denham

IDO NEOUS. a. [idoneus, Lat.) Fit; proper;

convenient. Boyle.

1 DYL.f. (siºxx….] A ſmall ſhort poem.

1. E. for td ºf, or that is. Locke.

J E ALOUS. a. [jaleux, Fr.) 1. Suſpicious in

love. Dryden. 2. Ernulous; full of compe

tition. Dryden. 3. Zealouſly cautious againſt

diſhonour. 1. Kingſ. 4. Suſpiciouſly vigilant.

Clarendon. 5 Sulpiciouſly ca, eiul. Bacºn. 6.

Suſpiciouſly careful. Swift.

JEALOUSLY, adv. [from jealºus.) Suſpiciouſ

ly; emulouſly.

JEA LOUSNESS. ſ. (ſrom jealºur.] The ſtate
of being jealous. King Charles. • *

JE A LOUSY, ſ. [jalauſie, Fr.) 1. Suſpicion in

love. Dryden. 2. Suſpicious fear. Clarendºn.

3. Suſpicious caution, vigilance, or rivalry.

To JEER. v. n. To ſcoff; to flout; to make

mock. Herber 1, Taylºr.

To JEER. v. a. To treat with ſcoffs Hºwel.

JEER f. (trom the verb.J Scotſ, taunt; biting

jeſt; flout. Swift,

J.E. E.R.E. R. J. troºn jeer.] A ſcoffer; a ſcorner;

a mocker.

J.E. E. RINGLY. adv, (from jeering.] Scornful

ly; contemptuouſiy. Derham.

J.F. GGET. ſ. A kind of ſauſage. Ainſworth.

JEHOVA H. / [ \"\} The proper name of

God in the Hebrew language.

J EJUNE. a. jejunus, i.a.) 1. Wanting ;

cinpty; vacant; Bac.m. a. Hungry not ſa

turated. Brown. 3. Dry; unaffecting. Bºyle."

JEJUNEN ESS. ſ. [from jejune.) 1. Penury;

poverly. Bacºn. 2. Drynels; want of natter

that can engage the attention.

JELLIED. a. Cºutinous; brought to a ſlate of

viſcoſity. Cleaveland.

JE LLY. f. gelatinum, Lat.] See Get LY., 1.

Any thing brought to a ſtate of glutinouſneſs

and vicoſity. Shakeſp. 2. Sweetmeat made

by boiling ſugar Pºpe.

JE is NE 1 ING. ſ. (corrupted from juncting J

A ſpecies of apple ſoon ripe. Mortimer.

JENNET.J. (See Gen set.) A Spaniſh horſe.
Prior.

To JE OPARD. v. a. so hazard; to put in

danger. 2 Mac.

JEOPAR DOUs, a [from jeºpardy } Hazard

ous ; dangerous.

JEO PARDY. ſ. (jeu perdu.) Hazard; dan;
ger; peril. Bacon.

To JERK. v. a zºneccan, Sax.] To ſtrike

with a quick ſmart blow ; to laſh ; Swift.

To JERK v. n To ſtrike up. Dryden.

JERK. f. ſirom the verb...] I. A ſmart quick

laſh. Dryden. ... A ſudden ſpring ; a quick

jolt that ſhocks or ſtarts. Ben Jºhnſºn.

JF RKEN f cyncelkin, Sax.] A jacket; a

ſhort coat. Sºuth

JF'RKIN. ſ. A kind of hawk. Ainſworth.

JE R.S.E.Y. f. [from the iſland of jerſey, where

much yarn is ſpun.) Fine yarn or wool.

JESS. ſ. (ge:te, Fr.) Short ſtraps of leather tied

about the legs of a hawk, with which the is

held on the fiſt

JESSAMINF. ſ. (See JASM NE.] A fragrant

flower. Spenſer.

JERU'SA LE M Artichoker. ſ. Sunflower, of

which they are a ſpecies Martimer.

To JEST. v. n. [geſticular, Lat.) To divert of

make merry by words or actions. Shakeſ? .

JEST. ſ. (from the verb ] . Any thing iudi

crous, or meant only to raiſe laughter. Tººtſ.

2. The object of jets; laughing-ſtock. Staş.

3. Manner of doing or ſpeaking feigned, not

real. G., e-w. -

JESTER. ſ. [From jeff) One given to mer

riment and pranks. Shakeſp. 1. One given

to ſarcaſm. Swift. 3. A buffoon; jack pudding.

Spenſer.

JET. J. Kazar, Saxon; gagates. Lat., "... jet

is a very beautiful foſſil, of a firm and very e

ven ſtructure, and of ſmooth ſurface; found

in maſſes, lodged in clay. It is of a fine deep

black colour, having a grain reſembling that

of wood. Hill Drayton, Swift 1. [jet, Fr.]

A ſpout or ſhoot of water. Blackmºre. 3. A

yard. Obſolete. Tuffer.

To JET, v. n. jetter, Fr ) i. To ſhoot for

ward ; to ſhoot out; to protrude; to jut out.

Shakeſp. 1. To ſtrut ; to agitate the body by

a proud gait. Shakeſp. 3. To jolt, to be

ſhaken H', 'eman.

JETSAM. 7 ſ. [ jetter, Fr.) Goods which,

JETSON, $ having been caſt over board in a

ſtorm, or alter ſhipwreck, are thrown upon

the ſhore. Bailey.

JE"I"I Y, a ſtrom jet.]

Black as jet. Br. Run.

JEWEL. f. [jºyaux, Fr. jeweelen, Dutch 1.

Any ornament of great value, used corrinja

ly cf ſuch as are adorned with precious ſtones

South. 2. A precious ſtone ; a gern. Fift.

3. A name of fondneſs. Shakeſp.

JEWEL-HOUSE, or office ſ. The place where

the regal ornaments are repoſited. Shakeſ?.

JEWELLER. ſ. (from jewel.) One who traf

fick in precious ſtones, Bºyle.

JEws EARS. ſ. (from its reſemblance of the

human ear. Skinner.] A lungus, tough and

thin; and naturally, while growing, of .

rumpied

1. Made of jet, i.
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rumpled figure, like a flat and variouſly

hollowed cup; from an inch to two inches in

length, and about two thirds of its length in

breadth. The common people cure themſelves

of ſore throats with a decoction of it in milk.

Hill.

JEWS-MALLOW.ſ. [corchorus, Lat.]An herb.

JEWS-STONE. ſ. An extraneous foſſil, being

the elevated ſpine of a very large egg-ſhaped

ſea-urchin, petrified by long lying in the earth.

It is of a regular figure, oblong and rounded,

ſwelling in the middle, and gradually tapering

to each end. Hill.

Jews-HARP. ſ. A kind of muſical inſtrument
held between the teeth.

IF. conjunction. [sp, Sax.] I. Suppoſe that

allowing that. Hocker. 2. Whether or no.

Prior 3. Though I doubt whether; ſuppoſe

it be granted that. Boyle. - -

IGNEOUS. a. ſigneur, Lat.] Fiery; containing

fire; emitting fire. Glanville.

IGNIPOTENT. a. ſignit and potent, Lat.)

Preſiding over fire. Pope.

IGNIS FATUU.S. ſ. (Latin.] Will with the

wiſp ; Jack with the lantern.

To I GN1TE. v. a. [from ignit, Lat.] To

kindle; to ſet on fire. Grew.

IGNITION. ſ. ſignition, Fr.] The aët of kind

ling, or of ſetting on fire. Boyle.

IGNITIBLE. a. (from ignite.) Inflammable ;

capable of being ſet on fire. Brown. -

IGNI'VOMOUS. a. ſigni vomur, Lat.] Vomit

ing fire. Derham.

IGNO’BLE. a. ſignobilir, Lat.] I. Mean of

birth; not noble, Dryden. 2. Worthleſs; not

deſerving honour. Shakeſp.

IGNO’BLY, adv (from ignoble.]Ignominiouſly;

meanly; diſhonourably. Dryden. -

IGNOMINIOUS... a. ſignominieux, Fr. ignº

minioſus, Lat.] Mean; ſhameful i reproachful.

Milton.

IGNOMINIOUSLY. adv. [from ignominious )

Meanly ; ſcandalouſly; diſgracefully: Sºuth.

1 GNOMINY. ſ. [ignominia, Lat.] Diſgrace;

reproach: ſhame. Milton.

IGNORA MUS. ſ. [Latin.) 1. Ignoranui is a

word properly uſed by the grand inqueſt im:

pannelled in the inquiſition of cauſes criminal

and publick; and written upon the bill,

whereby any crime is offered to their conſide

ration, when they miſlike their evidence as

defective, or too weak to make good the pre

ſ: nument; all inquiry upon that party, for that

fault, is thereby ſtopped, and he delivered

Cowell. 2. A tooliſh fellow; a vain uninſtructed

pretender. Sºuth.

1 GNORANCE. ſ. Uignorance, Fr.) 1. Want o

knowledge; unſkilfulneſs. Hooker, a Want o

knowledge diſcovered by external effects. In

this ſenſe it has a plural. Com. Prayer.

ICNORANT. a. ſigner ans, Lat.] 1. Wan

ting knowledge, unlearned; uninſtructed

Shakeſp. z Unknown; undiſcovered. Séakeſp.

3 without knowledge of ſome particular.

Bacºn. 4. Unacquainted with Pºyden. 5

Ignorantly made or done. Shakeſpº

IGNORANT. ſ. One untaught, unlettered,
uninſtructed. Denham.

IGNORANTLY. adv [from ignorant.] with

out knowledge ; unſkilfully; without informa

tion. Dryden.

To IGNO’RE. v. a. ſignorer, Fr J. Not to know;

to be ignorant of Boyle

IGNOSCIBLE. a. ſignoſtibilit, Lat.] Capable
of pardon.

JIG.ſ. [giga, Italian.] A light careleſs dance,

or tune. Spenſer, Pope.

To JIG. v. n. [from the noun..] To dance care

leſly ; to dance. Locke.

JI'GMAKER. ſ. [jig and make.) One who

dances or plays merrily. Shakeſp.

JIGGUMBOB. ſ. (a cant word.] A trinket; a
knick-knack. Hudibrar.

JILT. ſ. (perhaps from gillet, or gillet, the di

minutive of gill, the ludicrous name for a

woman.] 1. A woman who gives her lover

hopes, and deceives him. Otway. 1. A name
of contempt for a woman. Pºpe.

To JILT. v. a. [from the noun.] To trick a

man by flattering his love with hopes. Locke.

To J1NGLE. v. m. To clink; to ſound corre

ſpondently, Shakeſp.

JINGLE.J. [from the verb ] 1. Correſpondent

founds. Dryden, 2. Anything ſounding; a
rattle ; a bell. Bacon.

ILE. ſ. ſaiſle, Fr.] A walk or alley is a church

or publick building. Pºpe.

IL.E. ſ. [aiſle, Fr.] An ear of corn.

ILEU.S. ſ. (Latin.) The twiſting of the guts.
Arbuthnot.

I'LEX.ſ (Latin.] The ſcarlet oak.

TLIAC. a. ſiliacus, Lat.) Relating to the lower

bowels. Floyer.

I'LIAC Paſſion. ſ. A kind of nervous cholick,

whoſe ſeat is the ilium, whereby that gut is

twiſted, or one part enters the cavity of the

part immediately below or above.

IL.K. adv. [ealc, Sax.] Eke; alſo. It is ſtill

retained in Scotland. ilk ane ºf yºu, every

one of you. . It alſo ſignifies the ſame ; as,

Macintoſh of that ilk, denotes a gentleman

whoſe ſurname and the title of his eſtate are

the ſame.

ILL a...[contracted from Evil..] 1. Bad in any

reſpect ; contrary to good, whether phyſical

or moral; evil. Bacon. 2. Sick; diſordered;

not in health. Temple.

ILL. ſ. 1. Wickedneſs. Bacon. 2. Misfortune;
miſery. Tate.

ILL adv. 1. Not well ; not rightly in any re

ſpect. Dryden. 2. Not eaſily. Alton.

ILL, ſubſtantive or adverb, is uſed in compoſition

to expreſs any bad quality or condition.

IL, before words beginning with l, ſtands for in.

ILLACHRYMABLE a ſillachrymabilis, Lat.]

Incapable of weeping. Dict.

ILLAPSE. f {1llapſus, Lat J 1. Gradual im

million or entrance of one thing into another.

Mºrris. 2. Sudden attack; caſual coming.

Thºmſºn.

D d d To
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To ILLA'QUEATE v. a. ſillague, Lat] to

entangle to entrap; to enſnare. More.

H.L.A QUEATION. ſ. [from illaqueate.} i.

. The act of catching or enſnaring. Brown. 2.,

A ſnare ; any thing to catch.

l

|

|

IL12A, 1 1 ON.J. [tllatiz, Lat.) Inference; con

cluſion drawn from premiſes Locke.

I'LLATIVE. a. ſillatus, Lat.) Relating to illa

tion or concluſion. Wat:s.

ILLAUDABLE. a. ſilluudabilis, Lat] Un

worthy of praiſe or commendation. Milton.

ILLA UpABLY diº, ſirom laudable Un

worthly without deſerving praiſe. Broome.

11.1.1. G.A.L. a. [in and legalis, Lat..] Contrary
to law. Stºft.

11. EGAT.ITY. ſ. (from illegal] Contrariety to

law Clarendºn.

It LEGALLY. adv. [from illegal ) In a manner

contrary to law.

ILLE GIBLE. a. ſin and legibilir, from lege,

Lat J What cannot be read Hºwel.

ILLE ITIMACY. ſ. [from illegitimate.] State

of baſtardy.

H.I.EGI TiMATE a [in and legitimur, Lat.]

Unlawfully begotten; not begotten in wed

lock. Craveland. -

H.LEGITIMA TELY adv. [ſrom illegitimate.]

Not in wedlºck

ILLEGI I IMA 1 (ON, ſ [from illegitimate.]

The ſtate cf one not begotten in wedlock.

Bacºn.

ILLE VI ABLE. adv. [ſever, Fr.] What cannot

be levied or exacted Hale.

H!,LFA VOUR E. D. a. Deformed.

1.LFA VOLREDLY adv. With deformity.

LLFA VOUR LON ESS. ſ. Defornity.

H.L. BERAL. a. [illiberalis, Lat.) 1. Not noble:

not ingenuous. King Charles. 2. Not munifi

cent; not generous; ſparing. Moodward.

TLLIBER ALITY. ſ. (from illiberal.) Parſimo

ny niggardlineſs. Bacon,

H.Ll BERALLY. adv. [from illiberal.] Diſin

genuouſly; meanly. Decay ºf Piety.

1.1.1 CIT. a. [1] icitus, Lat, illicite, Fr.] Un

lawful. -

To 11.Ll GHTEN. v. n. [in and lighten ) To

enlighten; to illuminate. Raleigh.

! LLIMITA BLE. a. (in and limes, Lat.) That

which cannot be bounded or limited. Thomſon.

{{Li MI iſ A.B.L.Y. adv. [rom illumitable.]With

out ſuſceptibility of bounds.

ILLl M! . F.D. a villinut , Fr.) Unbounded; in

terminable.

ILLNATURE. ſ. ſill and nature.] Habitual

malevolence. South.

ILLNATURED. a. [from illnature.) 1. Habi

tually malevolent; wanting kindneſs or good

will; miſchievous. South 2. Untractable ;

not yielding to culture Philipſ.

ILLNATUREDLY. adv. [Iron illnatured.] In

a peeviſh, troward manner.

|ILLNATURELNESS, ſ. [from illnatured.]

|... Want of kindly diſpoſition.

|ILLO GICAL, a [in and lºgical] 1. Ignorant

or negligent of the rules of reaſoning. Wait:n.

2. Contrary to the rules of reaſon. Decay ºf

Piety.

ILLO'GICALLY. adv. [from il'ºgical In a

manner eontrary to the laws of argument.

To ILLUDE. v. a. [illudº, Lat..] To deceive;

to nock. Spenſer.

To ILLUME. v. a. ſilluminer, Fr.) 1. To en

lighten ; to illuminate. Shakeſp. z. To bright

en; to adorn. Themſon.

To ILLUMINE. v. a ſilluminer. Fr.) 1. To

enlighten ; to ſupply with light. Miltºn i.

To decorate; to adorn Pope

To ILLUMINATE. v. a. ſilluminer, Fr.) 1.

To enlighten; to ſupply with light. Spenſºr.

2. To adorn with feſtal lamps or bºnfires. 3.

To enlighten intellectually with knowledge

or grace. Sandys. 4. To adorn with pictures

or initial letters of various colours. 5. To

illuſtrate. Watts.

ILLUMINATION. ſ. ſilluminatio,Lat.] 1. The

act of ſupplying with light. 2. That which

gives light. Raleigh. 3. Feſtal lights hung out

as a token of joy. Dryden. 4. Brightneſs;

ſplendour. Felton. 5, intuſion of intellectual

light; knowledge or grace. Hºcker.

ILLUMINATIVE a.[illuminatif, Fr. from ille

minate.]Having the power to give light. Digºr.

ILLUMINATOR.J. [from illuminate J . One

who gives light. 2. One whoſe buſineſs is to

decorate books with pictures at the beginning

of chapters. Felton.

ILLUSION. ſ. (illuſio, Lat.] Mockery : falſe

ſhow counterfeit appearance; errour Shakeſp.

ILLUSIVE. a. (from illuſus, Lat., Deceiving

by falſe ſhow. Blackmºre. -

I LLUSORY. a. ſilluſoire, Fr.] Deceiving ;

fraudulent. Lºcke.

To ILLUSTRATE. v. a. ſi luftro, Lat.] 1. To

brighten with light. 2. To brighten with ho

nour. Miltºn. 3. To explain; to clear 5 to

elucidate Brown. -

1.1.1 M EºNE&S. ſ. (from illimited.] Ex-'ILLUSTRATION. ſ. ſſrom illuſtrate.) Expia

enºtion rom all bounds. Clarendon. | nation; elucidation; expoſition L'Etrange.

11.4.1 LRA1 E. a. [illiteratus, Lat.) Unlet - ILLUSTRA 11 v E. a lºom illuſtrate.] Having

tered, ultaºsht : unlearned lºotion.

Il.i. t \ F.R.A. 1 tº N.

of ſcarring ignºrance of ſcience. Bºyle.

illi TERA UAE. ſ. (; ; and literature J Want

of learning 4, "je

IL!.NESS. ſ. from ill) 1. Cadneſs or inconve

nience of any kind, natural or morai. i.e. ke.

1. Sickneſs; malady: diſorder of health.

Atterbury. 3. Wickedneſs. Shakeſp.

the quality of clucidating or clearing. Br:<vs.

[.S.S. ſ. [roſa illiterate.] Want ILLU S I tº ATIVELY. adv (from ill fºrative.]

By way of explanation. Brºwn. -

ILLU S I RIOUs a [1//aſiris, Lat Conſpicuous;

noble; eminent for excellence. S: a th.

ILLU St Rious...Y. adv (from illuſ, tºur.]Con

picuouſly nobly , eminently.Atterbury, Pºtº.

ILi,USTRIOUSN ESS. ſ. [from illuſt 1:...J E

mii.eace ; nobility; grandeur.
I'M.
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I'M. Contračted from I am.

IM is uſed commonly, in compoſition, for in be

fore mute letters.

IMAGE. ſ. [image, Fr. image, Lat.) 1. Any

corporeal repreſentation, generally uſed of ſta

tues; a ſtatue ; a pićture. South. 2. An idol ;

a falſe god. 3. A copy; repreſentation; like

neſs. Shakeſp. 4. Semblance; ſhow ; appear

ance. Shakeſp. 5. An idea ; a repreſentation

of any thing to the mind. Wattſ.

To IMAGE. v. a. [from the noun..] To copy

by the fancy; to imagine. Dryden.

IMAGERY. ſ. [from image.] 1. Senſible re

preſentation ; pićtures; ſtatues. Spenſer. 2.

Show ; appearance. Prior, Rogers. 3. Copies

of the fancy; falſe ideas; imaginary phan

taſms. Atterbury. 4. Repreſentations in writ

ing. Dryden.

iMAGINABLE. a. ſimaginable, Fr.) Poſſible;

to be conceived. Tillotſon.

IMAGIN ANT. a. [imaginant, Fr.) Imagining;

forming ideas. Bacon.

IMAGINARY. a.[imaginaire, Fr.]Fancied: vi

ſionary; exiſting only in the imagination. Ray.

IMAGINATION. ſ. [imaginatio, Lat..] .

Fancy; the power of forming ideal pićtures;

the power of repreſenting things abſent to

one's ſelf or others. Dennis, Pºpe. 2. Con

ception; image in the mind; idea. Sidney. 3

Contrivance ; ſcheme. Lam.

IMAGINATIVE. a. [imaginatif.Fr. from ima.

gine.] Fantaſtick; full of imagination. Bacon,

Taylºr.

To IMAGINE. v. a. [imaginer, Fr.]

fancy; to paint in the mind. Locke.

ſcheme ; to contrive. Pſalms.

IMAGINER. ſ. [ from imagine. J One who

forms ideas. Bacon.

IMBE CILE. a. [imbecillir, Lat.}Weak; ſeeble;

wanting ſtrength of either mind or body.

To IM BECIL.E. v. a. To weaken a ſtock or

fortune by clandeſtine expences. Taylºr.

IMBECILITY. ſ. [imbecillite, Fr.] Weakneſs;

feebleneſs of mind or body. Hºoker, Moodwa.

To IMBI BE. v. a [tml:52, Lat.] 1. To drink in;

to draw in. Swift. 2. To admit into the mind.

Matts. 3. To drench ; to loak. Newton.

IMB I BER. ſ. [from imbibe.) That which drinks

or ſucks. Arbuthnot.

IM BIBITION./. [imbibition, Fr. from imbibe.)

The act of fucking or drinking in. Bacon,

Bºyle.

To MBITTER. v. a. [from bitter.) 1. To

make bitter. 2. To deprive of pleaſure; to

make unhappy. Addiſon. 3. To exaſperate.

To IMBO DY. v. a. ||rom body | 1. To con

denſe to a body. 2. To inveſt with matter.

Dryden. 3 To bring together into one maſs or

cornpany. Shakeſ p. 4. To incloſe. Inproper.jºjº. 4 prop

To IN... BODY. v. n. To unite into one maſs ,

to coa eſcº. M1, it ºn, Lecºe.

To IN-1BO IL. v. n. (from bºil] To exeſtuate ;

to eſſerveſce. Spenſer.

To IMBOLDEN. v. a. [from bºld.] To raiſ.

1. To

2. To

to confidence; to encourage. Shakeſ.

To IMBO SOM. v. a. (from boſºm ) i. To hold

on the boſºm ; to cover fondly with the folds

of one's garment. Milton. 2. To admit to

the heart, or to affection Sidney.

To IMBO UND. v. a [from bºund..] To in

cloſe; to ſhut in. Shakeſp

To IMBO W. v. a. [from low.] To arch; to
vault. Milan.

IMBOWMENT. ſ. [from imkºv.] An arch;
vault. Bacon.

To IMBOWER. v. a ſſrom hºwer J. To cover

with a bower: to ſhelter with trees. Themſen.

To IMBRANGLE. v. a. To intangle. A low

wo d. Hudibras.

IMBRICATED. a [from imbrex, Lat.] In

dented with concavities.

IMBRICATION. ſ. (imbrex, Lat.] Concave

inderture. Dºrham

To iMBROWN. v. a. ſſrom brºwn.] To make

brºwn ; to darken ; to obſcure ; to cloud.

Aſiſten, Pope.

To IMBRU E. v. a. ſſrom in and #, a 1 1. To

ſteºpº to ſoap ; to wet much or ſong. Clariſ.

2. To pour; to emit moiſture. Ohſ lete Spenſ.

To IMBRU'TE. v. a ſtrom brute.] To de

grade to brutality. A ſitten. -

To IMBRUTE. v. n. To ſink down to bruta

lit v. Miltºn. -

To IMBU E. v. a ſimºuc, Lat..] To tinů are

deep; to imbibe with any liquor or die. I gly,

Bºyle, JWoºdward.

To MBURSE. v. a. [hourſe, Fr.] To ſtock

with inoney.

IMITA BILITY. ſ imitabilis, Lat] The qua

lity of being imitable. Nºrriſ.

IMITABLE, a initah, ºr, Lat 1. Worthy

to be imitated. Raleigh. 2. Poſſible to be

imitated. Atterbury.

To I MITATE. v. a. [initor, Lat ) 1.

copy : to endeavour to reſemble Cowley. 1.

To counterfeit. Dryden. 3. To purſue the

courſe of a compoſition, ſo as to uſe parallel

images and examples. Gay.

IMITATION. ſ. imitatio, Lat.) 1. The act

of copying ; attempt to reſemble. Dryden, 2.

That which is offered as a copy. 3. A me

thod of tranſlating looſer than paraphraſe, in

which modern examples and illuſtrations are

u ed for ancient, or domeſtick ior forcign.

Dryden

I MITATIVE. a. ſimitativuſ, Lat.) Inclined to

copy. Dryden.

IMITA TOR ſ (Latin , imitateur, Fr J. One

that cºpies another ; ane that endeavours to

reſemble another. Dryden.

iMM A CULATE a immaculatur, Latj i.

Spotlets; pure ; undefited. Bacºn. ... Pure ;

limpid. Improper. Shakeſp.

To ºv, MAN ACLE tº a rom manacle.] To

fetter ; to contine Mºton.

iMMA N E a liminants, Lat.) Vaſt , prodigi

outiy great

IM MA is . T. a. ſia and marez, Lat.) Intrin

ſick; inherent; internal. S.atl.

D d d 2.

To

IMMANI
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IMMANIFEST. a. ſin and manifft.] Not
manifeſt ; not plain. Brown.

IMMANITY. f. immanitas, Lat.] Barbarity;

ſavageneſs. Shakeſp.

IMMARCESSIBLE. a. [in and marreſco, Lat.]

Unfading.

IMMARTIAL a.[in and martial] Not war

like. Chapman.

To IMMA'SK. v. a. ſin and maſk.] To cover ;

to diſguiſe. Shakeſp.

IMMATERIAL a ſimmateriel, Fr.) 1. In

corporeal; diſtinét from matter; void of mat

ter. Hooker. 2. Unimportant; withoutweight;

impertinent ; without relation.

IMMATERIALITY. J. [from immaterial.]

Incorporeity; diſtinétneſs from body or matter.
atfr.

IMMATERIALLY. adv. [from immaterial]

In a manner not depending upon matter.
Brown.

IMMATERIALIZED.a.[from in and materia,

Lat.] Diſtinét from matter; incorporeal. Glan.

IMMATERIALNESS ſ (from immaterial.]

Diſtinétneſs from matter.

IMMATERIATE. a. [in and materia, Lat.]

Not conſiſting of matter; incorporeal; with

out body. Bacan.

IMMATU'RE. a. ſimmaturus, Lat.) 1. Not

ripe. 2. Not perfect; not arrived at fullneſs or

completion. Dryden. 3. Haſty ; early ; come

to paſs before the natural time Taylºr.

IMMATU'RELY. adv. [from immature.] Too

ſoon; too early; before ripeneſs or completion.

IMMATURENESS. Uſſ from immature.)Un

IMMATURITY. ripeneſs; incomplete

neſs; a ſtate ſhort of completion. Glanville.

IMMEABI'LITY. ſ. (immeabilis, Lat.) Want

of power to paſs, Arbuthnot.

IMME'ASURABLE. a. [in and meaſure ) Im

menſe ; not to be meaſured; indefinitely ex

tenſive. Hocker.

IMME’ASURABLY. adv. (from immeaſura

ble.] Immenſely ; beyond all meaſure. Milton.

IMMECHA'NICAL, a [in and mechanical]

Not according to the laws of mechanicks. Chey.

IMMEDIACY. ſ. (from immediate.) Perſonal

greatneſs ; power of acting without depen

dance. Shakeſp.

IMMEDIATE.a. ſimmediat, Fr. in and mediur,

Lat.) 1. Being in ſuch a ſtate with reſpect to

ſomething elſe as that there is nothing be

tween them. Burnet. 1. Not acting by ſecond

cauſes, Abbot. 3. Inſtant; preſent with regard

to time. Prizr.

HMME'DIATELY ad". [from immediate } 1.

Without the intervention of any other cauſe

or event. South. 1. Inſtantly ; at the time

preſent ; without delay. Shakeſp.

iMME'DIATENESS ſ. [from immediate J 1.

Preſence with regard to time. 2. Exemption

from ſecond or intervening cauſes.

IMME'DICABLE. a. [twinedicahilir, Lat..] Not

to be healed , incurable. Miltºn,

!MMY"MOR A B1, E. a. [immer.<rabilir, Lat.)

Noi worth icinembering.

IMME'MORIAL. a. [immemorial, Fr.] Paſt

time of memory ; ſo ancient that the begin

ning cannot be traced. Hale.

IMME’NSE. a. .."; Fr.] Unlimited ; un

bounded ; infinite. Grew.

IMME'NSELY, adv. [from immenſe.) Infinite

ly ; without meaſure. Bentley.

IMME'NSITY. ſ. [immerſité, Fr.) Unbounded

greatneſs; infinity. Blackmore.

IMMENSURABILITY.'ſ [from immeaſura

ble.] Impoſſibility to be meaſured.

IMME'NSURABLE. a. [in and menſurabilit,

Lat.] Not to be meaſured.

To IMME'RGE. v. a. ſimmerge, Lat) To put
under water.

IMME'RIT. ſ. ſ immerite, Lat. ) want of

worth ; want of deſert. Suckling.

IMMERSE. ſ. ſimmerſus, Lat.] Buried; co

vered; ſunk deep. Bacon.

To IMMERSE. v. a. ſimmerſar, Lat.] 1. To

put under water. 2. To ſink or cover deep.

Moodward. 3. To keep in a ſtate of intel

lečtual depreſſion. Atterbury.

IMME’RSION. ſ. (immerſo, Lat.) 1. The act of

putting any body into a fluid below the ſurface.

Addiſon. 2. The ſtate of ſinking below the

ſurface of a fluid. 3. The ſtate of being over

whelmed or ioſt in any reſpect. Arterbury.

IMMETHO'DICAL. a. [in and methodical]

Confuſed ; being without regularity ; being

without method. Addiſon.

IMMETHO'DICALLY. adv. [from immetke

dical.] Without method.

I'MMINENCE. ſ. [from imminent.] Any iſlim

pending 5-immediate or near danger. Shakeſp.

I'MMINENT. a. [imminent, Fr. imminess, Lat]

Impending; at hand; threatening. Pºpe.

To IMMI NGLE. v. a. [in and mingle.] To

mingle; to mix j to unite.

IMMINUTION. ſ. [from imminno, Lat..] Di

minution; decreaſe. Ray.

IMMISCIBI'LITY. ſ. [from immiſcible.) Inc.-

pacity of being mingled.

IMMI'SCIBLE, a [in and miſcible.] Not ca

pable of being mingled.

IMMI'SSION. ſ. [immiſſio, Lat.] The act of

ſending in; contrary to emiſſion.

To IMMI'T. v. n. [immitto, Lat.] To ſend in.

To IMMI'X. v. a. [in and mix.] To mingle.

Milton

IMMI'XABLE. a. [in and mix.] Impoſſible to

be mingled. Wilkins.

IMMOBILITY..ſ. (immobilité, Fr.] Unmove:-

bleneſs; want of motion; reſiſtance to motion.

Arbuthnºt.

IMMO DERATF. a. ſimmoderatus, Lat.] Ex

ceſſive; exceeding the due mean. Ray.

IMMO'DFRATELY. adv. [from immederate]

In an exceflive degree. Burnet.

IMMODERATION. ſ. [immederation, Fr.]

Want of moderation ; exceſs.

IMMODEST. a. [in and mºdeft.] 1. Wanting

ſhame; wanting delicacy or chaſtity. Shakeºf.

2. Unchaſte, inpure. Dryden. 3. Obſce e.

Shak. 4. Unreaſonable; exorbitant j arroga t.

IMMO’DRS TY.
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IMMODESTY. ſ. [immedeſlie, Fr.] Want of

modeſty. Pope.

To IMMOLATE. v. a. ſimmola, Lat.] To

ſacrifice; to kill in ſacrifice. Boyle.

IMMOLATION. ſ. [immolation, Fr.) 1. The

aćt of ſacrificing. Brown. 2. A ſacrifice of

fered. Decay of Piety.

IMMOMENT. a. [in and moment.] Trifling;

of no importance or value. Shakeſp.

IMMORAL a. [in and moral.) Wanting regard

te the laws of natural religion; contrary to

honeſty; diſhoneſt.

IMMORALITY. ſ. [from immoral.] Diſho

neſty ; want of virtue; contrariety to virtue.

Swift.

IMMORTA'L. a. ſimmortalis, Lat.) 1. Exempt

from death ; never to die. Timothy, Abbot. 2.

Never ending; perpetual. Shakeſp.

IMMORTALITY. ſ. [from immortal.] Ex

emption from death; life never to end. Corint:

To IMMORTALIZE. v. a. [immortaliſer, Fr.]

To make immortal; to perpetuate ; to exempt

from death. Davier.

To IMMORTALIZE. v. n. To become im

mortal. Pope.

IMMORTALLY. adv. [from immºrtal.] With

exemption from death; without end, Bentley.

IMMOVABLE. a. [in and movable.] 1. Not

to be forced from its place. Brown. 1: Not

liable to be carried away; real in law. Ayliffe

3. Unſhaken; unaffected. Dryden.

IMMOVABLY adv. [from immovable.] In a

ſtate not to be ſhaken. Atterbury.

IMMUNITY. ſ. [immunité, Fr. J 1. Diſcharge

from any obligation Hooker. 2. Privilege ;

exemption. Sprat. 3. Freedom. Dryden.

To IMMURE. v. a. [in and murus, Lat. em

murer, old French.j To incloſe within walls;

to confine ; to ſhut up. Wotton.

IMMU'R.E. ſ. [from the verb..] A wall; an in

cloſure. Shakeſp.

IMMUSICAL a.[in and muſical.] Unmuſical;

inharmonious. Brown.

IMMUTABILITY..f. [immutabilitas, Lat.] Ex

emption from change; invariableneſs. Hooker.

IMMUTABLE. a. [immutabilis, Lat.] Unchan

geable , invariable ; unalterable. Dryden.

IMMUTABLY. adv. [from immutable.] Un

alterably , invariably ; unchangeably. Boyle.

IMP. ſ. ſimp, Welch.) 1. A ſon ; the offspring ;

progeny. Fairfax. 2. A ſubaltern devil; a

puny devil. Swift.

To IMP. v. a. [impia, Welſh.] To lengthen or

enlarge with any thing adſcititious. Cleaveland,

Southern. -

To IMPACT. v. a. [impactur, Lat] To drive

cloſe or hard Woodward.

To IMPAINT. v. a. [in and paint.) To paint :

to decorate with colours. Not in uſe. Shakeſp

To IMPA I.R. v. a [empirer, Fr.] To diminiſh;

to injure ; to make worſe. Pope.

To IMPAIR. v. n. To be leſſened or worn out.

Spenſer.

IMPA’IR. ſ. (from the verb.] Diminution; de

creaſe. Brºwn.

IMPA’IRMENT. ſ. [from impair.] Diminati

on ; injury. Brown. -

IMPA'LPABLE. a. [impalpable, Fr. in and

palpable.] Not to be perceived by touch. Bºyle.

To IMPARADISE. v. a. [imparadiſare, Ital.]

To put in a ſtate reſembling paradiſe. Donne.

IMPARITY.'ſ [imparitas, Lat) 1. Inequality;

diſproportion. Bacon. 1. Oddneſs; indiviſibi

lity into equal parts. Brown.

To IMPA'RK. v. a. ſin and park ] To incloſe

with a park, to ſever from a common.

To IMPART. v. a. [impartior, Lat.) 1. To

grant , to give. Dryden. 2. To communicate.

Shakeſp.

IMPARTIAL. a. ſimpartial, Fr.] Equitable;

free from regard or party ; indifferent ; diſin

tereſted ; equal in diſtribution of juſtice; juſt.

Dryden.

IMPARTIALity.ſ. ſtºriº Fr.] Equi

tableneſs; juſtice. South.

IMPARTIALLY. adv. [from impartial] E

quitably , with indifferent and unbiaſed judg

ment; without regard to party or intereſt.

South.

IMPARTIBLE. a. [impartibk, Fr.] Commu

nicable ; to be conferred or beſtowed. Digby.

IMPA SSABLE. a. ſin and paſſable ] Not to

be paſſed; not admitting paſſage ; impervious.

Raleigh.

IMPASSIBILITY. ſ. (impaſſibilité, Fr.] Ex

emption from ſuffering.

IMPASSIBLE. a. ſimpºſſible, Fr. in and paſs,

Lat.] Incapable of ſuffering; exempt from the

agency of external cauſes. Hammond.

IMPASSIBLENESS. ſ. [from impaſſible.] Im

paſſibility, exemption from pain. Dec. of Piety.

IMPASSIONED. a. [in and paſſion.] Scized

with paſſion. Milton.

IMPASSIVE, a [in and paſſive.] Exempt from

the agency of external cauſes. Pºpe.

IMPASTED. a. [in and paſte.J. Covered as

with paſte. Shakeſp.

IMPATIENCE. ſ. (impatience, Fr.) 1. Ina

bility to ſuffer pain; rage under ſuffering.

Shakeſp. z. Vehemence of temper; heat of

paſſion. 3. Inability to ſuffer delay; eagerneſs.

IMPATIENT. a [impatient, Fr.) 1. Not able

to endure; incapable to bear. Pºpe. 2. Fu

rious with pain ; unable to bear pain. Dryden.

3. Vehemently agitated by ſome painful paſ

fion. Taylor. 4. Eager; ardently deſirous, not

able to endure delay. Pope

IMPATIENTLY. adv. [from impatient.) 1.

Paſſionately ; ardently. Clarendon. 2. Eagerly;

with great deſire.

To IMPATRONIZE. v. a. [impatroniſer, Fr.

in and patronize.] To gain to one's felt the

power o' any ſeigniority. This word is not

uſual Bacon.

To IMPAWN. v. a. [in and paten.) To im

pignorate ; to pawn; to give as a piedge ; to

pledge. Shakeſp.

Toºš. v. a. [empecher, Fr J . To

hinder ; impede. Davies. 2. To accuſe by

publick authority. Addiſon.
IMPE ACH
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IMPEACH. ſ. [from the verb.] Hindrance ;

let : impediment. Shakeſp.

lMPE'ACHA BLE, a [from impeach..] Accuſa

ble ; chargeable. Grew.

IMPEACHER. ſ. (from impeach.] An accuſer ;

one who brings an accuſation againſt another.

Gov. ºf the Tongue.

IMPEACHMENT. ſ. [from impeach.) 1. Hin

drance ; let ; impediment; obſtruction. Spenſ.

2 Publick accuſation; charge preſcried. Swift.

To IMPL'ARL. v. a. ſin and fearl) i. To

form in reſemblance of pears. Milton. 2. To

decorate as with pearls, Digby.

IMPECCA BILITY. ſ. [ impeccabilite, Fr. )

Exception from fin; exemption from failure.

ope.

IMPECCABLE. a. ſimpeccable, Fr.] Exempt

from poſſibility of ſin. Hammºnd.

To IMPE DE, v a [impedic, Lat.) To hinder ;

to let to obſtruct. Decay of Piety, Creech.

IMPE DIMENT. ſ. ſimpºdimentum, Lat. J Hin

drance ; let; impeachment; obſtruction , op

poſition. Hocker, Taylor.

To IMPE.L. v. a. [impello, Lat.] To drive on

º a point ; to urge forward; to preſs on.

sfe.

IMPELLENT. ſ. ſimpellens. Lat..] An impul

five power i a power that drives forward.
Glanville.

To IMPEND. v. n [impendee, Lat.) To hang

over , to be at hand, to preſs nearly. Smal

ridge, Pºpe.

IMPENDENT. a. ſimpendent, Lat.] Imminent:

hanging over; preſſing cloſely. Hale.

1MPEN 1) ENCE. ſ. from impendent. The ſtate

of hanging over 5 near approach. Hale.

IMPENETRABILITY ſimpenetrabilite,Fr.]

1. Quality of not being pierceable. Newton, 1.

Inſuſceptibility of intellectual impreſſion.

IMPL NETRABLE. a. [impenetrable, Fr.) 1.

Not to be pierced; not to be entered by any

external force. Dryden. 2. Impervious; not

admitting entrance. Locke. Not to be

taught , not to be informed. 4. Not to be

affected; not to be moved. Taylor.

!MPENETRABLY, adv. [from impenetrable.]

With hardneſs to a degree incapable of im

preſſion. Pºpe.

;MPENITENCE. ſ. [impenitence, Fr.) Ob

iMPE NIT ENCY. § duracy; want of remorſe

for crimes; final diſregard of God's threaten

ings or mercy. Rºgers.

IMPE, NIT ENT. a. [impenitent, Fr. in and pe

nitent.] Finally negligent of the duty of re

pentance; obdurate. Hºoker, Hammond.

IMPE'NITENTLY. adv. [from impenitent.]

Obdu ately ; without repentance. Hammond.

IMPE'NNOU.S. a. [in and penna, Lat J W ant

ing w ngs. Brown.

1 MPERATE. a. [imperatus, Lat.] Done with

conſciouſneſs; done by direction of the mind.

South, Hale.

IM PERATIVE. a [imperatif, Fr. imperatius,

Lat.) Commending ; expreſſive of command.

£larke,

IMPERCEPTIBLE a ſimperceptible.] Fr. Nºt

to be diſcovered; not to be perceived. Wººd-e-

IMPERCEPTIBLENESS. f. from impercet :-

ble.] The quality of eluding obſervation Haie.

IMPERCE FTIPLY. adv. [from imperceptible.]

In a manner not to be perceived. Addiſcs.

IMPERFECT, a ſimperfeºus, Lat.) 1. Not

compete : not abſolutely faiſhed ; defective.

Bºyle, Lºcke a Frail : not completely good.

IMPERFECTION. J. [imperfection, Fr. forn

imperfect.] Deect ; ſailure; fault, whether

phyſical or moral Addiſºn.

IMPERFECTLY. adv. from imperfeº; ) Not

completely ; not fully ; not without failure.

Stepney, Locke.

IMPERFOR ABLE a ſin and perfºre, Lat.]

Not to be bored through.

IMPF'RFOR A E a tin and perfºratur, Lat.]

Not pierced through , withov: a hole Sharp.

IMPERIAL, a ſtriperial, ºr ) . Royal ; pºſſ

ſeſſing royalty. Shakeſp. z º.º. cning royalty;

marking ſovereignty. Sha ºf 3. Belonging

to an emperour or mouarch ; regal ; royal ;

monarchical. Dryde

IMPERIA LIST. ſ (from ºrial.) One that

belongs to an emperouſ Knºlles.

IMPERIOUS. a ºrp. euz, Fr J 1. Com

manding ; tyrannicºl, authºritative; haughty;

arrogant ; aſſuming cºrº and Lºcke. 1. Pow

erful : aſcendant, ovel bearing Till...ſen.

IMPERIOUSLY, adv (frºm imperiºus ) with

arrogance o command ; with inſolence of

authority. Garth.

IMPERIOUSNESS. ſ. [from imperieur.] 1.

Authority; air of command. Sidney. 2. Ar.

rogance of command. Locke.

IMPERISHABLE, a [imperiſable, Fr.] Not

to be deſtroyed. Milton.

IMPERSONAL. a [imperſºnalis, Lat.] Not

varied according to the perſons.

IMPERSONALLY. adv. [from imperſºnal.]

* to the manner of an imperſonal
verb.

IMPERSUASIBLE a.[in and perſuaſibilis, Lat.]

Not to be moved by perſuaſion. Decay ºf Piety.

IMPERTINENCE. A. ſ. (impertinence, Fr.) 1.

IMPERT | NENCY. W. That which is of no

preſent weight; that which has no relation to

the matter in hand. Bacon. 3. Folly ; ram

bling thought. Shakeſp. 3. Troubleſomeneſs ;

intruſion. Motton. 4 Trifle; thing of no value.

Evelyn.

IMPERTINENT. a. [impertinent, Fr. in and

pertinens, Lat.] 1. Of no relation to the

matter in hand; of no weight. Tilletſon. 2.

Importunate; intruſive ; meddling. Pºpe. 3.

Fooliſh ; trifling.

IMPERTIN ENT. ſ. A trifier; a medler; an

intruder. L'Hſirange.

IMPERTINENTLY. adv. (from impertinent.]

1. Without relation to the preſent matter, 1.

Troubleſomely; officiouſly; intruſively. Suckl.

!MPF. R VIOUS a. [impervius, Lat.) 1. Un

paſſ ble; impenetrable. Boyle, 2. Inacceſſible.

Perha, s improperly uſed. Pºpe.

IMPER
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IMPETVIOUSN ess / [from imperºut.)

The ſtate of not admitting any paſſige.

IMPERTRANSIBILITY / [in and per tranſer,

Hat.) Inpoſſibility to be paſſed through. Hale.

IMPETIGINoUs a ſirom impetigº, Lat.)

Scurvy : covered with ſmall ſcabs.

IMPETRABLE. a [impetrabilis, from impetro,

Lat. J Poſſible to be obtained. Dići.

To IMPETRATE. v. a [impetro, Lat.] To

ºtain by intreaty.

IMPETRA rion'ſ [impetratio, Lat.] The

act of obtaining by prayer or intreaty. Taylºr.

IMPETUO SITY }. [from impetuous.) 1. Vio

ºnce Jury: vehemence; force. Shakeſp. Clar.
MPP. TUOI jS. a. (impetueux, Fr. trom impe

***, Lat J . Violent; forcible, fierce. Prior.

3. Vehement; paſſionate. Rºwe.

IMPETUOUSLY adv. ſfrom impetuous.] Wi

biently : vehemently. Addiſon.

IMPETUOUSNESS, ſ, ſtrom impetuºus.] Vio

lence ; fury Decay ºf Piety.

IMPETUS, ſ. [Lat] violent tendency to any

point, violent effort. Bentley.

IMPIERCEABLE. a. (in and pierce.) Impe

ºrable j not to be pierced. Spenſer.

IMPIETY. ſ. ſimpletar, Lat.]" . Irreverence

to the Supreme Being, contempt of the du

ties of religion Shakeſp. 2. An act of wick

edneſs; expreſſion of irreligion.

To HMPI GNORATE. v. ... To pawn ; to

pledge.

IMPioNoration. ſ. The act of pawning

or putting to pledg:.

To IMP NGE. v. n. [imping, Lat] to fall

*śainſt; to ſtrike againſt; to claſh with. Newt

To IMPINGUATE v. a. [in and pinguis, Lat J

To fatten ; to make ſat Bacon.

I MPIOUS, a. [impºut, Lat..] Irreligious; wick

ed; profane. Fºrber.

IMPIOUSLY, adv (from infieur J Profanely ,

wickedly Granville.

IMPLACABI LITY. ſ. [from implacable.) In

exorableneſs; irreconcilable enmity; deter

mined malice.

IMPLA'CABLE. a. ſimplacabi'ſ, Lat ) Not

º be pacified; inexo able; malicious; con

ſtant in enmity. Addiſºn.

IMPLA'CABLY. adv. (from impacable.] with

malice not to be pacified; inexorable. Clar end

To IMPLANT. v. a. [in and plants, Latj

Tº infix to inſert , to place; to ingraft.

Sidney, Ray, Locke.

IMPLANTA"tion.ſ. ſimplantatiºn, Fr. from

ºplant..] The act of ſetting or planting.

IMPLAUSIBLE a. [in and plauſible.] Not ſpe

cious; not likely to ſeduce or perſuade. Swift.

I MPLEMENT. ſ. [implementum.] 1. Some

ºng that fills up vacancy, or ſupplies wants.

***er. 2. Tool; inſtrument of manu.acture.

Brºme. 3. Veſſels of a kitchen.

IMPLETION. J. timples, Lat.) The act of

filling ; the ſtate of being full Brown.

IMPLE X. a. ſimplexus, Lat.) Intricate; en

tangled; complicated. Speciator.

To I MPLICATE. v. a. unplice, Lat J. To

entangſe: to embarraſs; to infold. Boyle.

IMPLICATION. ſ. ſimplicatio, Lat.) 1. In

volution; entanglement. Bºyle. 2. Inference

not expreſſed, but tacitly inculcated Ayliffe.

IMPLICIT. a. [1mplicitus, Lat.) 1. Entangled ,

infolded; complicated. Pope. 2. Inferred ,

tacitly compriſed; not expreſſed. Smalridge.

3. Reſting upon another ; connected with

another over which that which is connected

to it has no power. Denham.

IMPLI CITLY. adv. [from implicit..] I. By in

ference compriſed though not expreſſed. Bentº.

2. By connexion with ſomething elſe ; depen

dently , with unreſerved confidence or obedi

ence. Roſcorinon, Rogers.

To IMPLO RE. v. a. ſimplerº, Lat ) 1. To

call upon in ſupplication ; to ſolicit. Pope. 2.

To aſk; to beg. Shakeſp.

IMPLORE. ſ. [from the verb.] The act of

begging. Spenſer.

IMPLO RER ſ (from implire.) Solicitor Shak,

IMP.U.M.E.D. a. ſimplumºr, Lat.) Without

flathers. Diº.

To IMPLY v. a. ſimplics, Lat] ... To infold;

to cover ; to entangle, Spenſer. 2. To involve

or compriſe as a conſequence or concomitants

Drydºn.

To IMPO ISON. v. a. ſerpoiſºner, Fr.] ... To

corrupt with poiſon. Shakeſp. z. To kill with

poiſon. Shakeſp.

IMPO LARILY, adv. [in and polar.] Not ac

cording to the direction of the poles.

IMPOLITICA 1.7 a [in and pºlitick.] Im

IMPO LI I ICK prudent ; indiſcreet ; void

of art or forecaſt. Hººter

IMPOLITICALLY, \ aſſº (in and political ?

IMPO LITICKLY Without artor forecast:

IMPO N DEROUS, a [in and pºnderous.) Void

of perceptible weight. Brºwn. -

IMPORosſ I Y. ſ. ſix and pºrcu, ; Abſence of

interſtices; compas, nels; cloſeneſs. Bacon.

IMPO RøU.S. a. i tº sº porcu, ) Free from

pores: free fron vacuatie, or interſlices Brottºn.

To IMPORT. v. a. [trºporte, Lat.) 1. To carry

into any country from abroad. Pºpe. 2. To

imply to infer. Hºker, Bacon, 3 To produce

in conſequence. Shakeſp 4. [Importer, Fr.]

To be of moment. Dryden.

IMPORT. ſ. (trom the verb.] I. Importance;

nonent ; conſequence. Dryden. 2. Ten

dency. Bºyle. 3. Any thing imported iron

abroad.

IMPO RTABLE, a [in and pºrtable | Unſup

portable , not to be endured. Sper/er.

IMPO R T ANCP. f. [Fr.) 1. Thing imported
or i ºpied. Sº *...A. 2. Matter, ſubject. Shak.

3. Conſequence, incrpent. Shakeſp. 4. Im

portunity sºakeſp.

IMPOR I. A N ".. a. iſ mºrtant, Fr J . Momen

tous , we gºty : of great consequence. //ottºn,

Irene. 2. Mºmentous, forcible; ot great effi

cacy. Sprayer. 3. Importunate. Shakeſp

IMPORTA TION. ſ. Urom ºrport | The ast

or practice of importing, or oringing into a

country from abroad, Ziddyan.

IMPORTER.
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IMPORTER. ſ. [from import.] One that brings

in from abroad. Swift.

IMPORTLESS. a. (from import.] Of no mo

ment or conſequence. Shakeſp.

IMPO'RTUNATE. a. [impºrtunus, Lat 1 Un

ſeaſonable and inceſſant in ſolicitations; not

to be repulſed. Smalridge.

IMPORTUNATELY. adv. [from importu

nate.] With inceſſant ſolicitation; pertinaci

ouſly. Duppa.

Mºſ [from importunate.]

Inceſſant ſolicitation. Sidney.

To IMPORTUNE. v. a. ſimportunuſ, Lat.]

To teize to haraſs with ſlight vexation per

petually recurring ; to moleſt. Swift.

IMPORTUNE. a. ſimportunus, Lat.) 1. Con

ſtantly recurring; troubleſome by frequency.

Bacon...2. Troubleſome; vexatious. Hammond.

3. Unſeaſonable; coming, aſking, or happen

ing at a wrong time. Miltºn.

IMPORTUNELY. adv. (from importune ) i

Troubleſomely; inceſſantly. Spenſer. 1. Un

ſeaſonably , improperly. Sanderſon.

IMPORTU’NITY. ſ. ſimportunitas, Lat.] In

cefiant ſolicitation. Knolles.

To IMPO SE. v. a. [impoſer, Fr.) 1. To lay

on as a burthen or penalty. Shakeſp. 2. To

enjoin as a duty or law. Waller. 3. To fix

on ; to impute to Brown. 4. To obtrude

fallaciouſly. Dryden. 5. To IM pose on. To

put a cheat on ; to deceive. Locke. 6

[Among printers.) To put the pages on the

ſtone, and fit on the chaſes, in order to carry

the forms to preſs.

IMPO SE. ſ. [from the verb.] Command; in

junction. Shakeſp

IMPO'SEABLE, a (from impºſe.] To be laid

as obligatory on any body. Hammond. .

IMPO SER. ſ. [from impoſe.] One who enjoins

Malton.

IMPOSITION. ſ. [impºſitiºn, Fr.) 1. The act

of laying any thing on another. Hammond 1.

The act of giving a note of diſtinction. Boyle.

3. Injunction of any thing as a law or duty.

Shakeſp. 4. Conſtraint; oppreſſion. Watts.

5. Cheat; fallacy , impoſture.

IMPOSSIBI.E. a. ſimpoſſible, Fr.] Not to be

done; not to be attained ; impracticable.

JWalſh.

IMPOSSIBILITY..f. [impºſſibilite, Fr.) 1. Im

practicability ; the ſtate of being not feaſible.

M’hitgift, Rogers. 2. That which cannot be

done Cowley.

I'MPOST f [impºſ, Fr.] A tax; a toll; cuſtom

paid Bacon.

IMPO STS. f. [impºſie, Fr.] In architecture,

that part of a pillar, in vaults and arches, on

which the weight of the whole building lieth.

Ainſwo th.

To IMPO'STHUMATE. v. n. (from impoſt

hume.] To form an abſceſs; to gather , to torm

a cyſt or bag containing matter. Arbuthnot.

To IMPO STUMAT E. v. a. To afflict with

an impoſthume. Decay of Piety.

IMPOST HUMATION.J. (from impºſihunate.]

The act of forming an impoſthume; the fate

in which an impoſthume is formed. Bacon.

IMPOSTHUME. ſ. A collection of purulent

matter in a bag or cyſt. Harvey.

IMPO'STOR. ſ [impºffeur, Fr.] One who

cheats by a fiétitious character. South.
IMPO'STURE ſ. ſimpºſure,Lat.] Cheat.South.

IMPOTENCE. Q. ſ. ſimpotentia, Lat] 1.Want

IMPOTENCY. ſ of power; inability; imbe

cility ; weakneſs. Bentley. 1. Ungovernable

}. of paſſion. 3. Incapacity of propagation.
ope.

IMPO TENT. a. [impetens, Lat.] 1. Weak;

feeble; wanting force; wanting power. Hecker.

2 Diſabled by nature or diſeaſe. Shakeſp., 3.

Without power of reſtraint. Dryden. 4. With

out power of propagation Tatler.

IM POTENTLY. adv. [from impotent.) With

out power. Pope.

To IMPO UND. v. a. [in and pound ) i. To

incloſe as in a pound; to ſhut in ; to confine.

Bacon. 2. To ſhut up in a pinfold. Dryden.

IMPRACTICABLE. a. [impraślicable, Fr.) 1.

Not to be performed ; unfeaſible; impoſſible.

Rogers. 2. Untractable; unmanageable. Reve.

IMPRACTICABLENESS. ſ. (from impračii

cable ) Impoſſibility. Swift.

To l'MPRECATE v. a. ſimprecor, Lat.] To

call for evil upon himſelf or others

IMPRECA’TION. ſ. [1mprecatio, Lat] Cuiſe ;

prayer by which any evil is wiſhed. K. Charles.

I MPRECATORY. a. (from imprecate.] Con

taining wiſhes of evil.

To IMPREGN. v. a. [in and pregno, Lat.] To

fill with young; to fill with any matter or

quality. Milton.

IMPREGNABLE, a, (impregnable, Fr.) , i.

Not to be ſtormed; not to be taken. Sandyt.

2. Unſhaken ; unmoved; unaffected. South.

IMPREGNABLY. adv. [from impregnable.) In

ſuch a manner as to defy force or hoſtility. Sam.

To IMPREGNATE, v. a. [in and pregnº,

Lat J_1. To fill with young; to make proli

fick. Dryden, 2.. [Impregner, Fr.] To fill;

to ſaturate. Decay of Piety.

IMPREGNATION.J. [from impregnate.] 1.

The act of making prolifick; fecundation.

Bacon. 2. That with which anything is in

pregnated. Derham. 3. Saturation. Ainſw.

IMPREJUDICATE. a. ſin, pre, and judice,

Lat] Unprejudiced; not prepoſſeſſed; impal
tial. Brown.

IMPREPARATION. ſ. (in and preparatic".]

Unpreparedneſs; want of preparation. Hººker.

To IMPRE'ss v. a. ſimpreſſiºn, Lat.] 1. To

print by preſſure; to ſtamp Denham. . a. To

fix deep. Watts. 3. To force into ſervice.

Clarendon.

IMPRESS ſ. [from the verb ] 1. Mark made

by preſſure. Woodward. a. Effects upon

another ſubſtance. Glanville. 3 Mark of

diſtinction ; ſtamp. South. 4 Device ; motto.

4411ton. 5. Act of forcing any into ſervice.

Shakeſp.

IMPRESSION.J. [imprºft, Lat.] 1. The act
- ot
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*f preſſing one body upon another. Locke. 2.

Mark made by preſſure ; ſtamp. Shakeſp. 3.

Image fixed in the mind. Swift. 4. Opera

tion; influence Clarendon. 5. Edition; num

ber printed at once; one courſe of printing,

Pryden. 6. Effect of an attack Mºtton.

IMPRESSIBLE, a [in and preſſim, Lat.] What

, may be impreſſed. Bacon.

IMPRESSURE. ſ. [from intreſ; ) The mark ||

made by preſſure; the dent; the impreſſion.

Shakeſp.

To IMPRINT. v. a. ſimprimer, Fr.) 1. To

mark upon any ſubſtance by preſſure. South

2. To ſtamp words upon paper by the uſe of

types. 3. To fix on the mind or memory.

Lºcke.

To IMPRISON. v.a. [empriſºnner, Fr. in and

priſon.] To ſhut up; to confine; to keep from

liberty, Donne. -

IMPRI'SONMENT. ſ. [empriſºnnement, Fr.)

Confinement; clauſure; ſtate of being ſhut in

priſon. Watts. -

IMPROBABILITY ſ [from improbable.} Un

; likelihood; difficulty to be believed. Hamm.

IMPROBABLE. a ſimprobable, Fr. JUnlikely;

incredible. Addiſºn.

IMPRO'BABLY. adv. [from improbable.) 1.

Without likelihood. 2. In a manner not to

be approved. Obſolete. Bºyle.

To IMPRO BATE. v. a. i in and prºbº, Lat )

Not to approve. Ainſworth.

IMPROBATION. ſ. (imprºbatio, Lat.) Act of

diſallowing. Ainſworth. -

IMPRO BITY ſ (infrchitas, Lat.) Want of

honeſty ; diſhoneſty's baſeneſs Hoºker.

To IMPROLI'FICATE. v. a. (in and prolifick.)

. To impregnate ; to fecundate. Brºwn.

IMPRO PER a.[imprºpre, Fr. imprºpriuſ, Lat.)

1. Not well adapted; unqualified. Barnet.

2. Unfit; not conducive to the right end

Arbuthnot. 3. Not juſt; not accurate. Dryd.

IMPRO PERLY. adv. [from imprºper.) 1. Not

fitly , incongruouſly. 2. Not juſtly ; not

accurately Dryden. . -

To IMPRO PRIATE. v. a [in and prºprius,

Lat § 1. To convert to private uſe; to ſeize

being advanced from a good to a better ſtate.
retu.

IMPROVABLENESS. ſ. [From improvabl: )

Capableneſs of being made better.

IMPROVABLY. adv. [from imprºvable. In a

manner that admits of melioration.

To IMPROVE. v. a. ſin and trebus. Qwaſ

Probum facere.) 1. To advance any thing

nearer to perfection; to raiſe from good to

better. Pºpe. 2. To diſprove Whitgifte.

To IMPROVE. v. n. To advance in goodneſs.

Atterbury.

IMPROVEMENT. ſ. [from improve.) 1. Me

lioration; advancement from good to better.

Tillºtſam. 2. A&t of improving. Addiſºn. 3.

Progreſs from cood to better. Addiſon. 4. In

ſtruction ; edification. Sºuth. 3. Effect of rne

lioration. Sºuth. , :

IMPROVER. ſ. (from intrºve 1. One that

makes himſelf or any thing elſe better. Claren.

Pºpe. 2 Anything that meliorates Martin.

IMPROVIDED. a. imprºviſu , i.at.] Unfore

ſeen, unexpected; unprovided againſt. Spºnſer.

IMPROVIDENCE. ſ.ſ rom imprºvident]Want

of forcthought; want of caution. Hale.

IMPROVIDENT a [improvidaſ, Lat. Want

ing forecaſt; wanting care to provide. Clarend.

IMPRO Vil) ENTI.Y. adv ſºom imprºvident.]

Without for thought ; without care. Donne

IMPROVISION f [in and prºviſiºn.] Want

of forethought. Brºwn.

IMPRUDENCE / [imprudence, Fr impruden

tia, Lat.) Want of prudence; indiſcretion ;

negligence ; inattention to intereſt.

IMPRU DTNT, a (imprudent, Fr imprudent,

Lat) Wanting prudence; injudicious ; in

diſcreet; negligent Tillotſon. . -

IMPUDENCE. P. ſ. ſimpidence, Fr. impuden

IMPUDENCY. tia, Lat.) Shameleſineſs ;

immodeſ v. Shakeſp. K. Charler.

IMPUDENT, a ſimpudent, Fr. imprudent,Lat.]

Shameleſs; wanting modeſty. Dryden

IMPUDENTLY. adv (from impudent.]Shame

lefly , without modeſty. Sandys.

To IMPUGN. v. a. impugner, Fr. impugne,

to himſelf. Bacon.

of the church into the hands of laicks. Spelm.

IMPROPRIATION. ſ. [from riprºpriate.) An

impropriation is properly ſo called when the

church land is in the hands of a layman; and

an appropriation is when it is in the hands of

a biſhop, college, or religious houſe. Ayliffe.

IMPROPRIATOR. ſ. [ſion impropriate.) A

layinan that has the policſſion of the lands of

the church. Ayliffº.

IMPROPRI ETY. ſ. [from imprºpriuſ, Lat.)

Unfitneſs : unſuitableneſs; inaccuracy , want

of juſtneſs. Brown, Sºwift. -

IMPROSPEROUS a ſºn and prºſterºuſ.) Un

happy , unfortunate, not ſucceſsful. Ham in.

IMPROSPEROUSLY, ad... [rom imprºſper

eaſ.) Unhappily; unſucceſsfully; with ill or

tune. Bayle.

IM Piso VABLE. a. [from irºpr: . . ;Carsº of

3. To put the poſſeſſions

Lat ) To attack to aliault. Sºuth.

IMPUGNE.R. ſ. (from impugn.) One that at

tacks or invades.

IMPUISSANCE / [Fr] Impotence; inability;

weakneſs; feebleneſs Bacºn. -

IMPULSE f [impulus, Lat 1. Communi

cated force; the eitect of one body acting up

on another. S. uth. ... I duence acting upºn

the mind ; tımotive, idea. Lºcks. 3 Hoſtile

impreſſion Prior. -

IMPULSION.J. (impulºn, Fr.) 1. The agen

cy of body in niction upon body Bºſtºn, 2.

Influence operating upon the mind .jſ,'…n.

IMPULSIVE. a. it nºt ºff, Fr. J Having the

power of inpuiſe. Iroving; impell, nt Sºuth.

IMPUN, ITY. ſ. ſiri'...it', Fr. J Freedom to in

puriſhment ; cz emption from puniſhment.

Dą : *r. t -

IMPU'R E. a [infarur, Lºt 1 1. Contrary to

ſanctity; unhallowed , unholy. Drºne. 2.

Ł e : Uncºaſte.
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Unchaſe. Addiſºn. 3. Peculent; foul with INADEQUATE. a. [in and adequatur, Latl

extraneous mixtures; drofly.

IMPURELY. adv. [from impure.] With im

purity.

IMPU'RENESS. f impuritar, Lat. from im

IMPU'RITY. pure.] ... Want of ſanctity;

want of holineſs. 2. Act of unchaſtity. Atterb.

3. Feculent admixture. Arbuthnet.

To IMPURPLE. v. a ſcripturprer, Fr. from

purple.] To make red; to colour as with pur

ple. Miltºn.

IMPUTABLE. a. [from impute.) 1. Charge

able upon any one. South. 2. Accuſable;

chargeable with a fault. Ayliffe

IMPUTABLENESS. ſ. [from imputable.] The

quality of being imputable. Norrir. -

IMPUTATION. ſ. ſimputation, Fr. from in

pute.] I. Attribution of any thing; gene

rally of ill. Dryden. 2. Sometimes of good.

Shakeſp. 3. Cenſure ; reproach. Addiſon.

4. Hint; reflection. Shakeſp.

IMPUTATIVE. a. [from impute.] That which

may impute. Ainſworth.

To IMPUTE v. a. ſimputer, Fr. impute, Lat.]

1. To charge upon , to attribute : generally

ill; ſometimes good. Temple. 2. To reckon

to one what does not properly belong to him.

Miltºn.

LMPUTER, ſ [from impute.] He that imputes.

IN. prep [in Lat..] . . Noting the place where

anything is preſent Fairfax. 2. Noting the

ſtate preſent at any time Smalridge. 3. Noting

the time. Lecke. 4. Noting power. Spenſer.

5. Noting proportion. Swift. 6. Concerning

Lecke. 7. For the ſake. A ſolemn phraſe

Pryden. 8. Noting cauſe. Shakeſp. 9 Is

that. Becauſe. Shakeſp. io. lx aſ much.

Since ; ſeeing that. Hºoker.

IN. adv. 1. Without ſome place: not out.

Soxth. 2. Engaged to any affair. Daniel. 3

Placed in ſome ſtate. Pºpe. 4. Noting en

trance. P4/codºcard.

fier. 6. Cloſe ; horne. Tatler.

1N has commonly in compoſition a negative or

private ſenſe. In before r is changed into r ;

before 1 into l; and into m before ſome other

conſonants.

INABILITY. ſ. ſin and ability Impuiſſances

impeteece; want of power. H.aker.

\\ A BSTI is ENCE. ſ. (in and abilinence In

temperance ; want of power to abſtain. Alſ, lion.

IN ACCESSIBLE. a. (inacceſſible, Fr. in and

acrºſſible.] Not to be reached; not to be ap

proached. Ray.

INA CCURACY. ſ. [rom inaccurate } Want o

exactneſs.

INA CCURATP. a. [in and accurate.] Not

exact ; not accurate.

1N ACT ION. ſ. inačić", Fr.] Cºſſation from

labour; forbearance of labour. Pºpe.

IN A CTIVE, a Not bui; ; not diligent; idle;

indolent: ſluggiſh.

INA CTIVELY. adv, ſºon ina.", we) lily;

without labour; luggiſ, y. Lºck-,

18 ACT! VITY. f. (ºn and ac., , ; ; , Idleneſ.

“tt ſluggiſhneſs. Rºgers.

5. into any place. Col.

Not equal to the purpoſe; defective. Lºcke

INA'DEQUATELY. adv. [from inadequate.]

Defectively ; not completely. Boyle.

INADVERTENCE. Q ſ (inadvertence, Fr.]

INADVERTENCY. § 1. Careleſſneſs; neg

ligence; inattention. South. 1. Aćt or effect

of negligence. Gºv. of the Tongue

INADVE RTENT. a. [in and advertent, Lat.]

Negligent; careleſs.

IN ADVERTENTLY. adv [from inadvertest.]

Careleſly ; negligently. Clariſſa.

INAT.IENABLE. a. [in and alienable.] That

cannot be alienated.

INALIMENTAL. a. [in and alimental.] Af

fording no nouriſhment. Bacon.

INAMISSIBLE, a [inamiſſible, Fr.] Not to be
loſt. Hammond -

INANE a [inarir, Lat.) Empty; void. Lºcke.

To INANIMATE. v. a. (in and animo, Lat.]

To animate ; to quicken. Donne.

INA'NIMATE. a [inanimatur, Lat.] Void

INA'NIMATED of life; without anima

tion. Bacon, Bentley, Pope

INANITION. ſ. (inanition, Fr.]. Emptineſs of

body; want of fulneſs in the veſſels of the

animal Arbuthnot.

INANITY. ſ. (from inanis, Lat.] Emptineſs;

void ſpace. Digby. -

INA PPETENCY. ſ. [in and appetentia, Lat.]

Want of ſtomach or appetite.

INA PPLICABLE. a. [in and applicable.] Not

to be put to a particular uſe.

INAPPLICATION. f. (inapplication, Fr.] In

dolence ; negligence.

INA'RABLE. a. [in and are, Lat.] Not capable

of tillage, Diä. -

To IN ARCH. v. a. [in and arch.) Inarching is

a method of grafting, called grafting by ap

proach. This method of grafting is uſed when

the ſtock and the tree may be joined: take the

branch you would inarch, and, having fitted

it to that paſt of the flock where you intend to

join it, pare away the rind and wood on one

ſide about three inches in length ; after the

ſame manner cut the ſtock or branch in the

place where the grat is to be united, ſo that

they may join equally together that the ſap

may meet; then cut a little tongue upwards

in the grat, and make a notch in the ſtock to

admit it ; ſo that, when they are joined, the

tongue will prevent their ſlipping. In this

manner they are to remain about four months,

in which time they will be ſufficiently united.

The operation is always performed in April or

Mav, and iscommonly practiſed upon oranges,

myſtics, j. mines, walnuts, fits, and pines,

Al/, /kr.

IN ARTICULATE. a. [inarticulaté, Fr. in and

articulate.j Not uttered with diſtinčincts like

that of the ſyllables of human ſpeech. Dryden.

!NART I CULATELY. adv. [from is articº

late.] No diſtinctly.

INA RTI C ULATEN ESS ſtrom in articulate]

Confuſica
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Confuſion of ſounds; want of diſtin&neſs in

pronouncing.

INARTIFI'CIAL. a. ſin and artificial] Con

trary to art. Decay ºf Piety.

INARTIFI’CIALLY, adv. [from in artificial.]

Without art ; in a manner contrary to the
rules of art. Collier.

INATTE'NTIONſ.[inattention, French.] Diſ.

regard; negligence; neglect. Rogers.

INATTE'NTIVE. a. [in and attentive..] Care

leſs; negligent; regardleſs. Watts.

INAU"DIBLE..a.. [in and audible.] Not to be

heard; void of ſound. Shakeſp.

To INAU"GURATE.v.a. [inaugure, Lat. To

conſecrate; to inveſt with a new office by ſo

lemn rites. Wotton.

INAUGURA'TION.ſ.. [inauguration, Fr. inau

ure, Lat. JInveſtitureby ſolemn rites. Howel.

INAURA’TION. ſ. [inauro, Lat.) The act of

gilding or covering with gold. Arbuthnot.

INAUSPICIOUS. a. [in and auſpiciºur.] Ill

omened ; unlucky; unfortunate. Craſhaw.

INBEING. ſ. [in and being.] Inherence; in

ſeparableneſs. Watts.

I'NBORN. a. [in and born.) Innate; implanted

by nature. Dryden.

INBRE"ATHED. a. [in and breath j Inſpired;

infuſed by inſpiration. Milton.

I'N BRED. a. É. and bred.] Produced within ;

hatched or generated within. Milton.

To INCA GE. v.a. (in and cage.] To coop up;

to ſhut up; to confine in a cage, or any nar

row ſpace. Shakeſp.

INCALE'SCENCE. Q. f. [incaleſco, Lat.] The

INCALE'SCENCY. S. ſtate of growing warm;

warmth; incipient heat. Ray.

INCANTA"TiON. ſ. [incantation, Fr.) En

chantment. Raleigh.

INCA’NTATORY. a. [from incanto, Lat.]

Dealing by enchantment; magical. Brown.

To INCA’NTON. v. a. [in and canton ] To

unite to a canton or ſeparate community.

Addiſon.

INCAPA BI'LITY. ſ(from incapable.] In

INCA PABLENESS. ability natural; diſ

qualification legal. Suckling

INCA'PABLE. a. (incapable, Fr.) 1. Wanting

power; wanting underſtanding; unable to

comprehend, learn, or underſtand. Shakeſp.

2. Not able to receive any thing. Clarendon.

3. Unable; not equal to any thing. Shakeſp.

4. Diſqualified by law. Swift.

INCAPA’CIOUS. a. [in and capacicus.) Nar

row; of ſmall content. Burner.

INCAPA’CIOUSNESS. f. (from incapaciºur.]

Narrowneſs; want of containing ſpace.

To INCAPACITATE v.a. [in and capacitate.]

1. To diſable; to weaken. Clarita. 2. To

diſquali y Arbuthn:t.

INCA PA CITY. f. tº capacité, Fr.) Inability:

want of natural power; want of power of

body: want of comprehenſiveneſs of mind.
Arhathact

To INCA'RCERATE. v. a' (incarcer:, Lat.]

To impriſºn; to confine. Harvey.

INCARCERA'TION. f. [from incarcerate.]

Impriſonment; confinement.

To INCA (RN. v. a. [incarne, Lat.] To cover

with fleſh. Wiſeman.

To INCA'RN. v. n. To breed fleſh. Wiſeman.

To INCA RNADINE. v. a. ſincarnadinº, pale

red, Ital.] To dye red. This word I find on

ly once. Shakeſp.

To INCA'RNATE. v. a. ſincarner, Fr.] To

cloath with fleſh; to embody with fleſh. Milt.

INCARNATE. partic. a. [incarnat, Fr.]

Cloathed with fleſh ; embodied in fleſh.

Sanderſon.

INCARNATION. ſ. ſincarnatiºn, Fr.) 1. The

act of aſſuming body. Taylor. 2. The ſtate

of breeding fleſh. Mºſeman

INCA RNATIVE. ſ. ſincarnatif, Fr.] A me

dicine that generates fleſh JWiſeman.

To INCASE. v. a. [in and caſe.) To cover ;

to incloſe ; to inwrap. Pºpe.

INCAUTIOUS, a. ſin and cauticut.] Unwary;

negligent; heedleſs. Keil.

INCAUTIOUSLY, adv. [from incanti-ur 1

Unwarily; heedleſly ; negligently. Arbuthnºt.

INCENDIARY. ſ. ſincendiariur, from in

cendo, Lat.j 1. One who ſets houſes or towns

on fire in malice or for robbery. 2. One who
inflames fastions, or promotes quarrels. King

Charler, Bentley.
-

I'NCENSE. ſ. [tncenſºm, Lat. encent, Fr.) Per

ſurmes exhaled by fire in honour of ſome god

or goddeſs. Prior.

To INCE NSE. v. a. ſincenſur, Lat..] To en

kindle to rage; to inflame with anger;

to enrage; to provoke; to exaſperate. Milton,

ryden.

INCE/NSEMENT. ſ. [from incenſe..] Rage:

heat; fury. Shakeſp.

INCENSION. ſ. ſincenſe, Lat.] The act of

kindling; the ſtate of being on fire. Bzcºn.

INCE'NSOR. ſ. (Latin.) A kindler of anger;

an inflamer of paſſions. Hayward,

INCENSORY. ſ. [from incenſe.] The veſ.

fel in which incenſe is burnt and offered.

Ainſworth.

INCE NTIVE. ſ. ſincentivºr, Lat] ... That

which kindles. King Charles. 2. That which

provokes; that which encourages; incitement;

motive; encouragement; ſpur. Addiſon.

INCENTIVE. a. Inciting; encouraging. De

cay ºf Piety.

IN-1, PTION. ſ. ſinceptiº, Lit.) Leginning.
Bacºn.

|INCE PTIVE, a [incºttivuſ, Lat.] Noting be

| ginning Lºcke.

INCE, P 1 OR ſ. (Lat..] A beginner; one who

is in his rudiments.

INCERATION. J ſincer, Lat § The 33 of

covering with wax.
-

INCERT ITUDE. ſ. ſince, titude, French;

intertitude, Latin. Lacertainty ; doubtial
neſs.

E e e 2 INCESSANT.
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INCES5ANT. a [in and ceſant, Lat.) Un

ceaſing ; unintermitted; continual; uninter

rupted. Pºpe.

INCESSANTLY. adv. [from inceſint.]with

out intermiſſion; continually. Addiſon.

1 NCEST. ſ. ſ in cºffe, Fr. incefum, Lat..] Unna

tural and criminal conjunction of perſons with

in degrees prohibited. Shakeſp.

INCE'STUOUS.. a ſinceſłueux, Fr] Guilty of

inceſt, guilty o unnatural cohabitation. South.

INCE STUOUSLY., adv. [from inceſtuous.)

With unnatural love.-Dryden.

INCH, ſ ſince, Sax. uncia, Lat] ... A mea.

ſure of length ſuppoſed equal to three grains

of barley laid end to end; the twelfth part of

a foot. Hºlder. 2. A proverbial name for a

ſm ºil quantity. Denne. 3. A nice point of

time. Shakeſp.

To INCH. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To drive

by inches. Dryden. 2. To deal out by inches;

to give ſparingly. Ainſworth.

To INC. H. v. n. To advance or retire a little at

2 time.

I NCHED, a [with a word of number before

it...] Containing inches in length or breadth.

Shakeſø. -

1 NCHPIN. ſ. Some of the inſide of a deer.

Alºnſ worth.

INCHMEA L. ſ. ſinch and meal.] A piece of

an inch long. Shakeſp.

To I'NCHOATE. v. 4. [ischoo, Lat) To be.

gin; to cornmence. Raleigh.

INCHOATION / [inchoatus, Lat..] Inception;

beginning: Hale.

I NCHOATIVE. a. ſinchcativus, Lat.) Incrp

tive; noting inchoation or beginning.

To INCI DE. v. a. | from incids, to cut, Lat.)

Medicines incide which conſiſt of pointed and

ſharp particles; by which the particles of o

ther bodies are divided. Quincy.

INCIDENCE. N. ſ. [incido, to tall, Latin ; in

1 NCIDENCY. V. cidence, Fr.) 1. The direc.

tion with which one body ſtrikes upon ano.

ther; and the angle made by that line, and

the plane ſtruck upon, is called the angle of

incidence. &#1ncy. 2... [Incident, Lat..] Acci

dent; hap ; caſualty. Shakeſp.

INCIDEN F. a. ſincident, French; incidens,

pening accidentally; falling in beſide the main

deſign. Watts. 2. Happening; apt to hap.

pen. Sºuth.

INCIDENT.ſ [incident, Fr J Something hap

pening beſide the main deſign; caſualty Dry.

!N CIU 1, NTAL, a Incident; caſual; happen

ing by chance. Miltºn.

INC. DE N TALLY. adv. [from incidental.]

| Beſide the main deſign; occaſionally. Sanderſ

INCIDENTLY, adv, Urom incident.) Occaſi

onally; by tha bye; by the way. Bacon.

To IN C1'N ERA, F, w a (in and cineres, Lat.

To burn to aſhes. Harvey.

INCI NER A 1 (ON.J. ºr cºncration, Fr.] The

act of burning any thing to aſhes. Bºy!e.

INC1R CUMSPLC'ſ iON. ſ. 1 in and circum

ſpection.] Want of caution; want of heed.

Brown.

INCISED. a. ſinciſur, Lat..] Cut; made by

cutting. PWiſeman. .

INCISION. ſ. ſinciſion, Fr.) 1. A cut; a wound

made with a ſharp inſtrument. Sºuth. 2. Di

viſion of viſcoſities by medicines. Bacon.

INCISIVE. a. ſinciſf, French : from inciſzt,

Lat] Having the quality of cutting or divid

g. Boyle.

Näsſj. [inciſor, Lat.] A cutter; a tooth

in the forepart of the mouth. -

[NCISORY. a. ſinciſoire, Fr.]Having the qua

lity of cutting. -

INCISURE. ſ. ſinciſura, Lat.] A cut ; an a

perture. Denham.

INCITATION. ſ. ſincitatic,\Lat.) Incitement;

incentive; motive; impulſe. Brown.

To INCITE. v. a. ſincito, Lat 3 To ſtir up; to

puſh forward in a purpoſe; to animate; to

ſpur; to urge on. sº
INCITEMENT / [from incitel Mctive; in

centive; impulſe; inciting power. Miltºn

INCIVIL. a. ſincivil, Fr.) Unpoliſhed.

INCIVILITY..ſ.. [incivilit, Fr.) 1. Want of
courteſy; rudeneſs. Tillotſen 2. A& of rude

neſs. Taylor. . -

INCLE MENCY. ſ [irclementia, Lat.] Un

mercifulnes; cruelty; ſeverity; harſhneſs;

roughneſs. Dryden.

INCLE MENT. a. ſin and clemens, Lat.) Un

merciful; unpitying; void of tenderneſs;
harſh. Miltºn.

INCLINABLE, a [inclinabiliſ, Lat.) tº Hay

ing a propenſion of will ; favourably diſpoſed;

willing. Hºcker. ... Having a tend-ncy. Beatley.

tnCLINA" ſo N. ſ. (inclinatiºn, Fr. inclinariº,

Lat.] 1. Tendency towards any point. Nesat.

2. Natural aptneſ. Addiſºn, 3. Propenſiºn
of mind; favourable diſpoſition. Clarer dºn. 4:

Love; affection. Dryden. 5 Diſpoſition of

mind Shakeſp. 6. The tendency of the mag

netical needle to the Eaſt or Wett. 7. [In

pharmacy.) The act by which a clear liquor

is poured off by only ſtopping the veſſel. Rare.

INCLINATORY, a [from incline J Havings

quality of inclining to one or other. Brºwn.

INCLI NATORILY adv. [from incliratºry !

Lat.] 1. Caſual ; fortuitous; occaſional; hap-H Obliquely ; with inclination to one ſide or the

other. Brazºn.

To INCLI'N.E. v. n. (inclino, Lat.) 1. To bend;

to lean; to tend towards any part. Rºwe. ..

To be favourably diſpoſed to; to feel deſire

beginning. Shakeſp. -

To INCLINE. v a. 1. To give a tendency or

direction to any place or ſtate. Mitten. 2. To

turn the deſire towards any thing. 3. To

bend; to incurvate. Dryden.

To l NCL. P. v. a. [in and clf.] To graſp , tº

incloſe , to ſurround. Shakeſp.

To NCHLO ISTER. v. a. (1n and cºffer.] To

ſhut up in a cloitter.

To HNC i.0 UD. v. a. [in and clºud.] To dar

ken; to obſcure. Shakeſp.

To INCLUDE, v, a Lincid, Lat J 1. To in

cloſe ;
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cloſe; to flut. 2. To compriſe ; to compre

hend. Bacon.

iNCLUSIVE, a [incluſſ, Fr.) 1. Incloſing:

incircling Shakeſp. z. Comprehended in the

ſum or number. Swift.

INCLUsiveLY. adv. [from incluſive.) The

thing mentioned reckoned into the account

Halder. -

INCOAGULABLE. a. [in and coagulable.) In

capable of concretion.

INCoEXISTENCE. ſ. ſin and coexiſtence.]

The quality of not exiſting together. Lºcke.

INCOG. adv. [corrupted by mutilation frºm in

cºgnite, Lat. J Unknown ; in private. Addiſºn

INCO GITANCY. ſ. Uncºgitantia, Lat J Want

of thought. Bºyle.

INCO G1TATIVE. a. ſ in and cogitative. }

Wanting the power of thought. Locke.

INCO GNITO, adv. [incognitur, Lat.) In a

ſtate of concealment. Prior.

INCOHERENCE. Uſ (in and cºherence.}, i.

INCOHERENCY. W. Want of connection; in

congruity ; in conſequence; want of depen

dance of one part upon another. Lºcke z

Want of coheſion; looſeneſs of material parts

Bºyle.

INCOHERENT. a [in and coherent.) 1. In

conſequential ; inconſiſtent Locke. 2. With

out coheſion ; looſe Woodward. -

INCOHERENTLY. adv, (from incºherent

Inconſiſtently ; inconſequentially. Broºme.

INCOLUMITY. ſ. [incºlumitar, Lit.] Safety ,

ſecurity. Hºwel

INCOMBUSTIBILITY. ſ. [from incombuſli

ble. | The quality of reſiſting fire. Ray.

INCOMBUSTIBLE, a (incºmbuſlºk, Fr.] Not

to be conſumed by fire. 14' sºn,

INcombu's ripſ ENEss. f. [from incºrºaſt,

*k The quaº of not being wated by fire

l'NCOME. ſ. (in and cºme.) Revenue , pro

duce of any thing. Sºuth.

INCOMMENSURABILITY. f [from incºm

meaſurable.} The ſtate of one thing with re

ſpect to another, when they cannot be com

pared by any common meaſure.

INCOMMENS! RABLE, a ſin, con, and men

ſurabiliſ, La.) Not to be reduced to any mea

ſure common to both.

INCOMME, NSURATE. a. ſin, can, and neº

ſura, Lat.) Not admitting one common mea

ſure. Mºre, H://er.

To INCO MMODATE, v. c. (incommºdo,

To INCOMMO DE. 1.at.] To be incon

venient to ; to hinder or embarraſs without

very great injury. Pºsadward

INCOMMO'Dious. a. Lincºmmºdas, Lat In

convenient ; vexatious without great miſchief.

H:-ker.

INCOMMO DIOUs!...Y. adv. [from incorrºd

za.] Inconveniently not at caſe.

INCOMMO D10 USN ESS. ſ. Utrem incºmrºd

za, J Inconvenience Burnet.

INCC:..Sºoº. 1 Y. ſ. ſincertrºdité, Fr.) Incon

venience : trºuble. /*atiºn.

I.N.cox. 1UNICABI LITY. ſ. (from incºmmu

nicable.] The quality of not being impartible.

INCOMMUNICABLE. a.[incºmmunit, able, Fr.]

1. Not impartible ; not to be made the com

mon right, property, or quality of more than

one. Stilting fleet. ... Not to be expreſſed;
not to be told. Sºuth.

(NCOMMUNICABLY. adv. [ſrom incºmmu

nicable J in a manner not to be impaited or

communicatcd. Iliša will.

INCOMMUNICATING. a. ſin and cºmmuni

cating.] Having no intercourſe with each o

ther. Hile.

INCOMPACT. a. [in and corºa:72d I

INCOMPACTED. W. Not joined; not coher

inz. Bºyle. -

INCOMPARABLE, a [incomparable, Fr.] Tº

cellent above compare ; excellent beyond all

competition. Sidney, Dryden.

INCOMPARABLY. adv. [from incomparable.]

1. Beyond compariſon; withºut competition.

Hººker. 2. Excellently ; to the higheſt de

gree. Addiſºn.

INCOMPASSION AT e.

ſºnate Void of pity.

iNCOMPATI B1 LITY. ſ. ſ in and cºmpet”,

Lat: . Inconſiſtency of one thing with another.
Hale.

INCOMPATIBLE [in and cenºte, Lat 1 In

conſiſtent with ſomething elſe, ſuch as cannot

ſubſiſt or cannot be poſſeſſed together with

ſomething elſe. Suckl Hammond.

iNCOMPATIBLY. adv. [rom incompatible l

Inconſiſtently.

INCOMPETENCY ſ ſincent terrº, Fr. In

ability , want of adequate ability or qualifica
tion

INCOMPETENT. (in and cºmpetent.] Not

ſuitable ; not adequate , i.ot proportionate.

Dryden.

INCOMPETENTI.Y. ads (from interpet:a: ]

Unſuitably , anduty.

(NCOMPLE | F. a. It" and cerſ...te Not per

!cºt , not finiſhed H. &er.

(NCOMPLE. T.NESS / [from incºmplete.]

Imperfection: unfiniſhed ſtate 18-yle.

INCOMPLIANCE. ſ. and cºmpliance..] .

Untractableueſ ; impraślicableneſs ; contra

dictious temper. Tillº on. 2. Reruſal of com.

pliance. Rºgers.

IN COMPO SE.D. a ſix and cºmpºſed] Diſturb

ed; diſcompoſed; diſordered. Hºwel. .

INCOMPOSSIBI Ll Y. f (tom ºncerº-ſhiel

Quality of being nºt poſſible but by the nega

tion or deſtruction or ſomething. More.

i NCOMPOSSIBI.E. a. [ºn, can, and pſºle.]

Not poſſible together.

(NCOs;ºr H.I.si: LITY ſ (i-cºmprehen

ſhººte, Fr. from tacºmprºfeſiºlº.] Unconceiv

alleneſs; ſuperiority to human underſtanding.

INCOMPR+H:ºx S. E.E. a ſincºrpre?...fººle,

Fr.) 1. Not to be cºnceived: not to be ruly

underſtood. Hanazad. ... Not to be contain

ed. H cºer.

INCOMPR+ HENSIBLENESS ſtrom intºn

fºr eley.….] Ud-ºuceivao'envis, ſº attr.

IN COMi’P E

[in and cºmpaſ
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IRCOMP REHENSIBLY. adv. [ſrom incan

prehenſible ] In a manner not to be conceived.

Lºcke.

HNCOMPRf'ssiRI.E. a. [incompreſſible, Fr.]

Not capable of being compreſſed into leſs

ſpace Cheyre.

INCOMPRESSIBILITY. ſ. [from incompreſſ

ble.} incapacity to be ſqueezed into leſs room

INCONCURRENG. a. ſin and concur.) Not

concurring Brown.

INCONCE A LABLE. a. ſin and conceal.] Not

to be hid not to be kept ſecret. Brºwn.

IN CONCE IVABLE. a. ſincence rable, Fr.) In

comprehenſible; not to be conceived by the

mind. Nºzºtºn.

INCONCE IVAELY. adv.[from inconceivable.]

In a manner beyond comprehenſion. South.

INCONCEPTIBLE, a. in and cºnceptible.]

Not to be conceived; incomprehenſible ; in

conceivable. Hale.

INCONCLUDENT, a [in and cºncladens, Lat.)

Interring no conſequence. Ayliffe.

INCONCLUSIVE. a. (in and cºncluſive ) Not

cnforcing any determination of the mind ; not

exhibiting cogent evidence.

INCONCLUsivt. LY adv.[from incºncluſive.]

Without any ſuch evidence as determines the

underſtanding

iNCONCLU Siv F.NESS. ſ. [from inconcluſivel

Want of rational cogency. Lºcke.

INCONCO C.T. a [in and conce& J Un

INCONCO CTF D $ ripened; immature Hale.

1N CONCO Cºrtox. ſ. (from incºncºct.] The

flate of being indigeſted. Bacºn.

1NCONI IT E. a tintenditus, Lat) Irregular:

ºde unpoliſhed. Philips.

1Nº (; ; ; ; ; ºr ONAL a." [in and cer ditiºnal J

Without exception; without limitation. Brown,

iMCON ini TiºNATE. a. ſin and conditiºn.]

Not limited; not reſtrained by any conditions

1:37. -

INCONFORMITY.'ſ [in and cºnfºrmity | In

compliance with the practice of others Hººk.

1NCONFUSION / [in and cer fiftºn.] Diſtinct

meſs. Bacon.

1NUONGRUENCE ſ (in and congruence Un

ſuitableneſs ; want of adaptation. Bºyle.

iNCONGRU iTY. ſ. (incongruité, Fr.) 1. Un

ſuitableneſs of one thing to another. Stilling fl.

2. Inconſiſtency: inconſequence ; abſurdity :

impropriety. Dryden. 3. Diſagreement of

parts; want of ſymmetry. Donne.

1NCONGRUOU.S. a. ſincergrº, Fr.) 1. Un

fuitable ; not fitting. Stillingfleet. 2. Incon

:*ent: abſurd.

1 NCO NCRUOUSLY adv. [from incºngruºuſ.]

Imprºperly; unfitly.

IN CONNEXEDI.Y. adv. [ in and conner.

without any connexion or dependance. Bretºn,

1N CONSCHONABLE a. in and cºnſciºnable

Void of the ſenſe of good and evil. Spenſer.

IN CONSEQENCE, ſ, incºnſequence, Fr. tr.

. . . . cºntic, lat. inconcluſiveneſs ; want of

itſ infºrence. Stilling fleet.

*N CONSEQUENT.a.[in and enſequent, Lat.}

Without juſt concluſicn ) without regular in

-

ference. Brºwn.

INCONSIDERABLE. a. ſin and conſiderable.]

Unworthy of notice ; unimportant. Rºgers.

INCONSIDERABLENESS. ſ. [from incerſ.

derable.] Small importance. Tillºtſºn.

INCONSI'DERATÉ.a.[inconſideratur,Lat.] 1.

Careleſs; thoughtleſs; negligent; inattentive;

inadvertent. Denne. 2. Wanting due regard.

Decay ºf Piety.

INCONSIDERATELY. adv. [from incesſle

fate.] Negligently ; thoughtleſsly. Addiſºn.

INCONSIDERATENESS. ſ. [from incº-ſide

rate.] Careleſſneſs; thoughtleſſneſs; negli

gence Tillotſon.

INCONSIDERATION. ſ ſincesſderation. Fr.]

Want of thought; inattention; inadvertence.

Taylºr.

INCONSISTING. a. [in and conſ?..] Not con

ſiſtent; incompatible with. Dryden.

INCONSISTENCE 7 ſ. [from incesſfleet.]

INCONSI STENCY, 1. Such oppoſition as

that one propoſition infers the negation of the

other ; ſuch contrariety that both cannot be

together 2. Abſurdity in argument or nar

ration ; argument or narrative where one part

deſtroys the other. 3. Incongruity. Stºff. 4.

Unſteadineſs; changeableneſs,

INCONSISTENT. a. ſin and conſiſtent.] 1.

Incompatible ; not ſuitable ; incongruous.

Clarenden. 2 Contrary. Locke. 3. Abſurd.

INCONS: STENTLY. adv. [from ince ºftest.)

Abſurdly; incongruouſly; with ſelf-contradic

tion.

INCONSOLABLE. a. ſincenfºlable, Fr. is and

conſºle.] Not to be comforted ; ſorrowful be

yond ſuſceptibility of comfort. Fidder.

INCONSONANCY. ſ. [in and cºnſºnang.]

Diſagreement with itſelf,

INCONSPI CUOUS..a.. [ºn.ad conſpiraeus.) In

diſcernible ; not perceptible by the fight. Bºyle.

INCONSTANCY. ſ. Linconſtantia, Lat.] Un

ſteadineſs ; want of ſteady adherence; muta

bility. Woodward.

INCONSTANT. a. ſincenſtant, Fr. incesſari,

Lat.) 1. Not firm in reſolution ; not ſteady in

affection. Sidney. 2. Changeable; mutable;

variable. Shakeſp.

INCONSUMABLE. a. (in and conſume.] Not

to be waſted. Brown.

INCONSUMPTIBLE. a. Not to be ſpent; not

to be brought to an end. Digby.

INCONTE STABLE. a. [inconic/iable, Fr.) Not

to be diſputed ; not admitting debate ; uncon

trovertible. Lºcke.

INCONTESTABLY adv. from incorreſtable.]

Indiſputably ; uncontrovertibly.

INCONTI GUOU.S. a. [in and contiguºus.] Ne:

touching each other; not joined together. Bark.

INCO N TIN 1...N.C.E. N. f. (1:centinentia, i.si.)

!:CONTIN ENCY. S. Inability to reſtrain the

appetites; unchattity. Miltºn.

NiCONTHN ENT, aſincºntinent, Lat § 1. Un

chaſte; indulging unlawful pleaſure.] 2 7 -.

2. Shunning delay; immediate Shakeſp.

INCONTIN ENTLY, adv. Irrem incºntre-t-)

1. Unchattily
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1. Unchaſtely; without reſtraint of the ap

petites. 2. Immediately ; at once. An ob
ſolete ſenſe. Spenſer.

INCONTROVF'RTIBLE. a. ſin and contro

vertible.) Indiſputable ; not to be diſputed.

INCONTROVE’RTIBLY.adw.[from incontro

*ertible.] To a degree beyond controverſy or

diſpute. Brown.

INCONVENIENCE R ſ. [inconvenient, Fr.]

INCONVENIENCY.; 1. Unfitneſs; inexpe.

dience. Hººker. 2. Diſadvantage; cauſe of

uneaſineſs; difficulty. Tillotſºn.

INCONVENIENT. a. [inconvenient, Fr.] 1.

Incommodious ; diſadvantageous. Smal. 2.

Unfit; inexpedient.

INCONVENIENTLY. adv. [from inconveni

**t.] 1. Unfitly; incommodiouſly. 2. Un

ſeaſonably Ainſworth.

INCONVERSABLE. a. [in and converſable.]

Incommunicative: unſocial. More.

INCONVERTIBLE. a. [in and convertible.]
Not tranſmutable. Breton.

INCONVINCIBLE. a. [in and convincible.]

Not to be convinced

INCONVINCIBLY, adv. [from incºnvincible.]

Without admitting conviction. Brown.

INCO'NY a. [from in and conn, to know.) 1.

Unlearned; artleſ. 2. In Scotland it denotes

miſchievouſly unlucky. Shakeſp.

INCQ RPORAL. a. [in and corporal.] Imma

terial ; diſtinct from matter; diſtinct from

body. Raleigh.

INCORPORATITY ſincorpºralt', Fr.] Im
materialneſs.

INCORPORALLY. adv. [from irra, paral.]

Without matter.

To INCO'RPORATE. v. a. [incºrpºrer, Fr.]

1. To mingle different ingredients ſo as they

ſhall make one maſs. Bacºn. 2. To conjoin

inſeparably. Shakeſp. 3. To form into a

corporation, or body politick. Carew, 4. To

ºnte ; to aſſociate. Addiſon. 5. To embody.

Sidney, Stilling fleet.

To INCORPORATE. v. n. To unite into one

maſs. Bºyle.

INCORPORATE. a. ſin and corporate } Im

material ; unbodied. Raleigh.

INCORPORATION. ſ. (incorpºration, Fr.) 1.

Union of divers ingredients in one maſs. Bacon

* Formation of a body politick. 3. Adopti

- on ; union ; aſſociation. H.&er.

INCORPOREAL. a. [incorporaliſ, Lit incor

fºreſ, Fr. in and corporeal.j Immaterial; un

bºdied. Bacon, Bentley.

INCORPO REALLY. adv. [from incorporeal]

Immaterially. Bacon.

{NCORPORE ITY. ſ. [in and corporcity.] In
materiality.

To INCORPSE. v. a. [in and corpſe.] To in

corporate Shakeſp.

fxcóRRECT, a ún and cºrrect J Not nicely

finiſhed ; not exact. Pope.

INCORRECTLY. adv, (from incorrect J in

accurately : not exactly.

INCORRECTNESS. ſ. [in and corre&ngſ.]

naccuracy; want of exactneſs.

INCO'RRIGIBLE. a. [incorrigible, Fr J. Bad

beyond correction; depraved beyond amend

ment by any means. More.

INCORRIGIBLENESS. ſſfrom incºrrigible )

Hopeleſs depravity ; badneſs beyond all means

of amendment. Locke.

INCORRIGIBLY. adv. [from incorrigible.]

To a degree of depravity beyond all means of

amendment. Raſcommon.

INCORRUPT. a. [in and cºrruptºr, Lat.

INCORRUPTED. 5 incorrumºu, Fr.) 1. Free

from foulneſs or depravation. Miltºn. 2. Pure

of manners ; honeſt; good.

INCQRRUPTIBILITY. ſ. ſincerruptibilite,

Fr.) Inſuſceptibility of corruption; incapacity

of decay. Hakewill.

INCORRUPTIBLE. a. ſincorruptible, Fr.]Not

ºpaple of corruption; not admitting decay.
Wake.

INCORRUPTION. ſ. (incºrruption, Fr.] In

capacity of corruption. 1. Cor.

INCORRUPTNESS. ſ [in and corrupt..] I.

Purity of manners; honeſty; integrity. Wood.

2. Freedom from decay or degeneration.

To INCRA'SSATE, v. a. [in and craſſus, Lat.]

To thicken; the contrary to attenuate. Brown,

Newton.

INCRASSA TION ſ [from incraſhte.] I. The

act of thickening. 2. The ſtate of growing
thick. Brown.

INCRA SSATIVE ſ. [from incraſite.] Having

the quality of thickening. Harºy.

To INCRE, ASF. v. m. (in and creſco, Lat.] To

grow more or greater. Prior.

To INCREASE. v. a. To make more or great

er. Terºle.

INCRE, ASE ſ (from the verb ] . Augmen

tation ; the late of growing more or great

er. Pºpe. 2. Increment; that which is added

to the original ſtock. 3. Produce Denham.

4. Generation. Shakeſp. 5. Progeny. Pope.

6. The ſtate of waxing. Bacon.

INCRE ASLR, ſ (from increaſe.] He who
Increaſes.

INCREATED. a. Not created. Cheyne.

INCREDIBL,LITY..f. [incredibilitº, Fr J. The

guality of ſurpaſſing belief. Dryden. -

INCREDIBLE. a. ſincredibiliſ, Lat.) Surpaſ

ſing belief; not to be credited. Raleigh.

INCREDIBLENESS. ſ. [from incredible.] Qua

lity of being not credible.

INCRE'D. E.Y. adv. (from incredible.] In a

manner not to be believed. - -

INCREDU'LITY.'ſ (incredulite, Fr.j Quality

of not believing ; hardneſs of belief. Raleigh.

INCRE DULO US. a. (incredule, Fr. increduiuſ,

Lat J Hard of belief; refuſing credit. Bacºn.

INCRE/DULOUSNESS. ſ. [from incredulous.]

Hardneſs of belief; incredulity.

INCRE MABLE. a. [in and creme, Lat.] Not

conſumable by fire. Brown.

INCREMENT. ſ. ſincrementum, Lat] 1. Aët

of growing greater. Brown. 2 Increaſe ; cauſe

of growing more. Woodward. 3. Produce.

Philips.

To
-
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To I'NCRFPATE. v. a. [increpº, Lat.) To' enquiry; examination. Boyle.

chide; to reprehend. - INDAGATOR. ſ. [in dagator, Lat.] A ſeard'.

INCREPATION. ſ. ſincrepatio, Lat.] Repre-i er; and enquirer; an examiner. Boyle.

henſion : chiding. Hammond To INDA'RT. v. a. [in and dart.] To dart in;

To INCRUST. v. a ſincruffo, Lat.] To" to ſtrike in Shakeſp. -

To INCRU STATE. A cover with an additi-. To INDE'BT. v. a. 1. To put into debt. 1.

onal coat. Pºpe. To oblige to put under obligation.

INCRUSTA + iON. ſ. ſincruſtion, Fr.] An INDEBTED, participial a. ſin and debt.] Ob

adherent covering i ſomething* liged by ſomething received: bound to reſti

Addiſºn. - tution; having incurred a debt. Hooker.

To INCUBATE. v. n. [incuba, Lat.] To fit INDE CENCY f [indecence, Fr.] Anything

upon eggs. unbecoming; any thing contrary to good

INCUBATION. ſ. ſincubation, Fr. incubatio, manners. Lecke.

Lat..] The act of fitting upon eggs to hatch INDECENT. a. [indecent, Fr.) Unbecoming;

them. Raleigh, Arbuthnot. unfit for the eyes or ears. South.

I NCUBU.S. ſ. (Latin; incube, Fr.] The night- INDECENTLY. adv. [from indecent.] With

mare Fºyer. out dec.ncy; in a manner contrary to decency.

To INCULCATE. v. a. ſinculco, Lat.] To, INDECI DUOUS. a. [in and deciduous.] Not

impreſs by frequent admonitions. Brºme. falling ; not ſhed. Brown.

INCULCATION. ſ (from inculcate.] The as INDECLINABLE. a. [indeclinabilis, Lat.]Not

of impreſſing by frequent admoni ions. varied by terminations. Arbuthnot.

IN CULT. a. (frcuitº, Fr. in cultus, Lat.] Un-INDºCO'ROUS. a. [indecerss, Lat.) Indecent;

cultivated; untilled. Thºmſºn unbecoming. Nºrris.

INCULPABLE. e. (in and culpabilº, Lat.) INDECORUM. ſ. (Latin ) Indecency; ſome
. Unblameable. Sºuth. |, thing unbecoming.

INCU LPABLY, adv [in and cupºli, Lat.] INDEED. adv. [in and deed.) 1. In reality;

Unblameable, South. in truth; in verity. Sidney, Sperfer. 2. Above

INCU Misº NCY, J. [from incumbent.] ... The] common rate. Davies. 3. This is to be grant

act of lying upon anºther. 2. The ſtate of ed that. Hºake. 4. It is uſed ſometimes as

keeping a benefice. Swift. a ſlight affertion or recapitulation in a ſenſe

INCU A12ENT. a. [incumberſ, Lat.] 1. Reſt- hardly perceptible or explicable. Pryden s,

ing upon; lying upon. Bºyle, Addiſon, 2. It is uſed to note conceflion in compariſons.
Impºſed as a duty, Spratt. - Race”.

INCU MEENT. f. [...cumbers, Lat. He who is INDE FATIGABLE a ſindefatigaºls, La

in preſent poſſ, ſſion of a benefice. Sº ft. Unwealtied not tired; not exhauſted by

To INCU MºR. v. a. [encountrer, Fr.] To abour. Sºuth.

embarraſs. Dryden. | IND F.F.A. 1 GABI.Y. c.?v.[from indefatigašk.

To INCU'R v a. ſincurre, Lat) i. To be-, ... Without wearineſs. Pryºen.

come liable to a puniſhment or reprehenſion. INDEFECTIBILITY. ſ. (from indefjºk)

Hayward. 2. To occur; to preſs on the The quality of ſuffering no decay; of being

ſenſes. Sºuth. ſubject to no defect.

INCURA2 LITY. ſ. [incurat I te, Fr. from IND EFF, CTIBLE, a. [in and defecies, Lit]

incºr able.] Impoſſibility of cue. Harvey. Unfading: not liable to detect or decay.

IN CURABLE. a. [incura'ie, Fr.) Not ad- INDEF1. ISIBLE. a. [indefiºſº, Fr J. Not to

mitting remedy; not to be removed by me- be cut off; not to be vacated ; irrevocable.

dicine; it emediable ; hopeleſs. Swift, Decay ºf Piety. -

IN CURA BLEN ESS /. rom , rºurable.] State INDEF: 'NSI E1.E. a. ſin and defenſen, Lat]

of n tadmitting any cure. What cannot be defended or maintained.

X: CURA BLY, adv. (from incurable ] With- Sandºrſen.

out remedy Lºcke. INDE FINITE. a. [indefinitur, Lat.] 1. Not de

IN CURIOUS a in and curiºus J Negligent; termined; not limited; not ſettled Bac. º. i.

inat thrive. D.; l'am. 1.a ge beyond the comprehenſion of ºran,

IN CURSION.J. [Irem incurre.Lat. Attack; though not abſolutely without limits Speciatir.

miſchievous occurrence. Sevil. . . . Lºcuſ.t, IN})*.FI NI E.Y. adv. Utrom ºf fººte.j i.

Tr.) Invaſion without conquett. Eac: ". Without any ſettled or deterrained invitation.

INCURVA Tºo?... ſ. rºn incºrvº, Lat § 1. He ter. ... To a degree indefinite. Ray.

The act of bending ºr making crºoked G answ. IN1)}. FI NITUDE. f. [from ind; nºte.J Quin

2. Flexion of the body ºn tºken of ſeverence, tity not limited by out underſtanding, thºugh
Stilling ſlºt. yet finite. Hale,

… o 1NCU'RVA.T.E. v. a. ſincurve, Lat..] To IN DE 1.113. R.A.T.E. a. [in and del Fºrei:)

bend; to crock. Clºyne. i Ni, i.I.ſ ATE!), $ Unpremeditated, doct

INCURV1TY. ſ.l. roºm incurºn. Lat. Crook- without cºnſideration. Bran:hall.

cdneſs ; the flate of bending it waſ J. I. r | N. : ) is . . ;

To I NDAGATE. v. a. ſ. n.d.o., Lai J 1 v be bioºed out or eſſac.d. Gay. 2. Not to be

is arch 5 to bºat cut. aadulted, ºr art. -

1: Q. C. A liviº.J. iſ ºn tºdaga:e. Search ; INDEL!.

...tº a indici, bºis, Laul 1. No tº
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INDE'LICACY. ſ. ſin and delicacy.] want of

delicacy; want of elegant decency. Addiſºn.

INDE'LicATE. a. [in and delicate] wanting

decency i void of a quick ſenſe of decency.

INDEMNIFICATION. ſ. [from indemnify.]

1. Security againſt loſs or penalty. 2. Reim

burſement of loſs or penalty.

To INDE'MNIFY. v. a. [in and damnify.], i.

- To ſecure againſt loſs or penalty. a. To main
, tain unhurt. Watts.

INDEMNITY. ſ. [indemnite, Fr.) Security

from puniſhment : exemption from puniſh

ment. King Charles.

To INDENT. v. a. (in and dens, a tooth, Lat.]

To mark any thing with inequalities like a

row of teeth. Woodward

To INDENT. v. n. (from the method of cutting

counterparts of a contract together.] To con

tract; to bargain; to make a compact. Decayºf Piety. f -

INDENT. ſ. ſtrom the verb.] Inequality; in

...siſures indentation. Shakeſ?.

INDEN ration."f fºſſident, Lat.) An

... indenture; waving in any figure. Woodward.

INDENTURE. ſ. [from indent.] A covenant,

To named becauſe the counterparts are indent

..ºd or cut one by the other. Aſcham.

INDEPENDENCE. J. (independance, Fr.]

, INDEPE§§§{ Freedom; exemption

frºn reliance, or control; Rate over which

none has power. Addiſon, Pºpe,

INDEPENDENT.a.[independant, Fr.) 1. Not

depending; not ſupported by any other ; not

relying on another; not controlled. South. 2.

Not relating to anything elſe, as to a ſuperiour.
Bentley.

INDEPENDENT. ſ. One who in religious

affairs hold that every congregation is a com

plete church, Sanderſon.

INDEPE'NDENTLY.adw.[from independent.]

Without reference to other things. Dryden.

INDESERT. ſ. ſin and deſert.) Want of merit.

Addiſºn.

INDESINENTLY. adv. [indefinenter, Fr.]

Without ceſſation. Ray.

INDESTRUCTIBLE. a. [in and deſiručible.]

Not to be deſtroyed. Boyle.

INDETE'RMINABLE. a. [in and determina

ble.] Not to be fixed; not to be defined or

ſettled. Brows.

INDETERMINATE. a. [indeterminé, Fr.)

Unfixed; not defined; indefinite. Newton.

INDETERMINATELY. adv. Indefinitely ;

not in a ſettled manner. Brown.

INDETERMINED. a. [in and determined.]

Unſettled; unfixed. Locke.

INDETERMINATION. ſ. [in and determina

tion.] Want of determination. Bramhall.

INDEvotion. ſ. [indevotion, Fr.) Want of

devotion ; irreligious. Decay ºf Piety.

JNDEVOUT. a. [indevot, Fr.] Not devout;

aot religious; irreligious. Decay of Piety.

iNDEX. ſ. (Latin.] 1. The diſcoverer'; the

pointer out. Arbuthnet. 2. The hand that

Points to any thing. Bently. 3. The table

pf contents to a book. Shakeſh.

INDEXTERITY. ſ. [is and dexterity.] want

of dexterity ; want of readineſs. Harvey.

I'NDIAN Arrow-root. ſ. A root; a medicinal

plant; it being a ſovereign remedy for curing

the bite of waſps, and expelling the poiſon of

the manchineel tree. This root the Indians

apply to extract the venom of their arrows.

Miller.

I'NDIAN Creſt. ſ. ſacriviola, Lat.] A plant.
Miller.

I'NDIAN Fig. ſ. [•puntia, Lat.)A plant. Miller.

INDIAN Red. ſ. A kind of mineral earth. Hill.

I'NDICANT. a. [indicans, Lat.) Showing;

ointing out ; that which directs what is to be

one in any diſeaſe.

To INDICATE. v. a. ſindice, Lat.) 1. To

ſhow ; to point out. 2. [In phyſick.] To point
out a remedy.

INDICATION. ſ. (indication, Fr.) 1. Mark;

token; ſign; note ; ſymptom. Addiſon. 2.

[In phyſick.) Indicatiºn is of ſour kinds; vital,

preſervative, curative, and palliative, as it

directs what is to be done to continue life,

cutting off the cauſe of an approaching diſtem

per, curing it whilſt it is actually preſent,

or leſſening its effects. Sºuincy. 3. Diſcovery

made; intelligence given. Bentley.

INDI’CATIVE. a. [indicativus, Lat] 1. Shew

ing ; informing ; pointing out. 2. [In gram

mar.] A certain modification of a verb, ex

preſſing affirmation or indication. Clarke.

INDICATIVELY. adv. [from indicative..] In

ſuch a manner as ſhows or betokens. Grew.

To INDICT. See IND it r, and its indicatives.

INDICTION. ſ. [indiction, Fr. indira, Lat.]

1. Declaration ; proclamation. Bacon. ... [In

chronology.) The indićtion, inſtituted by Con

ſtantine the great, is properly a cycle of tri

butes, orderly diſpoſed, for fifteen years, and

by it accounts of that kind were kept. Af

terwards, in memory of the great victory ob

tained by Conſtantine over Mezentius, 8 Cal.

Oct. 312, by which an intire freedom was

given to Chriſtianity, the council of Nice, for

the honour of Conſtantine, ordained that the

accounts of years ſhould be no longer kept by

the Olympiads; but that the indiction ſhould

be made uſe of, which hath its epocha, A. D.

313. Jan. 1.

INDIFFERENCE. x ſ [indifference, fr. 1.

INDIFFERENCY. 3 Neutrality; ſuſpenſion;

equipoiſe or freedom from motives on either

ſide. Locke. 2. Impartiality. JWhitgift. 3.

Negligence; want of affection ; unconcern

edneſs. Addiſon. 4. State in which no moral

or phyſical reaſon preponderates. H. aker.

IND1 FFERENT. a. (indifferent, Fr. indiffe

renº, Lat.) 1. Neutral; not determined to

either ſide. Addiſon. 2. Unconcerned; inat

tentive; regardleſs. Temple. 3. Not to have

ſuch difference as that the che is for its own

ſake preferable to the other. Davier. 4. Im

partial ; diſintereſted. Aſcham, Davier. 3.

Paſſable; having mediocrity; of a middling

F f f ſtate.
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flate. Roſcºmmon. 6. In the ſame ſenſe it

has the force of an adverb. Shakeſp.

INDIFFERENTLY. adv. [indifferenter, Lat.]

1. Without diſtinction; without preference.

Newton. 2. In a neutral ſtate; without wiſh

or averſion. Shakeſp. 3. Not well; tolerably ;

paſiably middlingly. Carew.

INDIGENCE. W. J. (indigence, Fr. indigentia,

I'NDIGENCY. S. Lat.) Want, penury; pover
ty. Burnet.

INDi GENOU.S. a. ſindigene, Fr. indigena,

Lat.) Native to a country. Arbuthnot.

INDIGENT. a. (indigent, Lat.) 1.

needy; neceſſitous. Addiſºn. 2. In want

wanting. Philips. 3. Void; empty. Bacon.

INDIG 1, ST. a. [indigeſte, Freach; indi.

INDIGESTED W geſtus, Lat | 1. Not ſepa

rated into diſtinct orders. Rileigh. 2. Not

formed, or ſhaped. Shakeſp 3. Not well con

ſidered and methodiſed. Hºoker. 4. Not con

cočted in the ſtomach. Dryd. 5. Not brought

to ſuppuration. Wiſeman.

INDIGEST. BLE. a. [from in and digeſtible.]

Not conque able in the ſtomach. Arbuthnºt.

INDIGESTION. ſ. (indigeſ?iºn, Fr.] The ſtate

of meats unconcottcd. Temple.

To INDi GITATE. v. a. ſ indigits, Lat..] To

point out ; to ſhow B, ºwn.

INDIGITATION. ſ. (from indigitate.] The

aćt of pointing out or ſhowing. A1 re.

!N1)!'GN. a. (indigºe, Fr. indignus, Lat.] 1.

Unworthy; undeſerving. Bacon, a Bringing

indignity. Shakeſp. -

IND1 GNANT. a. ſix dignans, Lat.] Angry :

raging; inflamed at once with anger and diſ

dain. .1, buthnot.

INDIGNATION_ſ(indignatiºn,Fr. indignatio,

Lat § 1. Anger mingled with contempt or dil

guſt. Clar endon. 2. ‘I he ange of a ſuperiour

2. Kings. 3. The effect of anger. Shakeſp.

INDi GNITY. ſ. [indignitaſ, from indignut,

Lat. Contumely ; contemptuous injury , wro

lation of right accompanied with inſult. Hoºke.

IND GO. ſ. (indicum, Lat J A plant, by the

Anericans called anil, uſed in dying, for a

blue colour. Miller.

iN Dirk I. C.T. a. [Indire.7ur, Lat. Not ſtraight;

not rest linear. 2. Not tending otherwiſe

than collaterally or conſequentially to a point.

Shakeſp. 3. Not fair; not honeſt. Danic!

1N DIRE, CTION. ſ. (in and direction.) 1. Ob

lique means; tendency not in a ſtraight line.

Shakeſp. 2. Diſhºneſt practice. Shakeſp.

INDIRECTLY. adv. [from indire:..] i. Not

in a right line; obliquely. 2. Not in expreſs

terms. Brºme 3 Unfairly ; not rightly, ſayſ.

INDIRECTNESS. ſ. [in and direcineſ. J .

Obliquity. 2. Unfairneſs.

INDISCE RNIBI.E. a. [in and diſcernible.]

Not perceptible; not diſcoverable. Denham.

INDISCE R N131, Y. adv. [from indiſcernible.]

In a manner not to be perceived.

INDISCE RP 1 (BLE. a. [in and diſcerptible.]

Not to be ſeparated; incapable of being broken

or deſtroyed by diſſolution of paris,

Poor ;

INDISCERPTIBILITY. ſ. (from indiſcerpti

ble.) Incapability of diſſolution.

INDISCO'VERY. ſ. [in and diſcovery.) The

ſtate of being hidden. Brºwn.

INDISCREET. a. indiſcret, Fr.) Imprudent;

incautious; inconſiderate; injudicious Spenſer.

INDISCREETLY. adv. [from indiſcreet. I

Without prudence. Sandyr.

INDISCRETION. ſ.tºraiº, Fr.] Impru

dence; raſhneſs; inconſideration. Hayward.

INDISCRIMINATE.a (indiſcrimºrates, Lat.]

Undiſtinguiſhable; not marked with any note

of diſtinction.

INDISCRIMINATELY. adv. [from ird ſcri

minate.] Without diſlinºion.

INDISPE NSABLE a. [Fr.] Not to be remit

ted; not to be ſpared, neceſſary. JWredevard.

INDISPE NSA BLENESS / [from ind fe-ſa

ble. State of not being to be ſpared neceſſity.

INDISPENSABLY, adv. [from indſ; enjabi: )

Without diſpenſation; without remiſſion , ne

ceſſarily. Addiſon.

To INDISPO SE. v. a ſindºſpºſer, Fr.) 1. To

make unfit. With fºr. Atterbury. 2. To diſ

incline; to make averſe. With ta. Sºuth. 3.

To diſorder; to diſqualify for its proper func

tions. Glanville. 4. To diſorder ſlightly with

regard to health. JWaltºr. 5. To make un

favourable. With tºwards. Carewden.

INDISPOSEDN Ess. [from indiſpºſed State

of nu fitneſs or diſinclination; depraved ſtate.

Decay ºf Piety.

INDIspósition. ſ. (indiff ſtiºn, Fr 1.

Diſorder of health; tendency to ſickneſs.

Hayward. 2. Difinclination; diſlike. Hazker.

IN DISPU TABLE. a. (in and diſputable.) Un

controvertible, inconteſtable. Rogers.

{N D!SPUTABLENESS/. from indiſputable.]

The ſtate of being indiſputable ; qºrtainty.

INDISPU TABLY adv. [ſiom indiſputable.]

1. Without controverſy; certainly. Brºwn. 1.

Without oppoſition. Howel.

INDISSO LVABLE. a. [in and diſſºlvable.] 1.

Indiſſoluble; not ſeparable as to its parts.

Newton. 2. Not to be broken; binding for

ever. Aylſe.

INDissolu B1'Lity, f [indiſſºlabilite, Fr.]

Reſiſtance of a diſſolving power; firmneſs ;

ſtableneſs. Lotke.

INDi’ssolu BLE. a. ſindiſſºluble, Fr. ird ſº

lubilº, Lat.] ... Reſiſting all ſeparation of

its parts; firm ; ſtable. Bºyle 2. Binding

for ever: ſubſiſting for ever. Hocker.

INDI SSoi.UELENESS. J. (trom traffiable )

Indiolubility; reſiſtance to ſeparation of parts.

Hale.

INDI SSOLUBLY. adv. [from in diffilable. 1.

In a manner reſiſting all ſeparation. Beyk. 2.

For ever obligatorily.

NDISTINCT. a.[indiff ºff, Fr.) 1. Not plainly

marked; confuſed, Dryden, 2. Net exactly

diſcerning. Shakeſp. * :

IN1) is 11 NCTION. ſ. (from indiffin& J , i.

Confuſion; uncertainty. Brºwn. 2. Omifion

of diſcrimination. Spratt.
INDIS
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INDISTINCTLY. adv. [from indºlinæ] I

Confuſedly; uncertainly, Newton.

out being diſtinguiſhed. Brown.

INDiSTINCTNESS. ſ. [from indiftina.] Con

fuſion ; uncertainty. Newton.

INDISTURBANCE.ſ [in and diffurb ] Calm.

neſs ; freedom from diſturbance. Temple.

INDIVIDUAL. a. ſindividu, individuel, Fr.)

1. Separate from others of the ſame ſpecies:

ſingle; numerically one. Prior, Watts. 2.

Undivided; not to be parted or disjoined
Milton.

INDIVIDUALITY ſ. ſtrom individual] Se

parate or diſtinct exiſtence. Arbuthnot.

INDIVIDUALLY. adv. [from individual

With ſeparate or diſtinét exiſtence; numeri

cally. Hooker.

To INDIVIDUATE. v. a ſſrom individuur,

Lat. To diſtinguiſh from others of the ſame

ſpecies; to make ſingle. More.

INDIVIDUATION. ſ. [from individuate.]

That which makes an individual. Watts

INDIVIDU'I Y. ſ. (from individuus, Lat.,

The ſtate of being an individual ; ſeparate

cxiſtence.
-

INDIVINITY. f. in and divinity.] Want o

divine power. Brown.

INDIVI Bl'LiTY. ſ: [from indiviſible.]

INDIVISIBLENESS. W. State in which no more

diviſion can be made. Lºcke.

INDIVISIBLE. a. (indiviſible, Fr.] What can

not be broken into parts, ſo ſmall as that it

cannot be ſmaller. Digby.

INDIVISIBLY. adv. [trom indiviſible.) So as

it cannot be divided.

INDO'CIBLE. a. [in and decible ] Unteachable;

inſuſceptible of inſtruction

INDO C.Iſ... a. [indºcile, Fr.) Unteachable; in

capable of being inſtructed. Bentley

INDOCILITY. ſ (indocilité, Fr J. Unt, acha

bleneſs; refuſal of inſtruction.

To INDoCTRINATE. v. a. ſendºriner, old

French.) To inſtrust; to tincture with any

ſcience or opinion. Clarendºn.

INDocTRINATION. ſ. (from ind: #rinate.]

Inſtruction ; information. Brºwn.

HN DOLENCE. W. J. in and delee, Lat J1.Free

1 NDol,ENCY } dom from pain. Burnet. 2

Lazineſs; inattention; liſtleſſneſs. Pryden.

I'NDOLENT. a. [French.) 1. Free from pain.

1. Careleſs, lazy, inattentive , liſtleſs. Pºpe.

INDOLENTLY. adv. [from indolent.] I

With freedom from pain. 1, Careleſſly , lazily :

inattentively , liſtleſſly. Addiſºn.

To INDO W. v. a. (indotare, Lat ) To portion;

to enrich with gifts. See Ex pow.

INDRA"UGHT. ſ. [in and draught.] 1. An

opening in the land into which the ſea flows.

Raleigh. 1. Inlet; paſſage inwards. Bacon.

To IN JRE'NCH. v. a. [from drench..] To ſoak;

to drown. Shakeſp.

INDU’BIOUS, a ún and dubiour.] Not doubt

ful; not ſuſpecting ; certain Hurvey.

INDU BITABLE. a. [indubitabilis, Lat.] Un

doubted; unqueſtionable, Pº atti.

2. With

INDUBITABLY, adv. [frºm indubitable ] Un

doubtedly; unqueſtionably. Wotten, Sprat.

INDU BITATE. a. (indubitatuſ, Lat...] Un

queſtioned; certain; apparent; evident. Wott.

To INDU CE. v. a. [indure, Fr. induce, Lat.]

1. To perſuade ; to influence to any thing.

Hayward. 2. To produce by perſuaſion or

influence. Bacon. 3. To offer by way of in

duction, or conſequential reaſoning. Brown.

4. To inculcate ; to enforce. 5. To cauſe

extrinſically; to produce. Bacon. 6. To in

troduce ; to bring into view. Brown. 7. To

bring on; to ſuperinduce. Decay of Piety.

INDUCEMENT. ſ. (from induce J Motive to

any thing; that which allures or perſuades to

anything. Rogerſ.

INDUCER. ſ. (from induce.] A perſuader;
one that influences.

To INDUCT. v. a. [indusiur, Lat] ... To

introduce , to bring in. Sandyr. 2. To put

into actual poſſeſſion of a benefice. Aylſe.
INDU'C TION. f [indu&ion, Fr. inducii, Lat.]

*: Introduction ; entrance. Shakeſp 2. Induc.

tiºn is when, from ſeveral particular propoſiti

ons, we infer one general. Watts. 3. The act

. ſtate of taking poſſeſſion of an eccleſiaſtical

lving.

INDUCTIVE. a. [from indu& ) i. Leading ;

perſuaſive. With to. Miltºn. ... Capable to

inter or produce. Hale.

To INDUE. v. a. [indus, Latin.] To inveſt.
Milton.

To INDU LGE. v. a. [indulgee, Lat.) 1. To

fondle ; to ſavour; to gratiy with conceſſion.

Pryden. 2. To grant not of right, but favour.

Taylor.

To INDU LGE. v. n. To be favou, able. Gov.

ºf the Tongue.

Rº: f [ indulgence, Fr. J 1.
INDU LGENCY. S. Pondneſ, fond kindneſs.

44tſtan. 2. Forbearance; tenderneſs; oppoſite

to rigour. Hammond. 3. Favour granted. Roge.

4. Grant of the church of Rome. Alterbury.

INDU'LG ENT, a [indulgent, Fr 1. Kind;

gentle. Rºgers. 2. Mild; favourable. Waller.

3: Gratifying; favouring ; giving way to.

Dryden.

INDU LGENTLY. adv, (from indulgent.]

Without ſeverity, without cenſure Hammond.

(NDU LT. R. ſ. (Ital and Fr. J Privilege or

N12ULTO. § exemption.

to INDURATE. v. n. [indura, Lat.] To grow

hard; to harden. Bacon.

To I'NLURATE. v. a. 1. To make hard.

Sharp. 1. To harden the mind.

INDURATION. ſ. [from indurate.) 1. The

ſtate of growing hard. Bacon. 1. The act of

hardening. 3. Obduracy; hardneſs of heat.

Decay of Piety.

INDUSTRIOUS. a. ſinduſtrius, Lat J 1. Di

ligent; laborious. Milton. 2. Deſigned; done

for the purpoſe. Wattſ.

IN!)USTRIOUSLY. adv. [from indiffrieur.]1.

Diligently ; laboriouſly; aſſiduouſly. Shakeſp.

2. For the ſet purpoſe; with deſign. Bacºn.

F f f 2. 1 NDUSTRY.
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1 'NDUSTRY. ſ... [induſtria, Lat] Diligenee;

affiduity. Shakeſp. Cowley.

To INE'BRIATE. v. a. (iiiri, Lat) To in

toxicate ; to make drunk. Sandys.

To HNE'BRIATE. v. n. To grow drunk; to

be intoxicated. Bacon.

INEBRIA"TION. ſ. [from inebriate.) Drun

kenneſs; intoxication. Brown.

INEFFABILITY. ſ.[from ineffable.] Unſpeak.
ableneſs. -

INE"FFABLE.a.[ineffable, Fr. ineffabilis, Lat.]

Unſpeakable. South.

INE'FFABLY. adv. [from ineffable.]

manner not to be expreſſed. Milton.

INEFFE'CTIVE. a. (ineffectif, Fr. in and ef.

fºčtive.) That which can produce no effect.

‘I aylor.

INEFFE'CTUAL. a. [in and effºual] Unable

to produce its proper effect ; weak; without

power. Hooker.

1N EFFECTUALLY. adv. [from inºff:5ual. )
Without effect.

INEFFECTUALNESS. ſ. (from ineffºlual]

Inefficacy; want of power to perform the

proper effect. Wake.

INEFFICA’CIOUS. a. ſinefficace, Fr. inefficax,

Lat.] Unable to produce effects; weak; feeble.

IN EFFICACY. ſ. [in and efficacia, Lat..] Want

of power; want of effect.

INE'LEGANCE. } ſ (from inelegant.) Ab

JNET.EGANCY.9 fence of beauty; want of

elegance.

INE LEGANT. a. [inelegans, Lat.) 1. Not be

coming; not beautiful; oppoſite to elegant

A'oodward 2. Mean; deſpicable ; contemp
tible. Broome

INE LOQUI.N.T. a. [in and elºquent, Lat | Not

perſuaſive; not oratorical.

INE'PT. a. [ineptuſ, Lat.] Unfit ; uſeleſs ;

trifling; fooliſh. More.

INEPTLY. adv, ſinºpté, Lat.] Triflingly;

fooliſhly ; unfitly. More.

INE/PTITUDE. ſ. [from in ºptus, Lat.] Unfit

neſs. Wilkins.

1N EQUALITY. ſ. [ from in equalitas and in

a qualiſ, Lat.) 1. Difference of comparative

quantity. Ray. 2. Unevenneſs; interchange

of higher and lower parts. Newton. 3. Diſ.

proportion to any office or purpoſe; ſtate of

not being adequate ; inadequateneſs. South. 4.

Change of ſtate ; unlikeneſs of a thing to

itſelf. Bacºn. 3. Difference of rank or ſtation.

*Hooker.

INERRAPI'ſ.ITY.'ſ [from inerrable.] Exemp

tion from errour. King Charles.

1 NE’RRABLE. a...[in and err.] Exempt from

errour. Harimºnd -

INE, RRABLENESS. ſ. (from inerrable.] Ex

emption from errour. Hammand.

INE, RRABLY. adv, (from iterrable.] With ſe

curity from errour; infallibly.

in ERRINGLY. adv [in and erring..] Without

errour. Glanville.

1:FK T. a...[iners, Lat) Duli; fluggiſh; moti.

onsis, Blackmºre,

In a

INERTLY. adv. [from inert.] Sluggiſhly:

dully. Pope. -

INESCATION.f. [in and eſca, Lat.] The aët

of baiting.

INESTIMABLE. a. ſineſtinabilir, Lat.) Too

valuable to be rated; tranſcending all price.

Boyle.

INEVIDENT.a. (inevident, Fr. in and evident.]

Not plain ; obſcure. Brown.

INEVITABILITY..ſ.. [from inevitable.}. In

poſſibility to be avoided; certainty. Bramhall.

INEVITABLE. a. [ inevitabilir, Lat. J Una

voidable ; not to be eſcaped. Dryden.

INE"VITABLY. adv. [from inevitable.] With

out poſſibility of eſcape. Bentley.

INEXCU'SABLE. a. [inexcuſabilis, Lat.] Nat

. be excuſed; not to be palliated by apology.
wift.

INEXCU'SABLENESS. ſ. [from inexcuſable.]

Enormity beyond forgiveneſs or palliation,
South.

INEXCUSABLY. adv. [from inexcuſable.]

To a degree of guilt or folly beyond excuſe.
Brown.

INEXHA'LABLE. a. [in and exhale.] That

which cannot evaporate. Brown.

INEXHA'USTED. a. [in and exhauſted.] Un

emptied; not poſſible to be emptied. Dryden.

INEXHA'USTIBLE, a Not to be ſpent. Locke.

INEXISTENT. a. [ſh and exiſtent.] Not having

being ; not to be found in nature. Boyle.

INEXISTENCE. ſ. [in and exiſtence J Want

of being ; want of exiſtence. Broome.

INEXORABLE. a. [inexorable.Fr.inexorabilir,

Lat.) Not to be intreated; not to be moved by

intreaty. Rogerſ.

§§§ ſ. ſin and expediency.]

IN EXPEDIENCY. W. Want of fitneſs ; want

or propriety; unſuitableneſs to time or place.

Sanderſºn.

INEXPEDIENT. a. [in and expedient.]

sonvenient; unfit 5 improper. Smalr.

INEXPERIENCE. ſ. [inexperience, Fr.] want

of experimental knowledge. Milton.

INEXPERIENCED. a. [inexpertus, Lat. Not

experienced.

INEXPERT. a. [inexpertur, Lat. in and ex

pert.) Unſkilful; unſkilled. Milton.

INEXPIABLE. a. [inexpiatle, Fr.) 1. Not

to be atoned. 2. Not to be mollified by
atonement. Milton.

INEXPIABLY. adv. [from inexpiable.] To a

degree beyond atonement. Roſcºmmon.

INE XPLEABLY. adv. [in and expec, Latl

Inſatiably.

INEXPLICABLE. a. ſin and explics, Latj In

capable of being explained. Hoºker, Newtºn.

INEXPLICABLY. adv. from inexplicable.]

In a manner not to be explained.

INEXPRESSIBLE. a. [in and expreſs.] Not to

be told ; not to be uttered; unutterable. Milt.

Stillingfleet.

INEXPRESSIBLY. adv. [from inexpreſſible.]

To a degree or in a manner not to be uttered.

Jiann.n.d.

- INEXPUGr

In
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INEXPU'GNABLE. a.[inexpugnabilir, Lat.]

Impregnable; not to be taken by aſſault; not

to be ſubdued. Ray.

INEXTINGUISHABLE. a. [in and extingue,

Lat..] Unquenchable Grew.

INEXTRICABLE. a. [inextricabilis, Lat.)

Not to be diſintangled; not to be cleared.

Blackmore.

INEXTRICABLY adv. [from inextricable.]

To a degree of perplexity not to be difin

tangled. Bentley.

To INEYE. v. x. (in and eye.] To inoculate ;

to propagate trees by the inſition of a bud in

to a foreign ſtock. Philipt.

INFALLIBI LITY. } ſ: [infallibilité, Fr.]

INFA LLIBLENESS Inerrability; exemp

tion from errour. Tilletſon.

INFA'LLIBLE. a. [infallible, Fr.] Privileged

from errour; incapable of miſtake. Hooker.

INFA'LLIBLY. adv. [from infallible.] ... With

out danger of deceit; with ſecurity from er

rour. Smalr. 2. Certainly. Rogers.

To INFA'ME v. a. [infamo, Lat.) To repre

fent to diſadvantage; to deſame; to cenſure

publickly. Bacon.

INFAMOUS. a. [infamis, Latin.). Publickly

branded with guilt; openly cenſured. Ben.

jobsſon.

INFAMOUSLY, adv. [from infamºur.] 1.

With open reproach; with publick";
of reproach. 2. Shamefully;ſcandalouſly. Dryd.

INFAMOUSNESS. N. ſ. ſinfamia, Lat.) Pub

I NFAMY. | ck reproach; notoriety

of bad character. King Charles.

INFANCY. ſ. (infantia, Lat.) 1. The firſt part

of life. Hooker. 2. Civil infancy. 3. Firſt age

of anything; beginning; original. Arbuthnot.

INFA'NGTHEF. / (from ºn, fang, to catch,

and thef.] It ſignifies a privilege or liberty

granted unto lords of certain unanors to judge

any thief taken within their fee. Cowell.

INFANT. ſ. (infans, Lat) i. A child from the

birth to the end of the ſeventh year. Roſcom.

2. [In law.] A young perſon to the age of one

and twenty.

INFA NTA ſ. [Spaniſh.) A princeſs deſcended

from the royal blood of Spain.

INFANTICiDE.J. (infanticide, Fr. infantici

diana, Lat.) The ſlaughter of the intants by

Herzd.

INFANTILE. a. (infantilis, Lat.] Pertaining

to an infant. Derham.

INFANTRY. ſ. [Infanterie, Fr.] The foot ſol

diers of an army. Milton

INFARCTION. ſ. (in and farcie, Lat] Stuf

fing; conſtipation. Harvey.

To INFATUATE v.a. tinfatuo, from in and

fatuur, Lat.) To ſtrike with folly; to deprive

of underſtanding. Clarendan.

INFATUATION ſ. [from infatuate.] The act

of ſtriking with folly; deprivation of reaſon.

Sºuth.

INFA USTING.'ſ [from infauffus, H.at ) The

ačt of making unlucky. Raton, .

INFEASIBLE. a. [ºn snd fºſtle.] Imprasti

cable. Glanville.

To INFECT. v. a. ſinfºur, Lat.] 1. To as

upon by contagion; to affect with communi

cated qualities; to hurt by contagion. Milton.

2. To fill with ſomething hurtfully contagious.

Shakeſp.

INFECTION. ſ. ſinfº&ion, Fr. infºin, Latj

Contagion; miſchie' by communication. Skač.

INFECTIOUS. a. (from infe: J Contagious;

influencing by communicated qualities. Temp.

INFECTIOUSLY.adw.[from infecticut.] Con

tagiouſly. Shakeſp.

INFECTIOUSNESS ſ [from infº&ies, 1 The

quality of being infectious; contagiouſneſs.

INFECTIVE. g. [from infect.] Having the

quality of contagion. Sidney.

INFECUND, a infarcundu!, Lat..] Unfruitful ;

infertile. Derham.

INFECU'NDITY. ſ. (inforcunditas, Lat.] want

of fertility.

INFELICITY. ſ. ſinfelicitat, Lat.] Unhappi

neſs; mifery; calamity. Watts.

To INFER. v. a. ſinfere, Lat.) 1. To bring on s

to induce. Harvey. 2. To infer is nothing

but, by virtue of one propoſition laid down as

true, to draw in another as true. Locke. 3.

To offer; to produce. Shakeſp.

I'NFERENCE ſ. ſinference, Fr. from infºr.]

Concluſion drawn from previous arguments.

MWattſ.

INFERIBLE. ſ. [from infer.) Deducible from

premiſed grounds. Brown.

IN FERIORITY. ſ. [from inferiour.] Lower

ſtate of dignity or value. Dryden.

INFE'RIOUR a. (inferior, Lat.) 1. Lower in

place. 2. Lower in ſtation or rank of lie.

Sºuth. 3. Lower in value or excellency.

Dryden. 4. Subordinate. Watts.

INFERIOUR /. One in a lower rank or ſtation

than another.

INFERNAL. a. ſinfernal, Fr.] Helliſh; tar

tarean. Dryden

INFERNAL Stone. ſ. The lunar cauſtick, pre

pared from an evaporated ſolution of ſilver, or

from cryſtals of ſilver. Hill.

INFE'RTII.E. a. [infertile, Fr.] Unfruitful:

not produćtive; infecund. Gov. of the Tongue.

INFERTI'LITY. ſ [infertilité, Fr. from in

fertile ] Unfruitfulneſs ; want of fertility.

To INFEST. v a. [infefts, Lat.] To haraſ, ;

to diſturb; to plague. Hooker.

INFESTIVITY. ſ. [in and feſtivity.) Mourn

fulneſs; want of cheerfulneſs.

INFE STRED. a. [in and fºſter.] Rankling;

inveterate. Spenſer.

INFEUDATION. J. (in and feudun,Latl The

aćt of putting one in poſſeſſion of a fee or

eſtate. Hale's Com. Law.

I'N FIDEL. ſ. [infidelis, Lat.) An unbeliever; a

miſcreant; a pagan; one who rejects Chriſti

anity. Hocker.

INfide Lity. ſ. ſizſächte, Fr.] ... want of

faith. Taylºr. 2. Diſbelief of Chriſtianity.

Addiſºn. 3. Treachery; deceit. She fater.

I'NFINIT.L. a. ii "finitus, Lat.j 1. Unbounded;

boundleſs
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boundleſs; unlimited; immenſe. Dennis. 2.

It is hyperbolically uſed for large; great.

INFINITELY. adv. [from infinite ) Without

limits; without bounds; immenſely. Bacon.

I'NFINITEN ESS. ſ (from trfinite.] Immen

fity ; bour-leſſneſs; infinity. Taylºr,

INFiNITE SIMAL. a. [from infinite.) Infinite

ly divided.

INFINITIVE, a [infinitif, Fr. infinitivus, Lat.)

In grammar, the infinitive affirms, or inti

mates the intention of affirming; but then it

does not do it abſolutely. Clarke,

INFINITUDE. ſ. (from inſuite ) i. Infinity

immenſity Hale. 3. Boundleſs number. Adaiſ.

INFINITY. ſ. (infinite, Fr ) i. Immenſity ;

boundleſſneſs; unlimited qualities. Raleigh.

2. Endleſs number. Arbs throt.

INFI'R.M. a. ſinfirmur, Lat.) 1. Weak; feeble;

diſabled of body. Miltºn. ... Weak of mind;

irreſolute. Shakeſp. 3. Not ſtable; not ſolid.
Sct, “.

To INFIRM. v. a ſinſ, no, Lat..] To weaken;

to ſhake; to enfeeble. Raleigh.

INFI'RMARY. ſ. (infi, merie, Fr.] Lodgings
for the ſick. Bacon.

1NF: RMITY.J. (infirmite, Fr.] I. Weakneſs

of ſex, age, or temper. Rogers. 1. Failing ;

weakneſs; fault. Clarendon. 3. Diſeaſe ; ma

lady. Hoºker.

INF 1 RMN ESS. ſ. [from infirm.] Weakneſs;

feebleneſs. Bºyle.

To IN, F : X. v.a. (infixuſ, Lat ) To drive in :

to faſten. Spenſer.

To INFL.A.M.F. v. a. [inflamme, [at] ... To

kindle ; to ſet on fire. Sidney, Milton. a. To

kindle deſire. Milan. 3. To exaggerate; to

aggravate. Addiſon. 4. To heat the body

morbidly with obſtructed matter. 5 To pro

voke; to irritate. Decay ºf Piety. 6. To fire

with paſſion. M1-ſton.

To IN FLAME. v. n. To grow hot, angry, and

painful by obſtructed matter. Wijeman.

INE LA MER ſ (from inflame ] The thing or

perſon that inflames. Addiſon.

1NFLAMMA BI I.I.T.Y. J. from inflammable.]

The quality of catching fire. Harvey.

1NFLAMMABLE. a. UFrench.) Eaſy to be ſet
on flame Newtºn.

INFLAMMAELENESS. ſ (from inflammable.]

The quality of eaſily catching fire. Bºyle.

INFLAMMATION. f. (tºflammatic, Lat ) i.

The act of ſetting on flame. 2. The ſtate of

being in flame. Wilkinº. 3 (In chirurgery.}

Infairmatiºn is when the blood is obſtructed

ſo as to crowd in a greater quantity into any

particular part, which gives it a greater colour

and heat than uſual. Quincy. 4. The act of

exciting fervour of mind. Hooker.

INFLAMMATORY. a. [from inflame.]Having

the power of inflaming. Pºpe.

To IN FLATE. v. a. I infatus, Lat.] 1. To

ſwell with wind. Ray. 2. To fill with the

breath. Dryden.

INFLATION. ſ. (inflatio, Lat. from inflate.]

The ſtate of being ſwelled with wind, flatu.

lence. Arkathnet.

To INFLECT. v. a. ſinfesio, Lat J 1.

bend; to turn. Newton. 2. To change or

vary. 3. To vary a noun or verb in its ter
InInations.

1NFLECTION f [infestio, Lat) 1. The aa

of bending or turning. Hale. 2. Modulation

of the voice. Hººker. 3. Variation of a noun or

verb. Breret”23d.

'NFLECTIVE. a. [from infº.) Having the

power of bending. Derham

[NFLEX: BILITY. A ſ. [inflexibilite, Frji.

INFLE'XIBLENESS. ſ. Stiffneſs; quality ofre

filing flexure. 2. Obſtinacy; temper not to

be bent; inexorable pertinacy

IN FLEXIBLE a. [Fr. inflexibilir, Lat ) i.

Not to be bent or incurvated. Brºwn. 2. Not

to be prevailed on ; immovable. Addiſºn. 3.

Not to be changed or altered. Watts.

INFL'EXIBLY. adv. [from inflexible.] Inezo

rably ; invariably. Locke

To INFLICT. v. a. [ºnſige, infºur, Latl To

put in act or impoſe as a puniſhment. Temple.

INFLICTER / [from , ºffici.jhe who puniſhes.

Gov. of the Tºngue.

INFLI'CTION.J. (from i-flić, ) 1. The aa of

uſing puniſhments. South. 2. The puniſhment

impoſed. Rogers.

INFLICTiv E. a. ſº flºtive, Fr. from inflá.]

That which is laid on as a puniſhment.

INFLUENCE. ſ. [influence, Fr.j 1. Power of

the celeſtial aſpects operating upon terreſtrial

bodies and affairs. Prior. 2. Aſcendant power;

power of directing or modifying Sidney, Taylºr,

Atterbury.

To INFLUENCE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

act upon with directive or impulſive power;

to modity to any purpoſe. Newtºn.

INFLUENT.a. (influent, Łat.] Flowing in. Ark.

!NFLUE'NTIAL, a [from influence.j Exerting

influence or power, Glanville.

I'NFLUX. ſ (influxus, Lat.] I. ASt of flowing

into any thing. Ray. 2. Infuſion. Hale. 3. In

fluence: power. Bacon.

INFLU'XIOUS. a. (from influx.) Influential.

Hºwel.

To in FOLD. v. a. [in and fºld.] To involve;

to inwrap, to incloſe with involutions. Pºpe.

To INFO'L1ATE v. a. [in and filian, Lat.]

To cover with leaves Hºwel.

To INFORM. v. a. ſinfºrms, Lat.] 1. To

animate to actuate by vital powers. Dryder.

2. To inſtruct; to ſupply with new knowledge;

to acquaint. Clarendon. 3. To offer an accu

ſation to a magiſtrate. Acts.

To INFORM. v. n. Togive intelligence Shakeſ?.

INFORMAL. a. [From inferra.J Offering an

information ; accuſing. Shakeſp.

INFO'RMANT. ſ. [French.) 1. One who gives

information or inſtruction. Watts. 2. One

who exhibits an accuſation.

INFORMATION. ſ. (informatiz, Lat.] .

Intelligence given ; inſtruction. Sºuth, Rºgerſ.

2. Charge or accuſation exhibited. 3. The

ast of iaivrming of actuating.

INFORMER.

To
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INFO'RMER, ſ (from infrn.) 1. one who

gives intelligence. Swift. ... One who diſ

covers ºffenders to the magiſtrate. L’Eſtrange.

INFORMIDABLE, a [in and formidabilis,

Lat § Not to be feared, not to be dreaded.

AM1/r2n.

INTO'RMITY. ſ. [from infºrmis, Lat.] Shape

leffneſs B, own.

INFORMOUs a [infirme, Fr. infºrmis, Lat.)

Shapeleſs ; of no regular hgure. Brºwn.

INFORTUNATE. v. (infºrtunataſ, Lat.] Un

happy. Bacon.

To IN FRACT. v. a. [infrasius, Lat.] To

break. Thomſon.

1N FRACTION. ſ. ſinfrastion, Fr.] The act

of breaking ; breach ; violation. M'aſſer.

IN FRA’NG|B.E. a. [In and frangible.] Not to

be broken. Cheyne.

INFRE QUENCY. ſ. ſinfrequent a, Lat.) Un

commonneſs; rarity. Broome.

IN FRE'QUENT. a. [infrequent, Lat.] Rare;

uncºminon.

To i NFRIGIDATE. v. a. [in and frigidus,

La.] To chili; to make cold. Bºyle.

To INFRINGE. v. a. (infringo, Latl . To

violate ; to break laws or contracts, P!"a ler.

2. To deſtroy ; to hinder. /Waller.

IN FR 1'NGEMENT.ſ.[from infringe.] Breach ;

violation. Clarendºn.

INFR1'NGER ſ [from infringe.] A breaker;

a violator. Ayiiffe.

INFU’NDIBULIFORM. ſ. [infundibulum and

fºrma, Lat.) Of the ſhape of a funnel or tun

diſh.

INPURIATE. a. [in and furio, Lat.] Enraged;

raging. Milton.

INFUSCATION.ſ [infuſcatus, Lat.] The act

of darkening or blackening

To INFUSE. v. a ſinfuſer, Fr. infuſiº, Lat)

1. To pour in ; to inſtil. Denham. 2. To

pour into the mind; to inſpire into. Davier.

3. To ſteep in any liquor with a gentle heat.

Bacca. 4. To tincture , to ſaturate with any

thing infuſed. Bacon. 5. To inſpire with.

Shakeſp.

INFU'SiBLE. a. [from infuſe.] 1. Poſſible to be

infuſed. Hammond. 2. Incapable of difolution;

not fuſible. Brzwn

INFU SION. J. (infuſion, Fr. infuſio, Lat.] 1.

The act of pouring in ; inſtillation. Addiſon.

2. The act of pouring into the mind; inſpira

tion. Hooker, Clarendon. 3. The act of ſteeping

any thing in moiſture without boiling. Bacon.

4. The liquor made by in uſion. Bacon.

INFUSIVE. a. ſtrom infuſe.) Having the power

of infuſion, or being infuſed. Thomſon.

INGATE. ſ. [in and gate J Entrance, paſſage

in. Spenſer.

ING ANNATION.ſ [ingannare, Ital) Cheat;

fraud; deception; juggle 5 deluſion ; impoſ

ture. Brºwn.

INGATHERING. ſ. ſin and gathering.) The

ast of getting in-the harveſt. Exºdus.

JNGE, in the names of places, ſignifies a mea

dow. Gibſºn,

To INGE'MINATE *, a ſingemine, Lat.] To

double : to repeat. Clarendºn.

INGEMINATION. ſ. in and geminatio, Lat.]

Repetition: reduplication.

INGENDERER. / (from in gender.] He that

generates. See EN G E N p E R.

INGE'NERABLE. a. [in and generate.] Not to

be produced or brought into being. Boyle.

INGEN F.R.A.T.E. a. [in generatus, Lat 1.

|NGE'N LRATED, $ inborn; innate; inbred.

M’otton. 2. Unbegotten. Brown.

ING!. NIOUS, a. ſingeniºſus, Lat.) 1. Witty; .

inventive , poſſeſſed of genius. Boyle. 2.

Mental; intellectual. Shakeſp.

|NGE/NIOUSLY. adv. [from ingenicut.] Wit

tily; ſubtily Temple.

INGENIOUSNESS. ſ. (from ingeniour.] Witti

neſs; ſubtilty. Bºy e.

INGENI TE. a. ſingenitus, Latj Innate; in

born ; native ingenerate. South.

INGFNU ITY. ſ [rom ingenuous.) 1. Open

neſs; fairneſs; candour; freedom from diſlimu

lation Mºttºn, Donne. 2. (From in genizur.]

Wit; invention; genius; ſubtilty; acuteneſs.
South

INGE NUOUS a. ſingenuur, Lat.} 1. Open;

fair candid ; generous ; noble. Locke. 2.

Fre; born ; not of ſervite extraction. K.Charler.

iNGF. NUOUSLY, a.ſv. (from ingenuºus J O

Penly ; fairly , candidly ; generouſly. Shakeſp.
Dryden.

INGE'NUOUSNESS. ſ.[from ingenuous.]Open

neſs; fairneſs; candour.

I'NGENY. ſ [ingenium, Lat J Genius; wit.

Not in uſe. Boyle.

To INGE'ST. v. a. ſingeſiuſ, Laº ) To throw

into the ſtomach. Brown.

INGESTION. ſ. [from ingeſ'.) The ad of

throwing into the ſtomach. Harvey.

INGLO RioUS. a. [inglerius, Lat.) Void of

honour ; mean ; without glory. Hºwel.

INGLORIOUSLY adv. [fromingloriºus.J.With

ignominy. Pºpe.

INGO T. j. [linger, Fr.] A maſs of metal. Dryd.

To INGRA FF. v. n. (in and graff] 1. To

propagate trees by inſition May 2. To

plant the ſprig of one tree in the ſtock of

another. 5 To plant any thing not native.

Mºſton. 4. To fix deep to ſettle. Hººker.

INGRA FTMENT. ſ. (from ingraft.) 1. The

aćt of ingrafting 1 The ſprig ingrafted.

iNGRA’ſ E. a [ingratus, Lat.) 1. Un

INGRATEFUL. } grateful; unthank.ul.Shak.

2. Unpleaſing to the ſenſe. Eacon.

To INGRATIA i E. v. a. [in and gratia, Lat.)

To put in favour; to recommend to kindneſs.

{NG!: A TITUDE. / [ingratitude, Fr. in and

graintsde j Retribution of evil for good ; un

thankfulneſs. Dryden. -

INGRE DIENT.J. [...gredient, Fr. ingredie'ſ.

Lºt Component part of a body, conſiſting of

different materials. Mººn.

INGRESS. ſ. (ingres, Fr. ingreſſur, Lat., F.n-

trance; power of catrance. Areathazt. .
INGRESSION.
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INGRESSION. ſ. [ingreſs, Lat.] The act of

entering. Digby.

INGUINAL. a. ſinguinal, Fr. inguen, Lat.)

Belonging to the groin. Arbuthnot.

To INGULF. v. a. ſin and gulf] 1. To ſwal

low up in a vaſt profundity. Milton. a. To

caſt into a gulf. Hayward.

To INGURGITATE. v. a. ſingurgite, Lat.)

To ſwallow Dići.

INGURGITATION. ſ. [from ingurgitate.]

Voracity.

INGUSTABLE. a. [in and guffo, Lat.] Not

perceptible by the taſte. Brown.

INHABILE. a. Itnhabilis, Lat...] Unſkilful 5 un

ready : unfit 5 unqualified.

To INHABIT. v. 3. [habits, Lat.] To dwell

in to hold as a dweller. Hoºker, Iſaiah.

To INHABIT v. n. To dwell ; to live. Milton.

INHABITABLE. a. [from inhabit.) 1. Capable

of affording habitation. Locke 2. (Inhabitable,

Fr.) Incapable of inhabitants; not habitable ;

uninhabitable. Shakeſp.

INHABITANCE. ſ. [rom inhabit.) Reſidence

of dwellers Carew.

INHABITANT. ſ. (from inhabit.) Dweller;

one that lives or reſides in a place. Abbºt.

INHABITATION.J. [from inhabit.) 1. Habi

tation ; place of dwelling. Milton. 1. The act

of inhabiting or planting with dwellings; ſtate

of being inhabited. Raleigh. 3. Quantity of

inhabitants. Brown.

INHABITER, ſ [from inhabit.) One that in

habits ; a dwelier. Bro-wn. -

To INHA LE. v. a. (inhal., Lat.] To draw in

with air : to inſpire. Arbuthnot, Pºpe.

INHARMONIOUS, a [in and harmonicus.]

Ucmuſical ; not ſweet of ſound. Feltºn.

Te INHERE. v. n (inharec, Lat.] To exiſt

in ſomething elſe Danne.

INHE RENT. a ſinherent, Fr. inharrens, Lat..]

Exifling in ſomething elſe, ſo as to be inſepa

rable from it; innate; inborn. Swift.

To INHE RIT. v. a [inheriter, Fr.) 1. To

receive or poſſeſs by inheritance. Addiſon. 1.

To poſſeſs ; to obtain poſſeſſion of Shakeſp.

INHERITABLE. a. (from inherit.) Tranſmiſ

fible by inheritance; obtainable by ſucceflion.
Carew.

INHERITANCE. ſ. (from inherit.) 1. Patri

mony; hereditary poſſeſſion. Milton. 2. In

Shakeſpeare, poſſeſſion. 3. The reception of

poſſeſſion by hereditary right. Locke.
INHERITOR. J. [from inherit.) An heir; on

who receives any thing by ſucceſſion. Bacon.

INHERITRESS. ſ. [ſãom inheritor.] An heir.
eis. Bacon.

INHERIT RIX.ſ. (from inheriter.] An heireſs

Shakeſp -

To IN HERSE. v. a. [in and herſe.[ To incloſe,

in a funeral monument. Shakeſp.

INHE S10N ſ. (Infºſis, lat.) Inherence; the

ſtate of exiſting in ſomething elie.

To IN HIBIT. v. a. [inhibes, Lat. inhiber, Fr.

*: To reſtrain ; to hinder ; to repicts; to

check. Bentley. 2. To prºhibit 5 to forbid.

** 2ndon, Ayliffe.

INHIBITION. ſ. (inhibition, Fr. inhibitiº, Lat.)

1. Prohibition; embargo. Gov. ºf the Tongae.

2. (In law.] Inhibition is a writ to inhibit or

forbid a judge from farther proceeding in the

cauſe depending before him. Cºwell.

To INHOLD. v. a. ſix and hºld.) To have

inherent ; to contain in itſelf. Raleigh.

INHO'SPITABLE. a. [in and hoſpitable 1 Af

fording no kindneſs nor entertainment to ſtran”

gers. Dryden.

INHO'SPITABLY adv. [from in hoſpitable.]

Unkindly to ſtrangers. Milton.

INHOSPITABLENESS. Uſ.[inhoſpitalité, Fr.]

INHOSPITALITY. }º. of hoſpitali

ty ; want of courteſy to ſtrangers.

INHUMAN. a.[inhumain, Fr. inhumanus, Lat]

Sarbarous; ſavage ; cruel; uncompaſſionate.

Atterbury.

INHUMANITY.. [in humanite, Fr J Cruelty ;

ſavageneſs ; barbarity. Sidney, K. Charles.

INHUMANLY. adv. [from inhuman.] Savage

ly ; cruelly: barbarouſly. Swift.

To INHUMA 1-1. U v. a. [inhamer, Fr. Farº,

To INH U M E. Lat.] To bury; to inter.

Pºpe.

To INJECT. v. a. ſinještas, Lat.] 1. To throw

in ; to dart in. Glanville. 1. To throw up ;

to caſt up. Pºpe.

INJECTION. ſ. (injećlic, Lat] 1. The act of

caſting in. Boyle. 1. Any medicine made to

be injected by a ſyringe, or any other inſtru

ment, into any part of the body. 3. The act of

filling the veſſels with wax, or any other pro

per matter, to ſhew their ſhapes and rainifica
tions. Muncy.

INIMITABILITY. ſ. (from inimitable.] Inca

pacity to be imitated. Norris.

INIMITABLE. a. [inimitabilis, Lat.) Above

imitation ; not to be copied. Milton, Denhan.

INIMITABLY. adv. [from inimitable.] In a

manner not to be imitated; to a degree of

excellence above imitation. Pope.

To INJO'IN v. a. [enjoindre, Fr.) 1. To com

mand , to enforce by authority. See ENJoi N.

Milton. 2. In Shakeſpeare, to join.

INIQUITOU.S. a. [inique, Fr. from miguity.]

Unjuſt ; wicked.

INI'QUITY. ſ. (iniquitar, Lat.) 1. Injuſtice;

unreaſonableneſs. Swalridge. 2. Wickedneſs;

crime. Hooker.

INITIAL a. [initium, Fr. initium, Lat] 1,

Placed at the beginning. Pºpe. 1. Incipient;

not complete. Harvey.

To INITiaTE. v. a. [initier, Fr. initia, Lat.]

To enter ; to inſtruct in the rudiments of an

art. More.

To INITIATE. v. n. To do the firſt part; to

perform the firſt rite. Pope.

INITIATE. a. (initie, Fr. initiatur, Lat.] Un

practiſed. Shakeſp.

INITIATION. ſſ initiatiº, Lat. from initiate.]

The act of entering of a new comer into any

art or ſtate. Hammond.

INJUCU'NDITY. J. {in and jucundity.] Un

pieaſantneſs,

INJUDICABLE.
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INJU'DICABLE. a. [in and judice, Lat.] Not

cºgnizable by a judge.

INJUDI'CIAL. a. ſin and judicial.] Not accor

ding to form of law.

INJUDI CIOUS, a [in and judiciour.] Vºid cº

judgment without judgment. Burnet, 7 "otſ

INJUDICIOUSLY ada. [from injudiciza: ;

With ill judgment : not vºy. Brzºne

INJUNCTION.j [from injºin injunctºr, in

janºia, Lat.) Command , order; precept.

Shakeſp. 1. (In law.] Injundžiºn is an inter

locutory decree out of the chancery Cºwell

To INJURE. v. a. (injurier, Fr.) 1. To hurt

unjuſtly to miſchief undeſervedly to wrong

Temple. 2. To annoy; to aſcet with any in

convenience. AM ſtan.

I'NJURER ſ (from injure.” He that hurts an

ether unjuſtly. Ben Yºhnſon.

INJURIOUS a. ſinjuriuſ, Lat § 1. Unjuſt

invaſive of another's rights. Dryden 2 Guilty

of wrong or iniury. Miltºn. 3. Miſchievous

unjuſtly hurtful Tillotſºn. 4. Detractory :

contumelious; reproach:ul, Swift.

INJURIOUSLY adv. (from injuriºu, Jwrong

fully : hurt ulty with injuſtice Pºpe.

INJU'RIOUSN ESS ſ ſtron injurisut.) Quality

of being.injurious. K. Charles.

I'N JURY..ſ. (injuria, Lat) i.

juſtice. Hayward. ... Miſchief; detrinent

Patts. 3. Annoyance Mortinier 4. Con

turnelious language; reproach ul appellation.

Bacon.

INJUSTICE ſ (injuffice, Fr. injuſlitia, Lat §

Iniquity; wrong. Swift

INK ſ. ſix chieffre, Ital.] I. The black liquor

with which men write. Ben. jºhnſon, Boyle

2. In k is uſed for any liquor with which they

write ; as red ink, green in F.

To IN K. v. a. [from the noun..] To black or

daub with ink.

INKHO'RN. ſ. ſink and horn 1 A portable caſe

for the inſtruments of writing, commonly

made of horn. Shakeſp.

INKLE. ſ. A kind of narrow fillet; a tape. Gay

INKLING. ſ. Hint: whiſper; intimation. Clar

INKMAKER. ſ. [ink and maker.] He who

makes ink.

INKY. a. ſſrom ink.] 1. Conſiſting of ink

Shakeſp. z. Reſembling ink. Bºyle. 3. Black

as ink. Shakeſp.

INLAND. a. [in and land ) Interiour; lying

remote from the ſea. Swift.

INLAND. ſ. Interiour or midland parts.Spenſer

I'NLANDER. f. [from inland.j Dweller re

mote from the ſea. Brown.

To INLA'PIDATF, w a [in and lapids, Lat.,

To make ſtoney; to turn to ſtone. Bacon.

To INLAY. v. a. [in and lay ) i. To diverſify

with different bodies inſerted into the ground

or ſubſtratum. Milton, Gay. 2. To make wa

riety by being inſerted into bodies; to varie

gate Milton.

TNLAY ſ. (from the verb.] Matter inlaid;

wood formed to inlay. Milton.

To INLA W. v. a. [in and law.] To clear of

outlawry or attainder. Bacon.

I'NLF.T. ſ. [in and let.] Paſſage; place of in

greſs; entrance. Wetton

I NI.Y. a. [from in.) Interiour; internal; ſecret.

Shakeſp.

I'NLY adv. Internally; within; ſecretly; in

the heart. Mºſton, Dryden.

I NMATE 7. in and rate Iarater are thoſe

that be admitted to dweſt for their money

jointly with another man Cººl, Dryden.

I'N MOS T. a. (from in J De peſt within; re

mºteſt from the ſurface Shakeſp.

INN. ſ. (Inn, Sax, a charnber.j A houſe of

entertaininent for travellers. Sidney, Spenſºr.

2. A houſe where ſtudents are boarded and

taught Shakep.

To ſº N. v. n iron the noun..] To take up

temporary ledging. D.nre.

To N N v a. To houſe, to put under cover.

Shakeſh.

| NN A "I E. a. [inné, Fr. in natus, Lat.) In

! N N ATF O. born ; in generate : natural ; not

ſuperadded: not adſcitatious H trºl, Bentley.

INNA TEN ESS. f. [from in nate.] The quality

o, being inra. e.

INNA VIC API.F., a [ºratizabiliſ, Lat.] Not

to be paſſed by ſailing Dryden.

IN NLR a ſtrom in } Interiour; not outward.

Spenſer.

INNERMOST. a. (form inner.] Remoteſt from

the outward part. Newtºn.

IN NHC) LDER. ſ. [inn and hºld j A man who

keeps an inn.

| NNINGS /. Lands recovered from the ſea.

Ain fºu ºrth.

!NNK!. EPFR. ſ. ſinn and #ectºr ] One who

keeps lodgings and provitons or entertainment

of travelers Taylºr

INNOCENCE. N. ſ. (innºcentia, Lat..] I. Pu

I'N NO C3,NCY rity from injurious action;

untainted integrity ºf lilot ºn. 2. Freedºrn

from guilt imputed. Shakeſp. 3 Harºleſ.

neſ, , innoxiouſneſs. Burnet. 4. Simplicity of

heart, Perhaps with ſome degree of weakneſs.

Shake p

I'NNOCENT. a. ſinnºcens, Lat] ... Pure from

miſchief Miltºn. ... Free from any particular

guilt. Dryden. 3. Unhurtful; harmleſs in

effects Pºpe.

INNOCENT. ſ. 1. One free frºm guilt or

harm. Spºnſer. 2. A natural;

H. aker

1 NNOCENTLY. adv. ſ rom innºcent. J i.

Without guit. ... With ſimplicity ; with filli

nets or imprudence. 3. With ºut hurt Cowley.

IN NO CUA)US a.. unnocuus, Lat J Harmleſs in

căleşts. Grete

IN NO CUOUSLY.adº, from innºcuºus j With

out miſchievous effects fºrcºr'.

INNOCU) USNESS f. ifroin innocuºus.JPfarr

leſſneſs. Pigºy.

To I NNOVAT. E. v. a. ſinnºva, Lat.] 1. To

bring in ſomething not known before Ricº.

2. To change by introducing novel;ies. Sºuth.

INNOVA TION.J., [innovation, Fr.j Change

by the introduction of novelty. Swift.

G g g INNO

Hurt without

an idiot.
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INNOVATOR. ſ. ſian:vateur, Fr.) 1. An in

troductor of novelties. Bacon. 2. One that

makes changes by introducing novelties. South.

INNOX10US, a ſinnexiuſ, Lat.) 1. Free from

miſchievous effects. Digby. 2. Pure from

crimes. P. f.e.

IN NO Xi') USLY.adw.[from innoxiºur.] Harm

leſly. Brºwn.

INNO XIOUSN ESS. ſ. [[rom innoxiºur.]Harm
leſſneſs.

INNUENDO ſ. ſinnuendo, from innu-, Lat.}

An oblique hint. Swift.

INNUMERABLE. a. [innumerabilis, Lat.] Not

to be counted for multitude. AMilton.

1N NUMERA BLY. adv. [from innumerable.]

Without number.

INNU MEROUS. a. ſinnumerus, Lat.] Too

many to be counted. Pºpe

To INO CUſ,ATE. v. a. [inoculo, in and oculuſ,

Lat.) 1. To propagate any plant by inferting

its bud into another ſtock. May. 1. To yield

a bud to another ſtock Cleaveland

INOCULATION. ſ. (insculatiº, Lat.) 1. Inocu

1atiºn is practiſed upon all ſorts of ſtone ruit,

and upon oranges and jaſmines. 2. The prac

tice of tranſplanting the ſmall-pox, by infuſion

of the matter from ripened puſtules into the

veins of the uninfected, in hopes of procuring

a milder ſort than what frequently comes by

infection. Quincy.

INOCULATOR /. [from inºculate.) 1. One

that practiſes the inoculation of trees. 2. One

who propagates the finall-pox by inoculation.

Friend. -

INO DOROU.S. a. [Frederar, Lat.) Wanting

ſent: not affecting the noſe. Arbuthnºt.

INOFFENSIVE, a [in and ºffenſive.) 1. Giving

no ſcandal; giving no provocation. Fleetwoºd.

2. Giving no pain; cauſing no terrour. Locke.

3. Harmleſs, hurtleſs; innocent. Milton, 4.

Upembarraſſed, without ſtop or obſtruction.

Miſiºn.

INOFFENSIVELY. adv. [from inºff ºffive.]

Without appearance of harm; without narrn.

IN OFFENSIVEN ESS. ſ. [ from in ºffenſive.]

Harmleſſneſs.

INoFFI clous, a [in and ſº, i.v.) Not civil;

not attentive to the accommºdation of others.

INO PINATE. a. inspiratus, Lat. in pine, 1 r.)

Not expeºed.

INO PURTUNE. a. ſinceportunus, Lat.] Un

ſeaſonable ; inconventent.

INO RD IN ACY. ſ [from in ºrdinate } Irregu

larity; diſorder. Gov. ºf the Tºngue.

INO RD1N ATE. a. [in and or dºnatºr, Lat]

Irregular; diſorderly; deviating from right

of a "ſer.

INô Roſ NATELY. adv. [from in ºrdinate.jlr

regularly : not rightly.

INO R DiNATENESS. ſ. [from inºrdinate J

Want of regula, ty; intemperance of any kind

INORDINATION ſ. [from inordinate.] Irre

gularity; deviation from right. Sºuth.

INORGANICAL. a. in and organical] Void

of organs or inſtrumental parts. Lºcke.

To INO SCULATE. v. n. [in and ſºulari.Laº )

To unite by appoſition or contact. Derhart.

INOSCULA’TION. ſ. [from ineſculate 1 Union

by conjunction of the extremities. Ray.

INQUEST. ſ. [engueſe, Fr. inquiſitio, I at .

1. Judicial enquiry or examination. At 'e' fºr.

2. (In law.) The inqueſt of jurors, or by jury.

is the moſt uſual trial of all cauſes, both civil

and criminal, in our realm; for in civil cauſ-,

after proof is made on either ſide, ſo much as

each part thinks good for himſelf, if the doub:

be in the fast, it is referred to the diſcretion

of twelve indifferent men, and as they bring

in their verdict, ſo judgment paſſes: for the

judge faith, the jury finds the fact thus ; then

is the law thus, and ſo we judge For the

inqueſt in criminal cauſes, ſee Ju Ry. 3. En

quiry; ſearch ; ſtudy. Sºuth.

INQUIETUDE. ſ. ſix quietude, Fr J Diſturbed

ſlate ; want of quiet; attack on the quiet.
of tent.

To I NOUINATE. v. a. ſinguine, Lat.] To

pollute: to corrupt Brown.

INQUINA" ION. ſ. ſinquinatie, Lat.] Corrup

tion; pollution. Bacºn.

INQUIRA BLE. a. ſ from inquire.] That of

which nquiſition or inqueſt may be made.

To INQUIRE v. n (inquire, Lat.] 1. To aſk

queſtions; to make ſearch; to exert curioſity

on any occaſion. Swift. 2. To make exami

nation. Dryden.

To INQUIRE v. n. 1. To aſk about; to ſeek

out ; as, he inquired the way. 2. To call; to

name. Obſolete. Spenſer.

INQUIRER. ſ (from inquire.] t. Searcher;

examiner; one curious and inquiſitive. Lºck.

2. One who interrogates; one who queſtions.

INQUIR Y. / [rom in; wire.] I. Interrogation:

ſ' arch by queſtion. Acts. 2. Examination,

ſearch. Locke.

INQUISITION. ſ ſinquiſtic, Lat I Judicial

inquiry. Taylor, Southern. 2. Examination ,

discuſſion Efth. 3. [In law J A manner of

proceeding in matters criminal, by the office

of the judge. Cowell 4. The court eſtabliſhed

in ſome countries ſubject to the pope, for the

detection of hereſy. Corbet.

INQUISITIVE. a. [inquiſitivus, Lat] Curious;

buºy in ſearch; active to pry into any thing.
// at f :

INQUI'SITIVELY. adv. [from ºrgaſtºre.]

With curioſity ; with narrow ſcrutiny,

INQUISITIVENESS. ſ. [from trºuſſitive cu

rioſity; diligence to pry into things hidden.

Sidney, Sºuth.

INQUISITOR. ſ. ſinquiſitºr, Lat.] ... One who

examines judicially. Dryden. 2. An officer

in the pop ſh courts of inquiſition.

To INRA'ſ H. v. a. ſin and rail.] To incloſe

with rails. Hººker, Gay.

INROAD. ſ. [in and read..] Incurſion; ſudden

and deſultory invaſion Clarenden.

INSANA BLE. a. Linſanabilis, Lat ) incurable;

irremediable,

INSA'NE.
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INSATNE. a. [inſanas, Lat.] Mad; making mad.

Shakeſp.

INSATIABLE. a. [inſatiabilis, Lat., Greedy

beyond meaſure; greedy ſo as not to be ſatis

fied.

INSATIABLENESS. ſſfrom inſatiable JGree

dineſ, not to be appeaſed. King Charles.

INSATIABLY. adv. [from inſatiable.) With

greedineſs not to be appeaſed. Sºuth.

INSA TIATE. a. (infariatus, Lat.) Greedy ſo

as not to be ſatisfied. Philipſ.

INSATISFACTION. ſ. ſºn and ſatisfactiºn.]

Want; unſatisfied ſtate. Bacon.

INSATURABLE. a. ſinſaturabilis, Lat.] Not

to be glutted; not to be filled.

To INSCRIBF. v. a. ſinſcribe, Lat.) 1. To

write oa any thing. It is generally applied to

ſomething written on a monument. Pºpe. 2.

To mark anything with writing. 3. To aſſign

to a patron without a formal dedication. Dryd.

4. To draw a figure within another. Creech.

INSCRIPTION. ſ. (inſcription, Fr.) 1. Some

thing written or engraved. Dryden. z. Title.

Brºwn. 3 Conſignment of a book to a patron

without a formal dedication.

INSCRUTABLE. a. [Inſcrutabilis, Lat.] Un

ſearchable; not to be traced out by inquiry or

ſtudy. Sandyt.

To INSCULP. v. a. ſinſ.alpa, Lat.) To en

grave ; to cut. Shakeſp.

INSCULPTURE. ſ. (from in and ſculpture.]

Any thing engraved. Brºwn.

To INSE'AM. v. a. ſin and ſeam.] To impreſs

or mark by a feam or cicatrix. Pºpe.

INSECT. ſ. (inſecia, Lat.) 1. Inſects are ſo

called from a ſeparation in the middle of their

bodies, whereby they are cut into two parts,

which are joined together by a ſmall ligature,

a we ſee in waſps and common flies. Locke.

2. Anything ſmall or contemptible. Thomſon.

1NSECTATOR. ſ. [from inſector, Lat.) One

that perſecutes or haraſſes with purſuit.

INSECTILE. a. [from inſed.] Having the

nature of inſe&ts. Bacon.

INSECTO'LOGER. ſ. (inſe: and x^..] One

who ſtudies or deſcribes infects. Derham.

INSECURE. a. [ in and ſecure. J 1. Not

ſecure ; not confident of ſafety. Tºlkſºn. 2.
Not ſafe. -

INSECU'RITY. ſ. [in and ſecurity.] I. Un

certainty; want of reaſonable confidence.

Brºwn 2. Want of ſafety; danger; hazard.

Hammand.

INSEM.INA'TION. ſ. ſinſemination, Fr.] The

act of ſcattering ſeed on ground.

INSECUTION. ſ.[inſecution, Fr.) Purſuit. Not

in uſe. Chapman.

INSENSAT.E. a. [inſenſato, Ital. ) Stupid;

wanting thought; wanting ſenſibility. Hammo.

INSENSIB1*LITY. ſ. ſinſºn/bilité, Fr.) 1. In

ability to perceive. Glanville. 2. Stupidity ;

dulneſs of mental perception. 3. Torpor:

dulneſs of corporal ſenſe.

INSE'NSIBLE. a. [inſenſible, Fr.] I. Impercep

tible; not diſcoverable by the ſenſes. Nºwton.

2. Slowly gradual, Dryden. 3. Void of feeli g

either mental or corporal. Miltºn. 4. Void

of emotion or affection. Temple, Dryden.

INSENSIBLENESS. ſ. [from inſer/ble.) Ab

fence of perception; inability to perceive. Ray.

INSENS!BLY adv. [trom inſenſible.) 1. Irn

perceptibly ; in ſuch a manner as is not diſ

covered by the ſenſes. Addiſon. 2. By ſlow

º Swift. 3. Without mental or corporal

enſe.

INSEPARABI'LITY. fſfrom inſparable.]

INSEPARABLENESS. W. The quality of being

ſuch as cannot be ſevered or divided. Locke.

INSE"PARABLE. c. (inſeparable, Fr. inſepara

bilº, Lat.] Not to be disjoined; united ſo as

not to be parted. Bacon.

INSF/PARABLY. adv. [from inſparable.]

With indiſſoluble union. Bentley.

To INSERT. v. a. [Inſerter, Fr. inſers, inſer

*m. Lat.) To placein or amongſt other things:

Stºlling fleet.

INSE’R r1ON, ſ. [inſertion, Fr 1 1. The act

of placing anything in or among other matter.

4rbatºnet. 2. The thing inſerted. Brºme.

To INSERVE. v. a. ſinſervis, Lat.] To be of
uſe to an end.

INSERVIENT. a. (inſerviens, Lat.JConducive;
of ule to an end.

To INSHE LL. v. a. [in and ſhell] To hide in
a ſhell. Shakeſp.

To INSHIP. v. a. [in and ſhip.] To ſhut in

ſhip; to ſtow ; to embark. Shakeſp.

To INSHR INE. v. a. [in and ſtrine.] To in

cloſe in a ſhrine or precious caſe. Milton.

I'NSIDE. ſ... [in and ſide.) Interior part; part
within. Addiſon.

INSIDIATOR. ſ. (Lat." One who lies in wait.

INSI'DIOUS, a ſinſidieux, Fr. inſidiºſus, Lat.]

Sly circumventive; diligent to entrap;

treacherous. Afterbury.

INSI DIOUSLY. adv. [from inſidºu;..] In a

fly and treacherous manner; with malicious

artifice. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

TNSIGHT. ſ. [ inſcht, Dutch. l Inſpectiºn ;

deep view; knowledge of the interiour parts.

Sidney.

INSIGNIFICANCE. Q. f. ſinſignifiance, Fr.]

INSIGNI FICANCY, 1. \" ant of meaning ;

unmeaning terms. Glanville. 1. Unimpor

tance. Addiſon

INSIGNIFICANT. a. ſ in and ſignificant. )

1. Wanting meaning ; void of ſignification.

Blackmore. 2 Unimportant; wanting weight;

ineffectual. Sºuth.

INSIGNI. FICANTLY. adv. [ſrom irſgnif.

cant J 1. Without meaning. Hale. 2. With

out importance or effect.

INSINCE’RE. a. [ºnſincerus, Lat] . Not

what he appears; not hearty; diſſembling ;

unfaithful 2. Not ſound; corrupted Pºpe.

INSINCE RITY. ſ [from ºf acere.) Diſſimu

lation; want of truth or fideity. Fro. rºe.

To INSI'NEW. w. a. ſ. n and ſincu, j To

ſtrengthen , to confirm Shakeſp.

INSi NUANT. a. [Frj Having the pºwer to

gain favour. Wotton.

G g g 7. To
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To INSI'Nº ATF, w a (infinuer, Fr. inſinus,

Lat. 1. To introduce any thing gently j}^ced.

2. To puſh cently into favour or regard: com

monly with the reciprºcal pronoun Clarenden.

3. To hint to impart indirectly. Swift. 4

To inſii to intuſe gentiy Locke.

To NSI NUATE v. n. 1. To wheedle ; to

gain on the affection by gentle degrees. Shakeſ.

2. To ſteal into imperceptibly to be convey

ed inſenſibly Hirºv. 3. To enfold to

wreath ; to wind Mºſt 'tiºn

INS NUATION. ſ. ºff-antic, Latin.) The

power of pleaſing or tealing upon the affec

tions Clarend: 1

INS NU A riv E a [from irſ-u tº..] Stealing

on the aſſociions G. v. ºf the Tºngue.

1 NS NUATOR / ſinuatºr, Lat.) He that

infinu ites. Ai ºf tº orth.

INS Pſ), a ſinſ' idus, Lat 1. Without tale :

without power of affecting the organs of gutt.

Fºyer, 2. Without ſpirit; without pathos;

fi 't duº heavy. Dryden.

INSIP, t) : T Y. ſ [inſpidºte, Fr.) 1. Want

INS Pi I) Nº SS of tatte. 1. Want of life or

tº it. F., e.

1 NSi 2 D1.Y. adv. [from inſpid. J. Without

taite ; ; ; ly, Locke.

INS P! ENCE. ſ. (1 ſpientia, Lat.]Folly; want

of underſtanding.

To INSIST, w, ... [ºffer, Fr. inſ?, I at J

1. To ſtand or reſt upon. Ray 2. Not to

recede from terms or aſſertions; to per ſiſt in.

Shakeſ”. 3. To dwell upon in diſcourſe.

Decºy ºf Pety.

1 NSi STENT a (in/ſiens, Lat.) Reſting upon

any ºthing. 1/2tton.

INSi'sTURE. ſ. ſºom infº." This word ſeems

in Słakeſpeare to ſignify conſtancy or regula

rity

INSITIENCY ſ ſin and ſtro, Lat] Exemp

tion from thirſt Grew.

INS TiON. ſ. [1/iii, Lat.) The inſertion or

ingraſſment of one blanch into another, Ray.

To INSNA R.E. v. a. i in and ſhare.] 1. To

intrap to catch into a trap, gin, or ſnate ; to

inveigle. Fenton, 1. To intangle in difficulties.

, or perplexities, H.2ker.

!NSNARER. ſ. {from inſnare.] He that in

ſnares

INSo CLABLE. a. ſin ſºciable, Fr 1. Averſe

from converſatiºn. Shakeſp.

connexion or union PWotton.

INSOBR, F.T.Y. 1. [ºn and ſºbriety. Drunken

neſs; want of ſobriety. Decay ºf Pety.

To INSOLATF v a. ſimſelv, Lat ) To dry in

the ſun; to expoſe to the action of the fun.

INSOLATION. f. (inſolution, Fr.] Expoſition

to the ſun. Brezºn.

I NSol,ENCE. Q. ſ. ſinſºlence, Fr. inſolentia,

I NSO LENCY. Lat J Pride exerted in con

temptuous and overbearing treatment of o

thers; petulant contempt. Hºllation.

To NSoi,ENCE v. a. (from the noun..] To

inſult. Kng Chares.

X: ...E.N. F. a infºlent, Fr. inſolens, Lat.}

Contemptuous of others; haughty ; overbear

2. Incapable of

ing. Atterbury.

INSOLENTLY. adv. [in ſºlenter, Lat.] with

contempt of others ; haughtily: rudely. Addiſ.

INSO VABLE. a [in ſalvable, Fr.) 1. Not to

be ſolved : not to be cleared; inextricable;

ſuch as admits of no ſolution, or explication.

Pº atts. 2. That cannot be paid.

INSO I. UBI.E. a. [11 club!e, Fr.) 1. Not to be

cleared , not to be reſolved. Hºcker. 2. Not

to be diiſolved or ſeparated Arbuthner

!NSO LVENT. a. [in and ſolve, Lat.] Unable

to pay. Smart

INSO'ſ.VENCY. f. from inſºlvent.) Inability

to pay debts.

INSON1U'CH'. conj [in ſº much..] So that; to

fuch a degree that. Addiſºn.

To INSPECT. v. a. ſinſpicio, inſpecian, Lat]

To look into by way of examination.

!NSPECT iON. . [initection, Fr. inſpesia, Lat)

1. Prying examinatiºn; narrow and cloſe

ſurvey, South. 2. Superintendence, preſiding
care. Bentley.

INSPI.'CTOR, f Lat § 1. A prying examiner.

Denham. 2. A ſuperintendent Jº'atty.

INSPE’RSION.J. inſperſo, Lat J A ſprinkling.
A nºrth.

To INSPHE’RE. v. a. [in and ſphere.] To

place in an orb or ſphere. Mºltºn.

INSl’ſ R A B1.1. a. (from inſpire J Which may

be grºwn in with the breath. Harvey.

INSPIRATION. f. (from inſpire.] 1. The ast

of drawing in the breath. Arbuthnet. 2. The

act of breathing into any thing. 3. Infuſion

ºt ideas into the mind by a ſuperiour power.
Derham.

To INSPI'R.E. v. n. (inſpire, Lat.] To draw in

the breath. JWalton.

To INSPIRE v. a. 1. To breathe into ; to

infuſe into the mind. Shakeſp. 1. To animate

by ſupernatural infuſion Addiſºn. 3. To draw

in with the bleath. Harvey.

INSPIRER. ſ [from inſpire J He that inſpires.
Derham.

To INSPIRIT. v. a [in and ſpirit.] To ani

º to actuate; to fill with life and vigour.
ef>e.

To INSPI'SSATE. v. a. ſin and ſpiffar, Lat]

To thicken ; to make thick. Arbuthner.

INSPISSA TiON. ſ. (from inſp ſate.] The act

of making any liquid thick. Arbuthnot.

INSTABILITY. f. [inſtabilitº, Fr. inſtabilir,

Lat Inconſtancy; fickleneſs; mutability of

opinion or conduct, Adilſon.

INS 1 A BLE. a. [inſtabilis, Lat.] Inconſtant;

changing.

To INST ALL. v. a [infaller, Fr. in and fall.]

To advance to any rank or office, by placing

in the ſeat or ſtall proper to that condition.

Mºtton.

INSTALLATION. ſ infall tien, Fr.) The ast

of giving viſible poſieńion of a rank or office,

by placing in the proper ſeat. Ayliffe.

INSTALMENT.ſ [from inſtall.] ... The ad

of inſtalling. Shakeſp. 1. The ſeat in which

one is inſtalled. Shakeſp.

INSTANCE.
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INSTANCE. Q ſ [inflance, Fr.) 1. Impor

INSTANCY. ſ tunity; urgency; follicitation.

Hººker. 2. Motive; influence; preſſing ar

gument. Shakeſp. 3. Proſecution or proceſs

of a ſuit. Aylºff?. 4. Example; documaent.

zºddiſºn. 5. State of any thing. Hale. 6.

Occaſion; act Rogert.

To I NSTANCE. v. n. [from the noun...] To

give or offer an example. Tilletſon.

INSTANT a [inſians, Lat.]1. Preſſing; urgent;

importunate; earneſt. Luke. 2. Immediate ;

without any time intervening ; preſent.Priºr.

3. Quick; without delay. Pºpe.

I NSTANT. ſ. (inſians, Fr.) 1. Inſtant is ſuch

a part of duration wherein we perceive no

ſucceſſion. Locke. 2. The preſent or current

month Addiſºn.

INSTANTA NEOUS. a. [infantaneur, Lat.)

Done in an inſtant: 2&ting at once without

any perceptible ſucceſſion. Burnet.

INSTANTA NEOUSLY. adv. [from inſtanta

neºus ) In an indiviſible point of time. Derha.

INSTANTLY, adv. [inſtanter, Lat.] 1 Im

mediately ; without any perceptible inter

vention of time. Bacon. 2. With urgent

importunity.

To INSTATE. v. n. [in and ſtate J 1.

p'ace in a certain rank or condition. Hale.

To inveſt. Obſolete. Shakeſp.

INSTAURA’TION. ſ. (inſtauratio, Lat..] Re

ſtoration ; reparation; renewal.

INSTEAD of prep [of in and ſtead, place )

1. In room of ; in place of Swift. 2. Equal

to. Tillºtſon

To INSTEEP. v. a. ſin and ſleep.] 1.

ſoak 5 to macerate in moiſture. Shakeſp.

To put under water. Shakeſp.

I'NSTEP. ſ. [in and flºp.] The upper part of

the foot where it joins to the leg. Arbuthnet.

To INSTIGATE. v. a. ſºft.g., Lat.) To urge

to ill; to provoke or incite to a crime.

INSTIGATION. ſ. ſinſtigation, Fr J Incite

ment to a crime; encouragement; impulſe

to ill. Sºuth.

INSTIGATOR. ſ. (inſtigateur, Fr.] Inciter to

ill. Decay of Piety.

To INST1'L. v. a. [ºnſillo, Lat.] I. To

infuſe by drops Milton. 2. To inſinuate any

thing imperceptibly into the mind; to infuſe.

Calamy.

INSTILLATION. ſ [infillatio, Lat. from in

ſºil.) 1. The act of pouring in by drops. 2.

The act of infuſing ſlowly into the mind. 3.

The thing inſuffed. Rambler.

INSTINCT. a. irfiinclus, Lat.] Moved; ani

mated. Milton.

I'NSTINCT. ſ. (inſtinčius, Lat.) Deſire or a

verſion. Prior.

INSTINCTED. a. ſinſlin&us, Lat.) Impreſſed

as an animating power. Bentley

INSTINCTIVE. a. from inſtinct.] Acting

without the application or choice of reaſon.

Broome.

INSTINCTIVELY. adv. [rom itſiºn:live.]

By inſtinct by the call of nature. Shakeſp

To I NSTITUTE. v. n. [inſtituo, Lat.) f. To

To

2.

To

2.

fix; to eſtabliſh ; to appoint; to enaë to

ſettle. Hale. 2. To educate; to inſtruct; to

form by inſtruction. Decay ºf Piety.

I'NSTITUTE / [inſtitutum, Latji. F ſtabliſh

ed law ; ſettled older. Dryden. 2. Precept;

maxim: principle Dryden.

INSTITUTION.J. (inſlitutio, Lat.) 1. Ast of

eſtabliſhing 2. ſtabliſhment; ſettlement.

Sºft, 3. Poſitive law. Afterbury. 4 Educa

tion Hammond.

INSTITUTIONARY. a. [from inſtitution )

Elemental ; containing the firſt doctrines, or

principles of doctrine. Brown.

INSTITUTOR ſ. (inſtitutor, Lat.] 1.

eſtabliſher, one who ſettles. II:lder.

ſtructor ; educator. Walker.

INSTITUTIST. ſ. [from inflitate.] writer of

inſtitutes, or elemental inſtructions. Harvey.

To INSTQ P v. a. [in and ſlºp.] To cloſe up ;

to ſtop. Dryden.

To INSTRUCT. v. a. [inflruo, Lat.] 1. To

teach ; to form by precept; to inform autho

rigatively. Milton. 2. To model; to form.

Ayliffe.

INSTRUCTER ſſ from inſtruce J A teacher ;

an inſtitutor. Addiſºn.

INSTRUCTION. J. (from ſºft, us; J 1. The

act of teaching; information Lºcke. 2. Pre

cepts conveying knowledge. 2 ºung 3. Au

thoritative information; mandate. Shakeſp

INSTRUCTIVE. a. ſtron inſiraci.] Convey

ing knowledge. Hºlder.

INSTRUMENT. ſ. (inſtrumentum, Lat]

A. tºol uſed for any work or purpoſe.

Blackmºre. 2. A ſtaine conſtructed ſo as to

yield harmonious ſounds. Dryden. 3. A

writing containing any contract or older. Twº.

4. The agent or mean of any thing. Sidney,

Locke. 5. One who acts only to ſerve the

purpoſes of another. Dryden.

INSTRUMENTA I. a. ſtaffrumental, Fr.) 1.

Conducive as means to fome end; organical.

Small diſe. 2. Acting to ſome end ; contii

buting to ſome purpºſe ; helpful. Sºft. 3.

Conſiſting not of voices but inſtruments. H...

4. Prºduced by inſtruments; not vocal. Dryd.

INSTRUMENTA LITY. ſ. (from inſtrum...

taſ.) Subordinate agency; agency of any

thing ; as means to an end Hale.

INSTRUMENTALLY. adv. [from inſtrumen

tal.] In the nature of an inſtrument; as

means to an end Digby.

INSTRUMENTALNESS ſ ſſrorn inſtrumen.

tal.] Uſefulneſs; as means to an end. Hammond.

INSU'FF ERA., L.E. a. [ºn and ſufferable.] 1.

Intolerable; inſupportable; intenſe beyond

endurance. Lºcke. ... Deteſtable; contemp

tible. Dryden.

INSU FFERABLY, adv. [from inſufferable.]

To a degree beyond endurance Sºuth.

INSUFF iſ CIENCE. Q. J. (inſufficience, Fr J in

INSUFF 1'CHENCY. W. adequateneſs to any end

or purpoſe. Hooker, Atterbury.

INSUFFICIENT, a inſufficient, Fr.) Inade

quate to any need, uſe, or pupcſ: ; wanting

ab.lities. Rºger 1. INSU1 .

An

2. In
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INSUFFICIENTLY. adv. [from inſufficient.]

With want of proper ability.

INSUFFLATION. ſ. [in and ſuff, Lat.] The

act of breathing upon. Hannand.

I'NSULAR. a. [inſulaire, Fr.) Belonging

I'NSU LARY. to an iſland. Howel.

INSULATI. D. a. (inſula, Lat.] Not contigu

ous on any ſide.

INSU LSE. a. ["ſulfur, Lat.] Dull; inſipid :

heavy. Dići.

INSULT. ſ. ſinſultus, Lat.) 1. The act of

leaping upon any thing. Dryden. 2. Act o

inſolence or contempt. Broome.

To INSU LT. v. a. (inſults, 1.at.] 1. To treat

with inſolence or contempt. Pºpe. 2. To

trample upon; to triumph over. Shakeſp.

INSU LTER, ſ (from inſult.) One who treats

another with intolent triumph. Rowe.

INSU LTINGLY adv. [from inſulting.] With

contemptuous triumph. Dryden.

INSUPERABILITY. ſ. [rom inſperable.]

The quality of being invincible.

INSUPERABLE. a. [In ſuperabilis, Lat..] In

vincible; unſurmountable; not to be con

quered , not to be overcome. Pºpe.

INSU PERABLENESS. ſ. [Trom inſuperable.]

Invincibleneſs; impoſſibility to be ſurmounted

INSUPERABLY. adv. [from inſuper able.] In

vincibly ; inſurmountably. Grew.

INSUPPORTABLE. a. [ inſuffortable, Fr. J

Intolerable; inſufferable ; not to be endured.

Bentley.

INSUPPORTABLENESS. ſ [from inſuppor

table.] Inſufferableneſs; the ſlate of being

beyond endurance. Sidney.

INSUPPORTABLY. adv. [from inſuppºrta

ble.] Beyond endurance. Dryden.

INSURMOUNTABLE. a. [inſurmountable.

Fr.) Inſuperable ; unconquerable. Locke.

INSURMO UNTABLY adv.[from inſurmoun

table.) Invincibly , unconquerably.

INSURRECTION. ſ. (inſurge, Lat.) A ſediti

ous riſing; a rebellious commotion Arbuthnºt

INSUSURRATION. ſ. {inſujarrº, Lat.) The

act of whiſpering.

INTACTIBLE. a. [in and tačium, Lat..] Not

perceptible to the touch.

INTAG LIO. ſ. [Italian.] Any thing that has

figures engraved on it. Addiſºn.

INTA'STABLE. adv. [in and taffe.] Not raiſ

ing any ſenſations in the organs of taſte. Grew.

INTEGER. J. (Lat.] The whole of any thing.
A, buthnot.

INTEGRAL. a. [integral, Fr.) 1. Whole;

applied to a thing conſidered as compriſing all

its conſtituent parts. Bacon. 2. Uninjured ;

complete ; not defective. Hºlder. 3. Not

fractional ; not broken into fractions.

INTEGRAL.f. The whole made up of parts.

Watts.

INTEGRITY. ſ. [integritas, Lat.] ... Honeſty:

uncorrupt mind; purity of manners. Rogerſ.

2. Purity; genuine unadulterate ſtate. Hale,

3. Intireneſs; unbroken whole. Broome.

INTELLECTſ [intelleau, Lat.] The intelli

gent mind; the power of underſtanding Seath.

INTELLECTION. ſ. [intellectic, Lat.] The

act of underſtanding. Bentley.

INTELLECTIVE. a. ſintellectif, Fr.] Having

power to underſtand. Glanville.

INTELLECTUAL. a. ſintelle&luel, Fr.) 1...Re

lating to the underſtanding; belonging to the

mind; tranſacted by the underſtanding-Taylºr.

2. Mental : compriſing the faculty of under

ſtanding. JWatts. 3 Ideal; perceived by the

intellect, not the ſenſes. C. whey. 4. Having

the power of underſtanding Milton.

INTELLE CTUAL. f. Intellect ; underſtand

ing ; mental powers or faculties. Glanville.

INTELLIGENCF. R. ſ. [intelligentia, Lat.] 1.

INTELLIGENCY. W. Commerce of informa

tion; notice; mutual communication. Hayw.

2. Commerce of acquaintance ; terms on

which men live one with another. Bacon. 3.

Spirit; unbodied mind. Cºllier. 4. Under

ſtanding; ſkill. Spenſer.

INTELLIGENCER. ſ. ſ from intelligence.

One who ſends or conveys news; one who

gives notice of private or diſtant tranſactions.

cºwel

INTELLIGENT. a. ſintelligens, Latin.]

Knowing ; inſtructed; ſkilful. Miltºn.

Giving information. Shakeſp.

INTELLIGF NTIAL. a.ſ from intelligence.] 1.

Conſiſting of unbodied mind. Milton. 2. ln

tellectual; exerciſing underſtanding. Miltºn.

INTF I.I.IG|BILITY. ſ. (from intelligible.) 1.

Poſſibility to be underſtood. 2. The power of

underſtanding; intellection. Glanville.

INTELLIGIBLE, a [intelligibilis, Lat..] To

be conceived by the underſtanding. Watts.

INTELLIGIBLENESS, ſ. [from intelligible.]

Poſſibility to be underſtood; perſpicuity. Lºcke.

INTELLIG! BLY.adw.[from intelligible. So as

to be underſtood; clearly ; plainly.Woºdward.

INTEMERATE. a. [inteneratus, Lat.] Un

defiled; unpolluted

INTEMPERAMENT. ſ. [in and tempera

ment.) Bad conſtitution. Harvey.

INTEMPERANCE. Uſ. [intemperantia, Lat.]

INTEMPERANCY. S. Want of temperance;

want of moderation ; exceſs in meat or drink.

Hakeºvil.

INTEMPERATE. a. [intemperatur, Lat.) 1.

Immoderate in appetite; exceſſive in meat or

drink. Sºuth. 2. Paſſionate ; ungovernable;

without rule. Shakeſp.

INTEMPERATELY adv [from intemperate.]

1. With breach of the laws of temperance.

Tillot. 2. Immoderately; exceſſively. Spratt.

INTEMPERATENESS.J. [rom interperate)

1. Want of moderation 2. Unſeaſonablenels

of weather. Ainſworth.

INTEMPERATURE. ſ. [from intemperate.]

Excels of ſome quality.

To INTE’ND. v. a. [intends, Lat.] 1. To

ſtretch out. Obſolete Spenſer. 2. To enforce;

to make intenſe. Newton. 3. To regard ; to

I.

2.

INTEGUMENT.ſ. [integumentum, Lat.] Any

thing that covers or invciops another. Addiſºn.

attend j to take care of Hºcker, 4. To pay

regard
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regard or attention to. Bacon. 5. To mean :

to deſign. Dryden.

INTENDANT. ſ. French.] An officer of the

higheſt claſs, who overſees any particular allot

ment of the publick buſineſs. Arbuthnot.

INTE'NDIMENT. ſ. Attention ; patient hear

ing. Spenſer.

INTE NDMENT. ſ. ſentendement, Fr.] Inten

tion ; deſign. L'Eſtrange.

To INTENERATE. v. a [in and tener, Lat.]

To make tender; to ſoften. Philips.

INTENERATION. ſ. [from intenerate.) The

ačt of ſoftening or making tender. Bacon.

INTE NIBLE. a. [in and fenible J That cannot

hold. Shakeſp.

HNTENSE. a. [intenſur, Lat.] 1. Raiſed to a

high degree , ſtrained; forced ; not ſlight ;

not lax. Boyle, 2. Vehement; ardent. Addiſon.

3. Kept on the ſtretch; anxiouſly attentive.

Milton.

INTENSELY. adv. [from intenſe.] To a great

degree Addiſºn.

INTENSENESS ſ. [from intenſe.] The ſtate of

being affected to a high degree; contrariety

to laxity or remiſſion. Woodward.

INTENSION. ſ. [intenſe, Lat.] The act of

forcing or ſtraining any thing. Taylºr.

INTENSIVE. a. [from intenſe ) . Stretched

or increaſed with reſpect to itſelf. Hale. 1.

Intent ; full of care. Wottºn.

INTENSIVELY. adv. To a greater degree.
Bramhall.

INTE'N.T. a. [intentur, Lat.) Anxiouſly dili

gent; fixed with cloſe application. Watts.

HNTENT. ſ. [ from intend. ) A deſign ; a

purpoſe; a drift; a view formed; meaning.

H22Aer.

INTENTION. ſ. ſintentis, Lat.) 1. Fagerneſs

of deſire ; cloſeneſs of attention ; deep

thought; vehemence or ardour of mind. South.

2. Deſign; purpoſe. Arbuthnºt. 3. The ſtate

of being intenſe or ſtrained. Lºcke

INTEN TIONAL. a. [intentiºnel, Fr J Deſign

ed; done by deſign. Rogers.

INTENTIONALLY. adv. (from intentiºnal]

1. By deſign , with fixed choice. Hale. 2.

In will, if not in action Atterbury.

INTENTIVE. a. [from intent. J Diligently

applied; buſily attentive. Brown.

INT ENTIVELY adv. [from intentive..] with

application; cloſely.

INTE/NTLY. adv. [from intent.] with cloſe

attention; with cloſe application ; with eager
deſire. Hammºnd.

INTENTNESS. ſ. [from intent.] The flate of

being intent, anxious application, Swift.

To INTER. v. a. [enterrer, Fr.] To cover un

der ground ; to bury. Shakeſp.
INTE RCALAR. a. [ intercalarir, Lat. I

INTE RCALARY,

as the twenty-ninth of February in a leap

year is an intercalary day.

To INTERCALATÉ. v. a. [intercal, Lat]

To inſert an extraordinary day.

INTERCALATION. J. [intercalatiº, Lat. )

Inſertion of days out of the ordinary reckon

ing. Brown.

To INTERCE DE. v. p. (interced, Lat.) 1.

To paſs between. Newton. 2. To mediate;

to act between two parties. Caſamy.

INTERCE DER. ſ. (trom intercede.] One that

intercedes; mediator.

To INTERCEPT v. a. [interceptar, Lat 1 1.

To ſtop and ſeize in the way. Shakeſp. z.

To obſtruct; to cut off ; to ſtop from being

communicated. Newton.

INTERCEPTION. J. [interceptio, Lat.] Stop

page in courſe; hindrance; obſtruction.//ºtton.

INTERCESSION. ſ. intercºſis, Lat.] Media

tion; inte; poſition ; agency between two par

ties; agency in the cauſe of another. Romanr.

INTERCESSOUR /. [intercºffer, Lat.] Me

diator ; agent between two parties to procure

reconciliation. South.

To INTERCHA, IN. v. a. [inter and chain.]

To chain; to link together Shakeſ?.

To INTERCHANGE. v. a. ſinter and change.]

1. To put each into the place of the other.

Shakeſp. 2. To ſucceed alternately. Sidney.

INTERCHANGE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1.

Commerce; permutation of commodities.

Hºwel. 2. Alternate ſucceſſion. Holder. 3.

Mutual donation and reception. Sºuth.

INTERCHANGEABLE a (from interchange.]

1. Given and taken mutually. Bacon, 2. Fol

lowing each other in alternate ſucceſſion. Till.

INTERCHA’NGEABLY. adv. Alternately ;

in a manner whereby each gives and receives.

Shakeſp.

INTERCHANGEMENT ſinter and change.]

Exchange i mutual transference. Shakeſp.

INTERCI PIENT. ſ. [17tercipiens, Lat J An

intercepting power ; ſomething that cauſes

a ſtoppage. Wijeman. -

INTERCISION / [inter and ced, Lat..] In

terruption. Brown.

To INTERCLU DE. v. n. [interclude, Lat.]

To ſhut from a place or courſe by ſomething

intervening. Holder.

INTERCLUSION / [intercluſus, Lat.] Ob

ſtruction ; interception.

INTERCOLUMNIATION. ſ. (inter and co

lumna, Lat.] The ſpace between the pillars.
J/otton.

To INTERCOMMON. v. n. [inter and com

mon.] To reed at the ſame table. Bacon.

INTERCOMMUNITY. J. Linter and com

munity.] A mutual communication or com

munity.

INTERCO STAL, a [inter and caſia, Lat.]

Placed between the ribs. More.

INTERCOURSE. J. entrecars, Fr.) 1. Com

merce : exchange. Milton. 2. Communica

tion. Bacon.

Inſerted out of the com- INTERCURRENCE, ſ(from intercurro, Lat.]

mon order to preſerve the equation of time, Paſſage between Boyle.

INTERCU RREN T. a. [intercurrent, Lat.]

Running between. Bºyle.

INTERD1, AL /. [ºnier and deal ] Traffick;

intercourſe. Speºſer. To
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To INTERDICT. v. a. [interdice, Lat.) I

To forbid; to prohibit. Tickel 2. To pro

hibit from the enjoyment of communion with

the church. Ayliffe.

INTERDI cT. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Prohi.

bition; prohibiting decree, Dryden. 2. A

papal prohibition to the clergy to celebrate

the holy offices, Wottºn.

INTF Rijl crioN. f [interdićlin, Tat ) i.

Prohibition ; forbidding decree Miltºn. 2.

Curſe from the papal interdic?. Shakeſp.

INTERDICTORY. a. (from interdict.] Be

longing to an interdiction Anſwºrth.

To INTERE'SS. R. v. n. (intereſar, Fr.] To

To INTER F ST. V. concern; to affect ; to give

ſhare in. Dryden.

To INTERE, ST. v. m. To affect ; to move.

I'N'T PREST. ſ. (interºft, Lat. interet, Fr J .

Concern; advantage , good. Hammºnd. 2

Inºuence over otherº. Clarendon. 3. Share :

part in any thing participation. 4. Regard

to private profit. Swift. 5 Money paid for

uſe; uſury Arhut nº. 6. Any ſurplus ol

advantage Shakeſp.

To INTERFERE. v. n. [inter and fºríº, Lat.)

1. To interpoſe ; to intermeddie Swift, 2.

To claſh ; to oppoſe each other. Smalridae. 3

A horſe is ſaid to interfere, when the ſide of

one of his ſhoes ſtrikes againſt and hurts one

of his fetlocks, or the hitting one leg againſt

another, ſtriking off the ſkin. Farrier's Dict,

NTERFLUENT. a. interfluens, Lat.] Flow

ing between. Bºyle.

INTERFU LGENT. (inter and fulgens, Lat.,

Shining between.

INTERFUSED a [interfuſuſ, Lat.) Poured

or ſcatered between. Milton.

INTERJACENCY, ſ [from interjacens, Lat

1. The act or ſtate of lying between. Hale.

2. The thing lying between. Brown.

INTERJACENT a.[interjaceº, Lat.) Inter

vening , lying between. Raleigh.

INTERJECTION. J. [interjecite, Lat ) . A

part of ſpeech that diſcovets the mind to te

feized or affected with ſome paſſion : ſuch as

in Engliſh, 0 || alus 1 ah! Clarke. 2. Inven

tion ; intern ſition; act of ſomething coming

between. Barºn.

INTER IM. J. interm, Lat.] Mean time ;

intervening time. Tatler. -

INTERjo IN, a [inter and jºin.) To join

mutually ; to inter marry. Shakeſp.

INTERIOUR a.. [interior, Lat. Internal :

innºr, not outward; not ſuperficial. Burnet.

INTERK No. v. LEDGE. ſ. inter and knºw.

Hedge.) Mutual knowledge. Bacon.

To NTF Rſ.A CE. s. a. ſcºre!ºffer, Fr.] Tº

iºcrinºx : to put one thing within another

Hayesard

INTERLAPSE. ſ. ſinter and lapſe.] The flow

of time between any two events. Harvey.

To is , . RLA RI). v. a. [en:relarder, Fr.]

•. To mix meat with bacon, or fat. 2. 3 o

interpºſe to in: rº between. Carew. 3.

To diverſity by mixture. Iſak.

To INTERLE'AVE. v. a. [inter and kare.

To chequer a book by the inſertion of black

leaves.

To INTERLINE. v. a. ſinter and line ) i.

To write in alternate lines. Locke. 2. To

correct by ſomething written between th:

lines. Dryden.

INTF RF.INEATION. ſ [inter and lineatie-j

Correction made by writing between the lines

Swift.

To INTERLINK. v. a. ſinter and lººk.] To

connect chains one to another 5 to join one

in another.

INTERLOCUTION. ſ. [interlºcutis, Lat] i.

Dialogue ; interchange of ſpeech. H. aker. 2.

Preparatory proceeding in law. Ayliffe. .

INTERLO CUTOR. / [inter and 1.gier, La: )

Dialogiſt; one that talks with another. Bºyle.

INTFRſ.OCUTORY. a. [interlºcutoire, Fr.]

1. Conſiſting of dialogue. Fiddes. 2. Prepi

ratory to deciſion.

To INTERLO PE. v. n. [ inter and lister,

Dutch..] To run between parties and inter

cept the advantage that one ſhould gain from

the other. Tatler.

INTERLOPER ſ [from interlºpe J one who

runs into buſineſs to which he has no right.

L’Eſtrange.

INTERLU CENT. a. [interlucens, Lat J Shin

ing between. -

INTERLUDE. ſ. [inter and ludur, Lat. J

Something played at the intervals of feſtivity,

a farce. Bacon.

INTERLUENCY. ſ. [interlus, Lat J water

interpoſited; interpoſition of a flood. Hale.

INTER LUNAR. a ſinter and luna, Lat)

INTERLU§§§ { Belonging to the time

when the moon, about to change, is inviſible.

Milton.

INTERMARRIAGE ſ [inter and rºarriage]

Marriage between two families, where each

takes one and gives another. Addiſºn.

To INTERMA RRY. v n. [inter ar.j marry.]

To marry ſome of each family with the other.

Swif:.

To INTERME'DDLF. v. n.’ſ inter and med.

die To interpoſe officiouſly. Hayw. Clarend.

To INTERME DDLE. v. a. To intermix; to

mingle. Spenſer.

INTLRMEDDLER. ſ. (from interrieddle.

One that interpoſes officiouſly ; one thi:

thruſts himſelf into buſineſs to which he has

no right. L'Eſtrange.

INTERMI'DIACY. ſ ſºrorn intermediate .

Interpoſition ; intervention. Derham.

INTERMEDIAL. a. Intervening; lying be

tween : intervenient. Evelyn.

IN FERME DIATE. a. (intermediat, Fr.] is:

tervening ; interpoſed. Newton.

INTER -11. DIATELY. adv. [from interned.

ate.) By way of intervention.

To INTERM ELL. v. a. (entremeſter, Fr.

To mix ; to mingle. Spenſer.

INTERMENT. ſ. ſenterrºrient, Fr.] Burial;

ſepulchre. -

INTERMI.
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INTERMICRATION.ſ. (intermigration,Fr.]

Act of removing from one place to another,

ſo as that of two parties removing, each takes

the place of the other. Hale.

INTE'RMINABLE. a. ſin and terminº, Lat.)

Immenſe; admitting no boundary. Milton.

INTERMINAT. E. a [interminatur, Lat.) Un

bounded ; unlimited. Chapman.

INTERMINATION. ſ. [intermino, Lat.] Me

race ; threat. Decay of Pety.

To INTERMINGLE v. a. (inter and mingle

To mingle ; to mix ſome things amous ſt

others. Hooker.

To INTERMINGLE. v. m.

incorporated.

INTERMISSION. ſ. [intermiſſion, Fr. inter

raiſº, Lat..] I. Ceſſation for a time ; pauſe ;

intermediate ſtop. Wilkins. 1. Intervenient

time. Shakeſp. 3. State or being intermitted.

Ben. Jºhnſon. 4. The ſpace between the

paroxyſms of a fever. Milton.

INTERMl'SSIVE. a. [from intermit.) Coming

by fits ; not continual. Brown.

To INTERMIT. v. a. (intermitto, Lat.] To

ſorbear any thing for a time; to interrupt.

Rºgers.

To be mixed or

To INTERMI'T. v. n. To grow mild between

the ſits or paroxyſms.

INTERMITTENT. a [intermittent, Lat.]

Coming by fits. Harvey.

To INTERMIX. v. a. [inter and mix.] To

mingle : to join , to put ſome things among

others. Hayward. -

To l NTERMI'X. v. m. To be mingled toge

ther.

INTERMIXTURE. ſ. [inter and mixtura,

Lat. ) i. Maſs formed by mingling bodies.

Bºyle. 2. Something additional mingled in a

maſs. Bacon.

INTERMUNDANE. a. [inter and mundur,

Lat.] Subſiſting between worlds, or between

orb and orb. Locke.

INTERMURAL. a. [inter and murus, Lat.]

Lying between walls. Ainſworth.

INTERMUTUAL. a. [inter and mutual.] Mu

tual ; interchanged. Daniel.

INTERN. a. [internuſ, Lat J Inward ; inteſ

time ; not foreign. Howel.

INTERNAL. a. [internut, Lat.] 1. Inward;

* - external. Locke. 2. Intrinſick; not de

nding on external accidents; real. Rºgers.

INTERNALLY. adv. [from internal) i. In

wardly. 2. Mentally; intellectually. Taylor.

INTERNE CINE. a. [internecinus, Lat.) En

deavouring mutual deſtruction. Hudibras

1NTERNECION. ſ. [internetic, Lat J Maſſa

cre ; ſlaughter. Hale.

INTERNU'NCIO. J. [Internuncius, Lat.] Meſ:

ſenger between two parties.

1NTERPELLATION. ſ. [interpellatio, Lat]

A ſummons; a call upon. Ayliffe.

To INTERPOLATE v. a. [interpolo, Lat )

1. To foiſt any thing into a place to which it

does not belong Pºpe. 2. To renew ; to begin

again. Hale.

1NI : RPOLATION. ſ. ſ interpºlation, Fr J

Somewhing added or put into the original
matter. Cromwell.

INTERPOLA TOR. ſ. (Latin J One that foiſts

in counterfeit paſſages. Swift.

INTERPOSA L.f. [from interpoſe ) i. Inter

poſition ; agency between two perſons. South.
2. Intervention. Glanville.

To INTERPOSE. v. a. [Interponº, Lat.] 1.

To thruſt in as an obſtrućtion, interruption,

or inconvenience. Swift. 1. To offer as a ſuc

cour or relief. Woodward 2. To place be
tween ; to make intervenient. Bacon.

To INTERPOSE. v. n. 1. To mediate; to

aët between two parties. 2. To put in by

way of interruption. Bºyle.

INTERPOSE.R. / (from interpoſe.) 1. One

that comes between others. Shakeſp. 2. An

intervenient agent ; a mediator.

INTERPOSITION / [interpºſitio, Lat.) 1. In

tervenient agency. Atterbury. 2. Mediation ;

agency between parties. Addiſon. 3. Inter

vention; ſtate of being placed between two.

Raleigh. 4. Any thing interpoſed. Milton.

To INTERPRET. v. a. [interpreter, Lat.]

To explain j to tranſlate; to decypher to

give a ſolution. Daniel.

INTER PRETABLE, a [from interpret] ca

pable of being expounded. Collier.

INTERPRETATION. ſ. (interpretatio, Lat.]

1. The act of interpreting; explanation.

Shakeſp. 2. The ſenſe given by an interpre

ter; expoſition. Hooker. 3. The power of

explaining. Bacon.

INTERPRETATIVE. a. [from interpret. I

Collected by interpretation. Hammond.

INTERPRETATIVELY. adv. [ from inter

pretative.) As may be collected by interpre
tation. Rav.

INTERPRETER. ſ. [interpret, Lat.) 1. An

expoſitor ; an expounder. Burnet. 2. A tranſ

lator. Fanſhaw.

INTERPUNCTION. ſ. ſ interpungo, Lat. 1

Pointing between words or ſentences.

INTERREGNUM. ſ. (Latin J The time in

which a throne is vacant between the death

of a prince and acceſſion of another. Cowley.

INTERREIGN. ſ. (interresne, Fr. interreg

num, Lat. Vacancy of the throne. Bacon.

To INTERROGATE v. a. [interrogo, Lat.]

To examine ; to queſtion.

To INTERROCATF. v. n.

queſtions. Hammºnd

INTERROGATION. ſ. ſinterrogation, Fr.

raterrogatiº, Lat.) 1. A queſtion put ; an

enquiry. Gov. ºf the Tongue. 2. A note that

marks a queſtion: thus 2

INTERRO GATIVE a.. [interrogativus, Lat]

Denoting a queſtion; expreſſed in a queſtio

nary form of words.

INTERRO GATIVE. ſ. A pronoun uſed in

aſking queſtions; as, who what *

INTERRO GATIVELY. adv, (rom interrº

gative. J in form of a queſtion.

INTERRQGATOR ſ. [from interrogate j An

aſker of gueſtions.

H h h

To aſk; to put
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INTERRO'GATORY. ſ. [interrogatºire, Fr.]

A queſtion ; an enquiry. Shakeſp.

INTERRO GATORY. a. Containing a queſ.

tion ; expreſſing a queſtion.

To INTF RRU'PT. v a. ſinterruptus, Lat.]

1. To hinder the proceſs of any thing by

breaking in upon it. Hale. 7. To hunder one

from proceeding by interpoſition. Eccleſ. 3.

To divide ; to ſeparate Milton

INTERRUPTIOLY. adv. [from interrupted.]

Not in continuity; not without ſtoppage.

Boyle. -

INTERRUPTER ſ. [from interrupt JHe who

interrupts.

INTERRUPTION / ſinterruptio, Lat.] 1.

Interpoſition: breach of continuity. Hale. 1.

Intervention; interpoſition Dryden. 3. Hin

drance ; ſtºp 5 let , obſtruction. Shakeſp.

INTERSCA PULAR. a. [inter and ſcapula,

Lat.j Placed between the ſhoulders.

To INTERSC1'ND v. a. [inter and ſcind,

Lat.] To cut off by interruption.

To INTERSCRIBE. v. a. [inter and ſcribe,

Lat.] To write between.

INTERSE CANT. a. [Interſecans. Lat.] Di

viding any thing into parts.

To INTERSE CT. v. a. [inter ſeco, Lat.) To

cut ; to divide each other mutually, Brown.

To INTERSE CT. v. m. To meet and croſs

each other. M'iſeman.

INT | RSECTION. ſ. ſinterſe?ic, Lat.) The

point where lines croſs each other. Bentley.

To INTERSER T. v. a. [interfero, Lat] To

put in between other things. Brerewoºd

INTERSE RTION. ſ. (from interſert J An in

ſºrtion, or thing inſerted between any thing

Hammºnd.

To INTERSPERSE v. a [interſperſus, Lat.]

To ſcatter here and there among other things

Swift.

INTERSPERSION ſ from interſterſ...] The

act of ſcattering here and there, Jº'atts.

HNTFRSTE LI.A.R. a. Intervening between

the ſtars. Baron

1NTERSTICE. ſ. ſinter ſlitiºn, Lat. 1. Space

between one thing and another. Newtºn, 2.

Time between one act and another. Ayliffe

INTERSTI T1AL, a [from interſfice..] Con

taining interſlices. Brown,

INTERTE XT URF. ſ. intertexo, Lat.] Di

verſification of things mingled or woven one

among another.

To INTERT w ('NF R v a ſirter and twine,

To INTF RT. Vy I Sl cr twiſt.] To unile by

twiſting one in another, ..ſtlton.

1NT".RVAL / [inter vallum, Lat.) I Space

between places; inteſtice; vacuity. Newton.

2. Time pailing between two aſſignable points.

Strift. 3 Remiſſion of a delirium or diſ

terrer A tºrtury.

To INTERVE NE 4, n (intervene, Lat.] To

core he tween things or perſons. Tºyſ.r.

IST R v. N.E. ſ. [rom the verb..] oppoſition.
J?’ atten. -

INTERVENIENT. a ſintercºnient, Lat.) In

tercedent; interpoſed; paſſing between. Bacer.

INTERVENTION. ſ. [interventic, Lat.] 1.

Agency between perſons Atterbury. 1. A

gency between antecedents and conſecutives.

L'Efirange. 3. Interpoſition; the ſtate of

being interpoſed. Holder

To INTERVERT v. a. ſinterverte, Lat.] To

turn to another courſe. Wotton.

INTERVI'EW. ſ. ſentrevue, Fr.) Mutual ſight;

ſight of each other. Hocker.

To INTERVO'LVE. v. a. [intervolve, Lit.)

To involve one within another. Milton.

To INTERWEAVE. v a preter. interwºve,

part paſſ interwoven, interwove, or inter

weaved. [inter and weave.) To mix one with

another in a regular texture ; to intermingle.

/Milton,

To INTERwi'SH. v. a. [inter and wiſh] To

wiſh mutually to each other. Donne.

INTESTABLE. a. [inteſtabilis, Lat..] Diſqua

lified to make a will. Ayliffe.

INTE'STATE. a. [inteſlatur, Lat.] Wanting a

will ; dying without will. Dryden.

INTESTINAL. a. [inteſiinal, Fr. from i=teſ.

fine.) Belonging to the guts. Arbuthnet.

iNTESTINE, a [inteſtin, Fr. inteſtinar, Lat]

1. Internal ; inward; not external. Duppa. 2.

Contained in the body. M lion. 3. Domeſtick;

not foreign. Pºpe.

INTESTINE. ſ. (intefinum, Lat.] The gut;

the bowel. Arbuthnot.

To INTHRALL. v. a. [in and thrall.] To

enſlave ; to ſhackle ; to reduce to ſervitude.

Prior

INTHRALMENT. ſ. [from inthrall.] Servi

tude; ſlavery. Miltºn.

To INTHRO NE. v. a. [in and threre) To

raiſe to royalty; to ſet on a throne. Thºrnſ: F.

1NTIMACY. ſ. (from intimate.) Cloſe famili

arity. Rogers.

I'NTMATE. a. [intimºr, Lat.] I. Inmoſt ;

inward; inteſtine Tillotſºn. 2. Near ; nºt

kept at diſtance South. 3. Familiar; cloſely

acquainted. Rºſcommºn.

INTIMATE. ſ. (intinºdo, Span.) A familiar

friend ; one who is truſted with our thoughts.

Gov. ºf the Tºngue.

To I Nºr IMA’ſ F. v. a. [intiner, Fr.] To hint:

to point out indirectly,or not very plairly. Lºcke.

I NT MATELY. adv. [from intimate. } 1.

Cloſely ; with intermixture of parts. Aršuth

nºt. ... Nearly, inſeparably Addiſºn. 3. Fa

miliarly with cloſe friendſhip.

IN’ (MA” ION. ſ. (from intºnate.] Hint; ob

ſcure or indirect declaration or direction. Szał.

I'NTIME. a. Inward, being within the maſs ;

internal. Digby.

To INTI MIDATE. v a [intin der, Fr J. To

make fearful , to dattardize 5 to make cow

ardly. Irene.

1N r1 R.E. ſ. [entier, Fr J Whole; undiminiſh

ed., broken. Hooker.

INTI'REN ESS. ſ. (from inti e ] Wholeneſs;

integrity Dºnne.

I'N ro, prºf. Jº and 1.] . Noting entrarce
- wi-º
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with regard to place. Wotton. 2. Noting

penetration beyond the outſide. Pºpe. 3.

Noting a new ſtate to which any thing is

brought by the agency of a cauſe. Bºyle.

INTO'LERABLE. a. (intolerabilis, Lat.] 1.

Inſufferable; not to be endured ; not to be

borne. Taylºr. 2. Bad beyond ſufferance.

INTO'LERABLENESS. ſ. (from intolerable.)

Quality of a thing not to be endured.

INTO'LERABLY. adv. [from intolerable.] To

a degree beyond endurance.

INTO'LERANT. a. [intolerant, Fr.] Not en

during ; not able to endure. Arbuthnot.

To INTO MB. v. a. [in and tomb.] To incloſe

in a funeral monument; to bury. Dryden.

To I’NTONATE. v. a. [intona, Latin ) To

thunder.

INTONA"TION. ſ. ſintonation, Fr. from into

nate.] The act of thundering.

To INTONE. v. n. [from tone.] To make a

ſlow protracted noiſe. Pºpe.

To INTORT, va. [intertue, Lat.) To twiſt;

to wreath; to wring. Pºpe.

To INTO'XICATE. v. a. [in and toxicum,

Lat.) To inebriate ; to make drunk. Bacon.

INTOXICA'TION. ſ. (from intoxicate.] ine

briation ; ebriety; the act of making drunk;

the ſtate of being drunk. Sºuth.

INTRACTABLE. a. [intračiabil 1, Lat.) 1.

Ungovernable ; violent ; ſtubborn ; obſtinate.

Rogers. 2. Unmanageable; furious. Woodw.

INTRA/CTABLENESS ſ. [from intractable.]

Obſtinacy: perverſeneſs.

INTRA C+ ABLY. adv. [from intraliable.]

Unmanageably; ſtubbornly.

INTRANQUI'LLITY..f. [in and tranquill ty.]

U, guietneſs; want of reſt. Temple.

INTRANSMU"TABLE. a. (in and tranſnu

table.] Unchangeable to any other ſubſtance

Ray.

To INTRE’ASURF. v. a. [in and treaſure.]

To lay up as in a treaſury. Shakeſp.

To INTRENJH v. n. [in and trancher, Fr.]

1. To invade ; to encroach ; to cut of part

of what belongs to another. Dryden. 2. To

break with hollows. Milton. 3. To tortily

with a tº ench.

INT RE NCHANT. a. Not to be divided ; not

to be wounded indiviſible Shakeſp.

INTRE NCHMENT. ſ. ºr m intrench J For

tification with a trench.

INTRE PID. a. [intrepide, Fr. intrepiduſ, Lat.)

Feal teſs: daring ; bold; brave ſhºrtºn.

1NTREPI'DITY. f. [.. trºpºlité, F, ) Fear

leſſneſs; courage; boldneſs. Gulliver.

INTRE P1i) LY. adv [from intrepid.) Fear

leſſly; boldly , daringly. Pope.

I'NTRICACY. Littom intricate State of being

entangled ; perplexity ; involution Addiſºn.

I'N TRICATE. a. in ºr catus. Lat..] Fintangled ;

perplexed ; involved ; complicated ; coſture.

A41 row.

To N TRICATF. [ſ, on the adjestive.] To

perplex ; to daiken. Not prope, nor in ute.

Cazaden.

1'NTRICATELY. ade. [from intricate 1 with

involution of one in another; with perplexity.

Swift -

INTRICATENFSS. ſ (from intricate.] Per

plexity; involution; obſcurity. Sidney.

INTRIGUE. ſ. intrigue, Fr.] A plot; a

private tranſaction in which many parties are

engaged. Addiſon 2. Intricacy; complication.

Hale. 3. The complication of perplexity of a

fable or poem. Pºpe.

To INTRI'GUE. v. n. [intriguer, Fr. from the

noun ) To form plots; to carry on private

deſigns.

INTRI'GUER. ſ. (intrigueur, Fr.) One who

buſies himſelf in private tranſz vions ; one

who forms plots; one who purſues women.

Addiſºn.

INTR GUINGLY adv (from intrigge) with

intrigue; with ſecret plotting. -

INTRINSEC A L. a. [1ntrinſecut, Lat] 1 Inter

nal ; ſolid; natural, not accidental. Bentley.

2. Intimate ; cloſely familiar. Iſºttºn. -

INTRINSE CALLY. adv. [from intrºſcal

!: Internally 5 naturally ; really. South. 1.

Within ; at the inſide. Wºtton.

INTRINSICK. a. [intrinſecur, Lat.) 1. Inward;

internal ; real; true Ilammard. 1. Not de

pending on accident; fixed in the nature of

the thing. Rºgerſ.

INTRINSECA re. a. Perplexed. Shakeſ.

To INTRODU CE. v. a. [intrºduce, lit.] i.

To conduct or uſher into a place, or to a

perſon. Locke 1. To bring ſomething into

notice or practice. Brown. 3. To produce,

to give occaſion. Lºcke. 4. To bring into

writing of diſcourſe by proper preparatives.

INTRODU’CE.R. / (from int, educe..] 1. One

who conducts another to a place or perſon. 1.

Any one who brings any thing into practice

or notice Jº ºtten.

{NTRODUCTION. ſ. ſintroductiº, Lat] .

The act of conducting or uſhering to any

place or perſon. 2. The act of bringing any

new thing into notice or practice. Clarend:n.

3. The preace or part of a book containing

previous matter.

IN RobUCTIVE. a ſintrºdeºiſ, Frj Serv

ing as the means to ſomething elſe. Sºuth.

INTRODUCTORY.a.[ſom introdućus,Lat]

Previous; ſerving as a means to ſomething

further. Bºyle.

INTROGRESSION ſ (intr-grºſis, Lat] En

trance; the act of entering.

is Roi l'. f. intrºt, Fr.] The beginning of

the maſs , the beginning of publick devot
ons.

INTROMISSION. f [intrºnſ, Lat.) The ast

of fending in "eathari.

To IN FROM it, v. a. (Intrº-itº, Lat., T.,

ſend in , to let in to admit; to allow to

enter. Hºlder, Newton.

To iNi Rosſ', C F. v a (intrºſpecial, Lat.)

To take a view ºf the inſ; e.

Rosſ', C T ON. ſ. (from ºrtrºſº.º.) A

view of the inſide. Dryden,

H h h 2
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INTROVENIENT. a. [intro and venie, Lat.)

Entering ; coming in. Brºwn.

To INTRUDE. v. n. (intrude, Lat ) i. To

come in unwelcome by a kind of violence; to

enter without invitation or permiſſion. Watts.

2. To encroach ; to force in uncalled or un

permitted. Col.

To INTRUDE. v. a. To force without right

or welcome. Pope.

INTRU DER.ſ [from intrude.) One who forces

himſelf into company or affairs without right.

Davier, Addiſºn.

INTRUsion.ſ. [intruſio, Lat ) i. The aët of

thruſting or forcing any thing or perſon into

any place or ſtate. Locke. 1. Encroachment

upon any perſon or place. Wake. 3. Vo

luntary and uncalled undertaking of anything.

Jº’: tºon.

To INTRUST. v. a [in and truff J To treat

with confidence; to charge with any ſecret.

INTUITION. ſ. ſ intuitur, Lat.) 1. Sight of any

thing ; impediate knowledge Gov. ºf the

Tengue. 1. Knowledge not obtained by de

duction of reaſon. Glanville.

INTU ITIVE. a. (intuititºr, Lat.) 1. Seen by

the mind immediately. Lºcke 2. Seeing, not

barely believing. Hºoker. 3. Having the power

of diſcovering truth immediately without ra

tiocination Hºcker.

INTUITIVELY. adv. ſ intuitivement, Fr. J

Without deduction of reaſon; by immedia e

perception Hººter.

IN 1. U Vitº, SCENCF.

| NTUN.1:.'SCENCY,

tumour. Brºwn.

INTURGESCENCE. ſ. (in and turgeſte, Lat.

Swelling ; the acto ſtate of ſwelling B, ºwn

1 USE. ſ. (intu ſuſ, Lat.) Bruiſe Spºnſer.

To INTWIN E. v. m. (in and twine. } t. To

twiſt, or wreath together. Hºoker. 2. To in

compaſs by circling round it. Dryden.

To INVADE. v. a. invado, Lat..] I. To attack

a country, to make an hoſtile entrance.Knoll.

2. To attack; to aſſail to aſſault. Shakeſp

3. To violate with the firſt act of hoſtility; to

attack. Dryden.

1NVA DER /. [from invadi, Lat J 1. One

who enters with hoſtility into the poſſeſſions

of another. Bacon. 2. An affailant. 3 En

croacher: intruder, 11ammond.

INVALE'SCLNCE ſtºn't al.ſc.,Lat.) Strength;

health. Dic;

INVALID. a. [invaliduſ, Lat..] Weak; of no

weight or cogency. Milton.

To INVALIDA 1 E. v. a. (from invalid ) To

weaken , to deprive of force of efficacy. Boyle,

Locke.

INVALI'D. ſ. [French.) One Siſabled by ſick

neſs or outs. Pri.r.

INVALIDITY.J. (invaliditſ, Fr.) 1. Weak

neſs; want of cegency. 2. Want of bodily

ſtrength. 1 emple.

JNVA'i,UAE.L.E. a ſin and valuable j Preciou.

abºve eſtiºn...tiºn ; ineſtimabie. Afterbury.

INVA 1, 1A i.i.E. a. (invariable, Fr J. Unchange

able ; conſtant. Brown,

ſ (intumeſcence, Fr. in

tº uſco, Lat.) Sweil ,

INVA'RIABLENESS. ſ. [from invariable J

Immutability ; conſtancy,

INVARIABLY. adv. [from invariable.] Un

changeably; conſtantly. Atterbury.

INVASION.ſſinvaſe, Lat.] I Hoſtile entrance

upon the rights or poſſeſſions of another ,

hoſtile encroachments. 1 Sam. Locke. 2.Attack

of an epidemical diſeaſe. Arbuthnºt.

INVA SIVE. a. (from invade.) Entering hoſ

tilelv, upon other mens poſſeſſions. Dryder.

INVE'CTIVE / [investive, Fr.] A cenſure in

ſpeech or writing. Hºoker.

INVECTIVE. a. (from the noun ) Satirical;

abuſive. Dryden.

INVECTIVELY. adv. Satirically; abuſively.

Shakeſp.

To INVE, (GH. v. a. (inveh, Lat.] To utter

cenſure or reproach. Arbuthnot.

INVEIGHER. ſ. (from inveigh . A vehement

railer. Wiſeman.

To INVE IGLE. v. a. [invogliare, Ital.] To

perſuade to ſomething bad or hurtful ; to

wheedle ; to allure. Hudibrar.

INVE IGLER. ſ. [from invergle.] Seducer;

deceiver ; allurer to ill. Sandys.

To INVE, N.T. v. a. (inverter, Fr J . . To

diſcover; to find out , to excogitate. Arizi,

Arbuthnot. 2. To ſorge ; to contrive falſely ;

to fabricate. Stilling fleet. 3. To feign; t

make by the imagination. Addiſºn. 4. To

light on ; to meet with. Spenſer.

INVENTER. / (from inventeur, Fr.) 1. One

who produces formething new ; a deviſer of

ſome hag not known before. Garth. 1. A

forger,

INVENTION. ſ. ſinvestion, Fr.) 1. Fiaion.

R2/cºmmen. 2. Diſcovery Ray. 3. Excegita

tion ; act of producing ſomething new.Dryder.

4. Forgery Shakeſp. 5. The thing invented.

A't!: n. *

INVENTIVE. a. ſ inventif, Fr. J Quick at

contrivance ; ready at expedients. a, chart,

Dryden.

INVENTOR. ſ. ſinventor, Lat) i. A finder

out of joinething new. Milton. 2. A con

triver ; a tramer. Shakeſp.

{NVENTORIALLY. adv. In manner of an

inventory Shakeſp.

INVE'NT ORY. ſ. (inventarium, Lat.) An ac

count or catalogue of moveables. Speciatºr.

To l'NVENTORY. v. a. inventorier, Fr.] To

regiſter ; to place in a catalogue. Gºv. ºf the

Tongue.

INVENTRESS. ſ. (inventrice, Fr. from is tes

ter.] A female that invents. Burnet.

INVERSE. a. inverſe, Fr inverſus, Lat.] In

vºrted : reciprocal : oppoſed to direct. Garth.

INVERSION. ſ (inverſiºn, Fr. inverſie, Lat)

1. Change or order of time, ſo as that the

jaſt is firſt, and firſt laſt. Dryden. ... Change

of place, ſo as that each takes the room ºf

the other.

To INVERT. v. a. (invertº, Lat ) 1. To turn

upſide down ; to place in centrary methºd or

older to that which was beivie. J4 aller,

Dryden,
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Dryden, Wattſ. 2. To place the laſt firſt.

Prizr.

channel; to imbezzle. Knolles.

INVERTEDLY. adv. (from inverted.) In con

trary or reverſed order. Deſham.

To INVEST. v. a. [inveſtio, Lat.J 1. To dreſs ;

to clothe ; to array. Milton 2.

poſſeſſion of a rank or office. Hocker, Clarendon.

3. To adorn; to grace. Shakeſp. 4. To confer;

to give. Bacon. 5. To incloſe; to ſurround ſo

as to intercept ſuccours or proviſions. -

INVE'STIENT. a. (inveſtient, Lat.] Covering;

clothing. Wºodward.

INVESTIGABLE. a. [from inveſtigate.] To

be ſearched out; diſcoverable by rational diſ

quiſition. Hooker.

To INVESTIGATE. v. a ſinveſtigo; Lat.)

To ſearch out; to find out by rational diſqui

ſition. Cheyne.

INVESTIGATION. ſ. [inveſtigatio, Lat) i.

The act of the mind by which unknown

truths are diſcovered Watts. 2. Examination.

Pope.

isºstiture / [Fr.) 1. The right of giving

poſſeſſion of any manor, office, or benefice.

Raleigh. 2. The act of giving poſſeſſion.

INVES I MENT. ſ. in and veſtment.) Dreſs;

cloaths; garment; habit. Shakeſp.

INVETERACY. ſ. (inveteratio, Lat) || Long

continuance of any thing bad. Addiſºn. 1

[[n phyſick.J Long continuance of a diſeaſe.

INVETERATE. a [inveteratus, Lat.) 1. Old,

long eſtabliſhed. Bacon. 2. Obſtinate by long

coutinuance. Swift.

To INVETERATE. v. a. ſinvetero, Lat.) To

harden or make obſtinate by long continuance.

Bentley.

INVE TERATENESS. ſ. [from inveterate }

Long continuance of any thing bad; obitinacy

contirmed by time. Brown.

IN VETERATION. ſ. ſinveteratio, Lat.] The

act of hardening or confirming by long conti

nuance.

INVIDIOUS, a. ſinvidioſus, Lat] 1. Envious;

malignant Evelyn, 2. Likely to incur or to

bring hatred. Swift

INVI DIOUSLY. adv. [from invidiour.] 1. Ma

ſignantly; enviouſly. Spratt. 2. In a manner

likely to provoke hatred.

IN Vi D10, SNESS. ſ. (from invidiour.] Qua

lity of provoking envy or hatred.

To INVI GORATE. v.a Lin and vigour) To

cºnd tie will vigour: to ſtrengthen; to ani

mate; to enforce. Addiſon.

INVIGORATION. ſ. (from invigorate.] 1.

The act of invigorating. z. The ſtate of be

ing invigorated. Norris.

IN VI'NCIBLE. a. [invincibilir, Lat.] Inſuper

able; unconquerable; not to be ſubdued.

An aller, Bently.

IN VI NCI BLENESS. ſ. (from invincible.] Un

cºnquerable els; inſuperablenels, -

INV NCIELY adv. [ſion invincible.] Inſu

p-rably , unconquerably. M ſton.

IN v i OLAFLE. a. [tn vºclaº.1, . Lat ) i. Not

tº be profaned; not to be injure... Lºcke, 2.

3. To divert ; to turn into another'

To place in

Not to be broken. H-ſer, 3.

of hurt or wound. Mºltºn.

INVI OLABLY adº ſºom inviºlable ) with

out breach , without ſailure. Spratt.

INVIOLATE. a. [in violatus, i.at j Unhurt ;

uninjured: unproaned; unpoliuted; unbro

ken. Dryden.

I NVIOUS. a. ſinviuſ, Lat.) Infaſſable; un

trodden. Hudibrar.

INVISIBILITY.'ſ [from inviſible The ſtate

of being inviſible; imperceptibleneſs to ſight.

Ray.

INVISIBLE. a. ſinviſibilis, Lat.] Not percep

tible by the fight; not to be ſeen. Sidney.

INVISIBLY. adv. [from in ſtie.) Impercep

tibly to the fight. Denham.

To INVISCATE. v. a. [in and viſceus, Lat §

To lime; to intangle in glutinous matter.

Brown.

INVITA Tºo N. ſ. [invitatiº, Lat.) The act of

inviting, bidding, or call ng to any thing with

ceremony and civility. Dryden.

INVITATORY.. [from invite, Lat.) Uſing in

vitation , containing invitation.

To INVITE. v. a. [invite, Lat ) i. To bid.;

to aſk to any place. Swift. 2. To allure, to

perſuade. Barºn.

To INVITE. v. n. ſinvite, Lat.] To aſk or call

to any thing pleaſing. Milton. -

INVI 1 E.R. J. [from invite ) He who invites.

Smalridge.

INVITINGLY, adv [from inviting.) In ſuch a

manner as invites or allures Decay ºf Piety.

To I NUMBRATE. v. a. [inumkro, Lat.J Te

ſhade to cover with ſhades. Diº.

INU'NCTION. ſ. (inuncius, Lat.) The ast of

ſmearing or anointing. Ray.

!NUNDATION. ſ. [inundatiº, Lat ) i. The

overflow of waters; flood; deluge. Blackmore.

2. A confluence of any kind. Spenſer.

To I'NVOCATE. v. a. ſ invers, Latin j To

inyoke; to implore; to call upon , to pray to.

fatan.

INVOCATION. ſ. (invºcatio, Lat ) i. The act

of calling upon in prayer. Hecker. 2. The

form of calling for the aſſiſtance or pre ence of

any being. Waſe. -

I'NVOICE. ſ. A catalogue of the freight of a

ſhip, or of the articles and price of goods ſent

by a factor.

To INVO'KE. v. s. (inveco, Lat.] To call spon;

to implore; to pray to. Sidney.

To INVOLVE. v. a. [involvo, Lat ) i. To in

wrap; to cover with any thing circumfluent.

Pryden 2. To imply, to compriſe. Wilki

Jan. 3. To entwiſt; to join Milton, 4. To

take in , to catch. Spratt. 5. To igtangle.

Lºcke. 6. To complicate to make iatrica. e.

Lººkº. 7. To blend; to mingle together co

fuſedly. Miltºn.

INVOLUNTARILY adv (from invºluntary )

Not by choice; not ſpontaneouſly. -

INVOLUNTARY. a. lºnºtontaire, Fr.) 1.

Not having the power of choice. Pºpe. ,

Not cºven, at done wrºngly. Lºcke, Peº

i., Vol. U it N.

Inſuſceptible
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INVOLUTION. ſ. (involutis, Lat] 1. The

act of involving or inwrapping. z. The ſtate

of being entangled; complication. Glanville.

3. That which is wrapped round any thing.

Brown.

To INURE. v. a. [in and ure.] 1. To habituate;

to make ready or willing by practice and cuſ-JOCKEY. ſ. [from jack.J 1.

tom; to accuſtom. Daniel 2. To bring into

uſe, to practiſe again. Spenſer.

INU REMENT. ſ. (from inure J Practice; ha

bit: uſe ; cuſtom , frequency. Mºtten.

To in U RN v. a. To intomb; to bury Dryden.

!NUST 10 N. ſ. [inuſha, Lat.) The act of burn

Ing.

INUTILE a. ſinutile, Fr. in utilis, Lat..] Uſe

leſs; unprofitable. Bacon.

INUTI LITY, J. (inutilitar, Lat.] Uſeleſſneſs;

unprofitableneſs.

To JOCKEY. v. a. ſſrom the noun ,

JOCOSENESS.

INVU LNERABLE. a. ſini ulnerabilis, Lat ) JOCO SITY.

JOB's teart. ſ. An herb.

JO'BBER. ſ. [from job.] 1.- A man who ſells

ſtock in the publick funds. Swift. 2. One
who does chancework.

JOBBERNOWL.ſ.[ Jebbe, Flemiſh, dull; hool,

Sax. a head.) A loggerhead; blockhead. Hadi.

A fellow that

rides horſes in the race. Addiſºn. 2. A man

that deals in houſes 3. A cheat; a trickiſh
fellow.

- 1. To

juſtle by riding againſt one. 2. To cheat; tº
trick.

JOCO SE. a. ſ.j.cºſºr, Lat J Merry ; waggiſh;

given to jeſt, Watts.

JOCO SELY. adv. [from jºcºſe ) Waggiſhly ; in

jeſt; in game Braeme.

ſ (from jerſe.) Waggery;
merriment. Brºwn.

Not tobe wounded, ſecure from wound Swift. JO CULAR. a. I jocularis, Lat] Uſed in jeſt;
To I NWALL. v. a.

Spºnſer.

I'N WARL).

I NWARDS.

Miltºn. ... With inflexion or incurvity; con

adv [inpeanº, Sax ) i. Towards

To incloſe with a will

|J

merry; jocoſe ; waggiſh. Gov. of the Tºngue.

OCULARITY. ſ. from jacular.) Merriment;

diſpoſition to jeſt. Brown.

the internal parts; within.'JOCUND. a. [jºcundu!, Lat.) Merry 5 gay;

airy; lively Miltºn.

cavely. Dryden. 3. Into the mind or thoughts. JOCUNDLY, adv. [from jecºnd J Merrily;
H:ofer. | gaily. Sºuth.

I NwARD. a. º. Internal: placed rot on the To Jog. v. a. ſ.ſch.cºen, Dutch. To puſh; to

outſide but within. Milton. ... Reflecting ; ſhake by a ſudden impulſe. Norris.

deeply thii.king Priºr. 3. Intimate ; domeſ-. To JOG. v. n. To move by ſuccuſation M, tºº.

tick. 725. 4 Seated in the mind. Shakeſp.

I NWARD. f. t. Anything within, generally

the bowels. Mºrtim. r. 2. Intimate; near ac

quaintance. Shakeſp.

'JOG. ſ. (from the verb ] 1. A puſh ; a flight

ſhake a ſudden interruption by a puſh or

ſhake. Arbuthnot. 2. A rub; a ſmall ſtop.

Glanville.

1 NWARLLY adv. (from inward.) 1. In the JOGGER ſ (from jog.) One who moves heavi

heart; privately. Shakeſp. 2. In the parts ly, and dully. Dryden.

within; internally. A, buil not. 3. With in-To JOGGLE. v. m. To ſhake. Derham.

flexion or concavity. JOHNAPPLE. ſ. A ſharp apple. Mºrtimer.

I'Nw ARDN ESS. ſ. (from inward.] Intimacy; To JOIN. v. a. ſ.jºrdre, Fr. 1. To add one

familiarity. Shakeſp.

To IN wº. AVE. preter. inwave or in weaved,

part paſſ invºve or ºnweven. [ºn and weave j;

1. To mix anything in weaving to that it forms

part of the texture Pºpe. 2. To intwine; to;

complicate Miltºn.

to another in continuity. Iſaiah. ... To upite

in league or marriage ºryden. 3. To daſh

together; to collide; to cºunter Knºles 4.

To a 'ciate. Actr. 5 T- ºniº in one ast.

Prydºn. 6. To unite ºn acord. Cºrºrth.

To act in conce, t with Tºy!en.

To IN WOOD. v. a. (in and wood.] To hide in To joſ N. v. n. 1. To grow to, to adhere; to

woods. Sidney. i

To INWRA'P. v. a. [in and wrap.] I. To

cover by involution; to involve. Denne. 2.

To perplex; to puzzle with difficulty or

be continuous. Aºf. 4. . . cloſe ; o claſh.

Shakeſp. 3. To urite with in in-riage, or

any other league. Ezº a. 4. Tº tº verne con

federate, 1 Mac.

cłſcurity. Bacºn. 3. To raviſh cr tranſport. JOIN, DER. /.. [from join...] Conjunctiºn; jºin

Miſtan ing. Shakeſp.

INw Ro UGHT a [in and wrºught.] Adorned Jo INER ſ (from jºin i One wrºte trade is to
-

with work. Milton. make utenſils of wood jºined. Ms.com.

To HNWRE AT HE v. a ſin and wreath.) To"JOINFRY. ſ. (from joire.] An art whereby
ſurround as with a wreath. Milton.

JOB. ſ. 1. A low mean lucrative buſy affair.

2. Petty, piddling work; a piece of chance JOINT. ſ. ſ. 121stºre, Fr.) 1.

work. Pºpe. 3. A ſudden ſtab with a unarp in

ſtrument.

To Jo P. v. a. 1. To ſtrike ſuddenly with a

ſharp inſtrument. J. Flirange. 1. To drive in

a ſharp inſtrument Maxen.

To JCB. v. R. To play the ſtockjobber; to buy

and ſell as a broker. I ºf e.

ſeveral pieces of wood are fitted and jºined to

gether. Mºxºn.

Articulz.1 m of

limbs; junct "re of moveable bones in and 1

bodies. 1 emº.e. 1. Hºng. , junctures which

admit motion of vie parts. Sidney. 3. In

joinery. Strait lines, in jºiners language, are

called a joint, that is, two fieces ºf woºd are

ſhot. Mºxon. 4. A ". . . or cominiu; ; in a

| lant. 5. One of the umbs of an animal ºut

up

*
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up by the butcher. Swift. 6. Out ºf Joint.

Luxated ; ſlipped from the ſocket, or correſ

pondent part where it naturally moves. Her

**rt. 7. Out ºf Joint. Thrown into confuſion

and diſorder. Shakeſp.

JOINT. a. 1. Shared among many. Shakeſp. z.

United in the ſame poſſeſſion. Donne. 3. Com

bined; acting together in conſort Addiſon.

To JOINT, v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To join

together in confederacy. Shakeſp. 2. To form

many parts into one. Dryden. 3. To form in

articulation. Ray. . 4. To divide a joint; to

cut or quarter into joints. Dryden.

JOINTED, a [from joint..] Full of joints,knots,

or commiſſures. Philips.

JOINTER. ſ. (from jºint..] A ſort of plane.
Moxon.

JOINTLY. adv. [from joint J

not ſeparately. Hºoker.

or co-operation. Dryden.

JOINTRESS ſ (from jointure J One who holds

any thing in jointure. Shakeſp.

JOINTSTOOL.J. [joint and ſtool]A ſtool made

not merely by inſertion of the feet. Arbuthnot.

JOINTURE. ſ. [jºinture, Fr.) Eſtate ſettled

on a wife to be enjoyed after her huſband's

deceaſe. Pope.

JOIs F. ſ. (from jºijdre, Fr.] The ſecondary
bean of a floor. Martimer.

To Jol ST. v a [from the noun ) To fit in

the ºr ºil, r beams of a flooring.

JOR E. ſ. (jºcu, Lat.) A jeſt, ſomething not
firious. A city.

To j9KE. v. n. [jocer, Lat.] To jeſt; to be

merry in word, or actions. Gay

JO'KER. ſ. from joke, J A jeſter; a merry
fellow. De...mit.

JOLF. ſ. [gueuie, Fr.) 1. The face or cheek.

Cºllier. 2. The head of a fiſh. Pºpe.

To JOI.L. v. a. [from jole, the head. To bear

the head againſt anything ; to claſh with vi.

olence.

JOLLILY. adv. (from jolly.] In a diſpoſition

to noiſy mirth. Dryden.

JO LLIMENT. ſ. (from jolly.) Mirth; merri

ment; gaiety. Spenſer. .

JOLLINESS. W. J. [from jolly.) 1. Gaiety ;

JO LLITY. } elevation of ſpirit. Sidney. 2.

Merriment; feſtivity. Addiſºn.

JO LA.Y. a. [jali, Fr.) 1. Gay merry; airy :

cheerful; lively. Burton. 1. Plump; like one

in high health. South.

To JOLT v. n. To ſhake as a carriage on rough

groud. Swift.

To JOLT. &. a. To ſhake one as a carriage does.

JOLT. ſ. [from the verb.] Shock; violent a

gitation. Gulliver. -

JO LTHEAD. ſ. A great head; a dolt; a block
head Grew.

JONQUI'LLE. ſ [jºnquille, Fr.] A ſpecies of

daffodil. Thomſen

JORDEN. ſ. (50n, ſercar, and ten, recepta

tulum.] A pot. Pºpe.

JOSEPH's Flower. ſ. A plant. Ainſwºrth.

Te JO'STLE. v. a. [joiſter, Fr.] To juſtle; to

ruſh againſt.

|JOT.ſ ſara.] A point ; a title. Spenſºr.

JOVIAL. a. [jovial, Fr.j 1. Under the influence

of Jupiter. Brown.

Baron.

JOVIALLY. adv.[from jovial J Merrily; gaily.

JOVIALNESS. ſ. [from jovial. Gaiety; mer
ruinent.

JOUISANCE. ſ. [rejouiſance, Fr.] Jollity ;

merriment; feſtivity. Spenſer.

JOURNAL. a. [journale, Fr. giornale, Ital,

Daily 5 quotidian. Shakeſp.

JOURNAL. ſ. [journal, Fr.) 1. A diary ; an

account kept of daily tranſactions. Arbuthnot.

2: Any paper publiſhed daily.

JOURNALIST / [from journal.] A writer of

journals.

JOURNEY. ſ. [journee, Fr.) 1. The travel of

a day. Milton, 2. Travel by land; a voyage

or travel by ſea. Rogers. 3. Paſſage from place

to place. Burnet.

To JOURNEY. v. n. [ from the noun. ) To

travel; to paſ from place to place. Numbers.

JOURNEYMAN ſ. [journeº, a day's work,

Fr. and man.) A hired workman. Arbuthnot.

JOURNEYWOK.K. ſ. (journee, Fr. and work.]

Work performed for hire. Arbuthnot.

JOUST. ſ. [jouſ?, Fr. J Tilt; tournament;

mock fight. It is now written leſs properly

juſt. Milton.

To JOUS T. v. n. (j-uffer, Fr.] To run in the

tilt Milton.

JOWLER.J.The name of a hunting dog. Dryd.

JOWTER. ſ. A fiſh-driver. Carew.

JOY, J (jºye, Fr.j 1. The paſſion produced

by any happy accident; gladneſs. South, 2.

Gaiety ; merriment; feſtivity. Dryden. 3.

Happineſs; felicity. Shakeſp. 4. A term of

fondneſs. Shakeſp.

To JOY. v. n. (from the noun..] To rejoice ;

to be glad , to exult. J4'otton.

To JOY. v. a. 1. To congratulate ; to entertain

kindly. Prior. 2. To gladden; to exhilarate.

Sidney. 3. [7-uir de; Fr.] To enjoy; to have

happy poſſeſſion. Milton.

JOYA/NCE. ſ. [jºiant, old Fr.] Gaiety; feſti

vity. Spenſer.

JOYF.U. a. [jºy and full.] 1. Full of joy;

glad; exulting. I Kingſ. 2. Sometimes it

has ºf before the cauſe of joy. #.
JOYF ULLY adv. [from jºyful..] With joy ;

gladly. J/ałe.

JOYFULN ESS. ſ. [from jºyful J Gladneſs ;

joy. Deuter on.

JOYLESS. a. [from jºy. 1. Void of joy;

feeling no p caſure. Shakeſp. 2. It has ſome

times ºf before the object. 3. Giving no

pleaſure. Shakeſ.

JO YOU.S. a. [joyeux, Fr. J 1. Glad; gay :

merry. Priºr. 2. Giving joy. Sººnſer, 3. It has

of ſometimes before the cauſe of joy. Dryde".

IPECACUA’NHA. ſ. An Indian plant. Hil',

IRA SCIBLE. a. [traſcibilir, low Lat. iraſcible,

Frj Partaking of the nature of anger. Digby,

IRF.ſ. (Fr. tra, Lat.] Anger; rage; paſſionate

2. Gay airy , merry.

1. Together;

2. In a ſtate of union

hatred. Dryden.

I RE.F LTL.
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FREFUL. a. ſire and full.] Angry; raging,

furious. Dryden.

1 REFULLY. adv. [from ire.] with irc ; in an

angry manner.

! RIS / [Lat] . The rainbow. Brown. ... Any

appearance of light reſembling the rainbow

^*utom. 3 The circle round the pupil of the

eye. 4. The flower-de-luce Milton.

To IRK. v. a. ſyrk, work, Iſlandick.) It irks

** : I am w-ary of it. Shakeſ”.

! RKSOM+ c (frºm *-* l Wea, iſome; tedious.

troubleſºme sº:

1 RKSovitiy ºf lºsa, ºr ) was

ſome ly, teºuſly.

IRKSOMF X lºss, ſ ſº m ºn rºsaſ.

neſ wearntºnº ſº. -

1 RON. ſ ſºn-n, Saº A metal commºn to

all parts of the world, pleni ul in moſt, and

of a ſmall price. Though the lighteſt of all

ºnetals, except tin, it is confider-5ſy the hard

eſt, and, when pure, naturally malleable :

when wrought into ſteel, or when in the

impure ſtate from its firſt fuſion, in which it is

called caſt iron, it is fearce malleable Iron

is more capable of ruſt than any other metal,

is very ſonorous, and requires the ſtrºnger fire

of all the metals to melt it. The ſpecifick

gravity of irºn is to water as 7631 is to ooo.

Iron has greate medicinal virtues than any o

the other metals Hill Any inſtrument of

utenſii made of iron. Pºpe.

i RON. a. i. Made of iron Martirrer. 2. Re

ſembling iron in colour. Hººdward 3. Harſh;

ſºvere rigid: miſèrable Craſhaw. 4 In

diſſoluble ; unbroken Philips. 5. Hard; im

penetrable. Shakeſp. -

To i RON. v. a. [Hom the noun..] I. To ſmooth

with an iron, 2. To ſhackle with irons

HRONICAL, a [rom irony.) Expreſſing one

thing and meaning another, Brown, Swift.

IRON ICA.I.Y. adv. (from irºnical] By the

uſe of irony Bacon.

IRONMO'NGER. ſ. [iron and merger J A

dealer in iron.

IRON woop ſ A kind of wood extremely

hard, and ſo ponderous as to ſink in water.

HRON wor'ſ ſ. A plant. Miller.

I RONY, a [from iron..] Made of iron; par

taking of iron. Hammºnd.

I RON.Y.J. [ironie, Fr J A mode of ſpeech in

which the meaning is contrary to the words.

Swift.

IRRA - IANCE.

IRR ALIANCY.

light upon any otject. Brown.

light emitted. Milton.

To RRA L1A1 E. v. a ſirradio, Lat.] 1. To

adorn with light emitted upon its to brighten

Sºuth. 1. To enlighten intellects ally to illu

nine ; to illuminate. 471ſtºn 3. 19 animate

by heat or light. Hate. 4 To decorate with,

ſhtning or naments. Pºte:

IRRALIA 1 to N. ſ. 11, radiatiºn, F, 1. The

aćt of ernitting beams of ight. Digby. a. ii

lumination, i.e..e., uai i.e.t. Itale.

f. [irradiance, Fr.) 1. E.
ſ

miſſion of rays or beams cº

2. Leams of

IRRATIONAL. a. ſirrationalis, Lat.) 1. void

of reaſon; void of underſtanding. Milton. 2.

Abſurd ; contrary to reaſon. Harvey.

tRRATIONALITY. ſ. [from irratiºnal.] want

of reaſon.

IRRATIONALLY., adv. [fiom irratiºnal]

Without reaſon : abſurdly.

[RRECLA'IMABLE. a. [in and reclaimakk. l

Not to be reclaimed; not to be changed to the

better. Addiſon.

IRRECONC1'LABLE. a. (irreconcilial 'e, Fr.]

;: Nºt to be reconciled: not to be appeaſed.

” ". . Nº tº b, naie conſiſtent. Rºger.

*** **Cº-Aº ‘NESS. f. from irrecºrd

* linº bin to be reconciled.

***Cººk APL\, a v. Groin irrecºrd.

*] in a maine, he wººting reconcil
tion.

(RRE CONCI LED. a. [in and re-exc *d.] Not

atoned Shakeſp.

IRRECOVERABLE. a. [in ard recºverable.]

1. Not to be regained; not to be reſtored or

repaired. Rogers. 2. Not to be remedied.

H,cKer.

IRRECOVERABLY adv.[from irrecoverable 1

Beyond recovery , paſt repair. Aſiſten.

IRREDUC 13L.E. a. [in and reducible.] Not to

be reduced.

IRR, PRAGABILITY.'ſ [from irrefragašle.]

Strength of argument not to be refuted.

IRR ºf RA GABLE. a. ſirrefragašilir, Lat.)

Not to be confuted; ſuperior to argumental

oppoſition. Swift.

IRRiºFRA C A BLY adv. [from irrefragašk)

With force above confutation. Auerbury.

|RREPU'ſ A Bi.E. a. (irrefutabilis, Lat...] Not

to be overthrown by argument.

IRRI. GUI.A.R. a. [Irregulier, Fr. irregulariſ,

lat Ji. Deviating from rule, cuſtom or nature.

Priºr. 2. Immethodical not confined to any

certain rule or order. Miltºn, Cºwley. 3. Not

being according to the laws of virtue.

IRREGULA RITY /. irregularité, Fr.) 1.

Deviation from rule. 2. Negiect of method

and order. Brºwn. 3. Incrginate practice.

Rogers.

(RREGULARLY, adv, (from irregular.]

Without obſervation o. rule or method. Locke.

To ſkisLGULATE v. a. To make irregular;

to diſorder Brown.

(RRE LATIVE. a. I in and relativur, Lat: }

Having no reference to any thing , ſingle;

unconnected.

IPREL. Gion ſ (irreligion, Fr.] contempt

of religion ; inspicty. Rºgers.

IRR EL GIOUS, a tirreligieux, Fr.) 1. Con

temning religion; in pious. Sºuth. 2. Contrary

to religion. Swift

IRRELI Glously, adv. [from irreligiºn, J

With inpiety; with irreligion.

IRRI, ME. A. B.L.E. a. (irrevºcabuts, Lat..] Admit

ting no return. Dryden.

IRREME DIABLE. a. [irremediable, Fr.] Ad

initting nº cuic, not to be remedica. Barºn.

ł KREME D1A SLY.
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IRREME'DIABLY adv. [from irremediable.]

Without cure Taylor.

IRREMISSIBLE. a. ſirremiſſible, Fr.] Not to

be pardoned.

IRREMISSIBLENESS. ſ. The quality of being

not to be pardoned. Hammond.

IRREMOVEABLE. a. [in and remove.] Not

to be moved ; not to be changed Shakeſp.

IRRENOWNED. a. [in and renown.) Void of

honour. Spenſer.

IRRE PARABLE. a. [irreparabilis, Lat.) Not

to be recovered; not to be repaired. Addiſon

IRRE PARABLY. adv. Without recovery :

w thout amends. Boyle.

IRREPLEVIABLE. a. [in and replevy.] Not

to be redeemed. A law term.

IRREPREHENSIBLE. a. [irreprehenſibilis,

Lat.] Exempt from blame.

IRREPREHE NSIBLY. adv. [from irrepre

henſible.] Without blame.

IRREPRESENTABLE. a. ſin and repreſent.]

Not to be figured by any repreſentation. Stiling.

IRREPRO ACHABLE. a. ſin and reprºacha

ble.) Free from blame; free from reproach.

Arterbury.

IRR EPRC; ACHABLY. adv. [from irreproach

able.] Without blame; without reproach.

IRREPROVEABLE. a. [in and reproveable.]

Not to be blamed; irreproachable.

IRRF sistibility.ſ. from irreſſible.]Pow

er or force above oppoſition Hammand

1RRESISTIBLE. a. irreſ/lible, Fr.jSuperiour

to oppoſition. Hecker.

IRRESISTIBLY. adv. [from irreſſible.] In a

manner not to be oppoſ. d. Rogers.

IRRE SOLUBLE. a. i in and reſolubilis, Lat.}

Not to be broken; not to be diſſolved. Bºyle.

IRRE SOLUBLENESS. ſ. (from irreſºluble.]

Reſiſtance to ſeparation of the parts. Boyle.

1R RESOLVEDLY. adv [in and reſolved.]

Without ſettled determination Bºyle.

IRRE SOLUTE. a. (in and reſolute.] Not con

ſtant in purpoſe; not determined 7 emple.

IRRE SOLUTELY. adv. [from irreſ clute. }

Without firmneſs of mind; without deter

mined purpoſe.

IRRESOLUTION. ſ. (irreſºlution, Fr J want

of firmneſs of mind. Addiſon.

IRRESPECTIVE a [in and reſpective.) Hav

ing no regard to any circumſtance. Hammond,

R: Ferr.

IRRESPECTIVELY. adv.[from irreſpeciive.)

Without regard to circumſtances Hammond.

IRRETRIE VABLE, a [in and retrieve.] Not

to be repaired; irrecoverable; irreparable.

IRRETRIE VABLY. adv. Irreparably; irreco

verably. Woodward

IRR E. VERENCE. ſ (irreverentia, Lat.] 1.

Want of reverence ; want of veneration. Pope.

1. State of being diſregarded. Clarendon.

IRRE VERENT, a ſirreverent, Fr.) Not paying

due homage or reverence; not expretting or

conceiving due veneration or reſpect. Raleigh.

1R REVERENTLY. adv. (from irreverent.)

W thout due reſpect or vegetation, Gov. ºf the

Tºngue.

IRREVERSIBLE. a. Not to be recalled; not

to be changed. Rogers.

IRREVERSIBLY. adv. [ from irreverſible.]

Without change. Hammond.

IRREVOCABLE, a ſirrovºcabilir, Lat.) Not

to be recalled; not to be brought back. Bacon.

IRRE VOCABLY, adv. [from irrevocable.]

Without recall. Boyle.

To I'RRIGATE. v.a. [irrigo, Lat..] To wet;

to moiſten 5 to water. Ray.

IRRIGATION. ſ (from irrigate.] The act of

watering or moiſtening. Bacon.

IRRIGUOUS. a. [from irrigate.] 1. Watery;

watered. Milton. 2. Dewy : moiſt. Phillips.

IRRISION ſ. (irriſo, Lat.) The act of laugh

ing at another. Woodward.

To i RRITATE. v. a. ſirrito, Lat 1. To pro

voke 5 to teaze; to exaſperate. Clarenden. 2. '

To fret ; to put into motion or diſorder by any

irregular or unaccuſtomed contact. Bacon. 3.

To heighten to agitate; to enforce. Bacon.

IRRITATION. ſ. (irritatio, Lat.) 1. Provoca

tion; exaſperation. 2. Stimulation; vellica

tion. Arbuthnot.

IRRUPTION. ſ. (irruptis, Lat..] 1. The act of

any thing forcing an entrance. Burnet. 2. In

road; burſt of invaders into any place. Addiſºn.

IS. ſir, Sax j . The third perſon ſingular of

to be: I am, thou art, he it. job. 2. It is

ſometimes expreſſed by ‘r.

ISCHIA'DICK. a. [ cylax,xk. ) In anatomy,

an epithet given to the veins of the foot that

terminate in the crural Harris.

ISCHURY. ſ. ſaxºgiz J A ſtoppage of urine.

ISCHURETICK ſ. (ſchuretique, Fr.) Such

medicines as force urine when ſuppreſſed.

ISH. ("rc, Sax.] I. A termination added to an

adjective to expreſs diminution: as, bluiſt,

tending to blue. 2. It is likewiſe ſometimes

the termination of a gentile or poſſeffive ad

jective : as, Swediſh, Daniſh 3. It likewiſe

notes participation of the qualities of the ſub

ſtantives: as, man, maniſh.

ISIC.L.E. ſ. (from ice ] A pendent ſhoot of ice.

Dryden.

ISINGLASS ſ [from ice, or iſe, and glaſ, that

is, matter congealed into glaſs | Iſinglaſs is a

tough, firm, and light ſubſtance, of a whitiſh

colour, and in ſome degree tranſparent, much

reſembling glue, but cleanlier and ſweeter.

The fiſh from which Iſingluſ is prepared

is one of the cartilaginous kind, and a ſpecies

of ſturgeon. It is frequent in many of the

large rivers of Europe. From the inteſtines

of this fiſh the ſinglaſs is prepared by boiling.

Hill, Flayer.

I SINGLASS Stone. ſ. This is a foſſil which is

one of the pureſt and ſimpleſt of the natural

bodies. It is found in broad maſſes, compoſed

of a multitude of extremely thin plates or

flakes The maſſes are of a browniſh or reddiſh

colour, but when the plates are ſeparated, they

are perfectly colourleſs, and pellucid. It is

found in Muſcovy,Peiſa,Cyprus, the Alpsand

Apennines, and the mountains of Germany.

I i i The
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The ancients made their windows of it, in

ſtead of glaſs. Hill.

I'SLAND. ſ. (inſula, Lat.] It is pronounced

iland.) A tract of land ſurrounded by water.

johnſon, Thºmſon.

ISLANDER. ſ. (from iſland.] An inhabitant

of a country ſurrounded by water. Addiſºn.

ISLE. ſ. [iſle, Fr. pronounce ile. } I. An

iſland; a country ſurrounded by water. 2. A

long walk in a church, or publick building

Pºpe.

ISOPERIME'TRICAL. ſ. ſtrº, tie, and at

rºy.] In geometry, are ſuch figures as have

equal perimeters or circumferences, of which

the circle is the greateſt.

ISOSCELES. f. That which hath only two ſides

equal. Harrir. -

ISSUE. ſ. [iſſue, Fr.) 1. The act of paſſing out.

2. Exit; egreſs; or paſſage out. Proverbſ. 3

Event; conſequerce. Fairfax. 4. Termina

tion; concluſion. Broame. 5. Sequel deduced

from premiſes. Shakeſp. 6. A fontanel; a

-vent made in a muſcle for the diſcharge of

humours. Wiſeman. 7. Evacuation. Matthew

8 Progeny; off pring. Dryden. 9. [In law J

Iſſue hath divers applications: ſometimes uſed

for the children begotten between a man and

his wife; ſometimes for profits growing from

an amercement; ſometimes for profits of

lands or tenements; ſometimes for that point

of matter depending in ſuit, whereupon the

parties join and put their cauſe to the trial of

the jury. Cowell.

To I'SSUE. v. n. ſuſcire, Ital.] 1. To come

out; to paſs out of any place. Pope 2. To

make an eruption. Dryden. 3. To proceed

as an offspring. 2 Kings. 4. To be produced

by any fund. Ayliffº. 5. To run out in ines.
Bacºn.

To ISSUE. v. a. i. To ſend out ; to ſend forth.

Bacon 2. To ſend out judicialy or authorita.

tively. Clarenden.

ISSUE LESS, a [ſrom iſſue.}Without offspring;

without deſcendants. Caretv

IST H v U.S. ſ. ſºft/mus, Lat.) A neck of land

jºining the peninſula to the continent. Sandy,

IT pronoun. ht, Sax. t. The neutral demºn

ſtrative. Cºwley. 2. It is ſometimes expreſſed

ty 't Hudibra, 3. It is uſed ludicrouſly alter

neutral verbs, to give an emphaſis. Locke. 4.

Sometimes applied familiarly, ludicrouſly, or

rudely to perſons. Shakeſø -

PTCH ſ. ſºlcha, Sax. 1. A cutaneous diſeaſe

extremely contagious, which overſpreads the

body with ſmall puſtules filled with a thin

ſerum, and raiſed, as microſcopes have diſ.

covered, by a ſnail animal. It is cured by

1...phur Hudibras. 2. The ſenation of un

eaſineſs in the ſkin, which is eaſed by rubbing.

3. A conſtant teazing deſire. Pºpe.

To ITCH. v. n. (form the noun.) 1. To feel

that uneaſineſs in the ſkin which is removed

by rubbing. Dryden. 1. To long; to have

conti, uil deſire. Shakeſp.

1 1 CHY, a [from itch..] inſcèved with the itch.

PTEM, adv. (Lat.] Alſo. A word uſed when

any article is added to the former.

I'TEM. ſ. 1. A new article. Glanville. 2. A

hint; an innuendo.

To ITERATE. v. a. [itero, Lat J 1. To re

peat; to utter again; to inculcate by frequent

mention. Hooker. 2. To do over again.
Milton.

ITERANT. a. [iterans, Latin.] Repeating.
Bacºn.

ITERATION, ſ. ſiteratio, Lat..] Repetition;

, recital over again. Hammond.

ITINERANT. a. [itinerant, Fr.] Wandering;

not ſettled. Addiſon.

ITI'NERARY. ſ. [itinerarium, Lat..] A book

of travels. Addiſon.

ITI'NERARY. a. [itinerarius, Lat.] Travel

ling ; done on a journey. Brown.

ITSELF. pronoun. [it and ſelf 3 The neutral

reciprocal pronoun applied to things. Lecke.

JU'BILANT, a. [jubilans, Lat.)Uttering ſongs

of triumph. Milton.

IUBILATION. ſ. [ jubilation, Fr. jubilatiº,

Lat.) The act of declaring triumph.

JU BILEE ſ. jºr, low Lat.] A publick

feſtivity. Dryden.

JUCUNDITY. ſ. [jucunditar, Lat..] Pleaſant

neſs; agreeableneſs. Brown.

3. DAS Tree. ſ. A plant. Mortimer.

'o JUDAIZE. v. n. [judaizo, low Lat.] To

conform to the Jews. Sandys.

JUDGE. ſ. ſ juge, Fr. judex, Lat.) 1. One who

is inveſted with authority to determine any

cauſe or queſtion, real or perſonal. Dryden.

2. One who preſides in a court of judicature.

Shakeſp. 3. One who has ſkill ſufficient to

decide upon the merit of any thing. Pºpe.

To JUDGE. v. n. (juger, Fr. ) i. To paſs

ſentence. Geneſs. ... To form or give an

opinion. Milton. 3. To diſcern; to diſtinguiſh,

Addiſºn.

To JUDGE v. a. 1. To paſs ſentence upon; to

examine authoritatively. Dryden. 2. To paſs

ſevere cenſure; to doom ſeverely. Matthew.

JUDGER ſ (from judge.] One who forms

judgment or paſſes ſentence. Digby.

JUDGMENT. ſ. [juegmert, Fr. J 1. The

power of diſcerning the relations between one

term or one propoſition and another. Lecke. 1.

Doorn; the right or power of paſſing judgment.

Shakeſp. 3. The act of exerciſing judicature.

Addiſon. 4. Determination; deciſion. Burnet.

5. The quality of diſtinguiſhing propriety

and impropriety. Dennis. 6. Opinion; notion.

Shakeſp Sentence againſt a criminal.

Miltºn. 8. Condemnation. Tillotſon. 9. Pu

niſhment inflicted by Providence. Addiſcº.

io. Diſtribution of juſtice. Arbuthner. 1.

Judiciary laws; ſtatutes. Deuteronomy. 12.

The laſt doom. Shakeſp.

JU DICATORY...ſ [judice, Lat.] I. Diſtribu

tion of juſtice. Clarenden. 2. Court cf juſtice.

Atterbury.

JU DiCAT URE. ſ. [judicature, Fr.] Power

of diſtributing juſtice. Bacºn, Sººth.

- JUDICIAL.
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JUDICIAL. a. [judicium, Lat] ... Praaiſed 3. To jolt. Nah iii. 4.

in the diſtribution of public judice. Beatley.

*: Inflicted on as a penalty. Sºuth.

JUD! CIALLY. adv. [from judicial.] In the

forms of legal juſtice. Grew.

JUDi’CIARY. a. [judiciaire, Fr. J Paſſing

judgment upon anything. Bºyk.

JULI CIOU.S. a

wiſe : ſkilful. Lºcke.

JUD CIOUSLY, adv. [from judicians ) Skil

fully; wiſely. Dryden.

JUG. ſ. [jugge, Daniſh.] A large drinking veſ.

ſel with a gibbous or ſwelling belly Swift.

To JUGGLE. v. n [jeugler, Fr J. 1. To play

tricks by ſlight of hand. Digby. . a. To prac

tiſe artifice or impoſture. Shakeſp.

JUGGLE. ſ. (from the verb ) iſ. A trick by

legerdemain. 2. An impoſture ; a deception;
Tº let ſºn.

JUGGLER. ſ. [from juggle.) 1. One who

practiſes the flight of hand; one who deceives

the eye by nimble conveyance. Sandyſ. 2. A

cheat: a trickiſh fellow. Donne.

JU'GGLINGLY. adv. [from juggle] In a de

crptive manner.

JUGULAR. a. [jugulum, Lat.) Belonging to

the throat. Waſeman.

JUICE. f [jus, Fr.) 1. The liquor, ſap, or wa

ter of plants and fruits. Watts. 2. The fluid

in animal bodies. Ben Johnſºn.

JUICELESS a. [rom juice.] Dry; without
moiſture. AMore.

JU ICIN.I.S.S. ſ. (from juice.] Plenty of juice;
ſucculence.

JUTCY. a. [from juice.] Moiſt; full of juice.

Milton.

To JUKE. v. n. [jucher, Fr.] To perch upon

any thing: as, birds.

JU'JU43. f A plant. The fruit is like a

JU JUBES. ſ ſmall plum, but it has little fleſh.

44, ſter.

JU'LA P. f [Arabick, julapium, low Lat] An.

extemporaneous form of medicine made of ſim

ple and compound water ſweetened. Quincy.

JU'LUS, ſ. i. july Flower. 2 Thoſe long

worm-like tufts or palms, as they are called,

in willows, which at the beginning of the year

grow out, and hang penduiar. Miller.

JULY. f. [juliuſ, Lat. The month anciently

called quanti is, or the fith from March,

named fully in honour of julius Caeſar; the

ſeventh month from January. Peacham.

7U MART.ſ. (French.J 1 he mixture of a bull

end a mare. Locke

To JU'MBLE v. a. To mix violently and con

fuſedly together. Locke.

To JU MBLE. v. n. To be agitated together.

Swift.

JUMBLE. ſ [from the verb.] Confuſed mix

ture ; violent and confuſed agitation. Swift.

JUMENT. ſ. [jument, Fr.j Beaſt of burthen.

Brºwn.

To JUMP. v. n. [gumpen, Dutch.) 1. To leap ;

to ſkip ; to move forward without ſtep or ſlid.

ing. Gulliver. 2. To leap ſuddenly. Cºllier.

- ſo agree j to tally ;

to join. Hakewill, Hudibr 1, Pºpe. -

|##. adv. Exactly , nicely. Shakeſp.

JUMP. ſ. [from the verb. 1. The act of

jumping ; a leap; a ſkip Locke. 2. A lucky

chance. Shakeſp. 3. [jupe, Fr.] A waiſtcoat ;

limber ſtays worn by ſickly ladies. Cleaveland.

judicieux, Fr.] Prudent : JU'NCATE. ſ. [juncade, Fr.) 1. Cheeſecake;

a kind of ſweetmeat of curds and ſugar. 2.

Any delicacy. Milton. 3. A furtive or pri
vate entertaininent.

J9'NCOUS, a [junceur, Lat.] Full of bul
ruſhes.

JUNCTION. ſ. (jenäion, Fr.] Union; coali

tion. Addiſon.

JU'NCTURE. ſ. ſ junélura, Lat] ... The line

at which two things are joined together Boyle.

* Joint 3 articulation. Hale 3. Union ;

amity. K. Charles. . 4. A critical point or

article of time. Addiſºn.

JUNE. ſ. (jun, Fr.] The fixth month from Ja
nuary.

JUNIOR. a. ſ junior, Lat.) One younger than

another. Swift.

JU'NIPER. J. [juniperur, Lat.] A plant. The

berries are power ul attenuants, diureticks,
and carminative. Hill.

JUNK. ſ. [probably an Indian word.) 1. A

ſmall ſhip of China. Bacon. 2. Pieces of old

cable.

JUNKET. ſ. [properly juncate J 1. A ſweet

meat. Shakeſp. a. A ſtolen entertainment.

To JU'NKET. v. n. [from the noun. J 1. To

faſt ſecretly ; to make entertainments by

ſtealth. Swift. 2. To reaſt. South.

7UNIO. ſ. (Italian ] A cabal. South.

I VORY. ſ. (iv.ire, Fr.] Ivory is a hard ſub

ſtance, of a white colour; the elephant car

lies on each ſide of his jaws a tooth or ſix or

ſeven feet in length, of the thickneſs of a

man's thigh at the baſe, and allnot entirely

ſolid; the two ſometimes weighing three hun

dred and thirty pounds: theie wary tuſks are

hollow from the baſe to a certain height, and

the cavity is filled with a compact medullary
ſubſtance. Hill. -

JUPPO N. ſ. [juppan, Fr.] A ſhort cloſe coat.
Dryden.

JU'R.A.T. ſ. [jaratur, Lat] A magiſtrate in

ſome corporations.

JURATORY a. [Juratoire, Fr.) Giving oath.

Ayliffe.

JURI DICAL. a. [juridicuſ, Lat J 1. Acting

in the diſtribution of juſtice. 2. Uſed in courts

of juſtice. Hale.

JURI DICALLY. adv [from juridical] With

legal authority.

JU'RISCONSULT. ſ. [juris conſultuº, Lat 1

One who gives his opinion in law. Arbuthnot.

JURISDICTION. J. Ljuriſdictio, Lat] i. i.e-

gal authority ; cytent of power. Hayward.

2. Diſtrict to which any authority extends.

riſprudentia, Lat.) The ſcience of law.

l ii 2. JURIST.

JURISPRUDENCE.J. [juriſprudence, Fr.ju
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JURIST. ſ. I juriſle, Fr.] A civil lawyer; a

civilian.

JUROR. ſ. [jure, Lat.) One that ſerves on

the jury. Spenſer, Donne.

JURY. ſ. [jirati, Lat juré, Fr.] jury, a com

pany of men, as twenty-four or twelve, ſworn

to deliver a truth upon ſuch evidence as ſhall

be delivered them touching the matter in queſ

tion. Trial by aflife, be the action civil or cri

minal, publick or private, perſonal or real, is

referred for the tact to a jury, and as they find

it, ſo paſſeth the judgment. This jury, tho’

it appertain to moſt courts of the common law,

yet it is moſt notorious in the half year courts

of the juſtices errant, commonly called the

great affizes, and in the quarter-feſſions, and

in them it is moſt ordinarily called a jury,

and that in civil cauſes ; whereas in other

courts it is often termed an inqueſt. The

grand jury conſiſts ordinarily of twenty-four

grave and ſubſtantial gentlemen, or ſome of

them yeomen, choſen indifferently out of the

whole ſhire by the ſheriff, to conſider of all

bills of indićtment preferred to the court :

which they do either approve by writing up.

on them theſe words, bulla vera, or ditallow

by writing ignoramur. Such as they do approve,

are farther referred to another jury to be con

ſidered of. Thoſe that paſs upon civil cauſe:

real, are all, crio many as can conveniently

be had, of the ſame hundred, where the

land or tenement in queſtion doth lie, and

four at the leaſt. Cowell.

JU RYMAN. J. [jury and man.] One who is

impannelled on a jury. Swift

JU'RYMAST. ſ. So the teamen call whatever

they ſet up in the room of a maſt loſt in a

fight, or by ſtorm. Harriſ.

JUST. a. [juſte, Fr.) 1. Upright , incorrupt .

equitable. Dryden. 1. Honett; without crime

in dealing with others. Tillºtſon. 3. Exact; pro

per ; accurate. Granv. 4 Virtuous; innocent;

pure. Matthew. 5. True: nºt forged : not

tallely imputed Milton. 6. Equaliy retribut

ed Roman 7 Complete without ſupe: fluity

or defect. Bacon. 8. Regular , orderly. Addi;.

9. Fºxactly proportioned. Shakeſp. to Full ,

of full dimenſions. Kncles. Exact in re

tribution. Vanity ºf Human Hºſhes.

JUST, adv. 1. Exactly; nicely ; accurately

Hoºker. 1. Merely , barely. Dryden. 3

Nearly. 7, mple,

JUST. ſ. [jeale, Fr.] A mock encounter on

horſ back. Dryden.

To JUST. v. n. [jºiſier, Fr.) 1. To engage in

a mock fight; to tilt. 1. To puſh j to drive .

to juſtle.

JUSTICE. ſ. [juſtice, Fr.) 1. The virtue by

which we give to every man what is his due.

Lerke. 2. Vindicative retribution : puniſh

ment. Bacºn 3 Right; aſicruion of right.

Shakeſp. 4 (juſticiarius, Lat.) One deputed

by the king tº dº right by way of judgment.

Cºwel 5. Just 1 c e of the King's Bench. (juſ

*ciarius de Barqua Regut.) is a lord by his of

fice, and the chief of the reſt; wherefore he

is alſo called capitalis juſticiarius Angliae. His

office eſpecially is to hear and determine all

pleas of the crown; that is, ſuch as concein

oftences committed againſt the king ; as trea

ſons, felonies, mayhems, and ſuch like. 6.

Justic r of the Cºmmon Pleas. Is a lord by

his office, and is called dºminar juſticiarist

communium placitorum. He with his aſſiſtants

originally did hear and determine all cauſs at

the common law; that is, all civil cauſe be

tween common perſons, as well perſonal as

real; for which cauſe it was called the court

of common pleas, in oppoſition to the plea of

the crown 7. Justic is of Aſſe. Are ſuch

as were wont, by ſpecial conmitiion, to be

ſent into this or that county to take affes,

8. Just 1 cºs in Eyre. Are ſo termed of the

French erre, iter. The uſe in ancient time,

was to ſend them with commifion into divers

counties, to hear ſuch cauſes eſpecially as were

termed the pleas of the crown, or the eaſe cf

the ſubjects, who muſt elſe have been hurried

to the king's bench 9. Just 1 c e s ºf Gºal

Pelivery. Are ſuch as are ſent with commiſ

fion to hear and determine all cauſes apper

taining to ſuch as for any offence are caſt into

goal. io. Justices of Nºſ. Priºr. Are all

one now-a-days with juſtices of affſe. . .

Justices of Peace I ſufficiari ad Pacer.

Are they that are appointed by the king's

commiſſion, with others, to attend the peace

of the county where they dwell ; of whom

ſome are made of the quorum, becauſe buff

nels of importance may not be dealt in with

out the preſence of one of them. Cºwell.

To JUSTICE. v. a. ſtrom the noun..] To ad

miniſter juſtice to any. Hayward.

JUST ICEMLNT. ſ. (rom juſtice J Procedure
in courts.

JUSTICE.R.'ſ [from 7% juſtice..] Adminiſtrator

of juſtice. An old word. Davier.

JUS 1 ICESHIP. ſ (from juſtice J Rank or of.

fice of juſtice. Swift.

JUSTIC [ABLE. a. from juſtice.) Proper to be

examined in courts of juſtice

JU S 1 if I A BL1. a. (from juſtify.) Defenſible by

law or reaſon; conomaule to juſtice. Brºwn.

JUSTIFIABLLNESS. ſ. (from Jaft fiable.]

Rºude : poſſibility of being airly defend
td. K. Charler.

JU'S TIFIABLY adv. [ſrom juſtifiable.) Right

ly ; ſo as to be ſupported by right. Lºcke.

JU -TIFICATION. J. [ ſaſhficates, Fr. , i.

Defence ; mainterance; vindication; ſup

port Swift. 1. Deliverance by paidon from

fins paſt. Clarke.

JUSTIFICATOR. ſ. [From jaflity.) One who

fupports, deten s, vindicates, or juſt nes.

JUSTI FI E.R. ſ. (from juſtify J One whº jut

fies : one who defends or abſolves. Rºmant.

To JUSTI FY. v. a. I juſtifier, Fr.) 1. To clear

from imputed guilt; to abſolve from an accº

ſation. Dryden. 2. To maintain ; to defend,

to
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to vindicate. Denham. 3. To free from paſt

ſin by pardon. Aël,

To JU'sTLE. v. n. (jeuffer, Fr J. To encounter;

to claſh; to ruſh againſt each other. Lee.

To JU's TL.E. v. a To puſh ; to drive ; to

force by ruſhing againſt it. Brown.

Ju STLY. adv. [irom juſt 1. Uprightly; ho

neſt ſy; in a juſt manner. South. a. Proper

ly , exactly, accurately. Pryden. ..

JUSTNESS ſ. (from juſt 3. Juſtice ; rea

ſonableneſs, equity. Sfenſer, Shakeſp. z. Ac

curacy , exactneſs, propriety. Pryden. -

To JUT. v. s. To puſh or ſhoot into promi

nences; to come out beyond the main bulk.

Motton, Dryden, Brºome.

To JUT Y. v. a. [from jutt.] To ſhoot be

yond. Shakeſp.

JUVENILE. a.[juvenilis, Lat.]Young; youth
ful. Bacºn.

JUVENILITY. ſ. [from juvenile.] Youthful

neſs. Granville.

JU'XTA Position f 'juxta and paſtie, Lat.)

App ſition ; the ſtate of being placed by each
other. Glanville.

IVY. ſ. (Fº, Sax.] A plant. Raleigh.

K.

K E E

A letter borrowed by the Engliſh. It has

belore all the vowels ºne invariable ſound ,

a *5. Ren, kill. K is ſilent in the pretent

pronunciation before n : as knife, knee, Anell.

KA LENDAR. ſ. (now written calendar.) An

account of time. Shakeſp.

KALI. ſ. ſan Arabick wºrd.) Sea-weed, of the

aſhes of which glaſ, was made, whence the

word alkali. Bacºn.

KAM a. Croºked. Shakeſp

To KAW. v. n. [from the found ) To cry as a

raven, crow, or rook. Locke,

KA W.J. [from the verb.) The cry of a raven

or crow. Dryden.

KAYLE ſ (Juille, Fr 3 1. Ninepins; kettle

pins. Sidney. 2. Nine-hºles.

To KECK. v. n. (Aecken, Dutch..] To heave the

ſtomach to reach at vomiting Bacon.

To K.E. CKLE a cable To defend a cable round

with rope. Ainſworth.

KE CKSY / [commonly #ex ; cigue, Fr. cica

ta, Lat.] It is uſed in Staffordſhire bo'h for

hemlock, and any other hollow jointed plant.

Shakeſp.

KE CKY, a [ſiom ker.) Reſembling a kex.

Grew.

KEDGER. ſ. ſſrom kedge J A ſmall andlor

used in a river. -

*... the provincial plural of cow, properly kine.

Jy.

kºiack ſ A weed that grows among corn;

charnock. Tiſſer.

Ki. E.I. ſ. ſcºlº, Saxon kiel, Dutch..] The

bottom of a ſhip. Swift.

To KEEL. v. a ſcorian, Sax) To cool.Shakeſp.

F. E. E.I.F.A.T. ſ. ſcorian, Sax. to cººl] Cooler,

tub in which figuor is let to cool.

KEELSON / The next piece of timber in a

ſhip to her keel. Harris. -

To KEELH ALF. v. a. [{eel and kale ] To ||

puniſh in the ſeamens way, by dragging the

criminal under water on one ſide of the ſhip

and up again on the other.

KEEN. a. ſcene, Sax J . Sharp; well edged;

K E E

not blunt. Dryden 2. Severe; piercing. Elliſ.

3. Eager 5 vehement. Tatler. 4. Acrimoni

ous ; bitter of mind. Swift.

To KEEN. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

ſharpen. Thomſon.

KEENLY, adv. [from keen J ſharply; vehe
mently.

KE ENNESS. ſ. [from keen J 1. sharpneſs;

edge. Shakeſp. 1. Rigour of weather , pierc

ing cold. 3. Aſperity; bitterneſs of mind.

Carendon. 4. Eagernets ; vehemence.

To KEEP. v. a. ſcepan, Saxon ; Kepen, old

Dutch..] 1. To retain : not to loſe Temp 2.

To have in cuſtody. Knoller. 3. To preſerve;

not to let go. 1 Chron. 4. To preſerve in a

ſtate of ſecurity. Add ſºn. 5. To protects to

guard Geneſiſ. 6. To guard from flight. Aci.

7. To detain. Dryden. 8. To hold for ano

ther. Milton. 9. To reſerve; to conceal. Bacon.

to. To tend. Carrºw. . . . To preſerve in the

ſame tenour or ſtate. Bacon, Addiſon. . . To

regard ; to attend. Dryden. 13. To not ſuſ

fer to fail. Pſalm, Miltºn. 14. To hold in

any ſtate. Locke. 15. To retain by ſome de

gree of force in any place or ſtate Siſney 16.

To continue any ſtate or action Knoller. 17.

To practiſe ; to uſe habitually. Pºpe 18. To

copy carefully Dryden. 19. To obſerve any

time Milton. 10. To obſerve; not to violac.

Skatep. 21. To maintan ; to ſupport with

necetiaries of life. Alliitºn. 12. To have in the

houſe. Shakeſp. 13. Not to intermit. 1:... ', 1.

24. To maintain; to hold. Hayward 1; To

renain in ; not to leave a place. Shakeſ?.

26. Not to reveal ; not to betray. Tillºtſar.

27. To reſtrain; to with-hold. Shakeſp, Bºyle.

28. To debar from any place. Jillion 29 12

KEEP back. To reſerve, to with-hold. fer em.

30. To with-hold; to reſt ain. Pſalms. 31.

'ſo K E ºr company. To frequent any one, to

accompany. Danne. 31. 12 tº f * r company

with. To have familiar intercourſe. Brºme.

33. To Kerr in. To conceal; not to tell.

Sta;..iddy. 3;. To reſtrain ; to curb. Lºcke.

35. ‘I 2
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35. To Keep off. To bear to diſtance. 36.

To hinder. Locke. 37. To Keep up. To main

tain without abatement. Addiſon. 38. To

continue ; to hinder from ceaſing. Taylor.

39. To Keep under. To oppreſs; to ſubdue.

Atterbury.

To KEEP. v. n. 1. To remain by ſome labour

or effort in a certain flate. Pºpe 2. To con

tinue in any place or ſtate; to ſtay. Sid ey.

3. To remain unhurt; to laſt. Sidney. 4. To

dwell to live conſtantly. Shakeſp. 5. To ad

here ſtrictly. Addiſon. 6 To Keep on. To

go forward. Dryden. 7. To Keep up. To

continue undiſmayed. Dryden.

KEEP. ſ. [from the verb...] ... Cuſtody; guard.

Spºnſer, Dryden. 2. Guardianſhip , reſtraint

Aſcham.

KEEPER. ſ. [from keep J 1. One who holds

anything for the uſe of another. Sidney. 2.

One who has priſoners in cuſtody. Dryden. 3.

One who has the care of parks, or beaſts of

chaſe. Shakeſp. 4. One who has the ſuper

intendence or care of any thing. . Kings.

KEEPER of the great ſeal is a lord by his of

fice, called lord keeper of the great ſeal of En

gland, &c, and is of the king's privy council,

under whoſe hands paſs all charters, commiſ

ſons, and grants of the king, ſtrengthened by

the great or broad ſeal, without which ſeal all

ſuch inſtruments by law are of no force. This

lord keeper, by the ſlatute of 3 Eliz. c. 18.

hath the like ju, iſdiction, and all other ad

vantages, as hath the lord chancellor of En

gland. Cºwell.

KEEPERSHIP. ſ. [fºom keeper.] Office of a

keeper. Carew.

KF.G. J. [ca; he, Fr J A ſmall barrei, common

Hy uſed for a fiſh-barrel.

KE1.1. ſ. A ſort of pottage. Ainſwºrth.

KELL. f. The omentum ; that which inwraps

the guts. 14'i/en:an.

KELP. f. A ſalt produced from calcined ſea

weed. Boyle.

KE LSON. ſ. (more properly keeſºn.] The

wood next the keel. Raleigh. -

To Kii M.B. v. a [coemban, Sax ) To ſeparate

or diſentangle by an inſtrument. Ben. jºhnſon.

To K.E.N. v. a. ſcennan, Sax.] ... To ſee at a

dritance; to deſcry. Addiſon. ... To know.

Gay.

KEN. ſ. (from the verb.) View ; reach of fight.

Shakeſp. Lºcke.

KENNEL. f. [chemil, Fr.) 1. A cot for dogs.

Sidney, Shakeſp. z. A number of dºgs kept

in a kennel. Shakeſp. 3. The hole of a fox,

or other beaſt. 4. (Kennel, Dutch..] The wa

ter-courſe of a ſtreet. Arbuthnot.

To KENNEL. v. n. [from the noun..] To

lie ; to dwell ; uſed of beaſts, and of man in

contempt. L'Ejirange.

KEPT. pret. and part. paſſ of keep.

KERCH.I.F. ſ. i. A head dreſs. Shakeſp. z.

Any clothes uſed in dreſs. Hayward.

KERCH F.'; Fr.D.

K.I.RCliº, 1 FT, hooded, Miſion.

a. [from ker, hief.] Dreſſed;

KERF.ſ. (ceonpan, Sax. tº cut.] To ſawn-º.

way ſlit between two pieces of ſtuff is called a

£erf Moxen.

KERMES, ſ. Kermes is a roundiſh body, of the

bigneſs of a pea, and of a browniſh red colour,

covered when moſt perfect with a purpliſh grey

duſt. It contains a multitude of little diſtinči

granules, ſoft, which when cruſhed yield a

ſcarlet juice. It is found adhering to a kind

of holin oak. Hill.

KERN. ſ. [an Iriſh word )

Speºſer.

KERN. ſ. A hand-mill conſiſting of two pieces

of ſtone, by which corn is ground

To KERN. v. n. 1. To ha den as ripened

corn. Carew. 2. To take the form of grains;

to granulate. Grew.

KL'RNEL. ſ. [cynnel, a gland, Sax) . The

edible ſubſtance contained in a ſhell. Mºre. 1.

Any thing included in a huſk or integument.

Penham. 3. The ſeeds of pulpy fruits. Bir.

4. Tº e central part of any thing upon which

the ambient ſtrata are concreted. Arºast.

5. Knobby concretions in children's fein,

Iriſh foot ſoldiers,

To KERNEL. v. n. (from the noun To ripen

to kernels. Mortimer.

KERNELLY. a. [from kernel) Fall of ker

neis ; having the quality or reſemblance of
kernels.

KE, RN i.i.WORT. ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

tº P. R.S.E.Y. ſ. [Karſaye, Dutch.) Coarſe ſtuff.
Hale.

KłST. The preter tenſe of caff. Fairfax.

KE STREL. ſ. A little kind of baſtard hawk.

Spenſer.

KE'TCH. ſ. [from cairchio, Italian, a barrel)

A heavy ſhip. Shakeſp.

KETTI.E. ſ. [cetl, Sax.) A veſſel in which

liquor is boiled. Dryden.

KETTLEDRUM. ſ. [Kettle and drum J A

drum of which the head is ſpread over a body

of braſs. Shakeſp.

KEY ſ. (coex, Sax.] I. An inſtrument formed

with cavities correſpondent with the wards of

a lock. Fairfax. 1. An inſtrument by which

ſomething is ſcrewed or turned Swift. 3.

An explanation of any thing difficult. Barret.

4. The parts of a muſical inſtrument which

are ſtruck with the fingers. Paneia. 5. []n

muſick. J is a certain tone whereto every com

poſition, whether long or ſhort, ought to be

ficted. Harriº. 6.. [Kaye, Dutch; quai, Fr )

A bank raiſed perpendicular for the eaſe of

lading and unlading of ſhips. Dryden.

KE'YAGE. ſ. [from Key. Mºney paid for lying

at the key. Ainſworth.

KEYHO'LE. ſ. (Rºy and hole.] The perfora.

tion in the door or lock through which the

key is put I’, i.r.

|Kystd NE f"fºr and ſize.j The middle
ſtone of an arch. / 12x2't

KIBE / [from Kerb, a cut, German ) An ul

cerated chilblain; a chap in the heel Pºiſºn.

Ki BED. a. [from #, br.j ſcoubled with kibes.
To
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To KICK. v. a. [kauchen, German.] To ſtrike

with the foot. Swift.

To KICK. v. m. To beat with the foot in anger

or contempt. Tillºtſon. -

KICK. ſ. [from the verb ). A blow with the foot.

rºarn.

Kºkº. ſ: [from kick.) One who ſtrikes wib

his foot.

KICKSHAw.ſ. A corruption of quelque chºſe,

ſomething, i. Something uncommon; tan

taſtical; ſomething ridiculous. Milton. . . A

diſh ſo changed by the cookery that it can

ſcarcely be known. Fenton. - -

KICKSEY-wickSEY. ſ. A made word in ri

dicule and diſdain of a wife. Shakeſp.

KID. ſ. [kid, Daniſh.) I The young of a goat,

Speºſer. . [From cidºwles, Welſh, a faggot.)

A bundle of heath or furze. -

To KID. v.a. (from the noun..] To bring forth

kids.

KIDDER. ſ. An ingroſſer of corn to enhance its

price. Ainſworth. -

To KIDNA P. v. a. [from kind, Dutch, a child,

and nap.) To ſteal children; to ſteal human

beings.

Kidn’APPER. ſ. [from kidnap.] One who

ſteals human beings. Spectator.

KIDNEY. ſ. 1. Theſe are two in number, one

on each ſide: they have the ſame figure as kid

ney-beans: their length is four or five fingers,

their breadth three, and their thickneſs two:

the right is under the liver, and the lett under

the ſpleen. The uſe of the kidneys is to ſepa.

rate the urine from the blood. Quºy, *.

Race ; kind: in Iudicrous language, L'ºffran.

KIDNEYBEAN.J. An herb Miller.

KI'dN E YV etc. H. -

Kl DNEYWORT. } ſ Plants. Ainſ.

KIT.DERKIN.f. [Hindekin, a baby, Dutch J A

finali barrel. Dryden.

To KILL. v. a. [ćpellan, Sax.] 1. To deprive

of life; to put to death as an agent. , 2 Mac

2. To deſtroy animals for food. Shakeſp. 3.

To deprive of life as a cauſe or inſtrument.

Bacºn 4 To deprive of vegetative or other

motion, or active qualities. Floyer.

KI LLER ſ (from kill.] One who deprives ot

life. Sidney, Hºalier.

KIT.LOW. J. An earth of a blackiſh or deep

blue colour. Hººdward.

KILN. ſ. cyln, Sax.] A ſtove; a fabrick form

ed for admitting heat, in order to dry or burn

things Bacon

To Ki'LNDRY v, a ſkiln and dry.) To dry

by means of a kiln. Mortimer.

KILT. for killed. Spenſer. - -

Kl'MBO. a. ſ. a ſchembº, Italian ] Crooked ;

bent; arched. Arbuthnot.

KIN. J. tcyane, Sax.] 1. Relation either of

conſanguinity or affinity. Bacon. 2. Relatives;

thoſe who are of the ſame race. Dryden. 3

A relation; one related Davies. 4 The

ſame generical claſs. Bºyle. 5. A diminutive

termination from kind, a child, Dutch.

KIND, a. [from cynne, relation, Sax.] I. Bene

volent; filled with general good-will. Satº.

2. Favourable; beneficent. Luke.

KIND. ſ. [cynne, Sax.] Race; generical claſs.

Hooker. 2. Particular nature. Baker. 3. Na

tural ſtate. Bacon, Arbuthnot. 4. Nature;

natural determination. Shakeſp. 5. Manner,

way. Bacon. 6. Sort. Bacºn.

To KINDLE. v. a. 1: To ſet on fire; to light;

to make to burn. King Charles. 2. To in

flame the paſſions; to exaſperate; to animate.
Daniel.

To KINDLE. v. a. ſcians, Welſh; cynbelaa,

Sax.) 1. To catch fire Iſaiah. a. [From cea.

nan, to bring forth, Saxon.]

Kl'NDLER ſ [from kindle.] One that lights;

one who enflames. Gay.

KINDLY. adv. [from kind J Benevolently; ſº

vourable ; with good will. Shakeſp.

KINDLY., a, (from kind.) 1. Homogeneal 5

congeneal; kindred. Hammond. 2. Bland;

mild, ſoftening. Dryden.

Kl'NDNESS.J. [from kind] Benevolence; be

neficence; good-will: favour ; love. Collier.

K! NDRED.J. [cynnene, Sax.] . Relation by

birth, marriage; cognation; affinity. Drydes.

3. Relation; ſort. Shakeſp. 3. Relatives.
Denham -

KINDRED. a. Congeneal; related; cognate.

Dryden.

KINE, ſ, plur, from cow Ben. Johnſon.

KING..f. [caning, or cyning, ieut..] I. Mo

narch ; ſupreme governour. Pºpe. 2. It is

taken by Bacon in the feminine: as prince al

ſo is. 3 A card with the picture of a king.

Pºpe. 4. Kis G at Armſ, or of heralds, a

principal officer at arms, that has the pre-emi

nence of the ſociety ; of whom there are three

in number, viz. Garter, Norroy, and Claren

cieux. Philips.

To KING. v., a [from the noun.) 1. To ſup

ply with a king Shakeſp 2. To make royal,

to raiſe to royalty. Shakeſp

Kl'NGAPPLE. J. A kind of apple.

KINGCRAF T. ſ. [king and craft.] The art

of governing.

KINGCUP.J. [king and cup 1A flower. Peach.

KINGDOM. ſ. from king.) 1. The dominion

of a king; the territolics ſubject to a monarch.

Shakeſp. 2. A different claſs or order of be

ings. Locke. 3. A region; a tract. Shakeſp.

KINGFISHER. ſ. A ſpecies of bird. May.

§§§ { a. [from sing.) 1. Royal; ſove

KING!...Y. reign : monarchical. Shakeſp.

2. Belonging to a king. Shakeſp. 3 Noble;

auguſt. Sidnºy

KINGLY. adv. With an air of royalty; with

ſuperiour dignity. Dunctad.

KINGSE VIL.J. [king and evil] A ſcrophulous

diſłemper, in which the glands are ulcerated,

commonly believed to be sured by the touch

of the king. Wiſeman.

KINGSHIP. f. [from king.] Royalty; monar

chy. King Charles, South.

KINGSPEAR. ſ. A plant. Miller.

KINGSTQNE. ſ. A fiſh. Ainſwºrth

KI'NSFOLK.
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Ki Nsfor K. ſ. (Hi, and fl;

KITE. ſ. (cyca, Sax.) 1. A bird of prey that

Relations;

thoſe who are of the ſame family. Spenſer.

Kl'NSMAN. ſ ſkin and man.] A man of the

ſame race or famil

KINSWOMAN. f. [kin and wºman.] A female

relation. Den n is .

KIRK. f. [cynce, Sax.] An old word for a

church, yet retained in Scotland Cleaveland.

Kl'RTLE. ſ. (cyſtel, Sax.] An upper garment;

a gown Shake p

To KISS v. a. [.. uſan, Welſh; x3 ..] I. To

touch with the lips. Sidney. ... To treat with

fondneſs Shakeſp. 3. To touch gently. Sha eſ:

KISS. f. (from the verb.] Salute given by join

ing lins. Dryden.

K1 SSER. / (from Fiſ.] One that kiſſes.

K1 SS!NGCRUST, ſ. kiſſing and cruſt.] Cruſt

formed where one loaf in the oven teuches a

nother King's Cºckery.

KIT. ſ. ſkitte, Dutch.) 1. A large bottle. Skinn.

2. A ſmall diminutive fiddle. Grew. 3. A

ſmall wooden veſſel.

KITCHEN.ſ. (Regin, Welſh: cuiſine, Fr.] The

room in a houſe where the proviſions are

cooked. Hacker

KITCHENGARDEN.ſ. [kitchen and garden )

Garden in which eſculent plants are produced.

Spectator.

KITCHENMAID. ſ. [kit, hen and maid.]. A

cookmaid.

K1 TCHENSTUFF ſ (kitchen and fluff] The

fat of mea ſcummed off the pot, or gather

ed out of the dripping pan

KITCHEN WENCH. f. (Kitchen and wenck.)

Scullion; maid employed to clean the inſtru

ments of cookery. Shakeſp.

KITCHENwok K. ſ. (kitchen and work )

Cockery; work dore in the kitchen.

infeſts the ta: ms and ſheals the chickens Gretv.

3. A name of leproach denoting rapacity.

Shakeſp. 3. A fictitious bird made of paper.

Gov. of the Tºngue.

K! TFSFoot /. A plant. Ainſworth.

kºs / [*atteken, Dutch. A young cat.

rtar.

To K1 TTFN. v. n. (from the noun..] To bring

forth you g cats. Shake p.

To K'_{CK. v. n. (, roam clack.] To make a

final ſharp noiſe.

To KNA.B. v. a. [ºn appen, Dutch..] To bite.

L’Eff, an e.

KNACK / ſcher, Welſh : cranir;e, ſkill, Sax.]

1. A little machine , a petty contrivance; a

toy Shakeſh. 2. A readineſs, an habitual fa

cility; a lucky dexterity. I ca. Johnſºn, Swift.

5. A nice trick. Tºe.

To KNACK. v. n. (from the noun ) To make

a ſharp quick noiſe, as when a ſtick breaks.

KNACK1 R, ſ [from knack..] ... A maker of

ſmall work. Mortimer, 1 A ropemaker.

[reffic, Lat Ainſworth.

KN AG. f (khag, a wait, Daniſh. A hard knot

in wood.

KNA. GGY, a [from *nag.] Knotty ; ſet with

hard rough knots.

KNAP. ſ. (cnap, Welſh, a protuberance.JA pro

tuberance; a ſwelling prominence. Bacon.

To KNA P. v. a. [knappen, Dutch.) 1. To bite;

to break ſhort. Cºmmon Prayer ... [Kraaf,

Erſe.) To ſtrike ſo as to make a ſharp noiſe

like that of breaking Bacon.

To KNA P. v. n To make a ſharp noiſe Wiſer.

To KN APPLE v. n (from knap.] To break

off with a ſharp quick noiſe. Ainſwºrth,

KNAPSACK.j [from knappen, to eat ) The

bag which a ſoldier carries on his back; a

bag of proviſions. King Charlet.

KNA PWEED. ſ A plant, Miller.

KNARE. ſ. (#nor, Germ.] A had knot. Dryd.

KNAVE. ſ. ſcnapa, Sax.] . A boy; a male

child. 2. A ſervant. Both theſe are obſolete.

Sidney. 3. A petty raſtal; a ſtoundrel Sºuth.

4. A card with a ſoldier painted on it. Ha
dibrar.

KNAVERY ſ [from Anave.) 1. Diſhoneſty;

tricks; petty villainy. Shakeſp. Dryden, 1.

Miſchievous tricks or practices. Shakeſp.

KNA VISH, a [from Anave.j 1. Diſhoneſt;

wicked; fraudulent. Pºpe. ... waggiſh, miſ

chievous. Shakeſp.

KNA VISHLY, adv. [from Anaviſh ) i. Diſ

honeſtly; fraudulently. 2 Waggiſhly ; miſ
chievouſly.

To KNEAD. v. a. ſcnaeban, Sax.] To beat or

mingle any ſtuff or ſubſtance. Dºnne.

KNE ADINGTROUGH ſ. A read and trang! }

A trough in which the patte of bread is work

ed together Exºduſ

KNEE. ſ. ſcneop, Sax.] 1. The joint of the

leg where the leg is joined to the thigh. Rar.

2. A knee is a piece of timber growing croºk

ed, and to cut that the tº unk and branch make

an angle. Bacºn.

To KNEE. v. a. [rom the noun.) To ſuppli

cate by kneeling Shakeſp.

KNEED. a. [from knee. J 1. Having knees:

as in Aneed 2. Having joints: as kneed graſs.

KN E EDEEP. a. [knee and deep j 1. Riſing to

the knees. 2. Surk to the knees. Drydºn.

KNE E HOLM. ſ. An herb.

KNE EPAN. ſ. (knee and fan.) A little r und

bone about two inches broad, pretty thick, a

little convex on both ſides, and covered with

a ſmooth cartilage on its foreſide ºf rºy.

To KNEEL. v n (from knee.] To perform the

act of genuflection; to bend the knee. Faylºr.

KNEE 1 KIBUTE. ſ. (knee and tribute.) Gend

flection ; worſhip or obeiſance ſhown by kneel

ing. Milton

KNEL. f. [cnil, Welſh ; crºllan, Sax XThe ſound

of a bell rung at a funeral, Donne, C-soſy.

KNEW. The preterite of knºw.

KNIFE. f. plur. A nave, ſcar, Sax An infºrt

ment edged and pointed, wherewith meat is

cut. Af’at:.. -

KNIGHT.ſ ſcº Br, Sax.] 1. A man advan.

ed to a certain degree of military rai.k. It

was anciently the cuſtom to knight every

man of rank or ſo tune. In Eºsi-nº knight

tºod
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hood confers the title of ſir; as fºr Thomas,

fºr Richard When the name was not known,

it was uſual to ſay ſºr knight. Daniel 2 A

mong us the order of gentlemen next to the

nobility, except the baronets. Add ſon. 3. A

champion. Drayton.

KN1GHT Frrant. A wandering knight. Den

ham, Hudibrar.

KNtºHT Errantry [from knight errant. )

The character or manners of wandering

knights. Narrºr.

KNIGHT of the Peſ. A hireling evidence. Sºuth.

KNIGHT ºf the Shire One of the repreſen

tatives of a county in parliament: he former

ly was a military knight, but now any man

having an eſtate in land of ſix hundred

pounds a year is qualified -This qualifica

tion is requiſite in England, but is not re

quired in Jºeland.

To KNIGHT. v. a. ( from the moun..] To

create one a knight. Wotton.

KN1"GH TLY. a. [from knight.) Befitting a

knight; beſeeming a knight. Sidney.

KNi GHTHooD. ſ. [from knight. The cha

raster or dignity of a knight. Ben. johnſºn.

KNIGHTLESS. a. (fºom knight.) Unbecoming

a knight. Obſolete. Spenſer.

To KNIT. v. m. preter. Fair or knitted. [cnit

tan, Sax ) i. To make or unite by texture

without a loom. IValler. ... To tye. Shakeſp.

3. To join ; to unite. Shakeſp. 4. To con

tract. Add fan. 5. To tye up. 43.

To KNIT. v. a 1. To weave without a loom.

Sidney, Dryden. 2. To join ; to cloſe ; to

unite. Shakeſp.

KNIT. ſ. (from the verb.] Texture. Shakeſp.

KNITTER. ſ. [from kni: ) One who weaves

or knits. Shakeſp.

KNITTINGNEEDLE ſſkrit, and needle A

wire which women uſe in knitting.Artuthnot.

KNI'ſ TLE. ſ. (from knit.) A ſtring that ga

thers a purſe round. Anſworth.

KNOB. ſ. (knºp, Dutch.) A protuberance ; any

part bluntly riſing above the reſt. Ray.

KNO’BBED. a. (from knob ] Set with knobs;

having protuberances. Gre-p -

KN O BBiNESS. ſ. Ifrom knobby.) The quality

of having knobs.

KNO BBY. a. (from knºb.] 1. Full of knobs

2. Hard; ſtubborn. Hºwel

To KNOCK. v. n. (cnucian, Sax.] 1. To

claſh : to be driven ſuddenly togev. Bentley.

2. To beat as at a door for admittance. Dºyd.

3. To Kwock under. A conmon expreſſion,

that denotes when a man yields or ſubmits.

To KNOCK. v. a 1. To aſſed or change in

any reſpect by blows. Drydes. 2. To daſh

together ; to ſtrike, to collide with a ſharp

noiſe. Dryden, Rowe. 3. To K sock dºwn.

To fell by a blow. Addiſºn. 4. To Knock

on the head. To kill by a blow; to deſtroy.

.S. ºf h.

KNOCK. ſ. [from the verb. ) i. A ſudden

ſtroke , a blow. Brown. 2. A loud ſtroke at

a door for admiſſion. Dryden.

KNO CKLR. ſ. [ from &nz. A. J. I. He tha'
-

knocks. 2. The hammer which hangs at th

door for ſtrangers to ſtrike. Pope.

To KNOLL. v. a [from knell To ring the

bell, generally for a funeral. Shakeſp.

To KNOLL. v. a. To ſound as a belſ. Shakeſp'

KNO!.L. f. A little hºt Ainſworth.

KNOP. f. [A corruption of knap.] Any tufty

top. Ainſworth.

KNOT. ſ. ſcnotra, Sax.] 1. A complication of

a cord or ſtring not eaſily to be diſentangled.

Addiſºn. 2. Any figure of which the lines

frequently interfect each other. Prior. 3. Any

bond of aſſociation or union. Cowley. 4. A .

hard part in a piece of wood cauſed by the

protuberance of a bough, and cºnſequently by

a tranſverſe direction of the fibres. Wiſdºm.

5. A contede acy; an aſſociation; a ſmall

band. Ben Johnſon. 6 Difficulty ; intricacy.

Sºuth 7 An intrigue, or difficult perplexity

of affairs. Dryden. 8. A cluſter; a collec

tion. Dryden.

To KNOT. v. a. [from the noun.] 3. To

complicate in knots. Sedley. 2. To intangle ;

to perplex. 3. To unite. Bacon.

To KNOT. v n. 1. To fºr a buds, knots, or

joints in vegetation 51.r.timer. 2. To knit

knots or tring, s.

'KNOTBERRYBUSH, ſ A plant. Ainſworth.

K NOTGRASS. ſ. (knot and graſs.) A plant.

KNOTTED, a [from Anot.) Full of knots.

KNO TTINESS. ſ. (from knºtty.) Fulneſs of

knots ; unevenneſs ; intricacy. Pea ham.

KNOTTY. a. [from *not ) i. Full of knots.

Slakeſp, 2 Hard ; rugged Rozge. 3. Intri

cate perplexed ; difficult i embarraſcă.

Bacºn.

To KNOW w. a preter. I knºwn, I have known,

ſcrapan. Sax.] ... To perceive with certainty,

whether intuitive or diſcurſive. Lºcke 2. To

be informed of ; to be taught. AMºltºn. 3. To

diſtinguiſh Lºcke 4. To recogniſe Shakeſp.

5. To be no ſtranger to Sh 4 p. 6. To

converſe with another ſex. Cen. 7. To ſee

with approbation. Hºſea.

To KNOW, v. n. t. To have clar and cer

tain perception ; not to be doubtful. Act 1. ...

Not to be ignorant. Bacon. 3. To be informed.

Shakeſp. 4. Tº Kisow for. To have know

ledge of Shakeſh. , 5, 19 K's ow ºf. To take

cogniſance of Shakeſp.

KNO YA Bí.I. a. (from #nºw ) Cognoſcible ;

podible to be diſcovered or underſtood.

Glanville.

KNo WER. ſ. ( from #4 ºn One who has

ſkill or knowledge Glanville.

KNOW ING. a. [trom knew. } . Skilul;

well inſtructed; remo e troºn ignorance tºyle.

2. Conſcious ; inteligent. Black more

RNO WING. ſ. I from knºw j Knowledge.

Shakeſp. -

& No WINGLY. adv. [from #1zºng j With

ſkill ; with knowledge. Atterbury.

&No WLEDGE. ſ. (from knºw.} t. Certain

perception. Like. 2. Learning , illumination

o, the mind. Shakeſp. 3. Skill in any

K. k i. tning
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thing. Shakeſp. 4. Acquaintance with any

fact or perſon. Sidney. 5. Cogniſance; no.

tice. Ben. jºhnſon. 6. Information ; power

of knowing. Sidney.

To KNOWLEDGE. v. a [not in uſe.] To ac

knowledge; to avow. Baron.

To KNU BBLE. v. a. (Anipler, Daniſh.) To
beat. Skinner.

KNUCKLE. ſ. ſcnucle, Sax ) i. The joints

of the fingers protuberant when the fingers

cloſe. Garth. 2. The knee joint of a calf.

Bacon. 3. The articulation or joint of a plant.

Bacon.

To KNU'CKLE. v. n. (from the noun.] To

ſubmit.

KNU'CKLED. a [from knuckle. ) Jointed.

Bacºn.

KNUF F. ſ. A lout. An old word. Hayward.

KNUR. J. I kner, German.] A knot; a

§§§ E3 hard ſubſtance. Wºodward.

KONED for knew. Spenſer

To KYD. v. n. [cu's, Sax) To know. Spenſer.

L.

L A B

A liquid conſonant, which preſerves al

ways the ſame found in Engliſh.

2. the end of a monoſyllable it is always

doubled; as, ſhall, ſill; except after a diph

thong; as, fail, feel. In a word of a more ſyl

lables it is written ſingle; as, channel, canal.

It is ſometimes put before e, and ſounded

feeble aſter it as bible, title.

L.A. interjećl. See; look ; behold. Shakeſp.

LA'BDANUM. ſ. A reſin o' the ſofter kind, of

a ſtrong and not unpleaſant ſmell, and an aro

matick, but not agreeable taſte. This juice

exſudates from a low ſpreading ſhrub, of the

ciſtus kind in Crete. Hill.

To LABEFY. v. a. [labefacie, Lat. ) To

weaken, to impair.

LA'BEL. ſ. [labellum, Lat.] 1. A ſmall ſlip or

fcrip of writing. Shakeſp. 2. Any thing ap

Tendant to a larger writing. Ayliffe. 3. [In

law.) A narrow ſlip of paper or parchment

affixed to a deed or writing, in order to hold

the appending ſeal. Harriſ.

LA'BENT. a. [labens, Lat..] Sliding ; gliding ;

ſlipping. Dić?.

LA BIAL., a [labialiſ, Lat.] Uttered by the

lips. Holder.

Lºlated. a. [labium, Lat.] Formed with

ips

LABI'ODENTAL. a. [labium and dental 1.]

Formed or pronounced by the co-operation of

the lips and teeth. Holder.

lººkast. J. [labºranº, Lat.) A chemiſt

cy'e.

LA BORATORY. ſ. [laboratºire, Fr.] A che.

miſt's workroom. Bºyle.

1. Abo'RIOUS. a. [latorieux, Fr.) laboriºſis,

Lat.j i. Diligent in work ; affiduous Sºuth.

2. Requiring labour ; tır come ; not eaſy.

Dryden.

i.A BORIOUSLY. adv. [from lateriºus.) With

labour ; with toil. Decay ºf Piety.

LABORIOUSNESS. ſ. [ from laheritºr. J i.

Toilſ meneſs; difficulty. Decay of Tiety. 2.

Diligence; affiduity.

LA'EOUR. ſ (labeur, Fr. labor, Lat.] 1. The

act of doing what requires a painful exertion

of ſtrength ; pains; toil, Shakeſp. a. Work

I, A C

to be done. Hºcker. 3. Exerciſe ; motion

with ſome degree of violence. Harvey. 4.

Childbirth ; travail. Sºuth.

To LABOUR. v. n. [laboro, Lat.) 1. To toil :

to act with painful effort. Shakeſp. 2. To do

work ; to take pains. Ecc uſ. 3. To move

with difficulty. Granville. 4. To be diſeaſed

with. Ben jºhnſºn. 5. To be in diſtreſs ; to

be preſſed. 14'ake. 6. To be in child-birth;

to be in travail. Dryden.

To LA'BOUR. v. a 1. To work at ; to move

with difficulty. Clarendon. 2. To beat ; to

beiabour. Dryden.

LA'BOURER.J. [laboureur, Fr.) 1. One who

is employed in coarſe and toilſome work.

Swift. 2. One who takes pains in any em

ployment. Granville.

LABOURSOME a. (from labour.] Made with

great labour and diligence. Shakeſp.

LA'BRA. ſ. [Spaniſh ) A lip. Shakeſp.

LA BYRINTH.ſ (labyrinthus, Lat.] A maze;

a place formed with inextricable windings.

Dºnne, Denham.

LAC. ſ. Lac is of three ſorts 1. The ſtick lack.

2. The ſeed lac. 3. The ſhell lac. Hill.

LACE. ſ. [lacer, Fr. J . A ſtring ; a cord.

Spenſer. 2. A ſnare ; a gin. Fairfax. 3.

A platted ſtring, with which women faſten

their clothes. Swift. 4. Ornaments of fine

thread curiouſly woven. Baron. 5. Textures

of thread with gold or ſilver. Herbert. 6.

Sugar. A cant word. Prior.

To LACE. v. a [from the noun..] I. To faſten

with a ſtring run through eilet holes.Cºngreve.

2. To adorn with gold or filver textures fewed

on. Shakeſp. 3. To embelliſh with variegs

tions. Shakeſp. 4. To beat. L'Eſtrange.

LACED Mutton. An old word for a whore,

Shakeſp.

LACEMAN. ſ. ſ lace and man. J One who

deals in lace. Addiſon.

LA'CERABLE. a. (fiom lacerate.] Such as miſ

be torn. Harvey.

To I.A.'CERATE. v. a. [lacero, Lat.] To tear;

to rend. Derham.

LACERATION. ſ. [from laterate.] The sº
c;
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of tearing or rending ; the breach made by

tearing. Arbuthnot.

LACERATIVE. a. [from lacerate.] Tearing;

having the power to tear. Harvey.

LA CHRYMA.L. a. [lachrymal, Fr] Genera

ting tears. Cheyne.

LA’CHRYMARY. a. [lachryma, Lat.] Con

taining tears. Addiſºn.

LACHRYMATION. ſ. (from lachryma.] The

aćt of weeping, or ſhedding tears.

LA'CHRYMATORY..ſ. (lachrymatoire, Fr.)

A veſſel in which tears are gathered to the

honour of the dead.

LACI NIATED. a. [from lacinia, Lat] Adorn

ed with fringes and borders.

To LACK. v. a [laecken, to leſſen, Dutch.]

To want ; to need; to be without. Daniel.

To LACK. v. n. 1. To be in want. Common

Prayer. 1. To be wanting. Genefit.

LACK. ſ. (from the verb ] Want; need;

failure. Hocker.

LACKBRAIN. ſ. ſlack and brain.) One that

wants wit Shakeſp.

LA'CKER. ſ. A kind of warniſh, which, ſpread

upon a white ſubſtance, exhibits a gold colour.

To LA'CKER. v., a. [from the noun..] To do

over with lacker. Pºpe.

LA'CKEY. ſ. [lacquair, Fr.] An attending

ſervant a foot boy. Dryden.

To LACKEY. v. a. (from the noun..] To

attend ſervilely. Milton.

To LACKEY. v. n. To act as a foot-boy; to

pay ſervile attendance. Sandyſ.

LACKLINEN. a. [lack and linen..] Wanting

ſhirts. Shakeſp.

LA'CKLUSTRE. a. [lack and luftre ) Wanting

brightneſs. Shakeſp.

LACONICK. a. ſlaconicus, Lat.) Short; brief

Pope.

LACONISM. ſ. [lacaniſme, Fr.] A conciſe ſtyle.
Czll:er.

LA CONICALLY adv. [ſrom laconick]Briefly;

conciſely. Camden.

LACTARY. a. [ladis, Lat.] Milky. Brºwn.

I.A.'CTARY. ſ. [lactarium, Lat.) A dairy houſe.

LACTATION. ſ. [laciº, Lat.) The act or

time of giving ſuck.

LACTEAL. a. [from lac, Lat.] Conveying

chyle. Locke.

LA'CTEAL ſ. The veſſel that conveys chyle

Arbuthnot.

LACTE'OUS. a. [la'7ear, Lat. ) i. Milky.

Brown. 2. Lačteal; conveying chyle. Bentley

LACTE SCENCE. ſ. [lacieſ co, Lat] Tendency

to milk. Boyle.

LACTE SCENT. a. (lacieſcens, Lat..] Produc

ing milk. Arbuthnot.

LAC TI FEROUS a. (lac and fero.] What con

veys or brings milk. Ray.

LAD. ſ. [leobe, Sax.] I. A boy; a ſtripling,

in familiar language. Watts. 2. A boy, in

paſtoral language. Spenſer.

LA DDER. ſ. (hlatne, Sax.] 2. A frame made

with ſteps placed between two upright pieces.

Gulliver, Prior. 2. Any thing by which one
- *-

climbs. Sidney, 3. A gradual riſe. Swift.

LADE. ſ. The mouth of a river, from the Saxon

labe, which ſignifies a purging or diſcharging.Gibſºn. 8 purging glng

To LADE. v. a. preter, and part paſſive, laded

cr laden. [hlaben, Sax.] 1. To kad; to freight;

to burthen. Bacon. 2. (hlaben, to draw, Sax.]

To heave out ; to throw out. Temple.

LADING. ſ. [from lade.] Weight ; burthcn.

Swift.

LA'DLF. ſ. [hlable, Sax.] 1. A large ſpoon :

a veſſel with a long handle, uſed in throwing

out any liquid. Prior. 2. The receptacles of

a mill wheel, into which the water falling

turns it.

LADY / [hlºpolº, Sax.] 1. A woman of high

rank: the title of lady properly belongs to the

wives of knights, of all degrees above them,

and to the daughters of earls, and all of

higher ranks. King Charles. 2. An illuſtrious

or eminent woman. Shakeſp. 3. A word of

complaiſance uſed of women. Shakeſp.

LADY-BEDSTRAW. f. [Gallium.j A plant.
Miller.

LA’l)Y-BIRD.

I. A 'DY-COW.

I. A DY-FLY.

LA DY-DAY. ſ. (lady and day.] The day on

which the annunciation of the bleſſed virgin is

celebrated. -

LA'DY-LIKE. a.ſ.lady and like.) Soft; deli

cate ; elegant "Dryden.

LA'DY-MANTLE ſ. A plant. Miller.

LA'DYSHIP. f. (from }. The title of a

lady. Ben. jºhnſon.

LA DY's-SLIPPER. ſ. A flower. Miller.

LA'DY's-SMOCK. ſ. A flower.

L.A.G. a. [lagg, Swediſh, the end.] 2. Com

ing behind ; talling ſhort. Carew. 1. Sluggiſh;

ſlow; tardy. Shakeſp. Dryden. 3. Laſt 5 long

delayed Shakeſp.

LAG. ſ. 1. The loweſt claſs; the rump; the

tag end Shakeſp. 2. He that comes laſt, or

hangs behind. Pope.

To L.A.G. v. n. 1. To loiter; to move ſlowly.

Dryden. 2. To ſtay behind ; not to come in.

Swift.

LA'GGER ſ [from lag.] A loiterer; an idler.

LA ICA L. a. [laique, Fr. laicut, Lat. 243.]

Belonging to the laity, or people as diſtinct

from the clergy. Camden.

LAID. Preterite participle of lay. Swift.

LAIN. Preterite participle of lye. Boyle.

LAIR. / (lat, Fr.] The couch of a boar, or

wild beaſt. Miltºn.

LAIRD. ſ. [hlapono Sax.] The lord of a ma

nor in the Scottiſh dialect. Cleaveland.

LA ITY. J. [2.45-.] 1. The people as diſtin

guiſhed from the clergy. Swift. 2. The ſtate

of a layman. Ayliffe.

LAKE. ſ. [lac, Fr. laicut, Lat.] 1.

diffuſion of inland water. Dryden. 2. Small

plaſh of water. 3. A middle colour, betwixt

ultranarine and vermillion. Dryden.

LAMB. f. (lamb, Gothick and Sax.]

K k k a

f. A ſmall red inſea, vagino

pennous. Gay,

A large

1. The

young

|
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young of a ſheep. Pºpe. 1. Typically, the

Saviour of the world. Cºmmon Prayer.

LAMBAT IV.E. a. ſ from lambo, to lick. J

Taken by licking. Brows.

LAM1, ATIVE. ſ. A medicine taken by licking

with tire tongue Wiſeman.

LAMBKIN. J. [from lamb J A little lamb.

Spenſer.

LAMES-wool. ſ : lamb and woº!) Ale mix

ed with the pulp of roaſted apples. Song of the

King and the Miller.

LA MBENT. a. lambent, Lat.) Playing about .

gliding over without harm. Dryden.

I,AMDOT DAL. a. [***a and sº.] Having

the torm of the letter lambda or A. Sharp.

LAME, a ſlaam, lama, Sax ) Cripped :

diſabled in the limbs. Daniel, Arhuthnºt,

Pºpe. 1. Hobbling ; not ſmooth : alluding to

the feet of a verſe. Dryden. 3. Imperfect ;

unſatisfactory. Bacºn.

To LAME, tº a [rcm the adjective.] To

cripple. Shakeſp. -

LA MELLATFD. a. ſhamella, Lat.) Covered

with films or plates. Der ham.

LA MELY. a. (from lame ] . Like a cripple ;

without natural force or activity. Wºjcman

2. Imperfectly. Dryden.

LAMENESS. f. [from lame 1 1. The ſtate of

a cripple; loſs or inability of limbs. Dryden.

2. Inperfection ; weakneſs. Dryden.

LA MENT. ſ. (lamentºr, . Lat.] 1. Sorrow

audibly expreſſed lamentation. Dryden. *

Expreſſion of ſorrow. Shakeſp.

To LAMENT. v. a. To bo wail i to mourn ,

to bemoan; to ſorrow for. Dryden.

To LAMENT v. W. [ lamenter, Lat. 1 To

mourn; to wail j to grieve 5 to expreſs for

row. Shakeſp. Miltºn.

LAMENTARLE. a [lamentabilir, Lat ) i. To

be lamented ; cauſing ſorrow. Shakeſp. z.

Mournful , ſorrowful, expreſſing ſorrow. Sid.

3. Miſerable, in a ludicrous or low lenſe ;

Fitiful. St llingfleet.

LA'MENTABI.Y. adv. (from lamentable.] 1.

with expreſſions or tokens of torrow. Sidney.

2. So as to cauſe ſorrow. Shak:/p. 3. Pitifully ;

deſpicably.

I.AMENTATION. ſ (limentatio, Lat.) Ex

preſſion of ſorrow ; audible grief. Shakeſp.

LA'MENTER. ſ. [ from lament J He who

mourns or laments. Spectator.

LAMENTINE. ſ. A fiſh called a ſº a cow of

manatee, which is near twenty feet long, the

head reſembling that of a cow, and two ſhort

feet, with which it creeps on the ſhallows and

rocks to get food; but has no fins. Bailey.

I.A ºfINA. ſ. (Latin.) Thin plate; one coat

laid over another.

LAMINATED. a ſtrom laminal Plated: uſed

of ſuch bodies whoſe contexture diſcovers ſuch

a diſpoſition as that of plates lying over one

another. Sharp.

To L.A.M.M. v. a. To beat ſoundly with a

cudgel. Dićt.

LA/Mix 1A.S. f. The firſt of Auguſt Bacºn.

LAMP. f. [lampe, French; lampa, Lat.j :-

A light made with oil and a wick. Bºyle. --

Any kind of light, in poetical language, real

or metaphorical. Rowe.

LAMPASS ſ (lampa, Fr.] A lump of fleſh,

about the bigneſs of a nut, in the roof of a

horſe's mouth. Farr, cr's Dist.

LAMPBLACK. ſ. (lamp and #1ack.] It is made

by holding a torch under the bottom of a baſor,

and as it is furren ſtrike it with a feather into

ſome ſhell. Peacham.

ſ.A'MPING. a. [xaarāzzy..] Shining; ſpark

ling. Spenſer.

LAMPO'ON. ſ. A perſonal ſatire; abuſe; cen

ſure written not to leform but to vex. Drydes.

To LAMPOON. v. a. i from the noun..] To

abuſe with perſonal ſatire.

LAMPOON ER. ſ. [from lampeon.] A ſcrib

bler of perſonal ſatire. Tatler. -

LAMPREY. ſ. [ lampreye, Fr. J A fiſh much
like the eel.

LAMPRON. ſ. A kind of ſea fiſh. Note: **

the Odyſſey.

LANCE. J. (lance, Fr. lancea, Lat.] A lorg

ſpear. Sidney.

To LANCE. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

pierce , to cut. Shakeſp 1. To open chirur

gically ; to cut in order to a cure. Dryden.

LANCELY. a. [ ſtom lance. J Suitable to a

lance. Sidwey.

LANCEPE SADF. ſ. [ ſance ſpezzare, Fr. J.

The officer under the corporal. Cleaveland.

LA'NCET. ſ. (lancette, Fr.). A ſmall pointed

chirurgical inſtrument. Wiſeman.

To LANCH v. a. ſ.lancer, Fr. This word is

too often written launch.) To dait; to caſt as

a lance. Pºte.

LANCINA i ION / (from lancine, Lat.] Tear

ing ; laceration.

To L.A.NCINATE. v. a. [ lancine, Lat. ) To

tear ; to rend.

LAN D. ſ. (lans, Gothick | 1. A country; a

region ; diſtinct from other countries. Sfesſer.

2. Earth; diſtinct fom water. Sidney, ºst.

3. Ground ; ſurface of the place. Pºpe 4

An eſtate real and immoveable. Kncies. 5.

Nation; people. Dryde". 6. Urine. Ska Rep.

To LAND. v. 4. [from the noun.] To ſet oa

ſhore Dryden.

To LAND v. n. To come to ſhore. Barrº.

1.A N DED, a. (from land.] Having a fortune

in land. Shakeſp.

[...AND FAI.L. J. [ land ard fºil J A ſudden

tranſlation of proſeity in land by the death of

a rich man

LANDFLOOD. ſ. (land and flººd.) Inunditior.
Clar endºn.

LA'ND. PoſtCES ſ (land and fºrce 3 war!-ke

powers not naval, toldiers that ſerve on ...nd.

Tempſe.

LANDGRAVE. f [land and grave, a count,

Gerºnan.) A German title of dominion.

LANDHOLDLR. ſ. (land and hºlder. J One

whºſe to tune is in land. Lººr.

L.A. ND ING,
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LA'NDING, }{ [from land ) The

I.A.'NDING PLACE. ſ top of ſtairs. Addiſon.

LANDJOBBER. ſ. [land and job.) One who

buys and fells lands for other men. Swift.

LANDLADY.J. [land and lady ) i. A woman

who has tenants holding from her. 1. The

miſtreſs of an inn. Swift.

LANDLESS. a. (from land.] Without pro

petty; without fortune. Shakeſp.

LA NDLOCKED. a. [land and lºck.] Shut in,

or incloſed with land. Addiſon.

LANDLOPER. ſ. (land, and leºpen, Dutch..]

A landman; a term of reproach uſed by ſea

men of thoſe who paſs their lives on ſhore.

LA'NDLORD. f. (land and lord.) 1. One who

owns land or houſes. Spenſer. 2. The maſte

of an inn. Addiſon.

LANDMARK.J. (land and mark.] Any thing

ſet up to preſerve boundaries. Dryden:

LANDSCAPE. ſ (landſcape, Dutch J. I. A

region; the proſpect of a country. Milton,

Addiſor. 1. A picture, repreſenting an exten

of ſpace, with the various objects in it Addiſºn,

Pºpe. -

Lºrax f [and and tax.] Tax laid upon

land and houſes. Lºcke

LAND-WAITER, ſ (land and waiter.) An

cfficer of the cuſtoms, who is to watch what

goods are landed. Swift.

LANDWARD. adv. [from land.] Towards the

land. Sandyr.

LANE. ſ. [laen, Dutch | 1. A narrow way be:

tween hedges. Milton, Otway. 2. A narrow

ſtreet ; an alley. Spratt. 3. A paſſage between

ruen ſtanding on each ſide. Bacon.

LAN ER.E.T. ſ. A little hawk.

LANGUAGE. ſ. [ language, Fr.) 1. Human

fpeech. Holder. 2. The tongue of one nation

as diſtinct from others. Shakeſp. 3. Style,

manner of expreſſion. Rajcommon.

LANGUAGED. a. ſtrom the noun ) Having

various languages. Pope

LANGUAGE-MASTER. ſ. [ language and

maſter.) One whoſe profeſſion is to teach lan.

guages. Spectator.

LANGUET.ſ (languette, Fr.] Any thing cut

in the form of a tongue.

LANGUID. a. (languidur, Lat.) 1. Faint :

weak; feeble. Bentley. 2. Dull, heartleſs.

Addiſon.

LANGUIDLY. adv. [from languid.] Weakly ;

feebly. Boyle

LA'NGUIDNESS. ſ. [from languid.] Weak

neſs; feebleneſs.

To LANGUISH. v. n. (languir, Fr. langueo,

Lat.) 1. To grow feeble 5 to pine away; to

loſe ſtrength. Dryden. 1. To be no longer

vigorous in motion. Dryden. 3. To ſink or

pine under ſorrow. Shakeſp. 4. To look with

ſoftneſs or tenderneſs. Dryden,

LANGUISH J. [from the verb.] Soft appear
ance. Pºpe. -

LANGUISHINULY. adv. (from languiſhing ;

1. Weakly; feebly; with feeble foulets. Pºpe.

2. Dully; tediouſly. Sidney.

LA'NGUISHMENT. f [languiſºmºnt, Fr. 1.

State of pining. Spenſer. 2. Softneſs of mein.

ryaen

LANGUOR. ſ. [languar, Lat.] Languer and

laflitude ſignify a taintneſs, which may ariſe

from want or decay of ſpirits Quincy,Danciad.

LANGUOROUS. a. (languoreux, Fr.) Tedi

cus, melancholy. Spenſer.

To LA'N1ATF. v. a ſlaniv, Lat.] To tear in

pieces; to rend; to lacerate.

LAN IFICE. ſ. (lanºſcium, Lat.] Woollen ma

nu'aéture Bacon.

LANGIF EROUS. a. (laniger, Lat.] Bearing
wool.

LANK, a flanke, Dutch | 1. Looſe; not fillei

up not ſtiffened out; not fat. Bºyle. ...

Paint; languid. Milton. -

LANKNESS.J. (from lank.] Want of plump
neſs.

LANNER. ſ (lanter, Fr. Lannariuſ, Lat.) A

ſpecies of hawk.

LA'NSQUENET. ſ. 1. A common foot ſoldier.

2. A game at cards.

LANTERN. ſ (lanterne, Fr.) 1. A tranſpa

rent caſe for a candle Locke. 2. A light

houſe ; a light hung out to guide ſhips A.I.ſ.

LANTERN jaws. A thin viſage. Addiſºn.

LANUGINO US a. (lanuginoſuſ,Lat J Downy;
covered with ſoft hair.

[.A.P. ſ. ſleppe, Sax.] 1. The looſe part of a

garment, which may be doubled at pleaſure.

Swift, 2. The part of the clothes that is ſpread

horizontally over the knees. Shakeſp.

To LA P. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To wrap or

twiſt round any thing. Newton. 1. To involve

in any thing. Swift.

To LAP v. m. To be ſpread or twiſted over any

thing. Grew.

To LAP. v. m. ſlappian, Sax.] To ſeca by quick

reciprocations of the tongue. Digby.

To I.A. P. v. a. To lick up Chapman.

LAPD9G. ſ. ſlep and J.g.] A little dog fond

led by ladies in the lap Dryden.

L.A'i'FUT. ſ. (lap and full j . As much as can be

contained in the lap. Lºcke.

ºut , [lupicida, Lat..] A ſtone-cutter.

A

1.A PIDARY. ſ. [afi aire, Fr ) One who deals

in ſtones or gens. Wºodward.

To L.APIDATE. v. a. ilupid, Lat JTo ſtone;

to kill by ſtoning.

L.APIDATION.J. (lapidatio, Lat. lupilation,

Fr.] A ſtoning,

LAFI'DEOUS. a. (lipideus, Lat.) Stony; of

the nature of ſtone. Rºy.

LAPIDE/SCENCE. ſ. (lapidºſco, Lat.) Stony
concretion. Brºwn.

L.APIDE SCENT. a. ſlapideſcent, Lat.] Grow

ing or turning to ſtcne.

LAPſ DIFICATION, J. [lapidificatiºn, Fr. J

The act of forming ſtones. Ba.on. -

LAPDIFICK. a. [apidfique, Fr.] Forming
ſtones. G. ety.

LA P:DIST. ſ. (from lapidit, Lat.) A dealer fa

ſtones or ge:ns. Ray. -

I.'.4f13.
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ZA'PIS ſ. [Latin.] A ſtone.

LAPIS Lazuli. Azure ſtone, a copper ore, very

compact and hard, ſo as to take a high poliſh,

and is worked into a great variety of toys.

To it the painters are indebted for their beau

tiful ultramarine colour, which is only a cal

cination of lapis lazuli.

LAPPER. ſ. [from lap ) 1. One who wraps up.

Swift. 2. One who laps or licks

LA'PPET. ſ. (diminutive of lap.] The parts of

a head dreſs that hang looſe. Swift.

LAPSE. ſ. (lapſuſ, Lat.) 1. Flow ; fall; glide

Hale. 1. Petty error; ſmall miſtake. Rogers.

3. Tranſlation of right from one to another.

To LAPSE. v. n. [from the noun ) i. To glide

ſlowly , to fall by degrees. Shakeſp. 2. To

ſlip by inadvertency or miſtake. Addiſon. 3.

To loſe the proper time. Ayliffe. 4. To fall

by the negligence of one proprietor to another.

Ayliffe. 5. To fall from perfection, truth or

faith. Stillingfleet.

LAPWING. J. [lap and wing J A clamorous

bird with long wings. Dryden. -

LAPWORK.J. [lap and work.] work in which

one part is interchangeably wrapped over the

other. Grew.

LARBOARD. ſ. The left hand ſide of a ſhip,

when you ſtand with your face to the head.

Harris, Miltºn.

LARCEN.Y.f [larcin, Fr. latrºcinium, Lat)

Petty theft. Spectator. -

LARCH. ſ. [Larix.) A tree. -

LARD. ſ. [lardum, Lat) i. The greaſe of

ſwine Donne. 2. Bacon; the fleſh of ſwine.

Dryden.
-

To LARD. v. a. [larder, Fr.) 1. To ſtuff with

bacon. King. 2. To atten Skakeſp. 3. To

mix with ſomething elſe by way of improve

ment. Shakeſp.

LARDER. ſ." [lardier, old Fr.]. The room

where meat is kept or ſalted. Aſtham.

LA'RDERER. ſ. [from larder.] One who has

the charge of the larder.

I.A.'RD0 v.ſ. (French..] A bit of bacon.

LARGE. a. [large, Fr.) 1. Big , bulky. Temple.

2. Wide ; extenſive. Carew. 3. Liberal; a

bundant; plentiul. Thºmſon 4. Copious ;

diffuſe Clarendon. 5. At LA R G E. Without

reſtraint. Bacon. 6. Diffuſely. Watts.

LARGELY. adv. [from large.) 1. Widely;

extenſively. 2. Copiouſly diffuſely Matt 3.

Liberally ; bounteouſly. Swift 4. Abundantly.

Milton. -

LARGENESS. ſ. [from large.] I. Bigneſs;

bulk. Spratt. 2. Greatneſs; elevation. Cºllier.

3. Extenſion; amplitude. Hººker. 4. Wide

neſs. Rentley. -

LA'RGF.SS J. (largeſſe, Fr.] A preſent; a giſt;

a bounty. Denham. -

LARGITION. ſ. (largitic, Lat.] The act of

giving. Dići. - - -

LARK ſ (lapence, Sax.] A finali finging bird.

Shakeſp. Cowley.

LARKER. ſ. (from lark.] A catcher of larks.

Pićl. -

LARKSPUR ſ A plant. Miller.

I-A'RVATED, a [larvatus, Lat.] Maſked.

LA'RUM. ſ. [from alarum, or alarm ) Alarm

noiſe noting danger. Hºwel.

LARY'NGOTOMY. ſ. [x4evy; and +iºx;

laryngstemſe, Fr] An operation where the

forepart of the larynx is divided to aſſiſt re

ſpiration, during long tumours upon the up

I'er parts; as in a quinſey. Quincy.

LA'RYNx. ſ. [...] ***** of the

trachea, which lies below the root of the tongue

before the pharynx. Derham.

LASCI VIENT. ſ. [laſsiviens, Lat] Frolick

one , wantoning.

LASCIVIOUS, a [laſsivuſ, Lat.) 1. Leud;

Juſtul. Shakeſp. 2. Wanton; ſoft; luxurious.

Shakeſp.

LASCIVIOUSNESS. ſ [from laſcivicus.]Wan

tonneſs, looſeneſs. Dryden.

LASCI'VIOUSLY, adv. Urom laſcivious.]Leud

ly ; wantonly; looſely

LASH. ſ (ſchlagen, Dutch..] . A ſtroke with

anything pliant and tough. L'rydes. 2. The

thºng or point of the whip. Shakeſp. 3. A

laſh, or ſtring in which an animal is held.

Tºſºr. 4. A ſtroke of ſatyr; a ſarcatin.

I.'Eſtrange.

To LASH. v. a. [From the noun) 1. To ſtrike

with any thing pliant to ſcourge. Garth. 1.

To move with a ſudden ſpring or jirk. Dryde.

3, . To beat; to ſtrike with a ſharp found.

Prior. 4. To ſcourge with ſatire. Pºpe.

#. tie anything down to the ſide or maſt of a

p.

To LASH. v. n. To ply the whip. Gºy.

º ºrk. J. [from lºſt.] One that whips or
athcs. -

LASS. ſ. A girl; a maid; a young woman.

Philipſ.

LASSITUDE. ſ. (laſtude, Lat.] wearineſ. :

fatigue. Mºre.

LASSLORN. f [laſ, and lºrn ) Forfaken by

his miſtreſs Shakeſp

LAST. ſ. (latert, Sax.] 1. Lateſt; that which

follows all the reſt in time. Pºpe 2. Hind

moſt ; which, follows in order of place. 3.

Beyond which there is no more. Cºwley. 4.

Next before the preſent: as, Jaft week. S

Utmoſt. Dryden 6. At L.A.T. In concluſion:

at the end. Geneſs. 7. The Last. The end.

Pope.

LAST. adv. 1. The laſt time; the time next

before the preſent. Shakeſp. 2. In concluſion.

Dryden.

To LAST. v. º. (lertan, Sax.] To endure;
to continue. Locke.

LAST. ſ. [lart, Sax.] 1. The mould on which

ſhoes are formed Addiſºn. 2. [Laff, Germ)

A load; a certain weight or meaſure.

LASTERY. ſ. A red colour Spenſer.

LA STAGE. f. [left age, Fr hart, Sax. a load Î

1. Cuſtom paid for freightage. 1. The ballaſt

of a ſhip.

LA'STING. particip. a. (from left.) 1. Con

tinuing s
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tinuing ; durable. 2. Of leng continuance ;

perpetual. Bºyle.

LASTINGLY. adv. [from laſting.]perpetually.

LASTINGNESS. ſ. [rom laffing ) Durable

neſs; continuance. Sidney, Newton.

LA'STLY. adv. [from laff 1. In the laſt

place. Baron. 1. In the concluſion ; at laſt.

LATCH. f. (letſe, Dutch.) A catch of a door

moved by a ſtring or a handle. Smart.

To LATCH. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

faſten with a latch. Locke. 2. To faſten , to

cloſe. Shakeſp.

LATCHF.S. J. Latches or laſkets, in a ſhip, are

ſmall lines like loops, faſtened by ſewing into

the bonnets and drablets of a ſhip, in order to

lace the bonnets to the courſes Harriſ. -

LATCHET. ſ. [lacet, French.) The ſtring that

faſtens the ſhoe. Mark. -

LATE. a. [lat, Sax.) 1. Contrary to early;

ſlow ; tardy; long delayed. Milton. 2. Laſt

in any place, office, or character. Addiſºn.

3. The deceaſed; as the works of the late

Mr. Pope. 4. Far in the day or night.

LATE, adv. 1. After long delays; atter a long

time. Philips. 1. In a latter ſeaſon. Bacon.

3. Lately; not long ago. Spenſer. 4. Far in

the day or night. Dryden.

LATED. a. (from late.) Belated; ſurpriſed by

the night. Shakeſp.

LATELY. adv. [form late JNot long ago. A871.

LATENESS. ſ. [from late.] Time far ad

vanced. Szwift.

LATENT. a [latens, Lat.) Hidden; conceal

ed; ſecret. Woodward.

LATER AL. a. lateral, Fr.) 1. Growing out

on the ſide ; belonging to the ſide. Arbuthnot.

2. Placed, or acting in a direction perpendi
cular to a horizontal line. Milton.

LATERALITY.J. [fºom lateral.) The qua

lity of having diſtinct ſides. Brown.

i-ATERALLY. adv, ſºon lateral J By the
ſide ; ſidewiſe. Holder.

LATEWARD. adv. [late and peape, Saxon.]

Somewhat late

LATH. ſ. [[atta, Sax.] A ſmall long piece of

wood uſed to ſupport the tiles of houses. Dryd

To LATH. v. a. ilatter, Fr. from the noun.]

To fit up with laths. Mortimer.

LATH. J. (laº, Saxon.) A part of a country.
Bacon.

LATHE ſ The tool of a turner, by which he

turns about his matter ſo as to ſhape it by the

chizel Ray.

To LATHER. v. m. ſlºpnan, Sax.] To form a

foam. Bayward.

To LATHER. v. a. To cover with ſoam of

water and ſoap.

LATHER. / [from the verb.] A foam or

froth made commonly by beating ſeap with
water.

LATIN. a. [Latinuº.] Written or ſpoken in

the language of the old Romans. A cham.

LATIN:SM. [Latiniſme, Fr. latiniſmuſ, low

Pat J A Latin idiom: a mode of ſpeech pecu
liar to the Latin. Addiſon.

LA"TINIST. ſ. One ſkilled in Latin.

LATINITY. ſ. The Latin tongue.

To LATINIZE. v. n. (Latiniſer, Fr.] To uſe

words or phraſes borrowed from the Latin.

Dryden.

To LATINIZE. v. a. To give names a Latin

termination; to make them Latin. Watts.

LA TISH, a [from late.) Somewhat late.

LATIRO STROUS. a. (latus and roſtrum, Lat.]
Broad beaked. Brown.

LA TITANCY. a. (from latitans, Lat.] Deli

teſcence; the ſlate of lying hid. Brown.

LATITAN T. a. [latitans, Lat.] Deliteſcent;

concealed; lying hid. Bºyle.

LATITATION. ſ. [from latito, Lat.] The

ſtate of lying concealed.

LAT ITUDE. ſ. [latitude, Fr.) 1. Breadth ;

width ; in bodies of unequal dimenſions the

ſhorter axis. Wotton. 2. Roon ; ſpace ; ex

tent Locke. 3. The extent of the earth or

heavens, reckoned from the equator. 4. A

particular degree, reckoned from the equator.

4ddiſon. 5. Unreſtrained acceptation. King

Charles. 6. Freedom from ſettled rules; laxi.

ty. Taylor. 7. Extent ; diffuſion. Brown.

LATITUDINARIAN. a. [latitudinarius, low

Lat.] Not reſlained ; not confined. Cºllier.

LATITUDINARIAN. J. Ome who departs

from orthodoxy.

LATRANT. a. [latrans, Lat.) Parking. Tick.

LATRIA. ſ. º;...] The higheſt kind of

worſhip. Stillingfleet.

LATTEN. f. (ſeivn, Fr.] Braſs; a mixture of

copper and calaminaris ſtone. Peachan.

LATTER. a. 1. Happines after ſomething

elſe. 2. Modern lately done or paſt. Lºcº.

3. Mentioned laſt of two. PWatts.

LA'TTERLY. adv. [from latter ) Of late.

LA TTICE. ſ (lattis, Fr.] A reticulated win

dow; a window made with ſlicks or irons croſ

ſing each other at ſmall diſtances. Cleaveland.

To L.A"TT ICE. v. a. [Iron the noun..] To

decuſate; to mark with croſs parts like a
lattice.

LAVATION. ſ (lavatio, Lat.] The act of

waſhing. Hakewill.

LA VATORY. ſ. (from lava, Lat.] A waſh;

ſomething in which parts diſeaſed are waſhed.

Harvey.

LAUD. J. (laus, Lat.) 1. Praiſe ; honour paid;

celebration. Pºpe. 2. That part of divine

worſhip which conſiſts in praiſe. Bacon.

To LAUD. v. a. (laude, Lat.) To praiſe; to

celebrate Bentley.

LA UDA BLE a. [laudabiliſ, Lat J

worthy j commendable. Locke.

ſalubrious. Arbuthnot.

LAUDABLENESS. ſ. (from laudable.] Praiſe
worthineſs

LAUDABLY. adv. ( from laudable. J

manner deſerving praiſe Dryden.

LAUDANUM. f. [from laudo, Lat.) A ſopo
rifick tincture.

To LAVE v. a. [lavo, Lat.] 1. To waſh ; to

bathe, Dryden. 2. [Lever, Fr.] To throw

1. Praiſe

1. Healthy ;

In a

uſ' j
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tºp to lade ; to draw out. Ben. johnſºn,

Pºden.

To J. AVE. v. n. To waſh himſelf; to bathe.

Fºe.

To I.AVE/F.R. v. n. To change the direction

often in a courſe. Dryden.

T.A.VENDER. ſ. One of the verticiilate plants.
AM, lier.

I.A.V.F.R. ſ. ſlavoir, Fr. from live.) A waſhing
veſſel. Milton.

To LAUGH. v. n. [hlzhan, Sax, lechen, Germ.]

1. To make that noiſe which ſudden merri

ment excites. Baron. 1. (In poetry.] To

appear gay, favourable, pleaſant, or fertile

Shakeſ?. 3 To Lau o Hat. To treat with

conternpt; to ridicule. Shakeſp.

To LAUGH. v. a. To deide; to ſcorn. Shakeſp.

LAUGH. ſ. (from the verb . The convu ſión

cauſed by merriment ; an inarticulate expreſ

fion of ſudden merriment Pºpe.

LAUGHABLE, a [from laugh..] Such as may

properly excite laughter.

LA'UGHER.J. [from laugh..] A man fond of

merriment. Pºpe.

I.A.'UGHINGLY adv. [from laughing...] In a

merry way; merrily.

LA'UGHINGSTOCK. ſ. [laugh and ſºck.) A

butt : an object of ridicule Spenſer.

LAUGHTER. ſ. ſ from laugh.j Convulſive

merriment ; an inarticulate expreſſion of ſud

den merriment. Shakeſp.

1. A VISH c. 1. Prodigaſ, waſteful; indiſcreetly

liberal Rowe. 1. Scattered in waſte; profuſe.

3 Wild: unreſtrained Shakeſp.

To LA VISH. v. a [from the adjective.) To

feater with profuſion. Addiſon.

LA VISHER J. [from lawyb ] A prodigal; a

profuſe man.

LA VISHLY adv. [from laºſh.) Profuſedly :

prodigally. Shakeſp.

I. A VISHMENT, N ſ (from lavić, ) prodiga.

}.A"VISHN ESS ſity ; profuſion. Spenſer.

To P.A UNCH v. n. 1. To force into the ſea

I.cc/e.
2. To rove at large ; to expatiate.

Davier.

To LAUNCH. v. a 1. To puſh to ſea. Pºpe.

2. To dart from the hand Dryden.

LAUND. f. (lande, Fr J A plain extended be.

tween woods. Skatep.

LA'UNDRESS. f. [la andrere, Fr.] A woman

whoſe employment is to waſh clothes. Camd

I. A UNDRY. ſ. [as if lavandere.} : Th

room in which the clothes are waſhed. Swift

f z. The act or ſtate of waſhing. Bacºn.

A.APO LI.4, ſ (la ville, Fr.) An old darce, in

which was much turning and much capeling

Shake p.

LA'UREATF. a. ſlaureatur, I a...] Decked o

inveſted with a laurel 121 mrid

LAUREATION. / (from laureat...] It denotes

in the Scottiſh univerſities, the act or ſtate o

having cegrees conferred.

LAUREL f. [laurus, Lat J A tree, called alſo

the cherry-bay.

LA UR Eſ, ED, a [from laurel..] Crowned or

*::corated with laurel. Dryden.

LAW ſ (laza, Sax. J . A rule of action.

Pryden. 2. A decree, edia, ſtatute, or cuſtom,

publickly, eſtabliſhed Davies. 3. Judicial

Proceſs. Shakeſp. 4. Conformity to law; any

thing law.ul. Shake p. 5. An eſtabliſhed and

conſtant mode or proceſs Shakeſp

LA WFUL. a. (law and full J Agreeable to

law : conformable to law. Shaeff.

!-AWF U.I.Y. adv. [from lawful] Legally;

agreeably to law. South.

LAW FUí.NESS. ſ [from lawful] Legality;

allowance of law. Bacon.

LA WGIVF.R. J. [ſaw and giver.] Legiſlator;

one that makes laws. Bacºn.

LA WGIVING. a. [law and giving.] Legiſla
tive fºal/er.

LAWLESS. a. [from law.) 1. Unreſtrained

by any law ; not ſubject to law. Raleigh,

Ro/common 2 Contrary to law , illegal. Dryá

LA Wi-ESLY. adv. from lawie/.] In a manner

contrary to law. Shakeſp.

LA WMAKER, ſ (late andmaker.] A legiſla

tor ; one who makes laws; a lawgiver. H. :#er.

LAWN.J. [land, Daniſh ) i. An open ſpace

between woods. Pºpe. 2. (Linen, Fr. J Fine

linen, remarkable for being uſed in the ſleeves

of biſhops Prior.

LA'w SUIT. ſ. law and ſkit.] A proceſs in

law ; a litigation. Swift.

LA WYER ſ. (from law J A profeſſor of law ;

advocate; pleader. Whitgift.

LAX, a [laxus, Lat..] I. Looſe ; not confined ;

not cloſely joined. Woodward. 1. Vague , no:

rigidly exact. Baker. 3. Looſe in body, ſo as

to go frequently to ſtool. Quincy. 4. Slack;

not tenſe. Holder.

I.AX /. A looſeneſs; a diarrhoea.

LAXA TION. ſ. [laxatic, Lat.) 1. The aët of

looſening or ſlackening. 2. The ſtate of being

looſened or ſlickened.

LAXATIVE. a. [laxatif, Fr.) Having the

power to eaſe coſtiveneſs. Arbuthnot.

LAXATIVE. ſ. A medicine ſlightly purgative.

Dryden.

LAXA TIVENESS. ſ. [laxative.) Power of

eaſing coſtiveneſs. -

LAXI TY. ſ. (ſaxltar, Lat.) 1. Not compreſſion;

rot cloſe coheſion. Bently 2. Contrariety

to rigorous preciſion. 3. Looſeneſs, not cº

tiveneſs. Brown. 4. Slackneſs, contrariety

to tenſion. Quincy. 5. Openneſs; not cloſe

neſ. Digby.

LAXN ESS. / Laxity ; not tenſion; not preci

ilon; not coſliveneſs Halder.

LAY. Preterite of ye. Knoller

To L.A.Y. v., a [lecsan, Sax.) 1. To place a

long. Eccluſ. 2. To beat down corn or graſs

Ba.. n. 3. To keep from riſing ; to ſettle ;

to ſtill. Ray. 4. To fix deep. Bacca. 5. To

put , to place. Shakeſp. o. To buiy , to

interr. Aciſ. 7. To ilation •r place privily.

Frºverbs. 8. To ſpread on a ſulface. PP atts.

9. To paint; to enamel. Locke. o. To put

tno any ſtate of quiet. Bacºn 1 1. To calm ;

to ſtill ; to quiet; to allay. Ben j.hnſºn 1 a.

Tw
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To prohibit a ſpirit to walk. L'Eſtrange. 13.

To ſet on the table. Hºſ. 14. To propagate

plants by fixing their twigs in the ground.

47artimer. 15. To wager. Dryden. 16. To

repoſit any thing. Pſalms. 17. To exclude

eggs. Bacon. 18. To apply with violence,

Ezekiel. 19. To apply nearly. L. Fºrt ige to

To add ; to conjoin. Iſaiah. 21. To put in

any tite. Donne. 22. To ſcheme ; to con

trive. Chapman. 23. To charge as a pay

ment. Locke. 24. To impute ; to charge.

Temple. 15. To impoſe ; to enjoin. JP'ycher!

26. To exhibit; to offer. Atterbury. 17. To

throw by violence. Dryden. .8. To place in

compariſon. Raleigh. 29 To LAY apart. To

reject; to put away. James. 30. To La y

cºde. To put away; not to retain. Hebrew,

Granville. 31. To Lax away. To put from

one ; rot to keep Iſher. 3:... Tº LAY before

To expoſe to view : to ſhew ; to diſplay.

J%ate. 33. To Lax by. To reſerve for

ſome future time I Cor. 34. To put from

one ; to diſmiſs Bacºn. 35. To Lay down

To depoſit as a pledge, equivalert, or ſatiſ

faction. Jºhn. 36. To quit; to reſign. Dryden

37. To commit to repoſe. Dryden. , 38 To

advance as a propºſition. Stilling fleet. 39.

To LAY fºr. To attempt by anouſh, or in

ſºdious prºstices Knolley. 40 ſo Lay forth.

To diffuſe; to expatiate. L’Effrºnge. 41. To

place when dead in a decent poſture. Shakeſp

41. Tº La y hold of To ſeize to catch.

Lºcke. 43. To LAX in. To ſtore; to trea.

ſure. Hudibras. 44. To Lay em. To apply

with violence. Locke. 45. To I. A y ºpen.

To ſhew 5 to expoſe. Shakeſp. 46, is La y

over. To incruſt; to cover. H.5, 47 7.

Lay out. To expend. M. ten, Bºyle. 48

To diſplay : to diſcover. After bury. 49. To

diſpoſe ; to plan. A.tes on Odyſſey, to With

the reciprocal pronoun, to excit. Sinairidge.

5 1. Tº L.A. Y tz. To charge upon. Sitney. 52

To apply with vigour. Tuff. r. 53. To haraſs

to attack. Knºlley. 54. To LAX together. To

collect; to bring into one view. Addiſºn. 55

Tº I. Ax under. To ſubject to. Addiſon. 50.

Tº Lay up To contine. Temple, 57. To

ſtore to treaſure. Hºoker. 58. Tº LA y upon.

To importune. Kail!, i.

To L.A.Y. v. n 1. To bring eggs. Mºrtimer.

2. To contrive. Daniel. 3. Tº LA y about.

To ſtrike on all ſides. Spenſer, South. 4 1 a

1. A y at. To ſtrike to endeavºur to fluike

jºb. 5 Tº L = y in far. To make overtures ºf

oblique invitation. Dryden. 6. To LA y on

To tirike; to beat Dryden. 7. To act with

vehemence. Shakeſp. 8 ſo LAY cat. To take

meaſures. Pºozdward.

LAY. f. iſion the verb.) 1. A row ; a ſtratum.

facen . A wager. Graunt.

LAY. ſ. ſley, leay, Sax. J Graſſy ground; mea

dow ; ground unplowed Dryden.

L.A.Y. f. [lay, Fr. Jey, lecº, Sax. J A ſong.

Steafter, Milton, Jº aler, Dryden, Dennis.

J.A.Y. a. (laicuſ, Lat 743.) Not clerical :

regarding or belonging to the people as diſ

tina from the clergy. Dryden.

[.A'YER. / [from lay.) 1. A flratum, or row;

a bed; one b dy ſpread over another. Evelyn.

3. A ſprig of a plant. Miller. 3. A en that

lays eggs. Mºrtimer.

I.A.'YMAN, f [lay and man J

people diſtinct irom the clerºv, G. v. ºf the

ºf ºne. . . An image Dryden.

LA YS FAI.L. J. An heap of dung. Sponſer.

L.A. Z.A.R. / (from Lazarus in the goſpel.) One

determined and naufous with fiſhy and pe

ſtilential diſeaſes Dryden.

LAZ \R-HOUSE. ſ (lazzarettº, Ital, from

1,AZAR F.T.T.O. Hazar. ) A houſe for the

reception of the diteaſed; an hoſpital. Miſten.
L.A. Z.A.R. V." ( ,RT. f A plant.

I.A. ZINESS. ſ. [from lazy..] idly; fluggiſhly;

heavily. Locke

LA ZINESS. f. [from fazy.] Idleneſs; ſluggiſh

reſs. Dryden.

LA ZłN G, a [from lazy.) Sluggiſh; idle. S-ath.

LA ZUí I. . The ground of this flene is blue.

See LAP is La z c L 1.

I. A ZY. a. lijſer, Daniſh 1. Idle; ſluggiſh;

unwilling to work. R ſcºrinan. 1. Slow ;

tedious. Clarendon.

LD. is a contraction of lord.

LEA. ſ. ſley, Saxon, a fallow.] Ground in

cloſed, not open Milton.

I.E.A. D. ſ. [lab, Sax,) 1. Lead is the heavieſt

metal except gold; the foſteſt of all the

metals, and very ductile , it is very little

ſubject to ruſt, and the leaſt ſonorous of all

the metals, except gold. Lead is found in

various countries, but abounds particularly in

England, in ſeveral kinds of ſoils and ſtones.

Bºyle. 2 ºn the plural.j Fiat roof to walk

on. Sha eſp. Bacºn. -

To LEAD. v. a. from the noun..] To fit with

lead in any manner. Eacon.

To LEAD v. a. preter. I led (1:eºan, Sax.] 1.

To guide by the hand. Locke. ... To conduct

to any place. Sam. 3. To conduct as head or

commander. Spenſe, , South 4. To introduce

by going firſt Nam Fair. 5. To guide ; to

ſhow the method of attaining. Watti. 6. To

draw to entice ; to alſº e Claren.”. 7.

To induce ; to prevail on by pleaſing motives.

Swift. 8 Po paſs; to tead in any certain

manner. A::erbury.

To L.A D. v. n. 1. To go firſt, and ſhow the

way. Genºſis. ... To conduct as a commºnier.

Temple. 3. To ſhew the way, by going at it.
1% ºfton.

LEA. D. ſ. [ from the verb. } Guidance; firſt

place

LEAD iſ N. a. [le then, Sax) . Made of lead.

}* lituſ. a. Heavy , unwiling ; motionleſs.

Shaktºp. 3. Heavy , du!!. Slakºp.

!, I'ADER. J. (from lead ) i. One that leads or

conducts. 2. Captain ; cornmander. Hiyward.

3 One who goes firſt. Shakeſp. 4. One at

the head of any party or faction Swift.

LEADING part. a. Principal. Lºcke.

1.E.A.L. iNG-STRINGS. f [icad and flring

1. l I St. in."

1. One of the
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Strings by which children, when they learn to

walk, are held from falling. Dryden.

LEADMAN. ſ. (lead and man ) One who

begins or leads a dance. Ben. johnſºn

LEADWORT. ſ. [lead and wort.] A plant.
Miller.

LEAF. ſ. leaver, plural. [leap, Sax.] 1. The

green deciduous parts of plants and flowers.

Bºyle. 2. A part of a book containing two

pages. Spenſer. 3. One ſide of a double door.

1 Kingſ. 4. Any thing foliated, or thinly

beaten. Digby.

To LEAF. v. n. [from the noun ) To bring

leaves; to bear leaves. Brown.

LEAFLESS. a...[from leaf) Naked of leaves.

Gov ºf the Tongue.

LEAFY. a. [from leaf) Full of leaves. Shakeſ.

LEAGUE. ſ. (lºgue, Fr.] A confederacy , a

combination. Bacon.

To LEAGUE. v. m. To unite; to confederate.

South.

LEAGUE ſ. [lene, Fr.] A meaſure of length,

containing three miles. Addiſon.

LEAGUED. a. [from league ) Confederated.

Philipſ.

LEAGUER. ſ. [beleggeren, Dutch..] Siege ; in

veſtment of a town. Shakeſp.

LEAK. ſ. [leck, leke, Dutch..] A breach or hole

which lets in water. Hooker, JWilkins.

To LEAK. v. n. 1. To let water in or out.

Shakeſp. z. To drop through a breach Dryd.

LEAKAGE. ſ. (from leak.j Allowance made

for accidental loſs in liquid meaſures.

LE'AKY. a. [from leak. J . Battered or pierced,

ſo as to let water in or out. Dryden. 2. Lo

quacious ; not cloſe. L’Eſirange.

6. Hazard, or eſſest of leaping. Dryden.

.EAP-FROG. ſ. [leap and frog.] A play of

children, in which they imitate the jump of

frogs. Shakeſp.

LEAP-YEAR ſ. [Leaf-yearor biſextile is every

fourth year, and to calledfrom its leaping a day

more that year than in a common year: 12

that the common year hath 365 days, but the

deap year 366; and then February hath - 9

days, which in common years bath but 18.

To find the leap-year you have this rule :

Divide by 4 ; what's left ſhall be

For leap year o 5 for paſt 1, 2, 3. Harrºr.

To LEARN. v. a. [leonman, Sax. ) i. To

gain the knowledge or ſkill of. Knolles. 1.

To teach. Shakeſp.

To LEARN. v. n. To take pattern. Baces.

LE'ARNED. a. [fºom learn.J 1. Verted in

ſcience and literature. Swift. 2. Skiiied;

ſkilful , knowing. Granville. 3. Skilled in

ſcholaſtick knowledge. Locke.

LEARN EDLY. adv. [from learned.] With

knowledge ; with ſkill Hocker.

LEARNING. ſ. [from learn.] 1. Literature ;

ſkill in languages or ſciences. Prior. 2. Skii!

in any thing good or bad. Hooker.

LEARNER. from learn. ) one who is yet
in his rudiments. Graunt.

LEASE. ſ. (laſer, Fr. Spelman.) 1. A contract

by which, in conſideration of ſome payment,

a temporary poſſeſſion is granted of houſes or

lands. Denhan 2. Any tenure. Milton.

Tº LEASE. v. a. (from the noun.J. To let by
leaſe. Ayliffe.

To LEASE. v. n. (leſſºn, Dutch..] To glean; to

gather what the harveſt men leave. Dryden.

To LEAN. v. n. preter, leaned or leant (blinan, LEASER. J. [from leaſe.) Glean. Swift.

Sax.] 1. To incline againſt to reſt againſt.

Peacham,

Spenſer.

Dryden.

2. To propend ; to tend towards.

3. To be in a bending poſture

LEAN. a. ſhlaene, Sax.] 1. Not fat ; meagre;

wanting fleſh; bare-boned. Milton.

unctuous; thin; hungry. Burnet. 3.

LEASH. f. [leſſe, Fr. laccie, Italian.) 1. A leather

thong, by which a falconer holds his hawk, or

a courſer leads his greyhound. Shakeſp. z. A

tierce; three. Hudibras. 3. A band where

with to tie any thing in general. Devris.

2. Not To LEASH. v. a. [from the noun ) To bind;

Low ; to hold in a ſtring. Shakeſp.

poor; in oppoſition to great or rich. Shakeſp. LEASING. ſ. [ leare, Sax. ) Lie ; falſhood.

LEAN. ſ. That part of fleſh which conſiſts of

the muſcle without the ſat. Farquhar.

LEAN!...Y. adv. [from lºan.] Meagerly; with
-

out plumpneſs.

LEANNESS. ſ. [from lean.) 1.

jºhnſon. 2. Want of bulk. Shakeſp.

To LEAP. v. n. (hleapan, Sax.]

Extenuation At LEAST.

of body; want of fleſh ; meagerneſs. Ben 4: LEASTWISE. S. loweſt degree.

Hubbard's Tale, Priºr.

LEAST, a The ſuperlative of little. [lierr,

Sax. J. Little beyond others; ſmalleſt. Lºcke.

LEAST, adv. In the loweſt degree. Pepe.

To ſay no more ; at the

Hoºker,

| Dryden, Matts.

1. To jump : LEASY. a. Flimſy; of weak texture. Afthan.

to move upwards or progreſſively without LE ATHER ſ. (ſeºep, Sax.] ... Dreſſed hides

change of the feet. Cowley.

vehemence. Sandys. 3. To bound; to ſpring

J.uke. 4. To fly; to ſtart. Shakeſp.

To LEAP. v. a

2. To ruſh with

i. To paſs over, or into, by

of animals. Shakeſp. z. Skin , ironically.

... Swift.

LEATHERCOAT. ſ. [ leather and cºat. J. An

apple with a tough rind Shakeſp.

ºping. Pryden. 2. To compreſs; as beaſts. LEATHERDRESSER. ſ. (leather and drºffer.]
Dryden.

LEAP. ſ. [from the verb 1. Bound; jump; LEATHER-MoU THED. a.

2. Space paſſed by leaping.

L'Eſt' ange. 3. Sudden tranſition L’Eſtrange,

act of leaping.

Sºft. 4. An aſſault of an animal of preyw .' LEATHERY. a.

Łºrange, 5. Embrace of animals, Dryden.

He who dreſſes leather. Pºpe.

[ leather and

mouth.] By a leather-mouthed fiſh, I mean ſuch

as have their teeth in their throat. Walten.

(from leather..] Reſembling

leather. Philips.

; : LEATHER
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LEATHERSELLER. ſ. ſkather and ſeller.]

He who deals in Weather.

LEAVE. ſ. [leare, Sax.] I. Grant of liberty;

permiſſion; allowance. Pºpe. 2. Farewel ;

adieu. Shakeſp.

To LEAVE. v. a. preter. I left ; I have left.

1. To quit; to forſake. Ben. johnſºn. 2.

To deſert; to abandon. Eccluſ 3. To have

remaining at death. Eccluſ 4. Not to deprive

of Taylor. 5. To ſuffer to remain. Bacon.

6. Not to carry away. judges, Knolles. 7.
To fix as a token or remembrance. Locke 8.

To bequeath; to give as inheritance. Dryden.

9. To give up ; to reſign. Leviticut. Io. To

permit without interpoſition. Locke. I 1. To

ceaſe to do; to deſiſt from. 1 Sam. 11. To

Leave ºff. To deſiſt from ; to forbear Addiſ

13. To forſake. Arbuthnot. 14. To Lº ave

eut. To omit; to neglect. Ben. johnſon,
Blackmore.

To LEAVE. v. n. 1. To ceaſe; to deſiſt.

Shakeſp. 2. To Leave off. To defiſt. Knolles,

Roſcommon. 3. To ſtop. Daniel.

To LEAVE. v. a. [lever, Fr.] To levy ; to

raiſe. Spenſer.

LE'AVED. . a. [from leaves, of leaf.] 1. Fur

niſhed with foliage. 2. Made with leaves or

folds. Iaiah.

LEAVEN ſ (levain, Fr.] 1. Ferment mixed

with any body to make it light. Floyer. 1

Any mixture which makes a general change

in the maſs. King Charler.

To LEAVEN. v. a. (from the noun 1 1. To

ferment by ſomething mixed. Shakeſp. z. To

taint ; to imbue. Prizr.

LEAVER. ſ. [leave.) One who deſerts or for

ſakes. Shakeſp.

LEAVES. ſ. The plural of leaf. Bacon.

LEAVINGS ſ (from leave.) Remnant; re

licks ; offal. Addiſºn

LEAVY. a. (from leaf.) Full of leaves; cover

ed with leaves. Sidney.

To LECH. v. a. [lecher, Fr.] To lick over.

Shakeſp.

LE CHER. ſ. A whoremaſter. Pºpe.

To LE CHER. v. n. [rom the noun.] To

whore. Shakeſp.

LE CHEROUS. a. [from lecher) Lewd; luſtful.

Der Harn

LECHEROUSLY, adv.

Lewdly ; luſtfully. -

LE'CHEROUSNESS. ſ. [from lechercur.]Lewd

nets.

LE CHERY. ſ. (from lecher.] Lewdneſs; luſt.

A cham

LECTION. ſ (le&iº, Lat.) A reading ; a va

riety in copies. Mº atts.

LE/C tº URE. ſ. [le&ure, Fr J. I. A diſcourſe

pronounced upon any ſubjest. Sidney, Taylor.

2. The act or practice of readin: ; peruſal.

Brown. 3. A magiſterial reprimand.

To LECTURE. v. n. [from the noun.) 1. To

inſtruct formally. 2. To inſtruct inſolently

and dogmatically.

LECTURE.R. ſ. [from wrºture.] An inſtructer ;

[from lecherouſ. J

a teacher by way cf le&ure; a preacher in a

church hired by the pariſh to aſſiſt the rector.
Clarendon.

LECTURESHIP. ſ. (from lecture.] The office

of a lecturer. Swift.

LED. part pret. of lead. Ezekiel

LEDGE. ſ. ſleggen, Dutch..] 1. A row ; layer;

ſtratum. Motton. 2. A ridge riſing above the

reſt. Gulliver. 3. Any prominence, or riſing

part. Dryden.

LEDHORSE. ſ. [led and horſe.) A ſumpter
horſe.

LEE. ſ. [lie, Fr.] I. Dregs; ſediment; refuſe.

Prior. , 2... [Sea term J It is generally that

ſide which is oppoſite to the wind, as the lee

ſhore is that the wind blows on To be under

the lee of the ſhore, is to be cloſe under the

weather ſhore. A leeward ſhip is one that is

not faſt by a wind, to make her way ſo good as

ſhe might. Dră.

LEECH ſ. [lec, Sax] 1. A phyſician; a pro

feſſor of the art of healing. Spenſer. a. A

kind of ſmall water ſerpent, which faſtens on

animals, and ſucks the blood. Roſcommen.

To LEECH v. a. [from the noun..] To treat
with medicaments.

LE ECHCRAFT. ſ. [leech and craft.] The art

of healing. Davier.

LEFF. a. (lieve, leve, Dutch..] Kind; fond.

Spenſer.

LEEK. ſ. (leac, Sax.] A plant.

LEER. / [hleane, Sax.] I. An oblique view.

Miltºn. 2. A laboured caſt of countenance.

Swift.

To LEER. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To look

obliquely; to look archly. Swift. 2. To lock

with a forced countenance Dryden. -

LEES ſ ſhe, Fr.) Dregs; ſediment. B 7:hºſen.

To LEESE. v. G. (leen, Dutch..] To loſe: an

old word Tuſſºr, Donne.

LEET. ſ. A law day. The word ſeemeth to

have grown from the Saxon leče, which was

a court of juriſdiction above the wapentake

or hundred, comprehending three or four of

them Cowell.

LE EWARD. a. (ſee and peans, Sax.] To

wards the wind. See Lee. A, butt nºt.

LEFT. participle preter of leave. Shakeſp.

LEFT, a ſuffe, Dutch , lºvus, Lat.) Siniſtrouz;

not right Dryden. ,

LEFT HANDED, a [left and hand) Uſing

the left-hand rather than right. Brown.

LEFT-HAND EDNESS. ſ. [from left handed.]
Habitual uſe of the left hand. Donne.

LEG. ſ. [leg, Daniſh.) 1. The 1 mb by which

we walk , particularly that part between the

knee and the foot. Addiſºn. 2. An act of

obeiſance. Hudibrat. 3. To ſtand on his own

legs; to ſupport himſelf. Coller. 4. That by

which any thing is ſupported on the ground'.

as, the leg of a table.

LEGACY. ſ. ſlºgatan, Lat.) Legacy is a par

ticular thing given by laſt will and teſtauient.

Crºwell.-

LEGAL. a. ſ."ga', Fr.) 1. Done or conceived

L 1 a according
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according to law. Hale. 2. Lawful; not con

trary to law. Milton.

LE GALITY. ſ (legali: , Fr.) Lawfulneſs.

To LE"G A LIZE. v. a [legalizer, Fr. from

legal.) To authorize; to make lawful. Sºuth.

LEGALLY adv. (from legal.] Law.ully ; ac

cording to law Taylor

LE'GATA RY_ſ. legataire, Fr.) One who has

a legacy left. Ayºffe.

LEGATINE, a [rom legate.) 1. Made by a

legate. Ayliffe. 2. Belonging to a legate of

the Roman ſce Shakeſ

LEGATE. ſ. [legatus, Lat.) 1. A deputy ; an

ambaſſador. Dryden. 2. A kind of ſpiritual

ambaſſador from the pope. Arterbury.

LEGATE. E. [from legatiºn, Lat.) One who

has a legacy left him. Swift.

LEGATION. J. ºlºrate, Lat.) Deputation;

commiſſion ; erºbaſſy. Wotton.

LEGA TOR. / (from lege, Lat J One who

makes a will, and leaves legacies Dºyden.

LEGEND. ſ. [l genda, Lat.) 1. A chronicle

or regiſler of the lives of faints. Hºcker. 2.

Any memorial or relation. Fairfax. 3. An

incredible unauthentick pariative. Black” e.

A. Any inſc iption ; particularly on medals or

coin'. Addiſon.

H.E. G.F. R. f. iſ om legger, Dutch Any thing

that lies in a place : as, a leger ambaſador ;

a reſident ; a leger book, a book that lies in

the compting-houſe Shakeſp.

LEGER DEMAIN. ſ (lºgereté de main, Fr.

Sleight of hand , juggle ; power of deceiving

the eye by nimble motion ; trick Sºuth.

LEGE, RI 1 Y. f { legereté, Fr. J Lightneſs

nimbleneſs Sº akeſp.

I.F. GGFD. a tºrcm lºg.] Having legs.

LLC II.E. a. (legibilis, Lat § 1. Such as may

be read. Swift. 2. Apparcnt ; diſcoverabic.

&!'ier.

I.E. C. IBLY, adv, (from legible.] In ſuch a man

ner as may be read.

L. C. to N. j. legic, Lat.) 1. A body of Rºman

ſolºiers, conſiſting of about five thouſand.

Add ſºn. 2. A military force I hºp. 3

Any great number. Shakeſp. Rºgerſ.

1.E. G10 NARY, a [from legicn 1 R, lating to

a legion - Containing a legion. 3. Contain

ing a great indefinite number Brew".

LEC, (ºl, A THON. f. from legiſlater, i.at ) The

2ct of giving laws. 1. it.: tºº.

3. a. [Iron legiſlatºr.] Giving

; lawgiving. De ham.

Lic, IS, A TCR. ſ. [e.g. ſator, Lat J A law

giver ; one who makcs laws for a y commu

nity. Pºpe

LLCISLA TURE. ſ. [from legiſlator, Lat.

‘I he rever that nakes laws. Sºft.

LE', 'TiNjACY f. (from leg tºas J 1. I aw

fulneſs of birti, ºffº. 2.

not juriou'nº. 1, 2...svärd.

I.L.Gſ", MATE c (nº m 'egº ºntº, Latl Born

in ºr arriage : lawſull, beg tº a 4 y.º.

To l, r G! I IM AT1:... w a ... º. ººze r ſ ] . . To

prºute to any the rights of legitimate birth.

ºr 2. To ºaks law.ufl. 19: , ºf 14, ty.

C.c. uncº-is:

- yºr.

LEGITIMATELY. adv. [from legitimate.]

Lawfully , genuinely. Dryden
LEGITIMA THON. ſ. [legitimatic", Fr] 1.

Lawful birth. Locke. 2. The act of inveſting

with the privileges of lawful birth.

I.E. G.O.M.E. ſ. [legn men, Lat ) Seeds not

LEGU MEN $ reaped, but gathered by the

hand; as, beans: in general, all larger feeds ;

pulſe Bºyle,

1.F.G UMINCUS, a ſle ºmineux, French : from

tegumen.) Belonging to pulſe ; conſiſting of

pulſe. Arbuthnot.

LE (SURABLE. a. (from leiſure.] Done at lei.

ſure ; not hurried; enjoying leiſure. Brºwz.

LEISURABLY. adv. from leiſurable J At

leiſure , without tumult or hurrv. He-Fer.

LE ISURE. ſ. [1, ſir, Fr ) i. Freedon form

buſineſs or hurry , vacancy of mind. Temple.

2. Convenience of time. Shakeſp.

LE IS UREI.Y. a (frºm leiſure.] Not haſty;

deliberate. Shakeſp. Addiſºn.

LF. SURELY. adº ſtrom leiſure ) Not in a

hurry , ſlowly. Addiſon.

E.M.A.N. ſ. ſiamant, Fr.] A ſweet-heart; a

gallant. Hanner.

LE. M.M.A. f. 1 arºa.] A propoſition previouſly
aſiumed.

LEMON ſ. [limon, Fr.) 1. The fruit of the

lemon tree. Mortimer. 1. The tree that

bears lenions.

LEMON A DE. ſ. (from lemen.] I ignor made of

water, ſugar, and the juice of lºrnon Arbººk,

To LEND. v. a [la nan, Sax.] 1. To rāord, ca

condition of repayment. Dryden 2. To ſuffer

to be uſed on condit on that it be reſtored.

Pryde". 3. To afford; to grant in general

Dryden.

LENDER. ſ. [fºom lend] 1. One who lend.

any thing. 2. One who makes a trade of

putting money to intereſt Ajdi is:

LLNG I. H. f. [fºom leng, Sax.) 1. The exter:

of anything material from end to end. Barce.

2. Horizontal extenſion. Dryden. 3. A certsia

portion of ſpace or time. Dryden, 4 Exter:

of duration . Lºcke. 5. Long duration of pre

traction. Addiſºn. 6. Reach or expanſien of

any thing. Jº attº. 7. Full extent uncºn

tracted tiate. Addiſon. 8. Diſtance. Cºrrend...

9. End; latter part of any aſſignable time.

H.: #er. . o. At Le No 1 h. At 13:t; in con

cluſion. Dryden

To LENGTH | N. v. a. [from length.) 1. To

draw out 5 to rake long, r ; to elongs:e.

4, barknet. 2. To protrait; to cort rue law.

3. To protract pronunciation. Pryden. -

1. EN G + i = N ºut

Dryder.

To Li'NGTHEN. v. n. To grow longer; tº

increaſe in length. Prior.

LE NGT H WIS 1. adv. [length and swife J Ac:

cording to the length.

1, N11.N. T. a. enters, Lat.] I

foºtening ; mitigating. Milan.

e mollier.t. Art: : fºr:t.

4. 7,

To protract, to extend.

. A ſuaſive i

2. Laxative ,

L. N. L.N T. ſ. An emoliient, or aſſuaſive aſſº
cation, Jºyenian. "ie
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To LE'NIFY. v. a. ſleniffer, old Fr.] To aſ

ſuage : to mitigate. Dryden.

LE NITIVE a [lenitif, Fr. ſeniº, Lat.] Aſſua

ſive , emollient. Arbuthnot.

LE NITIVE. f. 1. Any thing applied to caſt

pain. 1. A palliative. South.

LE NITY. ſ. (lenitas, Lat.] Mildneſs; mercy;

tenderneſs. Daniel

LENS. ſ. A glaſ ſpherically convex on both

fides, is uſually called a ſent; ſuch as is a

burning-glaſs, or ſpea acle glaſs, or an object

glaſs of a teleſcope N wºn

LENT part paſſ. from lend Pºpe.

LENT.J. ſlenten, the ſpring, Sax The qua.

drageſimal faſt , a time of abſtinence Camden.

LEN TEN. a. [rom lent.) Such as is uſed in

lent ; ſparing Shakeſp.

LENTICULAR. a. [lenticulaire, Fr.j Doubly

convex ; of the form of a lens. Ray.

LENT. FORM a [len, and forma, Lat.] Hav

ing the form of a lens.

LENTIGINOU.S. a. [from lentigo..] Scutſy

fur uraceous.

LE NIIGO. ſ (Latin 1 A freckly or ſcurfy

eruption on the ſkin. ºncy.

LE NT1L: ſ (less, Lat. Jentiſe, Fr.] A plant.

LENTISCK. ſ. lentiſcus, Lat.) Leºt frk wood

is of a pale brown colour, almoſt whitiſ.

reſinous, of a fragrant ſmell and ecr d tº the

it is the wood of the tree which produces the

maſtich. Hill.

LE'N'ſ ITUDE. ſ. [from lentus, Lat.] Sluggiſh:

neſs: ſlowneſs.

LF, NTN ER. ſ. A kind of hawk Wakon.

LEN-10R.J. [Latin.) 1. Tenacity viſcoſity

Baran. ... Slowneſs; delay. A tutºnot, 3.

[in phyſick.) That ſizy, viſcid part of the blood

which obſtructs the vehicle. Qº'nº'.

LEN TOUS. a. [ſenſus, Lat) viſiºus ; tenaci

our, capable to be drawn out Brºwn.

LE OD f. The people; or rather a nation,

country, &c. Gibſon.

Lt. Of Lºf denotes love; ſo ºfwin, is a

winner of love. Gibſon.

LE ON N E a ſiegrinº, Lat.) 1. Pelonging to

a lon; having the nature of a lion. ... leo

nine veries are thoſe of which the chd rhyme:

to the middle, ſo named from Leº the inven.

tor : as,

Glºria factorum tº rere conceditur horum.

LEOPARD. ſ. ſle, and pardus, La J A ſpotted

beaſt o' prey. Shakeſt.

LE. PER, f {ſepra, *f, *ſar, Lat] One inſected

with a ſecrety. Hakewººl. -

LE PERO US a. (formed rom leproºf.J Caul

ing leproſy Shakſp.

LE PORINE. a. i tºp rºus, Lat J Pelonging to

a hare ; having the nature o' a hare.

LFPRO ºrt Y. ſ. ſu on tº cus.)

diſeaſe. Bacon.

LF, “RosY. ſ. lefra, Lat lºre, Fr J A lºath

ſome diſtemper which covers the bºdy with a

kind of white ſcales. 1/i/ man.

LE PRO US, a ºf rº, Lat. if reux, Fr.] In

tected with a leproly. Donne.

LERL. J. Lane, Sax.] A leſion; cre ; d.º.

Squamous

trine. Spenſer.

LERRY. ſ. [from lere.] A rating; a 1:...ture.

LESS. A negative or privative termination.

[lear, Sax. loºr, Dutch..] Joined to a ſubſtan

tive it implies the abſence or privation of the

thing : as, a withſ; man.

LESS. a. [lear, Sax. The comparative of little,

oppoſed to greater. Locke.

LESS.J. Not ſo much , oppoſed to more. Exºd.

LESS adv. In a finaller degree; in a lower de

gree. Dryden.

LE, SSEE. J. The perſon to whom a leaſe is

given.

To LE'SSEN. v. a [from lºſt.] 1. To diminiſh

in bulk. ... To diminiſh in degree of any

quality. Perhart. 3. To degrade , to deprive

of power or dignity. Atter bury.

To LE, SSEN. v. n. 1 o grow leſs; to ſhrink.

Temple.
-

ºk. a. A barbarous corruption of leſr.

afe.

LESSER. adv. Formed by corruption from leſs.

Shakeſp.

L}: SSI.S. f [laiſ-à, Fr.] The dung of beaſts

left on the ground

LE, SSON. ſ. ſecon, Fr.] ... Anything read or

repeated by a teacher Den an 1. Precept.

nation inculcated, ºpener. 3. Portions of

ſcripture it a in divine ſervice. H. Ker 4.

1 une pick, d or an intrument. 5. A rating

lecture. Sidney.

To Lº SSON. v. a. (from the noun ) To teach;

to inſtruct. Shakeſp.

LESSOR. / Cºe who lets any thirg to faim, or

otherwiſe by ſeale. Denham, Aylf.

LES 1. cºnj, tº on the adjective ſeaft That

not dºutſon.

To Lt. i. º a. ſittan, Sax.] 1. To allow ; to

ſuffer; to permit ºf Sanderſon 1 A ſign

of the optative mood uſed efore the firſt,

2nd imperative before the third perſon. Be ore

the firſt perſo, ſinguiar it ſignities reſolution ;

fixed purpoſe, or aident with. 3. Before the

firſt perſon plural, let implies exhortation.

/Mark. 4. I.e.ore the third perſon, ſingui.;

or put al., let inplies pein.iihon or precept.

197 yden 5. Be.ore a thing in the pad, e.

vo.ce, kt inflies command. Dryden. 6. Let

has an infinitive mood atter it without the

particle to. Dryden. 7. To leave, L'Eſtrangº.

8 lo more that, permit. Shakeſp. 9. 1 º'

ut to hire , to grant to a tenant Cawſ. 12.

To fuſic ary thºs to take a coui ſe which

requires no impulſive violence, j ſtag. i.

To prºmit to take any ſtate or courſe S, nº;',

1 * 1: ..et buzzi, is eliptical or tº et at

bºd ſo free it frºm confinement: to ſuffer

it to ſtream out of the vein Shakeſp. 13, ſo

!, r in. o ºſmit is nº ºf 14 to precure

airuſſion / Ke, 5, 12 i.e. f ºff. To cº

charge. Swift, 16 tº 1.4 r zut. To leaſe

out; to give to hire or a ºn 17 To Li, º,

| levven, Sa:..] T a hinder: to obſtruct to

oppoſe. 1), yº. 18. 1, LP r, when u i znif s

tº per mu ol leave, i.e. i-, in ... Picº.i.e. a.d

14 tº
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part. paſſive; but when it ſignifies to hinder,

it has letted Introduction to Grammar.

To LET. v. a. To forbear; to withhold himſelf.

Bacon.

LET. ſ. [from the verb.] Hindrance; obſtacle :

obſtruction; impediment. Hooker. Ler, the

termination of diminutive words, from lyce,

Sax. little, ſmall.

LETHA RGIC.K. a. [lethargique, Fr. Sleepy,

beyond the natural power of ſleep. Hammond.

LETHA'RGICKNESS. ſ. [from lethargick.)

Sleepineſs; drowſineſs. Herbert.

LE THARGY..f. [ansas, a J A morbid drowſ

neſs; a ſleep from which one cannot be kept

awake. Atterbury.

LETHARGIED. a. ſſrom the noun..] Laid

aſleep; entranced. Shakeſp.

LETHE / [º.s.n.] Oblivion; a draught of ob

livion. Shakeſp.

LETTER. ſ. [from let.] 1. One who lets or

permits. 2. One who hinders. 3. One who

gives vent to any thing : as, a blood letter.

LETTER. ſ. [lettre, Fr.) 1. One of the ele

ments of ſyllables. Shakeſp. 2. A written

meſſage; an epiſtle. Abbot. 3. The literal or

expreſſed meaning. Taylºr. 4 Letters without

the ſingular; learning. john. 5. Anything

to be read. Addiſon 6. Type with which

books are printed. Mºxon.

To le:TTER. v. a. (from letter.] To ſtamp

with letters. Addiſºn.

LETTERED. a. [from letter.] Literate; edu

cated to learning Cellier.

1.ETTUCE. ſ. "...º. Lat J A plant.

1.EVANT. a. [levant, Fr J Eaſtern. Milton.

LEVANT ſ. The eaſt, particularly thoſe coaſts

of the Mediterranean eaſt of Italy,

LLPA"10 R f [Lat.) A chirurgical inſtrument,

whereby depreſſed parts of the ſkull are listed

up. PP iſ, man.

LEUCOPHLE GMACY'ſ [from leucºphlegma

tick.) Paleneſs, with viſcid juices and cold

ſweatings Arbuthnot.

LEUCOPHLEGMATICK a [2.Évač; and $2.Éz.

&a.j Having ſuch a conſtitution of body where

the blood is of a pale colour, viſcid, and cold.

LE /EE. ſ. (Fr.) 1. The time of tiſing. 2. The

concourſe of thoſe who croud round a man of

power in a morning. Dryden.

LEVEL. a. [kerel, Sax.) 1. Even ; not having

one part higher than another. Bentley A. Even

with any thing elſe; in the ſame line with

any thing. Tuiotſon.

To LEVEL. v. a. [from the adjective | 1. To

meke even; to free from inequalities. 2. To

reduce to the ſame height with ſomething

elſe. Dryden. 3. To lay flat. 4. To bring to

equality of condition, 5. To point in taking

aim; to aim. Dryden. 6. To direct to any

end. Swift.

To LEVEL. v. n. 1. To aim at ; to bring the

gun or arrow to the ſame direction with the

mark. Hooker. 2. To conjecture; to attempt

to gueſs. Shakeſp. 3. To be in the ſame

direétion with a mark Hudibrar. 4. To make

attempts; to aim Shakeſp.

LEVEL, ſ (from the adjective..] I. A plane; a

ſurface without protuberances or inequalities.

Sandys. 1. Rate ; ſtandard. Sidney. 3. A

ſtate of equality Atterbury 4. An inſtrument

whereby maſons adjuſt their work. Moros. 5.

Rule : borrowed from the mechanick level.

Prior. 6. The line of direction in which any

miſſive weapon is aimed IP aller. 7. The

line in which the fight paſſes Pºpe.

LEVELLER. / [from level j . One who

makes any thing even. 2. One who deſtroys

ſuperiority ; one who endeavours to bring aii

to the ſame ſtate. Cºllier.

LE'VELNESS. ſ. [from level.] i.

equality of ſurface. 2.

thing elſe. Peacham.

LEVE.N. ſ. [levain, Fr J 1 Ferment; that

which being mixed in bread makes it riſe and

ferment. 2. Any thing capable of changing

the nature of a greater mats. Wiſeman.

LEVER. ſ. [levier, Fr.) The ſecond mechanical

power, uſed to clevate or raiſe a great weight.

arr; f.

LEVERET. ſ. ſleiv, e, Fr.] A young hare

P/aller. -

LEVE. T. ſ. ſfrom lever, Fr.) A blaſt on the

trumpet Hudibrar.

LEVEROOK. ſ. (lapene, Sax.] This word is

retained in Scotland, and denotes the lark.

M/alton.

LEVIABLE. a. (from levy.] That may be levi

ed Bacon.

LEVIATHAN. ſ. [***". ) A water animal

mentioned in the book of job ; by ſome ima

gined the crocodile, but in poetry generally

taken for the whale. Thomſon.

To LE VICATE. v. a. [lar vigº, Lat.] 1. To

rub or grind. 1. To mix til thc liquor be

come ſmooth and uniform Arbuthnot.

LEVIGATION. f {from levigate.} Levigatiew

is the reducing of hard bodies into a ſubtle

powder, by grinding upon marble with a mul

ler ºgincy.

LE VITE. ſ. [levita, Lat.] 1. One of the tribe

of Levi: one born to the office of prieſthood;

among the Jews. 2. A prieſt : uſed in con

tenſ, pt

LEV (TICAL. a. ſtrom levite.] Belonging to

the levites. Ayliffe

LE VITY ſ. [levitas, Lat) i. Lightneſs; not

heavineſs. Bently. 2. Inconſtancy; change

abieneſs. Hooker. 3. Unfteadineſs; laxity of

mind. Milton. 4. Idle pleaſure ; vanity.

Calamy. 5. Trifling gaiety; want of ſeriou.-

neſs. Shakeſp. Clarend.n.

To LEVY. v. a. [lever, Fr.] 1. To raiſe ; to

bring together men. Davies. 2. To raiſe

money. Clarenden. 3. To make war. Milian

LEVY. ſ. [rom the verb ) i. The act of raiſ

ing money or men. Addiſon. a. War raiſed.

Shakeſp.

LEW L. a. ſlºpede Sax J 1.

Evenneſs;

Equality with ſome

Lay j not cleri

cal
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eal. Davier. 2. Wicked ; bad 5 naughty.

PP hitgift. 3. Luſtful , libidinous. Shakeſp.

LE. WDLY. adv. [from lewd.) 1. Wickedly ;

naughtily. Shakeſp. 2. Libidinouſly ; luſtully.

Dryden.

LE widn ESS / [from lewd.] Luſtful licen

tiouſneſs. Dryden.

L'Ew DSTER. ſ. ſſrom lewd.] A lecher; one

given to criminal pleaſures. Shakeſp.

LEMIS DOR. ſ. (Fr.) A golden French coin,

in value twelve livres, now ſettled at ſeven

teen ſhillings. Dići.

LExico GRAPHER ſ (xitx3, and **w.] A

writer of dictionaries ; a harmleſs drudge

PPTatry.

JLEXICO'GRAPHER. ſ. 7 sºy and yºw.}

The art or practice of writing dictionaries.

LEXICON. ſ. [asgºw.) A dićtonary. Milton.

LEY. ſ. Ley, lee, lay, are all from the Saxon

leax, a field Gibſon. -

LIABLE. a. [liable, from her, old French Ob

noxious ; not exempt ; ſubject. Milton.

Li’AR. ſ. (from le.) One who tells ſaiſhood;

one who wants veracity. Shakeſp.

LIARD a. Mingled roan. Markham.

LiBATION. ſ. libatio, Lat..] ... The aćt of

pouring wine on the ground in honour of ſome

deity Bacon. 2. The wine ſo poured Still, *.

LIBBARD. ſ. ſitebard, Germ. leºpardus, Lat.}

A leopard Brerewood.

LI BEL. ſ. [l bellus, Lat.] 1. A ſatire; deſa

matory writing ; a lampoon. Decay of Piety.

2. [In the civil law. A declaration or charge

in writing againſt a perſon in court. -

To Li'BEL w. n. (from the noun ) To ſpread

defamation ; generally written or printed;

Denne.

To LI'BEL. v. a, To ſatiriſe; to lampoon.

Dryden. -

LI'BELLER. ſ. [from libel j . A defamer by

writing ; a lampooner. Dryden.

LI'BELLOUS, a...[from libel J Defamatory

M/etton. -

LIBERAL. a. [liberalis, Lat ) i. Not mean:

not low in birth. 1. Becoming a gentleman

3 Munificent; generous ; bountitul. Miltºn

LlBERALITY. f. [liberalitar, Lat liberal tº,

Fr. J Munificence : bounty; generoſity Shake.

LlPERA'LLY. adv. [from liberal Bounte.

ouſly ; bountifully largely. James.

LIBERTINE. ſ. libertin, Fr J 1. One un

confined; one at liberty. Shakeſp. 2. One

who lives without reſtraint or law. Rowe 3.

One who pays no regard to the precepts of re

ligion. Shakeſp Cºller 4 (in law. | A freed

man ; or rather, the ſon of a freedman. Ayliffe.

Ll BERT INE. a. (libertin, Fr.] Licentious;

irreligious. Swift.

LTBERTINISM / [from libertine.] Irreligion;

licentiouſneſs of opinions and practice. Afterb

LI'BERTY. f. [liter tº, Fr. libertas, Lat.] 1.

Freedom as oppoſed to ſlavery. Addiſon. 1.

Freedom as oppoſed to neceſſity. Locke. 3.

Privilege; exemption ; immunity. Davies,

4. Relaxation of reſtraint, 5. Leave; per

miſſion. Locke.

LIBI'PINOU.S. ſ. [Iibitlinoſus, Lat J Lewd;

luſtul. Bentley.

LIBI’DINOUSLY. adv. [ from libidinous. I

Lewdly ; luſtfully.

lºt. a. [librally, Lat.] Of a pound weight.

1&t

LIBRA'RIAN. ſ. (librarius, Lat..] One who

has the care of a library. Brown.

L!'BRARY. f {l braire Fr.] A large collec

tion of books. Dryden.

To Ll’BRATE. v. a. [libro, Lat.] To poiſe ;
to balance. -

LIBRATION. ſ. (libratio, Lat] 1. The ſtate

of being balanced. Thomſon. 2. (In aſtrono

my.] Libration is the balancing motion or tre

pidation in the firmament, whereby the decli

nation of the ſun, and the latitude of the ſtars,

change from time to time. Grew.

Li BRATORY. a. from libra, Lat.] Balancing;

playing like a balance,

I, ICE, the plural of louſe. Dryden.

!! CF B.A.N.E. ſ. [lice and bane.] A plant.

Li CENSE. f {licentia, Lat.] 1. Exorbitant

liberty; contempt of legal and neceſſary re

ſtraint Sidney. 2. A grant of permiſſion.

4ddiſon. 3 Liberty ; permiſſion. Acts.

To I.I.C.E NSE. v a [licencier, Fr.) 1. To ſet

at liberty. Pºotton. a. To permit by a legal

grant Pºpe

Ll CENSER. ſ (from licenſe J A granter of

pcrimiſſion.

LICE’NTIATE, ſ ſlicentiatuſ, low Lat.] 1.

A man who uſes licenſe Camden 2. A de

gree in Spaniſh univerſities. Aylºff.

To Li'CENT1A1 E. v. a [licenter, Fr.] To

permit to encourage by licenſe. L’Eſira-ge.

LICE’NTIOUS. a. ſlicentiºſus, Lat | 1. Unre

ſtrained by law or morality. Shakeſp. a. Pre

ſumptuous; unconfined. Raſcºmmºn.

L1CE. NTIOUSLY (adv. [from lºcentiºus...}

With too much liberty.

LICE NTHOUSINESS. ſ ( from licentiºns. }

Boundleſs liberty ; contempt of juſt reſtraint.

Swift.

LICH ſ lice, Sax.] A dead carcaſe; whence

Lic/wake, the time or act of watching by the

dead; tıchgate, the gate through which the

deed are carried to the grave; Litchfield, the

field of the dead, a city in Staffordſhire, ſo

named from martyred Chriſtians.

Ll CHOWL. ſ. lºh and owl J A ſort of owl.

To LICK. v. a. licean, Sax.] 1. To paſs over

with the tongue. Addiſon. 2. To iap; to

take in by the tongue Shakeſp. 3. ‘To Lick

up. To devour, Pºpe.

LICK ſ. [from the verb ] A blow ; rough u

ſage. Dryden.

Li CKFR ISH 7 a. ſiccena, a glutton, Sax.]

Ll CK EROUS. $ 1. Nice in the choice of bod;

ſqueamith. L'Efirange. Eager ; 21 edy.

Sidney. 3. Nice; delicate; tempting the

appetite.

Ll CKERISHNFSS. ſ. [from liquºrſ, J Nice

neſs of palace.

LI'CORICI.
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LTCORICE. ſ. [Iguoricia, Ital.] A root of

ſweet taſte.

A.I.C.70 R. ſ. (Lat.) A beadle.

L11). (HS, Sax | 1. A cover; any thing that

ſhuts down over a veſſel. Addiſºn. 2. The

membrane that, when we ſleep or wink, is

drawn over the eye. Craſhaw, Prior.

LIE. / (le, Fr. Any thing impregnated with

ſome other bºdy; as, ſoap or ſalt i'ra ham.

LIF. ſ. ſilje, Sax.] A criminal falſhood

M’arts. 2. A charge of falſhood. Lºcke. 3.

-A fiction. Dryden.

To [...] E. v. n (loosan, Sax.] To utter criminal

falſhood. Shakeſp.

To Lir. v. m. pret. I lay : I have lain or lien.

[lit:an, Sax. lºggen, Dutch. 1. To reſt ho

rizontly, or with very great inclination a

gainſ ſomething elſe ... To reſt , to lean

upon Ef taff ºn Panbrugh. 3. To be repo

fied in the grave. G. reſis. 4. To be in a

ſtate of dºcum bºture. Mark 5. To paſs the

time of ſleep. Dryden. 6. To be laid up or

repoſit d Bºyle 7 To remain fixed Temple.
8. To reſide Genºſis. 9. To be placed or ſi

tuated. Cºllier. ſc. To preſs upon. Cººch.

1 To be troubleſome ºr tediºus Addiſºn

12. To be judicially fixed. Shakeſp. 13, To
be in a particular ſtate Matts. 14. To be in

a ſtate o concealment, Lºcke, 15. To be in

priſon Shakºp 16 To be in a bad ſtate.

L’Hirange. 17. To be in a help! is or ex

poſed ſtate Tuit on. 18. To conſiſt ºakſ?

19. To be in the power ; to belong to. Sºlº".

2 o' To be charged in any thing ; as, an aº

tion lieth againſt one. . . To coli ; as, it

ſits me in more money. 21. Tº Lir at. Tº

importune; to teaze. 13. To Li e by. Tº

reſt to remain ſtill Sºakeſp. 14. Tº Liº

dºwn. To reſt to go into a ſtate of repole.

Jalak. 13. To fink into the grave jºb. 16.

‘I Li E in. To be in childbed JP ſerian. 17

To Li º under. To be ſubject to. smalridge.

28. To Li E ºpen. To become an obligation or

duty. Bentley 29, 7, Lie with. To con

verſe in bed. Shakeſp.

LII.F. a. ſleer, sax. li.f, Dutch..] Dear ; be:

ioved. Spenger.

i_{EF. adv. V. ºlirely. Shakeſp.

Li EGE. a. [live, i.; 1. Bºund by ſome feu

dal tenure ; ſubject. 2. Sovereign. Spºt/ºr.

Ll EGE. ſ. Sovereign; ſuperior lord. Philipſ.

Liº Gi MAN /, Urom liege and man.) A ſub

ject. Spenſer.

1.1 LGFR. / [from liege J A reſident ambaſſa

dor. Denham.

LIEN, the participle of lie Geneſs.

Ll ENTE R1C. K. a. ſtron, ueniery J Pertaining

to a lentery. Grew.

Ll'ENTERY / [Ircm x tºy, larve, ſmooth,

and ºz, intºſlinum.] A particular looſe

deſ, wherein the food paſſes ſuddenly thro'

the ſtomach and guts Quincy.

º [ºrcm to ite.) One that reſts or lies

own.

Llº U. f [Pt.] Place; room, Hººker, Addiſºn.

LIEVE adv. [see L. Fr.] Willingly. Shakeſ?.

LIEUT.I.'NANCY./. (lºzance, Fr.) 1. The

office of a lieutenant. Shakeſp. z. The body

of lieutenants. Felton.

LIEUTENANT. ſ. [lieutenant, Fr.] 1. A de

puty; one who acts by vicarious authority. i.

ºn war, one who holis the next rank to a ſu

pºur 9 *ny denomination. Clar endon.

Ll EUTENANTSHIP. J. ſtrom lieutenart.)

A he rank or office of lieutenant.

*** f. plural ºver thran, to live, sax ) i.

ºnion and co-operation of ſoul with body,

9***, *. Preſent ſtate. Cºwley. 3. E1.

Jºyment, or poſſeſſion of terreſtrial exiſtence.

P. lar. 4. Blood, the ſuppoſed vehicle of life.

5. Conduct; manner of living with leſpect to

virtue or vice. Pete. 6. Condition; manner

º, living with reſpect to happin, is and a ſºry.

Pºrºn. 7. Continuance of our preſent ſtate.

*** 8. The living form , reſemblance ex

*ślly copied. Brºwn. 9. Exact reſemblance.

***** io. General ſlate o man. Milt.r.

''. Common occurrences; human affairs;

the courſe ºf things. A chan. 1. Living

Pºrton. Shakeſp. 13. Narrative of a lite paſt.

fºe. 14. Spirit; briſkneſs : vivacity , reſ--

*ion. S dºey, 15. Animated exiſtence, ani

mal being. Thomſon.

|-| FEBLOOD. J. (ife and blººd.] The blocá

neceſſary to lite Speciatºr.

|-| FEEVERLAST IN G. J. An herb. Anºre.

1. FF.C. iv.15 G a life and giving, Having the

Pºwer to give lie ºpenyer.

"if LGUARD. ſ. (If, and guard) The guard

of a king's perſon.

tº Ft.Li SS. a. ſ.rom 1.f.) Dead: deprived

of life Dryden, Prior. 1. Unanimated ; void

of life Miltºn. 3. Without power, force of

ſpirit. Prior.

LIF ELESLY, adv, (from lifeleſ, J without vi

gºur ; ºrigidly jejunely.

** F.Li & E. a. [If, and like. Like a living per

ſon. Pºpe.

LIFESTRING. ſ. [life and firing 1 Nerve;

ſtings inagined to convey life. Danieſ.

LIFETIME.J. (ife and time ) Continuance or

duration of life. Ziddiſon.

Ll FEW E.A.R.Y. a. (Ife and weary..] Wietched;

tired of living. Shareſp.

Io LIFT. v. a [/ºffin, Swediſh.) 1. To raiſe

from the ground; to heave; to elevate. Dryd.

2. To bear ; to ſupport. Not in uſe. Spenſer.

3. To rob : to piunder. Dryden, 4. To ex

alt ; to elevate mentally Pºpe. 5. To raiſe

in fortune. Erciuſ. 6. To raiſe in eſtinction.

Hoºker. 7. To exalt in dignity. Addi, ºn 8.

To elevate ; to ſwell with pride. Afterba" y.

9. (A is ſometimes emphatically added to jº.

| Saºue.

To LIF 1. v. n. To ſtrive to raiſe by ſtrength.

Locke. -

LIFT. ſ. [from the verb.] The act of liſting;

the manner of litting. Bacºn. ... [In Scottiſh.]

The ſky. 3. Effect ; ſtruggle. Hudibras.

Li I Lis. J. Livu, lºft 1 out that hits. Laiºt.

- 19
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*To LIG. v. n. [leggen, Dutch..] To tie. Spenſºr.

LIGAMENT. / (ligamentam, from lºgº, Lat.]

• Ligament is a white and ſolid body, ſofter

than a cartilage, but harder than a mem

brane: their chief uſe is to faſten the bones,

which are articulated together for motion, leſt

they ſhould be diſlocated with exerciſe. Quincy.

2. Any thing which connects the parts of the

body. Denham. 3. Bond; chain; entangle

ment. Addiſºn.

1.IGAMENT A L. a [from higament JCom

LIGAMENTOUS. $ poſing a ligament. Wiſe.

LIGATION. ſ. [ligatio, Lat] . The act of

binding. 2. The ſtate of being bound Addiſon.

LIGATURE ſ (ligature, Fr. J . Any thing

bound on ; a bandage. Gulliver. 2. The act

of binding. Arbuthnot. 3. The ſtate of being

bound Martimer.

LIGHT. ſ. (Heoht, Sax.] ... That quality or

action of the medium of fight by which we

ſee Newton. a. Illumination of mind ; in

ftruction; knowledge. Bacon 4. The part

of a picture which is drawn with bright co

lours, or in which the light is ſuppoſed to fall.

Dryden. 4. Reach of knowledge ; mental

view. Bacon. 5. Point of view , ſituation :

direction in which the light falls. Addiſºn. 6.

Explanation. Lºcke. 7. Any thing that gives

light : a pharos ; a taper. Glanville.

LIGHT. a. [leohe, Sax.] 1. Not tending to

the center with great force; not heavy. Addiſ.

2. Not burdenſome ; eaſy to be worn, or car

ried. Bacºn. 3. Not afflictive ; eaſy to be

endured. Hooker. 4. Eaſy to be performed ,

not difficult; not valuable. Dryden. 5. Eaſy

to be acted on by any power. Dryden, 6

Not heavily armed. Knollet. 7 active ,

nimble. Spenſer. 8 Unencumbered ; unem

barraſſed ; clear of impediments. Bacon. 9.

Sight ; not great. Bºyle. 10. Not craſs; not

groſs. Numberſ. 1 1. Eaſy to admit any in

fluence ; unſteady ; unſettled Ska (eſp. 12.

Gay airy : without dignity or ſolidity. Shake

43. Not chaſte , not regular in cordu:t. Shake.

14 [From light. ſ.) Bright , clear. š.
15. Not dark ; tending to whiteneſs Dryden.

LIGHT, adv. Lightly ; cheaply. Hºoker.

To LIGHT. v. a. [from light, ſ.) 1. To kin

dle ; to inflame; to ſet on fire. Boyle. 2. To

give light to ; to guide by light. Craſhaw 3.

To illuminate Dryden. 4. To lighten; to eaſe

of a burthen. Spenter.

To LIGHT. v. n. (lickt, by charce, Dutch..] 1.

To happen ; to fall upon by chance. Sidney.

2. [AllShtan. Sax J. To deſcend trom a horſe

or carriage. 2 Kings 3. To fall in any par

ticular dire&tion Dryden. 4. To fall; to

ſtrike on Spenſer. 5. To ſettle ; to reſt.

. Shakeſp.

To LIGHTEN. v. s. [lit, lºr, Sax ) i. To

flaſh, with thunder. Shakeſp. z. To ſhine

like lightning. Shakeſp. 3. To fall or light.

[from light.) Common Prayer.

To LIGHTEN. v. a. [From light ] . To il

Juminate; to enlighten. Davies. 2. To ex

onerate; to unlºad jon. 3. To make leſs

heavy, Milton. 4. To exhilarate; to cheer.

Dryden.

LIGHTER, ſ (from light, to make fight.) A

heavy boat into which ſhips are lightened or
unloaded. Pºpe.

Ll GHTERMAN. ſ. [lighter and man.] One

who manages a lighter. Child.

LIGHTFINGFRED, a ſhght and finger.]
Nimble at conveyance ; thieviſh.

L!'GHT FOOT. a. [/ght and fºot.) Nimble in

running or dancing active Spenſer.

LIGHTFOOT. ſ. veniſ n

1.1'GHTHEADED, a ſlight and head J 1. Un- .

ſteady } looſe; thoughtleſs; weak. Clarend. 2.

Pelirious ; diſordered in the mind by diſeaſe.
CIGHTHE ADEDNESS f. Deliriouſneſs; diſ

order of the mind. -

LIGH THE ARTED. a. ſ light and heart.]

Gay 5 merry.

LIGHTHOUSE. ſ. ſlight and houſe.) An high

building, at the top of which lights are hung

to guide ſhips at ſea. Arbuthnot.

LIGHTLEGGED. a [light and leg JNimble;

ſwift. Sidney.

ºries a. [from light.] Wanting light;
ark.

LIGHTLY. adv. [from light ] ... without

weight. Ben. Johnſon. 2. Without deep im

preflion. Prior. 3. Eaſily ; readily , without

difficulty 3 of courſe. Hooker. 4. Without rea

ſon. Taylor. 5. Without affliction; cheerful

ly. Shakeſp. 6. Not chaſtely. Swift. 7.

Nimbly , with agility ; not heavily or tardily.

Pryden. 8 Gaily ; airily ; with levity. - 4

LIGHTMINDED. a. [light and mind.j Unſet

tled : unſteady. Eccl.

LIGHTNESS. ſ [from light ] . Levity;

want of weight. Burnet 1. Inconſtancy;

unſteadineſs. Shakeſp. 3. Unchaſlity; want

of conduct in women. Sidney. 4. Agility ;

nimbleneſs.

LIGHTNING. ſ. [from lighten.) 1. The flaſh

that attends thunder. Davies. i. Mitigation;

abatement. Addiſon.

LIGHTS. ſ. The lungs; the organs of breath

ing. Hammond. -

Ll GHTSOME. a. (from light.) 1. Luminous ;

nor dark; not obſcure ; not opake. Raleigh.

2. Gay airy ; having the power to exhila

rate. Sºuth.

Li'GHT SOMENESS. ſ. [from lightſºme.] 1.

Luminouſneſs; not opacity ; not obſcurity.

2. Cheerfulneſs; merriment ; levity.

LIGNA'LOES. f. [lignum aloeſ, Lat.] Aloes

wood. Numbers.

LI'GNEOUS. a. ſhgnews, Lat.] Made of wood;

wooden ; reſembling wood. Bacon, Grew.

LIGNU.M/ITAF. ſ. (Lat ) Guaiacum; a very

hard wood. Milton. -

LIGURE. ſ. A precious ſtone. Exºd.

LIKE. a. (lic, Sax. link, Dutch..] 1. Reſem

bling ; having reſemblance. Baker. 1. Equal;

of the ſame quantity. Spratt. 3. [ For likely l

Probable ; credible. Baean. 4. Likely ; in a

ſtate that gives probasle expectations Clarend.
Mi ſm m LIKE,
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LIKE. ſ. 1. Some perſon or thing reſembling

another. Shakeſp. 2. Near approach; a ſtate

like to another ſtate. Raleigh.

LIKE. adv. 1. In the ſame manner; in the

ſame manner as. Speºſer, Philipr. 2.

ſuch a manner as befits. 1 Sam.

probably. Shakeſp.

To LIKE. v. a. {lican, Sax.] 1. To chooſe with

fome degree of preference. Clarendon. 1. To

approve 5 to view with approbation. Sidney.

3. To pleaſe ; to be agreeable to. Bacon.

To Ll K.E. v. n. 1. To be pleaſed with Hocker.

2. To chooſe ; to liſt ; to be pleaſed. Locke.

LIKELIHOOD. ſ. [from likely.) 1. Appear.

ance; ſhow. Shakeſp. z. Reſemblance ; like

neſs. Obſolete. Raleigh. 3. Probability; ve

riſimilitude :" appearance of truth. Hooker.

Ll KELY. a. (from like.) 1. Such as may be

liked; ſuch as may pleaſe. Shakeſp 1. Pro

bable ; ſuch as may in reaſon be thought or
believed. -

LI'KELY. adv. Probably; as may reaſonably be

thought. Glanville. .

To Ll KEN v. a. [from like.) To repreſent as

having reſemblance. Milton.

Ll KENESS. ſ. [from like.) 1. Reſemblance ;

ſimilitude Dryden. 2. Form ; appearance.

L'Eſtrange. 3. One who reſembles another.
Prior. -

LIKEWISE. adv. [like and wiſe.] In like

manner; alſo ; moreover ; too. Arbuthnot.

LIKING. a. Plump 5 in a ſtate of plumpneſs.
Daniel.

Ll KING. ſ (from like.) 1. Good ſtate of body;

plumſneſs. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. State of

trial 3: Inclination. Spenſer.

LILACH. ſ. (liac, lilás, Fr.) A tree. Bacon.

LILIED. a. [from lily.J Embelliſhed with lilies

Milton

LI'LY. ſ. (lilium, Lat.] A flower. Peacham.

Lºafropluſui, "reſ...) A foreign

ower.

LILY:f the Valley,orMay lily'ſ A flower Miller.

LILYLIVERED. a. ſliy and liver.) Whiteli

vered; cowardly. Shakeſp.

Ll'MATURE. ſ.[limatura, Lat ) Filings of any

metal ; the particles rubbed off by a file.

LIM B. ſ. (lim, Sax.] 1. A member, jointed

or articulated part of animals. 44 ilton. 2. An

edge ; a border. Newton.

To LlMB. v. a. ſ from the noun ) i. To ſup

ply with limbs. Mutan. 2. To tear aſunder ,

to diſmember.

Ll MBI.C.K. ſ.ſcorrupted from alembick.) A ſtill.

Fairfax, Howel.

Ll'MBED, a. [from limb.] Formed with regard

to limbs. Pope.

Ll MBER. a. Flexible; eaſily bent; pliant ,

1ithe. Ray, Harvey.

LIMBERNESS. ſ. (from limber.) Flexibility ;

pliancy.

LTMBO. ſ. 1. A region bordering upon hell, in

which there is neither pleaſure nor pain, Shak.

2. Any place of miſery and reſtraint. Hudibr.

LIME. ſ. [lim, Saxon ) i. A viſcous ſubſtance

drawn over twigs...which catches and titangles

In

3. Likely :

the wings of birds that light upon it. Dryden."

2. Matter of which mortar is made ; ſo called

becauſe uſed in cement. Bacon. 3. [Lint,

Sax.] The linden tree. Pºpe. 4. A ſpecies

of lemon. [lime, Fr.) Thºmſon.

To LIME. v. a. [from lime.) 1. To entangle;

to enſnare. Shakeſp. z. To ſmear with lime.

L'Eſtrahge. 3. To cement. Shakeſp. 4. To

manure ground with lime. Child.

LIMEKILN ſ. [lime and kiln.) A kiln where

ſtones are burnt to lime. Woodward.

Ll MESTONE. ſ. (lime and flore ) The ſtone

of which lime is made. Mertimer.

LIME-WATER /. It is made by pouring water

upon quick lime. Hill.

LI'MIT. ſ. [limite, Fr.) Bound; border; utmoſt

reach. Exoduſ. -

To Li MIT, v a. (from the noun.) 1. To con

fine within certain bounds; to reſtrain ; to cir

cumſcribe. Swift. a. To reſtrain from a lax

or general ſignification ; as, the univerſe is

here limited to this earth.

LIMITARY. a. (from limit.) Placed at the

boundaries as a guard or ſuperintendant. Afilt.

LIMITA'TION. ſ. [limitation, Fr.) 1. Re

ſtričtion; circumſpection. Hooker. 2. Confine

ment from a lax or undeterminate import.

Hooker.

LIMMER. ſ. A mongrel.

To LIMN. v. a. [en luminer, Fr.] To draw 5 to

paint any thing. Peacham :

Li'MNER. J. [corrupted from enlamineer.] A

painter; a picture maker. Glanville.

LIMOUS. a. [limºſus, Lat.] muddy , ſlimy.

Brown.

LIMP, a [limpie, Ital.) Vapid weak. Walter.

To LIMP. v. n. [limpen, Sax.] To halt , to

walk lamely. Prior.

LIMPET. ſ. A kind of ſhell fiſh. Ainſworth.

LIMPID. a, [lı wipidus, Lat.] Clear ; pure;

tranſparent. Woºd-dard.

LIMP1DNESS. J. (from limpid.] Clearneſs;

urit

Ll MPINGLY. adv. [from limp In a lame

halting manner

Ll M.Y. a. [from lime ) i. Viſcous ; glutinous,

Spenſer. 2. Containing lime. Grew

To LIN. v. n. (ablinnan, Sax.] To ſtop; to give

over. Spenſer.

LINCHPIN. ſ (linch and pin ). An iron pin

that keeps the wheel on the axle-tree.

Ll NCTU.S. ſ. (from linge, Lat.) A medicine

licked up by the tongue.

LINDEN 4. (iii.o, Sax.] The line tree. Dryd

LINE ſ (linea, Lat.) 1. Longitudinal exten

fion. Bentley. 2. A ſlender ſtring. Max”.

3. A thread extended to direct any operations.

Dryden. 4. The ſtring that ſuſtains the anº

ler's hook. Waller. 5 Lincarnents, or marks

in the hand or face. Cleaveſand. 6. Delinea

tion ; ſketch. Temple. 7. Contour; outſide.

Pope. 8. As much as is written from one

margin to the other ; a verſe. Garth, 9.

Rank. . o. Work thrown up; trench. Dryd.

11. Method; diſpoſition. Shakeſp. 11. Ex
tenlıop
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tenſion; limit. Milton. 13. Equator; equi

noćtial circle. Creech. 14. Progeny; family ;

aſcending or deſcending Shakeſp. 15. A list

is one tenth of an inch. Locke. 16. [In the

plural.] A letter; as, I read your lines. 17.
Lint or flax.

To LINE. v. a. 1. To cover on the inſide.

Beyle. 2. To put any thing in the inſide

Carew. 3. To guard within. Clarendon. 4.

To ſtrengthen by inner works. Shakeſp. 5.

To cover. Shakeſp. 6. To double; to ſtrength

en. Shakeſp. 7. To impregnate ; applied to

animals generating. Creech.

Li NEAGE. ſ. (linage, Fr.] Race ; progeny

family Luke.

Li NEAL. a [linealir, Lat 1 1. Compoſed of

lines: delineated. Watt; n. 2. Deſcending in

a direct genealogy. Locke. 3. Claimed by de

ſcent. Shakeſp. 4. Allied by direct deſcent.

Dryden.

LINEALLY adv. [from lineal.] In a direct

line. Clarendon.

LINEAMENT. ſ. ſlineament, Fr.) Feature ;

diſcriminating mark in the form. Shakeſp.

LINEAR. a. Winearis, Lat]Compoſed of lines:

having the form of lines. Woodward.

LINEATION.ſ. (lineatio from linea.] Draught

of a line or lines. Woodward.

Ll NEN. f. [limum, Lat..] Cloth made of hemp

or flax. Dryden.

Lſ N EN. a. lineur, Lat..] I. Made of linen.

Shakeſp. z. Reſembling linen. Shakeſp.

LI'N ENDRAPER. ſ. [linen and draper }

who deals in linen.

LING. ſ. (ling, Iſlandick.) 1. Heath Bacon

* [Linghe, Dutch..] A kind of ſea fiſh. Tuffer.

L!NG. The termination notes commonly dimi

nution ; as, kitling : ſometimes a quality ; as,

firſtling. -

To Li NGFR. v. n. [from lenz, Sax.) 1. To

remain long in languor and pain Pope. 2.

To heſitate; to be in ſuſpenſe Milton. 3. To

remain long. Dryden. 4. To remain long

without any action or determination. Shakeſp.

5. To wait long in expectation or uncertainty.

Dryden. 6. To be long in producing effect.

Shakeſp.

To LINGER v. a. To protract; to draw out to

length. Out of uſe. Shakeſp.

LINGERER. ſ. (from lºnger J One who lingers

LINGERINGLY. adv. [from lingering J With

delay : tediouſly. Hale.

LI'NGET. ſ. [lingºt, Fr.] A ſmall maſs of me

tal. Camden.

Ll NGO /. [Portugueſe.] Language; tongue:

ſpeech. Congreve.

LINGUA CIOUS. a. [linguax, Lat.) Full of

tongue; talkative.

LINGUADENTAL. a. (lingua and dens, Lat.)

Uttered by the joint action of the tongue and

teeth. Holder.

LINGUIST. ſ. (from lingua.] A man ſkilful in

languages. Milton.

J.I’NGWORT. ſ. An herb.

Li'NIMENT. ſ. [liniment, Fr. liminentum,Lat]

Ointment ; balſam. Ray.

He

LI'NING. ſ (from line.] 1. The inner cover

ing of any thing. Grew. 2. That which is

within Shakeſp.

LINK. ſ. [gelencke, German.) 1. A ſingle

ring of a chain. Prior. 2. Any thing doubled

and cloſed together Mortimer. 3. A chain :

anything connecting. Shakeſp. 4. Any fingle

part of a ſeries or chain of conſequences. Hale.

5. A torch made of pitch and hards, Hºwel.

To LINK. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To com

plicate ; as, the links of a chain. Milton. 2.

To unite ; to conjoin in concord. Shakeſp.

3. To join. 4. To join by confederacy or

contract. Hooker. 5. To connect Tillºtſon.

6. To unite or concatenate in a regular ſeries

of conſequences. Hocker.

LINKBOY. ſ. (link and boy.) A boy that carries

a torch to accommodate paſſengers with light.
More.

Ll NNET. ſ. [linot, Fr.] A ſmall ſinging bird.

ope.

LINSEF.D. ſ. ſ. ſemen lini, Lat.] The ſeed of
flax Mortimer.

LINSEYWOOLSFY. a. (linen and wool J.Made

of linen and wool mixed ; vile; mean. Pope.

LI'NSTOCK. ſ (lente, Teutonick.) A ſtaff

of wood with a match at the end of it, uſed

by gunners in firing cannon. Dryden. .

LINT. ſ. 1/inteum, Lat.) 1. The ſoft ſubſtance

commonly called flax. 2. Linen ſcraped into a

ſoft woolly ſubſtance to lay on fores Mºiſeman.

Ll NTEL. ſ. (liteal, Fr. JThat part of the door

º that lies croſs the door poſts over head.
cpe. -

L! ON. ſ (lion, Fr J. The fierceſ and moſt mag

nanimous of fourtooted beaſts Philips.

[..ION ESS. ſ. (ſeminine of lion.] A ſhe lion.

Dryden.

LI'ONLEAF. ſ. [leontepetalen, Lat.] A plant
LI'ON's-MOUTH,

!, I'ON's PA W. f: [from lion.] The name.

LI'ON's-TA II,. of an herb.

LI'ON's-TOOTH.

Ll P. ſ (lippe, Sax. 1. The outer part of the

mouth, the muſcles that ſhoot beyond the

teeth. Sandy. ... The edge of any thing.

Burnet. 3 To make a lip;, to hang the lip

in ſullenneſs and contempt. Shakeſp.

To LIP. v a [from the noun..] To kiſs. Ob

ſolete Shakeſp.

LI PLABOUR / [lp and labºur.] Action of the

lips without concurrence of the mind. Taylor.
LIPO' THYMOUS. a. [ Astºra and Swººs. }

Swºoning ; fainting. Harvey.

LIPO THYMY.J. [Af.º.8-ala.] Swoon; faint

ing fit. Taylor.

Li PP.E.D. a. (from it...] Having lips

LLPPITUDE. ſ. ſp?itude, Fr. l'Építude, Lat.]

Blearedneſs of eyes. Bacon. -

LIPWISDOM. J. l; and wiſdºm J Wiſdom

in talk without practice. Sidney.

i.I QUABLE. a. [trom liquo, Lat , Such as may

be melted. -

LIQUATION. ſ. ſtrom liquo, Lat ) 1. The

act of melting.

M In m a

*. Capacity to be melted.

Te
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To Li QUATE. v. n. [Hºus, Lat.) To melt;

to liquefy. Woodward.

LIGUEFA'CTIONJ.[liquefasii, Lat.]The act

of melting ; the ſtate of being melted. Bacon.

Ll'QUEFIABLE. a. (from liquefy.] Such as

may be melted. Bacon.

To LI'QUEFY. v. a. [liquºfer, Fr.] To melt ;

to diſſolve. Bacon.

To LIQUE FY v. M. To grow limpid. Addiſon.

LIQUE SCENCY. ſ. [liqueſcentia, Lat J Apt
neſs to melt

LIQUE SCENT. ſ. [liqueſtent, Lat.] Melting.

Lſ QUID. a. [liquide, Fr.) 1. Not ſolid; not

forming one continuous ſubſtance ; fluid. Dan.

2. Soſt 5 clear. Craſhaw. 3. Pronounced

without any jar or harſhneſs. Dryden. 4. Diſ:

ſolved, ſo as not to be obtainable by law Aylif.

Li QUID. ſ. Liquid ſubſtance ; liquor. Philips.

To LI'QUIDATE.v.a.[from liquid) To clear

away; to leſſen debts. -

LIQUIDITY. ſ. [trom liquid.]Subtily. Glanv.

LI'QUIDNESS. ſ. [from ligard.J. Quality of

being liquid; fluency. Boyle.

Ll'QUOR. ſ. [liquor, Lat..] I. Any thing liquid.

Sºuth. 1. Strong drink; in familiar language.

To LIQUOR. v. a. (from the noun..] To

drench or moiſten. Bacon.

LIRICONFANCY. ſ. A flower.

LISNE. ſ. A cavity ; a hollow. Hale.

To LISP. v. n. (hlirp, Sax.] To ſpeak with

too frequent appulſes of the tongue to the

teeth or palate. Cleaveland.

LISP. ſ. [from the verb.) The act of liſping.
Tatler. -

LISPER, ſ (from liſp.) One who liſps.

LIST. ſ. (liffe, Fr.]. I. A roll i a catalogue.

Prior. 1. [Lice, Fr.) Incloſed ground in

which tilts are run, and combats fought. Dav.

3. Deſire ; willingneſs ; choice. Dryday. 4.

A ſtrip of cloth. Boyle. 5. A border. Hooker.

To LIST. v. n. (lyrran, Sax.] To chute ; to

deſire; to be diſpoſed. JWhitgift.

To LIST. v. a. [from lift, a roll.] I. To en

liſt ; to enrol or regiſter. Sºuth. 2. To re

tain and enrol ſoldiers. Temple. 3. To en

tºoſe for combats Dryden. 4. To ſew toge

tler, in ſuch a ſort as to make a particoloured

ſhow. Mottºn. 5. To hearken to ; to liſten;

to attend. Shakeſp. Ben. johnſon.

LISTED. a. Striped; particoloured ; in long

ſtreaks. Milt:n.

To LISTEN. v. a. To hear; to attend. Shakeſ.

To LISTIN. v. n. To hearken; to give at:

tention. Bacon.

Ll STN.E.R. J. (from k?en.] One that heark

ens; a hearkener Swift.

LI'STLESS. a. (from lift.] 1. Without inclina

tion; without any determination to one more

than another. I list/en. 2. Careleſs; heedieſs.

Dryden.

LISTLESSLY. adv. [from liftieſ...] Without

tnought , without attention. Locke.

LI'STLESNESS. f [from lift'eſt.] I mattention;

want of deſire. Taylor.

LIT, the preterite of light. Addiſºn.

LITANY. ſ. [ar-ºla.] A form of ſurpheatory

prayer. Hecker, Taylor.

LITERAL. a. [literal, Fr.) 1. According to

• the primitive meaning, not figurative. Harr.

2. Following the letter or exact words. Hººk.

3. Conſiſting of letters.

LITERAL. J. Primitive or literal meaning.

Brown.

LITERALLY, adv. [from literal.) 1. Accord

ing to the primitive import of words: Strºft.

2. With cloſe adherence to words. Dryden.

LITERALITY. ſ. [from literal) Original

meaning. Brown.

LITERATI ſ. (Italian.) The learned. Spe:lat.

Ll TERATURE. ſ. [literatura, Lat.) Learn

ing : ſkill in letters. Bacon, Addiſºn.

LITHARGE. ſ. [lithargyrum, Lat.) Litharge

is properly lead vitrified, either alone or with

a mixture of copper. This recrement is of

two kinds, litharge of gold, and litharge of

ſilver. It is collected from the furnaces where

filver is ſeparated from lead, or from thoſe

where gold and ſilver are purified by means of

that metal. The litharge ſold in the ſhops is

produced in the copper works, where lead has

been uſed to purify that metal, or to ſeparate

ſilver from it. Hill.

LITHE. a. {}^e, Sax.] Limber; flexible. Milt.

Ll'THENESS. ſ. [from lithe ) Limberneſs ;

flexibility.

Li THER... a. (from lithe JSoſt ; pliant. Shakeſp.

LI THOGRAPHY. f. (xSz and 7 façaº.] The

art or practice of engraving upon ſtones.

LI THOMANCY. ſ. [x:32; and ºaſissa.] Pre

diction by ſtones. Brºwn.

LITHONTRI PTICK. a. [x:32; and Tré-.]

Any medicine proper to diſſolve the ſtone in

the kidnies or bladder.

LITHO TOMIST. ſ. [x:32; and ripava.] A chi

rurgeon who extracts the ſtone by opening the

bladder.

LITHOTOMY. ſ. [x:32; and ríaza.] The art

or practice of cutting for the ſtone.

LITIGANT. ſ. (litigans, Lat.) One engaged

in a ſuit of law. L'Eſtrange.

LITIGANT. a. Engaged in a juridical conteſt.

Ayliffe.

To ill TIGATE. v. a [litigo, Lat.] To con

teſt in law , to debate by judicial proceſs.

To LITIGATE. v. n. To manage a ſuit; to

carry on a cauſe, Ayliffe. -

LITIGATION_ſ(litigatio, tat.) Judicial con

teſt ; ſuit of law. Clarendon.

LITIGIOUS a. (litigieux, Fr.) 1. Inclinable

to law-ſuits; quarrelſome , w, angling Dºwnt.

2. 9iſputable; controvertible. Hecker, Dryd.

LITI G10USLY, adv. [from litigious.]Wrang

lingly.

Lºiousness. ſ. [ſrom litigiour.) A

wrangling diſpoſition.

Li TTER. ſ. [l tiere, Fr ) i. A kind of vehi

culary bcd. 1)ryden. 2. The ſtraw laid un

der animals. Evelyn. 3. A brood of young.

4. Any number of things thrown fluttiſhly a

bout. Swift. 5. A birth of animals. Dryde".

To LITTER v. a. [frem the newa.] 1. To

brie;
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bring forth: uſed of beaſts. Brown; 2. To

cover with things negligently. Swift. 3. To

cover with ſtraw. Dryden. -

LITTLE. a. [comp. left, ſuperlat leaſt; lytel,

Sax.] 1 Small in quantity. Joſhua. 2. Not

great; ſmall; diminutive; of ſmall bulk.

Locke. 3. Of ſmall dignity, power, or im

portance. 1 Sam. 4. Not much; not many.

5. Some; not none. Locke.

LITTLE. ſ. 1. A finall ſpace. Dryden; 2. A

ſmall part; a ſmall proportion. Eccluſ. 3. A

ſlight affair. Prior. 4. Not much. Cheyne.

LITTLE. adv. 1. In a ſmall degree. Watts.

2. In a ſmall quantity. 3. In ſome degree,

but not great. Arbuthnot. 4. Not much. Swift.

L1 TTLENESS. ſ. [from little J . Smalneſs of

bulk. Burnet. 2. Meanneſs; want of gran

deur. Addiſºn. 3. Want of dignity. Collier.

LITTORAL. a. [littoriº, Lat.) Belonging to

the ſhore.

L1 TURGY. ſ. [xſaryla; liturgie, Fr.] Form

of prayers; formality of publick devotions.

Hooker, Taylor. "

To LIVE v. n. (lyrian, lyrrºan, Sax.] 1. . To

be in a ſtate of animation; to be not dead.

Dryden. a. To paſs life in any certain man

ner with regard to habits; good or ill, happi

neſs or miſery. Hammºnd 3. To eontinue

in life. Shakeſp. 4. To live emphatically to

be in a ſtate of happineſs. Dryden. 5. To be

exempt from death, temporal or ſpiritual. 1

‘I heſ. 6. To remain unde,troyed Burnet, 7

To continue; not to be loſt. Pºpe. 8. To

converſe; to cohabit. Shakeſp. 9. To feed.

Arbuthnet. Io. To maintain one's ſelf. Temp

1 1. To be in a ſtate of motios or vegetation

Dryden 1. To be extinguiſhed. Dryden.

LIVE. a. [from alive J i. Quick; not dead

Exoduſ : 1. Active; not extinguiſhed. Bºyle.

LIVELESS. adv. [from live.) Wanting lite ;

rather lifeleſs. Shakeſp.

Ll VE LIHOOD / Support of life; mainte

nance; means of living Clarend. L'Hi, ange.

LIVE LINESS. ſ (from lively.) 1. Appearance

of life. Dryden. ...Vivacity; ſprightlineſs Locke

LIVELODE. ſ. Maintenance; ſupport; liveli

hood. Spenſer.

LIVELONG a. ſ.live and long.) 1. Tedious ;

long in paſſing. Shakeſp. a. Lating; durable.

Mait:n.

LIVELY. a. [live and like.) I Briſk; vigorous,

vivacious Milton. 2. Gay; a ry. Pºpe. 3

Repreſenting life. Dryden. 4. Strong; ener

getick Newton.

LIVELILY. 7 adv. 1. Briſkly; vigorouſly ;

LI'VELY. Heyward. 2. With trong re

ſemblance of life. Dryden.

Ll VER. ſ. Ufrom live ) i. One who lives. Prior

2. One who lives in any particular manner.

Arterbury. 3. One of the entrails. Shakeſp.

LIVERCOLOUR. a. [tºver and cel ur.) Dark

red. Woodward.

LIVERGROWN. a. [liver and grºwn.] Hav

ing a great liver. Graunt.

LIVERWORT. ſ. [liver and wort.] A plant.

LI'VERY. ſ. (from Hvrer, Fr.) 1. The act of

giving or taking poſſeſſion. Shakeſp. z. Re

leaſe trom wardſhip. King Charles. 3. The

writ by which poſſeſſion is obtained. 4. The

ſtate of being kept at a certain rate. Spenſer.

5. The clothes given to ſervants. Pºpe. 6. A

particular dreſs ; a garb worn as a token or

conſequence of any thing. Sidney.

Ll VERYMAN. ſ. [livery and man.) 1. One

who wears a livery; a ſervant of an inferiour

kind. Arbuthnot. 1. [In London.] A free

man of ſome ſtanding in a company I

L!VES. ſ. [the plural of life.] Donne.

L!VID. a. [lividus, Lat.] Diſcoloured, as with
a blow. Bacon.

LIVI'DITY.J. [lividité, Fr.] Diſcolouration, as

by a blow. Arbuthnot.

L!VING. ſ. (from live.) 1. Support; mainte

dance; fortune on which one lives. Sidney. 2.

Power of continuing hie. L’Eſirange. 3. Live

lihood. Hubºerd's fate. 4. Benefice of a cler

gyman. Spenſer.

Ll V INGLY. adv. [from living] In the living

ſtate. Brown.

1.1/R.E. ſ. (French.) The ſum by which the

French reckon their money, equal nearly to

our ſhilling.

LIX I ViA L. a. [from lixivium, Lat.] 1. Im

pregnated with ſalts like a lixivium. Arbuth.

2. Obtained by lixivium. Boyle.

L! XIVIATE. a. [from lixºvium ) Making a

lixivium. Brown.

LIA I/IUM. ſ. (Latin.] Lie; water impreg

nated with ſalt of whatſoever kind. Bºyle.

L! ZARD. ſ. [t/arde, Fr.] An animal reſem

bling a ſerpent, with legs added to it. Shakeſp.

LIZA'RDITAL. ſ. A plant.

"Z A'Riºs I ONE.J. [uza, d and ſtone..] A kind
of ſtone.

L. L. D. ſ. ſegun dºor.] A doctor of the canon

and civil laws.

LO, “terject. [la, Sax.] Look; ſee; behold.
Dryden

LOACH / (kche, Fr.] A fiſh : He breeds and

feeds in little and clear ſwift brooks or rills,

and lives Jere upon the gravel, and in the

ſharpett ſtreams: he grows not to be above a

finger long; he is of the ſhape of an eel, and

has a beard of wattels like a barbel. Walton.

LOAD. f. thiabe, Saxon.) 1. A burth . . ; a

freight lading. Dryden. 2. Anything that

depleties. A-ty. 3. As much drink as one can

bear. L'Eſt, ange.

To LOAD v. a. Thiaban, Sax,] 1. To burden;

to freight. Sºakeſp. 2. To encumber; to em

barraſs. Locke. 3. To charge a gun jºijeman.

4. To make heavy by ſomething appended orannexed.º y sappe -

LOAD. ſ. The leading vein in a mine. Carew.

LOADER /. I from load.] He who loads.

LOADSM.A.N. ſ. (load and man.] He who leads

the wap; a pilot.

LOADST.A.R. /. [from lºban, to lead..] The

pole ſtar; the cynoſure; the lead.ng or guid

ing ſtar, Sºfer.

- LO'AD
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LOADSTONE. ſ. The magnet; the ſtone on

which the mariners compaſs needle is touched

to give it a direction north and ſouth. Hill.

LOA.F.ſ. (from hlap, Sax.] 1. A maſs of bread

as it is formed by the baker: a loaf is thickel

than a cake. Hayward. 2. Any mats into

which a body is wrought. Mortimer.

LOAM. ſ. [lim, laam, Sax.] Fat, unctuous, te

nacious, earth; marl. Shakeſp.

To LOAM. v. a. {from the noun..] To ſnea

with loam, marl, or clay; to clay. Moxon.

LO'AMY. a. [from kam J Marly. Bacon

LOAN. ſ. [blan, Sax.] Any thing lent ; an

thing given to another, on condition of return

or repayment. Bacon,

LOATH a llaº, Sax.] Unwilling ; diſliking

not ready. Sidney, Spenſer, Southern.

To LOATHE. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

hate; to look on with abhorrence. Sidney, a

To conſider with the diſguſt of ſatiety. Cºwley.

3. To ſee food with diſlike. Quincy. -

To LOATHE. v. n. To create diſguſt; to cault

abhorrence. Shakeſp.

Lo"ATHER.J. [from leath ) One that loathes

LOATHFUL. a. [loath and full) 1. Abhor

ring haling. Hubberd's Tale. 2. Abhoried;

hated. Spenſer.

LOATHINGLY. adv. [ſrom leathel In a faſ

tidious manner.

LOATHLY. a. (from leath.) Hateſul; abhor

red. Shakeſp.

LOATHLY. adv. [from leath..] Unwillingly 5

without liking or inclination. Donne.

LOATHNESS.J. [ſion leath..] Unwillingneſs.

Bacºn.

LOATHSOME. a. (from leath.) 1. Abhor.

red; deteſtable. South. 2. Cauſing ſatiety or

faſtidiouſneſs. Shakeſp.

Lo ATHSoMENESS.J. [from leathſome.] Qua

lity of raiſing hatred Addiſon.

LOAVES, plural of leaf. Bacon. -

Lop. ſ. 1. Any one heavy, clumſy, or ſluggiſh.

Shareſp. 2. Lob's pound; a priſon. Hudieſ ar.

3. A big worm. Walton.

To LOB v a. To let fall in a ſlovenly or lazy

manner. Shakeſp. -

LOBPY. ſ. [laube, German.] An opening be:

fore a reom. Wotton.

LOBE. f. (lebe, French; actºr.] A diviſion; a

diſtinct part: uſed cosmmonly for a part of the

hungs. Arbuthnot.

LO'BSTER.J. [lobrten, Sax.] A cruſtaceous

fiſh Bacºn.

LOCAL. a. [lorus, Lat J 1. Having the pro

perties of place. Prior. 2. Relating to place

Stillingfleet. 3. Being in a particular place.

Digby.

LoCAT.ITY. ſ. [from local] Exiſtence in

place : relation of place, or diſtance. Glasv.

LOCA'LLY, a [from lºcal J With reſpect to

place. Glanville.

LóCATION. ſ. [locatio, Lat.) Situation with

reſpect to place; act of placing. Locke.

LOCH. ſ. A lake. Scottiſh. Cheyne.

LOCK.J. [loc, Sax J 1. An inſtrument com

poſed of ſprings and bolts, uſed to taſten doors

or cheſts. Spenſer. 2. The part of the gun by

which fire is ſtruck. Grew. 3. A hug; a

grapple. Milton. 4. Any incloſure. Dryden.

5. A quantity of hair or wool hanging toge

ther. Spenſer. 6. A tuft Addiſon.

To LOC K. v a (from the noun ) 1. To ſhut

or faſten with locks Dryden. ... To ſhut up

or confine, as with locks. Shakeſp. 3. To

cloſe faſt. Gay.

To LOCK. v. n. 1. To become faſt by a lock.

Speºſer. 2. To unite by mutual inſertion.

Boyle

i.O'CKER. ſ. (from lºck.] Any thing that is

cloſed with a lock; a drawer. R. Cruſºe.

LOCKET. ſ. (lºguet, Fr J A ſmall lock; any

catch or ſpring to faſten a necklace, or other

ornament. Hudibrar.

LOCKRAM. ſ. A ſort of coarſe linen. Shakeſ?.

LO CRON. ſ. A kind of ranunculus

LOCOMOTION /.(locus and motus, Lat J Pow

er of changing place. Brown.

LOCOMO'TIVE. a. [locus and movee, Lat 3

Changing place , having the power of remov

ing or changing place. Derham.

LO CUST.J. (lºcºſia, Lat.] A devouring in

ſe&. Arbuthnot

LO CUST-TREE. ſ. A tree. Miller.

I.ODESTA R. See Loads.T A. R.

1.ODESTONE. See Lo Adston F.

To LODGE. v. a. ſloğan, Sax.] 1. To place

in a temporary habitation. Bacºx. 2. To 2:-

ford a temporary dwelling. Dryden. 3. To

place ; to plant. Otway. 4. To fix; to ſettle.

Shakeſp. 5. To place in the memory. Baces.

6. To harbour or cover. Addiſon. 7. To afford

place to. Cheyne. 8. To lay flat. Shakeſp.

To LODGE. v. n. 1. To reſide; to keep reſ

dence. Milton. 2. To take a temporary habi

tation. 2 Sam. 3. To take up reſidence at

night. Taylºr. 4. To lie flat. Mºrtimer.

I.ODGE. ſ. [legiſ, Fr J. A ſmall houſe in a park

or foreſt. Milton. 2. Any ſmall houſe: as, the

porter's lodge,

LóDGEMENT. ſ. (from lºdge, logement, Fr J

1. Accumulation, or collocation in a certain

place. Dºrlam. 2. Poſſeſſion of the enemy's

work. Addiſon.

LO DGER ſ. [from lodge.] 1. One who lives in

rooms hired in the houſe of another. Arbaubset.

2. One that reſides in any place. Pºpe.

LO DGING ſ. (from lodge.) 1. Temporary ha

bitation; rooms hired in the houſe of another.

Baron. 2. Place of reſidence. Spesſer, 3.

Harbour; covert. Sidney. 4. Convenience to

ſleep on. Ray. .

LOFT. ſ. [lloft, Welſh.) 1. A floor. Bacos. 1.

The higheſt floor. Spenſer. 3. Rooms on

high Milton.

LO FTILY. adv. [rom lºfty | 1. On high , in

an elevated place. 2. Proudly; haughtily.

Pſalms. 3. With elevation of language or ſen

timent; ſublimely. Spenſer.

LO'FTINESS ſ (from lºfty.] I. Height; local

elevation. 2. Sublimity , clevation of ſent

ment. Dryden. 3. Pride; haughtineſs. Celler.

LO F TY.
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lofty. a. [from left, or lift.) 1. High ho

vering ; elevated in place. Pope. 1. Sublime;

elevated in ſentiment. Milton. 3. Proud;

haughty. Dryden

LOG. ſ. 1. A ſhapeleſs bulky piece of wood.

Bacºn. 2. An Hebrew meaſure, which held a

quarter of a cab, and conſequently five ſixths

of a pint Calmet.

I.O'GARITHMS. ſ. x8, o, and ap:Suo;..] The

indexes of the ratio of numbers one to ano

ther. Harrir.

LOGGATS. ſ. A play or game. Shakeſp.

LO'GGERHEAD. ſ. ſlogge, Dutch, ſtupid, and

head..] A dolt; a blockhead ; a thickſcull

L'Eff’ange.

Tº fall to Lo GCERHEADS N To ſcuffle: to

To gº to Lo GGERHEADS fight without.

weapons. L'Eſtrange.

LOGGERHEADED. a. [from logger head.

Dull ; ſtupid ; doltiſh. Shakeſp.

LOGICK. f. (lºgica, Lat.) Logick is the art o'

uſing reaſon well in our inquiries after truth

and the communication of it to others. Watt.

LOGICAL. a. (from lºgick ) i. Pertaining to

logick. Hooker. 2. Skilled in logick; furniſhed

with logick Addiſon.

LOGICALLY. adv. [from logical J According

to the laws of logick. Priºr.

LO G1C1AN. ſ. [lºgicien, Fr.] A teacher or

profeſſor of logick ; a man verſed in logick.

Pºpe, Swift.

LO GMAN. ſ. [log and man.] One whoſe buſi

neſs is to carry logs Shakeſp. -

LO GOMACHY, f [x, waza.] A contention

in words; a contention about words. Howel.

LO'GWOOD. ſ. Logwood is of a very denſe and

firm texture ; it is brought to us in very large

and thick block or logs. It is heavy, hard,

and of a deep, ſtrong, red colour. It grows on

the coaſt of the bºy of Campeachy. Hill.

LO HOCK. ſ. Medicines which are now com

monly called eclegma's, lambatives, or linc.

tus's. Quincy.

LOIN. ſ. [Ilwyn, welſh.) 1. The back of an

animal carved out by the butcher. 2. Lotni

the reins. Milton.

To LO ITER v n [kreren, Dutch . To lin

ger , to ſpend time careleſsly. Locke.

LO ITERER ſ (from kiter.] A lingerer; at

idler; a lazy wretch. Hayward, Otway.

To LOLL v. n. 1. To lean idly; to reſt lazily

againſt any thing. Dryden. 1. To hang out.

Uſed of the tongue. Dryden.

To LOLL v. a. To put out Dryden.

I.O.M.P. ſ. A kind of roundiſh fiſh.

LONE. a. [contracted from alone..] 1 Solitary.

Savage. 2. Single; without company. Pope.

LONELINESS. ſ [from lonely.) Solitude ;

want of company Sidney.

LONELY. a. from lone.) Solitary; addicted

to ſolitude. Shakeſp.

LO'NENESS. ſ. (from lºnel Solitude; diſlike

of company. Donne.

LON ESOME. a. [from lone..] Solitary 5 diſmal
Blackmore.

LONG. a. [ſºngwi. Lat.) 1. Not ſhort Luke

2. Having one of its geometrical dimenſion:

in a greater degree than either of the other.

Bºyle. 3. Of any certain meaſure in length

Lam. 4. Not ſoon ceaſing, or at an end.

Exodus. 5. Dilatory. Eccluſ. 6 Longing ; "

deſirous. Sidney. 7. Reaching to a great dif.

tance. Deuteronomy. 8. Protracted.; as, a

long note.

LONG. adv 1. To a great length. Prior. 2.

Not for a ſhort time. Fairfax. 3 In the com

parative, it ſignifies for more time, and in the

ſuperlative, for moſt time Locke. 4. Not ſoon.

Aéºr. , 5. At a point of duration far diſtant.

Tilliſon. 6. (For along ; ah long, Fr.] All

along ; throughout. Shakeſp.

LONG. ſ. By the fault. Shakeſp.

To LONG. v. n. To deſire earneſtly; to wiſh

with eagerneſs continued. Fairfax.

LONGANIMHTY. ſ. (longanimitar, Latin.]

Forbearance; patient of offences. Howel.

LO'NGBOAT. ſ. The largeſt boat belonging to

a ſhip Wotton.

LONGEVITY. ſ. (longaevus, Lat.] Length of

life. Arbuthnot.

LONGI'MANOUS a.ſ.longimanus, La.) Long

handed; having long hands. Brown.

LONGI’METRY. ſ: [langus and ºpiº: kngi

metrie, Fr.] The art or practice of meaſuring

diſtances. Cheyne.

LO'NGING. ſ. (from lºng. 'Farneſt deſire Siºn.

LONGINGLY. adv. [from longing.] With in

ceſſant wiſhes. Dryden.

LONGISH, a [from leng.] Somewhat long.

LONGITUDE. ſ. longitude, French longita

do, Lat.) 1. Length ; the greateſt dimenſion.

}}'otton. 3. The circumference of the earth

meaſured from any meridian. Abbot. 5. The

diſtance of any part of the earth to the eaſt or

weł of any place. Arbuthnot. 4. The poſition

of any thing to eaſt or weſt Brown

LONG!' TULINAL a (longitudinal, Fr.] Mea

ſured by the length; running in the longeſt

direction, Cheyne.

LONGLY, adv. [from lºng | Longingly; with

great liking. Shakeſp.

LONGSOME, a [from long.] Tedious; wea

riſome by its length. Bacon. - -

LONSUFFERING, a [ſong and ſuffering.]

Patient ; not eaſily provoked. Ex.

LO'NGSUFFERI is G. ſ. Patience of offence;

clemency. Rogers.

LO'NGTA I L /. [ſºng and tail

tail a canting term. Shakeſp.

LO'NGWAYS. adv. In the longitudinal direc.

tion, Addiſon.

LONGWINDED, a ſling and wind.] Long

breathed ; tedious. Swift.

LQ'NG WISE. adv. (lºng and wife J

longitudinal direction. Bacon.

LOO. ſ. A game at cards. Pºpe.

1.9'OBILY. a. [ cohy and like J Aukward;

clumſy. L'Eſtrange.

LOOF. ſ. It is that part aloft of the ſhºp which

lies juſt before the cheſs-trees, as far as the

bulk lead of the caſtie. Sea Dictiºnary.

J Cut and long

In the

To
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To LOOF. v. a. To bring the ſhip cloſe to
wind.

LOOBY. ſ. A lubber; a clumſy clown. Swift

LOOF ED. a [from alºfj Gone to a diſtance.

Shakeſp.

To LOOK. v. n. (locan, Sax.] 1. To direč

the eye to or from any object. Boyle. 2. To

have power of ſeeing. Dryden. 3. To direct

the intelle&tual eye Stilling fleet. 4. To ex

pe&t. Clarendon. 5. To take care; to watch

Ilocke. 6. To be dire&ted with regard to any

object. Proverbs 7. To have any particular

appearance. Spratt. 8. To ſeem Burnet. 9

Te have any air, mien, or manner Shakeſt.

Jo. To form the air in any particular manner.

Milton. 1 1. To Look about one. To be a

larmed; to be vigilant. Harvey. 12. To

Look after. To attend ; to take care of.

Jocke. 13. To Loor for. To expect. Sidney.

14. Tº Look intº. To examine ; to fift; to

inſpect cloſely. Atterbury. I 5 To Look on.

To reſpect to regard , to eſteem. Dryden.

16. To conſider. South. 17 To be a mere

idle ſpectator. Bacon. 18. To Look over

To examine; to try one by one. Locke. 19.

To Look out. To ſearch ; to ſeek. Felton. 26.

To be on the watch. Collier. 21. To Look

to. To watch; to take care of. Shakeſp. 21.

To behold.

To LOOK. v. a. 1. To ſeek ; to ſearch for

Stenſer. 2. To turn the eye upon. 2 Kingſ.

3. To influence by locks. Dryden. 4. To

look out. To diſcover by ſearching. Graunt.

LOOK, interj. See lo! behold 'oblerve. Baron

LOOK. ſ. i. Air of the face; mien ; caſt of

the countenance. f. Drydera jun. 1. The

act of looking or ſeeing. Dryden.

LOOKER, ſ [from look.) 1. One that looks.

2. Looker on. Spectator, not agent. Hooker.

LOOKING.GLASS ſ.{lºck and glaſs ) Mirror;

a glaſs which ſhews forms reflected. South.

LOOM. ſ. [Leme, a tool or inſtrument, juni

us.) The frame in which the weavers work

their cloth. Addiſºn.

To LOOM. v. n. (leoman, Sax.] To appear at

ſea. Skinner.

LOOM. ſ. A bird. A lºom is as big as a gooſe ;

of a dark colour, dappled with white ſpots on

the neck, back, and wings; each teather

marked near the point with two ſpots: they

breed in Farr iſland. Grew.

LOON ſ. A ſorry fellow ; a ſcoundrel. Dryden.

LOOP. ſ. [ from loºpei, Dutch A double

through which a ſtring or lace is drawn; an

ornamental double or fringe. Spenſer.

LQ OPED. a. (from lasp.) Full of holes. Shakeſp.

LO OPHOLE. ſ. [kºp and 'cle.) 1. An aper

ture; hole to give a paſſage. A ſilion. 2. A

ſhift ; an evation. Dryden

LOOPHOLED. a. [troin hººkele. }. Full of

holes; full of openings. Hudièrar.

LOORD. ſ. [lcerd, Dutch. A drone. Spenſer.

To LOOSE. v. a [leran, Sax.) 1. To unbind ;

to unite any thing faſtened. Burnet. 2. To

relax. Daniel. 3. To unbind any one bound.

**t. 4 To free from impriſonment. Iſaiah.

3. To free from any obligation. I Cºr. 6. To

free from any thing that ſhackles the mind.

Dryden. 7. To free from any thing painful.

Luke. 8. To diſengage. Dryden.

To LOOSE. v. n. To ſet ſail; to depart by

looſing the anchor. Aćin.

LOOSE a. [from the verb ] 1. Unbound ; un

tied Shakeſp. 1. Not faſt : not fixed. Beatley.

3. Not tight: as, a looſe robe. 4. Not croud

ed; not cloſe. Milton. 5. Wanton ; not

chaſte. Spenſer. 6. Not cloſe ; not conciſe ;

lax. Felton. 7. Vague ; indeterminate. Ark.

8. Not ſtrið , not rigid. Hecker. 9. Uncon

ne&ed ; rambling. Watts. Io. Lax of body;

not coſtive. Lecke. 11. Diſengaged ; not

enſlaved. Atterbury. 11. Difengaged from

obligation. Addiſºn 13 Free from confine

ment. Prior. 14. Remiſs; not attentive. 15.

To break Loose. To gain liberty. Locke. 16.

To let Loose. To ſet at liberty 5 to ſet at

large. Taylor.

LOOSE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Liberty ; free

dom from reſtraint. Dryden. 2. Diſmiſſion

from any reſtraining force. Bacon.

LOOSELY. adv. [from looſe.] . Not faſt : not

firmly. Dryden. 1. Without bandage. Spesſ.

3. Without union or connection Norris. 4.

Irregularly. Camdes. 5. Negligently ; care

leſsly. Hooker. 6. Unſolidly ; meanly ; with

out dignity. Shakeſp. 7. Unchaſtely. Pºpe.

To Lo OSEN. v. 2. [ from looſe. J. To part.

Sharp.

To Lö OSEN. v. W. [from lºoſe.] 1. To relax

any thing tied. 1. To make leſs coherent.

Bacon. 3 To ſeparate a compages. Dryde".

4. To free from reſtraint. Dryden. 5. To

make not coſtive. Bacon.

LO OSENESS. ſ [from left.] 1. State contra

ry to that of being faſt or fixed. Bacon. ... La

titude; criminal levity. Alterbury. 3. Irre.

gularity ; neglest of laws. Hayward. 4. Lewd

meſ ; unchaltity. Spenſer. 5. Diarrhoea; flux

of the belly Arbuthnot.

LQOSESTRIFE. ſ. (lyſin chia, Lat As
herb. Miller.

To LOP. v. a 1. To cut the branches of trees.

Shakeſp. 2. To cut any thing Heºrºl.
LOP. ſ. [from the verb 1 1. That which is cut

from trees. Martimer. 2... [Leppa.) Swediſh.)

A flea.

LOPE pret. of leap Obſolete Speºſer.

LOPPER. ſ. [from lap.) One that cuts tree:
LOQUA croſs. a. ſis; wax, Lat.) 1. Full of

talk; full of tongue. Milton. 2. Speaking

Philipt. 3. Blabbing ; not ſecret:

LOQUA'CITY.J. [/squacitas, Lat }Too much

talk Ray.

LoRD ſ. ſºlarons, Sax.] ... Monarch ; ruler;

governour. Milton. 2. Maſler, ſupreme Cº

fon. Shakeſp. 3. A tyrant; an ºptiºn"e

ruler. Hayward 4. A huſband. Fºtº s.

One who is at the hcad of any buſineſs : an

overſeer. Tuffer. 6. A nobleman. Shakeſt.

7. A gene i name for a peer of England. K.

Clariº. 8. A baron. 9. An honorary it's

applica
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applied to office: as, lord chief juſtice, lord

mayor.

To LORD. v. n. To domineer; to rule deſpo

tically. Spenſer, Philips.

LO’RDING. ſ. [from lord..] Lord in contempt

or ridicule. Shakeſp.

LORDLING. ſ. A diminutive lord. Swift.

LORDLINESS. ſ. [from lordly.) 1. Dignity ;

high ſtation. Shakeſp. 2. Pride; haughtineſs.

LORDLY. a. (from lºrd.) 1. Befitting a lord.

South. 2. Proud; haughty; imperious; in

ſolent. Swift.

LORDLY. adu. Imperiouſly; deſpotically ,

proudly. Dryden. -

LORDSHIP. ſ. [from lard.) 1. Dominion ;

power. Sidney, Wotton. 2. Seigniory 5 domain.

Dryden. 3. Title of honour uſed to a noble

man not a duke. Ben. Johnſon. 4. Titulary

compellation of judges and ſome other perſons

in authoriry.

LORE. ſ. [from laenan, to learn.) Leſſon; doc

trine; inſtruction, Fairfax, Milton, Pºpe.

LORE. a. [leonan, Sax.) Loſt; deſtroyed.

LOREL. ſ. [from leonan, Sax.] An abandoned

ſcoundrel. Spruſer.

To LORICATE. v. a. To plate over. Ray.

łºś. }f: [larmier, Fr.] A bridle-cutter.

LO'RIOT. ſ. A kind of bird.

LORN. pret paſſ of lonian, Saxon. Forſaken ;

loſt. Spenſer.

To LOSE. v. n. [leoran, Saxon] 1. To forfeit

by unlucky conteſt , the contrary to win.

Dryden. 4. To be deprived of. Knoller. 3.

To ſuffer deprivation of. Matthew. 4. To

poſſeſs no longer; contrary to keep. Graunt.

5. To hive any thing gone ſo as that it can

not be found, or had again. Swift. 6. To

bewilder. King Charles. 7. To deprive of.

Temple. 8. To kill; to deſtroy. 9. To

throw away; to employ ineffectually. Pope.

1o. To miſs; to part with, ſo as not to re

cover. Clarendºn.

To LOSE. v. n. 1. Not to win. Shakeſp. 2. To

decline; to fail. Miltºn.

LO SEABLE. a. [from lºſe.] Subject to priva

tion. Boyle.

LO SEL.f. [from lorian, to periſh.] A ſcoundrel;

a ſorry worthleſs fellow. Hubberd's Tale.

LO'SER. ſ. [from lºſe.) One that is deprived of

any thing; one that forfeits any thing ; the

contrary to winner or gainer. Taylºr.

LOSS. ſ. [from laſe.) I. Forfeiture ; the con

trary to gain. Hooker. 2. Miſs. Shakeſp. 3.

Deprivation. 4. Deſtruction. Dryden. .. 5

Fault; puzzle. South. 6. Uſeleſs applica

tion. Addiſon.

LoST. participal. a. [from lºſe.] No longer

perceptible. Pºpe.

LGT. J. [holt, Sax.] I. Fortune 5 ſtate aſſign

ed. 2. A die, or any thing uſed in determin

ing chances. Dryden. 3. A lucky or wiſhed

chance. Shakeſp. 4. A portion ; a parcel of

goods as being drawn by lot. 5. Proportion of

taxes: as, to pay ſcot and lºt.

LOTE tree or nettle trº. ſ. A tree,

LQTION. ſ. [letic, Latin; lation, Fr.] A lºtsh

is a form of medicine compounded of aqueous

liquids, uſed to waſh. Q4tncy.

LOTTERY. ſ. ſlºtterie, Fr. from 1st J A game

ºf chance; a ſortilege; diſtribution of prizes

by chance. South.

LOVAGE. ſ. [ſevºfficum, Lat.) A plant.

LOUD. a. 1. Noiſy; ſtriking the ear with great

force. Pºpe. 2. Clamorous; turbulent. Prov.

LOUDLY. adv. Ifrom oud) 1. No.ſ.ly; ſo as

to be heard far. Denham. 2. Clamorouſly.

Swift.

LOUDNESS. ſ. Noiſe; force of ſound; tur

bulence; vehemence or furiouſneſs of clamour.

Scuth.

To LOVE. v. a. ſlurian. Sax.] 1. To regard

with paſſionate affection. Cºwley. 1. To regard

with the affection of a friend. Cowley. 3. To

regard with parental tenderneſs. john. 4. To

be pleaſed with. Bacon. 5. To regard with

reverent unwillingneſs to offend. Deuteronomy.

LOVE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The paſſion be

tween the ſexes. Pºpe. 2. Kindneſs; good

will; friendſhip. Cowley. 3. Courtſhip. Bac.

4. Tenderneſs; parental care. Tilletſen. 5.

Liking ; inclination to. 6. Cbject beloved.

Shakeſp. 7. Lewdneſs. Shakeſp. 8. Unrea

ſonable liking. Taylºr. 9. Fondneſs, concord.

Shakeſp. 10. Principle of union. Sºuth. 1.

Pictureſque repreſentation of love. Dryd. 12.

A word of endearment. Dryden. 13. Due

reverence to God. Hammºnd. 14. A kind of

thin ſilk ſtuff. Bayle.

LOVEAPPLE. ſ. A plant.

LOVEKNOT. ſ. [lºve and knot.) A complicat

ed figure, by which affection is figured.

LOVEi.ETTER. ſ. [lºve and letter.J Letter of

courtſhip. Addiſon.

LC'VELILY, adv, (from lively.) Amiably. Otw.

LO'VELINESS. ſ. [from lºvely.) Amiableneſs;

qualities of mind or body that czcite love.

Addiſºn.

LOVE LORN. a. [love and lern..] Forſaken of

one's love. Milton.

LOVELY. a. [from lºve..] Amiable; exciting

love. Tillotſon.

LOVEMONGER. ſ. ſize and merger.] One

who deals in affairs of love. Shakeſp.

LOVER. ſ. [from love.) 1. One who is in love.

Dryden. 2. A friend ; one who regards with

kindneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Cae who likes any

thing. Burnet.

LOUVER. ſ. [forn l'ouvert.] An opening for
the ſmoke.

LOVESECRET. ſ. [lºve and ſecret.] Secret

between lovers. Dryden.

LOVESICK. a. [lºve and ſick.] Diſordered with

love ; languiſhing with amorous deſire.Granv.

LOWESOME. a. [from love..] Lovely. A word

not uſed. Dryden. -

LOVESONG. ſ. [ºve and ſºng.] Song expreſ

ſing love. Shakeſp.

LOVESUIT. [love and ſuit Courtſhip. Shakeſ.

LOVETALE. ſ. [lºve and tale. J Narrative of

love. Miltºn.

N n n

LOVE,
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LOVFTHOUGHT.ſ ſlave and thºught.] A

morous fancy. Shakeſ?

LOVE TOY. f. (lºve and tºy J Small preſents

given by lowers. Pºpe.

LOVETRICK. ſ [lºve and trick.] Art of ex

preſſing love. Dºnne.]

LOUGH. ſ. lºch, liſh, a lake..] A lake; a

large inland thanding water. Fairfax'.

LOVING. particip art a. rom lºve 1 1. Kind;

affectionate. Hayward. ... Expreſſing kind

meſs. Eſther.

Lo VINGK IND NES5. ſ. Tenderneſs; favour;

mercy. Rogers.

1.0 v NGLY adv, ſºrorn Jºving.) affection

atc'y: with kindreſs. Taylºr.

H.O. V NCN ESS. f. [Iron kwing.] Kindneſs,

aſ estion

Eoſ Is Dº F. ſ. (French A golden coin of

France, valued at about ſeventeen ſh:lings.

Spectatºr.

To 1.0 UNGF. v. n. (lunderen, Dutch..] To idle;

to live la zi!'..

I,() UNGER. ſ. [from 1 ange ) An idler.

LO URGE.J. [1,ngu, ie, Lat J A tail gangre!.

Armſtvorth.

Lousſ, 1. plural, l'ºe ſlur, Sax A ſtaa: ani

ma!, of which different ſpecies live ºn the

bodies of men, beaſts, and perhaps of ali living

creatures. Bent/ev.

To Lot'SE. v. a [from the noun To clean

from lice. Spenter.

To Ustwoºt. ſ. The name of a plant.

LO US!!...Y. cdv, (from leaſe.]

mean, and ſcurvy way.

Lo USINESS. ſ. (from 1:1 ſy.) The ſtate of a

bounding with lice.

LO USY. a. (from lenſe.} t. Swarming with

lice; over run with lice. Mºrtinier, 2. Mean ;

low born ; bred on the dunghill. Shakeſh.

LOUT. ſ. [kete, old Dutch. A mean aukward

fellow ; a bumpkin; a clown. Sidney.

To LOUT. v. n. (ºutan, to bend, Sax.] To

pay obeiſance; to bow Ren. Johnſºn.

LO UT1SH. a. (from lea: ) Clowniſh; bump

knly. Sidney.

K.0 UTISHLY. a. (from kit.] With the air of

a clown; with the gait of a bumpkin,

ŁOW. a. 1. Not high. 2. Not riſing far up

wards. Ezek.

Burnet. 4. Deſcending far downwards; deep.

5. Not deep; not ſwcling bigh , ſhallow ;

uſed of water. L'Eſtrange. 0.

price; as, corn is low. 7. Not loud not

noiſy. Maller. 8. In latitudes near to the line.

Abbot. 9 Not riſing to ſo great a ſum as ſome

other accumulation of particulars. Burnet. to

Eate in time: as, the lºwer empire. 11 De

jected; depreſſed. Prior. 12. Impotent; ſub

dued. Graunt. 13. Not elevated in rank or ||

ſtation ; abject. Lºcke. 14. Diſhonourable; be.

tokening meanneſs of mind. 15. Not ſublime:

not exalted in thought or diction. Feltow. 6.

Reduced; in poor circumſtances; as, I am

low in the world.

iOW. adv. 4. Not aloſt; not at a high price;

In a paltry,

3. Not elevated in ſituation |

Not of high

meanly. Creech. 2. In times near on orn.

Lºcke. 3 With a depreſſion of the voice.

Addiſºn. 4. In a flate of ſubjestion. Shen'er.

To LOW v. a. (from the adjective.] To ſink;

to make low. Strift.

To I.O.V. v. n. (hic pin, Sax.] To Bellow as a

cºw. Rºſcº mºrn.

LOWB! LI, ſ. A kind of fowling in the right.

in which the birds are wakened by a bell, and

lured by a flame,

LOW!... ſ. From the Saxon hlear, a hill, hear.

or barrow Gºſ. h.

To low 1; R v. a. [from 1.x: ) 1. To bring

lºw; to bring down by way of fubmiſſion.

1 r fºr 2. ‘lo ºffer to ſink down. Werdºr:rd.

3 To leſiºn; to make leſs in price or value.

( ; ; /*.

To Lo WF R. v. n. To grow leſs; to fall; to

ſt k &#4 ºp. -

To Low ER. T. n. 1. To appear dark, ſtormy

and gloomy: to be clouded. Addiſºn. 2. To

frown to pout , to look fullen. Dryden.

LowER, ſ (from the verb.) 1. Choudineſs;

gloomineſs. ... Cloudneſs of ſook. Sidney.

LO WFR ING!...Y. adv. [from lºwer..] With

cloudineſs ; gloomily.

LOWERMOST. a. (from lºw, lºwer and ºft.)

Loweſt. Bacon.

I.O will AND. ſ. [kºv and land.] The country

that is low in reſpect of neighbouring hills;

the marſh. Dryden.

Low L14.Y. adv. [from lºwly. 1. Humbly;

without pride. 2. Meanly; without dignity.

1.0 willNESS. ſ. [from Exply.) 1. Humility;

freedom from pride. Atterbury. 2. Mean

neſs; want of dignity; abject depreſſion.

Dryden.

I.O willY. a. [from low.) 1. Humble; meek;

mild. Matthew, 2. Mean; wanting dignity ;

not great. Pope. 3. Not lofty; not ſublime ;

Dryden.

Low LY. adv. [from lºw.] . Not highly ,

meanly; without grandeur; without dignity.

Shakeſp. 2. Hurnbiy; meekly ; modeſtly.

Miltºn.

Low N.J. [lian, Iriſh.] A ſoundrel; a raſcal.

Shakeſp.

LowNESS ſ [from low.) 1. Abſence of

height; ſmall diſtance from the ground.

Addiſon. 2. Meanneſs of condition, whether

mental or external. Shakeſp. 3. Want of

rank; want of dignity. Sºuth. 4. Want of

fublimity; contrary to loftineſs. Denne. , 5.

Submiſſiveneſs. Bacon, 6. Depreſſion; dejec

tion. Sºft.

To Low T. v.a. To overpower. Shakeſp.

LOwTHOUGHTED. a. Having the thought:

with-held from ſublime or heavenly meditati

ons. Pope.

| LowSPIRITED. a. [low and ſpirit..] Dejec

ted; depreſſed: not lively. Locke.

LOXODROMICK. ſ. [x:33; and 38.43.J Lex

cdronick is the art of oblique ſailing by the

rhomb, which always makes an equal angle

with every meridian; that is, when you ſail
- neithe:
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neither dircótly under the equator, nor under

one and the ſame meridian, but acroſs them.

LO YAL, a. ſlºyal, Fr.) 1. Obedient ; true to

, the prince. Knoles. 2. Faithful in love ; true

to a lady, or lover. Miltºn.

LO YA LiS T. ſ. (from lºyal] Onc who profeſſes

uncommon adherence to his king. I lovel.

H.O Y ALLY. adv. (from lºyal. With fidelity;

with true adherence to his king. Pºpe.

1.O.Y.A Li Y. f. ſleiaulté, Fr J . Firm and

faithful adherence to a prince. Clarendºn. 2.

Fidelity to a lady, or lover.

i.OZENGE. ſ. (laſenge, Fr.] ... A rhomb. H^ett.

2. Lozenge, is a form of a medicine roade

in ſmall pieces, to be held or chewed in the

mouth till melted or waſted. 3. A cake of

preſerved fruit.

1.p. a contraction for Lordſhip.

LU BEARD. ſ. [from lubber.] A lazy ſtardy

fellow. Swift

i.U'EEER. f. (lubbed, Daniſh, fat..] A ſturdy

drone ; an idle, fat, bulky loſel; a booby.

Caretv.

H.U BBERLY. a. [from lubber.] Lazy and bul

ky. Shakeſp.

H.U'BBERLY adv. Aukwardly; clumſily.Dryd.

1. U. ſ. A game at cards. Pope.

To I.U'BRICATE. v. a. (from lubricus, Lat.)

To make ſmooth or ſlippery 5 to ſmooth.

Sharp.

To LU BRICATE. v. n. [lubricut, Lat.] To

ſmooth to make flºppery.

3. UBRI'CITY. ſ.[labricus,Lat.) 1. Slipperineſs;

Jºnoothneſs of ſurface. 2. Aptneſs to glide over

any part, or to facilitate motion. Ray. 3 Un

certainty ; flipperineſs; inſtability. Mºre. 4.

Wantonneſs ; lewdneſs. Dryden.

LU BRICK a. [lubricuſ, Lat.) 1. Slippery :

ſmooth on the ſurface. Craſhaº. 2. Uncer

tain; unſteady. Watton. 3. Wanton; lewd.

Dryden.

#.U'BRICOUS. a. [lubricus, Lat.) 1. Slippery ;

ſmooth. Woodward. 2. Uncertain. Glanville.

LUBRIFACTION.ſ.ſ.lubricuſ and facio, Lat.j

The act of ſmoothing. Ray

1.UBRIFICATION. ſ. [lubrious and fie, Lat §

The act of lubricating or ſmoothing. Bacon.

LUCE. ſ. [perhaps from lupus, Lat..] A pike

full grown. Shakeſp.

LUCENT. a. [lucenº, Lat..] Shining ; bright;

ſplendid. Ben. jºhnſon.

LUCID. a. (luciduº, Lat.] 1. Shining; bright;

glittering. Newton. 2. Pellucid : tranſparent.

Milton. 3. Bright with the radiance of in

! telle&t ; not darkened with madneſs. Bentley.

1. UCI'ſ)ITY..f. [from lucid.) Splendour; bright
neſs. Dićl.

H.UCI'FEROUS...a... [iucifer, Lat.) Giving light;

affording means of diſcovery. Boyle.

LUCI FICK. a. [lux and facio, Lat.] Making

light; producing light. Greco.

LUCK. ſ. (geluck, Dutch.) 1. Chance; acci

dent ; fortune; hap; caſual event. Bºyle. *.

Fortune, good or bad. Temple.

it. CKILY, adv. [from lucky J Portunately ,

*

by good hap. Addiſºn.
LU CKINESS. ſ. [forn lucky.] Good fortune s

good hap ; caſual happineſs. Locke.

LUCKLESS a. ſ.rom luck.] Unfortunate ; un

happy. Sackling.

[.UCKY, a ſtron luck; geluciz, Dutch J For

tunate ; happy by chance Adil 'ºn.

LU'CRATIVE. a. [ lucratif. Fr. J Gainful;

profitable: bringing money Daven.

I.U C-4. Iſa, , ,”, lat.) Cain ; profit ; pe

cunia, y advantage. Pºže

I.UCR'ſ F ERO U.S. a. ſ.acrum and fºr s, Lat 3

Gainful, profitable. Loyle.

LUCRI FiCK. a. (lite, ºn and facie, Lat.) Pro

ducing gain.

1-U CTA TION. ſ. [lacier, Lat.) Struggle; cº
fort : conteſt.

To I-UC G BRATE. ſ. [ lacabrer, Lat.] To

watch to “udy by night.

LUC U BRATION. ſ. (ſe, ºratic, Lat) Study

by candle light; noºn urnal ſtudy ; any thirg

compoſed by richt, later

LUCUBRA 1 (3 k Y, a ſ lucubraterius, Lat. )

Compoſed by candle light. Ppe.

I.U CULEN F. a. [lacuſes tºº, Lat ) 1. Cear :

tranſparent lucid. 7 famſºn. 2. Certain ;

evitºnt Hecker.

LU'LIC ROUS. a. ſludicer, Lat.) Purleſque ;

metry , ſportive , exciting laughter. Notes en

the O.'ſ y

LU DiC Rous|[.Y. adv. [from isdicrous.) Spor

tively ; in buileſºue.

LU DickoUSNESS / [[rom iudicrour.] Bur

leſ; le ; ſpor iveneſs.

LUI): FICATION. ſ. [ludific:r, Lat..] The aâ

of Inocking.

To LUFF. v. n. (or kāf) To keep cloſe to the

wind. Sea term. Dryden.

To LUG w n. [aluccan, Saxon, to pull.) 1.

To hale of drag to pull with rugged violence.

Cºller. 2. ‘To 1, U G ºut. To draw a ſword, in

burleſłue language. Dryden.

To LUG. v. n To drag , to come heavily.

I}ryden.

LUG. ſ. 1. A kind of finall fiſh. Carew.

[in Scotland.) An car.

a pole or perch.

LUGGAGE. ſ. [from kg ) Anything cum

brous and unweildy. Glanville

LUGU BRIOU.S. a. [iugubre, French; lugubriſ,

Lat.] Mournful; ſorrowful. Decay of Piety.

LUKEWARM. a. i. Moderately or midly

warm. Newtºn. 2. Indifferent; nor ardent ;

not zealous. Dryden, Addiſon. -

LUKEwARMLY. adv. (from the adiestive]

1. With moderate warruth. 2. With indi

ference.

2.

3. A land meaſure ;

LUKEWARMNESS. ſ. [from lukewarm.] 1.

Moderate or pleaſing heat. 2. Indifference

want of ardour. Spratr

To LULL. v. a. [lulu, Daniſh ; lull, Laº ) i.

To compoſe to ſleep by a pleaſing found.

spenſºr. 2. To compoſe ; to quiet; to put

it. Miltºn.to ſc º N n n 2 LU'LLABY.
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LU'LLABY. ſ. [from lull.] A ſong to ſtill babes.

Fairfax, Locke.

LUMBA GO. ſ. Lambago's are pains very trou

bleſome about the loins and ſmall of the back.

Quincy. -

LUMBER. ſ. ſºeloma, Saxon, houſhold-ſtuff.]

Any thing uſeleſs or cumberſome. Grew.

To LUMBER. v. a. [from the noun..] To heap

like uſeleſs goods irregularly. Ryner.

To LUMBER. v n. To move heavily, as bur

thened with his own bulk. Dryden.

LUMINARY. ſ. (luminare, Lat.) 1. Any body
which gives light. Milton. 1. Any thing which

gives intelligence. Wotton. 3. Any one that

inſtructs mankind. Bentley, -

LU-11NATION. ſ. [from lumen.] Emiſſion of

light. Diº. - -

LUMINo Us, a [lumineux, Fr.) 1. Shining ;

emitting light. Milton, 1 Enlightened. Milton.

3. Shining ; bright. Newton.

LÜMP. ſ. bmp, Dutch), 1. A ſmall maſ; of

any matter. Bºyle. ... A ſhapeleſs maſs. Kºil.

3. Maſs undiſtinguiſhed. Hººdward. 4. The

whole together, the groſs Addiſºn. .

To LUMP. v. a. To take in the groſs, without

attention to particulars. Addiſon,
LUMPFISH ſ. [iump and fiſh ; lumpur, Lat]

A ſort of fiſh.

LU'MPING. a. [from lump.] Large ; heavy

great. Arbuthnot.

LÜ'MPISH. a. [from lumpl Heavy; groſs;

dull; unactive. Raleigh, Suckling, Pryde".

LU'MPishLY. adv. ( from lampſh. J With

heavineſs; with ſtupidity - - -

LUMPishNEss. ſ. 1ſtom the adjective.] Stu

id heavineſs.

Lù Mpy, a [from lump Full of lumps; full

of compact maſſes Milortiner. -

LUNACY. ſ. (from luna, the moon.]_A kind

of madneſſ influenced by the moon, Shakeſp.

Suckling. -

LUNAR. a. [lunariº, Lat. J Relating to

LUNARY. the moon; under the dominion

of the moon. Brown. -

LU'NARY. ſ. [Hinaria, Latin; lunaire, Fr.]

Moonwort. Drayton. -

LUNATED. a. (from luna.) Formed like a

half moon. - - - -

LU NATICK, a Mad having the imagination

influenced by the moon. Shakeſ?.

LU’, ATICK. ſ. A madman. Graunt. -

LUNA Tion. ſ. (luna, Lat.) The revolution

of the moon. Holder.

LUNCH. ſ (from clutch or clºch.) As

Hºros : much food as one's hand can

hold. Gay.

LUNE. ſ. [luna, Latin.) 1. Any thing in the

ſhape ºf an half moon. 2. Fits of lunacy or

frenzy i mad freaks. Shakeſp. -

LüNE rºl. J. [French.) A ſmall half moon.

Trevºux. -

LUNGs. J. [lunzen, Saxon } The lights; the

part by which breath is inſpired and expired.

Dryden. -

LU'NoEd. a. (from lung.] Having lungs;

having the nature of lungs. Dryden.

LUNG'GROWN. a. [lung and grown.] The

lungs ſometimes grow faſt to the ſkin that lines

the breaſt; ſuch are lung-grown. Harvey.

LUNGWORT. ſ. [pulmonaria, Lat.) A plant.

Miller.

LUNISO LAR. a. [luniſºlaire, French ; luna and

Jolarit, Lat.) Compounded of the revolutica

of the ſun and moon.

LUNT. ſ. (lonte, Dutch..] The matchcord with

which guns are fired.

LU PIN.E. ſ. [lupin, Fr.) A kind of pulſe. Dryd.

LURCH. J. To ieave in the Lu Rich. To leave

in a forlorn or deſerted condition. Arbuthnºt.

To LURCH. v. n. (keren, Dutch..] 1. To ſhift;

to play tricks. Shakeſp. 2. To lie in wait: we

now rather uſe lurk. L'Eſtrange.

To LURCH. v. a. [lurcor, Lat.] 1. To devour;

to ſwallow greedily. Bacon. 2. To defeat;

to diſappoint. Sºuth. 3. To ſteal privily ; to

filch 5 to pilf, r. -

LURCHER, ſ (from lurch.) 1. One that watches

to ſteal, or to betray or entrap. Tatler. 1.

[Lurco, Lat.] A glutton ; a gormandizer.

LURE. ſ. [luerre, Fr J. I. Something held out

to call a hawk. Bacon. 3. Any enticement;

any thing that promiſes advantage. Desham.

To LURE. v. n. [from the noun..] To call

hawks. Bacon.

To LURE. v. a. To attract ; to entice; to

draw. Gay.

LURID. a. [luridus, Lat.] Gloomy 5 diſmiſ.

Thomſºn.

To LURK. v m. To lie in wait; to lie hidden;

to lie cloſe. Spenſer.

LURKER. ſ. [trom lurk.] A thief that lie, in

wait.

LURKINGPLACE ſ (lurk and place.] Hiding

place ; ſecret place. 1 Sam.

LUSCIOU.S. a. [from luxurieur.) 1. Sweet, ſo

as to nauſeate. 2. Sweet in a great degree.

Dryden. 3. Pleafing; delightful. Sºuth. "

LUSCIOUSLY. adv. [from luſcious.) Sweet to

a great degree.

LUSCIOUSN ESS. ſ. (from luſciour.] Immode.

rate ſweetneſs. Decay ºf Piety.

LUSERN. ſ. [lupus cervarias, Lat.] A lynx

LUSH. a. Of a dark, deep, full colour, oppoſite

to pale and ſaint. Shakeſp.

LUSK. a. [luſche, French.J Idle ; lazy; worth
leſs. -

LUSKISH. a. [from left.] Somewhat inclini

ble to lazineſs or indolence."

LU SKISHLY. adv. [from luftiſt J Lazily; it.

dolently, -

LU'SKISHNESS. ſ. [from lafiſł.] A diſpoſitic:

to lazineſs. Spenſer.

LUSORIOUS, a [luſtriat. Lat.] Uſed in pla:

ſportive. Biſhºp Sanderſon.

LU'SORY. a. Iluſorius, Lat.] Uſed in pla:

PWatts. 1

LUST. ſ. lure, Sax.] 1. Carnal deſire. Taylº

2. Any violent or irregular deſire. Pearkar,

To LUST. v. n. 1. To deſire carnally. Reſºr.

2. To deſire vehemently, Arººs. 3. To hit .
!"
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to like. Pſalms, 4. To have irregular diſpoſi

tions. James.

LU'STFUL. a. [luft and full) i. Libidinous;

having irregular deſires. Tillotſon. 1. Provok

ing to ſenſuality; inciting to luſt. Miltºn.

LU STFULLY. (adv. [from luftful] With ſen

ſual concupiſcence.

LUSTFULNESS ſ. [from luftful.] Libidin
ouſneſs.

LUSTIHED. Q. ſ. [ from luffy. ] Vigour;

LUS TIHOOD, $ ſprightlineſs, corporal abili

ty. Shakeſp.

LU STILY. adv. [from luffy.) Stoutly, with

vigour; with mettle. Knolles, Southern.

LUST IN ESS. ſ. [[rom laſty.) Stoutneſs; ſtur

dineſs; ſtrength; vigour of body. Dryden.

LUSTLESS. a. [from luſt.] Not vigorous;

weak. Spenſer.

LUSTRAL. a. [luſtrale, Fr. luſtraliſ, Lat.)

Uſed in purification. Garth.

LUSTRATION. ſ. [luſtratic, Lat) Purificati

on by water. Sandys, Prior.

LUSTRE. ſ. [luſire, Fr.) 1. Brightneſs; ſplen

dour; glitter. Davies. 2. A ſconce with lights.

Pºpe. 3. Eminence; renown. Swift. 4. The

ſpace of five years. Bolingbroke.

LUSTRING. ſ. (from luſire J A ſhining ſilk.

LUSTROUS. a. [from luftre.] Bright; ſhin

ing; luminous. Shakeſp.

LUSTWORT. ſ. [luſi and ºpert.] An herb.

LUSTY. a. [luſiig, Dutch.) Stout; vigorous;

healthy; able of body. Otway.

LUTANIST. ſ. [from lute.) One who plays

upon the lute.

LUTARIOUS. a. [lutariuſ, Lat..] Living in

mud; of the colour of mud. Grew.

LUTE. ſ. [luth, lut, Fr. J. I. A ſtringed inſtru

ment of muſick. Arbuthnot. 2. A compoſition

like clay, with which chemiſts cloſe up their

veſſels. Garth.

To LUTE. v. a. To cloſe with lute, or chemiſts

clay. Wilkins.

LU'TULENT. a. [lutulentur, Lat.] Muddy;

turbid.

To LUX. v. a. [luxer, Fr.] To put

To LU'XATE. W. out of joint; to disjoint.

Wiſeman.

LUXA'TION. ſ. [from luxo, Lat.] 1. The ačt

of disjointing. z. Any thing disjointed.

Flayer.

IUXE. ſ. (French; luxur, Lat J Luxury; vo

luptuouſneſs. Priºr.

LuxURIANCE. ſ. ſºom exuria", La.)
LUXURIANCY. W. Exuberance; abundant or

wanton plenty or growth. Skeeſatºr.

LUXURIANT a [luxurianſ, Lat.] Exube

rant; ſuperfluouſly plentecus A4iii.n.

To LUXU RIATE. v. n. (luxurior, Lat.] To

grow exuberantly; to ſhoot with ſuperfluous

plenty.

LUXURIOUS, a ſluxurieux, Fr. luxurioſus.

Lat.) 1. Delighting in the pleaſures of the

table. 2. Adminiſtring to luxury. Anonym.

3. Luſtful; libidinous. Shakeſp. 4. Voluptuous;

enſlaved to pleaſure. Milton. 5. Softening by

pleaſure. Dryden. 6. Luxuriant } exuberant.

M.ſtan.

LUXURIOUSLY, adv [from luxurious.] De

liciouſly; voluptuouſly. Shakeſp. Dryden.

LUXURY.ſ. (luxuria, Lat.) . Voluptuouſneſs;

addictedneſs to pleaſure. Milton. ... Luſt ;

lewdneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Luxuriance; exube

rance. Brown. 4. Delicious fare. Addiſon.

LY. v. n. [When ly terminates the name of a

place, it is derived from leag, Saxon, a

field; when it ends an adjective or adverb, it

} contracted from lich, like: as, beaſily, beaſt

ike.)

LYCANTHROPY. ſ. [x(x,z and avà, wro;..] A

kind of madneſs, in which men have the qua

lities of wild beaſts. Taylor.

LYEKE. a. For like. Spenſer.

LYING. The participle of lie. Shakeſp.

LYMPH / [ſyrpha, Lat.) Water, tranſparent

colourleſs liquor. Arbuthnot.

LYMPHATED, a. [lymphatus, Lat.] Mad.

LYMPHA'TICK. J. (from ſyntha, Lat.) The

lymphaticks are ſlender peliucid tubes, whoſe

cavities are contracted at ſmall and unequal

diſtances: they are carried into the glands of

the meſentery.

LY'MPHEDUCT ſ. [lymphs and dućur, Lat.]

A veſſel which conveys the lymph. Blackmore.

L? NX ſ (Latin.J A ſpotted beaſt, remarkable

for ſpeed and ſharp fight. Locke.

LYRE. ſ. (lyre, French ; lyra, Lat..] A harp;

a muſical inſtrument. Prior.

LY"RICAL. Ü a. [lyricus, Lat.) Pertaining to

LYRICK. an harp, or to odes or poetry

ſung to an harp; ſinging to an harp. Dryden.

LYRICK. ſ. A poet who writes ſongs to the

harp Addiſon.

LYRIST. [lyriffer, Lat.] A muſician who plays

upon the harp. Pºpe.

M A C

- Has, in Engliſh, one unvaried ſound, by

compreſſion of the lips: as, rine.

MACARO ONE. ſ. (macarone, Italian.), 1. A

M A C

of flower, almonds, eggs, and ſugar.

MACAW-TREE. ſ. A ſpecies of the pair tree.
Miller.

coarſe, rude, low fellow ; whence macaronic#|MACA.W.ſ. A bird in the weſt-Indies.

pºgtry, 2. A kind of ſweet biſcuit,

-

made MACE. ſ. (majº, Sax, mºſa, Spaniſh.) 1. An

coſign
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enſiºn of authority worn before magiſtrates.

Špºnſer. 2. [Maffue, French; maſſa, Lat.) A

heavy blunt weapon; a club of metal. Kneller.

3. [44aciº, Lat.) A kind of ſpice The nut

meg is incloſed in a threefold covering, of

which the ſecond is mace. Hill

MACE A LE. f. [mace and ale.] Ale ſpiced with

mace. Wiſeman.

MACE}}EARER. ſ. [mace and bearer..] One

who carries the mace. Spriator.

To MA CERATE v. a. ſmacers, Lat.) 1. To

make lean ; to wear away. Harvey. 2. To

mortity; to haraſs with corporal ſufferings.

Burton. 3. To ſteep almoſt to ſolution, either

with or without heat. Arbuthnot.

MACERAT 1ON. ſ (from macerate.) 1. The

act of watting, or making lean, 2. Mortifi

cation , corporal hardſhip. 3. Maceration is

an in uſion either with or without heat, where

in the ingredients are interded to be almoſt

wholly ditiolved. Quincy.

MACHINAL.a. (from machina, Lat. Relating
to machines.

To MA'CHINATE. v.a. [machiner, Lat.] Te

plan ; to centive.

MACHINA"TION. ſ. (machinatio, Latl Arti.

fice; contrivacce; malicious ſcheme. Sandys,

Sfºr art.

MACHINE. ſ. ſmachina, Latin; machine, Fr.]

1. Any complicated piece of workmanſhip.

Burnet. 2. An engine. Dryden. 3. Superna

tural agency in poems Pºpe.

MACHINERY.ſ. (from machine.) 1. Enginery;

complicated workmanſhip. 2. The machiner)

ſignifies that part-which the deities, angels, or

demons, act in a poem. Pºpe.

MA'CHINIST. ſ. [machinſle, Fr.] A conſtruc

tor of engines or machines.

MACILENCY. ſ. (from macºlent.) Leanneſs.

MA'CILENT. a. ſmacilntus, Lat.] Lean.

MA'CH'. J.R.E.L. ſ. (mackereel, Dutch J A ſea.

fiſh. Gay.

MACKERFI.-GALF.A ſtrong breeze. Dryden

M.A’C ROCOSM. ſ. [...axiº; and zoº,3:..] The

whole world, or viſible ſyſtern, in oppoſition to

the microcotºn, or world of man.

MACTATION. ſ. (mactatus, Lat] The act of

killing for ſacrifice.

MACUL.A. ſ. (Lat.) 1. A ſpot. Burnet. 2.

[In phyſick.] Any ſpots upon the ſkin, whether

thoſe in ſevers or ſcorbutick habits.

To MACULATE. v. a. [maculº, Lat.] To

ſtain; to ſpot.

MACULATION. ſ. (from maculate.] Stain;

!pot: taint. Shakeſp.

3.1A CULE. ſ. ſnacula, Lat.] A ſpot; a ſtain.

M.A D. c. (5emaad, Sax.] I. Diſordered in the

mind; broken in the underſtanding ; diſtraćt

cd. Taylºr. 2. Over-run with any violent or

unreaſonable deſire. Rymer. 3. Enraged; fu

tious. Lecay ºf Piety.

To MAD. v. a. To make mad; to make furi.

ous; to enrage. Sidney.

To MAD. v. R. To be mad; to be furious.

..}liſtan,

MAD. ſ. ſmºu, Sax.] An earth worm. Aliaſe.

MA'DAM. J. [ma dame, Fr. my dame.] The

term of compliment uſed in addreſs to ladies of

every degree. Spenſer, Philips.

MA’DBRA i N. a [mad and brain..] Diſor

MAT2BRAINED, $ dered in the mind; hot.

headed. Shakeſp.

MA. D.C., P. ſ. A madman; a wild hotbrained

fellow. Shakeſp.

To MADDEN. v. n. [from mad.] To become

m=d , to act as mad. Pºpe.

To MA Di) EN. v. a. To make mad. Theºſºn.

MA DDER. ſ. A plant.

MADE participle preterite of make. Jeks.

MADEFA'CTION. ſ. [madefacia, Liz., The

act of making wet. Bacon.

To MADEFY. v.a. [madeſ, Lat..] To moiſten;
to make wet.

MADGEHOWLET. ſ. An owl. Asſºverth.

MADHOUSE. ſ. [ nad and hºrſe. A houſe

where madmen are cured or corfined L'Effra.

MA'D.I.Y. adv. [trom mad.] Without under

ſtanding Dryden.

MADMAN. ſ. (mad and man.) A man deprived

of his underſtanding. L'Effrange, S-ath.

MA'DNESS. ſ. (from mad.) 1. Diſtraction;

loſs of underſtanding: perturbation of the

faculties. Locke. 2. Fury; wildneſs; rage.

King Charles.

MADRIER /. A thick plank armed with iron

plates, having a cavity ſufficient to receive the

mouth of the petard when charged, with which

it is applied againſt a gate. Bailey,

MA DRIGAL. ſ. (madrigal, Spaniſh and Fr.]

A paſtoral ſong. Dryden

MA'DWORT. j. [mad and wort J. An herb.

MAERE adv It is derived from the Saxon men,

famous, great. Gibſºn.

To MA FFLE. v. n. To ſtammer. Ainſwºrth

MAFFLER.J. [from the verb.] A ſlammerer.

Ainſworth.

MAGAZINE. ſ. ſmagazine, Fr.] I. A ſtore

houſe, commonly an arſenal or armoury, or

repoſitory of proviſions. Pºpe. 1. Of late this

word has ſignified a miſcellaneous pamphlet,

from a periodical miſcellany named the Ges

tleman's Magazine, by Edward Cave.

MAGE. ſ. (magus, Lat.) A magician Spesſer.

MAGGOT...ſ.. [maºu, Sax.] 1. A ſmall grub

which turns into a fly, Ray. 2. Whimſy; ca

price; odd fancy. Arbuthnet.

MA'GOTTINESS. ſ. (from magetty..] The

ſtate of abounding with maggots.

MA'GOTTY. a. (from magget.) 1. Full of

maggots. 2. Capricious ; whimſical. Nºrris.

MAGICAL, a [from magick.) Asting, or per

formed by ſecret and inviſible powers. Dryder.

MA'GICALLY. adv. [from magical.] Accord

ing to the rites of magick. Camden.

MAGICK. ſ. (magica, Lat.) 1. The art of

putting in action the power cf ſpirits. Rºgers.

2. The ſecret operations of natural powers.

Bacon.

MAGICK. a. Incantating; necromantick. Milt.

MAG1CIAN.
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MAGICIA.N. f [magicut, Lat.] One ſkilled in

macicl: ; an enchanter; a necromancer. Lockr.

MAGISTE’R1A1, a [from magiſter, Lat.) 1.

Such as ſuits a maſter. King Charles. 1.

Lo ty; arrogant , proud; inſolent ; deſpotick

Sºuth. 3. Chemically prepared, after the

manner of a magiſtery. Grew.

MAGISTERIA1.1.Y. adv. [from magiſterial.]

Arrozantiy Sºuth.

MA Gistſ. RIAA.NESS. ſ (from rarifferial]

Haughtineſs: airs of a maſter. G. ºf the Tong.

M A GISTERY. f [magiſterium, Lat.] Magiſtery

is a term made uſe of by chemiſts to ſignify

ſometimes a very fine powder, and ſometimes

reſins and reſinous ſubſtances; but the genuine

acceptation is that preparation of any body,

wherein the whole, or moſt part, is, by the

addition of ſomewhat, changed into a body of

quite another kind. Quincy, Bºyle.

MAGISTRACY. ſ. (magiſtrata;. ſ.a.) Office

or dignity of a magiſtrate. Ben. Jºhnſºn.

MAGISTRALLY. adv. [magiſłralis, low Lat 3

Deſpotically ; authoritatively; magiſterially.

Bºº Bramhall.

MAG isTRATE. ſ. (magiſtratur, Lat..] A man

publickly inveſted with authority; a gover

nour. Decay of Piety.

MAGNAT,ITY. ſ. (magnaſia, Lat.] A great

thing ; ſomething above the common rate

Brzºzºn.

MAGNANIMITY. ſ. [ magnanimur, Lat. J

Greatneſs of mind ; bravery; elevation of

foul. Spenſer, Swift.

MAGNA NIMOUS.a.ſ magnanimus, Lat. Great

of mind; elevated in ſentiment; brave. Grety.

MAGNA'NTMOUSLY, adv. (from magnani

mour.]Bravely; with greatneſs of mind. Milton.

MAGNET. ſ. (magnes, Lat.) The loadſtone;

the ſtone that attracts iron. Dryden.

MAGNETICAL. N. a. (from magnet.] 1. Re

MAGNETICK lating to the magnet.

Newton. 2. Having powers correſpondent to

thoſe of the magnet. Newton. 3. Attractive :

having the power to draw things diſtant. Donne.

4. Magnetick is once uſed by Milton for magnet.

MAGNETISM. ſ. (from magnet.) Power of

the loadſtone; power of attraction. Glanville.

MAGNIFI’ABLE. a. (from magnify.J. To be

extolled or praiſed. Unuſual. Brown.

MAGNIFICAL * a. [...ºnficut, Lat.] Illu

MAGNIFICK. 5 ſtrious ; grand. 1 Chron.

MAGNI'PICENCE. ſ. (magnificentia, Lat.]

Grandeur of appearance; ſplendour. Milton.

• MAGNIFICENT. a. [magnificus, Lat.) 1.

Grand in appearance; ſplendid ; pompous.

Addiſon. 2. Fond of ſplendour ; ſetting great

neſs to ſhow. Sidney.

MAGNIFICENTLY. adv. [from magnificent.]

Pompouſly ; ſplendidly. Grew.

MAGNIFICO.J. [Ital.] A grandee of Venice.

Shakeſp.

MAGNIFIER. ſ. [from magnify.)

that praiſes; an enconiaſt; an extoller.

Brown. , 2. A glaſs that encreaſes the bulk

of any ſubject.

1. One

To MAGNIFY. v. a. ſmagnifi, º, Lat § 1. To

make great; to exaggerate , tº amplºy ; to

extol. Baren. 2. To exalt; to clevate; to

raiſe in eſtimation. Ažiſtan. 3. To raiſe in

pride or pretecſon. Daniel 4. To encreaſe

the bulk of any object to the eve Locke.

MANITUDF. ſ. (magnitude, Lat.) 1. Great

neſs; grandeur Milton. 2. Comparative bulk.

Raleigh, Newtºn.

MAGPIE. f. [from pie, and mag, contracted

from Margaret.) A bird ſometimes taught to
talk. Peachaun.

MAGYDARE. ſ. (magudarit, Lat..] An herb.

Ainſworth.

MA ID. ſ' mºben, maxben, Sax.] .

MA'IDEN. W. An unmarried woman; a virgin.

Pryde'. 2. A woman ſervant. Prior. 3.
Female.

MAID. ſ. A ſpecies of ſcate fiſh.

MA IDEN. a. 1. Conſiſting of virgins. Addiſºn.

2. Freſh : new : unuſed; unpolluted. Shakeſp.

MA'IDENHAIR. ſ. [raiden and hair, l’A

plant. Peachan.

MA'IDENHEAD. 7 ſ. [from maiden.] 1. vir

MAIDENHODE. × ginity; virgin purity; free

MA'IDENHOOD.) dem from contamination

Fairfax, Shakeſp. Milton. 2. Newneſs; freſh

neſs: uncontaminated ſtate Wottºn.

MAIDENLIP ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

| MA'IDENLY. a. [maiden and like..] Like a

maid; gentle, modeſt, timorous, decent.

Shake?

MAIDHOOD. ſ.[from maid JVirginity.stageſ.

MAT&MARTAN. ſ. (fuer ludius, Lat.) A kind
of dance. ? emple.

MA'IDPALF. a. (maid and pale.] Pale like a

fick virgin Shakeſp.

MAIDSE RVANT'ſ. A female ſervant. Swift."

MAJESTICAL * g. [from majeffy J 1. Auguſt:

MAJESTICK. § having dignity; grand im

perial. Derham. 2. Stately ; pompous; ſplen

ºid Hººker. 3. Subline ; elevated; lofty.

Dryden.

MAJESTICALLY. a.ſv. [ from majºſſical J

With dignity ; with grandeur. Granville.

MAJESTY. f. [majºſtaſ, Lat.) 1. Dignity",

grandeur; greatneſs of appearance. Milton.

2. Power ; ſovereignty. Daniel. 3. Dignity ;

elevation. Dryden. 4. The title of kings and

queens. Shakeſp.

MAIL. f. [maille, Fr.) 1. A coat of ſteel net

work for defence. Fairfax. 2. Any armour.

Gay. 3. A poſtman's bundle ; a bag.

To MAIL. v. a. To arm defenſively , to cover,

as with armour. Shakeſp.

To MAIM. v. a. [mehaigner, to main, old

Fr.] To deprive of any neceſſary part; to

cripple by loſs of a limb. Shakeſp.

MAIM. f. [from the verb.] 1. Privation of ſome

eſſential part; lameneſs, produced by a wound

or amputation. Hooker. 2. Injury 5 miſchief.

Skakeſp. 3. Eſſential defect. Hayward.

MAIN. a. I magne, old Fr. ) i. Principal :

chief; leading. Hecker. 2. Violent , ſtrong ;

overpowering; vaſt. Shakeſp. 3. Groſs; con

taining
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taining the chief part. Shakeſp. 4. Important;
forcible. Davier.

MAIN. ſ. The groſs; the bulk ; the greater

part. Locke. 2. The ſum ; the whole; the

general. King Charles. 3. The ocean. Prior.

4. Violence ; force. Hudibras. 5. A hand at

dice. Shakeſp Dorſet. 6. The continent. Bacon.

7. A hamper. Ainſworth.

MA'INLAND. ſ. (main and land.] Continent.

Spenſer.

MA'INLY. adv. [ from main. ) i. Chiefly;

principally. Woodward. 1. Greatly; power

fully. Bacon.

MAINMAST. ſ. ſmain and maſ!..] The chief

or middle maſt. Dryden.

MAINPERNABLE, a Bailable; that may be

admitted to give ſecurity. -

MAINPERNOR. ſ. Surety: bail. Davies.

MAINPRISE. ſ. (main and priº, Fr.) Delivery

into the cuſtody of a friend, upon ſecurity

given for appearance. Davier.

To MA’INPRISE. v. a. To bail.

MA'INSAIL. ſ. [main and ſail ) The ſail

the mainmaſt. Aºif. -

MAINSHEET. ſ. (main and ſheet] The ſheet

or ſail of the mainmaſt. Dryden.

MA’INYARD. J. [main and yard.] The yard

of the mainmaſt. Arbuthnot.

To M.A. iNTAIN. v. a. [maintenir, Fr.] 1. To

preſerve ; to keep. Harvey. 2. To defend

to hold out; to make good. Grew. 3. To

vindicate; to juſtify. Shakeſp. 4. To continue :

to keep up. Dryden. 5. To keep up to

ſupport the expence of Shakeſp. 6. To upport

with the conveniences of life. South. 7. To

preſerve from failure. Blackmºre.

To MAINTAIN. v. n. To ſupport by argu

ment; to aſſert as a tenet. Dryden. .

MAINTAINABLE, a [from maintain..] De

fenſible; juſtifiable. Hayward.

MAINTAINER.J. [from maintain..] Suppor:

ter; cheriſher. Spenſer.

MA'INTENANCE. ſ. [maintenant, Fr.) 1.

Supply of the neceſſaries of life; ſuſtenance ;

fuſtentation. Hooker. 2. Support ; protection :
defence. Spenſer. 3. Continuance; ſecurity

from failure. South.

MA'iNTOP.ſ (main and tºp.] The top of the
mainmaſt. Addiſon. -

MAJOR. a. (major, Lat.) 1. Greater in num
ber, quantity, or extent. Hooker. 2. Greater

in dignity. Shakeſp. -

MAJOR. ſ. 1. The officer above the captain

2. A mayor or head officer of a town. 3. The

firſt propoſition of a ſyllogiſin, containing

ſome gene 2ſity. Boyle 4. MAJor-general.

The general officer of the ſecond rank. Tatler.

5. Major-demo. One who holds occaſionally

the place of maſter of the houſe.

MAJORATION. ſ. (from major.] Ercreaſe :

enlargement. Bacon.

MAJORITY. ſ (from major.) 1. The ſtate of

being greater. Grºv. 2. ‘The greater number.

Addiſºn. 3. Anceſtry. Brown. 4. Full age :

end of minority. Davier, 5. Firſt rank

Shakeſh, 6. The office of a major.

o

MAIZF, or Indian Wheat. ſ. Miller.

To MAKE. v. a. (macan, Sax. machen, Germ.

maken, Dutch..] I. To create. Geneſ. 2. To

form of matcrials. Holder. 3. To compoſe;

as, materials or ingredients. Waller. 4. To

form by art what is not natural. Spenſer. 5.

To produce as the agent. Heaker. 6. To pro

dute as a cauſe. Proverbs. 7. To do j to

perform ; to practiſe ; to uſe. Lake. 8. To

sauſe to have any quality. Clarenden. 9. To

bring into any ſtate or condition. Locke. I c.

To form ; to ſettle. Rome. 11. To hold; to

keep. Dryden. 12. To ſecure from diſtreſs;

to eſtabliſh in riches or happineſs. Shakeſ?.

13. To ſuffer; to incur. Dryden. 14. To

commit. Shakeſp. 15. To compel ; to force :

to conſtrain. Locke. 6. To intend; to purpoſe

to do. Dryden. 17. To raiſe as profit from

any thing. Shakeſp. 18. To reach ; to tend

to ; to arrive at. Dryden. 19. To gain Miltºn.

29. To force; to gain by force. Temple. 11.

To exhibit. Luke. 22. To pay 5 to give.

Leviticut. 23. To put , to place. Bacºn.

24. To turn to ſome uſe. Dryden. 25. To

incline to diſpoſe. Brown. 26. To prove

as an argument. Hooker. 27. To repreſent;

to ſhow. Baker. 18. To conſtitute. Lºcke.

29. To amount to. Gal. 30. To mould; to

form Baron. 31. To MAK's away. To kill;

to deſtroy. sdº, 32. To transfer. Waller.

33. To Make accºunt. To reckon; to be

lieve. Bacon. 34. To Make accºunt of. To

“ſteem; to regard. 35. To MAK = free with.

To treat without ceremony. Dunciad. 36.

Tº Makr goºd. To maintain ; to defend: to

Juſtify. Knolles. 37. To fulfil 5 to accompliſh.

Shakeſp. 38. To Make light ºf. To confider

as of no conſequence. Matthew. 39. Tº

MAK E love. To court; to play the gallant.

4ddiſºn. 40. To Make merry. To feaſt;

to partake of an entertainment. Shakeſp. 41.

To MA K E much of. To cheriſh : to foſter.

Temple. 42. To Make ºf What to make ºf,

is, how to underſtand. Addiſon. 43. To pro

duce from ; to effect. Addiſºn. 44. To confi

der ; to account; to eſteem. Dryden. 45. To

cheriſh ; to foſter. Knolles. 46. To MA K E over.

To ſettle in the hands of truſtees. Hudibras.

47. To transfer. Hammond. 48. To Make

out. To clear; to explain; to clear to one's

ſelf. Arbuthnºt, 49. To prove; to evince.

Locke. go. To MA ke ſure of. To conſider as

certain. Dryden. 51. To ſecure to oue's poſſ

ſeſſion. Dryden. 52. To Make up. To get

together. Locke, 53. To reconcile ; to repair.

Hooker. 54. To repair. Ezek. 55. To compoſe

as of ingredients. Sºuth. 56. To ſhape.Arbatº.

57. To ſupply , to repair. Hooker. 58. To

clear. Rºgers. 59. To accompliſh; to coa

clude ; to complete. Locke.

To MAKE. v. n. 1. To tend; to travel 5 to go

any way 5 to ruſh. Shakeſp. 2. To contribute.

Swift, 3. To operate; to act as a proof or

argument, or cauſe. 4. To concur. Heaker.

5. To ſhew ; to appear 3 to carry appear

- acces
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ance. Arbuthnot. 6. To MAKE away with.

To deſtroy ; to kill. Addiſºn. 7. T. Make

fºr. To advantage; to favour. Bacon. 8.

Zºº Make up. To compenſate; to be inſtead.
Swift.

MAKE. ſ. [from the verb ] Form; ſtructure;

, nature. Glanville.

MAKE. ſ. ſmaca, Sax] Companion, B johnſºn
MA KEBATE. ſ. (make and debate.] Breeder of

quarrels. Sidney.

MA. K.E.R. ſ. [from make.] 1. The Creator.

AMilton. 2. One who makes any thing. Pope.

3. One who ſets any thing in its proper ſtate.Aſcham. y g prop

MA'KEPEACE. ſ. ſnake and peace ) Peace

maker; reconciler Shakeſp.

MA KEWEIGHT. ſ. [make and weight.] Any

ſnail thing thrown in to make up weight.

Phillipſ.

MALACHITE. ſ. This ſtone is green, ſo as

in colour to reſemble the mallow, waxaxh

ſometimes it is veined or ſpotted. Woodward.

MALADY.ſ. [mahade, Fr.] A diſeaſe , a diſ

temper; a diſorder of body , ſickneſs. South.

MA LANDERS. ſ. ſtrom malandare, Ital.] A

dry ſcab on the paſtern of horſes.

MALAPERT, ſmal and pert.) Saucy; quick

with impudence. Dryden.

MA'LAPERTNESS. 7 [from malapert.) Live

lineſs of reply without decency; quick im

pudence ; ſaucineſs.

MA'LAPERTLY. adv. [from malapert.] Im

Pudently ; ſaucily.

To MALAXATE. v.a. [wax-x}x.] To ſoften,

or knead to ſoftneſs

MALAXATION. ſ. [from malaxate.] The ast

of ſoftening.

MALE. a. [male, Fr.] Of the ſex that begets

young ; not female. Swift.

MALE.ſ. The he of any ſpecies. Graunt.

MALE In compoſition, ſignifies ill.

MALEADMINISTRATION.ſ. Bad manage

ment of affairs. Ayliffe.

MALECONTENT. a [male and content.]

MALECONTENTED. W. Diſcontented; diſla

., tisfied. Shakeſp.

MALE.CONTE'NTEDI.Y. adv. [from male

contant } With diſcontent.

MALECONTEN i EDNESS ſ [from malecan

tent.] Diſcontentedneſs, want of affection to

government. Spectator

MALEDICTED. a. [malediºur, Lat..] Accurſed
Dićf.

MALEDICTION.ſ (malediction, Fr.) Curſe;

& execration ; denunciation of evil. J/otton.

MALEFACTION. f. (male and facio, Lat

... A crime ; an offence. Shakeſp.

MA LEFA'CTOR. ſ. (male and facio, Cat.) An

offender againſt law a criminal. Rºſcommºn.

MALE FIC K. a. [maleficuſ, Lat.]Miſchiev

MALE'FIQUE. ous; hurtiul.

MALEPRACTICE. ſ. [ male and practice ]

Pračtice contrary to rules. .

MALE VOLENCE. / I malevolentia, Lat 1 III

will ; inclination to hurt others; malignity.

Shakeſp.

MALE VOLENT. a. ſmall volus, Lat.] Ill diſ

poſed towards others. Dryden.

MALE VOLENTLY. adv. [from malevolence )

Malignly ; malignantly. Hºwel.

MA'LICE. ſ. (malice, Fr.) 1. Badneſs of deſign;

deliberate miſchief. Taylºr. 2. lil intention

to any one ; deſire of hurting. Shakeſp.

To MA'LICE v. a [from the noun.J. To re

gard with ill will. Spenſer.

MALI'CIOUS. a. ſma'icieux, Fr. malitieſuſ,

Lat.) Ill-diſpoſed to any one; intending ill.

Shakeſp. Milton.

MALI'CIOUSLY adv. [from malicious ) with

malignity : with intention of miſchief. Gull v.

MALI CIOUSNESS. ſ. (from malicicus.) Ma

lice ; intention of miſchief to another Herbert.

MALIGN, a (maligne, Fr.) 1. Unfavourable ;

ill diſpoſed to any one ; malicious. South.

*: Inectious; fatal to the body; peſtilential.
Bacon.

To MALIGN, w a [from the adjective..] t.

To regard with envy or malice. South. 2. To

miſchief; to hurt; to harm.

MALIGNANCY. ſ. [from malignant.] 1.

Malevolence ; malice; unfavourableneſs.

Shakeſp. z. Deſtructive tendency. Wiſeman.

MALI GNANT a ſmalignant, Fr.) 1. Malign:

envious ; unpropitious; malicious Watts. 2.

Hoſtile to life; as, malignant fevers. Temple.

MALIGNANT ſ. 1. A man of ill intention ;

inalevolently diſpoſed. Hooker. 2. It was a

word uſed of the defenders of the church and

monarchy by the rebel ſectaries in the civil

wars.

MAL!'GNANTLY. adv. [from malignant.]

With ill intention; maliciouſly; miſchievouſly.

MATLIGNER. ſ. (from malign.) 1. One who

regards another with ill will. Gulliver. 2.

Sarcaſtical cenſurer.

MALIGNITY. ſ. ſmalign:tº, Fr.] I. Malice #

maliciouſneſs. Tickell. 2. Contrariety to life;

deſtructive tendency. Hayward. 3. Evilneſs

of nature South.

MALIGNLY, adv. (from malign.] Enviouſly ;

with ill will. Pope. -

MA LK!N. ſ. A dirty wench. Shakeſp.

MALL. f. [ma'eus, Lat, a hammer.] I. A

ſtroke , a blow. Hudſºra º 1, A kind of

beater or hammer. (mail, Fr.) Addiſon. 3. A

walk where they formerly played with malls

and balls. Pºpe.

To M A. LL. v a. (from the noun...] To beat or

ſt ike with a mall.

MA LLARD. ſ. ma'art, Frj The drake of

the wild duck º' alton.

v1ALLEA Bi LITY ſ. (from malleable.] Qua

lity of enduring the hammer. Locke

MALLEAE.E. a. ſmalkable, Fr. from malleur,

Lat, a hammer.] Capable of being ſpread by

beating : this is a quality poſſeſ!ed in the moſ

eminent degree by gold Quincy.

M \'v.LEABLE.N ESS. ſ [rom maleable.}Qua

lity of endulºng the hammer. Lºcke.

To MALL. A J. v. a. [rom mateur, Lat.)

To hammer. Derham,

O o o M.A.L.T.T.
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MALLEtſ (mala, Lat] a woodenham-l

mer. Bºyle.

MALLOWS, ſ. [maka, Lat. maelepe, Sax.] A

plant.

MALMSEY. ſ. 1. A ſort of grape. See V1N E.

2. A kind of vine Sºakeſp.

MA. T. ſ. (men't, Sax. Grain ſteeped in water ||

and fermented, then dried in a kiln. Bacon.

MALTDUST. j. It is an enricher of barren

land. Morrimaer.

MA'LTFLot R. / [maſt and floor.] A floor to

dry malt A, ºrtin.er.

To M A ; ,T. v. r. 1. To make malt.

made rait. Mortimer.

MAL", ºr ºbseſ Agull dolt. Shakeſp.
MA'LT vſ A.N.

MA L’ſ S P ER. makes malt. Swift.

MALVA CEOUS.. a ſmalva, Lat.) Relating to ||

mallows.

MA; VERSA"TION. ſ. (Fr.] Bad ſhifts; mean

artifices.

MA M. ſ. [mamma, Lat.) The fond word

MAMM A. for mother. Prior

MA/MMET. ſ. (from man or mamma.) A pup.

pet i a figure dreſſed up Shakeſp.

MA MMI FORM. a. Imamma and fºrma, Lat.

Havin; the ſhape of paps or dugs.

MAMMILLARY a (mammillarif, Lat.) Be

longing to the paps or dugs.

MAMMOCK. ſ. A large ſhapeleſs piece.

To MAMMOCK v. a. [from the noun..] To ||

tear; to pull to pieces. Shakeſp.

M4A1/MON ſ. Syriack.) Riches.

MAN. ſ. [man, mon, Sax)

Creech 2. Not a woman. Shakeſp. 3. Not

a boy. Dryden. 4 A ſervant , an attendant :

a dependant. Raleigh, Cºwley. 5. A word of

familiarity bordering on contempt. Shakeſp. 6.

It is uſed in a looſe ſignification like the French

on, one, any one. Till tych. 7. One of un

common qualifications. Addiſon 8. A human

being qualified in any particular manner.

1. Samuel 9. Individual. Watts. 10. Not a

beaſt. Creech, 11. Wealthy or independant

perſon. Tilotſon. 12. A moveable piece at

chefs or draughts. 13. MAN of war. A ſhip

of war. Carew.

To M.A.N. v. a. (from the noun.]. 1. To furniſh

with men. Daniel. 1. To guard with ºne,

Shakeſ? 3 To tortify; to ſtrengthen. Mºrtºn,

4. To tame a hawk. Shake p. 5. To attend,

to ſerve; to wait on. Ben jºhnſºn. 6. To

direct in hoſtility; to point. Shakeſp.

MANACLES. ſ. [man ſcar from manus, Lat.j

Chains for the hands. Eccluſ. -

To MA'N ACLE v. a. (from the noun ) To

chain the hands; to ſhackie. Shakeſp.

To MANAGE. v. a. [menager, Fr.) 1. To

conduct ; to carry on. Stillingfleet. 2. To

train a horſe to graceful action. Knºller. 3.

To govern; to make tractable. A buthnºt. 4.

To wield; to move or uſe eagly. Newton. 5.

To huſband; to make the object of caution.

2. To be ||

ſ [from malt, ) One who ||

1. Human being. |

to tranſact. Dryden.

MANA'GE. ſ. [menage, Fr.]

adminiſtration. Bacon.

tality. Bacon.

Peacham.

MA'NAGEABLE. a. [from manage.] I. Eaſy

in the uſe. Newton. 2. Governable ; trac

table.

MANAGEABLENESS ſ. [from manageable.]

1. Accommodation to eaſy uſe. Bºyle. 1.

Tractableneſs: eaſineſs to be governed

MANAGEMENT. ſ. (menagement, Fr.) 1.

Conduct; adminiſtration Swift. 2. Pračtice;

tranſaction; dealing Addiſon.

MANAGER ſ. (from manage.) 1. One who

has the conduct or direction of any thing

South. 1. A man of frugality ; a good huſband.

Tempe.

MANAGERY. ſ. (managerie, Fr.) 1. Conduct;

direction; adminiſtration. Clarenden. 1. Huſ

bandry frugality. Decay of Piety. 3. Manner

of uſing. Decay of Piety.

MANATION. ſ. (manatio, Lat.] The aa of

iſſuing from ſomething elſe.

AMA NCHE ſ (Fr.] A ſleeve.

MANCHE.T.ſ (nicket, Fr. Skinner.] A ſmall

loaf of fine bread. More.

MANCHINEEL tree. ſ [mancanilla, Lat.]It is

a native of the Weſt indies, and grows equal

to the ſize of an oak : its wood, which is fawn

out into planks, andbrought to England, is of

a beautiful grain, will poliſh well and laſt long.

In cutting down theſe trees, the juice of the

bark, which is of a milky colour, muſt be burnt

out before the work is begun : for its nature

is ſo corroſive, that it will laiſe bliſters on the

ſkin, and burn holes in linen ; and if it ſhould

happen to fly into the eyes of the labourers,

they are in danger of loſing their fight: the

fruit is of the colour and ſize of the golden

pippen: many Europeans have loſt their lives

by eating it, which will corrode the mouth

and throat : cattle never ſhel' er themſelves

under them, and ſcarcely will any vegetable

grow under their ſhade Miller.

To MA'NC, PATE. v. a. [m ancipe, Lat.] To

enſlave ; to bina; to tie Hale.

*4ANCIPA Tiº N. ſ. (from nancipate.jSlavery;

involuntary obligation.

MA'NCIPLE. ſ. man ept, Lat.)The ſteward of

a community ; the purveyor. Betterton.

MANDA 44US ſ (Lat.) A writ granted by the

king, ſo called from the initial wors.

MANDAR1 N. A Chineſe nobleman or magi

ſirate.

MANDATARY. ſ. mandataire, Fr.) He to

whom the pope has,by virtue of his prerogative,

and his own proper right, given a mandate for

his benefice. Ayliffe.

MANDATE'ſ.imandatum, Lat 1 1. Command.

Hºwel. 2. Precept, charge; commiſſion, ſent

or tran'mitted. Dryden.

MANDATOR, ſ (Lat.) Director. Aylºff.

1. Cónduć;

2. Uſe , inſtrumen

3. Government of a horſe.

Dryden. 6. To treat with caution of decency. MANDATORY. a. [mandare, Lat., Precep

Addiſon.

To MANAGE. v. n. To ſuperintend affairs;

tive j directory.

- MANDIBLE.
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MA'NDIBLE, ſ (mandibula, Lat..] The jaw;

the inſtrument of manducation. Grew.

MANDI"BULAR. ſ. from mandibula, Lat.]

Belonging to the law.

MAND1 LION. ſ. [mandiglione, Ital.] A ſoldier's
coat.

MANDREL. ſ. [mandrin, Fr.) Mandrel are

made with a long wooden ſhank, to fit ſtiff

into a round hole that is made in the work,

that is to be turned. Moxon.

MANDRAKE. ſ. [mandragoras, Lat.) The

root of this plant is ſaid to bear a reſemblance

to the human form. The report of tying a dog

to this plant, in order to root it up, and prevent

the certain death of the perſon who dares to

attempt ſuch a deed, and of the groans emit

ted by it when the violence is offered, are

equally fabulous. Miller, Denne.

To MAN DUCATF. v. a. [manduce, Lat.] To

chcw; to eat.

MANDUCATION. ſ. (manduratic, Lat..] Eat

ing. Taylºr.

MANE. (maena, Dutch..] The hair which

hangs down on the neck of horſes. Knºller

MA NEA i ER. f. man and eat.) A cannibal;

an anthropophagite.

MA. N.E.D. a. [from the noun..] Having a mane.

A14 NES. f. (Lat.) Ghoſt; ſhade. Dryden.

MAX FUL, a [man and full.] Bold; ſtout;

daring Hudibrar.

MANFULLY. adv (from manful.] Boldly ;

ſtcutly. Ray.

MA NFULNESS. ſ. (from manful.] Stoutneſs;
boldneſs

MANGCO'RN. ſ. (mengen, Dutch, to mingle.]

( orn of ſeveral kinds mixed.

MANGANESEſ Manganeſe is properly an iron

ore of a poorer ſort; the moſt perfect fort is of

a dark ron grey, very heavy but brittie. Hill.

MANGE. J. de mangeaiſon, Fr.] The itch or

ſcab in cattle. Ben johnſon.

MANCER. J. (mangeoire, Fr.] The place or

veſſel in which animals are fed with corn.

I.'Fſtrange.

M A N G1NESS ſ. [from margy.] Scabbineſ, ;

in eSi on with the mange.

To MANGLE. v. a. I mangelen, Dutch..] To

lacerate; to cut or tear piece-meal; to butcher.

Milton.

MA'NGLE.R. ſ. [from mangle ] A hacker; one

that deſtroys bunglingly. Iickell.

MA'NGO. ſ. (mangºſian, Fr.] A fruit of the

iſie of Java, brought to Europe pickled. King

MA NGY, ſ. ſtrom ma"ge.] infected with the

mange; ca by Shakeſp.

-

MANHA"TER / (man and hater.] Miſan

thope ; one that hates mankind.

MANHOCD. ſ. ſºon raw. 1. Human nature.

4, 1ſton. 2. Viril, y, act womanhoo! I yden.

3. Virility; not childhood 4. Courage; brave

ry ; retolution; ºutside. Sidney.

MA N l'A.C. a. martaczº, at. J Raging

Mi Y N l'A.C.A.L. W. with madnets. Grcºw.

MA'N ºr EST. a. i man feſiuſ, Lat J 1. Plain:

of cn not concealed. Ram. 2. Detected.

Dryden.

MANIFEST. ſ. (manife?, Ital j Declaraiton;

publick proteſtation. Dryden.

To MANIFF'ST. v. a. Inaniffler, Fr. mani

fº,i.at.] To make appear; to make publick;

to ſhew plainly ; to diſcover. Hammond.

MANIFESTATION. ſ. [from manifeſt.] Diſ.

covery : publication. Tillºtſon.

MANIFESTIBLE, a (rather manifeſtable.]Eaſy

to be made evident. Brown.

MANIFESTLY. adv. [from manifeſt.] Clearly;

evident. Swift.

MANIFESTN ESS. ſ. [from manifeſt.) Perſpi

cuitv clear evidence.

MANIFESIO. ſ. (Ital.] Publick proteſtation.

Addiſon

MANIFOLD. a. [many and fºld.] Of different

kinds; many in number; multiplied. Shakeſp.

MAN IFOLDE.D. a. [many and fold l Having

many complications. Spenſer.

MA NIFOL)LY. adv. [from manifºld 1

manifold manner. Sidney.

MANI GLIONS. ſ. (in gunnery.] Two handles

on the back of a piece of ordnance. Bailey.

MANIKIN. ſ. [manniken,Dutch J A little man.

Shakeſp

MANIPLE. ſ. (manipular, Lat.] 1. A handſul,

2. A ſmall band of ſoldiers.

MANI'PULAR. a. [rom manipuluſ, Lat.] Re

lating to a maniple.

MANKILLER. ſ. (man and killer.] A murderer.

Dryden

MANKIND ſ [man and kind) 1. The race

or ſpecies of human beings. Raleigh, 1. Re

ſembling man not woman in form or nature.

Shakeſp.

MA'NLESS. a. [man and left.] Without men;

not manned. Bacon.

MA'NLIKE, a [man and like.) Having the

cºmplexion of man. Sidney.

MANLINESS. f ( from manly. ] Dignity;

bravery ; ſtoutneſs. Locke.

MA'NLY. a. [from man.] Manlike; becoming

a man; firm ; brave; ſtout; undaunted ; un

diſmayed. . Dryden.

MANN A. ſ. Manna is properly a gum, and is

honey-like juice concreted into a ſolid form,

ſeldom ſo dry but it adheres more or leſs to the

fingers in handling : its colour is whitiſh,

yellowiſh, or browniſh, and it has in taſte the

ſweetneſs of ſugar, and with it a ſharpneſs that .

renders it very agreeable : it is the product cf

two different trees, but which are of the ſame

genus, being both varieties of the aſh : the

finct marria of all is that which oozes natu

rally out of the leaves in Auguſt. Hill.

MANN I.R. J. [martere, Fr ) i. Form; method.

Dryden. 2. Cuſtom ; habit, ſaſhion. New

Teſic nerº. 3 Certain degree. Bacon. 4 Sort ;

kind Aite, bury. 5 Mien : caſt of the look.

Clariſſa. 6. Peculiar way. Claren Jon.

Way , ſºrt. Atter tury. 8 Character of the

mind. Zidi, on. 9 Manners in the plural.

Gener:l wiy of lie; morals , i.abits, L’Eſtran.

to. (In the pluſ al. Ceremonious behaviour;

ſtudied civility. Dryden.

O o o 2.
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MANNERLINESS. ſ. [from mannerly.] civil

lity; ceremonious complaiſance. Hale.

MANNERLY. a. [from manner.) Civil; cere

monious; complaiſant. Rºgers.

MANNERLY. adv. Civilly; without rudeneſs.

Shakeſp.

MANNIKIN. ſ. [ man and klein, Germ. ) A

little man ; a dwarf.

MANNISH. a. [from man.] Having the appear

ance of a man; bold; maſculine; impudent.

Sidney.

MANOR. ſ. ſmanoir, old Fr J. Manor fignifies,

in common law, a rule or government which

a man hath over ſuch as hold land within his

fee. Touching the original of theſe manors,

it ſeems, that, in the beginning, there was a

certain compaſs or circuit of ground granted by

the king to ſome man of worth, for him and

his heirs to dwell upon, and to exerciſe ſome

juriſdiction. Cowel

MANQUI. Li, ER, f [man and cpellan, Sax)

A murderer; a mankiller; a manſlayer

Carew. -

MANSF ſ [manſ, Lat.) A parſonage houſe

M A N Si O N.J. (manſio, I at ) i. Place of reſi

dence; abode, houſe. Dryden. 1. Reſidence;

abode. Denham. -

MANSLAUGH ter. ſ. [man and ſlaughter.]

1. Murder; deſtruction of the human ſpecies

Aſcham. 2. [In law.) The act of killing a

man not wholly without fault, though without

malice. -

MANSLAYER, f fran and ſlay J Murderer;

one that has killed another. Numberſ.

MANSU'E.T.E. a. [man wetus, Lat.] Tame ,

gentle ; not ferocious. Ray.

MANSUETUDE. ſ. (manſuetudo, Lat..] Tame

neſs; gentleneſs. Herbert.

MANTEſ... ſ. (mantel, old Fr ) work raiſed

before a chimney to conceal it. Wºttºn.

MANTE LET. J. ſman telet, Fr.) 1. A ſmall

clol-e worn by women. 2. (In fortification.) A

kind of moveable penthouſe, made of pieces of

timber ſawed into planks, which being about

three inches thick, are nailed one over another

to the height of almoſt ſix feet, driven before

the pioneers, as blinds to ſhelter them. Harrir.

MANTIGER. ſ. [man and tiger.] A large

monkey or baboon. Arbuthnot.

MANTLE. f [mantell, Welſh.] A kind of

cloke or garment. Hayward.

To MA NTLE v. a. (from the noun.] To

cloke; to cover. Shakeſp.

To MANTLE. v. n. 1. To ſpread the wings as

a hawk in pleaſure. Miltºn. 2. To joy; to

revel Spenſer 3. To be expanded , to ſpread

luxuriantly. Milton. 4. To gather any thing

on the ſurface; to froth. Pºpe 5. To ferment,

to be in ſprightly ag tation. South.

MANTUA /. A lady's gown. Pºpe.

MA'NTUAM. KER. [rantua and maker] One

who makes gowns for women. Addiſon.

MA'NUAL, a [man waiti, Lat: } 1. Performed

by the hard. Dryden. 2. Uſed by the hand.

&larendan. - - - -

* --

MA'NUAL. ſ. A ſmall book, ſuch as may be

carried in the hand. Stillingfleet.

MANUBIAL. a. [manubia, Lat.) Belonging tº

ſpoil , taken in war.

MANU BRIUM. f. (Lat.] A handle. Bayle.

MANUDUCTION. ſ. [ manudućire, Lat. I

Guidance by the hand. Brown, South.

MANUFA'CTURE. ſ. ſmaru, and faciz, Lat.]

1. The practice of making any piece of work

manſhip. z. Any thing made by art. Addiſºn.

To MANUFACTURE. v. a. [manufacturer,

Pr.] To make by at and labour; to form by

workmanſhip.

MANUFACTURER, ſ [manufacturier, Fr J

A workman; an artificer. Wattſ

To MANUMISE. v. a. ſ manumitta, Lat.] To

ſet free ; to diſmiſs from ſlavery.

MANUMISSION. ſ. (manumiſſiºn, Fr mass

ºff, Lat) The act of giving liberty to ſlaves.

Brown.

To MANUMT. v. a. [manumitte, Lat..] To

releaſe from ſlavery. Dryden.

MANURABLE. a. [from manure.] Capable of

cultivation. Hale.

MANURANCE.ſ (from manure.) Agriculture;

cultivation. Spenſer.

To MANU'R.E. v. a. ſmaneuvrer, Fr J 1. To

cultivate by manual labour. Mikax. 2. To

dung ; to fatten with compoſts. Meadward.

MANURE. ſ. [from the verb.) Soil to be laid

on lands. Dryden.

MANU REMENT. ſ. from manure J Cultiva

tion; improvement lºotton.

MANU'RER J. (from the verb.] He who ma

nures land, a huſbandinan.

MANUSCRIPT. ſ. (manuſcriptum, Lat.) A

book written, not printed. Wettºn. -

MA NY. a comp more, ſuperl moſt [menº,

Sax.] 1. Conſiſting of a great number, nume

rous. Digby. 2. Marking number indefinite.

Exodus. -

MANY. ſ. 1. A multitude; a company; a grea:

number; people. Spenſer. 2. Many is uſed

much in compoſition.

MANYCO'LOURED. a. [many and cºlºur.]

Having many colours. Donne.

MANYCO RNERED. a. [many and cºrner.]

Polygonal; having many corners. Dryden.

MANY HEADED. a. [many and head.] Having

many heads. Sidney.

MANYLANGUAGED. a. ſ. many and lar

guage. J Having many languages. Pºpe.

MANYPEOPLED. a. ſnary and peºple.] Nu

merouſly populous. Sandyr.

MANYTIMES, an adverbial phraſe.

frequently. Addiſºn.

MAP. ſ. (mappa, low Lat.] A geographical

picture on which lands and ſeas are delineated

according to the longitude and latitude Sidrº,

To MAP. v. a. [from the noun..] To delineate;

to ſet down. Shakeſp.

MAPLE trec.ſ. A tree frequent in hedge-rows.

Mortimer.

MAPPERY. ſ. [from map.] The art of plac

ning and deſigning. Stakeſp.

Oſten;

.
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To MAR. v. a. ſamynnan, Sax.] To injure ;

to ſpoil 5 to hurt; to miſchief; to damage.

Dryden.

A4ARMNATH4. f. (Syriack.] It was a form of

denouncing or anathematizing among the

Jews. St. Paul.

MARA'SMU.S. ſ. ſwarazº; ) A conſumption,

in which perſons waſte much of their ſubſtance.

at nº

MAT&BLE. ſ. ſmarbre, French; marmor, Lat.}

1. Stones uſed in ſtatues and elegant build

ings, capable of a bright poliſh. Locke, 1.

Little balls of marble with which children

play. Arbuthnot. , 3. A ſtone remarkable for

the ſculpture or inſcription; as, the Oxford

marbler.

MARBLE. a. 1. Made of marble. Waller. 2.

Variegated like marble. Sidney.

To MARBLE. v. a. [marhrer, Fr. from the

noun ) To variegate, or vein like marble. Bºyle.

MARBLEHEARTED. a. (marble and heart.]

Cruel; inſenſible; hard-hearted. Shakeſp.

MARCASITE. ſ. The marcaſt, is a ſolid hard

foſſil, of an obſcurely and irregular foliaceous

ſtructure, of a bright glittering appearance, and

naturally found in continued beds among the

veins of ores, or in the fiſſures of ſtone. There

are only three diſtinct ſpecies of it; one of a

bright gold colour, another of a bright ſilver,

and a third of a dead white : the ſilvery one

ſeems to be peculiarly meant by the writers on

the Materia Medica. Marcaſte is very fre

quent in the mines of Cornwall, where the

workman call it mundick. Hill, Newton.

MARCH. ſ. [from Mars.) The third month of

the year. Peachart.

To MARCH. v. n. (marcher, Fr.) 1. To move

in military form. Shakeſp. z. To walk in a

grave, deliberate, or ſtately manner Sidigy,

Davier.

To MARCH. v. n. 1. To put in military move

ment. Bºyle. 2. To bring in regular proceſſion.

Prizr.

MARCH. ſ. ſmarcher, Fr.) 1. Movement;

journey of ſoldiers. Blackmore. 2. Grave and

ſolemn walk. Pºpe. 3. Deliberate or labºrious

walk. Addiſon. 4. Signals to move. Knoller.

5. Marches, without ſingular. Borders; li

mits: confines. Davies.

MARCHER..ſ.. [from marcheur, Fr.] Preſident

of the marches or borders. Davies. -

MA'RCHIONESS. ſ. The wife of a marquis.

Shakeſp.

MARCHPANE. ſ. (maſſ-pane, Fr.] A kind of

ſweet bread Sidney.

MARCID. a. ſnarcidus, Lat.] Lean ; pining ;

withered. Drydea.

MARCOUR. J. [marror, Lat ) Leanneſs; the

ſtate of withering; waſte of fleſh Brºwn.

MARE. ſ. [mane, Sax.] 1. The female of a

horſe. Dryden. ... A kind of torpor or ſtagna

tion, which ſeems to preſs the ſtomach with a

weight; the night hag. Draytºn.

MA RESCHAL. ſ. ſnareſchal, Fr.] A chief

contnºuver of an army. Priºr.

MA'RGARITE. f: [margarita,

Peacham.

MARGARITES. ſ. An herb.

Lat.] A pearl.

MARGE. ſ [margo, Lat.] 1. The border:

§: the brink ; the edge; th:

MA'RGIN. verge. Spenſer; 2. The edge

of a page left blank. Harmºnd. 3. The edge

of a wound or ſore. Sharp.

MARGINAL. / [marginal, Fr.] Placed, or

written on the margin. Watts.

MARGINATED, a.[marginatus, Lat.] Having.

a margin.

MARGRAVE. ſ. (marck and graff, Ger.] A

title of ſovereignty.

§§§{ A kind of violet.

RIGOLD. ſ. (Aſary and gold.] A velloflower. º:#; y gold.] A yellow

To MARINATE. v. a. ſmariner, fr.] To ſalt

ſº, and then preſerve them in oil or vinegar.

tng.

MARINE a ſmarinus, Lat.] Belonginſea. Woºdward. * J ging to the

MARINE. ſ. [la marine, Fr.) 1. Sea affairs.

Arbuthnot. 2. A ſoldier taken on ſhipboard to

be employed in deſcents upon the land.

MARINER'ſ [from maré, Lat..] A ſeaman;

a ſailor. Swift.

MARJORAM. ſ. (marjºrana, Lat. A fragrant

plant of many kinds. Peacham.

MARISH. ſ. (marair, Fr.) A bog a fen a

ſwamp; watry ground Hayward, Knoller,

Sandyſ, Milton.

MARISH. a. Mooriſh; fenny; boggy; ſwampy.

Bacon.

MARITAL. ſ. ſmaritur, Lat.] Pertaining to an

huſband. Ayhfe

MA R4TATED. a. (from maritus,Lat.] Having

a huſband.

MARITIMAL. R. a. [maritimus, Lat 1. Per

MARITIME. formed on the ſea ; marine.

Kaleig5. 2. Relating to the ſea; naval.

*ºtton. 3. Bordering on the lea. Chapman,

Milton.

MARK. ſ. ſmarc, Welſh.] I. A token by which

any thing is knºwn Spenſer. 2. A token ; an

impreſſion. Addiſon. 3. A proof; an evidence.

Arbuthnºt. 4. Notice taken. 5 Conveniency

of notice. Carcw. 6. Anything at which 4

miſſile weapon is directed. Davies. 7. The

evidence of a horſe's age. Bacan. 8 [Marque,

French. I Licence of repriſals. 9. A ſum of

thirteen ſhillings and four pence. Camden. c.

A character made by thoſe who cannot write

their names. Dryden.

To MARK. v. a. (marken, Dutch; meancan,

Sax.] I. To impreſs with a token, or evidence.

Grew. 1. To note ; to take notice of Rºla.

Sinith.

To MARK. v. n. To note; to take notice.

Dryden.

MARKER. ſ. (from mark.] 1. One that pºt;

a mark on any thing. 1. One that notes, or

takes notice.

MARKET. ſ. ſanciently written mercat, of

increatur, Lat.J i. A publick time of buying

- - alº
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and ſelling. Spenſer, Wiſdom. 1. Purchaſe

and ſale. Temple. 3. Rate ; price. Dryden.

To MA'RKET. v. n. To deal at a market; to

buy or ſell. *

MARKET-BELL. ſ. (market and bell.] The

bell to give notice that trade may begin in the

market. Shakeſp.

MA'RKET-CROSS. ſ. (market and croſs.) A

croſs ſet up where the market is held. Shakeſp.

MA'RKET-DAY. ſ. [market and day.] The

day on which things are publickly bought and

fold. Addiſon.

MARKET-Folks ſ [market and fºlks.)

People that come to the market. Shakeſp.

MA'RKET-MAN. ſ. One who goes to the

market to fell or buy. Sºwift

MARKET-PLACE. ſ. [ market and place..]

Place where the market is held. Sidney.

MARKET-PRICE * f. [market and price or

M A RKET-RATE. rate. ) The price at

which any thing is currently ſold. Locke.

MARKET-TOWN. ſ. A town that has the

privilege of a ſtated market; not a village.

dy.

MA'RKETABLE. a. [from market.] 1. Such

as may be ſold ; ſuch for which a buyer may

be found Shakeſp. a. Current in the market.

Decay of Piety.

MARK'víAN. Q. ſ. [mark and man.] A man

MARKSMAN. V ſkiltul to hit a mark Herbert.

MARL. ſ. ſnarl, Welſh ; mergel, Dutch..] A

kind of clay, which is become fatter, and of

a more enrich, ng quality, by a better fermen

tation, and by its having lain ſo deep in the

earth as not to have ſpent or weakened its

fertilizing quality. Quincy. - -

To MARL. v. a. [from the noun.] To manure

with marl. Child.

To MARL v. a. [from marline.] To faſten the

ſals with marline. -

M.A RLINE. / (meann, Skinner.) Long wreaths

of untwiſted hemp dipped in pitch, with which

cables are guarded. Dryden.

MARLINSPIKE. ſ. A ſmall piece of iron for

faſtening ropes together.

MARLPIT. ſ. (marl and pit.] A pit out of

which marl is dug. Woodward.

MARLY. a. (from marl J Abounding with

marl. Mortimer.

MARMALADE 7 ſ. ſmarmelade, Fr.] The

MARMALET. pulp of quinces boiled into

- a confiſtence with ſugar.

MARMORATION. ſ. (marmor, Lat.] In

ciu ſtation with marble.

MARMOREA.N. a ſmarmoreus, Lat.) Made

of marble.

MARMOSF.T. ſ. (marmºuſet, Fr.] A ſmall

mºnkey. Shakeſp

MARMO'H' ſ. [Italian ] The marmºtto,

44.1R440"ITO. § or mus alpinus, as big or

bigger than a rabbit, which abſcends all win

ter, dºth live upon its own fat. Ray.

MA'RGUI.T.R ... ſ. (margveterie, Fr J Chec

quered v.ork; work irlaid with variegation.

MARQUIS, ſ. (marquis, Fr. i. In England

* --

one of the ſecond order of nobility, next in

rank to a duke. Peacham. 1. Marquis is uſed

by Shakeſpeare for marchioneſ.

MARQUISATF ſ [marquiſat, Fr.] The ſeis

niory of a marquis.

MA RR ER, ſ [from mar.) One who ſpoils or

hurts. Aſcham. -

MARRIAGE. ſ. [mariage, Fr the act of

unting a man and woman for life Taylºr.

MARRIAGEABLE. a. [from marriage ) i.

Fit for wedlock ; of age to be married. Sºft.

2. Capable of union. Milton.

MARRIED. a (from marry.] Conjugal; con

nubial. Dryden. -

MARROW. ſ. (mens, Sax.] The bones have

either a large cavity, or are fall of little cells:

in both the one and the other there is an ole

agenous ſubſtance, called marrow. Sºng.

MARROWBONE. ſ. ſnarrow and S.a.j 1.

Bone boiled for the marrow. 2. 1n burleſque

language, the knees. L’Eſirange.

MARROWFAT. ſ. A kind of pea.

MARROWLESS. a. [from marrow.] void of

marrow. Shakeſp.

To MARRY. v. a. [marier, Fr.) 1. To jºin

a man and woman. Gay 1. To diſpoſe of in

marriage Bacon. 3. To take a huſband or

wife. Shakeſp. -

To MARRY. v. n. To enter into the conjugal

ſtate. Shakeſp. - -

tºº, are derived from the Saxon menre,

MAs. " a fen. Gibſon. -

MARSH. J. [menſc, Sax.] A fen ; a bog; a

ſwamp. Drayton. -

MARSH-MALLOW. ſ. (althea, Latin.) A

plant. .

MARSH-MARIGOLD ſ [populage, Lat] A
flower. Dryden.

MA RSHAL. ſ. (mareſchal, Fr.) 1. The chief

officer of arms. Shakeſp. 2. An officer who

regulates combats in the liſts. Dryden. 3.

Any one who regulates rank or order at a

feat. Spenſer. 4. An harbinger; a purſuivant.

Sidney.

To M.A RSHAL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To arrange ; to rank in order. Glanville. 2.

To lead as an harbinger. Shakº.

MARSHALLER, ſ (from marſtel." One that

arranges; one that ranks in order i : app.

MARSHALSEA. J. [rom marſhal...] I be priſºn

in Southwark belonging to the marſhal of the

king’s houſhold.

MARSHALSHIP ſ. [from man # 37. J. The

office of a marſhal.

MARSHE'Li) .R. ſ. A gelder roſe

MARSHROCKET. ſ. A ſpecies of water

creſſes.

MARSHY. a. [rom marſh.j 1. Boºy ; wet;

ſenny ſwampy. Pryden. 2..… esed in

marſhes Dryden. - * : * >
*

MART. ſ. (contracted fron markit.} : … ºce

o, publick traffick. Hººker. - Bargaºn... p.

chale and ſale. Shakeſp. 3. Letters of 1:… .

#
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To MART. v. a. [from the noun.] To traffick;

to buy or ſell. Shakeſp.

MA'RTEN. J. [marte, Fr.) 1. A large

MA'RTERN. W. kind of weaſel, whoſe fur is

much valued. 2. (Martelet, Fr.] A kind of

ſwallow that builds in houſes; a martlet.

Peacham.

MAT&TIAL. a. ſmartial, Fr. martialir, Lat.]

r. Warlike; fighting; given to war; brave.

Spenſer, Chapman. 2. Having a warlike ſhow;

ſuiting war Pope. 3. Belonging to war; not

civil Bacon. 4 Borrowing qualities from the

planet Mars. Brºwn. 5. Having parts or pro

perties of iron, which is called Mars by the

, chemiſts.

MA'RTIALIST. ſ. [from martial.) A warrior;

a filhter. Hºwel.

MARTINGAL. ſ. ſmartingale, Fr.] It is a

broad ſtrap made faſt to the girths under the

belly of a horſe, and runs between the two

legs to faſten the other end, under the noſe

band of the bridle. -

MARTINMAS. ſ. [Martin and maſs The

feaſt of St. Martin; the eleventh of November,

commonly called martilmaſ; or martletmaſ.

| Tuffer.

MARTINET. R. ſ. ſmartinet, Fr.] A kind of

MA'RTLET. ſwallow. Shakeſp.

MA'RTNETS ſ Small lires faſtened to the

leetch of the ſail, to bring that part of the

leetch which is next to the yard arm cloſe up

to the yard. Bailey.

MARTYR. ſ. [...fººt J One who by his death

bears witneſs to the truth. K. Charleſ.

To MARTYR. v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To

put to death for virtue. 1. To murder; to de

ſtroy. Sucklºg.

MARTYRDOM.ſ [from martyr..] The death

of a martyr; the honour of a martyr. Hoºker.

MARTYRO'LOGY ſ. [martyrºlºgium, Lat.]

A regiſter of martyrs. Stilling fleet.

MARTYRO'LOGIST. ſ. (martyrolºgiſie, Fr.]

A writer of martyrology.

MA'RVEL.f. [marveille, Fr.]. A wonder ; any

thing aſtoniſhing. Shakeſp.

MARVEL ºf Peru. A flower.

To MA'RVEL. v. n. (marveiller, Fr.] To won

der; to be aſtoniſhed. Shakeſp.

MARVELLOUS. a. (marvel leux, Fr.) 1.

Wonderful; ſtrange; aſtoniſhing. Shakeſp 2.

Surpaſſing credit. Pºpe. 3. The marveilzus is

any thing exceeding natural power, oppoſed to

the probable.

MA'RVELLOUSLY. adv. [from marvellºu: ]

Wonderfully. Clarendon.

MARVELLOUSNESS. ſ. [from marvelleus.]

Wonderfulneſs; ſtrangeneſs; aſtoniſhingneſs.

MA'SCULINE. a. [maſculin, Fr.) 1. Male;

not female. Milton. 2. Reſembling man ;

virile; not ſoft; not effeminate. Addiſºn. 3.

The gender appropriated to the male kind in

any word.

MASCULINELY. adv. [from maſculine.] Like

a man. Ben, johnſºn.

MA SCULINENESS..f. [from maſculine.] Man

miſhneſs; male figure or behaviour.

MASH. ſ. [maſche, Dutch..] I. The ſpace be:

tween the threads of a net. Martimer. ... any

thing mingled or beaten together into an un

diſtinguiſhed or confuſed body. 3. A mixture

for a horſe. Martimer.

To MASH. v. n. (maſcher, Fr.] 1. To beat in

to a confuſed maſs. More 2. To mix malt and

water together in brewing Mortimer.

MASK. ſ. [maſque, Fr.) . A cover to diſguiſe

the face; a viſor. Shakeſp. z. Any pretence or

{ubterfuge. Prior. 3. A feſtive entertainment,

in which the company is maſked. Shakeſp.

4. A revel; a piece of mummery. Milton. 3.

A dramatick performance written in a tragick

ſtyle without attention to rules or probability.
Peacham

To MASK. v. a. ſmaſquer, Fr.] 1. To diſguiſe

with a maſk or viſor. Hooker. 2. To cover ;

to hide. Craſhaw.

To MASK. v. n. 1. To revel; to play the mum

mer. Prior. , 2. To be diſguiſed any way.

MASKER ſ (from maſk.) One who revelt in a

maſk; a mummer. Donne.

MASON. ſ. (maſon, Fr.] A builder with ſtone.
Wotton.

MASONRY. ſ. ſmaſonerie, Fr.] The craft or

performance of a maſon.

MASQUERA'D E / [from maſjue, Fr.] I. A

diverſion in which the company is maſked.

Pºpe. 2 Diſguiſe. Feltºn.

To MASQUERADE v. n. [ſrom the noun.] 1.

To go in diſguiſe. L’Eſtrange. 2. To aſſemble

in maſks. Swift.

MASQUERA LER, ſ [from maſjuerade.) A

perſon in a maſk. L'Eſtrange.

MASS. ſ. (maſſe, Fr.) 1. A body: a lump; a

continuous quartity. Newton. 2. A large

quantity Davies. 3. Bulk , vaſt body. Abbºt.

4. Congeries; aſſemblage indiſtinct. Dryden.

5: Groſs body; the general. Dryden. 6.

[Miſſa, Lat.) The ſervice of the Romiſh

church. Atterbury.

To MASS. v. n. [from the noun..] To celebrate

maſs. Hooker -

MASSACRE. ſ. [maſſacre, Fr.) 1. Butchery;

indiſcriminate deſtruction Milton. 2. Murder.

Shakeſp.
To MA SSACRE. v. a. ſmaſſacrer, Fº) 1'o

butcher; to ſlaughter indiſcriminately. 2-cay

ºf Piety, Atterbury. -

MA SS1C07. / [Franch.) Ceruſ, racine”y *

moderate degree of Fei º"'s "º.three ſorts, the whit, th: yellow, andº of

a golden colour. ** anfference ariſing fion

the different grees of fire applied in the o

are uſed in ...” is ht

'SSINI'ſs. . (from rally eight :

§§§ss } ſº 5 pondercuſatſ. Hakº.

MAssiv. la (matif, F. J Heavy weighty;

MA'SSY. ponderous; bulky; continuous.

Dryden. -

*ST. ſ. (maſ?, mál, French; maſt, Six.] 1.

Mi.tº ot loſt lºve the veſſel, to

which the ſail is fixed. Dryden, 2. The ""

c; the oak and beech. Baron,

peration. hº)-

MA'STED.
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MA'STED. a. [from maſº ) Furniſhed with

maſts.

MASTER. ſ. (meſter, Dutch; maſſire, Fr ) i.

One who has ſervants; oppoſed to man or

ſervant. Shakeſp. z. A director; a governor.

Eccluſ 3. Owner: proprietor. Dryden. 4. A

lord, a ruler Guardian. 5. Chief; head.

Shakeſp. 6. Poſſeſſor. Addiſºn 7. Commander

of a trading ſhip, A, chain. 8. One uncontroled

Shakeſp. 9. A compellation of reſpect. Shakeſ

mo. A young gentieman. Dryden. 1 1. One

who teaches ; a teacher. South. 12. A man

eminently ſkilul in practice or ſcience Davies.

13. A title of dignify in the univerſities: as,

maſter of arts.

To MASTER. v. a. (from the noun ), 1. To be

a maſter to ; to rule: to govern. Shakeſ. 1.

To conquer; to overpower. Davieſ, Calamy.

. To execute with ſkill. Bacon.

MA'STERDOM.J. [rom maſter J Dominion;

rule. Shakeſp.

MASTER-HAND. ſ. The hand of a man emi

nently ſki!ºul. Pºpe. - -

MAstſ.R-JEST. j. A principal icſ. Hudibrar.

MASTER.KEY.ſ The key which opens many

locks, of which the ſubordinate keysopen each

only one. Dryden

MASTER-LEAVER. ſ. One that leaves or de

ferts his matter. Shakeſp.

MASTER-stNEw.ſ. A large finew that ſur

rounds the hough, and divides it from the

bone by a hollow place, where the wind-galls

are uſually ſeated. Farrier's Piºt; .

MASTER-S rRING.ſ.A principal ſtring Fºswe

MASTER-STROKE ſ A capital performance

Blackmore. -

MAS TERLESS. a. [rom rafter.] I. Vanting

a maſter or owner. Sper/er. 2. Ungoverned ,

unſubdued. -

MA sºrt RLINESS ſ. [rom maſterly 1 Emi

nent ſkii!. - *

MASTERLY, adv. With the ſkill of a maſter.

Shakeſp. -

MASTERLY. a [rom maſter ) i. Suitable to a

maſter; artful; ſkilful. Dryden. 1. Imperious;

with the ſway of a matter. -

MA'sTº RPitc. ſ. (maſler and fiece.) 1. A

\apital performance: anything done or mar'e
º, ſkill. Davies. 1. Chie,

excelºnce. Clarendºn.

*::iº. |ſ from mºſler.] i. Dominion

* , oowºg. S-1periority; pre-eminence.

Pºłº Cº.:". }}|. 4. Skill;
knowledge. Shak . A title at irºnic
ſpect. sº %. 5. A title of ironical re

MASTER-t ETH. f. (maſk, and teeth ) The
principal teeth. Bacon.

MASTERWORT ſ. A plant.

MASTERY. ſ. (from moſier.) 1. Dominion,

rule. Raleigh. ... Superiority; pre minence.

* 7tm. ii. 5. L'Eſt, an e. "3 skill, ºn.

4. Attainment of ſkill or pºwer. Lºck.

MAST FUL. a. (from mah.J. Abounding in

maſt, or fruit of oak, beech or cheſnut. 12 yden.

MAST: C A"I 10.N. / traitºatia, Lat. , 1 he

** 2: ch: wing. Ray.

---

MA'STICATORY. ſ. ſnafficatoire, Fr.] A

medicine to be chewed only, not ſwallowed.

Bacon

MASTICH. f. [maſſic, Fr.) 1. A kind of gun

gathered from trees of the ſame name. Wiſer,

*... A kind of mortar or cement. Addiſºn. , ,

MASTICOT. ſ. See Mass 1 cor. - - -

MASTIFF. ſ. (maftives, plur maſtix, Fr.] A.

dog of the largeſt ſize; a bandog. Spenſer.

MASTLESS. a. [from maſt.] Bearing no maſ.

Dryden. -

MASTLIN. ſ. Mixed corn; as, wheat or rye.

Tuſſºr. -

MAT. ſ. ſmeatre, Sax.] A texture of ſedge,

flags, or ruſhes. Carew. *- -

To MAT. v. a. ſ.rom the noun..] i. To cover

with mats. Evelyn 2. To twiſt together; to

join like a mat. Drayton.

MATADOR.E. ſ. (mattador, Spaniſh.] A hand

of cards. Pope.

41.47ACHIN. ſ. [Fr.] An old dance. Sidney.

MATCH. f. [me, he, Fr.) 1. Anything that

catches fire. Bacon. 2. A conteſt; a game.

Shakeſp. 3. One equal to another, one able to

conteſt with another. Rogers. 4. One who ſuit;

ºr tallies with another 5. A marriage. Shakeſ.
6. One to be married. Clarenden.

To MATCH. v. G. [from the noun.) 1. To be

equal to. Shake p. 2. To ſhow an equal. Seeth.

3. To equal; to oppoſe. Miltºn. 4. To ſuit;

to proportion. Reſearmen. 5. To marry; to

give in marriage. Donne.

To MATCH v n. 1. To be married. Sid-9.

2. To fut; to be proportionate ; to tally.

MATCHA Bl.E. a. Iron mat.h J 1 Suitable;

cquai; fit to be joined. Spenſer. 2. Correſ

pondent ºf' codward.

MATCH.ESS. a. [from match..] Without an

equal. Waller.

MATCHLESSLY. adv. In a manner not to tº

equaliei.

MA ; G HLESSNESS. ſ. [from matchleſs.] Stats

of being without an equal.

MA 1 CHMAKER, f. (match and make.) 1.

One who contives marriages. Hudibrat. 1.

One who makes matches to burn.

MATE. ſ. (maca, Sax j 1, A huſband or wife.

Spenſer. 2. A cºmpaaion, male or female.

41 ſtºn. 3. The male or female of animals.

A1 liºn. 4. One that ſails in the ſame ſhip.

Rºſcºmmºn. 5. One that eats at the ſame

table. 6. The ſecond in fubordination: as,

the maſter's ina: e.

To MATE. v. a. [from the noun..] i. To

match; to marry. Spenſer. 2. To be equal to.

Dryden. 3. To oppoſe; to equal. Shakeſp. 4.

[/Matter, Fr.] To ſubdue 5 to confound; tº

cruth Shakeſp. • *

MATERIA), a.. [materiel, Fr.) 1. Conſiſting

of matter; corporeal; not ſpiritual. David

‘z. trºportant; momentous; eſſential. Whig.

MATERIA LS. ſ. The ſubſtance of which as:

thing is made. Brºwn.

MA'ſ E. RIALIST f. (from raterial. One whº

denies ſpiritual ſubſtances. Dryden.

N4ATERIA
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MATERIALITY.'ſ ſmaterialité, Fr.] Cor

poreity; material exiſtence; not ſpirituality.

Dighy.

MATERIALLY adv. [from material) i.

In the ſtate of matter. Bºyle. 2. Not for

maily. Sºuth. 3. Importantly ; eſſentially.

Spenſer.

MATERIALNESS. f [from material] State

of being material ; importance.

MATE'R! ATL. N. a ſmaterratur, Lat.] Con

MATER ATE), ſ ſiſting of matter. Biºn.

MATERIATION. ſ. ſiem materia, Lat., The

act of forming matter.

MATE'RNAL. a.[materne, Fr. maternur, Lat.)

Motherly; befitting or pertaining to a mother.

Dryden.

MATERNITY.'ſ [from maternus, Lat.) The

chara&er or relation of a mother.

MAT-FE'ſ ON. ſ. A ſpecies of knapweed.

MATHEMATICAL R a.[mathematica, Lºt.)

MATHEMAT1CK. Conſidered according

to the doćtrine of the mathematicians.Denham.

MATHEMATICALLY. adv, (from mathema

tick.) According to the laws of the mathema

tical ſciences Bentley.

MATHEMATIC AN. ſ. (mathematicar, Lat.)

A man verſed in the mathematicks. Addiſºn.

MATHEMATICKS. ſ. […a6-231.4%.] That

ſcience which contempſates whatever is capa

ble of being numbered or meaſured, Harris.

MATHES. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

MATHESIS. ſ. [...gºv...] The doctrine of

mathematicks.

MATIN. a. [natine, Fr.] Morning; uſed in

the morning. Milton

MATIN / Morning. Shakeſ.

MATINS. ſ. (matine, Fr.) Morning worſhip.

Cleaveland, Stilling ſleet.

MATRASS. ſ. (matraſ, Fr.) A chemical

glaſs veſſel made for digeſtion or diſtillation,

being ſometimes bellied, and ſometimes

riſing gradually taper into a conical figure.

Quincy. -

MATRICE. ſ. (matrix, Lat.] 1. The womb ;

the cavity where the foetus is formed. Bacon.

2. A mould ; that which gives form to ſomc

thing incloſed. Woodward.

MATRICIDE. ſ. [matricidum, Lat.]1.Slaugh

ter of a mother. Brown. 1. A mother-killer.

To MATRICULATE. v. a. (from matricula,

Lat. To enter or admit to a memberſhip of

the univerſities of England. Walton.

MATRICULATE / [from the verb..] A man

matriculated. Arbuthnot.

MATRICULATION. ſ. [from matriculate.]

The ačt of matriculating. Ayliffe.

MATRIMO'NIAL. a. [matrimonial, Fr.]Suit

able to marriage; pertaining to marriage;

connubial; nuptial ; hymeneal. Dryden.

MATRIMONIALLY. adv, [from matrimo

nial.] According to the manner or laws of

marriage Ayliffe.

MATRIMONY ſ. ſmatrimonium, Lat.] Mar

riage ; the nuptial ſtate. Common Prayer.

*1ATRIX.J. [Lat. matrice, Fr.] Womb ; a

place where anything is generated or form

ed. Brºwn.

MATRON. ſ. [matrºne, Fr.) 1. An elderly

lady. Tatler. 2. An old woman. Pºpe.

MATRONAL. a. ſmatronalis, Lat.) Suitable

to a matron: conſtituting a rmatron. Ratan.

MAT RONLY, a ſmatron and like.) Elderly;

ancient. L'Hºff, ange. -

MATRoss. ſ. Mat, aſ are a ſºrt of ſoldiers

next in degree under the gut pers, who aſſiſt

about the guns in trave ſing, ſpunging, firing,

and loading them. Baily.

MA' | TF Rſ (materia, Lat. 1. Body; ſubſtance

extended. Davies, Newton. 2. Materials;

that of which any thing is compoſed. Bacºn.

3. Subject; thing treated. Tºjºn. 4. The

whole ; the very thing ſuppoſed. 5. Affair ;

buſineſs: in a familiar ſenſe. Bacºn 6. Cauſe

of ſubſtance. Shakeſp. 7. Subject of ſuit

ºr complaint. 4:1. 8. Import; conſequence;

importance ; morrent Shakeſ?. 9. Thing ;

ºbject; that which has ſome particular relation.

Bacon. To Queſtion conſidered. South. .

Space or quantity nearly computed. L'Iſlran.

! 3. Purulent running. Jºſeman. 13. Upon the

Ma TT R. With reſpect to the main; nearly.

Bp Sanderſºn.

To MATTER. v. n. [rem the noun.) 1. To

be of importance; to import. Ben. Yºhnſon.

4. To generate matter tºy ſuppuration Sidney.

To MATTH.R. v. a [ſion the noun.] To

regard; not to neglect.

MATTERY. a. (from matter.) Purulent;

generating matter Harvey. -

MA TTOCK. ſ. (mattuc, sax.] I. A kind of

toothed inſtrument to pull up wood. S.4.p.

2. A pickax. Kn: 'ſº

MATTRESS / [matras, Fr J A kind of quit

to lie upon Dryden.

MATURA Tox. ſ. [rom anar-ro, Lat) i.

The act of ripening ; the ſtate of growing

ripe. Bently. 2. The ſuppuration of excre

mentitious or extravaſated juices into in atter.

Quincy.

MATURATIVE. a. ſtrom mature, Lat.] 1.

Ripening; conducive to ripends. Brºwn. ...

Conducive to the ſuppuration of a fºre. Piºſen.

MATURE. a. [matº, a , Lat § 1, R pe ; per

fected by time Prizr. 2, 1}rought near to

completion. Shakeſp. 3. Well-ciſpoſed; fit

for execution ; well digeſted.

To MATURE. v. a mature, Lat j To ripen ;

to advance to ripei, ſs. Bacºn. -

MATURELY alſº. [from nature. 1. Rinely ,

completely. ... With counſel well digeſted.

•Swift. 3. Early , , ºn fºrtly.

MATURITY...ſ. (rºtar…, at..] Ripeneſs;

completion. Rºgers.

MA. Up!..] N. a. Drunk ; ſºdółºd. Sºthern.

MAUDLiN'ſ. [ageratun, Lat.] A plant.

MA. UGR L. a. naigre, Fr.j in ſpite of ; not

withſtanding. Burnet.

MA/VIS.J. Umausº, Fr.] A thruſh. Spenſºr.

To MAUL, v. a. (from railrus, Lat. To beat ;

P pp tº
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to bruiſe : to hurt in a coarſe or butcherly

nnantncr. Dryden.

MAUL, ſ [malleuſ, Latl

Prºte, 51.

MA UN D. ſ. (mano, Saxon; mande, Fr.] A

hand baſket.

To MA UN DFR v. n.ſmaudre, Fr.]To grum

ble; to murmur. Wiſeman.

MA UNDERER. ſ. [rom maunder.] A mur

murer.

MAUNDY-THURSDAY. ſ. T

fore Good Friday

MMUSO'LEU.M.ſ (Latin.) A pompous funeral

rnºn utinent.

MAw, f { maza, Sax) 1. The ſtomach of

animals. Sidney. ... The craw of birds zirbut.

M A V, KASH. a. Apt to give ſatiety Pºpe.

MAWKISH NESS /. [from mawkſb.JAptneſs

to cauſe loathing.

MAw84ET. ſ. A puppet ; anciently an idol.

MA. W. N. ISH. a. Fooliſh ; idle , nauſeous.

L'Iſlrange.

MAw-w, ORM f. Gut-worms frequently creep

into the ſtomach: whence they are called

ſtomach or marr-at-arm t. Harvey.

MAX i.1, AR. a [maxillar”, i.atl Belong

MAX! LLAR Y. ; ing to the jaw ºne. Bacon

MAXIM. ſ ſºaximum, Lat } An axiom ; a

general principle : a leading truth. Rºgers.

MAY, auxiliary verb, preterite might. Imagan,

Sax.) 1. To be at liberty; to be permitted .

to be allowed as, you may do for me all

you can. Lºcke. 1. To be poſſible. Bacon

3. To be by chance. Shakeſp. 4. To have

pºwer. Bacºn. 5. A word expreſſing deſire.

Dryden.

MAY be Perhaps. Sperºr, Creech.

M \Y ſ. ſºrtſ, Lau j', he fith month of the

year; the conſine o 'prº - and ſummer; the

early or gay part of lie Sº a keſp.

To M.A.Y. v. n (ſtom the mºun..] To gather

A heavy hammer.

he Thurſday be

L

flow, ºr on 11 y morning. Sidney.

M \,\ , t , f {1,w and bºg. A chaſer.

* : * Y-Dº Y. ſ. (.444, and day.] I he firſt of

Äf , , N} ºf

M AY-F ! .() , , , R -

plant Iºn.

MAYFLY. f. (ºr and fly. An infº II alt.

M \ Y-G.A. vii. ſ tº ſay and garte J Diversion :

in it: ſuch as are uſed on the firſt of May

Barºn.

M \Y LILY, ſºrhe ſºme with hºly ºf the valley

* A Y-ºſ, E. ſ. 1-3 ſay and pºle.J. Pole to be

"anced round in ºïdy. Pºe.

M Y-wº. E. D. ſ. ſº, and weed J A ſpecies of
claimºnile. M ſer.

M A YOR. ſ. (major, Lat] The chief magiſ

trate of a co, poratºr, who, in London, and

Yo: k, is called L., d iſ a yºr. Knºle.

MAYOR ALTY. J. [rom mayºr.] The office

of a mayor. Bacºn. -

MA YORESS. ſ. [from mayor ) The wiſe of a

in a vor.

M.A. Z. A R.D. ſ.ſmcſ. haire, Fr.)A jaw. Hud ºrcſ.

M A Z E. J. i. A labyrinth, a place of per

r

ſ (214) and ſº wer] A

-

| plexity and winding paſſizes. Tºrſºn. ...

Confuſion of thought; uncertainty; per.

plexity Sidney.

To MAZF tº a [from the noun...Tobewilder,

to confuſe. Spenſer.

MAZY. a. [from maze.] Perplexed ; confuſed.

I}ryden.

MA Z ER. ſ. [masſer, Dutch..] A maple cup.

Sºenſer.

M. D. Medicinº dº r, doctor of phyſick.

Mº. The oblique caſe of I. Pºpe.

Mº ACOCK / [mes cºg, Skinner.] An uxoriºus

or effeminate man.

MEACOCR. a. Tame; timerous; cowards.

Skałe,

MEA D.J. (mºbo, Sax A kind of drink made

of water and honey. Drydea
Mº,Al). ſ. mebe, Sax.] Ground fºre

MEA DOW. § what watery, not plowed Jºel.

MEA 2CV. Saffron. ſ. ſºcłºcin, Lat. A

part. Mºrr.

M.E.A.Low Swe 3.T. ſ. ſºlinaria, Latin.) A
plant.

MºAGFR. a ſm aigre, Fr.]

fleſh ; ſtarved Dryden.

Dryden.

To M1. AG; R. v. a. [from the noun..] Tº

make lear. A maſſi. f.

Mi. At , 1 RNES3 ſ (from meager.) 1. Lean.

Heſs; want of fleſh ... Scantiacſ: ; barrenceſ.

Bacon.

MEAK ſ A hºok with a long handle. Tºr.

MFAſ, ſ. (male, Sax.] 1. The act of eating

at a certain time. Ruth. 1. A repaſt. SFasº.

3. A part : a fragment Pºr:r. 4. The

flower or edible part of cºrn. Hºtter.
To Mt. Aſ, v, a [neer, Fr J. To ſprinkle; to

mingle. Shake p

ME AL:A.N. ſ.

deals in meal.

Mk. A 1. Y. a. (from meal. i. Having the taſte

or fººt inſip ſity ºf neal M, ºut! net. 2. Be

ſprink'cd as with meal Brºwn.

M} \},\-MOUTHED, a Soft-mouthed, unable

tº ſpeak reely. L'Fºrange.

MFA YMO U : HE UNESS. f. Baſhfulneſs;

rºſtraint of ſpecch.

MEAN. a. moene, Sax.] 1 Wanting digrity:

of low rank ºr birth. Sidney. 2. Low-inaded;

bºſe ; uſ generous, ſpiritleſs. Sriałridge. 3.

Cºntemptible; deſpicable. Pºpe. 4. Low in the

dºg ce of any property; low in worth Dryder.

5 i Aºyen, lºr.] Middle ; moderate; without

exºſ. Sany. 6. Intervening; intermediate
l Aung.

*EAN rºyer Fr. Mediocrity ; middle-rate:

medium. Shakeſ?. 2. Meaſure; regulation.

Sº, mfer. -

Lean; warting

1. Poor ; hungry.

2.

(ºneal and rai...] One that

Interval , interim ; mean tire

*A*/ºr. 4. inſtrument meaſures that which

tº uſed in order to any end. Hººker. 5. By 2.

Me a Nºs. Without doubt; without heasiºn.

6. By 72 Mr A *s. Not in any degree not at

all. …dºn. 7 Revenue; fortune. º.º.

8, 1.15 as - r * *, or M. As with LE. in tº

tute. v.cning tºe. Sº tº.
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To MCAN. v. m. ſmeemen, Dutch..] To have in

mind; to intend ; to purpoſe. Milton.

To MEAN. v. a. 1. To purpoſe to intend

to deſign. Miltºn 2. To intend , to hint

coverly 5 to underſtand. Dryden

MEA'N DER. / A maze; labyrinth ; flexuous

aſſage; fermentine winding. Hale.

MEAN DROUS. a. (from meander.] Winding .

flexuous.

MEANING. ſ. ſſrom mean.) 1. Purpoſe

intention. Shakºff, 2. Habitual intention.

Rºſcºmmºn. 3. The ſenſe; the thing under

ſtood. Pºpe.

Mſ. ANLY adv, ſſrom mean.) 1. Moderately.

not in a great degree. Dryden 2. Without

dignity : poorly. Milan. 3. Without greatneſs

of mind; ungenerouſly. Priºr. 4. Without

reſpect. Watts.

Mſ. ANNESS. ſ (from rican.) 1. Want of ex

cellence. Hocker. 2. Want of dignty ; low

rank; poverty. S.: #. 3. Lºwpeſ of mind

Sºuth. 4. Soididneſs; niggardlineſs.

MT. ANT. perf. and part. paſſ of to mean.
Pr ter.

M.F.A.S.E. ſ. A meaſe of herrings is five hundred.

A. n/wºrth.

MEASI.E.S. ſ. 1. Meaſles are a critical eruption

in a fever, well known in the common practice.

Quincy. 2. A diſeaſe of ſwine. Ben johnſon.

3. A diſeaſe of trees. Mortimer.

MEASLED. a. ſ.rom meaſles.) Infected with

the meaſles. Hudibrar

MEASI.Y. a. ſſrom meaſeſ.] Scabbed with the

meaſles. Swift.

MEASURA BI. a. 1. Such as may be mea

ſured. Bentley. 1. Moderate; in ſmall

quantity.

MEASURABLENESS. ſ. [from meaſurable.}

Quality of admitting to be meaſured.

MEASURA BLY, adv. (from meaſurable.] Mo

derately. Eccluſ.

ME’ASURE.J. (mºſure, Fr.) 1. That by which

any thing is meaſured. Arbuthnºt. 2. The

rule by which any thing is adju'vd or propor

tioned. More. 3. Proportion; quantity ſet

tled. Hººker. 4. A ſtated quantity: as, a

meaſure of wine. Shakeſp. 5. Sufficient quan

tity. 'ºff. 6. Allotment; portion allotted.

Miltºn, Tilletſon 7. Degree. Abbot. 8. Pro.

portionate time ; muſical time. Prior. 9

Motion harmonically regulated. Dryden. Io.

A ſtately dance. Shakeſp. 1 1. Moderation ;

not exceſs. Shakeſp. 12. Limit; boundary,

Pſalms. 13. Any thing adjuſted. Taylºr,

Smalr. 14. Syllables metrically numbered ,

metre. Dryden. 15. Tune ; proportionate

notes. Spenſer , 16. Mean of action ; mean to

an end. Clarendon. 17. To have hard meaſur, ,

to be hardly dealt by.

To MEASURE. v. a. [meſurer, Fr.) 1. To

compute the quantity of any thing by ſome

ſettled rule. Bacºn. 2. To paſs through to

judge of extent by marching over. Dryden.

3. To judge of quantity or extent, or great

neſs. AMºltºn. 4. To adjuſt 5 to proportion

7ayhr, 5. To mark out in ſtated quantities.

44diſºn 6. To allot or diſtribute by trea

ſure Matt. -

MEASURELESS. a. [from meaſure.] Im.

menſe ; immeaſurable Shakeſp.

MEASUREMEN: / (from meaſure.] Men

ſuiation ; act of meaſuring

MEASURER. J. (from meaſure. One that
in C3 ſuics.

M1: A T. ſ. (het, Fr J. I. Fleſh to be eaten.

Bacon. 2. Foed in general. Shakeſ?.

MEATED. a. [rom neat..] Fed; foddered.

Tuffer.

MEATHE / [medd, Welſh) Drink. Miltºn.

MECHANICAL, N. a. m. chanicur, Lat. from

MECHANICK. ºº::..] I Mean ; ſer

vice ; of mean occupation. Rºſtºniºn, 2.

Conſtructed by the laws of mechanicks. Dryd.

3 Skilled in mechanic!.s.

MECHANICK. f. A manufacturer; a low

wo, lºman. Sºuth.

MECHANICKS. ſ. ſmechanica, Lat.] Dr.

Wallis defines mechanicks to be the geometry

of motion

MECHANICALLY. adv. [from mechanick ]

According to the laws of mechaniſin Ray,

Newtºn.

MECHANICALNESS. ſ. [from mechanick.) 1.

Agreeableneſs to the laws of mechaniſin. z.

Me anneſs.

MECHANI CIA.N. ſ. A man profeſſing or flu

dying the conſtruction of machines Bºyle.

MECHA. NISM / [mechant/re, Fr J Action

according to mechanick laws. Air buthnot, 2.

Conſtruction of parts depending on each other

in any complicated fabrick. -

MECHO'ACAN. J. A large root, twelve or

fourteen inches long, and of the thickneſ, of

a man's writt, uſually divided into two bian

ches at the bottoms: it is biought fºrm the

province of mech:acan in South Amer ca: the

root in powder is a gentie and mild purgative.

H; 1

MECONIUM. ſ. ſºn::::::, ) i. Expreſſed juice

of poppy. 2. The firſt excrement of children.

Arbuthnot,

ME DAL.J. [medaille, Fr.) 1. An ancient ccin.

Addiſºn 2. A piece ſtamped in honour of

ſome remarkable performance.

MED A LLICK. a. (from meda!..] Pertaining to

medals. Addiſon.

MEDALLION. J. (ºnedailºn, Fr.] A large

antique ſtamp or medal. Ziddi e".

MEDA 1.1ST. ſ. (medalliſie, Fº

ſkilled or curious in medals. Addiſº".

To ME DI) LE. v. n (riddelen, Dutch.] 1. To

have to do. Bacºn. To interpºſe; to : Öt

in any thing. Dryden. 3. To inte, poſe ºr

inte: vene in porturely or officiouſly, fºr ov.

To M.E. D.D.L.E. v. a. iſom mºſler, Fr.] To mix ;

to mingle. Spenjer. -

ME DOLE.R. / [from meddle.) One who buſies

himſelf with things in which he has no con

cern. But on. -

ME DDLESOME. a. intermeddling Anſwer”

P. p. p 2. A.A. 121

A man

2.
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MEDIASTINE. ſ. The fimbriated body about

which the guts are convolved A, buthnot.

To ME'DIATE. v. . [From medius, Lat.) 1. To

interpoſe as an equal friend to both parties.

Rogers. 2. To be between two. Digby. -

To MEDIATE. v. a. ſ. To form by media

tion. Clarerdon, 1. To limit by ſomething in

the middle. Hºlder. -

MF'DIATE. a. ſmediat, Fr.) 1. Interpoſed ;

intervening Priºr. 2. Middle; between

tºo extremes. Priºr. 3. Acting as a means.

Watton.

MF'ſ) 1ATEI.Y. adv. [From mediate.] By a

ſecondary cauſe. Raleigh.

MEDIA 1 to N. f : mediatiºn, Fr.) 1. Interpo

ſition; intervention; agency between two

parties, practiſed by a common friend. Bacºn.

2. Agency an intervenient power. South. 3.

Interceſſion ; entreaty for anºther.

MEDIATOR. ſ. (mediateur, Fr.) 1. One that

intervenes between two parties. Bacon. 2: An

interceſſor; an entreater for another. Stilling:

fleet. 3. One of the characters of our bleſſed

Saviour. Miſtan.

MEDIATO RIAL \ a, [from mediator.] Be

MI; DATORY, y longing to a mediator.

Fidder.

MEDIATORSHIP. ſ. [from mediatºr.] The

office of a mediator.

MEDIATRIX. ſ. [mºdiuſ, Lat..] A female

mediator. Ainſworth.

MEDIC. ſ. [medica, Lat.) A plant Miller.

ME'DICAL. a. [medieu. Lat.) Phyſicial; rela

tirg to the art of healing. Brºwn.

MEDICALLY. adv. [from medical] Phyſical.

ly ; medicinally, B, ºwn.

ME DICAMENT. ſ. ſmedicamentum, Lat }Any

thing uſed in healing ; generally topical appli

cations Hammond.

MEDICAMENTAL. a. [from medicamºnt.]

Relating to medicine, internal or topical. .

MEDICAMENTALLY. adv, (from medica

mental After the nanner of medicine. Brºw

To ME DICATE. v. a. ſ. medice, Lat. ) To

tincture ºr impregnate with any thing medi

cinal. Rambler. -

MEDICATION / ſtrom medicate 1. The ad

of tincturing or impregnating with medicinal

ingredients. Lacon. ... The uſe of phyſick.

Brzºn.

MEEl CINABLE. a. Having the power of phy

ſick. Baron.

M EDICI NAL. a. i.

healing; having phyſical virtue.

Belonging to phyſick. Butler.

MEE CINALI.Y. adv. [from medicinal 3 Phy

ſically. Dryden.

MF DIC IN E. ſ. (medicine, Fr. medicina, Lat.)

Any rerecy adminiſtered by a phyſician. Dry

To M. E. DIC IN E v. a. [ſiom the noun..] To

operate as ſh; ſºck, Shakeſ?.

ME}}l'ET Y. f. , mediete, Fr.] Middle ſtate;

participation of two extremes; half. Brown.

MED10 CRITY. ſ. (mediernitas, Lat.) 1. Small

degree , middle rate ; middle ſtate. M'atten.

2. Moderation; temperance. Hºker.

Having the power of

Mºlton. 2.

To MEDITATE. v. a. [mºditer, Lat.) 1. To

plan; to ſcheme; to contrive. Dryden. i.

Tº think on to revolve in the mind. Spe-ſer.

To MEDITATF v. n. To think; to muſe;

to contemplate. Taylºr.

MEDITATION. f. (meditatio, Lat.] 1. Deep

thought; cloſe attention; contrivance ; con

templation Bentley. 2. Thought employed

upon ſacred objects. Granville. 3. A ſeries

of thoughts, occaſioned by any object or oc

Currence.

ME'DITATIVE. a. (from meditate.] 1. Ać

dicted to meditation. 2. Expreſſing intention

ra, Lat.) 1. En

or deſign.

{ circled with land.

MFDITERRAN E. a. [medius and ter

2. Inland j remote from the ſea.

MEDI+ERRA NEAN.

MEDITERRA NEOUS.

Brerewood.

rººt; n.

MEDIUM. ſ. ſmedium, La.) 1. Any thing

intervening. Bacon 1. Any thing uſed in

raticcination, in order to a concluſion. Baker.

3. The middle place or degree; the juſt

temperature between extremes. L'Eſtraige.

ME. D.A.R. ſ. (mºſpilus, Lat.) 1. A tree. Milir.

2. The fruit of that tree. Cleaveland.

+:§§{ v. a. To mingle. Spesſºr.

MEDLY: / A mixture; a miſcellany; a

mingled maſs. Hºaſh.

Mºk Y. g. Migged; conuſed. Dryder.

MEDULLAR. Qa. (medullaire, Fr. J Pertaia

MEDULLARY. ſ ing to the marrow. Cheyne.

M}.}D. ſ. ſmeo, Sax.] i. Reward; recompence.

44t ten. 2. Preſent, gift. Shakeſp.

Mt.F.K. a. (minºr, Iſlandick.) Mild of temper;

not proud : not rough; ſoft ; gentle. Collier.

To M.E. E.K EN. v. a from meek.) To make

meek; to ſoften. Thomſon.

Mºx. adv. [from meek.] Mildly; gently.

**ºney.

MEEKNESS. ſ [from meek.] Gentleneſs;

mildneſs; ſoftneſs of temper. Atterbary.

ME. E.R. a. [See MERE.J. Simple; unmixed.

MºR. ſ. (See Merr. A lake; a boundary.

MEERED, a Relating to a boundary. Shakeſa.

MEET. a. i Fits proper; qualified. Now

rarely uſed. H hitgift. a. MEET with. Even

with. Shakeſp.

To M.E.F.T. v. a. pret. I met; I have me: ;

particip, met. 1. To come face to face; to

encounter. Shakeſp. z. To join another in

the ſame place. Shakeſp. 3. To cloſe one with

another. Ziddiſºn 4. To find , to be treated

with : to light on. Pope. 5. To aſſemble from

different parts. Miltºn.

To MEET. v. n. To encounter ; to cloſe

face to ſave. ... To encounter in hoſtility. 3.

To aſſemble : to come together. Tilletſen. 4.

To Mett with. To light on ; to find. Addiſe.

5. To join, Shakeſp. 6. To encounter; to

engage. Shakeſp. 7. A latiniſm. To obviate.

Bacon. 8. To advance half way. Sºuth. 9.

To unite ; to join.

ME ETER. ſ. [from meet.] One that accoſts

another, Shakeſp. MEETING.
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MEETING. ſ. ſſroºn meet.) 1. An aſſembly;

a convention. Spratt. 2. A congreſs. Shakeſp

3. A conventicle; an aſſembly of diſſenters.

4. A conflux: as, the meeting of two rivers

MEETING-HOUSE. ſ. (meeting and houſe.]

Place where diſſenters aſſemble to worſhip.

Addiſon.

MEETLY. adv. [from the adjective ) Fitly;

properly.

MEETNESS. ſ. [From meet.] Fitneſs; pro

priety.

ME GRIM. ſ. [from Migrain, an Hemierary.]
Diſorder of the head. Bacon.

To MEINE v. a. To mingle.

MEINY. ſ. [mentºu, Sax.] A retinue; do

meſtick ſervants. Shakeſp.

MELANAGO'GUES. ſ. ſº avo; and 472.]

Such medicines as are ſuppoſed to purge off

black choler.

MELANCHO'LICK. a. [from melanchcly] Diſ

ordered with melancholy; fanciful; hypo

chondrical. Clarenden.

MELANCHOLY. ſ. [from u:Xavo; and xxi.)

1. A diſeaſe ſuppoſed to proceed from a re

dundance of black bile. Quincy. 2. A kind

of madneſs, in which the mind is always fixed

on one object Shakeſp. 3. A gloomy, penſive,

diſcontented temper. Taylor.

MELANCHO LY. a. ſmelancelique, Fr 1.

Gloomy; diſmal. Denham. 2. Diſeaſed with

melancholy; fanciful; habitually dejected.

Lºcke.

MELICE’RIS. ſ. [wºrk.] Meliceri is a

tumour incloſed in a cyſtis, and conſiſting of

matter like honey; it gathers without pain,

and gives way to preſſure, but returns again.

Sharp.

MELILOT. ſ. (melilºt, Fr. melilºtus, Lat..] A

plant. Miller.

To MELI'ORATE. v. a. [meliorer, Fr. from

meliºr, Lat.] To better; to improve. Sºuth.

MELIORATION. ſ. (meliºration, Fr.] Im

provement; act of bettering. Bacon.

MELIO RITY..f. [from melior, Lat] State of

being better. Bacºn.

To M.E.I.L. v. n. [meler, Fr.] To mix; to

meddle. Spenſer. *

MELLI'FEROUS, a Productive of honey.

MELLIFICATION. ſ. (mellifice, Lat.) The art

or practice of making honey. Arbuthnºt.

MELLIFLUENCE. J. [mel and flux, Lat.) A

honied flow; a flow of ſweetneſs.

MELLI'FLUENT. U, a [mel and fluo, Lat.]

MELLI'FLUOUS. Flowing with honey.

Raleigh. -

ME'LLOW. a. 1. Soft with ripeneſs; full ripe.

Digby. 2. Soft in ſound. Dryden. 3. Soft ;

unctuous. Bacon. 4. Drunk; melted döwn

with drink. Roſcommon.

To MELLOW. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

ripen; to mature; to ſoften by ripeneſs. Addiſ.

2. To ſoften. Mortimer. 3. To mature to

perfection. Dryden.

To MELLOW. v. n. To be matured; to ripen.
Deane.

MELLOWNESS. ſ. (from mellºw.] 1. Maturi

ty of fruits; ripeneſs; ſoftneſs by maturity.

Digby. 2. Maturity; full age.

MELOCO TON. ſ. ſmelecotºne, Spaniſh.) A
ul inct”.

MELO'DIOUS. a. [from melody..] Muſical ;
harmonious. Milton

MELO DIOUSLY, adv. [from melºdiour.] Mu

fically ; harmoniouſly.

MELODIOUSNESS. ſ. [from melºdiour.] Har

moniouſneſs; muſicalneſs.

ME'LODY. ſ. [...saw?ia J Muſick; harmony of

found. Hooker. -

ME LON. ſ. ſmelº, Lat.] 1. A plant. Miller.
2. The fruit. Numb.

MELON-THISTLE. ſ. A plant.

To MELT. v. a. ſmylcan, Sax.) 1. To diſſolve;

to make liquid; commonly by heat Locke. 2.

To diſſolve 5 to break in pieces. Burret. 3.

To ſoften to love or tenderneſs. Addiſºn. 4.

To waſte away. Shakeſp.

To MELT. v. n. 1. To become liquid; to diſ

ſolve. Dryden. 2. To be foſtened to pity, or

any gentle paſſion. Shakeſp. 3. To be diſſolv.

ed; to loſe ſubſtance. Shakeſp. 4. To be ſub

dued by affliction. Pſalms.

MELT1...R. ſ. (from melt.] One that melts me

tals. Sidney.

ME LTINGLY, adv. [from melting.] Like

ſomething melting. Sidney.

MELWF.L. ſ. A kind of fiſh.

MEMBER. ſ. (membre, Fr.) 1. A limb; a part

appendant to the body. Jameſ. 1. A part of a

diſcourſe or period; a head; a clauſe. Watts.

3. Any part of an integral. Addiſon. 4. One

of a community. Addiſºn.

ME MBRAN E.J. [membrana, Lat.) A membrane

is a web of ſeveral forts of fibres, interwoven

together for the covering and wrapping up

ſome parts: the fibres of the membrane, give

them an elaſticity, whereby they can contras

and cloſely graſp, the parts they contain.

Quincy, Brºwn.

MEMBRANA CEOUS..) a [membraneux, Fr.]

MEMBRA'NEOUS. Conſiſting of mem

MEMBRA’NOUS. { branes. Boyle.

MEMENTO. J. [Latin J A memorial notice;

a hint to awaken the memory. Bacºn.

MEMO'IR. ſ. (memºire, Fr.] i. An account of

tranſactions familiarly written. Prior. 2.Hint;

notice; account of any thing. Arbuthnot.

MEMORABLE. a. (memorabilis, Lat.] worthy

of memory; not to be forgotten. Sidney.

MEMORABLY. adv. [from memorable.] In a

manner worthy of memory.

MEMORANDUM. ſ. [Lat.) A note to help

the memory. Swift.

MEMO RIAL. a. [memorialir, Lat.] I. Pre

ſervative of memory. Broome. 2. Contained in

memory. Watts.

MEMORIAL. ſ. A monument; ſomething to

preſerve memory. South.

MEMO RIALIST. ſ. [from memorial.] One

who writes memorials. Spectator.

MEMORIZE.v.a. (from memory.) To record;

to commit to memory by writing. PWotton.

MEMORY.

–
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MEMORY. ſ. [memoria, Lat., 1. The power of

retaining or recollecting things paſt, retention;

reminiſcence; recollection. Lºcke. 1. Ex

emption from oblivion. Shakeſp. 3. Time of

knowledge. Milton. 4. Memorial; monu

mental record. Addiſºn. 5 Reflection; atter

tion. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.

MEN, the plural of man. Clarend:n.

MEN-PLEASER ſ [men and pleaſer] One

too careful to pleaſe others. Eph.

To ME'NACE v. a. [menacer, Fr.] To threat

en; to threat. Shakeſp. -

MENACE. ſ. [mºnace, Fr. from the verb.]

Thre:t. Brown.

MENACER. J. [menaceur, Fr.] A threatner;

one that threats. Philips.

MEN.1 GE / [French ). A collection of ani

mals. Addiſºn.

MENAGoGUE. ſ. ſº; and 47.] A medi

cine that promotes the flux of the menſes.

To MEND. v. a. ſemendº, Lat.j 1. To repail

from breach or decay. 2. Chrºn. ... To correct -

to alter for the better. Temple. 3. To help :

to advance. Lºcke. 4. To improve; to in

creaſe. Dryden.

To MEND. v. n. To grow better; to advance

in any good. Pºpe.

ME'N15AB}.E. a. [from mend] Capable of be

ing mended.

MENDA'CITY..ſ. (from mendax, Lat] Falſe

hood. Brown.

MENDER. ſ. [from mend..] One who makes

any change for the better Shakeſp.

MENDICANT. a. [mendicans, Lat.) Begging;

poor to a ſtate of beggary. Fidder.

MENDICANT. ſ. [mendicant, Fr.] A beggar;

one of ſome begging fraternity.

To MENDICATE. v. a. [mendico, Lat. men

der, Fr.] To beg; to aſk aſms.

Mſ Niji CITY. ſ. (mendicitas, Lat.] The life

of a beggar.

MENDS for amends. Shakeſp.

ME'NIAL. a. [from meiny.

retinue, or train of ſervants.

MENIAL / One of the train of ſervants.

MENINGES. ſ. […iv,23-.] The mentnges are

the two membranes that envelope the brain,

which are called the pia mater and dura ma

ter; the latter being the exterior involucrum.

Pºiſeman.

MENOLOGY. ſ. ſasº,” J A regiſter of

months. Stillingfleet.

ME'Now ſ. commonly minnºw. A fiſh. Ainſw.

MENSAL a. [menſalu, Lat.) Belonging to the

table. Clariffi.

MENSTRUXL.a.[menſiruus,Lat.] 1. Monthly;

happening once a month; laſting a month.

Bentley. 2. Pertaining to a menſtruum.

Bacon.

ME NSTRUOUS. a. [menſtruus, Lat.] Having

the catamenia. Brown.

MENSTRUUM. ſ. All liquors are called men

fºruums which are uſed as diſſolvents, or to

extract the virtues of ingredients by infuſion,

or decostion, Quincy, Newtºn.

Belonging to the

MENSURABILITY. ſ. ſmeaſurabilità, Fr.]

Capacity of being meaſured. -

MENSURABLE. a. (menſura, Lat.] Meaſu

rable; that may be meaſured. Hºlder.

MENSURAL. a. [from menſura, Lat.) Relat

ing to meaſure.

To M.F.'NSURATE v. a [from menſura, Latj

To meaſure; to take the dimenſion of any

thing.
-

MENSURATION. ſ. ſſom meaſura, Lat. J

The act or practice of meaſuring; reſult of

meaſuring. Arbuthnot.

MENTAl... a. [mentis, Lat.]

exiſting in the mind. Miltºn.

MENTALLY. adv. [frºm mental.] Intellec

tually; in the mind; not practically, but in

thought or meditation. Bentley.

MF, NTION. ſ. [mentic, Lat.) Oral or written

expreſſion, or recital of any thing. Rºgers.

To MENTION. v. a ſtºrtiºner, Fr.] To

write or expreſs in words or writing. Iſaiah.

*PHITICAL. a. [mºphiti, Lat. Jill favoured;

inking. Quincy.

MERA CIOUS, a. [meracaſ, Lat.] Strong;

racy.

M!, RCABLE. a. [mer car, Lat ) To be ſold or

bought. Dići. -

ME RCANTANT. ſ. (mercantante, Ital.] A

foreigner, or foreign trader. Shakeſp.

ME RCANTILE. a. Trading; commercial.

Watts

MERCA.T. ſ. (mercatus, Lat.] Market; trade.

Spratt.

ME RCATURE. ſ. (mercatura, Lat.] The

practice of buying and ſelling.

MERCENARINESS. ſ. [from mercenary.]

Venality; reſpect to hire or reward. Bºyle.

MERCENARY. a. (mercenarius, Lat.) Venal;

hired; ſold for money. Haywood.

MERCENARY. ſ. (mercenaire, Fr.] A hire

ling ; one retained or ſerving for pay. Sandyr.

MERCER. ſ. [inertier, Fr.) One who ſells'

ſilks. Howel.

ME RCERY. f. [mercerie, Fr. from mercer.]

Trade of mercers; dealing in ſilks. Graart.

To MERCHAND. v. n. (merchander, Fr.] To

tranſact by traffick. Bacon.

MERCHANDISE. ſ. (merchandiſe, Fr.] 1.

Traffick; commerce; trade. Taylºr. 1.

Wares; any thing to be bought or ſold Barºn.

To MERCHANDISE. v. n. To trade; to

traffick; to exerciſe commerce. Brerew.

MERCHANT. J. (inerchand, Fr.) One who

trafficks to remote countries. Addiſºn.

M.E.R.C HANTLY. a. Like a merchant.

MERCHANTLIKE, S. Ainſworth.

MERCHANT-MAN. ſ. A ſhip of trade. Taylºr.

MI., RCHANTABLE. a. (from merchant.) Fit

to be bought or ſold. Brºwn.

MERCIABLE. a. This word in Spenſer ſigni

fies merciful.

MERCIFUL. a. (mercy and full.] Compaſſ

onate; tender; kind; unwilling to puniſh ;

willing to pity and ſpare. Deat.

MERCI

Intellectual;
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MERCIFULLY. adv. [from merciful] Ten

derly $ mildly , with pity. Atterbüry.

MERCIFULNESS. ſ. [from merciful..] Tender

neſs; willingneſs to ſpare. Hammond.

MERCILESS. a. (from mercy.) Void of mercy;

pitileſs; hard hearted. Shakeſp. Denham.

MFRCI LESSLY, adv. [from mercileſ.) In a

manner void of pity.

MERC1LESSNESS. ſ. [from mercileſ...] Want
of nity.

MERCURIAL. a. ſ. mercurialis, Lat. J 1.

Formed under the influence of Mercury; ac

tive , ſprightly. Bacon. 2. Conſiſting of quick

fi!:er.

MERCURIFICATION. ſ [from mercury]

The act of mixing any thing with quickſilver.

Bºyle.

MF, RCURY. ſ. [mercurius, Lat.] 1. The

chemiſt’s name for quickſilver is mercury.

Hill. 2. Sprightly qualities. Pºpe. 3. A news

paper. 4. It is now applied to the carriers of

new s.

ME RCURY. ſ. (mercurialiſ, Lat..] A plant.
AM: l'er.

ME & CY. f [merci, Fr.) 1. Tenderneſs; good.

neſs ; pity; willingneſs to ſave, clemency;

mildneſs : unwillingneſs to puniſh. Pſalms. 2.

Pardon. Pryden. 3. Diſcretion; power of

acting at pleaſure. Swift. '.

MERCY-SEAT. ſ. (mercy and ſeat..] The co

vering of the ark of the covenant, in which

the tables of the law were depoſited : it was

of gold, and at its two ends were fixed the

two cherubims, of the ſame metal, which

with their wings extended forwards, ſeemed to

form a throne. Excd

MERE. a. [merus, Latj That or this only :

fuch and nothing elſe; this only. Afterbury.

Mr. R.F. or mer. [mene, Sax J A pool or lake.

Gibſºn.

MERE. f [mene, Sax.] 1. A pool; commonly a

large pool or lake. Camden. 2. A boundary.
Bacon.

ME RELY. adv. [from mere.] Simply; only.
Swift.

MERETRICIOUS... a. ſ. meretricius, Lat. )

Whoriſh ; ſuch as is practiſed by proſtitutes,

alluring by falſe ſhow.

MERETRICIOUSLY.adw.ſfrom meretriciºuſ )

Falſe ailurements like thoſe of ſtrumpets.

MERIT). A N. ſ. (meridien, Fr.] i. Noon; mid

day. Dryden. 2. The line drawn from north

to ſouth, which the ſun croſſes at noon. Wattſ.

3. The particular place or ſtate of any thing.

1ſale. 4. The higheſt point of glory or power.

H'alºr.

MERIT)1AN. a. i. At the point of noon.

Milton. 2. Extended from north to ſouth.

Bºyle. 3. Raiſed to the higheſt point.

MERI DiONAL. a. [meridional, Fr.) 1. South

ern. Brºwn. 2. Southerly ; having a ſouthern

aſpest. Wotton.

MERIDIONALITY.'ſ [from meridional.] Po

ſition in the ſouth ; aſpect towards the ſouth.

MERITIONALLY. adv. [from micridianal.]

With a ſouthern aſpect. Brown.

MERIT. ſ. [meritum, Lat] 1. Deſert; excel

lence deſerving honour or reward. Dryden. 2.

Reward deſerved. Prior. 3. Claim ; right.

Dryden. -

To MERIT. v. a. ſmeriter, Fr.] 1. To de

ſerve ; to have a right to claim anything as

deſerved. Sºuth. ... To deſerve, to carn.

Shakeſp.

MERITORIOUS. [incritºire, Fr. from merit.}

Deſerving of reward ; high in deſert. Biſhop

Sanderſºn.

MERITORIOUSLY, adv. [from meriterious.]

The act or ſtate of deſerving well. South.

MF. R TOT. ſ. ſºr:lium, Lat.] A kind of play.

MERLIN ſ. A kind of hawk. Sidney.

MERMA (D. ſ. ſmer, the ſea, and maid.]. A

ſea woman. Davies.

MERMAID’s 'I RUMPET, f. A kind of fiſh.

MF/k!?!!...Y.adw. (from merry..] Gaily; merrily;

chee lully , with mirth. Granville.

MERRIMAKE. ſ. (merry and make..] A feſti

val; a meeting for mirth. Spenſer.

To Mł. RR iMAKE. v. n. To leaſt; to be jo

vial. Gay. f

MP, RRIMENT. ſ.[from merry..] Mirth; gaiety;

cheerfulneſs; laughter. Hoºker.

M!. K R IN ESS. ſ. ſtrom merry..] Mirth; merry

diſpoſition. Shakeſp.

M!'RRY. a. ſ. Laughing; loudly cheerful gay

of heart. Addiſon. ... Cauſing laughter. Shakeſ.

3. Proſperous. Dryden. 4 Tº make Merry.

To junket; to be jovial. L'Eſtrange.

MERRY-A’NDREW, ſ. A buffoon; a zany ;

a jack-pudding. L'Eſirange.

Mr. RR Y PHOUGHT. ſ. (merry and thºught.]

A forked bone on the body of fowls. Eckard.

Mſ. RSION. ſ. [merſia, Lat..] The act of ſink
Ing.

MFSB,EMS imperſonal verb. I think; it appears
to inc. Sidney.

MESENTERY. ſ. [...sº, J That, round

which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnºt.

MESENTE'RICK a [meſentertºuc, Fr.) Re

lating to the meſentery. C. eyre.

MESERAICK / [2:34::::..] Belonging to the

meſentery. Brºwn.

MESH. ſ. ſmaeſche, Dutch.) The interſlice of

a net; the ſpace between the threads of a net.

Blackmºre.

To MESH. v. a. (from the noun..] To catch in

a net ; to enſnare. Draytºn.

ME SHY. a. ſ.rom meſ. J Reticulated; of net
work. Care zo.

ME Si.IN. f. from miſcellane.] Mixed corn: as,

wheat and rie. Hooker.

MESOL.UCY S. ſºrrºstrºl A precious

ſtone, black, with a ſtreak of white in the

middle.

MISO LoCARITHM.S. ſ. (…. :-, *,2, and

afº.3..] The legarithms of the coines and

tangents, ſo denominated by Apler. Harriſ. .

MESO MELAS. f. (ſatz-zºa;..] A precious

ſtone.

ME SPISE. f(probably miſprinted for reſºríſ, ,

*/fris, Fr. Contempt ; ſcorn. Spºnſer.

MESS.
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MESS. f [met, old Fr.] A diſh ; a quantity of

food ſent to table togethcr. Decay of Piety.

To MESS. v. n. To eat , to feed.

M ESSAGE. ſ. ſmeſſage, Fr.] An errand; any

thing committc. to another to be told to a

third. Sºuth, Drydºn.

Mr. SSENGER, f [meſſager, Fr.] One who

carries an errand ; one who brings an account

or foretoken of any thing. Clarendon.

MESSI AH. f. (from the Hebrew.] The

Anointed ; the Chriſt. Mº atts.

A ESSJ EUR S.J. (Fr. plural of mººſeur.) Sirs ;

gentlemen

MESSMATE. ſ. (reſ; and mate | One who

eats at the ſame talle.

ME SSUAGE. ſ. (mºji agium, low Lat.] The

houſe and ground ſet apart for houſho!d uſes.

MET. The prett ſite and part, or meet. .14diſºn

Aºi. I.4B.4 SIS. ſ. (Greek ) In rhetorick, a fi

gure by which the orator paſſes from one

thing to another. Dić.

META-BOL.A. f. [2.É.-Jº...] a medicine, a

change of time, air, or dieaſe.

METACA RPAL. a. Iſrom retacarful J Pe.

longing to the metacarpus. Dict.

METACA RPU.S. f. [...saxº~...] In anatomy,

a bone of the hand made up of four bones,

which are joined to the fingers. Mºſeman.

METAGRAMMATISM. f. (**andzºal

Anagrammatiſm, or retagrammatiſm, is a

difloution of a name truly written into its

letters, as its elemonts, and a new connexion

of it by artificial tranſpoſition, making ſome

perſect ſenſe applicable to theperſon named

Camd, n.

METAL.f. [metal, Fr.) 1. Metal is a firm,

heavy, and hard ſubſtance, opake, fuſible by

fire, and concreting again when cold into a

ſolid body ſuch as it was before, which is
inalleable under the hammer. The metals

are ſix in number: 1. gold , a filver ; 3.

copper; 4. tin; 5, iron ; and 6 lead. 2.

Courage; ſpirit. ( tº endºn.

METALE Psis. J. [..tº...] A continuation

of a trope in one word through a ſucceſſion of

ſignifications.

*11.T.A. i.) ICAL 7 a [from metallum, Lat)

M.I.T A Li.ICK. Partaking of metal ; con

taining metal : conſiſting of metal. PPetter.

Mº FAI L. F.ROU.S. a (metallain and fero,

La:.j Producing metals

METALLINE, a (from metal] 1. Itſ preg.

nated with metal. Bacon. 2. Conſiſting of

metal. Bºyle. -

ME TALLIST. ſ. (metalliſte, Fr.] A worker in

metals: one ſkilled in metals. Mºxºn.

METAL!.CGRAPHY. f. metalian and ºf4

º: } An accºunt or deſcription of metals.

METALLURO is T. ſ. a tallin, and *,zº, J A

worker in metals.

M ETA Li.U.R.G.Y. f. (metallum and tº ) The

art of working metals, or ſº parating them

from thcir ore.

To M.E.T A.10 RPHOS!... ... a. ſailaº, tºo...]

To change the to ºu of the pe of any thing.

Jºe: ...”.

METAMORPHOSIS. ſ. ſºlaº-it.)Tranſ.

formation 3 change of ſhape. Dryden.

METAPHOR. ſ. [44%pé.] The application

of a word to an uſe to which, in its original

import it cannot be put ; as, he brides his

anger; he deadens the ſound ; the ſpring

awakeſ the flowers. A metaphor is a firnie

comprized in a word. Dryden.

METAPHO'RicAL. N. a. [metaphorique, Fr.
METAPHO RICK. Not literal; not accor

ding to the primitive meaning of the word;

figurative. Hocker.

M.I.TAPHRASE. f [ºrazi;..]A mere verbal

tº anſlation from one language into another.

12 ryden.

METAPHRA'ST. ſ [*****a-r:) A liter:l

tranſlator ; one who tranſlates word for word

from one language into another.

METAPHYSICAL 7 a. i. Verſed in me

METAPHY'SICK. taphyſicks; relating to

metaphyſicks. 2. In Shakeſpeare it means

ſupernatural or preternatural.

META PHYSICK. f_{metaphyſique, Fr.

META PHYSICKS. } tail-ºv-ºn...] Ontology;

the doctrine of the general affections of ſub

ſtances exiſting. Cleaveland.

METAPHY SIS ſ. ſailºve...] Transformati

tion; metamorphoſis.

METAPLASM. f. failaºxazºº;..] A figure

in rhetorick, wherein words or letters are

tranſpoſed contrary to their natural order. Dră.

META STASIS. ſ. [...arázi;..] Tranſlation or
removal. Harvey.

METATA'RSAL. a. [from metatarſus.] Be

longing to the metatarſus. Sharp.

METATA'RSUS. f. [aira and rap-2:..] The

middle of the foot, which is compoſed of five

ſmall bones connected to thoſe of the firſt part
of the foot. Mºſeman.

METATHESIS.J. [2:43rziz.) A tranſpoſition.

To METE. v. a. [meticrº, Lat.] To meaſure;

to reduce to meaſure. Helder, Creech.

METEWAND. Q. ſ. (mete and yard, or wand.]
METEYAIRD. } A ſtaff of a certain length

wherewih meaſures are taken. Aſchart.

To METEMPSYCHO SE. v. a. [from meterf

ſcheſ.) To tranſlate from body to body. Pear.

METEMPSYCHOSIS. ſ. *ślsºxazº.] The

tranſmigration of ſouls from body to body.
Brzºon.

METEOR. ſ. ſºliosa J Any bodies in the air

or ſky that are of a flux and tranſitory nature.
Donne.

METEOROLOGICAL. a. [from meteerelegy )

Relating to the doćtrine of meteors. Hºwel

METEOROLOGIST. ſ. [from meteorolºgy.) A

man ſkilled in meteors, or ſtudious of them.

Hºwel.

METEORO'LOGY. ſ. ſuásºs and xi, 2.] The

doctrine of meteors. Brown.

METEOROUS. a. [from meteor.] Having the

nature of a meteor. Milton.

METER ſ [from mete.) A meaſurer.

METHEGLIN. ſ. (meddyglyn, Welſh.] Drink
Inaº
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made of honey boiled with water and ferment

ed. Dryden. -

METHINKS, verb imperſonal. I think; it

ſeems to me, Spenſer.

METHOD. ſ. [methode, Fr. º. iść6-.] The

placing of ſeveral things, or performing ſeveral

operations in the moſt convenient order.Watts.

METHODICAL. a. [methodique, Fr. from me

thod..] Ranged or proceeding in due or juſt

order. Addiſon.

METHODICALLY. adv. [from methºdical.]

According to method and order. Suckling.

To METHODISE. v. a. [from ...i To

regulate ; to diſpoſe in order. Addiſon.

METHODIST. ſ. [from method.) 1. A phyſi

cian who practiſes by theory. Boyle. 1. One of

a new kind of puritans lately ariſen, ſo called

from their profeſſion to live by rules and in

conſtant method.

METHOUGHT. ſ. The pret. of methinkr.

METONY"MICAL. a. [from metonomy) Put

by metonymy for ſomething elſe.

METONY"MICALLY. adv. [from metonymi

cal.] By metonymy, not literally. Boyle.

METO NYvíY. ſ. ſmetonymie, Fr. Jaywata.) A

rhetorical figure, by which one word is put for

another, as the matter for the materiate ; he

died by ſteel, that is, by a ſword. Tillotſon.

MET OPOSCOPY. f. [as rai, o, and castila..]

The ſtudy of phyſiognomy. -

METRE. ſ. [airpo.) Speech confined to a

certain number and harmonick diſpoſition of

ſyllables. Aſcham.

METRICAL. a. [metricuſ, Lat] Pertaining to

rhetre or numbers.

METRO POLIS. ſ. [ahrrp and rôl..] The

mother city ; the chief of any country or

diſtrict. Addiſon.

METROPOLITAN. ſ. (metropolitanus, Lat.)

A biſhop of the mother church, an archbiſhop

3.

METROPOLITAN. a. Belonging to a metro

polis. Raleigh.

METROPOLITICAL. a. [from metropolis.)

Chief or principal of cities. Knolieſ.

METTLE. J. Spirit; ſprightlineſs ; cou, age.

Clarendon.

MET TL.E.D. a. Sprightly j courageous. Ben.

chnſon.

METTLESOME. a. [from mettle.) Sprightly :

lively ; gay : briſk; airy. Tatler.

ME" i. LESOMELY. adv. [iron mettleſºme.]

With ſpri. htlineſs.

ME W. J. [mue, Fr.) 1. A cage : an incloſure;

a place where any thing is confined. Fairfax.

2. lvlay, Sax.] A ſea-fowl. Carew.

To MEw. v. a. [from the noon.) 1... To ſhut

up; to confine; to impriſon ; to incloſe. Spenſ,

2. To ſhed the feathers. Walton. 3. To cry

as a cat. Grew.

To M.F.W.L. v. n. (miauler, Fr.] To ſquall as a

child. Shakeſp. -

MFZE REON.J.A ſpecies of ſpurge laurel Hill

41E ZZO'ſ INIO. J. (Ital } A kind of giaving,

ſo named as nearly reſembling paint, the word

importing half-painted: it is done by beating :

the whole into aſperity with a hammer, and

then rubbing it down with a ſtone.

MEYNT. adv. Mingled. Obſolete. Spenſer.

MIASM. ſ. (from atawa inquinº, to infect.]

Such particles or atoms as are ſuppoſed to ariſo

from diſtempered, putrefying, or poiſonous

bodies. Harvey.

MICE, the plural of mouſe. 1 Sam.

MICHAEI MAS. ſ. [Michael and maſs.) The

feaſt of the archangel Michael, celebrated on

the twenty-ninth of September. Carew.

To MICHE. v. n. To be ſecret or covered.

Hanmer.

MICHER. ſ. [from miche.] A lazy loiterer, who

ſkulks about in corners and by-places; hedge

creeper. Sidney.

MICKLE. a. ſ. micel, Sax. J. Much ; great.

Camden

MICROCO'SM.'ſ ſawtºº. and agº..] The
little world. Man is ſo called, Derham.

MICROGRAPHY ſ. […nº, and 7:452). The

deſcription of the parts of ſuch very ſmall ob

jects as are diſcernible only with a microſcope.

retw.

MICROSCOPE. ſ. [...º.º. and -aori, ) An op

tick inſtrument, contrived various ways to give

to the eye a large appearance of many objects

which could not otherwiſe be ſeen. Bentley.

MICRO METER. ſ. [1,226 and as: ºv.) An

inſtrument contrived to meaſure ſmall ſpaces.

MICROSCO PICAL. U a. [tom microſcºpe.] i.

MICROSCO PICK. Made by a microſcope.

Arbuthnot 2. Affifted by a microſcope. Thomſ.

3 Reſembling a microſcope. Pºpe.

MID. a. 1. Middle ; equally between two

extremes. Rowe. 1. It is much uſed in com

poſition

MID-COURSE. ſ [mid and courſe.] Middle of

the way. Milton.

MID-DAY. ſ. mud and day.] Noon; meridian.
Dºnne.

MIDDEST. ſuperl of mid Spenſer. -

MIDDLE, a ſmºoie, Sax.] I. Equally diſtant

from the two extremes. Bacon, Rogers. 1. In

termediate; intervening, Davies. 3. Middle

finger ; the long finger Sharp.

Mſ DDLE ſ. 1. Part equally diſtant from two

extremities. judges. 2. The time that paſſes,

or events that happen between the beginning

and end. Dryden.

MIDDLE-AGED. a. [middle and age.) Placed

about the middle of life. Swift.

MIDDLEMOST. a. [from middle.] Being in

the middle. Newt:n. .

MI'DDLING. a. [fron middle ] . Of middle

rank L’Eſtraige. 2. Of moderate ſize; having

moderate qualities of any kind. Graunt.

MIDLAND. a. (mid and land.) 1. That which

is remote from the coaſt. Hºwel. 1. In the

midſt of the land; mediterranean. Dryden.

MIDGE / [mſ;e, Sax.) A gºat.

MID-HEAVEN. ſ. (mid and heaven.] The

middle of the ſky. Miltºn.

Q_q 4 M! DLF.C.
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MIT).E.G. ſ. (mid and leg.] Middle of the leg.
Baccm

MIDMOST, a [from mid] the middle. Pºpe.

MIDMOST. ſ. The depth of night; twelve

at night. Atterbury.

MIDRIFF. ſ. [mbinipe, Sax.] The diaphragm
Milton.

MID-SEA. ſ. (mid and ſea.] The mediterranean

ſea. Dryden.

MIDSHIPMAN. ſ. Midſhipmen are officers

aboard a ſhip, whoſe ſtation, when they are on

duty, is ſome on the quarter deck, others on

the poop, &c. They are uſually young gentle

men, who having ſerved their time as volun

teers, are now upon their preferment.

MIDST. ſ. Middle. Taylºr.

MIDST. a. (from middaſi..] Midmoſt; being in

the middle. Dryden.

MIDSTREAM. f. [mid and ſtream.] Middle

of the ſtream. Dryden.

MITSUMMER. ſ. (mid and ſummer.] The

ſummer ſolſtice. Swift.

MI'DWAY. ſ. (mid and way J The part of the

way equally diſlant from the beginning and

end. Shakeſp.

MI'ſ)WAY. a.

Shakeſp.

M.DWAY. adv. In the middle of the paſſage.
Dryden.

MI'DWIFE. ſ. A woman who aſſiſts women in

childbirth. Donne.

M1 DWIFERY. ſ. (from midwife J 1 Aſſiſtance

given at childbirth 2. Act of production ,

help to production. Child. Trade of a

midwife

MIDWINTER ſ. ſmid and winter.] The

winter ſolſtice. Dryden.

MIEN. ſ. [mine, Fr.] Air; look; manner.
M’aller.

MIGHT, the preterite of may. Locke

MIGHT: , / [might, Sax. J. Power; ſtrength;
force. Ayliffe.

MIGHTILY. adv. (from mighty.) 1... with

great power ; powerfully ; efficaciouſly; for

cibly. Hººker. , 2. Vehemently; vigorouſly,

violently. Shakeſ? 3. In a great degree,

very much. Spectator.

MIGHTINESS. ſ. (from mighty.] power,

greatneſs; height of dignity. Shakeſp.

MIGHTY. a... [from might ] . Powerful;

ſtrong. Geneſ. 2. Excellent, or powerful in

any act Dryden.

M1'GHTY. adv. In a great degree. Priºr.

MIGRATION. ſ. [ migrati:, Lat J Act of

changing place. PVºzdward.

MILCH. a. [from milk.) Giving milk. Graunt.

MILD a ſmile, Saxon 1. Kind; tender;

good; indulgent; merciful , compaſſionate ;

not cruel. Rogerſ. 2. Soft ; gentle; not vio

lent. Pºpe. 3. Not acrid; not corroſive; not

acrimonious. Arbuthnot. 4. Not ſharp ; mel

low ; ſweet ; having no mixture of acidity.

Davier.

MILDEW. ſ. [milbeape, Sax J. Mildew is a

diſeaſe that happens in plants, by a dewy

Middle between two places

-

-> *

moiſture which falls, and by its acrimony

corrodes, gnaws, and ſpoils, the inmoſt ſub

ſtance of the plant: or mildew is rather a con

crete ſubſtance which exſudes through the pores

of the leaves. What the gardeners common

ly call mildew is an infect, which is frequent

ly found in great plenty, preying upon this ex

ſudation. Whenever a tree has been greatly

affected by this mildew, it ſeldom recovers it

in two or three years. Hill.

T.M. LDEW. v. a. To taint with mildew.

ay.

MTLDLY. adv. [from mild.) 1. Tenderly ; not

ſeverely. Dryden. 2. Gently; not violently.
Bacon.

MILDNESS. ſ. [from mild.) 1. Gentleneſs;

tenderneſs; mercy clemency. Addiſºn. 2.

Contrariety to acrimony.

MILE ſ. (mille paſſur, Lat.) The uſual meaſure

of roads in England, one thouſand ſeven hun

dred and ſixty yards Clarenden.

MILESTONF. ſ. [mile and ſlene.] Stone ſet to

mark the miles.

MILFOIL. ſ. [millefºlium, Lat.] A plant, the

ſame with yarrow. Dryden.

MI LIARY, a [milium, millet.] Small ; reſem

bling a millet ſeed. Cheyne.

MILIARY fever. A fever that produces finall

eruptions.

MILICE. ſ. [Fr] Standing force. Temple.

MILITANT. a. (militant, Lat.) 1. Fighting;

proſecuting the buſineſs of a ſoldier. Speºſer.

2. Engaged in war"are with hell and the

world. A term applied to the church of Chriſt

on earth, as oppoſed to the church triumphant.

Rogers.

MILITAR. a. [r:litaris, Lat.) 1. Engaged

MILITA‘x.; in the life of a ſoldier: ſoldier

ly. Hoºker. 2. Suiting a ſoldier; pertaining

to a ſoldier; warlike. Prior. 3. Effected by

ſoldiers. Bacon.

41.1LITIA. f. (Latin.] The trainbands; the

ſtanding force of a nation. Clarenden.

Mii.K. f. [neeſe, Sax) 1. The liquor with

which animals feed their young from the

breaſt. PP. tſeman, Floyer. 2. Emulſion made

by contuſion of ſeeds. Bacon.

To M11.K. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To draw

milk from the b, eaſt by the hand. Pºpe. 2.

To fuck. Shakeſp.

MI LKEN. a. [from milk.) Conſiſting of milk.

Temple.

MILKER. ſ. ſſrom milk.) One that milks ani

mals. Dryden. º

MILKINESS. ſ. [from milky.] Sofineſs like

that of milk; approach to the nature of milk.

Flyer.

MILKLIVERED a [milk and liver.] Coward

ly; tımorous; faint-hearted. Shakeſp.

MILKMAID. ſ. (mtik and rard.) A woman

employed in the dairy. Addiſon. -

MILKMAN. ſ. (milk and man.] A man who

ſells milk. -

MILKPAIL. f. [milk and pail] Veſſel into

which cows are milked, Wattſ.

MIT.KFAN,
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Mi'i. KPAN. ſ. [milk and pan.] veſſel in which

milk is kept in the dairy Bacon.

MILKPOTTAGE ſ [milk and pottage.) Food

made by boiling milk with water and oatmeal,

Lecke.

MILKSCORE. ſ. ſmilk and ſcore ) Account of

milk owed for, ſcored on a board. Addiſon.

Mſ LKSOP. ſ. ſmilk and ſp.) A ſoft, mild, ef

feminate, feeble-minded man. Spenſer.

MILKTOOTH / [milk and teeth j Miikteeth

are thoſe ſmall teeth which come forth before,

when a foal is about three months old. Farri

er’s D167.

Mi LKTHISTLE. ſ. (milk and thiſ le: plants

i. have a white juice are named milky.] An
erb.

MILKTREFOIL. ſ. An herb.

MI LKVETCH. ſ. A plant.

MILKWEED. ſ. ſmilk and weed.] A plant.

MILKWHITE. a [milk and white.] White as

milk. Dryden.

Mi LKWORT ſ. (milk and wort ) Milkwort

is a bell-ſhaped flower. Miller.

MILKWOMAN. ſ. ſmilk and woman.] A wo.

man, whoſe buſineſs is to ſerve families with

milk. Arbuthnot.

MI LKY. a. [from milk.) 1. Made of milk. 2.

Refermbling milk. Arbuthnot. 3. Yielding

rnilk. Roſcommon. 4. Soft; gentle; tender;

timorous. Shakeſp. -

MILKY-WAY. f. [milky and way.] The

galaxy. The milky-way is a broad white path

or track, encompaffing the whole heavens, and

extending itſelf in ſome places with a double

path, but for the moſt part with a ſingle one.

It hath been diſcovered to conſiſt of an in

numerable quantity of fixed ſtars, different in

ſituation and magnitude, from the confuſed

mixture of whoſe light its whole colour is

ſuppoſed to be occaſioned. The galaxy hath

uſually been the region in which new ſtars

have appeared; which have then become in

viſible again. Creech.

M.ILL. ſ. ſºvºr.] An engine or fabrick in which

corn is ground to meal, or any other body is

comminuted. Sharp.

To M.ILL. v. a. [from the noun; ºv»sſ J 1.

To grind; to comminute. 2. To beat up

chocolate. 3. To ſtamp coin in the unints,

Addiſon.

MI'LL-COG ſ The denticulations on the cir

cumference of wheels, by which they lock in

to other wheels. AMortimer.

MILL DAM. f. [mill and dam | The mound,

by which the water is kept up to raiſe it for

the mill. Mortimer.

MILL-HORSE.ſ. Horſe that turns a mill.Sidney.

MILLMOUNTAINS. ſ. An herb.

MILL-TEETH. ſ. [mill and teeth.] The grind

ers. Arbuthnot.

MILLEN ARIAN. ſ. [from millenarius,

One who expects the millennium.

MILLENARY. a. [millenaire, Fr.] Conſiſting

of a thouſand. Arbuthnot.

MILLENIST. ſ. One that holds the millen

niurn,

Lat]

MILLENNIUM. ſ. [Lat.) A thouſand years;

generally taken for the thouſand years, during

which, according to an ancient tradition in

the church, grounded on a doubtful text in the

Apocalypſe, our bleſſed Saviour ſhall reign with

the faithful upon earth after the reſurrection.
Burnet.

MILLENNIAL. a. [from millennium, Lat.]

Pertaining to the millennium.

MILLEPEDES ſ (mille and pet, Lat.) wood

lice, ſo called from their numerous feet. Morti.

MILLER. f. [from mill.] One who attends 'a

mill. Brown.

MILLER. / A fly.

MILLER'S-THUMB. ſ. A ſmall fiſh found in

brooks, called likewiſe a bulhead.

MH.I.E SIMAL. a. [mileſimus, Lat.) Thou
ſandth. Wattſ. -

MTLLET. f [milium, Lat.) 1. A plant. Arbuth.

2. A kind of fiſh. Carew.

MILLINE.R.'ſ One who ſells ribands and dreſſes

for women Tatler.

MILLION. ſ. ſmilliogne, Ital.] 1. The number

of a hundred myriads, or ten hundred thou

ſand. Shakeſp. z. A proverbial name for any

very great number. Locke. -

MILLIONTH. a. (from million.] The ten hun

dred thouſandth. Bentley. -

MILLSTONE. ſ. (mill and ſtone.] The ſtone by

which corn is comminuted. L'Eſtrange.

MILT. ſ. [mildt, Dutch.) 1. The ſperm of

the male fiſh. Walton. 2. [Milt, Sax J. The

ſpleen.

To MILT v. a. [from the noun..] To impreg

nate the roe or ſpawn of the female fiſh.

MILTER.J. [from mill.] The he of any fiſh,

the ſhe being called ſpawner. Walian.

Mi LTWORT. ſ. An herb.

MIME. ſ. [...a6.) A buffoon who practiſes

geſticulations, either repreſentative of ſome

action, or merely contrived to raiſe mirth.

Ben. Johnſon.

To MIME. v. n. To play the mime B. jºhnſºn.

MIMER,ſ [from mime.] A mimick; a buffoon.

Milton.

MIMICAL. a. [mimicus, Lat] Imitative; be

fitting a mimick; acting the mimick. Dryden.

MIMICALLY adv. [from mimical] ln imita

tion; in a mimical manner.

MIMICK. ſ. (mimicus, Lat.]1.A ludicrous imi

tator; a buffoon who copies another's act or

manner. Prior. 2. A mean or ſervile ini

tator.

MIMICK. a (mimicus, Lat.) Imitative. Swift.

To MI'MICK. v. a. [from the noun J To imi

tate as a buffoon; to ridicule by a burleigue

imitation. Granville.

MIMICKRY. ſ. [from mimick.] Burleſque

imitation. Spectator. º

MIMO GRAPHER. ſ. [mimus and ypéºz.) A

writer of farces.

MINA'CIOUS. a. (minax,Lat.] Full of threats.

MINA'CITY. ſ. [from minax, Lat.] Diſpoſition

to uſe threats. -

Q_q q 2. MINATORY,
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MI'NATORY. a. (minor, Lat] Threatening,
Bacon.

To MINCE v. a. [from miniſh.) 1. To cut into

very ſmall parts. South. 2. To mention any

thing ſcrupulouſly, by a little at a time; to

Palliate. Woodward.

To MINCE. v. n. 1. To walk nicely by ſhort

ſteps. Pºpe. 2. To ſpeak ſmall and imperiectly

ryden.

MINCINGLY. adv. [from mince.) In ſmall

parts; not fully. Hooker.

MIND. ſ. [3emino, Sax.] 1. Intelligent power.

Shakeſp. 2. Liking; choice; inclination ;

propenſion; affection. Hooker. 3. Thoughts;

ſentiments. Dryden. 4. Opinion. Granville.

5. Memory; remembrancy. Atterbury.

To MIND. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To mark ;

to attend. Roſcommon. 2. To put in mind; to

remind. Burnet.

To MIND. v. n To incline; to be diſpoſed.

Spenſer.

MINDED. a. (from mind.] Diſpoſed; inclined,

affected. Tilletſon.

MINDFUL. a. (nind and full.] Attentive; ha

ving memory. Hammond,

MINDFULLY. adv. [from mindful..] Atten

tively.

MINDPULNESS. ſ. [from mindful.] Attenti.

on ; regard.

MINDLESS. a. [from mind ) i. Inattentive;

regardleſs. Prior. 1. Not endued with a

mind; having no intellectual powers. Davieſ.

MIND-STRICKEN. a. mind and ſiri, ken.]

Moved; affected in his mind. Sidney.

MINE. pronoun poſſeſſive. [myn, Sax.] Belong

ing to me. Dryden.

MINE. ſ. [mºuyn or mºn, Welſh.) 1. A place

or cavern in the earth which contains metals

or minerals. Boyle 2. A cavern dug under

any fortification that it may ſink for want of

fupport, or, in modern war, that powder may

he lodged in it, which being fired, whatever

is over it may be blown up. Milton.

To MINE. v. n. [from the noun.) To dig mines
or burrows. Woodward.

To MINE v. a. To ſap; to ruin by mines; to

tleſtroy by ſlow degrees. Shakeſp.

MI NER.J. [mineur, Fr.] I. One that digs for

metals. Dryden, 2. One who makes military

mines Tatler.

MI NERAL ſ. (minerale, Lat.) A foſſile body;

matter dug out of mines. Woodward.

M! NERAL a. Conſiſting of foſſile bodies

M/ccdward.

MI NERALIST. ſ. [from mineral ) One ſkilled

or employed in minerals Bºyle.

MiNERALOGIST. ſ. [from mineral and,3,3,...]

One who diſcourſes on minerals. Brown.

MIN ERA'LOGY..f. [from mineral and x:ye.]

The doStrine of minerals.

MINE VER. ſ. A ſkin with ſpecks of white.

To Mſ NGLE, v. a. To mix , to join; to com

pound; to unite with ſomething ſo as to make

one maſs. Rogers, Thomſon.

To M1 NGLE. v. n. To be mixed; to be united

- with Rowe,

º,

MI'NGLE ſtromthe verb) Mixture; medley;

confuſed maſs. Dryden.
MI Ngues / [from the verb.] He who min

gles.

MINATURE. ſ. (miniature, Fr. Repreſen

tation in a ſmall compaſs; repreſentation leſs

than the reality. Philips.

MITNIKIN. a. Small; diminutive. Shakeſp.

MINIKIN. ſ. A ſmall ſort of pins.

MINIM. f. I from minumur, Lat.] A ſmall be

ing ; a dwarf. Milton.

MINIMUS. ſ. [Lat.) A being of the leaſt ſize.

Shakeſp.

MINION. ſ. [mignon, Fr.] A favourite; a dar

ling ; a low dependant. Swift.

MINIOUS, a [from minium, Lat..] Of the co

lour of red lead or vermilion. Brown.

To MINISH. v. a. I from diminiſh j To leſſen;

to lop; to impair. Palms.

MINISTER.J. (miniſter, Lat.] 1. An agent;

one who is employed to any end ; one who

acts under another. Sidney. 2. One who is

cmployed in the adminiſtration of government.

Bacon. 3. One who ſerves at the altar; one

who performs ſacerdotal functions. Addiſºn 4.

A delegate; an official. Shakeſp. 5. An agent

from a foreign power.

To MINISTER. v. a. (miniſłrs. Lat.]To give;

to ſupply; to afford. Otway.

To M!'NIST ER. v. n. 1. To attend ; to ſerve

in any office. I Cor. 2. To give medicines.

Shakeſp. 3. To give ſupplies of things needful;

to give aſſiſtance. South, Smalridge. 4. To

attend on the ſervice of God. Romanr.

MINISTE’RIAL. a. [from miniſter.] I. At

tendant ; acting at command. Brown. z.

Acting under ſuperior authority. Rogerſ. 3.

Sacerdotal; belonging to the eccleſiaſticks or

their office. Hooker. 4. Pertaining to miniſters

of ſtate.

MINISTERY,ſ (miniſterium, Lat.] Office;

ſervice. Digby.

MINISTRAL. a. [from miniſter.] Pertaining

to a miniſter.

MI NISTRANT a.ſ from miniſter.] Attendants;

acting at command. Pºpe.

MINISTRATION. ſ. [irom miniſtre, Lat.) 1.

Agency; intervention; office of an agent de

legated or commiſſioned Taylor. 2. Service;

office; eccleſiaſtical function. Atterbury.

MI NIUM.J. [Lat J Melt lead in a broad earth

en veſſel unglazed, and ſtir it till it be calcined

into a grey powder; this is called the calx of

lead; continue the fire, ſtirring it in the ſame

manner, and it becomes yellow; in this ſtate

it is uſed in painting ; after this put it into a

reverberatory furnace, and it will calcine fur

ther, and become of a fine red, which is the

common minium or red lead. Hill.

MI NISTRY. f [minſterium, Lat.] 1. Office ;

ſervice. Spratt. 1. Office of one ſet apart to

preach ; eccleſiaſtical function. Lºcke 3.

Agency; interpoſition. Bentley. 4. Buſinets.

Dryden. 5. Perſons employed in the publick

fiais of a ſtate. Swift.afiais of a ſtate. Sºof MINNOW,
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MINNow. ſ. A very final fiſh ; a pink: The

minnow, when he is in perfect ſeaſon, and not

ſick, which is only preſently after ſpawning,

hath a kind of dapplcd or waved colour, like

a panther, on his ſides, inclining to a greeniſh

and ſky-colour, his belly being milk-white,

and his back almoſt black M'alton.

M1No R. a. (Latin.) 1. Petty; inconſiderable.

Brown. 2. Leſs, ſmaller. Clarendon.

MI NOR. ſ. 1. One under age. Davies. 1. The

ſecond or particular propoſition in the ſyllo
gaſm. Arbuthnot.

To MINORATE. v. a. [from miner, Lat.)

To leſſen. Glanville

MINORATION. ſ. [from minerate } The act

of leſſening ; diminution. Breton.

MINO RITY. f (trom minºr, Lat.) 1. The

ſtate of being under age. Shakºff. ... " hº

(late of being leſs. Brºwn. 3 The ſmaller
number.

Mi NotAUR'ſ (Mine, and taurus J A monſtº
invented by the poets, ha!: man and halt bull.

Shakeſp.

Mi Nsiº R. ſ. (minrcene,Sax.] A monaſtery :
an eccleſiaſtical traiernity; a cathedral church.

The word is yet retained at York and Litch.
field.

Mi'NSTREL. ſ. [meneſiril, Span] A muſician
one who plays upon inſtrumen's Sandy.

MI NSTRELSEY ſ. (from miºſtrel J 1. Mu

ſick; inſtrumental harmony. Patte‘. . *

number of muſicians Miliºn.

MINT. ſ. (mince, Sax.] A plant;
MiNT.ſ. (munte, Dutch.) i. The place where

money is coined Adat/en. * Any place of

invention. Shakeſp.

To MiNT. v. a. (from the noun 1. To coins

to flamp money. Bacon. 2. To invent tº

forge. Bacon.

Mi NºrAGE. ſ. (from mint.) 1. That which is
coined or ſtamped. Milton. 1. The duty paid

for coining.
M1'NTER. ſ. (from mint.) A coiner. Carden

Mi NTMA.N. f. (mint and man. One ſkilled in

coinage. Bacz”.

MINTMAstER. ſ. (mint and maſter.) 1. One
who preſides in coinage. Bºyle. *. One who

invents. Locke.

Mi'NUET. ſ. (menuet, Fr J A ſtately regular

dance. Stepney.
MINUM. J. (With printers J A ſmall ſort

of printing letter. . . . With muſicians.) A

note of ſlow time. Batley.

MINUTE. a. (minutuſ, Lat.) Small ; little ;

ſlender; ſmall in bulk. Sºuth. -

MINUTE /. (minutan, Lat. 1. The ſixtieth

part of an hour. Shakº/p.2. Any ſmall ſpace

of time. S. uth. 3. The firſt draught of any

gree ment in writing.

To Mi NUT E. v. a. (minuter, Fr.] To ſet down

in ſhort hints Spectatºr.

Mi NUTE-BOOK. ſ. (minute and book.] Book

of ſhort hints.

MINUTE:GLASS. ſ. (minute and glaſ, J Glaſs

of which the ſand meaſures a minute.

MINUTELY. adv. (from minute.] To a ſmall

point ; exactly. Locke.

MINUTELY. adv. [from minute, the ſubſtan

tive | Every minute 3, with very little time

intervening. Hammond.

MINUTEN ESS. ſ. ſ from minute.] Smallneſs .

ºxility ; inconſiderableneſs. Bentley. º

MI'NUTE-WATCH ſ. A watch in which mi

nutes are more diſtinctly marked than in com

mon watches which reckon by the hour. Bey.

MINX, I A young, pert, wanton girl. sº.
MIRACLE / [mºra alum, Lat.) . A wondſ.

ſomething above human power. Shakeſp. 2.

{In theology.) An effect above human o:

nºtural power, performed in atteſtation of

ſome t1uth. Bentley.

MIRA CUI.O.U.S. a. ſmiraculºux, Fr. from mi

racle.] Dºne by miracle; produced by mira

cle i eſcCled by power more than natural

Herbert. -

MIRACULOUSLY. adv. [from miracular.]

By miracle ; by power above that of nature.

ryden.

MIRA CULOUSNFss. ſ. [from miraculous.]

Tre flate of being effected by miracle; ſu

periority to natural power.

MIRADO'R ſ. [Spaniſh, from mirar, to look.]

A balcony. Pryden

MIRF. ſ. (moer, Dutch i Mud: dirt. Rºſcommºn.

To MIRE. v. a [from the noun..] To whelm

in the mud, Shakeſp.

M1R E. f [myna, Sax.} An ant; a piſmire.

Mi'RINESS ſ (from mily.) Dirtineſs; fulneſs

of mire.

Mſ RKSOME. ſ. Dark; obſcure. Spenſer.

Mi RROR. j. [mu, air, Fr.) 1. A looking glaſs,

any hing which exhibits repreſentations of

objects by refection. Davies. 2. It is uſed for

pattern. Hººker.

Mi RROR STONE. ſ. (ſelenites, Lat.] A kind

of tranſparent ſtone.

MIRTH... [mynhoe, Sax.]Merriment, jollity ;

gaiety : laughter. Pope

M. RTHFUL a [mirth and full.] Merry 5 gay;

cheerful. Ben. jºhn, on.

Mi RTHLESS. a. ſ from mirth. J Joyleſs ;

cheerleſs.

Mſ R.Y. a [from mire.] 1. Deep in mud :

muddy. Temple. 1. Conſiſting of mire Shakeſp.

MIS. An inſpirable particle uſed in compoſitiºn

to mark an ill ſenſe, or depravation of the

meaning: as, chance, luck miſchance, ill

luck, tº like, to be pleaſed ; tº m/like, to be

offended

MISACCEPTATIONſ (nii and acceptatiºn 1

The act of taking in a wrong ſenſe.

MISA)v E. Nº URE. ſ. In a venture, Fr.) 1.

Miſchance ; misfortune; ill luck; bad fortune.

Clarendon. (In law J Manſlaughter.

Misadve. NTURE.D. a.[hom mi adventure

Unfortunate. Shakeſp.

MisadviseD. a. ini, and adviſed.] Ill

directed.

MiSA IMED"
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MISA'IMED. a. [mir and aim..] Not aimed

rightly. Spenſer.

MrsANTHROPE. R. ſ. [ airá, 32&trº-. ) A

MISA'NTHROPOS V hater of mankind. Shak.

MISA'NTHROPY. ſ. (from mi anthrºpe J Ha

tred of mankind.

MISAPPLICATION. ſ. [mi, and application.]

Application to a wrong purpoſe. Brettºn.

To MISAPPLY. v., a [mi, and apply.) To

apply to wrong purpoſes. Herrel.

To MISA PPREHF'ND v a [mir and appre

head. Not to undertº and rightly. Lºcke.

MISA PPREHENSION | [mi, and apprehenſ

on. Miſtake , not right apprehenſion Glanville

To MISA SCRI'BE v. a ſm and aſcribe.) To

aſcribe falſly. Bºyle.

To MISASSI'GN. v. a [mi, and aſſign.) To

aſſign erroneouſly. Boyle.

To MISBEcoME v. d [mi, and became ) Not

to become 5 to be unſeemiy; not to ſuit. Sidney.

MISREGO T. a (begot, or begºtten, with

MISBE GOT TEN. ſ. mi., ) Unlawfully or irre

gularly begotten. Dryden.

To MISBEHA v E v. ... [mi, and behave.) To

aët ill or improperly.

MISBEHAVIOUR /. [mir and behaviour j Ill

conduct bad practice. Addiſºn. - -

MISBELIEF / [mi, and belief j Falſe religion;

a widng belief.

MISBF Li'evER, ſ ſni, and believer.] One

that holds a falſe religion, or believes wrongly.

Pryden.

To MISCALCULATE. v. a. [mir and calcu

late } To reckon wrong.

To MISCA L. v. a. [rt, and call ) To name

improperly. Glanville.

MISCA RRIAGF. ſ. [mir and carriage.) 1.

Unhappy event of an undertaking. Moodward.

2. Abortion ; ačt of bringing forth before the

time. Graunt.

To MiscA'RRY. v. n. [mir and carry.) 1. To

fail not to have the intended event. Addiſon.

2. To have an abortion. Pºpe.

MISCELLAN E. ſ. (miſcellancus, Lat.) Mixed
corn. Bacon.

MISCELLA’NEOUS. a. [miſcellaneur, Lat.)

Mingled; compoſed of various kinds. Brown.

MISCELI,A"NEOUSNESS. ſ. (from miſcella

neºus. Compoſition of various kinds.

MISCELLANY. a. (miſrellaneur, Lat.] Mixed

of various kinds. Bacon.

MICELLANY. ſ. A maſs formed out of vari

ous kinds. Pope.

To MISCA ST v. a. [mir and caſt ) To take

a wrong account of. Brºwn.

MISCHANCF. ſ. [mi, and chance J Ill luck;

iłł fortune. South.

MISCHIEF. ſ. [ meſchef, old French. ) i.

Harm ; hurt; whatever is ill and injuriouſly

done. Rºwe. 2. Ill conſequence; vexatious

affair. Swift.

To MISCHIEF. v. a. [from the noun ). To

hurt to harm ; to injure, Spratt. -

MI's Hi EFMAKER. . [from mºſ, hief and

na'e..] One who cauſes miſchief.

MTSCHIEVOUS, a [from miſchief] ... Harm

ful i hurtful; deſtructive , noxious; perni

cious. South. 2. Spiteful: malicious.

MI'SCHIEVOUSLY, adv. Noxiouſly; hurtful

ly: wickedly. Dryden

MiSCHIEVOUSNESS. ſ. [from miſzkietent.]

Hurtfulneſs ; perniciouſneſs ; wickedneſs.

South.

MISCIBLE. a. ſſrom miſres, Lat.) Poſſible to

be mingled. A, butknot.

MISCITATION. ſ [mir and citation.] Unfair

or falſe quotation. Collier.

To MISC 1 TE. v.a. (mi, and cite.] To quote

wron

M1$CLAIM. ſ. [ mts and claim. J Miſtaken
claim. Racon.

MISCOMPUTATION. ſ [mis and computa

tion.] Falſe reckoning. Clarenden.

To MISCONCEIVE. v. a. [mir and cenceive.]

To miſjudge ; to have a faiſe notion ef.

Spenſer.

MISCONCFIT. ſ [mis and conceit, and

MISCONCEPTION. ; conception ) falſe opi

nion ; wrong notion. Hooker.

MISCONDUCT. ſ. (mi, and condus.) III be

haviour; ill management. Addiſon, Rogerſ.

To MISCONDUCT. v. a. ſmi, and cº-3,3}

To manage amiſ.

MISCONJECTURE. ſ. [mir and conječiare.]

A wrong gueſs. Brown.

MISCONSTRUCTION. ſ [mir and confirst

*J Wrong interpretation ofwords or things,

Shakeſp.

To MISCO'NSTRUE. v. a. ſmi, and re-ſiree.]

To interpret wrong. Raleigh.

MISCONTI NUANCE. ſ: [mis and contina

ance.) Ceſſation ; intermiſſion. -

To MISCOUNSEL. v. a. [mis and counſel]

To adviſe wrong. Spenſer.

To MISCOUNT. v. a. (miſtcanter, Fr. nir

and count.) To reckon wrong.

M! SCREANCE A ſ. [ from *iſcreasze, or

MISCREANCY. S. meſºroiance, Fr.) Unbelief;

falſe faith ; adherence to a falſe religion.

Spenſer.

MISCREANT. ſ. (miſcreant, Fr.) 1. One that

holds a falſe faith; one who believes in alie

gods. 2. A vile wretch. Addiſon.

MISCREATE a. [mis and created.] Form

MISCREATED, $ ed unnaturally or illegi

timately ; made as by a blunder of nature.

Shakeſp

MISDEED. ſ. [mis and deed J Evil action.

Dryden.

To MISDE'EM. v. a. [mir and deem. J. To

judge ill of ; to miſtake. Davies.

To MISDEMEA N. v. a. [mi, and demean.]

To behave ill. Shakeſp.

MISDEMEA NOR. ſ. (mir and demean.] OF

fence ; ill behaviour. Sºuth,

To MſSDO. v. a. (mi, and dº..] To do wrong;

to commit a crime. Milton.

To MISDO v. n. To commit faults. Dryden.

MISDO F.R. ſ. (from miſd:..] An offender ; a

crimical. Spenſºr.
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To MISDO'UBT. v. a. ſmi, and dºubt..] To

ſuſpest of deceit or danger. Shakeſp.

MISDO'UBT. ſ. ſmi, and doubt..] I. Suſpicion

of crime or danger. Shakeſp. 2. Irreſolution;

heſitation Shakeſp.

MISE. ſ. [French] iſſue. Law term.

To MISEMPLOY. v. a. [mi, and employ..] To

uſe to wrong purpoſes. Atterbury.

Misemplo’YMENT. ſ. ſmir and employment.]

Improper application. Hale.

MISER, f [miſer, Lat] 1. A wretched perſon;

one overwhelmed with calamity. Sidney. 1. A

wretch; a mean fellow. Shakeſp. 3. A wretch

covetous to extremity, Otway.

MISERABLE. a. [miſerable, Fr.) 1. Unhappy;

calamitous; wretched. South. 2. Wretched ;

worthleſs. job. 3. Culpably parſimonious;

ſtingy.

MISERABLENESS. ſ. (from miſerable.] State

of miſery.

MISERABLY. adv. [from miſerable 1 1. Un

happily; calamitouſly. South. 1. Wretchedly;

meanly. Sidney.

MI'SERY. ſ. [miſeria, Lat.) 1. Wretchedneſs ;

unhappineſ. Locke. 2. Calamity; misfortune:

cauſe of miſery. Shakeſp. 3. [from miſer.

Covetouſneſs; avarice. Motton.

To MISFASHION v. a [mir and faſhion.]

To form wrong. Hakewill.

MISFORTUNE. ſ. [mir and fortune J Calami.

ty; ill luck; want of good tortune Sidney.

To MISGI'VE. v. a. [mir and give.) To fill

with doubt; to deprive of conſidence. Milton.

MISGoverNMENT.ſ (mi, and gºvernment }

1. ill adminiſtration of publick affairs. Raleigh.

2. Ill management. Taylor 3. Irregularity;

inordinate behaviour. Shakeſp.

MISGUl'OANCE. ſ. [mir and guidance) Falſe

direction. South.

To MISGUIDE. v. a. ſmir and guide.] To

direct ill; to lead the wrong way. Locke.

MISHA P. ſ. (mi, and hap.] Ill chance; ill luck.

Spenſer

MISHMASH. ſ. Ainſwºrth. A low word. A

mingle.

To MISINFER. v. a. (mi, and infer.] To infer

wrong. Hooker.

To MISINFORM va. (mi, and inform.) To

deceive by falſe accounts. 1 Mac.

MISINFORMATION. ſ. (from miſinform.)

Falſe intelligence; falſe accounts. South.

To MISINTERPRET w a [mi, and interpret.]

To explain to a wrong ſenſe. Ben. Johnſon.

To MISJOIN. v. a. mir and join.) To join

unfitly or improperly. Dryden.

To MISJU'DGE. v. a. [mir and judge J. To

form falſe opinions; to judge ill. Pºpe

To MISL.A.Y. v. a. [mis and lay.] To lay in

a wrong place. Dryden.

Misl.A YER. ſ. [from miſlay.] One that puts

in a wrong place. Bacon

To MISLEAD. v. a. (mi, and lead ) To guide

a wrong way; to betray to miſchief or miſ

take. Bacon,

MISLEADER. ſ. [from miſlead..] One that

leads to ill Shakeſp.

To MISL, KE v. a. ſmi, and #2). To diſap
prove; to be not pleaſed with. Herbert.

MISLI'KE.. [from the verb.] Diſapprobation;

diſtaſte. Fairfax

MISLI'KER / (from miſlike.) One that diſ.

approves. Aſcham.

M1 SLEN / corrupted from miſrellane.) Mixed
corn. Mortimer.

To MISLE. v. n. [from miſt.) To rain in

imperceptible drops, like a thick miſt: pro

perly maſte. Spenſer.

To MI'SLIVE. v. n. [mir and live.] To live

ill. Spenſer.

Tº MISMANAGE. v. a. ſ. mi., and ranage. }
To manage ill. Locke.

MISMANAGEMENT. ſ. (mi, and manage

ment.] Ill management , ill condu&t. Locke,

To MISMA'TCH. v. a. [mi, and match..] To

match unſuitably. Sauhern.

To MisNA ME. v. a. Unus and name.] To call

by the wrong name. Beye.

MISMO MER ſ (French.) In law, an india

ment or any other act vacated by a wrong
name.

To MISOBSERVE. v. a. ſni, and ºbſerve.)

Not to obſerve accurately. Locke.

MISO GAMIST. ſ. [air, and 24.cº.]

marriage hater.

MISO GYNY. ſ. [wiaz and ; wh) Hatred of

wonen.

To MiSo RDER. v. a. [mir and order.] To

conduct ill; to manage irregularly. Shakeſp.

MISO'RDER. ſ. (from the verb.] Irregularity ;

diſorderly proceedings. Camden.

MISORDERLY. a. ſ.rom miſorder.] Irregular.

Aſcham.

To MISPEND. v. a. preterite and part. paſſive

miſpent. (mis and ſpend] 1. To ſpend ill, to

waite; to conſume to no purpoſe. B. Johnſºn.

*... To waite, with the reciprocal pronour.

Philipt.

MISPENDER. ſ. (from miſpend.) One who

ſpends ill or prodigally. Norris.

MISPERSUASION. ſ. [mus and perſuaſion 1

Wrong notion; falſe opinion. Decay ºf Piety.

To MISPLACE. v. a. (mis aud place.] To put

in a wrong place. South.

To MISPRISE. v. a. To miſtake. Shakeſ.

2. To ſlight , to ſcorn ; to deſpiſe. Shakeſp.

MISPRISION. ſ. [from miſpriſe.} 1. Scorn;

contempt. Shakeſp. 2. Mittake miſconcep

tion. Glanville. 3. [In common law ) It

ſignifies neglect, negligence, or overſight.

Miſprſion of treaſon is the concealment, or

not diſcloſing, of known treaſon ; for the which

the offenders are to ſuffer impriſonment during

the king's pleature, loſe their goods and the

profits of their lands Majprºſºn of felony, is

the letting any perſon, committed for treaſon

or felony, or ſulpicion of either, to go before

he be indicted. Cowell.

To MISPROPO RTION. v. a. [mis and £rºpºr

tion.] To join without due proportion.

MISPRO'UD.
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Mispro Up. a. ſni, and proud.] Vitiouſly MISSIVE, a [miſſive, fr.) 1. Such as may be

proud. Shakeſp. ent .4/liffe. 2. Uſed at a diſtance. Dryden.

To MISQUO TE v. a. ſmi, and quote.] To MISSIVE. ſ. [French j . A letter ſent: it is

quote faiſly. Shakeſp. retained in Scotland in that ſenſe. Bacos. 2.

To MISRECITE. v.a. (mis and recite.] To

recite not according to the truth.

To MISRECKON v. a [mi, and recken.) To

reckon wrong; to compute wrong. Swift.

To MISRELATF. v. a [mis and relate.] To

relate inaccurately or falſly. Boyle.

A meſſenger. Shakeſp.

MISSPEAK. v. a [ni, and ſpeak.] To ſpeak

wrong. Donne.

MIST. ſ. (mirr, Sax.] 1. A low thin cloud; a

ſmall thin rain not perceived in drops. Raſcam.

2. Any thing that dims or darkens. Dryden.

MISRELATION. ſ. [from m frelate ) Falſe or, To Mis T. v. a. ſtrom the noun.J. To cloud; to

inaccurate narrative. Biſhºp Bramhall. cover with a vapour or ſteam. Shakeſp.

To MISREMEMBER va.[ni, and reinember.), MISTA KABLE. a. [ from mſlake. J Liable to

To miſtake by truſting to memory. 1%) le. | be conceived wrong. Brºwn.

To MISREP ORT. v. a. [mº and repºrt.) To To Mis TAKE. v. a [mis and take.] To con

give a falſe account of Hooker.

MISREPORT. ſ. (from the verb.) Falie account;

falſe and maicious repreſentation. Dryden.

To MISREPRESENT. v. a. (mi, and pre

ſent.) To preſent not as it is ; wo falſily to

diſadvantage. Swift.

MISREPRESENTA T ON ſ [from miſrepre

ſent ) i. The act of miſrepreſenting. Swift.

1. Account maliciouſly falſe. Atten bury

MISR U LE. ſ. Tumult; confuſion , revel. Pºpe

MíSS. ſ. (contracted from miſir eſſ J 1. The term

of honour to a young girl. Swift z. A ſtrum

pet; a concubine; a proſtitute. Hudibrar

To MISS. v. a. (miſſin, Dutch J Miſſed preter.

mºſt part. 1. Not to hit by the mind; to

miſlake. Miſtem. 2. Not to hit by manual

airn. Pºpe. 3 To fail of obtaining. Sidney.

4. To diſcover ſºmething to be unexpectedly

wanting. Sam 5. To be without Shakeſp.

6. To ornit. Prior. 7. To perceive want of.

South.

To MISS. v. n. 1 To fly wide; not to hit.

Mº a ler a Not to ſucceed. Bacon. 3. To ſail;

to mºttake. 4 To be lott to be wanting.

*Shakeſp Sam Milton. 5. To miſcarry 5 to

, fail. Adulton. 6. To fail to obtain, learn, or find

Atterbury.

MISS. f. trom the verb ) i. Loſs; want. 2.

Miſtake , t , tour. Aſcham.

MISSA I, f |n(ſale, Lat. m.ſ.l., Fr.] The maſs

book Sº line fleet.

To MISSA’Y. v. n ſmi, and ſay..] To ſay ill

or wrong. Hakewt!!.

To MISSE EM. v. n. (mts and ſeem ) 1. To

make falſe appearance. Spenger. ... To miſ

become. Sfenſer.

To MISSE R V E v. a. ſri, and ſerve.] To

ſerve unfaithfully. Arbuthn.t.

To MISSHAPE. v. a. part. miſhaped and

wiſhapen. (mus and ſhape J To ſhape ill; to

form ill; to deform. Bentley.

MI SSiLE. a. [miſſilis. Lat J. Thrown by the

hand ſtriking at diſtance Pºpe

M1'SSION. ſ. (muffio, Latj i. Commiſſion ; the

ſtate of being ſent by ſupreme authority. At it.

Atterbury. 2. Perſons ſent on any account

Bacºn. 3. Diſmiſſion ; diſcharge. Bacon. 4.

Faction ; party. Not in uſe. Sfakeſp.

Mission ARY. A f. [ ſaſſi: na re, Fr. ) One

M11 SS19NER. J. left to propagate religion

Dryden.

ceive wrong : to take ſomething for that which

it is not. St lling fleet.

To MISTA K.E. v. a. To err; not to judge

right. Raleigh.

MISTA EN. pret. and part. paſſ. of miſtake,

for mºſłaken. Shakeſp.

To be MIS TAKEN. To err. Waller.

MISTA K.E. ſ. (from the verb.] Miſconception;

errour. Tilletſ-n.

MIS TAKINGi.Y. adv. [ from miffaking.]

Erroneouſly fally. Boyle.

To MISS TATP. v. a. mi., and ſtate } Te ſtate

wrong. Biſhop Sanderſon.

To MISTEACH v. a. [mis and teach. 3 To

teach wrong. Biſhop Sanderſon.

To MISTEMPER. v. a. In , and temper.] To

temper ill. Shakeſp.

MIS i ER. a. [from meſlier, trade, Fr.] What

mºſłir, what kind. Spenſer.

To MISTE, RM. v. a. [mis and term.] To term

erroneouſly Shakeſp.

To MISTH INK. v. a. [ºn is and think.] To

think ill; to thing wrong. Milton.

To MISTIME. v. a. mis and time ) Not to

tiºns right; not to adapt properly with regard
to turne.

MIS TIN ESS. ſ. [from miſly ) Cloudineſs; ſlate

o, being overcaſt. Bacon.

MISTION. ſ. (from myſius, Lat 1 The ſtate of

being ming ed.

MIST LET. O'E. ſ. [myrtletan, Saxon, m ſie!,

Daniſh, bºrdl me, and tan, a twig J A plant.

This plant is always produced from ſeed, and

is not to be cultivated in the earth, as moſt

other plants, but will always grow upon trees,

from whence the ancients accounted it a ſu

per plant, who thought it to be an excreſcence

on the tree without the ſced being previouſly

lodged there, which opiniou is now generally

conuted. This m fllet:e thruſh, which feeds

upon the berries of this plant in winter when

it is ripe, doth open the ſeed from tree to

tree : for the viſcous part of the berry, which

immediately ſurrounds the ſeed, d th ſome

times fallen it to the outward part of the bird's

beak, which to get diſengaged of, he ſtrikes

his beak at the branches of a neighbouring

tree, and to leaves the feed ticking by this

viſcous matter to the bark, which, it it lights

upon a ſmooth pait of the tice, will tattºn º

ſºlº
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ſelf, and the following winter put out and

grow; the trees which this plant doth moſt

readily take upon are the apple, the aſh, and

forme other ſmooth rind trees: whenever a

branch of an oak tree hath any of theſe plants

growing upon it, it is cutoff, and preſerved by

the curious in their collections of natural curi

oſities. Miller.

MISTLIKE. a. ſniff and like.) Reſembling a

miſt. Shakeſp.

MISTOLD. particip, paſſ of miſlell.

MISTO'OK, particip, paſſ of miſiake. Milton.

MISTRESS. ſ. ſmaſi, effe, Fr.] ...A woman who

governs: correlative to ſubject or to fervant

4rbuthnet. 2. A woman ſkilled in any thing.

Addiſºn. 3 A woman teacher. Swift. 4.

A woman beloved and courted. Clarenden. 5.

A term of contemptuous addreſs. Shakeſp. 6.

A whore; a concubine.

MISTRUST. ſ. [mus and truſt J Diffidence ;

ſuſpicion; want of confidence. Milton.

To MISTRUST. v. a. [mir and truſ J To

ſuſpect ; to doubt; to regard with diffidence.
Cowle

MISTRUSTFUL. a. ſniffraft and fall.] Diff

dent; doubting. Waller.

MISTRUSTFULNESS. ſ. [from miſtruſtful.]

Diffidence, doubt. Sidney.

MISTRUSTFULLY. adv. [from miſrufiful.]

With ſuſpicion; with miſtruſt.

MISTRUSTLESS. a. [from miſtruſt.] Confi

dent; unſuſpecting. Carew.

MISTY. a. [from miſt.) 1. Clouded; over

ſpread with miſts. Wotton. 2. Obſcure; dark;

not plain.

To MISUNDERSTA'ND v.a. [mir and under

ſland.) To miſconceive; To miſtake. South.

MISUNDERSTANDING.ſ. [from miſunder

ſland. J . Difference; diagreement. Swift.

2. Error ; miſconception. Bacon.

MISU SAGE. ſ. [from miſuſe.) 1. Abuſe; ill

uſe 2. Bad treatment.

To MISU'SE. v. a. [mir and uſe.] To treat or

uſe improperly ; to abuſe. South.

Mºś. [from the verb..] Bad uſe ; bad

treatment Atterbury.

To MISWE'EN. v. n. [mir and ween.] To mis

judge; to diſtruſt. Spenſer.

To MISWEND. v. n [mi, and penban, Sax.]

To go wrong. Fairfax.

MISY. ſ. A kind of mineral. Hill.

MIT E. ſ. [mite, Fr. mtjt, Dutch..] 1. A ſmall

infect found in cheele or corn; a weevil.

Philipt. 2. The twentieth part of a grain.

Arbuthnot. 3. Any thing proverbially finall.

Dryden. 4. A ſmall particle. Ray.

MITELLA. ſ. A plant.

MITHRIDATE. ſ. Mithridate is one of the

capital medicines of the ſhops, conſiſting of a

great number of ingredients, and has its name

from its inventor Mithridates, king of Pontus.

* fºr tw.

MITHRIDATE muſiard. ſ. A plant.

MITIGANT. a. [mitigans, Lat.) Lenient;
lcaitive.

To MITIGATE. v. a. [mitige, Lat. mitiger,

Fr.) 1. To foſten; to make leſ, rigorous.

Hººker. 2. To alleviate; to make mild; to

aſſuage. Hooker. 3. To mollify; to make leſs

*Vere. Milton. 4. To cool; to moderate.

Addiſºn.

MITIGATION. ſ. (mitigatio, Lat.) Abatement

9 any thing penal, harſh, or painful. Bacºn.

MITRE.J. (nitre, Fr. nitra, Lat] ... An or

nament for the head Dryden. 2. A kind of

epiſcopal crown. Watts.

MITRE. M. f. [among workmen.] A kind of

M!TER. S. joining two boards together.

MITRED. a. (mitré, Fr. from mitre.) Adorn

ed with a mitre. Prior.

MITTENT. a. ſmittent, Lat.] Sending forth;

emitting. Wiſeman.

MITTENS. ſ. (mitainſ, Fr.) 1. Coarſe gloves

for the winter. Peacham. 2 Gloves that cover

the arm without covering the fingers.

M1771.MUS. [Latin.) A warrant by which a

juſtice commits an offender to priſon.

To MIX. v. a. (miſceo, Lat] ... To unite diffe

rent bodies into one maſs; to put various in

gredients together. 2 Eſdr. 1. To form out of

different conſiderations. Bacon. 3. To join ;

to mingle. Shakeſp.

M.XEN.ſ. (mixen, Sax.] A dunghill; a layſtall,

MI'XTION. ſ. (mixtien, Fr.) Mixture; coniuſion

of one body with another. Brown.

MIXTLY. adv. [from mix...] With coalition of

different parts into one,

MI'XTURE. ſ. (mixtura, Lat.) 1. The act of

mixing ; the ſtate of being mixed. Arbu. 2. A

maſs formed by mingled ingredients. Shakeſp.

3. That which is added and mixed. Atterbury.

M12MAZE. ſ. A maze; a labyrinth. Locke.

MIZZEN. ſ (mezaen, Dutch ). The mizzen is

a maſt in the ſtern of a ſhip: the length of a

mtzzen maſt is half that of the main maſt. Bail.

MI'LZY. ſ. A bog; a quagmire. Ainſworth.

MNEMONICKS. ſ. [...nº.ovixº.) The art of

memory.

MO. a. ſma, Sax.] Making greater number ;

more. Spenſer.

MO. adv Further; longer. Shakeſp.

To MOAN. v. a. [from manan, Sax. to grieve.]

To lament; to deplore.

To MOAN. v. n. To grieve , to make lamenta

tion. Thomſon.

MOAN. ſ. Lamentation; audible ſorrow. Pºpe.

MOAT. ſ. (motte, Fr.] A canal of water round

a houſe or caſtle for defence.

To MOAT. v. a. (motter, Fr. from the noun. I

To ſurround with canals by way of defence.

Dryden.

MOB. ſ. [contracted from mºbile, Lat.) The

croud; a tumultuous rout. Dryden.

MOB. ſ. A kind of female head dreſs.

To MOB. v. a. [from the noun..] To haraſs, or

overbear by turnult.

MO BEISH. a. [trom mob.] Mean; done after

the manner of the mob

MO'BBY. ſ. An American drink made of po

tº Logº.

R r r MQBſ i E.
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MOBILE. ſ. (mºbile, Fr.] The populace; the

rout, the mob. L'Fºrange.

MOBI LITY. ſ. [mºbilitº, Fr. mºbilitar, Lat §

1. Nimbleneſs, activity. Blackmore. . [in

cant language.] The populace. Dryden. 3

Ficki, ners, inconſtancy

To MO'B'.E. v. a. To dreſs groſsly or inele

gantly. Shakeſø.

MO CHO STONE f Mr.ch-lane, are nearly

related to the agat kind, of a clear horny grew,

with declinations repreſer' ºng mºſſºs, thrubs,

and branches, in the ſubſtance of the ſtone.

/4’o-devard.

To MOCK. v. a. ſºn-cºver, Tr.) 1. To deride :

to laugh at to ridicule. Shake!”. ... To de

ride by imitatiºn; to mimick in contempt

Shakeſp. 3. To deſ at ; to elude. She teſt.

4. To fool : to tantalize; to play on contemp

tuouſly. Miltºn.

To Mou K v. n. To make contemptuous ſport

7.5.

MoCK. ſ (from the verb ) i. Ridicule; ast of

contempt: fleer; ſheer. T. lltjon. 2. Imitati

on; mimickry. Craſhaw.

MOCK, a Falſe; counter eit: not real. Dryder

MOCKABLE. a. (from m.c.A. J Expoſed to de

riſion. Shakeſp.

MOCK-PRIV E.T. r

§§§§º; / Plants. Anſw.

MO CKEL, a ſthe ſame with mickle..] Much :

many. Spenſer.

MO CKFR. / [From mºck ] . One who mocks,

a ſcorner; a ſcoffer. Sºuth. 2. A deceiver;

an eluſory impoſtor.

MO'CKERY. ſ. [mºcquerie, Fr.] I Deniſon;

ſcorn; ſportive inſult Pº atti . . Ridicule :

contemptuous merriment Hºoker 3. Sport ;

ſubject of laughter Shakeſp. 4. Vanity of at

tempt. Shakeſp. 5 Imitation; countericit ap

pearance; vain ſhow Shakeſp.

MOCKING-BIRD ſ. (recking and hird.) An

American bird, which imitates the note of

other birds.

MO'CKINGLY. adv. [from mºckery.] In con

tempt; pºtulantly , with inſult.

MO CKING-STOCK ſ. (mocking and ſºck.]

A butt for merrinner.t

MO DAſ, a ſmolaſe, French; mºdalir, Latin.]

Relating to the ic. In or mode, not the eſſence.

G...inviſe

MODA LITY. ſ ſ from medal. ) Accidental

difference; modal accident. Holder.

MODE. / (mºde, Fr. mºdus, Lat.) 1. Form ;

external variety; accidental diſcrimination ;

accidental. 1/attr. 2. Gradation; degree. Pºpe.

3. Manner; method; form; faſhion. Taylºr.

A. State; appearance. Shakeſp. 5. [Mode, Fr.]

Faſhion; cuſtom. Temple.

MODEL: ſ 17:2dular, Lat.) 1. A repreſenta

tion in miniature of ſomething made or done.

Addiſon. 2. A copy to be imitated. Hºoker.

3. A mould ; any thing which ſhows or gives

the ſhape of that which it incloſes. Shakeſp.

4. Standard; that by which any thing is mca

ſured Sºuth.

To MO'DEL. v. a. [mºdeler, Fr.] To plan; to

ſhape: to mould; to form; to delineate. Add

MO DELLER. ſ. [from model.) A planner;

ſchemer; contriver. Sº-slatºr.

MODERATE a ſm-deratur, Lat] ... Ten

perate; not exceflive. Eccluſ. 1. Not hot of

temper. Sºvift. 3. Nºt luxurious; not ex

penſive. Shakeſp 4. Not extreme in opinion;

not ſanguine in a tenet. Smak dºe. 5. Placed

between xtremes; holding the mean. Hººker.

6. Of the mid le rate. Drydºs.

To MO DERATE, w a ſmoderer, Lat. rºde

rer, Fr.) 1. To regulate; to reſtrain , to ſtill;

tº pacity ; to quiet; to repreſs. Spenſºr. 2.

To make temperate. Břickmore.

MO DERATELY. adv, (from mºderate.} i.

Tºmperately ; mildly. 2. In a middle degree.
23/a/ſe,..

MO DERATENESS ſ ſtrom mºderate.] State

of being moderate; temperateneſs.

MODERATION. ſ. (mºderatic, Lat.) 1. For
bearance of extremity; the contrary temper

to party violence Atterhary. ... Calmneſs of

mind; equanimity. Milton. 3. Frugality in

expence. -

MODERATOR. ſ. (moderator, Lat.) 1. The

perſon or thing that calms or reſtrains Walten.

2. One who preſides in a diſputation, to re

ſtrain the contending parties from indecency,

and confine them to the queſtion. Bacºn.

MO DERN. ſ. [mºderne, Fr ) i. Late; recent;

not ancient; not actique. Bacon. 2. In Shake

ſpeare, vulgar; mean; common.

MODERNS / Thoſe who have lived lately,

oppoſed to the ancients. Boyle.

MODERNISM / Deviation from the ancient

and claſſical manner. Swift.

To MODER NISE. v. a. To adapt ancient

compoſitions to modern perſons or hings.

MODERNNESS. ſ (from modern.) Novelty.

MO DES 1. a. (mºd ſle, Fr.) 1. Not arrogant;

not preſumptuous. 1 oung. 1. Not impudent;

not forward. Dryden. 3. Not looſe; not un

chaſte. Addiſon.

MO DESTLY. adv. [from modeſ? ) 1. Not ar

rogantly: not preſumptuouſly. Pope. 1. Not

in pudently ; not forwardly; with modeſty.

Shakeſp. 3. Not looſely; not lewdly. 4. Not

exceſſively; with moderation.

MO DESTY. ſ. (modeffie, Fr. modeffar, Lat.]

1. Not arrogance; not preſumptuouſneſs.

Hºcker. 2. Not impudence; not forwardneſs.

3. Moderation; decency. Shakeſp. 4. Chaſ.

tity; purity of manners. Dryden.

MODESTY-PIECE. ſ. A narrow lace which

runs along the upper part of the ſtays before.

Addiſon.

MO'DICUM. ſ. [Latin.] Small portion; pit

tance. Dryden.

MODIFIABLE. a. [from modify That may

be diverſityed by accidental differences. Lºcłe.

MODIFICABLE. a. [from modify J Diverſifi

able by various modes.

MODIFICATION. ſ. [mºdificatiºn, Fr J. The

act of modifying any thing, or giving it new

accidental differences. Newtºn. T

º
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To MODIFY. v. a. ſmodifier, Fr J 1. To MOLEBAT. ſ. A fiſh.

change the form or accidents of any thing; to

ſhape: Newton. 2. To ſoften; to moderate.

Dryden.

MODI'LLON. ſ. [French. Medillºnſ, in ar

chitecture, are little brackets which are often

ſet under the Corinthian and compoſite orders,

and ſerve to ſupport the projecture of the

larmier or drip. Harris.

MODISH. a. [from mºde.) Faſhionable; formed

according to the reigning cuſtom Addiſºn.

MQ DISHLY. adv. [from med/h) Faſhionably.

MODISHNESS. ſ. [from midſh.J Aflectation
of the faſhion.

To MODULATE. v. a. [mºdular, Lat.] To

form found to a certain key, or to certain

notes. Anºnym.

MODULATION. ſ. [from mºdulate; modula

tier, Fr.) 1. The act of forming anything

to certain proportion 17'ozdward. 2. Sound

mºdulated agreeable harmony. Thomſºn.

MO'DULATOR. ſ. (from modulate.] He who

forms found to a certain key; a tuner Derh.

MODULE. ſ. (mºdulus, Lat.) An empty re

preſentation; a model. Shakeſp.

MoDU.S. ſ. [Latin.) Something paid as a corn

penſation for tithes on the ſuppoſition of being

a nºderate equivalent. Swift.

MODWALL. ſ. A bird. -

MOE. a. ſma, Saxon, See Mo.) More; a

gicater number. Hazker.

MO HAIR. ſ. ſnohere, Fr J. Thread or ſtuff

made of camels or other hair. Pºpe.

MO HOCK. ſ. The name of a cruel nation of

America, given to ruñans who were imagined

to inteſt the ſtreets of London. Gay, Dennis.

MOI DERED. a. Crazed.

MO IDOR.E. ſ. (moe.de, Fr.) A Portugal coin,

rated at one pound ſeven ſhillings.

MOTETY. ſ. (mottie, Fr. from mºlen, the mid

dle J Half; one of two equal parts. Clarendon.

To MOIL. v. a. [mouiller, Fr.) 1. To dawb

with diſt. Knoller. 2. To weary. Chapman.

To MOIL. v. n. [mºutler, Fr. 1. To labour

in the mire. Bacºn. 2. To toil; to drudge.

L'Eſtrange.

MOIST. a. (mciſie, Fr.) 1... wet, not dry wet,

not liquid wet in a ſmall degree. Pºpe. 2.

Juicy; ſucculent.

To MOIST. v. a. (from mºiſ?.) To make

To MOISTEN. damp; to make wet in a

ſmall degree to damp. Shakeſp.

MOISTENER, ſ [from mºiſien.] The perſon

or thing that moiſtens.

MOISTNESS. ſ. [from mºiſt. 1. Dampneſs ;

wetneſs in a ſmall degree. Addiſºn.

MQTS1 URE. ſ. [ mºiteur, Fr. from maſ. J

Small quantity of water or liquid. Sidney.

MOKES of a net. The Meſhes.

MO'KY. a. Dark.

MOLE. ſ. (mael, Sax.] 1. A mole is a formleſ,

concretion of extravaſated blood, which grows

unto a kind of fleſh in the uterus. Quincy. ... A

natural ſpot or diſcolouration of the body. Pºpe.

3. A mound ; a dyke. Sandys. 4. A little

beaſt that works under ground, M. º.

MO'LECAST. ſ. (mºle and caſt.] An hillock

caſt up by a mole. Mortimer.

MO LECATCHF.R. ſ. (mºle and catcher] One

whoſe employment is to catch moles Tiſſºr.

MO LEHILL ſ. (mole and hill.) An hillock

thrown up by the mole working under ground.

Fairfax.

To MO'ſ.EST. v. a ſrººkſ?er, Fr.] To diſturb;

to trouble ; to vex. Locke.

MOſ.ESTATION. ſ. [ melºfia, Lat.) Diſ.

turbance ; uneaſineſs cauſed by vexation.

Mºrrif.

MOLE STER. ſ. [from maleſ J One who diſ

turbs.

MO LETRACK. ſ. ſn-1 and tract courſe of

the mole under ground Mertimer.

MO LEV AR P. ſ. (mºle and peoppan, Sax.) A

me!e Draytºn.

MOLLIENT a m-lient, Lat Sotening.

MO LLIFIABLE, a [from rºll fy J That may

be foſtenci.

MOLLIFICATION. f. (ſom nell'ſ j . The

act of molliving or ſoftening. Ba, ºn. z. Pa

cification ; mitigation. Shakeſp.

MO LLIFIER. ſ. ſtron methty f, That which

ſo tens ; that which appeaks. Bacca. 2. He

that pacifies or mitigates.

To MOLLIFY. v. G. (m:'''', Lat 1. To

ſoften ; to make ſºft. º. 1 ozºv, age. Iaiah.

3. To appeaſe; to facify: to quiet. Sperfer.

4. To qualify 5 to leſiºn any thing herſ, or

burdenſome. Clarer &n.

MO LTEN, part, p.ſ. from melt. Bacºn.

MO'LY. f. (ºn-ly, Lat. Adº, or wild garlick,

is of ſeveral ſo. ts; as the great may of Homer,

the Indian mºy, the mºly of Hungary, ſerpents

may, the yellow tºy. Ajº, a mer.

MOLOSSES 7 ſ. Grºlazzº, Italiºn. Tº acie;

MOLASSES. § the ſpume or cu.m. o the juice

of the ſugar-cane.

MOME. ſ. A dull, ſtupid blockhead; a ſtock; a

poſt. Shakeſp.

MOMENT. ſ. (mºment, Fr. mementºr, Lat.] i.

Conſequence ; importance we . . ; value.
Bentley. 2. Force : impulſi.e. v . . ht fen.

jºhnſon. 3. An indiviſible particle of time.

Prizr.

MOMENTALLY. adv. [rom mºment, m, Lat.]

For a moment. Brºwn.

MOv. E.N TA NEOUS.

MOMENTANY.

Barºn.

MO MENTARY. a. (from mºment.] Laſting

for a moment, done in a moment. Dryden.

MOMENT OU.S. a. ſtrom monentum, Latl

Importance; weighty; of cont. Jaencº Addiſºn.

MOMMERY. ſ. (mºnerie, Fr.) An entertain

ment in which maſkers play fruicks. Rºwe.

MO NACHAL. a. ºxxºs. J Monaſtick;

relating to monks, or conventual orders.

MO NACHISM. ſ. (monachiſme, Fr.] The ſtate

of monks; the monaſtick liſe. -

MO'NAD. }% [acy...; ] An indiviſible thing.

a ſmºmentanus, Lat.]

Laſting but a noment.

MO'NADE. W. More. -
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MO'N ARCH. ſ. [ºvazzº;..] I. A governor.

inveſted with abſolute authority ; a king.

Temple. 2. One ſuperiour to the reſt of the

ſame kind. Dryden. 3. Preſident. Shakeſp.

MONARCHAL. a. Suiting a monarch; regal;

princely ; imperial. Milton.

MON ARCHICAL. a. [acyapº: ) Veſted in a

ſingle ruler. Brown.

To MO NARCHISE. v. n. [from monarch..] To

play the king. Shakeſp.

MO'NARCHY. ſ. (monarchie, Fr. awarxial tº

The government of a ſingle perſ n Atterbury.

2. Kingdom; empire. Shakeſp.

MO NASTERY. f. [monaſterium, Lat.] Houſe

of religious retirement; convent. Dryden.

MONASTICK. a. [monaſticus, Lat.) Re

MON ASTICAL 5 ligiouſly recluſe. Brºwn.

MONASTICALLY. adv. [ from mºnaſtick. )

Recluſely ; in the manner of a monk. Swift.

MONDAY. ſ. [from moon and day.] The ſecond

day of the week.

MONEY. ſ. (mºneta, Lat.] Metal coincid for

the purpoſes of commerce. Swift.

MONEY BAG. ſ. [mºney and bag..] A large

purſe. Shakeſp.

MONEYCHANGER. ſ. [money and change

A broker in money. Arºut nºt.

MONEYED. a. [from money ) Rich in money:

often uſed in oppoſition to thoſe who are poſ.

ſeſſed of lands. Locke.

MONEYER. ſ. [from money..] ... One that

deals in money; a banker. 2. A coiner of

money.

MO'NEYLESS. a. ſ from mºney. J Wanting

money : pennyleſs. Swift.

MONEYMATTER. J. [mºney and matter.]

Account of debtor and creditor. Arbuthnot.

MO NEYSCRIVEN 1...R. ſ. (money and ſcrive

ner.] One who raiſes money for others. Arbuth,

MONEYWORT. ſ. A plant.

MO'NEYSWORTH. f. (money and worth.]

Something valuable. L'Eſtrange.

MONGCORN. ſ. (many, Sax. and corn.] Mixed

corn: as, wheat and rie.

MONGER. ſ. (manºene, Sax. a trader.] A

dealer: a ſeller : as, a fiſhmonger. Hudibras,

MONGREI. a. (from mang, Sax. or mengen,

to mix, Dutch..] Of a mixed breed. Dryden.

MO NIMEN T. ſ. (from moneo, Lat..] It ſeems

to ſignify inſcription in Spenſer.

To MO NISH. v. a. [monez, Lat.) To admoniſh.

Aſcham.

MO NISHER. ſ. [from moniſł.] An admoniſher;
a monitor.

MONITION. ſ. (monitic, Lat.) 1. Information;

hint. He'dºr. 2. Inſtruction ; document.

L’Eſtrange.

MONITOR. ſ. [Latin.) One who warns of

faults, or informs of duty ; one who gives

uſeful hints. It is uſed of an upper ſcholar

in a ſchool commiſſioned by the mailer to

look to the boys. Locke.

MO'NITORY. a. (monitorius, Lat] Conveying

uſeful inſtruction; giving admonition. L'Eſtra.

MONITORY. ſ. Admonition; warning Bacon.

MONK. ſ. ſº-x?..] One of a religious com

munity bound by vows to certain obſervances.
Knolley.

MO'N KEY. ſ. [monikin, a little man ) i. An

ape; a baboon ; a jackamapes. An animal

bearing ſome reſemblance of man. Granville.

2. A word of contempt, or ſlight kindneſs.

Shakeſp.

MO NKERY. ſ [from monk.] The monaſtick

life. Hall.

MO'NKHOOD. ſ. ſ from monk and head.) The

character of a monk. Atterbury.

MO'NKISH. a. (from monk..] Monaſtick; per

taining to monks. Smith.

MONK's-HOOD. ſ. A plant.

MONK's-RHUBARB ſ. A ſpecies of dock.

MO'NOCHORD. ſ. ſº,3- and x*..] Aa

inſtrument of one ſtring.

MONOCULAR. Q. a. [wº-and oculus.) One

MONO CULOUS $ eyed. Glanville.

MO NODY. ſ. ſº ovºia J A poem ſung by one

perſon not in dialogue.

MONO GAMIST. ſ. [wº. and Yap.º.) One

who diſallows ſecond marriages.

MONO’GAMY. ſ. [42:2; and yaºix) Marriage

of one wife.

MONOGRAM.ſſºve; and yºu...a..] A cypher;

a character compounded of ſeveral letters.

MONOLOGUE. ſ. (a vö and x., G-.] A ſcene

in which a perſon of the drama ſpeaks by

himſelf; a ſoliloquy. Dryden.

MO NOMACHY. ſ. [uovº axia.) A duel; a

ſingle combat.

MO NOME. ſ. In algebra, a quantity that has

but one denomination or name. Harris.

'MONOPETALOUS. a. […w3 and viraxey.)

It is uſed for ſuch flowers as are formed out of

one leaf, howſoever they may be ſeemingly

cut into ſmall ones.

MONo Polist. ſ. [monopoleur, Fr ) One who

by engrofling, or by patent, obtains the ſole

power or privilege of vending any commodity.

To MONOPOLIZE. v. a. [1,2,3 and wºx=2..]

To have the ſole power or privilege of vend

ing any commodity. Arbuthnot.

MONO POLY. ſ. [...evºraxia, mºnopole, Fr.

gov3 and rºxso.) The excluſive privilege of

ſelling any thing. Shakeſp Dryden.

MONOPTOTE. ſ. [a.æ and wºrk.] is a

noun uſed only in ſome one oblique caſe.
Clarke

MONOSTICH. ſ. [acy:z:x:y.] A compoſition

of one verſe.

MONOSYLLABICAL. a. (from menºſyllable.]

Conſiſting of words of one ſyllable.

MONOSYLLABLE. f. (ºyº and Juxx=º.]

A word only of one ſyllable. Dryden.

MONOSY LLABLED. a. [from monºſyllable l

Conſiſting of one ſyllable. Cleaveland.
MONO’TonY. ſ. [acyāoria.) Uniformity of

found; want of variety in cadence. Pºpe.

MO NSIEUR. ſ. (French.] A term of reproach

for a Frenchman. Shakeſp.

MONSOON. ſ. [monſºn, Fr.] Mesſeers are

ſhifting trade winds in the Eaſt-Indian ocean,

which blow periodically; ſome for half a year
cº-º
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one way, others but for three months, and

then ſhift and blow for ſix or three months

directly contrary. Harris, Ray.

MONSTER. ſ. (mºnſtrum, Lat.) 1. Something

out of the common order of nature. Locke. 1.

Something horrible for deformity, wickedneſs,

or miſchief. Pope.

To MONSTER. v. a. [from the noun..] To put

out of the common order of things. Shakeſp

M6NSTRO SITY. ſ. The ſtate of being

MONSTRU'OSITY. W. monſtrous, or out of the

common order of the univerſe. Bacon.

MONSTRO U.S. a [sonſiroſus, Lat.) 1. De

viating from the ſtated order of nature. Locke.

2. Strange ; wonderful." Shakeſp. 3. Irregu

lar ; enormous. Pope. 4. Shocking ; hateful.
Bacon.

MO NSTRO US. adv. Exceedingly; very much.
Bacon

MONSTROUSLY. adv. [from monſtrous.) 1. In

a manner out of the common order of nature;

ſhockingly ; terribly ; horribly. South. 2. To

a great or enormous degree. Dryden.

MONSTROUSNESS. ſ.[from menſirouſ.] Enor

mity ; irregular nature or behaviour. Shakeſp

MO'NTANr. ſ. [French..] A term in fencing.

Shakeſp.

MOATERO. ſ. [Spaniſh.) A horſeman's cap.
Bacºn.

MONTETH. ſ. [from the name of the inven

tor.] A veſſel in which glaſſes are waſhed

fing.

MONTH. ſ. [mona’s, Sax.] A ſpace of time

either meaſured by the ſun or moon : the

lunar month is the time between change and

change, or the time in which the moon comes

to the ſame points: the ſolar month is the time

in which the ſun paſſes through a ſign of the

zodiack: the calendar months, by which we

reckon time, are unequally of thirty or one

and thirty days, except February, which is of

twenty-eight, and in leap year of twenty
nine.

MONTH's mind... ſ. Longing defire. Shakeſh.

MONTHLY. a. (from month.) 1. Continuing

a month ; performed in a month. Bentley. 2.

Happening every month. Dryden.

MO NTHLY. adv. Once in a month. Hooker.

410ATOIR. ſ. [French.) In horſemanſhip, a

ſtone as high as the ſtirrups, which Italian

riding-maſters mount their horſes from Di 3.

MONTRO'SS. ſ. An under gunner, or aſſiſtant

to a gunner, engineer, or fire-maſter. Dić.

MONUMENT. ſ. (monument, Fr.) 1. Any

thing by which the memory of perſons or

things is preſerved; a memorial. K. Charles,

2. A tomb ; a cenotaph Sandys, Pºpe.

MONUMENTAL a. (from monument.) 1.

Memorial; preſerving memory. Pºpe, 2.

Raiſed in honour of the dead; belonging to

a tomb, Craſhaw.

MOOD. ſ. (modus, Lat.] I. The form of an

argument. Baker. 2. Style of muſick, Miltºn.

3. The change the verb undergoes, to ſignify

various intentions of the mind, is called moºd.

Clarke. 4 Temper of mind; ſtate of mind

as affected by any paſſion ; diſpoſition. Addiſºn.

5. Anger ; rage; heat of mind. Hecker.

MOODY. a... [from mced.) 1. Angry; out of

hurnour. Shakeſp. 2. Mental; intelle&tual.

MOON. ſ. ſºvº.) . The changing luminary of

the night, called by poets Cynthia or Phoebe.

Shakeſp. 2. A month.

MOON-BEAM. ſ. (mººn and beam ) Rays of

lunar light. Bacon.

MOON-CALF. ſ. (mººn and calf.] ... A mon

ſter ; a faiſe conception; ſuppoſed perhaps

ancis ntly to be produced by the influence of

the moon. Shakeſp. 2. A dolt; a ſtupid

fellow. Dryden.

MOON-EYED. a. ſmoon and eye.] ... Having

eyes affected by the revolutions of the moon.

2. Dim-eyed ; purblind.

MOON-FE R N J. A plant.

MOON-FISH. f. Moon fiſh is ſo called, becauſe

the tail fin is ſhaped like a half-moon. Grew.

MOONLESS. a [from moon ] Not enlightened

by the moon. Dryden.

MOONLIGHT. ſ. (moon and light.] The light

afforded by the moon Hooker.

MQ'ONLIGHT. a. Illuminated by the moon.
Pope.

MOONSHINE. ſ. (moon and ſhine.]

luſtre of the moon. Shakeſp.

que.] A month. Shakeſp.

MO'ONSHINE. W. a. [moon and ſhine.] Illumi

MOONSHINY. S. nated by the moon. Clarend.

MO'ONSTONE. ſ. A kind of ſtone.

MO'ONSTRUCK. a. (moon and ſtruck.] Luna

tick; affected by the moon. Milton.

MOON-TREFOIL. ſ. (medicago, Lat.] A plant.
Miller.

MO'ONWORT. ſ. (moon and wort.] Station

flower; honeſty. Miller.

MOONY, a (from moon.) Lunated ; having a

creſcent for the ſtandard reſembling the moon.

Philips.

MOOR. ſ. [ncer, Dutch ; modder, Teutonick,

clay.] . A marſh ; a fen , a log a track of
low and watry grounds. Spenſer. 1. A negro;

a black-a-moor, Shakeſp.

To MOOR v. a. [morer, Fr J. To faſten by

anchors or otherwiſe. Dryden.

To MOON. v. n. To be fixed; to be ſtationed.

Arbuthnot.

To blow a MOOR. To ſound the horn in

triumph, and call in the whole company of

hunters. Ainſworth.

MOORCOCK. ſ. (moor and cock.] The male

of the moorhen.

MOOR HEN.ſ. (moor and hen...] A fowl that

feeds in the fens, without web feet. Bacon.

MOORISH / [from moor.] Fenny; marſhy j

watry. Hale.

MQ ORLAND. ſ. [moor and land) Marſh ;

ſen; watry ground Swift.

MOORSTONE. ſ. A ſpecies of granite. Wººd.

MOORY. a. [from moor.] Maiſhy; ſcany.

Fairfax.

MOOSE ſ. The large American deer.

1. The

2. (In burleſ

Te
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To MOOT. v. a. To plead a mock cauſe; to

ſtate a point of law by way of exerciſe, as

was commonly done in the inns of court at

appointed times.

MOOT caſe or point. A point or caſe unſettled

and diſputable. Locke.

MOOTED. a. Plucked up by the root.

MOOTER, ſ [from most.] A diſputer of

moot points.

MOP ſtºº, Welſh ) i. Pieces of cloth, or

locks of wool, fixed to a long handle, with

which maids clean the floors. Swift. 2. A

wry mouth made in contempt. Shakeſp.

To MOP. v. a. (from the noun J. To rub with

a mop.

To MOP. v. n. [from mºck ] To make wry

mouths in contempt. Shakeſp

To MOPE. v. n. To be ſtupid ; to drowſe;

to be in a conſtant day-dream Rºwe. -

To MOPE. v. a. To make ſpiritleſs; to deprive

of natural powers. Locke.

MOPE-EYED. a. Blind of one eye.

MO PPET. T. ſ. A puppet made of rags as a

MQ'PSF. Y. § mop; a fondling name for a girl.

Dryden.

Mo Pusſ A drone; a dreamer Swift.

MORAL. a. [moral, Fr. mºralis, Lat..] 1. Re

Jating to the practice of men towards each

other, as it may be virtuous or criminal ;

good or bad. Hoºker. 2. Reaſoning or inſtruc

ting with regard to vice and virtue. Shakeſp.

3 Popular; ſuch as is known in general buſi

neſs of life. Tillºtſºn.

MORAL. ſ. 1. Morality; practice or doºrine

of the duties of lie Prior. 2. The doStrine

inculcated by a fiction; the accommodation of

a fable to form the morals, Swift

To MORAL. v. n. (from the adjectivel . To

moraliſe; to make moral reflections. Shakeſ.

MORALIST. ſ. [mºraliſle, Fr.) One who

teaches the duties of life. Addiſon.

MORALITY. ſ (riºralité, Fr from mºral]

1. The doćt, ºne of the duties of life; ethicks

Baker. 2. The form of an action which

makes it the ſubject of reward, or puniſhment.

Sºrth.

To MORALIZF. v. a. [moraliſer, Fr.] To ap

ply to moral purpoſes; to explain in a moral

ſenſe. L’Eſtrange.

To M. O'R A LIZE. v. n.

moral ſubjects.

MORALIZER, ſ (from mºralize.] He who

moralizes.

MOR ALLY. adv. [from mºrall i. In the ethical

ſenſe Rymer. 2. According to the rules ol

virtue. Dryde". 3 Porularly L'Iſirange.

MOR ALS. ſ. The plastice of the duties of life;

behaviour with reſpect to others. South.

MOR ASS. ſ. (mal cº, Fr.J Fen , bog; moor.

MP attr.

MO RBID. ſ. (mºrºid. ', Lat.] Diſeaſed; in a

flate contrary to health Airbuthnºt.

Mo RBIDN rSS. ſ. [from morbid.) State of

h ing diſeaſed.

MOR B I ºf C.A.L.

MOREI'Fick.

To ſpeak or write on

a. [mºrºus and facio, Lat.]

Cauſing diſcaſes, Arbuthnºt.

MORBO'SE. a. [mºrbeſus,Lat.JProceeding from

diſeaſe; not healthy.

MORBO'SITY. ſ. (from morboſur, Lat.] A diſ.

eaſed ſtate. Brown.

MORDA CIOUS. a. [mordax, Lat.] Biting;

apt to bite.

MORDA CITY. ſ. (mordacitat, Lat.] A biting

quality. Bacon.

MO'RDICANT. a. ſ. mordicant, Fr. ) Biting;

acrid. Bºyle.

MORDICATION. ſ. [from mordicant..] The

aël of corroding or biting. Bacon.

MORE, a [mane, Sax.] I. In greater number;

in greater quantity; in greater degree. Shakeſ.

2 Greater. Aćis. *

MORE, adv. 1. To a greater degree. Bacºn. 1.

The particle that forms the comparative de

gree as, more happy. Bacon. 3. Again; a

ſecond time. Tatler. 4. Longer ; yet continu

ing ; with the negative particle. Shakeſp.

MORE. ſ. 1. A greater quantity ; a greater

degree. Shakeſp. 2. Greater thing ; other

thing. Locke. 3. Second time ; longer

time.

MOREL. ſ. Iſºlanum, Lat.) 1. A plant. z. A

kind of cherry. Mortimer.

MORELAND. ſ. [monlano, Sax.] A moun

tainous or hilly country: a tract of Stafford

ſhire is called the Mºreland.

MOREQVER, f [ more and ever, J Beyond

what has been mentioned. Shakeſp. Pſalms.

MORGLAY. ſ. A deadly weapon Ainſwºrth.

MORIGEROUS. a. [merigerus, Lat..] Obedi

ent; obſequious.

MO RION. ſ. [Fr.] A helmet; armour for the

head : a caſque. Raleigh.

MORI'SCO. ſ. mºrt/co, Span. J A dancer of

the morris or mooriſh dance. Shakeſ;.

MO'RKIN. ſ. A wild beaſt, dead through fick

neſs or miſchance. Bailey.

MO RLING. J. Wool plucked from a dead

MORTLiNG. } ſheep. Ainſworth.

410 Rſ.10 ſ. ſº ºw...] Bugbear; falſe terrour.

MORN. ſ. (manne, Sax.] The firſt part of the

day : the morning. Lee.

MOR NING. ſ. The firſt part of the day

from the firſt appearance of light to the end of

the firſt fourth part of the ſun's daily courſe.

Taylºr.

MORNING-GOWN. ſ. A looſe gown worn

before one is formally dreſſed. Addiſºn.

MORNING-STAR. ſ. The planet Venus when

ſhe ſhines in the morning. Spenſer.

MORO SE. a. [neroſus, Lat.] Sour of temper;

peewiſh : ſullen. Watts.

MORO SF.L.Y. adu. [ from mºreſe. J Sourly;

pceviſhly. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

MORO SEN ESS. ſ. [from moreſe] Sourneſs;

peewiſhneſs HZarts.

MORO Si TY. ſ. (morºſitor, Lat.] Moroſeneſs;

ſurneſs; peeviſhneſs. Carenden.

MORRIS. ... [that is, m-criſi dance.]

MOR RIS-DANCE. W. 1. A dance in which

bells are gingled, or ſlaves or ſwords claſhed,

which was learned by the Mcors. 2. Nine

--tº
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inent Morris. A kind of play with nine

holes in the ground. Shakeſp.

MO'RRIS-DANCER. ſ. ſ r.erri, and dance. )

One who dances à la moreſco, the mooriſh

dance. Temple.

MORPHEW. ſ. [ morphee, Fr. ) A ſcurf on

the face.

MORROw. ſ. (monken, Sax.] 1. The day

after the preſent day. Cowley. 2. To Mor

Row. On the day after the current day.

Priºr.

MORSE. ſ. A ſea-horſe. Brown.

MoRSEL. ſ. [morſellur, low Lat.) 1. A piece

fit for the mouth , a mouthful. South. 2. A

piece : a meal. L'Eſirange. 3. A ſmall quan

tity. Bºyle.

MO'RSURE. ſ. (marſure, Fr. nerſura, Lat.]

The act of biting,

MORT. ſ. (morte, Fr.) 1. A tune ſounded at

the death of the game. Shakeſp. z. A great

quantity.

MORTAL. a. [mortaliſ, Lat.] 1. Subject to

death; doomed ſometime to die. I Cor. 2.

Deadly ; deſtructive; procuring death. Bacon.

3. Bringing death. Pºpe. 4. Human ; be

longing to maan. Milton. 5. Extreme ; vio

lent. Dryden.

MORTAL. ſ. Man ; human being. Tickel.

MORTA'LITY. ſ. (from mortal.] 1. Subjec

tion to death ; ſtate of a being ſubject to

death. Watts. ... Death. Shakeſp. 3. Power

of deſtruction Shakeſp. 4. Frequency of

death. Graunt. Å. Human nature. Pºpe.

MORTALLY. adv. [from mºrtal) i. Irre

coverably; to death. Dryden. 2. Extremely;

to extremity. Granville.

MORTAR. ſ. [mortarium, Lat.] I. A ſtrong

veſſel in which materials are broken by being

pounded with a peſtle. Ray. 2. A ſhort wide

cannon out of which bombs are thrown. Gran.

MO'RTAR. ſ. ſmarter, Dutch ; martier, Fr.]

Cement made of lime and ſand with water,

and uſed to join dones or bricks. Mortimer.

MORTGAGE. ſ. (mort and gage, Fr.) 1. A

dead pledge : a thing put into the hands of a

creditor. Arbuthnºt. 2. The ſtate of being

pledged. Bacon.

To MO'RTGAGE. v. a. To pledge; to put to

pledge. Arbuthnet.

MORTGAGE.E. ſ. [from mortgage.] He that

takes or receives a mortgage. Temple.

MORTGAGER. ſ. [from mortgage.] He that

gives a mortgage.

MORTIFEROUS. a. [mortifer, Lat.] Fatal;

deadly ; deſtructive. Hammºnd.

MORTIFICATION. ſ. [mortification, Fr.] i.

The ſtate of corrupting, or loſing the vital

qualities; gangrene. Milton. 2. Deſtruction

of active qualities. Bacon. 3. The act of

ſubduing the body by hardſhips and macerati

ons, Arbuthnot, 4. Humiliation; ſubjection of

the paſſions. Tillotſºn. 5. Vexation ; trouble.

L'Eſtrange.

To MORTIFY. v. a. [martifier, Fr.] 1. To

deſtroy vital quaiities. 2. To deſtroy active

powers, or ciſcatal qualitics. Bacon. 3. To

ſubdue inordinate paſſions. Shakeſ, 4. To

macerate or hara's the body to compliance

with the mind. Brºwn. 5. To humble ; to

depreſs; to vex. Addiſºn.

To MORTIFY. v. n. 1. To gangrenes to

corrupt. Bacon. 2. To be ſubdued; to die

away.

MO'RTISE. ſ. ſmertaiſ, Fr.] A hole cut into

wood that another piece may be put into it.

Shakeſp. Ray.

To MORT1SF. v. a. To cut with a morºſe;

to join with a mortiſe. Drayton.

MO RTMAIN. ſ. (morte and main, Fr J. Such

a ſtate of poſſeſſion as makes it unalienable.

Spenſer.

MOR TPAY. ſ. ſmart and pay J Dead pay;

payment not made. Bacon.

MORTRESS. ſ. A Jiſh of meat of various

kinds beaten together. Bacon.

MORTUARY |..[martuaire, Fr. mortuarium,

Lat | A gift left by a man at his death to his

pariſh church, for the recompence of his per

ſonal tythes and offerings not duly paid.

MOSAICK. a. [rºſatºr, Fr. Mºſaick is a

kind of painting in inail pebbles, cockles,

anºthells of fundry colours. A fifton.

MO SCHATEL. ſ. A plant.

MOSQUE. ſ. (moſt hit, Turkiſh.) A Mahome

tan temple

MOSS, ſ. (meor, Sax.] A plant. Though mºſ;

was formerly ſuppoſed to be only an excrº

ſcence produced from the car h and trees, yet

it is no leſs a perſect plant than thoſe of

greater, magnitude, having roots, flowers,

and ſeeds yet cannot be propagated from ſeeds

by any art. Miller.

To MOSS. v. a. [from the noun ) To cover

with moſs. Shakeſp.

MOSSINESS, ſ. ſºom mºſ. The flate of

being covered or overgrown with moſs. Bacºn,

MQSSY. a. (from maſs J Overgrown with moſ.

Pºpe.

MOST. a. The ſuperlative of mere, ſmart,

Sax.] Conſiſting of the greateſt number ;

‘...."; of the greateſt quantity. Pºpe

MOST. adv. 1. The particle nºt ng the ſuper

lative degree as, the rººf incentive. Cheyne.

2. In the greateſt degree. Locke.

MOST. ſ. 1. The greateſt number. Addiſºn.

2. The greateſt value. L’Eſtrange. 3. The

greateſt degree; the greateſt quantity. Bacon.

MOSTICK. ſ. A painter's ſtaff. Ainſwºrth.

MO ST.L.Y. adv. [from mºſt.J For the greateſt

part. Bacon.

MOSTWHAT. ſ. [rºft and what J For the

moſt part. Hammond.

MOTA'TION. ſ. The act of moving.

MOTE. ſ. [mov, Sax.] A ſmall particle of

matter , anything proverbially little. Bacon.

MOTE for night. Speºſer.

MOTH. f. [mº, Sax.) A ſmall winged infect

that eats cloth and hangings. Dryden.

MOTHER. ſ. (mobon, Sax. moeder, Dutch) 1.

A woman that has borne a child; cºrrelative

to a ſon or daughter, Shakeſp. z. That which

his
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has produced any thing. Arbuthnet. 3. That

which has preceded in time : as, a mether

church to chapels. 4. That which requires

reverence and obedience. Ayliffe. 5. Hyſterical

paſſion. Graunt. 6. A familiar term of addreſs

to an old woman. 7 Moth E R in law. A

huſband's or wite's mother Ainſwºrth. 8.

[Moeder, Dutch..] A thick ſubſtance concre

ting in liquors; the lees or ſcum concreted.

Dryden.

MO THER. a. Had at the birth; native. Shakeſ.

To M OTHER. v. n. To gather concretion.

Dryden.

MOTHER of pearl A kind of coarſe pearl; the

ſhell in which pearls are generated. Hakewºil.

MO THERHOOD ſ. (trom mother.) The office

or character of a mother. Donne.

MOTHERLESS a [from mother.] Deſtitute

of a mother. Waller.

MOTHERLY. a Belonging to a mother ;

ſuitable to a mother. Raleigh.

MOTHERLY. adv. [from mother.) In manner

of a mother Donne.

MOTHERWORT. ſ. [cardiaca, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

MO THERY. a. [from mether.] Concreted ;

full of concretions; dreggy; ſeculent: uſed of

liquors.

MOTHMU'LLEIN. ſ. (b attaria, Lat] A plant.

Miller.

MOTHwort. ſ. [moth and wort.) An herb.

MOTHY, a from mºth.j Full of moths. Shakeſ.

Mo TION. ſ. [matic, Lat.) 1. The act of

changing place. 1. Manner of moving the

body, port; gait. Pºalier, 3. Change of

poſture ; action. Dryden. 4. Tendency of the

mind; thought. &uth. 5. Propoſal made.

* Shakeſp. 6. Impulſe communicated. Dryden.

To MOTION. v. a. (from the noun..] To pro

pole. , -

MOTIONLESS. a. [from motiºn.] Wanting

a motion; being without motion. Blackmore.

MOTIVE. a. [motivus, Lat ) 1. Cauſing mo

tion , having moment. Hooker. 2. Having the

power to inove, having power to change place.

Jºſ' tºrns.

MOTIVE. ſ. [motif, Fr.) 1. That which de

termines the choice ; that which incites the

action. Shakeſp. 2. Mover. Shakeſp.

MO TLEY. a Mingled of various colours. Shak.

MOTOR. ſ. A mover. Brown.

MOTORY. a. (motorius, Lat.) Giving motion.

Ray.

MoTTO. ſ. (motto, Ital.] A ſentence added to

a device, or prefixed to any thing written.

Addiſogº.

To MOVE. v. a. ſm-veo, Lat.] 1. To put out of

one place into another 5 to put in motion job.

2. To give an impulſe to. Decay ºf Piety. 3.

To propoſe ; to recommend. Davies. 4. To

perſuade ; to prevail on the mind. Knolles, 5.

To affect ; to touch pathetically ; to trir paſ

ſion. Shakeſp. 6. To make angry. Shakeſp.

7. To put into commotion. Ruth. 8. To

conduct regularly in motion. Miltºn.

|To MOVE. v. n. To go from one phice to

another. Shakeſp. z. To walk; to bear the

body. Pryden. 3. To go forward. Dryden. 4.

To change the poſture of the body in cere

mony. Eſther.

MOVEA BLE. a. [from move..] 2. Capable of

being moved; not fixed; portable. Addiſºn.

2. Changing the time of the year. Halder.

MOVEABLES. ſ. (meubles, Fr.) Goods; fur

niture ; diſtinguiſhed from real or immoveable

poſſeſſions. Shake p

M9 VEABLENESS ſ (from moveable J Mobi

lity ; poſſibility to be moved.

MOVEABLY. adv. [from mºveable.] So as it

may be moved. Grew.

MOVELESS. a. Unmov’d; not to be put out

of the place. Boyle.

MOVEMENT f [neuvement, Fr. J 1. Manner

of moving. Pºpe. 2. Motion.

MO VENT. a.ſmcvenſ, Lat.) Moving. Grew.

MOVENT. ſ. [mºvens, Lat..] That which

moves another. Glanville.

MOVER. ſ. [from move.) 1. The perſon or

thing that gives motion. Iſilkinr. 2. Some

thing that moves, or ſtands not ſtill. Dryden.

3. A propoſer. Bacon.

MOVING. part. a. Pathetick; touching;

adapted to affect the paſſions. Blackmore.

MOVINGLY. a. (from moving.) Pathetically ;

in ſuch a manner as to ſeize the pations.

Addiſºn.

MOUGHT. for might.

MOULD. ſ. (meegºl, Swediſh.) 1. A kind of

concretion on the top or outſide of things kept

motionleſs and damp. Bacon. 1. Earth; ſoil;

ground in which anything grows. Sandys. , 3.

Matter of which any thing is made. Drydes.

4. The matrix in which anything is caſt; in

which any thing receives its form. Blackmore.

5. Caft; form. Prier. 6. The future or con

texture of the ſkull.

To MOULD. v. a. (from the noun..] To con

tract concreted matter , to gather mould.

Barºn.

To MOULD. v. a. To cover with mould.

Knoller.

To MOULD. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To

form; to ſhape; to model. Wolton. z. To

knead : as, to mould bread.

MOULDABLE. a. [from mould] What may

be moulded. Bacon.

MOULDER. / (from mould.] He who moulds.

To. MOULDER. v. n. [from mould..] To be

turned to duſt 5 to periſh in duſt. Clarenden.

To MOULDE. R. v. a. (from mould..] To turn

to duſt. Pepe

MOULDINESS. ſ. [from mºuldy.) The ſtate

of being mouldy. Bacon.

MOULDING. ſ." [from mould..] Ornamental

cavities of wood or thone. Moxon.

MOULDWAR P. ſ. (molo and peonpan, Sax.]

A mole: a ſmall animal that throws up the

earth. Walton.

MOULD.Y. a. [from mºuld.) Overgrown with

concretions. .iddiſºn.
Te
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:

To MOULT. v. n. [muyten, Dutch..] To ſhed or

change the feathers; to loſe feathers Suckling.
t

+:§§§ v. a. To eat. Shakeſp.

MOUND. ſ. (munbian, Sax. to defend..] Any

thing raiſed to ſortify or defend. Miltºn.

To MOUND. v. a. [trom the noun..] To fortify

with a mound.

MOUNT. ſ. [mºnt, Lat.] 1 A mountain ; a

hill. Dryden. ... An artificial hill raiſed in a

garden, or other place. Knolles. 3. A publick

treaſure ; a bank. Bacºn.

To MOUNT. v. n. [monter, Fr.) 1. To riſe on

high. Shakeſp. 2. To tower; to be built up

to a great elevation. job. 3. To get on horſe

back. Shakeſp. 4. [For amount. To riſe in

value. Pºpe.

To MOUNT. v. a. 1. To raiſe aloft; to lift on

high. Shakeſp. 1. To aſcend; to climb. Dry

den. 3. To place on horſeback. Dryden. 4.

To embelliſh with ornaments. 5. To Mou NT

guard. To do duty and watch at any particu

lar poſt. 6. Tº Mount a cannon. To ſet a

piece on its wooden frame for the more eaſy

carriage and management in firing it.

MOUNTAIN.J. [montaigre, Fr J A large hill;

a vaſt protuberance of the earth Shakeſp.

MOUNTAIN, a ſmontanuſ, Lat.] Found on

the mountains. Shakeſp.

MOUNTAINE ER.J. Tirom mºuntain.) 1. An

inhabitant of the mountains. Bentley. 2. A

ſavage; a free booter; a ruſtick. Milton.

MOUNTAINET. ſ. [from mountain..] A hil

lock. Sidney.

MO UNTAINOU.S. a. [from mountain } 1

Hilly ; full of mountains. Burnet. 2. Large as

mountains; huge , bulky. Prior. 3. Inhabi

ting mountains. Bacon.

MO UNTAINoUSNESS.f.[Frommeuntainour.]

State of being full of mountains. Brerewºod.

Mo UNTAIN-PARSLEYſ...[areoſolinum, Lat.)

A plant.

MO'UNTAIN-ROSE. ſ. [chamerhododendron,

Lat.] A plant.

MO'UNTANT. a. [montant, Lat.] Riſing on

high. Shakeſp.

Mo UNTEBANK ſ. (montare in bance,Ital.] 1.

A doctor that mounts a bench in the market,

and boaſts his infallible remedies and cures.

Hudibras. 2. Any boaſtful and falſe pretender.

Shakeſp.

To MOUNTEBANK. v. a [from the noun.]

To cheat by falſe boaſts or pretences. Shakeſp.

MO UNT ENANCE. ſ. Amount of a thing.

Spenſer.

MG UNTER.ſ.[from mount.] One that mounts.

Drayton

Mo UNTY. ſ. [montée, Fr.] The riſe of a

hawk. Sidney

To MOURN. v. n. [munnan, Sax.] 1. To

grieve; to be ſorrowful. Bacon 2. To wear

the habit of ſorrow. Pºpe. 3. To preſerve ap

pearance of grief. 1 Sam.

To MoURN.v. a. 1. To grieve for; to lament.

Addiſºn. 4. To utter in a ſorrowful manner.
Milton.

MOURNE ſ (morne, Fr.] The round end of

a ſtaff; the part of a lance to which the ſteel

part is fixed. Sidney.

MO'URNER. ſ. [from mºurn. 1. One that

mourns; one that grieves. Shakeſp. z. One

who follows a funeral in black. Dryden. 3.

Something uſed at funerals. Dryden.

MOURNFUL. a. [mourn and ful) i. Having

the appearance of ſorrow. Dryden. 2. Cauſing

ſorrow Shakeſp. 3. Sorrowful, feeling ſorrow.

Prior. 4. Betakening ſorrow; expreſſive of

grief. Shakeſp.

MO'URNFULLY. advaſſrom mºurnful] Sor

rowfully; with ſorrow. Shakeſp

MOURNFULNESS. ſ (from mºurnfull 1.

Sorrow; grief. 1. Show of grief; appearance

of ſorrow.

MOURNING. ſ. (from mºurn ) i. Lamenta

tion; ſorrow. 2 Eſdras. 2. The dreſs of ſor

row. Dryden.
-

MO URNINGLY adv. [from mºurning.] With

the appearance of ſorrowing. Shakeſp.

MOUSE, plural mice. ſ. (mur, Sax.] The ſmall

eſt of all beaſts; a little animal, haunting

houſes and corn fields. Derham.

To MOUSE. v. n. [from the noun..] To catch

mice. Shakeſp.

MOUSEHUNT.ſ [mouſ and hunt.] Mouſer;

One that hunts mice. Shakeſp.

MOUSE-HOLE. ſ. (mouſe and hole..] Small

hole. Stilling fleet.

MOUSER. ſ. (from meuſe..] One that catches

mice. Swift.
-

MO USETAIL ſ. An herb.

MOUSE-TRAP. ſ. [mouſe and trap ). A ſhare

or gin in which mice are taken. Hale.

MOUTH.J. [muº, Sax.j 1. The aperture in

the head of any animal at which the food is

received. Locke. 1. The opening; that at

which anything enters; the entrance. Arbuth.

3. The inſtrument of ſpeaking. L'Eſtrange.

4. A ſpeaker; a rhetorician; the principal

orator. Addiſon. 5. Cry; voice. Dryden. 6.

Diſtortion of the mouth; w y face. Addiſon.

7. Down in the Mouth. Dejected; clouded.

L'Eſtrange.

To MOUTH. v. n. [from the noun ) To ſpeak

big 5 to ſpeak in a ſtrong or loud voice ; wo

vociferate. Addiſon.

To MOUTH. v. a. 1. To utter with a voice

affectedly big. Shakeſp. z. To chew, to eat 3

Shakeſp. 3. To ſeize in the mouth. Dryden.

4. To form by the mouth. Brººn. . -

Mo’UTHEO. 4. [irom mouth.] Furniſhed with

a mouth. Pºpe. -

MouTH FRíEND. ſ. (mouth and friend.JOne

who profeſſes friendſhip without intending it.

Shakeſp.

MO tºire. ſ: [neuth and full j . What the

mouth contains atF. 2. Any proverbially

ſmall quantity. I, Pſtrange. -

Mºkotº. J. [mouth and hºnºur.]

S f | Civility
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Civility outwardly expreſſed without ſincerity"|MUCKENDER. ſ. [mouchair, Fr.) Ald

Shakeſp. kerchief. Dorſet.

MOUTHLESS. a. [from mouth.] without a To MUCKER. v. n. To ſcramble for mºtº

mouth. to hoard up.

MOW. ſ. ſmope, Sax. a heap.] A loſt or cham. |MUCKERER. ſ. [from mucker] One ill.

ber where hay or corn is laid up. I uſer. muckers.

To MOW. v. a. preter. mowed, part, nºwn. |MUCKHILL. ſ. [muck and hill] A dunghill,

[mapan, Sax ) 1. To cut with a ſcythe. Burton.

Spenſer. 2. To cut down with ſpeed and vio-MU'CKINESS ſ. [from mucky.] Niflintſ;

lence. Dryden. filth

To MOW. v. a. (from the noun.] To put in a |MU'CKLE. a. [mycel, Sax J. Much.

now. MU CKSWEAT. ſ. Prouſe ſweat.

To MOW. v. n To gather the harveſt. Waller. MU CKWORM. ſ. (muck and worm) . A

MOW. ſ. (mºtº, FL. Wry mouth; difloited worm that lives in dung. 1. A miſer; it."

face. Com. Prayer.ºhakeſp mudgeon. Swift.

To MO W. v. n [from the noun..] To make MUCKY. a. Urom muck.] Naſty; fl.

mouths ; to diſtort the face. A cham Spºnſºr.

To MOWBURN. p. m. [mºv and burn.) . To |MU'COUS. a. [maryus, Lat.) Slimy; wiksu,

ferment and heat in the mow for want of be-l Brºwn.

ing dry. Martimer. MU COUSNESS. ſ. [from maceut] Simt,

Mow:R. ſ. [Irom nºw..] One who cuts with viſcoſity.

a ſcythe. Shakeſp. MUCRO f [Lat] A point. Brºws.

MOXA. ſ. An Indian moſ, uſed in the cure of MU'CRONATED. a. (mucre, Lat] Nitrowt.

the gout, by burning it on the pait aggrieved to a ſharp point. Woodward.

Temple. MU'CULENT. a. [Irom mucus, Lat] Viſºu,

MOYLE. ſ. A mule; an animal generated be. ſlimy,

tween the horſe and the aſs. Carew, May. MUCUS ſ (Lat.) is moſt properly uſed for hit

MUCH, a [mucho, Span.) Large in quantity ; whichfows fromthe papillaryproceſesthrough

long in time ; many in number. L'Ejirange. the oscribriforme into the noſtrils; but is alſº

MUCH. adv. 1. in a great degree , by far uſed for any ſlimy liquor or moiſture Arist. | --

Heb. 1. To a certain degree Mark. 3. To |MUD. ſ. (modder, Dutch.) The ſlime and ulig- º

a great degree Baker. 4. Often, or long | nous matter at the bottom of ſtill waterAid, ""

Granville. 5. Nearly. Temple. To MUD. v. a. [from the noun.J 1. Tobuº "

MUCH. ſ. 1. A great deal; multiude in num: in the ſlime or mud. Shakeſp.? To make

ber ; abundance in quantity. Dryden. 2. turbid; to pollute with dirt. Glanvile. -

More than . nough; a heavy ſº rvice or bur- |MUDDILY. adv. [from muddy.] Turbidly;

then. A ſiſtan. 3. Any affignable quantity or with foul mixture. Dryden. -

degree. Sºuth. 4. An uncommon thing MU'DDINESS. ſ. (from muddy.) Turbºnº
ſomething ſtrange. Tilletſen. 5: To make foulneſs cauſed by mud, dregs, or ſedimeſ.

Much of. To treat with regard; to fondle | Addiſon.

Sidney. To MUDILE. v. a. (from nud) 1. To mº!

MUCH at one adv. Of equal value; of equal | turbid; to foul. Prior. 1 . To make hal: º

influence. Dryden. drunk; to cloud or ſtupify. Arbuthnº; º,

MU'CHwhA.i.adw. [much and what J. Near-IMUDDY. a. ſ.rom mud.) 1. Turbid; g

ly. Atterbury. with mud. Shakeſp. a ſmpure ; ºrk; sº I

Majchel, a [for muckle or mickle, mycel, Shakeſp. 3. Soſed with mud. Pº”, ”

‘Sax.] Much. Sººnſer dark; not bright. Swift. 5. Cloudy; *

MU CID. ſ. mucidus, Lat.) Slimy; muſty. Shakeſp. -, * * *

MU CIDNESS ſ. from mucid.] Slimineſs; To MUDDY. v. a. (from mud..] To mast

muſtineſs. Ainſworth. muddy; to cloud; to diſturb. Gº". * | *

Mucii.AGE.J. [mucilage, Fr.] A ſlimy or MUDsucKERſ (mud and ſack.) A ſeafow -

vilcous body; a body with moiſture ſufficient | Derham. bulk

to hold it together. Evelyn. MUDWATLL.ſ. [mud and wall.] A wall bui

MUCILA'GINOU.S. a. (mucilagineux,Fr. from without mortar. South. Havir

mucilage.J Slimy; viſcous; ſoit with ſome de-MUDWALLED. a. [mud and wall] Havic;

glee of tenacity. Grew, a mudwall. Prior. lt; tı

*º. f: [from mucilagi-|To MUE. v. a. [muer, Fr.] To moult;

neus.] Slimineſs; viſcoſity. change feathers. - *:

MUC K. ſ. (mcox, Sax.] ! Dung for manure Müj. [muff, Swediſh.] A ſoft cover for t

of grounds. Glanville. 1. Any thing low, handsin winter. cleaveland. from tº

mean, and filthy. Spenſer. 3. To run a To MUFFLE. v. a. º. To. Shalº

Muck, ſignifies, to run madly and attack all] weather. Dryden...” to". i. - -

that we meet. Dryden. To conceal; to involve: *** #. Duta)

To MUCK. v. a. To manure with muck; to To MUFFLE. v. A. [naffeles, mºfeles, T

dung. Tuſcr.
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To ſpeak inwardly ; to ſpeak without clear

and diſtinct articulation. Hilfer.

MUFFLER, ſ [from muffe.) A cover for

º

* the fice. Arbuthn:t. i. A part of a wo.

-- man's dreſs by which the face was covered.

** Shaiſh.

- MUPTI. ſ. (A Turkiſh word ) The high prieſt

.* of the Mahometans.

- MUG. ſ. A cup to drink in. Gay.

tº MUGGy. }: ( cant word J. Moiſt; damp :

MUGGISH. (mouldy. Mortimer.

a MUGHOUSE. ſ. [ mug and hºuſe. [ An ale

* houſe; a low houſe of entertainment. Tickell

* MUGIENT. a. [mugiens, Fr.) Bellowing.

#:- Brºwn.

MULAT TO. ſ. (Spaniſh ) One begot between

* ut white and black

ULBE -

:- ºš ºn 8 ſ: [monbenig, Sax.]

MULCT. ſ. (mulia, Lat J A fine , a penalty:

+. uſed commonly of pecuniary penalty. Dryden.

To MULCT. v. a. i mulcio, Cat.) To puniſh

º by fine or forfeiture. Bacon.

- MULE, ſ, [mul, Fr. mula, Lat.) An animal

generated between a he aſs and a mare, or

ſometimes between a horſe and a ſhe aſs. Ray

MULETEER. ſ. [muletier, Fr.) A mule-dri

ver: horſe-boy Shakeſp.

MULEBRITY. ſ. ſimulchrir. Lat.] woman.

hººd; the contrary to virility.

Tº MULL. v. a. ſmellitus, Lat.) to ſoften,

* wine when burnt and ſweetened. Shakeſp.

. §. heat any liquor, and ſweeten and ſpice

- ay.

MºLLAR, ſ (neukar, Fr.] A ſtone held in

the hand with which any powder is ground

"Pon a horizontal ſtone. Peacham.

Mºliº IN. ſ. (verbaſcum, Lat.) A plant. Milt.

§ LLET. ſ. ſnuluſ, Fr.) A ſea fiſh. Pºpe.

jºyºs. J. Twiſting of the guts Ainſ

MU LOCK. ſ. Rubbiſh Ainſworth.
LSE. ſ. Wine boiled and mingled with ho

ney. Dià.

MULTANGULAR. a. [multus and argulus,

º* cornered; having many corners.

'gona -

º Ngularity
' lºolygonally , with maay corner, Grew

*ANGULARN ESS. J. {. multangu

Mºłº, ſtate of being poſºgonal

L. º PSULAR a multus and capſula,

MULT1:.V. into many partitions or cells

Full of holes U.S. a. [muliu, and cavus, Lat.

MUL | IFA RIOUS a.

º º: multi

S's. 47or

MUL.jº kiöö

***. J. With mu;

Mº'º.

º
~

º

adv [from multangu

[ multifariuſ, Latin

plicity ; having different

Evelyn.

s!...Y adv [from multifari

§§ flºº. k;- in tº soo. - * I on unº. 1 : -uţºº!Nº. 77: tifar

- Fi Dous. a. \multifidus, Lat.) Hay

ing ſnan - - -

...” Pºitions, cleft into many branches.

MULT1: -

9 LTIFORM. a. [multiformis, Lat.] Having

various ſhapes or appearances. Miltºn.

MULTIFORMITY. ſ. (multiformit, Lat..] Di

verſity of ſhapes or appearances ſubſiſting in

the ſame thing:

MULTILATERAL. a. (multus and lateral r,

Lat.) Having many ſides.

MULTI LCQUOU.S. a. [multil quuſ, Lat.) Vo

ry taºka ive.

MULI'INOMINAL. a. (multies ard nºmen,

lat.) Having many names.

MULT1 PAROU.S. a ſ multiparur, Lat. 1

Bringing many at a birth. Brºwn,

MULTIPE DE. ſ. multipeda, Lat J An inſe&

with many feet. Bailey

MULTIPLE. a. ſimultiplex, Lat.) A term in

arithmetick, when one number contains an

other ſeveral times, as, nine is the multiple of

three, containing it three times.

MUTIPLIABLE. a. multipliable, Fr. from

multify J Capable to be multiplied.

MULTIPLIABLENESS. ſ. [from multiplia

ble.] Capacity of being multiplied,

MULTIPLICA’BLE, a [from multiplic”, i.at.]

Capable of being arithmetically multiplied.

MULTIPLICAND. ſ. (multiplican dus, Lat.)

The number to be multiplied in arithmetick.

Cºcker.

MULTIPLICA"TE. a. [from multiplica, Lat.)

Conſiſting of more than one Derham.

MULTIPLICATION. ſ. multiplicatio, Lat.]

1 The ast of multiplying or increaſing any

number by addition or production of more or

the ſame kind Brºwn. . . In arithmetick.)

The incre fing of any one number by another,

ſo often as there are units in that number, by

which the one is increaſed. Cocker.

MULTIPLICATOR ſ. [rom multiplice, Lat.]

The number by which another number is

multiplied.

MULTIPLl'CITY. ſ. ſmultiplicité, Fr.

More than one of the ſºme kind. South.

State of being many Dºydºn.

MULTIPLI'CIOUS, a. [multiplex, Lat § Ma

ni old Brzºn.

MULTIPL'ſ R. ſ (from multiply ) i. One

who multiples or increates the number o any.

thing. Decay of Piety 2. The multiplica.or

in arithmetick. Cocker.

To MUI.TIPLY. v a [multiplica, Lat.) 1. To

increaſe in number to make more by gene

ration, accumulation, or addition Milton. a.

To perform the proceſs of arithmetical multi

plication. Brown.

I'o MULTIPLY. v. n. 1. To grow in number.

Jºd. ... To increaſe themſelves. Shakeſp.

MULTIPOTENT. a. [ multur and potent,

Lat. J Having manifold power. Shakeſp.

MULTIPRESENCE. ſ. multur and praeſºn

tia, Lat.) The power or act of being preſent

in more places than one at the ſame time.

Hall.

MULTISCIOUS. a. (multiſcius, Lat.] Having

variety of knowledge.

MULTISILI QUOUS. a. (multur and ſiliqua,

Lat.) The ſame with corniculate; uſed of

S ſ ſ a Plants,

1.

2.
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Civility outwardly expreſſed without ſincerity'

Shakeſp.

MOUTHLESS. a. [from mouth.] Without a

mouth.

MOW. ſ. ſmope, Sax. a heap.] A loſt or cham

ber where hay or corn is laid up. I uſer.

To MOW. v. a. preter. mowed, part, mºvn.

[mapan, Sax ) 1. To cut with a ſcythe.

Spenſer. ... To cut down with ſpeed and vio

lence. Dryden.

To MOW. v. a. (from the noun..] To put in a

mow.

To Mow. v. n To gather the harveſt. Waller.

MOW. ſ. [mºu?, FL. Wry mouth, difloited

face. Cam. Prayer.ºhakeſp

To MOw. v. n (from the noun.] To make

mouths; to diſtort the face. A cham.

To Mo WBURN. p. m. (now and burn.) To

ferment and heat in the mow for want of be

ing dry. Mºrtimer.

Mow!:R. ſ. [Irom nºw..] One who cuts with

a ſcythe. Shakeſp.

MO'XA, ſ An Indian moſ, uſed in the cure ol

the gout, by burning it on the part aggrieved

Temple.

Moyle. ſ. A mule: an animal generated be:

tween the horſe and the aſs. Carew, May.

MUCH. a (mucho, Span.) Large in quantity

long in time ; many in number. L’Eſtrange.

MUCH. adv. 1. In a great degree , by far

Heb. 1. To a certain degree Mark. 3. To

a great degree Baker. 4. Often, or long.

Granville. 5. Nearly. Temple.

MUCH. ſ. 1. A great deal; multiude in num:

ber; abundance in quantity. Dryden, 1.
More than enough; a heavy ſº rvice or bur

then. A filtºn. 3. Any aſſignable quantity or

degree. Sºuth. 4. An uncommon thing ;

ſomething ſt; ange. Tilletſen. 5. To make

º of. To treat with regard; to fondle

Sidney.

M. UCH at one adv. Of cqual value; of equal

influence. Dryden.

MU'CHwhat, adv. [much and what J Near

ly. Atterbury.

Maj'CHEL. a. (for muckle or mickle, mycel,

‘Sax.] Much. Stenſer

MU CID. ſ. mucidus, Lat.) Slimy; muſty.

MUCiDNESS ſ. from mucid.] Slimineſs;

muſtineſs. Ainſworth.

MUCILAGE. ſ. (mucilage, Fr.] A ſlimy or

viſcous body; a body with moiſture ſufficient

to hold it together. Evelyn.

MUCILA'GINOU.S. a. (mucilagineux, Fr. from

mucilage.J Slimy; viſcous; ſoit with ſome de

gree of tenacity. Grew,

MUCILA'GINOUSNESS. ſ. [from mutilagi

neur.) Slimineſs; viſcoſity.

MUCK. ſ. (mcox, Sax.] 1.

of grounds. Glanville. 1. Any thing low,

mean, and filthy. Spenſer. 3. To run a

Muck, ſignifies, to run madly and attack all

that we meet. Dryden.

To MUCK. v. a. To manure with muck; to

dung. Tuſcr.

Dung for manure

MU'CKENDER. ſ. [mouchoir, Fr.] A hand

kerchief. Dorſet.

To MUCKER. v. n. To ſcramble for money;

to hoard up.

MUCKERER. ſ. [from mucker.] One that

muckers.

MUCKHILL. ſ. [muck and hill.] A dunghill.

Burton.

Mººkiness J. [from mucky.] Naſtineſs;

ir

MU'CKI.E. a. [mycel, Sax J. Much.

MU CKSWEAT. ſ. Prouſe ſweat.

MU CKWORM. ſ. [muck and worm 1 1. A

worm that lives in dung. 1. A miſer; a cur

mudgeon. Swift.

MU CKY. a. Lirom muck.] Naſty;

Spenſer.

MU'COUS. a. [mucºſus, Lat.) Slimy; viſceus.

Brºwn.

MUCOUSNESS. ſ. [from maceur J Slime;

viſcoſity.

MUCKO f [Lat.) A point. Brºwn.

MU'CRONATED. a. (mucre, Lat] Narrowed

to a ſharp point. Woodward.

wºulst. a. [from mucus, Lat J Viſcous.

my.

MU CUS ſ. [Lat] ls moſt properly uſed for that

whichflows from the papillaryproceſſes through

the oscribriforme into the noſtrils: but is alſo

uſed for any ſlimy liquor or moiſture. Arbath.

MUD. ſ. (modder, Dutch.) The ſlime and uligi

nous matter at the bottom of ſtill water.Add.

To MUD. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To bury

in the ſlime or mud. Shakeſp. z. To make

turbid to pollute with dirt. Glanville.

MUDDILY. adv. [from muddy.) Turbidly;

with foul mixture. Dryden.

MU'DDINESS. ſ. [from muddy.) Turbidneſs;

foulneſs cauſed by mud, dregs, or ſediment.

Addiſon.

To MUDſ LE. v. a. (from mud.) 1. To make

turbid; to foul. Prior. 2. To make half

drunk; to cloud or ſtupify. Arbuthnet.

MUDDY. a. [from mud.) 1. Turbid ; foul

with mud. Shakeſp. 2 Impure ; dark; groſs.

Shakeſp. 3. Soiled with mud. Pryden. 4.

Dark ; not bright. Swift. 5. Cloudy; dull.

Shakeſp.

To MUDDY. v. a. [from mud..] To make

muddy , to cloud; to diſturb. Grew.

MU’DSUCKER.J. [mud and ſuck.] A ſeafowl.

Derham.

MUDWA'LL.ſ.. [mud and wall.] A wall built

without mortar, South.

MUDWALLED. a. [mud and wall] Having

a mudwall. Prior.

To MUE. v. a. [muer, Fr.] To moult; te

change feathers.

MUFF.J. [muff, Swediſh.] A ſoft cover for the

hands in winter. Cleaveland.

To MU'FFLE. v. a. 1. To cover from the

weather. Dryden. 2. To blindfold. Shakeſp.

3. To conceal; to involve. Sandyr.

To MU'FFLE. v. s. [maſſeles, mºſtles, Dutch.J.

T

filthy.
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To ſpeak inwardly ; to ſpeak without clear

and diſtinét articulation. Hilfer.

MUFFLER. ſ [from muffe.) A cover for

the face. Arbuthnºt. 2. A part of a wo.

man's dreſs by which the face was covered.

Shakeſp.

MU FTI. ſ. [A Turkiſh word) The high prieſt
of the Mahometans.

MUG. ſ A cup to drink in. Gay.

MU'GGY. a. [ cant word J Moiſt; damp :

MUGCISH. ſ. mouldy. Mortimer.

MUGHOUSE. ſ. [ mug and houſe. [ An ale

houſe ; a low houſe of entertainment. Tickell

MUGIENT. a. [mugiens, Fr.) Bellowing.
Brown.

MULAT TO. ſ. (Spaniſh ) One begot between

a white and black

MU" . -

§§,...} f (monºns, six.
MULCT. ſ. (mulia, Lat ). A fine , a penalty;

uſed commonly of pecuniary penalty. Dryden.

To MULCT. v. a. [mułło, Lat. J. To puniſh

by fine or forfeiture. Bacon.

MUL.E. ſ. [mul, Fr. mula, Lat.) An animal

generated between a he aſs and a mare, or

ſometimes between a horſe and a ſhe aſs. Ray

MULETEER. ſ. [muletier, Fr.) A mule-dri

ver: horſe-boy Shakeſp.

MULIE'BRITY. ſ. ſimuliekrit. Lat.] Woman.

hood; the contrary to virility.

To MULL. v. a. ſmellitur, Lat.] To ſoften,

as wine when burnt and ſweetened. Shakeſp.

2. To heat any liquor, and ſweeten and ſp.ce

it. Gay.

MU'LLAR. ſ. (mouleur, Fr.] A ſtone held in

the hand with which any powder is ground

upon a horizontal ſtone. Peacham.

MULLETN. ſ. (verbaſcum, Lat.) A plant. Milt.

MU LLF. T. ſ. (mulus, Fr.) A ſea fiſh. Pºpe.

MULLIGRUBS. ſ. Twiſting of the guts Ainſ

MULLOCK. ſ. Rubbiſh Ainſworth.

MULSE. ſ. Wine boiled and mingled with ho

ney. Dić.

MULTANGULAR. a. (multus and argulus,

Lat.] Many cornered; having many corners .

polygonal.

MULTANGULARITY adv (from multangu

lar J Polygonally , with many corners Grew

MULTA NGULARN ESS. ſ. [rom multan gu

Iar ] The ſtate of being polygonal

MULT1CA PSULAR a multur and capſula,

Lat.) Divided into many partitions or cells

MULTICA VOUS. a. [muliu, and cavus, Lat.

Full of holes.

MUL i IFA RIOUS a. [ multifariut, Latin

Having great multiplicity ; having different

reſpects. More, Evelyn.

MULTIFA RIOUSLY adv [from multifari.

car. J With multiplicity. Bentley.

MULTIFA RioUSN ESS. ſ. ſºon multifari
- - - - - - *...

our J Multiplied diverſity, Norriſ.

MULTIF I DOUS. a. (multifidus, Lat.) Hay

ing many partitions; cleft into many branches.

rººvn.

MULTIFORM. a. [multiformis, Lat.] Having

various ſhapes or appearances. Miltºn.

MULTIFORMITY.'ſ. (multifºrmit, Lat.) Di

verſity of ſhapes or appearances ſubſiſting in

the ſame thing'

MULTILATERAL. a. (multus and lateral r,

Lat.] Having many ſides.

MULTI LCQUOU.S. a. [multil 4 ºut, Lat..] ve

ry talka ive.

MULTINOMINAL. a. ſimultaf ard nºmen,

Lat.] Having many names.

MULTIPAROU.S. a ſ multiparur, Lat. )

Bringing many at a birth. Brºwn.

MULTIPE DE. ſ. multipeda, Lat J An infect

with many feet. Bailey.

MULTIPLE. a. ſimultiplex, Lat.] A term in

arithmetick, when one number contains an

other ſeveral times, as, nine is the multiple of

three, containing it three times.

MUTIPLIABLE. a. [multipliable, Fr. from

multipy) Capable to be multiplied.

MULTIPLIABLENESS. ſ. [rom multiplia

ble.] Capacity of being multiplied,

MULTIPLICA’BLE, a [from multiplics, Lat.]

Capable of being arithmetically multiplied.

MULTIPLICAND. ſ. (multiplican duº, Lat.)

The number to be multiplied in arithmetick.
Cºcker.

MULTIPLICA"TE. a. ſſrom multiplica, Lat.]

Conſiſting of more than one Derham.

MULTIPLICATION. ſ. (multiplicatio, Lat.)

1 The ast of multiplying or increaſing any

number by addition or production of more or

the ſame kind Brown. . . In arithmetick.]

The incre ſing of any one number by another,

ſo often as there are units in that number, by

which the one is increaſed. Cocker.

MULTIPLICATOR ſ. [rom multiplice, Lat.]

The number by which another number is

multiplied.

MULTIPLI'CITY. ſ. ſnultiplicité, Fr. 1.

More than one of the ſºme kind. South. 2.

State of being many Dryden.

MUL Fi PLI. Ious. a. [multiplex, Lat § Ma
ni old Brzºn.

MULTIPLI'ſ R. / [from multiply J 1. One

who multiples or increates the number o any

thing. Decay of Piety 2. The multiplica.or

in aſ ithmetick. Cocker.

To MU’ſ.TIP1.Y. v a [multiplice, Lat.) 1. To

increaſe in number to make more by gene

ration, accumulation, or addition Milton. a.

To perform the proceſs of arithmetical multi

plication. Brown.

To MULTIPLY. v. n. 1. To grow in number.

PW1, d. 1. To increaſe themſelves. Shakeſp.

MULTIPOTENT. a. [ multur and potent,

Lat. J Having in anifold power. Shakeſp.

MULTIPRESENCE. ſ. (multus and praeſºn

tia, Lat.] The power or act of being preſent

in more places than one at the ſame time.

Hall.

MULTISCIOUS. a. [multiſcius, Lat.] Having

variety of knowledge.

MULTISILI QUO U.S. a. (multur and ſiliqua,

Lat.) The ſame with corniculate; uſed of

S ſ ſ a Plants,
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plants, whoſe ſeed is contained in many diſ

tinct ſeed-veſſels.

MULTI SONOU.S. a. ſimultiſanus, Lat] Hav

ing many ounds. Diét.

MU LTIT UD E. ſ. [multitude, Lat.) 1. The

ſtate of being many the ſtate of being more

than one. 2. Number; many; more than

one Hale. 3. A great number ; looſely and

indefinitely. Watt. 4. A crowd or throng ;

the vulgar. Addiſºn.

MULTITU OINOU.S. a. [from multitude.} :

Having the appearance of a multitude. Shakeſ.

2. Manifold. Shakeſp.

MULTIVAG ANT.

MULTIVAGOU.S.

much abroad. -

MULTIVIOUS. a. [ multus and via, Lat J

, Having many ways; manifold.

MULTOCULAR a.. [mulus and oculuſ, Lat.]

Having more eyes than two. Derham.

MUM. interject. A word denoting prohibition

to ſpeak; ſilence; huſh. Hudibrar.

MUM. ſ. ſmilºme, German.] Ale brewed with

wheat. A ſortimer.

To MUMBLE. v. n. [mompelen, Dutch.) 1.

To ſpeak inwardly ; to grumble ; to mutter.

Shakeſp. 2. To chew; to bite ſoftly. Dryden.

To MUMBLE. v. a. 2. To utter with a low

inarticulate voice. Shakeſp. z. To mouth

gently. Pºpe. 3. To ſlubber over 5 to ſup

preſs; to utter imperſectly. Dryden.

MU MBLER. ſ. ( from mumble. ) One that

ſpeaks inarticulately ; a mutterer.

MU MBLINGLY. j. [from numbling..] With

inarticulate utterance.

To MUMM. v. a. [...ºurnme. Daniſh.] To maſk;

to frolick in diſguiſe. Spenſer.

MUMMER. ſ. (mumne, Daniſh.) A maker;

one who performs frolicks in a perſonated

dºeſs. Milton.

MUMMER Y. ſ. ſnomerie, Fr.] Maſsing; fro

lick in maſks ; foolery. Bacon.

MU'MMY. ſ. Umumie, Fr. numea, Lat. from the

Arabick.)

Egyptian art of embalming Bacon, 2.44um

*y is uſed among gardeners for a fort of wax

uſed in the planting and grafting of trees

Chambers. - -

To MUMP. v. a. [mumpelin, Dutch.) 1. To

nibble ; to bite quick 5 to chew with a con

tinued motion. Otway. 2. To talk low and

quick. 3. [In cant language.] To go a

begging.

MU M Pł.R. ſ. A beggar.

MUMPS. ſ. [ mºmpelin, Dutch. J Sullenneſs;

ſilent anger. Sº, nacr.

MUMPS. ſ. The ſquinancy. Ainſwºrth.

To MUNCH. v. a. (manger, Fr. J. To chew by

great mouthfuls. Shakeſ?.

To MUNCH. v n. To ci.ew eagerly by great

mouth'uls. Dryden.

MUNCH.E.R. ſ. [from musch. One that mun

ches.

MUND. ſ. Peace, from which our lawyers call

a breach of the peace, wºundbreck : ſo Lad

mund is happy peace ; AEthelmund, noble

peace ; Ælmund, all peace. Gibſºn.

MUDAN.E. a. [mundanus, Lat.) Belonging tº

the world. Glanville.

MUNDATION. ſ. (mundus, Lat..] The aa of

slºſing.
MUNDATORY. c. (from mundu!, Lat.] Hav.

ing the power to cleanſe.

MUNDICK. ſ. A kind of marcaſte or ſemi

metal found in tin mines.

MUNDIFICATION. ſ. [ mundu, and facis,

Lat. Cleanſing any body. Quincy.

MUN D! FICATIVE. a. (mundus and facis,

Lat. Cleanſing ; having the power to cleanſe.

Brºwn.

To MUNDIFY. v. a. ſmundus and faciº, Lat.]

To cleanſe ; to make clean Harvey.

MUNDIVAGANT. a. ſ. mundivagus, Lat]

Wandering through the world.

MUNDU'NGUS. ſ. Stinking tobacco Bailey.

MU NERARY, a [from munur, Lat.] Having

the nature of a gift.

MUNGREL f. Anything generated between

different kinds; any thing partaking of the

qualities of different cauſes or parents. Shakeſ.

MUNGREI. a. Generated between different

natures , baſe born 5 degenerate. Shakeſp.

MUNICIPAL. a. in unicipalis, Lat.) Belong

ing to a corporation. Dryden. -

MUNIFI CENCE. ſ. […inificentia, Lat..] Li

berality ; the ad of giving. Addiſºn.

MUNIFICENT. a. (munificuſ, Lat..] Liberal";

generous. Atterbury.

MUNIFICENTLY. adv. [from muniſ, est.]

Liberally , generouſly.

MUNIMENT, ſ. (munimentum, Lat.) 1. For

tification ; ſtrong hold. 2. Support; detence.

Mo MU’NITE. v. a. (munio, Lat..] To fortity,

to ſtrengthen. A word not in uſe. Bacon.

MUNITION. ſ. ſnunţii:, Lat.) 1. Fortifica

tion; ſtrong hold. Hale. 2. Ammunition;

materials for war. Fair.

MU'NNION. ſ. Munnions are the upright poſts

that divide the lights in a window frame. A fºr.

MU RAGE. ſ. [from murus, Lat.] Moosy paid

to keep walls in repair.

MU'RAL n. (muraits, Lat.) Pertaining to a

wall. Evelyn.

MURDER. J. [monºon, Saxon The act of

killing a man unlawfully. Shakeſ?.

To MU RDER. v. a. (from the noun..] ... To

kill a man unlawfully. Dryden. ... To de

ſtroy ; to put an end to. Shakeſp.

MURDERER. ſ. (from murder.] One who

has ſhed human blood unlawfully. Sidney.

MURDERESS. ſ. (from murderer.] A wornian

that commits murder. Dryden.

MURDERMENT. ſ. [from marder.] The act

of killing uniawfully.

MURDEROUS. a. Bloody; guilty of murder.

Shakeſp. Prior.

MURE. ſ. ſnur, Fr. diarus, Lat.) A wall. Not

in uſe Shakeſp.

To MURE. v. a. To incloſe in walls. Kºzlies.

MU RENGER. ſ. [murus, Lat. An overseer

a. [ multivagur, Lat]

That wanders or ſtrays

1. A dead bodyſº by the ſ

of a wall. MUR'ſA
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MURIA"TICK. a Partaking of the taſte or na

ture of brine. Arbuthnot. -

MURK. ſ. ſnork, Daniſh.J Darkneſs; want of

light. Shakeſp.

MURK. ſ. Huſks of fruit. Ainſworth.

MU RKY. a. marck, Daniſh.] Dark ; cloudy :

wanting light Addiſºn. -

MURMUR.J. [murrur, Lºt.) 1. A low ſhrill

noiſe. Pºpe. 2. A complaint half ſuppreſſed

Dryden.

No MURMUR v. n. [murmuro, Lat.] 1. To

give a low ſhrill ſound. Pºpe. 1. To grumble ;

to utter ſecret diſcontent Wake.

MURMURER, ſ [from murmur.] One who

repines; a grumbler; a repiner. Government

#. Tºngue, Blackmºre.

MURNIVAL. f. Four cards.

MURRAIN. ſ. The plague in cattle. Garth.

MURRE. ſ. A kind of bird. Carew.

MU'RRY. a. (morée, Fr. merell, Italian, from

More, a Moor.] Darkly red. Boyle.

MURRION. ſ. ſoften written morton.] A hel

met ; a caſque. King.

MURTH ºf Cºrn J. Plenty of grain.

MUSCA DEL. Sa. (muſcat, muſcadeſ, Fr. meſ

MUSCAD INE. l catella, Italian.] A kind of

ſweet grape, ſweet wine and ſweet pear.

MUSCLE. ſ. (muſcle, Fr. muſculus, Lat..] I

Auſcle is a bundle of thin and parallel plates

of fleſhy threads or fibres, incloſed by one

common membrane : all the fibres of the

ſame plate are parallel to one another, and

tied together at extremely little diſtances by

ſhort and tranſverſe fibres: the fleſhy fibres are

compoſed of other ſmaller fibres, incloſed like

wife by a common membrane; each leſſer

fibre conſiſts of very ſmall veſicles or bladders,

into which we ſuppoſe the veins, arteries and

nerve; to open, Quincy. 2. A bivalve ſhell

fiſh. Hakewill

MUSCO SITY. ſ. ſnuſºſus, Lat] Moſineſs.
MUSCU L.A. R. a. [from muſculuſ, Lat J Per

formed by muſcles. Arbuthnot.

MUSCULARITY.'ſ [from muſcular.] The

ſtate of having muſcles. Grew.

MUSCULOUS. a. [muſculeux, Fr. muſculºſur,

Lat 3 1. Full of muſcles; brawny. 2. Per

taining to a muſcle. Mare.

MUSE. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Deep thought :

cloſe attention ; abſence of mind. Milton. 2.

The power of poetry. Cowley.

To MUSE. v. n. (mujer, Fr.j 1. To ponder ;

to think cloſe; to ſtudy in filence. Hººker.

2. To be abſent of mind Shakeſp. 3. To

wonder ; to be amazed. Shakaſh.

MUSEFU L. a. [from muſe..] Deep thinking.

Dryden.

MUSER. / (from muſe..] One who muſes; one

apt te be ab ent of mind.

MUSE.T. ſ. In hunting ) The place through

which the hare goes to relief. Bailey.

MUSEUM.J. [Aussº.) A repoſitory of learned

curioſities.

MUSHROOM. f. [moucherºn, Fr] ... Muſh

roºm, are by curious naturaliſts eſteemed perſect

plants, though their flowers and ſeeds have not

as yet been diſcovered. Miller. 2. An upſtart ;

a wretch riſen from the dunghill. Bacon

MUSHROOMSTONE. ſ. (nu, ºrczm and flane.]

A kind of ſo ſºil.

MUSICK, ſ ſº a vi.) 1. The ſcience of har

monical ſounds. Dryden. 2. Inſtrumental or

vocal harmony. Mºlton.

MUSICAL. a. [muſical, Fr. from muſck.] 1.

Harmonious ; melodious ; ſweet ſounding.

Miltºn. 2. Belºnging to muſick. Addiſon.

MUSICALLY. adv. [from muſical J Harmo

niouſly; with ſweet ſound. Addiſon.

MU'SICALNESS. ſ. from muſical.) Harmony.

MUSI CIA.N. ſ. (muſicus, Lat.) One ſkilled in

harmony, cne who periorms upon inſtruments

ºf muſick. Bacºn.

MUSK. ſ. (muſchio, Italian, muſc, Fr.) Muſk is

a dry, light and friable ſubſtance of a dark

blackiſh colour, with ſome tºnge of a purpliſh

or blood colour in it, feeling ſomewhat ſmooth

or unctuous: its ſmell is highly perfumed; it

is brought from the Eaſt Indies: the animal

which prºduces it is of the ſize of a common

goat. Hill

MUSK. ſ. (muſca, Lat..] Grape hyacinth or

grape flower. Miller.

MU SKAPPLE. ſ. A kind of apple. Ainſworth.

MUSKCAT. ſ. [muſk and cat..] The animal

from which muſk is got.

MU SKCHERRY. ſ. A ſort of cherry.

MUSKET. ſ. [muſquet,Fr.) 1. A ſoldier's hand

gun. Bacon. 2. A male hawk of a finall kind.

Shakeſp.

MUSKETEER, ſ ſtrom muſket.) A ſoldier

whoſe weapon is his inuſket Clarendon.

MUSKETO'ON.J. [mu queton, Fr.) A blun

derbuſs; a ſhort gun of a large bore.

MUSKN ESS. ſ. Liron muſk.j The ſcent of

muſk.

MUSKMELON. ſ. (muſ and meiºn.]A fragrant
melon. Bacon.

MU'SKPEAR.J. [muſ, and pear.] A fragrant

pear.

MUSKROSE. ſ. ſmuſ, and rºſe.] A roſe ſo

“allºd, I ſuppoſe, from its fragrance. Bacon,
Milton, Bºyle.

MU'SKY. a. [from muſk.) Fragrant; ſweet of
ſcent. Miltºn.

M! Sº!N. ſ. A fine fluff made of cotton. Gay.

MUSROL.J. (muſercle, Fr.) The noteband of a

horſe's bridle. Bailey.

MUSS, ſ. A ſcramble. Shakeſp.

MUSSITA'ſ iON. ſ. muſic, Lat.) Murmur ;

grumble.

MUSSULMAN. f. A Mahometan believer.

MUST; ºrb imperfect. [muſſen, Dutch J To

be obliged. It is only uſed before a verb. Muſt

is of all perſons and tenſes, and uſed of per

ſons and things. Grew.

MUST. ſ. [rºſtam, Lat.]New wine; new wort.

Dryden.

To MUST. v. a. [m wr, Welſh, ſlinking.] To

mould ; to make mouldy. Mºrtºmer.

To MUST. v. n. To grow mouldy.

M USTA'CHES,
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MUSTA'CHES. ſ. [muſtacher, Fr.] Whiſkers;hair on the upper lip Spenſer. e

MUSTARD. f. (mºſard, Welſh: mouffard,

Fr.] A plant. The flower confiſts of four

leaves, which are placed in form of a creſt.

Strift.

To MU'STER. v. m. To aſſemble in order to

form an army. Blackmore.

To MU STER. v. a. maufferen, Dutch..] 1. To

review forces. Locke. 2. To bring together.

Shakeſp. Weedw.

MU’sTER. ſ. [from the verb.] I. A review

of a body of forces. B. John. 2. A regiſter

of forces muſtered. South. 3. A collestion:

as, a muſter of peacocks. 4. Tº paſt Must £r.
To be allowed. South.

MUSTERBOOK. ſ. (muffer and book.] A book

in which the forces are regiſtered. Shakeſp.

MUSTERMASTER. ſ. (mufter and maſter.]

One who ſuperintends the muſter to prevent

frauds Knoller. -

MUSTER-ROLL ſ. ſnuffer and roll.] A re

giſter of forces. Pºpe.

MUSTILY. adv, (from muſly J. Mouldily.

MUSTINESS, ſ. (from muſly ) Mould ; damp

foulneſs. Evelyn.

MUSTY. a. [from muſº.) . Mouldy ; ſpoiled

with damp; moiſt and fetid. Bacon. 1. Stale;

ſpoiled with age. Harvey. 3. Vapid with fe

tidneſs. Pºpe. 4. Dull; heavy; wanting

activity; wanting practice in the occurrences

of life. Addiſºn.

MUTABILITY...ſ. (mutabilité, Fr.) 1.Change.

ableneſs ; not continuance in the ſame ſtate.

Hooker, Suekling, Stilling fleet. 2. Incon

ſtancy change of mind. Shakeſp.

MUTABLE. a. (mutabºlis, Lat.] 1. Subject

to change ; alterable. Sºuth. 2. Inconſtant ,

unſettled. Shakeſp. Miłºn.

MUTABLENESS. ſ. [Iron mutable.) Change

ableneſs : uncertainty.

MUTATION. ſ. (mutation, Fr. mutatio, Lat.]

Change ; alteration. Barºn.

MUTE. a. ſ. muer, Fr. mutus, Lat ) Silent; not

vocal ; not having the uſe of voice. Dryden.

MUTE. ſ. 1. One that has no power of ſpeech.

Shakeſ. 2. A letter, which can make no

ſound. Hilder.

To MUTE. v. n. [mutir, Fr.] To dung as

birds. Tºb.

MUTELY. adv. [from mute.] Silently ; not

vocally. Milton.

To MUTILATE. v. a. (mutiler, Fr. nut lo,

Lat.) To deprive of ſome eſſential part.

Addiſºn.

MUTIILATION. ſ. (mutilition, Fr. natilatio,

Lat.]Deprivation of a limb, or any eſſential

part. Clarendon.

MUTINE. ſ. [mutin, Fr J A mutineer. Shakeſ

MUTINE'ER. f. (from natin, Fr J A mover of

fedition. Dryden.

MUTINOU.S. a [mutine, Fr.) Seditious; buſy

in inſurrečtion; turbulent. Pſaller. .

MUTINOUSLY, adv, (from miut, nour.] Sedi

tiouſly ; turbulently. Sºday.

MUTINOUSNESS. ſ. [from mutiness.] Se

ditiouſneſs; turbulence.

To MUTINY. v. n. (mutiner, Fr.] To riſe a

gainſt authority; to make inſurre&tion. Sºuth.

MUTINY. ſ. [from the verb.] Inſurrection;

ſedition. Temple.

To MUTTER v.n.[mutire, Lat.] To grumble,

to murmur. Burton, Dryden.

To MUTTER. v. a. To utter with imperſect
articulation. Creech.

MUTTER. ſ. [from the verb.] Murmur, ob
ſcure utterance. Milton.

MUTTERER. ſ. (from mutter.) Grumbler;
murmurer.

MUTTERINGLY. adv. [from muttering.)
With a low voice.

MUTTON. ſ. [mouton, Fr.) 1. The fleſh of

ſheep dreſſed for food. Swift. 2. A ſheep:

now only in ludicrous language. Hayward.

MUTTONFIST. ſ. [mutton and fift.] A hand

large and red. Dryden.

MUTUAL a.[mutuel, Fr.] Reciprocal, each

ačting in return or correſpondence to the o

ther Pope.

MUTUALLY adv. [rom mutsal] Recipro

cally ; in return. Newton.

MUTUALITY. ſ. [from mutual.] Reciproca

tion. Shakeſp.

MUZZLE.J. [muſeau, Fr.) 1. The mouth of

any thing. Sidney. 2. A faſtening for the

mouth, which hinders to bite. Dryden.

To MUZZLE. v. n. To bring the mouth near.

L'Eſtrange.

To MU ZZLE. v. a. 1. To bind the rmouth.

Pryden, 2. To ſondle with the mouth cloſe.

L'Eſt, ange.

MY. pronoun poſſive. Belonging to me.Bramh.

MYNCHEN / [mynchen, Saxon 1A nun.Diá.

MY OGRAPHY.f. [avoyfaşia J A deſcription

of the muſcles.

MYO LOGY..ſ (myelºgie, Fr.] The deſcription

and doćtrine of the muſcles. Cheyne.

MYOPY. ſ. Shortneſs of ſight.

MY RIAD. ſ. ſº plac.) 1. The number of

ten thouſand. 2. Proverbially any great num

ber. Milton

MYRMIDO.N. ſ. ſºupºn?….] Any rude ruf

fian ; ſo named from the ſoldiers of Achilles.

Swift.

MYROBOLAN ſ (myrobelanus, Lat.] A fruit.

The myrchelans are a dried fruit, of which we

have five kinds: they are fleſhy, generally with

a ſtone and kernel,having the pulpy part more

or leſs of an auſtere acrid taſte; they are the

production of five different trees growing in

the Eaſt Indies, where they are eaten pre

ſerved. Hill.

MYRO POLIST. ſ. [...ipov and raxia..] One

who ſells unguents.

MY RRH.ſ. (myrrha, Lat.) Myrrh is a vege

table product of the gum refin kind, ſent to

us in looſe granules from the ſize of a pepper

corn to that of a walnut, of a reddiſh brown

colour, with more or leſs of an admixture of

yellow ; its taſte is bitter and acrid, with a

ptculiar
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peculiar aromatick flavour, but very nauſeous:

its ſmell is ſtrong, but not diſagreeable : it is

brought from Ethiopia, but the tree which

produces it is wholly unknown Hill.

MY RRHINE. a [myrrhinus, Lat.) Made of

the myrrhine ſtone. Milton.

MYRTIFORM. ſ. (myrtus and form J. Having

the ſhape of myrtle berries.

“yº. J. [myrtus, Lat.] A fragrant tree.
Shakeſp.

MY§f [my and ſelf. ) An emphatical

word added to I: as, I myſelf do it; that is,

not I by proxy; not another. Shakeſp.

MYSTAGO GUE. ſ. ſavczyay….] One who

interprets divine myſteries; alſo one who

keeps church relicks, and ſhews them to

ſtrangers.

MYSTE’RIARCH. ſ [avºis, and dºxº.] One

preſiding over myſteries.

MYSTERIOUS.J. (myſlerieux, Fr.], i. Inac

ceſſible to the underſtanding ; awfully ob

ſcure. Derban. 2. Artfully perplexed. Swift.

MYSTERIOUSLY. adv. (from myſterious.) 1.

In a manner above underſtanding. z. Obſcure

ly , enigmatically Taylor.

MYSTE’RIOUSNESS. ſ. [from myſterieur.] 1.

Holy obſcurity. Taylor. 2. Artful difficulty

or perplexity.

To MYSTERIZE. v. a. [from myſtery..] To

MY'STERY. ſ. ſuvršºv.] 1. Something above

human intelligence; ſomething awfully ob

ſcure. Taylor. 2. An enigma ; any thing

artfully made difficult, Shakeſp. 3. A trade;

• calling : in this ſenſe it ſhould, according to

Warburton, be written miſlery, from meſlier,

French, a trade. Spenſer, Shakeſp.

|MYSTICAL. R. a. [myſticut, Lat..] i. Sacredly

MYSTICK. J obſcure. Hºcker. 2. Involving

ſome ſecret meaning; emblematical. Taylºr.

3. Obſcure ; ſecret. Dryden.

MYSTICALLY. adv. [from myſtical) in a

manner, or by an act, implying ſome ſecret

meaning. Donne.

MYSTICALNESS. ſ (from myſtical.) Involu

tion of ſome ſecret meaning.

MYTHOLOGICAL.a. (from mytholºgy ) Re

lating to the explication of fabulous hiſtory.
Brown.

MYTHOLOGICALLY. adv. [from mythºlºgi

cal.] In a manner ſuitable to the ſyſtem of
fables.

MYTHOLOGIST. ſ. (from mythology.) A re

lator or expoſitor of the ancient fables of the

heathens. Creech, Norris.

To MYTHOLOGIZE. v. n. (from mythºlºgy.]

To relate or explain the fabulous hiſtory of
the heathens.

explain as enigmas. Brown.

MYTHOLOGY.. ſ. [ºs, and xy".) A ſyſ.

tem of fables. Bentity.

N.

N A K

A ſemivowel, has in Engliſh an invaria

ble ſound : as, no, name, net ; it is ſome

2 times after m almoſt loſt; as, condemn,

contemn.

To NAB. v. a. ſnappa, Swediſh.] To catch un

expectedly.

MA"DIR. J. [Arabick ] The point under foot

directly oppoſite to the zenith Creech.

NAFF. ſ. A kind of tufted ſea-bird.

NAG. ſ. ſnagge, Dutch.) A ſmall horſe. A

horſe in familiar language. Prior.

NAIL. ſ. ſnoºl, s...} 1. The horny ſubſtance

at the ends of the fingers and toes. Dryden.

2. The talons of birds and beaſts. 3. A

ſpike of metal by which things are faſtened

together. 4. A ſtud; a boſs. 5. A kind of

meaſure ; two inches and a quarter. 6 On

the nail. Readily ; immediately , without

delay. Swift

To NAIL. v. a 1. To faſten with nails. Miltºn.

2. To ſtud with nails. Dryden.

NA'ILER.J. [from nail.]. A nail-maker.

NA'KED. a. [nacob, Sax.] 1. Wanting cloaths;

uncovered ; bare. Bacon. 2. Unarmed ; de

fenceleſs; unprovided. Shakeſp. 3. Plain ;

evident ; not hidden. Shakºp. 4. Mere;

frnply ; abſtracted, Hoºker.

N A M

NAKEDLY. adv. 1. Without covering. z.

Simply , merely, Holder. 3. Diſcoverably;

evidently. Daniel.

NAKEDNESS. ſ. [from naked] t. Nudity :

want of covering. Miltºn. 2. Want of provi

ſon for defence. Gen. 3. Plainneſs ; evi

dence; want of concealment. Shakeſø.

NAME. ſ. (nama, Sax.] 1. The diſcrimina

tive appellation of an individual. Shakeſp 1.

The term by which any ſpecies is diſtinguiſh

ed. 3. Perſon. Dryden. 4. Reputation cha

racter. 5. Renown; ſame ; celebrity. Bacºn,

6. Power delegated. Shakeſp. 7. Fictitious

imputation. Pryden. 8. Appearance ; not

reality. Shakeſp. 9. An opprobrious appella
tion. Granville.

To NAME. v. a. 1. To diſcriminate by a

particular appellation. Shakeſp. z. To men

tion by name. Eccleſ. 3. To ſpecify 5 to no

minate. Lºcke. 4. To utter ; to mention.

Gen. -

NAMELESS. a. (from name ] 1. Not diſlin.

guiſhed by any diſcriminative a ſellation.

Denham. 1. One of which the w'ile is not

known. Atterbury. 3. Not am us.

NAMELY. adv. Uform **me. Particularly a

ſpecial, Hºoker, 4.1, n.

NA Mºſk.
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NAMER,f [from name.) One who calls any by
name.

NA'MESA K E ſ. One that has the ſame name

with another Addiſºn.

NA P. J. hnoeppan, Sax 1 1. Slumber ; a ſhort

ſleep. Sidney. ... [hnoppa, Sax ) Down ;

willous ſubſtance. Spenſer.

To NAP. v. a. [hnoeppan, Sax.] To ſleep; to

be drowſy or ſecure. Hud, braſ, Carew.

NAPE. ſ. The joint of the neck behind. Bacon.

NA'PERY. ſ. ſnaperia, Ital.] Table-linen.

NA PHEV. ſ. ſnapur, Lat..] An herb.

NAPHTH A. ſ. ſnaphtha, Lat.] Naththa is a

very pure, clear, and thin mineral fluid, of a

very pale yellow, with a caſt of brown in it.

It is fift and oily to the touch, of a ſharp and

unpleaſing taile, and of a briſk and penetra

ting ſmell ; of the bituminous kind. It is ex

tremely ready to take fire. It is principally

uſed externally in paralytick caſes. Hill.

NAPPIN ESS.J. [from nappy.J. The quality of

having a nap.

NAPKIN. J. [from nap.] 1. Cloaths uſed at

table to wipe the hands. Mºſkins. 2. A

handkerchief. Obſolete. Shakeſp.

NA PLESS. a. [ from nap. J Wanting nap ;

threadbare. Shakeſp.

NA’PPY. a. (from nap.) Frothy : ſpumy. Gay.

MARCI'SSU.S. ſ. (Lat. narciſe, Fr.) A daffodil.

Thºmſºn.

NARCOTICK.a.[vatºw, narcotique, Fr.] Pro

ducing torpor, or ſtupefaction. Quincy,Brown.

NARD. ſ. (nardus, Lat.) 1. Spikenard. 2.

An odorous ſhrub. B. Jºhnſon.

NARE. ſ. [naris, Lat J A noſtril. Hudibrar.

NAREWHALE. ſ.A ſpecies of whale. Brown.

NA RRABLE. a. (from narro.] Capable to be

told.

NARRATION. ſ. [narratic, Lat.] Account;

relation; hiſtory. Abbot.

NARRATIVE. a. [narratef-ve, Fr. from nar

ro, Lat.J 1. Relating ; giving an account.

Ayºffs. 2. Storytelling ; apt to relate things

paſt. Pºpe.

NARRA'ſ IV.E. ſ. A relation ; an account.

Sºuth.

NA'RRATIVELY. adv. [from narrative.) By

way of relation. Ayliffe.

NARRATOR. ſ. [narrateur, Fr.] A teller; a

relater. Matti.

To NARRIFY. v. a. [from narro, Lat.] To

relate; to give account of Stakeſp.

NARROW. a. (neanu, Sax.] . Not broad or

wide. Shakeſp. 2. Small ; of no great extent.

Brown. 3. Covetous ; avaricicus. Sidney.

4. Contracted; ungenerous Spratt. 5. Near ;

within a ſmall diſtance. Dryd. 6. Cloſe ;

vigilant; attentive. Miltºn.

To NARROW. v. a. 1. To diminiſh with re

1. Nečt to breadth. Brown, Temple, 2. To con

trav't ; to impair in dignity. Locke. 3. To

contract in ſentiment. Pºpe. 4. To confine ;

to limit. Pº atts. 5. (In far iery.] A horſe is

ſaid to na rew, when he does not take ground

cnough. Fa.ºr. Dict.

NA'RROWI.Y. adv. [from narrºw.] I. with

little breadth or wideneſs. 2. Contractedly;

without extent. Swift. 3. Cloſely; vigilantly;

*akº/p 4. Nearly , within a little. Swift.

5. Avariciouſly ; ſparingly.

NARROWNESS. ſ. [from narrºwl I. want

of breadth. Addiſºn. 2. Want of comprehen

ſion. Locke. 3. Confined ſtate ; contracted

neſs. Denham. 4. Meanneſs; poverty. Saath.

5. Want of capacity. Burnet.

NAS. ſtrom ne has or kas nºt.) Spenſer.

NASAL. a. (naſus, Latj Belonging to the noſe.

Hºlder, Brown.

NASICOR NOU.S. a. [naſu, and corne J Hav

ing the horn on the noſe. Brown.

NASTY. a. ſnaſ, nat, German, wet.] 1. Dir

ty ; filthy , ſorºid; nauſeous; polluted. Swift.

2. Obſcene , lewd.

NASTILY. adv. [from naſty. ] i. Dirtily;

filthily ; nauſeouſly. Bacca. 2. Obſcenely ,

groſsly.

NASTINESS. ſ. [from naſty.] 1. Dirt; filth.

Hayward. 2. Obſcenity; groſsneſs of ideas.
South.

NATAL. a. [natal, Fr.] Native; relating to

nativity. Camden, Prior.

NATATION. ſ. [natatio, Lat.] The act of

ſwimming. Brown.

NATHLESS. adv. [na, that is not, the lºſs,

Sax.] Nevertheleſs. Milton.

NATHMORE. adv. [na the mºre.] Never the

more. Spenſer.

NATION. ſ [nation, Fr. natio, Lat.] A peo

ple diſtinguiſhed from another people. Raleigh.

NATIONAL. a. [national, Fr. from nation.) 1.

Publick; general; not private ; not particu

lar. Addiſon. 2. Bigotted to one's own coun

try.

NATIONALLY. adv. [from natiºnal.] With

regard to the nation. South.

NATIONLESS. f. [from national.] Reference

to the people in general.

NATIVE. a. [nativus, Latin ; natif-te, Fr J

1. Produced by nature ; not artificial. Davier.

2. Natural ; ſuch as is according to nature.

Swift. 3. Conferred by birth. Denham. 4.

Pertaining to the time or place of birth. Shak.

5. Original. Milton.

NATIVE. ſ. 1. One born in any place ; origi

nal inhabitant. Bacon. 2. Offspring. -

NATIVEN ESS. ſ. [from native..] State of be

ing produced by nature.

NATIVITY. ſ. nativité, Fr.] 1. Birth; iſſue

into life. Bacon, Shakeſp. 2. State or place

of being produced. Milton.

NATURAL. a. (naturel, Fr.] 1. Produced or

effected by nature. Wilkinº. 2. Illegitimate.

Temple. 3. Beſtowed by nature. Swift. 4.

Not forced ; not farfetched; dictated by na

ture. J%ttan. 5. Tender ; affectionate by

nature Shakeſp. 6. Unaffected; according to

truth and reality. Addiſ. n. 7. opposed to yie

lent : as, a natural death. .

NATURAL. f. from nature.] 1. An idiot;

a fool. Shakeſp, Lºcke. 2. Native; original

inhabitant;
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inhabitant. Raleigh. 3. Gift of nature; na

ture ; quality. Wottºn.

NATURALIST ſ. (from natural.] A ſtudent

in Phyſicks. Addiſºn.

NATURALIZATION. ſ. [from naturalize.)

The act of inveſting aliens with the privileges

of native ſubjects. Bacon.

To NATURALIZE. v. a. ſſrom natural] i.

To inveſt with the privileges of native ſub

jects. Davies. 2. To make eaſy like things

natural. South.

NATURALLY. adv. [from natural] . Ac

cording to unaffiſted nature. Hºoker. 1. With

out affestation Shakeſp. 3. Spontaneouſly.

NATURALNESS. ſ. (rom natural] ... The

ſtate of being given or produced by nature.

Sºuth. 1. Conformity to truth and reality,

not affectation. Dryden.

NATURE. ſ. ſnatura, Lat.) 1. An imaginary

being ſuppoſed to preſide over the material

and animal world Shakeſp. Cºwley. 1. The

native ſtate or properties of anything. Hale.

3. The conſtitution of an animated body. Shak.

4. Diſpoſition of mind. Shakeſp. 5. The re

£ular courſe of things Shakeſp. 6. The corn

paſs of natural exiſtence. Glanville. 7. Na

tural affection, or reverence. Pºpe. 8. The

ſtate or operation of the material world. Pºpe.

9. Sort , ſpecies. Dryden. 10. Sentiments

or images adapted to nature. Addiſon. i.

Phyſicks; the ſcience which teaches the qua

lities of things. Pope.

NATURITY: ſ (from nature ) The ſtate of

being produced by nature Brown.

NAVAL. a. (naval, Fr. J . Conſiſting of ſhips

%aller. 2. Belonging to ſhips. Temple.

NAVE. ſ. ſnap, Sax.] 1. The middle part of

the wheel in which the axle moves Shake p

2: [from naviſ, nave, old French.) The mid

dle part of the church diſtinct from the aiſles

or wings. Ayliffe.

NAVEL. ſ. ſnarela, navela, Sax.] The point

in the middle of the belly, by which embryos

$ºmmunicate with the parent. Brown. 2.

The middle ; the interiour part. Milton.

NAVELGALL. ſ. Navelzāll is a bruiſe on

the top of the chine of the back, behind the

ſaddle, right againſt the navel.

NAVELWORT. ſ. An herb. Miller.

NAVEW. ſ. ſnapus, Lat. naveau, Fr.] An

herb. M. Aler.

NAUGHT. a, naht, naphrht, sax.] Bad,
corrupt 3 worthleſs. Hocker.

NAUGHT. J. Nothing. This is commonly,

...bºugh improperly, written nought. Shakeſp.
NA. UGHTILY. adiº. [from naughty.] Wicked

ly ; corruptly.

NAUGHTiNEss. ſ (from naughty.) Wick

edneſs ; badneſs. Sidney. -

NAUGHTX,a (form naught.] Bad, wicked,
corrupt. Sidney.

NA VICABLE. a. ſnavigable, Fr.] Capable of

ºng Pºiled by ſhips of boats. Raleigh.

NAVIGABLENEss. ſ (from navigable J Ca

pacity to be paſſed in veſſels,

To NAVIGATE. v. M. (navige, Lat.] To ſail;

to paſs by water. Arbuthnot.

To NAVIGATE. v. a. To paſs by ſhips or
boats. Arbathrot.

NAVIGATION. ſ. ſnavigation, Fr.) 1. The

act or practice of paſſing by water. Bacon. 2.

Veſſels of navigation. Shakeſp.

NAVIGATOR. ſ. (navigateur, Fr.) Sailor;

ſeaman; traveller by water. Brerew.

NA'ULAGE. ſ. (naulum, Lat.] The freight of

paſſengers in a ſhip.

NAU MACHY. ſ. ſnaumachie, Fr. naumachia,

Lat. J A mock ſea-fight.

To NAUSEATF. v. n. [from nauſeo, Lat.]

To grow ſqueamiſh ; to turn away with diſ

guit. Jºſ’ at ty.

To N AU'SEATE. v. a. To loath; to reject

with diſguſt. Brown. 2. To ſtrike with diſ

guſt. Stuft.

NAUSEOUS. a. [from nauſea, Lat; nauſes,

Fr.] Loathſome : diſguſtful. Denham. -

NAU'SEOUSLY. adv. (from nauſeous.) Loath

ſomely ; diſguſtully Dryden.

NAUSEOUSN ESS. ſ. [from nauſeous.] Loath

ſomeneſs; quality of raiſing diſguſt. Dryden.

NAUTICAL, N. a. (nauticut, Lat.j Pertaining

N AUTICK to ſailors. Camb.

N4U TILUS. ſ. [Latin , nautile, Fr.] A ſhell

fiſh furniſhed with ſomething analogous to oars

and a ſail. Pºpe.

NAVY. f. [from navis, Lat.] An aſſembly of

thips ; a fleet. Clarenden.

NAY. adv. [na, Saxon, or me aye.]

an adverb of negation, Denham.

ſo but more. B johnſon.

Acfr.

NA Y WORD ſ. [ray and word | 1. The ſaying

nay, Shakeſ?. 2. A proverbial reproach; a

bye word Shakeſp.

NE adv Saxon.) Neither; and not jºr
NEA F. ſ. nef, Iſlandick J A fiſt. Shakeſp

To NEA F. v. a [oncelan, Sax,) To temper by

a gradual and regulated heat. Digby, Mox.

To N E AL v. n. To be tempered in five Bacon.

NEA P. a. [ neprlob, Saxon; nºntz, poor. 1

Low ; decreſcent. Uſed only of the tide,

Hake will.

N.' A R. prep [nen, Sax.] At no great diſtance

from , cloſe to , nigh. Dryden.

NEAR. adv. 1. Almoſt. 2. At hand ; not far

off. Dryden. 3. Within a little. Bacon.

NEAR. a. 1. Not diſtant Geneſs. 2. Advanc

ed towards the end of an enterpriſe or diſqui

ſition, Hocker. 3. Cloſe ; not rambling.

Dryden. 4 Cloſely reiated. Leviticus 5.

Intimate; familiar ; admitted to confidence.

Shakeſp. 6. Touching ; preſſing ; affecting ;

dear Shakeſp. 7. Parlinonious, inclining to

covetouſnes.

NEAR hand, adv. Cloſely. Bacon.

NEA'RLY. adv, (from near | 1. At no great

diſtance Atter bury. 2. Cloſely; preſſingly.

Milton. Swift. 3. In a niggardly manner.

NEA 'RNESS. ſ. from near. 1. Cloſeneſs;

not reti, tenes. Hooker, Duppa. 2. Allance

- T tº t -- of

1. No ;

2. Not only

3. Word of lefuſal.
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of blood or affection. Bacon. 3. Tendency to

avarice ; caution of expence. Bacºn.

NEAT.ſ [near neyten, Sax.] I. Black cattle;

oxen. Shakeſp. May. 2. A cow or ox. Shakeſp.

NEAT. a. [net, Fr. J . . Elegant, but without

dignity. Pºpe 2. Cleanly. Milton. 3. Pure ;

unadulterated ; unmingled. Chapman.

NEATHERD. ſ. ſneasyns, Six J A cow

keeper ; one who has the care of black cattle

Dryden.

NEATLY. adv. [from neat.] 1. Flegantly, but

without dignity ; ſprucely. Shakeſp. 2.

Cleanlily.

NEATNESS. ſ. [from neat.] 1. Spruceneſs;

tºº without dignity. Hooker. 2. Clean

inels.

NFB. ſ. [nebbe, Sax.] 1. Noſe; beak; mouth :

Retained in the north. Shakeſp. 2. [In Scot

land ) The bill of a bird.

NE BUL.A. ſ ] Latin.) It is applied to appea

rances, like a cloud in the human body; as to

films upon the eyes.

NE PULO US. a. [nebulºſur, Latin.] Miſty :

cloudy.

NE CESSARIFS. ſ. [from neceſſary.) Things

not only convenient but need:ul. Hammond.

NECESSARILY. adv. [from neceſſary.] I. In

diſpenſably. Hºoker. 2. By inevitable conſe

quence. Hººker.

NE CESSARINESS. ſ [from neceſſary..] The

ſtate of being neceſſary.

NECESSARY. a. ſ neceſſariuſ, Lat.] I. Need

ful , indiſpenſably requiſite. Tillotſon. 2. Not

free : fatal ; impelled by fate. 3. Concluſive;

deciſive by revitable cºnſequence. Tººtſon.

To NLCF SSITATE. v. a. [from neceſſitar,

Lat.] To make neceſſary; not to leave free.

1) ºf a.

NECESS;Tx". ION. ſ (from re-ſitate.] The

act of making neceſſary , fetal compulſion.

Bramhat'.

NECE SSITATFD, a [from neceſſy.) In a

ſtate of vant Słakº/?,

NECE SS! I O US a. from neceſſity J Preſſed

with noverty. Clar endon.

NECE'ssi TousNESS. ſ. ſ from neceſtour.

Poverty , want need. But net.

NECE SS! I'UDF. ſ. (i.e., ºffitude, Lat] ...Want;

need. Hae. 2. Friendſhip.

Niº C LSSIT Y. f. [ne, tºº. 1, [..at.) 1. Cogen

cy: compulſior ; fatality. Miſten. 2; State

of being neceſſary ; indiſpenſablene's, Shakeſp.

3. Want , need , poverty. Clare" dam.

‘, hings neceſſary for human life. Slakeſp. 5.

Cogency of arguinent; inevitable conſequence.

Ra'eigh.

NECK. . [h neca, Saxon; neck, Dutch.J.

The part between the head and body. Shakeſ?

2. A long narrow part, Bacºn. 3. On the

neck; immediately after. Shakeſp. 4. To

b, eak the neck of an affair; to hinder any thing

being done; or to do note than half.

NI.C.K.E.E.E.F. ſ. [neck and beef.j The coarſe

fleſh of the neck of cattle. Swift.

NECKCLOAT H. ſ. [reck and cleath j That

which men wear on their neck. Gay.

NECKERCHIEF. R. ſ. A gorget: ‘handker.
NE'CKATEE. chief for a woman's neck.

NECKLACE. ſ. neck and lace.) An ornamen

tal ſtring of beads or precious ſtones, worn

by women on their necks. Arbuthnet.

Nºweed ſ [neck and weed.] Hemp.

ant.

NECROMANCER. ſ. ſºap?: and a4%v.] One

who by charms can converſe with the ghoſts

of the dead. Swift.

NE CROMANCY. ſ. ſysztºc and aaſſ.: ; necrº

mance, Fr.) 1. The art of revealing future

events by communication with the dead.

Brºwn. 2. Enchantment; conjuration. Abbºt.

NECTARED. a. [from neºlar J Sweet as

nectar. Milton.

NECTA'REOUS. a. [neºlarcus, Lat.] Reſem

bling nectar; ſweet as nectar. Pºpe.

NECTARINE. a. [from neciar] Sweet as

nečtar. Milton.

NECT ARINE. ſ. [regarine, Fr J A fruit of

the plum kind. This fruit differs from a

Peach in having a ſmooth rind and the fleſh

firmer. Miller.

NEED. ſ. (neob, Saxon; nºod, Dutch.) 1. Ex

igency; preſſing difficulty neceſſity. Shakeſ?.

2. Want ; diſtreſsful poverty. Shakeſp. 3.

Want; lack of any thing for uſe Baker.

To NEED, v. a. To want; to lack. Matt.

To NEED. v. n. To be wanted; to be ne

ceſſary. Spenſer. 2. To have neceſſity of any

thing. Locke.

N.I.F.'DER. / [from need ) One that wants any

thing. Shakeſ.

NEEDFUL.A.. [need and full.) Neceſſity ; in

diſpenſably requiſite. Common Prayer

NE!"DFULLY. adv. (from needful J Neceſſa

rily. Ben. Johnſon.

NLL pºul NESs f [from needful] Neceſſity.

NEEDILY. adv. [[rom needy.) In poverty ,

poorly.

NEE DIN ESS. ſ. [from needy.) Want; pover

ty. Bacon.

NEEDLE. ſ. ſnabl, sax.] I. A ſmall inſtru:

ment pointed at one end to pierce cloth, and

periorated at the other to receive the thread.

Dryden. 2. The ſmall feel bar which in the

mariners compaſs ſtards regularly north and
ſouth. Burnet. -

NEEDLE-fish. ſ. ſneedle and fºl A kind
of ſea fiſh JW22dward.

1. NLEDLEFULL. f. azedi, and ful] As mush
thread as is generally put at one tirne in the

needle. -

NI, EIDLER. ſ.ſ from need e. J He

N!. EIDLEMAKFR. W. who makes needles.

NFEDLE v. orK 7, [needle and ***** } t.

The buſineſ, of a fempſtreſs. 2. Limbroidery

by the needle Addiſºn. - -

NEELLEssly, adº. (from rºdeſ, J Unne

ceſſ, ly, without need Hºlder. .

NEEDLESSNFss, f [rom reedº” J U ºne

ceſſarineſs. Lºcke. -

Neº D
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NEE'DLESS. a. [from need.] Unneceſſary; not

requiſite. Hooker, Shakeſp.

NEE DMENT. ſ. [from need.] Something ne

ceſſary. Spenſer.

NEEDS. adv. (neber, Sax. unwilling Ne

ceſſarily ; by compulſion ; indiſpenſably. Dav.

NEE'DY. a. (from need.] Poor; neceſſitous;

diſtreſſed by poverty. Spenſer.

NEER. (for never.) Hudibras.

To NEESE. v. n. (nyſz, Daniſh; nieſen, Dutch..]

To ſneeſe ; to ić. the flatulencies by

the noſe. 2 Kings.

NEF. ſ. ſold French, from nave.] The body of

a church. Addiſon.

NEFARIOUS. a. ſnefarius, Lat.) Wicked :

abominable. Ayliffe.

NEGATION. J. [negatio, Lat; negation, Fr.]

1. Denial ; the contrary to affirmation. Bentl.

Regers. 2. Deſcription by negative. Watts.

NEGATIVE. a. (negatif, Fr. negativur, Lat.]

1. Denying ; contrary to affirmative. 2. Im

plying only the abſence of ſomething. South.

3. Having the power to with-hold, though not

to compel. K Charler.

NEGATIVE. ſ. 1. A propoſition by which

ſomething is denied. Tillotſon.

of denial ; as, not. Cleaveland.

NEGATIVELY. adv. [from negative. J .

With denial ; in the form of denial ; not af.

firmatively. Bºyle. 2. In form of ſpeech im

plying the abſence of ſomething. Hooker.

To NE GLECT. v. a. [negle?us, Lat ) 1. To

2. A particle

omit by careleſſneſs. Matthew. 2. To treat

with ſcornful heedleſſneſs.

Shakeſp. -

NEGLECT. ſ. [negle?ur, Lat.) 1. Hinſtance

of inattention. 2. Careleſs treatment. 3.

Negligence ; frequency of neglect. Denham.

4. State of being unregarded. Prior.

NEGLECTOR. J. [from neglect.] One who
neglects.

NEGLECT FUL. a. [negle:7 and full.] I

Heedleſs ; careleſs: inattentive. Arbuthnot.

2. Treating with indifference. Lºcke.

NEGLECTION. ſ. [from negleci ) The ſtate

of being negligent.

NEGLECTFULLY. adv. [from negle: ful.]

With heedleſs inattention.

NEGLEC I IV.E. a. (from negle?..] Inattentive

to, or legardieſ of King Chares.

N.F. CLIGENCE ſ (negligence, Fr. negligen

tic, Lat.J Habit of omitting by heedleſſneſ,

or of acting careleſly. Shakeſp.

NEGLIGENT. a. ſ. negligent, Fr. negligent,

Lat., 1. Carel, ſs; heedleſs; habitually inat

tentive. 2 Chron. 2. Careleſs of any particu

lar. Baruch. 3. Scornfully regardleſs Swift.

NEGLIGEN i I.Y. adv. [from neg't gent.) i.

Caleleſsly ; heedleſsly , without exactneſs.

Bac. T. 1. With ſcornful inattentiºn.

To N EGO TIATE. v. n. (ne, acter, French..]

To have intercourſe of buſineſs; to traffick;

to tº eat. Bacon.

NEGOTIATION. ſ. [negºtiatiºn, Fr. from

a gºtiate.] Treaty of buſineſs. Hºwel.

3. To poſtpone.

NEGOTATOR. ſ. [negotiateur, Fr.) from

negºtiate.) One employed to treat with others.

Swift.

NEGOTIATING. a. [from negotiate.] Em

ployed in negotiation.

ME GRO. ſ. [Spaniſh ; negre, Fr.] A black
more. Brown.

NIEF. ſ. (néf, Iſlandick; meef, Scottiſh.) Fiſt.

To NEIGH. v. n. [hnaezan, Sax.] To utter the

voice of a horſe. Smith.

NEIGH. ſ. [from the verb.] The voice of an

horſe. Shakeſp.

NEIGHBOUR. ſ. [nehºeben, Sax.] 1. One

who lives near to another. Clarendºn. 1. One

who lives in familiarity with another. Shakeſp.

3. Any thing next or near. Shakeſp. 4. in

timate; confidant. Shakeſp 5. In divini

ty.) One partaking of the ſame nature, and

therefore entitled to good cºices. Spratt.

To NEIGHBOUR. v. a. ſ.rom the noun..] To

adjoin to ; to confine on. Shakeſp.

NEIGHBOURHOOD. f. [from neighbºur.] 1.

Place adjoining Addict. 2. State of being

near each other. Swift. 3. Thoſe that live

within reach of communication.

NEIGHBOURLY. a. [From neighbºur) Pe.

coming a neighbour ; kind ; civil. Arbuthnot.

NEIGHBOURLY. adv. [from neighbºur.]with

ſocial civility.

NEITHER conjun &. [najºn, Saxon, he ei

ther.) 1. Not cither. A particle uſed in the

firſt branch of the negative ſentence, and an

ſwcred by nºr; as, fight neither with ſmall nor

great. 1 Kings. 1. It is ſometimes the ſecond

branch of a negative or prohibition to any

ſentence ; as, ye ſhall not cat of it, neither

ſhall ye touch it. Geºehr.

NEITHF R. pronoun. Not either; nor one nor

other. Dryden.

NEO PHY E. ſ. [neºphyte, Fr. vio; and ºv, )

One regenerated ; a convert. -

NEOTE'RICK. a [neotericus, Lat.) Modern;

novel; late. Gretv.

NEP. ſ. [nepeta, Lat.] An herb.

NEPHENTHE. ſ. [ºn and 79%; J A drug that

drives away all pains. Pºpe.

NP/PHEW. f. (nepot, Latin; neveu, Fr.] 1.

The ſon of a brother or ſiſter. Lºcke. 2. The

grandſon. Out of uſe. Hooker. 3. Deſcendant,

however diſtant. Out of uſe.

NEPHRI TICK, a [ys;, ],x.;; nephretique,Fr J

1. Belonging to the organs of urine. ... Trou

bled with the ſtone. Arbuthn:t. 3. Good a

gainſt the ſtone. Woodward.

Ni, PO ſis: 1. ſ. ſnºpºtiſme, Fr.] Fondneſs for

nephews. Addiſon.

NERVE. ſ. [nervur, Lat.) The nerves are the

organs of f_nſation paſſing from the brain to

all parts of the body. Shakeſp. 1. It is uſed

by the poets for finew cr tendon. Pºpe.

NE, RV). LESS. a. [ from rer a e ] Without

ſtrength Dunciad.

NERVOUS a. [nervoſus, Lat.) 1. Well ſtrung;

ſtrong; vigorous. Pope. 2. Relating to the

T.t.t 2 acrWts,
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nerves. 3. Having weak or diſeaſed nerves.

Cheyne.

NF'RVY. a. [from nerve.J Strong; vigorous.

Stakeſp.

NESCIENCE. ſ. ſſrom neſtic, Lat.] ignorance;

the ſtate of not knowing. Granville.

NESH a. [nere, Sax.] Soft , eaſily hurt.

NESS. i. A termination added to an adjective

to change it into a ſubſtantive, denoting ſlate

or qua'ity; as, pºiſºnºus, pºiſºnouſneſs ; from

n:rre, Saxon. 2. The termination of many

names of places where there is a headland or

promontory ; from mere, Saxon, a headland ,

as, IN v ER N Ess.

NEST ſ [nert, Sax.] I. The bed formed by

the bird for incubation. Deuterºnºmy. ... any

place where animals are produced. Bentley.

3. An abode; place of reſidence. Shakeſp. 4.

A warm cloſe habitation Spenſer. 5. Boxes or

drawers ; little pockets or conveniencies

To NEST. v. n. [from the noun..] To build

neſts. Howel.

NE STE.G.G. ſ. ſneft and egg.) An egg left in
the neſt. Hudibrar.

To NE STLE. v. n. [from neſt.] To ſettle; to

harbour. Bacon.

To NE STLE. v. a. 1. To houſe, as in a neſt.

Dºnne. 2. To cheriſh ; as a bird her young.

Chapman.

NESTLING. ſ. (from neffie.) A bird juſt taken

out of the neſt.

.NET. ſ. (nati, Gothick; ner, Sax.] A texture

woven with large intel ſtices or meſhes. Taylºr.

NET HER. a. (necºer, Sax. neder, Dutch..] I

Lower; not upper. Peacham, Dryden. 2.

Being in a lower place. Milton. 3. Internal,

b, longing to the regions below. Dryden.

NETHERMOST.ſ (ſuperl, oi nether.] Low
eft. Pſalms.

NETTING. ſ. A reticulated piece of work.

NETTLE. ſ. [netel, Sax.] A ſtinging herb

well known. *

To NETTLE. v. a. [ſrom the noun) To ſting,

to irritate. Bentley.

NETWORK. ſ. Unet and work.] Any thing

reticulated or decuſated, at equal diſtances.

Spºnſer,

NEVER. adv. [ne ever, na’ſne, Sax.] 1. At

no time. 2. In no degree. South. 3. . It

ſeems in ſome phraſes to have the ſenſe of an

adjective. Not any. Matthew, 4. It is much

uſed in compoſition ; as, never-ending, hav

ine no end Miltºn.

NE VERT HELESS. adv. [never the left.] Not

withſlanding that. Bacºn.

NFU ROLOGY. ſ. [...fºr and x:y:; ). A de

ſcription of the nerves.

NEUROTOMY. ſ. ſº;2, and , ºva.] The

anatomy of the nerves

N}. U + LR, a [neuter, Latin , neutre, Fr.) 1.

Indifferent; not cagaged on either ſide. Addi.

2. (In grammar. A noun that implies no

ſex Dryden.

N. UTI & J One indifferent and unengaged.

NEUTRAL. a. [neutral, Fr.) 1. Indiaerent;

not engaged on either ſide. Baczn. 2. Nei

ther good nor bad. Davies. 3. Neither acid
nor alkaline. Arbuthnot.

NEUTRAL. ſ One who does not act nor en

gage on either ſide. Bacon.

NEUTRALITY. ſ. [neutralitº, Fr.) 1. A

ſtate of indifference, of neither friendſhip nor

hoſtility Addiſon. 2. A ſtate between good
and evil. Donne.

N.E. UTRALLY. adv. [from neutral] Indiffe

rently.

NEW. a. [newyd, Welſh: neop, Saxon: reaf,

Fr.) 1. Not old 5 freſh Burnet. 2. Modern.

Temple, 3. Not antiquated ; having the ef

fect of novelty. Pope. 4. Not habituated.

Hocker.
5. Renovated; repaired, ſo as to

recover the firſt ſtate. Bacon.

any thing. Dryden.

tion. Addiſºn.

NEW., adv. This is uſed in compoſition for

newly. Sidney, Cowley.

NEW FA'NGLED a. (… and fangle.] Form

ed with vain or fooliſh love of novelty. Atters.

NEWF ANGLEDNESS. N. ſ. [from newfang

NEWFANGLE N ESS. } led. J. Vain and fool

iſh love of novelty. Sidney.

NE WEL. f. 1. The compaſs round which the

ſtair caſe is carried. Bacon. ... Novelty. Spenſ.

NE WING ſ Yeſt Ainſwºrth.

NEWLY adv. [from new.] Freſhly ; late

ly. Spenſer.

NEW NESS. ſ (from new.) Freſhneſs, late

neſs ; novelty recentneſs; ſtate of being

new Sidney, Sºuth.

NEWS. ſ. Without the fingular. [from metr;

nouveller, Fr.) 1. Freſh account of any thing.

Waller. 2. Papers which give an account of

the tranſistions of the preſent times. Pºpe.

NEWS MONG E.R.'ſ news and merger.) One

whoſe employment it is to hear and to tell

news. Sºft.

NEWT. ſ. Newt is ſuppoſed by Skinner to be

contrasted from an evet.] Eſt; a ſmall lizard.

Shakeſp.

NEW-YEAR's-GIFT. ſ. Preſent made on the

firſt day of the year. Shakeſp. Stiling fleet.

NEXT. a. [next, Sax J 1, Ne a reſt in place.

Bacon. 2. Neareſt in any gradation. Clarend.

NEXT. adv. At the time or turn immediately

ſucceeding. Addiſºn.

NIAS. f. inlais, Fr. J Simple, ſilly, and fooliſh.

Bailey.

NIB. J. (nebbe, Dutch. 1. The bill or beak of

a bird. 2. The point of a pen. Derham.

NI'BEED. a. [from nib ] Having a nib.

To NI BELE v. a. (from nib, the beak or

mouth.] ... To bite by a little at a time ,

to eat ſlowly. Shake.p. Cleave.and. 2. To

bite as a fith does the bait. Gay.

To N1BBLE. v. n. 1. To bite at. Shakeſp. z.

To carp at ; to find fault with. I lººſen.

Ni BBI.L.R. J. (form nºbu.e.) One that bites by

little at a time.

NICE. a. [neſe, Saxºn, foſt.]

6. Freſh after

7. Not of ancient extrac

-****, *. 1. Accuratc

i
ta
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in judgment to minute exactneſs. It is often

uſed to expreſs a culpable delicacy. Sidney. 2.

Scrupulouſly and minutely cautious. Shakeſp.

3. Faſtidious; ſqueamiſh. Miltºn. 4. Eaſily

injured; delicate. 5. Formed with minute

exactneſs. Addiſºn 6. Refined. Milton.

NI'CELY, adv. [from nice.) 1. Accurately ;

minutely; ſcrupulouſly. Donne. 2. Delicately.

Atterbury.

NICENESS. ſ (from nice.) 1. Accuracy; mi

nute exactneſs. Dryden. 2. Supe: fluous deli

cacy or exactneſs. Sidney

NICETY.ſ. (from nice J. I. Minute accuracy.

Prior. 2. Accurate performance. Addiſon. 3.

Faſtidious delicacy; ſqueamiſhneſs. Sfenſer, 4.

Minute obſervation; punctilious diſcrimina

tion; ſubtilty. Lºcke. 5. Delicate management;

cautious treatment. Swift. 6. Effeminate ſoft

neſs. 7. Niceties in the plural, dainties or

delicacies in eating.

NI'CHAR. ſ. A plant Miller.

MICHE / [French.] A hollow in which a ſla.

tue may be placed. Wotten.

NICK. f. (nicke, Teutonick, the twinkling of

an eye | 1. F.Xačt point of time at which

there is neceſſity or convenience. Suckling.

2. A notch cut in any thing. 3. A ſcore; a

reckoning. Shakeſp. 4. A winning throw.

Prior.

To NICK v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To hit .

to touch luckily; to perform by ſome ſlight ar.

tifice. Hudibras. 2. To cut in nicks or notches

Shakeſp. 3. To ſuit, as tallies cut cut in nicks

Camden. 4. To defeat or cozen Shake?.

NICKNA ME. ſ. (nom de nique, Fr J A name

given in ſcoff or contempt. Ben, f:#aſºn.

To NICKNAME. v. a. To call by an oppro

brious appellation. Denham.

To NICTATE. v. a. [nićio, Lat.) To wink.

Ray.

Nl D.E. ſ. ſniduſ, Lat.] A brood; as, a nide of

pheaſants.

NI DGET.ſ. (corrupted from nithing or niding.]

Camden.

NIDI FI CATION. ſ. ſnidificatio, Lat.) The

act of building neſts. Derham.

NI DING. a. (from niº, Saxon, vileneſs.] Nid.

ing, an old Engliſh word, ſignifying abject,

baſe minded. Careºv.

N11, O'ROUS, a (nidºreaux, from nidºr.] Re

ſembling the ſmell or tatte of roaſted at. Bacºn.

NI DOROSITY. ſ. [from nidorous.] Erudation

with the taſte of undigeſted roaſt-meat. Fºyer.

NIDULATION. ſ. (nºdular, Lat..] The time

of remaining in the neſt. Brown.

NIECE. ſ. (neice, niepce, Fr neptif, Lat.] The

daughter o. a brother or ſiſter. Waller.

Ní GGARD.J. [ninggr, Iſlandick.) A miſer; a

curmudgeon. Sidney.

NIGGARD, a. Sordid ; avaricious; partimoni.

ous. Dryden, Shakeſp.

To NICCARD. v. a. (from the noun.]

tint. Shakeſp.

NI GG A R DiSH a. [from niggard J. Having

:-…- d.º.º. tº ava, c.

To

NIGGARDLINESS. ſ. [from niggardly..] A

varice ; fordid parcimony. Addiſon.

NIGGARDLY. a. (from niggard.]Avaricious;

ſºrdidly parcimonious. Hall, Dryden, Sidney.

N!'GGARDLY, adv. Sparingly; parcimoniouſ.

ly. Shakeſp.

NIGGARDNESS. ſ ſtrom niggard.] Avarice;

ſordid parc;mony. Sidney.

NIGH prºp. [nyh, Sax.] At no great diſtance

from. Garth.

NIGH adv. 1. Not at a great diſtance. john.

Phil. z. To a place near. Milton.

NIGH. a. 1. Near; not diſtant; not remote.

Prior. 2. Allied cloſely by blood. Knoller.

To NIGH. v. R. [from the participle ] To ap

proach; to advance; to draw near. Spenſer.

NºHLY. adv. (from nigh the adjećtive.]

Nearly; within a little. Locke

N! GHNESS. ſ. [from nigh.J Nearneſs; proxi

mity.

NIGHT. ſ. [nauts, Gothick; nihe, Sax.] The

time of darkneſs; the time from ſun-ſet to

fun-riſe. Shakeſp. Craſhaw.

To-NIGHT, adverbially. In this night; at this

night joſ.

NIGHTERAwlF.R. ſ. ſnight and brawler.]

One who raiſes diſturbances in the night. Ska.

NIGHTCAP ſ. night and cap.) A cap worn

in bed, or in undreſs. Swift.

NIGHTCROW. ſ. (night and crew.] A bird

that cries in the night. Shakeſ

NIGHTDEW. ſ. Inight and dew.) Dew that

wets the ground in the night. Dryden.

NIGHTDQG. ſ. ſnight and dig J A dog that

hunts in the night. Shakeſp.

Nºrdress/ The dreſs worn at night.

ope.

NIGHTED. a. [from night.)

clouded; black. Shakeſp.

NI'GHTFAREING.'ſ [right and fare.] Tra

velling in the night Gay.

NIGHT FIRE. ſ.tnight and fire ). Ignis ſatuus;

Will-a-Wiſp. Herbert.

NIGHTFLY. ſ. ſnight and fly.) Moth that

flies in the night. Shakeſp.

NIGHTFOUNDERED. a. ſſrom night and

fºunder J Loſt or diſtreſſed in the night. Milton.

NIGHTGOVN. ſ. [night and gºwn J A looſe

gown uſed for an undreſs Pºpe.

N1 GHTHAG. ſ. (night and hag ) witch ſup

poſed to wander in the night. Milton.

NIGHTINGALE. ſ. [from night, and galan,

Saxon, to ſing 1. A ſmall bird that ſings in

the night with remarkable melody, Philomcl.

Shakeſp. 2. A word of endearment. Shakeſp.

NIGHTLY. adv. (from night.] I. By night.

Addiſon. 2. Every night. Shakeſp.

NI'GH FLY. a. (from night.] Done by night;

acting by night. Dryden.

NI'GHTMAN. ſ. (night and man.] One who

carrics away ordure in the night.

N! GHTMARE. ſ. (night, and according to Ter

Ale, mara, a ſpirit J A morbid oppreſſion in

the nicht, reſembling the preſſure of weight

upon the bi caſt. Shakeſp. Arturinzt.

NIGHT

Darkened;
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NIGHTPIECE. ſ. ſnight and piece.) A picture

ſo coloured as to be ſuppoſed ſeen by candle

light. Addiſon.

NIGHTRAIL. ſ. ſnight and regl, Sax.a gown.]

A looſe cover thrown over the dreſs at night.

Addiſºn.

NIGHTRAVEN.ſ (night and raven.] A bird

ſuppoſed of ill cmen, that cries loud in the

night. Spenſer.

NIGHTRULE. ſ. ſnight and rule.] A tumult

in the night. Shakeſp.

NIGHTSHADE. ſ (nihr rcaba, Sax.] A plant

of two kinds, common and deadly nightſhade.

Miller.

NIGHTSHINING ſ ſnight and ſhine.[Shew

ing brightneſs in the night.

NIGHTwALK ſ (night and walk..] Walk in

the night. -

NIGHTWALKER. ſ. ſnight and walk..] One

who roves in the night upon ill deſigns.Aſcha

NIGHTWARBLING. a... [night and warble.]

Singing in the night. Milton.

NI'GHTWARD. a. (night and ward] Ap

proaching towards night. Milton.

NſGHTWATCH. f. [night and watch.) A

period of the night as diſtinguiſhed by change

of the watch. Pſalms.

NIGRFSCENT. a. (nig reſceni, Lat.] Grow

irg black.

NIGRIFICATION. ſ. ſniger and facio..] The

ast of making black.

NIHILITY. ſ. (nihilete, Fr. nihilum, Lat..] No

thingneſs. Watts.

To N. L.L. v. a. [from ne will) Not to will; to

refuſe, B. jºhnſon.

NILſ, f The ſhining ſparks of braſs in trying

and melting the ore.

To NIM. v. a. [nemen, Dutch, to take.] To

ſteal. Hudibrar.

NIMBLE a... [from nim.] Quick; active :

ready; ſpeedy; lively; expeditious Spenſer.

N.'MBLENESS. ſ. [from nimble.] Quickneſs;

activity; ſpeed. Hocker.

N1 MPLEWITTED a.[nimble andwit.) Quick;

eager to ſpeak. Bacon.

NIMBLY. adv. [from nimble.] Quickly; ſpeedi.

ly; actively. Davier, Bºyle.

NIMBLESS. ſ. Nimbleneſs. Spenſer.

NI METY. f. (n:rietar, ſchool Lat.] The ſtate

of being too much.

NIMMER ſ [from him ] A thieſ; a pilºerer.

NINCOMPOOP. ſ. (corruption of the Lat. non

compos ) A fool; a trifier. Addiſon.

NINE / [r 150n, Sax.) One more than eight.

NINEFOLD. ſ. (nine and fºld.] Nine times.

Miltºn, Gay,

NINEPIN.S. ſ. (nine and pin..] A play where

nine pieces of wood are ſet up on the ground

to be thrown down by a bowl. Peacham.

Ni NESCORE. a. [nine and ſcore.] Nine times

twenty. Addiſon.

NINETEEN. a.

ten.

NINETEENTH. a. ſnºonreoča, Sax.] The

ordinal of nineteen; the ninth after the tenth.

[n:5cntyne, Sax. Nine and

NINETY. a. [humbngontz, Sax j Nine times

ten.

NINTH. a. [negota, Sax.] That which pre

cedes the tenth Brown.

NINTIETH. a. ſhunbngonteogoba, Sax.] The
tenth nine times told.

NINNY. ſ. ſninng, a child, Spaniſh.) A fool; a

ſimpleton. Swift,

NINNYHAMMER.ſ [from ninny..] A fimple

ton. Addiſon.

To NIP. v. a. ſnijpen, Dutch) 1. To pinch off

with the nails; to bite with the teeth. Barzz.

2. To cut off by any ſlight means. Martíner.

3. To blaſt; to deſtroy before full growth.

Arbuthnºt. 4. To pinch as froſt Shakeſp. g.

To vex; to bite. Spenſer. 6. To ſatiriſe, to

ridicule; to taunt ſarcaſtically. Aſcham.

NIP.ſ [ſiom the verb.] I. A pinch with the

nails ºr teeth. Aſcham. 2. A ſmall cut. Shakeſ.

3. A blaſt. Stepney. 4. A taunt; a ſarcaſm.

NIPPER. ſ. [from nip.] A ſatiriſt. Aſchari.

NIPPERS. ſ. [from Rip.] Small pincers.

NIPPINGLY, adv. Č. nip.] With bitter

ſarcaſm.

NI'PPLE, ſ, [nypele, Sax.] 1. The teat; the

dug. Ray. , 2. The orifice at which any ani

mal liquor is ſeparated. Derham.

NIT'PLEWORT.ſ. (Lampſana.) A very com

mon weed.

NIST PRIUS. ſ. [In law.] A judicial writ,which

lieth in caſe where the inqueſt is panelled, and

returned before the juſtices of the bank; the

one party or the other making petition to have

this writ for the eaſe of the country. It is ſo

called from the firſt words of the writ, ºft a

pud talem locum prius venerint.

NIT. ſ. [hnitu, Sax.] The egg of a louſe. Derk.

NITENCY.ſ. (nitentia, Lat.J 1. Luſtre; clear

brightneſs. z. [From nitor.] Endeavour;

ſpring. Boyle.

NITHING. ſ. A coward, daſtard, poltroon.

NITID. a. [nitiduſ, Lat.] Bright; ſhining;

luſtrous. Boyle.

NITRE ſ (nitre, Fr. nitram, Lat.) The ſalt

which we know at this time, under the name

of nitre or ſalt-petre, is a cryſtalline, pellucid,

but ſomewhat whitiſh ſubſtance, o an acrid

and bitteriſh taſte, impreſſing a peculiar ſenſe

of coldneſs upon the tongue. This ſalt,though

it affords, by means of fire, an acid ſpirit, cap

able of diſſolving almoſt every thing, yet ma

nifeſts no ſign of its containg any acid at all

in its crude ſtate. Nºtre is of the number of

thoſe ſalts which are naturally blended in im

perceptible particles in earths, ſtones, as the

particles of metals in their ores. The earth

from which nitre is made, both in Perſia and

the Eaſt-Indies, is a kind of yellowiſh mari

found in the bare cliffs of the ſides of hills ex

poſed to the northern and eaſtern winds. From

this marl the ſalt is ſeparated by water, but

the cryſtals into which it ſhoots, as we receive

them from the Eaſt-Indies, are ſmall, imper

feet, and impure. Earths of whatever kind,

- moiſtened
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moiſtened by the dung and excrement of NOBODY ſ [no and body..] No one; not any
animals, frequently afford nitre in large one: Clarendon.

quantities. The earths at the bottom of NOCENT, a ſnocens, Lat) 1. Guilty; cri

pigeonhouſes, and thoſe of ſtables and cow- minal. Bacon. 2. Hurtful; miſchievous.

houſes, all afford nitre, on being thrown into Mi ten.

water and boiled. In France, where very NOCK., ſ [nocchia, Italian.) 1. A ſits a nick;

little nitre is imported, they make it from the , , , a notch. 1. The fundament. Hudikras.

rubbiſh of old mortar and plaiſter of buildings. NOCTAMBULO. ſ. ſnox and ambule, Lat.]

There is no queſtion but a manu'actory of . One who walks in his ſleep. Arbuthnot.

nitre might be eſtabliſhed in England, to as NoctibiAL. a. [noët and dies.] Compriſing

much advantage as that of France. The ni- a night and a day. Hºlder.

trum or nitre of the ancients, is a genuine, NOCTIFEROUS. a. [nox and fera.] Bringing

native, and true ſalt, extremely different from night.

our nitre, and from all other native ſalts; be-NOCTIVAGANT. a [notiivagus, Lat] wan

ing a fixed alkali.

NITROUS. a. ſnitreux, Fr. from nitre.] Im

pregnated with nitre. Blackmore.

NITRY. a. from nitre.] Nitrous. Gay.

NITTILY adv.[from nitty JLouſly. Hayward.

NITTY. a. [from nit.) Abounding with the

|NOCTU'RNAL. a. [negiurnus,eggs of lice -

NIVAL, a [nivalir, Lat.) Abounding with

ſnow. Dić7.

NIVEOUS.. a [niveur, Latj Snowy Brown.

NIZY. ſ. A dunce; a ſimpleton. -

NO. adv. [na, Sax.] . The word of refuſal.

Calamy 2. The word of denial. Bacon. 3.

It ſometimes frengthens a following nega

tive; no not. Waller.

NO. a. 1. Not any none. Pºpe.

none ; not any one. Smalridge.

To NOBILITATE. v. a. [nobilito, Lat.] To

make noble.

NOBILITY. ſ. ſnºbilitar, Lat] ... Antiquity

of family joined with ſplendour. Dryden 2.

Rank or dignity of ſeveral degrees, conferred

by ſovereigns. Nobility in England is extended

to five ranks; duke, marquis, earl, viſcount,

baron. , 3. The perſons of high rank Shakeſ

4. Dignity ; grandeur ; greatneſs. Sidney.

NOBLE. a. [noble, Fr. nºbilir, Lat.) 1. Of

an ancient and ſplendid family. 2. FXalted

to a rank above commonaſty. Dryden. 3.

Great ; worthy , illuſtrious. Miltºn 4 FX

alted ; elevated ; ſublime. Dryden. 5. Mag

nificent; ſtately. 6 Free : generous ; liberal

7. Principal ; capital: as, the heart is one of

the noble parts.

NOBLE. ſ. 1. One of high rank. Bacon. 2.

A coin rated at ſix ſhillings and eightpence.

Camden, Bacºn.

NOBLE. liververt (Hepatical A plant.

NOBLEMAN ſ. ſnºble and nan.] One who is

ennobled. Dryden.

NO’BLENESS. ſ. [from nºble.] I. Greatneſ :

worth ; dignity ; magnanimity. Shakeſp.

Taylºr. 2. Splendour of deſcent.

NO BLESS. ſnºbleſſe, Fr. J . Nobility. This

word is not now uſed Spºnſer. 2. Dignity ;

greatneſs. Ben. johnſºn. 3. Noblemen col

lectively. Shakeſp.

NOELY. adv. tº nºble ] I. Of ancient and

ſplendid extraction. Dryden. 2. Grea, ly: il

Juſtriouſly. Shakeſp. 3. Grandly; ſplendidly.
24.ſ.fi/en.

2. No one ;

dering in the night.

NOCTUARY. ſ. [from nºis, Lat.] An ac

count of what paſſes in the night. Speciator.

NOCTURN. ſ. ſnoğurne, Fr. nºiurnus, Lat]

An ºffice of devotion performed in the night.

Stilling fleet.

Lat..] Nightly.Dryden. J Nightly

NQCTURNAL. ſ. An inſtrumentby which ob

ſervations are made in the night.

To NOD. v. n. (Of uncertain derivation.] 1.

To decline the head with a quick motion.

Shakeſp. z. To pay a light bow. Shakeſp. 3.

To bend downwards with quick motion. 4.

To be drowſy. Addiſon.

NOD. ſ. (from the verb ] 1. A quick declina

tion of the head. Lºcke. 1. A quick declina

tion. Shakeſp. 3. The motion of the head in

drowſineſs. Lºcke. 4. A flight obeiſance.

Shake p

NQDATION. ſ. [from nod..] The act of mak

ing knots.

Nººperſ [from nod.] One who makes nods

ope.

NODDLE. ſ. [hnol, Sax.] A head ; in con

tempt. Ben. Johnſon, Stilling fleet.

NOD12Y. ſ. ſtrom randin, Fr.] A ſimpleton;

an idiot. L'Eſlrange. *

NODE. ſ. (nodus, Lat 1 1. A knot; a knob.

2. A ſwelling ºn the bone. Wiſeman. 3. In
terſection. Holder.

NODOSITY. ſ. (from nºdeſus, Lat.] compli.
cation; knot. Brown.

NODU.S. a. [n.d.ſur, Lat.] Knotty; full of

knots. Brown.

NQ.)ULE. ſ. (mºduluſ, Lat.] A finall lump.
J/cºa/ward.

NOGCEN. a. Hard; rough ; harſh. Eſcape ºf

King Charley.

NOGGIN. ſ. ſnºſe!, German.] A ſmall mug.
Arbuthnot.

N9 IANCE. ſ. (See As not ance..] Miſchief;
inconvenience. Shakeſp.

To NOTE. v. a To annoy. An old word diſ

uſed Taſer.

NOTER / [from rºle.] One who annoys 7uſ….

NO IOU.S. a. (nºiſ, Italian.] Hurtful ; miſ.

chievous Spenſer.

NOISE. ſ. [noiſe, Fr.) 1. Any kind of ſound.

Bacºn. 1. Outcry : clamour; boaſting or im

portunate talk. Bacon 3 Occaſion of talk Addiſ.

To
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To NOISE v. n. [from the noun..] To ſound

loud. Milton.

To NOISE. v. n. To ſpread by rumour, or re

port. Luke, Wotton, Bentley.

NOISEFUI. a. [noiſe and full.] Loud; clamo

rous. Dryden.

NOISELESS. a. (from noiſe.] Silent; without

found. Shakeſp.

NOISINESS ſ.[from noiſy..] Loudneſs of ſound.

NOISEMAKER. ſ. [noiſe and maker.] Cla

mourer. L'Eſtrange.

NO ISOME. a. [ncieſ, Ital.]

miſchievous: unwholeſome. Hooker.

fenſive; diſguſting. Shakeſp.

NOISOMELY. adv [from nºiſeme.] With a

factid ºnch : with an infectious ſteam.

NO ISOMENESS. ſ. (from noiſºme.] Aptneſs

to diſguſt ; offenſiveneſs South.

NO ISY. a. [from noiſe j 1. Sound ng loud.

2. Clamorous; turbulent. Smith.

NOLL ſ. [hnol, Sax.] A head; a noddle. Shak.

NO'LI me tangere. [Lat.) ''. A kind of cance

rous ſwelling. 2. A plant. Mortimer.

NOLITION. ſ. [nalitic, Lat..] Unwillingneſs.

Hale.

No MBLEs ſ The entrails of a deer.

No.11ENCLA'70R. ſ. (Lat. nomenclateur, Fr.]

One who calls things or perſons by their pro

per names. Addiſon.

NOMENCLA'TURE. ſ. ſnomenclature, Fr. no

menclature, Lat § 1. The act of naming. Ba

cºn. 2. A vocabulary; a dictionary. Brºwn.

NO'MINAL. a. ſnºminalis, Lat.) Referring to

names rather than to things. Locke.

NO'MINALLY. adv. [from non-nal.] By

name; titularly. -

To NOMINATE. v. a. (nomine, Lat.] 1. To

name; to mention by name. Wotton 2. To

entitle. Spenſer. 3. To ſet down ; to appoint

by name. Shakeſp.

NoMiNATION. ſ. ſnºmination, Fr. from nº

minate j 1. The act of mentioning by name.

Wetton. 2. The power of appointing. Clar.

NO'MINATIVE.[nominatif, Fr.] The caſe that

primarily deſignates the name of any thing

No N. v. a [Lat.) Not. It is never uſed ſepa

rately, but ſometimes prefixed to words with

a negative power. Pierce.

NONAGE j. [mon and age.] Minority; time of

life before iegal maturity. Craſhaw, Hale.

NONCE. ſ. (The original of this word is uncer

tain.) Purpoſe ; intent ; deſign. Cleavel.

NoNCON FORMITY...f. [ren and conformity.]

1. Refuſal of compliance. Watts. . . Refuſal

to join in the eſtabliſhed religion. Sºuth.

NONCONFO'RMIST. ſ. (non and conformiſt )

One who cºuſcs to join in the eſtabliſhed

worſhip. Swift.

NoNE 4. [ne ane, Sax.] . Not one. Addiſºn

2. Not any. Fenton. 3. Not other. Genſº.

4. None of ſometimes ſignifies outy empha

tically nºt. P/a", i.

NoN ENT iTY. f. (nºn and entity} . Non

exiſtence. Bet y 2. A thing not exiſting.

Smith,

NONEXISTENCE. ſ. ſnow and exiſtence..] In

exiſtence; ſlate of not exiſting. Brown.

NONJURING. a. [non and juro, Lat.JBelong

ing to thoſe who will not ſwear allegiance to

the Hanoverian family. Swift.

NONJUROR,ſ [from non and juror.] One

who conceiving James II. unjuſtly depoſed,

refuſes to ſwear allegiance to thoſe who have

ſucceeded him.

NONNATURALS. ſ. [non naturalia.] Phyſi

cians reckon thoſe to be fix, viz. air, meat

and drink, ſleep and watching, motion and

reſt, retention and excretion, and the paſſions

of the mind Brown.

NONPARE'IL. ſ. [non and pareil, Fr.) 1.

Excellence unequalled. Shakeſp. 2. A kind

of apple. 3. Printers letters of a ſmall ſize,

on which ſmall Bibles and Common Prayers

are printed.

NONPLUS. ſ. ſnen and plur, Lat.] Puzzle;

inability to ſay or do more. South, Locke.

To NONPLUS. v. a. [from the noun..] To

confound , to nuzzle. Hudibras, South.

NONRESIDENCE. ſ. [non and reſidence.)

Failure of reſidence. Swift.

NONRE'sIDENT.ſ [nºn and reſdent.) One

who neglects to live at the proper place Swift.

NONRESISTANCE. ſ. [nen and reſiſtance.]

The principle of not oppoſing the king ; rea

dy oedience to a ſuperiour.

NO'NSENSE. ſ. (non and ſenſe ) 1. Unmeaning

or upgrammatical language. Pºpe. 2. Tri

fles ; things of no importance. Thinſºn.

NONSENSICAL. a. (from nonſenſe.) Unmean

ing: fooliſh. Ray.

NONSENSICALNESS. ſ. [from nonſenſical.]

Ungrammatical jargon.

NONSOLVENT. ſ. [won and ſºlvent.) One

who cannot pay his debts.

NONSOLUT (GN. ſ (nºw and ſºlation.] Fai

lure of ſolutiºn. Brostie

NONSPARING, a [ſiºn and ſparing.] Merci

leſs all deſtroying. Shakeſ?.

To NONSUIT. v. a. [non and ſuit.] To de

prive of the benefit of a legal proceſs for ſome

ſailure in the management. Swift.

NoODA.E. ſ. (from noddie or nºddy..] A fool;

a ſimpleton.

NOOK f [from een hoeck, German.] A corner.

Davies.

NOON. ſ. ſnon, Sax.] 1. The middle hour of

the day. Dryden. 2. It is taken for midnight.

Dryden.

No ONDAY. ſ. ſnººn and day.] Midday.Shakeſ

NOONDAY a Meridional. Addiſºn.

NOONING. ſ. (from noºn j Repote at noon.

NOONTIDE. ſ. [...con and tide Midday.Shas.

NOONTIDE. a. Meridional. Shakeſp.

NOOSE. ſ. [roſada, entangled J A running

knot which the more it is drawn binds the

cloſer Sandyſ.

To NOOSE. v. a. [from the noun..] To tie in

a nooſe. Gov. of the Tongue.

NOPE. ſ. A kind of bird called a bullfinch or

1. Noxious;

2. Of

red, all.

NOR.
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NOR. conj, [near.] 1. A particle marking theſe

condor ſubſequent branch of a negative propo

ſition Shakeſp. 2. Two negatives are ſome

times joined, but ill. Shakeſp. 3. Nor is

ſometimes uſed in the firſt branch for neither;

as, I nor love myſelf, nor thee. R. johnſon.

NORTH. ſ. (nonº, Sax ) The point oppoſite to

the ſun in the meridian. Shakeſp.

NORTH. a. Northern Number;

NORTHEAST. ſ. ſnoordosſi, Dutch The point

between the north and eaſt. Arbuthnot.

NORTHERLY. a. [from north.] Beng towards

the north. Derham.

NO'RTHERN. a. [from north.] Being in the

north. Shakeſp.

NORTHSTAR ſ [north and flar.] The pole

ſtar. Shakeſp.

NORTHWARD a. [north and peano, Sax.)

Being towards the north.

NORTHWARD. adv. [north and peant,

NORTHWARDS. W. Sax) Towards the north

Shakeſp.

Nößwest / (north and weft.] The point

between the north and weſt. Brown.

NORTHWIND ſ. [wºrth and wind J The

wind that blows from the north. Milton.

NOSE. ſ. ſnare, nora, Sax.) 1. The promi

nence on the lace, which is the organ of ſcent

and the emunctory of the brain. Locke 2.

The end of any thing. Holder. 3. Scent :

ſagacity. Cellier. 4. To lead by the Nosf

To drag by force: as, a bear by his ring To

lead blindly. Shakeſp 5. To thruſ; one's Nose

intº the affairs of others. To be a buſy body.

6. To put one's Nose out ºf joint. To put one

out of the affections of another. -

To NOSE. v. a [from the noun ) i. To ſcent;

to ſnell. Shakeſp. 2. To face, to oppoſe.

To NoSE v. n. To look big to bluſter. Shake.

NOSE BLEED. ſ. [noſe and bleed.] A kind of
herb.

N9 SEGAY. ſ. ſnºſ and gay.] A poſe; a

burich of flowers, Shakeſp Pºpe.

NO SELESS. a. [from nºſe.j Wanting a noſe.

Shakeſp

NOSE SMART. ſ. [neſe and ſmart.] The herb
creſſes.

NOSLE. / (from noſe J The extremity of a

thing: as, the nºſle of a pair of bellows

NO SOLOGY..ſ. [ºro; and A-yº;..] The doctrine

of diſeaſes. -

NOSOPOETICK. a. ſº-o; and reisa J Produ

cing diſeaſes. Arbuthnot.

NO STRIL. ſ. [noſe, and ºnl, a hole, Sax.]

The cavity of the noſe. Bacon.

NOS 7 RUM ſ. (Lat.) A medicine not yet mºde

publick, but remaining in ſome ſingle hand.

St. iiing fleet. -

NOT. adv. [ne auht, Sax. niet, Dutch..] 1.

The particle of negation or refuſal. Spenſer.

2. It denotes ceilation or extinction. No

more job.

NOTABLE a (notable, Fr. notabilis, Lat J 1.

Remarkable; memorable; obſervable. Sid

ney, Clarendºn. 2. Careful, buſtling. Addiſon.

NOTABLENESS. ſ. [from metable.] Appear
ance of buſineſs.

NOTABLY adv. [from notable.] I. Memo

rably; remarkably. Bacon. 2. With conſe

quence; with ſhow of importance. Addiſºn.

NOTARIAL. a. [from notary.) Taken by a

notary. Ayliffe.

NOTARY / [not aire, Fr. from netariuſ, Lat.]

An officer whoſe buſineſs it is to take nºtes of

*ºy, thing which may concern the publick.
oaker.

NOTATION. ſ. ſnotatio, Lat.] 1. The act or

practice of recording any, thing by marks: as,

by figures or letters. Cºcker. 2. Meaning ,

ſignification. Hammond.

NOTCH / [nocchia, Ital.] A nick; a hollow

cut in any thing. Grew.

To NOTCH. v. a. (from the noun..] To cut in

ſmall hollows. Grew.

NOTCHWEED. ſ. ſnatch and weed.] An herb
called orach.

NOTE. (for ne mate.] May not Spenſer.

NOTE. ſ. ſnota, Lat nºte, Fr.) 1. Mark;

token. Hoºker. . Notice; heed. Shakeſp.

3. Reputation; conſequence. Abbot. 4. Re

proach , ſtigma. Shakeſp. 5. Account; in

formation: intelligence. Shakeſp. 6. Tune;

voice. Hºoker. 7. Single ſound in muſick.

Dryden. 8. State of being obſerved. Bacon.

9. Short hint; ſmall paper. Shakeſp. to. Ab

breviation; ſymbol. Baker. 11. A ſmall let

ter. Dryden. 12. Written paper. Swift 13.

A paper given in confeſſion of a debt. Arbuth.

14. Explanatory annotation Felton.

NOTEBOOK. j. note and book.) A book in

which notes and memorandums are ſet down.

Shakeſp.

To NOT E. va. [noto, I at noter, Fr.] 1. To

obſerve , to remark; to heed: to attend.

4. 2. To deliver: to ſet down. Hooker.

3. To charge with a crime. Dryden. 4. [In

muſick ] To ſet down the notes of a tune.

NOTED. part, a [from nºte.) Remarkable;

eminent; celebrated. Boyle.

NOTTR, f [from nºte.] He who takes notice.

NOTHING ſ. ſno and thing ; nathing, Scot

tiſh.J. r. Negation of being ; nonentity ;

univerſal negation ; oppoſed to ſomething.

Bently. 2. Nonexiſtence. Shakeſ”, 3. Not

any thing; no particular thing. Addiſon. 4.

No other thing Wake. g. No quantity or

degree. Clarendon. 6. No importance; no

uſe ºpenſer. 7. No poſſeſſion or fortune.

Shakelp. 8. No difficulty; no trouble. Rºy.

9. A thing of no proportion. Bacon. Io.

Trifle: ſomething a no conſideration. Shakeſ.

11. Nothing has a kind of adverbial ſignificati

on. In no degree Knºlley.

NOTHINGN ESS. ſ (from nothing 1. Ni

hility ; nonexiſtence. Donne. 2. 1 hiſg of no

value. Hiſ fibrar.

NOTICE. ſ. [notice, Fr. netitia, Lat.] I Re

mark; heed; obſervation; retard. Locke.

2. Information; intelligence given or receiv

ed. Shakeſp.

U u u NOTIFI
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NOTIFICATION.ſ.. [notificatiºn, Fr. from no

tify.] Aét of making known. Held.

To NOTIFY. v. a (notifier, Fr. notifico, Lat )

To declare; to make known. Hooker, Whitg.

NO’TION. ſ. (nation, Fr.) 1. Thought; re

preſentation of any thing formed by the mind.

Mºrtºn. 2. Sentiment; opinion. Atterbury,

Shakeſ”.

NQTIONAL, a [from notion j 1. Imaginary;

ideal. 2. Dealing in ideas, not realities.

Glanville.

NOTIONALITY.'ſ [from notional] Empty;

ungrounded opinion. Glanville.

NOTIONALLY adv. [from notional.] In idea ;

mentally Worris.

NOTORI ETY ſnotorieté, Fr. from notorieur.]

Publick knowledge; publick expoſure. Addiſ

NOTORIOUS, a [natorius, Lat notoire, Fr.]

Publickly known; evident to the world; ap

parent; not hidden. Whitgifte.

NOTORIOUSLY adv. [from notorious ) Pub

lickly; evidently. Clarenden.

NOTO'RIOUSNESS. ſ. [from notorious.] Pub

lick fame. -

To NOTT. v. a. To ſhear. Ainſworth.

NOTWHEAT. ſ. (not and wheat ) of wheat

there are two ſorts; French, which is bearded,

and requireth the beſt ſoil, and not wheat ;

ſo termed becauſe it is unbearded.

NotwitHSTANDING, conj. [This word is

properly a participial adjective, as it is com

pounded of met and withſtanding, and anſwers

exactly to the Latin non abſiantel 1. With

out hindrance or obſtruction from. Decay ºf

Piety. 2. Although. Addiſon. 3. Neverthe

leſs ; however. Hicker.

NOTUS. ſ. (Lat § The ſouthwind. Milton.

NOVATION. ſ. novatiz, Lat.) The introduc.

tion of ſomething new.

NOVA TOR. ſ. Lat] The introducer of ſome

thing new.

NOVEL. a. ſnºvel'ur, Lat.] I New ; not an

cient. King Charles. 1. [In the civil law.)

Appendant to the code, and of later enaction.

* †e.

NOV EL. ſ. ſnowvelle, Fr.) 1. A ſmall tale.

Dryden. 2. A law annexed to the code Ayl

NOVELIST / [from nºvel.) 1. An innovator;

aſſertor of novelty. Pic:n. 2. A v. 11ter of

novels.

No WELTY. ſ. ſnºwcettº, Fr.) New Yeſ |

ſtate of being unknown to former tinics 11.6ker.

NO! T. M.B.E. R. J. Latj The eleventh month of

the year, or the ninth leckoned from March.

NO WEN ARY. ſ. (n:venarias, Lat § Number of

nine. Erº tº 7.

NOVE RCA 1... a. ſ...wercalis, ſron noverca,

Lat.) Having the manner of a ſtep ſnother.

Derhart.

NOUGHT. ſ. [re acht, Saxl, i. Not any

thing ; nothing. Fairfax 2. To ſet at nºught;

not to value: to flight Prºverbs.

NO V:CE. ſ. ["evice, Fr. novitiuſ, Lat.) 1.

One not acquainted with any thing; a freſh

man. Shakºp. 1. One who has eatercq a

religious houſe, but not yet taken the vow.

NOVITIATE. ſ. ſnoviciat, Fr.) 1. The flate

of a novice; the time in which the rudiments

are learned Sºuth. 2. The time ſpent in a

religious houſe, by way of trial, before the

vow is taken.

NQVITY ſ [novitat, Lat.] Newneſs; novelty.

Brown.

NOUL. The crown of the head. Sec Noir.

Spenſer.

NQULD. Ne would ; would not. Spenſer.

NOUN. ſ. ſnom, French; nomen, Lat..] The

name of any thing in grammar. Clarke.

To NQURISH. v. a. [nearrir, Fr. nutri,

Lat.] - 1. To encreaſe or ſupport by food.

Thºmſºn. 2. To ſupport; to maintain. Shaft.

3. To encourage; to foment. Hooker. 4 To

train, or educate. 1 Tim 5. To promote

growth or ſtrength, as food. Bacon.

To NOURISH. v. n. To gain nouriſhment.

Unuſual. Bacon.

NOURISHABLE. a. [from neurſ}.] suſcep

tive of nouriſhment. Grew.

NOURISHER. ſ. [from neuriſh J The perſºn

or thing that nouriſhes. Shakeſp. Bacºn.

NOURISHMENT. ſ. [neuriſement, Fr.) 1.

That which is given or received, in order to

the ſupport or encreaſe of growth or ſtrength;

food; ſuſtenance. Newton. 2. Nutrition;

ſupport of ſtrength. Milton. 3. Suſtentation;

ſupply of things needful. Hecker.

No URSLING. ſ. The nurſe; the nurſing.

Spenſer. -

NOURITURE ſ [neurritare, Fr.) Education;

inſtitution. Spenſer.

To NOU SEL. v. a. To nurſe up. Spenſºr.

NOW. adv. [nu, Sax.] 1. At this time ; at

the time preſent. Tillºſen. 2. A little while

ago. Shakeſp. 3. At one time; at another

time. Pºpe. 4. It is ſometimes a particle of

connection; as, if this be true, he is guilty;

new this is true, therefore he is guilty. Rºgerſ.

5. After this; ſince things are ſo, in familiar

ſpeech. L'Eſtrange. 6. Now and then j at one

time and another; uncertainly. Dryden.

NOW /. Preſent moment. Cowly.

NowADAYS adv in the preſent age. Garrick.

NOWED. a. (noue, Fr.j Knotted; inwreathed.

Brºwn.
-

Now ES. ſ. ſſrom nea, clá Fr J. The marriage

knot Craſbate.

NowHERE. adv, (no and ºthere.] Not in any

place. Tilºt/ºr.
Nû wisp. f. Not any manner or degree Bert!.

Noxious a (nºxiuſ, ſat.J 1, Hurtful:

harmºu!; baneful. Brºwn. ... Guilty; cri

minal. Bramha.

NoxiousNiss. ſ. ſtom ºxiºs, 3 Hurtful

neſ, influºrity, Hammºnd

Noxiously adv (from nºxiºur.] Hurtfully;

perniciouſly.
-

Nozlº. ſ. (from nºſe.) The noſe; the ſnout ;

the chd. Arbuthn:t. -

To NU BBLE t a. To bruiſe with handy cuffs.

Ainſwºrth.
itſwar NU'Elº LROUS
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NUBIFEROUS. a. ſnubifer, Lat.] Bringing

clouds.

Tºaſtate. v. a. ſnubilo, Latin.] To

cloud.

NU'BILE. a. ſnubile, Fr. nubilis, Lat.] Marri

ageable ; fit for marriage. Prior.

NUCIFEROUS. a. ſnaces and fºre, Lat.] Nut

bearing

MUCLEUS. ſ. (Lat.] A kernel; any thing about

which matter is gathered or conglobated.

Moodward.

NUDATION. ſ. [from nude, Lat.] The act of

making bare or naked.

NU'DITY. ſ. (nudité, Fr. nudus, Lat.] Naked

parts. Dryden.

NU'EL. See New El.

NUGA'CITY. ſ. ſnugacir, Latin.) Futility;

trifling talk, or behaviour.

NUGATION. ſ. ſnuger, Latin.] The act or

practice of trifling. Bacon.

NUGATORY. a. Laugatorius, Latl Trifling;

futile. Bentley.

N'UISANCE. ſ. ſnuiſance, Fr.) 1. Something

noxious or offenſive. South. ... [In law.]

Something that incommodes the neighbour

hood.

To NULL. v. a. ſnullur, Lat] To annul; to

annihilate. Miltºn. -

NULL. a. (nullur, Lat.) Void; of no force ; in

effectual. Swift.

NULL. ſ. Something of no power, or no mean

ing. Bacon.

NULLIBI'E.T.Y. ſ: [from nullibi, Lat.) The

ſtate of being no where.

To NULLIFY. v. a [from nullus, Lat] To

annul , to make void.

NULLITY. ſ. [nullite, Fr.) 1... want of force

or efficacy. Sºuth. 1. Want of exiſtence. Bar

NUMB. a ſbenumen, Sax.] 1. Torpid chill .

motionleſs. Shakeſp. 2. Producing chillneſs :

benumbing. Shakeſp.

To NUMB. v. a To make torpid, to deaden :

to ſtupity. Shakeſp.

NUMBEDNESS.j [from numbed.] Interrup

tion of ſenſation. Wiſeman.

To NUMBER. v. c. (nombrer, Fr. numero,

Lat.] 1. To count; to tell ; to reckon how

many. Numberſ. 1. To reckon as one of the

ſame kind. Iſaiah.

NUMBER / [nombre, Fr.] The ſpecies of

quant ty by which it is computes, how many.

Shakeſp. 2. Any particular aggregate of u.

nits , as, even or odd Shakeſp. 3. Many ,

more than one. Addiſºn. 4 Multitude that

may be counted. Milton. 5 Comparative

nuititude. Bacon. 6. Aggregated multitude.

Bacon 7. Harmony proportion calculated

by number. Milton. 8. Verſes; poetry. Pope.

9. In the noun is the variation or change of

termination to ſignify a number more than one.

Clarke.

NUMBERER. ſ. (from number.] He who

numbers.

NUMBERLESS. a. [from number.) Innumer

able ; more than can be reckoned. Denham,

Swift.

NUMBLES. ſ. [nambler, Fr.] The entrails of a

deer. Bailey.

NUMBNESS. ſ. [from numb.] Torpor; dead

neſs; ſtupefaction. Milton.

NUMERABLE. a. [numerabilis, Lat] Capa

ble to be numbered.

NUMERAL. a. [numeral, Fr.) Relating to

number ; conſiſting of number. Locke

NUMERALLY. adv. [from numeral. ) Ac

cording to number. Brown.

NUMERARY, a [numeruſ, Lat.] Anything

belonging to a certain number. Ayliffe.

NUMERATION. ſ. (numeration, Fr.) 1. The

art of numbering. Lºcke, Brown. 1. The rule

of arithmetick which teaches the notation of

numbers, and method of reading numbers re

gularly noted.

Māºk ſ [Latin.) 1. He that num

bers. 2. [Numerateur, Fr ) That number

which ſerves as the common meaſure to o

thers.

NUMERICAL, a [from numerus, Lat.] 1.

Numerical ; denoting number. Locke 2.

The ſame not only in kind or ſpecies, but

number. Sºuth.

NUMERICALLY adv. [from numerical] Re

ſpecting fameneſs in number. Boyle.

NU MERIST. ſ. [from numerus, Lat..] One

that deals in numbers Brown.

NUMERO SITY. ſ. [from numeroſur, Lat.]

1. Number ; the ſtate of being numerous.

Brºwn. 2. Harmony; numerous flow.

NUMEROUS. a. [numerºſus, Lat.] 1. Con

taning many; conſiſting of many; not few.

}*g/er 2. Harmonious; confiſting of parts

rightly numbered, melodious ; muſical. Ji'all.

Dryden.

NU MEROUSNESS. ſ. [from numerous | 1.

The quality of being numerous. 2. Harmo

ny: muſic-lneſs. Dryden.

NUMMA R Y. a. [from nummur, Lat..] Relat

ing to money. Arbuthnot.

NUM'SKULL. ſ. [numb and ſkull.] 1. A dul

lard , a dunce, a dolt; a blockhead. 2.

The head. In burleſque.

NUMSRULLED. a. [from numſkull.] Dull;

ſtupid ; doltiſh. -

NUN. ſ. A woman dedicated to the ſeverer du

ties of religion, ſecluded in a cloiſter from the

world. Addiſch.

NUN f. A kind of bird. Ainſworth.

NU'NCTATURE. ſ. [from nuncic, Lat.] The

office of a nuncio.

NU NCI0 ſ. (Italian, from nuncius, Lat ) . A

meſſenger , one that brings tidings. Shakeſp.

2. A kind of ſpiritual envoy from the pope.

Afterbury. -

NU NCH to N. ſ. A piece of vićtuals eaten be

tween meals Hudibras.

NU.N.C UPATIVE. !a. [nuncupatif, French

NUNCUPATORY. S. Publickly or ſolemnly

declaratory; verbally pronounced.

NUN DIN A L. a [mundinal, Fr. from nun

NU NDINARY. W. dinar, Lat.) Belonging to

fairs. -

U u u 2. NU NNE
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NU'N.NFRY. ſ. (from nun.] A houſe of nuns,

of wounen dedicated to the ſeverer duties of

religion. Dryden.

NU PTIAL. a. {nuptial, Fr. nuptialis, Latin.]

Pertaining to marriage.

NUP FIALS. ſ. [nuptiar, Latin.] Marriage.

Dryden.

N UKSE. f [ncurrice, Fr.) 1. A woman that has

the care of another's child. Raleigh. 2. A

woman that has care of a ſick perſon Shakeſp

3. One who breeds, educates, or prote&ts Shak.

4. An old woman, in contempt. Blackm. 5.

The ſtate of being nurſed. Cleveland. 6. In

cºmpoſition, any thing that ſupplies food.

Jº'alton,

To NURSE. v. a. ſnourrir, Fr.) 1. To bring

up a child not one's own. Prºdur. 2. To

bring up any thing young Dryden. 3. To

feed to keep , to maintain. Addiſon 4

To tend the ſick. 5. To pamper; to foment

to encourage. Davies.

NURSER. / [from nurſe.) 1. One that nurſes

Shakeſp 2. A promoter; a lomenter.

NURSI RY. ſ (from nurſe.) 1. The aa o

office of nurſing. Shaie p. 2. That which is

the object of a nurſe's care. Milton. 3. A

plantation of young trees to be tranſplanted

to other ground B:::r, Addiſºn. 4. A place

where young children are nurſed and brough

up. Bacon. 5. The place or ſtate where any

thing is foſtered or brought up. Shakeſp.

NURSLING. ſ. (from nurſe.) One nurſed up

a fondling. Dryden.

NU'RTURE. ſ. [contracted from nouriture,

Fr.) 1. Food; diet. Milton. 2. Education ,

inſtitution Sperfer. -

To NU RTURE. v. a. (from the noun i , .

To educate ; to train ; to bring up. //etten.

1. To nurture up to bring by care and food

to maturity. Bentley.

To NU'STLE. v. a. To fondle ; to cheriſh

Anyworth.

NUT. ſ. (hnur, Sax j 1. The fruit of certain

trees: it conſiſts of a kernel covered by a

hard ſhell Arbuthnot 2. A ſmall body with

teeth, which correſpond with the teeth ol

wheels Ray.

NU 1 BROWN. a. ſnut and brown.] Brown

like a rut kept long. Miltºn.

NU 1 C RACKERS. ſ. nut ind crack.] An in

ſtrument uſed to encloſe nuts and break them.

Addiſºn.

SU TGALL. ſ. ſnut and gall] Excreſcence ef

an oak. Brºwn.

N.U.THATCH.

NU TJoBBER.

NUTPECKER.

NU THOOK. ſ. ſnut and hook ) A ſtick with a

hock at the end. Shakeſp.

NUTM E.G. ſ. (nut and mugwºt, Fr.] The rst

meg is a kernel of a large fruit not unlike the

peach, and ſeparated from that and from its

inveſtient coat, the mace, before it is ſent o

ver to us ; except that the whole fruit is forme

times ſent over in preſerve, by way of ſweet

meat or as a curioſity. The nutmeg is round

iſh, of a compact texture, and its ſurface fur

rowed : it is ot an extremely agreeable ſmell

and an aromatick talle The tree which pro

duces them is not unlike our pear-tree in its

manner of growth: its leaves, whether green

ºr dried, have, when bruiſed, a very fragrant

ſmell ; and the trunk or branches, cut or

broken off, yield a red liquor like blood. H.I.

NU"TSHELL. ſ. [nut and ſhell.] The hard ſub

ſtance that incloſes the kernel of the nut. sia.

NUTT.R.E.E. ſ. [nut and tree ). A tree that bears

nuts: a hazle Dryden.

NUTRICATION. f. [autricatio, Lat.] Man

ner of feeding or being led Brºwn.

NU TRIMENT. ſ. (nutrimentum, Lat.j Food;
a lirnent. South. -

NUTR MENTAL. a. (from nutrinent.] Hav

ing the qualities of food. Arbuthnet.

NUT RIT iON. J. (nutrition, Fr.) The act of

quality of nouriſhing Glanville.

NUTP. I THOUS, a. (from nutric, Lat Y Hav

ing the quality of nouriſhing. Arbuthnot.

NUI kł"TIVE. a. (from nutriz, Lat.] Nou

riſhing ; nutrimental.

NU 1 RITURE. ſ. from nutric, Lat.] The

power of nouriſhing. Harvey.

To NUZZLE. v. a. [corrupted from rarſe.} 1.

To nurſe ; to foſter. Sidney. 2. To go with

the noſe down like a hog. Arbuthnet.

NYMPH.J. [2-ºxºn.) 1. A goddeſs of the woods,

meadows or waters. Davies. 2. A lady. In

poetry. Hºalier.

NY S. [A corruption of ne is...] None is ; not

f. A bird. Ainſworth.

is. Spenſer.

O.

O

Has in Engliſh, a long ſound; as, drone,

groan, ſtine; or ſhort, got, knot, ſhot. It

is uſually denoted long by a ſervile a ſubjoin

ed , as, "...can, or by e at the end of the ſylla

ble ; as bone. 1. O is uſed as an interjecticn

of wiſhing or exclamation. Decay ºf Piety. ..

O is uſed by Shakeſpear t tor a circle or oºz! ;

O A F

as, within this wooden O.

OAF. ſ. 1. A changeling ; a fooliſh child left by

the fairies. Drayton. 2. A dolt; a block

head , an idiot.

OAFISH. a. [from saf J Stupid dull; doltiſh.

OA FiSHNESS. ſ. 1from caſſb.] Stupidity i

dullneſs, OAK

AK.
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OAK. ſ. ſac, ec, Sax.] The oak tree hath male

flowers. The embryos afterwards become a

corns in hard ſcaly cups ; the leaves are ſinu

ared. The ſpecies are five. Miller.

OAK. [Evergreen.) The wood of this tree is

very good for many ſorts of tools. Miller.

OAKA'PPLE. ſ. ſoak and apple. A kind of

ſpongy excreſcence on the oak. Bacºn.

OAKEN. a. [from oak ) Made of oak; ga

thered from oak. Arbuthnet.

OA'KENPIN. ſ. An apple. Mortimer.

OA'KUM. ſ. Cords untwiſted and reduced to

hemp. Raleigh.

OAR. ſ. [ane, Sax.] A long pole with a broad

end, by which veſſels are driven in the water

Pºtºkinr.

To OAR. v n. [from the noun..] To row. Pºpe.

ToOAR. v. a. To impel oy rowing Shakeſp.

OA'RY. a. (from oar. J Having the form or uſe

of oars. Miltºn.

OAST. ſ. A kiln. Not in uſe. Mºrtiºner.

OATCA'KE. ſ. (2at and cake.) Cake made of

the meal of oats. Peacham.

OATEN. a. (from cat J Made of oats; bear

ing oats, Shakeſp.

OA"TH. f. [aº, Sax.] An affirmation, nega

tion, or promiſe, corroborated by the atteſta

tion of the Divine Being. Bacºn.

OATHABLE. a. ( from cath. A word not

uſed. Capable of having an oath adminiſtered.

Shakeſp.

OATHBREAKING. ſ. ſeath and break.) Per

jury the violation of an caſh. Shakeſp.

OA' TMALT. ſ. cat and malt.] Malt made of
oats. Mart; m:er. -

OATMEAL. ſ. [ cat and meal. J. Flour mad.

by grinding oats. Airbuthnºt.

OA TMEA L. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

OATS. ſ. (aven, Sax.] A grain, which in En.

gland is generally given to horſes Swift.

OATTHISTLE. J. [2at and thºſlie..] An herb.

Ainſworth.

OBAMBULATION. ſ. ſabambulatio, from ob

ambula, Lat.) The act of walking about. Dić.

To OBDUCE. v. a. [ chduce, Lat.) To draw

over as a covering. Hale.

OBDU'CTION. ſ [from abdusſia, cbduco, Lat.]

The act of covering, or laying a cover.

OBDU RACY. ſ. [from abdurate.) Inflexible

wickedneſs; impenitence; hardneſs of heart.
Sºuth. -

OBDURATE a ſobduratuſ, Lat.] 1. Hard

of heart; inflexibly obſtinate in ill, hardened.

Shakeſp. 2. Hardened ; firm , ſtubborn.

South. 3. Harſh ; rugged. Swift.

OBDURATELY. adv. trom obdurate.] Stub

bornly; inflexibly.

O3DU’RATENESS. ſ. (from obdurate J Stub

bornneſs ; inflexibility ; impenitence.

OBDURATION. f [from obdurate.} Hard

neſs of heart. Hecker.

OEDU RED. a. […bduratur, Lat.] Hardened;

inflexible. A ſuſton.

OBE DIENCE. ſ. (25-d entia, Lat.] Obſeq.-

ow.a. 's ; ſub-diiºn to authority. Lazºn.

OBE'DIENT. a. ſobedienſ, Lat.) Submiſſive ts

authority; compliant with command or pro

hibition : obſequious. Tillotſon.

OBE DIENTIA i... a. ſobedientiel, Fr. from c

bedient.] According to the rule of obedience.

Make.

OBE DIENTLY. a. [ from obedient. J With

obedience. Tillotſon.

OBE, ISANCE. ſ. [ obeiſance, Fr. 1 A bow ; a

courteſy ; an act of reverence. Shakeſp.

O BELISK. ſ. [obeliſcus, Lat.) 1. A magnifi

cent high piece of marble, or ſtone, having

uſually four faces, and leſſening upwards by

degrees. Harris. 2. A mark of cenſure in

the margin of a book, in the form of a dag

ger. [+]. Grew.

OBEQUITATION. ſ. [ from obequito, Lat. )

The act of riding about.

OBERRATION. ſ. [from cłerre, Lat.] The

aćt of wandering about.

OBE SE. a. [obeſus, Lat.] Fat; loaden with
cºin.

OBE SENESS. 7 ſ. [from obeſe.] Morbid fat
OBESITY. neſs. Grew.

To OBEY. v. a. ſobeir, Fr.] To pay ſubmiſ

ſion to ; to comply with, from reverence to

authority. Rºmans.

OBJECT. ſ. [..bjet, Fr.) 1. That about which

any power or faculty is employed. Hammond.

2. Soºcthing preſented to the ſenſes to raiſe

any affection or emotion in the mind. Atterb.

3. (in grammar.] Any thing influenced by
ſomewhat elſe. Clarke. -

OLJ1. CT CLASS. ſ. A glaſs remoteſt from

the cye. Newtºn.

To OBJECT, v. a. […bjećer, Fr. chjicic, objec

tum, Lat.) 1. To oppoſe ; to preſent in oppo

ſition. Bacon, Pope. 1. To propoſe as a

charge criminal, or a rea on adverſe. Whitg.

OBJECTION. ſ. [ºbječiion, Fr. obječie, Lat.]

1. The act of preſenting anything in oppoſi

tion. 2. Criminal charge. Shakeſp. 3. Ad

verſe argument. Burnet. 4. Fault found.

/Waſh.

o BJECTIVE. a. [ºfteåif, Fr ) i. Belonging

to the object ; contained in the object. Watts.

2. Made an object; propoſed as an object.

Hale.

O BJECTIVELY. adv (from cłjećlive.) 1. In

manner of an object. Locke. 2. In a ſtate of

oppoſition. Brown.

o BjecTIVENESS. ſ [from objective.] The

ſtate of being an object. Hale.

OBJECTOR. ſ. [from clječi.) One who offers

objections. Blackmore.

OB! T. ſ. (a corruption of cliſt, or cbivit.] Fu

neral obſequies. Ainſwºrth.

To OBJU'RGATE. v. a. [..bjargo, Lat..] To

chide ; to reprove.

OB'ſ URGATION. ſ. ſºurgatiº, Lat.) Re
proof: reprehenſion. By arika!!.

OšjURGATORY. a. [..t, ºrgatorius, Lat.]

Reprehenſ ty; culpatory ; chiding.

Obla"I E. a. ſ. bºtui, Latin Fiat cd at the

pºles. Lied of a 'Pheroid. Cºre.

3.2LATION.
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OFLATION. ſ. ſablation, Fr. chlatur, Lat]

An offering ; a ſacrifice. South.

OBi.i.CTATION. ſ. [•blečiatio, Lat. J De

light: pleaſure.

To OBLIGATE. v. a. […big, Lat] To bind

by contract or duty.

OBLIGATION. ſ. ºbligatio, from obligo, Lat.)

1. The binding power of an oath, vow, du

ty ; contrast. Glanville. 2. An act which

binds any man to ſome performance. Taylor.

3 Favour by which one is bound to gratitude.

Sºuth.

O'BLIGATORY. a. (from th’igate.] lºs
an obligation; binding; coercive. Taylor.

To OBLIGE. v. a. [ebliger, Fr. obligo, Lat.]

1. To bind; to impoſe obligation; to compel

to ſomething. Rºgers. 2. To indebt; to lay

obligations of gratitude. Dryden. 3. To pleaſe;

to gratify. Saath.

CELIGEE. J. (from oblige.] The perſon bound

by a legal or written contract.

OB I (, EMENT. ſ. [..bligement, Fr.] Obliga

tion Dryden.

OBLI C+ R. ſ. He who binds by contračt.

OBLIGING part a [*bhgeant, Fr from ºb.

lige.) Civil complaiſant; reſpectful; en

gaging. Pºpe

OELIGINGLY, adv. [from chliging.] Civilly;

complaiſantly. Addiſon . -

O Bill GINGN Ess. J. (from ºbliging) 1. obli:

gation ; force. Decay of Piety. 2. Civility;

corrºraiſance.

OBLIQUATION. ſ. [obliquatic, from oblique,

Lat. Þeclination from perpendicularity, ob

liquity. Newtºn.

Cl3. QJE. a. [•bliquus, Lat.) 1. Not direct;

nºt perpendicular, not parallel. Bacon. .. 2

Not direct. Uſed of ſenſe. Shakeſp. 3. [In

glarinar.j Any caſe in nouns except the no

minative.

OBL QULLY. adv. [from oblique.) 1. Not di

rectly: not perpendicularly. Brown. 2. Not

in the immediate or direct meaning. Addiſon.

OB-1"JEN ESS. 7 ſ. (obliquite, Fr. from eb

O!, LI QUITY. lique.) 1. Deviation from

Phyſical restitude; deviation from paralleliſm

or perpendicularity. Miltºn. 2. Deviation

from moral rectitude. South.

To OBLITERATE. c. a. (25 and litera, Lat.)

1. To eface any thing written, 2. To wear

out ; to deſtroy ; to efface Hale.

!LITERATION. ſ. [...bliteratio, Lat.] Ef

face:nent ; extinction. Hale.

B!! ViON. ſ. ſablvio, Lat] 1. Forgetful

ne: ; ceſſation of remembrance. Brown. 2.

Amneſty; general pardon of crimes in a ſtate.

Da: ref.

O!!! I VIOUS, a. ſablivioſus, Lat] Cauſing for

gctfulneſs. Philipſ.

OBLONG. a. tº blingut, Lat J Longer than

broad. Harris. -

O'Lo NGLY adv. [from oblong..] In an oblong

Circºtion. Cheyne.

OLLO NGN ESS. ſ (from cºng..] The ſtate of

being ºblong.

O 31.9 J. Y. ſ. [..!'-ºwer, Lat. 1. Cenſorious

ſpeech ; blame; ſlander. Daniel. 2. Cauſe

of reproach ; diſgrace. Shakeſp.

OBMUTESCENCE / [from obmuteſce, Lat]

Loſs of ſpeech. Brown.

OBNOXIOUS. ſ. ſobnoxius, Lat.) 1. subjea.

Bacº. 1. Liable to puniſhment. Calamy. 3.

Liable ; expoſed. Hayward.

OBNQ XIOUSNESS J. (from chasizens.) Sub

jection; liableneſs to puniſhment.

'OBNO XIOUSLY. advº (from abnoxious ) In a

ſtate of ſubjection; the ſtate of one liable to

puniſhment.

To O'BNUBILATE. v. a. ſabnubile, Lat.] To

cloud ; to obſcure.

O'BOLE. ſ. ſcholus, Lat..] In pharmacy, twelve

grains. Ainſworth.

OBREPTION. ſ [shreptic, Lat.) The act of

creeping on.

To OBRO'GATE. v. a. ſabrerº, Lat.] To

proclaim a contrary law for the diſſolution of

the former.

OBSCENE, a [ckſcanus, Lat..] I. Immodeſt;

not agreeable to chaſtity of mind Mi ten. 2.

Offenſive , diſguſting. Dryden 3. Inauſpi

cious; ill omened. Dryden.

OBSCENELY. a. [from obſcene.] In an im

pure and unchaſte manner.

OBSCENENESS Uſ (from obſcene ) Impurity

OBSCENITY. of thought or language ;

unchaſtity, lewdneſs. Dryden.

OBSCURA'tion.J. [ºbſcuratic, Lat.] 1. The

act of darkening. Burnet. a. A ſtate of be

ing darkened.

OBSCURE. a. ſobſcurut, Lat ) i. Dark ; un

enlightened: gloomy, hindering ſight. Milan.

* . Living in the dark. Shakeſp. 3. Not eaſily

intelligible; abſtruſe, difficult. Drydes. 4.

Not noted ; not obſervable. Atterbury.

To OBSCU'RE. v. a. [*bſcure, Lat...] 1. To

darken ; to make dark. Pºpe 2. To make

leſs viſible. Brown. 3. To make leſs intelli

gible. Holder. 4. To make leſs glorious, beau

tiful, or illuſtrious Dryden.

OBSCURELY. adv. [from obſcure.] 1. Not

brightly ; not luminouſly. ... Out of fight;

Privately ; without notice. Addiſon. 3. Not

clearly 5 not plainly,

OBSCURENESS. R. ſ. ſobſcuritas, Lat § 1.

OBSCU'RITY. Darkneſs ; want of light.

Penne. 2. Unnoticed ſtate; privacy. Dryden.

3. Darkneſs of meaning. Bºyle, Lºcke.

9BSECRATION. ſ. [elſecratiº, Lat.) Intrea

ty i ſupplication. Stilling fleet.

OBSEQUIES. ſ (obſeques, Fr.) 1. Funeral

rites ; funeral ſolemnities. Sidney. 2. It is

found in the ſingular, perhaps more properly.

Croſław.

OBSE QUIOUS, a [from obſequium, Lat.] 1.

Obedient; compliant , not refitting. Miltºn.

*: In Shakeſp funeral.

ORSEQUIOUSLY. adv. [from elſegateur.) 1.

Qbediently; with compliance. Dryden. 1. la

*a**!?. it ſignifies, with funeral rites.

OBSE QUIOUSN ESS. ſ. (from ab equious.) O

bºdie...ce ; compliance. Seeth.

OBSD RVABLE,
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OBSERVABLE. a. (from obſervo, Lat] Re

markable ; eminent. Rogers.

OBSERVABLY. adv [from obſervable ] In a

manner worthy of note. Brown.

OBSERVANCE. ſ. [obſervance, Fr.) 1. Re

ſpect; ceremonial reverence. Dryden. 2. Re

ligious rite. Rogers. 3. Attentive practice.

Rogers. 4. Rule of practice. Shakeſp. 5.

Careful obedience. Rogers. 6. Obſervation;

attention. Hale. 7. Obedient regard. Wotton,

Roſcommon.

OBSERVANT. a. ſobſervant, Lat] . Atten

tive; diligent; watchful. Raleigh. 2. Reſ

pečtfully attentive. Pope. 3. Meanly dutiful :

ſubmiſſive. Raleigh.

OBSERVANT. ſ. A ſlaviſh attendant. Shakeſp.

OBSERVATION. ſ. [obſervatio, Lat J 1 The

ast of obſerving, noting, or remarking. Rogers.

2. Notion gained by obſerving ; note 3 remark.

Matts. .

OBSERVATOR. ſ. [obſervateur, Fr. from ob

ſervº, Lat.) One that obſerves; a remarker.

ryden.

OBSERVATORY..ſ (obſervatoire, Fr.] A place

built for aſtronomical obſervations. Woodward.

To OBSERVE v. a. [..bſervo, Lat.) 1. To

watch; to regard attentively. Taylor. 2. To

find by attention; to note. Lºcke. 3. To re

gard or keep religiouſly. Exod 4. To obey; to
follow.

To OBSE'RVE. v. n. 1. To be attentive. Wattr.

2. To make a remark. Pºpe.

observeR. ſ (from obſerve.] ... One who

looks vigilantly on perſons and thirgs. S-wift

2. One who looks on ; the beholder. Denne. 3.

One who keeps any law or cuſtom or practice.

Baren.

observingly adv. [from obſerving.]

tentively; carefully. Shakeſp.

obsession. ſ. ſelf-ſis, Lat § 1. the at of

beſieging. 2. The firſt attack of Satan, ante

cedent to poſſeſſion.

obsi'DIONAL. a. ſcºſidiana'ir, Lat.] Belong

ing to a ſiege. Diº.

OBSOLETE. a. (abſºletuſ, Lat.) Worn out of

uſe ; diſuſed; unfaſhionable. Savift.

OBSOLE TENESS ſ [from obſºlete.) State of

being worn out of uſe ; unfaſhionabl ºneſs.

OPSTA'CLE. ſ. ſchſtacle, Fr. obſtaculum, Lat.)

Something oppoſed; hindrance; obſtruction.

Collier.

OBSTETRICATION. ſ. [ from obſtetricor,

Lat] The office of a midwive.

obstETRICK. a. [from obſletrix, Lat.] Mid

wifiſh; befitting a midwife; doing the mid

wife's office. Dunciad.

o BSTINACY. ſ. [ cºffinatiº, Lat. J Stub

bornneſs; contumacy; pertinacy 3 perſiſtency.

Lºcke.

O'BSTINATE. a. [-ºffivatur, Lat.) Stubborn ;

contumacious; fixed in reſolution. Dryden.

O'BSTINATELY. adv. [from clftinate.J Stub

bornly ; inflexibly. Clarenden.

o BSTINATENESS. ſ. [from clºſinate.] Stub

bornneſs,

At

OBSTIPATION. ſ. ſ from ckſ?ipº, Lat.] The

*ēt of ſtopping up any paſſage.

OBSTREPEROUS, a.ſ.lfireperut, Lat.) Loud,

clamorous; noiſy; turbulent; vociferous.

Dryden.

OBSTREPEROUSLY.adw.[from chºr:percur.]

Loudly; clamourouſly.

OBSTREPEROUSNESS ſ (from ºftcºred
Loudneſs: clamour; noiſe. -

OBSTRI'CTION. ſ. ſ from cºſtričar, Lat. )

Obligation ; bond. Milton.

To OBSTRUCT. v. a. ſelfirae, Lat.] 1. To

hinder; to be in the way of; to block up ; to

bar. Arbuthnot. 2. To oppoſe; to retard.

OESTRUCTER. ſ. [from cºſiruči.] One that

hinders or oppoſes.

OBSTRUCTION. ſ. ſelffragliº, Lat] ... Hin

drance ; difficulty. Denham. 2. Obſtacle; im

Pºdiment. Clarendon. 3. [In phyſick.] The

blocking up of any canal in the human body, ſo

*to prevent the flowing of any fluid through it.

£ºtnºy. 4. In Shakeſpeare it once ſignifies

ſomething heaped together. Shakeſp.

OBSTRUCTIVE. a. [ cłffracºſ, Fr. from cº

/*& J Hindering ; cauſing impediment.
Hammºnd.

OBSTRUCTIVE. ſ Impediment; obſtacle.

Hammond.

O'BSTRUENT. a. [..}ſiruens, Lat.] Hindering;

blocking up.

OBSTUPEFACTION. ſ. ſchſupefari, Lat.The act of inducingº pefaciº, Lat. )

OBSTUPEFACTIVE, a [from ºbſºpefaci,

Lat] Obſtructing the mental powers. Abbºt.

To OBTAIN. v. a. [chtimes, Lat.) 1. To gain;

to acquire to procure. Eph. 1. To impetrate;

to gain by conceſſion. Hººker.

To OBTAIN, v. n. 1. To continue in uſe.

Baker; 2. To be eſtabliſhed. Dryden. 3. To

prevail; to ſucceed. Bacon.

OBTAINAHL.E. a. (from #tain.] To be pro
cured. Arbuthnot.

QB TAINER, f [from ºbtain.) He who obtains.

To OBTEMPERATE. v. a [..btemperer, Fr.

chtempere, Lat.] To obey.

To OBTEND. v. a. [..btends, Lat] ... To

oppoſe; to hold out in oppoſition. 2. To

Pretend; to offer as the reaſon of any thing.
Dryden. -

OBTENEBRATION. ſ. ſº and tenºre, Lat.]

Darkneſs ; the ſtate of being darkened. Bacon.

OBTENSION. J. [from attend J The act of

obtaining.

To ORTF ST. tº a ſcèteſ...r, Lat.] To beſeech;

to ſupplicate Dryden.

OBTESTATION / [ºteffatie, Lat. from c5

tºff. Supplication; entreaty.

OBTRECTATION ſ. (.5trec: , Lat.] slander;

detraction ; calumny.

To OBTRUDE. v. a. [chºrud-, Lat J. To thruſt

into any place or ſtate by force or impºſture.tialſ.

OB' TRUDER. ſ. [ from cºtrude. One that

obtrudes. Bºyle.

OBTRUSION. ſ. (from ºbtruſus, Lat J The

act of obtruding. King Charler.

ODTRU'SIVE.
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obtrusive. a. [from ºbtrude.) Inclined to

force one's ſelf or any thing elſe, upon others

Milton.

To obtu'ND. & a ſchtundº, Lat] To blunt :

to dull; to quell; to deaden. Harvey.

obTURATION. ſ. [from ºbturatus, Lat. The

ast of ſtopping up any thing with ſomething
ſmeared over it. -

obtu'sANGULAR a. [from ºbtuſe and angle.

Having angles larger than right angles. .

OBTUsi. a. [..btuſus, Lat.) 1. Not pointed:

not acute ... Not quick ; dull; ſtupid

Milton. 3. Not ſhrill ; obſcure; as, an abtuſe

found

OBTU'SFLY, adv. [from ºbtuſe.]

a point Dully; ſtupidly. . .

ofTUseNEss. ſ. (from ºbtuſe..] Bluntneſs ;
dullneſs. -

obTUsion. ſ. [from obtuſe.] 1. The ast of

duling. 1. The ſtate of being dulled. Harvey.

obve Ntion. ſ. [chºenio, Lat.) Something

happening not conſtantly and regularly, but

uncertainly Spenſer.

To obve RT 4. a. [-bvertº, Lat. ) To turn

towards Bºyle. -

To O BVIATE. v. a. [from ºbviuſ, Latin:

ºbvier, Fr. To meet in the way; to prevent.

Wººdward. -

O'BVIOUs, a [chwins, Lat.) 1. Meeting any

thing ; oppoſed in front to any thing. Mºlten.

2. open 'expoſed. Milton. 3. Eaſily diſcover

ed; plain; evident. Dryden. . . .

O'BVIOUSLY adv. [from cbviºus.] Evidently;

apparently. Lºcke.

obviousNESs ſ. [from ºbviºur.] State of

being evident or apparent. Bºyle.

To of UMBRATE e.a. [...humbre, Lat.) To

ſhade ; to cloud.

oBUMERATION. ſ. (from chambre, Lat.] The

aćt of darkening or clouding.

occasion. ſ. ſºccaſiº, Lat.) 1. Occurrence;

caſualty; incident Hºoker. 2. Opportunity ;

convenience. Geneſs. 3. Accidental cauſe:

spenſer. 4. Reaſon not cogent, but ºppºrtune.

Shakeſp. 5. Incidental need; caſual exigence.

Baker.

To OCCASION. v. a. [From the noun.] 1. To

cauſe caſually. Alterbury. , 2. To cauſe to

produce. Temple. 3. To inflaence. Ilºcke.

OCCASIONA.i.a. (from ºccaſiºn.) 1.Inciden

tal: caſual. 2. Producing by accident. Rºw".

3. Produced by occaſional or incidental exi

gence. Dryden.

očcAsſoR ALLY. adv. [from ºccaſiºnal.] Ac
cording to incidental exigence. Iſººdward.

OCCAsioNER. ſ. [from ºccaſion. ) One that
cauſes or promo es by deſign or accident.

Sanderſºn.

OCCECATION. ſ. [ºccacatiº, Laº ). The ad

of blinding or making blind Sanderſ”.
o'cCIDENT. ſ. [from eccident, Lat. TheWeſt.

Shakeſp. - -

occipf, NTAL a. ſºccidenta'ir, Lat.jweſtern.

Hºrnel.

OCCI DUOU.S. a. [accident, Lat.] Weſtern.

1. Without

OCCI'PITAL. a. ſoccipita'ir, Lat.] Placed in

the hinder part of the head.

O CCIPUT. ſ. [Lat.] The hinder part of the
head. Butler.

OCCI SION. ſ. [ecciſe, Lat.]

killing

To OCCLU'DE. v. a. ſocclude, Lat.] To ſhut

up. Brown.

OCCLUSE. a. [cccluſus, Lat.] Shut up ; cloſed.

H2/der.

OCCLUSION. ſ. [occluſio, Lat.) The act of

ſhutting up.

OCCU LT. a. [ccr:ltus, Lat..] Secret; hidden;

unknown : undiſcoverable. Newtºn.

OCCULTA’ſ ION. ſ. ſoccultatio, Lat.) In a

ſtronomy, is the time that a ſtar or planet is

hidden from our ſight. Harris.

OCCU'LTNESS ſ. [from occult.) Secretneſs;

ſlate of being hid.

O'CCUPANCY. ſ. ſºccupant, Lat.] The aët

of taking poſſeſſion Warburton.

OCCUPANT. ſ. ºccupans, Latj He that takes

poſſeſſion of anything. Bacon.

To OCCUPATE. v. a. ſºccupa, Lat.] To take

up. Bacon.

OCCUPATION. ſ. ſoccupatia, Lat.] 1. The

a&t of taking poſſeſſion Bacon. 2. Employ

ment ; buſineſs Wake. 3. Trade; calling ;

vocation Shakeſp. -

OCCUPIER ſ. (from occupy A poſſeſſor;

one who takes into his poſſeſſion Raleigh, i.

One who follows any employment. Ezek.

To OCCUPY. v. a. i cccuper, Fr occupa, Lat.j

1. To poſſeſs to keep , to take up. Brºwn.

2. To buſy ; to employ Eccluſ. 3. To follow

as buſineſs. Common Prayer. 4. To uſe; to

expend. Exodus.

To OCCUPY. v. n. To follow buſineſs. Lake.

To OCCU. R. v. n. [accurre, Lat.) 1. To be

preſented to the memory or attention. Barts.

2. To appear here and there Lerºr. 3. To

claſh : to ſtrike againſt to meet. Bently. 4.

To obviate to make oppoſition to. Beatley.

oCCURRENCE. ſ. ſoccurrence, Fr ) i. inci

dent; accidental event. Locke. 2. Occaſional

preſentation. Watts.

OCCURRENT. ſ. [occurrent, Fr. ºccurrent,

Lat. J lncident; any thing that happens.

Hooker.

OCCURSION. ſ. ſoccurſum, Lat] Claſh ; mu

tual blow. Bºy e.

OCEAN. ſ. [ecza” ºr, Lat., 1. The main; the

great ſea. Shakeſp. z. Any immerſe expanſe.

Locke.

O'CEAN. a. Pertaining to the main or great ſea.

Milton.

OCEANICK. a. [from ocean.] Pertaining to

the ocean. Duét, -

OCE LLATED, a. [acellatus, Lat] Reſembling

the eye. Der han.

o'CHRE. / (&ºts.] The earths diſlinguiſhed

by the name of ochre, have rough or naturally

duſty ſurfaces, are but ſlightly coherent in

their texture, and are compoſed of fire and

ſoſt argºliaceous particles, and are readily di

łuńLic

The act of
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fuſible in water. They are of various colours.

The yellow ſort are called ochres of iron, and

the blue ºchres of copper. , Hill

O'CHREOUS. a. ſ from ochre.] Conſiſting of

ochre - Woodward

O'CHREY. a. (from ochre.] Partaking of ochre.

Macdward.

O'CHIMY. ſ. A mixed baſe metal.

O'CTAGON. ſ. [44 and yonix.) In geometry,

a figure conſiſting of eight ſides and angles.

Harris.

OCTAGONAL. a. [from octagon.) Having

eight angles and ſides.

OCTA'NGULAR. a. [oão and angular, Lat.

Having eight angles.

OCTANGULARNESS. ſ (from oãangular )

The quality of having eight angles.

OCTA NT a. Is, when a planet is in ſheh

Octiºn,e. poſition to another, that their

places are only diſtant an eighth part of a circle

octave. ſ. ſodave, Fr.) 1. The eighth da

after ſome peculiar feſtival. 1. [In ...;
An eighth or an interval of eight ſounds. 3.

Eight days together atter a feſtival. Ainſworth.

OCTA PO. a. (Lat.) A book is ſaid to be in

céfavo when a ſheet is folded into eight leaves

Bºyle.

OCTENNIAL. a [from oëennium, Lat.) 1.

Happening every eighth year. 2. Laſting

eight years

oCTO BER. a [Lat The tenth month of the

year, or the eighth numbered from March
Peachart.

octoe’DRICAL. a. Having eight ſides.

OCTO GENARY. a. (otiopeni, Lat.] Of eighty

years of age. -

O CTONARY. a (céionariuſ, Lat l Belonging

to the number eight.

OCTONO CULAR. a. [ed, and oculus.] Hav

ing eight eyes. Derham.

ocioPF"TALOUS. ſ. cx12 and trilaxy..] Hav

ing eight flower leaves.

O Ci OSTYLE. / (3×ix and rºx6', Gr.] The

face o a building or ordonnance containing

eight columns. Harris.

O'CT UPLE. a tačuplus, Lat J. Fight fold

O CULAR. a (from ºculus, Lat J Depending on

thc eye, known by the eye. Brown.

O CULARLY. adv. [from ocular.) To the ob.

ſervation of the eye Brºwn.

O CULATE. a. ſeculatus, Lat.) Having eyes :

knowing by the eye

O'CULIST.J. (from oculus, Lat.) One who pro

teſſes to cure diſtempers of the eyes Bacon.

OCULUS bel. (Lat..] An accidental variety of

the agat kind. Woºdward.

ODD a. ſudda, Swediſh ) 1. Not even ; not

diviſible into equal numbers. Brºwn. 2.

More than a round number. Burnet. 3 Par

ticular; uncouth; extraordinary. Newcton. 4.

Not noted; not taken into the cºmmon ac

count 5 unheeded. Shakeſp 5. Strange ; un

accountable; fantaſtical. Swift. 6. Uncom.

rnon; particular. Aſcham. 7. Unlucky. Shake

£. Unlikely ; in appearance improper. Addiſ.

O'DDLY. adv. [from odd] 1. Not evenly,

2. Strangely ; particularly ; unaccountably;

uncouthly. Locke.

O DDN ESS. ſ. (from odd ) . The ſtate of

being not even. 1. Strangeneſs; particula

rity : uncouthneſs. Drydes, Clier.

ODDS. ſ. (from odd.) 1. Inequality; exceſs

of either compared with the other. Hºoker.

2. More than an even wager. Swift. 3. Ad

vantage ; ſuperiority Hudibras. 4. Quarrel;

debate; diſpute. Shakeſp.

ODE. ſ. (43.) A poem written to be ſung to

muſick ; a lyrick poem. Milton.

ODIBLE. a. [from odi.) Hateful.

ODIOUS. a. [odioſur, Lat.) 1. Hateful , de

teſtable ; abominable. Spratt. 2. Expoſed to

hate. Clarendon. 3. Cauſing hate ; inſidious.
Milton.

O'DIOUSLY. adºſ from edious.) 1. Hatefully;

abominably. Milton, 1. Invidiouſly ; ſo as

to cauſe hate. Dryden.

ODIOUSNESS. ſ. (from edieu: ] 1. Hareful

neſs. Wake. 2. The ſtate of being hated.

Sidney.

9 P10M. ſ. (Lat.) Invidiouſneſs; quality of

provoking hate. King Charler.

ODONTALGICK. a. 1982, and 4xyo;..] Pertain

ing to the tooth ach.

opoRATE. a [oderatur, Lat.] Scented; hav

ing a ſtrong ſcent whether fetid or fragrant.
a text.

ODORI FEROUS. a. ſodºrifer, i.at , Giving

cent ; uſually, ſweet of ſcent; fragrant; per

fumed Bacon

ODORI FEROUSNESS ſ. ſſrom ederiferou, )

Sweetneſs of ſcent ; fragrance.

ODORQ US. a. ſodarus, Lat.j Fragrant; per

fumed. Cheyne.

O'DOUR. ſ. ſodor, Lat.] 1. Scent, whether

ood or bad Bacon, 2. Fragrance; perfume;
weet ſcent. Clarendon. '

OECONO MICKS. ſ [oxwoºtº:) Management

o houſhold affairs. L'Eſtrange.

OECUMENICAL. a. ſoixsºix...] General ;

reſpecting the whole habitable world Stilling.

OEDEMA. ſ. (8.3.4. ) A tumour. It is now

and commonly by ſurgeons confined to a white

fort, intenſible tumour. Quincy.
ODEMA' | | CK. a. [rom Oedema..] Per

ODEMATOUS tainining to an oedema.

Wiſeman.

O EILA ID. ſ. (from ceil, Fr.] Clance

token. Shakeſp.

OER contracted from over. Addiſºn.

OESOPHAGUS. ſ [from occº, wicker, from

ſome ſimilitude in the ſtructure of this part to

the contexture of that ; and $474 to eat.]

The guilet. Quantity.

OF prep. (op, Sax.] 1. It is put b, fore the

ſubſtantive that follows another in conſtruc

tion ; as, of theſe part were ſlain. a. It is

put after comparative and ſuperlative adjec

tives ; as, the moſt diſmal and unreaſonable

time ºf all other. Tillotſon. 3. From ; as,

one that I brought up ºf a puppy. Shakeſp.

X x 4. Concero

; wink;
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4. Concerning ; relating to ; as, all have this

ſenſe of war. Smallridge. 5 Out of ; as, yet

of this little he had ſome to ſpare. Dryden.

6. Among ; as, any clergyman ºf my own

acquaintance. Swift. 7. By , as, I was en

tertained of the conſul. Sandyr. 8. According

to ; as, they do of right belong to you. Tillºtſ.

9. Noting power, or ſpontaneity ; as, of him.

ſelf man is confeſſedly unequal to his duty

Stephenſ. Io. Noting properties or qualities;

as, a man of a decayed fortune ; a body ºf no

colour. Clarendon, #. 1 1. Noting extrac

tion ; as, a man of an ancient family. Clar

12. Noting adherence, or belonging ; as, a

Hebrew of my tribe. Shakeſp., 13. Noting

the matter, as, the chariot was of cedar. Baron

14. Noting the motive; as, ºf my own choice

I undertook this work Dryden. 5. Noting

preference, or poſtponence ; as I do not like

the tower ºf any place. Shakeſp. 16. Noting

change of; as, O miſerable ºf happy! Milton

16. Noting cauſality ; as, good nature of ne

ceffity will give allowance. Dryden. 18

Noting proportion; as, many of an hundred.

Locke. 19. Noting kind or ſpecies; as, an

affair{*. cabinet. Swift.

OFF. adv. [af, Dutch.) 1. Of this adverb the

chief uſe is to conjoin it with verbs ; as, to

come off ; to fly ºff, to take off. 2. It is gene.

rally oppoſed to on ; as, to lay on ; to take ºff;

Dryden. 3. It ſignifies diſtance. Shakeſp

4. In painting or ſtatuary, it fignifies projec

tion or relief. Shakeſp. g. It ſignifies evaneſ.

cence; abſence or departure. L’Eſtrange. 6.

It ſignifies any kind of diſappointment ; de

feat ; interruption; as, the affair is off. 7.

From ; not toward. Sidney. 8. Qſ hand ;

not ſtudied. L'Eſtrenge.

OFF. interječ. Depart. Smith.

QFF prep. 1. Not on. Temple.

from. Addiſºn.

O'FFAL. ſ. [eff fall, Skinner.] I. waſte meat;

that which is not eaten at the table. Arbuthnot.

2. Carrion; coarſe fleſh. Milton. 3. Refuſe ;

that which is thrown away. South. 4. Any

thing of no eſteem. Shakeſp.

OFFENCE. ſ. [effenſa. Lat.)

of wickedneſs. Fairfax. 1. A tranſgreſſion.

Lºcke. 3. Injury. Dryden. 4. Diſpleaſure

given ; cauſe of diſguſt ; ſcandal Bacon. 5.

Anger ; diſpleaſure conceived. Sidney. 6

Attack act of the aſſailant. Sidney.

OFFENCEFUL. a. [ºffence and full j Injurious.

Shakeſp.

OFFENCELESS. a. (from ºffence ) Unoffend

ing ; innocent. Shakeſp.

To OFFEND, v. a. (ºffends. Lat] ... To

make j. Knoller. 2. To aſſail 5 to at

tack. Sidney. 3. To tranſgreſs ; to violate.

4. To injure. Dryden.

To OFFF. ND. v. a. 1. To be criminal ; to

tranſgreſs the law. Wiſd. 1. To cauſe anger.

Shakeſp. 3. To commit tranſgreſſion. Swift.

QFF ENDER. ſ. [from ºffend 1: A crimi

pal, one who has committed a crime; a tranſ

2. Diſtant

I. Crime ; ačt

greſſor. Iſaiah. 2. One who has done an in

jury. Shakeſp.

OFFE'NDRESS. ſ. [from ºffender.] A woman

that offends. Shakeſp

OFFENSIVE. a. ſºffenſif, Fr. from ºffenſuſ,

Lat.) 1. Cauſing anger; diſpleaſing; diſguſt

ing. Spenſer. 1. Cauſing pain ; injurious,

Bacon. 2. Aſſailant not de enſive Bacºn.

OFFENSIVELY. adv. [from ºffenſive ) 1 Miſ

chievouſly ; injuriouſly. Hooker. 2. So as to

cauſe uneaſineſs or diſpleaſure. Boy e. 3. By

way of attack not defenſively,

OFFE'NsiveNESS. ſ. (from ºffenſive.) 1. In

juriouſneſs; miſchief. 1. Cauſe of diſguſt.

reuz.

To O'FFER. v. a. [effere, Lat.) 1. To pre

ſent to any one : to exhibit any thing ſo as

that it may be taken or received. Lecke, 1.

To ſacrifice , to immolate Dryden. 3. To

bid, as a price or reward. Dryden 4. To

tempt; to commence. 1 Mac. 5. To pro

poſe. Locke.

To O'FFER, v. n. 1. To be preſent; to be at

hand; to preſent itſelf. Sidney. z. To make

an attempt. Bacon.

OFFER. ſ. [effre, Fr. from the verb.) 1. Pro

poſal of advantage to another Pºpe. 2. Firſt

advance. Shakeſp. 3 Propoſal made. Danieſ.

4. Price bid, act of bidding a price Swift.

5. Attempt ; endeavour. South. 6. Some

thing given by way of acknowledgment. Sidney.

O'FFERER. ſ. [rom ºffer.) 1. One who

makes an offer. 2. One who ſacrifices, or

dedicates in worſhip. South.

OFFERING. ſ. [from ºffer.] A ſacrifice ; any

thing immolated, or offered in worſhip. Dryd.

OFFE'RTORY. ſ. (affºrtoire, Fr.) The thing

offered; the act of offering. Bacon.

OFFE'RTURE. ſ. [from ºffer) offer; propoſal

of kindneſs A word not in uſe. K. Charler.

OFFICE. ſ. [effice, Fr. J 1. A publick charge

or employment. Shakeſp. 2. Agency pecu

liar uſe. Newtºn 3 Buſineſs; particular

employment. Milton. 4. Act of good or ill

voluntary tendered. Shakeſp. 5. Act of wor

ſhip. Shakeſp. 6. Formulary of devotions.

Taylºr. 7. Rooms in a houſe appropriated to

particular buſineſs. Shakeſp. 8. Place where

buſineſs is tranſacted. Bacon.

To OFFICE. v. a [from the noun.] Te per

form ; to diſcharge. Shakeſp.

OFFICER. ſ (ºfficier, Fr.) 1.

ployed by the publick. Shakeſp. z. A com

mander in the army. Dryden. 3. One who

has the power of apprehending criminals Skaš.

OFFICER ED. a. (from ºfficer.) Commanded;

ſupplied with commanders. Addiſºn

OFFICIAL. a. ºff, ſal, Fr. trom ºffice.) 1.

Conducive , appropriate with regard to their

uſe. Brºwn. 4. Pertaining to a publick charge.

Shakeſp. -

OFFICIAL, ſ. Official is that perſon to whom

the cognizance of cauſes is connitted by ſuch

as have eccleſiaſtical juriſdicuon. Ayºffe.

OFFICI

A man em
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OFFICIALTY. ſ. ſufficialiſ, Fr.) The charge

or poſt of an official. Ayliffe.

To OFFICIATE. v. a. ſtrom ºffice.] To give

in conſequence of office. Milton.

To OFFICIATE. v. n 1. To diſcharge an

office, commonly in worſhip. Sanderſon. 2.

To perform an office for another.

OFFICINAL a Uſed in a ſhop: thus, officinal

plants are thoſe uſed in the ſhops.
OFFICIOUS, a. [ºfficioſur, Lat) 1. Kind ;

doing good offices. Milton. 2. Importunately

forward. Shakeſp.

OFFICIOUSLY adv. [from ºfficious.) 1. Im.

portunately forward. Dryden. 2. Kindly ;

with unaſked kindneſs. Dryden.

OFFICIOUSNESS. ſ. (from officious.) 1. For

wardneſs of civility, or reſpect, or endeavour.

South. 2. Service. Brown.

OFFING. ſ. (from eff) The act of ſteering to

a diſtance from the land.

OFFSET. ſ. off and ſet.) Sprout; ſhoot of a

a plant. Ray -

OFFSCOURING ſ ſaff and ſcour.] Recrement:

part rubbed away in cleaning anything Lam.

OFFSPRING. ſ. (ºff and ſpring.) '. Propa

gation ; generation. Hooker. 2. The thing

Propagated or generated ; children. Davies.

3. Production of any kind Denham.

To OFF USCATE v. a. [effuſco, Lat JTo dim;

to cloud; to darken.

OFFU SCATION. ſ. [from ºffſtate.] The act

of darkening.

OFT. adv. (opt, Saxon ) Often ; frequently;

not rarely. Hammond. -

OFTEN. adv (from opt, Saxon.) Oſt; fre

quently ; many times Addiſºn.

O F TENTIMES. adv. [oft and times.] Fre

quently: many times; often. Hocker.

OFTTIMES, adv. [ºft and times.) Frequently ;
often. Dryden.

OGE’E J. A ſort of moulding in architec

OGI v E. ture, conſiſting of a round and a

hollow Harriſ.

To OGLE v. a. ſoogh, an eye, Dutch..] To

view with ſide glances, as in iondneſs Addiſ.

O G.E.R. /. [cogheier, Dutch..] A ſly gazer ,

one who views by ſide glances. Arbuthnot.

OGLIO. ſ. [rom oila, Span.) A diſh made by

mingling different kines of meat; a medley.

Sack ſing.

OH interječ, An exclamation denoting pain,

ſorrow, or ſurpriſe. Walton.

OIL. f. [odel, Sax J 1. The juice of olives ex

preſſed. Exodus. 2. Any fat, greaſy unctu

ous, thin matter. Derham. 3. The juices of

certain vegetables, expreſſed or drawn by the

- ſtill.

To OIL. v. a [from the noun) To ſmear or

lubricate with oil PP'otton.

O (LCOLOUR /. [ºil and cºlºur.) Colour made

by grinding coloured ſubſtances in oil. Bºyle.

Ol LtN ESS. / [Iron oily j Unétuouſneſs, grea

oils and pickles.

OILSHOP. ſ. ſoil and ſhºp.] A ſhop where oils

and pickles are ſold. -

OPLY. a. [from oil) 1. Conſiſting of oil ,

containing oil , having the qualities of oil.

Pigby. 2. Fat ; greaſy. Shakeſp.

QI LYGRAIN. ſ. A plant

OILY PALM. f. A tree.

To OINT. v. a. ſaint, Fr.] To anoint; to

ſnear. Dryden.

Ol'NTMENT. ſ. (from oint.) Unguent; unc

tuous matter. Spenſer.

O'KER, ſ [See Oc fire.] A colour. Sidney.

OLD. a. ſealb, Saxon.) 1. Paſt the middle

part of life; not young. Sidney, Shakeſp. 2.

Of long continuance , begun long ago. Camd.

3. Not new. Bacon. 4. Ancient ; not mo

dern. Addiſon. 5. Of any ſpecified duration.

Shakeſp. 6. Subſiſting before ſomething elſe.

Swift. 7. Long practiſed. Ezekiel. , 8. Of

old; long ago; from ancient times. Milton.

OLDFASHIONED. a ſold and faſhion.] Form

ed according to obſolete cuſton. Dryden.

OLDEN. a. Ancient. Shakeſp. * * * * *

O'LDNESS. ſ (from old J Old age; antiquity;

not newneſs. Shakeſp. -

OLEAGINOUS a ſoleaginus, Latin.) Oily;
unctuous. Arbuthnot.

OLEAGINOUSNESS

Oilineſs. Bºyle. -

OLE ANDER. ſ. ſoleandre, Fr.] The plant

roſebay. -

OLE ASTER. ſ. [Latin.] wild olive Miller.

OLEOSE. a. Loleoſur, Lat.) Oily. Flayer.

To OLFA'CT v. a. ofatius, Lat J. To ſmell.

Hudibrar. -

OLFACTORY. a. ſolfactoire, Fr.] from olfa

cio, Lat.) Having the ſenſe of ſmelling Locke.

O LI D a. [clidus, Lat.] Stinking; for

OLIDOUS $ tid. Boyle

OLIGARCHY, ſ ſºpra.] A form of gº
verninent which places the ſupreme power in

a ſmall number : ariſtocracy. Burton.

O Lio, ſ [olla, Spaniſh..] A mixture; a med

ley. Congreve. -

O'LITORY. ſ. ſolitor, Lat.) Belonging to the

kitchen garden. Evelyn.

OLIVASTER. a. ſolvaſire, French.) Darkly

brown; tawny. Bacon.

O'LIVE. ſ. [alive, Fr olea, Lat.] A plant pro

ducing oil; the emblem of peace. Shakeſp.

O'MBRE. ſ. (hombre, Spaniſh. A game of cards

played by three. Tatler.

O'MEGA. ſ. 1344, 2.] The laſt letter of the

alphabet, therefore taken in the Holy Scrip

ture for the laſt. Rev

O'MELE.T. ſ. ſomelette, Fr.] A kind of pancake

made with eggs.

J. [from oleaginouſ)

O MENED. a. Ifrom ºmen.] Containing prog

noſticks. Pope. -

loºs. ſ: ſomen, Lat.) A ſign good or bad ; a

prognoſtick. Dryden.

ſineſs ; quality approaching to that of oil, O MEN 1UM J. Lat ) The cawl, called alſo

Brzºwn.

CI'l:MAN ſ ſoil and man.] one who trades in

reticulum, from its ſtructure, relembling that

of a net, &uincy.

X x x 2. O'MER,
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O'MER. ſ. An Hebrew meaſure about three

pints and a half Fngliſh. Bailey.

To O'MINATE. v. a. ſeminor, i at J. To fore

token; to ſhew prognoſticks. Decay of Piety.

OMINATION. ſ. [from ominor, Lat J Prog

noſtick. Brown

oMINOU.S. a. [from emen.) 1. Exhibiting bad

tokens of futurity; foreſhewing ill; inauſpi

cious. Hayward. 1. Exhibiting tokens good

or ill. Bacºn.

O'MINOUSLY, adv. [from aminous J. With good

or bad omen.

OMINOUSNESS ſ (from eminºus.] The qua

lity of being ominous.

OMI'SSION. ſ. ſemiſus, Lat.] . Neglect to do

ſomething ; forbearance of ſomething to be

done. Rºgerſ. 2. Neglect of duty, oppoſed to

commiſſion or perpetration of crimes. Shakeſp.

To OMIT. v.a. (omitto, Lat.) 1. To leave out;

not to mention. Bacon. a. To neglect to

practiſe. Addiſºn.

OMITTANCE. ſ. [from omit.) Forbearance

Shakeſp.

OMNIFARIOUS. a. [emnifarium, Lat.] Of

all varieties or kinds. Pl, lips.

OMNI FEROUS.. [ennis and fero, Lat.) All

bearing. Dict.

OMNI FICK a. ſomni, and facio, Lat..] All

creating Miiton

OMNIFORM. a. [emni, and forma, Lat.] Hav

ing every ſhape. Dićt.

OMNI GENOU.S. a. ſomnigenus, Lat Con

ſiſting of all kinds. Diéf. -

OMNI'POTENCE. Q. ſ. [emnipotentia, Latin

OMNIPOTENCY, \ Almighty power; unli

mited power. Tillotſon.

OMNI POTENT. a (omnipotent, Latin.] Al

mighty; powerful without limit. Grew.

OMNIPRESENCE. ſ.[2nnis and praeſ, nº, Lat.j

Ubiquity; unbounded preſence. Milton. . .

OMNIPRESENT a [omni, and preſent, Lat.

Ubiquitary; preſent in every place. Prior.

OMNI SCIENCE \ ſ (omnir and ſcientia,

OMNI SCIENCY. W. Lat J Boundleſs know

ledge ; infinite wiſdom. King Charles

OMNI SCIENT. a. ſomni, and ſcio, Lat.] Infi.

nitely wiſe : knowing without bounds. South.

OMNI SCIOU.S. a. ſomni, and ſcie, Lat..] All

knowing.

OMNI VOROUS a [ smnis and wºre, Lat §

All-devouring Dićt.

GMO PLAT E. ſ. [4.5 and wagº. Th

ſhoulder blade.

OMPHALO PTICK. ſ. Sº, tex?, and cºlº;

An optic glaſs that is convex on both ſides,

commonly called a convex lens.

ON. frºp. [arr, Dutch; an: German.] ... I

is put betore the word, which ſignifies that

which is under, that by which any thing is

ſupported, which any thing covers, or where

2ny thing is ºved. Milton. 2. It is put before

any thing that is the ſubject of action Drydºn

3. Noting addition or accumulation; as, miſ

hiefs on miſchiefs. Dryden. 4. Noting a ſtate

of progreſſiºn; as, whither on thy way ?

Pryden. 6. Noting approach or invaſion.

Pryden. 7. Noting dependance or refiance,

* * God's providence their hopes depend.

$mal 8. At, noting place. Shakeſp. 9. i.

denotes the motive or occaſion of any thing.

Pryden. 10. It denotes the time at whº

*ny th ng happens ; as, this happened on the

firſt day. 1. It is put before the object ºf

ſome paſſion. Shakeſp. 12. In forms of de

nunciation it is put before the thing threatened.

Pryden. 13. Noting imprecation. Shakeſp.

4. Noting invocation. Dryden. 13. Noting

the ſtate of anything. 3. 16. Noting

ſtipulation or condition. Dryden. 17. Noting

diſtinction or oppoſition. Knellav. 18 Noting

the manner of ºn event. Shakeſp.

9N. adv. 1. Forward; in ſucceſſion. Sºuth.

2. Forward; in progreſſion. Daniel

$ºntinuance ; without ceaſing. Craſhaw 4.

Not off. 5. Upon the body, as part of dreſs,

*9. 6. It denotes reſolution to advance.
Denham

9N interječ. A word of incitement or encou

ragement. Shakeſp.

ONCE. adv. [from one.) 1. One time. Barea.

*: A fingle time. Lecke. 3. The ſame time.

Pryden. 4. At a point of time indiviſible.

Pryden 5. One time, though no more. Dryd.

6. At the time immediate. Atterbury. 7.

Formerly ; at a former time. Addiſºn.

ONE. a. ſan, cene, Saxon, re-, Dutch J 1.

Leſs than two , ſingle; denoted by an u

nit. Raleigh. 2. Indefinitely ; any Shakeſp.

3. Different ; diverſe ; oppoſed to anºther.

Bºrnet. 4. One of two; oppoſed to the

ºther. Boyle, Smalridge. 5. Particularly one.

Spenſer. 6. Some future. Davies.

ONE ſ. 1. A ſingle perſon. Hºoker. 2. A fin

gle maſs or aggregate. Black-acre. 3. The
firſt hour. Shakeſp 4. The ſame thing Lecke.

5. A perſon. Jº atts. 6. A perſon by way of

‘minence. Shakeſp. 7. A diſtinct or particu

lar perſon. Bacon. 8. Perſons united shareſ.

9 Concord ; agreement; one mind. Tillº, *.

19. Any perſon; any man indefinitely side.

4tterbury. . . . A perſon of particular cha

racter. Shakeſp. 12. One has ſometimes a

plural, when it ſtands for perſon, ndefinite

ly ; as, the great oner of the world. Glanville.

ONE EYE.D. a. [one and eye.] Having only one

eye. Dryden

ONE1ROCRITICAL. a. ſºverex, Jºe:, Gr.) In

terpretive of dreams. Add ſºn.

ONE,IROCRITICK. J. (********, Gr.] An

interpreter of dreams. Addiſºn.

ONENESS. ſ. (from one.) Unity ; the quality

of being one. Hozier, Hammond.

ONERARY. a. [enerarius, Lat.] Fitted cr

carriage or burthens.

To ONERATE v. a. [onero, Lat.) To load;

to burthen.

ONERATION. ſ. [from onerate.] The act of

loading. Dići.

ONEROUS. a. [enereux, Fr. exerºſu, La

Burtheuſome 5 oppreſſive. Ayliffe.

3. In

Trylºn. 3. It wicetimes notes clevation. ONIC:-.
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ONION.ſ. [oignon, Fr ) A plant.

* ONLY. a. [from one; onely, or onelike.) 1.

To OPe. v. a. (open, Saxon; ep, Iſlam

to O'PEN. dick, a hole.) 1. To uncloſe ;

: Single; one and no more. Dryden. 1. This

and no other. Locke. 3. This above all other :

ai, he is the only man for muſick.

ONLY. adv. 1. Simply ; ſingly ; merely ,

barely. Burnet, Tillotſon. 2. So and no other

wiſe Geneſs. 3. Singly without more: as,

ºnly begotten. -

ONOMANCY. ſ. ſºvowa and aaººſa.) Divina

tion by a name Camden.

ONOMANTICAL. a. ſºvoua and ué'i;..] Pre

dićling by names. Camden. -

ONSET. ſ. (on and ſet.) 1. Attack; ſtorm; aſ:

ſault; firſt brunt. Sidney. 2. Something added

by way of ornamental appendage. Shakeſp.

To ONSET. v. a. (from the noun.) To ſet upon;

to begin. Carew.

ONSLAUGHT. ſ. [on and ſlay.] Attack

ſtorm; onſet. Hudibrar.

ONTOLOGIST. ſ. [from ontology.) One who

conſiders the affections of being in general; a

metaphyſician.

ONTOLOGY. ſ. […], and x:yº-.] The ſcience

of the affections of being in general; meta

phyſicks. Watts.

ONWARD. adv. [onºpeanº, Sax) 1. For.

ward; progreſſively. Pope. 2. In a ſtate of

advanced progreſſion. Sidney. 3. Somewhat

farther. Miltºn.

0'NYCHA. J. The odoriſerous ſnail or ſhell,

and the ſtone named onyx. The greateſt

part of commentators explain it by the onyx

or odoriferous ſhell, like that of the ſhell fiſh

Salled purpura Calmet.

ONYx.]. [w:..] The onyx is a ſemi-pellucid

gem, of which there are ſeveral ſpecies It

** a very elegant and beautiful gem. Hill,

Sandys.

00Z.E. ſ. [eaux, waters, Fr.) 1. Soſt mud.

mire at the bottom of water; ſlime. Carew

2. Soit flow i ſpring. Prior. 3. The liquor of

a tanner's wat.

To OOZE. v. n. [rom the noun ) To flow by

ſtealth; to run gently. Thomſºn.

9%y. a. [ſiom oºze.] Miry; muddy; ſliny.
º

To OPACATE. v. a. (opac, Lat.) To ſhade,

to clºud; to darken; to obſcure. Boyle.

OPA'CITY. f : •patite, Fr opacitat, Lat. J

$ººdineſs, want o' tranſparency Newton.

opacous. a. [ºf acui, Lat.J Lark; obſcure;

not tranſparent. Pizhy.

O'PAL. ſ h he ºpal is a very elegant and a very

fingular kido. ſtºne; it hardly cºmes within

the rank of the pellucid gem, being much

mºre ºpake, and les hard. In colour it much

reſenbies the fisett mother of Pearl, its baſis

ſeeming a bluiſh or greyiſh white, but with a

Property of reflecting all the colours of the

rainbow, as turned differently to the light, a

mong which the green and tº

cularly beautiful, but the fi

of all Hill

OPA QUE. a. ſpacuſ,

Milton.

le blue are parti

ery red is the fineſt

Lat.] Not tranſparent.

to unlock. The contrary to ſhut. 2. To ſhow;

to diſcover. Abbot. 3. To divide; to break.

Addiſon. 4. To explain; to diſcloſe. Collier.

5. To begin Dryden.

To OPE v. n. 1. To uncloſe; not to re

To OPEN V main ſhut. Dryden. 2. To bark.

A term of hunting. Dryden.

OPE. a. 1 Uncloſed , not ſhut. Nehem.

O'PEN A Cleaveland 1. Plain; apparent; e

vident. Daniel 3. Not wearing diſguiſe;

clear; artleſs; ſincere. Addiſon. 4. Not cloud

ed; clear Pºpe. 5. Not hidden; expoſed to

view. Locke. 6. Not reſtrained, not denied.

Act: 7. Not cloudy; not gloomy. Bacon. 8.

Uncovered. Dryden. 9. Expoſed; without

defence. Shakeſp. ſo. Attentive. Jeremiah.

O PENER. ſ. (trom open ) . One that opens;

ore that unlocks; one that uncloſes. Milton.

2. Explainer; interpreter. Shakeſp. 3. That

which ſeparates, diſuniter. Bºyle.

OPENEYED. a. ºpen and eye. J Vigilant ;

watchful. Shakeſp.

OPENHA'NDED a [ºpen and band] Gene

rous; liberal Rowe.

OPENHEARTED. a. open and heart j Ge

nerous, candid; not meanly ſubtle. Dryden.

OPENHEARTF DNFSS. ſ. [ºpen and heart.)

I iberality ; munificence; generoſity.

O'Fi. NiS./ (iron ºpen. J 1, Aperture; breach.

Woodward. 2. Diſcovery at a diſtance; faint

knowledge: dawn.

O PENLY, adv, (from ºpen.) 1. Publickly;

not ſecretly; in fight. Hºoker. 2 Plainly ,

apparently evidently; without diſguiſe. Dryd.
OPENMOU THED.a.ſ.ºpen and mºuth.JGreedy;

ravenous. L'Eſtrange.

OPENNESS /. (trom ºpen.]. I. Plainneſ.

clearneſs: freedom from obſcurity or ambi

guity. Shakeſp. z. Freedom from diſguiſe.
Felton

O'PERA. ſ. [Italian ]. A poetical tale or fiaion,

repreſented by vocal and inſtrumental muſick.

Drayton.

OPERABLE. a. [ſrom ºperor, Lat.] To be

done ; practicable. Brown.

OPERANT a (ºperant, Fr.] Aétive; having

power to produce any effect. Shakeſp.

To O Pi.RATE v. n. [sperºr, Lat.j To act:

to have agency; to produce effects. Atterbury.

OPERATION. f ºperatio, Lat.) 1. Agency;

production of effects, influence. Hooker. 2.

Action; effect Beatley. 3. in chirurgery.}

That part of the art of healing which depends

on the uſe o' inſtruments. 4. The motions or

employ rents of an a my. -

OPERATIVE a [from ºperate.) Having the

pºwer of ºsting having forcible agency. Clar.

Taylor, Norris.

OPERATOR / [ºperateur, Fr. from ºperate )

One that performs any act of the hand; one

who produces any effect. Addiſon.

OPERO SE, a ſepare us, Lat.) Laborious; full

vi trouble. Burner.

- OPH ! O'P:1 A
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OPHIO PHACOUS. a. [31, and #4;..] Ser

pent-eating Brºwn.

OPHITES f A done. Ophite, has a duſky

greeniſh ground, with ſpots of a lighter green.

PP oc drvard.

OPHTH A LMICK. a. [35Saxºzº, Gr.] Relat.

ing to the eye.

o'PHTHALMY. ſ. ſep} thalmie, Fr. from 5:-

Saxo Gº, Gr] A diſeaſe of the eyes, being an

inflammation of the coats, proceeding from ar.

terious blood gotten out of the veſſels.

OPIATE. ſ. A medicine that cauſes ſleep.

Berthy.

O'PIATE. a. Soporiferous; ſomn ferous; nar

cotick. Barºn.

O'PIFICE. ſ. [efficium, Lat..] Workmanſhip ;

handy wo:k.

O PIFICER. ſ. [epifex, Lat...] One that performs

any work ; an artiſt. Bentley.

o PłNABLE. a. (ºpiner, Lat.] Which may be

thought.

OPINA' TION. ſ. [pinor, Lat.) Opinion ; no
tion.

OPINATOR. f. ſpinor, Lat.) One who holds

an opinion. Hale

To OPINE. v. n. [..piner, Lat.] To think 5 to

judge. Pope.

OPIN AT i v E. a. [from opinion.) 1. Stiff in a

preconceived notion. 2. Imagined; not prov

ed. Glanville.

OPINIA ToR. ſ. ſºpiniatre, Fr.) One fond of

his own notion; infiexible. Clarendon.

OPINIA"TRE. a. [French] Obſtinate; ſtub

born. Lºcke.

oP1N1A"FRETY \ f (ºpiniatrete, Fr J Ob

OPIN 1 ATRY. ſtinacy , inflexibility; de

termination of mind. Brown.

OPINION. ſ. ſapinio, Lat.) 1. Perſuaſion of the

mind, without proof Ben. Johnſºn, Hale. 2.

Sentiment; judgment; no ion. South. 3

Favourable judgment. Bacºn.

To OPINION. v. a. (from the noun..] To opine;

to thirk. Glanville.

OPINIONATIVE. a. [from ºpinion ) Fond of

preconceived notions. Burnet.

OPINIONATIVELY adv. [from opiniative J

Stubbornly.

OPI'NIONATIVENTSS ſ (from ºpiniative.]

Obſticacy.

CPI NION IST. ſ. (ºpinioniſle, Fr. from ºpiniºn.]

One fend of his own notions. Glanville.

OP1 PARO US. a. (ºppar uſ, Lat J Sumptuous.

ID, "?.

OPITULATION.ſ [epitulatio, Lat ). An aid

ing a helping.

O PiUM ſ. A juice, partly of the reſinous, part

ly of the gummy kind. It is brought to us in

flat cakes or maſſes; its ſincil is very unplea

fºnt, of a dead faint kind; and its taſte very

bitter and very acrid. It is brought fiom Na

tolia, and from the Eaſt Indies, where it is

produced from the poppy. After the effect of a

doſe of ºpium is over, the pain generally re

turns in a more violent manner; the ſpirits,

which had been elevated by it, become lower

than before, and the pulſe languid. An im

moderate doſe of ºpium brings on a ſort of

drunkenneſs, cheerfulneſ, and leud laughter at

firſt, and, a termany terrible ſymptoms, death

itſelf Thoſe who have accuſtomed them.

ſelves to an immoderate uſe of ºpium, are ſub

ject to relaxations and weakneſſes of all the

parts of the body; and in fine grow old before

their time. Hil/ -

OPLE TREE. ſ. [ºple and tree.) A ſort of tree.

Ainſworth -

0^0BA LS4MUM ſ. [Lat] Balm of Gilead.

010 PONAX. ſ (Latin.) A gum reſin of a to

lerably film texture, in ſmall looſe granules,

and ſometimes in large maſſes. It is of a ſtrong

diſagreeable ſmell, and an acrid and extreme

ly bitter taſte. We are intirely ignorant of

the plant which produces this drug It is at

tenuating and diſcutient, and gently purga

tive, Iſill

O'PPIDAN. ſ. (ºppidanus, Lat.] A townſman;

an inhabitant of a town.

To OPPI GNORATE. v. a. (ºppignºre, Lat.]

To pledge; to pawn. Bacon.

To 9 PPI LATE. v. a. [•ppile, Lat. ºppºſer, Fr.]

To heap up deſtruction.

OPPILATION. ſ. (ºppºlation, Fr. from ºppi

tate J Obſtruction, matter heaped together.
Harvey.

O PPI LATIVE. a. ſappilative, Fr.] Obſtructive.

OPPLE'TED. a [ ºppletus, Latin. ) Fulled ;

crouded.

OPPO NENT. a. (opponent, Latin.] Oppoſite;
adverſe. Prior.

OPPONENT. ſ. [opponens, Lat.] 1. Antagoniſt;

adverſary, 2 One who begins the diſpute by

raiſing objections to a tenet More.

OPPORTUNE. a. [oppºrtunus, Lat.) Seaſons

ble; convenient; fit; tımely, Milten.

OPPORTUNELY. adv, (from ºf portsne J Sea

ſonably; conveniently , with opportunity ei

ther o time or place. Patton,

OPPORTUNITY. ſ. [ºpportunitar, Lat.] Fit

place; time; convenience; ſuitableneſs of cir

cumſtances to any end. Bacon, Denham.

To OPPOSE. v. a. ſºppoſer, Fr.) 1. To ast

againſt; to be adverſe; to hinder; to reſiſt.

Shakeſp. z. To put in oppoſition; to offer as

an antagoniſt or 1 yal. Lºcke. 3 To place as

an obſtacle. Dryden. 4. To place in trout.

Shakeſp.

To OPPOSE. v. n. 1. To act adverſely.Shakeſp.

2. To object in a diſputation; to have the

part of raiſing difficulties.

of POSE. LESS. a. (from ºppºſe.} Irreſiſtible;

not to be oppoſed. Shakeſp.

OPPOSE.R. ſ. [from ºppºſe | One that oppoſes;

antagoniſt; enemy. Diackmore.

OPPOSITE. a. (ºppºſitas, Lat.) 1. Piaced in

front; facing each other. Miltºn. 2. Adverſe;

repugnant. Dryden, Rogers. 3. Contiary.

Tillºtſon.

OPPOSITE. ſ. Adverſary; opponent; antago

niſt. Hooker.

InO'PPOSITELY. adv, (from ºf pºſe ) i.

fin h
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ſuch a ſituation as to face each other. Grew. OPULFNTLY. adv. (from pulent.) Richly ,
a. Adverſely. May.

o'PPosite.NFss.f. [from ºppºſite.] The ſtate

of being oppoſite

opposiºn to N. f. (ºppºſitie, Lat.] . Situation

ſo as to from ſomething oppoſed. 1. Hoſtile

reſiſtance. Mitº. 3. Contrariety of affec

tion. Tilletſºn. 4 Contrariety of intereſt; con

trariety of meaſures. 5. Contrariety of mean

ing , diverſity of meaning. Hºoker

To o PPRESS. v a ºppreffuſ, Lat..] I To

* cruſh by hardſhip or unreaſonable ſeverity Pºpe.

1. To overpower; to ſubdue. Shakeſp.

o PPREsstöN ſ. ſºppreſſiºn, ºr ) . The aº
of oppreſſing ; cruelty; ſeverity.

3 Har:::ip; calamity. Addiſºn . 4. Dull

neſs of ſpirit; lañtude of body. Arbuthnot.

OPPRESSIVE a [from ºppreſs.] ... Cruel :

inhuman ; unjuſtly exactious or ſevere. *.

Heavy overwhelming. R.we.

OPPRESSOR. f [from ºf preſs ) One who ha

raſſes others with unjuſt ſeverity. Sandyt.

OPPRO BRIOUS, a. from approbrium, Lat.)

Reproach:ul; disgrace:ul ; cauſing infamy.

Addiſºn.

OPPRſ,'BRIOUSLY, adv. [from apprºbrious )

Reproachfully , ſcu, rilouſly. Shakeſp. :----.

OPPRO BRIOUSNESS. / (from of probrious ;

Reproachiulneſs; ſcu, rility.

To OPPU'GN. v. a. [ºppugno, Lat.) To op

poſe ; to attack; to reſiſt, Harvey.

OPPU'GNANCY. ſ. [from ºppugn ) Oppoſi

tion. Shakeſp.

oppu GNER, ſ [from ºppugn.] One who op.

poſes or attacks. Boyle -

OPsi'MATHY. f. […a...?ia.] Late education;
late-erudition

opsonAtion f: [ºſinatio, Lat] Cater

ing ; a buying proviſions.

O PTABLE a tºptabilis, Lat.) Deſirable; to
be wiſhed.

O PTATIVE. a. ſeptativus, Lat.] Expreſſive
of deſire.

OPTICAL ſ ſºlina;..] Relating to the ſcience

of optics. Bºyle

OPTIciAN. ſ.

opticks.

O'P TICK. a. (3:1,x2:..] I. Viſual; producing

viſion; ſubſervient to viſion. Newton. 2.

Relating to the ſcience of viſion. Wotton.

OPTICK. ſ. An inſtrument of ſight; an organ

of ſight Brown.

O'P1 (CKS. ſ. [35]...] The ſcience of the na

ture and laws of viſion Brown.

O'PTIMACY. ſ. [of timates, Lat.] Nobility;

body of nobles. Hºwel

OPTi MITY ſ. Urom ºptimus.) The ſtate o'
being beſt.

OP TIQN. ſ. (optic, Lat.) Choice ; election.

Szałºdge.

O'PULENCE * f ºpulentia, Lat] wealth;
O PU: … Nº Y riches; affluence. Clarendan

O PULI.N.T. a pulentuſ, Lat..] Rich; weal

thy; ºvent. S-uth,

(from optick.) One ſkilled in

2. The

ſtate of being operciſed: miſery. Shakeſp.

with ſplendour.

OR. cºnjunct (oben, Saxon.) 1. A disjunctive

particle, marking diſtribution, and ſometimes

oppoſition 2. It correſponds to either: he

muſt either fall ºr fly. 3. Before: or ever, is
befºre ever. Fiſher.

GR. f. [French j Gold. Philipſ.

O’RACH / A plant.

O RACLE. ſ (craculum, Lat 1. Something

delivered by ſupernatural wiſdon. Hºz, *.

The place where, or perſon of whom the de

terminations of heaven are enquired M.Iran.

3 Any perſon or T'ace where certain deciſion.

*re ºbtained Pºpe. 4. One famed for wiſdom.
To O'RACLE. v. n. (from the noun..] To ut

ter oracles. Milton.

Clk A CULAR. a. [from eracle. [ Uttering

ORA CULOUS V oracles; reſembling oracles.

14" aſ er.

ORA'CULOUSLY. adv. [from oraculºus J. In

manner of an oracle. Brown

ORACULOUSNESS. ſ. [from oracular.] The

ſtate of being oracular.

O RAISON. J._{cratſen, Fr.] Prayer; verbal

ſupplication. Dryden.

O RAI, a [cra', Fr.] Delivered by mouth ;

not written. Aldiſºn.

ORALLY. adv. (from oral.] By mouth; with

out writing. Hale.

ORANGE. f. (ºrange, Fr.] The leaves have

two lobes like ears, cut in form of a heart;

the fruit is round and depreſſed, and of a vel.
low colour when ripe, in which it differs

from the citron and lemon. Miler.

ORANGERY. ſ. | ºrangerie, Fr.] Plantation

of oranges. Sºedjator.

ORANGEMUSK. J. See Pear, of which it is

a ſpecies.

O'RANGEWIFE [orange and wife.) A wo

man who ſells oranges. Shakeſp.

ORATION. ſ. [oratio, Lat). A ſpeech made

according to the laws of rhetorick. Watts.

ORATOR1CA L. a. [from orateur.) Rhetori

cal ; beſitting an oratour. PWatts.

O RATOUR. ſ. [orator, Lat.] . A publick

ſpeaker, a man of eloquence. Swift. 2. A

petitioner. This ſenſe is uſed in addreſſes to

chancery.

ORATORY. ſ. ſeratºria arr, Lat.] 1. Elo

quence; rhetorical ſkill. Sidney. 2. Frerciſe

of eloquence. A bathnat. 3. A private place,

which is deputed and allotted for prayer alone.

Hooker, Taylºr.

ORB. f. (orbiº, Lat.) 1. A Sphere; orbicular

body circular body. Mººdward. 2. Mun

dane ſphere ; celeſtial body. Shakeſp. 3.

Wheel ; any rolling body. Miltºn. 4. Circle :

line drawn round 5. Circle deſcribed by any

of the mundane ſpheres. Ba ºn. 6. Period;

revolution of time. Mi ton. 7. Sphere of
action. Shakeſp.

ORBATION. ſ. ſorbatuſ, Lat.) Privation of

parents or children.

ORBED, a. [from orb.] Round ; circular,

orbicular.
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orbicular. Shakeſp 2. Formed into a circle

Milton. 3. Rounded. Addiſon.

ORB1*CULAR. a [orbiculaire, Fr. orbiculatus,

Lat] 1. Spherical. Miltºn. 2. Circular.

Newton.

ORB1 CULARLY. adv. [from ºrbicular.)Sphe

rically ; circularly.

ORBICULARNI'ss. ſ. (from articular.] The

ſtate of being orbicular.

ORBI'CULATED. a. (orbiculatus, Lat.] Mould

ed into an crb.

ORBIT. ſ. ſorb ta, Lat.1 The line deſcribed

by the revolution of a planet. Blackmore.

ORBITY. ſ. [or bus, Lat.) Loſs or want of pa

rents or children.

ORC. ſ. [arcu, Lat J A ſort of ſea-fiſh Ainſw

ORCHAL. ſ. A ſtone from which a blue colour

is made Anſwertb.

CºCHANT. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

O RCHARD. f. [onrºeanb, Sax.] A garden of

fruit-trees. Ben. johnſon.

ORCHESTRE. ſ. Isºxºrza.] The place where

the muſicians are ſet at a publick ſhow. -

ORD. ſ. An edge. Ord, in old Engliſh, ſigni

fied beginnin

To ORDAIN. v. a. ſard no, Lat.) 1. To ap

point; to decree. Dryden, 1. To eſtabliſh:

to ſettle; to inſtitute. Milton. 3. To ſet in

an office. Eſther. 4 To inveſt with miniſteri

al function, or ſacerdotal power. Stilling fleet

O'RDAINER. ſ. (from ordain ) He who or

dains.

ORDEAL ſ (onbal, Sax.] A trial by fire or

water,by which the perſon accuſed appealed to

heaven, by walking blin fold over hot bars of

iron; or being thrown into water. Hae.

ORDER. / [ords, Lat.) 1. Method; regular

diſpoſition Bacon. 2. Eſtabliſhed proceſs.

M’ates. 3. Proper ſtate. Locke 4. Regula

rity ; ſettled mode. Daniel. 5. Mandate ;

precept; command. Clarendon. 6. Rule ,

regulation. Hecker. 7, Regular government.

Pantel 8. A ſociety of dignified perſons dil

tinguiſhed by marks of honour. Bacon. 9. A

rank or claſs. 2 Kings. o A religious fra

termity. Shakeſp. 1 . [In the plural.] Hier

archical ſtate. Dryden. 11. Means to an end.

Taylºr. 13. Meaſures; care. Spenſer. 14.

[in architecture.] A ſyſtem of the ſeveral

members, ornaments, and proportions of co

lumns and pilaſters. There are five order: o,

columns; three of which are Greek, viz.

the doric, ionic, and corinthian, and two Ita

lian, viz. the tuſcan and compoſite.

To ORDER. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To

regulate; to adjuſt ; to manage ; to conduct.

Pſalms. 2. To manage , to procure Spenſer.

3. To methodize; to depoſe filly. Chron, 4.

To direct ; to command. 5. To ordain to a

ſacerdotal function. JWhitgift.

O'RDERER. ſ. (from order J One that orders,

methodiſes, or regulates. Suckling.

ORDERLESS. a. [troun order ) Diſorderly ;

out of rule. Shakeſp.

O'RDERLINESS.J. (trom orderly.) Regulari

ty ; methodicaineſs.

ORERLY. a. . [from order.] I. Methodical;

regular. Hººker. 2. Not tumultuous; well

regulated. Clarenden. 3. According with e

ſtabliſhed method. Hecker.

ORDERLY. adv. [from order. Methodically;

According to order ; regularly. Sandy.

O'RDINABLE. a. ſardine, Lat..] such as may

be appointed. Hammºnd.

O'RDINAL. a. [ordinal, Fr. ordinalir, Lat]

.Noting order H ider

O'RDINAL, ſ. ſºrdinal, Fr. ordinale, Lat.) A

ritual ; a book containing orders.

O'RDINANCE. / [ºrdºnnanze, Fr.) 1. Law;

rule , preſcript. Spenſer. 2. Obſervance com

manded. Taylºr. 3. Appointment. Shakeſp.

4. A canon. It is now generally written, for

diſtinction ºrdinnance. Shakeſp.

"RiolNARILY, adv. [from arºlinary.] . Ac.

cording to eſtabliſhed rules; according to ſet

tied method. Woodward. 1. Commonly; u

ſually. Sºuth.

OR DINARY. a. ſardinariuſ, Lat.) 1. Eſta

bliſhed, methodical ; regular. Atterbury. 1.

Common; u ual. Tilliſºn. 3. Mean; of

low rank. Addiſºn. 4. Ugly; not handſome :

as, ſhe is an ordinary woman.

ORDINARY. ſ. 1. Eſtabliſhed judge of ec

cleſiaſtical cauſes. Hocker. 1. Settled eſta

bliſhment. Bacon. 3 Actual and conſtant of

fice. Wetton. 4. Regular price of a meal.

Shakeſp. 5. A place of eating eſtabliſhed at

a certain price. Sºft

To ORDINATE. v. a. (ºrdinatus, Lat.] To

appoint Daniel.

O'RDINATE. a. ſardinatus, Lat.) Regular ;

methodical. Ray.

ORDINATION. ſ. [ordinatio, Lat.] 1. Eſta

bliſhed order or tendency. Nºrris. 1. The

act of inveſting any man with ſacerdotal pow

er. Stillingfleet.

O'RDNANCE ſ Cannon; great guns Bentºy.

ORD0 NNANCE / [French) Diſpoſition offi

guics in a picture.

O'RLURE / [ordure, Fr.) Dung; filth Dryde".

ORE / [one, or ona, Saxon; cor Dut. a mine]

1. Metal unrefined; metal yet in its mineral

ſtate. Raleigh. 1. Metal. Miltºn.

§§§ { / A wee carºv.

ORGAL. f. Lees of wine.

ORGAN. ſ. ſºya, cy.] I. Natural inſtrument;

as, the tongue is the organ of ſpeech Raleigh.

2. An inſtrument of muſick confifting of pipes

filled with wind, and of ſtops, touched by the

hand. Keil.

orGANICAL * a ſorganica, Lat] ... Con

ORGANICK. y liſting of various parts co-ope

rating with cach other. Miltºn, 1. Inſtrumen

tal; acting as inſtruments of nature or *

Miltºn; 3. Reſpecting organs. Helder.

orGA. Nic? I.L.Y. adv trom organical.] By

means of organs or inſtruments. Lºº;
ORGANICALNESS / [from organical.] State

of being organical. -

ORGANISM.J. [from organ.) organical ſtruc

ture. Grew. ORGANIST.
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ORGANIST. ſ. [organiffe, Fr. from organ.)

One who plays on the organ. Boyle.

ORGANIZATION. f. [from organize.] Con

ſtruction in which the parts are ſo diſpoſed as

to be ſubſervient to each other. Lºcke.

To ORGANIZE. v. a. [organiſer, Fr.] To

conſtruct ſo as that one part co-operates with

another.

ORGANLOFT. ſ. [organ and left.] The loſt

where the organ ſtands. Tatler. .

ORGANPIPE. ſ. [organ and pipe.] The pipe

of a muſical organ. Shakeſp.

ORGANY. ſ. [origanum, Lat.) An herb.

ORGA'SM.J. [orgaſne, Fr. Pyazaº-.] Sudden

vehemence. Derham.

ORGEIS. ſ. A ſea-fiſh, called likewiſe organ

gling. Ainſworth.

ORGILLOUS. a. [argueilleux, Fr.] Proud :

haughty. Shakeſp.

O'RGIES. ſ. [orgia, Lat.] Mad rites of Bac.

chus; frantick revels. Ben. johnſon.

O'RICHALCH. J. [-richalcum, Lat.] Braſs.

Spen er.

ofºr. a. [orient, Lat.) 1. Riſing as the

ſun. Milton. a. Eaſtern; oriental 3.

Bright; ſhining; glittering; gaudy; ſpark.

ling. Bacon.

ORIENT. ſ. ſerient, Fr.] The eaſt; the part

where the ſun firſt appears.

ORIENTAL. a. ſeriental, Fr.) Eaſtern; placed

in the eaſt; proceeding from the eaſt. Bacon.

ORIENTAL. ſ. An inhabitant of the eaſtern

parts of the world. Grew.

O'RIENTAlisM. ſ. (from oriental.] An idiom

of the eaſtern languages; an eaſtern mode of

ſpeech.

ORIENTALITY. ſ. [from oriental.] State of

being oriental. Brown. -

ORIFICE.J. (orificium, Lat] Any opening or

perforation. Arbuthnot. -

QRIFLAMB. ſ. A golden ſtandard Ainſwºrth.

O'RIGAN.J. [ºriganum, Lat.) Wild marjoram.

Spenſer. - -

O'RiGIN. ſ [origo, Lat.] 1. Beginning ;

O'RIGINAL. firſt exiſtence. Bentley. ...Foun

tain; ſource; that which gives beginning or

exiſtence. Atterbury. 3. Firſt copy; arche

type. Locke. 4. Derivation; deſcent. Dryden.

ORIGINAL. a. [originalis, Lat.) Primitive;

priſtine; firſt. Stillingfleet.

ORIGINALLY. adv. [from original] 1. Pri

marily 5 with regard to the firſt cauſe. Small

ridge. 2. At firſt. Woodward. 3. As the

firſt author. Roſcºmmon.

ORIGINALNESS. ſ. [from orginal.] The qua

lity or ſtate of being original.

ORIGINARY. a. [originaire, Fr.] 1. Pro.

dućtive; cauſing exiſtence. Cheyne. 2. Primi

tive; that which was the firſt ſtate Sandys.

To ORIGINATE. v. a. [from origin..] To

bring into exiſtence.

ORIGINATION. ſ. (ºriginatio, Lat.] The act

of bringing into exiſtence. Keil

O'RISON.S. ſ. [oraſan, Fr.] A prayer; a ſup

Plication, Cºttºn,

O'RLOP. ſ. ſoverleep, Dutch..] The middle

deck. Skinner, Hayward.

ORNAMENT.ſ ſcrnamentum, Lat.) 1. Em

belliſhment; decoration. Rogers. 2. Ho

nour ; that which confers dignity. Addiſºn.

ORNAMENTAL. a. [from ornament.] Serving

to decoration; giving embelliſhment. Swift.

ORNAMENTALLY. adu (from ornamental.]

In ſuch a manner as may confer embelliſh
ment.

ORNAMENTED. a. [from ornament.] Em

belliſhed; bedecked.

O'RNATE. a. (ornatur, Lat.] Bedecked; de

corated; fine. Milton.

O'RNATENESS ſ (from ornate.]Finery; ſtate

of being embelliſhed.

ORNATURE. ſ. (ornatus, Lat.) Decoration.

Ainſworth.

ORNI'SCOPIST. ſ. [3:y:z and irzora jone who

examines the flight of birds in order to foretel

futurity.

ORNITHOLOGY. ſ. [ºn; and xxº-.] A diſ.

courſe on birds.

ORPHAN. ſ. [32 pay?..] A child who has loſt

father or mother, or both. Spenſer.

ORPHAN. a. (orphelin, Fr.) Bereſt of parents.

Sidney.

ORPHANAGE. 7 ſ. ſſrom orphan.]State of an
OR'PHANISM. orphan.

ORPIMENT.ſ [auripigmentum, Lat.] True

and genuine orpiment is a foliaceous foſſil. It

is of a fine and pure texture, remarkably

heavy, and its colour is a bright and beautiful

yellow, like that of gold. It is not hard, but

very tough, eaſily bending without breaking :

ſome have declared orpiment to be only Muſ.

covy talk, ſlained by accident. But talk is

always elaſtick, but orpiment not ſo. Or

Piment has been ſuppoſed to contain gold, and

is found in the mines of gold, ſilver, and cop

per, and ſometimes in the ſtrata of marl.

The painters are very fond of it as gold co
lour. Hill.

O'RPHANOTROPHY. ſ. ſºari, and rººr.]

An hoſpital for orphans.

O'RPINE. ſ. [arpin, Fr.] Liverer or roſe root.

Miller.

O'RRERY. ſ. An inſtrument which by many

complicated movements, repreſents the revo

lutions of the heavenly bodies. It was firſt

made by Mr. Rowley, a mathematician, born

at Litchfield, and ſo named from his patron

the earl of Orrery.

O'RRIS. ſ. [oris, Lat.] A plant and flower.

acart.

ORRIS. ſ. ſold Fr.] A ſort of gold or ſilver

lace.

ORTS. ſ. Refuſe ; things left or thrown away.

Ben. Johnſºn. -

ORTHODOX. a. [**3, and 3.xia..] Sound in

opinion and doctrine; not heretical. Hammond.

O'RTHODOXLY. ado. (from orthodox.] With

ſoundneſs of opinion. Bacon. -

ORTHODOXY. ſ. (#322:...] Soundneſs in

opinion and doctrice. Swift. -

- Y y y QRTHO
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O'RTHODROMicks. ſ. [from #56 and

**@-.] The art of ſailing in the arc of ſome

great circle, which is the ſhorteſt or ſtraighteſt

diſtance between any two points on the ºur

face of the globe. Harriſ.

O'RTHoGON. ſ. [3:33 and/ºria.jA rectangled

figure. Peacham.

ORTHOGONAL. a. (from orthogen ] Rectan:

gºlar.

o RTHogRAPHER. ſ. [ .33 and zºº.
One who ſpells according to the rules of grand

mar. Shakeſp.

ORTHoorAPHICAL.a. (from ºrthºgraphy]

1. Rightly ſpelled. ... Relating to the 'nº'.
ling. Addiſon. 3. Delineated according to the

elevatioa. Martimer.

ORTHOGRAPH10 ALLY. adv. (from ºrth:-

graphical.] . According to the rules of ſpel

ling. 2. According to the elevation.

ORTHO'GRAPHY. ſ. (3.39 and zºº.] .

The part of grammai which teachc show wor's

ſhould be ſpelled. Helder. ... The part or

practice of ſpelling. Swift. 3. The elevation

of a building delineated Moxon. -

ORTHO PNöEA. ſ. [3,3,7,9 a.) A diſorder of

the lungs, in which reſpiration can be periorm

ed only in an upright poſture. Harvºy. -

O RTIVE a ſortivus, i.at ) Relating to the ri

ſing of any planet or ſtar.

o Río I.A.N. ſ. (fr) A ſmall bird accounted

very delicious. Cowle

O'RVAL. ſ. [ crwala, Lat. ) The herb clary.

Diº.

oRVIETAN. ſ. ſervietano, Ital.] An antidote

or counter poiſon -

oscillation. ſ. [oſcillum, Latj The act

- of moving backward and forward like a pen

dulum. - -

OSCI'LLATORY. a. [oſcillum, Lat.) Mov

ing backwards and forwards like a pendulum.

Arbuthnºt

osci TANCY. ſ. [ºſcitantia, Lat.] 1. The

ast of yawning. ... Unuſual ſleepineſs; care

leſſneſs Z!,"dijon. -

OSCI 1. ANT. a. [ºſcitans, Lat.] 1. Yawning;

unuſually ſleepy. ... Sleepy 5 ſluggiſh. Decay

of Piety. -

oscit KTION. ſ. [...ſcite, Lat..] The act of

yawning. ‘Tatler. -

ošíº R. j. [ºfter, Fr.) A tree of the willow

kind, growing by the water. 41ay.

O'SMUND. ſ. A plant. Miller.

ospra Y. j. The ſºa eagle. Numberſ. -

o SSELEI. ſ. [Frj A little hard ſubſtance ariſ

ing on the inſide of a horſe's knee, among the

ſmall bones.

OssicLE. J. [ºfficulum, Lat.) A ſmall bone.

Holder.

ossifick. a [ eſſa and faciº. J Having the

power of making bones, or changing carneous

or membrancus to bony ſubſtance. Mºſeman.
Ossific ATION. ſ. [iron ſity, j Change of

carneous, membranous, or cartilaginous, into

bony ſubſtance. Sharp.

OSSl'l’ R.A.G.E.{ [eſfraga, Lat. iſfragut, Fr.]

Akind of eagle. Numbers.

To O'SSIFY. v. a. [effa and facia.] To change

to bone Sharp.

OSSIVOROUS. a. [ºff, and vero.) Devouring
bones. Derham.

O'SSUARY. ſ. [:ſuarium, Lat]A charnel houſe.

OST. ſ. A veſſel upon which hops or malt

OUST. are dried. Duči.

OSTEN FIVE. a. [oftentif, Fr. offends, Lat.]

Showing ; betokening.

O'STENT ſ [ºftentum, Lat..] I. Appearance ;

air; manner; mein. Shakeſp. 2. Show ;

token. Shakeſp. 3. A portent; a prodigy.

Dryden.

OSTENTATION. ſ. [ ºffentatio, Lat. ) i.

Outward ſhow ; appearance. Shakeſp. a. Am

bitious diſplay; boaſt; vain ſhow. Atterbary.

3. A ſhow; a ſpectacle. Not in uſe. Shakeſ?.

OSTENTATIOUS.. a Boaſtful; vain; fond

or ſhow; fond to expoſe to view. Dryden.

OSTENTATIOUSLY.adv.[from ºffentatiza.]

Vainly ; boaſt:ully.

osºrariousness ſ. Vanity; boaſt
ulneſs.

OSTENTA"TOUR. ſ. [oftente, Lat.] A boaſt

er ; a vain ſetter to ſhow.

OSTE OCOLLA. ſ. [recy and x0xxa.] Ofte:-

colla is frequent in Germany, and has long

been famous for bringing on a callus in fric
tured bones. Hill.

OSTEOCOPE ſ. [&io, and zoº, J Pains in
the bones. D. &#.

OSTEO'LOGY..ſ. (3-toy and xi, 2.] A deſcrip

tion of the bones. Tatler.

OSTI ARY. ſ. The opening at which a river

diſembogues itſelf. Brown.

O'STLER. ſ. [hºſllier, Fr.] The man who takes

care of horſes at an inn. Swift.

|O'STLERY. ſ. (hºſlelerie, Fr.) The place be

longing to the oſtler.

O STRACISM. ſ. [3rganiza::..] A manner of

ſentence, in which the note of acquittal or

condemnation was marked upon a ſhell; pub

lick cenſure. Cleaveland.

OSTRACITES ſ Ofiracites expreſſes the com

mon oyſter in its foſſile ſtate. Hill.

O'STRICH. ſ. (autrucke, Fr. ſtruthis, Lat.]

Oftrich is ranged among birds. It is very large,

its wings very ſhort, and the neck about four or

ſive ſpans. The feathers of its wings are in

great eſteem, and are uſed as an ornament for

hats. They are hunted by way of courſe, for

they never fly, but uſe their wings to affiſt

them in running more ſwiftly. The Oftrick

ſwallows bits of iron or braſs, in the ſame

manner as other birds will ſwallow ſmall ſtones

or gravel, to aſſiſt in digeſting or comminuting

their food. It lays its eggs upon the ground,

hides them under the ſand, and the ſun hatches

them. Calmet.

OTACOU'STICK. ſ. [x-ra and axº~..] An in

ſtrument to facilitate hearing. Grew.

OTHER. pron. (oben, Sax.] 1. Not the ſame ,

not this ; different. Hooker. 2. Not I, or he,

but ſome one elſe. Knolles. 3. Not the ope,

not this, but the contrary, Stath, 4. Corre

- lative
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lative to each. Phil. 5. Something beſides.

Lºcke, 6. The next. Shakeſp. 7. The third

paſt. Ben. johnſºn. 8. It is ſometimes put

elliptically for ºther thing. Glanville.

OTHERGATES adv. In another manner.

Shakeſp.

OTHERGUISE. a. [..ther and guiſe 1 of ano.
ther kind.

OTHERWHERE. adv. [ether and where ) In

other places. Hºoker.

OTHERWHILE. adv. [other and while.) At

other times.

OTHERWISE. adv. [ºther and wiſe.] 1. In

a different manner. Spratt. 2. By other

cauſes. Raleigh. 3. In other reſpects. Roger .

OTTER. ſ. ſoren, Sax.] An amphibious ani

mal that preys upon fiſh, Grew.

OVAL. a. [evale, Fr ovum, an egg] Ob

long ; reſembling the longitudinal ſection of

an egg Blackmore.

OVA.L. ſ. That which has the ſhape of an egg.
PWar tr.

OVARIOUS. a. [from ovum.] Conſiſting of

eggs. Thomſon

O'VARY. ſ (ovarium, Lat) The part of the

body in which impregnation is performed.
raºzºn

OVATION. ſ. [ºvatio, Lat.] A leſſer triumph

annong the Romans. Dić?.

O'UBAT

OU"BUST.

OUCH. ſ. An ornament of gold or jewels. Bacon.

O'VEN.ſ. (open, Sax.]An arched cavity heated

with fire to bake bread. Spenſer.

OVER hath a double ſignification in the names

of places. If the place be upon or near a ri

ver, it comes from the Saxon oppe, a brink or

bank, but if there is in the neighbourhood

another of the ſainc name, diſtinguiſhed by

the addition of neither, then ºver is from the

Gothick uſar, above.

O'VER. prep. [ufar, Gothick 5 opne, Sax.] 1.

Above ; with reſpect to excellence or dignity.

Swift. 2. Above, with regard to rule or au

thority. Sºuth. 3. Above in place. Shakeſp.

4. Acroſs ; as, he leaped over the brook. Dryd.

5. Through. Hammond 6. Before. Spenſer.

OVER. adv. 1. Above the top. Luke, 2.

More than a quantity aſſigned. Hayw. 3.

From ſide to ſide. Grew. 4. From one to an

other. Bacon. 5. From a country beyond the

ſea. Bacon. 6. On the ſurface. Geneſſ. 7.

Throughout ; completely. South. 8. With re

petition; another time. Dryden. 9 Extra

ordinary 5 in a great degree. Baker. Io

Over and above. Beſides; beyond what was

firſt ſuppoſed or immediately intended. Numb.

11. Over againſt. Oppoſite ; regarding in

front. Bacon. 12. In compoſition it has a great

variety of ſignifications; it is arbitrarily pre

fixed to nouns, adjectives, or other parts of

ſpeech. -

To O'VER-ABOUND. v. n. [over and a

bound.) To abound more than enough. Pope.

To OVER-ACT. v. a. ſover and act.j To act

more than enough, Stilling fleet.

f. A ſort of caterpillar.

To OVER-ARCH. v. a. ſover and arch..] To

cover as with an arch. Pope

To OVER-AWE. v. a. [...wer and awe.] To

keep in awe by ſuperiour influence. Spenſer

To OVER-BALANCE. v. a. To wergh down;

to preponderate. Rºgert.

O'VER-BALANCE. ſ. [ cºver and Ha'ance. }

Something more than equivalent. Locke.

OVER-BATTLE. a. Too ſluitful; exuberant.
Hºcker *

To OVER-BEAR v. a. To repreſ, to ſub

due : to whelm ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVER-BID. v. a. ſover and bid.) To offer

more than equivalent. Dryden.

To OVER-BLOW. v. n. […ver and blow.] To

be paſt its violence. -

To OVER-BLOW. v. a. ſover and blºw j To

drive away as clouds before the wind.

O'VER-BOARD. adv. [ever and board. See

Board.) Off the ſhip; out of the ſhip. Sºuth.

To OVER-BULK. v. a. ſover and bulk.] To

oppreſs by bulk. Shakeſp.

To OVER-BURDEN. u. a. ſover and burden.]

To load with two great weight. Sidney.

To OVER-BUY. v. a. ſºver and bay.] To

buy too dear. Dryden.

To OVER-CARRY. v. a. ſover and carry.]

To hurry too far ; to be urged to any thing

violent or dangerous. Hayward.

To OVER-CAS F. v. c. part over-caſt. [over

and caff.] 1. To cloud; to darken : to cover

with gloom Sºenſer. 2. To cover. Hoºker. 3.

To rate too high in computation. Bacon.

To O'VER-CHARGE w a ſever and charge.]

1. To oppreſs; to cloy; to ſurcharge. Raleigh.

2. To load ; to croud too much. Pºpe. 3. To

burthen. Shakeſp. 4. To rate too high.

Shakeſp. 5. To fill too full. Locke. 6. To

load with too great a charge. Shakeſp.

To OVER-CLOUD v. a. ſover and cloud )

To cover with clouds Tickel.

To OVER-CLOY. v., a ſever and clay.] To

fill beyond ſatiety. Shakeſp.

To O'VERCOME. v. a. pret. I overcame :

part, paſſ overcome ; antiently overcomen, as

in Spenſer. [overcomen, Dutch.) 1. To ſub

due ; to conquer; to vanquiſh. Spenſer. 1. To

overflow ; to ſurcharge. Phlitº. 3. To come

over or upon ; to invade ſuddenly. Not in uſe;

Shakeſp.

To OVERCOME. v. n. To gain the ſuperio

rity. Roman r

O'VERCOMER. ſ. [from the verb.] He who

ove reonnes.

To O'VERCOUNT. v. a. ſcºver and count.] To

rate above the true value. Shakeſp.

To OVERDO. v. a. ſover and dº..] To do

more than enough. Grew.

To OVERDRESS. v. a. ſover and dreſs J To

adorn laviſhly. Pºpe.

To O'VER-DRIVE. v. a. [over and drive.]

To drive too hard, or beyond ſtrength. Gen.

To OVER-EYE. v. a. ſover and eye.] i.

To ſuperintend, 2. To obſerve 5 to remark.

Shakeſp.

Yy y 2 To
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To over-EMPTY. v. a. ſover and empty.)

To make too empty. Carew.
over FALL. ſ. ſever and fall] Catarağ. Ral

To over-float, v. n. [over and flºat)

To ſwim ; to float. Dryden.

To over-fi.ow. v. . [over and few..] ...".

To be fuller than the brim can hold. Lºck.

2. To exuberate. Rogers.

To over FLOW. v. a. To fill beyond the

brim. Taylºr. 2. To deluge; to drown; to

over-run. Dryden. -

ovER-Flow.ſ (ºver and flºw.] Inundation;

more than fulneſs; ſuch a quantity as runs 9

ver; exuberance. Arbuthnot.

over-Flowing.ſ. (from ºver-fºwl Exu

berance; copiouſneſs. Rogerſ, -

OVER-FLOWINGLY. gº. [from ºverflºw.

in c.1 Exuberantly. Boyle.

Toãº 3.ºrand fly.) To croſs

by flight. Dryden.

over forwardNESS. ſ. ſever, and fºr

wardneſ...] Too great quickneſs. Hale.

To OVER-FREIGHT. v. a. preter, cºer

freighted ; part over fraught. To load too

heavily.

To over-GET. º. a. [ever and get J To

reach , to come up with. Sidney.
To over-GLANCE. v. a. (ower and glanse.)

To look haſtily over. Shakeſp.

To over Go v. a. [...wer and go..] To fur

paſs; to excel. Sidney.

Tćover-Gorge. 9. a. [ever and gºrge]

To gorge too much.

To Ovt.R-GROW. v. a ſever and grew.}

1. To cover with growth. Spenſer. 2. To riſe

above. Mortimer.

To OvI.R.G.Row. v. n. To grow beyond

the fit or natural ſize. Knolles.

over-GRowTH. f. (over and growth.) Ex

uberant growth. Bacon.
To Over HALF. v. a. ſºver and hale.] I .

To ſpread over. Spenſer. 2. To examine o

ver a train.

To over-HANG. v. a. ſover and hang.] To

jut over ; to impend over. Shakeſ? ...

Tº over'HANG... n. To jut over Milton,

To over-HARDEN. v. a. ſºver and harden.]

To make too hard. Bºyle.

O'VER-HEAD. adv. [ºver and head J Aloft ;

in the zenith 3 above. Milton.

To over HEAR. v. a. ſover and hear.] To

hear thoſe who do not mean to be heard. Ssas.

To over-HEND. v. a. ſover and hend] To

overtake 5 to reach. Spºnſer. -

To over-JOY. v. a. [ever and joy.] To

tranſport ; to raviſh. Taylºr.

o'VER-JOY. ſ. Tranſport; ecſtaſy. Shakeſp.

To ovíR-RIPEN. v. a. […ver and ripen.] To

make too ripe. Shakeſp.

To over LABOUR. v. a. ſºver and labour.]

To take too much pains on any thing 5 to

haraſs with toil. Dryden. -

To overLADE. v. a. ſºver and lade.] To

ever-burthen. Suckling.

OVERLARGE. a. [ over and large.] Larger

than enough. Collier.

OVERLA SHINGLY. ſ. ſºver and laſ!..] with

exaggeration. Brerewºod.

To OVERLAY. v. a. ſºver and lay.] I : To

oppreſs by too much weight or power. Raleigh.

Ben johnſºn. 2. To ſmother with too much

or too cloſe covering. Milton. 3. To ſmother;

to cruſh; to overwhelm. Sºuth. 4. To cloud :

to over-caſt. Spenſer. 5. To cover ſuperfi

cially. Exºduſ. 6. To join by ſomething laid

over Milton.

To OVERLE.A.P. v. a. ſover and leaf.] To

paſs by a jump. Dryden.

OVFRLEATHER. ſ. ſover and leather.] The

part of the ſhoe that covers the foot. Shakeſ?'.

To OVERLI'VE. v. a. [ever and live.] To

live longer than another; to ſurvive; to out

live. Hayward.

To OVERLIVE v. n. To live too long. Miſt.

OVERLIVER, ſ (from ºver-live.) Surviver;

that which lives longeſt. Bacon.

To OVERLO'AD v. a. ſover and lead] To
burthen with too much. Felton.

oyºong. a. [ºver and lºng..] Too long.

*:ye

To OVERLOOK. v. a. ſever and leek.) 1. To

view from a higher place. Dryden. 2. To

view ſuily ; to peruſe. Shakeſp. 3. To ſu

perintend ; to overſee. Graunt. 4. To re

view, R ſcommon 5. To paſs by indulger

ly. Rºgers. 6 To neglect; to flight. After*.

OVERLOOKER. ſ. ſover and loºker.] One
who looks over his fellows.

OVERLOOP. ſ. The ſame with ºrbp.

OVERMASTED. a. ſover and maft.] Having

too much maſt. Dryden.

To OVERMA'STER. v. a. ſover and reafter.]

To ſubdue ; to govern. Shakeſp.

To OVERMATCH. v. a. ſover and marck.]

To be too powerful; to conquer. Dryden.

OVERMATCH. f. ſever and match...] one of

ſuperiour powers. Milton.

OVERMO'ST. a. ſºver and mafi.) Higheſt;

over the reſt in authority. Airfºr:rth.

OVERMUCH. a. [over and muck.] Too much ;

more than enough. Locke.

OVERMU CH. adv. In too great a degree.
Hooker.

OVERMUCHNESS. ſ. [from ºver much.) Ex

uberance ; ſuperabundance. Ben. jºhnſºn.

OVERNI'GHT. ſ. Night before bed-time. Ska.

To OVER-NAME. v. a. [ºver and name.] To

name in a ſeries. Shakeſp.

To OVERO'FFICE. v. a. ſover and ºffice.] To

lord by virtue of an effice. Shakeſp.

OVEROFFICIOU.S. a. ſover and ºfficians.] Too

buſy ; too importunate.

To OVERPASS. v. a. ſºver and paſt.] r. To

croſs. Dryden. 2. To overlook; to paſs with

diſregard. Milton. 3. To omit in a reckon

ing. Raleigh. 4. To omit; not to receive.

Hºcker.

To overPAY. v. a. ſover and pay J To re

ward beyond the price. Priºr. -

To
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To overPERCH. ſ. ſºver and perck.] To

fly over. Shakeſp.

To overPEER. v. a. ſover and peer.] To

over-look; to hover above: Sandys.

OVERPLUS. ſ. ſover and plus.) Surplus ; what

remains more than ſufficient. Hooker.

To OVERPI.Y. v. a. [ever and ply.) To em

ploy too laboriouſly. Milton.

To OVERPOISE. v. a. [over and poiſe.] To

outweigh. Brown.

OVERPOISE. ſ. (from the verb.] Preponde

rant weight. Dryden.

To OVERPOWER. v. a. ſover and power.]

To be predominant over ; to oppreſs by ſupe

riority. Boyle, Woºdward.

To OVERPRESS. v. a. ſover and preſ; ) To

bear upon with irreſiſtible force; to over

whelm ; to cruſh. Roſcommon.

To OverPRI'ZE. v. a. [over and prize.] To

value at too high a price. Wotton

OVERRANK. a. [:ver and rank.] Too rank.

Martimer.

To OVERRA"TE. v. a. ſover and rate.] To

rate too much.-Rogers.

To OverREACH. v. a. [over and reach.]

1. To riſe above. Raleigh. 2. To deceive

to go beyond. Tillotſon

To OVERREACH. v. n. A horſe is ſaid to

over-reach, when he brings his hinder feet too

far forwards, and ſtrikes his toes againſt his

fore ſhoes. Farrier's Dići.

overREACHER. ſ. (from over-reach.] A

cheat; a deceiver.

To OVERREAD. v. a. ſover and read..] To

peruſe. Shakeſp.

To OVERROAST. v. a. ſover and roaſt.] To

roaſt too much. Shakeſ,

To overRULE. v. a. ſºver and rule.] 1. To

influence with predominant power; to be ſu

periour in authority. Sidney. 2. To govern

with high authority; to ſuperintend. Hayw.

3. To ſuperſede ; as, in law, to over-rule a

plea is to rejećt it as incompetent.

To OVERRU’N. v. a. [over and run.] 1. To

haraſs by incurſions; to ravage. Dryden. a.

To out run. Bacon. 3. To 3verſpread; to

cover all over. Burnet. 4. To miſchief by

great numbers ; to peſter. Addiſon. 5. To

injure by treading down. Addiſon.

To OVERRU'N. v. n. To over-flow; to be

more than full. Spenſer.

To OVERSEE. v. a. [over and ſee..] 1. To

ſuperintend; to overlook. Spenſer. 2. To o

verlook 5 to paſs by unheeded, to omit. Hud.

OVERSE-EN. part [from overſee..] Miſtaken ;

deceived. Clarendon.

OVERSEER. ſ. [from everſee..] I. One who

overlooks; a ſuperintendent. Hooker. 2. An

officer who has the care of the parochial pro

viſion of the poor. Graunt.

To OVERSET. v. a. ſover and ſet.) 1. To

turn the bottom upwards; to throw off the

baſis. Addiſon. 2. To throw out of regula

rity. Dryden.

To QVERSET, v. m. To throw off the baſis.

To OVERSHA'DE. v. a. [ever and ſhade.] To

cover with darkneſs. Dryden.

To OVERSHA’DOW. v. a. ſover and ſhadow.]

1. To throw a ſhadow over any thing. Bacon.

2. To ſhelter; to protect. Milton.

To OVERSHOOT. v. n. ſover and ſhoot..] To

fly beyond the mark. Collier.

To OVERSHOOT. v. a. 1. To ſhoot beyond

the mark. Tillotſºn. 2 (With the reciprocal

pronoun...] To venture too far; to aſſert too

much. Whitgifte.

OVERSIGHT. ſ. [from ºver and ſight.] 1.

Superintendence. 1 Kings. 2. Miſtake 5 er

rour. Hºcker.

To OVERSI'ZE. v. a. ſover and ſize.] 1. To

ſurpaſs in bulk. Sandys. 2. To plaſter over.

Shakeſp.

To OVERSKIP. v a. ſover and ſkip.] 1. To

paſs by leaping. Hººker. 2. To paſs over.

onne. 3. To eſcape. Shakeſp.

To OVERSLEEP. v. a. [ºver and ſleep.] To

ſleep too long

To OVERSL P. v. a. ſover and ſlip.) To paſt

undone, unnoticed, or unuſed; to neglect.

J7ctton.

To OVERSNOW. v. a. ſover and ſnow.] To

cover with ſnow. Dryden.

OVERSO LI), part [from overſell.] Sold at too

high a price. Dryden.

OVERSOON. adv. [over and ſºon.] To ſoon.

Sidney.

OVERSPEN’T. part. [over and ſpend.] Wea

ried; haraſſed. Dryden.

To OVERSPREAD. v. a. ſover and ſpread.]

To cover over ; to fill; to ſcatter over. Derh.

To OVERSTAND. v. a. ſover and ſland.] To

ſtand too much upon conditions. Dryden.

To OVERSTARE. v. a. ſover and flare.] To

ſtare wildly. Aſcham.

To OVERSTOCK. v. n. ſover and ſtock.] To

fill too full; to croud. Swift.

To OVERSTRAIN. v. n. (over and ſtrain.]

To make too violent efforts. Collier.

To OVERSTRA'ſN. v. a. To ſtretch too far.

Ayliffe.

To OVERSWAY. v. a. [ever and ſway I To

over-rule ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVERSWE'LL. v. a. [ever and ſwell.] To

riſe above. Fairfax.

OVERT. a. ſouvert, Fr.] Open; publick; ap

parent. King Charler.

O'VERTLY. adv. [from the adjective..] O

penly.

To OVERTAKE. v. a. ſover and take.] 1.

To catch any thing by purſuit; to come up to

ſomething going belore. Hooker, Shakeſp. 2.

To take by ſurprize. Gal.

To OVERTASK v. a. (over and taſk.] To

burthen with too heavy duties or injunctions.

Harvey.

To over THRO'w. v. a. ſover and throw.]

preter, overthrew , part. over thrown.] ".

To turn upſide down. Taylor. 2. To throw

down ; to ruin; to demoliſh. Dryden. 3. To

de:cut; to conquer 5 to vanquiſh. Hººker.4.
oMºrtimer.
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To deſtroy; to miſchief; to bring to notking.

Sidney.

overTHRow. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The

ſtate of being turned upſide down. 2. Ruin ;

deſtruction. Hecker. 3. Defeat ; diſcomfiture.

Hayward. 4. Degradation. Shakeſp.

OVERTHRO'w ER, ſ (from overthrow.] He

who overthrows.

OVERTHWA'RT. a. ſover and thwart.] 1.

Oppoſite ; being over againſt. Dryd. 2. Croſ

ſing any thing perpendicularly. 3. Perverſe ;

adverſe ; contradićtions. Clarendon.

OVERTHWARTLY. adv, (from overthwart.)

1. Acroſs; tranſverſely. 2. Pervicaciouſly :

ſerverſely.

OVERTHWARTNFSS. ſ.[from overthwart.)

Pervicacity ; perverſeneſs.

OVERTOOK pret and part, paſſ of ºvertake.

To OVERTO'P. v. a. ſover and top.) 1. To

riſe above ; to raiſe the head above Shake/f.

2. To excel; to ſurpaſs. 3. To obſcure to

make of leſs importance by ſuperiour excel

lence. Bacon.

To OVERTRI P. v. a. ſover and trip.] To

trip over; to walk lightly over. Shakeſp.

OVERTURE. ſ. ſºuverture, Fr.) 1. Open.

ing ; diſcloſure; diſcovery. Shakeſp. a. Pro

poſal ; ſomething offered to conſideratiºn.
Hayward.

To OVERTURN. v. a. ſever and turn.) 1.

To throw down; to topple down ; to ſub

vert; to ruin. Rowe. 2. To over-power; to

conquer. Miltºn.

OVERTURNER. ſ. [from overturn.) Subver

ter. Swift.

To OVERVA'LUE. v. a. ſover and value.]

To rate at too high a price. Hooker.

To OVERVE IL. v. a. [over and veil.] To

cover Shakeſa.

To OVERWATCH. v. W. [over and watch J

To ſubdue with long want of reſt. Dryden.

OVERWEAK. a. [ever and weak.] Too weak;

too feeble. Raleigh.

To OVERWEATHER. v. a. ſover and wea

ther.] To batter by violence of weather. Shak.

To OVERWEEN. v. n. [over and ween.] To

think too highly; to think with arrogance

Shakeſp.

OVERWEENINGLY. adv, [from overween.]

With too much arrogance , with too high an

opinion.

To OVERWEIGH. v. a. ſover and weigh.)

To preponderate. Hooker.

OVERWEIGHT. ſ. ſºver and weight.] Pre

ponderance. Bacºn.

To OVERWHE LM. v. a ſover and whelm.)

1. To cruſh underneath ſomething violent

and weighty. Rºgers. 2. To overlook gloomi

ly. Shakeſh.

OVERWHELMINGLY. adv. [from ºver

*helming.) In ſuch a manner as to over

whelm Decay of Piety.

OVERWISE. v. a. [.. ºr and wiſe.] Wiſe to

affe &ation. Eccl. vii. 16.

OVERWROUGHT. furt. [ever and wrºught.)

1. Laboured too much. Dryden. z. Worked

all over. Pope.

OVERWORN. part. [over and worn. J 1.

Worn out ; ſubdued by toil. Dryd. 2. Spoiled

by time. Shakeſp.

OVERYEARED. a. [ever and year.] Too old.

Fairfax.

OUGHT. ſ. [aphic, Sax.] Anything; not no

thing. AZiltºn.

OUGHT verb imperfeóz. [preterite of expe.) 1.

Owed ; was bound to pay have been in

debted. Spelman. 2. To be obliged by duty.
Bacºn. 3. To be fit; to be neceſſary. Lºcke.

OVIFORM. a. [ovum and forma, Lat..] Hav

ing the ſhape of an egg. Burnet.

OVI PAROUS, a.[ovum and paris, Lat.] Bring

ing forth eggs; not viviparous. Ray.

OUNCE. ſ. [ounce, Fr. uncia, Lat J A name of

weight of different value in different denomi

nations of weight. In troy weight, an ºnce

is twenty penny-weights; a penny-weight,

twenty-four grains. Bacon.

OUNCE. ſ. ſºunce, Fr. onza, Spaniſh.) A lynx;

a panther. Milton.

OUPHE. ſ. [anff, Teutonick.] A fairy; a

goblin.

OUPHEN. ſ. [from ouph.) Elfiſh. Shakeſp.

OUR. pron. paſſ. [une, Sax.] I. Pertaining to

us belonging to us. Shakeſp. z. When the

ſubſtantive goes before, it is written cart.

Davies.

OURSELVES. reciprocal proneum. 1. We; not

others. Locke. 2. Us; not others, in the ob

lique caſes. Dryden.

OURSELF is uſed in the regal ſtyle. Shakeſp.

OUSE. ſ. Tanners bark.

OU SEL. ſ. (crle, Sax.) A blackbird. Spreſer.

To OUST. v. a. [cuffer, Fr.) To vacate; to

take away. Hale.

OUT. adv. [ut, Sax.] 1. Not within. Priºr.

2. It is generally oppoſed to in. Shakeſp. 3.

In a ſtate of diſcloſure. Bacon. 4. Not in

confinement or concealment. Shakeſp. 5.

From the place or houſe. Shakeſp. 6. From

the inner part. Ezek. 7. Not at home. 8.

In a ſtate of extinction. Shakeſp. 9. In a ſtate

of being exhauſted. Shakeſp. io. Not in an

affair. Shakeſp. ii. To the end. Dryden.

12. Loudly; without reſtraint. Pºpe. 13.

Not in the hands of the owner. Lecke. 14.

In an errour. L'Eſtrange. 15. At a loſs; in

a puzzle. Bacon. 16. With torn cloaths. Dryd.

17. Away , at a loſs. Dryden, Taylºr. 18.

It is uſed emphatically before alar. Sackling.

19. It is added emphatically to verbs of diſ

covery. Numbers.

OUT. interječi. An expreſſion of abhorrence or

expulſion; as, cat upon this half-fac’d fellow

ſhip. Shakeſp.

OUT ºf prºp. 1. From ; noting produce. Spesſ.

2. Not in ; noting excluſion or diſiniflion.

Spenſer, 3. No longer in; Dryden. 4. Not

in ; noting unfitneſs. Dryden. 5. Not with

in ; relating to a houſe. Shakeſ. 6. From ;

noting extraction, Batºn, 7. From ; noting

copy.
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copy. Stil'ingfleet. 8. From ; noting reſcue.

4ddiſºn. 9. Not in; noting exorbitance or

irregularity. Swift. to. From one thing to

ſomething different. Decay of Piety. 11. To

a different ſtate from ; noting diſorder. Burnet.

12. Not according to. Pope. 13. To a dif

ferent ſtate from ; noting ſeparation. Hºoker.

14. Beyond. Shakeſp. 15. Deviating from.

Shakeſp. 16. Paſt; without ; noting ſome.

thing worn out or exhauſted. Knoller. 17. By

means of Shakeſp. 18. In conſequence of:

noting the motive or reaſon. Bacon. 19. Out

ºf hand; immediately; as, that is eaſily uſed

which is ready in the hand. Shakeſp.

To OUT. v. a. To expel; to deprive. K. Char.

To OUTA'CT. v. a. [out and ai.] To do be

yond. Otway.

To OUTBALANCE. v. a. (out and balance.]

To over-weigh; to preponderate. Dryden.

To OUTBA'R. v. a. [ºut and bar.) To ſhut

out by fortification. Spenſer.

To OUTBID. v. a. [out and bid.] To over

power by bidding a higher price. Donne.

olºproper. ſ. [out and bid.] One that out
ids.

OUTBLOWED. a. [out and blºw.) Inflated;

ſwollen with wind. Dryden.

OUTBORN. a. [cut and born.] Foreign; not
native.

OUTBOUND. a. [out and bound..] Deſtinated

to a diſtant voyage. Dryden.

To OUTBRAVE. v. a. [out and brave.] To

bear down and diſgrace by more daring, info

lent, or ſplendid appearance. Cowley.

To OUTBRA'ZEN. v. a. [out and brazen.]

To bear down with impudence.

OUTBREAK. ſ. [ºut and break.] That which

breaks forth; eruption. Shakeſp.

To OUTBREATHE. v. a. [ºut and breathe.)

1.To weary by having better breath. Shakeſp.

2. To expire. Spenſer.

OUTCAST. part. i. Thrown into the air as

refuſe. Spenſer. 2. Baniſhed; expelled. Milt.

OUTCA'ST. ſ. Exile; one rejected; one ex

pelled. Prior.

To ouTCRAFT. v. a. [out and craft.] To

excel in cunning. Shakeſp.

O'UTCRY. ſ. [out and cry..] 1. Cry of vehe

mence; cry of diſtreſs; clamour. Denham.

1. Clamour of deteſtation. South.

OUTDARE. v. a. [out and dare 1 To ven

ture beyond. Shakeſp.

To OUTDATE. v. a. [ent and date.] To an

tiquate. Hammond.

To OUTDO. v. a. [cut and do..] To excel ;

to ſurpaſs. Shakeſp. Milton.

To OUTDWE'LL. v. a. [out and dwell.] To

ſtay beyond. Shakeſp.
-

OUTER. a. [from out..] That which is with

out. Grew.

OUTERLY. adv. [from outer.] Towards the

outſide. Grew.

OUTERMOST. a. [ſuperlative from outer.]

Remoteſt from the midſt. Boyle.

To OWTFACE, y, a. ſaut and face.) 1. To

brave; to bear down by ſhow of magnanimi

ty. Wotton. 2. To ſtare down. Raleigh.

To OUTFA'WN. v., a [out and fawn..] To

excel in fawning. Hudibras.

To QUTFLY”. v. n. (out and fly.] To leave

behind in flight. Shakeſp.

OUTFORM. ſ. ſout and form.] External ap

pearance. Ben. 7chnſºn.

To OUTFROwn. v. a. [out and frºwn.] To

frown down. Shakeſp.

OUTGATE. ſ. [out and gate.] Outlet; paſ

ſage outwards. Spenſer.

To OUTGIVE. v. a. [ºut and give.] To fur

paſs in giving. Dryden.

To OUTGO'. v. a pret. outwent ; part. •ut

gone. [cut and go.) 1. To ſurpaſs 5 to excel.
Carew. 2. To go beyond; to leave behind

in going. Mark. 3. To circumvent; to o

verreach. Denham.

To OUTGROw. v. a. [out and grºw.] To

ſurpaſs in growth; to grow too great or too

ºld for anything. Swift.

OUTGUARD. J. [ºut and guard.) One poſted

at a diſtance from the main body, as a de

fence. Dryden, Blackmore.

OUTJEST. v. a. [•ut and jeft.] To over-power

by jeſting. Shakeſp.

To OUTKNA'VE. v. a. ſout and knave.] To

ſurpaſs in knavery. L'Eſtrange.

OUTLANDISH. a. (out and land.] Not na

tive foreign. Donne. -

To OUTLAST. v. a. (out and laſt.] To ſur

paſs in duration. Waller.

OUTLAW. J. [utlaza, Sax.] One excluded

from the benefit of the law; a plunderer;

a robber; a bandit. Davier.

To OUTLAW. v. a. To deprive of the benefits

and protection of the law. Herbert.

OUTLAWRY. ſ. [from outlaw.] A decree by

which any man is cut off from the communi

ty, and deprived of the protection of the law.

Bacon.

To OUTLEAT. v. a. [out and leap.] To paſs

by leaping; to ſtart beyond.

OUTLEAP. ſ. [from the verb.] Sally; flight;

eſcape. Locke.

OUTLET. ſ. [out and let.] Paſſage outwards;

diſcharge outwards. Ray.

OU'TLINE. ſ. [ent and line.] Contour ; line

by which any figure is defined; extremity.

Dryden.

To OUTLIVE. v. a. [out and live.] To live

beyond; to ſurvive. Clarendon. -

OUTLI'VER. ſ. [out and live.] A ſurviver.

To OUTLOOK. v. a. [out and look.] To ſace

down; to brow-beat. Shakeſp.

To OUTLUSTRE. v. a. (out and luftre.] To

excel in brightneſs. Shakeſp.
-

OUTLYING. part. a. ſºut and lie.] Not in

the common cºurſe of order. Temple. .

To OUTMEASURE. v. a. [out and meaſure.]

To exceed in meaſure. Brown.

To ouTNUMBER. v. a. [out and number.]

To exceed in number. Addiſºn. T

Q
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To OUTMARCH. v. a. ſout and march..] To

leave behind in the march. Clarendon.

OU'TMOST. a. [out and moſt.) Remoteſt from

the middle, Newton.

OUTPA RISH. f. (out and pariſh.] Pariſh not

lying within the walls.

OUTPART. ſ. [cut and part.) Part remote

from the center or main body. Ayliffe.

To OUTPACE. v. a [cut and pace.) To out

go; to leave behind. Chapman.

To OUTPOU'R. v. a [cit and four.] To e

mit; to ſend forth in a ſtream. Milton.

To OUTPR1zE. v. a. (cut and prize ). To

exceed in the value ſet upon it. Shakeſp.

To OUTRAGE. v. a. [eutrager, Fr.) To in

jure violently or contumeliouſly; to inſult

roughly and tumultuouſly. Atterbury.

To OUTRAGE. v. n. To commit exorbitan

cies. Aſcham.

QUTRAGE. ſ. ſºutrage, French..] Open vio

lence ; tumultuous miſchief. Shakeſp.

OUTRAGEOUS. a. ſoutrageux, Fr.) 1. Vio

lent; furious ; raging; exorbitant; tumul

tuous ; turbulent. Sidney. ... Exceſſive , paſ

ſing reaſºn or decency. Dryden. 3. Enor

mous : atrocious. Shakeſp.

OUTRA’G FOUSLY. adº. [from outrageºus.]

Violently ; tumultuouſly; furiouſly. South.

OUTRAGEOUSN ESS. f. from outrageous.)

With fury , with violence. Dryden.

To OUTRiº A'CH. v. ... [out and reach.] To go

beyond. Brºwn.

To OUTRIDE. v. a. [out and ride.] To paſs

by riding Dryden.

OUTRIGHT, adv. (out and right.) 1. Imme

diately; without delay. A buthnot. 2. Com

pletely. Addiſon.

To OUTROA'R. v. a. ſout and roar.] To ex

ceedin roaring: Shakeſp.

OUTRODE. ſ.lcut and rode.]Excurſion 1 Mac.

To OUTROOT. v. a. (out and root.) To extir

pate; to eradicate. Rºwe.

To OUTRU'N. v. a. [cut and run.] 1. To

leave behind in running. Shakeſp. 2. To

exceed. Addiſon.

To QUTSAIL. v. a. ſaut and ſail.] To leave

behind in ſailing. Broome.

To OUTSCO'RN. v. a. [out and ſcºrn.] To

bear down or confront by contempt. Shakeſp.

To OUTSE LL. v. a. [out and ſell.) 1. To ex

ceed in the price for which a thing is ſold.

Temple. 2. To gain an higher price. Shakeſp.

To OUTSHI’NE. v. a. [out and ſhine.) 1. To

emit luſtre. Shakeſp. 2. To excel in luſtre.

Denham.

To OUTSHOOT. v. a...[cut and ſheet.] 1. To

exceed in ſhocting. Dryden. 2. To ſhoot be

Pond. Norris.

oùù. ſ (out and ſide.] 1. Superficies ;

ſurface; external part. L'Eſtrange. 2. Ex

treme part ; part remote from the middle.

Bacon. 3. Superficial appearance. Locke. 4.

The utmoſt. Mortimer. 5. Perſon; exter

nal man. Bacon. 6. Outer ſide ; part not in

cloſed. Spect. -

To ouTSIT. v. a. [out and ſt.] To fit beyond

the time of any thing. Sºuth.

To OUTSLEEP. v. a. ſaut and ſleep) to fleep

beyond. Shakeſp.

To OUTSPEA. K. v. a. ſaut and ſpeak.] To

ſpeak ſomething beyond. Shakeſp.

To OUTSPORT. º. a. [ºut and ſport.] To

ſport beyond. Shakeſp.

To OUTSPREAD. º. a. [out and ſpread..] To

extend ; to diffuſe. Pºpe.

To OUTSTA'ND. v. a. ſout and ſland] r.

To ſupport; to reſiſt. Woodward. 2. To

ſland beyond the proper time. Shakeſp.

To OUTSTA'ND. v. n. To protuberate from

the main body.

To OUTSTA RE. v. a. [cut and flare.] To

face down; to brow-beat ; to outface with

effrontery. Craſhaw.

OUTSTREET. ſ. (out and ſtreet.] Street in
the extremities of a town.

To OUTSTRE!7 CH. va. [cut and ſtretch..] To

extend ; to ſpread out. Shakeſp.

To OUTSTRIP. v. a. To outgo; to leave be

hind. Ben. johnſºn.

To OUT-SWEETEN. v. a. [out and ſweeten.]

To excel in ſweetneſs. Shakeſp.

To OUTSWEA'R. v. a. [out and ſwear.] To

over-power by ſwearing

To OUT-TONGUE. v. a. ſcut and tengue.] To

bear down by noiſe. Shakeſp.

To OUT-TALK. v. a. [out and talk.] To e

ver-power by talk. Shakeſp.

To OUTVA'LUE. v. a. [out and value.] Te

tranſcend in price. Bºyle.

To OUTVENOM. v. a [cut and venom.] To

exceed in poiſon. Shakeſp.

To OUTVTE. v. a. (ºut and vie.] To exceed;

to ſurpaſs. Addiſºn.

To OUT-VILLAIN. v. a. ſout and villais.]

To exceed in villainy. Shakeſp.

To OUTVOI'CE. v. a. [out and voice ] To

out-roar; to exceed in clamour. Shakeſp.

To OUTVOTE. v. a. [out and vote.] To con

quer by plurality of ſuffrages. Sºuth.

To OUTWA'LK. v. a. [out and walk.] Te

leave one in walking.

OUTWA'LL. ſ. [out and wall] 1. Outward

part of a building. 2. Superficial appearance.

Shakeſp.

OU'TWARD. a. ſucpeanº; Sax.] 1. Exter

nal ; oppoſed to inward. Shakeſp. a. Ex

trinſick; adventitious. Dryden. 3. Foreign,

not inteſtine. Hayward. 4. Tending to the

out-parts. Dryden. 5. [In theology.) Car

nal ; corporeal; not ſpiritual. Dappa.

OUTWARD. ſ. External form. Shakeſp.

OU"TWARD, adv. 1. To foreign parts: as, a

ſhip outward bound. 2. To the outer parts.

OUTWARDLY. adv. [ from outward. ) i.

Externally ; oppoſed to inwardly. Hoºker. 2.

" In appearance; not ſincerely. Spratt.

OUTWARDS. adv. Towards the out-parts.

Newton.

To OUTWEAR. v. a. ſºut, nd wear.] To

paſs tediouſly. Pºpe, T
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PACE. ſ. ſpas, Fr J

To OUTWEE'D. v.a. [ext and weed.] To ex

tirpate as a weed. Spenſer.

To OUTWEIGH. v. a [cut and weigh.) 1.

To exceed in gravity. Wilkins. 2. To pre

ponderate; to excel in value or influehce.

Dryden.

To OUTWELL. v. ar{out and well J To pour

out. Spenſer. "

To OUTWIT. v. a. [ewt and spit.] To cheat;

to overcome by ſtratagem. L'Eſtrange.

OU TWORK. ſ. [out and work ] The parts of

a fortification next the enemy. Bacºn.

GUTWO'RN &art. [from out-wear.) Conſum

ed or deſtroyed by uſe Milton.

To OUTWREST. v. a. [cut and wreſt.] To

extort by violence. Spenſer.

GUTWROUGH I' part. [ out and wrought. )

Out-done : exceeded in efficacy. B. 7chnſºn.

To OUTWORTH. v. a. (out and worsh.] To

excel in value. Shakeſp.

To OWE. v. a. [e.g. a'a, Iſlandick 1. To be

obliged to pay to be indebted. Locke. 1. To

be obliged to aſcribe; to be obliged for. Milt.

3. To have from any thing as the conſequence

of a cauſe. Pope. 4. To poſſeſs; to be the

right owner of Shakeſp. 5 Conſequential.

Atterbury. 6. Due as a debt. Lºcke. 7. Im

putable to, as an agent. Lºcke

OWL. ſ. [ule, Sax J A bind that flies 2

OWLET. 5 bout in the night and catches

mice. Pºpe.

OWLER. J. One who carries contraband goods

Swift.

own. ſ (agen, Sax ) 1. This is a word of

no other uſe than as it is added to the poſſeſ

five pronouns, my, thy, his, our, your, their,

Dryden. 2. It is added generally by way of

emphaſis or corroboration Dryden. 3. Some

times it is added to note oppoſition or contra

diſtion ; domeſtick not foreign ; mine, his,

or yours; not another's. Daniel.

To OwM. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To ac

knowledge; to avow for one's own. Dryden.

2. To poſſeſs; to claim 5 to hold by right.

Dryden. 3. To avow Dryden. 4. To con

ſeſs; not to deny. Tilletſºn.

OWNERSHIP. ſ. [from owner.) Property;

rightſul poſſeſſion. Ayliffe.

OWNER, ſ (from own.) One to whom any

thing belongs. Shakeſp.

OWR.E. ſ. [urus jubatus, Lat.] A beaſt. Ainſw.

OX. ſ. plur. Ox EN. [oxa, Sax. exe, Daniſh.]

1. The general name for black cattle. Camd. '

2. A caſtrated bull. Graunt.

OXBA'N.E. ſ. A plant. Aitſworth.

O'XF.Y.E. f. [buphthalmºur.] A plant. Miller.

OXGA NG ºf Land ſ. Twenty acres. Ainſw.

OXHEAL, ſ. A plant. Ainſworth

O'XFLY. ſ. [ox and fly.) A fly of a particular
kind.

OXLI'P. ſ. The ſame with cowſhip ; a vernal

flºwer. Shakeſp.

OXSTA’LL. ſ. [ox and ſtall.] A ſland for oxen.

OXFONGUE. ſ. A plant. Ainſwºrth.

OX1CRATE. ſ. ſºrºlo...] A mixture of wa

ter and vinegar. Wiſeman.

OXYMEL. ſ. (3:tºx..] A mixture of vinegar

and honey. Arbuthnot.

OXYMORON. ſ. (3%awº.] A rhetorical fi

gure, in which an epithet of a quite contrary

ſignification is added to any word.

OXY RRHODIN.E. ſ. ſºvº, or j A mixture

of two parts of oil of roſes with one of vinegar

of roſes. Flyer. -

O'YER ſ (eyer, old French..] A court of cyer

and terminer, is a judicature where cauſes

are heard and determined.

OYES. ſ. [..yez, hear ye, French j Is the in

troduction to any proclamat on or advertiſe

ment given by the publick criers. It is thrice

rcpeated.

OYS TER, ſ ſcºffer, Dutch ; huitre, Fr J. A

bivalve teſtaceous fiſh. Shakeſp.

O'YSTERWENCH. }ſ [oyſter and wench, or

O YSTERWOMAN. wºman.] A woman

whoſe buſineſs is to ſell oyſters Shakeſp.

OZ.É N.A. ſ. [...w..] An ulcer in the inſide of

the noſtrils that gives an ill ſtench. Quincy.

P.
P A C

Is a labial conſonant, formed by a flight

compreſſion of the anterior part of the lips;

as, full, pelt. It is con’ounded by the Ger

mans and Welſh with b.

PA BULAR a. (pabulum, Lat..] Afford ng ali

ment or provender.

PABULA'TION. ſ. [pabulum, Lat.) The act

of feeding or procuring provender.

PA BULO US. a. ſpatulum, Lat ) Alimental;

affording aliment Brown.

- 1. Step; ſingle move

ment in walking. Milton.

P A C

4. Step; gradation of buſineſs. Temple. 5. A

meaſure of five feet. Hºlder. 6. A particular

movement which horſes are taught, though

ſome have it na urally, made by liftiog the

legs on the ſame ſide together , anble. Hudib.

To PACF. v. n [from the noun.) 1. To move

on ſlowly. Sperfer. 2. To move. Shakeſp.

3. [uſed of horſes.] To move ty raiſing the

legs on the ſame ſide together.

To PACE v. a. 1. To meaſure by ſteps. Shake.

2. To direct to go. Shakeſp.

2. Gait, manner; PACF.D. a. (from pace..] Having a particular

of walk. Sidney. 3. Degree of celerity. * * gait. Dryden.

Z z. z. PA'CER.
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PACER, ſ (from pace.) He that paces.

PACIFICATION. ſ. ſpacification, Fr. J 1.

The act of making peace. South. 1. The aët

of appeaſing or pacifying. Hecker.

PACIFICATOR. ſ. ſpacificateur, Fr. from

facify.) Peace-maker. Bacon.

PACIFICATORY, a [from pacificator.]Tend

ing to make peace.

'PACIFICK. a. ſpacifique, Fr. tacificus, Lat.]

Peace making ; mild gentle ; appeaſing
Hammand.

PACIFIER. ſ. [from pacify.] One who paci
fies.

To PACIFY. v. a. ſpacifier, Fr. Pacifico, Lat.]

To appeaſe; to ſtill reſentment; to quiet an

angry perſon. Bacºn.

PACK. f. ſpack, Dutch..] I. A large bundle of

any thing tied up for carriage. Cleaveland. 2.

A burden: a load. L'Eſtrange. 3. A due num

ber of cards. Addiſon. 4. A number of hounds

hunting together. Dryden. 5. A number of

people confederated in any bad deſign or prac

tice Clarendon. 6. Any great number, as to

quantity and preſſure.

To PACK. v. a. ſpacken, Dutch. 1. To bind

"p for carriage. Otway. 2. To ſend in a hurry.

Shakeſp. 3. To fort the card, ſo as that the

game ſhall be iniquitouſly ſecured. Shakeſp. 4.

To unite picked perſons in ſome bad deſign.

Hu dibrar.

To PACK. v. p. 1. To tie up gºods cleaveland.

2: To go off in a hurry; to remove in haſte

7 ºffer. 3. To concert bad meaſures; to con

ºccerate in ill. Carew.

PACKCLOTH. f. ſpack and clºth.] A cloth

in which goods are tied up.

PACKER, ſ (from pack.) One who binds up

bales for carriage

PA'CKET. /. {facquet, Fr.] A ſmall pack ; a

rail of letters. Denham.

7 o PACKET. v. a. (from the noun.) To bind

up in parcels. Sºft.

PACKHORSE. ſ. [pack and herſ. J A horſe of

º ; a horſe crimployed in carrying goods.
Lºcke.

PACKSADDLE. ſ. ſpack and ſaddle ] A ſad.

dle on which packs are laid. Hºwel.

PACKTHREAD. ſ. ſtack and thread. | Strong

thread uſed in tying up parcels Addiſon.

PACKWAX. ſ. The Aponeuroſes on the ſide

of the neck. Ray.

PACT. ſ. ſpact, Fr. Aaºun, Lat.] A contract:

a bargain ; a covenant. Bacon

PACTiON. ſ. ſpaster, Fr. pačiio, Lat.) A

burgain ; a covenant. Hayward.

PACT TIQU.S. a. (pacite, Lat..] Settled by

Covenant.

PA D. f. from pnab, Sax.] 1. The road; a foot

path. P, ºr 2. An eaſy paced horſe. Dryden.

3. A robber that inteſts the roads on foot. 4.

A w ſoft laddie. Hudibrar.

To PAI). v. n. (from the noun ) i. To trave!

gently. ... To rºb on root. 3. To beat a way

ſmooth and level. -

PADAR. J. Grouts; coarſe flour. Wºttº,

PATPDER, ſ [from pad.] A robber; a foct

highwayman. Dryden.

To PA'DDLE. v. a. [patouiller, Fr.) 1. To

row 5 to beat water as with oars. L'Effrange.

2. To play in the water. Collier. 3. To fin

ger. Shakeſp.

PADDLE. ſ."[pattal, Welſh.] 1. An oar, par

ticularly that which is uſed by a ſingle rower

in a boat. 2. Any thing broad like the end

of an oar. Deuteronomy.

PADDLER. ſ. [from paddle ] One who pad

dles. Ai ſworth.

PADDOCK. ſ. [paba, Sax. paddle, Dutch..] A

great frog or toad. Dryden.

PADDOCK ſ. [corrupted from parrack.) A

ſmall incloſure of deer.

PADELION. ſ. ſpar de lion, Fr. per karir,

Lat.) An herb. Ainſworth.

PA DLOCK. ſ. [ padde, Dutch..] A lock hung

on a ſtaple to hold on a link. Prier.

To PALLOCK. v. n. ( from the noun. J. To

faſten with a padlock. Arbuthnot.

PADOWPIPE. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

PAEAN. ſ. A ſong of triumph. Pºpe.

PAGAN. ſ. (paganirc, Sax paganus, Lat] A

Heatken ; one not a Chriſtian.

PAGAN. a. Heatheniſh Shakeſp.

PA'GANISM. ſ. [paganiſme, Fr. from pagan.]

Heatheniſm. Hoofer.

PAGE. ſ. [f age, Fr.) 1. One ſide of the leaf

of a book. Taylor. 2. [page, Fr.) A young

boy attending on a great perſon. Damre.

To PAGE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To mark

the pages of a book. 1. To attend as a page.

Shakeſp.

PAGEANT. ſ. 1. A ſtatue in a ſhow. 2. Any

ſhow ; a ſpectacle of entertainment. Shakeſp.

PAGEANT. a. Showy 5 pompous; oſtentati

ous. Dryden.

To PAGEANT. v. a. [from the noun J To

cxhibit in ſhows; to repreſent Shakeſp.

PAGEANTRY. ſ. [..from pageant. J Pomp;

ſhow. Gºvernment ºf the Tongue.

PAGINAL. ſ. [pagina, Lat.) Conſiſting of

pages. Brown.

PA'GOD. ſ. [probably an Indian word.] 1. An

Indian idol. Stillingfleet. 2. The temple of

the idol Pope.

PA ID. a. The preterite and participle paſſive of

pay. Dryden

PA IGLES. ſ. Flowers; alſo called cowſlips. Dià.

PAIL. ſ. ſpatla, Span.) A wooden veſſel in

which milk or water is commonly carried.

Dryden.

PA I LFUL. ſ. fail and fall.] The quantity that

a pail will hold. Shakeſp -

PAILMA ‘IL. ſ. Violent; boiſterous. Digby.

PAIN.J. (peine, Fr.) 1. Puniſhment denounc

ed Sidney. 2. Penalty ; puniſhment. Bates.

3. Senſation of uneaſineſs. Bacon. 4. [In the

plural.] Labour; work; toil. Waller. 5.

Labour; talk. Spenſer. 6. Uneaſineſs of

mind. Priºr. 7. The throws of child-birth.

i Sarn.

To PAIN. v. a. Iſrom the noun. ) 1. To

afflict;
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affia i to torment; to make uneaſy. jeremi.

2. [With the reciprocal pronoun..] To labour.

Spenſer.

PA'INFUL. a. [pain and full.) 1. Full of pain;

miſerable; beſet with afflićtion. Milton. 2.

Giving pain; afflictive. Addiſon. 3. Difficult ;

requiring labour, Shakeſp. 4. Induſtrious;

laborious. Dryden.

PAINFULLY. adv. [from painful.) 1. With

great pain or affliction. 2. Laboriouſly; dili

gently. Raleigh.

PAINFU LNESS ſ [from painful.]

tion; ſorrow ; grief. South. 2.

laboriouſneſs. Hocker.

PAINIM. J. [payen, Fr. J Pagan; infidel.
Peacham.

PAI'Ní M. a. Pagan; infidel. Milton.

PAINLESS. a. ſºft') Without pain;

without trouble. Dryden.

PAINSTA'KER. ſſpain, and take.) Labourer;

laborious perſon. Gay.

PAINSTAKING. a. ſpains and take.] Labo

rious ; induſtrious.

To PAINT. v. a. [peindre, Fr.) 1...To repre

ſent by delineation and colours. Shakeſp. z.

To cover with colours repreſentative of ſome

thing. Shakeſp. 3. To repreſent by colours,

appearances, or images. Locke. 4 To deſ.

cribe; to repreſent. Shakeſt. 5. To colour;

to diverſify. Spenſer. 6. To deck with artificial
colours. Shakeſp. t

To PAINT. v. n. To lay colours on the face.

Pope.

PAINT.ſ [from the verb.] I. Colours repre

ſentative of any thing. Pope. 2. Colours laid

on the face. Anon.

PAINTER.J. (ſom paint.) One who profeſſes

the art of repreſenting objests by colours. Dry.

PAINTING. ſ. [from paint.) 1. The art of re

preſenting objects by delineation and colours.

Dryden. 2. Picture; the painted reſemblance.

Shakeſ? 3. Colours laid on. Shakeſp.

PA I NTURE. ſ. [perture, Fr.] The art of

painting. Dryden.

PAIR. ſ. [paire, Fr. par, Lat.]. 1. Two things

ſuiting one another, as a pair of gloves. 1. A

man and wife. Milton. 3. Two of a ſort; a

couple; a brace. Suckling.

To PA I R. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To be

joined in pairs. to couple. Shakeſp. 2. To

ſuit; to fit as a counterpart. Shakeſp.

To PA 1R. v. a. 1. To join in couples Dryden.

2. To unite as correſpondent or oppoſite. Pºpe.

PALACE. ſ. [palaiſ, Fr J A royal houſe; an

houſe eminently ſplendid, Shakeſp. -

PALACIOU.S. a. [from palace J Royal ; noble;

magnificent. Graunt.

PALA NOUIN. ſ. Is a kind of covered carriage,

uſed in the eaſtern countries, that is ſupported

on the ſhoulders of ſlaves,

PALATABLE. a. [from palate. J Guſtful;

pleaſing to the taſtc. Philipi.

PA'LATE. ſ. (palatum, Lat.) 1. The in "ru

ment of taſte. Jake will. 2.

iatellectual taſte. Taylºr.

1. Afflic

Induſtry ;

Mental reliſh ;

PA'LATICK. a. [from palate.] Belonging to

the palate or roof of the mouth. Hilder.

PA'LATINE. ſ. ſpalatin, Fr from palatinus of

palatium, Lat.) One inveſted with regal rights

and prerogatives. Davier.

PALATINE, a. Poſſeſſing royal privileges.

PALE. a [pale, Fr. pallidus, Lat.) 1. Not rud

dy , not freſh of colour; wan; white of look.

Shakeſ?. 2. Not high coloured; approaching

...to tranſparency. Arbuthnot, 3. Not bright;

not ſhining ; faint of luſtre; dim. Shakeſp.

To PAL.E. v. a. [from the adjective.) To make

pale. Prior.

PALE. ſ. ſpalur, Lat.] I. Narrow piece of wood

joined above and below to a rail, to incloſe

grounds. Shakeſp. z. Any incloſure. Hoºker,

Miltºn. 3. Any diſtriël or territory. Clarendºn.

4. The fale is the third and middle part of the
ſcutcheon. Pearham.

To PA I, E. v. a. (from the noun.J 1. To incloſe

with pales. Martimer, 2. To incloſe, to en

compaſs. Shakeſp.

PA'LEEYED. a. [pale and eye. I Having eyes
dimmed. Pope.

PALEFA'CEI). a. [pale and face ) Having the

face wan. Shakeſp. -

PALELY. adv. ( from pale. J Wanly; not

freſnly ; not ruddily.

PA'LENESS. ſ [from pale.] ... Wanneſs; want

of colour; want of freſhneſs. Pºpe. 2. Want

of colour; want of luſtre. Shakeſp.

PALENDAR. ſ. A kind of coaſting veſſel.
Kn:!!er.

PALEOUS. ſ. [palea, Lat] Huſky; chaffy.
Brºwn.

PA'LETTE ſ [palette, Fr.] A light board on

which a painter holds his colours when he

paints. Tickell.

PA'I,FREY ſ. [palefroy, Fr.] A ſmall horſe fit

for ladºr. Dryden

PALFREYED a [from palfrey J Riding on a

palfrey. Tickell.

PALIFICATION. ſ. ſpalus, Lat.) The ast

or practice of making ground firm with pales.

14 ºfth:

PAllNDROME. ſ. ſoráxi, and 'poaia, J A word

or ſentence which is the ſame read backward

or forward: as, madam , or this ſentence,

Suhi dura a rudibuſ.

PA I. NODE \ ſ. [ºraxww3.i.a.) A recantation.

PA' Li NO1) Y. Sandyr. -

i’Aſſissíº iſ ſpañak, Fr.) Pales ſet by .
PA1.1SADO, ſº way of incloſure or defence.

Broeme.

To PA L1'SADF. v a [from the noun..] To

incloſe with paliſades.

PA'LiSH a ſtrom pale | Somewhat pale. Ark.

PALL. ſ. (paſham, Lat.J 1. A cloak or mantle

of ſlate. Allton. 2. The mantle of an arch

biſhop. Ayliffe 3. The covering thrown over

the dead. Dryden.

To PALL v. a. [from the nºun..] To cloak ,

tö inveſt. Shakeſp.

To PALL v. n. To grow vapid; to become in

ſipid. 2"ddiſºn.

Z 7 z 2. To
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To PAI.L. v. a. 1. To make inſipid or vapid.

4tter tury. 2. To impair ſprite lineſs; to diſ.

pirit. Pryden 3. To weaken, to impair.

Shakeſp. 4. To cloy. Tatler.

PA'LLE. T. ſ. [from faile, ſtraw.] I. A ſmall

bed; mean bed. Iſºtten. ... [Palette, Fr.) A

ſmall meaſure, formerly uſed by chirurgeons
Hakewill

PALLMALL ſ (fila and malleus, Lat. pale

mafile, Fr.) A play in which the bail is ſtruck

with a mailet through an iron ring. -

PA LLIAMENT. ſ. [palium, Lat.) A dieſs;

a robe. Shakeſp.

PALLIAR:) isł. ſ. ſ failiardiſe, Fr.] Forni

cation , whoring Obſolete.

To PA Li. ATE. v. a. ſpaſia, Lat..] I. To

cover with excuſe. Swif: 1. To extenuate; to

ſoften by favouratle repreſentations. Dryden.

3. To cure imperfectly or temporarily, not

ridically.

PALLIATION. ſ. [palliatiºn, Fr ) i. Exte.

nuation; al'evi.tion, favourable repreſentati

or. King Charleſ. 1. Imperfect or temporary,

not radical cure. Becan.

PAL IATIVE a. ſpallatif, Fr. from palliate .

1. Extenuating; favourably repreſentative

2. Mitigating, not removing; not radically

curative. Arbuthnºt.

PALLIATIVE. ſ. [from palliate J Something

mitigating. Swift.

PA LLID. a. (palliduſ, Lat.) Pale; not high

coloured. Spenſer. -

PALM. ſ. ſpaſmº, Lat..] I. A tree of which

the blanches were worn in token of victory.

There are twenty-one ſpecies of this tree, o,

which the moſt remarkable is, the greate

fałm or date-tree. The dwarf £a 'm glows in

Spain, Portugal, and Italy, from whence the

leaves are ſent hither and made into flag

brooms 1. Victory; triumph. 42-yden. 3

The inner part of the hard (palma, Lat.

Pacca. 4. A meaſure of length, compriſine

three inches. Denhain.

To PALM. v. a. (frºm the noun.) 1. Tc

conceal in the palm of the hand, as jugglers.

Priºr. 2. To impoſe by fraud. Dryden. 3. To

handle. Prizr. 4 To ſlioak with the hand.

Ainſworth.

PALMER. ſ. ['ron pain.) A pilgrim ; they

who returned from the Hely Land carried

palm. Pope.

PA LMER. ſ. A crown encircling a deer's head

PALMERWORM. ſ. [ palm r and warm.) A

worm covered with hair, ſuppoſ. d to be ſo

called becauſe he wanders over all plants. Bºyle

PALMETTO. ſ. A ſpecies of the palm tree : in

the Weſt-Indies with the leaves the inhabi

tants thatch their houſes. Thºmſon.

PALM1 FEROUS a [fa'ra and fºre. Lat §

Bearing palms. Lué!. -

PA'ſ M! # 1. D 1. a, fana and fer, Lat.] Web.

footed B, cºw”.

PALM1S FER. ſ. [ ſron falma. ] One "whi

deals in Talmuſtry.

PA LMASTRY f. [f alma, Lat J The cheat of

foretelling fortune by the lines of the pzim.
Cleaveland.

PA'LMY. a. [from palm.) Bearing palms. Dry.

PALPABILITY.J. [from palpable.} Quality of

being perceivable to the touch Mari. Scrºl.

PALPABLE. a. palpable, Fr.] 1 Perceptible

by the touch. Milton. 1. Groſs, coarſe; eaſily

d:tested. Tillºtſon. 3. Plain; eaſily perceptible.
H22Aer.

PALPA'BLENESS ſ (from palpable J Quality

of being palpable ; plainneſs, groſſneſs

PA'LPABLY. adv. [from palpable.) 1. In ſuch

a manner as to be perceived by the touch. 2.

Groſsly; plainly. Bacºn.

PALPATION. ſ. [palpatie, palºor, Lat.) The

act of feeling.

To PA'LPITATE. v. a. [falºite, Lat.] To

beat as the heart; to flutter.

PALPITATION. ſ. ſpapitation: Fr. Besting

or panting; that alteration in the pulſe of the

heart, which makes it felt Harvey.

PALSGRAVE. ſ. [paliſgraff, German.) A

count or earl who has the overſeeing of a

palace.

PA'LSICAL. a. ſſrom palſy.) Afiliaed with a

palſy ; paralytick.

PALSIED. a ſtrom palſy.) Diſeaſed with a

palſy. Decay ºf Piety.

PA LSY. ſ. [ paralyſis, Lat.) A privation of

motion or ſenſe of feeling, or b th: There is

a three:old diviſion of a paſſy; the firſt is a

privation of motion, ſenſation remaining. Se

cºndly, a privation of ſenſation, motion re

maining. And laſtly, a privation of both

together Quincy.

To PALTER. v. n. (from paltrºn, Skinner.]

To ſhift: to dodge. Shakeſ.

To PALTER v. a. To ſquander: as, he

falters his fortune.

PA 1, 1 ERP R /. [from falter.] An unſincere

dealer; a ſhiwter.

PALTRINESS. / [from faltry.) The ſtate cf

being paitry.

PA'LTRY. a. [paltrºn, Fr.] Sorry; worthleſs;

deſpicable ; contemptible; mean. Addiſas.

PALY. a. (from pale J Pale Shakeſp

PA M. f. probably from palm, victory ) The

knave of clubs. Pºpe.

To PAMPER. v a [fanberare, Italian.] To

glut ; to fill with food; to ſaginate. Spººfer

PA MPHLL.T. ſ. [ far un fict, Fr.) A ſmall

book, proſe ly a book ſold unbound. Clares 3.

To PAMPHL. F. v. n. (rom the noun...; To

write inal boºks. Hºwe!.

PAMPHLE TEEP. ſ. from parif het.) A

feribbler of finall books. Swift.

To PAN. v. a. An old word denoting to cloſe

or join together.

PAN. ſ. ſponne, Sax.] 1 A veſſel broad and

ſhallow. Sfenſer. 2. The part of the lºck of

the gun that holds the powder, Boyle. 3. Ari

thing hollow ; as, the brain fan.

PANA CE. A. ſ. [fanac.e, Fr. *a*4xsia.] An

univerſal medicine.

PAN ACE A. J. An herb. .

PAN.
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PA'NCAKE. ſ. [pan and cake.] Thin pudding

baked in the frying-pan Mortimer.

PANA''DO. ſ. (from panis, bread.) Food made

by boiling bread in water. Wiſeman.

PANCRATICAL. a. ſtay and zºº; ) Excel

ling in all the gymnaſtick exerciſes. Brºwn.

PA'NCREAS. ſ. [way and zeta;..] The pancreas

or ſweet-bread, is a gland of the conglome

rate ſort, ſituated between the bottom of the

ſtornach and the vertebrae of the loins. It

weighs commonly four or five ounces.

PANCREATICK. a. ſſrom pancreas.) Con

tained in the pancreas. Ray.

PA NCY. M. ſ. (from pana dea.) A flower ; a

PAN.SY. W. kind of violet. Locke.

PA'NDECT. ſ. [pande&a. Lat.) A treatiſe that

comprehends the whole of any ſcience. Swift

PAN DEMICK. a. [tra; and 3;42;..] Incident

to a whole people. Harvey.

PANDER. J. [from Pandarur, the pimp in the

ſtory of Troilus and Creſſida.) A pimp ; a

male bawd , a procurer. Dryden.

To PANDER. v. a. (from the noun..] To

pimp ; to be ſubſervient to luſt or paſſion

Shakeſp. -

PA NDR. RLY. a. ( from pander.] Pimping ;

pimplike. Shakeſp.

PANDICULATION. ſ. [pandiculans, Latin.)

The reſtleſſneſs, ſtretching, and uneaſineſs

that uſually accempany the cold ſits of an in

termitting ſever. Flyer,

PAN.E. ſ. [paneau, Fr.) 1. A ſºuare of glaſs.

Pºpe. 2. A piece mixed in variegated works

with other pieces. Donne.

PANEGY RICK ſ. (panegyique, Fr. Tavăyw

fi:..] An elogy j an encomiaſtick piece.

Stilling fleet.

PANEGY RIST. ſ. [from panegyric: ; panegy

rifle, Fr.) One that writes praiſe ; encomiatt.

Camden.

PANEL.f. [ paneau, Fr.) 1. A ſquare, or piece

of any matter inſerted between other bodies.

Addiſºn. 2. A ſchedule or roll, containing

the names of ſuch jurors, as the ſheriff pro

wides to paſs upon a trial. Cowell.

PANG. J. (bang, Dutch, eaſy.) Extreme pain ;

ſudden paroxyſm or torment. Denham.

To PANG. v. a. (from the noun...] To terment

cruelly. Shakeſp.

PA’NICK, a Violent without cauſe. Camden.

PANNADE. ſ. The curveſ of a horſe. Ainſzo.

PANNEL. ſ. [panneel, Dutch J A kind of

ruſtick ſiddle. Hudibras.

PANNEL. ſ. The ſtomach of a hawk. Ainſw.

§§§ } ſ A plant. Peachart.

PANNI ER. ſ. [ panier, Fr. ) A baſket ; a

wicker veſſel, in which fruit, or other things,

are carried on a horſe. Addiſon

PANO PLY. ſ. [Travotata.] Complete armour.

AMilton. -

To PANT. v. n. [panteler, old Fr. 1. To

palpitate; to beat as the heart in ſudden ter

ror, or aſter hard labour. Craſha ºv. 2. To

have the breaſt heaving, as for want of breath.

Dryden. 3. To play with intermiſſion. Pºpe.

4. To long ; to wiſh earneſtly. Pope.

PANT. ſ. (from the verb ] Palpitation , motion

of the heart. Skakeſp.

PANTALOON. f. ſpan talen, Fr.) A man's

garment antiently worn. Shakeſp.

PANTESS. ſ. The difficulty of treathing in a

hawk. Anywºrth.

PANTHE ON. f. (rayºs.oz.) A temple of all

the gods

PANTHER. ſ. (Ra,3:2; panthera, Lat ) A

ſpotted wild beaſt , a lynx; a pard. Peacham.

PANTILE. ſ. A gutter tile.

PA'NTINGLY, adv. [trom panting..] with

palpitation. Shakeſp.

PANTLF.R. / [panetier, Fr.] The officer in a

g!eat family, who keeps the bread. Shakeſt.
Hanmer.

PANTOFLE. ſ. [pants ºffe, Fr.] A flipper.
Peacham.

PANTOMIME. (né; and ºac; ; pantomime,

Fr.) 1. One who has the power of univerſal

mimickry: one who expreſſes his meaning

by mute action. Hudibral. 2. A ſcene; a

tale exhibited only in geſture and dumb ſhow.

Arbuthnot.

PANTON. ſ. A ſhoe contrived to recover a nar

row and hoof bound heel. Farrier's Dić.

PA NTRY. ſ. [paneterie, Fr. panarium, Lat.]

The room in which proviſions are repoſited.
M’cttºm.

PAP. ſ. [pata, Italian ; pappe, Dutch, papilla,

Lat. 1. The nipple ; the dug ſucked. Spenſ.

2. Food made for infants, with bread bo:ſed in

water. Danne. 3. The pulp of fruit. -

PAPA. ſ (7-774.] A fond name for father,

uſed in many languages Swift.

PA PACY. J. pipasić, Fr. from papa, the

Tºpe. Popedom , office and dignity of bi

ſhops of Rome. Bacon.

PA PAL. a. ſpapal, Fr.) Popiſh ; belonging to

the pºpe ; annexed to the biſhoprick of Rome.

Ralei. A.

PA PA w. ſ. A plant.

PA PAVEROUS. a. ſpapaverº, ſrom pºpa

ver, Lat.] Reſembling poppies brow... " '

PAPER. ſ. (faſter, French , payru, Lat.) 1.
A ſubſtance on which men wite and priºt :

made by macerating linen rags in water. Sºak.

* . Piece of paper. Lººkº. 3. Single ſheet

printed or written. Shakeſø.

PAPF.R. a. Anything ſlight or thin. Burnet.

To PA PER. v. a. irom the noun.J. To re

giſter. Shake p

PA PERMAKER, f [paper and maker.] One

who makes paper. .

PAPERMII.L. J. [?aper and mill J A mill in

which rags are ground or paper. Shakeſp.

PA'PESCP.N.T. a. Containing pap; incinable

to pap. Arbuthnºt.

PAPI 1.10 ſ. [Lat papillon, Fr J. A butterfly ,

a moth of various colours. Rºy.

PAPILIONA CEO US, a (from pºlic, Lit.}

The flowers of ſome plants are called papilio.

naceºuſ by botaniſts, which repreſent ſoºne

thing
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thing of the figure of a butterfly, with its

wings diſplayed; and here the petala, or flow

er leaves are always of a difform figure : they

are four in number, but joined together at the

extremities, one of theſe is uſually larger than

the reſt, and is erected in the middle of the

flower.

PAP1LLARY. R. a. [from papilla. ] Having

PA*PILLOUS. emulgent veſſels, or reſem

blances of paps. Derham. -

PAP1 ST. f [papſie, Fr. papiſta, Lat.] One

that adheres to the communion of the pope

and church of Rome. Clarendon.

PAPI STICAL. a. (from patift.) Popiſh ; ad

herent to popery Mºhitgifte.

PAPI STRY. ſ. [rom papift) Popery : the

doctrine of the Romiſh Church. Whitgifte.

PA PPOUS. a. (pappaſus, low Latin.J. Having

that ſort light down, growing out of the ſeeds

of ſome plants, ſuch as thiſtles. Ray.

PA PPY. a. [ſrom pap.] Soft ; ſucculent; ea

ſily divided. Burnet.

PAR. f. t1atin 3 State of equality; equiva.

lence ; equal value. Lºcke.

PARA BLE. a. [parabilis, Lat.) Eaſily procur
ed. Brºwn.

PARABLE. ſ. [trapatº..] A fimilitude ; a re

lation under which ſomething elſe is figured.

Numbers.

PA RABO L.A. ſ. (Lat.) The parabela is a co

nick ſection, ariſing from a cone's being cut

by a plane parallel to one of its ſides, or pa

rallel to a plane that touches one ſide of the

cone Bent ey.

#Aſſº";PAP. A po ic K. S. farable.) 1. Expreſſed by

parable or ſimilitude. Brown. 2. Having the

nature or form of a parabola. Ray.

PARABo LICALLY adv (from farabolical.]

1. By way of parable cr ſimilitude. Brown. 2.

In the form of a parabola.

PARA Bolism j In algebra, the diviſion of

the terms of an equation, by a known quan

tity that is involved or multiplica in the firſt

term. Dić.

PARABOLoſD. ſ. (razaº and i.33..] A

paraboli.orm curve in geometry, whole ordi.

nates are ſuppoſed to be in ſubtriplicate, ſub

quadruplicate, &c. ratio of their reſpective

abſciſſc. Harriſ.

PARACEN i Esis. f. [+22-25 ºz.:..] That o

Yeration, whereby any of the verters are per

forated to let out any matter; as tapping in a

tympany.

PA 18 AC I. NTRICA L.

i”." RACE, NTRICK.

cularity. Cheyne.

PARADE. ſ. 1; arade, Fr.) 1. Show ; oftenta

tion. Granville. 2. Military order. Ali.ton.

3. A place where troops draw up to do duty

and mourt guard. 4. Guard; poſture of de

fence, I acke.

PA'RAD 16M. f. [+a;-?...yºa.) Example.

*A R A DiSi"A CAI, a (from faradiſe.] Suiting

pat dº º making iai aui.e. tº wrºtt.

a. [ parabolique, Fr. from

a. [raft and weſlº,,)

Deviating from cir

PARADISE. ſ. [trap48,-,-] 1. The bliſsful re

gions, in which the firſt pair was placed. Afth.

2. Any place of felicity. Shakeſp. -

PARADOX. ſ. ſºlº, Fr. ra:43:2; J A

tenet contrary to received opinion; an affer

tion contrary to appearance. Spratt.

PARADOXICAL. a. [trom paradºx.] I. Hav

ing the nature of a paradox. Norris. 2. In

clined to new tenets, or notions contrary to re

ceived opinions.

PARADOX CALLY. adv. [from paradºx.] In

a paradoxical manner. Cºllier

PARADOXICALNESS. ſ. [from paradºx.]

State of being paradoxical.

PARADOXO LOGY..f. [from paradºx.] The

uſe of paradoxes Brºwn.

PARAGOG.E. ſ. (Tapaza; *..] A figure whereby

a letter or ſyllable is added at the end of a

word.

PARAGON. ſ. [paragon, from parage, equa

lity, old Fr.) 1. A model; a pattern ; ſome

thing ſupremely excellent. Shakeſp. z. Com

panion , fellow. Spenſer.

To PARAGON. v. a. [paragenner, Fr.] .

To compare. Sidney; 2. To equal. Shakeſp.

PARAGRAPH. ſ. [ paragraphe, Fr. repa

7taºn..] A diſtinct part aſ a diſcourſe. Swift.

PARAGRAPHICALLY. adv. [from para

graph ) By paragraphs.

PARALLACTICAL.

PARALLA CTICK.

rallax.

PARALLAX. ſ. [raféxxaši;..] The diſtance

between the true and apparent place of any

ſtar viewed from the ſurface of the earth. Milt.

PARALLEL. a. ſ. mapáxxxx... } 1. Extended

in the ſame dire&tion, and preſerving always

the ſame diſtance. Brown. 2. Having the

ſame tendency. Addiſºn. 3. Continuing the

reſemblance through many particulars; equal.

Jº'aft r.

PARALLEL ſ. [from the adjective.) 1. Lines

containing their courſe, and ſtill remaining at

the ſame diſtance from each other. Pºpe. 1.

Lines on the globe marking the latitude... 3.

Dire&tion conformable to that of another line.

Garth. 4. Reſemblance, conformity conti

nued through many particulars. Denban. 5.

Compariſon made. Addiſon. 6. Any thing re

ſembling another. South.

To PARALLEL. v. a. (from the noun.] ".

To place, ſo as always to keep the ſame di

rection with another line. Brown. 2. To

keep in the ſame direction; to level. Shakeſp.

3. To correſpond to. Barnet. 4. To be equal

to ; to reſemble through many particulars.

Dryden. 5. To compare. Lºcke.

PARALLE'LISM. ſ. [paralleliſme, Fr J State

of being parallel. Ray.

PARALLE LOGRAM. ſ. ſ rapaxx-xo: and

3 peºf,a In geometry, a right lined quadri

lateral figure, whoſe oppoſite ſides are parallel

and equal. Harris, Brown.

PARALLELOGRA'MICAL, a. [from paral

klºgram.

a. [from parallax )

Pertaining to a pa
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Helgram.] Having the properties of a paral

lelogram.

PARALLELO PIPED. ſ. A ſolid figure con

tained under fix parallelograms, the oppoſites

of which are equal and parallel ; or it is a

priſm, whoſe baſe is a parallelogram ; it is al

ways triple to the pyramid of the ſame baſe

and height. Newtºn.

PA'RALOGISM. ſ. [wagaayiruo;..] A falſe

argument. Arbuthnºt.

PARALOGY. ſ. Falſe reaſoning. Brown.

PARAL2 SIS. [Iraçãava...] A palſy.

PARALY"TICAL. R. a. (from paralyſis ; pa
PARALY"tick. ralytique, Fr. J. Palfied ;

inclined to palſy. Prior.

PARAMOUNT. a. ſpar and mount.) 1. Su

perior ; having the higheſt juriſdiction; as,

lord paramºunt the chief of the ſeignory.

Glanville. 2. Eminent; of the higheſt order.

Bacon.

PARAMOUNT. ſ. The chief. Milton.

PARAMOUR. ſ. ſpar and amour, Fr J . A

lover or woer. Spenſºr. 2. A miſtreſs. Shakeſ.

PARANYMPH. ſ. [rap3 and wº.] I. A

briderpan ; one who leads the bride to her

marriage. Milton. 2. One who countenances

or ſupports another. Taylºr.

PARA'PEGM ſ. (Tafarnyaa..] A brazen table

fixed to a pillar, on which laws and proclama

tions were anciently engraved : alſo a table,

containing an account of the riſing and ſetting

of the ſtars, eclipſes of the fun and moon, the

ſeaſons of the year, &c. Brown.

PA'RA PET. ſ. [parapet, Fr.] A wall breaſt

high. Ben. 7:hnſºn.

PARAPHIMOSIS. ſ. [Trapa piazzi;..] Diſeaſed

when the praeputium cannot be drawn over

the gians.

PARAPHERNAL IA. ſ. (Lat. paraphernaux,

Fr. J Goods in the wife's diſpoſal.

PARAPHRASF. ſ. (rapatpark.] A looſe in

terpretation ; an explanation in many words

Dryden.

To PARAPHRASE v. a. [Tata;4:...] To

interpret with laxity of expreſſion , to tran

ſlate looſely. Stilling fleet.

PA'RAPHRAS T. ſ. [Taça parh..] A lax in

terpreter; one who explains in many words.

H22Aer.

PARAPHRA'STICAL, N. a.[from paraphraſ...]
PARAPHRASTICK. Lax interpreta

tion ; not literal ; not verbal.

PARAPHRENITIS, ſ. [ repº and ºftwari:)

Paraphrenitiſ is an inflammation of the dia.

phragm. Arbuthnot.

PARASANG. ſ. [paraſanga, low Latin.) A

Perſian meaſure of length. Locke.

PARASITE. ſ. ſº, Fr. paroſta, Lat.)

One that frequents rich tables, and earns his

welcome by flattery. Bacon.

PARASITICAL. U a. [from paraſite.) Flat

PARASITICK. tering ; wheedling. Ilakew.

PARASOL. ſ. A ſnall ſort of canopy or um

brella carried over the head. Dict.

PARASYNA'X'.S. ſ. A conventicle. Dić.

To PARBOIL. v. a. [parbeuillºr, Fr. ) To
half boil. Bacon.

To PA'RBREAK. v. n. [brecker, Dutch..] To
vomit.

PARBREAK.ſ. (from the verb) vomit. Spenſ.

PARCEL. ſ. ſparcelle, Fr. ; particula, i.at I

1. A ſmall bundle. 2. A part of the whole

taken ſeparately. Shakeſp. 3. A quantity or

maſs. Newton. 4. A number of perſons, in

contempt. Shakeſp., 5. Any number or quan

tity, in contempt. L'Eſtrange.

To PA'RCEL. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

divide into portions. South. 2. To make up
into a maſs. Shakeſp.

PARCENER. ſ. [In common law.] when one

dies poſſeſſed of an eſtate, and having iſſue

only daughter, or his ſiſters be his heirs; ſo

that the lands deſcend to thoſe daughters or

ſiſters: theſe are called parceners. Cºwel.

PARCENERY / [from parſenier, French.) A

holding or occupying of land by joint tenants,

otherwiſe called coparceners. Cºel

To PARCH. v. a. To burn ſlightly and ſuperficially. Shakeſp. ghtly

To PARCH. v. n. To be ſcorched. Shakeſh.

PARCHMENT. ſ. (parchemin, French ; per

gamena, Lat.] Skins dreſſed in the water.

Bacºn.

PARCHMENT-MAKER. ſ. (£archaen, and

maker.] He who dreſſes parchment.
PARD. f ſpardºt, pardalir, Lat.) The

PARDALE.J. Teopard ; in poetry, any of the

ſpotted beaſts. Shakeſp.

To PARDON. v. a. ſpardonner, Fr.] ... To

excuſe an offender. Dryden. 2. To forgive a

crime. 3. To remit a penalty. Shakeſ; 4.

Pardon me, is a word of civil denial, of flight

apology. Shakeſp.

PARDON. ſ. ſpardon, Fr.) 1. Forgiveneſs of

an ºffender. 2. Forgiveneſs of a crime; in

dulgence. 3. Remiſſion of penalty. 4. For

giveneſs received. South. 5 Warrant of for

giveneſs, or exemption from puniſhmeat.

Shakeſp.

PA'RDONABLE a. ſpardonable, Fr.] Venial;

excuſable. Dryden.

PAR DONABLENESS. ſ. [from pardonable.}

Venialneſs ; ſuſceptibility of pardon. Hall.

PARDONABLY. adv. [from pardon.J. ve

nially , excuſably. Dryden.

PARDONER ſ [from pardon.) 1. One who

forgives another. Shakeſp. 2. Fellows that

carried about the pope's indulgences, and ſold

them to ſuch as would buy them. Cowel.

To PARE. v. a. To cut off extremities or the

ſurface to cut away by little and little; to

diminiſh Hooker.

PAREGG'RICK. a. [raps; coxæ:] Having the

power in medicine to comfort, mollify and aſ

ſuage. Dić.

PARE'NCHYMA. ſ. [raetyxvua ) A ſpongy

or porous ſubſtance ; a part through which the

blood is ſtrained.

ºº:PARENCHYMOUS.

a. [from faren

cºyºta.J Relating

te.
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to the parenchyma ſpongy, Grew.

PARENESIS. ſ. (trapāºri:..] Perſuaſion. Dif”.

PA'REN T. ſ. ſparens, Lat.) A father or mo

ther. Hºoker.

PARENTAGF. ſ. [from parent ) Extradion;

birth; condition with reſpect to parents. Shak.

PARE NTAL, a [from parent. Becoming

parents: pertaining to parents. Brown. .

PARENTATION. If ſtrom parento, Latin.]

Something done or ſaid in honour of the

dead.

PARENTHESIS. ſ. ſparenthye, Fr. tra;3, ºv,

and riºnºi. A ſentence ſo included in ano

ther ſentence, as that it may be taken out,

without injuring the ſeeſe of that which

incloſes it being commonly marked thus, ().

MVatºr.

PARENTHE"ricAL. a. [from parenthaſ.)

Pe; taining to a parentheſis.

PA RER. ſ (from pare] An inſtrument to cut

away the ſurface. Tuffer.

PA RERGY. ſ. [rega and it; ov.) Something

unimportant ; ſometing done by the by.

Brown.

PAGET. ſ. Plaſter laid pon roofs of rooms.

Mazdruard.

To PARGET. v. a. [from the noun. J. To

plaſter; to cover will plaſter Government ºf

the Tºngue.

PA'RGETER. ſ.ſfrom parget.] A plaſterer.

PARHELION. ſ. [+a;3 and ºxic;..] A mock

ſun. Beyle.

PARIETAL. a. [from paries, Lat ) Conſtitut

ing the fides or walls. Sharp

PARI’ETARY. ſ. ſparietaire, Fr. fariet, Lat.]

An herb. Ain, worth.

PARING ſ [rom fare.) That which is pared

off any thing ; the rind. Pete.

PA'R1S. ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

PARISH. ſ. [parochia, low Lat, farciſe, Fr.

Taºix.a.] The particular charge of a ſecular

prieſt. Our realm was firſt divided into pa

riſhes by Honorius, archbiſhop of Canterbury,

in the year of our Lord 636. Sidney, Cowel.

PARISH. a. Belonging to the pariſh ; having

the care of the pariſh. Ayliffe. 2. Maintained

by the pariſh Gay.

PARISHONER. ſ. ſpareiſen, Fr. from fa

riſh.) One that belongs to the pariſh. Donne.

PA RITOR.J. [for apparitor.) A beadle ; a

ſummoner of the courts of civil law. Dryden.

PA RITY ſ. ſparité, Fr.paritar,Lat.) Equality,

reſemblance. Hall.

PARK. ſ. ſpeannuc, Sax ) A piece of ground

incloſed and ſtored with wild beaſts of chaſe,

which a man may have by preſcription or the

king's grant. Cowel.

To PARK. v. a. ſ.rom the noun.) To incloſe

as in a park. Shakeſp.

PARKER, ſ [from park. J A park keeper.

Ainſworth.

PARKLEAVES. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

PARLE. ſ. (from farler, Fr.) Converſation ;

talk; oral treaty, Daniel.

| To PARLEY. v. n. (from parler, Fr.] To treat

by word of mouth; to talk; to diſcuſs any

thing orally. Breeme.

PARLEY. f. ſ from the verb. ) Oral treaty;

talk • conference ;

mouth. Prior.

PA'RLIAMENT. ſ. ſparliamentum, low Lat]

The aſſembly of the king and three eſtates of

the realm ; namely the lords ſpiritual, the

lords temporal, and commons; which aſſem

bly or court is, of all others, the higheſt, and

of greateſt authority. Cowel

PARLIAMENTARY. a. (from parliament.]

Enacted by parliament ; ſuiting the parlia

ment ; pertaining to parliament. Baces.

PA'RLOUR / [parleir, Fr. tariateriº, Italian]

1. A room in monaſteries, where the religious

meet and converſe. 2. A room in houſes on

the firſt floor, elegantly furniſhed for reception

or entertainment. Spenſer.

PARLOUS. a. Keen; ſprightly; waggiſh.

Dryden

PA'RLOUSNESS. f. (from parkat.) Quick

neſs; keenneſs of temper.

PARMA-CITTY. ſ. Corruptedly for ſperma

ceti. Ainſwºrth.

PARNEL. ſ. [the diminutive of patrºsella.) A

punk : a ſlut, Obſolete.

PARO CHIAL. a. ſparochia'it, from pareckia,

low Lat.) Belor ging to a pariſh. Afterbury.

PARODY. ſ. [parodie, Fr. **p, *...] A kind

of writing, in which the words of an author

or his thoughts are taken, and by a ſlight

change adapted to ſome new purpoſe. Pºpe

To PA RODY. v a ſparodier, Fr from parºdy.]

To copy by way of parody. Pºpe.

PARO'NYMOUS. a. [7-pawºo.) Reſembling

another wo; d. JP' atts.

PA ROLE. ſ. ſparole, Fr.] Word given to an

aſſurance. Cleaveland.

PARONOMA'Si A. f. ſtapºza-la.] A rheto

rical figure, in which, by the change of a

letter or ſyllable, ſeveral things are alluded to.

Draž.

PAROQUET. ſ. ſparroquet or ferreguet, Fr J

A ſmaſ, ſpecies of parrot. Grew.

PARONY CHIA. ſ. [was.”uxia ) A preterna

tural ſweiling or ſore under the root of the

nail of one's finger; a whitlow.

PARO'TID, a (raiº.; } Salivary : ſo named

becauſe near the ears. Grett,

PARO TiS. ſ. ſagº...] A tumour in the

glandules behind and about the ears, generally

called the emunºtories of the brain ; though,

indeed, they are the external fountains of the

ſaliva of the mouth. Wiſeman.

PAROXYSM. [Tasºvrºzº: ) A fit ; periodical

exacerbation of a diſeaſe. Harvey.

PARRIC[b E. ſ. (farricida, Lat] ... one

who deſtroys his father. Shakeſ?. 2. One who

deſtroys or invades any to whom he owes par.

ticular reverence. 3. The murder of a 1

ther , murder of one to wºrn reverence is

due. Pryden.

diſcuffion by word of

PARRI.
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PARRICI DAL. a. [from parricida, Lat.]

PARRICIDIOUS J Relating to particide;

committing parricide. Brown.

PARROT. ſ. [perroquet, Fr J A party-coloured

bird of the ſpecies of the hooked bill, re

markable for the exact imitation of the hu

man voice. Dryden.

To PARRY. v. n. [parer, Fr. ) To put by

thruſts; to fence. Locke.

To PARSE. v. a [from part, Lat.] To re

ſolve a ſentence into the elements or parts of

ſpeech. Aſcham.

PARSIMO'NIOUS. a. [from parſimony.] Co

vetous ; frugal; ſparing. Addiſon.

PARSIMO'NioUsi.Y. adv. [from parſimoni

out..] Frugally ſparingly. Swift.

PARSIMO'NíðUSN ESS ſ. (from parſimoni.

cur.] A diſpoſition to ſpare and ſave.

PARSI'MONY. ſ. ſparſimonia, Lat.] Frugali

ty ; covetouſneſs; niggardlineſs. Swift.

PARSLEY. f. ſpirſ, welſh.] A plant.

PA'RSNIP. f. [paſtinaca, Lat..] A root. Miller.

PARSON. ſ. parocheanus.) 1. The prieſt of

a pariſh ; one that has a parochial charge or

cure of ſouls. Clarendon. 2. A clergyman.

Shakeſp. 3 It is applied to the teachers of the

preſbyterians. -

PA'RSONAGE. ſ. [from parſon ) The benefice

... of a pariſh. Addiſºn.

PART. ſ. ſpars, Lat.) 1. Something leſs than

the whole ; a portion ; a quantity taken from

a larger quantity. Knolles. 2. Member. Locke.

3. That which, in diviſion, falls to each.

Dryden. 4. Share; concern. Pope. 5. Side:

party. Daniel. , 6. Something relating or be

ionging. Shakeſp. 7. Particular office or cha

racter. Bacon. 8. Character appropriated in a

play. Shakeſp. 9. Buſineſs ; duty. Bacon,

io. Action; conduct. Shakeſp. 1. Rela

tion reciprocal. Tillotſºn. 12. In good part;

in ill part as well done; as ill done. Hºoker

13. [In the plural J. Qualities ; powers; fa

culties. Sidney. 4. [In the plural.] Quar

ters ; regions; diſtrists. Sidney.

PART. adv. Party; in ſºme meaſure. Shakeſp.

To PART. v. a. To divide ; to ſhare; to

diſtribute. Acts, 1. To ſeparate; to diſunite

Dryden. 3. To break into pieces. Leviticut.

4 To keep aſunder. Shakeſp. 5. To ſeparate

combatants. Shakeſp. 6. To ſcreen. Prior.

To PART. v. n. ... To be ſ parated. Dryden

2. To take farewel. Shakeſp. 3. To have

ſhare. Iſaiah. 4. [Partir, Fr.] To go away,

to ſet out 5. To PA Rt. with. To quit to

reſign to loſe. Taylor.

PARTABLE. a. (from part ) Diviſible; ſuch

as may be parted. Camden.

PARTAGE. ſ. (partage, Fr.) Diviſion; act of

ſharing or parting Locke.

To PA RTAKE. v. n. Preterite, I parts: .

participle paſſive, partaken. [part and take j

1. To have ſhare of any thing ; to take ſhare

with. Locke. 2. To participate ; to have

formething of the property, nature, or right.

Bacon. To be admitted to ; not to be ex

cluded. Shakeſp. 4. Sometimes with in be

fore the thing partaken of. Locke. 5. Te

combine ; to enter into ſome deſign. Hale.

To PARTA'KE. v. a. 1. To ſhare; to have

part in. Miltºn. 2. To admit to part; to ex

tend participation. Speuſer.

PARTA'KER, ſ [from partake.] I. A partner

in poſſeſſions; a ſharer of anything; an aſſo

ciate with. Hooker, Shakeſp. . Sometimes

with in before the thing partaken. Shakeſp. 3.

Accomplice; aſſociate. Pſalms

PARTER. ſ. [from part.) One that parts or

ſeparates, Sidney.

Pºrtar, Fr.] A level divi

ſion of ground. Miller.

PARTIAL. a. [partial, Fr.) 1. Inclined ante

cedently to favour one party in a cauſe, or

ene ſide of the queſtion more than the other.

Mal 2. Inclined to favour without reaſon.

Lºcke. 3. Affecting only one part : ſubſiſting

only in a part; not univerſal. Burnet.

PARTIALITY. ſ. [partialité, Fr. from par

tial] Unequal ſtate of the judgment, and fa

vour of one above the other. Spenſer.

To PARTIALI'ZE. v. a. (partialiſer, Fr. from

partial.) To make partial. Shakeſp.

PARTIALLY. adv. [from partial.) 1. With

unjuſt favour or diſlike. 2. In part; not to

tally. Rogerſ.

PARTIBILITY. ſ. (from partible.] Diviſibili

ty ; ſeparability.

PARTIBLE. a. [from part.) Diviſible; ſefa

rable. Digby.

PARTICIPABLE. a. [from participate.] Such

as may be ſhared or partaken.

PARTICIPANT, a [participant, Fr. from

participate.] Sharing , having ſhare or part.
Bacon.

To PARTICIPATE. v. n. (participio, Lat.]

1. To partake; to have ſhare. Shakeſp. 2.

With of Hayw. 3. With in. Milton. 4. To

have part of more things than one. De-ham.

5. To have part of ſomething common with

another. Bacon.

To PARTIC'PATE. v. a. To partake; to re

ceive part of , to ſhare. Hºoker. -

ºriºſ. (participation, Fr from

participate j 1. The ſtate of ſharing ſome

thing in common. Hºoker. 2. The act or ſtate

of partaking or having part of ſomething.

Stilling fl. et, 3. Diſtribution ; diviſion into

ſhares. Ralegh. -

PARTICIPIAL, a ſparticipialis, Lat..] Hav

irg the nature of a participle.

PARTICI PIA LLY. adv \from participle.j Ia

the ſenſe or manner of a participie. -

PA'RTICIPLE. ſ. (participium, Lat.) 1. A

word partaking at once the qualities of a

noun and verb. Clarke. 2. Any thing that

participates of different thi gs Bacon.

PARTICLE / [particula, Lat.) 1. Any ſmall

portion of a greater ſubſtance. 2. A word

unvaried by infection. H. aker.

PARTI CUí.A.R. a ſparticulier, Fr.] 1. Re

lating to ſingle perſons, not general. Sidney.

4 A 2. Individual;
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2. Individual; one diſtinct from others. South.

3. Noting properties or things peculiar. Bacon.

4. Attentive to things ſingle and diſtinº.

Locke. 5. Single not general. Sidney. 6.

Qdd ; having ſomething that eminently diſ

tinguiſhes him rom others.

PARTICULAR ſ. 1. A ſingle inſtance; a

ſingle point. Sºuth. 2 Individual ; private

perſon L’Eſtrange. 3. Private intereſt. Hooker.

Shakeſp. 4 Private cha, acter; ſingle ſelf, ſtate

•f an individual. Shakeſp. 5. A minute detail

of things ſingly enumerated. Ayliffe. 6. Di

ſtinct ; not general recital. Dryden.

PARTICULARITY.ſ. particularité, Fr. from

particula'. 3 1. Diſtinct notice or enumera

tion; not general aſſertion. Sidney. a. Single

neſs individu. It . Heaker. 3. Petty account;

private incident. Addiſon. 4. Something be

longing to ſingle perſons. Shakeſ. 5. Some

thing peculiar Addiſºn.

To PARTICULARIZE v. a. ſparticulariſer,

Fr.] To mention diſtinctly; to detail; to

ſhºw minutely Atter buºy

PART 'CULARLY. adv. [from particular.

1. Diſtinctly ; ſingly not univerſally. South.

2. In an extraordinary degree. Dryden

To PARTICULATE. v. a. (from partisular.

To make mention ſingly. Camden.

PARTISAN. ſ. ſpartiſan, Fr.) 1. A kind o

pike or halberd. Shakeſp. 2. (From parti,

Fr.] An adherent to a raction. Addiſon. 3.

The commander of a party. 4. A commander's

leading ſtaſ. Ain, wo, th:

PARTITION. J. (partition, Fr. partitie, Lat.,

1. The act of dividing: a ſtate of being di.

vided. Shakeſp. a. Diviſion; ſeparation; di.

ſtinction. Hooker. 3. Part divided from the

reſ; ; ſeparate part. Miltºn. 4. That by which

different parts are ſeparated. Rºgerſ. 5. Pat

where tº paraticn is made. Dryden.

To PARTITION. v. a. To divide into diſtinct

parts. Bacºn,

PAR TLET. ſ. A name given to a ben .

the original ſignification being a rufl or band.

Hall

PA'RTLY. adv. [from part.] In ſome mea

ſure : in ſome degree. Addiſon.

PARTNE.R. ſ. (from part.) 1. Partaker;

tharer; one who has part in any thing. Milton.

2. One who dances with another Shakeſp.

To PATRTNLR. v. a. [from the noun;

join; to aſſociate with a partner Shakeſp.

PAR 1 NERSHIP. ſ. fom partner | 1. Joint

intereſt cr property. Dryden. 2: The union of

two or more in the ſame trade. L'Efirange.

PART OOK. Preterite of partake.

PA'RTRIDGE. ſ. [pertriº, Welſh ) A bird

of garne. 1 Samuel. -

PARTU'Ri ENT. a. [parturient, Lat..] About

to bring fºrth.

PARTURI"TION. ſ [from far tº rio, Lat.] The

ſtate of being :bout to bring forth. Brown.

PARTY. ſ. partie, Fr.) 1. A number of

perſons confederated by ſimilarity of deſigns

or opinions in oppoſition to others. Locke.

2. One of two litigants. Shakeſp. 3. Oue

To

concerned in any affair. Shakeſp. 4. Side:

perſons engaged againſt each other. Dryden.

5 Cauſe ; ſide; Dryden. 6. A ſelect aſ

ſembly. Pºpe 7. Particular perſon 3 perſon

diſtinct from, or oppoſed to another. Taylºr.

8. A detachment of ſoldiers.

PyRTY-COLOURED, a [party and coloured.]

Having diverſity of colours. Dryden.

PARTY-JURY. ſ [in law.) A jury in ſome

trials half foreigners and half natives.

PARTYMAN. ſ. [party and man.] A factious

perſon; an abettor of a party.

PARTY-WALL. ſ. (party and wall] wall

that ſeparates one houſe from the next. Mezzº.

Pºſ. [French.) A church or church porch.
un ey.

PARVITUDE. ſ. [from parvus, Lat..] Little

neſs; minuteneſs. Glanville.

*A'RVITY / [from parvas, Lat.] Littleneſs;

minuteneſs. Ray.

P.1S. ſ. [Fr.) Precedence; right of going fore

moſt Arbuthnºt.

PASCHAL. a ſpaſchal, Fr.) 1. Relating to

the paſſover. 2. Relating to Eaſter.

PASH /. [paz, Spaniſh.) A kiſs. Shakeſp.

To PASH v. a. ſpel ſea, Dutch.) To ſtrike;

to cruſh. Dryden.

PA SQUE-FLOWER. ſ. [pulſatilla, Lat.J A

plant.

PASQUIL. J (from paſswins, a ſtitue

PA squin. at Rome, to which they

PA SQUINADE. affix any lampoon ] A

lampoon. Hºwe'.

to PASS. v. a. ſpaſſer, Fr.) 1. To go 5 to

move from one place to another; to be pro

gºeſ, ve. Shakeſp. z. To go i to make way.

Dryden. 3. To make tranſition from one

thing to another. Temple. 4. To vaniſh; to

be loſt Dºyden. 5 To be ſpent ; to go a

way. Locke, 6. To be at an end ; to be over.

Pryden 7. To die; to paſs from the preſent

lie to another ſtate. Shakeſp. 8. To be

changed by regular gradation. Arbuthnºt. 9.

To be beyond bounds Obiolete. Shakeſp. to.

To be in any ſtate. Ezekiel 1 1. To be en

acted. Clarendan. 12. To be effected;

to exiſt. Hooker. 13. To gain recepticn i

to become current. Hudibras. 14. To be

practiſed artfully or ſucceſs ully. Shakeſp. 5.

To be regarded as good or ill. Atter bary. 16.

To occur, to be tranſacted. Watt; 17. To

be done. Taylor. 18. To heed ; to regard.

Sha eſp. 19. To determine finally; to judge

capitally, Shaieſt. 20. To be ſupremely ex

ceile nº. 1 1. To thruſt ; to make a puſh in

fencing. Shakeſp. z º. To omit. Priºr. 13.

To go through the allmentary dućt. Arbat.

14. To be in a tolerable ſtate. L’Eſtrange.

25. To Pass away. To be loſt ; to glide of

Lec. e. -6. To vaniſh.

To PASS. v a. ſ. To go beyond. Hartward.

2. To go through , as, the horſe paſſed the

river, 3. To ſpend; to live through. Callier.

4. To impart to any thing the power of mov

ing. Lerºin, 5. To carry haſtily. Addiſas.

6. Te
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:*

º

6. To transfer to another proprietor. Herbert.

7. To ſtrain; to percolate. Bacon. 8. To

vent ; to let out. Watts. 9. To utter cere

moniouſly Clarenden. Jo. To utter ſolemnly.

L'Eſtrange. 1. To tranſmit. Claresdon 12.

To put an end to. Shakeſp. 13. To ſurpaſs :

to excel. Ezekiel 14. To omit; to neglect.

Shakeſp. 15 To tranſcend ; to tranſgreſs.

Burnet. 16. To admit to allow. 2. Kings.

17. To enaët a law, Swift. 18 To impoſe

fraudulently. Dryden. 19. To practiſe art

fully ; to make ſucceed. L'Eſtrange. -o. To

ſend from one place to another. ... To Pass

attay. To ſpend ; to waſte.º 22. To

Pass hy. To excuſe; to forgive. Tillotſon a 3.

To neglect ; to diſregard. Bacon. 24. To Pas.

ever. To omit; to let go unregarded. Dryden

PASS ſ [from the verb.] I. A narrow en

trance; an avenue. Shakeſp. 2. Paſſage;

road. Raleigh. 3. A permiſſion to go or come

any where. Spenſer. 4. An order by which

vagrants or impotent perſons are ſent to their

place of abode. 5. Puſh ; thruſt in ſencing.

Shakeſp. 6. State; condition. Sidney.

PA'SSABLE. a. [paſſable, Fr. from faſt J 1.

Poffible to be paſſed or travelled through or

over 1. Mac 2. Supportable ; tolerable ; al

lowable. Shakeſp. 3. Capable of admiſſion or

reception. Collier. 4. Popular; well received.
can

PASSA Do. ſ. [Italian.) A puſh ; a thruſt.

Shakeſp.

PASSAGE. ſ. ſpaſſage, Fr.) 1. Aći of paſ.

ſing ; travel; courſe; journey. Raleigh. 2.

Road; way. South. 3 Entrance or exit li

berty to paſs. Shakeſp. 4. The ſtate of decay.

tain prayers for the paſſing ſoul: it is of n

uſed for the bell, which rings immediately af
ter death. Daniel.

PASSION. ſ. ſpaſiºn, Fr. Aaſis, Lat) 1. Any

effect cauſed by external agency. Lºcke. 2.

Violent commotion of the mind Miltºn. 3.

Anger. Wattſ. 4. Zeal; ardour. Addiſon.

5. Love. Dryden. 6 Eagerneſs. Swift. 7.

Emphatically. The laſt ſuffering of the re

deemer of the world. Aćir. -

To PASSION. v. n ſpºſºner, Fr. from the

noun J. To be extremely agitated; to expreſs

great commotion of mind. Obſolete. Shakeſh.

Pºos Flower / [granadilla, Lat.) A

plant. -

PA'SSION.WF FK. ſ. The week immediately

preceding Eaſter, named in commemoration

of our Saviour's crucifixion.

PASSIONATE. a. ſtaffenné, Fr.) 1. Moved

by paſſion : cauſing or expreſſing great com

motion of mind. C arendon. 2. Eaſily moved

to anger. Prior.

To PASSIONATE. v. a ſtrom paſſiºn.] An old

word 1. To affed with paſſion. Spenſer. 2.

To expreſs paſſionately. Shakeſp. -

PASSIONA iſ ELY adv. (from paſſionate.] 1.

With paſſion ; with deſire, love or hatred ;

with great commotion of mind. Sºuth, Dryden.

2. Angrily. Locke.

PASSIONATENESS. ſ. [from paſſ-rate) 1.

State of being ſubje3 to paſſion. 2. Vehc-.

mence of mind. Bºyle.

PASSIVE, a ſtaffºur. Lat.] I Receiving

impreſſion from ſome external agent. South.

2. Unre fiſhing ; not oppoſing. Pºpe. 3. Suſ

fering not asting. A [in grammar.) A verb

Shakeſp. 5. Intellectual admittance; mental

acceptance. Digby. 6. Occurrence ; Fap.

Shakeſp. 7. Unſettled ſtate. Temple. 8. In

cident ; tranſaction. Hayward. 9. Manage

ment; condušt Davies. 1 o Part of a book:

fingle place in a writing. Endroit, Fr. Addi/

PASSED. Preterite and participle of faſt. Iſai

PASSENGER. ſ. [paſſager, Fr.) 1. A travel

ler; one who is upon the road; a wayſarer

Spenſer. 2. One who hires in any vehicle the

liberty of travelling. Sidney.

PASSENGER falcon. ſ. A kind of migratory

hawk. Ainſworth.

PA'SSER. ſ. (from paſt.] One who paſſes; one

that is upon the road. Carew.

PASSIBILITY. ſ.[paſſibilité, Fr. from paſſible.]

Quality of receiving impreſſions from external

agents. Hakewill.

PASSIBLE a. ſpaſikle, Fr. paſſibilis, Lat.)

Suſceptive of impreſſions from cyternal agents.

Hooker.

PA'ssiblENESS ſ (from faſºl-J Quality of

receiving imprefions from external agents.

Brerevocal.

PASSING. participail a [from paſt J_1. Su

preme; ſurpaſſing others; eminent. Fairfax.

2. It is uſed adverbially to enorce the mean

ing of another word. Exceeding. Shakeſp.

PASSINGBELL. J. ſpaſſing and bell j The bell

which tings at the hour of departure, to ob

fºſſive is that which ſignifies paſſion. Clarke.

PASSIVELY. adv. [from paſſive.) With a paſ

five nature. Drydºn.

PA'ssiveNESS. ſ (from paſſive J 1. Quality

of receiving impreſſion ºm external agents.2.

Paſſibility; power of ſuffering. Decay of Piety.

Pºlyty. J. (from paſſive ) Paſſiveneſs.
tyre.

pºsºr. ſ (paſ, and over.) 1. A feaſt

inſtituted among the Jews, in memory of the

time when God, ſmiting the firſt born of the

Egyptians, paſſed over the habitations of the

Hebrews fohn. 2. The ficrifice killed Exed.

PA'SSPORT. ſ. ſpaſſert, Fr.) Permiſſion of

egreſs Sidney, Sºuth.

PAST. participta". a. (from faſt.] 1. Not

preſent; not to come. Sw ft. 2. Spent ; gone

through ; undergone Pºpe.

PAST.J. Elliptically uſed for paſt time. Fentºn.

PAST. prep ſition. I. Beyond in time. Hebrewer.

2. No longer capable of. Hayward. 3. Be

yond; out of reach of Calamy. 4. Beyond;

further than. Numbers, 5. Above ; more

than. Spenſer.

PASTE. ſ. [paffe, Fr.) 1. Any thing mixed

up ſo as to be viſcous and tenacious. Dryden.

2. Flower and water boiled together ſo as to

make a cement. 3. Artificial mixture, in

imitation of precious ſtones.

4. A 2. - To
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To PASTE. v. a. [paſter, Fr. from the noun.]

To faſten with paſte. Locke.

PASTEBOARD. ſ. ſpaſie and beard.] Maſſes

made anciently by paſting one board on ano

ther: now made ſometimes by macerating par

per, ſometimes by pounding old cordage, and

caſting it in form. Addiſon.

PASTEBOARD, a Made of paſteboard. Mort.

PASTEL. ſ. An herb.

PASTERN. ſ. ſpaſiuren, Fr.) 1. The knee

of an horſe. Shakeſp. 2. The legs of any ba

man creature. Dryden.

PASTIL. J. (paſtillas, Lat. paſtille, Fr.] A roll

of paſte. Peacham.
PASTIME. ſ. ſpaſ, and time.) Sport; amuſe

ment; diverſion. Watts.

PASTOR. ſ. [paſter, Lat.]. 1: A ſhepherd.

Dryden. 2. A clergyman who has the care o'

a flock; one who has ſouls to feed with ſound

doctrine Swift.

PASTORAL. a. ſtaffsraliſ, Lat] ... Rural

ruſtick; beſeeming ſhepherds; imitating theP

herds. Sidney. 2. Relating to the care of ſouls.

Hecker. -

PASTORAL. ſ. A poem in which any action

or paſſion is repreſented by its effects upon a

country life, in which the ſpeakers take upon

them the character of ſhepherds ; an idyl 5 -

bucolick. Waſh.

PASTRY. ſ. ſpaſiifferie, Fr. from faſte] . The

að of making pies. King. ... Pie' or baked

paſte. Tuſſºr. 3. The place where paltry is

made.

PASTRY.cook. ſ. ſpañry and cook.] One

whoſe trade is to make and ſell things baked

in paſtc. Arbuthnot. -

PA STURABLE. a. (from paſture.] Fit for paſ

ſture.

PASTURACE. ſ. [faſhirage, Fr.) 1. The

buſineſs of feeding cattle. Spenſer. *. Lands

grazed by cattle Addiſon. 3. The uſe of

paſture. Arbuthnot.

PASTURF. ſ. [paſture, Fr.) 1. Food; the

aćt of feeding. Brown. 1. Ground on which

cattle ſeed. Lºcke. 3. Human culture; edu:

cation. Dryden.

To PA'STURE. v. m. [from the noun..] To place

in a paſture. Milton.

To PASTURE. v. n. [from the noun.) To graze

in a paſture. -

PASTY. ſ. ſpaſe, Fr] A pye or cruſt raiſed

without a diſh. Shakeſp. -

PAT. a. (from pas, Dutch, Skinner.] Fit; con

venient; exactly ſuitable. Atterbury.

PAT. ſ. (patte, Fr.) 1. A light quick blow ; a

tap. Cºllier. 2. Small lump of matter beat

into ſhape with the hand.

To PAT. v. a. (from the noun ) To ſtrike light

ly ; to tap Bacon. -

PA"fACHE ſ. A ſmall ſhip, Ainſworth.

PATACOON. ſ. A ſpaniſh coin worth four

ſhillings and eight pence Engliſh, Ainſworth.

To PATCH. v. n [pudzer, Daniſh ; pezzare,

Italian.) 1. To cover with a piece fewed on.

Locke. 2. To decorate the face with finall

ſpots of black ſilk. Addyen. 3. To mend

clumſily; to mend ſo as that the original

ſtrength or beauty is loſt. Drydes. 4 to

make up of ſhreds or different pieces. Raleigh.

PATCH. ſ. ſpezzº, Italian.) 1. A piece ſewed

on to cover a hole. Lºcke. 2. A piece inſert.

ed in moſaick or variegated work. 3. A ſmall

ſpot of black ſilk put on the face. Suckling.

4. A ſmall particle; a parcel of land. Shakeſp.

5. A paltry fellow. Obſolete. Shakeſp.

PATCHER.J. [from patch.) One that patches;

a botcher.

PATCHERY. ſ. ſ from patch. ) Botchery;

bungling work ; forgery. Shakeſp.

PATCHWORK. ſ. ſpatch and work.] work

made by ſewing ſmall pieces of different ce

lours interchangeably together. Swift.

PATE. ſ. The head. Spenſer, South.

PATED. a. (from pate.] Having a pate

PATEFACTION. ſ. ſpatefasii, Lat.) A3 or

ſtate of opening. Ainſwºrth.

PATEN.}. Lat.) A plate. Shakeſp.

PATENT. a. ſpatens, Lat.) 1. Open to the

peruſal of all; as, letters patent. 1. Some

thing appropriated by letters patent Mºrtiner.

PATENT. ſ. A writ conferring ſome excluſive

right or privilege. Shakeſp.

PATENTEE. ſ. [from patent.) One who has

a patent. Swift.

PATER NOSTER, ſ (Lat..] The Lºrd's prayer.

Camden.

PATERNAL. a. ſpaternur, Latl 1. Father

ly ; having the reſation of a father. Hannard.

2. Hereditary , received in ſucceſſion from

one's father. Dryden.

PATERNITY. j. [from paternus, Lat] Fa

therſhip; the relation of a father. Arbuthnºt.

PATH. f. ſpaº, Saxon.) Way 5 road; track.

Dryden.

PAT H E'TICAI. a. [+23.1.x: ..] Affecting

PATHETICK. } the paſſions; paſſionate ;

moving. Swift.

PATHE'TICALLY. adv. [from fathetical]

In ſuch a manner as may ſtrike the paſſions.

Dryden.

PATHETICALNESS. ſ. [ from fathetical

Quality of being pathetick; quality of mov

ing the paſſions.

PATHLESS. a. (from path..] Untrodden ; not

marked with paths. Sandys.

PATHOGNOMONICK. a. [raşºva work: )

Such ſigns of a diſeaſe as are inſeparable, de

ſigning the eſſence or real nature of the dil

eaſe , not ſymptomatick.

PATHOLOGICAL, a [from patholºgy.] Re

lating to the tokens or diſcoverable effects of

a diſtemper.

PATHOLOGIST. ſ. [raše and xix.) one

who treats of pathology.

PA THOLOGY. ſ. [wase; and xix.] That

part of medicine which relates to the diſtem

pers, with their differences, cauſes and effects

incident to the human body. Quircy. -

PATHWAY. ſ. [path and way. J A road;

ſtrictly a narrow way to be paſſed on foot.

Shakeſt. PA'TIBLE.
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PATIBLE. a... [from patier, Lat.] Sufferable;
tolerable. Diº.

PATIBULARY. a. [patibulaire, Fr. from pa

tibulum, Latj Belonging to the gallows.

PATIENCE. ſ. [patientia, Lat.] I. The power

of ſuffering; indurance; the power of ex

pecting long without rage or diſcontent; the

power of ſupporting injuries without revenge.

41atthew. ... Sufferance; permiſſion. Hooker.

3. An herb. Mortimer.

PATIENT. a. ſpatiens, Lat.]

quality of enduring. Ray. 2.

pain or affliction. Dryden.

ful againſt injuries. 4. Not eaſily Trovoked.

1. Theſſal. 5. Not haſty; not viciouſly eager

or impetuous. Prior. -

PATIENT. ſ. ſpatient, Fr.) 1. That which

receives impreſſions from external agents, Gov.

ºf the Tongue. 2. A perſon diſeaſed. Addiſºn.

To PATIENT. v. a. ſpatienter, Fr. J. To com

poſe one's ſelf. Shakeſp.

PA’TIENTLY. adv. [from patient.) 1... with

out rage under pain or afflićtion. Milton. 2.

Without vicious impetuoſity. Calamy.

PATINE. ſ. ſpatina, Lat.) The cover of a

chalice. Ainſwºrth.

PATLY. adv. [from pat] Commodiouſly; firly.

PATRIARCH. f. ſpatriarcha, Lat] ... one

who governs by paternal right; the father

and ruler of a family. 2. A biſhop ſuperior to

archbiſhops. Raleigh.

PATRIARCH A L. a. ſpatriarchal, Fr. from

fatriarch.) 1. Belonging to patriarchs; ſuch as

was poſſeſſed or enjºyed by patriarchs. Nºrriſ.

2. Belonging to hierarchal patriarchs. Ayliffe.

PATRIARCHATE

£ºß, ; from patriarch ). A

biſhoprick ſuperior to archbiſhopricks. Ayliffe.

PATRIARCHY. ſ. Juriſdiction of a patriarch;
triarchate Brerewood.

PATRICIAN, a. ſpatriciuſ, Lat.] Senatorial;

noble: not plebeian.

PATRICHAN. ſ. A nobleman. Dryden.

PATRIMONIAL. a. [from patrimºny.) Peſ.

ſeſſed by inheritance. Temple.

PATRIMONY. ſ. ſpatrimonium, Lat.) An

eſtate poſſeſſed by inheritance. Davies.

PATRIOT. ſ. One whoſe ruling paſſion is the

love of his country. Tickell.

PATRIOTISM. ſ. [from patrict.] Love of

one's country; zeal for one's country.

To PATRO CINATE. v. a. (patrocinor, Lat.)

To patronize; to protect; to defend. Dići.

PATROL. ſ (patrouille, old Fr.) 1. The act

of going the rounds in a garriſon to obſerve

that orders are kept. 2. Thoſe that go the

rounds. The mſon.

To PATROL. v n. (patrouille, Fr.] To go

the rounds in a camp or garriſon. Black.

PATRON. ſ. ſpatronuſ, Lat.) 1. One who

countenances, ſupports or protests. Prior 2.

A guardian ſaint. Sfenſer. 3. Advocate ;

defender; vindicator. Locke. 4. One who has

donation of eccleſiaſtical preferment.

PATRONAGE, ſ,ſtrom patron.) 1. Sup

port ; protection. Sidney, Creedb. 2. Guar

1. Having the

Calm under

3. Not revenge

f. patrial chat, Fr.

dianſhip of ſaints. Addiſºn. 3. Donation of

a benefice ; right of conterring a benefice.

To PATRONAGE. v. a. (from the noun..] To

patronize 5 to prote&t.

PATRONAL. a. [from patrºnus, Lat.) Pro

ºcting ; ſupporting ; guarding; defending.
rown.

PATRONESS. ſ. [feminine of patron.) 1. A

female that defends, countenances or ſupports.

Fairfax. 2. A female guardian ſaint.

To PATRONISE. v. a. (from patron..] To

protect; to ſupport; to defend; to counte

nance. Bacºn.

PATRONY"MICK. ſ. ſtratºwave;..] Name

expreſſing the name of the father or anceſtor.

Broome.

PATTEN of a pillar. ſ. Its baſs. Ainſworth.

|PATTENMAKER. ſ. [patten and maker.]

He that makes pattens.

PATTEN. ſ. (patin, Fr.] A ſhoe of wood with

an iron ring, worn under the common ſhoe by
women. Canden.

To PATTER. v. n. [from patte, Fr. the foot.]

To make a noiſe like the quick ſteps of many
feet. Dryden.

PA'TTERN. ſ. ſpatror, fr. patrºon, Dutch.)

1. The original propoſed to imitation; the ar.

chetype ; that which is to be copied. Hooker,

rew, Rogerſ. 2. A ſpecimen; a part ſhown

as a ſample of the reſt. Swift. 3. An in

ſtance; an example. Hocker. 4. Any thing

cut cut in paper to direct the cutting of cloth.

To PATTERN. v. n. (patronner, Fr.) 1. To

make an imitation of ſomething ; to copy.

Shakeſp. 2. To ſerve as an example to be

followed. Shakeſp.

*A VAN. Q. ſ. A kind of light tripping dance.
PA(VIN Ainſworth.

PAU'CILOQUY.ſ. paucilºquium, Lat J Sparing

and rare ſpeec

PAU'CITY. ſ. ſtaucitat, Lat.) 1. Fewneſs;

ſmallneſs of number. Boyle. 2. Smallneſs of

quantity. Brown.

|To PAVE v. a.[pavio, Lat.) 1. To lay with

brick or ſtone; to floor with ſtone. Shakeſp.

2. To make a paſſage eaſy. Bacon.

PAVEMENT. ſ. [pavinentum, Lat.) Stones cr

bricks laid on the ground; ſtone floor. Addiſºn.

PAVER. R. ſ. [from pave.) One who lays with

PAVIER. ſtones. Gay,

|PAVILION. ſ. ſpan illen, Fr.] A tent; a tem

porary or moveable houſe. Sandyr.

To PAVILION. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To

furniſh with tents. Milton. 2. To be ſhelter

ed by a tent.

PAUNCH. ſ. ſpanſe, Fr. Pantex, Lat.] The

belly; the region of the gus. Bacon. .

To PAUNCH. v. a. (from the noun..] To pierce

or rip the belly; to exenterate. Garth.

PAUPER ſ (Lat.) A poor perſon.

PAUSE. ſ. (pauſa, low Lat.ºrávo.] 1. A ſtop;

a place or time of intermiſſion. Addiſºn. 2.

Suſpenſe ; doubt. Shakeſp. 3. Break; para

graph ; apparent ſeparation of the parts of a

diſcourse. 4. Pace of ſuſpend ng the voice

marked
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marked in writing. 5. A ſtop or intermiſ

ſion in muſick.

To PAUSE v. n. 1. To wait ; to ſtop ; not

to proceed; to forbear for a time. Milton, 1.

To deliberate. Knoller. 3. To be intermitted.

Tickell.

PAUSER, ſ (ſrom pauſe ]. He who pauſes; he

who deliberates. Shakeſp.

PAW. ſ. [patten, Welſh ) i. The foot of a

beaſt of prey. Mºre. 2. Hand. Dryden.

To PAW. v. n. [from the noun.] To draw the

fore fort along the ground. Po, e.

To PAW. v. a. ſ. To ſtrike with a draught of

the fore foot. Tickell 2. To handle roughly.

3. To ſawn; to flatter. Ainſworth.

PA'WED, a [from ſaw.] . . Having paws.

2. Broad footed. Ainſwºrth

PAWN. a. [f and, Dutch pan, Fr.) 1. Some

thing given to pledge as a ſecurity for money

borrowed or promiſe made. Hºwel. 2. The

ſtate of being pledged. Shakeſp. 3. A com

mon man at cheſs. Ainſworth.

To PAWN. v. a. (from the noun.] To pledge;

to give in pledge. Shakeſp.

PA v. NIROKER, f [favor and broker.] One

who ſends money upon pledge. Arbuthnot.

To PAY. v. a. (pater, Fr.]

debt. Dryden. 2. To diſmiſs one to whom

any thing is due with his money. 3. To a

tone ; to make amends by ſuffering. Rºſcomm.

4. To beat. Shakeſp. 5. To reward; to re

!ompenſe. Dryden. 6. To give the equiva

lent for any thing bought. Lºcke.

PAY. ſ. (from the verb.) Wages; hire; money

given in return or ſervice. Temple.

PA YABLE, a fatable, Fr.) 1. Due ; to be

paid Baron. 2. Such as there is power to

pay. Sºuth.

PAYDAY. ſ. ſtay and day.] Day on which

d-bts are to be diſcharged or wages paid. Locke.

PA YER. / (pateur, Fr J Onewho pays

PA YMASTER / [pay and maſter.) One who

is to pay, one from whom wages or reward is

received. Taylºr. :
PAYMENT. J. [from pay.) 1. The act o

paying. 2. The diſcharge of debt or promiſe.

a. *. 3. A reward South. 4. Chaſtiſe

ment: found beating. Ainſworth.

To PAYSE. v. a. ſuſed by Spenſer for pºiſe.]

To ba': ºce.

PAYSER. ſ. [for pºiſer.] One that weighs.

C:rcº.

I'E.A. f. [fiftime, Lat. pira, Sax.] A plant.

The ſpecies are ſixteen.

P.A.C.E. ſ. [paix, Fr. pax. Lat] 1. Reſpite

from war. Addiſºn. 3. Quiet from ſuits or

ºtterbauce. Davis. 3. Keſt from any com

motion. 4. Stillacſs from riots or tumults.

5. Recenciliation of differences. Iſaiah. 6 A

flate not hoſtile. Bacºn. 7. Reſt; quiet;

content; freedom from terrour ; heavenly

ºt. Fºllºtſº. 8. Silence; ſuppreſſion of the

... i.ºrg. A wºrd commanding filence.

C, ºccº.

1. To diſcharge al

PEACE-OFFERING. ſ. peace and ºffer.] A

mong the Jews, a ſacrifice or gift offered to

God for atonement and reconciliation for a

crime or offence. Lev.

PEACEABLE. a. [from peace.] 1. Free from

war; free from tumult. Swift. 2. Quiet;

undiſturbed. Spenſer. 3. Not violent : not

bloody. Hale 4. Not quarrelſome ; not tur

bulent. Geneſs.

PEA'CEABLENESS. ſ. [from praceable.] Qui

etneſs, diſpoſition to peace. Hamr-end.

Pi. A CFABLY. adv. [from peaceable.] 1.

Without war, without tumult. Swift. 2.

Without diſturbance. Shakeſp.

PEACEFU L. a. ſpeace and full ) i. Quiet;

not in war. Dryden. 2. Pacifick; mild.

Dryden. 3. Unditurbed ; ſtill ; ſecure. Pºpe.

PFA CEFULLY. adv (from peaceful) 1.

Quiet , without diſturbance. Dyden. 2.

Mildly ; gently.

PEACEFULNESS. ſ (from peaceful] Quiet ;

freedom from diſturbance.

PEACEMAKER, ſ [peace and maker.] One

who reconciles diffcrences. Shakeſ?.

PEACEPARTED. a. ſpeace and parted) Diſ.

miſſed from the world in peace. Shakeſe.

PEACH, ſ (peſche, Fr.) A roundiſh fleſhy fruit,

having a longitudinal ſurrow, incloſing a rough

rugged ſtone. Miller.

To PEACH. v. n. [corrupted from impeach)

To accuſe of ſome crime. Dryden.

PEACH-COLOURED. a ſpeach and relear.]

Of a colour like a peach. Shakeſp.

PEACHICK. ſ. [pea and chick.] The chicken

of a peacock. Southern.

PEACOCK. ſ. A fowl eminent for the beauty

of his feathers, and particularly of his tail

Sc-dyr.

PEAHEN. ſ. ſpea and her; fara, Lat) The

female of the peacock.

PEAK. ſ. ſpeac, Sax.] 1. The top of a hill ºf

eminence. Prior. 2. Any thing acuminated.

3. The riſing forepart of a head-dreſs.

To PEAK. v. n. 1. To look ſickly. Shakeſ?.

1. To make a mean figure; to ſneak. Shakeſ?.

PEAL. ſ. A ſucceſſion of loud ſounds; as, of

bells, thunder, cannon Hayward. -

To PEAL. v. n. (from the noun..] To play ſo

lemnly and loud. Milton.

To PEAL. v. n. To aſſail with noiſe. Mºlter.

PEAR. ſ. [paire, Fr. A fruit more produced

toward the ſoot-ſtalk than the apple, but is

hollowed like a navel at the extreme part.

The ſpecies are eighty four.

PEARL. f [perle, Fr. pella, Spaniſh] Pearl,

though eſteemed of the number of gems, are

but a dittemper in the creature that produces

them. The fiſh in which pearli are moſt fre

quently found is the oyſter. The true ſhape

of the pearl is a perfect round , but ſome of a

conſiderable ſize are of the ſhape of a pear:

their colour ought to be a pure, clear and

brilliant white.

-PEARL. ſ. (albugs, Lat JA white ſpeck or film

grown on the eye.

Pl:A NLED.
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PEA'RLED. a. [from pearl] Adorned or ſet

with pearls Milton.

PEARLEYED. a. [pearl and eye.] Having a

ſpeck in the eye.

PEA’RLGRASS.

{ ſ: Plants.PEA*RLPLANT.

PEA'RLWORT.

PEARLY. a. i from pearl] 1. Abounding with

pearls, containing pearls. Woodward. 2.

Reſembling pearls. Drayton.

PEARMAIN.J. An apple. Mortimer.

PEA'RTREE. ſ. [pear and tree. ) The tree

that bears pears. Bacon.

PEA SANT. ſ. [ paſſant, Fr.] A hind ; one

whoſe buſineſs is rural labour. Spenſer.

PEASANTRY.ſ. Peaſants; ruſt.cks; country

people. Locke.

PEASCOD. Uſ. [pea, cod andſhell].The huſk

PFA'SHELL. 5 that contains peaſe. Walton.

PE ASE. ſ. Food of peaſe. Tuffer.

PEAT. ſ. A ſpecies of turf uſed for fire. Bacon.

PEAT. ſ. [from petit, Fr.] A little fondling;

a darling; a dear play thing. Donne.

PE’BBLE. ſpºtbolrtana, Sax A

PE’BBLESTONE. W. ſtone diſtinčt from flints,

being not in layers, but in one homogeneous

maſs Sidney

PE BBLE-CRYSTAL. ſ Cryſtal in form of

nodules. Woºdward.

PE'BBLED a. from pebble.] Sprinkled or a

bounding with pebbles. Thomſºn.

PE BB 1.Y. a. [from pebble J Full of pebbles.

Thomſon.

PECC A B1 LITY. ſ. [from peccable.) State of

being ſubject to fin. Decay of Pretº.

PF CCABLE. a. [from pecca, Lat. Incident to

ſin.

PECCADI'ſ.Lo ſ (Spaniſh; peccadille, Fr.) A

petty fault; a ſlight crime; a venial offence.

Atterhury

PE CCA NCY. ſ. form peccant } Bad quality.

Mºiſeman.

PE CCANT, a ſpecrant, Fr.) Guilty; ri

miral. Sºuth. ... I'll diſpoſed; corrupt ; bad .

offenſive to the body. Arbuthnot, 3. wrong,

bad, ceficient; unformal. Ayliffe.

PECK / [from porca.] i. 1 he fourth part ol

a buſhel. Hudibras. 1. Provertially. [In low

language. J A great deal. Suck ſing.

To PECK v a. ſperguer, Fr. pi. #en, Dutch.]

1. To ſtrike with the beak as a bird. 2. To

pick up food with the beak. Addiſon. 3. To

ſtrike with any pointed inſtrument Carew, 4

To ſtrike; to make blows. South.

PECK!.R. ſ. (from peck.) 1. One that pecks.

2. A kind of bird: as, the wood-pecker. Dryd.

PECKLED. a. [corrupted from ſpeckled.) Spot

ted, varied with ſpots. Walton.

PECTI NA.L. ſ. (from petiºn, Lit. a comb )

There are fiſhes aspectina's, ſuch as have their

bones made laterally like a comb. Brºwn,

ECTINATED. a. [from préfen, Lat.) Formed

like a contb. Brown.

PECTINA TION. ſ. The ſtate of being Peči.

nated Brºwn.

PECTOR AL. a. ſºrom pºlcrals, Lat.) Be

longing to the breaſt Wiſeman.

PECTORAL. ſ. [pectºrale, Lat. pećioral, Fr )

A breaſt plate.

PECU'LATE. ſ ſpeculatus, Lat. peculat,

PECULATION. ; Fr.) Robbery of the pub

lick; theft of publick money.

PECULATOR ſ (Lat..] Robber of the publick.

PECU LIAR a ſpeculiarif, from peculin,Lat.)

1. Appropriate; belonging to any one with

excluſion of others 2. Not common to other

things. 3. Particular; ſingle. Milton.

PECUſ. A R. / 1. The property; the excluſive

property. Milton. 2. Something abſcinded from

the ordinary juriſdićtion. Carew.

PECULLARITY ſ (from peculiar] Particula

rity ; ſomething found only in one. Swift.

PECULIARLY. adv. (from peculiar.) 1. Parti

cularly; ſingly. Woodward. 2. In a manner

not common to others.

PECUNIARY f [pecuniarius, Lat.) 1. Rela

ting to money. Brown. 2. Conſiſting ofmoney.

arºw.

PED. ſ. 1. A ſmall packſaddle. Taſer. 2. A

baſket; a hamper. Spenger.

PEDACO G1CAL a.[from pedagogue.]Suiting

or belonging to a ſchoolmaſter,

PE DAGOGUE. ſ. ( raisayay?: ) One who

teaches boys; a ſchoolmaſter ; a pedant

Dryden.

To PEDAGOGUE. v. a. ſ raisayayia. }. To

teach with ſuperciliouſneſs. Prior.

PEDAGOGY/. [wa,3ayayia. ] The maſter

ſhip , diſcipline. South

PE DAL. a. (pedalis, Lat.] Belonging to a foot.

PE'DALS. ſ (pedalis, Lat. peda et, Fr.) The

large pipes of an organ. Dić.

PEPANEOUS. a. [pedaneus, Lat..] Going cn
foot.

PEDANT. ſ. [pedant, Fr.) 1. A ſchoolmaſter.

Pryden. ... A man vain of low knowledge.

Swift.

PEDA NTICK. a. [pedanteſque, Fr. from

PEDA’NTICAL. } pedant.] Awkwardly often

tatious of learning. Hayward.

PEDA NTICALLY. adv. [ from pedantical. 1

With awkward oſtentation of literature. Dry.

PEDANTRY. ſ. [pedanterie, Fr.] Awkward

oftentation of needleſs learning. Brown,Cowl.

To PE DDL.E. v. n. To be buſy about trifles.

Ainſworth.

PEDERE RO ſ (pedrero, Spaniſh.) A ſmall

canon managed by a ſwivel. It is frequently

written paterero,

PE DESTA L. f. [piedfºal, Fr. ) The lower

rqerber of a pillar; the baſis of a ſtatue.

Dryden.

PED E STRIOUS. a. [ pedeſiris, Latin. J Not

winged; going on foot. Brown.

PE DICLE / [from pedis, Lat. pedicule, Fr.]

The footſtalk, that by which a leaf or fruit is

ſixed to the tree. Bacon.

PED1 CULAR. a. [pedicularis, Lat.] Having

the phthyriatis or louſy diſtermper. Ainſworth.

PE D1G REE. ſ. [pere and degré,Skinner.) Ge

nealogy 3 lineage; account of deſcent. Camd.

PE'L)I -
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PFDIMENT. ſ. [pedit, Lat.) In architecture,

an ornament that crowns the ordonnances,

finiſhes the fronts of buildings, and ſerves as a

decoration over gates. Dić7.

PE, DLER ſ. One who travels the country with

ſmall commodities. Shakeſp.

PE, DLERY, a [rom pedler.] Wares ſold by

pedlers. Swift.

PEDDLING a. Petty dealing; ſuch as pedlers

have. Decay ºf Piety.

PE DOBA P1 (S.M. ſ. (74.32 and £3millzºa. ]

Infant baptiſm.

PF. Dob AP 1 is T. ſ. [+4.32 and Čaº irk. J

One that holds or practiſes infant baptiſm

To PEEL tº a ſpeler, Fr. from pellis J 1. To

decorticate to flay. Shakeſp 2. Urom piller.

to 10b.] To plunder. According to analogy

this ſhould be written pill. Milton.

PEF L. f. I fellº, Lat.) The ſkin or thin rind of

any thing.

P+ E1.1 faele, Fr.) A broad thin board with

a ſong handle, uſed by bakers to put their

bread ºn and out of the oven.

PEELER. ſ. (from peel | 1. One who ſtrips or

flays. 1. A robber; a plunderer. Juffer.

To PEEP v. n. 1. To make the firſt appearance.

Spenſer. 2. To look flily, cloſely or curiouſly.

Spenſer, Cleaveland, Dryden.

PEEP. ſ. 1. Firſt appearance: as, at the perf

and firſt break of day. 2. A fly look. Swift.

PEEPER. ſ. Young chickens juſt breaking the

ſhell. Bramſtead

PEF, PHOLE. ſ ſpeep and hole J A hol

PEE PINGHOLE. W. through which one may

• look without being diſcovered Prior,

PEER ſ. [pair, Fr.) 1. Equal; one of the ſame

rank. Danies. 2. One equal in excellence or

endowments. Dryden. 3. Companion, fellow.

Ben. johnſºn. 4. A nobleman; of nobility we

have five degrees, who are all nevertheleſs

called peers, becauſe their eiſential privileges

are the ſame. Dryden

To PEER. v. n. (by contraction from appear.]

1. To come juſt in fight. Ben, Johnſºn. 2.

To look narrowly; to peep. Sidney.

PEERAGE ſ [fairie, Fr. from peer | 1. The

dignity of a peer. Swift. 2. The body ol

peers. Dryden.

PEER DOM.ſ [from peer.) Peerage. Ainſw

PEE RESS. ſ. [emale of peer.] The lady of a

peer; a woman ennobled.

PEER LESS, a [from peer.] Unequalled, hav

ing no peer. Milton

PEERLessNESs J. (rom peerleſs.] Univer.

ſal ſuperiority. -

PEE VISH a. Petulant; waſpiſh; eaſily of—

fended, irritable; hard to pleaſe. Swift.

PEE VISHLY, adv. (from peevſh. Angrily ;

querulouſly moroſely Hayward.

PEE'vish NESS. ſ (from perviſh ) Iraſcibility,

querulouſncſs; fretlulneſs; perverſeneſs. King

Charles

P:G. ſ. ſpegghe, Teutonick | 1. A piece of

wood driven into a hole. Swift, 2. The pins

or an inſtrument in which the ſtrings are

trained Shakeſp. 3. ‘ſº take a Pec lºver.

To depreſs; to ſink. Hudibrar. z. The nick

name of Margaret.

To PEG. v. a. To faſten with a peg. Evelyn.

PEI.F. ſ. [ in low Latin, pelfra.] Money;

riches. Sidney, Swift. -

PE LIC A.N. ſ. [pelicanuſ, low Lat.] There are

two ſorts of pelicans; one lives upon fiſh; the

other keeps in deſerts, and feeds upon ſer

Pents: the pelican is ſuppoſed to admit its

young to ſuck blood from its breaſt.

PE'LLET. ſ. [from pila, Lat. pelete, Fr.) 1.

A little ball. San ſys. 1. A bullet; a ball.

Ray.

PELLETED. a. [from pellet.] Confiſting of

bullets. Skakeſp.

PELLICLE. ſ. ſpellicula, Lat.) 1. A thin ſkin.

Sharp 2. It is often uſed for the film which

gathers upon liquors impregnated with fait or

other ſubſtances, and evaporated by heat.

PE LLITORY...ſ. (parietaria, Lat.) An herb.

Miller.

PE'LLMELL. ſ. ſpeſ!e meſſe, Fr.] Confuſedly;

tumultuouſly ; one among anether. Hadibrar.

PELLS. ſ. ſpellis, Lat..] Clerk of the peii, an

officer belonging to the exchequer, who enters

every teller's bill into a parchment roll called

fel's acceptorum, the roll of receipts. Bailey.

PELLUCI D, a. ſpelluciduſ, Lat.) Clear; tran

ſparent; not opake not dark. Newton

PELI.UCI'DITY. R. J. (from pellucid jTran

PELLUCIDNESS. W. parency; clearneſs; not

opacity. Keil.

PEI.T. ſ. (from fellir, Lat.) 1. Skin , hide

Brown. 2. The quarry of a hawk all torn."

Ainſworth.

PELT-MONGER. ſ. [pellic, Lat. pelt and

monger.] A dealer in raw hides.

To PELT. v. a. Up: tern, German, Skinner l i.

To ſtrike with ſomething thrown. Atterbary.

2. To throw ; to caſt Dryden.

PE LTING. a. This word in Shakeſpeare ſigni

fies paltry; pitiful

PELPIS. J. [Latin.] The lower part of the

bell v.

rººf. [penna, Lat.) 1. An inſtrument of

writing. Dryden. 2. Feather. Sperfer. 3.

Wing. Milton. 4. [From pennan, Sax.) A

ſmall incloſure; a coop. L'Eſtrange.

To PEN. v a. ſpennan and pinban, Sax.] 1.

To coop , to ſhut up; to incage; to impriſon

in a narrow place. Bacon. ... [From the noun.]

To write. Digby.

PE NAL. a. ſpenal, Fr. from tarna, Lat.] .

Denouncing puniſhment; enacting puniſh

ment. Sºuth. 2. Uſed for the purpoſes of

puniſhment; vindićtive. Miltºn.

PENALTY, \ ſ (from penalité, old Fr.) 1.

PEN ALITY. S. Puniſhment; cenſure; judicial

infliction. Brown. z. Forfeiture upon son

performance. Shakeſp.

PENANCE. / (penence, old Fr. J Infliction

either publick or private, ſuffered as an cº

preſſion of repentance for ſin. Bacas.

PE'NCE. ſ. The plural of penny, A1arrh.

PENCIL. ſ. ſpentellur, Lai.j . A ſtrº
- br.”
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bruſh of hair which painters dip in their

colours. Dryden 2. A black lead pen, with

which, cut to a point, they write without ink,

|

J?’atti. 3. Any inſtrument of writing with

out ink.

To PE'NCIL. v. W. [from the noun ) To paint

Shakeſp. -

PE'NDANT. ſ. ſpendant, Fr. J . A jewel

hanging in the ear. Pope. 2. Aoy thing

hanging by way of ornament. Waller. 3: A

pendulum. Obſolete. Digby. 4. A ſmall flag

in ſhips.

PEND i.NCE. ſ. [from pendeo, Lat. 1 Slope

neſs ; inclination. Wotton.

PENDENCY. ſ. (from pendeo, Lat.) Suſpence;

delay of deciſion. Ayliffe. -

PENDENT. a. ſpendens, Lat]. I. Hanging

Shakeſp. 2. Jutting over. Shakeſp. 3. Support

ed above the ground. Milton. -

PENDING. ſ. ſpendente lite.) Depending; re

maining yet undecided. Ayliffe.

PENDULO SITY. J. (ſtom pendulus. J

PEN DULOUSNESS. W. The ſtate of hanging ;

ſuſpenſion. Brown. -

PENDULOUS. a. [tendulus, Lat.) Hanging ;

not ſupported below. Ray.

PENDüLUM. ſ. ſpendulus, Lat. pendule, Fr.)

Any weight hung to as that it may eaſily
ſwing backwards and forwards, of which the

great law is, that its oſcillations are always

periorrned in equal times. Hudibrar. -

PENETRABLE. a. [penetrable, Fr. penetrabi

ar, Lat] ... Such as may be pierced; ſuch

as may admit the entrance of another body

Dryden. 1. Suſceptive of moral or intellectual

impreſſion. Shakeſp.

PENETRA Bi Lity ſ (from penetrahle.) Su%

ceptibility of impreſſion from another body.

Cheyne.

PE'N ETRAIL.

parts. Harvey.

PE’NETRANCY. ſ. (from penetrant.) Power

of entering or piercing. Ray. -

PEN ETRANT. a. [penetrant, Fr.) Having

the power to pierce or enter ; ſharp; ſubtle.

Jºyle

To Pi. NETRATE. v. a. [penetrº, Latin; pe

werrer, Fr.) 1. To pierce, to enter beyond

the ſurface : to make way into a bºdy. Arbut.

2. To affect the mind. 3. To reach the

meaning. -

To PEN ETRATE. v. n. Tomake way. Locke.

PEN E-TRATION. ſ. [penetration, Fr. from

Aenetrate.] 1. The act of entering into any

body. Milton. 1. Mental entrance into any

thing abſtruſe. Matts. 3. Acuteneſs; ſagacity.

af’ afts.

Piº N ETRATIVE. a. [from penetrate.) 1.

Piercing ; ſharp ; ſubtile. Wotton. 2. Acute ;

ſagacious; diſcerning. Swift. 3. Having the

power to ivºreſ, the mind. Shakeſp.

PEN ETRA NVENESS. ſ. [from penetrative.]

The quality of being penetrative.

PE NGUIN. ſ. [anſer magellanicus, Lat.] 1. A

bird, tho' he be no higher than a large gooſe,

yet he weighs ſometimes ſixteen Pounds.

J. [penetralia, Lat.) Interiour

Grew. 2. A fruit very common in the Weſt

Indies, of a ſharp acid flavour. Miller.

PEN/NSUL.A. ſ. (Lat. pene inſula.) A piece

of land almoſt ſurrounded by the ſea. Carew.

PEN INSULATED. a. ſ.rom peninſula.) Al

moſt ſurrounded by water.

PENITENCE. ſ. [fanitentia, Lat.) Repen

tance ; ſorrow for crimes; contrition for fin,

with amendment of life or change of the affec.

tions. Dryden.

PENITENT. a. ſpenitent, Fr. farmitems, Lat.)

Repentant contrition for ſin; ſorrowful for

paſt tranſgreſſions and reſolutely amending
life. Milton.

PE'NITENT. ſ. 1. One ſorrowful for fin. Bacon.

2. One under cenſure of the church, but ad

mitted to penance. Stilling fleet. 3. One un
der the direction of a confeſſor.

PENITENTIAL. a. (from fenitence.) Expreſ.

ſing penitence enjoined as penance. South.

PENITE NTIAL. ſ. ſpenitenriel, Fr. paniten

*ak, low Lat.] A book directing the degrees

of penance. Ayliffe.

PENITE'NTIARY. ſ. ſpenitencier, Fr fani

tentiarius, low Lat, i. One who preſeribes

the rules and meaſures of penance. Bacon.

2. A penitent; cºne who does penance. Ham.

3.The place where penance is enjoined.

PENITENTLY, adv. [from penitent.] with

repentance; with ſorrow for ſin; with con

trition.
-

PENKNIFE. ſ. ſpen and knife.] A knife uſed

to cut pens. Bacon. .

PE/NMAN. ſ. [pen and man ) i. One who

Profeſſes the art of writing. 2. An author ,

a writer. Addiſon.

PEN NACHED aſ pennaché, Fr.) Is only ap

plied to flowers when the ground of the natural

colour of their leaves is radiated and diverſified

Heatly without any confuſion. Trew. Evelyn.

PENNANT. J. fennon, Fr.) 1. A ſmall flag,

effign or colouis. 2. A tackle for hoiſting

things on board. Ainſworth. '

PENNATED. a. ſtern. Lat.) 1. Winged.

2. Pennated, among botanuts, are thoſe leaves

of plants that grow directly one againſt ano

ther on the ſame rib or ſtalk: as, thoſe of aſh

and walnut-tree &aincy.

PENNER. ſ. (Hom pen,J 1. A writer. 2. A

pencaſe Ainſworth.

PENNILESS. a. [ from penny. 1 Moneyleſs;

poor ; wanting money.

PENNON. J. pennon, Fr. ) A ſmall flag or

colour. Shakeſp.

PENNY. ſ. plural pence, [penix, Sax.] 1. A

ſmall coin, of which twelve make a ſhilling :

a perny is the radical denomination iron

which Engliſh coin is numbered. Dryden. 2.

Proverbially. Shakeſp. Taylor. 3. Money in

general. Dryden.

PENNYROYAL, or pudding graſs. ſ. [pult

gium, Latin. J

PENNYWEIGHT. ſ. ſpenny and weight.) A

weight containing. twenty-iour grains troy

weight. Arbuthnot.

4 B PENNY".
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PFNNYWISE. a. ſpenny and wiſe.] One who

ſaves ſmall ſums at the hazard of larger Bacon.

PENNY wor'ſH. ſ. (penny and worth J 1.

As much as is bought for a penny. 2. An

purchaſe ; aty thing bought or ſold for money.

Sºuth. 3. Something advantageouſly bought 5

a purchaſe got for leſs than it is worth. Dryd.

4. A ſmall quantity. Swift.

PENSILE. a. ſpenſilis, Lat.) 1. Hanging ;

ſuſpended. Bacon. 1. Supported above *
ground. Prior.

PENSILENESS ſ (from fenfle.) The ſtate of

hanging.

PENSION. ſ [?enſon, Fr. An allowance made

to any one without an equivalent Addiſon

To PENSION. v. a. [from the noun. To ſup

port by an arbitrary allowance. Addiſºn.

PENSIONARY. a [perſonnaire, Fr ) Main

tained by penſions. Donne.

PENSIONER. ſ. (from penſion.) 1. One who

is ſupported by an allowance paid at the will

of another; a dependant. Collier. 2. A ſlave

of ſtate hired by a ſtipend to obey his maſter.;

Pope.

pºſsive. a. [penſf, Fr. perſºvo, Italian.) 1.

Sorrowfully thoughtful 5 ſorrowiul; mourn

fully ſerious. Pope. 1. It is generally and pro

perly uſed of perſons. Prior.

PENSIVELY. adv. [from penſive..] With me

lancholy ; ſorrowfully. Spenſer.

PENSIVENESS. ſ. (from penſive..] Melancho

ly ; ſorrowfulneſs. Hooker.

PENT, part paſſ of pen. Shut up. Mi ton.

PENTACA PSULAR. a. [riſis and capſular.]

Having five cavities.

PENTACHORD. a. [triºs and xº.) An in

ſtrument with five ſtrings.

PENTAET)Rous. a. [reſs and ºfa ) Having

five ſides. Woodward.

PENTAGON. ſ. ſºils and yavia.] A figure

with five angles. Wºtton.

3PENTAGONAL. a. [from pentagon.] Quin
quangular ; having five angles 14/azdward.

PENTA METER. J. [pentametrum, Lat.) A

* Latin verſe of five feet. Addiſºn.

PENTANGULAR. [...iffs and angularl Five

cornered. Grew.

PENTAPE. Talous. [riſis and petala, Lat]

Having five petals.

PENTASPAST. a. [7:1; ºrão, J An engine

with five pullies Diét.

PENTASTIC K. J. [ts]; and rx?..] A com

poſition conſiſting of five verſes.

PENTA'STYLE. ſ. (Fili and rvº.] In ar.

chitecture, a work in which are five rows of

colums. -

PENTATEUCH. ſ. [riſis and ritze; ; penta

teujue, Fr.) The five books of Moſes Bentley.

PENTECOST. ſ. (rºexorn 5 pertacºſie, Fr.]

A feaſt among the Jews. Shakeſp.

PENTECO STAL. a. [from penteroff.] Be

longing to Whitſuntide Sanderſon.

PENTHOUSE. ſ. [pent, from pente, Fr. and

houſe J A ſhed badging out allope from the

main wall. Knoller

PENTICE. ſ. ſpendice, Italian.] A ſcping

roof. Watt. n.

PE'NTILE. ſ. ſpent and tile.] A tile formed

to cover the floping part of the roof. Maron.

PENT up. fart. a. ſpent, from pen and up.]

Shut up. Shakeſp.

PENU'LTIMA. j. [Latin [ The laſt ſyllable
but one.

PENUMBRA. ſ (tene and umbra, Lat.] An

imperfect ſhadow. Newton,

PENU'RIOUS. a. [from penaria, Lat.) 1. Nig

gardly ; ſparing ; not liberal ; ſordidly mean.

Prior. 2. Scant; not plentiful. Addiſºn.
PENURIOUSLY. adv. F. penurians J Spa

ringly; not plentifully.

PENURIOUSNESS. J. (from penariest.) Nig

gardlineſs; parſimony. Addiſon.

PL'NURY. ſ. ſpenuria, Lat.) Poverty; indi

gence. Hooker.

PE'ONY. ſ. ſpeenia, Lat J A flower. Boyle.

PEOPLE. ſ. ſpeºple, Fr. popular, Lat.) 1. A

nation; thoſe who compoſe a community.

Shakeſp. 2. The vulgar. Waller. 3. The

commonalty ; not the princes or nobles. 4.

Perſons of a particular claſs Bacon. 5. Men,

or perſons in general. Arbathrst.

To PEOPLE. v.a. [peºpler, Fr J.To ſtock with
inhabitants. Prior.

PE PASTICKS. ſ. [rematº..] Medicines which

are good to help the rawneſs of the ſtomach

and digeſt crudities. Dià.

PEPPER. ſ. [piper, Lat. pcivre, Fr.] we have

three kinds of pepper; the black, the white,

and the long, which are three different fruits

produced by three diſtinct plants. Thomſen.

To PEPPER. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To

ſprinkle with pepper. 2. To beat; to mangle

with ſhot or blows. Shakeſp.

PEPPERBOX. ſ. [pepper and box J A box for

holding pepper. Shakeſp.

Pl:'PPERCORN. ſ. [pepper and corn.] Any

thing of inconſiderable value.

PEPPERMINT. ſ. (pepper and mist.] Mint

eminently hot.

PEPPERwort.f. [pepper and wort.) A plant.
Miller.

PEPTICK. a. [wsrººki;..] What helps digeſtion.

Ainſwºrth.

PERACUTE. ſ. [peracºtus, Lat] Very ſharp;

very violent.

PERADVENTURE. adv. [paradº exture, Fr I

1. Perhaps; may be by chance. Digby. *.

Doubt , queſtion. &uth.

To PI.RA'GRATE. v. a. ſperagro, Lat.] Te

wander over.

PERAGRATION ſ [from peragrare.] The

act of paſſing through any ſtate or ſpace. Held.

To PERAMBULATE. v. a. ſperambule, Lat

1. To walk through. 1. To ſurvey, by paſſing

through Davier.

PERAMBULA' | ION. ſ. (from perambulate

1. The act ºf paſſing through or wander ºng

over. Bacºn. 2. A travelling frvey. Hºwel.

PE’RCASE adv. [par and eye. J Perchance;

perhaps. Bacon.

PERCEANT. a. [percant, Fr.] Piercing; re

netrating. Spenſer.

PERCE1'-
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PERCEIVABLE. a. [from perceive..] Percep

tible ; ſuch as fall under perception. Locke.

PERCEIVABLY. adv. [from perceivable.) In

ſuch a manner as may be obſerved or known.

To PERCEI'VE. v. a. ſpercipio, Lat.) 1. To

diſcover by ſome ſenſible effects, Shakeſp. 2.

To know ; to obſerve. Lºcke. 3. To be af.

fected by. Bacon.

PERCEPTIBILITY. ſ. (from perceptible.) 1.

The ſtate of being an object of the ſenſes or

mind. 4. Perception ; the power of perceiving.

More.

PERCEPTIBLE. a. [perceptible, Fr perceptus,

lat ) Such as may be known or obſerved

Bacon

PERCEPTIBLY. adv. [from perceptible.] I

In ſuch a manner as may be perceived. Pope.

PERCEPTION. ſ. [perception, Fr. perceptic,

lat.) 1. The power of perceiving; know

ledge ; conſciouſneſs. Bentley. 2. The act of

º ; obſervation 3. Notion ; idea.

cle. 4. The ſtate of being affected by ſome

thing. Brown

PERCEPTIVE. a ſterceptus, Lat..] Having

the power or perceiving. Glanville.

PERCEPTIVITY. ſ. ſtrom perceptive.) The

power of perception or thinking.

PERCH. ſ. [perca, Lat ) The perch is one of

the fiſhes of prey : he has a hooked or hog

back, which is armed with ſtiff briſtres, and

all his ſkin armed with thick hard ſcales.Wal.

PERCH. ſ. ſpertica, Lat. perch’, Fr.) 1. A

meaſure of five yards and a half ; a pole, 2.

[perche, Fr.) Something on which birds rooſt

or fit. Dryden.—N. B. A perch in England is

five yards and a half, but in Ireland it is ſeven

yards.

To PERCH. v. n. (percher, Fr. from the noun.]

To fit or rooſt as a bird. Spenſer.

To PERCH. v. a. To place on a perch. More.

PERCHANCE. adv. [per and chance.) Per.

haps: peradventure. Wotton.

PERCHERS. ſ. Paris candles uſed in England

in ancient times ; alſo the larger ſort of wax

candles, which were uſually ſet upon the altar

Bailey

PERCrPIENT. a. ſpercipiens, Lat J Perceiv.

ing ; having the power of perception. Bently

PERCIPIENT. ſ. One that has the power of

perceiving. Glanville.

PERCLOSE ſ [fer and clºſe ) Concluſion ,

laſt part. Raleigh.

To Pl'RCOLATE. v. a. [percole, Lat.] To

ſtrain. Hale.

PERC DLA"TION. ſ [from percolate.) The

act of ſtraining ; purification or ſeparation by

ſtraining.

To PERCU'SS. v.a. (percuſſus, Lat.] To ſtrike.
a crºft.

PERCU'SSION. ſ. [percºſio, Lat.] 1. The ad

of ſtriking; ſtroke. Newton. 1. Effect of

ſound in the ear. Rymer.

PERCU'TIENT. ſ. [percutiens, Lat.] Strik

ing ; having the power to ſtrike. Bacon.

PERDITION. ſ. [perdittº, Lat.] 1. Deſtruc

£ion; ruin; death, Shakeſp. 2. Loſs. Shakeſ.

3. Eternal death. Raleigh. -

PE RDUE, adv. Cloſe ; in ambuſh. Hudibrer.

PERDULOUS a. ſ from perdo, Lat. ) Loſt;

thrown away. Bramhall.

PERDURABLE. a. perdurable, Fr. perdure,

Lat. 1 Laſling ; long continuet. Shakeſp.

PERDURA BLY. adv [from perdurable.] Laſt

ingly. Shakeſp.

PERDURATION. ſ. ſaerdure,Lat.] Long con

tinuance. Ainſworth.

PERE GAL. a [Fr.) Equal. Obſolete. Spenſer.

To PE’REGRINATE. v. n. (peregrinus, Lat.]

To travel; to live in foreign countries. Dićf.

PEREGRINATION. ſ (from peregrinus, Lat I

To travel ; abode in foreign countries Bentl.

PE REGRINE. a.ſperegrin, old Fr. peregrinut,

Lat.) Foreign ; not native , not domeſtick.

Bacºn.

To PE REMPT v a ſperemptuº, Lat. ) To

kill ; to cruſh. A law term. Ayliffe.

PER MPTION. ſ. ſperemptie, Lat peremºtion,

Fr.) Cruſh , extinction, i.aw term. Ayliffe.

PERE'MPTORILY, adv. [from peremptery l

Abſolutely ; pºſitively , ſo as to cut of all

ſarther debate. Clarendon.

PEREMP roRINESS. ſ. (from fºrenptery.}

Pºſitiveneſs; abſolute deciſion; dogmatiºn.

Tilletſon

PEREMPTORY. a. [ferent teriºr, low Lat.

ferenptaire, Fr.) Dognatical : abſolute ; ſuch

as deſtroys all ſurther cypoſtulation. South.

PERE'NNIAL. a. [ferennis, Lat.) 1. Lafling

through the year. Cheyne. 2. Perpetual ; un

ceaſing. Harvey.

PERENNITY. f. [from Aereº-ſtar, Lat.] F.

quality of laſting through all ſeaſons; perpc

tuity. Derham.

PERFECT. a. ſperf ſus, Lat.) 1. Complete;

cºnſummate ; finiſhed: neither defective nor

redundant. Hoºker. 2. Fully informed; fully

ſkillul, Shakeſp. 3. Pure; blameleſs; clear;

immaculate Shakeſp. 4. Safe , out of danger.

Shakeſp.

To PERFECT, w. a. ſpe-fºur, from perficie,

Lat.) To finiſh; to complete : to confurn

mate ; to bring to its due ſtate. Waller. 2. To

make ſkiliul , to inſtruct fully. Shakeſ.

PERFECTFR. J. [from perfeit.j Gne that

makes perfect. Pºpe.

PERFE/CTION / (perfºil, Lat. ferrºian,

P:..] 1. The ſtate of being perfect. Miltºn.

2 Something that concurs to produce ſupreme .

excellence. Dryd.m. 3. Attribute of God.

Alterbury.

To P:RFECTIONATE. v. a ſperfºr rer,

Fr J. To make perfect ; to advance to perfec

tion Dryden.

PERFE'C'i IV E. a. ſtrom perfeº.] Conducing

to bring to perfection. Ray.

PERFF CTIVELY. adv, [from perfective ) in

ſuch a manner as brings to perſection. Grew.

PERFECTLY, adv. [from perfeº.} i. In the

higheſt degree of excellence. 2. Totally; com

pletely. Boy'e. 3. Exactly ; accurately. Lºcke.

PERFECTNESS J. [troºn perfeº.) . Com

4 B & pletence.
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pleteneſs. 2. Goodneſs; virtue."A ſcriptural

word. Coleffans. 3. Skill. Skakeſp.

PERFIDIOUS, a ſperfiduſ, Lat. perfide, Fr.]

Treacherous; falſe to truſt; guilty of violated

faith. Widow and Cat

FERFIDIOUSLY. adv. [from perfidieur.

Treacherouſly : by breach of faith. Hudibrar.

PERFIDIOUSNESS. ſ. (from perfidious.) The

quality of being perfidious. Tillotſon.

PERF1 DY. ſ [perfidia, Lat. perfidie, Fr. J

Treachery , want of faith; breach of faith.

PE'RFLABLE. a. [from perf's, Lat] Having

the wind driven through.

To PERFLATF. v. a.[perflº, Lat] To blow

through. Arbuthnot.

PERFLATION.ſ (from perflate.] The act o'

blowing through. Woºdward.

To PERFORATE. v. a. [perfºre, Lat ) To

pierce with a tool; to bore. Blackmore.

PERFORATION. ſ. (from perfºrate.) 1. The

act of piercing or boring. Mare. 2. Hole :

place bored. Ray.

PERFORATOR. ſ. ſ from perforate. ) The

inſtrument of boring. Sharp.

PERFORCE. adv. ( per and force.) By vio

lence ; violently. Shakeſp.

To PERFO'RM. v. a. [performare, Italian."

To execute; to do ; to diſcharge ; to atchieve

an undertaking. Sidney.

To PERFORM. v. n. To ſucceed in an at

tempt. Watts.

PERFORMABLE. a. (from perfºrm.] Pračti

cable ; ſuch as may be done. Brown,

PERFORMANCE. ſ. (from perform ) i.Com.

pletion of ſomething deſigned ; execution of

ſomething promiſed. Sºuth. 1. Compoſition;

work. Dryd. 3. A&ion; ſomething done. Sha.

PERFORMER. ſ. (from perform.] . One that

performs anything. Shakeſp. It is generally

applied to one that makes a publick exhibi

tion of his ſkill.

To PERFR1'CATE. v. n. (perfrica, Lat.] To

rub over. Diół.

PERFU MATORY. 4. [rom perfume.] That

which perſumes

PFRFU'Meſ (parfume, Fr.) 1. Strong odºur

of ſweetneſs uſed to give ſcents to other

things. *. Sweet odour ; fragrance. Pºe.

To PERFU'ME. v. a. (from the noun.] To

ſcent: to impregnate with ſweet ſcent Bacº".

PERFU'MER. J. (from perfume.) One whoſe

tade is to fell things made to gratify the ſcent.

Swift.

PERFU NCTORII.Y. adv [perfundarié, Lat.)

Careleſly ; negligently. Clarenden.

frk, U NCTORY. o. [perſuncìorté, Latin.

Slight careleſs ; negligent. Woºdward.

To PERFU'SE. v. a. perfuſus, Lat.) To tinc

ture ; to overſpread. Harvey.

PERHAPs, ads [per and hap.] Peradventure:

it may be. Fictman, Smith.

PERIAPT. f (ºritanºz.) An amulet; charm

worn ws a preſervative againſt diſeaſes or mil

chief. Ska. eſp.

PER: CARDiUM. ſ. [ nº and xºa, ] The

- fºrward-w is a thin memblane of a conics

figure that reſembles a purſe, and contains a

heart in its cavity. Quincy.

PERICARPIUM. ſ. [pertcarpe, Fr.) In bota

ny a pellicle or thin membrane encompaffing

the fruit or grain of a plant. Ray.

PERICLItATION. ſ (from perichter, I at

perichter, Fr J . The ſtate of being in dan

ger. 2. Trial; experiment.

PERICRANIUM. ſ (from repº and crazier.]

The periºrarium is the membrane that covers

the ſkull. Quinc

PERICULOUS. a. [?er culºſur, Lat.] Dange

rous ; jeopardous; hazardous Brewr.

PERIERGY. ſ. [rifi and it, ºv.] Needleſ cau

tion in an operation; unneceſſary diligence.

PERIGE F. f. [7 sp. and x * : perigee, Fr J

PERIGEUM. ls a point in the heavens,

wherein a planet is ſaid to be in its neirºft

d ſtance poſſible from the earth Brºwn.

PERIHELIUM. ſ. ſ rip, and F. c. J is that

point of a planet's orbit, wherein it is neareſt

the ſun. Cheyne.

PERIL. f. ſpiril, Fr. perišek Dut} . Danger;

hazard; jeopardy. Daniel 2. Denunciatijn?

danger denounced Shakeſt.

PERILOUS a. perieux, Fr from peril) i.

Dangerous; bazardous; full of danger. Pºpe.

2. It is uſed by way of emphaſis, or judicrºus

exaggeration of any thing bad. Hadibrai. 3.

Smart : witty. Shakeſp.

PERILOUSLY. adv. [from perilºur. J Dan

gerouſly.

PERILOUSNESS. ſ. (from perilous.) Darge -

ouſneſs.

PERI METFR, ſ fºr and ºpta; perimetre,

Fr.] The compaſs or ſum of all the fides

which bound any figure of what kind ſoever,

whether rectilinear or mixed. Newtºn.

PERIOD. ſ [periode, Fr. attºo...] 1. Circuit.

2. Time in which anything is performed, ſo

as to begin again in the ſame manner. Watts.

3. A ſtated number of years ; a round of

time, at the end of which the things contriſ

cd within the calculation ſhall return to the

ſtate in which they were at beginning. Hilder.

4. The end or concluſion. Addiſ s. 5. The

ſtate at which anything terminates. Suckling.

6. Length of duration. Bacºn. 7. A con

plete ſentence ſtom one full ſtop to another.

B. m. johnſºn.

To PERIOD. v. a. [from the noun.] To pe:

an end to. A bad word Shakeſp.

PFRIO DICK. } a [ferrectºne, Fr. from fe

PERIO DICAL. V. ricq ) . Circular ; making

a circuit; making a revolution. Pattº. ..

Happening by revolution at ſome ſtated time.

Bentley. 3. Regular; performing ſome ashº

a ſtated times. Addiſ. 4. Relating to periods

or revolutions. Brown.

PERIODICALLY. adv. [frcm periedical] At

ſlated periods. Brown.

PERIOSTEUM. f. (ºft and 3rt:y.] All the

bones are covered with a very ſerſible mem.

brane, called the pertºfteum. Cheyne.

PERI'PHERY. ſ. [ºf and tw.J Circums:

tence. Harvey. T.
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To PERI'PHRASE. v. a. [periphraſer, Fr.]

To expreſs one word by many; to expreſs

by circumlocution.

PERI'PHRASIS. ſ. [7triţa-i-. ) Circumlocu

tion; uſe of many words to expreſs the ſenſe

of one. Brºwn, Matts.

PER1PHRASTICA I, a ſfrom periphroſs.]

Circumlocutory ; expreſſing the ſenſe of one

word in many.

HERIPNEU MONY.

PER IPN EU MONIA.

the lungs. Arbuthnot.

To PERISH. v. n. (perir, Fr. fereo, Lat.]

1. To die; to be deſtroyed , to be loſt ; to

come to nothing. Locke. 2. To be in a perpe.

tual ſtate of decay. Lºcke. 3. To be loſt eter

nally. Mºreton.

To PE RISH. v. a. To deſtroy ; to decay. Not

in uſe. Collier.

PERISHABLE. a. [from periſh ) Liable to pe

riſh ; ſubject to decay or ſhort duration. Ral.

E. RISHABLENESS. f. . [from £e ſhable. }

Liableneſs to be deſtrºyed; liableneſs to decay.

Io k.

PERISTA'LTICK. a. ſºrt;,&#x2'; periſłaltique,

Fr. J Periſta'tick motion is that vermicular

motion of the puts, which is made by the

contraction of the ſpi, al fibres, whereby the

excrements are preſſed downwards and void

e”. Quincy.

P!: Risi FR1ON. ſ. The herb vervain. Dº?.

PERISTYLE. ſ. ſteriſtie, Fr.] A circular

range of pillars. Arbull not.

PE’R ISYSTOLE. ſ. [7 sº, and avro) . ) The

pauſe or interval betwixt the two motions of

tie heart or pulſe. Diét.

P!: R tºro NE UM. ſ. (7 * 4-yarºv. ) This lies

immediately urder the muſcles of the lower

belly, and is a thin and ſoft membrane,

which incloſes all the bowels. Diº.

PE R JURE / [pe, ju, ui, Lat.] A perjured ºr

for tworn perſen. Shakeſp.

To PERJURE. v. a. (perjuro, Lat.) To for.

ſwear. to taint with perjury. Shake 'p.

PER JURER. ſ (from perjure.) One that ſwears

faiicly. Speiſer.

PER JURY. J. (perjurium, Lat.] Falſe oath.

Shakeſp

PE Riwig ſſpºrrique, Fr.] Adſititious hair;

hair not natural, worn by way of ornament or

concealment of baldneſs. Swift

To PERIWIG. v. a. (from the noun..] To dreſs

in falſe hair. Swift.

PE R1win KLF. ſ. 1. A ſmall ſhell fiſh; a

kind of fiſh ſnail. Peacham. 2. A plant.

Baron.

To PERK. v . [from perch, Skinner.] To

hold up the head with an affected briſkneſs.
’27, e.

To Wºrk v. a. To dreſs ; to prank. Shakeſp.

PERK. a. Pert; briſk airy. Spenſer.

PER LOU.S. a. (from perilour.] Dangerous; full

of hazard. Sterfer.

PER MAGY. ſ. A little Turkiſh boot.

PER MAN ENCF. U ſ. (from permanent.] Du

PE RMAN ENCY,

f [ºrs; and rvivaay..]

An inflammation of

ration; conſiſtency con:

tinuance in the ſame ſtate. Hale.

PF. RMANENT. a. (fermanent, Fr. ferma

nens, Lat.] Durable ; not decaying ; unchang

ed. Hooker, Dryden.

PERMANENTLY. adv. [ from termanent )

Durably , laſtingly.

PIRMANSION.J. (from permance, Lat.] Con

tinuance. Brown.

PERMEABLE. a. (from permec, Lat.) Such as

may be paſſed through. Boyle.

To PERMEATF. v. a. (fermes, Lat.] To paſs

through PP,edward.

PF. R.M.F.A.N.T. a. [permeans, Lat] Paſſing

through Brºwn.

PERMEATION. ſ. [from permeate.] The ast

of paſting through

PERMI SSIBLE, a trom permiſco, Lat.] Such

as may be mingled

PERM (SSIBLE. a. [permiſus, Lat..] what

may be permitted.

PERM i SSION. ſ (fermiſſion, Fr. pe, miſſar,

Lat.] Allowance: grant of liberty Miltºn.

PFRMI'SSIVE a. [rom permitte, Lat ) i.

Granting liberty, not favour ; not hirdering,

though nºt approving. Milion. 2. Granted;

ſuff, it d without hindrance; not authoriſed or

ſavoured 47th on.

PERMI'SSIVELY. adv. [from permiſſive J By

bare allowance; without hindrance Baron.

PERMISTION. ſ. [permiſius, Lat.] The aët

of mixing.

To PERM 1 r. v. a. [permitte, I at permettre,

Fr.) 1. To allow without command. Hooker.

2. To ſuffer, without authoriſing or approv

ing. 3. To allow , to ſuffer. Lºcke. 4. To

give up to reſign. Dryden.

PERMIT. ſ. A written permiſſion from an

cfficer for tranſporting of goods from place to

place, ſhewing the duty of then to have been

aid.

pºrtance. ſ: [from fermit.] Allow

ance ; forbearance of oppoſition ; permiſſion

D., him. -

PERMI XTION.ſ [from permiſlur, Lat.] The

act of mingli g; the ſtate of being mingled.

#...i.

PERMUTATION. ſ. ſpermutation, Fr. permu

tatic, Lat.j Exchange of ºne for another Rºy.

To PI.R.MUTE v. a. [permuto, Lat. permuter,

Fr 1 To cxchange.

PERMUTER / permutant, Fr. from per

mute.] An exchanger, he who perinutes.

PERNI CIOUS, a. pernicºſus, Lat fernicieux,

Fr | 1. Michievºus in the higheſt degree ,

deſtructive. Shakeſp. z. [Pernix, Lat J Quick.

Miltºn.

PERNI ciously, adv, (from terririca, De

ſtructively ; miſchievouſly; rumouſly. Atch.

PERNI CſótiSNESS. ſ. from pe; n.ciºur.

The quality of being pernicious.

PERNICITY. ſ. [ ſon, pernix. Swiftneſs ;

celerity. Ray.

PEROR A rion f [peroratio, Lat. The

concluſion of an oration. Sm art.

T PERPE ND. v. a (perpende,Lat. To weigh

in

–
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in the mind; to conſider attentively. Brown.

PER PENDER. ſ. [perpigne, Fr.] A coping
ſtone

PERPENDICLE. ſ. [perfendicule, Fr. perpen

diculum, Lat..] Any thing hanging down by a
ſtrait line. y

PERPſ NDI'CULAR. a.ſperpendicularit, Lat.]

1. Croſſing any other line at right angles

Newton. 2. Cutting the horizon at right an

gles. Brown

PERPENDI'CULAR. ſ. A line croſſing the

horizon at right angles. Woodward.

PERPENDI'CULARLY. adv. [from perpen

dicular.) 1. In ſuch a manner as to cut an

other line at right angles. 4. In the direction

of a ſtrait line up and down. More.

PERPENDICULARITY, ſ. [from perfendi

cular.] The ſtate of being perpendicular.

, Pa'attr.

PERPI. NSION. ſ. (from perpend.] Conſidera

tiºn. Brºwn.

'To PE'RPETRATE. v. a. [ perpetro, Lat.]

To commit; to act. Always in an ill ſenſe.

Dryden.

PERíº ETRATION. f. [f om perpetrate.] i.

The act of committing a crime. Wetton. 2.

A bad action. King Charleſ.

PERPETUAL. a. p.rpetuel, Fr. perpetuur,

Lat.} : Never ceaſing; eternal with eſpect

to futurity. 2. Cortinual ; uninterrupted;

perennial Arbuthnot. 3 Perpetual ſcrew.

A ſcrew which acts againſt the teeth of a

wheel, and continues its action without end.

14 tºkuni

PERPETUALLY. adv. [from perpetual] Con

(tantly ; continually ; inceſſantly. Newtºn:
To PERPETUATE. v. a. perpetuer, Fr.

perpetus, Lat.) 1. To make perpetual; to

preferve from extinction ; to eternize... *.

‘to continue without ceſſation or intermiſſion.

- IIammond.

#ERPETUATION f [from perpetuate.] The

act of making perpetual; inceſſant continu

ance. Brºwn.

PERPE TUI ry. ſ. [perpetuitar, Lat] ... Du

ration to all tº unity Hecker. 2. Exemption

iron intermiſſion or cellation. Heldºr, 3.

sºmething of which there is no end. Sºuth.

To PERPLE X. v. a ſte plex u , i.a.) 1. To

diſtub with doubt.ul notions; to entangle to

make anxious, to teaze with ſuſpenſe or am

biguity; to diſtract. Dryden. ... To make in

tricate to involve; to complicate. Addiſº"; 3.

To plague to to ment to vex. Glant!”

PERPLEX. 4. perplex, Fr. perplanſ, Lat )

I tricate ; difficult. Glanville.

PERPLE'XELLY. adv. (from pºp!…d.] In

tricately , with involution.

PER PLE'xEDNESS. f. [from perplexed] i.

Embaraſſment; anxiety. 2 Intricacy , invº

lution; difficulty. I acke

PERPLE XITY... [peºplexité, Fr.] 1. Anxie

ty ; diſtraction of mind. Spenſer. *. Entan

glenent; intricacy. Stilling fleet.

J.RPOTATION. f. If c and pits, Latin J} ,

The ağı of drinking largely.

PERQUISITE. ſ. ſperquiſtur, Lat.] Some

thing gained by a place or office over and a

bove the ſettled wages Addiſon.

PERQUISITION. ſ. [per, uiſts, Lat..] An

accurate enquiry a thorough ſearch

PE'RRY. ſ. ſpoire, Fr. from paire.] Cyder made

of pears. Mortimer.

To PERSECUTE. v. a. [perſecuter. Fr. perſº

cutus, Lat.] 1. To haraſs with penalties; to

purſue with malignity. Aéli. 2. To purſue

with repeated acts of vengeance or enmity.

Dryden. 3. To importune much.

PERSECUTION. ſ.º: Fr. perfºrs

cktie, Lat J. I. The act or practice of perſe

cuting. Addiſon. 2. The ſtate of being perſe

cuted. Spratt.

PERSECUTOR. ſſperſecuteur, Fr. from per

ſecute.) One who haraſſes others with conti

nued malignity. Milton.

PERSEVE'RANCE. ſ. ſperſeverance, Fr. ter

ſeverantia, Lat.) Perſiſtance in any deſign of

attempt; ſleadineſs in purſuits; conſtancy in

progreſs. King Charles.

PERSEVE’RANT. a. (perſeverant, Fr. peſ:-

verans, Lat.) Perſiſting ; conſtant. Airfºr:rt".

To PERSEVERE. v. n. [perſevere, Lat . To

perſiſt in an attempt ; not to give over; not

to quit the deſign. Wake.

PERSEVE RINGLY. adv. [from perſevere.]

With perſeverance.

To PERSIST. v. n. [perſ?c, Lat. feſter,

Fr.) To perſevere; to continue firm; not to

give over. Sºuth.

PERSISTANCE. N. ſ. (from perſºft.) 1. The

PERSISTENCY. S. ſtate of perſiti g; ſteadi

neſs; conſtancy perſeverance in good or bad.

Government jºi. Tongue. 2. Obſtimacy 5 cº

duracy conſumacy. Shakeſp.

PERS! STIVE. a. (from peſſ".) Steady; not

receding from a purpoſe ; per ſevering. Shakeſ.

PERSON. ſ. ſp., ſºnne, Fr. perſona, Lat.j .

Individual or particular man or woman Lºtke.

2. Man or woman conſidered as cppeſed to

things. Spratt. 3. Human Being. Dryden. 4.

Man cr woman conſidered as preſert, acting

or ſuffering. Shakeſp. 5. A general looſe term

for a human being Clariffa. 6. One's ſelf ; not

a repe entative. Dryden. 7. Exteriouſ appear:

ance. Shakeſp. 8. Man or woman repreſented

in a fictitious dialogue. Baker. 9. Character.

Hayward. o Character of office. South. ii.

| In grammar.] The quality of the roun that

modifies the verb. Sidney.

PI.'RSONABLE. a [from perſºn.) 1. Hand

ſome; graceul of good appearance. Raleigh.

2. In law.] One that may maintain any Pica

in a judicial court.

PERSONAGE. ſ. [perſºnage, Fr.) 1. A confi

derable perion , man or woman of eminence.

Sidney 2. Exteriour appearance; air; fla

ture. Hayward. 3. Character aſſumed.

Ziddiſon. 4. Character repreſented. Brews.

PF, RSONAL.. a [perſºnel, Fr. perſenalir,

Lat.) I, Belong ng to men or women, not to

things;
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things; not real. Hooker. 2. Affecting indi

viduals or particular people ; peculiar ; pro

per to him or her ; relating to one's private

actions or character. Rogers. 3 Preſent ; not

acting by repreſentative. Shakeſp. 4. Exte

riour ; corporal. Addiſon. 5. (In law.) Some

thing,moveable ; ſomething appendant to the

perſon. Dav. 6. [In grammar.] A perſonal

verb is that which has all the regular modifi

cation of the three perſons ; oppoſed to imper

ſonal that has only the third.

PERSONALITY. ſ. [from perſºnal.] The ex

iſtence or individuality of any one. Locke.

PERSONALLY. adv. [from perſonal) i. In

perſon; in preſence ; not by repreſentative.

Hooker. 2. With reſpect to an individual ;

particularly. Bacon. 3. With regard to nu

merical exiſtence. Rogers.

To PERSONATE. v. a. [from perſona, Lat.)

1. To repreſent by a fictitious or aſſumed cha.

racter, ſo as to paſs for the perſon repreſented.

Bacon. 1. To repreſent by action or appearance;

to act. Craſhaw. 3. To pretend hypocritically,

with the reciprocal pronoun. Swift. 4 To

counterfeit -to feign. Hammand. 5. To re.

ſemble. Shakeſp. 6. To make a repreſentative

of, as in a pićture. Out of uſe. Shakeſp. 7

To deſcribe. Out of uſe. Shakeſp.

PERSONATION. ſ. (from perſonate.] Coun

terfeiting of another perſon. Bacon.

PERSONIFICATION. ſ. [rom perſonify.

Proſopepoeia ; the change of things to perſons.

Miſten.

To PERSONIFY. v. a. (from perſºn.] To

change from a thing to a perſon.

PERSPECTIVE. ſ. [perſpecif, Fr. perſ?icio,

Lat.) 1. A glaſs through which things are

viewed. Temple. 1. The ſcience by which

things are ranged in picture, according to their

appearance in their real ſituation. Addiſon. 3.

View ; viſta. Dryden.

PERSPECTIVE. a. Relating to the ſcience of

viſion ; optick ; optical. Bacon.

PERSPICA CIOUS a. [perſpicax,Lat.]Qsick

fighted , ſharp of ſight. South.

PERSPICACIQUSNESS. ſ. (from perſpiraci

our.] Quickneſs of fight. Brºwn.

PERSPICA'CITY.J.[perſpicacité, Fr.]Quick.

neſs of ſight. Brown.

PERSPI CIENCE. ſ. [perſpicient, Lat J The

ast of looking ſharply.

PERSPICIL. ſ. [perſpicillum, Lat.] A glaſ

through which things are viewed , an optick

glaſs. Craſbaw.

PERSPICU iTY. ſ. [perſpicuitº, Fr. from per

Jpicuºus.) 1. Clearneſs to the mind; eaſineſs to

be underſtood ; freedom from obſcurity or am

biguity. Locke. 2. Tranſparency; tranſlucen.

cy , diaphaneity. Brown.

PERSPICUOUS. a. [ perſpiciºur, Lat. J 1.

Tranſparent ; clear; ſuch as may be ſeen

through. Peacham. 2. Clear to the under.

ſtanding , not obſcure; not ambiguous. Shak

Spratt.

PERSPI'CUOUSLY, adv. [from perſpicuºus.]

Clearly j not obſcurely. Bacon.

PERSPI'CUOUSNEss. f. [from perſpicuºl
Clearneſs; freedom from obſcurity.

PERSPIRABLE. a. [from perſfire.) 1. such

* may be emitted by the cuticular pores.

****, *. Perſpiring , emitting perſpiration.
Bacon.

PERSPIRA"TION. ſ. [from perſpire.] Excre

tion by the cuticular pores. Arbuthnet.

PERSPIRATIVE. a.(from perſpire.) Perform

ing the act of perſpiration.

To PERSPIRE. v. n. (perſpire, Lat] ... To

perform excretion by the cuticular pores. 1.

To be excreted by the ſkin. Arbuthnet.

To PERSTRINGE. v. a. [Peºffringe, Lat..] To

gaze upon ; to glance upon. Dià.

PERSUA'DABLE. a. [from perſuade.) Such as

may be perſuaded.

Tº PERSUADE. v. a. [perſuades, Lat.) 1. To

bring to any particular opinion. Wake a to

influence by argument or expoſtulation. Per

J*q/ion ſeems rather applicable t , the paſſions,

and argument to the reaſon; but this is not

•lways obſerved. Sidney. 3. To inculcate by

argument or expoſtulation. Taylºr. 4. 12

treat by perſuaſion Shakeſp.

PERSUADER. ſ. (from perſuade j one who

influences by perſuaſion", an importunate ad

viſer. Bacon.

PERSUASIBLE, a [perſuaſibilis, Lat. perſ.a.

Able, Fr J. To be influenced by :::::::

Gov. ºf the Tºngue

PERSUASIBLENESS. ſ. [from pºſuaſible.]

The quality of being flexible by perſuaſion.
PElkSUASION./ [perſuaſion, Fr. trom perſua

Jus, Lat.J 1. ‘i he act of perſuading ; the act

of influencing by expoſtulation; the ast of

gaining or attempting the paſſions. Otway. 2.

The ſtate of being perſuaded , opinion. Shakeſ.

PERSUA SiVE. a. [perſuaſiſ, Fr. fron per

Juade.] Having the power of Perſuading;

having influence on the paſſions. Hook,

PERSUA SiVELY, adv. [from £efugſve.] In

ſuch a manner as to perſuade. Mits.

PERSUASIVENESS. ſ. (from Perſuaſive..] In

fluence on the paſſions. Hammºnd.

FERSUASORY a. [perſuayor iur, Lat. from

perſuadel Having the power to perſuade.

Brºwn.

PERT, a [pert, Welſh ) 1.Lively; briſk ſnart.

Miltºn. 2. Saucy petulant; with boid and

garrulous loguacity. Collier.

To PERTA'1N. v. n. I pertinez, Lat.) To be.

long ; to relate. Hayward. Peacham.

PERTEREBRATION. ſ. [per and terebratiz,

Lat.) The act of boring through.

PERTINACIOUS. a. (from perunar ] ... ob

ſtina e i ſtubborn; perverſely reſolute/alter,

2. Reſolute; conſtant ; ſteady. South.

PERTINACIOUSLY adv.[rampertinaciour.]

Obſtinately; ſtubbornly. K. Charles, Tiller.

PERTINA 'CITY. J. (£ertinacia, Lat.

PERTINACIOUSNESS. ſtron pertinatiºn, I

1. Obilinacy 5 ſtubbornnels. Brown 2. Reto

lution ; conſtancy.

PERTINACY.J. trom pertinax.] I obſtimacy,
ſtus
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ſtubbornneſs; perſiſtency. Duppa. 2. Reſolu

tion ; ſteadineſs; conſtancy Taylºr.

PERTINENCE. Q. ſ. ( from fertine, Lat §

PERTINENCY. S. Juſtneſs of relation to the

matter in hand, propriety to the purpoſe: ap

poſiteneſs Bentley.

PERT IN ENT. a. [pertinent, Lat. f.e. time-t,

Fr.) 1. Related to the matter in hand, juſt to

the purpose ; not uſeleſs to the end propoſed;

appoſite. Bacon. ... Relating ; regarding; con

cerning. H.oker.

PERTINENTLY. adv. [from pertinent.) Ap

poſitely; to the purpoſe. Taylor.

Pl: RT IN ENTNESS. f. (from pertinent.) Ap

poſiteneſs. Disi.

PER1. NGENT. a. [pe, tingens, Lat..] Reach

ing to ; touching

PE. R. T.I.Y. adv. [from pert. 1. Biiſkly;

tº artiy. Pete. 2. Saucily; petulantly. Swift.

P;. RTNESS ſ [from fert.) 1. Briſk tolly;

ſº usineſs: petulance. Pope 1. Petty liveii.

reſs: ſpritelineſs without force Watts.

PERTRANSIENT. a. [pert, asſent, Lat. )

Paſſing over Dict.

To P), kTU RB. v. a ſperturbº.Lat."1

To PERTURBATE. 5 to diſquiet: to diſturb:

to deplive of tranquility. Sandy; 2. To diſor

der to confuſe , to put out of regularity. B. z.

P. RTURBATION. ſ. [pertu, batto, Lat. 1.

12-ſquiet of mind, deprivation of tranquillity.

Rºy. 2. Reſtleſſneſs of paſſions. Bacon. 3.

Pitturbance: diſorder; confuſion; commotion.

*a* * 4 Cauſe of diſquiet Shakeſp. 5 Com

motion of pºtions Ren, jºinſ.".

PERTUREA Tour ſ. [perturbater, Lat )

Raiſer of commotions.

PERT USED, a ſpe, tufur, Lat.) Bored; purch

“d pierced with oles.

PERTUsioN. 1 If om fertuſus, Lat 1. The

ast of piercing or punching 4: $1 thret, 3.

Hole made by purching or piercing. Bacon.

To PERVA'D E. v. a. [ºe, vado, Lat., 1. To

paſs through an aperture; to permeate. Blac

4. To paſs through the whole extenſion.

Pentle

PERVA Sºon f [from per wade.) The act of

pervading or paſſing through. Bºyle,

Pi RV E'RSF. a. ſpel vers, Fr. te, verſus, Lat §

1. Diſtorted from the right. Attiten. 2. Obſti.

nate in the wrong , ſtubborn , untractable

Pryden. 3. Petulani; vexaticus. Shakeſt.

PERVERSELY. aav [from perverſe.) With

intent to vex; peeviñºly: vexatiouſly: ſpite

fully croſsly. Decay ºf Piety.

PERVERSENESS.J. (from ferverſe.} t. Petu

lance; peeviſhneſs; ſpiteful croſlneſs. Denne.

2. Perverſion corruption. Not in uſe, Ba, on.

PERVERSION. f [perverſiºn, Fr. from fer

verſe j The act of pelvetting; change to worſe.

Swift.

PERVERSITY. ſ. [perverſité, Fr. from per

verſe.) Perverſereſs, croſſneſs. Narraf.

To PERVE RT, v. a [perverto, Lat.) 1. To

diſtort from the true end or purpoſe. Pryde".

* 7 o'corrupt to turn from the right 341ſtºn.

PERVERTER, ſ [from pervert J 1. One thrt

| changes any thing from good to bad , a cor

rupter. Sºuth. ... One who diſtorts any thing

from the right purpoſe. Stilting fleet.

PERVERTIBLE, a from perºrt jThat may

be eaſily per verted. Ainſworth.

PERVICAcious, a [pervicar, Lat.], Spite

fully obſtinate; peeviſhly; contumacious.

Clariſſa.

PERVICACIOUSLY adv [from pervicariest.)

With ſpiteful obſtinacy.

PERVICA’CHOUSN ESS. f ſpervicarie,

; PERVICA'CITY. Lat. Spite:ulob

PERVICA CY. ſtinacy.

|PERVIOUS, a [perviuſ, Lat.) 1. Admitting

paſſage; capable of being permeated. Taylºr.

2. Pervading ; permeating. Prier. --->

PERVIOUSN ESS. f. from perviews.] Quality

of admitting a paſſage. Boyle -

PERU. K.E. ſ. per gue, Fr J A cap of falſe hair;

a periwig. JP'ſ man.

To PERU K E v. a. (from the noun..] To dreſs

in acificititious hair.

PERU'KEMAKER. ſ. ſperate and maker.] A

maker of porukes: a wigmake.

PERUSA L. f. (from per uſe.) The act of read

ing. Atterbury. -

To PERU SF. s. a. [fer and uſe. 1. To

read. Bacon. 2. To obſerve , to examinc

Shakeſ”.

PERUSER. ſ. ſ from peruſ: ) A reader; exi

miner. Woodward. - -

PESA'pe ſ. A motion a horſe makes. Farrier”

Dº.

PESSARY. ſ. ſpºrie, Fr] is an oblong form

of medicine, made to thruſt up into the uterus

upon ſome extraordinary occaſions Artºtº ºt.

PES 1. ſ. [fei, Fr. Peñº, Lal.] 1. Plazue

peſtilence. Pºpe ... Any thing miſchievous or

deſtructive. Waller.

To PE stER v. a. [peºer, Fr J ...To diſturb,

to perplex ; to haraís; to turmoil. Swift. *.

To encumber. Milton.

PE STERER. / (from pºſer.) One that Peter:

or diſturbs. -

PE STEROUS. a. [from feſter.] Encumbering ;

cumberſome. Bacºn. -

PE STHOUSE. ſ. ſ from pºſſ and houſe ]. An

hoſpital for perſons infected with the

lague.

PEs Fl ferous, a [from peſºfer, Lat.) 1. De

ſtructive, miſchievous Sha, eſp. z Peſtien

tial; malignant , inſectious A, butheat.

PESTILENCE / [pºſtºlence, Fr peſi, lentia, Lat. I

Plºgue; peſt: contagious diſemper, Sła'eſp.

PE'STI LEN'T a. (feſtilent, Fr. fºſtiienſ, Lat

1. Producing plagues: malignant. Bentley, *.

Mitchievous, deſtructive Knaller. - -

PESTILE NTIAI. a. {pºſilentiel, Fr. pºſitierſ,

Lat.) 1. Partaking of the nature of peſtilences

producing peſtilence; infectious; contagious.

A/codward. 2. Michievous ; deſtructive ,

pernicious. Sºuth. -

PéstileNTLY. adv. [from pºſſilent.] Miſ

: ſly ; deſtructively.chievouſly j deſt s y PEST1L:
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PESTILLATION. ſ. [poſtillum, Lat.) The aa

of pounding or breaking in a mortar Brown.

PESTLE. ſ. [pºſtillum, Lat] An inſtrument

with which anything is broken in a mortar.
Lºcke.

PESTLE ºf Park. ſ. A gammon of bacon

Ainſwºrth

PET. ſ. (deſpit, Fr.) 1. A ſlight paſſion; a

flight fit of anger. Milton. 2. A lamb taken

into the houſe, and brought up by hand
Hammer.

PETAL. ſ. ſpera um, Lat.) Petal is a term

in botany, ſignifying thoſe fire coloured

leaves that compoſe the flowers of .1, plants

unty.

PETA LOUS. a. [from petal.] Having petals

PETAR. R. ſ. ſperard, French; petard,

PETARD ! Italian.) An engine of metal,

almoſt in the ſhape of an hat, about ſeven

inches deep, and about five inches over at the

mouth: when charged with fine powder well

!eaten, it is covered with a madrier or plank,

bound down faſt with ropes, running through

handles, which are round the rim near the

mouth of it: this petard is applied to g tºs

or barriers of ſuch places as are defigned to be

ſurprized, to blow them up. Millary D. &
Hudibrar.

PETECHIAL. a. (from pºtechie, Lat) Peſti.

lentially ſpotted. Arbuthnot.

PETER-wort.ſ This plant differs from St.

John's-wort. Miller.

PETIT, a [Fr.) Small; inconſiderable. South

PETITIO ... ſ. [petitis, Lat..] I Requeſt; in

treaty: ſupplication; prayer. Hoºker z. Single

branch or article of a prayer. Dryden.

To PETITION. v. a [from the noun..] To

ſolicite ; to ſupplicate. Addiſºn.

PET TIONARILY. adv, (from fetitionary.]

By way of begging the queſtion. Brºwn.

PETITIONARY. a [from petitiºn.) 1. Sup

plicatory ; coming with petitions. Shakeſp. z.

Containing petitions or requeſts. Swift.

PETITIONER. ſ. (from petition.) One who

offers a petition. South.

PETITORY. a. [petitorius, Lat. petitoire, Fr.]

Petitioning ; claiming the property of any

thing. Ainſwºrth

*...*/ [from petra, a ſlone J. Nitre ; ſalt

petre. Bºyle

PETRESCENT, a ſpetreſcent, Lat JCrowing

ſtone ; becoming ſtone. Boyle.

PETRIFACTION. ſ. [from petriſ, Lat.) 1.

The act of turning to ſtone; the ſtate of being

turned to ſtone. Brown. 2. That which is

rade ſtone Cheyne.

PETRIFA CTIVE. a. (from petrifacie, Lat J

Having the power to form ſtone Brown.

PETRIFICATION. ſ. [pet, fication, Fr from

frtrify.) A body formed by changing other

no atter to ſtone. Bºyle -

PETRIFICK. a [petrºficut, Lat.] Having the

Power to change to ſtone. Mito".

To PE TRIFY. v. a. petrºr, Fr. tetra and

Aiº, Lat) To change tº ſtone Mºzdward

Tº PETRIFY. v. n. To become ſtone. Dryden.
PETRO'L. ſ [petrole, Fr.] A liquid

PETROLEUM. bitunen, biack, floating on

the water of ſprings. Woodward.

PETRONEL. f. ſpearinal, Fr.] A piſtol; a

ſmall gun uſed by a horſeman. Hudibrar.

PET TICOAT. ſ. ſpetit and coat J The lower

part of a woman's dreſs. Suckling.

PETTIFOGGER. f. [corrupted from pertivo

Kºr; Pettt and vaguer, Fr.] A petty ſmall

rate lawyer. Swift.

PETTINESS. ſ. 1 from petty. ] Smallneſs;

itleneſs; inconſiderableneſs, unimportance.

Shakeſp.

PETTISH. a. (from pet.) fretful; peeviſh.
Creech.

PETTISHNESS ſ (from pet:iſº.] Fretfulneſs;

previſhneſs. Colier.

PETT11 or s. ſ. [perty and to..] I. The feet

ºf a ſucking pig. 4. Feet in contempt.

Shakeſp.

Płºſi 0. (Italian ] The breaſt 5 figurative by
privacy.

PE' TTY. a [fetit, Fr. Small, inconfiderable;

inferiour; little. Stil'ing fleet.

PETTCOY. ſ. An herb.

PETULANCE. N. ſ. (£etulance, Fr. petulantia,

PETULANCY. S. Lat., Saucineſs; peewiſhneſs;

wantonneſs. Clarendºn.

PETULANT. a. [petalant, Lat petulant,

Fr J . Saucy; perverſe. Watts. 1. Wanton.

Spe:#ator.

PETULANTLY adv. (from petulant.] With

Petulance ; with ſaucy pertneſs.

PE.W. J paye, Dutch J A. ſeat incloſed in a

church. Addiſon.

PEWE.T. ſ. [ple wit, Dutch..] I. A water fowl.

Carew 2. The lapwing.

PEW TER ſ [peauter, Dutch..] I. A compound

of metals; an artificial metal. Bacon. 2. The

plates and diſhes in a houſe. Addiſºn.

PEW TE RER. ſ (from pewter.] A ſmith who

works in pewter Bºy'e.

PHAENOME NON. J. [This has ſometimes

ph enamena iſ the plural ſpawººsvay.] An ap

pearance in the works of nature. Newtºn.

PHAGEDEN.A. ſ. [ºaysława from £472, ed.,

to eat.) An ulcer, where the ſharpseſs of the

humours eats away the fleſh.

PHAGFDENICK. R. a ſphagedenique, Fr.]

PHAGEDE’NOU.S. Eating ; corroding.

Mºtſeman. -

PHA'LANX. ſſphalanx, Lat J A troop of men

cloſely embodied. Pºpe.

PHANTA SM. J. [*44-rºta, śaº'aza :

PH AN IA SMA V tº a taſra, phantaſie, Fr.]

Vain and airy appearance ; ſomething appear

ing only to imagination. Rueish.

PHANTA'STICAL

PHANTASTICK.

PHANTOM / thant:me, Fr.) 1. A ſpeare;

an appariticin. Alterbay, 2. A ſancied viſiºn.

Pazz, r.

PHARISA ICAL. a [from phariſee ) Ritual ;

externally religious, from the ſcºt of the

- 4 C Phºt iſ es,

See FAN rast 1 c A. L.
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Phariſees, whoſeº conſiſted almoſt

wholly in ceremonies. Bacon. -

PHARMACE’UTICAL. a. [ papuansvivor,

PHARMACE'UT1CK. from jafgartwº.]

Relating to the knowledge or art of pharma

cy, or preparation of medicines. º

PH'. RMACo LOGIST. ſ.[3<taxo, and ºw.]

One wo writes upon drugs. Woodward.

PHARMACo LOGY. ſ. Garºzzº, and air”.]

The knowledge of drugs and medicines. .

PHARMACOPoEIA.J. (fºazz, and Toti”.)

A diſpenſatory; a book containing rules for

the compoſition of medicines.

PHARMACOPOLIST. ſ. (ºpºax, and to

; : " ) An apothecary, one who ſells medicines.

PHARMACY. ſ. (from $4:2ax.y.) The art or

practice of preparing medicines; the trade of

an apothecary. Garth. -

PHAROS \, f [from Pharo, in Egypt A light

PHARE. houſe ; a lantern fion the ſhore

to direct ſailors Arbuthnot. º

PHARYNGO TOMY. ſ. ſºft,” and riº.]

The act of making an inciſion into the wind

ppe, uſed when ſome tumour in the throat

hinders reſpiration.

PHASELS. ſ. [phaſeoli, Latl French beans.

Ainſwºrth. -

PHASIS. ſ. In the plural phaſer, [*42; phaſe,

Fr.] Appearance exhibited by any body as

the changes of the moon. Creech.

PHAS.M. J. [?a=2a.) Appearance; phantom ;

ſancied apparition. Hammond. - -

PHE ASAN i. ſ. [ phaſianu, ) A kind of wild

cock. Pºpe.

PHEER. j. A companion. See Per R.

To PHEESE. v. a [perhaps to feaze.] To

comb ; to fleece; to curry Shakeſp.

PHEN i CoPTER ſ. (£24, 149.J A kind of

bird Hakeºvil.

PHE Nix ſ [?......] The bird which is ſuppoſ.

ed to exiſt ſingle, and to ariſe again iron its

own aſhes. Ziat it.".

THENO MENON. ſ. (takoº sº; phenomene,

Fr. it is therefore o ten written facnomench. ,

1. Appearance; viſible quality Burnet. * Any

thing that ſtrikes by any new appearance.

PHIA L. f [phiala, Lat. fºol, I r J A iſnail

bottle, N. wºn.

PHILANTHROPY. ſ. [**ia and ivºrs;

Love ofmankind; gºod raure. Addiſon.

PHILIPPICK a. [from the invectives of De

moſthenes againſt Philp of Macedon.] Any

invective declarnation.

PHILO LOGEB. ſ. (bºx; 2:..] One whoſe chief

itudy is language ; a grammarian ; a critick.

Spratt.

PH:LO LOGICAL, a [from philºgy] Critical;

grammatical. Aſ atts.

PHILO LOGIST. ſ. (?,***** 1 A critick; a

grammarian.

l'Hit Lo'LoC Y. ſ. (3:33, 3.2 : thiºlºgie, Fr.)

Criticiſm , grammatical learning. 14 aſ er.

PHI LOMEL. f. (from Philomela, changed

PHILOME I.A. W. into a bird...] The nightin

gale. Shakeſp.

PHILOMO.T. a. [corrupted from feuille re-r-,

a dead leaf.] Coloured like a dead leaf.

Addiſºn.

PHILOSOPHEME. ſ. [+ixo~épºca.] Princi

ple of reaſoning; theorem. Watts.

PHILOSOPHER. / [philºſºphur, Lat.] A mis

deep in knowledge, either moral or natural

H22Aer.

PHILO'SOPHERS ſtone. ſ. A ſtone dreamed of

by alchemiſts, which, by its touch, converts

baſe metals into gold.

PHILOSOPHICK. U a.ſ. philºſºphizae, Fr.]

PHILOSOPHICAL V 1. Belonging to philoſo

phy; ſuitable to a philoſopher. Milles. 2.

Skilled in philoſophy. Shakeſp. 3. Frugal;

abſtemious. Dryden.

PHILOSOPHICALLY. adv. [rom philºſºphi

cal.) In a philoſophical manner; rationally s

wiſely. Bently.

To PHILOSOPHISE v.a. [from philºſºphy.j

To play the philoſopher; to reaſon like a

philoſopher. L'Eſtrange.

PHILO'SOPHY.ſ.fphilºſºphia, Lat.) 1. Know

ledge natural or moral. Shakeſp. z Hypotheſis

or ſyſtem upon which natural effects are ex

plained. Lºcke 3. Reaſoning , argumentation.

*gers. 4. The courſe of ſciences read in the

ſchools.

PHILTER. ſ. ſ tº ; philtre, Fr. J Some

thing to cauſe love. Dryden.

To PH1'LTER. v. a. ſſrom the noun..] To

charm to love. Gov. of the Tongue.

PHIZ ſ (A ridiculous contraction from ºft

egºry ) The face. Stepney.

PHLEBOTOMIST ſ. (from ºxºl and rsaw.]

One that opens a vein ; a blood-letter.

To PHLEBO TOMIZE. v. a. [phlebºtºmiſer,

Fr.] To let blood. Howe.

PHLLBO TOMY. ſ. [3 ×iéâazia.] Blood-let

ting ; the act or plastice of opening a vein for

medical intention. Brºwn.

PHLEGM. ſ. [txiyaa..] 1. The watery humour

of the body, which, when it predominate.

is ſuppoſ d to produce ſluggiſhneſs or dullneſs.

Roſcommºn. 2. Water. Bºyle.

PHLE GMAGOGUES. ſ. [paiyaa and 32

A purge of the milder ſort ſuppoſed to evi

cuate phlegm and leave the other humºur.

Fºyer.

PHi..', ;MATICK a. ſºiyaaºzz.] I. A

bounding in phlegm. Arbuthnet. 2. Generat.

ing phlegm. Brown. 3. Watry. Newton. 4.

Dull: cold : frigid. Sºuthers.

PHLE'GMON. J. [??sya.cº. J. An inflamma

tion ; a burning tumour. Wiſeman.

PHLE GMONOU.S. a. (from phlegmºn.] In

flammatory; burning. Harvey.

PHLEME. ſ. [rom phlebotomar, Lat.] Anir.

ſtrument which is placed on the vein and dri.

ven into it with a blow.

PHLOGISTON. ſ. [ ºriº, from ****)

1. A chemical liquor extremely inflammable.

2. The inflammable part of any body. -

PHO'NICKS. ſ. (from pain.) The doctrine &

founds.

PHO
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PHONOCA'MPTICK. a. ſtay; and wagº.]

Having the power to infle&t or turn the ſound,

and by that to alter it. Derham.

PHOSPHOR. J. (phºſphorus, Lat 1 1.

PHO'SPHORUS. ſ. The morning ſtar. Pºpe. ,

A chemical ſubſtance which expoſed to the

air, takes fire. Cheyne.

PHRASE. ſ. $23,71; ) . An idiom ; a mode of

ſpeech peculiar to a language. 2. An expreſ

ſion ; a mode of ſpeech. Tillotſon. 3 Stile ;

expreſſion. Shakeſp.

To PHRASE. v. a. ſſrom the noun..] To ſtile;

to call ; to term. Shakeſp.
PHRASEO'LOGY. ſ. ($247; and ×{yo.]

Stile ; diction. Swift. 2. A phraſe book.

PHRENITIS.f [ºriº.] Madneſ. Wiſeman.

PHRENETICK. R. a. [tfºlizi; ; phrenetique,

PHRE’NTICK. Fr.] Mad j inflamed in the

brain ; frantic. Woodward.

PHRENSY. ſ. [from #1....: ; phreneſſe, Fr.]

Madneſs ; frantickneſs. Mi ton.

PHTHISICAL. a.[;S.-lxix.) Waſting Harvey.

PHTH1'SICK. ſ. {:...' A conſumption.

Harvey.

PHT HISIS. ſ. [ {Sir.; J A conſumption.

Wiſeman.

PHYLACTERY. ſ. ſºvº aſſºziz.) A bandage on

which was inſcribed ſome memorable lentence.

Hammond.

PHYSICAL. a. [from phyſck.] 1. Relating to

natue or to natural philoſophy , not moral

Hammond. 2. Pertaining to the ſcience of

healing. 3. Medicinal; helpful to health.

Shakeſp. 4. Re embling phyſick.

PHY'SICALLY. adv. [from phyſical J Accord

ing to nature; by natural operation ; not no

rally. Stilling fleet.

PHYSI'CIA.N. ſ. [phyſien, Fr. from tºy

ſick.] One who proleſles the ait of healing.

Bacon.

PHYSICK ſ. ſºv-x".) The ſcience of healing.

2. Medicines ; r. medies. Hooker. 3. [In com

mon phraſe.] A purge.

To PHYSICK. v. a. ſſrom the noun..] To

purge ; to treat with phyſick 5 to cure.

Shakeſp.

PHYSICO THEOLOGY. ſ. [from phyſico and

theºlºgy] Divinity enforced or illuſtrated by

natural philoſºphy.

PHYSIO GNOMER. Q ſ (from phyſiognomy.]

PHYSIO GNOM IST V One who judges of

the temper or future fortune by the features

of the face. Peacham.

PHYSIOGNOMICK.

PHYSIOGNO MONICK.

a.ſº zitz, www.zº; l

Drawn trom the

contemplation of the face., converſant in con

templation of the face.

PHYSIO'GNOMY. ſ. [fºr 12, wºwa 1 1. The

art of diſcovering the terrper, an” fort know

ing the fortune by the features of the lace.

Bacca. 2. The ſace; the caſt of the look.

Hadibrar.

PHYSIO LOGICAL, a [from phyſiºlogy.) Re

lating to the doctrine of the natural conſtitu

tion of things. Bºy!e.

PHYSIOLOG'ST. ſ. [from phyſiºlºgy.)

writer of natural philoſophy.

PHYSIOLOGY. ſ. ſ ºri; and atya.] The

doctrine of the conſtitution of the works of

nature. Bentley.

PHYSY. ſ. The ſame with fuſe.

PHYTIVOROU.S. a. [ sº, and vers. J That

eats graſs or any vegetable, Ray.

PHYTO GRAPHY. ſ. [??., and yeſ; w, j A

deſcription of plants.

PHY"TOLOGY. ſ. ſºv and x=52.] The doc

trine of plants; botanical diſcourſe.

PIACLE. ſ. [ piaculum, Lat.] An enormous

crime. Howel.

Pi A CULAR.

PIA CULOUS.

power to atoue.

tion. Brown.

Glanville

PIA-MATER ſ. [ Lat. J A thin and delicate

membrane, which lies under the dura mater,

and covers immediately the ſubſtance of the

brain.

PIANET. ſ. 1. A bird; the leſſer wood. pecker.

2. The magpie.

Pl'ASTER. J. [ piaffra, Italian.] An Italian

coin, about five ſhillings ſterling in value.

Dºc?. -

PIA ZZA ſ. (Italian ] A walk under a roof

ſupported by pillars Arbuthnot.

PICA. ſ. Among printers, a particular ſize of

their types or letters.

PICARO'ON. ſ. [ from picare, Italian. }. A

robber; a plunderer. Temple.

PI'CCAGE. ſ. firragium, low Latin.] Money

paid at fairs for breaking ground for booths.

To PICK. v. a. (ficken, Dut 1. To cull ; to

cluſe i to ſelect ; to glean. Knoller. 2. To take

up ; to gather ; to find induſtriouſly. Bacon.

3. To ſeparate from any thing uſeleſs or

noxious, by gleaning out either part. Bacon.

4. To clean, by gathering off gradually any

thing adhering. More. 3. [Prquer, Fr. J.T.,

pierce : to it ike with a ſharp inſtrument.

//i/ ºr in. 6. To ſtrike with bill or beak; to

peck. Proverbr. 7. [Picare, Italian.] To rob.

*akeſp. 8. To open a lock by a pointed

inſtrument. Denham. 9. To Pick a hole in

one's coat. A proverbial expreſſion for one

finding fault with another. -*

To PIG. R. v. n. 1. To eat ſlowly and by ſmall

morſels. Dryden. .2. To do any thing nicely

and leiſurely. Dryden.

PICK. ſ. A ſharp-pointed iron tool. Hº'oedºward.

PICK A PACK, adv (from pack..] In manner of

a pack. L'Eſtrange.

| Pl'C KAXE. J. puck and axe. J An axe not

made to cut but pierce, an axe with a ſharp

! -point Mºſtºn.

P! CKBACK. a. On the back. Hudibrar.

PI'CKED a. p que, Fr.) Sharp , finart. Mort.

To P. CKEER. v. a. [picars, Ptalian J 1. To

pirate; to pillage 5 to rob. 2. To make z

flying ſkirmith. Anſworth, Hudibras.

PIC KER. / (trora A1, ..] 1. One who picks er

4 C 2. culls.

A

a. [Piacularis, piaculum, Lat.]

1. Expiatory ; having the

1. Such as requires expia

3. Criminal ; atrociouſly bad.
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cułłº. M.” timer. ... A pickaxe, an inflºu

ment to pick with Me, 1 mer.

PICKE REL ſ it cm p. 4. ) A ſmall pile.

PICKE REL wº:D ſ (from f ike) a watºr

plant, from which rikes are falled to t e gen

rated. J/a/ter.

Pi CKLE. ſ. ſpºkel, Dutch.) 1. Any kind ºf

ſalt liquºr, in which fleſh or ot' e ſubſtance tº

picſerved. Addiſºn. 2. Thing kept in pickle.

3. Cordit on ; ſtate. Shak ſp.

PICKLE. or fightel ſ. A ſmall parcel of lard

incloſed with a hedge, which in ſome coun

tries is called a fing'e, Philipſ.

To PICKLE. v. a T from the noun, ) ". To

preſerve in pickle. Dryden - To ſeaſon or

imbue highly with any thing bad

PICKLFHE}{RING. ſ. [pics.l. and Herring.)

A jack-pudding; a metry-andrew ; a zany,

a buffoon. Addiſºn.

Pi CKLOCK / [ſick and lºck.) 1. An inſtru.

ment by which locks are opered Brºwn. 2.

The perſon who picks locks.

PICK FOCKET. Aſ ſpic! and tecket,or purſe.
Pi CKPURS!... A thief who ſeal', by put

ting his hand privately into the pocket or

pure. Bentley.

PICKToo"TH. ſ [ſic! and test}..] An inſtru

ment by which the teeth are cleaned. Swift.

PICKTHANK. ſ. ſpick and thank. J. An ºffi

cious fellow, who dºes what he is not deſired.

Fat, fax, L'Eſlrange, South.

PICT / [pictus, Lat) A ſainted perſon. Lee.

PICTO RIAL. a. [from fiéter, Lat.) Produced

by a painter. Brown.

PICTURE. ſ. [p &iura, Lat.) 1. A reſemblance

of perſons or things in colºurs. Shakeſp. 2.

The ſcience of pºinting. 3. The wºrks o'

painters. Stilling fleet. 4. Any reſemblance o

repreſentation. Lºcke.

To PICTURE. v a [rom the noun ) i. To

paint ; to repreſent by painting. Brºwn, a

To repreſent. Sf enſer.

To PI DULE v. n. 1. To pick at table: to

feed ſqueamiſhly, and without appetite. Swift

2. To trifle; to attend to ſmall parts rather

than to the main.

PIDDLER ſ. (from fiddle ) One that eat,

ſqueamiſhly, and without appetite.

PIE. ſ. 1. Ary cruſt baked with ſome hing it.

it. Dryden, 1. [Pira. I at..] A magpie, a

particoloured bird Shakeſp. , 3. The old po

piſh ſervice book, ſo called from the rubrick.

4. Cock and pie, was a ſlight expreſſion ºn

Shake per re's time, of which I know not the

meaning -

PIEBAL1) a. (from pic..] Of various colours;
diverſified in colour. Locke.

PIECE. / I fiece, Fr.) 1. A patch. 1. A part

of a whole ; a fragment. Act . 3. A paſt.

Tillet, ºn. 4. A picture. Drydºr. 5. A sm

poſition ; performance. Addiſon. 6. A ſingle

great gun. Knºlley 7. A hand gun. Cheyne. 8.

A coin , a ſingle piece of money. Priºr. 9. In

ridicule and contempt t as, a ft, ce of a lawyer.

19, 4 P. E. c 2. To each. 44;re. I 1. of a

P. c e tutº I.ike of the ſame foºt; tı..ted

the ſame with the reſt. Rºſcºmmer.

To Piec E v. a. (from the noun ) i. To enlarge

by the ad, i ion of a fice. Bacºn. 1. To join .

to unite r. T. P. E. c e cit. To encreaſe ly

addition. Sha eſp.

ſo Pi ECF. v. m. ſ rºm the nour.] To join ; is

coale ce, to be compasted Bacon.

PIECER. ſ. (from tiece.) one that pieces.

PIE CELESS, a [from piece.) wholes compač,

not made of ſeparate pieces Dennz.

Pi F. CEME AL. adv. ſpice and mel, Six ) In

pieces ; in fragments. Hudibrar, Pºpe.

P. E. CEMEAI, a Single; ſeparate'; divided.
Gov. ef the Tongue.

PIED. a. (from pie.j Variegated, particoloured.

Drayton.

PIE DNESS. ſ (from fied] variegated; diver

ſity of colou. Shakeſp.

PIE LED. a. Bald. Shakeſp.

PIEPowder cºurt ſº from pied, foot, ºrd

feudre, duſy J A Court held in fairs or re

“reſs of all diſorders committed theſe n.

PIE. R. ſ. [ fier, e, Fr.] The columns on which

the arch of a bridge is raiſed. Bacºn

To PIERCº. v. a. [fºr, er, Fr.) 1. To pere

trate; to enter; to force. Shakeſ? 1. To

touch the paſſions; to aff, Cº. Shakºſa

To PIERC E. v. n. 1. To make way by force.

Bacca. 1. To ſtrike; to move ; to affect.

Shakeſp. 3. To enter; to dive. Sidrºy. 4.

To affed ſeverely. Shakeſp.

PIE RCER. ſ. (from fierce J . An inſt ument.

that bores or renetrates Tºffº. 1. The paſt

with which inſt Čts perforate bodies. Ray. 3.

One who pe; f. azes.

PIF’RCINGLY. adv. from fierce) Sharply.

PIERCINGNESS. ſ. (hom percing Power

of piercing. De ham.

Pi ETY..ſ. (£ieta, Lat. pieté, Fr J . Diſcharge

of duty to God. Prachain. 1. Duty to part nts

or thoſe in ſuperiour relation.

PIG. ſ. [bigge, Dutch.) 1. A young ſow or b ar.

Flyer. 2. An oblong maſs of lead or un

forged iron. Peº ..

To P1G. v. a (from the noun..] To farrow; to

bring ligs.

PIGEON. ſ [figeºn, Fr.] A few bred in a

cote or a frill houſe; in ſome places called

dovecote. Raleigh.

PIGEONFOOT. ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

PI'GEONLIVERED. a. [figº and liver.]

Mild ; ſoft; gentle. Shakeſp.

PIGGIN. ſ. In the othern provinces, a ſtral
veſſel. -

PIGHT. (oll pret and part. Taff of fit")

Pitched; placed ; fixed, determined. Sº ºſt',

Shakeſp.

PIGMENT. ſ. [figmentar", [...at..] Paint; cº

lour to be laid on any body. Bey?’.

Pi'GMY. ſ. [ figmaeus, Lat..] A fina!! raticſ,

fabled to be devoured by the cranes. Garth.

PIGNORATION. J. [P.gaz, * > Lat.J The 23

of pledging.

Pi GNUT.J. [fig and ºut J An ea thret sh;
Pi GSNEY.
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Pi'GSNEY. ſ. ſpiga, Sax. a girl..] A word of

endearment to a girl.

PIGWi'DGEON.J. Anything pretty cr ſmall.
Cleaveland. -

PIKE. ſ. [pi;ue, Fr. his ſnout being ſharp.) 1.

The pike is the tyrant of the reſh waters.

Bacºn ºbſerves the pike to be the longeſt lived

of any freſh water fiſh, and yet he computes it:

to be not uſually above forty years. Waltºn.

*... [Pi, ae, Fr J A long lance uſed by the foot

ſoldiers, to keep off the horſe, to which bay

onets have ſucceeded. Hayward. 3 A fork

uſed in huſbandry. Tuſſºr. 4. Among turners,

two iron prigs between which any thing to be
turned is faſtened. Max:n.

Pł KED. a. ſpique, Fr J Sharp; acuminated;

ending in a point. Shakeſp.

Pi KEMAN. ſ [fike and man.] A ſoldier arm.

ed with a pike. Knoll.s.

PTKESTAFF. ſ. ſpike and ſtaff] The wooden

frame of a pike. ‘fatl. r
PI LA STER. ſ. [pilafire, Fr.) A ſquare column

ſometimes inſulated, but oftener ſet within a

wall, and only ſhewing a fourth or fifth part
of its thickneſs. Diº,

Pl LCHER / 1. A furred gown or caſe : any

thing lined with ſur. Hanmer. 2. A fiſh like

a herring.

PILE. J. [file, Fr. pyle, Dutch. 1. A ſtrong

piece of wood driveſ into the ground to make

firm a foundatiºn. Knoleſ. i. A heap; an

*ccumulation. Shakeſp. 3. Any thing heaped

together to be burned. Collier. 4. An edifice ,

º, building. Pºpe. 5. A hair. ſpiluſ, Lat. )

Shakeſp. 6 Hairy ſurface; nap, Grew. 7

{{***, Lat.) The head of an arrow, L, cyten
8. One ſide of a coin the reverſe of croſs.

* *** 9 (In the plural, prieſ.) The hamor.
rhoids. Arbuthnºt. -

To PIL.E. v. a. ſ.

Shakeſp.

Abbot.

Pl'LEATED. a. I pilºut, Let } In the form of

a cover cr hat. MŽeadºward.

PT LER. ſ. (from pºle ] He who accumulates.

To Pi'LP FR v. a ſpiller, Fr.) To deal; to

gain by petty robbery. Bacon.

To PILFER. v. n. To pract...e. petty thet. Sha.

Pi LFERER. / (from pyr.j one who ſteal.

petty things Atterbury.

Pi LEER!NGLY, adv. with petty larceny ;

fiichingly.

PILFERY.ſ [from pifer. Petty theft L'Eſir

PILGRIM. f. ſpelgrim, Dutch.j A traveller,

a warderer; particularly one who travels on

a religious account. Stillingſ, et.

To Pl'LGRIM v. n. [from the noun...] Towan

der ; to ramble. Grew.

Pl:LGRIMAGE. ſ. [pelerinage, Fr J A long
journey; travel; more uſually a journey on

account of devotion. Dryden.

PILL / [fillula, Lat. J Medicine made into a

small ball or maſs. Craſhaw.

To PiLL. v. a. ſpiller, Fr.) 1. To rob : to

plunder Shakeſp. z. For feel; to ſtrip off
bark. G. m.,

To heap ; to coacervate.

2. To fill with ſomething heaped.

Te PILL. v. n. To ſtrip away; to come off in
flakes or ſcoria". Tob.

PILLAGE. ſ. ſpillage, Fr. ) i. Plunder;

ſomethirg got by plundering or pilling. Shake.

2. The act of plundering. Shakeſp.

To PI LLAGE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

plunder; to ſpoil. Arbuthnet.

PI'LLAGER. ſ. [from pillage.] A plunderer ;

a ſpoiler,

Pi Li.A.R. ſ. ſpilier, Fr pilaſrº, Ital.] I. A

column. Wottºn. 2. A ſupporter; a main

tainer. Shakeſp.

PILLARED, a [from pillar J . Supported

by columns. Milton. ... Having the form of

a column. Thomſºn.

PILLION. ſ. (from pillºw.] 1. A ſoft ſaddle
ſet behind a horſeman for a woman to fit on.

Swift. 2. A pad; a pannel; a low, ſaddle.

Spenſer. 3. The pad of the ſaddle that

touches the horſe.

PILLORY. ſ. ſpillari, Fr. pillerium, low Lat]
A frame erected on a pillar, and made with

holes and folding boards, through which the

heads and hands of criminals are put. Watts.

To Pi LLORY. v. a. ſpillorier, Fr. from the

noun ) To puniſh with the pillory. Gov. ºf

the Tongue.

PILLOW. ſ. ſpyle, Sax. palewe, Dutch..] A

bag of down or feathers laid under the head to

ſleep on. Donne.
- -

To Pi LLOW. v. a. To reſt any thing on a pil

low. Miltºn.
-

PI'LLOWBEER. R. ſ. The cover of a pillow.

PI [.LowcASE. J. Swift. - -

PILOSITY. ſ. (from piloſur, Lat J Hairineſ.

Bacºn.

Pi'LOT'ſ ſpikte, Fr. pilºt, Dutch..] He whoſe

office is to ſleer the ſhip. Ben, fohnſon.

To Pi LOT. v. a [from the noun..] To ſtee: ;

to direct in the courſe.

PILOTAGE. ſ. ſpiktage, Fr. from filt | 1.
Pilct's ſkill, knowledge of coaſts. Raleigh.

2. A pilot's hire. Ainſworth. -

Pi LSER. ſ. The moth or fly that runs into a

candle flame.
-

PIMENTA. ſ. [piment, Fr.] A kind of ſpice

called Jamaica pepper, all-ſpice. Hi.l.

PIMP. J. [ſinge, fr. Skinner.) One who prº

vides gratifications for the luſt of others; a

procurer; a pander. Addiſºn. -

To PIMP. v. a. (from the noun..] To provide

gratifications ſcrthe juſt of cºhers; to pander.

Swift.

PIMPERNEL. ſ. If imperrella, Lat.) A plant.

PI MPING. a. ipºmple menſch, a weak man,

Dutch..] Little. Skinner. tº.

PIMPLE. ſ. [ pomfette, Fr.] A ſmall red puſ

tule. Addiſon.
-

PIMPLED. a. [From pimple..] Having red pt -

...tules, ſuit of pimples: as, his lace spiripled.

PIN. ſ. (eſpºngle, Fr.) 1. A ſhort wire with a

ſharp point and round head, uſed by women o

fatten their cloaths. Pºpe 1. Any tuing inco

ſiderable or of little value. Spenſer. 3. A y

thing driven to hold paits to8-tucr; a *...*
- ol\
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bºlt, Miltºn. 4. Any ſlender thing fixed in

and ther body. Shakeſp. g. That which locks

the wheel to the axle. 6. The central pººl

Shakeſp. 7. The pegs by which muſicians'

intend of relax their ſtrings. 8. A note ; a

frain L’Eſtrange. 9. A horny induration of

the memb, anes of the eye. Shakeſp., 10. A

cylindrical roller made of wood Cºrbet. 1 1.

A noxious humour in a hawk's foot.

To Pi N. v a [rom the noun.]

with pins. P. f.e. z. To faſten to make faſt.

Shakeſp. 3. To join ; to fix. Shakeſp. Pº:
4 (Pºban, Sax j To ſhut up 5 to incloſe ;

to confine. Hºcker.

I’t NCASF. ſ. [f in and caſe.] A pincuſhion.

l'ſ NCF RS. ſ. ſpincette, Fr.) 1. An inſtrument

by which nails are drawn, or any thing is

gripped, which requires to be held hard.

Sººnſer. 2. The claw of an animal. Addiſon.

Tº PINCH v a. [ ſ incer, Fr.) 1. To ſqueeze

between the firgers or w th the teeth. Shakeſp.,

* . To hºld hard with an inſtrument. 3. To

“ueeze the fleſh 'til its paired or livid. Ska.

4. 1 o picſ between hard bodies 5. To gall;

to fict. Slak. A. 6. To gripe ; to of preſs ;

tº it atten. R.e. zh. 7. To diſtreſs: to pain.

‘l hºmºn. 8. To preſs; to drive to difficulties.

*a* 9. To try thoroughly to force out

whº is contained within Collier.

To Pi N' H. v. n. 1. To act with force, ſo as

tº be felt; to bear hard upon ; to be puzzling.

ºr ºn . . . o ſpare; to be frugal Dryden.

PIN. H. ſ. ſpin.com, Fr. from the verb.] t. A

tº inſul queeze with the fingers. Dryden. 2.

A gripe, a pain given. Shakeſp. 3. Oppreſſion;

ºit, “is iſ hºsted. L'Eſi, ange. 4. Difficulty;
tºne of diſireſs L’Eſi, ange. |

Fi NC H F is I". J. [, inch, fº, and fenny);

Pl NCHP'ſ N NY. A miſer. Ainſwºrth. :

P. Nº US H19N, (pin and cuſhion.) A ſmall

tag fluff d with bran or wool on which pins

• e ſtuck. Addiſon. |

P1 N1, UST. ſ. ſpin and daff. J Small particles

ºf metal made by cutting pins. Digby. |
Pl?: E. ſ. (£ in us, [at] A tree.

To Pi N.E. v. a. pinian, Sax. fijnen, Dutch.)

:- To languiſh ; to wear away with an kind

of miſery. Spenſer. 1. To languiſh with

deſire. Shakeſp. |

Tº Pij. E. v. a. ſ. To wear out; to make to

languiſh. Shakeſp. 2. To grieve for; to be

moan in ſilence. Milton.

Fl NEA 1 PLE. J. A plant.

PINF A L. a. [pineal, Fr.] Reſembling a pine

aſple. An epithet given by Der Cartes to the

gland which he imagined the ſeat of the ſoul.

21, buthnot. -

Pi'N E E AT HERED. a. ( pin and feather. )

Not fledged ; having the feathers yet only be

ginning to ſhoºt Dryden. -

Fi N foll). A ſpºt. n, Sax to ſhut up, and

fººd A place in which beaſts are confined.

:*:*.

Pí N (; ; ; f a ſmall cloſe ; an incloſure.

*:::: * : Y J iſ ºn and mºney : Money allow

!

1. To faſten

ed to a wife for her private expences without

account Addiſºn.

PINGUID. a. [pinguis, Lat ) Fat; unétuous.

Mortimer.

PI'NHOLE. ſ. ſpin and hole J A ſmall hole,

ſuch as is made by the perforation of a pin.

}/ſeman.

PINION. ſ. ſpignºn, Fr.) 1. The joint of the

wing remoteſt from the body. 1. Shakeſ; ear?

ſeems to uſe it for a feather or quill of the

wing. 3. Wing. Pºpe. 4. The tooth of a

ſmaller wheel, anſwering to that of a larger.

5. Fetters for the hands.

To PI'NION. v. a. [from the noun..] ... To

bind the wings. Bacon. 2. To confine by

binding the wings. 3. To bind the arm to

the body. Dryden. 4. To confine by binding

the elbows to the ſide. Dryden. ... To

ſhackle; to bind. Herbert. 6. To bind to.

Pºpe.

PINK, ſ (from pink, Dutch, an eye ) . A

ſmall fragrant flower of the gilińower kind.

Bacon. 2. An eye commonly a finall eye; as,

pink-eyed. Shakeſp. 3. Any thing ſupremely

excellect Shareſp. 4. A cºlour uſed by pan

ters. Pryden 5. [Pºngue, Fr J A Kird of

heavy narrow ſterned ſhip. Shakeſp. 6. A

fiſh ; the minow.

To PIN. K. v. a. (from pink, Dutch, an eye ) To

work in oy let holes; to pierce in ſmall holes.

Prior.

To PINK wºn ſpincken, Dutch To wink with

the eyes. 1. Fºrange.

PI'NMAKER, ſ. [pin and make J He who

makes pins.

PINNACE. ſ. ſpinnaſ, Fr. pinnacia, Ital}. A

bcat belonging to a ſhip of war. It ſeems for

merly to have ſignified rather a ſmall ſloop cr

bark attending a larger ſhip. Rileigh

PI'NN ACLE. /, ſpinnacle, Fr. pinna, Lat.) 1. A

turret or elevation above the reſt of the build

ing. Clarendºn. ... A high ſpiring point. Cowel

Pi NNER. / [from pinna, or piniºn.) 1. The

lappet of a head which flies looſe. Addiſºn.

2. A pinmaker.

PINNOCK. ſ. The tom-tit. Ainſwºrth.

P!NT. ſ. ſpint, Sax.j Half a quart; in medicine,

twelve ounces; a liquid meaſure. Dryden.

P1 NULES. f. In aſtronomy, the ſigns of an

a ſtrolabe. Dić.

Pi'ONEER. ſ. [pienier, from fier, obſolete,

Fr.] One whoſe buſineſs is to level the road,

throw up wo:ks, or ſink mines in military o

perations. Fairfax.

PI ON ING. ſ. Works of pioneers. Spesſºr.

Pi ONY. ſ. ſpeania, Lat.) A large flower.

Pi'O US a [fitt, 1 at pieux, Fr.] I. Careful

of the duties owed by created beings to God i

godly; religious; ſuch as is due to ſacred

things. Abºrten 2. Careful of the duties of

near relation. Taylor. 3. Practſ, d under the

appearance of religion. King Charles.

PIO USLY, adv. (Homfitur...] In a pious man

rer , religiouſly ; with regard, ſuch as is due

tº ſcred hºgs. Płº!? .

Plp
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PIP. ſ. ſpiffe, Dutch..] . A defluêion with

which fowls are troubled; a horny pellicle

that grows on the tip of their tongues. Hudib.

2. A ſpot on the cards. Addiſon.

To PIP. v. " (pipio, Lat.) To chirp or cry as

a bird. Bºyle.

PIPF. ſ. (£ b, Welſh; or pipe, Saxon ) i. Any

long hollow body; a tube. M/11&1 r r. 2. A

tube of clay through which the fume of tobac

co is drawn into the mouth Bacon. 3. An

inſtrument of hand muſick. Roſcommon. 4.

The organs ºf voice and reſpiration; as, the

wind fipe. Peacham 5. The key of the voice.

Shakeſp. 6. An office of the exchequer. Bac.

7. [Peep, Dutch..] A liquid meaſure contain

ing two hogſheads. Shakeſp.

To PIPE. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To play

on the pipe. Camden. 2. To have a ſhrill

found. Shakeſ?.

PIPER. ſ. [rom pipe.] One who plays on the

pipe. Rev.

PIPETREE. ſ. The lilac tree.

PI PING, a [from pipe.] ... Weak; feeble;

fickly. Shakeſ”. . Hot : boiling.

PIPKiN, ſ. [Diminutive of pºpe.j

earthen boiler Pºpe.

PIPPIN f [??ºyºghe, Dutch, Skinner.] A

ſharp apple. King.

PI QUANT. a. If ignant, Fr J

piercing , ſlimulating. Add ſºn.

tart: pungent; ſevere. Bacºn.

Pi QUANCY. ſ. [from piquant..] Sharpneſs;

tartneſs.

PIQUANTI.Y. adv (royiºt) Sharply;

tartly. Lºcke.

PIQUE. ſ. ſp. gue. Fr 1. An ill will: an of

fence take: ; petty malevolence Decºy ºf

Pºrty. 2. A ſtrong paſſion. 1/4dib, a. 3.

Point; nicety; punctivio. Dryden.

To Pº (): ; b. v. a ſpiguer, Fr i. To touch

with envy or virulency; to put into fret. Prior.

2. To effend ; to irritzte f ºpe, 3. To va

lue: t , fix reputation as on a point. Locke.

To Pi QUEF. R. See Pick ºf t.

PIQUE FRER / A robber, a plunderer. Swift.

P1GUET. ſ. (fi, uet, Fr.] A game at cards.

Prior.

P1 RACY. ſ. ſºvetºia. The aa or practice of

robbing on the ſea 14'ailer.

PI RATE. ſ. [a-spalá;..] I. A ſea robber: Faron.

2. Any robbber; particularly a bookſeller who

ſeizes the copies of cther men.

To PIRATE. v. n. (from the noun ) To rob

by ſea. Arbuthnat.

To PIRATE. v. a. (Airater, Fr.] To take by

robbery. Pºpe.

PIRA TiCAL. a. ſpiraticut, Lat., Predatory;

robbing : conſiſting in robbery. Bacon.

PiSCA TION. ſ. Aiſcatio, Lat J The aº or

prastice of fiſhing. Brºwn.

P! Sº ARY. f. A privilege of fiſhing.

A ſmall

1. Pricking;

2. Sharp :

PISCA roRY. a. ſpiratorius, Laï.] Relating

to fiſhes Addiſºn.

PISCI VORO U.S. a. ſtiſci, and ver, J. Fiſh

rating; living on fiſh. Ray.

PISH. interječi. A contemptuous exclamation.

Shakeſp.

To PISH. v. n. [from the interjećtion ) To ex

preſs contempt. Pºpe. -

PISMI RE. ſ. myna, Sax, fiſmiere, Dutch)

An ant; an einmet Prior.

To PISS. v. n. [aſſer, Fr. fiſſºn, iJutch. To

make water. L'Hi, ange.

PISS. ſ. [from the verb...] Urine; animal wa

ter. Pººr.

!'SSA BED. ſ. A yellow flower growing in the

:raſs -

PI SS!,UR NT. a. Stainca with urine.

'PISTACHIO. ſ. [pºſacchi, Italian.] The fiſ

tachio is a dry fruit of an oblong figure. F., -

frch nut. #

PISTE. ſ. [French.) The track or tread a horſe

man makes upon the ground he goes over.

PISTILLATION. ſ. Up iſłillum, Lat...] I he act

of pounding in a mortar. Brown.

PISTOL. f. ſpiſºle, piſtlet, French..] A ſmall

handgun. Clarendon.

To Pi STOL v. a. ſtiftoler, Fr.] To ſhoot

with a piſtol.

PiS roi.e. ſ. ſpiñole, Fr.] A coin of many

countries and many degrees of value Dryden.

PISTO LET. ſ. (diminutive of pºſtol.] A little

piſtol. Dorne.

Pi STON. ſ. ſpiff.n, Frj The moveable part

in ſeveral machines; as in pumps and ſy

ringes, whereby the ſuition or attraction is

cauſed , an embolus.

PIT. ſ. ſpit, Sax ) i. A hole in the ground.

acon. 2. Abyſs i profundity. Milton. 3.

The grave. Pſalmſ. 4. The area on which

cocks fight. Hudib, ar. 5. The middle part of

the theatre. Dryden. 6. Any hollow of the

body : as, the pit of the ſtomach 7. A d.at

made by the finger.

To Pi F. v. n. To ſink in hollows. Sharp.

i’ſ TA PAT. ſ. (patte patte, Fr J . A flutter;

a palpiºtiºn. L'Eſtrange. 2. A light quick

ſtep. Dryden.

Pi TCH. f. ſpic, Sax. pix, Lat.] I. The refin

of the pine extracted by fire and inſpi:ſated.

Proverbs. 2. [From picts, Fr. Skinner.) Any

degree of elevation or height. Shakeſp. 3.

Higheſt riſe. Shakeſp. 4, State with reſpect

to owneſs or height. Milton. 5. Size; ita

tu-e Spenſer. 6. Degree; rate. Denham.

To PITCH. v. a. [appicciare, Italian.) 1. To

fix; to paint. Fairfax, Knoller, Dryden. 2.

To order regularly. Hooker, 3. To throw

headlong; to caſt forward. Skakeſp. 4. To

ſmear with Pitch. Gen. Dryden. 5. To

darken. Shakeſp. 6. To pave Ainſworth.

To PITCH. v. n. 1. To light; to drop. Mort.

2. To all headlong. Dryden. 3. To fix

choice. Hudibrar. 4. To fix a tent or tent

porary habitation. 1 Mac.

Pi TCHER. ſ. [pitcher, Fr.) 1. An earthen veſ.

ſel; a water pot. Shakeſp. 2. An inſtrument

to pierce the ground in which any thing is to

be fixed. Mortimer.

Pi TCHFORK ſ. [pitch and fºrk.] A fork

W1.h
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with which corn is thrown upon the waggon.

Swift

PITCHIN ESS. ſ [from pitchy.) Blackneſs;
darkneſs.

PITCHY, a [from pitch..] I. Smeared with

pitch Pryden. 2. Having the qualities of

pitch. H codward. 3. Black; dark; diſinal.
Prior.

PITCOA.ſ. ſ. [pit and ceal ] Foſſile coal.
Mºrtiner

PITMAN. ſ. ſpit and man.] He that in ſaw

ing timber works below in the pit. Moxon.

PIT-SAW. ſ. [pit and ſaw.] The large ſaw

uſed by two men, of whom one is in the pit

Alfox2n.

PITEOUS.. a ſſrom pity.] I, Sorrowſul,

mourn ul; exciting pity. Spenſer. 2. Com

paſſionate ; tender. Prior. 3. Wretched;

paltry; piti ul. Milton.

PITEOUSLY. adv. [from piteous ) In a pite.

ous manner. Shakeſp.

PITEOUSNESS. ſ. [from pitºur.] Sorrow

fulneſs; tenderneſs.

P1 TF ALL. ſ. (fit and fall.) A pit dug and

covered, into which a paſſenger falls unex

pećtedly. Sandy.

PITH. f. (pitte, Dutch.) 1. The marrow of

the plant, the ſoft part in the midſt of the

wood. Bacon. ... Marrow. D. nne. 3 Strength ;

force. Shakeſp. 4. Energy , cogency; ful

neſs of ſentiment; cloſeneſs and vigour ol

thought and ſtile. 5. Weight j moment :

principal part. Shakeſp. 6. The quinteſſence;

the chief part.º:
P1 THLY. adv. [from pithy ) with ſtrength ;

with cogency; with force. -

PI'THINESS. ſ. [from pilly JEnergy; ſtrength

Spenſºr.

P1 i HLESS. a ſſrom pit}} 1. Wanting pith.

Shakeſp. 1. Wanting energy; wanting force

PI THY, a [from fiſh ) Conſiſting o' pith

Phil pt. 2. Strong; forcible; energe,ick.

Addiſon:

PITI ABLE. a ſpit:yable, Fr. from pity.] De

ſerving pity A'tterbury.

PITIFUL, a ſpity and full ) 1. Melancholy

moving compaſſion. Spenſer 2. Tender ;

cºmpaſſionate Shakeſp. 3. Paltry; contemp

tible; deſpicable. Dryden.

PITIFULLY. adv. [from pitiful J 1. Mourn

fully ; in a manner that moves compaſſion.

Tillot on 1 Contemptibly ; deſpicably. Clar.

PITIFULNESS. ſ.ſº 1. Tender

neſs; nercy; compaſſion. Sidney. 2. Deſpi.

cableneſs; contemptibleneſs.

Pl'TILESLY. adv. [from pitileſ...] Without

mercy.

Pi TiLESSNESS. ſ. Upmercifulneſs.

PITILESS. a. ſtrom puty J Wanting pity;

wanting compaſſion; mercileſ. Fairfax.

PITTANCE. ſ. [fittance, Fr.; pietantia. Ital.]

1. An allowance of meat in a monaſtery. a.

A ſmall portion. Shakeſp.

PITUITE. / (pituitº, Fren p 'tuita, Lat.)

Phlegm. Arbuthnot

PITUTTOU.S. a. [pituitfus, Lºt pitsites”,

Fr] Conſiſting of phlegm Arbuthnºt.

PITY. ſ. ſºrtie, Fr.; preta, Italian.) 1. Com

paſſion; ſympathy with miſery; tenderneſ,

for pain or uneaſineſs. Calamy. 2. A ground

of pºty; a ſubject of pity or of grief Bacan.

To PITY. v. a ſpireyer, Fr.) To compaño

nate miſery to regard with tenderneſs on ac

count of unhappineſs. Addiſon.

To P1 TY v. n. To be compaſſionate. 7erer.

PIVOT. ſ. ſpivºt, Fr.] A pin on which any

thing turns. Dryden.

PIX. ſ. ſpixii, Lat..] A little cheſt or box, in

which the conſecra ed hott is kept. Hanner.

PLA CABLE. a. [placabilis, Lat..] willing or

poſſible to be appeaſed. Milton.

PLACA BI'LITY. ſ. [rom placable.] Wil

PLACABLENESS. $ lingneſs to be appeaſed;

poſſibility to be appeaſed.

PLACA'RD. N. ſ. [plakaert, Dutch..] An edia;

PLACART. W. a declaration; a manifeflo.

To PLA CATE. v. a. [place0, Lat.] To ap

peaſe ; to reconcile. This word is uſed in

Scotland Fo, bes.

PLACE. ſ. [place, Fr.) 1. Particular portion of

ſpace. Addiſon. 2. Locality; ubiety ; local

relation. Lecke. 3. Local exiſtence. Revºlat.

4. Space in general. Davis. 5. Separate

room. Shakeſp. 6. A ſeat; reſidence, min

ſiºn. 7 ºn, 7. Paſſage in writing. Barºn. 8.

Ordinal relation. Speciater. 9. Exiſtence;

ſtate of bing ; validity ; ſtate of actual ope

ration Hayward to. Rank; order of prin

rity. Shakeſp. ii. Precedence ; priority. Ben.

Johnſon. ii. Office, publick charader or

e ‘ployment. Kncleſ. 13. Room; way; ſpace

for appearing or acting given by cefion. Dryd.

1 : Ground , room. Hammºnd.

To PLACE. v. a [placer, Fr.) I To put in

any place, rank or condition. Exodus, Drydºs.

2. To fix , to ſettle; to eſtabliſh. Lºcke. 3.

To put out at intereſt. Pºpe.

PLACLR. ſ. [from place ) One that place:
Spencer,

PLACID, a [placidus, Lat.] 1. Gentle ; qui

et: not turbulent. Bacon 2. Soft ; kind;

mild. t

PLACIDLY. adv. [from placid.] Midly;

gently. Bºyle.

PLACHT. J. [placitum, Lat..] Decree; deter

mination Glanville.

PLACKET, or plaquet ſ A petticoat. Shakeſ.

PLA'G| A Riºſ ſ. [rom plagiary.) Theſt,

literary adoption of the thoughts or works of

another. Sºft.

PLA Gl ARY. ſ. [from plagium, Lat.) 1. A

thieſ in literature, one who ſteals the thoughts

or writings of another. South. 2. The crime

o! literary theſt. Brown.

PLACUE f [plaghe, Dutch; ºx=x" | 1. Peſ.

tilence; a diſeaſe eminently contagious ard

deſtructive. Bacon. 2. State of miſery. Pſal

3. Any thing troubl. ſome or vexatious. L'E'

To PLAGUE. v. n. [from the noun ) 1. To

inſect with peſtuence. 2. Te trouble; to

tes ze;
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teaze; to vex; to haraſs; to torment; to

afflićt. Collier.

PLA'GUILY. adv. [from plaguy..] Wexatiouſly;

horribly. Dryden.

PLA'GUY. a. [from plague.]Vexatious; trou

bleſome. Donne.

PLAICE. ſ. [plate, Dutch) A flat fiſh. Carew.

PLAID. ſ. A ſtriped or variegated cloth; an

outer looſe weed worn much by the highlan

ders in Scotland.

PLAIN. a. ſplanut, Lat.) 1. Smooth ; level ;

flat; free from protuberancies or excreſcencies.

Spenſer. 2. Void of ornament; ſimple. Dryden.

3. Artleſs; not ſubtle ; not ſpecious ; not

learned; ſimple. Hamm. 4 Honeſtly rough:

open; ſincere ; not ſoft in language. Bacºn.

5. Mere; bare. Shakeſp. 6. Evident; clear ,

diſcernible; not obſcure. Denham. 7. Not

varied by much art. Sidney.

PLAIN. adv. 1. Not obſcurely. 2. Diſtinétly :

articulately. Mark. 3. Simply ; with rough

ſincerity. Addiſon.

PLAIN. ſ. [plane, Fr.) Level ground; open ;

flat ; often, a field of battle. Hayw. Davies.

To PLAIN v. a. [from the noun.] To level;

to make even. Hayward.

To PLAIN. v. n. [plaindre, je plains, Fr.] To

lament ; to wail. Sidney.

PLA'INDEALING. a. [plain and deal] Acting

without art. L’Eſtrange.

PLA'INDEALING.'ſ Management void of art.

Dryden.

PLA'1NLY. adv. [from plain.] 1. Levelly ;

flatly. 2. Not ſubtilly not ſpeciouſly. 3

Without ornament. 4 Without gloſs ; ſin

cerely. Pope. g. In earneſt; fairly Clarend 6.

Evidently; clearly; notobſcurely. Shake. Milt

PLA'INNESS. ſ. (from plain..] I Levelneſs,

flatneſs. 2. Want of ornament; want of ſhow

Dryden. 3. Openneſs; rough ſincerity. Sidney.

4. Artleſſneſs; ſimplicity. Dryden.

PLAINT. ſ. [plainte, Fr.) 1. Lamentation;

complaint ; lament. Sidney. 2. Exprobration

9f injury. Bacos. 3. Expreſſion of ſorrow
Porton.

PLA'INTFUL. a. [plaint and full] Complain

ing; audibly ſorrowful. Sidney.

PLA'INTIFF. ſ. [plaintif, Fr.) He that com.

mences a ſuit in law againſt another; oppoſed

to the defendant. Dryden.

PLA'INTIFF. a. [plaintif, Fr.] Complaining

A word not in uſe. Prior.

PLA'INTive. a [plaintif, Fr.] Complaining

lamenting ; expreſſive of ſorrow. Teung.

fºLA'INWORK. ſ. [plain and work.] Needle.

work as diſtinguiſhed from embroidery. Pºpe

PLAIT. ſ. (corrupted from plight or plyght.] A

fold: a double. Davier.

To PLAIT. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To fold :

to double. Pope. 2. To weave; to braid. '

Peter. 3. To intangle; to involve. Shakeſp

PLA ITER. ſ. [from plait.) He that plaits.

PLAN. ſ. ſplan, Fr.) 1. A ſcheme; a form ; a

model. Addiſon. 2. A plot of any building, or

ichnography. Prior.

To PLAN. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſcheme

to form in deſign. Pope.

PLA'NARY. a. Pertaining to a plane. Diä.

PLANCHED. a. [from planch. J Made of

boards. Shakeſø.

PLA'NCHER. ſ. ſplancher, Fr.] A board; a

lank. Bacon.

PLA(NCHING. ſ. In carpentry, the laying the

floors in a building.

PLANE. ſ. [planur, Lat] 1. A level ſurface.

Cheyne. 2. (Plane, Fr.] An inſtrument by

which the ſurface of boards is ſmoothed. Max.

To PLANE. v. a. [planer, Fr.) 1. To level 5 to

ſmooth from inequalities. Arbuthnot. 2. To

ſmooth with a plane. Moxon.

PLANE-TREE. ſ. [platanus, Lat. plane, pla

fame, Fr.] The introduction of this tree into

England is owing to the great lord chancellor

Bacon. Miller.

PLA'NET. ſ. ſplaneta, Lat. …,xayaw.) Planetr

are the erratick or wandering flars, and which

are not like the fixt ones always in the ſame

poſition to one another : we now number the

earth among the primary planets, becauſe we

know it moves round the ſun, as Saturn, Jupi

ter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury do, and that

in a path or circle between Mars and Venus:

and the moon is accounted anong the ſecon

dary planets or ſatellites of the primary, ſince

ſhe moves round the earth. Brown.

PLANETARY.a.[planetaire, Fr. from planet.]

1. Pertaining to the planets. Granville. 2.

Under the denomination of any particular

planet, Dryden. 3. Produced by the planets.

Shakeſp. 4. Having the nature of a planet;

erratick Blackmore.

PLANETICAL. a. [from planet.) Pertaining

to planets. Brºwn.

PLANET'STRUCK. a. [planet and ſtrike. I

Blaſted. Suckling.

PLANIFO'LIOUS, a. ſplans, and folium, Lat.]

Flowers are ſo called, when made up of plain
leaves. Dić7.

PLANIMETRICAL.a. (from planimetry.JPer

taining to the menſuration of plain ſur -

PLANIME”TRY. ſ. [planar, and fast;ia.] The

menſuration of plain ſurfaces

PLANIPETALOUS. a. ſplanur, Lat. and ºrt

raxcy.) Flatleaved, as when the ſmall flowers

are hollow only at the bottom, but flat up

wards, as dandelion and ſuccory. Dićt

To PLANISH. v. a. [from plane.] To poliſh;

to ſmooth. A word uſed by manufacturers.

PLA'NISPHERE. ſ. ſplanuſ, Lat. and ſphere.]

A ſphere projećted on a plane.

PLANK ſ. [planche, Fr.] A thick ſtrong board.

Chapman.

To PLANK. v. a. [from the noun..] To cover

or lay with planks. Dryden.

PLANOCO'NICAL. a. ſplanuſ and conus.] Le

vel on one ſide and conical on others, Grew.

*LA'NOCONVEX ſ. [planus and convexus.]

Flat on the one ſide and convex on the other.

Newton.

PLANT. ſ. [plante, Fr. planta, Lat.) 1. Any

thing produced from ſeed; any vegetable pro
4 D dućtion,
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dnótion. 1. A ſapling. Shakeſp. 3. [Planta,

Lat.] The ſole of the foot.

To PLANT. v. a. ſplante, Lat. planter, Fr.]

1. To put into the ground in order to grow ;

to ſet; to cultivate. 2. To procreate ; to

generate. Shakeſp. 3. To place ; to fix.

Dryden. 4. To ſettle; to eſtabliſh: as, to

plant a colony. Baron. 5. To fill or adorn

with ſomething planted: as, he planted the

garden or the country. Pºpe. 6. To direct,

properly : as, to plant a cannon.

PLA'NTAGE. ſ. [plantage, Lat.] Aa herb.

Shakeſp.

PLANTAIN. ſ. [plantain, Lat. 11 An herb.

More. 2. A tree in the Weſt-Indies, which

bears an eſculent fruit. Waller.

PLANTAL. a. [from plant. J Pertaining to;

plants. Glanville.

FLANTATION. ſ.[tlantatio, Lat.] 1.The act

or practice of planting. 1. The place planted.

King Charler. 3. A colony. Bacon. 4. Intro

duction; eſtabliſhment. King Charles.

PLANTED. a. (from plant.] This word ſeems

*far. to ſigriſy, ſettled; well ground
e

PLA'NTER. ſ. [ planteur, Fr.) 1. One who

ſows, ſets or cultivates; cultivator. Dryden.

8. One who cultivates ground in the Weſt

Indian eolonies. Locke. 3. One who diſſe

minates or introduces. Addiſon.

PLASH. ſ. [plaſche, Dutch Ji. A ſmall lake of

water or puddle. Bacon. 1. Branch partly cut

off and bound to other branches. Mortimer.

To PLASH. v. a. ſplºſer, Fr.] To interweave

branches. Evelyn.

PLASHY, a [from plaſh.) Watry; filled with

puddles. Better ten.

PLAS-A. f. (ºxazaa..] A mould; a matrix in

which any thing is caſt or lormed. Woodward.

Pl. A STE.R. ſ. (from #2-3 | 1. Subſtance made

of water and ſome abſorbent matter, ſuch as

chalk or lime well pulveriſed, with which

wails are overlaid. Waits. 2. A glutinous or

adheſive ſalve Shakeſ?.

To PLA STER. v. a. (flaſºrer, Fr.) 1. To

overlay as with plaſter. Bacon. 2. To cover

with a medicated plaſter.

PLASTERER. ſ. ſplºſirier, Fr. from flaſier )

1. One whoſe trade is to overlay walls with

plaſter. Shakeſp. 2. One who forms figures in

platter. M'otton.

PLA STICK. a. ſºarix::..] Having the power

to give ‘orm. Prizr.

PLA STRON. ſ. [Fr.] A piece of leather ſtuffed,

which fencers uſe, when they teach their

feholars, in order to receive the puſhes made

at them. Dryden.

To PLAT. v. a. [from plait..] To weave; to

make by texture. Addiſon.

PLAT ſ. (Plot, Sax.] A ſmall piece of ground.

Milton.

PLATANE. ſ. [flatane, Fr. platanus, Lat.]

The plane tree. Milton.

PLATE. ſ. [plate, Dutch i plaque, Fr.) 1. A

.piece of ractal beat out into breadth, Wilkins.

2. Armour of plates. Spenſer. 3. [Plata,

: §. Wrought ſilver Ben, jobsſes. 4.

[Plat, Fr. platta, Ital.] A ſmall ſhallow veſſel

of metal on which meat is eaten. Dryden.

To PLATE. v. a. (from the noun.]1. To cover

with plates. Sandys. 2. To arm with plates.

Shakeſp. 3. To beat into laminae or plates.

Newton.

PLA'TEN. ſ. Among printers, the flat part of

the preſs whereby the impreſſion is made.

PLATFORM. ſ. [plat, flat, Fr. and form.) 1.

The ſketch of any thing horizontally deli

neated; the ichnography. Sandys. 2. A place

laid out after any model. Pºpe. 3. A level

place before a fortification. Shakeſp. 4. A

ſcheme; a plan. Woodward.

PLATICK aſpect. In aſtrology, is a ray caſt

from one planet to another, not exactly, but

within the erbit of its own light. Bailey.

PLATOON. ſ. (a corruption of pelates, Fr.) A

ſmall ſquare body of muſketeers. Tickell

PLATTER. ſ. [from plate.] A large diſh, ge

nerally of earth. Dryden.

PLAU'DIT. } ſ. Applauſe. Denham.

PLAU DITE.

PLAUSIBILITY.'ſ. [plauſibilité, Fr.] Specicuſ.

neſs; ſuperficial appearance of right. Swift.

PLAU'SIBLE. [plauſible, Fr.) Such as gains

approbation; ſuperficially pleaſing or taking;

ſpecious ; popular. Clarenden.

PLAU'SIBLENESS. ſ. ſºtº Speci

ouſnes; ſhow of right. Sanderſon.

PLAUSIBLY. adv. [from plauſible.] 1. With

fair ſhow ; ſpeciouſly. Collier. 2. With ap

plauſe Not in uſe. Brºwn.

PLAUSIVE. a. (from plaude, Lat.] 1. Ap

plauding 1. Plauſible. Shakeſp.

To PLAY. v . [plexan, Sax.] 1. To ſport;

to frolick; to do ſomething not as a taſk,

but for a pleaſure. Milton. 1. To toy; to

act with levity. Milton. 3. To be diſmiſſed

from work. Shakeſp. 4. To trifle; to act

wantonly and thoughtleſly. Temple 3. To do

ſomething fanciful. Shakeſp. 6. To practiſe

ſarcaſtic merriment. Pope. , 7. To mock;

to practiſe illuſion. Shakeſp. 8. To game;

to contend at ſome game. .*}.} To do

any thing trickiſh or deceitful. Addiſes. 10.

To touch a muſical inſtrument. Glanville. it.

To operate ; to act. Uſed of any thing in

motion. Cheyne. 12. To wanton ; to move

irregularly. Dryden. 13. To perſonate a

drama. Shakeſp. Dryden. 14. To repreſent a

character. 15. To act in any certain character.

Collier.

To PLAY. v. a. To put in action or motion:

as, he played his cannon. 2. To uſe an

inſtrument of muſick. Gay. 3. To act a

mirthful character. Milton. 4. To exhibit

dramatically. Shakeſp. 5. To act; to perform.

i Sidney.

|Pººf 1. Action not impoſed; not work.

2. Amuſement; ſport. Milton. 3. A drama;

a comedy or tragedy, or any thing in which

characteis are repreſented by dialogue and

| action.
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1&ion. Dryden. 4. Game; practice of gam

ing; conteſt at a game. Shakeſp. 5. Pračtice

in any conteſt. Tillºtſon. 6. Aćtion; em

ployment; office. Dryden. 7. Praštice;

action; manner of acting. Sidney. 8. A&

of touching an inſtrument. 9. Irregular and

wanton motion. Io. A ſtate of agitation or

ventilation. Dryden. I 1. Room for motion.

Mºxon, 12. Liberty of a&ting: ſwing. Addiſºn.

PLAYBOOK. ſ. ſplay and book.] Book of

dramatick compoſitions. Swift.

PLAYDAY. ſ. [play and day.] Day exempt

from taſks or work. Swift.

PLA'YDEBT. ſ. [play and debt.] Debt con

traćted by gaming. Arbuthnot.

PLAYER. J. (from play.) 1. One who plays.

*: Anidler; a lazy perſon. Shakeſp. 3. Actor

of dramatick ſcenes. Sidney. 4. A mimick.

Dryden. 5. One who touches a muſical in

ſtrument. 1 Samuel xvi. 6. One who acts in

play in any certain manner. Carew.

PLAYFELLow. ſ. ſplay and fellow.) Com

panion in amuſement. Spenſer.

PLAYFUL a. (play and full.) Sportive; full

of levity. Addiſºn.

PLAYGAME. ſ. [play and game. ). Play of

children. Locke.

PLAYHouse. ſ. ſplay and houſe ] Houſe

where dramatick periormances are repreſented

Stillingfleet.

PLAYPLEASURE. ſ. ſplay and pleaſure.] Idle

amuſement. Bacon

rº YSOME. a. (play and ſome.] Wanton; full

of levity.

PLAYSOMENESS. ſ: [from playſome.] Wan.

tonneſs; levity.

PLAYTHING. ſ. [ play and thing. ) Toy ;

thing to play with. Otway.
PLAYWRIGHT. ſ. [play and wright.] A

maker of plays. Pºpe.

PLEA. ſ. ſplaid, old Fr.) 1. The act or form

of pleading. 1. Thing offered or demanded in

pleading. Shakeſp. 3. Allegation. Milton. 4.

An apology; an excuſe Milton.

To PLEACH. v. a. ſplºſer, Fr.) To bend; to

interweave. Shakeſp.

Tº PLEAD. v. n. [plaider, Fr.) 1. To argue

before a court of juſtice. Granville. 2. To

ſpeak in an argumentative or perſuaſive way

for or againſt; to reaſon with another. Dryd.

3. To be offered as a plea. Dryden.

To PLEAD. v. a. i. to defºnd, to diſcuſ.

Shakeſp. *... To alledge in pleading or argu

ºnent: Spenſer. 3. To offer as an excuſe.

Dryden.

PLEA’DABLE. a. [from plead.] Capable to

be alledged in plea. Dryden.

PLEADER. J. iploideur, fr] ... one who

argues in a court of juſtice. Swift. a. One

who ſpeaks for or againſt. Shakeſp.

PLEADING.'ſ ſtron fadj Ast or form of

pleading. Swift.

PLEASANCE. ſ. ſpaiſance, Fr.] Gaiety;

pleaſantry. Spenſer. -

PLEA'SANT. a.[plaifaat, Fr.) 1. Delightful :

giving delight. Pſalmſ. 2. Grateſul to the

ſenſes. 44iltºn. 3. Good humoured; cheer

ful. Addiſon. 4. Gay 5 lively ; merry. Rogerſ.

5. Trifling; adapted rather to mirth than uſe.

Locke.

PLEASANTLY. adv. [from pleaſant) i. i.

ſuch a manner as to give delight. 2. Gayly;

merrily; in good humour. Clarend. 3. Light

ly , Judicrouſly. Breame.

PLEASANTNESS. ſ. [ ſtom pleaſant. ) i.

Pelightfulneſs; ſtate of being pleaſant.

Sidney. 2. Gaiety; chearfulneſs; merriment.

Tillotſon.

PLEASANTRY. ſ. [plaiſinterie, Fr. J 1.

Qaiety; merriment. Addiſºn. 2. Sprightly

ſaying ; lively talk. Addiſºn.

To PLEASE. v. a. [places, Lat. plaire, fr]

1. To delight; to gratify 5 to humour. Wiſ:

dºm. xvii. 2. To ſatisfy; to content. Shakeſp.

3. To obtain favour from. Milton. 4. To

be Plf a sed. To like. A word of ceremony.

Dryden

To PLEASE. T. n. 1. To give pleaſure. Milton.

2. To gain approbation. He ſea. 3. To like;

to chule. Pºpe. 4. To condeſcend; to comply;

Shakeſp.

PLEA'SER. ſ. [from pleaſe ) One that courts

favour

PLEASINGLY. adv. [from pleaſing ) In ſuch

a manner as to give delight. Pºpe.

PLEASING NESS. ſ. [from pleaſing.] Quality

of giving delight.

PLEASEMAN ſ. ſpleaſe and man.]. A pick

thank; an officious fellow Shakeſp.

PLEASURABLE, a [from pleaſure.] Delight

ful; full of pleaſure. Bacºn.

PLEASURE. ſ. [plaſir, Fr. J 1. Delight;

gratification of the mind or ſenſes. South. 2.

Looſe gratification. Shakeſp. 3. Approbation.

Pſalms. 4. What the will dićtates. Shakeſp. 5.

Choice; arbitrary will. Brºwn.

To PLEA'SURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

pleaſe ; to gratify. Tillºtſºn.

PLEASUREFUL. a. ſpleaſure andfull.) Plea

fant; delightful. Obſolete. Abbot.

PLEBEIAN. ſ. [plebeian, Fr. plebeiur, Lat.]

One of the lower people.&#
PLEBEIAN. a. ſ. Popular; conſiſting of mean

perſons. King Charles. 1. Belonging to the

lower ranks. Milton. 3. Vulgar; low; com

mon. Bacon.

PLEDGE. ſ. ſpleige, Fr. pieggio, Italian.] 1.

Any thing put to pawn. 2. A gage ; any

thing given by way of warrant or ſecurity ; a

pawn. R.we 3. A ſurety; a bail; an hoſtage.

Raleigh.

To PLEDGE. v. a. ſpleiger, Fr. tigiare, Ital.]

1. To put in pawn. Pºpe. ..To give as warrant

or ſecurity. 3. To ſecure by a pledge Shakeſp.

4. To invite to drink, by accepting the cup

or health after anºther. Shakeſt. -

PLE, DGET. ſ (plagghe, Dutch.) A ſmall maſs

of lint. Wijeman. r

PI,El ADS. J. ſpleiader, Lat. Tatia?::..] A

PLE'IADES. W. northern conſtellation. Milton.

4. D 2. PLE
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PLENARILY., adv. [from plenary.) Fully;

completely. Ayliffe.

PLE NARY. a. (from plenus, Lat.] Full; com

plete. Watts.

PLENARY. ſ. Deciſive procedure. Ayliffe.

PLEN ARINESS. ſ. [from plenary.) Fullneſs;

completeneſs.

PLE'NILUNARY. a. (from pleniluniam, Lat.]

Relating to the full moon. Brown.

PLE'NIPOTENCE. ſ. [from plenus and poten

tia, Lat.] Fulneſs of power.

PLE NIPOTENT. a. [plenipotens, Lat.) In

veſted with full power. Milton.

PLE NIPOTENTIARY. ſ. ſplenipotentiare,

Fr.] A negotiator inveſted with full power.

Stilling fleet.

PLE'NIST. ſ. [from plenus, Lat.) One that holds

all ſpace to be full of matter. Boyle.

PLE'NITUDE. ſ. [plenituds, from plenut, Lat.

plenitude, Fr.) 1. Fulneſs; the contrary to

vacuity. Bently. , 2. Repletion; animal ful

neſs; plethory. Arbuthnot. 3. Exuberance ,

abundance. Bacon. 4. Completeneſs. Prior.

PLE NTEOUS. a. [from planty.] 1. Copious:

exuberant; abundant. Milton. 2. Fruitful j

fertile. Milton.

PLENTEOUSLY. adv. [from plenteau.] Co

piouſly; abundantly; exuberantly, Shakeſp.

PLE NTEOUSNESS. ſ. [from plenteous.) A

bundance; fertility. Geneſs.

PLENTIFUL. a. ſplenty and full] Copious ;

abundant; exuberant; fruitful. Raleigh.

PLE'NTIFULLY. adv. [from plentiful.] Copi.

ouſly; abundantly. Addiſºn.

PLE NTIFULNEŠs ſ (from plentiful.] The

trate of being plentiful; abundance ; fertility.

PLENTY. ſ. (from plenus, full.] 1 Abun

dance ; ſuch a quan ity as , is more than

enough. Locke. 2. Fruitfulneſs ; exuberance.

3. It is uſed, I think, barbarouſly for plentiful.

4. A ſtate in which enough is had and enjoy

ed. joel, ii. 16.

PLEONASM. ſ. ſpleenaſmus, Lat.] . A figure

of rhetorick, by which more words are uſed

than are neceſſary.

PLESH. ſ. [A word uſed by Spenſer inſtead of

plaſb.] A puddle; a boggy marſh.

PLE THORA. J. [from rā, śata.J. The ſtate

in which the veilels are fuller of humours

than is agreeable to a natural ſtate of health.

Arbuthnot.

#ººk; a. [from plethora. ]

PLETHORICK. Having a full habit.

Arbuthnot.

PLETHORY. ſ. [plethore, Fr. from rančiča.]

Fulneſs of habit. Arbuthnot.

PLEVIN. ſ. ſpleavine, Fr. Plevina, low Lat.]

In law, a warrant or aſſurance. Diét.

PLEURISY. ſ. [mastº.) Pleurºſy is an in

flammation of the pieutz, remedied by eva

cuation, ſuppuration or expectoration, or all

together. -

PLEURiºricAL. N. a. [from pleuriſ, ) i. Diſ.

PLE'URITICK eaſed with a pleuriſy.

Arbuthnet. 2. Denoting a pleuriſy. A ſerian.

PLI’ABLE. a. ſpliable, from plier, Fr. to bend.]

1. Eaſy to be bent; flexible. South. z.

Flexible of diſpoſition; eaſy to be perſuaded.

PLIABLENESS. ſ. [from pliable.) 1. Flexibi:i-

§: ºne, to be bent. z. Flexibility of mind.

*Yong ta.

Pºy. ſ: [from plant.]Eaſineſs to be bent.
f ſoft.

PLIANT. a. [pliant, Fr. J 1. Bending :

tough; flexile; flexible; lithe limber.

Addiſon. 2. Eaſy to take a form. Dryden 3.

º complying. Bacon. 4. Eaſily perſuaded.

South.

PLIANTNESS. f. [from pliant.] Flexibility;

toughneſs. Bacon.

PLICATURE. Rſ. ſplicatura, from plice, Lat.]

PLICATION Fold; double.

PLIERS. ſ. [from pſy..] An inſtrument by

which any thing is laid hold on to bend it.
AM2.xon

To PLIGHT. v. a. ſplichten, Dutch.) 1. To

pledge; to give as ſurety. Shakeſp. a. To

braid; to weave. Spenſer.

PLIGHT. ſ. ſpliht, Sax.] 1. Condition; ſtate.

Shakeſp. 2. Good caſe. Taſer. 3. Pledge;

gage. [from the verb.] Shakeſp. 4. [From tº

plight 1 A ſold ; a pucker; a double; a

purſe ; a plait. Spenſer.

PLANTH. ſ. [way?...] In archite&ure, is that

iquare member which ſerves as a foundation

to the baſe of a pillar Harris.

To PLOD. v. n. (pleeghen, Dutch. Skinner.) 1.

To toil; to moil; to drudge ; to travel. Dryd.

2. To travel laboriouſly. Shakeſp. 3. To ſtudy

cloſely and dully. Hudibras.

PLO DDER. ſ. [from pled.) A dull heavy labo

ricus man. Shakeſp.

PLOT. ſ. ſplot, Sax.] 1. A ſmall extent of

ground. Tuffer. 2. A plantation laid out.

Sidney. 3. A form; a ſcheme; a plan.

Spenſer. 4. A conſpiracy; a ſecret deſign

formed againſt another. Dan. 5. An intrigue;

an affair complicated, involved and embaraſſed.

Roſcommon. 6. Stratagem; ſecret combination

to any ill end. Milton. 7. Contrivance; deep

reach of thought. Denham.

To PLOT. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To form

ſchemes of miſchief againſt another, commonly

againſt thoſe in authority. Dryden, 2. To

contrive; to ſcheme. Wotton.

To PLOT. v. a. 1. To plan ; to contrive. 2.

To deſcribe according to ichnography. Career.

PLOTTER. f. [from plot..] i. Conſpirator.

Dryden. 7. Contriver. Shakeſp.

PLOVER. ſ. [pluvier, French; pluvialis, Lat.,

A lapwing. Carew.

PLOUGH. J. (plog, Sax ) i. The inſtrument

with which the furrows are cut in the ground

to receive the ſeed. Mºrtiner. 2. A kind of

lane.

To PLOUCH. v. n. To practiſe aration: to

turn up the ground in older to ſow ſeed.

Mertriner.

To PLOUGH. v. a. ſ. To turn up with the

piough. Dryden. x. Tv tº ing to view by

the
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thejº, MWood, 3. To furrow ; to divide

Addiſon. 4. To tear; to furrow. Shakeſp.

PLOUGHBOY. ſ. [pleugh and boy.) A boy

that follows the plough , a coarſe ignorant boy.

Party.

PLOUGHER. ſ. [from plough J One who

ploughs or cultivates ground. Spencer.

PLOUGHLAND. ſ. [plough and land.] A farm
for corn. Donne.

PLOUGHMAN. ſ. [plough and man.] 1. One

that attends or uſes the plough. Taylºr. 2. A

groſs ignorant ruſtick. Shakeſp. 3. A ſtrong

laborious man. Arbuthnot.

PLOUGHMONDAY. ſ. The Monday after

twelfth-day. Tºſer.

PLOUGHSHARE. ſ. [plough and ſhare ) The

part of the plough that is perpendicular to the

coulter. Sidney. -

To PLUCK. v. a. [ploccian, Sax.] I. Te pull

with nimbleneſs or force; to ſnatch; to pull;

to draw , to force on or off ; to force up or

down. Gay. 1. To ſtrip of feathers. Shakeſp.

3. To pluck up a heart or ſpirit. A proverbial

expreſſion for taking up or reſuming or courage.

Kncles.

PLUCK. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A pull ; a draw;

a ſingle act of plucking. L'Eſtrange. 2. The

heart, liver and lights of an animal.

PLUCKER. ſ. [from pluck) One that plucks.
AMortimer

PLUG. ſ. [plugg, Swediſh ; plugghe, Dutch..]

A ſtopple; any thing driven hard into another

body. Boyle, Swift.

To PLUG. v. a. [from the noun.] To ſtop with

a plug. Sharp.

PLUM ſ. [plum, plumtncop, Sax.] 1. A fruit

Lºcke. 2. Raiſin; grape dried in the ſun

Shakeſp. 3. The ſum of one hundred thouſand

ounds. Addiſon. 4. A kind of play, called

w many plums for a penny: Ainſworth.

PLUMAGE. ſ. [plumage, Fr.) Feathers; ſuit

of feathers. Bacon.

PLUMB. ſ. [plmb, Fr. A plummet a

leaden weight let down at the end of a line.

Moxon.

PLUMB. adv. [from the noun J Perpendicu

larly to the horizon. Ray.

To PLUMB. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

ſound; to ſearch by a line with a weight at

its end. Swift. 2. To regulate any work by

the plummet.

PLUMBER.ſ [plombier, Fr.] One who works

upon lead. Commonly written and pronounced,

plummer.

PLUMBERY. ſ. [from plumber. ) works of

lead; the manufactures of a plumber.

PLUMCAKE. ſ. [plum and cake.) Cake made

with raiſins. Hudibrat.

PLUME. ſ. [plume, Fr. pluma, Lat] ... Feather

of birds. Miltºn. 2. Feather worn as an or

nament.Shakeſp. 3. Pride; towering mien.

Shakeſp. 4. Token of honour ; prize of

conteſt. Milton. 5. Plume is a term uſed by

botaniſts for that part of the feed of a planſ,

which it, its growth becomes the trunk.

To PLUME. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To pick

and adjuſt feathers. Mortimer. 2.[Plumer, Fr.]

To ſtrip off feathers. Ray. 3. To ſtrip; to pill.

Bacon. 4. To place as a plume. Milton. 5. To

adorn with plumes. Shakeſp.

PLUME"ALLUM. ſ (alumen plumºſum, Lat.]

A kind of aſbeſtos. Wilkins.

PLUM1GEROUS. a. [pluma and gere, Lat.]

Having feathers; feathered.

PLU'MIPEDE ſ. [ ſ luma and fer, Lat.) A

fowl that has feathers on the foot Dić7.

PLU'MMET. ſ. [from plumb.] 1. A weight of

lead hung at a ſtring, by which depths are

ſounded, and perpendicularity is diſcerned.

A4ilton. 2. Any weight. Duppa.

PLUMOSITY. ſ. [from plumous.] The ſtate of

having feathers.

PLUMOUS. a. [plumeaux, Fr. plumoſuſ, Lat.]

Feathery , reſembling feathers. A/oodward.

PLUMP. a. Somewhat fat; not lean ; ſleek;

full and ſmooth. L'Eſtrange.

PLUMP. f. [from the adjective..] A knot; a

tuft; a cluſter; a number joined in one maſs.

Sandys.

To PLUMP. v. a. (from the adjective.] To

fatten; to ſwell; to make large. Bey'e.

To PLUMP. v. n. [from the adverb.) 1. To

fall like a ſtone into the water. 2. [From the

adjective.) To be ſwollen. Ainſworth.

PLUMP. adv. With a ſudden fall. Ben. johnſon.

PLUMPER. ſ. Something worn in the mouth

to ſwell out the cheeks Swift.

PLUMPNESS. ſ. Fulneſs; diſpoſition towards

fulneſs. Nºwton.

PLUMPORRIDGE. ſ. [plum and porridge.]

Porridge with plums. Addiſon.

PLUMPUDDING. ſ. [plum and pudding.) Pud

ding made with plums. -

PLUMPY. a. Plump; fat. Shakeſp.

PLU'MY. a. [from plume.) Feathered; covered

with feathers. Milton.

To PLU'NDER. v. a. [plunderen, Dutch..]. 1.

To pillage; to rob in an hoſtile way. Dryden.

2. To rob as a thief. Pope.

PLUNDER. ſ (from the verb.) Pillage; ſpoils

gotten in war. Otway.

PLUNDERER. / [from plunder.] I. Hoſtile

pillager; ſpoiler. 2. A thief; a robber

Addiſon.

To PLUNGE. v. a. [plenger, Fr.) 1. To put

ſuddenly under water, or under any thing

ſuppoſed liquid. Dryden. 2. To put into any

ſtate ſuddenly. Dryden. 3. To hurry into

any diſtreſs. Watts. 4. To force in ſuddenly.

M’at 1.

To PLUNGE. v. m. 1. To ſink ſuddenly into

water ; to dive. Shakeſp. 2. To fall or ruth

into any hazard or diſtreſs. Tillotſon.

PLUNGE. ſ. 1. Act of putting or ſinkirg

under water. 2. Difficulty ſtrait; dittreſs.

Baker.

PLU'NGEON. ſ. [merguſ, Lat.) A ſea bird.

Ainſworth.

PLUNGER ſſfrom plunge.] Qne that plunges ;
a diver.

PLUN
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PLUNKET. ſ. A kind of blue colour.

PLURAL. a. (pluralis, Lat.] Implying more

than one Shakeſp.

PLURALIST. ſ. [pluraliſle, Fr.] One that

holds more eccleſiaſtical benefices than one

with cure of ſouls. Collier.

PLURALITY f [pluralité, Fr.) 1. The ſtate

of being or having a greater number. Bacon.

2. A number more than one. Hammond. 3.

More cures of ſouls than one 4. The greater

number; the majority. L. Eſtrange.

PLURALLY. adv. [from plural.] In a ſenſe

implying more than one.

PLUSH. ſ. [peluche, Fr.] A kind of villous or

ſhaggy cloth, ſhag Bºyle. -

PLU SHER. ſ. A ſea fiſh. Carew.

PlU V (A L. } a. from pluvia, Lat J Rainy 5

PLU ViO U.S. relating to rain. Brown.

PLU VIAL. J. [pluvial, Fr.] A prieſt's cope.

Anſworth.

To Pi.Y. v. a. ſplien, to work at anything, old

Dutch.) 1. To work on anything cloſely and

importunately. Dryden. 2. To comploy with

diligence; to keep buſy: to ſet on work. Hudi

brai. 3. To practiſe diligently. Milten. 4. To

ſolicit importunately. Sºuth.

To PLY. v. n. 1. To work, or offer ſervice.

Addiſon. 1. To go in haſte. Milton. 4. To

buſy one's ſelf. Dryden. 4. [Plier, Fr.] To

bend. L'Eſtrange.

PLY. ſ. ſſrom the verb.) 1. Bent; turn ; form :

caſt; bias 2. Plaft ; fold. Arbuthnot.

PLY FRS ſ. See Pll ERs.

PNº. UMATICAL. Q. a. [ revualiz}:. J 1.

PNEUMATICK. } Moved by wind; relative

to wind. Locke. 2. Conſiſting of ſpirit or wind.

Bacon.

PNEUMATICKS. ſ. [pseumatique,Fr. nivaaj

1. A branch of mechanics, which cenſiders

the doćtrine of the air, or laws according to

which that fluid is condenſed, rarified, or gra

vitates Harris. 2. In the ſchools, the doćtrine

of ſpiritual ſubſtances, as God, angels, and

the ſouls of men.

PNEUMATO'LocY. ſ [rvivaaroxyla.] The

doctrine of ſpiritual exiſtence.

To POACH. v. a. [reuf, pochez, Fr.) 1. To boil

flightly. Bacon. 2. To begin without comple

ting ; from the practice of boiling eggs. Bacon.

3. [Pocher, Fr. to pierce.] To ſtab; to pierce.

Carew. 4. [From pºche, a pocket.] To plunder

by ſtealth. Garth.

To POACH. v. n. (from peche, a bag, Fr.]

1. To ſteal gaine; to carry off game privately

in a bag. Oldham. 2. To be damp. Mortimer.

POA"CH A R D. ſ. A kind of water fowl.

POACHER. J. (from peach.J One who ſteals

game. More -

Pt) ACHINESS. ſ. Mariſhneſs; dampneſs. A

cart word. Wertimer.

PO ACHY. a. Damp; marſhy. Mertimer.

Pºº K. ſ. (from pox.] A puſtule railed by the

ſmall pox.

Pº, C+. F.T. ſ. ſpocca, Saxon; pechet, Fr.] The

fºr all Lag inſerted inte &loaths. P, wr.

To POCKET. v. a. ſpecketer, Fr. from the

noun.] ". To put in the pocket. Pºpe. i. 7.

Pocket up. A proverbial form thit denote

the doing or taking any thing clandeſtinel,

Prior.

PQ'CKETBOOK. ſ. [pºcket and bºok.] A par

boºk carried in the pocket for haſty noir.
attr.

POCKETGLASS. ſ. ſpecket and glaſ, JP

table looking-glaſs. Swift.

POCKHOLE. ſ. ſpeck and #2k.] Pit or fºr

made by the ſmallpox. Denne.

PQ'CKINESS. ſ. [from pocky J. The ſtate of

being pocky.

POCKY. a. [from pºx.] Infected with the Por.

Denham

POCULENT. a. [peculum, Lat JFit for drink.

arººf.

POD. ſ. ſpade,Dutch, a little houſe JThe capſule

of legume: ; the caſe of ſeeds Mºrtiner.

PODAGRICAL. [-ºxytºs, -23.772.] 1. Ar

flićted with the gout. Brown. z. Gouty :

relating to the gout.

POLDER ſ (from pºd.] A gatherer of peaſe

cods. Diº.

PODGE. ſ. A puddle; a plaſh. Skinner.

POEM. ſ. ſ p sema. Latin; retraa, J The

York of a poet; a metrical compoſition. Bes.

johnſon. -

POESY. f. ºceſe, Fr. pºſs, Lat. ----...} t.

The art of witing poems. Ben. 7: kºſºs. 1

Poem ; metrical compoſition; poetry. Bre-re.

3. A ſhort conceit engraved on a ring or other

thing. Shakeſp.

POET. ſ. [ pºete, French ; pseta, Latin

7°intº;..] An inventor; an author of fiction; a

writer of poems; one who writes in meaſure.

Alfilton.

POETASTER. ſ. (Lat.) A vile petty poet.

POETESS. ſ. [from poet; pica pºetriſ, Lat.) A

ſhe poet.

POETICAL. Q. a. [ºr tº: ; poetique, French,

PO’ET ICK poeticus, Latin.) Expreſſed in

poetry ; pertaining to poetry : ſuitable to i.

poetry. Hale.

POETICALLY. adv. [from poetical] with the .

qualities of poetry; by the fiction of poetry.

Raleigh.

To POETIZE. v. n. [pºetiſer, Fr. from pºet]

To write like a poet. Donne. .

POETRESS. ſ. A ſhe poet. Spesſºr.

POETRY.<ſ. [ron-pia.) 1. Metrical compo

ſition ; the art or practice of writing poems.

Cleaveland. 3. Poems; poetical pieces. Skate.

POIGNANCY. ſ. (from poignant.) 1. Sharp; |
power of ſtimulating the palate ; ſharpneſs.

Swift. 2. The power of irritation; aſperity.

POIGNANT. a. ſpoignant, Fr.) 1. Sharp;

ſtimulating the palate. Lºcke. 2. Severe; pier

cing ; painful. South. 3. Irritating ; ſatirical;

keen.

POINT. ſ. [pºin'?, point, Fr.) 1. The ſharp

end of any inſtrument. Temple. 2. A ſtring

with a tag. Shakeſp. 3. Headland; promo

tory. Addiſºn. 4. A ſting of an epigram.

Dryden.
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Dryden. 3. An indiviſible part of ſpace.

Locke. 6. An indiviſible part of time ; a

moment. Davies. 7. A ſmall ſpace. Prior.

8. Punailio; nicety. Milton. 9. Part re

quired of time or ſpace; critical moment ;

exact place. Atterbury. 10. Degree 3 ſlate

Sidney. 1. Note of diſtinction in writing;

a ſtop. 11. A ſpot; a part of a ſurface divi

ded by ſpots; diviſion by marks, into which

anything is diſtinguiſhed in a circle or other

plane: as, at tables the ace or fiſe point. 13.

One of the degrees into which the circumfe

rence of the horizon, and the mariner's com

paſs, is divided. Bacon 14. Particular place

to which anything is directed. Brown. , 15.

Reſpect; regard. Shakeſp. 16. An aim ;

the act of aiming or ſtriking. Shakeſp. 17.

The particular thing required Reſe. 18. Par

ticular ; inſtance; example. Temple. 19. A

ſingle poſition; a ſingle aſſertion; a ſingle

part of a complicated queſtion ; a ſingle

part of any whole. Baker. 2o. A note ; a

tune. Shakeſp. 21. Pointblank; directly: as,

an arrow is ſhot to the pointblank or white

mark Shakeſp. 12. Point deviſe ; exact or

exactly in the point of view. Bacon.

To POINT. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. . To

ſharpen; to forge or grind to a point. Addiſon.

2. To dire&t towards an object, by way of

forcing it on the notice. Milton. 3. To direct

the eye or notice. Pope. . 4. To ſhow as by

directing the finger. Addiſon. 5. [Pointer,

Fr.] To direct towards a place. 6. To diſtin

guiſh by ſtops or points.

To POINT. v. n. 1. To note with the fin

ger 5 to force upon the notice, by directing

the finger towards it. Ray. 1. To diſtinguiſh

words or ſentences by points Forbes. 3. To

indicate as dogs do to ſportſmen. Gay. 4 To

flow. Swift.

POINTED. a. participle [from point | 1.

Sharp , having a ſharp point or pic. Pope. 2.

Epigrº nºmatical ; abounding in conceits

POINT*.i.LX adv. [...om winted. In a point

ed manner. Drydºn.

POINTEF,NESS / [from pointed j 1 Sharp

neſs; p cºedneſs with aſpetity. Ben. Johnſon.

2. Bpigrammatical ſmartneſs. Dryden.

POINTEL. ſ. Any thing on a point. Derh.

POINTER.f. [from point.J. 1. Any thing that

points Matts 2. A dog that points out the

game to ſporumen. Gay.

POIN TINGS 1 OCK.J. pºinting and ſleck )

Sor ething made the object of ridicule. Shak.

POI'N I LESS. a. [from point. ) Blunt; not

ſharp , obtuſe Dryden.

Poi'So N.J. [poiſºn, Fr.] That which deſtroys

or injures lie by a ſmall quantity, and by

means not obvious to the ſenſes ; venom.

james.

To POI'SON. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To in

fect with poiſon. 2. To attack, injure or kill

by poiſon given. 1 Mac. x. 3. To corrupt ;

to taint. Shakeſp. -

POISON-TREE. ſ. (texicodendron.] A plant.
Miller.

POI'SONER. ſ. [from poiſºn.] 1. One who

poiſons. Dryden. 2. A corrupter. South.

POISONOU.S. a. [from poiſºn.] venomous;

having the qualities of poiſon. Cheyne.

POISONOUSLY, adv. [from poiſonºur.] veno

mouſly. South.

POISONOUSNESS. ſ. [from poiſºnour ) The

quality of being poiſonous; venomouſneſs.

PO1"TREL. ſ. [poičirel, Fr.) 1. Armour for

the breaſt of a horſe. Skinner. 2. A graving

tool Ainſworth.

POIZE. ſ. [poids, Fr.) 1. Weight ; force of

any thing tending to the center. Spenſer. 2.

Balance ; equipoize; equilibrium. Bently.

3. A regulating power. Dryden.

To POIZE. v.a. [peſer, Fr.) 1. To balance ;

to hold or place in equiponderance. Sidney.

2. To be equiponderant to. Shakeſp. 3. To

weigh. South. 4. To oppreſs with weight.

Shakeſp

POKE. ſ. ſpocca, Sax. peche, Fr.] A pecket;

a ſmall bag. Camden, Drayton.

To POKE. v. a. [poka, Swediſh.] To feel in

the dark; to ſearch anything with a long in
ſtrument. Brown.

POKER. ſ. [ from poke. J The iron bar with

which men ſtir the fire. Swift.

POLAR. a. [polaire, Fr. from pole..] Found

near the pole; lying near the pole ; iſſuing

from the pole. Prior.

POLARITY. ſ. (from polar.] Tendency to the
pole. Brown.

POLARY. a. [ polarit, Lat] Tending to the

pole; having a direction toward the poles. Bre.

POLE. ſ. [polus, Lat. pole, Fr.) 1. The extre

mity of the axis of the earth; either of the

points on which the world turns. Milton. 2.

A long ſtaff. Bacon. 3. A tall piece of timber

erected. Shakeſp. 4. A meaſure of length

containing five yards and a half. Spenſer. [In

Ireland, a pole is ſeven yards.) 5. An inſtru

ment or meaſuring. Bacon.

To POLE. v. a. [Irom the noun..] To furniſh

with poles. Mºrtimer.

PO LEAXE..f. [pole and axe.) An axe fixed to

a long pole. Hºwel.

POLECAT. ſ. (Pole or Poliſh cat..] The fit

chew; a ſtinking animal. L'Eſtrange.

|POLEDAVIES. ſ. A ſort of coarſe cloth. Ainſ

|POLE MICAL. Ü a. ſtrºxiwizā;..]Controverſial;
POLE MICK. diſputative. Stilling fleet.

POLE MICK. ſ Diſputant; controvertiſt. Pºpe.

POLE MOSCOPE / [ºréas,G, and axonia..] In

opticks, is a kind of crooked or oblique per

ſpective glaſs, contrived for ſeeing objects that

do not lie directly before the eye. Dić.

PO LESTAR. ſ. [pole and far. 1 1. A ſtar

near the pole, by which navigators compute

their northern latitude; cynoſure; lodeſtar.

Dryden. 2. Any guide or direétor.

POLEY-MOUNTAIN. ſ. [polium, Lat..] A

plant. Miller.

PO'LICE. ſ. [Fr.] The regulation and govern

ment of a city or country, ſo far as regards the

inhabitants.

POTLICED
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POLICED a [from police..] Regulated; form

ed into a regular courſe of adminiſtration. Bar.

POLICY. ſ. ſtroxrria; politia, Lat.) 1. The

art of government, chiefly with reſpect to fo

reign powers. 2. Art; prudence; manage

ment of affairs; ſtratagem. Shakeſp. 3. [Po

lica, Spaniſh.) A warrant for money in the

publick funds.

To Pſ) LISH. v. a. [polie, Lat. pelir, Fr.] 1.

To ſnooth; to brighten by attrition; to gloſs.

ranville. 2. To make elegant of manners

Milton.

To POLISH v. n. To anſwer te theast of po

liſhing; to receive a gloſs. Bacon.

POLISH. ſ. [poli, poliſure, Fr ) i. Artificial

gloſs : brightneſs given by attrition. Newton.

2, Elegance of manners. Addiſon.

PO'LISHABLE. a. [from poliſh.) Capable of

being poliſhed.

POLISHER. ſ. [from pºliſh.] The perſon or

inſtrument that gives a gloſs. Addiſon.

POLITE. a. [politus, Lat.] 1.º ſmooth.

Newton. 2. Elegant of manners. Pope.

POLITELY. adv. [from polite.] With ele

gance of manners; genteelly.

POLITENESS. ſ. [politeſ, Fr. from polite.]

Elegance of manners; gentility; good breed

ing. Swift,

POLITICAL. a. [moxºu,6-.] 1. Relating topo

liticks; relating to the adminiſtration of pub

* lick affairs. Rogers. 1, Cunaing; ſkilful.

POLITICALLY. adv. [from political.] I

With relation to publick adminiſtration. 2.

Artfully ; publickly. Knolles.

POLITICA'STER. ſ. A petty ignorant preten

der to politicks.

POLITIC1AN. ſ. [politicien, Fr. J 1. One

verſed in the arts of government; one ſkilled

in politicks. Dryden. 2. A man of artifice;

one of deep contrivance. Milton.

POLITICK. a. ſ.r.ºſu...] I. Political; civil.

Temple. 2. Prudent; verſed in affairs. Shakeſp.

3. Artful; cunning. Bacon.

POLITICKLY, adv. [from politick.] Artfully;

cunningly. Skakeſp.

POLITICKS ſ. [ ſolitique, Fr. Fox1,x*]. The

ſcience of government; the art or practice of

adminiſtring publick affairs. Addiſon.

POLITURE.J. The gloſs given by the act of

poliſhing.

POLITY. ſ. [ºrchiteſa..] A form of government;

civil conſtitution. Hocker. -

POLL. ſ. ſpelle, pol, Dutch, the top.] I. The

head. Shakeſp. 2. A catalogue or liſt of per

ſons; a regiſter of heads. Shakeſp. 3. A fiſh

called generally a chub. A chevin.

To POLL v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To lop

, the top of trees. Bacon. 2. In this ſenſe is

uſed, polled ſheep. Mortimer. 3. To pull off

hair from the head; to clip ſhort ; to ſhear.

Ezekiel. 4. To mow ; to crop. Shakeſp. 5.

To plunder; to ſtrip; to pill. Spenſer, Bacon.

6. To take a liſt or regiſter of perſons. 7.

To enter one's name in a liſt or regiſter. Dry.

8. To inſert into a number as a voter. Tickell.

PO'LLARD. ſ. [rom poll 1. A tree lopped.

Baton. 2. A clipped coin. Camden. 3. The
chub fiſh.

POLLEN. ſ. A fine powder, commonly under

ſtood by the word farina; as alſo a ſort of fine
bran. Bailey.

POLLENGER. ſ. Bruſhwood. Tºffer.

PO'LLER. ſ. (from poll.) 1. Robber; pillager;

plunderer. Bacon. 2. He who votes or polls.

Pdºvić.".",...}.}}"...P.",

large ſwelling, inflammation or impoſthume

in the horſe's poll or nape of the neck." Far
rier’s Diº.

POLLOCK ſ A kind of fiſh.

To POLLUTE. v. a. [ pollus, Lat.] 1. To

make unclean, in a religious ſenſe; to defile.

Shakeſp. 2. To taint with guilt. Milles. 3.

To corrupt by mixtures of ill. Dryden. 4.

AMiltºn uſes this word in an uncommon con

ſtruction.

POLLUTEDNESS. ſ. (from pollute.] Defile

ment; the ſtate of being polluted.

POLLUTER. ſ. [from pollute.] Defiler; cor

rupter. Dryden.

POLLUTION. ſ. [pollutis, Lat.) 1. The att

of defiling. Ayliffº. 2. The ſtate of being de

filed; defilement. Milton.

POLTRON. ſ. A coward; a nidgit ; a ſcoun
drel. *:::::

POLY. ſ. [polium, Lat ) An herb. Ainſwºrth.

PO'LY [woxv.]An prefix often found in the com

poſition of words derived from the Greek, and

intimating multitude: as, polygºn, a figure of

many angles.

POLY ACOUSTICK. a. [roxir and irº. 1

Anything that multiplies or magnifies ſounds.

POLY ANTHosſ. [woxv, and a $63-) A plant.

iller.

POLYE'DRICAL. N. a. [frem ºrexºe'; ps

POLYFTDROUS. lyedre, Fr.] Having ma

ny ſides. Woodward.

POLY GAMIST. ſ. (from polygamy..] One that

holds the lawfulneſs of more wives than one

at a tinne

POLYGAMY. ſ. [polygamie, Fr. rextraºzial

Plurality of wives. Graunt.

POLYGLOT.a [nextyxºrre-; polyglotte, Fr.]

Having many languages. Hºwel.

PO'LYGON.J. (Foxv, and yana.] A figure of

many angles. Watts.

POLYGONAL. a. (from polygºn.] Having ma

ny angles.

POLYGRAM. ſ. ſºrº: and yeakawa.] A fi

gure conſiſting of a great number of lines.

POLYGRAPHY. ſ. [roxvt and yeaº.] The

art of writing in ſeveral unuſual manners or

cyphers.

POLY LOGY..ſ. [woxi; and Aayºr.] Talkative:

neſs. Dićt.

POLYMATHY. ſ. [roxi; and wº,Sava.] The

knowledge of many arts and ſciences; alſo an

acquaintance with many different ſubjects.

POLYPHONISM. f. .* and ºwn.] Multi

plicity of found. Derham.

PÖLYPETALOUS. a. [**i; and rºtax" |

Having many petals.

POLYPODY,
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*: POLYPODY. ſ. [polypodium, Lat.] A plant.
Bacon.

ºn POLYPOUS. a. [from telypus 1 Having the

at nature of a polypus; having many feet or

roots

* POLYPUS. f. (ºwe: ; pºlype, Fr.l. i. Pe

lips, ſignifies any thing in general with many

roots or feet, as a ſwelling in the noſtrils; but

it is likewiſe applied to a tough concretion of

grumousbloodin the heart and arteries. Quincy.

1. A ſca animal with many feet. Pope.

POLYScope, ſ. [roxi; and (xoria..] A mul

tiplying glaſs -

, POLY'SPAST. ſ. [polyſpaſie, Fr.] A machine

conſiſting ef many pullies.

Poi.YSPERMoUS. a. [+º, and Crígua.)

- Thoſe plants are thus called, which have more

- than tour ſeeds ſucceeding each flower, and this

withou any certain order or number &inºy,

POLYSYLLA BICAL. a. (from pºlyſyllable.]

Having many ſyllables; pertaining to a poly

ſyllable. Dić.

POLYSYLLABLE. ſ. [+ºxi; and Čvºxaft.) A

word of many ſyllables. Holder.

POLYSYNDEToN. f. (ºxazºlº.] A fl

gure of rhetorick by which the copulative is

often repeated: as, I came and ſaw and over

canne.

POLY THEISM. ſ. [roxº; and 8.3:..] The doc

trine of plurality of gods. Stilling fleet.

POLY THEIST. ſ. (roxv, and 3:3:..] One that

holds plurality of gods.

POMACE. ſ. (pomaceum, Lat.) The droſs of

cyder preſſings.

POMACEOUS. a.ſ.from pomum, Lat.] Confiſt

ing of apples. Philips.

POMADE. ſ. [pomade, Fr. pomads, Ital.] A

fragrant ointment.

PO'MANDER. ſ. [pomme d'ambre, Fr.] A

ſweet ball ; a perfumed ball or powder. Bac.

POMATUM. ſ. (Lat.) An ointment. Wiſeman.

To POME. v. n. (pommer, Fr.) To grow to a

round head like an apple.

PoMEcl TRON. ſ. [pome and citron.] A ci

tron apple. Dići.

POMEGRANATE. ſ. [pemum granatum, Lat.]

1. The tree. Shakeſp. 2. The fruit. Peacham,

#3%. ſ. A ſort of apple. Ainſw.

POMIFEROUS. s. [ponifer, Lat) A^erm

applied to plants which have the largeſt fruit,

and are covered with thick hard rind.

POMMEL. ſ. [pemeau, Fr.) 1. A round ball

or knob. Sidney. 2. The knob that balances

the blade of the ſword. Sidney. 3. The pro

tuberant part of the ſaddle before. Dryden.

To POMMEL. v. a. To beat black and blue ;

to bruiſe; to punch.

POMP. ſ. [Pompa, Lat.) 1. Splendour ; pride.

Shakeſp. 2. AJ.; of ſplendour and

oſtentation. Dryden, Addiſºn.

Po'MPHolyx. ſ. Pemphalyx is a white, light

and very friable ſubſtance, found in cruſts ad

hering to the domes of the furnaces and to the

covers of the large crucibles. Hill.

.

POMPION. ſ. [pompon, Fr.] A pumkin.

PO MPIRE. ſ. [pomum and pyruſ, Lat..] A ſort

of pearmain. Ainſworth.

POMPOUS, a ſpampeaux, Fr.] Splendid; mag

nificent ; grand. Pope.

POMPOUSLY adv. [from pºmpout.] Magni

ficently ; ſplendidly. Dryden.

POMPOUSNESS. ſ. [from pompout.] Magni

ficence ; ſplendour; ſhowineſs; ottentatiouſ

neſs. Addiſon.

POND. ſ. A ſmall pool or lake of water; a ba

ſon; water not running or emitting any

ſtream. Moodward.

To POND, v. a. To ponder. Spenſºr.

To PO'NDER. v. a ſponders, Lat) To weigh

mentally ; to conſider; to attend, Bacon.

To PO'N BER. v. n. To think; to muſe. With

on. Dryden.

PONDERAL, a [from pondur, Lat. Jºſtimated

by weight; diſtinguiſhed from numeral. Arb.

PONDERABLE. a. [from pendero, Lat.) Ca

pable to be weighed; menſurable by ſcales.
Brown.

PONDERATION. ſ. [rom pondere, Lat.] The

act of weighing. Arbuthnot.

PONDERER. J. [from ponder.] He who pon
ders.

PONDEROSITY. ſ. ſpendersful.] Weight ,

gravity ; heavineſs. Brºwn.

PONDEROUS. a. [pºnderoſus.) 1. Heavy,

weighty. Bacon. 2. Important , momentous.

Shake. 3 Forcible; ſtrongly impulſive. Dryd.

PONDEROUSLY, adv. [from ponderouſ. |

With great weight.

PONDEROUSNESS. ſ. (from ponderous.) Hea

vineſs; weight; gravity Boyle.

PO'NDWEED. ſ. A plant. Ainſworth.

PO'NENT. a. [ponente, Ital.] Weſtern. Milton.

PONIARD. ſ. [poignard, Fr. pagio, Lat.) A

dagger ; a ſhort ſtabbing weapon. Dryden.

To PONIARD. v. a. [pºignardier, Fr.] To

ſtab with a poniard.

PONK. ſ. A nocturnal ſpirit; a hag. Spenſer.

PONTAGE. ſ. [ponſ, pentis, bridge.) Duty:

paid for the reparation of bridges. Aylºff.

PONTIFF. ſ. ſpentifex, Lat., 1. A prieſl; a

high prieſt. Bacon. 2. The pope.

PONTIFICAL. a. ſpontifical, Fr. pontificali,

Lat.]. 1. Belonging to an high prieſt. .

Popiſh. Baker, 3. Splenºid , magnificent.

Shakeſp. 4. [From pens and facio..] Bridge

building. Milton.

PONTI FICAL. ſ. ſpentifica’e, Lat..] A book

containing rites and ceremonies eccleſiaſtical.

Stilling fleet.

PONTIFICALLY. adv. [from pontifical ) In a

pontifical manner.

PONTIFICATE. ſ. [patificatus, Lat.) Papacy;

popedom. Addiſon.

PO'NTIFICK. ſ. [pºns and facio JBridgework;

edifice of a bridge.

PONTLEVIS.ſ. ln horſemanſhip, is a diſorder

ly reſitting action of a horſe in diſobedi, nce to

his rider, in which he rears up ſevcral times

running Bailey.

4 E PO'N TON.
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FONTON. f. [Fr.] A floating bridge or inven.

tion to paſs over water; it is made of two

great boats placed at ſome diſtance from one

another, both planked over, as is the interval

between them, with rails on their ſides, Mili

tary Dré!.

To NY. ſ. A ſmall horſe. -

POOL. ſ. ſpui, Sax. A lake of ſtanding water.

POOP ſ. [prºpe, Fr. puppis, Lat. J The hind

moſt part of the ſhip. Kastler.

POOR." a [panºre, Fr. fºre, Spaniſh )

Not rich ; indigent; receflitous, oppreſſed

with want. Pºpe. 2. Trifling , narrow ; et

little dignity, force or value. Bacon. 3. Pal

try i mean ; contemptible. Davies. 4 Un

important Swift. 5 Unhappy, uneaſy. Hº aller

6. Mean; depreſſed; lov, , dejected. Bacon

7. (A word of tenderneſs J Dear. Prior. 8

[A word of flight contempt J Wretched Baker.

9. Not good; not fit for any purpoſe Shakeſp

1o. 7 tº Poor. Thoſe who are in the ioweſt

rank of the community; thoſe who cannot

fubſiſt but by the charity of others. Spratt. 1.

Barren , dry : as, a poºr ſoii. 1 1. Lcan ;

ſtarved ; cmaciated : as, a £cer ho; ſe. Ben.

johnſon. 13. Without ſpirit , flaccid.

Poor LY adv. from pººr. } . Without

wealth. Sidney 2. Not proſperouſly: with

little ſucceſs. Bacon. 3. Meanly ; without

ſpirit. Shakeſ. 4. Without dignity. Płºctºn

PoorJOHN. ſ. A ſort of fiſh.

POO RN ESS. f. if om fºr.) 1. Poverty ; in

digence ; want. Burner. 2. Meannels; low

neſs; want of dignity. Addiſon. 3. Sterility ,

barrenneſs Bacon.

Poo RSPIRITED, a.[peer and ſºirit.] Mean;

cowardly. Denniſ.

POO'RSP!RITELNESS ſ. Meanneſs; cowar

d:ce. Sam th:

POP. f. [fººtpyſma, Lat.) A ſmall ſmart quick

found. Addiſ.”.

To POP. v. n. [from the noun..] To move or en

ter with a quick, ſudden and unexpected ino

tion. Shakeſp. Swift.

To POP. v. a. º. To put out or in ſuddenly,

ſily or unexpeºedly. Shakeſp. z. To ſhit

Lºcke.

POPE. ſ. [fa'a, Lat 747-ax.] I. The biſhop

of Rome. Peacham. 2. A ſuiali fiſh, by ſome

called a ruſe. JP'al::n.

PO PEDOM / [pºpe and dam.) Papacy; papal

dignity. Shakeſp.

PO'PERY / [from pºpe.] The religion of the

church of Rome. Swift.

POPES EYE. ſ. [f ºpe and eye.) The gland ſur

rounded with fat in the middle of the thigh.

POPGUN. ſ. [ fe; and gun.J A gun with which

children play, that only makes a noiſe. Cheyne.

POPINJAY. (papegay, Dutch; fafagayo, Spa

niſh.) 1. A parrot. Aſcham. 2. A woodpeck

er. 3. A trifling top. Shakeſp.

PO PISH. a. [from pºpe.] Taught by the pope;

peculiar to poſery. Hoºker.

PÖ PISHLY. adv. (from pºpiſh J With tenden

cy to popery; in a popiſh manner. J'ºf e.

POPLAR. ſ. ſpenplieur, Fr. pºpular, Lat.) A
tree

PO PPY. ſ. ſpopº, Sax. papaver, Lat..] A plact.

Of this there are eighteen ſpecies.

POPULACE / [pºpulace, Fr. from popsisi,

Lat ) The vulgar; the multitude. Swift.

POPULACY. f [populace, Fr.) The common

people ; the multitude. Decay ºf Piety.

PO i*ULAR. a. pºpulaire, Fr. pºpularis, Lat )

1. Vulgar; plebeian. 41 lies. 2. Suitable to

the common people. Hoºker. 3 Beloved by

the people; pleaſing to the people. Hecker,

Clarendon. 4. Studious to the favour of the

people. Addiſºn. 5. Prevailing or raging --

Inorg the pºpulace : as, a pºpular diitemper.

POPULA Ril Y. f. f ºf alaritas. Lat.) 1. Grº

ciouſneſs an ong the people; ſtate of being fa

voured by the people. Dryden. 2. Repreſen

tation ſuited to vulgar conception. Baczz.

PO PUſ.A Rt.Y. adv. [rom pºpular.) 1. In a

Eopular manner; ſo as to pleaſe the crowd.

Pryden. 2. According to vulgar conception.
Brzººn. -

To PO'PULATE. v. R. (from pºpular, people.]

To brecd people. Eacan.

POPULATION. ſ (from pºpulate.] The ſtate

of a country with reſpect to numbers of Pºu

le. Batºn.

POPULO SITY. ſ (from populaw, J Populouſ.

neſs; multitude of people. Bretºn.

POPULO US. a. [pºpulfus, Lat J. Full of peo

ple; numerouſly inhabited. Miltºn.

PO PULOUSLY. adv. [from populºus.) With

much people.

POPULOUSN ESS. ſ. [from populous.]The flate

of abounding with people. I emple.

PORCELAIN. ſ. (percelaine, Fr.) 1. China;

china ware. Brºwn. 2... [Portulaca, Lat.] An

herb. Anſwºrth.

PORCH ſ. [for che, Fr. particus, Lit] 1. A

roof ſupported by pillars before a door; an en

trance. Ben, johnſon. 2. A portico; a cover

ed walk. Shak:/p.

PO'RCUPIN E. ſ. [pºrt eſpi or epic, Fr.] The

porcupine, when full grown, is as large as 2

moderate pig : the quills, with which its whole

body is covered, are black on the houlders,

thighs, ſides and beliy , on the back, bips and

lons they are variegated with white and pale

brown : there is no other difference between

the Arcºpºne of Malacca and that of Europe,

but that the former grows to a great ſize. Hill,

PO1& E.J. [fºre, Fr. 743.] ...Spiracle of the

ſkin ; pasſage of perſpiration. Bases. 2. Any

narrow ſpiracle or paſſage. &#incy.

To PORE. v. n. To look with great intenſentſ:

and care. Skºkeſp.

PO REBLIND a [commonly written parklind]

Nea: fighted ; ſhortſighted. Bacon.

PORINESS. ſ. [from piry..] Fulneſs of pores.

M’ſ man.

PORISTICK methºd [wrestrix”:..] In mathems

ticks, is that which determines when, by whit

means, and how many different ways a prº

blºm may be ſolved, Diä.

- - - PQRK,
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FORK. ſ. [park, Fr. porcur, Lat.] Swines fleſh

unſalted. Flºyer.

PO'RKER. ſ. [ from pork. ) A hog; a pig.

Pope.

PORKEATER, ſ ſpark and eater.] One who

feeds on pork. Shakeſp

PORKET.ſ. (ſtom park.] A young hog. Dryd.

PORKLING. ſ. [iron park.] A young pig.

Tºffer.

PORO'SITY. ſ. (from fºrest.) Quality of ha

ving pores. Bacon

POROUS a. ſpºreuz, Fr from fºre.] Having

ſnail ſpiracles or paſſages. Mººn.

Po RousNESS. ſ. [from percar.) The quality

of having pores. Digby.

PORPHYPE. R. f. from zºº;a; perphyriter,

PORPHYRY. W. Lat.] Marble of a particular

kind. Lºcke.

PO RPOISE. A. ſ. ſpºre pºſſin, Fr.] The ſea.
PO RPUS, hog. Lºcke.

PORRA'CFO US. a. ſparraces, Lat. ferrace,

Fr.i Greeniſh. Wiſeman.

PO RRET. ſ. [perrari, Lat.] A ſcallion. Brºwn.

PORRIDGE. ſ. (from parrun, a leek ) Food

made by boiling meat in water ; broth. Shakeſ.

PO RRIDGEPO T. ſ. ſporridge and pot ) The

pot in which meat is boiled for a family.

PÖ R\{INGER. ſ. [from porridge.j 1. A veſ.

ſel in which broth is eaten. Bacon. 2. It

ſeems in Shakeſfear's time to have been a

wa; d of contempt for a headdreſs. Shakeſp.

PORRE'CTION. ſ. [porrectio, Lat.) The ağ

of reaching forth.

PORT. ſ. (for 1, Fr. pºrtur, Lat j . A har.

bour; a ſa e ſtation for ſhips. Spenſer. 2.

{Porta, lat J A gate. Shew all thy praiſes

within the part of the daughter of Sion 1'ſalm.

3. The aperture in a ſhip, at which the gun

is put out. Raleigh. 4. Carriage; air ; mien ;

manner; bearing. Fairfax.

To PORT. v. a. [perto, Lat. porter, Fr.] To

carry in form. Miltºn.

PORTABLE. a. ſportalihr, Lat.] 1. Manage

ment by the hand. 2. Such as may be borne

along with one. South. 3. Such as is tran

ſported or carried from one place to another.

Lºcke. 4. Sufferable; ſupportable Shakeſp.

Po RTABLENESS. f. [from pºrtable.] The

quality of being portable.

PORTAGE. ſ. ſportage, Fr.] 1. The price of

carriage. 2. Porthole. Shakeſp.

PORTAL. ſ. ſportai, Fr. portella, Ital.] A

gate ; the arch under which the gate opens.

Sandyr.

Po RTANCE. ſ. [from pºrter, Fr.] Air;

mien ; port ; demeanour. Spºnſer.

PORTA'SS. ſ. A breviary; a prayer book Camd.

PORTCU'LLIS. N. ſ. [pºrtecoulſe, Fr.] A ſort

PORTCLUSE. of machine like a harrow,

hung over the gate of a city, to be let down

to keep out an enemy. Spenſer.

To PO RTCULLIS v. a [from the noun.] To

bar: to ſhut up. Shakeſp.

PORTED. a. ſporter, Fr.] Borne in a certain

or regular order.

To PORTEND, v. a. ſpºrtends, Lat.] To for:-

token ; to foreſhow as omens. Roſcommºn.

PORTE'NSION. ſ. (from pºrtend ) The act of

ſoretokening. Brown.

PORTENT. ſ. ſpºrtentiºn, Lati Omen of ill ;

prodigy foretokening miſery. Dryden.

PORTENTO US, a [ferrentºſus, Lat. from

for tent.] Mºnſtrous; prodigious ; foretoken

it; ii!. Rºſcannon.

PORTER. ſ. ſpºrtier, Fr. from parta, Lat, a

gate.} : . One that has the charge of the

gate. Ben. johnſon 2. One who waits at the

door to receive metſages 1’ pe. 3. One who

carries burthens for hire. H. vel.

PO RTE RAGE. ſ. (from for ter.] Money paid

for carriage.

PORTESS.E. ſ. A breviary.

PORTGſ. AVE. ſ. ſpºrter and glaive. Fr. and

Eife.) A ſword-bearer. Anſwºrth.

PORTGRAVE. R. f. porta, Lat. 2nd grave,

PO RTGREVE S Teutonick, a keeper.j The

keeper of a gate. Obſolete.

PORTHCO ſ. fºrticut, Lat. po-tice, Ital J A

covered walk; a piazza Dryden.

PO RTION. f. [fortiºn, Fr. pºrtiz, Lat.) 1. A

part. JP'alier. 1. A part aſſigned ; an allet

ment ; a dividend. Pſaler. 3. Part of an

inheritance given to a child; a fortune. Priºr.

4. A wife's tortune. -

To PORTION. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

divide; to parcel R.we. 2. To endow with a

fortune. Pºpe.

PORTIONER. ſ. [from portiºn j One that

divides.

Po RTLINESS. ſ. [ from fert'y. ] Dignity of

mien ; grandeur of demeanour. Camden.

PO RTLY. a. (from pºrt.) 1. Grand of micn.

Spºnſer. 2 Bulky : ſwelling. Shakeſp. -

PORTMAN. ſ. [port and m in ). An inhabitant

or burgeſs, as thoſe of the cinque ports

PORTMANTEAU. ſ. [portranteau, Fr J. A

cheſt or bag in which cloaths are carried. Spec.

PO'RTRAIT. ſ. [fourtrait, Fr.] A picture

drawn atter the life. Prizr.

To PORTRA (T. v. a. [pcartraire, Fr.] To

draw ; to portray. Spenſer.

PORTRAITURE. ſ. [pºurtraiture, Fr J. Pic

ture ; painted reſemblance. Brown.

To PORTRAY. v. e. [ pourtrare, Fr.) 1. To

paint; to deſcribe by picture. Dryden. *.

To adorn with pictures. Miltºn.

PO'RTRESS. ſ. (from porter.] A female guar

dian of a gate. Swift.

PO RwIGLE. ſ. A tadpole or young frog not

yet fully ſhaped. Brown. -

PGRY. a. [pereux, Fr. from pore j Full of

pores Dryden.

To POSE. v. a. 1. To puzzle; to gravel; to

put to a ſtand or ſtop. Herbert. 2. To ap

poſe; to interrogate. Bacºn.

PöSER. ſ. [from pºſe.) One that akºb queſ

tions to try capacities; an examiner. Baccm.

Posi'TED. a.[pºſtus, Lat J Placed ; ranged.

Hale.

Posi'TION. ſ. [ pºſition, Fr. feſtiº, Lat.] 1.

state of being placed ; ſituation. Temple. . .

- 4 E. z. Principle
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Principle laid down. Hooker. 3. Advancement

of any principle. Brown. 4. (In grammar.]

The ſtate of a vowel placed before two conſo
nants.

POSITIONAL. a. [from pºſition.] Reſpecting

poſition. Brown.

POSITIVE. a. [poſitivus, Lat.] 1.Not negative;

capable of being affirmed ; real : abſolute,

Lºcke. 2. Abſolute ; particular ; direct ; not

implied. Bacºn. 3. Dogmatical ; ready to lay

down notions with confidence. Rymer. 4.

Settled by arbitrary appointment. Hicker, 5.

Having the power to enact any law. Swift.

6. Certain ; aſſured. Ainſworth.

POSITIVELY. adv. [from feſtive.) 1. Abſo

iutely; by way of direct poſition. Bacon. 2.

Not negatively Bentley. 3. Certainly ; without

dubitation. Dryden. 4. Peremptorily ; in ſtrong

terms. Sf ratt.

POSITIVEN ESS. ſ. [ from feſtive. l I. Ac

tualneſs ; not mere regation. Morrir. 2.

Peremptorineſs; confidence. Gover n. ºf the

Tongue.

POSITIVITY. ſ. [from pºſitive J Peremptori

neſs; confidence. A low word. J.Watts.

POSITURE. f [ pºſtura, Lat.) The manner

in which any thing is placed. Bramhall.

PO'SNET. ſ. (from baſinet, Fr.) A little baſon;

a porringer ; a ſkillet. Bacon.

P0 SSE. ſ. Latin.) An armed power. A low

word Barza.

To POSSESS. v. a. ſ fºſſ-ſus, Lat.] I. To have

as an owner : to be maſter of , to enjoy or

occupy actually. Careºv. 2. To ſeize; to

obtain. Hayward. 3. To give poſſeſſion or

command of any thing ; to make maſter of.

Shakeſp. 4 To fill with ſomething fixed.

Addiſon. 5. To have power over, as an unclean

fpirit. Rºſcºniinan. 6. To affect by inteſtine

power. Shakeſp.

POSSESSION. J. [ pºſſeſſion, Fr. pºſſie, Lat.]

The ſtate of owning or having in one's own

hands or power.

POSSESSIVE. a. [foſſivus, Lat.] Having

poſieſion.

PÖSS EssoRY_a. I tºſſeſsire,Fr. from pºſſeſ.]

Having poſſeſſion. Hºwel.

FOSSESSOUR. ſ. [ paſſeſſºr, Lat. poſſeſſeur, Fr.]

Owner ; maſter ; proprietor. Stilling fleet.

POSSE.T. f. [ poſta, Lat.) Milk curdied with

- wine or any acid. Suckling.

To POSSET, v. a. [from the noun ). To turn ;

to curdle ; as milk with acids. Shakeſp.

*OSSIBILITY. ſ. [ pºſſibilite, Fr.] The power

of being in any manner; the ſtate qf being

poſſible. Norris.

POSSIBLE, a [feſſible, Fr. f. ſibilir, Lat. )

Having the power to be or to be done ; not

contrary to the nature of things. Locke.

POSSIBLY. adv. [from fºſſible.} : 1. By any

power really exiſting. Hooker, Miltºn. 2. Per

haps; without abſurdity. Clarendon. -

POST. ſ. fºſte, Fr. J . A haſty meſſenger; a

courier who comes and goes at ſtated times.

Ben, j lºſºn. 2. Quick courſe or manner of

4: Military ſlation. Addiſon. 5. Place ; err

ployment; office. Collier. 6. A piece of timber
ſet erect. JP'otton.

To POST. v. n. (pºſter, Fr. from the noun

To travel with ſpeed. Daniel, Walſh.

To POST. v. a. 1. To fix opprobriouſly on

poſts. King Charlet. 2 (Pºſier, French.J. To

place ; to ſtation; to fix. Addiſon. 3. To

regiſter methodically ; to tranſcribe from one

bºok into another. Arbuthnet. 4. To delay.

Shakeſp. .

|POSTAGE. ſ. [from poff J. Money paid for

| conveyance of a letter. Dryden

POSTBOY. ſ. [poſt and bay.] Courier; boy

that rides poſt. Tatler.

To POSTDATE. v. a. [pºſt, after, Latin;

and date ) To date later than the real time.

POSTDI LUV'IAN, a [feſ? and diluviar, Lat }

Poſterior to the flood. Woodward.

POSTDILU'VIAN, f {pºſt and diluvian, Lat]

One that lived ſince the flood. Grew.

POS TER. f. (from peſt.) A ceur tier; one that

travels haſtily. Shakeſ.

POS1 ER1OR. a. [? ºfte, ier, Lat.) 1. Happening

after ; placed after following. Bacºn. 2. Back
ward. Pope.

POSTERIORS ſ (pºſſeriºra, Lat) The hinder

parts. Swift.

POSTERIORITY. ſ. ſ poſteriorité, French ;

from fºſterior.) The ſtate of being after ;

oppoſite to friarity. Hale.

POSTERITY. ſ. I pºſteritas, Lat] Succeeding

generations; deſcendants. Smalridge.

POSTERN. ſ. [pºſterne, Dutch..] A ſmall gate;

a little door. Fairfax.

POSTEXISTENCE. ſ. [ paſſ and exiſtence )

Future exiſtence Addiſºn.

POSTHACKNEY. ſ. [ ſ ºff and Hackney. ]

Hired poſthorſes. Wetton.

POSTHASTE. ſ. [peſ and hafte.] Hafle like

that of a courier. Hakewill. -

POSTHORSE. ſ. [peſ and herſ...] A horſe

ſtationed for the uſe of couriers. Shakeſp

PQ STHOUSE. ſ. [poli and houſe.) Poſtoffice;

hºuſe where letters are taken and diſpatched.
JP'atts.

POSTHUMOUS. a.[peſ?humas, Lat. pºſikure,

Fr. J. Done, had, or publiſhed after one's death.

Addiſºn.

POSTICK, a, (fefficut,Lat.]Backward Brºws.

POSTIL. ſ. [ poſtile, Fr. pºſilla, Lat.) Gloſs;

marginal notes.

To PQ STIL. v. a. [from the roun..] To gloſs;

to illuſtrate with marginal notes. Bacon.

POSTILLER, ſ [from pºſtol.) One whogloſſes

or illuſtrates with marginal notes. Brews.

POSTITLLION. ſ. ſ pºſillºn, Fr.) 1. One who

guides the firſt pair of a ſet of ſix horſes in a

cºach. Tatlir. 2. One who guides a poſt
chaiſe. -

POSTLIMINOU.S. a.[poſłliminium, Lat..] Done

or contrived ſubſequently. South.

POSTMASTER.J. [faſt and mafter] one who

has charge of publick conveyance of letters.

Spºtatºr. PQST

travelling. Dryden. 3. Situation; ſeat. Barset.
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-

-

POSTMA'STER-GENERAL. ſ. He whopre

ſides over the poſts or letter-carriers. -

POSTMERI DIAN. a. [pºſimeridianuſ, Lat.]

Being in the afternoon. Bacon. -

PO'STOFFICE. ſ. [poſt and ºffice.]Office where

letters are delivered to the poſt; a poſt-houſe.

Swift.

To POSTPO'NE. v. a. [pºſtpone, Lat.) 1. To

put off; to delay. Dryden, Rºgers. 2. To ſet
in value below ſomething elſe. Lºcke.

rostSCRIPT ſ. [peſ and ſcriptum, Lat )

The paragraph added to the end of a letter.

Addiſºn.

To POSTULATE. v. a. ſpaſiulo, Lat. pºſiu

ter, Fr.] To beg or aſſume without proof.

Brewn.

POSTULATE. ſ. [pºſtulatum, Lat.) Poſition

ſuppoſed or aſſumed without probf, Wattſ.

POSTULA’TIONſſ poſtulatio, Lat.) The act of

ſuppoſing without proof; gratuitous aſſump

tion. Hale.

POSTULATORY. a. (from pºſtulate.] ... Aſ

ſuming without proof. 2. Aſſumed without

proof. Brown. -

POSTURE. ſ. ſpºſure, Fr. pºſtura, Lat] 1.

Place; ſituation. Hale. 2. Voluntary collo

cation of the parts of the body with reſpect

to each other. South. 3. State; diſpoſition.

Clarendºn.

To POSTURE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

put in any particular place or diſpoſition.

reºv.

POSTULATUM. f. [Latin.) Poſition aſſumed

without proof. Addiſon.

PostUREMASTER. ſ. [pºſure and mafter.]

One who teaches or practiſes artificial contor

tions of the body. Spectator.

POSY. ſ. [contraćted from preſy.) 1... A motto

on a ring. Addiſon. 2. A bunch of flowers.

Spenſer.

POT. ſ. [pet, Fr. potte, Iſlandick.] I. A veſſel

in which meat is boiled on the fire. Dryden. 2.

Veſſel to hold liquids. John. 3. Veſel made

of earth. Mortimer. 4. A ſmall cup. Prior. 5.

To go to Pot. To be deſtroyed or devoured.

L’Eſtrange

To POT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To preſerve

ſeaſoned in pots. Dryden. 2. To incloſe in

pots of earth. Evelyn.

PGTABLE. a. ſpitable, Fr. potabilis, Fr. J

| Such as may be drank; drinkable. Philips.

POTABLENESS. ſ. [from potable 1 Drinka
bleneſs.

POTAGER. ſ. [from pottage. ) A porringer.
Grew.

POTATGO.ſ. A weſt Indian pickle. King.

POTASH. ſ. Potaſh is an impure fixed alcaline

ſalt, made by burning from vegetable: we

have five kinds. 1. The German potaſh, ſold

under the name of pearl aſhes. 2. The Spa

niſh, called barilia, made by burning a ſpecies

of kali, a plant. 3. The home-made potaſh,

made from fern. 4. The Swediſh, and 5.

Ruſſian kinds, with a volatile acid matter

combined with them; but the Ruſſian is

ſtronger than the Swediſh, which is made

of decayed wood only : the Ruſſian potaſh

is greatly preſerable to all the other kinds.

Woodward.

POTATION. ſ. ſpotatiº, Lat.] Drinking bout;

draught!§§
POTATO. J. [I ſuppoſe an American word.]
An eſculent root. Waller.

POTBELLIED. a. [est and belly..] Having a

ſwoln paunch.

POTBE LLY. ſ. ſpºt and belly..] A ſwelling

paunch Arbuthnot.

To POTCH. v. a. [perher, Fr.] 1. To thruſt;

to puſh. Shakeſp 1. Pecher, Fr.] To poach ;

to boil ſlightly. JWiſeman.

POTCOMPA'N1ON. ſ. A fellow drinker; a

good fellow at carouſals. _

POTENCY. ſ. [ pºtentia, Lat.) 1.

influence. Shakeſp. z.

Shakeſp.

POTENT. a. ſ potent, Lat. J 1. Powerful;

forcible; ſtrong efficacious. Hºcker. 2. Ha

ving great authority or dominion : as potent

monarchs.

POTENTATE. ſ. ſpotentat, Fr.] Monarch;

prince; ſovereign. Daniel

POTENTIAL. a. [potenciel, Fr. potentialir,

Lat.] 1. Exiſt ng in poſſibility, not in act.

Raleigh. 2. Having the effect without the ex

ternal actual property. Shakeſp. 3. Efficacious;

powerful. Shakeſp. 4. [In grammar.) Potential

is a mood denoting the poſſibility of doing any
aćtion,

POTENTIALITY ſ (from potential] Poſſibi

lity; not actuality. Taylºr.

POTENTIALLY. adv. [from potentia.] 1. In

power or poſſibility; not in act or poſitively.

Bentley. 2. In efficacy; not in actuality.

Bayle.

POTENTLY. adv. [from pºtent.] Powerfully;

forcibly. Bacºn.

POTENTNESS ſ.[from potent.]Powerfulneſs;

might; power.

PO'TGUN. ſ. A gun which makes a ſmall

ſmart noiſe. Swift.

POTHA'NGER. ſ. [pot and hanger.] Hook

or branch on which the pot is hung over the

fire.

PO THECARY. ſ. [from apothecary..] One who

compounds and ſells phyſick.

POTHER. ſ. [pºudre, Fr. duſt.] 1. Buſtle;

tumult; flutter. Guardian. 2. Suffocating

cloud. Drayton.

To POTHER. v. a. To make a bluſtering in

effectual effort. Locke.

PO'THERB. ſ. ſpot and herb.] An herb fit for

the pot. Dryden.

POTHook.f. ſpot and hook.] Hooks to faſten

pots or kettles with ; alſo ill tormed or ſcrawl

ing letters or characters.

POTION. ſ. [potion, Fr. Petic,Lat..] A draught :

commonly a phyſical draught. Wottºn.

POTLID. ſ. [pot and lid.) The cover of a pot.

Derham,

POT

Power;

Efficacy ; ſtrength.
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POTHERD. f [pºt and ſherd.]. A*
of a broken pot. Sandyr.

Port AGE | [p.ttagº, Fr. from pst.] Any POUNDER. ſ. ſſrom found 1. The name of

thing boiled or decocted for food. Geneſſ.

PO rººt R.J. ſ fatter, Fr. from pet.] A maker

of earthen veilels. Mºrtimer.

POTTERN orE. ſ. which ſerves the potters

to glaze their earthen veſſels. Boyle

FOTTING. ſ...[from pºt) Drinking. Shakeſp.

l'OTTE.E. ſ. (from pºt.) Liquid meaſure con

taining four pints. Ben. Johnſon.

PO TVA'Lt.A.N.T. a. ſpot and valiant..] Heated

with courage by ſtrong drink

POTU LI.N.T. a. (fºalenzuº, Lat.]

much in drink. 2. Fit to drink.

POUCH. f. ſpeche, Fr J . A ſmall bag a

pocket. Sharp 2. Applied ludicrouſly to a

big belly or a paunch.

To POUCH v.a. 1. To pocket. Taſer. ... To

fwallow. Der ham. 3. To pout; to hang down
the lip.

POU CHMOUTHED. a. ſpouch and mouthed.]

Blubberlipped. Ain'worth. -

PO VikTY, J. [ pauvreté, Fr J . Indigence ;

neceſſity; want of riches. Rºgers. 2. Mean

neſs; detect. Bucen.

POU'LDAVIS ſ A ſort of ſail cloth. Ainſw.

POULT. ſ. [poulet, Fr.] A young chicken.

King.

POU'LTERER. ſ. [ from poult. ) One whoſe

trade is to fell fowls ready for the cook.

Harvey.

POU LTICE. ſ. [pcultis, Lat.] A cataplaſin; a

ſoft mollifying application. Swift.

To POU'LT ICE. v. a. i from the noun..] To

apply a poultice or cataplaſm.

POULTIVE.J. (a word uſed by Temple.) A

poultice.

Fºx'ſ [poulez, Fr.] Domeſtick fowls.
ry en.

POUNCE / [penzene, Italian.] 1. The claw

or talon of a bird of prey. Sºenſer. 2. The

pcwder of gum ſandarach, ſo called becauſe

t is thrown upon paper through a perforated

***.

To POUNCE. v. a ſping::cre, Italian] . To

pierce; -t-. periorate. Bacon. . To pour or

ſprinkle through mall reforations. Bacon. 3.

To ſcize with the pounces or talons.

POUNCEO. a. [Iron pounce.] Furniſhed with

claws or talons. Thºmſºn.

FOU NCiº BOX. f. ſ founce and box.] A ſmall

box perforated Shakeſh.

POUND f {pono, punk, Sax. J 1. A certain

weight, conſifling in troy weight of twelve, in

a v. rāgnois of ſixteen ounces. 2. The ſum of

twenty hilliags Pºchani. 3. [From pinsan,

Sax. . A in old; an incloſure; a priſon in

which beats are inclºfcd. Crºft.

To POUND. v. a punias, Sax. ) 1. To

beat; to grind with a pottle. Bentley. 2.

To ſhut up; to impriſon, as in a pound.

Spectatºr.

POUNDAGE. ſ. [from pºund J 1. A certain

fum deducted from a pound. Swift. 2. Pay

1. Pretty

ºnent rated by the weight of the commodity.

Clarenden.

a heavy large pear. Swift. 2. Any perſon of

thing denominated from a certain number ºf

pounds: as, a ten pounder, a gun that carrie.

a bullet of ten pound weight. Swift. 3. A

Feſtle.

POU PETON. ſ. [poupſe, Fr.] A puppet of

little baby.

POU PICS. ſ. In cookery, veal ſtakes and dices

of bacon. Bailey.

To POUR. v. a. [bwrºv, welſh ) i. To Jet

ſome liquid out of a veſſel, or into ſome place

or receptacle. Exodus 2. To emit; to give

vent to; to ſend forth ; to let out; to ſend in

a continued courſe. Duppa.

To POUR. v. n. 1. To ſtream; to flow. 2. To

ruſh tumultuouſly. Pºpe

POU’RER.ſ. (from fºur.) One that pours.

POUSSF. ſ. The old word for peaſe. Sº esſer.

POUT. ſ. 1. A kind of fiſh; a cod-fiſh. ... A

kind of bird. Carew.

To POUT. v. n. (beater, Fr.) 1. To look ſullen

"by thruſting out the lips Shakeſp. z. To gape ;

to hang prominent. Wiſeman.

POWDER ſ [poudre, Fr. ) i. Duſt; any

body comminuted. Exºdus. 1. Gunpowder.

Hayward. 3. Sweet duſt for the hair.

Herbert.

To POWDER. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

reduce to duſt; to cornminute; to pound

ſmall. 2. [Poudrer, Fr.) To ſprinkle, as with

duſt. Donne. 3. To ſalt; to ſprinkle with ſalt.

Cleaveland.

To POWDER. v. n. To come tumultuouſly

and violently. L'Eſtrange.

POWDERBOX. ſ. [powder and box : A box in

which powder for the hair is kept. Gay.

POWDERHORN. ſ. [pºwder and herr.] A

horn caſe in which powder is kept for guns.

Swift.

POWDERMILL. f [pºtºder and mill.] The

mill in which the ingredients for gun-powder

are ground and mingled. Arbuthnºt.

POWDER-ROOM. f. [fºrder and reen The

part of a ſhip in which the gunpowder is kept.

17 aler.

POWDER-CHEST.S. ſ. Woodcn triangular

cheſts filled with gunpowder, pebble-ſtones,

and ſuch like materials, ſet on fire when a ſhip

is boarded by an enemy.

POWDERING-TUB.f. [pºwder and tab.] 1.

The veſſel in which meat is ſalted. More. *.

The place in which an infected letcher is

phyſicked to preſerve him from putreaction.

Shakeſp.

POWDERLY aſ foudreaux, Fr. from pºwder.]

Duſly ; friable. Woodward.

POWER. J. (pºuvºir, Fr.) 1. Command:

authority ; dominion ; influence. Shakeſp.

1. Influence ; prevalence upon. Bacºn. 3.

Ability; force; reach. Hocker. 4. Strength ;

motive force. Lºcke. 5. The moving force

of an engine. Wilkinſ. 6. Animal ſtrength;

natural
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natural ſtrength. Bacon. 7. Faculty of the

mind. Davier. 8. Government; right of go

verning. Milton. 9. Sovereign; potentate.

Addiſon. Io. One inveſted with dominion.

Davier. 11. Divinity. Davies. 12. Hoſt;

army; military force. Knolles. 13. A large

quantity ; a great number.

POWERABLE. a. ſtrom pºwer.] Capable of

performing any thing. Camden.

POWERFUL. a. [pºwer and full j . One in

veſted with command or authority ; potent. 2.

Forcible: mighty. Milton. 3. Efficacious.

POWERFULLY. adv (from pºwerful] Po

tently ; mightily ; efficaciouſly; forcibly.

Tillet/2n.

POWERFULNESS. f(from powerful]Power;

efficacy; might. Hakewill.

POWERLESS a [from power.] Weak; im

potent. Shakeſp.

POX. ſ. (poccar, Sax ) i. Puſtules; effloreſ.

cencies; exanthematous eruptions. 2. The

venereal diſeaſe. Wiſeman.

POY. f. [appeye, Spaniſh; a puy, paid, Fr.)

A ropedancer's pole.

To POZE. v. a. To puzzle. See Post and

AP pose. Glanville.

PRACTICABLE.a.[practicable, Fr.) 1. Per

fermable; feaſible; capable. to be practiſed

L'Eſtrange. 1. Aſſailable; fit to be aſſailed.

PRACTICABLENESS ſ. [from practicable.]

Poſſibility to be performed. -

PRA'CTICABLE. adv. (from prači cable.) In

ſuch a manner as may be performed Rºgers.

PRACTICAL. a. [practicut, Lat.) Relating

to action ; not merely ſpeculative. ‘Tillºtſºn

Pik A'CTICALI.Y. adv. [from praºcal j .

in relation to action. 2. By practice; in real
fact. Hattel.

PRACTICALNESS ſ from practical) The

quality of being practica'.

PRACTICE. ſ. (rfaxlan ) . The habit of 8oing

any thing. 2. Uſe ; cuſtomary uſe. Tatler.

3. Dexterity acquired by habit. Shakeſp. 4.

Actual performance, diſtinguiſhed from theory.

5. Method or art of doing any thing. 6.

Medical treatment of diſeaſes. Shakeſp. 7.

Exerciſe of any profeſſion. 8. Wicked ſtra

tagem; bad artifice. Sidney.

PRACTICK. a. [tºwnline: j 1. Relating to

action ; not merely theoretical. Denham. 2.

Sly ; artful. Spenſer.

To PRACTISE. v. a. [rpanº; } t. To do

habitually. Pſalms. 2. To do 5 not merely to

profeſs: as, to practiſe law or phyſick. 3. To

uſe in order to habit and dexterity.

To PRACTISE. v. a. 1. To have a habit of

acting in any manner formed. Waller. 2. To

tranſact; to negociate ſecretly. Addiſºn. 3.

To try artifices. Granville. 4. To uſe bad

arts or ſtratagems. Shakeſp. 5. To uſe me

dical methods. Temple. 6. To exerciſe any

profeſſion.

PRAC 1 ISANT. ſ. [from practiſe.] An agent.

Shakeſp.

PRA C1 is ER, ſ [from praiſe.) 1. One that

practiſes any thing; one that does any thing

habitually. South. 2. One who preſcribes

medical treatment. Temple.

PRACTITIONER. ſ. (from practice.) 1. He

who is engaged in the actual exerciſe of any

art. Arbuthnot. 2. One who uſes any ſly or

dangerous art. Whitgifte. 3. One who does

any thing habitually. South

PR/ECOGNITA.ſ. (Latin.) Things previouſly

known in order to underſland ſomething elſe.

Locke.

PRAGMA"tick. 7 a. ſ.7:4; wala.) Meddling;

º impertinently buſy; aſ

ſuming buſineſs without invitation. Swift.

PRAGMAT1CALLY.a.d." [frompragmatical.]

Meddlingly ; impertinently.

PRAGMATICALNESS ſtrom pragmatical]

The quality of intermeddling without right or

call.

PRAISE. ſ. ſprij, Dut) i. Renown; commºn

dation ; fame, honour: celerity. Dryde".

2. Glorification ; tribute of gratitude ; laud.

Milton. 3 Ground or reaſon of praiſe. Dryden.

To PRAISE. v. a ſtrºſen, Dutch..] I. To
commend ; to applaud; to celebrate. Miltºn.

2. To giority in worſhip. Pſalmſ.

PRAISEFU}. a. ſpraiſe and full.] Laudable;

commendable. Chapman.

PRAL SER / [from praiſe.) One who praiſes;

an applauder: a commender. Sidney.

PRAISEwo RTHY, a [praiſe and wºrthy.]

Commendable; deſerving praiſe. Ben johnſon.

PRAME. ſ. A flat bottomed boat.

To PRANCE v. a. ſpranken, Dutch) 1. To

ſpring and bound in high mettle. H^ett:". . . .

To ride gallantly and oſtentatiouſly. Addiſºn.

3. To move in a warlike or ſhowy mainer.

Swift.

To PRANK. v. a. ſtrenken, Dutch. To decº

rate; to dreſs or adjuſt to oſtentation. Sººnſºr,
AM1/ton. -

PRANK. ſ. A frolick: a wildflight; a ludicrous

trick; a wicked act Raleigh.

PRASON. ſ. [*4-cy.) A leek; alſo a ſea

weed as green as a leek. Bailey.

To PRATE. v. n. [praten, Dutch..] To talk

careleſly and without weight; to chatter 5 to

tattle. Cleaveland.

PRATE. ſ. [from the verb.] Tattle; ſight

talk; unmeaning loguacity. Derham.

PRATER ſ (from frate ). An idle talker; a

chatterer. Southern.

PRATINGLY. adv. [from frate) with titt'e

tattle; with loquacity.

PRATIQUE. ſ. [ Fr. prattica, Italian j. A

licence for the maſter of a ſhip to traffick in

the ports of Italy upon a certificate, that the

place, from whence he came, is not annoy d

with any infectious diſeaſe. Baily.

To PRATTLE. v. m. To talk lightly ; tº

chatter; to be trivially loguacious, Lºcke.

PRA"TTLE. ſ. (from the verb.) Empty talk;

trifling loquacity. Shakeſp. i

PRATTLER, ſ. [from prattle.) A triſ, ºr

talker; a chatterer, H.” ºr t.

PRA. V. T.Y.
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PRAVITY. ſ. [pratitas, Lat.] Corruption;

badneſs; malignity. South.

PRAWN. ſ. A ſmall cruſtaceous fiſh like a

ſhrimp, but larger. Shakeſp.

To PRAY. v. n. (frier, Fr. precare, Ital.], i.

To make petitions to heaven. Shakeſp. Taylºr.

1. To entreat; to aſk ſubmiſſively Dryden.

3. 1 PRAY, is a ſlight ceremonious form of

introducing a queſtion. Bent ey.

To PRAY. v. a. i. To ſupplicate; to implore;

to addreſs with petitions Milton. 1. To aſk

for as a ſupplicant. Ayliffe , 3. To entreat in

ceremony or form. Ben. jºhnſon.

PRAYER. ſ. [priere, Fr.) 1. Petition to heaven.

Tatler. 2. Entreaty; ſubmiſſive importunity.

Stillingſleet.

PRAYERBOOK. ſ. [prayer and book 1 Book

of publick or private devotions. Skakeſp.

PRE. ſ. ſp. ar, Lat.) A particle which marks

priority of time or rank.

To PREACH v. n. [prardico, Lat. preſcher,

Fr.) To pronounce a publick diſcourſe upon

ſacred ſubjects. Decay ºf Piety.

To PREACH. v. a. ſ. To proclaim or publiſh

in religious orations. Aćir. 2. To inculcate

publickly; to teach with earneſtneſs. Dryden.

PREACH. f. [preſche, Fr. J A diſcourſe ; a

religious oration. Hocker.

PREACHER.J. [preſcheur, Fr. from preach.]

1. One who diſcourſes publickly upon religious

ſubjects. Craſhaw. 2. One who inculcates

any thing with earneſtneſs and vehemence.

Swift.

PREACHMENT. ſ. [from preach.) A ſermon

mentioned in contempt. L'Eſtrange.

PRE'AMBLE. ſ. ſtreamble, Fr.) Something

previous: introduction; preface. Clarenden.

PREAMBULARY, \ a (from preamble.] Pre

PREAMBULOUS. W. vious. Not in uſe. Brown.

PREAPPREHENSION. ſ. [pre and appre

hend] An opinion formedbefore examination.

Brown.

PREASE. ſ. Preſs; crowd. Spenſer.

PREASING. part. a. Crouding. Spenſer.

PREBEND. ſ. [prebenda, low Lat.) 1. A

ſtipend granted in cathedral churches. Swift.

2. Sometimes, but improperly, a ſlipendiary

of a cathedral; a prebendary; Bacon. .

PREBENDARY. ſ. [praebendarius, Lat.) A

ſtipendiary of a cathedral. Spenſer.

PRECARIOUS. a. [precarius, Lat] Depen

dant; uncertain, becauſe depending on the

will of another; held by courteſy.

PRECARIOUSLY. ſ. [from precarious.] Un

certainty; by dependence; dependently.

PRECARIOUSNESS.ſ [from precarious.]Un

certainty; dependance on others.

PRECAUTION. ſ. [precaution, Fr.] Preſerva

tive caution: preventive meaſures. Addiſon.

To PRECAUTiON. v. a. [precautioner, Fr.]

To warn beforehand. Locke.

PRECEDANEOUS. a. Previous; antecedent.

Hale.

To PRECE DE. v. a. ſpracedo, Lat.] 1. To

go before in order of time. Dryden. 2. To

go before according to the adjuſtment of rank.

PRECEDENCE. ſ [from precede, Lat.) 1.

PRECEDENCY. S. The act or ſtate of going

before; priority. 3. Something going befores

ſomething paſt. Shakeſp. 3. Adjuſtment of

place. Hale. 4. The foremoſt place in cere

mony. Dryden. 5. Superiority. Locke.

PRECE DENT. a. ſprecedent, Fr. precedent,

at J Former ; going before. Shakeſp. Sºuth.

PRECE'DENT. J. Any thing that is a rule or

example to future times; any thing done

before of the ſame kind. Shakeſp. Granville.

PRECE DENTLY. adv, [from precedent, adj.]
Beforehand.

PRECENTOR ſ (precenter, Lat. precenteur,

Fr.] He that leads the choir Hammerd.

PRECEPT. ſ. [preceptum, Lat.) A rule au

thoritatively given; a mandale. Dryden.

PRECE PI i Ai. a. Conſiſting of precepts. Skai.

PRECEPTIVE, a [preceptiºus, Lat.] Con

taining precepts; giving precepts. L'Efira-gr.

PRECEPTOR. ſ.[precepter, Lat.) A teacher;

a tutor. Blackmºre.

PRECESSION. ſ. [preceſſar, Lat.] The act of

going before.

PREC1 NCT. ſ. [precinéfar, Lat.] Outward

limit : toundary. Hooker.

PRECIOSITY.J..[from pretioſus, Lat.] 1. V1

lue preciouſneſs. 2. Any thing of high

price. More.

PRECIOUS, a. [pretieux, Fr. precioſur, Lat.]

1. Valuable; being of great worth. Addiſºn.

* Coſtly; of great price: as, a precious fast.
Milton.

PRECIOUSLY adv.[from precious.]Valuable;

to a great price.

PRECIOUSNESS. ſ. [from precious.) Valua

bleneſs; worth; price. Wilkins.

PRECIPICE. ſ. [precipitium, Lat.] A head

long ſteep; a fall perpendicular. Sandyr.

PRECIPITANCE. N. ſ. (from precipitant J

PRECI'PlTANCY, Raſh haſte; headlong

hurry. Milton.

PRECIPITANT, a [precipitans, Lat.) 1.

Falling or ruſhing headlong. Philips. 2. Haſty;

urged with violent haſte. Pope. 3. Raſhly

hurried. King Charles.

PRECIPITANTLY. adv. [from precipitant.]

In headlong haſte; in a tumultuous hurry.

To PRECI'PITATE. v. a. [precipito, Lat.]

1. To throw headlong. Wilkins. 2. To haſten

unexpectedly. Harvey. 3. To hurry blindly

or raſhly. Bacon. 4. To throw to the bottom.

A term of chymiſtry oppoſed to ſublime.

Grew.

To PRECIPITATE. v. n. 1.To fall headlong.

Shakeſp. z. To fall to the bottom as a ſedi

ment Bacon. 3. To haſten without juſt pre

paration. Bacon.

PRECIPITATE. a. (from the verb ] 1. Steep

ly falling. Raleigh. 2. Headlong; haſty;

raſhly haſty. Clarendon. 3. Haſty; violent.

Pope.

PRECIPITATE. ſ. A corroſive medicine made

by precipitating mercury. Wiſman.

PRECIPI
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PRECIPITATELY. adv. [from precipitate.]

"... Headlong ſteeply down. a. Haſtily; in

blind hurry. Pope. -

PRECIPITATION. ſ. [from precipitate ) i.

The act of throwing headlong. Shakeſp. 2.

Violent motion downward. Woodward, 3.

Tumultuous hurry; blind haſle. Woodward.

4. In chymiſtry, ſubſidency contrary to ſub
limation. Woodward.

PRECIPITOU.S. a. [precipiti, Latin ) i.

Headlong: ſteep. King Charles A. Haſty ;

ſudden. Brown, Evelyn. 3. Raſh; heady.

Dryden.

PRECISE.a.ſ. preciſur, Lat.) 1. Exact ſtrict;

nice ; having ſtrict and determinate limita

tions Hoºker. 2. Formal; finical. Addiſon

PRECISELY. adv. (from preciſe.) 1. Exactly ,

nicely ; accurately. Newton. 2. With ſuper

ſtitious formality; with too much ſcrupuloſity.

PRECISENESS ſ (from preciſe.) Exactneſs;

rigid nicety. Watts.

PRECISLAN ſ. ſ.rom preciſe.} t. One who

limits or reſtrains. Shakeſp. 2. One who is

ſuperſtitiouſly rigorous. Wattſ.

PRECISION.J. [preciſion, Fr.) Exact limita

tion. Pope.

PRECISIVE, a [from preciſuſ, Lat.] Exactly

limiting, Wattr.

To PRECLU DE. v. a. [preclude,Lat. To ſhut

out or hinder by ſome anticipation. Bentley.

PRECO'CIOUS..a. (precºci, Lat. precace, Fr.]

Ripe before the time. Brown.

BRECO'CITY. ſ. (from precacious.] Ripeneſ,

before the time. Hºwel.

To PRECO GITATE. v. a. [praecogito, Lat.)

To conſider or ſcheme beforehand.

PRECOGNITION. ſ. [pre and cognitio, Lat.]

Previous knowledge; antecedent examina

tion.

PRECONCE. T. ſ. [pra and conceit.) An opi

nion previouſly formed Hooker.

To PRECONCEIVE. v. a. [pre and conceive.)

To form an opinion before hand; to imagine

before hand. Scath.

PRECONCE PTION. ſ. [pre and conception.)

Opinion previouſly formed. Hakewill.

PRECONTRACT. ſ. A contract previous to

another. Shakeſp.

To I’RECONTRACT. v. a.

bargain beforehand. Ayliffe.

PRECURSE. ſ. (from pracurra, Lat.] Forerun

ning. Shakeſp.

PRECURSOR. ſ. [precurſºr, Lat.] Forerun

ner ; harbinger. Pºpe. -

PREDA CEOUS. a. ſ.rom preda, Lat.) Living

by prey. Derham. -

PRE DAL. a. [from preda, Lat.] Robbing ;

practiſing plunder. Sa. Boyſe

PREDATORY. a. [predatoriuſ, Lat.) 1.

Plundering ; practiſing rapine. Bacon. 2.

Hungry; preying ; rapacious; raveneus. Bac.

PR r. DECEASED.a.[pra and deceaſed J Dead
before. Shakeſp.

PREDECESSOR. ſ. [predeceſſeur, Fr.) 1.

Qae that was in any ſtate or place before

To contract or

another. Prior. 1. Anceſtor.

PREDESTINARIAN / [from predºſtinate.]

Qne that holds thc doctrine of predeſtination.

Decay ºf Piety.

To PRELESTINATE. v. a. ſ pred/liner,Fr.]

To appoint beforehand by irreverſible decree.

Shakeſh.

To PREDESTINATE. v. n. To hold predeſli.

nation. In ludicrous language. Dryden.
PREDESTINA TION. f. I predeſinatiºn, Fr.]

Fatal decree pre-ordination. Raleigh.

PREDESTINA’ſ OR / One that holds prede

ſtination or the prevalence of pre-eſtabliſhed

neceſſity. Cººley.

To PRELESTINE. v. a. [pre and diſline.]
To decree beforehand.

PREDETERMINATiON. ſ. [predetermina.

***, Fr J Determination made beforehand.

Hamm.n.d.

To PREDETERMINE. v. a. [fºre and deter

** J. To doom or confine by previous decree.
Hale.

PREDIAL a ſpraedium, Lat.] Corſiſting of

farms. Ayliffº.

PREDICABLE a.[predicable, Fr. predicabilis,

Lat.) Such as may be affirmed of ſomething.

PREDICABLE.ſ. predicable, Lat.) A logical

term, denoting one of the five things which

can be affirmed of any thing. Jºaks.

PRED1 CAMENT. ſ. [predicament,Fr predi

camentum, Lat.) 1. A claſs or arrangement of

beings or ſubſtances ranked according to their

nature; called alſo categorena or category.

Pigby. 2. Cia s or kind deſcribed by any dé

finitive marks. Shakeſp.

PRI DICAMENTAL, a [frºm predicament.]

Relating to predicaments.

PREDICANT. y [predicanſ, Lat] One that

affirms any thing.

To PRE DICATE. v. a. ſprardico, Lat.] To

affirm any thing of another thing. Lºcke.

To PREDICATE. v. n. To affirm or ſpeak.

Ha e.

PRE DICATE ſ [predicatum, Lat] That

which is affirmed of the ſubject; as, man is

retional.

PREDICATION. ſ. ſ predicatio, Lat. from

predicate J Affirmation concerning any thing.

Ilocke.

To PREDICT. v. e. (predićtus,Lat JTo fore

tell; to foreihow. Gov. ef the ſor gue.

PREDICTION. ſ. [praedictio, Lat ). Propheſy;

declaration of ſomething future. Szuth.

PREDICTOR. ſ. [Iron predić.] Foreteller.

Swift.

PRED1GESTION. ſ. [prae and digeſii on J Di

geſtion too ſoon performed. Bacon

To PREDISPO SE. v. a. [pre- and diſºſº |

To adapt previouſly to any certain purpo e.

Sºuth.

PREDISPOSITION. ſ. [pra and diff ºft: an l

Previous adaptation to auy certain purpoſe.

Wiſeman. -

PREDOMINANCE. T. ſ. [?re and dºmine,

PREDO MINANCY. S. Lat. J Prevalence , ſu

4 F periority;
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periority; aſcendency; ſuperior influence.

Brown.

PREDOMINANT.a.ſ.predºminant, Fr. Preva.

lent , ſupreme in influence; aſcendency Shake.

To PREDOMINATE. v. n. (predºminer, Fr )

To prevail; to be aſcendent, to be ſupreme
in influence Newton. w

To PREELECT. v. a. [pre and elect ) To

chuſe by previous decree. -

PREEMINENCF. ſ. [pre-eminence,Fr.) 1. Su

periority of excellence Addiſon.1 Precedence,

priority of place. Hooker. 3. Superiority of

power or influence. Brown.

PREEMINENT.a.[pre-eminent,Fr.) Excellent

above others. Milton, Spratt. -

PRE EMPTION. ſ. [preemptio, Lat ) The

right of purchaſing before another. Carew.

To PREEN. v. a. [priinen, Dut..] To trim the

feathers of birds, to enable them to glide

more eaſily through the air. Bailey.

To PREENGAGE. v. a. (pre and engage To

engage by precedent ties or contracts. Rogerſ

PREENGAGEMENT. ſ. [ rom preengage. }

Precedent obligation. Boyle.

To PREESTA’BLISH va. [fre and eſtabliſb.]

To ſettle beforehand.

PREESTABLISHMENTſ(from presſlabliſh.)

Settlement beforehand

To PREEXI'ST. v. a. ſpre and exiſle, Lat.,

To exiſt beforehand. Dryden.

PREEXISTENCE. ſ. [preexiſtence, Fr.] Ex

iſtence beforehand; exiſtence of the ſoul be

fore its union with the body. Addiſon.

PRE EXISTENT a.[preexiſtent, Fr.) Exiſtent

beforehand; preceding in exiſtence. Pope.

PRE/FACE. / [preface,Fr. JSomething ſpoken

introductory to the main deſign; introduction;

ſomething proemial. Peacham.

To PREFACE. v. n. [prefari, Lat.] To ſay

ſomething introductory. Spectator.

To PREFACE. v. a. 1. To introduce by ſome.

thing proemial, Southern. 2. Toface; to cover.

Cleaveland. .

PRE FACER. ſ. [from preface.] The writer of

a preface. Dryden. -

PREFATORY.a. (from preface.) Introductory

Dryden.

PRE FECT. ſ. ſ prefectus, Lat.) A governor;

commander. Ben. Johnſon.

PREFECTURE ſprefecture,Fr. prefectura,

Lat.] Command ; office of government.

To PREFER. v. a. [preferer, Fr. prefers,

Lat.) 1. To regard one more than another

Rom. 2. To advance; to exalt ; to raiſe. Pope.

3. To offer ſolemnly ; to propoſe publickſy;

to exhibit. Daniel, Sandys.

PRE FERABLE.a [preferable,Fr.fromprºfer.)

Eligible before ſomething elſe. Locke.

PREFERABLEN ESS. ſ. [from preferable.]

The flate of being preſerable.

PREFERABLY. adv. (from preferable ] In

preference; in ſuch a manner as to prefer one

thing to another. Dennis.

PREFERENCE.ſ.[preference,Fr.fromprefer.)

The act of Preferring; eſtimation of one thing

above another; ele&ion of one rather than

another. Spratt.

PREFERMENTſſfrom prefer] 1. Advance

ment to a higher ſtation. Shakeſp. 2. A place

of honour or profit L'Eſtrange. 3. Preference;

act of preferring Brown.

rººt R.E.R. ſ. [from prefer.) One who pre
ers.

To PREFI'GURATE. v. a. [pre and figure,

Lat ) To ſhew by an antecedent repreſenta

tion.

PREFIGURATION ſ (fromprefigurate.) An

tecedent repreſentation. Norris

To PREFIGURE. v. a. [ pre and figure,

Lat.] To exhibit by antecedent repreſentati

on. Hammond.

To PREFINE, w a. [prefinis, Lat..] To limit

beforehand. Knolles.

To PREFI X. v. a. [trafge, Lat ) i. To

appoint beforehand. Sandyt. 2. To ſettle; to

eſtabliſh. Hale.

PREF1X. ſ. [prefixum, Lat.] Some particle

put before a word, to vary its ſignification.

Clarke, Brown.

PREF1XION.J. [prefixion, Fr. from prefix.]

The aë of prefixing.

To PREFORM. v. a. [pra and fºrm]To form

beforehand. Shakeſp.

PREGNANCY. ſ. tºn pregnant } t. The

ſtate of being with young. Ray. 2. Fertility;

fruit ulneſs; inventive power; acuteneſs.

Swift.

PRE'GNANT,a [pregnant, Lat 1. Teeming;

bleeding. Prior. 2. Fruitful; fertile; impreg

nating. Dryden. 3. Full of conſequence.

Mºodward. 4. Evident; plain; clear; full.

Shakeſp. 5. Eaſy to produce any thing Shakeſ

6. Free; kind. Shakeſp.

PREGNANTLY, adv. 1. Fruitfully. 2. Fully;

plainly; clearly. South.

PREGUSTATION ſ [pre and gufts, Lat]

The aët of taſting before another.

To PREJUDGE v. a. [prejuger, Fr.] To

determine any queſtion beforehand, generally

to condemn betorehaad. Swift.

To PREJUDICATE v. a. [tre and jadice,

Lat.) To determine beforehand to diſadvan

tage. Sandys.

PRE}U DICATE a.(from the verb.) 1. Form
ed by prejudice; formed before examination.

Watt; 2. Prejudiced , prepoſſeſſed. Brºw-.

PREJUDICATION.ſ (from prejudicate The

act of judging beforehand.

PRE JUDICE. ſ. [[prejudicium, Lat.) 1. Pre

poſſeſſion; judgment formed beforehand with

out examination Clarendon. 1. Miſchief; de

triment; hurt; injury. Bacºn.

to PRE JUDICE. v.a. (from the noun.] ".

To prepoſſeſs with unexamined opin on- ; to

fill with prejudices. Prior. 2. To ºbſtruct or

injure by prejudices previouſly raiſed.***::f.

3. To injure; to hurt; to diminiſh; to impair.
Prior.

PREJUDICIAL. s. [prejudiciable, Fr.) 1. Ob

ſtructive by means of oppoſite rººt
2, Q.92*
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º:
2. Contrary oppoſite. Hooker. 3. Miſchievous;

hurtful; injurious; detrimental. Atterbury.

PREJUDICIALNESS. ſ. (from prejudicial )

The ſtate of being prejudicial; miſchievouſneſs.

PRE'LACY ſ (from prelate.] 1. The dignity or

poſt of a prelate or eccleſiaſtick of the higheſt

order. Ayliffe. 2. Epiſcopacy i the order of

biſhops. Dryden. 3. Biſhops. Hooker.

PRE LATE.J. [prelat, Fr. prelatur, Lat.] An

eccleſiaſtick of the higheſt order and dignity

Shakeſp.

PRELATICAL. a. [from prelate.] Relating to

prelate or prelacy.

PRELATION. ſ. [prelatur, Lat.) Preference;

ſetting of one above the other. Hale.

PRE'LATURE. ſ. [pralatura, Lat.)

PRE'LATURESHIP. ſ. The ſtate or dignity

of a prelate.

PRELECTION. ſ. [preleais, Lat.) Reading;
lečture. Hale.

PREL1BATION. ſ (from prelibo, Lat.] Taſte

beforehand; effuſion previous to taſting. More

PRELIMINARY. a. [preliminaire, Fr.) Pre

vious; introdućtory ; proemial. Dryden.

PR E1.1 MINARY. ſ. Something previous; pre

paratory meaſures. Notes on Iliad.

PRELUDE. ſ. [preludium, Lat.]1. Some ſhort

flight of muſick played before a full concert.

2. Something introductory; ſomething that

only ſhews what is to follow. Addiſon.

To PRELUDE. v. n. [preluder, Fr. praeludo,

Lat.) To ſerve as an introduction; to be pre

vious to. Dryden.

PRELU'DIOU.S. a. [from prelude..] Previous;

introductory. Cleaveland.

PRELU D1U.M. ſ. [Latin J Prelude. Dryden.

PRELUSIVE. a. (from prelude J Previous ;

introdućtory; proemial Thomſon.

PREMATURE. a. ſprematurus, Lat ) Ripe

too ſoon ; formed before the time; too early ;

too ſoon ſaid or done; too haſty. Hammond.

PREMATURELY. adv. [ from premature.)

Too early : too ſoon; with too haſty ripeneſs.

PREMATUR ENESS Q. ſ. (trom premature.]

PREMATURITY Too great haſle ,

unſeaſonable earlineſs

To PREME'DITATE.v.a.[pra meditor, Lat.]

To centrive or form beforehand; to conceive

beforehand. Drydºn.

To PREME'DITATE. r. m. To have formed

in the mind by previous meditation; to think

beforehand. Hooker.

PREMEDITATION. ſ. [premeditatio, Lat.)

A&t of meditating beforehand. More.

PR EMICES. ſ ſprinitia, Lat premices, Fr.]

Firſt fruits Dryden.

PREMIER. a. (French ) Firſt; chief Camden

To PREMI SE. v a [premiſus, Lat.) 1. To

explain previouſly ; to lay down premiſes,

Burnet. 2. To ſend before the time. Shakeſp

To PREMERIT. v. a [pra mereer, Lat..] To

deſerve before. King Charler.

PRE'MISES. ſ. [pra miffa, Lat.) 1. Propoſitions

antecedently ſuppoſed or proved. Hooker. 2. In

low language, houſes or laads.

PREMISS. ſ. [premiſſam, Lat..] Antecedent

propoſition. Watts.

PRE'MIUM. ſ. [premium, Lat.) Something

given to invite a loan or a bargain. Addiſon.

To PREMO'NISH. v. a. [premoneo, Lat..] To

warn or admoniſh beforehand.

PREMONISHMENT. ſ...[from premonſ. J
Previous information. Wetton.

PREMONITION. ſ. (from premonſ}.] Previ

ous notice previous intelligence. Chapman.

PREMONITORY...a... [from pre and mones,

Lat.) Previouſly adviſing.

To PREMONSTRATE.v.a.[pre and monſºre,

Latl To ſhow beforehand.

PREMUNI RE ſ. (Latin.) 1. A writin the

common law,whereby a penalty is incurrable,

as infringing ſome ſtatute. Bramhall 2. The

penalty ſo incurred. 3. A difficulty; a diſtreſs.

PREMUNITION. ſ. [from premunio, Lat.]

An anticipation of objection.

To PRENOMINATE. v.a. [prenemine, Lat.)

To forename. Shakeſp.

PRENOMINATION.J.ſ pre and nomine, Lat.]

The privilege of being named firſt Brown.
PRENOTION. ſ. [prenation, Fr J. Foreknow

ledge ; preſcience

PRENTICE. ſ. from apprentice ] One bound

to a maſter, in order to inſtruction in a trade.

Shakeſp. -

PRENTICESHIP. ſ. (from prentice.] The ſer.

vitude of an apprentice. Pope.

PRENUNCTATION. ſ. [presuncio, Lat..] The

ast of telling before.

PREOCCUPANCYſ (frompreoccupate.j The

ast of taking poſſeſſion before another.

To PREO'CCUPATE. v. a. ſpreeceiper, Fr.]

1.To anticipate. Bacºn. 2. To prepoſſeſs; to

fill with prejudices. JP'ottºn

PREOCCUPATION. ſ. [pre-ccupation,fr] 1.

Anticipation 3. Prepoſſeſſion. 3. Anticipation

of objection. South.

To PREOCCUPY v. a. To prepoſſeſ, to

occupy by anticipation or prejudices. Arbuth.

To PRE: OMINATE. v. a. [pra and eminer,

Lat.) To prognoſlicate ; to gather from omen;

any future event. Brown.

PREOPINIONſ.[pre and ºpinio, Lat Jopinion

antecedently formed; prepoſſeſſion. Brºwn.

To PRE ORDAIN. v.a. [pre and ordain..] To
ordain beforehand. Hammond.

PREO'RBINANCE. ſ. [pre and ordinance.]

Antecedent decree; firſt decree. Shakeſp.

PREORDINATION. ſ. [rom preordain...] The

act of preordaining.

PREPARATIONJ.[preparatio, Lat.] 1. The

act of preparing or previouſly fitting any thing

to any purpoſe. Wake. 2. Previous meaſures.

Burnet. 3 Ceremonious introdućtion.Shakeſp.

4. The act of making or fitting by a regular

proceſs. 4 buthnot. 5. Any thing made by pro

ceſs of operaticn Brown. 6. Accompliſhment;

qualification. Shakeſp. -

PREPARATIVE. a. [preparatif, Fr.) Having

the power of preparing or qualifying. South.

PREPARATIVE. a.[prefaratif, Fr. Having

- 2. thev 4 F
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the power of preparing or qualifying. South.

PREPA RATIVE. ſ. (freparatif, Fr.) 1.That

which has the power of preparing or previouſly

fitting. Decay ºf Prety 1. That which is done

in order to ſomething elſe. South.

PREPARATIVELY edv, (from preparative.)

Previouſly , by way of preparation.

PR EPA RATORY. a. [prefaratsire, Fr J 1.

Antecedently neceſſary. Tilletſ:n. 1. Intro

dućtory ; previous; antecedent. Hale.

To PR EPA R.E. v. a [prefaro, Lat.) 1. To fit

for any thing; to adjuſt to any uſe to make

ready for any purpoſe, Blackmºre. ...To quality

for any purpoſe. Addi, ºn 3. To make ready

beforehand. Milton 4. To form ; to make.

Pſalmi. e. To make by regular prºceſs: as,

he prepared a medicine.

To PRE PARE. v. n. 1. To take previous

meaſures. Peacham. 2. To make every thing

ready 5 to put things in order. Shakeſp. 3. To

make one's ſelf ready; to put himſel, in a

ſtate of expeºtation.

PREPARE ſ. (from the verb.] Preparation ;

previous meaſures. Shakeſp. -

PREPA'REDLY, adv. [from prepared.] By

proper precedent meaſures. Ska/eſp.

PKE PA R F DNESS. ſ (from prepare.] State

or act of being prepared; as, he's in a pre

paredneſs for his final exit.

PR EPA RER. ſ. (from prepare ) i. One that

prepares; one that previouſly fits. Watten. 2.

That which fits for anything. Mortimer.

PRF l’ENSE. a. [p, apenſus, Lat ) Fore

PRE, PE/NSED, $ thought , preconceived; con

trived beforehand: as, inalice prepenſe.

To PRE PONDER. v. a. [from prependerate.]

To outweigh. Watton.

PREPONDERANCE. Uſ (from preponder

PR tº PON DERANCY, ate.] The ſtate of

outweighing ; ſuperiority of weight. Lºcke.

To PREPONDERATE. v. a. Up! ar, ºndero,

Lat.) I To outweigh; to overpower by

weight. Glanville. ... To overpower by ſtrong

er influence.

To PR E, PO N DERATE. v. m. 1. To exceed

in weight. Bentley. 1. To exced in influence

or power analogous to weight. Locke.

PREPONDERA THON / [ºrom prepanderate.]

The act or ſtate of outweighing any thing.

Jºſ' afts.

To PR EPO SE. v. a. [prºpºſer, Fr.) To put

before

PREPOSITION. ſ [preſſ eſtion, Fr trapºſtic,

1.at ) In grammar, a particle governing a

caſe Clarke. -

PREpositor. ſ. [f rary ſter, at l A ſchola

appointed by the matter to overlook the reſt.

To tº REPOSSESS v. a. prae and f effºſs.) To

fill with an opinion unexamined; to preju

dice. Wiſeman.

PR possession. f. from prepºſeſ. 3 1.

Precccupation; firſt poſſeſſion. Hammond. 2.

Prejudice: preconceived opinion South.

FkEPC STE.ROt S. a. prººf fieruſ, Lat.) 1.

Having that firſt which ought to be laſt :

wrong; abſurd ; i.e. vetºed L'inha". 2, Ap

plied to perſons: fooliſh; abſurd. Shakeſ?

PREPOSTEROUSLY.adv (from prepaſtereº

In a wrong ſituation; abſurdly. Bentley.

PREPOST EROUSNESS /.(from prºpºfferen: )

Abſurdity; wrong order or method.

PRE'POTENCY. f [praepotentia, Lat.) Supe

rior power; predominance. Brown.

PREPUCE.ſ [preputium, Lat) That which

covers the glans; foreſkin. Wiſe.

To PRE REQUIRE. v. a. ſprae and regaire.]

To demand previouſly. Hammond.

PREREQUISITE. a. [pre and regriffte.]

Something previouſly neceſſary. Hale.

PRERO GATIVE ſſ prerogatita,low Lat.]An

excluſive or peculiar privilege. Sidney, Kºeller.

PRERO GATIVED a. ( from preregative. )

Having an excluſive privilege; having prero

gative. Shakeſp.

PRFSA GE. ſ. [preſage, Fr. freſagiar, Lat.]

Prognoſtick; preſenſion of futurity. Addiſºs.

To PRESA G.E. v. a. [preſager, Fr. free, agi.

Lat.) 1. To forebode , to for know to foretel;

to propheſy. Milton. 2. To foreteken; to

foreſhow. Shakeſp.

PRESA GEMENT. ſ. [from prefage.) 1. Fore

bodement; preſenſion. Wottos. 2.

token Brown.

PRESBYTER, f [xpi-ºripº-.] 1. A prieſt.

Hooker. 1. A preſbyterian. Butler.

PRESBYTE RIAN. a.[7;izºtº-.] Conſiſting

of elders ; a term for a modern form of eccle

ſiaſtick government. King Charler.

PRESBYTE’RIAN. ſ. (from preſºrter J. An

abbettor of preſbytery or calviniſtical diſcip

line Swift.

PRESBYTE RY.ſ (from prºſbyter.) Body of

elders, whether prieſts or laymen Cleaveland.

PRESCI+. NCE. ſ. [preſcience, Fr.) Foreknow

ledge; kuowledge of future things. Scarb.

PRESCIENT. a. [praeſciens, Lat.) Foreknow

ing: prophetick. Bacºn.

PRE'SCIOU.S. a. [preſcins, Lat.) Having fore

knowledge. Dryden.

To PRESCI ND. v. a. [preſcinde, Lat.] To

cut off; to abſtraSt. Norris,

Fore

PRESCINDENT. a. [preſcindens, Lat.] Ab

ſtracting. Ch. yne.

To PRESCRI EE. v. a. [preſcribe, Lat.] 1. To

ſet down authoritatively ; to order; to direct.

Hesker. 2. To direct medically. Swift.

To PRESCRIBE. v. n. 1. To influence by long

cuſtom. Brown. 1. To influence arbitrarily.

Lºcke. 3 [Priſcrire, Fr.) To torm a cuſtom

which has the force of law. A buthnºt. 4. To

write medical directions and forms of medi

cine. Pºpe.

PRESCRipt, a [praſcriptus, Lat.] Directed;

accurately laid down in a precept. Hoºker.

PRESCRIPT / [p, a ſcriptum, Lat.) Direction;

precept; model preſcribed. A4iltºn.

PRESCRIPTION.J. (praeſcriptio, Latin J 1.

Rules produced and authoriſed by long cuſtom,

cuſtom continued till it has the force of law.

Sºuth. 1. Medical receipt. Terpie

PRESEANCE. ſ. [preſearce, Fr.) Priority ºf
place in ſitting. Car.w. PRC'-
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PRESENCE. ſ. [preſence, Fr. preſentia, Lat.]

1. State ofbeing preſent; contrary to abſence.

Shakeſp. 2. Approach face to face to a great

perſonage. Daniel. 3. State of being in the

view of a ſuperior. Milton. 4. A number

aſſembled before a great perſon. Shakeſp. 5.

Port ; air; mien ; demeanour. Cºllier. 6.

Room in which a prince ſhews himſelf to his

court. Spenſer. 7. Readineſs at need; quick

neſs at expedients. Waller. 8. The perſon of

a ſuperior. Milton. -

PRESENCE-CHAMBER.U ſ [freſence and

PRESENCE-ROOM. chamber or room.)

The room in which a great perſon receives

company. Addiſon.

PRESENSION. ſ. [preſenſe, Lat.) Perception
beforehand. Brown.

PRESENT. a. [preſent, Fr. preſent, Lat ) i

Not abſent; being face to face; being at hand.

Taylor. 2. Not paſt; not future. Prior. 3.

Ready at hand; quick in emergencies. L'Eſtr.

4. Favourably attentive; not neglectful, pro

pitious Ben. 7:}:ſon. 5. Unforgotten; not

neglectſul. Watts. 6. Not abſtraćted ; not

abſent of mind; attentive.

The PRESENT An elliptical expreſſion for the

preſent time; the time now exiſting. Rowe.

At PRESENT. a. ſpreſent, Fr.] At the preſent

time; now. Addiſºn.

PRESENT. ſ. [preſent, Fr.) 1. A giſt; a dona

tive; ſomething ceremoniouſly given. Shakeſp.

2. A letter or mandate exhibited. Shakeſp.

To PRESENT. v. a [prayento, low Lat) i.

To place in the preſence of a ſuperior. Miltºn.

2. To exhibit to view or notice. Shakeſp 3 To

offer; to exhibit. Milton. 4. To give formally

and ceremoniouſly. Prior. 5. To put into the

hands of another. Dryden. 6. To favour with

gifts. Dryden. 7. To prefer to eccleſiaſtical

benefices. Atterbury. 8. To offer openly.

Hayward. 9. To introduce by ſomething ex

hibited to the view or notice Spenſer. o. To

lay before a court of judicature, as an object

of enquiry. Swift.

| PRESENTANEóUs a ſpreſentaneur, Lat.)

Ready; quick; immediate. Harvey.

PRESE, NTABLE.a. (from preſent JWhat may

be preſented. A, ºffe.

PRESENTATION. ſ. [preſentation, Fr.) 1.

The act of preſenting. Hoºker. ... The act of

offering any one to an eccleſi:ſtical benefice.

Halº. 3. Exhibition. Dryden.

PRESENTATIVE. a. ſirom preſent.) Such as

that preſentation may be made of it. Spelman.

PRESEN 1 F.E. ſ. [from preſent, Fr.] One pre

ſented to a benefice. Ayliffe.

PRESENTER ſ. [from preſent. One that pre

ſeats. L'Eſtrange.

PRESEN 1 1AL, a [from preſent.] Suppoſing

actual preſence. Nºrriſ.

PRESENTIALITY. f. from preſential.] State

of being preſent. South.

To PRESENTIATE. v. a. (from preſent J To

make a preſent. Grew.

PRESENTIFICK. a. [preſent and facie, Latl

Making preſent.

PRESENTIFICKLY. adv.ſfrom preſentifick.]

In ſuch a manner as to make preſent. More.

PRESENTLY. adv. [from preſent.) 1. At

preſent; at this time; now. Sidney. 2. Im

mediately ; ſoon after. South.

PRESENTMENT.ſ (from preſent J 1.The act

of preſenting. Shakeſp. 1. Any thing preſented

or exhibited; repreſentation. Milton. 3. In law,

preſentment is a mere denunciation of the jur

ors themſelves, or ſome other officer, as juſ

tice, conſtable, ſearcher, ſurveyors, and, with

out any information. of an offence inquirable

in the court to which it is preſented Cowel.

PRESENTNESS. ſ. [from preſent.) Preſence of

mind: quickneſs at emergencies. Clarenden.

PRESERVATION. ſ. (from reſerve ) The

ast of preſerving ; care to preſerve. Davies.

PRESERVATIVE. ſ. [preſervatif, French.)

That which has the power of preſerving ;

ſomething preventive. Hooker.

To PRESERVE. v. a. [preſerve, low Lat. )

1. To ſave; to defend from deſtruction or

any evil; to keep. 2 Tim iv. 18. 1. To

ſeaſon fruit and other vegetables with ſugar,

and in other proper pickles.

PRESERVE. f. (trom the verb.] Fruit preſerv

ed whole in ſugar. Mortimer.

PRESERVER. ſ. [from preſerve 3 1. One who

preſerves; one who keeps from ruin or miſ

chief Addiſºn. 2. He who makes preſerves

of ſruit.

To PRESIDE. v. 7. [from prºftdee, Latin;

frºßder, Fr.] To be ſet over , to have au

thority over. Dryden.

PRESIDENCY. ſ. [preſidence, French, from

preſident.) Superintendance. Ray.

PRESIDENT. ſ. [preſident, Lat ) 1. One

placed with authority over others. H^attr. 1.

Governour ; prefect. Brerewoºd. 3. A tutela

ry power. Waller. -

PRESIDENTSHIP. ſ [from preſident.] The

office and place of preſident Hooker.

PRESI DIAL. a. ſpreſidium, Lat] Relating to

a garriſon.

To PRESS. v. a [preſſer, Fr.) 1. To ſqueeze;

to cruſh. Milton. 1. To diſtreſs; to cruſh with

calamities. Shakeſp. 3. To conſtrain; to

compel; to urge by neceſſity. Hºoker. 4. To

drive by violence. Shakeſp. 5.To affect ſtrong

ly. Ziół: xviii. 3.. 6. To enforce : to inculcate

with argument or importunity. Felton. 7. To

urge: to bear ſtrongly on. Boyle. 8. To com

preſs; to hug, as in embracing. Smith. 9. To

act upon with weight. Dryden. Io. To make

earneſt Baron, 1 1. To force into military

ſervice. Shakeſp.

To PRESS. v n. 1. To act with compulſive

violence; to urge ; to diſtreſs. Tillotſon. 2.

To go torward with violence to any proječt.

Knciles. 3. To make invaſion ; to encroach.

Pºpe. 4. To croud, to throng. Mar. iii. 10.

5. To come unſeaſonably or importunately.

6 To urge with vehemence and importunity.

Bacon. 7. To act upon influence.4;
8. Tº
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8. To Press upon. To invade; to puſh againſt.

P e.

pºss ſ [f reſir, French, from the verb 11.

The inſtrument by which anything is cruſhed

or ſqueezcd. Hag ii. 16. 2. The inſtrument by

which books are pºinted. Shakeſp. 3. Crowd;

tumult; throng. Hooker. 4 A kind of wooden

caſe or frame for cloaths and other uſes. Shak.

5. A commiſſion to force men into military

ſervice. Raleigh.

PRESSBED. ſ. (from preſ, and bed..] Bed ſo

formed as to be ſhut up in a caſe.

PRESSER. ſ. from preſs.) One that preſſes or

works at preſs Swift.

PRESSGANG ſ (preſ; and gang.) A crew

that ſtroles about the ſtreets to force men into

naval ſervice. -

PRESSINGLY. adv. [frºm preſſing.) With

force : cloſelv.

PRESSION / [from preſs.] The act of preſ:

ſing. Newtºn.

PRESSITANT. a. Gravitating; heavy. More

PRESSMAN. ſ (freſ, and man.) 1. One who

forces another into ſervice i one who forces

away. Chapman. 2. One who makes the im

preſſion of print by the preſs: diſtinct from the

compºſitor, who ranges the types.

PRE'SSMONEY. ſ. [preſ, and money J Morey

given to a ſoldier when he is taken or forced

into the ſervice Gay.

PRESSURE. ſ. (from prºſºl 1. The aa of

preſſing or cluſhing. 2. The ſtate of being

preſſed or cruſhed 3. Force acting againſt

anything; gravitation; preflion. Newton 4.
Violence inflicted; oppreſſion. Bacon 5. Affiic.

tion; grievance; diſtreſs. Atterbury. 6. Im.

preſſion; ſtamp; character made by imprel

ſion. Shakeſp.

PREST. a. [preſſ or prºt, Fr.) 1. Ready not

dilatory. . . Neat; tight.

PREST. ſ. [preſſ, Fr.) A loan Bacon.

PRESTIGATION_ſ [prºſligatio, Lat.) A de:

ceiving; a juggling ; a playing legerdemain

Didº,

PRESTIGES. ſ. ſprzfligar, Lat.] Illuſions:

impoſtures; juggling tricks.

PRESTO. ſ. [preſis, Italian.) Quick; at once.

Swift. -

PRESU MABLY. adv. [ficm preſume.) With

out examination. Brown.

Te PRESUME v. n. (preſumer, Fr preſume,

Lat.) 1. To ſuppoſe; to believe previouſly

without examination. Milton. 2. To ſuppoſe:

to affirm without immediate proof Brºwn. 3

To ventue without poſitive leave. Milton. 4

To form confident or arrogant opinions. Locke

5. To make confident or arrogant attempts

Hooker. -

PRESU'MER. ſ. [from preſume.) One that pre

ſuppoſes; an arrogant perſon Wetter.

PRESU'MPTION. ſ. [preſumptus, Lat. pre:

ſumption, Fr.) 1. Suppoſition previouſly form.

ed. K. Charles. 2. Confidence grounded on any

thiog preſuppoſed. Clarendon. 3. An argument

ſtrong, but not demonſtrative. Hoºker. 4. Ar

rogance; confidence blind and adventurous;

preſumptuouſneſs. Dryden. 3. Unreaſonable

..ºſdence of divine favour Rºgers.

PRESUMPTIVE., a [preſenſive, Fr.) 1.

Tºken by previous ſuppoſition. Lºck. 2.

Suppoſed: **, the preſumptive heir; oppoſed

tº the heir apparent. 3. Confident; arrogant;

preſumptuous Brºwn.

***U MPTUOUS, a ſpreſumpteaux, Fr.) 1.

Arrºgatt i confident; inſolent. Shakeſp. 2.

Irreverent with reſpea to holy things. Milton.

PRESUMPTUOUSLY adv. lfrom preſumptu

**'.) 1. Arrogantly; irreverently. Addiſºn. 2.

\"", vain and groundieſ, confidence in divine

favour. Hammond.

**SUMPTUOUSNESS ſ (from preſent

* Quality of being preſumptuous; con
fidence ; irreverence

PRESUPPO'SAL ſ. [pra and ſuppoſal.] Sup

poſal previouſly formed. Hooker.

To PRESUPPost... a. [preſuppoſer, Fr. pre

and ſuppoſe.] To ſuppoſe as previous. Hºoker.

Pºsul POSITION. ſ. [freſuppºſitiºn, fr.j

Suppoſition previouſly for med.

PRESURMI SE. J. [pre and ſarmiſe ) Sur

miſe previouſly formed. Shakeſp.

PRE I E'NCE. ſ. [pretenſuſ, fat] ... A falſe

ºument grounded upon fictitious poſtulates.

7tletſon. 2. The ad of ſhowing or alleging

what is not real. Clarendon, Wake 3 Aſſump

"on claim to notice. Evelyn. 4. Chairn true

or falſe. Milton 5. Somethi g threatened, or

hºld out to terrify. Shakeſp.

Tº PKE 1 END. v. a [prºterde, Lat ) i. To

hold out; to ſtretch forward Dryden. 2. to

Portend; to foreſhow. Hayward 3. To make

* *ppearance of having to allege falsely.

*ſt n. 4. To ſhow hypocritically. Decay ºf

*9. 5. To hold out as a deluſive appearance.

*1ſtºn, 6...To claim. Dryden.

To PRETEND. v. n 1. To put in a claim

truly or ſaiſely. Dryden. 2. To preſume on

ability to do any thing; to profeſs preſumptu

ouſly Brown -

PRETENDER. ſſfrom pretend Jone who lays

claim to any thing Pope.

PRETENDINGLY. adv. [from pretending.]

Arrogantly : preſumptuouſly. C. liter. -

PRETENSION / [p, a tenſiº, Lat., 1. Claim

ſue or falſe. Swift 2. Fictitious appearance.

Bacon.

PRETE.R. ſ. [preter, Lat.) A particle, which,

Prefixed to words of Latin or ginals, ſignifies

tºſide.

PRETERIMPERFECT. a. In grammar, de

notes the tenſe not perfectly paſt.

PRETERIT. a. [preterit, French; preterites,

Lat. J Paſt.

PRETER TION / [preteritiºn, French; from

preterit.) The act of going paſt; the ſtate of

being paſt.

PRETERITNESS. ſ. [from preterit.] State of

being paſt : not preſence ; not futurity.

PRET. K.R.I.A.'PSE}}...a... [practerlappur, Lat )

Paſt and gone. Walker.

PRETERLE GAL. a. [preter and legal.] Not

agreeable to law, K. Charles, PRE
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PRETERMission ſ ſtretermiſſion, Fr pre

termiſſiz, Lat.] The ač of omitting. -

To PRETERMIT. v. a. [pretermitte, Latin.)

To paſs by. Bacon. 1 m

PRETERNATURAL, a ſtreter and natural.

Different from what is natural: irregular. South

PRETERNATURALLY. adv. [from preter

natural ) In a manner different from the

common order of nature. Bac.n.

PRETERNATURALNEss f [from freter

natural] Manner different from the order of

nature.

PRETER PERFECT.a ſpreteritum perfectum,

Lat.) A grammatical term applied to the tenſe,

which denotes time abſolutely paſt. -

PRETERPLUPERFECT.a.ſtrateritum pluſ.

guar, perfeóium, Lat. The grammatical epithet

for the tenſe denoting time relatively paſt, or

paſt before ſome other paſt time.

PRETE XT. ſ. [pretextus, Latin ) Pretence;

falſe appearance: falſe allegation. Daniel.

PRETOR. ſ. [trater, Lai ) The Roman

jugge. It is now ſometimes taken for a mayor.

Sºea ater. -

PRETORIAN. a. ſ fºr a tº in nas, Latin: ? re

tºrien, Fr.) Judicial; exerciſed by the ſwetor.

Barºn.

PRETTILY. adv. (from pretty.) Neatly; ele

gantly : pleaſingly. Bacºn.

PRETTINESS.J.[from pretty Beauty without

dignity. More.

PRETTY. a. [pract, finery, Saxon; pretto,

Italian ; prat, prattigh, Dutch J 1. Neat ;

elegant. Watts, 1. Beautiful without grandeur'

or dignity. Speciatºr. 3. It is uſed in a kind

of diminutive contempt in poetry, and in con

verſation. Addiſon. 4 Nct very ſnall. Abbºt.

PRETTY. adv.

Atterbury, Baker.

To PREVAIL. v. n. [prevaleir, Fr.) 1. To be

in force; to have effect ; to have power ; to

have influence. Lºcke: 1. To overcome: to

gain the ſuperiority. King Charlet. 3. To gain

influence; to operate effectually.

ſuade or induce by entreaty Clarendon. -

PREVA1 LING. a. [from prevail.) Predomi

nant; having moſt influence. Rowe.

PREVA1 LMENT. ſ. (from prevail.] Preva

lence. Shakeſp.

PRE'vALENCE. Q. ſ. ſ prevalence, French ;

PREVALENCY. S. prevalentia, low Lat.) Su

periority; influence; predominance Clarenden.

PRF VALENT. a. prevalens, Lat.) 1. Victo

rious; gaining ſuperiority. South. 2. Predomi

nant; powerful. Miltºn.

PRE'VALENTLY, adv [from prevalent. Pow

erfully ; forcibly. Prior. -

To PREVARICATE. v. n. [prevaricor, Lat.]

To cavil; to quibble; to ſhuffle. Sullingfleet

PREVARICATION. ſ. [pra varicatio, Lat.]

Shuffle; cavil. Addiſon.

PREVARICATOR.J. [prevaricator, Lat) A

caviller; a ſhuffler.

PREVENIENT. a. [prevenient, Lat..] Preced

ing; going before; preventive. Miltºn.

In ſome degree. swº

4. To per

To PREVENT. v. a. [preveni, Lat.] To
hinder.

To PREVENT. v. a. ſpravenie, Latin; pre

**ir, Fr J. J. To go before as a guides to go

before, making the way eaſy. Commer Prayer.

2. To go be ore; to be belore; to anticipate.

Barºn. 3. To preoccupy : to preengage; to

attempt firſt. King Cha, lºº. 4. To hinder; to

obviate; to obſtruct. Atterbury

To PREVENT. v. n. To come before the time.

Bacan.

PREVENTER. ſ. [from prevent | 1. One that

goes before Bacon 2. One that hinders; an

hinderer: an obſ: ruder.

PREVENTION. ſ. [prevention, French, from

frº entum, Lat.) 1. The act of going before.

4 ºton. 2. Preoccupation; anticipation. Shak.

3. Hindrance ; obſtruction. Milton. 4 Preju

ºice; preroſſeſſion. Dryden.

PREVENTIONAL... a. [from preventiºn. I

Tending to prevention.

PREVENTIVE. a. (from prevent.] 1. Tending

tº hºler. Bacon. 1. Preſervative, hindering
ill. Brown -

PREVENTIVE. ſ. [from prevent} A preſer

vative; that which prevents; an antidºte

PREVENTIVELY. adv. [from preventive.) In

ſuch a manner as tends to prevention. Breton:

PREVIOUS. a. [travius, !.at.] Antecedent ;

going before prior. Burnet.

PREVIOUSLY, adv. (from previour.] Before

hand; antecedently. Prior.

*REVIOUSNESS.J. [from previour.] Antece
dence

| PREY f ( frarda, Lat.] 1. Something to be

devoured; ſomething to be ſeized; rapine;

plunder. Clarendºn, 1. Ravage i depredation.

Shakeſp. 3. Animal of prey, is an animal that

lives on other animals. L'Eſtrange.

To PRF.Y. v. n. [predor, Lat.] ... To feed by

violence. Shakeſp. 2. To plunder; to rob.

*****ip. 3. To corrode; to waſte. Addiſºn.

PRE YER. ſ. [from prey.) Robber; devourer ;

nlunderer.

PRI APIs.M. f. [ari *iſmut Lat.priapiſme,Fr.]

A preternatural tenſion. Bacon.

PRICE. ſ. [prix, Fr. pretium, Lat.] .. Equi

valent paid for any thing Baron 1. value ;

eſtimation; ſuppoſed excellence. Race. 3

Rate at which any thing is ſold. Locke. 4.

Reward; thing purchaſed at any rate. Pºpe.

To PRICE. v. a. To pay for Speºſer.

To PRICK. v. n. (Tnician, Sax.) 1. To pierce

with a finall puncture. Arbuthnet. 2. To tam

of erect with an acuminated point. Bar... 3.

To fix by the point Newton. 4. To hang on a

point. Sandyr. g. To nominate by a puncture

or mark. Shakeſp. 6. To ſpur; to goads to

impel; to incite. Pºpe. 7. To pain; to pierce

with remorſe. Aët, ii. 37. 8. To makč acid.

Hudibras. To mark a tune.

To PRICK. v. n. (prijken, Dutch J 1. To dreſs

ºne's ſelf for ſhow. 2. To come upon the ſpur.

Spenſer, Milton.

PRICK. ſ. (Tnicca, Sax.] 1. A ſharp ſlender

inſtrument;
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inſtrument; any thing by which a puncture

is made. Davies. 2. A thorn in the mind;

a teaſing and tormenting thought; remorſe of

conſcience. Shakeſp. 3. A ſpot or mark at

which archers airn. Carew, 4. A point; a

fixed place. Shakeſp. 5. A puncture. Brown.

6. The print of the are in the ground.

PRI'CKER.J. (from prick..] I. A ſharp-pointed

inſtrument Moxon. 2. A light houſeman.

Hayward. -

PRI CKET. ſ. [from prick.] A buck in his

ſecond year. Man wood.

PR; CKLE. ſ. (from prick.] Small ſharp point,

like that of a brier. Wat:s.

PRI CKLINESS. f. [from prickly.) Fulneſs of

ſharp points

PRI CKLOUSE. ſ. [prick and leaſe.] A word of

contempt for a taylor. L'Eſtrange,

Pik I CKSONG. ſ. Uprick and ſong J Song ſet to

muſick. Shakeſp.

PRICKLY. a. Itrom prick.) Full of ſharp

points. Bacon.

PRI'CKMADAM. ſ. A ſpecies of houſe-leek.

PRICKPUNCH. J. A piece of tempered ſteel,

with a lound point at one end, to prick a round

mark in cold iron. Moxon.

PRI CKWOOD. ſ. A tree.

PRIDE. ſ. [prut or pnyo, Sax.] 1. Inordinate

and unreaſonable ſelf eſteem. Miltºn 1

Inſolence; rude treatment ef others. Milton.

3. Dignity of manner; loſtineſs of air. 4.

Generous elevation of heart. Sn th: 5. Eleva

tion; dignity Shakeſp. 6. Ornament; ſhow

decoration Milton. 7. Splendour; oſtentation.

Dryden. 8. The ſtate of a female beaſt ſolici

ting the male. Shakeſp.

To PRIDE. v. a. (from the noun.]. To make

proud, to rate himſelf high. Gov. ºf the lºngue.

PRI.E. ſ. I ſuppoſe an old name of privet Tulſer.

PR1EF for prºf. Spenſer. -

PRI'E.R. ſ. (from prey.) One who enquires too

narrowly.

PRIEST. ſ. ſpneore, Sax. preſtre, Fr.) 1. One

who officiates in ſacred offices. Milton. 2. One

of the ſecond order in the hierarchy, above a

deacon, below a biſhop. Rowe. -

PR1 ESTCRAFT, ſ. [prieſ; and craft.] Reli

gious frauds. Speciatºr. -

PRIESTESS. f. (trom friſt.] A woman who

officiated in heathen rites. Addiſon.

PRIESTHooD. ſ. (from prºft.) 1. The office

and character of a prieſ. Whitgifte. 2. The

order of men ſet apart for holy offices Dryden.

3. The ſecond order of the hierarchy.

PRIESTLINESS. ſ. [from pri ſty.) The ap

pearance or manner of a prieſt.

PRIESTLY.a.[from prieſt. Becoming a prieſt;

ſacerdotal; belonging to a prieſt. South.

PRIESTRIDDEN. a. [p] iſ and ridden. J

Managed or governed by prieſts. Swift.

To PRIEVE for prove. Spenſer.

PRIG. ſ. A pert, conceited, ſaucy, pragmatical,

little ſellow Spectator. -

PRILL. ſ. A birt or turbot. Ainſworth.

PRiM. a. [ by contraction from primitive. J

Formal; preciſe; affectedly nice. Swift.

To PRIM. v. a. (from the adjective.) To deck

up preciſely ; to form to an affe&ted nicety.

PRI'MACY. ſ. [primatie, Fr J. The chief eccle

ſiaſtical ſtation Clarenden.

PRIMAGE. ſ.The freight of a ſhip. Ainſworth.

PRIMAL. a. [primas, Lat.] Firſt. A word not

in uſe. Shakeſp.

PRI MARILY' adv. (from primary..] Origi

nally; in the firſt intention. Brown.

PRIMARINESS. ſ. [from primary.) The ſtate

o, being firſt in act or intention. Norris.

PRI'MARY. a. [primarius, Lat.) 1. Firſt in

intention. Hammond. 2. Original ; firſt.

Raleigh. 3. Firſt in dignity; chief; principal.

Bently.

PRiMATE. ſ. [primat, Fr. primar, Lat..] The

chief eccleſiaſt cle. Ayliffe.

PR; MATESHIP. ſ. [irom primate.] The dig

nity or office of a primate.

PRIME. ſ. [primus, Lat.) 1. The firſt part

of the day; the dawn; the morning. Milton.

2. The beginning; the early day. AMiltºn.

3. The beſt part. Swift. 4. The ſpring of

life. Dryden. 5. Spring. Waller. 6. •The

height of perfection. Woºdward. 7. The firſt

canonical hour. 8. The firſt part; the begin

ning.

PRIME a [primur, Lat.] 1. Early blooming.

Milton. 2. Principal ; firſt rate. Clar enden. 3.

Firſt ; original. Lºcke. 4. Excellent Shake!p.

To PRIME. v. a. [from the noun J 1. To put

in the firſt powder; to put powder in the pan

of a gun. Boyle. ... [Primer, Fr to begin. I

To lay the firſt colours on in painting.

PRI MELY, adv. [from prime.) 1. Originally:

primarily ; in the firſt place. South. 2. Excel

lently , ſupremely well.

PRIMENESS. ſ. (from prime ) 1. The ſtate of

being firſt. 2. Excellence.

PRIMER. ſ. 1. An office of the bleſſed virgin.

Stilling fleet. 2. A ſmall prayer-book in which

children are taught to read. Locke.

PRIME RO.ſ. (Span.) A game at cards. Shakeſp.

PRIME VAL. Q a. [primarvur,Lat.) Original;

PKIME VOUS. W. ſuch as was at firſt

PRIMITIAL. a. ſ primitiuſ, primitae, Lat. )

Being of the firſt production. Ainſworth.

PRIMI I'IVE. a. [primitif, Fr. primitivar,

Lat.] I. Ancient; originai; eſtabliſhed from

the beginning Tilletjen. 1. Formal; affectedly

ſolemn; imitating the ſuppoſed gravity of old

times. 3. Original primary 5 not derivative.

Miltºn.

PRI'M(TIVELY. adv. [from primitive ) i.

Originally ; at firſt. BrSgn. 2 Primarily , not

derivatively. 3. According to the original rule.

South.

PRI MITIVENFSS. ſ. (from primitive..] State

of being original; antiquity; con:ormity to

antiquity.

PRIMOGENIAL. a. [primogenius, Lat.] Firſt

born ; original; primary , conſtituent ; ele

mental Boyle.

PRIMOG E N ITURE. ſ. [primegeniture, Fr.)

Seniority; elderſhip; ſtate ºf being firſtboro.

Gov. ºf the Tengue. PRIMORDIAL.
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PRIMO'RDIAL. a. [primordium, Lat..] Origi

nal ; exiſting from the beginning. Bºyle.

PRIMORDIAL. ſ. (from the adj.) Origin;

firſt principle.

PRIMO'RDIAN. ſ. See Plum.

PRIMO'RDIATE. a. [from primordium, Lat.]

Original; exiſting from the firſt. Boyle.

PRIMROSE. ſ. [primula verif, Lat.] 1. A

flower. Shakeſp. a. Primroſe is uſed by

Shakeſpeare for gay or flowery.

PRINCE. ſ. [prince, Fr. princept, Lat.) 1. A

ſovereign a chief ruler, Milton. ... A ſove

reign of rank next to kings. 3. Ruler of

whatever ſex. Camden. 4. The ſon of a king;

in England only the eldeſt ſon; the kinſman

of a ſovereign. Sidney. 5. The chief of any

body of men. Peacham.

To PRINCE. v. n. To play the prince; to take

ſtate. Shakeſp.

PRI'NCEDOM. ſ. [from prince.] The rank,

eſtate or power ofthe prince; ſovereignty. Milt.

PRINCELIKE. a. ſprince and like.) Becoming

a prince. Shakeſp.

PRINCELINESS..f. [from princely.) The ſtate,

manner or dignity of a prince

PRINCELY, a [from prince.) 1. Having the

appearance of one high born. Shakeſp. 2.

Having the rank of princes. Sidney. 3. Be

coming a prince ; reyal ; grand , auguſt. Milt.

PRINCELY. adv. [from prince.) In a prince

like rnanner.

PRINCES-FEATHER. ſ. The herb amaranth

Ainſworth. -

PRINCESS. ſ. [princeſſe, Fr. J 1. A ſovereign

lady ; a woman having ſovereign command.

Granville. 2. A ſovereign lady of rank, next

to that of a queen. 3. The daughter of a

king. Shakeſp 4. The wife of a prince : as,

the Princeſs ºf Wakes.

PRINCIPAL. a. [principalit, Lat.] 1. Prince

ly. Spenſer. 2. Chief; of the firſt rate ;

capital; eſſential. Shakeſp.

PRINCIPAL ſ (from the adj.) 1. A head;

a chief; not a ſecond. Bacon. 2. One prima

rily or originally engaged; not as acceſſary or

auxiliary. ...} 3. A capital ſum placed

out at intereſt. Swift. 4. The preſident or

overnour.

PRINCIPALITY. ſ. [principauté, Fr.] 1.

Sovereignty ; ſupreme power. Sidney. 2. A

prince ; one inveſted with ſovereignty. Milt.

3. The country which gives title to a prince :

as, the principality of Wales. Temple, 4.

Superiority ; pledominance. Taylor.

PRINCIPALLY. adv.[from principal] Chief.

ly ; above all , above the reſt. Newton.

PRINCIPALNESS. ſ. (from principal.] The

ſtate of being principal.

PRINCIPIATION. ſ (from principium, Lat.}

Analyſis into conſtituent or elemental parts.

Bacon.

PRINCIPLE. ſ. [principium, Lat] . . Ele

ment; conſtituent part; primordial ſubſtance,

Matts. 1. Original cauſe. Dryden. 3. Be

ing productive of other being; operative cauſe.

Tillºtſºn. 4. Fundamental truth; original

poſtulate ; firſt poſition from which others are

deduced. Hooker. 5. Ground of action ; mo

tive. Addiſon. 6. Tenet on which morality

is ſounded. Addiſºn.

To PRINCIPLE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To eſtabliſh or fix in any tenet ; to impreſs

with any tenet good or ill. South. 2. To

eſtabliſh firmly in the mind. Locke.

PRINCOCK.7 ſ. [from prink, or prim cock.]
PRINCOX. A coxcomb; a conceited per

ſon ; a pert young rogue. Shakeſp.

To PRINK. v. n. (pronken, Dutch) To prank;
to deck or ſhew.

To PRINT. v. a. [imprimer, empreint, Fr.] 1.

To mark by prefing any thing upon another.

Pryden. 2. To impreſs any thing, ſo as to

leave its form. 3. To form by impreſſion.

**ſcommen. 4. To impreſs words or make

bºoks, not by the pen but the preſs. Pºpe.

To PRINT. v. n. To publiſh a book. Pºpe.

PRINT. ſ. [empreinte, Fr.) 1. Mark or form

made by impreſſion. Chapman. 2. That

which being impreſſed leaves its form. 3.

Pictures cut in wood or copper to be im

preſſed on paper. 4. Picture made by im

preſſion. Waller. 5. The form, ſize, ar

Tangement, or other qualities of the types uſed

in printing books. Dryden. 6. The ſtate of

being publiſhed by the printer. Shakeſp. 7.

Single ſheet printed, and ſold. Addiſºn. 8.
Formal method. Locke.

PRINTER. ſ. [from print..] 1. One that prints

books. Digby. 2. One that ſtains linen.

PRINTLESS. a...[from print.) That which

leaves no impreſſion. Shakeſp. Milton.

PRIOR, a [prior, Lat.) Former; being before

ſomething elſe; antecedent; anterior. Rogerſ.

PRIOR.J. [prieur, Fr.) The head of a con

went of monks, inferior in dignity to an

abbot. Addiſon.

PRIORESS. ſ. [from prior.] A lady ſuperior of

a convent of nuns. Dryden.

PRIORITY. ſ. (from prior, adj.) 1. The

ſtate of being firſt ; precedence in time. Hayw.

*: Precedence in place. Shakeſp.

PRIORSHIP. ſ. [from prior.] The ſtate or .
office of prior.

PRI ORY. ſ. [from prior.] A convent in dig

nity below an abbey. Shakeſp.

PRISAGE. ſ. [from priſe J A cuſtom whereby

the prince challenges out of every bark loaden

with wine, containing leſs than forty tuns,

two tuns of wine, at his price. Cowel.

PRISM, ſ [7;&#xa.] A priſm of glaſs is a glaſ,

bounded with two equal and parallel triangular

ends, and three plain and well poliſhed ſides,

which meet in three parallel lines, running

from the three angles of one end, to the three

angles of the other end. Newton.

PRISMATICK. a. [priſmatique, Fr. from

priſm.] Formed as a priſm. Pºpe.

PRISMATICALLY. adv, (from priſmatick.]

In the form of a priſm. Boyle.

4 G PRISMQ'iD,
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PRISMO'ID. ſ. ſºretzwa and tº?...] A body

approaching to the form of a priſm. -

PRiSoN. ſ. [priſon, Fr. J. A ſtrong hold in

which perſons are confined; a gaol. Shakeſp.

Dryden.
To prison. v. a. ſſrom the noun.] ". To

empriſon; to ſhut up in hold , to reſtrain fr m

liberty. ... To captivate ; to enchain. Miltºn

3. To confine Shakeſp.

PRisonBASE. ſ. A kind of rural Play, co"

monly called priſon bars. Sandyt.
PRisöNER. / (priſonnier, Fr. ) i. 9" who

is confined in hold. Bacon. 1. A captive; * *

taken by the enemy. Bacon. 3. One under

an arreſt. Dryden.

rººſ, Gaol ;

is confined Shakeſp.

pºisºnment.% [from priſon l Confine

ment; impriſonment 5 captivity: stake?

PRI stiNE.a. prºſlinus, Lat.) Firſt; ancie";

original. Philiff. -

PRI'THEE, a familiar corruption of pray thee,

or I pray thee. L’Efirange. -

PRIVACY ſ. (from private.) 1. State of being

ſecrets ſecrecy. 2. Retirement; retreat. Dryd.
3. Privity 5, joint knowledge ; great familia

ity. A, buthnot. 4 Taciturnity.

Prijºſ po fispaniſh.) A ſecret triº Batº:
PRIVATE. a [prºatuſ, Lat.) 1. Not epen;

ſecret. Shakeſp. Miltºn. *. Alone; not ac

companied 3. Being upon the ſame terms

with the reſt of the community; particular ;
oppoſed to publisk. Hecker, 4. Particular ;

nº relating to the publick. Pigº, 5. In

PR1 vAt E. Secretly 5 not publickly 5 not

openly. Granville.
PRiv ATE. ſ. A ſecret meſſage Shakeſp.
PRIVATEER. ſ. (rom private.) A. ſhip fitted

out by private men to plunder enemies. Swift.

To PRivATEER v. a. (from the noun.] To

fit out ſhips againſt enemies, at the charge of

private perſons. -

PRIVATELY. adv. [from private.] Secretly ;

not openly. Shake/P.

pºss 'tiºn private.) 1. The
mate of a man in the ſame rank with the reſt

of the community. 1. Secrecy; privacy.Bacon.

3. Obſcurity; retirement. Wotton.

hold in which one

PRivation.ſ. [privatio, Lat] . Removal.

or deſtruction of anything or quality. Davieſ.

2. The ast of the mind by whicº, in cºnt

dering a ſubject, we ſeparate it from any thing,

appendant, 3. The ast of degrading from

rank or office. Faron.

PRI V Ari v. E. a. [privativº, at } t. Cauſing

privation of any ſhing. 2. Conſiſting in the

Abſence of ſomething ; not poſitive. ‘ſatier.

PRIVATIVE. ſ. That of whº the eſtence is

the abſence of ſomething, as tilence is only the

abſence o ſound. Barºn.

PRI y Ativ ELY. adv. ivorn frivative ) By

the abſence of ſomething neceſſary to be pre
ſent; negatively. Hammond.

PRIVA rive NESS. f. ifrom privative ) Nota:

tion of abſence of ſomething that the uld be

preſent- -

PRIVET. ſ. Evergreen. Miller.

PRIVILEGE. ſ. [privilege, Fr. privilegism,

Lat.) 1. Peculiar advantage. . Shakeſp. z.

Immunity; publick right. Dryden.

To PRI WILEGE. v. a. (from the noun ) i.

To inveſt with rights or immunities; to grant

a privilege. Dryden. 2. To exempt from

cenſure or danger. Sidney. .3. To exempt

from paying tax or impoſt. Hale.

PRIVILY adv. Uſrom privy.] Secretly; pri

vately Spenſer.

PRI VITY. ſ. [privauté, Fr. from privy | 1.

Private communication. Spenſer. 2. Conſci

ouſneſs; joint knowledge. Hooker.

PRIVY. a. [privé, Fr.] 1. Private ; not pub

lick; affigned to ſecret uſes. Shakeſp. z.

Secret; clandeſtine. 2 Mac. 3. Secret; not

ſhown. Ezek. 4. Admitted to ſecrets of ſtate.

Spectator. 5. Conſcious to any thing; admit

ted to participation. Daniel.

PRIVY. ſ. Place of retirement;

houſe. Swift.

PRIZE. ſ. [prix, Fr.) 1. A reward gained by

conteſt with competitors Addiſºr. 1. Re

ward gained by any performance Dryder 5.

[Priſe, Fr.) Something taken by adventure;

plunder. Pope. -

To PRIZE. v. a. [priſer, Fr.) 1. To rate; to

value at a certain price. Zech. 2. To eſteem;

to value highly. Dryden.

PRI Z.E.R. ſ. [priſºur,Fr jHe that values Skał.

PRIZEFIGHTER. ſ. [prize and fighter.] One

that fights publickly for a reward Branften.

PRO. [Lat.j For; in defence of.

PROBABILITY.J. [probabilitas, Lat.] Like

lihood; appearance of truth; evidence ariſing

from the preponderation of argument. Tilletſ-s:

PROBABLE. a. [probable, Fr. prºbabilis, Lat.]

Likely ; having more evidence than the con

trary. Hoaker.

PRO BABLY. adv. [from probable 1 Likely ;

in likelihood. Swift.

PRO BAT. ſ. (Latin) The proof of wills and

teſtaments of perſons deceaſed in the ſpiritual

court, either in common term by the osth of

the executor, or with witneſſes Dicf.

PROBA TION. ſ. [prºbatio, Lat j 1, Proof;

evidence; teſtimony. Shakeſp. 2. The act of

proving by ratiocination or teſtimony. Leete 3.

(P. ebation, Fr.] Trial; examination. Bacer.

4. Trial before entrance into monaſtick life;

noviciate. Pºpe.

PROBATIONARY. a. [from probatiºn.] Serv
ing for trial.

PRO BATIONER. ſ. [from trebation J 1, Oce

who is upon trial. Dryden. 2.

Decay of Piety.

PROB.A. 1 for ERSHIP. f. [from probatient

State of being a probationer; noviciate. Lºcs:

PRO BATORY. a. (from probe, Lat J Serving

for trial. Bramhail.

PROBATU’MES 1. A Latin expreſſion added

to the end of a receipt, ſignifying it is tº “d

or proved Priºr.

neceſſary

A novkº,

PROBR, ſ (from probe, Lat.] A ſlender wire

by
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by which ſurgeons ſearch the depth of wounds.
M’tſeman.

PROBE-SCISSORs. ſ. [probe and ſtiff'r. )

Sciſſors uſed to open wounds, of which the

blade thruſt into the orifice has a button at the

end. Wiſeman.

To PROBE. v. a. [probe, Lat.] To ſearch; to

try by an inſtrument. South.

PROBITY. ſ. [probité, Fr. probitat, Lat )

Honeſty , fincerity; veracity. Fiddes.

PROBLEM.ſ. [re:3×ntaa..] A queſtion propoſed.

PROBLEMATICAL a [problematique, Fr. J

Uncertain; unſettled; diſputed; diſputable

Bºyle.

PROBLEMATICALLY adv. [from proble.

matical.] Uncertainly.

PROBOSCIS.ſ. (prºboſcil, Lat.) A ſnout ; the

trunk of an elephant, but it is uſed alſo for

the ſame part in every creature. Miltºn.

PROCA CIOUS. a. [procar, Lat) Petulant
looſe.

PROCA'CITY.'ſ [from procaciºus |Petulance.

PROCATA'RCTICK. a. [trºxálagº; jFore

running; antecedent. Harvey.

PROCATA'Rxis. ſ. [**a***i;..] The pre

exiſtent cauſe of a diſeaſe, which co-operates

with others that are ſubſequent. Quincy.

PROCEDURE. ſ. [procedure, Fr.JT1. Manner

of proceeding; management ; conduct. South

2. Act of proceeding ; progreſs; proceſs ;

operation. Hale. 3. Produce; thing produced

Bacon.

To PROCEE'D. v. n. [precede, Lat.] i.To paſt

from one thing or place to another. Dryden, 2.

To go forward 5 to tend to the end devgned

Ben. 7.hnſºn. 3. To come forth from a place

or from a ſender. john. 4. To go or march

in ſtate. Anon. 5. To iſſue; to ariſe: to be

the effect of; to be produced from Shakeſp

6. To proſecute any deſign. Locke. 7. To be

tranſacted; to be carried or. Shakeſp. 8. To

make progreſs ; to advance. Milton. 9. To

carry on juridical proceſs Clarendon 10. To

tranſact to ačt; to carry on any affair metho

dically. Milton. I 1. To take effect; to have

its courſe. Ayliffe. 12. To be propagated, to

come by generation. Milton. 13. To be pro

duced by the original efficient cauſe. Miltºn.

PRQ CE ED. ſ. Produce ; as, the proceeds of an

eſtate.

PROCEE'DER. ſ [from proceed.] One who

goes forward; one who makes a progreſs.
Bacan.

PROCEE'DING. ſ. [procedº, Fr.) 1. Progreſ,

from one thing to another , ſeries of conduct;

tranſaction. Swift. 1. Legal procedure.

PROCE'LLOU.S. a. [procello, us, Lat.) Tem

peſtuous. Dict.

PROCE PTION ſ. Preoccupation; ačt of taking

ſomething ſooner than another. K. Charles.

PROCE'RITY ſ.[ſiom prºcerus, Lat.] Tallneſs;

height of ſtature. Addiſon.

PROCESS. ſ. [proceſſur, Lat.] 1. Tendency

progreſſive courſe. Hºoker. 2. Regular and

gradual progreſs. Knolles. 3 Courſe; continual

flux crpaſſage. Hait. 4. Methodical manage.

ment of any thing. Boyle. 5. Courſe of law.

Hayward.

PROCESSION. ſ. [proceſs, Lat. ) A train

marching in ceremonious ſolemnity. Hocker.

To PROCE'SSION. v. n. [ſrom the noun..] To

go in proceſſion. A low word.

PROCESSIONAL. a. [from proceſſion.] Rela

ting to proceſſion.

PROCESSIONARY. a [from proceſſion.] Con

ſitting of proceſſion Hocker.

PRO CHRóNISM. f. [+ºx:#1zuº. J. An er

rour in chronology : a dating a thing before

it happened. Dićt.

PRO CIDENCE ſ. ſprocidentia, Lat) Falling

down; dependence below its natural place.

PRO CINCT. ſ. [precinctus, Lat ) Complete

preparation ; preparation brought to the point

of a&ion. Miltºn.

To PROCLAIM. v. a. [proclamo, Lat. ) 1.

To promulgate or denounce by a ſolemn or

legal publication. Deut. *. To tell openly.

Lºcke. 3. To outlaw by publick denunciation.

Shakeſp.

PROCLAIMER. ſ (from proclaim..] One that

publiſhes by authority. Milton.

PROCLAMATION.J. [f roclamatio, Lat ) 1.

Publication by authority. 2. A declaration of

the king's will openly publiſhed among the

people. Clarendon. -

PROCLI'VITY. ſ. [proclivitas, Lat. 1 , 1.

Tendency; natural inclination; propenſion.

Bramhall. 2. Readineſs; tacility of attaining.

Warton.

PROCLIVOUS. a. [ proclivir, Lat.] Inclined;

tending by nature

PROCONSUL. ſ. (Lat.) A Roman officer, who

governed a province with conſular authority.

Peacham.

PROCONSULSHIP. ſ. (from procenſul..] The

office of a proconſul.

To PROCRASTINATE. v. a. ſ procraffiner,

Lat.] To defer; to delay j to put off from day

to day. Shakeſp.

To PROCRASTINATE. v. n. To be dilatory.

Swift.

PROCRASTINATION. ſ. ſ procraſſinatiº,

Lat.) Delay j dilatorineſs. Decay of Piety.

PROCRASTINATOR.J. [from procraſiinate.]

A dilatory perſon.

PRO CREANT. a. ſ procreans, Lat.) Produc

tive; pregnant. Shakeſp. -

To PRO'CREATE. v. a. [procreo, Lat.] To

generate ; to produce. Bentley.

PROCREA'TION. ſ. procreatio, Lat.) Gene

ration; production. Raleigh.

PRO'CREATIVE. a. Generative; productive.

Hale.

PRO CREATIVENESS. ſ. [from procreative.]

Power of generation. Decay of Piety.

PROCREATOR. J. (from procreate.] Gene

rator ; begetter.

PRO CTOR. ſ. [contračted from procurator,

Lat.] 1. A manager of another man's affairs.

Hocker. 2. An attorney in the ſpiritual court.

Swift, 3. The magiſtrate of the univerſity.

4G 2. To
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To PROCTOR. v. a. [from the noun..] To

manage. Shakeſp.

PROCTORSHIP. ſ. [frºm prºfor.] Office or

dignity of a proctor. Clarendon.

PRO CUMBENT. a. [precumbent, Lat.] Lying

down ; prone.

PROCURABLE. a. ſ from procure. ) To be

procured , obtainable; acquirable. Boyle.

PRO CURACY. ſ. [ from procure.) I he ma

pagement of any thing.

PROCURATION.ſ (from procure ) The act

of procuring. Woºdward.

PROCURATOR ſ. [procurateur, Fr.] Ma

nager; one who tranſacts affairs for another

Taylºr.

PROCURATORIAL. a. [from procurator.]

Made by a proctor. Ayhfe.

PROCURATORY.a.ſircm procurator.] Tend

ing to procuration.

To PROCURE. v. a. [procuro, Lat.] 1. To

manage; to tranſact for another. 2. To obtain;

to acquire. Milton. 3. To perſuade 5 to pre

vail on. Herbert. 4. To contrive i to forward.

Shakeſp.

To PRO CURE. v. n.

Dryden.

Fºreventſ The act of procuring

r **.

Pºt RER. ſ. [from prºcure J 1. One that

gains; obtainer. Walton. 2. Pimp ; pander.

South.

PROCU'RESS. ſ. [from procure.] A bawd.

Spectator.

PRODI GAL. a. [prodigus, Latin J Profuſe;

waſteful; expenſive 5 laviſh. Philips.

PRO D1GAL.J. A waſter; a ſpendthrift. Ben.

johnſºn.

PRODIGA'LITY.'ſ (prodigalité, Fr.) Extra

vagance; profuſion; waſte , exceſſive liber

ality. Glanville. -

PRO DIGALLY. adv. [ſrom prodigal] Pro

fuſely; waſtefully; extravagantly. Ben.

Johnſºn, Dryden.

PRODI'GIOUS. a. [prodigioſus, Latin.]Amaz

ing ; aſtoniſhing; monſtrous. Bacon.

PRODI GIOUSLY. adv. [ from prodigiour. )

Amazingly ; aſtoniſhingly ; portentouſly ; e

normouſly. Ray.

PROD1 GlousNESS.f. [frompredigieus.]Enor

mouſneſs; portentouſneſs; amazing qualities.

PRO DIGY. ſ. [prºdigium, Lat.J. I. Anything

out of the ordinary proceſs of nature, from

which omens are drawn ; portent. Addiſon. 2.

Monſter. Ben. johnſºn. 3. Any thing aſtoniſh

ing for good or bad. Spectatºr.

PRODI T10N. ſ. [preditic, Lat.] Treaſon;

treachery. Ainſwºrth. -

PRO DITOR. ſ. [Latin.) A traytor. Not in

uſe. Shakeſp.

PRODITORIOUS. a. [from preditor, Lat.] 1.

Traitorous; treacherous; perfidious. Daniel.

2. Apt to make diſcoveries. Wottºn.

To PRODUCE. v. a. [produce, Lat.) 1. To

offer to the view or notice, Iſaiah. 2. To

exhibit to the publick Swift. 3. To bring as

an evidence. Shakeſp. 4. To bear; to bring

To bawd; to pimp

effect; to generate ; to beget. Bacon.

PRO DUCE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Produà ,

that which anything yields or brings. Dryde".
2. Amount; profit; gain ; emergent ſum ºf

quantity. ºil.
PRODUCENT. ſ. [from produce..] One that

exhibits; one that offers. Ayliffe.

PRODUCER. ſ. ( from produce. J One that

generates or produces. Suckling.

PRODUCIBLE, a [from produce J 1. Such as

may be exhibited South. 2. Such as may be

generated or made. Bºyle,

PRODUCIBLENESS. j. [ from producible. }

The ſtate of being producible. Bºyle.

PRODUCT.J. [producius, Lat.) 1. Something

produced, as fruits, grain, metals.Speciater. 1.

Works; compoſition. Watts. 3. Thing conſe

quential; effect. Milton.

PRODUCTILE a. [Irom produce,Lat.) Which

may be produced.

PRODUCTION ſ. [from product.) I The aët

of producing. Dryden. 2. The thing produced;

fruit 5 product. Waler. 3. Compoſition.

Swift.

PRODUCTIVE. a. (from produce.] Having

the power to produce ; fertile ; generative ;

efficient. Milan.

PRO EM. ſ. [mpooiaiov.) Preface; introduction.
Swift.

PROFANATION. ſ. [from profane, La.) 1.

The act of violating any thing ſacred. Dansf,

South. 2. Irreverence to holy things or per

ſons. Shakeſp.

PROFAN E. a. [from prºfanur, Lat.) 1... Irre

verent to ſacred names or things. S-ath. 1.

Not ſacred; ſecular. Burnet. 3. Polluted, not

pure. Raleigh. 4. Not purified by holy rites.

Dryden.

To PROFA'NE. v. a. [prºfane, Lat )

violate ; to pollute, Milton

wrong uſe. Shakeſp.

PROF ANELY. adv. [from prºfane J. With

irreverence to ſacred namesor things. Eſdras.

PROF ANER. ſ. [from prºfane..] Poiluter
violator. Hecker.

PROFA'NENESS. ſ. (from profane.] Irrever

ence of what is ſacred. Dryden.

PROFECTION.J. [prefectio, Lat..] Advance;

progreſſion. Brºwn.

To PROFESS. v. a [prºfeffus, Lat.) 1. To de

clare himſelf in ſtrong terms of any opinion of

paſſion. Milton. 2. To make a ſhow of any

ſentinen's by a loud declaration. Shakeſt. 3.

To declare publickly one's ſkill in any art ºf

ſcience, ſo as to invite employment. Ecºlaſ

To PROFESS v.n. To declare openly. Skateſ.

2. To declare friendſhip. Shakeſp

PROFESSEDLY. adv. [from prºfeſſed.) Ac

cording to open declaration made by himſelf.

Dryden.

PROFESSION ſ [from profeſs.) 1. Calling;

vocation; known employment. Spratt. 1. De

claration. Swift. 3. The act of declaring one's

1. To

2. To put to

ſelf of any party or opinion, Tillºtſen.
y party | "FortS

forth, as a vegetable. Sandys. 5. To cauſe; tº
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PROFESSIONAL.a.[from profeſſion.]Relating

to a particular calling or profeſſion. Clariſſa.

PROFESSOR. ſ. [profeſſºr, Fr.) 1. One who

declareshimſelf of any opinion or party. Bacon.

2. One who publickly practiſes or teaches an

art. Swift. 3. One who is viſibly religious.
Locke.

PROFESSORSHIP. ſ. [from profftr.) The

ſtation or office of a publick teacher Walton.

To PROFFER. v. a [prefere, Lat] 1. To

propoſe; to offer. Milton. 2. To attempt.

Ainſworth.

PRO'FF ER. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Offer made;

ſomething propoſed to acceptance. Clarendon.

2. Eſſay; attempt. Bacon.

PROFFERER. J.[from proffer.]He that offers.

Collier.

PROFICIENCE. N. ſ. [from prºficio, Lat.)

PROFICIENCY. W. Profit; advancement in

any thing ; improvement gained Rogers.

PROFI'CIENT. ſ. [prºficiens, Lat.}One who has

made advancement in any ſtudy or buſineſs.

Boyle

PROFI CUOU.S. a. [proficuus, Lat.] Advan

tageous; uſeful. Philiff.

PROFI LE. ſ. [profile, Fr.] The ſide face; half

face. Dryden.

PRO FIT. ſ. [profit, Fr.) 1. Gain; pecuniary

advantage. Swift. a. Advantage; acceſſion of

good. Baeon. 3. Improvement; advancement;

proficiency.

To PROFIT.w.. a [profiter, Fr.) 1. To benefit:

to advantage. job. 2. To improve; to advance.

Dryden.

To PRO FIT. v. n. 1 To gain advantage.

Arbuthnot. 1. To make improvement. Dryd

3. To be of uſe or advantage. Prior

PROFITABLE, a [prºfitable, Fr. from prºfit.)

1. Gainful; lucrative. Bacon. 2. Uſeful;

advantageous. Arbuthnot.

PRO FITABLENESS. ſ. [from prºfitable ] .

Gain'ulneſs. 1. Uſefulneſs; advantageouſneſs.

PRO FITABLY. adv. [from profitable. ) i.

Gainfully. 2. Advantageouſly , uſefully Wake

PROFITLESS. g. (from profit..] Void of gain

or advantage. Shakeſp.

PROF LIGATE, a [prºfligatus, Lat J Abandon

ed; loſt to virtue and decency; ſhameleſs.

Roſcommºn.

PROFLIGATE. ſ. An abandoned ſhameleſs

wretch. Swift.

To PRO FLIGATE. v. a. [profligo, Lat.] To

drive away. Harvey.

PRO FLIGATELY. adv. [from prºftigate. )

Shameleſly. Swift

PRO'FLIGATENESS ſ (from profligate.] The

quality of being profligate.

PRO FLUENCE. J. [from profluens.) Progreſs;

courſe. Watton.

PRO FLUENT. a. (from prºfluens, Lat.) Flow

ing forward. Milton.

PROFOUND. a. [profundus, Lat.] 1. Deep ,

deſcending far beiow the ſurface; low with

reſpect to the neighbouring places. Milton. ..

Intelle&ually deep; not obvious to the mind

3. Lowly; humble; ſubmiſs; ſubmiſſive.

Puffa. 4. Learned beyond the common

reach, Hººker. 5. Deep in contrivance. Hºſea.

PROFOUND. ſ. 1. The deep; the main; the

ſea. Sandys. 1. The abyſs Milton.

To PROFOUND. v. M. (from the noun..] To

dive; to penetrate. Glanville.

PRRFOUNDLY. adv. (from profºund.) 1.

Deeply , with deep concern. Shakeſp. z.With

great degrees of knowledge; with deep in

fight. Dryden. -

PROFOUNDNESS. ſ. [from profºund)

Depth of place.

Hecker.

PROFUNDITY. ſ (from prºfºund) Depth of
place or knowledge. Milton.

PROFUSE. a. profuſus, Lat.) Laviſh ; too

liberal; prodigal; over abounding. Addiſºn.

PROFUSELY adviſ from prºfuſe J. Laviſhly,
prodigally. 2. With exuberance. Thomºn.

PROFUSENESS. ſ [from prºfuſe.) Laviſhneſs;

prodigality. Dryden, Atterbury.

PROFUSION. ſ. [profuſio, Lat..] . Laviſhneſs;

prodigality ; extravagance. Rowe. 2. Laviſh

expence; ſuperfluous effuſion. Hayward. 3.

Abundance; exuberant plenty. Addiſºn.

To PROG. v n. 1. To rob, to ſteal. 2. To

(htt meanly for proviſions. L'Eſtrange.

PROG. ſ. (from the verb ] Vićtuals; proviſions

of any kind. Swift, Congreve.

PROGENERATION. ſ. [prºgenera, Latin. )

The act of begetting; propagation.

PROGENITOR. ſ. [prºgraitur, Lat. A fore

father ; an anceſtor in a direct line. Addiſon.

PRO GEN.Y. ſ (progenie, old Fr. prºgenie, Lat.)

Offspring ; race ; generation. Addijen.

PROGNOSTICABLE. a. ſtrom prog-ºfficate 1

Such as may be foreknown or fºr told B, ºwn.

To PROGNO STICATE. v. a. (from frºgnoſ

tick. J. To foretell; to foreſhow. Clarºndºn.

PROGNOSTICATION/.(from prºgnºſicate }

º, The act of foreknowing or foreſhowing.

Barnet. 2. Foretoken. Sidney. -

PROGNOSTICATOR. ſ. [from prºgnºfficate J

Fºretºler; foreknower. Gov. ºf the Tºngue.

PROGNOSTICK a [*poyrazzº;..] Foretoken

ing diſeaſe or recovery.

PROGNOSTICK. ſ. ſſrom the adjeaive.) 1.

The ſkill of foretelling diſeaſes or the event

of diſeaſes. Arh thnºt. 2. A prediction. Swift.

3. A token ºrerunning. South.

Pl'O GRESS / [progré, Fr. From frogreſſ,

Lat § 1. Courſe; proceſſion; paſſage. Shakeſp.

44-ſtºn, Pope. 2. Advancement; motion for

ward. Bacon, Swift. 3. Intellectual improve

ment; advancement in knowledge. Locke. 4.

Removal from one place to another. Denham.

5. A journey of ſlate; a circuit. Bacon.

To PROGRESS. v. n. (frogredior, Lat.] To

move forward; to paſs. Shakeſp.

PROGRESSION /ipr.g. ºffio, Lat.lt. Proceſs;

regular and gradual advance. Newton. 1.

Motion forward. Brºwn. 3. Courſe ; paſſage.

8%akeſp. 4. Intellectual advance. Locke.

PROGRESSIONAL. a.[from prºgraſſion.]Such

as

I.

4. Depth of knowledge.
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as are in a ſtate of encreaſe or advance. Brown.

PROGRESSIVE. a. [progreſſ, Fr. J Going

forward; advancing. Brown.

PROGRESSIVELY. adv. [from progrºſſive.]

By gradual ſteps or regular courſe. Holder.

PRööREssiveNESS J. (from progreſſive.]

The ſtate of advancing.

To PROHrbit. v. a. [prohibes, Lat]. 1. To

forbid; to interdict by authority. Sidney. 2.

To debars to hinder. Miltºn. -

PROHſ bite.R. J. [from prºhibit l Forbidder;

interdicter. -

PROHibi rion. ſ. [prºhibition, Fr.) Forbid

darce; interdict: ağ of forbidding. Ti letſ”.

PROH) B1 1 ORY. a. (from prohibit., Implying

prºhibition; forbidding. Aylºff. -

To “ROJECT, w a prºjectus, Lat] i. To

throw out; to caſt forward. Pope. 1. To

exhibit a form, as of the image thrown on a

mirrour. Dryden. , 3. [Projetter, Fren.] To

ſcheme; to form in the mind; to contrive.

South.

To PROJECT. v. m. To jut out; to ſhoot
forward; to ſhoot beyond ſomething next it.

PROJECT ſ [projet, Fren. Irom the verb )

Scheme: contrivance. Rogerſ.

PRO}/CTILE.ſ [from the adjective..] A body

put in motion Clºyne.

PROJECTII.E. a [prºječiile, Fr.] Impelled

forward. Arbirth nºt.

PROJECTION. ſ. [rom projeći ) . The aa

of thooting forwards. Brown. 2. [Projection,

Fr.j Pian; delineation Watts. 3. Schcine ,

plan of action. 4. In chemiſtry, criſis of an

operation. Bacon.

PROJECTOR. J. [from prºječi.] 1. One who

ſolins ſchenics or deſigns. Addiſon, Rºgerſ. 2.

One who forms wild impracticable ſchemes.

Poe.

PROJECTURE. ſ. [proječiare, Fr. projeclara,

Lat.) A jutting out.

To PROIN. v. a. [a corruption of prune.] To

hop; to cut; to trim ; to prune. Ben. Jºhnſºn.

To PROLATE w a [prolatus, Lat J. To pro

nounce , to uter. H.we.l.

PROLATE. a. [...prolatus, Lat.) Oblate; flat

Cheyne.

PROLA'TION. ſ. [pro atus, Lat) i. Pronun

ciation ; utterance. Ray. 2. Delay, act of

deferring.

PROLEGO MENA. f [+º, +3,…tva..] Previous

dºicourſe ; introductory obſervations.

PROſ.E. PSIS. f (ºf, ºr ſº. # A form of rheto

rick, in which objections are anticipated.

Bramhall.

PROLE. PTICAL. a. [from prºletſ.]Previous;

antecedent. Glanville.

PROLE PTICALLY. adv. [from prºleptical.]

By way of anticipation. Clar ºffa

Pitol, ETA'RIA N. a. Mean, wretched; vile ;

vulgar Hudibra.

PROLIFICAT ION. ſ. (£roki and faciº, Lat §

Generation of children. Drºwn.

PROLi FiChº. a. [p, clfique, Fr.) Fruitful;

PROLI I ICAI, } generative , pregnant; pre

custive. Dryden.

PROLIFICALLY. adv. [from prolifiek.] Fruit

fully ; pregnantly.

PROLIX. a. [prolixus, Lat.] 1. Long: tedious;

not conciſe. Digby. 2. Of long duration.

Ayliffe.

PROLIXroUS a. [from prolix.] Dilatory;

tedious. Shakeſp.

PROLIXITY..f. [prolixité, Fr.) Tediouſneſs;

tireſome length; want of brevity. Boyle.

PRO LIXLY, adv. [rom prolix.] At great

length; tediouſly. Dryden.

PRQL!'YNESS. ſ. (from prolix.] Tediouſneſs.

PROLOCUTOR. ſ. (Latin.) The foreman, the

ſpeaker of a convocation Swift.

PROLOCUTORSHIP. f. [from prelºcutor. }

The office or dignity of prolocutor.

PRO'i.OGUE. ſtrºys...} t. Preface; in

tºduction to any diſcouſ or performance.

*** * Something ſpoken before the en

trance of the actors of a play. Shakeſp.

To PRO LOGUE. v. a [rom the noun J. To

intrºduce with a formal preface. Shakeſp.

To PROLONG. v. a. [prolonguer, Fr. J i.

To lengthen out; to continue; to draw out.

Milton. 2. To put off to a diſtant time.

Shakeſp.

PROLONGATION. ſ. [prolongation, Fr from

proling J 1. The act of lengthening. Bacºn.

2. Delay to a longer time. Bacon.

PROLUSION. ſ. Up, claſs, Lat J Entertain

ments; performance of diverſion. Hakewill.

PROMINENT, a [prºminens, Lat) Standing

out beyond the near parts; protuberant; ex

tant. Brown.

PROMIN ENCE.

PRO'M IN ENCY, }
Add ſon.

PROMISCUOU.S. a. [fromiſcuus, Lat.] Min

eled, confuſed, undiſtinguiſhed Tillºtſºn.

PROMISCUOUSLY, adv. (from frºnt, cues.]

With confuſed mixture ; indiſcriminately.

Sandys.

PROMISE. ſ. [promiſun, La.) Declaration

of ſome benefit to be conferred. Dryde, i.

Performance of promiſe; grant of the thing

promiſed Aºi. 3. Hope; expectation Skatep.

To PRO MISE v. a [premitte, Lat.) To make

d: claration of ſome benefit to be conferred.

Timpſe. -

To PROMISE v. a. 1. To aſſure one by a

promiſe. Dryden. ... It is uſed of aſſu: ance,

even of ill. Shakeſp.

PRO MASEBREACH. f. premiſe and breach.]

Violation of promiſes. Shake p

PRO & SF BREAKER / (pronºſe and break.]

Violator of promies. Stake f.

PRO MIST.R. / [from promiſe.} One who pro

miſes. Ben. jºhnſºn.

PROM ISS, ) R.Y. a. Containing profeſſion of

ſome benefit to be conferred A, but knct.

PRO MISSORILY, adv. trom frºmiſery J By

way of promiſe Brown.

PRO MONT. J. (pr:mºtºrium, Lat.) A

PROMONTORY.5 headland; a cape; high

land jutting into the ſea. Suckling.

f : prominentia, Lat..] Pro

tuberance; extant part.

Te
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To PROMOTE, w.a. [pronetar, Lat..] ... to

forward; to advance. Milton. 4. [Promeu

vºir, Fr.] To elevate; to exalt; to pre:er.
Maltar

PROMOTER. ſ. [promoteur, Fren) 1. Advan

cer; forwarder; encourager. Atterbury. 2.

Informer; makebate. Tuſ r.

PROMOTION. ſ. [promotion, Fr.] Advance

ment ; encouragement; exaltation to ſome

new honour or rank; preferment. Milton

To PROMO'VE. v. a. promoveo, I at ) To

forward; to advance; to promote. Suckling

Pſkom PT. a. (prompt, Fr.] .. Quick; ready.

acute , eaſy. Clarendon. 2. Quick ; petulant

Dryden. 3. Ready without heſitation; wa t

ing no new motive. Dryden 4. Iteady; told

down: as, prompt payment.

To PROMP tº. v. a. prontare, Italian ] 1. To

a diſt by private inſtruction: to help one at a

loſs. Aſ, ban, Stilling fleet. 2. To incite; to

inſtigate Shakeſp. 3. To remind. Brown

PRO'M PTER. ſ. [from prºmºt) i. One who

helps a publick ſpeaker, by ſuggeſting the

word to him when he falters Shakeſp. z. An

admoniſher; a reminder L'Eſtrange

PROMPTITUDE. ſ. [promptitude, Fr.) Rea

dineſs; quickneſs.

PROMPTLY, adv. [from prºmpt J Readily;

quickly; expeditiouſly. Taylºr.

PROMPTNESS.ſ. ſºfºrº Readineſs;

quickneſs; alacrity. Sºut

PROMPTURE. ſ. [from prºmpt.) Suggeſtion;

motion given by another. Shakeſp.

PROMPTUARY ſ. [promptuarium, Latin ). A

ſtorehouſe; a repoſitory; a magazine 14 cºdw

To PROMUL.GATE. v. a. [promulge, Lat.] to

publiſh; to make known by open declaration.
Locke.

PROMUL.GATION. f [promulgatio, Lat.)

Publication; open exhibition. South.

PROMUL.GATOR. ſ. [ from promulgate. }

Publiſher; open teacher. Decay ºf Piety.
To PROMU'LGE. v. a. [from promulgo, Lat.)

To promulgate; to publiſh to teach openly

PROMU LGER.ſ.[from promulge.) Publiſher,

promulgator. Atterbury.

PRONATOR. ſ. A muſcle of the radius.

PRONE. a [premur, Lat.) 1. Bending downward:

not erect. Milton. 2. Lying with the face

downwards; contrary to ſupine. Brown. 3

Precipitous; headlong , going downwards

44tſtan. 4 Declivous: ſloping Blackmore. 5.
Inclined; propenſe; diſpoſed South.

PRON EN ESS. f (f om frene ) . The ſtate

of bending downwards; nºt erectneſs, Brºwn

2. The ſtate of lying with the face down

ward not ſupineneſs. 3 Leicent; declivity

4. Inclination; propenſion; diſpo.ition to ill
Hocker.

PRONG. ſ. [frenzhen, Dutch, to ſqueeze.) A

fork. Sandys, Hudibrar.

PRO NITY.J. (from prºne.) Propeneſs. More

PRONOUN. ſ. [pronomen, Lat] Words uſed
inſtead of Nouns or Names. Clarke

Tv PRONOUNCE. v. a. [prononcer, Fr. pro

nuncio, Lat.] . . To ſpeak to utter jeres.

*... To utter ſolemnly ; to utter confidently.

Shakeſp. 3. To form or articulate by the

organs of ſpeech. Heider. 4. To utter iheto

rically.

To PRONOUNCE. v. n. To ſpeak with con

fidence or authority. South.

PRONOUNCER /, ſtron pronounce JOne who

pronounces. Ayliffe.

PRON UNC1A TION ſ [prºnunciatio, Lat.]
The act or mode of utterance. Holder.

PROOF. ſ. (trom prove ) Evidence ; teſti

mony, convincing token. Locke 2. Teſt;

trial; experiment. Milton. 3. Firm temper;

impenetrability. Dryden 4. Armour hardened

till it will abide a certain trial. Shakeſp. 5. In

printing, the rough draught of a ſheet when

firſt pulled.

PROOF a. Impenetrable; able to reſiſt. Collier.

PROO FILESS. a. from prººf ) Unproved,

wanting evidence. Boyle.

To PROP. v a. proppen, Dutch. J . . to

ſupport by Romething placed under or againſt.

47ttan 2. To ſupport by ſtanding under or

againſt Creech. 3. To ſuſtain , to ſupport.

1%pe.

PROP. ſ. (£rºppe, Dutch..] A ſupport; a ſtay;

that on which anything reſts. Davier.

PRO PAGABLE. a. (from propagate.] Such as

may be ſpread. Bºyle.

To PRO PAGATE v. a. [propaga, Lat.) 1.

To continue or ſpread by generation or ſºc

ceffive production. Otway. 2. To extend; to

widen. Sºak ſp. 3. To carry on from place

to place; to promote. Newton. 4 To en

creaſe, to promote. Shakeſp. 5. To gene
rate

To PROPAGATE. v. n. To have offspring.
AM.'tan.

PROPAGATION. ſ [prºpagatio, Lat) conti

nuance or diffuſion by generation or ſucceſſive

production. Wijeman.

PRQPAGA TOR. ſ. (from propagate.) 1. One

who continues by ſucceſſive production. 2. A

ſpreader ; a promoter. Add-jan.
To PROPEL v a. if" ºp-lº, Lat. J. To drive

fºrward Harvey.

To PROPEND. v. n. [propendeo, Lat.) To

incline to any part; to be diſpoſed in favour of

any thing. Shakeſ?

PR9PENDENCY. ſ. (from pretend} i. In

ºlination or tendency of deſire to anything. z.

[From fºrc; end, Lat, to weigh Pºeconſider

*ion; attentive deliberation; perpendency.
Haſe.

PROPENSF a. [prºpenſuſ, Lat.) Inclined;

diſpoſed. Milton.

PROPENSION | f [properſo, Latin, from

PRO H E NST TY fretenſe ) i. Inclination,

diſpoſition to any thing good or bad. Rogers.

* Tendency. Digby. -

PRO PEs a [prºprius, Lat. J . Peculiar,

not belonging to more not common. Davies.

* Neting an individual. #' atts. 3 Oae's

own. Shakeſ p. 4. Natural; original. Miltºn.

5. Fit 5
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5. Fit; accommodated; adapted; ſuitable;

qualified. Dryden. 6. Exačt; accurate; juſt

7. Not figurative. Burnet. 8. It ſeems in

Shakeſpeare to fignify mere; pure. 9. [Prepre,

Fr.] Elegan: ; pretty. Heb. 10. Tall;

luſty ; handſome with bulk. Shakeſp.

PRO'PERLY. adv. [from proper.] 1. Fitly:

ſuitably. 2. In a ſtrict ſenſe. Milton.

PRO PERNESS. ſ. [trom proper. I 1. The qua

lity of being proper 2. Tallneſs.

PRO PERTY. ſ. [from proper.) 1. Peculiar

quality. Hoºker. 2. Quality; diſpoſition. South.

3. Right of poſſeſſion. Locke. 4. Poſſeſſion

held in one's own right. Dryden. 5. The

thing poſſeſſed. Shakeſp. 6. Nearneſs or right.

Shakeſp. 7. Something uſeful; an appen

dage. Dryden.

To PROPERTY. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To inveſt with qualities Shakeſp. 2. To

ſeize or retain as ſomething owned; to appro

priate; to hold. Shakeſp.

PROPHASIS. ſ. [+ºğaziç.) In medicine, a

foreknowledge of diſeaſes.

PROPHE CY. ſ. [złońsia.] A declaration of

formething to come; predićtion. Shakeſp

PRO PHESIER. ſ. [from propheſy.) One who

propheſies.

To PRO PHESY. v. a. 1.

foretell ; to prognoſticate. Shakeſp.

foreſhow Shakeſp. -

To PROPHESY. v. n. 1. To utter prediaions.

Shakeſp. a. To preach. A ſcriptural ſenſe
Ezekiel.

PRO PHET. ſ. ſºrpºrnº.) 1. One who tells

future events; a predićter; a foreteller.

Dryden. 2. One of the ſacred writers em

powered by God to foretell futurity. Shakeſp.

PROPHETESS. ſ. [propheteſſe, Fr. from pro

phet.) A woman that foretells future events

Peacham.

PROPHE TICK. N. a.[prophetique, Fr.) Fore.

PROPHETICAL \ ſeeing or toretelling fu

ture events. Stilling fleet.

PROPHETICALLY. adv [from prophetical.]

With knowledge of futurity; in manner of a

prophecy. Hammond.

To PRO PHETIZE. v. n. To give predićtions.

Daniel.

PROPHYLACTICK. a. [mpºvXaxlino;..] . Pre

ventive; preſervative. Watts.

PROPINQUITY. ſ. [propinquitar, Lat.] 1.

Nearneſs; proximity; neighbourhood. Ray.

2. Nearneſs of time. Brown. 3. Kindred;

nearneſs of blood. Shakeſp.

PROPI'TIABLE. a. [from propitiate.] Such as

may be induced to favour; ſuch as may be

made propitious.

To PROPITIATE. v. a. ſpropitio, Lat.] To

induce to favour; to gain; to conciliate; to

make propitious. Stilling fleet.

PROPITIATION. ſ. [propitiation, Fr.) 1.

The act of making propitious. 2. The atone.

ment; the offering by which propitiouſneſs is

obtained. I job.

PROPITIATOR. ſ. [from propitiate.] One

To predict; to

2. To

that propitiates.

PROPITIATORY. a.[prºpitiatoire, Fr JHav

ing the power to make propitious. Stilling fleet.

PROPITIOUS, a. [propitius, Lat.] Favoura

ble ; kind Addiſºn.

PROPITIOUSLY. adv. [from propitions.] Fa

vourably; kindly Roſcommon.

PROPI' TIOUSNESS ſ (from prºpitious.] Fa

vourableneſs; kindneſs. Temple.

PROPLA'SM. ſ. [ºf and ºxazza.] Mould;

matrix. Woodward.

PROPLASTICE. ſ. [rporarix}..] The art of

making moulds for caſting.

PROPO'NENT. ſ. (from prºpºnent, Lat.] One

that makes a propoſal. Dryden.

PROPO RTION. ſ. [from freportiz, Lat.] 1.

Comparative relation of one thing to another;

ratio Raleigh, Taylor. 2. Settled relation of

comparative quantity; equal degree. Addiſºn.

3. Harmonick degree. Milton. 4. Symmetry;

adaptation of one to another, 5. Form; ſize.
Davies.

To PROPORTION. v. a. [prºpertiener, Fr.]

1. To adjuſt by comparative relation. Addiſºn.

2. To form ſymmetrically. Sidney.

PROPORTIONABLE. a. [from prºpertia.)

Adjuſted by comparative relation; ſuch as is
fit. Tillotſon. *

PROPORTIONABLE. adv [from prºpertiºn.)

According to proportion; according to com

parative relation. Rogers.

PROPORTIONAL. a. [proportionel, Fren. )

Having a ſettled comparative relation; having

a certain degree of any quality compared with

ſomething elſe. Cocker, Newton.

PROPORT(oNA Lity.ſ.[from preportional.]

The quality of being proportional. Grew.

PROFORTIONALLY. adv. [from prepartis

nal ) In a ſtated degree. Newton.

PROPORTIONATE. a. from prºpºrtiºn. J

Adjuſted to ſomething elſe, according to a

certain rate or comparative relation. Grew.

To PROPORTIONATE. v. a. [from proper

tion.] To adjuſt, according to ſettled rates, to

ſomething elſe. Bentley.

PRORORTIONATENESS. f [from prefºr

tionate.) The ſtate of being by compariſon

adjuſted. Hale.

PROPOSAL. ſ. [ſrom propoſe.] 1. Scheme or

deſign propounded to confideration or accep

tance. Addiſon. 2. Offer to the mind. Scath.

To PROPOSE. v. a. [prºpoſer, Fr.] To offer
to conſideration. Watts.

To PROPOSE. v. n. To lay ſchemes. Shakeſ?.

PROPOSE.R. ſ. (from propoſe.) One that offers

any thing to confideration. Swift.

PROPOSITION. ſ. ſpropºſition, Fr prefeſtis,

Lat.] 1. A ſentence in which any thing is

affirmed or decreed. Hammºnd. 2. Propoſal,
offer of terms. Clarendon.

PROPOSITIONAL. a. [from propºſition.] Con

ſidered as propoſition. Watts.

To PROPO UNE). v. a. [propone, Lat ) i. To

offer to confideration ; to propoſe. Mº'atten. 1.

To offer; to cxhibit. Shakeſp.

PROPO'UNDER.
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PROPou'NDER. ſ. [from propound] He that

propounds; he that offers.

PROPRIETARY. ſ. [proprietaire, Fr. from

propriety.) Poſſeſſor in his own right. Gov.

of the Tongue.

PROPRITETARY. a. Belonging to a certain

owner. Grew.

PROPRIETOR. ſ. [from prºprius, Lat.] A

poſſeſſor in his own right. Rogers.

PROPRIETRESS. ſ. Ifrom proprietor.] A

female poſſeſſor in her own right. L'Eſtrange

PROPRIETY. ſ. [prºprietas, Lat.) 1. Pecu.

liarity of poſſeſſion; excluſive right. Suckling.

1. Accuracy; juſtneſs. Locke.

PROPT, for propped. [from prop.] Suſtained

by ſome prop. Pope.

to PROPU'GN v. a ſprepugno, Lat.] To de

fend ; to vindicate. Hammond.

PROPUGNATION. ſ. [prepugnatio, from pro

pagne, Lat..] Defence. Shakeſp.

PROPUGNER, ſ (from prºpagn.] A defender.

Government of the Tongue.

PROPULSION. ſ. [propulſuſ. Lat.) The aët

ofdriving forward. Bacon.

PRORE. [prora, Lat..] The prow ; the fore

part of a ſhip. Pºpe.

PROROGA"TION. ſ. [prorogatio, Lat.] 1.

Continuance; ſtate of lengthening out to a

diſtant time; prolongation South. 2. Inter

ruption of the ſeſſion of parliament by the

regal authority. Swift.

To PRO ROGUE. v.a. [prorogo. Lat.) 1. To

protract; to prolong. Dryden. 2. To put off ;

to delay. Shakeſ. 3. To interrupt the ſeſſion

of parliament to a diſtant time. Bacon.

PRORUPTION. ſ. [proruptus, Lat.) The aët

of burſting out. Brown.

PROSAICK. a. [proſaique, Fr.] Belonging to

proſe ; reſembling proſe.

TS PRO'SCRIBE. v. a. [proſcribe, Lat.] i.

To cenſure capitally; to doom to deſtrušion.

Raſcennon. ... To interdist. Not in uſe. Dryd.

PROSCRIBER. ſ. [from proſcribe.) One that

dooms to deſtruction. Dryden.

PROSCRIPTION. ſ. [prºſcriptio, Lat] Doom

to death or confiſcation. Ben jobsſon.

PROSE. ſ. [proſa, Lat.) Language not re

ſtrained to harmonick ſounds or ſet number of

ſyllables. Swift.

To PRO SECUTE. v. a. [proſecutus, Lat] i.

To purſue ; to continue endeavours after a

ay thing. Milton. 2. To continue; to carry

on. Hayward. 3. To proceed in conſidera:

tion or diſquiſition of any thing. Hºoker. 4 To

purſue by law; to ſue criminally.

PROSECUTION. f. [Iron proſecute.] 1. Pur

ſuit , endeavour to carry on. South. 2. Suit

againſt a man in a criminal cauſe. -

PROSE CUTOR ſ [from proſecute.] One that

carries on any thing; a purſuer of any pur

poſe; one who purſues another by law in a

criminal cauſe.

PROSELYTE. ſ. [rica haſ 5-) A convert; one

brought over to a new opinion. Cleaveland.

To PROSELYTE. v. a. To convert. Gov. of

*** Tºngue.

PROSEMINATION, ſºft-natº, Lat.]

Propagation by ſeed. Hale.

PROSODIAN.J., [from preſidy.) one ſkilled

in metre or proſody Brown.

PRO'SODY./"... The part of gram

mar which teaches the ſound and quantity of

ſyllables, and the meaſures of verſe.

PROsopopoei A. ſ. [7;2, wrºto...] Perſoni

fication; figure by which things are made

perſons. Dryden.

PROSPECT. ſ. [proſpeans, Lat) view of

ſomething diſtant. Milton. ... Place which

affords an extenſive view. Milton. 3. Series

of objects open to the eye. Addiſºn 4. Objeca

of view. Prior. 5. View into futurity; op

poſed to retroſpect. Smith. 6. Regard to

ſomething future. Tillotſºn.

To PROSPECT. v. a. [proſpeau.) Lat. To
look forward. Dià.

PROSPECTIVE. aſſrom proſpea), viewin

at a diſtance. 2. A&ling with forefight. Child.

To PROSPER. v. a. [proſpers, Lat.] To

make happy : to favour. Dryden.

To PROSPER. v. n. (proſperer, Fr.) 1. To

be proſperous ; to be ſucceſsful. Iſaiah. 2.

39 thrive : to come forward. Cowley.

PROSPERITY. ſ. [proſperitas, Lat. Suc

ºf ; attainment of wiſhes; good fortune.
Hooker.

PROSPEROUS, a... [proſperus, Lat.] Succeſ:-
ful i fortunate. Milton.

PROSPERQUSLY adv. [from proſperous.]

Succeſsfully fortunately. Bacon.

PROSPEROUSNESS. ſ. [from proſperous.]
Proſperity. -

PRQSPI'CieNCE. ſ [from proſpicio, Lat.]

The act of looking forward.

PROSTERNATION. ſ [frºm proſterne, Lat.]

Dejection ; depreſſion; ſtate of being caſt

down. Wiſeman.

PROSTETHIS. ſ.ſ ºr sk] In ſurgery, that

which fills up what is wanting. Dić.

To PRO STITUTE. v. a [preſſitus, Lat] 1.

To ſell to wickedneſs; to expoſe to crimes for

a reward. Addiſon. 2. To expoſe upon vile

terms. Tillotſon.

PRO STITUTE. a. [proſtitutus, Lat.) vicious

for hire , ſold to infamy or wickedneſs. Prior.

PROSTITUTE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A

hireling ; a mercenary; one who is ſet to

ſale. Pryden. 2. A publick ſtrumpet. Dryden.

PROSTITUTION. ſ. [prºft, tutºn, Frênch,

from priſłitute | 1. The act of ſetting to ſale,

the ſtate of being ſet to ſale. 2. The life of a

publick ſtrumpet. Addiſon.

PRO STRATE. a. [proſtratur, Lat] ... Lying

at length. Fairfax. 2. Lying at mercy. Shak.

3. Thrown down in humbleſt adoration.

Hocker.

To PRO'STRATE. v. a [proſtratus, Lat)

1. To lay flat; to throw down. Hayward. 2.

To throw down in adoration. Duppa.

PROSTRATION. ſ. (from prºſlite.) 1. The

a to falling down in adoration. South. 1.

Dejection; depreſſion. Arbuthnot.

4 H PRQ.
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PROSTY'LE. ſ. [Tºrv) ox) A building that has

only pillars in the front.

PROSY Li.OGISM. ſ. [pro and ſyllºgiſm.]. A

proſyllogiſm is when two or more ſyllogiſms

are connected together. Watts.

PROTA'SIS. ſ. [rectací;..] ... A maxim or

propoſition. 2. In the ancient drama, the

firſt part of a comedy or tragedy that ex

plains the argument of the piece. Dić.

PROTATICK. [ºrporarix; ] Protatick per

ſons in plays give the relation.

To PROTECT. v. a. [proteåut, Lat.] To

defend ; to cover from evil; to ſhield

Milton.

PROTECTION. ſ. [proteaſon, Fr.) 1. De

fence ; ſhelter from evil. Swift. 2. A paſſ

port; exemption from being moleſted.

PROTECTIVE. a. ſ.rom protection.) Defen

five : ſheltering. Thomſon.

PROTECTOR. ſ. [protecteur, Fr.) 1. De

fender; ſhelterer; ſupporter. Waller. ... An

officer who hadheretofore the care of the king

dom in the king’s minority. Shakeſp.

PROTECTRESS. ſ. [protearice, Fr.) A wo

man that protects.

To PROTEND. v. a. [pretends, Lat.] To

hold out; to ſtretch forth. Dryden. -

PROTERVITY.'ſ. [protervitaſ, Lat JPeeviſh

neſs ; petulance. -

To PROTEST. v. n. [proteſler, Lat.) To give

a ſolemn declaration of opinion or reſolution.

Denham.

To PROTE'ST. v. a. To prove; to ſhow ;

to give evidence of. Shakeſp. z. to call as a

witneſs. Milton.

PROTEST. ſ. [from the verb.]A ſolemn de

claration of ſomething. -

PROTESTANT. a. [from protºft.] Belonging

to proteſtants. Addiſon

PROTESTANT. ſ. [proteſant, Fr.) One of
thoſe who adhere to them, who, at the begin

ning of the reformation, proteſted againſt the

church of Rome. King Charler.

PROTESTATION.J. [proteſtation, Fr.] A ſº

lemn declaration or reſolution, fact or opini

on. Hocker. -

PROTESTER. ſ. One who proteſts; one who

utters a ſolemn declaration. Atterbury.

PROTHO NOTARY. ſ. [prethonetarius, Lat.)

The head regiſter. Brerewood.

PROTHONOTARISHIP. f. [from protºno.

tary.) The office or dignity of the principal

regiſter. Carew.

PROTOCOL. ſ. [from [7:37: and xxx4.]

The original copy of any writing.

PROTOMARTYR. ſ. [7,372, and ºvº.]

The firſt martyr. A term applied to St.

Stephen.

PROTOPLAST. ſ. [ Tºto; and ºxa;;..] O

riginal ; thing firſt formed. Harvey.

PROTOTYPE. ſ. [7,244tº w.] The original

of a copy : exemplar ; archetype. Wotton,

Stillingfleet.

To PROTRACT. v. a. ſprotračiuſ, Lat.] To

draw out ; to delay; to engthen ; to ſpin to

length. Knolley.

PROTRACT. ſ. [from the verb.] Tedious

continuance. Spenſer.

PROTRACTER. J. [from protraa..] I. One

who draws out any thing to tedious length. 2.

A mathematical inſtrument for taking and

meaſuring angles.

PRQTRACTION. ſ. [from protraa..]The aa.

of drawing to length. Daniel.

PROTRACTIVE.J. [from protrađ.] Dilato

ry 5 delaying ; ſpinning to length. Shakeſp.

PROTREPTICAL.a.[Tºlºlº..]Hortatory;

ſuaſory. Ward.

To PROTRU'DE. v. a. [protrude, Lat.] To

thruſt forward. Woodward.

To PROTRU'DE. v., n. To thruſt itſelf for

ward. Bacon.

PROTRUSION. ſ. [protruſus, Lat.] The act

of thruſting forward; thruſt ; puſh. Lecke.

PROTUBERANCE. ſ. [prºtubers, Lat]

Something ſwelling above the reſt; promi
nence ; tumour. Hale.

PROTU'BERANT. a. [from protuberate.]

Swelling; prominent. Ray.

To PROTUBERATE. v. a. [pretubers, Lat.]

To ſwell forward; to ſwell out beyond the

parts adjacent. Sharp.

PROUD. a. [Thube, Sax.] 1. Too much

pleaſed with himſelf. Watts. 2. Elated;

yaluing himſelf. Dryden. 3. Arrogant;

haughty ; impatient. Milton, 4. Daring:

preſumptuous. Drayton. 5. Lofty of mein;

grand of perſon. Milton. 6. Grand , lofty;

ſplendid ; magnificent. Bacon. 7. Oſtentati.

ous ; ſpecious; grand. Shakeſp. 8. Salacious;

cager for the male. Brown. 9. Fungous;
exuberant. Arbuthnot.

PRQU DLY. adv. [from prºud] Arrogantly;

o!entatiouſly ; in a proud manner. Drydºn,

Addiſon.

To PROVE. v. a. ſprobe, Lat, preuver, Fr.]

1. To evince ; to ſhow by argument or teſti

mony, 4tterbury. 2. To try to bring to the

teſt, Miſton. 3. To experience. Davier.

To PROVE. v. n. 1. To make trial Baren.

3. To be found by experience. Shakeſp. 3.

To ſucceed. Bacon. 4. To be found in the e

vent. Waller.

PROVEABLE. a. [ſrom prove.] That may be
proved.

PROVE DITOR. ſ [proveditºre, Italian.]

PROVE DORE. One who undertakes

to procure ſupplies for an army.

PROVENDER. ſ. [provendº, Fr J Dry food

for brutes; hay and corn. Shakeſp.

PROVERB. ſ ifreverbium, Lat., 1. A ſhort

ſentence frequently repeated by the people;

a ſaw ; an adage. Addiſon. 2. A word, name,

or obſervation commonly received or uttered

Tob. iii.

To PRQ'VERB. v. a. 1. To mention in a pro

verb. Milton. 2. To provide with a proverb

Shakeſp.

PROVERBIAL. a. [preverbia, Fr.] I. Men

tioned in a proverb. Temple. 2. Reſembling

a proverb; ſuitable to a proverb. Brºwn. 3

Compriſed in a proverb. Pºpe. PRO
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PROVE"RBIALLY. adv. [from proverbial.]

In a proverb. Brown.

To PROVIDE. v. a. [provideº, Lat.) 1. To

procure beforehand; to get ready; to prepare.

Mittan. 2. To furniſh ; to ſupply. Bacon. 3.

To ſtipulate. 4. To Provide againſt. To

take meaſures for counteracting or eſcaping

any ill. Hale. 5. To Psov i De far. To take

care of beforehand. Shakeſp.

PROVIDED that. Upon theſe terms; this ſti

pulation being made. L’Eſtrange.

PRO VIDENCE. ſ. [providentia, Lat.) 1.

Forefight; timely care; forecaſt; the act of

providing. Sidney. 2. The care of God over

created beings ; divine ſuperintendence. Ra

leigh. 3. Prudence ; frugality; reaſonable

and moderate care of expence. Dryden.

PROVIDENT. a. [from provident, Lat.) Fore

caſting ; cautious ; prudent with reſpect to

futurity. Walter.

PROVIDENTIAL. a. [from providence J Ef

fected by providence ; referable to providence.
Mezdward.

PROVIDENTIALLY. adv. [from providen

tial.) By the care of providence. Addiſon.

PROVIDENTLY. adv. . [from provident )

with forefight; with wiſe precaution. Boyle.

PROVIDER. ſ. [from provide.) He who pro

vides or procures. Shakeſp.

PRO V1NCE. ſ. [provincia, Lat.]1. Aconquered

country; a country governed by a delegate

Temple. 2. The proper office or buſineſs of a

ny one. Otway. 3. A region ; a tract. Wattſ.

PROVINCIAL. a. [provincial, Fr.) 1. Re

lating to a province. Shakeſp. z. Appellant

to the provincial country. Brown. 3. Not of

the mother country, rude; unpoliſhed. Dryd.

4. Belonging only to an archbiſhop's juriſ

diction ; not cecumenical. Ayliffe.

PROVINCIAL.f. [provincial, French, from

rovince.) A ſpiritual governour. Stillingfleet.

Tô PROVINCIATE. v. a...[from province.)

To turn to a province. Howel.

To PROVINE. v. n. [provigner, Fr.] To lay

a ſtock or branch of a vine in the ground to

take root for more increaſe.

PROVISION. ſ. (Proviſion, French; proviſe,

Lat. 1. The act of providing beforehand.

Sidney. 2. Meaſures taken beforehand. Til.

litſon. 3. Accumulation of ſtores beforehand;

ſtock collected. Knoles. 4. Victuals; food;

provender. Clarendon. 5. Stipulation; term:
ſettled. Davies.

PROvisionAL. a.ſpreviſionel, French,) from

proviſion.) Temporarily eſtabliſhed; provid

ed for preſent need. Ayliffe.

PROVISIONALLY. adv. (from proviſional.]

By way of proviſion. Lºcke.

PROPIso. ſ. Stipulation; caution; proviſio.

nal condition. Spenſer.

PROVOCATION.J. (provecatio, Lat.] I. An
act or cauſe by which anger is raiſed. Smith.

2. An appeal to a judge. Ayliffe.

PROvo"CATIVE. ſ. (from prºvoke] Any

thing which revives a decayed or cloyed appe.

tite. Addiſon.

PROvo"CATIVENESS..f. [from prºvºcative.]

The quality of being provocative.

To PROVOKE. v. a. [provoco, Lat.] 1. To

rouſe; to excite to ſomething. Dryden, 2.

To anger; to rage; to offend ; to incenſe.

Clarendon. 3. To cauſe; to promote Arbuthnot.

4. To challenge. Dryden. 5. To induce by

motive : to move ; to incite. Burnet.

To PROVO'KE. v. n. 1 To appeal. A La

tiniſm. Dryden. 2. To produce anger. Taylor.

PROVO'KER. ſ. [from provoke.) 1. One that

raiſes anger. Gov. ºf the Tongue. 2. Cauſer ;

promoter. Shakeſp.

PROVO'KINGLY, adv. [from provºking.] In

ſuch a manner as to raiſe anger. Decay of Piety.

PROVOST. ſ. (Tnapart, Sax.] I. The chief

of any body: as, the provoſt ºf a college. 2.

The executioner of an army. Hayward.

PROVOST SHIP. f. [from provºſt.) The office

of a provoſt. Hakewill.

PROW.ſ. [prºue, French; proa, Spaniſh; prera,

Lat ) The head or forepartof a ſhip. Peacham.

PROw. a. Valiant. Spenſer. -

PROWESS. ſ. [predezza, Italian.JBravery ;

valour ; military gallantry. Sidney.

PROWEST. a. Braveſt; moſt valiant. Spenſer.

To PROWL. v. a. To rove over. Sidney.

To PROWL. v. n. To wander for prey; to

prey; to plunder. Tuſſer.

PROWLER. ſ. [from prowl.) One that roves

about for prey. Thºmſon.

PRO'XIMATE. a. [proximat, Lat.] Next in

the ſeries of ratiocination ; near and imme

diate. Burnet.

PROXIMATELY. adv. [from proximate.] In

mediately; without intervention. Bentley.

PRO XIME. a [proximus, Lat.) Next; imme

diate. Matts.

PROXi'MITY. ſ. [proximitat, Lat.] Nearneſs.

Hayward.

PRO'XY. ſ. [By contraction from procuracy.]

1. The agency of another. 2. The ſubſtitu

tion of another ; the agency of a ſubſtitute.

South. 3. The perſon ſubſtituted or deputed.

L'Eſtrange.

PRUCE. J. Pruſſian leather. Dryden.

PRUDE.f. [prude, Fr J A woman over nice and

ſcrupulous, and with falſe affectation, Swift.

PRUDENCE. ſ. ſprudence, Fr; prudentia,

Lat.) Wiſdom applied to practice. Hale.

PRU'DENT. a. . [prudent, French ; prudent,

Lat.] I. Pračtically wife. Milton. ... Forc

ſeeing by natural inſtinct. Milton.

PRUDE'NTIAL. a. [from prudent.) Eligible

on principles of prudence. Tillotſon, Rogers.

PRUDENTIALS. f. Maxims of prudence or

practical wiſdom PP attr.

PRUDENTIALITY. ſ. [from prudential] E

ligibility on principles of prudence. Brºwn.

PRUDENTIALLY. adv. [from prudential.]

According to the rules of prudence. South.

PRUDENTLY. adv. [from prudent J Diſ

creetly; judiciouſly. Bacon.

PRUDERY. ſ. (from prude] Overmuch

nicety in conduct.

A H 2. PRU.
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PRUDISH. a. [from prude.) Affectedly grave.
To PRUNE. v. a. ſ. To lop; to diveſt trees

of their ſuperfluities. Davies. 2. To clear

from excreſcences. Bacon

To PRUNE v. W. To dres; to prink. A ludi
crous word. Dryden.

PRUNE. ſ. A dried plumb. Bacºn.

PRU’NEL. ſ. An herb.

PRU'NELLO. ſ. 1. A kind of ſtuff of which

the clergymens gowns are made. Pºpe. 2. A

kind of plum.

PRUNER.J. [from prune.]One that crops trees.
Denham.

PRUNIFEROUS. a. ſprunum and fero, Lat."

Plum-bearing.

PRU NINGHOOK. N. ſ. A hook or knife

PRU'NINGKNIFE. u ed in lopping trees,

Philp,

PRU'RIENCE. N. ſ. [from pruria, Lat.) An

PRU'RIENCY. itching or a great deſire or

appetite to any thing. Swift.

PRU RIENT. a. [pruriens, Lat.] Itching.

Ainſwºrth.

PRURIGINOUS. a. ſpruria, Lat J Tending
to an itch.

To PRY. v. a. ſof unknown derivation.] To

peep narrowly. Shakeſp.

PSA L.M. ſ. [ ſax, 3..] A holy ſong. Peach.

PSA'LMIST. ſ. (from pſalm J Writer of holy

ſongs. Addiſon.

PSA'LMODY. ſ. ſºaxwata.] The act or prac.

tice of ſinging holy ſongs,

PSALMoGRAPHY. f [kaarai; and yºw.}

The act of writing pſalms.

PSALTER. ſ. [...Api, toy..] The volume of

pſalms: a pſalm book.

PSA'LTERY f A kind of harp beaten with

ſticks Sandyr.

PSEUDO. ſ [from ſlºo..] A prefix, which

being put before words, ſignifies falſe or coun

terfeit : as, pſeudapºſtle, a counterfeit apoſtle.

PSEU'DOGRAPHY, ſ. Falſe writing

PS!..UDOLOGY. ſ. [Jiv3.A., a.] Falſehºod of

ſpeech Arbuthnot.’

PSHAW. interj An expreſſionofcontempt.Spest,

PTI SAN. ſ. [razan.] A medical drink made

of barley decoèted with raiſins and liquorice.
Garth.

PTYALISM. ſ. ſºlvaxica;..] Salivation; ef.

fuſion of ſpittle

PTYSMAGOGUF. ſ. (Hºwa and ºx.] A

medicine which diſcharges ſpittle,

PUBERTY. f. (pube, tas, Lat.] The time o'

lie in which the two ſexes begin firſt to be

acquainted. Bentley.

PUBESCENCE. f. from tubeſco, Lat) The

ſtate of arriving at puberty. Brown.

PUBE'SCENT. a. (pubeſcent, Lat.J Arriving

at puberty. Brºwn.

PUBLICAN. ſ. (from publicas, Lat.) 1. A

toll-gatherer. Matth. ix. 2. A man that keeps

a houſe of general entertainment.

PUBLICATION. ſ. (from publice, Lat.) 1.

The act of subliſhing; the act of notifying to

the world; divulgation. Hooker. 2. Edition ;

th; 4% ofgiving a boºk to the public. Pºpe.

PUBLICK a. [publique, Fr. publicar, Lat.] ".

Belonging to a ſtate or nation ; not private.

Hooker. 2. Open ; notorious; generally

known, Matth. 3. General done by ma

ny. Milton. 4. Regarding not private intereſt,

but the good of the community. Clarend: ". 5.

Open for general entertainment. Addiſºn.

PU"BLICK. ſ. (from fallicus, Lat.) 1. The

general body of mankind, or of a ſtate or

nation. Addiſon, Open view; general; notice.
Locke.

PUBLICKLY. adv. [from publick.] I. In the

name of the community. Addiſon. 2. Openly ;

without concealment. Bacon.

PUBLICKNESS ſ. [from publick.) 1. State

of belonging to the community. Bºyle. 2.

Openneſs ; ſtate of being generally known

or publick.

PUBLICKSPIRITED. a. ſpublick and ſpirit.]

Having regard to the general advantage above

private good. Dryden.

To PUBLISH. v. a. ſpublier, Fr.) 1. To diſ

cover to mankind ; to make generally and

openly known. 2. To put forth a book into

the world Digby.

PUBLISHER. J. "[from publiſh.) 1. One who

makes publick or generally known. Atterbury.

2. One who puts forth a book into the world.
Prior.

PUCELAGE. ſ. [French l A ſtate of virginity.

PUCK. ſ. (perhaps the ſame with pºg.jSome

ſprite among the fairies, common in romances,

Corbet.

PUCKBALL or puckfift. ſ. A kind of muſh

room full of duſt.

To PUCKER. v. a. To gather into corru

gations; to contract into ſolds or plications,

Spek?ater.

PU'DDER. ſ. A tumult; a turbulent and irre

gular buſtle. Locke.

To PUDDER. v. m. [from the noun.] To

make a tumult; to make a buſtle. Locke.

To PU'DDER. v. a, To perplex; to diſturb.

Locke.

PUDDING. ſ. ſpading, Swediſh ) A kind of

food very variouſly compounded, but general

ly made of meal, milk and eggs, Prier. 2.

The gut of an animal. Shakeſp. 3. A bowl

ſtuffed with certain mixtures of meal and or

ther ingredients. Prior.

PU'DDINGPIE. ſ. [pudding and pie.] A pud

ding with baked meat in it. Hudibras.

PUDDINGTIME. ſ. [pudding and time.] 1.

The time of dinner; time at which pud

ding, antiently the firſt diſh, is ſet upon the

tale, 2. Nick of time; critical minute. He

dibras.

PU DDLE, ſ, [hence pool) A ſmall muddy

lake; * dirty plaſh. Hall.

To PUCDüß. v. a. [from the noun..] To

muddy; to pollute with dirt; to mix dirt and

water. Sidney.

PUDDLY. a. [from puddle.) Muddy 5 dirty;

miry. Carew.

PU'Diock or parrºck, ſ. [or paddºck ºf

parrºts.]
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farrºck.] A provincial word for a ſmall in-To PULE. v. n. I pianler, Fr.) 1. To cry lik”
cloſure.

PUDENCY.ſ [fudens, Lat.] Modeſty; ſhame

facedneſs Shakeſp.

a chicken. Bacon. 2.

to whimper. Lºcke.

PULICK. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

To whine; to cry

PU Di CITY. ſ. [?udicitº, French, from pudi-PULICOSE. a. [f ulicºſus, Lat.) Abounding

citia, Lat.) Modeſty; chaſtity.

PUEFELLOW.ſ. A partner. Skałęſa.

PUERTLE. a. [puerile, French; puerilis, Lat.]

Childiſh ; boyiſh. Pºpe.

PUERI'LITY.'ſ. [puerilitar,Lat..] Childiſhneſs;

boyiſhneſs. Dryden.

PU’ET. ſ. A kind of water fowl. Walton.

PUFF. ſ. [?ºf, Dutch.) 1. A quick blaſt with

the mouth. Philips. 2. A ſmall blaſt of wind.

Raleigh. 3 A muſhroom. 4. Anything light

and porous: as, puff paſte. 5. Something to

ſprinkie pºwder on the hair. Ainſworth.

To PUFF v. bºſºn, Dutch.) 1. To ſwell

the cheeks with wind. 2. To blow with a

quick blaſt. Shakeſp. 3. To blow with ſcorn

fulneſs. &uth 4. To breathe thick and nard.

L'Eſtrange. 5 To do cr move with hurry,

tumour, or tumultuous agitation. Herbert. 6.

To ſwell with the wind Boyle.

To PUFF. v. a. i. To ſwell as with wind. Ray.

2. To drive or agitate with blaſts of wind.

Shakeſp 3 To crive with a blaſt of breath

ſcornuſly. Dryden 4. To ſwell or blow up

with praiſe. Bacon 5. To ſwell or elate with

pride. Shakeſp. -

PUFFER. ſ. (from puff." One that puffs.

PUFFIN ſ. [puff, 3, Italian.) 1. A water fowl.

Carew 2. A kind of fiſh. 3. A kind of fun

gus filled with duſt

PU'FFINGAPPLE. ſ. A ſort ofapple.

PU F FINGLY adv. [rom puffing.) 1. Tumid

ly : with ſwell. 1. With ſhortneſs of breath.

PUFFY. a. i fro: puff, 1. Windy; flatulent.

*iſeman. 1. Tumid; turgid. Dryden.

PU: i. ſ. ſpiša, Sax.] A kind name of a monkey,

or any thing tenderly loved. Addiſon.

PU GGERED. a. Crowded; complicated.

PUGH. interj. A word of contempt.

PUGIL. ſ. i. pugitle, Fr.] What is taken up

between the thumb and two firſt fingers.

Bacon.

PUGNA CIOUS. a. [pugnax, Lat.) Inclinable

to fight; quarrelſome; fighting.

PUGNA'CITY..ſ. (from pugnax, Lat.) Quar

relſomeneſs; inclination to fight.

PUISNE. a ſpuis wº, Fr.) 1. Young; younger ;

later in time. Bacon. 2. Petty ; inconſiderable;

ſmall. Shakeſp.

PUI'SSANCE. ſ. [puiſſance, Fr. J Power;

ſtrength ; force. Deſtruction of Troy.

PUI'SSANT.a.†† ; ſtrong ;

forcible. Raleigh.

PUISSANTLY. adv. [from pulſant.) Power

fully ; forcibly.

PUKE. ſ. Vomit; medicine cauſia, v.init.

To PUKE. v. m. To ſpew, tº v . .ii. Shakeſp.

PUK.E.R. ſ. [from puke.) M.A. cine cauſing a

vomit. Garth.

PU'LCHRITUDE'ſſ pulchrir, Lat.) Beau

ty; grace; handſomenels, 4.

with fleas.

PU Liol. ſ. An herb.

To PULL. v. a. [pullian, Sax] | 1. To draw

violently towards one. Ben. johnſºn. 2. To

| draw forcibly. Hayward. 3. To pluck; to

gather. Mortimer. 4. To tear; to rend.

Lan. iii 1. 5. To Pull down. To ſubvert;

to demoliſh. Hºwel. 6. To Pull down. To

degrade. Roſcommon. 7. To Pull up. To

extirpate ; to eradicate. Locke.

PULL f (from the verb.) The act of pulling ;

plºck. Shakeſp.

PU'LLER. ſ. ifrom pull.) One that pulls.

Shakeſp.

PULLEN.ſ Poultry.

PU'LLET.J. [pºulet, Fr.] A young hen. Brºwn.

PULLEY. ſ. [poulie, Fr J A ſmall wheel turn

ing on a pivot, with a furrow on its outſide in

which a rope runs. Gull

To PULLULATE v. n. [fullulo, Latin; psi

laſer, Fr.] To germinate; to bud.

PU LMONARY a. Belonging to the lungs.

PU'LMONARY. ſ. [pulmonaire, Fr.] The herb

lungwort. Ainſworth.

PU'LMONICK. a. [from pulmo, Lat.] Belong

ing to the lungs.

PULP. ſ. [ pulſa, Lat; pulpe, Fr.) 1. Any

ſoft maſs. Bacºn. 2. The ſoft part of fruit.

Ray.

PU'LPIT, ſ [pulpitum, Lat ) i. A place

raiſed on high, where a ſpeaker ſtands.Shakeſ.

2. The higher deſk in the church where the

ſermon is prosounced. Dryden.

PU'LPOUS. a. (from pulp.) Soft. Philipt.

PULPoUSN ESS..ſ. ifrom pulpour.]The quality

of being pulpous,

PU LPY, a [from pulp.) Soft; pappy: Arbuth.

PULSATION. ſ. (from pulſatio, Lat.) The act

of beating or moving with quick ſtrokes a

gainſt anything oppoſing. Harvey.

PULSATOR. J. [from pulſo, Lat.) A ſtriker ;

a beater.

PULSE. ſ. [pulſar, Lat.] 1. The motion of

an artery as the blood is driven through it by

the heart, and as it is perceived by the touch.

2. Oſcillation ; vibration. Newton. 3. To

feel one's Pulse. To try or know one's mind

artfally. 4. [From pull.] Leguminous plants.
Milton.

To PULSE. v. n. [from the noun..] To beat as

the pulſe. Ray

PULSION.J. [from pulſus, Lat.) The act of

driving or forcing forward : in oppoſition to

ſuchion. More.

PU'LVERABLE. a. [from pulverit, Lat.) Poſ

ſible to be reduced to duſt. Boyle.

PU'LVERIZATION. ſ. [ from pulverize. I

The act of powdering; reduction to duſt or

powder.

To
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To PULVERIZE. v. a. [from pulverit, Lat]

To reduce to powder; to reduce to duſt. Bºyle.

PULVERULENCE. ſ. [pulverulentia, Lat.)

Duſtineſs; abundance of duſt.

PU LVIL / [pulvulum, Lat.}Sweet ſcents. Gay.

To PULVIL. v. a. [from the noun.JTo prinkle

with perfumes in powder. Cong.

PU MICE. ſ. A ſlag or cinder of ſome foſſil, ori

ginally bearing another form, and only reduced

to this ſtate by the violent action of fire: it is

a lax and ſpungy matter full of little pores and

cavities, found in maſſes of different ſizes and

ſhapes, of a pale, whitiſh, grey colour: the

pumice is found about the burning mountains

Etna, Veſuvius and Hecla. Bacon.

PU'MMEL. ſ. See PomM ºl.

PUMP ſ [pempe, Dutch and French.) 1. An

engine by which water is drawn up from wells:

its operation is performed by the preſſure of

the air. 2. A ſhoe with a thin ſole and low

heel. Shakeſp.

To PUMP. v. n. (pompen, Dutch J To work a

pump; to throw out water by a pump. Decay

of Piety.

To PUMP. v. a. 1. To raiſe or throw out by

means of a pump. 2. To examine artfully

by fly interrogatories. Otway.

PUMPER. ſ. [rom pump.] The perſon or the

inſtrument that pumps. Bºyle.

PUMPION. ſ. A plant. Miller.

PUN. ſ. An equivocation; a quibble; an ex

preſſion where a word has at once different

meanings. Addiſon.

To PU.N. v. n. (from the noun..] To quibble;

to uſe the ſame word at once in different ſen

ſes. Dryden, Tatler.

To PUNCH. v. a. [pºincanner, Fr J. To bore

or perforate by driving a ſharp inſtrument.

Wiſeman.

PUNCH ſ [from the verb.) 1. A pointed in

ſtrument, which, driven by a blow, perforates

bodies. Mºon. 2. A liquor made by mixing

ſpirit with water, ſugar, and the juice of le

mons. Swift. 3. The buffoon or harlequín

of the puppet-ſhow. Gay. 4. In contempt or

ridicule, a ſhort fat fellow.

PUNCHEON. ſ. [pain cer, Fr.) 1. An inſtru:

ment driven to as to make a hole or impleſ.

ſton. Camden, 1. A meaſure of liquids.

PUNCHE.R. ſ. from punch.) An inſtrument

that makes an impreſſion or hole. Grew.

PUNCTILIO. ſ. A ſmall nicety of behaviour:

a nice point of exactneſs. Addiſon.

PUNCT1LIOU.S. a. (from fungitle.] Nice,

exact; punctual to ſuperſtition. Rºgerſ.

PUNCTſ LiousNESS ſ (from puncillious.]

Nicety; exactreſs of behaviour.

PUNCTO.ſ (punte, Spaniſh.] 1. Nice point

of ceremony. Bacºn, 2. The point in lencing.

Shakeſp.

PUNCTUAL. a. ſtunéfuel, Fr.) 1. Compriſed

in a point; conſiſting in a point. Milton 2.

Fxact; nice; punctilious. Bacºn, Atter bary.

PUNCTUALITY J. (from fan ºval.] Nicety;

ſcrupulous exačineſs. Hºwel.

PUNCTUALLY. adv. [from pun ºual.] Nice

ly exactly ; ſcrupulouſly. Raleigh, Ray.

PUNCTUALNESS. ſ.[from puniaal.) Exact

neſs; nicety. Felton.

PUNCTUATION. ſ. [ punctum, Lat.]The act

or method of pointing. Addiſon.

PUNCTURE.J. [functuſ, Lat..] A ſmall prick;

a hole made with a very ſharp point. Brown,

PWiſeman.

To PUNCTULATE. v. n. [panāulum, Lat.]

To mark with ſmall ſpots. Weedward.

PUNDLE ſ. A ſhort and ſat woman. Ainſw.

PUNGAR. ſ. (fagurus, Lat] A fiſh. Ainſw.

PUNGENCY.J. [from pungent.] I. Power of

pricking. Arbuthnot. 2. Heat on the tongue;

acidneſs. 3. Power to pierce the mind.

Hammond. 4. Acrimoniouſneſs; keenneſs.

Stillingfleet.

PUNGENT. a. [pungent, Lat.] 1. Prick’ng.

Pºpe. 2. Sharp on the tongue; acrid. Nevºtes.

3. Piercing; ſharp. Swift. 4. Acrimonicus;

biting. Dryden.

PUNICE. ſ. A wall-louſe; a bugg.

PUNICEOUS. a. [puniceus, Lat] Purple.

rºlness/ [from puny.] Pettineſs ; ſmall
nels.

To PUNISH. v. a. ſpunio,Lat.] 1. To chaſtiſe,

to afflict with penalties. Lev. xxvi. 1 S. 2. To

revenge a fault with pain or death.

PUNISHABLE.a.[puriffable, Fr. from purift.]

Worthy of puniſhment; capable of puniſh

ment. Hooker, Taylor.

PU NISHABLENESS ſ (from puniſhable.] The

quality of deſerving or admitting puniſhment.

PU NISHER ſ [from furtſi..] One who inflicts

pains for a crime. Milton.

PU NISHMENT. ſ. [puniſement, Fr.] Any

infliction impoſed in vengeance of a crime.

Spenſer. 2 Mac. vii. 36. job xxxi. 3. Dryden,

Locke. -

PUNITION. ſ [punition, Fr. tunitia, Lat]

Puniſhment. Ainſworth.

PUNITIVE. a. [from punio, Lat.] Awarding

or inflicting puniſhment. Hammond.

PUNITORY, a (from punio, Lat.]-Puniſhing;

tending to puniſhment.

PUNK. ſ. A whore; a common proſtitute.

Hudºbras, Dryden.

PU'NSTER, ſ [from pun.) A quibbler; a low

wit who endeavours at reputation by double

meaning. Arbuthnot, Addiſon.

To PU.N.T. v. n. To play at baſſet and ombre.

Addiſon, Pope.

PU N.Y. a. (pui, ne, Fr.) 1. Young. 1. Inferior;

petty ; of an under rate. Shakeſp Milton.

PUNY. ſ. A young unexperienced unfeaſoned

wretch. South.

To PUP. v. n. (from puppy.) To bring forth

whelps : uſed of a bitch bringing young.

PUPIL.f. [pupilla, Lat.) 1. The appie of the

eye. Bacon, Ray, Newton. 2. A ſcholar ; one

under the care of a tutor. Shakeſp. Fairfax,

Locke. 3. A ward; one under the cale of his

guardian. Dryden, Tickell.

PUPILAGE.J. (from tºpil.) 1. State of be
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ing a ſcholar. Locke. 2.

rity. Spenſer.

PUPILLARY. a. ſpapillaire, Fr. pupillarit,

Lat.] Pertaining to a pupil or ward.

PUPPET. ſ. [poupée, Fr. pupus, Lat.] I. A

ſmall image moved by men in a mock drama;

a wooden tragedian. Pope. 2. A word of

contempt. Shakeſp.

PUPPETMAN.f. [ puppet and man.) Maſter

of a puppet-ſhow. Swift.

PUPPETSHOW. ſ. [puppet and ſhow.) A

mock drama performed by wooden images

moved by wire. Swift, Arbuthnot.

PUPPY. ſ. ſpoupée, Fr.) 1. A whelp : pro

geny of a bitch. Shakeſp. Gay. 1. A name of

contemptuous reproach to a man. Shakeſp.

To PUPPY. v. m. [from the noun ) To bring

whelps.

PURBLI'IND, a.

Shakeſp. Boyle.

PURBLINDNESS ſ [from pur blind.] Short

neſs of fight.

PURCHASABLE. a. (from purchaſe.) That

may be purchaſed or bought. Locke.

To PURCHASE. v. a. ſpourchaſºr, Fr ) i.

To buy for a price. Shakeſp. Gen. xxv. 1.

To obtain at any expence, as of labour or dan

ger. Milton. 3. To expiate or recompenſe by

a fine or forfeit. Shakeſp.

PURCHASE. ſ. [pourchas, old French.) 1.

Any thing bought or obtained for a price. Lºcke.

2. Any thing of which poſſeſſion is taken. Sha.

PURCHASER. ſ. [from purchaſe.) A buyer ,

one that gains any thing for a price. Bacon,

Sºuth, Addiſon.

PURE. a. [pur, pure, Fr. puruſ, Lat] . Not

filthy; not ſullied. Prev. xxx. 2. Clear ,

not dirty; not muddy. Sidney. 3. Unming

led; not altered by mixture; mere. Taylor.

4. Not connected with any thing extrinſick.

Milkinſ, Mattr. 5. Free; clear. Philipſ 6.

Free from guilt; guiltleſs; innocent. Prev.

xx. 9. Milton. 7 Incorrupt ; not vitiated by

any bad practice or opinion. Tickell 8. Not

vitiated with corrupt modes of ſpeech. Aſcham.

\

Wardſhip; mino

Nearſighted; ſhortſighted.

9. Mere: as, a pure villain. Clarendon,

L'Eſtrange. Io. Chaſte; modeſt.

PURELY. adv. [from pure.] 1. In a pure

manner; not dirtily; not with mixture. Iſai.

i. 25. 2. Innocently ; without guilt. 3

Merely. Clarendon.

PURENESS. ſ. [from pure.] 1. Clearneſs ;

freedom from ext, aneous or foul admixtures

Sidney, Temple. 2. Simplicity; exemption

from compoſition. Raleigh, Dryden. 3. Inno

cence ; freedom from guilt Common Prayer

4. Freedom from vitious modes of ſpeech.

Aſcham.

PURFILE. ſ. [pºurſlée, Fr.] A ſort of ancient

trimming for womens gowns. Bailey.

To PURFILE. v. a. [pour filer, Fr. profilare,

Ital.] To decorate with a wrought or flowered

border. Spenſer. -

PURPLE. ſ. [pourfile, Fr.] A border of

PURPLEW. S. embroidery.

PU'RGATION. ſ. [purgation, Fr.) 1. The

act of cleanſing or purifying from vitious mix

tures. Burnet. 2. The act of cleanſing the

body by downward evacuation. Bacon 3.

The act of clearing from imputation of guilt.

Shakeſp.

PURGATIVE. a. [purgatif, Fr. purgativus,

Lat ) Cathartick; having the power to cauſe

evacuations downward. Bacon, Donne, Wiſem.

PURGATORY..ſ. [purgatorium, Lat.JA place

in which ſouls are ſuppoſed by the papiſts to be

purged by fire from carnal impurities, before

they are received into heaven. Stilling fleet.

To PURGE. v. a. ſpurge, Lat. ) i. To

cleanſe; to clear. Bacon. 2. To clear from

impurities. Shakeſp. Woodward. 3. To clear

from guilt. Shakeſp. Hºb. ix. 14. 4. To clear

from imputation of guilt. Shakeſp. Bacºn. 5.

To ſweep or put away impurities.Dec. of Piety.

6. To evacuate the body by ſtool. Camden,

Bacon. 7. To clarify , to defecate.

To PURGE. v. n. To have frequent ſtools.

PURGE. ſ. [from the verb.) A cathartick med:-

cine; a medicine that evacuates the body by
ſtool. Shakeſp. A, buthnot. -

PU'RGER, ſ [from purge.) 1. One who clears

away any thing noxious. Shakeſp. 2. Purge;
cathartick. Bacon.

PURIFICATION. ſ. [purification, Fr. purift

ºatia, Lat..] _1. The act of making pure.

Bºyle. 2. The act of cleanſing from guilt.

Taylor. 3. A rite performed by the Hebrews

after childbearing.

PURIFICATIVE.

PURIFICATORY.

to make pure.

PURIFIER. / [from purify.] Cleanſer; re
finer. Ma/.

To PURI FY. v. a. [purifier, Fr. purifice,Lat.]

1. To make pure. 2. To free frºm any ex

traneous admixture. Burnet, Dryden. 3 To

make clear. Sidney. 4. To free from guilt or

corruption Titus, South. 5. To free from pol

lution, as by luſtration. jºhn. 6. To clear

from barbariſins or improprieties. Spratt.

To PURIFY. v. n To grow pure. Burnet.

PURIST. ſ. [purifle, Fr.) One ſuperſtitiouſly
nice in the uſe of words.

PU RITAN ſ (from fure.] A ſectary pretend.

ing to enirent purity of religion. Sanderſon.

PURITA'NICAL. a. (from puritan.] Relating

to puritans. Jº'altºn.

PU'RITAN 1884. f. from puritan.] The no

tions of a puritan. Walton.

PURITY. ſ. [purité, Fr. f aritar, Lat.] r.

Cleanneſs; freedom from foulneſs or dirt.

Prior, Thomſon. 2. Freedom from guilt; in

nocence. Wake. 3. Chaſtity ; freedom from

contamination of ſexes. Shakeſp.

PURL.f. [from fulfie.) 1. An embroidered

and puckered border. Sidney, Bacon. 2. A

kind of medicated raalt liquor, in which worm

wood and aromaticks are infuſed.

To PURL. v. n. To murmur ; to flow with a

gentic noiſe. Barºn, Miltºn,

a. [from purify.] Hav

ing power or tendency

Tº
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To PURL. v. a. To decorate with fringe or

embroidery. Ben. johnſon.

PURLIEU.ſ. The grounds on the borders of a

foreſt; border; incloſure. Shakeſp. Spectator.

PURLINS. ſ. In architecture, thoſe pieces of

timber that lie acroſs the rafters on the inſide,

to keep them from ſinking in the middle. Bailey.

To PURLOl'N. v. a. To ſteal; to take by

theft. Milton, Denham.

PURLoi'NER.J. [from parkin) A thief; one

that ſteals clandeſtinely. L'Eſtrange.

PURPARTY. ſ. [pour and parti, Fr.] Share;

part in diviſion. Davies.

PURPLE.a. [pourpre, Fr. purpureuſ, Lat.]

1. Red tinctured with biue. Shakeſp. Wotton.

2. In poetry red. Dryden.

To PURPLE. v. a. [parture, Lat.] To make
red; to colour with purple. Denne, Milton.

PURPLES. ſ. (without a ſingular.) Spots of a

livid red, which break out in malignant fe

vers; a purple fever.

PURPLISH.a.[from purple ] Somewhat pur

ple. Boyle.

PURPORT. ſ. [pourporte, Fr.) Deſign; ten

dency of a writing or diſcourſe. Norris.

To PURPORT. º. a. (from the noun..] To

intend; to tend to ſhow. Bacon, Rowe.

PURPOSE. ſ. [propos, Fr. propºſtum, Lat].''
Intention; deſign. Shakeſp. Knoll r. 2. Ef

feet; conſequence. Collier, Baker. 3. In

ſtance; example. L'Eſtrange. -

To PURPOSE v.a. (from the noun l To in:

tend; to deſign; to reſolve. Hooker, Prier.

PURPOSELY. adv. [frompurpoſe.] By deſign;

by intention. Hooker, Pºpe.

PURPRISE. ſ. [pourpril, old Fr. purpriſum,

low Lat.) A cloſe or incloſure; as alſo the

whole compaſs of a manour. Bacon.

PURR. ſ. A ſea lark. Ainſworth.

To PURR. v. a. To murmur as a cat or leo

pard in plea ure

PURSE.j [bºurſe, Fr. pºrt, Welſh.) A ſmall

bag in which money is contained. Shakº/P.

Knoller, Addiſon.

To PURSE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To put

into a purſe. Dryden. 2. To contract as a

purſe. Shakeſp.

PURSENET. ſ. [purſe and net J A net o'

which the mouth is drawn together by a ſtring

Mcrºi wier.

PU'RSEPROUD. a. [furſe and proud] Puffed

up with money.

PU'RSER. ſ. (from purſe.] The paymaſter of a

ſhip.

PU'RSINESS. f [from purſy..] Shortneſs

PURSIVENESS. W. of breath.

PURSLAIN. ſ.[portulaca, Lat.] A plant Mºſe.

PURSU'ABLE. a. [from purſue..] What may

be purſued.

PURSU'ANCE. ſ. [from purſue..] Proſecution;

proceſs.

PURSU'ANT. a. [from purſue..] Done in con

ſequence or proſecution of any thing.

To PURSU'E. v. a. [pourſuivre, Fr.) 1. To

chaſe; to follow in hoſtility. Shakeſp. z. To

Proſecute. Prov. 3. To imitate; to follow as

* example. Dryden. 4. To endeavour to

T# Prior.

ºSUE, w, ..Togo on; to proceed. Boyl- - - cyle.

PURsu *R. ſ. [from purſue..] One who follows

in hoſtility. Milton, Denham.

PURSU (T. ſ. ſpurſuite, fr] 1. The act of
£. with hoſtile intention. Milton. 2.

ndeavour to attain. Dryden, R -ſecution. Clarendon. ryden, Rogers. 3. Pro

PURSUlva N.T.ſ [pourſuivant, Fr.] A ſtate

Fºr an attendant on the heralds. Spes.

PURsy, a [pºſif. Fr.] Shortbreathed and

fat. Shakeſp. Hudibras.

PURTENANCE. ſ. [ appertenance, Fr.] The

Pluck of an animal. Ex. Hudibras.

To puRVEY. v. a. [pourvoir, Fr.] 1. To

Provide with conveniences. Spenſer. 2. To

procure. Thomſon

***URVEY. v. n. To buy in proviſions. Milt.

PURVEYANceſ [from purvey J 1. Proviſi

on.ź. 2. Procurement of vićtuals. Bac.

PURVE OR.J. [from purvey.) 1. One that

provides vićtuals. Raleigh. 2. A procurer;

* Fimp. Dryden, Addiſon.

PURVIEW.ſ [psurvia, fr.] Proviſo; pro

pººr.”- . R. ſ. ſſrom purulent.) Genera

PURULENCY, /ſ. of* or#: Ark

PU RULENT.a.ſpurulent, Fr. purslentur,Lat J

Sonſiſting of pus or the running of wound.

Bacon, Arbuthnot.

FUS ſ [Lat.) The matter of a well digeſted

fore. Arbuthnot.

To PUSH. v. a. [pouſer, Fr.) 1. To ſtrike with

a thruſt. Exodus. 2. To force or drive by

impulſe of any thing. job. 3. To force not

by a quick blow, but by continued violence.

Sºakeſp. Pſalms. 4. To preſs forward Dryd.

4ddiſon. 5. To urge; to drive. Addiſon. 6.

To enforce; to drive to a concluſion. Swift.

7. To importune; to teaze.

To PUSH. v. n. 1. To make a thruſt. Dryder,

Ray. 3. To make an effort. Dryden. 3. To

make an attack. Daniel.

PUSH. f. [from the verb.) 1. Thruſt; theast

of ſtriking with a pointed inſtrument. Knclies.

4. An impulſe; force impreſſed. Addiſºn. 3.

Aſſault, attack. Shakeſp. Watts. 4. A forci

ble ſtruggle; a ſtrong effort. Shakeſp Addiſon.

5. Exigence; trial. L'Eſtrange, Atterbury. 6.

A ſudden emergence. Shakeſp 7. A pimple,

an effloreſcence, a wheal. Bacon.

Pººr / [from puſh.) He who puſhes for

wat

PUSHING, a [from puſh.] Enterpriſing ; vigo

rous. -

PUSHPIN. ſ. [puſ, and pin J A child's play, in

which pins are puſhed alternately, L’Eſtrange

PUSILLANTMITY ſſpaſillanimité, Fr. JCow

ardice; meanneſs of ſpirit. Shakeſp. Sºuth.

PUSILLAN (MOUS. a. [ paſilanine, Fr. J

Mean ſpirited ; narrowminded , cowardly.

Bacon, Spectator.
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PUSILLANIMOUSNESS. ſ. [from pºſilani.

•ear.] Meanneſs of ſpirit.

PUSS f. 1. The fondling name of a cat. L'Eſºr.

Patti. 2. The ſportman's term for a hare.

Gay.

ptºvie ſ [puſ’ule, Fr. puſula, Lat..] A

ſmall ºvelling; a pimple; a puſh; an effloreſ

cerce. Arbuthnet.

PU STULOUS. a. (from pufful...] Full of puſ:

tules ; pimply.

To PUT. … a. ſ. To lay or repoſit in ary

place. Milton, Mortimer. 2. To place in any

ſituation. Miltºn, L'Efirange. 3. To place in

any ſtate or condition. Shakeſp. Gen. Suſan

4. To repoſe 1 Kingſ, 1 Chron. 5 To truſt:

to give up Exodus. 6. To expoſe; to apply

to any thing. Locke. 7. To puſh into action.

Miltºn, Swift. 8. To apply. Sam. Dryden.

9. To uſe any action by which the place or

ſtate of any thing is changed. Shakeſp. Taylor,

Jºake. o. To cauſe ; to produce. Lºcke.

11. To compriſe; to conſign to writing. .”

Chrºn. 12. To add. Eccl. 13. To place in

a reckoning. Locke. 14. To reduce to any

ſtate Shakeſp. 15. To oblige , to urge. Bacºn,
Bºyle. 16. To propoſe; to ſtate 1 Chron.

Sºft. 17. To form; to regulate. 18. To

reach to another. Hab. 19. To bring into

any ſtate of mind or temper. Knoller, Clarend.

Lºcke. 20. To offer; to advance. Dryd.Atterb.

21. To unite ; to place as an ingredient

Lºcke. 22. T. Put by. To turn off; to

divert. Taylor, Grew. 23. To thruſt aſide.

Sidney, Cowley. 24. Tº Pur down. To baſ

fle; to repreſs; to cruſh. Shakeſp. 25. To

degrade. Spenſer, 1 Chrºn. 16. To bring into

diſuſe. Bacºn, Dryden. 27. To confute. Shake.

28. To Put fºrth. To propoſe. Judges. 19

To extend. Geneſs. 30. To emit, as a prout

ing plant. Bacon. 31. To exert. Milton,

Taylor 31. To Put in. To interpoſe. Collier.

33 T. Pur in practice. To uſe; to exerciſe.

Dryden. 34. T. Put ºff. To diveſt; to lay

aſide. Nehem. Exodus, Addiſºn. 35 To de

feat or delay with ſome artifice or excuſe.

Bacon, Bºyle. , 36. To delay; , to defer; to

procraſtinate. Wake. 37. To paſs fallaciouſly.

Regerſ. 38. To diſcard. Shakeſp. 39. To

recomraend; to vend or obtrude. Bacon, Swift.

42. To Pur on or upon. To impute 5 to

charge. 41. To inveſt with, as cloaths or cover

ing. Shakeſp. Ben Johnſºn, Knolles, L’Eſtrange.

42. To Put on. To forward; to promote; to

incite. Shakeſp. 43. To Put on or upºn. To

impoſe; to inflićt. ... Kings, L’Eſtrange. 44.

Tº Put on. To aſſume; to take. Shakeſp

Drydeº. 45. T. Pur over. To prefer. Shakeſp

46. Tº Pot out. To place at uſury. Pſalmſ

47. To extinguiſh. Judges, Milton. 48. To

emit, as a plant. Bacon. 49. To extend; to

protrude. Geneſs. 55. To expel; to drive

from. Spenſer, Bacon. 31. To make publick.

Dryden, Addiſon. 32. To diſconcert. Bacon.

53. Tº Put tº. To kill by; to puniſh by.

*acºn, Clarendºn. 54. T. Pur tº it. To di.

treſs; to rerplex; to preſ, hard. Dryden Addiſ.

55. To Put to. To aſſiſt wib. $7.3%.
56. T. Put tº death. To kill. Boºn, Hayw.

57. To Put tºgether To accumulate into one

ſum or maſs. But set 38. T. Put up To

paſs unreverged. L'Eſtrange, Fºyle = 9 To

emit; to cauſe to germ nate as plants. Barºn.

to. To expoſe publickly, 6t. To ſtart. Addiſ.

62. To hoard. Spelman. 63 To hide Shakeſp.

64. T. Put ºpen. To incite; to inſtigate.

Clarenden, Tillºtſºn. 65. To in poſe: to lay

upon, Shakeſp. 66. To Put ºf ºn trial To

expoſe or ſummon to a ſolemn and judicial

examination. Lºcke, A, buthnet.

To PUT. v. n. 1. To go or move Baren. 2.

To ſhoot or germinate. Barºn 3. To ſteer a

veſſel. Addiſºn. 4 Tº Put fºrth Te leave a

Tort. Shakeſp. 5. To germinate; to bud; to

ſhoot out. Shakeſp. Bacºn. 6. T. Put in. To

enter a haven. Pºpe 7. To Put in fºr. To

claim; to ſtand candidate for. Lºcke. 3. To

Put in. To offer a claim. Shakeſ. Brown.

9. To Put ºff To leave land Addiſºn. 12.

To Put ºver. To ſail acroſs. A* tº 11. To

Put to ſea. To ſet fail; to begin the courſe.

Bacºn, 12. T. Put up. To offer one's ſelf a

candidate. L’Eſtrange 13 To advance; to

bring one's felt forward. Swift. 14. T. Put

up with. To ſuffer without reſentment.

PUT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. An action of diſtreſs.

L’Eſtrange 2. A ruſtick; a clown. Branſion.

3. Put ºff. Excuſe; ſhift. L'Eſtrange.

PUTAGE.ſ [futain; Fr.] In law, proſtitution

on the woman's part.

PUTANISM ſ [fataniſme, Fr J. The manner

of living, or wade of a proſtittle. Dr:#.

PUTATIVE. a. (futatiſ, Fr. from puts; Lat.]

Suppoſed , reputed Ayliffe.

PUT ID. a. (patidus, Lt. ) Mean; low ;

worthleſs.

PUTºness/ [from patid.] Meanneſs; vile

• neis.

PUTLOC. ſ. Parligt are pieces of timber of

ſhort poles about ſeven feet long, to bear the

boards they ſtand on to work, and to lay bricks

and mortar upon. M ren.

PUTREDINOU.S. a. ſ from putred, Lat. 1

Stinking ; rotten. Flyer.

PUTREFAction.j [putrefańion,Fr.] The

ſtate of growing rotten; the art of making

rotten. Qaincy, Thºmſºn.

PUTREFACTIVE. a [from futrefacie, Lat.]

Making rotten. Brown, Płºńſeman.

To PUTREFY. v. a [putrifier, Fr. futrefatie,

Lat.) To make rotten; to corrupt witn rot

tenneſs. Shakeſp. Baron, Terºle, Arbuthnºt.

To PUTRE FY. v. n. To rot. Iſaiah, Barºn.

PUTRESCENCE. ſ. (from futºſco, Lat.] - he

ſtate of rotting. Brown.

PU 18 ESCENT. a. (puireſcent, Lat.}Growing
rotten. Arbuthnot.

PUTRID aſ putride;Frontridus, Lat.)Rotten a

corrupt. Haller. Putridfever is that kind of

ſever, in which the humours, or part of then,

have ſo little circulatory moºn,that they tal

4 | *>
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into an inteſtine one, and putreſy, which is

commonly the caſe after great evacuations,

great or exceſſive heat. Quincy.

PUTRIDNESS. ſ. [from put rid ) Rottenneſs.

Flyer.

PU’ I’t ER. ſ. [from put ) i. One who puts.

L'Eſtrange, 1. Put T ºr cn. Inciter; inſtiga

tor. Shakeſp.

PUTTINGSTONE. ſ. In ſºme parts of Scot

land, ſtones are laid at the gates of great

houſes, which they call putting ſtone for trials

of ſtrength. Pºpe.

PUTTock. ſ. (derived, by Minſhev, from

bute, Lat.) A buzzard. Shakeſp. Pea, ham.

PU'TTY. f. 1 A kind of powder on v.hich

glaſs is ground, Newton. 1. A kind of cement

uſed by glaziers.

To PU ZZLE v.a. (for peſt'e, from pºſe, Skinner.]

To peºplex; to confound ; to embaraſs; to

entangle Shakeſp. Clarendon

To PU. ZZLE. v. n. To be bewildered in one's

own notions; to be awkward. L'Efirange.

PUZZI.F. ſ. (from the verb.) Enabaraſſment;

perplexity. Bacºn.

PU ZZLER. ſ. (from puzzle.] He who puzzles

PYGARG ſ. A bird. Ainſworth.

PYGMEAN. a. (from fygmy j Belonging to a

pygmy. Milton.

PY GMY. f. [ pygmeč, Fr ºrºž,3-. ) A

dwarf , one of a nation fabled to be only

three ſpans high, and after long wars to have

been deſtroyed by cranes. Bentley.

PYLO'RUS. ſ. [avazºº;..] The lower orifice of

the ſtomach.

PYPOWDER. Sce P 1 EP own ER.

PY RAMID. ſ. (pyramide, Fr. mºeata:..] In

geometry, is a ſolid figure, whoſe baſe is a

polygon, and wheſe ſides are plain triangles,

their ſeveral points meeting in one. Harrir.

PYRA'M II) A 1,. ſ. [from pyramid.] Hav

PYRAM1'DICAL. Sing the form of a pyramid.
Locke.

PYRAMIDICALLY. adv.[from pyramidical]

In form of a pyramid. Broome.

PYRAMS. ſ. A pyramid. Bacon.

PYRE. ſ. ſpyra, Lat.] A pile to be burnt.

Dryden, Pºpe.

PYRITES. / [from 75:..] Fireſtone Woodward.

PY ROMANCY. ſ. [witcºavreia.] Divination

by fire Ayliffe.

PYROTECHNICAL, a ſpyrotechnique, Fr.

from tyrotechnickſ.] Ergaged or ſkilful in fire

works.

PYROTECHNICKS ſ [mit and rºxy..] The

art of employing fire to uſe or pleaſure; the

art of fireworks. -

PYROTECHNY. ſ. ſpyrotechnie, Fr.] The art

of managing fire. Hale.

PY'RRHONISM. ſ. (from Pyrrho.] Scepticiſm;
univerſal doubt.

PYX. ſ. [pyxis, Lat.] The box in which the

Romaniſts keep the hoſt.

Q_U A

* Is a conſonant borrowed from the Latin or

French, for which the Saxons generally

uſed ( p , the name of this Letter is cue, from

guet, French, tail: its form being that of an

O with a tail.

QUAP. ſ. A fort of fiſh.

'i o QUACK. v. a. ſquacken, Dutch..] I. To cry

like a duck. King. ... To chatter boaſtingly;

to brag loudly; to talk oſtentatiouſly. Hudibrar.

QUACK. ſ. (from the verb.] I. A boaſuul pre

tender to arts v.hich he does not underſtand.

Felton. 2. A vain boaſtful pretender to phyſick;

one who proclaims his own medical abilities in

publick places. Addiſon. 3. An artful tricking

practitioner in phyſick. Pope.

QUA'CKERY.J. [from quack.] Mean or bad

acts in phyſick.

QUACKSALVER. ſ. [guack and ſalve..] One

who brags of medicines or ſalves; a medicaſ

ter; a charlatan. Burton.

QUADRAGESIMAL. a. ſquadragºſºmal, Fr.]

quadragºſima, Lat.] Lenten; belonging to

lent Sanderſon.

QUADRANGLE. ſ. ſquadratus and angulur,

Lat.) A ſquare; a ſurface with four right

angles. Hºwel,

Q_U A

QUADRA'NGULAR. a. [from quadrangle.]

Square; having four right angles. Woºdward.

QUA’DRANT. ſ. [quadrans, Lat J 1. The

fourth part; the quarter. Brown. 2. The

quarter of a circle. Holder. 3. An inſtrument

with which altitudes are taken. Gay.

QUADRANT AL. a. [from quadrast.]Included

in the fourth part of a circle. Derham.

QUADRATE. a. ſquadratus, Lat.] 1. Square;

having four equal and parallel ſides. 1. Diviſi

ble into four equal parts. Hakewill. 3. [Qsa

drant, Lat] Suited; applicable. Harvey.

QUADRATE. ſ. A ſquare; a ſurface with four

equal and parallel ſides. Spesſer.

To QUADRATE. v. n. [guadro, Lat. quadrer,

Fr.] To ſuit; to be accommodated. Addiſon.

QUADRATICK. a. Four ſquare; belonging

to a ſquare. Dićt. -

QUADRATICK equations. Such as retain, on

the unknown ſide, the ſquare of the root of

the number ought. Harris.

QUADRA"TURE. ſ. (quadrature, Fr.] 1. The

act of ſquaring. Watts. 2. The firſt and laſt

quarter of the moon. Locke. 3. The ſtate of

being ſquare; a quadrate; a ſquare. Miltºs.

QUADRENNIAL, a, [74adriennium, Lat.) 1.

Compriſing
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Compriſing four years. 2. Happening once in
four years.

QUADRIBLE. a. [from quadro, Lat. ) That

may be ſquared. Derham

QUADRIFID. a. [guadrfidis, Lat.] Cloven in

to four diviſions.

QUADRILA"TERAL. a. ſquatuor, and latus,

Lat.] Having four ſides. Woodward.

QUADRILA’TERALNESS. ſ (from quadri.

lateral ) The property of having four right
lined ſides. Die?.

QUA'DRILLE. ſ. A game at cards.

QUADRIN. ſ. [guadrinus, Lat..] A mite ; a

ſmall piece of money, in value about a far

thing. Bailey. * .

QUADRINOMICA L. a. ſquatuor and nomen,

Lat.] Conſiſting of four denominations. Diél.

QUADRIPARTITE, a ſquatuor and partitus,

Lat.] Having four parties ; divided into four
rts.

oùRIPARTITELY. adv. [from quadri

partite ) In a quadripartite diſtribution.

QUADRIPARTITION. ſ. A diviſion by ſour,

or the taking the fourth part of any quantity

or number. Dićt.

QUADRIPHY'LLOUS. a. ſquatuor and 49

xcy. || Having four leaves

QUADRI'REME. ſ. ſquadriremis, Lat.] A gal

ley with four banks of oars.

QUADRISY'LLABLE. ſ. ſquatuor and ſylla

ble.] A word of four ſyllables.

QUADRIVA'LVES. ſ. (quatuor and valve,

Lat.] Doors with four folds.

QUADRIVIAL. a. ſquadrivium, Lat.] Having

four ways meeting in a point.

QUADRUPED. ſ. ſquadrupede, Fr. quadrupes,

Lat..] An animal that goes on four legs, as

Perhaps all beaſts. Arbuthn:t.

QUADRU'PED. a. Having our ſeet. Watts.

QUADRUPLE. a. ſquadruplus, Lat.] Four

fold; four times told. Raleigh.

To QUADRUPLICA’ſ E. v. a. ſquadruplco,

Lat.] To double twice ; to make fourfold.

QUADRUPLICATION. ſ. (from quadrupli

cate.] The taking a thing four tires.

QUADRUPLY. adv. [from quadruple.] To a

fourfold quantity. Swift.

gy/ERE. (Lat.J Enquire ; ſeek -

To QUAFF. v.a.[from co-ffer, Fr. to be drunk.

To drink to ſwallow in large draughts. Shak

To QUAFF. v. n. To drink luxuriouſly. Shakeſ.

QUAFF ER. ſ. [from quaff.] He who quaffs.

To QUA'FFER. v. n. To feel out. Derham.

QUAGGY. a. Poggy; ſoft; not ſolid.

QUA'GMIR.E. ſ. [that is, quakemire.] A ſhak:

ing marſh. More.

QUAID. part. Cruſhed ; dejected; depreſſed.

Sten fer.

QUAIL. ſ. ſquaglia, Ital.] A bird of game.
Ray.

of Kilpipeſ ſquail and pipe } A pipe with

which fowlers ailure quails. Addiſon.

To QUAIL. v. n. (quelen, Dutch J To languiſh ;

to ſink into dejection. Knolles, Herbert.

To QUAIL. v. a. [cpellan, Sax.] To cruſh ; to

quell. Daniel.

QUAINT. a. [coint, Fr.) 1. Nice; ſcrupu.

louſly, minutely; ſuperfluouſly exact Sidney.

2. Subtle ; artful. Obſolete. Chaucer. 3.

Neat ; pretty ; exact. Shakeſp. 4. Subtly

excogitated ; ſineſpun. Milºn 5. Affected;

foppiſh Swift.

QUAI’NTLY. adv. [from quaint.) 1. Nicely;

exactly ; with petty elegance. Ben. jºhnſºn.

2. Artfully Shakeſp. -

QUAINTNESS ſ (from quaint..] Nicety,

petty elegance. Pope.

To QUAKI. v. n. (cpacan, Saxon.) 1. To

ſhake with cold or fear : to tremble. Ezekiel.

2. To ſhake; not to be ſolid or firm Pºpe.

QJAKE. ſ. [from the verb.) A ſhudder; a

tremulous agitation Suckling.

QUAKING-GLASS. ſ. An herb.

QUALIFICATION. ſ. ſqual fication, Fr. from

qualify. J . That which makes any perſon or

thing fit for any thing. Swift. 2. Accompliſh

rincint. Atterbury. 3. Abatement; diminution.

Raleigh.

To QUALIFY. v. a. ſqualifier, Fr.) 1. To fit

for any thing. Swift. i. To furniſh with qua

lification ; to accompliſh. Shakeſp. 3. To

make capable of any employment or privi

lege. 4. To abate , to ſoften to diminiſh.

Raleigh. 5. To eaſe; to aſſuage. Spenſer. 6.

To modify 5 to regulate. Brown.

QUALITY. f. (qualitar, Lat ) i. Nature

relatively conſidered. Hoºker, 2. Property;

accident. Shakeſp. Bentley. 3. Particular effi

cacy. Shakeſp. A. Diſpoſition ; temper. Shakeſ.

5. Virtue or vice. Dryden. , 6. Accomplifi

ment ; qualificatiºn. Carendor. 7. Character.

Bacon. 8. Comparative or relative rank.Temf.

9. Rank , ſuperiority o birth or ſtation. Shaft.

10. Perſons o high rank. Pºpe.

QUALM. f. [crealm, Sax.) A ſudden fit of

ſickneſs ; a ſudden ſeizure of ſickly languor.

Donne, Roſcºmmon, Caſamy.

QUA'LMISH. a. ||rom quaim ] Seized with

ſickly languor. Dryden.

QUANDARY. ſ. ſqu’en dirai je, Fr. Skinner.]

A doubt : a difficulty.

UAN I ITIVE. a (quantitivur. Lat J Eſtima

le according to quantity. Digby.

QUA’NTITY..f. [quantite, Fr. quantitas, Lat

1. That I roperty of any thing which may be

encreaſed or diminiſhed. Cheyne. ... Any in

determinate weight cr meaſure. 3. Bºlk or

weight. Dryden. 4. A portion a part. Shakeſ.

5. A large portion. Arbuthnot. 6. The mea

ſure of time in pronouncing a ſyllable. Holder.

QUA"NTU.M. ſ. [Lat.] The quantity; the

amount. Swift.

QUA’RANTAIN. R. ſ. ſquarantain, Fr.] The

QUARANTINE. S ſpace of ſorty days, being

the time which a ſhip, ſuſpected of infection,

is obliged to forbear intercourſe or commerce.

Swift.

QUA'RREL. ſ. ſquerelle, Fr.] I. A brawl; a

Petty fight ; a ſcuffle. Shakeſp. 2. A diſpute ;

a conteſt. Hocker. 3. A cauſe of debate.

Fairfax. 4. Something that gives a right to

4 : * miſchief
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miſchief or repriſal. Bacon. , 6. Objection;

ill will Felton. 6. In Shakeſpeare, it ſeems

to ſignify any one peeviſh or malicious. 7.

ſquadrella, Ital.] An arrow with a ſquate

head. Camden.

To QUA’RR FL. v. n. (guereller, Fr.) 1. To

debate ; to ſcuffle ; to ſquabble. Shakeſp 2.

To ſail into variance. Shakeſp. 3. To fight:

to combat. Dryden. 4. To find fault ; to pick

obječlions Bramhall.

OUARRELLER. J. [ſrom quarrel) He who

! quarrels - *

sº a ſºverelieux, Fr. Petu

' lant eaſily provoked to enmity Shakeſp.

QUARRELSOME a ſron guarrel) inclined

to bi awls, eaſily irritated: iraſcible; chule.

rick , petulant. Bacºn, L'Eſtrange.

QUARRELSOMELY. adv. [from quarrel

fore.) In a quarrelſome nanner; petulautly ,

cholerickly -

QUARRELSOMENESS. ſ [from quarrel.

ſºme j Cholerickneſs; petulance.

QUARRY / ſqua: , , Fr.) 1. A ſquare. Mort

2 Quadreau, Fr An arrow with a ſquare

head. Sandys. 3. Game flown at by a hawk.

Sandys. 4 A ſtone mine; a place where they

dig ſtones. Cleaveland. -

To Qū A'RRY. v n [from the noun..] To prey

upon. L’Eſtrange. - -

QUARRYMAN. ſ. ſquarry and man.] One

who digs in a quarry. Woodward. -

QUART, ſ quart, Fr.) 1. The fourth part

a quarter Spenſer. 2. The ſouth part of a

gallon. Shakeſp 3 (ºgarte, Fr.) The veſſe

in which ſtrong d, ink is commonly retailed.
Shakeſp ... • -

QUARTAN. ſ (febris guartana, Lat.] The

fourth day ague. Brown, Cleaveland.

QUARTATION / I from quart. , Lat J A

chymical operation Bºyle

QUARTE.R. / (from quart, quartier, Fr.) 1.

A fourth part. But net 2. A legion of the

ſkies, as leierred to the ſeaman's card. Addiſ.

3. A particular region of a towa or countr

Spratt 4. The place where ſoldiers are lodged

or ſtationed. Ste:tator. 5. Proper ſtation

Ziºt!... n. 6 Remiflion of life; mercy granted

by a conqueror. Clarendºn. 7. Treatment

*hown by a enemv C2 tier. 8. Friendàip ,

amity ; concº. Shakeſp. g. A meaſure of

eight buſhels. Mºrt, rier. Io, Falſe juarter is

a clef or chink in a quarter of a horſe's hoof

from top to bottom -

To QUAR 1 - & w a. ºf om the noun.) 1. To

divide into tour parts. Shakeſp. z. To divide :

to break b. ſorce Sºake, p. 3. To divide into

diſtrict regions. 19, yaen. 4. To ſtatiºn or

lodge ſoldiers Drydºn. E. To lodge ; to fix on

a temporary dwelling. Shakeſ. 6. To diet.

Rudibrar. 7 To bear as an appendage to the

hereditary arms. Peacham.

QUA’,” I’, KAGE. ſ. (from quarter J A quar:

terly a lowance. 1, it ibrar. -

QUAR LRDAY. J. quarter and day. One

of the four days in the year, ca wi.ich rurt

or intereſ is paid. Addiſºn.

QUARTERDECK ſ. (juarter and deck.] The

ſhort upper deck

QUARTERLY. a. (from quarter] Containia;

a fourth part Holder.

QUA'RTERLY. adv. Once in a quarter cf.

year.

QUARTERMASTER, f [guarter and roſ.

ter.) One who regulates the quarters of ſol

diers. ‘ſci er.

QUARTERN. ſ. A gill or the fourth part of a

plºt.

QUARTERSTAFF. ſ. A ſtaff of defence.D., d.

QUARTII.E. ſ. An aſpect of the planets, when

they are three ſigns or ninety degrees diſtanic

from each cther. Harris.

QUARTO. ſ. (guartus, Lat.] A book in which

every ſheet, being twice doubled, makes four

leaves. Watts.

To QUASH. v. a. [guaſ, n, Dutch r. To

cruſh; to ſqueeze. A aller. 2. To ſubdue

ſuddenly Rºſcºmmon. 3. To annul 5 to nuli

fy : to make void.

To QUASH. v. n. To be ſhaken with a noiſe.

Ray.

QUASH. f. A pompion. Ainſworth.

QUA TERCOUSINS. Friends Skinner.

QUATERN ARY. /. [Quaternariuſ, Lat.] The

number four. Beyle.

QUA TE R NION. ſ. [guaternie, Latin.] T is

number four. Hºlder.

QUATI'RNITY. ſ. (guaternas, Latin.] The

number four. Brºwn.

QUA"TRAIN. ſ. [ºuatrain, Fr.] A ſtanza ci

four lines rhyming alternately

To QUAVER. v. n. (cpavan, Saxon.) 1. To

ſhake the voice; to ſpeak or fing with a tre

mulous voice. Bacºn. 2. To tremble ; to vi

brate Newton.

QUAY / (guai, Fr.] A key ; an artificial bark

to the ſea or river.

QUEAN. ſ. cream, Sax.] A worthleſs woman,

generally a ſtrumpet. Dryden. .

QUEA SINESS. f [from queaſy The fick

neſs of a nauſeated ſtomach.

QUE A SY. c. (of uncertain etymology.] I sick

with nauſe a 1. Faſtidious; ſqueat::ſh. Sººk.

3. Cauſing nauſeouſneſs. Shakeſp.

To QI'ECK. v. n. To ſhrink; to ſhow pain.

Race". -

QUEEN. ſ. (cpen, Saxon.] The wiſe of a king,

Shakeſp.

To QUEEN v. n. To play the queen. Shakeſ,

QUEEN-A PPLE. ſ. A ſpecies of apple. Mori,

Q EENING. ſ. An apple. Mortiºner.

Qs E.R. a. Odd ſtrange ; original; particu

jar. Sº estatºr.

ºx. adv. [from queer.] Particularly:

oddly." -

Q! E: RNESS. ſ. [rom queer.] Oddneſs; pit

ticularity.

Qg1. ES 1. ſ. ſºcm gueſſur, Lat. Skinner.] A

ringdove ; a kind of wild pºgeon.

To QUELL. v. a. [.cpellan, Saxon.] To cruſh;

tº ſubdue; originally to kill, 4tter ºrj.
Te
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To QUELL. v. m. To die. Spenſºr.

QUELL. f. [from the verb.) Murder. Not in

uſe. Shakeſp.

QUELLER ſ (from quell.] One that cruſhes

or ſubdues Milton.

QUE L&UECHOISE. [French. J A trifle; a

kickſhaw. Donne.

To QUEME. v. a. To pleaſe.

To QUENCH. v. a. 1. To extinguiſh fire

Sºdney. 2. To ſtill any paſſion or commºtion.

Shakeſp. 3. To allay thirſt. South. 4. To

deſtroy. Davier.

To QUENCH. v. m. To cool; to grow cool

Shakeſp.

QUE. NCHABLE. a. [from quench.) That may

be quenched.

QUE NCHER. ſ (from quench J Extinguiſher

QUE NCHLESS. a. (from quench, J Unextin

guiſhable. Craſhaw.

QUE RELE. ſ. (querrela, Lat querelle, Fr.]

A complaint to a court Ayliffe.

QUE RENT /. [querens, Latin.) The com

plainant; the plaintiff.

QUERIMO’NIOUS. a. [ querimonia, Lat. J

Querulous ; complaining.

QUERIMO'NIOUSLY, adv. [from querime

ni ºut.) Querulouſly , with complaint. Denh

QUERIMO NHOUSNESS. ſ. [from querimoni

cus.) Complaining temper. -

QUERIST. ſ. (from quaero, Lat.] An enquir.

er; an aſker of queſtions. Swift.

QUERN. ſ. (cpeonn, Sax.] A handmill. Shak

QUERPO. ſ. (corrupted from cuerpe, Spaniſh.)

A dreſs cloſe to the body a waiſtcoat. Dryd.

QUERRY. for equerry. ſ. ſecuyer, French A

groom belonging to a prince, or one conver

ſant in the king's ſtables. Bailey.

QUE RULO US. a. [gueru'ur, Lat.) Mourning;

habitually cºmplaining. Hºwel.

QUE RULOUSNESS. ſ. [from querukuf. Ha

bit or quality of complaining mournfully:

QU 1. R.Y. ſ. [from ºutre, Lat.) A queſtion;

an enquiry to be reſolved. Newton.

To QUERY. v. a. [from the noun..] To aſk

queſtions Pºpe

QUEST. ſ. ſquaſie, Fr.) 1. Search ; ačt of ſeek

ing. Shakeſp. 2. An empanelled iury. Shak.

3.Searchers. Collectively. Skakeſp. 4. En

quiry; examination. Shakeſp. 5. Requeſt ,

deſire ; follicitation. Herbert.

To QUEST, v. a. ſºutter, Fr. from the noun.]

To go in ſearch.

QUESTANT. ſ. (from queſter, Fr.) Seeker;

endeavourer after. Shakeſp.

(UESTION. ſ. (greſlie, Lat.) 1. Interroga

tory ; any thing enquired. Bacºn. 2. Enqui

ry; diſquiſition. Bacºn. 3. A diſpute ; a ſub

jećt of debate, j.hnſon. 4. Affair to be ex

amined. Swift. 5. Doubt; controverſy ;

diſpute. Tillotſon. 6 Judicial trial. Hooker.

. Examination by torture. Ay'iffe. 8. State of

eing the ſubjećt of preſent enquiry. Hooker.

9. Endeavour; ſearch. Shakeſp.

Tā Qge:STION. v. n. Iſrom the noun] .

To enquire. Bacon. 2. To debate by interro

gatories. Shakeſp.

To QUESTION. v. a. ſqueſtiºner, Fr.] ... To

examine one by queſtion. Brºwn. 2. To

doubt to be uncertain ef. Prizr. 3. To have

no confidence in ; to mention as not to be

truſted. Scath.

QULSTIONABLE. a. [ ſrom gueſ?iºn. 1.

Doubtful; diſputable. Baker. 2. Suſpicious,

liable to ſuſpicion , liable to queſtion Shakeſ.

QUESTIONARY, a [from queſtiºn.] E. Quiſ

irg; aſking queſtions. Pºpe.

QUESTIONALLENESS f [from queſtion.]

The quality of being queſtionable.

QUESTIONER. ſ. ifrom queſtion.] An en

quire r. -

QU!'STONLESS. adv. [from quºftian ] Cºr

tainly ; without doubt, South

QUE STMAN, f Starter of lawſuits or

QUEST MONGER. prºſecutions Bacon.

QUES TRIST. J. (form gueſ!...] Seeker, pur

fuer. Shakeſp.

QUE STUARY. a. (; waſ’ui, Lat] Studious of

profit. Brown.

QUI.B. ſ. A ſarcaſm; a bitter taunt. Ainſworth.

To QUI'BBLE. v. n. (from the noun..] To

pun; to phy on the ſound of words, L'Fſłran.

QUI'BBLE. ſ (from quidlibet, Lat.] A low con

ceit depending on the ſound of words ; a pun.

AP’atti.

QUT BBLER. ſ. [from quibble.] A punſter.

QUICK. a. ſcpic, Saxon.] I Living ; not dead.

Cºmmon Prayer. 2. Swift , nimble ; done

with celerity. Hºoker. 3. Speedy free from

delay. Miltºn. 4. Active; ſpitely , ready.

Clarenden.

QUICK. adv. Nimbly ; ſpeedily ; readily. Dray.

QUICK. ſ. 1. A live animal. Spenſer. 2. The

living fleſh ; ſenſible parts. Sharp. 3. Living

plants. Mortimer

QUICKBEA.M. or quickentre. ſ. A ſpecies of
wiłd aſh M-rfiner.

To QUICKEN. v. a. ſcniccan, Sax ) i. To

make alive Pſalmſ. 2. To haſten; to accele

rate. Hayward. 3. To ſharica; to actuate ;

to excite South.

To QUICKEN. v. n. 1. To become alive : as,

a woman quickens with child. Sandyt. 2. To

move with activity. Pºpe.

QUICKENER. ſ. (from ſticken J . One who

inakes alive. ... That which accelerates,

that which ağtuates. More.

QUICKLIME. ſ. ſcalx viva, Lat. guick and

lime.j Lime unquenched. Hi.l.

QUICKLY. adv. [from uick.J Nimbly; ſpee

dily actively. Shakeſp.

UT CKNESS ſ [from quick.) 1. Speed; ve

ocity; celerity. Sºut". 1. Attivity ; briſk

neſs. Mºrtºn. 3. Keen ſenſibility. Kºckr.

4. Sharpneſs; pungency. Dryden.

QUICKSAND. ſ. ſºurck and ſand.) Moving

ſand ; unſolid ground. Dryden.

To QūI CKSET. s. a. ſquick and ſet ) Te

p'art with fiving plants. Tuffer.

ÇUICKSET. f. tºuck and ſet.J Living plan:

ict to grow. Evelyn. -

QUICK
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QUICKSIGHTED. a. ſquick and ſight.] Hav

ing a ſharp ſight Bentley.

QUICKSIGHTEDNESS. ſ. [from quickſght

ed.) Sharpneſs of ſight.

QUICKSliver. ſ. [guick and ſilver.] Qaick

fiver, called mercury by the chymiſts, is a

naturally fluid mineral, and the heavieſt of all

known bodies next to gold, and is the more

heavy and fluid, as it is more pure ; its na

ture is to homogene and ſimple, that it is a

queſtion whether gold itſelf be more ſo: it pe

netrates the parts of all the other metals, ren

ders thcm brittle, and in part diſſolves them :

it is wholly volatile in the fire, and may be

driven up in vapour by a degree of heat very

little greater than that of boiling water : it is

the leaſt tenacious of all bodies, and every

ſmaller drop may be again divided by the

lighteſt touch into a multitude of Cthers, and

is the moſt diviſible of all bodies: the ſpeci

ſick gravity of pure mercury is to water as

14oio to ioco, and as it is the heavieſt of all

fluids, it is alſo the coldeſt, and when heated

the hotteſt : of the various ores, in which mer

cury is found, cinnabar is the richeſt and moſt

valuable, which is extremely heavy, and of a

bright and beautiful red colour: the ancients
all eſteemed quickſilver a poiſon, nor was it

brought into internal uſe till about two hun:

dred and twenty years ago, which was firſt

occaſioned by the ſhepherds, who ventured to

give it their ſheep to kill worms; and as they

received no hurt by it, it was ſoon concluded,

that men might take it ſafely : in time, the

diggers in the mines, when they found it

crude, ſwallowed it in vaſt quantities, in or

der to ſell it privately, when they had voided

it by ſtool: but too ree a uſe of ſo powerful

a medicine cannºt be always without danger.

Hi /.

QUICKSILVERF D. a. [from quickſikver.] O

verlaid with quickſilver. Newton.

QUID.A.M. ſ iſlatin ). Somebody. Stenſer.

QUIDDANY. ſ. ſquidden, German, a quince.]

Marmalade; consection of quaces made with

ſugar.

QUIDDIT. ſ. A ſubtilty ; an equivocation.

QUIDDITY. ſ. v. Eſſence; that which is a

proper anſwer to the queſtion, quid ºff f a

ſcholaſtick term. Hud:5ras. 2. A trifling

nicety; a cavil. Camden. -

QUIESCENCE. ſ. [ſion quieſco, Lat] Reſt

repoſe. Glanville.

QUIESCENT. a. ſquieſcens, Lat.] Reſting;

not being in motion; not movent j lying at

repoſe. Holder.

QUIET. a. [quiet, Fr. quietus, Lat.) 1. Still ,

frce from diſturbance. Speuſer. 2. Peacea

ble; not turbulent. Pet. 3. Stil's not in

motion. judges 4. Smºoth not ruffled. Shak.

QUIET. J. [guies, Lat] keſt, repoſe ; tran

quillity. Hughes.

To QUIET. v. a. [from the noun ) . To

calm , to lull ; to pacify 5 to ºut to reſt.

Farbet. 2. To ſtill. Lºck.

QUIETER. ſ. [ from quiet. J The perſon or

thing that quiets.

QUIETISM'ſ Tranquillity of mind. Temple.

QUIETLY, adv. [from quiet.] 1. Caſtnly;

without violent emotions. Taylºr. 2. Peace

ably ; without offence. Bacon. 3. At reſt;

without agitation.

QUIETNESS. ſ. (from quiet.] 1. Coolneſs of

temper. Sidney. 2. Peace; tranquillity. Shak.

Hayward. 3. Stilneſs; calmneſs.

QUIETSOME. a. ſtrom quiet.) Calm; ſtill;

undiſturbed. Spenſer.

QUIETUDE. J. ſquietude, Fr. from quiet.]

Reſt; repoſe. Wetton.

QUILL. ſ. 1. The hard and ſtrong feather of

the wing, of which pens are made. Bacca.

2. The inſtrument of a writing. Garth. 3.

Prick or dart of a porcupine. Arbuthnet. 4.

Reed on which weavers wind their threads.

Spenſer. 5. The inſtrument with which mu

ficians ſtrike their ſtrings Dryden.

QUI'LLET. ſ. [guidlibet, Lat. Subtilty; nice

ty. Digby.

QUILT. ſ. (Kulcht, Dutch ; calcitra, Lat.) A

cover made by ſtitching one cloth over another,

with ſome ſoit ſubſtance between them. Pºpe.

Ty QUILT. v. n. (from the noun..] To ſtitch

9ne cloth upon another with ſomething ſoft

between them. Spenſer.

QUI'NARY. a. [ºuinarius, Lat.] Conſiſting of

five. Boyle.

QUINCE. ſ. [guidden, German.] 1. The tree.

Miller. 2. The fruit. Peacham.

To QUINCH. v. n. To ſtir; to flounce as in

reſentment or pain. Spesſer.

QUINCU'NCIAL. a. [from quincux.] Having

the form of a quincunx. Ray.

QUINCUNX ſ. [Latin.) Quincunx order is a

plantation of trees, diſpoſed originally in a

ſquare, conſiſting of five trees, one at each

corner, and a fifth in the middle, which diſpo

ſition, repeated again and again, ferms a re

gular grove, wood or wilderneſs.

QUINQUAGE SJMA (Latin.) Quinquageſima

funday, ſo called becauſe it is the fiftieth day

before Eaſter, reckoned by whole numbers,

ſhrove funday. Dić.

QUINQUANGULAR. a. ſquinque and args

ſuſ, Lat ) Hiving five corners. Woodward.

QUINQUARTICULAR. a. ſquinque and arti

culuſ, Lat. Conſiſting of five articles. Sanderſ

QUI'NQUEFID. a. ſquinque and finds, Lat.]
Cloven in five.

QUINQUEFOLIATED. a. ſquinque and fe

Iium, Lat. Having five leaves.

QUINQUENNIAL. a. [Auinquennir, Latin.]

Laſting five years; happening once in five

years.

QUINSY. f. [corrupted from ſºuinancy..] A tu

mid inſainmation in the throat. Dryden.

QUINT. ſ. ſquint, Fr.] A ſet of five. Hedibrar.

QUI"NTAIN. ſ. ſquintain, Fr.] A poſt with a

turning top Shakeſp.

iQ9INTESSENCE'ſ ſquinta effºrtia, Lat]

1. A fifth being. Davies. 2. An extraćt from

any
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any thing, containing all its virtues in a ſmall

Suantity. Denne, Boyle.

QUINTESSENTIA[.. a. [from quintºffence.]

Conſiſting of quinteſſence. Hakewill.

QUINTIN. ſ. An upright poſt, on the top of

which a croſs poſt turned upon a pin, at one

end of the croſs poſt was a broad board, and

at the other a heavy ſand bag; the play was

to ride againſt the broad end with a lance,

and paſs by before the ſand bag ſhould ſtrike

the tilter on the back. Ben joknſºn,

QUINTUPLE. ſ. ſquintuplus, Lat.] Fivefold.
rait ºf.

QUIP. ſ. A ſharp jeſt; a taunt; a ſarcaſm
Aſilten.

To QUIP. v. a. To rally with bitter ſarcaſms.

Ainſworth. -

QUIRE. ſ. [chaeur, Fren. chero, Italian.) 1. A

body of ſingers; a chorus. Shakeſp. z. The

part of the church where the ſervice is ſung.

Cleaveland. 3. [Cabier, Fr.] A bundle of pa

Per conſiſting of twenty-four ſheets. -

To QUIRE. v. n. [from the noun..] To ſing in

concert. Shakeſp.

QUIRISTER. J. [from quire.] Choriſter ; one

who ſings in concert, generally in divine ſer

vice. 7 homſºn. e.

QUIRK. ſ. 1. Quick ſtroke; ſharp fit. ... Smart

taunt. 3. Subtilty ; nicety ; artful diſ

jon. Decay ºf Piety. 4. Looſe light tune.
gº

To QUIT. v. a. part. paſſ. quit; pret. I have

**it or quitted. (guiter, Fr.) 1. To diſcharge

an obligation : to make even. Denham. 2.

To ſet free. Taylºr. 3. To carry through; to

Jiſcharge ; to perform. Daniel. 4. To clear

himſelf of an affair. Milton. 5. To repay 5

tº requite. Shakeſp. 6. To vacate obligations.

**. 72%rſon. 7. To pay an obligation; to

§ear a debt; to be tantamount. Temple. 8.
[Contracted from acquit..] To abſolve; to

acquit. Fairfax. 9. To abandon; to forſake.

**. Jºhnſºn. 10. To reſign; to give up.

Prior,

QUITCHGRASS. ſ. ſepice, Saxon.] Dog graſs.
Afertimer.

QºITE adv. Completely; perfectly. Hooker.

QUITRENT. ſ. ſquit and rent.] Small rent

reſerved. Temple. -

QUITS. interj. [from quit.] An exclamation

uſed when anything is repayed and the par
ties become even.

QUITTANCE. ſ. ſquittance, Fr.) 1. Diſcharge

frºm 3 debt or obligation; an acquittance.

Shakeſp. 3. Recompence; return; repay

ment. Shakeſp.

To QUITTANCE. v. a...[from the noun.] To

ºpay; to recompenſe. Shakeſp.

QUITTER. ſ. A deliverer.

Q9ITTERBONE. ſ. A hard round ſwelling

upon the coronet, between the heel and the

quarter. Farrier's Dià,

QUI'VER. ſ. A caſe for arrows. Spenſºr.

QUIVER, a. Nimble ; active. Shakeſp.

To QUI'VER. v. n. 1. To quake: to play with

a tremulous motion. Gay. 2. To ſhiver; to

ſhudder. Sidney.

QUT VERED. a. ſſrom Quiver.]

with a quiver. Milton.

quiver. Pope.

To QUOB. v. m. To move as the embryo does
in the womb. D161.

QU9'DLIBET. ſ. [Latin) A nice point; a ſub

tilty. Prior.

QUODLIBETARIAN. ſ.ſquadišet, Lat..] one

who talks or diſputes on any ſubject.

QUODLIBETICAL. a. ſquodlibet, Lat..] Not

reſtrained to a particular ſubject. Dict.

QUOIF. ſ. [cºffé, Fr.) 1. Any cap with which

1. Furniſhed

2. Sheathed as in a

the head is covered. See Coir. Shakeſp. a. .

The cap of a ſcrjeant at law.

To QUOIF. v. n. (coeffºr, Fr J. To cap 5 to

dreſs with a head-dreſs Addiſon.

ºuse, ſcoeffure, Fren.] Head-dreſs.

diſºn.

QUOIL. f. See Colt.

QUOIN. ſ. (coin, Fr.] A corner. Sandyr.

QUOIT. ſ. [ ceete, Dutch. J . Something

thrown to a great diſtance to a certain point.

Arbuthnet. 2 The diſcus of the ancients is

ſometimes called in Engliſh quºit, but impro

perly.

To QUOIT. v. n. (from the noun..] To throw

quoits; to play at quoits. Dryden.

To QUQIT, v. a. To throw. Shakeſp.

899 NDA.M. (Latin.] Having been formerly.
Shakeſp.

QUOOK. preterite of quake. Obſolete. Spenſer.

QQO'RUM. ſ. (Latin.) A bench of juſtices ;

ſuch a number of any officers as is ſufficient

to do buſineſs Addiſºn.

QUOTA. ſ. ſquatu, Lat.) A ſhare ; a propor

tion as aſſigned to each. Addiſon.

QUOTATION. ſ. [from quote.] 1. The aa of

quoting ; citation. 1. Paſſage adduced out cf

an author as evidence or illuſtration. Les Ée.

To QUOTE. v. a. ſquoter, Fr.] To cite an

author ; to adduce the words of another.

Whitgifte.

QUOTER...f. [from quote.] Citer ; he that

quotes. Atterbury.

QUOTH. verb imperfeół, ſcposan, Saxon]

&#2th I, ſay [...or ſaid I; gueth he, ſays he,

or ſaid he. Hudibrar.

QUOTI DIAN. a. Ignotidien, Fr. quotidiana',

Lat.] Daily ; happening every day. Donne.

QUOTIDIAN. ſ. [febris quotidiana, Lat.) A

quotidian fever; a ſever which returns every

day. Shakeſ?.

QUOTIENT. ſ. ſquotier, Lat.] In arithmetic,

quotient is the number produced by the diviſi, a

of the two given number, the one by the Q

ther, Cocker.

R.
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Is called the canine letter, becauſe it is

uttered with ſome reſemblance to the

growl or ſnarl of a cur: it has one conſtant

found in Engliſh; as red, roſe, more, muria

tick : in words derived from the Greek, it is

followed by an h, rhapſºdy.

To RA BATE. v. n [rakatre, Fr.) In falcon

ry, to recover a hawk to the fiſt again. Ainſ

To RA'BBET w. n. (rakatre, Fr.) To pare

down pieces of wood ſo as to fit one another.

Alſoxon

RABBET. ſ. [from the verb A joint made

by paring two pieces ſo that they wrap over

one another. Moxon.

RA’BBI. ſ A doctor among the Jews.

RA'ſ Bl N. } Camden.

RABBlt.ſ (re-bººkin, Dutch.) A ſurry animal

that lives on plants, and burrows in the ground.

Shakeſp.

RABBLE. ſ. [rakula, Latin.) A tumultuous

crowd ; an aſſembly of low people Raleigh.

RABBLEMENT. I [from rabbie J Croud tu

multuous aſſembly of mean people. Sºenſer.

RA Bil), a [rabiduſ, Lat.] Fierce ; furious ;

mad.

RABINET. ſ. A kind of ſmaller ordnance.

Ainſwºrth.

RACE ſ. [race, Fr. from radice, Lºt 3 1. A ſº

mily aſcending. 1. Family deſcending. Milt.

3. A generation ; a collective family. Shake,

4. A particular breed Milton. 5. Race ºf

ginger. A root or ſprig of ginger. 6. A par

ticular ſtrength or taſte of wine. Temple. 7.

Conteſt in running, Milton. 8. Courſe on the

feet. Bacon. 9. Progreſs; courſe. Milton. Io.

Train: proceſs. Bacon.

RACEHGRSE. ſ. [race and horſe.) Horſe bred

to run for prizes. Addiſºn.

RACEMATION. ſ. [racemus, Lat J Cluſter

like that of grapes. Brown.

RACEMI FEROUS. a. [racenus and fero, Lat.]

Bearing clutters.

RACER. ſ. [from race.) Runner; one that

contends in ſpeed. Dorſet,

RACINESS. ſ. [from racy ] The quality of be

ing racy.

RACK. ſ. [racke, Dutch, from racken, to

ſtretch...] i. An engine to torture. Taylºr. 2.

Torture ; extreme pain. Temple. 3. Any in

ſtrument by which extenſion is performed,

Wilkins. 4. A diſtaff; commonly a portable

diſtaff, from which they ſpin by twirling a ball.

>ryden. 5. The clouds as they are driven

by the wind. Shakeſp. 6. A neck of mutton

cut for the table. 7. A grate. 8. A wooden

grate in which hay is placed for cattle. Mart.

9. Arrack; a ſpirituous liquor.

To RACK. v. n. (trom the noun..] To ſtream

as clouds before the wind. Shakeſp.

To RACK. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To tor

ment by the rack. Dryden. 2. To torment ;

}
to haraſs. Milton. 3. To haraſ, by exaction.

Spºnſer, 4.To ſcrew; to force to performance.

Tilletſ. 5. To ſtretch ; to extend. Shakeſp. 6.
To defecate; to draw off from the lees. Baces.

RACK-RENT. ſ. (rack and rent.) Rent raiſed

to the uttermoſt. Swift.

RACK-RENTER. ſ. [rack and renter.] One

who pays the utterinoſt rent. Lºcke.

RACKET. ſ. 1. An irregular clattering noiſe.

Shakeſp. 2: A confuſed talk, in burleſque

language. Swift. 3. The inſtrument with

which players ſtrike the ball. Digby

RACKING. ſ. Racking pace of a horſe is the

ſame as an amble, only that it is a ſwifter
time and a ſhorter tread.

RACKOON. ſ. A New Ensland animal, like

a badger, having a tail like a fox, being cloath

ed with a thick and deep ſurr.

RACY, a Strong ; flavorous; taſting of the

ſºil. Cºwley.

RAD. the old pret. of read Spenſer.

RAD. red and red, differing only in dialest, fig

nify counſel; as Conrad, powerful or ſkiliul

in counſel ; Ethelred, a noble counſellor.

Gibſon. -

RA'DDOCK, or ruddºck. ſ. A bird. Shakeſp.

RADIANCE. T. ſ. [radiare, Lat..] Sparkling

RADIANCY. S. luſtre; glitter. Brow.

RA'DIANT. a. [radians, Latin.) Shining ;

blightly ſparkling; emitting rays. Miltºn.

To lº A DIATE. v. n. (radio, Lat.] To emit

rays ; to ſhine. Boyle.

RADIATED. a. [radiatar, Lat.] Adorned with

rays. Addiſon.

RADIATION. ſ. [radiatiº, Lat.} 1. Beamy

luſtre; emiſſion of rays. Bacºn. 2. Emiſſion

from a center every way. Bacºn.

RADICAL. a. (radical, French..] 1. Primitive;

original. Bentley. , 2. Implanted by nature.

Wilkini. 3. Serving to origination.

RA'DICALITY. ſ. [from radical.] Origina

tion. Brown.

RADICALLY. adv, (from radical.] Original

ly ; primitively. Prior.

RADICALNESS. ſ. [from radical.] The ſtate

of being radical.

To RA'DICATE. v. a. [radicatar, Lat.) Te

root to plant deeply and firmly. Hammond.

RA'DICATION. ſ. (from radicate.] The adº

of fixing deep. Hammond.

RA'DICLE. ſ. [radicale, Fr. from radix, Lat.)

That part of the ſeed of a plant, which, upon

its vegetation, becomes its root. Quincy.

RAT)ISH. ſ. [rzdic, Saxon.] A root which is

commonly cultivated in the kitchen-gardens.

RADIUS. ſ. (Latin.) 1. The ſemi-diameter of

a circle. 2. A bone of the fore-arm, which

accompanies the ulna from the elbow to the

wriſt.

To RAFF. v. a. To ſweep 5 to huddle. Carrºw.

To RA'FFLE. v. n. (raffler, to ſnatch, Fren.]

To caſt dice for a prize. Tatler.

RA"FF Le.
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RAFFLE. ſ. [raffe, Fr.] A ſpecies of game or

iottery, in which many ſtake a ſmall part of

the value of ſome ſingle thing, in conſideration

of a chance to gain it. Arbuthnot.

RAF T. ſ. A frame or float made by laying

pieces of timber croſs each other. Shakeſp.

RAF.T. part. paſſ of reave or raff. Spenſe,

Torn , rent.

RAFTER. ſ. [nercen, Sax, rafter, Dutch."

The ſecondary timbers of the houſe, the tim

bers which are let into the great beam. Donne

RAFTERED. a [from rafter.] Built with

r if ers Pope.

RAG. ſ. (hnacobe, torn, Saxon ) i. A piec

of cloth torn from the reſt a tatter. Miltºn

2. Any thing rent and tattered , worn out

cloaths. Sandys. 3. A fragment of dreſs. Hud

RAGGAMU FFIN. ſ. (from rag.) A paltry

mean fellow.

RAGE. ſ. [rage, Fr.) 1. Violent anger, vehe

ment fury. Shakeſp. z. Vehemence or exa

cerbation of any thing painful. Bacon.

To RAGE. v. n. (from the noun..] I. To be in

fury 5 to be heated with exceſſive anger. Milt

2. To ravage; to exerciſe fury. Waller. 3.

To act with miſchievous impetuoſity. Miltºn.

RA GEFUL. a. (rage and full.] Furious; vio

lent. Hammond.

RAGGED. a. [from rag.) 1. Rent into tat

ters. Arbuthnot. 2. Uneven ; conſiſting o

parts almoſt diſunited. Shakeſp. 3. Dreſſed

in tatters. Dryden. 4. Rugged; not ſmooth

L'Effrange.

R.A. GGEDNESS. ſ. [from ragged.] State of

being dreſſed in tatters. Shakeſp.

RAGINGLY. adv. [from raging.] With ve

hement fury

R’AGMAN. ſ. [rag and man ) One who deals

in rags.

RAGOU T. ſ. (French.] Meat ſtewed and highly

ſeaſoned. Addiſºn.

RAGWORT. ſ. [ rag and wort. ) A plant.
AMiller.

RAGSTONE. ſ. [rag and flane.} 1. A ſtone

ſo named from its breaking in a ragged man

ner. Woodward. 2. The ſtone with which

they ſmooth the edge of a tool new ground

and left ragged º

RAIL. ſ [riegel, German.) 1. A croſs beam

fixed in the ends at two upright poſts.

Moxen. 2. A ſeries of poſts connested with

beams, by which any thing is incloſed. Bacon.

3. A kind of bird. Carew. 4. A woman's

upper garment.

To KAIL. v.a. (from the noun.] 1. To incloſe

with rails. Addiſcn. 2. To range in a line.

Bacon.

To RAIL. v n. (rallen, Dutch J To uſe inſo

lent and reproachful language. Shakeſp.

RAILER. ſ. (from rail.) One who inſults or

deſames by opprobrious language. South.

RAI LLERY. ſ. [raillierie, Fr. J Slight ſatire;

ſatirical merriment. Ben. johnſon.

RAt MENT. ſ. Veſture ; veſtment; cloaths;

dreſs ; garment. Sidney.

To RAIN. v. n. [menian, Saxon ; regenen,

Iºke. 2. To fall as rain. Milton. 3. It

Ra Ns. The water falls from the clouds.

Shakeſp.

To RAIN. v. a. "I'o pour down as rain. Shakeſ.

RAIN. ſ. ſnen, Sax.] The moiſture that fails

from the clouds. Waller.

RAINBOW ſ. [rain and bow.] The iris; the

ſemicircle of various colours which appears in

ſhowery weather. Shakeſp Newton

RAINDEER. (Hnanar, Saxon; rangifer, Lat.]

A deer with large horns, which, in the

northern regions, draws ſledges through the
ſnow.

RAININESS. ſ. [from rainy..] The ſtate of be
ing ſhowery.

RAIN.Y. a. [ from rain. ) Showery ; wet.

Prov xxvii.

To RAISE. v. a. [reiſer, Daniſh.) 1. To liſt;

to heave. Pºpe. 2. To ſet upright; as, he

raiſed a maſt. 3. To ereºt 5 to build up.

joſ viii. 4. To exalt to a ſtate more great

or illuſtrious. Bacon. 5 To amplify; to en

large." Shakeſp. 6. To increaſe in current

value. Temple. 7. To elevate 5 to exalt.

Prior. 8. To advance; to promote; to pre

fer. Clarendon. 9. To excite ; to put in

action. Milton Io. To excite to war or tu

mult; to ſtir up. Shakeſp. Aëts xxxiv. 11. To

rouſe; to ſtir up job. i2. To give beginning

to ; as, he raiſed the family. 13. To bring

into being. Amor ii. 1 1. 14. To call into

view from the ſtate of ſeparate ſpirits. Sandyr.

15. To bring from death to life. Rom. iv. 25.

16. To occaſion; to begin. Brown. 17. To

ſet up; to utter-loudly Dryden. 18. To col

lečt; to obtain a certain ſum. Arbuthnot.

19. To collect ; to aſſemble; to levy. Milton.

20. To give riſe to. Milton. 21. To RA 1sz

paſte. To form paſte into pies without a

diſh. Speciator.

RAj'SER. ſ. [ fom raiſe. ) He that raiſes.
av/or.

RKºšis ſ [racemus, Lat. raiſin, Fr.] Raiſins

are the fruit cf the vine ſuffered to remain on

the tree till perfectly ripened, and then dried

either by the ſun or the heat of an oven :

grapes of every kind, preſerved in this man.

ner, are called raiſins, but thoſe dried in the

ſun are much ſweeter and pleaſanter than

thoſe dried in ovens.

RAKE. ſ. ſnace, Saxon ; racche, Dutch..] 1.

An inſtrument with teeth, by which the

ground is divided. Dryden. 2. (Rekel, Dutch,

a worthleſs cur dog.) A looſe, diſorderly, vi

cious, wild, gay, thoughtleſs fellow. Pope.

To RAKE. v. a. (from the noun..] I. To ga

ther with a rake. May. 2. To clear with a

rake. Thomſºn. 3. To draw together by

violence. Hoºker. 4. To ſcour; to ſearch

with eager and vehement diligence. Swift.

5. To heap together and cover. Suckling.

To RAKE. v. n. 1. To ſearch; to grope.

South. 2. To paſs with violence. Sidney.

RA'KBR. ſ. (from rake ) One that rakes.

4 K. RA'KE

Dutch..] I. To ſail in drops from the clouds.
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RAKEHFLL. ſ. [racaille, Fr. the rabble ;

from rekel, Dutch, a mongrel dog J A wild,

worthleſs, diſſolute, debauched, ſorry fellow.

Spenſer.

RAKEHELLY. adv. [from rakehell] wild

diſſolute. Ben. johnſºn.

RA'KISH. a. [from rake J Looſe ; lewd diſ.

ſolute.

To RALLY. v. a. [rallier, Fr.) 1. To put

diſordered or diſperſed forces in order. Atter

bury. 2. To treat with ſlight contempt; to

treat with ſatirical merriment. Addiſon.

To RALI.Y. v. n. 1. To come together in a

hurry. Tilletſºn. 1. To come again into

ºrder. Dryden. 3. To exerciſe ſatirical mer
rinent.

RAM. ſ. [nam, Saxon ; ram, Dutch J 1. A

male, ſheep ; in ſome provinces, a tup

Feacham. 2. An inſtrument with an iron

head to batter walls. Shakeſp.

To RAM. v. a. 1. To drive with violence,

as with a battering ram. Bacon. 2. To

fill with any thing driven hard together.

Hayward. -

To RAMBLE. v. n. [ rammelen, Dutch. }

To rove looſely and irregularly ; to wander.

Icche.

RAMBLE. ſ. ſſrom the verb.] Wandering; ir.

regular excurſion. Swift.

RA'MBLER. ſ. [from ramble.] Rover ; wan

derer.

**{ A drink made of wine, ale,

RAMBUSE. eggs and ſugar. Batly.

RAMENTS. ſ. [ramenta, Lat J Scrapings :

ſhavings. Diół. -

RAMIFICATION. ſ. [ramification, Fr.) Di

viſion or ſeparation into branches ; the act of

branching out. Halº.

To RAMIFY. v. a. (ramifier, Fr.] To ſepa.

rate into branches Boy'e.

To RA'MIFY. v. n. To be parted into branches.

Arbuthnot.

RAMMER. ſ. [from ram.] 1. An inſtru

ment with which any thing is driven hard.

AMoxon. 2. The ſtick with which the charg.

is forced into the gun. Wiſeman.

RAMMISH. a. [from ram.j Strong ſcented.

RAMOUS. a. [trom ramus, Lat J Branchy.

conſiſting of branches. Newton.

To RAM P. v. n. [ramper, Fr.] 1. To leaſ

with violence. Stenſer. 2. To climb as a

plant. Ray. -

RAMP. ſ. [from the verb. ) Leap ; ſpring.

Milton.

RAMPALLIAN. ſ. A mean wretch. Shakeſ.

R A MPANCY. ſ [from rampant.j Prevalence
exuberance. Sºuth.

RAMPANT. a. [rampant, Fr.) 1. Exuberant ,

overgrowing reſtraint. South. ... [In he aldry

Ranfant is when the lion is reared up in the

eſcutcheon, as it were ready to combate with

his enemy. Peacham.

To RAMPART, \ w, a. [from the noun.]

To R A MPIRE, To fortily with 1amparts.

Jiaywa, d.

RAMPART. N. ſ. [rampart, Fr.) 1.

RA'MPIRE.

The

platform of the wall behind

the parapet. 2. The wall round fortified

places. Ben. johnſon.

RAMPIONS. ſ. [rapunculus, Lat.] A plant.

Mortimer. - -

RAMSONS. ſ. An herb Ainſworth.

RAN. preterite of run. Addiſºn.

To RANCH. v. a. [ſrom wrench.] To ſprain;

to injure with violent contortion. Garth.

RA'NCID. a. [rancidus, Lat.j Strong ſcented.

Arbuthnet.

RANCIDNESS. 7 ſ. [from rancid.) Strong

RANCI DITY. !cent, as of old oil.

RANCOROUS. a. ſ rom rancour. J Malig

nant; malicious; ſpiteful in the utmoſt de

gree. Shakeſp.

RANCOUR. ſ. [ranca'ur, old Fr.) Inveterate

malignity; malice ; fl.edfaſt implacability ;

ſlanding hate. Spenſer.

RAND. ſ. [rand, Dutch..] Border ; feam

RANDOM. f. (randon, Fr J Want of direc

tion ; want of rule or method; chance ; ha

zard; roving motion. Milton.

RANDOM. a. Done by chance; roving with

out direction. Dryden.

RANG. preterite or ring. Grew.

To RANGE. v. a. [ranger, Fr.) 1. To place

in order; to put in ranks. Clarendes. 2. To

rove over. Gay.

To RANGE. v. n. 1. To rove at large. Shakeſ?.

2. To be placed in order. Shakeſp.

RANGE. ſ. (rangee, Fr.]. I. A rank:

thing placed in a line. Newton. a. A claſs ,

an order ; Hale. 3. Excurſion ; wandering.

South. 4. Room for excuſſion. Addiſen. 5.

Compaſs taken in by anything excurſive Pºe.

6. Step of a ladder. Clarenden. 7. A kitchen

giate. . Spenſer.

RANGER.J. (from range.] 1. One that ranges;

a rever; a robber. Spenſer. 1. A dog that

beats the ground. Gay. 3. An officer who

tends the game of a foreſt. Dryden.

RANK. a... [nanc, Saxon.) 1. High growing :

ſtrong; luxuriant. Spenſer. 2. Fruitiul bear

ing ſtrong plants. Sandys. 3: [Rancidus, Lat.)

Strong ſcented ; rancid. Shakeſp. 4 High

taſted ; ſtrorg in quality. Ray, 5. Ram

pant , high grown ; groſs; coarſe. Swift.

7. The iron of a plane is ſit rank, when it;

edge ſtands ſo flat below the ſole of the plane,

that in working it will take off a thick ſhav

ing. Moxon.

RANK. ſ. (rang, Fr.) 1. Line of men placed

a-breaſt. Shakeſp. z. A row. Mi ten. 3.

Range of ſubordination. Lºcke. 4 Claſs; order.

Attºr ury. 3. Degree of dignity. Addiſºn. 6.

Lignity; high place : as, he is a man ºf rank.

To RANK. v. a. [ranger, Fr.) 1. To place

a-breaſt. Milton. 2. To range in any part

cular claſs. Shakeſ. 3. To arrange methodi

cally, Mi ten.

To RANK. v. n. To be ranged 5 to be placed,

Tate.

To RANKLE. v. n. [from rank.] To feſter

to

ary
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to breed corruption ; to be inflamed in body

or mind. Spenſer, Sandys.

RANKLY. adv. [from rank.] Coarſely; groſ

ly. Shakeſp.

RANKNESS. ſ. [ from rank. J. Exuberance;

ſuperfluity of growth Shakeſp.
RANNY. ſ. The ſhrewmouſe. Brown.

To RANSACK. v. n. ſnan, Saxon, and ſaka,

Swediſh, to ſearch for or ſeize.) 1. To plun

der ; to pillage. Dryden. 2. To ſearch nar

rowly. Woodward. 3. To violate; to de

flower. Spenſer.

RANSOME. ſ. [rancon, Fr] Price paid for

redemption from captivity or puniſhment.

Tilletſen.

To RANSOME. v. a. [ranconner, Fr ) To

redeem from captivity or puniſhment.

RAN SOMELESS a. [from ranſome.] Free
from Kanſome. Shakeſp.

To RANT. v. n. [randen, Dutch, to rave.]

To rave in violent or high ſounding language.

Stillingfleet.

RANT. J., [from the verb.] High ſounding lan

guage. Granville.

RANTER, ſ [from rant.) A ranting fellow.

RANTIPOLE. a. wild , roving ; rakiſh

Cºngrete.

To RANTIPOLE. v. n. To run about wildly
Arbuthnet.

RA NUL.A. ſ. A ſoft ſwelling, poſſeſſing the

falivals under the tongue. Wiſeman.

RANU NCULUS. ſ. Crowfoot. Mºrtimer.

To R.A.P. v. n. (hnappan, Sax.] To ſtrike with

a quick ſmart blow Addiſºn.

To R.A.P. v. a 1. To affect with rapture; to

ſtrike with extaſy; to hurry out of himſelf

Hazker, Pept. 2. To ſnatch away. Milton.

To RAP and rend To ſeize by violence.

R.A.P. f... [from the verb J A quick ſmart blow.
Arkuth.net.

-

RAPACIOUS. a. ſ.rapace, French rapax,

Lat.) Given to plunder ; ſeizing by violence.

Pºpe.

RAPA Clously, adv. [from rapacious ) By

repine ; by violent robbery.

RAPACIOUSNESS. ſ. (from rapacious.) The
quality of being rapacious - -

RA'PACITY. ſ. [rapacitas, Lat..] Addićtedneſs

to plunder , exerciſe of plunder; ravenouſ

neſs. Spratt. -

RAPł. ſ. (raptus, Lat) i. violence; defloration

of chaſtity. Shakeſ 1. Privation : act of taking

away. Chap 3. Something ſnatched away.

Sandyr. 4. Whole grapes plucked from the

cluſter. Ray. 5. A plant, ſiom the ſeed o!

which oil is expreſſed
---

RAPHD. a. [ rapide, Fr. J Quick , ſwift.
Dryden.

-

RAPIDITY. ſ. (rapidité, Fr.] Cºlerity; ve

locity; ſwiftneſs. Addiſon.

RA'PIDLY. adv. [from rapid.] Swiftly; with

quick motion. - -

RAPIDNESS. ſ. [from rapid.] Celerity; ſwift
neſs.

RAPIER ſ A ſmall ſword uſed only in thruſt

ing. Jºz.

RA'PIER FISH. ſ. The fiſh called xiphias: the

ſword which grows level from the ſnout

of the fiſh, is about a yard long; he preys on

fiſhes, having firſt ſtabbed them with his ſword.
Grew.

RAPIN.E. ſ. ſ rapina, Lat. J 1. The act of

ºins Ring Charles. 2. Violence; force.
filton.

RAPPER, ſ (from rape.) One who ſtrikes.

RAPPORT. ſ. . [raffort, Fr.) Relation; re
ference. Temple.

To RAPT. v. n. To raviſh; to put in ecſtaſy.
Chapman.

RAPT. ſ. (from rap ). A trarce.

RAPTURE. ſ. 1. Ecſtaſy ; tranſport; violence:

ºf any pleaſing paſſion. Addiſon. 2. Rapidity ;
haſte. Miltºn.

RAPTURED. a. [from rapture] Raviſhed;

tranſported. A bad word. Thomſºn.

RAPTUROUS, a [from rapture.] Ecſtatick;

tranſporting. Colier.

RARE, a [raru, Lat] 1. Scarce; uncommon.

Shakeſp. 2. Excellent; incomparable; valua

ble to a degree ſeldom found. Cowley. 3.

Thinly ſcattered. Milton. 4. Thin; ſubtle;

not denſe. Newton. 5. Raw ; not fully ſub

dued by the fire. Dryden.

**Eshow. f. A ſhow carried in a box.
ay.

RAREFACTION. ſ. (rarefactiºn, Fr.] Ex

tenſion of the parts of a body, that makes

it take up more room than it did before.
PWetton,

RARE FIABLE. a. [from rarefy.] Admitting
rarefaction.

To RA’RE FY. v. a. (rarefier, Fr.] To make

thin : contrary to condenſe. Themſon.

To RA REFY. v. n. To become thia. Dryden.

RA RELY. adv, (from rare.) 1. Seldom ; not

often , not frequently. 2. Finely; nicely ,

accurately. Shakeſp.

RAR ENESS. ſ. ſ from rare. J 1. Uncom

monneſs ; ſtate of happening ſeldom; in

frequency. 2. Value ariſing from ſcarcity.
a. cart.

RA RITY. ſ. [rarité, Pr: raritar, Lat.] 1.

Uncommonneſs; intrequency. Spectator. 2.

A thing valued for its ſcarcity. Shakeſp. 3.

Thinneſs, ſubtlety: the contrary to denſity.

Bentley.

RASCAL. ſ. ſnarcal, Saxon, a lean beaſt J A

mean fellow ; a ſcoundrel. Dryden.

RASCALION. ſ. One of the loweſt people.
Hudibras.

RA'SCALITY. f ſ from raſcal J The low

mean people. South.

RA'SCA LI.Y. a. [from raſcal.] Mean; worth

leſs. Swift.

To RASE v. a. 1. To ſkin; to ſtrike on the

ſurface South 2. To overthrow , to deſtroy;

to root up. Milton. 3. To blot out by raſure;
to eraſe. Mr hon.

RASH. a. [reſch, Dutch..] Haſty; violent;

precipitate. Aſcham.

RASH. f. (raſcia, Italian.) 1. Sattin Minſ, ear.

4 K = 2. An
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2. An effloreſcence on the body; a breaking

out.

RA'sHER. ſ. A thin ſlice of bacon. Bacon.

RASHLY. adv, (from rafb.) Haſtily ; violent

ly; without due conſideration. South.

RASHNESS. ſ. [from raſb.] Fooliſh contempt

of danger. Dryden.

RASP.J. (raſpo, Italian ] . A delicious berry

that grows on a ſpecies of the bramble ; a raſp

berry. Philips.

To RASP. v. a. [raſpen, Dutch.) To rub to

powder with a very rough file. Moxon.

RASP. ſ. A large rough file, commonly uſed to

wear away wood. A/oxon.

RA'sPATORY. ſ. [, aſpatsir, Fr. A chirur

geon's raſp. Wiſeman.

RA's P&ERitY, or Raſberry. ſ. A kind of berry.

Mortimer

RA'sPBERRY-BUSH ſ. A ſpecies of bramble

RA'SURE. ſ. (rºſura, Lat j i. The act of

ſcraping or ſhaving. 1. A mark in a writing

where ſomething hasbeen rubbed out. Aylºff.

RAT. ſ. ſº Dutch ; rat, French; atta,

Spaniſh ) An animal of the moute kind that

infeſts houſes and ſhips Brown, Dennis

Tº ſmell a RAT. To be put on the watch by

ſuſpicion. Hudibrar.

RATABLE. a. [from rate.] Set at a certain

value. Camden.

RATABLY. adv. Proportionably. Raleigh. .”

RATA FIA. ſ. A fine liquor, prepared from the

kernels of apricots and ſpirits. Bailey.

RATAN. ſ. An Indian cane. Dićl.

RATCH iſ in clock-work, a ſort of wheel,

RASH. } which ſerves to lift up the detents

every hour, and thereby make the clock ſtrike.

Bailey.
RATE. ſ. 1. Price fixed on anyº Lºcke,

Dryden. z. Allowance ſettled. Addiſºn, 3.
Degree; comparative height or valour Shake

calamy. 4. Quantity aſſignable. Shakeſp. 5.

That which ſets value. Atterbury. 6. Manner

of doing any thing; degree to which anything

is done. Clarendon. 7. Tax impoſed by the

pariſh Prior.

To RATE. v. a. 1. To value at a certain price

Boyle. 2. To chide haſtily and vehemently

South.

RATH. ſ. A hill. Spenſer.

RATH. adv. Early Spºnſer.

Rath a [nab, Saxon, quickly. ] Early

coming be ore the time. 4. itton.

RA'THER. adv. 1. More willingly with bet

Pie erably to

3. In a

ter liking. Carmon Prayer, 1.

the other with better reaſon. Lºcke.

greater degree than ºtherwiſe. Pryden. 4

More property. Shakeſ. 5. Eſpecially. Shakeſ.

6. To have R.A Tiisks.

tence. Rºg. . .

Ra 1:1, iCATION. ſ. (from , ariſ; ; The as

of rºying ; confirmatiºn.

RA' | | | | 1. R. J. lfrcuſ,

thing that ratties Shºº-ºº.

To R.A. Til Y. v., a (raiº

confrºn; it ſºle, Dry ...".

To deti e in pre:e-

...tv 1 The perſon or

-

in ſº, i.at , To

RATIO. ſ. (Lat.) Proportion, Cheyne.

To RATIO'CINATE. v. n. [ratisciner, Lat.]

To reaſon; to argue.

RATIOCINATION. ſ. ſ ratiocinatio, Lat. )

The ast of reaſoning; the act of deducing

conſequences from premiſes. Brºwn.

RATIO'CINATIVE. a.[from ratiecinate.] Ar

guinentative , advancing by proceſs of dif

courſe Hale.

RATIONAL. a. [rationalir, Lat ) i. Having

the power of reaſoning. z. Agreeable to

reaſon. Glanville. 3. Wiſe; judicious ; as,

a rational man.

RATIONALE. ſ. (from ratio, Lºt) A detail

with reaſons: as, Dr. Sparrow's Rationale ºf

the Common Prayer.

RATIONALIST. ſ. (from rational.) One who

proceeds in his diſquiſitions and practice whol

ly upon reaſon. Bacon.

RA"TIONALITY. ſ. (from rational.) 1. The

power of reaſoning. Gov. of the Tongue. 2.

Reaſonableneſs. Brown.

RATIONALLY. adv. [from rational] Rea

ſonably; with reaſon. South.

RATIONALNESS. ſ. [from rational.] The

ſtate of being rational.

RATSBAN E. ſ. [rat and bane.) Poiſon for

rats; arſenick. Shakeſp.

RATEEN. ſ. A kind of ſtuff. Swift.

To RATTLE v. n. [ratelan, Dutch.) 1. To

make a quick ſharp noiſe with frequent repe

titions aid colliſpºs. Hayward. 2. To ſpeak

eagerly and no ſity. Swift.

To RA’TTLE. v. a. i. To move anything

ſo as to make a rattle or noiſe. Dryden. 2.

To ſlun with a noiſe; to drive with a noiſe.

Shakeſ. 3 To ſcold, to rail at with clamour.

A, buthnot.

RATTLE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. A quick

noiſe nimbly repeated. Prier. 2. Empty and

loud talk. Hakewill. 3. An inſtrument, which

agitated makes a clattering noiſe Raleigh. 4.

A plant.

RATTLEHEADED. a. ſ rattle and bead. )

Giddy not ſteady.

RATTLESNAKE. ſ. A kind of ſerpent.

Grew.

RATTLESNAKF Riot. ſ. A plan ; a rative

of Virginia; the Indians uſe it as a certain

rennedy againſt the bite of a rattleſnake.

Hill

RA'ſ OON ſ. A weſt Indian fox. Bailey.

To RAVAG.E. v., a travager, Fr.) To lay

waſte , to ſack to ranſack; to ſpoil, to

pillage to plunder Mudſon.

RAVAG!..J. iſ as agº, Fr., Spoil; ruin; waſte.

Dº yºſen.

RA'VA GER. ſ. I from ravage. J Plunderer,

ſpot!…. ºviſt.

At CiTY. P. trººr. , Lat.J Hoarſeneſs; loud

rough nºiſ... 134, ºn

To RAVE v. 7. 1, ever, Dutch : rºwer, Fr J.

'i o be eclirious, to talk irrationally. G.s. if

tº ſergºe. ... To turſt out into furious ex

clamation.

| R
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clamations as if road. Sandyr. 3. To be un

reaſonably fond. Locke.

To RAVEL. v. a. [ravelen, Dutch..] I. To

entangle ; to entwiſt one with another; to

make intricate ; to involve ; to perplex. Wall.

2. To unweave ; to unknit as, to ravel cut a

tºff Shakeſp. 3. To hurry over in confuſion.

Digby.

To RAVEL. v. n. 1. To fall into perplexity

or confuſion. Milton. 2. To work in per

plexity ; to buſy himſelf with intricacies.

Decay of Piety.

R4VELIN. ſ. [French..] In fortification a work

that conſiſts of two faces, that make a ſalient

angle, commonly called half moon by the

ſoldiers. -

RAVEN.ſ [hnapn, Sax.] A large black fowl.
Boyle.

To Kºven. v. a. ſnºpian, Sax. to rob ]

To devour with great eagerneſs and rapacity.

Shakeſp.

To R.A. VEN. v. m.

Luke.

RAVENOU.S. a. [from raven.] Furiouſly vo

racious; hungry to rage. Shakeſp.

RAVENOUSLY. adv. Ifrom ravenour.] With

raging voracity.

RAVENOUSNESS. ſ. [from ravenous.) Rage

for prey furious voracity. Hale.

RAUGHT. the old pret. and part. paſſ of reach.

RAVIN. ſ. 1. Prey ; food gotten by violence.

Milton 2. Rapine, rapaciouſneſs Ray.

RA'VINGLY. adv. [from rave.) With frenzy;

with diſtraction. Sidney. -

To RAVISH. v. a. [ravir, Fr.] 1. To conſtu

prate by force. Shakeſp. 2. To take away by

violence. Shakeſp. 3. To delight; to lapture;

to tranſport. Cant.

RA"VISHER. ſ. [raviſſeur, Fr.] _1. He that

embraces a woman by vielence. Taylor. 2.

One who takes any thing by violence Pope.

RAVI'SHMENT. J. [ raviſſement, Fr. from

ravº/h ) i. Violation ; forcible conſt upration

2. Tranſport; rapture ; ecſtacy , pleaſing vi

olence on the mind. Milton.

RAW. a. [hneap, Sax. rouw, Dutch..] 1. Not

ſubdued by the fire. Spenſer. 2. Not covered

with the ſkin. Shakeſp. 3. Sore. Spenſer.

4. Immature; unripe. 5. Unſeaſoned; un

ripe in ſkill. Raleigh. 6. New. Shakeſp. 7.

Bleak; chill. Spenſer. 8. Not conco&ted.

Bacon

RAWBONED. a. [raw and bone ) Having

bones ſcarcely covered with fleſh. L'Efirange.

RA'WHEAD. ſ. [raw and head..] The name

of a ſpectre. Dryden.

RA'WLY. adv. [from raw.] 1. In a raw man

ner. 1. Unſkilfully. 3. Newly. Shakeſp

RA'WNESS. ſ. (from raw.) 1. State of being

raw. Bacon. 2. Unſkilfulneſs. Hakewiil. 3.

Haſty manner. Shakeſp.

RAY. ſ. (rare, Fr. radius, Lat.) 1. A beam of

light. Milton, Newtºn. 2. Any luſtre corporeal

or intellectual. Milton. 3. [Raye, Fr. raia,

Lat..] A fiſh. Ainſworth. 4. An herb Ainſw.

To prey with rapacity.

To RAY. v. a. [rayer, Fr.] To ſtreak; to

mark in long lines. Shakeſp.

RAY. for array,

RAZF. ſ. [rayz, a root, Spaniſh.] A root of

ginger Shakeſp.

To PAZE. v. a.[raſus, Lat] ... To overthrow;

to ruin ; to ſubvert. Shakeſp. 1. To eſtace.

Milton. 3. To extirpate. Shakeſp.

RAZOR. ſ. [raſer, Lat.) A knife with a thick

blade and fine edge uſed in ſhaving Dryden.

RAZOURABLE. a. [from razor.] Fit to be

ſhaved. Shakeſp.

RAZORFish. ſ. A fiſh. Carew.

RAZURE.J. (raſure, Fr.] The act of erafing.

Shakeſp

RE. Is an inſeparable particle uſed by the

Latins, and from them borrowed by us to de

note iteration or backward action : as, return,

|. come back; repercuſſion, the act of driving

Yack.

REACCESS. ſ. [re and acceſs J Viſit renewed.

Hake will. -

To REACH. v. a. [necan, Saxon.) 1. To

touch with the hand extended. Congreve. 2.

To arrive at ; to attain any thing diſtant.

Milton. 3. To fetch from ſome place diſtant,

and give. 2 Fſdraf. 4. To bring forward from

a diſtant place. jºhn. 5. To hold out; to

ſtretch forth. Hooker. 6. To attain; to gain;

to obtain Cheyne 7 To transfer. Rowe, 8.

To penetrate to. Locke. 9. To be adequate to.

Locke. o. To extend to. Addiſon. 1 1. To

extend ; to ſpread abroad. Mitten. .

To REACH. v. n 1. To be extended. Boyle 2.

To be extended far. Shakeſp. 3. To penetrate.

Addiſon. 4. To make efforts to attain. Locke.

5. To take in the hand. Milton.

RL ACH / [from the verb ] . Aćt of reaching

or bringing by extenſion of the hand. 2.

Power of reaching or taking in the hand. Loc.

3. Power of attainment or management. Locke.

4. Power limit of faculties. Addiſon. 5.

Contrivance ; artful ſcheme ; deep thought.

Hayward. 6. A fetch; an artifice to attain

ſome diſtant advantage. Bacon. 7. Tendency

to diſlant conſequences. Shakeſp. 8. Extent.
Milton.

To REACT. v. a. [re and ač7.] To return the

impulſe or impreſſion. Arbuthnot.

REACTION. ſ. [rea:tion, Fr J. The reciproca

tion of any impulſe or force impreſſed, made

by the body on which ſuch impreſſion is made:

a ‘tion and reaction are equal.

RFA.D. ſ. Inaro, Sax.] i. Counſel. Sternhold.

2 Saying; ſaw. Spenſer.

To READ. v. a. pret read, part paſſ read.

[nºb, Sax.] I. To peruſe any thing written.

Shakeſp. Pºpe. 2. To diſcover by characters or

marks. Spenſer. 3. To learn by obſervation.

Shakeſp. 4. To know fully. Shakeſp.

To Riº. A D. v. n. 1. To perform the act of pe

ruſing writing Deuteronomy. 2. To be ſtu

dious in books. Taylor. 3. To know by read

ing. Swift.

READ. particip. a. Skilful by reading. Dryden.

READING.
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REA'DING.'ſ [from read..] 1. Study in books;

peruſal of books. Watts. 2. A lecture; a

prelection. 3. Publick recital. Hooker. 4.

Variation of copies. Arbuthnot.

READt. PTION. ſ. [re and adºptus, Lat ) Re

covery ; ast of regaining. Bacon. -

READER. ſ. [from read.) 1. One that peruſes

any thing written. Ben. j.hnſon. 2. One

ſtudious in books. Dryden. 3. One whoſe

cffice is to read prayers in churches. Swift.

READERSHIP. f. [from reader.] The office

of reading prayers. Sw'ft.

REA DII.Y. adv. [from ready..] FXpeditely ;

with little hindrance or delay. South.

REA D1NESS. ſ. [from really.) 1. Expedite

neſs; promptitude. Sºuth. 2. The ſtate of being

ready or it for any thing Clarendon. 3. Faci

lity , ſeedom from hindrance or obſtruction

Holder. 4. State of being willing or prepared.

Addiſcn.

READMISSION. ſ. [re and admiſſiºn.] The

ast of admitting again. Arbuthnot.

To READM IT. v. a. [re and admit.] To let

in again Miltºn.

To Riº ADO RN. v. a. [re and adºrn ) To de

corate again ; to deck a-new. Blackmore.

RFA DY. a. (redo, Swediſh ; hnabe, nimble,

Saxon.] 1. Prompt; not delayed. Temple. 2.

Fit for a purpoſe, not to ſeek. Shakeſp., 3.

Prepared; accommodated to any deſign. Milt.

4. Willing ; eager. Spenſer. 5. Being at the

point; not diſtant; near. Milton. 6. Being at

hand; next to hand Dryden. 7. Facil; taſy .

opportune , near. Hocker. 8. Quick ; not

done with heſitation. Clariſſa. 9. Lxpedite :

nimble; not embaraſied ; not ſlow. Wattſ.

lo. To make Ready. To make preparation.

Mark.

REALY. adv. Readily; ſo far as not to need

delay. Numbers.

RFA'DY. ſ. Ready money. A low word Arbut.

R*AF FIRMANCE. ſ. [re and affirmance.]

Second confirmation Aylºff.

RE'A1, a [reel, Fr. reaks, Lat.] I. Relating

to things not perſons; not perſonal. Bacon. 1.

Not fictitious; not imaginary , true : genuine

Glanville. 3. In law, conſiſting of thingsim

moveable, as laid. Child.

RE'ALG AR. ſ. A mineral. Bacon.

REALI I Y. ſ. [realite, Fr J . Truth verity;

what is, not what merely ſeems Addiſºn. 2.

Something intrinſically important. Milton.

To REALIZE. v. a. ſ.realiſer, Fren.] ... To

bring into being or act. Glanville. 2. To

convert money into land.

KJ-ALLY. adv. [from real ] . With ačual

cx ſtence, Sºuth, 2. In truth; truly ; not

ſeemingly. South. 3. It is a ſlight corroboration

of an opinion. 7 oung.

REALM ſ. [roſauime, Fr.] I. A kingdom, a

king's dominion Milton. 2. Kingly govern

ment. Pope.

REALTY.'ſ. Loyalty. Milton.

REAM. f. [rame, Fr. rism, Dutch..] A bundle

of paper containing twenty quires. Pope.

To RE ANIMAT E. v. a. ire and anime, Lat.]

To revive : to reſtore to life Glantiſe.

To REANN.E.X. v. a. [re and annex. ) To

annex again. Bacon.

To R.E.A.P. v. a. [nepan, Saxon.) 1. To cut

corn at harveſt Shakeſp. z. To gather ; to

obtain. Hocker.

To R+. A P. v. n. To harveſt. Pſalmr.

RFA'PER, ſ (from reap.) One that cuts corn

at harveſt Sand

REA PINGHOOK ſ ſ reaping and heak.] A

hook uſed to cut corn in harveſt. Dryden.

REA R. /. [arriere, Fr j . The hinder troop of

an army, or the hinder line of a fleet. Knzies.

2. The laſt claſs. Peacham.

REAR. a. [hnone, Saxon.) 1. Raw ; half

roaſted ; half ſodden. 2. Early. A provincial

word Gay.

To R.E.A.R. v. a. ſan” nan, Saxon.) 1. To raiſe

up, 1 Ffdral. 2. To lit up from a fall Speºſ.

3. To move upwards. Milton. 4. To bring

up to maturity. Bacon. 5. To educate ; to

inſtruct, Southern. 6. To exalt ; to elevate.

Prior. 7. To rouſe; to ſtir up. Dryder.

REA'RWARD. ſ. (from , ear.) 1. The laſt

troop. Sidney. 2. The end ; the tail : a train

behind. Shakeſp. 3. The latter part. Shakeſ.

REARMOUSE. ſ. (hnenemur, Sax.) The

leather-winged bat. Abbºt

To REASCE'ND. v. n. [re and aſcend..] To

clin b again Spenſer.

To REASCE’ND. v. a. To mourt again Addiſ.

REASON. ſ. [raiſon, Fr.] ... The power by

which man deduces one propoſition from

another, or proceeds from premiſes to conſe

quences Mi tºº. 2. Cauſe, ground or princi

ple. Tºlktſ. 3. Cauſe efficient. Hale. 4 Final

cauſe. Lºcke. 5. Argument ; ground of per

ſuaſion ; motive. Tilotſen. 6. Ratiocination ;

diſcurſive power. Davies. 7. Clearneſs of

faculties. Shakeſ. 8. Right; juſtice. Sººnſer.

9. Rea'onable claim ; juſt practice. Taylºr.

to. Rationable ; juſt account. Bºyle 1 1. Mo

deration ; moderate demands. Add fen.

To REASON. v. n. (raiſes wer, Fr. J . To ar

gue rationally; to deduce conſequences juſtly

from premiſes. Locke. ... To debate ; to diſ

courſe ; to talk ; to take or give an account.

Shakeſp. 3. To raiſe diſquiſitions; to make

enquiries. Miſter. -

º

Bu: net.

REASONABLE, a [raiſºn, Fr.] I Having

the faculty of reaſon; endued with reaſon.

Sidney. 2. Acting, ſpeaking or thinking rati

onaliy. Hayw. , 3. Juſt , rational ; agreeable

to reaon. Swift. A. Not immodorate. Shake.

5. Tolerable ; being in mediocrity. Sidney,
Abbot.

REA'SONABLENESS. f [from reaſerabl, Jr.

The faculty of reaſon. 1. Agreeableneſs to

reaſon. Clarenden, 3 Moderation.

REASONABLY, adv. (from reaſonable.] 1.

Agreeably to reaſon Dryden. 2. Moderately;

in a degree reaching to mediocrity. Bacºn.

REASON.E.R. ſ. [raiſºnneur, Fr.) One who

reaſons j an arguer Blackmºrt. REA

To REASON. v. a. To examine rationally. '

-
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REA'SONING. ſ. (from reaſºn.] Argument.

Addiſon,

REASONLESS. a. [from reaſon.] void of rea:

ſon. Shakeſp.

To REASSEMBLE. v. a. [re and aſſemble.] To

colle&t anew. Milton.

To REASSE’RT. v. a [re and aſſert.] To aſ:

ſert anew. Atterbury.

To REASSU ME v. a. [reaſſumo, Lat..] To

reſume; to take again. Denham.

To REASSURE. v. a. [reaſſurer, Fr.] To free

from fear ; to reſtore from terrour. Dryden.

REATE ſ. A kind of long ſmall graſs that

grows in water, and complicates itſelf toge:

ther. Waſt:n.

To REAVE. v. a. pret, reſt. [nºpian, Saxon.)

To take away by ſtealth or violence. Carew.

To REBA'PTIZE. v. a. (rebaptiſer, Fr. re and

baptize ). To baptize again. Ayliffe.

REBAPTIZATION. f. [ rebapuſation, Fr. }

Renewal of baptiſm. Hoºker.

To REBA"1 E. v. n. (rebattre, Fr.] To blunt;

to beat to obtuſeneſs, to deprive of keenneſs.

Creech.

REEE. K. ſ. [rebec, Fr. becca, Italian ] A

three tiringed fiddle Milton.

RE BEL. ſ. [rebelle, Fr rebellis, Lat.] One who

oppoſes lawful authority. Shakeſp. Fenton.

To REBEL. v n. (rebell, Lat..] To riſe in op

poſition againſt lawful authority. Shakeſp.

REBE LLE.R. ſ. (from , ebel ) One that rebels

REPE'LLION. ſ. [rebellion, Fr. rebellº, Latin,

from rebel.) Inſuriection againſt lawful autho.

rity. Miltºn. -

REEE'LLIOUS a [from rebel] opponent to

law.ul authority. Deut. ix. 7.

REBE'LLIOUSLY, adv. [from rebelliour.] In

oppoſitiºn to lawful authority. Camden.

REBE LLíOUSN ESS. ſ. (from rebellicus...] The

quality of being rebellious. -

To REBE LLOW. v. n. [re and bellºw ) To

bellow to return, to ccho back a loud noiſe.

Dryden.

REBOAT10N. ſ. [rebee, Lat ) The return of a

loud bellowing tound.

To REBOUND. v. n. [rebendir, Fren, re and

bºund.) To ſpring back; to be reveiberated; tº

fly back, in conſequence of motion impreſſed

and reſiſted by a greater power. Newton.

To REBOUND. v. a. To reverberate; to beat

back. Priºr.

REBOUND. ſ. (from the verb.] The aa o

fiying back, in conſequence of motion reſiſted;

reſilition. Dryden.

REBU FF. ſ. 1rebuffade, Fr. rebuff, Italian.]

Repercuſſion; quick and ſudden reſiſtance
441/tºn.

To REBUFF. v. a. [from the noun..] To bear

back to opp ſe with ſudden violence.

To REBU1'LD. v. a. [re and build To re.

edify 5 to reſtore from demolition , to repair.

REBU KABLE. a. (from rebuke J Worthy of

reprehenſion. Shakeſp.

To REBU'KE. v. a [reboucher, Fr.] To chide;

to reprehend , to repreſs by objurgation. Heb

*li. 15.

--

REBU'KE. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Reprehenſion;

chiding expreſſion ; objurgation. Pope. 2. In

low language, it ſignifies any kind of check.

L'Eſtrange.

REBU'KER, ſ [from rebuke.] A chider; a

reprehender. Hoſea v.

RE BUS, ſ. (rebuſ, Lat.) A word repreſented

by a pićture. Peacham.

To REBU T. v. n. [rebuter, Fr.] To retire

back. Spenſer.
-

REBUTTER. ſ. An anſwer to a rejoinder.

To RECAL.L. v. a. [re and call.] To call

back to call again; to revoke. Hooker.

RECA LL.J [from the verb J Revocation ; act

or power of calling back. Dryden.

To RECANT. v. a. iſ ecanto, Lat.] To re

tract to recall; to contradict what one has

once ſaid or dore, Swift.

RECANTATION. ſ. (from recant J Retrac

tation ; declaration contradictory to a former

declaration. Sulling fleet

RECA'NTER. J. lfrom recant.) One who re

cants. Shakeſp.

RECAPITULATE. v. a. [recapituler, Fr.]

To repeat again diſtinctly ; to detail again.

Alſº re.

RECAP:TULATION. ſ (from recapitulate.]

De all repeated; diſtinct repetition of the

principal points. South.

RECAPITULATORY.a. (from recapitulate.]

Repeating again.

To RECARRY v. a. [re and carry..] To car

ry back Waltºn.

To RECE DE v. n. (recede, Lat] ... To fall

back to retreat. Bent. 1. To defift. Claren.

RECE!'PT. ſ. [receptum, Lat.) 1. The act of

receiving. A ſeman. 2. The place of receiv

ing. Aviatthew. 3. A note given, by which

money is acknowledged to have been receiv

ed. 4. Reception; admiſſion. Hecker. 5. Re

ception ; welcome. Sidney. .6. Preſcription of

ingredients for any compoſition. Shakeſp.

RECEIVALI.E. a. [from receive..] Capable of

being received.

To RECEIVE v. a. (recevoir, Fren. recipiº,

Lat.) 1. To take or obtain any thing as due.

Shakeſp. 1. To take or obtain from another.

Daniel. 3. To take any thing communicated.

Locke. 4. To embrace intellectually. Lockr.

5. To allow. Hooke. 6. To admit. Pſalmſ,

Watts. 7. To take as into a veſſel. Aći,.

8. To take into a place or 'tate. Mark. 9.
To conceive in the mind; to take inteliev

tually. Shakeſp. io. To entertain as a gueſ.
AMilton.

RECEIVEDNESS ſ (ſrom received.j Gene

ra! allowance. Beyte.

RECEIVER ſ. receveur, Fren.] 1. One to

whom anything is communicated by anotner.

Donne. 2. One to whom any thing is given

or paid. Spratt. 3. One who partakes of the

bleſſed ſacrament. Taylºr. 4. One who co

operates with a robber, by taking the goods

which he ſteals Spenſer. 5. The veſſel into

which ſpirits aic cinitted from the ſtill. Black.

6. Time
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5. The veſſel of the air nump, out of which

the air is drawn, and which therefore receives

any body on which experiments are tried.

Bentley. .

To RECEL".BRATE v. ſze and celebrate.]

To celebrate anew. Ben. j.hnſon.

RECENCY. ſ. ſ.recent, Latin.) 1. Newneſs;

new ſtate. Wiſeman.

RECENSION. ſ. (recenſis, Lat] Enumeration;

review. Evelyn.

RECENT. a. [recent, Lat.) 1. New : not of

long exiſtence. Woodward 1. Late , not

antique Bacon. 3. Freſh; not long diſmiſſed

from. Pºpe.

RECENTLY adv, [from recent. J Newly;

freſhly. Arbuthnot.

RECE'N TNESS / [from recent.) Newneſs,
freſhneſs. Hale.

RECEPTACLE. ſ. [receptaculum, Latin.) A

veſſel or place into which any thing is re

ceived. Sperfer.

RECEPTIBILITY. ſ. (receptuſ, Lat.) Poſſibi.

lity of receiving. Glanville.

RECEPTARY. ſ. [receptus, Lat.) Thing re
ceived. Brown.

RECEPTION. ſ. [receptus, Lat § 1. The ast of

receiving Brezºn 2. The ſtate of being re

ceived. 3. Admiſſion of any thing communi

cated. Locke. 4 Readmiſſion. Milton. 5. The

act of containing. Addiſon. 6. Treatment

at firſt coming; welcome; entertainment.

Hammond. 7. Opinion generally admitted.

Locke. 8. Recovery. Bacon.

RECEPTIVE. a. [receptus, Lat.] Having the

uality of admitting what is cºmmunicated.

lanville.

RECEPTORY. a. [receptus, Lat..] Generally

er popularly admitted. Brown.

RECESS / [receſſur, Lat.) 1. Retirement; re

treat; withdrawing ; ſeceſſion. Prior. 2. De

parture. Glanville. 3. Place of retirement;

place of ſecrecy: private abode. Milton. 4

Perhaps an abſtract. 5. Departure into privacy.

Milton. 6. Remiſſion or ſuſpenſion of any

procedure. Bacon. 7. Removal to diſtance.

Brown. 8. Privacy; ſecreſy of abode. Dryden.

9. Secret part. Hammand.

RECESSION ſ. (receſſi, Lat.) The act of re

treating.

To RECHANGE. v. a. (rechanger, Fr.] To

change again. Dryden.

To RECHARGE. v. a. (recharger, Fren.) 1.

To accuſe in return. Hooker. 2. To attack

anew Dryden.

RECHEAT. ſ. Among hunters, a leſſon which

the huntſinan winds on the horn, when the

hounds have loſt their game Shak’ſp.

RECIDIVATION. J. (recidivar, Lat.) Back

ſliding ; falling again Hammºnd.

RECIDIVOUS. a. [recidiº us, Lat.) Subject to

fall again.

RECIPE. ſ. [recipe, Lat.] A medical preſcrip

tion. Suckling.

RECIPIENT. ſ. [recºieni, Lat § 1. The re

ceiver , that to which any thing is contaumi

cated. Glanville. 2. The veſſel into which

ſpirits are driven by the ſtill. Decay ºf Piety.

RECI PROCAL, a [reciprocur, Lat) 1. Acting

in viciſſitude; alternate. Miltºn. ... Mutual;

done by each to each. L'Eſt, ange. 3. Mutually

interchangeable. Watts. 4. Reciprocal pro

portion is, when, in four numbers, the fourth

number is ſo much leſſer than the ſecond, as

the third is greater than the firſt, and vice

verſa. Arbuthnºt.

RECI PROCALLY. adv. ( from reciprecall

Mutually interchangeably. Newton.

RECI PROCALNESS. ſ. (from reciprecal.]

Mutual return alternateneſs. Decay ºf Piety.

To RECI PROCATE. v. n. (reciprocur, Lat. I

To act interchangeably ; to alternate. Sewel.

RECIPRocarton.ſ. (reciprocatio, from re

cºp, ocus, Latin ) Alternation; action inter

changed Brezºn.

RECISION, ſ. [reciſur, Latin.] The act of

cutting off.

RECITAL. ſ. [from recite.) 1.

rehearfºl. Addiſºn.

RECI TATION. ſ.

rehearſal Hammºn

RE'CITATIVE. T. ſ. [from recite J A kind of

RECITATI'VO. § tuneful pronunciation, more

muſical than commºn ſpeech, and leſs than

ſong ; chaunt. Dryden

To RECITE. v. a. (recito, Lat..] To rehearſe;

to repeat; to enumerate; to tell over. Addiſ.

RECITE. ſ. Recital. Temple.

To RECK v. n. (necan, Saxon ) To care ; to

heed; to mind; to rate at much. Spenſºr,
Miltºn.

To RECK v. a. To heed; to care for. Shakeſp.

RECKLESS. a. [neccelear, Saxon.) Careleſs ;

heedleſs; mindleſs. Shakep. Cºwley.

RECKLESSN ESS. ſ. (from reck.) Careleſſ

neſs; negligence. Sidney.

To RF'CKON. v. a [neccan, Saxon.) 1. To

number , to count. Craſhaw. 2. To eſteem ;

to account. Hºoker. 3. To affign in an account.

Roman r.

To RECKON. v. n. 1. To compute; to calcu

late. Addiſon. 2. To ſtate an account.Shakeſp.

3. To charge to account. Ben. johnſon. 4. To

pay a penalty. Sanderſon. 5. To call to puniſh

ment. Tillotſon. 6. To lay ſtreſs or dependance

upon. Temple.

RECKONER. ſ. [from reckon.] One who com

putes; one who calculates coſt. Camden.

RECKONING. ſ. (from reckon.] I. Computa

tion; calculation. 1. Account of time. Sandyſ.

3. Accounts of debtor and creditor. Daniel.

4. Money charged by an hoſt. Shakeſp. f.

Account taken. 2 Kings. 6. Eſteem ; ac

count ; eſtimation. Hºoker.

To RECLAI M. v. a. [reclaute, Lat.] 1. To

reform; to correct. Brown. ... iReclarer, Fr J

To reduce to the ſtate deſired. Bacon. 3. To

recall; to cry out againſt. Dryden. 4. To

tame. Dryden.

To REC1. NE. v. a. [recline, Lat.] To lean

back to lean ſidewiſe, addiſºn.

Repetition;

2. Enumeration. Prior.

ſºon recite. J Repetition;

To
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Te RECLI'NE. v. n. To reſt; to repoſe; to lean.

RECLI'NE. a. [reclinis, Lat.] In a leaning

poſture. Milton.

To RECLOSE. v. a. [re and clºſe.] To cloſe

again. Pope.

To RECLU'DE. v. a. [recludo, Lat.] To open.

Aarvey. -

RECLUSE. a. [reclus, Fr. reclºſes, Lat.] Shut

up ; retired. Decay of Piety. -

RECOAGULATION. ſ. Second coagulation.

Bºyle

REco'GNISANCE. ſ. [recogniſance, Fr.] 1.

Acknowledgment of a perſon or thing. *

Badge. Hooker, Shakeſp. 3. A bond of record

teſtifying the recogniſor to owe unto the re

cogniſee a certain ſum of money acknowledged

in ſome part of the record. Cºwel

To RECOGNISE. v. a. [recognºſca, Lat § 1.

To acknowledge; to recover and avow know

ledge of any perſon or thing. Dryden. *. Tº

review to examine. Sºuth.

REcoCNISEE'ſ. He in whoſe favour the bond
is drawn. -

REco GNISOR. ſ. He who gives the recogni
ſance.

RECOGNITION. ſ. (recognitis, Lat.) 1. Re

view renovation of knowledge. Hooker. 1.

Knowledge confeſſed. Grew. 3. Acknow

ledgment. Bacon.

To RECOI L. v. n. (reculer, Fr.) 1. To ruſh

back in conſequence of reſiſtance Miltºn. “

To fall back. Spesſer. 3. To fail; to thrink

Shakeſp.

To RECOIN. v. a. [re and coin..] To coin over

again. Addiſºn.

RECO1'NAGE. ſ. [re

coining anew. Bacon.

To RECOLLECT. v. a. [recºlleºlus, Lat] .

To recover to memo y. Watts. 2. To recover

reaſon or reſolution. Dryden. 3. To gather

what is ſcattered; to gather again. Bºyle

KECOLLECTION. ſ. (from recalled.] Reco

very of notion; revival in the memory. Locke.

To RECOMFORT. v. a. (re and comfort.) 1.

To comfort or cenſole again Sidney. 2. To

give new ſtrength. Bacºn.

To RECOMMENCE. v. a. [recommencer, Fr.]

To begin anew.

To RECOMMEND v. a. [recommender, Fr.

1. To praiſe to another. 2. To make accep

table. Drydes. 3. To commit with prayers

A:is.

RECOMMENDABLE a. [recommendable,Fr.]

Worthy ofrecommendation or praiſe. G anti!.

RECOMMENDATION / [recºmmendation,

Fr ) i. The act of recommending. 2. Tha

which ſecures to one a kind receptiºn from

another. Dryden.

RECOMMENDATORY.a. from recommend.

That which commends to another. Swift.

RECOMMENDER. ſ. [rom recommend.j One

who recommends. Atterbury.

To RECOM VII'T. v. a. [re and commit J To

commit anew. Clarendºn.

To RECOMPACT. v. a. [re and cºmpači.]

and cºinage.] The act of

To RECOMPENSE. v. a. [recompenſer, Fr.]

1. To repay; to requite. 2. Chron. 2. To

give in requital. Renº. 3. To compenſate;

to make up by ſomething equivalent. Knoller.

4. To redeem; to pay for. Numb.

RE'COMPENSE. ſ. [recor:perſe, Fr J. Equiva

lent; compenſation. Clar endon.

RECOMPILEMENT. ſ. (re and compilement 1

New compilement. Bacºn.

To RECOMPO SE. v. a. [recompoſer, Fr.) 1.

To ſettle or quiet anew. Taylor. 2. To form

or adjuſt anew. Boyle

RECOMPOSITION. ſ. Compoſition renewed.

To RECONC1'LE v. a. ſ.reconciller, Fr J 1. To

make to like again Shakeſp. 1. To make

to be liked again. Clarendin. 3. To make

anything confittent. Locke. 4. To reſtore to
favour. Ezekiel

RECONCI'LEABLE. a. [reconciliable, Fr J 1.

Capable of renewed kindneſs. 2. Conſiſtent;

poſſible to be made conſiſtent. Hammond.

RECQNCI LEABLENESS. ſ. (from recencika

*::) . Conſiſtence; poſſibility to be recoaciled.

Hammond. 1. Diſpoſition to renew love.

RECONCILEMENT. ſ. [from reconciſc.] 1.

Reconciliation; renewal of kindneſs; favour

reſtored. Milton. 2. Friendſhip renewed. Sid.

RECO CI'LER ſ (from reconcile. J . One

who renews friendſhip between others. 2.

One who diſcovers the conſiſtence between pro

poſitions. Norris.

RECONCIL1AT:ON. ſ. [reconciliatio, Lat]

1. Renewal of friendſhip. z. Agreement of

things ſeemingly oppoſite. Rage, i. 3. Atone

ment; expiation Hebr.

To RECONDE NSE. v. a. [re and cºsdenſe.]

To condenſe anew.

RECONDIT.E. a. [reconditur, Lat.] Secret;

profound; abſtruſe. Felton.

To RECONDUCT. v. a. [recºnduit, Fr.] To

conduct again.

To RECONJOIN. v. a. [re and conjois.] To

join anew. Boyle.

To RECO'NOUER. v. a. [reconquerir, Fr.]

To conquer again Davier.

To RECONVE, NE. v. a. [re and convene.] To

aſſemble anew. Clarendon.

To RECONSECRATE v. a. [re and conſe

crate.] To conſecrate anew. Aylºff.

To RECONVE Y. v. a. [re and convey.] To

convey again. Denham.

To RLCO'RD. v. a. [recorder, Lat.) 1. To

regiſter any thing ſo that its memory may not

be loſt. Shakeſp. z. To celebrate; to cauſe

to be remembered ſolemnly. Fairfax.

RECORD. ſ. (record, Fr.) Regiſter; authen

tick memorial. Shakeſp.

RECORDATION. f. (recordatic, Lat.] Re

membrance Shakeſp.

RECORDER. J. i. One whoſe buſineſs is to

regiſter any events. Dºnne. 2. The keeper of

the rolls in a city Swift. 3. A kind of flute;

a wind inſtrument. Sidney.

To RECOUCH. v. n. [re and cºuch..] To kie

down again. JWetton.

To joia anew, Pount. 4 L. To
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To RECOVER. v. a. [recouvrer, Fr.) 1. To

reſtore from fickneſs or diſorder. Sidney. 2.

To repair Rogers. 3. To regain. Knoller. 4.

To releaſe. 1 Tim. 5. To attain; to reach ;

to come up to. Shakeſp.

To RECOVER. v. n. To grow well from *
diſeaſe. Milton.

RECOVERABLE. a. [recouvrable, Fr.) 1.

Poſſible to be reſtored from ſickneſs. 2. Poſſible

to be regained. Clarendon.

RECOVERY ſ [from recover.] 1. Reſtoration

from ſickneſs. Taylor. 2. Power or act o

regaining. Shakeſp. 3. The act of cutting of

an entail. Shakeſp.

To RECOUNT. o. a [recenter, Fr.] To relate

in detail; to tell diſtinctly Shakeſp.

RECOUNTMENT. ſ. [from recºunt.) Rela.

tion; recital. Shakeſp.

RECOU’RED, for Recover Ep.

RECOURSE. ſ. [recurſur, Lat) 1. Frequent

paſſage. Shakeſp. a. Return; new attack

Brown. 3. Application as for help or pro

testion, Wotton. 4. Acceſs. Shakeſp.

RECREANT. a. [recriant, Fr.] I. Cowardly ,

' meanſpirited; ſubdued; crying out for mercy.

Spenſer. 2. Apoſtate; falſe. Milton.

Te RECREATE. v. a. [recree, Lat.) 1. To

refreſh after toil; to amuſe or divert in

wearineſs. Taylºr, Dryden. ... To delight;

to gratify. Moore. 3. To relieve , to revive

Harvey. -

RECREATION. ſ. [from recreate ) i. Relief

after toil or pain; amuſement in ſorrow or

diſtreſs. Sidney. 2. Refreſhment; amuſement;

diverſion. Holder.

RECREATIVE. a. [from recreate J Refreſh

ing; giving relief aſter labour or pain; a.

muſing ; diverting. Taylor.

RE CREATIVENESS. ſ. (from recreative.]

The quality of being recreative.

REº [recrementum, Lat.] Droſs;

ſpume; ſuperfluous or uſeleſs parts. Bºyle

RECREME'NTAL. a.[from recrement

RECREMENTITIOUS. 5 Droſy

*To RECRIMINATE. v. n. (re and criminer,

Lat.) To return one accuſation with another

Stilling fleet.

To RECRIMINATE. v. a. To accuſe in re

turn. Sºuth.

RECRIMINATION. ſ. [recrimination, Fr.)

Return of one accuſation with another. Gov

ºf the Tºngue.

RECRIMINATOR, ſ [from recriminate.] He

that returns one charge with another.

RECRUDESCENT, a (recrudºſceni, Lat.]

Growing painful or violent again

To RECRUIT. v a [recriter, Fr J 1. To

repair any thing waſted by new ſupplies.

Dryden, Newtºn 2. To ſupply an army with
new men Clarendon.

To RECRUI"T. v. n. To raiſe new ſo!3.crs.

Addiſon.

RECRUIT. ſ. [from the verb 1. Sinºy o

any thing waſted. Clar: 2.x. 2. New ſoluters

Pry-sa.

RECTA'NGLE. ſ. [readngle, Fr. restangular,

Lat.] A figure which has one angle or more

of ninety degrees. Locke.

RECTA'NGULAR. a. [re&ur, and angular,

Lat.) Right angled; having angles of ninety

degrees. Wetton.

RECTANGULARLY. adv. [from reaangs

lar.) With right angles. Brown.

RF CTIFIABLE. a. (from reaff.] Capable to
be ſet right. Brown.

RECTIFICATION. ſ [re:Tification, Fr.] 1.

The act of ſetting right what is wrong. Ferber.

*: In chymiſtry, recification is drawing any

thing over again by diſtillation, to make it yet

higher or finer. Quincy.

To RECTIFY. v. a. [reafter, Fr.) 1. To

make right; to reſorm; to redreſs. Hºoker. 2.

To exalt and improve by repeated diſtillation.
Grew.

RECTILINEAR. 7 a. ſ.reau, andlinea, Lat.]

RECTILINEOUS. 3 Conſiſting of right lines.
Newton.

RECTITUDE. ſ. [reºlitude, Fr.) 1. Straitneſs;

not curvity. 2. Rightneſs; uprightneſs;

freedom from moral curvity or obliquity. King
Charler.

RECTOR. ſ. [reateur, Fr.) 1. Ruler, lord;

governour. Ayliffe. z. Parſon of an unimpro

priated pariſh.

RECTORSHIP. ſ. [reasrat, Fr. from reasr.]

The rank or office of rector. Shakeſp.

RECTORY..f. [from reder.] A regiery or par

ſonage is a ſpiritual living, compoſed of land,

tithe and other oblations of the people, ſeparate

or dedicated to God in any congregation for

the ſervice of his church there, and for the

maintenance of the miniſter thereof. Spelmas.

RECUBA"TION. ſ. (recube, Lat.] The act of

lying or leaning. Brown,

RECULE, for Recoil. [reruler, Fr.]

RECU MBENCY. ſ. (from recumbent.] 1. The

poſture of lying or leaning. Brown. 1. Reſt

repoſe. Locke.

RFCU'MBENT. a. [recureşeni, Lat] Lying ;

learing. Arbuthnot.

To RECU R. v. n. [recurre, Lat.] 1. To come

back to the thought , to revive in the mind,

Calamy. ... [Recourir, Fr.] To have recourſe

to ; to take refuge in. Lºcke.

To RECU RE. v. a. [re and care ) To recover

from ſickneſs or labour. Spenſer.

RECURE. ſ. Recovery; remedy. Knollei.

RECURRENCE. Q. f. [from recurrent. Re

RECURRENCY, W turn. Brºwn.

RECURRENT. a. (recurrent, Fr. recurrent,

Lat]. Returning from time to time. Harvey.

RECURsion f(recurſºr, Lat Return. Bºyle.

R FCURVATION. R.J. [recurve, Lat., Flexure

‘RECURVITY. backwards. Brown.

RECU RVOUs a [recurvus, Latl Bent back
ward Denham

RECU SANT. ſ. [recaſant, Lat | One that re

fuſes any terms o communion or ſociety. Clar.

To RECU SE v. n (recaſ, Lat. J. To refuſe.

A juridical word. Dºzhy.
J &’) RED,
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RED. a.ſned, Sax. rhud, Welſh.] Of the colour

of blood; one of the prºmitive colours Newton.

To REDA'RGUE. v. a. [redargue, Lat..] To

refute. Hakewill.

REDBERRIED ſhrub caſia. ſ. A plant.

R.E. DBREAST. ſ. A ſmallbird, ſo named from

the colour of its breaſt. Thomſºn.

RE'DCOA.T. ſ. A name of contempt for a

ſoldier. Dryden.

To RE'DDEN. v n.

Dryden.

To REDDEN. v. n. To grow red. Pope.

RE'LDISH. ſ. (from red.] Somewhat red. Lev.

REDDISHNESS. ſ. [from reddiſh ) Tendency

to redneſs. Boyle.

REDDITION. ſ.[from redd, Lat..] Reſtitution.

Hºwel

REDDITIVE. a. [redditivus, Lat.] Anſwering

to an interrogative.

REDDLE. ſ. A ſort of mineral of the metal

kind, of a tolerable cloſe and even texture : it

is ſoft and unstuous to the touch, remarkably

heavy, and its colour of a fine florid, though

not very deep red Hill

REDE.ſ. ſnæb, Sax.] Counſel; advice Shakeſp

To REDE. v. a. In eban, Sax.] To adviſe.

Spenſer.

To REDEE.M. v. a. [redino, Lat] 1. To

ranſom; to relieve from any thing by paying a

price. Ruth. 1. To reſcue; to recover. Shakeſ.

3. To recompenſe; to compenſate; to make

amends for. Shakeſp. 4. To pay an atonement.

Shakeſp. 5. To ſave the world from the curſe

of ſin. Milton. -

REDEEMABLE. a. [from redeem ) Capable of

redemption.

REDEE MABLENESS. ſ. ſſrom redeemable.]

The ſtate of being redeemable.

REDEE MER. ſ [from redeen.) 1. One who

ranſoms or redeems. Spenſer. 2. The Saviour

of the world. Shakeſp.

To REPEL VER. v. a. [re and deliver.] To

deliver back. Aylfe.

REDELIVERY. f. [from redeliver.] The act

of delivering back.

To RED EMAND. v. a [redemander, Fr.] To

[from red] To make red

REPOLENCE. R. / (from redolent.] sweet
RE DOLE§§ ſcent. Boyle.

REDOLENT. a. [redolent, Lat.] Sweet of

ſcent. Sandyt.

To REDOUBLE. v. a. [redºubler, Fr.) 1. To

repeat often. Speºſer. 2. To encreaſe by addi

tiºn of the ſame quantity over and over. Addi.

To REDO UB.E. v. n. To become twice as

much. Addiſon. -

REDOU'BT.ſ. [redºute, Fr. ridetta, Ital.] The

outwork of a fortification; a fortreſs. Baron.

REDOUBTABLE a. ſ.redºubtable, Fr.) For

midable; terrible to focs. Pºpe.

REDOUBTED, a. [redoubté, #j Dread; aw

ful; formidable. Spenſer.

To REDOU'ND. v. n. (redunds, Lat.] 1. To be

tent back by reaction. Miltex. 2. To conduce

in the conſequence. Addiſon. 3. To fall in

the conſequence. Addiſºn.

To REDRESS. v. a. [redreſſer, Fr.) 1. To ſet

right to amend. Miton. 2. To relieve; to

remedy ; to eaſe. Sidney.

REDRESS. ſ (from the verb.] Reformation;

amendment Hooker. 2. Relief; remedy Bacºn.

3. One who gives relief. Dryden.

REDRE'SSIVE. a. Succouring; affording re

medy. Thomſºn. - -

To REDSE AR. v. n. If iron be too hot, it will

rºdſ ar, that is, break under the hammer.
Al *.xºn. -

ºf red and ſhank.) A bird. -

REDS rREA º, (red and ſlreak.) 1. An

apple : cyder fruit. Martimer, 2. Cyder preſ

fed from the redſtreak. Smith. -

To REDUCE v a [reduce, Lat] ... To bring

back. Shakeſp. z. To bring to the former ſtate.

Milton. 3. To reform from any diſorder.

Clarenden. 4. To bring into any ſtate of

diminution Boyle. 5. To degrade; to impair

in dignity. Tillotſon. 6. To bring into any

ſtate of miſºry or meanneſs. Arbuthnot. 7.

To ſubdue M. lton 8. To bring into any ſtate

more within reach or power. 9 To reclaim

to order. Milton. to. To ſubject to a rule;

to bring into a claſs.

REDUCEMENT. ſ. The aâ of bringing back,

demand back. Addiſon.

REDEMPTION. ſ. [redemption, Fr. redemptic,

Lat.) 1. Ranſom; releaſe Milton. 2. Purchaſe

of God's favour by the death of Chriſt. Shakeſ.

REDEMPTORY.. a [from redemptus, Lat J

Paid for ranſom. Chapman.

RE OHOT. a. [red and hot..] Heated to redneſs.

Bacºn, Newton.

REDINTEGRATE. a. [redintegratus, Latj

Kettored; renewed , made new. Bacon.

Ri-DINTEGRATION.J. [from redintegrate.]

1. Renovation; reſtoration. Decay of Piety.

2. Redintegration, chymiſts call the reſtoring

any mixed body or matter, whoſe form has

been deſtroyed, to its former nature and con

ſtitution. Boye.

REDLEAD. ſ. [red and lead..] Minium. Peach.

RF, DNESS. ſ. [from red JThe quality of being

red. Shakeſp.

ſubduing, reforming or diminiſhing. Bacan.

º Eik.ſ [from educe.] One that reduces:

Sidney. -

Rºčiai.e. a. [from reduce] Peffible to be

reduced South. --

REDU Cl BLEN ESS. ſ. [ſrom reducible j Qua

lity of being reducible. Bºyle. -

REJuctionſ ºrdaisº, Fr.) 1. The aa of

reducing. Hale, a. In arithmetick, reduction

brings two or more numbers of different deno

minations into one denomination.

REDUCTIVE, a [redućif, Fr J. Having the

power of reducing Hale. - -

REDUCTIVELY. adv. By reduštion; by con

ſequence. Hammond.

RELSUNDANCE. Q. ſ. [redundantia, Lat.) Su

REDU'NDANCY. S. perfuity; ſuperabundance.

Bacon.

REDUNDANT. a. [redundant, Lat.] :: Su

4 L * * Perabuudant 3
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perabundant; - -

2. Uſing more words or imagesthan are uſeful.

Watt'ſ

REDUNDANTLY. adv. [from redundant.]

Superfluouſly ; ſuperabundantly. -

Toº: v. a. [re and duplicate.]

To double.

REDUPLICATION. ſ. ſ from reduplicate. )

The aët of doubling Digby. -

Reduplicativá. a. Treduplicatif, Pr.]
Double. Matts.

RE'Dw1NG. ſ. A bird. -

To REE. v. a. To riddle; to fift. Mºrtimer.

To REECHO. v. m. [re and echo l To echo

back Pope.

REE CHY. a. [from reek.] Smoky ſooty ;

tanned. Shakeſp.

REED. ſ. ſneob, Sax, ried, German.] 1. An

hollow knotted ſtalk, which grows in wet

grounds. Raleigh. 2. A ſmall pipe. Shakeſp.

3. An arrow. Prior. - -

To REEDIFY. v. a. To rebuild; to build

again. Shakeſp. - -

REF'DLESS. a. [from reed.] Being without

reeds. May. - -

REEDY aſtfrom reed.) Abounding with reeds.

Blackmore.

REEK. ſ. ſnec, Sax.] 1... Smoke , ſteam :
vapour. Shakeſp. 2. A pile of corn or hay.

Mortimer.

To REEK. v. a. (necan, Sax.] To ſmoke; to

ſteam; to emit vapour. Shakeſp
REE'KY. a. (from reek.] Smoky i tanned ;

black. Shakeſp. -

REEL. ſ. [neol, Sax.] A turning frame upon
which yarn is wound into ſkeins from the

ſpindle.

To REEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To gather
yarn off the ſpindle. Wilkins.

Tô REEL. v. ... (rollen, Dutch ragla, Swed J

To ſtagger; to incline in walking, firſt tº one

fide and then to the other. Shakeſp. Sandyr.

REELECTION. ſ. [re and election | Repeated

election. Swift.

To ReenAci v. a. [re and ena& J To enact

anew. Arbuthnot.

To REENforce. v. a. (re and enforce.) To

ſtrengthen with new affiſtance. Colºr.
REENFºſ [re and enforcement.]

Freſh aſſiſtance. Ward. - - - -

To REENJOY. v. a. [re and enjºy.) To enjoy

anew or a ſecond time. Pºpe.

To REENTER. v. a. (re and enter.] To enter

again; to enter anew. Milton. -

To tree.NTHRONE. v a. To replace in a

throne. Southerne.

REENTRANCE. ſ. [re an

of entering again Gl "ville.

REE'RMOUSE. ſ [hnenemur, Saxl A bat.

T, REE'sTABLisH. v. a. [re and eſtabliſh.]

to eſtabliſh anew. Smalridge. -

RºpsiA.B.LisHER.J. [from reeſtabliſh] One

that reeſtabliſhes. --

Rijºst. A blishMENT. ſ. (from reeſtabliſh.]

The act of reeſtabliſhing; the ſtate of being

rººm.bliſhed; reſtauration. Addiſºn.

exuberant; ſuperfluous. Arbuth. -

dentrance.} The aa

REEVE. ſ. ſkenepa, Sax.] A ſteward. Dryden.

To REEXAMINE. v. a. [re and crazine 1

To examine anew. Hºoker.

To REFE'CT. v. a. [refečius, Lat.) To refreſh;

to reſtore after hunger or fatigue. Brown.

Refection. ſ. [refeåio, Lat.) Refreſhment

after hunger or fatigue Sasth.

REPE'CTORY. ſ. [refe&oire, Fr.] Room of

refreſhment; eating room. Dryden.

To REFE'L. v. a. [refelle, Lat..] To refute; to

repreſs. Ben. Johnſon.

To REPER. v. a. [refere, Lat.) 1. To diſmiſs

for information or judgment. Burnet. 2. To

betake for deciſion. Shakeſp. 3. To reduce to,

as to the ultimate end. Bacon. 4. To reduce,

as to a claſs. Boyle.

To REFER. v. n. To reſpect; to have relation.
Burnet.

REFEREE'. ſ. ſſrom refer.] One to whom any

thing is referred. L'Effrange.

RE'FERENCE. ſ. [from refer.) 1. Relation;

reſpect; view towards; alluſion to. Raleigh.

*: Diſmiſſion to another tribunal. Swift.

REFERE'NDARY. ſ. (referendur, Lat J One

to whoſe deciſion any thing is referred. Baron.

To REFERME'NT. v. a. [re and ferment 1
To ferment anew. Blackmore.

REFERRIBLE. a. [from refer.] Capable of

being conſidered as in relation to ſomething
elſe. Brown.

To REFINE. v. a. [raffiner, Fr.) 1. To purify;

to clear from droſs and recrement. Zech. 2.

To make elegant; to poliſh. Peacham.

To REFINE. v. n. 1. To improve in point of

accuracy, or delicacy. Dryden. 2. To grow

pure Addiſon. 3. To affect nicety. Atterbury.

REFI'NEDLY adv. [from refine.] With affec

ted elegance. Dryden.

REPINEMENT. ſ. (from refine.] 1. The a&

of purifying, by clearing anythingfrom droſs.

orris. 4. Improvement in elegance or purity.

Swift. 3. Artificial practice. Rogers. 4. Affec

tation of elegant improvement. Addiſºn.

REFI’NER. ſ. [from refine ) i. Purifier ; one

who clears from droſs or recrement. Bacon. 2.

Improver in elegance. Swift. 3 inventor of

ſuperfluous ſubtilties. Addiſon.

To REFIT. v. a. [refait, Fr. re and fit ) To

repair; to reſtore after damage. Woºdward,

Dryden.

To REFLECT. w.a. [refleckir, Fr. refleis,

Lat..] To throw back. Ailton.

To REFLECT. v. n. 1. To throw back light.

Shakeſp. z. To bend back. Beatley. , 3. To

throw back the thoughts upon the paſt or on

themſelves. Duppa, Taylor, 4. To conſider

attentively. Prior. 5. To throw reproach or

cenſure. Swift. 6. To bring reproach. Dryden.

REFLECTENT. a. [refleciems, Lat.) Bending

back; flying back. Digby.

REFLECTION. ſ. [from reflect.] 1. The aćt of

throwing back. Cheyne. 2. The act of bending

back. Bentley. 3. That which is reflected.

Shakeſp. 4. Thought thrown back upon the

paſt, Denham. 5. The action of the mind

upon
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upon itſelf. Locke. 6. Attentive conſideration.

South. 7. Cenſure. Prior.

REFLECTIVE. a. [from reflect.] I. Throw

ing back images. Dryden. 2. Conſidering

things paſt; conſidering the operations of the

mind. Prior.

REFLECTOR. ſ. [from reflect.] Confiderer.
Boyle.

Rºx. a. [reflexus, Lat.] Directed back

ward. Hale, Bentley.

REFLEX. ſ. [reflexus, Lat jRefle&ion.Hooker.

REFLEXIBI'LITY. ſ. [from reflexible.] The

quality of being reflexible. Newton.

REFLEXIBLE a. [from reflexus, Lat.] Capa

ble to be thrown back Cheyne.

REFLEXIVE. a. [reflexuſ, Lat.] Having re

ſpect to ſomething paſt. Hammond.

REFLEXIVELY. adv. [from reflexive.) In a

backward direction. Gov. of the Tongue.

REFLOAT. ſ. [re and float J Ebb; reflux. Bar.

To REFLOURISH. v. a. [re and flºurſb.] To

flouriſh anew. Milton.

To REFLO W. v. n. (refluer, French; re and

flºw.) To flow back.

REFLU'ENT. a. [refluent, Lat.) Running back.
Arbuthnot.

REFLU'X. ſ. (reflux, Fr.] Backward courſe of

water. Brown.

REFOCILLATION. ſ. ſ refecillo, Lat..] Reſto

ration of ſtrength by refreſhment.

To REFORM. v. a. [reformo, Lat.] To change

from worſe to better. Ho:ker.

To REFO'RM v. n. To make a change from

worſe to better. Atterbury.

REFO'R.M. ſ. (Fr.) Reformation.

REFORMATION. ſ. [reformation, Fr.) 1.

Change from worſe to better. Addiſon. 2. The

change of religion from the corruptions of

Popery to its primitive flate. Atterbury.

REFORMER. ſ. [from reform.) 1, Öne who

makes a change for the better; an amender.

King Charles, Spratt. 2. One of thoſe who

changed religion from popiſh corruptions and
innovations. Bacon.

To REFRACT. v. a. [refractus, Lat.] To

break the natural courſe of rays. Cheyne.

REFRACTION. ſ. (refraction, Fr. J. The in

curvation or change of determination in the

bºdy moved: in dioptricks, it is the variation

of a ray of light from that right line, which it

would have paſſed on in, had not the denſity
of the medium turned it aſide. Newton.

REFRACTIVE, a [from refract.] Having the

power of refraction Newton.

REFRACTORINESS. ſ. [from refractory. J

Sullen obſtinacy. Saunderſon.

REFRA'CTORY. a. [refractoire, Fr.) Obſti

nate ; perverſe ; contumacious. Bacon.

RE'FRAGABLE. a. [refragabilis, Lat..] Capa.

ble of confutation and conviction.

To REFRAIN v. n. [refrener, Fr.] To hold

back ; to keep from action. Milton.

To REFRAIN. v. n. To ſorbear; to abſtain,

to ſpare. Hooker.

REFRANGIBILITY. ſ. Refrangibility of the

rays of light, is their diſpoſition to be refradt

ed or turned out of their way, in paſſing out

of one tranſparent body or medium into ano

ther. Newton. -

REFRANGIBLE. a. Turned out of their

courſe, in paſſing from one medium to ano

ther Locke.

REFRENATION. ſ. [re and frene, Lat.] The

aćt of reſtraining.

To REFRESH. v. a. [refraiſcher, Fr.] 1.

To recreate; to relieve atter pain. Shakeſp. z.

To improve by new touches any thing in

paired. Dryden. 3. To refrigerate ; to cool.

Eccluſ.

REFRESHER. ſ... [from refreſh ) That which

refreſhes. Thºmſon.

RE FRESHMENT.J. [from refreſh.) 1. Relief

after pain, want or fatigue. 1. That which

gives relief, as food, reſt. South, Spratt.

REFRIGERANT, a. [refrigerant, French ;

from refrigerate.] Cooling ; mitigating heat.

Wiſeman.

To REFRIGERATE. v. a. [refrigers. Lat.)

To cool. Brown.

REFRIGERATION. ſ. ſ refrigeratiz, Lat. )

The act of cooling; the ſtate of being cooled.

Wilkins

REFR1'GERATIVE. a. [ refrigeratoriur,

REFRIGFRATORY. ſ. Lat.j Cooling; hav

ing the power to cool.

REFRIGERATORY. ſ. 1. That part of a

diſtilling veſſel that is placed about the head

of a ſtill, and filled with water to cool the

condenſing vapours. Quincy. 2. Anything in

ternally cooling. Mortimer.

REFRPGERIUli”. ſ. [Lat.) Cool refreſhment;

refrigeration. South

REFT. part. pret. of reave 1. Deprived; taken

away. Aſcham. 2, Preterite of reave. Took

away. Spenſer.

REFUGE. ſ. ſ refuge, French ; refugium, Lat.]

1. Shelter from any danger or diſtreſs , pro

testion. Milton. 2. That which gives ſhelter

or protestion. Dryden. 3. Expedient in di

ſtreſs. Shakeſp. 4. Expedient in general.
Morton.

To RE FUGE v. a. [refugier, Fr.] Toſhelter;

to protest. Dryden. -

REFUGE E. ſ. [refugié, Fr. J One who flies to

ſh-lter or protećtion. Dryden.

REFU LGENCE. ſ. (from refulgent.] Splen

dour ; brightneſs.

REFULGENT. a. [refulgens, Lat.] Bright;

ſhining; glittering ; plendid, Boyle, Dryden.

To REFU'ND, v. n. (refunde, Lat.] . To

pour back. Ray. 2. To repay what is receiv

ed ; to reſtore. L’Eſtrange.

REFUSA.L. ſ. ſtrom refuſe.) 1. The act of

refuſing ; denial of any thing demanded or

ſolicited. Rogers. 1. The pre-emption; the

right of having anything before another; op

tion, Swift.

To REFUSE. v. a. [refuſer, Fr.) 1. To deny

what is ſolicited or required. Shakeſp. 2. To

reject ; to diſmiſs without a grant. Shakeſp.

º
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To REFUSE. v. n. Not to accept. Miltºn.

RE'FUSE. a. Unworthy of reception; left when

the reſt is taken. Spectator.

RL FUSE. ſ. That which remains diſregarded

when the reſt is taken. Dryden.

REFU'SER. ſ. (from refuſe ] He who refuſes.

Taylor.

REFUTAL'ſ [from refate [ Refutation.

REFUTATION. ſ. [refutatio, Lat.) The act of

reſu ing; the aët of proving faiſe or erroneous.

Bentley.

To REFU'TE v. a. [refute, Lat.) To prove

falſe or erroneous. Milton.

To REGA. N. v. a. [regagner,Fr.] To recover;

to gain anew. Dryden.

RE GAL. a. [regal, French; regali, Lat. )

Royal ; kingly. Milton.

REGAL. ſ. [regale, Fr.] A muſical inſtrument.

acort

REGA'LE. ſ. (Lat.) The prerogative of mo

narchy.

To REGA'LE. v. a. [regaler, Fr.] To refleſh ;

to entertain ; to gratity. Philips.

REGA LEMENT. ſ. [regalement, Fren.] Re

freſhment; entertainment. Philips.

REGA LIA ſ. Lat. J Enſigns of royalty.

REGA'LITY..f. [regals, Lat.) Royalty; ſove

reignty ; kingſhip Bacon.

To REGARD, v. a. [regarder, Fr.) 1. To

value; to attend to as worthy of notice. Shake.

2. To obſerve 5 to remark. Shakeſ. 3. To mind

as an obječt of grief of terrour. 2 Mac. vii. 4.

To obſerve religiouſly. Rom. xiv. 6. 5. To pay

attention to. Proverbs. 6. To reſpect ; to have

relation to. 7. To look towards. Sandys.

REGA'RD. ſ. (regard, Fr.) 1. Attention as to

a matter of importance. Atterbury. ... Reſpect,

reverence. Milton. 3. Note ; eminence. Spenſ.

4 Repest; account. Hoºker. 3 Relation ;

reference. Watts. 6. Look ; aſpect directed

to another. Dryden. 7. Proſpect ; object of

ſight. Shakeſp.

REGARDABLE. a. [from regard | 1. Ob

ſervable. Brown. 2. Worthy of notice.

Carew.

REGARDER. ſ. [from regard 1 One that re

gards. -

REGARDFUL. a. [regard and full.] Atten

tive taking notice of Hayward, South.

REGA'RDFULLY. adv. t from regardful. J

1. Attentively; heedfully. 2. Reſpectfully.

Shakeſp.

REGARDLESS. a. [from regard. ) Heedleſs;

negligent ; inautentive. Spenſer.

REGARDLESLY. adv. from regardleſs. J

Without heed.

REGARDLESNESS. ſ. [ from regardleſs. J

Heedleſmeſs; negligence; inattention.

RECENCY. ſ. [from regent.j i. Authority ;

government. Grew. 2. Vicarious government.

Temple, 3. The diſtriºt governed by a vice

gerent Milton. 4. Thoſe to whom vicarious

regality is intruſted.

To REGENERATE. v. a. ſ.regenera, Lat.] 1.

To reproduce ; to produce anew. Blackmore.

1. To make to be born anew ; to renew by

change of carnal nature to a chriſtian life.

Addiſon.

REGENERATE. a. [regeneratus, Lat.] 1. Re

produced. Shakeſp. 1. Born anew by grace to

a chriſtian lite. Milton, Wake.

REGENERATION. ſ. ſ regeneration, Fr. )

New birth; birth by grace from carnal affec

tions to a chriſtian life. Tit. iii. 5.

REGENERATENESS. ſ. [from regenerate.]

The ſtate of being regenerate.

RE GENT. a. [regent, Fr. regent, Lat.) 1. Go

verning ; ruling. Haie. 2. Exerciſing vicarious

authority. Milton.

RE GENT. ſ. 1. Governour ; ruler. Miltºn.

2. One inveſted with vicarious royalty.

Shakeſp.

REGENTSHIP. ſ. [from regent) 1. Power of

governing. 1. Deputed authority. Shakeſp.

REGERM:NA"TION. ſ. [re and germination.]

The act of ſprouting again.

RE GIBLE. a. Governable. Diº.

REGICIDE. ſ. [regicida, Lat.] I. Murderer

of his king. Dryden. 2. Murder of his king.

Decay ºf Piety.

RE'G1//EN y [ Lat. ) That care in diet and

living, that is ſuitable to every particular

courſe of medicine. Swift.

RE GIMENT. ſ. [regiment, old Fr.] r. Eſta

bliſhed government; polity. Hoºker. 2. Rule:

authority. Hale. 3. A body of ſoldiers under

one colonel. Wailer.

REGIMENTAL, a ſtrom regiment.) Belong

ing to a regiment 5 military.

RE, Gio N. ; (region, French ; regiº, Lat.] 1.

Tract of ſanā; country tract of ſpace. Shake.

2. Part of the body. Shakeſp. 3. Place ; rank.

Shakeſp.

REGISi ER, f [regiſtre, French : regiſlran,

Lat.] ... An account of anything regularly

kept. Spenſer. Lacon. 2. The officer whoſe

buſineſs is to keep the regiſter. -

To Re Gist ER. v. a. regiſlrer, Fr.) To

record, to preſerve by authentick accounts.

Addiſºn.

RE GISTRY. ſ. (from regiſler.) 1. The att

of inſerting in the regiſter. Graunt. * The

place where the regiſter is kept. 3. A ſeries

of facts recorded. Temple.

RE GLEMENT. ſ. [Fr.) Regulation. Bace".
RE'GLET. ſ. [reglette, Fr J. Ledge of wood

exactly planed, by which printers ſeparate

their lines in pages widely printed. -

REGNANT. A. (Fr.) Reigning; predominant:

prevalent , having power. Wottºn.

TS REGo'RGE. J. a. [re and gºrge ) ". To

vomit up, to throw back. Hayward. *. To

ſwallow eagerly. Milton. 3. To ſwallow back

Dryden.

To REGRA'FT. v. a. [regriffer, Fr.] To grait

again. Bacon.

To kegRANT. v.a. [re and grant.] To grant

back. Ayliffe.

To PEGRATE. v.a. 1. To cfend; to ſhock.

Perhare,
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Derham. 1. To engroſs 5 to foreſtal. Spenſer.

REGRATER. ſ. [regratier, Fr.) Foreſtaller,

engroſſer.

To REGREET. v. a. To reſalute; to greet a

ſecond time. Shakeſp.

REGREET. ſ. Return or exchange of ſaluta

tion. Shakeſp.

REGRESS ſ. [regreſſur, Lat J Paſſage back;

power of paſſing back. Burnet.

To REGRESS. v. n. (regreſſur, Lat.] To go

back; to return. Brºwn.

REGRESSION. ſ. ſ regreſſur, Lat.] The act of

returning or going back. Brºwn.

REGRE'T. ſ. [regret, French ; regretto, Ita

lian.) 1. Vexation at ſomething paſt; bitter

neſs of reflection. South. 2. Grief ; ſorrow.

Clarendan. 3. Diſlike; averſion. Decay of

Piety.

To REGRET. v. a. [regretter, Fr.] To re

pent; to grieve at Bºyle

REGUERDON. ſ. ſ.re and guerdon.) Reward;

recompenſe. Shakeſp.

To REGUERDON. v. a. (from the noun.] To

reward. Shakeſp.

RE'GULAR. a. {regularis, Lat.) 1. Agreeat le

to rule; conſiſtent with the mode preſcribed.

Addiſºn. 2. Governed by ſtrict regulations.

Pºpe. 3. In geometry, regular body is a ſolid,

whoſe ſurface is composed of regular and

equal figures, and whoſe ſolid angles are all

equal : there are five ſorts. 1. A pyramid

comprehended under four equal and equila

teral triangles. 2. A cube, whoſe ſurface is

compoſed of ſix equal ſquares. 3. That which

is bounded by eight equal and equilateral tri

angles. 4. That which is contained under

twelve equal and equilateral pentagons. 5. A

body conſiſting of twenty equal and equila

teral triangles. 4. Inſtituted or initiated ac

cording to eſtabliſhed forms.

REGULARs. ſ. [regulier, Fr.) In the Romiſh

church, all perſons are ſaid to be regulars,

that do profeſs and follow a certain rule of lite,

and obſerve the three vows of poverty, chaſti

ty and obedience Ayliffe.

REGULA'RITY. ſ. (regularité, Fr.) 1. Agree.
ableneſs to rule. 2. Method; certain order.

Gretc.

REGULARLY. adv. [from regular. ) In a
manner concordant to rule. Prior.

To REGULATE. v. a. [regula, Lat.) 1. To

adjuſt by rule cr method. Lºcke. 2. To direct

Wiſeman

REGULATION. ſ [from regulate ) i. The

act of regulating. Ry. 2. Method; the effect

of regulation.

REGULATOR. ſ. (from regulate.) 1. One that

regulates. Grew. 2. That part of a machine

which makes the motion equable.

*H G ULUS. ſ. (Latin; regule, Fr.] The fine:

and moſt weighty part of metals. Quincy.

To REGURGITATE. v. a. (re and gurger,

i.at. To throw back ; to four back. Bentley

To Rſ.(; (IRGITATE. v. n. To be poured

lºck. Harvºy.

REGURGITAtion, f from regurgitate.]

Reſorption ; the act of ſwallowing back.

To REHEAR. v. a. [re and hear.] To hear a.

gain. Addiſon.

RFHE ARSA L. ſ. ſtrom rehearſ...} 1. Repe

tition ; recital. South. 1. The recital of any

thing previous to publick exhibition.

To REHEARSE. v. a. (from rehear.) Skinner.

1. To repeat; to recite. Swift, 2. To relate:

to tell. Dryden. 3. To recite previouſly to

public exhibition Dryden,

To REJF'CT. v. a. ſ reješur, Lat.] 1. To

diſmiſs without compliance with propºſal or

acceptance of cffer. Knoller. 2. To caſt off; to

make an abjeSt. Iſaiah. 3. To refuſe; not

to accept. Locke. 4. To throw a ſide.

REJECTION. ſ. (rejećite, Lat ) The act of

caſting off or throwing afiqe Bacºn.

REl GLºſ [regle, Fr.) A hollow cut to guide

any thing. Caº ev.

To REIGN. v. n. (ragne, Latin: regner, fr.]

1. To enjoy or exerciſe ſovereign authority.

Cºwley ... To be predominant , to prevail.

*acon. 3. To obtain power or doſiunion.
Romans.

REIGN ſ. [regnum, Lat.) 1. Royal authority,

ſovereignty. Pºpe. 2. Time of a king's govera

ment. Thºmſºn. 3. Kingdom; dominions.

Pºpe. -

To REMPO'DY. v. s. [re and inted,.] To

embody again. Boyle.

To RI IME URSE. v. a. ſ.re, im, and bºurſe,

French, a pure ) To repay to repair loſs or

expence by ºn equivalent. Swift.

REIMBU RSEMENT. ſ. ( frºm renburſe. J

Reparation or repayment. Ayliffe.

To RF (MPRF'GNATE v. a. ire and impreg

nate.} i o impregnate anew. Brown.

REIMPRESSION. ſ. [re and impreſſion.] A

ſecond or repeated impreſſion.

RF IN.J. renes, Fr.) 1. The part of the bridle,

which exterds from the horte's head to the

driver's or rider's hand. Shakeſ. 2. Uſed as aii

tn't ument of government, or for government.

*a**!p 3. He give the Re, as. To give
licente ...}/1ſtºn.

To R.E.I.N. v. a [from the noun ) i. To govera

by a bridle. Milton. 2. To reſtrain; to co

toul. Shakep.

REINS. ſ (renzº, Lat ). The kidneys; the

lower part of the back jºb xix.

To RFINSERT. v. a. ºr 2 and infºrt.] Te in
ſett a ſecond time.

To REINSPIRE v. a. [re and inſpire j To in

ſpire anew. Dryden.

To REINS TAL w a [re and infall 1. T.,

ſeat again Milton. 2. To put again in pºe:-

ſien. Shakeſp.
-

To REINSTATF. v. a. ſ.re and inflate.] To

put again in poſſeſſion. Addiſºn.

To R E1'NTEGRATF. v a [re and integer.]

Lat. I To renew with regaid to any ſtate cr

uality. Bacon.

To RElNVEST. v. a. ºº e and in...".) To in

weſt anew,
-

To
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To RELATE. v. a. [relatur, Lat ) 1. To tell ;

To REJOICE. v. n. (rejeuir, Fr.] To be glad;

to joy; to exult. Milton.

To REJOICE. v. a. To exhilarate; to gladden.

Prior.

REJOICER.ſ [from rejoice.]One that rejoices.

Taylor.

To REJoi'N. v. a. [rejoindre, Fr.) 1. To join

again. Brown. 2. To meet one again Pope

To RF IOI N. v. m. To anſwer to an anſwer.

Drivden.

RE-ſol NDER. ſ (from rejoin.) 1. Reply to

an anſwer. Glanville. 2. Reply ; anſwer

Shakeſp.

ºrſ [rejailler, Fr.] Shock; ſucceſſion.

Suth.

REIT. ſ. Sedge or ſea-weed Bailey.

To REITERATE. v. a. [re and iters, Lat.]

To repeat again and again. Milton, Smalridge.

REITERATION. ſ. [reiteration, French; from

reiterate.) Repetition. Bºyle.

To REJU'DGE. v. a. [re and judge ) To re

examine; to review; to recal to a new trial.

Pºpe.

To REKINDI.E. v. a. (re and kindle.] To ſet

on fire again. Cheyne, Pope -

To RLLAPSE. v. n. (relapſar, Lat.] 1: To ſlip

back ; to ſlide or fall back. 1. To fall back

into vice or errour. Taylor. 3. To fall back

from a ſtate of recovery.to fickneſs. A'iſeman.

RELAPSE. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Fall into

vice or errour once forſaken. Miltºn, Rºgers.

Regreſſion from a ſtate of recovery to

ſickneſs. Spenſer. 3. Return to any ſtate.

Shakeſp.

to recite. Bacon. 2. To ally by kindred. Pope.

3. To bring back; to reſtore Spenſer.

To RELATE v. n. To have reference 5 to

have reſpect. Locke. -

RELATER.J. [ſtom relate.] Teller; narrator.

Brown.

RELATION. ſ. [relation, Fr.) 1. Manner of

belonging to any perſon or thing. Waller,

South. ... Reſpect; reference; regard.

Locke. 3. Connexion between one thing and

another. Shakeſp. 4. Kindred ; alliance of

kin. Dryden. 5. Perſon related by birth or

marriage; kinſman; kinſwoman. Swift.

6. Narrative; tale; account 5 narration.

Dennis.

RELATIVE. a. [relativus, Lat.] 1. Having

relation; reſpetting. Lºcke, 1. Conſidered not

abſolutely, but as reſpecting ſomething elſe.

South. 3. Particular; poſitive; cloſe in con

nexion Shakeſp.

RELATIVE. ſ. 1. Relation; kinſman. Taylor.

2. Pronoun anſwering to an antecedent.

Aſcham. , 3. Somewhat reſpecting ſomething

elſe Locke.

RE'ſ,ATIVELY. adv. from relative.) As it

reſpects ſomething elſe; not abſolutely Spratt.

*E*LATIVENESS ſ. (from relative.) The

ſtate of having relation.

to RFLAX. v. a. [relaxo, Lat. ) i. To

acken; 10 ºrake left tenſe. Barºn. 2. To

remit; to make leſs ſevere or rigorous. Swife.

3. To make leſs attentive or laborious. Vanity

ºf Mºſher. 4. To eaſe; to divert. 5. To

open j to looſe. Milton.

To RELAX. v. n. To be mild; to be remiſs;

to be not rigorcus. Prior.

RELAXATION. ſ. [relaxation, Fr.) 1. Di

minution of tenſion, the act of looſening.

Arbuthnot, 2. Ceſſation of reſtraint. Burnet.

3. Remiſſion; abatement of rigour. Hooker.

4. Remiſſion of attention or application.

Addiſon. -

RELAY. ſ. ſ.relair, Fr.) Horſes on the road to

relieve others. w

To RELEASE. v. a. [relaſcher, Fr.) 1. To

ſet free from confinement or ſervitude. Mat

thew. 2. To ſet free from pain. 3. To free

from obligation. Milton. 4. To quit; to

let go. Pryden. 5. To relax; to ſlacken.

Heaker.

RELEASE. ſ. ſ.relaſche, French, from the

verb.] 1. Diſmiſſion from confinement, ſer

witude or pain. Prior. 2. Relaxation of a

penalty. 3. Remifion of a claim. Bacon.

4. Acquittance from a debt ſigned by the cre

ditor.

To RELEGATE. v. a. [releguer, French, re

lege, Lat.) To baniſh; to exile.

RELEGATION. ſ. [relegatio, Lat.) Exile;

judicial baniſhment. Ayliff.

To RELENT. v. n. [relentir, Fr.) 1. To

ſoften ; to grow leſs rigid or hard. Bacon. 2.

To melt; to grow moiſt. Boyle. 3 To grow

leſs intenſe. Sidney, Digby. 4. To ſoften in

temper; to grow tender; to feel compaſſion.

Milton.

To RELENT. v. a. 1. To ſlacken; to

remit. Spenſer. 2. To ſoften; to mollify.

Spenſer.

RELE/NTLESS. a. (from relent.] Unpitying;

unmoved by kindneſs or tenderneſs. Prier.

RE LEVANT. a. [Fr.) Relieving.

RELEVATION. ſ. [relevatio, Lat.] A riſing

or lifting up.

RELIANCE.ſſfrom rely.]Truſt; dependance;

confidence. Woodward, Rºgers.

RELICK. ſ. [reliquiae, Lat.J 1. That which

remains; that which is left after the loſs or

decay of the reſt. It is generally uſed in the

plural Spenſer. 2. It is oſten taken for the

body deſerted by the ſoul. Milton, Pºpe.

3 That which is kept in memory of an

other, with a kind of religious veneration.

Addiſon.

RE'LICKLY, adv. [from relick.] In the manner

of relicks. Donne.

RELICT. ſ. [reličie, old French | A widow;

a wife deſolate by the death of her huſband.

Spratt, Garth.

RELIEF. ſ. [relief, Fr.) 1. The prominence

of a figure in ſtone or metal; the ſeeming

prominence of a picture. Pºpe. *. The ſt

commendation of any thing, by the interſci

tion of ſomething different. 3. Alleviation

of calamity; mitigation of pain or ſorrow.
- Allilan,
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Milton. 4. That which frees from pain or

forrow. Dryden. 5. Diſmiſſion of a ſentinel

from his poſt. Shakeſp. 6.. [Relevium, law,

Lat] Legal remedy of wrongs.

RELIE VABLE. a. [from relieve..] Capable of

relief. Hale.

To RELIEVE.v.a. [relevo, Lat.]1. To recom

mend by the interpoſition of ſomething diſ

ſimilar. Stepney. 2. To ſupport ; to aſſiſt.

£rºwn. 3. To eaſe pain or ſorrow. 4. To

ſuccour by aſfiſtance. Dryden. 5. To ſet

a ſentinel at reſt, by placing another on his

poſt. Shakeſp. 6. To right by law.

RELIEVER. ſ. [from relieve.) One that re

lieves. Rogers.

RELIE WO.J. [Italian] The prominence of a

figure or picture. Dryden.

To RE LIGHT. v. a. (re and light.] To light

anew. Pete.

RELIGION. ſ. [religie, Lat.) 1. Virtue, as

founded upon reverence of God, and expec

tation of future rewards and puniſhments.

Ben. Johnſºn. 2. A ſyſtem of divine faith and

worſhip as oppoſite to others. Mºre, Tillotſon.

RELI Gion IST. ſ. (from religion.] A bigot to

any religious perſuaſion. Swift.

RELI’GIOUS a. (religioſus, Latin.) 1. Pious ;

diſpoſed to the duties of religion. Milton. 2.

Teaching religion. Wottºn. 3. Among the

Romaniſts, bound by the vows of poverty,

chaſtity and obedience. Addiſon. 4. Exact :

(trict

RELIGIOUSLY. adv. [from religiour.] 1.

Piouſly ; with obedience to the dićtates of re

ligion. 2. According to the rites or religion.

Shakeſp. 3. Reverently; with veneration.

Pappa. 4. Exačtly; with ſtrict obſervance.
Bacon.

RELIGIOUSNESS. ſ. [from religious.] The

quality or ſtate of being religious.

To RELINQUISH. v. a. [relinquo, Lat ) 1.

To forſake ; to abandon; to leave ; to deſert

Davier. 2. To quit; to releaſe; to give up.

South. 3 To forbear; to depart from Hooker.

RELINQUISHMENT. ſ. (from relinquiſb.]

The act of forſaking. South.

RELISH. f. (from relecher, Fr. to lick again.]

1. Taſte; the effect of any thing on the pa

late ; it is commonly uſed of a pleaſing taſte.

Bºyle. 2. Taſte; ſmall quantity juſt percep

tible. Shakeſp. 3. Liking ; delight in any

thing Addiſon. 4. Senſe; power of perceiv

ing excellence ; taſte. Seed's Serm. 5. De

light given by any thing ; the power by which

pleaſure is given. Ziddiſon. 6. Caſt; manner

Pºpe.

To RELISH v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

give a taſte to any thing. Dryden. 2. To

taſte § to have a liking. Shakeſp. Baker.

To RELISH. v. n. 1. To have a pleaſing taſte.

Hakewall. 1. To give pleaſure. Shakeſp. 3.

To have a flavour. Woodward.

REL! SHA Bi.E. a. (from relſh) Guſtable;

having a taſte.

To RELIVE. v. n. [re and live.] To revive ,

to live anew. Spenſer.

To RELOVE. v. a. [re and love.] To love in

return. Boyle.

RELUCENT_a. [relucent, Latin.) Shining;

tranſparent. Thomſon.

Te RELUCT, v. n. [relačior, Lat.JTo ſtrug

gle again. Decay of Piety.

REL'UCTANCE. Q. ſ. (reludor, Latin.) Un

REL'UCTANCY. S. willingneſs; repugnance.

Bºyle, Rogers.

RELU'CTANT. a. [reluctant, Lat.]Unwilling;

acting with repugnance. Tickell.

To RELU'CTATE. v. n. (reluctor, Lat.) To

reſiſt; to ſtruggle againſt. Decay of Piety.

RELUCTATION. ſ. [relucior, Lat.) Repug
nance : reſiſtance. Bacon.

To RELU'ME. v. a. To light anew ; to re

kindle. Pope.

To RFLU'MINE. v. a. To light anew. Shakeſ.

To RELY. v. n. (re and lye.] To lean upon

with confidence; to put truſt in ; to reſt up

on ; to depend upon South, Rºgers.

To REMAIN. v. n. [remaneo, Lat.) 1. To be

left out of a greater quantity or number. job.

xxvii 2. To continue ; to endure; to be

left. Milton. 3. To be lett after any event.

Lºcke. 4. Not to be loſt. Spenſer. 5. To be

let as not compriſed. Locke.

To REMA'IN. v. a. To await; to be left to.

Speaſer.

REMAI'N. / [from the verb.) 1. Relick; that

which is left. Generally uſed in the plural.

Pope, 2. The body left by the ſoul. Pºpe. 3.

Abode: habitation. Shakeſp.

REMAINDER. a. [from remain.) Remain

ing ; refuſe ; left. Shakeſp.

REMAINDER. ſ. 1. What is left. Bacon. .

The body when the ſoul is departed; remains.

Shakeſp.

To REMAKE. v. a [re and make.] To make

anew. Glasville.

To REMAND. v. a. [re and mandº, Lat.]

To ſend back; to call back. Davies.

RE MANENT. ſ. [remanent, Lat..] The part

remaining. Bacon.

REMA'RK. ſ. [remarquer, Fr J. Obſervation;

note; notice taken. Collier.

To REMA'RK. v. a. (remarquer, Fr.) 1. To

note ; to obſerve. Locke. 2. To diſtinguiſh;

to point out ; to mark.

REMARKABLE. a. [remarquable, Fr.] Obſer

vable; worthy of note. Raleigh, Watts.

REMA'RKABLENESS. ſ. [rom remarkable.]

Obſervableneſs; worthineſs of obſervation.

REMA'RKABLY. adv, (from remarkable.]

Obſervable ; in a manner worthy of obſerva

tion. Milton, Watts.

REMA'RKER. ſ. (remarguer, Fr.] Obſerver ;

one that remarks. JW attſ.

REME DIABLE. a. (from remedy..] Capable of

remedy.

REME'DIATE. a. [from remedy..] Medicinal;

affording a remedy. Shakeſp.

REMEDILESS. a. A from remedy..] Not admit

ticg remedy; irreparable; cureleſs, Raleigh.
M REME'DI
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REMEDILINESS. ſ. (from remedileſ.) In
curableneſs.

REMEDY. ſ. [remedium, Lat.) 1. A medicine

by which any illneſs is cured. Swift. 2. Cure

of any uneaſineſs. Dryden. 3. That which

counteracts any evil. Locke. 4. Reparation ;

means of repairing any hurt. Shakeſp.

To ReMI. DY. v. a. [remedier, Fren.) 1. To

cure ; to heal. Hooker. 2. To repair or re

move n iſ hiefs.

To REMEMBER. v. a. ſ.rewer brare, Ital.] 1.

To bear in mind any thing ; not to forget. Pſa.

2. ‘I'o recoile St to call to mind. Sidn. 3. To

keep in mind ; to have preſent to the atten

tion. Locke. 4. To bear in mind, with intent

of reward or puniſhment. Milton. 5. To

mention; not to ornit. Ayliffe. 6. To put in

mind to force to recollect ; to remind. Sidr.

REMEMBERER. f. [from remember.] One

who remembers. PPetter.

REMEMBRANCE. ſ. [remembrance, Fr.) 1.

Retention in memory. Denham. 2. Recollec

tion; revival of any idea. Locke. 3. Honour

•ble memory. Out of uſe. Shakeſp. 4. Tranſ.

miſſion of a tačt from one to another. Addiſon.

E. Account preſerved. Hale. 6. Memorial.

Dryden. 7. A token by which any one is

kept in the memory. Shakeſp. 8. Notice of

ſomething abſent Shakeſp.

REME MERANCER. ſ. (from remembrance.)

1. One that reminds; one that puts in mind

Taylor 1. An officer of the exchauer. Bacon.

To REME'RC1 E. v. n. [remercier, Fr ) To

thank. Syen er.

To RK MIGRATE. v. m. [remigro, Lat] To I

remove back again. Boyle.

REM GRATION. ſ. [from remigrate.] Re

moval back again. Hale.

To RK MIND. v. a. [re and mind.] To put in

mind; to torce to remember. South.

REM(NISCENCE. J. reminiſcent, Lat.) Re

collection ; recovery of ideas. Hale.

REMIN ISCE NTIAL. a. ſtrom reminiſcence.]

Relating to reminiſcence. Brown.

REM! SS. a. [remiſ, Fr. remiſus, Lat.) 1. Not

vigorous ; ſlack. Woodward. 2. Not care

ful : ſlothful. Shakeſp. 3. Not intenſe. Rºſe.

R EMI SSIBLE. a. irom remit.) Admitting

forgiveneſs.

REMISSION. ſ. [remiſſion, Fr. remiſſiº, Lat.)

1. Ab tement , relaxaticn moderation. Bac.

2. Ceſtation of intenſeneſs. Moodward. 3.

In phyſick, remiſſion is when a diſtemper a

bates, but does not go quite off before it re

turns again. 4. Releaſe. Addiſon, Swift, 5.

Forgiveneſs ; pºrtion. Taylor.

RE MISSI.Y. adv. (from remiſt.) Careleſly;

negligently 5 without cloſe attention. Hooker

2. Not vigorouſly ; not with ardour or eager.

neſs; ſlackly. Clarendon.

REM ISSN ESS. ſ. [from remiſ:..] Careleſſneſs:

negligence; coldneſs; want of ardour. Rogers.

To REM'IT. v. a. [remitte, Lat ) i. To re

lax ; to make leſs intenſe. Milton. 2. To for

give a puniſhment, Dryden. 3. [Remettre,

Fr.] To pardon a fault. Shakeſp. 4. To give

up; to reſign. Hayward. 5. To defer; to

refer. Gov. of the Tongue. 6. To put again

in cuſtody. Dryden. 7. To ſend money to a

diſtant place. Addiſon. 8. To reſtore. Hayw.

To REMi T. v. n. 1. To ſlacken; to grow leſs

intenſe. Brºme. 2. To abate by growing leſs

eager. Sºuth. 3. In phyſick, to grow by inter
vºls leſs violent. -

REM[TMENT. ſ. (from remit.) The act of

remitting to cuſtody.

REMl'TTANCE. ſ. [from remit j 1. The act

of paying money at a diſtant place. 2. Sum

ſent to a diſtant place. Addiſon.

REM ITTER. ſ. [remettre, Fr.) In common

law, a reſtitution of one that hath two titles to

lands or tenements, that is ſeized of them by

his latter title, unto his title that is more an

tient, in caſe where the latter is defective.

Cowel.

REMNANT. ſ. [from remanent J Reſidue ;

that which is left. Shakeſp.

REMNANT. a. Remaining; yet left. Prior.

REMO'LTEN. part. [from remelt.) Melted a

gain. Bacon.

REMO'NSTRANCF. ſ. [remonſtrance, Fr.] 1.

Show; diſcovery. Shakeſp. 2. Strong repre
ſentation. Hosker.

To REMOTNSTRATE. v. m. [remonſtra, Lat I

To make a ſtrong repreſentation; to ſhow
reaſons.

RE MORA. ſ. (Latin.) 1. A let or obſtacle.

2. A fiſh or kind of worm that ſticks to ſhips,

and retards their paſſage through the wate .

Grew.

To REMORATE. v. a. [remerer, Lat.] To

hinder.

REMORSE. ſ. [remorſur, Lat] 1. Pain of

guilt. Clarendon. 2. Tenderneſs; pity ; ſym

pathetick ſorrow. Spenſer.

REMORSEFUL. a. [remorſe and fall.] Ten

der ; compaſſionate. Shakeſp.

REMORSELESS. a. [from remºrſe.] Unpity

ing; cruel, ſavage, Milton, South.

REMOTE, a [remotus, Lat.] 1. Diſtant : not

immediate. Locke. 1. Diſtant; not at hand.

3. Removed far off; placed not near. Lecke.

4. Foreign. 5. Diſtant ; not cloſely connect

ed. Glanville. 6. Alien; not agreeing. Lºcke.

7. Abſtraćted.

REMOTELY. adv. [from remate.] Not near

ły ; at a diſtance Brown, Smith.

REMOTENESS. ſ. [from remote.] State of bc

ing remote ; diſtance; not nearneſs. Beyle.

REMOTION ſ. [from rematus, Lat. The at

of removing; the ſtate of being removed to

a diſtance, Brown.

REMOVABLE. a. [from remºve..] Such as

may be removed. Spenſer.

REMOVAL ſ (from renovel 1. The aë of

putting out of any place Heaker. 2. The act

of putting away Arbuthnot. 3. Diſmiſſion

from a poſt. Swift. 4. The ſtate of being re

moved. Locke.

To REMOVE. v. s. [removee, Lat.] 1. To

put
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put from its place: to take or put away.

Shakeſp. z. To place at a diſtance. Locke.

To REMOVE. v. n. 1. To change place. 1.

To go from one place to another. Dryden.

REMOVE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Change of

place. 2. Suſceptibility of being removed.

Glanville. 3. Tranſlation of one to the place

of another. Shakeſp. 4. State of being re

moved. Locke. 5. A&t of moving a chelman

or draught. 6. Departure; act of going a

way. JWaller. 7. The act of changing place.

Bacºn. 8. A ſtop in the ſcale of gradation.

Lºcke. 9. A ſmall diſtance. Rogers. 1 o' Act

of putting a horſe's ſhoes upon different feet.
South.

REMOVED. particip. a. Remote ; ſeparate

from others. Shakeſp.

REMOVEDNESS. ſ. ſ from removed ) The

ſtate of being removed; remoteneſs. Shakeſp

REMOVER. ſ. [from remove..] One that re

moves. Bacon.

To REMOUNT. v. n. [remonter, Fr.] To

mount again. Dryden.

REMU'NERABLE. a. [from remunerate.) Re

wardable.

To REMU'NERATE. v. a. [remunera, Lat J

To reward; to repay $ to requite. Bºyle.

REMUNERATION. ſ. [remuneratia, Lat. )

Reward; requital ; recompenſe; repayment
rottº. -

REMUNERATIVE. a. [from remunerate. }

Exerciſed in giving rewards. Boyle.

To REMURMUR. v. a. [re and murmur.]

To utter back in murmurs; to repeat in low

hoarſe ſounds. Pope. -

To REMURMUR. v. n. [remurmure, Latin )

To murmur back; to echo a low hoarſe ſound.

Dryden.

RENARD. ſ. [renard, a fox, Fr.] The name.

of a fox. Dryden.

RENA’SCENT. a. [renaſceni, Lat..] Produced

again; riſing again into being.

RENASCIBLE. a. (renaſzer, Lat.) Poſſible to

be produced again.

To RENA'ViCATE. [re and navigate] To ſail

again.

RENCOUNTER. ſ. [rencentre, Fr.) 1. Claſh;

colliſion. Collier 2. Perſonal oppoſition. Addiſ

3. Looſe or caſual engagement. Addiſºn. 4.

Sudden combat without premeditation. -

To RENCOUNTER. v. a. [rencentrer, Fr.) 1.

To claſh; to collide. 2. To meet an enemy

unexpectedly. 3. To ſkirmiſh with another

4. To fight hand to hand.

To REND. v. a pret. and pret. paſſ rent

(nenban, Saxon.) To tear with violence; to

lacerate. Pope.

RENDER. ſ. [from read J One that rends; a
tearer

To RENDER. v. a. [rendre, Fr.) 1.To return;

to pay back. Locke. 2. To reſtore; to give

back. Addiſ. 3. To give upon demand. Prov

4. To inveſt with qualities; to make. South.

5. To repreſent; to exhibit. Shakeſp. 6. To

tienſlate. Barnet. 7. To ſurrender; to yield :

to give up Clarendºn.

to be uſed. Watts.

RENDER.ſ [from the verb.] Surrender. Shak".

RENDE'ZVOU.S. ſ. [rendezvour, Fr J 1. Aſ

ſembly , meeting appointed. Raleigh. 2. A

ſign that draws men together. Bacon. 3. Place

appointed for aſſembly. Clarendon.

To RENDE ZVOUS. v. n. (from the noun

To meet at a place appointed

RENDITION. ſ. (from render.]Surrendering;

the act of yielding.

RENEGA'0E. Q. ſ. (renºgadº, Spaniſh..] I. One

RENEGA'DO. W. that apoſtatiſes from the faith;

an apoſtate. Addiſon: 2. One who deſerts to

the enemy; a revolter. Arbuthnot.

To REN EGE. v. a. (renega, Lat. remier, Fr.]

To diſown. King Charler.

To RENE.W. v. a. ſ.re and new.] 1. To re

novate ; to reſtore the former ſtate. Hebrews,

2. To repeat; to put again in act. Dryden.

3. To begin again. Dryden. 4. In theology,

to make anew ; to transform to new life.

Romanſ.

RENEWABLE. a. (from renew ) Capable to

be renewed. Swift.

RENEWAL. ſ. [from renew ) The as of re

neving ; renovation. Fºrber.

RENITENCY. ſ. ſhom renitent.] That reſiſ.

tance in ſolid bodies, when they preſs upon, or

are impelled one againſt another Quincy.

RENITENT. a. [renitens, Lat.) Acting againſt

any impulſe by elaſtick power. Ray.

RENNET. ſ. A putredinous ferment. Flyer.

ºc. } f. A kind of apple. Mortimer.

To RE NOVATE v. a. ſ renzº, Lat.) To

renew , to reſtore to the firſt ſtate. Thºmſºn.

RENOVATION. ſ. [renovat 2, Lat jRenewal;

the act of renewing Bacon.

To RENOIJNCF. v. a. (ren:ncer, Fr. renunciº,

Lat.) To diſown; to abrogate. Dryden.

To RENOUNCE v. m. To declare renuncia

tion Dryden

RENOUNCEMENT. ſ (from renºunce ) A&

of renouncing ; renunciation. Shakeſp. -

RENOWN. ſ. (renºmmée, Fr.) Farne; celebri

ty ; praiſe widely ſpread. Waller.

To RENOWN. v. a. [rencrimer, Fr. from the

noun..] To make famous. Pºpe,

RENOWNED. particip a. (from ren:wn.) Fa

mous; celebrated; eminent; famed. Pryden.

RENT. f. [from rend.) A break; a laceration.

Addiſºn.

8. To offer; to gºve

| To RENT. v. a. [rather to rend] To tear; to

lacerate Eccluſ.

To RENT, v n. To roar; to blufler. Hudibrar.

RENT. ſ. (rente, Fr. J 1. Revenue; annual

payment. Pºpe. 2. Money paid for any thing

held of another. Waller.

To RENT. v. a [renter, Fr ) 1. To hold by

paying rent. Addiſºn. ... To ſet to a tenant.

RENTABLE. a. [from rent.] That may be

rented.

RENTAL. ſ. [from rent.] Schedule or account

of rent.

4 M 2. RE'N Ter
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RENTER, ſ [from rent.) He that holds by

paying rent. Locke. -

RENVERSEL a. [renverſe, Fr.) Overturned.

Spenſer. -

RENUNCIA"I ION ſ. (renunciatio, Lat] The

act of renouncing. Taylor.

To REORDAIN. o. a. (reordiner, Fr.] To

ordain again, on ſuppoſition of ſome delečt in

the commiſſion of miniſtry

REGRDIN A Tion / from re-rdain.) Repe

tition on o dination. Atterbury.

To REPACIFY v. a. [re and pacify.] To

pacify again. Dantel

REP A D. part. of repay.

To REPAIR. v. a. [repare, Lat. reparer, Fr.)

1. To reſtore after injury or dilapidation.

Clarendon. ... To amend any injury by an

equivalent. Milton. 3. To fill up anew, by

ſomething put in the place of what is loſt.

Milton. -

REPAIR. ſ. (from the verb.) Reparation ;

ſupply of loſs; reſtoration after dilapidation

Jº 1/4 in f.

To REPAIR. v. n. [repairer, Fr.] To go; to

betake himſelf. Pºpe.

REPAIR. ſ. (repaire, Fr.) 1. Reſort ; abode.

2. A& of betaking himſelf any whither

Clarenden.

REPAIRER. ſ. (from repair.] Amender ; re

ſtorer. Szuth.

REPA NDOU.S. a. [repandur, Lat ) Bent up.

wards. Brzºzºn.

REPARABLE a. [reparakilir, Lat.] Capable

of being amended; retrieved. Baco".

REPARABLY. adv. [from reparable.] In a

manner capable of remedy by reſtoration, a

mendment or ſupply.

REPARATION. ; (reparatio, Lat.) 1. The

act of repairing. Arbuthnot. " . Supply of what

is waſhed. A, buthnot. 3. Recompence for any

injury ; amends Dryden.

REPA'it Atlve. ſ (from repair.] Whatever

makes amerds. Wottºn.

REPA R v E::... ſ. [repartie, Fr.] Smart reply.

Dryden. -

To REPARTEE’, ‘v. m. To make ſmart replies

Priºr.

To REPA'ss. v. a [repaſſer, Fr.] To paſ

again : to paſs back. Raleigh.

To REPA'ss. v. n. To go back in a road.

Dryden.

REPA's r. ſ. [re and paſtus, Lat.] 1. A meal:

act of taxing food. Denham. 1. Food ; vic

tuals Skašeft.

To REPAs iſ v. a. [repaſºre, Fr. from the

noun..] To feed ; to feaſt. Shakeſp.

REPA STURE. ſ. (re and paſture.j Entertain.

ment. Shakeſp.

To REPA. Y. & a [repayer. Fr.) 1. To pay

back in return, in requital, or in revenge

Bacon. 1. To recompenſe. Milton. 3. To

requite either good or ill. Pºpe. 4. To reim

buite with what is owed. Shakeſp.

REPA YMENT. ſ. (from repay | 1. The aâ

o: repaying. 1. The thirg reta;: A Huthmet

To RPPEAL. v a [repeller, Fr.) 1. Te reca'1

Shakeſp. z. To abrogate ; to revoke. Drydee.

REPEAL. f. [from the verb) . Recall frºm

exile. Shakeſp. 2. Revocation; abrogation.

Davier.

To REPEAT. v. a. [repete, Lat.] I. To iterate:

to uſe again; to do again. Arbuthner. 2. To

ſpeak again. Hºoker. 3. To try again. Dryden.

4. To recite: to rehearſe Milton.

REPEATEDLY. adv. (from repeated.] Over

and over ; more than once. Stephens.

REPEATER. ſ. (from repeat.) 1. One that

repeats; one that recites. 2. A watch that

ſtrikes the hours at will, by compreſſion of a

ſpring.

To REPE L. v. a. [repelle, Lat..] ... To drive

back anything. Hooker. 2. To drive back an

aſſailant. Dryden.

To REPE L. v n. 1. To act with force contrary

to force impreſſed. Newton. 2. In phyfick, to

repel is to prevent ſuch an afflux of a fluid to

any particular part, as would raiſe it into a

turnour.§§

REPELLEN r.ſ [repellent, Lat.] An applica

tion that has a repelling power. Wiſemas.

REPE LLER. ſ. (from repel.) One that repels.

To REPENT. v. n. [repentir, Fr ), 1. To think

on, any thing paſt with ſorrow. King Charter.

Sºuth. 2. To expreſs ſorrow for ſomething paſt.

Shakeſp. 3. To have ſuch ſorrow for fin, as

produces amendment of life Matthewa.

To REPENT v. a. i. To remenber with

ſorrow. Shakeſp. z. To remember with pious

ſorrow. Donne. 3. It is uſed wah the reciprocal

pronoun. Prior.

REPENTANCE. ſ. [repentance, Fr. from re

pent.) 1. Sorrow for anything paſt. 1. Sorrow

for fin, ſuch as produces newneſs of lite ;

penitence. Pºrtzºfte.

REPE'NTANT. s. [ref:extant, Fr.) 1. Sorrow

ful for the paſt. ... Sorrowful for frn. Miltºn.

3. Expreſſing ſorrow for ſin. Shakeſp.

To REPEOPLE. v. a 're and peºple.] To ſtock

with people arew. Hale.

To REPERCU SS v. a. (repercaſſur, Lat l Te

beat back ; to drive back. Baren.

REPERCU'ssion f. repercuſſia, Lat.) The

ačt of driving back rebound, Barºn

REPERCU'ssive. a. [rete, cºffif, Fren.] ".

Having the power of driving back, or cauſing

a rebound. 1. Repellent. Bacon. 3. Driven

back; rebounding.

RF PERTI trous. a. [refer tar, Fr.) Found;

gained by finding.

REPERT'or Y. f [repertorium, Lat) A tre:

ſury; a magazine.

REPETITION ſ. (repetitio, Latl 1. Iteration

of the ſame thing. Arbuthnºt. 1. Recital of the

ſame words over again. Hºoker. 3. The act of

reciting or rehearfing. Shakeſp. 4. Recital

from memory, as diſtina from reading.

To REPINE. v . [re and pine.] To frct; to

vex himſelf, to be diſcontented. Temple.

RFPi NER, f [from retire.) One that frets or

nnnn.nnurs,

T
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To REPLACE. v. a. [replacer, Fr. re and

place.] 1. To put again into the former place.

Bacon. 2. To put in a new place. Dryden.

To REPLA’NT. v. a. (replanter, Fr.] To plant

anew.

REPLANTA"tion. ſ. [from replant.) The

a&t of planting again.

To REPLAIT. v. a. [re and plait ) To fold

one part often over another.

To REPLE NISH. v. a. [re and plenur, Lat )

1. To ſtock: to fill. Milton. 2. To finiſh ;

to conſummate ; to complete. Shakeſp.

To REPLE NISH. v. m. To be ſtocked. Bacºn.

REPLETF, a [repletus, Lat ) Full; complete

ly filled. Bacºn.

REPLETION. ſ. [repletion, Fr.] The ſtate of

being overtull. Arbuthnot.

REPLEVIABLE. a. [replegiabilir, barbarous

Latin.] What may be replevied.

To REPLEVIN. R. v. a. Spenſer. [replegio,

To REPLEVY. low Lat) To take back

or ſet at liberty any thing ſeized upon ſecurity

given.

REPLICATION. ſ. [replice, Lat )

bound , repercuſſion. Shakeſp. z.

anſwer. Broome.

To REPLY. v. n. (realiguer, Fr.] To anſwer;

to make a return to an antwer. Atterbury

To REPLY. v. a. To return for an anſwer

Miſtan.

REPLY. ſ. ſ.repli; we, Fr.] Anſwer; return to

an anſwer. Watts.

REPLY ER, ſ (from reply ) He that makes a

return to an anſwer. Bacon.

To REPO'LISH. v. a. [repolir, Fr. re and pz.

fiſh.) To poliſh again. Donne.

To REPORT. v. a. (rapporter, Fr.) 1. To

noiſe by popular rumour. Shakeſp. z. To

give repute. 1 Tin. 3. To give an account

of. 4. To return; to rebound; to give back.

Baren

REPORT. ſ. [from the noun.) 1. Rumour:

popular fame. 2. Repute; publick character.

Shakeſp. 3. Account returned. 1 Mac. 4.

Account given by lawyers of caſes. Wattſ. 5.

Sound ; loud noiſe ; repercuſſiºn. Bacon.

REPORTER. ſ. (from report ) Relater; one

that gives an account. Hayward.

REPORT:NGI.Y. adv. Ifrom reporting.] By

common ſame. Shakeſp.

REPO SAL. ſ. [from repoſe ) The act of repo

fing. Shakeſp.

To REPO SE. v. a. [repano, Lat.] 1. To lay to

reſt. Milton. 2. To place as in confidence or

truſt. Rºgers. 3. To lodge; to lay up JWoºdw.

To REPO SE. v. n. [repºſer, Fr. ) i. To ſleep;

to be at reſt. Chapman. 2. To reſt in confi

dence. Shakeſp

REPOSE / [repos, Fr.) 1. Sleep; reſt; quiet.

Shakeſp. Philipr. 1 Cauſe of reſt. Dryden.

REPO's DNESS. ſ. [from repoſed.] State of

being at reſt

To R EPO SITE. v. a. [ref:ſtur, Lat.] To lay

up; to lodge as in a place of ſa ety. Derham.

REPOSITION. J. [from re; ºfte.] The act of

1. Re

Reply;

replacing. Wiſeman.

REPOSITORY. ſ. [repºſitorium, Lat.] A place

where any thing is ſafely laid up. Rºgers.

To REPOSSESS. v. a. [re and poſſeſ.] To

poſſeſs again. Spenſer.

To REPREHEND. v. a [reprehende, Lat) i.

To reprove; to chide. Shakeſp. 2. To blame;

to cenſure. Philipſ. 3. To detect of fallacy

Bacon. 4. To charge with as a fault. Bacon.

REPREHENDER.ſ(fromreprehend JBlamer,
cenſurer. Hºoker.

REPREHENSIBLE. a. [reprehenſible, Fr.]

Blameable; culpable; cenſurable.

REPREHENSIBLENESS. ſ. [from reprehen

fible ] Blameableneſs

REPREHENSIBLY. adv.[from reprehenſºle.]

Blameably , culpably.

REPREHENSION. ſ. [reprehenſ, Lat.) Re

proof; open blame. Hammond.

REPREHENSIVE.a. (from reprehend Given

to reproof.

To REPRESENT. v. a. (repreſente, 1 at ) i.

To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were

preſent. Miltow. 2. To deſcribe ; to ſhow in

any particular character. Addiſºn. 3. To fill

the place of another by a vicarious character.

4. To exh bit; to ſhow. Decay ºf Piety.

REPRESENTATION / [repreſentation, Fr.]

1. Image ; likeneſs. Stillingfleet. 2. A& of

ſupporting a vicarious character. 3. Reſpectful

declaration.

REPRESENTATIVE. a. [repreſentatif, Fr.]

1. Exhibiting a ſimilitude. Atterbury. , 2

Bearing the character or power of another.

Swift -

REPRESE’NTATIVE. ſ. 1. One exhibiting

the likeneſs of another. Addiſon. 2. One ex

erciſing the vicarious power given by another.

Blºunt. 3. That by which any thing is ſhown.
Locke.

REPRESENTER, ſ [from repreſent.) 1. One

who ſhows or exhibits. Brown. 2. One who

bears a vicarious character. Swift.

REPRESENTMENT. ſ. from repreſent. I

Image or idea propoſed, as exhibiting the ilke

neſs of ſomething. Taylºr.

To REPRESS. v. a. [repreſſur, Lat.] 1. To

cruſh; to put down; to ſubdue. Hayward.

2. To compreſs. Not proper.

REPRESS. f. [from the verb.) Repreſſion; ačt

of cruſhing. Gºv. of the Tongue.

REPRESSION. ſ. [from repreſs J Act of re

preſſing. King Charler.

REPRESSIVE. a. [from repreſs.]Having pow

er to repreſs; acting to repreſs.

To REPRLEVE. v. a. To reſpite after ſea

tence of death; to give a reſpite. South.

REPRIEVE ſ. (from the verb.] Peſpite after

ſentence of death. Clarendon.

To REPRIMAND. v. a. [reprimander, Fr.]

To chide ; to check; to reprehend, to e

prove. Arbuthnot.

REPRIMAND. ſ. [reprimande, Fr J Reproof;

reprehenſion Addiſon.

To RF PRIN T. v. a. [re and print.] ... To

tentw
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renew the impreſſion of anything South. 1.

To print a new edition. Pºže.

REPRISA L. ſ. [repri, alia, low Lat..] Some

thing ſeized by way of retaliation for robbery

or injury. Pºpe.

REPRI SE. ſ. [repriſe, Fr.] The act of taking

ſomething in retaliation of injury. Dryden.

To REPROA'CH. v. a. [repre: her, Fr.) 1. To

cenſure in opprobrious terms, as a crime.

Dryden. 2. To charge with a fault in ſevere

language. Milton. 3. To upbraid in general.

Rogers

REPROACH. ſ. [reprecher, Fr. J Cenſure :

infamy , ſhame. Milton.

REPROA'CHABLE. a. [reproachable, Fren.]

Worthy of reproach.

REPRO ACHFUL. a. [from reprºach.) 1.

Scurrilous; opprobrious. Shakeſp. 2. Shame

ful; infamous; vile. Hammºnd.

REPROA'CHFULLY. adu (from reproach.]

1. Opprobriouſly; ignominiouſly; ſcurrilouſly.

Shakeſp. 2. Shamefully ; infamouſly.

RE PROBATE. a. tºl., Lat | Loſt to vir.

tue , loſt to grace; abandoned. South.

RE PROBATE. ſ. A man loſt to virtue ; a

wretch abandoned to wickedneſs. Taylor.

To ReproBATE v. a [reprebo, Lat.) 1. To

diſallow; to reject. Ayliffe. ... To abandon to

wickedneſs and eternal deſtruction. Hammend

3. To abandon to his ſentence, without hope

of pardon. Southern.

REPROBATENESS. ſ. [from reprobate 1 The

ſtate of being reprobate.

REPROBATION ſ. [reprobation, Fr.) 1. The

• act of abandoning, or ſtate of being abandoned

to eternal deſtruction. Shakeſp. Maine. 2. A

condemnatory ſentence. Dryden.

To REPRODUCE. v. a. [re and produce.] To

roduce again; to produce anew. Newton.

REPRODUCTION. ſ. (from reproduce.] The

act of producing anew. Boyle.

REPROO F. ſ. (from reprove..] 1 Blame to the

face, reprehenſion. Pºpe. 2. Cenſure; ſlander.

Pſalm 1.

REPRO'VABLE. a. [from reprove..] Culpable;

blameable ; worthy of reprehenſion. Taylor.

To REPROVE. v.a. [reprouver, Fr.) 1. To

blame; to cenſure. 1. To charge to the ſace

with a fault; to check; to chide; to repre

hcmd. Whitgifte, Taylor. 3. To refute; to

diſprove Shakeſp. 4. To blame for. Carew.

R}.PROVER. ſ. [from reprove..] A reprehen

der ; one that reproves. South.

To REPRU'NE. v. a. [re and prune.] To prune

a ſecond time. Eve yn.

RE'PTILE. a [reptile, Lat.] Creeping upon

many feet. Gay.

REPTILE. ſ. An animal that creeps upon many

feet. Locke, Prior.

REPUBLICAN. a. [from republick.) Placing

the government in the people

REPUBLIC A.N. ſ. (from republick.] One who

thinks a commonwealth without monarchy

the beſt government. Addiſon.

REPUBLICK. ſ. [republica, Lat.] Commoc

wealth; ſtate in which the power is lodged in
more than one. Ben. }}. odg

REPU DIABLE. a. (from repudiate.] Fit to be

rejected.

To, REPUBLATE. v. a. [retudiº, Lat ) To

"Yºce; to reject ; to put away. Bentley.

REPUDIATIGN.J.i...}... tºes,

Ríº,tº GNANCE, ... [repugnance, Fr.] 1.

REPUGNANCY, £º.
Bently. .. Reluctance ; unwillingneſs; ſtrug

gle.91 oppoſite paſſions. Sºuth.

REPUGNANT, a [repugnant, Fr.) 1. Diſobe

dient; not obſequious. Shakeſp. 2. Contrary ,

oppoſite. Woodward. -

REPUGNANTLY. adv. [from repugnant. )

Contradictorily. Brºwn.

To REPULLUí.A.T.E. v. n. [re and pºlisle,

lºt.) To bud again. Hºwel

REPULSE. J. [repulſe, Fr. repulſa, Lat.] The

condition of being driven off or put aſide from

any attempt. King Charler.

To REPULSE. v. a. repulſus, Lat.] To beat

back; to drive off. Kheller.

REPUlsion. ſ. [repulſus, Lat.) The aët or

Pºwer of driving off from itſelf. Arbuthner.

REPULSIVE, a [frcm repulſe ) Driving cff;

having the power to beat back or drive oft.

Newtºn.

To REPURCHASE. v. a.

To buy again. Shakeſp.

RE PUTABLE. a. [from repute.] Honourable;

not infamous. Rogers.

REPUTABLY. adv. [from reputable ]without

diſcredit. Atterbury.

REPUTA'TION. ſ. (reputation, Fr J. Credit;

honour: character of good. Addiſon.

To REPUTE. v. a. [refute, Lat.) To held, to

account ; to think. Donne.

REPUTE. J. [from the verb j 1. Character;

reputation. 2. Eſtabliſhed opinion. Miltºn.

REPUTELESS. a. (from repute.}Diſreputable;

diſgraceful. Shakeſp. -

REQUEST. ſ. [regueſe, Fr.) 1.

entreaty. Shakeſp. 2. Demand ,

credits ſtate of being deſired. Bºyle.

To REQUEST. v. a. [requeſter, Fr.] To aſk;

to ſolicite; to entreat. Knolles.

REQUESTER.J. (from requeſ.) Petitioner;

ſolicitor.

To REQUICKEN. v. a. [re and quicken.] To

reanimate. Shakeſp.

RE.8.01144. ſ. [Lat.] 1. A hymn in which

they implore for the dead reºrer or reſt.

*****'p. 2. Reſt; quiet, peace. Sandyr.

REQUIRABLE. a. [from require J Fit to be

required. Hale.

To REQUIRE. v. a. (require, Lat.] 1. To de

mand to aſk a thing as of right Speiras. *.

To make neceſſary; to need Dºyles.

REQUISITE. a. [re, ºftta, fat.) Neceſſary;

mºdul; required by the nature of thing.

PP'akr.

RE'QUISITE. ſ. Anything resciary prº-.

RL

[re and purchaſe.]

Petition ;

repute ;
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RE'QUISITELY. adv. [from requiſite.] Neceſ.

ſarily in a requiſite manner. Boyle.

REQUISIT ENESS ſ. (from requiſite.] Neceſ.

ſity : the ſtate of being requiſite. Bºyle.

REQUI"TAL. ſ. (from requite.] 1. Return for

anv good or bad office; retaliation. Hooker. 2.

Reward; recompenſe. South.

To REQUITE. v. a. [requiter, Fr.] To repay;

to retaliate good or ill; to recompenſe. Pope.

RE REWARD. ſ. The rear or laſt troop.

RESA'LE. ſ. [re and ſale.) Sale at ſecond hand.
Baron.

To RESALUTE. v. a [reſaluto, Lat. reſaluer,

Fr.) To ſalute or greet anew. Chapman.

To RESAI'L. v. a. [re and ſail ) To ſail back.

Pepe.

To RESCIND. v. a. [reſcinda, Lat. reſcinder,

Fr.] To cut off, to abrogate a law. Hammond,

Dryden.

RFscission. ſ. [reſciſſion, Fr. reſciſſus, Lat.]

The aët of cutting off; abrogation. Bacon.

RESCI SSORY..a [reſciſſºire, Fr. reſciſſus, Lat.]

Having the power to cut off

To RESCRIBE. v.a. [reſcribe, Lat] ... To

write back. Ayliffe. 2. To write over again

Hetzel.

RESCRIPT. ſ. [reſcriptum, Lat.] Edict of an

emperour. Bacon.

To RESCUE. v. a. [reſcorre, old Fr.] To ſet

free from any violence, confinement or dan

ger. Sha'eſp.

RE'SCUE. ſ. [reſcoeffº, old Fr.] Deliverance

from violence,danger, or confinement. Shakeſ.

RE'SCUER f. [from reſcue ) One that reſcues.

RESEA'RCH. ſ. (recherche, Fr.) Enquiry:

ſearch Regers.

To RESEARCH. v. a. ſ.rechercher, Fr.] To

examine; to enquire. Wotton.

To RESEAT. v. a. [re and ſeat. J. To ſeat

again. Dryden.

RESEl ZF.R. ſ. One that ſeizes again.

RESEl'ZURE. ſ. (re and ſeizure.) Repeated
ſeizure: ſeizure a ſecond time. Baron.

RESEMBLANCE. ſ. (reſemblance, Fr.) Like

neſs; ſimilitude; repreſentation. Hººker.

To RESEMBLE v. a. [reſembler, Fr ) i. To

compare; te repreſent as like ſomething elſe

Raleigh. 2. To be like; to have likeneſs to.

Addiſºn.

To RESEND v. a. [re and ſend. ) To ſend

back to ſend again. Shakeſp.

To RESENT. v. a. (reſentir, Fr.) 1. To take

well or ill. Bacºm. 2. To take ill; to conſider

as an injury or affront. Milton.

RESENTER.J. (trom reſent.) One who feels

injuries deeply. Wotton.

RESENTFUL. a. (reſent and full J Malignant:

eaſily provoked to anger, and long retaining it.

RESEN i INGLY adv. [from reſenting.JWith

deep ſente ; with ſtrong perception; with

anger. More.

RESE'NTMENT. ſ. [reſºntinent, Fr ) i.

Strong perception of good or ill. Glanville. 2.

Deep ſenſe of injury. Swift. -

RESERVATION. J. [reſervatiºn, Fr J . Re

ſerve; foncealment of ſomething in the mind.

Sanderſon. 2. Something kept backs ſome

thing not given up. Swift. 3. Cuſtody; ſtate

of being treaſured up Shakeſp.

RESERVATORY..f. [reſervºir, Fr Place in

which any thing is reſerved or kept. Woºdw.

To RESERVE. v. a. [reſerve,Latji. To kee

in ſtore; to ſave to ſome other purpoſe s...}.
2. To retain ; to keep; to hold. Shakeſp 3.

To lay up to a future time. Decay of Piety.

RFSERVE. ſ. (from the verb 1. Store kept

untouched. Lºcke. 2. Something kept for exi

gence. Tillºtſºn. 3. Something concealed in

the mind. Addiſon, 4 Exception; prohibi

tion. Miltºn. 5. Exception in favour. Rogers.

º: Modeſty; caution in perſonal behaviour.
Prior.

RESERVED.a (from reſerve.] I. Modeſt not

looſely free, Wajb. 1. Sullen; not open; not

frank. Dryden.

RESERVEDLY. adv. [ from reſerved.) 1.

Not with frankneſs; not with openneſs; with
reſerve. Woodward. 2. Scrupulouſly

Pope.

RESERVEDNESS.ſ (from reſerved j cloſe

neſs, want of frankneſs; want of openneſs.

Ben. johnſºn.

RESERVER. ſ. [from reſerve.] One that re
ſerves.

RESERVOIR. ſ. [reſervoir, Frj Place where

any thing is kept in ſtore. Pºpe.

To RESETTLE. v. a. [re and ſettle.] To ſettle

again. Swift.

RESETTLEMENT ſ [from reſert'...] ...The

act of ſettling again Norrir. 2. The ſtate of

ſettling again. Mortimer.

RESl'ANCE. / ( frºm rºſant j Reſidence; "
abode: dwellirg. Bacºr.

RESI’ANT. a. ſ.r.ºff-ant, Fr. Reſident; preſent

in a place. Kneties.

To RESIDE v. n (reſides, Lat.j . To have

abode : to live: to twell; to be preſent. Mir.

* [Kºſºde, Lat.) To ſink; to ſubſide, to fall

to the bºttom. Bºyle.

RESIDENCE. ſ. ſ reſidence, Fr. J . As of

dwelling in a place. Ha'e. 2. Place of abode s

dwelling. Milton. 3. That which ſetties at

the bottom of liquors. Brºwn.

RESIDENT. a. (reſident, Lat.] Dwelling or

having abode in ally place. Burnet.

RESIDENT. ſ. [from the adj.] An agent, mi

niſter, or officer reſiding in any diſtant place,

w!h the dignity of an ambaſſador. Addiſon

RES!!?!!NTARY. a. [from rºſdent.j Hélding
reſidence. 4More.

RESI LUAf. } a. [from reſiduum, Lat. I

REST PUARY. & Relating to the reſidue; re.

lating to the part remaining. Ayliffe

Rt. SIDE. ſ. (reſiduum, Lat.) The remaining
part; that which is left. Arbuthnot.

To RESE GE. v. a. [re and ſiege, Fr.] To ſus:

again. Spenſer. -

To Rºsſ'GN. v. a. [reſigne, Lat.] To give up

a claim or poſſeſſion. Denham. 2. To yield uſ.

Łºke 3. To give up in confidence. Tilltſ...

; coldly.
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4. To ſubmit; particularly to ſubmit to pro

vidence. Dryden. 5. To ſubmit without re

fiſtance or murmur Shakeſp.

RESIGNATION. ſ. [reſgnation, Fr.) 1. The

ast of reſigning or giving up a claim or poſ.

ſeſſion. Haywa, d. 2. Submiſſion ; unreſtling

acquieſcence Addiſon. 3. Submiſſion with

out murmur to the will of God.

RESIGNER / [from reſign.j One that reſigns.

RES! GNMENT. ſ. [from reſign.) Act of re

ſigning.

REST LIENCE. Q ſ [from reſilio, Lat. ) The

RESI'llENCY. act of ſtarting or leaping

back Bacon.

REST LIENT. a. [reſilient, Lat...] Starting or

ſpringing back.

RESILITION. ſ. [reſis, Lat..] The act of

ſpringing back; reſilience.

RESINJ (reſina, Lat.) The fat ſulphurous part

of ſome vegetable, which is natural or pro

cured by art, and will incorporate with oil or

ſpirit, not an aqueous menſtruum. Quincy.

RESINOU.S. a. (from reſºn; reſºneaux, Fr. )

Containing refin; conſiſting of reſin. Boyle.

RESINOUSNESS. ſ. [from rºſinous.] The qua

lity of being reſinous

REsipi SCENCE. ſ. [reſpiſcence, Fr.] Wiſdom

after the fast; repentance

To RESIST, w, a [reſſic, Lat..] I. To eppoſe;

to act againſt. Shakeſp. 2. To not admit im

preſſion or force. Milton.

REST STANCE. Q. f. [reſſiance, Fr.) 1. The

RESISTENCE. W. 2&t of reſiſting ; oppoſition.

1 Mac. 2. The quality of not yielding to

force or external impreſſion. Facen.

. RESISTIBILITY. ſ. [from rºſtible.] Quality

of reſiſting. Locke.

RESIS 1 I BI.E. a. [from reſ?..] That may be

reſiſted. Hale.

REST STLESS. a. ſſrorn reſſ?] Irreſiſtible; that

cannot be oppoſed. Raleigh.

RESOLVAELE a [rom , eſºlve Ji. That may

be analyſed or ſeparated South. ... Capable of

ſolution or of being made leſs obſcure Brºwn.

RESO'LUBLF a. [reſoluble, Fr.] That may be

... melted or diſſolved.

To RESOLVE. v. a. [reſolve, Lat.J 1. To

inform; to free from a doubt or difficulty

Shakeſp. 2. To ſolve; to clear. Rogers. 3. To

ſettle in an opinion. Shakeſp. 4. To fix in

determination. Dryden. 5. To fix in con

flancy; to confirm. Shakeſp 6. To rhelt; to

diſſolve. Arbuthnot. 7. Te analyſe. Tºiletſen

To RESOLVE v. n. 1. To determine to de

cree within one’s ſelf. Milton. 2. To melt; to

be diſlolved. Shakeſp. Southern. 3. To be ſettled

in opinion. Locke.

RESOLVE. ſ. Reſolution; fixed determination.

Denham.

RESO'LVEDLY. adv. [from reſºlved J With

firmneſs and conſtancy. Grew.

RESOLVEDNESS..ſū. reſolved.] Reſolu

tion; conſtancy; firmneſs. Decay of Piety.

RESOLVENT. ſ. [reſºlvens,Lat That which

has the power of cauſing ſolution. A ſervan

RESOLVER. ſ. [from reſolve.] 1. One that

forms a firm reſolution. Hammond. a. on

that diſſolves; one that ſeparates parts. Bºyle.

RESOLUTE. a. ſ reſolu, Fr. J. Determined;

fixed; conſtant; ſteady; firm. Shakeſp.

RESOLUTELY adv.[from reſolute.jūetermi.

nately : firmly ; conſtantly; ſteadily. Refrer.

ResoluteN ESS. ſ. ſ from reſºlute.] Deter.

Tinateneſs; ſtate of being fixed in reſolution.

Boyle.

RESOLUTION. ſ. [reſºlutie, Lat.) 1. As of

clearing difficulties. Brown. 2. Analyſis; a

of ſeparating any thing into conſtituent parts.

Hale. 3. Diſſolution. Digby 4. Fixed determi.

lation; ſettled thought. King Charles g. Con

ſtancy; firmneſs; ſteadineſs in good or bad.

Sidney. 6. Determination of a cauſe in court.

of juſtice. Hale.

RESOLUTIVE. a. [reſºlutus, Lat.reſºlutif, Fr.]

Having the power to diſſolve.

RE SONANCE. ſ. [from reſene, Lat..] sound;

reſound. Boyle.

RE SONANT. a. [reſonant, Fr.) Reſ unding.

Miltºn.

To RESORT, v. s. ſ reſºrtir, Fr.].1. To have

resourſe. Clarendon. 2. To go publickly.

Mutan. 3. To repair to. Pºpe. 4. To fall
back Hale.

RESORT. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Frequency:

aſſembly ; meeting. Dryden. 2. Concourſe;

confluence. Swift. 3. Act of viſiting. Shakeſp.

4. Movement; active power; ſpring. Bacºn.

To RESOUND. v. a. (reſene, Lat.] ... To echo;

to ſound back , to celebrate byſound.Pearkar.

2. To ſound; to tell ſo as to be heard far.

Pºff. 3: To return ſounds; to ſound with any
noiſe. Milton.

To RESOUND. v. n. To be echoed back. Szark.

RESOURCE. ſ. [reſource, Fr.) Some new or

unexpected, means that offer; reſort; expe

dient Dryden.

To RiSO W. v. a. [re and few ) To ſow anew.

Baron.

To RFSPEA'K.v.m.[re and ſpeak.] To anſwer.

Shakeſp.

To RESPF'CT v a. [reſpecial, Lat) 1. To

rt gard: to have regard to. Bacon. 2. To

confider with a lower degree of reverence.

Sidney. 3. To have relation to. 4. To look

toward ºr écºn.

RFSP1. CT. ſ. ſ reſpeciuſ, Lat J 1. Regard ;

attention. Shakeſp. z. Reverence ; honour.

Priºr. 3. A wºul kindneſs. Lºcke. 4. Good

will. Shikºſ. 5. Partial regard. Prever 8, 6.

Reverend character. Shakeſ?. 7. Manner of

treating others. PPotton. 8. Confideration , mo

tive. Hºoker, 9. Relation: regard. It lietjer.

RESPECTER ſ (from reſpect.] One that ta:

partial regard. Swift. -

RE SPECT FUL, a (reſpect and fall ) Ceremo

nious: full of outward eivility. Prier.

RES!”.'CTFULLY. adv. from refeºfel 1

With ſome degree of reverence. Dryder.

RES1’E C1 i VE, a [from reſpect.] I. Particu

lar; relating to particular perſons or thines.

Ma: ***
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Burnet. 2. Relative; not abſolute. Rogerſ.

3. Worthy of reverence. Shakeſp. 4. Accu

rate; nice; careful; cautious. Hooker.

RESPECTIVELY. adv. [from reſpective..] 1.

Particularly; as each belongs to each. South.

2. Relatively; not abſolutely. Raleigh. 3.

Partially; with reſpect to private views. Ob

ſolete. , Hooker. 4. With great reverence.

Shakeſp.

RESPERSION. ſ. [reſperſe, Lat.] The act of

ſprinkling.

RESPIRATION. ſ. [reſpiration,Fr. reſpiratio,

from reſpiro, Lat.] I. The act of breathing

Bacon. 2. Relief from toil. Milton.

To RESPIRE. v. n. [reſpiro, Lat.], i. To

breathe. Dryden. 2. To catch breath. Milt.

3. To reſt; to take reſt from teil. Pope.

RESPITE. ſ. [reſpite, Fr.) 1. Reprieve; ſuſ.

penſion of a capital ſentence. Milton, Prior

2. Pauſe; interval. Raleigh

To RESPITE. v. a. [from the noun.]. 1. To

relieve by a pauſe. Milton. 2. (Reſpiter; old

Fr.] To ſuſpend, to delay. Clarenden.

RESPLE'NDENCE. Q. ſ." [from reſplendent.]

RESPLE'NDENCY, Luſtre; brightneſs ;

ſplendour. Boyle.

RESPLENDENT.a.[reſplendent,Lat.] Bright;

ſhining; having a beautiful luſtre. Newton.

RESPLE'NDENTLY. adv. [from reſplendent.]

With luſtre; brightly; ſplendidly.

To RESPOND. v. n. [reſpondeo, Lat. reſpon

dre, Fr.) 1. To anſwer. 2. To correſpond ;

to ſuit. Broome.

RESPO'NDENT. ſ. ſºft"; Lat.] 1. An

anſwerer in a ſuit. Ayliffe. 2. One whoſe

province in a ſet diſputation, is to refute ob.

jections. Watts. -

RESPO'NSE. ſ. [reſponſum, Lat.) 1. An an

ſwer. Hammond. 2. Anſwer made by the

congregation. Addiſon. 3. Reply to an ob

jection in a formal diſputation. Watts.

RESPO’NSIBLE. a. [from reſponſus, Lat.] 1.

Anſwerable ; accountable. Gov. of the Tongue.

Capable of diſcharging an obligation. Locke.

RESPO NSIBLENESS. ſ. [from reſponſible.]

State of being obliged or qualified to anſwer.

RESPO'NSION. ſ. [reſponſº, Lat.) The act of

anſwering.

RESPO'NSIVF. a [reſponſſ, Fr.) 1. Anſwer.

ing ; making anſwer. Ayliffe. 2. Correſpon

dent; ſuited to ſomething elſe. Fenton.

RESPONSORY. a. [reſponſorius, Lat.] Con

taining anſwer.

REST.J. [nert, Sax. ruffe, Dutch | 1. Sleep;

repoſe. Pope. 2. The final ſkeep; the quiet

neſs of death. Dryden. 3. Stilneſs; ceſſation

of motion. Bacon. 4. Quiet; peace; ceſſa

tion from diſturbance. Daniel. 5. Ceſſation

from bodily labour. job. 6. Support; that

on which any thing leans or reſts. Fairfax.

7. Place of repoſe. Milton. 8. Final hope.

Clarendan. 9. Remainder ; what remains.

Dryden.

REST. a. [reſter, Fr. quod reflat, Lat..] Others;

thoſe not included in any propoſition, Stilling.

To REST. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To ſleep;

to be aſleep; to ſlumber. Milton. 2. To ſleep

the final ſleep; to die. Milton. 3. To be at

quiet; to be at peace. Milton. 4. To be

without motion; to be ſtill. Milton. 5. To

be fixed in any ſtate or opinion. Dryden. 6.

To ceaſe from labour. Taylor. 7. To be ſa

tisfied to acquieſce. Addiſon. 8. To lean;

to be ſupported. Waller. 9. To be left; to
remain. Bacon.

To REST. v. a. 1. To lay to reſt. Dryden. 2.

To place as on a ſupport.

RESTAGNANT, a. [reflagnant, Lat.] Re

maining without flow or motion. Boyle.

To RESTAGNATE. v. n. [re and ſiagnate.]

To ſtand without flow. Wiſeman.

RESTAGNATION. ſ. [from rºſtagnate.] The

ſtate of ſtanding without flow, courſe, or mo
tion.

RESTAURATION. ſ. [rºſaurs, Lat] the

act of recovering to the former ſtate. Hooker.

To RESTEM. v. a. [re and ſtem.] To force

back againſt the current. Shakeſp.

RESTFUL. a. [reſ and full.] Quiet; being at

reſt. Shakeſp.

RESTHA'RRow. ſ. A plant. Miller.

RESTIFF. a. [reffif, Fr. reſtive, Ital.] 1.

Unwilling to ſtir; reſolute againſt going for

ward; obſtinate; ſtubborn. Dryden 2. Be

ing at reſt; being leſs in motion. Brown.

RESTI'FNESS. ſ. [from reſiſ] obſtinate re

luctance. King Charler.

RESTINCTION. ſ. [reſtinius, Lat.] The act

of extinguiſhing.

RESTITUTION. ſ. ſ.reflitutio, Lat.) 1. The

act of reſtoring what is loſt or taken away.

Taylor, Arbuthnot. 2. The act of recovering

its former ſtate or poſture. Grew.

RESTLESS. a. [from reſt.] I. Being without

ſleep. 2. Unquiet; without peace. Prior.

3. Unconſtant; unſettled. Dryden. 4. Not

ſtill ; in continual motion. Milton.

RESTLESSLY, adv. (from reſileſ...] Without

reſt; unquietly. Sºuth.

RESTLESSNESS. ſ. (from reſileſ...] 1. Want

of ſleep. Harvey. 2. Want of reſt; unquiet

neſs. Herbert. 3. Motion; agitation. Boyle.

RESTO RABLE. a. [from reſtore.] What may

be reſtored. Swift.

RESTORATION. ſ. [from refore, reſtaura

tion, Fr.] I. The act of replacing to a former

ſtate. Dryden. 2. Recovery. Rogers.

RESTORATIVE. a. [ from reſtore. ) That

which has the power to recruit life. Milton.

RESTORATIVE. ſ. [from reſtore.JA medicine

that has the power of recruiting life. South.

To RESTO'R.E. v. a. [reſtauro, Lat.] 1. To

give back what has been loſt or taken away.

Dryden. 2. To bring back. Dryden. 3. To

retrieve: to bring back from degeneration,

declenſion, or ruin, to its former ſtate. Prior.

4. To recover paſſages in books from corrup

tion.

RESTO'RER. ſ. [from refore.] One that re

ſtores, Swift,
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To RESTRAIN. v. a. [reff, eindre, Fr.] 1.

To withholds to keep in. Shakeſp. z. To

repreſs; to keep in awe. Lºcke. 3. To ſup

preſs; to hinders to repreſs. Milion. 4. To

abridge. Clarendºn. ... To hold in. Shakeſp.

6. To limit; to confine. Sºuth.

RESTRAINA BLE, a [from reſtrain..] Capa

ble to be reſtrained Brºwn.

RESTRAINEDLY, als. [from refrai-ed

With reſtraint , without latitude. Hammºnd.

RFSTRAIN F.R. f. from reſi, ain.) One that

reſtrain ; one that wi holds. Brown. -

RESTRAINT. ſ. ſ from , ºftrain , r_ff erºt,

Fr.] 1. Abridgment of liberty. Shakeſt

2. Prohibition Miltºn. 3. Limitation; re

ſtriction. Brown. 4. Repreſſion; hindrance

of will ; ač of withholding. Sºuth.

To RESTRICT. v. a. [reſtricius, Lat To

limit; to confine. A buthnet.

RESTRICTION. ſ. ſ, effriction, Fr.] Confine

ment, limitation. Temple.

RESTRICTIVE. a. [from raft, id.) 1. F.X.

preſſing limitation. Stilling fleet. ... Styptick,

aſtringent. Wiſeman. - - -

RESTR iCTIVELY. adv. [from reſtričive)

With limitation. Gov of the Tºngue.

To RESTRINGE. v. a. [rºfirings, Lat.] To

limit; to confine.

RESTRINGENT. ſ. [reſtringens, Lat.) That

which hath the power of reſtraining. Harvey.

RESTY, a [reſtiff, Fr.] Obſtinate in ſtanding

ſtill. Swift.

To RESUBLIME. v. a. ſ.re and ſublime.] To

ſublime another time. Newton.

To RESULT. v. n (reſulter, Fr. reſults, Lat.)

1. To fly back. Pope. 2. To rise as a conſe

quence; to be produced as the effect of cauſes

jointly concurring. Bacon. 3. To ariſe as a

concluſion from premiſes. -

RESULT. ſ. [from the verb ] ... Reſilience :

ast of flying back. Bacon. 1. Conſequence ;

effect produced by the concurrence of co-ope

rating cauſes. King Charles. 3. Inference

from premiſes. South. 4. Reſolve; deciſion.

Sºoft.

RESULTANCE. ſ. (reſultance, Fr.] The act of

reſulting.

RESU MABLE. a. [from reſume.] What may

be taken back. Hale

To RESUME. v. a. (reſume, Lat.) i. To take

back what has been given. Wall r. ...To take

back what has been taken away. Shake,p 3.To

take again. Dryden. 4 To begin again what

was broken off; as, tº reſume a diſcourſe.

RESU MPTION. ſ. reſºmptiºn, Fr. reſumptur,

Lat ) The act of reſuming. Denham. -

R ESU MPTIVE. a. [reſumptus, Lat.) Taking

back.

RESUPINATION. ſ. [rºſspino, Lat..] The ast

of lying on the back. -

To Rest RVEY. v. a (re and ſurvey. ] To

review; to ſurvey again. Shakeſp

RFSURR: CTION.j reſurrectiºn, Fr. reſur

rečar, Lat.) Revival from the dead, return

from the grave. Ji atº,

To RESUSCITATE 2 a. [reſuſcite, Lat.JTs

ſtir up anew ; to revive.

RESUSCITATION / [from reſuſcitate.]The

ast of ſtirring up anew; the ağı

or ſtate of being revived. Pºpe.

To RE1'Ai'L. v. a. [retaillºr, Fr.] 1. To dº.

vide into ſmall parcels. Shakeſp. 2. To ſº.

in mall quantities. Lºcke. 3. To ſeii at .

$ºnd hand. Pºpe. 4. To ſelſ in brºken parts.

Shake, p.

*PTAl H. ſ. (from the verb.] sale by ſtill

quantities. Swift.

RETAI"I.E.R. / (from retail.] One who ſells by

ſmall quantities Hakewill.

To RETAIN. v. 4. [retire. Lat) 1. To keep;

not to loſe. Locke. 2. To keep; not to ſay

aſide Brown. 3. To keep; not to diſmiſ.

Milton. 4. To keep in ſay; to hire. Addiſ.

To RETA. N. v. n. 1. Fo belong to ; to de

Pºndon. Bºyle. 2. To keep; to continue.

Donne.

**TA NER, ſ (from retail..] ... An adhe

ºnt; a dependant; a hanger on. Swift. 2.

In common law, retainer ſignifieth a ſervant

nºt inenial nor familiar, that is not dwelling

in his houſe, but only uſing or bearing his

name or livery. Cowel 3. The aa of keep

ing dependants, or being in dependance.
Bacon.

To RETA'KE. v. a. [re and take.] To take
again. Clar endºn.

To RETA LIATF. v. a [re and falz, Lat.]

To return by giving like for like; to repay

to requite. Sºft.

RETA, ATION. ſ. [ from retaliate. J Re

qºal; return of like for like. Calary.

To RETARD. wºa. [retard, Lat retard-,-,

Fr.) 1. To hinder; to obſtruct in ſwiftnet.

ºf courſe. Denham. 2. To delay; to put off.

Dryden.

To RiºTARD. v. n. To fly back. Brºwn.

RETARDATION. ſ (retardation, Fr. from

'ſtard J Hindrance; the act of delaying.
Bacon.

RETARDER, ſ ſtom retard.] Hinderer, cº
ſtrucler. Glanville

To RE ICH. v. n. (hnºcan, Sax.] To force up
ſomethirg from the ſtomach.

RET CHLESS. a. Careleſs. Dryden.

R LTECTION. ſ. [retectus, 1.at.] The as of

diſcovering to the view. Bºyle

RETE'NTION. ſ. [rst-rtiºn, Fr. retentie, frºm

retetus, Lat § 1. The ad of retai.ing. Bet.

2. Retentiºn and retentive faculty is that its -

of contractiºn in the ſolid parts, which make.

them hold aſ their proper cºntents. <=isºr.

3. Memºry. Sºuth. 4. Limitation Sºseº.

5. Cuſtody, confinement reſtraint. SA2.É. *.

RETEN i IV E. a. [retent...", Lat., 1. Havir:

the power ºf rete: “on 1 hºps. 2. Having

memory Glanville.

RETENTIVE.NESS. f. (from re: nºis. J Har

ing the quality of retention.

RE'ſiCLNCE / [retirence, Fr , et, es: a,frºm

rettº, Lat., Couccairnent by ſilence. Dºct.

RE TICLE.

of reviving,
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RETICLE. ſ. [reticulum, Lat.] A ſmall net.

D, ºr

RETICULAR. a. [from reticulum, Lat.] Hav

ing the form of a ſmall net.

RETICULATED. a. [reticulatur, Lat.] Made

of network; formed with interſtitial vacuities.

Pº'codward.

RETI FORM. a. [retifºrnis, Lat.] Having the

form of a net. Ray

RETI NUE.ſ [retenue, Fr.] A number attend

ing upon a principal perſon; a train; a meiny.

Rºgert.

To RETIRE. v. n. [retirer, Fr.) 1. To re.

treat; to withdraw i to go to a pace of pri

vacy. Davies. 2. To retreat frºm danger

2 Sam. xi. 3. To go from a publick ſtation.

a Mac. v. 4. To go off fiom company

Arbuthnot.

To RETI RE. v. a. To withdraw; to take

away. Sidney, Clarenden.

RETIR.E. / (from the verb l 1. Retreat , re

ceflion. Shakeſp. 2. Retirement, place o

privacy. Alſfliºn.

RETIRED, part, a [from retire.] Secret :

private. Ben. 7.hnſºn.

RFI 1 REDNESS. ſ. (from retired.] Solitude.

pivacy; ſecrecy. Donne.

RETIREMENT' ſ (from retire ) i. Private

abode; ſecret habitation. Denham. 2. Privati

way of life. Thomſon. 3. Act of wit drawing

Lacke.

RETO'LD, part paſſ of retell. Related or told

again. Shakeſp.

To RETO RT. v. a. [retortus, Lat.) 1. To

throw back. Milton. 2. Te return any argu

ment, cenſure, or incivility. Hammºnd. 3

To curve back. Baron.

RETO RT. ſ. [retortum, Lat.) 1. A cenſure

or incivility returneſ. Shakeſp. z. A chyrºi.

cal glaſs veſſel with a bent neck to which the

receiver is fitted. Arbuthnot.

RETO'RTER. ſ. (from retort.) One that re

torts.

RETO RTION. ſ. [from retort l The act of re

torting.

To RETO'SS. v. a. [re and toſſ.] To toſs back.

To RETOUCH. v. a. [retoucher, Fr.] To in

prove by new touches. Pºpe.

To RETRACE. v. a [retracer, Fr.] To trace

back. Dryden

To RETRA CT. v. a [retra?ur,Lat refracter,

Fr.] 1. To recall; to recant. Shakeſp. 2.

To take back; to reſume. A 2-d:vard.

RETRACTATION. ſ. [retrađatia,Lat.) Re

cantation; change of opinion. Sºuth.

RETRACTION. ſ. (from retract.] . Aći of

withdrawing ſomething advanced.}}''...ward.

2. Recantation; declaration of change of

opinion. Sidney. 3. Act of withdrawing a

claim. King Charles.

RETRACT. ſ. Spenſer. [retraite, Fr ) i. Re

, treat. Obſolete. Bacon. 2. A caſt of the

countenance. Obſolete. Spenſer.

RE TREAT. ſ. [retraitte, Fr.) 1. Place of

Privacy; retirement. L'Eſtrange. a. Place of

ſecurity. Milton. 3. Aa of retiring before .

ſuperiour force. Bacon.

To RETREAT. v. n. (from the noun.] 1.

To go to a private abode. ... 'ilton. 2. To take

ſhelter: to go to a place of ſecurity 3. To

retire from a ſuperiour enemy. 4. To go out

of the lorrier place. Woodwºrd.

RETREAT D. part adj. (from retreat J Re

tired; gone to privacy.

To RE TRENCH v. 3 (retrancher, Fr.]^1.

To cut off; to pare away. Dryden. * To

confine. Midiſen.

To R.E. RE'NCH. v. n. To live with leſ, mag

nificence or expence Pºe.

RETRE NCHMENT.ſ iretra-chement, Fr J

The act of lopping away 4:terbury.

To RETRIBU L. v a [retrihue,Lat.]Topay

back, to make re ayment of Lºcke.

RETRIBUTION. ſ. [retribution, Fr.) Repay

ment; return accommodated to the action.

Hall, South.

RETRIBUTORY.

RETRIBUTIVE.

ment.

RETRIEVABLP. a. [from retrive. J That

may be retrieved.

To RETRI E V E v. a. [retrouver, Fr J . To

recover; to reſtore. Rºgers 2. ‘To repair.

Prior. 3 To regain. Pryden. 4 To recal;

to bring back Be kley

RETROCESSION. ſ. (retrocºſum, Lat] The

act of going back.

RETROCOPULATION. ſ. (ret, and cºfala

tion.) Poſt-coition. Brown.

RETROGRADA' FIGN. ; (retrogradatiº-, Fr.

from retrºgrad.: ) The act of gºing back

ward. Ray.

RETROGRADE a. ſ.retrºgrade, Fr.) 1. Go

ing backward. Bacºn. 2. Contrary; oppº

ſite. Shake p.

To RETROGRADE v. ".. [retr. and gradis-,

Lat J. To go backward. Baron.

RE 1 ROGRESSION. f. retrº and rºſ., at }

The act of going backwar's B: , tº 1.

RETROMINGENCY, f irºt, 3 and minº-,

Lat.j be quality of ſlaling b cºward Breiºn.

& ET ROM: NG ENT, a 1:… a.k. mºgen,

Lat.) Staling backward Protºn.

Riº 1 ROSPEC P. f. retrº aid ſºcis, La

Look thrown upon thing or nºd or things

paſt. Addiſºn.

RE rºospºCTION. f. (ºrn retreſ ºf JAa

or faculty of locking backwards. Sºft.

{{Lºs CSPECTIVF.a.(from retre pect. Look

ing backwards. Pºpe.

To RE i U ND. v. a. [rºtund, Lat..] To blunt:

to turn, Ray.

a. [from retribute.] Re

paying; making repay

To RLTURN. v. n. (retourner, Fr.) 1. ‘r,

come to the ſame ſlace. Prove, br. 2. ‘i’s

come back to the ſame ſtate. Lººke 3. T

go back. Lºcke. 4. To make anſwer. Pºp.

5. To come back; to come again, to rew:::t.

AMilton. 6. After a periodical revolution, tº

begin the ſame again. Miltºn. 7. To reto,

to reciminate. Dryde".

4 N : * *
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To RETURN. v. a. 1. To repay; to give in

requital. Milton. 2. To give back. 2 Chron.

3. To ſend back. Milton. 4. To give account

of Graunt. 5. To tranſmit. Clarendon.

RETURN. ſ. [from the verb. ) i. Act of

coming back to the ſame place. Dryden. 2.

Retrogreſſion. 3. Act of coming back to the

ſame ſtate. I Kings Xx. 4. Revolution; vi

giffitude. Bacon. 5. Repayment of money

laid out in commodities for ſale. Bacon. 6.

Pºfit; advantage. Taylor. 7. Remittance ;

payment from a diſtant place. Shakeſp. , 8.

Repayment; retribution, requital. Dryden.

9. Act of reſtoring or giving back; reſtitution.

Sºuth. 18. Relapſe. Swift.

RETURNABLE. a. Allowed to be reported

back. Hale.

RETU’RNER ſ [from return..] One who pays

or remits money. Locke.

REVE. ſ. The bailiff of a franchiſe or manour,

Dryden.

To REVEA'L. v. a. [revel», Lat.] 1. To

ſhow ; to diſcover; to lay open; to diſcloſe a

ſecret. Waller. 2. To impart from heaven

Roman r.

REVEALER ſ (from reveal) i. Diſcoverer;

one that ſhows or makes known. Atterbury.

* One that diſcovers to view. Dryden.

To REVEL. v . [raveelen, Dutch J To feaſt

with looſe and clamorous merriment.

REVEL.f. [from the verb.] A feaſt with looſe

and noiſy jollity. Shakeſp.

To REVEL. v. a. [revelle, Lat] To retraćt;

to draw back. Harvey.

REVEL-ROUT. ſ. A mob; an unlawful aſ

ſembly, Ainſworth, Rowe.

REVELATION. ſ. Diſcovery 5 communicati

on ; communication of ſacred and myſterious

truhs by a teacher from heaven. Spratt.

REVELLER. ſ. (from revel..] One who feaſts

with noiſy jollity. Pºpe.

RE'VELRY ſ. (som revel] Looſe joility; feſ

tive mirth. Milton.

To REVENGE.v.a. (revancher, Fr J. I. To re

turn an injury. Shake. 2. To vindicate by pu

niſhment of an enemy. Dryden. 3. To wreak

one's wrongs on him that inflićled them.Shake.

REVENGE. ſ. [revanche, Fr.) Return of an

injury, Bacºn,

REVENGEFUL.a.[from revenge.]Vind dive;

full of revenge , full of vengeance. Denham.

REVENGEFULLY adt. (from revengeful J

Vindictively. Dryden.

REVENGER, f { from revenge.) 1. One who

revenges; one who wreaks his own or ano

ther's injuries. Sandy. 2. One who puniſhes

crimes. Bentley. -

REVENGEMENT. ſ. Vengeance; return of

an injury. Raleigh.

REVENGINGLY.adv. With vengeance, win

dićtively. Shakeſp.

REVENUE ſ (r. venu, Fr.] Income; annual

profits received from lands or other funds. Spen.

To REVERB. v. a. [reverbere,Lat.) To ſtrike

againſt; to reverberate Shakeſp.

REVERBERANT. s. breverberant, Lat.) Re

ſounding; beating back.

To REVERBERATE. v. a. [reverbere, Lat.)

!. To beat back. Shakeſp. 2. To beat in sm

intenſe furnace, where the flame is reverbera

ted upon the matter to be melted or cleaned.

retum.

To REVERBERATE. v. n. 1. To be drives

back; to bound back. Howel. 2. To re

ſound.

REVERBERATION. ſ. [reverberation, Fr.

from reverberate.] The act of beating or

driving back. Addiſon.

REVERBERATORY. a. [reweberateirº, Fr.]

Returning; beating back. Moran.

To REVERE. v. a. [revereor, Lat.] To reve

rence; to honour; to venerate; to regard

with awe. Prior.

REVERENCE. ſ. [reverentia, Lat.) 1. ve

neration; reſpect; awful regard. Baron. 2.

Act of obeiſance; bow; courteſy. Dryden.

3. Title of the clergy. Shakeſp. 4. Poetical

title of a father. Shakeſp.

To REVERENCE. v. 4. [from the noun.J. To

regard with reverence; to regard with awful

reſpect. Dryden, Rºgers.

REVERENCER. ſ. (from reverence.] one who

regards with reverence. Swift.

REVEREND. a. [rever end, Fr.) 1. venera

ble; deſerving reverence; expecting reſpect by

his appearance. Pºpe. 2. The honorary epi

thet of the clergy. Milton.

REVERENT. a. ſ.reverent, Lat.] Humble;

exprefing ſubmiſſion; teſtifying veneration.

ºpe.

REVERE'NTIAL. a. [reverentielle, Fr.] Ex

preſſing reverence; proceeding from awe and

veneration. Donne.

REVERE'NTIALLY. adv. [from reverential]

With ſhow of reverence. Brºwn.

REVERENTLY, adv. [from reverent.) Re

ſpectrully , with awe; with reverence. Shakeſ.

REVE RER. / (from revere.) One who vene

rates; one who reveres. Gov. of the Tong=e

REVERSAL. ſ. [from reverſe.) Change offen

tence. Bacon.

To REVERSE. v. a. [reverſur, Lat 1. To

turn upſide down. Temple, 2. To overturn ;

to ſubvert. Pope. 3. To turn back. Milter.

4 To contradict ; to repeal. Hicker. 5. To

turn to the contrary. Pºpe 6. To put each in

the place of the other. Rºgers. 7. To recall;

to renew. Spenſer.

To REVERSE. v. n [revertere, reverſes, Lat.)

To return Spenſer.

REVERSE. ſ." [from the verb.) 1. Change;

vicifitude. Dryden, 2. A contrary; an op

poſite. Rºgers. 3. [Revers, Fr.] The ſide of

the coin on which the head is not impreſſed.

Camden.

REVE RSIBLE. a. [reverſible, Fr. from re

verſe.) Capable of being reverſed.

REVERSION. ſ [reverſºn, Fr. from reverſe.]

1. The ſtate of being to be poſſeiſed after the

death
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death of the preſent poſſeſſor. Ham. 2. Suc

ceſſion: right of ſucceſſion. South.

REVERSIONARY. a. [from reverſion.] To

be enjoyed in ſucceſſion. Arbuthnºt.

To REVERT. v. a. [reverts, Lat.] 1. To

change ; to turn to the contrary. Prior. 2.

To reverberate. Thomſºn.

To REVERT. v. n. (revertir, old Fr.] To

return; to fall back. Bacon.

REVERT. ſ. (from the verb.] Return re

currence. Peacham.

REVERTIBLE. a. (from revert.] Return

able.

REVERY. ſ [reſverie, Fr.] Looſe muſing;

irregular thought. Addiſon.

To REVEST. v. a. [reveſler, revétir, Fr. re

veſire, Lat.) 1. To clothe again. Spenſer.

2. To reinveſt; to veſt again in a poſſeſſion

or office.

REVESTIARY. ſ. [reveſii,ire, Fr.] Place

where dreſſes are repoſited. Camdes.

REVICTION. ſ. [reviºum, Lat.) Return to

life. Brºwn.

To REVI'CTUAL. v. s. [re and vičiual.] To

ſtock with victuals again. Raleigh.

To REVIEW. v. a. [re and view.]

Isok back. Denham. 2. To ſee again.

Shakeſp. 3. To conſider over again; to re

trace ; to re-examine. Dryden. 4. To ſurvey,

to overlook ; to examine.

REVIE W. ſ. [reven?, French, from the verb.)

Survey reexamination. Atterbury.

To REVI'I.E. v. a. [re and vile ] To re.

proach; to vility; to treat with contumely

Spenſer.

REVILE. ſ. Reproach; contumely; exproba
tion. Milton.

RF VI LER, ſ [from revile ] One who reviles.

Gov ºf the Tºngue.

REVILINGLY. adv. [from revile) In an op

probrious manner; with contumely. Maine.

REVISA L. f. (from reviſe.] Review; re-exa.

mination. Pºpe.

To REVISE v. a. [reviſui, Lat..] To review ;

to overlook. Pope.

REVISE. ſ. [from the verb ] 1. Review ,

reexamination. Bºyle. 2. Among printers, a

ſecond proof of a ſheet corrected.

REVISE.R. ſ. [reviſeur, Fr.) Examiner; ſu

perintendent.

REVISION. ſ. [reviſion, Fr.] Review.

To REVI'SIT. v. a. [reviſito, Lat.] To viſit

again. Milton. -

REVIVAL. ſ. (from revive.) Recall from a

ſtate of langour, oblivion, or obſcurity.

To REVIVE. v n. (revivre, Fr.) 1. To re

turn to life. I Kingr. 2. To return to vi

gour or fame; to riſe from languor or obſcu

rity Milton.

To REVIVE. v. a. ſ. To bring to life again.

Milton. 1. To raiſe from languor, inſenſibility,

or oblivion. Spenſer, 3. To renew; to recol

lečt ; to bring back to the memory, Locke.

4. To quicken , to rouſe. Shakeſp.

REVI VER. ſ. [from revive.] That which invi

gorates or revives.

1. To

To REVIVI'FICATE. v. a. [revivifier, Fr.]

To recal to life.

REVIVIFICATION. ſ. [from revivificate.]

The aa of recalling to life. Speciator.

REVIY SCENCY. ſ. [rev viſco, reviviſcentia,

Lat.] Renewal of life. Burnet.

RE UNION. ſ. [reunion, Fr J Return to a ſtate

of juncture, coheſion, or concord. Donne.

To REUNITE. v a. (re and unite.) 1. To

join again to make one whole a ſecond time;

to join what is divided. Shakeſp. z. To re

concile ; to make thoſe at variance one.

To RE UNITE. v. n. To cohere again.

REVOCABLE. a. [revocable, Fr.) 1. That

may be recalled. Bacon. 2. That may be re

pealed.

REVOCABLENESS. ſ [from reverable.] The

quality of being revocable.

To REVOCATE. v. a. [revoce, Lat.] To re

call 5 to call back. Daniel's Civ. War.

REVOCATION. ſ. [revocatio, Latin. J 1.

Act of recalling. Hºoker. 2. State of be

ing recalled. Howel. 3. Repeal; , reverſal.

Ay iffe.

To REVOKE. v. a. [recoquer, Fr. revece,

Lat.] 1. To repeal to reverſe. Dryden.

2. To check; to repreſs. Spenſer. 3. To draw

back. Davies.

REVO KEMENT. ſ. [from revoke.) Revoca

tion; repeal; recal. Shakeſp.

To REVOLT. v. n. [revolter, Fr ) i. To

fall off from one to another. Shakeſp. z. To

change. Shakeſp.

REVO LT. ſ. [revolte, Fr.] I. Deſertion;

change of ſides. Raleigh. 2. A revolter; one

who changes ſides. Shakeſp. 3. Groſs depar

ture from duty. Shakeſp.

REVOLTED. part, adj. [from revolt.) Having

ſwerved from duty. Milton. .

REVOLT ER. ſ. [ from revolt. I One who

changes ſides; a deſerter. Milton.

To REVOLVE. v. n. [revolvo, Lat.) 1. To

roll in a circle; to perform a revolution.Cheyne,

Watts. 2. To fall in a regular courſe of

changing poſſeſſors; te devolve. Ayliffe.

To REVO'LVE. v. a. [revolvo, Lat.) 1. To

roll any thing round. Milton. 2. To conſider;

to meditate on. Shakeſp.

REVOLUTION. ſ. [revolution, French ; re

volutus, Lat.] ... Courſe of any thing which

returns to the point at which it began to move.

41iltºn. 2. Space meaſured by ſome revolu

tion. Milton. 3. Change in the ſtate of a go

vernment or country. 4. Rotation in general ,

returning motios. Milton.

To REVO MIT. v. a. [re and vomit.] To vo

mit; to vomit again. Hake will

REVU'LSION. ſ. [revulſus, La.) The act of

revelling or drawing humours from a remote

part of the body. Bacon. º

To REWARD. v. a. [re and award] 1. To

give in return. 1. Sam. xxiv. 2. To repay ;

to recompenſe for ſomething good. 41iltºn.

REWARD. ſ. [from the verb. J . . Recom

penſe given for good. Dryden. 2. It is ſome

timcs
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times uſed with a mixture of irony, for pu

niſhment or recompence of evil.

REWA'RDABLE. a. [from rewoºd.] Worthy

of reward. Taylor.

REWARDER ſ (from reward.) One that re

wards ; one that recompenſes. ºft
To REWORD. v. a. [re and word J. To re

peat in the ame words. Shakeſp.

RHABA RBARATF. a. (from rhabarbara,

Lat.] Impregnated or tinčured with rhubarb.

Flyer. -

RHA BDOMANCY. ſ. (£ tºº. and wańia.]

Divination by a woºd. Brºwn.

RHA PSOD1ST. ſ. (from rhapſºdy..] One who

writes without regular dependence of one part

upon another. Watts.

RHA PSooY. ſ. (£a Jºi- ) Any number ol

parts joined together, without neceſſary de

pendence or natural connection. Hammºnd.

RHETO Ric K. J. (Fºx".) 1. The act of

ſpeaking not merely with propriety, but with

at and elegance. Baker. *. The power of

perſuaſion oratory. Shakeſp.

RHETO RICAL, a [rhetoricar, Latin.) Per

taining to rhetorick; oratorial; figurative.

Al/s, e.

RHETo RICALLY. adv. [from rhetorical. J

Like an orator; figuratively , with intent to

move the paſſions.

To RHEto Ric ATE. v. n. [rhetoricor, low

Lat.) To play the orator; to attack the pal

ſons. Decay ºf Piety.

RHETORI C1AN.J. (rhetºricien,Fr.) One who

teaches the ſcience of rhetorick. Baker. .

RHETOR1 CHAN a. Sulting a maſter of rhe

torick. Blackmore.

RHEUM. ſ. (fºa.) A thin watery matter

oozing through the glands, chicty about the

mouth. Quin - '.

RHEUMA 1 1 K. a. [Ésiº.265-.] Proceed

ing rom rheum or a peccant watery humour.

Flºyer.

RHEUMATISM. ſ. (#galºw: ) A painful

diſemper ſuppoſed to proceed lion acid hu

incurs

RHEUMY. a. (from rheum.] Full of ſharp

moiſture. Dryden.

RHINO cºkos. ſ. ſº, and afta...] A vaſt beaſt

in the Eaſt-ladies armed with a horn in his

front Shakeſp. -

RHOMB. J. (, śambe, French : #428.) . A

parallelogram or quadrangular figure, having

its four ſides equal, and conſiſting of paralls

lines, with two cºppoſite angles acute, and two

obtuſe. Harris.

RHOMEic K. a. (from rhomb.] Shaped like a

rhomb.

RHo Mºol D. ſ. (#:2::.3%; ) A figure ap

proaching to a rhomb. G. etv.

* HoviBoi º AL. a from , lomboid.}Approach

ing in ſhape to a rhomb. Woodward. -

RHU’BARB ſ. (rhabarbara, Lat) A medi

cinal root ſightly purgative, reſerted by bo

taniſts to the dock. Jº 1/e man.

RHYME. ſ. [fººt... } 1. An harmonical ſuc.

ceſſion of ſounds. 2. The conſonance of verſes:

the correſpondence of the laſt ſound of one

verſe to the laſt ſound or ſyllable of another.

Penham. 3. Poetry; a poem. Spenſer.

RHYME or reaſon. Number or ſenſe. See-fºr.

To RHYME. v. n. 1. To agree in ſound.

Pryden, 2. To make verſe. Shakeſp.
RHY MER. ſ: [from rhyme ) One who

RHYMSTER. makes rhymes; a verſifier.

Shake!}.

RHYTHMICAL. a. ſhºax?: } Harmonical;

having proportion of one ſound to another.

RIB J. (nibbe, Saxon.) A bone in the body.

1. Of theſe there are twenty-four in number,

viz. twelve on each ſide the twelve vertebre

of the back; they are ſegments of a circle.

Quincy. 2. Any piece of timber or other

matter which ſtrengthens the ſide. Shakeſp.

Ri PA I.D. ſ. (ribauld, Fr. ribaldº, Italian J A

looſe, rough, mean, brutal wretch. Spenſer.

RIBA.DRY. ſ. [ribaudie, old Fr.j Mean,

lewd, brutal language. Dryden.

RIBAND. ſ. [ribande, uban, Fr J A filet of

ſilk; a narrow web of ſilk, which is worn for

ornament. Glanville.

R! BBF.D. a. [from rib.] 1. Furniſhed with

rips. Sandyr. 2. Incloſed as the body by ribs.

Shakeſp.

RI'BBON. ſ. See Rib ax p.

To RI BROAST. v. n. (rib and reaft.] To beat

ſoundly Butler.

RI BWORT. ſ. A plant.

R1C. ſ. Ric denotes a powerful, rich, or valiant

man. Gibſon.

RICE. ſ. [oryza, Lat.) One of the eſculent

grains.

R!CH. a. [riche, Fr. nica, Saxon J 1. Wealthy .

abounding in wealth; abounding in money or

poſſeſſions. Seed. 2. Valuable; eſtimable ;

precious; ſplendid Milton. 3. Having any

ingredients or qualities in a great quantity or

degree. Waller. 4. Fertile; fruitful. Phi fit;.

RICHED. a. [from rich J Enriched. Obſelete.

Shakeſp.

RICHES ſ (richeſºs, Fr.) 1. Wealth; mo

ney or poſſeſſion. Hamm. 2. Splendid ſurnp

tuous appearance. Milton.

RICHLY. adv, (from rich ) i. With riches;

wealthy ſplendidly , magnificently. Mi ter.

2. Plenteouſly. Brown. 3. Truly 5 atun

dantly. Addiſon.

RICHNLSS. ſ. ſſrom rich..] 1. Opulence ;

wealth. Sidney. 2. Finery; ſplendour. 5.

Fertility ; ſecundity; fruitfulneſs. Addiſºr.

4. Abundance or perfection of any quality.

Spºłatºr. 5. Pampering qualities. Drydºn.

R!CK. ſ. 1. A pile of coin or hay regularly

heaped up in the open field, and ſheltered frcm

wet Swift. 2. A heap of corn or hay piled

by the gatherer. Mortimer.

R!CK tº S. ſ. [rachutis, Lat ) A name given

to the diflemper at its appearance by Cliff.s.l.

The rickets is a diſlermper in children, trom

an uncºlual diſtribution of uouriſhment, where

ty
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by the joints grow knotty, and the limbs un

even. Quincy.

RICKETY. a. [from rickets.] Diſeaſed with

the rickets. Arbuthnot.

RICKLUS. ſ. A plant. Ainſworth.

Ri'CTURE. ſ. [ričiura, Lat.] A gaping. Dić.

R1D. pret. of ride.

To RiD. v. a. [from hinibban, Saxon.) 1.

To ſet free; to redeem. Exoduſ. 2. To clear;

to diſencumber. Hooker, Benjohnſºn, Addiſon.

3. To diſpatch. Shakeſp. 4. To drive away ,

to preſs away; to deſtroy. Shakeſp.

RIT)DANCE. ſ. (from rid.] I. Deliverance.

Hocker. 2. Diſencumbrance ; loſs of ſome

thing one is glad to loſe. Shakeſp. 3. Act of

clearing away any incumbrances. Milton.

RIDDEN, the particle of ride. Hale.

RIDDL.E. ſ. ſnabelr, Saxon.] ... An enigma ,

a puzzling queſtion; a dark problem. Milton

2. Any thing puzzling Hudib, af. 3. A

coarſe or open ſieve. Mortimer.

To RI DDLE. v. a. ſ. To ſolve ; to unriddle.

Pryden. 2. To ſeparate by a coarſe fieve.
Aºſart, mer.

To PIDDLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To ſpeak

ambiguouſly or obſcurely. Shakeſp.

RIDDINGLY. adv. [from riddle.] In the

rnanner of a riddle. Donne.

To RIDE. v. f. præter. rid, or rode; part. rid

or ridden. (niban, Saxon; rijden, Dutch J

1. To travel on horſeback. Shakeſp. 2. To

travel in a vehicle; to be borne, not to walk.

Burnet. 3. To be ſupported in motion. Shak.

4. To manage an horſe. Dryden. 5. To be

on the water. Knoles, Hayward. 6. To be

ſupported by ſomething fu ſervient. Shakeſp.

To RIDE. v. n. To manage inſolently at will

Swift.

RI'DER. ſ. [rom ride.] 1. One who is car

ried on a horſe or in a vehicle I'rior. 2. One

who manages or breaks horſes. Bramſton. 3.

An inſerted leaf.

RIDGE. ſ. (hnº, Saxon; rig, Daniſh ; rugge,

Dutch..] I. The top of the ſack. Hudibrar.

2. The rough top of anything. Milton, Ray.

3. A ſteep protuberance. Dryden. 4. T he

ground thrown up by the plow. Pſalin (, Wood

ward. 5. The top of the roof riſing to an

acute angle. Moxon. 6. Ridge, o, a horie's

mouth are wrinkles or riſings of the fleſh in the

roof of the mouth, running acroſs from one

ſide of the jaw to the other. Farrier's Dići.

To RIDGE. v. a. [from the noun..] To form a

ridge. Milton.

RIDGLING. R. ſ. ſoví, rejícula, Lat. Anſw.]

RI IDC I L. A ram half caſtrated. Dryd.

R! DGY. a. [ fiom ridge. ) Riſing in a ridge.

Dryden.

RI DICULE. ſ. ſ ridiculum, Lat.] Wit of that

ſpecies that provokes laughter. Swift.

To RI DICULE. v. a. [from the noun ) To

expoſe to laughter; to treat with contemp

tuous merriment. Temple.

RIDICULOU.S. a. (ridiculus, Lat..] Worthy of

laughter ; exciting contemptuous merriment.

Aſutºn, Sºuth.

RIDICULOUSLY. adv. [from ridiculºur.] In

a manner worthy of laughter or contempt.
South.

RI DI CULousNESS..ſ. [from ridiculous ) The

quality of being ridiculous. Stilling fleet.

RIT)ING. particip. a. Employed to travel on

any occaſion. Ayliffe.

RIDING. ſ. (from ide.) A diſtrict viſited by

an officer.

Ri DINGcoat. ſ. (riding and cºat J A coat
made to keep out weather. Swift.

Ri DINGHOOD. ſ. (riding and hoºd.) A coat

uſed by women, when they travel to bear off

the rain. Arbuthnot.

RIE. ſ. An eſculent grain.

RIFE. a. ſnype, Saxon; riff, Dutch..] Pre

valent ; abounding. It is now only uſed of

epidemical diſtempers. A. buthnot.

RI FELY. adº. [from rif. ) Prevalently; a

bundantly. Knolley.

RI'FENESS. f. (from rife.] Prevalence; a

bundance. Arbuthnot

To RIFLE. v. a. [riffer, Fr. riflen, Dutch.]

To rob; to pillage; to plunder. South.

RIFI.E.R. ſ. Ifrom rifle. J Robber; plunderer;

pillager.

RIFT. ſ. (from rive.) A cleft; a breach; an

opening. Bacºn, Dryden.

To RIFT. v. a. (from the noun..] To cleave;

to ſplit. Pºpe

To RIFT. v. n. To burſt; to open. Bacºn.

* [Raver, Daniſh.) To belch; to break
wind.

RIG. ſ. Rig, ridge, ſeems to ſignify the top of a

hill failing on each ſide ; from the Sãxon,

hnišč and the Iſlandick, briggur, both ſig

nitying a back. Giºſes.

To R. G. v. a. [from rig or ridge.] 1. To

dreſs; to accoutre. L’E/irange. 2. To fit

with tackling. Sºuth. -

RIGADOON. ſ. [rigaden, Fr.] A dance.

RIGATION. J. [rigatio, Lat.) The act of wa

tering Dist. -

RIGGER. ſ. (from rig ) One that rigs or
dreſſes.

RIGCING, ſ (from rig.] The ſails or tackling

of a ſhip. Creech.

RiGGISH, a [from rig, a whore..] Wanton;

whoriſh. Shakeſp.

To RIGGLE. v. a [properly to wriggle.] To

move backward and forward.

R1GHT. a. ſnºt, Saxon, recht, Dutch..] 1.

Fit, proper; becoming; ſuitable ; true not

erroneous. Hºlder, 2. Not miſtaken; paſſing

a true judgment Shake p. 3. Juſt ; loneſt;

equitable. Pſalms. 4. Happy; convenient.

Addiſon. 5. Not left. Brown. 6. Strait;

not crooked. Locke. 7. Perpendicular.

R1GHT. interject. An expellion of approbation.

Pºpe. - -

RIGHT, adv. 1. Properly; juſly; exactly;

according to truth. Roſ, cmmon. 2 in a direct

line. 3 in a great degree 5 very. B jºhnſºn.

4. It is ſtill uſed in titles: as, right hºnºurable,

right reverend. Peacham.

RIGHT.
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RIGHT. ſ. 1. Juſtice; not wrong. Bacon,

Tilletſon. 1. Freedom from errour. Prior. 3.

Juſt claim. Milton. 4. That which juſtly be

longs to one. Temple. 5. Property ; intereſt

Dryden. 6. Pewer; prerogative. Tillotſon

7. Immunity; privilege. Clarenden. 8. The

ſide not left. Milton. 9. To Rio hits. In a

direct line; ſtraight Woodward. Io. Deli

verance from errour. Woodward.

To RIGHT. v. a To do juſtice; to eſtabliſh

in poſſeſſion juſtly claimed; to relieve from

wron aylor.

RIGHTEOUS. n. (nihtre, Saxon. 1. Juſt:

honeſt; virtuous; uncorrupt. Geneſs. 2. E.

quitable Dryden.

RIGHTEOUSLY, adv. [from righteous ) Ho

neſtly : v rtuouſly. Dryden.

RIGHTEOUSNESS. ſ. (from righteous.) Juſ.

tice; honeſty; virtue; goodneſs. Hºoker.

Rl'GHT FUL. a. [right and full.] I. Having

the right; having the juſt claim. Shakeſp. 2.

Honeſt: juſt P. tor.

RIGHTFULLY. adv. [from rightful..] Accord

ing to right; according to juſtice. Dryden.

RIGHTFULNESS. ſ. [from rightful..] Moral

re&titude. Sidney.

RIGHT-HAND. ſ. Not the left. Shakeſp.

Rl GHTLY. adv. (from right.) 1. According

to truth; properly; ſuitably , not erroneouſly.

Milton. 2. Honeſtly; uprightly. Shakeſp.

3. Exactly. Dryden 4. Straitly; directly.

Aſcham.

RIGHTNESS. [from right ] . Conſormity

to truth; exemption from being wrong; recti

tude Rogers. 2. Straitneſs. Bacon

RIGID. a. [rigiduſ, Lat.) 1. Stiff; not to

be bent; unplant. Ray. 1. Severe; inflexible.

Denham. 3. Sharp; cruel. Philipt.

Ri'GidiTY. ſ. [rigidité, Fr.) 1. Stiffneſs.

Arbuthnot. 2. Stiffneſs of appearance; want

of eaſy or airy elegance. Wotton.

RIGIDI.Y. adv. [from rigid.) 1. Stiffly ; un

... pliantly. ... Severely; indexibly

Rſ GIDNESS. ſ. [from rigid J Severity; in

fiexibility.

RIGLET. ſ. [regulet, Fr.] A flat thin ſquare

piece of wood. Moxon.

RIGGL. ſ. A circle.

diadem.

RIGOUR. ſ. [riger, Lat.]. t. Coll; ſtiffneſs

Milton. ... A convulſive ſhuddering with

ſenſe of cold. Arbuthnot. 3. Severity ; ſtern

meſs; want of condeſcenſion to others. Denham

4 Severity of conduct. Spratt. 5. Strictneſs;

unabated exactneſs. Glanville. 6. Rage

cruelty ; fury. Spenſer. 7. Hardneſs ; not

flexibility; ſolidity; not ſoftneſs. Dryden.

R!'GOROU.S. a. [from rigour.] Severe; allow

ing no abatement. Rogers.

RIGOROUSLY. adv. (from rigorous.] Severe

ly; without tenderneſs or mitigation. Milton.

RILL.ſ. (rivulus, Lat.) A ſmall brook; a little

ſtreamlet. Milton.

To R1 LL. v. n. [from the noun.] To run in

small ſtreams. Prior.

In Shakeſpeare, a

RILLET. ſ. [corrupted from rivulet.] A ſmail

ſtream. Carew.

RIM. ſ. ſnima, Saxon.] 1. A border; a mar

gin Carew. 2. That which encircles ſome

thing elſe Brown.

RIMF. ſ. (hnum, Saxon.) 1. Hoar froſt. Bacºn.

2. A hole; a chink. Brºwn.

To RIME. v. n. (from the noun..] To freeze

with hoar froſt. Bacon.

To RIMPLE. v. a. To pucker; to contraa

into corrugations. Wiſeman.

R!MY. a. (from rime.) Steamy; foggy ; miſly.

Harvey.

RIND ſ. ſnunb, Saxon: rinde, Dutch..] Bark ;
huſk. Boyle, Milton, Dryden.

To RIND v. a. [from the noun..] To decorti

cate ; to bark; to huſk.

RING. ſ. ſhrung, Saxon.) 1. A circle; an

orbicular line. Newtºn. 1. A circle of gold

or ſºme other matter worn as an ornament.

Addiſon. 3. A circle of metal to be held by.

Gulliver. 4. A circular courſe. Smith. 5.

A circle made by perſons ſtanding round.

Hayward. 6. A number of bells harmoni

cally tuned. Prior. 7. The ſound of bells or

any other ſonorous body. Bacon, Miltºn. 8.

A ſound of any kind. Bacon.

To RING. v. a. pret. and part paſſ rung.

ſhningan, Saxon.j 1. To firike bells or any

ºther ſonorous body, ſo as to make it found.

Shakeſp. 2. (from ring.] To encircle. Shakeſp.

3. To fit with rings. Shakeſp. 4. To reſtrain

a hog by a ring in his noſe.

To RING. v. n 1. To ſound as a bell or ſo

norous metal. Dryden. ... To practiſe the art

of making muſick with bells. Holder. 3. To

found ; to reſound. Locke. 4. To utter as a

bell. Shakeſp. 5. To tinkle Dryden. 6. To

be filled with a bruit or report. Sºuth.

RING-BONE / A hard calious ſubſtance grow

ing in the hollow circle of the little paſtern of

a horſe; it ſometimes goes quite round like a

ring. Farrier's Dr.&#.

RING-DOVE. ſ. (rhingelduyve, German.) A

kind of pigeon Mortimer.

RINGER. J. [from ring.) He who rings.

RINGLEADER. ſ. [ring and leader.] The

head of a riotous body. Bacan.

R1'NGLET. ſ. (diminutive of ring.) 1. A

ſmall ring Popº. 2. A circle. Shakeſp. 3.

A curl. Milton.

Rl'NGSTREAKED. a. [ring and ſtreaked.]

Circularly ſtreaked. Geneſs.

RINGTAIL. ſ. [ring and tail.] A kind of

kite. Bailey

RINGWORM. ſ. [ring and worm.] A circular

tetter. H/iſeman.

To RINSE. v. a. [from rein, German.] 1. To

waſh; to cleanſe by waſhing. Shakeſp. z. Te

waſh the ſoap out of cloaths. King.

RI'NSER. ſ. [from rinſe..] One that waſhes or

rinſes; a waſher.

R1OT. ſ. (riotte, old Fr.] 1. Wild and looſe

feſtivity. Milton, 2. A ſedition; an uproar.

- Miltºn.
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Milton. 3. Tº run Rior. To move or ačt

without controul or reſtraint. Swift.

To Riot. v. s. [rietter, old Fr.) 1. To revel;

to be diffipated in luxurious enjoyments.

Daniel. 1. To luxuriate, to be tumultuous.

Pope. 3. To banquet luxuriouſly. 4. To raiſe

a ſedition or uproar. - --

Rio TER. ſ. [from riot ) i. One who is diff

pated in luxury. 1. One who raiſes an uproar.

RioTISE. ſ. [from rict.] Diſſoluteneſs; luxury.

Spenſer. -

RIOTOUS. a. [rioteux, Fr.] I. Luxurious;

wanton; licentiouſly feſtive. Brown. 2. Se:

ditious ; turbulent. -

RiotousLY. adv. (from riotouſ.) 1. Luxuri

ouſly; with licentious luxury. Eccluſ. 1. Se

ditiouſly ; turbulently.

RIOTOUSNESS. ſ. [from riotour.] The ſtate

of being riotous.

To RIP. v. a. [hnypan, Saxon.) 1. To tear;

to lacerate; to cut aſunder by a continued act

of the knife. Pryden, 1. To take away by

laceration or cutting. Otway. 3. To diſcloſe;

to ſearch out; to tear up; to bring to view.

Hºoker, Clarendon.

RIPE. a. ſnipe, Saxon ; rijp, Dutch | 1

Brought to perfection in growth mature

Miltºn 2. Reſembling the ripeneſs of fruit

Shakeſp. 3. Complete; proper for uſe.
Shakeſp. 4. Advanced to the perfection of

any quality. Dryden. 5. Finiſhed; conſum

mate. Hooker. 6 Brought to the point oftaking

effect; fully matured. Addiſon. 7. Fully qua

lified by gradual improvement. Dryden.

To RIPE. v. n. (from the adj.] To ripen; to

grow ripe; to be matured. Donne.

To RIPE. v. a. To mature; to make ripe.

Shakeſp.

RI'PELY. adv. (from ripe.] Maturely ; at the

fit time. Shakeſp.

To RIPEN. v. n. [ſrom ripe.] To grow ripe,

Bacon.

To RIPEN. v. a. To mature; to make ripe.

Pºpe, Swift

RIPENESS. ſ. [from ripe.] I. The ſtate of

being ripe; maturity. Sharp 1. Full growth.

Denham. 3. Perfection; completion. Hooker.

4. Fitneſs; qualification. Shakeſp.

Rl PPER. ſ. (from rip.) One who rips; one

who tears; one who lacerates.

To RI'PPLE. v. s. To fret on the ſurface, as

water ſwiftly running.

RIPTOWELL. f. A gratuity given to tenants,

after they had reaped their lord's corn. Bailey.

To RISE. v. m. pret. rºſe; part riſen. (niran,

Saxon; reiſen, Dutch..] i. To change a jacent

or recumbent, to an erect poſture. Shakeſp.

2. To get up from reſt Daniel’s Civil War

3. To get up from a fall. Milton. 4. To

ſpring ; to grow up. Milton. 5. To gain

enºvation of rank or fortune. Otway. 6. To

twell. Leviticut. 7. To aſcend; to move up

wards, Newton. 8. To break out from below

the horizon, as the ſun. Milton. 9. 1 o take

beginning, to come intº exiſtence or notice.

to. To begin to act, Milton, Dryden. 11.

To appear in view. Addiſon. 12. To change

a ſtation; to quit a fiege. Kneller. 13. To be

excited ; to be produced. Otway. 14. To

break into military commotions; to make in

ſurrections. Pºpe. 15. To be rouſed; to be

excited to action. Eccl. 16. To make hoſtile

attack. Deut. 17. To grow more or greater in

any reſpect. Milton, 18. To increaſe in price.

Lºcke. 19. To be improved. Tatler. 26. To

elevate the ſtyle. Roſcommon. 11. To be re

vived from death. Matthew. 21. To come by

chance. Spencer. 23. To be elevated in

ſituation. Dryden.

RISE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The act of riſing.

: The act of motinting from the ground.

Bacon. 3 Eruption; aſcent. Bacon. 4. Place

that favours the act of mounting aloft. Creech,

Lºcke. 5. Elevated place. Denham. 6. Ap

pearance of the ſun in the eaſt. Waller. 7.

Encreaſe in any reſpect. 8. Encreaſe of price.

Temple. 9. Beginning; original. Locke, io.

Elevation; encreaſe of ſound. Bacon.

RISE.R. / [from riſe.) One that riſes. Chapman.

RISIBILITY / (from riſible.] The quality of
laughing. Arbuthnot. ---

Rl'SIBLE. a. [riſibilis, Lat.] 1. Having the

faculty or power of laughing. Gov. of the

Tºgº. 4. Ridiculous; exciting laughter.

RISK ſ. [riſºne, Fr. rieſgo, Spaniſh ) Hazard;
danger; chance of harm. South.

To RISK. v. a. [riſquer, Fr.] To hazard; to

put to chance; to endanger. Addiſon.

Rl'SKER. ſ. [from riſk.) He who riſks. Butler.

RITE. ſ. [rit, Fr. ritus, Lat..] Solemn act of

religion; external obſervance. Hammond.

RITUAL. a. [rituel, Fr.) Solemnly ceremoni

ous; done according to ſome religious inſtitu

tion. Prior.
-

RITUAL. ſ (from the adj.] A book in which

the rites, and obſervances of religion are ſet

down. Addiſon.

R ITUALIST. ſ. [from ritual.] One ſkilled in

the ritual.

RIPAGE. ſ. [Fr.] A bank; a coaſt. Shakeſ.

RTVA L. ſ. [rivals, Latin.) One who is in

purſuit of the ſame thing which another man

Purſues, a competitour. Dryden. z. A com.

petitour in love. Sidney.

RIVAL. a. Standing in competition; making

the ſame claim; emulous Shakeſp.

To RIVAL. v. a. [troin the noun.J. i. To ſland

in competition with another ; to oppoſe. South.

2. To emulate; to endeavour to equal or

excel. Dryden.

To RIVAL. v. n. To be competitour. Shakeſ.

RIVALITY. l. ſ. [rivalitar, Lat.) Competi
RI'VALRY. V. tion; emulation. Addiſon.

RIVALSHIP. ſ (from rival.] The ſtate or

character of a rival. -

To RIVE. s. a. part, riven, [nypt, broken,

Saxen; rijven, Dutch.) To ſplit; to cleave;

to divide by a blunt inſtrument. Howel.

To RIVE. v., n . To be ſplit; to be divided by
violence. Woºdward,

4 O To
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To RIVE. for derive or direct. Shakeſp.

To RIVEL. v. a. [genurlee, Sax.] To contrači

into wrinkles and corrugations. Dryden.

RIVEN. part. of rive.

RI'VER. ſ. [riviere, Fr.] A land current of

water bigger than a brook. Addiſºn.

RIVER-DRAGON. ſ. A crocodile. A name

given by 44iltºn to the king of Egypt.

RTVER-GOD. ſ. Tutelary deity of a river.4rb.

River-HORSE. ſ. Hippopotamus. Milton.

RI'VET. ſ. A faſtening pin clenched at both

ends. Shakeſp. Dryden.

To R1'VET. v. a. [from the noun. 1. To

faſten with rivets. Ben. johnſon. 4. To faſten

ſtrongly to make immoveable. Cºngreve.

RI'VULET. ſ. [rivuluſ, Lat..] A ſmall liver;

a brook ; a ſtreamlet. Bentley.

RIXDOT.L.A.R. ſ. A German coin, worth about

four ſhillings and ſix-pence ſterling.

ROACH. ſ. A fiſh: he is accounted the water

ſheep, for his ſimplicity and fooliſhneſs. Walt

ROAD. ſ. [rade, Fr.) 1. Large way path.

Suckling. z. [Rade, Fr.) Ground where ſhips

may anchor. Sandys. 3., Inrode; incurſion.

Knoller. 4. Journey. Milton.

To ROAM. v. n [remigare, Italian ] To wander

without any certain purpoſe to ramble; to

a rove ; to play the vagrant. Prior.

To ROAM. v. a. To range; to wander over.

: Milton,

ROA'MER.ſ. (from ream.] A rover; a rambler;

a wanderer.

ROAN. a. [reuen, Fr.) Bay, ſorrel, or black,

with grey or white ſpots interſperſed very

thick. Farrier's Dićf.

To ROAR. v. a ſnanan, Sax.] 1. To cry as a

lion or other wild beaſt. Dryden. 2. To cry in

diſtreſs. Shakeſp. 3. To ſºund as the wind or

ſea. Pope. 4. To make a loud noiſe. Milton

ROAR. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The cry of the

lion or other beaſt. ... An outcry of diſtreſs

3. A clamour of merriment. Shakeſp. 4. The

found of the wind or ſea. 5. Any loud noiſe.

Dryden.

ROA'RY. a. [better rory; rores, Lat.] Dewy.

Fairfax.

To ROAST. v. a. ſ.r.ºften, German : xenorteº,

Saxon, roaſted.) 1. To dreſs meat, by turning

it rouad before the fire. Swift. 1. To impart

dry heat to fleſh. Swift. 3. To dreſs at the

fire without water. Batan. 4. To heat any

thing violently, Shakeſp.

ROAST. a. for oaffed. Prior.

To rule the ROAST. To govern ; to manage ;

to preſide whoºp

ROB. f. Inſpirated juices. Arbuthner.

-To ROB. v. n. (rever, old Fr. rºture, Italian.]

1. To deprive of any thing by unlawful force;

to plunder. Addiſºn, 1. To ſet free; to deprive

of ſomething bad. Shakeſp. 3. To take away

unlawfully. Barºn.

Ro LEER.J. [from rob.] A thief; one that robs

by torce, or ſteals by ſecret means. Shakeſp.

RO &BERY }, {rºke: te, old Fr.) The perpe

trated by force of with privacy 7 ºr ple

ROBE.J. [rebbe, Fr. robba, Italian] A gown

of ſtate; a dreſs of dignity. Shakeſ.

To ROBE. v. a. ſfrom the noun.

pompouſly; to inveſt. Pope.

RO'BERT. ſ. An herb.

ROBERSMAN. f In the old ſtatutes, a

ROBERTSMAN, ; fort of bold and ſtout rob

bers or night thieves, ſaid to be ſo called from

Robinhood.

RO'BIN. ſ: [ruberala, Lat.)

ROBIN-RED BREAST A bird ſo named

from his red breaſt. Suckling.

ROBOREOUS. a. [rebur, Lat.) Made of oak.

ROBUST. a [robuſtus, Lat.] --Strong;

ROBUSTIOUS. $ finewy; vigorous; forceful.

Miltºn. 2. Boiſterous; violent; unwieldy.

Pryden. 3. Requiring ſtrength. Lecke.

ROBUSTNESS. J. [from rebuft.) Strength;
vigour. Arbuthnot.

RQCAMBO'LE. ſ. A ſort of wild garlick. Arbºr.

RQCHE-ALUM.ſ (roche, Fr. a rock.) A purer
kind of alum.

RO'CHET. ſ. [rechet, Fr. reens, low Lat.] I. A

ſurplice; the white upper garment ofthe prieſt

officiating. Cleaveland. 2. A fiſh. Ainſwerth.

ROCK. ſ. [rec, roche, Fr.) 1. A vaſt maſs of

ſtone. Pºpe. 4. Protection; defence. A ſcrip

tural ſenſe. 3. A diſtaff held in the hand,

from which the wool was ſpun by twirling a

ball below. Ben. johnſon.

To ROCK. v. a. [rocquer, Fr.) 1. To ſhake;

to move backwards and forwards. Boyle. 2.

to move the cradle, in order to procure fleep.

Pryden. 3. To lull; to quiet. Shakeſp.

To ROCK. v. m. To be violently agitated; to

reel to and fro. 7 oung.

ROCK-DOE. ſ. A ſpecies of deer. Grew.

ROCK RUBY. ſ. The garnet, when it is of a

very ſtrong, but not deep red, and has a fair

caſt of the blue. Hill.

ROCK SALT. ſ. Mineral ſalt. Woodward.

RO'CKER, ſ [from rock ] Ore who rocks the

cradle Dryden.

RO'CKET.J. (rochetto, Italian.] An artificial

firework, being a cylindrical caſe ofpaper filled

with nitre, charcoal, and ſulphur, and which

mounts in the air to a conſiderable height,

and there burſts. Addiſon.

ROCKET. ſ. A plant. Miller.

ROCKLESS. a. [from rock.] Being without

rocks. Dryden. -

ROCKROSE. ſ. [Rock and roſe.] A plant.

ROCKWORK.ſ (reck and work.] Stones fixed

in mortar, in imitation of the aſperities of

rocks. Addiſon.

ROCKY. a. [from rock.] 1. Full of rocks.

Sandyr. 2. Reſembling a rock. Milten. 3.

Hard; ſtony, obdurate. Shakeſp.

ROD. ſ. ſnoede, Dutch J 1. A long twig. Beyk 1.

A kind of ſceptre. Shakeſp. 3. Anything long

and ſlender. Granville. 4. An inſtrument for

meaſuring. Arbuthnºt. 5. An inſtrument of

correction, made of twigs. Spenſer.

RODE. pret. of ride. Miltºn.

To dreſs

RODOMONTA'DE. ſ. (from a hero ofA.
- calit
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Galled Rºdomeste.] An empty noiſy bluſter or

boaſt; a rant. Dryden.

To RODOMONTA’DE. v. n.[from the noun.]

To brag thraſonically; to boaſt like Rodo
monte.

ROE. ſ. ſna, na-beon, Sax.] 1. A ſpecies of

deer. Arbuthnet. 2. The female of the hart.

Sandyr.

ROE.J. [properly reas or rene; rans, Daniſh.)

The eggs of fiſh. Shakeſ.

ROGATION. ſ. (rogation, Fr.] Litany; ſup

plication. Hooker, Taylor.

ROGATION-week.ſ. The week immediate.

ly preceding Whitſunday; the Monday, Tueſ

day, and Wedneſday, called rogation days,

becauſe of the extraordinary prayers and pro

ceſſions then made for the fruits of the earth,

or as a preparation for the devotion of holy

Thurſday. Dia.

ROGUE. ſ. [of uncertain etymology.) 1. A

wandering beggar; a vagrant; a vagabond.

Baron. 2. A knave; a diſhoneſt fellow ; a

villain; a thief, South. 3. A name of ſlight

tenderneſs and endearment. Shak. 4. A wag.

To ROGUE. v. n. (from the noun.) 1. To

wander; to play the vagabond. Car. 2. To

play knaviſh tricks.

ROGUERY. ſ. [from rogue.} 1. The life of a

vagabond. Denne. 2. Knaviſh tricks. Shakeſp

3. Waggery; arch tricks.

ROGUESHIP. ſ. [from rogue.] The qualities

or perſonage of a rogue. Dryden.

ROGUISH. a. [from rogue.) 1. Vagrant;

vagabond. Spenſer. 2. Knaviſh; fraudulent.

*ift. 3. Waggiſh; wanton; flightly miſ.

chievous. Addiſon.

ROGUISHLY. adv. [from roguiſh.) Like a

rogue : knaviſhly ; wantonly.

RO'GUISHNESS. ſ: [from roguiſb.] The qua

lities of a rogue.

RQGUY. a. (from rogue.] Knaviſh; wanton.

L'Eſtrange.

To ROIST. v. n. [riffer, lſlandick, a

To ROISTER. violent man.] To behave

turbulently; to ačt at diſcretion; to be at

free quarter; to bluſter. Shakeſp.

ROISTER, or raiſerer. ſ. (from the verb ) A

turbulent, brutal, lawleſs, bluſtering fellow.

To ROLL. v. a. ſ.reuler, Fr. rellen, Dutch.) 1.

To move anything by volutation, or ſucceſſive

application of the#. parts of the ſurface

to the ground. Mark. 2. To move anything

round upon its axis. Milton. 3. To move in a

circle. Milton. 4. To produce a periodical

evolution. 5. To wrap round upon itſelf.

$...To enwrap; to involve in a bandage.

*iſtmas. 7. To form by rolling into round

maſſes. Peachan. 8. To pour in a ſtream or
waves. Pope.

ToRQL.L. v. n. 1.To be movedby the ſucceſſive

*pplication of all parts of the ſurface to the

ground. Temple, 2. To run on wheels. Dryden.

3. To perform a periodical revolution. Dryden.

4. To move, with appearance of circular

direction. Miltºn, Dryden. 3. To float in

rºugh water. Pºpe. 6. To mºve as waves of

volumes of water. Pºpe. 7. To fluctuate; to

move tumultuouſly. Prior, Pope. 8 To revolve

on its axis. Sandys. 9. To be moved tumuku

ouſly. Milton.

ROLL. ſ. (from the verb ] . The act of roll

ing ; the ſtate of being rolled. 2. The thing

rolling. Thomſºn. 3. Maſs made round.Addiſon.

4. Writing rolled upon itſelf. Spenſer. 5. A

round body rolled along. Mortimer. 6. (Re

talur, Lat.) Publick writing. Ezra, Hale, 7.

A regiſter; a catalogue Sidney, Davies. 8.

Chronicle. Dryden. 9. Warrant. Shakeſp. Io.

Part; office. L’Eſtrange.

RO'LLER. / [from roll.] 1 Anything turning

on its own axis, as a heavy ſtone to level

walks. Hammand. Ray. 2. Bandage; fillet.

Sharp.

ROLLINGPIN. ſ. [roſling and pin..] A round

piece of wood tapering at each end, with

which paſte is moulded Wiſeman.

ROLLYPOOLY. ſ. A fort of game, in which,

when a ball rolls into a certain place, it wins.

Arbuthnot.

ROMAGE. ſſromage, Fr.] A tumult; a buſtle;

an active and tumultuous ſearch for any thing.

Shakeſp.

ROMA’NCE. ſ. [roman, Fr. remanza, Ital.]

1. A military fable of the middle ages; a tale

of wild adventures in war and love. Milton,

Waller, Dryden. 2. A lie; a fiction.

To ROMANCE. v. n. [from the noun..] To lie;

to forge.

ROMANCER. ſ. [from remance.] A lier; a

forger of tales Tute.

To ROMANIZE. v. a [from Roman, Fr.] To

latinize; to fill with modes of the Romaa

ſpeech. Drydes.

ROMANTICK. a. [from rewance.) 1. Re

ſembling the tales of romances; wild. Keil.

2. Improbable; falſe. 3. Fanciful; full of

wild ſcenery. Thomſen.

ROMISH. a. [from Rome.] Popiſh. Ayliff.

ROMP. ſ. 1. A rude, awkward, boiſterous, un

taught girl. Arbuthn:t. 2. Rough rude play.

homſon.

To ROMP. v. n. To play rudely, neifi.ly, and

boiſterouſly. Swift.

RONDEAU.ſ. A kind of ancient poetry, com

monly conſiſting of thirteen veſſes, of which

eight have one rhyme and five another: it is

divided into three couplets, and at the end of

the ſecond and third, the beginning of the

rendeau is repeated in an equivocal ſenſe.
revca.r.

RONT. ſ. An animal ſtinted in the growth,

&penſºr.

RO'NDLES. ſ. [from round] A round maſs.
Peacham.

Ro NION. ſ. A fat bulky woman. Shakeſp.

ROOD. ſ. [from red ) . The fourth part of an

acre in ſquare meaſure. Swift a. A pole; a

meaſure of ſixteen feet and a half in long mea

ſure in England, but in Ireland it is a meaſure

oftwenty-one feet. Milton. 3. The croſs. Shak.

ROOF. f. [bnor, Saxon] 1. The cover of a

4 O 1. houſe.
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houſe. Sidney. 1. The vault; the inſide of

the arch that covers a building. Hooker. 3.

The palate; the upper part of the mouth

Bacon.

To ROOF. v. a. (from he noun ) 1. To cover

with a roof. Creech. 1. To incloſe in a houſe

Shakeſ.
-

Roo FY. a. [from reef.] Having roofs Dryden.

ROOK. ſ [hnoc, sax.] A bird reſembling a

crow: it feeds not on carrion, but grain. Dryd.

2. A mean man at cheſs. Dryden. 3. A

cheat: a trickiſh rapacious fellºw. Mºythe, ly

To ROOK v. n. To rob; to cheat. Hudibral

ROO KERY. ſ (from roos.) A nurſery of rooks

Pºpe.

ROO KY. a. Inhabited by rooks. Shakeſ. -

ROOM. f. num, Sax. rums, Goth.) 1. Space ;

extent of place. Milton 1. Space or place un

occupied. Pertl. 3. Way unobſtrusted Creech.

4. Place of another; ſtead. Calamy, 5. Un

obſtructed opportunity. Addiſon 6. An apart

ment in a houſe. Suckling, Stilling fleet.

ROO'MAGE. ſ. [from room ) Space; place.

Pſ’ctron.

ROO'MINFSS. ſ. [from roºmy] Space; quan

tity of extent. -

RQOMY a... [from room J Spacious; wide :

large. Dryder.
ROOST. ſ. Ibnort, Saxon.) 1. That on which

a bird ſits to ſleep. Dryden. 2. The act of

ſleeping Denham.

To ROOST. v. m. ſ rººften, Dutch ; refl. 1.

To ſleep as a bird L'Eſtrange. 2. To lodge.

In burleſque.

ROOT.ſ. (rét, Swediſh ; reed, Daniſh ) .That

part of the plant which reſts in the ground,

and ſupplies the ſtems with nouriſhment

Evelyn, Bacon. ... I he bottom; the lower

part. Milton. 3. A plant of which the root is

eſculent. Watts. 4. The original; the firſt

cauſe Davieſ. 5. The firſt anceſtor. Shakeſp.

6. Fixed reſidence. Dryden. 7. Impreſſion;

durable effect. Hºoker.

To ROOT. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To fix

the root; to ſtrike far into the earth Shakeſp.

2. To turn up earth.

To ROOT. v.a. [from the noun 1. To fix

deep in the earth. Dryden. 2. To impreſs

deeply. Soath. 3. To turn up out of the

ground, to radicate ; to extirpate Raleigh,

4. To deitroy; to baniſh. Granville.

ROOTED, a [from root.) Fixed; deep; radi: |

cal. Hammºnd.

ROOTEDLY. adv. [from roºted] Deeply;

ſtrongly. Shakeſp.

ROOTY. a [from roºt j Full of roots. . .

ROPE. ſ. ſnap, Sax, reep, rcop, Dutch..] I. A

cord; a ſtring ; a halter. Hudibra. 2. Any

row of thing depending: as, a rope ºf rzionſ.

To ROPE. v. n. [īrom the noun..] To draw out

into viſcoſities; to concrete into glutinous fila

ments. Dryden.

RoPEDANCER. ſ. [rope and dancer.] An

artiſt who dances on a rope. Mºſkin r. .

RO'Pin ESS ſ. [from rify J Wiſcoſity; gluti.

fºuncis.

ROPEMAKER, or reper. ſ. [repe and maker]

One who makes ropes to ſelf. Shakeſp.

RQPFRY. ſ (from rope.) Rogue's tricks Shah.

RO PETRICK. ſ. (rºpe and trick J Probably

rogue's tricks; tricks that deſerves the halter.

Shakeſp.

ROPY. a. [from repe.] Viſcous; tenacious,

glutinous Dryden.

Rºgelapse ſ: [Fren] A cloak for men

d
y.

RORATION. ſ ſroris, Lat.) A falling of dew.

RO RID, a (raridus, Lat.) Dewy Brown

RORTFEROUS. a. ºre, and fºre, Lat } Prºdu

cing dew, Diä.

*OR! FLUENT, a [rer and fluº, Lat) flowing
with dew. Drch

ROSARY. ſ. [rºſarium, Latin J A bunch of

beads, on which the Romaniſts number their

prayers. Cleaveland, Taylor.

ROSCID. a...[rºſcidus, Lat.) Dewy, aboundir:
with dew. Bacon.

ROSE ſ. [rºſe, Fr. roſa, Lat.) A flower ºf7/4

7 ſpeak under the Rose. To ſpeak any thing

with ſafety, ſo as not afterwards to be difcc.

vered. Brown.

ROSE. pret of riſe. Milton.

RO SEATE. a. (from reſe )

roſes. Pºpe.

as a roſe.

ROSED. a. [from the noun ) Crimſoned; fluſh

ed. Shakeſp.

ROSEMARY. ſ. [roſmarinus, Lat.) A plant.

Miller. .

ROSE-NOBLE. ſ. An Fngliſh gold coin, in

value anciently ſixteen ſhillings, Camden.

ROSEWATER. ſ. (roſe and water...] water

diſtilled from roſes. Wiſeman.

RO'SE. T. ſ. (from reſe ). A red colour for pain

ters Peacham.

RQ SIER ſ treſſer, Fr A roſebuſh. Sºenſer.

RQSIN. ſ. [refine, Fr. effna, Lat. 1. Inſpº.

ſated turpentine; a juice of the pine. Garrº.

2. Any inſpiſſated matter of vegetables that

diſſolves in ſpirit. Arbuthnot.

To RO SIN. º. a. (trom the noun.] To rut,

with roſin. Gay.

RO SINY a from reſºn ) Reſembling refin.

ROSSEL. ſ Light land Martiner. -

RO STRATED a [, ºft-arm, Łat J Adorned

with beaks of ſhips. A bathast.

RO STRU.M. f. (Latin.) The beak of a bird.

1. The beak of a ſhip 3 The ſcaffold whence

orators harangued. A lºtſ.". 4. The pre

which conveys the diſtilling tiquor into its re

ceiver in the common alembicks ºut-cy.

RO'SY. a. [roſeus, Lat.) Reſembling a roſe in

bloom, beauty, colour, ºr tragrance Dryder,

Prior.

To ROT. v. r. ſnoran, Sax retre-, Doºh ,

To putrify; to loſe the coheſion of its parts.

Woodward

To ROT. v. a. To make putrid, to bring to

corruption. Dryden.

ROT. ſ. (from the verb) . A diflempera

mºng ſheep, in which their lungs are wated.

5:3.

1. Roſy ; full of

2. Blooming, fragrant, purple,
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Ben. johnſon. 2. Putrefaction; putrid decay

Philips

ROT ARY. a. ſ rota, Lat..] Whirling as a

wheel. Diół.

ROTATED. a. [retatus, Lat.] Whirled round.

ROTATION. ſ. (rotation, Fr. rotatiº, Lat.]

The act of whirling round like a wheel. New.

ROTATOR. ſ... [Latin ) That which gives a

circular motion. Wiſeman.

ROTE. ſ. ſnoc, Saxon, merry.] I. A harp;

a lyre. Spenſer. 2. Words uttered by mere

memory without meaning ; memory of words

without comprehenſion of the ſenſe. Hudibrat,

Swift.

To ROTE. v. a. To fix in the memory,without

informing the underſtanding. Shakeſp.

RO TGUT. ſ. Bad beer. Harvey.

ROTHER-NAILS. ſ. Among ſhipwrights, nails

with very full heads, uſed for faſtening the

rudder irons of ſhips. Bailey.

ROTTEN. a. ſtrom rot.) 1. Putrid; carious ;

putreſcent. Sandys. 1. Not firm ; not truſty.

Shakeſp. 3. Not found ; not hard. Knoller.

ROTTENNESS. ſ. (from retten.) State of be

ing rotten; cariouſneſs; putrefaction. Wiſe.

ROTUND. a. ſ rotundur, Lat..] Round; cir

cular ; ſpherical. Addiſon.

ROTU NDIFOLIOUS, a. [rotundus and folium,

Lat J Having round leaves.

ROTU'N DITY. f. trotunditar, Lat. rotondité,

Fr. from rºtund.) Poundneſs; ſphericity; cir

cularity. Bentley. -

ROTUNDO ſ. (reton ſº, Italian.] A building

formed round both in the inſide and outſide ;

ſuch as the Pantheon at Rome. ‘Trevoux.

To ROVE. v. n. (reffver, Daniſh ) To ramble;

to range; to wander. Watts

To ROVE. v. a. To wander over. Milton, Gay

ROVER. ſ. [rom rove ) i. A wanderer ; a

ranger. 2. A fickle inconſtant man." 3. A

robber; a pirate. Bacon. 4. At Rovers.

Without any particular aim. South.

ROUGE ſ. [rouge, Fr.) Red paint.

ROUGH. a. hnuh, hnubge, Saxon; rouw,

Dutch j . Not ſmooth; rugged; having in

equalities on the ſurface. Burnet. 2. Auſtere

to the taſte: as, rough wine. 3. Harſh to the

ear. Pope. 4. Rugged of temper; inelegant

of manners; not ſoft. Cowley. 5. Not gentle ;

not proceeding by eaſy operation. Clarendon.6.

Harſh to the mindt ſevere. Locke. 7. Hard

featured; not delicate. Dryden. 8. Not poliſh

ed ; not finiſhed by art. 9. Terrible; dreadful

AMilton. Io Kugged; diſordered in appearance;

coarſe. Pope 1 1. Tempeſtuous; ſtormy;

boiſterous. Shakeſp.

“To ROUGHCAS 1. v. a. [rough and caſt J 1.

To mould without nicety or elegance; to form

with aſperities aid inequalities C/eaveland. *.

To form any thing in its firſt rudiments. Dryd

ROUGHCAS T. ſ. [rough and caſt.] I. A rede

Inodel; a term in its rudiments. Digby. 2.

A kind of plater mixed with pebbles, or by

tone other cause very uneven on the ſurface

Słakºp.

ROUGHDRAUGHT. ſ. (rough and draught.]

A draught in its rudiments. Dryden.

To ROUGHDRAW. v. a. [rough and draw.]

To trace coarſely. Dryden.

To ROUGHEN. v. a. [from rough. To make

rough. Swift. -

To ROUGHEN. v. n. To grow rough.Thomſºn.

To ROUGHHEW. v a [rough and hew..] To

give to any thing the firſt appearance of form.
Hudibrar.

ROUGHHEWN. particip. a. 1. Rugged; un

poliſhed; uncivil; unrefined. Bacon. 2. Not

yet nicely finiſhed. Howel.

ROUGHLY.adv.[from rough..] 1. With uneven

ſurface; with aſperities on the ſurface. 2.

Harſhly: uncivilly ; rudely.épenſer. 3.Severe

ly; without tenderneſs. Dryden. 4. Auſterely

to the taſte. 5. Boiſterouſly; tempeſtuouſly.

6. Harſhly to the ear. -

ROU'GHNESS. ſ. [from rough..] 1. Superficial

aſperity; unevenneſs of ſurface. Boyle. 2. Au

ſtereneſs to the taſte. Brown. 3. Taſte of

aſtringency. Spectator. 4. Harſhneſs to the ear.

Pryden. 5. Ruggedneſs of temper; coarſeneſs

of manners; tendency to rudeneſs. Denham.

6. Abſence of delicacy. Addiſºn. 7. Severity ;

violence of diſcipline. 8 Violence of operation

in medicines. 9. Unpoliſhed or unfiniſhed

ſtate. To. Inelegance of dreſs or appearance.

1 1. Tempeſtuouſneſs; ſtormineſs, 12. Coarſe

neſs of features.

ROUGHT. old pret of reach. Reached.Skakeſh.

To ROUGHWORK. v. a. [rough and work.]

To work coarſely over without the leaſt nice

ty. Maxen.

ROUNCEVAL. ſ. See Pea. Tuſſºr.

ROUND. a. (rand, Fr. rondo, Italian.] 1.

Cylindrical. Milton. 2. Circular. Milton. 3.

Spherical ; orbicular. Milton. 4. Smooth i

without defect in ſound. Peacham. 5. Not

broken. A buthnot. 6. Large; not inconfide

rable. Addiſon 7. Plain; clear; air; candid;

open. Bacon. 8. Quick; briſk. Addiſºn. 9.

Plain ; free, without delicacy or reſerve;

almoſt rough. Bacon.

ROUND. f. 1. A circle ; a ſphere ; an orb.

Shakeſp. 2. Rundle; ſtep of a ladder. Gov. of

the Tongue. 3. The time in which any thing

has paſſed through all hands, and comes back

to the firſt. Prior. 4. A revolution; a courſe

ending at the point where it began. Smith.

5. A walk performed by a guard or officer to

ſurvey a certain diſtrićt.

ROUND. adv. 1. Every way; on all ſides. Gen.

2. In a revolution. Addiſon 3. Circularly.

Milton. 4. Not in a direct line. Pºpe.

ROUND. prep. 1. On every ſide of Milton. 2.

About; circularly about. Dryden. 3. All

over Dryden.

To ROUND. v.a. 1. To ſurround ; to encircle.

Prior. 2. To make ſpherical or circular. Chey.

3. To raiſe to a relief. Addiſon. 4. To move

about any thing. Milton. 5. To mould into

ſmoothneſs. Swift.

To ROUND. v. n. 1. To grow round in form.

Shakeſp.
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Shakeſp. z. To whiſper. Bacon. 3. To go
rounds. Milton.

ROUNDABOUT. a. ſ. Ample; extenſive.

Lecke 1. Indirect; looſe. Felton.

ROU'NDEL. ſ: (Rondelet, Fr.) 1. A

ROU'NDELAY. kind of ancient poetry.

Spenſer. 2. A round form or figure. Howel.

ROUNDER. ſ. [from round.] Circumference ;

incloſure. Shakeſp.

ROUNDHEAD. ſ. [reund and head..] A puri

tan, ſo named from the pračtice once preva

lent among them of cropping their hair round.

Speciater. -

ROUNDHOUSE. ſ. [reund and houſe.] The

conſtable's priſon, in which diſorderly perſons,

found in the ſtreet, are confined. Pope.

ROUNDISH. a. [from round. ) Somewhat

round; approaching to a roundneſs. Boyle.

ROUNDLY. adv. [from round.) 1. In a round

form ; in a round manner. 1. Openly ; plainly;

without reſerve. Hayward. 3. Briſkly; with

ſpeed. Locke. 4. Completely ; to the purpoſe ;

vigorouſly; in earneſt. Davies.

ROUNDNESS. ſ. (from round..] ... Circularity;

ſphericity; cylindrical form Watts.a.Smooth

neſs. Spenſer. 3. Honeſty; oppenneſs; vigo
rous meaſures.

To ROUSE. v. a. 1. To wake frem reſt. Pope.

2. To excite to thought or ačtion. %iff.
Atterbury. 3. To put into action. Spenſer. 4.

To drive a beaſt from his laire. Shakeſp.

To ROUSE. v. n. 1. To awake from ſlumber.

Pope. 2. To be excited to thought or action.

Shakeſp.

ROUSE. ſ. (ruſch, German.] A doſe of liquor

rather too large. Shakeſp.

ROUSER. ſ. [from rouſe.j One who rouſes.

gºille, 2. Noble; illuſtrious. Shakeſ).

R9 YALIST. ſ. [from royal.] adherent to a

king. South.

To ROYALIZE v. a. [from royal.] To make

royal. Shakeſp.

ROYALLY. adv. [from royal.] In a kingly

manner; regally; as becomes a king. Dryden,

ROYALTY. ſ. [roialtº, Fr.] 1. Kingſhip;

character or office of a king. Shakeſp. Lºck.

* State of a king. Prior. 3. Emblems of

royalty. Milton.

Tº ROYNE. v. a. [regner, Fr.] To gnaw; to

bite. Spesſer.

ROYNISH. a. [regneaux, Fr.) Paltry; ſorry;

mean; rude. Shakeſp.

To RUB. v. a. (rhubiº, welſh; reiben, Germ.
to wipe) 1. To clean or ſmooth anything by

paffing ſomething over it; to ſcour, to wipe;

to perfricate. 2. To touch ſo as to have ſome

thing ofthat which touches behind. Addiſºn.

3. To move one body upon another. Arbuth.

4. To obſtruct by coilifion. Shakeſp. 5. To

poliſh; to retouch. South. 6. To remove by

frićtion. Collier. 7. To touch hard. Sidney. 8.

Tº Run down. To cleanor curry a horſe. Dry.

2. To Run up. To excite: to awaken. South.

lo. To poliſh; to retouch.

To RUB. v. n. 1. To fret: to make a frićtion.

Prydes. 2. To get through difficulties L'Eſtra.

RUB. f. [from the verb.j i. Colliſion; hin

drance; obſtruction. Shakeſp. Craſhaw. 2.

Frication ; ačt of rubbing. 3. Inequality of

ground, that hinders the motion of a bowl.

Shakeſp. 4. Difficulty; cauſe of uneaſineſs.

Shakeſp.

RUB-STONE. ſ (rub and flame.] A ſtone to

ſcour or ſharpen. Tuſſºr.

ROUT. ſ. [ror, Dutch.j 1. A clamorous multi-RU'BBER. ſ. (from rub J 1. One that rubs. 2.

tude; a rabble; a tumultuous crowd. Roſcom.

2. Confuſion of any army defeated or diſperſ

ed. Daniel.

To ROUT. v. a. To diffipate and put into con

fuſion by defeat. Clarendon.

To ROUT'. v. n. To aſſemble in clamorous and

tumultuous crouds. Bacon.

ROUTE. ſ. [route, Fr.) Road; way. Gay.

ROW. ſ. (reih, German.] A rank or file; a

number of things ranged in a line. Spenſer.

To ROw. v. n. (nopan, Saxon.) To impel a

veſſel in the water by oars. Gay.

To Row. v. a. To drive or help forward by

oars. Milten.

RO'WEL. ſ. [reuelle, Fr.) 1. The points of a

ſpur turning on an axis Peacham. 2. A ſeton;

a roll of a hair or filk put into a wound to

hinder it from healing, and proveke a dif

charge.

To ROWF.L. v. a. To pierce through the ſkin,

and keep the wound open by a rowel. Mort.

ROWEN. ſ. A field kept up till after Michael

mas. Tuffer.

RowERTſ [from row.] One that manages an

oar. Addiſon.

ROYAL.ºt. Fr.) 1. Kingly; belong

ing to a king; becoming a king; regal.

The inſtrument with which one rubs. Swift.

3. A coarſe file. Mexos. 4. A game 5 a con

teſt; two games out of three. Collier. 5. A

whetſtone.

RUBICAN. a. [rubican, Fr.) Rubican colour

of a horſe is one that is bay, ſorrel, or black,

with a light, grey, or white upon the flanks.

Farrier's Diä.

RUBBAGE. Q. ſ. [from rub.] 1.

RU'BBISH. building ; fragments of matter

uſed in building. Wotton,Dryden. a.Confuſion;

mingled maſs. Arbuthnot. 3. Any thing vile

and worthleſs. - -

RUBBLE-STONE. ſ. Stones rubbed and worn

by the water, at the latter end of the deluge.

Woodward.

RUBICUND. a. (rubiconds, Fr. rubicunds,

Lat.) Inclining to redneſs.

RUBIED.a.[from ruby.]Red as a ruby. Miltºn.

RUBIFICK. a. [ruber and facio, Lat.] Mak

ing red. Grew.

To RU’BIFY. v. n. To make red. Brews.

RUBIOUS. a. [rubeur, Latin.) Ruddy } red.

Not uſed. Shakeſp. -

RUBRICATED. a. [from rubrica, Latin)

Smeared with red. -

RUBRick. ſ. [rsbrºue, Fr. rubrica, Latin.)
Direstien

Ruins of
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Dire&ions printed in books of law and in

prayer books; ſo termed, becauſe they were

originally diſtinguiſhed by being in red ink.

Stillingfleet.

RU BRICK. a. Red. Newton.

To RU'BRICK. v. a. [from the noun..] To a

dorn with red.

RUBRIFORM. a. (ruber, Lat. and form.]

Having the form of red. Newton. -

RU BY. ſ. [from ruber, Latin.) 1. A precious

ſtone of a red colour, next in hardneſs and

value to a diamond. Peacham. 1. Redneſs.

Shakeſp. 3. Anything red. Milton. 4. A

blain; a blotch; a carbuncle.

RU'BY. a. [from the noun..] Of a red colour.

Shakeſp. -

RUCTATION. ſ. [ručie, Lat.] A belching

ariſing from wind and indigeſtion. -

To RUD. v. a. ſnubu, Sax.] To make red.

Spenſer. -

RUDDER. ſ. [roeder, Dutch). 1. The inſtru

ment at the ſtern of a veſſel, by which its

courſe is governed. Raleigh. 1. Any thing

that guides or governs the courſe. -

RU DDINESS. ſ. (from ruddy..] The quality of

approaching to redneſs. Wiſeman.

RU DDLE. ſ. [rudul, Iſlandick.) Red earth.

Woodward.

RU’DDOCK. ſ. [rubecula, Latin J A kind of

bird. Carew.

RU'DDY. a. ſnubu, Saxon.) 1.

to redneſs; pale red. Otway.

Dryden. -

RUDE. a. (nebe, Saxon; rudis, Latin.) 1.

Rough; ſavage; coarſe of manners; uncivil ,

brutal. Shakeſp. 2. Violent; tumultuous ;

boiſterous; turbulent. Boyle. 3. Harſh; in

clernent. Waller. 4. Ignorant; raw un

taught. Wºotton. 5. Rugged; uneven; ſhape

leſs. 6. Artleſs ; inelegant Spenſer. 7. Such

as may be done with ſtrength without art.

Dryden.

RU'DELY. adv. [from rude] 1. In a rude

manner. Shakeſp. z. Without exactneſs;

without nicety; coarſely. Shakeſp. 3. Un

ſkil, ully. Dryden. 4. Violently; boiſterouſ

ly. Spenſer.

RU’DENESS. ſ. [rudºſe, Fr.] 1. Coarſeneſs of

manners; incivility. Swift. 2. Ignorance;

unſkilfulneſs. Hayward. 3. Artleſſneſs; in

elegance; coarſeneſs. Spenſer. 4. Violence,

boiſterouſneſs. Shakeſp. 5. Stormineſs; ri

gour. Evelyn.

RUDERARY. a. [rudera, Lat..] Belonging to

rubbiſh. Dićf.

RUDERATION.ſ. In archite&ure, the laying

of a pavement with pebbles or little ſtones.

RU’DESBY. ſ. (from rude.) An uncivil turbu

lent fellow Shakeſp.

RUDIMENT.ſ. (rudimentum, Lat.) 1. The

firſt principles; the firſt elements of a ſcience

Milton. 2. The firſt part of education. Wott.

3. The firſt, inaccurate, unſhapen beginning.

Philip,

RUDIMENTAL, a, [from radinent (nitial;

Approaching

2. Yellow.

relating to firſt principles. Spectator.

To RUE. v. a. (neoprian, Sax.] To grieve for;

to regret; to lament. Donne. -

RUE. ſ. (ruta, Latin.] An herb called herb of

grace, becauſe holy water was ſprinkled with

it. More.

RUEFUL. a. [rue and full.] Mournful; wo

ful; ſorrowful. Drydes.

RUEFULLY. adv. [from rueful.] Mournful

ly; ſorrowfully. Mºre.

RUEFULNESS. ſ. (from rueful..] Sorrowful

neſs; mournfulneſs.

RUELLE. ſ. [French] A circle; an aſſembly

at a private houſe. Dryden.

RUFF. ſ. A puckeredlinen ornament, formerly

worn about the neck. Drayton. a. A ſmail

river fiſh. Walton. 3. A ſtate of roughneſs.

Chapman. 4. New ſtate. L'Eſtrange.

RU'FFIAN. ſ. (ruffano, Italian.) A brutal, boi

ſterous, miſchievous fellow ; a cut-throat; a

robber; a murderer. Hayward, Addiſon.

RUFFIAN.a. Brutal; ſavagely boiſterous, Pope.

To RUFFIAN. v. A. [from the noun.] To

rage; to raiſe tumults; to play the ruffian.

Shakeſp

To RU'FFLE. v. a. [ rºyffelen, Dutch, to

wrinkle..] I. To diſorder; to put out of form;

to make leſs ſmooth. Boyle. 2. To diſcom

Poſe; to diſturb; to put out of temper. Glanv.

3. To put-out of order; to ſurpriſe. Hudik.

4. To throw diſorderly together. Chapman, ;-

To contract into plaits. Addiſon.

To RUFFLE v. s. 1. To grow rough or tur

bulent. Shakeſp. 2. To be in looſe motion ;

to flutter. Dryden. 3: To be rough; to jar;

to be in contention. Shakeſp.

RU'PFLE. ſ. [from the verb.] I. Plaited linen

uſed as an ornament. Addiſon 2. Diſtur

bance ; contention ; tumult. Watts.

RU'FTERHOOD. ſ. In falconry, a hood to be

worn by a hawk when ſhe is firſt drawn. Bail.

RUG.ſ. (regget, Swediſh.J. 1. A coarſe nappy

woollen cloth. Peacham. , 2. A coarſe map.

py coverlet uſed for mean beds. Swift. 3. A

rough woolly dog. Shakeſp.

RU'GGED. a. [rugget, Swediſh.] 1. Rough

ſull of unevenneſs and aſperity. Beatley. 2.

Nºt neat not regular. Shakeſ. 3. Šavage
of temper; brutal; rough. South. 4. Stormy;

rude; tumultuous; turbulent; tempeſtuous.

Shakeſp. 5. Rough or harſh to the ear. Dryd.

6. Sour; furly; diſcompoſed. Shakeſp. 7

Violent ; rude; boiſterous. Hudibrar. g.

Rough ſhaggy. Fairfax.

RUGGEDLY, adv. [from ragged.) In a rug
ged manner.

RUGGEDNESS. ſ. [from rugged] 1. The

ſtate or quality of being rugged. 2. Rough

neſs; aſperity. Ray.

RUGIN. ſ. A nappy cloth. Wiſeman.

RUGINE. ſ. [rigina, Fr.) A chirurgeon's

raſp. Sharp.

RUGCSE. a. [rugoſut, Lat.] Full of wrinkles.

A/iſeman.

RUIN. f. [ruine, Fr. ruina, Lat.) 1. The fall

or
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or dcſtruction of cities or edifices. 2. The

remains of building demoliſhed. Prior. 3,

Deſtruction; loſs of happineſs or fortune + o

verthrow. Dryden. 4. Miſchief; bane. Milt.

To RU IN. v. a. [ruiner, Fr. 1. To ſubvert;

to demoliſh. Dryden. 2. To deſtroy ; to de

prive of felicity or fortune. Wake. 3. To

impoveriſh. Addiſon.
To RU IN. v. n. 1. To fall into ruins. Milton

2. To run to ruin. Sandyr. 3. To be brought

to poverty or mifery. Locke.

To RU'1NATE. v. a. [from , uin J 1. To ſub

vert; to demoliſh Shakeſp. z. To bring to

meanneſs or miſery irrecoverable. Bacon.

RUINA’TION. ſ. Subverſion; demolition.

Camden.

RUINOU.S. a. [ruinoſur, Lat. ruineax, Fr.)

1. Fallen to ruin; dilapidated; demoliſhed.

Hayward. 2. Miſchievous; pernicious; bane.

ful; deſtructive. Swift.

RU INOUSLY. adv. [from ruinous.) 1. In a

ruinous manner. 2. Miſchievouſly; deſtruc

tively. Decay of Piety.

RULE. ſ. [regula, [...? 1. Government: em

pire ; ſway 5 ſupreme command. Philips. 2.

An inſtrument by which lines are drawn. Sou

3. Canon; precept by which the thoughts or

actions are directed. Tillotſon. 4. Regularity ;

propriety of behaviour. Shakeſp.

To RULE v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To go.

vern; to controll; to manage with power and

authority Dryden. 1. To manage. 1 Mac.

3. To ſettle as by rule. Afterbury.

To RULE. v. n. To have power or command

Locke.

RULER. ſ. [from rule.] I. Governour; one

that has the ſupreme command. Raleigh. 2.

An inſtrument, by the direction of which lines

are drawn Moxon.

RUM. ſ. 1. A country parſon. Swift. 2. A

kind of ſpirits diſtilled ſrom moloſſes.

To RUMBLE. v. n. [rammeler, Dutch To

make a hoarſe low continued noiſe. Shakeſ?

Suckling, Roſcormon.

RUMBLER ſ (from rumble.] The perſon of

thing that rumbles.

RUMINANT. a. [ruminant, Lat.] Having the

property of chewing the cud. Ray.

To RUMINATE. v. n. (rumine, Lat.) 1. To

chew the cud. Arbuthnot. 2. To muſe; to

think again and again. Fairfax, Watts.

To RUMINATE. v. n. (rumino, Lat J 1. To

chew over again. 2. To muſe on; to medi

tate over and over again. Shakeſp.

RUMINATION. ſ. [ruminatio, Lat. from ru

minate.) 1. The property or act of chewing

the cud. Arbuthnot. a. Meditation; reflec.

tion. Shakeſp. Thomſon. -.

To RU MMAGE. v. a. [ranmen, German:

rimari, Lat ) To ſearch 5 to plunder ; to e

vacuate.

To RU MMAGE. v.n. To ſearch places. Swift

RU'MMER. ſ. [reemer, Dutch..] A glaſs; a

drinking cup. Philips.

RU MoUR, f [raneur, Fr. rumor, Lat] Fly

ºg of popular report; bruit; fame. Milrºr,

ryden.

To RUMOUR. v. a. [from the noun..] To

report abroad; to bruit. Drydew.

RU MOURER ſ [from rumºur.] Reporter;

ſpreader of news. Shakeſp.

RUMP.J. (rumpff, German ) i. The end of the

backbone. Spenſer, Swift. 2. The buttocks.

Shakeſp.

To RU'MPLE. v. a. [rempeka, Dutch..] To

cruſh or contract into inequalities and corru

gations. Blackmore.

RUMPLE. ſ.ſhnympelle, Sax.] Pucker; rude

plait. Dryden.

To RUN. v. n pret. ran. [ynnau, Sax. rerner,

Dutch..] . To móve ſwiftly ; to ply the legs

in ſuch a manner, as that both feet are at e

very ſtep off the ground at the ſame time; to

paſs with very quick pace. Dryden, Swift. 2.

To uſe the legs in motion. Lºcke. 3. To

move in a hurry. Ben. Johnſºn. 4. To pace

on the ſurface, not through the air. Exºdar.

5. To ruſh violently. Dryden, Burnet 6. To

take a courſe at ſea. Ağr. 7. To contend in

a race. Swift. 8. To fiy; not to ſland Shake.

9. To ſtream; to flow. Bacin, Milton. I c.

To be liquid; to be fluid Bacon, Addiſon. I 1.

To be fuſible; to melt. Moxen. 11. To paſs :

to proceed. Tºmple, Lºcke. 13. To go away ,

to vaniſh. Addiſon 14. To have a legal

courſe; to be practiſed. Child. 15. To have

a courſe in any direction. Addiſºn. 16. To

paſs in thought or ſpeech. Felton 17. To be

mentioned curſorily or in few words. Arbuth.

18. To have a continual tenour of any kind.

Sanderſºn. 19. To be buſied upon. Swift.

*o. To be popularly known. Temple. 11. To

have reception, ſucceſs, or continuance. 22.

To go on by ſucceſſion of parts. Pºpe. 23. To

proceed in a train of condust, Shakeſp. 24.

To paſs into ſome change. Tilletſºn. 25. To

proceed in a certain order. Dryden. 26. To

be in force. Bacon. , 27. To be generally re

ceived. Knolle, 28. To be carried on in any

manner. Ayliffe. 29. To have a track or

courſe. Boyle. 3o. To paſs progreſſively.ckey.

31. To make a gradual progreſs. Pºpe. 31.

To be predominant. Woodward. 33. Te tend

in growth. Felton. 34 To excern pus or mat

ter. Levit. xiii. 35. To become irregular;

to change to ſomething wild Granville, 36.

To get by artifice or fraud. Hudibrar. 37. To

fall by haſte, paſſion, or ‘olly into fault or miſ

fortune. Knolles. 38. To fail; to paſs. Hºaia.

39. To have a general'tendency. Swift. 42.

To proceed as on a ground or principle. After

41. To go on with violence. Swift. 41. I,

Rus after. To ſearch for; to endeavour at.

though out of the way. Lºcke, 43. T. Rex

away with. To hurry without conſent. Lºº.

44. To Run in with. To cloſe to comfº

Baker. 45. To Run ºn. To be continued.

Hooker. 46. T. Run over. To be ſo full as to

overflow. Dryden. 47. To be ſo much as to

overflow. Digby. 48. Tº kvr. To be at

a".
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at an end. Swift. 49. To ſpread exuberantly.

Hammºnd, Taylor. go. To expatiate. Breeme.

5 1. To be waſted or exhauſted. Ben. 7:hnſon,

To RUN. v. a. 1. To pierce; to ſlab Shakeſp

2. To force; to drive. Lºcke. 3. To force

into any way or form. Felton. 4. To drive

with violence. Knoller. 5. To melt Felton.

6. To incur. Calamy. 7. To venture; to

hazard. Clarendon, Dryden. 8. To import or

export without duty. Swift. 9. To proſecute

in thought. Collier, Felton to. To puſh. Add
1 1 T. Run down. To chaſe to wearineſs

L'Eſtrange 12. To cruſh; to overbear South.

13. To Run over. To recount curſorily Ray.

14. To confider curſorily. Wott. n. 15. To

run through. South. -

RUN. ſ. [from the verb ] . A&t of running.

L’Eſtrange. 1. Courſe; motion. Bacon. 3

Flow ; cadence. Broome. 4. Courſe; proceſs.

5. Way of management, uncontrolled courſe.

Arbuthnot. , 6. Long reception; cortinued

ſucceſs Addiſºn 7. Modiſh clamour. Swift

8. At the lºng Run. In ſºme , in concluſion :

at the end. Wiſeman.

RU’NAGATE ſ. [renegat, Fr.] A fugitive ,

rebel ; apoſtate. Sidney, Ra'eigh.

RU NAWAY. ſ. [run and away. One that flies

from danger; a fugitive Shakeſp.

RUNDLE. ſ. [of round.) 1. A round; a ſtep

of a ladder. Duppa. 2. A peritrochium ;

ſomething put round an axis. Wilkins.

RUNDLET. ſ. A ſmall barrel. Bacon.

RUNG. pret. and part. paſſ of ring. Milton.

RUNNEL ſ [from run.) A rivulet; a ſmall

brook. Fairfax.

RUNNER. ſ. [from run.] I. One that runs

2 A racer. Dryden. 3. A meſſenger Swift.

4. A ſhooting ſprig. Mortimer. 5. One of

the ſtones of a mill. Martimer. 6. A bird.

Ainſworth.

RUNNET. ſ. (Renunnen, Sax. coagulated.]. A

liquor made by ſteeping the ſtomach of a calf

in hot water, and uſed to coagulate milk for

curds and cheeſe. More.

RUNNION. ſ. A paltry ſcurvy wretch. Shakeſh.

RUNT. ſ. [runte, in the Teutonick dialect,

ſignifies a bull or cow.) Any animal ſmall be

low the natural growth of the kind. Cleaveland.

RUPTION. ſ. [ruptus, Lat] Breach; ſolution

of continuity, Wiſeman.

RUPTURE. ſ. (rupture, Fr. from ructur,Lat.}

1. The act of breaking ; ſtate of bring broken,

ſolution of continuity. Art, throt, 2. A breach

of peace; open hoſtility. Swift. 3. Burſten.

neſs; hernia, preternatural eruption of the

gut Sharp -

To RUPTURE. v. a. ſ.rom the noun..] To

break; to burſt , to ſuffer diſruption. Sharp.

*UPTUREwok T.J. therntaria, Lat. J’A

p'ant. Miller.

RURAL a (rural, Fr. ruraliſ, Lat., Country;

exiſting in the country, not in cities; ſuiting

RURALITY. R. ſ. (from rural] The quality

RURALNESS. 7 of being rural Dist -

RURICOLIST ſ (ruricºla, Lat.) An inhabi

tant of the country. Dić.

RURIGENOUs a ſrur, and gigne, Lat.] Born

in the country. Diº. -

RUSE. ſ. (French.) Cunning , artifice; little

ſtratagem. Ray.

RUSH ſ ſnurc, Sax.) 1. A plant: they are

planted with great care on the banks of the

ſea in Holland, in order to prevent the water

from waſhing away the ear h; for the roots of

theſe ruſhe, faſlen themſelves very deep in the

ground, and mat themſelves near the ſurface,

ſo as to hold the earth cloſely together. Miller,

Jºyden 2. Anything proverbially worthleſ.
A buthnot.

RUSH CANDLE ſ [ruſh and candle.) A ſmall

blinking taper, made by ſtripping a ruſh. Mih.

To RUSH. v. n [hneoran, Sax ) To move with

Yiolence; to go on with tumultuous rapidity.

Spratt. -

RUSH. ſ. [from the verb.] violent courſe.

Craſhaw.

RUSHY. a. ſtrom ruſh.) 1. Abounding with

ruſhes. Thomſºn. 2. Made of ruſhes. Tickel.

RUSK. ſ. Hard bread for ſtores. Raleigh.

RUS.M.A. ſ. A brown and light iron ſubſtance to

take off hair. Grezd.

RUSSET. a [reuſºt, Fr. ruffat, Lat.) 1. Red

diſhly brown. 2. Nºrtºn ſeems to uſe it for

grey. 3. Coarſe; homeſpun: ruſtick. Shakeſp.

RUSSET. ſ. Country dreſs Dryden.

RUSSET. ſ'. A name given to ſeveral

RUSSETING ſ ſorts of pears or apples from

their colour Mortimer.

RUST. ſ. ſnurt, Sax.]. 1. The red deſqua

mation of old iron. Hºoker, May 2. The

tarniſhed or corroded ſurface of any metal.

Pryden. 3. Loſs of power by inactivity. 4.

Matter, bred by corruption or degeneration.

King Charlet. -

To RUST. v. n. [from the noun) 1. To ga

ther ruſt; to have the ſurface tarniſhed cr

corroded. Dryden. a. To degenerate in idle

nels.

To RUST. v. a. 1. To make ruſty. Shakeſ.

2. To impair by time or inactivity.

RUSTICAL, a [rafficuſ, Lat. , Jiigue, Fr.]

Rough; ſavage ; boiſterous ; brutal; rude.
Brown.

RUSTICALLY, adv. [from ruffical] Savage

ly ; rudely ; inelegantly. Dryden.

RUSTICALNESS. ſ (from ruſical] The qua

- lity of being ruſtical, rudeneſs, ſavageneſs.

To RUSTICATE. v. n. (rufficer, Laj To re

ſide in the country. Pºpe.

Tu RU'ST ICATE. v. a

country. Speciator.

RUST CITY. f. rufficité, Fr. ºfficital, i.a.)

1. Qualities of one that lives in the country;

ſimplicity; artleſſneſs; rudeneſs; ſavageneſs.

lºodward. 2. Rural appearance.

To baniſh into the

ºr country , reſ. Inbling the country. Sidney, |RU'STICK. a. [rujicus, Lat § 1. Rural; coun
ºr .

t carº.
try, Sidney, a. Rude, untaught; inelevant.
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Watts. 3. Brutal; ſavage. Pºpe. 4. Art

lºſs; honeſt; fimple. 5. Plain; unadorned.
alfas.

RUSTICK. ſ. A clown ; a ſwain; an inhabi

tant of the country. South.

RUSTINESS. ſ. (from rafty.] The ſtate of be

ing ruſty.

rº STLE. v. s. (hnirtlan, Sax.] To make

a low continued rattle. Shakeſp

RUSTY. a. [from raft.] - 1. Covered with

ruſt ; infeaed with ruſt. Howel. 2. Impaired

by inactivity. Shakeſp.

To RUT. v. s. [ruit, Fr.] To deſire to come

together. Uſed of deer.

RUT.J. [rut, Fr.) 1... Copulation of deer.
Bacon. 1. The track of a cart wheel.

RUTH. ſ. [from rue..] Mercy pity; tender

neſs; ſorrow for the miſery of another. Fairf.

RUTHFUL. a. [ruth and full] Rueful; ws
ful; ſorrowful. Carew.

RUTHFULLY. adv. [from rathful) i. we

fully; ſadly. Knoller. 2. Sorrowlully; mourn

ſully: Speiſer. 3: Wofully. In irony. Chap.

RUTHLESS. a. [from ruth.) cruel; pitileſi;

uncompaſſionate; barbarous. 8andys.

Rºessness J. [from rathleſs.] Want
or pity.

RUTHLESSLY, adv. [from ruthleft.] with

out pity; cruelly; barbarouſly.

RUTTIER. ſ. [restiere, Fr.] A direction of

the road or courſe at ſea.

RUTTISH. a. [from rst.] Wanton; libidi

nous; ſalacious ; luſtful; lecherous. Shakeſp.

RYE. ſ. [nyxe, Sax.] A coarſe kind of bread

corn. Arbuthnot.

RYE'GRASS. ſ. A kind of ſtrong graſs. Mert.

Milton.

S.

S A B

KN Has in Engliſh the ſame hiſſing ſound as in

, other languages.

in the beginning of words it has invariably its

natural and genuine found; in the middle it

is ſometimes uttered with a ſtrenger appulſe

of the tongue to the palate, like ºf as roſe,

roſtate, rely, ºfter, nºſe!, reſident, buſy, buſineſs.

in the end of monoſyllables it is ſometimes f, as

in this, and ſometimes z, as in ar, has ; and

generally where et ſtands in verbs for eth, as

****r.

s ſººth. ſ: ['an Hebrew word ſignifying

, ºff: ſabbatum, I at.) 1. A day appointed by

*:...d among the Jews, and from them eſta

bliſhed among Chriſtians, for publick worſhip;

the ſeventh day ſet apart from works of labour

to be employed in piety. Milton, 2., Inter

miſſion of pain or ſorrow; time of reſt. Da

nie', Dryden, Pºpe.

SA’BBATHBREAKER ſſſabbath and break.]

Violator of the ſabbath by labour or wicked

neſs. Baron.

SABBA'TICAL. ſ. [ſabbaticus, Lat. Reſem

bling the ſabbath; enjoying or bringing inter

miſſion of labour. Forber.

SABBATISM.J. [from ſabbatum, Lat.] Ob

ſervance of the ſabbath ſuperftitiouſly rigid.

SA'EINF. ſ. [ſabine, Fr. Jabina, Lat. A plant.

Mortimer.

SA'BLE. ſ. ſcibells, Lat.] Fur. Kºelles.

SA’BLE. a. [French] Black. Waller.

SA'BLIERE. ſ. [French.) 1. A ſandpit. Bailey.

2. (In carpentry.) A piece of timber as long,

but not ſo thick, as a beam. Bailey.

SABRE ſ [fºre, Fr.] A cymetar; a ſhort

ſword with a convex edge; a faulchion. Pºpe

SABULO SITY. ſ. (ſron ſabulouſ.) Grittineſs;

ſandineſs.

S A C

SA'BULOUS a. Iſabulum, Lat.) Gritty; ſandy.

SACCA DE. ſ. [French.) A violent check the

rider gives his horſe, by drawing both the reins

very ſuddenly. Bailey.

SA'CCHARINE. a. [ſaccharam, Lat.] Having

the taſte or any other of the chief qualities of

ſugar. Arbuthnot.

SACERDOTAL. a. [ſacerdºtalis, Lat.] Prieſt

ly; belonging to the prieſthood. Atterbury.

sºul. J. [ſaccalas, Lat.] A ſmall ſack or

ag.

SACKſ.[TU, Hebrew ; cannº; ſaress, Lat.

rac, Sax ) i. A bag; a pouch; commonly

a largebag. Knolles. 1. The meaſure of three

buſhels. 3. A woman's looſe robe.

To SACK. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To put

in bags. Betterton. 4. To take by ſtorm ; to

pillage; to plunder. Fairfax, Denham, South.

SACK. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Storm of a town;

pillage; plunder. Dryden. 2. A kind of ſweet
; now brought chiefly from the Canaries.

Swift.

SACKBUT. f. [ſatabache, Span.] A kind of

pipe. Shakeſp.

SACKCLOTH. ſ. [ſack and cloth.) Cloth

of which ſacks are made; coarſe cloth ſome

times worn in mortification. Sandys.

SACKER. ſ. [from ſack..] One that takes •

town.

SACKFUL ſ. [ſack andfall.] Top full. Swift.

SACKPosset. ſ. [ſack and pºſer.) A poſit:

made of milk, ſack, and ſome other ingredi

ents. Swift.

SACRAMENT. ſ. [ſacramestam, Lat.) 1. An

cath; any ceremony producing an obligation.

2. An outward and viſible ſign of an inward

and ſpiritual grace. Hooker. 3. The euchariſt;

the holy communion. Addiſe".
SACRAMENT
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SACRAME'NTAL. a. [ſacramental, Fr. from

ſacrament.] Conſtituting a ſacrament; per

taining to a ſacrament. Taylor.

SACRAMENTALLY.adw.[fromſacramental]

After the manner of a ſacrament. Hammond.

SA’CRED. a. [ſacré, Fr. ſacer, Lat.). 1. De

voted to religious uſes; holy. Milton. 2.

Dedicated ; conſecrate; conſecrated. Milton.

3. Inviolable. Dryden.

SACREDLY. adv. [from ſacred.] Inviolably ;

religiouſly. Sºuth.

SACREDNESS. ſ [from ſacred.] The ſtate of

being ſacred; ſtate of being conſecrated to re

ligious uſes; holineſs; ſančlity. L'Eſtrange.

SACRIFICK. a. [ſacrificus, Lat Employed

in ſacrifice.

SACRIFICABLE.a.[from ſacrificer, Latl Ca

pable of being offered in ſacrifice. Brown.

SACRIFICATOR. ſ. (ſacrificateur, Fr. from

ſacrificer, Lat.] Sacrificer; offerer of ſacrifice.

rºtag. -

SA’crificatoRY. a. [from ſacrificer, Lat.)

Offering ſacrifice.

To SACRIFICE. v.a. [ſacrifier, Fr. ſacrifico,

Lat.) 1. To offer to heaven; to immolate.

A4ilt. 2. To deſtroy or give up for the ſake

of ſomething elſe. Broome. 3. To deſtroy ;

to kill. 4. To devote with loſs. Prier.

To SACRIFICE. v. s. To make offerings; td

offer ſacrifice. Milton.

SACRIFICE.f [ſacrifice, Fr. ſacrifician, Lat.)

1. The aër of offering to heaven. Milton. 2.

The thing offered to heaven, or "immolated.

Milton. 3. Any thing deſtroyed, or quitted

for the ſake of ſomething elſe. 4. Any thing

deſtroyed.

SA'CRIFICER. ſ. (from ſacrifice..] One who

offers ſacrifice; one that immolates. Addiſon.

SACRIFICIAL. a. [from ſacrifice.] Performing

ſacrifice; included in ſacrifice. Taylor.

SACRILEGE. ſ. [ſacrilege, Fr. ſacrilegium,

Lat.] The crime of appropriating to himſelf

what is devoted to religion; the crime of rob-.

bing heaven. Sidney, South.

SACRILEGIOUS. a. [ſacrilegus, Lat..] Vio

lating things ſacred; polluted with the crime

of ſacrilege. Pope.

SACRILE'GIOUSLY.adv.[from ſacrilegiour.]

With ſacrilege. South.

SACRING. part. Conſecrating. Shakeſp.

SA'CRIST . ſ. [ſacriſlain, Fr.) He that

SA'CRISTAN. A has the care of the utenſils

or moveables of the church. Ayliffe.

SACRISTY. ſ. [ſacriffie, Fr.] An apartment

where the conſecrated veſſels or moveables of

a church are repoſited. Addiſºn.

SAD. a. 1. Sorrowful; full of grief. Pºpe. 1.

Habitually melancholy; heavy; gloomy; not

gay. Raleigh, Pºpe. 3. Serious ; not light;

not volatile; grave. Spenſer, Herbert. 4. Aſ

flićtive , calamitous. 5. Bad; inconvenient ;

vexatious. Addiſon. 6. Dark coloured. Walton.

7. Heavy , weighty; ponderous. 8. Cohe.

ſive; not light : firm ; cloſe. Mor.

To SADDEN v. a. [from ſad] 1. To make

ſad. 2. To make melancholy; to make

gloomy. Pfe. 3. To make dark coloured.

4. Tº make heavy; to make coheſive. Mert.

SADDLE.ſ. (rael, Sax. ſadel, Dutch..] The

ſeat which is put upon the horſe for the ac

commodation of the rider. Dryden.

To SADDL.E. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

cover with a ſaddle. Cleavel. Prior, 2.

load; to burthen. Dryden.

SADDLEBACKED. a. [ ſaddle and back. 1.

Horſes, ſaddlebacked, have their baeks low,

and a raiſed head and neck. Farrier's Dià.

SADDLEMAKER. N. ſ. [from ſaddle.) one
SA'DDLER. whoſe trade is to make

ſaddles. Digby.

SA'DLY, adv. [from ſad J 1. Sorrowfully;

mournfully. Dryden. 2. Calamitouſly; mi

ſerably. South.

SATNESS. ſ. [from ſad.) 1. Sorrowfulneſs;

mournfulneſs; dejection of mind. Dryden. 2.

Melancholy look. Milton. 3. Seriouſneſs;

ſedate gravity.

SAFE. a [ſaf, Fr. ſalvur, Lat.] 1. Free

from danger. Dryden. z. Free from hurt.

L'Iſºrange. 3. Conferring ſecurity. Miltºn.

4. No longer dangerous ; repoſited out of the

power of doing harm. Shakeſp.

SAFE. ſ. (from the adjective.j" A buttery; a
pantry. Ainſworth.

SAFECONDUCT. ſ. [ſaif conduit, Fr.) 1.

92nvoy; guard through an enemy's country.

Claresden 2. Paſs; warrant to paſs.

SAFEGUARD. ſ. (ſafe and guard.) 1. De

fence; prote&ion; ſecurity. Shakeſp. Atterb.

2. Convoy ; guard through any interdicted

road, granted by the poſſeſſer. 3. Paſs; war

rant to paſs. Clarendon.

To SAFEGUARD. v. a. [from the noun.] To

guard; to protes. Shakeſp.

SAFELY. adv. [from ſafe.) 1. In a ſafe man

ser; without danger. Locke, Dryden. z.

Without hurt. Shakeſp.

SAFENESS. ſ. [from ſafe.] Exemption from

danger. South.

SAFETY.ſ. (from ſafe.] 1. Freedorn from

danger. Prior. 1. Exemption from hart. 3.

Preſervationfrom hurt. Shakeſp. 4. Cuſtody;

"To -

To

ſecurity from eſcape. Shakeſp.

SA FFLOW. ſ. A plant. Mortiner.

SA'FFRON.J. (ſafran, Fr.] A plant. Miller.

SAFFRON. Baffard. ſ. [carthamus, Lat.) A

plant. Miller.

SA'FFRON. a. Yellow; having the colour of

ſaffron. Chapman.

To SAG. v. n. To hang heavy. Shakeſp.

To SAG. v. a To load; to burthen.

SAGA-CIOUS, a [ſagax, Lat.) 1. Quick of

ſcent. Dryden. 2. Quick of thought 5 acute

in making diſcoveries. Locke.

SAGA CIOUSLY, adv. [from ſagacious.) 1.

With quick ſcent. z. With acuteneſs of pe
netration.

SAGACIOUSNESS. ſ. (from ſagaciour.] The

quality of being ſagacious,
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SAGACITY. ſ. (ſagacitat, Lat] .. Quick

neſs of ſcept. 2. Acuteneſs of diſcovery.

South, Locke.

SAGF. ſ. [ ſauge, Fr. ſalvia, Lat.] A plant.
Mt/er.

SAGE. a. [ſage, Fr. ſaggie, Ital.] Wiſe; grave :

prudent. Pº aller.

SAGE. ſ. (from the adjective..] A philoſopher;

a man of gravity and wiſdom. Sandyſ, Pºpe

SAGELY. adv. [from ſage. J Wiſely ; pru.

dertly.

SAGENESS, ſ. (from ſage.) Gravity; pru

dence. Ainſwºrth.

SAG | TTAL, d. (from ſagitta, Lat, an arrow.]

1. Belºnging to an arrow. 2. (In anatomy J

A ſuture ſo called from its reſemblance to an

arrow Wiſeman.

SA'GITTARY / ſſagittariuſ, Lat J A cen

taur; an animal half man half horſe, armed

with a bow and quiver Shakeſp.

SA GO. ſ. A kind of , at 1ble grain. Baily.

SAICK. ſ (ſaica, Ital A Turkiſh veſſel pro

per for the carriage of merchandiſe.

SAD preterite ard furt, f aſ of ſay. 1. Afore

ſa d Ha'e. 2. Declared; ſhewed

SAI [.. ſ (rºl, Sax. ſºybel, ſºy", Dutch

The expanded thcet which catches the wind,

and carries on the veſſel on the water. Dryden

1. Wings. Spenſer, 3. A ſhip ; a veſſel

Addiſon. 4. Sail is a colle&ive word, noting

the number of ſhips. Raleigh. 5 T frise

SA 1 1. To lower the ſail. A571 xxvii. 6. A

proverbial phraſe for abating of pomp or ſu

periority. Shakeſp.

To SAIL. v. n. frºm the noun J 1. To be

anoved by the wind with falls. Mor timer. 2.

To paſs by ſea. Aºr.

4. ', o paſs ſmoothly along. Shakeſp.

To SAIL. v. a. 1. To paſs by means of ſai's.

Dryden. 2. To fly thrºugh. Pºpe.

SAILF R. R. ſ (from ſail ) A ſeaman; one who

SA | LOR practiles cr underſtands navigati

on. Arbuthnot, Pºpe.

SAILY A R D. ſ. [ ſail and yard J. The pole on

which the ſail is extended. Dryden.

SAIM. f. (ſaime, Ital.] Land.

SAINFOIN. ſ (ſainfrin, Fr.] A kind of herb.

SAIN T. ſ. [ ſaint, Fr ) A perſon eminent ſor

piety and virtue. Shakeſp.

To SAINT v. a. [from the noun.] To number

ancing ſaints; to reckon among ſaints by a

publick decree to canonize. Addiſon, Pºpe.

To SAINT. v. n. To act with a ſhow of piety.

Pºpe.

SAINTED. a. (from ſaint J 1. Holy ; pious.

virtuous. Shakeſp 2: Holy; ſacred. Shake?.

SAINT 7.hn's JP'ºrt. ſ. A plant. Miller.

SAINTL KE. ſ. [ ſaint and like.) 1. Suiting

a ſaint; b.corning a ſaint. Dryden. 2. Re

fernbling a ſaint. Bacon.

SA'INTLY. adv. (from ſaint J. Like a ſhirt;

becoming a ſaint. Milton.

SAINTSHIP.ſ [from ſaint The character or

qualities of a ſaint. South, Pope.

SAKE. ſ. (rac, Sax. ſaecke, Dutch..] 1. Final

3. To ſwim. Dryden ||

cauſe; end; purpoſe. Tillotſºn. 2. Account;

regard to any perſon or thing. Shakeſp.

SAKER.ſ (Saker, originally ſignifies an hawk.]

A ſtillery , cannon.

SAKERET. ſ. (from ſaker.] The male of a

ºker hawk. Bailey.

$41. ſ. (Latin, ſalt.) A word often uſed ip

pharmacy. Floyer.

SALA CIOUS, a. [ſalarir, Lat, ſalare, Fr. J

Luſtful , lecherous. Dryden, Arbuthner.

SAFA CIOUSLY. adv. [from ſalaciºus j Le

cherouſly ; luſtfully.

SALA CITY. ſ. [ſalácitat, Lat. from ſalariess.]

Luſt; lechery, Brºwn, Flyer.
SA'LAD. ſ. | ſalade, Fr. falact, Germ.] Food

• Taw herbs, Shakeſp. Ben. jºhnſºn, ſº atts.

SALAMANDER. ſ. ſſalamandre, Fr. Jala

"andra, Lat.) An animal ſuppoſed to live in

the fire, and imagined to be very poiſonous.

*** *ſe Party has a picture of the ſalaman

der, with a receipt for her bite; but there is

no ſuch creature, the name being now given

to a poor harmleſs inſect, Bacºn, Brow.

SALAMANDER's Hair. A kind of aſ

SALAMANDER's Weel W beſtos. Bacºn.

SAI.AMA'NDRINE. e. [from ſalamander. J

Refernbling a ſalamander. Speciator.

SALARY. J. [fa'aire, Fr. ſalarium, Lat.]

Stated hire; annual or periodical payment.
Swift.

SALE / ſſaal, Dutch.) 1. The act of ſelling.

*. Vent i. power of ſelling; market. Spesſer.

3. A publick and proclaimed expoſition of

goods to the market; auction. Temple. 4.

State of being venal; price. Addiſºs. 5 it

ſeems in Spºnſer to fignify a wicker baſket;

perhaps from Jallºw, in which fiſh are caught.

Spenſer.

SA LE ABLE a. (from ſale.) Vendible; fit for

fale: marketable. Carew, Locke.

SA'LEABLENESS ſ. (from ſaleable.) The ſtate

of being ſaleable.

SA'LEABLY. adv. [from ſaleable.) In a ſale

able manner.

SALEBRO US, a [ſalebrºſur, Lat] Rough;

uneven ; rugged, -

SA LESMAN J. [ ſale and man.) One who ſells

cloaths ready made. Swift.

SALEwork ſ. (ſale and wºrk.] Work for

ſale; work careleſly done. Shakeſp.

SA'LIENT. a. ſ. ſalien r, Lat.) 1. Lesping;

bounding; moving by leaps. Brews. 1. Beat

ing; panting. Blackmºre. 3. Springing or

ſhooting witſ, a quick motion. Pope. ,

SA'LINE. a [ſaſaur, Lat.] Conſiſting of

SA'LINOU.S. § ſalt; conſtituting ſalt. Harvey,

Newton.

SA'LIGOTS. ſ. A kind of thiſtle. Ainſwºrth.

6ALIPA: / (1 at ) Every thing that is pit up ;

but it more ſtriały ſignifies that juice which is

ſeparated by the glands called ſalival, lºſer.

SA LIV.A. L. a. [from ſaliva, Lat.) Relating

SA'I,IVARY. to ſpittle. Grew, Arbuthnet.

To SA LIVATF. v. a. from ſaliva, Lat..] To

purge by the ſalival glands. Mºſeman.

SALIWA'-
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SALIVATION. ſ. [from ſalivate.] Amethod of

cure much practiſed in venereal caſes. Grew.

SA LIVOUS. a. [from ſaliva.] Conſiſting of

ſpittle; having the nature of ſpittle. Wiſem.
SA*LLET.

SA'LLeTING. } ſ [corrupted from ſalad.]

SALLIANCE. ſ. [from ſaly.) The act of iſ

ſuing forth; fally. Spenſer.

SA'LLOW. ſ. ſſalix, Lat..] A tree of the genus

of willow. Dryden.

SA'LLOW. a. [ſala, German, black, foul.]

Sickly ; yellow Rºwe.

SALLOWNESS. ſ. (from ſallow.] Yellowneſs;

fickly paleneſs. Addiſon.

SA’LLY. [ ſallie, Fr.) 1. Eruption; iſſue

from a place beſieged ; quick egreſs. Bacon.

2. Range; excurſion. Lºcke. 3. Flight 5

volatile or ſprightly exertion. Stilling fl. 4.

Eſcape ; levity; extravagant flight 5 frolick.

Patten, Swift. -

To SA’LLY. v. n. [from the noun..] To make

an eruption; to iſſue out. Tate.

SALLYPORT. ſ. [ ſally and port.] Gate at

which fallies are made. Denham.

SA'LMAGUNDſ. ſ. [ſelen man gout, or ſale à

mon gout..] A mixture of chopped meat and

pickled herrings with oil, vinegar, pepper,

and onions. -

SA'LMON. f. ſ falno, Lat.] The ſalmon is ac

counted the king of freſh-water fiſh, and is

bred in rivers relating to the ſea, yet ſo far

from it as admits no tin&ture of brackiſhneſs.

He is ſaid to breed or caſt his ſpawn in moſt

rivers in the month of Auguſt. They in a

fate place in the gravel place their eggs or

ſpawn, and then leave it to their Creator's

protection. Sir Francis Bacon obſerves the

age of a ſalmon exceeds not ten years; his

growth is very ſudden, ſo that after he is got

into the ſea he becomes from a famlet, not ſo

big as a gudgeon, to be a ſalmon, in as ſhort

a time as a goſling becomes a gooſe. Walton.

SALMONTROUT. ſ. A trout that has ſome

reſemblance to a ſalmon; a ſamlet. Walton.

SA'LPICON. ſ. A kind of farce or ſtuffing.
Baiſey.

SALSAMENTARIOUS, a [ ſaſamentarius,

Lat..] Belonging to ſalt things.

SA'LSIFY. ſ. (Latin.) A plant.

Mortimer.

SALSOA CID. a. [ſalſus and acidus, Lat.] Hav

ing a taſte compounded of ſaltneſs and ſourneſs

Floyer.

SALSU GINOU.S. a. [ſalſuge, Lat.] Saltiſh ;

ſomewhat ſalt. Boyle.

SALT. ſ. [ ſalt, Gothick; realt, Sax.] 1.

Salt is a body whoſe two eſſential properties

ſeem to be diſſolubility in water, and a pun

gent ſapor : it is an active incombuſtible ſub

ſtance. There are three kinds of ſalts, fixed,

volatile, and eſſential : fixed ſalt is drawn by

calcining the matter, then boiling the aſhes in

a good deal of water. Etiential ſalt is that

drawn chiefly from the parts of animals, and

ſome putrified parts of vegetables. Harris.

Goatſbeard.

* Taſte; ſmack. Shakeſp.
riment.

SALT. a. Having the taſte of ſalt : as ſalt fiſh.

Bacon. 2. Impregnated with ſalt. Addiſon.

3. Abound ng with ſalt. Mortimer. 4. [Sa

lax, Lat.) Lecherous; ſalacious. Shakeſp.

To SALT. v. a. [from the noun ) To ſeaſon

with ſalt. Brown.

SA'LT-PAN. Q. ſ. [ ſalt and fan, or pit..] Pit

SALT-PIT. ſ.ſ. ſalt is got. sº

SALTANT. a. [ſalians, Latin.) Jumping;
dancing.

SALTATION. ſ. [ ſaltatio, Lat.) 1. The act

of dancing or jumping. Brown. z. Beat;

palpitation. Wiſeman.

SA'LTCAT. ſ. A lump of ſalt. Mortimer.

SALTCE'LLAR. / [fall and cellar.] veſſel of

ſalt ſet on the table. Swift.

SA'LTER, ſ [from ſalt.) 1. One who ſalts.

2. One who ſells ſalt. Camden.

SA'LTERN. ſ. A ſalt-work. Mortimer.

SALTI'NBANCO. ſ. [ ſaltare in banco, to climb

on a bench.) A quack or mountebank Brºwn.

SA'LTIER. ſ. A ſaltier is made in the form of a

St. Andrew's croſs. Peacham.

SAT TISH. a. [from ſalt.) Somewhat ſalt.
Martimer. -

SATTLESS. a. [from ſalt.) Inſpid; not taſting
of ſalt.

SALTLY, adv. [from ſalt.) With taſte of ſalt;
in a ſalt manner.

SA'LTNESS. ſ. (from ſalt.] Taſte of ſalt. Bacon.

SALTPETRE / [ſal petre, Lat. ſal petre,
Fr.) Nitre. Locke.

SALVABI'Lity.ſ. (from ſalvable.) Poſſibility

% being received to everlaſting life. Decay ºf

'iety.

SA'LVABLE. a. [from ſalvo, Lat.) Poſſible to

be ſaved. Decay of Piety.

SALYAGF. a. [ſaulvage, Fr. ſelvagio, Ital.]
Wild ; rude , cruel. Waller.

SALVATION. ſ. [from ſalvo, Lat.] Preſerva

tion from eternal death ; reception to the hap

pineſs of heaven. Hooker, Milton.

SA'LVATORY. ſ... [ſalvatoire, Fr.] A place

where any thing is preſerved. Hale.

SALU'BRIOUS. a. [ſalubris,Latj Wholeſome,

healthful promoting health., Philips.

SALU BRITY. ſ [from ſalubrious...] Whole

ſomeneſs; healthfulneſs.

SALVE. ſ. (realp, Sax. from ſalvur, Lat] 1.

A glutinous matter applied to wounds and

hurts; an emplaſter. Donne. 2. Help, reme

dy. Hammond.

To SALVE. v. a. [ſalvo, Lat.] 1. To cure

with medicaments applied. Spenſer. 2. To

help ; to remedy. Sidney, Spenſer. 3. To

help or ſave by a ſalvo, an excuſe or reſerva

tion. Hooker. 4. To ſalute. Spenſer.

SA'LVER. ſ. A place on which any thing is

preſented. Pºpe.

SALVO. ſ. [from ſalvo jure, Lat.] An ex

ception ; a reſervation ; an excuſe. Addiſon.

SA'LUTARINESS. ſ. [from ſalutary ) whole

ſomeneſs;

3. Wit; mer
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tomeneſs; quality of contributing to health

or faiety.

SALUTARY. a. [..falutaris, Lat.) Whole.

ſome ; healthful; ſare : advantageous; con

tributing to health or ſafety. Bentley.

SALUTA TION. ſ. [ ſalutatiº, Lat..] The act

or ſtyle of ſaluting ; greeting.Milton,, Tayler.

To SALUTE v. a. [ ſaluto, Lat.J 1. To

greet; to hail Shakeſp. z. To pleaſe ; to

gratity. Shakeſp 3. To kiſs.

SALUTE. ſ. (from the verb.]

grecting. Brown, South.

romºrian.

SALUTER ſ. [from ſalute ) He who ſalutes,

SALUTI FEROUS. a. ſ. ſalutifer, Latin. )

Healthy ; bringing health. Dennis.

SAME. a. [ ſamo, Gothick, ſammo, Swediſh.)

1. Not different ; not another ; identical :

being of the like kind, ſort, or degree. Ar

buthnot. 2. That which was mentioned be:

fore. Daniel.

SAMENESS. ſ. (from ſame.] Identity; the

ſtate of being not another ; not different.

Swift.

SAMLET. ſ. [ ſalmonet, or ſalmonlet. ) A

little ſalmon. Walton.

SAMPHIRE. ſ. [ ſaint Pierre, Fr.] A plant

preſerved in pickle. Shakeſp.

SAMPLE. ſ. (from example.) A ſpecimen; a

part ſhown, that judgment may be made of

the whole Addiſon, Prior.

To SAMPLE. v. a. To ſhew ſomething ſimi

lar. Ainſ.

SAMPLE.R. ſ (exemplar, Lat.) A pattern of

work ; a piece worked by young girls for im

provement. Shakeſp.

SA/NABLE. a. Iſanabilis, Lat.) Curable ;

ſuſceptive of remedy; remediable. -

SANATION. ſ. [fanatiº, Lat) the act of

curing Wijeman.

SA’NAi IV.E. a. i from ſang, Lat.] Powerful to

cure ; healing Bacon.

SA'NATIVENESS. ſ. (from ſanative.) Power

to curc.

sANC rifica"TiON. ſ. [ſanāification, Fr.]

1. The ſtate of being freed, or act of freeing

from the dominion of ſin for the time to come.

Hocker. 2. The act of making holy 5 conſe

cration. Stillingfleet.

SA'NC titleR.J. (from ſanāify.] He that

fanstifies or makes holy. Derham.

To SAINCTIFY. v. a. (ſanctifier, Fr.) 1.

To fire from the power of ſin for the time to

come. Hºb. 1. To make holy; to make a

neans of holineſs. Hecker. 3. To make free

from guilt. Dryden. 4. To ſecure from vio

lation. Pºpe.

SANCTIMO'NIOUS. a. (from ſan:limºnia,

Lat.) Saintly ; having the appearance of

ſančity. L'Eſtrange. .

SA NCTIMONY. ſ. [ ſanāimesia, Lat.) Ho

lineſs; ſcrupulous auſterity ; appearance of

holineſs. Raleigh.

SA'NCTION. J. [ ſas.'tiºn, French ; ſanjie,

Lat.) 1. The act of confirmation which

1. Salutation ;

2. A kiſs. Raſ

gives to any thing its obligatory power

ratification. Ben. Johnſºn, B., Saath,

Wattr, Baker. 1. A law; a decree ratified.

Denham.

SA'NCTITUDE. ſ. [from ſanaur, Lit.) 1.

Holineſs ; goodneſs; ſaintlineſs. Milton.

SA'NCTITY. ſ. ſſanctitas, Lat. 1. Holi

neſs; the ſtate of being holy Milton. 1.

Goodneſs; the quality of being good; pu

rity ; godlineſs. Addiſºn. 3. Saint; holy be

ing. Milt:n.

To SANCTUARISE v. n. [ſtom ſawāsary.]

To ſhelter by means of ſacred privileges.

Shakeſp

SA NCTUARY. ſ. [ ſasāuarium, Lat.) 1. A

holy place; holy ground. Rogers. 1. A place

of protection ; a ſacred aſylum. Milton. 3.

Shelter; protećtion. Dryden. -

SAND. ſ. [ ſand, Daniſh and Dutch | 1. Par

ticles of ſtone not conjoined, or ſtone broken

to powder. Woodward, Boyle, Prior. 2. Bar

ren country covered with ſands. Knoller.

SA'NDAL. ſ. [ ſandale, Fr. ſandalism, Lat.]

A looſe ſhoe. Milton, Pope.

SA'NDARAK. ſ. [ſandaraca, Lat.) 1. A mi

neral of a bright light colour, not much un

like to red arſenick. 2. A white gum oozing

out of the juniper-tree.

SA'NDBLIND. a. [ſand and blind.] Having a

defect in the eyes, by which ſmall particles ap

pear before them. Shakeſp.

SA'NDBOX Tree. ſ. 1 hura, Lat.] A plant.
Miller.

SANDED. a. [from ſand.) 1. Covered with

ſand; barren. Mortimer. 2. Marked with

ſmall ſpots; variegated with duſky ſpecks.

Shakeſp.

SANDERLING. ſ. A bird. Carew.

SANDERS. ſ. [..ſantalum, Lat.) A precious

kind of Indian wood, of which there are three

ſorts, red, yellow, and green. Bailey.

SA'NDEVER. ſ. That which our Engliſh

glaſſmen call ſandever, and the French, of

whom probably the name was borrowed,

Jaisdever, is that recrement that is made

when the materials of glaſs, having been firſt

baked together, the mixture catts-up the ſu

perfluous ſalt. Boyle.

SANDISH. a. [from ſand.] Approaching to

the nature of ſand; looſe ; not cloſe ; not

compact. Evelyn.

SANDSTONE.J. [ſand and ſtone..] Stone of a

looſe and friable kind. Woodward.

SANDY. a. [from ſand.) 1. Abounding with

ſand; full of ſand. Philips. 2. Conſiſting of

ſand; unſolid. Bacon.

SANE, a [ſanur, Lat.) Sound ; healthy.

SANG The preterite of ſing. Milten.

SANGUI'FEROUS. a. Iſanguifer, Lat..] Con

veying blood. Derham.

sº ſ: [ſanguis and faciº,

Lat.] The production of blood; the conver

ſion of the chyle into blood. Arbuthnot.

SANGUIFIER. ſ. [ ſanguti and facia, Lat.]

Producer of blood Flyer. T

Q
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To SATNGUIFY. v. º. (ſargui and facie, Lat.)

To produce blood. Hale.

SANGUINARY, a [ſanguinarius, Lat.] Cruel;

bloody; murtherous. Broome.

SA'NGUINARY. ſ. [ ſanguis, Lat.) An herb.

Ainſworth.

SA'NGUINE: a [ſanguineus, Lat. 1. Red :

having the colour of blood. Dryden. 4. A

bounding with blood more than any other hu

mour; cheerful. Gºv. of the Tongue. 3

Warm ; ardent; confident. Swift.

SA:NGUINE. ſ. [from ſanguit.) Blood colour.

Spenſer.

SA'NGUINENESS. 7 ſ. [from ſanguine.] Ar

SA'NGUINITY. dour ; beat of expecta

tion ; confidence. Decay ºf Piety, Swift.

SANGUINEOUS. a. (Janguineus, Lat.] - i.

Conſtituting blood. Brown. 2. Abounding

with blood. Arbuthnot.

SA'NHEDRIM. f. (ſynedrium, Latin 1. The

chief council among the Jews, conſiſting of

ſeventy elders, over whom the high prieſ pre

ſided.

SA'NICLE. ſ. [ ſanicle, Fr. ſanicula, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

Sº NIES. ſ. (Lat.] Thin matter; ſerous excre

tion. Wiſeman.

SA'NIOUS. a. [from ſanies.) Running a thin

ſerous matter, not a well digeſted pus.

Miſeman. -

SANITY. ſ. [ ſanitar, Lat.] Soundneſs of mind.

Shakeſp.

SANK. The preterite of ſink. Bacon.

SANS prºp. [Fr.) Without Shakeſp. -

SAP. J. frzpe, Saxon ſap, Dutch.) The vital

juice of plants; the juice that circulates in

trees and herbs. Waller, Arbuthnot.

To SAP. v. a. [zappare, Italian.]. To under

mine; to ſubvert by digging; to mine. Dryden.

To SAP. v. n. To proceed by mine; to pro

ceed inviſibly. Tatler. -

SA'PPH 1 RE.J. [ſapphirur, Lat.]. A precious

ſtone of a blue colour. Woodward, Blackmore.

SA'PPHiRINE, a [ſapphirinuſ, Lat.) Made

of ſapphire; reſembling ſapphire. Donne, Boyle.

SA'PID. a. [ſapidus, Lat.) Taſteful palatable;

making a powerful ſtimulation upon the palate.

Brown.

SAP1’DITY. W. ſ (from ſapid J Taſtefulneſs;

SAP1DNFSS. powerful of ſtimulating the

palate. Bºyle.

SA PIENCE. ſ. [ ſapience, Fren. ſapientia, Lat

Wiſdom ; ſageneſs; knowledge. Wotton,

Raleigh.

SAPIENT. a. [ſapient, Lat. J Wiſe; ſage.

Milton.

SA'PLESS. a. [ſaploar, Dutch..] 1, Wanting

ſap , wanting vital juice. Swift. 4. Dry old;

huſky. Dryden.

SAPLING. ſ. (from ſap.] A young tree; a

young plant. Swift.

SAPONACEOUS. N. a. [from ſapº, Latin,

SA PONARY. ſoap.] Soapy : reſem.

bling ſoap ; having the qualities of ſoap

Arbuthnot.

SAFOR. ſ. (Lat.] Taſte § power of affecting or

ſtimulating the palate. Brown.

SAPORIFICK. a. ſ. ſaporifique, Fr. ſapor and

facio, Lat.] Having the power to produce
taſles. -

SA'PPINESS. ſ [from ſaffy) the ſtate or the

quality of abounding in ſap ; ſucculence ;

juicineſs.

SA PPY. a [from ſap.), 1. Abounding in ſap ;

juicy , ſucculent. Philips. 1. Young ; not

firm ; weak Hayward.

SARABAND. ſ. ( farabande, Spaniſh. ) A

Spaniſh dance. Arbuth, and Pope.

SA'RCASM. ſ. (ſarcaſmuſ, Lat.) A keen re.

proach ; a taunt ; a gibe. Rogers.

SARC ASTICALLY. adv. ( from ſarcaſtick. }

Tauntingly ; ſeverely Sºuth.

SARCA'STiCAL 7 a. [from ſarcaſm.] Keen .

SARCASTICK. taunting ; ſevere. South.

SA'RCENET.J. Fine thin woven filk. Brown.

To SARCLE. v.a. [ſarcler. Fr. ) to weed

corn. Ainſworth,

SARCOCE'LE. ſ. [+3+3 and x+x+..] A fleſhy ex

creſcence of the teſticles, which ſometimes

grow ſo large as to ſtretch the ſcrotum much

beyond its natural fize. Quincy.

SARCO MA.J. [2aºzºa.) A fleſhy excreſcence,

or lump, growing in any part of the body, el

pecially the noſtrils. Baiky.

SARCO PHAGOUs a (raft and paya..] Fleſh.

eating; ſeeding on fleſh.

SARCO'PHAGY. ſ. [ canº and ja; *.. }. The

practice of eating fleſh. Brown.

SARCO'TICK.ſ. (from raft.] Medicines which

fill up ulcers with new fleſh; the ſame as in

carnatives. Wiſeman. -

SARCULATION. ſ. [ſarcular, Lat.] The aët

of weeding. Dià.
SA' -. - -

§§§ Stone. / .º of precious ſtone.

SA'RDIUS. Vetelar.

SA'RDONYX ſ A precious ſtone. Woodward.

SARK. ſ. 1 roynk, Saxon. J 1. A ſhark cr

ſhirk. 2. In Scotland it denotes a ſhirt.

Arbathmat.

SARN. ſ. ABritiſh word for pavement or ſtepping

ſtones.

SARPLIER, ſ [ſarpilliere, Fr J A piece of

canvas for wrapping up wares. Bailey.

SA'RRAISINE ſ. U in botany J. A kind of

birthwort. Bailey.

SA'RSA. ... Both a tree and a

SARSAPARE'LLA plant. Ainſworth.

SARSE. ſ. A ſort of fine lawn fieve. Bailey.

ſo SARSE. v. a. Liſaffer, Fr.] To ſiſt through

a ſarſe, Bailey.

SASH. ſ. 1. A belt worn by way of diſtinction ;

a ſilken band worn by officers in the army.

2. A window ſo formed as to be let up and

down by pullies. Swift.

SA SHOON. ſ. A kind of leather ſtuffing put

into a boot for the wearer's eaſe. Ainſworth

3A SSAFRAS. ſ. A tree : one of the ſpecies of

the cornelian cherry.

SAT
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SAT. The preterite of ſt. Dryden.

SATAN. J. The prince of hell ; any wicked

ſpirit. Locke.

SATA'NICAL. U a. [from Satan.] Deviliſh ;

SATA’NICK. internal Milton.

SA'TCHEL. ſ. [ ſeckel, German; ſacculus,

Lat.] A little bag uſed by ſchoolboys. Swift.

To SATE. v. a. [ſatio, Lat. J. To ſatiate; to

glut; to pall; to feed beyond natural deſires.

Philipi.

SATE LITE. ſ. [ſateller, Lat.] A ſmall planet

revolving round a larger. Bentley.

SATELLITIOUS, a [from ſatelles, Lat..] Con

ſiſting of ſatellites. Cheyne.

ToSATIATE. v. a. [ſatio, Lat.] 1. To ſatisfy:

to fill. Philipſ. 1. To glut ; to pall 5 to fill

beyond natural deſire. Norris. 3. To gratify

deſire. King Charleſ. 4. To ſaturate ; to im

pregnate with as much as can be contained or

imbibed. Newton.

SATIATE. a. [from the verb.] Clutted ; full

to ſat ety. Pope.

SATI ETY. ſ. (ſatietar, Lat) Fulneſs beyond

deſire or pleaſure; more than enough 5 ſtate of

being palled. Hakewill, Pºpe.

SATIN. ſ. [ſatin, Fr.] A ſoft, cloſe and ſhining

ſilk. Swift. -

SATIRE. ſ. [ſatira, Lat.] A poem in which

wickedneſs or folly is cenſured. Proper ſatire

is diſtinguiſhed, by the generality of the re

fle&tions, from a lampeen which is aimed at

againſt a particular perſon. Dryden.

SATI'RICAL. N. a. [ſatirica, Lat.) 1. Belong

SATI RICK ing to ſatire : employed in

writing of investive. Roſcommon. 2. Cen

forious : ſevere in language. Swift. -

SAT I'RICALLY. adv. Utrom ſatirical] With

invective; with intention to cenſure or vility.

Dryden. -

SATIRIST. ſ. [from ſatire.] One who writes

ſatires. Pope.

To SA tº Rize. v. a. [ ſatirizer, Fr. from

ſatire.] To cenſure as in a ſatire. Pryden,

Swift

SATISFA'ction. ſ. [ ſatisfasiie, Lat. J.".

The act of pleaſing to the full. Leese. * The
itate of being pleaſed. Locke. 3. Releaſe from

ſuſpenſe, uncertainty, or uneaſineſs. Shakeſp.

4. Gratification ; that which pleaſes. South.

5. Amends ; atonement for a crime ; recom

penſe for an injury. Milton. -

SATISFACTIVE. a. [ſatiºſačiuſ, Lat. Giv

ing ſatis action. Brown.

SATISFA CTORILY. adv (from ſatisfactory.]

To ſatisfaction. Digby.

SATISFA croRINESS. ſ (from ſatiſfaşcry.]

Power of ſatisfying , power of giving content.

Boyle.

SAT isFACTORY. a. [ſatisfactoire, Fr.) 1.

Giving ſatisfaction; giving content. Locke. *.

Atoning ; making amends. Saunderſon.

To SATISFY. v. a. [ſatisfacio, Lat. ) i. To

content; to pleaſe to ſuch a degree as that

nothing more is deſired. Milton. 2. To feed

to content. Shakeſp. 4. To free from doubt,

PerPlexity, or ſuſpenſe. Lºcke. 5. To convince.

Pryden, Alterbury.

To make payment.To SATISFY. v.

Locke.

SATURABLE. a. [from ſaturate.] Impregri

ble with any thing 'till it will receive no nºt.

retu.

SATURANT, a [from ſaturass, Lat J in

pregnating to the fill.

To SATURATE. v. a. [ſature, Lat. J. To

impregnate, 'till no more can be received or

imbibed. Cheyne. -

SATURDAY. ſ. [retenrerº, Saxon.] The

laſt day of the week. Addiſºn.

SATURITY. ſ. [ſaturital, from ſature, Lat. )

Fulneſs; the ſtate of being ſaturated ; replc

tion.

SATURN. ſ. ( Saturnus, Lat) 1. The remoteſt

Planet of the ſolar ſyſtem : ſuppoſed by aſtro

lºgers to impreſs melancholy. Bently. 1. [In

chymiſtry.] Lead.

SATURNINE a [ ſaturninur, Lat..] Not light;

not volatile ; gloomy: grave; melancholy ;

ſevere of temper Addiſºr.

SATURNINE. a. [ſaturninus, Lat. J Happy ,

golden. Pºpe.

SATYR. J. [ſatirus, Lat. J A ſylvan god.

Peacham.

SATYRIASIS. ſ. An abundance of ſeminal

lymphas. Flyer.

SAVAGE a. [ſelvaggie, Italian. 3 1. Wild;

uncultivated. Dryden. 2. Untamed ; cruel.

Pºpe. 2. Uncivilized; barbarous; untaught.

Raleigh, Milton, Spratt.

SAVAG.E. ſ. [ from the adjective. J A man

untaught and uncivilized; a barbarian. Ralei.

Bentley.

To SAVAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To make

barbarous, wild, or cruel. Thomſen

SA'VAGELY adv.[from ſavage.) Barbarouſly;

cruelly. Shakeſp.

SAVAGENSES ſ [from ſavage.] Barbarouſ.

neſs; cruelty; wildneſs. Broºme.

SAVAGERY. ſ. from ſavage J 1. Cruelty ;

barbarity. Shakeſp. 2. Wild growth. Shakeſp.

SAVANNA. ſ. An open meadow without wood.

Locke.

SAUCE. ſ. [ ſaulſe, French; falſa, Italian.) 1.

Something eaten with food to improve its

taſte. Sidney, Cowley, Taylºr, Baker. 1. Tº

ſerve ºne the ſame Sauce. A vulgar phraſe

to retaliate one injury with another.

To SAUCE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To sc

company meat with ſomething of higher

reliſh. 1. To grati y with rich taſtes. Skatep.

3. To intermix or accompany with any

thing good, or, ironically, with any thing bad.

Shakeſp. -

SA'UCI.BOX. ſ. [from ſauce, or rather from

ſaury.] An impertinent or petulant fellow.

Addiſºn.

SAUCEPAN. ſ. [ ſauce and fan. J A ſma!

ſkillet with a long handle, in which ſauce cr

ſmall things are boiled. Swift.
SAU

to the fill job. 3. To recompenſe: to pay
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SAU'CER. ſ. [ſauriere, Fr. from ſauce)

A ſmall pan or platter on which ſauce is ſet

on the table. Hudibrar. 2. A piece or platter

of china, into which a tea-cup is ſet.

sA UCILY, adv. [from ſang j loºpudently :

impertinently ; petulantly; in a ſaucy mau.

ner. Addiſºn.

SAUCINESS. ſ [frºm ſaucy.] Impudence ;

petulance; impertime.ce ; contempt of ſupe

riors. Dryden, Collier.

S. CCISSE ſ [ French In gunnery, a long

train of powder fewed up in a roll of p, ched

cloth, about two inches diameter, in ords to

fire a bombcheſt Bailey.

$4 UCISSON. ſ Fr.) In military archite&ure,

faggots or faſcines made of large boughs of

trees bound together. Ba ley.

SAUCY. a [ſalſus, Lat.] Pert; petulant ;

contemptuous of ſuperiors; inſolent. Shakeſp.

**/ºrm Dryden, Addiſon.

To SAVE. v. a. [ ſaw ver, ſalver, French :

ſalvº, Lat J 1 To preſerve from danger or

deſtruction. Milton, Dryden. 2. To preſerve

finally from eternal death. Milton, Rogers. 3.

Not to ſpend; to hinder from being ſpent.

Pryden. 4. To reſerve or lay by jºb. 5.

To ſparc; to excuſe. Dryden. 6. To ſalve ,

to reconcile. Miliºn. 7. To take or embrace

opportunely, ſo as not to loſe. Swift.

To SAVE. T. n. To be cheap. Barºn

SAVE. adv. [this word adverbially uſed, is,

like except, originally the imperative of the

verb j Except; not including. Bacon, Miltºn

SA'VEA LL.J. [ſave and all J A finall pan in

ſerted into a candleſtick to ſave the ends of

candles.

SAVER. ſ. (from ſave..] I. Preſerver; reſ.

cuer. Sidney. 2. One who eſcapes loſs, though

without gain. Dryden, 3. 3. A goºd

huſband. 4. One who lays up and grows rich.
Płºcztan.

SAVIN. ſ. [ ſabina, Latin; ſavin, ſabin, Fr.]

A trec. Miller. -

SAVING. a. [from ſave ) 1 Frugal parci.

monious: not laviſh. Arbuthnot, 3 Not turn

ing to loſs, though not gainful. Addiſon.

SAVING. adv. With exception in favour of

Hocker.

SAVING. ſ. [from ſave.) 1. Eſcape of ex

pence ; ſomewhat preſerved from being

ſpent. Addiſon. 2. Exception in favour.

L'Eſtrange.

SAVINGLY. adv. [from ſaving.] With par

cimony

SAVINGNESS. ſ [from ſaving.] r. Parci

mony; frugality. 2. Tendency to promote

eternal ſalvation.

SAVIOUR. ſ. [ ſauveur, Fr.] Redeemer; he

that has ſaved mankind from eternal death.

Milton, Addiſon.

Te SA: UNTER. v. n [aller a la ſainte terre.]

To wander about idly ; to loiter ; to linger.

Locke, Prior, Tickel.

SAVORY. ſ. [favºreč, Pr, ſatureia, Lat.) A

plant. Miller.

|SA'vour. A [favºur, Fr.] I. A ſent: o:

dour. Arbut nºt ... Taite; pºwer of attest

ing the palate. Milton, Suth. -

To SA VOUR. v. m. I favourer, Fr.) 1. To

have any particular ſmell or taſte. 2. To be-,

token; to have an appearance or taſie of

ſomething Wotton, Denham

To SAVOUR. v. a. 1. To like. Shakeſp. z.

To exhibit taſte of Milton.

SAVOURTLY. adv [from ſa goury )

guſt; with appetite. Dryden. 1.

pleaſing reliſh. Dryden.

SAVOURINESS. f. (from ſavoury | 1. Taſte

pleaſing and picquant 2. Pleaſing ſmaell.

SA'VOURY. a [favoureux, Fr from favour.]

1. Pleaſing to the ſmell. Milton. ... Picquant

to the taſte. Geneſſ.

SAVOY. ſ. [braſſica ſabaudica, Lat.) A ſort of
Colwort.

SA, USAGE. ſ. [ ſauciſ, French : ſillum,

Latin.) A roll or ball made commonly of

pºrk or veal, minced very ſmall, with ſalt and

ſpice.

SAW. The preterite offee. Milton.

S.A.W.ſ. ſ ſawe, Daniſh ; raga, Saxon ) i. A

dentated inſtrument, by the attrition of which

wood or metal is cut. ... [Saga, Sax. ſaeght,

Dutch.) A ſaying; a ſentence , a proverb.

Shakeſp. Milton

To S.A.W. part. ſu wed and ſawn. [ſcier, Fr.]

To cut timber or other matter with a ſaw.

Hebr. Mºſd Rar, Cºllier, Moxon.

SAWDUsi. ſ. [..ſaw and daff. Duſt made by
the attrition of the ſaw. Mortimer.

SAWFISH. ſ. [ ſaw and fiſh.) A ſort of fiſh.

Ainſwºrth. -

SA WPIT. ſ [fºrw and pit J Pit over

which timber is laid to be ſawn by two Ren.
Mortuner.

SAW-WORT. ſ. [ſerratula, Lit.] A plant.
Miller.

SAW. WREST. ſ. ſ ſaw and wreſ...] A ſort of

tool. With the ſaw wreſt they ſet the teeth

of the ſaw. Moxon

SAW ER. f [ſcieur, Fr. from ſaw J One

SA'WYER. W. whoſe trade is to ſaw timber into

boards or beams. Moxon.

SA X-FRAGE. ſ (ſaxifraga, Lat J A plant.

SA'XIFRAGE Meadow J. [ſlaum, Lat.) A

plant

SA XIFRAGOUS. a, (ſaxum and frage, Lat.]

Diſſolvent of the ſtone Brown. -

To SAY. v. a. preter. ſaid [reckan, Sax.

Jºggen, Dutch J 1. To ſpeak to utter in

words; to tell. Spenſer. 2. To alledge. Tillot

ſon, Atterbury. 3. To tell in any manner.

Spºnſer. -

To S.A.Y. v. n. 1. To ſpeak; to pronounce .

to utter. 1 Kingſ, Clarendon. 2. In poeuy, .

Jay is often uſed before a queſtion; teii.

Swift.

SAY. ſ. [from the verb. ) 1. A ſpeech that

one has to ſay. L'Eſtrange. 2. (For affay

Sample, Sidney. 3. Trial by a ſample. Byle.

4 Q. 4. Srik.

1. With

With a
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4. Silk. Obſolete. g. A kind of woollen
ſtuff. - -

SAYING. ſ. ſſrom ſay J Expreſſion; words ;

opinion ſententiouſly delivered. Tillet Atter

SCA B. ſ. [rcab, Saxon : ſcabbia, Italian; ſea

biºr, Lat.) 1. An incruttation formed ov"r

a fore by dried mat:cr. Dryden. 1. The itch
or mange of horſes. 3. A paltry fºllow, ſo

named from the itch. L'Iſrange. - -

SCA PRARD. ſ. (ſchap, German, junius

The ſheath of a ſword. Futrfax.

SCA PBFD a. [from ſcab.J. 1. Covered or

diſeaſ, d with ſcabs. Bacon. 2. Paltry; ſorry.

Dryden.

SCA BBFDNFss f. (from ſcabbed.) The ſtate

o, being cºbbed -

SCA Bºis!'ss ſ. [from ſcabby..] The quality

o bring ſcabby. -

SCA ERY. ſ. (from ſcab.) Diſeaſed with ſcab'.

Dryden.

SCA BioUs a [ ſcabioſus, Lat.) Itchy le

prous A, brºth ºct. -

SCA LIOUS / I ſeabiruſe, Fr. ſcabioſa, Lat.)

A plant. Miller.

SCA BROUs / [ſzeker, Latl 1. . Rough :
rugged; pointed on the ſurface. .. 4 buthnot.

2. Hat ſh; unmuſical. Ben jºhnſºn.

SCAEROUSNf3.5 ſ. [from jeabreu, ) Rough

ne's : rugged, . .

SCA Bwok v. ſ. A ri.nt. Ainſworth.

5C A 1, 1 A kind of fiſh. Carew.

sca I old. / [º.ſºſaut, ºr ſchavot.Duº

fron, ſº carer, to ſhºw ) i. A temporary gº

!ery or ſtage raiſed either for ſhows o' ſpecta

to . Mºſton. 2. The gall, ſy raiſed for exe

cution of great malefactors Sidney 3. Franº

of timber elected on the ſide of a building or

the workmen Swift.

To SCA Fºoi.D. º. a. (from the noun.] To

furniſh with frames of tinter.

SCA Fºol DAGF f (from ſtaffºld.] Gallery;

h low floor. Słczep - - - --

SCA FFolp1NG. ſ. from ſtaff ld] Building

ſigh' ly erceted Prier. - -

$'. A A D F * f [French ſcalad, Spaniſh,

SCA 1. A DO. § frºm ...!. Lat.) A ſtor" tº

ven to a place by raiſing ladder* againſt the

walls A, At thrºt -

SCA | ARY. c. (from ſala, Lat.) Proceed nº

by ſteps like thºſe of a ladder 1, retºn.

To SCA.D. w a [ſ, al/are, Italian ſo burn
with hot 1 quor. Shakeſ? Dryden, Swift. +

SCALD.J. (from the verb J Scurtſ on the head

& enjer. - -

SCAL1), a Paltry; ſorry. Skateſ. - - -

CA'LLHE AD j. ( ſ.alladue, bald, Iſlandick.j

A leathſome diſeaſe; a kind of local lepio

fy in which the head is covered with a ſcab

Player.

scAí.E. ſ. [rcale, Saxon; ſcharl, Dutch.) 1.
A balance; a veſſel ſuſpended by a beam a

gainſt another. Shakeſp. 2. The ſign Libra in

the zodiack. Creech. 3. [AEſcaille, Fr. ſqua

*a, Lat.) The ſmall ſhells or cruſts which ly

ing one over another make the coats of fiſhes

Drayton. 4. Anything exfoliated or defaua

mated; a thin lamina, Peacham. 5. Ladder ;

means of aſcent. Milton. 6. The act of

ſtorming by ladders. Milton 7. Regular grads

tion; a regular ſeries riſing like a ladder.

Addiſon 8. A figure ſubdivided by Iines like

the fieps of a ladder, which is uſed to mea

ſure preportions between pictures and the thing

repreſented Graunt. 9. The ſeries of har

monick or muſical proportions. Temple.

19. Any thing marked at equal diſtances.

Shakeſe.

To SCALE. v. a. ſ. ſca'are, Italian.] 1.

cl mb as by ladders. Knºller. 2.

or compare : to weigh Shakeſp.

off a thin lamina. Job. 4.

ſurface Burnet.

To SCALE. v. n. To peel off in thin particles.
Bacon.

SCA LED, a ſºrom ſcº'e) Squamous; having

ſcales like fiſhcs. Shakeſp.

SCALE NE /. French; ſcalent m, Lat.) In

geometry, a triangle that has three ſides un

equal tº each other. Barley

SCA LINESS. ſ. (from ſcay.] The ſtate of be

ing ſcaly

SCA L1, f. ſ ſtalladur, bald, Iſlandick.] Le

proſy ; morbid aldneſs. Lev.

SCA LLION. ſ. ſcalayna, Italian] A kind of

ºn to n.

SCAL! OP.ſ eſcalºº, fr] A fiſh with a hol

low To Slimated ſhell Hudibras, Mertimer.

To SCA i.I.O.P. va. To mark on the edge with

ſ gments of circles.

SCALP. ſ. [ ſchelpe, Dutch.) 1. The ſcull;

the cranium ; the bone that encloſes the

brain. Philipr. 2. The integuments of the

head.

To SCALP. v. a. (from the noun.] To deprive

the ſculi of its integuments. Sharp.

SCA LP1. L. ſ. French ; ſcalpellam, Lat. ) An

inſt ument uſed to ſcape a bone.

SCA 1.Y a [from ſcale..] Covered with ſcales.

A/r/ſon. -

To SCA'MBLF. v. n. 1. To be turbulent and

rapaciº us; to ſcramble ; to get by ſtruggling

with others. 14'otton. 2. To ſhift aukwardly.

44are.

To SCA'MBLE. v. a.

Mortinter.

SCA MBL.F.R. / [Scottiſh.) A bold intruder

upon ºne's gencrofity or table.

SCA MBLIN (, LY. adv (from frankling.]

With turbulence and noiſe; with intruſive

audaciouſneſs

SCAM: 10' N.I.A.T.E. a. [from ſcannºny.) Made

with f ammony. Wiſeman.

SCA MMONY. ſ. (Latin.) A concreted refinous

juice, light, tender, "riable, of a greyiſh

brown colour and diſagreeable odour. It

flows upon inciſion of the root of a kind of

convolvulus. Trevoux.

To SCA MPER. v. n. [ſchampen, Dutch;

ſcampare, Italian.) To fly with ſpeed and tre

pidation. Addiſºn.

To

To mez ſure

3. To take

To pare off a

To margle ; to maul.

To
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To SCAN. v. a. ſ. ſcande, Lat.] 1. To examine

a verſe by counting the feet. Walº. 1. To ex

amine nicely. Milton, Calamy, Addiſon, Atter.

rter.

SCANDAL. ſ (2x4,242 ov.] 1. Offence given by

the faults of others Miltºn. 1. Reproachful

aſperſion : opprobrious cenſure; inſamy Rºgers.

To SCANDAL. v. a [trom the noun..] To

treat opprobriouſly ; to charge falſely with

faults. Shakeſp

To SCANDA i.I.Z.E. v. a. [3 ×avºuxºa.] 1.

To offend by ſome action ſuppoſed criminal.

Hammond, Clarenden. 2. To reproach ; to

diſgrace, to delaine. Daniel

SCA’NDALOUS a | ſcandaleux, Fr.) 1. Giving

publick offence. Hoºker. 1. Opprobrious; diſ

graceful 3 Shameful; openly vile. Pºpe.

SCANDA LOUSLY, adv, ſir, m ſcandalous.) 1.

Cenſoriouſly; opprobriouſly Pºpe. 2 Shame

fully , ill tº a degree that gives publick of.

fence. Swift

SCANDALOUSNESS ſ ſ from ſcandalous. J

The quality of giving publick offence.

SCANSION. f. I ſcanſ, Lat.) The act or

practice of ſcanning a verſe.

To SCANT. v. a ſercaenan, Sax.] To limit;

to ſtraiten. Glanville.

SCANT. a. [from the verb ) i. Wary; not

liberal; parcimonious Shakeſp. 1. Not plen

tiful; ſcarce; leſs than what is proper or com

petent. Donne, Milton.

SCANT. adv (from the adječtive.) Scarcely , S

hardly. Camden, Gay.

SCANTILY adv. [Iron ſcanty.) 1.sparingly;

niggardly. Shakeſp. 2. Narrowly; rot plen
tifully.

SCANTINESS f [from ſcanty.] I. Narrow

Heſs;, want of ſpace; want of compaſs

Dryden. 2. Want of amplitude or greatneſs.

Sºuth.

$CANTLET. ſ. A ſmall pattern; a finall

quantity ; a little piece Hale. -

SCANTLING ſ ſoftbantilb., Fr. cia-tellins,

Italian.] ... Á quantity cut for a particular

Purpoſe. L’Eſtrange. 2 A certain proportion.

*a*ſp. 3 A ſmall quantity. Taylor, Locke.

SCANTLY. adv. [from ſcant') iſ scarcely;

hardly. Camden. 3. Narrowly ; penuriouſly;

without amplitude Dryden.

SCA NTNESS / [from ſcant } Narrowneſs;

ºnneſ ; ſmallneſs. Hayward.

SCANTY. a. [the ſame with ſcant ) i. Nar

row; finall; wanting amplitude; ſhort of quan

tity ſufficient. Locke. ... Small, poor not

cºpious; not ample. Locke. 3. Sparingly;

niggardly; parcimonious. Watts.

Tº SCAPE. v. a. (contraded from eſcape.] To

eſcape; to avoid; to ſhun ; not to incur; to

fly. Milton.

To SCAPE. v. n. To

danger. Dryden.

SCAPE. f. [ſom the verb.] 1. Eſcape ; flight

tom hurt or danger. Shakeſp. 2. Means of

eſcape; evaſion Donne. 3. Negi.igent freak.

**!? 4. Looſe as ofviºr lewdneſs. Mult.

get away from hurt or

SC4 FUL.A. ſ. [Latin.] The ſhoulder blade.

Wiſeman. .
SCAPULAR. a. [ſcapulaire, Fr. from fra

SCAPULARY. W. pala, Cat.) Relating or be

longing to the ſhºulders. J iſ men. -

SCAR. J. (2x4;a J A mark made by a hurt or

fire , a cicatrix. Arbuthnºt.

To SCAR. v. a. (from the noun ) To mark as

with a ſole of wound. Shakeſp.

SCAR.A.B.J. [ſcarabºe, Freich; ſarakau,

lºt A beetle; an infect with ſheathed wings.
Der h.m. -

SCA'RAMOUCH J.ſeſ arm-uchi,Fr.]Abuffoon

in motley dreſs Cºllier.

SCARCE. a. [ſtarſo, Italian.) 1. Not plentiful.

2. Rare ; not common. Addiſºn.

SCARCE. adv. (from the adjećtive.) 1.

SCA RCELY. Hardly; ſcantly. Hooker. 2.

With difficulty Dryden.

SCA'RCENESS. T. ſ. [from ſtarce.) 1. Small
SCARCITY. neſs of quantity; not plenty;

penury. Shakeſp. Addiſon 2. Rareneſs; in

frequency; not commonneſs. Collier.

To SCARE. v. a ſcorare, Italian, Stinner.]

To fright; to frighten; to affright; to ter

ºfy 5 to ſtrike with ſudden fear. Hayward,

Calamy. -

SCARECROW. ſ. [ ſcare and crew. J A a

image or clapper ſet up to fright birds. Raleigh.

SCAREFIRE. ſ. (ſcare and fire.] A flight by

fire; a fire breaking out ſo as to raiſe terrouſ.

Holder.

CARF.ſ (eſcarfe, Fr.] Any thing that hangs

looſe upon the ſhoulders or dreſs. Shakeſp.
Swift.

To SCARF. v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To

throw looſely on, Shakeſp. 2. To dreſs in any

looſe veſture. Shakeſp

SCA'RFSKIN. ſ. (ſcarff and ſkin..] The cuticle;

the epidermis. Cheyne.

SCARIFICATION. ſ. [ ſºarificatiº, Lat.) In

ciſion of the ſkin with a lancet, or ſuch like

inſtrument. Arbuthnot.

SCA RIFICATOR ſ [from ſcarify.) One who
ſcarifies.

SCARIFIER. ſ. ſfrom ſcarity.) 1. He who

ſcarifies. 2. The inſtrument with which ſca

rifications are made.

To SCARIFY. v. a. [ſ.arifice, Lat J. To

let blood by inciſions of the ſkin, corn

monly after the application of cupping-glaſſes.

A ſeman.

SCARLET. ſ. ſeſcarlate, Fr.] A colour deeply

red, but not ſhining; cloth dyed with a ſcar

let colour Locke.

SCA RLET. a. (from the noun ). Of the colour

of ſcarlet; red deeply dyed. Shakeſp. Bacºn

Dryden. -

SCARLETBEAN. ſ. [ſtarkt and ear.] A

plant Mortimer.

SCARLETo A K. ſ. The ilex.

oak.

re - - -

§§§§ J. [For ſkirmiſh, ºv. 1

SCARP.J. (eſcarpe, Fr.) Tüc ſlope on that ſide
4 Q_* ©r

A ſpecies o
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of a ditch which is next to a fortified place,

and looks towards the fields.

SCATE. ſ. [ ſider, Swediſh ; fid, Iſland

ick.) A kind of wooden ſhoe on which they

ſlide.

To SCATE. v. n. (from the noun..] To ſlide

on ſcates. º

SCATE. ſ. [ ſºuatar, Lat.] A fiſh of the ſpecies

of thornbºck.

SCATF BROUS. a. ſſrom ſtate&rar, Lat.] A

bounding with prings.

To SCAT II. v. a [rceaban, rcatan, Saxon

ſe/aeden, Dutch.) To wate; to damage; to

deſtroy. Miltºn.

scATH. ſ. [rceab, Sax, ) Waſte; damage;

miſchief. Spenſer, Knzieſ, Fairfax.

SCATHFUL. a. (from ſcath.] Miſchievous ;

deſtructive. Shakeſp.

To SCA tºt E R v a. [reatenan, Saxon :

ſchatter en, Dutch.) 1. To throw looſely a

bout ; to ſprinkle Milton, Thomſº. 2. Tc

diffipate; to diſperſe. Prov. 3. To ſpread thin

ly. Dryden.

To SCATTF R. v. n. To be diſſipated; to be

diſperſed. Bacon. -

SCATTERING.I.Y. adv. ſ from ſcattering. )

Looſely ; diſperſedly. Abbot

SCATTERLING. ſ. (from ſcatter.] A vaca

bond; one that has no home or ſettled habita

tion. Spenſer.

SCATURIENT. a. ſ.ſtaturiens, Lat.) Spring

ing as a fountain. Dić7

SCAt URI G|NOUS a. [From ſcaturigº, Lat.]

Full of ſprings or fountains Pić.

SCA VENGER. / [frcin rcaran, to ſhave..] A

petty magiſlrate, whoſe province is to keep the

ſtreets clean South, Baynard.

SCE LERAT.ſ (French; feeleratus, Lat.) A

villain ; a wicked wretch, Cheyne.

SCE’NERY ſ. [rom ſcene 1 1. The appear

ances of places or things. Addiſon. 2. The

repreſentation of the place in which an action

is rerformed. Ppe 3 The diſpoſition and

conſecution of the ſcenes of a play. Dryden.

SCENE. ſ. [ſcena, Latin: annºn.) 1. The

ftage; the theatre ofdramatick poetry. Milton

2. The general appearance of any action;

the whole contexture of objects; a diſplay :

a ſeries; a regular diſpoſition. Miltºn,Addiſon,

Prior. 3. Part of a play. Granville. 4. So

much of an act of a play as paſſes between

the ſame perſons in the ſame place. Dryden.

5. The place repreſented by the ſtage Shakeſp.

6. The hanging of the theatre adapted to the

play. Bacon.

SCE NICK a. ſ. ſcenique, Fr. from ſcene.) Dra

matick: theatrical.

SCENOGRA'PHICA L. a. [rznº, and 7:45a.)

Drawn in perſpective.

SCENOGRAPHICALLY. adv. [from ſcene

graphical] In perſpective. Mortimer.

SCE'NOGRAPHY, J. [2xºm and 7:45a.] The

art of perſpective.

St ENT / [ſentir, to ſmell, Fr.l. i. The

power of ſmelling ; the finell, M'attr. 2.

The object of ſmell; odour good or bad.

Shakeſp. Denham, Prior. 3. Chaſe followed

by the ſmell. Temple.

To SCENT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ſmell; to perceive by the note. Milton. 1. To

perſume 5 or to imbue with odour good or bad.

. Addiſon. -

SCENTLESS. a. [from ſcent.) Inodorous;

having no finell.

SCE PTRF.ſ. (ſceptrum, Lat.) The enfign of

royalty borne in the hand. Decay of Piety.

SCE PTRF.D. a. [from ſcº tre.j Bearing a

ſcentre. Milton

SCE P TiCK. ſ. See Skr r tick.

SCHE DUI.E. ſ. [ſchedula, Lat.) 1. A ſmall
ſcrol! Hºoker. ... A little inventory. Shakeſe.

SCH E MATISM / (2xxaal.cº. Comti

nation of the aſpects of heavenly bodies.
C, each.

SCHE MATIST. ſ. ſſrom ſcheme.] A projec

tor; one given to forming ſchemes.

SCHFME / [axºza.] I. A plan; a corn

bination of various things into one view, de

ſign, or purpoſe. Atter bury. 2. A project ;

a contrivance; a deſign. Rowe,sº 3. A

repreſentation of the aſpects of the celeſtial

bodies; any lineal or mathematical diagram.
Hudibrar.

SCHEME R.ſ. (from ſcheme.] A projector; a
contriver.

SCHE'S1S. ſ. [axiri;..] An habitude; ſtate

of any thing with reſpect to other things.
Norriſ.

SCHISM. ſ. ſix-aa; ſhiſme, Fr.] A ſepara

tion ºr diviſion in the church. Stratt.

SCHISMATICAL. a. (from ſchiſmatick.] Im

plying ſchiſm ; practiſing ſchiſm. King
Charler.

SCHISMATICALLY. adv. [from ſchiſmati

cal In a ſchiſmatical manner.

SCH ISMATIC K. ſ. [from ſchiſm..] One who

ſeparates from the true church. Bacer,

Butler.

To SCHISMATIZE. v. a. [from ſchiſe. J to

commit the crime of ſchiſm; to make a breach

in the communion of the church.

SCHO L.A.R. ſ. [ ſcholaris, Lat.] 1. One

who learns of a maſter; a diſciple. Hesker.

2. A man of letters. Locke 3. A pedant; a

man of books. Bacon. 4. One who has a let

tered education. Shakeſp.

SCHOLARSHIP ſ. [from ſcholar.) 1. Learn

ing; literature ; knowledge. Pope. 2. Li

terary education. Milton. 3. Exhibition or

maintainance for a ſcholar. Ainſw.

SCHOLA'STICAL. a. [ſcholaſticss, Lat.] Be

longing to a ſcholar or ſchool.

SCHOLASTICALLY. adv. [from ſchelaffick.]

According to the niceties or method of the

ſchools. South.

SCHOLASTICK. a. [from ſchela, Lat.] 1.

Pertaining to the ſchool; practiſed in ſchools.

Burnet. 2. Befitting the ſchool; ſuitable to

the ſchool; pedantick. Stillingfleet.

HO
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SCHOLIAST. J. [ſcholiafter, Lat.] A writer

of explanatory notes. Dryden.

SCHOLION. N. ſ. [Lat.) A note; an explana

##### tory obſervation. Watts.

SCHOLY. ſ. (ſchelium, Lat. ) An explanatory

nete. Hoeker. -

To SCHOLY. v. n. (from the noun..] To write

expoſitions. Hooker. -

SCHOOL' ſ (ſchola, Lat. ) 1. A houſe of diſ

cipline and inſtruction. ſº 2. A place

of literary education. Digby. 3. A ſtate of

inſtruction. Dryden. 4. Syſtem of doctrine

a delivered by particular teachers. Davies,

Taylºr. , 5. The age of the church, and form

of theology ſucceeding that of the fathers.

Sanderſºn.

To SCHOOL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

inſtruct; to train. Spenſer. , 2. To teach

with ſuperiority ; to tutor. Shakeſp. Dryden.

Atterbury.

SCHOOLBOY. ſ. [ſchººl and bºy. ]. A boy that

is in his rudiments at ſchool. Swift. -

SCHOOLDAY. ſ. [ ſchool and day.] Age in

which youth is ſent to ſchool. Shakeſp.

SCHOOLFELLOW. ſ (ſchool and fellow. }

One bred at the ſame ſchool. Locke.

SCHOOLHOUSE.J. [ſchool and heaſt.] Houſe

of diſcipline and inſtruction. Spenſºr.

SCHOOLMAN. J. ſchool and man. ) 1. One

verſed in the niceties and ſubtilties of acade.

mical diſputation. Pºpe. 2. One ſkilled in

the divinity of the ſchool. Pope.

SCHOOLMA'STER. ſ. [ ſchool and maſter. )
Qne** preſides and teaches in a ſchool. Bac.

South.

SCHOOLMISTRESS. ſ. [ſchool and miſreſs.)

A woman who governs a ſchool. Gay.

SCHREIGHT. ſ. A fiſh. Ainſwºrth.

SCIAGRAPHY. ſ. [ſciºgraphie, French :

**taytaça.] 1. [In architecture.] The pro

file or ſection of a building, to ſhew the in

ſide thereof Bailey. 2. (In aſtronomy.) The

art of finding the hour of the day or night by

the ſhadow of the fun, moon or ſtars. Bailey.

SCIATHERICAL 7 a. [ſcaterique, Fr axia.

SCIATHERICK. Srºkº..] Belonging to

a ſun-dial. Dići. Brown.

SCIATICA. ſ: [ſciatique, French; iſchia

SCATICK. J dies paſſic, Lat.) The hip gout.
Brown, Pºpe.

SCIATICAL. a. [from ſtiatica. ) Affaing

the hip. Arbuthnºt.

*ENCE. ſ. [ ſcience, French : ſcientia,
Lat.] 1. Knowledge. Hammond. 2. Certain

y grounded on demonſtration. Berkley. 3.

Art attained by precepts, or built on princi

Ples. . Pryden. 4. Any art or ſpecies of

knowledge. Hooker, Glanville. 5. One of the

**ºn liberal arts, grammar, rhetorick, logick,

jºinetick, muſick, geometry, aſtronomy.

Pºpe.

SCIENTIAL. a.

ſcience. Milton.

SCIENTIFICAL.

SCIENTIFICK.

[from ſcience.) Producing

a. [ ſcientia and facie,

Lat.) Producing de

monſtrative knowledge; producing certainty.
South.

SCIENTIFICALLY. adv. [from ſcientifical.]

In ſuch a manner as to produce knowledge.

Locke. -

SCI MITAR. ſ. A ſhort ſword with a convex

edge. Shakeſp. -

SCINEY Cloſe ſ. A ſpecies of violet. Ainſ.

SCINK. ſ. A caſt calf. Ainſ

To SCINTILLATE v. n. [ſcintille, Lat. )

To ſparkle ; to emit ſparks. -

SCINTILLATION. ſ. [ſcintillatiº, Latin,

from ſcintillate.] The act of ſparking ;

ſparks emited, Brown.

SCIO'LIST. ſ. (ſciolus, Lat One who knows

things ſuperficially. Glanville.

SCIOLOUS. a. (ſcicles, Lat.) Superficially or

imperfectly knowing. Howel

SCIO MACHY / [axia and axx.) Battle with

a ſhadow. Carºley.

SCION. ſ. [ſcion, French.) A ſmall twig taken

from one tree to be engrafted into another.

Shakeſp.

SCIRE FA CIA.S. ſ. (Lat.) A writ judicial, in

law, moſt commonly to call a man to ſhew

cauſe unto the court, why judgment paſſed
ſhould not be executed. Cowell.

SCIRRHUS. ſ. (from zºz.) An indurated

gland.

SCIRRHOUS. a. [from ſcir hur J. Having a

gland indurated. Mºſeman.

SCIRRHO slºt Y / [from ſerrhoas, An indu

ration of the glands. A buthnot

SCI'SSIBLE. a. [ from , , jur, Lat ) Capable

ºf being divided ſmoothly by a ſharp edge.
aton.

SCISSILE. a. [ſciſſile, Fr. ſciſſilis, Lat.) Cap

able of being cut or divided ſmoothly by a
ſharp edge A, butbnet.

SCISSION. ſ. ſ ſºfton, French; fiſſio, Lat. )

The act of cutting. Pºtſerian.

SCI SSOR. ſ. A pair of Unail ſheers, or blades

mºveable on a pivot, and intercepting the
thing to be cut. Arbuthnºt.

SCISSURE. ſ. ſ.ſe/ſun, Lat.] A crack; a rent;

a fidure. Decay of Piety.

SCLE ROTICK. a. [****, 3..] Hard : an epi

thet of one of the coats of the eye Ray.

SCLE ROTICKS. ſ. Medicines which harden

and conſolidate the parts they are applied to.

&gtºcy

To SCOAT. v. a. To ſtop a wheel by

To SCOTC H. putting a ſtone or piece of

wood under it before. Bailey.

To SCOFF. v. n. [ſcº oppºn, Dutch..] To treat

with intºlent ridicule, to treat with Contunne

lious language. Bacon, Tilletſen.

SCOFF. J. (trom the verb.) Contemptuous ri

dicule; expreſſion of ſcorn 5 contunnelious

language Hooker, Jſ' atts.

SCQF FER. ſ. (from ſcºff.] Inſolent ridicule :

ſaucy ſcorner; contumelious reproacher.

Burnet.

SCO'FFINGLY. adv, (from ſcºffing.] In con

tempt ; in ridicule. Broome.

To
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To SCOLD. v. n. [ſeholden, Dutch..] To quar

rel clamorouſly and rudely. Shakeſ.

SCOLD. ſ. A clamorous, rude, mean, low,

foul mouthed woman. Swift.

SCO'LLOP. ſ. A pe&tinated ſhell-fiſh.

SCOLOPENDRA. ſ. (excºrpºra.) 1. A ſort

of venomous ſerpent. 1. An herb. Ainw.

SCOMM. ſ. A buffoon. L'Eſtrange.

SCONCE. ſ. (ſchantz, #.º. A fort;

a bulwark. Shakeſp. 2. The head. Shakeſp.

3 A penſile candleſtick, generally, with a

looking-glaſs to reflect the light. Swift.

To SCONCE v. a. To mulet; to fine.

SCOOP. ſ. (ſcheepe, Dutch.) 1. A kind of

large ladle ; a veſſel with a long handle uſed

to throw out liquor. Sharp. 2. A ſweep; a

, ſtroke. Shakeſp.

To SCOOP. v. a. [ſchoeper, Dutch 11. To

lade out. Dryden. 2. To empty by lading.

Addiſon. 3. To carry off in anything hollow.

Spectator. 4. To cut hollow, or deep. Arbut.

Philipſ, Pºpe.

SCOOPER.J. [from ſcoºp.] One who ſcoops.

SCOPE./. I ſcºpus, Lat.j 1. Aim ; intention,

.driſt. Addiſon. 2. Things aimed at ; mark ;

final end. Hooker, Milton. 3. Room ; ſpace ;

amplitude of intellectual view. Newton, 4.

Liberty ; freedom from reſtraint Shake!?.

5. Liberty beyond juſt limits; licence. Shake.
6. Act y: ſally. Shakeſp. 7. Extended

quantity, Davies.

SCOPULOUS. a. [ſcopulus, Lat.) Full of
rocks. Dić.

SCORBUTIGAL. R. ſ. [ ſtarbutique, Fr. from

SCORBUTICK. J. ſcorbutus, Lat.] Diſeaſed

with the ſcurvy. Arbuthnot.

SCORBUTICALLY. adv. from ſcºrbatical.]

With tendency to the ſcurvy. Wiſeman.

SCORCE. ſ. This word is uſed by Spenſer for

diſcourſe. Fairy Queen. -

To SCORCH. v. n. [rconcmeb, Sax. burnt.]

1. To burn ſuperficially. Dryden. 2. To

burn Fairfax, Sºuth.

To SCORCH. v. n. 1 o be burnt ſuperficially

to be dried up. Roſcommon.

SCO'RCHING Fennel. ſ. A plant.

SCO'RDIUM. ſ. [Lat] An herb. Ainſworth.

SCORE. ſ. (Jºora, Iſlandick.) 1. A notch of

long inciſion. 1. A line drawn. 3. An account,

which, when writing was leſs common, was

kept by marks on tallies. Sºuth. 4. Account

kept of ſomething paſt. Tillotſon. 5. Debt im

puted Donne. 6. Reaſon ; motive Collier.

7. Sake ; account j reaſon referred to ſome

one. Swift. 8. Twenty. Pope. 9. A ſong in
Score. The words with the muſical notes of

a ſong annexed

To SCORE. v.a. 1. To ſet down as a debt.

Swift. 2. To impute ; to charge. Dryden.

3. To mark by a line Sandys.

SCO'RIA. ſ. [Lat.J Droſs; recrement. Newton.

SCO'RIOUS. a. [from ſcoria, Lat.) Droſſy; re

crementitious, Brown.

To SCORN. v. a. [ſchermen, Dutch..] To de

ſpiſe ; to ſlight 5 to revic; to viiiy i to con:

temn. job.

|To SCORN. v. n. to ſcoff craſtate.

SCORN. ſ. Contempt; ſcoff; night; 18 of

contumely. Tillotſon.

SCORNER ſ [from ſcorn.) 1. Contemper;

deſpiſer. Spenſer. 2. Scoffer; ridiculer. Priºr.

SCO'RNFUL. a. [ſtor, and full.j 1. Contemp.

tuous ; inſolent. Dryden. 2. Acting in defi

ance. Prior.

SCORNFULLY, adv. [from ſcornful J. Con

temptuouſly ; inſolently. Atterbury.

SCORPION. ſ. [ ſcorpiº, Lat.] A reptile

much reſembling a ſmall lobſter, with a very

venomous ſting. Luke. 2. One of the ſigns

of the Zodiack. Dryden. 3. A ſcourge ſo call

ed from its cruelty. 1. Kings. 4. A ſea ºth.
Ainſworth.

SCQRPION Sena. ſ. [emerus, Lat.] A plant.
AM1//er.

SCORPION Graft.

SCORPION's Tail. { ſ. Herbs. Ainſworth.

SCORPION MVert.

SCOT. [écºt, Fr.] ... Shot: payment. z.

Scot and Lot. Pariſh payments. Prier

To SCOTCH. v. a. To cut with ſhallow inciſ

on. Shakeſp.

SCOTCH. f. [from the verb ] . A ſlight cut;
a ſhallow inciſion. Walton

Scotch Cºlpi, or Scºtched cellº, ſ. veal
cut into ſmall pieces.

SCOTCH Hºppers. ſ. A play in which boys

hop over lines in the ground. Lecke.

SCO TOMY. ſ. ſaxºaa.) A dizzineſs or ſwim.

mirg in the head, cauſing dimneſs of fight.

Ainſworth. .
-

SCOVFL. ſ. [frefa, Lat J A fort of mop of

couts, for ſweeping an oves a mau'kin. Arm.

SCOUNDREL.J. [ſcenderwels, Ita!..] A mean

raſcal ; a low petty villain. Pope.

To SCOUR. v. a [ſturer, Daniſh ; ſcheueres,

Dutch..] 1.To rub hard with any thing rough,

in order to clean the ſurface. Dryden, Arbuth.

2. To purge violently. 3. To cleanſe; to

bleach ; to whiten; to blanche Walten. 4.

To remove by ſcouring. Shakeſ 5 To range

in order to catch or drive away ſomething;

to clear away. Sidney... 6. To paſs ſwiftly

over. Dryden.
- - .

To SCOUR. v. n. 1. To perform the office ef

cleaning domeſtick utenſils. Shakeſp. 2. To

clean. Bacºn. 3. To be purged or lax. Graunt.

4. To rove ; to range. Knºlles. 5. To run

here and there. Shakeſp. 6. To run with

great eagerneſs and ſwiftneſs; to ſcamper.

Shakeſp. Collier

SCOURER. f. (from ſcour.] 1. One that

cleans by rubbing. 2. To purge. 3. Gne

who runs ſwiftly.

SCOURGE. ſ. [eſcourgée, Fr. ſcoreggia,

Ital.] 1. A whip; a laſh; an inſtrument of

diſcipline. Milton. 2. A puniſhment; a win

dictive affliction. Shakeſp. 3. One that afflicts,

haraſſes or deſtroys. Atterbury. 4. A whip

for a top Locke.

To SCOURGE. v. a.[from the noun.] 1. To

laſh with a whip ; to whip, Watts. 1. To

puniſh;
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puniſh : to chaſtiſe ; to chaſten ; to caſtigate.

2. Marc.

SCOURGER. ſ. (from ſcourge.] One that

ſcourges; a chaſtiſer.

To SCOURSE. v. a. To exchange one thing

for another ; to ſwap. Ainſworth

SCOUT. ſ. ſeſrout, Fr from eſrouter.] One who

is ſent privily to obſerve the motions of the

enemy. Wilkins

To SCOUT. v. n. [from the noun ) To go out

in order to obſerve the motions of the enemy'

privately, Dryden.

To SCOWI. v. n. [rcyian, to ſquint, Sax.]

To frown ; to pout ; to look angry, ſour or

ſu!!en. Sidney, Craſhaw.

SCO WL. ſ. [from the verb ] Look of ſullen

neſs or diſcontent; gloom. Craſhaw.

SCO WLINGLY adv. [from ſcowl.] With a

frowning and ſullen look.

To SCRABBLE. v. n. (Arakbelen, ſcraffºlen,

to ſcrape, or ſcratch, Dutch..] To paw with

the hands. 3. Sam.

SCRAG. ſ. ſcraghe, Dutch J Any thing thin
or lean.

SCRA GGED. a. Rough; uneven; full of pro

tuberances or aſperities. Bentley.

SCRA GGEDNESS. R. ſ. 1. Leanneſs; mar

SCRA'GGINESS. cour. 2. Unevenneſs;

roughneſs; ruggedneſs. -

SCRA'GGY..ſ [from ſcrag.) 1. Lean; mar

cid : thin. Arbuthnot. 1. Rough ; rugged;

uneven.

To SCRAMBLE. v. n. (The ſame with ſcrab

#1: ; ſcraffeien. Dutch.) To catch at any

thing eagerly and tumultuouſly with the

hands; to catch with haſte preventive of an

other. Still. 2. To climb by the help of the

hands.

SCRAMBLE. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Eager

conteſt for ſomething Locke. 2. A& of climb

ing by the help of the hands.

SCRAMBLER. ſ. [from ſcramble.] 1. That

ſcrambles. Addiſºn. 2. One that climbs by

the help of the hands.

To SCRANCH v. a [ſchrantzer, Dutch..]To

grind ſomewhat crackling between the teeth.

SCRANNEL, a Grating by the ſound Milton.

SCR A P. ſ (from ſcrape, a thing ſcraped or rub

bed off.) 1. A ſmall particle; a little piece;

a fragment. L'Eſtrange. 1. Crumb, ſmall

... particles of meat left at the table. Bacon,

Glanville. 3. A ſmall piece of paper. Pºpe.

To SCRAPE. v. a. (reneopan, Sax. ſchrapen,

Dutch J f. To deprive of the ſurface by the

light action of a ſharp inſtrument. Mexon. 2.

To take away by ſcraping; to eraze. Swift.

3. To act upon any ſurface with a harſh noiſe.

Pºpe. 4. To gather by great efforts, or penu

rious or trifling diligence. South. 5. To

Scrap E A quaintance. A low phraſe. To

curry favour, or inſinuate into one's familiarity.

To SCRA PE. v. m. 1. To make a harſh

noiſe. 2. To play ill on a fiddle. 3. To

make an aukward bow. Ainſworth.

SCRAPE. ſ. [ſãrap, Swediſh. Difficulty; per

plexity; diſtreſs.

scº AFER"f from free..] ... Jaſtrument

which any thing is ſcraped. Swift. 2. A mi

ſer; a man intent on getting money; a

ſcrapepenny. Herbert. 3. A vile fiddler. Cowl.

SCRAT. ſ. rent ca, Sax J. An hermaphrodite.

To SCRATCH. v. a. [kratzen, Dutch.) 1.

To tear or mark with flight inciſions ragged

and uneven. Grew. 1. To tear with the

nails. More 3. To wound flightly 4. To.

hurt ſlightly with any thing pointed or keen.

Shakeſp. 5. To rub with the nails. Can

*". 6 To write or draw aukwardly. Swift.

SCRATCH. ſ. [from the verb.) An inciſion

ragged and ſhallow. Newton. 2. Laceration

with the nails. Prior 3. A ſlight weund Sidn.

SCRATCHER. ſ. [ſrom ſcratch..] He that
for atches

SCRATCHES. ſ. Cracked ulcers or ſcabs in a

horſe's foot Ainſworth.

SCRATCHINGLY. adv. [from ſcratching.]

With the action of ſcratching. Sidney.

SCR.4/V. ſ. [Iriſh and Erſe.) Surface or ſcurf.

Swift. -

To SCRAWL. v. a. To draw or mark ir

regularly or clumſily. 2. To write unſkilfully

and inelegantly. Swift. 3. To creep like a

reptile. Ainſworth. -

SCRAWL. ſ. from the verb.] Unſkilful and

inelegant writing. Arbuthnot. .

SCRAWLER. ſ. [from ſcrawl.) A clumſy
and inelegant writer.

SCRAY. ſ. A bird called a ſea-ſwallow.Ainſw.

SCR'EABLE. ſ. [ſcreabilis, Lat..] That which

may be ſpit out. Bailey.

To SCREAK. v. n. [creak or ſhriek.] To make

a ſhrill or hoarſe noiſe. Bailey.

To SCREAM v. n. (hneman, Sax) . To cry

out ſhrilly, as in terrour or agony. Swift. 2.

To cry ſhrilly. Shakeſp.

SCREAM ſ. (from the verb.] A ſhrill quick

loud cry of terrour or pain. Pope.

To SCREECH v. n. [ſtrekia, to cry, Iſland

ick.) 1. To cry out as in terrour or anguiſh.

Bacon. 1. To try as a night owl.

SCREECH. ſ. (from the verb.j . Cry of ter

rour and anguiſh 2. Harſh horrid cry. Pete.

SCREECHOWL. ſ. An owl that hoots in the

night, and whoſe voice is ſuppoſed to betoken

danger or death Drayton -

SCREEN. ſ. (eſcran, Fr J 1. Any thing that

affords ſhelter or concealment. Bacon 2. Any

thing uſed to exclude cold or light. Bacon. 3.
A riddle to ſift ſand.

To SCREEN. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. Te

ſhelter; to conceal to hide. Rowe. 2. To

fift; to riddle. Evelyn.

SCREW. ſcreeve, Dutch..] One of the me

chanical powers, which is defined a right cy

linder cut into a furrowed ſpiral: or this there

are two kinds, the male and female ; the tor

mer being cut convex ; but the latter chan

nelled on its concave fide. Quincy, Wilkinr.

To SCREW. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

turn by a ſcrew. Philips. 2. To taſten with

a ſcrew. Moxon. 3. To deform by contor

ſions. Cowley. 4. To force 5 to bring by vio

lence.
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lence. Howel. 5. To ſqueeze 3 to preſs. 6.

To oppreſs by extortion. Swift.

SCREW Tree.J. [ſora, Lat.) A plant of the

Indies, -

To SCRIBBLE v. a. [ſcribells, Lat.] I...To

fill with artleſs or worthleſs writing. Milton.

1. To write without uſe or elegance.

To SCRIBBLF. v. n. To write without care

or beauty. Bentley, Pope.

scri BBLE ſ (from the verb.] Worthleſs

writing. Boyle.

scRI BELER. ſ. ſtrom ſcribble.] A petty au.

thor ; a writer without worth. Granville.

SCRIBE. ſ. (ſcriba, Lat.) 1. A wiiter Grew.

1. A publick notary.

scRIMER. ſ. (eſcrimeur, Fr.] A gladiator.

Shakeſp.
SCRINE. ſ. [ ſcrinum, Lat.) A place in which

writings or curioſities are repºſited. See"fe.
scrip. ſ. [ ſ repºa, Iſlandick j . A finall

bag; a ſatchel, Shakeſp. Miltºn. 2. A ſche.
dule ; a ſmall writing. Shakeſp.

scri'PPAGE. ſ. (from ſcrip.] That which is

contained in a ſcrip.

scrip onY. a. [ ſcripteriuſ, Lat.) Written,

not orally delivered.

scrl P Tun AI, a [from ſcripture.] Contain.

ed in the Bible : biblical, 4tterbury.

SCRIPTURE. ſ. [ ſcripture, Lat.) 1. Wri

ting. ... Sacred writing ; the Bible. Hooker,

Shakeſp. Sºuth, Seed.
SCRI VENER. /. | ſcrivane, 1, at 11. One who

draws contracts. Shakeſp. z. One whoſe bu

fineſs is to place money at intereſt: Dryden.

SCRof ULA. ſ. (from ſcrºfa, Lat JA deprava
tion of the humours of the body, which breaks

out in fores commonly called the king's evil.

Wiſeman.

SCRö Fuious a. (from ſcrofala.] Diſeaſed

with the ſcrotula Arbuthnºt.

scroLL. ſ. A writing wrapped up. Shakeſp.

Knolley, Prior
sCROYLE. ſ. A mean fellow ; a raſcal ; a

wretch Shakeſp. - -

To scrub, v. 4 (ſchrobben, butch) To rub

hard with ſomething coarſe and rough Swift.

SCRUB. ſ. (from the verb) . A mean ſellow,

either as he is ſuppoſed to ſcrub himſelf for the

itch, or as he is employed in the mean of
fices of ſcouring. 2. Any thing mean or de

ſpicable. Swift. 3. A worn out broom;

scia U BBED. . a. [ ſcrubet, Daviſh.) Mean :

SCR UBBY. } vile; worthleſs; dirty ;

ſorry. Shakeſ. -

sCRUFF. ſ. The ſame I ſuppoſe with ſcurf.

scru'PLE ſ. (from ſcrupule, Fr. Jeruſ’ ulus,

Lat] ... Doubt difficulty of determinati

on , "perplexity : generally about minute
things. †aylor, Lºcke. *; Twenty grains;

the third part of a dram. Baſ:"... 3. Prover

billy, any ſmall quantity Shakeſp.

To sciºur i.e. v. n. (troin the noun.J. To

doubt, to heſitate. Milton.

scruple R. ſ. (from ſcruple ] A doubter ;

one who has ſcruples. Graunt.

N

SCRUPULO'SITY. ſ. (from ſcrupulº, , i.

Doubt; minute and nice doubtfulneſs. Siztá.

2. Fear of acting in any manner; tender

neſs of conſcience. Decay of Piety.

SCRUPULous. a. [ſcrupulºſiº, Lat] t.

Nicely doubtful , hard to ſatisfy in determi

nations of conſcience. Locke. 1. Given to cº

}...". captious. Shakeſp. 3. Nice; doubt
Ull. Baton. 4. Car • **i. - -

Mºodward. 4. Careful; vigilant; cautious.

CRU'PULOUSLY, adv. [from ſcrupakur.]

... Carefully : nicely ; anxiouſly. Taylor

SCRU'PULOUSNESS. f. [from ſcrap-lºss.]

The ſtate of being ſcrupulous.

SCRUTABLE. a. [ſcruter, Lat.] Diſcove

rable by inquiry. Decay of Piety.

SCRUTATION. ſ [first-r, Lat.] Search;

exºmination ; inquiry Dić:

SCRUTATOR. ſ. [ ſcrutateur, Fr.) from ſcru

ter, Lat. Enquirer ſearcher; examiner.

SCRUTINOU.S. a. (from ſcrutiny..] Captious;

full of inquiries. Denham. -

$CRUTINY. ſ. [/cutinium, Lat.] Enquiry;

ſearch ; examination. Taylor.

To SCRUTINIZE. Q. v. 4. [from ſcrutiny.]

To SCRUTINY. To ſearch; to examine.

Ayliffe. .

SCRUTOIRE. ſ. [for ſeritaire, or eſcritoire,

Fr.] A caſe of drawers for writings. Prier.

To scº USE. v. a. To ſqueeze; to compreſs.

Sten/er.

To SCUD. v. n. [ ſºutta, Swediſh.) To fly ; te

run away with precipitation.

SCU DDLE. v. n' [from feud.) To run with a

kind of affected haſle or precipitation.

SCUFFLE.J. A confuſed quarrel, a tumultu

ous broil. Decay of Piety.

To SCUFFLE. v n. (from the noun) To

fight confuſedly and tumultuouſly Draytºn.

To SCULK. v. nº [ſºulke, Daniſh.) To lurk in

hiding places; to lie cloſe. Prior.

SQ UL.K.E.R. ſ. [from ſculker.] A lurker ; one

that hides himſelf for ſhame or miſchief.

SCULL /. [ ſtols, Iſlandick ) i. The bone

which incaſes and defends the brain ; the arch

ed bone of the head. Sharp. 2. A ſmall boat ;

a cockboat. 3. One who rows a cockboat.

Hudibras. 4. A ſhoal of fiſh Milton

SCU'LLCAP.J. (from ſcull and cap.) 1. A head

piece. 2. A nightcap.

SCU'LLER. ſ. 1. A cockboat; a boat in which

there is but one rower. Dryden. 1. One that

rows a cockboat. -

SCULLERY. ſ. [from ſkiola, a veſſel, Iſlan

dick.] The place where common utenſils, as

kettles or diſhes, are cleaned and kept!Peach.

SCULLION. ſ. [from eſcueille, Fr. a diſh)

The loweſt domeſtick ſervant that waſhes the

kettles and diſhes, in the kitchen. Shakeſ?

To SCULP. v. º. I ſculpo, Lat.) To carve; to

engrave. Sandyſ,

SCULPTILE. a. [ ſculptilis, Lat.] Made by

carving. Brown.

SCULPTOR. ſ. [ſculptor, Lat].A carver; one

who cuts wood or ſtone into images. Addiſºn.

SCU'LPTURE
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SCU’I.PTURE. ſ. ſ ſºulptura, Lat.] The art of

carving wood, or hewing ſtone into images.

2. Carved work. Dryden. 3. The act of en

graving.

To SCU LPTURE. v. a. (from the noun..] To

cut; to engrave. Pope.

SCUM.ſ.[eſtume, Fr. ſchuym, Dutch | 1. That

which riſes to the top of any liquor. Bacon.

2. The droſs; the refuſe ; the recrement.

Raleigh, Roſcommon, Addiſºn.

To SCUM. v. a. (from the noun..] To clear off

the ſcum. Lee.

SCU'MMER. ſ. ſeſcumsir, Fr.] A veſſel with

which liquor is flummed

SCU PPER Holes, ſ (ſ. boepen, Dutch, to draw

cff.] In a ſhip ſmall holes on the deck, through

which water is carried into the ſea.

SCURF. ſ. Ircump, Sax ſcurff, Daniſh ; ſtorf,

Swediſh; ſchoºft, Dutch.) 1. A kind of dry

miliary ſcab. Swift. 2. A ſoil or ſtain adhe

rent. Dryden. 3. Any thing ſticking on the

ſurface. Addiſºn.

SCURFINESS. ſ. [from ſºurf.] The ſtate of

being ſcurfy.

SCU’RRIL. a. [ſcurrilis, Lat.] Low ; mean :

groſly opprobrious. Ben. Johnſon. -

SCURR1 LITY.ſſ ſcurrilitar, Lat.] Groſneſs of

reproach ; loudneſs of jocularity. Shakeſp.

SCURRILOUS. a. (ſºurrills, Lat.) Groſly op.

probrious; uſing ſuch language as only the li

cerice of a buffoon can warrant. Hooker.

SCU RRILOUSLY. adv. [ from ſcurrileus. J

With groſs- reproach ; with low buffoonry.

Tillotſºn.

SCURVILY adv. [from ſcurvy. ] Vilely :

baſely; coarſely. South.

SCURVY.ſ. (from ſcurf.] A diſtemper of the

inhabitants of cold countries, and amongſt

thoſe ſuch as inhabit marſhy, fat, low, moiſt

ſoils. Arbuthnot.

SCU RVY. a. (from ſºurf, ſcurfy, ſcurvy.) 1.

Szabbed; covered with ſcabs ; diſeaſed with

the ſcurvy. Lev. xxi. 2. Vile; bad; ſorry ;

worthleſs; contemptible. Swift.

SCU RVYCRASS J. [ſcurvy and graſs.) The

ſpoonwort. Miller.

"SCUSES. For excuſes. Shakeſp.

SCUT. ſ. [ſkatt, Iſlandick.] The tail of thoſe

animals whoſe tails are very ſhort. Swift.

SCUTCHEON. J. (fruccione, Ital.] The ſhield

repreſented in heraldry. Sidney.

SCUTELLATED. ſ. (ſcutella, Lat ) Divided

into ſmall ſurfaces. Woodward.

SCUTIFQRM. a. [/cutºformis, Lat.] Shaped

like a ſhield.

SCU'TTLE. ſ. (ſcutella, Lat] ... A wide

ſhallow baſket, ſo named from a diſh or plat

ter which it reſembles in form. Hakewill a

A ſmall grate. Martimer. 3. [From ſcud J

quick pace; a ſhort run; a pace of affected

precipitation. Spectator.

To SCU TTLE. v. n. (from ſcud or ſcuddle. }

To run with affected precipitation. Arbuthnot.

To SDEIGN. v.a. (Sdegnare, Ital. for diſdain.)

SDF. IGN FUL. a. Contracted for diſdainful.

Sperfer.

SEA. ſ. (re, Sax, ſee, or zee, Dutch..] I. The

ocean; the water oppoſed to the land. Davies,

Milton. 2. A collection of water; a lake.

Mat. iv. 18. 3. Proverbially for any large

quantity. King Charles. 4. Any thing rough

and tempeſtuous. Milton. 5. Half SE As over.

Half drunk. Spectator.

SEA BEAT. a. ſ. ſea and beat.] Daſhed by the

waves of the ſea. Pope.

SEABOAT. ſ. (ſea and boat.) Veſſel capable

to bear the ſea. Arbuthnot

SEABO'RN. a. [ſea and born.] Born of the

ſea ; produced by the ſea. Waller.

SEABO Y. ſ. [ſea and boy..] Boy employed on

ſhipboard.

SEA BRF ACH. ſ. [ſea and breach.] Irruption

of the ſeaby breaking of the banks. L'Eſtrange.

SEA BREEZE. ſ. [ ſea and breeze. J Wind

blowing from the ſea. Mortimer.

SEA BUILT. a. [ſea and built.] Built for the

ſea Dryden.

SEACALF. ſ. [ ſea and calf.] The ſeal. The

ſeacalf, or ſeal, is ſo called from the noiſe he

makes like a calf: his head comparatively not

big, ſhaped rather like an otter's, and muſta

ches like thoſe of a cat: his body long, and all

over hairy: his forefeet with fingers clawed,

but not divided, yet fit for going : his hinder

feet, more properly fins, and fitter for ſwim

ming as being an amphibious animal. The

female gives ſuck. Grew.

SEACAP. ſ. (ſea and cap.] Cap made to be

worn on ſhipboard. Shakeſp.

SEACHART. ſ. [ſea and chart.] Map on

which only the coaſts are delineated.

SEACOAL.f. [ſea and cºal.) Coal, ſo called,

becauſe brought to London by ſea. Bacon.

SEACOAST. ſ. [ſea and coaſt.] Shore, edge

of the ſea. Mortimer.

SEACOMPASS. ſ [ſea and compaſs.] The

card and needle of mariners. Camden.

SEACOW. ſ. [ ſea and cow.] The manatee,

a very bulky animal, of the cetaceous kind.

It grows to fifteen feet long, and to ſeven or

eight in circumference; its head is like that

of a hog, but longer, and more cylindrick:

Its eyes are ſmall, its hearing is very quick.

Its lips are thick, and it has two long tuſks

ſtanding out. It has two fins, which ſtand

forward on the breaſt like hands. The female

has two round breaſts placed between the pec

toral fins. The ſkin is very thick and hard,

and net ſcaly, but hairy. This creature lives

principally about the mouths of the large ri

vers, and feeds upon vegetables Its fleſh is

white like veal, and very well taſted. Hill.

SE ADO'G. ſ. [ſea and dºg.) Perhaps the ſhark.

Roſcommon.

SEAFA RER. ſ. [ ſea and fare) A traveller by

ſea ; a mariner. Pope.

SEAFA RING. a. tſea and fare.] Travelling

by ſea Shakeſp.

SEAFE NNEL. The ſame with SAM, P iſ irr,

which ſee. *

4 R SEA

jº
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SEAFFGHT. ſ. [ ſea and fight.) Battle of ſhips;

battle on the ſea Wiſeman.

SEAFOWL. ſ. [ ſea and fºwl. ) A bird that

lives at ſea. Derham.

SEAGIRT. a ſ ſea and girt.) Girded or en

circled by the ſea. Miltºn.

SEAGREEN. a. ſ. ſea and green J Reſembling

the colour of the diſtant ſea; cerulean. Pope.

SE'AGREEN. ſ. Saxifrage. A plant.

SEAGULL / A ſea bird. Ainſworth.

SEA HE DGF HOG.ſ. (ſea, hedge and hog.) A

kind of ſea ſhell. hth. Carew.

SE AHOG ſ ſea and hog.) the porpus.

SEAHOLLY ſ teryngium, Lat..] A plant ; a

kind of ſeaweed Carew.

SEAHOLM / [ſea and holm J A ſmall un

inhabited iſland

SEAHORSE. ſ. [ſea and horſe.) 1. The ſea

horſe is a fiſh of a very fingular form; it is a

bout four or five inches in length, and nearly

half an inch in diameter in the broadeſt part.

2. The morſe. Woodward. 3. By the ſea

horſe Dryden means the hippopotamus.

SEAM Al D. ſ. [ſea and maid. J Mermaid

Shakeſp.

SE'AMAN. ſ. [ ſea and man.) 1. A ſailor; a

navigator; a mariner. Evelyn, Dryden. 1.

Merman; the male of the mermaid. Locke.

SEAMARK ſ (ſea and mark.) Point or con

ſpicuous place diſtinguiſhed at ſea. Bacon.

SEAME W.ſ. (ſea and mew.] A fowl that fre

quents the ſea. Pºpe. -

SE’AMONSTER.j [ſea and monſler.]Strange

animal of the ſea. Milton.

SEANYMPH. ſ. [ ſea and nymph.] Goddeſs

of the ſea Brºme.

SEAONION. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

SEAOOSE. ſ. [ ſea and caſe.] The mud in the

ſea or ſhore. Mortimer.

SE'APIECE. f. (ſea and piece.]. A pièure re

preſenting anything at ſea. Addiſon.

SEA POOL. ſ. [ ſea and pool.] A lake of ſalt

water. Sº enſer.

SE/APORT.J. (ſea and port.]. A harbour.

SEARISQUE.J. [ſea and riſ; ue.) Hazard at

ſea. A buthnot.

SEA ROCKET. ſ. A plant. Miller.

SEARCOM ſ I ſea and room ) Open ſea; ſpa

cious main. Bacºn.

SEARO VER. ſ. [ſea and rave..] A pirate.

SEASHARK. ſ. [ ſea and ſhark.] A ravenous

ſeafiſh. Shakeſp.

SEASHELI. ſ. ſ ſea and ſhell. ) Shells found

on the ſhore. Mortimer.

SEASHORE. ſ. [jea and ſhore.] The coaſt of

the ſea. Dryd, n.

SEASICK. a. [ſza and frk.] Sick, as new

voyagers on the ſea. Knºller.

SF’ASIDE. ſ. tſea and ſide. J The edge of the

ſea. Jud vii. i2.

SEASER PENT. ſ. (ſea andſerpent.] Serpent

generated in the water.

SEASERVICE. ſ. (ſea and ſervice ] Naval

war.

SEASUR CEON.J. [ſea and ſurgeon.) A chi

ºurgeon employed on ſhipboard. Wiferas.

SEASURROUNDED g. (ſea and ſurre...d.]

Encircled by the ſea. Pope.

SEATE'R.M.ſ.. [ſea and term.] word of art

uſed by the ſeamen. Pope.

SEAWATER. f. ſ ſea and water J. The ſalt

water of the ſea. Wiſeman.

SEAL. ſ. (reol, rele, Sax. ſeel, Daniſh ) The

ſeacalf. Carew.

SEAT. ſ. [risel, Sax.] 1. A ſtamp engraved

with a particular impreſſion, which is fixed

upon the wax that cloſes letters, or affixed as

a teſtimony. Pope. 2. The impreſſion made

in wax. Knºlles. 3. Any act of confirmation.

AM1/tan.

To SEAL. v. a [from the noun.) 1. To faſten

with a ſeal. Shakeſp. z. To confirm or at

teſt by a ſeal. Shakeſp. 3. To confirm; to

ratify 5 to ſettle. Rºn. xv. 4. To ſhut ; to

cloſe. Bacon. 5. To mark with a ſtamp.

Shakeſp.

To SEAL. v. n. To fix a ſeal. Neh. ix. 38. If

SEALER, ſ [from ſeal.] One that ſeals.

SEALINGWAX. ſ. (ſeal and wax.JHard war

made of roſin, uſed to ſeal letters. Beyle.

SEAM. f. [ream, Sax. zoom, Dutch..] 1. The

edge of cloth where the threads are doubled :

the future where the two edges are fewed to

gether. Addiſºn. 2. The juncture of planks

in a ſhip. Pryden. 3. A cicatrix; a ſcar. 4.

A meaſure ; a veſſel in which things are held :

eight buſhels of corn. 5. Tallow ; greaſe;

hog's lard.

To SEAM. v.a. (from the noun.] 1. To join

together by ſuture, or otherwiſe 1. To mark;

to ſcar with a long cicatrix. Pºpe.

SEAMLESS a. (from ſeam.] Having no ſeam.

SEAMRENT. ſ. [feam and rent.] A ſepara

tion of any thing where it is joined; a breach

of the ſtitches.

SEAMSTRESS. ſ. [reamertne, Sax.] A wo

man whoſe trade is to ſew. Cleaveland.

SEAMY. a. [from ſeam.]. Having a ſeam;

ſhewing the ſeam. Shakeſp.

SEAN. ſ. [regne, Sax.] A net.

SEAR. a. (reanian, Saxon, to dry.) Dry; not

any longer green. Shakeſp.

To SEAR. v. a. [reanian, Sax.] To burn; to

cauterize. Rowe

SEARCLOTH. ſ. [ranchats, Sax.] A plaſter;

a large plaſter. Mortimer,

| To SEARCE. v. a. (ſaffer, Fr.] To fiſt fine

ly. Bºyle.

| SEARCE. ſ. A ſeve; a bolter.

SEARCF.R. ſ. [from ſearce..] He who ſearces.

To SEARCH. v. a.[chercher, Fr.] 1. To ex

amine; to try; to explore ; to look through.

Milton 2. To inquire; to ſeek. Miltºn. 3.

To probe as a chirurgeon. Shakeſp. 4. Is

SE AR cit out. To find by ſeeking. Watts.

To Sl. ARCH. v. n. 1. To make a ſearch. Aft/r.

2. To make inquiry. Lºcke. 3. To ſeek; to

try to find. Locke. -

SEARCH. f. [from the verb.] 1. Inquiry by

looking into every ſuſpected place. Miltºn. i.

inquir: ;
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Inquiry; examination ; act of ſeeking. Addiſ.

. Queſt : purſuit. Dryden,

$EARCHER. ſ. (from ſearch ) i. Examiner ;

enquirer; trier. Prior. 2. Officer in London

appointed to examine the bodies of the dead,

and report the cauſe of death Graunt.

SEASON. ſ. (ſaiſon, Fr.) 1. One of the four

parts of the year, Spring, Summer, Autumn,

Winter. Addiſºn. 2. A time as diſtinguiſhed

from others. Milton. 3. A fit time ; an op

portune concurrence. Philiff. 4. A time not

very long. Shakeſp. 5. That which gives a

high reliſh. Shakeſp.

To SEASON. v. a. ſaſaiſºnner, Fr ) 1. To

mix with food any thing that gives a high re

liſh. Brown. 2. To give a reliſh to. Dryden,

Tillotſon. 3. To qualify by mixture of ano

ther ingredient. Shakeſp. 4. To imbue ; to

tinge or taint. Taylor. 5. To fit for any uſe

by time or habit; to mature. Addiſon.

To SE’ASON. v. n. To be mature; to grow fit

for any purpoſe. Moxon.

SEASONABLE. a. [ ſaiſon, Fr.] opportune;

happening or done at a proper time. South.

SEASONABLENESS.ſtfrom ſeaſºnable.}Op

portunene's of time; propriety with regard to

time. Addiſon.

SEASONABLY. adv. [from ſeaſonable.] Pro

perly with reſpect to time. Spratt.

SEASONER. ſ. [from Tº ſeaſon.] He who ſea

ſons or gives a reliſh to anything.

SEASONING. ſ (from ſeaſºn.] That which is

added to anything to give it a relſh B. johnſ.

SEAT. ſ. [ſett, old German.) 1. A chair,

bench, or any thing on which one may ſit.

Dryden. 2. Chair of ſlate ; throne ; poſt of

authority ; tribunal. Haketvill. 3. Manſion ;

reſidence ; dwelling ; abode. Raleigh. 4. Si

tuation ; fite. Raleigh.

To SEAT. v. a. (from the noun ) i. To placc

on ſeats ; to cauſe to fit down. Arbethnot, 2.

To place in a poſt of authority, or place of

diſtinction. Miltºn. 3. To fix in any particular

place or ſituation; to ſettle. Raleigh. 4. To

fix to place firm. Miltºn.

SE AWARD. adv. [ ſea and peans, Sax.] To.

wards the ſea. Pºpe

SECANT. ſ. [ſecanº, Lat. ferante, Fr.) In geo

metry, the right line drawn upon the centre

of a circle, cutting and meeting with another

line, called the tangent without it. Dºct.

To SECE DE. v. R. [ ſeced, Lat.] To with

draw from fellowſhip in any aſſair.

SECE'DER ſ (from ſecede j One who diſco

vers his diſapprobation of any proceedings by

withdrawing himſelf.

To SECE’RN. v. a. (ſtrerno, Lat.] To ſepa

rate finer from groſſer matter; to make the

ſeparation of ſubſtances in the body. Bacer.

SECESSION. ſ. [ ſeceſſic, Lat J 1. The act

ºf departing. Brººn. 1. The act of with

rawing trom councils or actions.

*Sºf (ſeculum, Lat.) A century. Hamm.
To SECLUDE. v. a. { ſeclud. Lat.) To con

fine from ; to ſhut up apait; to exclude:

#4'hitgift.

SECOND. ſ. ſ ſecond, Fr. ſecundu!, Lat. J 1.

The next in order to the firſt , the ordinal of

two. Dryden, 1. Next in value or dignity;

| inferior. Adliſm.

SE'COND-H AND. ſ. Poſſeſſion received from

the firſt poſſ, for.

SE COND HAND.. [uſed adjectively..] Not ori

ginal ; not primary. Swift.

4t Second iſ a so. In imitation; in the ſecond

| place of order; by tranſmiſſion; not primari

y ; nor or ginally. Swift.

|SE COND. ſ. [ſecond, Fr. from the adjeave.].

1. One who accompanies another in a duel to

direst or defend him. Drayton. 2. One who

ſupports or maintains ; a ſupporter; a main

tainer. Mºttºn. 3. The ſixtieth part of a
minute. Wilkinſ.

To SE COND. v. a. ſ. ſeconder, Fr.) 1. To

ſupport ; to forward ; to añſt , to come in af

ter the act as a maintainer. Rºſe:mmon. 2.

To follow in the next place. Raleigh.

SECOND Sight. ſ. The power of ſºcing things

future, or things diſtant: ſuppoſed inherent in

ſome of the Scotch iſlanders. Addiſºn.

SE COND /ghted a [from ſecond fight.] Hav

ing the ſecond fight. Addiſºn.

SECONDARILY. adv. [from ſecondary] In

the ſecond degree; in the ſecond order; not

primarily ; not originally. Digby.

SECONDARINESS. ſ (from ſecºndary] The

ſtate of being ſecondary. Norr.

SECONDARY. a. (ſecºndarius, Lat.) 1. Not

primary 5 not of the firſt intention; not of the

firſt rate. Bentley. 2 Acting by tranſmiſſion

or deputation. I'rior. 3 A ſecºndary fever is

that which ariſes aiter a criſis, or the diſcharge

of ſome morbid matter, as after the declenſion

of the ſmall pox or meaſles. Quincy.

SECONDARY. ſ. (from the adjective J A de

legate ; a deputy.

SE CON i LY. adv. [from ſecond J

cond place. Swift.

SECONDRATE. ſ. [ ſecond and rate.] 1. The

ficond order in dignity or value. Addiſon. z.

It is ſometimes uſed adjectively. Dryden.

St. CRECY. ſ. (from ſecret.) 1. Privacy 3 ſtate

of being hidden. Shakeſp. z. Solitude : re

tirement. South. 3. Forbearance of diſcovery.

Hºcker. 4. Fidelity to a ſecret; taciturnity

inviolate ; cloſe ſilence.

SECRET. a. ſ. ſecretiſ, Lat.} 1. Kept hidden;

not revealed ; concealed , private. Deat. 1.

Retired ; private ; unſeen Milton. 3. Faith

ful to a ſecret entruſted. Shakeſp. 4 Un

known; not diſcovered , as, a ſecret remedy.

5. Privy obſcene.

SECRET. ſ. [ſecret, Fr. ſecreturn, Lat.J 1.

Something ſtudiouſly hidden. Shake/f 2. A

thing unknown ; ſomething not yet diſcover

ed. Milton. 3. Privacy; ſecrecy. A "ſtºn.

To SECRET. v. a. (from the noun J 1 o keep

private. Bacon. -

SECRETARISHIP. ſ. ſ ſecretaire, Fr. from

ſecretary ) The office of a ſecretary

SLCR, I ARY. ſ. [ſecretarius, low Lat.) One

4 R 2. entruſted

In the ſe
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entruſted with the management of buſineſs ;

one who writes for another. Clarendon.

To SECRETE. v. a. [ſecretus, Lat 1. To

put aſide ; to hide. 2. (In the animal oeco

mony.] To ſecern; to ſeparate.

SECRETION. ſ. [from ſecretur, Lat ) 1 That

part of the animal ceconomy that conſiſts in

feparating the various fluids of the body. a.

The fluid ſecreted.

SECRETITIOUS. a.[from ſecretur, Lat.] Part

ed by animal ſecretion. Flyer.

SECRETIST. ſ. [from ſecret.) A dealer in ſe

crets. Boyle.

SE'CRETLY. adv. [from ſecret.) Privately :

privily , not openly ; not publickly. Addiſon

SECRETNESS. ſ. ſſrom ſecret.) 1. State of

being hidden. 2. Quality of keeping a ſecret.

Denne.

SECRETORY. a. [from ſecretar, Lat) Per

forming the office of ſecretion. Ray.

SECT. ſ. [ſicia, Lat..] A body of men follow

ing ſome particular maſter, or united in ſome

tenets. Dryden.

SECTARI. M. ſ. [from ſeq.] Diſpoſition to

petty ſects, in oppoſition to things eſtabliſhed.

King Charles.

SECTARY. ſſ ſºlaire, Fr.) 1. One who di.

vides from publick eſtabliſhment, and joins

with thoſe diſtinguiſhed by ſome particular

whims. Bacon: 2. A follower; a pupil. Spen/

SECTATOR. ſ. [ſe.iatºr, Lat.] A follower ;

an imitator ; a diſciple. Raleigh.

SECTION ſ [ ſectio, Lat.] I

cutting or dividing. Wotton. 2. A part divid.

ed from the reſt. 3. A ſmall and diſtinct part

of a writing or book Boyle.

SECTOR. ſ. [ ſeclenr, Fr.) In geometry, an

inſtrument made of wood or metal, with a

joint, and ſometimes a piece to turn out to

make a true ſquare, with the lines of fines,

tangents, ſecants, equal parts, rhumbs, poly

gons, hours, latitudes.

SECULAR a. [ſecularir, Lat.) 1. Not ſpiri

tual ; relating to affairs of the preſent world :

not holy ; worldly. Hooker. 2. [In the

church of Rome J. Not bound by monaſtick

rules. Temple. 3. Happening or coming once

in a ſecle or century. Addiſºn.

SECULARITY. ſ. (from ſecular), Worldli

neſs, attention to the things of the preſent

life. Burnet.

To SECULARIZE. v. a [ ſeculariſer, Fr.]

from ſecular.) 1. To convert from ſpiritual

appropriations to common uſe. 1. To make

worldly.

SE CULARLY. ado. [from ſeculir.] In a world

ly manner.

sE CULARNESS. ſ. [from ſecular.] Worldli

The aët of

nets.

SECUNDINE ſ The membrane in which the

embryo is wrapped; the aſte-brth Cowley.

SFCU RE. a. (ſet uſ ur, Lat 1. Frce from

fear; exempt from terrour, eaſy ; aſſured

Milton. 1. Carcieſs : wanting cautiºn :

wanting vigilance. 3. Free from danger

tale, illiºn. ****,

To SECU'RE. v. a. [from the adjestive..] t.

to make certain ; to put out of hazard; to

aſcertain. Dryden. 2. To protect ; to make

ſafe. Watts. 3. To inſure. 4. To make faſt.

SECURELY. adv. [from ſecure.] without

fear ; careleſly without danger; ſafely. Dryd.

SECUREMENT. ſ. (from ſecure.) The cauſe

of ſafety; protection ; defence. Brown.

SECU'RITY. ſ. [ſecuritas, Lat.) 1. Careleſſ.

neſs; feedom from fear. Hayward. 2. vi

tious careleſſneſs ; confidence; want of vigi

lance. Shakeſp. Davier. 3. Protestion; de

fence. Tillotſon. 4. Any thing given as a

pledge or caution ; inſurance. Arbuthner. 5.

Safety ; certainty. Swift.

SEDAN. ſ. A kind of a portable coach; a chair.
Arbuthnot.

SEDATE. a. ſ. ſedatuſ, Lat] Calm; quiet;

ſtill ; unruffled ; undiſturbed ſerere Wattſ.

5EDATELY. adv. [from ſedate.J Calmly ;
without diſturbance. Lºcke.

SEDATENESS, ſ. (from ſedate.) Calmneſ, ,

tranquillity ; ſtrenity ; freedom from diſtur

bance.

SEDENTARINESS. ſ (from ſidentary.] The

ſtate of being ſedentary ; inactivity.

SE DENTARY. a. ſ fedentario, ſtal. ſedenta

riuſ, Lat.) 1. Paſſed in fitting ſtill; wanting

motion or action. Arbuthnot. 1. Torpid, in

a:tive; ſluggiſh ; motionleſs Milton.

SEDGE. ſ. [recK, Sax J A growth of narrow

flags; a narrow flag. San lyr.

SEDGY, a [from ſedge.) Overgrown with nar

row flags Shakeſp.

SE'DIMENT. ſ. [ ſedimentum, Latin.] That

which ſubſides or ſetties at the bottom Woodw.

SEDITION. ſ. [ſeditio, Lat.) A tumult; an

inſurrečtion; a popular commotion. Shakeſp.

SEDITIOUS. a. [ ſeditiºſus, Latin.) Factious

with tumult; turbulent. Clarendon.

SEDITIOUSLY, adv. [from ſeditiºur.] Tu

multuouſly : with factious turbulence.

SEDITIOUSNESS / [from ſeditiºus.) Tur

bulence; diſpoſition to ſedition.

To SEDUCE. v. a [ſeduce, Lat.] To draw 1

ſide from the right; to tempt ; to corrupt; to

deprave; to miſlead; to deceive. Shakeſp.

SEDUCEMENT. ſ. [from ſeduce.) Practice of

ſeduction ; art or means uſed in order to ſe

duce. Pºpe.

SEDUCER. ſ. ſºom ſeduce ) One who draws

aſide from the right; a tempter; a corrupter.

Shakeſp. - -- -

SEDU CiBLE a. [from ſeduce.] Corruptibie i

capable of being drawn aſide. Brºwn. -

SE!) UCTION.J. [ſed ºut, Lat.) The aël 9;

ſeducing ; the act of drawing aſide. Hammº.

SEDULITY. ſ ſedahtas, Lat.] Diligent aff

duity ; laboriouſneſs; induſtry; applicatio":

South,

SE DULOUS. a. ſ. ſedulur, flat.) Aſſiduous; ºr

dubrious ; laborious; diligent; painful. Fºr

SEDULOUSLY, adv. [from ſedulºuſ j Atºll.
onfl; ; induſtriouſly; laboriouſly ; diligently i

... -

*:::::.painfully. Phili. $EDULQt 5.
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SEDULOUSNES$.ſ. (from ſºlulu,.] Aſſiduity,

affiduouſneſs; induſtry; diligence.

SEE. ſ. (ſeder, Lat.) The ſeat of epiſcopal

power ; the dioceſe of a biſhop. Shakeſp.

To SEE. v. a. preter. I ſaw ; part, paſſ ſeen,

[reon,sº Dutch.) 1. To perceive by the

eye. Locke. 1. To obſerve ; to find. Milton. 3.

To diſcover ; to deſcry. Shakeſp. 4. To con

verſe with. Locke. 5. To attend ; to remark.

Addiſon.

To SEE. v. n. 1. To have the power of fight;

to have by the eye perception of things diſtant.

Dryden. 2. To diſcern without deception.

Tillºtſºn. 3. To enquire; to diſtinguiſh. Shake.

4. To be attentive. Shakeſp. 5. To ſcheme ;

to contrive. Shakeſp.

SEE. interječlion. Lo; look ; obſerve , behold.

Halifax. -

SEED. ſ. [reb, Sax. ſaed, Dutch..] 1. The orga

niſed particle produced by plants and animals,

from which new plants and animals are gene

rated More. 2. Firſt principle ; original.

Heaker. 3. Principle of production. Waller. 4.

Progeny offspring ; deſcendants. Sfenſer. 5.

Race ; generation; birth. JWa'ler.

To SEED. v. n. (from the noun ) To grow to

perfect maturity, ſo as to ſhed the ſeed. Swift.

SEEDCA KE. ſ. (fred and cake.) A ſweet cake

inter ſperſed with warm aromatick ſeeds ſuffer.

SE EDLIP. R. ſ. A veſſel in which the ſower

SEED LOP. ſ. carries his ſeed. Ainſworth.

SEEDPEARL. ſ. [ ſeed and pearl. 3 Small

grains of pearl. Boyle.

SEEDPLOT. ſ. [ſeed and plot..] The ground to

which plants are ſowed to be afterwards tranſ

planted. Ben. Jºhnſºn, Hammºnd, Clarendon.

SEEDTIME. ſ. [ſeed and time.] The ſeaſon of

ſow irg. Bacon, Atterbury.

SE EDLING. ſ. (from ſeed.] A young plant juſt

riſen from the ſeed. Evelyn.

SE EDNESS ſ (from ſeed ) . Seedtime; the

time of ſowing. Shakeſp. .

SEEDSMAN. ſ. [ ſeed and man.] The ſower;

he that ſcatters the ſeed. Shakeſp.

SEEDY. a. [from ſeca.) Abounding with ſeed

SEE ING. ſ. (from ſee.) Sight ; viſion. Shakeſp.

SEE’ſ N.G. } adv. [from ſee.) Since ; ſith;

SEE'ING, that. § it being ſo that. Milton.

To SEEK. v. a. pret. Iſºzght; part. pall, ſºught.

[recan, Sax. ſaecken, Dutch.) 1. To look for ;

to ſearch for. Clarenden, Herbert. 2. To

ſolicit; to endeavour to gain. Milton. 3. To

go to find Dryden. 4. To purſue by ſecret

machinations. Shakeſp.

To SEEK. v. n. 1. To make ſearch 5 to make

inquiry; to endeavour. Milton. 1. To make

purſuit. Deut. 3. To apply to ; to uſe folicita

tion. Deut. 4. To endeavour after. Knoller.

To SEEK. At a loſs; without meaſures, know

ledge or experience. Milton, Rºſcommon.

SEE KER. / (from ſeek.) One that ſeeks; an

inquirer. Glanville.

SEF. KSORRow. ſ. [ſeek and ſºrrow, J One

who contrives to give himſelf vexation. Sidney.

To SEEL. v.a. [ſceller, to teal, Fr.] To clote

the eyes. A term of falconry, the eyes of a

wild and haggard hawk being for a time ſeel

ed. Sidney, Bacºn.

To SEEL. v. n. [ryllan, Sax.] To lean on one

ſide. Raleigh.

SEELY. a. (from reel, lucky time, Sax.] I.

Lucky : happy. Spenſer. 2. Silly ; fooliſh ;

firaple. Spenſer.

To SEEM. v . n. [ſembler. Fr.) 1. To appear;

to make a ſhew ; to have ſemblance. Dryden.

2. To have the appearance of truth. Dryden.

3. In Shakeſpeare, to be beautiful. 4. It

Sº EMs. There is an appearance, though no

reality. Blackmore 5. It is ſometimes a ſlight

affirmation. Atterbury, 6. It appears to be.
Brown.

SEE MER, ſ (from ſeem ) One that carries an

appearance. Shakeſp.

SEE MING. ſ. (from ſeem.] 1.

ſhow; ſemblance. Shakeſp. 2. fair appea

rance. Shakeſp. 3. Opinion. Miłon.

SEE'MINGLY adv. [from ſeeming.) In ap

pearance : in ſhow ; in ſemblance. Glanville.

SEEMINGNESS ſ (from ſeeming) Plauſibili

ty : fair appearance, Digby.

SEE MLINESS. ſ. [ from ſeemy. J Decency i

handſomeneſs; comelineſs; grace; beauty.

Camden.

SEE MLY a. [ſoommelight, Daniſh. Decent,

becoming; proper; fit Hººker, Philipt.

SEE MLY. adv. (from the adjective.) In a de

cent manner; in a proper manner. Prºc.

SEEN. a. [from ſee.j Skilled; verſed.

SEER. f. trom ſee.] 1. One who ſees. A4iiſa.

2. A prophet ; ene who toreſees future events.

Prizr.

SEERWOOD. ſ. See Szarwoop. Dry wood.

Dryden.

SEE SAW. f. (from ſaw.] A reciprocating mo

tion. Pope.

To SEE'SAW. v. n. [from ſaw.] To move with

a reciprocating motion Arbuthnºt.

To SEETH. v., a preterite, 1/3d or ſee:ked :

part, paſſ ſodden [recoan, Sax, ſeeden, Dut.]

To boil; to decoct in hot liquor. Sperfer.

To SEETH. v. n. To be in a ſtate of ebullition;

to be hit. Shakeſp.

SERTHER. ſ. Ifrom ſeeth.] A boiler; a pot.

Dryden.

SEGMENT. ſ. [ſegmentum, Łat 1 A figure

contained between a chord and an arch of the

circle, or ſo much of the circle as is cut off by
that chord. Brown.

SEGNITY..ſ. (from ſegnos, Lat.) Sluggiſhneſs;

inactivity. Duet.

To SE GREGATE. v. a. [ſegrega, Lat.] To

ſet apart ; to ſeparate from others.

Sięcki;GATION. ſ. [from ſegregate.] Sera

ration from others. Shakeſp.

SEIGNEU RIAL. a. (from ſeignior.] Inveſted

with large powers; independant. Temple

SF IGNIOR. ſ. (form ſenior, Lat ſeigneur, Fr.]

A lord. The title of honour given by Italians.

SEIGNIORY ſ. [ſeigneurie,Fr. fromſeignior.]

A lordſhip; a territory. Spenſer, Davier.

Appearance ;

SE 1GNO
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SEIGNORAGE. ſ. [ſeigneuriage, Fren. from

ſeignior.] Authority ; ackaowledgment of

power. Locke.

To SEI'GNORISE. v. a. [from ſeignior.] To

lord over. Fairfax.

SEIN E. ſ. [regne, Sax.] A net uſed in fiſhing.
Carew. -

SE IN.E.R. ſ. [from ſeine.] A fiſher with nets.
Carew.

To SEIZE. v. a. ſ. ſaſſir, Fr.) 1. To take poſ.

ſeſſion of ; te graſp to lay hold on ; to faſten

on. Pºpe. , 2. To take forcible poſſeſſion of by

law. Camden. 3 To make poſſeſſed. Addiſon.

To SE17. E. v. n. To fix the graſp or the power

on any thing. Shakeſp.

SE i Zl N. ſ. [ ſaſſine, Fr.] . [In law.] Seiſºn in

fast, is when a corporal poſſeſſion is taken:

ſetſin in law, is when ſomething is done which

the law accounteth a ſeſſin, as an inrolment.

This is as much as a right to lands and tene

ments. Cºvel. 2. The act of taking poſſeſſion.

Decay of Piety. 3. The things poſſeſſed. Hale.

SE'IZURE. ſ. [from ſeize.] i.The act of ſeizing.

2. The thing ſeized. Milton. 3. The act of

taking forcible poſſeſſion. Wotton. 4. Gripe;

poſſeſſion. Dryden. 5. Catch. Watts.

SELCOUTH. a. [relo, rare, Sax. and couth,

known.] Uncommon. Spenſer.

SELDOM. adv. [relban, Sax. ſeldan, Dutch.]

Rarely; not often ; not frequently. Sºuth.

SELLOMNESS. ſ. [from ſeldom.] Uncommon

neſs: infrequency , rareneſs; ratity. Hooker.

SELDSHOWN. a. ſ. ſeld and ſhown.] Seldom

exhibited to view. Shakeſp.

To SELECT, v. a. (ſelečiuſ, Lat.) To chuſe

in preference to others rejected. Knoller.

SELECT. a. Nicely choſen; choice; culled out

on account of ſuperiour excellence. Prior.

SELECTION. ſ. (ſelecieſ, Lat. from ſelect. 1

The act of culting or chufing ; choice. Brºwn

SELECTNESS. ſ. (from ſelect.] The ſtate of

being ſelect.

SELECTOR, ſ [from ſeleå.] He who ſelects.

SELENOGRAPHICAL. N. a. ſ. ſºlenographique.

SELENOGRAPHICK. Pr.] Belonging to

ſelenography.

SELENOGRAPHY. ſ. [rºwn and yea; w.] A

deſcription of the moon Brown.

"Sº LP. p. oncun, plur.ſelves. [rylr,Sax. ſelf, ſºlve,

Dutch.) 1. Its primary ſignification ſeems to

be that of an adjective : very; particular ; this

above others. Dryden. 2. It is united both to

the perſonal pronouns, and to the neutral pro

monn it, ard is always added when they are

uſed reciprocaily : as, I did nºt hurt him, he

hurt himſelf, the peºple hiſ me, but I clap

myſelf. Lecre. 3. Cornpounded with him, a

pronoun ſubſtance, ſelf is in appearance an

adjećtive : joined to my, thy, our, yºur, pro

noun adjećtives, it ſeenis a ſubftantive. 4. It

is much uſed in compoſition.

SF LF HEAL. ſ. [brunella, Lat.) A plant. The

fame with SAN 1 c L e.

SELFISH a ſ from ſelf. ) Attentive only to

cne's own intereſt ; void of regard for others.

4449 ºn.

SELFISHNESS. ſ. [from ſejºſº. J Attention to

his own intereſt, without any regard to others;

ſelf love. Bºyle.

SELFISHLY. adv. [from ſºftſb.] with regard

only to his own intereſt, without love of

others. Pºpe.

SE'LFSAME. a. [ſelf and ſame.] Numerically

the ſame. Milton.

SELION. ſ... [ſelio, low Lat.] A ridge of land

Ainſworth.

SELL, pronoun. (for ſelf. J Ben. jºhnſºn.

SELL. ſ. [ſelle, Fr. ſella, Lat.] "A ſaddle. Spes.

To SELL. v a. [ſyllan, Sax.] To give for a

price. Swift.

To SELL. v. n. To have commerce or traffick

with one. Shake.

SELLANDER. ſ. A dry ſcab in a horſe's bough

or paſtern. Ainſworth. .

SE'LLER. ſ. (from ſell.) The perſon that ſell: ;

vender. Shakeſp. -

SE LV AGE. ſ. The edge of cloth where it is

cloſed by complicating the threads. Exoduſ.

SELVES. The plural of ſelf. Lecke.

SEMBLABLE. a. [ſemblable, Fr.] Like; re

ſembling. Shakeſp.

SEMBLABLY, adv. [from ſerºlable.] With

ſemblance. Shakeſp.

SEMBLANCE. ſ. [ſemblance, Fren, from ſ--

blant...] 1. Likeneſs; reſemblance ; ſimilitude ;

repreſentation. Miltºn, Woodward, Rºgers. 1.

Appearance ; ſhow ; figure. Fairfax.

SEMBLANT. a. [ſemblant, Fren. Like 5 re

ſembling ; having the appearance of anything.

Little uſed. Prior.

SEMBLANT. ſ. Show; figure ; reſemblance.

Spenſer. - -

SEMBLATIVE. a. (from ſemélant.) Suitable ;

accommodate ; fit; reſembling. Shakeſ?.

To SE'MBLE v. n. [ſembler, Fr.] To repre

ſent; to make a likeneſs. Prior.

SE MI. ſ. [Latin.) A word which, uſed in com

poſition, fignifies half. -

SE'MIANNULAR. a. ſ. ſemi and annular, a

ring | Half round. Grew.

SEMIEREF ſ (femièreve, Fren.] A note in

muſick relauing to time Donne.

SEMICIRCLE. ſ. (ſemicirculuſ, Lat.] A half

round; part of a circle divided by the diameter.

SEM (CI’RCLED. a ſemi and circular.)

SEMICI RCULAR. Half round.

SEMICO LON. ſ. [ ſemi and xxxv ) Half a co

lon ; a point made thus [...] to note a greater

pauſe than that of a comma.

SEMIDIAMETER. ſ. [ ſemi and diameter. )

Halt the line, which, drawn through the centre

of a circle, divides it into two equal parts.

More.

SEMIDIAPHANE iTY. ſ. [ ſemi and dia; Ha

neity.) Half tranſparency 3 inpercet tranſpa

rency.

SEMIDIA'PHANOU.S. a. [ſemi ard diapic

nous.) Half tranſparent. Woodward

|SEMiúdući.e. f iſºſ and jºki is the

Romiſh breviary, ſuch offices and feaſts as are

celebrated
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celebrated with leſs ſolemnity than the dou
ble ones. Bailev.

SEMI'FLUID. a. [ſemi and fluid.] Imperfect

ly fluid. Arbuthnot.

SEMILUNAR. a. [ ſemilunaire, Fr.) Re

SEMILU'NARY 5 ſembling in form an half
moon. Grew.

SE MIMETAL. ſ. [ſemi and metal.] Half me.

tal ; imperfect metal.

SEM.INA'LITY. ſ. (from ſemen. Lat.] The

nature of ſeed. Brown. 2. The power of be

ing produced. Brown.

SE MINAL. a. [ ſeminal, Fr. ſeminis, Lat.) 1.

Belonging to ſeed. 2. Contained in the ſeed;

radical Swift.

SE MINARY. ſ. [ſeminaire, Fr. ſeminarium,

Lat.) 1. The ground where any thing is ſown

to be afterwards trnſplanted. Mortimer. 2.

The place or original ſtock, whence any

thing is brought. Woodward. 3. Seminal

ſtate. Brown 4. Original; firſt principles

Harvey, 5. Breeding place ; place of educa

tion, from whence ſcholars are tranſplanted

into life. Swift.

SEMINATION. ſ. (from ſemine, Lat.) The

act of ſowing.

SEM.INI CAL. R. a. ſemen and facio, Lat.
SEM.INI'FICK. W. Productive of feed. Brown.

SFMINIFICATION ſ. The propagation from

the ſeed or ſeminal parts. Hale.

SEM IOPACOUS a. ſ. ſemi and opacus, Lat.)

Half dark. Boyle

SEMIPEDAL. a. [ſemi and pedir, Lat.] Con

taining half a foot.

SEMIPERSPICUoU.S. a. [ ſemi and perſ?i-

***, Lat., Half tranſparent; imperfectly

clear. Grew.

SEMIO'RDINATE. ſ. [In conic ſeaions ] A

line drawn at right angles to and biſected by

the axis, and reaching from one ſide of the

axis to another. Harris.

SEMIPELLU CID. [ ſemi and pelluciduſ,

Lat.J. Half clear; imperfectly tranſparent.
MP codward.

SEMIQUA'DRATE. N. ſ. (In aſtronomy.) An

SEM1CUA’RTILE. aſpect of the planets

when diſtant from each other forty five de

grees, or one ſign and an half. Bailey. .

SEMIQUA'VER. ſ. [In muſick.] A note con

taining half the quaver. Bailey.

SEMI QUI'NTILE (In aſtronomy.) An aſpect

of the planets, when at the diſtance of thirty

ſix degrees from one another. Bailey.

SEMISE XTILE. ſ. (In aſtronomy ) A ſemi

fixth ; an aſpect of the planets when they are

diſtant from each other one twelfth part of a

circle, or thirty degrees.

SEMISPHE R1C.A.L. a [ſemi and ſpherical.]

Belonging to half a ſquare.

SEMISPHERQ'IDAL. a ſemi and ſpheroidal )

Formed like a half ſpheroid. -

SEMITE’RT1AN. ſ. (ſemi and tertian.] An

ague compoſed of a tertian and a quotidian.
Arbuthnar

SEMiVO WEL ſ (ſemi and wowel) A confo

nant which makes an imperſe&t ſound, or

does not demand a total occluſion of the

mouth. Broome.

SEMPERVIVE. ſ. A plant. Bacon.

SEMPITE RNAL a. ſ. ſempiternus, Lat.]

Eternal in futurity ; having beginning, but

no end. Hale. 2. In poetry it is uſed ſim

ply for eternal.

SEMPITERNITY. ſ. [ ſempitermitat, Lat.
Future duration without end. Hate.

SEMPSTRESS. ſ. ſpeamertne, Sax.) A wo

man whoſe buſineſs is to few ; a woman who

lives by her needle. Gulliver.

SENARY. a. [ſenarius, Lat.) Belonging to

the number ſix; containing fix.

SENATE. ſ. [ſenatas, Lat.) An aſſembly of

councellors ; a body of men ſet apart to con

ſult for the publick good. Denham.

SENATEHOUSE.J. [ſenate and houſe.JPlace

of publick council. Shakeſp.

SENATOR. ſ. [ ſenator, Lat.] A publick
councellor. Granville.

SENATO RIAL. N. a. [ſenatoriuſ, Lat.] Be

SETNATORIAN $ longing to ſenators; befit

ing ſenators.

To SEND. v. a. ſ.renban, Sax. ſenden, Dutch..]

1. To diſpatch from one place to another.

Geneſs, Milton, Dryden, Swift. 2. To com

miſſion by authority to go and act. Shakeſp.

3. To grant as from a diſtant place. Gen. 4.

To inflict as from a diſtance. Deuteron. 3.

To emit j to immit; to produce. Cheyne, 6.

To diffuſe; to propagate. Pope.

To SEND. v., n. 1: To deliver or diſpatch a

meſſage. Clarendon. 2. To Send fºr. To

require by meſſage to come, or cauſe to be

brought. Dryden.

SENDER. ſ. [from ſend]He that ſends Shakeſ:

SENESCENCE. J. [ſeneſce, Lat.)The ſtate of

growing old , decay by time. Woodward.

SENESCHAL. ſ. [ ſeneſchal, Fr.) One who

had in great houſes the care of feaſts, or do

meſtick ceremonies. Milton.

SENGREEN. ſ. A plant. Ainſworth.

SE'NILE. a. [ſenilis, Lat.) Belonging to old

age ; conſequent on old age. Boyle.

SE'NIOR. ſ. [ſenior, Lat J 1. One older than

another; one who on account of longer time

has ſome ſuperiority. Whitgifte. 2. An aged

perſon. Dryden.

SENIORITY..f. [from ſenior.] Elderſhip; prio

rity of birth. Brezne.

SENNA. ſ.[ſena, Lat.) A phyſical tree. Shakeſ.

SENNIGHT. ſ. Contracted from ſºvernight.]

The ſpace of ſeven nights and days; a week.

Shakeſp.

SENOCULAR, a [ſeni and oculuſ, Lat..] Hav

ing ſix eyes Derbam.

SENSATION. ſ. ſſ.nſatio, Lat.) Perception

by means of the lenſes. Roger f.

SENSE. ſ. (ſenſuſ, Lat.J 1. Faculty or pºwerby

which external objects are perceived. Davier.

2. Perception by the ſenſes ; ſenſation. Dryd.

3. Perception by intellect; apprehenſion of

mind Milton. 4. Senſibility, quickneſs or

keennets
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keenneſs of perception. Shakeſp. 5. Under

flanding ; foundneſs of faculties; ſtrength of

natural reaſon. Pope. 6. Reaſon ; reaſonable

meaning. Dryden 7. Opinion ; notion ;

judgment. Roſes mmon. 8. Conſciouſneſs; con:

vićtion. Dryden. 9. Moral perception. L. E.

frange. 10. Meaning; import.Tillotſon.Wattſ.

SENSED part.Perceived by the ſenſes. Glanv.

SENSEFUL. a. [from ſenſe and full.] Reaſon

able ; judicious. Nºrriſ.

SENSELESS. a.(from ſenſe.}1. Wanting ſenſe;

wanting life; void of all life or perception

Locke. 2. Unſeeling ; wanting perception

Rºwe. 3. Unreaſonable; ſtupid 5 doltiſh :

blockiſh. Clarenden. 4. Contrary to true

judgment; contrary to reaſon. South. 5

Wanting ſenſibility; wanting quickneſs or

keenneſs of perception. Peacham. 6. Wanting

knowledge ; unconſcious. Southern.

SENSELESSLY. adv. (from ſenſeleſ.) In a

ſenſeleſs manner; ſtupidly ; unreaſonably

Locke.

SENSELESSNESS. ſ. (from ſenſeleſs.] Folly;

unreaſonableneſs; abſurdity; ſtupidity. Grew.

SENSIBILITY. f [ſenſibilité, Fr.) 1. Quick

neſs of ſenſation. Addiſon. 2. Quickneſs of

perception.

SENSIBLE. a. ſ. ſenſible, Fr.] Having the f -

er of perceiving by the ſenſes. Raleigh. 2.

Perceptible by the ſenſes. Hoºker. 3, Per

ceived by the mind Temple. 4. Perseiving by

either mind or ſenſes; having perception by

the mind or ſenſes. Dryden. 5. Having mo

ral perception ; having the quality of being

affected by moral good or ill Shakeſp. 6. Ha

ving quick intellectual feeling ; being eaſily

or ſtrongly affected. Dryden. 7. Convinced ;

perſuaded. Addiſon. 8. In low converſation

it has ſometimes the ſenſe of reaſonable; ju

dicious ; wiſe Addiſon.

SENSIBLENESS. ſ.[from ſenſible,Fr.) 1. Poſſ

bility to be perceived by the ſenſes. 1. Actual

perception by mind or body. , 3. Quickneſs

of perception ; ſenſibility; Sharp. 4. Pain

ful conſciouſneſs. Hammond.

SENSIBLY, adv. (from jerſible.) 1..Perceptibly

to the ſenſes. 2. With perception of either

mind or body. 3. Externally by impreſſion on

the ſenſes, Hooker. 4. With quick intelle&u.

al perception. 5. In low language, judici

ouſly , reaſonably.

SENSITIVE. a. [ſenſitif, Fr J. Having ſenſe

or perception, but not reaſon. Hammond.

SE'NSITIVE Plant ſ. (mimoſa, Lat.) A plant

Ofthis plant the humble plants are a ſpecies,

which are ſo called, becauſe, upon being

touched, the ped cle of the leaves talls down

ward; but the leaves o' the ſe/tive plant are

only contracted. Miller. -

SENSITIVELY. adv, (from ſenſtite J in a

ſenſitive manner. Hammond.

SENSORIUM. R. f { at 11. The part where

SE NSO R1". the ſenſes tranſmit their per

ceptions to the mind ; the fez of the ſenſe,

Bacon. a Organ of it...ſ. i.a. Benºy.

SENSUAL. a. [ſenſuel, Fr.] ... Conſiſting in

ſenſe: depending on ſenſe ; affecting the ſen

ſes. Pope 2. Pleaſing to the ſenſes; carnal ;

not ſpiritual. Hoºker. 3. Devoted to ſenſe ;

lewd; luxurious. Miltos, Atterbury. -

SENSUALIST. ſ. [ from ſenſual. ) A carnal

perſon ; one devoted to corporal pleaſures.

South.

SENSUALITY..ſ.[from ſenſual] Addiaion to

brutal and corporal pleaſures. Davies.

To SENSUALIZE. v. a. [from ſenſaal) To

ſink to ſenſual pleaſures; to degrade the mind

into ſubjection to the ſenſes. Pºpe.

SENSUALLY. adv. [from ſenſual.] In a ſen

ſual manner.

SENSUOUS. a. [from ſenſe.} \ender; pathe

tick ; full of paſſion Milton.

$ENT. The participle paſſive of ſend Ezra.

SENTENCE. ſ. [ ſentence, Fr. Ji. Determina

tion or deciſion, as of a judge civil or crimi

nal. Hooker, Atterbury. 2. it is uſually ſpo

ken of condemnation pronounced by the

judge. Milton. 3. A maxim ; an axiom ;

generally moral. Broome. 4. A ſhort para

graph; period in writing. Daniel.

To SENTENCE. v. a. [ſentencier, Fr.) 1.

To paſs the laſt judgment on any one. Mil

ton. 2. To condemn. Temple.

SENTENTIOSI TY. (from ſententious.) Com

prehenſion in a ſentence. Brown

SENTENTIGUS. a. [ ſentencieux, Fr.] A

bounding with ſhort ſentences, axioms, and

maxims, ſhort and energetick. Craſhaw.

SENTE'NTIOUSLY.adw.ſ.[from ſententises 1

In ſhort ſentence: ; with ſtriking brevity. Bac.

SENTENTIOUSNESS / [from ſententless.]

Pithineſs of ſentences; brevity with ſtrength.

Dryden.

SENTERY. ſ. One who is ſet to watch in a

garriſon, or in the outlines of the army.Miltºn.

SENTIENT. a. ſ. ſentiens, Lat.] Merceiving ;

having perception Høle.

SENTIENT. ſ. (from the adjestive.] He that

has perception. Glanville.

SENTIMEN T.[ſentiment, Fr ) i. Thought;

notion ; opinion. Locke. 1. The ſenſe conſi

dered diſtinctly from the language or things ,

... a ſtriking ſentence in a compoſition.

SENTINEL. f. [ ſentinelle, Fr. ) One who

watches or keeps guard to prevent ſurpriſe.

Davies.

SENTRY. ſ. 1. A watch; a ſentinel; one

who watches in a garriſon, or army. Drydee.

2. Guard; watch; the duty of a ſentry.

B, cºwn.

SEPARABILITY. f. [from ſeparable.] The

quality of admitting diſunion or diſcerption.

avo, r it.

SE PARABLE, a [f^arable, Fr. ſeparatºir,

lat.) 1. Suſceptive of diſunicn , diſcerptible.

2. Poffole to be disjoined from ſomething.

Arbuthnot.

SE PARA 1.1.H. NESS. ſ (from ſºfarable.] Ca

pablenei, o, being ºr p-able Bºyk.

To
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To SEPARATE. v. a. ſ. ſepare, Lat, ſeparer,

Fr.] 1. To break; to divide into parts. 1.

To diſunite: to disjoin. Milton. 3. To ſever

from the reſt Boyle. 4. To ſet apart; to ſe

gregate. Asir. 5 To withdraw. Geneſs.

To SE PARATE. v. n. To part; to be diſunit

ed. Lºcke

SEPARATE. a. (from the verb.] 1. Divided

from the reſt Burnet. 2. Diſunited from

the body; diſengaged from corporeal nature.

Lecke.

SF PARATELY. adv [from ſeparate.) Apart;

ſingly: not in union; diſtinctly. Dryden.

SE’PARATENESS. ſ. [from ſeparate ) The

ſtate of being ſeparate.

sEPARAtion f iſºparatic, Latſºparation,

Fr.) 1. The act of ſeparating; disjunction

Abbot. 2. The ſtate of being ſeparate; diº

union Bacon. 3. The chymical analyſis, or

operation of diſuniting things mingled. Bacon.

4. Divorce; disjunction from a married ſtate.

Shakeſp.

SE PARATIST. ſ [ſefaratiſle, Fr. from ſepa

rate J One who divides trom the church; a

fo hiſmatick. South.

SºPARATOR. ſ. [from ſeparate.] One who

divides; a divider

SE PARATORY. a [from ſepar ate.] Uſed in

ſeparation Cheyne.

SEPELI BLE, a [ſºpeia, Lat] That may be

buried. Bailey.

SEPIMENT. ſ. [ſepimentum, Lat.) A hedge :
a fence. Bailey.

SEPOSITION. ſ. [ ſºpone, Lat.) The act of

ſcting apart ; ſegregation.

SEPT. J. [ſeptum, Lat.] A clan; a race; a

generation Bºyle.

SEPTANGULAR. a. [ſeptem and angular,

Lat] Having ſeven corners or ſides.

SEPTEMBER. ſ. (Lat.) The ninth month of

the year; the ſeventh from March. Peacham.

SE' PTENARY. a. (ſeptenarius, Lat.] Conſiſt

ing of ſeven Watts.

se'PTENARY. ſ. The number ſeven. Brown

SEPTENNIAL. a. (ſeptenniu, Lat.) 1. Laſt

ing ſeven years. 2. Happening once in ſeven

ears. Howel.

SEPTEATRION ſ. French.] The north Shake.

selPTENTRION. a. [ ſeptentrionaliſ,

SEPTENTRIONAL. W. Lat.]Northern.Philipſ

SEPTENTRIONALITY. ſ. [from ſeptentric.

mal.] Northerlineſs.

SEPTENTRIONALLY adv. [from ſeptemri

enal.] Towards the north; northerly. Brºwn

To SEPTENTRIONATE v. n. from ſep

tentriz, Lat.] To tend northerly. Brown.

SEPTICAL. a' [amºnd; ; Having power to pro

mote or produce putrefaction. Brezme.

SEPTILA TERAL. a. (ſeptem and lateris,

Lat § Having ſeven fides. Brown.

SEPTUAGENARY. a. [ſeptuagenarius, Lat.,

Conſiſting of ſeventy. Brown.

SEPTUAGESIMAC. a. ſ. ſeptuagiſmus, Lat.)

Conſiſting of ſeventy. Brown.

SEP I UAC NT. ſ. [ſeptuaginta, Lat.] The

old Greek verſion of the Old Teſtament, ſo

called, as being ſuppoſed the work of ſeventy

two interpreters. Burnet.

SE'PTUPLE. a [ſeptuplex, Lat.] Seven times
as much.

SEPULCHRAL. a. ſ. ſepulchralis, from ſet ul

chrum, Lat.) Relating to burial; relating to

the grave monumental. Donne.

SE'PULCHRE. ſ. ſ ſepulchrum, Lat.]A grave;

a tomb. Sandys, Dryden.

To SE P.U.CHRE. v. a. To bury; to entomb.

Ben. jºhnſºn, Prier.

SEPULTURE. ſ. Uſepultura, Lat] Interment;

burial Dryden.

SEQUA CIOUS, a ſſrquacir, Lat.] 1. Fol

lowing; attendant. Dryden. a. Dućtile;

plant. Ray

SEQUA'CITY. ſ (from ſequax, Lat.] Dućtili

ty ; toughneſs. Bacon. -

SE QUET. ſ. (ſequelle, Fr. ſequela, Lat] 1.

Concluſion; ſucceeding part South. 2. Con

ſequence; event. Miltºn. 3. Conſequence

interred ; conſequentialneſs. Whitgifte.

SEQUENCE. ſ. (from ſequer, Lat] 1. Order

of ſucceſſion. Shakeſp. z. Series; arrange
ment: method. Bacon.

SEQUENT. a. [ſequent, Lat..] i. Following;

ºrs Shakeſp. Miltºn. 2. Conſequen
t 13.1.

SEQUENT. ſ. [from the adjective.) A follow

er. Shakeſp

To SEQUESTER. v. a. ſ. ſequeſter, Fr. ſequeſ.
tre, low Lat.) 1. To ſeparate from others

for the ſake of privacy Milton. 2. To put

aſide, to remove. Bacon. 3. To withdraw;

tº ſegregate. Hecker. 4. To ſet aſide from

the uſe of the owner to that of others. 5. To

deprive of poſſeſſions. South.

SEQUE STRABLE. a. [from ſequeſtrate.] I,

Šubied to privation, a Capable effeparation.

Boyle.

To SEQUESTRATE. v. n. To ſequeſter; to

ſeparate from company. Arbuthnot.

SEQUESTRATION. f. (ſequeſtration, Fr.) 1.

Separation; retirement. South z Diſunion ;

disjunction. Bºyle. 3. State of being ſet aſide.

Shakeſp. 4 Deprivation of the uſe and pro

fits of a poſſeſſion Swift.

SEQUESTRATOR. ſ. (from ſequeſtrate.] One

who take: from a man the profits of his poſ.

ſeſſions. Taylºr. -

SERA GLIO. ſ. A houſe for women kept for

debauchery. Norriſ.

SE’RAPH. ſ. [ETU ) One of the orders of an

gels. Locke, Pºpe.

SER A'PEI ICA L.

SERA PHiCK.

lical Taylºr

SE/RAPHIM. f. Angels of one of the heavenly
orders. Miltºn.

SERE. a [reanian, Sax to dry.) Dry; wither

ed; no longer green. Miltºn. :

SERENADE. ſ. ſererº r, Lat.] Muſick or

ſongs with which ladies are entertained by

their lowers in the night. Cow/y.

a. [ſeraphique, Fr. from

ſcrapb..] Angelick; ange
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Te SERENA'DE. v. a. (from the noun..] To

entertain with noćturnal muſick. Spectatºr.

SERENE. a. (ferenus, Lat ) . Calm; pla:

cid; quiet. Pºpe. 2. Unruffled; undiſturb:

ed; even of temper. Miltºn.

To SERENE ºv. a. ſ. ſerener, Fr. ſerenº, Lat.)

1. To calm; to quiet. 2. To clear; to

brighten Philips.

SERENELY. adv. (from ſerene.) 1. Calmly:

quietly. Pºpe. 2. With unruffled temper :

coolly. Lºcke.

SERENENESS. ſ [from ſerene.) Serenity.

SERENITUDE. ſ. from ſerene.) Caimneſs;

coolneſs of mind Watten.

SERE'NITY f [ferenité, Fr J Calmneſs :

temperature. Bentley. ... Peace ; quietneſs ;

not diſturbance. Temple. 3. Evenneſs of

temper; coolneſs of mind. Locke. '

SERGE. ſ. (zerga, Spaniſh.) A kind of cloth
Hale

SERGEANT. ſ. ſ ſergente, Ital.] 1. An oſ

ficer whoſe buſineſs is to execute the com

mands of magiſtrates. Shakeſp. Air. 2. A

petty officer in the army. Shakeſp. 3. A law

yer of the higheſt rank under a judge. Bacon.

4. It is a title given to ſome of the king's ſer

vants: as, ſergeant chirurgeons.

SERGEANTRY. ſ. Grand ſergeantry is that

where one holdeth lands of the king by ſervice,

which he ought to do in his own perſon unto

him: as to bear the king's banner or his ſpear,

or to blow a horn, when he eeth his enemies

invade the land; or to find a man at arms to

fight within the four ſeas, or else to do it him

ſelf Petit ſergeantry is where a man holdeth

land of the king, to yield him yearly ſome

finall thing towards his wars: as a ſword, dag

ger, bow, knife, ſpear, pair of gloves of mail,

a pair 6 ſpurs, or ſuch like. Cowel

SERGEANTSHIP. f. (from ſergeant..] The

office of a fergeant

SERIES. ſ. [ſeries, Lat.) 1. Sequence; or

der. Ward. 1. Succeſſion; courſe. Pope.

SERIOUS, a [ſertus, Lat.) 1. Grave; ſo

lemn; not volatile; not light of behaviour.

2. Irºnportant; weighty not trifling Shakeſp

SERIOUSLY, adv. [from ſerious.) Gravely;

ſolemnly: in earneſt; without levity South.

SERIOUSNESS ſ (from ſeriºus.) Gravity;

ſolemnity; earneſt attention. Atterbury.

SERMOCINATION. f. (ſermocinatio, Lat.)

The act or practice of making ſpeeches.

&ERMOCINATOR. ſ. [ſermocinor, Lat.) A

preacher; a ſpecchmaker. Howel.

SF'RMON. ſ. [ſermon, Fr. ſermo, Lat.] A diſ

courſe of intruction pronounced by a divine

for the edification of the people Hooker,Craſh

To SERMON. v. a. ſ. ſermoner, Fr.) 1. To

diſcourſe as in a ſermon. Spenſer. 2. To tu

tors to teach dogmatically; to leſſon. Shakeſp.

SE’RMOUNT AiN, or Seſeli.f. [/ſex, Lat.) A

plant. Miller.

sERO SITY. ſ. [ſereſté, Fr.] Thin or watery

part of the blood. A, buthnot.

&E ROUS. a. I ſerºſur, Lat.) 1. Thin ; watery.

2. Adapted to the ſcruta, Arkuthset.

SETPENT.ſ [ſerpens, Lat.] An animal that

moves by undulation without legs. They are

divided into two kinds; the viper, which

brings young, and the ſnake, that lays eggs.

Speºſer, Milton.

SERPENTINE. a. [ſerpentinuſ, Lat.) 1. Re

ſembling a ſerpent. j. 2. Winding like

a ſerpent: antractuous. Sandyr.

SERPENTINE. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

SERPENTINE Stone. ſ. There were three ſpe
cies of this ſtone, all of the marble kind. The

ancients tell us, that it was a certain remedy

againſt the poiſon of the bite of ſerpents; but

it is now juſtly rejected. Hill.

SFRPENTS Tongae ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

SERPET. ſ. A baſket. Ainſworth.

SERPIGINous, a. [from ſerpigs, Lat.] Diſ

ea'ed with a ſerpigo. Wiſeman.

SERPI.G.O.ſ. (Lat.) A kind of tetter. Wiſem.

To SERR. v. a. [..ſerrer, Fr.] To drive hard to

gether; to croud into a little ſpace Bacon.
SERRATE. a. [ſerratus, Lat.] Formed

SERRATED, $ with jags or indentures like

the edge of a ſaw. Derham.

SERRATION. ſ. [from ſerra, Lat.] Formation

in the ſhape of a ſaw.

SERRATURE. ſ. (from ſerra, Lat.) Indenture

like teeth of ſaws.

To SERRY. v.a. [..ſerrer, Fr.] To preſs cloſe;

to drive hard together. Milton.

SE'RVANT. ſ. [ſervant, Fr.) 1. One who at

tends another, and acts at his command. Milt.

2. One in a ſtate of ſubječtion. Unuſual. Shak.

3. A word of civility uſed to ſuperiours or

equals. Swift.

To SE'RVANT. v. a. [ſrom the noun..] To

ſubject. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.

To SERVE. v. a. [ſervir, Fr. ſervis, Lat.] 1.

To attend at command. Milton. 2. To obey

ſervilely or meanly. Denham. 3. To ſupply

with tood ceremoniouſly. Dryden. 4. To

bring as a menial attendant. Bacon, Taylor.

5. To be ſubſervient or ſubordinate to. Aſilter.

6. To ſupply with any thing. 7. To cley in

military actions. 8 To be ſufficient to. Lºcke.

9 To be of uſe to; to affiſt. Taylºr. 1 o' To

promote. Milton. 11. To complywith. Hooker.

11. To ſatisfy 5 to content. South. ... 13. To

ſland inſtead of any thing to one. Pºpe. 4.

To serve himſelf of. To make uſe of. Digby,

Dryden. 15. To requite: as, he ſerved me

ungratefully. 16. (In divinity.] To worſhip

the Supreme Being. Milton. 17. To serve

a warrant. To ſeize an offender, and carry

him to juſtice.

To SERVE. v. n. 1. To be a ſervant, or ſlave.

Hoſ. Geneſs. 2. To be in ſubjection Iſarab.

3. To attend; to wait. Luke 4. To act in

war. Knolles. 3 To produce the end deſired.

Sidney. 6. To be iufficient for a purpoſe.

Dryden. 7. To ſuit; to be convenient. Dryden.

8. To conduce , to be of uſe. Hebrew. 9.

To officiate or miniſter. - -

SERVICE. ſ. [ſervice, Fr. ſervitin", Lat.] 1.

Menial office; low buſineſs done at the º,
trº
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mind of a maſter. Shakeſp. z. Attendance

ºf a ſervant. Shakeſp. 3. Place ; office of a

ſervant. Shakeſp. 4. Any thing done by way

of duty to a ſuperior. Shakeſp. 5. Atten:

ºnce on a ſuperior. Shakeſp. , 6. Profeſ.

ſºn of reſpea uttered or tent. Shakeſp. 7.

Obedience ; ſubmiſſion. Shakeſp. Tillºtſon. 8.

Act on the performance of which poſſeſſion de

pends. Davieſ. 9. Actual duty; office. Reg.

10. Employment; buſineſs. Swift. 1 1. Mi

litary duty. Wottºn. 11. A military atchieve

ment. Shakeſp. 13. Purpoſe; uſe. Spelman

14. Uſeul office; advantage. Pºpe, 15. Fa

Yºur. Shakeſp. 16. Publick office of devotion

Hºser. 17. Courſe; order of diſhes Hakewill.

* A tree and fruit. [ſorbus, Lat.) Peacham.

SERVICEABLE. a. [ Jerviſable, old Fr.) 1.

| Active , diligent; officious. Sidney. 1. Uſe

ful beneficial. Atterbury.

SERVICEABLNEss. ſ." [from ſerviceable ]

1. Officiouſneſs ; activiy , Sidney. 2. Uſeful.

neſs; beneficialneſs. Norris.

SERVILE. a. [ſervilis, Lat.) 1. Slaviſh; de

Pendant ; mean. Milton. 2. Fawning; cring

ing Sidney.

SERVILELY. adv. [from ſervile.] Meanly ;

ſlaviſhly Swift.

SERVILENESS. N. ſ. (from ſervile.]1. Slaviſh
SERVILITY. neſs; involuntary obedi

ence Gov. ºf the Tongue. 1. Meanneſs, de

Pendance ; baſeneſs. Weſt. 3. Slavery ; the

cºndition of a ſlave. Shakeſp.

St RVING-MAN. ſ. [ ſerve and man.] A me

nial ſervant. Shakeſp.

SERVITOR. ſ [ſerviteur, Fr.) 1. Servant;
attendant. Davier. ... One of the loweſt or

deſ in the univerſity. Swift.
SERVITUDE. f. [ſervituſ, Lat.) 1. Slavery :

ſtate of a ſlave ; dependance. South. 2. Ser

wants collectively. Miltºn.

St RUM. ſ. (Latji. The thin and watery

part that ſeparates from the reſt in any liquor.

* The part of the blood, which in coagulati

on ſeparates from the grume. A buthnot. .

SESQUIA LTER. a. ſeſquialter, Lat.

SESQUIALTERAL. In geometry is a ra.

tio, where one quantity or number contains an:

... other once and half asmuch more; as 6 and 9.

SESQUICIPATE. a. [In mathematicks ] It

the proportion One quantity or number has to

another, in the ratio of one halt. Cheyne.

SE'sQUIPEDAL. a.[ eſquiped li,Lat.

SESQUIPEDALIAN. Containing a foot

and an half. Arbuthnor.

SESQUITE'RTIAN ſ [In mathematicks.

Having ſuch a ratio, as that one quant ty o

number contains another once and one thiro

Part more ; as between ſix and 8.

SESS. ſ. [tor affeſ, ceſs, or cenſe jRate; ceſ

charged ; tax Davies.

SESSION.J. [ſſion, Fr. ſeſſio, Lat] 1. The

act of fitting, B, ºwn. 2. An aſſembly of ma

gſtrates or ſenators. Chapman, Multan. 3

** ſpace for which an aſſembly firs, without

*italion or reces. Still ºf ºt. 4. A

meeting of juſtices: as, the ſºftent of the peace.

SESTERCE ſ. [...ſe/ler tium, Lat.) Among the

Romans, a ſum of about 81. 1 s. 5d. halfpenny

fierling, Addiſºn.

To SET. v. a preterite Iſet; part, paſſ. I am ſet.

[rettan, Sax. ſettºn, Dutch i. To place ;

To put into any ſituation or place, to put, john.

2. To put into any condition, ſtate or poſ

ture. Hooker. 3. To make motionleſs ; to fix

immoveably. Garth. 4. To fix ; to ſtate by

ſome rule. Addiſon. 5. To regulate ; to ad

juſt. Suckling, Locke, Prior. 6. To fit to

muſick ; to adapt with notes Dryden. Donne.

7. To plant, not ſow. Bacon. 8. To inter

ſperſe or mark with any thing. Dryden 9.

To reduce from a fractured or diſlocated ſtate.

Herbert. Io. To fix the affection; to deter

mine the reſolution. Milton. I 1. To prede

termine ; to ſettle. Hoºker. 1. To eſta

bliſh ; to appoint ; to fix. Bacºn. 13. To ex

hibit; to diſplay to propoſe. Bacon. 14. To

value ; to eſtimate; to rate. Locke. 15. Te

ſtake at play. Priºr. 16. To offer a wager

at dice to another. Shakeſp. 17. To fix in

metal. Dryden. 18. To embarraſs; to diſ

treſs ; to perplex. Addiſon. 19. To fix in an

artificial manner, ſo as to produce a particular

effect. Pſalmſ. 20. To apply to ſomething.

Pryden. 21. To fix the eyes. Jeremiah. 22.

To offer for a price. Eccluſ. 23. To place in

order ; to frame. Knolles. 24. To ſtation; to

place. Dryden. 25. To oppoſe. Shakeſp. 16.

To bring to a fine edge ; as, to ſet a razor.

}. To Set about. To apply to. Locke. 28.

o Set agairſ? To place in a ſtate of en

mity or oppoſition. Dupfa. 29. To oppoſe;

to place in rhetorical oppoſition. Burnet. 30.

To Set apart. To neglect for a ſeaſon. Knoller.

31.72 Srt aſide. To omit for the preſent.

Jilletſon. 31. To reject. Hººdward. 33.

To abroga e i to angul. Addiſºn. 34. To Sºr

by. To regard ; to eſteem. Sam. 35. To

reject or omit for the preſent. Bacon. 36. T.,

Set dºwn. To mention ; to explain , to re

late in writing Clarendan. 37. To regiſter or

nºte in any boºk or paper : to put in writing.

Shakeſp. 38. To fix on a reſolve 39. To

fix i to eſtabliſh Hººker. 40 T. Set forth.

To publiſh: to promulgate; to make appear.

Shakeſp. 41. To raiſe ; to ſend out. Zibbet,

Knolles. 42. To di play: to explain. Dryden'

43. To arrange to place in order. Shakeſ.

44. To ſhow ; to exhibit. Brown. 45. 72.

Sr T fºr waſ d To advance, to p &m.o.e. job.

46. 1 2 Set in To put in a way to begin.

Collier. 47. To SET ºff. To decorate ; to re

commend; to adorn , to enbellith. Waller.

48. To SET ºn or upon. To animate ; to inſti

<ate ; to incite. C. arenden 49 To attack;

to aſſault. Taylºr. 59. To Set on 1 o en

ploy as in a taſk. Shakeſp. 51. T. Set ºn or
upºn. To fix the attention , to determine tº

anything with ſettled and full reſolution. Sidn.

5. Jo St T or t. To align to allot. Spenſ r.

53. To publiſh Swift. 54. To mark by
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boundaries or diſtinétions of ſpace. Lºcke. 55.

To adorn, to embelliſh. Dryden. 56 To

raiſe ; to equip. Addiſºn. 57. To ſhow ; to

diſplay to recommend. Atterbury, 58. To

ſhow ; to prove. Atterbury. 59. To Set up

To crect to eſtabliſh newly Atten bury. 6o.

To build; to erect B. n. johnſon. 61. To

raiſe; to exalt ; to put in power. Suckling

61. To place in view. Addiſon 63. To place

in repoſe ; to fix , to reſt. Wake. 64. To

raiſe with the voice. Dryden. 65. To ad

vance : to propoſe to reception. Burnet. 66

To raiſe to a ſufficient fortune. L'Effrange.

To SET. v. n. 1. To fall below the horizon,

as the ſun at evening. Brown. 2. To be fixed

hard. Bacon. 3. To be extinguiſhed or dark

ened, as the ſun at night. Kings. 4. To

fit muſick to words Shakeſp. 5. To becºme

not fluid. Bºyle. 6. To begin a journey, Shake.

7. To go or paſs, or put one's ſell into any

ſtate or poſture. Dryden. 8 To catch birds

with a dog that ſet them, that is, lies down

and points them out. Bºyle. 9. To plant, not

ſow. Io. It is commonly uſed in converſa

tion for ſit. Shakeſp. 1. To apply one's

ſelf. Hammond. 12. To Set abºut. To fall

to ; to begin. Calamy. 15 I SET ſº. To

fix in a particular ſtate Addiſon. 4. To SET

an on upon. To begin a march, jºurney, ol

enterprize Locke, 15. To 91 r en To make

an attack. Broome, Shakeſp. 16 T. SFT out

To have beginning. 17. i o begin a journey.

Bacon, Hammond. 18. To begin the world.

Swift. 19. To SET to. To apply himſelf to

Gov. ºf the Tongue. 10. To SET up. To be.

gin a trade openly. Swift. x 1. To begin a

project of advantage. Arbuthnot. 22. To pro

feſs publickly. Dryden.

SETTLE. ſ. [retol, Sax.] A ſeat; a bench.

Ezekiel.

To SETTLE. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

place in any certain ſtate after a time of flue

tuation or diſturbance Ezekiel 1. To fix in

any way of lie Dryden. 3. To fix in any

place. Milton. 4. To eſtabliſh ; to confirm.

Prior. & To determine; to affirm ; to ree

from ambiguity Addiſon. 6. To fix; to make

certain or unchangeable. Dryden. 7. To fix;

not to ſuffer to continue doubtful in opinion,

or deſultory and wavering in conduct Steft.

8. To make cloſe or compact Mºrtiºner. 9.

To fix inalienably by legal ſanctions Addiſºn.

10. To fix inſeparably. Byle. To affect

ſo as that the dregs or impurities fink to the

bottom Davtej i : To compoſe; to put in

to a ſtate of calmneſs. Daſpa.

To SETTLE. v. n. 1. To ſubſi e i to fink to

the bottom and repoſe there. Mºran. 2. To

loſe motion or fermentation. Addiſºn. 3. To

fix one's ſelf, to eſtabliſh a reſidence. A kºth.

4. To chuſe a method of life : to establiſh a

domeſtick ſtate. Prior. 5. To become fixed

ſo as not to change. Bacon. 6. To quit an ir

regular and deſultory for a methodical life. 7.

To take any laſting ſtate. Burnet. 8 To reſt ,

to repoſe. Pºpe. 9. To grow calm. Ska 12.

To make a join ure for a wiſe Garth. I 1.

To ciack as work ſinks. Mortimer.

SETTLEDNESS f [from ſettle.) The ſtate

of being ſettled; confirmed ſtate K Charler.

SETTLEMENT.J. (from ſettle 1- The ast of

ſettling , the ſtate of being ſettled. ... The

act of giving poſſeſſion by legal ſanction. Dry

dº. 3 A jointure ſettled on a wie. Swift.

4. Subſidence ; dregs. Mortºmer. E. Act of

quitting a roving for a domeſtick and metho

SET. part. a. [from the verb ] Regular; not

lax; made in conſequence of ſome formal || where a colony is eſtabliſhed.

rule. Knoller, Rogers. SETWALſ. An herb. Dié.

SET. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. A number of things|SEVEN. a.[reoran, Sax.] Four and three , one

ſuited to each other. Broome. 2. Any thing| more than ſix. Geneſs, Raleigh.

not ſown, but in a ſtate of ſome growth into SEVENFOLD. a. [ſeven and fold.) Repeated

the ground. Mortimer. 3. The fall of the ſun ſeven times; having ſeven doubles. Dºrne,

below the horizon. Shakeſp. 4. A wager at SEVENFOLD. adv. Seven times. Geneſis

dice. Dryden. 5. A game. Shak. SEVENNIGHT. ſſ ſeven and night ] . . A

SETACEOUS. a. Tſeta, Lat.) Briſtly ; ſet week ; the time from one day of the week to

with ſtrong hairs. Terham." the next day of the ſame denomination pre

SETON. ſ. A ſeton is made when the ſkin is ta-| ceding or following. Sidney. 2. It happened

ken up with a needle, and the wound kept o- on Monday was ſeven night, that is, ºr rée

pen by a twiſt of ſilk or hair, that humours|| Mºnday befºre laſt Monday it will be done

may vent themſelves. Farriers call this ope- on Monday ſevenright, that is, on the life-day

ratiºn in cattle rowelling. Wiſeman. after next Monday Addiſon

SETTE. E. ſ. A large long ſeat with a back to it: SEVENSCORE. a. [ſeven and ſcºre..] Seven

SETTER. ſ [from ſet.] 1. One who ſets times twenty. Bacon.

Aſcham. 2. A dog who beats the field, and SEVENTEEN. a. [reopontyne, Sax] Seven

points the bird for the ſportſmen. 3. A and ten.

man who performs the office of a ſetting dog, SE. VENTEENTH a ſreopenteopa, Sax.] The

or points ut perſons to be plundered or arreſt- ſeventh after the tenth Hale.

dical life. L’Eſirange. 6. A colony; a place

ed South. SEVENTH, a (reºrops, sax) . The or

SETTERwort. ſ. An herb; a ſpecies of hel. dinal of ſeven , the firſt aſter the fixth. Drydes.
lebore. - - -

2. Containing one part in jet ex. Shakeſp.

SL VENTHI.Y. adv [º ou j- vent}.] In the

eventh place. Estºn.

SEVENTIFTH.

SE' tº 1 : NG Dºg. f. [cant ſentaccione, Ital] A

dºg taught to find game, and point it out to

** ****a 4.4.4. -
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SEVENTIETH. a. (from ſeventy.) The tenth

ſeven time, repeated.

SEVENTY a.'ſ Hanereopontº, Sax. Seven

times ten. Taylor.

To SE v FR v a ſ ſepare, Latl . To part

by viole ce from the reſt. Granville 2. To

divide ; to part , to force aſunder. Shakeſ?.

3 To ſeparate ; to put in different orders or

places D, yden. 4 To ſeparate by chemical

•peration Bacon & To disjoin : to di unite.

Bºyle 6. To keep diſtinct; to keep apart.

Shakeſp.

To sº. VER. v. n. To make a ſeparation ; to

make a partition. King Charles.

SE VERAL. a. (from ſever.) 1. Different ; diſ

tinct; unlike one another. Davieſ. 2. Divers;

many. Addiſon. 3. Particular: fingle Dryden.

4. Diſtinct appropriate. Milton.

SF VERAL f [ſtom the a j 1. A ſtate of ſepa

ration: or partition. Tuffer 1. Each particu

lar ſingly taken. Hammond. 3. Any incloſed

or ſeparate place. Hºoker. 4. Incloſed ground.

Bacon

SE VERALLY. adv. from ſeveral) Diſtiné

ly : particularly , ſeparately Hooker, Newton.

SE VERALTY ſ ſtron ſeveral) State of ſe

paration from the reſt Wotton.

SEVER ANCE. ſ. (from ſever.] Separation;

partition. Carew.

SEV E R E. a. [ſeverur, Lat.) 1. Sharp; apt

tº puniſh ; cenſorious ; apt to biame, hard ;

rigorous. Taylor. 2 Rigid : auttere ; moroſe ;

harſh ; not indulgent. Milton. 3. Cruel ;

inexorable. Wiſdom. 4. Regulated by rigid

rules ; ſtrict. Milton. 5. Exempt from all

levity of appearance ; grave ; ſober ; ſedate.

Waller. 6. Not lax, not airy cloſe; ſtrictly

methodical ; rigidly exact. Miltºn. 7. Pain

ful , affilićtive. 8. Cloſe ; conciſe; not luxu

riant. Dryden.

SEVE’RELY. adu (from ſevere.] 1. Painfully :

afflictively. Swift. 2. Ferociouſly; horridly.

Dryden.

SEVERITY. ſ. [ ſeveritar, Lat. J 1. Cruel

treatment; ſharpneſs of puniſhment. Bacºn.

2. Hardneſs ; power of diſtreſſing. Hale.

3. Strictneſs; rigid accuracy. Dryden. 4.

Rigour; auſterity; harſhneſs, want of mild

ncis.

SEVOCATION. ſ. [ſevo.co, Lat..] The act of

calling aſide.

To SEW, for ſue. Spenſer. To follow.

To SEW. v. n. [ſuo, Lat.) To join anything by

the uſe of the needle Eccluſ.

To SF. W. v. a. To join by threads drawn with a

needle. Mark.

To SEW up. To incloſe in any thing ſewed.

Shakeſp.

To SEW. v. a. To drain a pond for the fiſh

Air, worth.

SEw ER, ſ (aſtour, old Fr.) 1. An officer who

ferves up a feaſt Milton. 2. (from iſſue,

1ſ.er } A paſſage for water to run through,

now corrupted to ſtore, £2&n, 3. He that

*** 2 asedie, -

-
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SFX. ſ. ſ ſexe, Fr ſexuſ, Lat..] t. The pro

perty by which any animal is male or female.

44iltºn. 2. Womankind; by way of emphaſis.

ryden

SFXAGENARY. a. [ſexagenarius, Lat.) Aged

ſixty years

SEXAGF. & M.A. f. (Lat.) The ſecond Sunday

before Lent.

SFXAGE SIMA L. a. ſſrom ſexageſimus, Lat I

: Sixtieth ; numbered by ſixties,

SF.XA'N ( ; 1, El) a. [rom fºx and angular,

|SºxANGULAR. Lat. I Having ſix corners

! or angles ; hexagonal. Dryden

St.X.A.N.G.U.L.A.R.Y. adv (from ſaxangular.]

! With fix angles : hexagonally.

SEXENNIAL a. [ſex and annur, Lat.] Laſting

ſix years ; happening once in ſix years.

SFX TAIN, ſ (from ſextant, ſex, Lat.) A
ſtanza of ſix lines.

SF. XTANT. ſ. [ſextant, Fr.) The ſixth part
of a circle.

SF/XTARY. ſ. A pint and a half.

Si. XTARY. } /. The ſame as ſacriſty ; a

SEXTiº Y. veſtry. Dić7.

SEXTILE. a. [ſextilis, Lat.) is a poſition or

aſpect of two planets, when 60 degrees diſtant,

or at the diſtance of two ſigns from one another.

Milton, Glanville.

SE XTON. ſ. [corrupted from ſacriffaw.] An

under-officer of the church, whole buſineſs is

to dig graves. Graunt.

SE'XTONSHIP. f. [from ſexton.] The office of

a ſexton. Swift.

SEXTUPLE. a. [ſextuplur, Lat.) Sixfold; ſix

times told. Brown.

To SHAB. v. n. To play mean tricks.

SHA BBILY, adv. [ from ſhabby. ] Meanly;

reproachfully ; deſpicably.

SHA BBINESS. ſ. [from ſhabby..] Meanneſs;

paltrineſs. Addiſon.

SHA BBY. a. Mean; paltry. Swift.

To SHACKLE. v. a. ſ.ſbaeckelºs, Dutch.) Te

chain , to ſetter ; to bind. Smith.

SHACKLES. ſ. Wanting the ſingular. [reacul.

Saxon ; fehaeckler, Dutch..] Fetters; gyves;
chains. South. -

SHAD. ſ. A kind of fiſh.

S.H.A.D.E. ſ. (ſcabu, Saxon ſchade, Dutch..] 1.

The clouder opacity made by interception of

the light. Milton. 2. Darkneſs; obſcurity

*ſºmmen. 3.Coolneſs made by interceptica

of the ſun. Milton. 4. An obſcure place, pro

perly in a grove or cloſe wood by which the

light is excluded. Milton. 5. Screen cauſing

an excluſion of light or heat ; umbrage.

4, buthnot. 6. Protection ; ſhelter. 7. The

Fºrts, of a picture not brightly coloured.

Pryden. 8. A colour; gradation of light.

**** 9. The figure formed upon any ſur

lºcº correſponding to the body by which the

light is intercepted. Pope. Io. The ſoul e

Parated from the body , ſo called as ſuppoſed

by the ancients to be perceptible to the fight,

** tº the touch ; a ſpirit , a ghoſt; manes.

Tickell.

Te
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To SHADE. v. a ſtrom the noun) 1. To over

ſpread with opacity. Milton. 2. To cover from

the light or heat ; to overſpread. Dryden. 3.

To ſhelter; to hide. Shakeſp. 4 To protećt

to cover ; to ſcreen. Milton. 5. To mark with

different gradations of colours. Milton. 6. To

paint in obſcure colours.

SHADINESS. ſ. [from ſhady J The ſtate ef

being ſhady; unbrageouſneſs.

SHADOW. ſ. [rcabu, Saxon ; ſekaduwe,

Dutch..] . The repreſentation of a body by

which the light is intercepted. Shakeſp. 1.

Opacity; darkneſs; ſhade. Addiſºn. 3. Shelter

made by anything that intercepts the light,

heat, or influence of the air. Shakeſp. 4. Ob

ſcure place. Dryden. 5. Dark part of a

picture Peachan. 6. Any thing perceptible

only to the fight. Shakeſp. 7. An imperfect

and faint repreſentation : oppoſed to ſub

ſtance. Raleigh. 8. Inſeparable companion

44tlton. 9. Type ; myſtical repreſentation.

A/ilton. to. Protection ; ſhelter; favour.

Pſalmt.

To SHADOW. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To

cover with opacity. Ezekiel. 2. To cloud :

to darken. Shakeſp. 3. To make cool or

gently gloomy by interception of the light or

heat. S. dney. 4. To conceal under cover : to

hide ; to ſcreen. Shakeſp. 5. To protect ;

to ſcreen from danger ; to ſhroud. Shakeſp.

6. To mark with various gradations of

colour, or light. Addiſon. 7. To paint in

obſcure colours. Dryden. 8. To repreſent

imperie&ly. Milton. 9. To repreſent typical

ly. Hooker.

SHADOWY, a [from ſhadºw. J 1. Full of

ſhade : gloomy. Fenton. 2. Not brightly ſu

minous. Milton. 3. Faintly repreſentative :

typical. Milton. 4. Unſubſtantial; unreal.

4.d4!/en. 5. Dark; opake. Milton.

SHA DY. a. [from ſhade.] 1. Full of ſhade :

mildly gloomy. Dryden. 1. Secure from the

glare of light, or ſultrineſs of heat. Bacon.

SHAFT. J. [rceapt, Saxon.) 1. An arrow ; a

miſſive weapon. Waller. 1. (Shaft, Dutch.)

A narrow, deep, perpendicular pit. Arbuthnot.

3: Anything ſtrait; the ſpire of a church.

Peacham. -

SHAG. ſ. ſrceacza, Saxon.) 1. Rough woolly

hair Grew. 2. A kind of cloth.

5HAG. ſ. A ſea bird. Carew.

SHA G GED. Q. a. (from ſtag.)

S.H.A. GGY. haily. Dryden.

rugged Milton,

$HAGREEN.J. [chagrin, Fr.] The ſkin of a

kind of fiſh, or ſkin made rough in imitation

of it.

To SHAGREEN. v. a. [chagriner, Fr.] To

irritate; to provoke.

To SHAIL v. n. To walk ſideways; a low

word L’Eſtrange.

To SHAKE. v. a preterit, ſhook; part. paſſ.

ſhaken, or ſhock. [ ſteacan, Sax. ſbecken,

Putch..] I. To put into a vibrating motion;

•e move with quick returns backwards and

1. Rugged;

2. Rough ,

forwards; to agitate. Shakeſp. Neb. 2. Te

make to totter or tremble. Roſcommen. 3

To throw down by a violent motion. Tatler.

4. To throw away 5 to drive off. Shakeſp. 5.

To weaken , to put in danger. Atterbury. 6.

To drive from reſolution; to depreſ. . to

make afraid. 2. Theſ. 7. To Shake bands.

This phraſe, from the action uſed amet:

friends at meeting and parting, ſignifies to

jºin with, to take leave of Shake.p. Kr-g

Charles. 8. To Shake ºff. To rid himſelf

of to free from ; to deveſt of. M'ailer,

Stilling fleet.

To SHAKE. v. n. 1. To be agitated with a

vibratory motion. job. 2. To totter. 3 To

tremble ; to be unable to keep the body ſtill.

Shakeſp. 4. To be in terrour to be deprived

ºf firmneſs. Dryden.

SHAKE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Conceñon.

Herbert. 2. Vibratory motion. Addiſºs. 3.

Motien given and received. Addiſºn.

SHA'KER. ſ. (from ſhake.) The perſon or thing

that ſhakes. Pope.

SHALE. ſ. [Corrupted for ſhell.] A huſk; the

caſe of ſeeds in ſiliquous plants. Shakeſp.

SHALL. v. defective. [rceal, Sax) It has ne

tenſes butſhall future and ſhould imperfect.

SHALLOON ſ. A ſlight woollen ſtuff. Swift.

SHA'LLOP. ſ [chalºupe, Fr J A ſmall boat.

Raleigh.

SHALLOW. a. 1. Not deep; having the bottom

at no great diſtance from the ſurface. Baron.

*... Not intellectually deep , and profound ;

trifling ; futile; ſilly. Milton. Addiſºn. 3. Not

deep of ſound. Bacon.

SHA LLOW. ſ. A ſhelf ; a ſand.; a flat ;

a ſhoal; a place where the water is not deep.

Bentley.

SHALLOWBRAINED a [ſºlkw and brain )

Fooliſh ; futile; trifling. South.

SHA LLOWLY. adv. (from ſlallºw.] 1. With

no great depth. Carew. 2. Simply ; fooliſhly.

Shakeſp.

SHA'I,LowNESS ſ [from ſhallºw.] I want

of depth. 2. Want of thought ; want of

underſtanding; futility. Herbert.

SHALM. ſ. [German.] A kind of muſical pipe.

Knoller.

SHALT. Second perſon of ſhall,

To SHAM. v. n. [ſhºmmi, welſh, to cheat)

1. To trick 5 to cheat ; to fool with a

fraud ; to delude with falſe pretences,

L'Aſtrange. 2. 1 ochtrude by fraud or fully.

L'Eſi, ange.

SHAM. ſ. (from the verb.] Fraud; trick; de

luſion; falſe pretence ; impoſture. L’Eſtrange.

SHAM. a Falſe; counterfeit, fictitious; pre

tended. Gay.

SHAMBLES. ſ. (Scannaglia, Ital The place

where butchers kill or ſell their meat; a but

chery. Shakeſp.

SHA MBLING... a. Moving aukwardly and irre

gularly. Smit5.

SHAME. ſ. [rceam, Sax. ſº haemte, Dutch) 1.

The paſſion felt when reputation is ſuppoſed

(Q
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to be loſt. Locke 2. The cauſe or reaſon of

ſhame 5 diſgrace; ignominy. South. 3. Re

proach. Eccluſ.

To SHAME. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

make aſhamed; to fill with ſhame. Shakeſp.

Cleaveland, Dryden. To diſgrace. Spenſer.

To SHAME. v. n. To be aſhamed. Spenſer,

Raleigh.

SHA’M EFACE.D. a. ſ.ſhame and face ) Modeſt :

baſhful; eaſily put out of countenance. Sidney,

Addiſºn.

SHAMEFA'CEDLY. adv. [from ſhamefaced.]

Modeftly: baſhfully. -

SHAMEFACFDNESS. ſ [from ſhamefaced.]

Modeſty; baſhfulneſs; timidity. Dryden.

SHA’MEFUL. a [ſhame and full.] Diſgrace

full ignominious; infamous; reproachful.

Aláſi Iran.

SHA-MEFULLY. adv. [from ſhameful.] Diſ

gracefully: ignominiouſly , infamouſly. South.

SHA'MELESS a [fromſtame] wanting ſhame;

wanting modeſty impudent; frontleſs; im:

modeſt , audacious. S. uth.

SHA’MELESSLY. adv [from ſhameleſ...] Im

pudently ; audaciouſly ; without ſhame. Hale,

SHA’MELESSNESS. ſ. (from ſhameleſ...] Im

pudence ; want of ſhame : immodeſty. Taylor.

SHA'MMER. J. [from ſham.] A cheat , an

impoſtor

SHAMOIS. ſ [ chamois, Fr. J See CHAMois

A kind of wild goat. Shakeſp.

SHA MROCK. ſ. The Iriſh name for three

leaved graſs. Spenſer. -

SHANK.f. [rceancă, Saxon; ſchenckel, Dutch.j

1. The middle joint of the leg; that part

which reaches from the ankle to the knee.

L’Eſtrange. 2. The bone of the leg. Shakeſp

3. The long part of any inſtrument Moxon

SHANKED. a. (from ſhank.] Having a ſhank

SHANKER. ſ. [chancre, Fr.) A venereal ex

creſcence.

To SHAPE v. a. preter. ſhafed ; part. paſſ

ſhaped and ſhapen.[rcyppan, Saxon; ſcheppen,

Dutch.) 1. To form , to mould with reſpect

to external dimenſions. Thomſon. ... To mould

to caſt ; to regulate ; to adjuſt. Prior. 3. To

image 5 to conceive. Shakeſp. 4. To make

to create. Pſalms.

SHAPE. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Form ; external

appearance. Shakeſp. 2. Make of the trunk

of the body. Addiſon. 3. Being, as mould

ed into ſhape. Milton. 4. Idea ; pattern

Milton.

SHA'PELESS. a. [from ſhape.) Wanting regu

larity of form; wanting ſymmetry of dimen

ſions. Denne.

sH A PFSMITH. f. [ſhape and ſmith) One who

undertakes to improve the form. Garth.

SHA Pſi LINESS. ſ. [tion ſhapely.) Beauty or

proportion of fortn.

SHA i-ELY. a. ſtrom ſhape.] Symmetrical ;

well formed

SHARD. ſ. [ſchaerde, Friſick.] I. A fragment

of an earthen veſſel. Shakeſp. 2. A plant

Prydºn. 3. It ſeeins in Spancer to ſignify

a frith or ſtrait. Fairy Queen. 4. A ſort of
fiſh

SHARDBORN. a. [ſhard and burn. J Bora

ºr produced among broken ſtones or pots.

Shakeſp.

SHA'RDED. a. [from ſhard] Inhabiting ſhards.

Shakeſp.

To SHARE. v. n. [rceann, rcynan, Saxon.]

1. To divide ; to part among many. Carew.

2. To partake with others. Spenſer, 3. Te

cut; to ſeparate ; to ſheer. Dryden.

To SHARE. v. n. To have part; to have a

dividend. Dryden.

SHARE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1 Part; allotment;

dividend.Tºmple 2. A part. Brown. 3. [Scean,

Saxon, J The blade of the plow that cuts the

grouad Dryden.

SHA'REBONE. ſ. [ ſhare and bone. ) The os

pubis; the bone that divides the trunk from

the limbs Derham.

SHA'RER ſ (from ſhare J 1. One who divides,

or apportions to others; a divider. 2. A par

taker; one who participates any thfig with

others. Daniel.

SHARK. ſ. [canir carcharias, Lat.] 1. A

voracious ſea-fiſh. Thomſon. 1. A greedy artful

fellow; one who fills his pockets by ſly tricks.

South. 3. Trick ; fraud; petty rapine. South.

To SHARK. v. a. To pick up haſtily or ſlyly.

Shakeſp.

To SHARK. v. n. 1. To play the petty thief.

L'Eſtrange. 2. To cheat ; to trick. South.

SHARP. a. {rceanp, Saxon, ſcherpe, Dutch.]

1. Keen , piercing ; having a keen edge ;

having an acute point. Maxen. 2. Terminating

in a point or edge; not obtuſe. More. 3. Acute

of mind ; witty ; ingenious; inventive. Sidney.

4. Quick, as of fight or hearing. Davies.

5. Sour without aſtringency j four but not

auſtere ; acid. Dryden. 6. Shrill ; piercing

the ear with a quick noiſe not Hat. Bacºn,

Ray 7. Severe i harſh; biting ; ſarcaſtick.

Sºuth. 8. Severe ; quick to puniſh ; cruel;

ſeverely rigid. Shakeſp. 9. Eager; hungry ,

keen upon a queſt. Milton. o. Painful ,

afflictive Knolles, Tilletſon. 1 1. Fierce; aident;

fiery. Dryden. 12. Attentive; vigilant. Collier,

Swift. 13. Acrid biting ; pinching ; piercing,

as the cold Ray. 14 Subtile; nice; witty;

acute. Hººker, Digły 15. [Among workmen.j

Hard 413xon. 16. Emaciated; lean Milton.

SHARP.J. (from the adjective. J 1. A ſharp or

acute ſound. Shakeſp. z. A pointed weapon;

ſmall ſword; rapier. Collier.

To SHARP. v. a [from the noun..] To make

keen. Ben johnſºn.

To SHARP v. n. (from the noun..] To play

thieviſh tricks. L'Eſtrange.

To SHARPEN. v. a. (from ſharp.] 1. To

make keen; to edge ; to point. Suth. 2. To

make quick, ingenious, or acute. Aſcham.

3. To make quicker of ſenſe. Milton. 4. To

make eager or hungry. Tillºtſon. 5. To make

fierce or angry. jºb. xvi. 9. 6. To make

biºg
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hiting or ſarcaſtick. Smith. 7. To make leſs

fat; more piercing to the ears. Bacos. 8. To

make ſour.

SHARPER ſ (from ſharp J A tricking fellow;

a petty thief , a raſcal. Pºpe.

sh A'RPLY. adv. [from ſharp.) 1. With keen

neſs with good edge or point.

rigorouſly roughly. Spencer, 3. Keenly;

acutely; vigourouſly. Ben fohnſon. 4. Af

flictively; painfully. Hayward 5. With

quickneſs Bacon. 6. Judiciouſly ; acutely ;

wittily.

SHARPNEss. ſ. (from ſharpl. 1. Keenneſs

of edge or point. Dryden. 1. Not obtuſeneſs.

MVetton. 3. Sourneſs without auſtereneſs,

Watts. 4. Severity of language : ſatirical

ſarcaſm. Spratt. 5. Painfulneſs; afflićtiveneſs.

South. 6. Intelectual acuteneſs; ingenuity ;

wit. Dryden, Addiſon. 7. Quickneſs of ſenſes.
Hooker.

sHARP-set. a. ſ.ſharp and ſet.] Eager; vehe

mently deſirous Sidney.

SHARP.VISAGED. a. Having a ſharp coun

tenance.

shARP-SIGHTED. a. [ſharp andſght.] Hav

ing quick fight. Davies, Clarendon, Denham,

L'Eſtrange

To SHATTER. v. a. [ſchetteren, Dutch..] 1.

To break at once into many pieces; to break

ſo as to ſcatter the parts. Bºyle. 2. To diffipate;

to make incapable of cloſe and continued at

tention. Norrir.

To SHATTER. v. n. To be breken, or to fall,

by any force, into fragments Bacon.

sHATTER. ſ. ſſrom the verb..] One part

of many into which any thing is broken at
once

SHATTERBRAINED.

SHA’ſTERPATED.

Inattentive; not conſiſtent

3HATTERY. a. (from ſhatter | Diſunited ;

not compié: ; eaſily falling into many parts

Woodward.

To SHAve. v. a. preterit. ſhaved, part

ſlaved or ſlaven, [rceapan, Saxon, frhaeven,

Dutch 1. To pare off with a razor. Kºzlies.

2. To pare cloſe to the ſurface Milton.

3. To ſkin by paſſing near, or ſlightly

touching. Milton. 4. To cut in thin ſlices.

Bacon. 5. To ſtrip ; to oppreſs by extortion ;

to pillage.

SHAVELING. ſ. [fromſhave A man ſhaved,

a friar, or religious. Spºnſer.

SHA’ver. ſ. [from ſhave.J 1. A man that

practiſes the art of ſhaving. 2. A man cloſely

attentive to his own intereſt. Swift. 3. A

robber, a plunderer. Knoller.

SHA’vinG. ſ. [from ſhave l Any thin ſlice

pared off from any body. Mortimer.

SH Aw. ſ. [rcua, Saxon; ſchawe, Dutch A

thicket ; a ſmall wood. A tuft of trees near

litchfield is called Gentle ſhaw.

sHA w PANDER. ſ. (among the Perſians.) A

great officer; a viceroy. Batley.

shAwfowl. ſ (fºaw and fºw' . An arti

a. [from ſhatter

brain and pate.]

|
1. Scverely ;

| ficial fowl made by fowlers on purpoſe to
! ſhoot at.

SHAWN. ſ [from ſchawne, Teutonick.] A

hautboy ; a corret Pſalm

SH:º pronoun. In oblique caſes her. [ ſº, Go

thick; reo, Sax ſche, old Engliſh.) 1. The

female pronoun demonſtrative: the woman;

the woºnan before mentioned. Denne. 2. It

º, ſometimes uſed for a woman abſolutely.

*akeſ. 3. The female, not the male. Bacºn,
Prizr.

SHEAF. ſ. ſheaves, plural. ceip, Saxon :

ſchººf, Duch..] . A tº." itſ. of corn

bound together, that the ears may dry. Fair

fºx. 2. Any bundle or collection held toge

ther. Lºcke.

To SHFAL v. a. To ſhell. Shakeſ.

To SHEAR. preter ſhºre, or ſheared, part, parf.

ſhºrn. [rceanan, rcynen, Saxon.) 1. To

clip or cut by interception between two

blades moving on a rivet. Bacon. z. To cut.
Grew.

SHE AR. Q ſ [from the verb.] 1. An inſtru
SHEARS ment to cut, conſiſting of two

blades moving on a pin. Shakeſp. z. The de

nomination of the age of ſcep. Martiner. 3.

Any thing in the form of the blades of fºeers.

4. Wings, in Spenſer.

SHEA'RED. ſ. Irceanº, Saxon.] A fragment.

Iſa. xxx.

SHEARER, ſ [from ſhear.) One that clips

with ſhears, particularly one that fleeces ſheep.

Rogerſ.

SHEARMAN. ſ. [ſhear and man.] He that

ſheart. Shakeſp.

SHEA'RWATER. ſ. A fowl, Ainſwºrth.

SHEATH. f. [rca ºe, Saxon.) The caſe of any

thing; the ſcabbard of a weapon. Cleaveland,

2/ddiſon

To SHEATH. v. a. [from the noun ) 1.

To sheATHE. To incloſe in a ſheath or

ſcabbard ; to incloſe in any caſe. Bºyle. z.

To fit with a ſheath. Shakeſp. 3. To de

fend the main body by an outward covering.

Raleigh. -

SHE ATHWINGED. a. ſ. ſheath and wing.]

Having hard caſes which are folded over the

wings Brºwn.

SHE A THY G. [ from ſheath. ) Forming a
ſheath. Brown.

To SHED. v. a. [rceban, Saxon.) 1. To effuſe;

to pour out; to ſpill. Davier. 2. To ſcatter;

to let fall. Prior.

To SHED. v. n. To let fall its parts. Martimer.

SHED. ſ. 1. A ſlight temporary covering. Sas

dyr. 2. In compoſition. Effuſion ; as, thood
ººd.

SHEDDF.R. ſ. [from ſhed.] A ſpiller; one

who ſheds. Ezek.

SHEE.N. a. Bright; glittering ; ſhewy.

SHEE'NY. Shakeſp. Fairfax, Miltºn.

SHE'EN. f. (from the adjective.) Brightneſs;

ſplendour. 441ſtºn.

SHEEP.
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SHEEP. ſplural likewiſe ſheep. [rceap, Saxon;

ſchap, Dutch..] 1. The animal that bears

wool, remarkable for its uſefulneſs and in

nocence. Locke. 2. A fooliſh ſilly fellow.

Ainſworth.

To SHEEPBITE v. n. [ſheep and bite.] To

uſe petty thefts. Shakeſp.

SHEEPBITER. ſ. [from ſheepbite.] A petty

thief. Tuffer.

SHEEPCOT. ſ. [ſheep and cot.] A little inclo

ſure for ſheep. Milton.

SHEEPFOLD. ſ. [ſheep and fºld.] The place

where ſheep are encloſed. Prior.

SHEEPHOOK. ſ. [ſheep and hook.]. A hook

faſtened to a pole, by which ſhepherds lay hold

on the legs of their ſheep. Dryden.

SHEEPISH. a. [from ſheep J Baſhful; over

modeſt 5 timorouſly and meanly diffident.

Lecke.

SHEEPISHNESS. f. (from ſleepiſb.] Baſhful

neſs; mean and timorous diffidence. Herbert.

SHEEPMASTER. ſ. [ſheep and maſter.] An

owner of ſheep. Bacon.

SHEEPSHEARING. ſ. (ſheep and ſhear. }

The time of ſhearing ſheep; the feaſt made

when ſheep are ſhorn. South.

SHEEPS-EYE. ſ. [ſheep and eye.) A modeſt

diffident lock, ſuch as lovers caſt at their mi

ſtreſſes. Dryden.

SHEEPwalk. ſ. [ſheep and walk | Paſture

for ſheep. Milton.

SHEER. a. [rcyn, Saxon.) Pure ; clear; un

mingled. Atterbury.

SHEER. adv. (from the adjective.] Clean :

quick at once. Milton.

To SHEER. v. a. See SHEAR.

To SHEER off. v. n. To ſteal away 5 to ſlip off

clandeſtinely.

SHE ERS. ſ. See SHEARS.

SHEET. ſ. [rceae, Saxon.] . A broad and

large piece of linen. Acts. x. 1 1. 2. The

linen of a bed. Dryden. 3. [echoten, Dutch.]

In a ſhip are ropes bent to the clews of the

fails, which ſerve in all the lower ſails to hale

or round off the clew of the fail; but in top

fails they draw the ſail cloſe to the yard arms.

Dići. 4. As much paper as is made in one

body. Newton. 5. A ſingle complication or

fold of paper in a book. 6. Any thing ex

panded. Dryden.

SHEET-ancher, ſ (ſleet and anchor.] In a ſhip,

is the largeſt anchor.

To SHEET. v. a. ſ [from the nºun. J . To

furniſh with ſheetſ. 2: To enfold in a ſheet.

3. To cover as, with a ſheet. Shakeſp.

skie Kºi..j tºtij an antien ſewiſh coin
equal to four Attick drachms, in value about

2s. 6d. Cºwley.

SHE'LDRAKE. ſ. A bird that preys upon

fiſhes.

SHE'LDAPLE. ſ. A chaſſinch.

SHELF. ſ. [rcylp, Saxon ſtelf, Dutch. ) i.

A board fixed againſt a ſupporter, ſo that any

thing may be placed upon it. Swift. 2. A

ſand bank in the ſea; a rock under ſhallow

water. Boyle. 3. The plural is analogically

Jºeker ; but Dryden has ſhelf.

SHE'LFY. a. [from ſhelf. J. Full of hidden

rocks or banks; full of dangerous ſhallows.

Dryden.

SHELL. ſ. [rcyll, rcealſ, Saxon ; Jehale,

ſchelle, Dutch..] i. The hard covering of any

thing ; the external cruſt. Locke. 2. The

covering of a teſtaceous or cruſtaceous animal.

Ben. johnſon. 3. The covering of the ſeeds

of filiquous plants. Arbuthnot. 4. The co

vering of kernels. Donne. 5. The covering

of an egg. Shakeſp. 6. The outer part of an

houſe. Addiſon. 7. It is uſed for a muſical

inſtrument in poetry. Dryden. 8. The ſuper

ficial part. Ayliffe.

To SHELL. v. a. (from the noun..] To take

out of the ſhell; to ſtrip of the ſhell.

To SHELL. v. n. 1. To fall off as broken

ſhells. Wiſeman. 2. To caſt the ſhell.

SHE'LLDUCK. f. A kind of wild duck,

arts mer.

SHELLFish ſ. [ſhell and fiſh.) Fiſh inveſted

with a hard covering, either teſtaceous, as*
ters, or cruſtaceous, as lobſters. Moºdwar -

SHE'LLY. a. [from ſhell.) , 1. Abounding

with ſhells. Prior. 2. Conſiſting of ſhells.

Bentley.

SHE'LTER. ſ. [rcy!?, a ſhield, Sax. ) is

A cover from any external injury or violence.

Dryden. 2. A protector; a defender ; one

that gives ſecurity. Pſal. lxi. 3. 3. The

ſtate of being covered; protection; ſecurity.

Denham.

To SHE'LTER. v. a. [from the noun.] I, To

cover from external violence. Milton. 2. To

defend ; to protect; to ſuecour with refuge 3

to harbour. Dryden. 3. To betake to co

ver, Atterbury. 4. To cover from notics.
rior

To SHE'LTER. v. n. 1. To take ſhelter.

Milton. 2. To give ſhelter. Thomſºn.

SHE'LTERLESS. a. [fromſhelter.j Harbour

leſs; without home or refuge. Rowe. -

SHE'LVING. a. [from ſhelf] Sloping , inclin

ing; having declivity. Shakeſp.

SHE'LVY. a. (from ſhelf.] Shallow ; rocky 3

full of banks. Shakeſp.

To SHEND. v. a. preter., and part, paſſ ſhent.

[rcenban, Saxon ; ſcenden, Dutch..] 1. To

ruin ; to ſpoil. Dryden. 2. To diſgrace ; to

degrade; to blame. Spenſer. 3. To over

power ; to cruſh, to ſurpaſs. Spenſer.

SHE'PHERD. ſ. [rceap, ſheep, and hynb, a

keeper, Saxon, rceapahynb.) 1. One who

tends ſheep in the paſture. Milton. 2. A

ſwain, a rural lover. Raleigh. 3. One who

tends the congregation; a paſtor. Prior. -

SHE'PHERDESS. ſ [from ſhepherd.) A wo

man that tends ſhecp ; a rural laſs. Dryden.

SHEPHERDS Needle. ſ. [..ſcandax, Lat..] Ve
nus-comb. An herb.

SHEPHERDS Purſe, or Pouch. ſ. [Burſ, pa

fivriſ, Lat.] A common weed,

4 T SHE'P.
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SHEPHERDS Redſ. Teaſel, of which plant

it is a ſpecies.

SHEPHERDISH. a. [ from ſtepherd. J Re

ſembling a ſhepherd; ſuiting a ſhepherd ;

paſtoral; ruſtick. Sidney.

SHE REET. ſ. [/barbat, Arabick ) The juice

of lemons or oranges mixed with water and

ſugar.

SHERD. ſ. [rceans, Saxon.] The fragment of

broken ware. Dryden.

SHE RIFF. ſ. (rcynerenera, Saxon, from

rcyne, a ſhire, and neve, a ſteward. J. An of

ficer to whom is entruſted in each county the

execution of the laws. Bacon.

§ U ſ ſomfºrt. The
SHE RIFFSHIP. office or juriſdiction
SHE RIFFWICK. of a ſheriff.

SHE'RRIS. ſ. (from Xerez, a town of

SHERRIS Sack. } Andaluſia in Spain.) A

SHERRY. kind of ſweet Spaniſh

wine. Shakeſp.

SHEW. See SIIow.

SHIDE. ſ. (from reeaban, to divide, Saxon.) A

board ; a cutting.

SHIELD. ſ. [rcy's, Saxon.) 1. A buckler ; a

broad piece of defenſive armour held on the

left arm to ward off blows. Shakeſp. z. De

fence; protection. 3. One that gives pro

tection or ſecurity. Dryden.

To SHIELD. v. a. [from the noun ) i. To

cover with a ſhield. 2. To defend; to pro

te&t ; to ſecure. Smith. 3. To keep off ; to

defend againſt. Spenſer.

To SHIFT. v. n. [ſkipta, Runick, to change.

1. To change place. Woodward. 2. To

change ; to give place to other things. Lºcke

3. To change cloaths particularly the linen

1 cung. 4. To find ſome expedient; to act

or live though with difficulty. Daniel. 5. To

practiſe indirect methods. Raleigh. 6. To

take ſome method of ſafety. L'Eſtrange.

To SH 1 FT. v. a. 1. To change ; to alter

L'Eſtrange, Swift. 2. To transfer from place

to place. Tuffer. 3. To put by ſome expe

dient out of the way. Bacon. 4. To change

in poſition. Raleigh. 5. To change, as cloaths.

Shakeſp. 6. To dreſs in freſh cloaths Shakeſp

7. To SH 1 fºr ºff. To defer , to put away by

ſome expedient. Rºgers.

SHIFT. ſ. [ from the verb. ) i. Expedient

found or uſed with difficulty ; difficult means

More. 2. Indirect expedient; mean refuge;

laſt recourſe. Barron. 3. Fraud , artifice ;

ſtratagem. Denham. 4. Evaſion ; eluſory

practice. South. 5. A woman's linen.

SHI FTER ſ. [from ſtift j One who plays

tricks; a man of artifice. Miltºn.

SHIFTLESS a. (from ſhift J Wanting ey

pedients ; wanting means to act or live.

Derham.

SHI’LLING. ſ. ſrcylling, Saxon and Erſe ;

ſchelling, Dutch..] A coin of various value

in different times. It is now twelve pence.

Locke. -

SHILL-I-SHALL-I, A corrupt reduplication of

fall IP To ſtand/ºill Iſlall-I, is to continue

heſitating. Congreve.

SHILY. adv. [from ſy.) Not familiarly ;

not frankly.

SHIN. ſ. [rcina, Saxon; ſchien, German.] The

forepart of the leg. Shakeſp. Hudibrar.

To SHINE. v. m. preterite I ſhene, I have

Jºne; ſometimes I ſtined, I have ſhired.

reinan, Saxon ; ſchijnen, Dutch..] 1. To

have bright reſplendence; to glitter; to

gliſten; to gleam. Denham. 2. To be with

out clouds. Bacon. 3. To be gloſſy, jer. v. 18.

4. To be gay to be ſplendid Spenſer. 5.

To be beautiful. Dunciad. 6. To be eminent

or conſpicuous. Addiſon. 7. To be propitious.

Mumbers. 8. To enlighten corporeally and

externally. Wiſdom.

SHINE. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Fair weather.

Hºcke. 2: Brightneſs; ſplendour; luſtre,

Decay ºf Piety

SHINESS. ſ. [from ſy..] Unwillingneſs to be

tractable or familiar Arbuthnet.

SHINGLE. ſ. [ ſ hindel, Germ.) A thin board

to cover houſes. Mortimer.

SHINGLES. ſ. [cingulum, Lat.] A kind of

tetter or herpes that ſpreads itſelf round the

loins. Arbuthnot.

SHIN.Y. a. [from ſline.) Bright; ſplendid ;

luminous. Dryden.

SHIP. [rcip, rcyp, Saxon; ſchap, Dutch..] A

termination noting quality or adjunct, as

lord/ºip ; or office, as ſtewardſhip.

SHIP. ſ. [rcip, Saxon; ſchippen, Dutch..] A ſhip

may be defined a large hellow building, made

to paſs over the ſea with ſails.

To SHIP. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To put

into a ſhip. Knelles. 2. To tranſport in a ſhip.

Shakeſp

SHI PBOARD. ſ. [ ſ p and board.]. I. This

word is ſeldom uſed but in adverbial phraſes:

a ſhipbºard, on ſhipboard, in a ſhip Dryden,

2. The plank of a ſhip. Ezek.

SHI PBOY. ſ. [ ſ p and bºy..] Boy that ſerves

in a ſhip Shakeſp. -

SHI PMAN. ſ iſºp and man.] Sailor; ſea
man. Shakeſp.

SH1 PMAstER. ſ. Maſter of the ſhip jºnor.

SHI PPING. ſ. (from ſhip . . . Veſſels of nº

vigation. Raleigh. 2. Paſſage in a ſhip.
chn.

s&reckſ ſ ſhip and •rreck.) 1. The

deſtruction of ſhips by rocks or ſhelves.

Arbuthnet. 2. ‘i he parts of a ſhattered

º Dryden. 3. Deſtruction ; miſcarriage.

1. It m,

To SH ! PWRECK. v. a. [ſrom the noun.] 1.

To deſtroy by daſhing on the rocks ºf ſhallº"
Shakeſp. 2. To make to ſuffer the dangers

of a wreck. P. ter. 3. To throw by loſs of

the veſſel Shakeſp. -

SHiPs, Rigift. f. [ ſhip and seright.) A

builder of ſhips. Shakeſp. - -

SHIRE. ſ. [rcin, from reinan, tº divide, Saº J

A diviſion of the kingdoin; a county. ***!"

Priºr, SHIRT,
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SHIRT. ſ. (ſtiert, Daniſh; reync, rcynic,

Saxon.) The under linen garment of a man.

Dryden.

To SHIRT. v. a. [From the noun ) To cover;

to clothe as in a ſhirt. Dryden.

SHIRTLESS. a. (from flirt.) Wanting a ſhirt.
Pºpe. -

SH1 TTAH 7 ſ. A ſort of precious wood, of

SHITTIM. W. which Moſes made the great ſt

part of the tables, altars, and planks belong

ing to the tabernacle. The wood is hard,

tough, ſmooth, without knots, and extremely

beautiful. It grows in Arabia. Caſmet.

SHITTLECOCK. ſ. A cork ſtuck with feathers,

and driven by players from one to another

with battledoors. Collier.

SHIVE. ſ. (ſchyve, Dutch..] 1. A ſlice of bread

Shakeſp. 2. A thick ſplinter, or lamina cut

off from the main ſubſtance. Boyle.

To SH1 VER. v. n. [ſchawren, German.] To

quake; to tremble; to ſhudder, as with cold

or fear. Bacºn, Cleaveland.

To SH1 VER. v. n. [from ſhive.) To fall at once

into many parts or ſhives. Woºdward.

To SH1 VER v. a To break by one act into

many parts; to ſhatter. Philips.

SHI VER. ſ. [from the verb.] One fragment

of many into which any thing is broken.

Shakeſp.

SH1 VERY. a. (from ſºver J. Looſe of cohe

rence; incºmpačt; eaſily falling into many

fragments. Woodward.

SHOAL. ſ. [rcole, Sax.) 1. A croud; a mul

titude ; a hrong. Waller. 2. A ſhallow ; a

fand bank. Abbot.

To SHOAL. v. n. [from the noun ) 1. To

croud ; to throng. Chapman. 2. To be ſhal.

low; to grow ſhallow. Milton.

SHOAL. a. Shallow; obſtructed or incumbered

with banks.

SHOA'LINESS ſ (from ſh;aly.) Shallowneſs;

frequency of ſhallow places.

SHOA'LY. a. (from ſhoal] Full of ſhoals; full

of ſhallow places. Dryden.

SHOCK. ſ. ſcher, French; ſhocken, Dutch.

1. Conflict 5 mutual impréflion of violence ;

violent concourſe. Milton. 1. Concuſſion ,

external violence. Hale. 3. The conflict of

enemies. Milton. 4. Offence; impreſſion of

diſguſt. Yºung. 5. A pile of ſheaves of corn

jºb, Sandys. 6. A rough dog. Lºcke.

To SHOCK. v. a. [ ſchecken, Dutch..] I. To

ſhake by violence. Shak ſp. z. To offend ;

to diſguſt. Dryden.

To SHOCK. v. n. To be offenſive. Addiſon.

To SHOCK. v. n. [from the noun.] To build

up piles of ſheaves. Tuſſer.

SHOD. for ſheed, the preterite and participle paſ.

five of to ſhoe. Tuffer.

SHOE. ſ. plural ſhoeſ, anciently ſhoon. [rceo,

rcoe, Saxon; ſchoe, Dutch..] The cover of

the foot Boyle.

To SHOE. v. a. preterite, I ſhod; participle

paſſive ſhed [from the noun..] I To fit the

foot with a ſhoe. Shakeſp. 2. To cover at the

bottom. Drayton.

SHOE BOY. f (ſee and bay.] A boy that cleans"

ſhoes Swift.

SHOEING-HORN. ſ. ſ ſhºe and horn.) 1. A

horn uſed to facilitate the admiſſion of the foot

into a narrow ſhºe. 2. Any thing by which

* tranſactiºn is facilitated. Spectator.

SHQEMAKER, ſ. (ſhee and maker.) One
whoſe trade is to make ſhoes.

SHORTY E. ſ. [ſhºe and ye ) The ribband with

which women tye ſheet Hudibrar.

SHOG. ſ. [from ſhock. J. Violent concuſſion.

Beatley.

To SHOG v. a. To ſhake; to agitate by ſud

den interrupted impulſes. Carew.

SHONE. The preterite of ſine. Milton.

SHOOK. The preterite, and in poetry participle

pafive, of ſtake. Dryden.

Tº SHOOT v, a preterite, Iſºt; participle

Jººt or ſhotten. [rcéotan, Saxon j 1, to it.

charge any thing ſo as to make it fly with

ſpeed or violence. Miltºn. 2. To diſcharge

frºm a bow or gun. Shakeſp. 3. To let oft.

4b*ct. 4. To ſtrike with any thing ſhot Exod.

5. To emit new parts, as a vegetable. Ezekiel.

6. To emit; to dart or thruſt forth. Addiſºn."

7. To puſh ſuddenly. Dryden. 8. To puſh
fºrward. Pſalms. 9. To fic to each other by

Planing; a workman's term. Moxon. Io. To

paſs through with ſwiftneſs. Dryden.

To SHOOT. v. n. 1. To perform the aa of

Jººsting. Temple. 2. To germinate; to in

creaſe in vegetable growth. Cleaveland. 3.

To form itſelf into any ſhape. Burnet. 4. To

be emitted. Hºatſr. . to protuberate; to

Jet.ºut. Abbºt. 6. To paſs as an arrow.

4ddiſºn. 7. To become any thing ſuddenly.

Dryden. 8. To move ſwiftly along. Dryden.

9. To feel a quick pain.

SHOOT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The act or

impreſſion of any thing emitted from a di

ſtance. Bacon. . . The act of ſtriking, or

endeavouring to ſtrike with a miſſive weapon

Jºcharged by any, inſtrument. Shakeſp. 3.

[Scheuten, Dutch.J Branches iſſuing from the

main ſtock. Miltºn, Evelyn.

SHOOTER, ſ (from ſhºt.) One that ſhoots;

an archer; a gunner, Fairfax, Herbert.

SHOP. ſ. (recor, Sax ) i. A place where any

thing is ſold. Shakeſp. 2. A room in which

manufactures are carried on. Bacºn

SHO PBOARD ſ. [ſhºp and bºard.) Bench on

which any work is done. South.

SHO PBOOK. ſ. ſſhop and bºok.] Book in which

a tradeſman keeps his accounts. Lºcke. -

SHOPKEEPER.J. [ſhºp and keeper.) A trader

who ſells in a ſhop , not a merchant who only

deals by wholeſale. Addiſon.

SHQPMA N.J. [ſhºp and man.] A petty trader.

Dryden. -

SHORE. The preterite of ſhear. Shakeſ.

SHORE. ſ. ſrcone, Saxon.) 1. The coaſt of

the ſea. Milton. 2. The bank of a river.

Spenſer. 3. A drain ; properly ſewer. 4.

[/c/eorem, Dutch, to prop.] The ſupport of a

building ; a buttreſs. JP'ettºn.

4 T 2. To
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Te SHORE. v. a. Uſchooren, Dutch.) 1. To

rop; to ſupport. Watts. 2. To ſet on ſhore.

ot in uſe. Shakeſp.

SHORELESS. a. ſ from ſhore. J Having no

coaſt. Boyle.

SHORN. The participle paſſive of ſhear. Dryd.

SHORT. a. [rceort, Saxon.) 1. Not long ;

commonly not long enough. Pope. 2. Not

long in ſpace or extent. Pope. 3. Not long in

time or duration. Dryden. 4. Repeated by

quick iterations. Smith. 5. Not attaining an

end; not reaching the purpoſed point ; not

adequate. South, Lºcke,}}. Newton. 6

Not far diſtant in time. Clarenden. 7. De

feetive; imperfect. 8. Scanty ; wanting.

Hayward. 9. Not fetching a compaſs.

L’Eſtrange. Io. Not going ſo far as was in

tended. Dryd. 11. Defective as to quantity.

Dryd. 12. Narrow; contraded. Burnet. 13.

Brittle; friable. Walton. 14. Not bending.

Dryden.

SHORT. ſ. [from the adjective..] A ſummary

account. Shakeſp.

SHORT, adv. Not long. Dryden.

To SHO'RTEN. v . [from ſhort.] I. To

make ſhort, either in time or ſpace. Hooker.

2. To contract; to abbreviate. Suckling. 3.

To confine ; to hinder from progreſſion.

Shakeſp. 4. To cut off; to defeat. Spenſer.

5. To lop. Dryden. -

SHORTHAND. ſ. [ſhort and hand.] A me

thod of writing in compendious characters.

Dryden.

SHORTLIVED. a. ſ. ſhort and live.] Not liv

ing or laſting long. Addiſon.

SHORTLY. adv. [from ſhort.) 1. Quickly ;

ſoon; in a little time. Calamy. 2. In a few

words; briefly. Pºpe.

SHORTNESS. ſ. (from ſhort.) 1. The quality

of being ſhort, either in time or ſpace. Bacon.

2. Fewneſs of words; brevity ; conciſeneſs.

Hooker. 3. Want of retention. Bacon. 4. De

ficience; imperfection. Glanville.

SHORTRIBS. ſ. (ſhort and ribs.) The baſtard

ribs. Wiſeman.

SHORTsſCHTED. a. [ſhort and ſight.] 1.

Unable by the convexity of the eye to ſee far.

Newton. z. Unable by intellectual fight to

ſee far. Denham.

SHORTSIGHTEDNESS. ſ. (ſhort and ſght.]

1. Defect of fight proceeding from the son

vexity of the eye. 2. Defect of intellectual

ſight. Addiſon. -

SHORTWAISTED. a. ſ. ſhort and waiſt.] Hav

ing a ſhert body. Dryden.

SHORTWINDED. a. [ſhort and wind.] Short

breathed; aſthmatick; breathing by quick

and faint reciprocations. May.

SHO'RTwinGED. a. [ſhort and wing.] Hav

ing: Sidney. 2: The flight of a ſhot. Gereſs.

3. [Eſcot, Fr.] A ſum charged; a reckoning.

Shakeſp. Dryden.

SHOTE. ſ. [rceoca, Sax.] A fiſh. Carew.

SHOTFREE. a. ſ. ſhºt and free..] Clear of the

reckoning. Shakeſp.

SHOTTEN. a. [from ſheet.] Having ejested

the ſpawn. Shakeſ,

To SHOVE. v. a. Írcupan, Saxon; ſch=yvar,

Dutch..] ...To puſh by main ſtrength Shakeſp.

2. To drive a boat by a pole that reaches to

the bottom of the water. 3. To puſh ; to

ruſh againſt. Arbuthnot

To SHOVE. v. n. 1. To puſh forward before

one. Gulliver. 2. To move in a boat, not ty

oars but a pole Garth

SHOVE. ſ. (from the verb.] The act of ſhow

ing ; a puſh. Gulliver.

SHOVEL.f. [rcopl; Sax. ſche fel, Dutch) An

inſtrument conſiſting of a long handie and

broad blade with raiſed edges. Glanville.

To SHOVEL. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To

throw or heap with a ſhovel. Shakeſp. z. To

gather in great quantities. Derham.

SHOVELBOARD ſ [ſhovel and bºard J. A

long board on which they play by ſliding me

tal pieces at a mark. Dryden.

SHOVELLER, or Shovelard. ſ. [ſrom ſtavell

A bird. Grew,

SHOUGH. ſ. [for ſhock.] A ſpecies of ſhdog ; a*. Shakeſp. pe aggy

SHOULD. [ſcude, Dutch ; reeoloan, Saxon.]

This is a kind of auxiliary verb uſed in the

conjunctive mood, of which the ſignification

is not eaſily fixed. Bacon.

SHOULDER. ſ. [rculene, Saxon ; ſcholder,

Dutch..] I. The joint which connects the arm

to the body. Shakeſp. 2. The upper joint of

the fore leg. Addiſºn. 3. The upper part of

the back. Dryden. 4. The ſhoulders are uſed

as emblems of ſtrength. Shakeſp. 5. A riſing

part; a prominence. Moxon.

To SHOULDER. v a. (from the noun.] 1. To

puſh with inſolence and violence. Shakeſp. z.

To put upon the ſhoulder. Glanville.

SHOULDERBELT. ſ. [ſhoulder and belt.] A

belt that comes acroſs the ſhoulder. Dryden.

SHQ ULDERCLAPPER. ſ. [ ſhoulder and

clap.) One who affects familiarity. Shakeſp.

SHOULDERSHOTTEN. a [ſheulder and

ſhot.) Strained in the ſhoulder. Shakeſp.

SHO'ULDERSLIP. ſ. [ſhoulder and ſlip.] Diſ.

location of the ſhoulder. Swift.

To SHOUT. v. n. To cry in triumph and ex

ultation. Waller.

SHOUT. ſ. A loud and vehement cry of triumph

or exultation. Knolles, Dryden.

SHOUTER. ſ. [from ſhout..] He who ſhouts.

Dryden.

ing ſhort wings. So hiwks are divided into To SHOW. v. a. pret ſlowed and ſhºws; part.

long and ſhort winged. Dryden.

SHORY. a. [from ſhore.] Lying near the coaſt.

Burnet.

SHOT. The preterite and participle paſſive of

ſhoot. Spenſer.

SHOT.J. iſ bor, Dutch..] 1: The act of ſhoot

paſſ ſhown. [rceapan, Sax, ſchewen, Dutch.]

1. To exhibit to view. L'Eſtrange. 2. To

give proof of; to prove. Dryden. 3. To

publiſh; to make publick, to proclaira.

| Peter. 4. To make known. Miltºn. 5. To

point
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point the way; to direct. Swift. 6. To of SHRE/WDNESS. ſ [from ſhrewd.) 1. Slyneſ,
fer; to afford. Ağr, Deuter. 7. To explain;

to expound. Daniel. 8, To teach , to tell.

Miſtan.

To SHOW. v n. 1. To appear ; to look ; to

be in appearance. Pryden, Philips. 2. To

have appearance. Shakeſp

SHOW. J. [from the verb.) 1. A ſpectacle ;

ſomething publickly expoſed to view for mo

ney. Addiſºn. 2 Superficial appearance.

AMilton. 3. Oſtentatious diſplay Granville.

4. Object attracting notice. Addiſon. 5.

Splendid appearance. Milton 6 Semblance ;

likeneſs. Milton. 7. Speciouſneſs; plauſibi

lity. Whitgifte. 8. External appearance.

Sidney. 9. Exhibition to view. Shakeſp. io.

Pomp 5 magnificent ſpectacle. Bacon. I 1.

Phantoms; not realities. Dryden. 12. Repre:

fentative action. Addiſon.

SHOWBREAD, or Shewbread ſ. [ſhow and

bread..] Among the Jews, they thus called

loaves of bread that the prieſt of the week

put every Sabbath-day upon the golden table

which was in the ſanctum before the Lord

They were covered with leaves of gold, and

were twelve in number, repreſenting the

twelve tribes of 1ſrael. They ſerved them up

hot, and at the ſame time took away the ſtale

ones, and which could not be eaten but by the

prieſt alone. This offering was accompanied

with frankincenſe and ſalt. Calmet.

SHOWER. ſ. [ſcheure, Dutch.) 1. Rain ei

ther moderate or violent. Bacon. 2. Storm of

any thing falling thick. Pope. 3. Any very li

beral diſtribution. Shakeſp.

To SHOWER. v. a. [from the noun.]

wet or drown with rain Milton. 2. To pour

down. Milton. 3. To diſtribute or ſcatter

with great liberality. Watſºn.

To SHOWER. v. n To be rainy.

SHO(WERY. a. [from ſlower.] Rainy. Bacon,

Addiſon.

SHO WISH, or Showy. a. (from ſhow.] 1.

Splendid , gaudy. Swift. 2. Oftentatious.

Addiſon.

SHOWN. pret and part. paſſ of To ſhow. Ex

hibited. Milton.

SHRANK. The preterite of ſhrink. Gen.

To SHRED. v. a. pret. ſhred. [rcneaban, Sax.]

To cut into ſmall pieces. Hooker.

SHRED. ſ. [from the verb ] . A ſmall

piece cut off. Bacon, Pope. 2. A fragment.

Shakeſp.

SHREW, ſ (ſchreyen, German, to clamour.]

A peeviſh, malignant, clamorous, ſpiteful,

vexaticus, turbulent woman. Shakeſp

SHREWD. a. [Contracted from ſhrewed.) 1.

Having the qualities of a ſhrew; malicious;

troubleſome. Shakeſp. 2. Maliciouſly ſly;

cunning. Tillotſon. 3. Bad , ill-betokening.

South. 4. Painful; pinching ; dangerous;

miſchievous. South.

SHRE’vDLY. adv. [from ſhrewd.] 1. Miſ

chievouſly; deſtructively. Wotton. 2. Vexa

tiouſly. South. 3. With ſtrong ſuſpicion, Locke.

1. To

cunning ; archneſs. Shakeſp. 2. Miſchievouſ.

neſs; petulance

SHREWISH. a. [from ſhrew.) Having the

qualities of a ſhrew ; forward ; petulantly

clamorous. Shakeſp.

SHR EWISHLY. adv. [from ſhrewiſh.) Petu

º, Peeviſhly ; clamorouſly; frowardly.

SHREWISHNESS ſ [from ſºrewiſ, J The

qualities of a ſhrew; frowardneſs; petulance;clamorouſneſs Shakeſp. y

SHREwMouse. ſ: {reneapa, Saxon.) A

mouſe of which the bite is generally ſup

poſed venomous : which is filfe, her teeth

being equally harmleſs with thoſe of any other

noute

To SHRIEK. v. 5 (ſºriekar, Daniſh ; ſerie

cio'are, Italian ] ſo cry out inarticulately
with anguiſh or horror to ſcream. Prydºn.

SHRIEK. / [ſkrieg, Daniſh; /oriccie, Ital.]

An imarticulate cry of anguiſh or horror

Dryden. -

*H*I*T.ſ. (renre; Sºx.] Confeſſion made to
a prieſt. Rowe.

SHRIGHT, for ſhrieked. Shakeſp.

SHRILL. a.Sounding with a piercing,

or vibratory ſound. Shakeſp.

To SHRILL. v. n. [from ſhe adječtive.] To

Iºrce the ear with quick vibrations of found.
Spencer, Fenton.

sººty. adv. [from ſtrill.] with a ſhrill
no le.

*:Nºss.ſ (from ſºrill] The quality of
being ſhrill.

SHRIMP. ſ. [ſchrumpe, a wrinkle, German.]

!: A ſmall cruſtaceous vermiculated fiſh.

*...*. A little wrinkled man 3.dwarf Shakeſp. y

SHRINE. ſ. [renin, Saxon; Jerinium, Lat.)

A caſe in which ſomething ſacred is repoſited.
aftſ.

To SHRINK. v. m. preterite, 1 runk

Arank ;ºff...
[rºnincan, Sax.] 1. To contrast itſelf into

!eſs room ; to ſhrivel ; to be drawn together

by ſome internal power. Bacon, 2. Tº with

draw as from danger. Dryden. 3. To expreſs

fear, horror, or pain, by ſhrugging, or con

**ºting the body. Shakeſp. 4. To fall back
tº sº". South.

o . .”. 4. participle paſſ ſhrunk

ſhrank, ºf..." *... º:

Shakeſp. Taylor.

SHRINK. ſ. Ifrom the verb ] . Corrugation ;

contraction into leſs compaſs. M'eedward. 2.

Sontraction of the body from fear or horror.
Daniel. -

SHRI'NKER. ſ. [ from ſhrink. J He who
ſhrinks.

To SHRIVE. v. a. [rcniran, Sax. -at confeſſion. tº: > J To hear

To SHRI'VEL. v. n. [ſchrompelen, Dutch. J

To contract itſelf into wrinkles. Arbºr.

To

tremulous,
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To SHRIVEL. v. a. To contract into wrinkles.

Dryden.

SHR!'VER. ſ. [from ſhrive.) A confeſſor.

Shakeſ p.

SHROUD. ſ. [rcnub, Saxon.) 1. A ſhelter; a

cover. Milton. 2. The dreſs of the dead; a

winding-ſheet. Shakeſp. 3. The ſail ropes.

Shakeſp. P. f.e.

To SHROUD, v. a. [from the noun..] I. To ſhel.

ter; to cover from danger. Kºzller, Raleigh,

Jº'ailer. 2. To dreſs or the grave. Donne.

3. To cloath ; to creſs. 4 To cover or con

cea', Dryd Addiſ. 5. To defend; to protect.

To SHROU D. v. n. To harbour ; to take ſhel

ter. A41 lism.

SHRO VET | DE. ſ [from ſºrºre, the

SHROVETUI.SDAY. preterite of ſh; ive.]

The time of con effion; the day betore Aſh

wedneſday cr Lent. Tºffer.

SHRUB. ſ. [ronibbe, Saxon 1. A buſh; a

ſmall tree. Locke. 2. Spirit, acid, and ſugar

mixed.

SHRU BBY, a [from ſhrub 1. Reſembling a

ſhrub. Mortimer. 2. Full of ſhrubs; buſhy.

AMilten.

ToSHRUG. v. m. ſ.ſchricken, Dutch, to trem

ble.) To expreſs horror or diſlatisfaction by

motion of the ſhoulders or whole body. Donne,

Sºwift.

To SHRUG. v. a. To contract or draw up.

Hudibras.

SHRUG. ſ. (from the verb.] A motion of the

ſhoulders uſually exprefing diſlike or averſion.

Cleaveland, Swift.

SHRUNK. The pretetite and part, paſſ of

ſhrink. 1 Maccabees.

SHRUNKEN. The part. paſſive of ſhrink. Bac.

To SHUDDER. v. a. [Jehudren, Dutch To

quake with fear, or with averſion. Dryden,

Smith.

To SHUFFLE. v. a. [rºpeling, Saxon, a buſtle,

a tumult.) 1. To throw into diſorder ; to a

gitate tumultuouſly, ſo as that one thing takes

the place of ańother. Blackmore: 1. To re

move, or put by with ſome artifice or fraud.

Locke. 3. To ſhake; to develt. Shakeſp. 4.

To change the poſition of cards with reſpect to

each other. Bacon. 5. To form tumultuouſly,

or fraudulently. Howed.

To SHUFFLE. v. n. 1. To throw the cards into

a new order. Granv. 2. To play mean tricks;

to practiſe fraud; to evade fair queſtions South.

3. To ſtruggle; to ſhift. Stakeſp. 4. To

move with an irregular gait. Shakeſp.

SHUFFLE. ſ. (from the verb.) i. 1 he act of

diſordering things, or making them take con

fuſedly the place of each other. Bentley, a

A trick ; an artifice. L’Eſtrange.

SHUFFLECA P. f. I ſhuffle and cap.] A play

at which money is ſhaken in a hat Arbuthnot.

SHUFFLER. ſ. (from ſtuffle.) He who plays

tricks or ſhuffles.

SHUFFLINGLY. adv. [from ſhuffle.] With an

irregular gait. Dryden.

To SHU.N. v. c. [arcunian, Sax.] To avoid;

to decline; to endeavour to eſcape; to eſ

chew. Jºſ’ aller.

SHU'NLESS. a. [from ſhun.] Inevitable; una

voidable. Shakeſp.

To SHUT. v.a. preterite, I ſhut ; part paſſive,

Jºut ſrc;ttan, Sax. ſchutten, Dutch..] 1. To

cloſe ſo as to prohibit ingreſs or regreſs ; to

make not open. Miltºn. 2. To incloſe ; to

confine Gal. 3 To prohibit; to bar. Miſt.

4. To exclude. Dryden. 5. To contract; not

to keep expanded. Deut. 6. To Shu T cut. To

exclude; to deny admiſſion. Lecke. 7. He

Shu T up. To cloſe ; to confine. Raleigh. 8.

. To conclude. Kneller.

To SHUT. w. n. To be cloſed; to cloſe itſelf.

SHUT. Participia! adjećive. Rid; clear; free.

L’Eſtrange.

SHUT. ſ. (from the verb.]

ſhutting. Dryden. 2.

//ilkins.

SHUTTER. ſ. [from ſºut] i. one that ſhuts.

2. A cover; a door. Dryden.

SHU'TTLE. ſ. [ ſchiet ſpeele, Dutch ; ſtate?.

Iſlandick.] The inſtrument with which the

weaver ſhoots the croſs threads. Sandyt.

SHUTTLECOCK. ſ. (See s h rT iſ cock I

A cork ſtuck with feathers, and beaten back

ward and forward. Spenſer.

SHY, a [ſchoºve, Dutch; ſkiifº, Italian ] 1.

Reſerved; not familiar; not free of behavi

our. Addiſºn. 2. Cautious; wary 5 chary.

Hudibras. 3. Keeping at a diſtance ; un

willing to approach Norris. 4. Suſpicious;

jealous; unwilling to ſuffer near acquaictance.
Southern.

SIBILANT, a [ſibilant, Lat.] Hiffing. Helder.

SIBILATION. J. [from ſibile, Lat.) A hiſſing

ſound. Bacon. -

SI CAMORE. ſ. ſºſcamorus, Latin.) A tree.

Peacham.

To SICCATE. v. a. [ſicce, Lat.] To dry.

SICCATION. ſ. [from ſiccate.] The act of
drying.

SICCI FICK. a. [ſºccur and fix, Lat.] Cauſing

drineſs

1. Cloſe; act of

Small door or cover.

Lat] Drineſs; aridity; want of moiſture.

Mºſeman.

SICE. ſ. [ ſix, French The number ſix at dice.

Dryden.

SICH. a. Such. See Such. Spenſer.

SICK. a. ſ reoc, Sax. ſeck, Dutch | 1. Afflićted

with diſeaſe. Cleaveland. 2. Diſordered in

the organs of digeſtion ; ill in the ſtomach. 3.

Corrupted. Shakeſp. 4. Diſguſted. Pºpe.

To SICK. v. n. (from the noun..] To ſicken;

to take a diſeaſe. Shakeſp.

To SICKEN. v. a. (from ſck.]

ſick ; to diſeaſe. Prior.

impair. Shakeſp.

To $1'CKEN. v. n. 1. To grow ſick: to fall

into diſeaſe. Bacon. 2. To be ſatiated: to be

filled to diſguſt. Shakeſp. 3. To be diſguſted

or diſordered with abhorrence. Dryden. 4.

To grow weak; to decay 5 to languiſh. Pºpe.

SI CKER.

1. To make

2. To weaken; to

SICCITY. ſ. [ ſºccitº, Fr. ſecitas, from ſcrur,
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SICKER. a. [ſºccer, Welſh : ſeker, Dutch.]

Sure; certain, firm. Spenſer.

SICKER. adv. Surely ; certainly. Spenſer.

SICKLE. ſ. (ricol, Sax. ſickel, Dutch, from

fecale, or ſcula, Lat] The hook with which
corn is cut; a reaping hook. Spenſer, Szuth.

SICKLEMAN. Q ſ [from ſickle..] A reaper.
SI'CKLER. ; Shakeſp. South.

SICKLINESS. ſ. [from ſickly) Diſpoſition to

ſickneſs; habitual diſeaſe. Shakeſp. Graunt.

SICKLY, adv. [from ſick.) Not in health. Shak.

SICKLY. a. [from ſick.) Not healthy; , not

ſound ; not well; ſomewhat diſordered. Shak.

Dryden. 2. Faint ; weak; languid. Priºr.

To SICKLY. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make diſeaſed; to taint with the hue of diſ

eaſe. Shakeſp.

SICKNESS. ſ. (from ſick.) 1. State of being

diſeaſed Shakeſp. 2. Diſeaſe; malady A1at

Wattſ. 3. Diſorder in the organs of digeſtion.

SIDE. J. [ree, Sºx, ſide, Dutch 1. The parts

of animals fortified by the ribs. Spºnſer. *.

Any part of any body oppoſed by any other

part. Wilkins. 3. The right or left. 4. Mar

gin ; edge ; verge. Rºſcommon. 5. Any kind

of local reſpect. Miltºn. 6. Party ; intereſt 5

faction; ſect. Shakeſp. Spratt 7. Any part

placed in contradiction or oppoſition to another.

Azoller, Tillotſon.

SIDE. a. (from the noun..] Lateral; oblique ;

not direct; being on either ſide. Hooker, ha-od.

To SIDE. v. n. [from the noun.]To take a par

ty , to engage in a faction. King Charles,

Digby, Swift.

S. DEBOARD. ſ. [ſide and bºard.] The fide

table on which conveniencies are placed for

thoſe that eat at the other table. Dryden

SI DEBOX [ſide and box.] Seat ſor the ladies

on the ſide of the theatre. Pope. .

SI DEFLY. ſ. An inſect. Derham.

To SI DLE. v. n. (from ſide j To go with the

body the narroweſt way. Swift.

Sl DELONG. a. ſ. ſide and long. Lateral ; ob

lique; not in Iront ; not direct. Dryden,

Locke

SI DELONG. adv. 1. Laterally obliquely;

not in purſuit; not in oppoſition. Drydºn. 2.

On the ſide. Evelyn. -

SIDER. ſ. See C. DER.

S1 DERAL. a. [from ſlur, Lat.] Starry ; aſ

trai. Milton.

SI DERATED. a. (from ſideratur, Lat.] Blaſt

ed; planet ſtruck. Brown.

SI DERATION. J. [ſideration, Fr. ſideratio,

Lat. J A ſudden mortification ; a blaſt , or a

ſudden deprivation of ſenſe. Ray.

Sl'DESADDLE. ſ. [ ſide and ſaddle.) A we

man's ſeat on hºrſeback.

SI'DESMAN. f. [ ſide and man.]] An affiſtant

... to the church-warden Aylºffe.

St DEWAYS. P. adv. [fron, ſide and way, or

Siº DE WISE. } wiſe..] Laterally ; on one

ſide. Newton.

SIEGE. ſ. [ſiege, Fr.] 1. The act of beſetting a

fortified place; a leaguer. Knºller. 2.Any con

*

tinued endeavour to gain poſſeſſion. Dryden.

3. (Siege, Fr.) Seat; throne. Spenſer. 4.

Place ; claſs , rank, Shakeſp. 5. Stool. Brown.

To SIEGE. v. a. [ ſieger, Fren] To beſiege.

Spenſer.

SIEVE. (from ſiſt.] Hair or lawn ſtrained upon

a hoop, by which flower is ſeparated from

bran ; a boulter ; a ſearce. Dryden.

To SIFT. v. a friptan, Sax. ſºften, Dutch..] 1.

To ſeparate by a ſieve. lºotton. 2. To ſepa

rate ; to paſt. Dryden. 3. To examine; to

try. Hooker.

S! FTER. / (from ſºft.] He who fiſts.

SIG was uſed by the Saxons for victory: as,

Sigbert amous for victory; Sigward. victo

rious preſerver. Gibſon. *

To SIGH. v. a [rican, or ricettan, Sax ſack

ten, Dutch..] To emit the breath audibly, as

in grief 44ark, P, ior, Arbuthnot, Pºpe.

To SIGH. v. a. To lament; to mourn. Prior.

SiGH. f. [from the verb.) A violent and audi

ble erniſſion of the breath which has been long

retained Taylor.

SIGHT ſtºriče, Saxon : ſick?, geſcht, Dut.]

1. Perception by the eye , the tenſe of fecing.

Bacºn. 2. Open view ; a ſituation in which

nothing obſtructs the eye. Dryden. 3. Act

of ſeeing or behºlding. Dryden. 4. Notice:

knowledge. JP'ake. 5. Eye , inſtrument of

ſeeing. Dryden. 6. Aperture previous to the

eye, or other point fixed to guide the eye : as

the ſights of a quadrant. Shakeſp. 7. Spectacle;

ſhow ; thing wonderful to be ſeen. Sidney,
Exodus.

S1 GHTED. a [from ſight.) Seeing in a parti

cular manner. . It is uſed only in compoſition,

as quick/g/ red, ſhortſighted. Clarendon.

SIGHT FULNESS. ſ. (trom ſight and full.]

Perſpiculty ; clearneſs of fight. Sidney.

SIGHTLESS. a (from ſight.] I. Wanting

ſight i blind. Pope 2. Not ſightly ; offenſive

to the eye; unpleaſing to look at, Shakeſp.

SIGHTLY, a trom ſight ] Pieaſing to the

eye i ſtriking to the view. Addiſºn.

Sl'GIL. f... [ſigilſum, Lat.J Seal. Dryd, n.

SIGN. ſ. [ ſigne, Fr. ſignin, Lat ) i. A to

ken of any thing ; that, by which any thing

is ſhown. Hoºker, Holder. 2. A wonder ; a

miracle. Ezek. Miltºn. 3. A picture hung

at a door, to give notice what is ſold within.

Ponne. 4 A monument; a memorial. Numb.

5. A conſtellation in the zodiack. Dryden. 6.

Note of reſemblance. 7. Enſign. Mirian. 8.

Typical repreſentation; ſymbol Brere weed.

9. A ſubſcription of one's name: as, a ſign
manual.

To SIGN. v. a. ſ.ſgno, Lat.) 1. To mark.

Shakeſp. z. ſ.ſigner, Fr JTo ratify by hand or

to repreſent typically. Taylºr.

SIGNAL / [ſignal, Fr. ſenzale, Spaniſh.] No

tice given by a ſignal ; a ſign that gives no

tice. Dryden.

SIGNAL. a. [..ſgna', Fr.] Eminent; memora

ble ; remarkable. Clar endon.

- SIGNALITY,

ſeal. Pºydºn. 3. To betoken; to ſignify;
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SIGNAL ITY..ſſfromſgnal.]Quality of ſome

thing remarkable or memorable. Granville.

To SIGNALIZE. v. a. [ ſignaler, Fr.) To

make eminent; to make remarkable Swift

SIGNALLY. adv. (from ſignal.] Eminently ;

remarkably , memorably. South. -

SIGNATION. ſ. [ from ſgno, Lat.) Sign giv

en: ağı of betokening. Brown.

SIGNATURE. ſ. [..ſignature, Fr.) 1. A ſign

or mark impreſſed upon anything ; a ſtamp :

a mark. Watts. 1. A mark upon any mat

ter, particularly upon plants, by which their

nature or mediciaal uſe is pointed out. More.

3. Proof; evidence. Rogers. 4. [Among

printers. Some letter or figure to diſtinguiſh

different ſheets

SIGNATURIST.ſ [from ſignature.] One who

holds the doğrine of ſignatures. Brown.

SIGNET.ſ (ſignette, Fr.)A ſeal commonly uſed

for the ſeal manual of a king. Dryden.

SIGNIFICANCE. U ſ. [from ſignify J 1.

SIGNIFICANCY. Power of ſignifying ;

meaning. Stillingfleet. 2. Force : energy

power of impreſſing the mind. Swift. 3, lm

portance ; moment; conſequence. Addiſºn.

SIGNiFiCANT. a. ſignifiant, Fr.]ſgnificans,

Lat.) 1. FXpreſſive of ſomething beyond the

external mark. Shakeſp. z. Betokening ;

ſtanding as a ſign of ſomething. Raleigh. 3

Expreſſive or repreſentative in an eminent

degree. Hooker. 4. Important 5 momentous.

SIGNIFICANTLY. adv. (from ſignificant.)

with force of expreſſion. Sºuth. .

SIGNificATION. ſ. [ ſignificatiº, Lat.] 1.

The act of making known by ſigns. South.*.

Meaning expreſſed by a ſign or word Hºlder.

SIGNiFiCATIVE. a. (ſignificatºf, Fren, from

ſignify.) 1. Betokening by an external ſign.

3, erectood. 2. Porcible ; ſtrongly expreſ

five. Camden. - -

SIGNificatorY. a. (from fgnify.) That

which ſignifies or betokens Taylºr.

To si GNiFY. v. a. ſ.ſignifico, Lat]. 1. To

declare by ſome token or ſign. Pryden. 2.

to means to expreſs. Shakeſp. 3. To im

port; to weigh. Taylor. 4. To make known.

Swift. - -

To SiſcNIFY. v. a. To expreſs meaning with

force. Ben. jºhnſon. -

S1’GNIORY. f [ſeignoria, Ital.] Lordſhip;

dominion. Daniel.

SIGNPost. ſ. [ ſgn and pºff That upon

which a ſign hangs. Ben jºhnſon:

Siker. adv. The old word for ſure or ſurely

Spenſer.

sIKERNESS. ſ (from ſker.] Sureneſs; ſafety.

si"LENCE. ſ [ ſilence, Fr. ſilentium, Lat )

1. The ſtate of holding peace. Alltºn. 2.

Habitual taciturnity ; not loquacity. Shakeſp.

3. Secrecy. 4. Stillneſs; not noiſe. Pºe. 5.

Not mention. Milton.

SILENCE. interj. An authoritative reſtraint of

ſpeech. Shakeſp. -

Toſsi'LENCE. v. a. [from the noun 1 To ſtill;

to chlige to hold peace. Shakeſ? Clarenden.

Si'LENT. aſ ſilent, Lat] . Not ſpeaking;

mute. Pſalmſ. 2. Not talkative ; not loqui

cious. 3. Still ; having no noiſe. Milt: 4

Wanting efficacy. Miltºn. 5. Not mentioning.

Milton.

Sl'I.ENTLY, adv. [from ſilent.] 1. without

ſpeech. Pryden 2. Without noiſe. Dryder.

3. Without mention. Lecke.

S!!! CIOUS. a. [from cilicium.] Made of hair.

Brown.

SILICULOSE. a. ſ. ſlicula, Lat.] Huſky : full

º; Lºh, Laº Huº,

SILIGINOSE. a. [fliginºſus, Lat.) Made of

fine wheat. Dić7.

*IL12UA ſ. (Latin.) 1. A carat of which ſix

make a ſcruple. 2. The feed veſſel, huſk,

cºd, or ſhell of ſuch plants as are of the pulle

kind. Diº. -

$44.1QUOSE. N. ſ. [from ſliqua, Lat. JHaving

SIT...IQUOUS. $ a pod, or capſula. Arºatbrer.

SILK. ſ. (reolc, Sax.] 1. The thread of the

worm that turns afterwards to the butterfly.

Shakeſp. z. The ſtuff made of the worn's

thread. Knoller.

SILKEN. [from ſºlk Ji. Made of ſilk. Mºhe.

2. Soſt ; tender. Dryden. 3. Dreſſed in filk.

Shakeſp.

cºncerſ [ſilk and mercer.] A dealer

in ſilk.

SILKWEAVER. ſ. [ ſºlk and weaver.) One

whoſe trade is to weave filken ſtuffs. Dryder.

SILKWORM ſ. [/ilk and warm.] The worm

that ſpins ſilk. Dryden

Sl'LKY. a. [from ſilk.) 1. Made of ſilk. 2.

Soft pliant. Shakeſp.

SILL. [ryl, Sax. ſule, Dutch..] The timber or

ſtone at the foot ofthe door. Swift.

SILLABUB. ſ. Curds made by milking upon

venegar. Wotton

SILLILY, adv. [from fºlly.] In a ſilly manner;

ſimply; fooliſhly. Dryden.

SILLINESS. ſ. [ſrom ſilly.] Simplicity; weak

neſs; harmleſs folly. L'Eſtrange.

SILLY. a. [ſelig, German.] 1. Harmles;

innocent; inoffenſive ; plain ; artleſs. 2.

Weak, ; helpleſs. Spenſer, 3. Fooliſh , wit

leſs. Pſ'atts.

SILLYHOW. ſ. [reliš, happy, and heert.]

The membrane that cover, the head of the .

foetus. Brown.

SILT. ſ. Mud ſlime. Hale.

SILVAN. a. (from ſika, Lat] Woody; full of

woods. Dryden.

Sl'LVER. reolpen, Sax.] ſilver, Dutch J 1.

Silver is a white and hard metal, next in

weight to gold. Watts. 2. Anything of ſoft

ſplendour. Pope. 3. Money made of ſilver.

SILVER. a. 1. Made of ſilver. Gereft. ..

White like ſilver. Spenſer 3. Having a pale

luſtre. Shakeſp. Soit of voice. Spenſer.

To SILVER. v. a. (from the Roun...] 1. To

cover ſuperficially with ſilver. Slakeſp. 1. To

adorn with mild luſtre. Pope.

SI'LVERBEATER, ſ [ſikver and best.] One

who foliates ſilver. Boyle.

SI'LVERLY
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SILVERLY. adv. [from ſilver.] with the ar.

pearance of ſilver. Shakeſp.

SILVERSMITH. ſ. [...her and ſmith..] One

that works in ſilver Asti.

Sll,VERTHISTLE,

Sl'LVERWEED } ſ Plants. -

SILVERTREE. ſ (conocarpedeadron, Lat.) A

plant. Miller, -

SILVERY. a. [from ſilver J Beſprinkled with

filver. Dunciad. -

SIMAR, ſ (from ſmarre, Fr.] A woman's

robe. Dryden. -

SIMILAR. a [ſimilaire, Fren. from fini

SIMILARY. V. lit, Lat ) i. Homogeneous :

having one part like anºther. Bºyle, 2. Re

ſembling ; having reſemblance. Hale. -

SIMILARITY. ſ. [from ſimilar.] Likeneſs
Arbuthnot.

SIMILE. ſ. [ ſimil:, Lat. J A compariſon by

which any thing is illuſtrated or aggrandized

Shakeſp -

SIMILITUDE. ſ. [ ſmilitud, Lat.) 1. Like

neſs; reſemblance Bacon, South. 1. Compa

riſon ; ſimile. Wotton. -

SIMITAR. ſ. A crooked or falcated ſword with

a convex edge. -

To Sl'MMER. v. n. To boil gently; to boil

with a gentle hiſing. Boyle.

SIMNEL. f. [ſºmnellus, low Lat..] A kind of

ſweet bread or cake.

SIMONY. ſ. [ſmonie, Fr. ſmonia, Lat.) The

crime of buying or ſelling church preferment.
Garth.

To SIMPER. v. n. [from rymbelan, Sax to

keep holiday. Skinner.) To ſmile ; generally

to finile fooliſhly. Sidney.

SIMPER ſ [from the verb ] Smile; generally

a fooliſh ſmile. Pope.

Sl'MPLE. a. [ſimplex, Lat.) 1. Plain; artleſs;

unſkilled; undeſigning ; ſincere; harmleſs.

Hooker. 2. Uncompounded ; unmingled .

ſingle ; only one ; plain; not complicated.

%attº. 3. Silly ; not wiſe; not cunning

Proverbs.

SIMPLE. ſ. [ſimple, Fr.] A ſingle ingredient

in a medicine ; a drug , an herb. Temple.

To SIMPLE. v. n. To gather ſimples. Garth.

SIMPLESS. ſ. [ſimpleſſe, Fr.) Simplicity; fil

lineſs; folly Spenſer.

SIMPLENESS. ſ.ſfrom ſimple ] The quality

of being ſimple. Shakeſp. Digby.

SIMPLE.R. J. [from ſimple..] A ſimpliſt; an
herbariſt.

SIMPLETON. f. from ſimple] A filly mor

tal; a trifler a fooliſh fellow L'Iſºrange.

SIMPLICITY. ſ. [ſimplicita, Lat..] t. Plain.

neſs; artleſſneſs; not ſubtity; not cunning :

not deceit. Sidney. 2. Plainneſs; not ſubti

ty; not abſtruſeneſs. Hammond. 3 Phain.

neſs ; not finery. Dryden. 4. Singleneſs .

not compoſition; ſtate of being uncompound.
ed. Brown.

Preverbs.

SIMPLIST. ſ. (from ſimple..] one ſkilled in

fimples. Brown.

5. Weakneſs; fillineſs, Hooker,

SIMPLY. adv. [from ſmºk.] I. without arti
without ſubtity; plainly ; artleſsly. Milica.

*. Of itſelf; without addition. Hººker. 3.

Mºy • ſolely. Hooker. 4. Fooliſhly ; fl.
a V.

S! MUL.AR ſ (from ſmuſ, Lat.] one that
counter'ei's, Shakeſ,

StMULATION / [jimulatio, Lat.] That part

9, hypocriſy'which pretend, that to be wich
is not Bacºn.

$1MUM,TANEOUS. a. ſ.ſimultaneº, Latin )

Aºting tºgether; exiſting at the ſame time.
Gian v. le.

St N / fryn, Saxl 1. An as againſt the laws
of God, a violation of the laws of religion.

§§akºff...? Habitual negligence of religion.

Daniel, M'at? .

To SIN. v. n. (from the noun.) 1. To neglea

1. Furniſhed

the laws of religion; to violate the laws of

ºligion. 1/aimº. 2. To offend againſt right.

Shakeſ;

SINCE. adv. [formed by contraction from ſi

thence, or ſith thence, ſºon rre, sax | 1. Be

cauſe that. Lºckº. 2. From the time that.

Pºpe. 3. Ago; before this Sidney.

& NCE. prepºſitiºn. After ; reckoning from ſome

time paſt, to the time preſent. Dryden.

SINCE RE. a. ſ.ſincertſ, Lat. ſincere, Fr.) 1.
Unhurt : uninjured. Dryden. 2. Pure ; un- .

mingled. Atterbury. 3. Honeſt , undiſſent

bling ; uncorrupt. Milton.

S!NCE RELY. adv, (from ſincere.] Honeſtly ;

without hypocriſy Watts.

SINCE REN ESS. N. ſ. (ſincerité, Fr.) 1. Ho

SINCE'RIT Y. } neſty of intention ; purity

of mind Rogers. 2. Freedom from hypocri

ſy. Pope.

SINDON_ſ. [Latin J A fold; a wrapper. Bac.
SI'N E. ſ. [ſinus, Lat. A right ſine, in geome

try is a right line drawn from one end of an

arch perpendicularly upon the diameter drawn

from the other cnd of that ar, h Harris.

SI'NECURE / [ſine, without, and cura, care,

Lat.) An office which has revenue without

aay employment Garth.

SI NEW, ſ (renpe, Sax ſenewen, Dutch..] 1.

A tend ºn ; the ligament by which the joints

are moved. Dryden. 2. Applied to whatever

gives ſtrength or compactreſs: as, money is

the ſincus of war. Dryden. 3. Muſcle or

nerve. Davier. -

To Sl'NEW. v. a. (from the noun.] To knit is

by finews. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.

SI NEW1.1). a (from ſínew j

with ſinews. Dryden. 2. Strong ; fin in ; vi.

gorous. Shakeſp.

SI NEWSHRUNK. a. ſ.ſ.new and ſh; unk.] A

horſe is ſaid to be ſinewſbrunk when he has

been over-ridden, and ſo fatigued that he be

comes gaunt bellied. Farrier's Dºi.

$1'NEW Y. a. [From firew.] 1. Conſiſting of a

finew; nervous. Donne. 2. Strong; nervous ;

vigorous, forcible. Shakeſ. Hale. . .

S1 NFUL a. ſ.ſin and fulſ...} t. Alien from

God; not holy ; unſanitified. Mitton, a

a U. Wicked
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Wicked; not obſervant of religion; contrary

to religien. Milton, South,

SI'NFULLY. adv. (from ſinful.] Wickedly ;

not piouſly ; not according to the ordinance of

God. Sºuth.

SINFULNESS. ſ. [from ſinful J Alienation

from God; neglect or violation of the duties

of religion ; contrariety to religious goodneſs.

Mºſt ſtºn, H^ake.

To SING. v. n. preterite I ſºng, or ſung ; par

ticiple paſſ ſung. [ringan, Sax. ſingia, Iſland.

Anghen, Dutch 1. To form the voice to me

lody; to articulate muſically. Dryd, n. 2. To

utter ſweet founds inal ticulately Cant. 3.

To make any ſmall or ſh; it noiſe. Shakeſp. 4.

To tell in poetry. Priºr.

To SiN G. v. a. 1. To relate or mention in

poetry. Miltºn. 2. To celebrate ; to give

praiſes to. 3. To utter harmoniouſly. Shakeſp.

To SING F. v. a. ſ.racºan, Sax, fenghen, Dut)

To ſcorch ; to burn ſlightly or ſuperficially.

I. Fºrange.

S! No, ER / [from ſºng l One that ſings; one

whoſe procłion or buſineſs is to ſing. If aller.

S! NGINGMASTER. ſ. [ ſºng and maſter.]

One who teaches to fing. Addiſon.

SINCH.E. a. [ ſºngalus, Lat.) 1. One ; not

double ; not more thaa one Sºuth. 1. Par

ticular ; individual. Watts. 3. Not com

pounded Watts. 4. Alone; having no com

panicn , having no aſſiſtant. Denham. 5. Un

married. Drydºn. 6. Not complicated ; not

duplicated. Bacon. 7. Pure; uncorrupt :

not double minded; ſimple. A ſcriptural

ſenſe. Matt 8. That in which one is oppoſed

to one. Dryden.

To SINGLE. v. a. [from the adjective ) i. To

chuſe out from among others. Brown, Miſter.

2. To ſequeſter ; to withdraw. Hooker, 3.

To take alone. Hºoker. 4. To ſeparate Sidn.

SINGLENESS. ſ. [rrom ſingle.} Simplicity :

ſincerity ; honcít plainneſs, 11.9; tr.

SINGLY, adv. [from ſingle j . Individually :

particularly. Taylºr. 2. Only ; by himſelf.

Shakeſp. 3. Without partners or aſſociates

**e. 4. Honeſtly , ſimply ; ſincerely.

SI NGULAR a. ſ. ſingulier, Fr ſingularis, Lat.,

1. Single; not cºmplex ; not compound

*"atti. 2. [In grammar.) Expreſſing only

one ; not plural. Lºcke. 3. Particular ; un

exampled, Denham, Female Quixote. 4. Hav

irg ſºmething not common to others. Tillotſºn.

5. Alone; that of which there is but one.

Addiſºn.

SINGULA'RITY. ſ. ſ ſagularité, Fren.] I

Some character or quality by which one is

diſtinguiſhed from others. It iſotºr. 2, Any

thing remarkable; a culioſity, Shakeſp. 3

Particular privilege or prerogative. Hocker. 4.

Character or manners different from thoſe of

others. Sºuth.

To SINGULARIZE. v. a. [ſe ſingulariſer,

Fr.) To make ſingle.

SINGULARLY. adv. [from ſingular.] Parti

cularly 5 in a manner not common to others.

South. -

SINGULT. ſ. [ſingultus, Lat.] A figh. Spenſºr.

SI NISTER. a. [ſiniſter, Lat.) 1. Being on the

left hand ; left; not right; not dexter. Dryd.

2. Bad ; perverſe ; corrupt; deviating from

honeſty ; unfair. South. 3. Unlucky ; inau

ſpiciºus. Ben johnſon.

SI NISTROUS. a. ſ. ſniffer, Lat. ) Abſurd ;

perverſe; wrong headed. Bentley.

SI'NISTROUSLY. adv. [from finiſtreas.] I.

With a tendency to the left. Brown. 2. Per

verſely ; abſurdly.

To SiN.K. v. n., pret. I ſunk, anciently ſa=# ,

part. ſunk or ſunken. (rencan, Saxon ; fen Ren,

German.] I. To fall down through any me

diurn ; not to ſwim ; to go to the bottom.

Miltºn. 2. To fall gradually. 2. King. 3. To

enter or penetrate into any body. Sam. 4.

To loſe height; to fall to a level. Addiſºn. 5.

To loſe or want prominence. Dryden. 6. To

be overwhelined or depreſled. Milton. 7. To

be received; to be impreſſed. Lºcke. 8. To

decline : to decreaſe ; to decay. Addiſºn. 9.

To fall into reſt or indolence. Addiſon. 1 o.

To fall into any ſtate worſe than the former ;

to tend to ruin. Dryden. *

To SINK. v. a 1. To put under water; to

diſable from ſwimming or floating. Bacon. 2.

To delve , to make by delving. Beyle. 3

To depreſs; to degrade. Prior. 4. To plunge

into deſtruction. Shakeſp. 5. To make to fall.

14 codward. 6 To bring low ; to diminiſh

in quantity. Addiſon. 7. To cruſh ; to over

bear ; to depreſs. Pope. 8. To leſſen : to di

miniſh. Rºgers. 9. To make to decline.

Rºwe. 1 o' To ſuppreſs; to conceal; to in

tervert. Swift.

SINK. ſ. [rinc, Saxon.] A drain; a jakes.

Shakeſp. 2. Any place where corruption is

gathered. Ben. johnſon.

SI NLESS. a. (from ſin.) Exempt from ſin.

Milton, Rogers. -

SI NLESSNESS. ſ. [from ſinleſs.] Exemption

from fin. Boyle.

SINNER. ſ. [from ſºn ) 1. One at enmity with

God; one not truly or religiouſly good. South

2. An offender: a criminal. Pope.

SINOF FERING. ſ. [ſin and offering.] An ex

riation or ſacrifice for ſin. Exodus,

SINOPER, or Sinople. ſ. A ſpecies of earth;

ruddle. Ainſworth.

To SIN.UATE. v. a... [ſinuo, Lat.] To bend in

and out. Woodward.

SINUATION. ſ. (from ſinuate.] A bending in

and out. Hale.

SI NUOUS. a. ſ.ſineux, Fr. from ſaws, Lat.]

Bending in and out. Brown.

SI NUS. ſ. [Latin.) 1. A bay of the ſea; an

opening of the land. Burnet. 2. Any fold or

opening.

To SIP. v. a. [ripan, Sax. ſppen, Dutch..] 1.

To drink by ſmall draughts. Pope. 2. To

drink in ſmall quantities. Milton. 3. To drink

out of Dryden.

To SIP, v. a. To drink a ſmall quantity. Dryd.
- SiP.
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SIP. ſ. (from the verb.] A ſmall draught; as

much as the mouth will hold. Milton

SIPHON. ſ. ſzítov.] A pipe through which li

quors are conveyed. Thomſon.

SIPPER. ſ. ſtrom ſp.) One that ſips.

SIPPET.ſ.É. A ſmallſop.

SlR [fire, Fr. ſeignier, Ital ſeriºr, Spaniſh.) 1.

The word of reſpect in compellation.Shakeſp.

4. The title of a knight or baronet. Bacon. 3.

It is ſometimes uſed for man. Shakeſ?. 4. A

title given to the loin of beef, which one of

our kings knighted in a fit of good humour.

: J2ft.

SlRE.J. [fire, Fr. ſenior, Lat.) 1. A father,

in poetry. Prior. 2. It is uſed of beaſts: as,

the horſe had a good ſire. 3. It is uſed in

compoſition: as, grand-fire.

STREN.ſ. (Lat.) A goddeſs who enticed men

by ſinging, and devoured them. Shakeſ.

SIRIASIS. ſ. [ rºſari: ) An inflammation of

the brain and its membrane, through an ex

ceſſive heat of the ſun. Dict.

SIRIUS. ſ. (Lat.) The dogſtar.

SIROCCO.J. [Italian.] The ſouth-eaſt or Syri

an wind. Milton.

SIRRAH. f. [ſir, hat Minſhew.] A compel

lation of reproach and inſult. L'Eſtrange.

#} ſ, [Arabick.] The juice of vegeta

SIRUP. ſ. bles boiled with ſugar. Sidney.

SIRUPED. a. [from ſirup.] Sweet; like ſirup;

bedeved with ſweets, Drayton.

SIRUPY. a. ſ. from ſtrup. J Reſembling ſirup.

Mortimer. -

$SE. ſ. Contraded from aſize. Donne.

§§KIN. ſ. A bird; a green finch.

SISTER.ſ. (ryeorten, Sax. zwier, Dutch.]

1. A woman born of the ſame parents, cor

relative to brother. jºb. 2. One of the ſame

faith; a chriſtian. One of the ſame nature,

human being james. 3. A woman of the

ſame kind. Shakeſp. 4. One of the ſame

kind; one of the ſame office. Pope.

sº in law. ſ. A huſband or wife's ſiſter.
with.

SISTERHOOD.ſ [from ſºfter.] 1. The office

or duty of a ſiſter. Daniel. 1. A ſet of ſiſters.

3. A number of women of the ſame order.

Addiſºn.

SISTERLY. a. [from ſifter.] Like a ſiſter; be

coming a ſiſter. Shakeſp. -

To SIT, v. m. preterite, Iſat. [ſtan, Gothick;

rittan; Sax. ſetten, Dutch..] I. To reſt upon

the buttocks. May. 2. To perch. Bourd. 3.

To be in a ſtate of reſt, or idleneſs. Milton.

4. To be in any local poſition. Milton, 5.

To reſt as a weight or burthen. Taylºr. 6.

To ſettle; to abide. Milton. 7. To brood; to

incubate. Bacon. 8. To be adjuſted; to be

with reſpect to fitneſs or unfitneſs. Shakeſp

9. To be placed in order to be painted.Garth.

10. To be in any ſituation or condition. Bacon.

11. To be fixed, as an aſſembly. 12. To be

placed at the table. Luke. 13. To cxerciſe

authority. Milton. 14. To be in any ſolemn

aſſembly as a member. 1 Mac. 15. Tº Si T

dºwn. To begin a fiege. Clarenden. 16. To

reſt; to ceaſe ſatisfied. Rºgerſ. 17. To ſet

tle ; to fix abode. Spºnſer. 19. T. S. T ºut.

To be without engagement or employment.

Saunderſen. 19. Tº Sir up. To riſe from ly

ing to fitting. Luke. . o. To watch; not to

go to bed. Ben. jºhnſon.

To SIT, w, a 1. To keep the ſeat upon. Prior.

2. To place on a ſeat. Bacon. 3. To be ſet

tled to do buſineſs. Addiſºn.

SITE / [ſtur, Lat.] situation; local poſition.
Bent ey.

SITFAST.ſ. (ſit and faſt.] A hard knob grow

ing under the ſaddle.

SITH adv. [ribe, Sax.] Since ; ſeeing that.
Hocker.

*ITHE. ſ. [rºe, Sax.] The inſtrument of row

ing , a crooked blade joined at right angles to

a long pole. Peacham, Craſhaw.

S! THENCE. adv. Since; in latter times. Spenſ.

SI THES / Times. Spenſer.

SITHNESS, adv. Since. Sººnſer. -

SITTER. / [from ſit..] I. One that ſits. Bacºn.

2. A bird that broods. Mºrtinier.

SITTING.'ſ [from ſit.) 1. The poſture of

fitting on a ſeat. 2. The ast of reſting on a

ſeat. Pſalms. 3. A time at which one exhi

bits himſelf to a painter. Dryden. 4. A meet

ing of an aſſembly. Bacon. 5. A courſe of

ſtudy unintermitted. Locke. 6. A time for

which one ſits without riſing. Dryden. 7. In

cubation. Addiſon.

SITUATE. part. a. [ from ſitur, Lat. 1 r.

Placed with reſpect to any thing elſe. Bacºn.

2. Placed; conſiſting. Milton,

SITUATION. ſ. [from ſituate.] 1. Local re

fpect; poſition. Addiſon. 2. Condition; ſtate.

Rogers. -

SIX.J. [ſix, Fr.] Twice three; one more than

five. Brown.

SIX and ſeven. ſ. To be at ſix and ſeven, is to

be in a ſtate of diſorder and confuſion. Shake!}.

SIXPENCE. ſ. [ſix and pence.] A coin; half

a ſhilling. Pope.

SIXSCO RE. a. [ſix and ſcore. 1 Six times

twenty. Sandys.

SIXTEEN. a. irixtyne, Sax.] Six and ten. Tay.

St XTEENTH. a. (ſixteopa, Sax J. The ſixth
after the tenth. 1 Chron. ar

SIXTH a.ſrixza, Sax. The firſt after the fiſh;

the ordinal of ſix. Baren.

SIXTH. ſ. [from the adjective..] A ſixth part.

Cheyne.

SIXTHLY. adv. (from ſix ) In the ſixth place.

Bacch.

SIXTIETH. a. [rixtecºopa, Sax.] The ten-h

ſix times repeated Digby.

SI XT.Y. a. [rixtº,Sax.) Six times ten. Brown.

SIZE. ſ. 1. Bulk; quantity of ſuperficies;

comparative magnitude. Raleigh. 2. A ſet

tled quantity. Shakeſp. 3. Figurative bulk ;

condition. Swift. 4. Any viſcous ºr glutinous

ſubſtance. • .

-To SIZE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To adjuſt,

or arrange according to ſize. Dryden. 3. To
w 4 U 2. ſettle ,
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ſettle; to fix. Bacon. 3. To cover with glu

tinous matter; to beſmear with ſize.

SIZED. a. [from ſize.) Having a particular

magnitude. Shakeſp.

SI ZEABLE. a. [from ſize 3 Reaſonably bulky.

Arbuthnot.

SIZER, or Servitor. ſ. A certain rank of ſtudents

in the univerſities. Corbet.

SIZERS ſ See Scissa R's -

SI ZINESS, ſ. (from ſizy.) Glutinouſneſs; wif

coſity. Floyer.

SI ZY a.ſ.from ſize.]Viſcous; glutinous Arbuth

SKA'DDLE. ſ. [rcea.ºn rre, Sax.] Hurt; ca

mage Pict. -

SKAi)DONS. ſ. The embryos of bees. Bailey

SKEIN. f [eſcaigre, Fr. A knot of thread or

ſilk wound. Ben. johnſon.

SKA INSMATE /. A meſſmate Shakeſ.

SKATE. ſ. [rcass, Sax) 1. A flat ſea fiſh.

2. A ſort of ſhoe armed with iron, for ſliding

on the ice. Th:riſon.

SKE AN. ſ. A ſhort ſword; a knife. Bacon.

SKEG. ſ. A wild plum.

$KEGGER. ſ. Steggers, are bred of ſuch ſick

ſalmon that might nºt go to the ſea. Jº'alton.

SKELETON J. (2xxº;, Greek.) 1. The

bones of the body preſerved together, as much

as can be, in their natural ſituation. Dryde"

2. The compages of the principal parts. Hale

SKE LLUM J. [ſelm, Germ. J A villain ; a

fooundre. Skinner.

SKEP f ſrcephen, lower Sax to draw.] Sket.

is a ſort of baſket, narrow at the bottom, and

wide at the top, to fetch corn in ſuffer.

SKE PTICK.J. [2xºcºa. One who doubts,

or pretends to doubt, of every thing. Decay ºf

Piety, Blackmore.

SKEP ric AL, a [from ſº ºcł.) Doubtful .

pretending to univerſal doubt Bent'ay.

SKEPTICISM. f. Univerſal doubt; pretence or

profeſſion of univerſal doubt. Bentley.

SKETCH. ſ. [ ſchedula, Lat.] An outline; a

rough draught; a firſt plan. Addiſon,

To SKETCH. v. n. (from the noun.) 1. To

draw, by tracing the outline. ... To plan, by

giving the firſt or principal notion

SKEWE.R. ſ. [ſiere, Daniſh J A wooden or

Iron pin, uſed to keep theat in form. King,

To SKE WER. v. a [rom the noun 3 To faſten

with ſkewers.

SKIFF. ſ. [eſtif, Fr. ſapha, Lat.] A ſmall

light boat. Brºwn, Swift.

SK! LFUL. a. ſ. ſkill and full.j Knowing; qua

lified with ſkill. Tatler. -

SK1 LFULLY. adv. [from ſºfalº With ſkill:

with art; with uncommon ability; dexter

ouſly. Broome.

SKI'LFULN ESS. ſ. (from ſkilful JArt; ability:

dexterouſneſs. Pſalmi.

SKILL. ſ. [ ſºil, Iſlandick.] 1. Knowledge of

any practice or art; readineſs in any practice;

knowledge; dexterity. Alliſt:n. 2. Any par

ticular art. Hocker.

To SKILL. v. m. [ ſºilia, Iſlandick.) 1. To be

knowing in; to be dexterous at. Whitgifte.

2. To differ; to make difference; to intereſt

to matter. Hºoker.

SKI I.L.E.D. a. (from fill.) Knowing; dextrous;

acquainted with. A filtºn.

SKILLESS a.[from ſki!!..] wanting art Shakeſp.

SK! LLE.T. ſ. ſecurilette, Fr.] A ſmall kettle

or boiler. Shakeſp.

To SKIM v. a ſproperly to ſtum.) 1. To clear

off from the upper part, by paſſing a veſſel a

little below the ſurface. Priºr. 2. To take by

ſkimming. Addiſºn. 3. To bruſh the ſurface

ſlightly to paſs very near the ſurface. Drydes.

4. To cover ſuper ficially Dryden.

tºº v. n. To paſs lightly ; to glide alcng.

of e.

SK! MBLESKA MCLE. a. Wandering , wild.

Shakeſp

SKIMMER. ſ. from ſkin..] A ſhallow veſſel

with which the ſcum is taken off. Martíner.

SK 1'MM II.K. ſ. ſki in and milk.) Milk from

which the cream has been taken. King.

SK! N. ſ [ſiad, Daniſh.) 1. The natural

covering of the fleſh It conſiſts of the cuticle,

outward ſkin, or ſcarf ſkin, which is thin and

inſenſible, and the critis, or inner ſkin, ex

tremely ſertible Dryden. z. Hide; pelt; that

which is taken from animals to make parch

ment or leather. 3. The body; the perſon.

L'Eſtrange.

To SKIN. v. a. [from the noun.] t. To flay :

to ſtrip or diveſt of the ſkin. Ellir. 2. To cover

with the ſkin Dryden. 3. To cover ſuperfi

cally. Addiſon.

SKINK.f. [rcenc, Sax.] 1. Drink; any thing

potable 2. Pottage. Bacon.

To SKINK. v. n. (reencan, Sax.] To ſerve

drink.

SKINKER ſ [from ſink.] One that ſerves

drink. Dryden.

SKI'NNED a [from ſkin.) Having the nature

of ſkin or leather, Sharp.

SKINNER. / [from ſkin.) A dealer in ſkins.

SKINNIN ESS. ſ. [from ſkinny..] The quality of

being ſkinny.

SK! NNY. a. [from ſkin..] Conſiſting only of

ſkin; wanting fleſh. Shakeſp.

To SKIP. v. n. [ſquittire, Ital.] 1. To fetch

quick bounds; to paſs by quick leaps; to

bound lightly andjoyfully. Draytºn,Hudibras.

2. To paſs without notice. Bacon.

To SKIP. v. a. [ eſquirer, Fr.] To miſs; to

paſs. Shakeſp.

SKIP. ſ. [from the verb ] A light leap or bound.

Sidney, More.

SKIPJACK. ſ. [ ſtip and jack..] An upſtart.

L'Eſtrange.

SKIPKENNEL'ſ [ſkip and Kennel.] A lackey;

a footboy.

SKIPPER. ſ. (ſchipper, Dutch..] A ſhipmaſter

or ſhipboy. Congreve.

SKUPPET. ſ. [probably from ſkiff. ) A ſmall

boat. Spenſer.

SKI'RMish. ſ. [from y, and carm, Welſh, the

ſhout of war; eſcarmoucha, Fr.] I. A ſlight

fight;
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fight: leſs than a ſet battle. Philipt. 2 A

conteſt : a contention. Decay of Piety.

To SK1 RMISH. v. n. ( eſcarmºuther, Fr.] To

fight looſely 5 to fight in parties before or after

the ſhock of the main battle. Atterbury.

SK1R MISHER. ſ. [ from ſkirmiſh.) He who

ſkirmiſhes.

To SK1 RRE. v. a. [This word ſeems to be de

rived from rein, Sax. pure, clean.] To ſcour;

to ramble over in order to clear.

To SKIRRE. v. n. To ſcour; to ſcud; to run

in haſte. Shakeſp.

SKi'RRET. ſ. [ fjarum, Lat YA plant. Miller

SKIRT ſ.ſ fierte, Swediſh ) i. The looſe edge

of a garment; that part which hangs looſe be

low the waiſt. Shakeſp. z. The edge of any

part of dreſs. Addiſon. 3. Edge ; margin ;

border ; extreme part. Spenſer.

To SKIRT. v. a. [from the noun ) To border;

to run along the edge. Addiſon.

SKITTISH. a. [Daniſh ; ſchew, ſºye, Dutch.)

1. Shy ; eaſily frighted. L'Eſtrange. 3. Wan

ton ; volatile; haſty; precipitate. Hudibrar.

3. Changeable; fickle. Shakeſp.

SKITTISHLY. adv [from ſkittſb.]Wantonly ;

uncertainly ; fickly

SKITTISHNESS. J. [from ſkittiſh.) Wanton

neſs ; fickleneſs.

SKONCE. ſ. (See Sconcr.]

SKREEN. ſ. [ eſcrien, Fr.) 1. Riddle or coarſe

ſieve. Tuſſer. 2. Any thing by which the ſun

or weather is kept off. 3. Shelter conceal

ment. Dryden.

To SKREEN. v. a. [from the noun..] 1. To

riddle ; to fift. 1. To ſhade from ſun or light

or weather. 3. To keep off light or weather.

Dryden. 4. To ſhelter; to protećt. Spectator.

SKUE. a. Oblique; ſidelong. Bentley.

To SKULK. v. m. To hide, to lurk in fear or

malice. Dryden.

SKULL. ſ. "..., Iſlandick.] I. The bone

that incloſes the head : it is made up of ſeve

ral pieces, which being joined together, form

a conſiderable cavity, which contain the brain

as in a box, and it is proportionate to the big

neſs of the brain. Quincy, Shakeſp. z. [Sceole,

Sax, a company ) A ſhoal. Walton.

SKULLCAP. ſ. A head piece.

SKULLCAP. f. [caſſida, Lat.) A plant. Miller.

SKY. ſ. [ ſky, Daniſh.] 1. The region which

ſurrounds this earth beyond the atmoſphere.

It is taken from the whole region beyond the

earth. Roſcommon. 2. The heavens. Davier.

3. The weather. Shakeſp.

SKY EY. a [from ſky.] Etherial. Shakeſp.

SKY COLOUR. ſ. [ ſºy and colour.] An azure

colour; the colour of the ſky. Boyle.

SKY COLOURED. a. [ſty and colour.] Blue ;

azure; like the ſky. Po

SKY DYED. a.[ſy and

ſky. Pope.

SKY'ED. a. [from ſky.] Enveloped by the ſkies.

homſon.

SKY ISH.a. (from ſky.] Coloured by the ether.

$hakeſp,

Žcºuie like the

SKY LARK. ſ. [ ſºy and lark.] A lark that:

mounts and ſings. Spectator.

SKYLIGHT. ſ. [ſy and light ] A window

placed in a room, not laterally, but in the

ceiling. Arbuthnot and Pºpe.

SKYROCKET. ſ. [ ſky and rocket.] A kind

of firework, which flies high, and burns as

it flies. Addiſºn.

SLAB. ſ. 1. A puddle. Ainſworth. 2. A plane

of ſtone, as a marble ſlab.

SLAB. a. Thick; viſcous; glutinous. Shakeſp.

To SLABBER. v. n.[ſlabben, ſlabberen, Dutch |

1. To let the ſpittle fall from the mouth: to

drivel. 2. To ſhed or pºur any thing.

To SLABBER. v. a. To ſmear with ſpittle.

Arbuthnºt. ... To ſhed; to ſpill. Tuſſºr.

SLA'BBERER. ſ. [from ſlabber.] He who
ſlabbers.

SLABBY. a. [the ſame with ſlab.) 1. Thick;

viſcous. Wiſeman. 2. Wet ; floody. Gay.

SLACK. a. [rleac, Sax) 1. Not tenſe; not

hard drawn; looſe. Arbuthnot. 2. Remiſs;

not diligent; not eager. Hºoker. 3. Not

violent; not rapid. Mortimer. 4. Relaxed ;

weak ; not holding faſt. &Milton.

To SLACK. v. m. from the adječtive.]

To SLA/CKEN. § 1. To be remiſs : to neglect.

euteronomy. 2. To loſe the power of cohe

ſon. Moxon. 3. To abate. Milton. 4. To

languiſh ; to ſail , to flag. Ainſworth.

To SLACK. v. a. To looſen j to make

To SLACKEN. S. leſs tight. Dryden. 2. To

relax ; to remit. Davies. 3. To eafle 5 to mi

tigate. Spenſer, Philipt. 4. To remit for

want of eagerneſs. Ben. Johnſon. 5. To cauſe

to be remitted. Hammond. 6. To relieve; to

unbend. Denham. 7. To with-hold; to uſe

leſs liberally. Shakeſp. 8. To crumble; to

deprive of the power of coheſion. Mortimer.

9. To neglect. Daniel. 19. To expreſs;

to make leſs forcible. Addiſon.

SLACK. ſ. Small coal ; coal broken in ſmall

parts.

SLACKLY. adv. [from ſlack.] I. Looſely ; not

tightly ; not cloſely. 2. Negligently ; re

miſsly. Shakeſp.

SLACKNESS.J. [from ſlack.] 1. Looſely; not

tightneſs. 2. Negligence; inattention: remiſs

neſs. Hooker. 3. Want of tendency. Sharp. 4.

Weakneſs; not force ; not intenſeneſs Brerev.

SLAG. ſ. The droſs or recrement of metal. Boyle.

SLAIE. ſ. A weaver's reed. Ainſworth.

SLA IN. The participle paſſive of ſlay. Iaiah.

To SLAKE. v. a. To quench ; to extinguiſh.

Craſhaw.

To SLAKE. v. n. To grow leſs tenſe ; to be

relaxed. Davier.

To SLAM. v. a. [ſchlagen, Dutch..] To ſlaugh

ter; to cruſh.

To SLA'NDER. v. a. [eſtlaundrie, Fr.] To

cenſure falſely ; to belie. Whitgifte,

SLANDER. ſ. [from the verb.) i. Falſe invec

tive. B. jºhnſºn. 2. Diſgrace; reproach. Shake.

3. Diſreputation ; ill-name. Shakeſp.

SLANDERER. ſ. [ from ſlander.] One who
belies
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belies another ; one who lays falſe imputa

tions on another. Taylor.

$LANDEROUS.. a from ſlander ; Uttering

reproachful falſehoods. Shakeſp. 2. Containing

reproachful falſeloods; calumnious. Sºuth.

SLA ND EROUSLY, adv. [from ſlanderous j

Calumniouſly , with falſe reproach. Daniel.

SLANG. The pre:erite of ſling. Sam.

SLANK. ſ. An herb.

SLANT. a [from ſanghe, a ſerpent,

SLANTING. W. Dutch. Skinner JOblique; not

direct ; not perpendicular. Blackmºre.

SLANTLY. adv. [from ſlant..] Oblique

SLANT WISE. A ly; not perpendicularly ,

ſlºpe. Tuffer.

SLA P. ſ. ſchlap, German.] A blow.

SLA P. adv. [from the noun J Wilh a ſudden

and violent blow. Arbuthnºt.

To Si,AP. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſtrike

with a ſlap. Prior. -

SLA"PIDASH. inter j. [from ſlap and daſh.] All

at once. Prior.

To St. As H. v. a. [ ſaſa, to ſtrºke, Iſland.]

1. To cut: to cut with long cuts. 2. To

laſh. Siaſi is improper. King.

To SLASH. v. n. To ſtrike at random with a

ſword. Pope.

SLASH f [from the verb.] 1. Cut ; wound.

Clarenden. 2. A cut in cloth. Shakeſp.

SLATCH. / [A ſea term ) The middle part of

a rope or cable that hangs down looſe. Batley.

SLATE. / [from ſlit ſlate is in ſome coun

ties a crack; or from eſtate, a tile, Fr J A

grey foſſil ſtone, eaſily broken into thin

plates, which are uſed to cover houſes, or to

write upon. Grew.

To SLATE. v. a. (from the noun ).To cover

the roof ; to tile Stºft.

SLATER. ſ. [from ſlate.] One who covers

with ſlates or tiles.

SLATTERN. f { //aetti, Swediſh ) A woman

negligent, not elegant or nice. Dryden.

SLATY. a. [from ſlate.] Having the nature

of ſlate. Woodward.

SLAVE. ſ. ſe/clave, Fr.) One mancipated to

a maſter ; not a freeman; a dependant. South.

Addiſon.

To SLAVE. v. n. (from the aoun..] To drudge;

to moil; to toil. Swift.

SLAVER. ſ. [ ſaliva, Lat. ſaſa, Iſlandick.]

Spittle running from the mouth, drivel. Brºw.

TO SLA V E R v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To

be ſmeared with ſpittle. Shakeſ?. 2. To e

mit ſpittle. Sidney.

To SLAVER. v. a. To ſnearwith drivel. Dryd.

SLAVERER. ſ. [ſlabbaerd, Dutch: from

ſlaver.) One who cannot hold his ſpittle; a

driveller ; an idiot.

SLAVERY. ſ. [from flave.] Servitude; the

condition of a ſlave; the ſtate of a ſlave. King

Charles.

SLAUGHTER, f [from onſlaugr, Sax.] Maſ.

ſacre; deſtruction by the ſword. Dryden

To S.A.'UGHTER. v. a. [from the noun..] To

maſſacre ; to ſlay ; to kill with the ſword.

Shake A.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE ſº ſlaughterandfeeſ. J

Houſe in which beats are killed for the but

cher. Shakeſ”.

SLAUGHTERMAN. ſ. [ſlaughter and ra...]

One employed in killing. Shakeſp.

SLAUGHTEROUS. a. [from ſlaughter.} De
ſtructive; murderous. Shakeſp.

SLA VISH. a. (from ſlave.) Saviſh ; mean;

ba'e , dependant. Milton.

SLAVISHI.Y. adv. [from ſlaviſh.] Servilely;

meanly.

SLA VISHNESS. J. [from ſlaviſh.) Servility ;

meanneſ.

To SLAY. v. a preter. ſlew ; part. paſſ ſlain.

Iſlahan,Gothick. Flean sax ſatchen, Dutch:

to ſtrike. JTo kill; to butcher; to put to death'

Geneſs, Prior.

SLAYER. ſ. (from ſay J Killer; murderer;

deſtroyer. Abbot.

SLE'AZY. a. Weak; wanting ſubſtance.

SLED. ſ. [ ſard, Daniſh; ſledde, Dutch..] A

carriage drawn without wheels. Dryden.

SLEDDED, a [from fled.) Mounted on a fled.

Shakeſp.

|SLEDGE. ſ. [rleez, Sax. ſeggia, Iſlandick.]

1. A large heavy hammer. Maxen. 2. A car

riage without wheels, or with very low

wheels. Mortimer.

SLEF. K. ſ. [ſ]eych, Dutch J Smooth;

gloſſy. Ben. johnſºn, Drayton.

To SLEEK. v. a. (from the adjective 1 1. To

comb ſmooth and even. Milton. 2. To render

foſt, ſmooth, or gloſſy. Boyle.

SLEEKLY, adv. [from ſleek.] Smoothly;

glºſſily. Shakeſp.

To SLEEP. v. nºrleepan,Sax. ſaepan, Dutch.]

1. To take reſt by the ſuſpenſion of the men

tal powers. Shakeſp. Craſhaw. 2. To reſt;

to be motionleſs. Shakeſp. 3. To live thought

leſsly. Atterbury. 4. To be dead; death

being a ſtate from which man will ſometime

awake. 1. Theſſ. Ayliffe. 5.To be inatientive;

not vigilant. Shakeſp. 6. To be unnoticed, or

unattended. Shakeſp.

SLEEP. ſ. (from the verb.] Repoſe , reſt; ſuſ

penſion ofthe mental powers; ſlumber; Baron.

SLEEPERſ. [from ſleep.] I. One who ſleeps;

one who is not awake. Shakeſp. 2. A lazy in

active drone. 3. That which lies dormant, or

without effect. Bacon. 4. A fiſh. Ainſworth.

SLEEPh.Y. adv. [from ſleepy.) 1. Drowſily;

with deſire to ſleep. 2. Dully ; lazily. Raleigh.

3. Stupidly. Atterbury.

SLEEPINESS. ſ. (from ſleepy J Drowſineſs;

diſpoſition to ſleep; inability to keep awake.

Arb uthnot.

SLEE PLESS. a. [from ſleep.] Wanting ſleep.
Milton.

SLEF'PY. a. [from ſleep.] I Drowſy ; diſpoſed

to ſleep. 2. Not awake. Dryden. 3. Sopori

ferous ; ſomniferous; cauſing ſleep. Gulliver.

SLEET. ſ. [Perhaps from the Daniſh, ſlet.] º
kin

nitid ;
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kind of ſmooth ſmall hail or ſnow, not falling

in flakes, but ſingle particles. Dryden, Cheyne.

To SLEET. v. n. (from the noun J To ſnow in

ſmall particles, intermixed with rain.

S}. E. E.T.Y. a. (from the noun.) Bringing ſleet.

SLE, EV E. ſ. [rlip, Sax.] 1. The part of a gar

ment that covers the aims. Spenſer, 1.

Sleeve, in ſome provinces, ſignifies a knot or

ſkein of ſilk. 3. A fiſh. Ainſworth.

SLEF, VED. a. [from ſleeve. Having ſleeves.

SLEF. VELESS. a. [trom ſleeve..] I. Wanting

ſleeves ; having no ſleeves. 2. Wanting rea

ſonableneſs; wanting propriety; wanting ſo

lidity. Hall.

si.EtGHT. ſ. [ſlagd, cunning, Iſlandick J Art

ful trick ; cunning artifice, dextrous practice

Hesker, Shakeſp. Chapm. Swift.

SLENDER. a. ſ. ſlinder, Dutch.) 1. Thin :

ſmall in circumference compared with the

Iength; not thick. Milton. 2. Small in the

waiſt; having a fine ſhape. Dryden. 3. Not

bulky ſlight j not ſtrong. Pºpe. 4 Small;

inconſiderable , weak. Tillºtſon. 5. Spuring ;

leſs than enough. Arbuthn. 6. Not amply

ſupplied. Philips.

SLENDERLY. adv. (from ſlender.] 1. With

out bulk. 2. Slightly ; meanly. 2 Mac.

SLENDERNESS. ſ. tºl, 1. Thin

neſs; ſmallneſs of circumference. Newton. 2.

Want of bulk or ſtrength. Arbuthnot. 3.

Slightneſs; weakneſs; inconſiderableneſs.

Mºhitgifte. 4. Want of plenty.

SLEPT. The preterite of ſleep. Pºpe.

SLEW. The preterite of ſlay. Knoller.

To SLEY. v. n. (See to St E A v E.] To part or

twiſt into threads Shakeſp.

To SLICE. v. n. (rlitan, Sax.] 1. To cut in

to flat pieces. Sandys. 2. To cut into parts.

Cleaveland. 3. To cut off. Gay. 4. To

cut ; to divide. Burnet.

SLICE. ſ. [Flite, Sax ) 1. A broad piece cut

off. Swift. 2. A broad piece. Pope. 3. A

broad head fixed in a handle ; a peel; a ſpa

tula. Hakewill

SLICK. a. [ſlickt, Dutch. See Slre k.) Brown.

SLID. The preterite of ſlide. Dryden.

SLI'dDEN. The participle paſſive o' ſlide. Jer.

To SLIDDER. v. n. [ſlidderen, Dutch..] To

ſide with interruption. Dryden.

To SLIDE. v. n ſlid, preterite; ſlidden, particip.

paſſ. [rliban, ribense, Sax, ſlijden, Dutch.j

1. To paſs along ſmoothly; to ſlip; to glide

Baron. 2. To move without change of the

foot. Miltºn. 3. To paſs inadvertently. Eccluſ.

4. To paſs unnoticed. Sidney. 5. To paſs a

long by filent and unobſerved progreſſion. Sha

6. To paſs ſilently and gradually from good to

bad. South. 7. To paſs without difficulty or

obſtruction. Pope. 8. To move upon the ice

by a fingle impulſe, without change of feet

Jº’aller. 9. To fall by errour Bacon. o

To be not firm. Thºmſon. , 1 1. To paſs with

a free and gentle courſe or flow.

To SLIDE. v. a. To put imperceptibly. Watts

SLIDE. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Smooth and eaſy

paſſage. Bacºn. 2. Flow ; even courſe. Bac.

S!...I DER. ſ. [from ſlide ) He who ſlides.

SLIGHT. a. ſ. ſlicht, Dutch ) i. Small ; worth

leſs; inconſiderable. Dryden. ... Not impor

tant; not chgent; weak. Lºcke. 3. Negli

gent ; not vehement ; not done with effect.

Miſten. 4 Fooliſh , weak of mind Hudiº. 5.

Not ſtrong; thin : as a ſlight ſilk.

SLIGHT ſ (from the adjective.) 1. Negle: ;

contempt : act of ſcorn. 2. Artifice ; cum

ning practice. A, buthnot.

To SLIGHT v. a. from the adjective | 1.

To neglect ; to dºmegard. Locke. 2. To throw

careleſly Shakeſp. 3. To overthrow ; to de

moliſh. junius. 4. To Sli G H t c wer. To

treat or perform careledy Bacºn.

stºres, [from ſlight.] One who diſre

gar, s.

SL1 GHTINGLY. adv. [from ſlighting.) With

out reverence; with contempt. Bºyle.

SLI'GHTLY. adv. (from ſlight.) 1. Negli

gently ; without regard. Hooker. 2. Scorn

fully; contemptuouſly. Philips. 3 Weakly ;

without force. Milton. 4 Without worth.

SLIGHTNESS. f [from ſlight.] ... weakneſs;

want of ſtrength. 2. Negligence; want of at

tention. Decay of Piety, Dryden.

SLIM adv. Slender ; thin of ſhape. Addiſon.

SLIME. ſ. [rlim, Sax. ſign, Dutch Viſcous

mire ; any glutinous ſubſtance. Raleigh.

SLIMINESS. ſ. (from ſlimy.) Viſcofity; gluti

nous matter. Flayer.

SLIMY. a. [from ſlime 1 1. Overſpread with

ſlime. Shakeſp. 2. Viſcous; glutinous. A1:lt.

SLINESS, ), (ſiom ſly..] Deſigning artifice. Add.

SLING. (rlingan, Sax. ſingen, Dutch..] . A

miſſive weapon made by a ſtrap and two

ſtrings, the ſtone is lodged in the ſtrap, and

thrown by looſing one of the ſtrings, jab. 2.

A throw ; a ſtroke. Milton. 3. A kind of

hanging bandage.

To SLING. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

throw by a ſling. 2. To throw ; to caſt.

Addiſºn. 3. To hang looſely by a ſtring.

Dryden. 4. To move by means of a rope.

Dryden.

SLI'NGER ſ (from ſling.] One who flings ºr

uſes the ſling 2 Kings.

To SLINK. v. n. p. eter. ſunk. [rlinkan, Sax.

to creep.] To fueak ; to ſteal out of the way.

Milton.

To SLINK. v. a. To caſt; to miſcarry of Mºrt,

To SLIP. v. n (rlpan, Sax ſlippen, Dutch.)

1. To ſlide ; not to tread firm. South. 2. To

ſlide ; to glide. Sidney. 3. To move or fly

out of place. A ſeman. 4. To ſneak to

ſlink. Spenſer. 5. To glide; to paſs unex

pectedly or imperceptibly. Sidney. 6. To all

into fault or errour Eccluſ. 7. To creep by

overſight Adv. tº 1)ancia,!. 8 To eſcº e :

to fall away out of the memory. H. Ker.

To SLIP. v. a. ſ. To convey ſecretly Arbuth.

2. To loſe by negligence. Ben. j. Anſºn. 3.

To part twigs from the me in body by lace a

tion dºcritirier. 4 To eſcape fro.: ; to leave

!y.
-
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mily. Shakeſp. 5. To let looſe. Dryden. 6.

To let a dog looſe. Dryden. 7. To throw off

any thing that holds one. sºft 8. To paſs

over negligently. Atterbury.

SLIP ſ (from the verb.) 1. The act of ſlipping ;

a falſe ſtep. 1. Errour; miſtake i ſault. Wott.

3. A twig torn from the main ſtock. Hooker.

Shakeſp. Bacon, Milton, Dryden, Ray. 4. A

leaſh or ſtring in which a dog is held. Bramh

3. An eſcape ; a deſertion. Hudibras. 6. A

long narrow piece. Addiſon.

SLI'PBOARD. ſ. ſ ſlip and board.] A board

ſiding in grooves. Gulliver.

SLI'PKNO T. ſ. (ſlip and knºt.) A bow-knot;

a knot eaſily untied. Moxon.

SLI'PPER, or Sliºſbee. ſ. [from ſlip.] A ſhoe

without leather behind, into which the foot

flips eaſily. Raleigh.

SLI PPERINESS / [from ſlippery.) 1. State or

quality of being ſlippery : ſmoothneſs; glib.

neſs. Sharp. 1. Uncertainty; want of firm

footing.

SLI'PPERY. a. ſ.r.lipun, Sax. ſliperig, Swediſh.]

1. Smooth; glib, A, buthnot. ... Not affording

firm footing. Cowley 3. Hard to hold: hard to

keep. Dryden. 4 Not ſtanding firm. Shakeſp.

5. Uncertain ; changeable ; mutable ; in

flable. Shek.ſp. 6 Nºt certain in its effect.

L’Eſtrange 7. Not challe. Shakeſp.

SLI PPY. adv. [rom ſlip.) Slippery; eaſily

ſliding. Flyer.

SLI PSHOD, a [ſlip and ſ!3d Having the ſhoes

not pulled up at the heels, but barely ſlipped

on. Swift. *

SLI PSLOP. ſ. Bad liquor.

SLISH. ſ. A low word formed by reduplicating

flaſh Shakeſp.

To SLIT. v. a. pret. and part ſlit and ſlitted.

[rlitan,Sax.] To cut long wife. Brown,Newt

SLIT. ſ. (rlt, Sax.] A long cut, or narrow

opening.

to SLIVE v. a. ſ.r.lipin, Sax.] To ſplit 5

To SLI'VER. W. to divide longwiſe ; to tear off

long wife. Shakeſp.

SLI VER. ſ. [from the verb ] A branch torn off.

Shakeſp.

SLOATS. ſ. Of a cart, are thoſe underpieces

which keep the bottom ºogether. Bailey.

SLO BBER. ſ. [glas cerie, Welſh ) Slaver.

To SLOCK v. n. [ſic.cken, to quench, Swediſh

and Scottiſh ) To ſlake; to quench.

SLOE. ſ. [rla, Sax.] The fruit of the black

thorn. Blackmore.

SLOOP. ſ. A ſmall ſhip.

To SLOP. v. a. (from lap, lap, ſtºp.] To drink

groſly and greedily.

SLOP. ſ. [from the verb.] Mean and vile liquor

of any kind. L'Eſtrange, Dryden.

SLOP. ſ. [rlop, Sax. ſoove, Dutch, a covering.)

Trowſers; open breeches. Shakeſp.

‘LOPE. a. Oblique ; not perpendicular. Bacon.

SLOPE. ſ. [rom the adjective.) 1. An oblique

direction ; any thing obliquely directed. 2.

Declivity; ground cut or formsed with decli

vity. Pºſe.

SL9PE. adv. Obliquely; not perpendicularly.
Miltºn.

To SLOPE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To form

to obliquity or declivity ; to direct obliquely.

Pºpe.

To SLOPE. v. m. To take an oblique or decli

vous dire&tion. Dryden.

SLO'PENESS. ſ. (from ſloft.) Obliquity; decli

vity; not perpendicularity. Witton.

SLO PEWISE. a. [ſlope and wiſe.] obliquely;

not perpendicularly Carew.

SLO'PINGLY. adv, (from ſloping.] Obliquely;

not perpendicularly. Digby.

SLOPPY. a. [from ſlºp.] Miry and wet.

To SLOT. v. a. [ſlughen, Dutch..] To ſtrike or

claſh hard.

SLOT'ſ. (ſled, Iſlandick.] The track of a deer.

SLOTH. ſ. (rlapº, repº, Sax.) 1. Slowneſ. ,

tardineſs. Shakeſp. 2. Lazineſs ; ſluggiſhneſ ;

idleneſs. Shakeſp. 3. An animal of ſo ſlow a

motion, that he will be three or four days at

leaſt in climbing up and coming down a tree.

SLOT HFUL a [ſloth and full] Idle; lazy

ſluggiſh ; inactive; indolent; dull of motion.

Prover r.

stºrully. adv. [from ſlothful] With
oth.

SLOTHFULNESS. ſ [from ſlºthful] Idleneſs;

lazineſs; ſluggiſhneſs; inactivity. Hooker.

SLOUCH. ſ. [ſlºff, Daniſh, ſtupid.) 1. A

downcaſt look; a depreſſion of the head. Swift.

& A man who looks heavy and clowniſh.

ay.

To SLOUCH. v. n. [from the noun..] To have

a downcaſt clowniſh look.

SLOVEN / [ſoºf, Dutch;yllyvn, Welſh.] A

man indecently negligent of cleanlineſs 5 a.

man dirtily dreſſed. Herbert.

SLO VENLiNESS, ſ. [from ſlavenly 1 Indecent

negligence of dreſs; neglect of cleanlineſs

P!'otton.

SLO'VENLY. a. [from ſlaven.] Negligent of

dreſs ; negligent of neatneſs; not neat ; not

cleanly. L'Eſtrange. -

SLO VENLY, add [from ſlaves.) In a coarſe

inelegant manner. Pope.

SLove NRY.ſ (from ſeven.] Dirtine's want

of neatneſs. Shakeſp. -

SLOUGH. ſ. [rloº, Sax.] 1. A deep miry place;

a hole fūll of dirt. Hayward. 4. The ſkin

which a ſerpent caſts off at his periodical reno

vation. Shakeſp. Grew. 3. The part thi:

ſeparates from a foul ſore. Wiſeman.

SLO UGHY. a. (from ſough..] Miry 5 boggy;

muddy. Swift. -

slow.a. [rlap, rleap, Sax fleesw. Frifick] .

Not ſwift; not quick of motions, not ſpeed);

not having velocity ; wanting celerity. Lºº.

2. Late; not happening in a ſhort time. Mill.

3. Not ready not prompt; not quick.

Addiſon. 4 jull; inactive; tardy flags".

Dryden. 3. Not haſty; acting with deliber

tion; not vehement. Commºn Prayer. 6. Dulli

heavy in wit. Pºpe. - SLOW
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slow, in compoſition, is an adverb, ſlowly. SLUMBER. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. Light ſleep;

Donne, Pºpe.

To SLOW. v.a. [from the adjective.) To omit

by dilatorineſs; to delay; to procraſtinate

Shakeſp.

SLOWLY. adv. [from ſlow ) i. Not ſpeedily;

not with celerity; not with velocity. Pope 1.

Not ſºon; not early not in a little time

Dryden. 3. Not haſtily; not raſhly. 4. Not

Promptly; not readily. 5. Tardily , ſluggiſhly

Addiſon.

SLOWNESS. ſ [from ſlow ) i. Smallneſs of

motion; not ſpeed; want of velocity ; ab

ſence of celerity or ſwiftneſs. Watts. 2.

Length of time in which any thing acts or is

brought to paſs; not quickneſs. Hooker, 3.

Dulneſs to admit conviction or affection. Bent.

4. Want of promptneſs ; want of readineſs

5. Deliberation; cool delay. 6. Dilatorineſs;

procrattination.

SLO WORM. ſ. [rlapynn, Sax.] The blind

worm , a ſmall viper, venomous, but ſcarcely

mortal. Brown.

To SLU'BBER. v. a [Probably from lubber.]

1.To do any thing lazily, imperfectly, or with

idle hurry. Sidney 2. To ſtain; to daub.

Shakeſp. 3. To cover coarſely or careleſly

Wetton.

SLU BBERDEGULLION. ſ. A paltry, dirty,

ſorry wretch. Hudibrar.

SLUDGE. ſ. Mire; dirt mixt wi hwater. Mort.

SLUG. ſ (ſlug, Daniſh, and flock, Dutch, ſigni

fy a glutton.] 1. An idler; a drone; a ſlow,

heavy, ſleepy, lazy wretch. Shakeſp. z. An

hindrance; an obſtruction. Bacon. 3. A kind

of ſlow creeping ſnail. 4. [Slecy, an hammer

head, Sax J A cylindrical or oval piece of me.

tal ſhot from a gun Pope.

To SLUG. v. n. [from the noun..] To lie idle;

to play the drone; to move ſlowly. Spenſer

SLUGGARD. ſ. [from ſlug.) An idler; a

drone; an inactive lazy fellow. Dryden.

To SLUGGARD12E. v. a. (from ſluggard.}

To make idle; to make droniſh. Shake p.

SLU GGISH. a. [from flug., Dull; drowſy ;

lazy, ſlothful. Waller. -

SLU'GGISHLY, adv. [from ſlurgiſh.) Dully;

not nimbly; lazily; idly; flowiy.

SLUGGISHNESS. ſ [from ſlur-iſh. Duires;

ſloth ; lazineſs; idleneſs: inertneſs. Locke.

SLUICE. ſ. (ſluyſe, Dutch; eſcluſe, Fr. ſcluſa.

Ital.] A watergate; a floodgate ; a vent for

water. Milton.

To SLUICE. v. a. [from the noun..] To emit

by floodgates. Milton.

SLU ICY. a (from ſluice..] Falling in ſtreams as

from a ſluice or floodgate. Dryden.

To SLUMBER. v. n. trumenan, Sax. ſluyme.

ren, Dutch J 1. To ſleep lightly ; to be not

awake nor in profound fleep. Milton. 2. To

ſleep; to repoſe. Sleep and ſlum her are often

confounded job. 3. To be in a ſtate of neg

ligence and ſupineneſs.

To SLUMBER. v. a. 1. To lay to deep. 2.

To ſtupify to ſtun Spenſer.

º,” profound. Pope. a. 'Sleep; repoſe.

ryaen.

SLUMBEROUS. N. a. (from ſlumber.) 1. In

SLU MBERY. viting to ſleep; ſoporife

rous ; cauſing ſleep. Pºpe. 2. Sleepy; not

waking. Shakeſp.

sº NG. The preterite and participle paſſive of

tºg.

Slº, NK. The preterite and participle paſſive of

ſll nº. Miltºn.

To SLUR. v. a. ſ.ſ.l. rig, Dutch, naſty; ſloore,

a ſlut.] 1. To fully; to ſoil; to contaminate.

*. To paſs lightly to balk; to miſs. Cudw.

3 To cheat ; to trick. Hudibrar.

SLUR. / (from the verb.J Faint reproach;

ſlight diſgrace. South.

SLJT. ſ. Iſledde, Dutch..] 1. A dirty woman.

Aïng. 2. A word of ſlight contempt to a wo

man, L'Eſtrange.

SLUTTERY. ſ. [From ſlut J the qualities

or practice of a ſlut. Shakeſp. Drayton.

SLU TTISH a. [from ſlut.j' Naſty, not nice,

not cleanly j dirty ; indecently negligent of .

cleanlineſs. Raleigh.

SLUTTISHLY.. (from ſluttſb.] In a ſlut

tiſh manner; naſtily: dirtily.

slºtºjº.nſ.] The qua

lities or practice of a flut; naſtineſs; dirti

neſs Sidney, Ray. -

SLY, a [rlö, Sax. ſlegur, Iſlandick.] Meanly

artful; ſecretly inſidious. Fairfax, Watts.

SLY'LY. adv. [from fly.) With ſecret artifice;

infidiouſly.

To SMACK. v . [rmaeckan, Sax. ſmacker,

Du sh] 1. To have a tale; to be tinctured

with any particular taſte. 2. To have a tinc

ture or quality infuſed Shakeſp. 3. To make

a noiſe by ſeparation of the lips ſtrongly preſſed

together, as after a taſte. 4 To kiſs with a

clºſe compreſſion of the lips. Gay

To SMACK. v. a. i. 1 o kiſs. Denne.

make any quick ſmart noiſe

SMACK, / []marck, Dutch.) 1. Taſte; ſa

vour - Tinsure quality from ſomething

mixed Spºnſer, 3 A pleaſing ta'e ſuffer.

4. A ſmall quantity ; a taite. Dryden. 5.

The act of parting the lips audibly, as after a

pleaſing taſte. 6. A loud kiſs. Dºnne 7.

|Snacca, Saxon.) A ſmall thip.

SMALL. a. [rmall, Saxon; ſmal, Dutch..] 1.

l, 't!e in quantity: not great Dºyden. 2.

Slºader ; exile; minute. Deuter ºn 3. Lit

tle in degree Air 4. i.itle ºn importance;

petty: minute Geneſs. 5. Little in the prin

cipal quality, as ſmall beer; not ſtrong; weak.

swift.

SMALL. ſ (from the adjective.] The ſmall or

narrow part of anything Sidney.

SMALLAGE. ſ. A plant. It is a ſpecies of

tarfley Miller.

SMALLCO AL. ſ. [ ſmall and cºal.] Little

wood coals uſed to ght fires S. º. ater.

SMA'ſ.I.C.R.A.F.T. ſ. ſmall and craft.] A little

veſſel below the denomination of ſhip. Dryden.

2. To
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SMALLPOX. ſ. [ſmall and pez.] An eruptive

diſtemper of great malignity; variolae. Wiſem.

SMA'LLY. adv.[from ſmall] 1. In a little quan

tity ; with minuteneſs; in a little or low de

e. Aſcham.

sºESS. ſ.ſfrom ſmall.]

not greatneſs. Bacon.

bulk ; minuteneſs; exilit

of ſtrength; weakneſs.

$MALT. ſ. A beautiful blue ſubſtance, two

parts of zaffre being fuſed with three parts

common ſalt, and one part potaſh. Hill.

SMARA'GDINE. a. [ſraragdinuſ. Lat.]

Made of emerald; reſembling emerald.

SMART. ſ. [rmeenta, Sax. ſmert, Dutch;

Jmarta, Swediſh.) 1. Quick, pungent, live

ly pain. Sidney. 2. Pain, corporal or intel
le&ual Atterbur

To SMART. v. m. ſmeontan, Sax. ſmerten,

Dutch.) 1. To feel quick lively pain. South,

Arbuthnot. a. To ſeel pain of body or mind.

Proverbs, Pope.

SMART. a. (from the noun.] 1. Pungent;

ſharp; cauſing ſmart. Shakeſp. a. Quick ;

vigorous; ačtive. Clarendon. 3. Producing

any effect with force and vigour. Dryd. 4.

Acute; witty. Tillotſon. 5. Briſk; vivacious;

lively. Addiſon.

1. Littleneſs;

y. Bacon. 3. Want

SMART. ſ. A fellow affecting briſkneſ, and
vivacity.

SMARTLY. adv. [from ſmart.) After a

ſmart manner; ſharply ; briſkly; vigorouſly.

Clarendon.

SMARTNESS. ſ. [from ſmart.] I. The

uality of being ſmart ; quickneſs; vigour.

}. 2. Livelineſs ; briſkneſs ; wittineſs.

SMATCH. f. [corrupted from ſnack.)

T'aſte § tincture; twang. Holder. 1.

bird.

To SMATTER. v. n. 1. To have a ſlight

taſte , to have a ſlight, ſuperficial, and imper

feet knowledge. Watts. 2. To talk ſuper

ficially or ignorantly. Hudibras.

SMATTER. ſ. [from the verb.] Superficial or

flight knowledge. Temple.

SMA TTERER. [from ſmatter.] One who has

a fight or ſuperficial knowledge. Swift.

To SMRAR. v. a. [rmenan, Sax. ſmeeres,

Dutch | 1. To overſpread with ſomething

viſcous and adheſive; to beſmear. Milton, 2.

To ſoil to contaminate. Shakeſp.

SME ARY. a. (from ſmear.) Dawby ; adhe

five. Rave.

SMEATH. ſ. A ſea fowl.

To SMEETH, or ſnatch. v. a. ſrmºe,

S4 ºn To ſmoke ; to blacken with ſmoke.

sºick a. [***yºa.] Soapy j deter

, five. Oić.

To SM. L.L. v. a. from [ſincel, warm. Dutch.

becauſe ſmells are encreaſed by heat. Skinner.]

1 o perceive by the noſe. Coller. 2. To

tº out by mental ſagacity. L'Efºr.

7 o’s v. ELL. v. n. 1. To ſtrike the noſtrils.

sacas. 2. To have any particular ſcent.

I

A

2. Littleneſs; want of

. Brown. 3. Te have a particular tincture or

ſmack of any quality. Shakeſp. 4. To Prat
tiſe the aft of ſmelling.º an.

SMELL. f. (from the verb.] 1. Power of

ſmelling; the ſenſe of which the noſe is the

organ. Davier, 2. Scent; power of affecting

the noſe. Bacon. -

SMELLER. ſ. [from ſmell.] He who ſmells.

SMELLFEAST. ſ. [ſmell and feaſt.] A para

ſite ; one who haunts good tables. L'Eſtrange.

SMELT. The preterite and participle paſſ of

ſmell.

MELT. ſ...[rmelt, Saxon.] A ſmall ſea-fiſh.

Carew.

To SMELT. v. a. ſſmelten, Dutch..] To melt

ore, ſo as to extract the metal. Woodward.

SME'LTER, ſ (from ſmelt.) One who melts
ore. Woodward.

To SMERK. v. a. [rmercian, Saxon.] To

ſmile wantonly. Swift.

SME’RKY. a. Nice;

SMIRK. Spenſer.

SMERLIN. ſ. A fiſh. Ainſworth.

SMICKET. ſ. The under garment of a wo

tnan.

To SMIGHT. For ſuite. Spenſer.

To SMILE. v. n. [ſnuyler. Dutch..] 1. To

contračt the face with pleaſure; to expreſs

gladneſs by the countenance. Tatler. 2. To

expreſs ſlight contempt. Camden. 3. To look

gay or joyous. Milton. 4. To be favourable;

to be propitious. Milton.

SMILE / [from the verb.] A ſlight contrac

tion of the face ; a look of pleaſure, or kind

neſs. Wotton.

SMI'LINGLY, adv. [from ſniling.] With a

look of pleaſure.

To SMIRCH. v. a. [from mark, or murky J

To cloud; to duſk to ſoil. Shakeſe.

SMIT. The participle paſſive of ſnite. Tickell.

To SMITE. v. a. preterite ſnote ; participle

paſſ ſmit, ſmitten. [rmitan, Sax. Jraitres,

Dutch..] I. To ſtrike i to reach with a blow.

Ezekiel. 2. To kill; to deſtroy. 2. Samuel.

3. To affl & ; to chaſten. Wake. 4. To

blaſt. 5. To affect with any paſſion. Milton.

To SMITE. v. s. To ſtrike; to collide.

Nahum.

SMITER. ſ. [from ſnite.] He who ſmites.

aiah.

SMITH. ſ. ſmit5, Saxon; ſmeth, German ;

ſmid, Dutch.) 1. One who forges with his

hammer; one who works in metals. Tate. 2.

He that makes or effects any thing. Drydes.

SMI'THCRAFT. ſ. [rmºcnapt, Sax. The

art of a ſmith. Raleigh.

SMITHERY. ſ. [from ſmith..] The ſhop of a

ſmith.

SMITHING.ſ. (from ſmith..] An art manual.

by which iron is wropght into an intended

ſhape. Mexon.

SMITHY. ſ. [rmºče, Saxon.] The ſhop of

a ſmith. Dryden.

SMITTEN." The participle paſſive of ſrsite.

Exodus.

ſmart; jaunty.

SMOCK.
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$MOCK. ſ. [rmoc, Sax.] The under garment

of a woman; a ſhift. Sandys.

SMOCKFACED. a... [ſnock and face.) Pale

faced; maidenly. Fenten.

SMOKE. ſ. ſrmoec, Sax. ſmoock, Dutch..] The

viſible effluvium, or ſooty exhalation from any

thing burning. Cowley.

To SMOKE. v. m. ſſrom the noun.] 1. To

emit a dark exhalation by heat. Milton. 2.

To burn; to be kindled. Deuter. 3. To

move with ſuch ſwiftneſs as to kindle. Dryd.

4. To ſmell, or hunt out. Hudibrar. 5. To

uſe tobacco. 6. To ſuffer; to be puniſhed

Shakeſp.
To SMOKE. v. a.

dry in ſmoke. Arbuthnot.

to find out. Shakeſp

To SMOKE dry. v. a. [ſmoke and dry.] To

dry by ſmoke. Mortimer.

SMOKER. ſ. [from ſmoke.) 1. One that dries

or perfumes by ſmoke. 2. One that uſes to

bacco.

SMO'KELESS. a. [from ſmoke.] Having no

ſmoke.

SMO'KY. a. (from ſmoke.) 1. Emitting ſmoke ,

fumid. Shakeſp. 2. Having the appearance

or nature of ſmoke. Harvey. 3. Noiſome

with ſmoke. Milton.

SMOOTH. (rmcø, rmoeº, Saxen; mºdyth,

Welſh J 1. Even on the ſurface; not rough ,

level. Milton. 2. Evenly ſpread : gloſſy.

Pope. 3. Equal in pace; without ſtarts or

obſtruction. Milton. 4. Flowing ; foſt; not

harſh. Milton. 5. Bland; mild; adulatory.

Miſtan. -

To SMOOTH. v. a. (from the adjective..] 1.

To level ; to make even on the ſurface

Shakeſp. 2. To work into a ſoft uniform

maſs. Ray. 3. To make eaſy; to rid from

obſtructions. Pope. 4. To make flowing ; to

free from harſhneſs. Milton. g. To palliate;

to ſoften. Shakeſp. 6. To calm ; to molliſy.

Milton. 7. To eaſe. Dryden. .8. To flatter,

to ſoften with blandiſhments. Shakeſp.

Te SMOOTHEN. v. a. To make even and

ſmooth. Mºxon.

SMOOTHFACE.D. a. [ſmooth and face..] Mild

looking; having a ſoft air Shakeſp.

SMOOTH!.Y. adv. (from ſmooth ) 1. Not

roughly ; evenly. 2. With even glide. Pºpe.

3 Without obſtruction; eaſily; readily. Hook.

4. With ſoft and bland language.

SMOOTHN ESS. ſ. [from ſmºoth.] 1. Even

neſs on the ſurface ; freedom from aſperity

Bacas. 2. Softneſs or mildneſs on the palate.

Philipt. 3. Sweetneſs and ſoftneſs of numbers.

Pryd. . 4. Blandneſs and gentleneſs of ſpeech.

Shakeſp.

SMOTE. The preterite of ſnite. Milton.

To SMOTHER. v. a. ſ.rmcman, Saxon ) i

To ſuffocate with ſmoke, or by excluſion o

the air. Sidney. z. To ſuppreſs. Hooker.

SMOTHER. ſ. ſ from the verb ] . A ſtate

of ſuppreſſion. Bacon. z. Smoke; thick duſk.

Cºllier. -

1. To ſcent by ſmoke, or

2. To ſmell out ;

To SMOTHER. v. n. (fiom the noun.] 1. To

ſmoke without vent. Bacon. 2. To be ſup

preſſed or kept cloſe. Collier.

$MOULDERING. ſrmonan, Sax. teſmo
SMO ULDRY. ther; ſmael, Dutch,

*]. Burning and ſmoking without vent.

Dryden.

SMUG. a. (ſnack, dreſs, ſmarken, to dreſs,

Dutch..] Nice; ſpruce ; dreſſed with affecta

tion of niceneſs. Spectator.

To SMUGGLE. v. a. (ſnocke'en, Dutch.]

To import or export goods without paying the

cuſtoms.

SMU'GGLER. ſ. [from ſmuggle.]. A wretch

who imports or exports goods without pay

ment of the cuſtoms.

sºy. adv. [from ſmug.) Neatly 5 ſpruce

y. Gay.

SMUGNESS. ſ. [from ſnag.] Spruceneſs;

neatneſs.

SMUT. ſ. ſrmitta, Sax. ſmette, Dutch..], i.

A ſpot made with ſoot or coal. 2. Muſt or

blackneſs gathered on corn; mildew Morti

mer. 3. Obſcurity.

To SMUT. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To ſtain;

to mark with ſoot or coal. Addiſon. 2. To

taint with mildew. Bacon.

To SMUT. v. n. To gather muſt. Mortimer.

To SMUTCH. v. a. ſtrom ſmut J To black

with ſmoke. Ben. johnſon.

SMUTTILY. adv ifrom ſnutty.) 1. Blackly;

ſmokily; 2. Obſcenely.

SMU TTINESS. ſ. . [from ſnutty.) 1. Soil

from ſmoke. Temple. 2. Öbſceneneſs

SMU'TTY. a. [from ſnut.) 1. Black with

ſmoke or coal. Swift. 2. Tainted with

mildew. Locke. 3. Obſcene; not modeſt.

Collier.

SNACK. ſ. (from ſnatch..] A ſhare; a part

taken by compact. Dryden.

SNACOT. ſ. A fiſh. Ainſworth.

SNA‘FFLE. ſ. (ſnave, Dutch, the noſe..] A

bridle which croſſes the noſe. Shakeſp.

To SNAFFI.F. v. a. ſtrom the noun..] To

bridle; to hold in a bridle ; to manage

SNAG. f. 1. A jag or ſharp protuberance.

Sºenſer. 2. A tooth left by itſelf, or ſtanding

beyond the reſt. Prior.

SNAGGFD. R. a. (from ſnag.) Full of ſnags;

SNA‘GGY. full of ſharp protuberances ;

ſhooting into ſharp points. Alore.

SNAIL. ſ. [rroegl, Saxon, ſkegel, Dutch..]

!. A ſlimy animal, which creeps on plants,

ſome with ſhells on their backs. Denne. 2. A

name given to a drone from the ſlow motion

of a ſnail. Shakeſp.

SNA‘IL-CLAVER, or Snail trefailſ. An herb.

Ainſworth.

SNAKE. ſ. [rnaca, Saxon; ſºake, Dutch I

A ſerpent of the oviparous kind, diſtinguiſh

ed from a viper. The ſnake's bite is harm.

leſs. Shakeſp.

SNA KER OT. ſ. [ſnake and root.) A ſpe

ciº of birthwort growing in Virginia and Ča

rolina.
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SNA'KESHEAD Iris. [Hermodatylus, Lat] A To SNATCH. v. n. To bite, or catch eager

plant. Miller.

SNA KEwEED, or Bºffort. ſ. [bſterta, Lat.]

A plant.

SNA KEwooD. ſ. The ſmaller branches of

the root of a tall ſtrait tree growing in the

iſland of Timor, and other parts of the Eaſt.

It has no remarkable ſmell; but is of an in

tenſely bitter taſte.

SNA‘KY. a. [from ſnake.) 1. Serpentine; be

longing to a ſnake; reſembling a ſnake. Mil

ton. ... Having ſerpents. Ben. johnſºn.

To SNAP. v. a. [the ſame with knap J 1. To

break at once; to break ſhort. Bramhall,

Digby. 2. To ſtrike with a knacking noiſe,

ſnap, or ſharp knap. Pºpe. 3. To bite. Pºiſe

man, 4. To catch ſuddenly and unexpectedly.

Płºtton, Dryden. 5. To treat with ſharp lan

guage. Granville.

To SNAP. v. n. 1, To break ſhort; to fall a

funder. Donne. 1. To make an effort to bite

with eagerneſs. Shakeſp

SNAP. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The act of

breaking with a quick motion. 2. A greedy

fellow. L'Efirange. 3. A quick eager bite.

Carew. 4. A catch ; a theft.

SNAPDRAGON. ſ. 1. A plant. 2. A kind

of play, in which brandy is ſet on fire, and

raiſins thrown into it, which thoſe who are

unuſed to the ſport are afraid to take out;

but which may be ſafely ſnatched by a quick

motion, and put blazing into the mouth,

which being cloſed, the fire is at once extra

guiſhed.

SNAPPER. ſ. (from ſhap.] One who ſnaps.

Shakeſp.

SNAPPISH. a. ſ.rom ſnap.] I, Eager to bite.

Spectatºr. 2. Peeviſh ; ſharp in reply.

SNA PPiSHLY. adv. [from ſnapp:/h J Pee

viſhly , tattv.

SNAPPiSH NESS. adv. [rom ſnapp'ſ J Pee

viſhneſs; taſtneſs.

SNAPSACK. ſ. (ſnappſack, Swediſh ) A ſol

dier's bag. -

SNARE. ſ. ſ ſnara, Swediſh and Iſlandick;

ſnzer, Dutch.) 1. Any thing ſet to catch an

animal; a gin; a net. Milton. 1. Any

thing by which one is entrapped or intangled.

Taylºr.

To SNARE. v. a. ſſrom the noun ) To in

trap. ; to il tangle. Milton.

To SNAR1. v. n. [/narren, Dutch.) 1. To

grow! as an angry animal; to gnarre. Shakeſ.

2. To ſpeak roughly ; to talk in rude terms.

Cºngreve.

To SNARL v. a. To intangle ; to embarraſs.

Decay of Piety.

SNARLER. / (from ſnarl One who ſnarls;

a growling, furly, quarrelſome, inſulting fel

low. Swift.

SNA'RY, a [from ſnare l Intangling ; inſidi

ous Dryden.

SNA.ST. ſ. The ſnuff of a candle. Bac:n.

To SNATCH. v. a. (ſnacken, Dutch. 1. To

ſeize any thing haſtily. Hooker. , 2. To tran

fort or carry ſuddenly. Clarendºn,

at ſºmething. Shakeſp.

SNATCH.J. [from the verb J 1. A haſty catch.

2. A ſhort fit of vigorous action. Taſer. 3.

A ſmall part of any thing ; a broken Fart.

Brown. 4. A broken or interrupted action;

a ſhort fit. Wilkins. 5. A quip; a ſhuffling

anſwer. Shakeſp.

SNATCHED: ſ , [from ſnatch..] One that

ſnatches, Shakeſp. -

SNATCHINGLY adv. [from ſnatching. )

Haſtily with interruption

To SNEAK v. n. [rnican, Saxon; ſnige, Da

niſh.) 1. To creep mily: to come or go as if

afraid to be ſeen. Dryden, Watts. 2. Tobe

have with meanneſs and ſervility; to crouch.

South, Pºpe.

SNEAKER ſ A large veſſel of drink. See?.

SNEAKING. participial. a [from freak.) 1.

Servile , mean ; low. 1. Covetous ; nig

gardly ; meanly parcimonious.

SNEAKINGLY adv. [from freaking.] Mean

ly; ſervilely. Herbert.

SNEAKUP / [from ſneak.] A cowardly, creep

ing, inſidious ſcoundrel. Shakeſp.

To SNEAP. v. a. 1. To reprimand; to check

3. To nip. Shakeſp.

SNEAP. f. [from the verb.] A reprimand; a

check. Shakeſp.

To SNEB. v. a [Properly to ſkiş. See

Šse a P.] To check ; to chide; to reprimand.

Spenſer.

To SNEER. v. n. 1. To ſhew contempt by

looks. 2. To infinuate contempt by covert

extreſſions. Pºpe. 3. To utter with gri

m*e. Congreve. 4. To ſhow aukward mirth.

Tatler.

SNEER. / [from the verb.] 1. A look of con

temptuous ridicule. Pope. 2. An expreſſion

of ludicrous ſcorn. Watts.

To SNEEZE. v. n. [neran, Saxon ; nieſer,

ºutch J To emit wind audibly by the noſe.

M’t/eman.

SNEEZE / [from the verb.] Emiſſion of wind

audibly by the noſe. Brown.

SNEEZEWORT. ſ [ptarmica, Lat.] A plant.

sº J. [Among henters J The fat of a

ter.

SNEW. The old preterite of T, ſnºw.

To SNI B. v. a. ſ. ſnubbe, Daniſh.) To check;

to nip , to reprimand. Spenſer.

SNICK and Snee. ſ. A comtat with knives.

M’ſ man. -

To SNICKER, or Snigger. v. n. To laugh

ſlily, wantonly, or centermptuouſly.

To SNIFF. v. n. ſniff, Swediſh j To draw

breath audibly up the noſe. Swift.

To SN1 GGLE. v., " Sniggling is thus per

formed : take a ſtrong ſmall hook, tied to s

ſtring about a yard long, and then into one

of the holes, where an eel may hide herſe!,

with the help of a ſhort ſtick put in your

bait leiſurely : if within the ſight of it, the

eel will bite: pull him out by degrees.

Waliun, -

To
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To SNIP. v. a. [ſhippen, Dutch..] To cut at

once with a ſciſſars. Arbuthnot.

SNIP. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. A ſingle cut with

ſciſſars. Shakeſp. z. A ſmall ſhred. Wiſeman.

3. A ſhare ; a ſnack. L'Eſtrange.

SNIPE. ſ. [ſheppe, German; rnice, Saxon.]

1. A ſmall fen fowl with a long bill. Floyer.

2. A fool; a blockhead. Shakeſp.

SNIPPER. ſ. (from ſhip.) One that ſnips.

SNI PPET. ſ. [from ſnip.] A ſmall part ; a
ſhare. Hudibrar.

SNI PSNAP. ſ. Tart dialogue Pope.

SNITE. ſ. [rnica, Sax.] A ſnipe. Carew.

To SNITE. v. a. [rnycan, Saxon.] To blow

the noſe. Grew.

SNI'VEL. f. [ſnevel, German.] Snot; the run

ning of the noſe. "

To SNI'VEL. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To

run at the noſe. 2. To cry as children.

L'Eſtrange.

SNI'VELLER. ſ (from ſnive! ) A weeper ; a

weak lamenter. Swift.

To SNORE. v. n. [ſnoreken, Dutch..] To

breathe hard through the noſe, as men in

fleep. Roſcommºn, Stillingfleet.

SNORE. ſ. [rnona, Sax.] Audible reſpiration

of ſleepers through the noſe. Shakeſp.

To SNORT. v. n. [ſnercken, Dutch..] To

blow through the noſe as a high mettled horſe.

jeremiah.

SNOT. ſ. [rnote, Saxon ; ſnºt, Dutch..] The

mucus of the noſe. Swift.

SNOTTY. a. [from ſnot.) Full of ſnot.

A, buthnot.

SNOUT. ſ. [ſhuyt, Dutch..] 1. The noſe of

a beaſt. Dryden. 2. The noſe of a man in

contempt. Swift. 3. The noſel or end of any

hollow pipe.

SNO UTED. a. [from ſnout ) Having a ſnout.

Gretz'.

sNow. ſ. [rnap, Saxon ; ſnee, Dutch J The

ſmall particles of water frozen be:ore they

unite into drops. Locke, Sandyt.

To SNOW. v. n. (raapan, Sax, ſneewen,

Dutch..] To have ſnow fall.

To SNOW. v. a. To ſcatter like ſnow. Denne.

SNO WBAI.L. ſ. [ ſnºw and ball J A round

lump of congelated ſnow. Hayward.

sNo WBRO'ſ H. ſ. [ ſnow and broth.] Very

cold liquor. Shakeſp.

SNO WDROP. f. Inarciſſileucoium, Lat] An

early flower. Bºyle.

SN'Ow-WHITE. a. [ſnow and white.] White

as ſnow. Dryden.

SNO wV. a. [ from ſnow. J

ſnow. Rowe,

A1. Itsm.

SNUB. ſ. [from ſneše, Dutch, a noſe, or Anubel,

a joint of the finger.] A jag ; ſnag a knot

in wood. Spenſer.

To SNUB. v. a. 1. To check 5 to reprimund.

2. To nip Ray.

To SNUB. v. n. [ſnuffºn, Dutch J. To ſob

with convulſion.

1. White like

2. Abounding with ſnow

-

To SNUDGE. v. n. [ſniger, Daniſh.] To lie

idle, cloſe, or ſnug. Herbert

SNUFF. ſ. [ ſnuf, Dutch, ſnot.) 1. Snot. 2.

The uſeleſs excreſſence of a candle. Donne.

3. A candle almoſt burnt out. Shakeſp. 4.

The fired wick of a candle remaining after

the flame. Addiſon. 3. Reſentment expreſſed

by ſnifting perverſe reſentment. L'Eſtrange. 6.

Powdered tobacco taken by the noſe. Pºpe.

To SNUFF. v. a. [ſnuffen, Dutch..] i. To

draw in with the breath. Addiſºn. 2. To

ſcent. Tickell. 3. To crop the candle.

Taylºr.

To SNUFF. v. n. 1. To ſnort; to draw breath

by the noſe. Dryden, King. 2. To ſnift in

contempt. Mal. ii.

SNU FFBOX. ſ. (ſnuff and box.] The box in

which ſnuff is carried. Pope.

SNU'FFERS. ſ. (from ſnuff..] The inſtrument

with which the candle is clipped. Swift.

To SNUFFLE. v. n. [ſnuffºlen, Dutch..] To

ſpeak through the noſe ; to breathe hard

through the noſe Sidney, Dryden.

To SNUG. v. n. [ſniger, Dutch..] To lie cloſe;

to ſnudge, L'Eſtrange. -

SNUG. a. [from the verb, ) 1. Cloſe;

from any inconvenience. Prior.

out of notice. Swift.

cloſe. Dryden.

To SNU'GGLE. v. n. [from ſnug ) To lie

cloſe ; to lie warm.

SO. adv. [rpa, Sax. ſo, Dutch J 1. In like

manner. It anſwers to at either preced

ing or following. , 2. In ſuch a degree. Ben.

Johnſon. 3. In ſuch a manner. 4. In the

ſame manner. Milton. 5. Thus ; in this

manner. Milt 6.Therefore; for this rea on; in

conſequence of this. Hammend 7. On theſe

terms; noting a conditional petition. Rowe, 8.

Provided that; on condition that. Atterbury.

9 In like manner; noting conceflion of one

propoſition and aſſumption of another, an

ſwering to as. Swift. Io. Thus it is ; this

is the ſtate. Dryd. 11. At this point; at this

time. Shakeſp., 13. It notes a kind of abrupt

beginning. Well. Ben. johnſon. 13. It ſome

times is little more than an expletive, though

it implies ſome latent or ſurd compariſon.

4, buthnot. 14 A word of aſſumption; thus

be it. Shakeſp. 15. A form of petition. Shake.

16. So ſº. An exclamation after ſome thirg

done or known. Shakeſp. 17. So ſo. Inii.

ferently ; not much amiſs nor well. Felter.

18. So thes. Thus then it is that ; therefore.

Baccm.

To SOAK. v. m. ſroclan, Saxon.] 1. To lie

ſteeped in moiſture. Shakeſp. z. To enter by
degrees into pores. Bacon. 3. To drink glut

tonouſly and intemperately. Lºcke.

To SOA K. v. a. i. To macerage in any

moiſture ; to ſteep 5 to keep wet till moiſture

is imbibed ; to drench. Dryden. *. To drain ;

to exhauſt. Bacºn,

free

2. Cloſe ;

3. Slily or inſidiouſly

SOAF.
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SOAP. ſ. (rape, Sax. ſape, Lat.] A ſubſtance

uſed in waſhing, made of a lixivium of ve

getable alkaline aſhes and unctuous ſub

ſtance. Newton.

SOAPBOILER. ſ. [ ſºap and boil] One whoſe

trade is to make ſoap.

SOAPworT. ſ. Is a ſpecies of campion.

To SOAR. v. A. [ ſor are, Italian.J 1. To fly

aloft; to tower; to mount; properly to fly

without viſible action of the wings. Milton.

2. To mount intellectually; to tower with

the mind. Addiſon. 3. To riſe high. Milton.

SOAR. ſ. [from the verb.] Towering flight.
Milton.

-

To SOB. v. a. (reob, Sax.] To heave audibly

with convulſive ſorrow , to figh with convul

fion. Fairf.

SOB. ſ. [from the verb.] A convulſive ſigh ,

a convulſive ačt of reſpiration obſtructed by

ſorrow. Swift.

To SOB. v. a. Te ſoak.

timer.

Sober. a. [ſºbrius, Lat. ſabre, French..] I

Temperate,particularly in liquors; not drun

keñ. Taylor. 1. Not overpowered by drink.

Hoeker. 3. Not mad : right in the under

ſtanding. Dryden. 4. Regular; calm ; free

from inordinate paſſion. Abbot. 5. Serious ;

ſolemn grave. Shakſp.

To so"BER. v. a. (from the adjective.] To

make ſober. Pope.

so'BERLY. adu. [ſrom ſober] 1. Without
intemperance. 2. Without madneſs. 3.

Temperately ; moderately. Bacon. 4. Coolly
calmly. Locke.

so'Berness. ſ. [from ſober.] 1. Tempe

rance in drink. Common Prayer. A. Calm

neſs; freedom from enthuſiaſm ; coolneſs.

Dryden.

SOBKI'ETY. ſ. [ſibrius, Latin ) 2. Tempe

rance in drink; ſoberneſs. Taylor. 1. Pre

ſent freedom from the power of ſtrong liquor.

3. General temperance. Hooker. 4. Free

dom from inordinate paſſion. Rºgers. 5. Calm

neſs; coolneſs. Dryden. 6. Seriouſneſs gra

vity. Derham.

SOCCAGE ſ. [ſic, French, a plough-ſhare.]
A tenure of lands for certain inferior or huſ

bandly ſervices to be performed to the lord of

the fee. All ſervices due for land being

knight's ſervices, or ſºccage ; ſo that whatever

is not knight's ſervice, is ſeccage. Cowell.

SO'CIABLE. a. [ſociable, French : ſociabilis,

Latin.) 1. Fit to be conjoined. Hoºker. 2.

Ready to unite in a general intereſt. Addiſon.

3. Friendly ; familiar. Milton. 4. Inclined to

company. Wotton.

SOCIABLENESS. ſ. (from ſociable ) 1. In

climation to company and converſe 4fºre. 2.

Freedom of converſation; good fellowſhip.

Hayward.

SO CíABLY, adv. (from ſociable.] Converſibly;

as a companion. Milton.

SOCIAL. a. [ſocialis, Lat.] 1. Relating to

a general or publick intercſt. Locke. 2.

A cant word. Mor

Eaſy to mix in friendly gaiety. Pºpe. 3.
Conſiſting in union or converſe with another.

Milton.

*O'CIALNESS. ſ. [from ſºcial.] The quality
of being ſoclal.

society.ſ [ſocieté, French; ſºcierar, Lat.)

1. Union of many in one general intereſt

* Numbers united in one intereſt 5 corn

munity. Tillotſon. 3. Company 5 converſe.

Shakeſp. 4. Partnerſhip; union on equal
terms. Dryden.

SOCK'ſ [ſºccur, Lat. roce, Sax. ſocke, Dutch..]

... Something put between the foot and ſhoe.
Aaces. 2. The ſhoe of the antient comick

aćtors. Milton.

SOCKET. ſ. [ſouthette. Fr.) 1. Any hollow

Pipe ; generally the hollow of a candleſtick.

Cºllier. 2. The receptacle of the eye. Dryden.

3. Any hollow that receives ſomething inſert
ed. Baces.

SOCKETCHISEL. ſ. A ſtronger ſort of chiſel.
oxton.

SO'CLE. ſ. [with architeas.] A flat ſquare

member, under the baſes of pedeſtals of ſta

tues and vaſes. Bailey.

SOCMAN, or Soccager. ſ. ſrocarman, Sax.]
A ſort of tenant that holds lands and tene

ments by ſoccage. Cowell.

SO'COME. ſ. A cuſtom of tenants being o

bliged to grind their corn at their lord's mill.

Bailey.

sº 7 [ſeed, Dutch..] A turf; a clod. Cak
inf.

SOD. The preterite of ſeethe. Chapman.

SO'DALITY. ſ. [ ſodalitar, Lat.] A fellow

ſhip ; a fraternity. Stilling fleet.

SO'DDEN. [The particle paſſive of ſeerbe.]

Boiled; ſeethed. Dryden.

To SO'DER. v. a. [ſouder, French ; ſºwderes,

Dutch..] To cement with ſome metallick

matter. Iſaiah.

SO'DER. ſ. Metallick cement. Collier.

SOE. f. A large wooden veſſel with hoops, for

holding water; a cowl. More.

SOE'VER. adv. [ ſº and ever.] A word pro

perly joined with a pronoun or adverb, as who

ſoever; whatſoever; howſoever. Temple.

SO'F.A.ſ [I believe an Eaſtern word.]. A ſplen

did ſeat covered with carpets. Gagraian.

SOFT. a. [ropt, Sax ſafe, Dutch..] 1. Not

hard. Bacon. 2. Not rugged'; not rough.

Matthew. 3 Dučile 5 not unchangeable of

form. Milton. 4. Facile; flexible; not reſo

lute ; yielding. King Charles. 5. Tender;

timorous. Pºpe. 6. Mild; gentle ; kind;

not ſevere. Milton. 7. Meek ; civil; com

plaiſant. Shakeſp. 8. Placid ; ſtill ; eaſy.

Milton. 9. Effeminate; viciouſly nice Davies.

no. Delicate; elegantly tender. Milies. 1.

Weak ; ſimple, Glanville. 11. Gentle; not

loud; not rough. Dryden. , 13. Smooth

flowing. Pope. 14. Not forcible ; not vio

lent. Milton.

sº. interj, Hold ; ſtop ; not ſo faſt. Suck

*5-

To
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T, SOFTEN. v. a. (from ſoft.) 1. To

make ſoft, to make leſs hard. Bacon. 2. To

intenerate; to make leſs fierce or obſtinate.

Addiſºn. 3. To make eaſy; to compoſe ; to

make placid. Pope. 4. To make leſs harſh.

Dryden. -

To ºften v. n. 1. To grow leſs hard.

Batin. 2. To grow leſs obdurate, cruel, or

ºbſtinate. Shakeſp. -

$0FTLY. adv. [from ſoft.) 1. Without

hardneſs. 1. Not violently not forcibly

Batan, 3. Not loudly. Dryden. 4. Gent

ly; placidly. Dryden. 5. Mildly tenderly

Dryden.

SOFTNER. f. I from ſoft. ). I. That which

makes ſoft. 2. One who palliates. Swift.

SOFTNESS. ſ. [from ſoft.) 1. The quality

of being ſoft. 2. Quality contrary to hard

neſs. Bacon. 3. Mildneſs : kindneſs. Watts

4. Civility ; gentleneſs. Dryden. 5. Effemi

macy; vicious delicacy. Taylor. 6. Timo.

rouſneſs; puſillanimity. Grew. 7. Quality

contrary to harſhneſs. Bacon. , 8. Facility

gentleneſs ; candour; eaſineſs to be af.

feaed. Heaker. 9. Mildneſs; meekneſs

Waller.

SOHO. isterj. A form of calling from a diſtant

lace.

tºil. v. a. [rilian, Sax. ſºuiller, Fr.] 1. To

foul; to dirt 5 to pollute; to ſtain ; to fully.

Bacon. 1. To dung; to manure. South.

SOIL. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. Dirt; ſpot; pol

lution; foulneſs. Shakeſp. a. Ground; earth,

conſidered with relation to its vegetative qua.

lities Bacon. 3. Land ; country. Milton. 4

Dung ; compoſt. Mortimer.

SOILINESS.J. [from ſail J Stain ; foulneſs.
Bacon.

SOILURE. ſ. (from ſºil] Stain; pollution.

Shakeſp.

To Sojourn.w.. n. [ſejourner, Fr.] To dwell

any where for a time ; to live as not at

home 5 to inhabit as not in a ſettled habitation.

Donne.

SOJOURN. ſ. (ſejour, French; from the verb."

A temporary reſidence; a caſual and no ſet

tled habitation. Milton.

SOJOURNER. ſ. [from ſojourn..] A temporary

dweller. Milton.

To SO'LACE. v. a. [ſºlacier, old French : I.

ſºlazzarº, Italian iſolatium, Lat.) To comfort;

to cheer; to amuſe. Milton.

To SOLACE. v. n. To take comfort. Shakeſp

SOLACE. ſ. (ſºlatium, Lat.) comfort; plea

ſure ; alleviation; that which gives comfort or

pleaſure. Hooker, Milton.

SOLANDER. ſ. Iſoulandrer, Fr.] A diſeaſe in
horſes. Dićf.

SOLAR. a. [ſºlaire, French ; ſolarit,

SO'LARY. Lat] ... Being of the ſun.

Boyle. 2. Belonging to the ſun. Brown. 3.
Born under or in the predominant influence of

the ſun. Dryden. 4. Meaſured by the ſun.
Holder.

*} The Pieterite and participle paſſive of
Jell.

SOLD. ſ. (ſºulder, old Fr.) Military pay

warlike entertainment. Spesſºr.

SOLDAN. ſ. (for ſultan.) The emperor ef the
Turks. Milton.

SOLDANEL. ſ. [ſºldanella, Lat.] A plant.

To SOLDER. v. a. [..ſonder, Fr. ſºldare, Ital.

ſolidare, Lat.] See Soder. 1. To unite or

faſten with any kind of metallick cement.

Newton. ...?... To mend ; to unite any thing

broken. Hooker.

SOLDER. ſ... [from the verb.] Metallick ce

ment. Swift.

SOLDERER. ſ. [from ſolder.] One that ſol
ders or mends.

SOLDIER.J. (ſolidariuſ, low Lat] 1.A fighting

man ; a warriour. Shakeſp 1. It is generally

uſed of the common men, as diſtinét from the

commanders.

SOLDIERLIKE. R. a. [ſºldier and like.) Mar

SOLDIERLY. tial ; warlike 5 military 5

becoming a ſoldier. Clarenden.

SOLDIERSHIP. ſ. [from ſoldier.] Military

character; martial qualities; behaviourbecom

ing a ſoldier. Shakeſp.

SOLDIERY. ſ. [from ſoldier.) 1. Body of

military men ; ſoldiers collectively. Swift. a.

Soldierſhip ; martial ſkill. Sidney.

SOLE. ſ. [ſolun, Lat.) 1. The bottom of the

foot. Shakeſp. 2. The foot. Spenſer. 3. The

bottom of the ſhoe. Arbuthnot. 4. The part

of anything that touches the ground. Moxon.

5. A kind of ſea-fiſh. Carew.

To SOLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To fur

niſh with ſoles: as, to ſole a pair of ſhoes.

Grew.

SOLE. a. ſ.ſ.l. old French; ſºlur, Lat.] 1.

Single; only. Raleigh. z. [In law.] Not

married. Ayliffe.

SO'LECISM. ſ. [acAoixiraž;..] Unfitneſs of one

word to another. Addiſon.

SOLELY. adv. [from ſale j Singly; only.
Brown.

SOLEMN. a. [ſºlemnir, Lat.) 1. Anniverſary ;

obſerved once a year. Stilling fleet. 2. Religi

ouſly grave. Milton. 3. Awful : ſtrºking with

ſeriouſneſs. Spenſer. 4. Grave; affectedly

ſerious. Swift.

SOLEMNNESS. 7 ſ [from ſºlemn 1 1. Cere

SO'LEMNITY. mony or rite annually per

formed. Pope. 2. Religious ceremony, 3. Aw

ful ceremony or proceſſion. Bacon. 4. Manner

ef acting awfully ſerious. Sidney. 5. Gravity;

ſteady ſeriouſneſs. Addiſon. 6. Awful granseur;

grave ſtatelineſs; ſober dignity. Wotton. 7.

Affectedly grave. Shakeſp.

SOLEMNIZATION. ſ (fromſºlemnize ). The

aćt of ſolemnizing ; celebration. Bacºn.

To SOLEMNIZE. v. a. [from ſolemn.) 1. To

dignify by particular formalities; to celebrate.

Hooker. 2. To perform religiouſly once a year.

Hooker.

SOLEMNLY. adv. [from ſºlemn j i. With

annual religious ceremonies. 2. With formal

gravity and ſtatelineſs. Baron. 3. With for

mal ſtate. Shakeſp. 4. With affected gra

ity.
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; Drydºn. 5. With religious ſeriouſneſs.

wift. -

*o solicit. v. a. ſ.ſ.licit., Lat) . To
importune; to intreat. Milton. 2. To call to

action; to ſummon to awake; to excite.

Rogers. 3, To implore ; to aſk. Sidney. 4.

To attempt ; to try to obtain. Pºpe. 5. To

diſturb; to diſquiet. Milton.

Soi.LiCITA'TION. ſ. [from ſolicit.) 1. Im

Portunity ; act of importuning. Milton. 2

Invitation; excitement. Locke.

SOLI CITOR. ſ. [from ſºlicit.) 1. One who

petitions for another. Addiſºn. 2. One who

does in Chancery the buſineſ, which is done

by attorneys in other courts. Bacon.

SOLI'CITGUS. a. ſ. ſºlicitus, Lat.] Anxious;

careful : concerned Taylor, Clarendon.

SOLICITOUSLY. adv.[from ſºlicitºus) Anxi

ouſly ; carefully. Bºyle.

SOLICITUDE. ſ. [ſºlicitude, Lat..] Anxiety;

carefulneſs. Tillºtſon.

SOLI'CITRESS. ſ. [Feminine of ſºlicitor.] A

woman who petitions for another. Dryden.

SOLID, a [ſolidus, Latin: ſºlide, Fr.] I

Not liquid; not fluid. Miltºn. 2. Not hol

low ; full of matter; compact; denſe. Dryden

3: , Having all the geometrical dimenſions

Arbuthnot. 4. Strong; firm. Addiſon. 5.

Sound , not weakly. Watts. 6. Real ; not

empty ; true; not fallacious. King Charles.

7. Not light not ſuperficial ; grave ; pro

found. Dryden.

SOLID. ſ. (in phyſick.] The part containing

the fluids. Arbuthnot.

SOLIDITY. ſ [from ſºld J 1. Fulneſs of

matter; not hollowneſs. 1. Firmneſs; hard

neſs : compačtneſs : denſity. Wºodward

3. Truth; not fallaciouſneſs: intellectual

ſtrength ; certainty. Addiſon, Prior.

SOLIDLY, adv. from ſolid.) 1. Firmly ;

denſely ; compactly. 2. Truly 3 on good

grounds. Digby.

SOLIDNESS. adv [from ſºlid.] Solidity; firm

neſs; denſity Hºtel.

SOLIDUNGULO US. a. [ſºlidus and ungula,

Lat J Wholehorſed. Brºwn

SOLIFT DIAN. ſ. [ ſºlus and ſider, Lat. One

who ſuppoſes only faith, not works, neceſſary

to juſtification. Hammond.

SOLI LOQUY. ſ. [Jeſus and liquor, Latin.) A

diſcourſe made by one in ſolitude to himſelf.

rror.

SOLI PEDE. ſ. [ ſºlus and feder, Lat. An ani

mal whoſe feet are not cloven. Brown.

SOLITAIRE. ſ. [ſolitaire, Fr.) 1. A recluſe;

a hermit. Pºpe. 2. An ornament for the

neck.

So LitARILY, adv. [from ſºlitary j In ſoli

tude , with lonelineſs; without company Mic.

SOLITARINESS. ſ (from ſºlitary. ] Solitude;

forbearance of company; habitual retirement.

Donne. - -

SOLITARY. a. [ſºlitaire, Fr. ſolitarius, Lat.]

i.iving alone : not having company. Miltºn.

Pryden. 2. Retired, retuate from company.

Shakeſp. 3. Gloomy; diſmal. job. 4. Single,

Brown.

SOLITARY. ſ. [from the adjective..] One that

lives alone ; an hermit. Pope.

SOLITUDE. ſ. [ſºlitude, Lat.] 1. Lonely

life 5 ſtate of being alone. Bacon. 2. A lonely

% a deſert; a place fit for contemplation.

wn.

*010 ſ. [Italian] A tune played by a fingle

inſtrument.

SOLOMON's Loaf. ſ. A plant.

sºon, Seal. ſ. [pºlygonatam, Lat.] A

plant.

SQLSTICE. ſ. [ſelflitium, Lat.) 1. The point

beyond which the ſun does not go; the tropical

point ; the point at which the day is longeſt

in ſummer, or ſhorteſt in winter. 1. It is

taken of itſelf commonly for the ſummer

ſolſtice. Brown.

SOLSTITIAL. a. [from ſºftice.] 1. Belonging

to the ſolſtice. Brown. z. Happening at the

ſolſtice Philips.

SOLVIBLE. a. [from ſºlve.) Poſſible to be

cleared by reaſon or inquiry. Hale.

SOLUBLE. a. [ſºlubilis, Lat.) Capable of diſ

ſolution or ſeparation of parts. Arbuthnot.

SOLUB I LITY.'ſ [from ſºluble J Suſceptiveneſs

of ſeparation of parts. Glanville.

To SOLVE. v. a. [ ſºlve, Lat.] To clear ;

to explain ; to untie an intellectual knot.

Tickel.

SOLVENCY. ſ. [from ſilvent. ) Ability to

pay.

SOLVENT. a. ſ. ſºlvent, Lat.) I Having the

power to cauſe diſſolution. Boyle. 1. Able to

pay debts contracted. -

SOLUND GOOSE. ſ. A fowl in bigneſs and

feather very like a tame gooſe, but his bill

longer; his wings alſo much longer. Grew,

Cleaveland.

SOLUTION. ſ [ſºlutio, Lat J 1. Diſruption ;

breach ; disjunction; ſeparation. Bacon. 2.

Matter diſſolved, that which contains any thing

diſſolved. Arbuthnet 3. Reſolution of a doubt;

removal of an intellectual difficulty. Miltºn.

SOLUTIVE a. (from ſolve, Lat.] Laxative;

cauſing relaxation. Bacon.

SOMATO'LOGY. f. (szaa and x:y:z] The

doctrine of bodies.

SOME. A termination of many adjećtives,

which denote quality or property of any thing :

as gameſome. [ ſaam, Dutch.) -

SOME. a. [ron, rum, Sax. ſom, fºr mig,

Dutch | 1. More or leſs, noting an indeter

minate quantity. Raleigh. 1. More or fewer,

noting an indeterminate number. Bacºs. 3.

Certain perſons Some is often uſed abſo

lutely for ſome people. Daniel. 4: Sºe

is oppoſed to ſome, or to others, Spºſºr.

5. One, any without determining which.

Milton.

SOMEBODY. ſ. [ſºme and body.) 1. One ;

not nobody; a perſon indiſcriminate and un
deterininate.
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determined. Bacon.

deration. Aºs.

SO MEDEAL. adv. [rumbeal, Sax.] In ſome

degree. Spenſer.

SO MeRSA ULT. ſ. [Sommer, a beam, and

SO’M F.R.S.E.T. ſault, French, a leap,)

A leap by which a jumper throws himſelf

from a beam, and turns over his head.

SO MEHOW. a. (ſºme and how.) One way or

other. Cheyne. -

SO METHING. ſ. Tumº; Sax.] 1. Not

nothing, though it appears not what ; a thing

indeterminate. Pºpe. 2. More or leſs. Pºe

3. Part. Watts. 4. Diſtance not great

Shakeſ?

SO ME’ſ HING adv. In ſome degrec. Temple :

SO METIME adv. [ſºme and time j Once .

formerly. Shakeſp

so Mºriºſis. ... tſ…”.nd time, , i.
Not never; now aid then , at one time or

other. Taylºr. 2. At one time, oppoſed to

2 retimer, or to another time Burnet.

Sö MEWHAT. ſ. [ſºme and what.) 1. Some

thing; not nothing ; though it be uncertain

what. Atterbury. ... More or leſs. Grew. 3

Part greater or leſs. Dryden.

SO MEW HAT adv. In ſome degree. Dryden.

SO MEwHERE adv. [ſºme and where.) In

one place or other; not nowhere. Newtºn.

SO MEWHILE ſ. [ſºme and while J Once:

for a time. Sºenſer.

SOMNI FEROUS. a. [ſºmnifer, Lat] Cauſing

fleep; procuring ſleep; ſoporiferous ; dormi

tive. Walten. -

SOMNIFICK. a. [ſºmnus and facio, Lat.)

Cauſing ſleep.

SO'MNGLENCY. ſ. [ſºmnolentia, Lat J Slee.

pineſs ; inclination to ſleep.

SON. ſ. [/unuſ, Gothick ; runa, Saxon;

Jºhn, German; ſon, Swediſh; ſome, Dutch

ſyn, Sclavonian.) 1. A male born of one or

begotten by one ; correlative to ſather or mo

ther. Shakeſp. 2. Deſcendant however di

ſtant. Iſaiah. , 3. Compellation of 2.1 old to a

young man. Shakeſp. 4. Native of a country

Pºpe. 5. The ſecond perſon of the Trinity

Matthew. 6. Product of anything. Brown

7. In ſcripture, ſonſ of pride, and ſaws of light,

denoting ſome quality. .

SON-IN-LAW. J. One married to one's daugh

ter. Dryden.

so: NSHIP. ſ. (from ſºn.] Filiation. Dec. Piety.

SONA. T.A. J. [Italian.) A tune. Prior.

SONG. ſ. [from Žerungen, Sax.]__1. Any

thing modulated in the utterance. Milton. 3.

A poem to be modulated by the voice; a bal.

lad. Shakeſp. 3. A poem ; lay j ſtrain.

Dryden. 4. Poetry; poeſy. Pope. 5. Notes

of birds. Dryden. 6. An old Son G. A trifle.
More.

SO'NG1SH. a. [from ſong..] Containing ſongs;

conſiſting of ſongs. Dryden.

so NGSTER, ſ (from ſong J A finger. Howel

so NGSTRESS. ſ. [from ſang J A female ſing:

er. Thomſon.

2. A perſon of conſi SONNET. ſ. ſ ſºnnet, French ; ſºnnett, Ital]

*: A ſhort poem conſiſting of fourteen lines,

ºf which the rhymes are adjuſted by a particu

lar rule. It has not been uſed by any'rman of

**inence ſince Milton. 2. A ſmall poem.
Shakeſ?.

SONNETTEERſ ſ ſºnnetier, Fr. from ſºnnet.]

A ſmall poet, in cºntempt Dryden.

$º F1 Rous, a ſend, and fºre, Latin.]

Giving or bringing found. Derham.

SONOR FICK, a [ſºneru, and facio, Lat.]

Producing ſound. Wattſ.

*"No Rous, a [ſºns, uſ, Lat.) 1. Loud ſound

intº 5 giving loud or ſhrill ſound. Miltºn. 2.

Hºh fºunding ; magnificent of ſound. Addiſ.

SONº ºusly. adv. I from ſonorcut. With

high fºund, with magnificence of ſound.

*2.9 it OUSNESS. ſ. (from fºrcreur.) 1..

The qualiy of giving ſound. Boyl. 2. Mag
nificence of ſound.

$90N. adv (rona, Sax. ſaen, Dutch) 1. Be

fore long time be paſt; fhortly attor any time

afligned. Dryden. 2. Early: before any time

ſuppoſed: oppoſed to late Bacon 3. Readily;

Willingly. Addiſºn. 4. Soon ar. Immediately.
Excala .

ºx adv, (from ſºn.) Quickly; ſeedily.
aware

$9.9PPERRY. ſ. [ ſapinduſ, Lit.) A plant.
Miller.

SOOT. ſ. (rot, Sax. ſºot, Iſlandick; ſeet,

Dutch..] Condenſed or embodied ſmoke.
owel

SOOTED. a. [from ſººt.] Smeared, manured,

or covered with ſoot. Martimer.

SOOTERKIN ſ. A kind of falſe birth fabled

to be produced by the Dutch wenen from fit

ting over their ſtoves. Swift.

SOQTH. J. Irob, Sax.]

Shakeſp. -

SO9T.H. a. (rº, Sax.] Pleaſing ; delightful.
Milton

To SOOTH. v. a ſzeroSan, Sax) 1.

flatter; to pleaſe. Dryden.

ſoften ; to moſłiſy. Dryden

to pleaſe. Dryden.

SOOTHER ſ (from ſº-th.] A flatterer; one

who gains by blandiſhinents Shakeſp.

To SOOTHSA'Y. v. n. [ſecth and fay..] To

predićt ; to foretell. Meir.

SOOTHSA'YER.J. (from ſºothſar.] A foretel

ler; a predićter; a prognoſticator, Shakeſp.

SQ0. TINESS. ſ. [from ſoºty.) The quality of
being ſooty. -

SOQTY. a. [from ſeat..] I. Breeding foot.

Ailtºn. 2. Conſºling of foot. Wilkins. 3.

Black; dark; duſky. Milton.

SOP. f. [rop, Sax, ſette, Dutch l Any

thing ſteeped in liquor to be caten. Dryden.

2. Any thing given to pacity. Swift.

To SOP. v. a. To ſteep in liquor.

SOPE. ſ. (See Soar )

SOPH. f. ſtrom ſoft ſta, Lat. A young man

who has been two years at the univerſity.

Pºpe, -

* 4 Y

Truth; reality.

To

2. To calm ; to

3. To gratify;

SO'PHſ.
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SOPHI. ſ. [Perſian ] The emperor of Perſia.

Fr. from ſophift. Congreve.

SOPHISM. ſ [ſºphiſma, Lat.] A fallacious

argument; an unſound ubtilty. Watts.

SOPHIST. ſ. [ſºphifta, Lat.) A proſeſſor of

philoſophy. Temple.

SOPHISTER, ſ (ſºphifte, Fr ) i. A di'Futant

fallaciouſly ſubtle; an artful but inſidious lo

gician. Rogers. 2. A profeſſor of philoſo

phy : a ſophiſt. Hoºker.

SOPHISTICAL, a [ſ/hiſligue, Fr. from

ſophiſ; 1 Fallaciouſly ſubtle; logically deceit

ful Still ºf feet.

SOPHISTICALLY. adv. [from ſºphiſtical.]

With fallacious ſubtilty. Swift.

To SOPHISTICA TE v. a. ſ.ſ.phiftiquer, Fr.

from ſºphºſi ). To adulterate; to corrupt with

ſomething ſpurious Shakeſp. Bºyle.

SOPHISTICATE. part. a. ſtrom the verb ]

Adulterate ; not genuine. Glanville.

SOPHISTICATION. ſ (ſº hºſtication, Fr.]

Adulteration; not genuinencſs Glanville. ,

SOPHISTICATOR. ſ. (from ſºphiſticate }

Adulterator; one that makes things not ge.

nuſne.

SOPHISTRY. ſ [from ſºphiſ) Fallacious ra.

tiocination. Sidney.

To SC/PORATE. v. n. [ſpore, Lat.] To lay

aſleep.

SOPORI FEROUS. a. Iſºper and fero.) Pro

dućlive of ſleep; cauſing ſleep 5 narcotick ;

opiate. Bacon.

SOPORI'PEROUSNESS. ſ. [from ſporiferous.]

The quality of cauſing ſleep.

SOPOR1 FICK. a. [ſofor and facio..] Cauſing

ſleep ; opiate; narcotick. Locke.

SOPPER. ſ. [from ſop.] One that ſteeps any

thing in liquor.

SO’.8 BiLE. a. [from forbe:, Lat.] That may

be druak or ſpped. -

SORBITION. ſ. [ſorbitio, Lat.] The act of

drinking or finping.

SORBS. ſ. ſſ., bum, Lat.] The berries of the
ſorb er ſervice tree.

SORE. a. [from the noun.]

SOREHON. Rf (Iriſh and Scottiſh J A ki
SORN

SO’RELY. adv. [from ſore.] 1.

SO'RRILY.

SORCERER. ſ. [fºrcier, Fr.) A conjurer;

an enchanter; a magician. Shakeſp.

SORCERESS. ſ. (Female of ſorcerer.] A fe

male magician; an enchantreſs. Bacon.

SORCERY. ſ Magick; enchantment ; con

juration. Tatler.

SORD. ſ. [from ſward.) Turf; graſſy ground.

Shakeſp.

SORDES. ſ. [Latin.) Foulneſs; dregs. Wood
ward.

SO'RDET. ſ. [ ſourdine, French; ſºrdina,

SC) RDIN E. Italian.] A ſmall pipe put in

to the mouth of a trumpet. Bailey.

SORDID. a. [ſºrdidus, Lat ) 1. Foul ,

groſs; filthy; dirty. Dryden. 1. (Sor

dide, French.) Intelle&tually dirty ; mean;

vile ; baſe. Sºuth. 3. Covetous ; niggardly.
Derka ºn

SO'RDIDLY. adv. [from ſordid.] Meanly;

arly covetouſly.

sº'RDIDNESS, ſ: [from ſºrdid.) 1. Mean

To SO'RROW.

SO'RRY. a. [raniş, Saxon.]

neſs; baſeneſs. Cowley. 2. Naſtineſs; not

neatneſs. Ray.

SORE. ſ. ſnan, Sax.] A place tender and pain

ful i a place excoriated; an ulcer. Bertley.

1. Tender to the

touch. Locke. 1. Tender in the mind; ex

ſilv vexed. Tillotſºn. 3. Violent with pain;

afflićtively vehement. Common Prayer. 4

Criminal. Shakeſp.

SORE. adv. With painful or dangerous vehe

mence. Common Prayer.

of arbitrary exaction or ſervite

tenure, formerly in Scotland, as likewiſe in

Ireland; whenever a chieftain had a mind to

revel, he came down among the tenants with

his followers, and lived on free quarters When

a perſon obtrudes himſelf upon another, for

bed and board, he is ſaid to form. Macizan.

SO REL. ſ. The buck is called the firſt year a

fawn ; the third a ſorel. Shakeſp.

With a great

degree of pain or diſtreſs. Shakeſp. z. With

vehemence dangerous or afflictive. Shakeſp.

SO'RENESS. ſ. [from ſore.] Tenderneſs of a

hurt. Temple.

SORITES. f. [a.ætern;, properly an heap..] An

argument where one propoſition is accumu

lated on another. Watts.

SORO RICIDE. ſ. [fºrer and ceda.] The mur

der of a ſiſter.

SORRAGE. ſ. The blades of green wheat or

barley. Dià.

SO'RREL. ſ. (rune, Sax. ſorel, Fr.] A plant

like dock, but having an acid taſte Miller.

SO'RRANCE. ſ. (In farriery.) Any diſeaſe or

fore in horſes. Dićt.

adv. [from ſorry..] Meanly;

poorly; deſpicably wretchedly ; pitiably.

Sidney.

SORRiNESS. ſ. (from ſorry J. Meanneſs;

wretchedneſs; pitiableneſs; deſpicableneſs.

SO'RROW. ſ. (ſorg, Daniſh] Grief; pain

for ſomething paſt; ſadneſs j mourning.

ilton.

v. n (rongan, Sax.] To

grieve: to be ſad to be dejected. Miltºn.

SORROWED. a. [from ſorrow.J Accompanied

with ſorrow. Shakeſp.

SORROWFUL. a. [ſorrow and full.) 1. Sad

for ſomething paſt , mournful; grieving. Tº

2. Deeply ſerious. 1. Sam. 3. Expreſſing

grief; accompanied with grief job.

1. Grieved for

ſomething paſt. Swift. 1. Vile; worthleſs;

vexatious Glanville, Milton.

SORT. ſ. [ſerte, Fr.) 1. A kind ; a ſpecies.

Tillotſon, Walſh. 2. A manner; a form of

being or acting. Spenſer. 3. A degree of any

quality. Rom. Dryden. 4. A claſs, or order

of perſons. Hºoker, Atterbury 5. A company;

a knot of people. Shakeſp., 6. Rank; cond

tion above the vulgar. Shakeſp. 7. A lot.

Shakeſp. 8. A pair; a ſet. Milton. T

- - - - o
i
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To SORT. v. a. [ſortiri, Lat.] 1. To ſepa

rate into diſtinét and proper claſſes. Hooker.

2. To reduce to order from a ſtate of conſu

fion. Shakeſp. 3. To conjoin; to put toge

ther in diſtribution. Davies. 4. To cull; to

chuſe; to ſelect. Chapman.

To SORT. v = i. To be joined with others

of the ſame ſpecies. Woodward. 2. To con

fort ; to jºin. Bacon. 3 To ſuit; to fit.

Pope. 4. To terminate ; to iſſue. Bacon, 5.

To have ſucceſs Abbot. 6. To fall out

Słakeſp.

SORTANCE. / [from ſort J Suitableneſs;

agreement. Shakeſp.

SORTILEGE. ſ. [ ſortilegium, Lat.) The act

of drawing lots.

SORTMENT. ſ. [from ſºrt.]

ſorting ; diſtribution.

diſtributed.

To SOSS. v. m. ſ A cant word.] To fall at once

into a chair. Swift.

SOT. ſ. (rot, Sax. ſet, Dutch..] I. A block

head 3 a dull ignorant ſtupid fellow ; a dolt.

Sestb. 2. A wretch ſtupified by drinking.

Roſcommon.

To SOT. v. a. To ſtupify 5 to beſot. Dryden.

To SOT. v. n. To tipple to ſtupidity.

SO’TTISH, a [from ſet.) 1. Dull ; ſtupid,

ſenſeleſs; infatuate ; doltiſh. Hayward. 2.

Dull with intemperance.

SOTTISHLY. adv. [from ſettiſh ) Stupidly

dully ſenſeleſly. Bentley.

SOTTISHNESS. ſ. (from ſettiſh.] Dullneſs;

ſtupidity ; inſenſibility. Sºuth.

SOVEREIGN. a. [ſouverain, Fr.) 1. Su

preme in power having no ſuperiour. Dryd.

2. Suprersely efficacious. Hoºker.

SO'VEREIGN. ſ. Supreme lord. Dryden.

SOVEREIGNLY, adv. (from ſºvereign ) Su

premely; in the higheſt degree. Bºyle.

SOVEREIGNTY. ſ (ſºuverainett, Fr.) 1. Su

premacy higheſt place; higheſt degree of

excellence. Davier.

SOUGH. ſ. (from ſout, Fr.] A ſubterraneous

drain. Ray.

SOUGHT. The preterite and participle paſſ. of

ſeek. Iſaiah.

SOUL. ſ. (rapel, Sax, ſel, Dutch.) 1. The

immaterial and immortal ſpirit of man.

Davier. 2. Vital principle. Shakeſp. 3. Spi

rit; eſſence; quinteſſence; principal part.

Shakeſp. 4. Interior power Shakeſp. 5. A

familiar appellation expreſſing the qualities of

the mind. Watts. 6. Human being. Addiſºn.

7. Active power. Dryden 8 Spirit; fire;

grandeur of mind. 9. Intelligent being in

general. Milton.

SOULED. a. (from ſoul] Furniſhed with mind.

Dryden.

SOULLESS. a. [from ſoul] Mean; low; ſpirit

leſs. Shakeſp.

SOULSHOT , ſ: [ſºul and ſhot..] Something

paid for a ſoul's requiera among the Ro

maniſts. Ayliffe.

SOUND. a. [runo, Saxon.] 1.

1. The aët of

2. A parcel ſorted or

Healthy :

hearty; not morbid. Dryden. 1. Right; not

eſpneous. Hºoker. 3. Stout; ſtrong; luſty.

Abbot 4. Valid; not failing. S, ea, tr. 5.

Faſt : hearty. Milton.

SOUND. adv. Soundly; heartily; completely

faſt. Spenſer.

SOUND. ſ. [ ſºnde, French..] A ſhallow ſea,

ſººh, as may be ſounded. Camden, B.
johnſºn

SOUND. ſ. [ ſende, Fr.] A probe, an inſtru

ment uſed by chirurgeons, to feel what is out

of reach of the fingers. Sharp.
To SOUND. v. a. i. To ſearch with a plum

met; to try depth. Shakeſp. z. To try; to

examine. Addiſon.

To SOUND v. s. To try with the ſounding
line. Aºr, Locke.

SOUND. ſ. The cuttle fiſh. Ainſworth.

SOUND. ſ. [ ſon uſ, Lat 1. Any thing audible;

*, noiſe; that which is perceived by the air.

*a*, *. Mere empty noiſe oppoſed to
meaning. Locke.

To SOUND. v. n. 1. To make a noiſe; to emit

* noiſe. Milton; 2. To exhibit by likeneſs

of a ſound. Shakeſp. Ben. Johnſon.

To SOUND. v. a 1. To cauſe to make a

noiſe ; to play on. Milton. 2. To betoken

or direct by a ſound. Wal. 3. To celebrate

by ſound Milton.

SOUNDBOARD. ſ. [ſound and bºard.) Board

which propagates the ſound in organs. Milton.

SOUNDING. a. (from ſound.J Sonorous, hav

ing a magnificent ſound. Dryden.

SQUNDLY. adv. [from ſound] 1. Healthily:

heartily. 2. Luſtily; floutly ; ſtrongly.

Chapman, Swift. 3. Truly; rightly. Bacºn.

4. Faſt; cloſely. Locke.

SOUNDNESS. ſ. [from ſºund.) 1.

heartineſs. Shakeſp. 2. Truth;

incorrupt ſtate. Hooker.

dity. Hºcker.

SOUP. ſ. [ſoupe, Fr.) Strong decoction of fleſh

for the table. Swift.

SOUR. a. [run, Sax.] I. Acid ; auſtere ;

pungent on the palate with aſtringency. Dryd.

*. Harſh of temper; crabbed; peeviſh.

Tatler, 3. Afflictive; painful. Shakeſp. 4.

Expreſſing diſcontent. Swift.

SOUR / [from the adjective ) Acid ſubſtance.

Spenſer.

To SOUR. v. a. 1. To make acid. Decay ºf

Piety, Dryden. 2. To make harſh. Mortimer.

3. To make uneaſy ; :o make leſs pleaſing.

Dryden. 4. To make diſcontented. Shakeſø.

To SOUR. v. m. 1. To become acid. Ar

bºth 12t. 2. To grow peeviſh or crabbed.

Addiſºn.

SOURCE. ſ. [ ſºurce, Fr J . Spring ; foun

tain head. Addiſºn. 2. Original ; firſt courſe.

Milton. 3. Firſt producer. Waller.

SOURISH. a. [from four.] Somewhat ſour.

Boyle

soºty. adv. (from ſºur.] 1. With acidity.

2. With acrimony. Dryden.

SO'URNESS, ſ. (from ſºur.] 1.

4 Y 2.

Health ;

restitude ,

3. Strength ; ſoli

Acidity ;

auſtcreneſs
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auſtereneſs of taſte. Denham.

harſhneſs of temper Addiſon.

SO URSOP. ſ. Cuſtard apple. Miller.

SOUS. ſ. [ſol, Fr.] A ſmall denomination of

money.

SOUSE. ſ. ſ fut, falº, Dutch j . Pickle made

of ſalt, 2. Any thing kept parboiled in a ſalt

pickle ‘Tuffer.

To SOUSE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

parboil, and fleep in pickle. Pºpe. 1. To throw

into water. Shakeſp.

To SOUSE. v. n To fall as a bird on its prey.

Dryden.

To SO USF. v. a. To ſtrike with ſudden vic

lence, as a bird ſtrikes his prey. Shakºff.

SOUSE. adv. With ſudden violence. A low

word -

SOU 1 ERRAIN. ſ [ſaterrain, Fr.] A grotto

or cavern in the ground. A, buthnot

SOUTH. ſ. (rub, Sax ſurd, Dutch.) 1. The

part where the ſun is to us at noon. Bacºn.

2. The ſouthern regions of the globe. Miltºn.

3. The wind that blows from the ſouth.

Shakeſp.

SOUTH, a [from the noun..] Southern ; me

ridional. jºb.

SOUTH, adv. 1. Towards the ſouth. Shakeſp.

2. From the ſouth. Baron.

SOUTHING. a. [from the noun..] Going to

wards the ſouth. Dryden.

SOUTHEA'sT. ſ. [ ſºuth and reſ.) The point

between the eaſt and ſouth. Baccº.

SOUTHERLY. a ſtron ſºuth. 1. Belonging

to any of the points denominated from the

ſouth not abſolutely ſouthern. 2 i.ying to

wards the ſouth. Graunt. 3. Coming from a

bout the ſºuth. Shakeſp.

SOUTHERN a. ſ.robenne, Saxon ; from

ſouth.) 1. Belonging to the ſouth meridional.

Shakeſp. 2. Lying towards, the ſouth. 3.

Coming from the ſºuth Dryden.

SOUTHERNWOOD. ſ. Iruºenopubu, Sax )

A plant which agrees in moſt parts with the

wormwood Mºſler.

SOUTHMOST. a. ſ.rom ſºuth.) Fartheſt to.

wards the ſouth Milton.

SOUTHSAY / [properly ſºothſay..] Prediction.

Spenſer. -

To SOUTHSAY. v. n. (see Sooth say J To

predićt Camden.

SOUTHSAYER. ſ. [properly ſºothſayer.3 A

prediter

SOUTH waR.D. adv. [from ſºuth.] Towards

the ſouth. Raleigh.

2. Aſperity ;

SOUTHWE's T.J. [ ſºuth and waſ...] Point be-|

tween the ſºuth and weſt. Bat: n.

So UPENANCE. ſ. [Fr.) Remembrance ; me

- mory. Sº enſer. -

Sow ſ. [rugn, Sax. ſceg, ſºutre, Dutch..] , i.

A fennale pig , the female of a boar. Dryden.

2. An oblong maſs of lead. 3. An inſect ;

a naillepede.

SOW BREAD. ſ. (cyclaren, Lat.] A plant.

To SO W. v. n. (rapan, Saxon ; /aeyen,

Dutch ) To ſcatter ſced in order to a barveſt.

Leviticaw. -

To SOV. v. a. part paſſ ſºwn. 1. To ſeat

ter in the ground in order to growth. Bacºn.

2. To ſpread; to propagate. Afilten. 3. To

impregnate or ſtock with feed. Iſaiah. 4. To

beſprinkle. Milton.

To SOW v. a. For ſew.

To SOWCE. v. a. To throw into the water.

L'Eſtrange.

SOWER. ſ. (from ſºw.] 1. He that ſprinkles

the ſeed. Matthew. 2. A ſcatterer. Hakew.

3. A breeder ; a promoter. Bacon.

SOWINS. ſ. Flummery, ſomewhat ſoured and

made of oatmeal. Swift.

To SOWL. v. a. To pull by the ears. Shakeſp.

SOWN. The participle of Jew.

SO WTHISTLE. ſ. A weed. Bacon.

SPA AD. ſ. A kind of mineral. Weedw.

SPACE. f. (ſpatium, Lat.) 1. Room; local

extenſion. Locke. 2. Any quantity of place.

Burnet. 3. Quantity of time. Wilkins. 4.

A ſmall time ; a while. Spenſer.

SPA CIOUS. a. ſ. ſpacieux, Fr. ſpaciºſur, Lat]

Wide ; cztenſive ; roomy: not narrow.

Cºwley.

SPACIOUSNESS. ſ. (from ſpacitus.) Roomi

neſs; wide extenſion.

SPA DDT.E. / (diminutive of ſpade.) A little

ſpade. A/artimer.

SPADE. ſ. [rpeo, Saxon ; ſtade, Dutch..] 1.

The inſtrument of digging. Brown. 2. A

deer three years old. Ainſworth. 3. A ſuit

of cards.

SPA DICEOUS. a. ſ. ſpadiceuſ, Lat.] Light

red. Brown.

SPADI LLE. ſ. [ſpadillº, or eſpadille, Fr.]
The ace of ſpades at ombre.

SPAGYRICK. a. i ſpagyricus, Lat.] Chy

mical -

SPA GYRIST. ſ. A chymiſt. Boyle.

SPAKE. The old preterite of ſpeak. Miltºn.

SPALL ſ. (eſpaule, Fr.) Shoulder. Fairfax.

SPALT, or Spelt. ſ. A white, ſcaly, ſhining

ſtone, frequently uſed to promote the fuſion of

metals. Bailey. -

SPAN. ſ. [rpan, rponne, Saxon ſpanna,

Italian ; ſpan, Dutch..] 1. The ſpace from

the end of the thumb to the end of the little

finger extended. Hooker. 2. Any ſhort dura

tion. Waller.

To SPAN. v. a. 1. To meaſure by the hand

extended. Tickell 2. To meaſure. Herbert.

SPAN. The preterite of ſpin. Drayton.
SPA’NCOUNTER. ſ. [from ſpan, cºunter,

SPANFARTHING. } and farthing 1 A play

at which money is thrown within a ſpan or

mark. Denne.

SPANGLE. ſ. [ſpange, German, a locket]

1. A ſmall plate or boſs of ſhining metal. 1.

Anything ſparkling and ſhining. Glanville.

To SpANGLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

beſprinkle with ſpangles or ſhining bodies.Dº

SPANIEL. ſ. [hiſpanioluſ, Lat.] . A dog uſed

for ſport in the field, remarkable for ſagacity

and obedience. Dryden. 2. A low, mean

ſneaking fellow, Shakeſ?. To
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To SPA'NIFL. v. n. (from the noun.) To ſaw.

on , to play the ſpaniel. Shakeſp.

SPANisH Brººm ſ. A plant ſo called.

SPAN is H Nut. f. [ſſyrinthium, Latin.] I

plant. Miller.

SPANKF.R. ſ. A ſmall coin. Denham.

SPA'NNER. ſ. The lock of a fuſee or carbine

H::ve!.

SPAR. f. 1 Marcaſte. Newton.

beam : the bar of a gate.

To SPAR. v. n. To fight with preluſive ſtroke:

To SPAR. v. a. [ſpannan, Saxon ; ſperren

German ) To ſhut ; to cloſe ; to bar. Shakeſf

Sººn/er.

SPARABLE. ſ. [rpannan, Saxon, to faſten.

Small nails.

SPARADRAP. f. (In pharmacy.) A cerecloth

PPiſzman.

To SPARE v. a. [rpanan, Sax. ſpaeren, Dut

eſpargner, Fren.) 1. To uſe frugally ; not t

waſte ; not to conſume. Milton. 2. To hav

unemployed; to ſave for any particular uſ

knelles. 3. To do without ; to loſe willingly

Ben johnſºn. 4. To omit; to forbear. Drya

5. To uſe tenderly 5 to ſorbear ; to treat wit

pity. Common Prayer. 6. To grant , to allow

to indulge. Roſcommen. 7. To forbear to in

flićt or impoſe. Dryden.

To SPARE. v. n. 1. To live frugally ; to b,

parcinonious ; to be not liberal, Otway. 2.

To forbear ; to be ſcrupulous. Knolles. 3. T

uſe mercy to forgive , to be tender. Bacon.

SPARE. a. 1. Scanty ; not abundant i parci.

monious. Bacon. 2. Superfluous; unwanted

Bacon. 3. Lean ; wanting fleſh; macilent

Milton.

SPARE. f. [from the verb.) Parcinony; frugal

uſe ; huſbandry. Bacon.

SPA'RER. ſ. (from ſpare.] One who avoid

expence. Wotton.

SPARERIB. ſ. [ſpare and rib.] Some part cut

off from the ribs.

SPARGEFACTION. ſ. [ſpargo, Lat.] The

act of ſprinkling.

SPARING. a. (from ſpare.] 1. Scarce; little.

Bacºn. 2. Scanty ; not plentiful. Pope. 3.

Parcinonious ; not liberal Dryden.

SPARINGLY. adv. [from ſparing.) 1. Not

abundantly. Bacon. 2. Frugally; parcimoni

ouſly ; not laviſhly. Hayward. 3. With ab

ſtinence. Atterbury. 4. Not with great fre

quency. Atterbury. 5. Cautiouſly ; tenderly.

SPARK. ſ. [rpeanca, Sax. ſparke, Dutch.) i.

A ſmall particle of fire, or kindled matter.

Shakeſp. 2. Any thing ſhining. Locke. 3.

Anything vivid or active. Shakeſp. 4. A live

ly, ſhowy, ſplendid, gay man. Collier.

To SPARK. v. n. (from the noun..] To emit

particles of fire ; to ſparkle. Spenſer.

SPARKFUL. a. [ſpark and full.] Lively;

briſk airy. Camden.

SPARK1SH.a. [from ſpark.] 1. Airy ; gay.

Maſb. 2. Showy, well dreſſed; fine L’Eſir.

SPARKLE. ſ. [from ſpark.] 1. A ſpark; a

ſmall particle of fire, Pryden, a, Any lumi

2. A ſma'

nous particle. Hicker, Davier, Pºpe.

To SPARKLE. v. n. (from the nºun..] I. To

emit ſparks. 2. To iſſue in ſparks. Milton. 3.

To ſhine ; to glitter. Watts.

SPARKLINGLY. adv. [from ſtarkling } with

vivid and twinkling luſlre. Boyle.

SPARKLINGN ESS. ſ (from ſparkling ) Vi

vid and twinkling luſtre Bºyle.

SPARROW. ſ. rpeanpa, Sax.] A ſmall bird.

Wattſ. -

PARROWHAWK, or ſharhawk ſ ſrpean

hapoc, Sax.] The female of the muſket hawk.

3PA RROWGRASS. ſ. [Corrupted from aſºa

ragus.] King

PARRY. 4. [from ſpar..] Conſiſting of ſpar.

JWoodward.

SPASM ſ. [a rāzwa) Convulſion; violent and

involuntary contraction. Arbuthnst.

SPASMODICK a. ſſpaſmºdique, Frea.] Con

vulſive.

SPAT. The preterite of ſpit. G-2"

SPAT. ſ. The young ef ſhell-fiſh. Woodward.

To SPATIATE. v. n. [ſpatier, Lat...] To rove;

to range ; to ramble at large. Bentley.

To SPATTER. v a. [rpat, ſpit, Saxon.) 1.

To ſprinkle with dirt, or any thing offenſive.

4ddiſon. 2. To throw out any thing offen

five. Shakeſp. 3. To aſperſe; te defame.

To SPATTER. v. n. To ſpit; to ſputter as at

any thing nauſeous taken into the mouth.

Milton.

SPATTERDASHES. ſ. [ſpatter and daſh )

Coverings for the legs by which the wet is

kept off.

SPA TTLING Pºppy ſ. White behen. A plant.
AMiller.

SPATULA. ſ. A ſpattle or ſlice, uſed by apo

thecaries and ſurgeons in ſpreading plaſters or

ſtirling medicines. Quincy.

SPAVIN. ſ. (eſpa vent, Fren.ſpavano, Italian.]

This diſeaſe in horſes is a bony excreſcence or

cruſt as hard as a bone, that grows on the in

ſide of the hough, Farrier'ſ Dići.

SPAW. ſ. A place famous for mineral waters;

any mineral water. -

To SPAWL. v. n. [rpeoclian, to ſpit, Saxon.]

To throw moiſture out of the mouth. Swift.

SPAWL. ſ. [rpatl, Sax. J Spittle; moiſture e

jected from the mouth. Dryden

SPAWN. ſ. (ſººne, ſpenne, Dutch.]

eggs of fiſh or of frogs. Shakeſp.

duct or offspring. Tillotſon.

To SPAWN. v. a. [from the noun )

produce as fiſhes do eggs. Shakeſp.

nerate ; to bring forth. Swift.

To SPAWN. v. n. 1. To iſſue as eggs frcm

fiſh. 2. To iſſue; to proceed. Locke.

SPA'WNER. ſ. [from ſpawn.) The female fiſh.
Walton.

To SPAY. v. a. [ſpado, Lat.] To caſtrate fe- .

male animals. Martimer.

To SPEAK. v. n. [Preterite, ſpake, or ſe: ;

participle paſſive, ſpºken ſpecar, Saxon ;

fpreken, Dut..] I. To utter articulate ſcunds ;

to expreſs thoughts by words. Hºlder. 2. ‘I •

has argue 3

1. The

2. Any pro

1. To

2. To ge
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harangue; to make a ſpeech. Clarenden. 3.

To talk for or againſt; to diſpute. Shakeſp. 4

To diſcourſe ; to make mention. Till tſºn. 5.

To give ſound. Shakeſp. 6. To Sf E A k with.

To addreſs; to converſe with. Knºller.

To SPEAK. v. a. 1. To utter with the mouth :

to pronounce. judges. 1. To proclaim ; to

celebrate. Shakeſp. 3. To addreſs ; to accoſt.

Eccleſ. 4. To exhibit. Milton

SPEAKABLE. a. i from ſpeak.] 1. Poſſible to

be ſpoken. 2. Having the power of ſpeech.

Milton.

SPEAKER. ſ. [from ſpeak.] t. One that

ſpeaks. Watts. 2. One that ſpeaks in any

particular matter. Prior. 3. One that cele

brates, proclaims or mentions. Shakeſp. 4. The

prolocutor of the commons Dryden.

SPEAKING Trumpet. ſ. A ſtentorophonick

inſtrument ; a trumpet by which the voice

may be propagated to a great diſtance, Dryd.

SPEAR.f. [rpene, Sax. ſpere, Dutch 1. A

long weapº, with a ſharp point, uſed in thruſt

ing or throwing: a lance. Cost ey. 2. A lance

generally with prongs to kill fiſh. Carew.

To SPEAR. v. a. (from the noun..] To kill or

pierce with a ſpear.

To spea R. v. p. To ſhoot or ſprout. Mortimer.

SPEARGRASS. ſ. [ſpear and graſs.] Long

ſtiff graſs. Shakeſp.

SPEARMAN. ſ. [ ſpear and mān. ) One who

uſes a lance in fight. Prior.

SPEARMINT. ſ. A plant a ſpecies of mint

SPEARWORT. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

SPECIAL. a. [ſpecial, Fr. ſpecials, Latl

Noting a ſort or ſpecies Patts. 2. Particu

lar; peculiar Hooker, Atterbury. 3. Appro

priate; deſigned for a particular purpoſe. Dav.

4. Extraordinary ; uncommon. Spratt. 5

Chief in excellence. Shakeſp.

SPECIALLY. adv. (from ſpecial.] ... Particu

larly above others. Deuteron. 2. Not in a

common way 5 peculiarly. Hale.

SPECIALTY. ſ [ſpecialité, Fr. from ſpe

SPECIALITY. W. cial] Particularity. Hooker.

SPECIES ſ. [ſpecieſ, Lat.] 1. A ſort; a ſub:

diviſion of a general term. Wattr. 2. Claſs

of nature ; ſingle order of beings. Bentley. 3.

Appearance to the ſenſes; any viſible or ſen:

ſible repreſentation. Ray. 4. Repreſentation

te the mind. Dryden. 5. Show ; viſible ex

bibition. Bacon. 6. Circulating money. Arbu.

7. Simples that have place in a compound.

SPECIFICAL. U a. ſ. ſpecifijºe, Fr. | 1. That

SPECIFICK. which makes a thing of the

ſpecies of which it is. Newton, Norriſ. ... All

propriated to the cure of ſome particular diſ.

temper. Wiſeman.

SPECi. FICALLY. adv. [from ſpecifick.) In

ſuch a manner as to conſtitute a ſpecies ; ac

cording to the nature of the ſpecies. Bentley.

To SPECIFICATE. v. a. (from ſpecies and fa

cio..] To mark by notation of diſtinguiſhing

particularitics. Hale.

s tº CIFICATION. ſ. (from ſpecifick: ſpecift.

ration, French.] I, Diſtinct uotation ; deter

mination by a peculiar mark. Watts. 2. Par

ticular mention. Aylºffe,

To SPECIFY v. n."[from ſpecies; ſpecifier,

Fr.] To mention to ſhew by ſome particu

lar marks of diſtinction. Pope.

SPECIMEN. ſ. [ſpecimen, Lat.) A ſample:

* part of any thing exhibited that the reſt may

be known. Addiſºn

SPECIOUS a.ſ. ſpecieux, Fren ſpecieſ.s, Lat.]

1. Showy pleaſing to the view. Milton. 1.

Plauſible ; ſuperficially, not ſolidly right. Dry.

Rºgerſ, Atterbury.

SPECIOUSLY aſ v. [from ſreciour.] With fair

appearance. Hammond.

SPECK. ſ rpecce, Sax.] A ſmall diſcolora

Tº: Dryden.

o SPECK. v. a. To ſpot : - - -

Milton To ſpot 5 to ſtain in drops

srººkle. f (from ſpeck.] Small ſpeck ; little

pot.

To SPECKLF. v., a [from the noun..] To

mark with ſmall ſpots. Milton.

SPECKT, or ſpeight. ſ. A woodpecker Ainſw.

SPECTACLE ſ (ſpectacle, Fr. ſpeciacakr,

Lat § 1. A ſhow; a gazing ſtock ; anything

*xhibited to the view as eminently remarka

ble. Shakeſp. z. Anything perceived by the

fight. Denham. 3. [In the plural.] Glaſſes to

afliſt the fight. Bacºn.

SPECTACLED a. (from the noun..] Furniſhed

with ſpectacles. Shakeſp.

SPECTATION. ſ. [ſpeciatio, Lat.) Regard ;

reſpect. Harvey.

SPECTAT OR / [ſpeciateur, Fren ſpeaater,

Lat ). A looker on ; a beholder. Shakeſp.

SPECTATORSHIP ſ (from ſpeatatºr.] A&

of beholding Shakeſp

SPECTRE.J. [ſpecire, Fr. ſpearum,Lat) Ap

parition ; appearance of perſons dead Stillingf.

SPECTRUM. f. (Latin.j An image; a viſible
form Newton.

SPECULAR. ſ. [ſpecularis, Lat.] 1. Having

the qualities of a mirrour or looking glaſs.

Denne. 2. Affifting fight. Philips.

To SPECULATE. v. n. [ſpeculer, Fr. ſpers

lor, Lat.] To meditate; to contemplate ; to

take a view of any thing with the mind.
tºt").

To SPE CULATE. v. a. To conſider attentive

ly 5 to look through with the mind. Brown.

SPECULATION. ſ. [ſpeculation, Fr. from ſpe

culate ) i. Examination by the eye; view.

1. Examiner i ſpy. Shakeſp. 3. Mental

view ; intellectual examination; contempla

tion. Hºcker. 4. A train of thoughts formed

by meditation. Temple. 5. Mental ſcheme

not reduced to practice. Temple. 6. Power

of fight. Shakeſp.

SPECULATIVE. a. [from ſpeculate.] 1. Given

to ſpeculation ; contemplative. Hooker. 1.

Theoretical ; notional ; ideal; not practical.

Bacon

SPE'CULATIVELY. adv. . [from ſpeculative.]

1. Contemplatively; with meditation, 2.

ldeally;
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Ideally; notionally; theoretically; not prac.
tically.

SPECULATOR ſ [from ſpeculate j 1. One

who forms theories. More. ... [Speculateur,

French.) An obſerver; a contemplator. Br.

3. A ſpy a watcher. Brzone.

SPECULATORY. a. from ſpeculate J Exer.

ciſing ſpeculation.

SI E' U.C.V. ſ. (Latin ). A mirrour; a looking

glaſs. Bºyle.

SPF.D. The preterite and part. paſſive of ſpeed.
Knolles.

SPEECH ſ (from ſpeak.) 1. The power of

articulate utterance; the power of expeſſing

thoughts by vocal words Watts. 1. Language

words conſidered as expreſºng thoughts. Mill

3. Particular language as diſtinºt from others

Common Prayer. 4 Anything ſpoken Shakt/f.

5. Talk; mention. Bacon. 6. Oration , ha

rangue. Swift. 7 Liberty to ſpeak Azi'ten

SPEECHLESS a (from ſpeech.) Deprived ºf

the power of ſpeaking; mºde mute or dumb

Raleigh. 2. Mute; dumb. Shakeſp

To SPEED. v. m. pret, and part paſſ ſped ano

ſpeeded. [ſpeeden, Dutch 1. To make haſte,

to move with celerity. Miltºn, Philips. 1.

To have ſucceſs. Shakeſp. 3. To have any

condition good or bad. Waller.

To SPEED. v. a. 1. To diſpatch in haſte.

Fairfax 2. To furniſh in haſte. 3 To diſ.

patch; to deſtroy; to kill. Dryden. 4. To

miſchief, to ruin. To haſten , to put into

quick motion.sº 6. To execute ; to

diſpatch. Ayliffe. 7.To aſſiſt ; to help forward

Dryden. 8. To make proſperous. St. Paul.

SPEED. ſ. [...ſpeed, Dutch J 1. Quickneſs ;

celerity. More. 2. Haſte; hurry; diſpatch.

Decay ºf Piety. 3. The courſe or pace of a

horſe. Shakeſp. 4. Succeſs; event. Shakeſp.

SPEEDILY, adv. (from ſpeedy..] With haſte;

quickly. Dryden.

SPEEDINESS. / [from ſpeedy.) The quality of

being ſpeedy

SPEEDWELL. ſ [veronica, Lat.] Flucºin.

A plant. Miller.

SPEEDY. a. [from ſpeed. J Quick; ſwift ;

nimble ; quick of diſpatch. Dryden.

SPELL ſ [rpel, Saxon, a word.) 1. A charm

conſiſting of ſome words of occult power.
Milton. 2. A turn of work. Carew.

To SPELL. v. a. ſſpellen, Dutch.) 1. To write

with the proper letters. Dryden. 2. To read

by naming letters fingly. Shakeſp. 3. To

charm. Dryden. -

To SPELL. v. n. 1. To form words of letters

Locke. 2. To read. Milton. 3. To read un

ſkilfully. Sºuth.

To SPELT. v. n. To ſplit; to break. Mortimer.

SPELTEReſ. A kind of ſemi-metal. Newton

To SPEND. v. a. [rpenban, Sax.] I To

conſume 5 to exhauſt; to lay out. Milton. . .

To beſtow as expence; to expend. Bºyle. 3.

To effuſe Shakeſp. 4. To ſquander; to laviſh.

Mºake. 5. To paſs, job. 6. To waſte; to

wear out. Burnet. 7. To fatigue; to halaſs.

Addiſºn.

To SPEND. v. n. 1. To make expence. South.

2. To prove in the uſe Temple. 3. To be loſt

or waſted. Bacon. 4. To be employed to any
uſe. Baccr.

SPENDF.R. ſ. [ from ſpend. J. I. One who

ſpends, ſay'er 2. A prodigal; a laviſher Bacon.

SPE NOTHRIFT. ſ. ſpend and thrift. ) A

prodigal; a laviſher. Swift.

SPE’RABLE, a [perabilir, Lat..] Such as may

be hoped. Bacºn.

SPERM ſ [ſperme, French ; ſherma, Latin.)

Seed; that by which the ſpecies is continued.

Bacon.

SPE’RAMACETI. ſ. (Latin.] Corruptedly pro

nounced farmacitty. An oil which comes

from the head of a particular ſort of whale,

improperly called ſperma &sincy.

SPERMA 1 ICAL. U a. [ſpermatique, French,

SPERMATICK. J from ſperm ) l Seminal;

conſiſting of ſeed More. 2. Belonging to the

ſperm. Ray

To SPF RMATIZE. v. n. [from ſperm.] To

yield feed Brown.

SPERMATOCE LE. ſ. [aripua and anx; ] A

rupture cauſed by the contraction of the ſemi

nal veſſels. Bailey.

SPERMO'LoGisi. ſ. ſemipaox36. ) One

who gathers or treats of ſeeds.

To SPERSE. v. a. [ſperſal, Lat.) To diſperſe;

to ſcatter. Spenſer. t

To SPET. v. a. To bring or pour abundantly.

Milton.

To SPEW. v. a. [rpepan, Sax. ſpeuwen, Dut.]

1. To vomit; to eject from the ſtomagh.

Speºſer. 2. To eject; to caſt forth. Dryden.

3. To eječt with loathing. Bacon.

To SPEW. v. n. To vomit; to caſe the ſtomach.

Ben. johnſon.

To SPHA. CELATE. v. a. To affect with a

gangrene. Sharp.

To SPHACELATE v. n. To mortify; to ſuffer

the garglene. Sharp.

SPHAC ELUS. ſ (cºaxexG-.] A gangrene; a

mortification. Wiſeman

SPHERE. ſ. [ſphera, Lat.] I. A globe; an

orbicular bºdy, a body of which the center is

at the ſame diſtance from every point of the

circumference. Milton, 2. Any glebe of the

mundane ſyriem. Spenſer. 3. A globe re

preſenting the earth or ſky. Dryden. 4. Orbi,

circuit of motion. Milton. 3. Province; com

paſs of knowledge or action. Shakeſp.

To SPHERE. v. a. [from the noun.J 1. To

place in a ſphere. Shakeſp. 2. To form into

roundneſs. Milton.

SPHERICAL. N. a. (from ſphere.] 1. Round;
SPHE'RICK. orbicular; globular. Keil. z.

Planetary; relating to orbs of the planets.

Shakeſp

SPHE RICALLY. adv. [from ſperical. ) In

frºn of a ſphere.

SPH E'RICALNESS.Uſ (from ſphere.] Round

SPHERICITY. } neſs; rotundity.Digby.

SPH tº ROID. ſ. [rpäka and tº &. ; // heroide,

Fr.] A body oblong or oblate, approaching to

the form cf a ſphere. Chryne. SPHE
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SPHEROIDICAL. a. [from ſpheroid.] Having

the form of a ſpheroid. Cheyne.

SPHE RULE. ſ. [ſpherula, Latin.] A little

globe. Cheyne.

SPHINX. ſ. (rºy:..] The ſphinx was a famous

monſter in Egypt, having the face of a virgin

and the body of a lion. Peacham.

SPI A L / [eſpial, Fren.) A ſpy; a ſcout; a

watcher. Obſolete. Fairfax.

SPICE. ſ. ſeſpices, Fr.] 1. A vegetable produc

tion, fragrant to the ſmell and pungent to the

palate; an aromatick ſubſtance u"ed in ſauces.

Temple. 2. A ſmall quantity, as of ſpice to

the thing ſeaſoned. Crown.

To SPICE. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſeaſon

with ſpice Donne. -

SPICE.R. ſ [from ſtice.) One who deals in

ſpice Camden.

SPICERY. ſ. (eſpiceries, Fr.) 1. The commo

dity of ſpices. Raleigh. 2. A repoſitory of

ſpices. Addiſºn.

SPICK and SPAN. Quite new ; now firſt uſed.

Burnet.

SPI CKNEL ſ The herb maldmony or bear

wort.

SPICY. a. [from ſpice.] 1. Producing ſpice;

abounding with aromaticks. Dryden. 2. Aro

matick; having the qualities of ſpice. Pºpe,

SPI CoSI TY. ſ. (ſpica, Lat.) The quality of

being ſpiked like ears of corn; fulneſs of ears

SPI DER. ſ. The animal that ſpins a web for

flies. Draytan.

SPI DER wort. ſ. [ phalangrum, Latin.] A

plant with a lily-flower, compoſed of ſix pe

tals. Miller.

SPI GNEL. ſ. (meum, Lat.) A plant. Miller.

SPI'GOT.J. [ſpijcker, Dutch.J. A pin or peg

put into the faucet to keep in the liquor

Shakeſp.

SPIKE. ſ. [ſpira, Latin.) 1. An ear of corn.

Denham. 1. A long nal of iron or wood; a

long rod of iron ſharpened. Addiſon.

SPIKE. ſ. A ſmaller ſpecies of lavender. Hill

To SPIKE. v. a. 1. To faſten with long nails.

Alºxen, Mortimer, 1. To ſet with ſpikes.

Mºſeman

SPI KENAR.D. ſ. [ſpica nardi, Lat] There

a c three ſorts of ſpikenard, whereofthe Indian

pºkenard is moſt famous: it is a congeries of

fibrous ſubſtances adhering to the upper part

of the root, of an agreeable aromatick and

isitteriſh taſte: It grows plentifully in Java.

It has been known to the medical writers of

all ages Hill.

SPiLL. ſ. [ſpijles, Dutch..] I. A ſmall ſhiver

of wood, or thin bar of iron. Martimer. 2. A

ſmall quantity of money. Ayliffe.

To SPI 1.1, v. a. ſ.rpillan, Sax. ſpillºn, Dutch.)

1. To ſhed; to lºſe by ſhedding. Dantel's Civil

Mar 2. To deſtroy ; to michief. Davies. 3.

To throw away. Tickell.

To SPI LL. v. a. i. To waſte; to be laviſh.

Sidney. 2. To be ſhed, to be loſt by being

ſhed 17"attr.

SPI LLE.R. j. [l know not whence derived.]

A kind of fiſhing line. Carew.

SPILTH ſ. [rom ſpill.] Anything poured out

or waſted. Shakeſp.

To SPIN. v. a. preter. ſpun or ſpan , part ſeas.

(rpinnan, Sax. ſpinner, Dutch.) 1. To draw

out into threads. Exodus. 1. To form thread.

by drawing out and twiſting any filamentous

maſter. Dryden. 3. To protract; to draw out.

Cºlber, Addiſºn. 4. To form by degrees; to

draw out tediouſly. Digby.

To SPIN. v. n. 1. To exerciſe the art of ſpin

ning. More. 2. To ſtream out in a thread or

ſmall current Drayton. 3. To move round as

a ſpindle. Miltºn.

SP!NACH N. ſ. [ſpinachia, Lat. ) A plant.

SPI'N AGE. Miller.

SPINAL. a. [ſpina, Latin.] Belonging to the

back bone. Philipſ.

SPINDLE. ſ. (rpinol, rpinbel, Sax.] 1. The pin

by which the thread is formed, and on which

it is conglomerated. Dr. jaſper Maine. 2.

A long ſlender ſtalk. Mortimer. 3. Anything

ſlender. Dryden.

To SPINDLE. v. n. [from the noun..] To ſhoot

into a long ſmall ſlalk. Baron.

SPINDLESHANKED., a [ſpindle and ſhank.]

Having ſmall legs. Addiſºn.

SPINDLETREE. ſ. Prickwood. A plant.

SPINE. ſ. [ſpina, Lat.) The back bone.Dryden.

SPINEL. ſ. A ſort of mineral. Wººdward.

SPINET. ſ. (eſpinette, Fren.) A ſmall harpſi

cord, an inſtrument with keys. Swift.

SPINI FEROUS. a. [ſpina and ferº, Latin J

Bearing thorns.

SPINNER. ſ. (from ſpin.) 1. One ſkilled in

ſpinning. Graunt. 2. A garden ſpider with

long jointed legs. Shakeſp.

SPINNING Wheelſ. [from ſpin.] The wheel

by which, ſince the diſuſe of the rock, the

thread is drawn. Gay.

SPINO SITY. ſ. [ſpinoſus, Lat.) Crabbedneſs;

thorny or briary perplexity. Glanville.

SPINOU.S. a. [ſpinoſus, Lat.] Thorny; full of

thorns.

SPINs tºº. ſ. [from ſpin) 1...a woman that
ſpins. Shakeſp. z. The general term for a girl

or maiden woman. Shakeſp.

SPINSTRY. ſ. [from ſpifier.] The work of

ſpinning.

SPI'NY. a. [ſpina, Latin.] Thorny; briary;

perplexed Digby.

SPIRACLE. ſ. [ſpiraculum, Lat..] A breathing

hole; a vent; a ſmall aperture. Woodward.

SPIRAL. a. [from ſpira, Lat.) Curve, wind

ing ; circularly involved. Blackmore.

SPIRALLY. adv. [from ſpiral.) In a ſpiral

form Ray.

SPIRE. ſ. (ſpira, Lat.) 1. A curve line; any

thing wreathed or contorted; a curl; a twiſt;

a wreath. Dryden. a. Any thing growing up

taper ; a round pyramid a ſteeple. Haie. 3.

The top or uppermoſt point. Shakeſp.

To SPIRE. v. n. (from the noun.] I. To ſhoºt

up pyramidically. Mºrtimer. 1. To breathe.

Spenger.
pen, SPIRIT.
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sp1 RIT. ſ. [ſpiritus, Lat.] 1 Breath; wind

in motion. Bacon. t. An immaterial ſubſtance.

Davies. 3. The ſoul of man. Bible, Shakeſp.

4. An apparition. Luke. 5. Temper; habi.

tual diſpoſition of mind. Milton, Tillºtſon. 6.

Ardour; courage; elevation; vehemence of

mind. Shakeſp. 7. Genius; vigour of mind.

Temple. 8. Turn of mind; power of mind

moral or intelle&tual. Cowley. 9. Intellectual

powers diſtinct from the body. Clarendon. 1 o'

Sentiment; perception. Shakeſp. 11. Eager

neſs; deſire. South. 12. Man of ačtivity :

man of life. Shakeſp. 13. Perſons diſtin

guiſhed by qualities of the mind. Dryden. 14

That which gives vigour or cheerfulneſs to the

mind. Shakeſp. 15. The likeneſs; eſſential

qualities. Wotton. 16. Any thing eminently

pure and refined. Shakeſp. 17. That which

hath power or energy. Bacon. 18. An in

flammable liquor raiſed by diſtillation. Bºyle

19. In the old poets, ſpirit was commonly a

monoſyllable. Spenſer.

To Spl RIT. v. a. i. To animate or ačtuate as

a ſpirit. Milton. 1. To excite ; to animate;

to encourage. Swift. 3. To draw 5 to entice
Brown.

SPIRIT ALLY. adv, [from ſpiritus, Lat.] By

means of the breath. Holder.

SPIRITED. a. [from ſpirit..] Lively; vivaci

ous; full of fire. Pope.

SP1 RITEDNESS. ſ. [from ſpirited] Diſpoſi

tion or make of mind. Addiſon

SP1, R1TFULNESS. ſ. [from ſpirit and full]

Sprightlineſs; livelineſs. Harvey.

SPIRITLESS. a. [ from ſpirit. ). Dejećted;

low; deprived of vigour, depreſſed. Smith.

SPIRITOUS. a. [from ſpirit.) 1. Refined:

defecated; advanced near to ſpirit, Milton, 2.

Fine ; ardent; active,

SPIRITOUSN ESS. ſ. (from ſpiritour.] Fine

nets and activity of parts. Bºyle.

SPIRITUAL. a. [ſpirituel, Fr. from ſpirit.]

1. Diſtinét from matter ; immaterial; incor

poreal. Bacon 2. Mental , intellectual, Sºuth.

3. Not groſs; refined from external things:

relative only to the mind. Calamy. 4. Not

temporal; relating to the things of heaven

Hocker, Swift. -

SPIRITUAL1 Y. ſ. ſſrom ſpiritual.] 1. In

corporeity ; immateriality , eſſence diſtinct

from matter. 2. Intellectual nature. South

3. Acts independent of the body; pure acts

of the ſoul; mental refinement, South. 4.

That which belongs to any one as an eccleſi

aſtick. Ay iffe

SPI RITUALITY. ſ.[from ſpiritual] Eccleſ

aſtical body. Shakeſp

SPIRITUALIZA 1 iON. ſ. [from ſpiritualize.]

The act of fpiritualizing.

To SPIRITUALIZE. v. a. To refine the in

tellect; to purify from the ſeculencies of the

world. Hammond, Rogers.

SPIRITUALLY. adv. (trom ſpiritual.] With

out corporeal groſſneſs; with attention to

things purely intelle&tual. Taylºr.

SPIRITUOUS..a.. [ſpiritutes, Fr. from ſpirit.]

"...Having the quality of ſpirit, tenuity and

*śtivity of parts. Arbuthnot. 2. Lively; gay;
vivid; airy. Wotton.

SPIRITUOSITY. ſ [from ſpirituour. )

SPIRITUOUSNEss. 5. The quality of being

ſpirituous; tenuity and activity.

To SPIRT.º. n. [ſpruyten, Dutch..] To ſpring

out in a ſudden ſtream; to ſtream out by in:
tervals. Pope.

To SPIRT. v. a. To throw out in a jet. Dryd.

Tº SP!RTLE. v. 4. [a corruption of ſpirt. )

To diſſipate Derham,
-

SPI'R.Y. a. (from ſpire.] 1. Pyramidal. Pºpe.
* Wreathed; curled. Dryden.

SPISS. a. [ſpiſus, Lat.) Cloſe; firm; thick.
Brerewood. -

SPI SSITUDE ſ (from ſpiffuſ, Lat..] Groſſneſs;
thickneſs. Baron. -

SPIT. ſ. (rritan, Sax. ſºit, Dutch..] A long
prong on which meat is driven to be turned

before tº e fire. Hºlkins. 2. Such a depth of

earth as is pierced by one action of the ſpade.
Mertinier.

To SPIT. v.a. preterite ſpat ; participle, paſſ.

JPit, or ſpitted. 1. To fut upon a ſpit. Shak.

2. To thruſt through. }.
To SPIT. v. a. [rportan, Sax. ſpytter, Daniſh.]

To eject from the mouth Shakeſp.

To SPIT. v. n. To throw out ſpittle or moiſture

of the mouth. South.

SPITAL.f. [corrupted from hoſpital.] A cha
ritable foundation.

To SPITCHCOCK. v. a. To cut an eel in

pieces and roaſt him. King.

SPITE. ſ. [ſpijt, Dutch..] I Malice; rancour;

hate ; maligrity ; malevolence. Sidney. 2;

SP tº ºf, or In Sr. i t e ºf Notwithſtanding.
in defiance of R:twe.

To SPITE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To miſ

chief; to treat maliciouſly; to vex; to thwart

malignantly, Shakeſp. z. To fill with ſpite ;
to offend. Temple.

SPITEFUL a [ſpite and fall.] Malicious;

malignant. Hooker.

SPITEFULLY. adv. [from ſpiteful.] Malici

ouſly; malignantly. Waller.

SPITEFULNESS. ſ. (from ſpiteful J. Maligni

ty; deſire of vexing, Keil.

SPITTED. a. ſ.rom ſtil..] Shotout into length.
Bacon.

SPITTER ſ [from ſpit.) 1. One who puts

meat on a ſpit. 2. One who ſpits with his

mouth. 3. A young deer. Ainſworth.

SPI TTLE. ſ. [corrupted from hºſpital.] Shak.
Cleaveland.

SPI'TTLE. ſ. ſnpoethan, Saxon.] Moiſture of

the mouth. Arbuthnot.

SPITVENOM. ſ. [ ſpit and venem. J Poiſon

ejected from the mouth. Hooker.

SPLANCHNOLOGY..f.[2&xazzya and x:yº.]

A treatiſe or deſcription of the bowels.

To SPLASH. v. a. [plaſka, Swediſh.] To daub

with dirt in great quantities.

4 Z SPLASHY.
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SPLASHY. a. [from ſplaſb.] Full of dirty wa

ter; apt to daub.

SPLAYFOOT. a. Having the foot turned in

ward Pope.

SPLAYMOUTH.ſ. [ſplay and mouth.] Mouth

widened by deſign. Dryden. -

SPLEEN.ſ.. [ſplen, Lat.) 1. The milt; one

of the viſcera. It is ſuppoſed the ſeat of an

ger and melancholy. Wiſeman. 2. Angers

ſpite; ill-humour. Donne. 3. A fit of anger.

Shakeſp. 4. Melancholy; hypochondriacal va

pours. Pope. -

SPLE ENED. a. [from ſpleen.] Deprived of the

ſpleen. Arbuthnot.

SPLE'ENFUL. a. ºff." and full.] Angry :

peeviſh; fretful. Shakeſp. -

SPLE ENLESS a [from ſpleen.] Kind; gen

tle ; mild. Chapman. -

SPLEENwort. ſ. [ſpleen and wort.] Milt

waſte. A plant. -

SPLEENY. a. [from ſpleen.] Angry 5 peeviſh.

Shakeſp. - -

SPLE'Nixºn't. a. [ſplendens, Lat.] Shining;

gloſſy. Newton.

SPLE'NDID. s. [ſplendidas, Lat.] Showy 5

magnificent; ſumptuous. Pope. -

SPLENDIDLY. adv. [from ſplendid] Magni

ficently; ſumptuouſly. Taylor.

SPLEN'Dour.ſ. [ ſºlendor, Lat.] 1. Luftre :

power of ſhining. Arbuthnot. 2. Magnificence;

pomp. South,

SPLENETICK. a. [ſplenetique, Fr.] Troubled

with the ſpleen; fretful; peeviſh. Tatler.

SPLE'NICK. a. [ſplenique, Fr. ſplen, Lat.]Be

longing to the ſpleen. Harvey.

SPLE'Nish. n. (from ſpleen.] Fretful; peeviſh.|

Drayton.

SPLE Nitive. a. (from ſpleen.] Hot + fiery :

paſſionate. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.

SPLENT. ſ. Sºlent is a callous hard ſubſtance,

or an inſenſible ſwelling, which breeds on or

adheres to the thank-bone, and when it grows

big, ſpoils the ſhape of the leg. Far. Dići.

To splice. v. a. ſ. ſpiiſen, Dut plico, Lat.]

To join the two ends of a rope without a knot

SPLINT. ſ. (ſplinter, Dutch..] A thin piece of

wood or other matters uſed by chirurgeons to

hold the bone newly ſet. Wiſeman.

To SPLINT. v. a. [from the noun , i.

To SPLINTER. S. To ſecure by ſplints. Shak.

2. To ſhiver; to break into fragments.

SPLI'NTER. ſ. [ſplinter, Dutch..] I. A ſrag

ment of any thing broken with violence.

Dryden. 2. A thin piece of wood. Grew.

To SPLINTER. v. m. (frem the noun..] To be

broken into fragments.

To SPE.I.T. v. a pret. ſplit. [ſpletten, ſplittes,

Dutch J 1. To cleave; to rºye; to divide lon

gitudinally in two. Cleaveland. 2. To divide ;

to part. Atterbury. 3. To daſh and break on

a rock. Decay of Piety. 4. To divide; to

break into diſord. Sºuth.

To SPLIT. v. n. 1. To burſt in funder ; to

crack: to ſuffer diſruption. Boyle. 2. To be

broken againſt rocks. Addiſºn.

SPLITTER. ſ. [from ſelit.) One who ſplits.

Swift.

SPLUTTER. ſ. Buſtle; tumult. A low word.

To SPOIL. v. a. [ſpolis, Lat.] I. To rob; to

take away by force. Milton. 2. To plunder;

to ſtrip of goods. Pope. , 3. To corrupt; to

mar ; to make uſeleſs. Colºſſars.

To SPOIL. v. m. 1. To practiſe robbery or

plunder. Spenſer. 2. To grow uſeleſs; to be

corrupted. Locke.

SPOIL. ſ. [ſpolium, Latin.) 1. That which is

taken by violence; plunder ; pillage, booty.

2. The act of robbery. Shakeſp. 3. Corrup

tion; cauſe of corruption. Shakeſp. 4. The

ſlough; the caſt-off ſkin of a ſerpent. Bacas.

SPOILER. ſ. [from ſpºil. J . A robber; a

plunderer; a pillager. Ben. jobsſon. 2. One

who mars or corrupts anything.

SPOILFUL. a. [ſpºil and full.] waſteful; ra

pacious.

SPOKE. ſ. [rpaca, Saxon.] The bar of a wheel

that paſſes from the nave to the felly. Shakeſp.

SPOKE. The preterite of ſpeak. Spratt.

SPOKEN. Participle paſſive of ſpeak. Helder.

SPOKESMAN. ſ. [ſpoke and man.] One who

ſpeaks for another. Exodus.

To SPOLIATE. v. a. [ſpoſio, Lat.] To rob;

to plunder. Dić7.

SPOLIA"TION. ſ. (ſpoºiatie, Lat.] The act of

robbery or privation. Ayliffe.

SPONDE.E. ſ. [ſpondess, Lat..] A foot of two

long ſyllables. Broome.

SPONDYLE. ſ. [rwoºvae..] A vertebra; a

joint of the ſpine. Brown.

SPONGE. ſ. [ſpergia, Lat.] A ſoft porous ſub

ſłance ſuppoſed by ſome the nidus of animals.

It is remarkable for ſucking up water. Sandyt.

To SPONGE. v. a. (from the noun..] To blot;

to wipe away as with a ſponge. Hook.

To SPONGE. v. x. To ſuck in as a ſponge;

to gain by mean arts. Swift.

SPO'NGER ſ. [from ſtange.) One who hangs

for a maintenance on others. L'Effrasgr.

SPO'NGINESS ſ. (from ſpongy.) Softneſs and

fulneſs of cavities like a ſponge. Harvey.

SPONGiQU.S. a. [from ſponge.] Full of ſmall

cavities like a ſponge. Cheyne.

SPO'NGY. a. [from ſponge.) 1. Soft and full

of ſmall interſtitial holes. Bacon. z. Wet;

drenched; ſoaked. Shakeſp.

SPON.K. ſ. Touchwood.

SPO'NSAL a. [ſponſalis, Latin J Relating to

marriage.

SPONSION. ſ. ſſponſe, Lat.] The aa of be

coming ſurety for another.

SPONSOR. ſ. [Latin J A ſurety ; one who

makes a promiſe or gives ſecurity for ano

ther. Ayliffe.

SPONTANEITY. ſ. [ ſpentaneitar, Lat.] vo

luntarineſs; willingneſs; accord uncompelled.

Bramhall.

SPONTA NEOUS..a.. [from ſpente, Latin J Vo

luntary; not compelled; ačing without com

pulſion. Hale.

SFON
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SPONTA'NEOUSLY.ado [from ſpentaneour.]

Voluntarily ; of its own accord.

SPONTA'NEOUSNESS. ſ. [from ſpontaneous )

Voluntarineſs; freedom of will; accord un

forced. Hale.

SPOOL.f. [ſpahl, Dutch..] A ſmall piece of cane

or reed, with a knot at each and , or a piece

of wood turned in that form to wind yarn up

Pon; a quill.

To SPOOM. v. n. To paſs ſwiftly. Dryden.

SPOON. ſ. [ſpaen, Dutch..] A concave veſſel

with a handle, uſed in eating liquids. Shakeſp.

SPOONBILL.J. [ſpoon and bill.] A bird. The

end of its bill is broad. Derham.

SPOONFUL. ſ. [ſpoon and full] 1. As much

as is generally taken at once in a ſpoon. Bacon.

2. Any ſmall quantity of liquid. Arbuthnot.

SPOONMEAT. ſ. [ſpoºn and mºat.) Liquid

food: nouriſhment taken with a ſpoon. Dryden.

SPOONWORT, or Scurvygraſs. ſ. A plant.

To SPOON. v. n. In ſea language, is when a

ſhip being under ſail in a ſtorm cannot bear it,

* but is obliged to put right before the wind.

Bailey.

SPORA'DICAL. a. [-attaliº:..] A ſporadical

diſeaſe is an endemial diſeaſe, what in a part

eular ſeaſon affects but a few people. Arbuth.

SPORT. ſ. 1. Play; diverſion; game; frolick

and tumultuous merriment. Sidney. 2. Mock :

contemptuous mirth. Tillotſon. 3. That with

which one plays. Dryden. 4. Play; idle jin

gle. Broome. 5. Diverſions of the field, as of

fowling, hunting, fiſhing. Clarendon.

To SPORT. v. a. (from the noun..] 1. To di

vert; to make merry. Sidney. 2. To repre

ſent by any kind of play. Dryden.

To SPORT. v. n. 1. To play; to frolick; to

game to wanton. Broome. 2. To trifle.

Tillotſon.

SPORTFUL. a. [ſport and full.] Merry : fro

lick: wanton; ludicrous; done in jeſt. Bént.

SPO'RTFULLY. adv. [from ſportful..] Wan

tonly; merrily.

SPORTFULNESS. ſ. [from ſportful..] Wan

tonneſs; play; merriment; frolick. Sidney.

SPO'RTIVE. a. (from ſport.] Gay; merry;

frolick; wanton; playful; ludicrous. Pºpe.

SPORTIVENESS.J. ifrom ſportive.) Gaiety;

play. Walton.

SPO'RTSMAN. ſ [ſport and man.] One who

purſues the recreations of the field. Addiſºn.

SPO'RTULE. ſ. [ ſpºrtule, Fr. ſportula, Lat.]

An alms; a dole. Ayliffe.

SPOT. ſ. [ſpette, Daniſh; ſpotte, Flemiſh ) 1.

A blot , a mark made by diſcoloration. Dryd.

2. A taint ; a diſgrace; a reproach 3. A

ſcandalous woman. Shakeſp. 3. A ſmall ex

tent of place. Addiſºn. 3. Any particular

place, Otway. 6. Immediately; without

changing place.

To SPOT. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To mark

with diſcolorations; to maculate. Tate. 3.

To corrupt; to diſgrace ; to taint. Abbot.

SPOTLESS. a. (from ſpot.) 1. Free from ſpots.

2. Free from reproach or impurity; immacu

late; pure. Waller.

SPOTTER. ſ. (from ſpot.] one that ſpots; one.

that maculates.

SPOTTY. a. [from ſpot.) Full of ſpots; ma

S culated. Milton. ſpouſe ]. Nuptial

POU'SAL. a. [from ſpouſe. uptial; ma

trimonial; conjugal:§aſ bridal. Craſh.

SPOUSAL. ſ. (eſpºuſaille, Fr. ſponſalia, Lat.]

Marriage; nuptials. Dryden.

SPOUSE. ſ. [ſponſa, Latin; eſpouſe, Fr.] One

joined in marriage, a huſband or wife. Shak:

SPOUSED. a. [from the noun.J. Wedded; eſ

pouſed; joined together as in matrimony.

Afilton. -

SPOU'seless, a ſ from ſpouſe. I Wanting a

huſband or wife. Pope. -

SPOUT. ſ. (from ſpuyt, Dutch..] 1: A pipe, or

mouth of a pipe or veſſel out of which any

thing is poured. Brown. 2. Water falling in

a body; a cataraćt. Brown.

To SPÖUT. v.a. (from the noun..] . To pour

with violence, or in a collected body as from

a ſpout.

To SPOUT. v. m.

M/codward. -

To SPRAiN. v.a. [corrupted from ſtrain..] To

ſtretch the ligaments of a joint without diſlo

cation of the bone. Gay. -

SPRAIN.ſ [from the verb.] Extenſion of liga

ments without diſlocation of the joint. Temp.

SPRAINTS. ſ. The dung of an otter, Diä.

SPRANG. The preterite of ſpring. Tillotſon.

sºſ ..[ſprot, Dutch..] A ſmall ſea fiſh.
Sidney.

To sºawi. v. n. [ſpradle, Daniſh; ſparte

len, Dutch.) 1. To ſtruggle as in convulſions

of death. Hudibras. 2. To tumble with agi

tation. Dryden.

SPRAY. ſ. 1. The extremity of a branch. Dryd.

2. The foam of the ſea, commonly written

ſpry Arbuthnot.

To SPREAD. v.a. [rpneban, Sax. Spreyden,

Dutch 1. To extend; to expand; to make;

to cover or fill a larger ſpace. Bacon. 1. To

cover by extenſion. Granville. 3. To cover

over. Iſaiah. 4. To ſtretch 5 to extend. Milt.

5. To publiſh; to divulge ; to diſſeminate.

Matthew. 6. To emit as effluvia or emana

tions. Milton.

To SPREAD. v. n. To extend or expand itſelf.

Bacon.

SPREAD.ſ (from the verb.] 1. Extent; com

paſs. Addiſon. 2. Expanſion of parts. Bacon.

SPREADER. ſ. [from ſpread.j 1. One that

ſpreads. Hooker. 2. Publiſher; divulger; diſ

ſeminator. Swift.

SPRENT. part. [rpnenan, Saxon; ſprengen,

Dutch..] Sprinkled. Sidney.

SPRIG. ſ. [y/brig, Welſh.] A ſmall branch ;

a ſpray. Bacon,

SPRIGChryſtal. ſ. Chryſtal found in form of

an hexangular column, adhering at one end

to the ſtone, and near the other leſſening gra

dually, till it terminatesia a point, Woodw.

4 Z 2. $PRI'GGY.

To iſſue as from a ſpout.
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SPRI'GGY. a. [from ſprig.J Full of ſmall

branches.

SPRIGHT. ſ. [contraction of ſpirit, ſpiritus,

Lat.) 1. Spirit: ſhade ; ſoul: incorporeal a

gent. Spenſer, Pope. 2. Walking ſpirit; ap:

parition. Locke. 3. Power which gives cheer

fulneſs or courage. Sidney. 4. An arrow. Bac

To SPRIGHT. v. a. To haunt as a ſpright

Shakeſp. -

SPRIGHTFUL. a. [ſpright and fall.] Live

ly; briſk; gay; vigorous. Otway. -

SPRIGHTFULLY. adv. [from ſprightful. J

Briſkly; vigorouſly. Shakeſp.

SPRI'GHTLINESS. ſ (from ſprightly.) Live.

lineſs: briſkneſs; vigour; gaiety ; vivacity.

Addiſon.

SPRI'GHTLY.a. (from ſpright.] Gay; briſk;

lively; vigorous; airy , vivacious. Prior.

To SPRING. v. m. preterite ſprung or ſprang,

antiently ſprong. Irºningan, Sax. ſpringen,

Dutch..] I. To ariſe out of the ground and

grow by vegetative power. Pºpe. 2. To begin

to grow. Ray. 3. To proceed as from ſeed

Milten 4. To come into exiſtence; to iſſue

forth. Pºpe 5. To raiſe; to appear. judges.

6. To iſſue with effect or force. Pope. 7. To

proceed as from anceſtors. Ben. johnſºn. 8

To proceed as from a ground, cauſe, or rea

ſon. Milton. 9. To grow; to thrive. Dryden.

1o. Tobound; to leap; to jump. Blackmore.

11. To fly with elaſtick power. Mortimer.

12. To riſe from a covert. Otway. 13. To

iſſue from a fountain. Geneſs. 14. To pro

ceed as from a ſource. Craſhaw. 15. To

ſhoot; to iſſue with ſpeed and violence. Dryd.

To SPRING. v. a 1. To ſtart; to rouſe game

, Donne. 1. To produce to light. Dryden. 3.

To make by ſtarting a plank. Dryden. 4. To

diſcharge a mine. Addiſon. 5. To contrive

as a ſudden expedient; to offer unexpectedly.

Swift. 6. To produce haſtily.

sºſ [from the verb.) 1. The ſeaſon in

which plants ſpring and vegetate. Shakeſp. z.

An elaſtick body; a body which when diſtort

ed has the power of reſtoring itſelf. Moxon. 3.

Elaſtick force. Newton. 5. Any active power;

any cauſe by which motion is produced or

propagated. Rymer. 5. A leap; a bound; a

jump; a violent effort; a ſudden ſtruggle.

Addiſºn. 6. A leak; a ſtart of a plank. Ben.

johnſon. 7. A fountain; an iſſue of water

from the earth. Davies. 8. A ſource; that

by which ary thing is ſupplied. Dryden. 9

Riſe; beginning. 1 Sam. Io. Courſe ; ori

ginal. Swift.

SPRING adv. (from the noun..] With elaſtick

vigour. Speaſer.

SPRINGAL. f. A youth. Spenſer.

SPRINGE. ſ. [from ſpring.) A gin; a nooſe

which catches by a ſpring orierk. Dryden.

SPRINGER. ſ. [from ſpring.] One who rouſes

:anne

sº NGINESS. ſ. (from ſpringy.) Elaſticity;

ower of reſtoring itſelf. Boyle.

SPRINGHALT.J. [ſpring and halt..] A lame

neſs, by which the horſe twitches up his legs.

Shakeſp.

SPRINGTIDE. ſ. [ſpring and tide.J. Tide at

the new and full moon; high tide. Gretz.

SPRINGLE. ſ. [from ſpring.] A ſpringe; an
elaſtick nooſe. Carew.

SPRINGY. a. (from ſpringy] 1. Elaflick;

having the power of reſtoring itſelf Newtºn,

Bentley. ... [From ſpring.j Full of ſprings
or fountains. Mortimer.

To SPRINKLE.v.a. [ſprinkeles, Dutch) 1.

To ſcatter; to diſperſe in ſmall maſſes. Ered.

2. To ſcatter in drops. Numbers. 3. To be

ſprinkle; to waſh, to wet, or duſt by ſprink

ling. Dryden.

To SPRI'NKLE. v. n. To perform the act of

ſcattering in ſmall drops. Ayliffe.

Tº SPRIT. v. a. (rpmyttan, Saxon; ſersytes,

Dutch..] To throw out; to eject with force.

To SPRIT. v. s. (rpmyttan, Saxon; ſpruytes,

Dutch..] To ſhoot; to germinate; to ſprout.

SPRIT. ſ. [ from the verb. ) shoot, ſprout.
Mortimer.

SPRITSAIL. ſ. ſ ſprit and ſail. ) The ſail

which belongs to the boltſprit-maſt. Jºſer.

SPRITE. ſ. [contracted from ſpirit.) A ſpirit;

an incorporeal agent. Pope.

SPRITEFULLY. adv. Vigorouſly; with life

and ardour. Chapman.

SPRONG. The preterite of ſpring. Obſolete.

Hooker.

Te SPROUT. v. n. (rpmyttan, Sax. ſpraytex,

Dutch..] 1. To# §...?.
minate. Prior. 2. To ſhoot into ramifications.

Bacon. 3. To grow. Tickell.

SPROUT. ſ. (from the verb.] A ſhoot of a ve

getable. Bacon.

SPRUCE. a. Nice; trim; neat. Deane, Miher,

Boyle, Tatler.

To SPRUCE. v. m. [from the noun) To dreſs

with affected nea meſs.

SPRUCEBEER ſ (from ſpruce, a kind of fir.]
Beer tinctured with branches of fir A-kark.

SPRUCELEATHER. ſ. (corrupted for Preſ.

an leather J Dryden.

SPRUCENESS. ſ. [from ſpruce.] Neatneſs

without elegance.

SPRUNG. The preterite and participle paſſive

of ſpring. Pope.

SPRUNT. ſ. Any thing that is ſhort and will

not eaſily bend

SPUD. ſ. A ſhort knife. Swift.

SPU'LLERS ºf Tarn. ſ. Are ſuch as are em.

ployed to ſee that it be well ſpun, and fit for

the loom. D. &#.

SPU M E. ſ. [ſpuma, Lat.] Foam ; froth Bretre.

To SPUM.E. v. n. [ſpuma, Lat.) To foam; to

froth.

Sºº. MQUS. a. [ſparatur, Lat] Frothy,

SPU'M Y. . foamy. Brºwn.

SPUN. The preterite and part. paſſ. cf ſºis.Addiſºn. i part. P ſ?

SPUNGE. ſ. [ſecrgia, Lat.) A ſponge. Shakeſ

To SPUNGE. v., n. (rather To ſponge.] To

hang on others for maintainance. Swift.

SPUNC
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SPU'NGINGHouse. f [ſpunge and houſe.) A

houſe to which debtors are taken before com

mitment to priſon.

SPU'NGY. a. (from ſpunge.) 1. Full of ſmall

holes, and ſoſt like a ſpunge. Dryden. a. Wet;

moiſt ; watery. Shakeſp. 3. Drunken , wet

with liquor. Shakeſp.

SPUNK...ſ. Rotten wood; touchwood. Brown.

SPUR. ſ. [rpuna, Sax. ſpore, Dutch..]. I. A

ſharp point fixed in the rider's heel. Knoller.

2. Incitement; inſtigation. Bacon. 3. A ſti

mulus; a prick ; any thing that galls and

teazes. Shakeſp. 4. The ſharp points on the

legs of a cock. Ray. 5. Any thing ſtanding

out ; a ſaag. Shakeſp.

To SPUR. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To prick

with the ſpur; to drive with the ſpur. Collier.

2. To inſtigate; to incite ; to urge forward

Locke. 3. To drive by force. Shakeſp.

To SPUR. v. a. 1. To travel with great expe

dition. Dryden. 2. To preſs forward Gret"

SPURGALLED. a. [ſpur and gall.) Hurt

with the ſpur. Shakeſp

SPURGE.J. [eſºurgº, Fr. ſpurgie, Dutch) A

plant violently purgative. •

SPURGE, Laurel, or Mezereon. ſ. [thymelaea

Lat J A plant Miller.

SPURIOUS, a.ſ ſpurius, Lat.) 1. Not genuine ,

counterfeit : adulterine. Swift. 2. Not legi

timate ; baſtard. Addiſon. l ſmall

SPURING. ſ. [eſperlan, Fr.] A ſmall ſeafiſh. }}.” [eſpe

To SPURN. v. a. [rponnan, Sax.] 1. To kick;

to ſtrike or drive with the foot. Shakeſh 7,

To reject; to ſcorn; to put away with con

tempt; to diſdain. Shakeſp. 3. To treat with

contempt. Lºcke.

ToSPURN. v. n. 1. To make contemptuous

oppoſition. Shakeſp. z. To toſs up the heels ;

to kick or ſtruggle. Gay.

SPURN. ſ. (from the verb.) Kick ; inſolent

and contemptuous treatment. Shakeſp.

SPURNEY. ſ. A plant. -

sºek. J. [from ſpur.] One that uſes

purs.

SPU'RRIER. ſ. [from ſpur.] One who makes

ſpurs.

SPURRY. ſ [ſpergula, Lat.) A plant. Mzrt.

To SPURT. v. n. (See T, Sri Rt.) To fly out

with a quick ſtream. Wiſeman. -

SPURWAY. ſ. [ ſpur and way.) A horſeway ,

a bridle-road ; diſtinct from a road for carri

ages.

SPUTATION ſ. [ſputum, Latl The act of

ſpitting. Harvey. -

To SPUTTER. v . [ ſºut, Lat.) 1. To emit

moiſture in ſmall flying d, ops. Dryden. . .

To fly out in ſmall particles with ſome noiſe

Dryden. 3. To ſpeak haſtily and obtcurely.

Congreve.

To SPUTTER. v. a. Tc throw out with noiſe.

Swift.

SPU'i TERER. ſ. [ from ſpºtter.] One that

ſputters. -

SPY. ſ. [yſpia, Welſh ; eſpiºn, French, ſpie,

Dutch..] One ſent to watch the conduct or

motions of others. Clarendon, Atterbury.

To SPY. v. a. [See Spy.) 1. To diſcover by

the eye at a diſtance. Donne 2. To diſcover

by cloſe examination Decay of Piety. 3. To

ſcarch or diſcover by artifice. Numbers.

To SPY. v. n. To ſearch narrowly. Shakeſp.

SPY'BOAT. ſ. [ſpy and boat.] A boat ſent out

for intelligence. Arbuthnot.

SQUAB. a. 1. Unfeathered : newly hatched.

Ring. 2. Fat thick and ſtout ; aukwardly

bulky. Betterton.

SQUAB. ſ. A kind of ſofa or couch; a ſtuffed

cuſhion. Swift.

SQUAB. adv. With a heavy ſudden fall. L'Eſlr.

SQUA'BPIE ſ [ſºuab and pie. A pie made

of many ingredients. King.

To SQUAB. v. n. To fall down plump or flat.

SQUA'BBISH a. (from ſquab.) Thick ; heavy
fleſh v.

To SQUA'BBLE. v. n. (Kiabla, Swediſh ) To

quarrel 5 to d.bate peeviſhly ; to wrangle.

Collier. -

SQUA’BBLE ſ [from the verb.] A low brawl;

a petty quarrel. Arbuthnet.

SQUA’BBLER ſ (from ſquabble.] A quarrel

ſoºne fellow ; a brawler.

SQUADRON. ſ. (eſcadron, F. ſquadrone, Ital J

1. A body of men drawn up ſquare. Milton.

2 A part of an army a troop. Knoller, 3.

Part of a fleet, a certain number of ſhips.
Arbuthnot.

SQUADRON.F.D. a. (from ſºuadron.] Formed

into ſquad, ons. Milton

SQUAL1) a [ſºsaliduſ, Lat.] Foul , naſty ;

tilthy Dryden.

To SQUALL. v. n. [ ſquala, Swediſh.] To

ſcream out as a child or woman frighted.

Swift.

SQUALL. ſ (from the verb.] 1. Loud ſcream.

Swift. * Sudden guſt of wind.

SQUALLER ſ. (from ſquall.J Screamer ; one

that ſcreams.

SQUALOR. ſ. (Latin.) Coarſeneſs; naſtineſs.

Burton.

SQūA i.i.Y. a [from ſuall.] Windy; guſty.

SQUAMOUS. a. ſ. ſº wºmeus, Latin.] Scaly ;

covered with ſcales H 2-dward.

To SQUA NDL. R. v. n (verſchweden, Teut.]

1. To ſcatter laviſhly , to ſpend profuſely.

Saº ge. *. To ſcatter ; to diſſipate, to diſ

pe, ſe. Dryden -

SQUANDE.R.E.R. / (from ſº wander.] A ſpend

thrift: a prodigal ; a waſter. Lºcke.

SQUAR E. a. (Jºſgwar, Welſh : uadratur, Lat.]

1. Cornered ; having right angles Prior. 2.

Forming a right ange. Moxon. 3. Cornered ;

having angles of whatever content. M'ſ man.

4. Paralle i ; exactly ſuitable. Shakeſp. 5.

Strºg i ſtout ; well ſet. 6. Equal ; exact

honº It , fair. Shakeſp. 7. [In geometry.]

Square root of any number is that which,

multiplica by itſelf, produces the ſquare, as 4

is the ſizare roct of 16.

SQUARE.J. [.. wadra, Lat 1. A figure with

right
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right angles and equal ſides. Milton. 3. An

area of four ſides, with houſes on each ſide.

Addiſon. 3. Content of an angle. Brown. 4.

A rule orinſtrument by which workmen mea

ſure or form their angles. 5. Rule , regulari

ty; exact proportion. Spºnſer. 6 Squadron

troops formed ſquare. Shakeſp. , 7, Quater

nion ; number four. Shakeſp. 8. Level ; e

quality. Dryden. 9. Quartile ; the aſtrologi

cal ſituation of planets, diſtant ninety degrees

lo. Rule; contor

The

from each other. Milton.

mity, L’Eſtrange. 1. So u as “s gº.

game proceeds. L'Eſtrange.

Tosop'ARE. v. a ſquadrº, Lat ) i. To form

with right angles. Boyle. 2. To reduce to a

ſquare. Prior. 3. To meaſure; to reduce to

a meaſure. Shakeſp. 4. To adjuſt; to regu

late ; to mould ; to ſhape Shakeſp. 5. To

accommodate ; to fit. Wilton. 6. To reſpect

in quartile. South.

To square. v. n. 1. To ſuit with to fit

with Woodward. 2. To quarrel ; to go to

•ppoſite ſides. Shakeſp.

sqijARENESS. ſ. ſtrom ſquare l The ſtate

of being ſquare. Max”. , .

squash. j. (from quaſh.l. i. Any thing ſoºt

and eaſily cruſhed. Shakeſp. z. [Meſºpºpº.]. A

plant. Bºyle. 3. Any thing unripe ; any thing

ſoft. Shakeſp. 4. A ſudden fall. Arbuthnot.

5. A ſhock of ſoft bodies. Swift.

To SQUASH. v. a. To cruſh into pulp.

To squat. v. n. [guattare, Italian.) To fit

cowering ; to fit cloſe to the ground. .

SQUAT. a. (from the verb.] . . Cowering ;

cloſe to the ground. Swift. i. Short and thick :

having one part cloſe to another, as thoſe of

an animal contracted and cowering. Gre".

SQUAT. ſ. 1. The poſture of covering or lying

cloſe. 15-yden. 1. A ſudden fail. Herbert.

SOUAT. ſ. A ſort of mineral. Pozdward. -

To SQUEAK. v. n. [ſº waka, Swediſh.) *. Tº

ſet up a ſudden dolorous cry. 2. To cry with

a ſhrill acute tone. Shakeſp. 3. To break ſi

lence or ſecrecy for fear or pain. Drydºn.

SQUEAK. ſ. [from the verb.) A ſhrill quick

cry. Dryden.

To SquEAL. v. n. [ſ, wala, Swediſh J To

cry with a ſhrill ſharp voice : to cry with pain.

SQUEA'MISH. a. [ior quamiſh or qualmſh,

from qualm..] Nice; faſtidious; eaſily diſguſt

ed; having the ſtomach eaſily turned. Sidney,

Southern.

SQUEA MISHNESS. ſ [from ſqueamiſb.]Nice

neſs, delicacy , faſtidiouſneſs. Stillingfleet.

To SQUEEZE v. a. (cpiran, Sax.] _1. To

preſs; to cruſh between two bodies. Dryden.

2. To oppreſs; to cruſh ; to haraſs by extor

tion. L'Iſèrange. 3. To force between cloſe

bodies.

To SQUEEZE. v. n. 1. To as or paſs, in con

ſequence of compreſſion. Newton. 2. To force

way through cloſe bodies.

SQUEEZE.J. [from the verb.] Compreſſion ;

preſſure. Philipſ.

SquELCH, ſ. Heavy fall. Hudibrat, L'Eſtr.

SQUIB. ſ. [ ſchieben, German.] 1. A ſmall

pipe of piper filled with wildfire. Bacºs. 1.

Any petty fellow. Tatler.

SQUILL. f. Iſºuilla, ſcilla, Lat.) 1. A plant.

Aiſºnmen. 2. A fiſh 3. An infect Grew.

SQUI NANCY. ſ. ſ ſºutnancie, Fr. J. An in

flammation in the throat; a quinſey Bacon.

SQUINT. a. [ſºuinte, Dutch..] Looking ob

liquely ; looking not directly ; looking ſuſpi

ciouſly Milton.

To SQUINT. v. n. To look obliquely; to look

not in a direct line of viſion Bacºn.

To SQUINT. v. a. ſ. To form the eye to ob

lique viſion. Shakeſp. 2. To turn the eye ob

liquely. Bacon.

SQUINTEYED. a. ſ. ſºuint and eye.) 1. Hav

ing the fight directed oblique. Knºwler. 2. In

direct : oblique ; malignant. Denham.

SQUINTiºEGO a. Squinting. Dryden.

ſº SQUNT. v. n. To look aſquint. Shakeſp.

SQUIRE. ſ. [Contraaed of eſ;uire ; frayer,

French.) A gentleman next in rank to a

knight. Shakeſp. z. An attendant on a noble

warriour. Dryden. 3. An attendent at court.

Shakeſp. -

SQUI'RREL. ſ. ſeſcurveil, French : ſciurus,

Lat.] A ſmall animal that lives in woods,

leaping from tree to tree. Draytºn.

To SQUIRT. v. n. To throw out in a quick

ſtream. Arbuthnet

To SQUIRT. v. n. To prate; to let fly, L’Iſr.

SQUIRT. ſ. (from the verb ) i. An inſtrument

by which a quick ſtream is ejected. Pºpe. 2.

A ſmall quick ſtream. Bacon. -

SQUIRTER, ſ (from ſquirt.) One that plies a

fluirt. Arbuthnet.

To STAB. v. a. [ſlaven, old Dutch) . To

pierce with a pointed weapon. Shakeſp. z.

To wound mortally or miſchievouſly. Philips.

$TAB. ſ. (from the verb J 1. A wound with a

ſharp pointed weapon. Shakeſp. 2. a dark

injury; a ſly miſchief. 3. A ſtroke; a blow.

South.

STABBER, ſ (from fab.) One who ſtabs ; a

privy narrderer.

STABILIMENT.ſ (from ſtabilir, Latl Sup

port; firmneſs; act of making firm. Derham.

STABILITY. f. [...ſabilité, Fr.) 1. Stableneſs ;

ſteadineſs ; ſtrength to ſtand. Blackm. Cotton.

2. Fixedneſs; not fluidity. Bºyle. 3. Firm
neſs and reſolution.

STABLE. a. [ſiabilir, Latin.) 1. Fixed: able

to ſtand. * Steady : conſtant. Davier. 3.

Strong ; fixed in ſtate. Rºgers.

STABLE. ſ. [ſtabulum, Latin.] A houſe for

beaſts. Ezra.

To STABLE. v. n. [ſtabul:, Lat..] To kennel ;

to dwell as beaſts. Milton.

STABLE BOY. ſ. [ſtable and boy, or man 1

STA BLEMAN. One who attends in the

ſtable. Swift.

STABLENESS. ſ. (from ſable.) 1. Power to

ſtand 2. Steadineſs; conſtancy; ſlability.

Shakeſp.

STABLESTAND. ſ. [In law.] Is one of the

four evidences or preſumptions, whereby a
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wnan is convićted to intend the ſtealing of the

king's deer in the foreſt: and this is when

a man is found at his ſtanding in the foreſt

with a croſs bow bent, ready to ſhoot at any

1. To reel; not to ſtard or walk ſteadily.

Bºyle. 2. To faint ; to begin to give way.

Addiſºn. 3. To heſitate ; to fall into doubt.

Bacon.

decr; or with a long bow; or elſe ſtanding To STAGGER. v. a. 1. To make to flagger ;

cloſe by a tree with grey-hounds in a leaſh.

Czwe?

to make to reel. Shakeſp. 2. To ſhock; to

alarm. L'Iſirange.

To STABLISH. v. a. ſ.ſlabhr, Fr.] To eſta-STAGGERS. f. [from the verb. 1. A kind of

bliſh: to fix ; to ſettle. Donne.

STACK. ſ (ſlacca, Italian ),. 1. A large!

quantity of hay, corn, or wood. Watten, New

toº. . . A number of chimneys or funnels.

JP'iſeman. l

To STACK. v. a. [from the noun..] To pile up!

regularly in ricks. Mort.

STACTE. ſ. An aromatick; the gum that

diſtills from the tree which produccs myrrh.

Exodus.

STADLE. ſ. [rtatel, Sax.] 1. Any thing:

which ſerves tor ſupport to another. 2. A

ſtaff; a crutch. Spenſer. 3. A tree ſuffered to

grow for coarſe and common uſes, as a poſt or

rails. Bacon.

To STA'DLE. v. a. [from the noun) To fur

niſh with ſtadies. Tuſſºr.

STA’DTHOLDER. J. [ſtadt and houder,

Dutch..] The chief magiſtrate of the United

Provinces.

STAFF. ſ. plur. ſlaver. [rtaer, Sax. ſtaff,

Daniſh ; ſtaf, Dutch..] I. A ſtick with which

a raan ſupports himſelf in walking. 2. A

prop; a ſupport. Shakeſp. 3. A ſtick uſed as

a weapon; a club. L'Eſtrange. 4. Any long

piece of wood. Addiſon. 5. An enſign of an

office. Hayward. 6. [Stef, Iſlandick. ) A

ſtanza 5 a ſeries of verſes regularly diſpoſed,

ſo as that, when the ſtanza is concluded, the

ſame order begins again. Dryden. -

STA'ſ PISH. a. [from ſtaff.] Stiff; harſh

Aſcham.

STAFFTREE. ſ. A ſort of evergreen privet.

STAG. ſ. The male red deer; the male of the

hind. Miltºn. .

STAGE. ſ. [eflage, Fr.] 1. A floor raiſed to

view on which any ſhow is exhibited. 2. The

theatre ; the place of ſcenick entertainments.

Knoller. 3. Any place where any thing is

Tublickly tranſacted or performed. Skakeſp.

4. A place in which reſt is taken on a journey.

Hammond. 5. A ſingle ſtep of gradual proceſs.

agers.

To STAGF. v. a. [from the noun..] To cxhibit

publickly. Shakeſp.

STAGECOACH ſ. (ſtage and reach.] A coach

that keeps its ſtages; a coach that paties and

repaſſes on certain days for the accommoda

tion of paſſengers. Gºy.

STAGEPLAY. J. [ſiage and play.) Theatrical

entertainment. Dryden.

STAGER, ſ (from ſtage 1 1. A player. Ben

72%aſon. ... One who has long acted on the

tage of life; a practitioner. Swift.

STAGEVIL. ſ. A diſeaſe in horſes.

STA'GGARD. ſ. (from ſtag.] A four years old

ſtag. Ainſworth.

To STAGGER. v. n. [ſtaggeren, Dutch. J

horſe apoplexy. Shakeſp. a. Madneſs, wild

conduct. Shakeſp.

STAGNANCY. If [from ſagnan: ) The ſtate

of being without mation or ventilation.

STAGNANT a [ſtagnani, Lat] Motionleſs;

ſtill ; not agitated, not flowing ; not running.

*...;

To STAGNATE. v. n. I ſtagrum, Lat.] To

lye motionleſs ; to have no courſe or ſlream.

Arbuthnet.

STAGNA I ION. ſ. [from ſtagnate.] Stop ot

courſe; ceſſation of motion. Addiſºn.

STA:D. part. adj. [from ſtay J Sober; grave;

regular. Milton.

STAIDNESS. ſ. [from ſaid.) Sobriety; gra

vity ; regularity. Dryden.

To STAIN. v. 4. [yſiaenis, Welſh 1. To

blot; to ſpot; to maculate. Shakeſ?. 1.

To diſgrace; to ſpot with guilt or infamy.

Milton.

STAIN. ſ. 1. Blot; ſpot; diſcoloration. Addiſon,

Pºpe, 2. Taint of guilt or infamy. Broome.

3. Cauſe of reproach; ſhame. Sidney.

STAINER. ſ. (from ſlain.) One who ſtains;

one who blots

STATNLESS. a. [from ſlain.]

blots or ſpots. Sidney.

reproach. Shakeſp.

STAIR. [rte3en, Saxon; ſeghe, Dutch | Steps

by which we riſe; an aſcent from the lower

part of a building to the upper. Clarenden,

Milton.

STATRCASE. ſ. ſtair and caſe.) The part of

a fabrick that contains the ſtairs.

STAKE. ſ. [rtaca, Saxon ſtaeck, Dutch.]

1. A poſt or ſtrong ſtick fixed in the ground.

Hooker. 2. A piece of wood. Dryden. }:

Any thing placed as a paliſade or fence. Milt.

4. The pºſt to which a beat is tied to be

baited. Shakeſp. 5. Any thing pledged or

wagered Cowley. 6. The ſtate of being ha

zarded, pledged, or wagered. Hudibras. 7.

The ſtake is a ſmall anvil, which ſtands upon

a ſmall iron foot on the work bench, to

remove as occaſion offers; or elſe is hath a

ſtrong iron ſpike at the bottom let into ſome

place of the work-bench, not to be removed.

Moxon.

To STAKE. v. a. (from the noºn ] 1 To

faſten, ſupport, or defend with poſts ſet up

right. Evelyn. ... To wag r, to hazard ; to

put tº hazard. South.

STALAC1'ſ TES. ſ. [from raxx...] Stalac

tite, is only ſpar in the ſhape of an icicle.

Moodward.

1. Free from

2. Free from ſin or

STALACTICAL. a. Reſembling an icicle.

Derham.

STALAG
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STALAGMITES. ſ. Spar formed into the

ſhape of drops. Woodward.

STALE. a. [ſlelle, Dutch | 1. Old; long kept;

altered by time. Prior, Sprélator. 2. Uſed 'till

it is of no uſe or eſteem. Hayward.

STALE. ſ. [from retlan, Sax. to ſteal.] i.

Something exhibited or offered as an allure

ment to draw others to any place or purpoſe.

Sidney. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſeems to ſignify

a proſtitute. 3. [From ſale, adj.) Urine; old

urine. 4. Old beer , beer ſomewhat acidulated.

5. (Stele, Dutch, a ſtick.) A handle. Mort.

To S TALE. v. a. [fºom the adjective.] To

wear out; to make old. Shakeſp.

To STALE. v. n. [from the noun..] To make

water. Hudibras

STA'ſ.E.I.Y. adv. [rom ſale.) Of old, long

time B. jºhnſon.

STALENESS.J. (from ſale J Oldneſs; ſtate of

being long kept; ſtate of being corrupted by

time. Bacon.

To Sl'A LK. v. a. (rrealcan, Saxon.) 1. To

walk with high and ſuperb ſteps. Dryden,

Addiſon. 2. To walk behind a ſtalking horſe

or cover. Bacon. -

STALK. ſ. (from the verb ]... 1. High, proud,

wide, and ſtately ſtep. Addiſon. 2. The ſtem

on which flowers or fruits grow. Dryden. 3

"The ſtem of a quil. Grew.

STALKINGHORSE. ſ. [ ſaſking and horſe.)

A horſe cither real or fictitious, by which a

fowler ſhelters himſelf from the ſight of the

game; a maſk Hakewill. -

STALKY. a. (from ſtatk.) Hard like a ſtalk

..}ſz, timer. - -

STALL.f. [rteal, Saxon: fall, Dutch; ſtalla,

Italian] i. A crib in which an ox is red, or

where any horſe is kept in the ſtable.

Chapman. 1. A bench or form where any

thing is ſet to ſale Swift. 3. A ſmall houſe

or ſhed in which certain trades are practiſed

Spenſºr. 4. The feat of a dignified clergyman

ºr in the choir. Warburton.

To STALL. v. a. 1. To keep in a ſtall or

ſtable. Dryden. 1. To inveſt Shakeſp.

To STALL. v n. 1. To inhabit; to dwell.

Shakeſp. 2. To kenpei.

STALIFF.D. a. ſ. ſtall and fed] Fed not with

graſs but dry food Arbuthnot

SīA'LLION. ſ (yſdalwyn, Welſh ; eſtallien,

French; faſhengſi, Dutch J A horſe kept for

mares. Temple.

STAMINA. J. Lat] ... The firſt principles of

anything. ... The ſolids of a human body. , 3

Thoſe little fine threads or capillaments which

grow up within the flowers of plants, encom

paſſing round the ſtyle, and on which the

apices grow at their extremities:

STAMINEOUS a. [ ſlamineur, Lat.) 1. Con

fiſting of threads. 2. Stamineous flowers are

ſo far imperfect as to want thoſe coloured

leaves which are called tetaia, and conſiſt

only of the ſtylus and the ſamina ; and

fuch plants as theſe conſtitute a large genus of

plants.

To STA'MMER. v. n. [rtamen, Saxon;

famelen, flameren, to ſtammer, Dutch..] To

ſpeak with unnatural heſitation; to utter

words with difficulty. Sidney, Shakeſp.

STA'MMERER. ſ (from flammer.] One who

ſpeaks with heſitation. Taylºr.

To STAMP. v. a. ſ.ſiampen, Dutch..] 1. To

ſtrike by preſſing the foot haſtily downwards.

Pryden. ... To pound; to beat as in a mortar.

Bacon. 3. To impreſs with ſome mark or

figure. South. 4. To fix a mark by impreſ.

ſing it. South. 5. To make by impreſſing a

mark Locke. 6. To mint; to form; to coin.

Shakeſp.

To STAMP. v. n. To ſtrike the foot ſuddenly

downward. Dennis.

STAMP. ſ. ſeſtampe, Fr. ſtampa, Italian] 1.

Any inſtrument by which a hollow impreſſion

is made. Waller. 2. A mark ſet on any

thing ; impreſſion. Lºcke. 3. A thing mark

ed or ſtamped. Shakeſp. 4. A pisture cut in

wood or metal. Addiſon. 5. A mark ſet upon

things that pay cuſtoms to the government.

Swift. 6. A character of reputation good

or, bad South. 7. Authority ; currency :

value. L’Eſlrange. 8. Make; caſt 5 form.

Addiſon.

STA'MPER, ſ [from flamp J. An inſtrument

of pounding. Carew.

STAN, amongſt our forefathers, was the termi

nation of the ſuperlative degree: ſo Æthelian,

moſt noble; Betſian, the beſt; Wiſław, the

wiſeſt. Gibſºn.

To STANCH. v. a. [effancher, Fr.] To ſtop

blood; to hinder from running. Bacon.

To STANCH. v. n. To ſtop. Luke.

STANCH. a. 1. Sound ; ſuch as will not run

out. Beyk. 2. Firm; ſound of, principle ;

traſly; hearty; determined. Addiſºn. 3.

Strong : not to be brºken. Locke.

STANCHION. J. [eſiancon, Fr.] A prop; a

ſupport. -

STA'NCHLESS. a. [from £anch.) Not to be

ſtopped. Shakeſp.

To STAND v. m. preterite, I fleed, I have

Jiaod. [rzanban, Saxon...ſiaen, Dutch.) 1. To

be upon the feet; not to fit or to lie down. z.

To be not demoliſhed or overthrown. AM, irºn.

3. To be placed as an edifice. Addiſºn. 4,

To remain erect ; not to fall. Milton. 3. To

become erect. Dryden. 6. To ſtop; to halt;

not to go forward Shakeſp. 7. To be at a

ſtationary point without progreſs or regreſſian.

Pºpe. 8. To be in a ſtate of firmneſs, not

vacillation. Davies. 9. To be in any poſture

of reſiſtance or defence. Shakeſp. o. To be

in a ſtate of hoſtility. Hayward. 1 1. Not to

yield; not to fly ; not to give way. Bacºs.

i2. To ſlay ; not to fly. Clarendan. 13. To

be placed with regard to rank or order. Ar

buthnet. 14. To reman in the preſent ſtate.

1 Corun. 15. To be in any particular ſtate.

Milton. 16. Not to become void; to remain

17. To conſiſt; to have

it:

in force. Hooker.
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its being or eſſence. Hebrewr. 18. To be

with reſpect to terms of a contračt. Carew.

19. To have a place. Clarendos. 20. To be in

any ſtate at the time preſent. Clarendon. 21.

To be in a permanent ſtate. Shakeſp. 22. To

be with regard to condition or fortune Dryden.

23. To have any particular reſpect. South.

24. To be without action. 25. To depend ,

to reſt; to be ſupported. Whitgifte. , 26. To

be with regard to ſtate of mind. Galat. 17.

To ſucceed; to be acquitted ; to be ſafe.

Addiſºn. 28. To be with reſpect to any par

ticular. Shakeſp. 29. To be reſolutely of a

party. Pſalms. 30. To be in the place ; to

be repreſentative. Locke. 31. To remain ;

to be fixed. Milton. 32. To hold a courſe

Pope. 33. To have direction towards any

local point. Bºyle. 34. To offer as a candidate.

35. To place himſelf; to be placed. Knollet.

36. To ſtagnate ; not to flow. Dryden. 37.

To be with reſpect to chance. Rowe. 38. To

remain ſatisfied. Shakeſp. 39. To be with

out motion. Shakeſp. 40. To make delay.

Decke. 41. To inſift; to dwell with rhany

words. 2 Maccabees. 42. To be expoſed.

Shakeſp. 43. To perſiſt ; to perſevere.3.
44. To perſiſt in a claim. Shakeſp. 45. To

adhere; to abide. Daniel. 46. To be con

ſiſtent, Felton. 47. To STAND by. To fup

port ; to defend; not to deſert. Calamy. 48.

To be preſent without being an actor. Shakeſ

49. To repoſe on ; to reſt in. Pope. go. To

STANDfor. To propoſe one's ſelf a candidate.

Denne. 51. To maintain: to profeſs to ſup

port. Ben. johnſºn. 52. To St And ºff. To

keep at a diſtance. Dryden. 53. Not to corn

ply. Shakeſp. 54. To forbear friendſhip or

intimacy. Atterbury. 55. To have relief; to

appear protuberant or prominent. Wetton.

56. To St AND out. To hold reſolution; to

hold a poſt. Rogers. 57. Not to comply ; to

ſecede. Pºº. 58. To be prominent or pro

tuberant. Pſalms. 39. To ST AND to. To ply:

to perſevere. Dryden. 60. To remain fixed

in a purpoſe. Herbert. 61. Tº STAN d under.

To undergo; to ſuſtain. Shakeſp. 61. To

STAND up. To ariſe in order to gain notice.

A:is. 63. To make a party. Shakeſp. 64.

To STAN p upon. To concern; to intereſt.

Hudibrar. 65. To value; to take pride. Ray.

66. To inſiſt

To STAND. v. a. 1. To endure ; to reſiſt

without flying or yielding. Smith. 2. To

await; to abide ; to ſuffer. Addiſºn. 3. To

keep 5 to maintain with ground. Dryden.

STAND. ſ. [from the verb ] . . A ſtation; a

place where one waits ſtanding. Addiſon. 2.

Rank; poſt ; ſtation. Daniel. 3. A ſlop; a

halt. Clarendon. 4 Stop 5 interruption, Wood

cºard 5. The act of oppoſing. Shakeſp. 6.

Higheſt mark; ſtationary point. Dryden. 7.

A point beyond which one cannot proceed.

Prior. 8. Difficulty ; perplexity; embar, at

ment; heſitation. Lºcke. 9. A frame or table

on which veſſels are placed. D'yden.

>

STANDARD, ſ ſºftandart, Fr.] 1. An enſg

in war, particularly the enſign of the horſe

Milton. 2. That which is of undoubted autho

rity; that which is the teſt of other things

of the ſame kind. Spratt. 3. That which has

been tried by the proper teſt. Swift. 4. A

ſettled rate. Bacºn. 5. A ſtanding ſtem or tree.

Evelyn.

STANDARDBEARER. ſ. [Aandard and

bear.) One who bears a ſtandard or enſign.

Spectator. ** -

STA'NDCROP. ſ. An herb. . . . .

STANDEL. ſ. (from ſland.] A tree of long

ſtanding. Howel.

STANDER. ſ. (from ſland.] 1. One who ſtands.

2. A tree that has ſtood long Aſcham. 3.

STAND Es by. One preſent; a mere ſpectator.

Shakeſp. - -

STA'NDERGRASS. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

STA'NDING, part. a. (from ſland.) 1. Settled;

eſtabliſhed. Temple. 2. Laſting ; not tranſitory.

4ddiſon. 3. Stagnant, not running. Miltºn.

4. Placed on feet. Shakeſp. * ,

STANDING. ſ. [from fiand.] 1. Continuance;

long peſſeſſion of an office Woodward. 2.

Station; place to ſtand in. Knolles. 3. Power

to ſtand. Pſalms. 4. Rank; condition. Shakºſ.

5. Competition; candidateſhip. Walton.

STA'NDISH. ſ iſ ſtand and diſb.] A caſe for

pen aid ink. Addiſon.

STANG. ſ. [rrang, Saxon.] A perch. Swift.

STANK, a. weak; worn out. Spenſer.

STANK. The preterite of flink. Exodus.

STA'NNARY. a. (from ſlannum, Lat..] Relatin

to the tinworks. Carew. -

STA'NZA. ſ. [ſtanza, Ital. ſtance, Fr.] A

number of lines regularly adjuſted to each

other; ſo much of a poem as contains every

variation of meaſure or relation of rhyme.

Dryden. - -

STA PLE. ſ. ſeſape, Fr. flapel, Dutch..] A

fettled mart; an eſtabliſhed emporium. Ar

buthnºt. -

STAPLE. a. (from the noun.] 1. Settled ;

eſtabliſhed in commercs. Dryden. 2. Accord

ing to the laws o commerce. Swift.

STAPLE. ſ. [rcapul, Saxon, a prop.] A loop of

iron ; a bar bent and driven in at both ends.

Peacham.

STAR, f [rceonna, Saxon; ferre, Dutch I

1. One of the luminous bodies that appear in

the nocturnal ſky. Watts. 2. The pole ſtar.

Shakeſp. 3. Configuration of the planets ſup

poſed to influence fortune. Shakeſp. 4. A

mark of reference. Mº atts. -

STAR. of Bethlehem. ſ. [ornithogalum, Lat.) A

plant. It hath a lily-flower, compoſed of ſix

petals, or leaves ranged circularly, whoſe

centre is potleſſed by the pointal, which after

wards turns to a roundiſh fruit Miller.

STA RAPPLE. ſ. A plant. Miſſºr.

STARBOARD. ſ. [rceonbone, Saxon.) Is

the right hand ſide of the ſhip, as larboard is

the left. Harris, B, amball.

5. A STARCH,
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STARCH. ſ. [ from ſtarc, Teutonick, ſtiff.]

A kind of viſcous matter made of flower

or potatoes, with which linen is ſtiffened

Fletcher. -

To STARCH. 2 a. [from the noun..] To ſtiffen

with ſtarch. Gay.

STARCHAMBER, ſ ſeamera ſellata, Lat.

A kind of criminal court of equity. Shakeſp.

STARCHED. a. (from ſtarch ) 1. Stiffened

with ſtarch. 2. Stiff, preciſe; formal

Swift .

STARCHER, ſ [from ſarch.) One whoſe

trade is to ſtarch

STARCHLY. adv. [from ſtarch. J Stiffly ;

preciſely.

STARCHNESS. ſ. [from ſarch.) Stiffneſs;

preciſeneſs

To STARE v. n. [rzanian, Saxon, ferren,

Dutch J 1. To look with fixed eyes; to look

with wonder,impudence,confidence,ſtupidity,

horrour. Spenſer. 2. To Sr are in the face.

To be undeniably evident. Locke. 3. To ſtand

out Mortimer. -

STAR E. ſ. [ from the verb.) 1. Fixed look.

Dryden. . [Sturn ur, Lat ) A ſtarling.

STARER. ſ (from flare J One who looks with

fixed eyes. Pºpe -

STA RFISH. f. [ſar and fiſh.] A fiſh branching

out into ſeveral points. Woodward.

STARGA ZER. ſ [ſiar and gaze ). An aſtro

nomer, or aſtrologer. L'Eſtrange.

STA RHAWK. ſ. [aſiur, Lat.) A ſort of

hawk Ainſwºrth.

STARK . a. [rrenc, rcanc, Saxon; ſer: º,

Dutch. ) 1. Stiff; ſtrong ; rugged. Ben.

johnſon. 2. Deep 5 full. Ben. johnſon. 3

Mere; ſimple ; plain ; groſs. Cºllier.

STARK. adv. Is uſed to intend or augment

the ſignification of a word: as ſtark mad,

mad in the higheſt degree. Abbot.

STARKLY. adv. [ from Jiara. J Stiffly :

ſtrongly. Shakeſp.

STARLESS. a. [from ſtar.] Having no light

of ſtars. Milton.

STAT LIGHT. ſ. (ſtar and light. J Luſtre of

the ſtars. Milt.n.

STARLIGHT. a. Lighted by the ſtars. Dryden.

STA'RLIKE. a. (ſtar and like. } 1. Stellated ;

having various points reſembling a ſtar in

luſtre. Mortºmer. 2. Bright; illuſtrious.

Boyle.

STARLING. ſ. [ ſtan'ing, Sax. J A ſmall

ſinging bird. Shakeſp.

STA'RPAVED. a. [far and pave] Studded

with ſtars. Milton.

STA'RPROOF a. [ſtar and proof.] Impervious

to ſtarlight. Milton.

STAR-READ ſ. [ſtar and read..] Dočtrine of

the ſtars.

STA RRED. a. [from far.) 1. Influenced by

the ſtars with reſpect to fortune. Shakeſp. 2.

Decorated with ſtars. Miltºn.

STA RRY. a [from ſtar.) 1. Decorated with

ſtars. Pope. 2. Conſiſting of ſtars; ſtellar.

Pryden. 3. Reſembling ſtars.

STATRING. a. [frºm ſtar. J Shining with

ſtellar light. Croſław.

STARSHOOT. ſ. (ſtar and ſhoot.) An emiſſion

frºm a ſtar. Bºyle.

To START. v. n. (ſtartzen, German ) . To

feel a ſudden and involuntary twitch or mºtiºn

of the animal frame. Bacon. 2. To riſe ſui

denly. Roſcommos. 3. To move with ſudden

quickneſs. Claveland 4. To ſhrink; to

winch. Shakeſp. 5. To deviate. Creech., 6.

To ſet out frºm the barrier at a race. Denham.

7. To ſet cut on any purſuit. Waller.

To START v. a. i. To alarm ; to diſturb

ſuddenly. Shakeſp. 2. To make to ſtart cr

fly haſtily from a hiding place. Shakeſp. 3.

To bring into motion ; to prºduce to view or

place Wiſeman.

START. ſ. [irom the verb) 1. A mºtion of

terrour ; a ſudden twitch or contračtiºn of the

frame. Dryden. 2. A ſudden rouſing tº action ;

excitemeut. Shakeſp. 3. Sally; vehement

eruption ; ſudden effuſion. L'Etraz ge. 4.

Sudden fit 5 intermitted aāi n. B. n. j. Asſes.

5. A quick ſpring or motiºn. Grew. 6. Firſt

emiſſion from the barrier; act of ſetting out

Bacon. 7. To get the Star T. To begin

before another; to obtain advantage over

another. Bacºn.

STARTER, ſ (from ſtart.) One that ſhrinks

from his purpºſe. Hudibrar.

STARTINGLY. adv. ( from ſtarting. ). By

ſudden fits ; with frequent intermiſſion.

Shakeſp.

To S I A RTLE. v. n. [rom ſtart.] To ſhrink;

to move on feeling a ſudden impreſſion.

Addiſon.

To STARTLE v. a. To fright; to ſhock; te

impreſs with ſudden terrcur.

STA RTLE. ſ. [ frºm the verb , Sudden a

larm ; ſhºck; ſudden impreſſion of terrour.

Speciator.

STARTUP. ſ. [ ſtart and up, ) Ode that cºmes

ſuddenly into notice. Shakeſp.

To STARVE. v. n. (rce: np in, Saxon : ſerves,

Dutch, to die) 1. To periſh t be destrºyed.

Fairfax.

3. To be killed with cold. Sandy,

ſuffer extreme pºverty Pope.

ſtroyed with cold. Woodward.

To STARVE. v. a. 1. To kill with hunger.

Prior. 2. To ſubdue by famine. Afrº-the-1.

3. To kill win cold. Milton. 4. Tº deprive

of force or vigour. Lºcke

STARVELING. ſ. [from ſtarve.) An animal

thin and weak for want of n uliſhment

Downe. -

STARwort. ſ. [ºſter, Lat., Elecampare.

STATARY. a. [from ſtatus, Lat. J. Fixed:

ſettled.

STATE. ſ. [ſtatuſ, Lat ) i. Condition ; cit.

cumſtances of nature or fortune. Alfiº.s. *

Medificatiºn of any thing. Bºyle. 3. Sir

tionary point ; criſis; height. mºrſ. 4.

...isit;

notice. Spratt. 4. To diſcover; to bring within

purſuit. Temple. 5. To put ſuddenly out of

1. To periſh with hunger. Lºcre,

4. To

5. To be de
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Eſtate ; ſigniory : poſſeſſion. Daniel F. The

community ; the public; the commonwealth.

Shake/?. 6. A republick; a government not

rnonarchical. Temple. 7. Rank; condition ;

quality. Fairfax. 8. Solemn pomp ; appear.

ance of greatneſs. Roſcommon. 9. Dignity;

grandeur. Milton. io. A ſeat of dignity.

Shake,p. 1 1. A canopy ; a covering of dig

nity. Bacon 12. A perſon of high rank. Latyn.

13. The principal perſon in the government.

AM1/r2.n. i4 Joined with another word it ſig

nifies publick Bacon.

To STATE. v. a conflater, Fr 1. To ſet

tle ; to regulate Cºllier. 2. To repreſent in

all the circumſ' ances of modification Hamm.

STATELIN ESS ſ (from ſtately.) 1. Gram

deur ; majeſtick appearance; auguſt manner:

dignity. More 1 Appearance of pride ; af.

fested dignity. Betterton

STATELY adv. (from ſtate 1. Auguſt ;

grand ; ofty ; elevated. Raleigh. 2. Elevated

in mind or ſeatiment Dryden.

STATELY. adv [from the adjective.) Ma.

jeſtically. Milton.

STATESMAN. ſ (fate and man.) 1. A po

litician ; one verſed in the art of government.

Ben. Jahnſon. 2. One employed in publick
affairs. Sºuth

STATESWOMAN. ſ. [ſate and woman.) A

woman who meddles with publick affairs.
Ben. chnſon.

STATICAL, N. a. [ſrom the noun) Relating
STATICK. to the ſcience of weighing.

Arbuthnot.

STATICKS. ſ. [re],x*.] The ſcience which

conſiders the weight of bodies. Bent ey.

STA TION. ſ. (ſtatic, Latin.) 1. The act of

ſlanding. Hºoker. 2. A ſtate of reſt Brown.

3. A place where any one is placed. Hayw

Creech. 4. Poſt affigned ; office. Milton. 5.

Situation : poſition. Prior. 6. Employment;

office. Swift 7. Character ; ſtate. AMiáon. 8.

Rank 3 condition of life. Dryden.

To STATION. v. a. (from the noun) To

place in a certain poſt, rank, or place.

STATIONARY. a. (from ſtation.) Fixed; not

progreſſive. N.wton.

STA rion ER. / [from ſtation ) 1. A book

ſeller. Dryden. 1. A ſeller of paper.

STATIST. ſ. (from ſtate.] A ſtateſman; a

politician. Milton.

STATUARY. ſ (from ſatua, Lat.] 1. The

art of carving inages or repreſentations of life.

Temple. 2. One that practiſes or profeſſes the

art of making ſtatues. Sawft

STATUF. ſ. [ſlatua, Lat...] An image ; a ſo

jid repreſentation of any living being. /Pilkins

To STATUE. v. a. (from the noun). To place

as a ſtatue. Shakeſp. -

STATURE. ſ. [ſiatura, Lat..] The height o

any animal. Brown

STA TUTABLE. a. (from fatute.] According

to ſtatute. Addiſon.

STA TUTE. ſ. ſtatatum. Lat.] A law an

, edict of the legiſlature. Shakeſ. Till ſºn.

To STAVE. v. a. [from ſtaff] 1. To break in

Pieces. Pryden. 2. To puſh off as with a

ſtaff Ben Johnſon. , 3. To pour out by ºr, ak

ing the caſk. Sandyr. 4. To furniſh with

runelles er ſtaves. ºil.

To STAVE. v. n. To fight with ſtaves. Hudib.

To STAVF and Tail. v. a. To part dogs by in

terpoſing a ſtaff, and by pulling the tail.

STAVES. / The plural of Jaff Spenſer.

STAVESACRE, Larkſpur. A plant.

To STAY. v. s. [ſiaen, Dutch | 1. To conti

nue in a place; to forbear departure. Shakeſp.

1. To continue in a ſtate. Dryden. 3. To

waiti to attend. Dryden. 4 To ſtop to

ſtand ſtill. Bacon. 5. To dwell ; to belong.

Dryden 6. To reſt confidently. Iaiah.

To STAY. v a. 1. To ſtop to withhold to

repreſs. Raleigh. 2. To delay : to obſtruct ;

to hinder from progreſſion. Spenſer. 3. To

keep from departure. Dryden. 4. To prop;

to ſupport; to hold up Hooker.

STAY / effaye, Fren.) I Continuance in a

place ; forbearance of departure. Bacon. 2.

stand ; ceſſation of progreſſion. Hayward, 3.

A ſtop ; an obſtruction ; a hindrance from

progreſs. Fairfax. 4. Reſtraint; prudence ;

caution. Bacon. 5. A fixed ſtate. Donne. 6.

A prop; a ſupport. Milton 7. Tackling.

Pope 8. Boddice. 9. Steadineſs of conduct.

STA YED. part, a [from ſay ) i. Fixed ;

ſettled ; ſerious ; not volatile. Bacon, 2.

Stopped.

STAYEDLY. adv. [from ſtayed] Compoſed
ly gravely; prudently ; ſoberly.

STAYEDNESS. ſ. (form ſtayed) 1. Solidity;

weight. Camden. 2. Compoſure; prudence;

gravity ; judiciouſneſs.

STAYER.J. (from ſay.) One who ſtops, holds :

or ſupports. Philips.

STA YLACE. ſ. (Jiay and lace..] A lace with

which women faſten boddice. Swift.

STAYS. ſ. Without fingular. 1. Boddice; a

kind of ſtiff wailcoat worn by ladies. 2.

Ropes in a ſhip to keep the maſt from falling

Sidney 3. Any ſupport ; any thing that keep.

another extended. Dryden.

STFAD. ſ. [rtis, Saxon.) 1. Place Spenſer.

4. Room ; place which another had or might

have. Chron 3. Uſe ; help. Atterbury. 4.

The frame of a bed. Dryden.

STEAD, ſled, being in the name of a place that

is diſtant from any river, comes from the Saxon

rteb, rºyo, a place ; but if it be upon a river

or harbour, it is to be derived from reaºe, a

ſhore or ſtation for ſhips. Gibſon.

To STEAD. v a 1. To help i to advantage;

to ſupport 5 to aſſiſt. Sidney, Rowe. 2. To

fill the place of another, Shakeſp.

STEAD FAST. a. [ſiead and faſt.] 1. Faſt in

place : firm ; fixed. Spenſer. 2. Conſtant;

reſolute Eccluſ.

STi. A DFASTLY adv. [from ſteadfaſt.] Firm

ly ; conſtantlv. Wake.

STEA DFASTNESS. ſ. [from ſleadfaſ J 1.

5. A 4 Immuta
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Immutability; fixedneſs. Spenſer. 1. Firm

nets; conſtancy; reſolution.

STEA DILY. adv. [from ſteady.) 1... without

tottering ; without ſhaking. South. 2. With

out variation or irregularity.

STEA DINESS. ſ. [from ſteady j 1. State of

being not tottering nor eaſily ſhaken. 2.

Firmneſs; conſtancy. Arbuthnºt. 3. Con

ſiſtent unvaried conduct. Collier.

STEADY, a [recog, Sax.] 1. Firm ; fixed ;

not tottering. Pºpe. 2. Not wavering; not

fickle; not changeable with regard to reſolu
tion or attention. Locke.

STEAK. ſ. [ ſtyck, Iſlandick.] A ſlice of fleſh

broiled or fried; a collop. Swift.

To STEAL. v. a. preterite, I ſtole, part, paſſ.

ſtolen, [rtelan, Sax. ſtelen, Dutch..] I. To

take by theft; to take clandeſtinely; to take

without right. Shakeſp. 1. To draw or convey

without notice Spenſer. 3. To gain or cf.

fect by private means. Calamy.

To STEAL. v. n. 1. To withdraw privily ; to

paſs filenly, Sidney. 2. To practiſe theft;

to play the thief. Shakeſ.

STEA"LER, ſ (from ſeal.] One who ſteals;

a thief. Shakeſp.

STEALINGLY adv. [from ſtealing] Slily ;

by inviſible motion. Sidney.

STEALTH ſ (from ſteal) i. The act of ſteal.

... ing; theft. Shakeſp. 2. The thing ſtolen

Raleigh. 3. Secret ača 3 clandeſtine practice.

Dryden.

STEALTHY, a [from ſtealth] Done clandeſ

tinely ; performed by ſtealth Shakeſp.

STEAM.J. [rteme, Saxon.) The ſmoke or va.

pour of anything moiſt and hct. Dryd. Weed.

To STEAM. v . [rceman, Saxon.) 1. To

ſmoke or vapour with moiſt heat. Dryden. 2.

To ſend up vapours. Milton. 3. Te paſs in

vapours. Boyle.

STE AN for ſtore.

STEATO MA. ſ. [ria"...aal Matter in a wen

compoſed of fat. Sharp.

STEED. ſ. (rcebº, Saxon.) A horſe for ſtate or

war. Pope.

STEEL. J. [rtal, Saxon; ſlael, Dutch 1.

Steel is a kind of iron, refined and purified by

the fire with other ingredients, which renders

it white, and its grain cloſer and finer than

common iron. Steel, of all other metals, is

that ſuſceptible of the greateſt degree of hard

neſs, when well tempered; whence its great

uſe in the making of tools and inſtruments of

all kirds. Clam, bºrr. 1. It is often uſed for

weaponser armºur. Dryden. 3. Chalybeate

medicines. A buthnot. 4. It is uſed proverbi

- ally for hardneſs: as, heads of ſteel.

To STEEL v. a. [from the noun.]

point or edge with feel. Shakeſp.

make hard or firm. Addiſºn.

STEELY. a [from ſteel j . . Made of ſteel.

Gay 2. Herd ; firm. Sidney.

STEſ. LYARD. ſ. [ ſteel and yard | A kind

of balance, in which the weight is moved a

long an iron rod, and grows heavier as it "

1. To

2. To

removed farther from the fulcrum.

STEEN, or Stean. ſ. A factitious veſſel of clay

or ſtone. Ainſworth.

STEEP, a [rcean, Saxon.] Riſing or deſcend.

ing with little inclination. Addiſon.

STEEP. ſ. Precipice; aſcent or deſcent p

proaching to perpendicularity. Dryden.

To STEEP. v. a. (ſtippen, Dutch..] To ſoak;

to macerate ; to imbue; to dip. Barºn.

STEEPLE. ſ. [rteopl, rtypel, Saxon.) A tur

ret of a church, generally furniſhed with bells.

Shakeſp.

STEE PLY. adv. [from fieep.] With precipi

tous declivity.

STEEPNESS. ſ. [from ſteep.] Precipitousde

clivity. Addiſºn.

STEEPY. a. [from

declivity.

STEER. f. Irryne, Sax. ſtier, Dutch..] A young

bullock. Spenſer.

To STEER. v. a. [rreonan, rtynan, Saxon;

ſtieren, Dutch..] To direct; to guide in a pay

ſage. Spenſer.

To STEER. v. m. To direct a courſe. Locke.

STEERAGE. ſ. [from ſteer J . The ad or

practice of ſteering. 2. Direáion ; regula

tion of a courſe. Shakeſp. 3. That by which

any courſe is guided. 4. Regulation or ma

nagement of any thing. Swift. 5. The ſtern

or hinder part of the ſhip.

STEE RSMATE. f. [ſteer and mate, or

STEE'RSMAN. man.] A pilot; one who

ſteers a ſhip. L'Iſlrange.

STEGANO GRAPHY. ſ. (rºyaº; and yréºx.]

The art of ſecret writing by characters or cy

phers. Bailey.

STEGNOT!CK. a. ſ.rs/vºx;;..] Binding; ren

dering coſtive. Bailey.

STEI.E. ſ. [rtela, Saxon; ſlele, Dutch..] A

ſtalk; a handle.

STE’LLAR. a. [from ſtella.] Aſtral; relating

to the ſtars. Milton.

STELLATE. a. [ſellatur, Latin.) Pointed in

the manner of a painted ſtar. Bºyle. -

STELLATION. ſ. [from 'ii.; Emiſſion of

light as from a ſtar.

[ſiella and fero.] HisSTELLI'FEROUS. a.

ing ſtars. Dić. -

STELLION. f [ſtellie, Lat.) A newt. Alſº,
STELLIONATE. ſ. ſ ſtellienatus, Latin.) A

kind of crime which is committed by a de

ceitful ſelling of a thing otherwie than it

really is ; as, if a man ſhould ſell that for his

own eſtate which is actually another man'.

Bºczn.

STEM. f. [frenna, Lat.) 1. The flaſk; the

twig. Waller. 2. Family; race; generatiºn.

shakeſp 5. [Stammer, Swediſh.) The prow

or forepart of a ſhip. Dryden. ..

To stEM. v. a. [ſienna, Iſlandick J. Tº of
poſe a current; to paſs croſs or forward not

with landing the ſtream. Dryden. -

stENch ſtfrom reencan, Saxon] A flink:

a bad finell, Bacº". Tu

feep.] Having a precipitous
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To STENCH. v.a. (from the noun..] To make

to ſtink. Mortimer.

STENOGRAPHY ſ. [rive; and y:45a.] Short

hand. Cleaveland

STENTOROPHONICK. a. [from Stentor, the

Homerical herald.J Loudly ſpeaking or ſound

ing. Derham.

To STEP. v. n. [rcoeppan, Sax. ; ſºappen,

Dutch.) 1. To move by a ſingle change of the

place of the foot. Wilkinſ. 1. To advance by

a ſudden progreſſion. Shakeſp. 3. To move

mentally. Watts 4. To go; to walk. Shakeſ |

5. To take a ſhort walk. Shakeſp. 6. To

walk gravely and ſlowly. Knºlles.

STEP. ſ. [rtzp, Saxon; ſtap, Dutch.), 1.

Progreſſion by one removal of the foot. Addi

Jan. 2. One remove in climbing. Knoller. 3

Quantity of ſpace paſſed or meaſured by one

removal of the foot Arbuthnot. 4. A ſmall

length ; a ſmall ſpace. 1 Sam. 5. Walk paſ

ſage. Dryd. 6. Progreſſion; act of advanc

ing. Newtºn. 7. Footſtep , print of the foot.

Pryden. 8. Gait; manner of walking. 9.

Aétion; inſtance of conduct. Pºpe.

STEP,incompoſition,ſignifies one who is related

only by marriage. Hooker, Dryden, Arbuthnot.

STEPPiNGSTONE. ſ. [ſlep and Jione..] Stone

laid to catch the foot, and ſave it from wet or

dirt. Swift

STERCORACEOUS. a. [ ſtercoraceus, Lat.)

Belonging to dung. Arbuthnet,

STERCORATION. ſ. [from fiercera, Lat)

The A&t of dunging . Evelyn, Ray.

STEREOGRAPHY. f. [rºfeo; and yga pa.)

The art of drawing the forms of ſolids upon a

plane. Harrir.

STEREOMETRY. ſ. ſcists; and aſpia.]

The art of meaſuring all ſorts of ſolid bodies

Harrir.

STERIL. a. [ſerile, Fr ſerilir, Lat.) Barren ;

unfruitful ; not productive; wanting fecun.

dity. Shakeſp. Bacon, Brown, More.

STERILITY.'ſ [ſlerilitar, Lat.) Barrenneſs;

want of fecundity; unfruitfulneſs. Bentley.

To STERILIZE. v. a [from ſteril ) To make

barren to deprive of fecundity. Savage.

STERLING. a. [from the Eaſterlings, who

were employed as coiners.] ... An epithet by

which genuine Engliſh money is diſcriminat.

ed. Bacon. 2. Genuine ; having paſt the teſt.

Swift.

STERLING.. [ſterlingum, low Lat.) 1. En.

liſh coin; money. Garth. 2. Standard rate.

STERN. ſ. [rtynn, Sax ) . Severe of coun

tenance; truculent of aſpect. Knoller. 2. Se

were of manners; harſh : unrelenting. Dryd.

3. Hard ; afflictive. Shakeſp.

STERN. ſ. [rceoz, Sax.] I. The hind part of

the ſhip where the rudder is placed /Wattſ. 2.

Poſt of management; direction. Shakeſp. 3

The hinder part of any thing. Spenſer.

STE RNAGE. ſ. [from ſtern..] The ſteerage or

ſtern. Shakeſp.

STERNLY. adv.[from ſtern.) In a ſtern man

ner j ſeverely. Miltºn.

STERNNESS. ſ. (from ſers.) 1. Severity of

look. Spenſºr. , 2. Severity or harſhneſs of

manners. Dryden.

STERNoN. ſ. [..tºr.] The breaſt-ſtone. Wiſe.

STERNUTA"tion, f [ fiernutatio, Latin.]

The act of ſneezing. Quincy.

STE’RNUTATIVE a [fternatatif, Fr. from

ſternuts, Lat..] Having the quality of ſneezing.

STERNUTATORY. ſ [ſiermutatoire, Fr.]

Medicine that provokes to ſneeze. Brown.

STE'VEN. ſ. [rzepen, Sax.] A cry, or loud

clamour. Spenſer.

"To STEw. v. a. [eſtaver, Fr.ſteven, Dutch.]

To ſeeth anything in a ſlow moiſt heat. Shak.

To STEW. v. n. To be ſeethed in a ſlow moiſt

heat.

STEW. ſ. [ eſtuve, Fr. ſtufa, Italian ; eſtafa,

Spaniſh.) 1. A bagnio; a hot-houſe. Abbot.

2. A brothel; a houſe of proſtitution. Aſcham.

3. A ſtorepond; A ſmall pond where fiſh are

kept for the table.

STEwARD. ſ. [repano, Saxon.) 1. One who

manages the affairs of another. Swift. 1. An

officer of ſtate. Shakeſp.

STEwARDSHIP. ſ. [from ſteward J The of.

fice of a ſteward.

STIBIAL. [from ſtibium, Lat.) Antimonial.

Harvey.

STI CADOS. ſ. [ſticadir, Lat.j An herb.

Ainſworth.

STICK. ſ. [rricca, Sax, ſtecco, Italian; ſteck,

Dutch..] A piece of wood, ſmall and long.

Dryden.

To STICK. v. a. preterite, ſtuck; particip"e

paſſ ſtuck [rciccan, Saxon.] To faſten on

ſo that it may adhere. Addiſon. - -

To STICK. v. n. 1. To adhere ; to unite it

ſelf by it; tenacity or penetrating power. Ra

leigh. . To be inſeparable ; to be united with

any thing. Sanderſon. 3. To reſt upon the

memory painfully. Bacon. 4 To ſtop; to

loſe motion. Smith. 5. To reſiſt emifion.

Shakeſp. 6. To be conſtant; to adhere with

firmneſs. Hammond. 7. To be troubleſome

by adhering. Pºpe. 8. To remain ; not to be
loſt. Watts. 9. To dwell upon ; not to for

ſake. Locke, i.e. To cauſe difficulties or ſcru

ple. Swift. 11. To ſcruple ; to heſitate. Ba

con. 12. To be ſtopped; to be unable to pro

ceed. Clarenden. 13. To be embarraſſed ; to

to be puzzled. Watts 14. To St 1 c < ºut

To be prominent with deformity, jºb. 15.

To be unemployed.

To STICK. v. a.[rtician, Sax. ſtecken, Dutch.]

1. To ſtab; to pierce with a pointed inſtru

ment. Grew. 2. To fix upon a pointed body. 3.

To faſten by transfixion. Dryden. 4. To ſet

with ſomething pointed. Dryden.

STICKINESS. ſ (from ſticky.] Adheſive qua

lity; viſcoſity; glutinouſneſs; tenacity. .

To STICKLÉ. v. n. 1. To take part with

one ſide or other. Hudibrar. 2. To conteſt

To altercate ; to contend rather with obiti

nacy than vehemence. Cleaveland. To

play faſt and looſe. Drydºn.

-

--

STI'C&LE
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sTickLFBAG. ſ. (Properly ſickleback.] The

ſmalleſt of freſh wa er fiſh. PWalton.

STICKLE.R. ſ. from ſlickle. | 1. A ſideſman to

fencers; a ſecond to a duelliſt Sidney 1. An

obſtinate contender about any thing. Swift.

STICKY a. {from ſtick ] Viſcous; adheſive ;

glutinous. Bacon.

STIFF. a. [rzip, Saxon ; ſtiff, Daniſh ; ſtrif,

Dutch | 1. Rigid; inflexible , reſiſting flex

ure ; not flaccid. Milten 2. Not ſo t. not

fiving way : not fluid. Burnet. 3. Strong :

not eaſily reſiſted. Denham A. Hardy ſtub

born ; not eaſily ſubdued. Shakeſp g. Ob

ſtinate ; pertinacious. Taylor. 6 Hat ſh: not

written with eaſe : conſtrained. 7. Formal :

rigorous in certain ceremonies Addiſon.

To STIFF EN. v. a [retrian, Saxon.) 1. To

make ſtiſf; to make inflexible to make un

pliant Sandys. 1. To make obſtinate. Dryd

To STIFFEN. v. m. 1. To grow ſtiff, to grow

rigid to become unpliant. Dryden 2. To

grow hard; to be hardened Dryden 3. To

grow leſs ſuſceptive of impreſſion ; to grow

obſtinate. Dryden

STIFFHEARTED. a [ſſiſſand heart ) Ob

ſtinate ; ſtubborn ; contumacious Ezek.

STI FF LY adv from ſlf) Rigidly , inflexi

bly; ſtubbornly. Hooker.

STIFFNECKED, a [ſtuff and neck.]Stubborn ,

obſtinate; contumacious. Spenſer.

STI FFN ESS. ſ. [from ſºft J Rigidity; in

flexibility ; hardneſs ; i.eptitude to bend

L’Eſtrange. 2. Ineptitude to motion. Den

Aam 3. Tenſion ; not laxity Dryden. 4. Ob

ſtinacy ; Qubbornneſs, contunaciouſneſs.

Lºcke. 5. Unpleaſing formality ; conſtraint

Atterbury. 6. R gorouſneſs ; harſhneſs

Spenſer. 7. Manner of writing, not eaſy but

harſh and conſtrained. Feltºn. -

To STI FL.E. v. a.ſeſtaufer, Fr.) 1. To oppreſs

or kill by cloſeneſs of air ; to ſuffocate. Mil

ten, Baker. 2. To keep in ; to hinder from

emiſſion. Newton. 3. To extinguiſh by hin

dering communication. 4 To extinguiſh by

artful or gentle means. Addiſon. 5. To ſup

preſs , to cons al Otway.

ST1 GMA. f. [ ſigma, Lat.) 1. A brand ; a

mark with a hot iron. 1. A mark of infamy

STI GMATICAL \ a, [from ſtigma ) Brand

STIGMATICK. ed or marked with ſome

token of infany Shakeſp.

To STI GMATIZE. v. 3. [ſiigmatiſer, Fr.]

To mark with a brard ; to diſgrace with a

note of reproach. Szu ft.

STI LA R. j [from ſite. Belonging to the ſtile

of a dial Mºxon.

STILE fºrt see,Iran frºan,Sax. To climb

1. A ſet of teps to paſs from cne encloſure

- to another. I. Fºrange. 2. A pin to caſt the

thadow in a ſun dial Mexo~.

STI LEI 10 J. Italian. Juiet, Fren.] A final

dagger, or which the blade is not edged but

roun , with a ſharp point. Hakewºll.

To STILL. v a. [rtillan, Sax fillen, Dutch.

1. To ſilence; to make ſilent, Shakeſp. *.

To quiet ; to appeaſe Bacon. 3. To make

motionleſs. Woºdward.

STILL. a. ſ. ſºil, Dutch..]1. Silent ; uttering no

noiſe. Addiſon. 2. Quiet ; calm. Desar,

South. 3. Motionleſs. Locke.

STILL. ſ. Calm ; ſilence. Bacon.

STILL. adv. [rtille, Sax. Ji. To this time; till

now. Barcs. 2. Nevertheleſs : notwithſtand

ing. Addiſºn. 3. In an encreaſing degree.

Atterbury 4. Always ; ever; continually.

Ben. Johnſon. 5. After that. Whitgifte. 6.

In continuance. Shakeſp.

STILL, ſ. (from diffil | A veſſel for diſtiilati

on ; an alembick. Cleavelard Newtºn.

To STILL v. a [from diffi!.]To diſtil , to ex

tračt or operate upon by diſtillation.

To STILL. v n. (fille, Lat.)To drop; to fall

in drops. Craſhaw.

STILLATI'TIOUS, a [ſtillatitiaſ, Lat.jFall

ing in drops ; drawn by a ſtill.

STI LLATORY. ſ. from fºil or diffill An

alembick ; a veſſel in which diſtillation is

performed Bacon. 2. The room in which

ſºil are placed ; laboratory, Mºttas.

STILLBORN. a. i fill and born.) Born life

leſs : dead in the birth. Graunt.

STILLICIDE. ſ. [fillicidium, Lat.) A ſucceſ.

fion of drops Bacon.

STILLIC1'DIOUS. a. [from ſtillicide.] Falling

in drops. Brown.

STILLINESS. ſ. ſſrom fill) i. Calm; quiet.

Dryden. 1. Silence ; taciturnity. Shakeſp.

STI'LLSTAND / [ſill and ſtand.) Abſence

of motion. Shakeſp.

STILLY, adu (from fill.) 1. Silently ; no

loudly.Shakeſp. 2. Calmly ; not tumultuouſly.

STILTS, ſ.[/elten, Dutch...] Supports on which

boys raiſe themſelves when they walk Miere.

To S TIMULATE v. a. [ ſimu e, Lat.] i.

To prick. 2. To prick forward to excite

by ſome pungent motive. 3. In phyſick.)

To excite a quick ſenſation, with a derivation

towards the part. Arbuthnot.

STIMULATION ſ [ſimulatio, Lat.) Ex

citement; pungency. Wattſ.

To S TING. v. a. p. eterite, I fang, participle

pºſſive ſang, and Jiang. ( runsan, Sax.] i.

To pierce or wound with a paint darted out,

as that of waſps or ſcorpions. Brown. z. To

pain acutely Shakeſp.

STING f rom the verb.] 1. A ſharp point

with which ſome animals are armed Draytºn.

2. Any thmg that gives pain Forbes. 3. The

point in the laſt velle Dryden.

ST, NGILY, adv [rom ſingy Covetouſly.

STI NGINESS c. [from ſit-gy.] Avance ; Co

vetouſines i nggardlineſs

STING 1.F.S.S. a. (from fitng.] Having no fling.

Decay ºf 1.29.

STI'NG > f od beer.

STi NGY, a Covetous; niggardly ; avarici

ous A, buttner,

To CTINK v n preterite I funk or fast.

Urti, ina, Sax, ſincken, Dutch..] To emit an

offenſive
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offenſive ſmell, commonly a ſmell of pntre

faction. Locke

STINK. ſ. [from the verb.] Offenſive ſmell.

Dryden. -

STINKA* D.ſ [from ſlink.) A mean ſtinking

paltry silow

STINKFR ſ (from flink.] Something interd

ed to offe, d by the ſmell Harvey

ST1'NKING.Y adv. (from ſinking.] With a

ſtink Shakeſp.

STI'NKPO T.J. ſ ſink and pot.) An artificial

compoſitiºn offe, five to the mell. Harvey.

To STINT ... a tºnt., Swediſh.) To bºund ,

to linit , to confine ; to reſtrain; to ſtop

Hoºker, Dryden, Addi, on.

STINT. ſ. Trom the verb.) 1. Limit; bound:

reſtraint Hººker, Dryden. 2. A proportion; a

quantity affigned. Denham, Swift

STI'PEND. ſ. (ſtipendium, I at I Wages; ſet

tled pay. Ben. johnſon, Taylor.

STIPE NDIARY at ſtipendiarius, Lat.] Re

ceiving alary : performing any ſervice tor a

ſtated price. Knolley, Swift.

STIPENDIARY. ſ. One who performs any

ſervice or a ſettled payment. Abbot

STI PTICK. a. [ rvalsº: ) Having the

STI PTICAL V Power to ſtaunch blood; aſ

tringent Boyle, Wiſeman.

To STI'PULATE. v. n. [ſtipular, Lat..] To

contrait; to bargain to ſettle terms. Arbuth.

STIPULATION. ſ. [from ſtipulate.] Bargain.

Rogers.

To STIR. v. a. ſrtinian, Sax ſtocrew, Dutch.)

1. To move; to remove from its place. Temp

Blackmºre. 2. To agitate; to bring into de

bate Bacon, Hale. 3. To incite: to inſti.

gate; to animate. Shakeſp. 4 To Srir up

To incite ; to animate; to inſtigate. Spenſer.

5. To ſtir up; to put in action. Iſaiah.

To STIR v n. 1. To move one's felt ; to go

out of the place; to change place. Clarendon.

2. To be in motion; not to be ſtill. Addiſon

3. To become the obječt of notice. Watts. 4

To riſe in the morning. Shakeſp.

STIR. ſ (ſtur, Runick, a battle.) 1. Tumult;

buſtle. Bramhall, South, Tilletſon, Locke z

Commotion; publick diſturbance; tumultu

ous diſorder. Abbot, Davies, Milton. 3. Agi

tation; conflicting paſſion. Shakeſp.

STIRIOUS. o. from ſti, ia, Lat..] Reſembling
icicles. Brown.

STIRP. ſ [ſirps, Lat.] Race; family; gene.
ration. atarr,

STI RRE.R. ſ. (from ſtir.) 1. One who is in

motion: one who puts in motion. 2. A riſer

in the morning Shakeſp. 3. An inciter; an

inſtigator. 4. STI a Rer up. An inciter; an

inſtigator. Raleigh.

STIRRUP. f irºnap, Saxon An iron hoop

ſuſpended by a ſtraſ, in which the horſeman

ſets his foot when he mounts or rides Camden

To STI TCH v. a. ſticken, Dutch.j 1. To

few; to work on with a needle. 2. To join;

to unite, hºtton. 3. To Sri teh up. To

mead what was rent. Wiſeman.

To STITCH. v. m. To practiſe needle-work.

STITCH. ſ. (from the verb.] 1. A paſs of the

needle and thread through any thing. i. A

ſharp lancinating pain. Harvey.

STITCHERY. ſ. (ſtom ſtitch..] Needle-work.

Shakeſ,

STITCHERY. ſ. Camomile. Ainſworth.

STITHY. ſ. [rtº hard, Sayon J. An anvil;

the iron body on which the ſmith forges his

work Shakeſp

To STIVE v. a. 1. To ſtuff up cloſe. Sandyr.

2. To make hot or ſultry. Wotton.

STOAT. ſ. A ſmall flinking animal

STO CAH. ſ. [Iriſh: ſtochk, Erſe j An atten

dant : a wallet-boy; one who runs at a horſe

man's foot Spºnſer

StocCAdolf [from ſtocco, a rapier, Ital.]

A thruſt with a rapier Shakeſt.

STOCK. ſ. rco, Sax ſtock, Dutch: eſrock,

Fr J 1. The trunk; the body of a plant jºb.

2. The trunk into which a graft is inſerted.

Bacon, Pºpe 3. A log a poſt. Prior. 4.

A man proverbially ſtupid Spenſer. 5. The

handle of any thing. 6. A ſupport of a ſhip

while it is building. Dryden. 7. A thruſt; a

ſtoccado. Shakeſp. 8. Something made of

linen; a cravat: a cloſe neckcloth Anciently

a Rocken. Shakeſp. 9. A race; a lineage;

a family. Waller, Penham. o. The princi

pal, capital ſtore, fund already provided.

Ben. johnſon, Bacon. , 1 1. Quantity; ſtore ;

body. Dryden, Arbuthnet. 12. A fund eſta

bliſhed by the government, of which the value

riſes and falls by artifice or chance. Pºpe.

To STOCK. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To ſtore;

to fill ſufficiently. South. z. To lay in ſtore.

3. To put in the ſtocks. Shakeſp. 4. Io

Stock up. To extirpate. Decºy ºf Piety.

STOCKDOVE. ſ. A ring dove. #.º.
STOCKFISH. ſ. [ſtockewiſch, Dutch J Dried

cod, ſo cated from its hardneſs.

STOCKGILLIFLOWER ſ. [1, ucoim, Lat.]

A plant. The flowers are ſpecious, and ſweet

ſmelling. They are commonly bienial plants,

and of many different ſpecies, including the

various ſorts of wall-flowers, of which the com

mon ſort grow on the walls of ruinous houſes,

and is uſed in medicine. Hill.

STOCKING. ſ. The covering of the leg clº

rendon, More, Swift.

To STQ CKING v. a. [from the noun.] To

dreſs in ſtockings. Drydºn,

STOCKJOBBER. ſ. [fºck and job.) A low

wretch who gets money by buying and ſelling

in the funds. Swift.

STQ CKSH. a. (from ſºck.) Hard; blockiſh.

Shakeſp.

STOCKLOCK. ſ. (Jºeck and lack.] Lock fixed

in wood. Mºzzon.

STOCKS ſ Priſon for the legs. Peach am, Locke.

STO CKSTILL. a. Motionleſs. Midſon.

STOICK. ſ. (…wk3 : ſix: ; we, Fr.) A philoſo

pher of the ſect of Zeno, hoiding the neutra

lity of external things Shakº/p.

STOKF,
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STOKE, ſteak, ſeem to come from the Saxon

reocce, the body of a tree. Gibſon.

STQL.E. ſ. [ſola, Lat.) A long weſt. Spenſºr.

STOLE. The preterite of ſeal. Pºpe.

STOLEN..Participle paſſive of ſteal. Proverbs.

STOLIDITY. ſ. [ſtolidite, Fr.) Stupidity;

want of tenſe. Bentley.

STO MACH. ſ. [eſternach, Fr. ſtomachus, Lat.)

1. The ventricle in which food is digeſted.

Pºe. 2. Appetite; deſire of food. Sºakeſp.

Hammond. 3. Inclination ; liking. Bacon,

4'Eſtrange. 4. Anger; reſolution. Spenſer,

Butler. 5. Sullenneſs; reſentment. Hooker,

Lecke. 6. Pride; haughtineſs. Shakeſp. .

To STOMACH. v. a, [ſtomachor, Lat.) to

reſent :, to remember with anger and malig.

nity, Shakeſp. Hall, L'Eſtrange.

To S TO'MACH. v. n To be angry. Hocker.

STO'MACHED. s. Filled with paſſions of re

ſentment. Shakeſp. -

STOMACHER. ſ. [from ſtomach.] An orna

mental covering worn by women on the breaſt

Iſaiah, Donne.

STO'MACHFUL. a. [ſtomach and full Sul.

len; ſtubborn; perverſe. L'Eſtrange, Locke

STO MACHFULNESS. ſ. Stubbornneſs; ful

lenneſs; obſtinacy.

STOMACHICAL. Q. a. [ſtomachique, Fren.]

STOMA‘CHICK. Relating to the ſtomach;

pertaining to the ſtomach. Ha. Floy.

Sł OMACHICK. ſ. (from ſtomach.] A medi.

cine for the ſtomach.

STO'MACHOUS. a. [from ſtemach.J Stout,

angry; ſullen; obſtinate. Spenſer.

STOND.J. [for ſtand.) 1. Poſt; ſtation. Spenſ

1. Stop; indiſpoſition to proceed. Bacon.

STONE. ſ. [rtan, Sax. ſteen, Dutch..] 1. Stones

are bodies inſipid, hard, aot dućtile or mallea

ble, nor ſoluble in water. Woodward. 2

Piece of ſtone cut for building. Zech. 3. Gem;

precious ſtone. Shakeſp. 4. Anything made

of ſtone. Shakeſp. 5. Calculous concretion in

the kidneys or bladder. Temple. 6. The caſe

which in ſome fruits contains the ſeed. Bacon

7. Teſticle. 8. A weight containing fourteen

pounds. Swift. 9. Ston E is uſed by way of

exaggeration; as, ſtone ſtill, ſtone dead, Shake.

Hudibrar. Io. To leave no STon E unturned.

To do every thing that can be done. Dryden

STONE a Made of ſtone. Shakeſp.

To STONE. v. a. [from the noun.j 1. To pelt

or beat or kill with ſtones. Stephen's Serm. 2

To harden. Shakeſp.

STONEBREAK. ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

STONECHATTER. ſ. A bird. Ainſworth.

STON ECROP. ſ. A ſort of tree. Mortimer.

STONECUTTER. ſ. One whoſe trade is to

hew ſtones. Swift. -

STONE FERN f. A plant. Ainſworth.

STONE FLY. ſ. An inſett. Ainſworth.

STONEFRUIT. ſ. [ſtone and fruit.) Fruit of

which the ſeed is covered with a hard ſhell

envelºped in the pulp. Boyle.

STONEHAWK ſ. A kind of hawk, Ainſw.

STO'NEHORSE. ſ. [ſtºre and baſſ...] A horſe

not caſtrated. Mortimer.

STONEPIT. ſ. [ſtone and Ait.]. A quarry; a

pit where ſtones are dug, Woodward.

STONEPITCH. ſ. Hard inſpiffated pitch. Bar.

STO'NEPLOVER. ſ. A bird. Ainſwºrth.

STO'NESMICKLE. ſ. A bird. Ainſworth.

STO'NEWORK f [ſton, and work.] Building

of ſtone. Mortimer.
-

STONINESS. ſ. [from ſway.] the quality ºf

having many ſtones. Hearne.

STQ NY. a. [from ſtone..] I. Made of ſtone.

Milton, Dryden. 2. Abounding with ſtones.

44tltan. 3. Petrifick. Steaſer. 4. Hard; in

flexible; unrelenting. Hooker, Swift.

STOOD. The preterite of To ſtand. Milter.

STOOL. ſ. [rtol, Sax. ſtarl, Dutch..] I. A ſeat

without a back, ſo diſtinguiſhed from a chair.

Priºr. 2. Evacuation by purgative medicines.

Arbuthnet. 3. Stool of Ref-stance, or cutty

Jtool, in the kirks of Scotland, is ſomewhat

analogous to the pillory. It is elevated above

the congregation. In ſore places there may

be a ſeat in it; but it is generally without,

and the perſon ſtands therein who has been

guilty of fornication ; for three Sundays in

the forenoon; and after ſermon is called upen

by name and ſurname, the beadle or kirk off

cer bringing the offender, if refractory, for

wards to his poſt; and then the preacher pro

ceeds to admonition. Here too are ſet to pub

lick view adulterers, in a coarſe canvas, ana

logous to a hairy veſt, with a hood to it, which

they call the ſack or ſackcloth, and that every

Sunday throughout a year.

STO OLBALL. ſ.tº: ball.] A play where

balls are driven from ſtool to ſtool. Priºr.

To STOOP. v. n. [rcupan, Sax. ſtayper, Dut.]

1. To bend down; to bend forward Raleigh.

2. To lean forward ſtanding or walking.

Stilling fleet. 3. To yield; to bend; to ſub

mait. Dryden. 4. To deſcend from rank or

dignity. Boyle, Races. 5. To yield; to be

inferior. Milton, Addiſºn. 6. To fink from

reſolution or ſuperiority; to condeſcend. Heck.

7. To come down on prey as a falcon. 8.

To alight from the wing. Milton, Dryden. 9.

To ſink to a lower place. Milton.

STOOP.ſ (from the verb) . acting of ſtooping;

inclination downward. 2. Deſcent from dig

nity or ſuperiority. Dryden. 3. Fall of a bird

upon his prey. Waller, L’Eſtrange. 4. A veſ

ſel of liquor. ºft. Denham.

STO OPINGLY. adv. [from ſteeping.] with

inclination downwards Wetten.

To STOP v a [ſtºppare, Ital ſtºpper,º
1. To hinder from progreſſive motion Shakeſ.

Derſ. 2. To hinder from any change of ſtate,

whether to better or worſe 3. To hinder from

action. 2. Cer. 4. To put an end to the mo

tion or action of any thing. Dryden. E. To

ſuppreſs. Sºuth. 6. To regulate muſical firings

with the fingers Facen. 7. To cloſe any a

perture. I King', K Charleſ, Arbathrºt. 8.

To obſtruct; to encurribe. . ."filten.

To STOP. v. n. To ceaſe to go forwari'. Lºcke.

Gay.gy STOP
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STOP. f. [from the verb.] 1. Ceſſation of pro

greſſive motion. Cleaveland, L’Eſtrange. 2.

Hindrance of progreſs; obſtruction. Hooker,

Graunt. 3. Hindrance of action. Lecke. 4.

Ceſſation of action. Shakeſp. 5. Interruption.

Shakeſp. 6. Prohibition of ſale. Temple. 7.

That which obſtructs; obſtacle ; impediment.

Speºſer. 8. Inſtrument by which the ſounds

of wind muſick are regulated. Shakeſp. 9.

Regulation of muſical chords by the fingers.

Bacon. Io. The act of applying the ſtops in

muſick. Daniel, 1 1. A point in writing, by

which ſentences are diſtinguiſhed. Craſhaw.

STOPCOCK ſ. [ſºp and cºck.) A pipe made

to let out liquor, ſtopped by a turning cock.

Grew.

STOPPAGE. ſ. (from ſtop.] The act of ſtop

ping ; the ſtate of being ſtopped. Arbuthnot.

STO PPEL, or Stºpper. ſ. That by which any

hole or the mouth of any veſſel is filled up.

Bacon, Ray.

STORAXTREE. ſ. [ ſyrax, Lat.) 1. A tree.

2. A reſinous and odoriferous gum. Eccluſ.

STORE. ſ. [fºr, Runick, much..] 1. Large

number ; large quantity ; pl.:nty. Bacon, Milt.

Dryden. 2. A jock accumulated ; a ſupply

hoarded. Dryden, Addiſon. 3. The ſtate of

being accumulated ; hoard. Deuteron. Dryd.

4. Storehouſe; magazine. Milton.

STORE. a. Hoarded; laid up ; accumulated.

Bacon.

To STORE. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To fur

niſh; to repleniſh. Denham Prior. 2. To

ſtock againſt a future time. Knoller, Lºcke. 3.

To lay up ; to hoard Bacon.

STOREHOUSE. ſ. [ſºre and houſe.] Maga.

zine; treaſury. Hooker, Geneſir, Davier,South.

STO RER. ſ. (from fiere.) One who lays up.

STORIED. a. | from ſlery.) Adorned with hiſ

torical pictures. Milton, Pope.

STORK. ſ. [rtanc, Sax.) A bird of paſſage ſa

mous for the regularity of its departure. Calix

STORKSBILL. J. An herb. Ainſworth.

STORM. f. [y/torm, Welſh ; rvonm, Saxon;

fºrm, Dutch. J 1. A tempeſt i a commotion

of the elements. Shakeſp. Milton. 2. Aſſault

on a fortified place. Dryden. 3. Commotion;

ſedition; tumult; clamour; buſtle. Shakeſ.

4 Affliction ; calamity ; diſtreſs. 5. Vio

lence ; vehemence; tumultuous force. Hooker.

To STORM. v. a. (from the noun..] To attack

by open force. Dryden, Pope.

To STORM. v. n. 1. To raiſe tempeſts. Spenſ

2. To rage ; to fume; to be loudly angry.

Miſtan, Swift.

STORMY. a. [from ſtarr..] . Tempeſtuous.

Philips. 2. Violent, paſſionate. Irene.

STORY. ſ. [rtoºn, Sax ſtorie, Dutch J 1. Hiſ.

tory ; account of things paſt. 1 Eſdr Tempſe,

Sºuth. 2. Small tale ; petty narrative. 3.

An idle or trifling tale ; a petty helion Shak.

STORYTELLER. ſ. [ ſºry and tell] ora

who relates tales; an hiſtorian. Dryd, Swift.

STOVE. ſ. [ſico, Iſlandick, a fire-place ; ſieve,

Dutch.) 1. A hot houſe; a place artificially

made warm. Carew, Woodward. 2. A place

in which fire is made, and by which heat is

communicated. Evelyn.

To STOVE. v. a. [from the noun..] To keep

warm in a houſe artificially heated Bacon.

To STOUND. v. n. [ſºurde, I grieved, Iſland.]

!. To be in pain or ſorrow. 2. For ſtun'd.

Spenſer.

STOUND.ſ [from the verb.] 1 Sorrow, grief;

miſhap Sperfer. 1. Aſtoniſhment; amaze

ment. Gay 3. Hour: time ; ſeaſon. Spenſ.

STOUR. ſ. [ſtur, Runick, a battle.) Aſſault;

incurſion : tumult. Obſolete. Spenſer.

STOUT. a. [ſtout, Dutch.) 1. Strong; luſty;

valiant. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. Brave ; bold;

intrepid. Pſalms, Clarendºn. 3. Obſtinate ;

pertinacious; reſolute; proud. Daniel 4.

Strong; firm. Dryden.

STQUT. ſ. A cant name for ſtrong beer. Swift.

STOUTLY. adv. [from ſtºut..] Luſtily ; bold
ly ; obſtinately.

STOUTNESS. ſ. (from ſtout..] 1. Strength;

Yalºur. 2. Boldneſs; ſortitude. Aſcham. 3.

Obſtinacy; ſtubbornneſs. Shakeſp.

To STOW. v. a. [rcop, Sax. ſtºven, Dutch 1.

To lay up 3 to repoſite in order; to lay in the

proper place. Addiſºn, Pºpe.

STOWAG E. ſ. [from ſtºw.) 1. Room for lay

ing up 4ddiſon. 2. The ſtate of being laid

up. Shakeſp. -

STOWE. ſtee. The ſame with the Saxon, rcop,

a place. Gibſºn's Camden.

STRA BISM. [ſtrabiſme, Fr. rea:2a2...] A

ſquinting ; act of looking aſquint.

To STRA'DDLE. v. n. To ſtand or walk with

the feet removed far from each other to the

right and left. Arbuthnot and Pºpe.

To STRA GGLE. I. To wander without any

certain direction ; to rove ; to ramble. Suckl.

2. To wander diſperſedly. Clarendon, Tate.

3. To exuberate ; to ſhoot too far. Mortimer.

4. To be diſperſed; to be apart from any

main body. Dryden.

STRA GGLER. ſ. [from ſtraggle.) 1. A wan

derer; a rover; one who forſakes his compa

ny, Sºenſer, Pope, Swift. 2. Anything that

puſhes beyond the reſt, or ſtands ſingle. Dryd.
STRAIGHT. a. |...} old Dutch, J 1. Not

crooked ; right. Bacon, Dryden 2. Narrow ;

cloſe. This ſhould properly be ſtrait. Bacon.

STRAIGHT. adv. [fºrax, Daniſh ; ſtrack,

Putch. Immediately ; directly. Shakeſp. Bac.

Addiſon. -

To STRAIGHTEN. v. a. (from ſtraight.] To

make not crooked ; to make ſtraight Hooker.

STRATGHTNFSS. f. (trom ſtraight. Resti

tude; the contrary to crookedneſs. Bacon.

Denham, Swift. 4. A floor; a fight of rooms. STRA"IGHT WAYS adv. [ſtraight and way: 1

Płotton.

To STORY. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To tell

in hiſtory ; to relate. Wilkinſ, Pºpe. 2. To

range ade under anether. Bentley.

Immedia ely; ſtraight. Spenſ. Shakeſp. Knolles.Basºn, JP'vodward. J Jp

5 B To
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To STRAIN. v. a. [eſtreindre, Fr.) 1. To
2.

ſºlueeze through ſomething. A buthnot.

derful; in a way to cauſe wonder. Spraff,

Calamy.

To purify by filtration. Bacon. 3. To ſqueeze|STRANGENESS. ſ. (from ſtrange.] 1. Fo:

in an embrace. Drayton.

weaken by too much violence Spenſer.

4. To ſprain ; to reignneſs; the ſtate of belonging to *...*
5. country. Spratt. 2. Uncommunicativeneſs,

To put to its utmoſt ſtrength. Dryd. Addiſon.

To make ſtrait or tenſe. Bacon. 7. To

puſh beyond the proper extent Swift. 8. To Mutual diſlike. Bacon.

force; to conſtrain; to make uneaſy or unna

tural. Shakeſp.

diſtance of behaviour. Shakeſp. 3. Remote

neſs from common approbation. Sºuth. 4.

5. Wonderfulneſs;

power of raiſing wonder. Bacon.

STRA'NGER. ſ. [eſtranger, Fren.] 1. A fe

To STRAIN. v. m. 1. To make violent efforts

Daniel. 1. To be filtered by compreſſion. Bac.

reigner ; one of another country. Shakeſp

Swift. 2. One unknown Pope. 3. A gueſt;

STRAIN. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. An injury by

too much violence. Grew.

diſpoſition. Tilletſon.

ſpeaking Tilletſon

Pºpe 6. Rank , character. Dryden.

violent ſpeech or action Bacon.

STRAINER, ſ (from ſtrain } An inſtrument

of filtration Bacon, Blackmºre.

STRAIT a. [effroit, Fr ſtrettº, Ital.] . Nar

one not a domeſtick. Milten. 4. One unac

2. Race ; gene. I quainted. Dryden. 5. One not admitted to

ration , deſcent. Chapman 3. Hereditary any communication or fellowſhip. Shakeſp.

4. A ſile or manner of To STRA'NGER. v. a. [frcm the noun..] Ta

5. Song; note; ſound. eſtrange; to alienate. Shakeſp.

7. To STRANGLE. v. a. [ſtranguk, Lat.] --

Turn , tendency. Hayward. 8. Manner of To choak , to ſuffocate; to kill by intercept

ing the breath. Nehemiah, Ayliffe. 2. To ſup

preſs; to hinder from birth or appearance

Shakeſp.

STRANGLER. ſ. (from ſtrangle.] One whe

row ; cloſe ; not wide Hudibrar. 1. Cloſe; ſtrangles. Shakeſp.

intimate. Sidney 3. Strict rigorous, Pſalms, ST RANGLES. ſ. [from ſtrangle.] Swellings

Shakeſp. 4. Difficult ; diſtreſsful. Shakeſp.

5. It is uſed in oppoſition to crooked, but is STRANGULATION. ſ.

then more properly written ſtraight. Newton

STRAIT ſ. A narrow paſs, or frith. Shakeſp

judith. 2. Diº refs; difficulty. Clarendºn.

To STRAIT v. n. (from the noun.] To put

to cificulties. Shakeſp.p

To STRAITEN. v. a. (from ſtrait..] . To

make narrow. Sandys.

perplex. Ray.

in a horſe's throat, -

(fromſtrangle.] The

act of ſtrangling; ſuffocation. Brown.

STRA'NGURY. ſ. [reaſyegla.) A difficulty of

urine attended with pain.

STRAP ſ. [ ſtroppe, Dutch, J. A narrow long

ſlip of cloth or leather. Addiſon.

STRAPPADO. ſ. Chaſtiſement by blows. Shak.

2. To contrast 5 to | STRAPPING, a Vaſt; large bulky.

confine. Clar endon. 3. To make tight; to

intend. Drydºn. 4 To deprive of neceſſary

room. Clarendon, Addiſon. 5. To diſtreſs; to

ST RATA. ſ. [The plural of ſtratum, Latin.]

Beds ; layers. Woodward.

STRATAGEM. ſ [realhynwa.] 1. An artifice

in war ; a trick by which an enemy is deceiv

STRAITLY. adv. (from ſtrait...] I. Narrow

ly. 2. Strictly ; rigorouſly. Hºoker. 3. Cloſe

ly ; inimately.

ed. Shakeſp. 2. An artifice; a trick. Pope.

To STRATIFY. v. a. [ſtratifier, Fr. from

ſtratum, Lat ) To range in beds or layers.

STRAITNESS. ſ. [from ſtrait.) 1. Narrow

neſs. King Charleſ. 1. Strićtneſs; rigour.

Hale. 3 Diſtreſs; difficulty. 4. Want; ſcar

city. Locke.

STRATUM ſ. ULat.) A bed, a layer. Weedºr.

STRAW. [rtneoy, Sax. ſtro”, Dutch..] 1.

The ſtalk on which corn grows, and from

which it is thraſhed. Bacon, Tickell. 2. Any

STRAITLACED. a. [ſtrait and lace ) Stiff ;

conſtrained ; without ſreedom. Locke.

STRAKE.The obſolete preterite of ſtrike Spenſ

STRAND. ſ. [rtmano, Sax.) ſtrande, Dutch.

The verge of the ſea or any water. Prior.

thing proverbially worthleſs. Hadibras.

STRAWBERRY.ſ. (fragaria, Lat.) A plant.

The ſpecies are ſeven. Miller, Dryden.

STRA'WBERRY Tree. ſ. It is ever green, the

fruit is of a fleſhy ſubſtance, and very like a

Te STRAND, v. a [from the noun ) To drive

or force upon the ſhallow. Woºdward, Prior

ftrawberry. Miller.

- STRAWBUILT. a. [ſtraw and built.] Made

STRANGE. a. [eſtrange, Fr.) 1. Foreign; or

another country. A cham, Bacon. ... Not do

3. Wonderful ; causing

wonder. Mt ton. 4. Odd , irregular. Suckl.

Unknown ; new. Milton. 6. Remote

• *akeſp. 7. Uncommonly good or bad. Tilotſ

meſtick. Davies.

8. Unacquainted Bacon.

ST RANGE. interj. An expreſſion of wonder.

MWaller.

up of ſtraw. Miltex.

STRA/WCOLOURED. a. ſ.ſtraw and celesr.]

Of a light yellow. Shakeſp.

STRAWWORM. f. [ſtraw and "warm.] A

worm bred in traw.

| STRAWY. a. (from ſtraw.] Made of ſtraw;

conſiſting of ſtraw. Shakeſp. Beyle.

To STRAY. v. n. [ſtree, Daniſh, to ſcatter.]

1. To wander; to rove, Pope. 2. To rove

To STRANGE. v. n [from the adjestive.] To

wonder ; to be attoniſhed. Gian ville.

out of the way. Spenſer, Dryden. 3. To err;

- to deviate from the right. Commºn Prayer.

STR, 'NGELY. adv. [from ſtrange.] 1 With

ſome lation to foreigners. Shake p. 2. Won

STRAY. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Any creature

wandering beyond its limits; anything loſt by

wandering.
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wandering. Hudibrar, Dryden, Addiſºn. 2.

Aét of wandering. Shakeſp.

STREAK. ſ [renice, Sax. ſºreke, Dutch..] A

fine of colour different from that of the ground.

Milton, Dryden.

To STREAK v. a. [from the noun..] ... To

ſtripe; to variegate in hues ; to dapple.

Sandy?, Prior. 2. To ſtretch. Chapman.

STREAKY. a. (from ſtreak.) Striped; varie

gated by hues. Dryden.

STREAM. ſ. [rtneam, Sax. ſtroom, Dutch..]

1. A running water ; the courſe of running

water; current. Raleigh, Dryden. 2. Any

thing iſſuing from a head, and moving for

ward with continuity of parts. Pº 3.

Any thing forcible and continued. Shakeſp.

To STREAM. v. n. [ſtreyma, Iſlandick.) 1.

Te flow; to run in a continuous current. Pope.

2. To flow with a current; to pour out water

in a ſtream. Pºpe. 3. To iſſue forth with con

tinuance. Shakeſp.

To STREAM. v. a. To mark with colours or

embroidery in long tracks. Bacon.

STREAMER. ſ. %. ſtream.] An enſign ; a

flag; a pennon. Dryden, Prior.

STRE’AMY. a. [from ſtream J 1. Abounding

in running water. Prior. 2. Flowing with a

current. Pope.

STREET. ſ. [renze, Sax. £raet, Dutch..] 1.

A way, properly a paved way. Sandys. 2. Pro

verbially, a public place. Addiſon, Rogers.

STREETWALKER. ſ. [ſireet and walk. )

A common proſtitute that offers herſelf to ſale.

STRENGTH. ſ. [rtnerzº, Sax. ) i. Force :

vigour; power of the body Dryden. 2. Power

of endurance; firmneſs; durability. Milton

3. Vigour of any kind. Addiſon. 4. Power of

mind; force of any mental faculty. Locke. 5.

Potency of liquors. 6. Fortification; fortreſs

Ben. johnſon. 7. Support; maintenance of

power. Spratt. 8. Armament; force ; pow

er. Clarendon. 9. Perſuaſive prevalence; ar

gumentative force. Hooker.

To STRENGTH. v. a. To ſtrengthen. Daniel.

To STRE'NGTHEN. v. a. (from ſirength ) i.

To make ſtrong. 2. To confirm ; to eſta

bliſh. Temple. 3. To animate; to fix in re

ſolutien. Deuteron. 4. To make to increaſe

in power or ſecurity. Shakeſp.

To STRENGTHEN. v. n. To grow ſtrong.

orway.

stFF NGTHENER.? ſ (from ſtrengthen.]

STRE’NGTHNER. 1. That which gives

ſtrength; that which makes ſtrong. Temple.

2. (in medicine.] Strengtheners add to the

bulk and firmneſs of the ſolids. Quincy.

STRE’NGTHLESS. a. 1. wanting ſtrength:

deprived of ſtrength. Shakeſp.

potercy weak. Boyle.

5TRF'N GOUS, a [ſirenuur, Lat.]

bold; ačtive ; valiant. Milton.

vehement Swift.

STRENUOUSLY, adv. [from ſtrenuous ) i.

Vigorouſly ; actively. Brown. 2. Zealouſly ,

vehemently; with ardour. Swift.

STRE PEROUS. a. Ulref., Lat.] Loud; noi

2. Wanting

1. Brave;

2. Zealous.

ſy. Brown.

STRESS ſ. [reece, Sax.] 1. Importance; im

portant part. Lºcke. 2 Violence; force; ei

ther acting or ſuffered. Dryden.

To STRESS. v a. To diſtreſs; to put to hard

ſhips. Spenſer.

To STRETCH. v. a. [rrnecan, Sax. ſtrecken,

Dutch..] I. To extend ; to ſpread out to a

diſtance. Exodus 2. To elongate, or ſtrain to

a greater ſpace. 3. To expand; to diſplay.

Tillºtſon. 4. To ſtrain to the utmoſt. Shakeſp.

5. To make tenſe Smith. 6. To carry by vio

lence farther than is right.

To STRFTCH v. n. 1. To be extended.

Whitgifte, Cowley 2. To bear extenſion with

out rupture. Bºyle. 3. To ſally beyond the

truth. Gov. ºf the Tºngue.

STRETCH. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Extenſion;

reach ; occupation of more ſpace. Ray. 2.

Force of body extended. Dryden. 3. Effort ;

ſtruggle ; from the act of running. Addiſºn.

4. Utmoſt extent of meaning. Atterbury. 5.

Utmoſt reach of power Granville.

STRE"TCHER. J. [from ſtretch..] I. Any

thing uſed for extenſion. Moxon. 2. The

timber againſt which the rower plants his feet.

Dryden.

To STREW v. a. ſ. To ſpread by being ſcat

tered. Stenſer, Pope. 1. To ſpread by ſcat

tering. Shakeſp. 3. To ſcatter looſely Exod.

STRE WMENT. ſ. (from ſirew.] Any thing

ſcattered in decoration. Slakeſp.

STR14.f. [Latin J Small channels in the ſhells

of cockles and ſcollops. Beyle.

STRI''ATE. a. [rom ſtriar, Lat J Formed

STRI’ATE D. in ſtriae Ray, Woodward.

STRIATURE. ſ. (from ſtriar, ſtrieure, Fren.]

Diſpoſition of iirir, Woodward.

STRICK. ſ. [rp., 3.J A bird of bad omen.

Spenſer

STRICKEN. The ancient participle of ſtrike.

Sidrºy, Geneſs.

STRICKLE. or Strickleſ. ſ. That which ſtrikes

the corn to level it. A n/wºrth.

STRICT. a. [ſtričiuſ, Latin.) 1. Exačt ; ac

curate ; rigorouſly nice. Miltºn. 2. Severe;

rigorous ; not mild. Milton, Locke. 3. Con

fined not extenſive. Hooker. 4. Cloſe; tight.

Dryden 5. Tene; not relaxed. Arbuthner.

STRICTſ.Y. adv. (from ſtrict.] 1. Exactly ;

with rigorous accuracy. Burnet 2. Rigorouſ.

Hy; ſeverely ; without remisſion. Rogers. 3.

Cloſely ; with tenſeneſs.

STRICTNESS. ſ. (from ſtrið) . Exactneſs;

rigorous accuracy , nice regularity. South, Rog.

2. Severity ; rigour. Bacon. 3. Cloſenets;

tightneſs ; not laxity

STRICTURE. ſ. [rom ſtričura, Lat J 1. A

ſtroke ; a touch. Hale. ... Contradiction : clo

ſure by contraction Arbuthnot 3 A ſlight

touch upon a ſubject ; not a let diſcourſe.

STRIDE. ſ. [rtnæbe, Sax.] A long ſtep; a

ſtep taken with great violence ; a wide diva

rication of the legs. Shakeſp. Milton, Swift.

To STRIDE. ; : preter. Iſtride, or ſtrid;

1.

5 part
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part paſſ ſtridden.

ſteps. Dryden.

from each other.

To STRIDE. v. a. To paſs by a ſtep. Arbuthn.

STRI'DULOUS. a. [fridulur, Lat.] Making a

ſmall noiſe. Brown.

STRIFE. ſ. (from ſtrive.) 1. Contention ; con

teſt; diſcord. judges. 2. Oppoſition of nature

or appearance. Shakeſp, Ben. johnſon.

STRIFEFUL. a. [ſºrife and full.] Contenti.

ous ; diſcordant. Dr. Maine.

1. To walk with long

2. To ſtand with the legs far

STRI'GMENT. ſ. [ſirigmentum, Lat.] Scrap

ing ; recrement. Brºwn.

To STRIKE. v. a. preter. I ſtruck or freck :

part paſt, ſtruck, ſtrucken, ſtricken. [artnican,

Saxon; ſtricker, Daniſh.) 1. To act upon

by a blow ; to hit with a blow. Shakeſp. º.

To daſh; to throw by a quick motion. Exºd

- 3. To notify by the ſound of a hammer on a

bell. Colter. 4. To ſtamp , to impreſs. Lºcke

5. To puniſh ; to afflict. Prover by. 6 Te

contract ; to lower : as, to ſtrike

fail, or to ſtrike a flag. 7. To alarm 5 to

put into emotion. Waller. 8 To make a

bargain. Dryden. 9. To produce by a ſudden

action. Bacon. . o. To affect ſuddenly in any

particular manner. Collier. 1 1. To cauſe to

found by blows. Knoles. 12. To forge to

mint. Arbuthnot. 13. It is uſed in the par.

ticiple for advanced in years. Shakeſp. 14

To St P 1 K E ºff. To eraſe from a reckoning or

account. Pºpe. 15. To ſeparate as by a blow

Hooker, Knell-r, Hakew. Burnet. 16. 7.

Sr* I k + out. To produce by colliſion. Pryd

17. To blot; to efface. Brown. 18. To

bring to light. 19. To form at once by a

quick effort. Pºpe.

To STRIKE. v. n. 1. To make a blow.

Shakeſp. Dryden. z. To collide ; to claſh.

Bacon. 3. To act by repeated percuſſion

Waller. 4. To ſound by the ſtroke of a

hammer. Grew. 5. To make an attack

Dryd. 6. To act by external influx. Lºcke

7. To ſound with blows Shakeſp. 8. To be

daſhed upon ſhallows; to be ſtranded. Knelles

9. To paſs with a quick or ſtrong, effect

Dryden. Io. To pay homage, as by lowering

the ſail. Shakeſp. 1 1. To be put by ſome

ſudden act or motion into any ſtate. Gov. ºf

the Tongue. 12. To Strike in with. To

conform 5 to ſuit itſelf to. Nerrºr. 13. Tº

STR 1 K E out. To ſpread or rove ; to make a

ſudden excurſion. Burnet. -

STRIKE. ſ. A buſhel ; a dry meaſure of capa

eity. I uſer.

STRIKEALOCK. ſ. Is a plane ſhorter than the

jointer, uſed for the ſhooting of a ſhort joint.
Al12.xon.

STRI KER, ſ [from ſtrike..] One that ſtrikes.

Sandys, Digby.

STRI'KING part. a. [from ſtrike.) Affecting ;

ſurpriſing. -

STRING.ſ. [rtning, Saxon; ſtreng, German

and Daniſh.) 1. A ſlender rope ; a ſmall

coid any ſlender and flexible band. Wi Finº.

2. A thicad on which any things are filed.

To STRIP. v. a. [ſtrºpen. Dutch..]

STRIPE. ſ. [ſtre; e, Dutch..] .

Stillingfleet. 3. Any ſet of things filed ca:

line. Addiſºn. 4. The chord of a muſical in

ſtrument. Rowe. 5. A ſmall fibre. Bacºs. 6.

A nerve; a tendon. Shakeſp Mark. 7. The

nerve of the bow. Pſalmſ. 8. Any concate

nation or ſeries, as, a ſtring ºf propºſitions. 9.

To have two Sºrr in as to the bow. To have

two views or two expedients. Hudibras.

To STRING. v. a. Preterite I ſtrung, part.

paſſ ſtrung. [from the noun.] 1. To fur

niſh with ſtrings Gay. , 2. To put a ſtringed

inſtrument in tune. Addiſon. 3. To file

on a ſtring. Spectator. 4. To make tenſe.

Dryden.

STRINGED. a. [from ſtring.] Having ſtrings;

produced by ſtrings. Pfalms, Milton.

STRINGENT. a. (ſtringent, Lat.] Binding ;

contraćting.

STRINGHALT. ſ. ſ ſtring and halt.] A ſud

den twitching and fatching up of the hin

der leg of a horſe much higher than the other.

Farrier's D. &.

STRINGLESS. a. [ſion ſtring.] Having no

ſtrings. Shakeſp.

STRINGY, a (from ſtring ) Fibrous, confiſt

ing of ſmall threads. Grew.

1. To

nake naked; to deprive of covering. Sidney,

Hayward. z. To deprive to develt. Dappa.

3. To rob ; to plunder ; to pillage. Sºuth. 4.

To peel; to decordicate. Brºs. s. 5. To de

prive of all. South. 6. To take off covering.

Watts. 7. To caſt of. Shakeſp. 8. To

ſeparate from ſomething adheſive or connect

ed. Locke.

STR 1P. ſ. [Probably for ſtrip..] A narrow

ſhred. Sw, ft.

To STRIPE. v. a. [ſtreten, Dutch J To va

riegate with lines of different colour.

A lineary

variation of colour. Barºn. 2. A ſhred of a

different colour. A, buthnat. 3. A weal, or

diſcoloration reade by a laſh a blow. 1 #2*/zr.

4. A blºw ; a laſh. Hayward.

STRIPLING. ſ. [of uncert in etymology 1 A

youth: one in the ſlate of adoleſcence. Pºyd.

A, buth»ct.

To STRIVE v. m. Preterite I ſtrate, antient

ly I ſtrived ; part paſſ, ſtriven. [ſtr even,

Dutch..] 1. To ſtruggle; to labour; te make

an effort. Hooker, Ramax f. 4. To conteſt :

to contend ; to ſtruggle in oppoſition to ano

ther. L'Eſtr. 11.4/24. 3. To vie 3 to be

comparable to ; to emulate. Mºtº".

STRIVER, ſ (from ſtrive.) One who labours;

one who contends.

STRO KAL. f. An inſtrument uſed by glaſs

makers. Bailey.

STROKE or Strack. Old preterite of ſtrike,

now.gº ſtruck.

STRok E. ſ. (from ſtre+, the preterite of

ſtrike.) I. A blow ; a knock & a ſudden at

of one body upon another. Shakeſ? 1. A

hoſtile blow. Bacon, Sºft. 3. A ſudden diº

caſe or aſhiºios, Siakºſ P. 4. The *:
- the
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the clock. Shakeſp. 5. The touch of a pencil.

Pºpe. 6. A couch ; a maſterly or eminent

effort. Dryden, Baker. 7. An effect ſuddenly

or unexpectedly produced. 8. Power; efficacy.

Hayward, Dryden. •

To STROKE. v. a. [rrnacan, Sax.] 1. To rub

gently with the hand by way of kindneſs or

endearment Ben. 72hrſon, Bacon. 2. To rub

gently in one direction. Gay.

To STROLL. v. m. To wander; to ramble;

to rove. Pºpe. Swift.

STROLLER. ſ. [from ſtroll.) A vagrant; a

wanderer; a vagabond. Swift.

STROND. ſ. (from ſtrand.) The beach; the

bank. Shakeſp.

STRONG. a. [renanz, Sax. J 1. Vigorous;

forceful ; of great ability of body. Pſalms. 2.

Fortified: ſecure from attack. Bacon. Lºcke.

3. Powerful; mighty. Bacon, South. 4. Sup

plied with forces. Bacon, Tickel. 5. Hale;

healthy. Eccluſ. 6. Forcibly acting in the

incagination Bacon. 7. Ardent; eager; po

ſitive; zealous. Addiſon. 8. Full ; having

any quality in a great degree. Newton. 9.

Potent intoxicating. Swift. Io. Having a

deep tincture. King Charles. 1 1. Affecting

the ſmell powerfully. Hudibrar. 12. Hard of

digeſtion ; not eaſily nutrimental. Hebrews.

13. Furniſhed with abilities for any thing.

Dryden. 14. Valid; confirmed. Wiſdºm. 15.

Violent; vehement; forcible. j. Corbet. 16.

Cogent; concluſive. Shakeſp. 17. Able ;

ſkilful , of great force of mind. Shakeſp. 18.

Firm ; compact; not ſoon broken. Pºpe. 19.

Forcibly writen.

STRONGFI STED. a. [ſtrong and ſiſt.]Strong
handed. Arbuthn.

STRONGHAND.ſ [ſtrenz and hand } Force :

violence. Raleigh.

STRONGLY. adv, f from ſtrong. 1 1. Power.

fully ; forcibly. Bacon. ... with ſtrength ;

with firmneſs; in ſuch a manner as to laſt.

Shakeſp. 3. Vehemently forcity eagerly

Shakeſp.

STRONGwATER. ſ. [ſtrong and water. )

Diſtilled ſpirits. Bacon.

STROOK. The preterite of ſtrike, uſed in poe

try for ſtruck. Sandyr.

STROPHE, f. [rºn ] A flanza.

STROVE. The preterite of ſtrive Sidney.

To STROUT. j. m. [ ſtruſſen, German.] To

ſwell with an appearance of greatneſs; to

walk with affected dignity.

*STROUT. v a. To ſwell out; to puff out
Bacon.

To STRow. v. n. I see to str rw.] 1. To

ſpread by being ſcattered. Milton. ... to

ſpread by ſcattering ; to be ſprinkle. Dryden.

3 To ſpread Sztºft. 4. To ſcatter; to throw

at random. Maller.

Tºrkowl. v. n. To range ; to wander.

ay.

TºšTROY. v.a. (for deſtrºy] Tuſſºr.

***UCK. The preterité and participle paſſive

of ſtrike. Pope,

STRU'CKEN. The old participle paſſive of

ſtrike. Fairfax.

STRUCTURE. ſ. ſ ſtructure, Fr. ſtruaura,

Lat.) 1. Act of building; practice of building.

Dryden. 2. Manner of building ; form ;

make. Meadway d. 3. Edifice ; building.

Pºpe.

To STRU'GGLE. v. n. 1. To labour ; to act

with effert. 2. To ſtrive; to contend ; to

conteſt. Temple. 3. To labour in difficulties;

to be in agonies or diſtreſs. Dryden.

STRUGGLE ſ (from the verb.) 1. Labour;

effort. 2. Conteſt; contention. Alterbury. 3.

Agony 5 tumultuous diſtreſs.

STAU MA. ſ. (Latin.) A glandular ſwelling;

the king's evil. Wiſeman.

STRUMOUS. a. [from ſtrums.] Having ſwel

ling in the glands. Wiſeman.

STRUMPET. ſ. A whore; a proſtitute.

L’Eſtrange. Dryden.

To STRU'MPET. v. a. To make a whore; to

debauch. Shakeſp.

STRUNC. The preterite and participle paſſ of

ſtring. Gay.

To STRUT. v. n. [ſtruſſen, German.] 1. To

walk with affected dignity. Ben. johnſºn. 2.

To ſwell; to protuberate. Dryden.

STRUT. ſ. (from the verb.] An affectation of

ſtatelineſs in the walk. Swift.

STUB. ſ. [rzeb, Sad, ſtob, Dutch..] I. A

thick ſhort ſtock left when the reſt is cut

off Sidney, Dryden. z. A log a block.

Miller.

To STUB. v. c. [from the noun J. To force up;

to extirpate. Grew, Swift.

STUBBED. a. (from ſtub.] Truncated; ſhort

and thick. Drayton. -

STU BBEDNESS ſ (from ſtabbed ) The ſtate

of being ſhort, thick, and truncated.

STU BBLE. ſ. [eſtauble, Fr. froſpel, Dutch 1

The ſtalks of coin left in the field by the

reaper. Bacon.

STU BBORN. a. (from ſtub ) i. Obſinate;

inflexible; contumacious. Shakeſp. Clar end.

2. Perätting , perſevering ; ſteady. Lºcke, 3.

Stiff; not pliable; inflexible. Dryden. 4.

Hardy firm. Swift, 5. Harſh; rough , rug

ged. Burnet.

STUBBORNLY, adv. [from ſtubborn.) Obſti

nately: contumaciouſly ; inflexibly. Garth.

STU BBORNNESS. f. [from ſtubborn.) Obſti

nacy vic cus ſtoutneſs; contumacy. Lºckr,

Swift.

STU BBY. a. (from ſºul..] Short and thick ,

ſhort and ſtrong. Grew.

STU BNA I L. ſ. [ſtub and nail J A nail broken

off.

STU CCO. ſ. (Italian ] A kind of fine plaſter

for walls. Pºpe.

STUCK. The preterite and participle paſſ. of

ſtick. Addiſºn.

STUCKLE. J. A number of ſheaves laid toge

ther in the fic!d to dry.

STUD. ſ. {rtubu, Sax.] I. A roſt: a flake.

2. A nail with a large head driven for crea

ii. CR -.
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ment. 3. [rtube, Sax.] A colle&tion of

breeding horſes and mares. Temple.

To STUD. v. a. [from the noun? To adorn

with ſtuds or knobs. Shakeſø.

STUDENT. ſ. ſ ſtudent, Lat. J A man given to

books; a bookiſh man. Wattr.

STUDIED. a. [from ſtudy.) 1. Learned; verſed

in any ſtudy : qualified by ſtudy. Shakeſp.

Baron. 2. Having any particular inclination.

Shakeſp.

STUDiFR. ſ. (from ſtudy.) One who ſtudies.

Tilletſon.

STUDIOUS. a. [ſtudieux, French ſtudioſus,

Lat..] I. Given to beoks and contemplation;

given to learning. Locke. 2. Diligent; buſy.

Tickell. 3. Attentive to ; careful. Dryden

4. Contemplative ; ſuitable to meditation.

Milton.

STUDIOUSLY. adv. [ſrom ſtudious.) 1. Con

templatively; with cloſe application to litera

ture. , 1. Diligently; carefully ; attentively

Atterbury.

STUDIOUSNESS ſ (from ſtudious.) Addićtion

to ſtudy.

st ºf [ſtudium, Lat.) 1. Application of

mind to books and learning. Temple, Watts.

2. Perplexity ; deep cogitation. Bacon. 3. At

tention; meditation ; contrivance. Shakeſp

4. Any particular kind of learning. Bacon.

5. Apartment ſet off for literary employment.

Motton, Clarenden.

To STU'DY. v n. [ſtudio, Lat.) 1. To think

with very cloſe application; to muſe. Swift

2. To endeavour diligently. 1. Theſſal.

To STUDY. v. a. 1. To apply the mind to

Locke. To conſider attentively. , Dryden. 3

To learn by application. , Shakeſp.

STUFF. ſ. [ ſuffe, Dutch.) 1. Any matter or

body. Davier. 2. Materials out of which any

thing is made Roſcommon. 3. Furniture;

gocds. Hayward, Cowley. 4. That which

fills any thing. Shakeſp. 5. Eſſence; ele

mental part. Shakeſp. 6. Any mixture or

medicine. Shakeſp. 7. Cloth or texture of

any kind. 8. Textures of wool thinner and

ſlighter than cloth. Bacon. 9. Matter or thing.

Dryden.

To $1 UFF. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To fill

very full with any thing. Gay. 2. To fill to

uneaſineſs. Shakeſp. 3. To thruſt into any

thing. Bacon. 4. To fill by being put into

any thing. Dryden. 5. To ſwell out by

ſomething thruſt in. Drydes. 6. To fill with

fomething improper or ſuperfluons. Clarenden.

7. To obſtruct the organs of ſcent or reſpira

tion. Shakeſp. 8. To fill meat with ſomething

of high reliſh. King. 9. To form by ſtuffing.

Sºft.

To STUFF. v. n. To feed gluttonouſly. Swift

51 UFFING. ſ. (from ſtuff.) 1. That by which

anything is filied. Hale. 2. Reliſhing ingre

dients put into meat. Martimer.

STUKE, or Stuck. ſ. [ſiucco, Italian.] A com

poſition of lime and marble, powdered very

fist, comraonly called plaſter of Paris. Bailey.

STULTITLOQUENCE. ſ. [ſtaltar and lºſses

tia, Lat] Fooliſh talk.

STUM. ſ. [ſtum, Swediſh.) 1. Wine yet unfer

mented. Addiſon. 2. New wine uſed to raiſe

Isrmentation in dead and vapid wines. Bes.

7-baſes. 4 wine revived by a new ferments

tion. Hudibrar.

To STUM. v. a. (from the noun..] To renew

wine by mixing freſh wine and raiſing a new

fermentation. Flyer.

To STUMBLE. v. n. [from tumble.] 1. To

trip in walking. Prier. 1 To ſlip ; to err; to

ſlide into crimes or blunders. Miltes. 3. To

.* againſt by chance; to light on by chance.

d
Ey.

To STUMBLR. v. a. 1. To obſtrual in pre

greſs ; to make to trip or ſtop. 2. To make to

boggle; to offend. Locke.

STU'MBLE / [from the verb J 1.

in walking. 2. A blunder;

L'Eſtrange.

STUMBLER ſ [from ſtumble J One that

ſtunnoles. Herbert.

§§§{ ſ (from ſtumble.]

Cauſe of ſtumbling;

A trip

a failure.

STUMBLINGSTONE.

cauſe of offence. 1 Cer. Barnet.

STUMP. ſ. I ſtempe, Dutch.) The part of any

ſolid body remaining after the reſt is taken

away. Drayton

STUMPY., a from ſtamp J Full of flumps;

hard; ſtiff. Mºrkimer.

To STUN. v. a. [rtunan, Saxon ) i. To

confound or dizzy with noize Cheyne, Swift.

2. To make ſenſeleſs or dizzy with a blow.

Dryden.

STUNG. The preterite and participle paſſ. of

ſting. Shakeſp

STUNK. The preterite of ſtink.

To STUNT. v. a. (ſtunta, Iſlandick.] To

hinder from growth. Pope.

STUPE. ſ. (ſtupa, Lat. J Cloth or flax dipped

in warm medicaments, and applied to a hurt

or ſore. Wiſeman. -

To STUPE.v. a. from the noun.] To foment;

to dreſs with ſtupes. Wiſemar.

STUPEFA’CTION. ſ (ſtupefactºr, Lat.) In

ſenſibility ; dulneſs; ſtupidity. South, Pope.

STUPEFACTIVE. a. (from ſtupefactºr, Lat.)

Cauſing inſenſibility; dulling ;-obſtructing the

ſenſes. Bacºn.

STUPE'NDOUS, a. [ſtupendur, Lat.] Wonder

ful , amazing; aſtoniſhing. Claresden.

STU'PID. a. [ſtupidus, Latin.) 1. Dull;

wanting ſenſibility ; wanting apprehenſion;

heavy , ſluggiſh of underſtanding. Drydº.

2. Performed without ſkill or genius.

Swift.

STU PIDITY. ſſ ſtupiditas, Lat. J Dunes;

heavineſs of mind; ſluggiſhneſs of under

ſtanding. Dryden.

STU'PIDLY. adv. [from ſtupid J 1. With

ſuſpenſion or inactivity of underſtanding

44titan. 2. Dully , without apprehenſion.

Dryden,

STU
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STUPIFIER, ſ (from ſtupify] That which

cauſes ſtupidity.

To STUPIPY. v.a. [ſtupefacio, Lat.] To make

ſtupid 3 to deprive of ſenſibility. Bacon, South,
Cellier.

STU F9R. ſ. (Lat.1 Suſpenſion or diminution of

ſenſibility. Arbuthnot.

To STUPRATE. v. a. [ſupre, Lat.] Tora

wiſh ; to violate.

STUPRATION. ſ. [ſupratio, from ſupre,

Lat..] Rape; violation. Brown.

STURDILY. adv. [from ſturdy.) 1. Stoutly ;

hardily. 2. Obſtinately; reſolutely. Donne.

STU'RDINESS. ſ [from ſtardy.] I Stoutneſs ;

hardineſs. Locke. 1. Brutal ſtrength.

STURDY. a. [effourdi, Fr.) 1. Hardy 5

ſtout ; brutal; obſtinate. Dryden. 2. Strong;

forcible. Sidney. 3. Stiff, ſtout. Wettes.

STURGEON. ſ. A ſea fiſh Woodward.

STURK. ſ. [rzync, Saxon 1 A young ox or

heifer.

To STUT. v. n. [ſtutten, to hinder,

To STUTTER. Dutch j To ſpeak with

heſitation; to ſtammer. Bacon. •

STU TTER. ſ (from flut.] Obe that

STU TTERER. } ſpeaks with heſitatien a

ſtammerer. Bacon.

STY. ſ. [rcise, Saxon.] 1. A cabin we keep

hogs in Gay, King. 2. Any place of beſtial

debauchery. Milton.

To STY. v. a. (from the noun..] To ſhut up in

a ſty. Shakeſp.

To STY. v. n. To ſoar ; to aſcend.

STY GIAN. a. [ſtygiur, Lat] Helliſh ; in

fernal ; pertaining to Styx, one of the poetical
rivers. Milton.

STYLE. ſ. [ſtylus, Lat.] 1. Manner of writ

ing with regard to language. Swift. 2. Man

ner of ſpeaking appropriate to particular cha

raēters, Shakeſp. 3. Title ; appellation.

Clarendon. 4. Courſe of writing Dryd. 5.

A pointed iron uſed anciently in writing on

tables of wax. 6. Any thing with a ſharp

point, as a graver ; the pin of a dial. Brown.

7. The ſtalk which riſes from amid the leaves

of a flower. Ray. 8. Style of Court, is

properly the practice obſerved by any court in

its way of proceeding. Ayliffe.

To STYLE. v. a. To callſ; to term; to name.

Clarendon, Locke, Swift.

STYPTICK. a. [rvºld...] The ſame as aſtrin

gent ; but generally expreſſes the moſt effi

cacious ſort of aſtringents, or thoſe which are

*pplied to ſtop haemorrhages. Quincy, Ar
$4thnot.

STYPTICITY. ſ. [Properly flipticity.] The

power of ſtanching blood. Foyer.

To STY THY. g. a see Sr. In Y.] To forge
on an anvil. Shakeſp.

SUASIBLE. a. [from ſuadeo, Lat.] Eaſy to be

perſuaded.

SUASIVE. a. ſ from ſuades, Lat. I Having
power to perſuade. South.

SUASORY. a. [ſuaſo, us, Lat.] Having tea

dency to perſuade,

SUAVITY. ſ. ſ. ſuavitat, Lat.]

to the ſenies. Brown.

mind.

SUB, in compoſition, ſignifies a ſubordinate de

1. Sweetneſs

2. Sweetneſs to the

gree.

SUBA"CID. a. [ſub and aciduſ, Lat.] Sour in

a ſmall degree. Arbuthnet.

SUBACRID. a. [ſub and acrid J Sharp and

pungent in a ſmall degree. Flyer.

To SUBA'CT. v a [ſubačius, Lat.] To re

duce ; to ſubdue. Bacon.

SUBACTION. ſ. [ſubadºur, Lat.] The act of

reducing to any ſtate. Bacon.

SUBA'LTERN. a. [ſubalterne, Fr.) Inferiour;

ſubordinate; that which in different reſpects

is both ſuperiour and inferiour. Prior, Swift,
Wattr.

SUBALTERNATE. a. ſ. ſubalternur, Lat.]

Succeeding by turns. Diét.

SUBASTRINGENT, a [ſub and affringent.]

Aſtringent in a ſmall degree.

SUBBEADLE. ſ. [ſub and beadle.] An under
beadle. Ayliffe.

SUBCELESTIAL.a.[ſub and celeſłial.JPlaced

beneath the heavens. Glanville.

SUBCHANTER. ſ. [ſub and chanter; ſhe

center, Lat.] The deputy of the precentor in

a cathedral.

SUBCLA'VIAN. a. ſ. ſub and clavar, Lat. J

Under the armpit or ſhoulder. Quincy, Brown,

Arbuthnot,

SUBCONSTELLATION. ſ. [ ſub and conſtel

lation.) A ſubordinate or ſecondary conſtella

tion. Brown.

SUBCONTRARY. a. Contrary in an inferiour

degree. Wattr.

SUBCONTRACTED. part. a. [ſub and con

tračied.] Contračted after a former contract.

Shakeſp.

SUBCUTANEOUS. a. [ſub and cutaneous.]

Lying under the ſkin. -

SUBDEACON. ſ. [ſubdiaconur, Lat.] In the

Romiſh church, is the deacon's ſervant.

Ayliffe. -

SUBDEAN. ſ. [ſubdecanut, Lat.] The vice

gerent of a dean.

SUBDECUPLE. a. [ſub and decuplus, Lat-l

Containing one part of ten, -

SUBDERISo RióU.S. a. (ſub and deriſar.]

Scofing or ridiculing with tenderneſs. More.

SUBDITITIOUS. a. ſ. ſubdititiuſ, Lat.] Put

ſecretly in the place of ſomething elſe.

To SUBDIVERSIFY. v. a. [ſub and diver

Jºfy. To diverſity again what is already diver

fifyed. Hale.

To ŠU'BDIVIDE. v. a. [ſub and divide.] To

divide a part into yet more parts. Roſcommºn

SUBDIVISION. ſ. [ſubdiviſion, French ; from

ſubdivide ) i. The act of dividing. Wattſ.

2. The parts diſtinguiſhed by a ſecond diviſion

Addiſon.

SU'BDOLOUS. a. [ſubdilut, Lat..] Cunning;

ſubtle; fly.

To SUBDU’CE.

To SUBDUCT.

v. a. [ſubduco, ſº bdudai,

Lat. ſ. To withdraw -

tº
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to take away. Milton. 2. To ſubſtratt by a

rithmetical speration. Hale.

SUBDUCTION. ſ. [from ſubdia.] ... The

ač of taking away. Hale. 2. Arithmetical

ſubſtraćtion. Hale.

To SUBDU’E. v. a. 1. To cruſh ; to oppreſs;

to ſink. Milton. 2. To conquer; to reduce

under a new dominion. Geneſs, Spratt. 3.

To tame : to ſubast. May.

SUBDUMENT. ſ. conqueſt. Shake?.

SUBDUER. / [from jubdue.) Conqueror;

tamer. Philips.

SUBDU'PLE.

SUBDUPLICATIC.

part of two. Newton.

SUBJACENT. a. [ſabjacens, Lat. ). Lying

under.

To SUBJECT. v. a. [ſubječiuſ, Lat.) 1. To

put under. Pope. 2. To reduce to ſubmiſ.

1iºn ; to make ſubordina e : to make ſubmiſ.

five. Dryden 3. To enſlave; to make cb

nºxious. Locke. 4. To expoſe ; to make

liable. Arbuthnot. 5. To ſubmit to make

accountable. Locke. 6. To make ſubſervient.

tltºn.

SUBJECT. a. [ſubječ7us, Latin.) 1. Placed

or ſituated under. Shakeſp. 2. Living under

the dominion of another. Locke. 3. Ex

poſed ; liable; obnoxious. Dryden. 4. Be

ing on which any action operates Dryd.

SUBJECT. f [fujet, Fr J. I. One who lives

under the dominion of another. Shakeſp. 2.

That on which any operation either mental

or material is performed. More. 3. That in

which anything inheres or exiſts. Bacon. 4

[in Grammar.] The nominative caſe to a

verb, is called by grammarians the ſubječi of

the verb. Clarke. -

SUBJECTION. ſ (from ſubje.º.) . The aa

of ſubduing. Hale 2. The ſtate of being un

der gºvernment. Spenſer.

SUBJECTIVE. a. Relating not to the object

but the ſubject. Watt,

SUBINGRESSION. f. (ſub and ingreſſus, Lat]

Secret entrance. Boyle.

To SUBJoi N. v. a. I ſubjung:, Lat. To add

at the end ; to add afterwards. South.

SUBITANEOUS. a. [ſubitaneur, Lat..] Sud.

den ; haſty.

To SUBJUGATE. v. a. [ſubjuge, Lat.] To

conquer; to ſubdue ; to bring under domi

piºn by force. Prior.

SUBJUGATION. f. from ſubjugate.] The aë

of ſubduing. Hale.

SãºJUNCTION. ſ. [from ſubju-gº, Lat.] The

ſtate of being ſubjoined ; the act of ſubjoining.

Clarke.

SUBJUNCTIVE. a. ſ. ſubjuniºus, Latl Sub

joined to ſomething elſe.

SU'LLA'PSARY. a. (ſub and laºſur, Latin.)

i 'one after the fall of man. -

SUBLATION. f. [ſubatic, Lat..] The act of

taking away.

SUPLEVATION. ſ. [ſubjevº, Lat ) The act

o: a ſing on high.

a. [ ſub and duplus.

Lat.) Containing one

SUBLIMABLE. s. [from ſublime.] Poffible to

be ſublimcd.

SUBLIMABtleNESS. ſ. [from ſubſinable. ,

Quality of admitting ſublimation. Bºyle.

SUBLIMATE. ſ [from ſublime.] 1. Ary

thing raiſed by fire in the retort. Bacon. 2.

Quickſilver raiſed in the retort. Newtes.

To SUBLIMATE. v. a. [from ſublime ) r.

To raiſe by the force of chemical fire. --

}. exalt ; to heighten; to elevate. Decay ºf

fety.

stºmation. ſ: [ſublimation, Fr.) 1. A

chemical operation which raiſes bodies in the

veſſel by the force of fire. Sublimatiºn differs

very little from diſtillation, excepting that in

diſtillation, only the fluid part of bodies are

raiſed, but in this the ſolid and dry : and that

the matter to be diſtilled may be either ſolid

or fluid, but ſublimation is only concerned a

bout ſolid ſubſtances. Quinty. ... Exalta

tion; elevation: act of heightening or im

proving. Davies. -

SUBLIME. a. [ſublimir, Lat.) 1. High in

plac, ; exalted aloft. Drydes. 2. High in

exce, lence ; exalted by nature. Miirºn. 3.

High in ſtile or ſentiment ; lofty; grand. Prior.

4. Elevated by joy. Milton. 5. Haughty =

proud. Wºtton.

SUBLI’ME. ſ. The grand or lofty ſtile. Peºe.

To SUBLIME. v., a [ſubſtrar, Fr.) 1. To

raiſe by a chemical fire. Denne. 2. To raiſe

on high. Denham. 3. To exalt; to heighten :

to improve. Glanville.

To SUBLIME v. n. To riſe in the chemical

veſſel by the force of fire. Arbuthnet.

SUBLIMELY. adv. [from ſublime.] Loftily ;

grandly. Pºpe.

SUBLIMITY. ſ. [ſublimitas, Lat.] 1. Height

of place ; local elevation. 2. Height of na

ture , excellence. Raleigh. 3. Loſtineſs of

ſtile or ſentiment. Addiſon.

SUBLI'NGUAL. a. (ſub and lingua, Lat]

Placed under the tongue. Harvey.

SUBLU N A R. a. [ ſub and luna, Lat.]

SUBLUNARY Situated beneath the moon;

earthly; tereſtrial. Swift.

SUBMARINE. a. [ſub and mare.] Lying or

ačting under the ſea. Wilkins.

To SUBMERGE. v. a. [ſubmerge, Lat.] To

drown; to put under water. Shakeſp.

SUBMERSION. ſ. (ſubmerſar, Lat., The aë

of drowning ; ſtate of being drowned. Hale.

To SUBMINIST E.R. v. a. [ſubminiſtrº,

To SUBMINIST RATE. Lat.] To ſup

ply , to afford. Hale. -

To SUBMINISTER. v. n. To ſubſerve.

L'Eſtrange.

SUBMI SS. a. ſſrom ſubmiſſis, Lat] Humble;

ſubmiſſive: obſequious. AM; tın.

SUBMISSION. J. (from ſubmiſſar. Lat.) 1.

Delivery of himſelf to the power of another.

Shakeſp. z. Acknowledgment of inferiority

or dependance, Halifax. 3. Acknowledg

ment of a fault ; conteſtion of errour. Shakeſ?.

4. Obſequiouſneſs; refignation; ctedience.

Temple. SUB
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SUBMISSIVE. a. [ſubmiſſar, Lat.] Humble;

teſtifying ſubmiſſion or inferiority. Prior.

SUBMI'SSIVELY. adv. [from ſubmiſſive. J

Humbly ; with confeſſion of inferiority. Pope.

SUBMISSIVENESS. f: [from ſubmiſſive. )

Humility; confeſſon of fault or inferiority

Herbert.

SUBMISSLY, ade... [from ſubmiſ:..] Humbly ,

with ſubmiſſion. Taylor.

To SUBMIT. v. a. (ſubmitte, Lat. 1. To

let down; to fink Dryden. 2. To ſub

ject; to reſign to authority. Miltos. 3. To

leave to diſcretion; to refer to judgment.

Swift.

To SUBMIT. v. n. to be ſubject; to ac

uieſse in the authority of another , to yield.

•gert.

SUBMU'LTIPLE. ſ. A ſubmultiple number or

quantity is that which is contained in another

number, a certain number of times exactly :

thus 3 is ſubmultiple of 21. Harrir.

SUBOCTAVE. a [ſub and ečiavur, Lat.

SUBOCTU'PLE. and cºuple..] Containing

one part of eight. Arbuthnot.

SUBO RDINACY. J. [from ſubordinate.]

SUBO'RDINANCY. 1. The ſtate of being

ſubject. Spectator. 2. Series of ſubordination.

Temple.

SUBORDINATE. a. (ſub and ordinatur, Lat.}

Inferiour in order. Addiſºn. 2. Deſcending

in a regular ſeries, Bacºn.

To SUBORDINATE. v. a. [ſub and ordine,

Lat.) To range under another. Wotton.

SUBORDINATELY. adv. from ſubordinate.]

In a ſeries regularly deſcending. Decay of

Piety.

SUBORDINATION, ſ (ſubardination, Fr. )

1. The ſtate of being inferiour to another.

Pryden. 2. A ſeries regularly deſcending

Swift.

To SUBORN. v. a. ſ. ſuborner, French ſub.

orso, Lat.) 1. To procure privately ; to pro

cure by ſecret colluſion. Hooker, Prior. 2.

To procure by indirect means.

SUBORNATION. ſ. (ſubornation, French

from ſubors J The crime of procuring any to

do a bad action. Spenſer, sºft

SUBORNER. ſ. ſuborneur, Fr. from ſub

orn.) One that procures a bad ačtion to be
done.

SUBPOENA. ſ. (ſub and parsa, Lat.) A writ

cornrnanding attendance in a court under a

penalty.

SUBQUADRUPLE. a. ſſuk and quadruple.]

Containing one part of four. Wilkinr.

SUBQUINTU'PLE. a. [ ſub and quintuple. }

Containing one part of five. Wilkins.

SUBRE'CTOR ſ ( ſub and reaor. ) The

re&tor's vicegerent Walton.

suBREPTION. ſ (ſubrettur, Lat.) The aa

of obtaining a favour by ſurprize or unfair re.

preſentation. -

SUBREPTITIOUS, a [firreptitiºn, Lat.

Fraudulently obtained. Bailey.

To SUBSCRIBE, v, a. [ſubſcribe, Lat.] I

To give conſent to, by underwriting the

name. Clarendon. 2. To atteſt by writing the

name. Mºhitgifte. 3. To contract ; to limit.

Shakeſp. -

To... SUBSCRIBE. v. n. 1. To give conſent.

Hooker, Milton. 2. To promiſe a ſtipulated

ſurn for the promotion of any undertaking.

SUBSCRI'BER, ſ [from ſubſcriptio, Lat.) 1.

One who ſubſcribes. 1. One who contributes

to any undertaking Swift.

SUBSCRYPTION. ſ. (from ſubſcriptio, Lat.]

1. Any thing underwritten. Bacon. 1. Con

ſent or atteſtation given by underwriting the

name 3. The act or ſtate of contributing to

any undertaking. Pºpe. 4. Submiſſion; obe

dience Shakeſp.

SUBSECTION. ſ. [ſub and ſedio, Lat..] A

ſubdiviſion of a larger ſection into a leſſer. A

ſection of a ſe&tion. Dićf.

SUBSEQUENCE. ſ. [ from ſubſequer, Lat.]

The ſtate of following ; not precedence.
Grew.

SUBSE CUTIVE. a. [from ſubſequor, Lat. 1
Following in train.

SUBSEPTUPLE. a. [ſub and ſeptupler, Lat.]
Containing one of ſeven parts. Wilkinr.

SU'BSEQUENT. a. [ſubſequent, Lat. J Fol

lºwing in train; not preceding. Bacon,
Prior.

SUBSEQUENTLY, adv, (from ſubſequest.]

Not ſo as to go before; ſo as to follow in train.

South.

To SUBSETVE. v. a. [ſubſervie, Lat.] To

ſerve in ſubordination; to ſerve inſtrumen

tally. Walſh.

SUBSERVIENCE. Qſ. [from ſubſerve.) In

SUBSE'RVIENCY. A ſtrumental fitneſs or uſe.

Bentley.

SUBSETVIENT. a. [ſubſerviews, Lat.) Sub

ordinate ; inſtrumentally uſeful. Newton.

SUBSE XTUPLE. a. ſſab and ſextuplus, Lat.]

Containing one part of fix. Wilkinſ.

To SUBSIDE. v. n. (ſubſd, Lat.] To ſink;

to tend downwards. Pºpe.

SUBS1 DENCE. }ſ [frºm ſubſide.] The act of

SUBSIDENCY. $ ſinking; tendency down
ward. Arbuthnot.

SUBSI'DIARY. e. [ſubſidiarius, Lat.] Aſſiſt

ant; brought in aid. Arbuthnot.

SUBSIDY. ; [ſubſidium, Lat.) Aid, commonly

ſuch as is given in money. Addiſºn.

To SUBSIGN. v. a. [ſubſigns, Lat.] To ſign
under. Camden.

To SUBST ST v. n. (ſulfifle, Lat.) 1. To con

tinue; to retain the preſent ſlate or condition.

Milton, Swift. 2. To have means of living;

to be maintained. Atterbury. 3. To adhere;

to have exiſtence. South.

SUBSISTENCE, or Subſiſtency.ſ. [from ſubſſ.]

1. Real being. Stillingfleet. 2. Competence;

means of ſupporting life. Addiſon.

SUBSISTENT. a. [ſubffiens, Lat.] Having

real being. Bentley.

SUBSTANCE. f. iſºftantia, Lat] 1. Being,

5 C ſome
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- subst:}.TORY. Bounding ; moving by

- Solid; depending only on itſelf. Bacon. 2.

substitution. ſ. [from ſubſtitute.] The

ſomething exiſting; ſomething of which we

can ſay that it is. Davieſ. 1. That which ſup

ports accidents. Watts. 3. The eſſential part.

Addiſon. 4. Something real, not imaginary 5

ſomething ſolid, not empty. Drydew. 5. Body :

corporeal nature. Newton. 6. Wealth; means

of life. Swift.

SUBSTANTIA[.. a. ſſiom ſubſtance.) 1. Real;

actually exiſting. Bentley. 1. True : ſolid;

real; not merely ſeeming. Desham. 3. Cor

poreal; material. Watts , 4. Strong ; ſtout;

bulky. Milton. 5. Reſponſible ; moderately

wealthy. Addiſon.

SUBSTANTIAL.S. ſ. [without fingular.) Eſ.

ſential parts. Ayliffe.

SUBSTANTIA Lity. ſ. (from ſubſtantial.]

1. The ſtate of real exiſtence. 2. Corporeity,

materiality. Glanvil.

SUBSTANTIALLY. adv. [from ſulflantial.]

1. In manner of a ſubſtance; with reality of

... exiſtence. Milton. 1. Strongly : ſolidly.

Clarenden. 3. Truly ſolidly really ; with

fixed purpoſe. Tilletſºn. 4. With competent

wealth.

SUBSTANTIALNESS. ſ. [from ſubſtantial.]

1. The ſtate of being ſubſtantial. 2. Firm

neſs ; ſtrength; power of holding or latting.

PP'otton.

To SUBSTANTIATF. v. a. [from ſubſtance.]

To make to exiſt. Ayliffe.

SUBSTANTHV E. ſ. [ ſubſtantivur, Lat.] A

noun, betokening the thing, not a quality.

Dryden.
-

SUBSTANTIVE. a. [ ſubſtantivar, Lat.] 1.

Betokening exiſtence. Arbuthnot. -

To SUBSTITUTE v. a. [ ſubſtitutºr, Lat.]

To put in the place of another. G.v. ºf thei

Tongue.

substitutE. ſ. One placed by another to act

with delegated power. Shakeſp. Addiſºn.

act of placing any perſon or thing in the room

'of another. Baron.

. To substract. v.a. [ſoułºrađion, Fr.) 1.]

To take away part from the whole. a. To

take one number from anºther.

SUBSTRA ‘CTION. ſ. [ſubfraire, ſoubffrac

tian, French | 1. The ack of taking part

from the whole. Denham. 2. The taking

of a leſſer number out of a greater of like

kind, whereby to find out a third number.

Cocker. -

substru'CTION. ſ. [ſubſtructio, Lat.] Un

derbuilding. Wotton.

SUBSTYLAR. a. [ſub and ſtylur.] [Subſylar

line is, in dialing, a right line, whereon the

gnomon or ſtyle of a dial is erected at right

angles with the plane. Mºxºn.

Slip SU LT1VF. a. [...ſubſultur, Latin. 1

ſt irts. S w - - - º

subsu LTORILY. adv. [from ſubſaliery.] In

a bounding manner. Bacon. -

st BTANGENT. ſ. In any curve, is the line

which determines the interſe&tion of the tan.

gent in the axis prolonged. Diä.

To SU BTEND. v. a. Tſub and tende, Lat]

To be extended under. Creech.

SUBTENSE. ſ. [ſub and tenſus, Lat.] The

chord of an arch; that which is extended, un

der any thing.

SU BTER. (Latin.] In compoſition, ſignific,
wwder.

SUBTERFLUENT. a. [ſubterfluº, Lat]

SUBTE'RFLUOUS. Running under.

SUBTERFU GE. ſ. [ ſubterfuge, French]

A ſhift; an evaſion; a trick. Glanville,

Patri.

SUBTERRA'NEAL. a. [ſab and terra,

SUBTERRA'NEAN. Lat.] Lying under

SUBTERRANFOUS. the earth; placed

SUBTERRA'NY. below the ſurface.

Bacºn, Milton, Norrir.

SUBTERRANITY. ſ. [ſab and terra, Lat.]

A place under ground. Brown.

SUBTILE. a. [ſubtilis, Lat.] I. Thin ; not

denſe; not groſs. Newton. 1. Nice; fine;

delicate ; not coarſe. Davies. 3. Piercing ;

acute. Prior. 4. Cunning; artful ; fly; ſub

dolous, Hesker, Fairfax, Proverbs, Miltos. 5.

Deceitful. Shakeſp. 6. Refined; acute beyond
exactneſs. Milton.

SUBTILELY. adv. [from ſubtile] 1. Finery;

nºt groſsly. Bacon. a. Artfully; cunningfy.

Tillotſon.

SU'BTILENESS. ſ. [from ſubtile.] 1. Fineneſs;

rareneſs. 1. Cunning; artfulneſs.

To SUBTILIATE. v.a. [from ſubtile.] To

make thin. Harvey.

SUBTILIATION. ſ. [ſubtilatios, Fr.) The

ast of making thin. Boyle.

SUBTH LTY. ſ. [ſubtilis, Fr.) 1. Thinneſ, 1

fineneſs; exility of parts. Davier. 1. Nicety.

Bacºn. 3. Refinement ; too much acuteneſs.

Bºyle; 4. Cunning; artifice; flyneſs. King
Charles.

SUBTILIZATION. ſ. (from ſktilize.) 1.

Subtilization is making anything ſo volatile as

to riſe readily in ſteam or vapour. Cheyne.

2. Refinement; ſuperfluous acuteneſs.

To SU'BTILIZE. v. a...[ſubtilizer, Fr.) 1. To

make thin 5 to make leis groſs or coarſe. Ray.

2. To refine i to ſpin into uſeleſs niceties.

Glanville. ,

To SUBTILIZE. v. m. To talk with too much

refinement. Digby.

SU'BTLE. a. Sly artſul i cunning. Speºſer,

Spratt.

SU BTLY. adv. [from ſubtile.) 1. Silly; art

fully ; cunningly. Milton. a. Nicely; deli

cately. Pºpe -

To SU BTRACT v. a. Uſubtradio, Lat.] To

withdraw part from the reſt. Hale.

SUBTRAct to N. ſ. See SUBSTRACTION.

SU'BTRAHEND. J. (ſubtraheadsm, Latin

The number to be taken from a larger num

ber.

SUBTRIPLE. a. [ſub and triplus, Latin )
- Containing
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Containing a third, or one part of three

Wilkins.

SUBVENTA'NEOUS. a. [ſubventanent, Lat.]

Addle ; windy. Brown.

To SUBVERSE. v. a. [ſubverſus, Lat.] To

ſubvert. Spenſer.

SUBVE'RSion. ſ. [ſubverſion, French; ſub

verſus, Lat.) Overthrow ; ruin; deſtruction.

Shakeſp. K. Charles, Burnet. r

SUBVERSIVE. a. I from ſubvert. J Having

tendency to overturn. Rogers.

To SUBV’ERT. v. a. [ ſubverto, Lat.) 1. To

overthrow ; to overturn to deſtroy ; to turn

upſide down. Milton. 2. To corrupt; to con

found. 1. Tim.

SUBVERTER. ſ. ſ from ſubvert. ). Over

thrower; deſtroyer. Dryden.

SU'BURB. ſ. [ſuburbium, Lat.]

without the walls of a city. Bacon.

confines ; the out part. Cleaveland.

SUBURBAN. a. [ſuburbanuſ, Lat.) Inhabiting

the ſuburb. Dryden.

SUBwo RKER, ſ (ſub and worker.] Under

worker ; ſubordinate helper. South.

SUCCEDANEOUS. a. [ſuccedaneur, Lat. )

jºirs the place of ſomething elſe. Brown,

•yfe -

SUCCEDANEUM. ſ. [Latin.) That which is

put to ſerve for ſomething elſe.

To SUCC EED. v. n. [ ſucceder, French; ſuc

cedo, Lat.] 1. To follow in order. Milton, 2.

To come into the place of one who has quitted.

Digby. 3. To obtain one's wiſh; to terminate

an undertaking in the deſired effect. Dryden

4. To terminate according to wiſh. Dryden.

5. To go under cover. Dryden.

To SU"CCEED. v. a. 1. To follow ; to be

ſu' ſequent or conſequent to. Brown. 2. To

proſper; to make ſucceſsful. Dryden.

SUCCEEDER. ſ. (from ſucceed.) One who

follows; one who comes into the place of ano

ther. Daniel, Suckling.

SUCCESS. ſ. [ſucceſſar, Lat.) 1. The termina

tion of any affair happy or unhappy. Milton.

2. Succeſſion. Spenſer.

SUCCESSFUL. a. Proſperous; happy : fortu.

nate. South, Prior.

SUCCESSFULLY. adv. (from ſucceſsfull Prof.

perouſly; luckily , fortunately. Hammond,

Atterbury.

SUCCESSFULNESS. ſ. ſ from ſucceſful J

Happy concluſion ; deſired event ; ſeries of

good fortune. Hammond.

SUCCESSION. ſ. [ſucceſſio, Lat] . . Conſe.

cution; ſeries of one thing or perſon following

another. Locke. 2. A ſeries ofº: or perſons

following one another. Bacon, Newton. 3. A

lineage; an order of deſcendants. Milton. 4.

The power or right of coming to the inheri

tance of anceſtors. Dryden. º.

SUCCESSIVE. a. ſ. ſucceſſf, Fr.] 1. Follow

ing in order; continuing a courſe or conſecu

tion uninterrupted Daniel. 2. Inherited by

ſucceflion. Raleigh.

SLCCESSIVELY. adv, [ſucceſſive ment, Fr.

1. Building

2. The

from ſucceſſive.) In uninterrupted order; one

after another. Bacon, Newton.

SUCCE'ssiveNESS. ſ. [fren ſucceſſive.) The

ſtate of being ſucceſſive. Hale. -

SUCCESSLESS. a. (from ſucceſs.] Unlucky

unfortunate; failing of the event deſired.

Dryden -

SUCCESSOUR. f. [ſucceſſeur, French; ſuc

ceſſor, Lat). One that follows in the place or

character of another; correlative to prede

ceſſeur. Clarendon, Dryden.

SUCCI'NCT. a. ſ. ſuccinaus, Lat.) 1. Tucked

or girded up; having the cloaths drawn up.

Pope. 2. Short; conciſe; brief. Ben, john

ſºn, Roſcommºn.

SUCCI'NCTLY. adv. ſſrom ſuccinét.] Briefly;

conciſely. Boyle, Roſcºmmon. ..

SUCCORY. f. [cichorium, Latin J A plant.
Miller. -

To SU'CCOUR. v. a. [ſuccurro, Lat.] To help ;

tº ſiſt in difficulty or diſtreſs; to relieve.
L'Eſtrange. -

SU'CCOUR. ſ. (ſrom the verb.] 1. Aid; aſ:

ſiſtance ; relief of any kind; help in diſtreis.

Shakeſp. 2. The perſon or things that bring

help. Drydes.

SU'CCOURER. ſ. ſ from ſuccour. ) Helper;

aſſiſtant; reliever. Romani.

SU'CCOURLESS. a. [from ſuccour.] Wanting

relief; void of friends or help. Thºmſºn.

sºulency. ſ. [from ſucculent.) Juici
ficts.

SUCCULENT. a. ſ. ſurculent, French ; ſuccu

deatur, Lat.) Juicy; moiſt. More, Philipr.

To SUCCU'MB. v. n. [ſuccumbo, Lat, J To

yield; to ſink under any difficulty. Hudibrar,

SUCCU'SSATION. ſ. [ſuccuſ, Lat ). A trot.
Brown.

SUCCU'SSION. f. ſ ſucceſſo, Lat.) 1. The act

of ſhaking. 2. (In phyſick.] Such a ſhaking

of the nervous parts as is procured by ſtrong

ſtimuli. .."

SUCH. pronoun [ſulk, Dutch ; rpilc, Saxon 1

1. Of that kind; of the like ki; d. Mºhitgifte,

Stilling fleet, Tillotſon. 2. The ſame that.

With as, Kncles. 3. Comprehended under

the term premiſed. South. 4. A manner of

expreſſing a particular perſon or thing. Shake.

Clarendon. -

To SUCK. v. a. ſ.rucan, Saxon; ſugo, fusium,

Lat.] 1. To draw by making a rarefaction of

the air. 2. To draw in with the mouth. Dº yd.

3. To draw the teat of a female. Lºcke. 4.

To draw with the milk. Shakeſp 5. To inpty

by ſucking. Dryden. 6. To draw or drain.

Burnet. -

To SUCK. v. n. 1. To draw by rarefying the

air. Mortimer. 1. To draw the breaſt. job.

3. To draw; to imbibe. Bacon. -

SUCK. ſ. [from the verb ] .

ſucking. Boyle.

Dryden. -

SU'CKE.R. ſ. ſ ſuceur, Fr.] 1. Anything that

draws. 4. The embolus of a pump. Beyte.

The act of

2. Milk given by females.

3. A rour.d piece of leather, which laid wet

5 C * - on
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on a ſtone, and drawn up in the middle, rare

fies the air within, which preſſing upon its

edges, holds it down upon the ſtone. Grew.

4.A pipe through which any thing is ſucked.

Philipr. 5. A young twig ſhooting from the

ſtock. Bacon, Ray.
SU‘...f [from ſuck. J A ſweet meat.

Cleaveland.

SUCKINGBotti.E. ſ. ſ ſuck and bettle ] A

bottle which to children ſupplies the want of a

pap. Locke.

To SU'CKLE. v. a. (from ſuck J. To nurſe at

the breaſt. Dryden.

SUCKLING,ſ [from ſuck.] A young creature

yet fed by the pap. Arbuthnºt.

SUCTION. ſ. (from ſuck; ſuccion, Fr.] The

aćt of ſucking. Boyle.

SUDATION. J. [judº, Lat.) Sweat.

SUDATORY... ſ. Tſuda, Lai, ) Hot houſe;

ſweating bath

SU'DDEN. a. ſ. ſouduin, French ; rºben, Sax.]

1. Happening without previous notice ; coming

without the common preparatives. Shakeſp.

Milton. 1. Haſty; violent; raſh; paſſionate ;

precipitate. Shakeſp.

SU'DDEN. ſ. 1. Any unexpected occurrence ;

ſurpriſe. Wotton. ... On a Sudden. Sooner

than was expected. Baker.

SU'DDENLY, adv. [from ſudden.) In an unex

pected manner, without preparation ; haſtily.

Dryden.

SU DDENNESS. ſ. [ from ſudden. J State of

being ſudden; unexpected preſence; man

ner of coming or happening unexpectedly.

Temple. -

SUDOR1'FICK. a. ſ.ſudor and facio, Latin.]

Provoking or cauſing ſweat. Bacon.

SUDOR1'FICK. ſ. A medicine promoting ſweat.

Arbuthnct.

SUDOROUS. a. [from ſudor, Lat] Conſiſting

of ſweat. Brown.

SUDS. ſ. [from reoban, to ſeeth.] 1. A lixi.

vium of ſoap and water. 2. To be in the

Su Ds. A familiar phraſe for being in any

difficulty.

To SUE. v. a. [ſuivre, Fr.) 1. To proſecute

by law. Matt. 2. To gain by legal procedure.

Calamy. -

To SUE. v. n. To beg; to entreat; to petition,
Knoller.

SUET. ſ. [ An old French word.) A hard

fat, particularly that about the kidneys.

Wiſeman.

SUETY. a. [from ſuet.] Conſiſting of ſuet;

reſembling ſuet Sharp.

To SU FFER. v. a [ſuffere, Lat.) 1. To bear;

to undergo; to feel with ſenſe of pain, Mark.

2. To endure ; to ſupport; not to ſink under.

Milton. 3. To allow , to permit not to

hinder. Lºcke. 4. To paſs through , to be

affected by. Miltºn.

To SU FFE. R. v. n.

incºnvenience. Lºcke.

niſhment. Clarendºn.

3 ºn 2'e,

1. To undergo pain or

2. To undergo pu

3. To be injured.

SUFFERABLE. a. (from ſuffer.] Tolerable;

ſuch as may be endured Wotton.

SUFFERABLY. adv. (from ſufferable.] Tele

rably ; ſo as to be endured Addiſas.

SUFFERANCE. ſ. [ſcuffrarce, Fr.) 1.

Pain ; inconvenience; miſery. Lºcke. 1,

Patience ; moderation. Taylor, Orway. 3.

Toleration; permiſſion; not hindrance.
Hocker.

SU'FFERER. ſ. [from ſuffer.) 1... ene who

endures or undergoes pain or inconvenience.

Addiſon. 2. One who allows; one who

permits.

SUFFERING. ſ. [from ſuffer.) Pain ſuffered.

Atterbury.

To SUFFICE. v. m. ſ ſuffie, Lat.] To be

enough; to be ſufficient; to be equal to the

end or purpoſe. Locke.

To SUFFICE. v. a. 1. To afford; to ſupply.

Drydes. 2. To ſatisfy. Ruth, Dryden.

SUFFICIENCY / [from ſufficient ) 1. State

of being adequate to the end propºſed. Boyle.

2. Qualification for any purpoſe. Temple. 3.

Competence ; enough. . 4. Supply equal to

want. 5. It is uſed by Temple for that conceit

which makes a man think himſelf equal to

things above him.

SUFFICIENT. a. ſ. ſuffiens, Lat ) i. Equal

to any end or purpºſe; enough : compe

tent ; not deficient. Lºcke, Swift. 2. Qua

lified for any thing by fortune or ctherwiſe.

Shai eſp.

SUFFICIENTLY. adv from ſuffrient.] To a

ſufficient degree; enough. Rogerſ.

SUFFE SANCE. [French. J Exceſs ; plenty.

Spenſºr.

To SUFFOCATE. v. a. [ ſuffice, Lat.] To

choak by excluſion, or interception of air.
Collier.

SUFFOCATION. ſſ ſuffºcation, French: from

ſuffocate.] The act of choaking; the ſtate of

being choaked. Cheyne.

SUFFOCATIVE aſ [from ſuffºcate.] Having

the power to cheak. Arbuthnot.

SU FPRAGAN. ſ [ſuffraganeur, Latia.) A

biſhop, conſidered as ſubject to his metropoli

tar. Ayliffe.

To SUFFRAGATE. v. s. [ ſuffrager, Lat. )

To vote with ; to agree in voice with. H. le.

SU FFRAGE.ſ. [ ſuffragium,Lat ). Vote; voice

given in a controverted point. Ben, job-ſer,

Atterbury.

SUFFRA GINOU.S. a [ſuffrago, Latin.) Be.

longing to the knee joint of beaſts. Brews.

SUFFUMICATION. ſ. (ſºffungº, Lat] Ope

ration of furmes raiſed by fire. Wiſeman.

SUFFU'MIG.E. ſ. [/ºffamigo, Lat.) A medical

turne. Harvey. -

To SUFF USE. v. a [ſuffuſar, Latl To ſpread

over with ſomething expanſible as with a vi

pour or a tincture. Pept. '

SUFFU SION. ſ. [from ſuffuſe.) 1. The aa of

over 'pealing with any thing. 2. That which

is a -led or ſpread. Pryden,

- - SUG.
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SUG. ſ. A kind of worm like a clove or pin.
MWotton.

SUGAR. ſ. [ſacre, French..] 1. The native ſalt

of the ſugar-cane, obtained by the expreſſion

and evaporation of its juice. Craſhaw. 2. Any

thing proverbially ſweet. Shakeſp. 3. A chy

mical dry chryſtallization. Boyle.

To SUGAR. v. a. (from the noun." 1. To

impregnate or ſeaſon with ſugar. Craſhaw.

1. To ſweeten. Fairfax.

SUGARY. a. (from ſugar..] Sweet; taſting cf

ſugar. Spenſer.

To SUGGEST. v. a. [ſuggeſtum, Lat )

To hint ; to intimate ; to inſinuate good or

ill. Locke. 2. To ſeduce; to draw to ill by

inſinuation. Shakeſp. 3. To inform ſecretly

hakeſp.

SUGGE'STION. ſ (ſrom ſuggeſt.]Private hint:

intimation; inſinuation; ſecret notification

Shakeſp. Locke.

To SU'GGILATE. v. a. ſ. ſuggill, Latj T.

beat black and blue; to make livid by a bruiſe.

MWiſeman.

SUTCIDE. ſ. [ſuicidium, Lat J Self-murder;

the horrid crime of deſtroying one's ſelf

Savage.

SUILLAGE. ſ. [ ſºuillage, Fr J Drain of filth.

MPattan

SU'ING. ſ. The ačt cf ſoaking through any

thing Bacon.

SUIT. ſ. [ſaite, Fr.) 1. A ſet; a number of

things correlp naent one to the other. Dryden.

2. Cloaths made one part to anſwer another,

Donne. 3. Cºnſecution; ſeries; regular order

Bacon. 4. Out ºf Suits Having no correſ.

pondence. Shakeſp 5. Retinue : company

Sidney. 6. A petition; an addreſs of entreaty,

Shakºp Donne. 7. Courtſhip. Shakeſ 8. Pur

ſuit; proſecutiºn. Spenſer. 9. (In law.) Suit

is ſometimes put for the inſtance of a cauſe,

and ſometimes for the cauſe itſelf deduced in

judgment. Ayliffe, Taylor.

To SUIT. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To fit; to

adapt to ſomething elſe. Shakeſp. 1. To be

fitted to ; to become. Dryden. 3. To dreſs;

to clothe. Shakeſp.

To SUIT. v. n. To agree ; to accord Dryden.

SUI' TABLE. a [from ſuit.] Fitting ; accord

ing with: agreeable to. Tillotſon.

SUITABLENESS / [from ſuitable ] Fitneſs;

agreeableneſs. Glanville, South.

SUI TABLY. adv. (from guitable.] Agreeably :

according to. Sºuth.

SUIT Cºvenant. [in law Is where the anceſſor

of one man has cºvenanted with the anceſter

of another to ſue at his court. Bailey.

SUIT Court. [In law.) is the court in which

tenants owe attendance to their lord. Bailey.

SUIT Service (In law.) Attendance which

tenants owe to the cºurt of their lord. Bailey

SUſ TF. R. N. ſ. (from ſuit J 1. One that ſues;

§§§ { a petitioner: a ſupplicant. Hecker,

Denham, Rowe. 2. A wooer , one who courts

a miſtreſs. Pºttºn, Pºpe.

suit RESS. ſ. (from fairº, J A ſemile ſuppli

cagº. Ratze,

SU'LCATED. a. ſ. ſulcus, Latin.] Furrowed.

Weedward. -

SULL. ſ. A plough. Ainſwºrth.

SU'LLEN. a. 1. Glsomy , angry; ſluggiſhly diſe

cortented. Clarendon. 1. Miſchievous; malig

nant. Dryden. 3. Intractable; obſtin te. Tillor.

4. Gloomy; dark ; cloudy: diſmal. Pope. 5

Heavy ; dull; ſorrowful. Shakeſp.

SU'LLENLY. adv. [from ſulles.

malignantly; intractably. More.

SU'LLENNESS. ſ. [from ſullen ) Gloomineſs;

moroſeneſs; ſluggiſh anger; malignity. Donne.

SU'LLENS. ſ. Moroſe temper; gloomineſs of

mind. Shakeſp.

SU'LLAGE. J. [from ſully.) Pollution; filth i

ſtain of dirt; feulneſs. Gov. of the Tongue.

To SU'LLY. v. a. [ſouiller, Fr.] To ſoil; to

tarniſh ; to dirt; to ſpot. Roſcommon.

SUI.L.Y. ſ. [from the verb.] Soil; tarniſh; ſpot.
Addiſºn.

SU LPHUR. ſ. [Latin.) Brimſtone. Miltºn.

SULPHUREOUS. R. a. [ſulphureus, Latin.]
SU'LPHUROUS. Made of brimſtone ;

having the qualities of brimſtone; containing

ſulphur. Newton.

SULPHUREOUSNESS ſ (from ſulphureen.)

The ſtate of being ſulphureous.

SULPHURWORT. ſ. The ſame with Hocs
f f N N F L.

sºky. a. [from ſulphur..] Partaking of
full hur.

SULTA.N. ſ. [Arabick.] The Turkiſh empe

rour. Shakeſp.

SU'ſ.T.A.N.A. ſ. (from ſu'tan.] The queen of

SULTA NESS. ſ an Eaſtern emperour. Cleavl.

SULTANRY. f. [from ſultan.] An Eaſtern

empire. Bacon.

SULTRINESS. ſ. [from ſultry.] The ſtate of

being ſultry.

SULTRY. a Hot without ventilation ; hot and

cloſe + hot and cloudy. San. Addiſºn.

SUM. ſ [ſumma, Latin.) 1. The whole of any

thing: many particulars aggregated to a total.

Hooker, a Quantity of money. Shakeſp. 3.

Compendium; abridgment ; the whole ab

Rracted. Hooker. 4. The amount: the reſult

of reaſoning or computation. Tillitſon. 3.

Height; completion. Milton.

To SUM. v. a. I ſimmer, Fr J . To compute;

to colle&t particulars into a total. Bacon, South.

2. To compriſe ; to comprehend, to collect

into a narrow compaſs. Dryden. 3. To have

feathers full grown. Milton.

SUMACH-TREE. ſ. The flowers are uſed in

dying, and the branches for tanning, in Ame

riga. Miller. -

sºlºss q. [from ſun.] Not to be computed.
ree.

Gloomily ;

SU'MMARILY, adv, (from ſummary ) Briefly;

the ſhorteſt way. Hºoker.

SUMMARY. a. Short; brief; compendious.

Swift.

SUMMARY. ſ. [from the adjective.) Com

pendium; abridgment. Rºger i.

- SUMMER.
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SUMMER. ſ. (rumen, Saxon; ſºmer, Dutch.]

1. The ſeſſon in which the ſun arrives at the

higher ſolſtice. Shakeſp. 1 . The principal

beam of a floor. Wotton, Herbert.

To SU'MMER. v. n. [from the noun..] To paſs

the ſummer. Iſaiah

To SUVſMER. v. a. To keep warm. Shakeſp.

SU'MMFRHOUSE. ſ. (from ſummer and houſe.]

An apartment in a garden uſed in the ſummer.

"Watts

SUMMERSAULT. f. [ſoubreſault, Fr.) A

SU MMERSET. high leap in which the

heels are thrown over the head. Malton.

SUMMIT ſ. [ ſummitar, Lat.) The top; the

ut...loſt height. Shakeſp.

To SUMMON. v. a. [ſummoneo, Lat.] 1. To

call with authority; to admoniſh to appear ;

to cite. Baren, Pope. 2. To excite; to call

up ; to raiſe. Shakeſp.

St MMON ER. / [from ſummon.] One who

cºtes S*-**p.

SU Mº (ONS. ſ. A call of authority; admoni

tion to appear; citation. Hayward, Milton.

SU v. Pri. R. J. [ſc. mier, Fren, ſomaro, Ital.]

A horſe that carries the cloaths or furniture.

Stuxet. Oryº. a.

St. Mº i to N. A ſtrora ſºftus, Lat ) The act

of taking, ſºyººr

SU ºf I UAR Y. g. (ſu-ºpſ war, wº, Law . Re

I it ng to expeace - regulating the coſt of life.

ſa. jºi.

SUM UO SITY ſ (from ſumptuous.] Expen

fiveneſs; cotlineſ, Raleigh. -

SUMPTUOUS. a. ſ ſumptuoſus, from ſumptur,

Lat.] Coſtly ; expenſive: ſpendid. Atterbury.

SU MP UOUSLY, adv. [from jumptuouſ.] Ex

penſively; with great cott. Bacon, Swift.

SUMPTUOUSN ESS. ſ. (from ſumptuous.jFx

penſiveneſs; coſtlineſs. Boyle.

SUN. ſ. [runne, Sax, ſn, Dutch..] I. The lu

minary that makes the day. Locke. 2. A fun

ny place; a place eminently warmed by the

ſun. Milton. 3. Anything eminently folen

did. King Charles. 4 Under the Sun. In this

world. A proverbial expreſſion. Eccluſ.

To SUN. v. a. (from the noun...] To inſolate ;

to expoſe to the fun Dryden.

SU'NEE.A.M. f. [ ſun-and beam.] Ray of the

ſun. Shakeſp. South.

SU NBEAT. part. a. (fun and beat..] Shone on

by the ſun. Dryden.

EU'N BRIGHT. a. [ſun and bright.) Reſem

bling the ſun in brightneſs. Milton.

SUNBURNING. ſ. [ſun and burning.] The

effest of the ſun upon the face. Boyle.

SUNBURNT, part a. [Jun and burnt.] Tan

red , diſcoloured by the ſun. Cleaveland.

SUNCLAD part a [fun and clad.] Clothed

in radiance ; bright. -

SU'N DAY. f. The day anciently dedicated to

the ſun : the Chriſtian ſabbath. Shakeſp.

To SUNDER. v. a. [rynenian, Saxon.) To

pait; to ſeparate ; to divide. Donne, Granv.

St N Dr R. ſ. (runeen, Sax.] Two : two parts.

Pſalmſ.

SUNDE. W. ſ. Aa he b. Mitſi, ºr h.

SUN'DIAL. ſ. ſaial and ſun.] A marked plate

on which the ſhadow points the hour, Dane.

SU'NDRY, a [runben, Sax.] Severali moſt

than one. Hooker, Sanderſon.

SUNFLOWER. ſ. [corona ſoli, Lat.) A plan,
Miller.

SUNFLOWER,Little. f [heliantbenum, Lat]

A plant. Miller.

SUNG. The preterite and participle paſſive of

ſºng. Pope.

SUNK. The preterite and participle paſſive of

Ank. Prior.

SUNLESS...a...[from ſun.] Wanting ſun; wint.

ing warmth. Thomſon.

SUNLIKE. a. [Jun and like..] Reſembling the

ſun. Cheyne.

SU'NN.Y. a. [from ſun.] 1. Reſembling the

ſun; bright. Shakeſp. 2, Expoſed to the ſun;

bright with the ſun. Addiſºn. 3. Coloured by

the ſun. Shakeſp. -

SU'NRISE. ſ ſ ſun and riſing.] Morn

SUNRISING. ing ; the appearance of the

ſun. Walton, Bently.

SUNSET. ſ. [ ſun and ſet.] Cloſe of the day i.

evening. Raleigh, Pope.

SU'NSHINE ſ. (ſun and ſpine.] Aétion of the

ſun , place where the heat and luſhre of the

fun are powerful. Clarenden.

SUNSHIN.Y. a. i. Bright with the ſun Bºyle.

2. Bright like the ſun. Spenſer.

To SUP. v. a. ſ.rupan, Sax. ſeepen, Dutch) To

drink by mouthfuls; to drink by little at a

time. Craſhaw.

To SUP. v. n. (ſºuper, Fr.) To eat the even

ing meal. Shakeſp. Tob. Dryden.

To SUP. v. a. To treat with ſupper. Shakeſ?.

Chapman.

SUP. f. (from the verb.] A ſmall draught; i.

mouthful of liquor. Swift.

SUPER ; in compoſition, notes either more than

another, or more than enough, or on the tºp.

SU'PERABLE. a. [ſuper abilis, Lat..] Conquer

able ; ſuch as may be overcome.

SU'PERABLENESS. ſ. [from ſuperable j Qua

lity of being conquerable.

To SU'PERABOUND. v. n. (ſuper and 2.

bound.) To be exuberant; to be ſt red with

more than enough. Howel.

SUPERABUNDANCE. ſ. [ſuper and abus

dance.) More than enough; great quantity.

Woodward.

SUPERABUNDANT. a. ſ. ſuper and akas

dant.] Being more than enough. Swift.

SUPERABUNDANTLY. adv. [from ſºr

abundant.] More than ſufficiently, Cherse.

To SUPERA'DD. v. n. [ſuperaddº, Lat.) To

add over and abºve; to join anything to as to

make it mºre. South. - -

SUPERADDITION. ſ. [ſuper and additiº ]

1. The act of adding to ſomething elſe. Mºrt.

2. That which is added. Hammºnd. -

SUPERADVENIENT a [ſuperaderºic".
Lat] ... Cºming to the increaſe or aſſiſtance

of ſomething. More. ... Coming unexpectedly.

TosurerANNUATE • a ſºr “...
- " . ... sº

º

*

º
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war, Lat.] To impair or diſqualify by age or

length of life. Brown.

To SUPERA'NNUATE. v. n. To laſt beyond
the year. Bacon.

SUPERANNUATION.ſſfrom ſuperannuate.)

The ſtate of being diſqualified by years.

SUPE'RB. a. [ſuberbus, Lat.) Grand ; pom

pous; lofty ; auguſt , ſtately

SUPERB LILY.ſ...[methonica, Lat.] A flower.

SUPERCA'RGO. ſ. [ſuper and cargo.] An of

ficer in the ſhip whoſe buſineſs is to manage

the trade. Pºpe.

SUPERCELESTIAL. a. [ſuper and celeftial J

Placed above the firmament. Raleigh.

SUPERCI'LIOUS. a. (from ſupercilium, Lat.]

. hty; dogmatical ; dićtatorial; arbitrary.
on ra.

SUPERCI'LIOUSLY. adv. [from ſupercilious )

Haughtily dogmatically ; contemptuouſly.

Claren * .

SUPERciliousNESS. ſ. [from ſupertiliour.]

Haughtineſs ; contemptuouſneſs.

SUPERconce PTION. ſ. [ſuper and con

ception.] A conception made after another con

ception. Rrown.

SUPERco'NSEQUENCE. ſ. (ſuper and con

ſequence.) Remote con equence. Brown.

SUPERCRE'SCENCE. ſ. [ſuper and creſco,

Lat.) That which grows upon another grow

ing thing. Brºwn.

SUPEREM.INENCE. N. ſ. [ſuper and emi

SUPere MINENCY. neo, Lat.] Uncom

mon degree of eminence. Ayliff.

SUPERE MINENT. a. ſ. ſuper and eminent."

Eminent in a high degree. Hooker.

To SUPERE'ROCATE. v. n. [ſuper and ero

gatio, Lat.] To do more than duty requires.

Cleaveland. -

superERoCATION ſ (from ſupererogate J

Performance ofmore than duty requires. Till.

superE ROC AtoRY. a [fromſupererogate }

Performed beyond the ſtrict demands of duty.

* H. wel. -

SUPEREXCELLENT. a. [ſuper and exce/.

Lent.] Excellent beyond common degrees of

excellence. Decay of Piety.

SUPEREXCRESCENCE. ſ. [ſuper and ex

creſcence..] Something ſuperfluouſly growing.

Mºiſeman.

To SUPERFETATE. v. n. [ſuper and frtur,

Lat.] To conceive after conception. Grew.

SUPERFETATION. ſ. (ſuperfetation, Fr.)

One conception following another, ſo that

both are in the womb together. Brown

SUPERFICE. ſ. [ſuperfice, Fren. ſuperficier,

Lat.] Outſide; ſurface. Dryden.

superfi"CIAL. a. jº, Fr. from ſu

ferſcies, Lat..] t. Lying on the ſurface ; not

reaching below the ſurface Burnet. Bentley

2. Shallow ; contrived to cover ſomething

Shakeſp. 3. Shallow ; not profound ; frnat

tering ; not learned. Dryden.

SUPERFICIALITY..f. [from ſupe-ficial.) The

quality of being ſuperficial. Brewn.

SUPERFI CIALLY. adv. [from /*erficial) 1.

On the ſurface; not below the ſurface. 2.

Without penetration; without cloſe heed.

Miltºn. 3. Without going deep; without

ſearching. Shakeſø.

SUPERFICIALNESS ſ [from ſuperficial.] 1.

Shallowneſs; poſition on the ſurface. 2. Slight

knowledge ; falſe appearance.

SUPERFI CIES. ſ. (Latin.] Outfide; ſurface;

ſuperfice. Sandyr.

SUPERFINE, a [ſuper and fine.) Eminently

fine L'Eſtrange.

SUPERFLUITANCE. ſ. [ſuper and ſuits,

... Lat] The act of floating above. Brºwn.

SUPERFLUITANT. a (ſuperfaitans, Lat.]

Floating above. Brºwn.

SUPERFLUIT.Y. f (ſuperfluite, fr] More

than enough plenty beyond uſe or neceſſity.

Shakeſp. Suckling.

SUPERFLUOUS. a. [ſuper and flac, Latin.]

Exuberant more than enough , unneceſſary.

Hooker, Roſcommºn.

SUPERFLUOUSNESS. ſ. ſſrom ſuperfluºur.]

The ſtate of being ſuperfluous.

SU'PER FLUX. ſ. That which is more than is

wanted Shakeſp.

SUPERHUMAN. a. [ſuper and humanur,

Lat.) Above the nature or power of man.

SUPERIMPREGNATION / [ſuper and

impregnation ) Superconception; ſuperſeta
tion.

SUPERINCUMBENT. a. [ſuper and incur

***, Latl Lying on the top of ſomething
elſe. MWoodward.

To SUPERINDUCE. v. a. [ſuper and induct,

Latin.]. I. To bring in as an addition to ſome

thing elſe. Locke. 2. To bring on as a thing

not originally belonging to that on which it

is brought. South.

SUPERINDUCTION. ſ. ſſrom ſuper and in

duce J The act of ſuperinducing. South.

SUPERINJECTION. ſ. [ſuper and inješlion.]

An injection ſucceeding upon another. Dić.

SUPERINSTITUTION.j [ſuper and inſtits

tiºn.] [In law.) One inſtitution upon another.

Bailey.

To SUPERINTEND v.a. [ſuper and intend]

To overſee; to overlook; to take care of

others with authority. Bacon, Watts.

SUPERINTENDENCE. N. ſ. (from ſuper and

SUPERINTENDENCY, } intend..] Superiour

care ; the act of overſeeing with authority.
Grew. -

SUPERINTENDENT. ſ. [ſuperintendant,

Fr. from ſuperintend] One who overlooks

others authoritatively. Stillingfleet.

SUPERIORITY. ſ. Pre-eminence; the quali

ty of being greater or higher than another in

any reſpect. Stillingfleet.

SUPERIOUR. a. [ſuperieur. Fr. ſuperior, Lat]

1. Higher greater in dignity or excellence ;

preferable or preferred to another. Taylor. 2.

Upper; higher locally. Newton. 3. Free from

emotion or concern unconquered Milton.

SUPE’RIOUR ſ. One more excellent or digni

fied than another. Addiſon.

SUPER
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SUPERLATION. f. [ſuperlatiº, Lat.] Exal

tation of anything beyond truth or propriety.

Bes. Johnſºn.

SUPERLATIVE. a. [ſuperlativus, Lat.] 1.

Implying or expreſſing the higheſt degree.

*'attr. 1. Riſing to the higheſt degree. Bac.

Glanville, South.

SUPERLATIVELY. adv. [from ſuperlative )

1. In a manner of ſpeech expreſſing the high

*ſt degree. Bacos. 2. In the higheſt degree.

South, Bentle

SUPERLATIVENESS. ſ (from ſuperlative.]

The ſtate of being in the higheſt degree

SUPERLU'NAR. a. [ ſafer and luna, Latin.)

Not ſublunary; placed above the moon. Pope.

SUPERNAL. a. [ſupernus, Lat.) 1. Having

an higher poſition ; locally above us. Ralei, b

2. Relating to things above ; placed above :

releſtial. Shakeſp.

SUPERNATANT. a. [ſupernatant, Latin.j

Swimming above Boyle.

SUPERNATATION.ſ. (from ſupernate, Lat.]

The act of ſwimming on the top of any thing,
Bacon.

SUPERNATURAL. a. ſ. ſuper and natural.

Being above the powers of nature. Tilletſon

SUPERNATURALLY. adv. (from ſupernatu

ral.) In a manner above the courſe or power
of nature. Sºuth.

SUPERNU MERARY. a. ſ. ſuper and name

rur. Lat.] Being above a ſtated, a neceſſary,

an uſual, or a round number. Holder.

SUPERPLANT. ſ. [ſuper and plane.] A plant

growing upon another plant. Bacon

To SUPERPONDERATE. v. a. ſ.ſuper and

pondero, Lat.) To weigh over and above Dići,

SUPERPROPORTION. ſ. (ſuper and proper.

tio, Lat.) Overplus of proportion. Digby.

SUPERPURGA"TION. ſ. (ſuper and fºurga.

tiew.) More purgation than enough. Wiſeman

SUPERREFLE'XION ſ. ſuper and reflexion.]

Reflexion of an image reflected. Bacon.

SUPERSA'LIENCY. ſ. (ſuper and ſalia, Lat.)

The ačt of leaping upon any thing. Brown.

To SUPERSCRIBE. v. a. ſ. ſuper and ſcribe,

Latin.] To inſcribe upon the top or outſide

Addiſon.

SUPERSCRIPTION. ſ (ſuper and ſcriptie,

Lat ) i. The act of ſuperlcribing. 2. That

which is written on the top or outſide. Suckl

To, SUPERSE DE. v. a. (ſuper and ſedeo,

fºj To make void or inefficacious by ſupe.

riour power; to ſet aſide. Bentley.

SUPERSE’DEAS. [In law.) Is a writ which

lieth in divers and ſundry caſes ; in all which

it ſignifies a command or requeſt to ſtay or

forbear the doing of that which in appearance

of law was to be done, were it not for the

cauſe whereupon the writ is granted : for ex

ample, a man regularly is to have ſurety of

peace againſt him of whom he will ſwear that

he is afraid; and the juſtice required hereun

to cannot deny him : yet if the party be for

mally bound to the peace, in chancery or

elſewhere, this writ lieth to ſtay the juſtice

from doing that, which otherwiſe he might

not deny. Cowell, Carew.

SUPERSERVICEABLE. a... [ſuper and fºr.
*able.) Over officious. Shakeſp.

SUPERSTITION. ſ. [ſuperffiti. Latin.) 1.

Unneceſſary fears or ſcruples in religion; reli

gton without morality. Drydes. 2 Falſe re.

ligion ; reverence ofbeings not proper objeas

of ſeverence. Aérº. 3. Over-nicety; exaa.
neſs too ſcrupulous.

SUPERSTi TioU.S. a. [ſuperſitioſuſ, Lat] i.

Addicted to ſuperſtition; full of idle fancies or

ſcruples with regard to religion. Miltos. 1.

9xer accurate ſcrupulous beyond need.

SUPERSTITIOUSLY. adv. [from ſuperffiti.
•u.) In a ſuperſtitious manner.

To SUPERSTRAIN. v. a. [ſuper and ſtrain.]

To ſtrain beyond the juſt ſtretch. Baces.

To SUPERSTRUCT. v. a. [ſuperfºrmaar,

Lat) To build upon any thing. Hammond.

SUPERSTRUCTion. J. (from ſuper/irsa.)

An edifice raiſed on anything. Desham.

SUPERSTRUCTIVE. a. (from ſuperfirsa.)

Built upon ſomething elſe. Hammond.

SUPERSTRUCTURE. ſ. [/sper and first

tºre.]...That which is raiſed or built upon

ſomething elſe. Tilletſºn.

SUPERSUBSTANTIAL. a. [ſuper and ſ.5-
Jºantial J More than ſubſtantiai.

SUPERVACANEOUS. a. [ſupervacaneer,

Lat.) Superfluous; needleſs ; unneceſſary 5

ſerving to no purpoſe. Dić.

SUPERVACANEOUSLY. adv. [from the ad

jective.] Needleſly.

SUPERVACANEOUSNESS. ſ. (from the ad

jective.] Needleſſneſs.

To SUPERVE NE v. s. [ſupervenie, Latin.]

To some 4: an extraneous addition. Bentley.

SUPERVENIENT. a... [ſupervesiest, Latin-1

Added ; additional. Hammond.

SUPERVENTION. ſ. ifrom ſ-pervese.] The

act of ſupervening.

To SUPERVISE v. a. To overlook; to over

ſee : to intend. Congreve.

SUPERVI'SOR. ſ. [from ſuperviſe An over

ſeer : an inſpector. Watts.

To SUPERVIVE. v. A. (ſuper and vivº, Latil
To overlive to outlive. Clarke.

SUPINATION. ſ. [Jupixatier, Fr.] The act

of lying with the face upward.

SUPI'N.E. a. ſ. ſpinur, Lat J 1.Lying with the

face upward. Dryden. 2. Leaning backwards

with expoſure to the ſun. Dryden. 3. Negi

gence ; careleſs ; indolent; drowſy. Tatar,
//codward.

SUPI NF. ſ. [ſpirat, Lat.) In Grammar a

term ſignifying a particular kind of verbal
noun.

SUPINELY. adt. [from ſpire.) 1... with the

face upward 2. Drowſily ; thoughtleſsly s

indolently, Sandyr.

SUPIN ENESS. ſ. [from ſupine.] ... poſture

with the face upward. 2: Drowſineſs; care

leſſoeſs : indolence. Swift.

SUPINITY, J. [rom ſutine.) 1. Poſlure off

iſ:
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ing with the face upwards. 2. Careleſſneſs;

indolence; thoughtleſſneſs. Brown.

SUPPEDANEOUS. a. [ſub and pet, Lat.)

Placed under the feet. Brown.

SUPPER. ſ [ſºuper, Fr. See Sur.] The

laſt meal of the day; the evening repaſt.

Shakeſp. Mi ton.

SUPPERLESS. a. [from ſupper] Wanting

ſupper; fatting at night. Pope.

To 8UPPLANT. v. a.[ſub and planta, Lat.) 1.

To trip up the heels. AMilton 2. To diſplace

by ſtratagem; to turn out. Sidney 3. To diſ

place; to overpower; to force away. Stateſp.

SUPPLANTER ſſº One that

ſupplants, one that diſplaces.

SUPPLE. a. [ ſºuple, Fr. J . Pliant; flexible.

Milton. 2. Yielding ; ſoft; not obſtinate.

Pryd 3. Flattering; fawning; bending Ad

dºſes. 4 That which makes ſupple Shakeſ.

To SUPPLE. v. a. 1. To make pliant; to

rnake ſoft; to make flexible. Arbuthnot. 2.

To make compliant. Locke.

To SUPPLE. v. n. To grow ſoft; to grow

pliant. Dryden.

SUPPLEMENT. ſ. [ſupplementum, Lat.)

Addition to any thing by which its detects

s re ſupplied. Rºgers.

SUPPLEME'NTAL a. [from ſupplement.]

SUPPLEMENTARY. Additiºnal ; ſuch as

may ſupply the place of what is loſt. Clar end.

SU PPLENESS ſ (foupleſ, Fr. from ſupple ]

1. Pliantneſs; flexibility; readineſs to take

any form. Bac. 1. Readineſs of compliance;

facility. Temple.

SUPPLETORY ſ That which is to fill up

deficiencies Hammond.

SUPPLIANT. a. (ſuppliant, Fr.] Entreating:

beſeeching ; precatory. Dryden.

SUPPLIANT. ſ. (from the adjective j Ao

* humble p-titioner Shakeſp. Dryden.

SUPPLICANT. ſ. [rom ſupplicatel One

that entreats or implores with great ſubmit.

ſism. Rºgerſ.

To SUPPLICATE v. n. [ſupplice, Lat] To

implore; to sr treat; to petition ſubmiſſively.

Addiſºn.

suPPLICA"TION ſ. [from ſupplicate.) 1. Pe.

tition humbly delivered ; entrea y. Shakeſp

2. Petitionary worſhip: the adoration of a

ſuppliant or petitioner. Stillingfleet, Till tſºn.

To SUPPLY v. a. [ſupples, i.at.] 1. To fill

up as any deficiencies happen. Spenſ. 2. To

give ſomething wanted, to yield; to afford

Dryden. 3. To relieve. Shakeſp. 4. To ſerve

inſtead of Waler. 5. To give or bring,

whether good or bad Prior 6. To fill any

room made vacant Dryden. 7. To accom

mcdate ; to furniſh M^attan.

SUPPLY”. J. Relief of want ; cure of defici

encies. 2. Cor.

To SUPPORT, w a [ſupporter, Fr ſuppºr

tare, Ital ) i. To ſuſtain; to prep 5 to bear

up. Dryden. 2. To endure any thing painul

without being overcome Miltºn. 3. To en

dure. Dryden. 4. To fullaia; to keep from

fajating. Miltºn.

SUPPORT. ſ. [ſupport, Fr.) 1. Aë or power

of ſuſtaining. Locke. 1. Prop; ſuſtaining

power. 3. Neceſſaries of life. 4. Mainte

nance; ſupply. -

SUPPORTABLE. a. ſ. ſupportable, Fr.] To

lerable; to be endured. Pope.

SUPPORTABLENESS ſ (from ſupportable.]

The ſtate of being tolerable.

SUPPo RTANCE. Qſ (from ſupport. Main

SUPPORTATION. S. tensoce; ſupport. Shak.

Bacon.

SUPPORTER, ſ [from ſupport.) 1. One that

ſupports. Lºcke. 2. Prop; that by which any

thing is borne up from falliag. Camden. 3.

Suſtainer; comforter. South, 4. Maintainer;

defender South.

SUPPO SABLE. a. [from ſuppoſe.] That may

be ſuppoſed Hammond.

SUPPO SAL. ſ. ſtron ſuppºſe.) Poſition with

out proof; imagination; belief. Shakeſp.

To SUPPOSE w a [ſuppon”, Lat.) 1. To lay

down without proof, to advance by way of

argument without maintaining the poſition.

Locke. 2. To admit without proof. Tillotſºn.

3. To imagine; to believe without examina

tion. Milton. 4. To require as previous to

itſelf. Hale.

SUPPOSE. ſ. Suppoſition; poſition without

proof: unevidenced conceit. Dryden.

SUPPO SF.R. ſ. (from ſuppoſe.) One that ſup

poſes. Shakeſp

SUPPOSITION. ſ. [ ſuppoſition, Fr.) Poſition

laid down ; hypotheſis; imagination yet un

proved. Tillotſon.

SUPPOSITITIOUS. a. ſ. ſuppºſititiat, Lat.]

Not genuine; put by a trick into the place or

character belonging to another. Addiſon.

SUPPOSITITIOUSNESS. ſ (from ſuppºſiti

ticut. State of being counterfeit

SUPPOSITIVELY adv. [from ſuppoſe.) Upon

ſuppoſition. Hammond.

SUPPO St TORY. f. (ſuppoſitorium, Lat.) A

kind of ſolid clyſter. Arbaths ºt.

To SUPPRESS. v. a. ſ.ſuppreſſur, Lat ) i. To

cruſh ; to overpower i to overwhelm; to ſub

due , to reduce from any ſtate of a&ivity or

commotion. Davies. 2. To conceal not to

tell; not to reveal Brºome. 3. To keep in;

not to let out. Shakeſp. -

SUPPRESSION ſ (ſuppreſſion, Fr. ſuppreſis,

Lat J 1. The act of ſuppreſſing. 2. Not,

publication. Pope

SUPPRESSOR, ſ [from ſuppreſt.) One that

ſuppreſſes, cruſhes, or conceals

To SUPPURATE. v. n. (from ful puri, Lat 1

To generate put or matter. Arbuthnºt,

To SU PPURATE. v n. To grow to pus.

SUPPURA TION. ſ. (from ſuppurate.) 1. The

ripening or change of the matter of a tumour

into pus. Mºſeman. 7. Tire matter ſuppurated.
South.

SU FPURATIVE, a [from ſuppur&te.] Digeſ.

tive : generating maſter

SUPPU 1 ATICN ſ 1/u.fputation, Fr. ſuppu

- D . - La
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fat..] Reckoning; account; calculation; com.

pulation. Mºff.

To SUPPUTE. v. a. [from ſuſpute, Lat..] To

reckon ; to calculate. -

- SU PRA. (Latin.) in cºmpºſition, ſignifies abºve,

or before.

SUPRAL.APSARY a ſ ſufra and latſ, Lat.)

Antecedent to the fall of man

SUPRAVU I.G.A.R. a ſ ſupra and vulgar. }

Above the vulgar. Cºllier.

SUPREMACY f [ from ſupreme. Higheſt

place; higheſt authority; ſtate of being ſu

preme Hºcker, Rºgers.

SUPRE/MF. a. ſ. ſupremur, Lat. 1. Higheſ in

dignity; higheſt in authority Hººker, Miltºn.

* H gheſt; moſt excellent. Dryden.

SUPREMELY adv. from the adjective.) In

the higheſt degree. Pºpe.

SUR. [Jur. Fr.) In compoſition, means up ºn

or over and ab:- e.

SURADDITION / ſſºr and additiºn Seme.

thing added to the name. Shakeſp.

SURA 1. a. (frºm ſura, Lat ) Being in the calf

of the leg Mº ſerian

SURANCE. ſ. frºm ſure.] Warrant; ſecurity.

Shakeſ”.

To SUR BATF. v. a ſ ſºlkatºr, Fr.) To bruiſe

and batter the feet with travel ; to haraſs, to

fatigue. Clarenden. -

SUR BET. The participle paſſive of ſurbate

Saenſer.

To SURCE:ASE. v. n. [ſar and cºffer, Fren.

“ſº, Lat.) 1. To be at an end; to ſtop 5 to

ceaſe ; to be no longer in uſe. Denne. ... To

leave off; to practiſe no longer. He #er.

To SURCEASE v. a. To ſtop; to put to an

end Sºenſer.

SURCE A SE. ſ. Ceſſation ; flop. Hºoker.

SURCHARGE. ſ. [ ſurcharge, Fren from the

verb j Overburthen; more than can be well

borne. L’Eſtrange. -

Te SURCHARGE. v. a. ſ. ſurcharger, Fr.) To

over load ; to ove, burthen. Knoller, Milton.

SURCHARGER. ſ. [ from ſurcharge. ) One

that overburthens.

SURCINGLE. ſ. [ſar and ring-hum, [..at , i.

A girth with which the burthen is bound upon

a horſe. 2. The girdle of a caſſock. Marvel.

SURCLE. f.ſ furculus, Lat.) A ſhoot; a twig;

a ſucker. Brºwn.

SURCOA.T. ſ. [ ſurrot, old French.) A ſhort

coat worn over the rett of the dreſs. Camden,

Dryden.

$UR D. a. ( ſarduſ, Lat.) 1. Deaf; wanting the

terſe of hearing 1. Unheard: not perceived

by the ear. 3. Not expreſſed by any term.

St’R I. a. ſ. ſºu e, Fr J . Certain: un alling;

infall ble. Plaſm f. 2. Certainly doomed Locke.

3 Confident undoubting: certainly knowing.

Denham 4. Sa’e firm , certain ; paſt dcutt

or danger. Temple. 5. Firm ; ſtable ; nºt liable

to failuºe, Roſcºrin ºn 6. Tº be Sur E. Cer

tainly Atter bary.

3t k E. adv. tº emert, F ] Certainly ; with

was dºut tº doub:!es, Shakº/f.

SURF:FOOTED. a. [ſure and fºot.) Treading

firmly not ſtumbling. Herbert.

SURELY. adv. [from ſure ) . . Certainly ;

undoubtedly : without doubt. Sºuth. 2. Firm

ly ; without hazard. -

SU'RENESS. ſ. ſſrom ſure ) Certainty. Weed.

SURETISHIP. ſ. (from ſurety.) The cffice of

a ſurety or bondſman; the act of being bound

for another. South.

SU RETY. ſ. [firsté, Fr.) 1. Certainty ; indu

bitableneſs. Geneſs. 1. Foundation of ſtability:

ſupport. Miltºn. 3. Evidence ; ratification :

confirmation. Shakeſp. 4. Security againſt

loſs or 'image ; ſecurity for payment Shakeſ.

5. Hoſtage ; bondſman; one that gives fºcu

rity for another Herbert, Hammond

SURFACE, ſ, [fur and face, Fr.) Superficies;

outſide ; ſuperfice Newton.

To su RFEIT. v. a. [from fºr and faire, Fr.]

To feed with meat or drink to ſaliety and

ſickneſs. Shakeſp.

To SURFEIT. v. n. To be fed to ſatiety and

ſickneſs. Luke, Clarendºn.

SURFEIT. ſ. frcm the verb. J Sickneſs or

ſatiety cauſed by overſulneſs. Shakeſp. Ben.

:#"ſºn, Otway.

SURFE:TER, ſ (from ſurfeit.) One who riots;

a glutton. Shakeſp

SU'RFE:TWATER ſ [ſurfeit and trater. J

Water that cures ſurfeits. Lºcke.

SURGE. ſ. A ſwelling ſea; wave rolling above

the general ſurface of the water Sandpi.

To SURGE. v. n. [from ſurgo, Lat.) To ſwell;

to riſe high Spenſer, Milton.

SURGEoN. ſ. (Corrupted by converſation from

chirurgeºn.j One who cures by manual opera

tion. Taylor.

SU'RGEONRY Q ſº [for chirurgery The act

SU'RG FRY. of curing by manual opera

tion. Shakeſp.

SURGY. s. (from ſurge J. Riſing in billows.

Pope.

SU'RLILY, adv. [from ſurly. ] In a ſurly

manner.

SURLINESS. ſ. [from fury ) Gloomy moroſe

neſs; four anger. Dryden.

st’R1.1NG ſ [from Jury. ] A four moroſe

fellow. Camden.

*U'RLY. a. (from run, ſour, Sax.] Gloomily

moroſe; rough uncivil: ſour. Dryd Sºft

To St. RM1'sE. v. a. ſurmiſe, Fren. J. To

ſnºpect; to image imperfect v i to imagine

without certain knowledge Hocker, 1 Ti-.

SURMI SE. ſ. [furniſe, Fr.) Imperiest notion;

ſuſpicion. Hoºker, Mi ten.

To SURMO'UNT, v. a. [ſurvienter, Fr.] 1.

To riſe above. Raieigh. 1. To conquer tº

overconne. #ºi 3. To ſurpaſs 5 to ex:

cood. Miltºn.

SURMO UNTABLF. a. [from ſurrºw ºf JCon

querable ; ſuperable.

SU R MULLET. ſ. mugil, Lat] A ſort of fiſh.

Ainſworth. -

SU RNAME. ſ. [ ſurner, Fr 1 1. The name ºf

the family, he same which one has over *
atove
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above the Chriſtian name. Kwelles. 2. As a

pellation added to the original name. sº.
To SURNAME. v. a. [ ſurnammer, Fr. from

the noun..] To name by an appellation added

to the original name. Miltºn

To SURPASS, v. a. [ſurpaſſer, Fr.] To ex

cel; to exceed; to go beyond in excellence

ryden.

SURPA'ss!NG. part. a. [from ſurpaſ.] Ex

cellent in a high degree. Ca'amy.

SURPLICE. ſſ ſurfel, ſ.rpiº, Fr. ſuperfel

licism, [..at , the w ite garb which the clergy

wear iſ their acts of miniſtration.
SU RPLUS f [fur and plur, Fr.) A

SURPLUSAGE. ſupernumerary part; over

pus; what remains when uſe is ſatisfied

B:rk

SURPRISAL 7 ſ. ſ ſurpriſe, Fr.) 1. The aa
SURPRISE. of taking unawares ; the

ſtate of being taken unawares. Watten. 2.

Sudden confuſion or perplexity.

To SURPRISE. v a. ſ jurf, is, Fr.) 1. To

take unawares ; to fall upon unexpectedly

Ben. johnſon. 1. To aſtoniſh by ſomething

wonderful. L'Eſtrange 3. To confuſe or per

plex by ſomething ſudden Milton.

SURPRís!NG. part, a wonderful;

ſudden wonder or concern. Addiſon

SURPRISINGLY. adv. [from ſurpriſing.] To

* degree that raiſes wonder ; in a manner

that raiſes wonder. Addiſon.

*RQUEDRY, ſoverweening; pride Spenſ,
ºnne.

St RREBUTTER. ſ. [In law.] A ſecond re.

butter ; anſwer to a rebutter.

SURREJoi NDFR. ſ [ſurrejoindre, Fr. }

(In law.] A ſecond defence of the plaintiff’s

aëton,º to the rejoinder of the de

fendant Bailey

To SURRENDER. v. a [ ſurrendre, old Fr J

!. To yield up; to deliver up. Hooker. 2. To
deliver up to an enemy. Fatifax. •

To SURRENDER. v. n. Tº yield; to give

one's ſelf up Glanvil.

SURRENDER ſ. From the verb , i. The

*URRENDRY. 3 act of yielding mºdward.
* The act of reſigning or givi, t -

ther. Clarendºn. gning or giving up to ano

SURREPTION. ſ. [ſurreptar, Lat.] Surpriſe:

ºlden and unperceived invaſion. Hammºnd
SURREPTI Trous, a [ ſurrettittur, Latin.]

Done by ſtealth, got

lently. Brºwn

SURREPTi Tiously a le. [from ſurrepti

ºut ). By ſtealth ; fraudulently Gºv. ºf the

argue.

raiſing

ten or produced fraudu

Tº SURROGATE v. a. ſ. ſurrgs, Lat..] To ||
put in the place of another.

SU RROGATE. ſ (ſurrºgatuſ, Latl. A de

Pºy ; a delegate; the deputy of anºff
a"ical judge.

To SURROUND. º. a. [ſurrºrder, Fr.] To
environ : -

"..."ºom 3 to encompaſs; to cncloſe on all fides.
Milton.

SURSOLID. (In a'sºbra) The fourth multi

plication or power of any number whatever
taken as the root.

SURTOUT. ſ. [French..] A large coat worn
over all the reſt. Prizr.

To SURVE NE. º. a. [ſurvesir, Fr.] To ſu

pervene : to come as an addition. Harvey.

To SURV EY. v. a (ſurvezir, old Fr.) 1. To

overlook ; to have under the view Miltºn,

Denham. 2. To overſee as one in authority.

3. To view as examining. Dryden.

SURVEY' ſ ſº the verb ] View; proſpect,

Miltºn, Denham, Dryden.

SURVEY OR, ſ (from ſurvey.) 1. An over

ſeer ; one placed to ſup, rintend others. Baron.

1. A meaſurer of land. A buthnot.

SURVEY'ORSHIP. ſ. (from ſwiveyor.] The

office of a ſurveyor.

To SURVIEW, v a ſ ſurve air, old Fr J. To

overlook: to have in view. Sfenſer.

To SURVIVE. v. n. [ſupervite, Lat.) 1. To

live after the death of another. Denham 1.

To live a ter any thing. Spenſer, Dryden,

Watts. 3. To remain alive Pºe

To SURVI. V. E. v. a. To outlive Shakeſp.

SURV1VF.R. ſ. [from ſurvive.) One who out

lives another, Derham, Swift.

SURVIVERSHIP. ſ. (from ſurviver.] The

ſtate of outliving another. Ay'iffe

SUSCEPTIB1 LITY..f. [from ſuſceptible Qua

lity of admitting ; tendency to admit. Hale.

SUSCE PTIBLE, a Capable of admitting.’

SUSCEPTION. ſ. [ſuſceptuſ, Latin J A &t of

taking. Aylºff.

SUSCEPTIVE, a [ſrom ſuſceptus, Lat ) Ca.

nable to admit M’atti.

SUSCI PIENCY. ſ. (from ſuſpicient.] Recep
tion ; a diniflion. -

SUSCIPIENT. ſ. ſ ſuſpicient, Lat.) One who

takes ; one that admits or receives

To SU'SCITATE. v. n. [ſuſciter, Fr. ſuſcit.,

[...at.) To rouſe; to excite Brown.

SUSCITATION.J. (Juſt 'tatiºn, Fr. from ſºf

citate.) The act of icoſing or exciting
-

To SUSPECT v. a. [ſuffectuut, Lat. 1. To

imagine with a degree of fear and jealouſy

what is not known Milton. . 2, To imagine

guilty without proof. Locke 3. To hold un

certain A.ldſ.n.

To susp; CT v. n To imagine guilt. Shakeſ.

SUSPE, CT. Aart. a. [..ſuſpect, Fr. Doubtful.
Glar ville.

suspF. C.T. ſ. Suſpicion.º Suckling.

To st'SPEND. z. a (ſuſpendre, Fr. ſºft end,

Lat.) . To hang , to make to hang by ary

thing Dºnne. 2. To make to defeat upon.

Tucſºn. 3. To interrupt; to make to ſtºp

for a time. Perhart. 4. To delay 5 to hinder

from prºceeding. Shakeſ”. Paul fºx. 5. To

debar for a time iron, the rzecution of an

office or enjoyment of a revenue. Sander/ºn,

cºw ft. - -

SUSPſ. NSE. ſ. [...ſuſ enſu -, Latin.) 1. Uncer

tainty, delay of certainty ºf determina lon.

Iłºker, Lt. e 2. Act of withholding the judg

ºnent. Lºcke. 3. Prºv-lion of a titre; imprºi:

- 5 D + ſnº in:
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ment for a time.

oppoſites. Pope.

SUSPENSE. a. [ ſuſpenſus, Lat.) 1. Held from

proceedirg. Milton. 2. Held in doubt; held

in expectation. Milton.

SUSPENSION ſ (ſuffenſen,Fr from ſuſpend)

1. Act of making to hang on any thing, 1.

A&t of making te depend on any thing. 3.

Act of delaying, 1ſ' aller. 4. A&t of with:

holding or balancing the judgment Grew 5.

nter uption; temporary cellation. Clarendan.

SUSPENSORY, a i ſuſpenſatre, Fr. ſuſpenſus,

Lat.) That by which a thing hangs. Ray.

SUspicion. J. [...ſuſpicio, I at ) The act of

ſuſpecting; imagination of ſomething ill with

out proof. Miſten.

SUSPI Clous a ſ ſufficieſus, Lat.) 1. Inclined

to ſuſpect: inclineſ to imagine ill without

proof. Szeft. 2. Liable to ſuſpicion; giving

reaſon to imagine ill. Hººker, }.

SUSPI CIOUSLY, adv [from ſuſpiciour.] 1.

With ſuſpicion. 1. So as to raiſe ſuſpicion

Sidney.

SUSP1(CIOUSNESS ſ [from ſuſpicious.]Tend.

ing to ſuſpicion. Sºdney

SUSP1RATION. ſ. [ ſaſpiratic from ſuſpire,

Lat.) Sigh; act of fetching the breath deep
Mºre

To SUSP!RE. v. n. [ſ, ſpire, Latin.) 1. To

ſigh to fetch the breath deep. 2. It ſeems

in Shakeſpeare to mean only, to begin to
breathe.

To SUSTAIN. v. a. [ſuffines, Latin j . To

- bear ; to prop; to hold up. Mºre 2. To

ſupport : to keep from ſinking under evil.

Helder, Tillºtſºn. 3. To maintain; to keep.

Da: tº 4. To help ; to relieve: to aſſiſt.

Shakeſp. 5. To bear; to endure. Milton. 6.

To bear without yielding. Waller. 7. To

ſuff, ri to bear as inflicted. ShakeſA.

SUSTAINA BLE, a [ſºftenable, Fr. from ſuſ

tain ) That may be ſuſtained.

SUSTA IN ER. / (from ſuſtain.] 1. One that

props ; one that ſupports. 2. One that ſuffers;

a ſufferer. Chaf man.

SU'STENANCE. ſ. [ſºftenance, Fr ) i. Sup

pert ; maintenance. Addiſon. 1. Neceſſaries

of life; vićtuals. Temple.

SUSTENTA TION. ſ. from ſuffento, Lat ) i.

Support: preſervation from talling. Bºyle. 2.

Support of life; uſe of victuals. Brºwn. 3.

Maintenance. Baccn.

SUSURRATION. ſ. ſ from ſuſurro, Latin. )

Whiſ er; ſoft murmur. - -

SUTLER, ſ (ſee:eler, Dutch ; ſadler, Germ.)

A man that ſells proviſions. Dryden.

SU'TURE / [futura, Lat 1 1. A manner of

ſewing or ſtitching, particularly wounds. Sharp.

2. Suture is a part cular articulation gaincy.

SWAB ſ. ſ ſwabs, Swediſh.) A kind of mon
to clean floors

To SWAB. e. a [rpebban, Saxon.] To clean

with a mop Shełvock.

SWA BEER. ſ. ſ ſºn at$ºr, Dutch. A ſweeper

of the deck. Desnil.

4. Stop in the midſt of two

*

To SWA'DDLE. v. a. ſrpesan, Sax.] 1. To

ſwathe; to blind in cloaths, generally uſed of

binding new-born children. Sandys. 1. To

beat; to cudgel. Hudibrar.

SWADDLE. ſ. [from the verb.] Cloaths bound

round the body. Addiſon.

SWADDLING.B.A.N.D. J. (fromſwaddle

SWA’DDLINGCLOTH. } Cloth wrapped

SWADDLINGCLOU T. round a newborn

child. Shakeſp.

To SWAG. v. n. [rigan, Sax.] To ſink down

by its weight; to lay heavy Otway.

To SwAGGFR. v.m. (rpexan,Sax.)To blaſter;

to bully ; to be turbulently and tumultuouſly

proud Tilletſon, Collier.

SWAGGER F.R. ſ. (from ſwagger.[ A bluſ

terer ; a bully ; a turbulent noiſy fellow.

Shakeſp.

SWAGGY, a [from ſwag ) Dependent by its

weight. Brown. -

SWAIN. ſ. [rpen, Saxon and Runick | 1. A

young man Stenſºr. 2. A country ſervant em

ployed in huſbandry. Shakeſp. 3. A paſtora!

youth. Pope.

SWA INMOTE. ſ. A court touching matters

of the foreſt, kept by the charter of the toreſt

thrice in the year Cowell.

To SWALE U v. a... [rpelan, Saxon, to kin

To SW E.A.L. dle.] To waſte or blaze away :

to melt.

SWA LLE.T. ſ. Among the tin-rminers, water

breaking in upon the miners at their work.

SWA'LLOW.ſ. [rpalepe, Saxon.] A finali bird

of paſſage, or, as ſome ſay, a bird that lies bid

and ſleeps in the winter. More.

To SWA LLOW v a. ſ.rpe gun, Sax. ſwelzer,

Dutch. 1. To take down the throat. Lºcº.

2. To receive without examination. Lºcke.

3. To engroſs; to apprºp: iate. Pete. 4. To

abſorb to take in ; to ſink in any aly's ; to

engu'ph. Shakeſp. 5. To devout , to deſtroy.

Locke. 6. To be loſt in any thing ; te Le

given up. Iſaiah.

SWA'LLOW. J. (from the verb.] The throat;

voracity. Sºuth.

SWALLOwTA IL. ſ. A ſpecies of willow. Bac.

SWA LLOWWORT. ſ. A plant.

SW AM. The preterite of ſwim.

SWAMP. ſ. [/wamp, Swediſh.j A marſh; a

bºg , a fen.

SWA/MPY. a. [from ſwamp.] Boggy; fenny.

Thomſon.

Sw A N / [rpan, Sax. ſuan, Daniſh ; free”,

Dutch The ſwan is a large water-fowl, that

has a long and very ſtraight neck, and is very

white, excepting when it is young. Its less

and feet are black, as is its bill, which is lºse

that of a gooſe, but ſomething rounder, and 1

lite hooked at the lower end of it Sear;

uſe wings like fails, which catch the wind,

that they are driven along in the water. It

was conſecrated to Apollo the god of muſick,

becauſe it was ſaid to ſing melodiouſly when

it was near expiring ; a tradition generally

received, but fabu.ous. Sºake's. Lººk

SWAN:
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SWA/NSKIN. ſ. [ſwas and ſkin.] A kind of

ſoft flannel.

SWAP. adv. Haſtily; with haſty violence: as,

he did it ſwap.

To SWAP. v. a. To exchange. -

SWARD. ſ. [ſward, Swediſh.] 1. The ſkin

of bacon 2. The ſurface of the ground 4

Philips.

SWARE. The preterite of ſwear.

SWARM. ſ. rºeann, Sax ſwerm.] Dutch..]
1. A great body or number of bees or other

ſmall animals. Dryden. 2. A multitude ; a

crowd. Shakeſp.

To SWARM. v. n. [rpeanman, Sax. ſwermen,

Dutch J 1. To riſe as bees in a body, and

quit the hive. Dryden, Gay. 2. To appear in

multitudes ; to croud ; to throng. Milton. 3.

To be crouded , to be over-run to be throng

ed. Howel. 4. To breed multitudes. Aſ iton.

SWAR.T. a. [ſwarts, Gothick; rpeant,

SWARTH. J. Sax. ſwart, Dutch..] 1 Black;

darkly brown ; tawney. Spenſºr. 2. In Mil

ton, gloomy i malignant.

To SWAR.T. v. a. [From the noun To

blacken : to duſk Brown.

SWARTHILY, adv. [from ſwarthy.] Blackly;

duſkily, tawnily.

SWA'RTHINESS. ſ. [from ſwarthy..] Dark

neſs of complexion; tawnineſs.

SWA RTHY. a. (See Swart.) Dark of com- -

plexion; black ; duſky; tawney Roſcomm.

SWASH. ſ. [A cant word J A figuie, whoſe

circumference is not round, but oval, and

whoſe mouldings lie not at right angles, but

oblique to the axis of the work. Moxen.

To SWASH, w, n. To make a great clatter

or noiſe Shakeſp.

SWA SHER. ſ. (from ſwaſh.) One who makes

a ſhow of valour or force Shakeſp.

SWATCH. f. A ſwathe. Tuffer.

SWATH. ſ. (fºade, Dutch. A line of graſ,

cut down by the mower. 7 ºffer. 2. A con

tinued quantity. Shakeſp. 3. A band; a fillet.

Addiſon.

To SWATHE. º. a. To bind as a child with

bands and rollers. Abbºt, Prior.

To SWAY. v. a. ſ.ſchweben, Germ. toº
1. To wave in the hand, to move or wiel

with facility. Spenſer. 2. To bias; to direct

to either ſide. Shakeſp. 3. To govern ; to

rule ; to overpower; to influence. 41; iton,

Dryden.

To SWAY. v. 7. 1. To hang heavy to be

drawn by weight. Barºn. 2. To have weight;

to have influence. Hooker. 3. 1 o bear 1 uſe:

to govern. Milton.

SWAY. ſ. [from the verb i 1. The ſwing or

ſweep of a weapon. Mºon. 2. Any thing

moving with bulk and power. Shak:, p.

Power ; rule : dºminion. Hºzier.

ence ; directon Dryden.

To SWe A. R. v. n. p, eter ſtºre, or ſware :

part. Paſſ ſºver”. [rrnºn, Sax, ſwearer,

Dutch | 1. To obreſ (one ſuperiour power ;

to utter an oath. I. º.º. 1. To Jedi.re or

-

->

4. Influ

promiſe upon oath. Peachan. 3. To give e

vidence upon oath. Shakeſp. 4. Te obteſt

the great name profanely. Tillotſon.

To SWEA R. v. a 1. To put to an oath.

Pryden. 2. To declare upon oath. 3. To

obſeſt by an oath. Shakeſp.

SWEARER. f. (from ſwear.] A wretch who

ºbteſts the great name wantonly and profane

ly. Herbert, Swift.

SWEAT. ſ. [rpeat, Sax. ſweet, Dutch J 1.

The matter evacuated at the pores by heat or

labour. Boyle. 2. Labour; toil; drudgery.

Penham. 3. Evaporation of moiſture Mort.

To SWEAT. v. n. preverite ſwet, ſºveated;

Participle paſſ ſweaten. 1. To be moiſt on

the body with heat or labour. Shakeſp. Cºwly.

*: To oil to labour ; to drudge. Waller, 3.
To emit moiſture. Mºrtimer.

Tº SWEAT. v. a To emit as ſweat. Dryden.

SWE TER. ſ. . [from ſweat J One who
ſweats. -

SWEATY. a. [from ſweat ) 1. Covered

with ſweat; moiſt with ſweat. Milton. 2.

Conſiſting of ſweat. Swift. 3. Laborious ;
toilſ me. Prizr.

Te SWEEP. v. a. [rpapan, Sax.] 1. To drive

away with a beſoin. 2. To clean with a be

ſom. Luke 3. To carry with pomp Shakeſp.

4. To drive or carry off with celerity and

violence. Knoller, Fenton. 5. To paſs over

with celerity and force. 6. To rub over.

Pryden. 7. To ſtrike with long ſtrokes.

Pºpe

To SWEEP. v. n. 1. To paſ, with violence,

turnult, or ſwiftneſs. Shakeſp. z. To paſs

with pomp 5 to paſs with an equal motion.

Ščaš:/?. 3. To move with a long reach.

Dryden.

SWEEP. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. The act of

ſweeping 2. The compaſs of any violent or

continued motion. Philip f. 3. Violent de

ſtruction. Graunt, 4 Direction of any mo

tion not reštilinear. Sharp.

SWEE PINGS ſ (from ſweep J That which is

ſwept away. South.

SWEEPN ÉT. f. [ſweep and net J A net that

takes in a great compaſs. Camden.

SW. E. E. PSTAKE..ſ. (ſweep and ſtake.] A man

that wins all. Shakeſp.

SWEEFY, a [from ſweep 1 Paſſing with great

fººd and violence. Dryden.
SW. E. F.T. a. {rpete, Saxon ; feet, Dutch..] 1.

Praſing to any ſenſe. Watts. 2. Luſcious

tº the taile. Davieſ. 3. Fragiant to the ſmell.

**'tan, Gay. 4. Melodious to the ear.

* aller. 5. Pleaſeg to the eye. Shakeſ. 6.

Nºt ſalt. Bacºn. 7. Not ſour. Bacon. 8.

Miki ſoft gentle. Milton, Waller. 9.

Q: *teful , pleaſing. Dryden. Io. Not ſtalk:

not thinking : as, that meat is ſweet.

Sº E.T. ſ. 1. Sweetneſs; ſomething pleaſirg.

**". Jºhnſºn. 2. A word of endearmelt.

Shakeſ. 3. A perfume. Dryden.

SW. E.' 'B' F.A.D. ſ. The pancreas of the c 1.

1Iarvey, Swift.

sweet
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SWEETERIAR. ſ. [..ſveet and briar.] A fra.

grant ſhrub Bacon.

swº. T BROOM. ſ. An herb. Ainſ.

sw EETCICELY. ſ. (Myrrhuſ J A plant.
M/ler

To swej. TEN. v. a [from ſweet.) 1. To

make ſweet. Swift. 2. To make mild or

kind. Sºuth. 3. To make leſs painful.

Addiſon 4. To palliate ; to reconcile.

L’Eſtrange. 5. To nake grate ſul or pleaſing

Ben jºhnſºn. 6. To ſerten; to make deli

cate Dryden.

To SwFETFN. e. n. To grow ſweet. Bacon

SWEFTEN F.R. ſ. ſſrom ſwe, ten.) 1. One that

palliates: one that repreſents things tenderly |

Szt"ft. 2. That which contemperates acri

mol. v. Tºm 'le

SWFET HE ART. ſ. [ ſweet and heart J A

lover or miſtreſs. Shake a Cleaveland.

SWEETING. ſ. (from ſweet.] I. A ſweet

ſuicious apple Achain. 2. A word of en

derment. Shakeſp.

sº sº. a. [from ſweet.] Somewhat ſweet.

ºver.

swºrx. adv. [from ſeveet.] In a ſweet

manner with ſweetneſs. &viſt.

Św EE. T.M.E.A.T. ſ. [fºreet and meat..] Oe.

licacies made of fruits preſerved with ſugar.

Loc tr.

SWEETNFSS. f. Iſroºn ſweet J The quality

of being ſweet in any of its ſenſes. Aſcham,

R (, on in ºn.

SWEE T \\ 11 LIAM. ſ. A plant. It is a ſpecies

of p , liflower.

swi. F. I willow ſ Gale or Dutch myrtle

A '+', r.

To swºll, v. n. marticiple paſſ ſwollen,

irrellan, Saxon : ſwellen, Dutch.) 1. To

grow bigger, to grow turgid 5 to extend the

rºs. Dryden. 2. To tumfy by obſtruction.

Nehemia?, Dryden. 3. To be exaſperated.

Shakeſp. 4 To look big. Shakeſp. 5. To

protuberate 1 aiah. 6. To riſe into arro.

gance; to be elated. Dryden. 7 To be in

flated with anger. I ſalms. 8. To grow upon

the view. Shakeſp.

To SW ELL. v. a.

creaſe ; to make tumid. Shakeſp. 2.

raiſe to arrogance. Clar endon.

SWF I.L. f. [from the verb.) Extenſion of bulk
Dryden

$WELLING. ſ. (from ſwell.) 1. Morbid tu

mour 2. Protuberance; prominence. Newton.

3. Effºrt for a vent. Tatler.

To sº F.I.T, w, n. To puff in ſweat. Spenſer.

To SW E L TER. v. n. To be pained with heat.

Jſ' altz " .

To swl: LTE R v. a. To parch, or dry up

with heat. Bentley.

Swſ, in R.Y. a. (from ſºvelter.] Suffocating

v. 1 h heat.

swº ºr The rarticiple and preterite ofſweep.

To ‘w FR D. v. W. To breed a green turf.

- r. º. º. fr.

1. To cauſe to riſe or en.

To

To SWERVE. v. n. [ſwerven, Saxon and

Dutch..] 1. To wander ; to rove. Drydes.

2. To deviate ; to depart from rule, cuſton

or duty. Hoºker, Commºn Prayer. 3. To

ply to bend. Milton. 4. To climb on a

narrow body. Dryden.

SWIFT. a. ſ.rpipe, Saxon.) 1. Moving far

in a ſhort time ; quick fleet ; ſpeedy .

nimble. Bacºn, Ray, Dorſet. 2. Ready.
Milton.

SWIFT.ſ [from the quickneſs of their flight ]

I. A bird like a ſwallow ; a martinet. 19erk.

2. The current of a ſtream. PP'alton.

SWI'FTLY adv. [from ſwift Fleetly ; ra

pidly; nimbly. Bacer, Prior.

SWIFTN ESS J. from ſwift. Speed; nimble

neſs; rapidity "quicknes; velocity; celerity.
Denham.

. To SWIG. v. n. [ſwiga, Iſland'ck.] To drink

by large draughts.

To Swi LL. v. a. ſ.rpilzan, Sax 1 1. Te

drink luxuriouſly and groſsly. Shakeſp. z.

To waſh ; to drench. Philipſ. 3. To ine

briate. Dryden. -

SWILL ſ from the verb ] Drisk luxuriouſly

poured down. A ſorrºmer

SWILLE R. ſ. [from ſwill j ‘A luxurious

drinker.

To SWIM v. W. preterite ſºva”, frºm, or

ſwum. [rpºmmºn, Sax. ſºvemnen, Dutch.]

1. To float on the water ; not to ſink. Bar: *.

2. To move progreſſively in the water by

the motion of the limbs. Kºles. 3. To be

conveyed by the ſtream. Dryden. 4. To glide

along with a ſmooth or dizzy motion. Smith.

5. To be dizzy to be vertiginous. Swift. 6.

To be floated. Addiſon. 7. To have abun

dance of any quality ; to flow. Milton.

To Swim va. To paſs by ſwimming Dryden.

SWIM. ſ. [from the verb ] The bladder of

fiſhes by which they are ſupported in the wa

ter. Greer.

Swl'MMER, ſ (from ſwiri ) one who

ſwims Bacºn. 2. The ſtemmer is fituated

in the fore legs of a horſe, above the knees,

and upon the inſide, and almoſt upon the

back parts of the hird legs, a little below the

ham : this part is withou hair, and reſembles

a piece of hard dry horn. Farrier's to ºf

SWIMMINGLY, adv. [from fºrmming.]

Smoothly; without obºruction. Arks tº -et.

SWINE. ſ. [rpin, Saxon ; ſwyn, Dutch J A

hog; a pig. Shakeſp. P. fºr.

SWI NEBREAD. f. A kind of plant ; truffler.

SWI'NEHERD. ſ. [rpin and hypo, Sax.J. A

keeper of hogs. Broome.

Sw1 NEPIPE. ſ. A bird of the thruſh kird.

To SWING. v. n. (rp San, Sax. J. 1. To wave

to and fro hanging loºſely Boyle. 2. To fly

backward and torward on a rope.

To Sw1NG. v. a. preterite ſwang, ſton "g 1.

To make to play looſely on a tring 2. To

whirl round in the air. Bacon; Mºre". 3 To

wave iodſely. Dryden.
SWING,
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Swinc. f. [from the verb )

any thing hanging looſely. Locke. 2. A line

on which any thing hangs looſe. 3. In

fluence or power of a body put in motion.

1. Motion of

Brown. 4 Courſe; unreſtrained liberty.

Chapman. 5. Unreſtrained tendency. Glanv.
Sºuth.

To SV INGE. v. a [rpingan, Sax.] I. To

whip ; to baſtinade : to puniſh. Swift. 2.

To move as a laſh. Miltºn.

SWING E. ſ. [from the verb ] A ſway; a ſweep

of any thing in motion. M'aller.

SWINGEBUCKLER ſ (ſwinge and buckler.)

A bully , a man who pretends to feats of arms.

Shakeſp

SWINGER ſ [ſiom ſwing.) He who ſwings;

a hurler.

SWF NGING a [from ſwinge.] Great; huge.

L'Efirange.

Sw! NGINGLY adv. [from ſwinging.]Vaſtly,

greatly. Swift.

To Swi'NGLE. v. n. ( froſh ſwing. ) i.

To dangle ; to wave hanging. 2. To ſwing

in pleaſure.

SW 1'NHSH a [from ſwine.] Befitting ſwine:

reſembling ſwine ; groſs. Milton.

To SWINK. v n [rpuncan, Sax.] To labour,

to toºl ; to drudge. Spenſer.

To SWINK. v. a. To overlabour. Milton.

SW INK. ſ. [rp,nc, Sax.] Labour; toil; drud

gery. SAenſer.

SWITCH. f. A ſmall flexible twig. Shakeſp.

Addiſon

To SWITCH. v. a. [from the noun..] To

laſh : to jerk. Chapman.

SW i V E L. ſ. Something fixed in another body

ſo as to turn round in it.

SVO’BBC.R. ſ. (See Sw A R p = r.) 1. A ſweeper

cf the deck. Dryden 1. Four privileged cards

that are only incidentally uſed in betting at

the garne ot-whit. Swift.

SWOLLEN. & The participle paſſive of ſwell.

SWO L N. Spenſer.

swovi. The preterite of ſwim. Dryden.

To Swoon v. n. [arpunan, Six ) To ſuffer

a ſuſpenſion of thought and ſenſation ; to

faint. Lacºn, Priºr.

SWOON. ſ. [from the verb.] A lipothymy: a

fainting fit.

To SWOOP. v. 4. [ I ſuppoſe from the ſougd.)

1. To fall at once, as a hawk upon his

prey. Dryden. 2. To prey upon , to catch

up. Glanville. -

swoop. ſ. (from the verb ) Fall of a bird of

prey upon his quarry, I. Ffrange.

To SWOOP. v. a. To change ; to excharge one

thing for another. Dryden. -

Sw Ok D. ſ. ſpeoins, Sax ſºrterd, Dutch.)

1. A weapon uſed either in cutting or thruſt

ing ; the uſual weapon of fights hand to hand.

Brºome. 2. Deſtruction by war. Deuter. 3

Vengeance of juſtice. 4. Errblem of autho

rity. Hudibrar.

SWO RDF.L. a. (from ſword J Gift with a

ſwoºd, alliºn,

SWORDER. ſ. [from ſword.) A cut-throat;

a ſoldier. Shakeſp.

SWORDFISH. f. A fiſh with a long ſharp bone

iſſuing from his head. Spenſer.

SW’’ DGRASS. ſ. A kind of ſedge; glader.
Ainſworth.

SWORDKNOT. ſ. [ ſwºrd and Arct.] Rib

band tied to the hilt of the ſword. Pºpe.

SWORDLA W. J. Violence. Milton.

SWORDMAN.J. [/word a d man.] soldier s

fighting man. Shakeſ
SWORDPLAY F. R. J. ſwºrd and player J Gla

diator; lencer Haketºll

SWORE. The preterite of ſºvear. Milton.

SWORN. The participle paſſive of favear.

Stakeſp.

SWUM. Preterite and participle paſſive of

wim. Milton.

Svy UNG. Preterite a d

ſwing. Addiſon.

SY}. a. Properly ſh

blood. Spenſer.

participle paſſive of

; rib, Sax.] Related by

SY CAM IN E. ſ.A. tree. Mºrtiner,

SYCAMOR e. JP alton.

SY COPHANT. J. [=tºpayin:..] A flatterer; a
paraſite S dºey, South.

To SYCOPHANT. v. n [-va:;aºs...} To

play the ſycºphant Gºv. of the Jongue.
SYCOPHAN ICK a [from ſycºphant..] Flat

tering; paraſitical.

To SYCOPHANTISE. v. n. [from ſycº, has: 1

To play the flatterer. Dick

SYLl, A BICAL a. [from ſyllable.) Relating to

ſyllables; conſiſting of ſyllabies.

SYº!’A BiCALLY. adv. [from ſyllabical.] in
a ſyllabical manner.

SYT.L.A BICK. a. [ſyllabique, French; from

ſyllable J Relating to ſyllables.

SY 1.1,ABLE. ſ. (ºxa- ) i. As much of a

word as is uttered by the help of one vowel or

one articulation. Holder. 2. Anything pro

verbally conciſe. Shakeſp.

To SY LLABLE. v. a. ifrom the noun) To

utter 5 to pronouzce ; to articulate. Milton.

SYLL.A.B.U.B. f. (Rightly S11 lap up, which

fee..] Milk and acids deaumont.

SYT,LABU.S. ſ. [e vaxa.º.º.) An abſtract; a

compendium containing the heads of a dif

Courſe.

SY LLOGISM. ſ. (ruxxey-ºº.) An argument

certºo!ed of three propoſitions; as, every

*** ***** Peter is a man ; therefore Peter
rh, a ks.

SY LOGISTICAL. R. a. [rvXexy.…..] Per
SYll()Gl'STICK. taining to a ſyllogiſtu;

conſiſting of a ſyllogiſm. Waiti.

SYLLOGISTICALLY adv (from ſyllºgiſtical.]

In the form of a ſyllogiſm. Locke

To SY L. LOGIZE. v. n. [=t^xc, ſtºl To rea

ion by ſyllogiſm. Watts.

SY LVAN. a. Woody : ſhady. Milton.

* LVAN. ſ. (ſy vain, Fr.] A wood god, or
ſatyr. Pºpe.

SYMROL. J. [ ſymbol, French ; avacº. 1

*. An abſtrast , a comperdium ; a compre

henlive
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henſive form. Baker. 2. A type ; that

which comprehends in its figure a repre

ſentatism of ſonething elſe. Broome, South,

Addiſºn

SYMBO LICAL. a. (at 48.xx?; ſ Repreſen

tative , typical , expreſſing by ſigns. Brown,

‘I aylºr

SYMBO LICALLY. adv. [from ſymbolical.]

Typically , by repreſentation. Taylor. -

SYMāo'LizATION. ſ. The act of ſymboliz

ing , repreſentation ; reſemblance. Brºwn.

To SYMBOLIZE. v. n. (from ſymbol.) To

have ſomething in common with another by

repreſentative qualities. Bacon, Boyle, Howel,

More, South

To SYMBOLIZE. v. a. To make repreſenta.

tive of ſomething. Brown.

SYMMETRIAN. ſ. [from ſymmetry.) One

eminently ſtudious of proportion. Sidney.

SYMMETRICAL. a. [from ſymmetry.) Pro

portionate ; having parts well adapted to each

other.

SYMMETRIST. ſ. [from ſymmetry. ] One

very ſtudious or obſervant of proportion.

M’etton.

SYMMETRY. f [ sºv and airety. ] Adapta.

tion of parts to each other; proportion ; har

mony; agreement of one part to another.

Donne, Waler, More, Dryden.

SYMPATHETiCAL. a [ſympathetique,

SYMPATHET || C. } Fr ) Having mu

tual ſentation ; being affected by what hap

pens to the other. Rºſcommon.

SYMPATHETICALLY. adv. [from ſympa.

thetick.] With ſympathy; in conſequence of

ſympathy.

To SYMPATHIZE. v. n. [ſimpatiſer, Fr

Jympathy ) To feel with another ; to feel

SYNAGoGICAL. a. (from ſynagºgue.j Per

taining to a ſynagogue.

SYNAGOGUE. ſ. […vºayzyż.] An aſſembly of

the Jews to worſhip. Goſpel.

SYNALE PHA. ſ. [ a wax ovºn. J. A contrac

tion or exciſion of a ſyllable in a latin verſe,

by joining together two vowels in the ſcan

ning or cutting off the ending vowel ; as,

ill' ego. Dryden.

SYNARTHRO'SIS. ſ. [re, and 3:3:22, 1 A

cloſe conjunction of two bones. Wiſemas.

SYNCHONDROSIS. ſ. [aw and x.,225- )

Synchondroſis is an union by griſtles of the

ſternon to the ribs. Wiſeman.

SYNCHRONICAL, a [+º, and x:ye-.] Hap

pening together at the fine time. Bºyle.

SYNCHRONISM. ſ. ſaw and x:#45-...] Con

;* of events happening at the ſame time.
a de

SYNCHRONOU.S. a. ſ rºy and x:4's.) Hap

pening at the ſame time.

SYNCOPE. ſ. avyxonº. 1 1. Fainting fit.

Wiſeman. 2. Contraction of a word by cut

ting off part. ,

SYNCOPIST. ſ (from ſyncope.] Contractor

of words. Spectator.

To SYNDrCATE. v. n. [civ and 3.xh J. To

judge ; to paſs judgment on 5 to cenſure.

Hake will -

SYNDROME. ſ. [evº..] Concurrent ac

tion ; concurrence Glanville.

SY: E. CDOCHE. ſ. [rvix}axi, J A figure by

which part is taken for the whole, of the whole

for part. Taylor.

SYNECDO CHICAL, a. [from ſynecdoche. )

Expreſſed by a ſynecdoche 5 implying a ſy

necdoche. Dºyle.

SYNNEUROSIS. f. (ºv and tâ;2,.] The con

in conſequence of what another feels; to feel

mutually. Milton. Locke.

SY'MPATHY. ſ. [ ava vassia. ] Fellow-feel

ing ; mutual ſenſibility; the quality of be.

ing affected by the affection of another

South, Lºcke

SYMPHO NIOUS a. ſſrom ſymphony.] Har

monious ; agreeing in ſound. Milton.

SYMPHONY. f. [civ and $ºvº, ) Concert of

inſtruments; harmony of mingled founds

Wotton, Dryden.

SY'MPHYSIS. ſ. [-º, and ºw.) Symphyſ; i.

meant of thoſe bones which in young children

are diſtinct, but after ſome years unite aid

conſolidate into one bone. Wiſeman.

SYMPO'S1A.C.K. a. ſ. cwtºworlax...] Relating

to merry makings Arbuthnot.

SYMPTOM. ſ. [ cºwºrwaa. J . Something

that happens concurrently with ſomething

elſe, not as the original cauſe, nor as the ne

ceſſary effect. 2. A ſign a token. Swift.

SYMº a. [from ſympton ]

SYMPTOMA’TICK. Happening concur

rently, or occaſionally, Wiſeman.

SYMPTOMATICALLY. adv. [from 6mf

tºmatical Ia the nature of a ſympton.

Wiſeman. -

nection made by a 1 gament. Mºſeman.

SY NOD. ſ. [ auvºo: j : 1. An aſſembly, par

ticularly or eccleſiaſticks. Shakeſ”. Cleave

land. *. Cenjunction of the heavenly bodies.

Craſlaw.

SY"NODAL. a. [ſynodºgue, Fr. from

SYNO'DICAL. F ſynod ) i. Relating to a
SYNO DICK. ſynºd : tranſacted in a ſy

nod. Stillingfleet 2. Reckoned from one

conjunction of the ſun to another. Lºcke.

SYNO DICALLY. adv. [from ſynedical.] By

the authority of a ſynod or publick aſſembly.

Saunderſºn.

SYNO'NYMA. ſ. ſtron rºw.o. ). Names

which ſignify the ſame thing. -

To SY NO NOMISE. v. 1 i from ſynºnyms l

To expreſs the ſame thing in different words.

Carden.

SYN9 NYMOUS. a. ſ.ſysoryre, French ;

*******; 1 Expreſſing the faire thing by dit

ferent words. Bentley.

SYNO'NYN. Y. ſ. (2vºwſ.º. ). The quality

* expreſling by different words the ſame
t Ing.

SYNo PSIS. ſ. (a tºo! is A general view; all

the parts brought ur-er one view.

sºsof.
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SYNOPTICAL, a [from ſynopſis.) Affording a

view of many parts at once. Evelyn.

SYNTA'CTICAL. a. (from ſyntaxis, Lat ) 1.

Conjoined; fitted to each other. 2. Relating

to the conſtruction of ſpeech.

SYNTAX. ſ [+º, raº...] I. A ſyſtem ;

SYNTAXIS. a number of things joined

together. Glanville. 2. That part of Gram

mar which teaches the conſtruction of words.

Swift.

SYNTHESIS ſ. ſatºs-i:..] The act of joining,

oppoſed to analyſiſ. IVewton

SYNTHETICK a. (avºria?:..] Containing ;

compounding ; forming compoſition. Watt.

SYPHON. ſ. [ cipay. J A tube; a pipe.

Martimer.

SY RINGE. ſ. ſovº.] A pipe through which

any liquor is ſquirted. Ray.

To SYRINGF. v. a. [from the noun ) 1. To

ſpout by a ſyringe. Wiſeman. 2. To waſh

SYRINGOTOMY. ſ. ſºy; and rírºwa.

The act or practice of cutting fiſtulas or hol

low fores.

S2 (RTIS. ſ. [Latin.) A quickſand; a bog.

Milton.

SYSTEM. ſ. [rsºnaa..] 1.

or combination of many things acting toge

ther. 2. A ſcheme which reduces many

things to regular dependence or co-operation.

3. A ſcheme which unites many things in or

der. Baker.

SYSTEMATICAL. a. ſ. avºnwarix};, ] Me

thodical ; written or formed with regular

ſubordination of one part to another. Bentley.

SYSTEM ATICALLY. adv. In form of a

ſyſtem. Boyle.

SYSTOLE. ſ. [ ſyſlele, Fr. rvcox'..] . [In

anatomy..] The contraction of the heart.

Ray. 2. In Grammar, the ſhortening of a

long ſyllable.

Any complexure

with a ſyringe.

T.

T A B

A conſonant, which, at the beginning

and end of words has always the ſame

2 ſound nearly approaching the d5 but

before an i, when tollowed by a vowel, has

the found of an obſcure f : as nation, ſalvati

en : except whenſ precedes tº as, chriſtian,

queſtion.

TA'BBY. ſ. [tali, tabino, Italian ; tabir, Fr.]

A kind of waved ſilk. Swift.

TA BBY. a. Brinded ; brindled. Addiſon.

TABLFACTION.J. [talefacie, Lat, The act

of waſting away.

To TABEFY. v. n. (takefacis, Lat.] Towate;

to be extenuated by diſeaſe. Harv.

TABARD. ſ. [takerda, low Latin , ta

TA'BF R D. bard, Fr.] A long gown ; a

herald's coat.

TA'BERDER. ſ. [ from taberd. One who

wears a long gown.

TA BERNACL.E. ſ. (tal erracle, Fr. taberna

culum, Lat ) i. A temporary habitation ; a

caſual dwelling. Miltºn. 2. A ſacred place ;

a place of worſhip. Addiſºn.

To TABERNAC LE. v. n. [ſrom the noun.]

To enſhrine; to houſe. jºhn.

TA Bll). a. [tabudur, Lat I Waſted by diſeaſe ;

conſumptive. Arbuthn.t.

TA B1 DNESS. f [from tabid.] Conſumptive

neſs ; ſtate of being waſted by diſcale.

TA BLATURE. ſ. [from table.j Painting on

walls or ceilings.

TA’BLE. ſ. ſtabula, La.) 1. Any flat or le.

vel ſurface. Sandy; 2. A horizontal ſurface

raiſed above the ground, uſed for meals and

cºher purpoſes. Loºte, 4ddyan. 3. The Per

T A B

ſons ſitting at table. Shakeſ 4. The fare or

entertainment itſelf: as, he keeps a good table.

5. A tablet ; a ſurface on which any thing is

written or engraved. Hooker, Davies, Dryden,

Bentley. 6. A picture, or any thing that ex

hibits a view of any thing. Shakeſp. Addiſon.

7. An index; a collection of heads. Evelyn.

8. A ynopſis ; many particulars brought into

one view. Ben. johnſon. 9. The palm of the

hand. Ben. 7:/nſon. 1 o. Draughts; ſmall

pieces of wood ſhifted on ſquares. Taylor. 1 1.

To turn the T a bles. To change the condi

tiºn or fºrture of two contending parties.

L'Eſtrange, Dryden.

To TABLE. v. n. [ from the noun. ) To

board ; to live at the table of another. South,

Felton.

To TABLE. v. a. To make into a catalogue;

to ſet down. Shakeſp.

TABLEBEER, ſ ſtable and beer ) Beer uſed

at vićtuals; ſmall beer,

TABLEBOOK. ſ. ſtable and bººk.] A book on

which any thing is graved or written without

ink. Shakeſp.

TA BLFCLOTH. ſ. [ table and cloth. J Linea

ſpread on a table. Camden.

TA BLEMAN. ſ. A man at draughts. Bacon.

TA'BLER, f {from table.) One who boards.

Ainſworth.

TA BLETALK ſ [takle and talk] Converſa

tion at meals or entertainments. Shakeſp.

Dryden, Aite, bury.

TA BLET. ſ. (from tab'..] I. A ſmall level

ſurface. 1. A medicine in a 'quare form. Bacon.

3. A ſurface writtea &n or pair te ł. Dryden.

5 E. TABOUR.
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TABOUR. f. [tabourin, tabºur, o'd Fr.] A

ſmall drum ; a drum beaten with one ſtick to

accompany a pipe. Shakeſp.

To TABOUR. v. n. [taborer, old French.] To

ſtrike lightly and frequently, Nah

TA'BOUR FR. ſ. ſ from tabour. ) One who

beats the tabour. Shakeſp

TA'BOURET ſ (from tabour.] A ſmall drum

or tabour Spectator.

TA BouRINE. ſ. [French.) A tabour; a ſmall

drum. Shakeſ”

TA BRERE ſ Tabºurer. Spenſ r.

TA BRET. ſ. A taboar. Geneſis.

TA'BULAR a [tabular is, Lat.) 1. Set down

in the form of tables or ſynopſes. 2. Formed

in ſquares; made into laminæ, Woodward.

To TABULATE. v. a. [tabula, Lat..] To

reduce to tables or ſynopſes.

TA BULATED. a. [tabula, Lat] Having a

flat ſurface. Grew.

TACHE. ſ. [ from tack. ) Any thing taken

hold of: a catch , a loop; a button. Exºduſ.

TACHYGRAPHY. ſ. I raxiſ; and yºapa,. )

The art or practice of quick writing.

TACIT. a ſtacite, Fr tacituſ, Lat] Silent ;

implied ; not expreſſed by words. Bacºn, Locke

TACITLY, adv. [from tacit. Silently ; with

out oral expreſſion. Addiſon, Rogers

TACITURNITY, f taciturnitas, Lat.J Ha

bitual ſilence. Donne, Arbuths ot.

To TACK. v. n. I tacher, Breton.] I. To

faſten to any thing. He bert, Grew, Swift, 2.

To jºin i to unite , to catch together. Dryd.

Swift.

To TACK. v. n. (probable from tackle.] To

turn a ſhip. Brown, Temple, Addiſon.

TACK. ſ. (from the verb ] 1. A ſmall nail.

2. The act of turning ſhips at ſea. Dryden.

3 To held Tack. To laſt 5 to hold out.

Tuff, r, Hudiº as

TACK I.E. ſ. ſtace', Welſh.] I. An arrow.

2. Weapons ; instruments of a&tion. Butler.

3. The ropes of a ſhip. Senſºr, Shakeſp.

AM ſtºn, Dryden, Adli ºn

TAC KLED a [rom tack k.) Made of ropes

tacked together. Shakeſp.

TACKLING. ſ. (from tackle j . Furniture

of the maſt. Abbot, Bacºn, Garth. 2. In

ſtruments of action. JP'aſton.

TACTICAL, U a rºlzº, a3772 ; tačique,

TACTICK. French.) Relating to the

art o! ranging a bat le.

TACTICKS ſ. […] The art of ranging

men in the field of battle. Dryden.

TACTILE. a. ſtaðitlis, tačium, Lat] Suſcep

tible of touch. Hale.

TACTILITY. ſ. [from taºile.) Perceptibility

by the touch.

TACTION ſ. ſtation, Fr. tactic, Lat J The

act of touching

TA'1) POLE ſ [ cat, tºad, and pola, a young

cºne..] A young ſhapeleſs frog or toad, confiſt

ing only of a body and a tail , a porwiggle.

Stakeſp. Ray.

T.A. E.N. The poetical contraction of taken.

TA'FFETA. ſ. ſtaffetar, Fr. taffetar, SA thin fiſk Škºff." ºffetar, Spanj

TAG. ſ. ſtag, Iſlandiſh 3 1. A point of me.

tal put in the end of the ſtring. ... Any

thing paltry any mean. Whigfie, Shakee.

L'Eſtrange.

TA'GTA IL. ſ. ſtag and tail] A woman which

has the tail of another colour. Carew, Waltz.

To TAG. v. a. i. To fit any thing with an

end as, to tag a lace. 2. To append one

thing to another. Dryden. 3. To join : this

is properly to tack. Swift.

TAIL ſ. ſtagl, Sax.] 1. That which termi

nates the animal behind ; the continuation of

the vertebræ of the back hanging looſe be

hind. Wall. More. 2. The lower part. Dester.

|-

3. Any thing hanging long a catkin.

Harvey. 4. The hinder part of any thing.

Butler. 5. To turn Tail. To fly ; to run

away. Sidney.

To TAIL v. a. To pull by the tail. Hudibrar.

TAI'LED a [from tail.j Furniſhed with a tail.

Gretv.

TAI LLAGE ſ (tailler, Fr.] A piece cut out

of the whole ; a ſhare of a man's ſubſtance

paid by way of tribute Cowell.

TAILLE. ſ. The fee which is oppoſite to fee

ſimple, becauſe it is ſo minced or pared,

that, it is not in his power to be diſpoſed

of who owns it; but is, by the firſt giver, cut

or divided from all other, and tied to the iſſue

of the donee. -

TAI'LOR. ſ. (tailleur, Fr.) One whoſe buſineſ,

*} make cloaths. Shakeſp. Camden, Hºwel,
2 11ter

To TAINT. v. a. [teindre, Fr.) 1. To im

bue or impregnate with any thing. Thorſes.

2. To ſtain - to fully. Shakeſp. Chafenas,

Miltºn. 3. To infect. Harvey, Arbºtkast,

Pope. 4. To corrupt Swift. 5. A corrupt
contračtion of attaint.

To TAINT v n. To be infected ; to be

touched. Shakeſp.

TAINT. ſ. [reinte, Fr.] 1.

ſtain, 2. An inſect. Brown. 3. Infection.

Lºcke, P. for. 4. A ſpot ; a ſoil; a blemiſh.

Shakeſp. Miſton.

TAINTLESS. a. [from taint.) Free from in

fection. Swift.

TAINTURE. ſ. ſteinture, Fr.] Taint ; tinge;

defiſement. Shakeſp.

To TAKE. v. a. pretelite teck, part paſſ, takes.

ſometimes took. [taka, Iſlandiſh.] 1. To re

Scive what is offered. Dryden, Philip, 1.

To ſeize what is not given. Dryden. 3. To

receive. Deuter. 4. To receive with good or

!!! will. Shakeſp. Knolley, Clarenden, Swift 3.

To lay hold on ; to catch by ſurprize or art

fice Eccleſ. Clarendºn, Pºpe. 6. To ſnatch ,

tº ſeize. Hale 7 To make priſoner. Skateſ?.

Knºllºs. 8. To captivate with pleaſure to

delight : to engage. Shakeſp. Decay ºf Piry,

1:2:2, Pº'ake. 9. To ſurprize to cath.

Collier. Io To entrap ; to catch in a ſnare.

" * Cant. I 1. To underſtand in any particular

A tincture ; a

kpit
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ſenſe or manner. Raleigh, Bacon, Wake. 12.

To exact. Leviticus 13. To get: to have ;

to appropriate. Geneſir. 14. To uſe ; to em

ploy. Watts. 15 To blaſt , to infect. Shakeſp.

16. To judge in favour of Dryden. 17. To

adrait any thing bad from without. Hudibrar.

18. To get; to procure. 1 Mac. 19. To turn

to ; to practiſe. Bacon. 10. To cloſe in with ;

to comply with Dryden, Rowe, Locke. 11

To form; to fix. Clarendon. 22. To catch in

the hand; to ſeize. Ezekiel, Dryden, 23.

To admit; to ſuffer. Dryden. 24. To per

form any action. 2 Sam Bacon, Hakewill,

Dryden, Prior, Addiſon, Tatler, Swift. 25

To receive into the mind. Bacon, Watts. 26.

To go into. Camden, Hale. 17. To go along;

to follow ; to purſue. Dryden. 28. To ſwal

low ; to receive. Bacon, Brown. 19. To

ſwallow as a medicine. Sºuth, Locke. 30.

To chooſe one or more. Milton, Locke. 31.

To copy. Dryden. 32. To convey to carry;

to tranſport. Shakeſp judges. 33. To faſten

on 5 to ſeize. Mark, Temple, Dryden. 34

Not to refuſe , to accept. Dryden, Locke. 35.

To adopt. Exodus. 36. To change with re

ſpect to place. Luke, Ray, Addiſon 37. To

ſeparate. Locke, Blackmore. 38. To admit.

| Timothy, Swift. 39. To purſue; to go in

Miltºn, Dryd. 40. To receive any temper

or diſpoſition of mind Iſaiah, Dryden. 41.

To endure; to bear. L'Eſtrange, Swift. 42.

To draw to derive. Tillotſon. 43. To leap ;

to jump over. Shakeſp. 44. To aſſume.

Shakeſp. Lºcke. 45. To allow to admit.

Lºcke, Boyle. 46. To receive with fondneſs

Dryden. 47. To carry out for uſe. Mark.

48. To ſuppoſe, to receive in thought ; to

entertain in opinion. Bacon, Clarendon, Tate.

Lºcke, Pope. 49. To direct. Dryden. 30.

To ſeparate for one's ſelf from any quan

tity. Iſaiah, Geneſs, Dryden. 5 1. Not to

leave ; not to omit Lºcke, Arbuthnet. 52.

To receive payments Shakeſp. 53. To

obtain by menſuration Camden, Swift. 54

To withdraw. Spe?ator. 55. To ſeize with

a tranſitory impulſe. Arbuthnºt. 56. To com

priſe ; to comprehend. Alterbury, Lºcke

57. To have recourſe to L'Eſi, ange. 58

To produce ; or ſuffer to be produced.

Spenſer. 59. To catch in the mind. Lºcke

60. To hire; to rent. Pope. 6 1. To engage

in ; to be active in Shakeſp. 62. To ſuffers

to ſupport. Addiſºn, Dryden. 63. To ad

mit in copulatiºn. Sandy, 64. To catch eager.

ly. Dryden. 65. To uſe as an oath or ex

preſſion Exºd. 66. To ſeize as a diſeaſe

Baco", Dryden. 67. To Take away To de

prive of Clarend:#, Dryden. 68. To ſet aſ is:

to remove. Lºcke, 69 7 c T A ke care. To

be careful; to be ſolicitous or , to ſuperin.

tend. I Cºr. 7 o' To Take courſe. To have

recourſe to meaſures. Bacon, Ifan mond 71.

To Ta k = down To cruſh ; to reduce ; to

ſuppreſs Sterfer, Addiſºn. 72. To ſwallow :

to take by the invuth. Lucca. 73. 72 TA k +

frºm. To derogate; to detract. Dryd 74. To

deprive of. Lecke, Shakeſp. 75. To Take heed.

To be cautious; to beware. Milton, Dryd.

76 To T A ke heed to. To attend. Eccluſ.

77. To Take in. To compriſe ; to compre

hend. Burnet, A.J.'ſ n, Derham, 78. To

admit. Sidney, Bacon, Wotton, Dryden, Locke.

79. To win Knolley, Suckling. 80. To re

ceive. A&r, Tilletſon. 81. To receive men

tally, Hale, Watts. 81. To Take ºath To

ſwear. Ezek Racon. 83. To T A ke ºff To

invalidate; to deſtroy ; to remove. Shakeſp.

Saunderſon. 84. To withhold; to withdraw.

Bacon, Wake. 83. To ſwallow. Lºcke. 86.

To purchaſe. Locke, Swift. 87. To copy.

Addiſon. 88. To find place for. Bacºn. 89.

To remove. Bacon, Pº'ale go T, Take

order with. To check; to take courſe with.

Bacon. 91. To Take ºut. To remove from

within any place. Shakeſp. 91 To T A ke

fart. To ſhare. Pºpe. 93. To TAKE / /a, e.

To prevail; to have effect. Dryden, Locke.

94. To TA ke up. To borrow upon credit or

intereſt. Shakeſp. Swift. 95. To be ready for;

to engage, with. Shakeſp. 96. To apply to the

uſe of. Addiſon. 97 To begin. Ezek South.

98. To fallen with a ligature paſſed under.

Sharp. 99. To engroſs; to engage. Dryden,

Duppa. loo. To have final recourſe to.

Addiſºn. I ot. To ſeize; to catch , to arreſt.

Spenſºr, Shakeſp. 102. To admit. Bacon.

\ 23. To anſwer by reproving; to reprimand;
L'Eſtrange. oa. To begin where the former

left of. Dryden, Addiſon. 105. To liſt.

Shakeſp. Ray. of . To occupy. Hayward,

Hammºnd, Clarenden, Sºuth. 107. To accom

mº date ; to adjuſt. Shakeſp. L'E/irange. Io9.

To compriſe. Dryden. Io9. To adºpt to

aſſume. Hºnº, Temple, Sºuth, Atterbury.

to. To colle& ; to exact a tax Knºlley i i 1.

To Take upon. To appropriate to , to aſſume;

to admit to be imputed to. Shakeſp. Heh.

Bacon, Dryden. 2. To aſſume; to claim

authority. Shakeſp. F. item.

To TAKE. v n. 1. To direct the courſe ;

to have a tendency to. Bacon, Drydºn. 2.

To pleaſe ; to gain reception. South, Bentley.

3. To have the interded or natural effect.

Baron, Dryden. 4. To catch; to fix. Bacon.

5. To Ta K E after. To learn of; to reſemble;

to imitate. Hudibrar, Atter bury. 6. To Take

in. To incloſe. Mort. 7. To leſſen; to con

tract as, he tººk in his ſails. 8. To cheat; to

guil 9 T2 TA K E in hand To undertake.

Clar i o T2 Ta ke in with. To reſort to.

Bacon. I 1. To T a . . on. To be violently at

fected. Shakeſp. Bacon. 12. To grieves to

pine. Shakeſp. 13. 7. T A k + to To apply to ;

to be lond of. Lºcke, 14 To betake to ; to

have recourſe. Dryden, 15 T2 Ta ke up. To

ſtop Glanv South. 16. To reform. Locke.

17 To T A K E uſ twith. To be contented with.

Sºuth. Brntly. 18. To lodge; to dwell.

L'Eſtrange, S...th. 19 1. T A k . with. To

ple-te. Bacon. -

5 E 4 TAKEN.
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TA'KEN, the participle paſſ of take. Sºuth,

Denham.

TAKER. ſ. [from take.] He that takes. Denh.

TAKING. ſ. (from take.] Seizure; diſtreſs.

Butler.

TALE. ſ. ſcale, Saxon.) 1. A narrative ; a

ſtory. Watt; 2. Oral relation. Shakeſp. 3.

Number reckoned. Hocker. 4. Reckoning ;

numeral account. Carew, Butler. 5. In

formation ; diſcloſure of any thing ſecret

Shakeſp. Bacon.

TALEBEARER. ſ. [tale and bear. ) One

who gives officious or malignant intelligence.

L'E', ange, South.

TALEBE \RING. ſ. ſ tale and bear.] The

act of informing. Arbuthnot.

TA'LENT. ſ... [talentum, Lat) 1. A talent

ſignified ſo much weight, or a ſum of money,

the value dººring according to the different

ages and countries. A buthnºt, Shakeſp 1.

Faculty; power ; gift of nature. Clarendon.

Pryden. 3. Quality ; nature. Clarendºn.

Swift.

TA'LISMAN. ſ. A magical character. Pºpe.

TALISMA'NICK •. [from talſman.) Magical

Addiſon. -

To TAI.K. v. n. [taelen, Dutch..] . To ſpeak

in converſation; to ſpeak fluently and fami

liarly. Shakeſp Waller, Addiſon 1. To

prattle; to ſpeak inpertinently. Miltºn. 3.

To give account. M. lton, Addiſºn. 4. To

ſpeak; to reaſon; to confer. Jeremiah, Cellier,

Matt r.

TALK f [from the verb J 1. Oral converſa

tion: fluent and familiar ſpeech. Knolley, Lºc.

*... Report : "umour. Lºcke. 3. Subject of

diſcourſe. A ".…..

TALK. ſ. ſtar, F ] Stones compºſed of

platº's generally para lei, flex ble, and elattick

J/ardward

TALKAT IVF, a [from tal; J Full of plate ;

loquicicus. Sidrey, Addiſon.

TALKATIVENESS ſ (from talkative Lo

quacity ; garrulity Gov. of the Tongue, Swift.

TALK F.R. / [from talk | 1. One who talks.

** atts. 2. A loquacious perſon; a prattler.

**ašep. Lºcke. 3. A boaſter ; a bragging

fellow. Taylor.

T.A.I.K.Y. a [from talk.) Conſiſting of talk.

PP'oodward.

TALL. a. [tſ]. Welſh ) 1. High in flature.

Shakeſp. Milton. 2. High , lofty. Milton.

3. Sturdy; luſty. Shakeſp

TA'LLAGE. ſ. (taillage, French.]

exciſe. Bacon.

TALLOW. ſ. ſtage, Daniſh.] The greaſe or

fat of an animal ; fuel. Abbot, Swift.

To TALLow v . [from the noun...] To

greaſe; to ſmear with tallow.

TA 1.1.0 v. CHANDLER /, ſtallºw and chan.

relier, Fr. One who makes candles of tailow.

Harvey.

TA i.I.Y. ſ [from tailler, to cut, Fr.) 1. A

ſtick notched or cut in a conformity tº another

ſtick. Garth, 1 ar. 2. Anything made to

tutº another. Dryden,

Impoſt;

To T & SC LE. v. G. LSee antang!: )

To TA'LLY. v. a. (from the noun.] To ſt:

to ſuit; to cut out for anything. Prior, Pºpe.

To TA'LLY. v. m. To be fitted; to conterm;

to be ſuitable. Addiſºn.

TA'LMUD. ſ. The book containing the

THA'LMUD. Jewiſh traditions, the rib

binical conſtitutions and explications of the

law.

TALNESS. ſ. [from tall.) Height of ſtature;

procerity. Spenſer, Hayward.

TALON. ſ. (talon, Fr.) The claw of a bird of

prey. Bacon, Prior.

TAMARIND tree. ſ. [ramarindur, Latin

The flower of the tamarind tree becomes

a flat pod, containing many flat angular

ſeeds ſurrounded with an acid blackiſh pulp.

Miller.

TA'MARISK. ſ [tamariſre, Lat.” The flowers

of the tamariſ are roſaceous. Miller.

TAMBARINE. ſ. (tambºurin, Fr.] A tabour;

a ſmall drum. Spenſer.

TAME. a. [came, Saxon ; tarm, Dutch..] 1.

Not wild; domeſtick Addiſon. 2. Cruſhed;

ſubdued; depreſſed dejected Shakeſp. R ſcºre.

3. Spiritleſs; unanimated.

To TAM E. v. m. ſtemean, Sax.] 1. To re

duce from wildneſs; to reclaim 5 to make

gentle Shakeſp. z. To ſubdue; to cruſh; to

depreſs; to conquer, Ben Jahnſºn.

TA MEABLE. a. (from tame.) Suſceptive of

taming. Willinſ.

TAMELY. adv ſ from tare. Not wildly;

meanly; ſpiritleſ!y Shakeſp. Dryd. Swift.

TA MENESS ſ (from tams 1. The quality

of being tame; not wildneſs. 1. Want of

ſpirits; timidity. Rage, r.

TA'MER. / [from tame ] Conqueror; ſub

duer. Pºpe.

TA MINY ſ. A woollen fluff.

TAMKIN. ſ. The ſtopple of the in-uth of a

great gun.

to TAMPER v. a. ſ. To be buſy with

tº ſick Zºº, ºr ge. 2. To ºncei.e : to have

to dº without tºtneſs or neceſſity. Rºſ-errºr,

Addiſºn. 3. To deal, to practiſe with.

Hudibras.

To TAN. v. a. ſtarren, Dutch l 1. To im

pregnate or imbue with bank Grete, seeſ.

* To imbrown by the ſun. Denne, Cleaveland.

TANE for taken, ta'en. Mey.

TANG. ſ. ſtanghe, Dutch..] A ſtrong taſte;

a taſte let in the mouth. 2. Relith, taffe.

4tter buºy. 3. Something that leaves a fling

ºr pain behind it. Shakeſp. 4. Sound; ton.

He!.'er.

To TANG. v. 7. To ring with. &#42%.

TA'NG ENT. ſ. ſtangent, French : targe",

[...at , is a right line perpendical: rſy raiſed on

the extremity of a radius, whict, touches a

circle o as rot to cut it.

TANG! 3: ...!T Y. ſ. [frºm tº gº!..] The gº

lity of being perceived by the touch.

TANGI B1.F. a ſtrom to-re, Lat., Perceptible

by the touch. Bacºn, fºr e.

1. Tº

tºpºva',
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implicate; to krit together. 1. To enſnare ;

to entrap. Shakeſp Milton. 3. To embroil; to

embaraſs. Craſhaw.

To TANGLE. v. a. To be entangled.

TANGLE. ſ. [from the verb.) A knot of

things mingled in one another. Milton.

TANISTRY. ſ. The Iriſh hold their lands

by taniſtry, which is no more than a per

ſonal eſtate for his life time that is tant?, by

reaſon he is admitted thereunto by electiºn.

§penſer.

Tºſ [tanque, Fr.] A large ciſtern or baſin.

ryaen

TANKARD. ſ. (tankaerd, Dutch J A large

veſſel with a cover, for ſtrong drink. Bºn.

johnſºn, Swift.

TANNER. ſ. (from tan.] One whoſe trade is

to tan leather. Milton. -

TANSY. ſ. A plant. Miler.

TA'NTALISM ſ (from tantalize ). A puniſh

ment like that of Tantalus. Addiſºn.

To TANTALIZE. v. a. To torment by the

ſhow of pleaſures which cannot be readed

Addiſºn.

TANTLING. ſ. (from Tantal, j one ſeized

with hopes of pleaſure unattainable. Shakeſp

TANIAMOUNT. a. [French J Equivalent

Locke.

To TAP. v. a. ſtaffen, Dutch..] 1. To touch

lightly to ſtrike genly 1. To pierce a veſſel;

to broach a veſſel. Shakeſp. Addiſon.

TAP, ſ [from the verb.] 1. A gentle blow.

*ſº, Gay 4. A pipe t which the liquor of
the veſſel is let out berham.

TAPROOT. ſ. The principal ſtem of
A/ºr tº:er.

*** ſ. (reppan, Sax J A narrow filet or

band. Gay, Pope.

***** f. (ºpen, Sax.] A wax candle; a
light. Taylºr.

the root.

TA PER. a. Regularly narrowed from the bot

!" to the top, pyramidal; conical. Dryden,
Gretv.

To TAPFR. v. R. To crow ſmaller Ray.

TAPESTRY. ſ. (tape ferte, tapºſſe, ie, tapis,

French, ºfttum, Lºj cloth wºvenin regular

figures. Dºylen, Addiſon.

TA'PET. ſ. tºtia, Lat.) W

ſtuff. Speºſe,

TA PSTER. ſ. ſtrom tap.] One whoſe buſineſs

'.º: beer in an alehouſe. Shakeſp. Howel,

tºtft.

TAR. ſ: ſtºne, S t --- in ºi

pitch. Carid. • Sax tarre, Dutch J Liquid

TAR.

Sº,

To TAR. v. a. (from the noun ] 1. To ſnear

9.er with tar. 2.

orked or figured

| * Iailor; a ſeaman, in contempt.
*

To teaze * -ke.Sašºp. o teaze 5 to pi ovºke

TARAXTU14. ſ (ſta'ian An irºa whoſe
bite is on

cured tº ***...*

Twº". . .
hindering or delaying.

TARDtoº.Abot's c.

Sºd-ey, Lºcke.

ſtardo, Lat..] I he act ci

ſ’; r. ºr a dºr, I at* ... <> - J

TARDII.Y. adv. [from tardy } Slowly , ſlug

giſhly. Shakeſp.

TARDITY. f. ſtard tar, Latin J Slowlineſs ;

want of velocity. Digb

TARDIN ESS. ſ. (from tar dy.) Slowneſs; ſlug

giſhneſs; unwillingneſs to action or motion.

Shakeſp.

TARDY. a ſtardus, Lat.) 1. Slow ; not ſwift.

Sandyr. 2. Sluggiſh : unwilling to ashion or

motion. Dryden, Prior. 3. Dilatory ; late ;

tedious. Waller, Dryden. 4. Unway. Hudib,

3. Criminal ; offending, Collier.

To TARDY. v. a. ſtarder, Fr.) To delay; to

hinder. Shakeſp.

TARE. ſ. [from teeren, Dutch..] A weed that

grows among corn. Hºoker, Dec. of Piety, Locke.

TARE. ſ. A mercantile word denoting the weight

of anything containing a commodity; alſo the

allowance made for it.

TARE, preterite of tear. Dryden.

TARGE. ſ. [tanța, Saxon J A kind of

TARGET. S. buckler or ſhield borne on the left

arm Spenſer, Milton.

TARGUM. ſ. A paraphraſe on the pentateuch

in the Chaldee language.

TA'RIFF. ſ. A cartel of commerce. Addiſon.

TARN. ſ. A bog; a fen a marſh.

To TARNISH v. a. ſternir, Fr.] To fully;

to foil : to make not bright. Collier, Thomſºn.

To TA RN ISH. v. n. To loſe brightneſs. Collier.

TAR PA'VLING. ſ [from tar.) 1. Hempen

cloah ſmeered with tar. Dryden. 2. A ſailor

in contempt. Denni.

TA'RRAGON. ſ. A plant całied herb dragon.

TARRIANCE. ſ. (from tarry J Stay, delay;

perhaps fojourn. Shakeſp.

TA RRIER. ſ. 1. A ſºrt of inah dog, that

hunts the fox or otter out of his hole. Dryden.

2. One that tarries or ſtays.

To TA RRY. v. n. [targir, Fr J 1. To ſtay: to

continue in a place Shakeſp. z. To delay, to

be long in coming. Palms, Dryden.

To TA RRY. v. a. To wait for Shakeſh.

PARSEL ſ. A kind of hawk. Shakep Priºr.

TARSUS f The ſpace betwixt the lower end

of the focil bones of the leg, and the beginning

of the five long bones that are jointed with,

and bear up, the tºes. M'Iſeman.

ART. a treant, Sax. taertig, Dutch..] i.

Sour ; acid ; acidulated ; ſharp of taſte. 2.

Sharp; keen ; ſevere. Shakeſp. Wotton

TAR T. ſ. ſtarte, Fr. tarta, Ital.] A ſmall pie

of fruit. Bacon. -

TARTANE. ſ. ſtartana, Ital | A veſſel much

uſed in the Mediterranean, with one matt and

a three cornered ſail. Addiſon.

P A RTAR / [tartarus, Lat.) Hell Shakeſ”.

2. Tartar is what ſticks to wine caſks, l, ke a

hard ſtone, either white or red, as the colour

of the wine from whence it coines: the white

is pre-erable, the beſt is the tartar of the

rheniſh wine. 2; incy, B:yle.

TAR F \ P E AN a. ſa, tari, r, Latin.] Ilelliſh.

Moºre ſlowly. 5, . tº 7,

411:... n.

- TAR

T
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TARTAREOUS. a. [from tartar.]1. Conſiſting

of tartar. Grew 2. Helliſh Milton.

To TARTARIZE. v. a. [from tartar.] To

impregnate with tartar.

TA'RTAROUS, a [from tartar.) Containing

tartar ; conſiſting of tartar.

TA'RTLY, adv (frºm tart.) , Sharply, ſourly;

with acidity. 2. Sharply 5 with poignancy,

with ſeverity. Mºaller, 3. With ſourneſs of

aſpect. Shakeſp.

TA RTNESS. ſ. [from tart | 1. Sharpneſ,

fourneſs; acidity. Mor timer. 2. Sourneſs of

temper 3 poignancy of language. Shakeſp.

TASK f (taſche, Fr. taff, Ital | 1. Something

to be done impoſed by another. Miltºn. 2.

Employment; buſineſs. Atterbury, Pºpº. 3

To take tº Task. To reprove ; to reprimand.

L'Eſtrange, Addiſon.

To TASK v. a. [from the noun ) To burthen

with ſomething to be done. Shakeſp. Dryden.

TA'SKER ſ (taſ, and maſter.) One

TA'SK MASTER. } who impoſes taſks. Milton

Sºuth.

TA 88ſ. L. f. ſtaff, fr] An ornamental bunch

fºlk, or glittering ſubſtances Spenſer,Sandy,
TASS F. L.

"I A Z E 1, { ſ. An herb. Ainſworth.

TASSELLIED. ſ. [from taſ 1) Adorned with

tallels /i/t/ten.

TASSES. ſ. Armour for the thighs Ainſwºrth

TA STABLE. a. That may be taſted; ſavoury

Bºy'z.

To i ASTE. v a ſtºr, to try, Fr J . To

perceive and diſtinguiſh by the palate john a

To try by the mouth; to eat at leaſt in a ſmall

quantity. Milton 3. To eſſay firſt. Knolics

Dº yºen. 4. To feel ; to have perception of

11, #1 rºw.

To TASTE. z º. 1. To try by the mouth to eat

A ſiſtan 2. To have a ſmack; to produce on

the nalate a particular ſentation. Bacon, Swift

3. To diſtinguiſh intellectually, Swift. 4. To

reliſh intellectually to approve. Milton. 5

To be tinctured, or receive ſome quality oi

character Shakeſp 6 To try the reliſh ºf any

thing. Davies. 7. To have perception of 7'1/4.

8. To take enjoyment. Miltºn. 9. To enjoy

fraringly. Dryden.

TAST E. J. (frºm the verb) . The act of

tatting ; guitation. Miltºn. 2. The ſenſe by

which the rcłith of any thing on the palate is

perceived. Bacon, Waller, 3. That ſenſation

which all things taken into the mouth give par

ticularly to the tongue. Lºcke 4. Intellectual

enth or diſcernment. P. ser, Milton 5. An

• Ray; a trial; an experiment. Shakeſp. 6. A

ºn tº portion given as a ſpecimen. Bacon.

TA STEP. c. (frºm taſte ) Having a particula:

reiſh. Bacºn.

‘FA STER, ſ ſtaffear, Fr ) i. One who take

the firſt eſſey of food. Crºſlato. ... A dram

cup. Artworth.

‘I A S T EFU L. a. (aſie and full.] High reliſhed;

lavoury Po; e.

TA STELºs S. a. [from taſte ) i. Having no

power of perceiving faſte. 2. Having no reſh

or power of ſtimulating the paiate. Bºyle. 3.

Having no power of giving pleaſure; inſipid.

Rogerſ. 4. Having no intellectual guſt. Addiſ.

TASTELESSNESS. ſ. [from taſteleſs.] ... infl

pidity ; want of reliſh 1. Want of perceptica

of taſte. 3. Want of intellectual reliſh.

To TATTER. v. a. tota-nan, Sax.] To tear;

to rend; to make ragged. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

TATTER. ſ. (from the verb.) A rag , a fict

tering rag. L'Eſirange.

TATTERDEMA LION. ſ. A ragged fellow.

L'Eſt, ange.

To TATTLE. v. n. [tateren, Dutch To

prate ; to talk idly. Spenſer, Lecke. Addiſºr.

TATTLE / [from the verb j Prate; ide

chat ; trifling talk. Swift, Watts.

TATTLER, ſ. [from tattle..] An idle talker;

a prater. Taylºr.

TATTO'O. ſ. The beat of drum by which

ſoldiers are warned to their quarters Prizr.

TAVERN.ſ (taverne, Fren. taberna, Lat.) A

houſe where wine is ſold, and drinkers are

entertained Shakeſp.

TA'VERNM.A.N.

vern. Camden.

TAUGHT, preterite and part. paſſive of teach.

Miltºn

To TAUNT. v. a ſtanſer, Fr. tander, Dutch..]

1. To reproach ; to inſult ; to revºle : to

ridicule. Shakeſp. Rowe. 2. To exprobate; to

mention with upbraiding. Shakeſp.

TAUNT. ſ. (from the verb.) Inſult; ſcoff;

reproach Shakeſp. Prior.

TA UNTER ſ (from taunt.] One who taunts,

reproaches, or inſults.

TAUNTINGLY. adv. (from taunting with

inſult ; ſcoffingly , with contumely and expro

batiºn Sh;416. Prior.

TAURICO RNOUS a ſtaurus, and cºrns,Lat)

Having horns like a bull.

TAUTO i.OGICAL. a. (from tautalºgy.) Re

peating the ſame thing

TAUTO LoGIST / tº om fanta'ºgy JOne who

repeats tediouſly.

TAUTO LOGY. ſ. [+º] Repetition of

the ſame words, or of the ſame ſenſe in difie

rent words Dryden, Addiſon.

To TAW. v. a [tºwen, Dutch ; tapian, Sax J

To dreſs white leather commonly call d alum

leather, in contradiſtinction from tan leather,

that which is dreſſed with bark.

TA W. ſ. A marble to play with Strf.

TAWDRINESS. ſ (from taxedry.J. Tinºl

finery; finery too oſtentatious.

TA'WDRY. a. [from Saint Awdrey, or Saint

Etheldred; as, the things bought at Saint E

theidred's fair.; Meanly ſhowy , ſplen is with

out coſt. Sper ſer, L'Eſtrange, Dryder, Addiº.

TAWER. f. [from taw, A dreſſier of whºſe

leather.

TAWN.Y. a. ſtan, tanné, Fr J Yellow, like

thingstanded. Iºw-fan, ºut:n, Br ºr,Aº

TA'VER NI.R. ſ (from tavern mas or

TAVERNKFFPFR keep, taverrier, Fren.]

One who keeps a ta
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TAX. f. (taxe, French, taxe, Dutch 1. An

impoſt; a tribute impoſed; an exciſe ; a tal

lage. Dryden, Arbuthnot. 2. Charge ; cen

ſure. Clarendon.

To TAX. v. a. [taxer, Fr.) 1. To load with

impoſts. 2 Kings. 2. To charge ; to cenſure ;

to accuſe. Shakeſp. Raleigh, Milton, Decay

of Piety. Dryden, Addiſºn.

TA'XABLE, a [from tax ) That may be taxed.

TAXATION. f [taxation, Fr.) 1. The act of

loading with taxes; impoſt ; tax. Sidney. 2.

Accuſation ; ſcandal, Shakeſp.

TA'XER. ſ. [from tax.] He who taxes. Bacon.

TEA. ſ. [French.) A Chineſe plant, of which

the infuſion has lately been much drunk in

Europe. Waller, Addiſon, Spectator, Arbuth

not, Swift.

To TEACH. v. a. preter, and part, paſſ taught,

ſometimes teached, which is nºw obſolete.

[carcan, Sax.] ... To inſtruct to inform. Iſa.

41 li ºn 2. To deliver any doctrine or art, or

words to be learaed. Milton. 3 To ſhows to

exhibit ſo as to impreſs upon the mind. Shak.

South. 4. To tell; to give intelligence. Tulſer.

To TEACH v. n. To perform the office of an

inſtructor. Shakeſp. Mic.

TEACHABLE. a [from teach J D. cile ; ſuſ.

ceptive of inſtruction. Watts.

TEACHA BLENESS. ſ. (trom teachable j Do

cility ; willingneſs to learn : capacity to learn.

TEACHER. f [from teach J . One who

teaches ; an inſtructer ; preceptor. Hooker,

Milton, South, Blackmore. 2. A preacher; one

who is to deliver doctrine to the people South

TEAD or tede A torch ; a flambeau. Spenſer.

TEAGUE. ſ. A name of contempt uſed for an

Iriſhman.

TEAL. ſ. ſteelingh, Dutch) A wild fowl

Carew.

TEAM. ſ. [cyme, Saxon, a yoke..] I. A number

of horſes or oxen drawing at cnce the ſame

carriage. Spenſer, Roſcommen, Dryden. 2. Any

number pating in a line. Dryden.

TEAR. ſ. [cean, Sax. taare, Daniſh ) i. The

water which violent paſſion forces from the

eyes. Bacon, Milton. 2. Any moiſture trick

ling in dreps. Dryden.

TE.A.R. ſ. [from the verb.] A rent ; a fiſſure.

To TEAR. pret tore, anciently part. Paſſ. torn.

ſtanan, Sax j 1. To pull in pieces; to lace

rate; to rend Shakeſp. Gen. Arbuthnot. 2. To

laniate ; to wound with any ſharp point drawn

along. Shakeſp. Jer. 3. To break by violence.

Dryden, A. Philips. 4. To divide violently

to ſhatter. Locke. 5. To pull with vi lence:

to drive violently. Dryden. 6. To take away

by ſudden violence. Waller, Addiſºn.

To TEA R. v. n. [tieren, Dutch...] I e fume; to

rave; to rant turbulently. L'Eff ange.

TE ARER. ſ. [from to tear.] He who rends cr

tears. -

TEAR FALLING, a (tear and fall.) Tedder,

ſhedding tears. Shakeſp.

TEARFUL. a. (tear and full.] Weeping ; full

of tcars. Shakeſp. Pof e.

To TEASE, w, a, [tº ran, Sax 1. To comb

or unravel wool or flax. 2. To ſcratch cloth in

order to level the nap. 3 To torment with

importunity. Addiſon, Prior.

TEASEL. ſ (rerl, Sax, dipſacus, Lat.) A

plant of ſingular uſe in raiſing the knap upon
woollen cloth. Milton

TEASER, ſ (from teaſe.) Any thing that tor

ments by incefiant importunity. Collier.

TEAT. ſ. [teth, Welſh ; tıt, Sax. tette, Dut.]

The dug of a beaſt. Brown, Locke, Prior.

TE'CHNICAL. a. ſtºxy,zzº..] Belonging to arts;

not in common or popular uſe. Locke.

TECHY. a. Peevith , fretful; irritable. Shakeſ.

TECTO'NICK. a. [rix., xi.;..] Pertaining to

building.

To TED. v a ſteaban, Sax.] To lay graſs

newly mown in rows. Milton, Mºrtimer.

TEDDER, or tether. ſ. ſtudder, Dutch. ) i. A

rope with which a horſe is tied in the held that

he may not paſture too wide 2. Any thing

by which one is reſtrained. Bacon, Child.

TE DEU.41 ſ An hymn of the church, ſo called

from the two firſt words of the Latin. Shakeſ.
Bacon.

TE'DIOUS. a. [tedieux, Fr. taedium, Lat J i.

Weariſome by continuance ; troubleſome ;

irkſome. Milton. 2. Weariſ me by prolixity.

Hooker. 3. Slow. Ainſworth.

TEDIOUSLY. adv (from tedious J. In ſuch a

manner as to weary.

TEDIOUSNESS. ſ. [from tedious.) 1... weari

ſomeneſs by continuance. a. weariſomeneſs ly

prolixity. Hºoker. 3 Prolixity, length. Shak.

4. Ure fineſs; tireſomeneſs; quality of weary

ing. Hooker, Donne, Davis.

To TEFM. v. n. (ream, Saxon, offspring.] 1.

To bring young. Shak, p. 2. To be pregnant;

to engeader young. Dryden. 3. To be full ;

to be charged as a breeding animal Addiſºn.

To TEEM. v. a. º. To bring forth , to produce.

Shakeſp 2. To pour. Swift.

TE EMFUL. a (reampuſ, Saxon.] 1. Pregnant;

I, olifick. 2. Brim ul. A "ſwºrth.

TE, EMER. ſ. [from teem ) One that brings

young.

TEEM LESS. a. [from teem.] Unfruitſul , not

prolifick. Dryden.

TEEN. [cinan, Sax, tenen, Flemiſh, to vex.]

Sorrow ; grief, Spenſer, Shakeſp.

To TEEN. v. a. [trom tinan, to kindle, Sax.)

To excite; to provoke to do a thing.

TEENS. ſ. (from teen for ten.) The years

reckoned by the termination teen , as, thirtecm,

fourteen. Granville.

TEETH, the plural of teeth, 7.9.

To TEETH. v. n. (from the noun..] To breed

teeth A, butt nºt.

TH. GUMFN P. f. ſtegum: "turn, Latin.) Cover ;

the outwald patt. Bº ºwn, Ji', trian, Ray

To TEH-H E. v. n. To laugh, to tutter. Had,8.

TEl L-tree. ſ. Linden or lime-tree. If it ah.

TEINT. ſ. [tº inte, Fr. Colour, touch of the

pencil. Pryden.

TE LARY. a. [te'a, a web, Latin J Spinning

web, is ºwn,

T LI.E-

-
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TE'LESCOPF. ſ. ſtºº, and exami, ) A long

glaſs by which diſtant objects are viewed.

Płºat ºf.

TELESCO PICAL, a [from teleſcope.) Belong

ing to a teleſcope; ſeeing at a diſtance.

To TELL. v. a preterite and part paſſ told.

(rellan, Sax. taelen, tellen, Dut. talen, Dan J

1. To utter ; to expreſs; to ſpeak Miltºn.

2. To relate; to rehearſe ; te ſpeak. Milton,

Dryden, Pºpe. 3. To teach , to inform. Shakeſ.

Sanderſon. 4. To diſcover ; to betray. Numb

5. To cºunt : to number. Waller, Prior. 6.

To make excuſes. A low word. Shakeſp.

To TELL. v. n. 1. To give an account ; to

make report. Pſalrus, Miltºn. ... To Tr ll on.

To inform of. 1 San.

TELLTALE. ſ. ſtell and tale.) One who gives

malicious information: one who carries ºffi

cious intelligence. Shakeſp Fairfax, Milton

TELLER. J. (trom tell) . One who tells or

relates. 2. One who numbers. 3 A teller is

an officer of the exchequer, of which there are

four in number: their buſineſs is to receive ali

monies due to the king, and give the clerk of

the pell a bill to charge him therewith: they

alſo pay all perſons any monies payable to them

by the king, by warrant from the author of the

receipt. Cºwell

TEMERA R toU.S. a. ſteneraire, Fren, terme.

rarius, Lat ) Rath; beady. L'Hjirange. 2.

Careleſs; heedleſ, Ray.

TEMERITY. ſ. ſtenerator, Lat.) Raſhneſs .

unreaſonable contempt of danger. Cºwley

To TE M P L.R. v. n. (tempere, Lat Tº mix

ſo as that one part qualifies the other. Miltºn

2. To compound ; to form by mixture. Shake

3. To midgle. Ezekiel, Aadiſºn. 4. To beat

together to a proper conſiſtence. Jºſd.º. 5

To accommodate , to molly. 6. To otten:

to mollify to aſſuage : to ſouth. Sfesſºr, Sha

Otway. 7. To form metals to a proper degree

wf hardneſs. Milton, Bºyle, Dryden. 8. Tº

govern Spenſer.

TEMPER. / (from the verb ] . Due mixture

of contrary qualities. Ral: ; gh, A, buthnot, a

Middle courſe ; mean or mediurn. Sºtºft. 3

Conſtitution of body. Barnet, 4 Diſpoſition of

wind. Lºcke. 5. Conſtitutional frame of mind

Shakeſp. 6. Calmneſs of mind; moderation.

Ben. johnſon. 7. State to which metals are

reduced Shakeſp. Sharp.

TEMPERAMENT ſ. ſtemſ tº amentum, Lat §

1. Conſtitution; ſtate with reſpect to the pre

dominance of any quality 1 rººt *. Medium;

due mixture of oppoſites. Hale.

TEMPERAME NT AL. a. (from temperament.)

Conſtitutional B, ºwn.

TE MPERANCE. ſ. tentercºtia, Latin 1.

Moderation, oppoſed to gluttºny and drunker

neſs. Milton, lenſ le. ... Patience ; calmneſs ;

ſedateneſs; mºderation of paſſion. Spenſer.

TH MPERATE. a. [temperatº, Lat.) 1. Nºt

exceſſive , in derate in degree of any quality

1; accm. 2. Moderate in meat and drink

14 ſeman. 3. Free from ardent paſſion. Ska.

Brºwn.

TEMPEDATELY. adv. [from temperate] i.

Moderately ; not exceſſively. Addiſen. 1.

Calmly; without violence of paſſion Shakeſ.

3. Withou gluttony or luxury Taylor.

TEMPERATENESS. ſ. [from temperate] .

Freedom from exceſſes; mediocrity. 2. Calm

neſs , coolneſs of mind. Daniel.

TEMPERATURE. ſ. [temperatara, Lat.) 1.

Conſtitution of nature; degree of any qualities.

Abbot, M'attr. 1. Mediocrity ; due balance of

contrarieties. Daviſ 3. Moderation ; freedom

from predominant paſſion. Spenſer.

TE'MPERED. a. [from temper J Diſpoſed with

regard to the paſſions, Shakeſp.

TE'MPEST ſ. (tempeſlar, Lat.) 1. The utmoſt

violence of the mind Abbot, Denne. 2. Any

tumult; commotion: perturbation.

To TEMPEST. v. a. (from the noun..] To

diſturb as by a tempeſt. Milton.

TEMPEST-BEATEN. v.a.[tempeſ; and beat J

Sbattered with ſtorms Dryden.

TEMPEST TOST a.[tempeſi and taff.] Driven

about by ſtorms. Shakeſp.

TEMPES 1 i VITY. f. (tempººivus, Lat.) Sea

ſon-bleneſs. Brºwn.

TEMPESTUOU.S. a. ſtereoffreux, Fr. from

tempeſi ) Stormy; turbulent. Miltos, Callier.

TEMPLAR. ſ. (from the Temple..] A ſtudent

in the law. Pºf e.

TEMPLE / [temple, Fr templum, Lat.] . A

place appropriated to acts of religion. Shakeſ”.

2: The upper part of the ſides of the head.

A, buthnot, Pºpe.

TF MPLET. ſ. A piece of timber in building,
Maxen.

TEMPORAL. a. (tempºralit, Latin.) 1. Mei

ſured by time; not eternal. Hecker. 2. Se

cular not eccleſiaſtical Shakeſp. Swift, 3.

Not ſpiritual. 7aylºr, Rºgers. 4 Placed at

the temples. Arbuthn:t.

TFMP, RA 1.1t Y. R. / (tempºralité, Fr frem

Th: M P(xF A LS. temporal] Secular pºſ

fºſſi as not eccleſiaſtick rights Cowell, Bar”.

TEM FOR ALLY, adv (trom tempºrai.j With

reſpeš to this life. Sºuth.

TE's PORALTY. ſ (from tempºral.] 1. The

laity ſecular people. Abbot. a. Secular poſ- .

ſeſſions, Ayliffe

TEMPORA NEOUS. a. [temporis, Lat., Tem

porary.

TÉ MPORARINESS ſºfrom tempºrary) The

ſtate of being temporary.

TE M10RAR Y. a. [tempur, Lat.) Laſting only

for a limited time. Bacºn, adds/en.

To TEMPOR12.É. v., n. [terfºr ſer, Fr.) 1.

To delay to procraſtinate Shakeſp. z. To

cºnspiv with the times or cccaſions.

E M tºok ZER / [ter for fºr, Fr. fr. mter

fºr 12.2 ) One that cºrrelies with times ºf oc

cat, a a tº immer, esaxºp.

TENis ſº BR EA 1). f [fenſes, terr, Dut)

TEMSED ER EA D. W. Bread made of flow ºf

bette fººd than common.

To TF MP 1. v. a. [tents, 1 at tenter, Fr 1.

To ſo, invit to ill; to i:::ce by preſenting kne

Pleau:
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Pleaſure or advantage to the mind. Shakeſp

1. Cor. Taylor. 2. To provoke. Shakeſp. 3.

To try ; to attempt. Dryden.

"TEMPTATION.J. tentation, Fr. from tempt

1. The act of tempting ; follicitation to ill ;

enticement. Milton. 2. The ſtate cf being

tempted. Duppa. 3. That which is offered to

the mind as a motive to ill. Shakeſp Dryden.

TEMPTABLE. a. [from tempt..] Li.ble to

temptation ; obnoxious to bad influence. Swift.

TE MPTER / ſ.rom tempt. 1. One who

ſoilicits to ill ; an enticer. Shakeſp. Till tſºn.

2. The infernal fol citor to evil Hammond.

TE MULENCY, ſ tº mulentia, Lat..] fiebria

tion ; intoxication by liquor.

T E MUi.ENT a [femulenia, Lat ) I, ebriat

ed ; it.tºxicated.

TEN. a. [tyn. Six tier, Duch j The decimal

number ; twice five Brºwn, Dryden.

TENABLE. a. [tenable, Fr Such as may be

maintained againſt oppoſition: ſuch as may be

hºld againſt attacks Bacon, Clar endon, Addiſ.

TH NACIO US a. [terax, Lat § 1. Graſping

hard ; inclined to hold faſt : not willing to

let go Sºuth. ... Retentive Locke 3. Having

parts diſpoſed to adhere to each other; cohe

ſive. Neart. A bath act.

TENANCY. ſ. Temporary poſſeſſion of what

belongs to another, JWetton.

TENANT. ſ. (tenant, Fr.) 1. That holds of

another ; one that on certain conditions has

temporary poſſeſſion and uſes the property of

another. Pope, Swift. 2. One who reſides

in any place. Thomſºn.

To T ENANT, v. G. [from the noun.] To

hold on certain conditions. Addiſon.

TENANTABLE, a [from tenant.) Such as

may be held by a tenant. Suckling, D. of Piety.

TENANTLESS. a. ſ rom tenant.] Unoccupi

ed; unpoſſeſſed Shakeſp.

TENANT-SAW. / (corrupted fromtenon-ſaw )

TENCH. f. [cince, Sax. tinca, Lat.] A pond

fiſh. Hale.

To TEND, v. a. [contračted from attend.) 1.

To watch ; to guaid : to accompany as an

aſſiſtant or defender. Spenſer, Pope. 2. To

attend ; to accompany. Milton. 3. To be at

tentive to. Milton.

To TEND. v. n. [tendo, Lat.] 1. To move to:

wards a certain point or place. Wotton, Pryd.

2. To be directed to any end or purpoſe.

Temple, Tillotſºn 3. To contribute. Hamm.

4. To wait 5 to expect. Shakeſp. 5. To at

tend; to wait as dependants or ſervants. Shak.

6. To attend as ſomething inſeparable. Shake.

TE'NDANCE. ſ. (from tend] I. Attendance;

ſtate of expectation. Spenſer. 2. Perſon ; at

tendant. Shakeſp. 3 Attendance ; ast of

waiting. Shakſp. 4 Care ; act of tending.

Shakeſp. Milton.

TENDANCE. Q. ſ. [from tend..] I Direstion

TENDENCY. 9 or courſe towards any place

or object. Taylor. 2. Direction or courſe to

ward any inference or reſult ; drift. Locke.

TENDER. a. [tendre. Fr.) 1. Sott; eaſily irn

preſſ.d or injured Miltºn. 2, Senſible ; ea.

ſily pained; ſoon fire. L'Eſtrange, Lecte 3

Effeminate; emaſculate ; delicate. Sº enſer.

4. Exciting kind concern. Shakeſp. 5. Com

paſſionate; anxious for another's good. Hºoker,

Tiliation. 6. Suſceptible of ſoft paſſions. Spen.

7. Amorous ; laſcº vious. Huilibrar. 8. Ex

preſſive of the ſofter rafficns. 9. Careful not

to hurt. 7 iſlatfon, io. Gentle ; mild, un

willing to pain. Shakeſp. 11. Apt to give

pain. Aarºn. . . Young ; weak: as, tender

age. Shakeſp.

To TENDER. v. a. ſtendre, Fr.) 1. To offer;

tº exhibit; to propoſe to acceptance. Hººker,

Milton. 2. To hold to eſteem. Shakeſp.

3. To regard with kindneſs. Shakeſ”.

TENTER. ſ. (from the verb) . Öffers pro

Po'al to acceptance. Pryden, South, Add ſin.

*... [From the adjective.j Regard; kind con
cern. Shakeſp.

TENDi R-HEARTED. a. [tender and heart.]

Q: a ſoft compaſſionate diſpoſition.

! E:"ND FRLING. ſ. [from tender.) The

firſt horns of a deer. ... A fondling.

TE NPF RLY. adv, (from tender.) In a tender

Inanner ; mildly : gently; foſtly i kindly ,

without harſhneſs. Shak. Milt. Garth, Pºpe.

TE'N DERN ESS ſtendrºſ., Fr. from tender.]

1. The ſtate of being tender ; ſuſceptibility of

impreſſions. Bacon, A, buthnot. 2. State of be

ing eaſily hurt ; foreneſs. Locke, Addiſ Bentl.

3. Suſceptibility of the ſofter paſſions. Shakeſ.

4ddiſon 4. Kind attention ; anxiety for the

good of another. Bacon. 5. Scrupulouſneſs;

caution. Wotton, South, 6. Cautious care.

Gºv. ºf the Tan. 7 Soft pathos of expreſſion.

TENDINOU.S. a. [tendineux, Fr.) Sinewy 5

cºntaining tendons ; conſiſting of tendons.
Pſ’ ſeman.

TE*NDON. ſ. [tendo, Lat.] A finew; a liga

ture by which the joints are moved. Blackm2.

TH'NDRſ L. ſ. [tendrillon, Fr.] The claſp of a

vine, or other climbing plant. Mºlt. Dryd. Ray.

TENE BRICOSE. Q a ſtenetrice/us, tenebre

TEN EBROSE. } fur, Lat.) Dark; gloomy.

TEN EBROSITY. ſ. (tenebre, Lat.) Darkneſs .

loom.

TENEMENT. ſ. ſt-rement, Fr. tenementum,

low Latin.) Any thing held by a tenant. Loºse,

Pºpe

TE. NENT. ſ. See Ten E.T.

TENERITY. ſ. (teneritas, tenor, Lat.] Ten

derneſs. Ainſwºrth. -

TENE SM U.S. ſ. Needing to go to ſtool. Arbuth.

TENET. ſ. (from tenet, Lat. he hold: 1 It is

ſometimes written ten ent, or they hold J Poſi

tion; principle ; opinion. Dec. ºf Pitty, South,

ruler.

TE'NNIS. ſ. A play at which a ball is driven

with a racket. Shakeſp. Howel.

To TENNIS v. a. (from the noun..] To dive

as a ball. Spenſer.

TE NON. f { French 1 The end of a timber

cut to be fitted into another timber Moxon.

TE: NOUR, f (tenor, Lat. teneur, Fr.) 1. Con

tinuity of ſtates conſtant mode ; manºer of

- F •vºtinuity.
-
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continuity Sidney, Craſhaw, St. att. 2. Senſe

contained , gencral courſe or diſit Shakeſp.

... ſº. 3. A fºund in muſick Brºwn.

! ENSE. a. ſterſus, Lat ) stretched; ſtiff :
not lax. Helder.

TENSE ſ: ['em, e, Fr tº us, Lat.) A varia.

tion of the v it to ſign y time. Cºa, Áe.

TENSEN ESS. J. (from ten e.) Contraction

te.ſion ; the contrary to laxity.

TI. NSi Bllº, a terjus, Lat ) Capable of being
extended Bacºn.

TENSII. P. a. it ſilis, Lat., Capable of exten
ilºn. 13 dra rt

T!. NSiON. ſ. ſtºr, F, en. ten ur, Lat., T i.

at of ſtic ching, not laxatiºn , the ſtate c.

being ſtretched , not taxity. Black more.

TENSIVE a ſtºn, u , Lati Giving a ſenſation

of ſtiffneſs or to tract on Flºrer.

TENSUR E. ſ. ſter's Lat § The act of ſtretch

ing, or ſtate of being ſtretched ; the contrary

to laxation or laxity. Bacºn

TK.N.T. ſ. ſtent. Fr tents, rum, Lat.) 1. A ſol

dier's moveable lodging place, commonly mad.
of canvas extended on pºles. Knoller 2.

Any temporay habitatiºn ; a pavili n. M it

3 [ſente, Fr.] A roll of lin, put into a lore

Shakeſp Płºſeman. 4 A ſpecie, of wine deep

Iv red, chiefly from Galicia in Spain.

To TENT. s. n. (rom the noun , 1 o lodge as

in a tº nt to tabernacle.

To TEN T. r. a. To ſº., ch as with 2 medical

tent. Shak, ſp !?', eman.

TENTA iſ tº N / tientatiº, Lat.] Trial :

temptation. B. astwº

TEN'i ATIVE. a. tentatiº e

Trying : eſſaying.

TENTED a [rom tent j Cove, cd with tents.

Shakeſp. !cº.

TENT 1...R. J. (tends, tentity, "...at ) i. A hook

on which things are etched 1 T. be ºn 1/e

Tº N TER s. To be on the ſtretch , to be in

difficulties Hudibras.

To TE Nº 1. R. v. a. (from the noun..] To

ſtretch by hooks. Bacºn.

To TE NT. F. R v 1. To ad;nit extenſion. Bar.

TENTH, a teopa, Sax J Fm ſtate, i.e. ninth .

ordinal of ten. Bºyle.

TENTH. J. (trom the adjective 1. The tenth,

Dryden, Lºc. c. 2. ‘I the Phi ºf f. 3 Tenth,

are that yearly portion or tribute which all

livings eccleſiaſtical yield to the king Cºwel

TF, NTHLY, adv, (from tenth J In the tenth

place.

TENT1 GINOU.S. a. [tentigºniſ, Lat J Siff,

ſtretched.

"f E. Nº WORT. ſ. A flant. Ainſworth.

TÉ Nijſ FO LIOU.S. a Ltenui, and f.i.am, Lat.)

Hav ng thin leaves.

Th: NU 1 tºY ſ. (tenuitar, Lat.] Thinneſs; exi

lity; tinallneſs ; minutenes ; not groſſneſs.

K. Charles, Bentley.

TEN UOU.S. a. (tenur, Latin.] Thin; ſmall ;

minute Brown.

T E NUP E f (tenure, Fr 7enure is the man.

ner whereby tenements a, e holden of their

Fr. terta, Lat.)*

lords. Ral-igh, Dryden.

TE.P.F.A CTION. ſ te: *facie, Lat. The aº

of warning to a ſmall degrec.

T 1. PID a tertainſ, I at , Lukewarm ; warm

in a ſmall degree Miſten. .

TEPIDITY. ſ. [rom 1 pºd J Lukewarmneſs.

Ainſwºrth,

TE POR. ſ. ſtºr, Lat ). Lukewarmneſis gen

tle heat. A but knºt. -

TERATO LOGY. ſ. (Tifalº and ºt, 2.] Born

baſt.

THRCF. ſ. ſterce, Fren.) A veſſel containin

forty-two gallons of wine , the third part of

butt ºr pipe.

TERE BI N THINATE. R. a. ſter eli, thirº, Fr.

TERE i ! NTH; NE. . terrhintſ ... m., i.a.)

Conſiſting of turpentine , mixed with turpen

tine Flyer.

To TE REBRAT E. v. a. ſtere! re, Lat To

bore , to periorate ; to pierce. Brºwn, Der *.

TER BRA i is N. ſ (ſº n teretrate ) The

act of boring or piercing. Bacºn.

TH R G E M NOU.S. a. Uſerge minus, Lat.JThree

fold

TERGIVFRSATION. ſ. [terrum and verſe,

Lat ) i. Shºt; ſubterfuge; evaſion Brash.

1. Change; fickleneſs Clarenden.

tº ERM /. [te, mirrºr, Lat ) . Limit bounda

ry. Becan. 2. ‘I he word by which a thing is

expreſſed. Bacon, Burnet, Swift. 3. Words ;

language Shakeſp. Miltºn. 4. Condition ;

ſtipulation Drydºn, Bentley 5. Time for

which any thirg laſts. Addiſºn. 6... [In law )

The time in which the tribunals, crplaces of

judgment, are open to all that liſt to complain

ºf wrong, or to ſeek their right by courſe of

law or action ; the reſt of the year is called

vacation O: theſe termſ there are four in e

very year, during which matters of juſtice are

diſpatched : one is called Hiliary ten ºn, which

begins the tweaty-third *; January, crit that

be Sunday, the next day follºwing, and ‘n’s

the twellth of February : another is cai ed

Tafer term, which begins eighteen d-ys

alter Faſter, and ends the Morday next a ter

Aſcenſion-day , the third is Trinity te, rº, be

girning the Friday next a ter Trinity Sunday,

and ending the Wedneſday fortnight atter;

the fourth is Mi haelmas terri, beginning the

ſixth of November, cr; it that be Sunday, the

rext day after, and ending the twenty-eighth

of November. Hale.

To TERM. v. a from the noun.] To name;

to call. Lºcke.

Th"RMAGANCY. ſ. ſom terma gart.] Tur

bulence: tumultuouſneſs Barker.

TE KN1AGANT, a [tyn and masan, Sax.] 1.

Tumultuous; tubulent Shakeſp. z. Qºir

rel!ome : ſcolding ; furious. Air bathrºt.

TER MAGANT. ſ. A ſcold , a trawling tutº

bulent woman. Hudibrar, Tatler,

TERMER. / [from term.) One who travels up

the term. Len j Hºſon.

TE RMINAbt. E. a. (from terrinate.] Limit”

bic ; '#4 admits on bounds.

•
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To TERMINATE. v a. ſte, mine, Lat. termi.

ner, Fr.) 1. To bound ; to limit. Lºcke. a

To put an end to.

To TE RMINATE. v. n. To be limited : tº

end to have an end, to attain it c d. Sºuth,

Dryden.

TERMINATION. f. ſſron terminate The

ač of limiting or abounding. 1. Bound ; i.

mit Brºwn. 3. End , concluſion. 4. Frid o

words as varied by their ſignifications. 14'att

5. Word ; term. Shakeſp.

THRM!'NTHUS. ſ. (3:3:33. ]. A tumour

Wiſeman.

TERMLESS. a. [from term.) Unlimited.

bouadleſs Raleigh.

TE RM4.Y. adv [from term.) Term by term.

Bacon.

TE RN ARY. 7 ſternarius, ternie, ſ.at." The
TERNION. number three. Holder.

TERRACE. / (terrace, Fr. terraccia, Ital A

ſmall mount of earth covered with graſs Temp

D, yden.

TERRA QUEOUS a ſterra and aqua, Lat.

Compoſed of land and water. H^2-dward.

TERRENE. a. [terrenuſ, Lat.) Earthly ; ter

reſtrial. Hºoker, Milton.

TE’RRE-BLUE. ſ. (terre and bleu, Fr.) A for:

of earth. Woodward.

TERRE PERTE. ſ. [French.) A ſort of earth

Dryden.

The R REOUS.. a ſ terreur, Lat.) Earthly: con

ſiſting of earth. Glanville, Brºwn.

TERRESTRIAL. a. (terreſtrº, Lat.) 1. Farth.

ly ; not celeſłial Spenſer, Dryden, a Con

ſiſting of earth : terreous. Moodward.

To TERRE STRIFY. v. a. ſter, ºſtris and fa

ciz, Latin.) To reduce to the ſtae of earth

Brºwn.
-

TERRE'STRIOUS. a. [terreſtris, Lat.) Ter.

reous ; earthly 5 conſiſting of earth. Brown.

TE RRIBLE, a ſterrible, Fren. from terrihilº,

Lat., 1. Dreadiul , formidable; cauſing fear.

Milton, Prior. ... Great, ſo as to oth nº : a

colloquial hype, bole Clarend.", Tillotſon.

TERRIBLENESS ſ (froxn terrible J Formida

bleneſs; the quality of being terrible; dread

fulneſs. Sidney.

TE’RRiBLY.J. (from terrible.) 1. Dreadfully

formidably , ſo as to raiſe ear. Dryden. 2

Violently ; very much. Swift

TERRIE.R. / [terrier, Fr. from terra, earth

1. A dog that follows his game under ground

Dryden. ... A ſurvey or regiſler of lands

Aylſ: 3. A winble, auger or borer.ding w.

ERRſ'FICK. a. terrificut, Latin J Dreadful :

cauſing terrour. Miltºn, Philipſ.

To TE RP IPY v a. (terror and facio, Latin.}

To fright : to ſhºck with fear ; to make a

fraid. Knoks, South, Blackmare

TE, RRI tºok Y f. (territorium, low Latin J

Land ; country; domin on ; diſtrict. Hayw

Denhart.

TERROUR f [terror, Lat. terreur, Fren.) 1.

Fear communicated. Milton. 2. Fear receiv

ed. Knoiſ. Blickin:re. 3. The cauſe of ſcar.

Prior, Mirza.

TERSP. a. ſterſuf, Lat.) 1. Smooth Brown

2 Cleanly written; neat. Dryden, Swift

TE. P. T. A.N. f. (ter trana, La 1s an ague in

termitting but one day, ſo that there are two

fits in three 'ays. Harvey.

to TE RTI ATE. v a. ſtºrtio, tertiuſ, Latin.}

To do any thing the third time.

Tº SSE LLA : b.1) a tºa, i.at..] Variegated

by ſquares. Wººdwarf -

TES P. f. (ºft, Fr. 1 #4, Ital j . The capel hy

which refixers try their metals. 1. Trial's

exiºnination: as, by the cen: Shak. Clarend.

3. Means of trial Ben 7./n'ſ n. 4 That with

which any thing is compared in order to prove

its genuin nets P. e. 5 Diſcriminative cha

racle tick. Dryden 6 Judgment; diſtinc

‘tion. Dryden. 7. It ſeems to ſignify any veſ.

fel that holds fire. Dryden.

!' FS 1 A CEOUS, a fºaceus, Latin.) 1. Con

ſit ng of the lls; compoſed of ſhells. ... Hav

ing continuous, not jointed ſhells; oppoſed to
cruſtaceous Woodward.

tº E S TAMEN T. ſ. (1/lament, Fr. teffanentum,

lºt.) 1. A will ; ºny writing directing the

diſpoſal of the poſſeſſions of a man deceaſed.

Hºer, Dryden 2. The name of each of the

vºlumes of the holy ſcripture.

TPS TA MENTARY. a. iteſiumentariuſ, Lat l

Given by wiłł, contained in wills Atter bury.

Tr. STA E a (te'atus, Lat. J Having made a

will. Ayºffe.

Ti:STA 1 OR ſ. ſ teſlator, Latin ) One who

leaves a will. Hoo, er, Haylin.

TESTATR1.1 ſ (Latin.) A woman who leaves
a will

FF STE.D. a. (from tºº.) Tried by a teſt. Shak.

TE'STER. ſ. (tºffe, French, a head J 1 A ſix

pence Lºcke, Pope. 2. The cover of a bed.

TES ICLE.J. (tefliculus, Lat.J Stone. Brown,

Wiſeman.

TESTIFICATION. ſ. (teſtificatio, Lat. from

tºſſify.) The act of witneſſing Hºoker, Sºuth.

TES THE ICATOR. J. (from tºſt ficer, Latin.]
One who witneſſes.

TES i i r i ER. J. [from teſ'fy..] One who teſ.

tifies.

To TE STIFY. v. n. (teſtificer, Lat.] To wit

ne's to prove , to give evidence. john, Mit.

To TES iPY. v. a. To witnes; to give evi

de ce of any point. Yohn,

TLS ſi Y, agº. [rom teſy Fretfully; pee

vihly moroſely.

TESTIMO NIAl... f. (teſtimºnial, Fr. tºſ?imen;-

wn, Lat.) A writing produced by any one as

an evidence for himſelf. Burnet, Ayliffe.

TES iſ IMONY. f. (teſtimoniºn, Lat § 1. Fri

dence given; proof. Sº enjer, Dryden. ... Pub

lick evidence. Milion. 3. Open atteſtation ;

profeſſion Miltºn.

To TES IIMONY. v. a. To witneſs. Shakeſ.

TESTINESS. ſ. (from teſy Moroſenes. L.

TESTUDINA TED. a. Lºudº, Lat.) Rooted;
arched.

TESTUDINEOUS. a. ſteſtad, Lat.) Reſem.

biing the ſhell of a to toiſe.

5 F 2 TE'STY
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TESTY, a (teflie, Fr. teſſard, ſtal.] Fretful :

peew ſh; apt to be angry. Locke, Tattler.

TFTCHY, a Forward, peevſh. Shake p

*: 4 IF. I.F. ſ. (French J Cheek by jowl.
r’t:r.

TE THER. ſ. See Tron ºr ) A ſtring by

which horſes are held from paſturing too wide.
Tha #e ºf Sºft.

To TE THER. v. a

tie up

TETRA'GONAL. a. [****, *, J Four cor.

rried. Brown.

T}.T.R A PETA TorS. a. ſ. ------ and ºrt-2.

; : ] Are ſuch flo-e: s as conſiſt of four leaves

round the ſtyle. Mºſer.

T En R A RCH. f. (terarcka, I at ) A Roman

governor of the ſouth part of a province.

Brn. 7-4-3-.

Tºrf, A'RC HATE. 7 ſ. [+º, -2.12.) A Ro

", H., T \'. A RC HY. man government.

TETRA'sTIC K. ſ [+º, --,-,-,-) An epigram

or 'arza of four verſes. P; e.

TF, T |\ |CA. L. a. [terrºr, Lat § Proward;

nerve tº , four. Knºll”.

TET'ſ 1...R. ſ. ſtern, Sax.) A ſcab , a ſcurf,

a ringworm Shakeºp. Dryden.

Tºw ſ. [rest', a hºpen repe, Dutch

Materials for any ting. Skinner. 1. An iron

chain, Ainſwº: th:

To Tºw. v. a ſterian, Sax.] To work.

'ſ F. W. L. ſ. (“Yau o tº ya...] In the back

of the forge, againſt the fire-place, is fixed a

thick iron plate, and a taper pipe in it above

five ºches long, called a tetuel, which comes

through the back of the forge. Mixon.

"To TE WTA W. v. a. To be at , to break

/lºr:rmer.

TEXT. ſ (textur, Lat § 1. That on which a

comment is written. //aller. 2. Senterce of

ſcripture. Scath. -

TEX iſ ILE. a. (textilir, I at..] Wover; capa

ble of beng woven. Wilkinſ.

Ti, X FM.A.N. ſ. text and m in A man rea:

ev in quotation of texts Sanderſºn.

TE XTR! N. E. a. (tº <trina, Lat. Relating te

weaving. Derhan

Tº X TUAR Y. a. Utrom text.) 1. Contained in

the text. Brzºzº. 2. Serving as a text ; au

thoritative, Glanville.

TE XTUARIST. N. ſ. (textuaire, Fren.] One

TE XT UA tº Y. ready in the text of ſcrip

ture ; a divine well verſed in ſcripture.

TEXTURE. I. (textur, latin J 1. The ač of

weaviºrg. Brown. ... A web; a thing woven

‘I fanſ ºn 3 Manner of weaving with reſpect

either to torm or matter. Mitton, Pºpe. 4.

Diſpoſition of the parts of bodies. Milt. Newt.

THAN. a.lv tº inac, Sax A particle placed

in cornpariſon alter the comparative adjective

Ben. 7:hºſen Cºrz, eve.

THAN E. ſ. ſºn, Saxon 3 An old title of ho

nour, perhaps equivalent to baron. Shake; p.

To THANK v. a. º. incºr, Saxon , dancem,

Durch.) 1. To return acknowled ments ºr

zzy favour or kindneſs. Shakeſp Dryden. :- -

[ſrom the noun...] To

It is uſed often in a contrary or ironical ſenſe.

Milton, Dryden.

THANK. Rſ. 5ancar, Sax. dancke, Dutch)

THANKS. $ Acknowledgment paid for favour

or kindneſs; expreſſion of gratitude. Shakeſp.

Bacon, Milt: ".

THANKFUL. a. [Xircrul, Sax.] Full of gri

titude , ready to acknowledge good received.

Bacºn, Dryden.

THANKFULLY. adv. [from thankful) with

lively and grateful ſenſe or ready acknow

ledgment of good received. Shakeſp. Taykr.

THANKLESS. a. (form than #} 1. Un

thankful , ungr teful , making no acknow

ledgment. Spenſer, Pºpe. 2. Not deſerv

ing, or not likely, to gain thanks. Hºetter,

C, aſ aw".

THANKLESSN ESS. ſ [from thank eſ;..] in

gratitude : failure to acknowledge good re

ceived. D27 re.

TH AN KO FFTRING ſ ſthank and effering J

Offering paid in acknowledgment of mercy.

If a “r.

THANKSGIVING. ſ. [thanks and give j Ce

Jebration of mercy. Hºcker, Nek. ; tıl-tº

THANKWORTHY, a [thank and wºrthy )

Deſerving gratitude. Davies.

TH ARM. J. (bearin, Sax darm, D's" ch. the

(gut) Inteflines twiſted for ſeveral uſes.

TH A prenew" (tha'a, Gothick, Set, Sax.

dat, Dutch J 1. Not this, but the other. Sºak.

2. Wh ch ; relating to an antecedent thing.

Shakeſp. Cowley. 3. Who; relating to an an

tecedent perſon. Tickell. 4. It ſometinses

ſerves to ſave the repetition of a word or words

foregoing. Cowley. 5. Oppoſed to thiſ, as the

ct her to one. Cowley. 6. When this and that

relate to foregoing words, this is referred like

hit or cecy to the latter, and that like the or

rela to the former. 7. Such as 71lirtſen. 8.

That which , what Shakeſp. 9. The thing.

Numbert, 1o The thing which then was.

Cºwley. 1 1. By way of eminence. Cºwley, 11.

In J H a r. As teing. Hocker.

THAT, conjun:tion. I. Becauſe. Waller, Cºwl.

2. Not a conſequence. Lecke. 3. Noting in

dication. Bacºn. 4. Noting a final end. Cotri.

THATCH ſ. (5ace, Sax. ſtraw. Skinner }

Straw laid upon the top of a houſe to keep out

the weather. Strift, Pº atti.

To THATCH. v. a. (Sacclan, Saxon.] To co

ver as with ſtraw. Bacon, Dryden.

THATCHER. ſ. (from thatch One wheſe

trade is to cover houſes with ſtraw. Sºft

To THAW. v. n. (Sºpan, Sax. deger, Dutch

1. To grow liquid after congelation; to ſnel:

Donne, Miltºn, Boyle. 2. To remit the cold

which had cauſed froſt.

To H A W. v. a. To melt what was congcaled.

Shakeſp. Granvil e.

TH A W. f. (ſtom the verb.] Liquefaction of any

thing congealed ; warmth ſuch as liquities

conger ºn Shakeſ? Wilkins, Dryden.

THE art, cle. [de, Dutchj 1. The article no

thing a paiticular thing. Shakeſp. C.: lºy. 1.

- 13tfore
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Before a vowel e is commonly cut off in ºctſe.

3. Sometimes he is cut off. Cºwley.

THEATRAL. a. [theatra), Fr. theatraliſ,

Lat.) Belonging to a theatre.

THE ATRE. f [theatre, Fr theatrum, Latin )

1. A place in which ſhews are exhib ºrd , a

playhouſe Shakeſp. Barºn. A place riſing

by ſteps like a theatre. Miltºn, Dryden.

TH F A TRICK. } a. [theatruri, La Sce.

THEATRICAI, § nick, tuiting a theatre ,

pertaining to a theatre. Decay ºf Pºty, Pºp.,

THEATRICALLY. adv (from theatrical )

In a manner ſuiting the ſtage 8-ºf:

THEF, the ºblique ſingular of thou. Cºrley.

THEFT f [from thief j . The act of ſtealing

Cowell. 2. The thing ſtolen. Exoduſ.

THEIR ſ tºeona, ºf then, Sax) . Of them :

the pronoun poſſeſſive from they Dryden. 2

‘I hears is uſed when any thing comes between

the p ſeſſive and ſub antive. Hºoter, Rºſtamm

THEM, the ºblique of they. Ji'ukanſ.

THE ME. f [theme, Fr sia. i t . A ſubject on

which one ſpeaks or writes. Shakeſp. Rºmm.

2. A ſhort difiertation written by boys on any

topick. 3. The original word whence others

are derived. Jºat ºf

TH ºr 1st I.V.E.S. / (see Tm rv and Sr. i.r.]

Theſe very perſons Hººker. ... The oblique

cale of they and fºr 1.2cke

THEN adv. that, Gothick; Yan, Sax dan,

Dutch. J . At that time. (Maren ºf n. 2.

Afterwards ; immediately afterwards; ſoon

afterwards Farºn 3. In that caſe ; in con.

ſequence. Dryden. 4. Therefore ; for this

reaſon. Aſ ſon. 5. At another time: as now

and then, at one time and o.her. Miltºn. 6

That time M,ſtºn.

THENCE, adv. From that place lºſt... 1

From that time iſ atah. 3. For that reaſon.

Miltºn.

THE NCEToki H adv ſtºce and fºrth)

From that time ºf emier, ºf Hon.

THENCEFOR w A R D. adv (thence and fºr.

cºard.] On from that time. -

THE O. RACY, f \th, ºcratie, Fren. º. and

*palix.) Government immediately ſuperin

tended by God. Barnet.

THEOCRA" (CA i... a [theocratique, Fr. from

theocracy) Relating to a government admini

ſtred by God Burnet

THFoljol.11 E. ſ. A mathematical inſtru.

ment for taking heights and diſtances.

THE OGONY. ſ. [***, oria. J The generation of

the gods.

THEOLO'GIAN. ſ theºlºgur, Lat J A divine;

a profeſſor of divinity, Miſtan.

THLOLO'GicAi, a [theºlºgic, Lat J Relating

to the ſcence of divinity. Swift.

THEOLOGICALLY. adv. [from theºlºgical j

According to the principles of theology.

THEO LOGIST. A.J. the oligº (, Lat.) A divine:

THEO LOGUE. S. cºe ſtudious in the ſcience

of divinity Batºr, Dryden.

THE OiloGY. f. (ther age, Fren. Six jºa.j

Divinity. Haywa, d. 7 i.e.jºn.

*

THE OMACHIST. ſ. He who fights againſt

the gods.

THF/OMACHY, ſ (Sº. and wax; ] The

fight again" the gods by the giants.

THEO REO ſ ſtºcrba, Italian A large lute

for playing a hºrough baſs, uſed by the Ita
!ars. Baiſ,

THE ORFM ſ ſº soºnaal A poſition laid down

as an acknow "eiged truth. Hºer, Graunt.

: THEOR EMA TICAL 7 a. (from theorem. J

jº. M A tº IC K. : Compriſed in theo

THFOR. F. M (CK. rems ; conſiſting in

theorems Grew

THEY: P T ICA 1. [theºretique, Fren.

THEOR ETIC K. ***ºnlinº;..]
THEO RIC A. L. ar. l (th, orique, Fr. from

TH F O RIC K. } *2 pa.) Specula

tive : depending on theory or ſpeculation;

ter", nºng in theory or ſpeculation. Shakeſp.
F: 'e, Purnet.

THEOR CK. ſ. [from the adjective J A ſpe

culatill one who knows only ſpeculation, not

practice Shake p.

TH ORE TIC Alſ.Y. adv. [from theorick.]

Speculatively , not practically. -

TH+ () RICA 1.1.Y. adv rom theorick.) Spe

culatively : not practically.

TH £O RIST. ſ. from theºry] A ſpeculatiſt ;

one given to ſpeculation. .444 ſºn

! Hº. O'R Y. ſ tºes, te, Fr 2: , ra.] Specula

tion ; nºt practice ; ſcheme , plan or ſyſtem

yetº only in the mind Hooker, Bacon,

South. -

THER A PFUTICK a. ſºfaziº...] Curative;

teaching or endeavouring the cure of diſeaſes.

// attſ.

THER E. adv, (thar, Gothick, ºrn, Sax dacr.

Dutch J 1. In that place. Po, e. 1. It is

of poſed to here Locke, Milton. 3. An ex

clamation directing ſomething at a diſtance.

Dºyden.

THE REA BOUT. adv. [there and about ;

TH F. K1. A BOUTS. $ thereabout , is th: refore

leſs proper. J . Near that place. Shakeſh. 2,

Nearly , near that number, quanti, y, or ſtate.

Davier, Suckling, N. wºn. 3. Concerning

that matter. Lu e.

THER I. A F Jº R. adv, f there and after.] Ac

cording to that ; acco dingly, Peacham

THE RE.A.T. a. there and at] . At that : on

that account. Hºoker. 2. At that place. Matt.

THE REBY adv, [there and by.j By that ; by
means of that. Herbe, t

THE REFORE adv. [there and for] 1. For

that; for this; for this reaſon; in conſequence,

Lucaſ, Weſt. 2. In return for this ; in recom

penſe for this or for that. Matthew.

TH: REF R', M adv (there and from) From

that, from this fif

THER El N. adv. ithere and in.) In that ; in

this 13 acan.

THERE!N TO a 'r', ſtkere a cd ºnto.j Into that;

into this. Luke, Barza.

THEREO F. adu (there and ºf j Of that; of

this. Hººker, Swift.

THEREO N.
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THEREO.N. adv. [there and en J on that.

Mark, Woodward.

THEREO U.T. adv. [there and out] out of
that. Sºenſer.

THERETO’. adv. [there and to, or ante.)

THEREUNTO'. S. To that Hocker, T.I.'ſ,

THEREUPON. adv. [there and u/ ºn J 1 Upon

that ; in conſequence of that H, i.er. Shakeſp.

Patieſ, Lºcke, Swift 1. Immediately.

THER EU’NDER. adv. [there and under.] Un

der that. Raleigh.

THEREWITH, adv, (there and with ) i.wiſh

that Hºoker, Davier. . . Immediately.

THEREWITH & L adv (there and withal)

1. Over and above. Pantel. 2. At the ſame

time Shakeſp. 3 With that Senſºr.

THER I ACA L. a. [Sºg-zi J Medicinal; phy.

fical Bacon.

THERMO METF.R. ſ. ſ thermºmetre, Fren.

***i; and ºfrºw j An inſtrument for mea

ſuring the heat of the air, or of any matter.
Brown.

THERMOMETRICAL aſſom thern-meter)

Relating to the meaſure of heat. Cheyne.

THE RMOSCOPE. ſ. thermºſcºpe, Fr. Sea?:

and a kore...) An inſtrument by which the de

grees of heat are diſcovered. A bath ºct.

THESE, pronoun, the plural of thir. 1. Oppoſed

to thoſe. Dryden. 2. Theſe relates to the per

ſons or things laſt mentioned; and thºſe to the
firſt. PP'oodward.

THESIS. f. [theſe, Fren. Siri. A poſition;

ſomething laid down affirmatively or nega

tively. Prior.

THE SMOTHETE. ſ. [Sirassi: ] A law
tver.

TÉ. URGY. ſ (ssssya) The power of doing

ſupernatural things by lawful means, as by

prayer to God.

THEW. J tºe.p, Saxon 1. Quality; manner.

Speºſer. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſeems to ſignify

brawn, or bulk.

THE WED. a. (from thew.] Educated; habi

tuated. Spenſer.

THEY. ſ. In the oblique caſe them, the plural

of he or ſle, Si, Saxºn ) i. The men, the

women ; the perſons. Shakeſp. Ben johnſºn.

2. Thoſe men ; thoſe women; oppoſed to

ſome others Prior, -

THICK. a. [S cce, Sax dick, Dutch) 1. Not

thin 2, Denſe; not rare ; groſs, craſs. Ralei.

Arbuthnot. 3. Not clear, not tranſparent ;

muddy; ...culent. Temple. 4. Great in circum

ference; not ſlender. Deuter on. 3. Frequent ;

in quick ſucceſſion; with little intermiſſion

Knoſſes, Wotton, Spelman, Refcºm in 6 Cloſe,

not divided by much ſpace, crowd d. Dryden,

Addiſºn. 7. Not caſily pervious; ſet with

things cloſe to each other. Dryden. 8. Coarſe;

not thin Bacon 9. Without proper intervals

of articulation. Shakeſp.

THICK. ſ. (from the adjective.) 1. The thick

eit part or time when any thing is thicket'.

Knoles. 1. T H c k and thin. Whatever is in

the way, Hudibrar.

THiCK adv. t. Frequen ly; faſt. Denham. ..

To THICKEN. v c ſ rom thºr: }

Clºſely. Dryden, Norrir. 3. To a great der:h.

Addiſºn. 4. T H c K and threefºld. In quick

ſucceſſion ; in grat numbers. L'Eft, arge.

;. To

make thick... z. To rake cloſes to fill up

interſtices. Woodward 3. To condenſe, tº

concrete Arbuthnot. 4 To ſtrengthen, to

confirm Shakeſp. 5. To make frequent 6.
To make cloſe or numerous.

To THICKEN. v. n 1. To grow thick. 1. To

grow denſe or muddy. Ska; eſp. 3. To con

crete , to be con olidated. Prior. 4. To grow

cloſe or numerous. Tatler. 5. To grow quick.

Adºtſ,n.

THICKET. ſ. (ºcceru, Saxon] A clºſe knot or

tuft ºf trees; a cloſe wood. Chºprian, Raleigh.

THICKLY adv. (rom thick.) Deeply ; to a

great quantity. Bºyle.

TH! CKN ESS. ſ. (from thick.) 1. The flate of

being thick : denſity. 1: Quantity of matter

inter polid; ſpace taken up by matter inter

poſed. Boyle. 3. Quantity laid on quantity

to ſome conſiderable depth Bacºn. ... Con

ſilence, groſſneſs; not rareneſs ſpiffitude.

Bacºn. 5. Impervicuſneſs ; cloſe reſ. Addiſºn.

6: Want of ſharpneſs , want of quickneſs.
Held:-.

THI CK SCULLFb a Dull: flurid. Dryde-.

THI'CKSE. T. a [thick and ſet. Cloſe planted.

Dryden, Grew.

TH! CKSKIN ſ [thick and ſkin J A ccurſe

groſs man. Shakeſp.

THIEF J. Sct, Saxon; dief, Dutch ore

who takes what belongs to anether Skai.e. p.

Jºhn. ... An excreſcence in the ſnuff of a

candle May.

TH | | F. CATCHER [thief and catch..]

THIEF LEAD I.R. f : [thief and lead

T H ! ...F-TAK E. R. [thief and take.]

One whoſe buſineſs is to detect thieves L'Eſtr.

Branſion.

To HIEVE. v. n. (from thief.] To ſteal; to

practiſe theft.

T H EVERY. ſ (from thieve.) 1. The pračice

of ſtealing Spenſer, Sºuth. ... That which is

ſtol. n. Shakeſp.

THI EVISH, a [from thief; 1. Given to fleil

irg: practiſing theit. Shakeſp. z. Secret, fly.

Shakeſp

THI EVISHLY adv[fromthies iſ JLike a thieſ.

THIEVISHN ESS. ſ (from theviſh.j Diſpoſition

to ſtcal ; habit of ſtealing.

THIGH / 1*eoh, Saxon , die, Dutch The

17 g h includes all between the buttocks and

the knee. The thigh bone is the longeſt of all

the bones in the body. Quincy, Genji.

THii.K. pronoun. (Silc, Saxon.) That ſame.

Obſole re. Sfenſer.

THILL. ſ ſolile, Saxon.) The ſhafts of

v. 2 ºzon Mort, mer.

THI Li. HORSE. U ſ [thilland Harſ...] The lit

T H ! [..!.E.R. horſe, the horſt that gº

between the ſhafts. Tuffer, Shakeſp.

THIM&LE. ſ. from them beil J A metalcover

by which women ſecure their fingers'rºnº

Leedle. Shakeſp. Cheyne. THIME.
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THIME. ſ (th, mºr, Lat, thym, Fren. A fra:

grant herb frºm which the bees are ſuppoſed

to draw hºney. Sperfer.

TH! N. a. ºn, Saxon dunr, Dutch | 1. Not

thick Exºdus. 1. Rare, not denſ. Wiſdom,

Barºn 3. Not clºſe ; ſeparate by large ſpaces.

R2,..mmcº 4. Not cloſely compact or accu

mulated Miltºn. 5. FXile ; final Dryden.

6. Not coarſe; not groſs in ſubſtance 7. Not

abounding f aton. 8. Not ſat i not bulky

lean; ſlim ; ſlender. L. Eff, ange

THis a '•'. Not thickly Milton.

To THIN. v. a. ſtrom the adjectivel 1. To

make thin or rare, not to thicken. Arbuthnºt.

2. To make leſs clºſe or numerous Dryden.

To attenuate Black more

THI NLY, adv, (from thin J Not thickly; not

cloſely Brºwn.

TH IN E. p. enºun. [thein, Gothick; ºn, Sax

dijn, Dutch J Belonging or relating to thee.

Shakeſ.

T HING. ſ. ſºng, Saxon ; ding, Dutch.) 1.

Whatever is ; not a perſon Shakeſ. 2. It is

uſed in contempt. Swift. 3. It is uſed of

perſons in contempt, or ſome times with pity,

Shakeſp Congreve. 4 it is uſed by Shake

ſpear once in a ſenſe of honour.

To THINK v. n picter, thºught (5-ncean,

Sax. dºncken, Dutch 1. To have ideas; to

compare terms or things; to reaſon ; to cogi

late. Locke, Dryden 1. To judge ; to con

clude; to determine. Dariel. 3. To intend.

Shakeſ p. 4. To imagine; to fancy. Burnet

5. To muſe: to meditate Dryden. 6. To

recolle&t ; to ob erve Shakeſp. 7. To judge :

to conclude. Swift 8 To conſider; to doubt

Bentley.

To THINK. v. a. 1 To imagine, to image in

the mind; to conceive. Sfaſ eſp. 2. To be.

lieve ; to eſteem. Sidney. 3. ‘Tº T is N ×

much. To grudge. Milton, Tilºtſºn. 4 7.

Th 1 N K ſcorn. To didain F/iher.

THINK ER ſ. (from think.] Oue who thinks

in a certain manner. Lºcke.

THINKING / [from threk ) Imagination ;

cogitation ; judgment Shakeſp. Addiſon

THI NLY., adv. from thin ) . Not thickly.

2. Not cloſely; not numerouſly Dryden

THI NNESS / ſſrom thin.) 1. The contrary

to thickneſs; exility ; tenuity Donne, Netºt.

2. Paucity ; ſcarcity. Dryden. 3 Rareneſs,

not ſp flitude Sºut'.

THIRD a. ºn bºa, Saxon.) The firſt after the

ſecond. Shakeſp. |

THIRD ſ from the adjective ) i. The third,

part. Addiſºn. ... The ſixtieth part of a ſe
cond Holder.

THIRDBOROUGH. ſ. I third and borºugh. J
An under-conſtable

THi'RDI.Y. adv. [from third..] In the third

place. Bacon.

To THIRL. v. a (ºnlian, Saxon. To pierce;

to perforate. Ainſwºrth.

THIRST. ſ. ſºynre, Saxon; dºrff, Dutch J 1.

The pain ſuffered for want of drink; want of

drink. Denham, Arbuthnot. 2. Eagerneſ, ;

wºment deſire. Fairfax. 3. Draught.
Miltºn.

To THIRST. s. n ſynrtan, Sax, der/les,

Dutch...] I. To feel want of drink; to be

thirty or athirſt. Exºdus, Milton. 2. To have

a vehement deſire or anything. Pam,

To T H RST. v. a. To want to drink. P, ter.

THIRST INFSS ſ [ſrom thirſ'.) The ſtate of

being thirſty. Hºtten. -

THIRSTY. a. Sunrtº, sax ) i. Suffering

want of drink , pained for want of drink.

Shakeſp. Judges, Rºwe - Poſſeſſed with any

vehemert deſire: as, blood thirny.

"Hºt TT. E.N. a. [ºneotide, Sax.] Ten and
three. Bacon.

THIRTEENTH, a [from thirteen; ºne

9troºa, Saxon J The third after the teſth.
G, aunt.

THIRTIETH, a [from thirty; ºn

Sax.] The tenth thrice told. Hale.

TH! RTY a tºnttº, Saxon J Thrice ten.

Shakeſp.

THIS, pronoun (ºr, Sax ) 1. That which is

preſent ; what is now mentioned. Shakeſp. 2.

The next future. Geneſs. 3. 77 , , is uſed for

this time. Dryden 4. The laſt paſt. Dryden.

5. It is often oppoſed to that. Pºe 6 When

thiſ and that reſpect a former ſentence, thºr.
lates to the latter, that to the former member.

H.aker. 7. Sometimes it is oppoſed to the

ether. Dryden.

THIS, LE. ſ. ſºrtel, Sax dieſel, Dutch ;
carduus, Lat.) A pickly weed growing in

corn fields. Miller, Shakeſt.

THISTLE, gºlden. J. A plant Miſer.

THISTLY a. [from thºſie J Overgicwn with

thiſtles. Thºmſon.

TH THER. adv. (ºthen, Sax.] I. To that

Place : it is oppoſed to hither. Denham. 2. To

that end; to that point.

TH I'THERTO, adv. [thither and to..] To that

cnd ; ſo lar.

THI'THERWARD. adv. [thither and ward.]

Towards that place. Milton.

THO adv. Sonne, Saxon J 1. Then. Spenſºr.

* The contracted for though.

To THOLE. v n. To wait a while. Ainſwer.

THON.G. ſ. (ºnang, ºnong, Sax) A ſtrap or

!!! ing of leather. Addiſºn, Dryden.

T HOR A CICK, a [from therax...] Belonging

to the breaſt A, buthnot.

THOR A L. a from thoruſ,

the bed. Ayliffe.

THORN. ſ. ſtaurnſ, Gothick) 1. A prickly

tree of ſeveral kinds Geneſ. 2. A prickle

growing on the thorn buſh. Milton. 3. Any

thirg troubleſome. Southern.

THO RNA PP. E. ſ. A i lant. Mºrtimer.

THORNBACK / A ſea-fiſh. Arbuthnºt.

THQRNBUT. ſ. A ſort of ſea-fiſh Ainſworth.

THORNY. a. ſ.rom thern ) . Full of thorns;

(piny roughs prickly. Randolph, Dryden, 2.

Pricking ; vexatious. Shakeſp. 3. Lj fficult;

I crplexing. Spenſer.

Ittegºa>

Lat.) Relating to

THOROUGH.
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THO'ROUGH prepaſ (the word through ex

tended into two ſyllables | 1. By way of

making maſſage or penetration. 2. By means

of Shake?.

THO ROUGH. a. i. Complete ; ful; ; perſect.

Strº ſer, Clarendon. 1. Paſſing through. Barºn

THO'RoughFARE. ſ. thrºugh and fare.)

A pºlage through; a paſſage without any ‘lop

or let Shakeſ:

THO'ROUGHLY adv. (from thrºugh } Com

pletely ; fully. Shake p. Dryden.

THO ROUGH PED. a. [thºrough and ſhed

Fathed in pºinciples; thoroughpiced Swift.

TH) ROUGHPACED. a. [thorºugh and fact.

Perfect in what is undertaken , complete

Swift.

THO'ROUGHSTITCH adv. [thorough and

ſlitch. Completely , fully. L'Eſi, ange

THORP. f. From the Saxon bonp, ſignifies a

village. Gibſon

THOSE. prºn. The plural of that. Shake?.
Denham.

THOU. ſ. ſºu, Saxon; du, Duch; in the

of lique caſes ſingular tº ee, ºe, Saxon ; in the

plºral ye, Ye, Saxon; in the oblique caſes

plural you, eup. Saxon ) . The ſecond pro

noun perſonal. Shakeſt 2. It is uſ d only in

very familiar or very ſºlemn language.

To THOU v. a. (from the noun...] To treat

with familiarity. Shakeſp

THOUGH. cºnjunction (Seah, Saxon thauh,

Gothick.] I. Notwithſtanding that , althºugh

Jº aller, Watt; 2. Mr Thou G. H. As if,

like as if Geneſiſ. 3. It is uſed in the end of

a ſentence in familiar language: however ,

yet Dryden.

THOUGHT, the preterite and part, paſſ of

think. Addiſon.

THOUGHT'ſ. (from the preterite of to think.]

1. The operation of the mind; the ºl of

thinking. 2. Idea; inage formed. Altºn

3. Sentiment; fancy , imagery. Dryden. 4

Reflection , particular conſideration. Shake?.
5. Conception ; preconceived notion. Miltºn.

6. Opinion; judgment. job, Dryden, Pete. 7

Meditation; ſerious conſideration. Rºſcommon.

8. Deſign; purpoſe. 'feremiah. 9. Silent

contemplation. Shakeſp. o. Solicitude ,

care; concern. Milton. 1. Fºxpectation.

Shakeſp. 12. A ſmall degree; a ſmall quan

tity. Swift.

THO UGHTFUL. a ſthºught and fall.) 1. Con

templative , full of reflectiºn , full of medita

tion. Dryden. 2. Attentive ; careful. Philipſ.

3. Promoting meditation; favourab e to mu

ſing Pºpe. 4. Anxious; follicitous. Prior.

THOUGHTFULLY. adv. [from thoughtful J

With thought or conſideration; with follici

tude.

THOUGHTFULNESS. ſ. [from thºughtful.]

1. Deep meditation. 2. Anxiety ; follici

tude.

THOUCHTLESS, a [from thought ] . Airy;

gay diſſipated. 1. Negligent; caſeleſs Rºger.

3. Stupid i dull. Dryden.

THºt"GHTLESSLY. adv, f from Keºgh: J

Without thought , careleſly; ſtupid! v. Garth.

TH.) Uſ;1 ITLESSN Ess. 1. {from tº 2- gº tº )

Want of thºught , a, ence of thought,

TH) UGH Sick a tº url t and ſick.j Un

eaſy with reflectiºn. Shaf, jº. -

TH) USA ND a r ſ burens, Saxon - Jº

ſend, Dutch 1. The number of ten hen

"red - Proverbally, a great nutriter.
S. en er.

THOUSANDTH a ſ from this ſand ). The

hu 'red-h ten times told; the ord nal of a

thºuſand Dryden, Swift.

THOW L /. A piece of timber by which

o: rs are kept in their places when a rowing.

4 nºt a th.

TH & A.H.I., f iºnel, Saxon.) 1. A ſlave : one

who is in the pºwer of anºther Shakº/p Daw.

47 ſton. 2 Bºrdage; ſtate of ſlavery or con
fi, ement. Hud bras.

To THR ALL v. a To enſlaves to bring into

the power of another. Skateſt. Dºnne.

THRA 1.150M / [ºn thrall J Slavery; ſer

vitude sº-cy, Sandy.

THRA P1’ſ... ſ. The windpipe of any animal.

To HRASH. v. a ſº inroan, Saxon: dºr, ches,

Dutch. 1. To bºat corn to tree it from the

chań º hairſ? Kay. 2. To beat; to drub.

Shaº-ºp

To THRASH. v. n. To labeur; to drudge.

Dryden.

THRASHER, ſ ſ from thraſt, J One who

thraſhes corn ſ.9eke.

THRASH! NGFLOOR /. An area on which

corn is braten. Dryden.

THRASONICA L. a [from Thraſe, a boaſter

in old comedy.) Boaºul . bragging Shakeſp.

THRAVE. ſ. ſºnar, Saxon ) i. A herd, a

dºve. Out of uſe. ... The number of two

dºzen.

THR!: A D. ſ. (ºnas, Sax, draed, Dutch.) 1.

A final line ; a ſmall twiſt. Boyle, Seeth. 1.

Any thing continued in a courſe; uniform

ternur. Burnet, Arbuthnot.

THRE. Aſ B.A.R.E. a. (thread and bare.] 1. De

prived of the nap , worn to the naked threads.

Sterſer, Shakeſp. 1. Worn out; trite. Swift,

Child.

To THRF AD. v. a. [from the noun..] ... To

paſs through with a thread. Sharp. 2. To

paſs through , to pierce through. Shakeſp.

1 HR LA L. E.N. a [from thread. ) Mide of

thread. Shakeſp.

To i HRE. A. P. v. a A country word denoting

to argue much or contend. Ainſworth

THREAT. ſ (from the verb.j Menace; de

nunciation of ill.

To THREAT. v. a. (ºneattan, Sax ) i.

To THRii"ATEN. To menace ; to denounce

evil. Miltºn, 2. To menace ; to terri'y, or

attempt to terrify. Milton, Pope. 3. To merice

by action. 1-ryden.

THREATENER. ſ. (from threat-n j Menacers

one that threatens. Shakºp Miſter.

THRA'A-
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THRF/ATFNING.I.Y. a.ſ... [fºom thrºn

With menace ; in a threatening manner.

Sh,42%.

THRE/ATFUL a (threat and fall.] Full of

threats; minacious. Spenſer.

THR!. F. a ſºnse, Saxon , dry, Datch..] 1.

Two and one. Creek, Pºpe. ... P. overbially
a ſmall number Sha, e.

THRE. I.F.O.L.D. a. ſºme reals, Saxl Thrice

repeated conſiſting ot three Raleigh, Pfe

THRE. E. PENCE [th, ee and pence J A

finall ſilver coin valued at thrice a penny.

Płºſzman.

THREEPENNY a ſtrib-larit, Lat., Vulgar;

rne a n.

THRE EPII F. ſ. (three and file J An old name

for good velvet Shake p

THREEPI 1.F.D. a Set with a thick pile ; in

another place it ſeems to man piled one on

another. Shake p

THREESCO RE a [three and ſcore | Thrice

twenty ſixty. Shakeſt. Procº", Dryde".

Thi RF,NO D.Y. f. [ºnº.4. ) A ſo g of limen

tatton.

T HRESHER ſ. nroperly theaſter

THRF SHOLD. f. , Snºr paſs, Sax j The

ground or ſter, under the do r + entrance :

gate : doºr. Shakeſ”. Bretºn, Dryden.

TH REW, preterite of thrºw Pope

THRIC r. cd.v. (trom three ) i. Three times.

Spenſer. 2. A word of amplifications. Shakeſp.

D; ; den.

To THRſ D. v. a. [this is corrupted from

thread.) To ſlide through a narrow paſſage.

Pºpe

THRIFT. ſ. [from thrive) . Profits gain :

riches gotten. Sidney, Shakeſp. 2. Parſimony:

frugality; goºd huſbandry. Raleigh, Dryden

3. A plant Alitier

THR! FT II.Y adv (from thrifty.) Frugally:

parſimoniouſly. Swift.

THRIFT NESS / ifrom thrify.) Frugality:

huſband y. Spºnſer, 14 otten.

THRI'FTLESS. a. (from thrift j Proſuſe; ex

travagant. Spen er.

THRI FTY, a [from , th; if ) . Frugal

ſparing ; not profuſe. Shak, ſp. Swift. i. V, el.

huſbanded. Shakeſp.

To HRILL. v a Synllan, Sax.] To perce :

to bore to penetrate. Sº enſer, Mºltºn.

To THRILL v. n. 1. To have the quality of

piercing. Spenſer. 2. To perce or wºund the

ear with a ſharp found. Sºenſºr s. To cel a

ſharp tingling ſenſation Sh, sº ſº. 4 To paſs

with a tingting ſenſation S cº-ſp. Addiſºn

To I HRIVE v. m. pret, throwe, thri, ed.,

part, thriw”. To proſer , to grow rich ,

to advance in any thing deſired. Sidry,
M’attr.

THRI'v Fr. ſ (from thrive.}One that proſpers;

one that grows iºch Hayward

THR!VINGLY. adv. [from thriving.) In a

proſperous way.

THRGAT. ſ. ſonote, Saxon] 1. The ſore

part of the neck. Shakeſp. 2. The main

road of any place. Thomſºn. 3. Tº cut the

Tº so a r. To murder; to kill by violence.

L’Eſ range.

THRO ATPIPE, f [threat and pipe.] The
weaſon ; the windpipe.

THRO AT WORT. ſ. (threat and wºrt J A

plant.

To THROB v n. To heave : to beat ; to

riſe as the breaſt 4.jd, ſon, Smºk. 2. To beat;

to papitate. Jºſera.

THR-03 ſ from the verb Heave ; beat

ſtrºke of palpitation. Addiſºn.

THROE / [from ºn pian, tº ſuffz, Sax.j 1.

The pain of travail; the anguſh of bringing

children. Milton, Dryden, Rºgerſ. ... Any

extreme agony : the final and mortal ſtruggle.

Sº enſe, Shakeſ”.

To THROF, w a [from the noun ) To put in

agonies. Shakeſp.

THRON E. / (thrºur, Lat. Sºº-yº..] ... A royal

ſº tº the ſeat of a king Miltºn, Dryden.

The ſeat of a biſhop Aylºff.

To THRON F. v. a ſºom the noun) To en

º to ſet on a royal ſeat Shakºp Miltºn,
***

THKONG ſ ºnarz, Sax) A croud : a mul

tºude preſſing againſt each other. Craſhaw,
Jºaº.e-.

To THRONG. v n. [from the noun..] To

croud , to come in tumultuous multitudes.

Shakeſp. 7 at ler.

To THRONG. v. a. To oppreſs or incom

mode with crouds or tumults. Shakeſp. Luke,
Mt.'tan.

THROSTLE ſ (Snorrle, Saxl the thruſh;

a ſmall ſinging bird Shakeſp. JP'a'tan.

THRO TTLE. ſ. [rom threat The windpipe.
Brown.

To THROTTLE. v. a. [From the noun..] To

choak to ſuffocate; to kill by ſtopping the

breath D, yden, Swift.

THRO v F, the preterite of th; ive. Lºcke.

THROUGH prºp. [] enh, Saxon ; door, Dutch

1. From end to end of. Pºyd, n 2. Noting

pºſſage Dryden, Newtºn. 3. By tranſnidion.

Tººſe, Cºyne 4. By means of. Eccluſ.

Hºtgifte, 1’, or.

THROUGH adv. 1. From one end or ſide to

the other. Ecc 7, 0.4%im. 2. To the end of

any thing South.

THROUGHB RED. a. [thrºugh and 8.24

º

Completely educated ; completely taught.
Grego.

THROUCHI, I'CHTF. D. a. [through 2nd

high1.j 1, ghted on both ſides. }}^*:tºn.

THROUGH!,Y, adv [from thrºugh * .

Completely ; lully: entirely , wholly. Speºſer.

ºil tſºn 2. Without reſerve ; ſincetely.

Triction.

THROUGHOUT. A rep (tº reugh and ent)

Quite through 5 in every part of 1129&er.

Bacºn, Ren johnſon.

THROUGHOUT adº.

every part. Dry-'em.

G
5

Every where; in

THRCU C II

–
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THROUCHPACE.D. a. [thrºugh and face

Perfect complete. Mºre.

To THROW. preter threw, part paſſive

thrºwn v a fºr pan Sax) . to fligº to

caſt 5 to ſend to a diſtant place by any projectile

force. Anolies. 2. To toſs; to put with any

violence or tumult. Addiſon, Berkley. 3. To

lay careleſly, or in ha e Clarend:# 4 || To

venture at dice. Shakeſp. 5. To caſt; to ſtrip

off. Shakeſp. 6. To emit in any marner.

4ddiſon, Watts. 7. To ſpread in haſte. Pope.

8. To overturn in wreſtling Salth. 9 To

drive; to ſend by force. Dºyden, ahº.

to. To make to 23 at a diſtance. Shakuſp.

11. To repºſe Taylºr. 12. To change by

any kind of violence. Addiſºn. 13. To turn

14. 7. Throw away. To loſe to ſpend in

vain Otway, Penham. 5. To reject. Taylºr.

16. 7. Throw by. To reject ; to lay a dy

as of no uſe. Ben. j.hnſon, Lºcke. 17. Tº

Th Row dºwn. To ſubvert; to overturn

ºddſºn. 18 T. Tº Row ºff to expel

4 *:/"ct 19. To rejea to renounce.

Dryden, Spratt. 20. I. Throw cat. To

exert; to bring forth into act. Spºnſer. Aldi,

21. To di" ance; to leave behind. Addiſor.

22. To eject; to expel. Stºft. 13. To reject,

to exclude Swift. 24. Tº Tº gow up. To

reſign angrily. Ceilier. 25. To emit; to eject,

to bring up. Arbuthnet.

To THRO W. v. n. 1. To perform the ad

of caſting. 1. To caſt dice. 3. Tº T H Row

about. To caſt about 5 to try expedients.

Spenſer.

THROW. ſ [from the verb.) 1. A caſt; the

*ēt of caſting or throwing. Addiſºn. 2. A cat

of dice ; the manner in which the dice fall

when they are caſt. Sºakeſp. Sºuth, Bently

3. The ſpace to which any thing is thrown

Shakeſp. Addiſºn. 4. Stroke: blow. Spenfer

5. Effort, violent fally. Addiſºn. 6. The

agony or chidbirth: in this ſenſe it is wriuen

three Sºuth, Dryden.

THRO WER. J. (from thrºw.] One that

throws Shakeſp.

THRUM ſ. [thraun, Iſlandick.) 1. The ends

ºf weavers threads. 2. Any coarſe yarn.

Shakeſp. Bacon, King.

To ‘i HºtJ.M. v. a. ſo grate; to play coarſly.

Dryden.

THIS USH. ſ. [ºntre, Sax 1. A ſmall ſinging

bird. Carew, ºp. 1 Small, round, ſuper

ficial ulcerations, which appear firſt in the

mouth; but as they proceed from the cb

ſtruction of the emºtſaries of the ſaliva, by

the lentor and viſcºſity of the humour, they

may affect every part of the alimentary duel

except the thick guts: the rearer they ap

proach to a white colour the leſs dangerous.

At ºn thmat.

To THRUST. v. a. ſtruſts, Lat.) I To puſh

any thing into matter, or between bodies.

Revelations. 1. To puſh ; to remove with

violence, to drive. Spºnſer, Shakeſ. Dryden.

3. To ſtab. Numler, 4. To compreſs. Judgeſ.

5. To impel ; to urge. Shakeſ. 6. To ob

trude; to intrude. Shakeſp. Lºcke.

To T HRUST, v. n. 1. To make a hoſtile puſh.

*: To queeze in , to put himſelf into any

place by violence. Dryden. 3. To intrujë.

Rowe, 4. To puſh 'orward; to come violently;

to throng. Chapman, Knºlley.

THRUST, f [from the verb Hoſtile attack

with any pointed weapon. Sidney, Dryden. 1.

Aſſault; attack Mºre.

Tºster / [from thrift.) He that thruſts.

ay.

To THRYFA'LLow v. a [thrice and fa

**.] To give the third plowing in ſummer.

‘I utler.

THUMB. ſ tºurna, Saxl The ſhort ſtrong

finger anſwering to the other four. Dryder,

Br -- 177 f.

THUMB BA.N.D. ſ. ſtkamb and Band.) A twiſt

of any materials made tº ick as a man's thumb.

Al/artirier.

To THUMB. v . To handle ankardly

IHU MBSTAL. f. thumb andfa''. A thin ble.

THUMP. ſ. [think, Italian J A hard, heavy,

dead, dull, blew with ſon ething blunt. Ha Jib.

Dryden, Tatler.

To HUMP. v. a. To beat with dull heavy

blows. Shakeſp.

To THUMP. v. m. To fall or ſtrike with a dull

heavy blºw. Hudibrar, Swift.

THUMPER. ſ. (from thump j The perſon or

thing that thumps.

THUNDER.ſ (Sunben, Sunon Saxon; deader,

Dutch..] 1. Thunder is a moſt bright flame ri

ſing on a ſudden, moving with great violence,

and with a very rapid velocity through the air,

according to any dº termination, and commonly

ending with a loud noiſe or 1 attling. Shakeſ?.

Miltºn. 2. In popular and poetick language

thunder is commonly the noiſe, and light-r-g

the flaſh ; though thunder ie ſometimes taken

for both. Shakeſp. Milton. 3. Any loud noiſe

or turnultuous violence. Spenſer, R-tre.

To THUNDER. v. n. [from the noun..] To

make thund, r. Shakeſp. Sidney, Pope.

To THUNDER. v a. i. To emit with noiſe

and terrour. Dryden. 2. To publiſh say de

nunciation or threat. Ayliffe

THUNDERBOLT f i. Lightening; the ar

rows of heavea. King Charles, Denham. 1.

Fulmination ; denunciation: properly eccle

ſiaſtical, Hakewt!/.

THUNDERCLA P. ſ. (thunder and clap.) Er

ploſion of thunder. Spenſer, Dryden.

THUNDERER.f. (from thunder.] The power

that thunders, /4'aller.

THU'NDEROUS a.[from thander.] Producing

thunder. Miltºn.

THUNDERSHoweR ſ (thunder andſlºwer!

A rain accorapanied with thurder.Stilagiºtt.

THUNDERS 1 ONE. ſ. A ſtºne fabulouſly up

poſed to be emitted by thunder; thunderbolt.

Shakeſp. -

To THUNDERSTRIKE. v. a. [thunder and

Jºrise J Toblaſt or hurt with lightening $4.
Addiſºn. THURI
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THURIFEROUS. a. [thurifer, Lat.) Bearing
frankincenſe.

THURIFICATION. ſ. [thuri, and facio, Lat.)

The act of fuming with incenſe ; the act of

burning incenſe Stilingfleet.

THURSDAY. ſ. [thorſg.ſay, Daniſh. Thor

was the ſon of Odin, yet in ſome of the not

thern parts they worſhipped the ſupreme deity

under his name. Stillingfleet.] The fith day
of the week. -

THUS adv. Sur, Sax ) . In this manner :

in this wiſe. Hisker, Hale, Dryden. 1. To

this degree; to this quantity. Bacºn, Tilotſºn,
JWake.

To THWACK. v. a. [Saccian, Sax.] To ſtrike

with ſomething blunt and heavy ; to threſh :

to bang. Shakeſ?. Arbuthnot.

THWACK. ſ. (from the verb.] A heavy hard ||

blow. Hudibrar, Addiſon.

THWART, a [Spyn, Saxon dwarf, Dutch

1. Tranſverſe , croſs to ſomething elſe

Milton. 2. Perverſe; inconvenient ; miſ.

chievous.

To TH WAR.T. v. a. 1. To croſs to lie or

come croſs any thing. Milton, Tillºtſºn. A.

To croſs; to oppoſe; to traverſe. Shakeſp

South, Addiſon, Pºpe.

To THWAR. T. v. n. To be oppoſite. Locke.

THWARTINGLY. adu. [from thwarting.]

Oppoſitely ; with oppoſition

THY. pronºun. (Sin, Sax Of thee; belong

ing to thce. Cºwley, Milton.

THYIN E wood. ſ. A precious wood. Revelations.

THYSELF. pronºun reciprocal [thy and ſºlf)

1. It is commonly uſed in the oblique caſes,

or following the verb. Shakeſp. 2. In poetical

or ſolemn language it is ſometimes uſed in the

nominative. Dryden.

THYME. ſ. [thym, Fr. thymus, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

TI AR. ſ ſtiara, {2t.] A dreſs for the

TI AR A. § head; a diadem. Miltºn, Dryden,

Pºpe.

To TICE. v. a. (from entice.] To draw ; to

allure. He bert.

TICK. ſ. 1. Score; truſt. Hudibrat, Locke.

2. The louſe of dogs or ſheep. Shakeſp.

3. The caſe which holds the feathers of a

bed.

To TICK. v. n. [from the noun.]

run on ſcore. 2. To truſt ; to ſcore. Arkuth.

"TI'CK EN. The ſime with tick. A

TICKING. ſ. ſort of ſtreng linen for bedding.

Barley.

TI'CKET. ſ. ſetiquet, Fr.] A token of any

right or debt upon the delivery of which

admiſſiºn is granted, or a claim acknowledg

ed ºpenſer, Collier.

To TICKLE. v. a. ſtitillo, Lat § 1. To aſ

feet with a prurient ſenſation by ſlight touches.

Bacon, Dryden 2. To pleaſe by ſlight grati

fications Sidney, Dryden, Locke.

To TICKLE. v. n. To feel titillation. Spenſer.

TI'CKLE. a. Tottering ; unliked; unit:ble.

Spenſer, Shakeſp.

1. To

TICKLISH. a. [from tickle J . Senſible tº

titiilation ; eaſily tickled. Bacon. 1. Tottering ;

uncertain ; unfixed. Pºcodward 3. Difficulti

nice. Strift.

TICKLISHNFS, ſ. [fºom tickſ.] The ſtate

of being t cºliſh.

Ti CKTACK. ſ. [triºlac, Fr.] A game at

tables. Bailey.

TID. a 'ryssºn, Sax.] Tender; ſoft : nice.

To T1"CDT.F. R. v. a. (from tid.] To uſe ten

To TI DDER. A derly ; to fondle.

TIDE. ſ. . [ty’s, Saxon ; tıjd, Dutch and Iſ

landick.] i. Time ; ſeaſon ; while. Sº enſer,

Wºtton. ... Alternate ebb and flow of the

ſea. That motion of the water called tides

is a riſing and failing of the ſea : the cauſe of

this is the attraction of the Moon, whereby

the part of the water in the great ocean which

is neareſ the Moon, being moſt ſtrongly at

tracted, is raiſed higher than the reſt : 2nd

that part oppoſite to it being leaſt at racted,

is alſo higher than the reſt; and theſe two

oppoſite riſes of the ſurface of the water in the

great ocean following the motion of the Moon

from caſt to weſt, and firiking againſt the

large coaſts of the continents, from thence

rebound back again, and ſo make floods and

“bbs in narrow ſeas and rivers. Lºcke, 3.

Floºd Bacºn. 4. Stream couſe. Shakeſp.

Aſt ten, Philips.

To Ti Di. v. a. i from the noun.] To drive

with the ſtream. Dryden.

To TIDF. v. ... To pour a flood ; to be agitated

by the tide. P. flººr.

TIT’ſ GATE. ſ. (tile and gate.] A gate through

which the tide paſſes into a vaſon.

Ti Di S.M.A.N. ſ (tºde and man.] A tidewaiter

or cuſtºmhouſe officer, who watches on board

% merchartſhips till the duty of goods be paid.
aiſe

TI DEWAITER, ſ [tide and wait..] An officer

who watches the landing ot goods at the

cuſtomhouſe. Swift.

T'DILY, adv. [rom tidy Neatly; readily.

TI L INESS. ſ. Ifrom tidy..] Neatneſs; readi

neſs.

Ti’DINGS. ſ. (tiban, Sax. to happen.) News;

an account of ſomething that has happened.

&fenſer, Milton, Rogers.

T! DY. a. [tidt, Iſlandick. ) i. Seaſonable.

Tuffer. 2. Neat; ready. Gay

To Ti E. v. a. ſtian, tº un, Saxon.) 1. To

bind ; to faſten with a knot. Knºller. 2. To

knit 5 to complicate. Burnet. 3. To bold; to

fatten. Fairfax. 4. To hinder ; to obſtruct.

Shake PP'ailer. 5. To oblige ; to conſtrain;

to reſtrain ; to confine. H.2, er, Stilling fleet,

Atterbury.

TiE. ſ. from the verb.] 1. Knot; fallening.

2. Bond ; obigation. Baron, Wailer.

7 i ER ſ. (tiere, old F1. tuyer, Dutch J A row ;

a rank. Knoller.

: TIERCE. ſ. [tierſ, tiercier, Fr.] A veſſel hold

ing the third part of a pipe. Ben. Jºhnſon.

5 G 2 T I I, KCET.
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TIERCET. ſ. [from tie, 1, Fr.] A triplet;

three lines.

Ti! F. ſ. 1. Liquor; drink. Phil pr. 2. A fit

of reeviñºneſs or fullenneſs ; a pet.

To TIFF n. To be in a pet , to quarrel.

T 1 FFA NY ſ. ſt fºr. to dreſs up, old Fr.

Very thin fºlk. Brºwn.

TiGE | | In architecture. ) The ſhaſt of

a column frown the aſt: gal to the capital.

Bari-y

T 1 GER, ſ ſtigre, French, tigriſ, Laº ). A

ferce beaſt of the leonine kind. Shakºſ, ear es

Peach cm.

Tit, H. P. a. ſ. dicht, Dutch 1. Tenſe .

cloſe; not loºſe. Aliºz. ", Swift. 2. Free

from fluttering rags ; lets than meat. Gay,

Stºft

To li CHT EN. v a.

ten to make cloſe.

T. Gri T. R. ſ. [.. on tº gº ten ) A ribbard or

tring by which wored tti liten their cº, aths.

TI Gº i ! ...Y. a.ſ.º. (rown tº #: ) Cletely

not to tely. - Nearly ; not idly D, yeº.

Ti (, H N Ess. I lºom fight J cle:eneſs.

not ſo ſeceſs lººd waſ d.

Ti (, KESS. ſ iſ on tiger.] The ſermale o

tie tiger. 24.4. m.

T! K E / tele, Lutch 1. The louſe of dºgs

cºllee p. B. ca. 2. It is in Shakeſ ea e th

traine or a dº.

7 ::, E. J. tºº, Six, tº re', Dutch

ºtes of baked clay uſed to cover houſe.
*

- *

ºv.

{from tight ] To ſtral

-

-

hir

:

lºſtºn, M.A. ºn.

To 11.E. v. a. i from the noun..] ... To cover

with tiles Bacon, Swift. To cover as

ttle's Danne.

T1 ..., F. R. H. tail ºr, Fr from ti'e..] O.e. v hoc

ta.e is to cover houſes with tries. Eace".

Tl LiN G. ſ. (from it.e..] I he root covered with

tilts. Lake.

*

--

T11. L. ſ. A money box. Swift

T. L. prep. [cil, Sax j To the time of.

Cºw.ey.

T Ll nºw. To the preſent time. Miltºn.

T 11 then. Tº that time 44; ſtan.

T 11.1, conju’ stºn 1. To the time Miltºn,

yden. 2. To the degree that. Taylºr,

Pfe.

To Tii.I. v. a. [ry'ran, Sax, tender, Dutch

To cultivate, to huſband: commºnly uſed o:

the huſbandry of the plough. 44; ten.

T!"LLA BLE, a [ºrcm tail. J Alable ; fit fºr

the plough Carew.

TILLAGF. ſ. ſºon till j Huſband y : the as

or practice of plowing cr culture. Bacon

lſº dward.

T1 ..L.E.R. ſ. ſ from till 1.

ploughman. Carew, Genji, Prizr.

a finall draw er. Dryden.

‘i’ I LLY FA. I.I.Y. a. A word uſed for:

‘I I'll,Y WA I.I.E.Y. mer'y when any thing

laid was rejected as triling or impºrt neut

Shakeſp.

TI LMAN ſ. (til and man ) One who till: ;

an huſbandiran. 7 ſ.r.

Huſbandman :

A till
**

-

|TI'ſ.T. ſ. [ry 8, Saxon.” I. A tent ; any co

vering over head. Denham 1. The cover of

a boat. Sandyſ, Gay, 3 A military game at

which the combatants run againſt each other

with lances on horſeback. Shakeſp Knºller.

4. A thruſt Addiſon

To T1L: . . a. ſtrom the nun.]

wer like a tilt of a boat. 2.

tilts or tournaments. Philips

in tilts. Phi'pr. 4. [T1...ſen, D

up ſo as to run cut.

To I tºl, T. v. n. 1. To run in tilts. Miltºn.

2. To fight wi h rapiers Sºeſt Callier, 3.

To ruſh as in combat Cºllier. 4. To play un

ſtead Îy. 41. it.n, P.; e. 5. To fall on one ſide.

Grew

Ti LT ER. ſ. ſſrom tilt i One who tilts ; one

who figh s. Hºd braſ, G an vi e.

Tii.TH ſ from till.J Huſbandry; culture.

sh, º ſº.

III, H a [r m fi!!) Arabie; tilled. A ſtre+.

tº 1 v.18° 3. f { rººm' man, Saxºn, tº $4.4.1.)

Wºod it for building. Bacºn, ,Wºodward

The main trut.K of a tree. Skuke b.

main beams of a fabric.

cally, 8: : 1.

To I iv. B.F. R. v. n. (from the nour.] To light

on a tree L’Eſt, ange.

ſo 1 1 M & ER. v a. To furniſh with beams cr

1. To co

To carry as in

3. To point as

utch.) To turn

- - - -

-

a", i.

I.

*.

3. T he

4. Materials ironi

timber.

T M Biº RED. a. ſ. ſron timber ; tº ºrb, º,

French. Built ; formed ; contrived. Hºot:-a,

Brown.

| | N15tºSON. ſ. A worm in wood. Bacºn.

TIM BRF1, f. titºre, French.) A kind of

muſical inſtrument played by pulſation.S.-ady,

Pºe.

1:1 E. ſtima, Saxon, tym, Erſe )

meaſure of duration. Lºcke, Grew. 2. Space

of time. Daniel, Milton, Swift, 3. Interval.

Bacon. 4. Seaſon ; p oper time. Eccluſ 5. A

conſiderable ſp ce of duration; continuance i

proceſs of time. Dryde-, hºodward. 6. Ase;

particular part of time. Brºwn, Dryden. 7.

Paſt time. Shakeſp. 8. Early time. Bacºn,

Rºgers c. Time conſidered as affording ºp

portunity. Clar, n.d.a. 10. Particular quality

of the peſert. South. : 1. Paricular time.

Dryden, Addiſon. 12. Hour of childoith.

Clarºndon. 13. Repetition of anything, or

mention with it frence to repetitiºn 441ſtºn,

Bently, Steft. 14. Muſical meaſure. Słakeſp.

!, a ſer, 1 e, hum.

ſo I ME. v. a. (from the noun ) i. To

adºpt to the time ; to bring or do at a pro

per time. L’Eſi, angr, 4d. J.T. 1. To resu

late as to time Addi, ºn. 3. To meaſure har

monically. Shu; eſp.

Mi, FL. L. a Seaſ.nable; timely ; early.

Raeigh.

ri v i LESS. a. ſ from time.) 1. Urſeaſonable;

done at an improper time Pºe. 1, Uutine

ly ; immature ; done be ore the prºper time.

Słakºp.

1. The

TIME
-

--
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Ti"MELY. a. (from time.) Seaſonable; ſuſ.

ficiently early Shakeſp. Dryden.

Tl MELY. adv. (from time ) Early; ſoon.
Shakeſt. Prior.

TIME PLEASER, ſ ſtime and fleaſe ) One

who complies with prevaili g notions what

ever they re. Shakeſ.

TIMESERV: NG a. [time and ſerve.] Meanly

comply ng with preſent power. Sºuth.

TI MID a timide, Fr. timidus, Lat.) Fearful;

timorous ; wanting courage Thomſºn.

TIM 1. DITY. J. (timidite, Fr. from timid.]

Fearfulneſs, timorouſneſs, habitual coward:ce

Brown.

TIMORO.U.S. a. ſtimºr, Lat Fearful ; full

of fear and ſcruple B, own, Prior.

TIMOROUSLY, adv. (from timerºuſ Fear.

fully ; with much fear. Sha eſ’. A Ph, ºff.

TIMORO USN ESS. ſ. [rom tim-rou, ) Fear
fulneſs. Swift.

T!Me US. a. [from time. ). Early , timely
Bacon.

TIN. ſ. ſten, Dutch | 1. One of the primi.

tive metal called by the chemiſts of Jupiter

Mººdward. 2. Thin plates o iron covered
with tin.

To TIN. v. a. [from the noun.]

with tin Bºy!e.

TINCAL. f. A mineral; what our borax is

made of Woodward.

To TINCT. v. a ſtin jar, Lat tent, Fr.) 1.

To ſlain; to colour, to ſpot; to dye Buczº,

Bºyle. 2. To imbre with a taſte. Bacºn.

TINCT. ſ. (from the verb J Colour; ſtain;

ſpot Shakeſp Thºmſºn.

TINCTURE. ſ. ſteature, Fr. tin Tura, from

tºur, Lat ) . Colour or taſte ſuperadde,

by ſomething Wºtton, Sºuth, Dryden, Priºr,

'ºpe, 1. Fºrast of ſome drug made in ſpi

rits; an in uſion. B., le.

To T1 NC I URE. v. a. [from the noun ) i.

To imbue or in pregnate with ſone colour

or taſte. Blackm; e. 2. To imbue the mind.

Atte, bºy.

To TND. v. a [tendgaº, Gothick; relean,

Saxºn. To kindle ; to ſet on fire.

"INDER. ſ. [ cy, ºne, sax j Any thing

“Jinently inflammable placed to catch file.
After *4 y.

*!NE. / (tinue, Iſlandick J . The tooth of a

harrow , the ſº ke of a ſolk. Martirer. 2.

Trouble ; diºreſs.

To T. N. E. v a trynan, Sax 1. To kindle

tº fight 5 to ſet on fire & ener. 2. cinan,

Saxon, :: ſlºt J To flºut

To i NE. ". . . . to rage; to ſmart. Sº erſer

2. To fight. Sferſ r.

To TNG E. v a tºngo, Lat ) To impregnate

"...ºbur with a colºur or taſte. Addiſºn.

TINGEN 1 a. [tºgens, Lat J. Having the

Pºwer to tinge. Boyle.

T Nº LASS. J. [tº and glaſ B ſinu h.

To TINGLE. J. n. (tingeleſ, Dutch.' I

To feel a fºund, or the continuance of a

**d. Brºwn. , to led a ſharp quick

"To cover

pain with a ſenſation of motion. Pote. 3. To

feel either pain or pleaſure with a ſenſation of

motion Arbuthnot.

to make a ſharp ſhrill noiſe.

TI'N KER ſ. from tink. ) A mender of old

braſs. Shakeſp.

To I'NKLE. v. n, ſtinter, Fr. tinnic, I at

1. To make a ſharp quick noiſe ; to clink.

Iſaiah, Dryden. ... To hear a low quick

* noiſe. Dryden.

T INMAN. ſ. ſtin and man | A manufacturer

of tin, or iron tinned over. Prior.

TINPENNY. ſ. A certain cuſtomary duty an

tient'y ſaid to the tithing men. Bailey.

T!'N WOR.M. ſ. An inſect. Bailey.

T IN NER. / [from tin; tın, Sax.] One who

works in the tin mines. Bacon.

TINSEE. ſ. (etiredº, Fr.) 1. A kind of

ſhining clºth Fai fax. 2. Any thing ſhining

with falſe lu're : any thing ſhowy and of

little value. Dryden, Norris.

To 'i'i'NSł L. v. a. ("rein the noun. To de

corate with cheap ornaments; to adorn with

luftre that has no value. Cleat elard.

TINT / [t inte, Fr. tinta, Italian ] A dye,

a colour. Pºpe.

TI NY, a ſtint, ſynd, Daniſh j Little; ſimall ;

puny. Shakeſp. Stºft.

TIP. ſ. [tºp, tipken, Dutch.) Top 5 end;

pºint; extremity. Sidney, South, Pºpe.

To T. P. v. a. [...rom the noun..] I. To top 5

to end ; to cover on the end Milton, Hadi

$ºas, Pote. 1. To ſtrike ſlightly; to tap.

Dryden, Swift.

TTPPE.T. ſ. ſte pet, Six.] Something worn

about the neck, Ba, ºn.

To TT PPLE. v. 7. To drink luxuriouſly to

waſ e lie over the cup. Shakeſp. -

To TI PPLE v. a. 1 o didk in luxury or ex
ceſs. Cleat eland.

TI PPL E. ſ. [from the verb.)

L'Eſ, an ºre,

TI PPLED. a. [rom tºple.]

Dryden,

ſi'PP1, ER, ſ (from tipple. J A ſittiſh drun
ka, d.

II. PSTAFF, ſ ſtºº and ſtaff.) 1.

with a Raff tipp d with net al.

itſelf ſo tip. Bacºn.

Ti PSY. a. [rom tººk J Drunk Shakeſ.
Al Milton.

Ti'P TO E. f (tip and tze J The end of the toe.

Shakeſp He, be, t -

TIR E. ſ. ſtayr, Du'ch j 1, Rank : rºw. 2.

A head drº ſº. 3/ airf. Crºft aw. 3. Turni.

ture apparatus Ph, lift.

To THRE. v. a. [t funn, Sax 1. To ſa

tigue , to make weary to haraſs. Pryden.

2. It has often out added to intº rid the ſign -

fication Pac-n, 1 is ºl. 3. To dreſs he head.

2. Kingſ.

To T is E. v. m. To fail with wearineſs.

TIR iſ N.Y.S.S. ſ. (fººm tired J State of being

ti, cq; wearineſ. Hakiwill.

Drink ; liquor.

Tipſy ; drunk.

An officer

2. The ſtaff

"I'l Rº

To TIN K. v. n (tºnnie, Latin; tincian, Welſh )
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TI'RESOME. a. ſ from tire. J weariſome ;

fatigning : tedious. Addiſon.

Tl RESOMENESS. f. (from tireſsme.] Act or

quality of being tireſome.

TIREWOMAN. ſ. A woman whoſe buſineſs is

to make dreſſes for the head Locke.

TI RINGHOUSE. ſ. ſtire and houſe, or

TIRINGROOM. } room ) The room in

which players dreſs for the ſtage. Shakeſp.
of fºn.

Tl'RW.I.T. ſ. A bird.

" I (S. contračted for it it. Shakeſp.

Tl SICK. ſ. (corrupted from phthiſick ] Con

ſumption. -

Ti SICAL. a. [for phthſcal J Conſumptive.

TISSUE. f [t iſſue, Fr tiran, to weave, Nor

man, Sax.]. Cloth interwoven with gold or

filver. Dryden. -

To TI'SSUE. v. a. (from the noun..] To inter

weave ; to variegate. Wottºn.

TIT. ſ. 1. A ſmall horſe : gearrally in

contempt. 2. A woman ; in contempt

Dryden. 3. A titmºuſe or tºmtit. A

bird.

TITBIT. ſ. ſproperly tidbit) Nice bit; nice
food A, huthnot.

TI THEABLE, a [from tithe.) Subject to

the payment of tither. Swºff.

TITHE. ſ. (rcoºn, Sax.] 1. The tenth part;

the part aſſigned to the maintenance of the

miniſtry. Shakeſp. z. The tenth part of any

thing. Shakeſp. 3. Small part ; ſmall por

tion. Bacon.

To TITHE. v. a. [re, San, Saxon.) To tax;

to pay the tenth part S. enſer, Deuter.

To TITH E. v. n To pay tithe Tuffer.

TITHER, ſ (from tithe.) . One who gathers

tithes.

Ti’i HYMAI. ſ ſtirhymalle, Fr tithymallus,

Lat.) An herb. Ainſworth.

TI THING. ſ. 1. ‘Tithing is the number or

company of ten men with their families knit

together in a ſociety, all of them being bound

to the king for the peaceable and good beha

viour of each of their ſociety : of theſe com

panies there was one chief pcſon, who, from

his office, was called lithingman. Cºwell, 2.

Tithe, tenth part due to the prieſt. 7 uſer.

Ti"THINGMA N. J. (tithing and man ) A

petty peace officer. Spenſer.

To TI'Ti LLATE. v. n. t. till, Lat.] To tickle.

Pºpe. -

TITILLATION ſ [titillatiºn, French : ti

tillatic, Lat § 1. The act of tickling. Bacon.

2. The ſtate of being tickled zº, buthnot. 3.

Any ſight or petty pleaſure Glanville.

TITLARK. ſ. A bird J.P. aſtºn.

TI TL.E. ſ. (titu'ur, Lat § 1. A general head

compriſing particulars. Hale. ... Any appellation

of honour. Milton. 3. A name ; an appella

tion. Shakeſp. 4. The firſt page of a book,

telling its name and gencially its ſubject.

Swift. 5. A claim of right. Sarth.

To Ti TL.E. v. a. ſ.rom the noun J. To entitle;

to name 5 to call. Milton,

TITLELESS. a.ſfrom title.] wanting a name

or appellation. Shake p.

TITLE:PAGE. / (title and page.) The page

containing the title of a book. Dryden

TITMOUSE, or tit. ſ. [tijt, Dutch..] A ſmall

ſpecies of birds. Dryden.

tºTER v. n. To laugh with reſtraint

•pe.

TITTER, ſ (from the verb.) A reſtrained

laugh.

TITTLE. ſ. [ I ſuppoſe from tit. " A ſmall

particle : a point; a dot. Clarewdon, Miltºr,

Sºuth, Swift.

T}TTLETATTLE. ſ. Idle talk; prattle;

empty gabble. Prior

To TITTLFTATT.I.E. v. a

To prate idle. Sidney.

TITU BATION. ſ. [titube, Lat.] The ast,

ſtumbling.

TITULA R. a [titulaire, Fren. J Nominal;

having only the title. Baron.

TITULARITY f [from titular.] The ſtate

of bring titular. B, ºwn.

TITULARY. a. [t, tulaire, Fr.) 1. Conſting

in a title. Bacon. 2. Relating to a title.
Barea.

TiTULARY. ſ. (frºm the adjective..] One that

has the title or right. Ayliff.

TIVY. a. [A word expreſſing ſpeed, from tan

tity; the note of a hunting horn.) Dryden.

To adv [to, Saxon ; te, Dutch..] 1 A particle

coming between two verbs, and noting the

ſecond as the object of the firſt. Smalridge. 1.

It notes the intention: as, ſhe raiſed a war

tº call me back. Dryden. 3. After an adjec

tive it notes its object ; as, born to beg. Sa-ºy".

4. Noting frturity: as, we are ſtill tº ſeek.

Bentley. 5. To and again ; to and fro. Back
ward and forward.

To prºpºſitiºn. 1. Nºting motion toward: ; op

pºſed to from. Sidney, Smith, 1. Notºrs as

cold or adaptation. Milton. 3. Noting addreſs

or compellation : as, here's to you all. De-8.

4. Noting attention ºr application. 3. Noting

addition or accumulation. Denham. 6. Noting

a ſtate or place whither any one goes: as, a

way tº horſe. Shakeſp. 7. Noting oppoſition:

as, foot to foot. Dryden. 8. Noting amount:

as, to the number of three hundred. Bacº".

9 Noting proportion ; noting amount: is,

three to nine Hocker. . o. Noting poſſeffon

or appropriation. 11. Noting perception: as

ſharp to the taſte. 12. Noting the ſubject ºf

an affirmation: as, oath tº the contrary. Sº,

13. In compariſon of: as, no fºol tº the fir

ner. Till tſon. 14. As far as A, burhººt tº.

After an adjective it notes the object. State.

16. Noting obligation. Dryden. 17. Retres:

ting. Shakeſp. 8. Noting conſequence. Dryd.

19 Towards. Dryden. io. Noting preſence,

Swift. . . Notig effect. Hºſeman, Carrºd.
2. l. After a verb to notes the object. Shakº.

23 Noting the degree. Bºyle.

TOAD ſ. ſtate, Saxon.] "An anim I reſem:

bling a frog but the frog leaps, the “”
crawls:

[from tattle.]
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crawls: the toad is accounted venomous. Bar.

Dryden.

TO ADFISH / A kind of ſea-fiſh.

TO ADFLAx ſ, A plant.

TO A DSTONE. ſ. ſtead and ſºone.) A concre.

tion ſuppoſed to be found in the head of a toad.

Brºwn.

TOADSTOOL. ſ. ſtead and ſtol.) A plant like

a muſhroom. Not eſculent. Bacon.

To TOAST. v. a [toſlam, Lat.) 1. To dry or

heat at the fire. Shakeſp Brown. 2. To

name when a health is drunk. Prior.

TOAST. f. (trom the verb ] 1. Bread dried be

fore the fire. Bacon. 2 Bread dried and put

into liquor. Shakeſp. Pote. 3. A celebrated

woman whoſe health is often drunk. Addiſon.

TO ASTER. ſ. [from taſi..] He who toaſts.
Prior.

TOBACCO. ſ. ſſrom 7:baco or Tobago, in A

merica.] The flower of the tobacco conſiſts of

one leaf. Mºſier.

TOBACCONIST. ſ. [from tobacco.] A pre

parer and vender of tobacco.

TOD. ſ. ſtatte haar, German.) 1. A buſh;

a thick ſhrub. Spenſer. 2. A certain weight

of wool, twenty-eight pounds. Shakeſp.

TOE. ſ. (ca, Saxon; teen, Dutch.) The divided

extremities of the feet; the fingers of the

feet. Milton, Prior.

TO FORE. adv. [toponan, Saxon.) Before.

Shakeſp.

TOFT. ſ. ſtafium, low Latin A place where

a meſſuage has ſtood. Cowell

TO GED. a. ſtegatus, Lat.) Gowned; dreſſed

in gowns. Shakeſp.

TogetheR, adv. [tºne, Sax) . In

company. Milton. 2. Not apart; nºt in ſe

paration. Bacon. 3. In the ſame place. Davies

4. In the ſame time. Dryd. 5 without in

termiſſion. Dryden. 6. In concert. Addiſºn.

7. In continuity, Miltºn. 8. Tog ET H = R

with. In union with. Dryden.

To TOIL. v. n. [tihan, Sax. tuylen, Dutch..]

To labour. Shakeſp. Priºr.

To TOIL. v. a. 1. To labour: to work at.

Milton. 1. To weary; to over-labour.

Shakeſp. -

TOIL. J. [from the verb) 1. Labour ; fa

tigue. Milton. a. Any net or ſnare woven

or meſhed. Shakeſp. Knoller.

to'ILET. ſ. [toilette, Fr.] A dreſſing-table.

Pºpe. -

To ilSOME. a. [from tail] Laborious; weary.

Pope.

réºsomeNess ſ: [from tailſome.] Weari

ſomeneſs; laboriouſneſs.

TO'KEN. f. cacn, Saxon; tycken, Dutch.]

1. A ſign. Pſalms. 2. A mark. South. 3.

A memorial of friendſhip ; an evidence of

remembrance. Shakeſp. Drayton.

To TO KEN. v. a. [from the noun..] To make

known. Shakeſp. -

TOLD. pret. and part, paſſ of tell Mentioned ;

related 44 ltrs.

To TOLE. v. a. To train; to draw by degrees,
Locke.

TO LERABLE. a. [tºlerable, Fr. tºlerabilir,

Lat.j 1. Supportable ; that may be endurcd

°r ſupported. Hºoker, 71ſlºtſon 4. Not excell

lººt; not contenptible; paſſable. Swift.

Tºl-ERABLENESS / [ſion tolerabaj The
ſtate of being tolerable.

TO LERABLY. adv. [frons telerable.] 1. Sup

Portably , in a manner that may be endured.

2. Paſſably; neither well nor iſl; moderately

well. A codward, Addiſºn.

TO LERANCE. ſ. [tolerantia, Lat] Power of

enduring; act of enduring. Bacon, Hamnend.

To TO LERATE v. a. [tºlero, Lat. toler er,

Fr.] To allow ſo as not to hinder; to ſuffer.
Hocker.

TOLERATION. ſ [tolero, Lat.) Allowance

given to that which is not approved. South.

TOL.I. ſ. (toll, Saxon; tol, Dutch. An exciſe

of goods. Cowell, Bacon, Arbuthnot.

To TOLL.P. m. ſtrom the noun j . To pay
toll or tallage. Hudibrar. 2. To take toll of

tallage. Tºſºr. 3. To ſound as a ſingle beil.

Shakeſp. Strilingfleet, Swift.

To TOLL. v. a. [tolls, Lat] 1. To ring a

bell. Graunt. 2. To take away; to va

ºte; to annul, Ayliffº. 3. To take away.
Bacon.

TO LLBOOTH. ſ. [tell and bºth.) A priſon.

To TOLLBOOTH. v. a. To impriſon in a
tollbooth. Corbet.

TOLLGATHERER. ſ. ſtell and gather.] The
officer that takes toll.

TO'LSEY. ſ. The ſame with tollbooth.

TOLUTATION. ſ. [toluto, Lat.) The act of

pacing or ambling. Brown.

TOMB ſ. [tombe, tºmbeau, Fr.] A monument

in which the dead are encloſed. Shakeſp. Peach.
Dryden, Priºr.

To TOMB. v.a. [from the noun..] To bury;

to entomb. May.

TOMBLESS. a. (from temb.] Wanting a tomb;

wanting a ſepulchral monument. Shakeſp.

TOMBOY. ſ. A mean fellow ; ſometimes a

wild coarſe girl. Shakeſp.

7041E. ſ. Fr. (; º;) 1. One volume of many.
2. A book. Hooker.

TO'MTIT. ſ. (See Titmous E.] A titmouſe;

a ſmall bird. Spediator.

TON. ſ. (tonne, Fr. See Tun.] A meaſure or

weight. Bacon.

TON. R. In the names of places, are derived

TUN. from the Saxon tun, a hedge or

wall, and this ſeems to be from bun, a hill.

Gibſon.

TONE. ſ. [ton, Fr. tonur, Lat.] 1. Note;

ſound. Bacon. 2. Accent; ſound of the voice.

Dryden. 3. A whine; a mournful cry. Hu

dibrar, 4. A particular or affected ſound in

ſpeaking. 5. Elaſticity ; power of extenſion

and contračtion. Arbuthnot.

TONG. ſ. [See Ton a s.l. The catch of a buckle.

Spenſer.

ToNGS.
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TONGS. ſ ſtanx, Saxon; targ, Dutch..] An

inſtrument by which hold is taken of anything.

Dryden, Mor timer.

TONGUE. ſ. ſtury, Sax terghe, Dutch 1

The inſtrument of ſpeech in human beings

Shake p Mºton, Dryden 2. The organ by

which animals lick. Miltºn. 3 Speech :

fluency of words Dryden, Lorie 4 Speech,

as well or ill uſed. Shakeſp. Miltºn. 3. A

language. Mºton, Płºat's 6. Speech as on

poſed to thºughts. 7:#r. 7. A nation di

itinguiſhed by their language. Iſaiah 8. A

final point: a*, the tongue ºf a balla-ce.

9. To held the Ton a v E. To be ſilent

Addiſon.

To TONGUE v. a. [from the noun..] To

chide ; to ſcold Shakeſp.

To TONGUE. v. n. To talk;

Shakeſp.

TO NGUED. a. (ſrom tongue.] Having a tongue

Donne.

TO NGUELESS. a. ſtrom t-r-ze )

ing a tongue; ſpeechleſ. Shakeſp.

named , not ſpoken of She teſ.

TO NGUI. PA D. f (tongue and pad.] A great

talker. Tatler.

TONGUET iſ D. a. ſtºngue and tie ] Having

an impediment of ſpeech. Shakeſp. Holder.

to prate.

1. Want

2. Un

‘FO NICK. a. [tant que, Fr. 1. Being

TO'N ICAI, extended ; being elaſtick

Brettºn. 2. Relating to tones or founds.

T ONNAGE / [from ton ] A cuſtom or in

poſt due for merchandiſe after a certain rate in

every ton Cowell, C arenden

TO'NSIL. ſ. [to ſillar, Lat.j Jonſºl, or almºnds

are two round glands placed on the ſides o

the baſis of the tongue, under the common

membrane of the fauces, with which they

are covered , each of them hath a large oval

ſinus, which opens into the ſauces, and in it

there are leſſer ones, which diſcharge them

ſelves, through the great ſinus, of a mucous

and ſlippery matter, for the moiſtening and

lubricating theſe parts. Quincy.

TO NSUR F. ſ. ſtarſura, Lat...] The ačt of

clipping the hair. Addiſºn. .

TOO, adv. [to, Sax.) 1. Over and above:

overmuch : more than enough. Sº ratt, J1 atts

2. Likewiſe; alſo. Oldham.

TOOK. The preterite, and ſºmetimes the par- -

ticiple paſſive of take. Scyth, Swift.

TOOL. ſ. col, cool, Saxon.) 1. Any inſtru

ment of manual operation, Bacºn, Addiſºn

2. A hireling , a wretch who acts at the com

mand of another. Sºft.

To TOOT. v. m. To pry; to peep; to ſearch

narrowly and ſily. Sperfer.

TOOTH / plural teeth. [toº, Saxon; tand,

Dutch.) The teeth are the hardeſt and ſmootheſt

bones of the body; they are formed into the

cavities of the jaws, and about the ſeventh or

eighth month after birth they begin to pierce

the edge of the jaw, tear the perioſleum and

gums, which being very ſcnſible create a vic

lent pain: about the ſeventh year of age

they are thruſt out by new teeth which then

begin to ſprout, and if theſe teeth be loſt they

never grow again; but ſome have been cº

ſerved to ſhed their teeth twice; about the

one-and twentieth year the two laſt of the

molar et ſpring up, and they are called de-ta

ſapientir. Q3 incy, Shakeſp. Ray. 2. Tafe,

palate Dryden 3. A tine, prong, or blade

Newtºn. 4. The prominent part of whe-is

Afoxen, Rºy 1. Tooth and nail with

ore's utmoſt violence. L’Eſtrarge. 6 T. the

Tert H. In open oppoſition. Shakeſ?. Drydºr.

6. To caſt in the T E eth. To inſult by open

exprobation. Hºfer. 8. In ſºrte ºf the

Tert H. Notwithſtanding any power of in

jury or defence. Shakeſp. L'Éra-ge.

To TOOTH. v a [from the noun.] I To

furniſh with teeth; to indent. Grew, Mart.

2. To lock in each other. Alfax2n.

TOOTHA'CH ſ. ſteeth and ath.] Pain in the

teech. Shakeſ? Temple.

TO OTHDRAw F.R. / (teeth and draw One

whoſe buſineſ is to extract painful teeth.

Cleaveland, Mºſeman.

FOOTHED. a. (frºm teeth.] H. vig teeth.

FOOT H.F.S.S. a. [from tºoth J wanting

teeth deprived of teeth. Dryden, Ray.

TOOTHPI ( K. ſ (tºoth and pick.) An

TOOTH | ICKFR. inflrument by which

the teeth are cleanied Hºwel, Sandys.

TO'OTHSOME. a. from tooth.] Palatable;

pleaſing to the taſte. Carew.

to OTHSOMENESS. ſ. [from teethſºre.]

Pleaſantneſs to the taſte.

TOOTHWORT. ſ [dentaria, Lat.J A plant.

A1/ler.

TOP ſ ſtºpp, welſh ; rop, Saxon: tea, Dutch J

1. The higheſt part of any thing. Shakeſ”.

Cerºy 1. The ſurface ; the ſuperficies.

Bacºn. Dryden. 3. The higheſt place. Leºše,

Swift. 4 The higheſt perſon Shakeſp. 5.

The utmoſt degree. Spratt. 6. The higheſt

rank. Lºcke 7. The crown of the head. Shaş.

8. The hair on the crown of the head , the

forelock. Shakeſp. 9. The head of a plant.

17 attr. 1 o. An inverted conoid which chil

dren let to turn on the point, continuing its

motion with a whip. Shakeſp. ii. Tº is

ſometimes uſed as an adjective to expreſs ly

ing on the top, or being at the top. Mertimer.

To TOP. v. n. [from the noun) 1. To riſe

aloft; to be eminent. Derham. 1. To pre

dominate. Locke. 3. To do his beſt.

Dryden.

to 'rop v. a. 1. To cover on the ton; to

tip iſ aſſer, Addiſºn. 2. To riſe abºve.

L'Eſtrange. 3. To outgo to ſurpaſs. Shake f.

Collier. 4. To crop. Evelyn. 5. To riſe to

the top of. Denham. 6. To perform emi

nently : as, he tops his fart.

To PFUL. a. [tº and full.) Full to the top;

full to the brim. Shakep. Watts, Swift.

TO PGALLANT. ſ. ſtep and gallant J 1.

The higheſt ſai!. 2. It is proverbially applied

to any thing elevated. Bacºn.

TOP
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TOPHEAVY. a. [top and heavy.] Having

the upper part too weighty for the Jower,
JP atten. -

TQ'PKNOT. ſ. ſtºp and knot.) A knot worn

by women on the top of the head. L'Eſtrange.

TO PMAN. ſ. ſtep and man.) The ſawer at

the top. Moxon.

TOPMOST. ſ. Uppermoſt ; higheſt, Dryden,

Addiſºn.

TO'PROUD. a. ſtop and proud.] Proud in

the higheſt degree. Shakeſp.

Tºº! [top and ſail.) The higheſt ſail.

Kazller, Dryden.

TOPARCH. f. [+º, and apx;,] The prin

cipal man in a place. Brown.

TO PARCHY, f [from toparch.) Command

in a ſmall diſtrict.

TOPA'Z. ſ. ſtopaſe, Fr. topazius, lºw Lat

A yellow gem. Bacon, Sandyr.

To TOPE. v. n. [topen, Dutch; teper, Fr.]

To drink hard; to drink to exceſs. Dryden.

TO PER. ſ. ſtrom tape.) A drunkard.

TOPHA'CEOUS. a. [from tophus, Lat.) Grit

ty ; ſtony. Arbuthnot.

OPHET. ſ. ſnºjº Heb) Hell; a ſcriptural

name. Milton, Burnet.

TQ'PICAL. a. [from ré+G'..] I. Relating to

ſome general head. 2. Local; confined to

ſome particular place. Brown, Hale. 3. Ap.

Plied medicinally to a particular part. Ar
&uthnot.

TO'PICALLY. adv. [from tºpical] With ap

plication to ſome particular part, Brºwn.

TO PICK. ſ. [topique, Fr. rºtº-J 1. A ge.

neral head; ſopmething to which other thing

are referred.3. Dryden, Swift, 2, Things

that are externally applied to any particular

part. MWiſeman.

TOPLESS. a. (from top.] Having no top.

Chapman,

TOPOGRAPHER. ſ. [rotrº- and ºpaqw

One who writes deſcriptions of particular

places. -

TOPOGRAPHY, ſ ſtopographie. Fr. tºº.

and 7 papa.] Deſcription of particular places.

Cromwell. -

TO PPING. a. (from top.] Fine ; noble; gal.

lant. Tatler.

TO'PPINGLY. a. [from topping.] Fine ; gay;

gallant. Tuſſer.

To TO PPLE. v. n. (from top.] To fall for

ward , to tumble down. Shakeſp.

TOPSYTU RVY. adv. With the bettom up

ward. Spenſer, South, Swift.

TOR. ſ. [ton, Sax ) i. A tower; a turret.

2. A high pºinted rock or hill. . -

TORCH. J. (torche, French; torcia, Ital, in

tortitium, low La: " A wax light bigger than

a candle. Sidney, Milton, Dryden.

To RCHBEARER. J. [torch and bear.) One

... whoſe ºffice is to carry a torch. Sidney. . .

To RCHLIGHT. ſ. [torch and light.] Light

kindled to ſupply the want of the ſun. Bacon.

TO RCHER. J. (from tºrch.) One that gives

light, Shakeſp. -

TQR.E. Preterite, and ſometimes participle paſ

five of tear. Spenſer.

To TORMENT v. a. [tourmester, Fr.) 1. To

put to pain; to haraſs with anguiſh ; to excru

ciate. Shakeſp. 2. To teaze; to vex with

importunity. 3. To put into great agitation.
Milton.

TORMENT. ſ. [tourment, Fr J . Anything

that gives pain. Matthew. 1. Pain; mi.

ſery; anguidº. 3. Penal anguiſh; torture.

Sandyſ, Dryden,

TORMENTOR, ſ [from terment.) 1. One

who torments; one who gives pain. Sidney,

Ailton, South. 2. One who inflicts penal

tortures. Sandy?.

TORMENTIL. ſ. ſtormentilla, Lat.] Septfoil,

A plant. The root has been uſed for tanning

of leather, and accounted the beſt aſtringent
in the whole vegetable kingdom. Miller.

TOR.N. part, paſſ of tear. Exodus.

TORNADO.J. [tornadº, Spaniſh.] A hurri

cane. Garth.

T2&PEDO. ſ. (Lat.] A fiſh which while alive,

if touched even with a long ſtick, benumbe

the hand that ſo touches it, but when dead is

eaten ſately.

TQRPENT. a. ſtorpent, Lat] Benumbed;

ſtruck motionleſs; not active. Evelyn.

TO RPID. a. ſtarpidus, Lat.) Numbed; mo
tionleſs; ſluggiſh; not active. Ray.

TQRPIDNESS...ſ. (from tarpid.] The ſtate of

being torpid. Hale.

TO'RPITTUDE, ſ, [from torpid] State of be
% motionleſs. Derham.

79 RPOR. ſ. [Latin.] Dulneſs; numbneſs.
Bacon.

TORREFA'CTION. ſ. ſtarrefacio, Lat.] The

aćt of drying by the fire. Boyle.

To TORRIFY. v. a. [torrifier, Fr. torreſarie,

Lat.] To dry by the fire. Brown.

TORRENT. ſ. (torrent, Fr. torrent, Lat.]

1. A ſudden ſtream raiſed by ſummer ſhowers.

Sandyt. 2. A violent and rapid ſtream; tu

multuous current, Raleigh, Clarendon.

TO RRENT. a. [torrens, Lat.) Rolling in a

rapid ſtreasºn. Milton.

TO RRID. a. [torridus, Lat.) 1. Parched;

dried with heat. Harvey. 2. Burning , vio

lently hot Milton. 3. It is particularly ap

plied to the regions of the zone between the

tropicks, Dryden, Prior.

TORSE.L. ſ. ſtarſe, Fr.] Any thing in a
twiſted form. Moxon.

TO'RSION. ſ [to ſo, Lat ) The act of turn

ing or twiſting.

TORT. ſ. ſtart, Fr. tortum, low Lat.] Miſ

chief; injury 5 calamity. Fairfax.

TORTILE. a. [tortilis, Latin ) Twisted ;
wreathed.

TO RTION. ſ. [from tortus, Lat] Torment;
at n.

To RTIOUS, a. [from tort.) Injurious; doing

wrong. Spenſer. .

TORT IVE a [from tºrtuſ, Lat.) Twiſted;

wweathed. Shakeſp.

5 H TQR.
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TORTOISE. ſ. (rartue, Fr.) 1. An animal

covered with a hard ſhell : there are tortoiſes

both of land and water. 2. A form into

which the ancient ſoldiers uſed to throw their

troops, by bending down and holding their

bucklers above their heads ſo that no darts

could hurt them. Dryden. -

TORTUO SITY. ſ. (from tortueur.) Wreath;

flexure Brown.

TORTUOUS, a [from tºrtuºſus, Lat] .

Twiſted, wreathed ; winding. Milton, Bºyle.

2. Miſchievous. Spenſer.

TO'RTURE. (terrara, Lat.] . Torments

judicially inflicted : pain by which guilt is

puniſhed, or confeſſien extorted Dryden. a

Pain ; anguiſh ; pang. Shakeſp.

To TO RTURE v. a. [from the noun.] I

To puniſh with tortures. Milton. 7. To vex:

to excruciate; to torment. Addiſºn, Ba, on

TORTURER ſ (from torture.] He who tor

tures: tormentor. Shakeſp Baron.

TO'RVITY. ſ. [torvitar, Lat] Sourneſs ; ſe

verity of countenance.

TO'RVOU.S. a. ſtarvar, Lat.) Sour of aſpect :

ſtern ; ſevere of countenance.

TORY..ſ. (A cant term, an Iriſh word ſignify

ing a ſavage.) One who adheres to the an

tient conſtitution of the ſtate, and the apo

ſtolical hierarchy of the church of England,

oppoſed to a whig. Swift

To TOSE. v. n. (Of the ſame original with

teize ). To comb wool.

To TOSS. v. a. ſtaſes, Dutch | 1. To

throw with the hand, as a ball as play

Dryden. 2. To throw with violence. Wood.

ward. 3. To liſt with a ſudden and violent

motion. Dryden, Addiſon. 4. To agitate ; to

put into violent motion. Proverbº. 5. To

make reſtleſs, to diſquiet. Spenſer, Milton 6

To keep in play; to tumble over. Altham.

To TOSS v. a. 1. To fling : to winch; to be

in violent commotien Milton, Harvey, Ti!-

Jotſon, Addiſon. . To be toffed. Shakeſp.

3. To Toss up. To throw a coin into the air,

ard wager on what ſide it ſhall fall. Branſien.

TOSS. ſ. [from the verb.) . The act of

toffing. Addiſ 2. An affected manner of

raiſing the head. Dryden, Swifi.

To Touch. v.a. [toucher, Fr. tetſen, Dutch 1

1. To reach with any thing, ſo as that there bº

no ſpace between the thing reached and the

thing brought to it. Spenſer, Geneſs. 1.

To come to ; to attain. 1. jºhn, Pope. 3.

To try as gold with a ſtºne. Shakeſp. 4. To

affect; to relate to. Hocker, Milton. 5. To

move ; to ſtrike mentally , to melt. Cºn

grete. 6. To delineate or mark out. Pete. 7.

To cenſure ; to animadvert upon. Hayward.

8. To infect ; to ſeize ſlightly. Bares. 9.

To bite; to wear; to have an effect on.

Mºxen. Io. To ſtrike a muſical inſtrument.

Pete. 1 1. To influence by impulſe: to im

pel forcibly. Milton. 11. To treat of per

functorily. Miltºn. 13. To Touch ºp. To

repair, or improve by ſlight ſtrokes. Addiſas.

To TOUCH. v. n. 1. To be in a ſtate of

junction to that no ſpace is between them.

1. To faſten on ; to take effect on. Bacºn. 3.

To kou ch at. To come to without ſtay.

Cowley, Locke. 4. ‘To Touch ºn. To men

tion ſlightly. Lecke,Addiſ. 5. To Touch ex or

upon. To go for a very ſhºrt time. Addiſ w.

TOUCH } (from the verb.) 1. Reach of

any thing, ſo that there is no ſpace between

the things reaching and reached 2 The

ſenſe of feeling Bacºn, Davies. 3. The

aćt of touching. Sidney. Shakeſp. Miltºs. 4.

Examination as by a ſtone Shakeſp. Hayseard.

5. Teſt ; that by which any thing is examin

ed Carew. 6 Proof; tried qualities. Shakeſp.

7. Single act of a pencil upon the pićture.

Dryden. 8. Feature ; lineament Shakeſ?.

Dryden. 9. Act of the hand upon a muſical

inſtrument. Shakeſp. to Power of exciting the

affections Shakeſp. Milton. I 1. Something ef

paſſion or affection Hooker. 11. Particular rela

tion: ſenſible relation. Bacan. 13. A ſtroke.

Addiſºn, Prior, Swift. 14. Animadverfion,

cenſure. K. Charles. 15. Fºxact performance

of agreement. More, L'Fºrange. 16. A

ſmall quantity intermingled Shakeſp. Holder.

17. A hint; ſlight notice given, Bacºn. 18.

A cant word for a ſlight eſſay Swift.

TOUCHABLE. a. (from teach.] Tangible;

that may be touched.

TOUCHOLE. ſ. [touch and hole.] The hole

TOSSER, ſ (from teſ.) One who throws; one; through which the fire is conveyed to the

who flings and writhes.

TOSSPOT. ſ. [toſs and pet.] A toper and

drunkard

ToST. preterite and part. paſſ of teſt. Milton.

TOTAL. a. i tatus, Lat. total, Fr J 1. Whole:

complete; full Milton, Prior. 2. Whole;

not divided. Milton.

TOTALITY f [totalitº, Fr.] Complete ſum;

whole quantity.

TOTALLY.adviſfrom tºtal.] Wholly ; fully ;

completely. Atten bury.

T'o'THER contracted for the other.

To TOTTER. v. n. (rater en; Dutch l, To

ſhake ſo as to threaten a tall. Shakeſp. Pſalmi,

Drvalen -

TOTTERY. R. a. [from totter.] Shaking; un

T OTTY. ſteady, dazy. Stenſºr.

powder in the gun, Bacon.

TOUCHINESS. f. [from teaching.] Peewiſh

neſs; iraſcibility. King Charler.

TOUCHING, prep. With reſpect, regard, or

relation to. Hooker, South.

TOUCHING. a. [trom tºuch.) Pathetick; af.

feeting ; moving.

TO. UCHINGLY. adv. (from touch J With

feeling emotion ; in a pathetick manner.

Garth.

to UCHMENot. ſ. An herb.

To UCHSTONE. J. [reuch and ſigne | | Store

by which metals are examined. Baces, Cºllier.

7. Any teſt or criterion. Dryden.

TO'UCHwooD /. [touch and weed.] Rotten

wood uſed to catch une fire ſtruck from the

flint. Iławeł. TO'UCHY,
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TOUCHY. a. [from touch..] Peeviſh ; irritable;

iraſcible i apt to take fire. A low word. Collier.

TOUGH. a. (toh, Sax ) 1 Yielding with

out fračture ; not brittle. Bacon. 2. Stiff ;

not eaſily flexible. Dryden. 3. Not eaſily in

jured or broken. Shakeſp. 4. Viſcous; clam

my : ropy

To TO'UGHEN v. n. (from tough..] To grow

tough Martimer.

To UGHNESS. ſ. [ from tough J 1. Not

brittleneſs; flexibility. Bacon, Dryden. 2.

Viſcoſity ; tenacity ; clammineſs; glutinouſ.

neſ. A. b. 3 Firmneſs againſt injury. Shakeſ.

TOUPET. ſ. [Fr.] A curl; an artificial lock of

hair. Swift.

TOUR. ſ i tour, Fren. ) 1. Ramble; roving

journey. Addiſon, Arbuthnot. a. Turn; re

volution. Backmore.

TOURNAMENT. U ſ. [tournamentum, low

TO'URNE*. Lat. J 1. Tilt; juſt :

military ſport ; mock encounter. Daniel,

Temple, 1. Milton uſes it ſimply for encounter.

To TO URNAY. v. a. [from the noun..] To

tilt in the liſts. Spenſer.

To URNI2UET. ſ. [Fr J A bandage uſed in

amputations, ſtraitened or relaxed by the turn

of a handle. Sharp.

To TOUSE. v. a. To pull; to tear ; to haul :

to drag , whence tosſer. Spenſer, Swift.

Tow.f. [cop, Sax.] Flax or hemp beaten and

combed into a filamentous ſubſtance.

To TOW. v. a. ſteon, teohan, Sax. togben,

old Dutch.) To draw by a rope, particularly

through the water. Shakeſp.

TOWN. ſ. (cun, Saxon; tuyn, Dutch..] 1.

Any walled collection of houſes, joſ. 2.

Any colle&tion of houſes larger than a village.

Shakeſp. 3. In England, any number of

houſes to which belongs a regular market

and which is not a city or ſee of a biſhop.

4. The court end of London. Pope 5. The

people who live in the capital. Pºpe.

TO'WNCLERK. ſ. [town and clerk.] An of

ficer who manages the publick buſineſs of a

place. Ağr.

TOWNHOUSE. ſ. [town and houſe ] The hall

where publick buſineſs is tranſacted. Addiſon.

TOWNSHIP. f. [town and ſhip.] The corpo

ration of a town. Raleigh. -

TOWNSMAN. ſ. [tºwn and man.] 1. An in

habitant of a place. Shakeſ. Davies, Clarend.

2. One of the ſame town.

TO'WNTALK ſ [town and talk..] Common

prattle of a place. L’Eſtrange.

TO'XICAL. a. [toxicum, Latl Poiſonous;

containing poiſon.

TOY. ſ. ſtoyen, tooghen, Dutch..] 1. A petty

commodity ; a trifle; a thing of no value.

Abbot. 2. A plaything; a bawble. Addiſon.

3. Matter of no importance. Shakeſ?... 4.

Folly ; trifling practice; ſilly opinion. Hºoker.

5. Play ſport; amorous dalliance. Milton.

6 Odd ſtory : filly tale. Shakeſp. 7. Frolicks

humour; odd fancy. Hooker, Shakeſp.

To TOY. v. n. (from the noun.] To trifle; to

dally amorouſly; to play.

TOYISH. a. (from toy..] Trifling; wanton.

TOWA'RD. } prep. [topano, Sax.] I. In

TOWARDS. a direction to. Numbers,

Milton. 2. Near to: as, the danger now

comes tºwards him. 3. With reſpect to ;

touching; regarding. Sidney, Milton. 4. With

tendency to. Clarendon. 5. Nearly ; little

leſs than. Swift.

TOWARD. adv. Near; at hand; in a

TOW A'RDS. } ſtate of preparation. Shake.

TOWA'RD. a. Ready to do or learo ; not fro

ward.

To warDLINESS. ſ. [from tºwardly..] Do

cility; compliance; readineſs to do or to

learn. Raleigh.

To waRDLY. a. [from travard.) Ready to do

or learn : docile; compliant with duty Bacon

TOWARDNESS ſ. [from tºward.] Docility.

South.

TO wb.L. ſ. [touaille, Fr. tºuaglio, Ital.] A

cloth on which the hands are wiped. Dryden.

TO WER. ſ. (ton, Sax. tºur, Fr.) 1. A high

building , a building raiſed above the mained:-

fice Gen. 2. A fortreſs, a citadel. 3. A high

hewdreſs. Hudib. 4. High flight; elevation.

To to WER. v. a. To ſoar; to fly or riſe high.Dryden. t

T O W ER. MUSTARD. ſ. ſtarritis, Lat.) A

plant. Miller. -

Tó w ºf F.D. a. ſ from toºver } Adorned or

defended by towers Miltºn.

To'W tº RY. a. [from tower.] Adornc.

guarded with towers. Pºpe.

or

TOYISHNESS. ſ. [from toyſł.] Nugacity ;

wantonneſs. Glanv.

TOYSHOP. ſ. [toy and ſhop.] A ſhop where

playthings and little nice manufactures are

ſold. Pops.

To TOZE. v. a. [See Tows; and Teast.] To

pull by violence or impetuoſity, Shakeſp.

TRACE. ſ. [trace, Fr. traccia, Italian.) 1.

Mark let by any thing paſſing ; footſteps.

Milton. 7. Remain; appearance of what

has been. Temple. 3 (from tiraffer, Fren I

Harneſs for beaſts of draught. Milton, Pope.

To TRACE. v. a. ſ trager, Fren, tracciare,

Italian.) 1. To follow by the footſteps, or re

maining marks. Bur. Tem. z. To follow with

exactneſs. Dex. 3. To mark out. Locke, Swift.

TRA'CER ſ (from trace.}One that traces. How.

TRACK. f. [trac, old French; traccia, Ital.] i.

Mark let upon the way by the foot or other

wife. Mºlt. Dryd. Bent. 2. A road; a beaten

path. Dryden

To TRACK v. a [from the noun ) To follow

by the footſteps or marks left in the way.

Spenſer, Dryden.

TRACKLESS. a [ſram track ) Untrodden ;

marked with no ſodtſteps. Prior.

TRAC T. ſ. (tra ºils, Lat.) 1. Any kind of

extended ſubſtance. ... A region; a quantity

of land Raleigh, Milton, 3 Continuity',

any thing pro racted, or drawn out to length.

Hºwel 4. Courſe ; manner of proceſs.

Shakºſº, 3. it ſeems to be uſed by Shake

s H 1. Jt.ca,
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fpeare for track. 6. A treatiſe ; a ſmall book

Swift.

TRACTABLE. a. ſtrađabilir, Lat. traitable,

Fr.] I. Manageable; docile ; complia tº

obſequious; practicable ; governable. Shakeſ.

Tillºtſon. ... 3. Palpable ; ſuch as may be
handled. Holder.

TRACTABLENESS. ſ. (from trađable.] The

ſtate of being tractable, complin ce; obſe

quiouſneſs. Lºcke.

TRAC TATE. ſ. [trađatur. Lat.) A treatiſe;

a tra& a ſmall book. Brown, Hale

TRACTION. ſ. (from tractur, Lat.) The

act of drawing ; the ſtate of being drawn

H. laer.

*RACTILE. a. [trađur, Lat] Capable to

be drawn out or extended in length; dućtile.
Bacon.

TRACTILITY. ſſfrom tractile.] The quality

of being tractile. Derham.

TRADE. ſ. ſtratta, Italian.) 1. Traffick

commerce ; exchange Raleigh, Temple, 2.

Occupation , particular employment whe

ther manual or mercantile Spenſer, Pryden,

Arbuthnot. 3 Inſtruments of any occºpation.

Pryden. 4. Any employment not manual ,

habitual exerciſe. Bacon.

To TRADE. v. n. (from the noun 1. To

traffick; to deal; to hold commerce. Luke,

4, buthnot. 2. To act merely for money

, , Shakeſp. 3. Having a trading wind. Miltºn,

To TRADE. v. a. To ſell or exchange in com:

merce F2,exte/

TRADE wix D. ſ. ſtrade and wind) the

moºſoon; the periodical wins between the

tropicks. Dryden, Arbuthnot, Cheyne

TRAI) F. D. a. [from trade.) Verſed; practiſed

Shakeſp.

TRADER, f [from trade.] 1. One engaged

in merchandiſ or commerce. Shakeſp. Dryd

Child. 2. One long uſed in the methods o

money getting; a practitioner.

TRALESFOLK. ſ. [trade andfºlk.] People

employed in trades. Swift.

TRADESMAN. ſ. (trade and man.] A ſhop

keeper. Pric, Swift.

TRADEPUL. a. [trade and fall.] Commercial

, buſy in traffick. Spenſer.

TRAT ITION. ſ. [tº adition, Fr. traditio, Lat.

1. The act or practice of delivering accounts

from month to mouth without written me

morials. Hooker. 2. Anything delivered erally

from age to age. Milton, Pºpe.

" TRADI THONAL. a. [from traditiºn.] I

Delivered by tradition; deſcending by oral

communication. Tillotſºn. 2. Obſervant of

traditions, or idle rites. Shakeſp.

TRADITIONALLY. adv. [from traditiºnal’

1. By tranſmiſſion from age to age. But net.

2. From tradition without evidence of written

Tremorials. Brazºn.

TNADI TIONARY. a. (from tradition.] De

livered by tradition. Dryden, ‘l ill.: ſºn.

TRADITIVE. a. (from trade, Lat.j Tranſ.

mitted or tranſmiſſible fron age to age. Dryd.

To TRA DUCE. v. a. [tradic, La tradiire,

Fr.) 1. To cenſure; to condemn; to re

preſent as blameable; to calumniate. Hecker.

Gev. of the Tºngue. 2. To propagate; to

encreaſe by deriving one from another. Davier,

Hale.

TRADUCEMENT. ſ. (from traduce.) Cer

ſure ; obloquy. Shakeſp.

TRADUCER. ſ. [from traduce.] A falſe cen

ſurer ; a calumniator.

TRADUCIBLE. a. [from tradure.] Such as

may be derived. Hale.

TRADUCTION. ſ. (from traduce J 1. Deri

vatiºn from one of the ſame kind; propaga

tion Glanville, Dryden. 2. Tradition: tranſ

miſſion from one to another. Hale. 3. Con

veyanue. Hale. 4. Tranſition. Baren.

TRAFFICK. ſ. (trafizue, Fr. traffice, Ital.] 1.

Commerce : merchandiſing; large trade.

Shakeſp. Addiſon. 2. Commodities; ſubject

of traffick. Gay.

To TRAFFICK. v. n. [traff; arr, Fr. traf.

ficare, Italian.] 1. To practiſe commerce;

to merchandile Bacon. 2. To trade meanly

or mercenarily. Shakeſ Rowe.

TRAFFICKER. ſ. (trafi, wear, Fr. from traf.

fick | Trader ; merchant. Shakeſp.

TRAGA'CANTH, ſ ſtragacantha, Lat.) A

ſort of gum ; it proceeds from the inciſion of

the root or trunk of a plant ſo called.

TRAGE D1 AN ſ. [tº agadur, Lat § 1. A

writer of tragedy. Stillingfleet. 2. An actor

o' tragedy. Dryden.

TRACEDY ſ (tragedia, Lat J A dra

matick repreſentation of a ſerious astion.

Taylºr, Rymer. 2. Any mournful or dread

ful event. Shakeſp. K. Charles.

TRA G CAL. U a. ſtragicus, Lat.) 1. Re

1 RAGICK. lating to tragedy. Spenſer.

* Mournful ; calamiteus; forrowful; dread

ful, Shakeſp. Sandys, Rºwe.

1 RAGICALLY, adv. [from tragira!] 1. In

a tragical manner; in 2 manner befitting tra

gedy. Dryden. 2. Mournfully ; ſorrowfully ,

calamitonſly.

TRA'GICAI.NESS ſ (from tragical Mourn

fulneſs; calamitouſneſs. Decay ºf Piety.

TRAGſco MEDY. ſ. [tragecomedie, Fr.) A

drama compounded of merry and ſerious e

vents. jº. Goy.

TRAGICOMICA L. a. [tragicomique, Fr. }

1. Relating to tragicomedy. Gay. 2. Conſiſting

of a mixture of inirth with ſorrow.

TRAGICOMICALLY. adv. [from tragicemi

cal.) In a tragicomical manner. Bacºn.

To TRAJEC 1’, ‘v. a. [traječius, Lat.] To

caſt through 5 to throw. Glanville, Grew,

Newton.

TRA JECT, f [trave ºut, Latl. A ferry; a

paſſage for a water-carriage. Shakºſº

TRAJ EC I iON. f. [trajectic, Lat. J 1. The

act of darting through. Bºyle. 2. Emiſſion.

Bratch.

To TRA iſ... v. a. ſtrailler, Fr.) 1. To hurt

by the track. 2. To daw along the ground.

Shakeſ?, Dryden. 3. To draw after in a long

floating
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floating or waving body. Pºpe. 4. To draw :
to drag. Milton, Swift.

tread under foot with pride, contempt, or ele.

vation. Matthew, Milton.

To TRAIL. v. n. To be drawn out in length. To TRAMPLE. v n. 1. To tread in contempt.

Spenſer, Swift.

TRAIL. ſ. [from the verb ) 1. Track fol

lowed by the hunter. Shakeſp. z. Anything,

drawn to length. Dryden, Row. 3. Any

thing, drawn behind in long undulations.

Spenſer, Pope.

To TRAIN. v. a. ſtrainer, French.) 1. To

draw along. Milton. 2. To draw : to entice ,

to invite, Shakeſp. To draw by artifice or

ſtratagem. Shakeſp. 4. To draw from act to

aćt by perſuaſion or promiſe. Shakeſp. 5. To

educate ; to bring up : commonly with up.

Shakeſp. 2. Mac. Tilhtſºn. 6. To breed, or

form to anything. Geneſſ, Dryden.

TRAIN. ſ. [train, French.) 1. Artifice ;

flratagem of enticement. Sfenſer, Fairfax.

2. The tail of a bird. Brown, Hakewill, Ray.

3. The part of a gown that falls behin upon

the ground. Shakeſp. Bacºn. 4. A ſeries ; a

conſecution. Locke, Addiſºn, Wattſ. 5. Pro

ceſs; method; ſtate of procedure. Swift.

6. A retinue; a number of followers Shakeſp.

Milton, Dryden, Addiſºn, Smalridge. 7. An

orderly company a proceſſion. Dryden. 8

The line of powder reaching to the mine

Butler. 9. Tº A N ºf artillery. Cannons ac

companying an array Clarendon.

TRAINBA'N1)S. ſ. The militia; the part

of a community trained to martial exerciſe.

Clarenden.

TRAIN OIL. f. (train and oil.) Oil drawn by

co&tion from the fat of the whale.

TRAIN.Y. a. (from train.] Belonging to train

oil. Gay.

To TRAIPSE. v. a. To walk in a careleſs or

ſluttiſh manner. Pope.

TRAIT. ſ. [traite, Fr.] A ſtroke; a touch,

Brozme.

TRAITOR. ſ. [traitre, Fr. traditor, Lat.]

One who being truſted betrays. Dryden, Swift.

, TRAITORLY. a (from traitor.] Treacherous;

perfidious. Shakeſp.

TRAITOROUS. a. (from traitor.] Treache.

rous; perfidious. Daniel, Ben. johnſon.

TRAITOROUSLY. adv. (from traitºrour.]

In a manner ſuiting traitors; perfidiouſly.

Donne, Clarendºn

TRAI TRESS. f. i from traitor.] A woman

who betrays. Dryd. Pºpe. -

TRALATITIOUS. a. [rom tranſlatur, Lat.)

Metaphorical , not literal.

TRALATITIOUSLY.adw.[from tralatitious.j

Metaphorically; not literally. Hºlder

To TRALI'N EATE. v. n. [trans and line.]

To deviate from any direction. Dºyden.

TRAMMEL. ſ (trammail, Fr.) 1. A net in

which birds or fiſh are caught. Careºv. 2.

Azy kind of net. Spºnſer. 3. A kind c;

ſhackles in which houſes are taught to pace.

Dryden.

To TRAMMEL. v. a. (from the noun..] To

catch ; to intercept. Shakeſ?.

To TRAMPLE v. a. [tº ampe, Daniſh. To

Gºv. ºf the Tongue. 2. To tread quickly

and loudly. Dryden.

TRAMPLE.R. ſ. [trom trample..] One that

tramples

TRANATION. ſ. [tranº, Lat] The act of

ſwimming over.

TRANCE. ſ. (tranſe, French tranſtur, Lat.)

An ecſtacy; a ſtate in which the ſoul is

wript intº viſions of future or diſtant things.
Sidney, Milton.

TRANCED, a... [from tranre.] Lying in a

trance or ecſtaſy. Shakeſp.

TRANGRAM. ſ. [A cant word. An odd in

tricately contrived thing. Arbuthnot.

TRA NNF. L. ſ. A ſharp pin. Alexan.

TRANQUIL. a. [tranquille, Fr. tranquillur,

Lat J Quiet; peaceful; undiſturbed. Shakeſp.

TRANQUI'LLITY. ſ... [tranquilitar, Lºt.)
Quiet; peace of mind ; peace of condition;

freedom from perturbation Pºpe.

To TRANSACT. v. a. [tranſaşur, Lat] .

To manage; to negotiate; to conduct a

treaty or affairs. 2. To perform; to do; to

carry on. Addiſon.

TRANSACTION. ſ. [from tranſaal Nega

tiation ; dealing between man and man; ma
nagement Clarendon.

TRANSANIMATION. ſ [trant and anima.]

Conveyance of the ſoul from one body to ano.
ther. Brown.

To TRANSCEND. v. a ſtranſcend, Lat.)
1. To paſs; to overpaſs. Bacon, Davies. 2.

To ſurpaſs; to outgo; to exceed; to excel.

Waller, Denham. 3. To Turnount ; to riſe

above. Hºwel

To TRANSCEND v. n. To climb. Brown.

Fº: J. [from tranſcend.)

TRANSCENDENCY. S. 1. Excellence ; un:

uſual excellence; ſupereminence. 2. Exag

geration: elevation beyond truth. Bacon.

TRANSCENDENT. a. [tranſcenden, Lat.]

Excellent, ſupremely excellent; paſſing o

thers. Craft aw, Bp. Sanderſ:n, Rogers.

TRANSCENDENTA L. a. [tranſcendentalis,

low Lat.] i. General pervading many

Particulars. 2. Supereminent; paſſing others.
retty.

TRANSCENDENTLY, adv. from tranſ...-

dent.) Excellently; ſupereminently. South.

To TRANSCOLATE. v. a. (trans and couc,

Lat..] To ſtrain through a ſieve or colander.

Harvey.

To TRANSCRIBE v. a. [tranſcrib, La.,

tranſcrire, French.) To copy to write from

an exernplar. Clarendan, Rºge: 1.

TRANSCRIBER. / (from tranſcribe.) A co

pier ; one who writes from a cºpy. Addiſºr.

TRANSCRIPT. ſ. (tranſcriptum, Lat.J. A

copy; any this written from an original.
*::::/h.

TRANSCRIPTION. ſ. [from tranſcripts,

Lat. The act of copying. B; wr, Brerewººd.

T INAI
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TRANSCRI'PTIVELY, adv. [from tranſ.

cript ) In manner of a copy. Brown.

To TRANSCU R. v. s. [tranſcurve, Lat.] To

run or rove to and fro Bacon.

TRANSCU'RSION. ſ (from tranſºurfur, Lat.)

Ramble; paſſage through , paſſage beyond

certain limits. Bacan, Wotton.

TRANSE. ſ. A temporary abſence of the ſoul,

an ecſtacy Milton.

TRANSELEMENTATION. ſ. ſtrans and

element.) Change ofone element into another.

Burnet.

TRANSEXION. ſ. (trams and ſexus, Lat.)

Change from one ſex to another. Brown.

To TRANSFER. v. a [tranſfera, Lat.) 1.

To convey, or make over from one to ano

ther, Sperfer, Dryden, Atterbury, Prior. n.

To remove ; to tranſport. Bacon, Dryden.

Tº ANFIGURATION. ſ [tranſfiguration,

Fr. J 1. Change of form. Brown. 1. The

miraculous change of our bleſſed Saviour's ap

Fear ºnce on the mount. Blackmore.

To TRANSFTGURE. v. a. [trans and figura,

Lat.] To transform; to change with reſpect

to outward appearance. Boyle.
To TRANSFTX. v. a...[transfixus, Lat.] To

pierce through. Dryden, Fentºn.

To TRANSFORM. v. a. [trans and forma,

Lat) To metamorphoſe ; to change with re

gard to external form. Sidney, Davies.

To TRANSFORM. v. m. To be metamorphoſ

ed. Addiſºn.

TRANSFORMATION. ſ (from transfºrm.)

Change of ſhape; ſtate of being changed with

regard to form. Shakeſp. Watts.

Tºtòºf [trans and fretum,

Lat Paſſage over the ſea.

To TRANSFUSE. v. a. [transfuſuſ, Lat.)

To pour out of one into another. Milton,

Dryden

TRANSFUSION. ſ. [transfuſar, Lat.) The

act of pouring out of one into another. Boyle.

Denham, Dryden, Baker.

To TRANSGRESS v. a. [tranſgreſſur, Lat.)

1. To paſs over; to paſs beyond. 2. To vio

late; to break. Hooker, Mač.

To TRANSGRESS. v. s. To offend by violat

ing a law. Wiſdom.

TRANSGRESSION.J. [tranſgreſſion, Fr from

tranſgreſ; ) i. Violation of a law; breach

of a command. Milton, South. a. Offence;

crime; tault. Shakeſp.

TRANSGRESSIVE. a. (from tranſgreſs.]

Faulty; culpable; apt to break laws. Brown.

TRANSGRESSOR.ſ from tranſgreſºur, Fr.]

Lawbreaker; violator of command; offender.

Clarendon.

TRANSIENT, a [tranſent, Lat.] Soon paſt 5

ſoon mafing; ſhort ; momentary. Milton,

Swift, Pºpe.

TRANSIENTLY. adv. [ſrom tranſient j in

paſſage ; with a ſhort paſſage 5 not extenſive

ly. Dryden

TRANSIENTNESS. ſ (from tranſient.]Short

weſt of continuance ; ſpeedy paſſage.

TRANSTLIENCE. R. ſ. (from tranſfie, Lat.

Tr ANSILIENCY. Leap from thing to

thing. Granville.

TRANSIT. ſ. [tranſtur, Lat..] In Aſtrono

my, the paſſing of any planet juſt by or un

der any fixt ſtar; or ofthe moon in particular,

covering or moving cloſe by any other place.

Harriſ.

TRANSiTION. f %:. Lat.]

moval i paſſage. Woodward. 2. Change;

Woodward, Pºpe 3. Paſſage in writing or

converſation from one ſubjećt to another.

Milton, Dryden.

TRANSITIVE. a. [tranſitivur, Latin.) 1.

Having the power of paſſing. Baron. a. [In

grammar.) A verb tranſitive is that which

ſignifies an action conceived as having an

effect upon ſome object: as, I ſtrike the

earth. Clarke.

TRANSITORILY. adv. (from tranſtºryl

With ſpeedy evaneſcence; with ſhort con

tinuance.

TRANSITORINESS. ſ. [from tranſtery.]

Speedy evaneſcence.

TRANSITORY..ſ [tranſtºrius, from trasſrº,

Lat] Continuing but a ſhort time; ſpeedily

vaniſhing. Donne, Tillotſon.

To TRANSLATE. v. s. [tranſlatur, Lat 1

1. To tranſport; to remove. Hebrewr. 2.

It is particularly uſed of the removal of a

biſhop from one ſee to another. Camden. 3.

To transfer from one to another; to convey.

2 Sam. Eccluſ, Peacham. 4. To change.

Shakeſp. 5. To interpret in another lan

guage. Roſcºmmon, Duke. 6. To explain.

Shakeſp. . .

TRANSLATION. ſ. [tranſlatio, Lat. trar

ſlation, Fr.] . . Removal; act of removing.

Harvey, Arbuthnot. 1. The removal of a

biſhop to another ſee. Claresden. 3. The ast

of turning into another language. Desbars.

4. Something made by tranſlation; verſicn.

Hºoker.

TRANSLATOR. ſ [from tranſlate.] One

that turns any thing into another language.

Denham.

TRANSLATORY. a. [from tranſlate.] Tranſ,

ferring. Arbuthnst.

TRANSLOCATION. ſ. ſtras, and lºcus, Lat]

Removal of things reciprocaliy to each other,

places, Woºdward.

TRANSLU'CENCY, ſº [from tranſlucent.]

Diaphaneity ; tranſparency. Boyle.

TRANSLU'CENT. U ſ [iras, and laces, or

TRANSLUC1D. luciduſ, Lat..] Tria

ſparent; diaphanous ; clear. Bacon, Pºpe,

TRANSMARINE, a [tranſmariner, lit)

Lying on the other-fide of the ſea; found

beyond ſea. Howel.

To TRANSME.W. v. a. [tranſraer, Fr]

To tranſmute ; to transform ; tomet amot.

phoſe ; to change. Sº enſer.

TRANSM IGRANT. f. tranſmigrass, [at]

Paſſing into another country or ſtate. Bagº.
Tw
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To TRANSMIGRATE. v. s. ſtranſmigro,

Lat. To paſs from one place or country into

another. Dryden.

TRANSMIGRATION.ſ [from tranſmigrate.]

Paſſage from one place or ſtate into another.

Heeker, Denham, Drydew.

TRANSMI'SSION. ſ. ſtranſmiſſiºn, Fr. tranſ.

miſſir, Latin.) The ačt of ſending from one

place to another Bacon, Hale, Newton.

TRANSMISSIVE. a. (from tranſmiſus, Lat.)

Tranſmitted ; derived from one to another.

Prior, Pope, Granville.

TRANSMITTAL. ſ. [from tranſmit.) The

act of tranſmitting ; tranſmiſſion. Swift.

TRANSMUTABLE. a. [tranſmutable, Fr.

from tranſmste.) Capable of change; poſſible

to be changed into another nature or ſubſtance.

Brºwn, Arbuthnot

TRANSMU'TABLY. adv. [from tranſmute.)

With capacity of being changed into another
ſubſtance or nature.

TRANSMUTATION. f ſtranſmutatiºn, Fr,

from tranſmato, Lat.]. Change into another

nature or ſubſtance. The great aim of alchemy

in the tranſnutation of baſe metals into gold

Bacon, Newton. Bentley.

To TRANSMUTE v. n. (tranſmute, Lat )

To change from one nature or ſubſtance to

another Raleigh.

TRANSMUTER. ſ. (from tranſmute.] One

that tranſmutes.

TRA'NSON. ſ. ſtranſenna, Lat J 1. A thwart

beam or lintel over a door. 2. [Among ma

thematicians J The vane of an inſtrument

called a croſs ſtaff, being a piece of wood

fixed acroſs with a ſquare ſocket upon which
it ſlides.

TRANSPARENCY f ( from tranſparent. )

Clearneſs: diaphaneſty; tranſlucence power

of tran mitting light. Addiſºn, Arbuth, et

TRANSPA'RENT. a. [tran parent, French.

Pervious to the light; clear ; pellucid i di

aphanous; tranſlucent; not opaque. Dryden,

Addiſºn, Pºpe.

TRANSPI CúOUS. a. ſtrast and ſpecio, Lat.}

Tranſparent; pervious to the fight. Milton
Philips.

To TRANSPIERCE. v . [tranſpiercer, Fr.

To penetrate i to make way through to

permeate. Releigh, Dryden.

TRANSPIRATION. j. [tranſpiration, Fr.

Emiſſion in vapour. Brown, Sharp.

To TRANSPIRE. v. a. [tranſpiro, Lat.] To

en it in vapour. -

To TRANSPIRE. v. w. [tranſpirer, Fr.

1. To be emitted by inſenſible vapou,

Woodwºrd. 2. To eſcape from ſecrecy to
notice. -

To TRANSPLACE. v. a. [tranſ and place. .

To remove ; to put into a new place.

Mºriker.

To TRANSPLANT. v. a ſtranrard planto,

Lat.] 1. To remove and plant in a new

place. Rºſcºm. Barcs. 2. To remove. Milt.

Clarenden.

TRANSPLANTATION. ſ. ſtranſplantation,

Fr.) 1. The act of tranſplanting or removing

to another ſoil. Suckling. 2. Conveyance from

one to another Baker 3. Removal of men

from one country to another. Brezme.

TRANSPLANTER ſ [from tranſplant.) One

that tranſplants.

To TRANSPORT. v., a ſtrant and forts,

Lat ) 1. To convey by carriage from place

to place. Raleigh, Dryden... z. To carry into

baniſhment : as a felon. Swift. 3. To ſentence

as a felon to baniſhment. 4. To hurry by

violence of paſſion. Dryden, Swift. 5. Tº

Pºt, into ecſtacy to raviſh with pleaſure.

AMilton, Decay ºf Piety.

TRANSPORT. ſ. ſtranſport, Fr. from the

verb.] 1. Tranſportation : carriage icon

veyance. Arbuthnat. 2. A veſſel ol carriage;

particularly a veſſel in which ſoldiers are con.

veyed. Pryden, Arbuthnot. 3. Rapture;
ecſtacy. South.

TEANSPORTANCE. ſ. ſ from tranſpºrt. I

Conveyance 1 carriage 5 removal. Sha&ſp.

TRANSPORTA"tion. ſ (from tranſfºrt.)

1. Removal conveyance ; carriage. Wettes.

2. Baniſhment for felony. 3. Ecſtatick violence

of paſſion. South.

TRANSPORTER. ſ. (from tranſport.] One

that tranſports. Carew.

TRANSPO SAL'ſ [from tranſpoſe.] The 26.

of putting things in each other's place. Swift.
To TRANSPO'SE. v., a. [tranſpºſer, Fren.]

1. To put each in the place of other. Camden.

3. To put out of place. Shakeſ?

TRANSPOSITION. ſ. [tranſpºſition, Fren]

1. The act of Putting one thing in the place

of anºther. 2. The ſtate of being put out of

cne place into another. Woodward

To TRANSSHA'PE v. a. it, ar, and ſºapel

To tranſorm ; to bring into another ſhape.

Shakeſp.

To TRANSUBSTANTIATE. v. a. ſtranſ.k.

Jiantier, Fr.] To change to another ſubſtance.

Denne, Milton.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION. ſ. [tranſubſtan.

tiation, Fren. A miraculous operation be

lieved in the Rorniſh church, in which the

elements of the euchariſt are ſuppoſed to be

changed into the real bºdy and blood ef

CII a 1st. Lºcke

TRANSUDA TION. ſ. [from tranſude.) The

ačt of piffing in ſweat, or perſpirable vapour,

through any ºntegument Boyle.

To TRANSUDE v. n. [tran, and ſºde, Lat.]

To paſs through in vapour. Harvey.

1 RANSVF'RSA L. a. [tranſverſal, Fr.) Run

ning croſſwiſe. Hale

TRANSWE’RSLLY adu (from tranſverſal]

In a croſs direction. Wilkins

TRANSVERSE. a tranſverſuſ, Lat.) Being

in a croſs dire&ion. Blackmore, Bentley

TRANSVE'RSELY. adv (ºr m t anſwerſ..]

In a croſs direction Stills, fleet.

TRANSU'MPTION. ſ. tº ans and ſums, Lat.]

The ağ of taking from one place to another.

TrA P.
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TRAP. ſ.[rnappe, Sax, trape, Fren, trappala,

Italian.] t. A ſnare ſet for thieves or vermin

Taylor. 2. An ambuſh ; a ſtratagem to betray

or catch unawares. Calamy. 3 A play at which

a ball is driven with a ſtick. King.

To TRAP. v. a. [rnappan, Saxon.) 1. To

enſnare ; to catch by a ſnare or ambuſh.

Shakeſh Pryden. 2. To adorn; to decorate.

S; enter, Shakeſ.

TRAPDO O.R. i. ( trap and deer. ) A door

opening and ſhutting unexpectedly. Ray.

To TRAPE. v. n. To run idly and ſluttiſhly

about.

TRAPES. [I ſuppoſe from trape J An idle flat

ternly woman. Gay.

TRAPS I ICK ſ ſtrap and ſlick A ſlick with

which boys drive a wooden ball. Sº ectator.

TRAPE Z. UM ſ (rear-ºcy; traneſe, Fren.]

A quad ilateral figure, whoſe four ſides are not

equal, and none of its ſides parallel. Woodwa.

TRAPE ZO il). /.. [Tsaº Kº, and tº::..] An in re

gular figure, whoſe tour ſides are not parallel.

TRAPPINGS ſ 1. Ornaments appendant to

the ſaddle. Miltºn. ... Ornaments; dreſs ;

embelliſhments Shał, ſo Dryder, Swift.

TRASH. J. trol, Iſlandick; druſen, German.)

1. Any thing worthleſs ; droſs ; dregs. Shakeſ.

Penne 2. A worthieſ perſon. Shakeſp. 3.

Matter improper for food. Garth.

To TRASH, v a 1. To op 5 to crop. Shakeſ

2. To cruſh ; to humble. Hammond

TRA SHY, a [from traſt.] worthleſs; vile;

uſe leſs. Dryden.

To TRAVEi. v. n. [travailler, Fr.) 1. To

labour ; to toil. 2. To be in labour ; to ſuffer

the pains of childbirth. Iſaiah, South.

To TRAVA L. v. a. To haraſs; to tire

Hayward, 11:/en.

TRAVA it. ſ. (from the verb ) i. Labºur ;

tºil fatigue. Hooker, Spenſer, 2 Labour in

childbirth. Bacon.

TRAVE, TRAvel, or TRAvi SF. ſ. A

woºden frame for ſhoeing unruly horſes.

To TRAVEL. v. n 1. To make journeys.

Miltºn, Dryden. 2. To paſs; to go to

move. Shakeſp. Pºpe. 3. To make journeys

º! curioſity. Jſ' atti. 4. To labour ; to toil.

Hºoker, Shakeſp.

To TRAVE I. º. a. i. To paſs to journey

over. A filton. 2 To ſorce to journey. Sten/er

TRAV. L. f. (travail, French j . Journey :

a of paſſing from place to place. Dryden,

Prior. 2, Jºurney or curi, ſity or inſtruction.

Bacºn, Addiſon. 3. Labour; toil. Daniel,

441/ten. 4. Labour in childbirth. Dryden. 5.

Travels. Account of cocurrences and ob

ſervations of a journey. Brown, Watts.

Tik A Vi Li, H.R. / (tra at leur, Fr.] 1. One who

goes a journey; a way!arer. Spenſer. 2. One

who viſits freign countries. Bacon, Lºcke.

TRAVELTA in II. D. a. [travel and tainted )

Haraſſed; fatigued with travel. Shakeſp

? & ºf R.S. adv. [French) Athwart, acroſs.

Shakeſp.

TRAVERSE. adv. [a traverſ, Fr. Croſſwiſe;

athwart. Bacon, Hayward.

TRAVERSE prep. Through; croſſwiſe. Milt.

TRAVERSE. a. [tranverſus, Lat. traverſ,

Fr J. Lying acroſs, lying athwart. Hayward,

Motton.

TRAVERSE.ſ. 1. Anything laid or built croſs.

Facon. 2. Something that thwarts, croſſes, or

obſtructs; croſs accident; thwarting obſtacle.

Dryden, Lºcke.

To TRAVERSE. v. a. [traverſer, Fr.) 1. To

croſs; to lay athwart. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. To

croſs by way of oppoſition ; to thwart with

obſtacles. Mºtton, Dryden. Arbuthnot, 3. To

oppoſe ſo as to annul. Baker. 4. To wander

over ; to croſs. Milton, Prior. 5. To ſurvey;

to examine thoroughly. South.

To TRAVERSE. v. n. To uſe a poſture of

oppoſition in fencing Shakeſp.

TRAVES Y. a. [traveſii, Fr.) Dreſſed ſo as

to be made ridiculous.

TRAUMATICK. a. [Travaa.º. 1 Vulnerary.

M’if, man.

TRAY. ſ ſtray, Swediſh.) A ſhallow wooden

veſſel in which meat or fiſh is carried Mexon,

Gav.

Trºytripſ A kind of play. Shakeſ?... .

TREACHE ROUs a [from treacheryl Faith

leſs ; perfidious ; guilty of deſerting or be

traying: Swift.

TREACHEROUSLY, adv.[from treachersail

Faithleſsly; perfidiouſly; by treaſon; by ſtra

tagem. Denne, Otway.

TREACHFROUSNESS ſ (fromtreacherºuſ )

º quality of being treacherous; perfidiouſ

nels.

TREACHERY. ſ. [trickerie, Fren] Perfidy;

breach of ſaith, -

TREACHETOR. R. ſ (from tricher, trichear,

TRE CHOUR. Fr.) A traitor ; one who

betrays ; one who violates his faith erallegi

ance Spenſer.

TREACLÉ. ſ. ſtriacle, Fr. theriaca, Lat.] 1.

A medicine made up of many ingredients:

Bºyle, Floyer. 2. Moloſſes; the ſpume of

ſugar.

To TREAD. v. W. pret. tred ; part paſſ.

trodden [traden, Goth. theban, Saxon ; trº

den, Dutch J 1. To ſet the foot. Shakeſp.

Miltºn, 1. To trample; to ſet the feet in

ſcorn or malice Shakeſp. 5. To walk with

form or ſtate. Shakeſp. Milton. 4. To copulate

as birds. Bacor, Dryden,

To TREAD, v. a. ſ. To walk on; to feel un

der the foot. Shakeſp, Priºr. 1. To preſs uſ."

der the toot. Swift. 3. To beat; to track.

Shakeſp. 4. To walk on in a formal or ſtately

mann. 5. To cruſh under foot; to trample

in contempt or hatred. Pſalms. 6. To put ºn
action by the feet, job. 7. To love as the

male bird the female Dryden. -

TR, AD. f. [from the verb.) 1. Foºting ; ſer

with the foot. Shakeſp. Milton, Dryden. 1.

Way 5 track; path. Shakeſp. 3. The cock's

part in the egg. TREA
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TREADER. ſ. (from tread.] He who treads.

Iſaiah.

TREADLE. ſ. (from tread ) i. A part of an

engine on which the feet ačt to put it in mo

tion. Maxen. 2. The ſperm of the cock.

Brown, Derham

TREASON. ſ. [trahiſon, Fr.) An offence com

mitted againſt the dignity and majeſty of the

commonwealth : it is divided into high trea

ſºn and petit treaſºn High treaſon is an of

fence againſt the ſecurity of the common

wealth, or of the king's majeſty, whether by

imagination, word, or deed ; as to compaſs or

imagine treaſon, crthe death of the prince,

or the queen conſort, or his ſon and heir ap

parent, or to deflower the king's wife, or his

eldeſt daughter unmarried, or his eldet ſon's

wife; or levy war againſt the king in his

realm, or to adhere to his enemies by aiding

them, or to counterfeit the king’s great ſell,

privy ſeal, or money , or knowingly to bring

falſe money into this realin counterfeited like

the money of England, and to utter the ſame 3

or to kill the king’s chancellor, treaſurer, juſ

tice of the one bench or of the other , juſtices

in eyre, juſtices of aſſize, ju tices of oyer and

terminer, when in their place and doing their

duty ; or forging the king's ſeal manual, or

privy ſignet ; or diminiſhing or impairing the

current money: and in ſuch treaſon, a man

forfeits his lands and goods to the king : and

it is called treaſon paramount. Petit treaſon

is when a ſervant kills his maſter, a wife her

huſband, ſecular or religious kills his prelate:

this treaſon gives forfeiture to every lord within

his own ſee: both trea, on are capital. Cowel

TREASONABLE. N. a. (from treaſon.) Hav

Tr E/ASONOU.S. ing the nature or guilt

of treaſon ShakeſA. Clar endon.

TREASURE. ſ. (treſor, Fr.] wealth hoarded;

riches accumulated. Shakeſp. Bacon. Locke.

To TREASURE. v. a. (from the noun..] To

hoard; to repoſit; to lay up. South, Rowe.

TREASURER. ſ. [from treaſure, treſorter,

Fren.) One who has care of money; one who

has charge of treaſure. Shakeſp. Raleigh,

TREASURERSHIP. ſ. (from treaſure.] Office

or dignity of treaſurer. Hakewill.

TRE’ASUREHOUSE. ſ. (treaſure and houſe.}

Place where hoarded riches are kept. Hooker,

Taylor.

TREASURY.) [from treaſure, treſarerie, Fr )

A place in which riches are accumulated.

Wottºn, Temple, PP attr.

To T REAT. J. a. [traiter, Fr. tradiº, Latin.)

1. To negotiate ; to ſettle. Dryden 2. [Trac

to, Lat.) To diſcourſe on 3 To uſe in any

manner, good or bad Spectator. 4. To handle;

to manage , to carry on. Dryden. 5. To en

tertain with expence.

To TREAT. v. n. [traiter, From thahtan,

Sax ) i. To diſcourſe ; to make diſcuſſiºns

47, lton, Addiſon. 2. To practile negot at 2n.

2 Mac. 3. To come to terms of accommo

dation. Swift. 4. To ſnake gratuitous exter.

tauqſue ats.

TREAT. ſ. [from the verb.] 1. An entertain

ment given. Dryden, Cºller. 2. Something

given as an entertainment. Dryden.

TRE’ATABLE, a [traitable, Fr.) Moderate;

not violent. Hooker, Temple.

TREATISE. ſ. ſtračiuſ, Latin.) Diſcourſe;

written trastate. Shakeſp. Dryden.

TREATMENT. ſ. (traitrent, Fr.) Uſage;

manner of uſing good or bad Dryden.

TREATY. ſ. ſtraité, Fr.) 1. Negotiation ; act

of treating Spenſer. 2. A compact of accom

modation relating to publick affairs. Bacon.

3. For entreaty ; ſupplication; petition. Spenſ.
Shakeſp.

TRE BLE. a. ſtriple, Fr tritlur, triplex, Lat.]

!, Threefold; triple. Shakeſp. Sandys. 2.
Sharp of found. Bacon.

To TRE BLE. v. a. (trif lºr, Fr.] To multiply

by three to make thrice as much. Spenſer,

Creech. -

To TRE BLE.v. n. To become threefold Swift.

TRE BLE. ſ. A ſharp fºund Bacon, Dryden.

TRE BLENESS, ſ. (from treble.] The ſtate of

being treble. Bacon.

TRE’BLY, adv. [from treble ] Thrice told : in

threefold number or quantity. Dryden, Ray.

TKE. E. f. [trie. Iſlandick; tree, Daniſh.) 1. A

large vegetable riſing, with one woody ſtem,

to a conſiderable he ght. Burnet, Locke. 2.

Any thing branched out. Dryden.

TREF germander. ſ. A plant.

TREE of life. / (tigrum vitar, Lat.] An ever

green : the wood is eſteemed by turners.

Tº EF primroſe. ſ. A plant.

TREEN old plur of tree. Ben. johnſºn.

TREEN. a. Wooden; made of wood. Camden.

TREF F2 iſ... ſ. [trifºlium, Lat.) A plant.
Pescham.

TREILLAGE. ſ. (French J A contexture of

pales to ſupport eſpatiers, making a diſtinct

incloſure of any part of a garden. Trevoux.

7 RE LLIS. ſ. (French..] Is a ſtructure of iron,

wood, or oſier, the parts crofling each other

like a lattice. Trevoux

To TRE MALE. v. n. [trembler, Fren, treme,

Lat.) 1. To ſhake as with fear or cold to

ſhiver; to quake i to ſhudder. Shakeſp. Clar.

Rowe. 2. To quiver ; to totter. Burnet. 3.

To quaver , to ſhake as a ſound. Bacon.

TREMBLINGLY. adv, (from trembling.) So

as to ſhake or quiver. Pºpe.

TREMENDOUS, a ſtremendur, Lat..] Dread

ful : horribie ; aſtoaiſhingly terrible. Pope.

TRE MOUR. ſ. (tres or, Lat] ... The ſtate of

trembling. Harvey, Al, buthnot, 2. Quiver

ing or vibratory motion. Newton.

TREMULO US, a [tremuluſ, Lat.] 1. Trem.

bling ; feariuſ ; Dec. ºf Piety. 2. Quivering ;

vib, atory. Holder.

The E M U LOUSN ESS A [from tremukus). The

ſlate of quivering.

TR B.N. ſ. A fiſh ſpear.

To i R LNCH. v. a. [trencher, Fr. } 1. To cut.

Shakeſp. 1. To cut or dig into pits or 4 tches.

44tton, lºvelyn.

5 1 TRENCH,
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TRENCH ſ [tranche, Fr.) 1. A pit or ditch.
Pryden, 4Martimer. 2. Earth thrown up to

defend ſºldiers in their approach to a town, or

to guard a camp Shakeſp Prior.

TR1. NCHANT. a. ſtrenchant, Fr J Cutting;

ſharp Butler.

TRENCHER, ſ [from trench : treacheir, Fr.]

1. A piece of wood on which meat is cut at

table Shakeſp. More Dryden. ... The table.

Shak 3 Food, pleaſures of the table Sºsth.

TREN CHERFLY. ſ. ſtrencher and fly.) One

that haunts tables ; a paraſite. L'E/irange.

TRENCHERMAN. ſ. treacher and man.]. A

feeder an eater. Sidney, Shakeſp.

TRE NCHERMATE. ſ. [trencher and mate.]

A table companiºn; a paraſite Hooker.

To TREND. v. n. To tead; to lie in any par

ticular direction. Dryden.

TRENTALS. ſ. ſtrente, Fren ) A number of

maſſes, to the tale of thirty Ayliff.

TRENDLE. ſ. [Enchbel, Sax.] Any thing
turned round.

TRE PAN. ſ. (trºpan, Fr 1. An inſtrument

by which chirurgeons cut out round lieces of

the ſkull. 1. A ſnare; a ſtratagem. Raſcar,

South.

To TRE PAN. v. a. ſ. To perforate with the

trepan. Mºſeman, Arbuthnot. 4. To catch ,

to enſnare. Butler, Soºth.

TREPHI NE. ſ. A ſmall trepan; a ſmaller in

ſtrument of perforation managed by one hand.

Pł't ſerian

TREPIDATION. ſ. ſt-efidatio, Lat J 1. The

ſlate of trembling Bacºn, Donne, Miltºn. 2.

State of terrour. Wattan.

To TRESPASS. v. n. [treſpeſ r, Fr.) 1. To

tranſgreſs; to offend. Lev. Norris. 2. To en

ter, unlawfully on another's ground. Prior.

TRESPASS. f. [treſfaſi, Fren ) i. Tranſgreſ.

ſion ; offence Shakeſp. Milton. 2. Unlaw:ul

entrance on another’s ground.

TRESPASSER f. (from tº eſpaſs.) 1. An offen

der: a tranſgreſſor. 2. One who enters un

lawſulty on another’s grºund. Watan.

TRESSED a (from trºlſ, tº ren.] Knotted or

curied Sperfer.

TRESSES. ſ. without a ſingular. [treſſe, Fr.]

A knot or curl of hair, Shakeſp. Miltºn.

THE'S 1 LE 1. Utre/lean, Fr. J . The frame of

a taile A moveable form by which any

thing is ſupported.

TRET. ſ. 1 ºr bably from tritus, Lat.] An al

lowance made by merchants to retailers, which

is four pounds in every hundred weight, and

four pounds for waſte or refuſe of a coma

modity Pat'y.

r & fºr HINGs ſ. Taxes; impoſts.

it tº VE v. f. tisniepet, Sax trºpica, Fr.] Any

thing that ſtands on three iºgs.

TREY. tre, i.at. trou, I'ren J A three at

cards. Sha, ºp. -

a R1 A & LE. a. [from try Poſſible to be ex

perimented ; capable of trial. Boyle 1. Such

as may be judicially examined. zyłffe.

* R A L. J. trºuſ, Lat. trade, I tº a Three

tithi tº.

TRTA1, f. (from try.) 1. Teſt; examination.

Shakeſp. z. Experience; act of examining

by experience. Bacon. 3. Experiment; expe.

rimental knowledge. Hebrews. 4. Judicial

examinatiºn. Cowel, Shakeſp. 5. Temptation,

teſt of virtue, Milton, Rogers. 6. State of

being tried. Shakeſp.

TRIANGLE. ſ. triangle, Fren.] A figure of

three angles. Locke.

TRIANGULAR. a ſtriangularis, Lat.J Hay

ing three angles. Spenſer, Ray.

TRIBE. ſ. [tribus, Lat.) 1. A diſtinct body of

the people as divided by family or fortune, or

any other characteriſtick. Ben jihnſon. 2. It

is often uſed in contempt. Roſcommen.

TRTBLET, or TRT BOULET. ſ. A goldſmith',

tool for making rings. Ainſwºrth.

TRſBULATION. ſ. [tribulation,Fr.) Perſecu

tion ; diſtreſs; vexation; diſturbance of life.

Hºoker, Milton, Atterbury.

TRIBU’NAL ſ. tribunal, Lat. and Fren.] 1.

The ſeat of a judge, Shakeſp. Waller. 2. A

court of juſtice. Milton.

TRIBUNE. ſ. [tribunur. Lat.] 1 An officer of

Rome choſen by the people. Shakeſp. z. The

cominander of a Roman legion.

TRIBUNITIAL a. [tribunitiuſ, Latin.]

TRI 13 UNITIOUS. } Suiting a tribune; re

lating to a tribune. Bacos.

TR1. BUTARY. a. (tributaire, Fr. tributariuſ,

Lat ) i. Paying tribute as an acknowledgment

of ſubmiſſion to a maſter. Dryden. 2. Sub

ject ; ſubordinate Prior. 3. Paid in tribute.

TRTBUTARY. ſ. [from tribute.) One who

pays a flated ſum in acknowledgment of ſub

jection. Davier.

TRIBUTE. ſ. [tribus, Fr. tributan, Lat J Pay

ment made in acknºwledgment; ſubjection.

Mumbert, Miltºn

TRICE / A ſhort time; an inſtant; a firoke.

Suckling, Swift, Bentley.

TRICOMANES. ſ. A plant.

TRICHO'ToMY.ſ. Diviſion into three parts.
JP at ty.

TRICK. ſ. (treck, Dutch..] I. A fly fraud.

Raleigh, Sºuth. 2. A dexterous artifice Pºpe.

3. A vicious practice. Dryden. 4. A juggle,

an antick, any thing done to cheat jocoſely.

Priºr. 5. An unexpected effect, Shake!}.

6. A practice; a manner; a ha it. Shakeſ?.

7. A number of cards laid regularly up in

p:ay. - -

To Tick. v. a. [from the noun , tricker,

Fr.) 1. To cheat; to impoſe on; to deiraud.

Stephens. 2. To dreſs, to decorates to *-

dorn Drayton, Shakeſp. Sandyt. 3. To per

form by ſight of hand, or with a light touch.

Pºpe,

To TRICK. v. n. To live by fraud. Pryden.

TRI'CKER. f. The catch which being pulled

diſengages the cock of the gun, that it may

give fire. Boyle.

TRICKING.ſ. (from trick.) Dreſs; ornament.

Shaº eſp.

TRI cKISH. a. [From trick.] Knaviſhly .
ul
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ful; fraudulently cunning; miſchievouſly ſub

tle. Pože.

To TRTCKLE. v. n. To fall in drops; to rill

in a ſlender ſtream Bacon, Dryden, Pete.

TRICKSY. a. from trick.) Pretty. Shakeſp

TRICORPORAL. a. [tricorporus, Lat Hav.

ing three b dies.

TRIDE, a (among hunters; tride, Lat.) Short

and ready Bailey.

TRI'DENT /. I trident, Fr. trident, Lat.) A

three forked ſceptre of Neptune. Sandys, Add.

TRIDENT, a. Having three teeth.

TRIDING ſ ſtnºnga, Sax.] The third part

of a country or ſhire.

TRIDUAN. a. (from triduum, Latl 1. Laſt

ing three days. 2. Happening every third

dy.

TRIE’NNIAL. a. [triennir, Latin; trienna',

Fr.) 1. Laſting three years. K. Char. Howel.

1. Happening every third year

TRI ER. ſ. (from try.] I. One who tries expe.

limentally. Bºyle. 2. One who examines ju

dicially. Hale. 3. Teſt , one who brings to

the teſt Shakeſp.

To TRI FALLOW. v. a To plow land the

third time before ſowing. Mortimer.

TR! FID. a. Cut or divided into three parts.

TRiP!'STULARY. a. (tre, and fiftula, Lat. ,

Having three pipes.

To TRI FLE. v. n. I tryfeen, Dutch.) 1. To act

or talk without weight or dignity, to act with

levity. H.;ker. 2. To mock; to play the tool.

Shakeſp. 3. To indulge in light amuſement.

4. To be of no importance. Sº enſer.

To TRT FLE. v. a. To make ºf no importance.

Shakeſp.

TRIFLE. ſ. [from the verb.) A thing of no

moment. Drayton. -

TRI'FLER. ſ. (trifelaar, Dutch) One who

acts with levity ; one who talks with folly.

Bacon, Matti

TRH FLING. a. [from trifle.) Wanting worth;

unimportant , wanting weight. Rogers.

TRI Fili NGLY adv [from traffing Without

weigh: ; without dignity , without import

ance Lecke.

TRI FORM. a. (trifºrmiſ, Lat.) Having a tri

ple ſhape Milton.

TR GGER ſ 1. A catch to hold the wheel or

ſleep ground 2 The catch that ocłąg pulled

loof-s the cock of the gun. Lºcłe.

TRI'G|N ALS f A number of maſſes to the

tale of thirty. Ayliffe.

TF 1'GLY - H /. In archite&ute.] A member

of the ize of the Dorick order ſet directly

over every pillar, and in certain faces in the

irter cºlumnations Larriſ.

TRI'GON f. (trigºne, Fr J A triangle. Hale.

T R GON \ . . a. (from trigºn.) Tiangular ;

having three corners. Woodward.

TRIGO NO. M. E. RY. ſ. (trigonomet, ie, Fren

Tº gonºn, try is the art of meaſu, ing triangles,

or of calculatiº; the ſides of any triangles

fought, and this is plain or ſphericai Harris.

TRIGONOME TRICAL, a trºu trigonome

try J Pertaining to trigºnometry.

TRI LATERAL. a. [trilateral, Fr. tres and

latus, Lat.} Having three ſides.

TP. T.L., f (tº ille, Ira! ) Quaver; tremulouſ

neſs ºf muſick. Addiſºn.

To TR!!...L. v. a. [from the noun ) To utter

quavering. Thomſºn.

To TRH.L. v. n. 1. To trickle; to fall in drops

or leader ſtreams. Shakeſp. 2. To play in

trºmulºus vibrations of ſound Drydes.

TRI': i. 10 N J. A milliºn millions of millions.

TR . . . U-M l N.A. R. a [:r: ſu ruin ariſ, Latin.]

Tr: I LI. 'M IN tº US Having three lights.

TRIM. a. 'Ferny nºncº, Six. Nice; ſmug;

drºi, up. Tuff, r, Dryden.

To TRIM v. a. [rnºmºnºn, Sax. to build.]

1. To fit out. Shu, eſp. 1. To dreſs; to de

corate Bacon, W.;tº n, Dryden. 3. To ſhave ;

to clip 1 Sam. Hºwel 4 To make neat;

to adjuſt. Shakº/p. Ben. j. B-ſ: a 5. To ba

lance a veſſel Sf estator. 6. It has often up

emph-tical. Shakeſp.

To T Rivi v. n. To balance; to fluctuate be

tween two parties. South, Dryden.

TRIM. J. Dreſs i geer ; ornaments. Shakeſp.

Dryden.

TR} M Y a k (from trim.] Nicely ; meatly.

Speºſº, , .4/chara

TRI'MMER ſ. from trim ] 1. One who changes

ſides to balance parties; a turn cont. L'Eſtra.

Swift. 2. A piece of wood inſerted. Maxen.

TRIMMING. ſ. [from trim.) Ornamental ap

pendages to a coat or gown. Garth.

TRINAL, a [trinus, Lat.) Threefold. Spesſer.

TRINE. ſ. (trine, Fr. trinus, Lat.) An aſpect

of planets placed in three angles of a trigon, in

which they are ſuppoſed by aſtrologers to be.

eminently besign Milton, Creech.

To Titi N E. v. a. ſtrom the noun.] To put in

a trine aſpect. Dryden.

TRI'N1TY. ſ. (trinitar, Lat. trinité, Fr.) The

incompreheaſible union of the three perſons in

the Godhead Locke.

TR1 NKE.T. ſ. 1. Toys; ornaments of dreſs.

Sidney, Swift. 2. Things of no great value;

tackie , tools. L'Efirange.

TRIO BOLAR. a. [triebºlariſ, Latin.] Vile ;

mean ; worth!eſs. Cheyne.

To TRIP. v. a. [tº ºper, Fr. trippen, Dutch.) 1.

To ſupplant; to throw by ſtriking the feet

from the ground by a ſudden motion. Shakeſ.

a. To catch to detect. Shakeſ”.

To TRiP. v. n. 1. To fall by loſing the hold of

the feet. Dryden. 2. To fall ; to err; to be

deficient Hº-ter, Sºuth, Addiſon, 3 To ſtum

b'e , to titubate. Locke. 4. To run lightly.

Shakeſp. C. aſhaw, Dryden, Prior. 5. To

take a ſhort voyage.

TRIP. J. [from the verb 1. A ſtroke or catch

by which the wreſtler ſupplauts his antagoniſt.

12 rydes, Addiſºn 2. A ſtumble by which the

foothold is lott. 3. A failure , a miſtake.

Dryd, n. 4. A ſhort voyage or journey. Pºpe.

TRI'''. RTITF. a. (triţa lite, Fr. triparti

§ 1 * fuſ,
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tut, Lat 1 Divided into three parts; having

three correſpondent copies. Shakeſp. ;

TRIPE f (trife, Fr. trippa, It al. and Span."

1. The inteſtines; the guts. Kingſ. , it is

uſed in ludicrous language for the human

belly,

TRIPEDAL. a ſtre, and pet, Lat.] Having
three feet.

TRI''PETA LOUS a [tres and a frax:y.} Hav

ing a flower conſiſting of three leaves.

TRTPHTHON.G. ſ. [...iſ hthengue, Fren. tre,

and $32ſ; m J A cºalition of three vowels to

form one ſound: as, eau ; eye.

TRIPLE. z. ſtrifle, Fr. triflex, tritiuſ, Lat."

| Threefºld; conſiſting of three conjoining

Milte", M'allºr. 2. Treble; three times re.

peated. Burner.

To TRTPLE w a ſtrom the adjective ) i. To

tºeble to make thrice as much, or as many.

Hºer, Swift. 1. To make threefold Dryd.

TRI'PLE.T. ſ. (from triple ] . Three of a

kind ºft. a. Three verſes rhyming toge
ther. Dryden

TRIPLICATE, a ſtrom triplex, Lat.) Made

thrice as much Harrºt.

TRIPLICATION. ſ. ſtrom triplicate ) The

*śt of trebling or adding three together. Glanv.

TRiPLICITY. ſ ſtriplicité, Fr from triplex,

Lat.) Trebleneſs; ſtate of being threefold
Barºn, Pº'attº.

TRI PMADAM ſ. An herb. M., tirizr.

TRIPOP. ſ. (trifur, Lat.) A ſeat with three

feet, ſuch as that from which the prielleſs of

Apollo delivered oracles.

TRIPOLY. ſ. A ſharp cutting ſand. Nºtaten.

TRI Pos ſ. A tripºd Ben jºhnſºn.

TRIPPFR. / (from trip j one who trips.

TRIPPING, a [from trip.] Quick; nimble.
AM; itºn.

TRIPPING. ſ. (from trip.] Light dance M.I.

TRIPTOTE. ſ. ſtript-ten, Lat.) Triplete is a
noun uſed in but in three caſes Clark.

TR! PUDI ARY. a. [trºpºdium, Latin) Per

formed by dancing Brºwn.

Ti’i PU lºſ ATION. ſ. (trifudium, Latin J Act

of dancing.
-

TRIPPING!.Y. adv. [from trºping j with

agility , with ſwift motion. Shase.p.

TRIRE ME. ſ. (tri, emis, Lat A galley with

three benches of oars on a ſide.

TRISECTION ſ. (treſ and ſeiro, Latin.) Di

viſion into three equal parts.

TRI STFUL. a. [trºffir, Latin.] Sad, melan

choly: gloomy Shakeſp.

TRISU'LC f [triſulcus, Lat..] A thing of three

points. Brown.

TRISYLLA BICAI, a [from triſyllable.] Con

ſiſting of thee ſyllables.

TRISY LLABI.E. ſ. ſtriſyllaba, Lat J A word

conſisting of three ſyllables.

TRITE a ſtritus, Latin.) Woin cut; ſtale;

common: not new. Rºgerſ.

TRI 1 EN ESS. ſ. [ from trite. J Staleneſs;

commonneſs.

TRIT H E 1 M ſ [+º, and Sé:..] The opinion

which holds three diſlinét gods.

TRI'TURABLE. a. ſtriturable, Fr. from tri

turate.) Pofible to be pounded or cornminut
ed Brºwn.

TR (TURATION. ſ. ſtritera, Lat.) Reduairn

of any ſubſtances to powder upon a ſtone with

a muller, as colours are ground Brºwn.

TRTVET. ſ. Any thing ſupported by three

feet. Chapman.

TRſ VI AL a ſtrivialiſ, Lat.] 1. Vile; worth

leſs; vulgar. Roſcºmmon. 1. Light ; trifling;

unimportant; inconſiderable Drydew. Rºgers.

TRI VIALLY. adv. [rom trivial. 1. Com

monly ; vulgary. Bacos. 1. Lightly ; incon

ſiderably.

TRT VIALNESS. ſ. [From triviall 1. Com

monneſs ; vulgarity. 2. Lightneſs; unim

portance.

TRTUMPH. ſ. [triumphur, Latin,) 1. Pomp

with which a victory is publickly celebrated.

Bacon. 2. State of being victorious. Mriter,

Dryden. 3. Viètory; conqueſt. AMilton, Pºpe.

4. Joy for ſucceſs. Miſfos. 5. A conquering

card now called trump.

To TRIUMPH v. n. [triumphs, Lat.) 1. To

celebrate a vićtory with pomp to rejoice for

victory, job, Dryden. 1. To obtain victory.

Kwelieſ. 3. To inſult upon an advant-ge

gained Shakeſp.

TRIU'MPHAL. a ſtriumphalº, Latin.] Uſed

in celebrating vićtory. Bacon, Swift.

TRIUMPHAſ... ſ. (triumphalia, Lat.) A token

of victory. Milton.

T R! UMPHANT. a. [trium' bant, Lat.) 1. Ce

lebrating a victory. Shakeſp. Sºuth, 2. Re

joicing as for victory. Miltºn. 3. Victorious;

graced with conqueſt. Pºpe.

TRIU MiriANTLY. adv, (from triumphant j

1. In a triumphant manner in token of vic

tory; joyfully as for victory. Granville. 1.

Victoriouſly , with ſucceſs. Shakeſp. 3. With

inſolent exultation South,

TRH U M PHER, f [from triumph.) One who

triumphs. Shakeſp. Peachain.

TRIU MV RATE. N. ſ. (triumviratºr or tri

TRiUM! V! Ri. umvir i, Lit. A cºalition

or concurrence of three men. Shakeſp. Swift.

TRTUNE... a. ſtres and anuſ, Lat.J. At once

three aid one. Burnet.

To TROAT v. a [with hunters.) To cry as

a buck does at rutting time.

TRO CAR. ſ. [treis fuart, Fr.] A chirurgical

inſtrument. Sharp.

TROCHAICAL, a [trochaique, Fr trerbaica,

Lat.] Conſiſting of trochees

ºf ROCHANTERS. f. tº fox-àº; ) Two pro

ceſſes of the thigh bone, called rotator major

and minor, in which the tecdons of macy

nº uſcles terminate.

TRO CHE. ſ. (tr.: charas, Lat. -----.5-.] A

foot uſed in Latin poetry, conſiſting of a long

and ſhort ſyllable.

TROCHI LICKS. ſ [+rºx”: ) The ſcience of

rotatory motion. Brºwn.

TROCH NGS. ſ. The bi arches on a deer's

head. -

TROCH.I SCH
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TROCHI'SCH. ſ. [+:ºx{-xº~..] A kind of tab

let or lozenge. Bacon.

TRODE, the preterite of tread judget.

TRODE. ſ. (trom trad, pret of tread.) Foot

ing. Spenſer.
-

TROD. Participle paſſive of tread.

TRODDFN. Luke, Milton, Addiſon.

TRO GLODYTE. ſ. [+,-7xºn.) One who

inhabits caves of the earth. Arbuthnot.

To TROLL. v. a. [trollen, to roll, Dutch To

move circularly , to drive about. Ben. 7.hr/

To TROLL. v. n. 1. To roll; to run round.

Swift. 2. To fiſh for a pike with a rod which

has a pully towards the bottom. Gay.

TRO LLOP ſ. A flatternly, looſe woman.

TROOP. ſ. ſtroope, Dutch. J . A company : a

number of people collected together. Shakeſp.

Lºcke. 2. A body of ſoldiers. Dryden. 3. A

ſmall body of cavalry.

To TROOP. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To

march in a body. Shakeſp. Miltºn. 2. To

march in haſte. Shakeſp. Chaf man. 3. To

march in company. Shakeſp.

TROOPER. J. (from troºp.) A horſe ſoldier.

Grººv.

TROPE ſ [+ºf+* } A change of a word from

its original ſignification; as, the clouds fºretel

rain, or fºreſbezo. He dibras.

TROPHIE.B. a [from traffy J Adorned with

trophies. Pºpe.

TRO PHY. ſ. [trºphæum, Latin.) Something

taken from an enemy, and ſuewn or treaſured

up in proof of victory. Shakeſp. Pope

TRO PICAL. a. (from trope) 1. Rhetorically

changed from the original meaning. Brown,

Sºuth. 2. Placed near the tropick , belong

ing to the trºpick.

TRO PICK. ſ. (tropicur, Latin.) The line at

which the fun turns back, of which the North

has the tropick of Cancer, and the South the

tropick of Capricorn. Dryden.

TROPOLOGICAL. a. º.º.º. and 7%º

Varied by tropes; change from the original

import of the words.

TROPOLOGY. f [+ºrº- and xº-.] A rhe

torical mode of ſpeech including tropes, or a

change of ſoine word from rhe original mean

ing Brown.

TROSSERS. ſ, [tranſfºr. Pr] Breeches; hoſe.

Shake!p

To TROT. v. n. [trotter, Fr. trotten, Dutch)

1. To move with a high jolting pace. Shake p.

Dennit. To walk faſt, ia a ludicrous of

contemptuous ſenſe.

TROT ſ trot, Fr J . The jolting high pace

of a horſe. 2. An old woman Shakeſp.

TROTH. f. (tneº, Sax J Truth: Iaith; fl.

delity Shakeſp. Daniel, Adilſon.

TRO THLESS. a. (from trºth } Faithleſs ;

treacherous. Fairfax.

TR01 HPLIGHT. a. ſtreth and flight) Bc.

trothed, affianced. Shakeſp.

To TRO UBi.E. v. a. ſtrºubler. Fr.) 1. To diſ

turb, to perplex. Shakeſp. Locke. 2. To at

tº , to slieve. Sidney, I.1.1/cs. 3. To diſ

treſs; to make uneaſy. Milt. 1. Mac. 4.

To buſy ; to engage overmuch. Luke. 5. Te

give occaſion of labour to. Locke. 6. To teize;

to vex. Shakeſp. 7. To diſorder; to put into

a citation or commotion. Shakeſp. john, Dav.

8. To mind with anxiety. Clarendon. 9. To

ſue for a debt.

TRO'UBLE. ſ. ſtrouble, Fr.) 1. Diſturbance;

perplexity. Milton. 2. Affliction; calamity.

Shakeſp. 3 Moleſtation: obſtruction; incon

venience. Milton. 4. Uneaſineſs; vexation.

Milton.

TRO UBLE-STATE. ſ. (trouble and ſtate.]

Diſturber of a community; publick make-bate

Daniel -

TROUBLER. ſ. [from trºuble.] Diſturber;

confounder. Spenſer, Waller, Atterbury.

TRO UBLESOME. a. (from trouble.) 1. Fun

of moleſtation; vexatious ; uneaſy ; afflićtive.

Shakeſp. Tillºtſon. 2. Burdenſome i tireſome;

weariſome. Pepe 3. Full of teizing buſineſs.

Sidney. 4. Slightly haraſſing. Milton, Shak.

5. Unſeaſonably engaging ; improperly impor

tuning. Spenſer. 6. limportunate; teizing.

Arbuthnot.

TRO UBLESOMELY. adv, (from troubleſºme.)

Vexatiouſly ; weariſomely; unfeaſonably; im

pºrtunately. Locke.

TRoubi.ESOMENESS ſ (from troubleſºme.]

1. Vexºtiouſneſs; uneaſineſs. Bacon. 2. Im

portunity; unfeaſonableneſs.

TRO'UELOUS, a [from tº cuble.] Tumultu

ous; confuſed; diſordered; put into commo

tion. Spenſer, Daniel.

TRO'VI R, ſ ſtrouver, Fren.] In the common

law, is an action which a man has againſt one

that having found any of his go ds reuſeth to

deliver them.

TROUGH. f. [rno;, thoh, Six trech, Dutch.]

Any thing hollowed, and open longitudinally

on the upper ſide. Abºat, Dryden.

To TROUL. v n (trollen, to loll, Dutch..] 1.

To move volubiy. Milton. 2. To utter vo

lubiy Shakeſp.

To TROUNCE v. a. To puniſh by an indićt

rent or intormation. Dryden.

TRO USE. / (tº ºffe, Fren, truiſk, Eiſe.]

| ROUSERS $ Breeches; hoſe. Spenſ Pºiſem.

T ROUT. ſ. ſtnuhr, Saxon.) I Delicate ſpot

ted fiſh inhabiting brooks and quick ſtreams.

Carew. 2. A familiar phraſe for an honeſt, or

perhaps for a filly fellow. Shakeſp.

To T ROW. v. n (tneošian, Saxon; tree, Dan.)

to think : to imagine; to conceive. Sidney,

H.oker, Shakeſp. Gay.

TRow interject. An exclamation of enquiry.

Shakeſp.

T ROW EL. ſ. (true!e, Fr. trulla, Lat.) A tool

to take up the mortar with, and ſpread it on

the bricks. Mcxzu

TROY WEIGHT. R. ſ from Trcier, French.)

TROY. A kind of weight by

which gºld, ſilver, &c are weighed, conſiſting

of theſe denominations: a pound = 1 a

ounces; ounce =zo penny-weights; penny."

weight
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weight = 24 grains. The Engliſh phyſicians

make uſe of troy weight after the following

nanner.

Grains

Tºo Scruple

60 3 |Drachtr

Tº 14 8 | Yunce

5760 88 TSTITT|-ound.

TRU'A NT ſ ſtruand, old Fr. Freuwant, Dut.)

An idler; one who wanders idly about, neg

lecting his duty or employment. To play tie

truant is, in ſchools, to ſtay iron ſchool with

out leave, A72, e.

TRU’ANT. a. Idle; wandering from buſineſs;

lazy i loitering. Shakeſ?.

To TRU’ANT. v. n. To idle at a diſtance

frºn duty to loiter; to be lazy Słake p.

TRUANTSHIP. ſ. (from 1, want.) Idleneſ :

negligence; neglect of ſtudy or buſineſs. Aſch.

Tº UB I Alſ, ſ A ſhort ſquat woman. A ſw.

TRUBS. ſ [tºber Lat A'ſ. It of herb. Ainſw.

TRUCE, ſ, it aga, low Lat) 1. A tempºrary

peace ; a ceſſa is n of hoſtilities. Hook. Shak

2 Tim. Pryden. 4 Ceſſ.tion ; intermiſſion:

ſhort quiet Milton.

TRUC DATION. ſ. (from tracids, Lat) The

aćt of killing.

To “I RUCK. v. n. [trequer, Fren. truccare

Ital, To traffick by exchange.

To TRUCK. v. a. To give in exchange; to

exchange L'Eºrange. Swift.

TRUCK. ſ. ſºroin the verb J. I. Exchange;

traffick by exchange. L’Eſrange, Dryden. 2.

Wooden wheels for carriage of cannon.

TRUCK! EBEL), or trundleled. ſ. [properly

treclºsed , from trochlea, Lat. or Tºxº;..] A

bed that runs on wheels under a higher bed.

Shakeſt Hudikras.

To TRUCKLE. v. n. To be in a ſtate of ſubjec

tion or interiority. Cleaveland, Norris.

TRU CULENCE. ſ. (truculentia Lat.) 1. Sa.

wageneſs of manners. 2. Terribleneſs of aſ

pect.

TRUCULENT, a. ſtruculentur, Latin 1. Sa

vage; barbarous. Ray. 2. Terrible of aſpest.

3 Deſtructive; cruel. Harvey.

To TRUDGE. v. n. [truggiolare, Ital To

travel labor ouſly.* on ; to march heavi

ly on. Shakeſp. Dryden, Locke

TRUE. a. rnecya, cnupa, Sax.] 1. Not falſe;

not erroneous; agreeing with fact Spenſer,

Cow'ey 1. Not falſe; agreeing with our own

thoughts. 3. Pure from the crime of falſe

hocq veracious. 4. Genuine , not counter

feit. Milton. Atte, buºy 5. Faithful; not per

fidious , ſteady. Shake!}. Roſcºmm, 6 Honeſt ,

rot fraudulent. Shai eſt. 7. Ex2 &t truly con

formable to a rule. Prior. 8. Right, ul. Mºſt

TRUEBORN a ſtrue and born.] Having a

right by birth. Shakeſp.

TR U EBRſ D. a. [tº we and Śred.] Of a right

breed. Shakeſ?, Dryden.

TR'UE HEARTED a [true and heart.) Ho

neſt i faith'...l. Shakºt.

TRU'ELOVE. ſ. An herb, called berba Pari.

TRUELOVEKNOT. ſ, trae, lºve, and

TRUELOVERSKNOT. J. Anot ) Lines drawn

through each other with many involutions,

conſidered as the emblem of interwoved at.

fection. Hudibrar.

TRUENESS. ſ. [from true..] Security; us.
artfulneſs. Bacon.

TRUEPENNY. ſ. (true and feary 1 A fami

liar phraſe for an honeſt fellow. Shakeſ”.

TRUFFLE. ſ. (trufe, traffe, Fr.) In italy, the

uſual method for the finding of 1: ºffer, or ſub

terraneous muſhrooms, called by the I-alians

tartu'ali, and in Latin tuberater, e, is by tying

a cord to a pig, and driving him, obſerving

where he begins to root. Ray.

TRUG. ſ. A hod for mortar.

TRULL. ſ. [tº alla. Italian J A low whore; a

vagrant ſtrumpet. Shakeſp.

TRU LY, adv. [trom true j 1. According to

truth not falſely ; faithfully. Sidney, H. ter.

* Really , without tallacy. 3. Lxistly;

juſtly. Sº-th 4. Indeed, W, item.

TRUMP. f. ſt-cmpe, Lutch. and old French;

trºmba, Ital 1. A trººpet; an inſtrument

of warlike muſick Shakeſp. H'e', y i. A

winning c-rd; a card that has particular privi

vilege in a game. Pºpe, Swift. 3. I put tº

or ºf ºn the ºr UM Ps. To put to the laſt expe
Jient. Dryden.

To TRUM P. v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To win

with a trump card 2. To Tsum r *p. To de

viſe to forge.

1 RUMPLRY ſ. (tramperie, Fren.) 1. Some

thing fallaciouſly ſplendid Shakeſp. z Falſe

hood ; empty taſk. Raleigh. 3. Something

of no value ; trifles. Miltºn.

TRUMPE r. ſ. (trompette, Fren, and Dutch 3

1. An inſtrument of mºrtial muſick ſounded

by the breah. Milton, Rºſcan:rica. 1. In mi

litary ſtile, a trumpeter Clarenden. 3. One

who celebrates; one who praiſes. Bac Dryd.

TRUMPET. FLOWER. ſ. [šigaenia, Latin.]

A tubulous flower. Muller.

To TRUMPET. v. a. (trompetter, Fren] To

publiſh by ſound of trumpet; to proclaim.

Shakeſp Bacon.

TRUMPE t ER ſ (from trumpet ) 1. Cne

who ſounds a trumpet. Shakeſp. Hayward. 1.

One who proclaims, publiſhes, or denounces.

Bacon, South. 3 A fiſh.

TRUMPET-TONGJED. a. [traintet and

tongue.] Having a tongue vociferous as a trun

pet Shakeſp.

To TRUNCATE. v. a. (trunca, Latin ) To

maim ; to lon; to cut ſhoºt.

TRUN CAT ION. ſ (frºm tº uncate ) The ad

of lopping or maining.

TRUNCHEON. f [truncan, Fren,) 1. A ſhort

ſtaff; a club , a cudgel. Shakeſ?. Hayward.

2. A ſtaff of command. Shate/p -

To TRUNCHLON. v. a. (trom the noun)

To beat with a truncheon , hakeſp.

TRJ'NCHE) N.E.R. J. from tº ºn, keen.) One

armed with a truncheon. Shakeſp.

T2
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To TRUNDUE. v. n [ºnenbl, a bowl, Sax)

To rowi: to bowl along Addiſon.

TRUNDLE ſ. [enerol, Sax.] Any round rol

ling thing.

TRUNDLE-TAIL. ſ. Round tail. Shakeſp.

TRUNK, ſ ſtruncut, Lat. trone, Fr.) 1. The

body of a tree. Bentley. a. The body without

the limbs of an animal. Shakeſp. 3. The

main body of any thing. Ray. 4. A cheſt for

cloaths; a finali cheſt commonly lined with

paper. Dryden. 5. The proboſcis of an ele

phant, or other animal. Milton, Dryden. 6.

A long tube through which pellets of clay are

blown. Bacon."

To TRUNK. v a. [trance. Lat ) To truncate,

to maim ; to lep. Spenſer.

TRUNKED. a. (from trunk.] Having a trunk.

Howel.

TRUNK. HOSE. ſ. ſtrunk and hºſe..] Large

breeches formerly worn. Prior

TRUNNIONS. ſ. tºº, Fr.) The knobs or

bunchings of a gun, that bear it on the cheeks

of a carriage, Bailey.

TRUSION ſ. [t, udo, Lat.] The act of thruſt

ing or puſhing. Bentley.

TRUSS ſ [trauſſ, Fr.) 1. A bandage by which

ruptures are reſtrained from lapſing Wiſer.

2. Bundle ; any thing thruſt cloſe together.

Sfenſer. Addiſºn. 3. Trouſe ; breeches.

To TRUSS v. a. ſtrouſſer, Fr.] To pack up

cloſe together. Spenſer.

TRUST.J. [trauff, Runick.]. I. Confidence;

reliance on another. Shakeſp. 1. Charge re

ceived in confidence. Dryden. 3. Confident

opinion of any event. 4. Credit given with

out examination Lºcke. 5. Credit without

payment Raleigh. 6. Something committed

to one's faith. Bacon. 7. Depoſit; ſomething

committed to charge, of which an account

muſt be given. Swift. 8. Fidelity; ſuppoſed

honeſty. Tobºt. 9. State of him to whom ſome

thing is entruſted Clarendon, Denham.

To TRUST. v. a. (from the noun ) . To

place cont.dence in , to confide in. Ben. Johnſ

2. To believe; to credit. Shakeſp. 3. To ad

mit in confidence to the power over any thing.

Taylor 4. To commit with confidence. Dryd.

5. To venture couſidently. Milton. 6. To ſell

upon credit.

To TRUST, v. n. 1. To be confident of ſome

thing future. 2 John. 2. To have confidence ;

to rely; to depend without doubt. Iſaiah,

Miltºn. 3. To be credulous; to be won to

confidence. Shakeſp. 4. To expect. L'Eſtr.

TRUSTEE. ſ. (rom truſt.] 1. One entruſted

with any thing. Taylºr. 2. One to whom

ſomething is committed for the uſe and behovi

of another. Dryden.

TRUSTER, ſ (from truſt J One who truſts.

Shakeſp.

TRU stiNESS. ſ. [from truſſy.) Honeſty; fi
delity; taithfulneſs. Grew.

TRUSTLESS. a. (from truſt.] Unfaithful;

unconſtant; not to be trutted. Speºſer.

TRUS 1 Y. a. [irom trº/t.J 1. Houeſt; faith

ful; true; fit to be truſted Shakeſ. Addiſºr.

2. Strong; ſtout; ſuch as will not fail. Spenſ.

Dryden.

TRUTH. f. (tncopy, Sax.] 1. The contrary

to falſhood; conformity of notions to things.

Lºcke. 2. Conſermity of words to thoughts.

Milton. 3. Purity from falſehood. Shakeſp.

4. Fidelity ; conſtancy. Song. 5. Honeſty;

virtue Shakeſp. 6. It is uſed ſometimes by

way of conceflion. Matthew 7. Exactneſs;

con'ormity to rule. Mortimer. 8. Reality.

Hºoker. 9. Of a Truth, or in Tru T H. in

reality. , Kings.

TRUTINA'ſ lon. ſ. ſtratina, Lat.) The act

of weighing; examination by the ſcale. Brow.

To TRY. v. a. [trier, Fr.) 1. To examine ; to

make experiment of Shakeſp. z. To expe

rience; to aſſay , to have knowledge or expe

rience of Dryden 3. To examine as a judge.

4. To bring before a judicial tribunal. 5.

To bring to a deciſion, with cut emphatical.

Dryden. 6. To act on as a teſt. Shakeſ. 7.

To bring as to a teſt. Milton. 8. To eſſay ;

to attempt. Miltºn. 9. To purify , to refine.

Milton.

To TRY v . To cmdeavour; to attempt.

TUB. ſ. [tolbe, tutºr, Dutch J . A large open

veſſel of wood. Allton. 2. A ſtate of ſaliva

tion. Shakeſp.

TUBE. ſ. (tutuº, Latin J A pipe; a ſiphon; a

long body. Rºſcommen.

TU'BERCLE / [takerculum, Latin.) A ſmall

ſwelling or excreſcence on the body; a pimple.

Harvey.

TU'BEROSE. ſ. A flower Mortimer.

TU BEROUS.. a [tubereux, Fren. from tuber,

Lat..] Having prominent knots or excreſcences.

M’oodward.

TU BUL.A.R. a. (frºm tubus, Latin.) Reſem

bling a pipe or trunk 5 conſiſting of a pipe ;

long and hollow ; fiſtular. Grew.

TU BUL.E. / [tubuluſ, Lat.) A ſmall pipe, or

fiſtular body. M's dward.

TU BULATED. U a. (from tubulus, Latl Fiſ

TU'BULOUS. tular ; longitudinally hol

low. Derham

TUCK. ſ. 1. A long narrow ſword. Shak. Hud.

2. A kind oi nct. Carew.

TUCK. v. n from trucken, Germ 1 1. To

cruſh together; to hinder from ſpreading.

Addiſe", Prior. ". To incloſe, by tucking

clothes round. Lºcke.

To TLCK. v n. To contrast. Sharp.

TUCKER ſ A ſmall piece of limen that ſhades

the breaſt of women. Addiſon.

TU'EL / tuyeau, Fr.) The anus. Skinner.

TUE SLAY / (ruerbº, Saxos : ruv, Saxon,

is Mars.) The third day of the week

TUFTAFF ETY / [tron tufted and taff-ty.)

A villous kind of ſilk. Donne.

TUF.T.ſ tuff, Fr.) 1. A number of threads

or ribbands, flowery leaves, or any ſmall bo

dies joined together. Aſ re. Dryden. 2. A

cluſter; a plump. Sidney, Miſton.

To TUFriº. v. 4. ‘To adorn with a tuft Thomſ.

T U FTLD.
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TU FTED. a. ſtrom tuft.) Growing in tufts or

cluſters. Milton, Pote.

TU'FTY, a [from tufted Adorned with tufts.

To TUG. v. a. [teoran, Sax.] 1. To pull with

ſtrength long cºntinued in the utmoſt exertion.

Chapman, Roſcommon. 2. To pull , to pluck.
Hudibrar.

To TUG. v. n. 1. To pull; to draw. Sandys,

Boyle. 2. To labour; to contend; to ſtrug

gle. Shakeſp. Hºwe, Craſhaw.

TUG. ſ. (from the verb ). Pull performed with

the utmoſt effort. Dryden.

TUGGER ſ (from tug.) One that tugs or pulls

hard. -

TUITION.ſ (tuitio, from twear, Lat.] Guar

dianſhip; ſuperintendent care. Sidney, Locke.

TU LIP ſ (tulipe, Fr. tulipa, Lat.j A flower.

Hakewill.

TULIPTREE. ſ. A tree.

To TUMBLE v. n. [tomber, Fren. temmelen,

Dutch: tombola, e, Ital.) 1. To fall; to come

ſuddenly to the ground. Shakeſp. z. To fall

in great quantities tumultuouſly. Prior. 3. To

roll about. Sidney. 4. To play tricks by vari

ous librations of the body. Rowe.

To "I'U'M 124.12. w.a. t. To turn over , to throw

about by way of examination. Collier, 2. To

throw by chance or violence. Locke. 3. To

throw down. Dryden.

TU MBLE ſ [from the verb , a fall. L'Eſir.

TUMBLER. ſ. [from tumble. One who flews

poſtures or feats of activity. Wilkins.

TU'MBREL. f. tºmbereau, Fr.] A dung-cart.

Congreve

TUMEFA CTION ſ ſtumefaffic,Eatin) Swel.

ling. A buthnot.

To T U'MF, F.Y. v. a. ſtumefacto, Latin.] To

ſwell ; to make to ſwell. Sharp.

TU MID. a. i tumidus, Lat.) 1. Swelling ; puff.

ed up. 1. Protube ant; raiſed atove the le

vel. Milton. 3. Pompous; boaſt:ul; puffy

falſely ſubline. Boyle. ,

TU MOUR / | tumor, Let J A morbid ſwel

ling. Mºrſeman. ... A ſected pomp: falſe

magnificence ; puſſy grandeur. L'Eſtrange.

TUM.O.ROUS.. a [from tumour | 1. Swelling :

protuberant. Wotton 2. Fatuous ; vainly

pornpous; falſely magniſcent. Wotton.

To TUMP, amo g gardeners, to fence trees a

bout with earth.

To TU MULATE. v. n. [tumulº, Lat.) To

ſwell. Boyle.

TU MULOSE. a. ſtumukſus, Lat., Full of hills

Bat!ey.

TU MULT ſ. [tumulte, Fr. tumultur, Lat.)

A piomiſcuous commotion in a multitude

Jºpe 2. A multitude put into wild commo

tion 3. A ſtir : an irregular violence ; a

wild commotion Milton, Addiſºn.

UMULTU AR! LY. adv. [ſrom tumultuary.]

In a tumultuary manner.

TUMU:..TUAR IN ESS. ſ. (from tumultuary.}

Turbulence inclination or diſpoſition to tu.

mults or com ctions. A Charles.

TLMU LTUARY. a. [turalia crie, Tr. from tu

muſt.] I, Diſorderly; promiſcuous ; confuſed.

Bacon, Glanville. 2. Reſtleſs; put into ir

regular commotion. Atterbury.

To TUMULTUATE. v. n. [tumultaer, Lat.)

To make a tumult.

TUMULTUATION. ſ. [from tumultuate, Ir:

regular and confuſed agitation. Bºyle.

TUMULTUOUS. a. [from tumuli tº multi

eux, Fr ) i. Put into violent commotion : ir

regularly and confuſedly agitated Milt. Addiſ.

3. Violently carried on by diſºrderly multi

tudes. Spenſºr. 3. Turbulent; violent. Shakeſp.

Kazller, 4. Full of tumults. Sidney.

TUMULTUOUSLY adv trom tumula:ur.]

By act of the multitude; with conſuſ ºn and

violence. Bacon.

TUN ſ (runne, Sax, tonne, Dutch.) 1. A large

caſk. Milton. 1. Two pipes; the meaſure of

four hogſheads. 3. Any large quantity pro

verbially. Shakeſp. 4. A drunkard. In bur

leſque. Dryden. 5. The weight of two thou

ſand pounds. 6. A cabick ſpace in a ſhip.

ſuppoſed to contain a tun.

To i UN. v. a. (from the noun...] To put into

caſks ; to barrel. Baczn.

TUN’A BLE. a. [from ture Harmonious; mu

fical. Shakeſp. Miltºn, Hºlder.

TU NABLENESS. ſ. (from tunable.) Harmony;

melodiouſneſs.

TU NABLY adv (from tunable.) Harmoni

ouſly ; melodiouſly.

TUNE.'ſ ſtºn, Dutch.) Tune is a diverſity

of notes put together. Lºcke, Mitos, Drydee.

2. Sound , note. Shakeſp. 3. Harmony or:

der ; cencert of parts. K. Charles 4. State of

giving the due ſounds: as, the fiddle it is

tune. 5. Proper ſtate for uſe or application;

right diſpoſition; fit temper; preper humour.

Lºcke 6 State of any thing with reſpect to

order. Shakeſp.

To TUNE. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To put

into ſuch a ſtate, as that the proper ſounds may

be produced Dryden. 2. To ſing harmoni

ouſly. Miltºn, Pºpe.

To TUNE. v. n. 1. To form one ſound to ano

ther. Drayton, Miltºn. 2. To utter with the

voice in articulate harmony.

TU NEFUL a [tune and full J Muſical; hat

m nious. Milton, Dryden. -

TU NELESS. a. (from tune ) Ucharmonious;

unmuſical, ºpenſer, Cºwley.

TUNER. / [from tune.) One who tunes Shał.

TU’NICK. ſ (tunique, Fr. tunica, Lat § 1. Par:

of the Roman dreſs. Arbuthnot, 1. Covering:

integument; tunicle. Harvey, Derban.

TUNICLE. ſ. (from tunick | Cover, integr

ment. Ray, Bentley.

TUNNAGE . ; from tun] . Content of

veſſel meaſured by the tun. Arbuthnºt. “

Tax laid on a tun; as to levy tunnage and

poundage.

TU NNEL. ſ. 1. The ſhaft of a chimney; the

paſſage for the ſmoak. Spenſer, hºttes. 1. A

iannel ; a pipe by which liquor is poured.
wrils!:
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veſſels. Bacon. 3. A net wide at the mouth,

and ending in a point.

To TU'NNEL v. a. [from the noun..] 1. To

form like a tunnel. Derham. 2. To catch in

2 net.

TUNNEY. ſ. (tonnes, Ital, thynnur, Lat.) A

ſea-fifth. Carew.

TUP. ſ. A ram. This word is yet uſed in Staf

fordſhire.

To TUP. v. n. To but like a ram

TU'RBAN. 7 ſ. [A Turkiſh word) The cover

TU’RBANT. X worn by the Turks on their

TU’RBAND. heads. Bacºn, Howel, Dryden

*TU RBANED. a. (from turban.) Wearing a

turban. Shakeſp.

TURBARY / (turbaria, low Lat.] The right

of digging turf.

TU'RBID. a. ſtarbudur, Lat] Thick ; muddy :

not clear. Bacon, Philips

TURBIDNESS. ſ. (from turbid.) Muddineſs;

thickneſs.

TU'RBINATED. a. ſturbinatur, Lat.)

Twiſted; ſpiral. Bentley. 4. Among bota

niſts plants are called turbinateſ, as ſong

parts of thera reſemble, or are of a conical

figure. Dićt.

TU RBINATION. ſ. ſſrom turbinated.] The

art of ſpinning like a top.

TU RBITH.J. [turpethus, Lat.] Yellow pre

cipitate. Wiſeman.

TURBOT. ſ. ſturbot, French and Dutch A

delicate fiſh. Peacham, Dryden.

TU RBULENCE. Uſ (turbulence, Fr. tur.

TU§§§{ bulentia, Lat.) 1. Tu

mult; confuſion. Milton, Dryden, 2.

Tumultuouſneſs; liableneſs to confuſion.

Swift

TURBULENT. a. [turbulentur, Lat.] 1.

Raiſing agitation ; producing commotion.

44tlien. 2 Expoſed to commotion; liable

to agitation. Milton. 3. Tumultuous; vio

lent. Dryden, Bentley.

TURBULENTLY. adv. [from turbulent.] Tu

multuouſly; violently. -

TU'RCISM. ſ. [turciſmut, low Lat.] The reli

gion of the Turks. Dr. Maine, Atterbury.

TURCOIS. ſ. [turcoil, Dutch..] A precious

ftone.

TURD. ſ. (cune, Sax.] Excrement.

TURF. ſ. (tymp, Sax. torf, Dutch..] A

clod covered with graſs; a part of the ſur.

face of the ground. Shakeſp. Bacon, Milton,

Dryden, Pºpe.

To TURF. v. a. (from the noun.] To cover

with turts. Mortimer. -

TURFINESS /. Itron turf.] The ſtate of

abounding with turfs.

TU-R FY. a. (from turf.) Full of turfs.

TURGENT. a. [turgent, Lat.) Sweiling;

protuberant , tumid. Thomſon.

TURGESCENCE. N. ſ. (turgeſcence, Lat.)

tº U RGESCENCY. The act of ſwelling ,

the ſtate of being ſwollen Brºwn.

TURGID. a. [turgidus, Lat.) 1. Swelling;

bloated, filling more room than before. Bºyle.

To TURMOIL. v a. (from the noun.]

Philipt. 1. Pompous; tumid; faſtuous;

vainly magnificent. Watts.

TURGI'dITY. ſ. (from turgid J State of be.

ing ſwollen. Arbuthnot.

TU'RKEY. f. [galls a taricca, Lat.] A large

domeſtick fowl brought from Turkey. Bacon,

ay.

TUR KOIS. ſ. [turquoiſe, French ; from tur

*ey.) A blue ſtone numbered among the

meaner precious ſtones, now diſcovered to be

*...bone impregnated with cupreous particles.

Woodward.

TU'RKSCAP. ſ. An herb Ainſworth.

TURM. ſ. [turmae, Lat] A troep. Milton.

TU RMERICK. f. t.tur merica, Lat.] An Indian

root which makes a yellow die.

TU KMOIL. ſ. Trouble ; diſturbance; haraſſing

uneaſineſs. Spenſer, Dan.

I.

To haraſs with commotion. Spenſer, Dryden.

*... To weary 5 to keep in unquietneſs.

Milton.

To TURN. v. a. ſtunnan, Sax. tourner, Fr.

from torne, Lat.) 1. To put into a circular

or vertiginous motion. Shakeſp. Milton. 2.

To put the upperſide downwards. Addiſºn. 3.

To change with reſpect to poſition. Milton.

4. To change the ſtate of the ballance.

ºakeſp. 5. To bring the inſide out. Shakeſp.

44ilton, 6. To change as to the poſture of

the body. Milton, Pope. 7. To form on a

lathe by moving round. 8. To form ; to

ſhape. Tatler. 3. To transform, to meta

morphoſe ; to tranſmute, Taylor. 10. To

make of another colour. Flºyer. 11. To

change ; to alter. Shakeſp. 12. To make a re

verſe of fortune. Dryden. 13. To tranſlate.

*P*. 14. To change to another opinion, or

party, worſe or better ; to convert , to per

vert. 15. To change with regard to inclina

tion or temper. Pſalms. 16. To alter from

one effect or purpoſe to another. Hooker.

Taylºr, Till-gon. 17. To betake. Temple.

18. To transfer. Chron. 19. Tofall upon.

Bacon. 20. To make to nauſeate. Pope. 21.

To make giddy. Pºpe. 22. To infatuate; to

make mad. Dryden. 13. To direct to, or

from any point. 41ilton. Locke. 24. To direct

tº a certain purpoſe or propenſion. Addiſon,

Prior, Pope. 15. To double in. Swift. 26.

To revolve to agitate in the mind. Watts.

*7. To drive from a perpendicular edge; to

blunt. Aſcham... 18. To drive by violence;

to expel. Knolles. 29. To apply. Milton,

Temple, 30. To reverſe ; to repeal. Deuter.

31. To keep paſſing in a courſe of exchange

or traffick, l emple, Calier. 32. To adapt the

mind ºiddiſon 33. To put towards another.

Exºduſ. 34. To retort; to throw back.

4tter buºy. 35. To Tu as away. To diſmiſs

from ſervice, to diſcard. Sidney, Artuth.

36. To Tu R N back. To return to the hand

from which it was received. Shakeſp. 37. To

Tuºn off.To diſmiſ, contemptuouſly. Shakeſp.

38. To give over, to religa, Dec. of Pºy.

5 K. 39. To
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39. To deflect. Add ſºn. 40 T, Tu RN ºver. I dº, horſes from entering. 2. Any gate by

To transfer. Sidney. 41. To Tv R N to. To which the way is obſtructed. A, bºth.º.

have recourſe to a book. Grew, Lºcke. 4- |***NSSK a. [turn and ſick.] verigineus,

Tº be Tu N to cf. To advance to an age gºddy. Bacon.

beyond Addiſºn. 43. 12 Turn over. To TURNSolL. f. [heliºtrºpium, Lat.) A plant.

reſer. K-ele, Dryden. 44 To examine one|...º.
leaf of a book after another. Swift. 45. To TURNSPIT. ſ. ſtars and ſpit.] He that 1:-

throw cft the ladder. Butler. - °iently turned a ſpit, inſtead of which jacks

To TURN. v. n. 1. To move round ; to *Row generally uſed. Swift.

have a circular or vertiginous motion. Ben |TURNSTILE.J. [turn and Jille.] A turnpike.

johnſºn. ... To ſhºw regard or anger, by di: ||...##!er.

rººf g the lock towards any thing. Bacº", "URPENTINE. ſ. ſtarfestina, Italians te

Leºše. 3. To move the body round. Miltºn, rºtathina, Lat.] The gum exuded by the

Dryden. 4. ‘To move from its place. Mºſeman. Pine, the juniper, and other trees of that

5. To change pºſture. Cheyre 6. To have a kind. Eccleſ. Peacham.

tendency or direction. Addiſºn. 7. To move !!! ROJOISE. ſ. See Turko 1s. Shakeſp.

the face to another quarter. Dryden. 8. To TU RPI rude. ‘ſ. [turpitude, Lat] Eſſential

depºt from the way 5 to deviate. Dryden. deformity of words, thoughts or actions; in

9. To alter ; to be changed, to be tranſ- I he rent vileneſs; badneſs, Shakeſp. South.

forced Miltºn, Taylºr. o. To become by TURRET. ſ. ſtarris, Lat J A ſmall emi

a change. Bacºn, Boyle. . . . To change n°nce raiſed above the reſt of the building ;

ſides. Dryden, Swift. 12. To change the ... a little tower. Fairfax, Pºpe. -

mind, conduct, or determination Prºve: *, 'TURRETED. a. [from turret ) Formed like

Miltºn. 13. To change to acid. Shakeſp. ... tºwer; riſing like a tower. Bacon.

Bacºn. 14. To be brought eventually. Lººe, T'RTLE, }/ tuntle, Saxon; ter

Addiſon. 5. To depend on, as the chief TU'RTLEDOVE. tºrella, Italian ; turtar,

point. Swift, Pope. 16. To grow giddy [at] . A ſpecies of dove. Shakeſp. Ges.

Słakºp ...; "To have an unexpected conſe *feman. 2. It is uſed among ſailors and

quence or tendency. Hºake 8. To TuRs |, gluttons for a tortoiſe.

away To deviate from a proper courſe. Prº || “...SH inter j. An expreſſion of contempt.Pſalms,

ve, i, Bacon. 19. To return: to recoil | Camden.

A/1.1.x. 20. To be directed to or 'rom any | F. S. K. / ſtyxar, Saxon ; teſten, old Friſick.)

point. Aºi ten. 21. To Turn ºff. To diver, The long tooth of a pugnacious animal :

one scou le Nºrris. - the ſºng; the holding toºth. Bacon, Dryder,

TURN. ſ (from the verb) . The as of Smith.

turning; gyratiºn. 2. Meander; winding || USS EP ... a. [rºm tuft.) Furniſhed with

way. Dryden, Addiſon. 3. A walk to anº UskEY. tuſks Dryden, Grew.

fro. Shakeſp. 4. Change; viciſtitude; altera || || SSUCK. f. (diminutive of tazz.) A tuft of

tion. Hecker. 5. Manner of proceeding ; graſs or twiggs. Grew.

change from the original intention or firſt |T|T., interj. A particle noting contempt.

: ppearance. Swift. 6 Chance ; hap. Col. 7 || Shakeſp.

Gécaſion; incidental opportunity. E"Ifirange TUTANAG. ſ. The Chineſe name for ſpelter.

8. Time at which any thing is to be had or h’oedºward.

done. Bacon, Denham. 9. Actions of kind. ITUTE:L.A.G.E. ſ. ſtutelle, tutelage, Fr. ratela,

neſ, or malice. Fairfax, Sºuth. Io Reigning | Lat) Guardianſhip ; ſtate of being under a

inclination. Swift. 1. A ſtep of the ladder guardian. Dº wrimand.

at the gallows Rutler, 11. Convenience |Tu TELAR. a titutela, Lat] Having the

Spenſer, Clarendon. 3. The form ; the caſt: TU'TELARY. S. charge or guardianſhip of

ſhape; manner. Dryden, Addiſon, Matts any perſon or thing ; protecting , defenſive;

14. The manner of adjuſting the words of guardian. Tem. Dryd.

a ſentence. Addiſºn, Arbuthnot. 15. By TUTOR. ſ. ſtatºr, Lat; tuteur, Fr J Ore

Turiss. One after another. Dryden, Prior. who has the cure of another's learning and

TU RNEENCH. f. turn and bench J A term morals. Shakeſp. Butler.

of turners. AV/cron. To TUTOR. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To

TURNCOAT / turn and cºat.) One who for inſtruct; to teach ; to document. Stateſt.

ſakes his party or principles; a renegade. Shak Hale. 2. To treat with ſuperiority or ſeverity.

TURNER / (from turn.) One whoſe trade is Addiſºn.

to turn in a lathe. Dryd. Muxan. TUTORAGF. ſ. [from tº tor.] The auth

TURNING. ſ. [ſicm tarn.J Flexure; wind rity or ſolemnity of a tutor. Gºver an est ºf

irgi meander Milton. the Tongur.

TUKSINGRESS f. (from turning.] Quality|TUTORESS ſ. (from tutºr.] Directiefs; in:

of turning, tergºverſation; ſubterruge. Sidney ſtrucreſs; governes.

TU kN iP. ſ. A white eculent root: Miller. TU T.T.Y. f. t.tutia, low Latin; tathia, Fl

"I CRIS 1 1 K. ſ. [turn and fire, or fique.) | A ſublimate of zinc or calamine collected a

1. A croſs of two bars armed with Pikes at the ſurnace, d. J waſ 14.
the ecd, add turning ou a pin, fixed to him TUT
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TUTSAN, or parkleaver. ſ. A plant.

TUZ. ſ. A lock or tuft of hair. Dryden.

TWAIN. a. ſtpeyen, batpa, both twain, Sax.]

Two. Shakeſp. Dryden.

To TWANG. v. n. [A word formed from the

found.] To ſound with a quick ſharp noiſe.

Shakeſ, Philip, Pºpe

To TWANG. v. a. To make to ſound ſharply.

Shakeſp.

TWANG. ſ. ſ from the verb. ) i. A ſharp

quick found. Butler, Pºpe. 2. An affected

modulation of the voice. Sºuth, Arbuthnot.

TWANG. interj. A word making a quick acti

on, accompanied with a ſharp ſound. Prior.

TWANGLING. s. [ from twang. ) Con

temptibly noiſy. Shakeſp.

To TWANK. v. n. To make to ſound. Addiſºn.

"TWAS. Contracted from it war. Dryden.

To TWA' TTLE v. n. [ſchwatzen, Ger] To

prate ; to gabble; to chatter. L'Eſtrange.

TwAY. For Tw at N. Spen'er,

TWAYABLADE. ſ. (Of krit, Latin ) A poly

petalous flower Miller.

Te TWEAG. N. v. a. To pinch; to ſqueeze

To TWEAK. betwixt the fingers. Butler.

TWEAGUE. N. ſ Perplexity; Iudicrous di.
TWEAK. ſtreſs. Arbuthnot.

To TWEEDLE. v. a. To handle lightly.

Addiſºn.

TWEEZERS. ſ. [etuy, Fr.] Nippers, or ſmall

Tºncers, to pluck off hairs. Pºpe.

TWCLFTH, a [tre'rta, Saxon ) S-cond

after the tenth ; the ordinal of twelve

1 Kingſ.

TWE'LFTHTIDE. ſ. The twelfth day after

Chriſtmas. Tuff-r.

TVWELVE a. Wºr, Saxon, Two and ten

Shakeſ? Dryden.

TWELVEMONTH. f. A wear, as conſiſting

of twelve months. Hºlder, Evelyn.

TWELVEPENCF. ſ. (twelve and pence J A

ſhilling.

TWELVEPENNY a ſtwelve and penny.)

Sold for a ſhilling. Dryden

TWELVESCORE. ſ. ſ twº-le; and fore.

Twelve times twenty. Drydee.

TWF'NTIETH a ſtrenceogº, Saxon. .

Twice tenth. Den. jºhnſºn.

TWENTY. a. [rpent K, Saxon J

ten. Swift, 2.

number. Barºn.

Tw! Bº L. ſtay for tº ard $ºll.] A halbert.

zºr-ſworth

TW1C E. adv. ſtrº, Sax. tweet, Dutch

1. Two times. Spe-ſer. 2. Doubly. Dryden

3. It is often uſed in compoſition. Shakeſ,

Creezh.

To Twi DLF. v. a. To touch lightly ºf r

TWIG ſ ſtpº, cp 54, Sax. twºg, Dutch

A ſmall ſhoot of a branch ; a ſwitch tough

and long. Raleigh, Sandyr.

TV GGEN. a. (from twig.] Made of twigs.

S/a 'rº. Grett. -

Tw. I'G's Y. a. (from twig] Fºl of twigs,

TV, I'í.1C H T. ſ. (ſween it, Dutch , ryeo

1. Twice

A proverbial cr indefiniſc

neleoht, Sax.] The dubious or faint light be

fore ſunriſe, and after ſunſet; obſcure light ,

uncertain view. Donne, Cleaveland. -

TWILIGHT. a. 1. Not clearly or brightly il

luminated ; obſcure ; deeply ſhaded. Miltºn,

Peñº. 2 Seen by twilight. Milton.

TWIN. ſ. (cpinn, Sax. tweelinger, Dutch.) 1.

One of ſeveral children born at a birth.

Cleaveland, Otway. 2. Gemini, the ſign of

the zodiack. Creech.

To TWIN. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

be born at the ſame birth. Shakeſp. 2. To

bring two at once Tuffer. 3. To be paired ;

to be ſuited Shakeſp. Sand

TWINBO'RN. a. (twin and born ) Born at the

ſame birth Sha'eſp.

To TWINE. v. a. (tyinan, Saxon; twysan,

Dutch.) 1. To twiſt or complicate ſo as to

unite, or ſorm one body or ſubſtance out of

two or more. Exodus. 2. To unite itſelf.

Craſhiw. - -

To TWINE. v. n. 1. To convolve itſelf; to

wrap itſelf cloſely about. Pope 2. To unite

by interpoſion of parts. Shakeſp. 3. To wind;

to make flexures. Swift. -

TAVINE. ſ. [from the verb . . . A twiſted

thread. Spenſer, Dryden, 2 Twiſt; conso

lution. Milt 3 Embrace; act of convolving

itſelf round. Philipt.

To T WINGE. v. a. ſtºringen, German ) i.

To torment with ſudden and ſhort pain.

L'Eſtrange. 2. To pinch ; to tweak.

Hºdikras.

TWINGE ſ (from the verb) . Short, ſud

den, ſharp pain. Dryden. 2. A tweak , a

Tinch. L'E', ange.

TWINK.f. (see TwºNKLE.] The motion of

an eye; a mºment. Shakeſp.

To T WINKLE. v. n. (rp inclian, Sax) 1.

To ſparkle ; to flaſh irregularly ; to quiver.

Shakeſp. Fairfix, Boyle, Newtºn. 2. To open

and ſhut the eye by turns. L'Iſl, ange. 3. To

play irregularly. Penze.

TV 1'N K.I.E. ſ: [from the verb ] 1.

TWINK1,ING A ſpark'ing, intermitting

light : a motion of the eye. Sºerſer, Dryden.

2. A ſhort ſpace, ſuch a is taken up by a mo

tion of the eye. Sºenter, Dryden.

Tw. I'NLING. ſ. (diminutive of twin A twin

!zºn' , a lamb of two brought at a birth.

‘ſuffer.

Twº r, NER, ſ [om twis.] A breeder of

twins, Tuffer.

To T WIP.L. v. a. Iſrom whirl) To tºrn

rºund; to move by a quick rotation. Bacºn.

TW. R. / (from the verb ) i. Rotation;

circular motion. 2. Twiſt ; convolution.

PP cºd rºard.

To "w is tº, w, a ſzetpran, Saxon; twiſe",

Sºch.) 1. To form by complication; to

form by convolution. She eſp. 1 cylºr, Prior,

J.ittlet ... To confort; to writhe. Fºye, 3.

To wreat', to win!; to encircle hy fonethic:

round a' ou'. Burnet. 4. To ſo ºn ; to

weave. Shakº. 5. To unite by late texture

5 * * of
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of parts. Waller. 6. To unite; to infinuate.

Decay ºf Piety.

To TWIST. v. n. To be contorted ; to be

convolved Arbuthnot, Pope.

TWIST. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Any thing

made by convolution, or winding two bodies

together. Addiſºn. 2. A ſingle ſtring of a

cord. Moxon. 3. A cord ; a ſtring Herbert,

Dryden. 4. Contortion; writhe Addiſon.

5. The manner of twiſting. Arbuthnot.

TWISTER, ſ (from twiſ.) One who twiſts.

a ropermaker.

To TWIT. v. a. [espitan, Sax.] To ſnce: ;

to flout ; to reproach. Spenſer, Tillotſºn.

To TWITCH. v. a. ſtipccian, Sax J. To vel.

licate ; to pluck with a quick motion; to

ſnatch. Dryden, Pope.

TWITCH. 7 [from the verb.] 1. A quick

pull ; a ſudden vellication. Hudibrar, 2. A

painful contraction of the fibres. Blackmore,

Prior.

Twi'TCHGRAss f. A plant. Mertimer.

To TWITTER. v. º. i. To make a ſharp

tremaulous intermitted noiſe. Dryden. 2. To

be ſuddenly tooved with any inclination.

L'Eſtrange. -

TWI tº ER. ſ. Any motion or diſorder of paſ

ſion. Hudibras.

TWITTLEtwa TTLE. ſ. Tattle ; gabble.

L'Eſtrange

"TWIXT. A contračtion of betwixt. Milton.

TWO. a. [tºwai, Gothick; tyu, Sax.] One

and one. Shakeſp.

TWO'EDGED. . a. [two and edge.] Having an

edge on either ſide. Pope.

TWO FOLD. a. I two and fºld J. Double.

Hºoker, Prizr.

Two Fold, adv. Doubly. Matth.

TWO HANDED. a. (two and hand.] Large:

bulky enormous of magnitude. Dryden.

TWO PENCE. ſ. A ſmall coin. Shakeſp.

To TY E. v. a. To bind. See T 1 E.

TYE. ſ. See Tie. A knot; a bond or obli

gation.

TY GER. ſ. See Tick R.

TY KE. ſ. A dog, or one as contemptible and

vile as a dog. Shakeſp.

TYMBAL. f. (tymbal, Fr.] A kind of kettle

drum. Prior.

TYMPANITES. ſ. [rvaraytrº.] That parti

cular ſort of dropſy that ſwells the belly up

like a drum, and is often cured by tapping.

TY'MPANUM. ſ. A drum ; a part of the

ear.

TY MPANY. ſ. [from tympanum, Lat.) A

kind of obſtructed flatulence that ſwells the

body like a drum. Hammond, Suckling, Roſ

geºſmos.

TYNY. a. Small. Shakeſ.

TYPE ſ. [ type, Fren. typur, Lat. rºe.1

1. Emblem ; mark of ſomething. Shakeſp.

Prior. . a. That by which ſomething ſº

ture is prefigured. Miltºn, Tillºtſon 3.

A ſtamp; a mark. Shakeſp. 4. A printing

letter.

TYPICK. [ typique, Fr. typicus, Lat.)

TY PICA L. Emblematical; figurative of

ſomething elſe. Atterbury.

TY PicaLLY, adv, (from typical] In a typi

cal manner. Nºrris.

TY Pica LNESS. ſ. [from typical.] The Rate

of being typical.

To TYPIFY. v. a [from type.] To figure;

to ſhow in emblem. Hammºnd.

TYPO GRAPHER, f [+virº. and y:#;" |

A printer

TYPOGRAPHICAL. a. (from typºgraphy)

1. Emblematical ; figurative. 2. Belonging

to the printer's art.

TYPOGRA'PHICALLY adv. [from typºgra

phical] 1. Emblematically , figuratively.

1. After the manner of printers

TYPO'GRAPHY. f { typographie, French;

typºgraphia, Latin.) 1. Emblematical, fi

gurative, or hieroglyphical repreſentation.

Brown. 2. The art of printing

TYRANNESS. ſ [from tyrant J A ſhe tyrant.

Spenſer.

TYRANNICAL. N. a. [ruganº; ) Suiting a

TYRA’NNICK. tyrant; ačing like a

'. ; cruel; depotick; imperious. Shakeſ?

oſcommon, Taylor, Denham.

TYRANNICALLY. adv. [from tyrannical]

In manner of a tyrant.

TYRA'NNICIDE. ſ. (tyrannuſ, and cedi,Lat.]

The act of killing a tyrant.

To TYRANNISE. v. A. (tyraniſer, fr. from

tyrant..] To play the tyrant i to act with ri

gour and imperiouſneſs Hooker, Lºcke.

TYRANNOU.S. a. (from tyrant.) Tyran

nical ; deſpotick; arbitrary , ſevere. Sidney,

Temple

TYRANNY. f. [tyranni, Lat. Tvrawi: ] .

Abſolute monarchy impeiiouſly adminiſtred.

Milton. 2. Untefiſhed and cruel power.

Shareſp. 3. Cruel government ; rigorous

command. Shakeſp. Bacon. 4 Severity ri

gour; inclemency. Shakeſp.

TYRANT. ſ. ſº. " tyrannur, Latin)

1. An abſolute monarch governing impº"

riouſly. 1. A cruel deſpotick and ſever:

maſter. Sidney, Sºuth. r

TYRE.J. [Properly tire.) See Tire. Ha**!"

TYRO. ſ. (Properly tiro One yº not maſter

of his art, one in his rudiments. Garth.

W
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V.

Has two powers, expreſſed in modern

7 Engliſh by two charašters, V conſonant

and U vowel. U, the vowel, has two ſounds,

one clear, expreſſed at other times by eu, as

•btuſe ; the other cloſe, and approaching to

the Italian u, or Engliſh oo, as obtund V, the

conſonant, has a ſound in Engliſh, uniform

It is never mute.

VACANCY f [from vacant.) 1. Empty

ſpace ; vacuity. Shakeſp. 2. Chaſm ; ſpace

unfilled Watts. 3. State of a poſt or em

ployment when it is unſupplied. Ayliffe. 4.

Relaxation ; intermiſſion; time unengaged.

4'atts. 5. Liſtleſsneſs; emptineſs of thought.

Wotton.

VACA'NT. a. (vacant, Fr. vacant, Lat.] 1.

Empty; unfilled; void. Boyle. 2. Free;

unencumbered ; uncrowded. Mºre. 3. Not

filled by an incumbent, or poſſeſſor. Swift.

4. Being at leiſure ; diſengaged. Clarendon.

5. Thoughtleſs; empty of thought; not buſy

//stten.

WA'GARY. ſ (from vagur, Lat.) A wild

freak , a capricious frolick Milton, Locke.

VAGiMOPE NNOU.S. ſ. (vagina and penna,

Lat. J Sheath-winged ; having the wings co

vered with hard caſes.

VAGO US. a. (vagur, Latin ; vague, Fr.]

Wandering; unſettled. Ayliffe.

VA GRANCY. ſ. [from vagrant.] A ſtate of

wandering ; unſettled condition.

VA GRAN T. a. Wandering ; unſettled ; va

gabond. Prior.

Va GRANT. ſ. Vagabond ; a man unſettled in

habitation. Prior, Atterbury.

VAQUE. a. (vague, Fr. vagur, Lat.) 1.

Wandering ; vagrant; vagabond. Hayward.

2. Unfixed ; unſettled; undetermined.

Locke.

VAIL. ſ. [voile, Fr.] A curtain; a cover

thrown over any thing to be concealed. Wiſ

dom. 2. A part of female dreſs, by which the

face is concealed. 3. Money given to ſervants.

See VA le.

To VA’CATE. v. a. [vaca, Lat.) 1. To

annul to make void , to make of no autho

rity. 2. To make vacant; to quit poſſeſſion

of 3. To defeat ; to put an end to. Dryden.

VA CATION. ſ. (vacatio, Lat.) 1. Hintermiſ

ſion of juridical proceedings, or any other ſtat

ed employments; receſs of courts or ſenates ,

• Cowel. 2. Leiſure ; freedom from trouble ori

perplexity. Hammond.

VA/CCAR Y. f. (vacca, Lat J A cowhouſe.

VACI'LLANCY. ſ. [vacillans, Lat.] A ſtate

of wavering ; fluctuation ; inconſtancy

AMsre.

VACILLATION. ſ. (vacillatio, Lat.) The ači

or ſtate of reeling or ſtaggering. Derham.

VA’CUIST. ſ. [from vacuum.) A philoſopher

that holds a vacuum. Boyle.

VACUATION. ſ. [vacuut, Lat ) The aSto

emptying. Diº.

VACU ITY. ſ. (from vacuur, Lat.) 1. Emp

tineſs; ſtate of being unfilled. 1. Space un

filled; ſpace unoccupied. Hammond, Milton,

Bentley, Rºgerſ. 3. Inanity; want of reality

Glanville

VA CUOUS. a. (vacuur,

Empty ; unfilled Milton.

PACUUM. ſ. (Latin.) Space unoccupied by

matter. Watts.

To VADE. v. n. To vaniſh; to paſs away.

VA GABOND. a. [vagabond, Fr.) 1. Wan

dering without any ſettled habitation; want

rug a home. 2. Wandering ; vagrant.

Shakeſp.

VAGABOND. ſ. [from the adjective.] ". A

vagrant; a wanderer, commonly in a ſenſe of

reproach. Raleigh, Addiſºn. 2. One that

wanders illegally, without a ſettled habitation.

}} attr,

|

Lat. vacue, Fr.]

To VAIL. v. a. To cover.

To VAIL. v. a. ſavaller, Fr J. To let

fall; to ſuffer to deſcend. Carew, Fairfax.

2. To let fall in token of reſpect. Knoles. 3.

To fall; to let ſink in ſeat, or for any other

intereſt. Shakeſp.

To VAl L. v. n. To yield;

South.

VAIN. a. (vain, Fr. vanur, Lat] 1. Fruit

leſs ; ineffectual. Dryd. 2. Empty; unreal ;

ſhadowy Dryd. 3. Meanly proud , proud

of petty things. Dryd. Swift, Pºpe. 4.

Showy, oftentatious. Pope, 5. Idle ; worth

leſs ; unimportant. Denham. 6. Falſe; not

true. 7. In VA 1 N. [en vain, Fr. invano,

Ital.] To no purpoſe; to no end; ineffectually.

Milton, Locke, Addiſon, Weſt.

VAINGLORIOUS. a. [vanu, and glorioſur,

Latin ; vanaglorioſo, Italian.] Boaſting with

out performances; pride in diſproportion to

deſert. Milten.

VAſNGLORY. ſ. (vana gloria, Latin J Pride

above merit; empty pride. Taylor.

VAl'NLY. adv. [from vain.) 1. Without ef

fect; to no purpoſe; in vain. Dryden. 2.

Proudly; arrogantly. Delany. 3. Idly; fooliſh
ly. Grew.

VAI NNESS. ſ. [from vain.] The ſtate of be

fing vain, Shakeſp.

VA IVODE. J. (waiwad, a governor, Sclavo

nian.] A prince of the Dacian provinces.

VALANCE. ſ. [from Valencia. Skinner.] The

fringes or drapery hanging round the teſter and

ſtead of a bed. Swift.

To VAL'ANCE. v. a. To decorate with dra

pery. Shakeſp.

VALE. ſ. (val, Fr.) . A low ground; a

valley. Spenſer, Dryden. ... [From ava 1,

prout ,

to give place.
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profit; or vale, farewel. Money given to

tervants Dryden.

VALED CTION. ſ. [valedica, Lat..] A fare

wel. Donne.

VALEDICTORY. a. [from valedico, Lat.)

Bidding farewel. -

VA'LEN TINE. ſ. A ſweetheart choſen on Va

lentines day. Wetton.

VA 1.E.R.I.A.N. ſ. (valeriana, Lat. valerian,

Fr. A plact

J'A LET. ſ. (French.)

Addiſºn.

VA LETUDINAR 1AN. a. [valetudinaire,

VA. I.F.TU DIN ARY. Fr. valetudº, Lat.

Weakly; fickly; infirm of health. Brown.

Derham.

VA'LIANCE. ſ. vaillance, Fr. Valour; per

ſonal puiſiance ; bravery. Spenſer.

VAL AN I’, a ſwallant. French.) Stout;

perſonally puiſſant; brave. i Sam.

VALIANTLY, adv. [from valiant.) Stoutly;

with perſonal ſtrength. Knolles.

VALIANTNESS ſ. (from valiant.) Valour;

perſonal bravery; puiſſance. Knolles.

VALID. a... [valide, Fr. validuſ, Latin ) i.

Strong; powerful , efficacious; prevalent.

A filton. 1. Having force; weighty ; con

cluſive Stephens.

VALIDITY. ſ. [validité, Fr. from valid

1. Force to convince; certainty. Pºpe. 1.

Value. Shakeſp.

VALLANCY f. A large wig that ſhades the

face. Dryden

VALLEY. ſ. [vallée, Fr. valliſ, Latin)

A low ground between hills. Raleigh, Milton

VA LOROU.S. a. (valoroſo, Italian; ſrom va

1 url Brave; ſtout; valiant. Spesſer.

VA LOUR. ſ. (valeur, Fr. valºr, Lat.) Per

foLal bravery , ſtrength; proweſs; puiſſance,

ſtoutneſs. Hºwel, 1 emple.

VALUABLE. a. (valuable, Fr.) 1. Precious;

being of great price. 2. Worthy j deſerving

regard Atterbury.

VALUATION. ſ. (from value.) 1. Value ſet

upºn anything. Bacon. 2. The act of ſetting

a value , appraiſement. Ray.

VALUATOR. ſ. [from value 1 An appraiſer;

one who ſets upon any thing its price. Swift.

VA LUE. / (value, Fr. valor, Lat.) 1. Price;

worth job i. High rate. Addiſon. 3. Rate;

price equal to the worth of the thing bought

Pryden.

To VALUE. v. a. (valoir, Fr j : 1. To rate

at a certain price. Spenſer, Miltºn. 2. To rate

highly ; to have in high eſteem. Atterbury,

Pºpe. 3. To appraiſe, to eſtimate. Lev. 4

To be worth; to be equal in worth to Shakeſp.

5. To take account of. Bacon. 6. To reckon

at. Shakeſp. 7. To confider with reſpect to

importance; to hold important. Clarenden

8. To equal in value; to couſ ervail. job. 9

To raiſe to eſtimation. Temple.

VA'LULLESS. a. [from value.] Being of no

value. Shakeſp.

W.A LUE.R. J. (from value.] He that values.

A waiting ſervant.

VALVE.ſ (vakia, Latin.) 1. A folding

door. Pºpe. Any thing that opens over tº:

mouth of a veſſel. Boyle. 3. [In anatomy.)

A kind of membrane, which opens in certain

veſſels to admit the blood, and ſhuts to prevent

its regreſs. Arbuthnet.

VALVULE. ſ. [vakwule, Fr.] a ſmall valve.

VAMP. ſ. The upper leather of a ſhoe.

To VAMP. v. a. To piece an old thing with

ſome new part Bentley.

VAMPER, ſ ſtrom van; ) One who pieces

out an old thing with ſomething new.

VAN. ſ. [from avant, Fr. or vangarde.) 1.

The front of an army the firſt line. Dryden.

*... [Kannur, Lat.] Any thing ſpread wide by

which a wind is raiſed; a ſan. Breeze. 3.

A wing with which the wind is beaten. Aſiſt.

Dryden.

VANCOURIER. ſ. ſasant courier, Fr.) A

harbinger; a precurſor.

VANE. ſ. (varnº, Dutch A plate hung on a

pin to turn with the wind. Shakeſp.

VANGUARD. ſ. ſavas: gard, Fr.] The

front or firſt line of the army. Miltºn.

VAN, LL.A. ſ. ſtant", Trench J A plant.

The fruit of thoſe plants is uſed to ſcent cho

colate. Miller.

To VA NISH. v. m. ſºareſcº, Lat 1. To

loſe perceptible exiſtence. Sidney. 1. To

paſs away from the fight; to diſappear.

Shakeſt Pºpe. 3. To paſs away to be loſt.

Zºtter bury.

VANITY. ſ. [vanitar, Lati 1. Emptineſs;

uncertainty ; inanity. *. Fruitieſ, deſire ;

fruitieſs endeavour. Sidney 5. Trifling la

bour. Raleigh 4. Falſhood: untruth. Davier.

5. Frnpty pleaſure; vain purſuit; idle ſhow.

Hºoker, Pºpe. 6. Oftentation ; arrogance.

Raleigh. 7. Petty pride ; pride exerted upon

flight grounds. Swift.

To V.A.N. v. a. ("rom varnas, Lat. was ser,

Fr.] To fan : to winnow Bacon.

To VA-NOUISH. v. a. (vaincre, Fr J. I. To

conquer; to overcome. Clarendan. 2. To

confute. After bury.

VA’NQUISHER, ſ (from vanquiſh.) Con

queror; ſubduer. Shakeſp.

VANTAGF. ſ. (from advantage.] I. Gain;

profit; Stdney. 1. Superiority Sºuth. 3 Op

portunity; convenience. Shakeſp.

To VA NTAG.E. v. a. [from advantage J. To

profit. Sfenſer.

VANTBRASS / ſavant bras, Fr.] Armºur

for the arm. Milton.

VA'PłD. a. [vapidus, Lat.) Dead ; having

the ſpirit evaporated; ſpiritleſs. Arbuthnst.

VAPIDNESS. ſ. [from vapid.) The flate of

being ſpiritleſs or miukiſh.

VAFORATION. ſ. (vapºratiz, Lat] The ağ

of eſcaping in vapours.

VA'POURER, ſ (from va feur.] A boaſter; a

braggart. Gov. ºf the Tongue.

VA'POURISH. a. [from vapºur l Vapourous;

ſplenetick; humtur one. Swift.

V.A. POUROU.S.
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VAPOUROUS. a. (vaporeaux, Fr J 1. Full of

vapours or exhalations; fumy. Sandyr. 2.

Windy , flatulent. A buthnot.

WA'POUR. ſ. (vapºr, Lat.) 1. Any thing ex

halable ; any thing that mingles with the

air. Miltºn. Wind, flatulence. Bacºn, 3.

Fume; ſteam. Newton. 4. Mental fume;

vain imagination. Hammond. 5. Diſeaſes

cauſed by flatulence, or by diſeaſed nerves;

melancholy; ſpleen. Addiſon.

To VAPOUR. v. n. [sapºre, Lat.) 1. To

paſs in a vapour or fume; to emit tumes; to

fly off in evaporations. Donne. 2. To bully :

to brag Glanville.

To WAPOUR. v. a. To effuſe, or ſcatter in

fumes or vapour. Donne.

VARIABLE. a. ſ.variable, Fr. variabilir, Lat)

Changeable; mutable, inconſtant. Shakeſp.

Milton.

VARIABLFNESS. ſ [from variable.] i.

Changeable nºis; mutability. Addiſon. 2. Le

vity inconſtancy.

VARIABLY adv. [from variable.) Change

ably mutably ; inconſtantly ; uncertainly.

VA'RIANCE. ſ. [from vary.] Diſcord; diſa

greement; diſſention. Sprat.

VARIATION ſ. variatic, Lat.) 1. Change :

mutation; difference from itſelf. Bentley. 1.

Difference; change from cne to another.

h'oºdward. 3. Succeſſive change. Shakeſp

4. [In grammar.) Change of termination of

nouns. Watts. 5 Change in natural pheno

menons. Jºettº. 6. Deviation. Dryden. 7

Mariation of the compaſs; deviation of the

magnetick needle from parallel with the
merician.

VARICOUS. a. ſ.varicºſus, Lat..] Diſ aſ '

with dilatation. Sharpe.

To VARIEGATF. v. a. ſ.variegatºs, ſchool

Lat) To diverſity: to ſtain with diſſerent

colours. Hººdward.

VA R F GATION. ſ. (from variegate.] Diver.

ſity of colours. Evely".

VARIETY f [varietar, Lat.] 1. Change;

ſucceſſion of one thing to another, intermix

ture. Newton. 2. One thing of many by

which variety is made. Raleigh. 3. Diffe

rence; diffinilitude. Atterbury. 4. Varia

tiºn; deviation, change from a former ſtate.
Hale.

VARIOUS. a. [variuſ, Lat. 1. Different:

ſeveral , manifold. 1. Changeable ; un

certain ; unfixed. Locke. 3. Uniike each

other. Dryden. 4 Variegated ; diverſified.
Milton.

VARIOUSLY, adv. [from various.) In a va.
rious manner. Bazan.

P4 RI.Y. 11 at varice, Fr.] A dilatation of the

vein. Sharpe.

VA ki.E.T.J. (variet, old Fr ) i. Anciently

a ſervant ºr votinau. Spenſer. 2. A ſcoundrel.

a raſcal. Dryden.

VARLE. Tº Y. ſ. (from varlet.] Rabble;

croud; populace. Stakeſp.

VA KN is li. J. & ºrnia, F. verniz, Lat.] I

A matter laid upon wood, metal, or other

bodies, to make them ſhine. Bacºn, Pºpe. 1.

Cover ; palliation.

To VARNISH v a (verniſer, Fr.) 1.

To cover with ſomething ſhining. Shakeſh. .
To cover ; to conceal with ſemething orna

mental. Dryden. 3. To palliate; to hide

with colour of rhetorick. Denham.

VARNISHER. ſ. (from varni/3..] I. One

whoſe trade is to varniſh. Bºyle. 2. A diſ.

guiſer ; an adorner. Pope.

VARVELS. ſ. vervelles, Fr.) Silver rings a

bout the leg of a hawk.

To VARY. v. a [vario, Lat.] 1. To change :

to make unlike itſelf. Miſt. ... To change

to ſomething elſe. Mºaller. 3. To make of

different kinds. Brown. 4. To diverſify; to
variegate. Miltºn.

To VARY. v. n. 1. To be changeable : to

appear in different forms. Milton. 2. To be

unlike each other. Collier. 3. To alter, to

become unlike itſelf. Pºpe. 4 To deviate;

to depart. Locke. 5. To ſucceed each other.

Addiſon. 6. To diſagree to be at variance.

Davies. 7. To ſhift colours. Pºpe.

VA'RY. ſ (from the verb.) Change ; altera

tion. Shakep.

`ASCULAR. a. [from vaſculum, Lat.] Con

ſiſting of veſſels: full of veſſels, A, but knct.

VASCU Li FEROUS. a. ſ.vaſculum and fero,

Lat.) Such plants as have, beſides the com

mon calix, a peculiar veſſel to contain the

ſeed. Quincy.

VASE. J. tºwaſe, Fr. vºſa, Lat.) A veſſe).

Pože.

VA §§AL. ſ. ſvcſ,', Fr. waſ...}, Italian ] .

One who holds by the will of a ſuperiour

lord. Addiſon. 2. A ſubject ; a dependent.

Hecker, Laºiet, Raleigh. 3. A ſervant;

one who acts by the will of another. Shakeſp.

4. A ſlave; a low wretch. Shakeſp.

VA SSA L.A.G.E. ſ. [waſ:lage, #ſºr. ſtate

of a vaſſal , tenure at will; ſervitude; ſia

very. Raleigh, Dryden.

VAST. a. (vaſe, Fren. vaſſus, Lat.) 1. Large;

great. Clar endon. 2. Viciouſly great; enor

mouſly exterfive. Ben. Johnſon, Miltºn.

VAST. ſ. ſº aſun, Lat.) An empty waſte. Mil.

VASTAT ION. ſ. (vaſtatio, Lat...] Waſte, de

population. Decay ºf Piety.

VAS I'l Y. ſ (waſtitas, Lat.) Wideneſs; im

merſity Shakeſp.

VA's TLY adv. from vaſ...} Greatly; to a

great degree. Sºuth.

VA's 'N ESS. ſ. (from vaſ: j Immenſity ; enor

mous greatneſs.

VASTY, a [from waſ Large shakºſh.

VAT. ſ. (vat, Dutch , rat, Sax. A vetle in

which liquors are kept in the immature ſtate.

Philipi.

VATIC!DE. ſ. (vater and card, Lat.] A mur

derer of poets. Pºpe.

To VAT CINATE. v. n. [variciner, Latin

To propheſy; to Fractiſe tº ediction Hºtel.

V. A VA
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VA'VASOUR. ſ. (vavaſſeur, Fren.] One who To VEER. v. a. 1. To let out. Ben. Johnſºr.

himſelf holding of a ſuperiour lord, has others * To turn ; to change. Brews.

holding under him. VEGETABILITY. ſ. [from vegetable.] vege

VA'UDEVIL. ſ. (vaudeville, Fr.] A ſong corn

mon among the vulgar; a ballad; a trivial

ſtrain.

VAULT.'ſ (veulte, Fren. volta, Italian.) 1. A

table nature. Brown.

VEGETABLE. ſ. [vegetabilis, ſchool Latin.]

Any thing that has growth without ſenſation,

as plants. Lºcke, Matts

continued arch. Burnet 2. A cellar. Shakeſp. VEGETABLE. a. [vegetabilis, Latin.) 1. Be

3. A cave ; a cavern. Sandys. 4. A repoſitory

for the dead. Shakeſp. -

longing to a plant. Prior. 2. Having the nature

of plants. Milton.

To VAULT. v. a. [vºter, Fren.) 1. To arch To VEGETATE. v. s. ſvegeta, Lat JTo grow

to ſhape as a vault. Shakeſp. 2. To cover with

an arch. Milton.

** plants; to ſhoot out; to grow without ſea

ſation. Woodward, Pºpe.

To VA ULT. v . . [voltiger, Fr.) 1. To leap ; VEGETA"TION. ſ. (frºm vegeta, Latin.] 1.

to jump Addiſºn. 2. To play the tumbler,

or poſiure-maſter.

VAULT. f. (trom the verb ] A leap ; a jump.

The power of producing the growth of plants.

*oºdward. 2. The power of growth without

ſenſation. Ray.

VAULTAGE.J. [from vault.) Arched cellar. VEGETATIVE. a. ſ.vegetatiſ, Fr.) 1. Having

Shakeſp.

VA'ULT. F.D. a. [from vault) Arched; con

cave P. f.e. '

the qual ty of growing without lie. Raleigh.

3. Having the power to produce growth in

plants. Broome

VA’ULTER 7. [from vault.) A leaper; a jum-|VE GETATIVENESS. ſ (from vegetative.]

per ; a tumbler. The quality of producing growth

VA (ILTY. a. (from vault.] Arched; concave. VE'GETE, a [from vrgeti, Lat..] Vigorous;

Shakeſp. active: ſpritely. Sºuth

VA'UNMURF ſ. ſavant mur, Fren.] A falſe VEGETIVE. a. (from vegets, Lat] Vegetable.

wall. Camden, Knolles. Tuſſer.

To VAUNT, v a. wanter, Fr. ) To boaſt; to VE"GETIVE. ſ. [from the adjective ) A ve

diſplay with oſtentation. Sperfer. getable.

To VA UNT. v. n. To play the braggart; to VE HEMENCF. R. ſ. (vehementia, Latin.) 1.

talk with oſtentation. Milton,

VA UNT / [from the verb ] Brag, boaſt; vain

offentation. Sf enſer, Granville.

VAUNT ſ (from avaunt, Fr.] The firſt part.

Shakeſp.

VA'UN'ſ ER ſ [wanteur, Fr.) Boaſter; brag

gºrt. Dryden.

VA UNTFUL. a. (vaunt and full.] Boaſtful ,

of entatious Spenſer.

VA'UNTINGLY adv. [rom vaunting J Boaſt

ful y , oftentatiouſly. Shakeſp.

VAWARD ſ van and waſ d.] Fore part.

Shakep Knoller.

VE'HEM! NCY. W. Violence; force. Miltºn.

2. Ardour, mental violence, terrour. Hooker.

Clarendon.

VL'HEMENT. a. ſ.vehement, Fr. vehemes r,Lat.]

1. Violent; forcible. Grew. 1. Ardent; ca

ger ; fervent. Milton

VE HEMENTLY. adv. (from vehemert.] 1.

Forcibly. 2. Pathetically; urgently. Tillºtſ.

VE HICLE. ſ. (vehiculum, Latin.) 1. That in

which any thing is carried. Addiſon 2. That

part of a medicine which ſerves to make the

principal ingredient p table. Brown. 3. That

by means of which anything is conveyed.

UEl RTY. ſ. [uberta, Latin.) Abundance; To VEIL. v. n. Ivels, Lat., i. To cover with a

fruitfulners.

UE CATION. R. ſ. ſ from ubi, Lat.) Local re

UB I F.T.Y. } lation; whereneſs Glanville.

UBI OU!TARY. ſ. [from ubique, Lat..] Exiſt

ing every where. How.

UPI tº Ul'ſ ARY. ſ (from ubique, Latin.) One

that exiºs every where. Hall.

U Bi () (, li Y. g. (from whique, Lat.) Omnipre

ſence; exºtience at the ſame time in all places.

Hºer, Ben, f: hrſon, South.

U‘DDF R, f {usen, Sax. uder, Dutch..] The

breaſt of dug, or a cow, or other large animal.

P. for.

VEA L. ſ. ſweet, a calf, old Fr.] The fleſh of a

cal: Kºlcd for the table, Gay,

VF. CT 10 N. f vectro, večfito, Lat.]

V F. CTI TA l lON. W. The act of carrying oi

being carried. A, buthnot.

veil, or any thing which conceals the face.

Bºyle. 1. To cover ; to inveſt. Milton. 3.

To hide; to conceal. Pope.

VEIL. ſ. ſº elum, Lat..] I. A cover to conceal

the lace. Waller. 2. A cover; a diſguiſe.

Dryden.

VEI N. ſ. [weine, Fr. vena, Lat.) 1. The veirs

are only a continuation of the extreme capill:-

ry arteries reflected back again towards the

heart, and uniting their channels as they ap

proach it. Qingy. 2. Hollow ; cavity. Newt.

3. Cºurſe of metal in the mine. Swift. 4.

Tendency or turn of the mind or genus.

Dº yden. 5. Favourable monent. * *ttes.

6. Humour; temper. Bacon. 7. Continued

diſpoſition. Temple. 8 Current; continued

production. Swift. 9. Strain; quality. Sººſ,

lo. Streak; variegation.

VE CTURE. ſ. (veedura, Lat..] Carriage. Bacon. VE'ſ NFD. M. a. (veineux, Fr.) 1. Full of veins.

T. VEER. v. a. (virer, Fr.] To turn about.

A J.m. ºn.

VEINY. 2. Streaked; variegated. Thºrl.

WELLETTY,
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WELLETTY. ſ. [velleitar, from velle, Lat.]

The loweſt degree of deſire. Locke.

To VELLICATE. v. a ſwellire, Latin.] To

twitch ; to pluck ; to act by ſtimulation. Bac.

WELLICA"TION. f [velicatio, Lat.) Twitch

ing; ſtimulation. Watts.

WELLUM.ſ Ivelin, Fren] the ſkin of a calf

dreſſed for the writer. Wiſerian

WELO'CITY. ſ (velºcitat, Lat.] Speed; ſwift

neſs, quick motion Bentley.

WELVET. ſ. (villar, Lat. cºlºurs, Fr.) Silk

with a ſhort fur or pile up in it. Locke.

WELVET a. 1. Made of velvet Shakeſp. 2.

Soft ; delicate. Shakeſp.

To VELVET. v. 2. To paint velvet. Peacham.

VELURE. ſ. [velours, Fr. Velvet. Shakeſp.

WE’NAL. a.ſvenal, Fr.] venalis, Lat.) 1. Mer

cenary; proſtitute. Pope. 2. Contained in

the veins Ray.

WENALITY..f. [from venal.) Mercenarineſs;

proſtitution

VENATICK. a. [venaticus, Latin.) Uſed in

hunting.

VENATION. f [venatio, Latin.] The aa or

practice of hunting. Brown.

To VEND w a (vendre, Fr. vendº, Lat.] To

ſell , to offer to ſale. Bºyle.

WENDEE'. ſ (from vena ) One to whom any

thing is ſold. Aylºff.

VENDER. ſ. (venieur, Fr A ſeller. Graunt.

VENDIBLE, a (vendibili, Lat J Saleable ,

marketable. Carew.

VE'NDIBLENESS. ſ: [from vendible.] The

ſlate of being ſaleable.

VENDITATION. f [venditatiº, from vendi.

tº, Lat.] Boaſtful diſplay. Ben johnſºn.

VENDITION. ſ. (vºlition, Fr. venditiº, Lat.,

Sale; the act of ſelling.
To VENEER. v. . to make a kind of mar.

quetry or inlaid work.

VENEFICF. ſ. (venºficium, Lat.] The practice

of poiſoring.

VENEFICIAL. a. (from venefician, Lat..] Aa

ing by poiſon bewitching. Brown.

VENE FICIOUSLY, adv. (from veneficium,

Lat.] By poiſon Brºwn.

WE'N EMOUS. a. [from venin, Fr. J Poiſonous.

Aſºf -

To VENENATE. v. a ſcenene, Lat.] To poi

ſon; to infect with p iſon. //wc.dward.

VENENATION. J. (trom venenate. JPoiſon : -

venom. Brown.

VENE NE. • [veneneux, Fr J Poiſonous;

VENENOSE. ſ. venomous. Harvey, Ray.

VENERABLE. a. [.. enera: ly, La.) To be

regarded with awe; to be treated with reve

rence. Hººker, Fairfax, Dryden.

WE'N ERABLY adº. (from venerable.] In a

manner that excites reverence. Adliſon.

To VE NERATE. v. a. [ve-erer, Fr. veneror,

Lat J. To reverence ; to treat with veterati.

on ; to regard with awe. Herbert.

VENERATION.J. [veneration, Fren, venera

**, *) Reveiend regard, aw.u refect

Addiſon.

VENE'RIOUS. a. [from venery.] Libidinous

VENERY / (venerie, from vener, Fren.]

ve'NFY. ſ.

VENESECTION. ſ. [vena and ſectio, Latin.]

VENIABLE.

WE'N A.

VE isOMOUs a [from venem )

VENT. ſ. (vente, Fr.]

VENERA"TOR.ſ.. [from venerate.] Reveren,

cer. Hale.

VENE’REAL. a. ſ.venereur, Lat.) 1. Relating

to love. Addiſon. 2 Conſiſting of cºpper,

called venus by chemiſts. Bºyle

luſtful. Derham. 2

I.

2. The pleaſures of
The ſport of hunting.

the bed. Grew.

A bout; a turn. Shakeſp.

Blood-letting , the ačt of opening a vein;

phlebotomy. Wiſeman

To VENGE v. a. [venger, Fr.] To avenge

tº puniſh Shakeſp

VE'NGEABLE. a. (from venge J Revengeful ?

malicious. Spenſer.

VE'NGEANCE. ſ. ſvengeance, Fr.) 1. Puniſh

ment ; penal retribution; avengement King

Charleſ, Dryden, Addiſºn. 2. It is uſed in

familiar language. To do with a vengeance,

is to dº ...} vehemence; what a vengeance,

emphatically what?

VENGEFUL. a. (from vengeance and full]

Vindictive; revengeful Milton, Prior.

[veniel, Fren. from venia,

Lat.) 1. Pardonable; ſuſcep

tive of pardon ; excuſable. Shakeſp. Brown,

Roſcommon 1. Permitted; allowed Milton.

VEN IA LNESS ſ. (from venial.] State of be

ing excuſable.

VENISON / [venaiſºn, Fr.) Game; beaſt of

chaſe: the fleſh of deer Shakeſp. Dryden.

VENOM f [venin, Fr.) Poiſon Dryden.

To VENOM. v. a. To infest with venom.

1. Poiſon

ous 2. Malignant miſchievous. Addiſºn.

VE/NOMOUSLY, adv [from venomous. |Poi

ſonouſly ; miſchievouſly malignantly. Dryd.

VENOMOUSNESS / [from venomous.) Poi

ſonouſneſs ; malignity.

1. A ſma" aperture ;

a hole, a ſpiracle Shakeſp. Milton. 2. Paſ

ſage out of ſecrecy to publick notice. Wotton.

3 The act of opening. Jh lips. 4. Emiſſion ;

paſſage Addi on 5. Diſcharge ; means of

diſcharge. Milton, Mortimer. 6. Sale. Tem

fle, Pože.
To VENT. v. a. [venter, Fr.) 1. To let out at

a ſmall aperture. 2. To let out ; to give way

to. Denham. 3. To utter; to report. Steph.

4. To emit 5 to pour out. Shakeſp. 5. To

publiſh. Raleigh. 6. To ſell j to carry to ſale.

Care tw.

To V E NT. v., n. To ſnuff.

ve NTA II, ſ (from vantail, Fr.] That part

of the helmet made to lit up.

PENTA NN4 ſ, Spaniſh.) A window. Dryd.

PE NIER, f [Latin.) Any cavity of the bo

dy, chiefly applied to the head, breaſt, and ab

domen, which are called : y anatomiſts the

three venterſ. 2. Womb : nother. Hale.

VEN I'll UCT. ſ. (ventuſ and duºuſ, Lat] A.

paſſage for the wind B-, e.
5 L To
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To VE'NTILATF. v. a. ſ.ventile, Lat.) 1. To

fan with wind Harvey, Woºdward. 2. To

winnow ; to fan. 3. To examine; to diſcuſs.

VENTILATION. ſ. (ventilatio. Lat. from ven

tilate.} : ‘I he act of fanning ; the ſtate of

being fanned. Addiſon. 1. Vent; utterance.

Pºtten 3 Retrigeration. Harvey.

VENTILATOR. / [from vertilate.] An in

ſtrument contrived by Dr. Hale to ſupply cloſe

places with freſh air.

VENTRICLE. ſ.ſventricule, Fren. ventricular, VERDANT. ſ. (viri

Lat ) . The ſtomach. Hale. 2. Any ſmall

cavity in an animal body, particularly thoſe of

the heart. Donne.

VENTRI Loogist. ſ. [wentriloque, Fr. Ten.

ter and logaer, Lat. One who ſpeaks in ſuch

a manner as that the ſound ſeems to iſſue from

his belly

VENTURE. ſ. ſaventure, Fr.) 1. A hazard ;

an undertaking of chance and danger. South,

Lecke. 2 Chance: hap. Bacon. 3. The

thing put to hazard: a ſtate. Shakeſp. 4. At

a VENTURE, At hazard; without much con

ſideration , without any thing more than the

hope of a lucky chance Spen ſer, Hudibrar.

To VENTURE. v. n. [from the noun..] I. To

dare. Bacon, Addiſon, 1. To run hazard.

Dryden. 3. T. VEN rur E at, on or ºpen. To

engage in or make attempts without any ſe.

curity of ſucceſs. Bacon, Atterbury.

To VENTURE. v. a. i. To expoſe to hazard.

Shakeſp. z. To put or ſend on a venture.
Carew.

VEN 1 URER. ſ. [from venture.] He who ven

turet.

VENTUROUS. a. [from venture.) Daring,

bold; earleſs; ready to run hazards. Bacon,
emple.

VENTUROUSLY. adv. [from venturous J

Latingly 5 teare'sly; boldly. Bacon.

VENTUkóUSN ESS. ſ. (trom venturous.)

Boldneſs : willingneſs to hazard. Boyle.

VENUS’ baſin.

VENUS’ comb.

VENUS’ hair.

VENUS’ looking-glaſs.

VE." N US navel wort.

VERA CI'l Y.J. [verax, Lat.] 1. Moral truth

honeſty of report a. Phyſical truth ; conſil.

tency of report with tact. Addiſon.

VERACIOUS, a. Lºverax, Latin.] Obſervant o

truth.

VERB. ſ. (verbe, Fr. verbum, Lat.] A part of

ſpeech ſigninying exiſtence, or ſome modifica

tion thereof, as action, paſſion. Clarke.

'VERBAL. a. [verbalis, Lat] 1. Spoken, not

written. 2. Oral ; uttered by mouth. Shakeſ

3. Conſiſting in mere words. Milton, Gianº.

S.uth. 4, Verboſe ; full of words. Shakeſp.

. Minutely exact in words 6. Literal ; hav

ing word anſwering to word. Denham. 7. A

verbal noun is a bounderived from a verb.

VERBALITY, J. L.rom verbal..] Mere bare

words. Brown.

WE’RBALLY. adv. [frcm verbal.] 1. ln words;

f. Plants.

VERBATIM adv. (Lat.] word for word. Hek.

To VE'RBERATE. v. a. [verbero, Lat.) To
beat ; to ſtrike.

VERBERATION. ſ. [from verberate.] Blows;

beating. Arbuthnot.

VERBOSE. a. (verboſur, Lat.) Exuberanti,

words; prolix j tedious by multiplicity if
words. Prior.

VERBO'SITY. ſ. [from verboſe.] Exuberance

of words ; much empty talk. Breeme.

Jº, Lat.] Green. Milt.

VERDERER. ſ. [verdier, Fr.] An officer in

the foreſt.

VERDICT. ſ. [verum diasm, Lat.] 1. The

determination of the jury declared to the judge.

Spenſer. 2. Declaration; deciſion; judgment;

opinion. Hooker, South.

VERLIGRISE.J. The ruſt of braſs. Peacham.

VE'RDITURE.J. The ſainteſt and paleſt green.

Peacham.

VERDURE. ſ. [verdure, Fr.] Green; green

colour. Milton.

VERDUROUS. a. [from verdure.] Green; co

vered with green ; decked with green. Milt.

VERECU'ND. a. [verecundu!, Latin.] Modeſt;

baſhful.

VERGE. ſ. (verge, Fr. virgo, Lat.] . A rod,

or ſomething in form of a rod, carried as an

emblem of authºrity. The mace of a dean.

Swift. 2. The brink; the edge ; the utmoſt

border. Shakeſp. 3. In law, verge is the corn

paſs about the king's court, bounding the ju

riſdićtion of the lord ſteward of the king's

houſhold. Cowel.

To VERGE. v. n. [verge, Lat.) To tend; to

bend downward. Holder, Pope.

VERGER. ſ. [from verge J He that carries

the mace before the dean. Farqahar.

VERI'DICAL. a. [veridicus, Latin.] Telling

truth. Dić7.

VERIFICATION.f. [from verify.] Confirma

tion by argument or evidence. Bºyle.

To VERIFY. v. n. [verifier, Fr.] To juſtify a

gainſt the charge of ſalſhood; to confirm; to

prove true. Hooker,Swift.

VE'RILY. adv. [from very.] 1. In truth ; cer.

tainly. Shak. 2. With great confidence. Swift.

VERIS1M1LAR. a.[verſimilis, Lat.JProbable;

likely.

vºMI'LITUDE. N. ſ. (veriſimilitude, Lat]

VERISIMI LITY. Probability; likelihood,

reſemblance of truth. Brown, Dryden.

VE RITABLE. a. [veritable, Fr.] True : 1.

greeable to fact. Brown.

VE RITY. ſ. (veritar, Lat.] 1. Truth; con

ſonance to the reality of things. Hooker, Sºuth

2. A true aſſertion ; a true tenet. Sidn. Dav.

3. Moral truth; agreement of the words with

the thoughts.

VERJUICE. ſ. [verjus, Fren.] Acid liquor ex

preſſed from crab apples. Dryden.

PERMICE LL.I.ſ. (Italian.] A paſte rolled and

broken into the form of worms. Prior.

VERMICULAR. a. [vermiculus, Lat.] A&ing

like a worm ; continued from cne part to an

o, ally. South, 2. Word for word, Dryden. other of the ſame body. Cheyne. Te
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To VERMI'CULATE. v. a. (vermiculatur,

#. To inlay; to work in chequer work.

Bailey.

VERMICULATION. ſ. (from vermiculate.]

Continuation of motion from one part to ano

ther. Hale.

VE'RMICULE. ſ. [vermiculus, vermis, Latin.]

A little grub Derham.

VERMICULOUS a. [verniculºſur, Lat] Full

of grubs.

VE'RMIPORM. a. [vermifºrme, Fren. vermit

and forma, Lat.] Having the ſhape of a worm.

VERMIFUGE. ſ. [from vermis and fuge, Lat.,

Any medicine that deſtroys or expels worms

WE’RMIL, ſ. [verneil, vermillen, Fr.]

WETrMILION. 1. The cochineal ; a grub

of a particular plant. 2. Faëtitious or native

cinnabar; ſulphur mixed with mercury. Peach.

3. Any beautiful red colour. Spenſer.

To VERMILION. v. a. [from the noun..] To

die red. Granvitfe.

VETRMINE. ſ. [vermine, Fren. vermit, Latin.]

Any noxious animal. Shakeſp. Bacon, Taylºr.

To VERMINATE. v. n. [from vermine.] To

breed vermine.

VERMINATION. ſ. [from verminate.] Ge

neration of vermine. Derham.

VE'RMINOU.S. a. [from vermine.] Tending

to vermine; diſpoſed to breed vermine. Harv.

VERMI'PAROUS...a [vermit and pario, Lat.]

Producing worms. Brown.

VERNACULAR. a. [vernaculur, Latin.] Na

tive; of one's own country. Addiſon.

VERNAL. a. [vernus, .# Belonging to the

ſpring Milton.

VERNANT. ſ.ſvernant, Lat.] Flouriſhing as

in the ſpring. Miltos.

VERNILITY. ſ. [verna, Lat.] Servile car

riage. Bailey
VERSABi'i. Iºry. f [verſabilir, Lat.] Apt

Vºsk neſs to be turned or

wound any way.

VERSAL. a. [A cant word for univerſall To

tal; whole. Hudibrar.

VERSATILE. a. [verſatilis, Latin.) 1. That

may be turned round. 1. Changeable; variable.

Glanville. 3. Eaſily applied to a new taſk.

VERSATILENESS. 7 ſ. [from verſatile.] The

VERSATILITY. quality of being verſa.

tile.

VERSE. ſ. ſvers, Fr. verſur, Lat.] 1. A line

conſiſting of a certair ſucceflion of founds, and

number of ſyllables. Shakeſp. z. [verſet, Fr.]

A ſection or paragragh of a book. Burnet. 3.

Poetry; lays ; metrical language. Dºnne,

Prior. 4. A piece of poetry. Pºpe.

To vK.R.S.E. v a. [from the noun) To tell in

verſe ; to relate poetically. Shakeſp.

To be vB'RSED. v. n. [verſar, Hatin ) To be

ſkilled in; to be acquainted with Brºwn, Dryd

VE'RSEMAN. ſ. (verſe and man J A poet ; a

writer in verſe. Prior.

versicleſ (verſicular, Lat. A little verſe.

v ERStFICATION. J. [verſfication, Fr. from

verſiſy.) The art or practice of making veit *

1, , ...n, Granville.

VERSIFICATOR.? ſ [verſificator, Lat.) A
VERSIFIFR. verſifier, a maker of

verſes with or without theſpirit of poetry Watts.

To VERSIFY. v . [werſficer, Lat.) To make

verſes. Sidney, Aſtham, Dryden.

To VE'RSIFY. v. a. To relate in verſe. Dan.

VERSION. ſ. [verſion, Frem verſe, Latin j i.

Change ; transformation. Bacon. 1. Change

of direction. Bacon. 3 Tranſlation. Drydºn.

4. The act of tranſlating.

VERT. ſ. [vert, Fr.) Every thing that grows

and bears a green leaf within the foreſt.Cowell.

VERTEBRAL. a. [from vertebra’, Lat.) Re

lating to the joints of the ſpine Ray.

VERTEBRE. ſ. [vertebre, Fr. vertebra, Lat.]

4_joint of the back. Ray.

VERTEX. ſ. [Latin.) 1. Zenith; the point

over head. Creech. 2. A top of a hill.

Derham.

VERTICAL. a. ſ. vertical, French. J 1.

Placed in the zenith. Thomſºn. 2. Placed

in a direction perpendicular to the horizon.

Cheyne.

VERTICALITY.'ſ [from vertical J The ſtate

of being in the zenith. Brown.

VERTICALLY. adv. [from vertical] In the

zenith. Brown.

VERTI'CILATE. a. Perticilate plants are

ſuch as have their flowers intermixt with ſmall

leaves growing in a kind of whirls. Q3incy.

VERTICITY. ſ. [from vertex.] The power

of turning; circumvºlution; rotation. Glanv.

VERTIGINOU.S. a. [vertiginoſuſ, Lat.) 1.

Turning round ; rotatory. Bentley. z. Giddy.
MWoodruard. -

PERTIGO. ſ. [Latin.) A giddineſs; a ſenſe

of turning in the head. Arbuthnot.

VERVAIN. R. ſ. (verbena, Latin, j

wº Drayton.

VERVAIN mallºw. ſ. A plant. Miller.

VERVELESS. ſ (werville, Fr.] Labels tied

to a hawk. Ainſworth.

VERY. a. (vrai, Fr.) 1. True; real. 1 Sam.

Dryden. 7. Having any qualities, commonly

bad, in an eminent degree. Davier. 3. To

nºte the things emphatically, or eminently.

Shakeſp., 4. Same Spratt.

VERY. adv. In a great degree; in an eminent

degree. Addiſon.

To VE SICATE. v. a. (vºſca, Lat.) To bliſter,

H/iſeman

VES CATION. ſ (from veſcate.] Bliſtering;

ſeparation of the cuticle. Wijeman.

VES: CATORY. ſ. (veſicatorium, technical

Latin.) A bliſhering medicine.

WE'SIC LE. ſ. (veſicula, Latin J A ſmall cuticle,

filled or inflated. Ray.

VE SICULARya. [from veſicula, Lat.] Hollow;

full of ſmall interttices. Cheyne.

PESPER. ſ. (Latin.) The evening ſtar; the

evening. Shakeſp.

VE SPERS. ſ. (without the ſingular, from veſ.

perus, La.) The evening ſervice.

Vi. SPERTIN F. a ſwelter taut,Laº ) Happen

A plant.

: 1. 2.

ing or von lºg in the evening.

- v. V.E. G.C.E. L.
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vesset. ſ. (vaſºlk, Fr.) 1. Any thing in

which liquids, or ether things, are put. Burnet.

2. The containing parts of an animal bºdy.

Arbuthnot. 3. Any vehicle in which men or

goods are carried on the water. Raleigh, 4.

any capacity; anything containing. Milton.

To VE'SSFL v. a. [from the noun.) To put

into a veſſel , to barrel. Bacºn.

VESSFTS. ſ. A kind of cloth cºmmonly made

in Suffolk.

VESS1CNON. ſ. [Among horſemen ) A wind

gall. Dis.

VEST. ſ. (veſii, Lat]An outer garment. Smith.

To VFST. v. a. (from the noun.] 1 To dreſs:

to deck; to enrobe. Dryd. 1. To dreſs in a

long garment. Milton. 3. To make poſſeſſor

of ; to inveſt with. Prior. 4. To place in poſ.

ſeſſion Clarendon, Lºcke.

VE's FAL. ſ. A pure virgin. Pope.

VEST AL. a. (veſialis, Lat.) Denoting pure

virginitv. Shakeſp

VESTIBUI.E. ſ. (veſtibulum, Lat.] The perch

or firſt entrance of a houſe.

VESTIGF. ſ. (veſingium, Lat.) Footſtep; mark

left behind in pating Harvey.

VESTMENT f [veſtimentum, Lat.) Garment:

part of dreſs Waller.

VESTRY ſº [veſitarium, Lat.) 1... A room

appendant to the church, in which the ſacer

dotal garments, and conſecrated things are

repoſited. Dryden. 2. A parochial aſſembly

commonly convened in the veſtry. Clar endon

VE'Si U R E. ſ. veſſure, old Fr.) 1. Garment.

robe Fairfax, Shakeſp. z. Dreſs; habit; ex

ternal torm. Shareſp.

VETCH. ſ. ſwirie, fat..] A plant with a papi.

lionaceous flower. Dryden.

VETCHY, a [from vetch Made of vetches;

abounding in Vetches. Spenſer.

VF TERA.N. ſ (veteranus, Lat) An old ſo'.

dier: a man long practiſed Hºoker, Add ſon

VE TER A.N. a. Long practiſed? a war; long

experienced. Bacon

vº TER IN A R AN ſ. [veterinariuſ, Lat.] One

ſkilled in the diſeaſes cºf cattle. Brown.

To VEX v. a. ºv, x2, Lat. 1. To plague; to

tº rºdent : to haraſs Prior 2. To diſturb ; to

diſquiet Jo, s. 3. To trouble with flight pro

vºcal ſºns,

VEXATION. f ( from vex 1 1. The aët of

troublic; Shakeſ, 1. The ſtate of being

troubled ure.ſi: , ſ: , ſorrow. Temple. 3. The

cauſe of truble or uneaſineſs. Shakeſp. 4. An

ast of haraffing by law. Bacºn. 5. A flight

teazing trouble.

VFXA flous a. (from vexatiºn.] I. Afflic

tive; troubleſºme , cauſing trouble. Sºuth,

Priºr. 1. Full of trouble; full of uneaſineſs.

Digby. 3. Teazing; flightly troubleſorne.

VEXATIOUS..Y. adv... ( from vexatiºus. J

Troubleſ me!y : uncaſily.

VFXATIOUSN ESS. ſ. (ſrom vexatiour.

Troubleſomcneſs; uneaſineſs.

v1. XFR. J. (rom vex J. He who vexes.

*J'G1.11.Y. adv, (from ugly..] Filthily; with de

formity. -

U'GLINESS. ſ. (from ugly.] I. Deformitſ;

contrariety to beauty. Dryden. 2. Turpitude;

loathſomeneſs : moral depravity. Sºuth.

U'GLY. a. Deformed , offenſive to the fight;

contrary to beautiful. Shakeſp. Milton.

Vi’Ai,. } [$tax*. A ſmall bottle. Shaitſ.

Wilkins, Addiſºn.

To VIAL. v. a. To incloſe in a vial Milter.

VI’AND. ſ. viande, Fr. vivanda, Ital.) Food;

meat dreſſed. Shakeſ,

PIATICUM. ſ. [Lat.] 1. Proviſion for a jour

ney 2. The laſt rites uſed to prepare the

paſſing ſoul for its departure.

To VI BRATF. v. a. ſwikro, Lat] 1. To

brandiſh; to move to and fro with quick mo:

tion 1 To make to quiver. Holder. -

Te VI'BRATE. v. r. ... To play up and down,

or to and fro. Boyle, Newton. 2. To quiver,

Pºpe.

vibration. ſ. ſºrcm vibre, Lat] The tº

of moving, or being moved with quick reci

procations, or returns. South, Newt Thºmſºn.

VICAR. ſ. ſ.vicarius, Lat..] 1. The incum

bent of an appropriated or impropriated bene

fice. Dryden, Swift 2. One who performs the

funètions of another; a ſubſtitute Ayliffe

VI'CARAGE ſ. [from vicar.] The benefice

of a vicar. Swift.

VICA'RIOUS.. a ſvicarius, Lat.] Deputed;

delegated, acting in the place of another,

Hale, Norris.

VICARSHIP. f. [from vicar.] The office of

3 Vicar.

VICE ſ ſvitium, Lat 7.1. The cou.ſe of alon

oppoſite to virtue. Miltºn, Lºcke. 2. A fault;

an offence. Miltºn. 3. The fool, or purch:

nello of old ſhows Shakeſp. 4 (Pºjº, Dutch)

A kind of finall iron preſs with ſcrews, uſe

by workmen 5. Gripe ; grain. Shakeſp. 6. It

is uſed in cor-poſition for one who performs,

in his ſtead, the office of a ſuperiour, or whº

has the ſecond rank in command: as, a vice

roy, vice chancellor.

To Vice v. a. (rºm the noun.] To draw.

Shakeſp.

viceADMIRAL.f. [vice and admirall 1. The

ſecond commander of a fleet Knºllet. a. A tº

val off cer of the ſecond rank. -

viceADMIRALi Y., f (trom vice admiral.

The office of a vice admiral Caret".

vicſ'AGENT. ſ. (vice and 4-ent. One whº

asts in the place of another. Hºer.
VICED, a [from vice ) Vitious; corrupt. Stat.

viceGERENt f [vicer ger", i.a. m.) A

lieutenant, ore who is entruſted with *

pºwer of the ſuperiour. Bacºn, Spratt. .

vice GE RENT. a. […re-erent, Laº ºf
a delegated power; acting by tubſtitution.

M: ſton.

viciº. RExcy ſ ſºon fºrgºt? Tº
cºce of a victserent; lieutenanº ; deputed

power Sºuth. -----

vicºCH A NCELLOR. ſ. viºra-cºlº

Lat. I he ſecond tragºrate of theº:
vi CE N ARY. c.…" R.ſº

to twenty. - vi Cl av
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VICEROY, ſ (vicers, Fr.] He who governs

in place of the king with regal authority.

Bacon, Swift. - -

VI'CEROYALTY.'ſ (from vicerºy.] Dignity

of a viceroy. Addiſon.

VICETY ſ. Nicety; exactneſs. Ben. johnſºn

WICINITY. ſ. (vicinuſ, Lat.) 1. Nearneſs;

flate of being near. Hale. 2. Neighbourhood;

Rºgers.

WICINAGE. ſ. vicinia, Lat.) Neighbourhood;

place adjoin ng. -

WICI'NAL. Ua. (vicinus, Lat l Near ; neigh

VICI NE. ; b uring. Granville.

VICIOUS, a [from vice ) Devoted to vice ;

not addićted to virtue. Milton.

VICISSITUDE. ſ. [viziſſitudo, Lat.) 1. Re

gular change : return of the ſame things in

the ſame ſucceſſion Newton. 2. Revolution ;

change. Atterbury, Giffard. -

VICTIM. ſ. (viºlina, Lat.] A ſacrifice ;

ſomething ſlain for a ſacrifice Derham Dryden,

Addiſºn. ... Something deſtroyed. Prior.

VICTOR. ſ. (viāor, La., Conqueror; van

quiſher; he that gains the advantage in any

conteſt. Sidney, Shakeſp. Addiſon.

VICTORIOUS. a. (vićtorieux, Fr]. I. Con

quering ; having obtained conqueſt; ſuperiour

in conteſt Milton. 1 Producing conqueſt.

Pºpe. 3. Betakening conqueſt. Shakeſp.....

VICTORIOUSLY adv. (from vićieriouſ.]With

conqueſt ſucceſsfully; triumphantly. Harºn

VICTORIOUSNESS ſ : fron vičiarious ).The

ſtate or quality of being vistorious.

WICTORY. J. (vićtoria, Lat..] Conqueſt; ſuc

ceſs in conteſt triumph. Taylºr.

VI CTRESS. ſ. (from victor.] A female that

conquers. Shakeſp. -

VICTU Ai, Rſ. [vićluaille:, Tr. vittanaglia,

VI'CHºs. Italian ] Proviſions of food .

ſtores for the ſupport of life; meat. Sºckeſp

Kn:lks, King Charl. t.

To VI CTUAL v. 4. (from the noun..] To ſtore

with pr: viſiºn for food Shakeſp.

Vi'CTUALLER ſ (from vičiual; ) One who

provides vićtuals. Hayward.

PIDE LICET adv [Lat ) To wit ; that is.

Generally written, viz.

To VIE *, a To ſhow or practiſe in compe

tition. L'Eſtrange. -

To Vi E. v. n. To conteſt : to contend. Swift

To V1 F. W. v. a. (veu, Fr ) i. To ſurvey ; to

loºk on by way of examination. Priºr, Pope.

2. To ſee : to perceive by the eye. Miltºn.

VIEW.ſ. (from the verb.) 1. Proſpect. Pattºn,

Dryden. 2 Sight: power of beholding. Dryd.

Locke. 3. Act of ſeeing. Denham, Locke. 4.

Sight: eye 5. Survey , examination by the

eye. Dryde: 6. interies tº ſurvey, Lºck, 7

Space that may be taken in ºv the eye: reach

of fight. Dryden. 8. Appearance ; flow.

M’aller, 9. Diſplay; exhibition to the fight

er mind Lºcke. to. Proſpect of int-te:".

I.-rke. 1. Intention ; defit n. 23, ºut hazr.

V.'Ew LESS. a. ſtron view, Unfern; ret

diſcern.ble by the fight. Je; e.

VIGIL.J. ſºil a, 1.2 : 1. W.J.'.; c, vot, as

performed in the cuſtomary hours of reſt Pºpe.

* A faſt kept before a holiday, Shakeſp. 3

Service uſed on the night before a holiday.

Stillingfleet. 4. Watch; forbearaace of ſleep.

Waller.

§§§§ſ [vigilantia, Lat.] 1. For

VIGILANCY. S. bearance of ſleep. Breen. 2.

Watchfulneſs; circumſpection; inceſſant care.

Wotton. 3. Guard; watch. Milton.

VIGILANT. a. (vigilans, Lat..] watchful cir

cumſpect ; diligent; attentive. Hoºker Claren.

VIGILANTLY. adv. (from vigilant..] watch

fully; attentively; circumſpectly. Hayward.

VIGOROU.S. a. (from vigor, Lat ) Forcible;

nºt weakened; full of ſtrength and life.

Waller, Atterbury.

VIGOROUSLY, adv. [from vigour.] with

force; forcibly; without weakneſs Dryd Sºuth.

VIGOROUSNESS. ſ. [from vigour]] Force;

ſtreng h. Taylºr.

VIGOUR, ſ ſºvigor, Lat) 1. Force; ſtrength.

41/ton. 2. Mental force; intellectual ability.

3. Energy : efficacy. Blackmore.

WILE. a. Ivil, Fr. viiis, Lat.) 1. Baſe; mean:

wºrthleſs; ſordid; deſpicable. Shakeſp. Mºst,

Fairfax 2. Morally impure; wicked. Milter.

VT LED. a. (from vile, whence revile.] Abuſive;

ſcurrilous. Hayward.

VILELY adv. [from vile] Baſely; meanly;

ſhameſutly. Shakeſp.

VI'LENESS ſ (from vile.} t. Baſeneſs; mean

neſs; deſpicableneſs. Drayton, Creech. 2.

Moral or intelle&ual baſeneſs. Prior.

To VI LIFY. v. a. (from vile.) To debaſe; to

deſame : to make contemptible. Draytºn.

VII.L. ſ. [villa, Lat.) A village; a ſmall col

lečtion of houſes. Hale

Y! LLA, ſ (villa; Lat.) A country ſeat Pºe.

VI LLACE, ſ, ſtillage, Fr.] A ſmall collest on of

houſes, leſs than a town Shakeſp. Kneller, Pope.

VII.L.A.G.E.R. ſ. (from village.] An inhabitant

of a viſ' ige. Milton, Locke.

VI'LLAGFRY. ſ. (from village ) Diſtrict of

villages. Sake p. -

VI'LLAiN. ſ. (vilain, Fr.] 1. One who held

by a baſe tenure Davier 3. A wicked wretch.

Shakeſp Clarenden, Pºpe.

VILLAN AGE. ſ. [from villain.) 1. The ſtate of

a villain ; baſe ſervitude. Davies. 2. Baſeneſs;

in amy. Dryden.

To VI'LLANIZE. v. a. (from -il'air.] To de

baſe ; to degrade. Dryden, Bently.

VILLANOU.S. a. [from villarn.j 1. Baſe ;

vile ; wicked 2. Sorry Shakeſp

VILLANOUSLY, agº... [from Killainous 1

Wickedly ; baſely. Kno/k.

VILLANOUSN!.S.S. ſ. [from villancur.) Biſc

neſs, wickedncſs.

VI 1.1.A NY. / [from villa: " ) i. Wickedneſs;

baſeneſs ; depravity. Shakeſp. 2. A wicked

action; a crime. Dryden.

VILLATICK 4. [villaticus, Lat.] Belonging

to villages. Milton.

*I ſ.1.1 ſ ſtatin.j In ana orny, are the ſame as

fiºres, and in botany. ſmall hairs like the grain

of 'ud, o' flag. **inºy. VI LLCUS
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WIT.LOUS. a. [villaſus, Lat.] Shaggy; rough.
Arbuthnot.

VIMI'NEOUS. a. [vimineur, Lat.] Made of

twigs. Prior. -

VINCIBLE, a...[from vince, Lat.] Conquerable;

ſuperable. Norris.

VINCIBLENESS. ſ. [from vincible.] Liable

neſs to be overcome.

VINCTURE. ſ. [vinăura. Lat.) A binding.

VINDE'MIAL. a. [vindemia, Lat J Belonging

to a vintage.

To VINDEMATE. v. n. [vindemia, Lat] To

gather the vintage. Evelyn.

VINDEMIATION.J. [vindemia, Lat.] Grape

gathering.

To VINDICATE. v. a. [windico, Lat) 1. To

juſtify; to ſupport; to maintain. Watts. 2.

To revenge ; to avenge. Bacon, Pearſon. 3.

To aſſert; to claim with efficacy. Dryden. 4.

To clear; to protećt. Hammond

VINDICATION. ſ. (vindication, Fr. from vin

dicate ) Defence; aſſertion ; juſtification.

Brzowie.

VINDICATIVE.a. (from vindicate.] Revenge

ful; given to revenge. Howel, Spratt.

VINDICATOR. ſ. (from vindicate.) One who

vindicates , an aſſertor. Dryden.

Yl NDICATORY...a.. [from vindicator.] 1. Pu

nitory; performing the office of vengeance.

Bramhall 2. Delenſory ; juſtificatory; ...

VINDI'CTIVE, a [from vindićia, Lat J Given

to revenge; revengeful. Dryden.

VINE. ſ. [vinea, Lat.] The plant that bears

the grape. Pope.

vi'NegAR, f [vinaigre, Fr.) 1. Wine grown

ſour. Bacon, Pºpe. 2... Any thing really or

metaphorically ſour. Shakeſp. -

vi'NNEw ED,or Winney.a.Mouldy,Ainſworth.

V1'NEYARD ſ. ſpirgent, Saxon.] A ground

planted with vines. Shakeſp. -

vi Nous a.(fromvinam,Lat.]Having the suali

ties of wine; conſiſting of wine Boyle, Philipi.

vi NTAGE. ſ. (vintage, Fr.] The produce ºf
the vine for the year; the time in which

grapes are gathered. Bacon, Wailer

VTNTAGER. / [from vinum, Lat] One who

gathers the vintage. -

VINTN.E.R. ſ. (from vinum, Latin.] One who

ſells wine Howe.

VI'NTRY. ſ. The place where wine is ſold

Ainſworth.
-

vioſ. ſ. (violk, Fr. viola, Italian] A ſtringed

inſtrument of muſick.Shakeſp Bacon, Milton

vi'OLABLE. a. (from violabilis, Latin.] Such

as may be violated or hurt.

vi OLACEOUS. a. (from viola, Lat.) Reſem

bling violets. -

To violaTE. va (viºle, Lat.] I. To injure ;

to hurt. Milton, Pºpe 3 To infringe i to break

anything venerable. Hººker. 3. To injure by

irreverence Brown. 4. To raviſh; to deflower.

Prior. -

viola Tion f [viºlatiº, Latl 1. Inſinge

ment or injury of ſomething ſacred. Addiſºn.

1. Rape ; the act of deflowering. Shakeſp.

VIOLATOR. J. twiclater, Latin ) i. One who

ſ

injures or infringes ſomething ſacred. Sºuth.

*. A raviſher: Shakeſp.

VTOLENCE. ſ. [violentia, Latin.) 1. Force;

ſtrength applied to any purpoſe. Shake. Mih.

* An attack; an aſſault; a murder. Shaieff.

3. Outrage; unjuſt force. Milton. 4. sage.

peſs; vehemence. Shakeſp. 5. Injury, in
fringement. Burnet. 6. Forcible defloration.

VI'OLENT. a. [violentur, Latin.) 1. Forcible;

aëting with ſtrength. Milton 1. Produced or

Sontinued by force Barnet. 3. Not natural,

but brought by force. Miltºn. 4. Unjuſtly

affailant; murderous. Shakeſp. Milton. 5. Un

ſeaſonably vehement, Hºoker. 6. Extorted;

not voluntary. Milton.

VTOLENTLY. adv. [from violent.] With force;

forcibly ; vehementiy, Shakeſp. Taylor.

VIOLET. ſ. [violette, Fr. viola, Latin.) A

flower. Shakeſp. Milton. Lecke.

VI'OLIN. ſ. [violen, Fr. from viel] A fiddle }

a ſtringed inſtrument. Sandyr.

Y!9LIST...ſ (from viol] A player on the viol.
VIGLONCE LLO. J. [Italian.] A ſtringed in

ſtrument of muſick.

VIPER. ſ. [vipera, Latin.) 1. A ſerpent of that

ſpecies which brings its young alive. Sandys.

* Anything miſchievous. Shakeſp.

VI PERINE. a. (viparinus, Lat.) Belonging to
a viper.

VIPEROUS. a. [viperinus, Lat. from ºper.]

Having the qualities of a viper. Daniel,

VIPER's bugſºſr. /. [echium, Latin.] A plant.

Miller.

vº; graſ, ſ. [ ſcorzenera, Lat.] A plant.
winer.

*TRA"GO. ſ. (Lat.] A female warriour; a wo

man with the qualities of a man. Peackam.

VI'RELAY. ſ. (virelay, wirelai, Fr.] A ſort of

antient French poem, that conſiſted only of

two rhymes and ſhort verſes. Dryden.

VITENT. a. [virens, Lat.) Green; not faded.

Brown.

VIRGE. ſ. [virga, Latin.] A dean's mace.

Swift.

VI'RGIN. ſ. (virgº, Lat 1. A maid; a woman

unacquainted with men. Geneſs. 2. A woman

not a mother. Milton. 3. Anything untouched

or unmingled. Derham. 4. The ſign of the

zodiack in which the ſun is in Auguſt Milton.

VIRGIN. a. Befitting a virgin; ſuitable to a

virgin; maidenly. Cowley.

To VI RGIN. v. n. [a cant word.] To play the

virgin. Shakeſp.

VIRGINAL. a. Ifrom virgin..] Maiden ; maid

enly ; pertaining to a virgin. Hammend.

To VI'RGINAL. v. n. To pat; to ſtrike as on

the virginal. Shakeſp.

VIRGINAL. ſ. [more uſually virginal.) A

muſical inſtrument ſo called, becauſe uſed by

young ladies. Bacen.

VIRGINITY. ſ. (virginitar, Lat.] Maiden

head; unacquaintance with man. Taylºr.

VIRT LE. ſ. lvirilis, Lat) Belonging to man.

VIRILITY. ſ. (virilitar. Lat ) i. Manhood;

charaćter of a man. Rambler. 2. Power of

procreation. Brºwn.

WIRMH.
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VIRMILION. ſ. Properly vermilion.

VIRTUAL. a. [from virtue..] Having the effi

cacy without the ſenſible part. Bacon, Milton,

Stillingfleet.

VI'RTUALITY. ſ. [from virtual] Efficacy.

Brown.

VI RTUALLY. adv. [from virtual.] In effect,

though not formally. Hammond.

To VIRTUATE. v. a. ſfrom virtue.] To

make efficacious. Harvey.

VIRTUE. ſ. ſ.virtuº, Lat. I 1. Moral goodneſs.

Pºpe. . A particular moral excellence. Addiſ.

3. Medicinal quality. Bacon. 4. Medicinal ef

ficacy. Addiſon. 5. Efficacy, power. Atterb.

6. Aćting power. Mark 7, Secret agency;

efficacy. Davies 8. Bravery valour. Raleigh

9. Excellence : that which gives excellence

Ben. johnſon. o. One of the orders of the ce

leftial hierarchy. Tickell.

VIRTUELESS. (from virtue.] Not having

efficacy; without operating qualities. Raleigh,

Fairfax, Hakewill.

PIRTU-0SO.ſ (Italian] A man ſkilled in an

tique or natural curioſities; a man ſtudious of

painting, ſtatuary, or architecture. Tatler

VI'RTUOUS. a. (from virtue) 1. Morally good.

Shakeſp. z. Chaſte. Shakeſp. 3. Done in con

ſequence of moral goodneſs. Dryden. 4. Effica

cious , powerful. Milton, 5 Having wonder

ful or eminent properties. Sfenſer, Milton. 6.

Having medicinal qualities. Bacon

VI'RTUOUSLY adv. ſtrom virtuous] In a vir

tuous manner. Hºoker, 19enham

VIRTUOUSNESS. ſ [from virtuºus] The

ſtate or character of being virtuous. Spenſer.

VIRULENCE. N. ſ. [from virulent] Mental

VIRULENCY. S. poiſon; malignity; acrimo

ny of temper; bitterneſs. Addiſon, Swift.

VIRULENT, a. {virulentus, Lat.j Poionous ;

venomous. 2. Poiſoned in the mind; bitte

malignant.

VI RULENTLY adv. [from virulent.] Malig

nantly ; with bitterneſs.

VI'SAGE. ſ. (viſaggio, Italian] Face; counte

nance; look Shakeſp. Miltºn, Waller.

To VI CERATE. v. a. [viſcera, Latin] To

embowel, to exenterate.

VISCID. a. [viſcidus, Lat.] Glutinous; tena
cious.

VISCIDITY. ſ. [from viſcid) 1. Glutinouſ

neſs; tenacity, ropineſs Arbuthnot. 2. Glu

tinous concretion. Floyer.

VISCO SITY. ſ. [viſcºſite, Fr.) 1. Glutinouſ

neſs; tenacity ; Arbuthnot. 2. A glutinous

ſubſtance. Brown.

VišCount. ſ. (vicecomes, Lat J Pſcount fig

nifies a degree of nobility next to an earl,

which is an old name of office, but a new one

of dignity, never heard of amongſt us till

Henry VI. his days. Cowell.

VISCOUNTESS. ſ. The lady of a viſcount.

VISCOUS, a (viſcoſus, Lat.) Glutinous, ſticky :
tenacious. Ba.s.n.

VISIBILITY. ſ. (viſibilité, French ; from vi

Able) 1. The ſtate or quality of being percep

tible by the eye. Bºyle. 2. State of being app?

rentor openly diſcoverable Stillingflee', Rogert.

VISIBLE. ſ. ſºviſible, Fr. viſibils, i.at.) 1. Per

ceptible by the eye. Racon, Dryden. 2. Diſ

covered to the eye. ...? 3. Apparent;

open; conſpicuous. Clarend.

VISIBLENESS ſ [from viſible] State or qua

lity of being viſible.

V1'S1 BLY. adv. [from‘ſº In a manner per

ceptible by the eye ryden.

VISION. ſ. (viſion, Fr. viſio, Lat.) 1. Sight;

the faculty or ſeeing. Newton. 2. The act of

ſeeing. Hamm. 3. A ſupernatural appearance;

a ſpectre; a phantom. Milton. 4. A dream;

ſomething ſhown in a dream. Locke.

VISIONARY, a [viſionaire, Fr.) 1. Aff &ed

by Phantoms; diſpoſed to receive impreſſions

on the imagination Pope. ... Imaginary ; not

real, ſeen in a dream. Swift.

VISIONARY. f { viſionaire, French.] One

VISION IST. whoſe imagination is diſ

turbed.

To VISIT, v, a [vºſter, Pr, viſite, Lat.) 1. To

go to fee. Pºpe. 2. To ſend good or evil judi

cially. Judith, Swift. 3. To ſalute with a

preſent, judges. 4. To come to a ſurvey, with

judicial authority. Ayliffe.

To VISIT. v. n. To keep up the intercourſe of

ceremonial ſalutations at the houſes of each

other.

VISIT...ſ. (viſite, Fr from the verb.] The ast

of going to ſee another. Wattſ.

VISITABLE. a. [from viſit..] Liable to be vi
ſited. Ayliffe.

VISITANT. ſ. (from viſit..] One who goes to

ſee another. South, Pope.

VISITA TiON. ſ [viſitº, Lat.) 1. The act of

viſiting. Shakeſp. z Object of viſits. Milton.

3. Judicial viſit or perambulation. Ayliffº. 4.

Judicial evil ſent by God. Taylºr. 5. Com
munication of divine love. Hºoker.

VISITATO RIAL, a [from vºſter. Belonging

to a judicial viſiter, Ayliffe.

VISITER. ſ. [from viſit J . One who comes to

ſee another. Harvey, Swift. 2. An occaſional

judge. Garth.

VI SNOMY. ſ. [corrupted from phyſiºgnomy 1

Face ; countenance. Spenſer. -

VISIVE. a. (viſiſ, Fr J. Formed in the act of

ſeeing. Brown. -

VISOR, f (ºffre, Fr J. A maſk uſed to disſi

gure and diſguiſe. Sidney, Broome.

VISORED. a. from viſorj Maſked. Milton.

PISTA. ſ. (Italian] view; proſpect through an

avenue. Addiſºn.

VISUAL. a. (viſuel, Fr.] Uſed in fight; exer.

ciſing the power of ſight. Milton.

VITAL. a. (vitaliſ, Lat), 1. Contributing tº

life; neceſſary to life. Sidney, Pope 2. Rºlat

ing to life. Shakeſp. 3. Containing life. Milton.

4. Being the ſeat of life. Pºe. g. so diſpoſed

as tº live. Brºwn. 6. Eſſentiaſ, chiefly ne
ceſſary. Corbet. -

VITALITY...ſ. (from vital) Power of ſubſiſt

ing in life Raleigh, Ray

W IT ALLY. adv [from vital.] In ſuch a man

ner as to give life, Bentley. V1 FALS.
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VITALS. ſ. [without the ſingular..] parts eſ:

ſential to life: , Philips.

VITE LARY...ſ [from vitellur, Lat.] The place

where the yolk of the egg ſwims in the white.

To VITIATE. v. a. (vitrº, Lat.) To deprave;

to ſpoil ; to make leſs pure. Evelyn, Garth.

VITIATION. ſ. [from vitiate.] Depravation;

corruption. Harvey.

To VITILITIGATE. v. n. To contend in law.

VITILITIGA"TION. ſcontention; cavillation
Hudibrar.

VITIOSITY...ſ [from vitieſus, Lat.] Depravi

ty; corruption. Sºuth.

VITIOUS.a. (vitieſus, Lat] ...Corrupt; wicked

oppoſite to virtuous. Milton, Pope. i. Corrupt;

having phyſical ill qualities. Ben. Johnſon.

WITHOUSLY, adv. [from vicious] Not virtu.

ouſly ; corruptly.

VI TIOUSN ESS. ſ. [from vitious] Corruptneſs;

ſtate of being vitious. Shakeſp. South.

VITREOUS. a. (vitreus, Lat.) Glaſſy; con

ſiſting of glaſs; reſembling glaſs. Arbuthnot.

VITREOUSNESS. ſ. (from vitreous) Reſem

blance of glaſs.

VI TRIFICABLE. a. [from vitrificate.] Con

vertible into glaſs.

To VIT RIFICATE. v. a. To change into

glaſs. Bacºn.

VITRIFICATION. ſ. [vitrification, Fr. from

vitrificate J Production of glaſs act of chang

ing, or ſtate of being changed into glaſs. Bacon.

To VI'TRIFY. v. a. [vitrum and facio, Lat.)

To change into glaſs. Bacon.

To VITRIFY. v. n. To become glaſs Arbuth.

VITRIOL. ſ. (vitriolum, Lat.] Vitrial is pro

duced by addition of a metallick matter with

the foſſil acid ſalt. H^2-dward.

VI'TRIOLATE. a. [vitrialité, Fr. from

VITRIOLATED. § vitrioium, Lat § Impreg

nated with vitriol; conſiſting of vitriol. Bºyle.

VITRIO'LICK R a. [vitriolique, Fr. from vi

VITRIO'LOUS. ſ triolum, Lat.) Reſembling!

vitriol; containing vitriol Brown,Grew, Flyer.

VI TULINE. s. [wituhsar, Lat.) Belonging to

a calf, Bailey.

VITU PERAT E. a. (vituperabiliſ, Latin.]

Blameworthy. Ainſworth.

To VITU PERATE. v. a. (vituperer, Fr. vi

tupero, Laº.] To blame; to cenſure.

VIº, {vituperatio, Latin)

Blame; cenſure. Ayliffe.

VIVACto U.S. a. [.. ivax, Lat.) 1. Long-lived.

Bentley 2. Spritely ; gay; active 3 lively.

VIVA CIOU - NESS. J. [vivacité, Fr. from

VIVAC II Y. } vivaciouſ.) 1. Livel

neſs; ſpritclineſs. Bºyle. 4. Longevity ; length

of life. Brown.

VIVARY. ſ. (vivarium, Lat.] A warren.

VIVE. a. [wif. Fr. J Lively; forcible ; Pieſſing

Bacon.

V. VENCY. ſ. [vive, Lat) Manner of ſupport

ing or centinuing life. Brown.

VI VES. ſ. A diſtemper among horſes, much

like the ſtiangles. Farrier'ſ Dré!.

Vi Vid. a. Lvºv, Jus, Lat.) 1. Lively; quick;

triking. Boyle, Newton, Pope. 2. Seriter,active. sº. 'wº. , Pop pritely;

VI'VIDLY. adv. [from vivid] With life; with

quickneſs; with ſtrength. Bºyle, South.

V1'VIDNESS. ſ. [from vivid] Life; vigour;

quickneſs.

Y|VICAL, a ſwirieus, Lat] Giving life.

To VIVI. FICATE. v. a. {vivifico, Lat.) 1. To

make alive; to inform with life; to animate.

* To recover frºm ſuch a change of form.
ſeems to deſtroy the properties.

vivifica TioN./. vivification, Fr.] The 13

of giving life. Bacon.

VIVI F1CK. a. [*tvificut, Lat.) Giving liſt;

making alive. Ray.

To VIVIFY. v. a. (visu, and facie, Lat] To

make alive; to animate; to endue with ſite.

Bacon, Harvey. -

viviPARous. a. [viºus and parie, Latin)

Bringing the young alive; oppoſed to ºvipa

reur. Mocre, Ray.

V">BN.J. Wixen is the name of a ſhe fox:

*nd applied to a woman, whoſe nature is

thereby compared to a ſhe fox. Shakeſp.

VIZ, adv. To wit: that is Hudibrar.

V1'4ARD. ſ. [viſere, Fr.) A maſk uſed for

diſguiſe. Roſcommon.

To VIZARD. v. 2. [from the noun) To maſk.

Shakeſp.

VIZIER. ſ. The prime miniſter of the Turkiſh

empire. Knoller.

U'LCER. ſ (ulcere, Fr. ulcur, Lat J A fore of

cºntinuance, not a new wound. Sandys, Milt.

To ULCERA1 E. v. a. ſulcerer, Fr. Alters,
Lat.j To diſeaſe with fores. 4, buthnet.

Ul-CERATION. ſ. ſulceratio, from altere,Lat.]

1. The act of breaking into ulcers. 2. Ulcer ;
forc. Arbuthnot.

U LCE.R.E.D. a. [ulcerº, Fr. from uker.] Grown

by time from a hurt to an ulcer. Teriple.

ULCEROUS. a. [ulceroſus, Lat.j Affliáed with

fores. Shakeſp.

U LCEROUSNESS. ſ. [from ulcerºus.) The

ſtate of being ulcerous.

ULI GINOU.S. a. ſuſtginºſus, Lat.] Slimy;

muddy. Woodward.

U’LTIMATE. a. ultimus, Latl Intended in

the laſt reſort. Addiſon, Rogerſ.

U’LTIMATELY. adv, (from ultimate] In the

laſt conſequence. Atterbury, Rogers.

ULTI'MITY. ſ. [ultimus, Lat.) The laſt ſtage;

the laſt conſequence. Bacon. -

U'LTRA MARINE. ſ.ſultra and marinas, Lat.]

One of the nobleſt blue colours uſed in paint

ing, produced by calcination from the ſtone

called lapis lazuli. Hil. -

ULTRAMARINE. a. [ultra marinut) Latin.)

Being beyond the ſea; foreign. Air fºre, th:

UiTRAI,1ONTANE, a. [ultra montanaſ, Lat }

Being beyond the mountains.

ULTRAMU'NDAN E. a. ſultra and rºundai,

Latinj Being beyond the world.

UL, RO NEOUS...a. tultro, Lat.) Spontaneous.

voluntal y.

U MBEL.j. In botany, the extremity of a*
º
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•r branch divided into ſeveral pedicles or rays,

beginning from the ſame point, and opening

ſo as to form an inverted cone. Dić7.

U MBELLATED. a. In botany, is ſaid o'

flowers when many of them grow together in
unbels Drº.

UMBELLI FEROUS.. a ſun'el and fºre, Lat]

Uſed of plants that bear many flowers, grow

ing up n many footſtalks. Dict

UMBER ſ. 1. A colour. Peacham. 2. A fiſh.

The umber and graying differ in nothing but

their names. 14'aton.

UMBERED. a. [from umber or umbra, Latin )

Shaded: clouded. Shakeſp.

UMBI'ſ,ICAI, a. (from umbilicus, Lat.) Belong

ing to the navel. Ray.

UMBI.E.S. ſº uměler,Fr A decr's entrails Diff.

U MBO / [Lat. The point, or prominent part

of a buckler. Swift

UMBRAGE ſ (embrage, Fr ) . Shade, ſkreen

of trees Philipſ 1. Shadow ; appearance.

Bramhall, Woodwall. 3 Reſentment; offence;

ſuſpicion of injury Bacon.

UMBRA GEOUS. a. ſombragieux, Fr J Shady :

yielding ſhade. Harvey.

UMBRAGEOUSNESS / [from umbrageºuſ )

Shadineſs. Raieigh.

UMBRATILE. a. [umb.atiliz, Lat.] Being in

the ſhade.

UMBREL. ſ [from timbra, Lat A ſkreen

UMBRE'LLA uſed in hºt cºuntries to keep

off the ſun, and in others to lear off the rain.

ay.

UMBRIE’RE f The viſor of the helmet. Spenſ

UMBRO S11 Y. f. (ºrſº, Lat.) Shadineſs:

excluſion of light 13, own.

UMPIRA.G.E. / (from ampire.) Arbitration ,

friendly deciſion of a controverſy.

UMPIRE. ſ. An arbitrator; one who, as a com:

mon friend, decides diſputes Shak ſº Boyle

UN A Saxon privative or negative particle

anſwering to in of the Latins, and a of the

Greeks, on, Dutch. It is placed almoſt at will

before adjectives and adverbs.

UNABASHED a [trom abaſked] Not aſharted;

not confuſed by modeſty. Pºpe

UNA’BLE. a. from able.} t. Not having ability.

Raleigh, Miltºn, Rºgers. 2 Weak, impotent.

Shakeſp. -

UNABO LISHED. a. (from abºliſhed ) Not

repealed : remaining in force. Hooker.

{JNACCE PTABLE, a from acceptable ) Not

pleaſing ; not ſuch as is well received Adiſon,

Rogers.

unACCE'PTABLENESS. ſ. (from anaccept

able.] State o not pleaſing. Colier.

UN ACCESSIBLENESS filtrom acrºſſibleneſ,

State of not being to be atained or approach.

ed. Hale

UNACCO'MMODATED c (fr.accºmmºdated )

Unurniſhed with external convenience. Shak

UNACCOMPANIED. a Lºrorn accompanied j

Not attended. Hayward.

UNACCO'MPLISHED, a [from accomplifted.]

Unfiniſhed ; incomplete. Dryden. -

UNAcco UNTABLE, a, [fºom accountable.]

1. Not explicable; not to be ſolved by reaſon;

not reducible to rule. Glanvile, L'Eſtrange.

Addiſon, Rºgers. 2. Not ſubject; not controlled.

UNACCOUNTABLY. adv Strangely. Addiſ.

UNA'CCURATE. a. [Irom accurate.] Not

exact. Bºyle. -

UNACCU'STOMED, a. ſſrom accufferned 1.

Not uſed ; not habituated, Boyle. 2. New ;

not uſual Philips.

UNACKNO willEDGED, a. [from acknºw

ledge. Not owned. Carenden. . -

UNACQA INTANCE / [from acquain

tance. Want of tamiliarity. South.

UNACQUAINTED. a. [from acquainted j .

Not known; unuſual; not familiarly known.

SA enfºr. 2. Not having famiiiar knowledge.

Penham, Wake.

UNA’CTIVE a ſtrom affive j . Not briſk;

not lively. Locke. ... Having no employment.

*** 3. Not buſy not diligent South. 4.
Having no efficacy Aſtºn

UNADMI RF D.C. No regardedwithhonour. Pºpe.

UNA POk F. D. a Not worſhipped. Miltºn.

UNAP v i SED. c. imprudent : indiſcreet.

Šias, p 2 bone without due thought; reſh.

Hayward, Glanville.

UNAFFE, CI 1.0 a. º. Real not hypocº

Dryden. 1. Free from aſſectation, ºº, ,

candid , ſ: cele. Adſºn. 3. Not orº by

too rigid obſervation on tuies. Aftºn. 4. Not

moved not touched.

UNAFFEC ºf NG a No pathetick; nºt ºv

ing the paſſions.

UNA 1)}. D. a.

Blackmore. -

UNALLI E.D. a. ſ. Having no powerful rela

tion 2. Having no common nature; not con

genial. Collier.

UNA NIMOUS, a [unanime, Fr. unanimir,

La.) Being of one mind ; agreeing in deſign

or opinion. Dryden.

UNANO IN TED, a. 1. Not anointed. 2. Not

prepared for death by extreme unction. Shak.

UNA'NSW ERABLE. a. Not to be refuted.

Glanville.

UNANSWERED. a. Not oppoſed by a reply.

* Not conſuted 3. Not ſuitably returned D'y.

UNAPPA'LLED. a. Not daunted; not im

preſs'd by fear Sidney.

UNA PPF. A SABLE. a. Not to be pacified; im

placable Raleigh, Milton.

UNAPPREHENsive. a [from apprehend 1

1. Not intelligent, not ready of conception.

South. ... Not ſuſpecting.
UNAPPROACHEI). a. Inacceſſible. Milton.

UNAPPROVF.D. a. (from apf rºve.] Not ap

proved. Milton.

UN A PT. a. (from aft | 1. Dull; not apprehen

five. 2. Not ready j not propenſe. Shakeſp. 3.

Unfit , not qualified. Taylor. 4. Improper;

unfit unſuitable.

UNA PTN ESS / [from unaft | 1. Unfitneſs;

unſuitableneſs. Stenſer. 2. Dulneſs; want of

apprehenſion. 3. Unreadineſs; diſqualifica

tion; want of propenſion.

Not aſſiſted ; not helped.

5 M UNA’R-
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UNARGUED. a. [from argue] . Not diſ

puted. Milton. 2. Not centured.

UNARMED. a. [from unarm ) Having no

armour ; having no weapons. -

UNA RTFUL. a. 1. Having no art, or cunning.

Dryden. ... Wanting ſkill Cheyne.

UNA'sKED, a Not ſought by ſolicitation.

UNASP! RING. a Not ambitious. Rºgers

UNASSAILED. a Not attacked; not aſſaulted.

Słakeſp.

UNASSI'sTED a. Not'helped Rogers.

UNASSI'STING. a. Giving no help. Drydºn.

UNASSURED. a. 1. Not confident. Glanville.

2. Not to be truſted. Speºſer.

UNATTAI NABLE. a. Not to be gained or

obtained , being out of reach. Dryden.

UNAT TAI NABLENESS. ſ. State of being out

of reach.

UN AT TEMPTED. a. Untried; not aſſayed

Shakeſp. -

UNATTENDED. a. Having no retinue, or

attendants. Dryden.

UNAVAILABLE. a. Uſeleſs; vain with reſpect

to any purpoſe Hooker.

UNA v. A'il.iNG. a. Uſeleſs; vain. Dryden.

UNAVO!"DAB.I.E. a. i. Inevitable ; not to be

ſhunned. Rogerſ. 2. Not to be milled in

ratiocination. Tilletſon

UNAVO I DE D. a. Inevitable.

UN AUTHORI SED. a. Not ſupported by au

thority; not properly commiſſioned. Dryden.

UNAwa RE. adv. 1. Without thought;

UNAWAº: without previous meditation.

Shakeſp. P. f.e. 2. Unexpectedly ; when it is

not thought of: ſuddenly Boyle, M'ake.

UNAWED. a. Unreſtrained by tear or reve

rence. Clarendºn. -

UNBACKED. a. 1. Not tamed ; not taught

to bear the rider. Sucking 2. Not counte

nanced ; not aided. Daniel.

To UNBA'R. v. a. [rom bar.] To open by

removing the bars; to unbolt. Penham.

UNBARBED a (barba, Lat.) Not ſhaven. Shaş.
UNPATTERED.a.Not injured by blows. Shak.

UNBFA’TEN. a. i. Not treated with blows.

Cartet, 1. Not trodden. Roſcºmmon. .

UNBECOMING, a. Indecent; unſuitable ; in

decorous Miſter, Dryden.

To UN BE D. v. a. To raiſe from a bed. Wall.

UNBEF1 TTING. a. Not becoming, not ſuit

able. Milton.

UNBE'GOT. a. [ſom beg fl 1. Eter

UNBEGO'TTE.N. ſ. nal , without generation.

Stilling fleet. 2. Not yet generated. 8:nth.

UNBELIEF. ſ. 1. Incredulity. Dryden. *.

Infidelity ; irreligion. -

To UN BELIEVE. v. a. i. To diſcredit; not

to truſt. Wotton. 2. Not to think real or true.

Dryden.

UNBELIE VER. ſ. An infidel; one who be

lieves not the ſcripture of God. Hooker, 1 lilot on.

UNBENDING, a 1. Not ſuffering, flexure.

Pope. 2. Devoted to relaxation. Kºwe.

UNBENEVOLEN T. a. Not kind. Rogers.

UNBENEFICE.D. a. Not preferred to a bene

fice. Dryden.

t;NBENIGHTED. a. Never viſited by dark

meſs. Milton.

UN BENIGN.a. Malignant; malevolent. Milter.

UNBE. N.T. a. 1. Not ſtrained by the ſtring.

Pyden. ... Having the bow unſtrung. Shakeſe.

3 Not cruſhed; not ſubdued. Dryden. 4.

Relaxed ; not intent Denham.

UNBESEE MING a. Unbecoming. K Charler.

UN BESO UGHT. a. Not intreated. Milton.

UNBEWA 11,ED. a. Not lamented. Shakeſ?.

To UNE1’AS. v. a. To free from any exter

nal motive: to diſentangle from prejudice.

Alterbury, Swift, Pºpe.

UNEI D. a. 1. Uninvited. Shakeſp. z.

UNBIDDEN Uncommanded; ſpontarecus.

Al?:/tºn.

UNBi GOTTED. a. Free from bigotry. Addiſºr.

To UNBIND v, a [from biºd.) To looſe; to

untie. Dryden.

To UNBI SHOP. v. a. ſtrom k ſhºp.] To de

Prive of epiſcopal orders. Sºuth.

UNBI TTED, a from bit..] Unbridled; un

reſtrain, d. Shakeſp.

UNBLA MABLE, a Not culpable. Dryde-.

UNBLE'MISHED. a. Free from turpitude:

free from reproach. Hºaller, Dryder, Addrew.

UNBLE NCH. D. a. Not diſgraced; not in

jured by any ſoil Milton.

UNELEST. a. i. Accurfed; excluded from bene- -

diction. Bacon. 2. Wretched; unhappy. Priºr.

UNHLOO DIED. a. Not ſlained with blood. Ska.

UNBLOW. N. a. Having the bud yet unexpand

ed Shakeſp.

UNBI.UNTED, a Not becoming obtuſe Cºwl

UNBO LIED. a. 1. Incorporeal; immaterial.

*atºr. 2 Freed from the body. Dryder.

Tº UNBO LT v a. To ſet open, to unbar Shak.

UNLO LTED. a. Coaſe; grºſs; not refined.

Shakeſp.

UNBO NNETT, D. a.

bºnnet. Shakeſp.
UN BOOKISH. a. m. Not ſtudious of books.

* Not cultivated by erudition. Shakeſ”.

UNBO RN. a. Not yet brought into life; ſu

ture. Shakeſp. Miltºn, Dryden.

UNBORROWED. a. Genuine; native; one's

own. Lºcke.

UN BOTTOMED. a. 1. Without bottom ; bot

tomleſ. Miltoº. 2. Having no ſolid founda

tion. Hammond.

To UNBOSOM. v. a. i. To reveal in confi.

dence. Milton, Atterbury. 2. To open ; to

diſcloſe. Milton.

UNBOUGHT. a. 1. Obtained without money,

Pryde". 3. Not finding any purchaſer. Leº.

UN BOUND. a. i Looſe ; not tied. 2. wast

ing a cover. Locke. 3. Preterite of unkind.

UN BOUNDTD. a. Unlimited i unreſtrained.

Shakeſp. Decay ºf Piety.

UN BOU'NDELLY, adv. Without bounds;

withºut limits. Gov. of the Tongue.

UN BOUNDEDNESS. ſ. Exemption from li

mits. Cheyne.

UNEQW E2 a. Not bent. Shakeſø.

To UNBOWEL. v. n. To exel.icratc

cerate. Hakewill.

Wanting a hat or

; to evif

To
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To UNERA'OE. v. a. 1. To looſe ; to relax

Sºenſer, Priºr. 1. To make the clothes looſe

Shakeſp.

UNBREATHED. a. Not exerciſed. Shakeſp.

UN BRE'D. a. 1. Not inſtructed in civility

iſ educated. Locke, Congreve. ... Not taught

ryden.

UNBREE'CHED. a.

Shakeſp.

UNER BED. a. Not influenced by money or

gifts. Doyden.

UN BRI DLED. a. Licentious ; not reſtrained.

Having no breeches.

Spratt.

UN BRO'KE. a. [from break.] 1. Not

UN BRO'KEN. violated. Taylor. 2. No

ſubdued not weakened. Dryden. 3. Not

tamed. Addiſon.

UNBROTHERLIKE.2 a. Ill ſuiting with

UNBROTHERLY. the character of a

brother. Decay of Piety.

To UNBU'CKLE. v. a. To looſe from buckles.

Milton, Pope.

To UNBUILD. v. a. To raze 3 to deſtroy

Miltºn,

UNBUILT. a. Not yet erected Dryden.

UN BURIED, a Not interred ; not honoured

with the rites of funeral. Bacon, Pope.

UNBURNED. N. a. 1. Not conſumed; not

UN BU'RNT. waſted ; not injured by

fire. Dryden. 2. Not heated with fire.

Bacon.

UNBURNING. a. Not conſuming by heat.

Digby

To UNPU’RTHEN. v. a. 1. To rid of a

load. Shakeſp. 2. To throw off. Shakeſp.

3. To diſcloſe what lies heavy on the mind.

Shakeſp.

To UNBUTTON. v. a. To looſe any thing

buttoned. Harvey, Addiſon.

UNCALCl NED. a. Free from calcination.

Boyle.

UNCA'LLED. a. Not ſummoned ; not ſent

for ; not demanded. Sidney, Milton.

To UNCA'LM. v. a. To diſturb. Dryden.

UNCA'NCELLED. a. Not eraſed; not abroga

ted. Dryden.

UNCANO'NICAL, a.

ca nons,

UNCA'PABLE.a. (incapable, Fr. incapax, Lat.)

Not capable ; not ſuſceptible. Hammond.

UNCA'RED for. a. Not regarded ; not attend

ded to,

UNCA'RNATE. a. Not fleſhly. Brown.

To UNCASE. v. a. 1. To diſengage from any

covering Addiſon. 2. To fly. Spenſer.

UNCAUGHT. a. Not yet catched Shakeſp.
Gav.

UNCAUSED, a Having no precedent cauſe.

UNCA U TIOUS. a. Not wary ; heedleſs

Dryden.

UNCERTAIN, a [uncertain, Fr. incertuſ,

Lat.) 1. Doubt, ul : not certainly known

Denham. 2. Doubtful; not having certain

knowledge. Tillotſºn. 3. Not ſure in the

conſequence, Dryden, Gay, P. f.e. 4. Un

Not agreeable to the

ſettled : unregular. Hºoker.

UNCERTAINTY ſ. 1. Dubiouſneſs; want of

knowledge. Denhºrt, Locke. 2. Contingency ,

want of certainty. Sºuth. 3. Something un
known. L’Eſtrange.

Te UNCHA IN. v. a. To free from chains.

Prix.

UNCHANGEABLE. a. Immutable. Hºoker.

UNCHANGED, a 1. Not altered. Taylor. 2.

Not alterable Dryden, Pºpe.

UNCHA'NGEAELENESS. ſ. Immutability.

Newton.

UNCHANGEABLY. adv. Immutably; with

out change. South.

UNCHANGING. a. Suffering no alteration.

Pºpe.

To UNCHARGE. v. a. To retract an accuſa

tion. Shakeſp.

UNCHA'RITA BLF. a contrary to charity;

cºntrary to the univerſal love preſcribed by

chriſtianity. Derham, Addiſºn.

UN HA RITABLENESS. f. want of charity

Atterbury,

UNCHA'RITABLY adv. In a manner contrary

to charity. Sfenſer, Spratt.

UNCHA RY. a. Not wary 5

Shakeſp -

UNCHA'STF. a. Lewd ; libidinous; not con

tinent. Sidney, Taylºr.

UNCHASTITY. f. Lewdneſs; incontinence.

M’zodward, Arbuthnot.

UNCHEE RFULNESS. ſ. Melancholy, gloomi

nels of temper. Addiſºn.

UNCHECKED. a. Unreſtrained; not fluctated.

Shakeſp. Milton. -

UNCHE WED. a. Not maſticated. Dryden.

To UNCHILD. v. a. To deprive of children.

Shakeſp.

UNCHRISTIAN, a 1 contrary to the laws of

chriſtianity. Sºuth, Norris. 2. Unconverted ;

infidel. Hºoker,

UN CHRI'STIANNESS f Contrariety to chri

ſtianity. King Charlet.

UNCI RCUMCI'SED. a.

not a Jew.

UNCIRCUMCISION. ſ. Omiſſion of circum
ciſion. Hammºnd.

UNCIRCUMSCR1 BED. a. Unbounded ; up

limited. Addiſ's. -

UNCI RCUMSPECT. a. Not cautious ; not

vigilant. Hayward.

ºvºsta NTIAL a. Unimportant.
rºtºn .

UNCIVIL. a. ſincivil, Fr. inciviliº, Lat..] Un

Polite ; not agreeable to rules of elegance, or

complaiſance. Whitgift.

UNCIVILI.Y. adv. Unp litely ; not complai

not cautious.

Not circumciſed;

ſantly Brown.

UNCIVILIZED. a. 1. Not reclaimed from

barbarity. 2. Coarſe ; indecent.

UNCLA'i'ſ FIED. a. Not purged; act purified.
Bac:n.

To UNCLA'SP. v. a. To open what is ſhut

with claſps. Shakeſp. Taylor.

UNCLASSICK. a. Not claſſick, Pºpe.

5 M . UNCLF.
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UNCLE. ſ. (encle, Fr.] The father's or mo

ther's brother.

UNCLEAN. a. º. Foul , dirty filthy. Dryde".

1. Not purified by ritual practices. 3. Fºul

with fin Miltºn, Rogers. 4. Lewd unchaſte

Shakeſpeare, Milton. -

UNCLEANLINESS. f. Want of cleanlineſs

Clarendon.

UNCſ. E ANLY. a. 1. Feul: filthy : naſty

Shakeſp. z. Indecent , unchaſe. Jº'attº.

UNCLEANN ESS. ſ. 1. Lewdneſs incon

tinence. Graunt. 2. Want of cleanlineſs

miſtineſs. Taylor. 3. Sin; wickedneſs Ezekiel

4. Want of ritual purity.

UNCLE ANSF.D. a. Not cleanſed. Bacon.

º, o UNCLE W v. a [nom clew.] To undo

To L. N. C. () , T: , a. To ſtrip , to make

naked A 1-, -, ºr “y.

to UNC) o (; 9 a. i. To diſencumber

tº exonerate. Sºkºp. 1. To ſet at liberty

J.), den.

º, ( \, : 1.Ol' STE.R.

A. : : .

To UN (1,0'SE v. a. To open. Pºpe.

UNC CO SE.L. a Not ſeparated by encloſures.

Clar endºn.

UNCLO UDED a Free from clouds ; clea

from ºbſcurity: not darkened. Roſcºmmºn.

UNCLO'U Li) Nº.: S. ſ. Openneſs ; freedom

from gloom. Boyle.

UNCLO Ul)Y. a. Free from a cloud. Gay.

To UNCLU"I CH. v. a. To open. Decay ºf

Piety.

To UNCO I F.

Arbuthnºt.

To UNCOI’L. v. a [from coºl. 3 To open

from being coiled or wrapped one part upon

another.

UNCOI NED, a Not coined. Shakeſp. Locke.

UNCO LE CTED, a. Not collected ; nºt re

colle&ied Prior.

UNCO LOURED. a. Not ſtained with any co

lour, or die. i aran.

UNCO'MBE, D. a Not parted or adjuſted by the

comb Craſhaw.

UNCO'MEAT API.E. a. Inacceſſible ;

tainable

UNCO MELINESS. ſ. Want of grace; want

of beauty. Sº enſer, J'ettºn, Lºc, e.

UNCO M.I.L.Y. a. Not comely; want of grace,

Sidney, Clarendon.

UNCO A1FORTABLE. a. ſ. A flºording no

cornfort; gloomy , diſnal; miſerable. Hºer,

Hale, 2. Receiving no comfort ; mclan

choly.

UN COMFORTABLENESS. ſ:

cheerfulneſs. Taylor.

UNCOMFORTAELY. adv. Without cheer

fulneſs.

v. n To ſet at large

v. a. To pull tke cap cf.

unat

UNCO'MMON. a. Not frequent; not often

found or known. Addiſon.

[INCOMMONNESS, ſ. Infrequency. Alſº,
UNCOMPACT a Not compact , not cloſely

cohering. Addiſon.

UNCOMMUNICATED a Not communit.

ted Hºoker.

UNCOMPANIED. a. Having no companion
Fairfax.

U.S.COMPELLED. a. Free from compulſºn.
Boyle, Pope.

ºrwre a. Not perfect; not finiſhed,
ºf, e.

UNCOMPOUNDED. a. 1.

mixed. Newton.

Harmºrand.

UNCOMPREHE/NSIVE, a 1. Unable to com

prehend. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſeems to ſigniy

tº comprehen/b/e.

ºrkESSED. a. Free from compreſſion.
3yre.

UNCONCE IVABLE. a. Not to be underſtood;

ſº tº be complehended by the mind. Lºck,

Blackmore,

UNCONCE IVABLENESS. ſ. Incomprehenſ
bility. Lºcke.

UNCONCE IVED. a. Not taught; not imi

gined. Creech.

UNCONCF. R.N. ſ. Negligence ; want of in

tereſt : freedom from anxiety; freedom from

perturbation. Swift.

UNCONCE RNFL). a. i. Having no intereſt.

Jayſor. * Not anxious; not diſturbed ; not

a ſected Denham, Rºgers.

UNCONCERNEDLY, adv. Without intereſt

or affection. Penhart, Bentley.

UNCONCE RNEDNESS. ſ. Freedom from

anxiety or perturbation. Suth.

UNC ONCERNING. a. Not intereſting; act

affecting. Addiſon.

UN CONCERNMENT. ſ. The ſtate of having

no ſhare. Suth.

UNCONCLU IDF NT 7 a Not deciſive : in

UNCON ( LU DING ferring no plain or

certain concluſion Hale, Locke.

UNCONCLU'D:NGNESS. ſ. Quality of being

unconcluding.

UNCO UNSELLABLE. a.

Clarenden. -

UNCO'UNTABLE. a. Innumerable. Rakitº.

UNCO UNTERFEIT. a. Genuine ; not ſº

rious Spratt.

To UNCO UPLE. z. a. To looſe dogs ſtºº

their couples. Shakeſp. Dryden. -

UNCô Uiºrrot's d'unciº, unpolite *
UNCO'URTLINESS / Unſuitablenels ofnº

ners to a court. Addiſºn.

UNCO URTLY. a. In legant of manneſs;"

civil Swift, -

UScout H' funcut, Sax ) Odd ";"

unuſual Fairfax, Baker. ::, lar a tº

To UNCREA TE. v. a. To annº.
reduce to mething , to depºt º' six:::: *

21ſt.*. - -

Simple: not

2. Simple; not intricite.

Noyto be adviſed.

TJN COMMANDED.

Szºth.

Want of

2. Not commanded.

tº:
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UNCREATED. a. 1. Not yet created. 2.

[Incrée, Fr.] Not produced by creation.

Blackmºre, Locke.

UNCREDITABLENESS. ſ. Want of reputa.

tion Decay ºf Piety.

UNCROPPED. a. Not cropped ; not gathered.

Milton

UNCRO SSED. a. Uncancelled. Shakeſp.

UNCROUDED. a. Not ſtraitened by want of

room. Addiſºn.

To UNCRO WN v.a. To deprive of a crown ;

to deprive of ſovereignty. Dryden.

UNCTION. ſ. (unction, Fr.) 1. The act o

anointing. Hooker. 1. Unguent ; ointment

Dryden. 3 The act of anointing medically.

Arbuthnot. , 4. Any thing ſoftening or leni

tive. Shakeſp. 5. The rite of anointing in

the laſt hours. Hammond. 6. Any thing that

excites piety and devotion.

UNCTUO SITY. ſ. (from unctuouſ.] Fatneſs ;

oilineſs. Bacon.

U'NCTUOUS. a. Fat ; clammy: cily. Shakeſp.

Dryden.

UNCTUOUSNESS. ſ. Fatneſs ; oilineſ, 5

clammineſs , greaſineſs. Boyle

UNCULLED, a Not gathered. Milton.

UNCU LPABLE. a. Not blameable. Hz:Aer.

UNCU'LTIVATED. a. ſincultus, Latin i.

Not cultivated ; not improved by tillage.

Locke. 1. Not inſtructed ; not civilized.

Roſcommon

UNCUMBERED. a. Not burthened ; not em

barraſſed Dryden.

LNCURBABLE. a. That cannot be curbed, or

checked. Shakeſp.

UNCU'RBED. a. Licentious ; not reſtrained.

Shakeſp.

To UNCU'RL. v. a. To looſe from ringlets,

or convolutions. Dryden.

To UNCURL. v. n.To fall from the ringlets.Sh.

UNCURRENT. a. Not current ; not paſſing

in cºmmon payment. Shakeſp.

To UNCURSE v. a. To free from any exe

cration Shakeſp.

UNCUT. a. Not cut. Waller.

To UNDA. M. v. a. To open ; to free ſrom the

reſtraint of mounds. Dryden.

UNDAMAGED. a. Not made worſe ; not im

paired. Philipſ.

UNDA'UNTED. a. Unſubdued by ſear; not

depreſſed. Shakeſp. Dryden.

UNDA UNTEDLY. adv. Boldly; intrepidly;
without fear. South.

UNDA ZZLED. a. Not dimmed, or confuſed

by ſplendour. Boyle.

To UNDEA F. v. a. To free from deafneſs.

Shakeſp.

UNDEBA UCHED. Not corrupted by debau

chery. Dryden.

LNDE CAGON. ſ. [from undecin, Lat. and

zova, Gr.] A figure of eleven angles, or
ſides.

UNDECA'YING. a. Not ſuffering diminution

or declenſion. Blackmore.

vºcayev a. Not liable to be diminiſhed.

•pt,

To UNDECE'IVE. v. a To ſet free frcm the

influence of ſallacy. Roſcºmmon.

UNDECEIVABLE. a. Not liable to deceive.

Holder.

UNDECEIVED a. Not cheated;

poſed on. Dryden.

UNDECI DED. a. Not determined; not ſettled.

Roſcommon

To UNDE'CK. v. a. To deprive of ornaments.

Shakeſp.

UN DE, CK F. D.

liſhed. Milton.

UNDECISIVE. a. Notdeciſive; not concluſive.

Glanville.

UNDECLI'NED. a. Not grammatically varied

by termination. 2. Not deviating ; not turn

ed from the right way. Sandyr.

UNBE DICATF. D.

not im

a. Not adorned ; not embel

a. 1. Not conſecrated ;

not devoted. 2. Not inſcribed to a patron.

Boyle.

UNDEEDED. a, Not ſignalized by action.

Shake p.

UNDEFA CED. a. Not deprived of its form ;

not disfigured. Granville.

UN DEFE ASI B1.E. a. Not defeaſible; not to

be vacated or annulled.

UNDEFiLED. a. Not polluted ; not vitiated;

not cºrrupted Mºſd.m., Miltºn, Dryden.

UNDEFIN ED. a. Not circumſcribed, or ex

plained by a d finition. Locke.

UN DEFINA BLE. a. Not to be marked out,

or circumſcribed by a det.nition. Locke.

UN DEFORMED. a. Not deformed ; not d.ſ.

figured. Pºpe

UNDEF l'ED. a. Not ſet at defiance ; not chal

lenged. Spenſer, Dryden.

UNDELIBERATED. a. Not carefully conſi

dered. Clarendon.

UNDELIGHTED. a. Not pleaſed ; not touch

ed with pleaſure. Milton.

UNDELIGHTFUL. a. Not giving pleaſure.

Clarendon.

UNDEMO'LISHED. a. Not razed ; not thrown

down. Philipſ.

UNDEMONSTRABLE. a. Not capable of

fuller evidence. Hocker.

UNDENIABLE. a. Such as cannot be gainſaid.

Sidney.

UNDENI’ABLY. adv. So plainly, as to admit
no contradićtion. Brown

UNDE PLO RED. a. Not lamented. Dryden.

UN DFPRA'VED. a. Not corrupted. Glanwiſe,

UNDEPRI'VED, a Not diveſ cd by authority,

not ſtripped of any pºſſeſſion. Dryden.

UNDER. prepºſtiºn. undar, Gothick; unban,

Saxon ; on der, Dutch.) 1. In a ſtate of ſub

jection to Dryden. ” In the ſtate cf pupilage

to. Denham. 3. Beneath, ſo as to be coverei

or hidden. Bacon, Burret, Dryder, Lºrie. 4.

Below in place : not above. Stdney, Raw.m.

5 In a leſ, degree than. Hecker, I) ryden. 3.

For leſs than. Ray. 7. Leſs than , belºw.

South, Collier. 8. By the ſhow of Słakº.

Baker. 9. With leſs than. Swift. o in

the ſtate of interiority to : nºtic; ra:k or

o: Utº
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order of precedence. Addiſºn. I 1. In a ſtate

of being loaded with. Shakeſp. 11. In a

flate on oppreſſionby, or ſubjection to. Tillotſºn,

Lºcke, Cather, Addiſon. 13. In a ſtate in

which one is ſeized or overborne. Pºpe. 14. In a

ſta e of being liable to, or limited by. Hooker,

Szuth, Locke. 5. In a ſtate of depreſſion, or

dejection by Shakeſp. 16. In the ſtate of

bearing. Swift. 17. In the ſtate of 18

Not having reached or arrived to : noting

time. Stenſer. 19. Repreſented by. Addiſon.

20. In a ſtate of protection. Collier. 1 tº

With reſpect to Felton. 21. Atte led by

Lºcke. 23. Subjected us; being the ſubject

of Burnet, Lºcke, Addiſºn. 24. In the next

tage of ſubordination. Locke. 25. In a ſtate

of relation that claims protection.

U'NDER. adv. 1. In a ſtate of ſubjection.

• Chrºn. 2. Leſs : oppoſed to over or nore.

Addiſon. 3. It has a ſignification reſembling

that of an adjective , inſeriour; ſu'ject :

fubordinate. Sh, eſp.

UNDERACTION. ſ. Subordinate asion; ac

tion not eſſential to the main ſtorv. Dryden.

To UNſ)ER BEA R. v. a. [ander and bear.]

1. To ſupport; to endure. Shakeſp. z. To

line; to guard. Shakeſp.

UNDERBEARER. f. [under and #-arer.)

in funerals, thoſe that ſuſtain the weight of

the body, diſtinct from thoſe who are bearers

of ceremony.

To UNDER Bi'D. v. a. [under and bid.] To

offer for any thing leſs than its worth.

UNDERCLERK. ſ. [ under and clerk. )

A clerk ſubordinate to the principal clerk.

Swift.

To UNDERDO’. v. n. [under and do. . . .

To act below one's abilities. Ben, johnſºn.

2. To do leſs than is requiſite. Grew.

INTERFACTION. ſ. [under and faāion.]

Subordinate faction; ſubdiviſion of a faction.

Dec. ºf Piety.

UNDER FE4.LOw. f. [under and fºllow.) A

mean m an ; a ſorry wretch. Sidne

UNDERF1 LLING. ſ. [under and fill.] Lower

part of an edifice. Wetton.

To UNDER FO'NG v. a. [under and pangan,

Sax.] To take in hand. Spenſer.

To UNDERFU RNISH. v. a. [under and

furniſh ) To ſupply with leſs than enough.
Collier.

To UNDERGIRD. v. a. [under and gird.]

To bind round the tottorn. Aºis.

To UNDERGO. v. a. [under and go.] 1. To

ſuffer ; to ſuſtain; to endure evil. Dryden.

2. To ſupport; to hazard. Not in uſe Shak.

Daniel 3. To ſuſtain; to be the bearer of ,

to poſſeſs. Shakeſp. 4. To ſuſtain; to endure

without fainting Skakeſp. 5. To paſs through.

Burnet, Arbuthnºt. 6. To be ſubject to.

Shakeſp.

UNDERGROUND. ſ. ſunder and grºund.]

Subterraneous ſpace Miltºn.

UN D!.RGROWTH, J. [ander and grºwth }

That which grows under the tail wood

411 tºn.

UNDERHA'ND. adv. [under and hard] 1.

By means not apparent; ſecretly. Hººker.

2. Clandeſtinely ; with fraudulent ſecrecy.

Sidney, Hudibras, Dryden, Swift, Aldiſºn.

UNDER HA'ND. a. Secret; clandeſtine; fly.

Shakeſp Addiſºn.

UNEERLA'Bourer. ſ. [under and labºurer.]

A ſubordinate workman. Wilkins.

UNDER I'VED. a. [from derived ) Not bor

rowed. Lºcke.

To UNDERLAY. v. a. [under and lay.] To

ſtrengthen by ſomething laid under.

UNDERLEAF, ſ [under and leaf.] A ſpecies

of apple. Mortimer.

To UNDERLINE v. a [under and line.] To

mark with lines below the words. Wetton.

UNDERLING. ſ. [ from under. ) An infe

riour agent ; a ſorry mean fellow. Sidney,

Spenſer, Pºe.

To UNDERMINE. v. a. [under and minel

1. To dig cavities under any thing, ſo that it

may fall or be blown up , to ſap. Desha",

Pope. 2. To excavate under. Addiſºn. 3.

To endare by clandeſtine means Dryden,
Locke

UNDERMI'NER, f [ ſom undermine ) He

that ſaps; he that digs away the ſupports.

Bacºn. 2. A clandeitine enemy. Sºuth.

UNDERMOST. a. 1. Loweſt in place

Bºyle. 1. Loweſt in ſtate or condition

Atterbury.

UNDERNEATH adv.[Compounded from *-

der and neath.) In the lower place ; below ;

under i beneath. Addiſon. -

ºneath. prep. Under. Ben. jºhnſºn,

andyf.

UN DERO'FFICER. ſ (under and ºfficer.] An

inferiour officer; one in ſubordinate authority.

Ayliffe.

To UNDERPIN. v. a [under and pin..] To

prop 5 to ſupport. Hale.

UNDE ROGATORY a. Not derogatory. Bºyle.

UNDERPART. ſ. [under and part ) Subordi

nate or uneſſential part. Dryden.

UNDERPE, TT1COA.T. ſ. (under and petti

coat. The petticoat worn next the bºdy.

Speciator.

U’NDERPLOT. ſ. [under and flat.) I A fe

ries of events proceeding collaterally with the

main ſtory of a play, and ſubſervient to it.

Dryden, 2. A clandeſtine ſcheme. Addiſon.

To UNDERPRAISE. v. a. {under and praiſe.]

To praiſe below deſert. Dryden,

To UNDERPRIZE v. a. ſtander and prize.]

To value at leſs than the worth Shakeſp.

To UNDER PROP v a (under and prºp J

To ſupport; to ſuſtain Bacon, Drydes.

UNDERPROPO RTION ED. a. Ulader and

frºntiºn. Having too little proportion.
Collier.

UNDER PU'LLER. ſ. ſunder and fuller] In

feriour or ſubordinate puller. Cºllier.

To UNDERRATE. v. a. [ander and rate.]

To rate too low.

UNDERRATE. ſ. ſſrom the verb ) A price

leſs than is uſual, Dryden. To
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To UNDERSA'Y. v. n. (under and ſay..] To

ſay by way of derogation. . Spenſºr.
UNíjFRSECRETARY. ſ. (under and ſecre

tary.) Aa interiour or ſubordinate ſecretary.
Bacºn.

To UNDERSELL. v. a. [under and ſell.] To

defeat, by ſetting or leſs; to fell cheaper than
another. Child

UNDERSERVANT. ſ. [under and ſervant.)

A ſervant of the lower claſs. Grew.

To UNDERSET. v. a. [under and ſet.] To

prop 5 to ſupport. Bacon.

UNDi RSETTER, ſ [from underſet.) Prop;

pedeſta!; ſupport. 1 Kingſ.
UNDERSETTING. ſ. [from...anderſet.] Lower

part; pedeſt.l. Wotton.

UNDERSHE RIFF. ſ. ſunder and ſeriff.]

The deputy of the ſheriff. Cleaveland.
UNDERSHERIFFRY. ſ. [from underſheriff)

The buſineſs or office of an underſheriff. Bac.

UNDERSHOOT. part. a. [under and ſhoºt.j

Moved by water paſſing under it. Carew.

UNDERSONG. ſ. under and ſong..] Chorus :

butthen of a ſong. Spenſer, Dryden.

To UNDERSTAND. v. a. preterite under

food. (unbenrtanban, Saxon.) 1. To com:

prehend fully; to have knowledge of. Dryden

2. To conceive. Stillingfleet.

To
UNDERSTA'ND. wi. n. 1. To have uſe

of the intellectual faculties; to be an intelli.

gent or conſcious being. Chronicles. 2. To be

infºrmed Nehemiah, Ben johnſon.
UNDERSTANDING. ſ. [from underſtand.)

1. Intellectual powers ; faculties of the

mind, eſpecially thoſe of knowledge and

judgment. Davies. 2. Skill. Swift. 3

intelligence; terms of communication.
Clarendºn

UNDERSTA'NDING. a. Knowing; ſkilful.

Addiſon.
UNDERSTANDINGLY. adv. [from under

ſtand.) With knowledge Milton.

UN DERSTOO D. pret. and part. paſſive of

wnderfland.
UNDERSTRAPPER, ſ under and firsp.]

A petty fellow ; an interiour agent. Swift.

To UNDERTA KE. v. a. preterite under took ;

part paſſ, undertaken. [underfangen, Ger.]

i. To attempt ; to engage in. Roſcomr. 2.

To aſſume a character. Shakeſp. 3. To en

gage with j to attack. Shakeſp. 4. To have

the charge of Shakeſp.

To UNDERTA'KE. v. n. 1. To aſſume any

buſineſs or province. Milton. 2. To venture

to hazard Shakeſp. 3. To promiſe ; to ſtand

bound to ſome cºndition. Woodward.

UNDERTA KEN. part paſſive of undertake.

UNDERTA KER.J. (from undertake.) 1. One

who engages in projects and affairs. Clarendºn.

2. One who engages to build for another at a

certain price. Swift. 3. One who mafiages
funerals.

UNDERTA'KING. ſ. [from undertake At

tempt ; enterprize; engagement. Raleigh,

Temple.

UNDERTE'NANT. ſ. A ſecondary tenant;

one who holds from him that holds from the

owner. Davier.

UNDERTOOK pant. paſſive of undertake.

UNDERVALUA'i Ion. ſ. [under and value J

Rate not equal to the worth. M'otton.

To
UNDERVALUE. v. a. [under and value.]

1. To rate low ; to eſteem lightly; to treat

as ºf little worth 4tterbury. 2. To depreſs;

to make low in eſtimation; to deſpiſe. Dryd.

Addiſºn.

UNDERVALUE. ſ. (from the verb.) Low rate;

vile price. Temple.

UNDERVALUER, ſ (from undervalue.] Oue

who eſteems lightly. M'altºn.

UNDERWE N 1. Preterite of undergo.

UNDERWOOD. ſ. [under and wºod.] The

low trees that grow among the timber.
Alfer timer. •

U’NDERWORK ſ. [under and work.] Subor

dinate buſineſs; petty affairs. Addiſºn.

To
UNDERWORK. v. a. preterite under

worked, or underwrought; participle paſſ un

derwºrked, or underwrºught. 1. To deſtroy

by clandeſtine meaſures. Shakeſp. z. To la

bour leſs than enough. Dryden.
UNDERWORKMAN. ſ. [under and work

man.) An inferiour, or ſubordinate labourer.

Swift.

To
UNDERWRITE. v. a. [under and write]

To write under ſomething elſe. Sidney,

Saunderſºn
UNDERWRITER. ſ. [from underwrite.] An

inſurer; ſo called from writing his name un

der the conditions.

UNDESCR BED a. Not deſcribed. Hooker,

Collier.

UNDESCRIED. a. Not ſeen; unſeen; un
diſcovered.

UNDESERVED. a. 1. Not merited; not ob

tained by merit. Sidney. 2. Not incurred by

fault. Addiſon.

UNDESE'RVEDLY, adv. [from undeſerved )

Without deſert, whether of good or ill. Hºoker,

Dryden.

UNDESERVER. ſ. One of no merit. Shakeſ.

UNDESERVING. a. 1. Not having merit;

not having any worth. Addiſon, Attºrbury. .

Not meriting any particular advantage or
hurt. Sidney, Pope.

UNDESIGNED. a. Not intended; not pur

poſed. Sºuth, Blackmºre.

UNDESIGNING. a. 1. Not acting with any

ſet purpoſe. Blackmore. 2. Having no artful

or fraudulent ſchemes ; ſincere. South.

UN DESI RABLE. a. Not to be wiſhed; nor

pleaſing. A4iitºn.

UNDESI'RED. a. Not wiſhed; not ſolicited,

Dryden,

UNDESIRING. a, Negligen: ; not wiſhing.

Dryden.

UNDES TROYABLE, a. Indeſtructible; not

ſuſceptive of detruction. Bayle.
UNDESTROYED, a Not deſtroyed. Lºcke.

UNDETERMINA BLE. a. lºodible to be
decided. Hºttºn,
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UNDETERMINATE, a 1. Not ſettled; not

de ided ; contingent. South 2. Not fixed.

Mare,

UNDETERMINATENESS. 7 ſ (from aade.

UNDETERMINATION. terminate.] I

Uncertainty; indeciſion. Hale. 2. The ſlate

of not being fixed, or invincibly directed

More.

UNDETERMINED. a

decided .Lºcke. Milton.

regulated. Hale.

UN DEVO. TED. a. Not devoted Clarendºn.

UNDIA PHANOU.S. a. Not pellucid, not

tranſparent. Fºyle.

UNDID The preterite of und, Roſcºmmºn.

UN D! G F STE!), a Not concoºted. Denham.

UND1 GHT. Preterite fut off Spenſer.

UNDINTED. a. Not impreſſed by a blow

Shakeſp.

UN DIMINISHED, a Notizipaired; not leſ.

fened K. Char. Addiſºn.

UNDPPPED a ſun and dip.] Not dipped :

not plunged. Dryden

UNDIRECTED, a Not directed

Black mere.

UNDISCE RNED. a. Not obſerved ; not diſ.

covered; not deſcried Brown, Dryden.

UNI) ISC E RNEDLY. adv. So as to be undiſ

covered Boyle.

UN DiSCE'RNIBLE. a. Not to be diſceraed ;

inviſible. Shakeſp. Rogers

UNDISCE RNIBLY. adv. Inviſibly ; imper

ceptibly. South.

UN DISCE’RNING. a. Injudicious: incapable

of making due diſtinčtion. Donne, Clarend.

LNDI SCIPLINED. a. i. Not ſubdued to re

gularity and order. Taylor. 2. Untaught;

uninſtrušed. K. Charler.

UN!)ISCO WERABLE a. Not to be'found out.

Rogerſ.

UNDISCO'VFRED. a. Not ſeen; not deſ

cried. Sidney, Dryden.

UNDISCREET. a. Not wife , imprudent.

Eccluſ.

UNDISGUISED. a. Open; artleſs ; plain

Dryden, Rogerſ.

1. Unſettled: unde

2. Unlimited ; not

Spenſer,

UN DISHONOURED. a. Not diſhonoured

Shakeſp.

UNE’ASINESS / Trouble; perplexity ; ſtate

of diſquiet. Rogers

UNEASY. a. 1. Painful; giving diſturbance.

Taylor 2. Diſturbed; not at caſe. Tillºtſon,

Rºger, 3 Conſtraining : cramping. Refrem

4. Not unconſtrained; nºt diſengaged. Lºcke

c. Peewiſh; difficult to pleaſe. Addiſon. 6.

i)ifficut. Out of uſe. Shakeſp. Boyle.

UNEA TEN. a. Not devoured. Clar endon.

UNEATH, adv. [from eath cab, Saxon ; eaſy)

1. Not eaſily. Shakeſp. i. It ſeems in

Sºº-er to ſignify the ſame as beneath.

UNF DIFYING. a. Not improving in good

life. After k. -

UNELECTED. a. Not choſen. Shakeſp.

L N E LIGIBLE. a, Not worthy to be choſen.

A-cer. -

UNEMPLOYED a. 1. Not buſy; at leſſle;

idle. Milton, Locke. 2. No. engaged in any

Pºttisular work. Dryden.

UN. MPTIABLE. a. Kot to be emptied; in

ºuſtible. Hoºker

"Sº ND9 WED a. Not inveſted ;

Clarendon.

"NENGAGED. * Not engaged; not appro

priated. Swift. -

****JOYED. a. Not obtained; not poſſeſſed,

not graced.

- yden. * -

UNENJOYING. a. Not uſing ; having no

- fruitiºn. Creech.

USEN1.1'GHTENED, a. Not illuminated

4tterbury. -

UNENLARGED. a. Not enlarged; narrow;

contrasted P2’attr. -

UN ENSLAVED. a. Free ; not enthralled.

Addiſon.

UNENTERTAINING... Giving no delight;

gºing no entertainment. Pºpe.

{INE NVIED, a Exempt from envy. Bares.

UNEQUABLE. a. Different from itſelf; di

verſe Bently.

"Nº QUAL, a ſina ºualis, Lat.) 1. Not even.

Słaśīp. ... 2. Not equal; inferiour.

Milton, 4, buthnot. 3. Partia: ; not beſtow.

ºg on both the ſame advantages. Desk, s.

Diſproportionate, ill matched. Miltºn, Pºpe.

5. Not regular; not uniform.

UNEQUALABLE. a. Not to be equalled; not

to be paralleled. Boyle.

UNEQUALED. a. Unparalleled; unrivalled

in excellence. Boyle, Rºſcºm.

UNEQUALLY. adv. In different degrees; in
diſproportiºn one to the other.

UNEQUALNESS. ſ. Inequality; ſtate of be
ing unequal.

UNE QUITABLE. a. Not impartial; not juſt.

Decay of Piety.

UNEQUI'VOCAL. a. Not equivocal Bra-e-.

UNERRABLENESS. ſ. Incapacity of errour.

Decay of Piety.

UNERRING. a. [inerrant, Lat.] ... Com

mitting no miſtake. Rºgers. 2. Incapable of
failu e; certain. Denham.

UN E RRINGLY. adv. Without

Glanville.

UNESCHE"WABLE. a. Inevitable; unavoid

able; not to be eſcaped Carew.

UNESPI'FD a. Not ſeen; undiſcovered; un

deſcribed. Hooker, Milton

UNESSENTIAL. a. i. Not being of the

laſt importance : not conſtituting eſſence.

Addiſºn 2. Void of real being. Mºlten

UNESTABLISHED. a. Not eſtabliſhed. Brzerº.

UNEVEN. a. 1. Not even ; not level. Sfak.

Aneller. 2. Not ſuiting cach other; ret

equal. Peachart.

UNEVENNESS ſ Surface not level - in

equality of ſurface. Ray, Newton. ... Turbº

lence; changeable ſtate. Haſe. 3. Not ſmºoth

neſs. Burret.

UNEVITABLF. a. [inevitabilir, Lat. ) In

evitable ; not to be cicaped. Sidsj. UN

miſtake.
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UNEXA'CTED. a. Not exacted; not taken by

force. Dryden.

UNEXAMINED.a. Not enquired; not tried;

not diſcuſſed Ben. j.hnſºn.

UNEXA MPI.E.D. a. No known by any pre

cedent or example. Raleigh, Bºyle, Denham,

Phili,

UNEXCEPTIONABLE. a. Not liable to any

objection. Atterbury.

UNEXCOGITABLE, a Not to be found out

Raleigh.

UNEXECUTED. a. Not performed ; not done.

Shakeſp.

UNEXCI SED. a. Not ſubjeº to the payment

of exciſe.

UNEXEMPLIFIED. a. Not made knºwn by

inſtance or example. Bºye, Sºuth

UNEXERCISED a. Not practiſed , not ex

perienced. Dryden, I.e., {e.

UN EXEMP 1 a. Not free by peculiar privi

lege. Milton.

UNEXHAUSTFD. a. ſinexhauffu, Lat) Not

ſpent not drained to the bºttom. Add <n.

UNEXPANDED a. Not ſpread out. Blackm

UN EXPECTED a Not thought on ; ſudden.

not provided againſt. H. aker, Milton, Denham,

Dryden, Sanft

UNEXPECTEDLY. adv. Suddenly ; at a

time unthought of. Milton, Wake

UN EXPECTED N ESS. ſ Suddenneſs; un

thought of time, or manner. Watts.

UN EXPERIENCE. D. a. Not verſed ; not

acquainted by trial or practice. Miltºn,
Pº 1141* r.

{JNF XPE DIENT. a. Inconvenient; not fit

Miltºn. -

LN EXPERT. a. ſinexpertus, Lat] Wanting

ſkill or knowledge. Prior.

UN EXPLORED. a. 1. Not ſearched out.

Pºſe 2. Not tried , not known. Dryden.

UN EXPOSED. a. Not laid open to cenſure

Pº' attr.

UN EXPRESSIBLE, a, Ineffable; not to be

uttered. Tillotſon.

UN EXPRESSIVE. a. 1. Not having the

power of uttering or expreſſing 2. Inexpreſ

ſible, unutterable; ineffable. Shakeſp Milt

UN, EXTENDED. a. Occupying no aſſignable

ſpace; having no diſae::ions. Lºcke.

UNEXT! NGUISHAELE a tº recting...ibl.,

Fr Unquenchable ; not to be put out

A ſiſten, Bentley.

UNEX TI'NGUISHED a [in extin ºut, Lat

1. Not quenched; not put out. Lyttleton. <

Not extinguiſhable. Dryden.

UN F A Dr.1). Not wither, d. Dryden.

UN FA DING Not liable to wither. Pete.

UN FAI LING, a Certain; not nºting Sºuth.

UN FAIR. & Diſingenuºus; ſubdclous ; no

honeſt. Sºft. -

UN FA ITH FUL. a. i - Perſiºcus; trea, he rou

Shakeſh. Pºpe 2 Impious infidel. Mºſt n

U’ FA TH FULLY. adv. Treachciouſly; per

fidiouſly. Bacon.

UN FA HFULNESS. ſ. Treachery; perſ

diouſneſs. Boyle.

UNFA'LLOWED. a. Not fallowed. Philipt.

UNFAMILIAR. a. Unaccuſtomed; ſuch as is

not common. Hooker.

UNFASHIONABLE. a. Not modiſh; not ac

cording to the reigning cuſtom. Watts.

UNFASH IONABLENESS. J. Deviation from

the mºde. Locke.

UN FA SHIONED. a.

art. Dryden.

Pryden

UNFA SHIONABLY. adv. [from unfaſhion

a'ſe. Not according to the faſhion. 2.

Unartully. Shakeſp.

To UNFA'STEN. v. a. To looſe ; to unfix,

Sidney

UNFATHERED. a. Fatherleſs; having no

father. Shakeſp.

UNFA THOMABLE. a. 1. Not to be ſounded

by a line. Addiſon. 2. That of which the

end or extent cannot be found. Bentley.

UNFA THOMABLY, adv. So as not to be

founded Thomſon.

UN FA THOMED. a.

Dryden.

UN FATINGUED. a.

Philipſ.

UNFA VOURABLY. adv. 1. Unkindly : un

propitiouſly. 2. So as not to countenance, or

ſupport. Glanville.

UN FEA RED. a 1. Not affrighted ; intrepid :

not terrified. Ben. jºhnſon. 2. Not dreaded;

not regarded with terror.

UNFEASIBLE. a. Impracticable. -

UNFEA'THERED. a. implumous ; naked of

feathers. Dryden.

UN FEATURE.D. a. Deformed; wanting re

gularity of features. Dryden.

UN FE D, a Not ſupplied with food. Rºſcomm.

UN FEE D. a. Unpaid. Shakeſp.

UNFF ELING. a. Inſenſible; void of mental

ſenſibility. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

UN FE/IGNED. a. Not counterfeited; not hy

pocritical, real; ſincere. A ſilten, Spratt.

UN FF. I.G., EDLY, adv. Really ; tıncerely;

without hypocriſy. Common Prayer.

UNFE L T. a. Not felt; not perceived. Shakeſp.
Mºſt ſton.

UN FENCED. a. i. Naked of fortification.

Shakeſp. 2. Not ſurrounded by any inclo

ſure

UNFERMF’NTED. a. Not fermented. Arbut.

UNFERT | 1.F. a. Not fruittul 5 not prolii.ck.

Decay of Piety.

To UN FE, TTER. v. a. To unchain ; to free

from ſhackles. Dryden, Aid ar, Thomſºn.

US F1GURE.D. a. Repreſenting no animal

form. J/ctiºn.

UN FILL tº a. Not filled ; not ſupplied.

ºa, ºr, Bºyle, Ald ſºn.

UN F 1 RM, a t. Weak ; ſeeble. Shakeſp. 1.

Not ſtable Dryden.

‘. . . FI i. A L. a. Unſuitable to a ſoa. Shakeſ?.

1. Not modificd by

2. Having no regular form.

Not to be ſounded.

Unwearied; untired.

A. : :: **
--> -

UN F | N'SH! D. a. Incomplete; not brought

to a ind; not brought to pº rection in

5 N per ect :
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wanting the laſt hand. Milton,perfeº

...so ºft

UNFIT. a. ſ. Improper, unſuitable. Haker.

2. Unqualified. Watts.

To UNFIT. v. a. To diſqualify. Gºvernment

ºf the Tongue.

UNFl"TTING. a. Not proper Camden.

UNF 1 TLY adv. Not propelly; not ſuitably.

Hocker.

UNFITNESS. ſ r. want of qualifications.

flººr. 2. Want of propriety.

To UNFI X. v. a. 1. To looſen; to make leſs

faſt Shakeſp. 2. To make fluid. Dryden.

UN F 1'XED. a. i. Wandering ; erratick; in

conſtant vagrant. Dryden. *. Not de ermin

ed. Dryden,

UNFLEDGED. a. That has not yet the full

furniture of feathers; young Shakeſp.

UNFLE'SHED. a. Not fleſhed ; not ſeaſoned

to blood , raw Cowley.

UNFO II.ED, a. Untubdued; not put to the

worſt. Temple.

To UNFO'LO. v. a. ſ. To expand; to ſpread :

to open. Miltºn. 2. To tell to declare,

Stakeſp. Rºſcom. 3. To diſcover ; to reveal.

Shakeſp. Newtºn. 4. To diſplay 5 to ſet to

view. Burnet.

UNFO LDING. a. Directing to unfold. Shak.

To UN FOO. L. v a. To reſtore from folly. Shak.

§§§rs } Not prohibited. Norris.

UNFORB DL exNESS. ſ. The ſtate of being

unforbidden. Boyle.

UNFORCED. a. 1. Not compelled : not con

ſtrained Dryden. ... Not impelled. Donne.

3. Not feigned. Hayward. 4. Not violent.

Penham. 5. Not contrary to eaſe. Dryden.

UNFORCIBLE. a. Wanting ſtrength. Hooker.

UNFORBO DING. a. Giving no omens. Pºpe.

UNFOREKNOWN. a. Not foreſcen by pre

ſcience. Milton.

UNFORESKIN ED. a. Circumciſed. Milton.

UNFORESEEN. a. Not known before it hap

pened Dryden.

UNFOR FEITED. a. Not forfeited Rogers.

UNFORGO TTE.N.a.Not loſt to memory. Kno.

UN FORGI’VING. a. Relentleſs; implacable.

Dryden.

UNFORMED. a. Not modified into regular

ſhape. Speºater.

UNFORSA'KEN. Not deſerted. Hammond.

UNFORTI F1ED. a. 1. Not ſecured by walls

or bulwarks. Pºpe. ... Not ſtrengthened; in

firm ; feeble. Shaieſp. 3. Wanting ſecuri

ties. Collier.

UNFO'RTUNATE. a. Not ſucceſsful 5 un

º wanting iuck. Hºoker, Raleigh,

‘Waylor. -

UNFO RTLINATELY. a. Unhappily; with

without tood luck. Sidney, Willins.

UNFO RTUNATENESS.) (from unfºrtunate }

!!! luck Sidney.

UN FOUGHT. a. [un and ſºught.] Not fought

Knoller.

UNFOU LED. a. Unpollut a j. uncorruptcd ;

nºt toiled. Mººre.

UNFOUND. a. Not found; not met wiſh.

Dryden.

UNFRA'MABLE. a Not to be moulded Hek.

UNFRAME.D. a. Not formed; not faſhioned.

Dryden.

UNFRE QUENT. a. Uncommon; not hap

pening often. Brown.

To UNFREQUE'NT. v. a. To leave; to ceaſe

to frequent. Philips.

UNFREQUENTÉD. a. Rarely viſited; rarely

entered. Roſcommon.

UNFREQUE'NTLY.a.Not commonly. Brews.

UNFRIENDED, a Wanting friends; uncoun

tenanced Shakeſp.

UNFRIENDLINESS. ſ. [from unfriendly.]

Want of kindneſs; want of favour. Fºyle.

UNFRIENDLY. a, Not benevolent, not kind.

Regers.

UNFRO ZEN. a. Not congealed to ice. Boyle.

UNFRUI'TFUL. a. 1. Not prolifick. Pºpſ.

2. Not frućtiferous. Waller. 3. Not fertile,

Mºrtimer. 4. Not producing good effects.

UNFULFI'LLED. a. Not fulfilled. Miltºn.

To UNFURL. v. a. To expand; to unfold;

to open. Addiſºn, Prior.

To UNFURNISH. v. a. 1. To deprive i to

ſtrip; to diveſt. Shak. 1. To leave naked. Shak.

UNFU'RNISHED. a. 1. Not accommodated

with utenſils or decorated with ornaments.

Lºcke... 1. Unſupplied,

UNGA'IN. a. [ungens, Sax.] Awkward;

UNGA! NLY. g. uncouth. Swift.

UNGA LLED a. Unhurt 1 wounded Shakeſp.

UNGA RTERED. a. Being without garters.

Shakeſp.

UNGA,THERED. a. Not cropped; not picked.

ryden.

UNGENERATED. a. Unbegotten; having no

beginning. Raleigh.

UNGENERATIVE. Begetting nothing Shak.

UNGENEROUS. a. 1. Not noble; not inge

nuous; not liberal. Pºpe. a. Ignominious.

Addiſon.

UNGENIAL. a. Not kind or favourable to ni

ture. Swift.

UNGENTLE. a. Harſh; rude: rugged. Shak.

UNGENTLEMANLY. a. Illiberal; not be

coming a gentleman. Claresdon.

UNGENTLENESS. ſ. 1. Harſhneſs ; rude

neſs; ſeverity, Taſer. 2. Unkindneſs; inci

vility. Shakeſp.

UNGENTLY. adv. Harſhly; rudely. Shakeſp.

UNGEOMETRICAL. a. Not agreeable to the

laws of geometry. Cheyne.

UNGILDH.D. a. Not overlaid with gold. Dryd.

To UNGIRD. v. a. To looſe anything bound

with a girdle, Geneſt. -

UNGIRT. a. Looſely dreſſed. Waller.

UNGLO'R!FIED. a. Not honoured, not ex

alted with praiſe and adoation. Hººker.

UNGLOVED a.Having the hard naked Barus.

UNGIVING. a. Not bringing gifts. Drydes.

To UNGLUE. v. a. To looſe any thing ce

mented. Harvey.

To UNGOD. v. a. To diveſ of divinity. Durst.

UNCO(l-
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UNGO'DLY. adv. Impiouſly; wickedly. Gº

vernment of the Tongue.

UNGO'DLINESS. ſ. Impiety; wickedneſs ;

neglect of God. Tillºtſon.

UNGOD'LY. a. 1. Wicked, negligent of God

and his laws. Rogers. 1. Polluted by wick

edneſs. Shakeſp

UNGO'RED. a. Unwounded; unhurt. Shak.

UNGORGED a. Not filled; not ſated. Dryd.

Smith

UNGO VERNABLE. a. 1. Not to be ruled ;

not to be reſtrained Glanville. 2. Licentious ;

wild: unbridled. Atter bury.

UNGOVERNED. a. 1. Being without govern

ment. Shakeſp. 2. Not regulated; unbridled;

licentious. Milton, Dryden.

UNGOT. a. 1. Not gained ; not acquired;

1. Not begotten. Shakeſp. Waller.

UNGRACEFUL. a Wanting elegance ; want

ing beauty. Locke, Addiſon.

UNGRA’CEFULNESS. ſ. Inelegance; awk

wardneſs. Locke.

UNGRA CIOUS. a. t. Wicked; odious; hate

ful. Spenſer. 2. Offenſive: unpleaſing. Dryd.

3 Unacceptable ; not favoured. Clarendon.

UNGRANTED. a. Not given; not yielded :

not beſtoyed. Dryden.

UNGRATEFUL, a 1. Making no returns, or

making ill returns. South. 2. Making no re

turns for culture. Dryden. 3. Unpleaſing

Clarendos, Atterbury.

UNGRATEFULLY.adv. 1. With ingratitude

Granville. 1. Unacceptably , unpleaſing.

UNGRATEFULNESS. ſ. Ingratitude , ill

return for good. Sidney. 1. Unacceptableneſs

UNGRAVELY. adv. Without ſeriouſneſs. Sh.

UNGROU'NDED a. Having no foundation Loc.

UNGRU'DGINGLY. adv. Without ill wiil,

willingly ; heartily cheerfully. Donne.

UNGUARDED. a. Careleſs; negligent. Prior.

UNHAN'DSOME. a. 1. Ungraceful; not beau

tiful. , 2. Illiberal; diſingenuous.

UNHA'NDY. a. Awkward; not dexterous.

UNHA'PPY. a. Wretched; miſerable ; un

fortunate ; calamitous ; diſtreſſed Milton.

UNHARMED. a. Unhurt; not injured Locke

UNHARMFUL a. Innoxious innocent. Dryd.

UNHARMONIOU.S. a. 1. Not ſymmetrical :

diſproportionate. Milton. 2. Unnuſical, ill

ſounding Swift.

To UNHA R N ESS. v. a. 1. To looſe from the

traces. Dryden, 2. To diſarm , to diveſt of

armour.

UNHA ZARDED. a. Not adventured; not

ut in danger Milton.

UNHATCH!.D. a. 1. Not diſcloſed from the

eggs. 2. Not brought to light. Shakeſp.

UNHEA'LTHFUL. a. Morbid; unwholeſ).ne.

Graunt.

UNHEALTHY. a. Sickly; wanting health Lºc

To UNHEART. v. a. To diſcourage; to de

prºfs. Shakeſp.

UNHEA'RD. a. ſ. Not perceived by the ear.

A filton. 2. Not vouchíaſed an aidience 19, yd

3 Unknown in celebration Mittan. 4. Us.

, , , a sp ºf Obscure ; not known by ame.

Granville. 5. UN heard ºf Unprecedented.
Swift.

{INHEATED. Not made hot, Boyle.

UNHEEDED. a. Diſregarded; not thought

worthy of notice. Boyle

UNHEE'DING, a Negligent; careleſs. Dryd.

UNHEEDY. a. Precipitate; ſudden. Spenſer.

To UNHELE. v. a. To uncover ; to expoſe to
view, open/er.

UNHELPED. a. Unaſſiſted; having no auxi

liary; unſupported. Dryden.

UNHELPFUL. a. Giving no affiſtance. Shak.

!NHE'WN, part. a. Not hewn. Dryden.

UNH1'DEBOUND. a. Lax of maw capaci

ous. Milton

To UNHINGE. v. a. 1. To throw from the

hinges. 2. To diſplace by violence. Blackmore.

3. To diſcover; to confuſe. Waller.

UNHO LINESS. ſ. Impiety; profaneneſs ;

wickedneſs. Raleigh.

UNHO'LY. a. ſ. Profane ; not hallowed.

Hººker. 2 Impicus; wicked. Hºoker.
UNHONOUREſ). a. 1. Not regarded with

veneration; not celebrated,fº. 2. Not

treated with reſpect. Pope.

To UNHOO'P. v. a. To diveſ of hoops. Addiſ.

UNHC) PED. a. Not expected 5 greater

UN HoPED fºr. } than hope had promiſed.

Dryden.

UNHO'PEFUL. a. Such as leaves no room to

hope. Shakeſp.

To iſNHo'K$e. v a to beat from an horſe;

to throw from the ſaddle. Knoller, Dryden.

UNHO'SPITABLE. a. [inhºſpitalia, Lat) Aſ

fording no kindneſs or entertainment to ſtran

gers Pryden.

º STII.E. a. Not belonging to an enemy.

1 *, for.

To tº ou SE. v. a. To drive from the habi

tation Donne. '

UNHOUSED. a. 1. Homeleſs; wanting a

houſe. Shakeſp 1. Having no ſettled habi

tation. Shakeſp. S. uthern.

UNHOU SELL.D. a Having not the ſacrament.

Shakeſ.

UNHUMBLED a Not humbled; not touched

with ſhame or confuſion. Milton.

UNHU'Rt. a. Free from harm. Bacos.

UNHU RTFUL. a. Innoxious; harmleſs; do

ing no harm. Blackmºre.

UNHU RT FULLY. adv. Without barm; in

noxiouſly. Pope.

UNICotºn. ſ [anut and cornu, Lat. J 1 . A

beaſt that has only one horn. Shakeſp. Sandys.

1. A bird Grew.

UNIFORM a. ſu - as and forma.] I Keeping

its tenour ; ſimilar to itſelf. Woodw. 2. Con

‘orming to one rule. Jºker.

UN iPo RMITY. f. (unifºrnité, Fr.) 1. Re

ſenblance to itſelf; even tenour. Pºyden.

1. Con-ornity tº one pattern , itſemblance of

cne to anºther. Hoºker.

UN FORM11.Y. cd.v. [Iron unifºrn, Jr. with

out variation; in an even tenour. Hooker,

Nºt. n. 2. without diverſity ºf one from ano

ther. 5 N 4 UNIM
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UNIMAGINABLE, a Not to be imagined by

the fancy Mihºn, Tilletion.

UNIMA'G|NABLY. adv. To a decree not to

be imagined. Boyle.

UNIMITABLE a ſinimitah!e, Fr. inimitabilir,

Latj Not to be imitated. Burnet.

UNIMMO'RTAL, a Not immortal: mortal.

A411 ºn.

UNIMPA'ſ R A BL", a Not liable to waſte or

diminution Hakewill.

UNIMPORTANT. a. Aſſuming no airs of

dignity. Pºpe.

UNIMPORT U'N F D. a. Not ſolicitcd ;

teazed to conpliance. Dorne.

UNIMPROVAELE. a. Incapable of meliora

tion

UNIMPROVE A BLFNESS. ſ. (from unimº re

*able.} Quality of not being improvable
Harmºnd.

UN IMPROVF.D. a. 1. Not made more know

ing Pºſe. 2. Not taught; not meliºrated by

inſtruction. Glanville.

UN NCREASABLE a. Admitting no increaſe.

17-yle.

ušćp. FERENT. a. Partial ; leaning to a

ſide. H. cf. r

UNIN1, USTRIOUS. a. Not diligent; not la

borious. Decay ºf Pic:y.

UN NFLAMMABLE. a. Not capable of be

ing ſet on fire. Bºyle

UN IN FLA'MED. a. Not ſet oa fire. Bacon.

UN INFORMED. a 1. Untaught , uninthrust

ed. Pºpe. ... Unanimated, not enlivened.

UN | NGF NUOU.S. a. Illiberal , diſingenuous.

Decay ºf Piety

UNINHA’El TABLF. a. Unfit to be inhabited.

Ralei rh, Blackmºre.

UN N, ; A BITA ºf ENESS. ſ. Incapacity of

!cing inhabited Bºyle.

UN IN HAPI . ED. A. Having no dwellers. San

UN INJURED. a. Unhurt; ſuffering no harm

P. tar.

UN NSCRIBED. a. Having no inſcription.

Pºe.

US Nspired a Ne: having received any

ſupernatural inſtrušlion or illumination. Locke.

UNINSTRUC i ED a. Not taught, not help.

-

not

ed by inſtruction Lºcke, Addiſon.

UN INSTRUCTIVE. a. Not concriſing any

improvement. Addiſºn.

UN IN TE i 1.1GENT. a. Not knowing; not

ſkilful. B'ackmore. Bentley.

UN, 1NT Ei Li GI Bi LITY ſ Quality of not be

ing intelligible. Glanville, Barnet.

UN INTELLIGIBLE. a. ſtaintelligiº”, Fren.]

Not ſuch as can be underſtood. Swift, Rogers.

Ui, NTE. LLIG! B.Y. adv. In a manner not to

tº underſtood Lºcke.

UN INTE. Nºt 10NAL. a. Not deſigned ; hap

pening without deſign. Byle.

UN i NTERESSº D. a. Not having intereſt

UN ,T: [N EST F. D. Drydºn.

U is NTERMI ºf T. D. a. Continued ; not in

tº u; , ; , ſale

tº sº. Ek:/fxeſ). a. Not mirgle: Daniel

UNINTERRUPTED. a. Not broken; tº

interrupted Ra/common.

UNINTERRUPTEDLY. adv. without inter

ruption. Locke.

UNINTRE’NCHFD, a Not intrenched. P. t.

UNINVESTIGABLE. a. Not to be ſearchs:

ou'. Ray.

GNINVITED. a. Not aſked Philip.

UNJOINTED. a. 1. Disjoined : ſeparated.

Milton. 2. Having no articulation. Grºs.

UNION. ſ. [unio. Lat..] ... The act of joining

two or more. Milt. 2. Concord; conjunctiºn

o' mind or intereſts. Taylºr, 3. A pearl. Słat.

4. (In law.) Union is a combining or conſol

dation of two churches in .ne, which is dºne

ty the conſent of the biſhop, the patron, and

incumbent, Uniºn in this ſignification is per
ſonal, and that is for the life of the incumbent;

ºr real, that is perpetual, whoſoever is a

cumbent. Cowe.l.

UNI PARQUS, a ſunu and paris.) Bringing
ºne at a birth Brºwn.

UNISON. a. [unu, and ſexuſ, Lat..] Sounding

alone. Milton.

UNISON. ſ. 1. A ſtring that has the ſame

found with another. Glanville. ... A firge

uºvaried note. Pºpe.

UNT tº ſ. (unus, unitar, La.) Odº. . the leaſt

number, or the root of numbers. Be-2 rºarº.

To UNITE. v. a. [unitar, Lat.) 1. To join

two or more into one. Spenſer. 2. To make

tº agree. Clarenden. 3. To make to adhere.

* /*a*. 4. To join. Dryden. 5. To join in

intereſt. Ge-ºff!.

To UNITE. v. n. 1. To join in an as ; to

con, ur; to act in concert. Shake p. 1. To

*lete; to be cemented; to be cohºlidated.

3 To grow into or...e.

UN!"T: DLY, adv. With union; ſº,

Dryden

USITER ſ The perſon or thing that unites.
Glan- "le,

UNITION. ſ. (trian, Fr.] The ast or power

ºf uniting ; conjunction.

UNITIVE, a ſtrom unite.] Having the pºwer
of unting. Norriſ.

UNITY / [unitar, Lat.) 1. The ſtate of be

ing one Hamm. Brºwn. 1. Concord, con

junction. Sº ratt 3. Agreement; uniformity.

Hooker. 4. Principle of dramatick writing, by

which the tenour o' the ſtory, and propriety of

repreſentation is preſerved Dryde".

UNJUDGED. a. Not judicially determined.
Fºr ter.

UNIVERSA L. c. (univerſalir, Lat 1. Cere.

ral extended to aii. Spenſer, South. 2. Tosi,

whole. Pryden 3. Not particular, ccrºpriºrs
all particul-is. Davies, A. A. A *.*.

UNIVE RSA I. ſ. The whole; the gener:

ſyſtem. Raleigh.

Jº IVERSAI. I. Y. ſ. [univerſal rºs, Rhee;

1 at J Nct particularity; tercrality extra

ſion to the whºle. South, Woºdward.

UN i v FRSALLY. adv. [ rein irrerſ.' '

ºh, "ghºut the whºle, withºut exceptiºn.

H.&r, Dryden. U Ni YERSS

as to join.

--\
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UNI'VOCAL a funiveral, Lat.]

-

UNIVERSE. ſ. [ univers, Fr. univerſum,

Lat.] The general ſyſtem of things. Sout',

Prier.

UNIversity. f. funiverſitar, Lat.] A ſchool,

where all the arts and faculties are taught and

ſtudied. Clarendon.

1. Having

one meaning. Watts. 2. Certain ; regular ;

purſuing always one tenour Brown.

UNI VOCALLY. adv. [frºm univeral ) i. In

one term , in one ſenſe. Hall. 2. In one te

nour Ray.

UNJO YOU.S. a. gay ?

Thºmſºn.

UN ſt/ST. a. ſinſuffe, Fr. injuſtus, Lat.) Ini

quitous; contrary to equity ; contrary to

juſtice. Shakeſp. K. Charles.

UNJUSTIFIABLE. a. Not to be defended.

not to be juſtified Arbuthner, Dryden.

UNJUST IF i A BLEN ESS. ſ. The quality of

not being juſtifiable. Clarendon.

UNJUSTIFIABLY. adv. In a manner not to

be defended.

UNJUSTLY. a. In a manner contrary to right.

Denham, Swift

UNKF. MPT, a Not combed. Senf r.

To UNKENNEL. v. a. i. To drive from his

hole. Shakeſ”. Dryden. ... To rouſe from its

ſecrecy, or ſetreat Shakeſp.

UN KE. N.T. a. [un and ken, to know. J Un

known Obſolete. Spenſer.

UNKE PT. a. 1. Not kept ; not retained. 2.

Unobſerved : unobeyed. Hooker.

UNK'ſ ND, a Not favourable; not benevolent

She tºſs. 1.2.42.

UNKINDLY. a. ſun and kind.]

ral ; contrary to nature. Spºnſer.

nant : unfavourable. Milton.

UNK! NDLY. adv. Without kindneſs ; with:

out affection. Denham.

UN Ki NDNESS. f. from unkind] Malignity;

ill-wººl , went of affection Clarenden.

To UNKING. v. a. To deprive of royalty.

Souther".

UNK!"Sº ED. a. Not kiſſed. Shakeſp. -

UNKNIGHTLY. a. Unbecoming a knight.

Sidney.

To UNKNIT. v. a. ſ. To unweave : to ſe

parate. Shakeſp. 1. To open. Shakeſp.

UNKLE. ſ. ſon, le, Fr.] The brother of a fa.

ther or mother. Dryden.

To UNKNOW. v. a. To ceaſe to know.

Smith.

Not not cheerful.

1. Unnatu

2. Maligº

bour. Blackmºre. 3.

tary Tickell

To UNLACE v. a To locſe any thing faſten

ed with ſtrings. Stenſer.

To UNLA DE. v. a. i to remove from the

veſſel which carries. Denham 2. To exone

rate that which carries. Dryden. 3. To put

out A’ ºf .

UN!.A'ID. a. 1. Not placed: not fixed.

Hºoker. 2 Nºt pacified, not ſtilled Milt.

UNLAME’NT ED a. Not deplored. Clar endºn.

To UNLA ºf H va. To open by lifting up

the latch Dryden.

UNI. A WFUT. a. Contrary to law: not per

mitted by the law. Shakeſp. South.

UNLA'WFULLY. adv. 1. In a manner con

trary to law or right Taylor. 2. Illegitimately;

nºt by marriage Addiſon.

UN!" WFUL NESS. j. Contrariety to law.

Hooker, South.

To UNLEARN. v. a. To forget or diſuſe

what has been learned. Holder, Philipſ, At

terbury, Rogerſ.

UN LEARN El), a 1. Ignorant; not inform

ed; not inſtrusted. D'avenant. 2. Not gain

*1 by ſtudy, not known. Milton. 3. Not

ſuitable to a learned man. Shakeſp.

UN.EARNEDLY, adv. Ignorantly; groſsly.
Brown.

UN LEAVENED, a. Not fermented; not mix

ed with fermented matter. Exºdur.

UNLE'IsuREDNESS, ſ. Buſineſs; want of

time, want of leiſure. Boyle.

UNLESS cºnjunct. Excepſ: if nºt; ſuppoſing

that not. Hooker, Milton, Dryden, Swift.

{NLESSONED. a. Not taught. Shakeſp.

UNLETTERED. a. Unlearned; untaught.

Hooker.

UNLEVELLED. a. Not cut even. Tickell.

UNLIBI DINOU.S. a. Not luſtful. Mi ten.

UNLICENSED. a. Having no regular permiſ.

ſion. Mºffan.

UNLI'ſ KED. a. Shapeleſs; not formed. Donne.

UNLIGH ED, a. Not kindled, not ſet on

fire. Prior.

UNLIKE a. 1. Diffmilar; having no re

ſemblance Hoºker, Denkam 2. Improbable ;

unlikely ; not likely. Bacon.

UNLI KELIHOOD. R. / [from unlikely.] Im

UNI. I. Kº LINESS. probability. South.

UNLI K.K.L.Y. a. 1. Improbable; not ſuch as

can be reaſonably expected. Sidney. 2. Not

promiſing any particular event. Denham.

Spontaneous; volun

UNKNOWABLE. a. Not to be known JP'att.

UNKNOWIN.C. a. 1. Ignorant : not know

ing Decay ºf Piety. 2. Not practiſed ; not

qualified.

UNKNOWINGſ.Y. adv. Ignorantly ; with

out knowledge. Addi,. n.

UNKNOWN. a. ſ. Not known. Shakeſ?.

Rºſcom m.a. a. Greater than is imaginºd.

Becan. 3. Not having cohabitation. Slake).

4. Without communication. Addiſon.

UNLA'ſ OUR I.D. a. i \ct produced by la

bour. Drydºr, 2. Not cultivated by a

UNLI KELY. adu. Improbably. Pºpe

UN!! KENESS. ſ. Diffin:litude; want of re

ſernblance. Dryden.

UN LIMITABLE. a. Admitting no bounds.

J.ocke. -

U:4, i MITED. a. 1. Having no bounds;

having no limits. Bºyle, Tiſſºt, on. ... Unde

fired, not bounded by proper exceptions.

Hºoker. 3. Unconfined; not reſtrained.

Taylºr, Rºgerſ.

UN Li MITF.121.Y. adv. Boundleſsly; with ut

bounds. Decay ºf 1 try. -

UN
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*NLINEAL. a. Not coming in the order of

ſucceſſ ºn Shakeſp.

To UNLINK. v. a. To untwiſt; to open.

Shakeſp.

UNLI QUIFIED. a. Unmelted; undiſſolved.

Addiſon.

To UNLO'AD. v. a. 1. To diſburthen ; to

exonerate. Shakeſp Creech. 1. To put off

any thing burtherſome. Shakeſp.

To UNLOCK v a 1. To open what is ſhut

with a lock. Shakeſp. z. To open in general.

Milton.

UNI.OO KED. a Unexpected; not fore

UNI.OO*}}.} ſeen. Sidney, Shakeſp.

UNLOO SABLE a [A word rarely uſed ) Not

to e loſed Bºyle.

To UNLOO'SE. v. a. To looſe. Shakeſp.

To UNLOOSE v. n. To fall in pieces; to

leſe all union and connexion. Collier.

UNI O VH. D. a Not I ved. Sidney

UNLO'VFLl N.F.S.S. ſ. Unamiableneſs; inabi.

lity to create love Sidney

UN ( )"VF. .Y. a. That cannot excite love.

UNLUCK 1.Y. adv. Unfortunately; by ill

lºck 4'diſºn.

UN UC KY. a 1. Unfortunate; producing

unlºppineſs. Rºy e 2. Unhappy; miſerable ;

ſubject to ºr qient mistortures. Spenſer 3.

She hiv inilchievous ; miſchievouſly wag.

g ſh 7:ſºr. 4. Ill-omened; inauſpicious.

Dryden

UN tº STROUS a. Wanting ſplendour; want

ing lettre. Shakeſp.

To UNLUTF, w a. To ſeparate veſſels cloſed

with chvinical cement. Bºyle

UNMA'ſ) E. a. 1. Not yet formed ; not cre.

ated. Sfeiſer. 2. Deprived of form or qua

lities. Woºdward. 3. Omitted to be made

Blackr ºre,

UN, MA (MED. a. Not deprived of any eſſential

part. Pope.

UNMA’KEABLE. a. Not poſſible to be made

Graw.

T, UNMA KE. v. a. To deprive of forme

qualities before poſſeſſed. Shakeſp. Dryden,

To UN, MA. N. v. a. To deprive of the conſii

tuent qualities of a human being, as reaſon

South. 2. To emaſculate. 3. To break into

irreſolution to deject. Dryden.

UNMANAGFABLE. a. i. Not manage.

able ; not eaſily governed. Glanville, Locke.

* Not eaſily wielded.

US MANAGED. a. 1. Not broken by horſe.

marſhip. Taylor. 2. Not tutored; not edu

cated Feh ºn

§§§ { a. 1. Unbecoming a hu

UNM A N I. Y. man being. Sidney, Calher.

2. Unu.table to a man; effeminate. Sidney,

Addi on. -

UNM A NNERFD. a. Rude; brutal; uncivil.

Ben jºhn'ſ n.

UNMANNERLINESS. f. Breach of civility;
ill behaviour. J.ocke.

UNMANNERLY. a. I'l bred; not civil. Shak.

Swift, -

UNMANNERLY. adv. Uncivilly. Shakeſ.

UNMANU RED. a. Not cultivated. Spenſer.

UNMARKED. a. Not obſerved; not regarded.

Sidney, Pope.

UNMARRIED. a. Having no huſband, crimo
wife. Bacon.

To UNMASK. v. a. ſ. To ſtrip of a maſk.

*...To ſtrip off any diſguiſe. Roſcommes.

To UNMASK. v. ºn. To put off the maſk.

Shakeſp.

UNMASKED. a. Naked; open to the view.

Dryden.

UNMASTERABLE. a. Unconquerable; to:
to be ſubdued. Brown.

UNMASTERED. a. 1. Not ſubdued. 1.

Not conquered. Shakeſp, Dryder.

UNMATCHABLE. a. Unparalleled; unequal

led. Hooker, Shakeſp.

UNMATCHED. . a. Matchleſ, , having no

match, or equal. Dryden.

UNMk.A NING. a. Expreſſing no meaning.
Pope.

UNMEANT, a Not intended. Dryde.

UNMEASURAELE a. Boundleſ, unbound.

ed. Shakeſp.

UNMEASURF.D. a. 1. Immenſe; it finite.

Blackmºre. 2. Not meaſured ; plentiful.
Mi’tzn

UNME'DITATED. a. Not formed by previous
thºught Milton.

UNME DLED with. a. Not touched ; not al

tered. Carew.

UNMEET a. Not fit not proper; not worthy.

Speºſer. Shakeſp Milton.

UNME'LLOWED. a. Not fully ripened.

Shake A.

UNME'i.T.E.D. a. Undiſſolved by heat.

UNMENTIONED. a. Nct told, not named.

Clarenden.

UNMERCHANTABLE. a. Upſalesble; ret
vendible. Carew.

UNMERCIFUL. a. 1.

clement Rogers.

bitant. Pope.

UNMERCIFULLY. adv. Without mercy;

without tenderneſs. Addiſon. -

UNMERCIFULNESS. ſInclemency; cruelty.
Taylºr.

UNMERITED, a Not deſerved; not obtained

otherwiſe than by favour. Government ºf the

Tongue.

UNMERITABLE. a. Having no deſert. Shafe.

UNMERITEDNESS. ſ. State of being unde

ſerved. Beyle.

UNMILKED. a. Not milked. Pope.

UNMINDED. a. Not headed ; not regarded.

Shakeſp Miltºn.

UNMINDFUL, a Not heedful , not regardful;

negligent ; inattentive. Spen, er, Beyle, Mii.

Dryden, Swift.

To UNMINGLE. v. a.

mixed. Bacon.

UNMINGLED. . a Pure , not vitiated by

any thing mingled. Saleſt. Batºn, Jayer,

Pºpe. UN

Cruel ; ſevere ; not

1 Unconſcionable; exor

To ſeparate things.
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UNMINGLEABLE. a. Not ſuſceptive of any

mixture. Not uſed. Bºyle

UNMI RY. a. Not ſculed with dirt Gay.

UNMITIGATED. a. Not oftened. Shakeſp.

UNMIXED, N. a. Not mingled with any thing;

UNMIXT. pure. Bacon, Roſcommon.

UN MOANED. a. Not lamented. Shakeſp.

UNMOIST. a. Not wet. Philipt.

UNMOISTENED. a. Not made wet. Beyle

UNMOLE STED. a. Free from diſturbance.

Rogerſ.

To UNMOOR. v. a To looſe from land, by

taking up the anchors. Pope.

UNMORALIZED. a. Untutored by morality.

Norris.

UNMQ'RTGAGED. a. Not mortgaged. Addiſ
UNMO'RTIFIED. a. Not ſubdued by ſorrow

and ſeverities. Rogerſ.

UNMOVEABHE. a. Such as cannot be re

moved or altered. Locke.

UNMOVED. a. 1. Not put out of one place

into anºther. May, Locke. . Not changed

in reſolution, Milton. 3. Not affeded; not

touched with any paſſion Pope. 4. Unattered

by paſſion. Dryden.

UNMOVING a. 1. Having no motion. Cheyne.

*. Having co power to raiſe the paſſions;

unaffesting.

To UNMO ULD. v. a. To change as to the

form. Milton.

UNMOURNED. a. Not lamented; not de

plored. Southern.

ToUNMUZZLE. v. a. To looſe from a muz.

zle. Shakeſp.

To UNMU FFLE. v. a. To put of a covering

from the face. Miltºn.

UNMUSICAI. a. Not harmonicus; not plea

ſing by found. Ben, 7.8-7-1.

UNNA MED. a. Not mentioned. Mi'i:n

UNNATURAL. a 1. Contrary to the laws

of nature: contrary to the common inttincts

L’Eſtrange - Acting witncut the affections

implanted by nature. Denham. 3. Fºrced,

not agreeable to the real ſtate. Dryden

Addiſºn

º TURALNESS. ſ. Contrariety to nature.

Sidney.

UNNATURALLY. adv. In oppoſition to na:

ture. Tilletſon.

UNNAVIGABLE. a. Not to be paſſed by

veſſels ; not to e navigated Cowley.

UNNF. CºSSARILY. adv. Without neceſſity;

without need. Hooker, Broome

UNNECESSARINESS. ſ. Needleſſneſ. Decay

of Piety.

UNNECESSARY. a. Needleſs; not wanted;

uſeleſs. Hooker, Addiſon

UNNE'ſCHPOURLY. a. Not kind; not ſuit

able to the duties of a neighbour. Garth

UNNE 1GHLOURLY. adv. In a manner not

ſuitable to a neighbour; with malcyolence.

Shakeſp.

UNNERVATE. a. Weak; feeble. Broome.

To UNNERVE. v. a. To weaken , to entee

ble. Addiſºn.

UNNERVED a weaks feeble. Shakeſp.
UNNETH. adv. [This is from an and

UNNE THES. caº, Saxon, eaſy ; and ought

therefore to be written uneath) Scarcely;

hardly not without difficulty. Spenſer

UNNOBLE, a. Mean; ignominious; ignoble.

Shakeſp.

UNNOTED. a. Not obſerved; not regarded.

Shakeſp. Pºpe. -

UNNUMBERED. a. Innumerable. Shakeſp.

Raleigh, Priºr.

UNOBSE QUIOUSNESS. ſ. Incompliance;

diſobedience. Brown.

UNOBEYED. a. Not obeyed Milton.

UNOBJECTED. a. Not charged as a ſauſt.

Atterbury.

UNOBNO XIOUS a. Not liable; not expoſed

to any hurt. Donne.

UNOBSE'RVABLE. a. Not to be obſerved.

Boyle.

UNOBSE'RVANT a. ſ. Not obſequious. 2.

Not attentive. Glanville.

UNOBSERVFD. a. Not regarded: not at

tended to. Bacos, Glanville, Atte, bury.

UNOBSE'RVING. a. Inattentive; not heedful.

Dryden.

UNOBSTRU'CTED. a. Not hindered; not

ſtopped. Blackmore.

UNOBSTRUCTIVE. a. Not raiſing any ol

ſtacle. Blackmore.

UNOBTAI'NED. a. Not gained; not acquired.

Hocker.

UNORVIOUS.

Boyle.

UNO CCUPIED, a Unroſſeſſed. Grew.

UNOFF: RED. a. Not propoſed to acceptance.

Clarewdin.

UNO FF ENDING, a. 1. Harmleſs; innocent.

Dryden. 1. Sinleſs; pure from fault Rogers.

To UNO'II. v. a To free from oil. Dryden.

UNO PEN ING a Not opening. Pope.

UNO PERATIVE. a. Producing no effects.

Sºuth.

UNOPPOSED. a. Not encountered by any

hoſtility or obſtruction. Dryden.

a. Not readily occurring.

UNO'RDERLY. a. Diſordered; irregular.

Sanderſon.

UNORDINARY. a. Uncommon; unuſual.

Locke.

UNO RGANIZED. a. Having no parts in

ſtrumental to the nouriſhment of the reſt.

Grew.

UNORIGINAL. a. Having no birth ;

UNORI'GINATED. ſ ungenerated Stephen .

UNO'R'ſ HODOX. a. Not holding pure doc

trine Decay ºf Piety.

UNO WED. a. Having no owner. Shakeſp.

UNOWNED. a. 1. Having no owner. 2. Not

acknowledged. Milton. -

To UNPA’CK. v. a. 1. To diſburthen ; to

exonerate. Shakeſp. 2. To open any thing

bound together. Bºyle.

UNPA'CKED., a Not colle&ed by unlawful

artifices, Hudibrar.

- UN
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UNPATD. a. º. Not diſcharged. Miles. 2.

Not receiving dues or debts. Criter, Pºpe.

3. UN p at D fºr. That for which the price is

not given Shakeſa.

UNPA INº D a Suff-ring no pain. Miltºn.

UNPA’INFUL, a Giving no main Locke.

UN PA I.A TABLE. a. Nauſeous; diſguſti' g

Dryden

UNPA RAGONED. a. Unequalled; unmatch.

... ed. Shakeſp.

UN PARA Li,FLED a. Not matched: not

to be matched; having no equal. Shake/2.

Addiſºn. -

UN PA RDONABLE.

Irrerº iſºtsie Hºcker. -

UNPA RDONABLY. adv. Beyond forgiveneſ,

Atterkury.

UNPA'RDONED a 1. Not forgiven Rogers.

2. Not diſcharged; not cancelled by a legal

perion. Raleigh. -

UNPA RDONING a Not forgiving. Dryder.

UNPA'RLIAMENTARINESS. f. Contrariety

to the uſage or conſtitution of parliament

Claren.”.

UNPARLIAMENTARY. a. Contrary to the

rules of parliament. Swift.

UNPARTED, a Undivided; not ſeparated.

Prior

UNPARTIAL a faual; honeſt. Sanderſ”.

UNPARTIALLY. adv. Equally, indifferently.

Heaker.

UN PASSA BLF.

Temple, 14 attr.

UNPASSION ATP.

UNPA SSIONATED.

Mºttºn, Locke.

UN PASSIONATELY. adv. Without paſſion.

K-g Cºrley.

UN P , THED. a. Untrackcd; unmarked by

pºſtage. Shai eſp.

US PA w8 tº D. J. Not given to pledge Pºpe.

To UNPA Y. & a ſo undo. Shakeſp.

U PEACEABLE a Quarrelſome, inclined to

d"urb the trarquility of others Hammond,

7. /etºn.

To UN!”C. v. a To open any thing cloſed

with a tº shake?

UN "ENS, NED. a. Not kept in dependance

by a pºſion. Pºpe.

To U × 2 tº op!.... v. a. To depopulate; to

deni e o inhabitants. Dryder, Adº ſon.

UN tº RCE | V | D a. Not perce, cdº not heed

e., nºt ſenſibly diſcovered; not known Bacºn,

a. [impardºnable, Fr.]

a. Admitting no paſſage.

a. Free from paſſion

calm , impartial

1", de-.

UN PERC FIVED!...Y. adv. So as not to be

perceived Bºyle. -

UN PE tº FFJ’i a 1-4; a fait, Fr imperfectus,

at 1 in onlet, Peachan.

UNPE RFI.C ºr SS.J. imperſeaion, incom.

neere's. J. art.

UN Pł Rºl or M. E.D.

ºf av ºr

UN Riº HABLT. a. ſ.aſi g to perpetuity

Jºa. ºn 1

U.N. P. R. L.

a Undone; nºt Jone.

* , -

* - 1.c. a. Free rom perjury. Dryd

UNPERPLE'XED, a. Diſentangled; not em.

barraſſed. Lºcke.

UNPERSPIRABLE. a. Not to be emitted

through the pores of the ſkin. Arbuthnot.

UN PERSUADABLE, a Inexorable; not to be

perſuaded. Sidney.

UNPE 1 RIFIED. . a. Not turned to ſtone.

Brown.

UNPHILOSOPHICAL. a. Unſuitable to the

rules of philoſophy or right reaſon. Cºllier.

UNPHILOSOPHICALLY. adv. In a man

ner contrary to the rules of right reaſon.

South.

UNPHILOSOPHICALNESS. f. Incongruity

with philoſophy Norris.

To UNPHILOSOPHize. º. a. To degrade

ſoºn the character of a philoſopher. Pope.

UN PIE RCED. a. Not penetrated; not pierced.

Miltºn, Gay. - -

UNPI. I.1.A R D. a. Diveſted of pillars. Pete.

UN Pi'i.LOWED. a. wanting a pillow ºf lies.

To UNPI'N. v a To open what is ſhut, or

faſtened with a pin Donne, Herbert.

UNPINKED. a. Not marked with eyelet holes.

Shakeſp.

UNPITTED a. Not compaſſionated; not re

garded with ſympathetical ſorrow. Shakeſp.

B”. Co., bºt, Roſcºmmen.

UNPi'TIFULLY adv. Unmercifully; without

mercy. Shakeſp.

UNPITYING.

Granville.

UNPLA Cº D. a. Having no place of depen

dance. Pete.

NPLA GUED. a. Not tormented Shakeſø.

JNPLAN TED, a. Not planted, ſpontaneous.

1% alier.

UNPLA USIBLE, a Not plauſible; not ſuch as

has a fair appearance. Clarºid, ".

UNPI. A USiv F. a. Not appr ving Shakeſ?

UN PLEASANT, a Not delighting ; trouble

ſome 5 uneaſy. Hoºker, 14’eedward.

UN PLEASANTLY, adv. Not delightfully ;

uneaſily. Pºpe.

UNPLEASAN FNFss ſ want of qualities

to give delight. Hooker, Grau "t.

UNPLEASED. a. Not pleaſed; not deſighted.

Shakeſ/,

UNPLEASING. a. Offenſive; diſguſting: giv

ing no delight. Miltºn.

UNPLIANT. a. Not eaſily bent : not cºn

fortning to the will, M attºn.

UNPLO wi.D. a. Not plowed. Mortin-r.

Te UN PLUM. v. a. To ſtrip of plumes; to

a. Having no compaſſion.

degrade. G/ inville.

UN tºº.T CAL 7 c. Not ſuch as becomes 1

UN Pty F.T.C.K poet. Bp. Cºrbet.

UN PO L. S.H.E. 1), a. ſ. Not frnoo-hed ; not

brighten, d by attrition. Pfetter, Sri urgfeet.

* Not civilized; nºt refined Dryde

UNPO. T. a. ſimp-li, Fr. impºrtal, Lat]

Nºt elegan : not refined: not civil. Pattſ.

UN POLLU FED. a. ººmpºt's tus, Lat, Not cor

ruited; not dealed. Shakeſp. 44,112m.

UNPO
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UNPOPULAR. a Not fitted to pleaſe the peo.
ple. Addiſºn.

UNPO RTABLE, a ſun and fºr table ) Not tº

be carried Raleigh.

UN POSSESSED. a. Not h-d; nºt obtained

Shakeſp.

UN POSSESSING. a. Having no poſſeſſion

Shakeſp.

UN PRACTICABLE. a. Not ſeaſible. Bºyle

UN PRACTISED. a Nºt kilul by uſe and

experience. Miltºr, P, is r.

UN PRAISED. a. Not celebrated ; not prailed

Spenſer, Milton, Dryden

UN*RECA Rious, a Not dependant on ano.
ther. Black mºre

acy example Swift.

To UNPREDICT. v. a To retract prediction

AMºtor.

UN PREFſ. RR F D a Not co-anced. C-1 fºr

UN PRE'GNANT a N tºrolifick. Shake!”

UNPREJ J DiCATE, a Not prepºſſeſſed by

any ſettled notions. Taylºr.

UNPRE JULICED, a Free from prejudice.

Tilletſ.”.

UNPRELATICAL, a Urſuitable to a prelate
Clarer don.

UNPREME'DI rat ED, a Not prepared in
the mind be orehand Afilton.

UN PREPARED, a 1. Not atted by previous

meaſures. Milton, Pappa. 2. Not made fit

for the dread ul moment of departure Shakeſ?

UN PREPA REINESS. ſ. state of being up

prepared. Kisz Charler.

UNPREPOS3. SED. a. Not preneſſeſſ. ,

not pre-occupied by notions. Suth.

UNPR', SSE32. a. Not prefied. Shakeſp. Tickell.

2. Not inforced. Clarendon.

UNPRETEND IN G. a

diſtinctions. Pete

UNPREVA (LING. a. Being of no force. She k.

UNPREVENTED. a. 1. Not previouſly him.

dered. Shakeſp. z. Not preceded by any thing
Milton.

UNPRINCELY. a. Unſuitable to a prince

King Charles.

UNPRINTED, a Not printed. Pºpe.

UN PRI'NCIPLED. a. Not ſettled in tenets

or opinions. Miltºn.

UNPRI SABLE. a. Not valued; not of eſti.

mation. Shake A.

UNPROCLA 1MED, a Not notified by a pub

lick declaration. Milton.

UNPROF. ABLE. a. Uſeleſ, , ſerving

purpoſe. Hººker.

UN PRI SON ED. a. Set ſree from confinement

Dan” e.

UNPRIZED, a Not valued. Shaº ºff.

UNPROFAN: D a. Not violated. Dryden.

UN PRC'ſ I l'A (; , EN ESS. f. Uſeleſſneſs Add /

UNPROFITABLY adv. Lººy without

advantage. Pen. johnſon, Addiſon.

UNPROFI FE4), a Having no gain. Shakeſp.

UNPROL! FICK. a. Carrºn; not productive.

Hale. - -

Not claiming ahy

Do

UNPRONO'UNCED, a. Not uttered;

froken ºf ſton.

"Nº o Pº R. a. N. . nºculiar. Sha'e?.

UNTRO PERLY. adv Contrarily to propriety;

irºn-operly, Siº.

L. N. 1''' ( , PI tº 10 U.S. a.

auſpicious Pºe

UNPROPO RTION CO. a. Not ſuited to ſome

th nº elſe. Shakeſp.

UN PRO PP.D. a. Not ſupported; not upheld.

*** **, Dºyden.

UN PROP.) St. D a. Not propoſed. Dryden.

CNPRO Spºrous a. ſºm/ reſper, Lat Un

tortunate ; not proſperous Ciaºn' ".

not

Not favourable; in

UNPºospºxoisily ca. Unſºcceſsuily. 7 a.

UNPRE CEDENTED. a. Not juſtifiable by UNPROTECTED. a. Not protected; not up

ported. H. : *er.

CNPROVF in a Not evinced by arguments.

Sººnſer, 18-ye.

To US PROVIDE - a Todiveſ of reſolution

or qualifications. Shakeſp. Sºuther”. • *

JN Pivovi DED. a. 1. Not ſecured or qualified

by picvious meaſures. Shak. Dryden. ... riot

turriſh d. King Charlºr, Spratt.

UNPROvo KED, a Not provoked. Drydºn

NPR (, NF1). a. Not cut; not lopped. Shak.

UN P'UNI Hº D. a ſimpunus, Lat.) Not pu

riſhed: ſuffered to continue in impunity.

UN PURCH ASED. a. U.bought Denham.

.N PURGE1) a. Not purged. Shakeſp.

UN PU's ICK a. Private . not generally

known ºf aylºr.

UNPC El...IS HEA). a. 1. Secret; unknowa.

Sººke, p. * Not given to the pullick Pºpe.

UN PURI FI LD, … i. Not freed from recre

rent Not cleanied irom fin D. ºf Piety.

US, l'URSUED a. Not purſued. Mºltºn.

UNPUTRIFIEI, a. Not corrupted by rotten

n-ſ. Bascº, Arbuthnot.

UNQ: A'i ºr ºb. a. Not fit. Swift. -

To UNQUA 11, Y. v. a. To diſqualify; to di

veſt of qualification Audſºn, Atter 5ury, Steiff.

UN QUARRELABL1. a. Such as cannot be

impugned. Brown - -

To UNQUEEN, w. a. To diveſ of the dignity

of queen. Shek’ſp. -

Ul, QUE NCHA PLE. a. Unextinguiſhable...41 it.

UNQUE NCHE.D. a. 1. Not extinguiſhed.

foº. 1. Not extinguiſhable. A but nºt.

UNQº’NCHA BLENESS. J. Unextinguiſh
ableneſs. Hakewiſ!

UN Q. EST 10 NABLE. a. ſ. Indubitable : not

to be doulted. Hºttºn. 2. Such as cannot bear

tº be quºtioned without ºr a lence. S/2 ºp.

UN QUE's IONA:...Y. Indubitably 5

without doubt. Sº, aft.

UNO! is stions EL, a . Not doubted ; paſſed

without doubt. 2. InJiſputable ; not to be

opf ſed. Iºn. ; / º ſº. 3. Not interrogated ;

not examined tº vºl. 1.

UN Q. 1 C K a Motionſ, ſ, Taniel.

UN+\ſ". Nº NED. a. Isot animated; not ri

a-v.

u; , () (11 F.T. a. [fººt, Fr tº wietus, Lºrin ]

. Move! with perpetual agitation; not cºlºn ,

5 O not
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not ſtill. Miltºn. 2. Diſturbed fall of per

turbation; not at peace. Shakeſp. 3. Reſtleſs ;

unſatisfied. Pope.

UNQUTETLY adv. Without reſt. Shakeſp.

UNQUIETNESS. ſ. 1. want of tranquillity.

Denham. 1. Want of peace. Spenter. 3. Reſt

leſſneſs; turbulence. Dryd. 4. Perturbation;

uneaſineſs Shakeſp. Taylor.

UNRA CKED. a. Not poured from the lees
Bacon. -

UNRA KFD. a. Not thrown together and co

vered. Shakeſp.

UNRANSACKED. a. Not pillaged. Knolles

To UNRA'VEL. v. a. 1 To diſentangle ; tº

extricate ; to clear Arbuthnot. 2. To diſorder :

to throw out of the preſent conſtitution. L'Eff

Dryden, Tillotſon. 3. To clear up the intrigue

of a play. Pºpe.

UNRA ZORED. a. Unſhaven. Milton

UNREACHED. a. Not attained Dryden.

UNREAD. a. 1. Not lead; not publickly

pronounced Hºoker. 1. Untaught; not learned

in books. Dryden.

UNREADINESS. ſ. 1.

want of promptneſs. Hooker.

preparation Taylor.

UNREADY. a. 1. Not prepared, not fit.

Shakeſp. z. Not prompt , not quick. Brown.

3. Awkard: ungainly Bacon.

UNRE'. L. a. Unſubſtantial. Shakeſp.

UNREASONABLE. a. i. Exorbitant; claim

ing, or inſiſting on more than is fit Dryden

2. Not agreeing to reaſon. Hooker. 3 Greater

than is fit; immoderate. Atterbury.

UNREASONABLENESS ſ Exorbitance; ex

ceſſive demand. King Charles 2. Inconſiſtency

with reaſon. Hammond

UNREASONABLY. adv. 1. In a manner con

trary to reaſon. a. More than enough. Shakeſ.

To UN REAVE. v. a. To unwind ; to diſen

tangle. Spenſer.

UNR tº B A TED, a Not blunted. Haketv.

UNREBU KABLE. a. Obnoxious to no cen

ſure Timothy.

UNRFCF'l VE Ö, a. Not received. Hocker.

UNRFCLAIMED. a. ſ. Not turned. Shakeſp.

2. Not reormed. Rogers.

UNRECONC I LEA BLE. a. 1.

peaſed ; implacable. Hammºnd

be made conſiſtent with Shakeſp.

UNR,CONCHLED. a. Not reconciled. Shak.

UNRECO R DED, a Not kept in remembrance

by publick monu'rent. A filtºn, Pope.

UNRECO UN i E1), a. Not told j not related

Shakeſp.

UNRECRUITABLE. a. Incapable of repair

ing the deficiencies of au army. Milton.

UNRECUR::1:NG a. It emedable. Shakeſ?

UNREDUCED, a Not reduced Davies.

UNREFORMABLE. a. Not to be put into a

new form. Hammond. -

UNREFOR.S.M. ED. a. 1. Not amer did ; not

corrected Davier, 1 Not brought to newre's

of life. Hammºnd, 41 tºn.

UGREFRAC l'ED. a. Not refracted. Newtºn.

Want of readineſs:

2. Want of

Not to be ap

2. Not to

UNREFRE'SHED. a. Not cheered; not re.

lieved. Arbuthnot.

UNREGA RDED. a. Not beeded; not re

pºsted. Spenſer, Sacking.

UNREGENERATE. a. Not brought to a new

lite. Stephens.

UNRE IN ED. a. Not reſtrained by the bride.

Miltºn.

UNRELE’NTING... a. Hard; cruel;

no pity, Shakeſp Smith

tº revable. a. Admitting no ſuccour.

2) e.

UNRELIEVED. a. 1. Not ſuccoured.

2. Not eaſed. Boyle.

UNREMA RKABEE. s. 1. Not capable of

being obſerved. Digby. 2. Not worthy of as
tice.

ºfDiable. a. Admitting no remedy.
f ºf ney.

UNREMEMBERING. a. Having no memory.
ryden.

9NREMEMBRANCE. ſ. Forgetfulneſs; wast
of remembrance. Watt,

UN REMOVABLE. a. Not to be

Sidney, Shakeſp.

UNREMOVABLY adv. In a manner that ad

mits no removal. Shakeſp.

UNREMOVED, a 1 Not taken away. Hamm,

* Not capable of being remºved. Milter.

9NREPAID, a. Not recompenſed; not corn

penſated Dryden.

UNREPEALED. a. Not revoked ; not abro

gated Dryden.

UNREPENTED. a. Not regarded with peni

tential ſorrow. Hooker.

UNREP ENTING, 7 a. Not repenting; not

UNREPENTANT: ; penitent. Rºſcºmmas.

UNREPINING. a. Not peeviſhly complaining.
Rowe.

JNREPLENISHED. a. Not filled. Boyle.

UNREPRIE VABLE, a Not to be reſpited

from penal death. Shakeſp.

UNREPROACHED. a. Not upbraided; not

cenſured King Charle.

UNREPROVABLE. a. Not liable to blame.

Coliſ

UNREPR'OVED. a. 1. Not cenſured. Sandys.

2. Not liable to cenſure. Milton

UNREPUGNANT. a. Not oppoſite Hesker.

UNREPUTABLE. a. Not creditable. Rºger.

UNREQ. ESTED. a. Not aſked. Kºeller.

ujºl table. a. Not to be retaliated.

gyle.

UNRESE'NTED. a. Not regarded with anger.
Rogerſ.

UNRESERVED. a. º. Not limited by any Fri.

vate convenience. Rogers. 2. Open, frank;

concealing nothing.

UNRESE’RVED N ESS.ſ.Unlimitedneſs, flank

neſs; largeneſs. Boyle.

UN RESERVEDLY. adv. t. Without limita

tions. Bºyle. 2. Without concealment; openly.

Pºpe.

UNRESE'RVEDNESS. ſ. Openneſs; frank

neſs Pºpe.

UNRE

feeling

Drydes.

taken away.
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UNRESISTED. a. 1. Not oppoſed. Bentley.

2. Reſiſtleſs; ſuch as cannot be oppoſed.

Dryden, Pºpe.

UNRESISTiNG. a. Not oppoſing; not mak

ing reſiſtance Bentley.

UNRESOL VABLE. a. Not to be ſolved; in

ſoluble. Sºuth.

UNRESO'LVED. a. 1. Not determined; hav

ing made no reſolution. Shakeſ. 2. Not ſolved;

not cleared. Locke.

UNRESO LVING. a. Not reſolving. Dryden.

UNRESPE'CTIVE. a. inattentive, taking lit

tle notice. Shakeſp.

UNREST. ſ. Hiſquiet; want of tranquillity ;

unquietneſs. Spenſer, Daniel, Motton.

UNRESTO'RED. a 1. Not reſtored.

cleared from an attainder. Collier.

UNRESTRA'INFD. a 1. Not confined : not

hindered Dryd. 2. Licentious; looſe. Shake.

3. Not limited. Brown.

UNRETRA'CTED. a. Not revoked ; not re.

£alled. Collier.

UNREVE'A LED. a. Not told or diſcovered.

-Spºnſer.

UNREVENGED. a. Not revenged. Fairfax.

vºy; Resp. a. 1rreverent ; diſreſpectful

ha'e.p.

LNREVERENDLY. adv. Diſreſ, e&fully. Ben.

johnſon.

UNREVERSED. a. Not revoked; not re

pealed. Shakeſp.

UNREVOKED. a. Not recalled. Milton.

U{{REWARDED. a. Not rewarded; not re

compenſed. L'Effrauze, Pope.

To UNRI DDLE v. a. To ſolve an enigma;

to explain a problem. Suckling.

UNRI DI CLJLOUS. a. Not ridiculous. Brown.

Te UNRW. G. v. a. To ſtrip of the tackle. Dryd.

UN R1'GHTEOUS. a. Unjuſt 5 wicked; ſin

ful : bid. Spenſer.

UNRI GHTEOUSLY. adv. Unjuſly ; wicked

ly ; ſinfully. Collier.

2. Not

UN RIGHTEOUSNESS. ſ. Wickedneſs; in

juſtice. Hall.

UNRI GHTFUL. a Not rightful ; not juſt,

Shakeſp.

To UN R1'NG. v. a. To deprive of a ring

Hudibras.

To UN PH'P. v. a. To cut open. Taylºr.

UN R4'PE. a. 1. Immacure ; not fully concocted.

Waſier. 1. Too early. Sidney

LNR 1'1'EN F.D. a. Not matured. Addiſºn.

UNRIPLN ESS. ſ. Hmmaturity ; want of ripe

ne's Bacºn.

t! N P i'VALLED. a. 1. Having no competitor.

Pºže. Having no peer or equal.

To UNRO'L. v. a. To open what is rolled

or convºlved. Dryden.

UN ROMANTICK. a. Contrary to romance.

Swift.

To UN ROO F. v. a. To ſtrip off the roof of

cover ºng of houſes. Shak ſp.

UN ROOSTED. a. Driven from the rooft

Sła is p.

JNRO'UCH. a. Smooth. Shakºſº.

To UNROOT. v a. To tear from the roots :

to extirpate. Shakeſp.

UNROUNDE D. a. Not ſhaped, not cut to a

round. Donne.

UNRO'YA I. a Unprincely; not royal Sidney.

To UNRU'FFLE. v. n. To ceaſe from commo

tion, or agitation. Dryden.

UNRUFFLED. a. Caim ; tranquil , not tu

multuous Addiſon.

UNRL'LED. a. Not directed by any ſuperiour

power. Spenſer.

UNRU LINESS. ſ. [from unruly.) Turbulence;

tumultuouſneſs. South.

UNRU'LY a. Turbulent: ungovernable ; li

centious. Spenſer, Shakeſp. Roſcommon.

UNSA'FE a Not ſecure, hazardous ; dan

gerous Hooker, Dryden.

UNSA'FELY. adu. Not ſecurely; dangerouſly.

Dryden, Grew.

UNSAl’D. a. Net uttered; not mentioned.

Dryden, FAton.

UNSA'LTED. a. Not pickled or ſeaſoned with

ſalt. Arbuthnºt.

UNSA NCTIFIED. s. Unholy; not conſecrat

ed. Shakeſp.

UNSA"TIABLE a. ſinſatiabilir, Lat.] Not to

be ſatisfied. Raleigh.

UNSAT ISFA'CTORINESS, ſ. Failure of giv

ing ſatistaction. Boyle.

UNSA'THSFACTORY. a. Not giving ſatis

}*. not clearing the difficulty. Stiling

cºtt.

UNSATISFIEDNESS ſ. [ ſrom unſatisfied. 1

The ſtate of being not ſatisfied; want of ful

neſs. Boyle.

UNSAT|SFIED. a. 1. Not contented: not

pleaſed. Bacon. 2. Not filled ; not gratified to

the full. Shakeſp. Rogers.

UNSATISFYING. a. Unable to gratify to the

full. Addi, ºn.

UNSA'VOURINE3S. ſ. (from unſavoury.] 1.

Bad taſte. ... Bad ſmell. Brown.

UNSA'VOURY. a. 1. Taſteleſ, job. 2. Hav

ing a ad tale. Milton. 3. Having an ill

ſmell; fetid. Brown. 4. Unpleaſing; diſguſt

ing. Hoo'er.

TO UNSAY. v. a. To retrast , to recant. Shak.

LN&C A'LY. a. Having no ſcales. Gay

UNSCA R& El). a. Not marked with wounds.

Shale p -

UNSCHOLA'STICK. a. Nct bred to litera

ture Licke. -

UNSCHOOLED. a. Uneducated; not learned.

Hooker.

UNSCO'RCHED. a. Not touched by fire.

Shakeſp.

UNSCREF, NED. a. Not covered ;

tected Bºyle.

UNSCRI P : URAL. a. Not defenſible by ſcrip

ture. Atter bury.

To UNSE'A L. v. a. To open any thing ſealed.

Drydºn.

UNSEALED. a. 1. Wanthg a ſeal. Shakeſp.

2. Having the ſeal broken. -

To UNSE'AM. v. a. To rip ; to cut open ºak.

5 O 3 UNSEA RCH

not pro
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UNSF. A. RCHAPLE. a Inſcrutable ; not to be

explored. "7:/iºn.

UNSEARCHAB.ENESS. f. Impoſſibility to

be explored. Brain hall.

UNSE A SONABLE. a. ſ. Nºt ſuitable to time

or occaſion ; unfit; un inely , ill-tºrned

Clarend: ". . Not agreca'le to the time of

the year. Shakeſ. 3. Late: as, unſeaſonable

time of night.

UNS: `ASO :J A BLF NFSS.

with time or place. Hiſe.

UNSEA*ONAELY. 2dv. Not ſeaſonably not

agreeably to ºne or occaſion Hººker.

UNSEAGON F.D. a. ſ. Unſeaſonable ; untime

ly; iii time. Out of uſe Shaº. 2. Un

formed; not qualified by uſe. Shakeſ; 3 It

recular : inordinate. 11 yeard 4. Not kept

till fit for uſe. 5. Not lated: as unſcatoned

mºat.

UNSF, coºpFD a 1. Not ſupported shakeſp

2. Not czemplified a ſecond time. Brew".

To UNSF'CRET. v. a. To diſcloſe; to divulge.

D ****.

UNs, or ET, a Nºt cloſe : not truſly. Shak

NSº CLJ R C. a Nor ſafe. Denham. -

Uh, sºbric; D c. Not drawn to ill. Shakeſt.

UNSE '1'. G. a Warting the power of viſion.

Share 'º. -

To Ussíº, M. v . Not to ſeen. Shakeſ”.

UN F. E. M.INESS. ſ. Indeesecy, indevel urns

uncºne lineſs. Hººker.

UNSEE/M.I.Y. a ladecent; uncoºrchy un

bec sº Hºcker.

unsºl. MiY, av Izdecerty; unbecºmingly

1 Cºr.

UNSEIN c. 1. Not ſe. n : not diſcovered. Bar.

Rºc, mºon inviſioſe ; undiſcover a le. Hººk

A ſº. 3. Unſkiºld, unexperienced tº endºn.

UNSF LF (S.I. a. Not add-led to pirate in

to vſ. Ste ºf a fºr.

UNSE, N.T. c. 1.

xf
* *

ſ. Diſagreement

* - sº

-

Not fen. ... Ux NT fºr

et called by letter or muſierrer. I cytºr

UNSEP A R A 151.1°. a. Not to be parted; not

to be divided. Sº “etº.

UN's P , RATFD, a Not pºrted. Pºte.

UNSlºv (CEABLE, a Ucles; bringing no

advantage. Sp. z ſ.r. Bentley, Rºgers.

UNSF Rv (CEAELY. a 'v. Withºut uſe; with

out advantage. Woºdward.

UNST. T. a. Not ſet; not placed. H. Her.

To UNSETTLE. v. a. 1. To make upcertain.

A, ºutfºzz. 2. To move from a place. L’Eſi, a

3. To overthrow.

UNSET tº Lt D. a. ſ. Not ºxed in reſolutiºn :

Not determined ; not firsty, Sºuth. 2. Un

equ ble, not regular ; , haſ ge" le. Bººt *y.

3. Not eſtabliſhed. Pryden. 4. Not fixed in a

place ºf abode II ºr.

U.S. s. . ; ; Lº DNESS. ſ. 1.

deterrºred ſtate of mind. ºcertainty:

fººtaatiºn Drydºn. 3. Want of ſix ſty. S. uth.

UKsºvºkºp. a. Not parºd not divided.

*S*d ſy. -

To UNSE X v a. To make otherways than

th- ex commºnly is. */*.

Irr ; , i. tion ; un

UNSHA'DOWED. a. Not clouded; not dark

ened. Glanville.

UNSHAKEABLE. a. Not ubječ to concuñon.

Shakeſp.

UNSHA KED. a. Not ſhaken Shaº ºff.

UNSHA'KEN. a. 1. Not agirated: not moved.

Shakeſp. Boyle. 2. Not ſubject to concuſſion.

3. Not weakened in reſolution ; not moved.

Spratt.

To UNSHA'KH.E. v. a. To looſe from bonds.

Addiſon.

['NSHA'MF. D. a. Not ſhamed Dryden.

UNSHA PEN. a. Miſhapen; eformed. Baree:

tº NSHA ki. D. a. Not partaken, not had is
cºmmon. Mr fox.

To UNSHE' AT H. v. 4. To draw from the

ſcabbard. Siakºſe. Denham.

UNSHE. D. a. Not !pºt. Miltºn.

UNSHE I.T.E.R.E.D. a. Wanting protećtion. De

ray ºf Piety.

To UNSH1 P. v. a. To take out of a ſhip

UNSHO'CKED. a. Not diſguſted; not offend

ed. Tickell. -

UNSHO D. a. [from unſºced.] Having no ſhoes.
Clarend:n.

JNSHOO'K. part. a. Not ſhaken Pºe.

US SHO RN a. Not cºpped Mitºn

UNSHOT, part, a Not hit by ſhot Pºa fer.

1'o UN SHOUT. a. To annihiliate, or re

tract a ſhout. Shakeſp.

UNSHO' W E RED. a. Not witered by ſº wers.
Mºtſºn.

UNSHR1'NKING, a Not recoiling Shakeſp.

-->

* -

UNSHU'NNABLE, a Inevitable shakeſp.

it. Nsi FTED, a 1. Not parted by a ſieve. *ſay.
º

-.

Not tried. Shakeſp.

"NS!'GHT. a. Not ſeeing Hadºra!.

UNS: G | F. D. a ſnviſible; not ſeen, Sackling.

UNS: GH TLINESS ſ. ſºrom u-ſightly.) De

formity diſagreeabieneſs to the eye Pā’ī est.

UNS' GHTLY.a Diſagreeable to the fºr ht ºf .

UN, SINCE RE. a. ſ. ſincerur, Latin, j . Not

hearty ; rot faithful. * Not genuine ; in

pure: adulterited. 3. Not found; not ſolid.

Dº yue".

UNSINCE RITY. a. Adulteration; cheat. Be; it.

To USS NEW v. a. To deprive of ſtrength.
Denham.

UNSi NGED. a. Not ſcorched; not touched by

fire. Stephenſ.

UNS1 NK ING. a. Not ſinking. Adºſº.

UNS!N E V, ED a Nerveleſs; weak. Shakeſ.

UNSi NNING: a impeccable. Rºrer. -

|UNSCANN LI). a. Not meaſu, ed; not com

! puted. Shake!}.

UNSK'ſ LED. a. Wanting ſkill ,

knowledge. Dryden, Biac, ris, e.

UNSK!'í FUL. Warting at ; wanting know.

le,42-. Shakeſ”.

'NSK IT.Ft 1.4.Y. a 'v. Without knowledge;

without art, ºakcſ.

UNC's "LFULN H SS, ſ. Wart of art; want of

knowledge. º. ººcy, Taylºr.

UN, H.A. i N. a. Not killed Sºdrey.

JNSLA'Kºi). a. Not queuched. Dryden.

C. N.S.E.E.P.

wantºg

|
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UNSLEF'PING. a. Ever wakeful. Milton.

UNSLI'PP1NG. a. not liable to ſlip , faſt.

Shakeſp.

UNSM, RCHED. a. Unpolluted; not ſtained.

Shakeſp.

UNSMO KED. a. Nºt ſmoked. Swift.

UNSO C1ABLE. a. [ºr ſociabilis, Lat.) Not

kind: nºt communicative of good. Rakigh.

UNSO CAABLY. adv. Not kindly. L'Eſt, arge.

UN SO! LED. a. Not polluted; not tainted ;

not ſtained. Ray.

UNSO I.D. a Not exchanged for money. Pºº.

UNSOLDIERLIKE. a. Unbecoming a ſoldier.

Broame.

UNSOLID. a. Fluid ; not coherent. Lºcke.

UNSOOT, for unſweet. Spºnſer.

UNSOPHISTICATE.D. a. Not adulterated

More.

UNSO LVED. a. Not explicated MWatts,

UNSO RTED a. Not diſtributed by proper ſe.

paration //attr. -

UNSO'UGHT. a. ſ. Had without ſeeking

Miltºn, Fenton. 2. Not ſearched. Shakeſp.

UNSOUND. a. i. Sickly wanting health

Denham, Arbuthnºt, 1. Not free from cracks

3. Rotten; corrupted. 4. Not orthodox Hooke,

3 Not hºneſt; not upright. Shakeſ? 6. Not

true; nºt certain. Sper er. 7. Not faſt; not

calm. Daniel. 8. Not cloſe, not compº.

A1artimer. 9. Not ſincere; not fait wºul. Gay

lo. Not ſºlid; not material. If enſer.

Erroneous; wrong. Fairfax, M.ſton. I -

Not taſt under foot.

UNSO UN, DED, a. Not tried by the plummet

o'a'eſf -

UN SO UNDNESS. ſ. 1. Erroneous of belieſ.

want of orthodoxy. Hºoker. 2 Corruptneſs o

any kind. Hz; ter. 3. Want of ſtrength , wan,

of ſolº ſity. Addiſºn.

UNSO'J is Ei) a. i. Not made ſour. Baesr. ,

Not made moroſe. Drydºn.

USSO WN. a. Not propagazid by flattering
ſeed. Fac:n.

UNSPA R.D. a. Not ſpared Aſiſten.

UNSPAR IN G. a. Not £ating , :* pi; ſimo

nious Aſtºn.

To UNSPEAK. v. a. To retrait;

Shakeſ”.

UNSPE. A. K.A. B.I. a.

Hocker

UN",PEAKA Bº.Y adv. Inexpreſis, ; inefl.

bly. Speciatºr.

to reca...t.

Not to be expreſſed

UNSPECIFIEC. a. Not par icularly mentioned.

Prºvº.

UNS:” tº CULATIvº.

of the tºngue.

U. SPE'D. c. Not diſpatched; not performed.

Garth.

UN SPE NT. a. ºot waſt-d; not diminhed ;

n tweakened

‘i o CNSPH:, it;.

Shazeſ.

U.S. Si', i.D. a. Not diſcovered; not ſun. Tic'e'ſ

lºº SPI . . . a. ſ. Nºt ºr Perłam, 2. No.

ºvº is 1.9, ºu, ºr -

a. Not theºretical. Gov.

2.1. 2 n.

v. G. To remove from its vib

To UNSPIRIT. v. a. To diſliºt; to depreſs;

to deject. Temple, Nºrris

UNSPO II.E.D. a. Not plundered; not pil

laged. Spºnſºr, Dyſºn 2. Not marred

USSPQ"I'Tºo a.º. t mirked with any ſtain.

Pryde". In maculate not tainted with guilt.

Shakeſp. An-crypha, Rºgers.

ENSQUA RED. a. Not formed; i, regular.

Sté (ºp.

|UNSTA B1. "... a nºbilº, Lat] ... Not fixed ,

not fai Temple.

j-mer

UNSTATD a. Not cool; not prudent; not

ſettled into diſcretion; not ſteady, mutable.

Spenſer, Sandys.

UNSTA 1 D: Ess. ſ.

mind. Sidney.

''NS iſ A in D, a Not flined; not died; not

diſco'oured. Hoo'er, & cºmmon.

To UNS 1. A "1 L. v.

Sh. {eſ}.

UN's 'A TUTABLE. a. Contrary to flature.

Sºft.

UN STA UNCHED. a. Not ſtopped; not "aved.

Sha'aſp.

UNS FE A DII.Y. adv Without any cºttinty.

2. In ºnſtantly mot cºnſiently. Le: e.

UNS 1 r. Aloi Ni SS. ſ. Want aſ conſtancy; irre

ſolution : nutability ºf ", Swift.

UN's ºf Ai) Y. g. ºn ozºat , irieſ,ºte

Dºn hiri, L'E' ange, Kewe. Ž

va ia le; changeabi: Loºe. 3.

not ſettle 1.

- Nº 3 ºr A DFAST a Nºt fixed; rot ſiſt Ch.: .

Jº St E. E. P. a Nº - Keº. I’, cº.

ſo tº S I is G. v. a. ſ. . ºld;...&uth.

Nº i ! - THE L c * e.t. t.

--- ** ** --------

(J., G - t is is . . . . a.

: 1. Inconſtant ; irreiulute.

i

Indiſcretion ; volatile

a. To put out of flate.

Mutable ;

Not fixed,

* - tº -

Nº ºn.cº.

Isot tº red, not agitated.

Jºy 2.

to U ×s ºf "Cº. º. a. ºo of . , by picking the

fit, he's C. ºr,

'Nº, tº tº G. a. º.o. bending; not yielding.

* . . º.

To U × 0.7. ~, a To free from ſtop or ob

tº sº tº 'e

º !' . . . . . . ºting to reſiſtance. Dryd.

lºs "R. tº ºt) a lay not ſorced. Haiety.

tº S. K.A I': Nº 1) a Not contrzéed. Glanv.

- N31 ſº S (1 H "Flf. N.E.D. a. Not ſupported ;

nºt 2 fl; ed. *...* ar.

To UNS 1 R1 NG v, a *. To relax any thing

ſtrung : to deprive of ſtrings. Prior, Smith.

2. To looſe ; to untie Dryder.

UNSTRUCK. a. Not moved ; not affected.

Fºl pr.

ºr's TC'ſ IFD a. Not premeditated; not ki

boured. Pryº. 1

U.S tº U Fºº a Urſlied; unſurn ſhed ‘’aº,

UN SUBST.A - 1 1A., a 1. Not clid; not pal

able. S/º. Air,tº 2. Not it al. 21ddºt.

U.S JCC tº to a Not ſºcceeded. A tit.x.

UNSUCCESSFUſ, a. Not having the wiſhed

event. Claºº

; UNst tº ºut...Y. adv. Unfortunately ,

| without ſucceſs. Conté.

| U &UC

* * * *

* * > *

-

*
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UNsuccessfulNESS...ſ. want of ſucceſs; UNTA'MED. a. Not ſubdued; not ſuppreſſed.
event contrary to wiſh. Hammond.

UNSUCCESSIVE. a. Not proceeding by flux of

arts. Brown.

UNSUCKED. a. Not having the breaſts drawn.
Milton.

UNSU FFERABLE. a. Not ſupportable ; into

Herable. Milton.

UNSUFF1'C1ENCE. ſ. ſinſuffſance Fr.) Ina

ability to anſwer the end propoſed. Harvey.

UNSUFFIC!ENT. a. (inſuff, ant Fr.) Unable;

inadequate. Lºcke.

UNSU GARED. a. Not ſweetened with ſugar.

Bacon.

UNSU ITABLE. a. Not congruous not equal.

not proportionate. Shake p Tiliatſon.

UNSU'ſ TABLENESS J. Incongruity; unfit.

neſs. South.

UN St. 'I r1: G a. Not fitting ; not becoming.

Sha -ſt. Dryden.

UNSU 1,11. D a. Not ſouled; not diſgraced ;

pure Shakeſp. Stratt.

UNSU'NG a. 1. Not celebrated in verſe; not

recited in verſe. Miltºn.

UNSU'NN: "...a. Not expoſed to the ſun. Milton.

UNSU'PERFLUOUS. a.º. cº more than eneugh.

Mºtºr. -

UNSU PPLANTED. a. Not forced, or thrown

from under that which ſupports it. Philipſ.

a. Nºt de eated by tº avagem.

UNSU PPOR 1 Au, E. a. ſinſ.pportable, Fr.]

into riote; ſuch as cannot be endured. Bºyle.

UNSUPPORTE. D. c. 1. Not ſuſtained ; not

held up. Milton. 2. Not aſſified. Brown.

UNSU'RE a. Not fixed; not certain. Fairfax.

UNSURMOU'N TABLE. a. (inſuran:antable,

Fr.] Inſuperable; not to be overcome Locke.

UNSUSCE'i'. I BLE. a. Incapable; not liable

to admit. Swift.

UNSUSPECT. a. Not conſidered as likely

UNSUSPECTED. W. to do or mean ill. Milton.

Swift,

UNSUSPECTING. a. Not imagining that any

ill is d, ſigned. Pºpe.

UNSUSP1'C10US. a. Having no ſuſpicion. Milt.

Smith

UNSUSTA'INED. a. Not ſupported; not held

up. Milton.

UNSWAYABLE. a. Not to be governed or in

fluenced by another. Shakeſp.

º a. Not wicked. Shakeſp.

To UNSWE'AR. v. n. Not to ſwear; to recant.

any thing ſworn. Speºſer.

To UNSWEAT. v. a. To eaſe after fatigue.

Mi ton.

IJNSWORN a No! bound by an oath. Shakeſp.

UN'ſ AlNTED. a. 1. Not ſultied , not polluted.

R. common. 2. Not charted with any crime

Shakeſ? 3 Not corrupted by mixture Smith.

UNTA'KEN. a. Nºt taken. Hayward. 2.

• U R T a k = N up. Not filled. Reye.

UNTA LK!.D. cf. a. Not mentioned in the

world. Dryden

L NT A Mi F.A Bi.E. a. Not to be tained ; not to

be ſubdued ºilkins, Crºw,

: Spenſer

To UNTA'NCLE. v. a. To looſe from intricacy

or convolution. Prior.

UNTASTED. a. Not taſted; not tried by the

palate. Waller.

UNTASTING. a. i. Not perceiving any taſte.

Smith. 2. Not trying by the palate.

UNTAUGHT. a. 1. Uninſtrusted; uneducat

ed; ignorant; unlettered. Dryden fºung.

2. Debarred from inſtruction Locke. 3. Un

ſkilled; new, not having uſe or practice.

Shakeſp

To UN E’ACH. v. a. To make to quit, or

forget what has been inculcated. Breton.

UNTE MPF.R.E.D. a. i. Not tempered. Ezekiel.

UNTEMPTED. a. 1. Not embarraſſed by

temptation Taylor. 1. Not invited by any

thing ailuring. Cottºn.

it; NTE NABLE. a. Not to be held in poſ.

ſeſſion, 1. Not capable of detence. Clarendes.

ºf NANT1 p. a Having no tenant. Temple.

UNTENDI.D. a. Not having any attendance.

Thomſºn.

UNTE NDER. a. Wanting ſoftneſs; warting

affection. Shakeſp,

UNTENDERED. a. Not offered. Shakeſp.

To UN TE/NT. v. a. To bring out of a tent.

Shakeſp.

UNTENTED. a [from tent.] Havigg no me

dicaments applied Shakeſp.

UNTERRIP(ED, a. Not affrighted; not ſtruck

with fear. Milton.

UNTHANKED. a. 1. Not repaid with acknow

ledgment of a kindneſs. Dryden. 2. Not re

ceived with thankfulneſs. Dryden.

UNTHANKFUL. a. Ungrateful , returning no

acknowledgment. Luke, Taylºr.

vºsºrully. adv. Without thanks.

eyte.

UNTHANKFULNESS. ſ. Neglect or orniſſion

of acknowledgment for gocq received. Hayw.

South.

UNTHAWED. a. Not diſſolved after froſt. Pºpe.

To UNTHINK. v. a. To recal, or diſmiſs a

thought Shakeſp.

UNTHINKING a. Thoughtleſs; not given to

refle&ion. Locke.

UN i H() RNY. a. Not obſtructed by prickles.

Brazu:.

UNTHOUGHT ºf a. Not regarded; not

heeded Shakeſp.

To UNTHRE. A.D. v. a. To looſe. Miltºn.

UNTHREATENED. a. Not menaced. King

Charles.

UNTHRI'FT. ſ. An extravagant; a prodigal.

Shakeſp. Herbert.

UNTHRI'FT. a. Profuſe; waſ eſul; prodigal

extravagant Shakeſp s

UN 1 HR 1 FTILY, adv Withoutfrugality. Celi.

UNIHRI'FTY. a. 1. Prodigal, proute, laviſh;

waſteful. Sidney. 2. Not eaſily made to thrive

or fatten. Mortimer.

UNTHRIVING. a. Not thriving; not proſper

ing. Gov. ºf the tongue.

Te
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To UNTHRONE. v. a. To pull down from a
throne. Milton.

To UNTIE, v. a. 1. To unbind; to free from

bonds. Spenſer 1. To looſen from convolution

or knot Waller. 3. To ſet free from any

obſtruction Taylor. 4. To reſolve; to clear.

Denham.

UNTI'ED. a. 1. Not bound; not gathered in a

knot. Prior. 2. Nut faſtened by any binding,

or knct. Shakeſp.

UNTI'L. adv. 1. To the time that. Denham.

2. To the place that. Dryden

UNTIL. prep. To. Uſed of time. Spenſer.

UNTl L.F.L. a. Not cultivated. Blackmºre

UNT 1 MBE.R.F.D. a. Not turniſhed with timber.

weak Shakeſp.

UN F 1 MELY. a. Happening before the natural

tiº.e. Dryden, Pºpe.

UNTIMELY. adv. Before the natural time.

Sºenſer, Waller.

UNTING ED. a. 1. Not ſtained; not diſco.

loured. Boyle. 2. Not in ested. Swift.

UN TA RABLE. a. Iddefatigable; unwearied.

Shakeſp.

UNTI RED. a. Not made weary. Dryden.

UNT1'TLED. a Lun and title. I Having no title.

Shakeſp.

UNTO prep [It was the old word for to ; now

obſolete To. Hooker, Brown, Temple

UNTO LD. a. i. Not related. Waller. a. Not

revealed Dryden.

UNTO'UCHED, a 1. Not touched; not reached.

Stephens. 2. Not moved; not affected. Sidney

3. Not meddled with. Dryden.

UNTO WARD a. i. Froward, perverſe; vexa.

tious; not eaſily guided, or taught. Shakeſp

Hudibrar, South, Woodward. 2. Aukwald

ungraceful Creech.

UNTOWARDLY. a. Aukward ; perverſe,

froward. Lºcke.

UNT O WARDLY. a. Aukwardly ; ungaioly

pe verſely Tillºtſon.

UNTRA C E A Bi.E. a. Not to be traced. South

UNTRACEL a. Not marked by any ſootſteps

Denham

UN rRACTABLE. a (intračiabilis, Lat..] I

Not yielding to common mea ures and ma

nagement. Hayward. 2. Rough; difficult

Afilton.

UN, RACTABLENESS. ſ. Unwillingneſs, or

unfitneſs to be regulated or managed. Locke

UNTRAD:NG a. Not engaged in coramerce

Ilocke

UN ºr A INFD. a. 1. Not educated; not in

ſtructed : not diſciplined. Hayward. 2. Irre

ular; ungovernable Herbert.

UNTRANSFERRA 2LE. a lncapable of being

given trom one to another. Hºwel

UN FRANSPARENT. a Not diaphanous:

opaque Boyle

UNTRAVELLFD, a. 1. Never trodden by

paſſengers. Brown. , 2. Having never ſeen

foreign countries. Addiſon.

To UNTREAD, v. a. To tread back; to go

back in the ſame ſteps. Shakeſp.

UNTREASURED. a. Not laid up; not repo

ſited. Shakeſp.

UNTREAT A BLF. a Not treatable; not prac

ticable. Decay ºf Piety. .

UNTRI ED. a. 1. Not yet attempted. Milton.

2. Not yet experienced. Atterbury, Collier. 3.

Not having paſſed trial. Miltºn.

UNTRIUM PHA. B.L.E. a. Which allows no

triumph. Hudibras.

Ur, 1 RO D a Not paſſed; not marked

UNTRO'DDEN by the foot. Waller

UNTROLLED a. Not bowled; not rolled

along Dayden.

UNTRO'UBLED. a. 1. Not diſturbed by care,

ſorrow, or guilt. Shakeſp. 1. Not agitated ;

not contuſed. Milton. 3. Not interrupted in

the natural courſe. Spenſer. 4. Tranſparent;
clear. Bacon.

UNTRUE. a. ſ. Falſe contrary to reality.

Hoºker. 2. Falſe; not faithful. Suckling.

UN TRULY, adv. Falſely ; not according to

truth Raleigh.

UNTRUSTINESS. ſunfaithfulneſs. Hayward.

UNTRUTH. ſ. 1. Falſehood, contrariety to

reality. 2. Moral falſehºod in tº veracity.

Sandyr. 3. Treachery; want of fidelity. Shak.

4 Falſe aſſertion. Atterbury.

UNTUNABLE.a. Unharmonious; not muſical.

Bacon.

To UNTUNE. v. a. 1. To make incapable of

harmony. Shakeſp. z. To diſorder. Shakeſ.

UNTU RNED a. Not turned. J4 ozdaw.rd.

UNTUTORED. a. Uniaitructed ; unlaught.

Shakeſp.

To UN TWiT.E. v. a. 1. To open what is held

together by convolution. Maller. 2. To open

what is wrapped on itſelf. Bacon. 3. To ſepa

rate that which claſps round anything Aſcham.

To UNT WIST v. a. To ſeparate any things

involved in each other, or wrapped up on

themſelves. Taylºr.

To UNTY'. v. a. (See Unti E.] To looſe.

Shakeſp.

To UNVAIL v. a. To uncover; to ſtrip of
a veil. Denbam.

UN VALUABLE. a. Ineſtimable; being above

price. Atterbury.

UN VALUED. a. 1. Not prized; neglected.

Shakeſp. z. Ineſtimable, above price. Shakeſp.

UN VANOUlsHED. a. Not conquered; not

overcome. Shakeſp.

JNVA RIABLE a. ſinvariable, Fr.] Not

changeable; not mutable. Norrif. -

UNVARIED. a. Not changed; not diverſified.

Locke.

UNVA’RNISHED. a. 1. Not overlaid with var

niſh. ... Not adorned; not decorated. Shakeſp.

UNVA'RYING. a. Not liable to change. Locke,

To UNVEIL. v. a. To diſcloſe ; to ſhow.

Shakeſp.

UN VE ILEDLY. adv. Plainly 3 without diſ

guiſe. Bºyle.

UNVEN
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UNVENTILATED. a. Not fanned by the wind.

Blackmore -

UN Vº R "ABLE. a Not true. Brºwn.

UN V E RSFD. a. Unacquainted; unſkilled.

Blacºm:: e.

'NVE XE1), a Untroubled; undiſturbed. Shak.

UN VI Ol. ATED. a. Not injured; not broken

Clar ºn law.

UN VI k UCU.S. a. Wanting vi, wue ***{eſ}.

UN VI SITE. 1). a. Nct reſorted to Miſtan.

UN, UN FORMi, a Wanting unformity. Decay

of Pizzy.

UN v O'YAG EA Bi E. a. Not to be paſſed over

or voyaged. A4tº ºn.

UNURGI.D. a. Not incited; not preſſed.

Shakeſt.

UN U.S. D. a. Not put to uſe : unemployed

& drcy. ... Not accuſtºmed. Sidney

UN U 94.5 UI. a. Uſeleſs; ſerving no purpoſe.

Glanville, Mce, e.

UN U.SUAL, a Not common : not frequeat ,

rare. Hooker, R:/common, Felton.

UNU SUA 1.NESS /. Uncommonneſs; infre

quercy Uretrie.

UN tº 1 ERA 51. F. a. Iniſable, inexpreſſible.

Afrº--. Sº it?

UN V U LNER A BLF a. Exempt from wound ,

not vulnerable. Shakeſp.

UNWA K F.N.E.D. a. Not rouſed from ſleep.

A1: 'tºr.

UN V, A Ll F. D. a. I ſaving no walls. Kroller.

UNWARES, adv. Unexpectedly; before any

caution. I airfax.

UN WA Ril Y. adv. Without caution; care

!eſ 'y 12, at 2.

UNWA R NESS ſ [from www.ary 3 Want of

caution; cºre leſineſs. Spºtator

UN WA'f, i. Kłº. a. Not cautioned; not uſed

to war. Dryden.

UNWA RNED. a. Not cautioned; not made

wary. Lºrte.

UNWA R R A N T \ºl, F. a. Not defenſible ,

not to be ju" ified : not allowed. Sºuth.

UNWA R R A NTA 131,Y adºw. Not juſtinably *

rºt defen: bly. Jºake.

UNWA R RANTED. a. Not aſcertained; un

certain. Baton.

UNWA RY. a. 1. Wartirº caution: implu

dent ; haſty: precipitate. ….ſtºn. 2. Unex

neº d Spºrter.

Lºs V, A SHED. W. a. Not waſhed; nºt cleanſ.

UNY. A shºw. § ed by wathing ºhakeſp

UN VA $ ". ... Not conſumed , not uni

niſhed. Jºſa. A mºre,

UN WA's" . G. a. No growing leſs. Pete.

tº N \, a Y a N. t used to travel. & cling

UN WE A1, .NED. a. Fºot weakened. I yº.

UNV tº Ai O N E 1), a. Nºt ſurniſhed with ol

terſ we arms. Raleigh.

U v. V. l. Aki ABI.E. a. Not to be tired. Hºfer,

UN \ }. A R1ED. a. ſ. Not tied ; not fatigued

// alier. 2. Indefatigable ; col.tinual, Lot to

be ſpert. Perham.

To UN. V. F. Ak Y. v a. To reſieſh aſ crwea;

reſ. 1 ºr Pie.

UNWF. D. a. Unmarried. Shakeſa.

UN WEDGEABLE. a. Not to be cloven.

Shake?.

UN WEEDED. a. Not cleared from weeds.

Shakeſp.

UN WEEPFD. a. Not lamented. Now ...

ºvert. Al/r/ran.

UN WEETING. a. Ignorant; unknowing,

Šfenſer, Milton.

UNWF IG H E D a. 1. Not examined by the

balance. Kings. 2. Not conſidered; negli

gent. Shakeſø.

|Uxwe gºing, a. Inconſiderable; thought

leſs. Sºakeſp.

UNY, ELCOM E. a. Not pleaſing ; not grate

ful. Denham.

UNWF'PT. a. Not lamented; rºt bemoaned.

Dryden.

UN Wr T. a. Not moiſt. Dryden.

UNY, HTP T. a. Not puniſhed ; not corrested.

Shateſ?'.

UNWHO I, ESOME. a. i Inſalubrious ; miſ

chievous to health. Bars", Sºuth. ... Corrupt;

tainted. Shakeſp.

UNWA ELDII.Y. adv. Heavily ; with difficult

motion. Dryden.

UN WILLDiNESS. ſ. Havineſs; difficulty to

move, or be moved. G ſanville.

UN \vl tº LLY. a. Utmanageable ; not eaſily

moving or moved bulky; weighty , pon

derous. Clarend:-.

UNWT LLING. a. Loath; not contented: not

inciºned; not complying by inclination H...-ker,

ID, yden.

UN wiſ,LiNGLY. adv. Not with goodwill;

nºt withºut loathn, ſs. Denham.

UN WILLING NESS. ſ. Loathneſs; diſinciica.

tion. Rºleigh.

To UNWIND, w a pret, and part, paſſive ºn

wºund . To ſeparate any thing convºlved;

to untwiſt; to untwine. Sidney 2. To diſen

tanºle to looſe from entanglement. Hazfer.

To UNWIND. v. n. To admit evolution.

A42; tımer.

UNVi'PED a Not cleared. Sºakeſp.

UN WI'SE. a. Weak; defective in wiſdom.

Sºckeſp. Tillotſen.

UN Wisłi.Y. adv. Weakly; not prudently ;

not wiely. Sidney.

To UN WISH. v. a. To wiſh that which is,

rot to be. Shareſ”.

UN WISHED. a. Not ſought; not deſired.

Sidney.

UNWIST a. Unthought of; not known. Sºes.

To UNWIT, v a. To deprive of underſtanding.

Shakeſh.

UN witHDRAWING.a. Continually liberal.

A/r':-n.

UN \, (THSTOOD, a Not oppoſed. Philips.

UN VI"TNESSF D, a Wanting evidence; want

ing notice Hoºker.

UN W1 1 T iNGLY, adv. Without knowledge;

without conſciousneſs. Sidney, Bentley. a

UN wo NTED. a. 1. Uncommon; unuſual;

rare ;
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ware; inſtequent. Shakeſp. Glanville. 2. Un

accuſtomed; unuſed. May.

UNWO'RKING...Living without labour. Lºcke.

UNWO'RSHIPPED. a. Not adored. Milton.

UNWORºhlLY. adv. Not according to deſert.

* Broome.

UNWO'RTHINESS / Want of worth; want

of merit Sidney, Shakeſp. Wake.

UNWORTHY, a 1. Not deſerving. Hooker. 1.

Wanting merit Whitgifte. 3. Mean. Sidney.

4. Not ſuitable; not adequate Swift. 5 Un

becoming : vile. Dryden. -

UNWOUND. part paſſ. and pret of unwind.

Untwiſted. Mortimer.

UNWOUNDED. a. 1. Not wounded. Milton.

2. Not hurt. Pºpe.

To UNWREATH. v. a. To untwine. Bºyle.

UNWRITING. a. Not aſſuming the character

of an author. Arbuthnot.

UNWRITTEN, a Not conveyed by writing :

oral traditional. Sºuth, Ha!e.

UNWROUGHT. a. Not laboured; not manu

factured. Fairfax.

UNWRUNG. a. Not pinched. Shakeſp.

UNYIE LDED. a. Not given up 12 yden.

To UNYOKE v. a. ſ. To looſe from the yoke.

Shakeſp. z. To part ; to disjoin. Slakeſp.

UNYOKED. a. i Having never wore yoke.

Dryden. ... Licentious; unreſtrained. Shakeſ?.

UNZO'NED, a Not bound with a girdle Prior

VOCA BULARY. ſ. ſºvocabular tum, Lat. voca

bulaire, Fr.) A dictionary; a lexicon ; a word

book. Brown.

vo'CAL, a (vocal, Fr. vocali, Lat., i. Having

a voice. Craſhaw - Uttered or modulated

by the voice. Hooker.

vocality.ſ. (from vocal] Power of utter

ance ; quality of being utterable by the voice.

Holder.

To vocALIZE. v. a. (from vocal.] To form

into voice. Hºlder.

vo CALLY. adv. (from vocal) in words ; ar

ticulately. Hale. -

VOCATION / (vocation, Fr. vocatio, Lat.) 1.

Calling by the will of God. Hºoker. 2: Sºm

mºns. Dryden 3. Trade; employment. Sidney.

vo CATIVE. f [vocatif, Fr. vocativus, La.)

The grammatical caſe uſed in calling or ſpeak

ing to. -

vociferATION. ſ. (vociferatio, vocifero,

Lat Camour; outcry. Arbuthnot.

VOC: FEROUS... [vot fero, Lat.] Clamorous;

noiſy Pope.

yogue. ſ. (vogue, Fr.] Faſhion; mode. South,

Rºſtammon. -

voice. f [voix, Fr. vects, Lat]. I. Sound

emitted by the roouth. 1.30and of the mouth,

as diſtinguiſhed from that uttered by another

mouth Lacon. 3. Any ſound made by breath.

A diſon. 4 vote, ſuffrage; opinion expreſied.

Knolles.

To voice. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To ru

mour, to report. Lucan. *. To vote. Shakeſp.

To VOICE. v. n. To clamwur; to make cut

clic. Juvists. Sºtº.

VOICE.D. a. [from the noun.] Furniſhed with

a voice. Denham. -

VOID. a. ſ.vuide, Fr.) 1. Emptv; vacant ;

Geneſiſ, Shakeſp. 2. Vain : ineffectual; null,

vacated. Hooker, Clarendon. 3. Unſupplied:

unoccupied Camden. 4. Wanting ; unfurniſh

ed empty. Whitgifte. 5. Unſubſtantial ; un

real. Pope.

VOID. ſ. [from the adjective.] An empty ſpace;

vacuum ; vacancy. Pºpe.

To Vºl D. v. a. [from the adjestive; vuiler,

Fr.] ... To quit; to leave empty. Shakeſt.

*. To emit to pour out. Wilkins. 3. To

emit as excrement. Bacon. 4. To vacate;

to nullify , to annul. Clarendon.

VOIDA B.E., a...[from void.]. Such as may be

annulled. Ayliffe. -

Vºlpi. R. ſ. [Iron void.]. A baſket, in which

broken meat is carried from the table. Cleavel.

Vo (DRESS. ſ. [from void. 1. Emptineſs :

vacuity. *. Nullity; inefficacy. 3. Want of

ſubſtantiality. Hakewill.

Pº II (ſº E. ſ. [Fr. Carriage. Arbuthnot.

VO LANT. a. (volant, Lat. volant, French.)

1. Flying ; paſſing through the air. Wilkins.

2. Nimble; active. Milton, Philips.

VO LATILE. a. (vºlatilis, Lat.] 1. Flying ,

paſſing through the air. Bacon. 2. Having the

Pºwer to paſs off by ſpontaneous evaporation.

44tſton. 3. Lively ; fickle ; changeable of

mind. PWatts, Swift.

VOLATILE.J. (volatile, Fr.] A winged animal.
Brown.

VO’LATILENESS. 7ſ ſwolatilité, Fr.) 1. The

VOLATI'LITY. quality of flying away by

evaporation; not fixity. Bacºn, Hale, Newton,

Arbuthnot *. Mutability of mind.

Voi.ATILIZATION. ſ. (from volatilize.] The

act of making volatile, Bºyle.

To VOLATILIZE. v. a. (volatiliſer, Fr. from

volutile.] To make voiatile; to ſubtilize to

the higheſt degree. Newtºn.

VOLE. J. [vale, French A deal at cards, that

draws the whole tricks. Swift.

PO4-04 No. 1. A burning mountain. Brown,

Bentley.

vºy ſ. [vºlerie, Fr.] A flight of bird.
2 cre.

VOLITATION. ſ. [wolito, Lat.] The act or

power of flying. Brown.

VOLITION. ſ. volitic, Lat.}The act of willing,

the power of choice exerted. South, Lºcke.

VO'LITIVE. a. Having the power to will. Hale.

VOL.E.Y. ſ. (voice, Fr. } i. A flight of ſhot.

Raleigh. * A built, an emiſſion of mary

at once. Shakeſp.

To VOLLEY. v. n. To throw out. Shakeſp.

V.O.I.L.I.F.D. a. (from vºlly. Diſpluded, diſ.

charged with a volley. Pººpſ.

V.O.T. ſ. (valie, F. A round or a circular

tread a gait of two treads made by a home

going ſideways round a center.

VQLUBi Li'l Y. M. (voi...bute, Fr. waſ...},...,

Lat. 1. The act or power of rolling. P. Lu,

2. Activity of toº us, fluency of ſpeech.

5 P -- ***.
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Clarendºn, 3. Mutability ; liableneſs to revo.

lution. L'Eſirange.

VO LUBLE. a. ſºlubilº, Lat.) 1. Formed ſo

** to fºll eaſily ; formed ſo as to be eaſily put

* Tºtion. Hammond, Bºyle. 1. Rolling, having
quick motion. Milton. 3. Nimble; a Stive.

ºatſ, 4. Fluent of words. Shakeſp.

V91. ME. ſ. (v, unen, Lat] ... sºmething

roll d, or convolved. 2. As much as ſeems

‘onvolved at once. Dryden, Fentºn, Cheyne. 3.

A book. Spenſer. -

VQLUMINOUs a [rom a slure.) 1. Confiſt

ºg of many complications. Milon. 2. Con

fitting of many volumes, or boºks. Milton.

... 3. ‘ ‘pious; diffuſive. Clarendon.

VOLUMINOUSLY. adv. [from voluminous.

In many volumes or books. Glanville.

VOLUNTARILY, adv (vºluntier, Fr. from

vºluntary.) Spontaneouſly; of one's own ac

cºrd i without compulſion. Hºoker

WQLUNTARY, a ſwolºntaire, Fr. voluntarius,

Lat J . Aćling without compulſion; acting by

choice. Hºoker. 2. Willing; acting with wil

lingneſs Pof e. 3. Done without cºmpulſion.

$ºd. 4. Act ng of its own accord. Milton.

VOLUNTARY. ſ. (from the adjective j . A.

Yºlunteer; one who ergages in any affair of

his own accord Davies. ... A piece of muſick

played at will. Cleaveland.

VOl.UNTEER, f [velentaire, Fr J A ſoldier
who enters into the ſervice of his own accord

Collier.

To VOLUNTEER. v. n. To go for a ſoldier.

Dryden.

VOLU PTUARY. ſ. ſ.v.e/eptuaire, Fr. welfth

ºr ini, Lat J A man given up to pleaſure and

luxury. Atterbury.

VOLU PTUOUS a.ſvoluptuºſº, Lat.) Given

to exceſs of pleaſure; luxurious. Spenſ. Bent.

VOLU PTUOUSLY. adv {from voluptuºus.]

Luxuriouſly ; with indulgence of exceſſive

pleaſure. South.

VOLUPTUousNess ſ [from vºluptuour.]

Luxuriouſneſs; addictedneſs to exceſs ef plea

ſure. Donne.

VOLUTE. ſ. (volute, Fr.) A member of i

column. I hat part of the capitals of the

Ionick,Corinthian, and compoſite orders, which

is ſuppoſed to repreſent the bark of trees twiſ.

ted and turned into ſpiral lines, or according

to others, the head dreſſes of virgins in their

long hair. Theſe volutes are more eſpecially

remarkable in the Ionick capital, repreſenting

a pillow or cuſhion laid between the abacus

and echinus. Harriſ.

*O'MICA. ſ. (Latin J. An ency ſled humour in

the lungs. Arbuthnot.

VO Mick NUT. ſ. The nucleus of a fruit of

an Eaſt-Indian tree, the wood of which is the

lignum colubrinum, or ſnakewood of the ſhops.

It is certain poiſon ; and in ſmall doſes, it

diſturbs the whole human frame, and brings

on convulſions. Hill.

To V0M IT, v. n. [vemz, Latin ) To caſt up

the contents of the ſtomach. More.

To VO MIT. v. a. [tº mir, Fr.) 1. To throw

up from the ſtomach. jomah, Arbuth. 2. To

throw up with violence from any hollow.

VO'MIT. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. The matter

thrown up from the ſtomach. Sandys. 2. An

emetick medicine ; a medicine" that cauſes

vomit Arbuthnot.

VOMI'TION. ſ. [from reme, Latin.] The act

or power of vomiting. Grew.

VO'MITIVE. a. (vomitif, Fr.] Emetick i

cauſing vomits. Brown.

VO MITORY. a. [vomitoire, Fr. vomitorist,

Lat.) Procuring vomits; emetick. Harvey.

VORA CIOUS. a. ſºvorace, Fr. verax, Lat.]

Greedy to eat; ravenous ; edacious. Gov. ºf
the Tongue.

VORACIOUSLY, adv. [from voraciour.] Gree.

dily ; ravenouſly.

VORA'CIOUSNESS. 7ſ [voracite, Fr.] Gree

VORA'CITY. dineſs; ravenouſneſs.

Sandys.

!"O RTEX ſ. [In the plural vertices. Lat) Any

thing whirled round. Newton, Bentley.

VO’RTICAL. a. (from vortex.] Having a

whirling motion Newton.

VOTARESS. ſ. (female of vetary] A woman

devoted to any worſhip or ſtate. Cleaveland,

Pºpe.

VOTARIST. ſ. [devetur, Lat.] one devoted

to any perſon or thing. Shakeſp. Milton,

VOTARY. f. One devoted, as by a vow, to

any particular ſervice, worſhip, ſtudy, or ſtate

of life. Croſław, Rºgers.

VOTARY. a. Conſequent to a vow. Bacon.

VOTE. ſ. [votum, Lat.) Suffrage; voice given

and numbered. Rºſcºmmon.

To VOTE. v. a 1. ‘i ochuſe by ſuffrage; to

determine by ſuffrage. Bacon. 2. To give by

vote. Swift,

VOTER. ſ. [from vºte ) One who has the right

of giving his voice or ſuffrage. Swift.

VOTIVE a [votiºns, Lat.)Given by vow. Priºr.

To VOUCH. v. a ſºuther, Norman Fr.) 1. To

call to witneſs, to obteſt. Dryd. 1. To atteſt;

to warrant , to maintain. Locke, Atter bury.

To VOUCH. v. n. To bear witneſs, to appear

as a witneſs. Swift.

VOUCH. ſ. [from the verb ] Wartant; atteſ.

tation. Shakeſp.

VOU'CHER. v. a. (from vouch..] One who gives

witneſs to any thing. Pºpe.

To vouchSAFE. v. a. [vouch and ſafe.] 1.

To permit any thing to be done without

danger. 1. To condeſcend to grant. Shakeſp.

To VOUCHSA FE. v. m. To deign; to con

‘ deſcend; to yield. Sidney, Dryden.

VOUCHSA FEMENT, J. (from vouchſafe.)

Grant; condeſcenſion. Boyle.

WOW ſ. [, æu, Fr. vºtum, Lat.] ... Any promiſe

made to a divine power; an act of devotion.

Hammand. 1. A ſolemn promiſe, commonly

uſed for a promiſe of love or matrimony.

Dryden.

To WOW. º. a. [wºuer, Fr. vºves, Latin.) To

conſecrate by a ſºlemn dedication; to give to

a divine power, Hºoker, Spelinar.

Te
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Te WOW. v. m. To make vºws of ſolemn pro

miſes. Suckling.

WOWEL. ſ. (voyelle, Fr. vocalis, Lat.] A letter

which can be uttered by itſelf. Hºlder.

vowfELLow. ſ. [ vºw and fellºw. J One

bound by the ſame vow. Shakeſp.

VOYAGE. ſ. [vºyage, Fr ) i. A travel by ſea

Bacon, Prior. 2. Courſe; attempt; undertak

ing. Shakeſp. 3. The practice of travelling

Baron,

To VOYAGE. v. n. [vºyager, Fr.] To travel

by ſea. Pope.

To VOYAGE. v. a. To travel; to paſs over.

Miltar.

VOYAGE.R. ſ. (from voyage.] One who travels

by ſea. Donne, Pope.

UP. adv. [up, Saxon; op, Dutch and Dan.]

1. Aloft; on high; not down. Knoller. 1. Out

of bed; in the ſtate of being riſen from reſt.

Wattes. 3. In the flate of being riſen from a

ſeat. Addiſon. 4. From a ſtate of decumbiture

or concealment. Dryden. 5. In a ſtate of

being built. Shakeſp. 6. Above the horizon

judget. 7. To a ſtate of advancement. Atter.

8. In a flate of exaltation. Sterfer. 9. In a

ſtate of climbing to. In a ſtate of inſur

rection. Shakeſp. 11. In , a ſtate of being

increaſed, or raiſed. Dryden. 12. From a

remoter place, coming to any perſon or place.

L'Eſtrange. 13. From younger to elder years

Pſalmir. 14. Up and down. Diſperſedly , here

and there. Addiſºn. 13. Up and down. Back

ward and forward. 16. Up to. To an equal

height with. Addiſon. 17. Up to. Adequately

to. Atterbury, Rogers 18. Up with. A phraſe

that ſignifies the ast of raiſing any thing to

give a blow Sidney.

UP interjeći. i. A word exhorting to riſe from

bed. Pope. 2. A word of exhortation, exciting

or rouſing to action. Spenſer.

UP. prep. From a lower te a higher part; not

down. Bacon.

To UPBEAR. v. a. preter. up bore; part paſſ

up barre. ſap and bear.) 1. To ſuſtain aloft ; to

ſupport in elevation. Milton. 2. To raiſe aloft

Pºpe 3 To ſupport from falling. Spen'er.

To UPERA'ID v. a. ſup;ebno ban, upsebne

ban, Saxon.) 1. To charge contemptuouſly

with any thing diſgraceful. Sandyr, Blackm

2. To object as matter of reproach. Bacon,

Stratt. 3. To urge with reproach. Decay ºf

Tiety. 4. To reproach on account of a benefit

received from the reproacher. 5. To bring

reproach. upon ; to ſhow fault by being in a

tate of compariſon. Sidney. 6. To treat with

contempt. Sperfer.

tºBRAIDINGLY, adv. By way of reproach

Ben. 7:hnſon.

To UPBRAY v a. To ſhame. Spenſer.

UPBRO'UGHT. part paſſ of upbring. Edu

cated; nurtured Sperfer.

UPHAND. a. (up and hand J Liſted by the
hand. Moxon.

tº PCAST. Thrown upwards Dryden.

U PCAST. ſ. A term of bowling , a throw ; a

caſt. Siakºff.

To UPGATHER. v. a. [up and gather.] To

contract. Spenſer.

UPHET.D. pret, and part paſſ of upheld Main
tained ; ſuſtained. Milton.

UPH1'LL a [up and hill.) Difficult, like the

labºur of climbing an hiſ. Clariſ.
To UPHO ARD J. a. ſuf and heard J. To

treaſure to flore ; to accumulate in private

places. Spenſer.

To UPHO'I.O. v. a. preter upheld, and part.

paſſ."f held, and unhºlden. [up and hold) 1.

To liſt on high. Dryden. 2. To ſupport; to

ſuſtain i to keep from falling. Shakºſe. 3. To

keep from declenſion. Bacºn. 4. Tº ſupport

in any ſtate of life. Raligh. 5. To continue;

to keep from defeat. Hecker. 6. To keep

from being loſt. Shakeſp. 7. To continue

without failing. ILlder. 8. To continue in

being. Hakewiſl.

UPHOLDER. ſ. (from tº held] . A ſupporter.

Sºft. 2. A ſuſtainer in being. Hale. 3. An

Wºdertaker ; one who provides for funerals.

dy.

UPHO'LSTERER, ſ One who furniſhes houſes:

ºne who fits up apartments with beds and

furniture. Swift, Pope.

9 LAND. ſ. [ºf and land] Higher ground.
Burnet.

9 PLAND. a. Higher in fituation. Care”.

UPLANDISH, a [from ºf land) Mountainous;

inhabiting mountains. Chatman.

To UPLAY. v. a. [up and ſay.J. To hoard ;

to lay up Donne.

To UPLIFT, w a (up and ºft.] To raiſe aloft.

Shakeſp. Addiſºn.

U'PMOST. a. [an irregular ſuperlative formed

from up.] Higheſt; topmoſt Dryden.

UPON. frep. (up and on.) 1. Not under;

nºting being on the top or outſide. Shakeſp. 2.

Thrown over the body, as clothes. Shakeſp. 3.

By way of imprecation or infliction. Shakeſ.

4. It expreſſes obſeſtation, or proteſtation. Sh.

5. It is uſed to expreſs any hardſhip or miſchief.

Bºrnet. 6. In conſequence of Baron, Hayaº.

Clarendºn. 7. In immediate conſequencé of.

7 ſiltſ” 8. In a ſtate of view. Shake?.

Terºle 9. Suppoſing a thing granted. Burnet.

lo. Relating to a ſubject. T. mºle. . . with

reſpect to. Dryden. 12. In conſideration ot.

Tºpe, 13. In noting a particular day. Addiſºr.

14. Noting reliance of truſt. Shāţeſp. g.

Near tº ; noting ſituation. Clarendon. 16. On

pain of Sidney. 17. At the time of ; on

cccsſion of Swift. 18. By inference from.

J.ccée. 19. Noting attention Lºcke, co. No

ting particular place. Dryden. 7 i. Exactly ;

accºrding to. **ašrſ?. 22. By 5 noting the

means of ſupport. Woodward.

U PP; R. a. [a comparative from tip.] I. Su

perior in place ; higher. Peacham. 2. Higher

in pºwcr. Hocker.

U P ºf RMOST, a (ſpºrative from upper.)

1. Higheſt in place Dryden. ... Higheſt in

Tower or authority Gianº ille 3. Predominant,

moſt powerful. Dryden,
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UTESH. a. (from up.) Proud ; arrºgant.

To UPRAISE. v. a. ſip and raiſe.] To raiſe

up , to exalt. Miltºn.

Tº UPRE'AR. v a "p and rear.] To rear on

high. Gay.

UPRſ GHT. a. ſ. Straight up ; perpendicularly

erect. Jerer. Racer. ... Ereaed ; pricked up.

$fenſer, 3 Honeſt, not declining rom the
right. Mºrn.

UPRI'GHT.Y. ad- (from upright ] . Peº

pendicularly to the horizon. ... Honet, ly;

without deviation from the right. Taylor

UPRIGHTNESS / [rom upright ] ... Per.

pendicºlar ereºion. H^aller. 1. Honeſty ;

intº ºrity. Atter hury.

To UPRISE. ". . [up and riſ.” . To riſe

from decumbiture. Pſalmſ. 2. To riſe from

below the horizon. Četvley. 3. To riſe with

acclivity. Shakeſp.

UPRISE. ſ. Appearance ahore the horizon.
Shafe/?. -

U PRO AR f (cºrrer, Dutch Tumult, buſtle;

diſturbance; cºn uſion. Raleigh, Philip,

To UPROAR. v c (from the noun ) To throw

into coºf ºn. Shake!”.

To UPKOO T. v. a. ſap and root.) To tear up
by the rºot.

To UPRO USP. v. a. ſup and reuſ...] to waken

- from ſleen to excite to action. Shakeſp.

U PSHOT. f. ºf and ſhºt ) Concluſion; end;

lºſt amount final event. Shakeſp. "More,

1. */ºrange, Furret, Arbuthnot, Pope.

U PSIPE dºwn. [an adverbial form of ſpeech

With total reverſement; in complete diſorder.

Raleigh, Sºuth.

UPSPRING. ſ. A man ſuddenly exalted.

Shakeſp. -

To UPSTAND. º. n.

ereºed May.

To UPSTA Y. v. a. ſup and ſay.) To ſuſtain :

to ſupport. Miltºn.

To U PSTART v. n. [up and ſtart.] To ſpring

up ſuddenly. Dryden. -

U PSTART. ſ. [up and ſart ) One ſuddenly

raiſed to wealth, power, or honour. Bacon,
AM1/r2 ºr

To Uſ’swa'RM. v. a. ſup and ſwarm.) To

raiſe in a ſwarm. Shakeſp.

To UP 'A K.E. v. a. [up and take.] To take

into the hands. Spenſer.

To UP IRA IN. v. n. (up and train.) To bring

up to educate. Spenſer.

To UPTURN, w, ... [up and turn ) To throw

up , to ſurrow. Milton.

U PWARD. a. [up and peans, Saxon.) Direc

ted to a higher part. Dryden.

I. PWARD. ſ. The top Shakeſ,

U PWA R D. adv. [up 2nd peanb.) 1. To

U'PWARDS. wards a higher place. Dryden.

2. Towards heaven and God. Hooker. 3.

With reſpect to the higher part. Mitten. 4.

More than ; with tendency to a higher or

greater number. Hecker. 5. Towards the

ſource. Pote.

To UPW, ND v. a. pret, and paſſ uſ wºund.

[up and ſand] To be

[ºf and wind...] To convolve. Spenſer.

URBANITY. ſ. ſerbanité, Fr. ºrbanitar, Lat J

Civility ; elegance; politeneſs; merriment ,

facetiouſneſs. Dryden.

URCHIN. ſ. 1. A hedge-hog. Shakeſp. z. A

name of ſlight anger to a child. Prior.

R. E. ſ Pračice ; uſe, Hooker.

URETER ſ (uretere, Fr.) Ureters are two

long and ſmall canals from the baſon of the

kidnies, one on each ſide. Their uſe is to

carry the urire from the kidneys to the blad

der. Wºf ria ºr,

U. RETHRA / ſuretre, Fr ) The paſſage of

the ur.ne. Hºſeman.

To URGE v. a. ſurge, Lat.] 1. To incite;

to puſh. Shakeſ, 7 list/on. 2. To provoke :

to exaſperate. Shakeſp 3. To follow cloſe,

ſo as to impel, Pete 4 To labour vehe

mently. 5. To preſs : to enforce. Dryde".

6. To preſs as an argument. Shakeſp. 7.

To importune; to follicit. Spenſer. 8. To

preſs in oppoſition, by way of obječtion.

Tilletſ-n.

To URGF. v. « To preſs forward. D---e.

URGENCY. ſ. ( Iron urgent. J Preſſure of

difficulty. Swift.

U’RGENT. a. ſurgent, Fr a genr, Lat ) i.

Cogent; preſſing ; violent. Hooker, Raleigh.

2. Importunate , vehement in ſolicitation.

Exºdur

U'RGº NTLY. adu ſſrom urgent.] Cogently;

violently vehemently ; importunately.

URGER. ſ. (hom urge.) One who preſſes.

U RGEWONDE.R. / A ſort of grain. Martin.

URINAL. ſ. (urinal, Fr A bottle in which

water is kept for inpection. Shakeſp.

U'RINARY. a. (from urine.) Relating to the

urine. Brown.

UR IN ATIVE, a Working by urine ; pro

voking utine. Bacºn

URIN ATOR / [u, ºn ateur, Fr. urinator, Lat.]

A diver. JP'tikiºs, Ray

U R! N.E. ſ. [urine, Fr. urina, Lat ) Animal

water. Brºson.

To URINE. v.n. [u, iner, Fr.] To make water.

Brown.

U R! No U.S. a. (from urine.] Tartaking ofurine.

A, buthnºt.

URN. ſ. [urne, Fr. arna, Lat] . Any veſſel,

of which the mouth is narrower than the body.

Dryden, 2. A water pot. Creech. 3. The

veſſel in which the remains of burnt bodies

were put. Wilkins

UROS COPY. ſ. (9, ºr and -zizia.] Inſpeºion

of urine. Brown.

U'RRY. ſ. A mineral. A blue or black clay,

that lies near the coal, which is an untipe

coal.

US. The oblique caſe of ºve.

USAGE. J. tuſage, Fren] . Treatment;

Dryden. 2. Cuiem pr:* Ice long con

tinued. Hacker. 3. Manners , behaviour.

Speºſer.

US AGE.R.'ſ ſuſ, zer, Fr from uſage . One who

has the uſe of any thing in it uit tor another.

Daniel.

USA NCF.
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USANCE. ſ. [uſance, Fr.) 1. Uſe: proper

employment. Stenſºr. 2. Uſury; interett

paid for money. Shakeſp.

USE. f. [uſur, Lat.) 1. The ad of employing

any thing to any purpoſe. Locke. 2. Qualities

that make a thing proper tor any purpoſe.

Temple. 3. Need of; occaſion on which a

thing can be employed. A. Philips. 4. Ad.

vartage received; power of receiving advan.

tage. Dryden. 5. Convenience; help. Lºcke.

6. Uſage, cuſtomary act. Locke. 7 Practice:

habit. Waller. 8. Cuſtom; common occur

rence. Shakeſp. 9 intereſt money paid for

the uſe of money. Taylor, South.

To USE. v. a. (uſer, Fr. uſur, Lat J 1. To

employ to any purpoſe. Chron. 2. To ac

cuſtom; to habituate. Roſcorn. 3. To treat.

Knoller, Addiſºn. 4. To practiſe. I Peter.

5. To behave. Shakeſp.

To USE. v. n. 1. To be accuſtomed; to prac

tiſe cuſtomarily. Spenſer. 1. To be cuſtoma

rily in any manner, to be wont. Bacon, May.

3. To frequent Milton.

USFFUL. a. (uſe and full) Convenients pro

fitable to any end ; conducive or helpful to

any purpoſe. Mºre, Locke, Swift.

USEFULLY. adv. from uſeful. In ſuch a

manner as to help forward ſome end. Bentley.

('SEFULNess. ſ: Conduciveneſs or helpful.

neſs to ſome end. Addiſon.

U SE1.ESSLY adv. (from uſ.”ſ, ) without the

quality of anſwering any purpoſe. Locke.

USE LESSN ESS. f. from uſeleſs.] Unfitneſs to

any end. L'Eſtrange.

U"SELESS a ſtrom uſ...] Anſwering no pur

poºr i having no end. Waller, Boy e.

U.S. R. J. [rom uſe.) One who uſes. Sidney.

1/9tton.

USHER, ſ [ºw'ſ r, tr. ) i. one whoſe buſ.

nets is to introduce ſtrangers, or walk before a

perſon of high rank. Shakeſp. Swift. 2. An

under-teacher. Dryden.

To USHER. v. a (from the noun..] To intro

“lºcº as a lorerunner or harbinger, to forerun.

Miſtan, P. f.e.

USQUEBAUGH. f. [An Iriſh and Erſe word,

which ſignifies the water of lite.) A com

Pound diſtilled ſpirit, being drawn on aro.

ºraticks. The Highland ſort, by corruption,

they call tehſily.

USTION. ſ (uſion, Fr. uffur, Lat.) The 2&t of

burning ; the ſtate of being burued.

9% o Riot S. a. wºum, La., Having the qua.

lity of burning. It art, -

***AL, a wine, Frj Common ; frequent ,

cuſtomary. 11.3%er.

USUALLY. adv. rom uſual Commonly ;

"Quently cuſtomarily south, Swift.

USUALNEss. , from uſual j Commonneſs;

frequency.

Ust'- A P ion ſ. ſaſa, and ca?ic, Lat ) in

the civil law, the acquiſition of a thing, by

r ºfeſſion thereo a certain term of years. Dºct.

USUFRUCT. f l he temporary uſe , enjoy

"," ºf the profits, without power to alienate.

dy ºffe.

USUFRUCTUARY. ſ. ſuffragraria, Lat.)

Ore that has the uſe and temporary profit, not

the property of a thing Ayliffe.

To U.SUR E. v. n. (uſura, Lat.) To practie

uſury; to take intereſt for money. Shakeſp.

U'SURF.R. /. I uſura, Lat..] One who puts mo

new out at intereſt. Shakeſp.

USU RIOUs a Given to the practice of uſury;

exorbitantly greedy of profit. Donne.

To USU R P. v. a. i uſurpe, Lat.) To poſſeſs by

force or intruſion ; to ſeize, or poſſeſs without

right. Hocker, Ben. Johnſon.

USUR PATION. ſ. [from uſurp.) Forcible,

unjuſt, ilfégal ſeiſure or poſſeſſion. K. Charles,

Dryden.

USU R PER, ſ [from uſurp.) One who ſeizes

or poſſeſſes that to which he has no right.

Spenſer, Dryden. -

USU RP(NGLY, adv. [from uſurp.] Without

juſt claim Shakeſp.

USURY. ſ. ſuſure, Fr. uſura, Lat.] 1. Mo

ney paid for the uſe of money , intereſt.

Spenſer, h’alton. 2. The practice of taking

inter-ft. Bacon.

UTENSIL. f. [atenſk, low Lat.) An inſtrument

for any uſe, ſuch as the veſſels of the kitchen,

or tools of a trade. South

UTERINE. a. uterinus, Lat.) Belonging to

‘the womb. Ray.

UTERU.S. (Lat. J The womb.

UTi Li I. Y. ſ. ſatilitar, Latj Uſefulneſs; pro

fit convenience, advantageouſneſs. Bacon.

UT MOS r. a. ſurmoerr, Saxon, from

utten ) i. Extreme : placed at the ex

tremity. Milton. 2. Being in the higheſt de

gree. Shakeſp

U 1 MOS r. ſ. The moſt that can be , the

preateſt power Shakeſp. South.

UTTER. a. [utten, Sax,] ... Situate on the

ow ſide, or remote trem the center. Milton.

2. Placed without any compaſs; out of any

place. Milton. 3. Extreme; exceſſive; ut

moſt. Milton. 4. Complete; irrevocable.

C/arendon.

To Uri E. R. v. a. ſ. To ſpeak; to pro

nounce; to expreſs. Addiſon. 2. To diſ

cloſe; to diſcover; to puniſh. Dryden, 3.

To ſell ; to vend. Abbot, Carew. 4. To diſ

perſe; to emit at large. Swift.

UTTERABLE. a. (trom utter.j Expreſſible;

ſuch as may be uttered.

U’TTER ANCE. ſ. [from utter.) 1. Pronun

ciation; mancer of ſpeaking. Spenſer. 2.

Extremity ; terms of extreme hoſtility. Shak.

3. Vocal expreſſion; emºtion from the mouth.

Holder.

U 1 FERER. ſ. [from utter.) 1.

pronounces. 2. A divulger ; a

Pryden. 3. A ſeller; a vender.

UTT EKLY, civ. (from utter.) Fu'ly; com

pletely , perectly. Hºoke', (larendºn.

U 1 iſ E. RMoST, a [rom atter | . Extreme ;

being in the highett degree. Miltºn. 2. Moſt

remote. .455; .

U 1 ºf RMØst. ſ. The greated degree.

11.24&r. UW EU U.S.

One who

diſcloſer.
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UVEOUS. a. [from wwa, Lat.) The uveau,

coat, or, iris of the eye, hath a muſculous

power, and can dilate ard contract that round

hole in it, called the pupil Ray.

PULCA No. ſ. Italian.]. A burning mountain;
volcano. Arbuthnot.

VU'LGAR. a. (vulgaris, Lat.) 1. Plebeian;

ſuiting to the common people; practiſed a

mong the common people. 2. Mean; low;

being of the common rate. South, Broome.

Publick; commonly bruited. Shakeſp.

VU'LGAR. ſ. [vulgaire, Fr. J The common

people. K Charley, Swift.

VUL.GA'RITY. ſ. (from vulgarf 1. Mean

neſs; ſtate of the loweſt people. Brown.

2. Particular inſtance or ſpecimen of mean

neſs. Dryden.

VU LGARLY, adv. (from vulgar..] Common

ly; in the ordinary manner; among the com

mon people Hammond, Brown.

VU'LNERABLE. a. (vulnerabilis, Lat.] Suſ

ceptive of wounds; liable to external inju

ries. Shakeſp.

VU'LNERARY. a. [vulnerariur, Lat.] Uſeful

in the cure of wounds. Wiſeman.

To VULNERATE. v. n. [vulnere, Lat.] To

wound; to hurt. Glanville.

vºne. a. [vulpinus, Lat.) Belonging to a
x.

VU'LTURE. ſ. (vultur, Lat.] A large bird of

prey remarkable for voracity. Shakeſp.

VULTURINE. a. [vulturinus, Lat..] Belong

ing to a vulture.

UVU'LA. ſ. [www.la, Lat ) In anatomy, a

round ſoft ſpongeous body, ſuſpended from the

palate near the foramina of the noſtrils cver

the glottis. Wiſeman.

UXO'RKOUS a. ºxerius, Lat.) Submiſſively

fond of a wife : infected with connubial do

tage. Brown, Milton.

UXO'RIOUSLY. adv. (from tºxarious.] With

fond ſubmiſſion to a wife. Dryden.

UXORIOUSNESS. ſ. [from uxorieur.) Con

nubial dotage; fond ſubmiſſien to a wife.

W.

W. A F

Is a letter of which the form is not to

} be found in the alphabets of the learn

ed languages.

Wis ſometimes improperly uſed in diphthongs as

a vowel, for u, view ; ſtrew : The ſound of

ºw conſonant is uniform.

To WA'BBLE. v. n. [A low, barbarous

word..] To ſhake; to move from ſide to ſide.

AM-xon.

WAD. ſ. ſpecs, hay, Saxon.) A bundle

of ſtraw thruſt cloſe together. 2. Wadd, or

black lead, is a mineral of great uſe..and va

lue. P codward. -

WADDING ſ (from wad, wad, Iſlandick.]

A kind of ſoft ſtuff looſely woven, with which

the ſkirts of coats are ſtuffed out.

,--To WADDLE. v. n. [waghelen, Dutch.]

To ſhake, in walking from ſide to ſide ; to

deviate in motion from a right line. Speed.

Pope.

To WADF. v. n. (from vadum, Lat.] 1. To

walk through the waters. to paſs water with

out ſwimming. Knoler, Mºre. 2. To paſs diſ.

ficultly and laboriouſly. Hoºker, Addiſºn.

WA FER. ſ (wafel, Dutch]. I. A thin

cake. 2. 1 he bread given in the enchariſt by

the Romaniſts. Hall. Faſte made to cloſe

letters.

To wAFT. v. a. ſ. To carry through the air,

or on the water. Bretºn. ... To be ckon , to

inſorm by a ſign of anything moving.

To WAFT. v. n. To float. Dryden.

WAFT. ſ. [from the verb ) i. A floating

body. I lººſan, 2. Motion of a ſlreamer.

W A G

WA'FTAGE. ſ. [from waft.] Carriage by

water or air. Shakeſp.

WA'FTER. ſ. (from waft.] A paſſage boat.

Ainſworth.

wa'FTURE. ſ. [from waft.) Theaa of wav

ing. Shakeſp.

To WAG. v. a. ſpasian, Saxon ; tragger,

Dutch..] To move lightly ; to ſhake ſlightly.

Swift.

To WAG. v. m. 1.

crous motion. Shakeſp.

moved. Dryden.

WAG. ſ. ſporgan. Saxon, to cheat ). Any

one ludicrouſly miſchievous; a merry droll.

Addiſºn.

WAGF. ſ. the plural wager is now only uſed.

[wagen, German.) 1. Pay given for ſervice.

Shakeſp. 1. Gage; pledge. Ainſworth.

To WAGE. v. a. 1. To attempt to venture.

Shakeſp. z. To make; to carry on Dryden.

3. [From wage, wages.) To ſet to hire. Spesſ.

4. To take to hire; to hire for pay; to

hold in pay. Raleigh, Davier. 5. [In law.]

When an action of debt is brought againſt one

the defendant may ºr "ge his 1:w ; that is,

ſwear, and certain perſons with him, that he

owes nothing to the plaintiff in manner as

he hath declared. The offer to make the oath

is called wager of law. Bºunt.

WAGER. ſ. (ſotn wage, to verture ) i. A

bett; any thing pledged u, on a chance of pet:

formance. Spenyer, Beatley. ... [In law

An offer to make oath,

To be in quick or ludi

2. To go 5 to be

Ta
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To WAGER. v. a from the noun..] To lay :

to pledge as a bett. Shakeſp.

WAGES. ſ. See Wa ge.

WAGGERY. ſ. (from wag.] Miſchievous

merriment; roguiſh trick; ſarcaſtical gaiety.

Lºcke.

WAGGISH, a [from vag.] Knaviſhly merry ,

merrily miſchievous; frolickſome L'Eſtrange.

WAGGISHN ESS. ſ. (from waggiſb.] Merry

miſchief. Bacon.

To WAGGLE. v. m. ſwagghelen, Germ.) To

waddle; to move from ſide to ſide. Sidney.

WAGGON. ſ. [pagan, Saxon; wargheny,

Dutch ; vagn, Iſlandick ) i. A heavy car

riage for burthens. Knoller. 1. A chariot.

Spenſer.

WAGGONER. ſ. [from waggon.) One who

drives a vaggon. Dryden, Ainſwºrth.

WA'GTAIL.f. A bird. Ainſworth.

WAID. v. a. Cruſhed. Shakeſp.

WAIF. ſ. Goods found, but claimed by no body.

Ainſworth.

To WAIL. v. a. [gualare, Italian.] To moan ;

to lament; to bewail. Pºpe.

To WA IL. v. n. To grieve audibly; to ex

preſs ſorrow. Ezekiel.

WAIſ... ſ. Audible ſorrow. Thomſon.

WA'ſ LING. ſ. (from wall.) Lamentation;

moan ; audible ſorrow. Knºller.

WAILFUL. a. Sorrowful; mournful. Shakeſp.

WAIN. ſ. A carriage. Spenſer.

WAINROPE. ſ. A large cord, with which the

load is tied on the waggon. Shakeſp.

WAINSCOT. ſ. [wageſcot, Dutch The in

ner wooden covering of a wall. Arbitthnot,

ToWA INSCOT v ., [waegenſchatten, Dutch)

1. To line walls with boards. 2. To inne in

general Grew.

WAIR. ſ. A piece of timber two yards long,

and a foot broad Bailey.

WAIST.ſ (gwaſe, weſh.] I. The ſmalleſt

part of the body; the part below the ribs.

Milton. 2. The middle deck, or floor of a

ſhip. Dryden.

To wa IT. v. a. ſwachten, Dutch.) 1. To

expect ; to ſtay for. Shakeſp. z. To attends

to accompany with ſubmiſſion or reſpect.

Dryden. 3. To attend as a conſequence of

ºute Rowe. 4. To watch as an enemy.

05.

To WAIT, w n. 1. To expest to ſtay in ex

pectation. job. 2. To pay ſervile or ſubmiſ.

five attendance. Milton, Denham 3. To at

tend. Shareſp. 4. To ſay; not to depart

from. Sºuth. 5. To ſtay by reaſon of ſome

bindrance. 6. To lock watchfully. Eace".

7. To he in ambuſh as an enemy ºiltºn, 8.

To follow as a conſequence. Decay ºf Piety.

WAIT. ſ. Ambuſh; inſidious and ſecret at

tempts Nuribert.

WAITF R. / (from wait..] An attendant;

one who atterds for the accommodation of

others. Ren. fahnſºn.

WA TiNG gentleman. 7 ſ [from wait )

An upper ſer

S want who at

WAITING maid.
WA ITING ‘tz’, mart.

tends on a lady in her chamber. Shakeſp.

Swift.

To WAKE. v. n. (pacian, Saxon; watchen,

Dutch..] 1. To watch ; not to fleep. Eccluſ.

Milton. 2. To be routed from ſleep. Milton.

3. To ceaſe to ſleep. Sidney, Denham.

4. To be put in action; to be excited.

Milton.

To WAKE. v. a. ſpeccian, Saxon; weeken,

Dutch | 1. To rouſe from ſleep. Dryden.

2. To excite ; to put in motion or action.

Prior. 3. To bring to life again, as if from

the ſleep of death. Milton.

WAKE. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. The feaſt of

the dedication of the church, formerly kept by

watching all night. Tuffer, Dryden, King. z.

Vigils; ſtate of forbearing ſleep. Milton.

WAKEFUL. a. (wake and full.) Not ſleep

ing ; vigilant. Spenſer, Craſhaw.

WAKEFULNESS. ſ. (from wakeful)

Want of ſleep. Bacon.

ſleep.

To WA'KEN. v. n. (from wake.] To wake;

to ceaſe fiom ſleep; to be rouſed from ſleep.

Dryden.

To WA KEN. v. a 1. To rouſe from ſleep.

Spenſer. 2. To excite to action. Roſcommon.

3. To produce, to bring forth. Miltºn.

WAKEROBIN ſ A plant. Miſer.

WALE. ſ. ſpell, Saxon, a web.] A riſing part

in cloth.

To WALK. v. a. [walem, German ; pealcan,

Saxon, to roll.] ... To move by leiſurely ſteps,

ſo that one foºt is ſet down, before the other

is taken up. Clarendan. 2. It is uſed in the

ceremonious language of invitation, for came

or go. 3. To move for exerciſe or amuſement.

Aktiſtan. 4. To move the ſloweſt pace. Not

to trot, pailop, or amble. 5. To appear as a

ſpectre. Patter. 6. To act on any occaſion.

Ben. johnſon 7. To be in motion. Sterſer.

8. To act in ſleep. Shakeſp. 9. To range :

to move about. Shakeſp. to. To move oſſ.

Spenſer. 1. To act in any particular man

ner. Deuter. I 1. To travel. Deuter.

To WALK. v. n. 1. To paſs through. Shakeſp.

2. To lead out, for the fake of air or exer

ciſe. -

WALK, ſ (from the verb.) 1. Act of walk

ing for air or exerciſe. Miltºn. 2. Gaiti

ſtep; manner of moving. Dryden. 3. A

length of ſpace or circuit through which one

walks. Milton. 4. An avenue let with trees.

Milton. 5. Way 5 road; range; place of

wandering. Sardys. 6. (Turbo, Lat.) A

fiſh. Ainſzºorth. 7. Malé is Whe ſloweſt

or leaſt raiſed pace, or going of a horſe.

Farrier's Dict.

WA'LKER. ſ. [from walk | One that walks.

Storff.

WALKINGSTAFF. ſ. A ſtick which a man

holds to ſupport himſelf in walking. Granville.

WALL. ſ "wal, Welſh; vallum, Lat. pall,

Saxon; walle, Dutch.) 1. A ſeries of brick

or ſtone carried upwards, and cemented with

I .

2. Forbearance of

mortaſ 5
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mortar : the ſides of a building. Watten.

Fortification woº holi º ºnce. Shakeſ

3. To take ºf . ºv take the upper

place ; not to give place. Prier.

To WALL. v. a. [from the noun..] I. To

incloſe with walls. Dryden. 2. To defens by

walls. Bacon.

WALLCREF, PF.R. ſ. A bird.

WALLET. ſ. ſpeallian, to travel, Saxon ) i.

A bag, in which the neceſſaries of a traveller

are put; a knapſack. Addºn. 2. Any thing

protuberant and ſwagging. Shake'f.

WALLEYF D a. [wul and eye.] Having white

eyes. Shakeſp.

W.A LLFLOWER. ſ. See Srock G Lll

F Low r R

WALLFRUIT. ſ. Fruit, which to be ripened

muſt be planted againſt a wall. Mºrtimer.

To WA'LLOP. v. n. (p.calif., to boil, Sax.]

To boil.

WALLOUSE. ſ. [cimex, Lat.) An infect.

Ainſworth.

To WALLOW. v. n. [ww.alca", Gothick

palpian, Sax.] 1. To move heavily and

clumſily. Milton. ... To roll himſelf in mire,

or any.thing filthily. Knºlle, 3. To live in

any ſtate on filth or groſs vice. South.

WA'i.I.O.W.ſ. (from the verb.] A kind of rol

ling walk Dryden.

WA. LLP. PPER. J. Houſeleek.

WALLR U E. ſ. An herb

VVA 1.1.WORT. ſ. A plant, the ſame with

dwarf elder, or danc wort. See Elder.

WA Lºs U 1 ſ ſpah hauta, Sax.; The ſpecies

* e, 1. The common walnut. ... The large

French walnut. 3. The thin ſhell'd walnut.

4. The double walnut. 5. The late ripe

walnut. 6. The hard-ſhell'd wal,aut. 7. The

Virginian black walnut. 8. The Virginian

black walnut, with a long furrowed fruit

9. The hºckery. or white Virginian walnut

19. The ſmall hickery, or white Virginian

walnut A11 lier.

WALTRON / The ſea horſe. Woodward.

To WAMILE. v. n. [wennelen, Dutch..]

To roll with nauſea and ſickncis, it is uſed of

the ſtomach L'Etrange.

W.A.N. a. ſpann, Sax. Pałe, as with ſickneſs;

lºnguid cº look. Spenſer, Sucking.

WAN, for wºn. The old pret. of win. Spenſºr.

W AND. ſ. (AZaand, Daniſh j A ſmall ſtick, or

twig , a 1 ng rod Shake p Bacºn. ... Any

ſtail of authority or uſe. Sidney, ºil...n. 3.

A charming rou. Milton.

To WANDr. R. v. n. [panonian, Sax. van

delen, Dutch..] ... To love ; to ramble here

and the c to go, without any certain courſe.

Shakeſp. H. brews. ... To deviate, to so a

tiray. I ſalms.

To WANDER v. a. To travel over, without

a certain courſe. 411lion.

WA'N. LERER. / [from wander.] Rover ;

rambier. Ben. Jºhnſon. -

WA NL ERING. ſ. (from wander.] 1. Un

certaja Peregrination. 4dd/su, *, Abstration,

* * ~ *

2. miſtaken way. Decay ºf Piety 3. Incertain.

ty ; want of being fixed. Lºcke.

To WAN F. v. n. (panian, to grow leſs, Sir.]

1. To grow leſs; to decreaſe. Hašewill i,

To decline; to fink. Shakeſp. Rºwe.

WAN E. ſ. (from the verb. i. Decreaſe of the

moon Bacon. 2. Decline; diminution;

declenſion. Sºuth.

WANNED, a [from wan.] Turned pale and

ſaint coloured Shakeſp.

|WA N N ESS. ſ [from was Paleneſs; lia.

guor. -

To WANT. v., a ſpana, Sax.] ... To be

without ſomething fit or neceſſary. Eccleſ i.

To be defective in ſomething Lecke. 3. To

fall ſhort of, not to contain, Mi'ies. 4. To

be without ; not to have. Dryden. 3. To

need; to have need of; to lack. Hºlder, 6.

To wiſh for ; to long for. S: a eſp.

To WANT. v. n 1. To be wanted; to be

improperly abſent. Miltºn, Derham. 2. To

fail; to be deficient. Aſiſtan. 3. To be miſſed,

to be not had. Dryden

WAN F. ſ. 1. Need. Miltºn. 2. Deficiency.

4.diſon. 3. The ſtate of not having. Pp.

4 Poverty, penury : indigence. Swift, 5.

[pano, Sax.) A mole

WANTON. a. 1. Laſcivious; lib dinous.

47 'ton. 1. Licentious; diſſolute. Shakeſp.

Rºſcommon. 3. Frolickſome : gay , ſportive;

airy. Shakeſp. Raleigh. 4. Looſe; unre

ſtrained. Addiſon. 5. Quick and irregular

of motion. 6. Luxuriant; ſuperfluous.

Ætiºn. 7. Not regular; turned fortuitouſly.

AM, ºran.

WANTON. f. t. A laſcivious perſon; a ſtrum

pet: a whoremonger. Sºuth, 2. A trifler;

an inſignificant flatterer. Shakeſp. 3. A word

of ſlight cºdearment. Ben. Jºhnſºn.

To \VANTON v, n. (horn the noun) 1.

To play laſciviouſly. Priºr. 2. To revel:

to play. Otway. 3. To move nimbly and

irregularly. -

WANTONLY. adv. [rom wantºn.] Laº.

civiouſly , irolickiomely ; gayly , ſportively,

Dryden. -

WA NTONNESS ſ [from coasten.) 1. Lik

civiouſ... ſs lechery. Shakee 2. Sportive

nes, trol:ck ; humour Shakeſp. 3. Li

cratiouſneſs: negligence of reſtraint. Ki*:

Chart, , Milton

WANTWIT. ſ. [want and wit..] A fool; in

idiot. Shakeſp. -

WANTY. f. iſ know not whence derived.]. A

broad girth of leather, by which the load is

bound upon the horſe. I ºffer. --

WA tº E. D. a. Dejected ; c. uſhed by mileſ).

Shakeſp.

WA PENTAKE f [from wepun, Saxon, *:

scie. , 14 after take is all one with whº wººl

a hundred'; as upon a meeting for that Puſ

poſe they touched each ether's weapº. "

token of their hielity and allegiance 9 hº

think, that a w pentake was “a hundreº, “

boroughs. Sºer, ºr. W.A.R.
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waR, f ſwerre, old Dutch) . The exerciſ

of violence under ſovereign command. Raleigh.

2. The inſtruments of war, in poetical lan.

guage. P. for 3. Forces; army. Milton. 4.

The profeſſion of arms. 5. Hoſtility ſtate

of oppoſition; act of oppoſition. Shakeſp.

To WAR. v. n. [from the noun) To make

war ; to be in a ſtate of hoſtility 1 Tiri.

To WAR. v. a. To make war upon. Spenſer,
Daniel.

To WARBLE. v. a. ſwervelen, German )

To quaver any found. 2. To cauſe to quaver.

Miltºn. 3. To utter muſically Miltºn.

To WA’R BLF. v. n. 1. To be quavered Gay.

2. To be uttered melodiouſly. Sidney, 3 To

ſing Milton, Dryden, Pepe,

WA R BLER, f from warble j A ſinger; a

ſongſter. Tickell.

WARD. A ſyllable much uſed as an affix in

compoſition, as heavenward, with tendency

to heaven; hitherward, this way; from

pearb, Saxon. Sidney.

To WARD. v. a. peantian, Sax waren,

Dutch , garder, French 1. To guard; tº

watch. Spenſer. 1. To defend ; to protect.

Shakeſp. 3. To fence off; to obſtruct, or

turn aſide any thing miſchievous. Fairfax,

- Daniel.

To WARD. v. n. 1. To be vigilant: to keep

guard. 2. To act upon the defenſive with a

weapon. Dryden.

WARD. ſ (from the verb , , i. Watch act

of guardiug. Spenſer, Dryden. 2. Garriſon,

thoſe who are intruſted to keep a place.

Spenſer. 3. Guard made by a weapon in

fercing. Shakeſp. 4. Fortreſs: ſtrong hold.

5. Ditrićt of a town. Dryden. 6. Cuſtºdy :

confinement. Hooker. 7. The part of a lock,

which, correſponding to the proper key, hin

ders any other. Milton, Grew. 8. One in the

hards of a guardian. Drummond, Otway.

9. The ſtate of a child under a guardian.

Bacon. 11. Guardianſhip; right over orphans.

Spenſer.

WARDEN. ſ. [waerden, Dutch J 1. A keeper;

a guardian. 2. A head efficer. Garth. 3.

Warden of the cinque ports. A magiſtrate

that has the juriſdiction of thoſe havent in the

eaſt part of England, commonly called the

cinque ports, or five havens, who has there all

that juriſdiction which the admiral of England

has ºn places not exempt. 4. A large pear.

May, Kºng. -

WA RDER ſ (from ward J 1. A keeper: a

guard Spenſer, Drydºn 2. A truncheon

by which an officer of arms forbade fight.

Shakeſp.

WA tº 19MOTE ſ ſpeans and mot, or remot,

Saxon. A meeting, a court held in each

ward or diſtrict in London for the directiºn of

their afſa s.

WA R D ROBE ſ [garderobe, French J A

room where clothes are kept. Speºſer,
Addiſon

WARDSHiP. f. (from ward] 1. Guardian

- ſhip. Bacon. . . Pupillage; flate of being

under ward. K. Charlºr.

WARE The preterite of wear, more frequently

ºvere. Luke.

WARE a [For this we commonly ſay aware.]

i. Being in expectation of being provided

againſt. Matthew. 2. Cautious ; wary.

Sººn/er.

To WA RE v. n. To take heed of; to beware.

Dryden

WARE. f ſpinn, Saxon ; as aerº, Dutch l

Commonly ſomething to be ſold. Shakeſp.

Ben. 7-hrſ. -

WA'REFUL. a. ſware and full.] Cautious;

timorouſly prudent. -

WA REFULNESS / (from quareful.) Cautiouſ

neſs. Obſolete. Sidney.

WAREHOUSE. ſ. ſºare and houſe ]. A ſtore

houſe of merchandiſe. Lºcke, Addiſon.

WARELESS. a. (from ware.] Uncautious; un

wary Stenſer.

WARFLY, adv. [from ware.] Warily ; cau

tiouſly timorouſly. Spenſer.

WARFAR E. ſ. ſagar and fare Military ſer

vice: military life, Milton, Dryd. Atterbury,

Rogerſ.

To WARFARE. v. n. [from the noun..] To

lead a military life Camden.

WARHABLE. a. (war and habile.] Military 5

fit for war. Spenſer. -

WA'RILY. adv, (from wary.] Cautiouſly; with

timorous prudence; with wiſe forethought.

Hoºker, South, Spratt.

WA RINESS. ſ (from vary.} Caution; pru

dent forethought; timorous ſcrupulouſneſs

Donne, Spratt.

WARK. ſ. Building. Spenſºr.

WA'RLIKE, a ſºvar and like..] 1. Fit for

war; diſpoſed to war. S. d. Phil. 2. Military;

relating to war. Miltºn.

WA'RLING. ſ. [from war.) One often quar

relled with.

WARLOCK. N. ſ. [penlow, Sax.] A witch ,
WA'RLUCK. a wizard.

WARM. a. ſavarm, Gothick; peanm. Sax.

warm, Dutch.) 1. Not cold, though not

hot : heated to a ſmall degree, 2. Kingſ,

Milton. A Zealous: ardent. Pºpe. 3. Vio

lent ; furious; vehement. Dryden. 4. Buſy

in action Dryden. 5 Fanciful; enthuſiaſtick.
Locke,

To WARM v. a. ſſ on the adjective.] i.

To free from cold ; to heat in a gentle de

gree. Iſaiah, Miltºn. 1. To heat mentally ,

to make vehement Dryden

WA'RM NGPAN. f. (warm and pan.) A co

vered braſs pan for warming a bed by means
of hot coals.

W’ARMINGSTONE. ſ [warm and ſtore.]

The warming-ſtone is digged in Cornwall,

which being once heated at the fire retains its

warmth a great while. Ray.

WARMLY. adv. [from warm.) , . with

gentle heat. Milton, 2. Eagerly; ardently.

Priºr, Pºpe.
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WA'RMNESS. N. ſ (from warn. 1. Gentle, &A'RRIOUR. ſ. [from war.] A ſoldier; a

W.A.R.M. F. H. beat. Shakeſp. 8acer, Addiſ.

2. Zeal; paſſion : fervour of mind. Shakeſp.

Spratt. 3. Fancifulneſs; enthuſiaſin Terifle.

To W. R.N. v. a. ſpannar, Sax warnen,

Dutch. 1. To cautiºn againſt any fault or

dergºr; to give previou notice of ill. Milton,

Sºuth. ... To admoniſh of any duty to be per

formed, or predice or place to be avoided or

forſaken. Air, Dryden 3. To notify previ

ouſly goºd or bad. Dryde".

WARN NG. ſ. from warn ) . Caution a

gºi, ſº ſaults or dangers; previous notice of

ill. Pº'ake. 2. Previous notice ; in a ſenſe

ird ſerent. Dryden.

WA.R.P. ſ. ſpeanp, Saxon; werp, Dutch That

order of thread in a thing woven that croſſes

the woot. Bacºn.

To WAR P. v n, ſpecnpan, Sax. werfer, Dut.

To change from the true ſituation of inteſtine

motion; to change the poſition from one part

to another. Shakeſp. Moxon. ... To lºſe its

proper courſe or direction. Shakeſp. Nºrriſ.

3. To turn. Alºr it:n.

To WAP P. v. a To contraš, ; to ſhrivel

2. To turn aſide from the true direction. Dryd.

M’atti. 3. It is uſed by Shakeſp. to expreſs

the effect of froſt: as,

Freeze, freeze, thru bitter ſky,

Though thou the waters warp

To WARRANT, v. x (garantir, Fr.) 1. To

ſupport or maintain , to atteſt. Heater, Lºrie

2. To give authority Shakeſp. 3. To juſtify

Sºuth 4. To exempts to privilege to ſecure.

Sidney, Milton. 5. To declare upon ſurety

L'Eſtrange, Dryden. -

WARRANT. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. A writ

reaſerring ſome right or authority. Shakeſp

Clarenden. ... A writ giving the officer of

justice the power of caption Dryde". 3. A

juſtificatory commiſſion or teſtimony. Hooker,

Raleigh, South. 4. Right: legality. Shakeſp.

WARRANTABLE. a. (from warrant } Jul

tifiable; defenſible. Brown, Sºuth.

WARRANTABLENESS. ſ. [from warran

table Juſtifiableneſs. Sidney.

WARRANTABLY, adv. [iron warrantable ]

Juſtifiably. Wake.

WA'RRANTER. ſ. [from warrant.) 1. One

who gives authority. 1. One who gives ſecurity

WARRANTISE. ſ. [warrantſ, law Latin.j

Authority ; ſecurity. Shakeſp. -

WARRANTY.'ſ, (warrantia, law Lat jr. (In

the common law.) A promiſe made in a deed

by one man unto another for himſelf and his

heirs againſt all men, for the enjoying of any

thing agreed between them. Cowell. 2. Au

thority; juſtificatºry mandate. Shakeſp. Tay.

lor. 3. Security. Lºcke.

To WARRAY. v. a. [from war ) To make

war upon. Fairfax.

WARRE. a. {pcºrn, Saxon.] Worſe. Spenſer.

WA'RREN. ſ. [waerande, Dutch ; guerenne,

Fr A kind of park for rabbits. L'Aſirange.

WARRENE.R. ſ. Iſrom warren ) l he keeper

of a war ren.

military man. Shakeſp. Dryden

WAR.T. f [peanz, Saxon; werte, Dutch.) A

corneous excreſcence; a ſmall protuberance

on the fleſh Bacon.

YARTWORT. ſ. [wart and wort.) spurge.

WARTY. a. [from wart.) Grown over with

Warts.

WARWORN. a. ſwar and wºrn.] worn with

war. Shakeſp.

WARY. a. ſpen, Saxon.) Cautious; ſcrupu

lºus...timorouſly prudent. Hooker, Daniel,

Addiſºn.

WAS. The preterite of Tº Be. Geneſs.

To WASH. v. a. ſparcan, Saxon; waſhes,

Putch..] ... To cleanſe by ablution. Shakeſp.

L'Eſtrange: 1. To moiſten. 3. To affea by

ablution, 4&t, Taylºr, Wattſ. 4. To colour

by waſhing. Collier.

To WASH. v. n. 1. To perform the act of ab

lution.” Kings, Pºpe. 2. To cleanſe clothes.

Shakeſp.

WASH. ſ. ſſrom the verb 11. Alluvion; any

thing collected by water. Mortiner. 2. Abog;

a marſh ; a ſen; a quagmire. Shakeſp. 3. A

medical or coſmetick lotion. Hudibrar, Sºuth,

Swift. 4. A ſuperficial ſtain or colour. Collier.

5. The ſeed of hogs gathered from waſhed

diſhes Shakeſp. 6. The act of waſhing the

clothes of a family; the linen waſhed at once.

WASHBALL. ſ. (waſh and ball.] Ball made

of ſoap. Swift.

WASHER. J. [from waſh.) One that waſhes.

Shakeſp.

WASHY, a ſtrom waſ!..] 1. Watry; damp.

Milton. 1. Weak; not ſolid. Wottºn.

WASP ſ ſpearp, Saxon; veſpa, Latin; gueſe,

Fr.] A briſk ſtinging inſed, in form reſemb

ling a bee. Shakeſp. Draytºn.

WASPIH. a. (from waſp.) Peevſh; malig

nant; irritable. Shakeſp. Stillinºfleet. .

WASPISHLY. adv. [from waſpſ.) Peeviſhly.

WASPISHNES, ſ. [from waſp/b] Peewiſh

neſs; irritability.

WASSA II. ſ. ſºn pair hoel, your health,

Saxon.) 1. A liquor made of apples, ſugar,

and ale, antiertly much uſed by Engliſh good

fellows 2. A drunken bout. Shakeſp.

WASSA II.E.R. / [from waſ il) A toper; a

drunkard Miltºn.

WAS T. The ſecond perſon of war, from Tº be.

Fo WASTE. v. a. [apercan, Saxon; wºrſe",

Dutch , guaffare, Italian; vaſtare, Latin.]

1. To diminiſh. Dryd Temple 2. To deſtroy

wantonly and luxuriouſly Ilocker, Bac. 3. To

deſtroy ; to deſolate. Milton, Dryden. 4. To

wear out. 41iltºn. 5. To ſend; to conſume.

A titan.

To WASTE. v. n. To dwindle; to be in a ſtate

of conſumption. Dryden.

WASTE, a [from the verb.] I. Deſtroyed;

ruined. Milt. Locke, Prior. 1. Deſolate ; un

cultivateP. 4%at. 3. Superfluous , exuberant;

lºſt or want of occupiers. Miltºn 4. Woº

leſs; that of which none but vile uſes canº

made.
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made. 5. That of which no account is taken,

or value found. Dryden.

WASTE. ſ. (from the verb.] . . wanton or

luxurious deſtruction ; conſumption ; loſs.

Hooker, Milt. Ray. 1. Uſeleſs expence Dryd.

Watts. 3. Deſolate or uncultivated ground.

Lºcke, Spºnſer. 4. Ground, place, or ſpace

unoccupied Milton, Waller, Smith. 5: Re

gion ruined and deſerted. Dryd, 6 Miſchief;

deſtructiºn Shakeſp.

WASTEFUL. a. [waffe and full] 1. Deſtrac:

tive; ruinous. Milton 1. Want ºnly or diſlo

lutely conſumptive. Shak. Bacon. 3. Laviſh:

prodigal; luxuriantly liberal. Addiſºn. 4 De

ſolate, uncultivated; unoccupied Shea'er

WASTEFULLY. adv. (from weſteful..] With

vain chd d.ſ.lute conſumpion. Drydº. -

WA'STEFULNES3 ſ. [ſion waſ fall Pro

digility.

wºnfss ſ (from waſte.] Doſolation ;

ſolitude. S. en'er.

WASTER.J. [from waſte.) One that conſumes

diſſolutely and extravagantly, a ſquanderer;

vain conſumer. Ben j.hiſºn.

wastr EL.f. [rom tº ſle..] Commons Carew

WATCH. ſ. ſpecce, Saxon X 1. Forbearance

of ſleep 1. Attendance without ſleep Addiſ.

3. Attention; cloſe obſervation. Shakeſp.

4. Guard; vigilant keep. Spen'er. 5. Watch

man; men ſet to guird Speºſer. 6. Place

where a guard is ſet. Shakeſp. 7. Poſt or

office of a watchman. Shakeſp. 8 A period of

the night. Dryd. 9 A pocket-clock, a ſmall

clock moved by a ſpring Hale

To WA TCH j. m. [pacian, Saxon l 1. Not

to ſleep, to wake. Shakeſp. Ecciuſ. 1. To

keep guard. fºr. Milton. 3. To look with

expectation Pſalmſ. 4 To be attentive 3 to

be vigilant. 1 Timºthy. 5. To be cautiouſly

obſervant, Taylor. 6. To be inſidiouſly atten

tive. Miltºn.

To WATCH. v. a 1. To guard ; to have in

keep Mi ten 1. To obſerve in ambuſh. Walt.

Milton. 3 To tend Brºme. 4. To obſerve

in order to detect or prevent.

WATCHER. / (form watch..] 1. One who

watches. Shakeſp. 2. Diligent overlocker or

obſerver.

WATC HE T. a [poeces, Saxon) Blue ; pale

blue 1'ryden.

W. A ſch FUL. a. [watch and fill] Vigilant;

attentive, cautious; nicely clervant. Shik.

Revelation.

WATCHFULLY. adu (from watchful.) Vi

gilantly, cautiouſly attentively; with cauti.

ous obſervation. Bºyle.

WATCHFULNESS / [from watchful] 1 Wi

gilance. heed i ſuſpicious attention , cauti

ous regird Hamm .4, buth. JWatts. 2. 1na

bility to ſleep. A, but hist.

WATCHHOUSE. f (watch and houſe ] Place

where the watch is ſet. Gay

WATCH. N.G. ſ. (from watch , Inability to

ſleep. 1ſt ſeman.

WA ICHMAR LR. ſ. [ watch and maker. J

One whoſe trade is to make watches or pocket

clocks. Mexon.

WATCHMAN. ſ. (watch and man.] Guard;

cent nel; one ſet to keep ward. Bac Taylor.

WATCH rowF.R. /. I watch and tºwer. )

Tower on which a centine! is placed for the

ſºke of proſpect Denne, Miſtan, Ray.

WA". CHWORD. f (watch and word ) The

word given to the centinel to know their

friend'. Sºenſºr, Sandys.

WA' TER f (water, Dutch , poeren, Saxon.]

1. Sir Iſaac Newton defines water, when

pure, to be a very fluid ſalt, volatile, and void

of all ſavour or taſte; and it ſeems to conſiſt

of fina!, ſmooth, hard, porous, ſpherical par

ticles, of equal diameters, and of equal ſpeci

ſick gravities, as Dr. Cheyne obſerves. Their

ſmºothneſs accounts for their ſliding eaſily

over one another's ſurfaces: their ſphericity

keeps them alſo from touching one another in

more points than one ; and by both theſe their

frillion in ſlding over one another, is ren

dered the leaſt poſſible. Their hardneſs ac

counts for the incompreſſibility of water, when

it is free from the in ermixture of air. The

poroſity of water is ſo very great, that there

is at leaſt forty times as much ſpace as mat

ter in it. Quincy, Shakeſp. z. The ſea. Com

mºn Frayer 3. Urine. Shakeſp 4 To held

W A tº R. To be ſound ; to be tight. L'Eſtran.

5. It is uſed for the luſtre of a diamond Shak.

6 WAT ºr is much uſed in compoſition for

things made with water, being in water, or

growing in water: as, water ſpanic!, water

flood, water-courſes, water-pots, water-fox,

water-ſnakes, water-gods, water-newt. Sidn.

Fſ. Iaiah, f, Walton, May, Dryd. Derb.

To WATER. v. a [from the noun.J 1. To

irrigate: to ſupply with moiſture. Bacon,A'al

der, Temple, 2 To ſupply with water for drink.

Spenſer, Kºzlies. 3. To tertilize or accom

mºdate with ſtream: Zidiſ. 4. To diverſiſy

as with waves. Locke.

To w A' | E. R. v. r. 1. To ſhed moiſture.

Shak. South. 2. To get or take in water; to

be uſed in ſupplying water Gen. Knoleſ. 3 The

mºnth WATERs. The man longs. Camden.

WATERCOLOURS. ſ Painters make colours

in:o a ſo t conſiſtence with waters; thoſe they

call water-cºlºurs. Boyle,

WATERCRESSES. ſ. [..ſºſymbrium, Latin.]

A plant. There are five ſpecies. Miller.

WATERER ſ [from water.] One who wa

ters. Carew.

WATF RFAL. f. (water and fall.] Cataract ;

caſcade. Raleigh.

WAT FR FOWL J. Fowl that live, or get their

foºd in water. Haſe.

WATERGRU EL. f. [water and gruel] Food

made with oatmeal and water. Lºcke.

WATERIN ESS. ſ. (from watery.j Humidity;

moſture. Arbuthnot.

wATER isłł. a. (trom water.]. I. Reſembling

water Dryden. 2. Mººt inſipid. Hale.

wATERISHN ESS. ſ. (rom waterſ Thin

res, rc.cº.b.ance of water. "...y-r.
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wATERLEAF ſ A plant. Miller.

WATERLILY J. (nymphara, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

wATERMAN ſ (water and ra" 1 A ferry

man; a boatman. Dryder, Addiſon.

WATERMARK f water and mark ] The

utmoſt limit of he riſe of the flood. Drydºn.

WATERMELON ſ. A plant Miller.

WATERM II. L. ſ. A Mill turned by water. S.

WATERMINT. ſ. A plant -

WATERRADISH ſ. A ſpecies of watercreſſes,

which ſee.

wA TERRA T. ſ. A rat that makes holes in

banks. JP alter.

watERRO CKET. ſ. A ſpecies of water

creſies.

wATERVIOLET.ſ (hºtteria, Lat.) A plant

Milton.

WATERSAPTHRE. ſ. A ſort of ſtºne. The

occidental ſapphire is neither ſo bright not to

hard as the oriental PWoºdward.

W. A ‘i ER wit H. ſ. [water and with A plant

of Jamaica growing on dry hills where no wa

teſ is to be met with its trunk, if cut into

pieces two or three yards long, and held by

either end to the mouth, affords plenti mily

water, or lap, to the droughty traveller. Pºl

WATERWORK. f. [water and work.) Pia)

of fountains : any hydraulick performance

If'ilkins, Addiſon.

WATERY. a ſtrom water.) 1. Thin; liquid

like water. Arºut} nºt 1. Taſteleſs; inſipid

vapid , ſpiri, leſs. Shakeſt, 3. Wet, abounding

with water. Prior. 4. Relating to the wate:

Dryden 5. Conſiſting of water. A4ition

WATTLE / [from waghelen, to ſhake, Ger

man 1. The barbs, or looſe red fleſh that

hangs below the cock's bill. Walton. ... A

hurdle.

To WA TTLF. v. a. ſpareias, Sax.] To bind

with twigs: to torm, by platting twigs 2: .

WAVE. ſ. [pare. Saxon wargh, Dutch
1 Water raiſed above the level of the ſurface

b|low. Wett.n. i. Unevenneſs, inequality

Newton

To WAVE. v. n. [from the noun.) 1. To p";

looſely ; to float Dryden, 2 To be moved as

a ſignal. Ben jºhnſºn. 3. To be in an unſet

tied late; to fluctuate. Hooker.

To WAVE. v. a. [tion the noun.} 1. To raiſ

into inequalities of ſurface. Shake p. 2. To

waft , tº remove any thing floating. Prsºn

3. To beckon; to direct by a wait or noticn

of any thing. Shakeſp. 4. To put off. H. ºn.

5. To put aſide for the preſent. Dryden.

To WAVER. v. n. (parian, Saxon] . . To

play to and fro; to move looſely. Boyle ... To

be upſettled , to be uncertain, or inconſtant

to fluctuate ; not to be determined. Shakeſp

Daniel, Atte‘ bury.

WA V E RER. J. (trom waver.] One unſettled

and it eſolute. Shakeſp.

AVY. a. (from wave.J 1. Riſing in waves.

W. Pryden 2. Playing to and fro, as in undu

latious. Philips.

WAWES, or war. ſ. For waves.

To WAWL. v. n. To cry; to howl. Skałaff.

WAX ſ. ſpaxe, Saxon, wer, Daniſh ; watº,

Dutch.) 1. The thick tenacious matter ga

thered by the bee. Roſcomm... z. Any ten.

cious maſs, ſuch as is uſed to faſten eters,

Mare.

To WAX v. a. To ſmear; to join with wax.

Dryden.

To WAX. v. n pret ºvex, -eared, part pill.

*axed, “axen peaxan, Saxon.] ...To grºw;

to increaſe ; to become bigger, or more,

Hakewº 1. a. To paſs into any ſtate to be.

come , to grow Hººker, Gen Fairfax, Attºrb,

WAXF N. a. (from wax.] Made of wax,

Denham, Gay

WAY. f.ſp tº, Saxon 1 The road in which

one travels Shakeſ), Miltºn, Prior. 2. Broad

rºad made for paſſengers. Shakeſp. 3. A length

of jeu, ney. L'Iſºrange 4 Courſe, direction

of motion. Pryden, Lºcke 3. Advance in

life. Spºtatºr. 6 Paſſage : power of pro

greſſion made or given Waller, Temple,

7. Local tendency S'a' eſp 8. Curſe; re

gular progreſſion Dryde: 9 Situation where

a thing may probably be fund Tay ºr 10, A.

ſituation or courſe obſtructive and obviating.

Duºpa. 1. Tendency to any meaning, or act.

After Fury t2.. Acceſs. ineans of admit

tance Raleigh. 3. Sphere of obſervation.

Ten fle 4. Means: mediate inſtrument;

it rmediate ſlep. Dryd Tilletſon. 1: Me

thod means of management Danie, S.41+.

16. Private determ, avion. Ben j hrſ n. 17.

Manner ; mede S. dºey, Hºer, Addiſºn.

tº. Method : r annel of plastice. Sidity.

1 9. Method or plan of he, conduct, or aćtion.

Bacon, $1; it o. Richt method to act of know.

Lºcke, Rowe a Gºneral cheme or actºrg

(lar ºffa. 21. By the way. Withºut any ne

cºday connesºion with the main deſign Bar.

Spºcłator. +3. Te gº, or come one's way, ºr

v. A vs; to corne along or depart. Shaº

1. "H.Grange.

* A YBREAD. ſ. A plant. Airſwºrth. . . .
w A YFA RER, f [vºy and fare, to go) Paſ

ſenger; travelier. Carrºw. .

WAY FA R1NG a Travelling , paſſing ; being

on a journey. Ham, and

WAY FA'R1SG 1'REE / [-ikurrum, Lat). A

plant.

row AYLAY. v a ſ-war and hy) Towº

infidiouſly in the way , to beſet by ano-ſh.

Bacon, Dryde".
wa YLAYER. / (from waylay j One who

waits in ambuſh for another

WAYLESS. a. [Iron way J Pathleſs u"

tracked. Dryden.

WAYMARK, ſ. (Rºy and mark.j Mark to

guide in travelling j.remiah.
To wAYMEN ... v. a. : Pa, Saxon To |a-

ment, or grieve. Stººſer. *

W A YWAR}) a Fraward : peevil, morciº

vexatious. Sidney, Fairfax, WAY.
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WAY WARDLY, adv. [from wayward.] Fro

wardly : perverſely. Sidney.

WAY WARDNESS. ſ. [from wayward.) Fro

wardneſs; per verſeneſs. Wotton

WE. fronour. (See I.) The plural of I. Shakeſt.

WEAK. a. pec, Saxon, were, Durch. 1. Fee

ble; not ſtrong. Miſtor, Locke, 1. Infirm; not

healthy. Sharº ſp. 3. Soft ; piant; not ſtiff.

4. Low of found. Aſcham. *. Feeble of mind:

wanting ſpirit. Hoker. Swift 6. Not much

impregnated with any ingredient. 7 Nºt

powerful , not potent. Shake p. Sºuth, Swift.

8. Not well ſupported by argument. Hºker.

9. Unfortified. Addiſºn.

To WEAK! N. v. a. To debilitate; to enſeeble.

Hocker, Ray.

WEAKLING. ſ. (from weak.] A feeble crea

ture Shakeſp.

WEAKLY adv. [from week ) Feebly; with

want of ſtrength. Bacon, Dryden.

WEAKI.Y. a. ſ from weak.j Not ſtrong; net

healthy. Raleigh.

WEA KNESS, ſ. (from weak.] 1. Want of ſorce;

feebleneſs. Rºgerſ. 2. Infirmity; unhealthi

nets: Temple. 3. Want of cogency. 1,1-tºn.

4. Want of judgment ; want of reſolution,

fooliſhneſs of mind Miltºn. 5. Detect ; failing.

Bacon.

WEAKSIDE. ſ. ſweak and ſide) foible,

deficience ; infirmity. Temple.

WP:AL. ſ. (pelan, Saxon, wealuff, Dut..] I

Happineſs; proſperity ; flouriſhing ſtate. Shak.

***, Tºmple, 2. Republick, ſtate, publick

intereſt. Pope.

W*AL. ſ. ſpalan, Saxon.) The mark of a

ſtripe. Donne.

WEA (2 away, interj. Alas. Spenſºr.

WEALD, Mald Palt, whetherſingly or jointly

ſignify a wood or grove, from the Saxon peals

G16ſ, n.

WEA LTH. (paleº, rich, Saxon.) Riches,

more, or precious goods. Co. ber, Dºyden.

W! A 1, 1 HPLY. adv. from weal, ºy J Richly.

Shakeſp.

WEALTHINESS. ſ. [from wealthy ) Rich.

neſs.

WEALTHY a from wealth Rich, opulent

abundant Spenſe, Shakeſp

To WEAN. v. a. penan, Saxon 1. To put

from the breaſt; to ablactate. Ray, Af., ºne,

*. To withdraw from any habit or deſir.

Spenſer, Stuling fleet.

WEA VLt. /.. [from ºvean.) 1. An ani

WEA's LING { mal newly weaned. Spºnſer,

44tiºn 2. A child newly we ned.

WEA PON. ſ. ſpeaſon, Saxºn.) Inſtrument of

offence Shakeyº Danieſ.

WEA PONED 4 (from weapon Arn-d for "

offence: furniſhed with arms. Sº dºey, Hayºr.

WEAFO NLESS. a. (from weapºn , Having

no weapon , una; ºned. 24.1:..n -

W. E. A tº NSA i.v. E. ſ. (weapon and ſalve A

ſalve which was ſuppºſed to cure the wound,

being aſ pi; d to ºne weapon that made it.

Boyle,

To WF.A R v a preterite were, narticiple wer".

(Penan, Saxon.) 1. To waſte with uſe or time.

Peacham. 2. To conurne tediouſly. Carew.

3. To carry appendant to the bºdy. Shakeſ”.

4. To exhibit in appearance. Dryden. 5. To

affect by degrees. Lºcke. 6. To Wr a R out.

To haraſs, Daniel 7. To waſte or deſtroy by

uſe. Dryde".

To WE A P. v. n. 1. To be waſted with uſe or

time Exºduſ. 1. To be tediouſly ſpent. Mi tºº.

3. To p-ſ, by degrees. Rºgers.

WEAR. ſ. (from the verb j . The act of wear

ing , the thing worn. Hudibrar. z. ſpen,

Saxon, a ſe ; war, German, a mound.) A

dam to ſhut up and raiſe the water; oten

written weir Pºaſtan.

WEARD. ſ. Weard, whether initial or final,

ſign firs wachfulneſ or care, from the Saxon

peanban, to ward or keep. Gib.

WEA'RER. ſ rom wear.) One who has any

thing appendant to his perſon Dryden, Adiſºn.

WEA RING.'ſ ſtrom wear.) Clothes. Shakeſp.

WEA'RINESS ſ (from weary ) i. Laflitude;

late of being ſpent with abour. Shakeſp.

Haie, South. 2. Fatigue , cauſe of laſtitude.

£a';*n. 3. Impatience of any thing. 4.

Teviouſneſs.

WEA'RISH. a. [I believe from pain, Sax. a

quagmire.] Boggy : watery. Carew.

WºRISOME. a. i trom weary]Troubleſome;

tedious ; cauſing wearineſs. Hoºker, Brºwn,

L'esham. -

WEA'RISOMELY. adv [from weariſºme.]

Tediouſly , ſo as to cauſe wearinets. Raleigh.

WEA RISOMENESS. ſ. {{roin wear iſome.] 1.

The quality of tiring. ... The ſtate of being

eaſily tired. Aſcham.

To V, EA RY. v. a. [from the adjective.) 1. To

tire : to fatigue; to haraſs; to ſubdue by

labour. Dryden, Addiſon. 1. To make impa

tient of continuance. Shakeſp. 3. To ſubdue

or hºra's by any thing irkſome. Milton.

WEA R Y a. penix, Saxon ; warren, to tire,

Dutch | 1. Subdued by fatigue; tired with la

bour Spenſºr, Dryden.”. Impatient of the cod

tinuance of any thing pain ul. Clarendon. 3.

Deſirous to diſcentinue. Shakeſp. 4. Cauſing

wearineſs, tireſome. Shakeſp

WEA SEL f ſperel, Saxºn; weſel, Dutch 1

A finall animal that eats corn and kills mice.

Pope. -

WESAND. ſ. ſparen, Saxon ) The windpipe ;

the paſſage through which the breath isdrawn

and emitted. Spenſer, Wiſeman, Dryden.

WEATHER.J. (petºn, Sixon ) . State of air,

reſpecting either cold or heat, wet or drineſs.

Shakeſp. L. Eſtrange 2. The change of the

ſtate of the air. Bacon. 3. Tempeſt 5 ſtorm.

Dryden.

To WEATHER. v a [frem the noun.] 1.

To expoſe to the air. Spenſer. ... To paſs

with difficulty. Garth, Hate. 3. Tº Wr A Triº R.

a point. To gain a point againſt the wind.

4 diſ 1. 4. 12 WEAT 1: E R cut. To endure.

Addiſºn.

WEA -
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WFA"THERBEATEN." Haraſſ, d and ſeaſon

ed by hºld weather. S dºey, Sucking.

WEATHERCOCK f (ºv.ather and cock.) 1.

An artificial cock, ſº t on the top of a ſpire,

which by turning ſhows the point from which

the wind blows. Brosº. 2. Any thing fickle

•rd inconſtant. Pryden.

WEATHERDRIVE.N. part. Forced by ſtorms

or contrary winds, Carew

W.A.THERGA (, F. ſ. [weathernd gage ) Any

thing that ſhews the weather. Hudibrar.

WFA THERGLASS ſ. ſweather and glaſ, )

A barometer / bat' not, Bent ev,

WFA I HERSPY'. (wrea her and ſay.)A flar.

gazer ; an aºrologer. Donne.

WEATHER wisp. c. (weather and wiſe.]

Skºl uſ in ore elling the weather.

WEA' | H R W (SER. ſ. ſweather and wiſen.

Dutch, o ſhow ! Anything that foreſhows the

weather. IXer ham.

To WEA V E v. a. prereite ºv:ve, weaved;

part paſſ wºven,weaved; ſpºran, Six wefan,

Dºtch To torm by texture. Shakeſp. Dryd.

2. To unite by intermixture. Addy on 3. To

inter o'e; to irſ... t. Shakeſp.

To Wº. AVE. v. m. To work with a loom.

WF. A v ER. f. [from ºveave..] One who makes

threads into cloth. Shakeſp. 7.8.

WEA V E RFISH. f. [aranºus fiſcis, Latin J. A

fiſh Ainſwo, thi

WE'S. ſ. (pebb, Sax ) . Texture ; any thing

woven. Spenſer, Tavies. 2. A kind of duſky

film that hinders the fight. Sºakeſp.

Wł"BBED. a. [trom web.] Joined by a film

De, ham.

VE BFOOTED. a. [web and foot.] Palmipe.

dous; having films between the toes. Ray.

WEBS iſ ER. ſ. (rebrºne. Sax.] A weaver.

Obſolete Camden.

To WED, v a. [rebian, Saxon ) 1. To

rary; to take for huſband or wife Shakeſp.

Jºe 2. To join in marriage. Shakeſp. 3. To

unite for ever. Shakeſp. 4. To take for ever.

Carer,'”. 5. To uni e by love or fondneſs.

‘I "ct ºn.

‘i o V. I. D. v.n.To contract matrimony. Suckling.

W.F.' 'I) ING.'ſ [from wed.) Marriage nuptials:

the Luptial ceremony. Shake!p Graunt.

WEDGE. ſ. regge, Daniſh: wegge, Dutch.]

1. A body, which having a ſharp edge, con

tinually growing thicker, is uſed to cleave

timber. Spenſer, Arbuthnºt. 2. A maſs of

metal. Spenſer, joſhua. 3. Anything in the

torm or a wedge Milton.

TowFBGE. v. a [from the noun..] To faſten

with wedges; to ſtraiten with wedges: to cleave

with wedges Shakeſp. Dryden, Philpº, Bentley.

W. F. D. C.K. ſ [pes and lac, Sax.] Marriage;

matrimony. Shakeſp. Cleaveland.

WF DNESDAY ſſpoScorba;, Saxon; ween

day, Dutch.) The fourth day of the week, ſo

named by the Gothick nations irom iſ oden or

odiº Stakeſp.

W .E. a. ſºvering. Dutch..] Little ; ſmall. Shakeſ.

\\ 1 ECHLl.M. f. A ſpecies of elm. Bacºn.

WEED. ſ. ſpeob, Saxl 1. An herb noxious or

uſeleſs. Clarendon, Mortin. 2. [ poeba, Saxon;

*a*d, Dutch | A garment; clothes; habit.

Sidney, Hooker.

To WEED, v a [from the noun ) i. To rid

of noxious plants. Bacon, Mor timer. 2. To

take away noxious plants. Shak:/p 3. To free

from any thing huitful II, wel 4. To root

out vice. Aſ ham, Locke.

WEE'DER. J. [from weed ) One that take.

away any thing nexious. Shakeſp.

WE'Ei)HOOK.f. [weed and look J A hock by

which weeds are cut away ºr extirpated.Taffer.

WE EDLESS a. [from weed.] Free frºm weeds;

free frºm anything ueleſs or noxious. Donne,

Dryden.

WEEDY. a. (from ºceed.] Free from weeds;

free from any thing uſeleſs or noxious. Dorne,

Dryden.

WEEK f [peoc, Saxon , weke, Dutch: vecka,

Swediſh.) The ſpace of ſeven days Geneſſ.

WEEKDAY / Any day not Sunday. Pºpe

WE'KLY. a. Hapſ ening, produced, or done

once a week ; he'domadary.

WE'EKLY, adv. [from week.) Once a week;

by hebdºmadal pericós Aylºff.

WEEL. ſ. [poe', Saxon ) i. A whirlpool. 2. A

twiggen ſnare or trap for fiſh.

To WEEN. v. n. (penan, Sax.) To think; to

imagine: to form a netian; to fancy Spenſer,

Shareſ? Mi ton.

To WEEP. v. n. preter. and part maſſ see, t,

sweeped [peopan, Saxon.) 1. To ſhow ſorrow

by tears. Deuteronºmy. 2. To ſhed tears from

any paſſion. Shakeſp. 3. To lament, to com

plain. Numbers.

To WEEP. v. a. i To lament with tears;

to bewail; to bemoan. Drydºn. 2. To ſhed

moiſture. Pºpe. 3. To abound with wet.

Mor timir.

well ER. ſ. (rºm weep One who flººds

tears; a mourner, 2. A white border on the

ſleeve of a mourning coat.

WE FRISH a. Infipid; four ; furly lºſt ban.

To WEET. v n preterite ºvot, or wate. pitºn,

Saxon ; weten, Dutch To know; or to be r

formed ; to have knowledge. Spenſer, Prior.

WFETLESS a. (from west J Unknowing.

WE, EVIL ſ. (pipel, Sax, vete', Det J A grub.

WF'ZFL. f. [See We as El..]

wk.ET. The old preterite and part. paſſ, frem

Tº have Spenſer.

wer T. ſ. That of which the claim is generally

waved; any thing wandering without an

owner. Ben. jºhnſºn.

weFT. ſ. (peſt, sax.] The woof of cloth.

wk FTAGE.j [from cºeft.) Texture Grºse.

To WEIGH. v. a. ſpa gar, Saxon ; seey***,

Dutch ) i. To exam ne by the balance.

Aſſiſt. ... To be equivalent to in weight, Bºyle.

3 To pay, allot, or take by weight Shakeſt.

Zeck. 4. To raiſe; to take up the archo.

Knoller. 5. To examire : to balanje in the

mind. Clar endºn. 6. W. W. E. G. H. d.sen. To

cyc:balance. Daniel. 7, 72 \, :: G iſ *:
d
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Tooverburden; to oppreſs with weight. Dryd.

Addiſºn

"3 WEIGH v. n. 1. To have weight. Brºwn,

%. To be confidered as important. Addiſ. 3.

To raiſe the anchor. Dryd. . 4. To bear hea

vily; to preſs hard. Shakeſp.

WEIGHED. a. [from weigh..] Experienced.

Bacon.

WE'IGHER ſ [from weigh.) He who weighs.

WFIGHT. ſ. ſpiht, Sax]. 1: Quantity mea

ſured by the balance. Arbuth. 2. A maſs by

which, as the ſtandard, other bodies are exa- ||

mined. Swift. 3. Penderous maſs. Bacon.

4. Gravity ; heavineſs; tendency to the cen

tre. Wilkins. 5. Preſſure; burthen ; over

whelming power Shakeſp. 6. Importance;

power; influence; efficacy. Locke.

WE'IGHTILY. adv. [from weighty J 1. Hea

vily i ponderouſly. 2. Solidly; importantly.
Brosme.

WE'IGHTINESS. ſ. [from weighty 1 1. Pon

deroſity; gravity; heavineſs. 1. Solidity; force.

Locke. 3. Importance. Hayward

WEIGHTLESS. a. (from weight.] Light;

having no gravity. Sandys.

WEIGHTY. a. [from weight.] 1.

ponderous. Dryd... 2: Important; momen.

tous; efficacious. Shakeſp. Prior. 3. Rigo

rous; ſevere. Shakeſp.

WE LAWAY. interj. Alas. Spenſer.

WELCOME. a. ſpilculme, Sax. we'kºm, Dut]

1. Received with gladneſs; admitted wil

lingly; grateful; pleaſing Ben job-ſon, Locke.

2. To bid Welcox E To receive with pro

feſtions of kindneſs. Bacon.

WELCOME. inter j. A form of ſalutation uſed

to a new comer. Dryden.

WELCOME. ſ. 1. Salutation of a new comer.

Shakeſp. z. Kidd reception of a new comer.

Sidney, South.

To WELCOME, v. a. To ſa!:te a new comer

with kindneſs. Bacon.

wfi.comE tº ºur hºuſe.ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

WELCOMENESS. ſ. (from welcome J Grate

fulneſs. Boyle.

we LCOMER.ſ [from welcome.] The ſaluter

or receiver of a new comer. Shakeſp.

WELD, or Mºuld ſ. Yellow weed, or dyers
weed. Miller.

To WELD, for To wield. Spenſer.

To WELD. v. a. To beat one maſs into ano

ther. Maxon.

we LFARE. ſ. [well and fare.] Happineſs;

ſucceſs; proſperity. Addiſon.

To WELK. v. a. To cloud; to chſcure. Spenſ.

WE'LK F.D. a. Wrinkled; wreathed. Sha'eſp.

WE'LK! N. f. (from pealcan, to roll, or pelcen,

clouds, Sax.] The viſible regions of the air.

Miltºn, Philiſ r.

WELL. ſ. [pelle, rcell, Sax.] 1. A ſpring ; a

fountain; a ſource. Davieſ. 2. A deep nar

row pit of water. Dryden. 3. The cavity in

which ſtairs are placed. Mºxon.

To WELL. v. a. [peaſan, Sax.] To ſpring;

to iſſue as from a ſpring. Sººnſer, Dryden,

Heavy

To WELL. v. a. To pour anything forth. sºnſ.

WELL. a. 1. Not ſick; not unhappy. Shakeſp.

Taylºr. 1 Convenient; happy. Spratt. 3.

Being in favour. Dryd. 4. Recovered from

any ſickneſs or misfortune. Collier.

WELL. adv, ſpell, Sax. wel, Dutch.]

ill ; not unhappily. Prior. 2. Not ill; no.

wickedly. Milton. 3. kilfully; properly.

Watten. 4. Not amiſs; not unſucceſsfully.

Knowles. 3. Net inſufficiently; not detec

tively. Bacºn. 6. To a degree that gives

pleaſure. Bacon. 7. With praiſe; favour

ably. Pote. 8. As well ar. Together with :

not leſs than. Arbuth. 9. Well is him or

me; he is happy. Eccl. 1 o' Well nigh.

Nearly ; almoſt. Milt. 1. It is uſed much

in compoſition, to expreſs any thing right,

laudable, or not defective.

WELLADAY. interječi.

welaway.] Alas.

WELLBE ING_ſ. [well and be..] Happineſs;

proſperity. Taylor.

WELLBO'RN.a.Not meanly deſcended. Waller.

WELLBRE'D. a. (ºvell and bred Elegant of

manners; polite. Roſcommon.

WELLNATURED. a. [well and nature)
Good-natured ; kind. -

WELLDO'NE. interječi. A word of praiſe. Mar.

WELLFAVOURED. a. [well and favour.]

Beautiful pleaſing to the eye. Shakeſp.

WELLMET. in terj (twell and met J A term

of ſalutation. Shakeſp. Denham.

WELLN i GH. adv. [well and nigh ) Almoſt.

Davier, Spratt.

WELLSPENT, a Pºſſed with virtue. Calamy.

WELLSPRING. ſ. (pºlyerſnº, Sax.] Foun

tain; ſource. Hoºker.

WELLwl I.L.E.R. ſ. ſwelland willºr ) One who

rneans kindly. Sidney, Hoºker.

WELLWT SH. f. [well and wiſh.) A wiſh of

happineſs. Addiſºn.

WELLWISHER. ſ. [rom ºvel:'wiſh.) One

who wiſhes the good of another. Pºpe.

WELT. ſ. A border; a guard; an edging.

Ben. johnſºn.

To WELT. v. a. [from the noun..] To ſew

any thing with a border.

To WE LTER. v. n pealtan, Sax. Tweltereº,

Dutch..] 1. To roll in water or mire. Milt.

Dryd. 2. To roll voluntarily ; to wallow.

Aſchari. -

WEMM f. ſpem, Sax.] A ſpot; a ſcar Brer ear.

WEN. ſ. ſpen, Saxl A fleſhy or callous ex

creſcence, or protuberance. More, Dryden.

WENCH. f. percle, Sax.] 1. A young wo

man. Sidney, Donne. 2. A young woman in

contempt. Prior. 3. A ſtrumpet. Speciator.

WE'NCHER. f. (from wench.) A fornicator.

Grewa

To WEND. v. m. ſpenban, Sax.] 1. To go ;

to paſs to or from. Arbuth. 1. To turn round.

Raleigh.

WE'NNEL. f. An animal newly taken from

the dam. I uſer.

1. Nºt

-

[A corruption of

WENN. Y.
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WF'NN.Y. a 'from ºven.] Having the nature

of a wen. Wiſeman.

wº. NT pret See Wes D and Go.

wr PT. pret, and part or weep. Milºr.

wEP E. pret of the verb to be. Daniel.

w! RE 7. A dam See WEA R. Stdney.

WERT, the ſecond perſon ſingular of the prete

rite of to be. Ben 7.hr/..n.

WERTH worth, wºrth. / In the names of

places, ſignify a farm, court, or village, from

the Saxon peonº, Grºſn

W E St L. f. See Wr sax D. Bacon.

WEST / (perc, Saxon; tº ºff, Dutch The

region where the ſun goes below the horizon

at the equinoxes. Mºſton, Pºpe

WEST, a Being towards, or coming from, the

region of the ſetting ſun. Exºduſ, Numbers.

WEST, adv. To the well of any place Milton

WESTE RING a Paſſing to the weſt Milton.

WESTERLY. a. (from ºff J Tending or be

ing towards the weſt. Graunt,

W H S iſ ERN a [[rom weſt.) Being in the weſt,

or toward the part where the ſun ſets. Sºenſ.

Addiſon.

WESTWARD. adv. ſperce panb, Sax.) To

wards the weſt. Addiſon, Pr ter.

WESTWARDIY adv. With tendency to the

wºrſt. Ponne.

W. E. F. a ſpºr, Sax 1 1. Humid; having

ſome moiſture adhering. Bac. 1. Rainy

watery. Dryden.

W!.T. Water; humidity; mºiſture. Bacon,

Evelyn.

To Wº. F. v. a. (from the nºun.) 1.

mechate , to moiſten Spenſ. Milt.

drench with drink. Waltºn

WE' ſ : tº R ſ. ſp. son, Saxon : *.der, Dutch

A ran call rated. Bretºn, Graunt.

WPTN 1.85 / (trom tº t ) The ſtate of being

wet; moiſ' ure. Aljº timer.

To w ł X w. a To grow , to increaſe Dryd

W. F. ZAN D. ſ. (ſee ºceſand.] The witd. pipe

Brºwn.

WHALE, ſ (phale, Sax.] The largeſt of fiſh :

To hu.

2. To

the largeſt of the animals that inhabit this

globe. Geneſſ, Swift.

w HAME. ſ. Bure fly. D., ham.

W H A LY, a [See weal.) Marked in ſtreaks.

Spenſer.

WHARF ſ (warf, Swediſh : werf, Cut.) A

perferºicular bank or nºt... raiſed or the con

venience of lading or emptying veſſels. Child.

WHA'RF AGE. ſ. [from wharf. J. Dues for

landing at a wharf.

WHA'FING | R. ſ. (from a half) One who

atteads a wharf.

To W H A R R. v n. To pronounce the letter r

with too much force. 1216?.

V. H.A.T. pre-cºn (hpºt, Saxon; -carºbutch)

1. That which. Dryd. Addiſ. 2. Which

part. Locke.

mind indefinitely. Shakeſp 4. Which of fe

veral. Bac. Arbuth. 5. An interjection by

way of ſurpriſe or queſtion. Dryd, 6. W H at

tº ºugh. & Kat imports it though * notwith

3 Semething that is in one's

ſtanding Hºoker.

Day. At the time when: on the day when

44.1. Pºpe. , 8. Which of many interrog."

tively. Spenſ. Dryd. 9. To how great a dº

gree. Dryd io. It is uſed adverbially for

partly ; in part. Knolley, Norris, 1 1. Wh AT

h2. An interjection of calling. Dryden.

WHATEVER. pronouns (from what and

WHA'TSO. { ſcever.) 1. Having one

WHATSOEVER nature or another being

one or another either generically, ſpecifically

or numerically. Milton, Denham. 2. Any

thing, be it what it will. H.oker. 3. The

fame, be it this or that Pope. 4. All that ;

the whole that; all particulars that. Shake

ſpeare.

W HEAL f [See WEAL ] A puſtule; a ſmall

ſweling filled with matter. Jºſeman. -

WHEAT. ſ. (hpeace, Saxon; aveyde, Dutch 1

The grain of which bread is chiefly made.

Shakeſt. Geneſi,

WHF A TEN. a. (from wheat.] Made of wheat.

Arhu thmet

WHE A TEAR. ſ. A ſmall bird very delicate.

Sºft.

WHEAT'PLUM. f. A ſort of plum. Ainſwºrth.

To w H ET 1.F. v. a. To entice by foºt words;

to flatter to perſuade by kind words. Hadib.

J.<rke, Roºze.

WHEEL f [hpeol, Saxon; wiel, Dutch..] i.

A circular body that turns round upon an axis.

Dryd. 2. A circular body. Shakeſp. 3. A

carriage that runs upon wheels. Miltºs 4.

An inſtrument on which criminals are tortur

ed. Shakeſp. 5. The inſtrument of ſpinning.

Giffºrd 6. Rotation; revolution. Bacon.

7. A compaſs bout ; a tract approaching to

circularity Milton.

To WHEEL v n. 1. To move on wheels.

2. To turn on an axis. Bentley 3. To re

volve to have rotatory motion 4. To

turn to have viciſſitudes. 5. To fetch a

compaſs. Shakeſp. Knol. 6 To roll forward.

Shake!}.

To VHF EL v. a 1. To put into a rotatory

motion; to make to whirl round. Mi ten,

WHEELBARROW. ſ. [wheel and barrºw.]

A carriage driven forward on one wheel.

Bacon, King. -

WHEELER. / [from wheel.] A maker of

wheels. Camden.

WHEELA IGHT. ſ. [rehzel and ºright.j

A maker of wheel carriages, Martimer.

WHEELY. a. [from *wheel] Circular; ſuit

able to rotation, Philipſ.

To WHEEZ.E. v. n. (hreoron, Sax.] To

breathe with noiſe. Floyer.

WHELK. ſ. (See to Wr I. K. l I. An ine

quality ; a protuberance. Shakeſpeare. 2. A

pulule.

To WHELM. v. a. [a philpan, Saxon; ºrt,

Iſlandick J 1. To cover with ſomething nºt

to be thrown off, to bury. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

2. To throw upon ſomething ſo as to cover or

bury it. Milton.

| WHELP,

7. what Time, What `
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WHELP. ſ. [welp, Dutch..] 1. The young of

a dog a puppy. Bacon, Brown. 2. The

young of any beaſt of prey. Donne. 3. A ſon.

Shakeſp. 4. A young man. Ben. johnſon.

To WHELP. v. n. To bring young Miltos.

WHEN. adv. [wban, Gothick; F panne, Sax

wanseer, Dutch..] I. At the time that.

Camden, Addiſ 1. At what time. Addiſ. 3.

What time. Shakeſp. 4. At which time.

Daniel. 5. After the time that. Government

of the Tongue. 6. At what particular time.

Milt. 7. When as. At the time when ;

what time. Milton.

WHENCE. adv. 1. From what place. 2.

From what perſon. Prior. 3. From what

premiſes. Dryd. 4. From which place or

perſon. Milt 5. For which cauſe Arbuth

6. From what ſource. Lecke. 7. From

When c : A vitious mode of ſpeech Spenſer.

8. Of Whence. Another barbari'ur Dryden.

WHENCESOEVER, adv. [whence and ever.]

From what place ſoever, Locke

WHENEVER. adv. At whatſoever time

WHE NSOEVER. Locke, Rogers.

WHERE. adv. [hpoen, Saxon; watr, Dutch

1. At which place or places. Sidney, Hooker.

2. At what place. Pope 3. At the place in

which. Shakeſp. 4. Any Whe RE. At any

place. Burnet. 5. Wher f, like here, has in

compoſition a kind of pronominal fignification

6. It has the nature of a noun. Spenſer.

WHEREABOUT. adv. [where and about.)

1. Near wha' place. 2. Near which place.

Shakeſp. 3. Concerning which. Hoker.

WHERE.A.S. adv. [where and as ) . When

on the contrary. Spratt. 2. At which place.

Shakeſp. 3. The thing being ſo that. Baker.

WHERE.A.T. adv. [where and at..] At which.

Hooker.

WHEREBY. adv. [where and by ). By which,

Hooker, Taylor.

WHEREEVER, adv. [where and ever.) At

whatſoever place. Miltºn, Waller, Atterb.

WHEREFORE, adv (where and for.) 1.

For which reaſon Hooker. 2. For what rea

ſon, Shakeſp.

WHEREI'N. adv. [where and in.) In which.

Bacon, Swift

WHERETNTO. adv. [where and into.] into

which. Bacon, Woodward.

WHERENESS. ſ. Ifrom where.] Ubiety.
Grew.

WHEREOF. adv. [where and of] of which,
Davier.

WHEREO'N. adv. [where and on.) On which.

Hooker, Milton.

WHERFSO. adv. [where and ſoever.

WHERESOE VER In what place foever.

Spenſer.

WHEREro. adv. [where and to, or

wºunto wnto J. To which. Hooker,

a 1ſtºn.

WHEREUPON adv (where and upon.) Upon

which, Claresden, Davies.

ade. [where and wit!”

or withal.] With which,

WHEREWITH.

WHEREWITHA'L.

Shakeſp. Wycherley.

To WHERRET. v. a. 1. To hurry 5 to

trouble ; to teaze. 2. To give a box on the

ear. Ainſworth.

WHERRY. ſ. A light boat uſed on rivers.

Drayton.

To WHET. v. a [hpettan, Sax, wettes,

Dutch.) 1. To ſharpen by attrition. Bºyle.

2. To edge; to make angry or acrimonious.

Knoller, Donne, Dryden.

WHET. ſ. (from the verb.) 1. The act of

ſharpening. 2. Any thing that makes hungry,

as a dram. Dryden. -

WHETHER. adv. [hparten, Sax]. A particle

expreſſing one part of a disjunctive queſtion

in oppoſition to the other. Hooker, South,

Tillotſon.

whether, pronoun. which of two. Matt.

Bentley.

whº Tstone.f. [whet and ſtone..] Stone on

which anything is whetted, or rubbed to make

it ſharp. Hocker, Fairfax,

WHETTER ſ (from whet.) One that whets

or ſharpens More.

WHEY. ſ. [hpoeg, Saxon; wey, Dutch. 1]

The thin or ferous part of milk, from which

the oleofe or grumous part is ſeparated. Shak.

Harvey. 2. It is uſed of any thing white

and thin. Shakeſp.

whk YEY Qa. [from whey) Partaking of

WHE'YISH 5 whey, reſembling whey. Bacon,

Philips.

WHICH. pron. hpilc, Saxon ; welck, Dutch..]

1. The pronoun relative, relating to things.

Bacon, South. ... It formerly was uſed tor

who, and relating likewiſe to perſons; as in

the firſt words of the Lord's prayer. Shakeſe.

WHICHSOEVER. pron. (which and ſerver.]

Whether one or the other. Locke.

WHIFF. ſ. (chwyth, Welſh.) A blaſt; a puff

of wind. Shakeſp.

To WHIFFLE. v. s. [from whiff] To move

inconſtantly, as if driven by a puff of wind.

L'Eſlrange. Watts.

WHIFFLER, ſ (from whiffle ] 1. One that

blows ſtrongly. Shakeſp. i. One of no conſe:

quence; one moved with a whiff or puff.

Spectator

WHIG. ſ. [hpoeg, Saxon.) 1. Whey. 2. The

name of a faction. Swift.

WHIGGISH. a. [from whig.] Relating to the

whigs. Swift.

WHTGGISM. ſ [from whig | The notions of

a whig. Swift.

WHILE. ſ. ſweil, German; hpile, Saxon 1

Time, ſpace of time. Ben. Johnſon, Tillotſºn.

WH!LE. ) adv, hpile, Saxon.) 1. During

WHILES. X the time that. Shakeſp. 2. As

WHILST. y long as Watts. 3. At the ſame

me that. Decay of Piety

To WHILE. v. n. Ifrom the noun..] To loiter.

Spectator,

5 R WHILERE,
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WHILERE. adv. [while and ere, or before.] A

little while ago. Raleigh.

WHILOM. adv, ſhpilom, Saxon.) Formerly ;

once ; of old. Sperfer., Milton.

WHIM ſ. A freak ; an odd fancy; a caprice.

Swift.

To WHTMPER. v. m. [wimmeren, Germ.]

To' cry without any loud noiſe. Rºwe.

WHIMPLED a. This word ſeems to mean

diſtorted with crying. Shakeſp.

WHſ MSEY / A reak; a caprice; an odd

fancy. L'Eſtrange, Prier, King.

WHIMSICAL, a [from whimſey | Freakiſh ;

capricious ; oddly fanciful. Addiſon.

WHIN. ſ. ſchwyn, Welſh.) A weed ; furze.

Tuſ r, Bacºn.

To WHINE. v. m. ſpanian, Saxon ; aveenen,

Dutch..] To lament in low murmurs; to

make a plaintive noiſe; to moan meanly and

effeminately. Sidney, Suckling.

whin E. ſ. #. the verb.) Plaintive noiſe;

mean or affected complaint. South.

To WHI'NN.Y. v. n. To make a noiſe like a

horſe or colt.

WH1'NYARD. ſ. A ſword, in contempt. Hudib.

To WHIP. v. a. (hpeopan, Sax wippen, Dut]

1. To ſtrike with any thing tough and flexi

ble. Addiſon. 2. To ſew ſlightly. Gay. 3.

To drive with laſhes. Shakeſp. Locke. 4. To

correst with laſhes. Smith. 5. To laſh with

ſarcaſm. Shakeſp. 6. To inwrap. Moxon

To WHIP. v. a. To take any thing nimbly.

L’Eſtrange, Swift.

To WHIP. v. n. To move nimbly. L'Eſtrange,

Tatler.

WHIP. ſ. (hpeop, Saxon.) An inſtrument of

correcticn tough and plant. Dryden, Pope.

WHIPCORD. ſ. [whip and cord J Cord of

which laſhes are made. Dryden.

WHIPGRAFTING. ſ. Whitgrafting is thus

performed: firſt, cut off the head of the ſtock,

and ſnooth it: then cut the graft from a knot

or bud on one ſide ſloping, about an inch and

a half long, with a ſhoulder, but not deep,

that it may reſt on the top of the ſtock: the

£raſt muſt be cut from the ſhouldering ſmooth

and even, ſloping by degrees, that the lower

end be thin : place the ſhoulder on the head

of the ſtock, and mark the length of the cut

part of the gra’t, and with your knmite cut

away ſo much of the ſtock as the graft did co

ver: place both together, that the cut part of

both may join, and the ſap unite the one to

the cther ; and bind them cloſe together, and

defend them from the rain with tempered clay

or wax, as before. Mortimer.

WHIPHAN D. ſ. [whip and hand.] Advan

tage over Dryden.

WHi PLASH. ſ. The laſh or ſmall end of a

whip. I uſer.

WHI PPE. R. J. [from whip.] One who puniſhes

with whipping. Shakeſp.

W Hi-PPING PoS T. ſ. [whip and pºſſ J A pil

lar to which criminals are bound when they

are laſhed. Hudibra.

WHIPSAW. ſ. [whip and ſaw.] The whip

ſaw is uſed by joiners to ſaw ſuch great pieces

of ſtuff that the handſaw will not eaſily reach

through. Mexon.

WHIPSTAFF. ſ. (On ſhipboard.) A piece of

wood faſtered to the helm, which the ſteerſ.

man holds in his hand to move the helm and

turn the ſhip. Bailey.

wºrsterſ [from whip.] A nimble fellow.

rtor.

WHIPT. for whipped. Tºffer.

To WHIRL. v. a. [hpynpan, Sax. whirbeks,

Dutch..]. To turn round rapidly. Drydes,
Granville.

To WHIRL. v. s. To run round rapidly.

Spenſer, Dryden, Smith.

WHIRL. ſ. [from the verb.] I. Gyration;

quick rotation; circular motion; rapid cir

cumvolution. Dryd. Creech, Smith. , 2. Any

thing noved with rapid rotation. Addiſºn.

WHIRLB.A.T. ſ. [whirl and bat.) Any thing

meved rapidly round to give a blow. LEſ

trange. Creech.

WHIRLBONE. ſ. The patella. Ainſwºrth.

WHIRLIGIG. J. [whirl and gig.] A toy

Wwhich children ſpin round. Prior.

WHIRLPIT. Uſ [hpymppole, Saxon.) A

WHIRLPOOL. W. place where the water moves

circularly, and draws whatever cemes within

the circle towards its center; a vortex. Sandyſ,

Bentley

WHIRLWIND. ſ. [werbekwind, German.]

A ſtormy wind moving circularly. Dryden.

WHIRRING. a. A word formed in imitation

of the ſound expreſſed by it: as, the schir

ring pheaſant. Pope.

WHISK. ſ. (viſchen, to wipe, German.) 1.

A ſmall beſom, or bruſh. Boyle, Swift. 4. A

part of a ſhoman's dreſs. Child.

To WHISK. v. a. [wiſchen, to wipe, German.]

1. To ſweep with a ſmall beſom. 2. To

move nimbly, as when one ſweeps. Hudibrar.

WHISKER. ſ. (from whiſk.) The hair grow

ing on the cheek unſhaven; the muſtachio,

Pope.

To WHISPER. v. s. [wiſperen, Dutch..] To

ſpeak with a low voice. Sidney, Swift.

To W H L SPER. v. a. 1. To addreſs in a low

voice. Shakeſp. Tatler. 2. To utter in a low

voice. Bentley. 3. To prompt ſecretly. Shak.

WH1 SPER. ſ. [from the verb.) A low ſoft
voice South.

WH SPERER. ſ. [from whiſper.] I. One

that ſpeaks low. 2. A private talker. Bacºn.

WHIST. interj. 1. Be filent. Shakeſp. 2. Still,

ſilent. Milton. 3. Be ſtill.

WHIST. ſ. A game at cards, requiring cloſe

attention and ſilence. Swift.

To WHi'STLE. v. n. hpiptlan, Sax.] 1. To

form a kind of muſical ſound by an inarticu

late modulation of the breath. Shakeſp. Milten.

2. To make a found with a ſmall wind in

ſtrument. 3. To ſound ſhrill. Dryden, Pºpe.

To WH1'STLE. v. a. To call by a whiſtle.

Svatk.

WH1'S-
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WHTSTLE. ſ. [hpurcle, Saxon.] ... Sound

made by the modulation of the breath in the

mouth. Dryden. 2. A found made by a ſmall

wind inſtrument. 3. The mouth; the organ

of whiſtling. Walton. 4. A ſmall wind in

ſtrument. Sidney. 5. The noiſe of winds.

6. A call, ſuch as ſportſmen uſe to their dogs.

Hudibrar.

Wººlſ [from whiſtle. J One who

whiſtles. Addiſon.

WHIT. ſ. ſpiht, a thing, Saxon.] A point; a

jot. Sidney, Davier, Tillotſºn.

WHITE. a. [hpir, Saxon ; wit, Dutch..] 1.

Having ſuch an appearance as ariſes from the

mixture of all colours; ſnowy. Newton. 2.

Having the colour of fear; pale. Shakeſp. 3.

Having the colour appropriated to happineſs

and innocence. Milton. 4. Grey with age.

Shakeſp., 3 Pure ; unblemiſhed. Pºpe.

WHITE. ſ. 1. Whiteneſs; any thing white;

white colour. Newton. 2. The mark 2t which

an arrow is ſhot Dryden, Souther n. 3. The

albugineous part of eggs. Boyle. 4. The white

part of the eye. Ray.

To WHITE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make white : to dealbate. Mark.

WHITELE'AD. ſ. Whitelead is made by tak

ing ſheet-lead, and having cut it into long and

narrow ſlips, they make it up into rolls, but

ſo that a ſmall diſtance may remain between

every ſpiral revolution. Theſe rolls are put

into earthen pots, ſo ordered that the lead

may not ſink down above halt way, or ſome

ſmall matter more in them: theſe pots have

each of them very ſharp vinegar in the bottom,

ſo full as almoſt to touch the lead. When the

vinegar and lead have both been put into the

pot, it is covered up cloſe, and ſo left for

a certain time; in which ſpace the corro

five fumes of the vinegar will reduce the

ſurface of the lead into a mere white calx,

which they ſeparate by knocking it with a

hammer. Quincy.

WHTTELY. a (from white.] Coming near to

white. Southern.

WH1 TEMEAT. ſ. [white and meat.) Food

made of milk. Spenſer.

To WHITEN, v. a. [from white ) To make

white. Temple.

To whi'TEN. v. n. To grow white. Smith.

WHTT ENER. /. (from whiten.) One who

makes any thing white.

whl TENESS. ſ. [rom white.} : The ſtate

of being white, freedom from colour Newt

2. Paleneſs ; Shakeſp. 3. Purity ; clean

neſs. Dryden.

wH1 re POT. ſ. A kind of food. King.

white-rho R.N. ſ. A ſpecies of thorn. Boyle

WHITEWASH f. (swhite and waſ J A waſh

to make the ſkin ſeem fair. Addiſon.

WHITEV, i NE. ſ. [white and wize.) A ſpe

cies of wide produced from the white grapes.

Pºſtman.

w H1’’. Her a ſ h rºsen, Saxon. 3 1. To

what place : interrogatively. ... To what

place: abſolutely. Milton.

place : relatively. Clarenden.

degree. Ben. johnſon.

WHITHERSOEveR. adv. [whither andſº

ever J. To whatſoever place. Taylor.

WH1'TING. ſ. [witting, Dutch ; alburnur,

Lat.) 1. A ſmall ſeafiſh. Carew. 2. A ſoft

chalk. [from white.] Bºyle.

wººsh a. [from white.J. Somewhat white.

ºyle.

WHſ"TISHNESS. ſ. (from whitiſh ). The qua

lity of being ſomewhat white. Boyle.

WHITLEATHER. ſ. (schite and leather I

Leather dreſſed with alum, remarkable for

toughneſs. Chapman

V, HITLOW. ſ. [hpic, Saxon, and loup, a

wolf Skinner. J A ſwelling between the cu

ticle and cutis, called the mild whitlow, or be

tween the perioſ: cum and the bone called the

malignant whitlow. Jºſeman.

WHITSOUR. ſ. A kindſo: apple. See App le.

WHITSTER, or Whiter.J. [from white.) A

whiterer. Shakeſp.

WHITSUNTIDE. ſ. [white and funday; be

cauſe the converts newly baptized, appeared

from Eaſter to Whitſuntide in white. Skinner.]

The teaſt of Pentecoſt. Carew.

WHITTENTRFF. ſ. A ſort of tree. Ainſw.

WHITTLF. ſ. ſhºtel, Saxon.) 1. A white

dreſs for a woman. 2. A knife. Ben.

jºhnſon.

To WH1'TTLE. v. a. [from the noun..] To

cut with a knife, Hakewºll.

To WHIZ, v. n. To make a loud humming

noiſe. Shakeſh.

WHO, frenzun (hpa, Saxon; wie, Dutch.]

1. A pronoun relative, applied to perſons.

^bººt, Locke 1. As who hould ſay, ellipti

cally for as one cºh:/ºuld ſay Cºllier.

WHOE Vº R prºrown (who and ever Any

ºne, without limitation or exception. Sº enſer,

of e.

WHOLE. a ſpalj, Saxon; heal, Dutch J 1.

All ; total ; containing all. Sha eſp. 2 Un

injured ... unimpaired. * Sun. 3. Well of any

hurt or fickneſs, ºff.

WHO.E. ſ. The totality; no part omitted.

Frciuſ. Brºcme.

WHOLESALE. ſ. ſº hºle and ſale | Sale in

the lump, not in ſeparate ſmall parcels. Ziddiſ.
/4’ at ty.

wº/LESOME. a. ſ he'lſam, Dutch. ) i.

869, d. Shakeſp. 2. Contributing to health.

3. Preſerving; ſalutary. Hyd'mr. 4. Kindly ;

pleaſing Shake!}.

WHO L SOME.Y. adv. [from wholeſºme.]

Salubriouſly ſaluti.erouſly.

WHO LESOMENESS ſ. [from wh:left me.} i.

Quality of conducing to health ; ſalubrity.

Grauntººddºn. 1. Salutarineſs; conducive
neſs to *...

3. To which

4. To what

WHO L.Y. adv. [ som whole | 1. Com

pletely ; perfectly. Dryde". Add ºn 2 To

tally, in all the parts or kind. Bacºn.
5 R 2 WHOM.
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WHOM. The accuſative of who, fingular and

plural Lecke.

WHOMSOFVER. pron [who andſever.] Any

without exception. Locke.

WHQQBUB. ſ. Hubbub, Shakeſp

WHOOP [See Hoop.] 1. A ſhout of pur

ſuit. Hudibrar, Addiſºn. 2. (Upupa, Lat]

A bird. Diº.

To WHOOP. v. n. (from the noun.] To ſhout

with malignity Shakeſp.

To WHOOP. v. a. To inſult with ſhouts.

Dryden.

WHORE. ſ. (hon, Saxon; hoere, Dutch..] 1.

A woman who converſes unlawfully with

men ; a fornicatreſs; an adultreſs ; a ſtrum

pet. Ben johnſon. 2. A proſtitute ; a wo.

mon who receives men for money. Dryden,

Prior. -

To WHORE. v. n. [from the noun..] To con

verſe unlawfully with the other ſex. Dryden.

To WHORE. v. a. To corrupt with regard to

chaſtity.

wººedow ſ. [from where.] Fornication.
all.

WHOREMASTER. T. ſ. [where and maſter

WHOf Evº O'NGER. or monger.) One who

keeps whores, or converſes with a fornicatreſs.

Shakeſp.

WHO'RESON. ſ. [whore and ſºn.] A baſard.

Shakeſp.

WHORISH. a. [from where.] Unchaſte; in

continent. Shakeſp.

WHO RTLEBERRY. f. [heontbenian, Sax.)

Biluerry. A ſilier.

WHOSE. I. Genitive of who. Shakeſp. a.

Genitive of which. Prior.

WHO'SO. pronoun [who and ſoever.j

WHOSOEVER. Any, without reſtriótion.

Bacºn, Milton, South

WHURT. ſ. A whortleberry ; a bilberry.
Carew. -

WHY, adv, ſhp, Fonhp, Sax.] 1. For wha’

reaſon 2 Interrogatively Swift. 1. For which

reaſon. Relatively. Bºyle. 3. For what rea

ſon. Relatively. Shakeſp. 4. It is ſometimes

uſed emphatically. Shakeſp

WHYNOT adv A cant word for violent o

peremptory procedure Hudibrar.

WIC, }.} Comes from the Saxon pic,

which according to the different nature and

condition of places, hath a threefold ſig" ‘ca

tion ; implying either a village, or a 'bay

made by the winding banks of a river, or a

caſtle. Gibſon.

WICK. ſ. (peoce, Saxon ; wiecke, Dutch

The ſubſtance round which is applied the

}. or tallow of a torch or candle. Shakeſp.

tgby

WICKED. a. 1. Given to vice; not good ,

flagitious ; morally bad. It is a word of

ludicrous or ſlight blame. Shakeſp. 3. Curſ.

ed ; bareful pernicious ; bad in effect.

Spenſer, Shakeſp.

WICKEDLY adv, (from wicked 1 Criminally;

corrupted. Ben johnſon, Clarendºn.

WICKEDNESS. ſ. (from wicked J Corrup

tiz: of manners; guilt ; moral ill. Shakeſ.
AMilton.

WICKER. a. Made of ſmall ſticks. Spenſer.

WICKET. ſ. ſwicked, Welſh; guichet, F.

wicket, Dutch j A ſmall gate Spenſer, Da

vier, Milton, Dryden, Swift.

WIDE., a [ribe, Saxon; wiſd, Dutch..] 1.

Broad ; extended far each way. Pºpe. t.

Broad to a certain degree : as three incher

wide. 3. Deviating ; remote. Raleigh, Ham
mond.

WIDE. adv. 1. At a diſtance. Temple, 1.

With great extent. Milton

WI"DFLY adv. (from wide.] 1 With great

extent each way. Bentley. 2. Remotely , far.
Lºcke.

" ... WI'DEN v. a. 'from wide.] To make

wide to ext, cd. Shareſ?

To WI'DFN. v. n. To grow wide ; to extend

itſel. Locke.

WIDENESS. ſ. [from wide.) 1. Breadth ;

large extent each way. Dryden. 2. Compara

tive breadth. Bentley.

W1'DGEON. ſ. A water-fowl not unlike a wild

duck, but not ſo large. Carew.

WI DOW. ſ. [propa, Saxon ; wedswe, Dutch.]

A woman whoſe huſband is dead Shakeſp.

Sandys.

To WI’DOW. v. a. [from the noun) 1. To

deprive of a huſband. Shakeſe Drydes.

2. To endow with a widow right Shakeſp.

3. To ſtrip of anything good. Dryd Philipſ.

W!"DOWER. ſ. (from widew.) One who has

19ſt his wife. Sidney, Shakeſp. 2. Eſd.

WILOWHOOD. f ſtrom widow.) 1. The

ſtate of a widow. Sidney, S. enſer, Carew,

Wotton, Milton. a. Eſtate ſettled on a wi

dow. Shakeſp.

WIDOWHU’NTER. ſ. (widºw and #anter.]

One who courts widows for a jointure.

Addiſon.

* IDowMA'KER. ſ (widow and makerl

One who deprives women of their huſbands.

Shakeſp

* IDOW, WAIL ſ. [widow and wail.) A

piant

W iD H. ſ (from wide.] Breadth; wideneſs

Dryden

To WIELD v. a [pealban, Sax J. To uſe

with ull command, as a thing not too heavy.

Milton, Waller, Dryden.

WI’ELD.Y. a. from wrela.) Manageable.

WIERY. a [from wire. 1. Made of wire:

it were better written wiry. Donne. 1.

Drawn into wire Peacham. 3. Wet; wea

riſh ; moiſt. Shakeſp.

WIFE. ſ. plural wiveſ. [pip, Saxon ; criff,

Dutch.) : . A woman that has a huſband.

Shakeſp. Milton 1. It is uſed for a woman

of low employment. Bacon.

WIG. ſ. being a termination in the names of

men, ſignifies war, or elſe a hero from pºa.

Gibſºn.

WIG. ſ. [Contračied from periwig.) I., Falſe

hair worn on the head. Swift. a. A fort of

cake. Ainſworth. WIGHT,
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WIGHT. ſ. [pht, Saxon.) A perſon; a being.

Davier, Milton, Addiſon.

WIGHT. a. Switt: nimble. Spenſer.

WI’GHTLY, adv. [from wight.] Swiftly ;

nimbly. Spenſer.

WILD. a. ſpiro, Saxon; wild, Dutch..] i.

Not tame; not domeſtick. Milton. 1. Pro

pagated by nature; not cultivated. Mortimer,

Grew. 3. Deſai tº ºr inhabi.cd 4. Savage,

uncivilized. Sha teff. Bacon, Maller. 5. Tur

bulent; tempeſtuous; irregular Addºlo".

6. Licentious; ungoverned. Prior. 7 In

conſtant, mutable fickie. Pope. 8. Iner

dinate; looſe. Shakeſp. Dryden. 9. Un

couth : ſtrange. Shakeſp. to. Done or made

without any conſiſtent order or plan Milton,

Moodward. . . Meerly imaginary. Swift.

WILD. f. A defart; a tract uncultivated and

uninhabited. Dryden, Addiſon, Pope.

WILD. Baſil ſ. cinus, Lat. j. A plant.

WILD Cucumber. ſ. [elaterium, Lat.) A plant.

AZiller

WILD Olive. ſ. [cleagnus, Lat.) from baia,

an ºlive, and 3, wº, vitex A plant. Mºſer.

WILDSERVICE. f. [crataegui, Lat.) A plant.

To WILDER. v. a. {nown wild ) To loſe of

puzzle in an unknown or pathleſs tract

Dryden, Pope.

WILDERNESS. ſ. (from wild.) 1. A de

ſart ; a tract of ſolitude and ſavageneſs.

Spenſer, Waller. 1. The ſtate of being wild

or diſorderly. Milton.

WTLDFIRE' ſ (wild and fire.) A compoſition

of inflammable materials eaſy to take fire, and

hard to be extinguiſhed. Shakeſp.

WILDGOOSECHASE. ſ. A purſuit of ſome

thing unlikely to be caught. L'Eſtrange.

WTLDING. ſ. wideling he. Dutch. A wild

four apple. Philips.

WTLDLY. adv. [from wild ) i. Without

cultivation. More. 1. With diſorder ; with

perturbation or diſtraction. Shakeſp. 3. With

out attention; without judgment. Shakeſp.

4. Irregularly. Dryden.

WILDNESS f [from wild.) 1. Rudeneſs;

diſorder like that of uncultivated ground.

Bacon, 1. Inordinate vivacity ; irregularity

of mangers Sºareſ?, 3 Savageneſs; bruta

lity. Sºdney, Prior. 4. Uncultivated ſtate.

- Pryden 5. Deviation from a ſettled courſe;

irregularity. Watts. 6. Alienation of mind

Shakeſp.

wile. ſ. [pile, Sax J A deceit: a fraud; a

trick; a ſtratagem; a practice artul, ſly.

Daniel, Roſcomman.

WILFUL. a will and full] 1. Stubborn :

contu pacious; perverſe; inflexible. 2. Done

or ſuffered by dºg, Miltºn, Dryden.

WILFULLY adv if om twºfºl | 1. Obſti.

nately ſtubbornly Sidºr, ſtiletſºn 1. By

deſign on purpoſe. Harºn ad, ºp Taylor

Wi LFULNESs. J. Obſtºn cy: tubbornneſs ;

pºrverſy ceſs, Hºker, S.A.A.

W! Li Y. adv (from *19.] By itratagein .

fraudulently. foſ.

WI"LINESS. ſ. [from wily.] Cunning ; guile,Pſalmſ, Howel. ly g; g

WILL. ſ. ſpilla, Saxon; wille, Dutch..] 1.

Choice; arbitrary determination. Locke, Hocker.

2. Diſcretion; choice. Pºpe. 3. Command;

direction. Eccleſ. 4. Diſpoſition; inclina

tion ; defire. Shakeſp. Drummond. 5. Power;

government 6. Divine determination Shakeſ”.

7 Teſtament diſpoſition of a dying man's

effects Stephenr. 8. Good Will. Favour;

kindneſs. Shakeſp. 9. Richt intention. . . o.

I'l Wi Lt. Malice; malignity. 1. Will

with a wiſp, Jack with a lanthorn. Will with

the wiſp is of a round figure, in bigneſs like

the flame of a candle; but ſometimes broader,

and iike a bundle of twigs ſet on fire. It

ſometimes gives a brighter light than that of a

wax candle ; at other times more obſcure and

of a purple colour. When viewed near at

hand, it ſhines leſs than at a diſtance. They

wander about in the air, not far from the fur

face of the earth ; and are more frequent in

places that are unétuous, mouldy, marſhy,

and abounding with reeds They haunt bury

ing places, places of execution, and dunghills.

They commonly appear in ſummer, and at the

beginning of autumn, and are generally at the

height of about fix feet from the grºund. They

follow thoſe that run away, and fly from thoſe

that follow them. Some that have been catch

ed were obſerved to conſiſt of a ſhining, viſ

cout, and gelatinous matter, like the ſpawn

of frogs, not hot or burning, but only ſhining;

ſo that the matter ſeems to be phoſphorus,

prepared and raiſed from putrified plants or

carcaſſes by the heat of the ſun.

To WILL. v. a. [wilgan, Gothick; pillan,

Saxoe willen, Dutch..] I. To deſire that

any thing ſhould be, or be done. Hooker,

Hammond. 2. To be inclined or reſolved to

have. Shakeſp. 3. To command ; to direSt.

Hocker, Shakeſp. Knolles, Clarenden, Dryden.

WILLI and Will, among the Engliſh Saxons, as

viele at this day among the Germans, ſignified

many. Gibſon. -

WI'LLING. a. (from will ) 1. Inclined to

any thing. Wilſon, Milton, Bentley. 2.

Pleaſed; deſirous. 3. Favourable ; well diſ

poſed to any thing. Exoduſ. 4 Ready 5 com

plying. Hºoker, Milton, 5. Choſen. Milt.

6. Spontaneous. Dryden. 7. Conſenting.
Milton.

W I LLINGLY. adv. [from will.] 1. With

one’s own corºnt; without diſlike; without

reluctance. Hooker, Milton. 2. By ene's own

de fire. Addiſºn.

wi'LLINGNESS. ſ. (from willing.] Cenſent ;

freedom from reluctance, ready compliance.

Be... jºhn, on, Calamy

WILLO W f. pelie, Saxon; gºwilou, Welſh )

A tree wo; n by forlorn vers. Shakeſp.

W! LLO W, ISH. a. Reſembling the colour of

willow.

WILLOWWORT. ſ. A plant. Miller.
WILY.
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WILY. a. [from wile.) Cunning; fly ; full of

ſtratagem. Spenſer, South.

WIMBLE. f. [wºmpel, old Dutch, from we

reles, to bore.] An inſtrument with which

holes are bored.

WiMBLE. a. Active , nimble. Spenſer.

WTMPLE. ſ. [guimple, Fr.) A hood; a veſt.

Bible

To WTMBLE v. a. To draw down as a hood

or veil. Spesſºr.

To WIN. v a. pret, ºran and won; part paſſ.

won. [ pinna, Sax. winn, Dutch.) 1. To

gain by conqueſt Knelles, Milton, Dryden. 1

To gain the victory in a conteſt. Denham. 3

To gain ſomething withheld. Pope. 4. To

obtain. Stdney 5. To gain by play. Addiſon

6. To gain by perſuaſion. Milton. 7. To gain

by cºurtſhip. Shakeſp. Gay.

To V IN w n. 1. To gain the vićtory. Milt

2. To gain influence or favour. Dryden, g.

To gain ground. Shakeſp. 4. To be conque

ror or gainer at play. Shakeſp.

To V, IX, CE. v. n. (gºvingº, Welſh.] To kick

as inpatient of a rider, or of pain. Shakeſp.

Ben ſchnſºn.

W INC. H. f. [guincher, Trench, to twiſt.) A

wººd'º'; ; ;omething held in the hand by

w ich a wheel or cylinder is turned. Mortimer.

To WINº H. v. a. To kick with impatience;

to ſhrink from any uneaſineſs. Shakeſp.

Hud, kras.

W 1'N COPIPF. ſ. A ſmall red flower in the

ſlubble fields Bacon.

* IND. ſ. ſpino, Sax. wind, Dutch..] I, Wind

is when any tract of air moves from the place

it is in, to any other, with an itnpetus that is

fertible to us, wherefore it was not ill called

by the antientº, a ſwitter courſe of air; a

flowing wave of air. Muſchenbroek; 2. Di

restion of the blaſt from a particular point.

Shakeſp. 3. Breadth ; power or at of reſpira:

tion. Siakºſa. 4. Air cauſed by any action.

Shakeſp. Miltºn. 5. Breath modulated by an

inſtrument. Bacon, Dryden. 6. Air impreg

nated with ſcent. 'Swift. 7. Flatulcnce ;

wingineſs. Miltºn. 8. Any thing inſignificant

or light as wind. Milton. 9. Down the W1Nd.

To decay. L'Eſtrange. 3. To take or have

the Wind. To gain or have the upper-hand

Baccm.

To WiND. v. a. ſpinban, Sax. winden, Dutch.]

1. To blow ; to found by inflation. Spenſer
Dryden. 2. To turn round 5 to twiſt. Bacon

Mºrtº. 3. To regulate in action. Shakeſp.

Hadiurai. 4. To noſe; to follow by ſcent.

5. To turn by ſhifts or expedients Hudibrar.

6. To introduce by inſinuation. Shakeſp. 7.

To change. Addiſon. 8. To entwiſt ; to en

fold; to encircle. Shakeſ. 9. He W i No cut

To extricate. Clarendon. Io. To W1x D up

To bring to a ſmall compaſs, as a bottom of

thread. Locke. 12. To convolve the ſpring.

Shakeſ. 11. To raiſe by degrees. Hayward.

13. To ſtraiten a firing by turning that cn

which it is rolled ; to put in tune. Mºaller.

To WIND. v. n. To turn; to change. Dryde.

* To turn; to be convolved. Mºxos. 3.

To move round. Denham. 4. To proceed .

flexures. Shakeſp. Miltºn. 5. To be exºr.

**ted; to be diſentangled. Milton.

WTNDBOUND. a dwindand bound.] Confined

by contrary winds. Spectatºr.

W'NDEGG. ſ. An egg not impregnated; an

‘88 that does not contain the principles of iiie.
Brºwn.

WINDER ſ [from wind.] 1. An inſtrument

ºf Perſon by which any thing is turned round.

*f; A plant that twiſts itſelf round

others Bacon.

W!NDFAL. ſ (wind and fall.) Fruit blown

down from the tree. Evelyn.

W1'NDFLOWER. ſ. The anemone. A flower.

WINDGALL. f. * indgali are loft, yielding,

flatulent tumours or bladders, full of corrupt

jelly, which grow upon each fide o the ſci

lock joints, and are ſo paintul in hot weather

*nd hard ways, that they make a horſe to halt.

Farrier's Dict.

WINDGUN.J. (wind and gun.] A Gun which

diſcharges the bullet by means of wind com

preſſed. Wilkinſ, Pope.

W1'NDINESS. ſ. (from windy.] I. Fulref., of

wind ; flatulence. Flyer. ... Tendency to

generate wind. Bacon. 3. Tumour; puffineſs.

Brerewood.

WINDING (from wind.) Flexure, mean

.der. Addiſon.

WINDINGSHEET. ſ. [wind and ſleet.) A

ſheet in which the dead are enwrapped. Shake.

a roºf.

WINDLASS. ſ. [wind and lace.) A handle

by which a rope or lace is wrapped together

round a cylinder. 2. A handle by which

any thing is turned. Shakeſp

WINDLE / [from to wind..] A ſpindle.

WINDMt.LL. ſ. A wind and mill.) A mill turn

ed by the wind. Waller, Wilkins.

WTNDOW. ſ. (vindue, Danith...] 1. An aper

ture in a building by which air and light are

intromitted. Spenger, Swift 2. The trame

of glaſs orº other materials that covers the

aperture evtan. 3. Lines crofling each

other. King. 4. An aperture resembling a

window.

To WINDOW. v. a. [from the noun ) i.

To furniſh with windows. Wetton. 2. To

place at a window. Shakeſp. 3. To break into

openings. Shakeſp.

WINDPIPE. ſ. [wind and pipe.] The paſſage

of the breath. Brown, Rºy, Airbuthnºt.

WINDWARD. adv. trom wind.) Towards

the wind.

WINDY. a. [from swind.) 1. Conſiſting of

wind. Bacon. 2. Next the wind. Shakeſp. 3.

Empty; airy. Milton, South. 4. Tenpeſtu

ous; moleſted with wind. Miken, Sºuth. 5.

Puffy; flatulent. Arbuthnet.

WIN.E. ſ. Upin, Saxon; winn, Dutch..] i.

The fermented juice of the grape. Chrin.

Iſaiah, joſ. Sandy. 2. Preparations of ve

- * getables
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getables by fermentation, called by the ge

neral name of winer.

WING. ſ. (£ehping, Sax. winge, Daniſh ), i.

The limb of a bird by which ſhe flies. Sidney.

2. A fan to winnow. Tuffer. 3: Fight :

paſſage by the wing. Shakeſp. 4. The motive

of flight. Shakeſp. 5. The fide bodies of

an army. Knoller, Dryden. 6. Any ſide piece

Mortimer.

To WING. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To fur

niſh with wings; to enable to fly. Pºpe. 2.

To ſupply with ſide bodies. Shakeſp.

To WING. v. n. To paſs by flight. Shakeſp.
Prior.

WINGED. a. [from wing.] Furniſhed with

wings; flying; ſwift; rapid. Milton, Waller.

WINGEDPEA. f. [cchrut, Lat. ) A plant

Miller.

WINGSHELL. ſ. ſwing and ſhell.] The ſhell

that covers the wing of inſects. Grew.

WTNGY. a. [ from wing. J Having wings.

Addiſon.

To WINK. v. n. (pincran, Saxon; 'wincken,

Dutch.) 1. To ſhut the eyes. Shakeſp. Tillotſ

2. To hint, or direct by the motion of the

eyelids. Swift. 3. To cloſe and exclude the

light. Dryden. 4. To connive; to ſeen not

to ſee : to tolerate. Whitgifte, Roſcommon.

5. To be dim. Dryden.

WINK.f. [from the verb.) 1. A& of cloſing

the eye. Shakeſp. Donne, Temple. 2. A

hint given by motion of the eye. Sidney,

Swift.

WINKER. ſ. (frºm zvink.] One who winks,

WINKINGLY. adv. (from winking..] With

the eye almoſt cloſed. Peacham.

WINNER. ſ. [from win.) One who wins.

Spenſer, Temple.

WI’NNING. participial a. [from win.) At

tractive ; charming. Milton.

WINNING. ſ. [from win.] The ſum won.

Addiſon.

To WINNOW. v. a. ſpinenian, Saxon.) 1.

To ſeparate by means of the wind to part

the grain from the chaff Shakeſp. Dryden. 2.

To fan; to beat as with wings. Milton. 3. To

ſift; to examine. Dryder. 4. To ſeparate ;

to part. Shakeſp.

To WINNOW. v. n. To part corn from chaff.

Eccluſ.

WINNOWER. ſ. [from winnow..] He who

winnows.

WINTER. ſ. ſpincen, Sax ) The cold ſeaſon

of the year. Sidney, Pope.

To WIN TER. v. n. (from the noun..] To paſs

the winter. Iſaiah.

To WINTER. v. a. To ſeed in the winter.

Temple

WINTERBEATEN. a. [winter and beat.)

Haraſſed by ſevere weather. Spenſer.

WINTERCHERRY. ſ. (alkekengt.] A plant

WINTERCITRON. ſ. A ſort of pear.

WIN TERGREEN. f. ſpyrola, Lat J A plant.

WINTERLY. a. [winter and like. ) Such

as is ſuitable to winter; of a wintry kind.

Shakeſp. -

WINTRY. a. [from winter.] Brumal; hyemal.

Dryden.

WIN.Y., a. [from wine ) Having the taſte or

qualities of wine. Bacºn.

To WIPE. v. a. ſplpan, Sax.] 1. To cleanſe by

rubbing with ſomething ſoft. Shakeſp. Milton.

2. To take away by terſion. Decay of Piety.

3. To ſtrike off gently. Shakeſp. Milton. 4.

To clear away. Shakeſp. 5. To cheat; to

defraud. Sfenſer. 6. To W1 P E cut. To efface.

Shakeſp. Locke.

WIPE. ſ. (from the verb J 1. An act of clean

ſing. 2. A blow; a ſtroke; a jeer; a gybe; a

ſarcaſm. Swift. 3. A bird.

WI PER, ſ (from wife.] An inflrument or

perſon by which any thing is wiped. Ben.

johnſon.

WIRE. ſ. Metal drawn into ſlender threads.

Fairfax, Milton.

To WIREDRAW. v. a. (wire and draw.]

1. To ſpin into wire. 2. To draw out into

length. Arbuthnot. 3. To draw by art or vio

lence. Dryden,

WIREDRAWER ſ (wire and draw.] One

who ſpins wire. Locke.

To WIS. v. a. pret and part paſſ wift. [wayſen,

Dutch..] To know A, cham -

WISDOM. ſ. [proom, Sax.] Sapience; the

power of judging rightiy. Hooker.

WISE. a. ſpir, Saxon; witt, Dutch ) . Sa

pient; judging rightly, particularly of matters

of life; having practical knowledge. Rºmans.

*. Skilful; dextrous. Tillotſon. 3. Skilled in

hidden arts. Shakeſp. 4 Grave; becoming

a wife man. Miſten.

WISE. ſ. [pre, Sax wyſe, Dutch J Manner;

way of being or acting. T is word, in the

mºdern dialect, is often corrupted into wayſ.

Sidney, Pryden.

WISEACR E. ſ. ſ wifeggher, Dutch. J . A

wiſe, or ſententious man. Obſolete. 2. A fool;
a dunce. Addiſon.

WISELY adv. [from wiſ...] Judiciouſly; pru

dently. Milton, Rogers.

WTSENESS. ſ. [frºm wiſe.) Wiſdom; ſapience.

Spenſer.

To WISH. v. n. (piroian, Saxon.) 1. To have

ſtrong deſire ; to long. Arbuthnot. 2. To be

diſpoſed, or inclined. Addiſon.

To V, ISH. v. a. 1. To deſire: to long for.

Sidney. 2. To recommend by wiſhing.

Shakeſp. 3. To imprecate. Shakeſp. 4. To

aſk Clarendon.

WISH. f. [from the verb.] 1. Longing deſire.

Milton, Sºuth. 2. Thing deſired. Milton. 3.

Deſire expreſſed. Pºpe.

WISHEDLY. adv. [from wiſhed.] According
to deſire. Not uſed. Knoller.

WISHER ſ. (from w ſh] 1. One who longs.

2. One who expreſſes wiſhes.

WTSHFUL. a. [from wiſh andfull.] Longing;ſhowing deſire.§. full.] ging;

WISHFULLY. adv. [from twiſtful..] Farneſtly;

with longing.

WISKET. ſ. A baſket.

WISP.
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WISP. f. [wiſp, Swediſh, and old Dutch..] A

ſmall bundle, as of hay or ſtraw. Bacon.

WIST. pret and part of wir.

WISTFUL. a. Attentive; earneſt; full of

thought. Gay.

W!'STFULLY. adv, (from wiſtful..] Attentive

ly; earneſtly. Hudibrar.

WI'STLY. adv. [from wir.] Attentively ;

earneſtly. Shakeſp.

To WIT. v. n. [pitan, Saxon.] To know.

Spesſer, Shakeſp.

WIT. ſ. [rzepit, Saxon; from piran, to knowl

1. The powers of the mind; the mental fa.

culties; the intellects. 2. Imagination;

quickneſs of fancy. Shakeſp. Locke. 3. Sen

timents produced by quickneſs of fancy. Ben.

johnſon, Spratt. 4. A man of fancy. Dryden,

Pope. 5. A man of genius. Dryden, Pope.

6. Senſe; judgment. Daniel, Ben. Johnſon

7 In the plural Sound mind. Shakeſp Tillot

8. Contrivance; ſtratagem; power of expe

dients. Hocker, Milton.

wi'TCRAFT. ſ. [wit and craft.] Contrivance,

invention. Camden.

wi'TCRACKER. ſ. (wit and cracker.) A

joker; one who breaks a jeſt. Shakeſp.

WITWoRM. ſ. (wit and worn.) One that

feeds on wit. Ben. johnſon.

WITCH. ſ. [picce, Sax.] I. A woman given to

unlawful arts. Bacon, Addiſon. 2. A winding

ſinuous bank. Spenſer.

To WITCH. v. a. (from the noun ). To be

witch; to enchant. Spenſer, Shakeſp.

witchCRAFT. ſ. [witch and craft.] The

practices of witches. Denham.

witchERY..f. [from witch.) Enchantment.

Raleigh.

To WITE. v. a. (pitan, Sax.] Te blame 5 tº

reproach.

Wite. ſ. from the verb.] Blame; reproach.

Spenſer.

witH. prepoſit. [p.3, Saxon.) 1. By. Noting

the cauſe. Shakeſp. Rowe. 2. Noting the

means. Dryden. 3. Noting the inſtrument

Rowe, Wºodward 4. On the ſide of ; for.

Shakeſp. c. In oppoſition to ; in competition or

conteſt. Shakeſp. 6. Noting compariſon Sandys.

7. In ſociety. Stillingfleet. 8. In company of.

Shakeſp. 9. In appendage ; nothing conſe

quence, or concomitance. Lºcke. . o. In mutual

dealing. Shakeſp. 11. Noting connection. Dryd.

12. Immediately after. Sidney, Garth... 13.

Amongſt. Bacon, Rymer. 14. Upon. Addiſon.

15. In conſent. Pope.

WITHAL. adv. [with and all.) 1. Along with

the reſt; likewiſe; at the ſame time. Hooker,

Shakeſp. Davier, Milton, South, Dryden. 2. It

is ſometimes uſed by writers where we now

uſe with. Daniel, Tillotſon.

To witHDRA W. v. a. [with and draw.)

1. To take back; to deprive of Hºoker. 2.

To call away; to make to retire. Broome.

ToVITHDRA.W. v. m. To retire; to retreat.

Milton, Tatler.

WITHDRAWINGROOM. ſ. [withdraw and

room.] Room behind another room for retire

ment. Martimer.

WITHE. ſ. 1. A willow twig. Bacos. a. A

band, properly a band of twigs. Mortimer.

To WITHER. v. n. [zepiſºenob, Saxon]. I. To

fade; to grow ſapleſs; to dry up. Hoºker,

Sºuth. , 2. To waſte, or pine away. Temple.

3. To loſe or want animal moiſture. Dryden.

To WI"THER. v. a. 1. To make to fade.

james. 2. To make to ſhrink, decay, or

wrinkle. Shakeſp. Milton.

WithEREDNESS. ſ. (from withered.] The

ſtate of being withered; marcidity. Mortimer.

WITHERBRAND. ſ. A piece of iron, which

is laid under a ſaddle, about four fingers above

the horſe's withers, to keep the two pieces of

wood tight.

WITHERS. ſ. Is the joining of the ſhoulder

bones at the bottom of the neck and mane.

Farrier's Diº.

WTTHERRUNG. ſ. An injury cauſed by a bite

of a horſe, or by a ſaddle being unfit, eſpecially

when the bows are too wide; for when they

are ſo, they bruiſe the fleſh againſt the ſpines
of the ſecond and third vertebræ of the back,

which forms that prominence that riſes above

their ſhoulders. Farrier's D15.

To WI THHOLD. v. a. [with and hold.] With

held, or withholden, pret, and part 1; To

reſtrain; to keep from action ; to hold back.

Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. To keep back; to refuſe.
Hooker.

WITHHO'LDEN part paſſofºvithhold Stein,

WITHHOLDER.J. [from withheld ) He who

withholds.

WITH N. prºp. [pºinnan, Saxon.) 1. In the

inner part of. Spratt, Tillotſºn. 2. In the

compaſs of; not beyond; uſed both of place

and time. Wotten 3. Not longer ago than.

Sºakeſp. 4. Into the reach of. Otway. 5. In
the reach of. Milton. 6. Into the heart or

confidence of South, 7. Not exceeding. Swift.

8. In the incloſure ot. Bacon.

WITH!"N. adv. 1. In the inner parts inwardly;

internally. Daniel 2. In the mind. Dryden.

WITHINSIDE. adv. [within and ſide.) In the

inferiour parts. Sharp.

WITHOUT. prep. [pºucan, Saxon.) 1. Not

with. Hall. 2. In a ſtate of abſence from.

Tatler. 3. In the ſtate of not having Bacºs,

Hammond. 4 Beyond ; not within the compaſs

of Burnet. 5. In the negation, or omiffion of.

Addiſon. 6. Not by , not by the uſe of ; not

by the help of Bacon. 7. On the outſide of.

Dryden. 8 Not within. Addiſºn. 9. With

exemption from. Locke.

WITHOUT, adv. 1. Not on the inſide. Baces,

Grew. 2. Out of doors. Porton. 3. Exter

nally ; not in the mind.

WITHOUT. conjunct. Unleſs; if not ; except.

Sidney.

witHouTEN. prºp. [pºutan, Saxl With

out. Spenſer.

To witHSTAND va. [with and fland] To

gainſtand; to oppoſe; to reſiſt. Sidney, Hºº
WiTH
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witHSTANDER. ſ. (from with?and.) An

opponent ; reſiſting power. Raleigh.

WITHY. ſ. (p.83, Sax.) Willow.

WI’TLESS. a [from wit.) Wanting under

ſtanding. Donne, Fairfax.

WITLING. ſ. A pretender to wit: a man of

petty ſmartneſs. Addiſon, Pope

wi TNESS. ſ. (picnerre, Sax ) i. Teſti

mony atteſtation. Shakeſp. john, 2. One

who gives teſtimony. Geneſ. 3. With a

Witness. Effectually ; to a great degree.

Prior.

To WITNESS. v. a. [from the noun..] To at

teſt. Shakeſe. Donne.

To WITNESS. v. n. To bear teſtimony. Sidn

Burmet. - -

WITNESS. interj. An exclamation, ſignifying

that perſon or thing may atteſt it. Milton.

witSNAPPER. ſ. [wit and ſnap.] One who

affests repartee. Shakeſp

WI"TTED. a. ſ from wit] Having wit: as a

uick witted boy.

witTICISM. f. (From witty..] A mean at:

tempt at wit. L'Eſtrange.

WITTILY. adv. [from witty.) 1. Ingeniouſly;

cunningly ; artfully. Dryden. 2. With flight

of imagination. Ben 'fahnſon.

WITTINESS. ſ (from witty J The quality of

being witty. Spenſer.

WITTINGLY adv, ſpitan, Saxon, tº weet or

know.) Knowingly ; not ignorantly , with

knowledge ; by deſign. Hooker, Weſ.

WITTOL. f. (pictol, Sax.] A man who knows

the falſehood of his wife and ſeems contented

Cleaveland.

w1 TTOLLY. a. [from wittol] Cuckoldly.

Shakeſp.

WITTY. a. [from wit 1 1. Judicious; inge

nious, judith. 2. Full of imagination. South.

3. Sarcaſtick; full of taunts. Adliſon.

WITWAL. ſ. A bird. Ainſworth.

To WIVE. v. n. [from wife.] To marry; to

take a wife. Shakeſp. Waller.

To W1WE. v. a. 1. To match to a wife. Shak.

2. To take ſor a wife. Shakeſp.

WIVELY. adv. (from wiver.] Belong ng to a

wife. Sidney.

WIVES. ſ. The plural of wife. Spenſer.

WIZARD. J. [from wiſe.) A conjurer; an

inchanter. Milton.

Vyo ſ. ſpa, Saxon.) 1. Crief; forrow; miſery :

calamity. Shakeſ. Milton, Pope. 1. A denun

ciation of a calamity; a curſe. South. 3. Wo

is uſed by Shakeſp for a ſtop or ceſſation.

wOAD. ſ. [pab, Sax.] A plant cultivated in

England for the uſe of dyers, who uſe it for

laying the foundation of many colours Miller.

WO BECONE. ſ. (wo and begene.J Loſt in wo.

Shakeſp.

woft'. The obſolete participle paſſive from

To War T. Shakeſp

WO FUL. a. [wo and full.] 1. Sorrowful; af

flicted ; mourning. Sidney, Dryden. 2. Ca

lamitous ; affi, Štive. 3. Wretched; paſtry ;

ſorry, Pºpe.

WOFULLY. adv. [from weful] ... sorrow.

fully; mournfully... a. wretchedly: in a ſenſe

of contempt, Sºuth.

WQLD. ſ. Wold, whether fingly or jointly, in

the names of places, ſignifies a plain open

country; from the Saxon polo, a plain and

a place without wood Gibſon, -

WOLF. ſ. ſpar, sax ºvelf, Dutch..] 1. A kind

of wild dog that devours ſheep. Shakeſp. 3. An
eating ulcer. Brown.

WOLFDoG. ſ. [we'ſ and dºg.) 1. A dog of

* very large breed kept to guard ſheep. Tickell.

*... A dog bred between a dog and wolf

WO'LFISH. a. [From wolf..] Reſembling a

wolf in qualities or form Shakeſp. L'Eſtrange.

WO'LFSBANE, ſ, [wif and base.) A poiſon
ous plant; aconite. Alfiller.

WolfSMILK. f. An herb Ainſworth.

WºLFISH. a. [of wef) Reſembling a wolf.
Howel.

W9'MAN. ſ. ſpirman, plmman, Sax J 1. The

female of the human race, Shakeſ. Otway.

* A female attendant on a perſon of rank.

Shakeſp,

To WOMAN. v. a [from the noun..] To make

pliant like a woman. Shakeſp.

WOMANED. a. ſtrom woman Accompanied;

united with a woman Shakeſp. -

WQMANHATER ſ [woman and hater.) One

that has an averſion from the female ſex.

Swift. -

WOMANHOOD. Uſ (from woman ] The
WOMAN HEAD, character and collective

qualities of a wºman. Spenſer, Donne.

WOMANISH. a. (from woman.) Suitable to a

woman. Sidney, Aſcham

To WOMANISE. v. a. (from woman.] To

emaſculate; to effeminate; to ſoften. Pro

per, but not uſed. Sidney.

WOMANKIND. ſ. [wºn in and kind.] The

female ſex ; the race of women. Sid. Swift.

WOMANLY. a. [from woman J 1. Becom

ing a woman; ſuiting a woman ; feminine.

Shakeſ? Donne. 2. Nºt childiſh; not girliſh.
Arbuthnot.

WOMANLY. adv. [rom woman.] In the

manner of a woman; effeminately.

WOMB. ſ. [wambu, Goth, pamb, Sax, warmb.

Iſlandick.) 1. The place of the foetus in the

mother. Shakeſp. Addiſon. 2. The place

whence any thing is produced. Milt. Dryden.

To WOMB. v. a. [frºm the noun..] To incloſe ;

to breed in ſecret, Shakeſp.

WO'MBY a.[from womb.) Capacious. Shakeſp.

WOMEN, Plural of woman, Aſılton,

WON. The preterite and participle paſſive of

win. Dryden.

To WON. v. n. (punian. Saxon; ºvenen, Ger

man. J. To dwell ; to live; to have abºde.

Sperfer, Fairfax.

WON f. Utrom the verb.) Dwelling; habita

tion. Obſolete. Spenſer.

To WONDER. v. n. (punºnian, Saxon;

wonder, Dutºb i. To be ſtruck with admira

5 S - tion ;
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tiºn; to be pleaſed or ſurpriſed ſo as to be

aſłoniſhed. Spenſer, Sºuth.

WONDER. ſ. ſpur,Son, Saxon; wºnder,

Dutch 1. Admiration; aſtoniſhment; a

mºzement. Bat: 4. 2. Cauſe of wonder; a

trange thing. Carev. 3. Anything menti

oned with wonder. Miltºn, Wat,

WONDERFUL. a. ſºnſ, and fall.] Admi

rable ; ſtrange , aloniſhing. jºb, Miltºn,

Shakeſp. 11 aft, atel.

WONDERFUL adv. To a wonderful degree.

2 Chron.

WONDERFULLY. a.k. [from wºnderful

In a worderºul manner; to a wonderful de

grec. Bacºn, Addiſºn.

Wº NDERMENT. f [from wonder.] Aſvo

nºnent ; amazement. Spenſer.

Wº's DERS FRUCK. a. {wºnder and ſlrike.’

Arnazed. Dryden.

WONDEROUS. a. Admirable; marvellous

ſt arge ; ſurpriſing. Aſ iter, Dryden.

Wº NDEROUSLY adv, (frºm wºndersus ). To

a range degree. Shakeſp. Drayton.

To WayNT. v. º. freterité and partici.

To be WGNT ple want ſpuman, Saxon ;

gºv-ºne", Dutch.) To be accuſtomed; to

uſe to be uſel. Spenſºr, Bacon.

W’’NT. J. Cuſtom habit; uſe. Hººker, Milt

"ºT. A contradion of quilt not.

WO'NT ED, part, a [ºr in the verb.) Accuſ.

toined ; uſed; uſual. Miltºs, Dryden.

Wº'N TEDNESS. ſ. (from wonted State of

being accuſtomed to. Kºrg Charler.

WON | LESS. a. [from wºnt.] Unaccuſtomed,

unuſual. Spesſºr.

To WoO v. a. ſap : b, courtel, Sax.] ... To

ºut , to ſue to or love Shakeſp. Prior, Pºpe.

*. To court ſolicitouſly , to invite with impor

tunity. I atter.

To WOO. v. n. To courts to make love. Dryd.

WOOD, a [sexºr, Goſaick, pº, Saxon ,

wºrd, Dutch. Mai, furiºus; rising 7 ºffir.

WOOD. ſ. ſpus', Saxons ºve, J, Dutch A

large and thick plantation of trees. Spenſer,

Hºrrºr. 2. The ſubſtince of trees, umber.

* * ***.

WQODAN FMont. ſ. A plant.

WOODBIND, . J. : put bind, Sax. J Hºney

WQQpEl NE, $ ſuckle. Shakeſ? Prachael

WOODCOCK ſ ſpºucoc, Saxon.) A bird of

pºſſ-se with a lºng bill: his food is not

known. Shake!}.

W90 Di D. A. from wºod Supplied with

wood. …, but hºrr.

WOODDR!NR f. Decoction or infuſion of

me 'icinal woºd, as tauai; 23. Fºyer.

WoO DFN. ... [irom woºd ) . Ligneous;

made of wood timber. Shakeſp. z. Ciuinty:

awkward. Collier.

W(x; 21 RETTER, f ſacres, Lat..] An inſcºt,

a woodwºrm. An ºwn:rth.

Woº lºot... ſ. [w.d and halt.) Place where

wood is lººd ºp. Philºt.

**** 21. A Nº.j (w.e4 and land. Woods:

grºuds cover ... *** wºrds.*

WOODLATRK. ſ. A melodious ſort of wild

!ark.

WOODI.OUSE. ſ. ſweed and loºſe J. An inſeº

of an oblong figure, about half an inch is

length, and a fifth of an inch in breadth ; of

a dark blueiſh or livid gray colour, and hav

ing its back convex or rounded: notwithſtand

ing the appellation of millepes, it has enly

fourteen pair of ſhort legs; it is a very fºiſt

runner, but it can occaſionally roll itſelf up

into the form of a ball, which it frequently

does, and fuffers itſelf to be taken. They

are found ta great plenty under old logs of

wood crlarge fºnes, or between the bark

and wood of dº, ayed trees. Hill, Corg Swift.

WOODMAN. . [wºod and man.] A ſportſman;

a hunter. Sidney, Pºpe.

WOODMONGER. ſ. [wood and manger.) A

woodfeller.

WOODNOTF. ſ. Wild muſick. Miltºn.

WOODNY'MPH. f. (wood and nys; b.] A

Dryad. Miltºn.

WOODOFF ERING. ſ. Wood burnt on the

altar. Nehemiah.

woo DPECKER, ſ, ſweed and peck; pic=r

martiuſ, Lat ). A bird. The ſtructure of the

tongue of the woodpecker is very ſingular,

whether we look at its great length, ºr at its

ſharp horny bearded point, and the gluey

matter at the end of it, the better to flab and

draw little maggots out of Wood. Derbara.

WOODPIGEON ºr Woºdcalver. ſ. A wild

pig’on.

woopFoo F. ſ. An herb. Ainſwºrth.

WOODSARE ſ. A kind of ſpittle, found upon

herbs, as lavender and ſage. Bacon.

*O'ODSERE / [smoºd and ſere 1 The time

when there is no ſap in the tree.

WOODSORR. L. ſ. ſexy, Lat.) A plant in

cloſing ſeeds, which often ſtart from their

lodges, by reaſon of the elaſtick force of the

membran- which involves them. A filler.

WOODWARD. f. two:d and ~ward.) A

foreſter.

WOODY a [from two-dj 1. Abounding with

wºod. Miltºn, Addiº n. 1. Ligneous ; exºnfiſt

ing of wood G. est', Locke. 3. Relating to

words. Sº enſer.

WOO E.R. ſ. (frºm woe One who courts a

woman. Chaf man, Creech,

WOOF / [from were The ſet of threads

that croſſes the warn; the wet. Bacon. *.

Texture: cloth Mt.f:n, Pope.

WOO NGi.Y. adv. [Iron woºing. Pleaſingly,

ſo as to invite flay. Shakeſp.

WO() I., ſ pel, Saxºn: ‘wai.e", Datch..] I. The

fleece of theep, that which is woven into

clºth. S.dney, Raleigh 2. Any ſhort thick

hair Shakeſp.

WOOLF EL. J. woo! and fell.] Skin not "rip

ped of the wool. Davies

WOOLLEN a from wºol.; Made of wool;

not finely dreſſed. Shakeſp eacºn, -

WOOLLEN. J. Cluth Rade of wool. Hadik'at,

Steft. -

WOOL
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*WOOLWARD. (adv. wool and ward.) In

To WORK. v. s. 1. To make by degrees

wo'OLPACK, Rſ. [wool, pack, and ſack.]
WOOLSAC le. 1. A bag of wool; a bun

dle of wool. 1. The ſeat of the judges in the

houſe of lords Dryden. 3. Anything bulky

without weight. Cleaveland.

wool. Shakeſpeare. -

wool.LY a. [from weal] . . . Conſiſting of

wool , clothed with wool. Shakeſ” Dryden.

2. Reſemblin; wool. Shakeſt. *hil ps.

WORD. ſ. ſpojib. Saxon spoo, d, Dutch.) 1. A

iingle part of ſpeech Bacºn. Pope. 2. A ſhort

discourſe. Sºu h, Tilletſen. 3. Talk; diſcourſe.

Shakeſ/, Denham 4. Diſpute; verbal con

tent on. Shakeſ. 5. Language. Shakeſ tº.

Clarendºn. 6. Promiſe. Dryden, Shakeſp. 7.

Signal; tºken. Shakeſp. 8. Account, tyd.

ings; meſſage. Sha reſp. Prior. 9. Declara

tion. Dryden. 19. A firination. Decay ºf

WORKHOUSE. ſ (ſrom work and

WO'RKINGHOUSE. houſe.] 1. A place in

2. A place where idlers and vagabonds are

condemned tº 12 hour. After bury.

WoRK iN GDAY. f. [coor; and day.] Day on

which labour is permitted; not the ſabbath.

Shakeſ are.

WO RKMAN. ſ. ſet ºr k and mºn? An artificer,

a triker of any thing, Raleigh, Addiſºn.

WORKMA’s LY. a [from wºrkmaz,] Ski!.

'u' ; weli performed ; wor-manl ke

WORKMANLY. adv. Skilfully : in a man

ner becoming a workmin. ºf... Shakeſp.

WO'KK MANSH!P. ſ (from workmas Ji. Ma

nufacture; ſomething in-de by any one Spenſ.

Tilºtſon. 4. The ſkiii of a wºrker Spenſºr.

3. The art of working Płººdward.

WORKMASTER. f. [work and ºn affer. The

Piety, Drydea 1 1. Scripture word of Gºd.' ... perfºrmer of any work. Spenſe", Eccluſ.

Mººg. 2. The ſecond perſon of the ever WO RKwºMAN. J. (work and avºrian,) 1. A

adorable Trinity. A ſcripture term A^i toº. woman ſkilled in needle-work Spenſer. 2. A
To woº D. v. A. (from the noun.] To diſpute woman that works for hire.

L'E' ange.

To wokly v. a. To expreſs in preper words.

Srth. Addiſon.

wore. The preterite of wear. Dryde", Rowe

To WoRK v. n. p.e. worked, or wrought.

[peoncan, Saxon wºrken, Dutch J 1. To

iáb ur to travel; to toil. Shakeſp. Davies.

2. To be in attion; to be in motion. Shakeſp.

Dryden. 3. The aët , to carry on operation

1. Saw. 4 To as as a manufatuºr. I a ah.

5. To ferment. Bacon. 6. To operate; to
have effect. Ram. Bacon, Clarendon. 7. To ob

tain by diligence. Sam. 8. To act internal

ly to operate as a purge, or other phyſick.

Brºwn. Grew. 9. To act, as on an object

L'E', ange. Swift. Io. To make way. Milt.

11. To be tº ſei or agitated. Addiſon.

. Miltºn, Addiſon, 1. To labour; to manu ic

ture. Raleigh, Tatler. 3. To bring ºy action

into any ſtate. Addiſºn. 4. To influence by

ſucceſſive impulſes. Bacos. 5. To produce , tº

eſt-St. spenſºr, 1 Cor. Drummºnd 6. To ina

nage Arbuthnet. 7. To put to labour to

exert. Addiſ. 8. To embroider with a necdle.

9. To work out. To effect by toil. Decºy of

piety. Addiſ. . o. To eraze; to efface: , Pryd

. . Tº Wop 5 up. To raiſe. Dryd. Addiſon.

wok K. ſ. (p.one. Saxon; werk, Dutch.;

Toit, labour ; employment. Eccluſ. 2. A

ſtate of labour Temple. 3. Bungling attempt.

s: lineſ!ºet. 4. Flowers ºr embroidery of the

needle. Spºer, Shakeſp. 5. Any fabrick or

compages of art Pºpe. .. 6. Aćion ; feat :

deed Hamm. 7. Anything made i. Dºnne

8. Management, treatment Shakeſp. 9. To

frt on work. To employ ; to engage.
H234er.

workER ſ (from twork.] One that works.
Spenſer, Kingſ, South.

wółł, Feli.o.º. ſ. cºrk andfellº” ) One

engaged in the ſame work with another.

WQ RKY DAY /. (Cerrupted from working

day.) The d-; nºt the ſabbah. Sºakeſp.
Herbert,

WORLD. ſ. ſp. nº, Saxon; wer:ld, Dutch.]

1. World is the great collective idea of all by

dies whatever. Lºcke. 2 Syſtem of beings.

Nicene Creed. 3. The earth ; the terraqueous

globe A/t/ten. 4. Preſent ſlate of exiſtence.

Shakeſp. 5. A ſecular life. A'aller, Rºgers,

6. Publick life. Shakeſp. 7. Buſineſs of life;

trouble of life. Shak, p. 8. Great multitude.

Raleigh, Sanderſºn. 9. Mankind; an hyper

bolical expreſſion for many. Hººker, Clarender.

10. Courſe of life. I 1. Univerſal cºmpire.

AZilton, Priºr. 1.The manners cf men. Dryd.

13. A collection of wonders; a wonder, Ob

ſolete. Knoller. 14. Time. 5. In the world.

In poſſibility. Addiſ. 16. Fºr all the world.

Exactly. Sidney.

wo RLDLINESS. ſ (from wºrldly) Covetouſ.

rºcis: addictedneſs to gain.

W 0 P. Lī)!. NG. ſ. (from wºrld.) A mortal ſet

upon profit. H.Ker, Rogers.

WO RLDLY. g. from wºrld | 1. Secular;

reſ.ting to this life, in contradiºiuction to the

life to come Shakeſ), Rich. 4:1e, tury. 1.

Bent upon this world; not attentive to a fu

ture ſtate. Akititor. 3." Huauan ; common;

belonging to the world. Hocker, Racigh.

WORLD1.Y. adv, (from world j With relation

to the preſent life. Raleigh, Miltºn, Sºuth.

WORM. f. pyjºn, Saxon , waſ m, j) utch ;

vermis, Lat. ... A ſmall harmlets fºrcut

that lives in the earth Shakeſp. Sandy, i. A

poiſonous ſerpent. Shakeſp. 3. A nºt bred

in the body. , Harvey A. i he animal that

ſpinº ſilk. Sº dº ſº. 5 Grºbs that pr: w wºodſ

al.; furniture, *...* p. 6. Seti ething tor

menting. Shakeſp. ºf,ºn 7. A by thiº. er

iniculated, cr turncº round , any thing pia!.
41cron.

Te W. GRM. v. n. [ſººn the coun] To work

§ 3 ; flºw, 'y,

which any manufacture is carried on. Dryd.
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ſlºwly, ſecretly, and gradually. Herbert.

To WORM. v. a. To drive by ſlow and ſecret

means Sºo fr. -

WORMEATEN. a. ſworn ard eaten..] 1.

Gnawed by worms. Shakeſp. 1. Old , worth

le's. Raleigh. Do nº.

WO RMWOOD. ſ. [Iron its virtue to kill

worms in the b dy) Of this plant there are

thirty two ſpecies, one of which, the common

***wºod, grows in the roads. Miller,

Flyer

WQRMY. a. [from worn.) Full of worms.
*I lion.

WORN part pºſſ of wear Dryden, Locke.

WO RN 11, f {n the backs of cows in the ſum

mer, are map gots, which in Eſſex we call

worn ilr, Derham.

To WO'RRY. v. a. ſpongen, Saxon.) 1. To

tear, or mangle, as a beaſt tears its prey.

Kºng Charley, J. F.ſlºange. 1. To haraſs, or

perſecute brutal'y. Sh. Milt. South, Sºuthern,

złłłſºr, R. rºe, Steifi.

WQRSF, a The comparative of bad [p nr.,

Sax.) More bad more il Daniel, Locke.

ORSE. s.lv in a manner more bad. Shakeſh

The WORSE, ſ, [from the adjective.) 1. The

loſs; not the advantage; not the better.

Sfeiter. 2. Kingſ. 2. Something leſs good.

Clariſ,

To WORSE. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

put to diſadvantage. Miltºn.

WORSHIP. ſ. [ps, nºrtype, Sax.] I Dignity;

cminence; excel ence Pſalms. 1. A charac

ter of honour. Shakeſp. Dryden 3. A term

of ironical reſpest. Pºpe. 4. Adoration reli

gious act of reverence. Miltºn. Tilºtſºn. E.

Honour; reſpect; civil deference. Luke.

6 dolatry of lovers. Shakeſ?

To WORSHIP. v. a. (from the noun.] ". To

adºre ; to honour or venerate with religious

riter. Exºd. Miltºn, Randºph. ... To reſpect;

to honour ; to treat with civil reveience

Shakeſ/

To WO RSHIP v. n. To perform acts of ado

ration. Geneſſ.

WO'RSHiPFUL. a. [worſhip and full.) I

Claining reſpect by any chara&er or dignity

South. 1. A term of ironical reſpect. Stiling

cºt.

wºmerºux. adv. (from worſhipful.]

Reſpect ully. Shakeſp.

WO RSHIPPER, ſ (rom worſhip , Adorer;

one that worſhips. Sºuth, Addiſºn.

WORST a. The ſuperlative of bad. Moſt bad;

moſt ill. Shakep. Lºcke. -

WORST. ſ. The moſt calamitºus or wicked

ſtate. Shakeſp. Digby, Dryde".

To woº St. v. a [ rom the adjective.] To

deſ, at , o overthrow Suckling.

WO RSTED. . [from Wººſted, a to. in Nor

f ik, famous for the woollen manufacture.]

W. ºen y a n : wool ſpun. Skakeſp. I’ſ e.

WOR tº 1. p ſuº, Saxºn; wºrt, Dutch j . Ori

ginally a general name or an herb. 2. A

lant of the cabbage kind. 3. Nºw beer tither

unfermented, or in the aët of fermentation,

Bacon.

WORTH ºr Wurth, v. A. ſpeonban, Saxon.)

To be ºpenſer.

WORTH. In the termination of the names of

places comes irom ponº, a court or ſalm, or

pºniº, a ſtreet or road. Gibſºn.

WORTH. ſ. pe. nº, Saxon.) 1. Price; value,

Hºoter, Woodward. 2. Excellence, virtue.

Sidney, Hºoker, Donne. 3. Importance: valu.

able quality. Hooker, Sºuth.

WORTH. a. 1. Equal in price to ; equal in

value to. Shakeſp. Addiſºn. 2. D, ſerving of

Clarendºn, Berkeley, Matts, 3. Equal in prº
ſeſſions tr. Sandys.

WO RTHILY. adv. [from wºrthy} t. Suit.

bly ; not below the rate of. Ray. 1. Deſerv

edly; Dryden, 3. Juſtly ; not withºut cauſe.

Hocker, Sºuth.

WQRTHINESS. ſ (from worthy j 1, Deſert.

Hocker, 2. Excellence; d gnity; virtue. Sidney.

Holder. 3. State of being worthy, quality of

deſerving Sidne

WO RTHLESS. à [from ºverth j . Having

no virtues, digrity, or excellence. Shaşt P.

R ſcºmmon. 7. Having no value. Priºr, Addiſ.

WO RTHLESSNESS. ſtfrom worthleſ, JWant

of excellence ; want of dignity ; want of va.

lue. More.

WORTHY, a [from wºrth ) i. Deſervirg;

ſuch as merits. Sidney, Shakeſp. 1. Valuable;

noble , illuſtrious, Hooker, Davies. 3. Having

worth; having virtue. Digby. 4. Suitable for

any quality good or bad, equil in value.

Dryden. 5. Suitable to any thirg bad. Shakeſp.

6. De'erving of ill. Deuterºn-my.

WORTHY, J. [from the adjective) Amin

laudable for any emi ent quality, particularly

for valour. Brºwn, Tatler.

To WORTHY, v, a.[from the adjective ). To
render worthy; to aggrandiſe; to exalt Shak,

To WOT. v. n | pitan, Saxon.) To know; to

be aware. Hoºker, Shakeſp.

WOWE. The preterite and fiticiple paſſive ºf
‘weave. Mºi tºton.

Wo v.E.N. The participle pºſſive of weave.

WOULD. The preterite of will 1. It is gene:

rally uſ d as an auxiliary verb with an iſ "º"

tive, to which it gives the force of the twº

junctive mood. Ray 2. W. s or am reſolved;
wifi or wiſhed to. Sidney. 3. It is a familiar

term for wift tº do, or to have. Sº at: ". .

wouldING. ſ. from wºuld.) Motion of *

ſire ; diſpoſition to any thing ; prºper"?"
incl nation ; incipient ſurpoſe. Hammºnd.

WOUND ſ. [put to Saxon; ºrd, Dutch

A hurt cºven by viºlence. Shakeſp. Sº ſº;

To wound. ... a. [from the noun Tºº"
by vicience. Shakeſp. Deuter. ºar; 1ja.m.,

Iſ, 1 Car. Milton. - - flºw

Wć,UND The picterite and participle ra"

of wind. A.'ſ, Will in f,
WoUN Uli.S.S. a. (from wºund FXempº from

wounds. : ... " in. A

Wot 'N DWORT. ſ. [vulneraria, L*.
Platt, WJX.
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WOX. The preterite of wax. Became.

WOXe. Obſolete. Stenſer.

WOXEN. The participle of to wax. Spenſer.

WRACK ſ. [wrack, Dutch; pnecce, Sax.

1. Deſtruction of a ſhip. Dryden. 2. Ruin;

deſtrustion. Milton.

To WRACK. v. a. i. To deſtroy in the water:

to wreck. 1. It ſeems in Jºiſt, to mean to rock,

to ſhake. 3. To torture, to torment. Cºwley.

To WRANGLE. v. a. ſ from wrangheſeur,

Dutch..] To diſpute preyiſhly 5 to quarrel per

verſely. Locke, Addiſon, Pºpe.

WRANGLE. ſ. (from the verb.] A quarrel ;

a perverſe diſpute. Swift.

WRA'NGLF R. ſ. (from wrangle.] A perverſe,

peeviſh, diſputative man. Herbert.

To WRA P. v. a. [hpecnplan, Saxon, to turn ;

wrºffer, Daniſh.) 1. To roll together: to com

plicate, jaha, Fairfax 2. To involve : to

cover with ſomething rolled or thrown round.

Dryden. Ezekiel 3. To cºmpriſe : to contain.

Zºidiſºn. 4. To WR A P up. To involve totally.

Avoiler. 5. To transport; to put in ecitaſy.

Czzeley.

WRA'PPER, ſ [from wrap.) 1. One that

waps. ... That in which any thing is wrap

ped. Addiſon.

WRATH. f. (pnaº, Saxon; wreed, cruel,

Dutch..] Anger ; fury rage. Spenſer.

WR A THFUL. a. ſºvrath and full J Angry :

furious ; raging. Spenſer, Spratt.

WRATHFULLY adv. from wrathful..] Fu

ricuſly ; paſſionately. Shakeſp.

WR A 1 HLFSS. a. ||roin wrath.] Free from

anger. Pº'aler. -

To \VREAK. v. a. Old preterite and part paſſ.

of Pºroše. [rns can, Sax, wrecken, Dutch..]

1. To reven-e S; enſer, Fairfax. 2. To exe

cute any violent deſign. Dryden, Smith.

WREAK (from the verb.] ... Revenge; ven

geance. Shakeſp. z. Paſſion ; furious fit.

Shake,”

WRE, A KFUſ, a ſtrom wreak.] Résengeful ;

angry. Shakeſp. Chapman.

WREATH ſ. (pneº, Sax.] Any thing

curled or twiſted. Bacon, Miltºn, Smith. 2. A

garland ; a chaplet, Rºſcommon.

To W REATH. v. a. preterite wreathed, part.

paſſ wreathed, wreathem. 1. To curl; to

twiſt ; to convolve. Shak. Bac. 1. To inter

weave; to entwine one in another. Sºuth, bryd.

3. To encircle as with a garland. Prior. 4

To encircle as with a garland Dryden, Prior.

WREATHY, a [from wreath.) Spiral; curl

ed; twiſted. Brown. -

WRECK / [pnºcce, Saxon, a miſerable per

ſon , wracke, Dutch, a ſhip broken.) 1 De

ſtruction by being driven on rocks or ſhallows

at ſea. Spenſer, Daniel 2. Diſſolution by

violence. 4111ton. 3. Ruin; deſtrustion.

Shakº/p.

To WRECK, v, a [from the noun.) 1. To

deſtroy by daſhing on rocks or ſands. Spenſer,

M/codward 2. To ruin. Daniel.

To WRECK. v., n. To ſuffer wreck. Milton.

WREN. ſ. ſphenna, Saxon.] A ſmall bird.

Shakeſp. Brown.

To WRENCH v. a. ſpningan, Saxon, wreng.

hen, Dutch J 1. To pull by viclence: to wreſi;

to force. Shakeſp. Bacon. 2. To ſprain; to

diſtort. Shakeſp. Swift.

WRENCH ſ (frem the verb J 1. A violent

pull or twiſt. a. A ſprain. Lºcke.

To WREST. v. a ſpnierran, saxon j 1. To

twiſt by violence; to extort by writhing or

force. Aſcham, Dryden, Addiſon. 2. To

diſtort; to writh; to force. Hooker, Shake

peare.

WREST. ſ. ſſrom the verb.) Diſtortion; vio

lence. Hºcker.

WREST F.R. ſ. [from wreſt.] He who wreſts.

To WRESTLE. v. n. [from wreſt.) 1. To

contend who ſhall threw the other down. Shak.

2. To ſtruggle; to contend. Clarendon.

WRESTLER ſ [from wreſtle.] 1. One who

wreſtles ; one who profeſſes the athletick art.

Denh. 1. One who contends in wreſtling. Wall.

WRETCH / (pnecca, Saxon.) 1. A miſerable

mortal. Accidence. 2. A worthleſs ſorry crea

ture. Sidney. 3. It is uſed by way of ſlight,

ironieal pity, or contempt. Drayton.

WRE"TCHED. a. (from wretch..] I. Miſerable;

unhappy. Hooker. 2. Calamitous ; afflićtive;

3. Sorry ; pitiful ; paltry; worthleſs Hooker,

Rºſcommon. 4: Deſpicable; hatefully con

temptible. Sidney.

WRETCHEDLY adv, (from wretched] 1.

Miſerably ; unhappily, Clarenden. 2. Mean

ly; deſpicably. South.

WRE'TCHEDNESS. ſ (from wretched.) 1.

Miſery; unhappineſs; afflicted ſtate. Sidney,

Raleigh. 1. Pitifulneſs; deſpicableneſs.

WRET CHLESS. a. Careleſs; mindleſs; heed

leſs Hammond.

To WR1 GGLE. v. n. [rnigan, Saxon; rug

gelen, Dutch.) To move to and fro with ſhort

motions. Moºre, Swift.

To WRIGGLE. v. a "To put in a quick reci

procating motion. Hudibrar.

WRIGHT. ſ. [pnthra, pynh ca, Saxon.) A

workman; an artificer; a maker; a manu

facturer. Cheyne.

To WRING. v. a. preter. and part, paſſ.

wringed and wrung (pnºan, Saxon.) 1. To

twiſt; to turn round with violence. Lev. 2.

To force out of any body by contortion. Wotton.

3. To ſqueeze, to preſs Shakeſp. 4. To

writhe. Shakeſp. 5. To pinch Bacon, Clarend.

6. To force by violence: to extort Shakeſp.

Mi ton. 7. To haraſs; to diſtreſs; to torture.

Shakeſp Roſcºmmon. 8. To diſtort; to turn to

a wrong purpoſe. A cham, Whitgifte. 9. To

perſecute with extortion. Hayward.

To WRING. v. n. To writhe with anguiſh.

Shakeſp

WR1 NGt R. ſ. (from wring.) One who

ſqueezes the water out of clothes. Shakeſp.

WR "NKLE. ſ. ſphincle, Saxon ; ºv, inkel,

Dutch | 1. Corrugation or ſurrow of the ſkin

or the face. Hºwel, Swift. 2. Any roughneſs.

Drydºn. To
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To WR INKLE. v. a phinchan, Saxon.] t.

To corrugate to contrac' into ſurrows Bac.

Pºe 1. To make rough or uneven 41 ſton.

WRIS T. ſ. ſpynſz, Saxºn.) he jºint by which

the hand is J ined to the aim. Shakeſp.

Peacham.

VR; STE AND ſ ſº-ºff and band J The ſaſ.

tening of the ſhºt at the land

WRIT. ſ. [Iron, wrºte Anything written;

ſtripture. This ſenſe is now ch. By uſed in

ſpe king of the Bible. Kºller, Adiºſºn. 1. A

judicial proceſs. Prior. 3 A let al inſtrument.

Ariſt.

WR tº the preterite of write. Prior.

To W RITF, w a preterºte wri: or <wrote:

part aſ swritten, sº it, or wrote. (pritan,

a phºtºn, Saxon ) . To expreſs by means of

letters. Shake/p Deut 2. To engrave to

ºpieſ. Locke, 3. To produce as an author.

Granville. 4 To tell by letter Prior.

To W Rſ 1 E v. n. 1. To perform the aët of

writing. Shakeſp. z. To play the author.

- Mºdiſon. To telli in books. Shakeſp. 4. To

tend letters. : Eſdras. 5. To call one's ſelf:

to be entitled; to uſe the ſtile of Shakeſp.

*** f : 51ſºn. 6. To compoſe ; to form coin

tº nºons, JP'aller, Felton.

V. k. Tº R. f. from write.} 1. One who prac

tire s the art of writing. 2. An author. Bacºn.

4...! ſºn, S-ºff.

To WRITH E. v. a. [pnºan, Saxon.] 1. To

diſtort; to deform with diſtortion. Shake p

A ſiltºn, I'ry der. 2. To twiſt with violence.

A ſilton, ºddſºn. 3 To wreſt; to force by

violcree. Hºcker. 4. To twiſt. Dryden.

To W R1T H E v. n. To be convolved with

ago y or “rture. Addiſºn.

To WR I TH:1, E. v. a. [From writhe..] To

wrinkle to corrugate. Spenſer.

V Rt 1 ING. ſ. [ſion, writ.} 1. A legal inſtru

ment. 2. A compoſure; a book. Hºoker,

n. 3. A writter paper of any kind.
…!d.

S */A.

v. R T1:... GMASTER, f one who teaches to

write Dryder. - -

WRſ ºries. The participle paſſive of write.

Sººnſer.

W. R. K. N. The part, paſſ of 7 cwreak

WROR G. J. ºn anºe, Saxon.j 1. An injury :

a deſigned or ; Howa detriment. Sidney. Speºſ.

WRONG. a. [from the noun , 1. Not morally

fieht not agreeable to propriety or truth.

S. dney, Addiſon. ... Not phyſically right; un

fits unſuitable. Swift.

W. P. ONG. adv. Not lightly ;

Pope.

To WRONG. v a. [ſrom the noun ) To in

jure ; to uſe unjuſtly. II : *er, Spenſ Aldſ:4.

W. R.' NGDO F.R. / [wrong and der.] An

injurious perſºn. Stdney, Ayliffe.

W R O'NGER. ſ. (from stren: ) He that in.

jures; he that does wrong. Shake!}. R.lºgh.

WRONGFUT. a. wrong andfull ilnjurious;

unjuſt. Shakeſp. Dryden.

V. RONGFULLY. adv. [from wrongful) Un:

juſtly. Sidney, Spectator.

W. R O'NG, H E A D. a. [Tºrºng and head]

WRONGHE ADED. W. H.ving a perverſe un

derſtanding Pºpe.

WRO'NGLY. adv. (from wrong Unjuſtly ,

anniſs. Shakeſt. Lºcke.

WRO'NGLESSLY. ad-. [from wrongleſ.]

Without injury to any. Sidney.

WROTE. pret and part of write. Sºuth

WROTH a. pn b, Sax, wred, Daniſh. Angry.

Out of uſe. G-nºſiſ.

wroughT. (ºn 58, Saxon. The pret, and

part. paſſ, as it ſeems, of work; as the Dutch

wercken, makes gerocht j 1, Fflected; per

formed, j ºn, Stephenſ. 2. Influenced ; pre

vailed on. Shakeſp Milton. 3 Produced ,

cauſed. Milt. Addiſ. 4. Worked laboard,

Bar. Mult. 3. Gained; attained, Shakeſp.

6. Operated Miltºn, Philip : 7. Worked
Deuter. Facon. 8. Actuated. Dryd. 2. Mianu

factured Raleigh. Milt. to Formed : Car.

11. Excited by degrees. Addy. Swift. 14.

Guided; managed. Milton. 13. Agitated;

diſturbed. Shakeſ?.

WRUNG. The preter. and part. Paſive of wring.

'."ºrance, The rºom. -

WRY. a. In orn so, the j . Crook, dº devi.

ating from the right of direction. Sid. Sº P.

• 2. diſtºrted. . ; b Pºpe. 3. Wrung ; per

verted , wreſted. 2:::: *ary.

To w KY. v . [from the Ciròive ) to be

contorted and withered , to devºte from the

light direction S-aderſon. -

To v, R Y ~. a. [trom the aijective. To in-ke

to deviate; to distort &day.

amiſs. Lºcłe,

Daniel, lººd n. 2. Errou: ; cot right. Rºſ

£:::mar, 11 atti. -



X.

Is a letter, which, though found in

language

Saxon words, begins no word in the Engliſh

Y.

Y E. A

At the beginning of words, is a conſonant;

7 at the end, and when it follows a confo

nant, is a vowel, and has the ſound of i. It

is uſed at the end of words, and whenever two

it's would coine together; and in words de

rived from the Greek, to expreſs the v, 1 was

much uſed by the Saxons, whence y is found

for i in the old Engliſh writers.

YACHT. ſ. A ſmall ſhip for carrying paſſen

gers.

YARD. ſ. (Zeanb, Sax ) i. Incloſed ground ad

joining to an houſe Brown, Drydºn. 2. [sent,

Sax.j A meaſure of three feet Bacon, Holder.

3. The ſupports of the ſ.ils. Dryden

YARDWAND. ſ. ſ rard and wand.) A mea.

ſure of a yard. C. her.

YA ſº E. a. 3eenpe, Sax.] Ready ; dextrous;

eiger. Shakeſp.

YA'RELY. adv, ſºom yare J Dextrouſly; ſkil

'ully. Shakeſp.

YA R.N.'ſ Yeann, Saxon] Spun wool; woollen

thread. Shakeſp. Temple.

To YARR. v n ſtrom the ſound; kirrie, Lat.]

To grºwl, or ſ.a.r.l like a dog

YA R ROW. ſ. A plant which grºws wild on

dry banks, and is uſed in medicine.

YAWL ſ. A little veſſel belong ng to a ſhip,

for convenience of paſſius to and from it.

To YAWN. v. n 3-onan, Saxon ) i. To gape:

to oſcitate ; to have the mouth opened in

voluntarily. Bacon, Dryden. 2. To open wide.

Sandyſ, Prior. 3. To expreſs deſu e by yawn

ing Hocker.

YAWN. ſ. [from the verb.) 1. Oſcitation Pope.

2. ( ; ape: h.atus Addiſon.

YA WNING. a. [from yawn 1 Sle, py; ſlum

bering Shakeſp.

YCLAD part for clad Clothed. Shakeſp.

Y'CI.E.P." D. Cailed, termed, named. 4 ſilton.

Y101’E A D. The old pret. of to dread Spenſer.

Yi. The nominative plural of thou Luke.

Y F.A. adv. ſea, or rea, Sax; ja, Dutch.j Yes

Shakeſp. Matthew. .

To Yi'. AD, or YEDE v m. preterite yºde. To

go: "o march Sº enſer.

To YFAN v n (earlan, Saxon.] To bring

yourg Uſed o' ſheep. Shakeſp. Dryden.

Y: A Nº.1 S. G. ('rom year.;

ſheep. Shakeſ,

Y LA K. J. Yean, Sax. Twelve months. Shaº.

2. it is often uſed plurally, without a plural

Y E R

termination. Shake?. 3. In the plural, old

age. Barºn, Dryde-.

YEARLING. a. irom year.] Being a year old.

Pope. -

YEARLY. a. ſſrom year.] Annual; happen

ing every year; laſting a year. Prior.

YEARLY, adv. Annually , once a year. Dryd

To YEARN. v. n. (eannan,Sax J. To feel great

internal uneaſineſs Spenſer, Geneſſ.

to YEARN. v. n. To grieve: to vex. Shakeſp.

YELK. ſ. [from Sealepe, yellºw, Saxon.) The

yellow part of the egg. It is commooly pro

nounced, and often written yº/*, Brºwn,Dryd.

To YELL. v. n. To cry out with horrour and

agony. Spen'er, Drayton, Miltºn.

YEl-L / (from the verb.] A cry of horrour.

Shakeſp. Dryden.

YELLOW. a. (yea!epe, Saxon; gºeleuwe,

Dutch..] Being of a bright glaring colour, as

gold Miltor, Newtºn.

YELLOW BOY. f. A gold cºin. Arbuthnot.

YELLOWHAMMER. ſ. A bird.

YELLOW I SH, a [from yellow.J Approaching

to yellow. 14'o-dward.

YELLOW I-HN ESS. ſ. [ſrom yellºwiſſ J The

quality of approaching to yellºw Bºyle.

YELLOWNESS. ſ. (from yellºw. 1. The

quality of being yellow. Bacon, Arbuthnot, 1.

It is uſed in State feare for jealouſy

YE/LLOW. S. ſ. A diſeaſe in horſes. It owes its

original to obſtructions in the gall pipe, which

are cauſed by ſli y or gritty matter; or to the

ſtoppage or the roots of thoſe little dućts open

ing in o that pipe, by the like matter.

To Y El...P. v. 7 (5-alpan, Saº. To bark as a

bear le-hound at his prey. Shakeſ?.

YEOMAN / (tºe true etymology ſeems to be

from geman, Friſick, a villager J. I. A man of

a finali eſtate in land : a farmer: a gentleman

'armer, Locke, Ziddiſon. 2. It ſeems to have

been ancien ly a kind of ceremonious title

given to fºld eas: whence we have ſtill yearsen

of the guard Bacon, Swift. 3. It was probably

a freeholder nºt advanced to the rank of a

gentleman Shakeſp.

YEOMAN R.Y. 1 tº on yeºman.] The collec

tive body of yeomen. Racon.

the young of To YF.R.K. v. a. To throw out or move with

a ſpring. A leaping hole is ſaid to ye: A, or

ſtrºke out his hind legs, when he ſings and

kicks with his whole hind quarters Farrier'ſ

| 121-4, many. - YERK
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YERK. ſ. [from the verb.) A quick motion.

To YERN. v. a. See Year N. Shakeſp.

YES. adv. (gire, Sax j A term of affirmation;

the affirmative pºrticle oppoſed to so. Bacon,

Pope.

YEST. ſ. (sert, Saxon.) 1. The foam, ſpume,

or flower of beer in fermentation ; barm

Hudibrat, Gay. 2. The ſpume on a troubled

ſea Ska reſp.

YESTER. a. ſ.ghifter, Dutch..] Being next

before the preſent dº y Dryden.

YESTERDAY. ſ. ſºrtarbæ5, Sax ) The day

laſt paſt 5 the next day before to day. Shakeſ.

Prior.

YESTFRDAY. adv. On the day laſt paſt Bacon.

YE STERNIGHT ſthe night before this night.

YFSTERNIGHT. adv. On the night laſt paſt.

Shakeſp.

YE STY, a [from yeſ?, Frothy ſpumy. Shak.

YET conjunct, ſºyt, Yet, Feta, Sax.] Never

the leſs; notwithilanding; however. Daniel,

South, Tillotſºn.

YET. adv. 1. Beſide; over and above.Atterbury.

2. Still ; the ſtate ſtill remaining the ſame.

Addiſon. 3. Once again. Pote. 4. At this

time; ſo ſoon ; hitherto : with a negative be

fore it Bacon. 3. At leaſt. Baker. 6. It notes

increaſe or exterſion of the ſenſe of the words

to which it is joined Dryden. 7. Still ; in a

new degree. L'Eſtrange. 8. Even; aſter all.

Whitgifte, Bacºn. 9. Hitherto. Hooker.

YEVEN. for given. Spenſer.

YE.W. / (p, Saxon.) A tree ºf tough wood

Fairfax. Prior.

YE WEN. a. from yew.] Made of the wood

of yew.

YF F.R.E. adv. [yrene, Sax.) Together. Sºenſ

To Y! ELD. v. a. (Yelbas, Sax. to pay.) 1. To

produce; to give in return for cultivatiºn or

labour. Arbuthnot, 2. To produce in general.

Shakeſp. A buthnot, 3. To affºrd; to exhibit

Sidney, Locke. 4. To give, as claimed of right

Milton. 5. To allow , to permit Milton. 6. To

cmit to expire. Geneſiſ. 7. To reſign : to

give up. Watts. 8. To ſurrender Kºzlies.

To Yl ELD. v. n. 1. Give up the conqueſt; to

ſubmit. Daniel, Waltºn. 2. To comply with

any perſon. Proverbs. 3. To comply with

things. Bacon, Milton 4 To concede j to

admit; to allow ; not to deny. Hakewill 5

To give place as interiout in excellence or

any other quality. Dryden.

Yi ELDER. ſ. (from yield.] One who yields.

Shakeſp.

Yokſ, ſ ſteoc, Saxon; jack, Dutch..] ... The

bandage placed on the neck of draught cren.

Numberſ, P.; e. 2. A mark of ſervitude :

flavery. Dryeºn. 3. A chain ; a link a bord.

Dryden 4. A couple ; two , a pair. Shakeſ?
- Dryden, Bros me. -

To YoK.E. v. a (from the noun.) 1. To bind

by a voke or carriage. L'Eſtrange, Dryden 2.

To join or couple with another. Dryden. 3.

To enſlave ; to ſubdue. Shakeſp. 4. To re

ſtain; to contice Bacon.

YOKE-ELM. ſ. A tree. Ainſworth.

YQKEFELLOW. R. ſ. [yoke and fellºw, or
YOKEMATE. } mate.] 1. Companion in

labour. Shakeſp. 2. Mate; fellow. Hudibras,

Stepney.

YOLD, for yielded. Obſolete. Spenſer.

YOLK_f. [See YElk.) The yellow part of an

egg. Ray.

YON. a. [Xeonb, Saxon.) Being at a

YOND. diſtance within view. Shakeſp.

YO'NDER. Ben. johnſºn, Pºpe.

YON. - - - - -

YOND. adv. At a diſtance within view.

YO'NDER Milton, Arbuthnot.

YOND. a. Mad 5 furiºus ; perhaps tranſported

wi h rage ; under alienation of mind. Spesſer.

YORE, or of 2 ore adv. Zergana. Saxon.) 1.

lºng. Spenſ. 2. Of old time : long ag-. Pºpe.

YOU preſſ ſep, luh, Sºx j . The oblique caſe

of ye Eph. 2. It is uſed in the nomirative.

Shakeſp. 3. It is the ceremonial word for

the ſecond perſon ſingular, and is always uſed

except in ſolemn language. Pope.

YOUNG, a (long, yeong, Sax. jang, Dutch.)

1. Being in the firſt part of lif.; not old.

Shakeſ?... Chapman, Cºw 'ey. 2. Ignorant;

weak Shakeſp. 3. It is ſometimes applied to

vegetable lite. Bacon.

YOUNG. ſ. The offspring of animals collec

tively. Milton, Mere.

YOU'NGISH. a. [ from young. J Somewhat

young. Tatler.

YOUNG i.ING. ſ. [from young; yeongling,

Six.' Any creature in the firſt part of life.

YOUNGLY. adv. [from young j . Early in

life Shakeſp. 2. Ignorantly , weakly.
YOU§º ſ: [from young.] A Young

YOU NKER. perſon. Shakeſp. Creech.

Prior.

YOUNGTH... ſ. [from young.] Youth. Sfesſºr.

YOUR pronoun [eopen, Sax.] I. Belonging to

you. Shakeſp. 2. You Rs is uſed when the

ſubſtantive goes before or is underſtood; asthis

is your book, this book is yours. Shakeſp. Pºpe.

YOURSE'I.F. ſ. ſyour and ſelf. ) You, even

you ; ye, not others. Shakeſp.

YOUTH. f. (yeozº, Sax.] i. The part of life

ſucceeding to childhood and adoleſcence. Skak.

Miſter, Arbuthnºt 2. A young man Shakeſp.

Aºiſter, Dryden. 3. Young men, Ben. jºhnſºs.

YOUTHFUL. a [youth and full) i. Young.

Dryd. 1. Suitable to the firſt part of life. Milt.

Dryd. Pete. 3. Vigorous as in youth, Bentley.

YOUTHFULLY. adv. [from youthful] In a

youthful manner.

YoUT : 11.Y. a. [from yºuth.] Young ; early in

lie Spºnſer.

YOU"THY. a. ſſrom yºuth.] Young; yeuthful.

Speciator.

YP'GHT. part. [y and pight, from pitch. I

Pixed. Stenſer.

YUCK. f {jocker, butch j Itch.

YUI.E. ſ. ſºe ol, yeol, yehul, Sax.] The time of

Chriſtmas.

YUX. f. (yeox, Sax.] The hiccough. Z
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Z.

Is found in the Saxon alphabets, ſet down

, by Grammarians, but is read in no word

originally Teutonick: its ſound is uniformly

that of an hard S.

ZA FFA R. R. ſ. Powder the calx of cobalt. ve

ZAFFIR. ry fine, and mix it with three

times its weigh of powdered flints, this be

ing wetted with common water, the whole

concretes into a ſolid maſs called zaffre, which

from its hardne:s has been miſtaken for a na

tive mineral. Hill.

ZANY. ſ. One employed to raiſe laughter by

his geſtures, actions and ſpeeches; a merry

Andrew ; a buffoon. Shakeſp. Donne.

ZA'RNICH. ſ. A ſolid ſubſtance in which or

piment-is frequently ſourd; and it approach:

es to the nature of orpiment, but without its

luſtre and foliated texture. The common

kinds of zarnich are green and yellow. Hill

ZEAL. ſ. [ćac., zeius, Lat). Paſſionate, ar

dour for any perſon or cauſe. Hººker, Milton,

Dryden, Tilletſºn, Spratt.

ZEAT.O.T. ſ. ſaelsteur, Fr.:12-3.) One paſ.

ſionately ardent in any cauſe. Generally uſed

in diſpraiſe. Spratt.

ZEALOUS. a. [from zeal.] Ardently paſſionate

in any cauſe. Taylor, Spratt. -

ZEALOUSLY, adv, (from zealour.] With paſ

ſionate ardour. Swift.

ZEALOUSNESS. ſ. [from zealous ) The qua

lity of being zealou. -

ZE CHIN. ſ. (So named from Zecha, a place in

Venice where the mint is ſettled for coinage |

A gold coin worth about nine ſhillings ſterling

ZEDO ARY. ſ. (22d aire, Fr.) A ſpicy plant,

ſomewhat like ginger in its leaves, but of a

ſweet ſcent.

ZED /. The name of the letter z. Shakeſp.

ZENITH / [Arabick The point over head

oppoſite the nadir. Davies. Brown.

ZEPHYR. ſ. […ephyrus, Lat The weſt

ZE'PHYRUS. wind; and poetically any

calm ſoft wind. Peacham, Miltºn, Thomſon.

ZEST. ſ. 1. The peel of an orange ſqueezed

into wine. 2. A reliſh ; a taſte added

To ZEST. v. a. To heighten by an additional

reliſh. -

ZETETICK. a. [from Čºria..] Proceeding by

enquiry. -

2EU GMA. ſſfrom ºxaa..] A figure in Gram

F I

mar, when a verb agreeing with divers nouns,

or an adjective with divers ſubſtantives, is

referred to one expreſly, and to the other by

ſupplement ; as luſt overcame ſhame, bold.

neſs fear, and madneſs reaſon.

ZOCLE. ſ. [In architecture.] A ſmall ſort of

ſtand or pedeſtal, being a low ſquare piece or .

member, ſerving to ſupport a buſto, ſtatue, or

the like.

ZODIACK. ſ. [ {2},zz.c.) The track of the fun

through the twelve ſigns; a great circle of the

ſphere, containing the twelve ſigns. Bes.

Johnſon, Bentley.

ZONE. ſ. ſºvº zona, Lat.] 1. A girdle.

Pryden, Granville. 2. A diviſion of the earth.

The whole ſurface of the earth is divided into

five zoner - The firſt is contained between the

two tropicks, and is called the torrid zone.

There are two temperate zºnes, and two frigid

zºnes. The northern temperate zone is ter

minated by the tropick of Cancer and the

arctick polar circle : the ſouthern temperate

*ºne is contained between the tropick of Ca

pricorn and the polar circle: the frigid zoner

are circumſcribed by the polar circles, and

the poles are in their centres. Suckling, Dry

** 3: Circuit; circumference. Milton.

ZOO GRAPHER. ſ. (&xi; and yºatz) One whe

deſcribes the nature, properties, and forms of

aninnais. Brown.

ZOOGRAPHY ſ [of ºx; and yeſ; 2. A de

ſcription of the forms, natures and properties
of animals. Glanville.

ZOOLOGY. ſ. [of £20, and xojº..] A treatiſe

concerning living creatures.

ZOOPHYTE. ſ. 32 puzzy. Certain vegetables

or ſubſtances which partake of the nature both

of vegetables and animals.

ZOOPHO RICK Column. ſ. [In architesure l

A ſtatuary column, or a column which bears

or ſupports the figure of an animal.

ZOO'PHORUS. ſ. [ {~2:2:3:..] A part between

the architraves and cornice, ſo called on ac

count of the ornaments on it, among which

are the figures of animals. Didž.

ZOOTOMIST. ſ. [of ºworºwia.) A diſſector of

the bodies of brute beaſts.

ZOOTOMY. ſ. [ (worowa.] Diſſection of the

bodies of beaſts.

5 T
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